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CNN Breaking News 

MaJaysia Airlines Flight 370 likely crashed in the Indian Ocean, Malaysids Prime Minis~ter said today. 

Prime Minister Najib Razak said British investigators’ conclusion that the plane’s flight ended in the southern Indian Ocean was based on new analysis of Inmaxsat 

satellite data. 

The mysteD~ of what happened to 227 passengers and 12 crew members had set off a frenzy of speculation and conspimcy-theoly hatching. 

But the Prime Minister said the Boeing 777’s last known position was fa~ ti~om any laMing area. 

Read the story here. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 
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or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
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NIH R21 Grant Writing Manual Helps Crater the Best Proposa] Possible One Section at a Time 

Click hele to view mobile version. 

i~ii Principal l .... tigators Association 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

New NIH R21 Grant Writin9 Manual Helps 
Researchers Craft the Best Proposal 
Possible, One ,Section at a Time 
March 24, 2014--Bonita Springs, FL. Principal Investigators Association 

(PIA) announces the release of the NIH R21 Grant Application mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual 1st Edition. 

The R21 grant mechanism is specifically intended to fund high-risk/high-reward 
projects. Applying for a National Institutes of Health (NIH) R21 grant is an 
involved process with many facets to consider and extensive guidelines to 
follow. This new 297 page manual will guide researchers through the 
various steps involved and help them submit the best proposal possible. 

Each section of this manual instructs on a separate, essential part of the R21 
grant application process. This includes expert advice for developing the Project 
Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, Environment section and Research Plan. 
Insider strategies will also help ensure the Research Strategy addresses the 
project’s Innovation, Significance, Approach and Overall Impact successfully. 

The R21 manual also includes various examples from funded R21 proposals as 
well as step-by-step guidance from seasoned experts. 

NIH R21 Grant Application mentor: 

An Educational How-to Manual. 1st 

Edition 

Who Will Benefit from This Manual? 

Principal Investigators, Research Professors and Research Managers, plus any other key proposal team members. 

About the Co-Authors Christopher Dant, PhD and Stephen Matheson, PhD: 

Dr. Christopher Dant is a faculty instructor at Dartmouth Medical School and the Norris Cotton Cancer Center. His PhD was 
concentrated in cellular and molecular biology. Early in his postgraduate career, he apprenticed with a Senior Editor at 

Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), and went on to work as a biomedical writer for life sciences 
investigators in academia, private industry, and government agencies. 

Dr. Stephen Matheson has a master’s degree in toxicology from Rutgers University and UMDNJ, and a PhD in neuroscience 
from the University of Arizona. He completed a postdoctoral research fellov~hip at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) 
and Harvard Medical School, working in developmental neuroscience in the MGH Cancer Center.While in academia, Dr. 
Matheson gained vast experience in writing grant applications that included successful NIH proposals. 

Introductory Rate: 

"nte NIH R21 Grant Application mentor. An Educational How=to Manual, 1st Edition is currently available at an introductory 

rate until April 4th. A print version is also available. To preview the entire table of contents, please click here. 

PIA is an independent organization that helps scientists in all fields master their operational and financial challenges. 

For additional information, visit PIA’s website, or call 800.-3034)t29 ext. 506. 

Reference Code: R21-032414 

Share this: [] [] [] 



Fo~wxd to a friend. 

This instructional manual is independent a nd not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF All opinions expressed are those of the authors and not 

of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:24 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"All lives axe lost," family me~nbers of those aboaxd Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 were told today. 

The grim news that the airliner apparently crashed in the southern Indian Ocem~ was annonnced by Malaysids Prime Minister. 

The mystery of what happened to the 227 passengers and 12 crew members aboard the Boeing 777 had set off a frenzy of speculation and conspiracy-theory 

hatching. 

Relatives met flae news today ruth anguish, wailing mad crying at "the Beijing hotel where they had met mfl~ Malaysia Airlines officials. 

Prime Minister Najib R~ak said British investigatorff conclusion that the plane’s flight ended in the southern Indian Ocean was based on new analysis of Inmarsat 

satellite data. 

The Prone Minister said the airliner’s lafft known position was fro from any landing eaea. 

Read the stoly here. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 
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Summary: 
University of North Carolina officials appear to have violated state law when they criticized a reading 

specialist who concluded that some basketball and football players couldn’t read at a third-grade level, 

the head of a government accountability advocacy group says. 

School officials’ actions make UNC-Chapel Hill look like a bully, and they will make others hesitant to 

come forward, the president of the Government Accountability Project wrote in his letter to 

Chancellor Carol Folt. GAP President Louis Clark urged UNC-CH to investigate whether school officials 

have harassed or intimidated Mary Willingham, who worked with athletes and researched their 

reading skills. 

"In my 36 years of dealing with whistleblower cases, this course of action seems necessary and palpably 

prudent, and I implore you to undertake such a step immediately," Clark wrote in the letter, dated 

March 6. 

He also demanded that the school release the names of a third-party independent board that school 

officials have said is investigating Willingham’s analysis of athletes’ literacy. "Specifically, how were 

members selected, how is the panel’s independence guaranteed and what is its current status?" 

he wrote. 

Article Links: 
http://www.cnn.com/2014/O3/22/us/ncaa-athletes-unc-whistleblower/ 

http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Group-U NC-broke-state-law-by-harassing-Willingham- 

5338366.php 

http://www.whist~eb~~wer.~rg/b~~g/48-2~14/3264-unc-cha~~enged-f~r-smearing-ath~ete-~iteracy- 

whistleblower 
http://www.kionrightnow.com/news/Whistleblower-group-urges-U NC-probe/251097:18 

http://wtvr.com/2014/O3/23/unc-attacks-on-whistleblower/ 
http ://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O3/21/3 721266/group-unc-broke-state-law-by- 

harassing.html?sp=/99/102/1:10/112/973/ 
http://www.wncn.c~m/st~ry/25~4~47~/gr~up-unc-br~ke-state-~aw-by-harassing-wi~~ingham 

Summary: 
Upon his return [from the Knight Commission talks], Ross told WRAL-TV in Raleigh that an idea he put 

forward is to reduce the academic course load of entering athletes during their freshman year. 

It’s a proposal that appears to contradict the commission’s own statement of principles, which includes 

language that colleges offer academic experiences to athletes that are "as close as possible to the 

academic experiences of their classmates." 
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The idea would also turn on its head one of the key college athletics reforms of the 20th century, the 

restrictions on athletics eligibility for freshmen to try to allow athletes to acclimate themselves to 

college before they began competing. That reform was tossed out in the early 1970s. Ever since, 

universities have been on a headlong rush to turn their athletes in quasi-professionals, minus the 

professional compensation. 

Ross’ idea would accelerate that push. It would also put universities on some pretty shaky legal ground. 

What Ross fails to acknowledge is that college athletics, in its current form, can only be justified if 

athletes are being provided real degrees and legitimate educations. 

Article Link: 
hit p ://www. sali s bu rypost, co m/a rti cl e/20140324/S P05/140329836/1012/scott-m oo n eyh a m -ross-fail s- 

to-grasp-athletics-dilemma 

Summary: 
UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee met Wednesday and discussed a draft of the new survey, which is 

planned to be anonymous as of now, although Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham wants some method 

to identify participants added in case of NCAA infractions. 

The new surveys are designed to get a feel for the academic experience of student-athletes and also 

alert the athletic department of any possible violations. 

The integrity of the information gleaned from the survey is more valuable than discovering singular 

violations by athletes. Failing to make this survey anonymous would put its value in jeopardy. 

Article Link: 
http://www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~3/~pini~n-student-ath~ete-exit-survey-sh~u~d-remain- 

anonymous 

Summary: 
UNC-system President Tom Ross said the system has been working for the last six months to develop 

recommendations about athletic financial transparency that will likely be released next month. 

"1 think it’s incumbent on us as a system to put that information out there," he said. 

Amy Perko, executive director of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, said the 

commission recently updated its Athletic and Academic Spending Database to include data that shows 

trends from 2005 to 2012. 
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According to the data, UNC had a 76 percent average increase in athletic spending per athlete, 

compared to a 5 percent increase in academic spending per full-time student. 

Perko said the national trend points to more rapidly increasing athletic spending on a per capita basis 

than academic spending, and this trend will continue to accelerate. 

Article Link: 
http://www~dai~ytarhee~~c~m/artic~e/2~14/~3/unc-system-~eaders.want.c~arity.in.ath~etic.c~sts 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Comment from N&O Willingham Article: 
Angela Crumpler ¯ UNC School of Law 

As a former graduate of UNC School of Law and former General Counsel of the NC Department of Labor, 

I consider the way that UNC treated Willingham retaliatory. I certainly believe that I could have qualified 

Ms. Willingham to testify in court about the status of academics in the athletics programs at UNC. She 

tested the students with standardized tests and she worked one on one with them. She may know more 

about them than any other person at UNC and she never gave out identifying information. She may be a 

star witness for the NCAA lawsuit to pay students to prove that the "education" students are getting 

may not be worth much in comparison to what they contributed to their schools. Her knowledge is 

primary having worked directly with the students, others are far removed and in my opinion would carry 

less evidentiary value. My Alma mater should have spent its time and effort cleaning up it’s act, not 

spending $:1.5 million of it’s donor’s contributions covering it up. I certainly will not be giving any 
unrestricted funds to any place that feels a need to defend itself by shooting the messager, hiring $900 

an hour lawyers, and being so asleep at the wheel the main fundraiser can embezzle money on his 

expense account to take trips with his co-employee girlfriend. 

Twitter: 

Rand 6etlin @Rand_6etlin 58s 
Former #UNC football players Michael McAdoo and Bryan Bishop discuss the sham of a "free 

education": http://wWw.hb~.c~m/rea~.sp~rts.With.bryant-gumbe~#/reabsp~rts....hSVpg~AV3AX~A== ... 

don’t y’all think it is poor form for Bubba Cunningham, using a handle identifying himself as the Director 

of Athletics at the University of North Carolina to be following the twitter parody handle 

@MaryWillingScam? That tells me everything I need to know about this guy. 

--- yeah, that isn’t a good look. 

About the HBO show airing tomorrow night: 
Also - now you have actual players say the ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT steered them to these fake classes. 
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Summary: 
NCAA President Emmert sits down with NBC’s Meet the Press to discuss student-athlete compensation, 

includes former Duke student-athlete & President Obama Aide Love & Secretary of Education Duncan, 

Emmert believes framework of debate should center on the importance of a sound education, Duncan 

says the incentive structure needs to change, points to graduation rates. 

Article Links: 
http://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/should-student-athletes-get-paid-n59866 

http://wWw.thenati~n.c~m/b~~g/178969/its.racism.stupid.meet-presss.epic.ncaa.fai~ 

Duncan Says Coaches’ Pay Should Be Tied To Academics: 

http://www.insidehighered.c~m/quicktakes/2~14/~3/24/duncan.says.c~aches%E2%8~%99.pay-sh~u~d- 

be-tied-academics 

Summary: 
About the tangled web of NCAA travel dynamics during the NCAA MBB & WBB Tournaments including 

getting a hold of enough charter airplanes to help get participating teams to & from all game sites, New 

Mexico State admins still sour after having to fly home after late-night overtime loss to San Diego 

State in the 2nd round. 

charters.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&smid%3D=tw-nytsports&_r=1 

Summary: 
In addition to North Carolina, academic situations at Oklahoma & Memphis will be profiled in a HBO 

Real Sports episode that will air this Tuesday, former Sooners Senior Assoc. AD Gurney says he made 

sure that all student-athletes graduated during his tenure & that "there’s one like me at every big-time 

university in the country." 

Article Links: 
http://www.tu~saw~r~d.c~m/sp~rtsextra/~u/s~~ners.featured.in.hb~.d~cumentary~~n.academics. 

football-degree/article_c9249e6a-gbga-5e6f-853e-3ec0effbc773.html 

http://www.s~am~n~ine.c~m/~n~ine/c~~~ege.hs/c~~~ege/2~14/~3/hb~.rea~.sp~rts.air.eye.~pening. 
investigation-ncaas-academic-reform-next-tuesday/ 
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Summary: 
Interesting review of post-season MBB Tourneys the College Basketball Invitational& the College 

Insiders Tournament, CBI charging $50k to host first-round games, while the CIT is $20k cheaper, 

subsequent rounds in the CBI cost $75k, Northern Colorado HC Hill says investment amounts are a big 

deal for departments that don’t have large budgets. 

Article Link: 
http://www.coloradoan.com/article/20140323/COLU M NISTS149/303230064/Stephens-College- 

basketball-teams-right-avoid-CBI-hosting-cost-starting-50-000?nclick_check=l 

Summary: 

Alabama FB HC Saban suggests the NFL should allow underclassmen to participate in the Scouting 

Combine or a separate combine as a tool to determine if they want to turn pro or not, believes 

the NFL knows that the college game can better develop future players because of limitations to the 

league’s practice rules. 

Article Link: 
http://www.nf~.c~m/news/st~ry/~ap2~~~~~~335774/artic~e/nick~saban~suggests~big~changes~t~~nf~~ 

combine?campaign:Twitter nfl cb 

Summary: 
In his latest blog post, Michigan AD Brandon writes about the importance & impact of a strong brand, "If 

an organization has done a good job of building equity in the brand, it could show several different 

people its logo & receive similar responses in terms of what the organization stands for in their hearts & 

minds." 

Article Link: 
http://www.mgoblue.com/sports/brandon/spec-rel/O32314aaa.html 

Summary: 
Ball State self-reports a handful of secondary violations including Women’s Golf HC Mowat exceeding 

the four hour daily limit of team activities & Diving HC Thomas not giving a day off in a seven-day span, 
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AD Scholl not alarmed, "The rulebook is so bloated, it’s virtually impossible to go through a year that we 

didn’t break a single rule even accidentally." 

Article Link: 
http://www.thestarpress.com/article/20140324/SPORTS20/303240054/BalI-State- 

Athletics?ndick check=:1 

Summary: 
A new Washington Post-ABC News poll finds that a large majority of the general public opposes paying 

salaries to college athletes beyond the scholarships currently offered. 

Only 33 percent support paying college athletes. At 64 percent, opposition is nearly twice as high as 

support, with 47 percent strongly against the idea. Nearly every demographic and political group 

opposes it except non-whites, for whom 51 percent support. The breakdown among whites (73 percent 

oppose, 24 percent support) tilted strongly in the opposite direction, echoing the perspective of NCAA 

President Mark Emmert. 

Article Links: 
http://www.washingt~np~stc~m/sp~rts/c~~~eges/~arge~maj~rity~~pp~ses-paying~ncaa~ath~etes- 

washingt~n-p~st-abc-news-p~~~-finds/2~14/~3/22/c411a32e-b13~-11e3-95e8-39bef8e9a48b-st~ry.htm~ 

http://www.insidehighered.c~m/quicktakes/2~14/~3/24/p~~~-m~st-americans-~pp~se-pay-c~~~ege- 

athletes 
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Summary: 
Maryland’s exit from the ACC continues to be contentious as the University has subpoenaed 10 other 

league members & the ESPN to obtain documents central to the Terps departure, Virginia 

Tech & Georgia Tech are the only schools that have complied thus far, UMD is also asking for records on 

how this season’s MBB conference schedule was constructed. 

Article Link: 

Summary: 

Under Title IX, the total amount of financial aid available to male and female athletes must be 
"substantially proportionate" to their overall participation rates. Paychecks would presumably be held 

to the same standard. If, for instance, a court ordered a university to give a share of its television 

revenue to male players, an equitable percentage would have to flow to female athletes. 

Similarly, should the courts decide that elite athletes are entitled to stipends in addition to scholarships, 

colleges would have to distribute money proportionally between the sexes. 

There would be no cause for bankruptcy in either case. Like any business confronting a new expense, 

colleges could reduce overhead or raise prices. Right now, the highest-paid public employee in many 

states is the football coach. That may not be possible once players get a cut. 

Title IX might not come into play at all if the N.C.A.A. allowed athletes to negotiate licensing agreements 

independently. Money would flow to athletes directly, and the colleges would not be involved. Although 

the vast majority of athletes would earn nothing, a few stars would get sizable paychecks. 

None of this is to say that the end of amateurism, if it ever arrives, will be seamless. Colleges will have to 

make some tough choices. But they should be putting their energy into preparing for that possibility, 

instead of dreaming up reasons to stop it. 

Article Link: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/O3/23/opinion/sunday/pay-for-play-and-title-ix.html 
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Summary: 
Long before the college sports world focused on the O’Bannon trial, which is scheduled for trial on June 

9, Bloom fought a losing, two-year battle against the NCAA over similar principles. 

Bloom was the Colorado football player who a decade ago sought to keep his college eligibility while 

receiving endorsements as an Olympic mogul skier. He lost his lawsuit and the NCAA held firm that 

although college athletes could accept salaries as professionals in other sports, they aren’t permitted to 

be paid from sponsors. 

Article Link: 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O3/post_594.html 

Summary: 
But even if Colter is not an employee under the NLRA, it does not mean he is not an employee under 

every statute everywhere. He may have a stronger claim that he is an employee under the Fair Labor 

Standards Act, which requires minimum wages and overtime premiums. If injured, he might seek 

damages as an employee under the workers’ compensation laws. If sexually or racially harassed, he 

might seek recourse under employment discrimination statutes. (Things like that have been known to 

happen in football.) Colter himself might be an employee under dozens of different statutes. Nationally, 

college athletes could make claims under hundreds of different employment statutes, each with their 

own definition of "employee." This is why Colter is an employee. Even if he is not one under the NLRA, 

he is one somewhere, for some purpose. Looking beyond Colter, college athletes have so many 

opportunities to make the claim under so many statutes that, someday, somewhere, they are sure to be 

classified as employees. 

The NCAA should be worried about this. Many of its regulations simply do not align well with some 

employment statutes. But the NCAA shouldn’t be completely distraught. Unionization, for example, 

would not necessarily conflict at all with any NCAA regulations. It would only require Northwestern to sit 

down with the football players and talk. No violation there; the NCAA says it already does that. The 

NLRA doesn’t require the NCAA or Northwestern to agree to any changes the players might demand that 

would conflict with current practices. None. Similarly, I do not know of any NCAA regulations that say 

that college athletes cannot seek full recourse if they are sexually or racially harassed. 

Some employment regulation would conflict with current NCAA policies. The NCAA’s current practices, 

for example, would run into trouble under the Fair Labor Standards Act which requires modest 

payments for work, mostly in cash. But maybe requiring "fair" labor standards wouldn’t be a bad thing? 

Maybe it would even be a good thing? 

So, yes, the NCAA should worry. But mostly it should plan for the inevitable day when college athletes 

are determined to be employees. The NCAA will have a more challenging task when that day arrives. 

Complying with employment laws is complicated and expensive. But that’s true for all employers. For 
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better or worse, we as a society have decided that those complications are worth it to ensure fair 

wages, nondiscrimination, and the other things protected by employment statutes. 

Article Link: 
http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 

Summary: 
Nearly five months after being involved in a locker-room altercation that hospitalized a teammate, a 

"mystery" Cal football player has escaped any type of legal consequences stemming from the incident. 

According to the Santa Cruz Sentinel, the unidentified Golden Bear "will not face criminal charges as 

long as he satisfies sanctions imposed by the university." The player’s attorney, Darryl Stallworth, 

confirmed that no charges would be filed but declined to detail the specifics of the university’s 

sanctions. 

Freshman walk-on running back Fabiano Hale suffered a concussion and required stitches in his ear as a 

result of the early-November post-practice scuffle. "Player X" was determined to be the instigator in the 

fight that left Hale hospitalized for a couple of days. 

That player was suspended indefinitely by the university, while Hale remains a part of Sonny Dykes’ 

football program. 

Article Link: 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~3/23/ca~-p~ayer-w~nt-face-charges-f~r-injuring- 

teammate/ 
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llow "[he l!ks-~xds Tl~st P&~y MiXlio~s To Spo-~xso~" M~rd~ M&~d-~xess Ca~ Turn A 

Profit 

Summary: 
rEvolution EVP Marshall outlines what premier NCAA sponsors should do to fully take advantage of 

partnerships around March Madness, recommends ’owning’ a specific event link AT&T’s ’Bracket 

Challenge’, points to Coke as fully leveraging grassroots opportunities, encourages brands to create 

specific commercials geared to tourney, more. 

Article Link: 
http://www.businessinsider.com/march-madness-sponsorship-2024-3 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 12:25 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The list of people repo(ted ~nissing a£ter Saturday’s landslide in mr~J Washington includes 108 names, Snohomish Coun .ty emergency officials said Monday morning. 

The officio] death toll rem~ned at eight. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNW 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tlfis e-m~Jl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-m~Jl alerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:01 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Scarves at Planet Fitness Okayed ] 3-D Court Video Explained ] Sex Harassment Case Settled 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The corporate office of Planet Fitness in New York issued a statement Thursday 

saying that while it cannot comment on pending ligation regarding ... 

Fedlout Expmasive in Gradv HS FootboJl Eligibilits’ Fraud 

The use of ineligible players on Gra@ High School’s football team has resulted in 

sever~J school employee resignations, suspensions and ... 

Showtime: Turn Plasdng Surfaces into 3-D Video Boards 

Hardwood ripples. Free-throw lanes rise. Game footage rolls and championship 
banners unfurl in an unexpected space the playing surface .... 

Private Sports Complex Eyes School Crrounds Location 
Two businessmen have approached the Butler Area School District about building 

a privately owned sports colnplex on school property. ’][’he district ... 

Fitness Instructor Who Claimed Hamsslnent to Get $75K 
Chattanooga City Council members this week unanimously approved a $75,000 



settlement with a tbrmer part-time city employee who accused ... 

tIigh School Gives Coach ’Second Chance’ After DUI 
Craig Moser missed the 2013 season after he stepped down in late July tbllowing a 

July 26 m-resl for driving under the influence .... 

Fommr AD Explains Lengthy Contract of Fired Coach 
Ken Bone may have been dismissed as the men’s basketball coach at Washington 

State last week, but the school still owes Bone the $1.7 million 

Ohio School Votes to Allow Band Members to Waive PE 
Superintendant Judy Robin~)n ~id the PE waiver opens students to other 

education opportunities so long as they are getting their exercise ... 

For These Girls. Soccer Concussions an On~ 
Hannah Thomas’ struggles echo those of her close circle of friends in Chesler 

County who became posler children for the growing national ... 

MRSA Hospitalizes t hillies Shortslop Fredd’~ Galvis 
Eleven days ago, before starting at shortstop in a game in Disney World, where the 
Atlanta Braves call spring training home, ... 

Conference, Media Deals Fuel $106M in WVU Facility Work 
Wesl Virginia University otticials have a len~hy list of projects either undetnvay or 

in the idea stage, the result of what they expect to be ... 

USF S tin Creme Movin to Cain us Soccer Stadium 
The University of South Florida’s spring football game, set for next Saturday at 4 
p.m., has shifted from Raymond James Stadium to the on-ca~pus ... 

Districts Relying on Sprin~ Break for Make-Up Dates 
Temperatures are slowly rising with the arrival of spring, but schools still are t~ing 

to make up time lost due to the worst of winter ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

University of North Florida Student 
Wellness Complex 
The first phase of the University of North 
Florida Student Wellness Complex 
provides housing for both wellness and 
recreation programs. Later ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Muslim Woman Sues t laaaet Fitness Over Head Cox erinq 
It claims to be the "Judgment Free Zone," but that didn’t appear to be the case in a 

New Mexico Planet Fitness. 



New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

In the McDonald’s coffee lawsuit, the elderly’ woman who was burned (3rd degree 

bums) simply wanted her medical bills covered and McDonald’s ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Lit~ Lessons 

The kid loses because all the kid is taught through the process is that ifI don’t get 

my way’, I cm~ get rny way" ans~-ay by gettJng money. Money has ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

The only person that wins if the lawsuit is successful is the pa~rents m~d all they get is 

money. This isn’t about prevention or teaching or learning it’s all ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

I say good for her’. The trnth is that all these parents are doing is raising kids that 

are wimps. And because of this kids can no longer be kids. We ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 

Yes the coffee was too hot according to the temperature standards at the 

McDonalds but it still wasn’t i:aJ, r. The number one thing I could ... 

Parents of Gift Who Broke Le~ on Base Path Sue League 
These days any/:aifly educated la~Ter will be able to destroy the propose and 

protections of any sort of wavier, no matter how definite, complex, ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Scarves at Planet Fitness Okayed ] 3-D Court Video Explained ] Sex Harassment Case Settled 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The corporate office of Planet Fitness in New York issued a statement Thursday 

saying that while it cannot comment on pending ligation regarding ... 

Fedlout Expmasive in Gradv HS FootboJl Eligibilits’ Fraud 

The use of ineligible players on Gra@ High School’s football team has resulted in 

sever~J school employee resignations, suspensions and ... 

Showtime: Turn Plasdng Surfaces into 3-D Video Boards 

Hardwood ripples. Free-throw lanes rise. Game footage rolls and championship 
banners unfurl in an unexpected space the playing surface .... 

Private Sports Complex Eyes School Crrounds Location 
Two businessmen have approached the Butler Area School District about building 

a privately owned sports colnplex on school property. ’][’he district ... 

Fitness Instructor Who Claimed Hamsslnent to Get $75K 
Chattanooga City Council members this week unanimously approved a $75,000 



settlement with a tbrmer part-time city employee who accused ... 

tIigh School Gives Coach ’Second Chance’ After DUI 
Craig Moser missed the 2013 season after he stepped down in late July tbllowing a 

July 26 m-resl for driving under the influence .... 

Fommr AD Explains Lengthy Contract of Fired Coach 
Ken Bone may have been dismissed as the men’s basketball coach at Washington 

State last week, but the school still owes Bone the $1.7 million 

Ohio School Votes to Allow Band Members to Waive PE 
Superintendant Judy Robin~)n ~id the PE waiver opens students to other 

education opportunities so long as they are getting their exercise ... 

For These Girls. Soccer Concussions an On~ 
Hannah Thomas’ struggles echo those of her close circle of friends in Chesler 

County who became posler children for the growing national ... 

MRSA Hospitalizes t hillies Shortslop Fredd’~ Galvis 
Eleven days ago, before starting at shortstop in a game in Disney World, where the 
Atlanta Braves call spring training home, ... 

Conference, Media Deals Fuel $106M in WVU Facility Work 
Wesl Virginia University otticials have a len~hy list of projects either undetnvay or 

in the idea stage, the result of what they expect to be ... 

USF S tin Creme Movin to Cain us Soccer Stadium 
The University of South Florida’s spring football game, set for next Saturday at 4 
p.m., has shifted from Raymond James Stadium to the on-ca~pus ... 

Districts Relying on Sprin~ Break for Make-Up Dates 
Temperatures are slowly rising with the arrival of spring, but schools still are t~ing 

to make up time lost due to the worst of winter ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

University of North Florida Student 
Wellness Complex 
The first phase of the University of North 
Florida Student Wellness Complex 
provides housing for both wellness and 
recreation programs. Later ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Muslim Woman Sues t laaaet Fitness Over Head Cox erinq 
It claims to be the "Judgment Free Zone," but that didn’t appear to be the case in a 

New Mexico Planet Fitness. 



New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

In the McDonald’s coffee lawsuit, the elderly’ woman who was burned (3rd degree 

bums) simply wanted her medical bills covered and McDonald’s ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Lit~ Lessons 

The kid loses because all the kid is taught through the process is that ifI don’t get 

my way’, I cm~ get rny way" ans~-ay by gettJng money. Money has ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

The only person that wins if the lawsuit is successful is the pa~rents m~d all they get is 

money. This isn’t about prevention or teaching or learning it’s all ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

I say good for her’. The trnth is that all these parents are doing is raising kids that 

are wimps. And because of this kids can no longer be kids. We ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 

Yes the coffee was too hot according to the temperature standards at the 

McDonalds but it still wasn’t i:aJ, r. The number one thing I could ... 

Parents of Gift Who Broke Le~ on Base Path Sue League 
These days any/:aifly educated la~Ter will be able to destroy the propose and 

protections of any sort of wavier, no matter how definite, complex, ... 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

B.Davis Scholarships <sa- scholarships@studentawardsearch.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:30 PM 

B.Davis Sch~larship Deadline Approaching 

B.Davis Scholarship - May Deadline 
The deadline is approaching for the 2014 B.Davis Scholarship, 
Please visit our website at http:/iwww,studentawardsearch.com/scholarships.htm to read about us and to provide your students with an opportunity 

to apply for our scholarship. 
Applications must be received by May 26~ 2014 
Amount of Scholarship: $1,000 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at awards@studentawardsearch.com 

Jason Rumeacher 
Director 
If you wish to discontinue receipt of these notices~ please reply to this email and type "unssbscribe" in the subject line or in the body of the email. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:02 PM 

Subject: File Alami Test Tonight 7:00 pin or later 

There will be a fire alarm test tonight at 7:00 pm or later with horns and strobes - evacuation is not necessary. Thanks for your cooperation. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:08 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The United States and six other Western nations voted to effectively kick Russia out of the G8 in response to Russids annexation of Crilnea, a White House statelnent 

said. 

Russian Foreign Minis~ter Sergey Lavrov downplayed the significance of the move. 

"G8 is an informal organization that does not give ont any membership cans and, by its definition, cannot remove anyone," he said at a news conference. "All the 
economic and financial questions axe decided in G20." 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:04 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Authorities suspended Tuesday’s plamied sea mid air se~xch for signs of the missing Malaysia Airlines plmae "due to poor weather conditions in the search area," the 

Austmlim~ Maritime S~£ety Authority, said. 

Read the developing sto~51 here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:50 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~Jaysia AMines sa~d Tuesday it l~as ofi~red family melnbers $5,000 for each passenger aboaxd the ill- fated Flight 370 ~ld was preparing to make additional 

payments as the prolonged seaxch conti~mes. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

goodsports@eartltlink.net 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 9:25 AM 

brad.bates@bc.edu; Jody Mooradim~ <mooradjo@bc.edu>; carlene.pariseau@bc.edu; DANRADI @clemson.edu; Barbara Kennedy- 

Dixon <kbaxbar@clemson.edu>; ~ellis@clemson.edu; kwhite@duaa.duke.edu; jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; 

vfuchs@fsu.edu; jmcuro. @fsu.edu; mbobinskJ@athledcs.gatech.edu; Theresa We~el <twe~el@atNetics.gatech.e&~>; 
bcowley@athledcs.gatech.edu; Kevin AndeBon <kevina@umd.edu>; lebihara@umd.edu; mmwilson@umd.edu; bjames@mio~d.edu; 

j.strawley@mia~d.edu; craig.anderson@miami.edu; UNC Atlfletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmille@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; d yow@ncsu.edu; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edt~-; came doyle@ncsu.edu; 

ktinkham@nd.edu; jbodenst@nd.edu; Steve Pederson <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaxtholomae@athle~cs.pitt.edu>; Daryl Gross ~<ljgross@syr.edu>; rmbaumg@syr.edu; ckl9e@virginia.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; 

emb8p@irginia.e&~; weaverj@t.edu; smcclosk@vt.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Ran Welhnan <wellman@~vfu.edu>; Barbara Walker 

<walkerbg@wfu.edu~;; Todd Hairston <hairstc@~vfu.edu:~ 

Title IX Classes in A~m Arbor in April 

LAST CHANCE RENIlNDER[[! 

Dear Administrators, SWAs: 

We are offering two Title IX athletics self-evaluation classes at the Hilton Garden Inn in Ann Arbor, Michigan: a one-day class on Monday, April 14, and a 

two-day class on Thursday and Friday, April 17 and 18. 

The classes are scheduled from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm each day and will address the three-part test {accommodation of interests and abilities) and 

scholarships on the first day. The two-day class addresses coaching, recruitment, and facilities on the second day. Class participants will learn the Title IX 

requirements for these most important issues, and evaluate their institution’s compliance during the class. Participants will receive a copy of our self- 

evaluation manual and desk reference entitled "Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics: How It All Works - In Plain English," and a carrying case for the 

manual. 

April 14, 2014 - One-Day Class Agenda {times approximate) 

9:00-10:00 Demystifying Title IX 

10:00-12:00 Accommodation of Interests and Abiiities 

12:00-1:00 Lunch {participants on own) 

1:00-3:15 Accommodation of Interests and Abilities {continued) 

3:30- 5:30 Scholarships 

5:30- 6:00 Wrap~up 

April 17, 2014 -Two-Day Class Agenda {times approximate) 

9:00-10:00 Demystifying Title IX 

10:00-12:00 Accommodation of Interests and Abiiities 

12:00-1:00 Lunch {participants on own) 

1:00-3:15 Accommodation of Interests and Abilities {continued) 

3:30 - 5:30 Scholarships 

5:30 - 6:00 Wrap-up (Interests and Abilities and Scholarships) 

April 18, 2014 

9:00-12:00 Coaching 

12:00-1:00 Lunch (participants on own) 

1:00-2:30 Recrui[ment 

2:30- 5:30 Facili[ies 

5:30- 6:00 Wrap-up {Coaching, Recruitment, and Facilities) 

Class Tuition: special rate of $495 per participant for the one-day class on April 14. 

Class Tuition: special rate of $795 per participant for the two-day class on April 17 and 18. 

Send an e-mail with your name, title, institution name, phone number, and e-mail address to goodsports@earthlink.net or phone 858-695-9995 to apply for 

the class. 

See our website at www.TitlelXSpedalists.com for additional details about our classes. Hope to see you there! 

Val Bonnette 

PS - Please advise if you wish to be removed from our e-mail list. 

Valerie M. Bonnette, President 

Good Sports, Inc., Title IX and Gender Equity Specialists 

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS- 1994 to 2014! 

Clients in 35 States 

PO Box 500505, San Diego, CA 92150 

Phone: 858-695-9995 Fax: 858-695-9909 

www.TitlelXSpecialists.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Club In&~stry Trendbeat <trendbeat@newsletter.clubindust~y.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 11:38 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Clubs Consider Minimum Wage ttike, Combining Depar’unents and Weight-Loss Challenges 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version 

You received this email from Club Industry. 

As someone who has previously shown interest in Club Industry, we thought you 
would like our new Club Industry Trendbeat e-newsletter. To continue receiving the 

Club Industry Trendbeat newsletter, please subscribe here, or manage your 
newsletter subscriptions by visiting the Newsletter Preference Center. Shape.Net Soft~vare 

W.I.T.S. Education 

Health Club Owners Feel Trepidation over 
Minimum Wage Hike 

A proposed federal minimum wage increase to $10.10 
could hit some club owners in the pocketbook, causing 

some to decrease benefits or merit-based raises, not fill 
open positions or even reconsider expanding. 

Is It Time to Merge Your Personal Training and 
Group Exercise Departments? 

Health club operators traditionally have managed their 
training and group exercise departments separately, but a 
few operators are looking at combining the two for 
savings. 

Weight~Loss Challenges Hit Goals for Clients and 
Clubs 

Reality TV shows such as "The Biggest Loser" have put 
fitness contests in the public spotlight, but when club 
owners implement similar programs in their clubs, they 
face challenges to ensure the program is successful for 
both the clients and the club in the long-term. 

J Read [’¢ ore 

The Latest in Technology 
For technology-related stories on topics such as Intemet- 
enabled equipment, tracking attendance in studios and 
fitness apps, visit our technology page. 

The Latest in Sales and Marketing 

I 
F or stories on topics such as digital and direct marketing 
and lead generation, visit our sales/marketin.q pa.qe. 

Resd More 

Preview: Overcome the Hurdles in the Life Cycle 
of Your Club 

The Club Industry Show is 

the most comprehensive 

event in the fitness industry. 

Join the entire fitness 

industry for the 2014 Club 

Industry Show Oct. 22-24, 

2014 at McCormick Place in 

Chicago. View the Site 

Club Industry’s new store 

carries books, reports, and 

training materials-- 

everything you need to 

maintain a successful 

fitness facility Check out 

our top-selling reports, and 

be sure to check out all our 

store has to offer here 

Get the latest news in the 

industry delivered straight to 

your smartphone or tablet 

with the new Club Industry 

app Easy-to-navigate 

sections guide you to top 

stories, the latest news, 

expert advice on personal 

training, marketing and 

retention, and much more. 



In this free preview video, Karen Woodard-Chavez, 
president of Premium Performance Training, shares the 
five stages of a fitness facility’s life cycle and in which 
stage most clubs get stuck, leading to a lack of growth. 
She exp a ns how you can overcome the hurd es n the 
full video, which is viewable by our Premium subscribers. 

Experts Address the Biggest Issues Facing 
Personal Trainers Today 

At the 2013 Personal Trainer Summit, which was held at 
the Club Industry Conference and Exposition in Chicago, 
a panel of experts addresses some of the biggest 
questions facing the personal training profession. 
Read More 

Download the app for your 

Apple device here and your 

Android device here 

Get valuable content 

delivered straight to your 

inbox each month by 

signing up for Club 

Industry’s e-newsletters. 

Subscribe Now 

What the Fitness Industry Can Learn from the 
American Massage Industry 

Beth McNeill, a licensed massage therapist and a 
member of the American Massage Therapy Association 
(AMTA), offers a picture of what her profession went 
through as the AMTA pulled the industry together to 
rec ass fy the massage therapy profess on as a 
therapeutic health care profession, to get the profession 

certified and to work with the medical and insurance industries. 
Read More 

ille@uiuc edu, as someone who has previously shown interest in Club Industry, we thought you would like our new Club 

Industry Trendbeat newsletter. To continue receiving the Club Industry Trendbeat newsletter after April 2014, please 

subscribe or manage your newsletter subscriptions by visiting the Newsletter Preference Center 

To unsubscribe from this newsletter, click unsubscribe. 



Club Industry I Penton Media I 1166 Avenue of the Americas I New York, NY 10036 I Privacy Policy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The death toll in the landslide in the Washington towns of Oso and Darrington has risen as high as 24, with authorities lecovering two more bodies and locating another 

eighL Snoholnish Coun ~ty Fire District 21 Chief Travis Hots told repo(ters during a briefing. 

More than 100 people are unaccounted for. Officials have stressed those unaccounted for are not necessarily all victims of the disaster. They say they believe many 

names a~ce duplicated. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:53 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Malaysia received new satellite images that showed 122 potential objects in one a~rea of the ocean, an official says. 

Some appeared bright, possibly indicating solid material. 

"This is another new lead that roll help direct the search operation," said the Malaysian acting minister of transportation. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Howard, PhD <robert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:26 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Ends Today ] Writing in Science & Medicine: Overcome Obscure Writing, Impress Reviewers 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Writing in Science a nd Medicine: The Investigator’s Guide to Writing for Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually point out that unclear writing is 
one essential reason that papers are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer’s scientific message and the reader’s comprehension of that 
message, derails the paper or grant and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science--it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need to understand all the nuances and 
aspects of the subject before you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas even in 
outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen 
in some medical and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the reader with complex, 
long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. Tfyou want to write more clearly, let go of this style and 
develop your own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader who needs to understand 
what you are intending to communicate. Read More. 

] 

This 90-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any 
field, understand the root of poor writing, identify red flags within their 
own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that meet 
the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their 
professional careers. This guide includes: 

i~ Quote from theAuthor 

Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 

What Hakes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own 

Worst Enemy 

Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 

How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 

Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 

Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is No# Always a Good Thing 

How to Keep Reviewers" Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 

The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 

Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 

The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 

Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 

Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 

Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

Click here to preview each section. 

INTRODUCTOR Y RA~ITE EXTENDED UNTIL MARCH 26~1~t! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $2~ $179! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

iii~ L More .... 

i 

~ii Call 800~303~) 129 ext. 506 

I ~ O~der Now 



::~ PIA 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8:55 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Sports Nutrition Webinar: Join Author Team to discuss the New Fourth Edition 

Heather Hedrick Fink, Nutrition 

and Wellness Solutions 

Alan E. Mikesky, Indiana 

University-Purdue University 

Indianapolis 

ISBN-13: 978-1-284-03689-5 

!5.50 pages ¯ (s? °. 01.5 

Live Webinar March 27th 12:30 PlVl EST 

Join us a~d hear hem authors, Heather Fink and Alan 
t~ikesky, ~e.garding the latest edition of PfacticalApplications 
in Sports Nutrition 

5 Stars! Doody’s Review Set’vice! (Perfect Score of 100) 

"... The book is weft e~ardzed at~d devotes specific chapters to 
sde~ce, ~he pnacSca~ se#mg, a~d the epklemiek>gy as ~qL It is aut~on~,d 
by t,,,e#qespec~d scientists and oftbts key scientific findings 

demensttadng ~he advances it} the fie~d. " 

Register for the 
March 27th Webinar 

Today! 

Revised and upds,~ed 1:o I~eep pace with the .growirig cba!;.qes 

~e~ ~str~to~s: Lr’,~S-Read’¢ 1eat Bank instructor’s Manual and 

PowerPoint Lecture Outlines 

Table of Contents 

Chapter 1 Introduction to Sports Nutrition 

Chapter 2 Nutrients: Ingestion to Energy Metabolism 

Chapter 3 Carbohydrates 

Chapter 4 Fats 

Chapter 5 Proteins 

Chapter 6 Vitamins 

Chapter 7 Minerals 

Chapter 8 Water 

Chapter 9 Nutritional Ergogenics 

Chapter 10 Nutritional Consultation with Athletes 

Chapter 11 Weight Management 

Chapter 12 Endurance and Ultra-Endurance Athletes 

Chapter 13 Strength/PowerAthletes 

Chapter 14 Special Populations 

Chapter 15: Jobs in Sports Nutrition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchel~ow.com> 

~Vednesday, March 26, 2014 9:14 AM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

NCAA contest winners, BOGO DVDs! 

If you m-e having houble viewing tiffs message _c_l_!_c_-~_!}~2e_.. 

Congratulations to our NCAA Tournament 
Challenge winners. 

We had over 7oo participants this year, so our winners are in an elite 
group! Of the thirteen picks (champions in each weight class and top three 

teams), each of them correctly named lO. 

~st Place: Free day of summer camp - Troy from Pennsylvania 
2nd Place: Cliff Keen headgear - Divk from Oklahoma 

3rd Place: AdvoCate Pri~e Pack - Jim from Vi~nia 
4th Place: Instructional DVD of~ur choice - 3emfifer ~om CaHfo~fia 

Congratulations to our local Home Training Center Students and long- time Super Gold 
campers Mitchell Port, AJ Sehopp, and Zain Retherford! All 3 attended our camps 

consistently for a decade and won NCAA All-American Honors this weekend. Mitchell was 
3rd, A3 4th, and Zain 5th; all 3 are underclassmen. 



We encourage you to incorporate Coach Chertow’s 
instructional DVDs into your training. There are mm~y titles 

covering a wide array of critical topics. 

Purchase must be made by Friday, March 28. Price wiLL be adjusted after check-out. 

AdvoCare - KenChertowNutrition.com 

We carry safe, effective energy drinks, 
weight loss products, and more from 

AdvoCare. We recommend Spark, 
Rehydrate, Slam, Catalyst, and Muscle 

Gain tbr wrestlers. 

Parents & coaches can j ump start their 
weight loss plans with AdvoCare’s 24-Day 

Challenge. 

Ken Chertow Wrestling I PO Box 12o I Boalsburg, PA 16827 

Unsubseribe from future mailings. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:17 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The United States and Europe axe united in their support for UkraAne, including the need for economic assistance, and in efforts to isolate Russia for its intervention in 
Crimea, President Barack Obmna said today at the European Union- U.S. summit in Brussel~ Belgiuln. 

The U.S. and its Europem~ allies are also prepmed to move folavard with additional sanctions against Russia if it makes any further incursions in Ukraine, Obama saAd. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

janis@sportmgt.umass.edn 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:22 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Professor McKelvey to Offer Summer MBA Elective in Sales Promotion 

Dear Alums: We oxe pleased to announce that Professor McKelvey will be offering a 3-credit MBA-level course this sumlner entitled "Sales Promotion." The 10- 

week, 3-credit comse begins May 19 and ends July 26. This course is i&al for anyone seeking MBA elective credits (for UMass or another institution) or just looking 

for their own professional development. Professor McKelvey brings 15 years of industry experience in developing sales promotions for corporate clients across a 

broad range of prodnct and service categories. Although the course is not specific to sport, Professor McKelvey will nse his experience and expertise within the sport 

promotion and sponsorship industiy to spmtlde in examples fi~om the sport world (and in particnlar some relating to this summer’s FIFA World Cnp Tonmament). 

Through weekly readings, PowerPoint lectures, on-line discussions (to occasionally include marketing executives from a range of indus~tries), and a Finals Group 

Prqiect, students roll gain insights into the strategies and tactics util~ed by companies to drive sales through consumer and B2B promotions. Students will learn the 

theory and practice of properly matching taxget markets (e.g., loyals, switchers, price-buyers) and corporate objecfives with the most ett~cfive sales promofion tactics. 

Students will also learn the nuts-and-bolts of how to effectively sell promotions into retail environments, as well as the application of risk m~magement principles and 

practice to the implementation of sales promotion. SaJes promotion ’tactics covered in detail include: price promofions/couponing; sweepstaJ~es & contests; rebates and 
premium promotions; continui .ty promotions; cause-Inarketing; trade promotions; ambush Inarketing, and the use of celebrity endorsements and sponsorship. Please feel 

tree to contact Professor McKelvey if you have further questions: mckelvey@isenberg.umass.edu (413- 545-5066) To register as a non-degree s~dent, visit 

http://u~,.nmassulea~cn.neVprogrm~s/graduate/business-admin. This is the Isenberg MBA page at CPE where ~J1 of our classes are listed, then click "Enroll" a£ter the 

course and follow the steps. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@principalinves~igators.org> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:26 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

The NSF’s Graduate Research Fellowship Program: What to Expect, How to Succeed 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 

Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Dr. VVilliam Hahn 

L~?.,’.,~.~th,: 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation’s Graduate Research Fellowship is the premier federal program for funding 
US graduate students in all science and engineering fields supported by NSF. The GRF is a very unique 
program within NSF in that students apply directly for support and not through their host institution. Similarly, 
an "application" for fellowship support is submitted rather than a "proposal" for research funding. As such, 
applications are reviewed with an eye on the potential of the student applicant to contribute to the research 
enterprise overall rather than only the direct results of the research itself. 

During this all-inclusive Webinar your expert presenter will cover the nature and expectations of the program 
overall, present some considerations of student and program of study eligibility, discuss the various 
components of the application itself as well as the overall flow of the application, how applications are 
reviewed, and how finalists are selected. Key points on how to write the application will be a central 
consideration. 

The need for flow and connections among the 
pieces of the application. 
A perspective on how the applications will be 
reviewed by the panel. 
Relative roles of related federal fellowship 
programs. 
Guidance to references for writing letters of 
recommendation. 
An understanding of how to include career 
development ideas in the application. 

All seniors in college as well as first and 
second-year graduate students who wish to 
pursue application to the Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by April 1st for only,.,o, .... $119 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*t_ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

::X:: Learn More 

i i "’~ Order Now 

Forwa~rd to a friend. 



Unsubscribe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

~Vednesday, March 26, 2014 12:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Athletic Business E-News Trial Sub~rplion 

Athletic Business 

Dear Vince, 

Several thousand of your college athletic and rec colleagues now make the 

Athletic Business E-News their daily must-read. We’d like to show you exactly 

why. 

Every business day the editors at Athletic Business strive to deliver important 

news and commentary, information highly relevant to your professional life. 

From breaking news, to best practices in athletic venue security and safety, to 

features on the very best in sports architecture, to tips on superior 

programming and facility management, Athletic Business is your one-stop 

shop. 

Shortly, you will be receiving today’s edition of Athletic Business’ E-News. We 

hope you enjoy ... however, if for any reason you find the AB E-News isn’t right 

for you, all you have to do is click the "unsubsoribe" at the bottom. 

Sincerely, 

~’-’i Dennis 

Dennis Van Milligen, 
Editor in Chief 

~,,,’~ai~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe ~o fu~s;;e smails o~ ~ilis type i Forward b a Coiieag:.:e 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t Ste 910, Madison, WI 5:3703 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net7 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 1:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Background Check Halts Hire ] NaLs’ Practice Death ] Prep’s Costly Tweet 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Manhattan College coach Steve Masiello had agreed to a five-year contract but 

had a previously undetected discrepaa~cy in his background check .... 

Navs~ Freshma~ Dies After Collapse at Football t ractice 

Navy freslmlan footbaJd player Will McKamey died while in a coma Taesday night, 

thiee days ~lier he collapsed daring a Midshipmen footbaJd ... 

Ex-Coach Pleads Gnilts~ to Sex Assault on Live-In Player 

The victim, with the approval of her mother, moved into the coach’s home in the 

winter of 1998, when she was 15 and a freshman at Oxbow .... 

Player of Year Award Stripped Following Obscene Tweet 
’][’he New Hampshire Basketball Coaches Organization m~nounced Saturday that 

Pe~nbroke Academy senior t at Welch has been stripped of... 

Militias’ Steppin~ Up Fitness Initiatives to Become Wellness Leader 
The Armed Forces have long been seen as the epitome of fitness, trailblazing the 



way tbr new and evermore impressive exercise progran~s. Look ... 

Is $130M Stadium Reno Enough to Keep Bills in Buffalo? 
The death of Butthlo Bills owner Ralph C. Wil~n Jr. raises ques~tions about 

whether the $130 million project to renovate the stadium that ... 

UNM Hears Fans’ Ideas on Bettering Women’s Basketball 
With attendance declining and the 2013-14 team struggling, fans have voiced 

objections about eve~y~tl~ing from the coaching staffto Mountain ... 

Budget-Challenged District Looks at Raising Athletic Fees 
The boaJcd of education in Manchester, N.tt., is considering an increase in athletic 

tees to avoid cutting teachers, counselors and other school stafll 

Respected Rec Department WeiAhs Cuts, Fee Increases 
Should Town Council keep spending about $7 million on ~ecreation while ~eceiving 

only about $2.2 million from tees and sponsorships? ... 

In Connecticut_ Public vs. Private School Debate Rages On 
In all, magnet and parochial schools won five of the 11 state titles on the line in 
basketball and hockey this past weekend. That ... 

Credit Union Gives $100K for Tu~ Gets Namin~ Rights 
Jupiter Communi~ High School got $100,000 closer to building an artiticial turf 

football field this week, and a local bank got the naming rights to ... 

School Board Approves $524K in Bleacher Replacements 
The board will dip into its rainy-day fund to pay for $454,000 of the project. The 

ci.ty is being asked to chip in an estimated $69,000 to construct ... 

Opinion: $45M NFL Donation to USA Football Is Desperate 
The NFL drove its creepy s~tion wagon up to the playground Monday, rolled 

down the window, and said to the kids nearby, "Want a piece ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
Pem~sylva~ia’s civil fights commission will be moNtoring the Coatesville Area 

School District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent in the 

wake of a texting ~andal. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Judgmental Gwn Sends Wron~ 
It was quite remarkable that Planet Fitness would force out one member for 

wearing too much (her head covering) M~ile another was thiown ... 

ii"~ Facebook ~ 

i .~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &Expo/ 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ em:.~il ’.~,,’:.~s !~e!~t to ille@uncaa.unc.edu r.’.’~,: 
AB Media Inc 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:30 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The National Labor Relations Boaxd in Chicago roles that football players at Northwestern UniversiF are school employees and can unionize. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 alerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:55 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The search for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 in the southern Indio~n Ocean has been suspended for Thursday because of bad weather, the Australian Maritilne 

S~£ety Authority said. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:49 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Thai satellite has seen 300 "pieces of floating objects in the southern Indian Ocean potentially linked" to the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Thai s~te-mn 

broadcaster MCOT reported Thursday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-m~il from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:51 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

SpeciaJ Leasiug and Product Promos ti~om Star Trac 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 



A~ok~l: ~d~,~AI~. f~oR~ Athletic Business: 

M:~i~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi~tu=~ ~mrails of tiris type := Forward to s Coiiesgue 

This emtqi wt~s ser~t tt~ ille@illinois.edu b’~,: 

AB Media Inc. 

~::’ 2013 i Privacy Policy 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

SpeciaJ Leasiug and Product Promos ti~om Star Trac 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 



A~ok~t ~d~AI~. f~oR~ Athletic Business: 

M:~i~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi~tu=~ ~mrails of tiris type := Forward to s Coiiesgue 

This am~qi wt~s sar~t to ille@unc.edu by 

AB Media Inc. 
22 ~.~. Mifflin ~"t Ste 

~::’ 2013 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ice Miller LLP <enews@icemiller.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Union Election Ordered [br Northwestern Universib’ Fo~tball Team: NLRB Rules Scholarship Athl 

If you’re having LrouL;de viewing this email, click here. 

W~isman Union Election Ordered for 

...... Rober~ Northwestern University 

Sinclair Paul 80x100 ] 80X100 Football Team: NLRB Rules 
J Scholarship Athletes Are 

Not ’Primarily Students,’ 
They Are ’Employees’ 

Paul Sinclair 

~i Boldt Mi 

~hl;; 80 

Michael Boldt 

Robert Weisman 
In an unexpected and controversial move, 
the Regional Director of the National Labor 
Relations Board in Chicago ruled late 
yesterday afternoon that the scholarship 

football players at Northwestern University 
are "employees" of the University under the 

National Labor Relations Act. As a result, 
unless the decision is overturned on 
appeal, the players will soon vote on 
whether they want to be represented by a 
union. (The Decision is posted on the 
NLRB webpage and can be found here.) 

Read the full article here. 
]]~is publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to 
constitLle legal advice. The reader should consul with legal counsel to determine hctw laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the readeCs specinc circumstances. 

To learn more about the firm and its set�ices, visit us at ic~mii~er.~:em 

Copydgla(c) 2009-2013 Ice Miller LLP and Is licensors. All riglas reserved. 

-Fhis er~ail was sen~: ~:o: ille@u=’~caa,imc,~du 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:08 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An estimated 1 in 68 children has an autis~n spectrum disorder, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said today, a 30% increase over its 2012 esti~nate of 1 

in 88 children. 

The rate works om to 14.7 children per 1,000 8-yeax-olds, the CDC said. The data shows that autism spectrum disorders axe nearly five times more common in boys 

than girls, and more common in white children compared to African-American or Hispanic children. 

The number ofchiktren identified as having an autism spectrum disorder ranged from 1 in 175 children in Alabama to 1 in 45 children in New Jersey. 

Researchers reviewed records from community organizations that educate, diagnose, treat or provide services to children with developmental disabilities to arrive at the 

new estimate. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Athletes Score Union Ruling i Investing in Headhunters ] Ha~dling Disaster 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Athletes’ Union~ation Attempt Scores M~ior Victor?, 
In their attempt to unionize college athletes, the Northwestern football players and 

the recently formed College Athletes Players Association scored a ... 

Editorial: Blame Widespread ibr ’Absurd’ Labor Rulin~ 

The best hope of heading off this absurd development is for Northwestern and the 

NCAA to refomi their ways. Bring back the tide spirit and practice ... 

Sidetracked Coach Search Shines Light on Headhunters 
The University of South Florida paid $60,000 to Eastman & Beaudine for the 

coaching search. It had paid $100,000 to the same firm in Januar?, ... 

Flood Emergency Provides I,essons in Crisis Management 
As a gym owner or manager, there’s one phone call, above all others, that you do 

not want at 1 a.m .... 

Sex Abuse Victim Speaks at Former Coach’s Sentencin~ 
A former Collierville High School softball player fought tears Monday during the 



sentence hearing for her onetime coach and teacher, who admits ... 

Public Meeting Seeks Ways to Trim $7M Rec Subsidy 
Residents were asked to mark a paper to show how much they valued the town’s 

various athletic programs, speci~2t events, sports fields, pools, ... 

Sweet De~Js: Coaches Cash In on NCAA Tournament Runs 

Winning is at a premium in college basketball this lime of year, and for Virginia 

coach Tony Bennett, the stakes have never been higher 

School Considers WBI Tournament Costs an Investment 
The College of Charleston’s athletic department could spend as much as $50,000 

playing in the Women’s Basketball InvitationaJ tournament, but ... 

Maine Principals to Survey{ Interest in 5-Cla.ss Basketball 
Declining s~dent epaollments and the southwmd tnigration of the state’s populalion 

have swelled the number of smaller schools in northern and ... 

) Groundbreakin~ to Honor ’Athletic Fields Forever’ t layers 
Oconomowoc High School will take another step forward in its Athletic Fields 

Forever vision with a groundbrealdng ceremony March 28 at... 

Residents Pool Ideas for Proposed Aquatic Center 
Al?ter more than a half-hour of debating and priorit~ing, Fred Bounds’ group had 

whittled dozens of possible aquatic center tEatures down to about ... 

MLB Unveils tlNh-Tech Room as tiub of Re--stem 
B aseba2tl’s newly constructed Replay Operalions Center, a 900-square-foot 

enclave within Major League BasebaJ,1 Advanced Media’s offices ... 

No Fun League: Rare Crossbar Dunk Celebrations Banned 
Just 3 percent of touchdown celebrations last season involved a dunk over the 

crossbar. Nevertheless, one game last season was delayed so the ... 

Opinion: NFL Efforts to Improve Culture Deserve Kudos 
Several months away ti’om the tirst training camp fight, the vibe was so upbeat 

regarding the NFI, initiative to re-establish respect as the league ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Backp=round Check Sto~os USF from Hiring ~s Coach 

Steve Masiello was all set to beco,ne the next head coach at South Florida, until 

the school discovered he lied on his resume and never ea:med his undergraduate 

degree. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:10 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

More than 6 million people have signed up for Obamacaxe, a symbolic victory a£ter the program’s difficult rollout. 

Administration officials announced the milestone amid m~ intense outleach drive before the March 31 eni~llment deadline. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ille@emafil.unc.edn 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:25 PM 

@art.net> 

Fwd: 14 DURANCe) LIMITED 

2014 DUIL~kNGO LIMITED.pdf; ATT00001 .htln 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "Allen, Ma, cus" <Marcus.Allen~iHendrickAuto.com> 

Date: March 27, 2014 at 5:11:30 PM EDT 

To: "ILLE(i~[YNC,EDU" <ILLE(i~UNC.EDU> 
Subject: 14 DUIL~kNGO LIMITED 

Mr. llle, 
Attached is the window sticker to the 20:14 Durango Limited. Let me know what day!time works for us to deliver the vehicle and paper work. Thanks! 
Regards, 

Marcus Allen 

Sales Manager 

Henddck Dodge 

919-319-9225 

910-309-3304 

Marcus.Nen@hendrickauto.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:03 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The semch for Flight 370 wreckage has shifted 680 miles to the northeast based on a new "credible lead," says the Australian Maritime S~£ety Authori~. 

Read the developing sto~51 here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Aircraft firs~t arrived at the new search area Friday~ m~ Aus~traJian officiaJ said. So fax, authorities have not found anything they would classi~ as debris, he said. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:00 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The new search axea for Flight 370 is hundreds of miles closer to the AustraJdan coast, which will give planes more time to spend over tile area, an Australian official 

says. Planes may also encounter better weather there than in the previous search area. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 6:56 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A patrol plane has spotted "objects" in the new sea~rch mea for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Austrdtian otticials say. 

The annonncement comes after search teams shifted to a difi~rent part of the southern Indian Ocean aYter Australian authorities said they received "a new credible lead" 
about the jetlineis most likely last movements. 

An analysis of radar data led investigators to move the ,search to an area 1,100 kilometers (680 miles) to the northeast of where efforts had been focnsed previously, 
the Australian Maritime Sat~ty Authority said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Net-a, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:51 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russia could ease tensions with Ukraine if it were to move its troops away fiom its border with Ukiaine mid begin direct talks with the Kiev government, President 

Obama said in an interview aired today by CBS News. 

"Yoffve seen a range of troops massing along that border under the guise of milit~ary exercises, but these are not what Russia would normally be doing," the President 

said. "It may simply be aJ~ eflbrt to intimidate Ukraine, or it may be that they’ve got additional plans. 

"And, in either case, Mint we need right now to resolve and deesca~ate the situation would be tbr Russia to move back those troops and to begin negotiations directly 

with "the Ukminia~ government as well as the international community." 

Russia may have 40,000 troops near its border with Ukraine, two U.S. otticials told CNN on Thursday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 10:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: KOLAT Freestyle TraJming Camps, April 4-6 & May 9-11 2014 

Thanks for sharing this~ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 10:18 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: KOLAT Freestyle Training Camps, April 4-6 & May 9-11 2014 

A test case for facilib- use contracts, camps, etc.? 

From: Kolat [E)_a__[[t__q;j_t)_f_o___%k_9[_a_~:_c___o__m__,@__E)_a__[!~_~:_~[!~=£~g~z~] On Behalf Of Kolat 

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 i0:01 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: KOLAT Freestyle Training Camps, April 4-6 & May 9-11 2014 

[.!i29.!t,1~%r_ 

Kolat Freestyle Training Camps April 4-6th & 
May 9-1 lth, 2014 

Re~ister here 

Camp Description 

Training camp is geared for the international atyles of 
wrestling to help athletes prepare for the coming 

summer freestyle events. Camp is not recommended 

for novice freestyle wrestlers but those who have 

experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a training 

camp with two sessions per day with the first session 

covering technique and the second session 

combative drilling/live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about 

improving themselves. Between sessions wrestlers 

are free to walk around campus, go up town for 

lunch, or stay in the wrestling room. We do not 

supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 

parent sending an athlete should consider if that 

athlete is mature enough to handle himself in this 

environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should 
contact the office before registering 919-962-5212 

or email carykolat@gmail.com. 

Location 
Camp will be held at the University of North Carolina, 

Chapel in the UNC Tar Heel Wrestling Room. The 

wrestling room is located in Fetzer Gym on the UNC 

Campus. When searching using google maps to find 

the location type in "Fetzer Gym, UNC" and this will 

pull up the building location. 

Start and End Time for Camp 

All those registered will receive a email one week 

out from the first day of camp with itinerary. Our 

typical weekend training camps during the school 

year look like this: 

Friday: 6:00 or 7:00pm start time (one 2 hour 

session) 
Saturday: 9:00am session and 3:00pm session 

Sunday: 9:00am session and 3:00pm session 

Airport Pick-Up/Drop Off 

If you need airport pick-up this must be arranged in 

advance and will be an additional $30.00 fee. This 

can be done by selecting "Yes" to the airport pickup 

option while registering online. 

Reg istration 

Register here 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 2:56 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

’][’he ch~firman of the New York-New Jersey Port Authority, David Samson, has resigned in the a£termath of a report on the controversial closing of bridge lanes, New 

Jersey Gov. Chris Christie says. 

In his first news conference since Januao~ 9 - - airing live now on CNN -- Christie said he doesn’t care abom lower poll ratings resulting from the George Washington 

Bridge lane closures. 

Read the developing s~to .ry here:_ Follow complete coverage ofbreaJ~ing news on CNN.com CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You hm~e opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l ale~s, go to: http:/!cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbrealdngnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Coaclfs Resume Repercussions ] Social Media and Venue Security ] Controlling Canada Geese 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 

Less than a week a£ter Steve Masiello neMy led 13th-seeded Manhattan to a 

stunning upset over defending national champion Louisville ... 

Security Firms Cull Social Media for Fan Behavior Clues 

Turns out big brother is watching what fans ale doing before they ever even scan a 

ticket to get inside a gmne. Security finns tasked with Inonitoring ... 

Opinion: NCAA Should Enforce Studem-Athlete Rules 

No more two-a-days. ThaWs one suggestion to help put the s~udent in student- 

athlete. The NCAA has legislation on the books calling for no more ... 

Membership Growing at Gym tbr PaJckin~n’s Patients 
A little mole than two yeaxs have passed since a small gym, sandwiched between a 

church and discount grocery store on Wesl Folnt Lowell ... 

Architect: Braves Ballpa~rk ’Community’ a New Challenge 
What makes this a challenge unlike any of Populous’ previous projects is the 



Braves’ plan to build the stadium simultaJ~eously with a~ adjacent ... 

Group Exploring New Bills Stadium in Western N.Y. 

The Bult~lo Bills on Thursday mmounced their ~lections tier a high-le~Tel panel 
exploring options for a new football stadiu~n in Western ... 

Eg~ Addling Helps Parks Department Control Geese 
Addling is a process by which goose eggs m~e dipped in vegetable oil, which cuts 

offox~wgen to the emb~’o and the egg f~ls to hatch .... 

’Flagship’ Park Plans Call for 33 Acres of Courts. Fields 
Current plans for the public $8 million pa~ck include li~ur fi~ll- size soccer fields, three 

ba~ball, softball fields, fimr te~mis courts, two basketball courts .... 

P~ckleba]l s Allure Tmnslers Easd2 Between Generations 
Some pickleball players who went up ag~finst University of Southern Indiana 
students will compete at the Indiana State Games Fit & 50, ... 

Ft. Wayne Y Gets $2.2M Toward Services, Facilities 
The money will be used for branches in Wells, Whitley mad Allen counties, said 

Marry Pastura. president and CEO of the YMCA of Greater Fort ... 

Firm’s $25K Gift Hits HS Goal of Baseball Scoreboard 

Since it opened in 2007, Sa~ Juan Hills High School was missing at least one 

imlyortant component: a scoreboard at its ba~ball field. But with ... 

Opinion: Pick Virginia Beach Arena That’s Paid For 

As I sat listening to the competing proposals for a new arena in Virginia Beach~ I 

realized both teams have experience designing, bnilding and ... 

Natural, No-Calorie Soda Makes A’s Concessions Lineup 
The only s~ft drink sold at the park to oNcially be dubbed "sponsor" by tJae team 

isn’t Pepsi or Coke, but a little-known alternative, Zevia. which ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores Major Victor 
V~ hat is the impact of Wednesday s ruling and how will it impact college sports? 

V~ e have breakdown and reaction t]com all angles. 

New Reader Comments: 

Adding Pickleba]l to Parks and Recreation Programming 
I atn the head tem~is professional at a club in Sugar land Ix. Just outside of 

Houston. I got to play pickleball once at a rec center and had ... 

Flood E~nemency 1~ rovides Lessons in Crisis Management 
What is the axiom? "Experience is what you get when you didn’t get what you 

wanted." Sorcy’ we had to learn from your experiences, but ... 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores Maior Victory 
PersonaJly, I hope the unionization thing never pans out (despite yesterday’s ruling.) 

I unders~tand student-athletes need to be represented. They ... 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores M~ior Victor?, 
Bingo Michael. My point exactly. These kids (and they axe kids) have no clue 

about how big, bad and unfair the real world is. Most of them ... 



Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victo~3~ 
Keith, you make a great point. And that’s what makes this really complicated. Is if 

the student-athletes are "employees" they would have to pay ... 

Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victory 
If college athletes wish to unionize then they should follow the sa~ne basic rules that 

those of us out here working in the real world lbr 50-60 hours ... 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores M~ior Victor 

’][’he NCAA makes billions, Jolmny M~a~ziel gets suspended for selling his (as in 

HIS) autograph. ’][’ell me how the dice hasn’t been loaded against ... 

d to a friend 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

ii~ Facebook ~ 
Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

iii~ Linkedln Xll YouTube 
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i.~.i AB App Now here 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 5:20 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russian Presidem Vladimir Putin called Presidem Bamck Obama on Friday to discuss the situation in Ukraine, the White House announced. Obama talked about 

having the two countries’ top diplomats conlinue to engage in talks and urged Putin to "avoid fu(ther provocations, including the buildup of forces on its border with 

Ukraine." 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



’ Da? on practices what it     This pried ~th ah abm~d~ce of exception~ 
preaches as complete team @N@N, NO ~@ di -iduN tNents. Jabari Parker, Doug 

McDerm.oA, ~adrew Wi~ins, ~ter Ennis 
~h~ ~g~~ ~£hey ~a Scan Kil.patriek, among other nota.ble~;: 

~ ~ on t be playing this weekend. 
~~ ~~ ~N And the most improbable regional tin~l~ 

M~:M~S The unlikeliest Elite Eigt~t team 
in this NC2Sd\ tournament saw one of its 
)layers, Da3~on [brward Devin Oliver, re- 

ceive N{-conferenee recognition when the 
seuior.~’earned thirdly@am Nl~Aflantic i0 

h0no~s. 
Flyers players were not m~.~ised the 

league did not recognize more el’ its pbty- 
ers. They instead were surprised that any 
Da.>~o~ player at ~dl earned recondition, 

sonifies ~he m~ntra of its coach, 
Daytoacc~ach,~chieM]Her Miller, who preaches "True TeNn7’ 

coaches emph.asize the hnpm~ance of pos- 

g5ven the team’s unique composition sessing a team-first mentaiiE~. But 

"We ~ewthat would happen because of mare, play [2 players, ine!u~ng 11 who 
how we play as a team~ fre.. hman Seooehie scored, m a Sweet 16 
Smith said.. "But that’s what R tal;es to get How maEv outscore flint opponent 34-2 
to where we are at now. K you d~Jnk of ev- in bench points? And :how many:changed 
erybody else thai has N! those indi~duM the routine for sta~ing lineup introdue- 
achievements, they are not pl@ng right 

’What is the main concern?’" Done~’~m 
tions before the se~sou because mmay of said. "Their team is a major concern be- 
the skarters alld reserves were 

intemhangeaNe? 
"©ur togetherness has reNly defined 

om~ ~eam/’ sNd Jord~ SiberL an Ohio 
S~ate transfer who leads the team in 

Damon’s team is ~ s~.dy in balance. 
%~’elve players ~w~rage at ~east 6.6 min- 
ute~ a game ~d no one averages 30 min- 
utes. ~d no one s~er~ges more thtm 
SibertYs I2~5 points a game~ 

That makes preparing for Dayton 
~dth only one off day particularly chal- 
1.enging. Fk~fida coadh Nllv Donovan, 
whose top-seeded GNors face the Flyers 
in todays South Region final, knows the 
main coneer~ is not ~mv one indi~duN 
playen He cNled the. [~].yers e~remely 
unselfish. 

cause of how good they are." 
Eeading into his ghird season° Miller 

thou�at he had stockpiled a lot of player, s 
the coaches Iiked. He knew he would 
have a deep bench this season so he de- 
emphasized tt~e importance of st~ing. 
Befbre the first game of the season, Mil- 
ler decided Ns team would not engage in 
the standard routine %r starting Hueup 
introductions: Instead, players would 
huddle near the [kee throw line, v~th 
arms locked, together. 

"We dk~’t have may starters. Miller 
said~ "~ thought, ’Hed; is it me vs~ vou?~ 
Am ~ going to start? ~o is it sta~ing? 
[s it me vs, him?’ We just eliminated that 
rigk~ off the bat" 

Sophomore fol~’ard Dyshawn Pierre, 
Oliver and Sibex~ t~e consistently the 

:’I delft think you sit there and sa~ team’S big t.hree. But guard Vee Sanford tie 10 play wi~ a 1-5 record. 
had the game-winning ta~p ~th. The lack of depth d~ng that stret~ 
3.8 see<rods IeR to beat Ohio State in the hindered Damon’s best a~rib~te: its abfl- 
NC~ toum~ent’s second round. ~ad ity to pass fl~e ball well. The Flyers had 
the tNent gap among others is especiN!y to play four-on 4oar at times ~ practice, 
small m~lg practices especiNly Offeusive rh?~hm~-as lost 
competitNe. But Feb. 8, vdth the Flyers tra~ing at 

In aII, 1t different Flyers hatS@ scored St Bonaventure in the waning m~utes, 
in double figa.res this sea,on. ,~d D~¢- ~ th.ey played near-perfect basketbN! to 
ton is 23-;~ when three or more players close out the game and earn ~e victor. 
do so ins siuNe game. The te~ has surged ever s~ce. ~d 

"The hard thing to prepare for us is there ~s no grumbling about ~nutes. 
that you can’t s<~ ~;hen they~n, ~hese With many -- though not ~ -- of ~he 
~’o gays play weE’ " assistant Ke~dn Nu- mm’quee indi~duN st~s Nrea@ out of 
~k said. ’~There is no pattern. You can’t N~e tournament, the stow of Da~offs re- 
just throw some ~4deo up there and s~; markaNe season se~es as a toast to a 
~eE K we shut down this gay and this 
guy, we’re going to be right there." " 

Da}~-on performed wel! in non-confer- 
ence play, beating Gonzaga ~nd Califor- 
nia. But inj~ies began to take a toll in 
&m.ua~, when the Flyers started Atkm- 

rarely celebrated traih teamwork. 
"No one roils their eyes," Miller said. 

"No one points their fingers. They don’t 
argue wi~h one another. I.~ has just been 
a very uniqtm group. [ don’t know if a lot 
of groups could pull this off." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlis~scout.com 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:38 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Miami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&gr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al~vays on our Game 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure deliveW to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any el:nail from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:23 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The number of people unaccounted for in the Washington landslide has dropped fio~n 90 to 30, according to Jason Biemmnn with Snohomish CounF Emergency 

Management. 

He said the official death toll rose Saturday by one, to 18. 

Earlier Saturday, officials eulogized the rural residents of Darrington and nearby Oso who lost their lives when a Nllside collapsed and obliterated everything in its 

square- mile path one week ago. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 7:19 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Kentucky defeated Michigan to clinch tile laser spot in the men’s Final Four. 

The Wildcats advanced to play next weekend against Wisconsin, a victor on Saturday against Arizona. 

Earlier Sunday, Connecticut beat Michigan State and advanced to face top-seeded Florida for a shot at the NCAA basketball title. Florida beat Dayton on Saturday. 

Read the developing s~to .ry here. Follow complete coverage ofbreaJ~ing news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:15 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

’][’he official death toll fiom a landslide in Washington state has risen to at least 21, according to Jason Bienn~ln froln the Snohomish County Departlnent of Emergency 

M~agement. 

Another four bodies have been located but not yet recovered. The number of people missing remains at 30, he said. 

Read the developin~ sto151 here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You hm~e opted-in to receive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l ale~, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~extbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:42 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

No(th and South Korea have exchanged fire Monday across a Inaritime border, according to South Korea’s semi-offici~J Yonhap news agency. 

North Korea began a live-fire drill offits west coast, launching several artillery shells that fell south into South Korean waters, Yonhap said. South Korea responded by 

firing back. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:41 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The International Court of Justice ruled today that Japan can no longer continue its annual whale hunt. rejecting the country’s a:rgument that it was for scientific 

puiposes. 

"Japan shall revoke any extant authorization, pem~it or license granted in relation to JARPA II, and refrain from granting any furtl~er permits in pursuance of that 

program," the court said, refemng to the research program. 

The International Couri of Justice is fl~e principal judicial organ offlae United Nations. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



:::::::::::::: F~ em~il :::::::::::::: 

~is email was sent to ille@illinois,edu by ~¢~2S~L~_~bJ~bS~m. 

~g_~_E~rJ!~gm_~JJ_A~t~t~ ~ Instant removal with ~[~f)~j:[~{" ErJ~_~2JJ~2. 

~ IEG, LLC I 350 North Orl .... Street I Suite 1200 I Chicago I IL I 60654 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow ~Vrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:38 PM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

Gold Medal Trmning CaJnp in the Carolinas 

If you are having tlouble viewing this message _c_l_!_c_%!_l~2e_. 

North Carolina I June - 

Our campers will train at Elkin HS, and we will shuttle wrestlers to the nearby Bes~ 

Western Yadkin Valley Inn & Suites! 

Our ramp in North Carolina features a Super Gold option. Serious wrestlers 
looking for advanced lrainil~g ez~n travel wi~h us from North CaeoHnz~ to our earnp 

near Orlando, FL, to get a longer and more intense ramp experience. 

Enroll today to receive a free camp T-shirt: 

Snmll Group, Personalized Instruc~tion for All Ages 

Early Enrolhnent Group Discomlts 



All Summer Camp Locations 
West I Central I South ] East l Pennsylvania 



V~Te 

encourage 
you to utilize 

Coach 
Chertow’s 

many 
Instructional 
DVDs, wlfich 
cover a wide 

variety of 
topics that 
benefit both 

wrestlers and 
coaches. 

Click here to 
view o111" 

DVDs. 

Ken Chertow Wrestling I PO Box 120 ] Boalsburg, PA 16827 

KENCHERTOW.COM ] WE,"\RANDGEAR.COM 

.~iI Send To A Friend 

Unsubscribe from future mailings. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:53 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

All new cars, SUVs, Ininivans and pickups weighing less than 10,000 pounds must have backup cmneras by May 2018, the NationaJ~ Transportation So£ety Boaxd said 

today. 

"This new role enhances the safety of tl~ese vehicles by significantly reducing the risk of fatalities and serious injuries caused by backover accidents," the agency said in 

issuing its ruling. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Correctiou: All new cars, SUVs, Ininivans aud piclmps weighiug less thau 10,000 pouuds Inust have baclmp cameras by May 2018, the Nationdl Highway Traffic 

Sa£ety Adminis~tration said today. 

CNN.com’s earlier e-mail alert incorrectly said the ruling came from the Nadoual Transportation Safety, Board. 

"This new role enhances the safety of these vehicles by significantly reducing fl~e risk of fatalilies and serious injuries caused by backover accidents," NHTSA said in 

issuing its ruling. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:19 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Shock Cmnp tbr AD Attackers ] Gun Law Challenged ] Facili~ Madness 2014 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 

Two teenagers who punched the Lockport High School athletic director and a 

monitor while being thrown out of the ~hool gym during ... 

Gun Law Challenge: Are Rec~ Ed Facilities the Stone? 
Charleston officials want a Km~awha judge to decide whether the city’s municipdl 

recreation centers are educational facilities under state law. If the ... 

Unionization Efibrt Brin~s Haiti-to-Answer Questions 

What about taxes’? What about Title IX? Won’t this cost the players more money 

than it’s worth? At this point, nobody can answer those questions ... 

Inside the Murk’v World ofttigh School Transt~rring 
It used to be simpler. If a student trmasferred from a private school to a public 

school, he or she was immediately eligible. The same rule applied ... 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
High intensity, low impact and using muscles you never knew e~sted is how Rachel 



Ca]~ayla-Wynne describes a workout at Pure Barre, the new ... 

Owner Defends Trampoline Park as ’Safer Than Bowling’ 

Pediatricians axe no fans of commercial trampoline parks. They call trampolines 
downright dangerous and urge parents to keep their children ... 

Pro Soccer Team Banl~-uptcv Blamed on Stadmm Debt 
Owners of the Pittsburgh Riverhounds professional soccer team and Highmark 

Stadium in the South Side filed this week for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

In Utah, Prep Soccer Assault. Eiections Raise Red Fla~ 
An alarming number of ejec’fions ti~3m boys high school soccer games this spring 

became a tiightening reality tbr two schools last week when a fight ... 

Geor~ Football Coaches Given Preparation Choice 
Georgia high school football coaches long have lamented the I:act that they are 

allowed just one preseason scrimmage to prepare for the season .... 

Sports Tourism: Do Youth Facility Inves~tments Pay 
The cost-benefit analysis Upically reserved for pro ballparks is playing out in 

surprisingly small venues: youth baseball diamonds and basketball ... 

Study: Tourism Spending Lags in Grapefruit League Cities 

A half-century ago, spring training served as a reliable cleanup hitter tbr Florida’s 

tourism indust~. Now, though, the Grapetitdt I ~eague finds itself... 

Weather Seen as Key to ANuatic Center’s Rebound 
The Kroger Aqaatic Center at The Heights is scheduled to open Memorial Day 

weekend. In 2013, the aquatic center had a net loss of... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
The Salvation Arm~! Ray and Joan Kroc 
._C_o__r_p_s_’___C_o__r_!)_r_!)_t_Ln__[!y___C__._e__L~!#_r_ 

The 137,000-square-foot Salvation Army 

Ray and Joan Kmc Corps Community 

Center in the Phoenix South Mountain 

area is one of the largest such facilities ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
In just a t~w days, one of the brightest futures in college basketball has become one 
of the most unce~ntain. 

New Reader Comments: 

Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victory 



Son5., guys, I think yon a~e missing the point in all of this. Unionizing isn’t the real 

goal--this is just a ve~ smart group of kids who came up with a way ... 

Membership Growing at Gwn for ParkJn~n’s Patients 
Thank you for helping raise awareness on the benefits of exercise for people with 

Parkinson’s Disease! Beck?" Farley keep up the great work! 

Iii~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to ?.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 

Piesse ei:~ail List: at lisa~,athleticbusiness corn witir questions sboi)t you= account 

Thk~ email was :~ent to ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 
2~ E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq Wi 53i03 

2=.313 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Shock Cmnp tbr AD Attackers ] Gun Law Challenged ] Facili~ Madness 2014 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 

Two teenagers who punched the Lockport High School athletic director and a 

monitor while being thrown out of the ~hool gym during ... 

Gun Law Challenge: Are Rec~ Ed Facilities the Stone? 
Charleston officials want a Km~awha judge to decide whether the city’s municipdl 

recreation centers are educational facilities under state law. If the ... 

Unionization Efibrt Brin~s Haiti-to-Answer Questions 

What about taxes’? What about Title IX? Won’t this cost the players more money 

than it’s worth? At this point, nobody can answer those questions ... 

Inside the Murk’v World ofttigh School Transt~rring 
It used to be simpler. If a student trmasferred from a private school to a public 

school, he or she was immediately eligible. The same rule applied ... 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
High intensity, low impact and using muscles you never knew e~sted is how Rachel 



Ca]~ayla-Wynne describes a workout at Pure Barre, the new ... 

Owner Defends Trampoline Park as ’Safer Than Bowling’ 

Pediatricians axe no fans of commercial trampoline parks. They call trampolines 
downright dangerous and urge parents to keep their children ... 

Pro Soccer Team Banl~-uptcv Blamed on Stadmm Debt 
Owners of the Pittsburgh Riverhounds professional soccer team and Highmark 

Stadium in the South Side filed this week for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

In Utah, Prep Soccer Assault. Eiections Raise Red Fla~ 
An alarming number of ejec’fions ti~3m boys high school soccer games this spring 

became a tiightening reality tbr two schools last week when a fight ... 

Geor~ Football Coaches Given Preparation Choice 
Georgia high school football coaches long have lamented the I:act that they are 

allowed just one preseason scrimmage to prepare for the season .... 

Sports Tourism: Do Youth Facility Inves~tments Pay 
The cost-benefit analysis Upically reserved for pro ballparks is playing out in 

surprisingly small venues: youth baseball diamonds and basketball ... 

Study: Tourism Spending Lags in Grapefruit League Cities 

A half-century ago, spring training served as a reliable cleanup hitter tbr Florida’s 

tourism indust~. Now, though, the Grapetitdt I ~eague finds itself... 

Weather Seen as Key to ANuatic Center’s Rebound 
The Kroger Aqaatic Center at The Heights is scheduled to open Memorial Day 

weekend. In 2013, the aquatic center had a net loss of... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
The Salvation Arm~! Ray and Joan Kroc 
._C_o__r_p_s_’___C_o__r_!)_r_!)_t_Ln__[!y___C__._e__L~!#_r_ 

The 137,000-square-foot Salvation Army 

Ray and Joan Kmc Corps Community 

Center in the Phoenix South Mountain 

area is one of the largest such facilities ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
In just a t~w days, one of the brightest futures in college basketball has become one 
of the most unce~ntain. 

New Reader Comments: 

Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victory 



Son5., guys, I think yon a~e missing the point in all of this. Unionizing isn’t the real 

goal--this is just a ve~ smart group of kids who came up with a way ... 

Membership Growing at Gwn for ParkJn~n’s Patients 
Thank you for helping raise awareness on the benefits of exercise for people with 

Parkinson’s Disease! Beck?" Farley keep up the great work! 

Iii~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to ?.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 

Piesse ei:~ail List: at lisa~,athleticbusiness corn witir questions sboi)t you= account 

Thk~ email was :~ent to ille@unc.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 
2~ E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq Wi 53i03 

2=.313 i Privacy Policy 



Too~s of the Trade 

Changing of the Board? 
At meetings last week, the NGAA’s Steering Committee for 
Governance presented new ideas on how to revamp the 

organization’s governance structure, 

Award Taken Back 
After a high school boys’ basketball player in New Hampshire 
tweeted an obscene message to rivals following a win, the 
state’s basketball coaches association took back his player 

the year awa[d. 

Wrestling Cougars Too 
Ohio State University Athletic Director Gene Smith received an 
$18,000 bonus thanks ~e one of his wrestlers winning a national 

championship, !!i!!i:! :.IL :.:..fi!!...!: !!.?. :’, :.L .i!!. ::.:. ! .!...!i:.:..!! :.!:?.:.:.!:.?.:!! 

Sport Fence’s System Puts Safety at the Forefront 

Baseball and softball outfielders already know about the hazards of ~acing after 
long drives in hope of a spectacular catch. Unforgiving outfield fences can pose a 
major health risk to players who crash into them Despite the presence of warning 
tracks, players often leap into fences from a dead ru~. 

Foriunately, there is a way to protect players from the dangers of outfield fences. 
Spe~tFence International, based nea[ Denver, Colorado, has a patented breakaway 
system ~hat keeps players safe as they roam ~he outfield. The outfield panels, 
which are made from PVC piping, are designed to break away from panel’s support 
feet upon impact from a player. 

Coach Faces Hazing Charges 
A Virginia high school football coach is facing charges of hazing 
and corporal punishment alter allegedly forcing a player ~e car~y 
and d~ag weighls around the field as a ~un~shment. 

Cow, party News 
New ~n Dish Shooting ~achine Dr. Dish p~ovides the 
industry’s best value in basketball shooting machines - safe. 

game like, high repetition, preven. 



The athletic training community suffered a tn~{~io loss earlier this 
month when Iongtime University of Texas athletic trainer Tina 
Bonci passed away from cancer at ~he age of 59. i:!i:.=i:b=====.=ili[.:ii.i:i=.==::L 

A new Indiana law makes it the first state ~o require concussion 
educatien training for high school and youth football coaches. 

Female Presence 
ESPN examines the .( rowin{ population of female athletic 

~rainers in professional spor~s. =.!!!!i!:.!:.:.! fi! ]!:=’!:!5: :!!?=’! :.!:!:!!:i!:=.::i!:~:, 

Product Showcase 
VolIeybalI FacilityiBquipment Set lhe lone for volleyball 
success by providing your coaches and players wilh a court and 
equipment they can be proud ef. For the latest and greatest in 
volleyball equipment offerings, check out these respected 

Online Buyer’s Guide 
Ou~ online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io~ companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including inleractive links, product ~mages, and more 
detailed producl lisflngs. Here are ~nks te four companies [eatured in our Guide: 

Click here ~o check out the complete Online Buye[’s Guide. 

Dropping Athletics 
Brigham Young Unive~i’~--Hawaii will phase out athletics over 

the next three years. 

Traditionally Strong 
A look at a high school cross-country program with unique 

traditions, 

New System Needed 
Randy Edsall, Head Footba~ Coach at the University of 
Maryland, wants college footba~ [ecruit~ng 1o change, and he 
has ceme up w~th several recommendations. ~=.~’.5~ 

Brighten your fan base wiih Daktronics’ G Series fuels your body before, during and 
long-lasting LED systems, after practice, training or competition. 

Shamrock Farms’ Rockin’ Refuel has a full 
line of products with natural protein to build 
and rebuild n’~uscles~ 

VemaClimbing combines both lower and 
upper body exercise into one natural 
vertical climbing motion~ 

View Jobs.lPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Shock Camp tbr AD Attackers i Gun Law Challenged i High School Transt~rring 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 

Two teenagers who punched the Lockport High School athletic director and a 

monitor while being thrown out of the ~hool gym during ... 

Gun Law Ch~Jlenge: Are Rec~ Ed Facilities the Stone? 
Charleston officials want a Km~awha judge to decide whether the city’s municipdl 

recreation centers are educational facilities under state law. If the ... 

Unionization Efibrt Brin~s Haiti-to-Answer Questions 

What about taxes’? What about Title IX? Won’t this cost the players more money 

than it’s worth? At this point, nobody can answer those questions ... 

Inside the Murk’v World ofttigh School Transt~rring 
It used to be simpler. If a student trmasferred from a private school to a public 

school, he or she was immediately eligible. The same rule applied ... 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
High intensity, low impact and using muscles you never knew e~sted is how Rachel 



Ca]~ayla-Wynne describes a workout at Pure Barre, the new ... 

Owner Defends Trampoline Park as ’Safer Than Bowling’ 

Pediatricians axe no fans of commercial trampoline parks. They call trampolines 
downright dangerous and urge parents to keep their children ... 

Pro Soccer Team Banl~-uptcv Blamed on Stadmm Debt 
Owners of the Pittsburgh Riverhounds professional soccer team and Highmark 

Stadium in the South Side filed this week for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

In Utah, Prep Soccer Assault. Eiections Raise Red Fla~ 
An alarming number of ejec’fions ti~3m boys high school soccer games this spring 

became a tiightening reality tbr two schools last week when a fight ... 

Geor~ Football Coaches Given Preparation Choice 
Georgia high school football coaches long have lamented the I:act that they are 

allowed just one preseason scrimmage to prepare for the season .... 

Sports Tourism: Do Youth Facility Inves~tments Pay 
The cost-benefit analysis Upically reserved for pro ballparks is playing out in 

surprisingly small venues: youth baseball diamonds and basketball ... 

Study: Tourism Spending Lags in Grapefruit League Cities 

A half-century ago, spring training served as a reliable cleanup hitter tbr Florida’s 

tourism indust~. Now, though, the Grapetitdt I ~eague finds itself... 

Weather Seen as Key to ANuatic Center’s Rebound 
The Kroger Aqaatic Center at The Heights is scheduled to open Memorial Day 

weekend. In 2013, the aquatic center had a net loss of... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
The Salvation Arm~! Ray and Joan Kroc 
._C_o__r_p_s_’___C_o__r_!)_r_!)_t_Ln__[!y___C__._e__L~!#_r_ 

The 137,000-square-foot Salvation Army 

Ray and Joan Kmc Corps Community 

Center in the Phoenix South Mountain 

area is one of the largest such facilities ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
In just a t~w days, one of the brightest futures in college basketball has become one 
of the most unce~ntain. 

New Reader Comments: 

Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victory 



Son5., guys, I think yon a~e missing the point in all of this. Unionizing isn’t the real 

goal--this is just a ve~ smart group of kids who came up with a way ... 

Membership Growing at Gwn for ParkJn~n’s Patients 
Thank you for helping raise awareness on the benefits of exercise for people with 

Parkinson’s Disease! Beck?" Farley keep up the great work! 

Iii~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to ?.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Brace Mnndle <updates@xrivernews.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Policy Ma]~agement that fits the Needs for Sports Organizations 

View this emai[ in your browser 

Staff and athletes are 
subject to a myriad of 
policies and procedures not 

encountered in other walks 

of life. There are team, 
school, league and NCAA 
rules and regulations to be 

followed. 

While most organizations 
have the appropriate 

policies and procedures in 

place, they are not easily 

accessible. 

PolicyHub is an easy-to-use 
policy management tool that 
provides a central repository 
for your staff and athletes, 
Using their email Logon, 
your staff and athletes can 
easily access all posted 
policies and procedures. 

In addition, users can be 
automatically notified by 

email of updates when they 
occur. The system 

automatically tracks who 

and when a policy or 

procedure document has 

been accessed. 

Advanced optional features 

include the ability to send 
reminders to anyone not 

accessing a new or updated 

policy and testing users 

upon review to gauge the 
user’s understanding of the 

policy or procedure - 

providing valuable feedback 

to the compliance staff. 

PolicyHub provides your 

compliance and operational 

staff with an efficient and 
cost effective way to create, 

manage and distribute 

Policies & Procedures across 
multiple entitles and 

locations. 

.l~’.~!.i~;ig~.N~’~. is a built-for- 

purpose Policy & Procedure 

Management solution, 

designed to manage the 
entire Policy life cycle, from 

creation & review, through 

to communication, 
affirmation and reporting. 

This ensures high levels of 

Policy compliance with a fully 

collaborative review cycle. 

PolicyHub sh~p[ifies the 

complete Policy & Procedure 

protecting organizations 

against real risks by 

providing evidence of Best 

Practice, For more 
information on Policy 

Managemen[, download our 

W.b.~..~.~.e.~.~. 

¯ Fast, cost effective and simple 

to deploy onsite or SaaS 

¯ Fits within your existin~ 

compliance program 

¯ ~ultilin~ual 

° A secure central, searchable 

Policy repository 

° Automated Workflow for 

review cycie 

¯ Automated alerts 

¯ Sophisticated reporting 

¯ Full version control 

14150 Park E~t Circle, Suite 280~ Chanti[[y, VA 20151 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:27 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A new trial has been ordered for Mississippi death row inlnate Michelle Byroln, according to a state Supreme Court opinion. 

Byrom was sentenced to deatl~ for the 1999 slaying of her husband, Edward Byrom Sr. 

The case has drawn national scrutiny -- including a recent stols~ on CNN.com -- because her soil Edwaxd Byrom Jr., has said in jaJlhouse letters m~d in an inteladew 

with a court-appointed psychologist that he was the killer. He later recanted. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. CNN’s original series, "Death Row Stories " airs Sundays at 9 p.m. ET/PT. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 7:22 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A senior administralion official said today that a£ter a surge in sign-ups on enrollment deadline day, Obamacaxe is on track to hit the White House’s original target of 7 

million people signing up, CNN’s Jim Acosta reports. 

More thm~ 4.8 million visits were made to HealthCare.gov m~d 2 million calls were made to the call center Monday, raising optimism that the goal would be met, the 

official said. 

The administration is awaiting final numbers from fl~e t~deral mad state exchanges, the official said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 31 201~ NCAA Customer Service Center Closure 

The NCAA Customer Service Center will close at 3:30 p.m. Eastern time Thursday, April 3 lbr a sIafftrmning oppoCmnity. The Member 
Inslitution Po(tal mid website will rema~n functional during tiffs time. Normal business hours will resu~ne Friday, April 4. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



20 4 
Walter Horace Carter 

Walter Horase Garter knew journalism could be 

for social ]ustice -.- especiaJiy in a smali town~ Cal’ter’s 

tenacious opposition to ti~e Ku Kiux KJa,,’~ earned him 

the 1953 Pk@zer Prize and he~ped ~o impede ~urkher 

Klan expansion in NoRh Carolina, 

A native ofAlbemafie~ Ca~er attended the University of 

North Carolina at Chapei Hiil, where he worked as the 

editor of lhe campus ,,’~ewspaper. AIter 9raduatio,,’~ in 

1943, he served in ti~e Navy during Wodd War II 

In t 946, Carter moved to coastai Coiumbas Coanty, 

where he founded the weekiy Tabor City Tribune. His 

news stories and hard.-isitting editorials on Klan activity. 

wouid seen earn him natbnal attentbn and profess~onai 

acciab~ 

On Juiy 22, 1950, the Kian staged s parade through the 

smali rural town, to highiight recruiting offers in the 

area, CaNer immediately responded with an editodai 

expressing Isis utter disdain 

It’., the edi{orial~ headlir~ed "No Excuse i6r KKK," Carter 

calied the Ku Klux Klan "the personification of Fascism 

and Nazism," and a distarbance to newiy foand 

tranquiiity in most post-war communities, it was the first 

of more than 100 articles and editorials he would write 

over the next tiwee years as he and Vqiard Cole, editor 

el ti~e neighboring WhiievilJe News Reporter, siood up 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 12:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Players Rep Talks NCAA Policy ] Facility Madness 2014 i Rioting Revisited 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

College Players Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Paychecks 
Ramogi Huma would like to see health coverage lbr current and lbnner players, 

reibrm oftransl~r rules a~d policies that reduce the risk of traumatic ... 

Opinion: NCAA Brought Legal Battles on Itself 
Cunent a~d former college athletes have la~veled up and gone after the NCAA 

for the exploitative contract it iequiles athletes to sign in exchmage... 

Facility’ Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 

Your NCAA Tournament bracket may be in shambles, but it’s not too late to help 

us decide ours. For the second straight year we’re launching... 

V~ orker s Death ttaJts World Cup Stadium Construction 

A worker has died during construction of the stadium that will host Brazil’s World 

Cup opener in Sao t aulo the seventh death of a worker at ... 

) U. of Arizona t ost-Defeat Disturbance Leads to 15 Arrests 

Fifteen people were anested Saturday night after a confrontation on University 



Boulevaxd with Tucson police tbllowing the Arizona Wildcats’ ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Rioting Is The Real Maxch Madness 

I am proud to call Madison, Wis. my home away ti~om home. Despite being based 
in the Chicago ~xea, I have had the pleasure of... 

Home Games Mean Bigger NCAA Women’s Tourney Gates 
The women’s tournament has gone to home regional sites due to a lack of 

attendance in recent years. And it has worked... 

Illinois Governor Won’t Endorse Soldier Field Expansion 
Gov. Pat Quinn on Monday scotched the idea ofa~y state tinancial involvement in 

the Chicago Park District’s potential 5,000-seat expa~sion of... 

Arena’s $10M Renovation to Include Second Food Court 

’][’he roughly 7,500-square-foot room could also be p~itioned offand used for 

corporate meetings and private events .... 

Team’s Complaints Result in City Action on Stadium 
The ci~ may need to find e~ra money to fix up dilapidated parts of A1 Lang 

Stadium following complaints from main tenant the... 

Dehumidifie~ Help Maintain Air Qualits~ in Natatoriums 
Anyone who has spent time aJcound indoor pool facilities can likely relate to the 

challenge of maintaining desired air quaJi~ within those spaces. All too... 

Officials Tour City Paxks to Assess Maintenance Needs 

Four city councilmen spent their Friday ~noming taldng a firsthm~d look at some of 

the tn~fintenance issues that have sparked a debate... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
If you sum~ised that this error-ridden essay was written by a fif[h-grade girl, and 

that perhaps she got a C, that’s an educated guess and certainly... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 
Two New York teens will pay the price for get~Jmg intoxicated and punching their 

athletic director in the face as they were ejected from a basketball ~rimmage... 

New Reader Comments: 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
I’m sure this a great workout m~d the people who do it re~2lly seem to enjoy it. But 

does every new fitness trend have to be THE BEST workout... 

Unionization Eflbrt Brin~s H~xt-to-Answer Questions 
Am I the only one enjoying this? The sehools mad the NCAA were outsmarted by 

the student-athletes! For years, the schools and the NCAA have... 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores Maior Victory 
I don t th nk u ~( ~z~ng s the wa5 to go atx~ut t e~ther, but, let s t~ce ~t--these kids 

are smart! It was the best (if not the only?) way to ti~rce... 

Athletes’ Union~ation Attempt Scores M~ior Victory 
Rob, I completely agree that the student-athletes need to have a say in things. 

Agree with just about eve ~rything you said, I just don’t think... 



Upcoming Events: 

2014 W~CA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 --April 8, 2014 ... 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 -- April 13, 2014 ... 

2014 TSAC CONFERENCE 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hanover Research <prooney@hanoversurveys.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Ethics and Compliance Training Survey (Report OltEred to PaNcipants) 

Hello, 
Hanover Research, a Washington, DC.-based research firm, is conducting a sup.~ey 1o gather 
benchmark data about how organizations conduct Ethics, Compliance, and HR training. W~II you 
consider taking part in this survey to help us provide the most complete story of how organizations are 
training on key e~hics and compliance issues? 
V~#e recognize 1hat your time is valuable, so participants are eli.gible to receive an advance copy d the 
survey report via email in recognition for their help. 

Click here to begin the survey. 

In order to encourage your honest and thoughtful participation, we will ensure that no ~oersonally- or 
company-identifiable information will be gathered or published. 

Thank you for your participation! 

HANOV R 
.~. ii:. 5 ~i /:’ R C: ~ 

4401 LM[son Boulevard 
i4th Floor 
Arlington, VA 22203 

This message was sent by Hanover Research~ 4401 Wilson Boulevard, 4th Floor, Arlington~ VA 22203 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Smard <events@regonline.com> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 2:46 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Video Coaching Workshop in Dall&s, Texas 

.!.!.N!!.(INNNNN!!.(NN!I!N 
Hello Vince, 

We want to invite you to attend a hands-on Video & Tagging Analyst 

Workshop TX which is taking place on 5/:[/20:[.4 9:00 AM CDT - 5/2/20:1.4 4:00 

PM CDT at ILocation: 

T Bar M Tennis Academy 

972-233-4.444 

6060 Dilbeck Lane 

Dallas, Yexas 75240 

United States, 

If you register by Sunday, Aprii 6ti], we would like to offer yell the opportunity 

to reserve your spot at a reduced early bird rate! To RSVP click here. 

This training is unique practical application of visuai feedback, starting with 

quick and easy mobile appiications to more detaiied analysis in the Dartfish 

software, There are two options: day one is techrfical analysis and day two is 

match!game anaiysis. 

I~¢#i!e the setting is ot a Tennis faciiit); the "work5flow i~ ~ppticabi~ to ony 

We iook forward to hearing from you! 

lrhanl< you, 

Oebor~h 

Director of Training 

Dartfish Video Anaiys[s Software 

Phone: 404-685-9505 

Video & Tagging Analyst Worksho~ TX 

If you are looking for advanced expertise, check out tile certification course 

this summer. 

SHILOH R..’3 8TE ~ 10f 

T~ unsubscdb~, click here ’vi~,’,, o:.:: _F_’LLZ’.a_c_y__.P___ojL£,’y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:07 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Free Business Success and Solutions Seminar 

Forward this email 

] 

Thsema wassentto e@ nosed bychamber@champaqncounty.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef" Privacy Policy, 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign IL 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 4:51 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"The Affordable Care Act is here to stay," President Obama said at the White House today as he announced that 7.1 million people have signed up for Obamacare. 

The President also called out critics of the health care legislation saying, "There are still no death panels; A~rnageddon has not arrived." 

Yesterday marked the end of the ACA open emollment period. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 8:15 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An 8.0-Inagnitude eoxthquake struck off the coast of Chile, the U.S. GeologicaJ~ Survey reported. 

A tsunami warning was issued for Chile, Peru and Ecuador. The quake was centered s~me 50 miles west-northwest of Iquique at a depth of 6.2 miles. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 6:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Average Is Over: Why The Skills Required For Great Jobs Are Changing 

Posted: 02 Apt 2024 05:00 AM 

~~~ "Knowing one’s limi~ is more impo~ntthan it used to bey 

"Knowing one’s limits is more important than it used to be." 

"Welcome to the Hyper-Meritocracy," Cowen writes in his latest book Average :~s Over. 

This is an important book. Cowen is his typical thought-provoking self, showing us a possible (and probable, in my opinion) 

future where the skills needed to succeed will differ from those today. 

Welcome to a world of extremes. On one hand many people are "seeing the erosion of their economic futures." On the other 

hand, "the very top earners, who often have advanced postsecondary degrees, are earning much more." 

This is how the book got its title: Average is Over. 

This maxim will apply to the quality of your job, to your earnings, to where you live, to your education and to the 

education of your children, and maybe even to your most intimate relationships. Marriages, families, businesses, 

countries, cities, and regions all will see a greater split in material outcomes; namely, they will either rise to the top in 

terms of quality or make do with unimpressive results. 

Cowen believes that workers will increasingly fall into two categories. 

The key questions will be: Are you good at working with intelligent machines or not? Are your skills a complement to 

the skills of the computer, or is the computer doing better without you? Worst of all, are you competing against the 

computer? Are computers helping people in China and India compete against you? 

]:f you and your skills are a complement to the computer, your wage and labor market prospects are likely to be 

cheery. If your skills do not complement the computer, you may want to address that mismatch. Ever more people 

are starting to fall on one side of the divide or the other. 

Welcome to the age of machine intelligence. 

It’s becoming increasingly clear that mechanized intelligence can solve a rapidly expanding repertoire of problems. 

Solutions began appearing on the margins of the world’s interests. Deep Blue, an IBM computer, defeated the then- 

world champion Garry Kasparov in a chess match in 1997. Watson, a computer program, beat Ken Jennings-- the 

human champion-- on Jeopardy! in 2010, surpassing most expectations as to how quickly this would happen. 



We’re close to the point where the available knowledge at the hands of the individual, for questions that can be 

posed clearly and articulately, is not so far from the knowledge of the entire world. Whether it is through Siri, Google, 

or Wikipedia, there is now almost always a way to ask and-- more importantly-- a way to receive the answer in 

relatively digestible form. 

It must be emphasized that every time you use Google you are relying on machine intelligence. Every time 

Facebook recommends a new friend for you or sends an ad your way. Every time you use GPS to find your way to 

a party. 

Date-matching algorithms are steering our love lives and replacing the matchmaker. Match.com recently improved 

its services, and as of summer 2011 more than half of the emails sent on the service originate from recommended 

matches, rather than from unaided individual choices. Better algorithms often are seen as the future of the sector, 

whether or not they really find the best person for us. Arguably the machine recommendations are a way of tricking 

the user into making a plausible date choice rather than cruising more profiles and postponing a decision; that 

possibility illustrates our willingness to defer to the machines, even when they aren’t necessarily better at the task at 

hand. 

Think we’re ages away from machines doing amazing things? Do you remember the Ne~ Yo~-k Ti~s Stor~ that illustrated 

how Target, through algorithms, knew a teenage girl was pregnant before her father. 

In an age of machine intelligence, where will most of the benefits go? 

To put the question in the bluntest possible way, let’s say that machine intelligence helps us make a lot more things 

more cheaply, as indeed it is doing. Where will most of the benefits go? In accord with economic reasoning, they will 

go to that which is scarce. 

In today’s global economy here is what is scarce: 

1. Quality land and natural resources 

2. Intellectual property, or good ideas about what should be produced. 

3. Quality labor with unique skills 

Here is what is not scarce these days: 

1. Unskilled labor, as more countries join the global economy 

2. Money in the bank or held in government securities, which you can think of as simple capital, not attached to any 

special ownership rights (we know there is a lot of it because it has been earning zero or negative real rates of 

return) 

As machines become more powerful, the people who benefit will be the people who are "adept at working with computers 

and with related devices for communications and information processing." The way to earn well will be to augment the value 

of tech, even if only by a small bit. 

That means humans with strong math and analytic skills, humans who are comfortable working with computers 

because they understand their operation, and humans who intuitively grasp how computers can be used for 

marketing and for other non-techie tasks. It’s not just about programming skills; it is also often about developing 

the hardware connected with software, understanding what kind of internet ads connect with their human viewers, 

or understanding what shape and color makes an iPhone attractive in a given market. Computer nerds will indeed do 

well, but not everyone will have to become a computer herd. 

The key to the future is the ability to "mix technical knowledge with solving real world problems." 

There is a chapter in Cowen’s book called "The Freestyle future." Rather than type out lengthy excerpts from the book, 

Cowen explains the concept briefly in this 

Russ: So let’s talk about what you’ve learned as a chess fan. And you write at some length. At first I was rather 

taken aback by this, but I grew to find it quite fascinating. You write at some length about the role of machines in 

chess tournaments, and particularly in freestyle. Talk about that and why it’s a nice potential template for future 

human interaction. 

Cowen: Freestyle is a form of chess where a human teams up with a computer. So, if you play human-and- 

computer against computer, for the most part human-and-computer, if it’s a practiced human, will beat the 



computer. Even though computers per se are much stronger than humans at chess, it’s the team that’s stronger 

than either one. And I think this is a good metaphor for a lot of what our job market future will look like. So there’s a 

big chunk of the book that looks rather closely at freestyle chess and tries to see what we can learn from it. 

Russ: The thing I found most provocative about that is that the best freestyle teams do not necessarily have the 

best human players. In fact that could be something of a handicap. 

Cowen: That’s right. The really good human players are too tempted to override the computer and substitute in their 

own judgment. The best freestyle teams, they are quite epistemically modest, the human or humans involved. And 

what they are really good at is asking questions. So they’ll run two or three different computer programs and then 

just check on where do those programs disagree. And then they’ll probe more on those points. And that’s what the 

humans do well that the computers, at least not yet, aren’t able to copy. So it’s knowing what questions to ask that 

has become the important human skill in this freestyle endeavor. 

Russ: So, applying that to the medical diagnosis example you gave earlier, it suggests I don’t want the guy or the 

woman who had the best grades in medical school or the most arrogant-which is often in today’s world, can be, the 

best doctor. I might want the most modest doctor, or not the most modest, but someone who is willing to let the 

diagnosis provided by the machine be the "right" one. 

Cowen: That’s right. So, wisdom and modesty will become much greater epistemic virtues in the future scheme. I 

think that’s overall a good thing. We should revere those qualities more. And we will have to, looking forward. 

We have to ask questions. And we have to be "meta-rational," to borrow a term from decision theory. "That is," Cowen 

writes, "I must realize that in most situations the judgment of (Shredder, the computer chess program) is simply better than 

my own, and defer accordingly. I am most likely to succeed in overriding the judgement of Shredder in complex strategic 

positions, in some endgames, when the program is fooling around with questionable opening choices, and when the program 

is getting greedy for material .... I can’t out-calculate the machine unless it boils down to the machine’s shorter time horizon, 

and I don’t always know if the length of the time horizon is the key issue." 

Most of us don’t want to listen to the machines. We think we’re smarter and we don’t know enough to know where we are 

smarter and where we’re not. Without knowing we operate outside of our ci~-cl~ of cor~p~t~#c~. So as much as anything 

the future will mean knowing our limits and wanting/being willing to listen to machines. This goes against the entire "go with 

your gut" industry. 

In another interview, Cowen se~s: 

So I think as humans we’re somewhat programmed to ben bit rebellious and to not want to be controlled, which is 

perfectly understandable given that others are trying to control us as often as they are. But that’s going to mean in 

those new settings, which we’ve never biologically evolved to handle, we’re going to screw up an awful lot. 

What are the broader lessons we can take away? 

1. Human-computer teams are the best teams. 

2. The person working the smart machine doesn’t have to be an expert in the task at hand. 

3. Below some critical level of skill, adding a man to the machine will make the team less effective than the machine 

working alone. 

4. Knowing one’s limits is more important than it used to be. 

If we merge Cowen’s thoughts in Average is Over with How 1]~iI~%~ li~J and the concept of Grit, we come to the 

conclusion that in a world of information, what will be scarce is the ability to sit down in a quiet room and apply yourself. 

"Information isn’t what’s scarce; it’s the willingness to do something with it," Cowen argues. But maybe we’re getting lazy. 

So if you’re an individual, say from China or India, and you’re really smart and motivated, you’re going to do much 

better in this new world than say 10 or 20 years ago. 

But there are a lot of people in the wealthier countries, ][ wouldn’t describe them as lazy, but they’re not super 

motivated. They think they can more or less get by. I think in relative terms those people are already starting to see 

lower wages because they’re just not quite the prize commodities they think they are. They’ll do okay. They’ll be 

able to get jobs, but they’re not really individuals who are going to see a lot of income growth, and I think this could 

be a rude awakening to a lot of people. 

iii I think there will be a lot of so-called soft humanities roots that could have potentially big payoffs for hard, smart 
workers. It’s not all about how we all become programmers, and a lot of that kind of work can be outsourced or 

given to smart machines anyway. 



So I would just stress to people that the value of really beginning to understand how other people think, to the 

extent you can acquire that in education, if that’s what you love, if that’s what you’re good at, that’s great. Not 

everyone has to jump on the computer science bandwagon. Though, of course, many people should. 

A~e~age is Over will help you navigate the future of work and position yourself accordingly. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- C#~allengeo Discover, Grow° ’Lear~ by ~oi~#’ wit#~ experts who ~sve bee~ 

You are subscribed [o ernaii upda[es from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these ema s, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle h~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicage IL. USA 60610 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ScholarlyHires.com <rick@scholarlyhires.com> 

~Vednesday, April 2, 2014 6:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Advertise your job opening with Schola~rlyttires.com - $89 tbr up to six months 

Don’t forget to add rick@scholarlyhires.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

N 

Job Ads Simplified 

Top-3 Site for overall reach with ~owest cost/view 

Special Categories for Community Colleges, Ned Schools, Faith-based 

institutions, Online Schools and Adjunct Faculty (you can post in up to ten 
categories) 

iS-day auto-refresh to keep your job top-ranked 

$89 with a P-card (or less) 

Benefits of Using ScholarlyHires.com 
Pricing options 

List of all Job Cateqories where jobs are posted 
List of Schools where jobs are currently posted 

Employer Advice Journals 

Cost / % U.S. / 
2/28/2014              H/J/M* 

View** Canada 
HigherEdJobs.corn 230 $ 0.42 80.1% 

Chronicle.corn 167 $1.70 55.3% 

Scholarl~,i,,"~.corn 164 $ 0.27 85.0% 

AcadernicKeys.corn 68 $1.44 37.4% 

InsideHigherEd.corn 45 $ 4.44 65.6% 

Diverse Jobs.net 18 $12.68 91.5% 
*Hits / Job / Month gives an indicator of applicant reach and return on investment. 

**Based on posting for 60 days. 1-off pricing. 

Diversity and outreach is our mission 365 days per year, not just as a supplement, 
special issue or talking point. Verified reach: 

7.8% of applicants are LatinolLatina 
12.5% Asian 
56.0% femaM 
1 &0-24.0% Black / African A merican 
5.7% Veterans 

LGBTQ is heavily marketed to (and utilized by), but not tracked. We have begun 
to track individuals with disabilities. 

We provide excellent ROI coverage at the lower end of the cost spectrum. Not only at~ we a very 
good resource for diverse candidates, but we also are top-3 site for breadth of candidates. You get 

the best of both worlds and a very low cost per view. 

CUPA-HR corporate member _v_~,#__u_~?#__h_j__.__o__r9 
Member of National Association of Diversity Officers in Higher Education (NADOHE) 

vwvw.nadohe.orq 



We look forward to assisting your search committees with their hiring endeavors, 

Best regards, 

Forward this email 

] 

This ernail was sent ,’.o iile@email.unc.edu by rick@scholarlyhires.com 
._U_p__d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_LT_,_a_jLA___d__d__r__e~# ~,nstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__E_o_[Lc~, 

Keyword Recruitment Systems LLC ~,555 Lake Forest Drive #650 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45242 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@principalinves~igators.org> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:02 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Only 7 Seats Left The NSF’s (kaduate Research Fellowship Program: ttow to Succeed 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 

Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Dr. VMIliam Hahn 

we~x,’r~,&,," ~.,,:,,,.,,~.. Friday, April 11,2014, 1 pm ET (10am PT) 

The National Science Foundation’s Graduate Research Fellowship is the premier federal program for funding 
US graduate students in all science and engineering fields supported by NSF. The GRF is a very unique 
program within NSF in that students apply directly for support and not through their host institution. Similarly, 
an "application" for fellowship support is submitted rather than a "proposal" for research funding. As such, 
applications are reviewed with an eye on the potential of the student applicant to contribute to the research 
enterprise overall rather than only the direct results of the research itself. 

During this all-inclusive Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the nature and expectations of the program 
overall, present some considerations of student and program of study eligibility, discuss the various 
components of the application itself as well as the overall flow of the application, how applications are 
reviewed, and how finalists are selected. Key points on how to write the application will be a central 
consideration. 

The need for flow and connections among the 
pieces of the application. 
A perspective on how the applications will be 
reviewed by the panel. 
Relative roles of related federal fellowship 
programs. 
Guidance to references for writing letters of 
recommendation. 
An understanding of how to include career 
development ideas in the application. 

All seniors in college as well as first and 
second-year graduate students who wish to 
pursue application to the Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program. 

HURRY~ O~ly 7 Seats Lefd 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only $197 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

Forward this to a friend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R01 Grant Application Mentor <maNn.mbenstein~nih- nsffundingadvisor.com > 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:02 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Proven Advice to Maximize Your Chances tbr NIH Funding 

Click here to view mobile version. 

NIH 
Mentor: An Educational 
How-to Manual, 4th Edition 

Grant Application NIH R01 Grant Application How-to 

Applying for a National Institutes of Health (NIH) RO1 grant 
is an involved process with many facets to consider and 
extensive guidelines to follow. 

Manual 

Once you’ve verified that an RO1 is right for you, you’ll need 
to work out the specifics. Think about when to apply, what 
to title your proposal, and how to articulate your hypothesis, 
among others. 

Then the writing begins. Your writing should focus on telling 
a compelling story and enticing reviewers to approve your 
research. Easier said than done right? 

Remember: In today’s competitive funding environment, 
every word counts. >>Learn More. 

"The NIH R0I Grant Mentor is an 

incredibly useful tool. As an organization 

that submits a /arge number of ROI and 

similar grant mechanisms every year, we 

have found great guidance from this 

manual and have a high rate of 

success with our proposals, " 

NIH R01 Grant Application How-to Manual 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant- 

writing guides. This manual offers everything you need 
to know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your 

chances for NIH R01 funding, 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 

addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subjects 

A 50-minute recording entitled "Crafting Your R01 

Proposal Like the Pros: 10 Insider Tips Revealed, " and 

much more! 

And now you can order your NIHR01 
Grant Application hlentor: An 

Educational How=to Manual, 4th 
Edition in PDF format, including your 
50-minute how-to recording in CD, 

HP4 
or PDF Transcript for only$299! (a 
savings of $400), Print version only 

$75 more. 

BONUS: 



Order now and get the "NIH Grant 
Application Webinar Library" 

in MP4 format for FREE! (a $775 
value). 

Onlin~e ext, 50~5 today 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts 
and promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward this to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:06 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. Supreme Court today struck down limits on the total amount a person can donate to various political campaigns in a single election season. Howevel; the 

cou(t left intact the limit on how much an individual can give to any single candidate. 

"We conclude that the aggregate limits on contributions do not further the only governmental interest this court accepted as legitimate," said Chief Justice John Roberts. 

refemng to a 1976 ruling. "They instead intrude mthout justification on a citizen’s abili~ to express the mos~t fundamental Filet Amendment activities." 

The divided 5-4 ruling could have an immediate impact on November’s congressional midterm elections, and acid another layer of high-stakes spending in the crowded 

political axena. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northeast Texas Community College <intersession@ntcc.edu~ 

~Vednesday, April 2, 2014 11:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Accelerated Online Intersession Clasps Begin May 12 

between spring and summer 
semesters 
Dear Vince, 

We know tha~ summer break is on everyone’s mind 
right now (inclt~din~ ours), bt~t 
who need to p~ck up an extra c~ass between 
semesters, Nodheas~ Texas CommuNty Co~ege 
offering 21 accelerated online courses this May. 
NTCC is f~d~y accredited by the 
Schools (SACS}, and c~asses are transferaMe to most colleges and 
universities. These classes are a grea~ option [or ~hose who nee~ [o retake 
a class or get an addNonal 
are transcripted ~n a separate intemess~on semester, so they do not count 
toward spdng or stm~met enrollment. 
Click on the I#~ks a~ the top ~efl or scroll ~hrough the scheOt~e of classes 
bebw for more information. P~ease feel free k~ share this email on social 
med~a or fowvard to any students you tNnk would be ~nterested, and ~ w~ 
be happy to assist them with 
additional questions, p~ease contact me by phone or email. 

S~ncere~y, 

Dean of D~stance Ed~cafion 
No~heast Texas Community College 
903-434-8366 



3 credit 

3 credit 

3 credi~ 

ENG 2322 - British Literature { 
3 credit hogrs, P~e~eq~isite: ENG 

3 credit 

3 credit 

3 credit ho~s 

H~ST 13~2 - Histot~ of the United States since 3877 

3 credit 

HU~A 130~ -Appreci~tio~ o~ the 

3 credit ho~s 

HU~A 13~2 - Appr~ci~tio~ of the 

3 credit hours, 

{TNW 1337 - {~trod~ctiom to the imte~met 

3 credit ho~rs 

3 credit hours= 

PHED 1238 - Fitness fo~ L~fe* 

2 credit ho~rs 
SOCi ~301 - Introductioa to Sociology 

3 credit 

SPCH i3i5 - P~bli~ Speaking 
3 credit 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was ~nt Lo iile@uncaa.unc,edu by intersession@rltcc.edu 

Update Profile/Email Address instant iemovalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~" Privacy Policy. 

Northeast Texas Community College i2886 FI! 1735 :: Mt. Pleasant i TXi 75z155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net7 

~Vednesday, April 2, 2014 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Youth Coach Rape Accusation ] Restricting Charter Schools ] Social Media Marketing 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Fom~er Youth Football Player Alleges Rape by Ex-Coach 
An ex-youth tbotba]l coach in Lunenburg and Leominster was arrested on sexual 

abuse charges the day after a tbrmer player made the allegation, ... 

PIAA Plan to Restrict Chaxter Schools Met with Outrage 
Executive director Robe(t Lolnbardi has proposed legislation that would require 

charter-school s~ldents to play their sports at neighborhood ... 

Softball Coach Accuses Universits, AD of Forcing Him Out 

Bob Allen, the West Virginia State softball coach who recently stepped down 

under what he claims was pressme from the university’s ... 

Social Media Revolutionizes Campus Recreation MaJcketing 
As the literature on the bulletin board went unnoticed, Chris Butler could see the 

writing on the wall .... 

Lawsuit Over HS Coach’s Recruitment Actions Dropped 
An unidentified Homewood-Flossmoor girls basketball player d~opped her lawsuit 



last week fbllowing the fallout of the team’s ban from state play ... 

City Ends Elders EM. Mon~ng ~ ork( uts at Rec Center 
Joe Snyder and his old pals pumped iron in the eaxly mornings at Jardel Rec Center 
for 40 yeaxs unfil Tony the maintenance man ... 

Police Under Fire for Force Used at Post-Game Gathering 
One of the complaints involves an incident caught on a cellphone video of a woman 

who appears to be walking west on a sidewalk on 

Park District Considering $6M Expansion of Fitness Center 
Roughly one year al?ter saving the Central I,ake YMCA in Vernon ttills and 

spending around $1 million to renovate the l?acili~, park... 

Private Swim Club’s Facility Gifted to Park Dis~trict 

’][’he owner of the private Mill Creek Swim Club is giving the ti~cility to the Geneva 

Park District. Details are still being worked out bem~een ... 

Gold’s Gym Franchisee Files for Bankruptcy Reo~anization 
The owner of Gold’s Gym Inc. of Springfield vowed Monday to keep the fitness 

center alive after filing for volunta~~ bankruptcy reorganizalion 

Frozen Four Evidence of Hocke ,v’s Geographic Talent Shift 
When the NCAA Division I tournament began last Thur~ay, the 16 schools 

involved included players t?om 31 states, the District of Columbia, ... 

Mfl,B Team s Attendance Should D( uble ~n $54M Ballp~kk 
As far as the International League is concerned, there could be nothing finer than to 

be in North Carolina for the 2014 season. ’][’he ... 

Bills in N.Y.: Stadium Data Analysis Could Take Years 
The three co- chairman of a new committee examining whether the Bufli~lo Bills 

should play in a new stadium or remain in a greatly retrofitted 

Opinion: No Doubt Super Bowl Would Benefit Twin Cities 
The anti-stadium crowd is back, this time with full-throated indignation over state 

tax incentives required tbr Minneapolis to be seriously considered ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 
’][’he polls are still open in round one. We’ve got some upsets brewing and some 

close ~natchups still to be decided .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Dehumidifiers Help Mafintain Air Quality in Natatoriums 
Terrific article--easy to understand explanations and great details! 

College Players Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Paychecks 

Let us project that appeals by NU are denied and college athletes become 

unionked under the NLRB. Does this mean that coaches must ... 

Opinion: LrNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
How telling that the poorly- written espy was chaxacterized as written by a young 

girl, and the NCAA touman~ent only involves young men. You ... 



Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 
Don’t vote for As~mbly Hail if that single incident makes up your entire perception 

of the historic basketball venue. Should the 49ers’ new stadium ... 

Facility Maduess 2014: Vote for the Best Areua iu Collea_e Basketball 

So, an mena that had a beam fall from the rafters that would have killed thiee 
people had it been six hours later is on the lisl???? Interesting .... 

Opiniou: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay- Speaks Volumes 
Was the "girl" part of the demeaning descriptor uecessary to communicate your 
point? 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Spriugiug Up Nationwide 
On point comment, Rob. 

ii~ Facebook ~ 

ii.~ Linkedln .~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected 

AB Newswire .~iI AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

ii’~’iI ABSign upfor E-N .... ] 

....................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~,,,’~ai~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe ~o fu[si;e emails o~ ~ilis type i Forward b a Coiieag:.=e 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t Ste 910, Madison, W153703 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 2, 2014 12:39 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Youth Coach Rape Accusation ] Restricting Charter Schools ] Social Media Marketing 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Fom~er Youth Football Player Alleges Rape by Ex-Coach 
An ex-youth tbotba]l coach in Lunenburg and Leominster was arrested on sexual 

abuse charges the day after a tbrmer player made the allegation, ... 

PIAA Plan to Restrict Chaxter Schools Met with Outrage 
Executive director Robe(t Lolnbardi has proposed legislation that would require 

charter-school s~ldents to play their sports at neighborhood ... 

Softball Coach Accuses Universits, AD of Forcing Him Out 

Bob Allen, the West Virginia State softball coach who recently stepped down 

under what he claims was pressme from the university’s ... 

Social Media Revolutionizes Campus Recreation MaJcketing 
As the literature on the bulletin board went unnoticed, Chris Butler could see the 

writing on the wall .... 

Lawsuit Over HS Coach’s Recruitment Actions Dropped 
An unidentified Homewood-Flossmoor girls basketball player d~opped her lawsuit 



last week fbllowing the fallout of the team’s ban from state play ... 

City Ends Elders EM. Mon~ng ~ ork( uts at Rec Center 
Joe Snyder and his old pals pumped iron in the eaxly mornings at Jardel Rec Center 
for 40 yeaxs unfil Tony the maintenance man ... 

Police Under Fire for Force Used at Post-Game Gathering 
One of the complaints involves an incident caught on a cellphone video of a woman 

who appears to be walking west on a sidewalk on 

Park District Considering $6M Expansion of Fitness Center 
Roughly one year al?ter saving the Central I,ake YMCA in Vernon ttills and 

spending around $1 million to renovate the l?acili~, park... 

Private Swim Club’s Facility Gifted to Park Dis~trict 

’][’he owner of the private Mill Creek Swim Club is giving the ti~cility to the Geneva 

Park District. Details are still being worked out bem~een ... 

Gold’s Gym Franchisee Files for Bankruptcy Reo~anization 
The owner of Gold’s Gym Inc. of Springfield vowed Monday to keep the fitness 

center alive after filing for volunta~~ bankruptcy reorganizalion 

Frozen Four Evidence of Hocke ,v’s Geographic Talent Shift 
When the NCAA Division I tournament began last Thur~ay, the 16 schools 

involved included players t?om 31 states, the District of Columbia, ... 

Mfl,B Team s Attendance Should D( uble ~n $54M Ballp~kk 
As far as the International League is concerned, there could be nothing finer than to 

be in North Carolina for the 2014 season. ’][’he ... 

Bills in N.Y.: Stadium Data Analysis Could Take Years 
The three co- chairman of a new committee examining whether the Bufli~lo Bills 

should play in a new stadium or remain in a greatly retrofitted 

Opinion: No Doubt Super Bowl Would Benefit Twin Cities 
The anti-stadium crowd is back, this time with full-throated indignation over state 

tax incentives required tbr Minneapolis to be seriously considered ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 
’][’he polls are still open in round one. We’ve got some upsets brewing and some 

close ~natchups still to be decided .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Dehumidifiers Help Mafintain Air Quality in Natatoriums 
Terrific article--easy to understand explanations and great details! 

College Players Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Paychecks 

Let us project that appeals by NU are denied and college athletes become 

unionked under the NLRB. Does this mean that coaches must ... 

Opinion: LrNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
How telling that the poorly- written espy was chaxacterized as written by a young 

girl, and the NCAA touman~ent only involves young men. You ... 



Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 

Don’t vote for Assembly t tall if that single incident makes up your en’fre perception 

of the historic basketball venue. Should the 49ers’ new stadium ... 

Facility Maduess 2014: Vote for the Best Areua iu College Basketball 

So, an mena that had a beam fall from the rafters that would have killed thiee 
people had it been six hours later is on the lisl???? Interesting .... 

Opiniou: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay- Speaks Volumes 
Was the "girl" part of the demeaning descriptor uecessary to communicate your 
point? 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Spriugiug Up Nationwide 
On point comment, Rob. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 2, 2014 12:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Youth Coach Rape Accusation ] Restricting Charter Schools ] Social Media Marketing 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Fom~er Youth Football Player Alleges Rape by Ex-Coach 
An ex-youth tbotba]l coach in Lunenburg and Leominster was arrested on sexual 

abuse charges the day after a tbrmer player made the allegation, ... 

PIAA Plan to Restrict Chaxter Schools Met with Outrage 
Executive director Robe(t Lolnbardi has proposed legislation that would require 

charter-school s~ldents to play their sports at neighborhood ... 

Softball Coach Accuses Universits, AD of Forcing Him Out 

Bob Allen, the West Virginia State softball coach who recently stepped down 

under what he claims was pressme from the university’s ... 

Social Media Revolutionizes Campus Recreation MaJcketing 
As the literature on the bulletin board went unnoticed, Chris Butler could see the 

writing on the wall .... 

Lawsuit Over HS Coach’s Recruitment Actions Dropped 
An unidentified Homewood-Flossmoor girls basketball player d~opped her lawsuit 



last week fbllowing the fallout of the team’s ban from state play ... 

City Ends Elders EM. Mon~ng ~ ork( uts at Rec Center 
Joe Snyder and his old pals pumped iron in the eaxly mornings at Jardel Rec Center 
for 40 yeaxs unfil Tony the maintenance man ... 

Police Under Fire for Force Used at Post-Game Gathering 
One of the complaints involves an incident caught on a cellphone video of a woman 

who appears to be walking west on a sidewalk on 

Park District Considering $6M Expansion of Fitness Center 
Roughly one year al?ter saving the Central I,ake YMCA in Vernon ttills and 

spending around $1 million to renovate the l?acili~, park... 

Private Swim Club’s Facility Gifted to Park Dis~trict 

’][’he owner of the private Mill Creek Swim Club is giving the ti~cility to the Geneva 

Park District. Details are still being worked out bem~een ... 

Gold’s Gym Franchisee Files for Bankruptcy Reo~anization 
The owner of Gold’s Gym Inc. of Springfield vowed Monday to keep the fitness 

center alive after filing for volunta~~ bankruptcy reorganizalion 

Frozen Four Evidence of Hocke ,v’s Geographic Talent Shift 
When the NCAA Division I tournament began last Thur~ay, the 16 schools 

involved included players t?om 31 states, the District of Columbia, ... 

Mfl,B Team s Attendance Should D( uble ~n $54M Ballp~kk 
As far as the International League is concerned, there could be nothing finer than to 

be in North Carolina for the 2014 season. ’][’he ... 

Bills in N.Y.: Stadium Data Analysis Could Take Years 
The three co- chairman of a new committee examining whether the Bufli~lo Bills 

should play in a new stadium or remain in a greatly retrofitted 

Opinion: No Doubt Super Bowl Would Benefit Twin Cities 
The anti-stadium crowd is back, this time with full-throated indignation over state 

tax incentives required tbr Minneapolis to be seriously considered ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 
’][’he polls are still open in round one. We’ve got some upsets brewing and some 

close ~natchups still to be decided .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Dehumidifiers Help Mafintain Air Quality in Natatoriums 
Terrific article--easy to understand explanations and great details! 

College Players Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Paychecks 

Let us project that appeals by NU are denied and college athletes become 

unionked under the NLRB. Does this mean that coaches must ... 

Opinion: LrNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
How telling that the poorly- written espy was chaxacterized as written by a young 

girl, and the NCAA touman~ent only involves young men. You ... 



Facility Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 

Don’t vote for Assembly t tall if that single incident makes up your en’fre perception 

of the historic basketball venue. Should the 49ers’ new stadium ... 

Facility Maduess 2014: Vote for the Best Areua iu College Basketball 

So, an mena that had a beam fall from the rafters that would have killed thiee 
people had it been six hours later is on the lisl???? Interesting .... 

Opiniou: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay- Speaks Volumes 
Was the "girl" part of the demeaning descriptor uecessary to communicate your 
point? 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Spriugiug Up Nationwide 
On point comment, Rob. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:13 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

HR Series ] Quality Education without the Travel F~xpenses 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to ille@iili[lois.edu by chambe[@champaiqncounty.orq 
._U_~__d___a_t__e__/_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nstant removal with _S_’.a__f_.e__U_.r)_s_~_Lb_.s_c_l:jb_A" !~__rj_v__a__C_}L_~_o_[L_c~ 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce i 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign IL 6:!.820 



keyhole p~esentation by The Honorabb Richard M, Daley, former Mayor of Chica.qo 

, :00 ---. 9:45am Oakbroak Terrace, [~na[s 60181 

Invitation is non-transferable. 

Richard M. Daley 

~ot~te of Du~- age 

I 
~ ~State of the Economy 

~ IExpe" Presenters 

Doree~ L, GrOWth, Nationa~ Managing Pa~er, Tax Ser,/bes, 

The I-Jonorab~e R~ha,,d ~. Daley, ~ormer M~yor cf C:~cago 
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[~{ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 6:10 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

There has been a "sliooting incident" at Fort Hood that is being handled by the militmy, according to the Bell County Sheriffs Office in central Texas. Fort Hood has 

confirmed only an "incident on post." No oilier details were immediately available. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:07 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Fort Hood shooter is said to be at large, officials separately tell CNN’s Pam Brown and Briml Todd. Security personnel are pursuing a suspect. 

And Fort Hood says there have been injuries reported in the shooting on IX~St. and emergency crews are on the scene. Watch CNN TV. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:20 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A suspected shooter at Fort Hood, Texas, is dead, but the situation is s~till considered an active shooting, multiple U.S. otticioJs tell CNN. Watch CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 8:09 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Obama says he is "heartbroken" over the shooting at Fort Hood, and "we will get to the bottom of what happened." 

An initial report indicates the shootiug incideut started as a soldier-on-soldier attack law enforcement sources tell CNN’s Evau Perez. 

A suspected shooter is dead, multiple U.S. officials tell CNN. An unknown number of people have been injured, according to the Am~y post. 

Watch the president’s s~tement soon on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Net-a, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 8:44 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

There ~xe multiple iht~Jities in Wednesday’s Fort Hood shooliug, including the suspected shooter, a senior military, official aud a law elfforcelnent official tell CNN. 

There are ~Jso multiple people iujured. 

Watch on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:58 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Four people died -- iucluding the suspected shooter -- in the shootin~ at Fort Hood, s~fid Lt. Gen. Mark A. Milley, the Almy base’s comlnanding generaJ. Milley sofid 
there were also 16 injured. 

The suspect, a veterm~ of combat in Imq, took his own life, Milley saJd. He was being treated for meutal issues. 

Follow complete coverage of the s~tory now on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:38 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A 7.8-maglfftude earthquake struck offthe coast of Chile late Wednesday, the U.S. Geological Sul~ey says, one day after mi 8.2-maglfftude earthquake rocked the 
region. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 12:11 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Multiple sources in law enforcemem and government have identified the man who opened fire on the Fort Hood military base Wednesday as SpeciaJdst Ivan Lopez. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Daniel Pink: The New ABCs of Selling 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 02 Apt 2014 05:00 AN PDT 

i,~,i "To sell well is to convince someone else to part with resources--not to deprive that person, but to leave him better off in 

the end, That is also what, say, a 9ood algebra teacher does," 

"To sell well is to convince someone else to part with resources--not to deprive that 

person, but to leave him better off in the end. That is also what, say, a good algebra 

teacher does." 

"The only thing you got in this world is what you can sell. And the funny thing is, you’re a salesman, and you 

don’t know that." -- Arthur Miller, ~oath of ~ ~osm~ 

No matter what you do for a living you’re in sales, That’s the conclusion Daniel Pink draws in his book To Soil :Is 
H~smam" T~ ~r~isi~j Tru~ ~bout No~i~ej O~r~, a thought provoking book on "sales" that debunks some 
of the assumptions behind what we traditionally understand about sales. It’s about how to move people with 
passion and authenticity. 

I’m convinced we’ve gotten it wrong. This is a book about sales. But it is unlike any book about sales 
you have read (or ignored) before. That’s because selling in all its dimensions--whether pushing Buicks 
on a car lot or pitching ideas in a meeting--has changed more in the last ten years than it did over the 
previous hundred. Most of what we think we understand about selling is constructed atop a foundation 
of assumptions that has crumbled. 

It might be an idea, it might be yourself, it might be a product but you spend more of your time selling than you 

think. 

Some of you, no doubt, are selling in the literal sense-- convincing existing customers and fresh 

prospects to buy casualty insurance or consulting services or homemade pies at a farmers’ market. But 

all of you are likely spending more time than you realize selling in a broader sense--pitching colleagues, 

persuading funders, cajoling kids. Like it or not, we’re all in sales now. 

Selling doesn’t have a good reputation. These clips from the 1992 movie Glengarry Glen Ross, based on David 
iVlamet’s Pulitzer Prize winning play by the same name, play to what most of us think. 



Pink takes one of the old adages of sales ABC -- "Always Be Closing" and proposes a new ABC -- "Attunement, 

Buoyancy, and Clarity." 

To sell well is to convince someone else to part with resources--not to deprive that person, but to leave 

him better off in the end. That is also what, say, a good algebra teacher does. 

Most of selling used to take place in a world where the salesperson knew more than you did. Asymmetrical 

information created all sorts of problems for consumers. The person you needed to trust was also the one most 

able to deceive you. The seller knew more about the product than the buyer. This made buyers suspicious. And 

largely we remain as such. Thanks to the internet this is no longer the case but some of the problems still exist. 

In a sort of Gresl~’s L~w, George Akerlof wrote (In The Market for "Lemons") "Dishonest dealings tend to 

drive honest dealings out of the market ... The presence of people who wish to pawn bad wares as good wares 

tends to drive out the legitimate business." 

In To Sail is H~n~an, Pink picks up on this. 

........ prospective purchasers are on notice. When sellers know more than buyers, buyers must beware. It’s 

no accident that people in the Americas, Europe, and Asia today often know only two words of Latin. In 

a world of information asymmetry, the guiding principle is caveat emptor--buyer beware. 

Imagine a world not of information asymmetry, but of something closer to information parity, where 

buyers and sellers have roughly equal access to relevant information. What would happen then? 

Actually, stop imagining that world. You’re living in it. 

Buyers today aren’t "fully informed" in the idealized way that many economic models assume. But 

neither are they the hapless victims of asymmetrical information they once were .... The belief that sales 

..... is slimy, slick, and sleazy has less to do with the nature of the activity itself than with the long-reigning 

but fast-fading conditions in which selling has often taken place. 

The balance has shifted. If you’re a buyer and you’ve got just as much information as the seller, along 

with the means to talk back, you’re no longer the only one who needs to be on notice. In a world of 

information parity, the new guiding principle is caveat venditor--seller beware. 



Many of the common sales-practices of yesteryear don’t adapt well to information parity. In the new world, we 

need to re-cast the ABCs, Pink argues, to Attunement, Buoyancy, and Clarity. 

Attunement 

Attunement"is the ability to bring one’s actions and outlook into harmony with other people and with the 

context you’re in," Pink explains. It hinges on three principles. 

1. Increase your power by reducing it, 

........ "power leads individuals to anchor too heavily on their own vantage point, insufficiently adjusting to 

others’ perspectives." ... The ability to take another’s perspective mattered less when sellers--whether a 

commissioned salesperson in an electronics store or a physician in her diploma--studded office--held all 

the cards. Their edge in information ... gave them the ability to command through authority and 

sometimes even to coerce and manipulate. But as that information advantage has withered, so has the 

power it once conferred. As a result, the ability to move people now depends on power’s inverse: 

understanding another person’s perspective, getting inside his head and seeing the world through his 

eyes. 

2. Use your head as much as your heart. 

........ Perspective-taking is a cognitive capacity; it’s mostly about thinking. Empathy is about emotional 

response; it’s mostly about feeling. Both are crucial .... (but) one is more effective when it comes to 

moving others. (Perspective-takers). 

Pushing too hard is counterproductive, especially in a world of caveat venditor. But feeling too deeply 

..... isn’t necessarily the answer either - because you might submerge your own interests. Perspective-taking 

seems to enable the proper calibration between the two poles, allowing us to adjust and attune 

ourselves in ways that leave both sides better off. 

This second principle of attunement also means recognizing that individuals don’t exist as atomistic 

units, disconnected from groups, situations, and contexts. And that requires training one’s perspective- 

taking powers not only on people themselves but also on their relationships and connections to others. 

"I do this in every sales situation," says Dan Shimmerman, founder of Varicent Software, a blazingly 

successful Toronto company recently acquired by IBM. "For me it’s very important to not just have a 

good understanding of the key players involved in making a decision, but to understand what each of 

their biases and preferences are. The mental map gives a complete picture , and allows you to properly 

allocate time, energy and effort to the right relationships." 

3, Himic Strategically 

Human beings are natural mimickers . Without realizing it, we often do what others do-- mirroring back 

their "accents and speech patterns, facial expressions , overt behaviors, and affective responses." The 

person we’re talking to crosses her arms; we do the same. Our colleague takes a sip of water; so do we. 

When we notice such imitation , we often take a dim view of it. "Monkey see, monkey do," we sniff. We 

smirk about those who "ape" others’ behavior or "parrot" back their words as if such actions somehow lie 

beneath human dignity. But scientists view mimicry differently. To them, this tendency is deeply human, 

a natural act that serves as a social glue and a sign of trust . Yet they, too, assign it a nonhuman label. 

They call it the "chameleon effect." 

Buoyancy 

How to stay afloat amid that ocean of rejection is the second essential quality in moving others. I call 

this quality "buoyancy." Hall exemplifies it. Recent social science explains it. And if you understand 

buoyancy’s three components-- which apply before, during, and after any effort to move others-- you 

can use it effectively in your own life. 

Like attunement, Pink boils buoyancy down to three components--"which apply before, during and after any 
effort to move others." 

1. Before: Interrogative Self-Talk 



We human beings talk to ourselves all the time-- so much, in fact, that it’s possible to categorize our 

self-talk. Some of it is positive , as in "I’m strong," "i’ve got this," or "I will be the world’s greatest 

salesman." Some of it-- for a few of us, much of it-- is negative. "I’m too weak to finish this race" or 

"i’ve never been good at math" or "There’s no way I can sell these encyclopedias." But whether the talk 

..... is chest-thumping or ego-bashing, it tends to be declarative. It states what is or what will be. 

However, the person whose example you should be following takes a different tack. His name is Bob the 
Builder. And if you haven’t been around preschool children in the last fifteen years, let me offer a quick 
dossier. Bob is an overall-clad, hard-hat-sporting, stop-motion-animated guy who runs a construction 
company. His TV program, which began in England in 1999, now entertains kids in forty-five countries. 
Bob is always finding himself in sticky situations that seem inevitably to call for traditional sales or non- 
sales selling. Like all of us, Bob talks to himself. But Bob’s self-talk is neither positive nor declarative. 
instead, to move himself and his team, he asks a question: Can we fix it? 

........ Those who approached a task with Bob-the-Builder-style questioning self-talk outperformed those who 
employed the more conventional juice-myself-up declarative self-talk. 

The reasons are twofold . First, the interrogative, by its very form, elicits answers-- and within those 
answers are strategies for actually carrying out the task .... The second reason is related. ]Interrogative 
self-talk, the researchers say, "may inspire thoughts about autonomous or intrinsically motivated 
reasons to pursue a goal." 

2, During: Positivity Ratios 

The broadening effect of positive emotions has important consequences for moving others. Consider 
both sides of a typical transaction. For the seller, positive emotions can widen her view of her 
counterpart and his situation. Where negative emotions help us see trees, positive ones reveal forests. 
And that, in turn, can aid in devising unexpected solutions to the buyer’s problem. 

Positivity has one other important dimension when it comes to moving others. "You have to believe in 
the product you’re selling-- and that has to show," Hall says. Nearly every salesperson I talked to 
disputed the idea that some people "could sell anything"-- whether they believed in it or not. That may 
have been true in the past, when sellers held a distinct information advantage and buyers had limited 
choices . But today, these salespeople told me, believing leads to a deeper understanding of your 
offering, which allows sellers to better match what they have with what others need. And genuine 
conviction can also produce emotional contagion of its own. 

(Negative emotions, however, are valuable.) 

(They) offer us feedback on our performance, information on what’s working and what’s not, and hints 
about how to do better. 

3. After: Explanatory Style 
In human beings, Seligman observed, learned helplessness was usually a function of people’s 
"explanatory style"-- their habit of explaining negative events to themselves. Think of explanatory style 
as a form of self-talk that occurs after (rather than before) an experience. People who give up easily, 
who become helpless even in situations where they actually can do something, explain bad events as 
permanent, pervasive, and personal. They believe that negative conditions will endure a long time, that 
the causes are universal rather than specific to the circumstances, and that they’re the ones to blame. 
So if their boss yells at them, they interpret it as "My boss is always mean" or "All bosses are jerks" or 
"T’m incompetent at my job" rather than "My boss is having an awful day and T just happened to be in 
the line of fire when he lost it.’A pessimistic explanatory style-- the habit of believing that "it’s my 
fault, it’s going to last forever, and it’s going to undermine everything I do" --is debilitating, Seligman 
found. Tt can diminish performance, trigger depression, and "turn setbacks into disasters." 

In other words, the salespeople with an optimistic explanatory style-- who saw rejections as temporary 
rather than permanent, specific rather than universal, and external rather than personal-- sold more 

..... insurance and survived in their jobs much longer. What’s more, explanatory style predicted performance 
with about the same accuracy as the most widely used insurance industry assessment for hiring agents. 
Optimism, it turns out, isn’t a hollow sentiment, it’s a catalyst that can stir persistence, steady us 
during challenges, and stoke the confidence that we can influence our surroundings. 



Finally, we reach Clarity. 

The problem we have saving for retirement, these studies showed, isn’t only our meager ability to weigh 

present rewards against future ones. ft is also the connection-- or rather, the disconnection-- between 

our present and future selves. Other research has shown that "thinking about the future self elicits 

neural activation patterns that are similar to neural activation patterns elicited by thinking about a 

stranger." Envisioning ourselves far into the future is extremely difficult-- so difficult, in fact, that we 

often think of that future self as an entirely different person. "To people estranged from their future 

selves, saving is like a choice between spending money today and giving it to a stranger years from 

now." 

trying to solve an existing problem-- getting people to better balance short-term and long-term 
rewards-- was insufficient because it wasn’t the problem that most needed solving. The researchers’ 
breakthrough was to identify a new, and previously unknown, problem: that we think of ourselves today 
and ourselves in the future as different people. Once they identified that alternative problem, they were 
able to fashion a solution: Show people an image of themselves getting old. And that, in turn, 
addressed the broader concern--namely, encouraging people to save more money for retirement. 

This conceptual shift demonstrates the third quality necessary in moving others today: clarity--the 

capacity to help others see their situations in fresh and more revealing ways and to identify problems 

they didn’t realize they had. 

Good salespeople, we’ve long been told, are skilled problem solvers. They can assess prospects’ needs, 

analyze their predicaments, and deliver the optimal solutions. This ability to solve problems still 

matters. But today, when information is abundant and democratic rather than limited and privileged, it 

matters relatively less. After all, if [ know precisely what my problem is-- whether I’m hoping to buy a 

particular camera or [ want to take a three-day beach vacation-- [ can often find the information [ need 

to make my decision without any assistance. The services of others are far more valuable when 

mistaken, confused, or completely clueless about my true problem. In those situations, the ability to 

move others hinges less on problem solving than on problem finding. 

One final note on clarity, it’s important to give people clarity on how to think about a problem but to maximize 

potential you should give them clarity on action as well. 

To Sel~ %s Hurr~ar~ The ~urprisi~ej Truth About ~ovi~ej Others reminds you that you’re always selling. You just 

might not be aware of it. 

Brought to you by: Learning :~nfinite -- £h~eje. #iscover. G~ow. °Le~r~ by doing° with experts who have 

You are subscribed to emsii updates from Farnam Street 

To step receivi!~g these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Google ir~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Goc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH Grant Resubmission Insider <Joseph.Franklin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 7:23 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Rewriting Yonr NIH Proposal tbr Resubmission Expe~t Guidance from NIH Funded Investigators 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Revising and Resubmitting NIH Proposals Guide 

This 75-pg. guide has been designed to provide expert tips and strategies to improve your chances of 
acceptance when resubmitting a proposal. The guide is based on the advice of investigators with a 
successful track record of NIH funding, peer reviewers, and NIH program and scientific review 
officers, It also draws from NIH’s advice for investigators regarding the peer review process. This guide 
focuses primarily on R01 and R21 proposals but is applicable for all NIH grant mechanisms. 

Inside this guide you will find: 

NIH Rules for Resubmitting:: Are You Including All of These? 

A Resubmitted Grant vs. a Regular Proposal; Two Important Differences 

Reading and Digesting Reviewer Comments:: What You Should do After Reading the Reviews 

the First Time 

What’s the Difference Between a Resubmission and a New Submission on a Similar Topic? Find 

Out Here 

Second Opinions:: Who Should Be Involved Throughout the Process of Creating Your NIH Proposal? 

Rewriting Your Proposal for Resubmission-" Taking the Time to Do It Right 

Plus Much More! 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVZEW OF EACH SECTZON, 

And now you can order your Revisinq and Resubmittinq NIH Proposals Guide, 

in PDF (Digital) format for O~ly~9~79!Print version only $30 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, it will be sent via US mail starting on April 8, 20~4. 

Please allow 7 days for delivery. 

Order Online 

l 
i.~ii 800-303-0129ext. 506 Mail 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Code: M140,103. Offel Vaiid on i’qew Or,’te;vs Ordy. 

Forward this to a friend. 

which is ;~n ind÷pendent or..’!;~nization The intorm~tior, present÷d and ~ls contents are not 

connected w~th the Nsfiona~ hssfi~u~es of ~’~ea~h (N~H) or the Nations~ Science Four, clarion 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

West Coast Nationals America Crown ~Vrestling <bill@westcoastnationalswrestling.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 8:41 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Featured ttotel-West Coast National s April 26 Las Vegas, Nevada 

www.westcoastnationalswrestling.com 

2014 West Coast Nationals 

America Crown National Wrestling Series 
Folkstyle 

April 26, 2014 

Sunrise Mountain High School 
2575 N. Los Feliz St. 

Las Vegas, NV 89156-6200 

Click here to enter on Track Wrestling 

Sunset Station Hotel and Casino 

For hotel info, click here. 

2013 All Tournament Most Valuable 

Wrestler 

[~ii http:/A’sww westcoast nationalswrestling.com/ima ges 

/2013results/AIITou rna mentMVW WestOoastNatio 

nals 4.27.jpg 

2013 Divisional Most Valuable 

Wrestlers 

"~ii http://www westcoastn ationa Iswrestling.com/images 

/2013results/M~,DW DS00224 WestOoastNationals 

4.27.jpg 

Beau Bartlett - Arizona 6U Xavier Chavez - Arizona 

Ryan Hyning - Arizona 8U Aaron Rodarte - Arizona 

Nicholas Nardon - New Jersey :IOU Ramon Ramos Jr- Arizona 



Ruben Elizalde - California 
Kyle Gora - New Hampshire 

12U Altonzo Mat~ne~ Arizona 

14U Mason Turner - Kansas 

HS Gabriel Orti~ Arizona 

This email was sent to ille@uiuc.edu by bill@westcoastnationalswrestling.com i 
Update Plofile/[mail Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy 

america crown wrestling I 14-14-7 Earth Works Dr I Smithville, I NO I 64-089 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aubrey Fox Williams, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <afoxwilliams@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 11:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Support the Partnership tbr a Sustmnable Commuuity! 



The Chamber’s Partnership for a Sustainable Community is a 50 l(c) 

(3). The Partnership applies business leadership to solve community 

problems and create opportunities. The Partnership: 

Serves and s~rengfhens mission driven organizations 

Develops and convenes community leaders 

Improves ~he ecosys~em of supporr)br community problem solvers 

So, how can your business support the Partnership? You can SPONSOR 

fun and interesting events and programs designed to raise funds for 

the Partnership! 

Choose from the following: 



This 10-week intensive program is designed to ensure a continual 

pool of leadership talent for our community. Between 10-20 

participants learn about social, cultural, political, and economic fac- 

ets of our community from today’s leaders. Team building and 

leadership skills curriculum is includ ed, taught by local experts. 

Sponsorship opportunities are STILL available ranging from $400 to 

$3,000. Contact Aubrey Fox Williams at 

afoxwilliams@carolinachamber.org to secure you spot. 

......................................................................... !i~i;,I ............................................................................ 

PIEDNONT 

Great for networking, this fun-filled tournament draws 50 two- 
player teams and 50+ spectators annually. Bocce players enjoy a 
round-robin format tournament, refreshments throughout the 
tournament in addition to dinner, a post-tournament reception, 
awards fbr tournament winners and winners of various contests. 
Sponsorship opportunities are STILL available ranging from $600 to 
$975. Contact Aubrey Fox Williams at 
afo~lliams@carolinachamber.org to secure you spot. 
Want to play? Register here, 

5TAT~ O~~" T~-~E CO~UN~TY 

Born out of graduate s~dent research at UNC, this briefing looks at 
Social, Environmental and Economic Indicators about the health of 
our communiW, The Briefing delivers relevant information to more 
than 120 communiW and business leaders over a full, seated 
breakfast, 
Sponsorship opportunities are STILL available ranging from $600 to 
$975, Contact Aubrey Fox Williams at 
afo~villiams@carolinachamber.org to secure you spot. 

This day-long tournament traditionally draws 100 golfers. Golfers 

enjoy 18 holes in a "captain’s choice" format. Player packages 

include breakfast, lunch, post-tournament reception with awards 

presentation and raffle, and refreshments throughout the day. 
Sponsorship opportunities are STILL available ranging from $300 to 
$1,500. Contact Aubrey Fox Williams at 
afoxwilliams@ carolinachamber.org 
to secure you spot. 

gNTEg4.’.~T’g V~SF~’ &N~.) LE&~.)ERSH~F~ CONFE}[ENCE 

September" ;?,1-23 

Through the Inter-City Visit and Leadership Conference, your 

Chamber’s charitable Partnership fbr a Sustainable Community 

convenes leaders of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community to learn 

from the experiences of another community, to better understand 

our community’s assets, and to build relationships among 

participants that help us successfully address our local challenges 

and opportunities. 

Diverse leaders from across our community including local business 

ow~ers and tnanagers, elected officials, university leaders, non- 

profit leaders, municipal and county staff; and community members 

participate in the Inter-City Visit. All members of our community are 

welcome and encouraged to participate. 

Sponsorship opportunities are STILL available ranging from $350 to 

$2,000. Contact Aubrey Fox Williams at 

afoxwilliams@carolinachamber.or~ to secure you spot. 



Interested in attending the Inter-City Visit? R~egister here! 

Forward to a friend 

Update Piafile/Email Address ] Instant iemevaI ~’¢it}l SafeUnsubscribe~’’ ] Privacy Policy’. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: IIC :: 27514 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karly Combest <info@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 11:59 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Colt~e Tomorrow? 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

360 Athletics <contact@360athletics.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 12:29 PM 

i]le@llinois.edu 

Celebrate our new website with t~ee shipping 

We’ve re~des~ned our webs~te to het~ make navigation easier, ~mprove your 
shopph~ experience and bring you exciting, brand new features. Be sure to visit 
our new ~<:~ section that witt have informative artid.es, tips, tr~cks and updates 
well as our new ~:~).~;:~)~.[~).~ sec/~on wiLh amazing opportunities for [~ve sessions 

across Canada. Check us out today and help us celebrate our online arand openina 
with ~)~){~ ~: !~.~. ~.~ on every order over S50g To receive your Free Shipping simply 
use the coupon code bebw when you checkout. 

3 6 0 N EWS ~’~" E 

BOSO@ Personal Training Specialty Certification 
(8 hour workshop5 

The BOSU(~) Personal T~amm~ Certification teaches you a unique system for incorpo~atm~ 

strength, cardio, core, balance and agility into one fu~l body workout v4th the gOSU@ 

that can be used for one-on-one personal tra]n~n~ or small £roup settings. Learn how to teach 

and coach a ruff workout cons]stin~ of b t~plexes that focus on different components of 

away 6 bonus challenges that can be added to any workout for motivation and fun. Get ready 

~:o take vou~ t~aining to a hi~her [eve[~ £mt~<:::;~<~:’;t:.: ~..:::~/r ~.<~,iv~, the i}OSLi ~.~.:’.1 x;a/ 

CEC~ZC~U~: 

¯ 4.0 canfitpro cred~ ava~tabte 

Location: RPM Total Fitness Toronto, ON 

Thne: ~ Oam-6pm 

Regular Rate: $275.00 Plus HSr 

(8 hour Certification Workshop) 
The gOSU<4 Complete WorkoutW System ew][[ provide you with t:he formula to make the BOSU 

Balance Trainer more effective in your club, your classes and with your clients. This specialty 

certification will take you through the BOSU system, step by step. and provide you w~th 5 

workouts that that you can start using fight away. You ,4il[ reave this cer~fication with 

effect]re and fun! s’~:~i:~<:~<is~:s ;.~.:~ [~ re<<:iv<: i:he LX.~L~ .:vk~s~er 7~t~a~ C:-bd,~:~c~::d< n 

, .7 ACE 1 7.0 AF~ c~ed]ts available 

Cocation: Heavens Elevated F~tness, Calgary, AB 

Date: blay 10th 2014 

Time: 12pm-8pm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net7 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 1:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Prep Sat~ty Mandates ] Tournament Spoilsi Policing Sports Riots 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

NJ t tigh Schools Preparing for New SaI~W Mandates 
New Jersey high schools will ~on have new rules in place aimed at keeping 
student-athletes safer. Among the legislation that will taJae ... 

?layers Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 

Moments aYter UCLA won the Pac- 12 Conference men’s basketball touruament in 

March, coach Steve Alford and his players climbed a ladder .... 

Editorial: Colleges Should Reanange Athletics Riches 

March Madness comes to a close next week. The annual collegiate basketball 

tournament determines which of 68 teams takes home the 

BarclaFs Center Worker Sues Rockets over Gay Slurs 
A gay fomier catering worker at Brooklyn’s Ba~clays Center says the Houston 

Rockets committed an offensive foul by showering him with ... 

SecuriW in Spotlight at 2014 Boston Marathon 
"Watched my dad come up Boylston as I slood outside the Lenox Hotel. We high 



rived as he passed and then once he made it... 

Mayor Envisions Boston as High-Profile Sports Hub 

In a city that celebrates sports, Mayor Martin J. Walsh is creating an otlfice to 

lobby for high-profile events such as the X Games, professional ... 

Lessons to Be Lea~ned in Handling the ’Sports Riot’ 
Tucson can be thanlct’ul the Arizona Wildcats didn t make the Final Four. With the 
disturbances that broke out after the University of Arizona’s ... 

Health Club Makes $65K Offer on Closed School 
Ultimate Physique, a longtime Lockport health club, has olt~red to buy the closed 

Washington ttunt Elementa~ School tbr $65,000. The ... 

Parks ~rovement Plan Scaled Down t?om $35M to $19M 
BasebaJJ s~dium-seating at Snowden Grove Park~ outdoor tennis courts, and 

indoor batting cages at Greenbrook Park ~xe some of the park ... 

Local Little League Responds to Fraud Defendant Claims 
Immediately after former Madison Kennedy Little League president Stephen 

Verhage was charged in Dane Count?- Ci~cuit Court last month 

Lakers Seek Practice Facility, Befitting Franchise’s Prestige 
For all the gli~ and glmnour sum undmg the I,aJaers ficanchise, their current practice 

facili~ does not exactly exude such a mystique. The Lal;ers ... 

Resi ned~i OflErsU rades 
The A’s dreatn of moving to San Jose is all but ban~icaded, at least for the 

foreseeable future .... 

Editorial: Investu~ent in $70M MiLB Pmk a Home Run 
For nearly 40 5’ears, springtime in Columbus has meant professional baseball in the 

fo~rn of the Columbus Clippers. Opening day on Thursday will ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote tbr the Best Arena in College Basketball 
First round voting ends this a£temoon. With some close matchups and big upsets 

brewing, this is your last chance to vote for your ~avorite venue. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
No, I a~ not missing the point, but I do suppose it is more sarcasm or mocke~ 

over your expectation that eve~3~one should see the world as you do! ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volmnes 
You’ve missing the poink Robin. It’s not about political correctness. It’s atx~ut t~3~ing 

to veduce the social acceptance of veiled misogyny, emasculation, ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hey Rob, my 14 year old daughter throws like a gift and a couple of years ago at 

the Hershey track meet in Sa~ Jose, Calitbmia, she won a silver ... 

Opinion: LrNC Athlete’s Short Essm~ Speaks Volumes 
The issue isn’t what the issue/point of the a~ticle was, nor the fact that the writer is 

likely a womm~, t eople of any gender can still possess and write ... 



Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hi Mary & Rob: The NCAA has men’s and women’s basketball tournaments, so 

don’t give the ladies a pass on this one! I actually happened to .., 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:40 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

David Lettenn~ says he will retire in 2015. 

The late-night television legend mmounced his plm~ this af[emoon during a taping of"The Late Show." CBS is expected to issue a s~tement before the show is 

broadcast tonight. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 6:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: A Discussion on the Work of Daniel K~]me~nan 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 03 Apt 2014 05:00 AN PDT 

~dDe,or9 asked the likes of Christopher Chabris, Nicholas Epley, Jason Zweig, William Poundstone, Cass Sunstein, Phil 

Rosenzweig, Richard Thaler 8, Sendhil Mullainathan, Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Steven Pinker, and Rory Sutherland among others: 

"How has Kahneman’s work influenced your own? What step did it make possible?" 

Kahneman’s work is summarized in the international best-seller Thinking~ Fast and 

Here are some select excerpts that I found interesting. 

Christopher Chabris (author of 

There’s an overarching lesson I have learned from the work of Danny Kahneman, Amos Tversky, and their 

colleagues who collectively pioneered the modern study of judgment and decision-making: Don’t trust your intuition. 

Jennifer Jacquet 

After what I see as years of hard work, experiments of admirable design, lucid writing, and quiet leadership, 

Kahneman, a man who spent the majority of his career in departments of psychology, earned the highest prize in 

economics. This was a reminder that some of the best insights into economic behavior could be (and had been) 

gleaned outside of the discipline 

Jason Zweig (author of Your No~eV ~d Your 8r~i~) 

... nothing amazed me more about Danny than his ability to detonate what we had just done. 

Anyone who has ever collaborated with him tells a version of this story: You go to sleep feeling that Danny and you 

had done important and incontestably good work that day. You wake up at a normal human hour, grab breakfast, 

and open your email. To your consternation, you see a string of emails from Danny, beginning around 2:30 a.m. The 

subject lines commence in worry, turn darker, and end around 5 a.m. expressing complete doubt about the previous 

day’s work. 

You send an email asking when he can talk~ you assume Danny must be asleep after staying up all night trashing the 

chapter. Your cellphone rings a few seconds later. "~ think ~ figured out the problem," says Danny, sounding 

remarkably chipper. "What do you think of this approach instead?" 

The next thing you know, he sends a version so utterly transformed that it is unrecognizable: It begins differently, it 

ends differently, it incorporates anecdotes and evidence you never would have thought of, it draws on research that 

you’ve never heard of. If the earlier version was close to gold, this one is hewn out of something like diamond: The 

raw materials have all changed, but the same ideas are somehow illuminated with a sharper shift of brilliance. 

The first time this happened, ~ was thunderstruck. How did he do that? How could anybody do that? When I asked 

Danny how he could start again as if we had never written an earlier draft, he said the words I’ve never forgotten: "I 

have no sunk costs." 

William Poundstone (author of Are Your Smart ~o#gh To Work At @oo#~?) 

As a writer of nonfiction I’m often in the position of trying to connect the dots--to draw grand conclusions from 

small samples. Do three events make a trend? Do three quoted sources justify a conclusion? Both are maxims of 

journalism. I try to keep in mind Kahneman and Tversky’s Law of Small Numbers. It warns that small samples aren’t 

nearly so informative, in our uncertain world, as intuition counsels. 

Cass R. Sunstein (Author, Wht~ Nudge?) 



These ideas are hardly Kahneman’s most well-known, but they are full of implications, and we have only started to 

understand them. 

1. The outrage heuristic, People’s judgments about punishment are a product of outrage, which operates as a 

shorthand for more complex inquiries that judges and lawyers often think relevant. When people decide about 

appropriate punishment, they tend to ask a simple question: How outrageous was the underlying conduct? It follows 

that people are intuitive retributivists, and also that utilitarian thinking will often seem uncongenial and even 

outrageous. 

2. Scaling without a modulus. Remarkably, it turns out that people often agree on how outrageous certain 

misconduct is (on a scale of 1 to 8), but also remarkably, their monetary judgments are all over the map. The 

reason is that people do not have a good sense of how to translate their judgments of outrage onto the monetary 

scale. As Kahneman shows, some work in psychophysics explains the problem: People are asked to "scale without a 

modulus," and that is an exceedingly challenging task. The result is uncertainty and unpredictability. These claims 

have implications for numerous questions in law and policy, including the award of damages for pain and suffering, 

administrative penalties, and criminal sentences. 

3. Rhetorical asymmetry. In our work on jury awards, we found that deliberating juries typically produce 

monetary awards against corporate defendants that are higher, and indeed much higher, than the median award of 

the individual jurors before deliberation began. Kahneman’s hypothesis is that in at least a certain category of cases, 

those who argue for higher awards have a rhetoric advantage over those who argue for lower awards, leading to a 

rhetorical asymmetry. The basic idea is that in light of social norms, one side, in certain debates, has an inherent 

advantage - and group judgments will shift accordingly. A similar rhetorical asymmetry can be found in groups of 

many kinds, in both private and public sectors, and it helps to explain why groups move. 

4. Predictably incoherent judgments. We found that when people make moral or legal judgments in isolation, 

they produce a pattern of outcomes that they would themselves reject, if only they could see that pattern as a 

whole. A major reason is that human thinking is category-bound. When people see a case in isolation, they 

spontaneously compare it to other cases that are mainly drawn from the same category of harms. When people are 

required to compare cases that involve different kinds of harms, judgments that appear sensible when the problems 

are considered separately often appear incoherent and arbitrary in the broader context. In my view, Kahneman’s 

idea of predictable coherence has yet to be adequately appreciated; it bears on both fiscal policy and on regulation. 

Phil Rosenzweig 

the work of Danny Kahneman and Amos Tversky, and the much more numerous who were not. Happily, the balance 

is now shifting, and more of the general public has been able to hear directly a voice that is in equal measures wise 

and modest. 

Sendhil Mullainathan (Author of Scarcity: Whv Having Too Litt~ Means So 

... Kahneman and Tversky’s early work opened this door exactly because it was not what most people think it was. 

Many think of this work as an attack on rationality (often defined in some narrow technical sense). That 

misconception still exists among many, and it misses the entire point of their exercise. Attacks on rationality had 

been around well before Kahneman and Tversky--many people recognized that the simplifying assumptions of 

economics were grossly over-simplifying. Of course humans do not have infinite cognitive abilities. We are also not 

as strong as gorillas, as fast as cheetahs, and cannot swim like sea lions. But we do not therefore say that there is 

something wrong with humans. That we have limited cognitive abilities is both true and no more helpful to doing 

good social science that to acknowledge our weakness as swimmers. Pointing it out did it open any new doors. 

Kahneman and Tversky’s work did not just attack rationality, it offered a constructive alternative: a better 

description of how humans think. People, they argued, often use simple rules of thumb to make judgments, which 

incidentally is a pretty smart thing to do. But this is not the insight that left us one step from doing behavioral 

economics. The breakthrough idea was that these rules of thumb could be catalogued. And once understood they 

can be used to predict where people will make systematic errors. Those two words are what made behavioral 

economics possible. 

Nassim Taleb (Author of 

Here is an insight Danny K. triggered and changed the course of my work. I figured out a nontrivial problem in 

randomness and its underestimation a decade ago while reading the following sentence in a paper by Kahneman and 

Miller of 1986: 

A spectator at a weight lifting event, for example, will find it easier to imagine the same athlete lifting a 



different weight than to keep the achievement constant and vary the athlete’s physique. 

This idea of varying one side, not the other also applies to mental simulations of future (random) events, when 
people engage in projections of different counterfactuals~ Authors and managers have a tendency to take one 
variable for fixed, sort-of a numeraire, and perturbate the other, as a default in mental simulations. One side is going 
to be random, not the other. 

It hit me that the mathematical consequence is vastly more severe than it appears. Kahneman and colleagues 
focused on the bias that variable of choice is not random. But the paper set off in my mind the following realization: 
now what if we were to go one step beyond and perturbate both? The response would be nonlinear. I had never 
considered the effect of such nonlinearity earlier nor seen it explicitly made in the literature on risk and 
counterfactuals. And you never encounter one single random variable in real life; there are many things moving 
together. 

Increasing the number of random variables compounds the number of counterfactuals and causes more extremes-- 

particularly in fat-tailed environments (i.e., Extremistan): imagine perturbating by producing a lot of scenarios and, in 

one of the scenarios, increasing the weights of the barbell and decreasing the bodyweight of the weightlifter. This 

compounding would produce an extreme event of sorts. Extreme, or tail events (Black Swans) are therefore more 

likely to be produced when both variables are random, that is real life. Simple. 

Now, in the real world we never face one variable without something else with it. In academic experiments, we do. 

This sets the serious difference between laboratory (or the casino’s "ludic" setup), and the difference between 

academia and real life. And such difference is, sort of, tractable. 

_~ Say you are the manager of a fertilizer plant. You try to issue various projections of the sales of your product--like 

the weights in the weightlifter’s story. But you also need to keep in mind that there is a second variable to 

perturbate: what happens to the competitionIyou do not want them to be lucky, invent better products, or 

cheaper technologies. So not only you need to predict your fate (with errors) but also that of the competition (also 

with errors). And the variance from these errors add arithmetically when one focuses on differences. 

Rory Sutherland 

When I met Danny in London in 2009 he diffidently said that the only hope he had for his work was that "it might 

lead to a better kind of gossip"--where people discuss each other’s motivations and behaviour in slightly more 

intelligent terms. To someone from an industry where a new flavour-variant of toothpaste is presented as being an 

earth-changing event, this seemed an incredibly modest aspiration for such important work. 

However, if this was his aim, he has surely succeeded. When I meet people, I now use what I call "the Kahneman 

heuristic". You simply ask people "Have you read Danny Kahneman’s book?" If the answer is yes, you know 

(p>0.95) that the conversation will be more interesting, wide-ranging and open-minded than otherwise. 

And it then occurred to me that his aim--for better conversations--was perhaps not modest at all. Multiplied a 

millionfold it may very important indeed. In the social sciences, I think it is fair to say, the good ideas are not always 

influential and the influential ideas are not always good. Kahneman’s work is now both good and influential. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- Chal~en9~ ~i@cov~r~ @~ow~ ’L~arm by doin~~ ~ith ~xpmrt~ who h~v~ b~ 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc, 20 West Kinzie, CMcago iL USA 60610 

Ernail dehveFy powered by Go( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R15 Chant Application Mentor <~obert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:24 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

313 Pages of Insider Guidance to ttelp You Write a Winning R15 Proposal 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Get all the winning strategies 
you should apply in your next 
R15 grant application in one place! 

If you are currently preparing your R15 grant application, are 
soon to renew an existing grant, or will be seeking NIH R15 

funding in the near future look no further. 

You can now get all the winning strategies you should apply in 
your next R:~5 grant application in one place: /V!’H R15 Grant 

Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual~ 2rid 
Edition. 

This manual includes 313 pages of insider guidance divided 
into 8 thorough sections. Inside this manual you will find: 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 
addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subject 

The do’s and don’Us of submitting your grant 

application 

And much more! 

Each section includes checks to ensure you’re following 
NIH guidelines every step along the way. 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant= 
writing guides. This manual offers everything you need to 
know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your chances 
for NIH R15 funding. 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVIEW OF 
EACH SECTION, 

NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 2nd Edition 

FREE~ (~ $149 

#1: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives 
Walk away from this session with a thorough understandingof the R15 (area) grant mechanism and how it 
differs from other NIH programs. 
Length: 13 mins. 

#2: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: Unique Components of an R15 Application 
What distinguishes an R15 from an R01? Find out in this session. 
Length: 15 mins. 



And now you can order your NZH R15 Grant Application t4entor: An Educational How-to hfanual, 
2ndEdition in PDF (Digital) format, including your bonus MP4 recordings for 

(a savings of $400). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you wi!l automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery. 

i 
li~iI Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Fo~wardtNstoal~iend. 

e~dorsed by ~hese age~c~es. A~ v~ews 8xpressed a~e these persons~y he~d by ~he authe~ snd a~e 

9eide: plesse co~lact PiA st 800~303-0t29 exi. 506 o.." emaii Ih8~£. 8t info@principalinvesti.qators.or,q for mo~e 

Martin at kendall(~,principalinvesti.qators.org ol cali 1~800403@129, 

P~ir:cipal lr:ve~_~tigators Associatior: 
9990 Coconu~ Road. S~ile 31(~ 
Bor~ta SDi~s, FL 34135 USA 

1-800- 303-0129 

Unsub~ribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 8:40 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

After fears of a winter slowdown, the U.S. j ob market showed relative strength in Maxch. 

The U.S. economy added 192,000 jobs, and the unemployment rate held steady at 6.7% last month, the government reported today. Both were close to what 

economists had expected. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 1:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

One and Done Dying? ] Facility Madness Sweet 16 ] Wine at the Gym 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Momentum to Nix NBA- Influenced One- and- Done R ule 

During his Monday radio show, John Calipari launched into a ~liloquy. It wasn’t 

about his Kentucky team’s improbable mn to the Final Four. Or the ... 

Opinion: Is AT&T Stadiuln World’s Greatest Sports Venue’? 
Jerl7 Jones has sure built a winner. Nope, not the Dallas Cowboys, although he’s 

tlTing in his own way. But the house that Jerry ... 

Facility’ Madness 2014: Round of 16 

More than 25,000 votes were cast in the first round of Facility Madness and just 

like the NCAA Tournament, our first round was filled with ... 

Blog: ~ine atthe Gym? Ill Drink to That 
Cardio equipment? Check. Towel service? Check. Group exercise schedule’? 

Check. Liquor license, t ending. 

Contractor Fined $51K for Death at Saints Ballpark Site 
A conslmction company worldng on the new Saints ballpark in downtown St. Paul 



is contesting fines tbr serious safety violations after one of its workers ... 

Photographer at Lirtle I,eague Games Draws Concern 

Repeated sigh’rings of a man in his 50s taJ~ing photographs of children at Signal 
Mountain Little League games and practices has drawn ... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s annual Buyers 

Guide, a directory of manufacturers, suppliers, architeci~s .... 

Bill Calls for Concussion Educatior~ Pamntal Consent 
The concussion issue may soon be "tackled at the state level in Connecticut. A 

proposed bill to raise concussion education and awareness ... 

Random Druo Te~ of Debate at ttioh School 

After listening to residents speak for and aga~nst starting random drag testing at 

Muskego High School, the Muskego-Norway School Board ... 

UNCW Unveils Vision for Coliseum. Stadiu~n Upgrades 
The fixture of UNCW athletics is laid out in rough sketches, though it’s going to 

take a major fundmising effort to make the facilities ... 

U. of Minnesota Seeks Consultant Help on ’Athletes Village’ 
The University of Minnesota’s hoped-for $190 million athletics complex is still 

without a groundbreaJaing date and the fundraising effort ... 

Dayton Police ~$32K of Overtime During First Four 
The volume of people who flooded the streets 3,000 strong during the largest 

celebration on Mmch 27 rivaled St. Patrick’s Day in 2013 ... 

Falcons Takin~ $100 Deposits from Season-Ticket Hopefi~ls 
In a first step toward selling seats in their planned new stadium, the Falcons have 

begun accepting refundable $100 deposits for spots on a waiting ... 

In Virginia, Ba]lpa~ck Plan Linked to Slave-Trade History 
The city of Richmond has spent $23,000 so far on a historic-review process in 

Shockoe Bottom, but how far the review will go depends on ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

¯ ~las’ers Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
College scholarship athletes face thousands in out-of-pocket costs while coaches’ 

salaries and revenue from college sports continue to rise dran~atically. 

New Reader Comments: 

Park District Considers $6M Exlc~nsion of Fitness Center 
Them is nothing I like more than a heamvarming s~o~’ about a local mmficiNliU 

that uses government ~nding to com~te against for profit businesses. 

I ~ ABN .... i,-~ I ] ~:~ A~ Di~i~,, 

I X Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &~poj 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 1:22 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The three soldiers killed in Wednesday’s shooling at Fort Hood, Texas, have been identified as Sgt. Danny Ferguson, Sgt. Carlos A. Lazaney and Sgt. Timothy 

Owens. 

The shooting rampage by Spc. Ivan Lopez also left 16 others wounded. Lopez killed himself after the attack. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hoop It Up <hoopitup@nasportsgroup.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 4:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtc> 

Hoop It Up San Antonio on 4/26-27 

http://www 3x3planet com/events/detailszq-MZ14CDDAOQDKUSA Hoop It Up San Antonio - April 26-27, 2014 at Freeman 

Coliseum - Register at HoopltUp.com Don[3t miss your chance to be a part of the action on April 26-27, 2014 at Freeman 
Coliseum.    Hoop It Up is for EVERYONE and is open to men and women ages 8 and up, with recreational and competitive 

divisions. The San Antonio event is a USA Basketball qualifier, winners in select men[3s and womenDs divisions will move on 

to the USA Basketball National Championships for the chance to represent Team USA at the FIBA 3x3 World Championships in 

Moscow, Russia and Youth Olympic Games in Nanjing, China!     The San Antonio event is a FIBA 3x3 World Tour 
qualifier.     Winners of the Men’s Top Gun Division will travel and represent their city at the FIBA 3x3 World Tour North 
American stop in August and play for up to $20,000 and a chance to qualify for the World Tour Final in Tokyo, Japan. 



Si.qn up for San Antonio on 3x3Planet.com 

10497 West Centennial Road I Littleton~ CO 80127 US 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 4:21 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Spc. Ivan Lopez opened fire in the Fort Hood persolmel office after being told he could uot have a leave form that day; according to the father of one of the soldiers 

wouuded. 



Theodis Westbrook, the/?ather of Sgt. Jonatha~ Westbrook, told CNN affiliate WLBT that Lopez was told to come back the next day to pick up the tbnn. Lopez 

returned a short time later with a gun and opened fire, Theodis Westbrook said. 

Law eat’orcement sources tell CNN that investigators are continuing to search for possible tnotives for the shootings on Wednesday. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.cotn and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNW 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Brealdng News e-ma~l a]erts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbrealdngnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:34 PM 

Subject: UNC Men’s Termis Prevails Over FSU 

TALLAIL~.SSEE, FLA. - The ninth-ranked Univel~ity of North Carolina men’s tennis team gutted out a 5-2 victo~ over 30th-mted Florida State Friday evening at 
the Scott Speicher Tennis Center in a mm~athon match that took over tbur hours to complete. 

With the victo~ UNC improved to 19-3 on the season and 6-1 in the ACC. The Seminoles fell to 15-8 overall and 3-4 in the ACC. 

The loss wa~s only the second at home this year for the Seminoles as they had dropped a 4-0 decision to #5 Oklahoma on February 7. Carolina improved to 8-2 this 
season in road and neutral site matches. 

The Tax Heels made quick work of the doubles point, excelling at a]l three spots just as they had in their 5-2 win at #9 Notre Dame last Sunday. Ronnie Schneider and 
Jack Murray improved to 15-2 in doubles by winning at #3 doubles and shortly thereafter Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick clinched the doubles point with aa~ 8- 6 mn 
over Cristian Gonzalez Mendez and Marco Nunez. Bray&n Schnur and Brett Claxk finished offa doubles sweep for UNC as they defeated #41 Blake Davis and 
Dominic Controne 8-5 at the #1 spot. 

There was plenty of drama in singles play where rvvo three- set matches extended the flndl decision well into the evening befoie the Tar Heels gutted out the 5-2 victor. 

The Seminoles evened the match at 1-1 when Marco Nunez defeated Oystein Steiro 6-1, 6-3 at #4 singles. Carolina regained the momentum when 25th-ranked 
Ronnie Schneider continued his spectaculax freshman year by beating Dominic Cotrone (ranked # 101 ) at #1 singles 6-1, 6-2. Schneider is now 29-4 in singles action 
this year. 

At #6 singles, senior Nelson Vick won his third successive singles match as he downed Jake Albo 6-2, 7-5. FSU fought back to cut the UNC lead to 3-2 as Blake 
Davis won at #3 singles over Esben tless-Olesen. 

Achieving the final two singles decisions would not prove easy for Carolina but in both ins~nces thiee- set wins were achieved by fieshman Jack Munay mid Brett 
Clark. Murray rallied to beat Michael Pdnaldi at #5 singles, tie was dominated in the first set 6-1 but rebounded to win the second set 6-2. The tinal set was a back- 
and-forth aflhir before going to a tiebreaker where Murray bageled his FSU opponent 7-0. 

Clark won his 29th singles match of the season in a closely contested three-setter agaJmst 65th-ranked Cristian Gonzalez-Mendez. Clark won the first set 7- 5 and was 
close to clinching in the second set but he fell 8-6 in a tiebreaker. Clark then took control of the match in the third set, running 6-3. 

The Tar Heels travel to Coral Gables, Fla., on Sunday for a noon match against the Miami Hurricanes (13-7, 3-4 ACC) at the Nell SchiffTennis Center. 

#9 North Carolina 5, #30 Florida State 2 
Doubles (Team \Vilming Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Poin0 

Order of match finish: (3,2,1) 

1. Brayden Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC) d. ~/41 Blake David/Dominic Controne (FSU), 8-5 
2. Oystein SteiroiNelson Vick (UNC) d. Cristian Gonzalez Mendez/Marco Nunez (FSU), 8-6 

3. #67 Ronnie Schneider/Jack Mraray (UNC) d. Grayson Goldi~/Michael RinaJdi (FSU), 8-2 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match t~sh: (4,1,6,3,5,2) 

1. #25 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. #101 Dominic Cotrone (FSU), 6-1, 6-2 

2. #58 Brett Clark (UNC) d. #65 Cristian Gonzalez Mendez (FSU), 7-5, 6-7 (6-8), 6-3 

3. Blake Davis (FSU) d. Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC), 6-2, 7-6 (8-6) 
4. Marco Nunez (FSU) d. Oystein Steiro (UNC), 6-1, 6-3 

5. Jack Murray (UNC) d. Michael Pdnaldi (FSU), 1-6, 6-2, 7-6 (7-0) 

6. Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Jake Albo (FSU), 6-2, 7-5 

Team Records: North Carolina (19-3, 6-1 ACC), Florida State (15-8, 3-4 ACC) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 6:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: Why We Miss Creative Ideas That Are Right Under Our Noses 

Posted: 04 Apt 2014 05:00 Alq PDT 

Here is an interesting excerpt from an interview with Jennifer Mueller and Shankar Vedantam, author of The Nidde~ Brain: 

While this is an argument for distance, it’s also an argument for the i~c~{batio~ please of i~ovatio~. 

[T]he research seems to suggest that part of the reason we miss seeing creative ideas that are right under our nose 

is because the ideas are right under our nose. There’s this new research that looks at how people evaluate creativity. 

Jennifer Nueller at the University of San Diego and her colleagues ... find that where the idea comes from appears 

to influence whether people think it’s creative. 

We found that when we told people the idea was generated far away, they rated the idea as significantly more 

creative than when the idea was generated nearby. 

We’re talking about how a manager, a boss, would evaluate an idea that’s brought to them. 

So it seems to happen ... because our minds are prone to mixing these two things up. When things are nearby, 

they’re concrete and you can see the details of the things. On the other hand, when things are far away, 

they’re much more abstract. So thinking about things that are near and far puts us in different mental 

states. When you think about things nearby, you see the details, and so when a creative idea comes 

along, the first thing you ask is, can it work? 

Now, most creative ideas are risky and the risks are obvious when you look at the details, so when you think about 

it with this detail-oriented mindset, you’re more likely to shoot the idea down. On the other hand, when you’re 

thinking about things that are far away, you’re in a more abstract frame of mind and so the first question you ask is 

not will this work; you’re more open to seeing the creative possibilities. 

So it’s not just that as a manager, that the manager disrespects the employees. The manager is just familiar 

with the employees, he or she works with the employees every day, and they’re thinking about the 

details of it. Whereas somebody comes from the outside, they can think big. 

So obviously it has to be said that some ideas are not creative and they deserve to be shot down, but the reason 

managers often are shooting down ideas that might be creative that come from subordinates is not because they’re 

necessarily bad managers, but they might be in this different mindset. 

Creativity and innovation in organizations is i~}here~tly difficult. In part, because the people who make decisions tend to be 

the people with the most experience. That experience helps you spot big mistakes but it also makes it harder for you to 

"recognize out of the box possibilities" or do something that might go against how your organization makes money today. 

Also, in part because the ski~ls ge~e~ associate~ wit~ i~ovato~s overlap with ones organizations don’t like (such as, 

questioning and experimentation). 

The key to b~ildi~g an in#ovative organizatio# is developing a culture of open-mindedness: a sense of shared curiosity. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- Chal~e#ge, Discover, @row, ’Lear~ b~! doing’ vsith expert~ who have bee~ 



You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc. 20 V’,,~es~ Kinzie; Chicago iL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by GO( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 7:40 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Chinese ship discovers pulse signal with frequency of 37.5 kHz in southern Indian Ocean, state news agency Xinhua says. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 11:35 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Chinese air force plane involved in the search ibr the missing Malaysia Airlines plane spotted a ~mmber of floating objects in the search mea Satm~ay, Chinese state 

news agency Xi~thua said. 

It was not clear whether these objects were near where Xinhua reported that a pulse signal sent by so-called black boxes was detected. 

Xinhua said Chinds Haixun 01 patrol ship picked up the signaJ around 25 degrees south latitude and 101 degrees east longitude. "It is yet to be established whether it is 

related to the missing jet," it said. 

"It’s not the prime sea~cch area but it’s not out of the question that this could possibly be ficom the black box," said David Gallo, a CNN analyst with the Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution. 

The signal reported -- 37.5 kHz -- "is the standard beacon frequency" for the plane’s cockpit voice recorder and the flight data recorder, said/knish Patel, president of 

pinger manufacturer Dnkmae Seacom. 

Experts have cautioned that no confirmation has been made that the signal was linked to the missing plane. 

Watch CNN for the latest coverage on the search for missing Malaysia Airlines flight 370. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabiliF. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http:#cgi.cnn.colWm,’clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 12:38 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Search organizers axe considering sending Royal Austrdlian Air Force assets to the area where a Chinese ship is reported to have detected electronic pulse signals, the 

head of the Australian agency coordinating the search operation said in a statelnent today. 

The signals "in the search area for the missing Malaysia Airlines pirate could not be verified at this point in time," retired Air Chief Marshal Ai~gus Houston ,said. 

"The characteristics reported are consistent with the aircraft black box. A m~mber of white objects were also sighted on the surface about 90 kilometers from the 
detection area. ttowever, there is no confirmation at this stage that the signals and the objects are related to the missing aircraft," Houston saJ~d. 

Australids Rescue Coordination Centre has spoken to Chinese olticia] s to seek more "relevant" information, Houston .said. 

Watch CNN for the latefft coverage on the search for Inissing Malaysia Airlines flight 370. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 8:28 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Connecticut has upset top-seeded Florida 63-53 to reach the NCAA men’s basketb~Jl championship game. The Huskies will play the winner of tonight’s other FinaJ~ 

Four game between Kentuclu and Wisconsin. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 11:31 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Kentucky has upset No. 2 seed Wisconsin 74-73 and will play Connecticut on Monday in the NCAA men’s basketball chmnpionship game. 

Connecticut ki~ocked offtop-seeded Florida 63-53 in the first of Saturday’s two Final Four games. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 11:51 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Chinese have once more detected electronic pulse signals in tl~e search for Flight 370, said Chief Coordinator of the Joint Agency Coordination Centre (JACC), Angus 

Houston. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 12:00 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Chinese searchers redetected the signal late Saturday a£temoon mthin 2 ldlo~neters of the origin~l detection while searching for signs of missing ~ifliner MH 370, 

said Angus Houston, head of the Joint Agency Coordination Centre. Watch briefing live now on CNN. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 3:53 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~Jaysia Airlines Flight 370 flew north of Indonesia and around Indonesi~l airspace in its journey to tile southern Indian Ocean, a senior Malaysimi government source 

tells CNN. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brain Food <newslerte~thrnamstreetblog.com@mai1338.us2.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

The Ha~d Thing About ttard Things 

"Make mistakes of ambitk)n m!d net mistakes of 

Devetc, p the strength to do bold t,5ings, not the strength to suffer" 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was 

General. 

What else was interesting? 

Daniel Pink: The New ABOs of Seliing -- Pink takes one of the old adages 

of sales ABC -- "Always Be Closing" and proposes a new ABC -- 

"Attunement, Buoyancy, and Clarity." 

"Average is Over. This maxim will apply to the quality of your job, to your 

earnings, to where you live, to your education and to the education of your 

children, and maybe even to your most intimate relationships." 

~ We Miss Creative ~deas That Are ~ Under Our Noses ~ "V~en 

things are nearby, they’re concrete and you can see the details of the things. 

On the other hand, when things are far away, they’re much mere abstract." 

We need to ~.~Ng~9..~Y.~&~D~..~.~AL~.~:~.g~i~.~[.~:~f~..~]~.~.%:~.~..~:~.. That’s the 

conclusion of Nassim Taleh 

A D~scuss~on on the Work of Danie~ Kahneman ~ "~en ~ met Danny ~n 

London ~n 2009 he d~ff~dentiy sa~d that the only hope he had for Ns work was 

that ’it m~ght ~ead to a be~er kind of goss~p’~where people discuss each 

o~er’s motivations and behavbur in s~ightly more ~nteliigent terms." 

Bonus -- I also wrote g,vo articles that didn’t appear on Farnam Street this week: 

VVhy is ~[?#.[..e....;&....%t,i£~[.[).&A£~j.rf..}!.[#..~.f~).?g.;#!2~y.f2E~? --’It’s hard for people to 

trust that you’re working when the process isn’t always visible." 

Zb..e......Q.f~.~,.e....~Ar.r)#.~3...s.~i~?!3...~.!~!3.- V~qat’s It Really Worth and VVny Should We 

VVe Care? 

ff you missed last week°s edition --David Foster Wallace on 5 common word 

usage mistakes, a few general principles associated with wise behavior, 

Socrates and the search for wisdom, the laws of probability, sensemakng as a 

complement to default thinking, and so much more --you can catch %~ here. 



The Hard ThingLAbout Hard Thin~Idine a Business ;/~,~1~en The~e Are hie Eae)L 

This is the best business book (’ve read in a ~ong tir~e. Perhaps one of the 

best ever. Ben Horowitz has been to hell and back and he’s got the scars to prove 

it~ He’s built billion dollar companies, mentored CEOs, been within weeks of 

bankruptcy, worked with some of the smartest people in the world, and started a 

tech company in the middle of the dot corn crash. Through it all he’s found there 

are no easy answers. After reading it, I immediately bought several copies and 

shipped them to friends of mine. 

This is a book about being idle. No really~ We’re bombarded with non-stop 

messages of increasing productivity, doing more, working harder -- all with the 

aim to get an ever increasing amount of work done~ This book is the opposite to 

all of that, a look at why we should actually get less done. VVnile the book makes a 

neuroscientific argument, which is imperfect at best, the basic message and 

benefits of giving our brain a break--putting it on autopilot if you will--resonates 

with me. The author argues, "in the short term, busyness can destroy creativity, 

self-knowledge, emotional well-being, your ability to be social--and it can damage 

your cardiovascular health." Not to mention your relationships. The most 

fascinating part of the book was a look at how we came to dread idleness and the 

role religion played. (Complement with In Praise of Idleness by Bertrand Russell 

and .g.~.i~.E~;..~[.b.~...~a.~J.~..~.~t~.!~!£e.). 

A quirky and often interesting look at the alternative communities of the 60s and 

70s. Receiving less attention than the drugs, sex, and rock and roll, they helped 

define the era. This is a "chronicle of daring ventures in cooperative living." The 

most interesting communities were Walden House, Walden Two, and Twin Oaks. 

Although for all three of those, I wish the author would have dug a little deeper into 

the connection with BR Skinner. 

Christine Schutt, whose prose has been compared to Emily Dickinson, examines 

the spectacle of love. I’m not a literature critic but it was an engrossing window into 

the evolution of a young couple’s marriage as "it is challenged by the quandaries 

of longing and sexual self-discovery." As for the Dickinson comparisons, you’ll 

have to judge that for yourself. 

Not a typical book that I’d buy these days but the right person sent it to me and it 

has a forward by Marshall Goldsmith so it was worth checking out. The book is 

essentially a guide for improving perception, increasing visibility, and exerting 

influence at work. After reading this book, I realize that when I’m consulting, I run 

into a lot of people using these tricks --like "speak up, speak first, and speak 

often in meetings." I suck at office politics, so don’t look to me for any answers. 

(V’vlqen I told a friend I was reading this he recommended, ..S.".~r..e...t..s....t..o...}~1.!]p.i~S£.~..-s..t. 

Office Poiitics: Howto Achieve Your Goals and Increase Your Influence at ~’°’~ork 

which looks like a nice complement.) 

See the b.ig..!i:9£ of what I’ve been reading. 



+ WIly We Go~, Fatter Durin.~ The Fat-Free Food Boom -- "There have been a 

number of studies done," Flynn said, "and there’s been no benefit for low-fat diets 

to lead to better weight loss, and there’s no benefit for low-fat diets to lead to less 

disease" (Complement with ~ We Get Fat -- The Science o~ Obesi~,~) 

+ [Y!g.[}..e.,.y..A[}.f)..~.f~.!i£i£~ -- "Money in politics may at times seem repugnant to some, 

but so too does much of what the First Amendment vigorously protects," Roberts 

wrote. "If the First Amendment protects flag burning, funeral protests and Nazi 

parades -- despite the profound offense such spectacles cause -- it surely 

protects political campaign speech despite popular opposition." 

+ .~.Jg.:.:.!~:~#]2#.[~t.:’.,’.’~L[~A.k.,.i[tg..~:L~igJ31i~:#.g.~tZ ~Nelcome to the world of spurious 

correlations. "Google’s engineers weren’t trying to figure out what caused what 

They were merely finding statistical patterns in the data. They cared about - 

correlation rather than causation. This is common in big data analysis." 

+ £~#:z{~L.[Yi.o.~q -- "The secret to success in business and in life is to never, ever, 

ever tell a lie." 

+ ~#Zfa(aq.e.,.A -- "A time without barcodes is hard to imagine now. But it wasn’t that 

long ago, and the story doesn’t start with George Laurer. It starts with an engineer 

named Joseph Woodland." 

+ J[i!3#..B.<!!.~#i~&gf[~[.~#.:k.A -- "The researchers found that the group given a break 

to work on an unrelated task generated the most ideas .... One possible 

explanation for these findings is (that) when you work on a problem continuously, 

you can become fixated on previous solutions .... Taking a break from the proMem 

and focusing on something else entirely g~ves the mind some t~me to release i~ 

fixation on the same solutions and let the old pathways fade from memo~. Then, 

when you return to the orig~na~ problem, your m~nd ~s more open to new 

poss~MHties-eureka moments (Complement with t~:t~..%~A[~a~.~.:~.y..~d.~..g~.O. 

interviewer meets the Bush era’s great bullshit a~tist, who has no doubts, no 

regrets and no questions. (Complement with Rumsfeld’s memoir ..P..,t#...m...9]#.!#:# 

+ The third episode of Cosmos has a £}9£~!..~s~:t=if?.o..f?.o..~2~!:t=!~!:!z.r.~£}gg!3!.tig.(~. -- "The 

human talent for pattern-recognition is a two-edged sword: We’re especially good 

at finding patterns, even when they aren’t really there -- something known as false 

pattern-recognition. We hunger for significance -- for signs that our personal 

existence is of special meaning to the universe. To that end, we’re all too eager to 

deceive ourselves and others." (h!t Maria Popova) 

"Well, if people are going to tend to overlook your successes and focus on your 

mistakes, you need to keep careful reaFtime records of all objective metrics that 

you’ve met and, to the extent that you can, important compliments that you receive 

so you can trot them out in an appropriate context." 

+ We need art to heir us to iive and to die -- "art can do for us a remarkable 

number of the very things that religion once did. Culture is in a position to replace 

many of the functions of scripture. Art too has the power to console us, it too can 



bring meaning and purpose, it too can increase our powers of empathy and 

generate a sense of community, The problem is that if you showed up at the art 

museum with these sort of ambitions in mind, you might swiftly be deemed more 

or less insane," (Complement with ~ation), 

Thank you, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 9:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

SHAPE Shadow Series at NAB 2014 Booth C5443 

Sham this email 

featured image 

MEET L.. EE, FR()M THE SH  DOW SERIES 

The NAB show is coming - we’re in the final stretch. Our CNC machine is running around the 
clock to get ready. Watch out for the newest generation of SHAPE rigs and accessories. We 
don’t want to give away too much, but here is a little sneak peek on our 1st products of the 
SHADOW SERIES : ISEE 

An image is worth a thousand words... 

For more info, come find us at NAB 2014, we will be in booth #C5443. 

CHEERS. 
SHAPE Team 

This email was sent by StudentFil,,nmakers, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 

Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 
If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers corn/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request a nd copy of this eNewsletter 

intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2014 mailing lisl, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe il!e(~_~nc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 11:26 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Australi~ officidls roll hold a press coat’erence at mid~ffglit ET to update the se~xch for Flight 370. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BmakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:19 AM 

textbreakingnews~ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A pinger locator being used in the search for Flight 370 has detected signals consistent ruth those elnitted by aircraft black boxes, an AustraJian official, head of the 

Joint Agency Coordination Center, said Monday. 

It could take some days before the detections can be confirmed, he said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 
You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 
To unsubscribe from Bmaldng News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:12 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Actor Mickey Rooney has died at 93 in CaJdfomia, according to Loxry Dietz ruth the Los Angeles CouiW Coroner’s office. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:23 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu~~ 

Save 20%, 15% or 10% ou Your Next Purchase’. 

M ~’ AccoLmt Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebookl~ ~iY°uTube i~iiPinterest i~ Ins~a9ram 

See Our Weekly Ad 



$10-$25 C4f Select Shoes 

25% G%rf Kid’s NEW BALANCE Active Apparels 

20% O11Seiecl Ad,’ive Apparei~: 

.~i $30-$40 Off Select DIAMONBACKS Bikes$~_ 

$10-$80 LXf Selec,¢ Canopie~ 

10-30% G%rf Select EASYON Baseball Gear§ Save $380 BODY RIDER Dual A~ion Csrdio lrainer 

LINKS 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R21 Ch’ant Application News <edito@principalinvesligators.org> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 7:07 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NIH R21 Grant Writing Manual Helps Craft the Best Proposal Possible ] Intro Rate Ends Today 

Click hele to view mobile version. 

i~ii Principal l .... tigators Association 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

New NIH R21 Grant Writin9 Manual Helps 
Researchers Craft the Best Proposal 
Possible, One ,Section at a Time 
April 7, 2014--Bonita Springs, FL. Principal Investigators Association 

(PIA) announces the release of the NIH R21 Grant Application mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual 1st Edition. 

The R21 grant mechanism is specifically intended to fund high-risk/high-reward 
projects. Applying for a National Institutes of Health (NIH) R21 grant is an 
involved process with many facets to consider and extensive guidelines to 
follow. This new 297 page manual will guide researchers through the 
various steps involved and help them submit the best proposal possible. 

Each section of this manual instructs on a separate, essential part of the R21 
grant application process. This includes expert advice for developing the Project 
Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, Environment section and Research Plan. 
Insider strategies will also help ensure the Research Strategy addresses the 
project’s Innovation, Significance, Approach and Overall Impact successfully. 

The R21 manual also includes various examples from funded R21 proposals as 
well as step-by-step guidance from seasoned experts. 

NIH R21 Grant Application mentor: 

An Educational How-to Manual. 1st 

Edition 

Who Will Benefit from This Manual? 

Principal Investigators, Research Professors and Research Managers, plus any other key proposal team members. 

About the Co-Authors Christopher Dant, PhD and Stephen Matheson, PhD: 

Dr. Christopher Dant is a faculty instructor at Dartmouth Medical School and the Norris Cotton Cancer Center. His PhD was 
concentrated in cellular and molecular biology. Early in his postgraduate career, he apprenticed with a Senior Editor at 

Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), and went on to work as a biomedical writer for life sciences 
investigators in academia, private industry, and government agencies. 

Dr. Stephen Matheson has a master’s degree in toxicology from Rutgers University and UMDNJ, and a PhD in neuroscience 
from the University of Arizona. He completed a postdoctoral research fellov~hip at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) 
and Harvard Medical School, working in developmental neuroscience in the MGH Cancer Center.While in academia, Dr. 
Matheson gained vast experience in writing grant applications that included successful NIH proposals. 

Introductory Rate: 

"nte NIH R21 Grant Application mentor. An Educational How=to Manual, 1st Edition is currently available at an introductory 

rate until April 7th. A print version is also available. To preview the entire table of contents, please click here. 

PIA is an independent organization that helps scientists in all fields master their operational and financial challenges. 

For additional information, visit PIA’s website, or call 800.-3034)t29 ext. 506. 

Reference Code: M 140407 

Share this: [] [] [] 



Fowvard this to a fi-ieM. 

This instructional manual is independent a nd not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF All opinions expressed are those of the authors and not 

of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Rutgers AD vs. MediaI Tax Breaks for Kansas Clubs Coach Search Costs 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Rutgers AD Back in t teadlines with tteadline Comment 
Rutgers athletic director Julie ttermann is not making any fi-iends with the local 

media .... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
After a long and heated debate, the Kansas Senate approved a bill on Friday 

exempting for-profit health dabs frown paying propelS, taxes ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem- Solvin~ Promises Ring Hollow 
Ignoring a problem and hoping it goes away is no way to get things done. The 
NCAA has managed to turn it into an art ... 

UttSSA to Factor Socioeconomics into Class Realignment 
Keams football coach Matt Ricka~rds recently began digging into the relationship 

between the socioeconolnic statuses of Utah high schools and ... 

New Coatesville Athletic Director t ledges Transpaxencv 
Corey Sigle followed what happened lasl fall at Coatesville, where the athletic 



director and superintendent resigned because of racist text ... 

NCAA: UGA Coach Tried to Influence Swimmer’s Grade 

Worried atx~ut a star athlete losing his academic eligibilit.5~ a2[’ter t~ll semester, 

Georgia swimming and diving coach Jack Bauerle interceded ... 

Coaching Search Consultant Fees Soar into Six Figures 
The hiring of a head football coach is a pretty big deal at the Universit?, of Texas. 

It’s such a big deal that Texas ... 

Northwestern Coach Urges Pla;,ers to Say No to Union 
The players will have a chance to vote on timning a union April 25, but Pat 

Fitzgerald’s stance on fl~e issue is pretty clear. "I believe ... 

T T ~ ~7 V~ hat Impact Coukt Unionization ttave on V~ omen s Sports. 

What if the preliminary right given to Northwestern scholarship football players to 

form a union expands to various men’s and women’s teams ... 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rall’~l Against Ballpark 
Opponents of the Shockoe Bottom baseball stadium rallied again Thursday, this 

time with a boost from a famous name: Solomon Northup. At 

Struggling Parks Authofits~ Misses $9K Ballpark Pa,/ment 
The cit.5~ of Butler’s cash-strapped Parks and Recreation Crrounds and Facilities 

Authori~ has missed at least one mortgage payment on Kelly ... 

Atlanta Braves Embrace Smartphone Ticket Scanning 
As technology speeds away from traditional tickets and even from the print-at- 

home tickets popular in recent seasons, the Braves for the first ... 

How Red Sox Groundskeeper 1~ repped Frozen Fenwa’~ 
The thawing process involves ground heaters with hoses that pump Glycol at 140 

degrees Fahrenheit. An inflated blanket with parts on top covers the ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Stephens Family YMCA partnered with 
the nonprofit Larkin’s Place to create a 
community center that welcomes 
everyone. Universal design standards 
were incorporated into every .., 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness: Round of 16 
Which ~:acilitv do ? ou think is the best in college basketball, Today is your last day 

to vote in the round of 16. 



New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Wine atthe Gym? rll Drink to That 

Excellent thought~ Emily. Purists will certainly balk at the idea of adult beverages 
being served at the gym, bnt there’s no better way for most adults ... 

Blog: Wine at the Gym? I’ll Drink to That 
Based on this article, I wonder if the author would also be in favor of setting up a 

mazij uaJ~a dispen~ry inside my health club in Colorado? And if no~, May not? 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t 5:re 910, M:3dison, W1537C.3 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:41 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Rutgers AD vs. MediaI Tax Breaks for Kansas Clubs Coach Search Costs 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Rutgers AD Back in t teadlines with tteadline Comment 
Rutgers athletic director Julie ttermann is not making any fi-iends with the local 

media .... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
After a long and heated debate, the Kansas Senate approved a bill on Friday 

exempting for-profit health dabs frown paying propelS, taxes ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem- Solvin~ Promises Ring Hollow 
Ignoring a problem and hoping it goes away is no way to get things done. The 
NCAA has managed to turn it into an art ... 

UttSSA to Factor Socioeconomics into Class Realignment 
Keams football coach Matt Ricka~rds recently began digging into the relationship 

between the socioeconolnic statuses of Utah high schools and ... 

New Coatesville Athletic Director t ledges Transpaxencv 
Corey Sigle followed what happened lasl fall at Coatesville, where the athletic 



director and superintendent resigned because of racist text ... 

NCAA: UGA Coach Tried to Influence Swimmer’s Grade 

Worried atx~ut a star athlete losing his academic eligibilit.5~ a2[’ter t~ll semester, 

Georgia swimming and diving coach Jack Bauerle interceded ... 

Coaching Search Consultant Fees Soar into Six Figures 
The hiring of a head football coach is a pretty big deal at the Universit?, of Texas. 

It’s such a big deal that Texas ... 

Northwestern Coach Urges Pla;,ers to Say No to Union 
The players will have a chance to vote on timning a union April 25, but Pat 

Fitzgerald’s stance on fl~e issue is pretty clear. "I believe ... 

T T ~ ~7 V~ hat Impact Coukt Unionization ttave on V~ omen s Sports. 

What if the preliminary right given to Northwestern scholarship football players to 

form a union expands to various men’s and women’s teams ... 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rall’~l Against Ballpark 
Opponents of the Shockoe Bottom baseball stadium rallied again Thursday, this 

time with a boost from a famous name: Solomon Northup. At 

Struggling Parks Authofits~ Misses $9K Ballpark Pa,/ment 
The cit.5~ of Butler’s cash-strapped Parks and Recreation Crrounds and Facilities 

Authori~ has missed at least one mortgage payment on Kelly ... 

Atlanta Braves Embrace Smartphone Ticket Scanning 
As technology speeds away from traditional tickets and even from the print-at- 

home tickets popular in recent seasons, the Braves for the first ... 

How Red Sox Groundskeeper 1~ repped Frozen Fenwa’~ 
The thawing process involves ground heaters with hoses that pump Glycol at 140 

degrees Fahrenheit. An inflated blanket with parts on top covers the ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Stephens Family YMCA partnered with 
the nonprofit Larkin’s Place to create a 
community center that welcomes 
everyone. Universal design standards 
were incorporated into every .., 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness: Round of 16 
Which ~:acilitv do ? ou think is the best in college basketball, Today is your last day 

to vote in the round of 16. 



New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Wine atthe Gym? rll Drink to That 

Excellent thought~ Emily. Purists will certainly balk at the idea of adult beverages 
being served at the gym, bnt there’s no better way for most adults ... 

Blog: Wine at the Gym? I’ll Drink to That 
Based on this article, I wonder if the author would also be in favor of setting up a 

mazij uaJ~a dispen~ry inside my health club in Colorado? And if no~, May not? 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Rutgers AD vs. MediaI Tax Breaks for Kansas Clubs Coach Search Costs 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Rutgers AD Back in t teadlines with tteadline Comment 
Rutgers athletic director Julie ttermann is not making any fi-iends with the local 

media .... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
After a long and heated debate, the Kansas Senate approved a bill on Friday 

exempting for-profit health dabs frown paying propelS, taxes ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem- Solvin~ Promises Ring Hollow 
Ignoring a problem and hoping it goes away is no way to get things done. The 
NCAA has managed to turn it into an art ... 

UttSSA to Factor Socioeconomics into Class Realignment 
Keams football coach Matt Ricka~rds recently began digging into the relationship 

between the socioeconolnic statuses of Utah high schools and ... 

New Coatesville Athletic Director t ledges Transpaxencv 
Corey Sigle followed what happened lasl fall at Coatesville, where the athletic 



director and superintendent resigned because of racist text ... 

NCAA: UGA Coach Tried to Influence Swimmer’s Grade 

Worried atx~ut a star athlete losing his academic eligibilit.5~ a2[’ter t~ll semester, 

Georgia swimming and diving coach Jack Bauerle interceded ... 

Coaching Search Consultant Fees Soar into Six Figures 
The hiring of a head football coach is a pretty big deal at the Universit?, of Texas. 

It’s such a big deal that Texas ... 

Northwestern Coach Urges Pla;,ers to Say No to Union 
The players will have a chance to vote on timning a union April 25, but Pat 

Fitzgerald’s stance on fl~e issue is pretty clear. "I believe ... 

T T ~ ~7 V~ hat Impact Coukt Unionization ttave on V~ omen s Sports. 

What if the preliminary right given to Northwestern scholarship football players to 

form a union expands to various men’s and women’s teams ... 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rall’~l Against Ballpark 
Opponents of the Shockoe Bottom baseball stadium rallied again Thursday, this 

time with a boost from a famous name: Solomon Northup. At 

Struggling Parks Authofits~ Misses $9K Ballpark Pa,/ment 
The cit.5~ of Butler’s cash-strapped Parks and Recreation Crrounds and Facilities 

Authori~ has missed at least one mortgage payment on Kelly ... 

Atlanta Braves Embrace Smartphone Ticket Scanning 
As technology speeds away from traditional tickets and even from the print-at- 

home tickets popular in recent seasons, the Braves for the first ... 

How Red Sox Groundskeeper 1~ repped Frozen Fenwa’~ 
The thawing process involves ground heaters with hoses that pump Glycol at 140 

degrees Fahrenheit. An inflated blanket with parts on top covers the ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Stephens Family YMCA partnered with 
the nonprofit Larkin’s Place to create a 
community center that welcomes 
everyone. Universal design standards 
were incorporated into every .., 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness: Round of 16 
Which ~:acilitv do ? ou think is the best in college basketball, Today is your last day 

to vote in the round of 16. 



New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Wine atthe Gym? rll Drink to That 

Excellent thought~ Emily. Purists will certainly balk at the idea of adult beverages 
being served at the gym, bnt there’s no better way for most adults ... 

Blog: Wine at the Gym? I’ll Drink to That 
Based on this article, I wonder if the author would also be in favor of setting up a 

mazij uaJ~a dispen~ry inside my health club in Colorado? And if no~, May not? 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :1:t 5:te 910, M:.’,disorh W153703 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:35 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. Senate voted 59-38 to restore iobless benefits that expired in December for the long-term unemployed. 

Six Republicans joined Democrats in voting to extend the beuefits through May. 

The Nll’s fate in the House is unclear. Speaker John Boehner says he opposes the measure because it doesn’t include provisions to create more private-sector jobs. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Smard <events@regonline,com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:45 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

DaJtti sh Video Coaching Workshop in Dallas TX 

.!.!.N!!.(INNNNN!!.(NN!I!.N 
Hello Vince, 

Don’t miss this opportunity to attend ti~e hands-on Video & Tagging Analyst 

Workshop TX which is taking place on: 

5/:t/20].4 9:00 AM CD’r - 5/2/20].4 4:00 PM CD’r at Location: 

T Bar M Tennis Academy 

972-233-4.4.44 

6060 Dilbeck Lane 

Dallas, lexas 75240 

United States, 

Register [or one day for 5295 or both for 5525. 

Event 

This training is unique practical application of visuai feedback, starting with 

quick and easy mobile appiications to more detaiied analysis in the Dartfish 

software. 1there are two options: day one is techrfical analysis and day two is 

match!game anaiysis. 

I~¢#i!e the setting is ot a Tennis faciiit); the "work5flow i~ ~ppticabi~ to ony 

We look forward to hearing from you! Chck to [ell a Friend 

1thank you, 

Deborah 5tu~rd 

Director of lrain;ng 

Dartfish Video Anaiysis Software 

Phone: 404-695-9505 

Video & Tagging Analyst Workshop TX 

If you are looking for advanced expertise, check out tile certification course 

this summer. 

g505 8HHIOH R.O 8TE ~ 10f 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:33 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: AustraJdan officials are scheduled to hold a news coni~rence at 11 p.m. ET ruth an update on the search for Flight 370. 

Authorities reduced the size of the search area on Tuesday, a day after they said that an Anstralian navy ship tomng U.S. equipment had detected underwater pulses 

that conld possibly be from the Malaysia Airlines plane’s black boxes. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:20 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Connecticut Huskies beat the Kentucky Wildcats 60-54 to win the NCAA basketball championship. 

Connecticnt was a seventh seed and Kentucky an eighth seed. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:29 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The pinger signals liave not been heal~t again since the weekend, retired Air Chief M~xshal Angus Houston, the chief of the Australian agency coordinating tbe search. 

Watch breaking news coverage now on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 4:11 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russids Foreign Ministly warned Kiev on Tuesday that any use of force in UkraAne’s eastern region could lead to civil war, as Ukraine’s government seeks to regain 

control after pro-Moscow uprisings in tliree cities. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:39 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Oscar Pis~torius broke down and cried on tile witness s~nd today when he described tile moment he realized he had shot his girlfriend, Reeva Steenkamp. 

"She wasn’t breathing," Pistorius told the court. The Ob~pic sprinter is on trial for mui~ter in Pretoria, South Africa. 

Earlier. Pistorius tes~dfied that he saw the bathroom mndow open and that he screamed for his girlfriend to call the police, thinking an intruder was in his home. Shortly 

before he fired his gun, he ,said he heard a noise from inside the toilet room and thought somebody was coming out of it. 

"Betbre I knew it I tired four shots at the door," Pistorius said. "I didn’t want to believe that it could be Reeva inside the toilet." 

He ~id he screamed when he realized what he had done. "I was c~ing out to the Lord, I was c~ing out tbr Reeva." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Productions <contac@ sportproductions.com > 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:02 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

When does your team play? 

Hello, 

We’ve been helping to promote your teams since 1997 and things just keep getting better! Our website has been updated ruth htmdreds of examples our latest 

am~-ork. Check it out! 

Schedule Cards 

Posters 

Magnets 

Window Clings 

Our website has hundleds of examples of the work we’ve done for colleges and universities throughout the US and Cmaada. We never charge for design work on these 

products and evely design is one-of-a-kind! 

Please email us if you would like a quote for any product. Thank you for your time! 

Sport Productions 

~lick here k~ unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cost of Unionization ] Pool Testing Problems ] Facility Madness 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
Northwestern players claim fl~ey want to unionize to get better medical benefits, 

concussion testing, and perhaps to be paid tbr their services .... 

SlnaJler Arenas Not in Final Four s Near Future 

NCAA president Mark Emmert was asked on Sunday if the organization will ever 

consider retaining its bigges~t event to a regular lmsketball venue .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
A new college basketbeJl champion has been crowned (and the women’s champion 

will be determined Tuesday night), but our search for the best arena in ... 

Opinion: Competition tbr Public Stadium Funding Good 
It seelns only fair that professional sports teams should be required to compete 

among themselves when asking for public money to build a ... 

After 133 Closures in 2013, City Steps Up t ool Testing 
Under proposed changes to the outdated pool-testing roles, only certified pool 



operators or pool testers would be allowed to do qnality checks ... 

Class Action Taiing Shape Over Minor League Contracts 
Most minor league ba~ball players get less than $7,500 for playing a~ entire 
season of 142 games. And some ofthetn believe that’s not enough .... 

Reduced TOs, Shollened Shot Clocks for College Hoops? 
College basketball’s role changes to give players greater freedom of movement 

helped perimeter players in 2013-14. Now, those tasked with 

In Minnesota, Freon’s Fate a Concern for Rink Operators 
Roughly 120 axenas that dot the state and are as cherished as parks in the cities 

and "towns that own them still rely on the ... 

MI,S Franchi~ to Play in New Atlanta Falcons Stadium 
’][’he Atlanta team would become the 22nd frm~chise in MLS and would open play 
in 2017~ which is g~so when the new $1 billion downtown ... 

For Non-Revenue Coaches. Fundraisin~ Comes with Job 
The morning after a signature win by the New Mexico Lobos men’s soccer team, 
UNM coach Jeremy Fishbein and associate athletic director 

Tuesday Takedown: Business Booming for College Search Firms 

The University of Sonth Florida thought it had its new men’s basketba]l in Steve 

Masiello, but an inconsistency uncovered during a backgronnd ... 

Health Club Plans $1M Renovation of Elementary School 
The owner of Ultimate t hysique, a Lockport health club that plm~s ~o buy the 

closed Washington Hunt Elementa~~ School, safid it will cost ... 

?rofessors Group Decries Attention Given ~o Athletics 
An "irrational exuberance" for athletics and a shift of vesonrces away from 

academics axe signs higher education is losing focns on its ... 

Basketball/Volleyball Center Plmmed for Boeing Building 
Operators of the youth athletic program, Athletes In Motion 4 Life of Huntington 

Beach, received the cib,’s approval last week to open a ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Rutgers AD Back in Headlines with Headline Comment 

AD Julie Hern~am~ told a class ofjoum~lism students it would be "great" if New 

Jersey’s biggesl newspaper went out of business. 

New Reader Comments: 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rally Against Ballpark 
Slm~ery is an ugly part ofAmericma hifftoo~ that in many areas there have been 

attempts to literally bury the pafft. My children attended public schools 

Upcoming Events: 

!_~ [_AR_[B ~_O._N_A_LISAIN [_R_[N S__I! I_q!~_-._W~_ ! 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 -- April 13, 2014 ... 



San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:22 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Secretary of State John Kelly said today that Russian forces and special agents are behind what he called the "chaos" in eastern Ukr~ne in the past 24 hours. Kelly 

described the &velopments as "more th~l deeply dis~rbing" and said they amounted to what could be a "contrived pretext for military intervention just as we saw in 

Crimea." 

Pro-Russian protesters seized government buildings in the cities of Donetslc Luhansk and Kharkiv on Sunday’. Rebels occupying Donetsk’s regional govemmem 

building Monday’ declared a "people’s republic" and called for a referendum on secession from Ukiaine to be held by May 11. 

The U.S. Navy warship USS Donald Cook is scheduled to enter the Black Sea no later than Thursday as part of the latest U.S. military eltbrt to demonstrate support 

for Eastern European allies concerned about Russids troop buildup, two U.S. military officials said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



DRAFT 
Friday, March 28, 14 

Welcome 
We’re glad you’re already thinking about college. 
UNC. 

And we’re glad that you’re thinking about 

Carolina is a good and welcoming place. Our faculty care about their students and challenge 
them to do their best every day. Our students work hard to learn all they can and to do well, both 
in and out of the classroom. They like each other, encourage each other, and treat each other 
with respect. 

If you’re looking for a place where you can grow--as a student, leader, athlete, and citizen-- 
then Carolina might be the right place for you. 

What We Offer 
UNC offers students the opportunity to study with faculty who know more about their subjects 
than almost anyone in the world. We also give students the chance to learn and live with smart, 
hard-working classmates from just about every place and background. 

We also give students the chance to get ready for life after college. UNC is a public university; 
we are the people’s university. We want our students to go out into the world ready to take care 
of themselves, their families, and their communities. We also want our students to leave here 
ready to make the world a better place. 

What We Expect 
At Carolina we challenge our students and expect them to give their best effort, with no excep- 
tions and no excuses. We also support and encourage our students so that they can achieve at the 
highest level possible. 

How to Get Ready 
No two UNC students are exactly alike. Students take different paths to Carolina. They don’t all 
come from the same high school, take the same courses, make the same grades, or earn the same 
tests scores. 
Still, students who earn admission to UNC, and students who succeed once they’re admitted, 
tend to have some things in common. If you’re thinking about UNC, here’s how you can get 
ready. 
¯ Aim high. No one gets better by doing just enough to get by .... 
¯ Set clear goals .... 
° Take classes that challenge you .... 

¯ Know your strengths and build on them .... 
° See others as teammates .... 
¯ Seek help .... 
¯ Help others .... 
° Do the right thing .... 



Here to Help 
We are here to help you. For more information about how students earn admission to UNC, as 
well as the opportunities that they find here, please visit: https:iiadmissions.unc.eduiexplorei or 

call (919) 962-3C)45. 

For more information about how UNC helps students afford college, please visit: 
https:iiadmissions.unc.edu/affordi 



Best Practices - Academic assessment prior to or at students’ arrival on campus 
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 

1. Vanderbilt 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
¯ David Williams (AD) reviews all transcripts of incoming student-athletes (80-85 per cohort) 

with academic counselors to assess specific risks 
¯ Vanderbilt administers a screening on everyone who attends summer school, and provides 

further assessment (e.g., for a learning difference or disability) when necessary 
¯ Environment, family background add to your ’suitcase’ that will make you successful. How 

much does a student have that can be developed, how much time and resources are we willing 
to dedicate to the student depends as much on the student’s motivation and grit than anything 
else 

¯ Message to faculty: treat student-athletes just as you treat all students, but treat them as 

individuals 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program, required? 
¯ 2/3 of all first year athletes (approx 60 students) enter summer school before their freshman 

year 
¯ Any student that has a projected GPA below approx 2.5 (this threshold is set each year) must 

attend Summer School, must take 6.0 credit hours during summer school, and must earn at 
least C’s (actual avg GPA is 3.23); if not, they are not eligible to play 

¯ Restricted summer practice time 
¯ All students must attend writing workshops 
¯ ESL instruction provided when necessary 
¯ Student-athletes must review- guidelines for proper citing when doing research (to address 

plagiarism) 
¯ Athletics holds workshops with the athletes that address life skills, study skills 
¯ Sometimes this summer program, the student-athlete’s first university experience, gives 

him/her a stable home for the first time. 
¯ David Williams: "We change lives, we save lives." 

2. Duke 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
All first-year students at Duke are enrolled in either the Trinity College of Arts and Sciences or 
the Pratt School of Engineering. 
Students arrive on campus (football and basketball (mens and womens) and non-revenue 
volleyball) in June for summer session 

Athletics provides testing for all football and basketball players, this is done on main campus. 
Provided in order to screen for learning disabilities and allocation of accommodations 
Testing is expensive 

Mentor program (not tutoring, which is separate) 



Candidates apply to become mentors through Academic Support Programs for Student-Athletes, 
complete full training 
A mentor looks at a student’s entire schedule and helps with time management, eating, sleeping 
and adjustment issues. 
Mentors meet at least once/week to coach new student-athletes on how to manage academics as 
well as the many other factors that impact a student’s success and retention 

If a student-athlete is going to get into trouble academically its usually going to be early on in 
their academic career, thus mentoring in the first year is important. 

Every freshman at Duke MUST take a writing course. There is a pre-req for this writing course 
for many students, including ESL and some student-athletes who’ve been identified as needing 
it. 

Duke has high graduation rates for its student-athletes. The gross number of student-athletes who 
need intensive academic help is low, but the general student population academic baseline is 
very high and the problem is the gap between some student-athletes and other students at Duke. 

Yes, they graduate with a 2.7, but what do they do? What choices do they make? 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program, required? 
There is no summer transition program for student-athletes at Duke. This operated for years and 
it really didn’t work well 
Why didn’t it work well? 
¯ Unqualified personnel, not well managed, bad instruction 
¯ Programming was geared toward kids being herded around campus, making them feel different 

and telling them what they had do to be successful at Duke (stereotype threat) 
¯ Not much diversity in the group, African-American students, and not much diversity at Duke: 

20 yrs ago Duke was 90% white, now its 51% white 
(http ://diversity. duke. edu/atduke/demographi cs.php) 

1977 Chris was the first full-time athletic academic advisor in the ACC, under Coach Mike 
McGee 

Back then, the main academic support program was study hall: 7-10PM 
They’re stuck in a room with 25 other freshman football players 
Encourages the HS notion that you do homework only at night, after school, after practice, after 
a big dinner 
This one size fits all approach did not work 
Sitting in a room at night after dinner does not work. 

Very important topic of discussion with student-athletes: When do you sleep? Time 
management is key. Consider other buckets of time during the day to use as study time. 



Must individualize all that we do in terms of academic support for student-athletes. Instead of a 
canned program, you get a mentor who looks at your particular background and a multitude of 
other factors, from there you build your schedule and the way you access resources 

3. Stanford 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
¯ No process to identify academic needs (no screening, no questionnaires) 
¯ No mass testing for LD 
¯ Some students are flagged and central advising office is notified so that the individual is 

monitored for support and resources 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program 
Stanford is on quarter system, so they have one summer session for 8 weeks 
Stanford does not allow incoming freshmen to attend summer school. Now that it’s allowed by 
the NCAA, it’s become a competitive issue. Stanford has a very limited program that allows 
athletics aid men’s and women’s basketball and football, plus a few other sports (approx 30 total) 
freshmen to attend summer session. 
Issues are 
1. space (avail housing in the summer) 
2. 2. summer school classes are usually not taught by full time faculty, so the University doesn’t 

want a freshman to have summer school as their initial academic experience 
3. Limited number of lower division courses taught in the summer that are appropriate for a 

first-time experience in college. 
Sometimes Admissions will have a condition of admission that the student attend summer 
school. Sometimes they will attend away from Stanford (more affordable). Anyone with a 
condition is invited to attend the limited Stanford summer school program, but unless required 
by Admissions to do it at Stanford, they can choose where to take the required courses. 
For the incoming freshmen who enroll in summer prior to their freshmen year (including a few 
non-basketball/non-football student-athletes), they enroll them in two courses. The number of 
units vary, but are generally between 6-8 units total (depending on the type of course selected, 
they could be 3 units, 4 units, or occasionally 5 units). 
There isn’t a prescriptive set of summer session classes. 
There aren’t required courses specifically, but Stanford has very few lower division courses 
offered in the summer, so often they are in a writing based course and one other. 
Sometimes admissions will include in the contingency for admission the type of course (e.g., 
reading/writing intensive; math; etc.) and therefore the academic advisors will work with the 
student-athlete, looking at the available courses being offered to find the right fit. They will also 
take into account areas of academic interest or plans for future study. 

4. UCLA 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
UCLA has a university-run summer orientation program (3 days) for all incoming students, it is 
not required, but Athletics strongly encourages all incoming student-athletes to attend 



During university orientation, Christina Rivera (Associate AD for Academic and Student 
Services) and her staff (Assoc AD for Academics and Student Services) use a flow chart based 
on wellness assessment, this scale helps them evaluate student-athletes and whether additional 
testing is necessau 

WAEE Wellness Assessment for Educational Enhancement, Developed by Learning Specialist at 
San Diego State University who came to UCLA 
Open-ended questionnaire, not a measurement of reading comprehension or quantitative ability, 
but allows the student to disclose a diagnosed learning disability and/or other 

Learning Specialists review the WAEE questionnaires and decide which students to invite to 
meet with individually 
Based on this meeting, the Learning Specialists may refer the student to campus resources and/or 
formal educational assessments. These assessments, administered by the Learning Specialists in 
Athletics, include: 
Nelson Denny Reading Diagnostic 
MCCI (Million College Counseling Inventory) 
LASSI 
ADHD Checklist (from UCLA’s Counseling and Psychological Services) 
If a student-athlete requires more assessments, Athletics contracts with third party educational 
psychologists for formal assessments for identification of a possible learning disability. 

UCLA uses the NCAA Student Assistance Fund to pay for this assessment ($1300 per student 
for full assessment and reports). Contractor/educational psychologist must be pre-approved by 
the Office for Students with Disabilities, who makes sure all testing and reports are completed 
according to their standards. 

During assessment, there are significant confidentiality statements that students sign along the 
way, because students deserve privacy and also because of any stigma (real or perceived) against 
identification of a learning disability. Want to make absolutely sure that students feel safe in 
sharing information if and when they are tested. Student (and only the student) decides who will 
receive any results of testing information (coaches, parents, etc.) Some student-athletes choose 
not to share information with their coaches or parents. 
If there are medications involved (e.g., Adderall), UCLA follows NCAA guidelines on ADHD 
medications, so athletic medical staff must be notified and proper procedures are followed if 
positive drug test comes back. 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program 
UCLA has Summer Bridge, initially was only for football and mensiwomens basketball 
UCLA is on a quarter system, spring classes end in June. Football attends only summer session 
A (June/July). Basketball attends both 
All students take 2 classes per session 
Mandatory tutoring 

Summer 2013, UCLA created a more formal, structured Summer Bridge program, organized by 
the Summer Bridge Committee within the Athletics Department 



Starting summer 2014, UCLA will require all student-athletes in Summer Bridge to attend one- 
hour life skills workshops each week 
Help with their transition to expectations of life as a student at a Research I university 
Each year they’ve added more sports who participate in Summer Bridge, now many olympic 
sports attend. 
University Admissions Committee will require some applicants to attend Summer Bridge as a 
condition of admission, otherwise Summer Bridge is not required. Some student-athletes are 
referred to Summer Bridge for specific skills acquisition (e.g., ESL, writing, reading) 

Required academic courses during Summer Bridge - Engli sh Composition & a General 
Education requirement 
1 st session (starts the last Monday in June) 
On the Day before Summer Bridge: 
¯ Welcome & Analytical Writing Placement Exam (must be administered to all UC students 

before they take their first class) 
¯ Writing Center grades the exams and student-athletes are placed into the appropriate English 

Composition course. Some place directly into English Composition 3 (required for graduation), 
some place into a lower level, English Composition 2 or English Composition A (lowest level) 

° Writing Center sometimes will recommend that some students wait and take English 
Composition A in the fall because they need a full quarter (ten week) vs. a six week summer 
course. 

Athletics avoids clustering too many student-athletes into one summer school class 

5. Notre Dame 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
Patrick Holmes, Director of the Office of Academic Services for Student-Athletes 
Pat reports directly to the Office of the Provost 
I also spoke with 
Senior Counselor Colleen Inglesby - ~vorks with football 
Associate Director of OASS Adam Sargent - also works with football 
and 
Assistant Director Chad Grotegut - works with women’s basketball 
https://pr~fess~rships.nd.edu/pr~fess~rships/the-rees-and-car~-~abar-direct~r-~f-the-~f~ce-~f- 
academic-selwices-for-student-athletes-1/ 
9 FTEs in the OASS 
Director 
Associate Director 
Assistant Director 
Senior Counselor 
2 counselors (includes tutor coordinator) 
1 Administrative Counselor 
Pat is looking to hire an addtional counselor position and creating another 
No Learning Specialists 



OASS does not screen recruits for Compliance/initial eligibility 

On a one-offbasis, ND Admissions will ask OASS for advice about a recruit based on other 
student-athletes’ past performance. This is not applicable to all sports, but for instance, it does 
happen with men’s basketball, perhaps b/c Pat has been at ND for a long time and the bball 
coach trusts his expertise on student-athlete 

Assessment is done prior to Summer Bridge Program 
OASS looks at HS GPA based on NCAA clearinghouse information to get a clear understanding 
&their HS academic work and performance 
Student-athletes arrive for Summer B6dge/summer session and a faculty member (from the 
University Writing Center) administers a writing assessment to any student-athletes who aren’t 

yet registered for summer version of ’First-Year Composition: Writing and Rhetoric’, and rank 
tiers them to make sure they’ve identified all the students who need to take it 

OASS also administers the: 
¯ Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Assessment 
¯ LASSI - Learning and Study Skills Inventory 
These are scored internally and results are shared only with staff in OASS. The results are shared 
with the Academic Counselors in OASS. OASS shares information with campus resources, 
including the Office for Student Disabilities, but not scores. 

ND does not screen everyone on the front end. Assessment for identification of possible learning 
disability is made on recommendation, paid for by Student Athlete Opportunity Fund. 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program, required? 
Yes, Summer Bridge (for student-athletes only) required for student-athletes for whom OASS 
has academic and/or transition concerns 
This group takes the summer version of ’First-Year Composition: Writing and Rhetoric’, which 
is a required course for all first-year students at ND 
This summer version is more intensive than the fall and spring semester version includes more 
The professors who teach the summer Composition course make a recommendation at the 
conclusion of the course whether a student should continue with a 1.0 credit Composition tutorial 
taught in the fall. 
All summer session student-athletes are initially enrolled in 6.0 credits, not all finish 

Additional programming during Summer Bridge -- introduction to ND, people and resources: 
Honor Code 
Faculty relations 
Current and former student-athletes 
Mock lectures for note-taking 
Meet with First-year Advisors (academic advising does not happen in OASS; student-athletes 
have an advantage b/c not all first-year students meet one-on-one with an academic advisor, 
student-athletes have already established a relationship with their advisor before fall classes 
begin) 
Housing & Res Life policies 



Every student student at ND is assigned to an advisor in their college and then in their major. 
OASS does not provide academic advising, per se, they work with them on their overall time 
management and schedule, help them grow academically and become independent learning. 

6. Northwestern 
Academic Assessment & Testing 
Associate Athletic Director of Student Athlete Development reviews academic information on 
all incoming first-year student-athletes. Can identify those who may need extra support. 
Looking at Core GPAs (NCAA) and test scores, will flag student-athletes and assign them to 
work with a Learning Specialist. These students are required to meet in Academic Services more 
frequently with a Learning Specialist, twice/week: they map out schedule, set class work goals, 
esp. in writing 
Schedule time in the campus Writing Center 
Athletics refers student-athletes to campus resources as much as possible 

Summer transition/academic boot camp program 
°Wildcat Welcome’ Orientation happens the week before the fall quarter which begins near the 
end of September. All student-athletes are required to attend. 

Summer Session (quarter system, summer school is six ~veeks) 
¯ All incoming football and mensiwomens basketball, volleyball and a few soccer freshman have 

attended summer school in the past. 
¯ Athletics offers several programs designed to acclimate student-athletes to Northwestern 

academics. Includes education on cheating/plagiarism 
° Academic integrity is vet?- strict at Northwestern: Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences 

require all students write an essay that speaks to academic integrity and its importance to the 
academic community - this essay must be completed prior to enrollment. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:28 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Australian ofl]cials will hold a news conference at 11 p.m. ET to update the search for Malaysia Airlines Fliglit 370. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 ll:ll PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Oce~l Shield has been able to reacquire the signals that are consistent with airplane locator beacons on two more occasions -- both on Tuesday, saAd Angus Houston, 

head of the Aus~tralian-led search effort on Wednesday. Ocean Shield has now detected four transmissions in the same broad area. "I believe we are searching in the 
right ~ea," he said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:22 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The sign~Js picked up by a ship seaxching for Flight 370 are consis~tent ruth a flight data recorder, said Angus Houston, head of the Australian-led search efibrt. The 

search area is now "reduced and Inuch more manageable." Watch breaking news coverage now on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:31 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: By triangulaling the pinger signals received by Ocemi Slffeld we’ll get a much smdller search ~:rea, Angus Houston, head of the Aus~traJia~n-led 

search effort, said Wednesday. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:34 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: "I’m now optimistic we’ll find the aircraft or wha~s left of the aircraft in the not too distant future, " said Air Chief Moxshal Angus Houston, the 

chief coordinator for the Aus~tralian operation. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:07 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The United States and Ukraiue have "no reasou for coucem" over the presence of troops along the border with Ukraine, Russia’s foreign ~ninistry said Wednesday 

"Russia has repeatedly stated that it does not couduct mmsuaJ or uupla~ned activities Mlich axe militarily significant on its territory uear the border ruth Ukraine," the 
miNstry said. It added that "attempts to blame Russia of building the armed forces are groundless." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:09 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Live in 2 Days ] The NSF’s Graduate Research Fellowship Program: What to Expect, ttow to Succeed 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

The NSF’s Graduate Research 

Fellowship Program: What to Expect, 

How to Succeed 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Dr. VMIliam Hahn 

we~x,’r~,&,," ~.,,:,,,.,,~.. Friday, April 11,2014, 1 pm ET (10am PT) 

The National Science Foundation’s Graduate Research Fellowship is the premier federal program for funding 
US graduate students in all science and engineering fields supported by NSF. The GRF is a very unique 
program within NSF in that students apply directly for support and not through their host institution. Similarly, 
an "application" for fellowship support is submitted rather than a "proposal" for research funding. As such, 
applications are reviewed with an eye on the potential of the student applicant to contribute to the research 
enterprise overall rather than only the direct results of the research itself. 

During this all-inclusive Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the nature and expectations of the program 
overall, present some considerations of student and program of study eligibility, discuss the various 
components of the application itself as well as the overall flow of the application, how applications are 
reviewed, and how finalists are selected. Key points on how to write the application will be a central 
consideration. 

The need for flow and connections among the 
pieces of the application. 
A perspective on how the applications will be 
reviewed by the panel. 
Relative roles of related federal fellowship 
programs. 
Guidance to references for writing letters of 
recommendation. 
An understanding of how to include career 
development ideas in the application. 

All seniors in college as well as first and 
second-year graduate students who wish to 
pursue application to the Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program. 

HURRY~ O~ly 3 Seats Lefd 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only $197 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

Forward this to a friend. 



Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:30 AM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

A note t]rom Coach Chertow on fundraising 

Wrestlers, Coaches and Parents, 

With the winter wrestling season over, I am focused on spring workouts while getting ready for 

my Gold Meda[ Summer Trainin~ Camps. Teams across the country are organizing their groups 

for my camp, and I hope to help you and your community make plans for summer training. 

Enrolling early w~[[ allow a[[ wrestlers and their families to get the best deal 

We offer many opportunities to offset the cost of camp, including significant discounts for 

groups enrolling in April Famities can save S75 or more, and teams can save over S1,000. 

Contact us now for details and to receive a package of brochures, as well as fundraising 

and scholarship info. 

We also work with Reaching Our Goal, a fundraiser that enables you to raise some or all of 

your camp tuition electronically from home. There is nothin~l to sell, no doors to knock on, and 

no products to deliver. This fundraiser program works very we[[, but of course the more time 

you make to raise money, the more successful you’[[ be, so get started now! 

I hope to see you this summer. Please reply to this email or call 814-466-3466 if you have 

questions or want a package of camp brochures for your team. 

Thanks, 

PS. Click the logos below to [earn more about our instructional DVDs and AdvoCare nutritional 

products. 

Ken Chertow 

U.S. Olympian 

Gold Medat Training Camp 

kenchertow.com 

wearands[ear.com 

PO Box 120 . Boalsburg, PA 16827 . 814-466-3466 ¯ camps®kenchertow.com 

[.~iI Send toA Friend 

UnsubscrJbe from future mailings. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:08 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

At least 20 s~dents were injured in a s~tabbing incident at Pennwlvmiids Frm~klin Regional High School this morning, an official says. Watch ble~king news coverage 

now on CNN TV. 

A suspect was in custody after the stabbings at the school in Murrysville, about 15 miles east of downtown Pittsburgh, authorities said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:03 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Seven teens and one adult are being treated a£ter a stabbing incident at a Pennulvania high school and some of the injuries are "clearly life threatening," according to a 

doctor at Forbes Regional Hospital. The teens had stab wounds to their torsos, abdolnen, chest and back areas, he said. Watch the breaking news coverage now on 

CNN TV. 

At least 20 s~dents were injured in the attacks at Franklin Regional Senior High School tiffs morning, an official says. The ages of those injured range from 14 to 17. 

The suspect, a male student, was in custo@ aiter the stabbings at the school in Murrysville, about 15 miles east of downtown Pittsburgh, authorities said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

~Vednesday, April 9, 2014 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UNC’s ’Paper Courses’ ] Gun Goes Offin Y ] Event ’Swag Bags’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Federal Complaint Filed Against UNC CATer ’Paper Courses’ 
The complaint alleges that UNC athletes were shuttled into classes that never met 

and only required a term paper at the end of the semester .... 

Man Eiected from NFL Game Gets $75K Juw Award 

A Maryland man who was m~ested by t hiladelphia police t~ying to eject several 

people from Lincoln Financial Field beibre the 2011 Eagles home opener was... 

Blood51 Baseball Collision Brings Out Best in Host School 

The injured mouth and dental repair for one player and the s*aples in the head of 

another eventually will be forgottei~ but Arts &... 

Civic Group Ties Bucks Arena Support to Rec Upgrades 
’][’he Milwaukee Bucks want a new arena to replace the BMO Hams Bradley 

Center. A Milwaukee communiF group known as... 

Ma~ Iniured When Gun He Brought into Y Discharges 
A small handgun inside a gym bag discharged at the Renaissance Pointe YIVICA on 



Monday morning, inj uring the owner of the firearm. Police were... 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost Am~more? 

I registered lbr a communi~ fun rind/walk not long ago m~d as I was walking away 
from the entW desk, I checked through my race... 

UGA Woos Football Recruits with Hand-Drawn Portraits 

Georgia’s recruiting eflbrts made national news af[er coach Mark Richt sent hand- 

drawn portraits with autographed messages to some of the 

Sports Center Investors Urae Court to Stop Sale 
Nothing about the tortared financial and legal tangles of the Vadnais Sports Center 

has been easy. And the 2 -hour court hea~ing Monday that... 

New NHL Arena to Be Home Ice tbr Second College 
As qnickly as the bricks and mortax go up at the downtown Harboff2enter, so, too, 

do the pa~nerships bem~een the Buflhlo Sabres and other area... 

Richmond Cil-~" Council E,/es Hiring Ballpark Consultant 
The legal challenges of hiring help came into focus Monday night for the Richmond 

Ci~ Council as ci~ attorneys outlined the process of selecting a... 

U.S. Soccer: Player Mutin’~’ Not Cause of Coach’s Firin~ 
Tom Sermanni helped the 13.S. women to a 13-0-3 record last year, but the 

Americans went 1-2-1 at the Algarve Cup, the last major tournament... 

Columnist: Indoor Climbin Chmn ionshi Offers Thrills 

Being ~s~ outdoor rock climber, my focus is on the the natural world, so when I 

visited the USA Climbing’s Open Nationals at Sender One... 

Opinion: Arkansas Hiring Shows Little Respect for WCBB 
The "biggest sto~y-" for women’s basketball may not be the NCAA Division I 

women’s final four but, once again, the issue of hiring practices for... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s a~nual Buyers 

Guide. How can we make it better?... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 

Af[er going viral yesterday, there is still time to vote for your favorite axena in 

college basketball. Voting in this round ends tomorrow... 

New Reader Comments: 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
I’m a little unclear as to what the author wants me to take away from this article? 

He includes information/testimony that would ,seem to... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
Full di~losure--I own a commercial, for-profit health club. And I couldn’t be 

happier that we have finally made some progress’.!!! As tbr ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem-Solving Promises Ring t tollow 
So, since the "adults" couldn’t come up with a reasonable solution (one that didn’t 

include them keeping ALL the money) the kids seems to... 



Northwestern Coach Urges Players to Say No to Union 
Person~Jly, I think the coach should stay out of it. He’s completely biased and he 

does a huge disservice to his players by twing to influence their... 

ii~~ Forward to a friend j 
AB N ...... ire .~iI AB Digital I .... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 9, 2014 1:42 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

UNC’s ’Paper Courses’ ] Gun Goes Offin Y ] Event ’Swag Bags’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Federal Complaint Filed Against UNC CATer ’Paper Courses’ 
The complaint alleges that UNC athletes were shuttled into cla~sses that never met 

and only required a term paper at the end of the semester .... 

Man Eiected from NFL Game Gets $75K Juw Award 

A Maryland man who was m~ested by t hiladelphia police t~yiug to eject several 

people from Lincoln Finaucial Field beibre the 2011 Eagles home opener was... 

Bloods~ Baseball Collision Brin~s Out Best in Host School 

The injured mouth and dental repair for one player and the s*aples in the head of 

another eventually will be forgottei~ but Arts &... 

Civic Group Ties Bucks Arena Support to Rec Upgrades 
’][’he Milwaukee Bucks want a uew arena to replace the BMO Hams Bradley 

Center. A Milwaukee communiF group known as... 

Ma~ Iniured When Gun He Brought into Y Discharges 
A small handgun inside a gym bag discharged at the Renaissance Pointe YIVICA on 



Monday morning, inj uring the owner of the firearm. Police were... 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost Am~more? 

I registered lbr a communi~ fun rind/walk not long ago m~d as I was walking away 
from the entW desk, I checked through my race... 

UGA Woos Football Recruits with Hand-Drawn Portraits 

Georgia’s recruiting eflbrts made national news af[er coach Mark Richt sent hand- 

drawn portraits with autographed messages to some of the 

Sports Center Investors Urae Court to Stop Sale 
Nothing about the tortared financial and legal tangles of the Vadnais Sports Center 

has been easy. And the 2 -hour court hea~ing Monday that... 

New NHL Arena to Be Home Ice tbr Second College 
As qnickly as the bricks and mortax go up at the downtown Harboff2enter, so, too, 

do the pa~nerships bem~een the Buflhlo Sabres and other area... 

Richmond Cil-~" Council E,/es Hiring Ballpark Consultant 
The legal challenges of hiring help came into focus Monday night for the Richmond 

Ci~ Council as ci~ attorneys outlined the process of selecting a... 

U.S. Soccer: Player Mutin’~’ Not Cause of Coach’s Firin~ 
Tom Sermanni helped the 13.S. women to a 13-0-3 record last year, but the 

Americans went 1-2-1 at the Algarve Cup, the last major tournament... 

Columnist: Indoor Climbin Chmn ionshi Offers Thrills 

Being ~s~ outdoor rock climber, my focus is on the the natural world, so when I 

visited the USA Climbing’s Open Nationals at Sender One... 

Opinion: Arkansas Hiring Shows Little Respect for WCBB 
The "biggest sto~y-" for women’s basketball may not be the NCAA Division I 

women’s final four but, once again, the issue of hiring practices for... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s a~nual Buyers 

Guide. How can we make it better?... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 

Af[er going viral yesterday, there is still time to vote for your favorite axena in 

college basketball. Voting in this round ends tomorrow... 

New Reader Comments: 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
I’m a little unclear as to what the author wants me to take away from this article? 

He includes information/testimony that would ,seem to... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
Full di~losure--I own a commercial, for-profit health club. And I couldn’t be 

happier that we have finally made some progress’.!!! As tbr ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem-Solving Promises Ring t tollow 
So, since the "adults" couldn’t come up with a reasonable solution (one that didn’t 

include them keeping ALL the money) the kids seems to... 



Northwestern Coach Urges Players to Say No to Union 
Person~Jly, I think the coach should stay out of it. He’s completely biased and he 

does a huge disservice to his players by twing to influence their... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 9, 2014 1:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UNC’s ’Paper Courses’ ] Gun Goes Offin Y ] Event ’Swag Bags’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Federal Complaint Filed Against UNC CATer ’Paper Courses’ 
The complaint alleges that UNC athletes were shuttled into cla~sses that never met 

and only required a term paper at the end of the semester .... 

Man Eiected from NFL Game Gets $75K Juw Award 

A Maryland man who was m~ested by t hiladelphia police t~yiug to eject several 

people from Lincoln Finaucial Field beibre the 2011 Eagles home opener was... 

Bloods~ Baseball Collision Brin~s Out Best in Host School 

The injured mouth and dental repair for one player and the s*aples in the head of 

another eventually will be forgottei~ but Arts &... 

Civic Group Ties Bucks Arena Support to Rec Upgrades 
’][’he Milwaukee Bucks want a uew arena to replace the BMO Hams Bradley 

Center. A Milwaukee communiF group known as... 

Ma~ Iniured When Gun He Brought into Y Discharges 
A small handgun inside a gym bag discharged at the Renaissance Pointe YIVICA on 



Monday morning, inj uring the owner of the firearm. Police were... 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost Am~more? 

I registered lbr a communi~ fun rind/walk not long ago m~d as I was walking away 
from the entW desk, I checked through my race... 

UGA Woos Football Recruits with Hand-Drawn Portraits 

Georgia’s recruiting eflbrts made national news af[er coach Mark Richt sent hand- 

drawn portraits with autographed messages to some of the 

Sports Center Investors Urae Court to Stop Sale 
Nothing about the tortared financial and legal tangles of the Vadnais Sports Center 

has been easy. And the 2 -hour court hea~ing Monday that... 

New NHL Arena to Be Home Ice tbr Second College 
As qnickly as the bricks and mortax go up at the downtown Harboff2enter, so, too, 

do the pa~nerships bem~een the Buflhlo Sabres and other area... 

Richmond Cil-~" Council E,/es Hiring Ballpark Consultant 
The legal challenges of hiring help came into focus Monday night for the Richmond 

Ci~ Council as ci~ attorneys outlined the process of selecting a... 

U.S. Soccer: Player Mutin’~’ Not Cause of Coach’s Firin~ 
Tom Sermanni helped the 13.S. women to a 13-0-3 record last year, but the 

Americans went 1-2-1 at the Algarve Cup, the last major tournament... 

Columnist: Indoor Climbin Chmn ionshi Offers Thrills 

Being ~s~ outdoor rock climber, my focus is on the the natural world, so when I 

visited the USA Climbing’s Open Nationals at Sender One... 

Opinion: Arkansas Hiring Shows Little Respect for WCBB 
The "biggest sto~y-" for women’s basketball may not be the NCAA Division I 

women’s final four but, once again, the issue of hiring practices for... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s a~nual Buyers 

Guide. How can we make it better?... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 

Af[er going viral yesterday, there is still time to vote for your favorite axena in 

college basketball. Voting in this round ends tomorrow... 

New Reader Comments: 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
I’m a little unclear as to what the author wants me to take away from this article? 

He includes information/testimony that would ,seem to... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
Full di~losure--I own a commercial, for-profit health club. And I couldn’t be 

happier that we have finally made some progress’.!!! As tbr ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem-Solving Promises Ring t tollow 
So, since the "adults" couldn’t come up with a reasonable solution (one that didn’t 

include them keeping ALL the money) the kids seems to... 



Northwestern Coach Urges Players to Say No to Union 
Person~Jly, I think the coach should stay out of it. He’s completely biased and he 

does a huge disservice to his players by twing to influence their... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 3:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: President Barack Obama attends memoridt service for soldiers killed in a shooting at Ford Hood last week. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 3:50 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Barack Obama said at a memoriaJ service that "love tes~ted by tragedy brings us together again" at Fort Hood after last week’s shootings that left four soldiers 

dead, including the alleged attacker. 

Obama ,said that he would ensure that "we will continue to step up efforts" to help soldiers returning from war and that we "never stigmatize those who have the courage 

to seek help." 

The slain soldiers honored by Obmna and others at the service are STt. Dalmy Ferguson, Sgt. Carlos A. Lazm~ey-Rodriguez and Sgt. Timothy Owens. Otticials said 

that the suspect, Spc. Ivan Lopez, took his own lit~. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:04 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The suspect in the Pennsylw~ia school stabbings is identified in court documents as Alex Hribal, 16. He has been charged as an adult. 

Twen~-three students and a security officer at Franklin Regional Senior High School in Mun)’s~ille, Pennsylvmaia, were injured in the attack this morning, according to 

authorilies. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 6:10 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch on CNN: A plane has detected possible signals from sonm buoys deployed in the search for missing MoJaysia Airlines Flight 370, according to the Australian 

agency cool~tinating the search. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH Grant Resubmission Insider <Joseph.Franklin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:10 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Rewriting and Resubmitting Your NIH Proposal? What the Experts Recommend I Ends Today 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Revising and Resubmitting NIH Proposals Guide 

This 75-pg. guide has been designed to provide expert tips and strategies to improve your chances of 
acceptance when resubmitting a proposal. The guide is based on the advice of investigators with a 
successful track record of NIH funding, peer reviewers, and NIH program and scientific review 
officers. It also draws from NIH’s advice for investigators regarding the peer review process. This guide 
focuses primarily on R01 and R2.I proposals but is applicable for all NIH grant mechanisms. 

Inside this guide you will find: 

NIH Rules for Resubmitting:: Are You Including All of These? 

A Resubmitted Grant vs, a Regular Proposal; Two Important Differences 

Reading and Digesting Reviewer Comments:: What You Should do After Reading the Reviews 

the First Time 

What’s the Difference Between a Resubmission and a New Submission on a Similar Topic? Find 

Out Here 

Second Opinions:: Who Should Be Involved Throughout the Process of Creating Your NIH Proposal? 

Rewriting Your Proposal for Resubmission-" Taking the Time to Do It Right 

Plus Much IV]ore! 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVZEW OF EACH SECTZON, 

And now you can order your Revisinq and Resubmittinq NZH Proposals Guide, 

in PDF (Digital) format for O#lt,~2#~$179!Print version only $30 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery. 

ilklI OraerOnline .~:i1 800-303-0129ext. 506 i.~:il F .... Mail 

l 
Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Code: G140410, Oflk÷r Valid on New O~de.~s Only, 

Forward this to a friend. 

(NSF), nor a~e t~ey e~dorsed by t~ese ~ge~cies, P~ll v~ews expressed ~e those pe~sor~a~y 



K~dali Msr~ir: ~:~ kendall@principalinvesti.qators.or.q or call 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:52 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The pilot of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Capt. Zaharie Abroad Shah, was the laser person to speak to air traffic controllers, Malaysian sources told CNN today. "Good 

night, Malaysian three-seven-zero," he said, according to the sources. 

The plane disappeared from military mdea: for about 120 nautical miles aker it deviated from its original course and m~ossed back over the Malaysian peninsula, sources 
say. Based on available data, this means the plane mus~t have dipped in altitude to between 4,000 and 5,000 feet, a senior Malaysian government official and a source 
involved in the investigation tell CNN. 

Malaysia Air Force jets scrambled in the Straits of MaJacca as a precautionary measure, soon after the plane was reported missing, Malaysian sources told CNN. The 
jets were scrambled betbre authorities corroborated the data "that the plane turned back westward, a senior Malaysian government official told CNN. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Eaxly Bird Advertising Deal in 2015 Visitors & Relocation Guide 

To view this email online click here 



Cha~bet" members i’e~>eive 5% off 

Chapel ttil[ .Magazine offers 

yore" Ch~mbe~q 



Cor~taet C]mpe] ttil~ Maga;dne to&~y to ~’eser~e ym~t" space. 

advertising deadline: Sepl:, 2_ 

Forward to a friend 

Thi~ email was ~nt to ille@imc.edu ~y mbraaaon,.Cc~carolinachamber.orq 
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Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:16 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: President Obama marks 50th anniversa .ly of Civil Rights Act at LBJ Libra~ at 12:30 p.m. ET. 

Obama, along with Presidents George W. Bush, Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter, have converged at the Lyndon B. Johnson Libmly in Texas to commemorate the 

historic act, as well as the decades-long movement that spurted its sigNng. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:24 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Stephen Colbert roll succeed David Lettennm~ as the host of"The Late Show," CBS announced toda?5 one week alter Lettem~an told his audience that he would retire 

someti~ne in 2015. 

CBS said Colbert had signed a five-year contract to host the iconic late-night broadcafft. 

Colbert. 49, has been the host of Comedy Central’s "The Colbert Report" since 2005. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mad from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

PSU’s Sm~dusky Penalty i Open-Access Event Security i Maslers Sex Sting 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA’s $60M Penalts, Against PSU 
A j udge on Wednesday ripped the NCAA Ibr forcing Pelmsylvania State 
University to pay $60 million in the waJ~e of the Jen3., Sandusky child... 

Northweslem Quarterback Sa51s He’s Against Unionizin~ 
With little more tha~ two weeks until Nort~hwestern football players vote on 

whether to foim a union~ one of the team’s leading voices, qumnterback... 

Technology, Collaboration Key- to Protectin~ Open-Access Evems 
After last yeaa:’s marathon bombings, Boston law enforcement and event planners 

have had to reexamine all aspects of sal"e~ and securi~ in anticipation... 

Charter Schools Question Threats to Sports Programs 
) For the first time since the t IAA voiced concerns that chaxter schools tilt the 

competitive balance in their favor because of enrollment practices... 

Cits~ Council Keeps t ennv for t o~rks Option Alive 
Advocates of the so-called "pem~y for parks" proposal for raising money to 



improve the standard of mafintenance of Durham’s parks succeeded... 

Baxclavs Center to Add Env ro amentallv Friendly Roof 
In an effort to become a berter neighbor to the Prospect Heights neighborhood in 
Brooklyn~ N.Y., The Bmclays Center, home of the NBA’s Brooklyn... 

Video: Stunning Pregame Show Tranforms Ice Rink 
Laser month, Athletic Business introduced our readers to the newest trend hilling 

sIx~rts facilities around North America: venues turning their playing... 

Football Meeting Room a Priorit51 in WVU’s $106M Upgrade 
Among eight rendi’~ ons of stadium upgrades displayed during a news cont~rence 

Tuesday was that of a new team room with large, plush... 

America~ Athletic Conference En~Eaxlv Success 
Excuse America~ Athletic Conference Commissioner Mike Aresco for wanting to 

bask in the moment. Long after Connecticut’s 60-54 win againfft... 

Climbing Wall Brings New Dimensions to Phys. Ed. Class 
The $15,000 climbing wall - purchased through a donation to the Fremont 

Education Foundation - was inslalled in the gymnasium’s s~age m~ea at Fremont... 

Boos~ter Parents’ Snow Removal Preps Baseball Diamond 
A dedicated gro up of Hinsdale Central paxents provided a maj or assist in getting 

the ba~ball team on the tield tbr its tirst five games of... 

Falcons Stadium Public Financing Debate Back in Court 
An efIbrt to block the partial public financing of the new Atlm~ta Falcons s~diurn 

resumes in Fulton County Superior Court today, when a judge... . 

Latest in String of Sports Sex Stings Targets The Masters 
The Masters is drawing attention this week -- and not all because ofgol£ It’s the 

latest major sporting event to be the target... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Quartertinals 
Voting in this round ends today. This is your last chance to cast your vote tbr your 

thvorite college basketball arena betbre the tield is trimmed to tbur... 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost A avmore? 
Here’s a way to extend the life of the promo items. We set up "recycling bins" for 

swag items. Don’t want the highlighter with a company logo... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shred-it <lynn.bmwn@shredit.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:47 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

[,earn How Identity Theft Can Affect Your Business 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version. 

Identity Theft 
Th~eatens B~si~-~ess 

Millions of businesses are affected by 
identity theft each year 

Cases of identity theft and fraud are increasing worldwide, but 

it is not just personal data at stake; fraudsters are assuming 

corporate identities to seize funds and assets. There’s a lot at 

stake and businesses need to know how to protect 

themselves. 

Learn about the top identity threats to business legal 

measures in place for privacy protection and the steps you 

can take to safeguard your confidential data. 

This email was sent to: ille@uiuc.edu 

To unsubscribe or manage your preferences, please click here 

Shred-it international Inc. I 2794 South Sheridan Way I Oakville, ON I L6J 7T4 CAN 

Shred-it USA Inc. 111101 Franklin Avenue, Suite 100 I Franklin Park, IL I 60131-1403 USA 

Shred-it Limited I Unit 1, Foresters Green, Trafford Park I Manchester I M17 1E J, UK 

Privacy Policy 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:47 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Embattled Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius is resigning, a White House official tells CNN’s Jim Acos~. Watch breaking news coverage now 

on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:56 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The possible signal heard Thursday by airplane is unlikely to be related to Flight 370, the head of the Australian search efibrt s~d. That signal would have been file fifth 

signal heard, after four were heard by a pinger locator towed by a search ship. 

Separately, Australian Prime Miniffter Ton5, Abbott told reporters in China "we are ve~ confident the signals are from the black box." 

It was unclear if Abbott was referring to the fonr earlier signals, to the possible fifth signal or to all of the signals. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv" 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail ~Jerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 6:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R15 Chant Application Mentor <~obert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 7:11 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

How to Write a Winni ng R 15 Proposa] ] 313 Pages of Insider G ui dance ] Last Chance 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Get all the winning strategies 
you should apply in your next 
R15 grant application in one place! 

If you are currently preparing your R15 grant application, are 
soon to renew an existing grant, or will be seeking NIH R15 

funding in the near future look no further. 

You can now get all the winning strategies you should apply in 
your next R:~5 grant application in one place: /V!’H R15 Grant 

Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual~ 2rid 
Edition. 

This manual includes 313 pages of insider guidance divided 
into 8 thorough sections. Inside this manual you will find: 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 
addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subject 

The do’s and don’Us of submitting your grant 

application 

And much more! 

Each section includes checks to ensure you’re following 
NIH guidelines every step along the way. 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant= 
writing guides. This manual offers everything you need to 
know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your chances 
for NIH R15 funding. 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVIEW OF 
EACH SECTION, 

NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 2nd Edition 

FREE~ (~ $149 

#1: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives 
Walk away from this session with a thorough understandingof the R15 (area) grant mechanism and how it 
differs from other NIH programs. 
Length: 13 mins. 

#2: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: Unique Components of an R15 Application 
What distinguishes an R15 from an R01? Find out in this session. 
Length: 15 mins. 



And now you can order your NZH R15 Grant Application t4entor: An Educational How-to hfanual, 
2ndEdition in PDF (Digital) format, including your bonus MP4 recordings for 

(a savings of $400). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you wi!l automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery. 

i 
li~iI Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Code: M1404t 1. Offer Valid e~ New Or(te!~ O!W. 

Fo~wardtNstoal~iend. 
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Martin at kendall(~,principalinvesti.qators.org ol cali 1~800403@129, 

P~ir:cipal lr:ve~_~tigators Associatior: 
9990 Coconu~ Road. S~ile 31(~ 
Bor~ta SDi~s, FL 34135 USA 

1-800- 303-0129 

Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill-Ca~rboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The deadline to register to vote is TODAY 

To view this email online click here 



unafl~liated, it ~ important to exercise your right to vote. And 

you can’t vote unless you’re registered. Make sure you’re ......... D ~.~,!~ .................................. 
registered to vote TODAY! 

D 

D~d~i~e to Re@ster to Vo~e is TOD~Y 

must b~~ r~gister~?d to vote by TC~DAY~ Friday, A~ril H, Vi]l ouk fl~is 

form a~d mail ik ko yore’ eount~’ board of elections, The form must 



~:egish’afio~l by visitir~g tiffs link a~. the NC Sta~.e 

Boa~’d n,f E~ecdons, Make s~" you are ~’gistercd 

Voter Regist~’ation FAQ page at t~e NC State Boa~:d of’ Eleefiot~s, 

ksmith (&carolina eha m ber.org or call t]’~e sht ~e or Ora n ge O a t~ty 

Boa~’d c,f E~ecdo~s, 

NC State Board of Elections 

(9~9) 733?~ 73 or 
(g4~6) 529..-47’.~3 

_O_~:_a_n_~_e__g__o__t_m_t_X___B_9__a__t_:_d____9_f___L:’_!_~ r:!ig~ ~ 

Apri~ R4 - Early Voting begins. (Find early voting 

_s_Lt _e__s_.~___d__’_a__t _e_ ._ _s_ ,_ _,_q_ Z~_ _d_ _ _ _t L_m_~_s_) o 
April ~9 - Last day ~o request ballot by mail 

Request must be submitted on state-approved form. 

}lay 8 - Early Voting ends. 

Nlay 6 - Absentee by-mail ballots mus~ be rd.urned 

by 5pro. 

May 6 - ELECTION DAY, 
Polls are open 6.3oam:" - 
, .3opm. 

Forward to a friend 

] 

this emaii was sent to ilie@unc,edu by ksmith@carolinachamber, orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address h~stan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

NCAA Customer Service Center Training 

The NCAA Customer Service Center will be closed from 8:3Od0:N) a,m, Ea,~tern time T~esd~y, April 15 for a stafftraining event. The website 
and Member Ins~titulion Porta1 will remain functional during this time. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF CAREER Await Advis~r <martin.rubens~ein@nih- nsfli~ndingadvis~r.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 11:11 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Cra£ting a Winning CAREER ProposaJ: Integrating "the Re,arch Plm~ and Education Plan, Plus More 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

Crafting a S ..... ful CAREER 

Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Michael Lesiecki, PhD 

,,~... Tuesday, April 22, 2014, 2pro ET (11am PT) 

L<>,,’,,~3tb,,: 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation’s Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Award Program provides 
five years of financial support for "junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding 
research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of 
their organizations." This large NSF program has been around for years and intends to make 600 awards in 
2014. There are relatively few changes in the 2014 solicitation but there are new limits on successive 
submissions by a single faculty member. 

With the July 2014 deadline fast approaching, this Webinar will outline the required steps to craft a successful 
proposal highlighting the eligibility criteria for which the NSF distinctly allows no exceptions. 

Descriptions of successful CAREER awards 
across the NSF directorate. 
Insight into the review process which often 
involves co-reviews within various NSF 
divisions. 
Strategies to involve other educational 
institutions such as two year colleges as part of 
the required education plan. 
Resources for developing evaluation plans. 
Ideas for developing inter-, multi-, trans- 
disciplinary approaches pushing the frontiers of 
education and research. 

° Potential PIs who are untenured faculty 
employed as assistant professors who have 
not received a previous CAREER award and 
are in a tenure track position at an accredited 
institution that awards degrees in a field 
supported by the NSF. 

¯ Sponsored Research Officers and grants 
development personnel at Universities and two- 
and four-year colleges. 

Purchase this Live Webinar by April 11th for only ,,~, $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*uive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

Forward thi s to a tiJ end. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 11:13 AM 

te×tbreakingnews~em~lsv06.tamer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch on CNN: President Barack Obmna tochy praised outgoing Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. He said she would "go down in history" 

as serving as secretaxy when the United States "finally declmed that quali .ty, aflbrdable he~]th c~xe" would be a right for every U.S. citizen. 

He said Sebelius leaves with s~me bumps and braises and that he roll miss her advice, friendship and rot. 

Obama nominated Sylvia Mathews Bnrwell to replace Sebelius at HHS. Burwell is the current director of the Office of Management and Bndget. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mad from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe t?om Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 1:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

PA Announcer Gets TO ] Tanning Camera Trouble ] Facility Madness Semis 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Mars’ PA Announcer Blasts Refs on Twitter. Gets Benched 

Dallas Mavericks public address announcer Sean tteath has been suspended for 

two games by the NBA atier a series of tweets criticizing... 

Tanning Booth Camera Leads to Charges for Fitness Worker 

A 35-yeast-old local inmi who worked at a fitness center is facing multiple sex 

charges as the result of an investigation... 

Facilit-i Madness 2014: Semifinals 

After more than 30,000 votes were casl in the quarterfinals, Athletic Business’s 

search for the best arena in college basketball is down to just four 

Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
Will Westbrook athletic director’s resignation be heard, or go to waste? Marc 

S a~)~er’s strong words after an athlete-suspension controvelsy... 

Summer t ractice Expansion Approved for W. Va. Schools 
The bond between players and coaches may have just gotten a lot stronger for 



West Virginia high school athletes. The SSAC’s general Board of Control... 

Officials Seek to Separate Coinciding Top Track Meets 
The Palm Beach County Track and Field Championships and the Florida Relays 
have been scheduled for the satne week each of the past three years,... 

Upscale Gwn Targets Area’s Top 20 Percent of Earners 
For people who normally sta~v at a Ritz-Carlton hotel when they travel, there is now 

a gym in Tampa where they’ll feel right at... 

School Debnts $800K S;,nthetic Softball/Soccer Field 
There’s no place like home. And for the Pojoaque Valley ttigh School ~ftball 

team, home is right where it’s supposed 1,~ be: on campus where... 

Plmmed $14M Diamond Complex Boosts Tourne~ 
’][’he baseball and softball cotnplex will include eight fields, concession stands, a 

playground, a one-mile walking and wellness trail and... 

Weight Room Plans Hinge on Pool, Field House Place~nent 
IfMuskego High School ever gets aronnd to building swimming pool, field house 

or weight room additions, most of it would fit... 

College Gets Stadium, Ends 50-Year Prep Partnership 
Athletic leaders from the San Angelo Independent School District expressed no 

resentment towaxrl Angelo State University tbr pulling its... 

Rent ttike at I Jnc Rekindles Temple Stadium Talk 
An unwillingness to pay a higher renL coupled with a $12 ~nillion cash payment up 

front for the use of Lincoln Financial Field tbr home... 

State s Stake in New Falcons Stadium Continues to Grow 
State officials are prepared to spend more than $30 million to buy land and bnild 

parking for the new Atlanta Falcons stadium, despite... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA’s $60M Penalty Against PSU 
A j udge ripped the NCAA and argued that the penalties unfairly attEcted people 

who had nothing to do with Sandusky s cnmes... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
No. Just someone who watches games and has traveled around a bit. Not a Cat 

fan; Opposite, in fact. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
yon must be a Kentucky fan... 

Facilit-v, Madness 2014: Semifinals 

You mean the scorebomvl that hangs down and ONLY interferes with play with 

someone lobs the ball 50 t~et into the air? That one? Yes, that one... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

You mean the Bud Walton Arena with the scoreboard so low that it intert}res with 
play~ THAT Bud Walton Arena’~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 11:29 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Australi~ Prone Minis~ter Tony Abbott said in China that the search for Flight 370 is "a massive taslc~ and it is likely to conlinue for a long lime ~o co~ne." 

"There have now been numerons transmissions from what we’re confident is tl~e black box that have been picked up by various devices that Australia is deploying," 

Abbott said. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: hotlis~scout.com 

Sent: Saturday, April 12, 2014 4:22 PM 

To: ille@umc.edu 

Subje~’t: Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&Yr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al*vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delive~z to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************ 



From: hotlis~scout.com 

Sent: Saturday, April 12, 2014 4:35 PM 

To: ille@umc.edu 

Subje~’t: Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&Yr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al*vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delive~z to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 6:02 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Vice President Joe Biden will meet with leaders in Kiev, Ukraine, on April 22, the White House said in a statement Saturday. 

"The Vice President roll tmderscore the United States’ strong support for a united, democratic Ukraine that makes its own choices about its future path," the statement 

said. 

Biden will also "discuss the latest developments in eastern Ukraine, where pro-Russian separatists, appa~:ently with the support of Moscow, continue m~ orchestrated 

campaign of incitement and sabx~tage to destabilize the Ukrainian s~te," the statement said. 

The news comes as severs] cities in eastern Ukraine saw coordinated moves by protesters to take over buildings. Acting UkminiaJ~ President Oleksandr Turehinov held 

an emergency National Det~nse and Security Council meeting Satarday evening in Kiev, according to the President’s press office. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tNs e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 2:36 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Ukiafine’s Interior Minister Arsen Avakov posted to Facebook: "Anti-telrorist operation has strutted in Slaviansk. It is managed by Anti-terrorist Center of the Security, 

Service of Ukrafine. All the law enforcement agencies of the country, axe participating. God speed!" 

Avakov adds on his Facebook account, l~elating to operations in Slaviansk: "Tell all civilians to leave the center of town - don’t leave your apartment, or go to the 
window." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mad from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock, Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Squire, Ryan R <squire@illinois.edu> 

Bag Men of CFB 

http~/[www~sbnati~n~c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~~2~14~4~1~~5594348/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~-bag-man-interview 

Chris Peacock 
Assistant Athletic Director - Development 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Office: 217.333.9615I Mobile: 
peacock@illinois.edu 



Too~s of the Trade 

Co~ch Resigns 
A state championship winning Georgia high school football 
coach has resigned after allegations arose that he recruited 
players and his wife committed academic m[sconducL 

Head Spot for Sa~e 
Arkansas State University is auctioning off a chance for a fan to 

coach its spring football game. 

Huge Gesture 
A high school athlete is giving up hi,:: spot in a national contest 
for the most inspirational athlete to another player. ]i];!ii::::!=~i~!:~;!..!i!}?=:==:,= 

Hot Off the Press and Now Online 

Check out the digital version of April/May 2014 issue of AthleJc Mana2ement, 
which includes feature articles on: 

Conquering the highs and lows of athletic administration 

Preventing bullying and improving team chemistri 

Combining high school athletics with community sports 

Implementing p~e-participation cardio screening 

La~est product news Ior outdoor facilities 

New R~les in Cheer 
The NFHS has adjusted several rules in cheer with the goal of 
minimizing risk and increasing creativity. 

The Truth Behind Tra~sfers? 
The athletic directo~ at ~he Un[ve~[~y of Nevada says bigoname 
schooF:: are aotive[y goh~g after p~ayers from sma~er schoo[s~ 

NORDOT(R) A~-Weat~er Adhesives 
NORDOT{R) AIFWeathef Adhesives NORDOT(R) Adhesives 
have a long histo[y el worldwide success for the ~o~al glue~down 
andier seaming ef synthetic turf football fields as well as other 
spert and recreational sudaces. Their one-part curing urethanes 
are easy ~o handle and can be used in any weather ~he installer 
can work-ffem sub-freezing to desert-like temperatures, and in 
damp, dry-, or windy conditions. 



Simplify For Succe~ 
Vern Gambet/a p~evides his thougMs on improving athletes’ 
pelformance in an information rich, dynamic environment. !!!i=.:!:.i ii:=!:!ii!! 

No S~pervisio~ Lawsuit 
A school district was sued by parents of a football p~ye~ who 
suffered permanent damage after being punched dudng a 
mandatory workout where no coaches we[e presenL ~:~:.~=::~,..:=:::.~[..~.~::.::~, 

Softba~ Safety 
In Dallas, some high school are requiring Iacemasks Ier seltball 

play e rs. ==i:!:’ ,.i:i: !ii=. =.:::!..’!:.i!.i =.ii:..’=[~!i:.=.i.==[ !i.. !ii !i:=.:?. =.i. :!i~: :..: :.. 

Product Showcase 
Synthetic Turf If this wet spring has taught us anything, it’s the 
vMue of synthetic turf fields. Check out these field solutions from 
the industry’s Iines~ synthetic ~ud manufacturers. 

O[~i[~e Buyer’s Guide 
Our online BuyeCs Guide featu[es a cusiomized pages for companies adve[t~s~ng 
h~ our 2014 Buyer’s GuMe, ~nclud~ng interactive ~h~ks, preduct ~m~ges, ~nd more 
detailed product listings. Here are ~nks to four eempan~es feak~red in our GukJe; 

Click here to check out the corr~plete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Comir~g O~t Story 
At the University of Massachusetts, a sophomore student- 
athlete has become ~he first openly gay NCAA Division I men’s 

basketball player. 

P~ayer Coach 
A multi-spor~ high school atMe~e and future NCAA Division I 
basketball player is having success coaching middle school 

teams. :::::,::!:!.;ii:::ii it::i,~i~ :::u::i :!::t,::i~’ ’~:. 

The athletic director at Rutgers Unive~dty is being criticized for 
her comments about a local newspaper. !:!II:.=::L~iL=I:==..:=~I!==:!:~::L.!==:.==.:==!==.! 

~I~LI! !:i:=..G’....: ... 

Recognized source 
technical int~rmation 
when building a spe~ts 
Iacility. 

Diamond Pro professional !:!:i.L:i?.:.f:!.:ili.:=:;::=r: 
groundskeeping p~’oduc~s deliver" long- DJO is a leading 
lasting pedormance and quality while global previder of 
enhancing the look and fee~ of a well- high-quality, 
mainta#~ed ~ield. orthopedic devices. 

Kinesio(R) in~roduced the 
worm to elastic therapeutic 
taping, and centim~es to 
drive the industry. 

Muhl Tech has been a 
leader in developing high- 
quality baseball and softball 
training aids and practice 
equipment since 2001. 

h~ addition to aquatic 
therapy pools, SwimE× 
manufactures hot and cold 
plunge tanks in four 
standard sizes. 



You are receiving lttis newsletter becmtse you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MomenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traitfing & Conditioning, Attfletic Management or Coaclfing Managemen’~ 

To tmsubscribe, clickhtrp://’lists2momentu~mnedia.com/?p ~msubs~-ibe&uid 63b771478dSc3dcbe8d77d8daf575933 

To chm~ge yore- email address, click http://lists2.momet~tunedia.com/?p preferences&uid 63b771478dSc3dcbe8d77d8daf575933 

Tofo~avardthis~ewslettertoaf~iend, clickh~p://lists2.mom~tummediacomi?p fo~¢ard&uid 63b771478d8c3dcbeSd77dSdaf575933&mid 46 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yotu- inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 4:55 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Three people were dead Sunday after a shooting at tile Jewish Comlnunity Center of Greater Kansas City in Overland Park. Kansas, an ofl]cial said. 

Shootings occurred at two locations, and one person is in custo@, said Jason Rhodes, a spokesman for the Overland Park Fire Department. 

CNN affiliate KSHB reported that there were two separate shootings at Jewish centers in the area -- one at the community center and one at an assisted living facility. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 6:53 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Bubba Watson wins his second Masters in 3 years, narrowly beating out Jordau Spieth mid Sweden’s Jouas Blixt by 3 strokes. 

Watson first won the prestigious tournament in Augusta, Georgia, in 2012. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 11:01 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Frazier Glenn Cross is the suspect in Sunday’s shootings at a Jewish community center ~d retirement home ne~x Kansas CiF, Lt. Craig Buckendahl from the Johnson 

County Sheriff’s Office said. 

Investigators believe the suspect has white-supremacist ties, law enforcement officials say. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 11:37 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Australi~ officidts will hold a press coni~rence at midnight ET to update the seo~rch for Flight 370. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:13 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Australian ship Ocean Shield will stop seeking pings in tl~e search for MH370, and m~ undera, ater vehicle will be deployed, said Australian chief search coordinator 

Angus Houston. Watch breaking news coverage now on CNN TV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 3:33 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Ukroi~ffan govem~nent deadline for pro-Russian activists to lay down their arms and leave occupied buildings passed on Monday mtli no sign of it being heeded in 

the eastern cities of Donetsk or Slaviansk. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

This Week’s Best Deals 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richald Vance, PhD <Richar&Vance@principalinves/dgators.org> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:14 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Participatory Action Research: How to Develop a S uccessful Relationship with Your Target Community 

Click hele to view mobile version. 

How to Develop a 
Relationship with 
Community 

Successfu  
Your Target 

The most delicate part of developing a PAR project involves fostering a respectful, collaborative relationship with the 
community you plan to study. Regardless of whether community representatives contact you or your institution 
identifies community based organizations to participate in a project, the initial interactions can frame the entire 
relationship. For this reason, it is important to know the community before you begin working with them. It is also 
essential to view the community as the experts in understanding their needs, not the other way around. 

There are several ways to get to know a community. Most institutions maintain demographics on their surrounding 
communities and the people they serve. Learning this information is an important first step. Learning the history of a 
community and its institutions provides a better sense of major players, its current issues, and how it approaches 
problems. Historical information is often available at local libraries and through talking with key community leaders. 

For example, in the Kenosha Conversation Project (bringing together welfare recipients and government 
agencies to discuss the implementation of welfare reform), the Latino community initially consisted of 
agricultural migrant workers who settled out after the intervention of Catholic church initiatives to move 
migrants from farm to factory. Due to this history, the church remains a critical player in any initiative involving 
this community. Later, immigrants came directly to Kenosha from several Central American countries, 
developing an ambivalent relationship with the ah~ady established community. Understanding the relationship 
between the early farm worker population and the newer migrants was critical to determine what 
organizations could do to best reach new migrants. 

In Kenosha, the project worked closely with the Kenosha County Job Center and several Latino serving 
organizations, including a Catholic church ministry run by the Latino community. These organizations 
provided information on where new migrants worked and lived. This led to developing a project to sign people 
up for Medicaid and Chip by using a trusted community based organization as a conduit. Another successful 
initiative allowed government enrollment specialists to go to firms that hired many Latinos to sign people up 
for health insurance, with no questions asked about the firms’ policy regarding hiring undocumented workers. 
Without understanding the history and developing relationships with key organizations, these kinds of 
initiatives would not have been possible. 

A different set of issues became important when working with the African American community because of a 
different history. Kenosha’s African Americans were brought to Kenosha from Detroit and several other 
northern industrial cities to fulfill a government contract with the local auto industry that required a diverse 
workforce. This stable working class, highly unionized workforce came to a segregated community where 
they had relative job security, but faced discrimination everywhere else that continues to a large degree 
today. Given this history, the union hall became as important a partner as the local black churches that are 
usually central to African American communities. 

Another important first step involves simply becoming comfortable in the community and its institutions. Regularly 
walking through the community, shopping in its stores, eating in its restaurants, and so forth, gives researchers an 
understanding of the community and allows community members to become familiar with researchers. Going out to 
local community based organizations, recreation centers, faith communities and other institutions simply to 
introduce yourself and the institution with no agenda is another important first step to begin to develop a relationship 
with the institutions. These initial conversations should focus on the researcher learning about the organization, its 
view of the community, and its needs. Those involved with outreach for the institution should also provide information 
on the r~seamh institution and current initiatives it has that could benefit the organization and community. This 
begins to develop a two-way relationship. 

Outreach to peers already established in the community is another important way to develop relationships with a 
community. Sometimes these organizations or individuals are well known to the institution already, like an 
established community health clinic or well-known physician in the neighborhood. It is also important to ask people 
at other community organizations who the well-respected health providers in the neighborhood are, and use this list 
to find connections. Sometimes the most visible practices ate not the ones trusted by the community. Developing 
care relationships with these providers may be an important first step for future PAR projects. For example, placing 
interns in these practices and developing partnerships to provide specialty or high technology care for patients 
served by these practices_. 



The excerpt above was taken directly from the ParticipatorvAction 
Research from A to Z: The Ultimate Guide. 

This 70-page guide has been designed to help researchers 
understand the ins and outs of PAR projects, learn how to develop 
meaningful relationships with the target community, ensur~ research 
quality, implement key communication strategies, develop products 
appropriate for the community and much more. 

This guide includes: 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

::~i Parii,sipalo~/Acti,sP, Resear,si~ from 

A Io Z: A Comprei:e~sive Guide 

8 Advantages of PAR for Health Projects 

What is PAR? Do you Meet All the Criteria? 

Understanding PAR Goals--1 Key Theme to Remember 

Do’s and Don’ts for Developing Relationships with a Target 

Community 

identifying Community Problems and Finding Solutions that 

Actually Work 

Expert Tactics for Hiring and Training Community Members to Per[orm Reseamh 

Confidentiality Issues and Conflict of Interest: What You Need to Know 

Communications Strategies with Key Stakeholders and Advisory Committees 

How to Create Products Useful to the Community 

Publication Issues: What Your Agreements Should Include 

Plus much more! 

>>> LEARN MORE! 

£NT~Of2UCT@£V £ATE UNTZ£ A~Z£ 2~STf 

Purchase this new 70-pg. guide in PDF format for only ~299 $179! 

BONUS BONUS! Order your guide today and receive 
the 60-minute on-demand Webinar entided 
"Participatory Action Research from A to 
Z: Making the Most of Community 
Involvement, Getting A + Results" in HP4 
format absolutely FREE! (a $149 value). 

111~ L More .... 11 :£ OrderOn,ne 

::X Ca11800-303-0129 ext. 506 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward this to a friend. 

This instructionai {iuide is indepesdest asd not connected with, or endolsed by, biiH or biSF. All ol)isions explessed are 

lhos8 of [he 8(itbors and not of a:"..y agency or 9ovem:’T:snf. official, 

Pdncipai inves%ato.~s Association 
9990 Coconut Read, Suiie 316 
Bonila Sp:’ings, FL 34~35 L;S/>, 
1-800-303-.0129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 14, 2014 7:58 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

041414.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 8:13 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-16.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 l:00 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A U.S. official ruth firsthand ki~owledge of the investigalion into the disappearmice of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 told CNN’s Pamela Brown today that a cell phone 

tower in Penang, Malaysia -- about 250 Iniles from where the flight disappeaxed - - detected the co-pilot’s phone searching for selaTice aacound the time the plane 
vanished. 

The revelation follows reporting over the weekend in a Malaysima newspaper that co- pilot Fariq Abdul Hamid had tried to make a telephone call while the plane was in 
flight. However, the U.S. official - - who cited info~raation shared by Malaysian investigators -- said them was no evidence the co-pilot had tried to make a call. 

The details do appear to reaffirm suggestions based on radar and satellite data "that the plane turned around and was likely flying low enough to obtain a signal ti-om a 
cell tower, the official said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabilrly. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbmakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Coaches in Trouble ] Facility Madness Final ] Notre Dame’s Turf Conversion 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Arbitrator: Reinslate Mankato Coach Cleared in Pore Case 

Milmesota State University, Mankato was wrong to dump tbotball coach Todd 

Holther al?ter a judge dismissed child pornography charges against... 

?rep Footlmll Coach Resians in Wake ofHazina Incident 

The incident in question involved the coach requiring a junior on the team to do 

punishment drills involving a heavy, chain a~ld fiee weights. The ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
After two weeks and more than 100,000 votes, our search for college basketball’s 

finest arena is down to just two. Not surprisingly, the newest arena ... 

Steubenvtlle Coach Punished for Silence in Rape Case 
A Steubenville High School wrestling coach will perfo~In com~nunity service and 

attend training on the problem of sexaa] violence as part of a plea ... 

Number of Anti-Union t la’~ers Growing at Norfliweslem 
Getting a preliminal7 count on the unionization vote by Northwestelll players slated 



for April 25 would make even the countr)"s best pollsters dizzy .... 

Looking Back to 1989: Fnmre Games 

A March court ruling granting football players at Northwestern University the right 

to unionize has left everyone speculating about the future of the ... 

Notre Dame Stadmm to Be Converted to Synthetic Turf 
Athletic director Jack Swarbfick tried to come up with a solntion to keep a gross 

playing snfface at Notre Dame Stadium. He said there wasn’t ,,. 

On-Campus Stadiums Seen as Key to Football Snccess 

Car), Fowler made a lateral career move from Midwestern State to Taxleton State 

in 2008 in part because his new team played its home Ibotball ... 

Inside the ’Fastest-GrowinA YMCA in the Countrv~ 

With ,nore than 20,500 members, the Havedbrd Area YMCA has become so 

popular that as cars pnll into the expressive parking lot, attendm~ts ... 

Milwaukee County Board Endorses Arena Referendum 
Voters would get a chance to weigh in on whether tax dollaxs should be used for a 

new downtown sports arena, under a referendnm proIx~sal ... 

Coors Field’s $10M, 38,000-Square-Foot ’Rooftop’ Popnlar 
The concept of a hip "party destination" inside a ballpaa~k is one that more clubs are 

considering, catering to the cra£t beeritbod zeitgeist and younger ... 

Ohio State’s $6.3M Indoor Golf Practice Facility a flit 
For much of three decades, Ohio State wirming a Big ’Fen golf championship each 

spring was only slightly less certafin than death and taxes ... 

OSU Lowers Prices Day Before Sprinp, Gatne~ 60K Attend 
Snre, there was a footba]l game, but 6-year-old Mekhia Lampkins was there to 

see Brutus Bnckeye. She was one of many little Buckeye fans ... 

Security Will Be Tight as Boffton Braces for Marathon 

The 118th Boston Maxathon will be a mixture of triumphs aa~d teaxs, beginning with 

a tribnte event Tuesday honoring those inj ured in last yeais ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

iNi Facility of the Week 
Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center ----- Missouri State University 
The Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center creates a campus connection that 
previously did not exist and activates 
pathways that were once mere ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 



Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
The words of this high school athletic director were haxsh and damning. They 

carried the pain of a native son who had returned to his hometown to succeed, not 

to t~Jl. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilit~2 Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Ed, I understand. I was replying to Jeremiah’s comment that it was rigged. The 

polls just automatically closed lasnt night at midnight so any attempts ... 

Facilit,/Madness 2014: Semifinals 

I didn’t imply it was rigged, quite the contrary - it appeared both sides were having 

trouble voting, which I hope can be resolved in the final round .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Jeremiah and Ed, the voting is cer6anly not "rigged." As the aNcle states, voting in 

this round closed at 11:59 pm last night. The championship round ... 

Facilit~ Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Hinkle voters can’t get in either~ seems to be a problem this round .... 

Judge Takes Issue with NCA~AJs $60M Penalty Againsl PSU 
I would think that the scandal itself was enongh of an embarrassment for Penn 

State and their "fans." However, it would seem that eveuone in ... 

Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
A sad stoW to be sure. And we will all be surprised when these kids, who have 

never learned personal responsibili~ or accountabili~, can’t ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
whv would you rig a contesl like this~ you conld have had a lot more fans like your 

page but you would not let Arkansas fans vote’, smh 

Facilit5~ Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Rotnei Clarke left Arkansas for a reason! 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

$750K in 1928 is equivalent to almost $6.5M in 1993. Not the same, but at least 

significantly closer. That was also money spent only on a place to ... 

Facilirv Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Neal, betbre you comment on anyone’s intelligence, you might make snre you can 

back your statements up with fact. Fact is, more than half of ... 

[ii.~ F .... rd to a friend ] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Scott <~Ascott@sl~’esolutions.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:35 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edw~ 

Senior Product Engineer Available 

Hello Vince, 

We are currently representing a Senior Product Manager who has successfully launched multiple products into the Wireless and Wireline telecommunications spaces. Broad 
experience overseeing both Software and Hardware products to include Cellular and WLAN software, Antenna Systems and Semiconductors. Strong customer interface skill 
set with product presentations, market intelligence survey, etc. Technical Master’s degree and willing to relocate for the right opportunity. 

Please let me know if this candidate would be of interest or if you need help staffing any area of your organization. 

Skye Recruitment Solutions specializes in staffing for the Public Sector and Telecommunications. Through years of experience in the industry and the in depth technical 
knowledge of our staff,, we have built a network of Professionals that is second to none. We provide candidates at all levels. 

Sincerely, 
Audrew Scott 

Strategic Account Executive 

Phone: 727-474-9775 

Fax: 727-499-6913 
._A___S___c_’__o_ !_t_ @__S___k_ y_#__S___o_ J__u__t_[ _o__r_~_ A :_c___o_ E ) 

Skye Recruitment Solutions 

600 Cleveland St. Suite 480 

Clearwater, FL. 33755 
vcww.S kyeS olutions.com 
Become a Fan on Facebook 
._S___k_Le____q_n____L__[r_Lk&_d_Ln_ 

Note: If you would like more information regarding the candidate information profile, please let me know. However, do to company policy, resumes cannot be submitted in any form without a recruiting agreement in 

place 

You are receiving this email because you are a member of our private contact database. If you do not wish to receive similar email messages in the future and to see our 
contact information please click here. We respect your privacy. This email fully complies with the CAN-SPAM Act. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:20 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: A totoJ lunar eclipse with a "blood moon" begins at 1:58 a.m. ET. 

The moon roll begin to change color as it starts to slide into the Earth’s shadow until it becomes a "blood moon" at 3:07 ET, NASA says. 

The moon will have a reddish cast during the eclipse. 

The best paxt of the show, the total eclipse portion, will last through 4:24 a.m. ET. 

NASA said "the entire event can be viewed by people in the Americas, while observers in the western Pacific roll catch the second half of the event. 

If cloud cover keeps you from seeing the lunar eclipse, you c~l watch it live on CNN TV and le~n more about the "blood moon" on CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 
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Wholesale 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin Simmons, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <j simmons@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Need Space? We’ve Got It’. 

To view this email online click here 



[’" 

............................. 



30 

{~o" Shar] ~ LCD High-Defh~d on Display (~nclu~]es V<Z¢iH1)MI 

commotions and p*’emium cable) 

¯ Wi-FI access 

Be~bre- und aloe>business hom~ access 

Cot~l%ret~ee Room for yom%e]f~ To schedule a visit, cheek the 

evenL c~d] or e-m~fl Justin Simmons at (9~9) 357-998z or 

W~mt to exp]o~-e c~the~- C]3amber-membet" event spaces o~- get 

assistunee p]um~ing yore" upcoming event. 

Forward to a friend 



This ernail was ~n~ to ille@unc.edu by isimmons@carolinacharnber.orq 
LlbrJat~ Pi~fij~L~rn~jjAddress InsLa~lt iemoval ~’~lLh Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privac~Po[ic~’. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 27514 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:51 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

What does your strength equipment ~y abx~ ut your facility? 

ii.~ At hleticBusiness.com 

About this e-maih 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

ii~ Everything your students want in a gym. Di ...... it at NIRSA. 

You know it better than anyone: when it comes to fitness, it’s all about results. This 

,ear at NIRSA, we’re excited to introduce innovative fitness solutions that are proven 

o transform your facility and your students’ exercise experience. From the multi- 

media capabilities of Cybex GO to our best-in-class strength training line - the all- 

new Eagle strength line - Cybex is redefining what it means to be the best. 

%i i~"~ Why ..... ise is the 

best medicine for 

The strength training revolution 

has begun and nowhere is that 

more evident than with the all- 

new Cybex Eagle strength line. 

This year at NIRSA, we will be 

showcasing some of the twelve 

unique pieces that focus on 

refined movements, restyled 

aesthetics, and re-imagined 

user features. 

I ~iI Technology to transf .... tudents’ 

Forget everything you know 

about cardio equipment and 

remember the one thing that 

will keep students coming 

back - Cybex GO. Th s 

unique platform is designed 

to give your students the best workout experience 

possible and is now available on all 700 Cardio Series 

products¯ From virtual workout environments to live HD 

TV, on-demand content, and music videos - Cybex GO 

has features everyone will enjoy and an intuitive, easy-to- 

use touchscreen they’ll appreciate¯ 

Don’t miss bestselling author of 

Spark¯¯ The Revolutionary" New 

Science of Exercise and the 

Brain and Associate Clinical 

Professor of Psychiatry at 

Hap~ard Medical School, Dr. 

John Ratey for a dynamic NIRSA 

ed session on Thursday, April 

24th from 8:00-9:00 a.m. He will 

discuss how exercise and 

physical activity can positively 

influence students’ mental 

health - including the ability to 

manage and overcome 

depression and anxiety, reduce 

stress, help increase the ability 

to get adequate sleep, and even 

help with knowledge retention¯ 

Visit Cybex at NIRSA booth ] 

IINII www.cybexintl.co 



Athletic Business: 

Mai~a9e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe sis fistu:a enrails of tiris type :: Forward t~ s Coiies9ue 

This emtqi wt~s ser~t t<~ ille@illinois.edu t.’.?: 

AB Media Inc. 

2013 i Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

What does your strength equipment ~y abx~ ut your facility? 

ii.~ At hleticBusiness.com 

About this e-maih 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adNAIL. 

ii~ EvePything your students want in a gym. Di ...... it at NIRSA. 

You know it better than anyone: when it comes to fitness, it’s all about results. This 

,ear at NIRSA, we’re excited to introduce innovative fitness solutions that are proven 

o transform your facility and your students’ exercise experience. From the multi- 

media capabilities of Cybex GO to our best-in-class strength training line - the all- 

new Eagle strength line - Cybex is redefining what it means to be the best. 

%i i~’{ Why ..... ise is the 

best medicine for 

The strength training revolution 

has begun and nowhere is that 

more evident than with the all- 

new Cybex Eagle strength line. 

This year at NIRSA, we will be 

showcasing some of the twelve 

unique pieces that focus on 

refined movements, restyled 

aesthetics, and re-imagined 

user features. 

I ~iI Technology to transf .... tudents’ 

Forget everything you know 

about cardio equipment and 

remember the one thing that 

will keep students coming 

back - Cybex GO. Th s 

unique platform is designed 

to give your students the best workout experience 

possible and is now available on all 700 Cardio Series 

products¯ From virtual workout environments to live HD 

TV, on-demand content, and music videos - Cybex GO 

has features everyone will enjoy and an intuitive, easy-to- 

use touchscreen they’ll appreciate¯ 

Don’t miss bestselling author of 

Spark¯¯ The Revolutionary" New 

Science of Exercise and the 

Brain and Associate Clinical 

Professor of Psychiatry at 

HaP,~ard Medical School, Dr. 

John Ratey for a dynamic NIRSA 

ed session on Thursday, April 

24th from 8:00-9:00 a.m. He will 

discuss how exercise and 

physical activity can positively 

influence students’ mental 

health - including the ability to 

manage and overcome 

depression and anxiety, reduce 

stress, help increase the ability 

to get adequate sleep, and even 

help with knowledge retention¯ 

Visit Cybex at NIRSA booth ] 

IINII www.cybexintl.co 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Martinez <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 12:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SOX Whistleblower Protection Extends to Private Companies: Critical Steps to Take Now 

Hi Vince, 

Have you heard about the recent Supreme Court decision that extends Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) whistleblower 
protection to employees of private companies? Until now, this protection only applied to publically traded 
companies. 

1. Understand the impact this ruling has on your company. Watch this short briefin¢l from NAVEX Global 
President and Chief Strategy Officer Shanti Atkins, Esq. which summarizes the key facts about the ruling, and 
recommends actions private companies should take as they asses their risk. 

2. Review your anti-retaliation compliance program across three key areas: 

~, Hotline: Do you have an employee hotline with a robust case management system to resolve reports? 

~, Ongoing Training: Do you provide adequate ongoing training for all employees on workplace ethics and 
retaliation? 

Anti=Retaliation Policy: Do you have a policy in place? When was it last reviewed? 

If you have holes in your program, now is the time to look at our Solution Bundle: SOX WhisUeblower 
Protection Program for Private Businesses. This affordable package includes the major pieces you need to 
protect your organization and employees (see details below)= 

Let me know if you would like to set up time to discuss this ruling and its potential impact on your organization. 

Best regards, 
Rebecca Martinez 

A~ the too~s you need to meet the new SOX standard 
for private businesses. 

Capture all reports, whether via anonymous hotline, custom web portal 
or manager open-door report form in a central repository to support 
investigation, remediation, reporting and trend analysis. !!ii!:fi!=. 

Teach employees why they should report complaints internally, and 
educate managers on how to properly handle complaints and prevent 
retaliation. 

Training courses you can host and distribute: 

Retaliation & Reporting 
Ethical Decision Making 



Use this pre-written best-in-class policy as a starting point for your 
company’s anti-retaliation policy. 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 

Six Security-Altering Evenksi Building Strong Design Relationships] Cardio Yoga 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Six Evems that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 

With today maarking the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Maarathon 

bombing, Athletic Business looks back at how the sports... 

Coaclv’AD Sties School District for Age Discrimination 
AD for neMy four decades, Munay t utnam, 67, filed a four-count lawsuit alleging 

that he was discriminated against based on his age when... 

Opinion: NCAA Will Assist Athletes Only If O~lered 
College football and basketball players are now professional in evely- way, with the 

minor exception being that the players axe not paid in dollars. "It’s... 

Successful Project Design Borne of Strong Relationships 
School and sports administrators embarking on their first-ever capital project are 

sometimes surprised to learn how much architectme fim~s... 

Design Details: Auto Garage Salvaged as Swim School 
Adaptive reuse is viewed as a key factor in the rejuvenation of historic or older 



structures and land. But there’s another "green" aspect of the... 

Tuesday Tal~edown: Feeling The BaJ~g With Diamond Dallas Page 

Age Wave CEO Ken Dychtwald delivered the first keynote presentation at last 

yeax’s Athletic Business Conference & Expo in San Diego... 

Town May Cover Half of High School’s $800K Turf Costs 
Artificial turf at the town’s high school could move a step closer to approval 

Wednesday if the Palm Beach County School Board approves... 

Opinions Mixed on Expanded Summer Practice in W.Va. 
Some high school administrators are opposed to a proposed athletics rule that 

would expand volunta_~, summer practices in West Virginia... 

Geo~ia HS Association Shelves Talk of Term Limits 
The Georgia High School Association tabled discussions on constitulional 

amendments that would impose 10-year term limits on its... 

Bills’ Lease Makes Movin~ Temn All But Cost-Prohibitive 
P~ovisions of the Bills’ 10-year lease on Ralph Wilson Stadium and an 

accompanying non-relocation agreement are so tough... 

’Super TIF’ Could Finance New Arena in Milwaukee 
A concept under consideration by an axena ’task tbrce calls tbr creation of a~ 

enhanced tax-incremental financing district to pay tbr... 

Wei hed b~)~ Facflities 

Faced with crashing a~d unsustaJ, nable debt of $30 million, the YMCA of 

Metropolitan Milwaukee will undergo a "massive restructuring" that... 

General: Fitness of Military, U.S. a National Security Issuee 
Is being inactive and unhealthy an individual’s problem or one that is shared by the 

commu~ity mad governments? 

Jackie Robinson Day: MLB Diversity Slumps to ’58 Levels 

On a day when Major League Baseball celebrates Jackie Robinson, evidence 

mounts that Robinson’s game is not the game of choice... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 

New school vs. old school square off in the final round of Facility Madness. Which 

facility do you think is better? Vote today... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 
Becca w~ote: ’Tdjust like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fmas who are not 

malting biased, stereotypical, judgmental, or assumplive... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Obviously you don’t have anything better to do than bitch about Nebraska Pans 

hazing nothing better to do. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Welcome Nathaniel... a ve~y unique and special place.., what you seein the movie 

Hoosiers is really the feeling one gets there 



Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 
And once football season is over, we go to Haymarket Park to snpport baseball. 

And after that, we go to Devaney Sports Center to... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
That’s a whole new perspective on the lhcilit.h~. ThaJ~k you tbr being constructive 

and providing another viewpoint maybe some people didn’t think about. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’d just like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fans who are not making biased, 

stereob’pica], judgmental, or assumplive comments... 

Facility Madness 2014: Cha~pionship Round 

Ifrm understanding this poll correctly, it’s basically based offpure fan experience. 

And since Hinkle is so m~ique, it makes you feel like... 

Inside the ’Fastest-Growina "~qVICA in the Conntw’ 
Nothing says "not tbr protit" like a water slide. In the long fight between YMCAs 

and tbr-protit clubs (full disclosure: I am a co-owner in a tbr- protit club)... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I think we cm~ all agree that Hinlde Fieldhouse reaJly has that college feel. And 

when I cm~t make it to a game there, my mom will make... 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Don’t worry, MIT did a stud~v that showed if Indiana were to get in a fight with 

Nebraska, Indiana would stomp the pig poop out... 

Upcoming Events: 

2__0_.!_4_ T__S_._A_.C__._._C_._O_N__E E__R_._E_N__ .C_~ 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

._N LR_._S_..A___.2. 0J_.4_. 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH ~PORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxberough, MA I May 8, 2014 ... 

View more events .., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:10 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Six Security-Altering Evenksi Building Strong Design Relationships] Cardio Yoga 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Six Evems that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 

With today maarking the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Maarathon 

bombing, Athletic Business looks back at how the sports... 

Coaclv’AD Sties School District for Age Discrimination 
AD for neMy four decades, Munay t utnam, 67, filed a four-count lawsuit alleging 

that he was discriminated against based on his age when... 

Opinion: NCAA Will Assist Athletes Only If O~lered 
College football and basketball players are now professional in every- way, with the 

minor exception being that the players axe not paid in dollars. "It’s... 

Successful Project Design Borne of Strong Relationships 
School and sports administrators embarking on their first-ever capital project are 

sometimes surprised to learn how much architectme fim~s... 

Design Details: Auto Garage Salvaged as Swim School 
Adaptive reuse is viewed as a key factor in the rejuvenation of historic or older 



structures and land. But there’s another "green" aspect of the... 

Tuesday Tal~edown: Feeling The BaJ~g With Diamond Dallas Page 

Age Wave CEO Ken Dychtwald delivered the first keynote presentation at last 

yeax’s Athletic Business Conference & Expo in San Diego... 

Town May Cover Half of High School’s $800K Turf Costs 
Artificial turf at the town’s high school could move a step closer to approval 

Wednesday if the Palm Beach County School Board approves... 

Opinions Mixed on Expanded Summer Practice in W.Va. 
Some high school administrators are opposed to a proposed athletics rule that 

would expand volunta_~, summer practices in West Virginia... 

Geo~ia HS Association Shelves Talk of Term Limits 
The Georgia High School Association tabled discussions on constitulional 

amendments that would impose 10-year term limits on its... 

Bills’ Lease Makes Movin~ Temn All But Cost-Prohibitive 
P~ovisions of the Bills’ 10-year lease on Ralph Wilson Stadium and an 

accompanying non-relocation agreement are so tough... 

’Super TIF’ Could Finance New Arena in Milwaukee 
A concept under consideration by an axena ’task tbrce calls tbr creation of a~ 

enhanced tax-incremental financing district to pay tbr... 

Wei hed b~)~ Facflities 

Faced with crashing a~d unsustaJ, nable debt of $30 million, the YMCA of 

Metropolitan Milwaukee will undergo a "massive restructuring" that... 

General: Fitness of Military, U.S. a National Security Issuee 
Is being inactive and unhealthy an individual’s problem or one that is shared by the 

commu~ity mad governments? 

Jackie Robinson Day: MLB Diversity Slumps to ’58 Levels 

On a day when Major League Baseball celebrates Jackie Robinson, evidence 

mounts that Robinson’s game is not the game of choice... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 

New school vs. old school square off in the final round of Facility Madness. Which 

facility do you think is better? Vote today... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 
Becca w~ote: ’Tdjust like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fmas who are not 

malting biased, stereotypical, judgmental, or assumplive... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Obviously you don’t have anything better to do than bitch about Nebraska Pans 

hazing nothing better to do. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Welcome Nathaniel... a ve~y unique and special place.., what you seein the movie 

Hoosiers is really the feeling one gets there 



Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 
And once football season is over, we go to Haymarket Park to snpport baseball. 

And after that, we go to Devaney Sports Center to... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
That’s a whole new perspective on the lhcilit.h~. ThaJ~k you tbr being constructive 

and providing another viewpoint maybe some people didn’t think about. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’d just like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fans who are not making biased, 

stereob’pica], judgmental, or assumplive comments... 

Facility Madness 2014: Cha~pionship Round 

Ifrm understanding this poll correctly, it’s basically based offpure fan experience. 

And since Hinkle is so m~ique, it makes you feel like... 

Inside the ’Fastest-Growina "~qVICA in the Conntw’ 
Nothing says "not tbr protit" like a water slide. In the long fight between YMCAs 

and tbr-protit clubs (full disclosure: I am a co-owner in a tbr- protit club)... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I think we cm~ all agree that Hinlde Fieldhouse reaJly has that college feel. And 

when I cm~t make it to a game there, my mom will make... 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Don’t worry, MIT did a stud~v that showed if Indiana were to get in a fight with 

Nebraska, Indiana would stomp the pig poop out... 

Upcoming Events: 

2__0_.!_4_ T__S_._A_.C__._._C_._O_N__E E__R_._E_N__ .C_~ 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

._N LR_._S_..A___.2. 0J_.4_. 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH ~PORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxberough, MA I May 8, 2014 ... 

View more events .., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 

Six Security-Altering Evenksi Building Strong Design Relationships] Cardio Yoga 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Six Evems that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 

With today maarking the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Maarathon 

bombing, Athletic Business looks back at how the sports... 

Coaclv’AD Sties School District for Age Discrimination 
AD for neMy four decades, Munay t utnam, 67, filed a four-count lawsuit alleging 

that he was discriminated against based on his age when... 

Opinion: NCAA Will Assist Athletes Only If O~lered 
College football and basketball players are now professional in every- way, with the 

minor exception being that the players axe not paid in dollars. "It’s... 

Successful Project Design Borne of Strong Relationships 
School and sports administrators embarking on their first-ever capital project are 

sometimes surprised to learn how much architectme fim~s... 

Design Details: Auto Garage Salvaged as Swim School 
Adaptive reuse is viewed as a key factor in the rejuvenation of historic or older 



structures and land. But there’s another "green" aspect of the... 

Tuesday Tal~edown: Feeling The BaJ~g With Diamond Dallas Page 

Age Wave CEO Ken Dychtwald delivered the first keynote presentation at last 

yeax’s Athletic Business Conference & Expo in San Diego... 

Town May Cover Half of High School’s $800K Turf Costs 
Artificial turf at the town’s high school could move a step closer to approval 

Wednesday if the Palm Beach County School Board approves... 

Opinions Mixed on Expanded Summer Practice in W.Va. 
Some high school administrators are opposed to a proposed athletics rule that 

would expand volunta_~, summer practices in West Virginia... 

Geo~ia HS Association Shelves Talk of Term Limits 
The Georgia High School Association tabled discussions on constitulional 

amendments that would impose 10-year term limits on its... 

Bills’ Lease Makes Movin~ Temn All But Cost-Prohibitive 
P~ovisions of the Bills’ 10-year lease on Ralph Wilson Stadium and an 

accompanying non-relocation agreement are so tough... 

’Super TIF’ Could Finance New Arena in Milwaukee 
A concept under consideration by an axena ’task tbrce calls tbr creation of a~ 

enhanced tax-incremental financing district to pay tbr... 

Wei hed b~)~ Facflities 

Faced with crashing a~d unsustaJ, nable debt of $30 million, the YMCA of 

Metropolitan Milwaukee will undergo a "massive restructuring" that... 

General: Fitness of Military, U.S. a National Security Issuee 
Is being inactive and unhealthy an individual’s problem or one that is shared by the 

commu~ity mad governments? 

Jackie Robinson Day: MLB Diversity Slumps to ’58 Levels 

On a day when Major League Baseball celebrates Jackie Robinson, evidence 

mounts that Robinson’s game is not the game of choice... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 

New school vs. old school square off in the final round of Facility Madness. Which 

facility do you think is better? Vote today... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 
Becca w~ote: ’Tdjust like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fmas who are not 

malting biased, stereotypical, judgmental, or assumplive... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Obviously you don’t have anything better to do than bitch about Nebraska Pans 

hazing nothing better to do. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Welcome Nathaniel... a ve~y unique and special place.., what you seein the movie 

Hoosiers is really the feeling one gets there 



Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 
And once football season is over, we go to Haymarket Park to snpport baseball. 

And after that, we go to Devaney Sports Center to... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
That’s a whole new perspective on the lhcilit.h~. ThaJ~k you tbr being constructive 

and providing another viewpoint maybe some people didn’t think about. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’d just like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fans who are not making biased, 

stereob’pica], judgmental, or assumplive comments... 

Facility Madness 2014: Cha~pionship Round 

Ifrm understanding this poll correctly, it’s basically based offpure fan experience. 

And since Hinkle is so m~ique, it makes you feel like... 

Inside the ’Fastest-Growina "~qVICA in the Conntw’ 
Nothing says "not tbr protit" like a water slide. In the long fight between YMCAs 

and tbr-protit clubs (full disclosure: I am a co-owner in a tbr- protit club)... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I think we cm~ all agree that Hinlde Fieldhouse reaJly has that college feel. And 

when I cm~t make it to a game there, my mom will make... 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Don’t worry, MIT did a stud~v that showed if Indiana were to get in a fight with 

Nebraska, Indiana would stomp the pig poop out... 

Upcoming Events: 

2__0_.!_4_ T__S_._A_.C__._._C_._O_N__E E__R_._E_N__ .C_~ 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

._N LR_._S_..A___.2. 0J_.4_. 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH ~PORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxberough, MA I May 8, 2014 ... 

View more events .., 
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i i~ Cengage Learning 

i.~.i Engaged with you. 

::X:: About 

~i Contact 

Events and Conventions 



Dear Professor Ille, 

One of your students could win a $1,000 grand prize scholarship or one of five $500 runner-up 

scholarships in Cengage Learning’s "Instructor for a Day" video contest. 

Students need to submit a short video that answers the question, "How will you engage your 

students?" if they were the instructor for a day. 

The best video wins a $1,000 scholarship! 

Put them at the head of the class today 

~.~’t!~.~==L!~!!i~L;~i!!~ with your students and encourage them to enter the "Instructor for a Day" video 

contest. 



i ii.~ Engagewith us: 

i ~ Experienoe Personalized Service ~ Events and Convent ons 
: i~i Join the Conversation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 5:02 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Improve business operations - Register Now & Be Intbrmed! 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Dale Carnegie Training is teaching the next Business Success & Solutions 

Seminar on Tuesday, April 22 from 8:00- 10:00 a.m. At the seminar, attendees 

will learn: what employee engagement is and how it will positively impact your 

organization; an employer of choice model to attract and retain top talent, 

customers and partners; actions you must take to build pride in your 

organization and inspire high levels of performance. The seminar is $25 to 

attend. Additional details are available here. 

Contact Caryn Isenhower or call 217.359.1791 to get registered. 

Make sure to check out the Chamber Calendar as we have a handful of great 

programs quickly approaching! We hope you’H have time for at ~east one. 

How to Clirnb the Ladder in Heels - Women Series 

Forward this ernail 

This ernail was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by chamber@champaiclncounb/.orcl 
._U_#_d___a_t__e__/!’_Lo__fj]_e_L_E_t&a_j]__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_![b__s_c_l:jb_A" [~__rj~_a__c_~z__E_o_[L_c~, 

The Champaign Count,/Chamber of Commerce i 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign [L 61820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 5:46 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A new video shows what looks like the largest and most d~gerous gathering ofal Qaeda in years, CNN’s Barbara Starr reports. 

The video started appearing onjihadist websites recently, drawing the attention of U.S. officials and global ten~orism experts. U.S. officials say they believe it’s 

authentic. 

The "extmordinau video" shows Nasir al-Wuhayshi, the No. 2 leader of al Qaeda globally mad the head of al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, addressing more than 
100 fighters somewhere in Yemen, CNN Terrorism Analyst Paul Cruickshank said. 

"The U.S. intelligence commtmity should be surprised that such a la~cge group of al Qaeda assembled together, including the leadership, mad somehow they didn’t 

notice," said CNN National Security Analyst Peter Bergen. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.co~WCNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive tNs e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l ~]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlm~ta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <emai[®b[ackboardconnect.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:01 PM 

ILLe, Vince <fl[e®unc.edu> 

Summer Camp and Youth Enrichment Prosrams 

Youth E~r~c~e~t programs, 
Summer camps are full-day, fun-~hemed camps for elemental-aged children 
that run from ~une 23 - August $. 
The Summer Youth Enrichment program is for students of all grades and offers 
more than 30 different camps that range fl-om art to sdence to reading to 
spor~. 
C~ick here for more de~i~s, and to see what both programs have to offer, For 
questions, contact the Commun~bi Schools Office at 959-967-82Z& x28266. 

IThis e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL H][LL - CARRBORO C:[TY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 

Icommunication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 

Imessage. Tf you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CTTy 

ISCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US HAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-821:[. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 9:54 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A South Korean ship with about 450 passengers is sinking offthe count .ry’s southwestern coast, CNN affiliate YTN reports. 

A rescue operation is underway, and the Mokpo coast guard tells CNN that 56 passengers so far were rescued. The rest were wearing life jackets and awaiting 

rescue. No deaths or injuries have been reported. 

Among the passengers are about 320 s~udents traveling ruth teachers to the resort island of Jeju. About 20 crew members also are on board. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:32 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

More than 100 people were unaccounted foi; at least two are dead and more thmi 300 have been rescued from a sinking ferry, offthe South Korean coast, officials 

said. 

Among the 474 people on board, about 320 were studems who were traveling with several teachers to the resort islm~d of Jeju. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:09 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

In a press conference, South Koreds security minist .ry provided updated figures on the felIv sinkiiN: The ferry was cmlying 459 people. Among theln were 325 

students, 15 teachers, 30 crew Inelnbers, and 89 other passengers. Two people are dead, 164 have been rescued and 293 are still unaccounted for. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF CAREER Awa~l Advimr <martin.rubens~ein@nih- nslti~ndingadvimr.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:16 AM 

ille@nmc.edu 

Cra£ting a Winning CAREER Proposal: Integrating "the Research Plm~ a~d Education Plan i 6 Days Left 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

Crafting a S ..... ful CAREER 

Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Michael Lesiecki, PhD 

,.~... Tuesday, April 22, 2014, 2pro ET (11am PT) 

L<>.,’.,~3tb.,: 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation’s Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Award Program provides 
five years of financial support for "junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding 
research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of 
their organizations." This large NSF program has been around for years and intends to make 600 awards in 
2014. There are relatively few changes in the 2014 solicitation but there are new limits on successive 
submissions by a single faculty member. 

With the July 2014 deadline fast approaching, this Webinar will outline the required steps to craft a successful 
proposal highlighting the eligibility criteria for which the NSF distinctly allows no exceptions. 

Descriptions of successful CAREER awards 
across the NSF directorate. 
Insight into the review process which often 
involves co-reviews within various NSF 
divisions. 
Strategies to involve other educational 
institutions such as two year colleges as part of 
the required education plan. 
Resources for developing evaluation plans. 
Ideas for developing inter-, multi-, trans- 
disciplinary approaches pushing the frontiers of 
education and research. 

° Potential PIs who are untenured faculty 
employed as assistant professors who have 
not received a previous CAREER award and 
are in a tenure track position at an accredited 
institution that awards degrees in a field 
supported by the NSF. 

¯ Sponsored Research Officers and grants 
development personnel at Universities and two- 
and four-year colleges. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by for only $197 and receive a FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

ii.~.ii L More .... 

[ 
[ ~ OrderNow ] 

Forward this to a friend. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abbott & Fenner Scholarships <af scholarship@abbottandfenner,com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:30 AM 

A & F Scholarship Jmae Deadline 

Abbott and Fenner Business Consultants 
Scholarship Deadline June 14, 2014 
There is still time for students to apply. Visit our website at http://www.abbottandfenner.com/scholarships.htm to learn 
more about this opportunity. 
If you have any questions, please direct them to scholarships@abbottandfenner.com 
If you do nor wish to receive furfher nofices, please reply "ro fhis message and fype "unsubscribe" in fhe subjecf line or in the body o{ the mail. 

Sincerely, 

Grant Parker 

Ass’t Director of HR Services 

Abbott and Fenner Business Solutions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Akadema Inc. <task~akademapro.com> 

~Vednesday, April 16, 2014 9:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Free Bat Bag Sponsorship m~d 30% Ot°l’Coupon 

Akadema 
...... Sto[y 

’AGame’ ii~:~iI ~o~c~n~r Akadema ’ i;:*:;i The i2i Akadema 
...... Gear :": i ...... ’A ....... Store 

[)~ Sponsorsh 

Ips 



Travel in style to your next tournament 

Gear Up For Tournament Play 
Team Sponsorship ~ Free Bat Bag Offer 

Get Your Team Sponsored.., And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. FREE BAT BAGS along with 

huge discounts (close to 50% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, uniforms, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you’re tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow Nnk and fill out sponso~ship form: 

._S__p__?__n___s___o__r__s_b_jp___E_?_r___m__. 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 

Due to thousa~d,s of i~}quh:ies 

not all sponsorships will be accepted or answered. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@chadqbrown.com on behalf of 

Chad Q. Brown <info@chadqbrown.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Public Speaker - Stall’& Leadership Progrmns for College Athletic Departments. 

Chad Q. Brown utilizes exclusive technology to enhance your department’s Leadership, Communication and Motivation. 

How the programs works? 

¯ We provides an 8 minute DISC Personality Profile for everyone to take before the meeting. 

~, You receive a beautiful 20 page DISC reports branded for each person. 

~, You learn the t~alities of your team’s normal behavior and come together like never before. 

These profiles are used by 100% of US ~ilitary groups and 70% of Fortune 500 companies year in and year out. 

Learn more by calling us today: 765490-5474 

Sincerely, 

Chad Q. Brown 

Talent Consultant 

chad@hookglobal.com 

765-490-5474 

www.hook.qlobal.com 

unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, April 16, 2014 10:01 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Eaxth Day Bonus at Mervis Recycling 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor <eleaaao@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:16 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Step-by-Step Guidance tbr the NItt SBIR Program Application Proces~ Exa~nples Inclnded 

Click here to view mobile version. 

~i NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

The Small Business Innovation Reseamh (SBIR) program is a highly competitive program encouraging small businesses 
to explore their technological potential by supporting reseamh alone as well as research and product or technology 
development. In so doing, this program provides the incentive to profit from any outcomes which are successfully 
commercialized. 

This 207 page how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through the SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of positioning your proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Ga}n ~nsider Strateg}es for: 

The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

Insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

Howto successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 

reviewers’ on your side 

Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

Plus much more! 

>>Click here to view the entire table of contents. 

~;ii About the Author 

] 

Introductory Rate Until April 23rd" 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 

An Educational How-to Manual, 2st Edition in PDF format 

for only$259! (a $499 value), Print version only $75 more. 



Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

L .... More .~iI Call 800-303~)129 ext 506 i ~KII Order Online 

l 
Reference Code: M 140416 

Share this: [] [] [] 

Forward this to a friend. 

Principal Investigators 

Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and 

not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsub~fibe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

360 Athletics <contac@360athletics.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:15 PM 

tle@llinois.edu 

The Easter Bunny has something just tbr you 

iN 360 Logo 

.~.i Easter is right around the corner 

Get 50% 0If Al~i"esdy Reduced Items! 
Easter is rigi~t aro.:~nd tile corner and the Easter Bunny has come 
early to 360 Conditioning members! You don’t have to took for any 
hidden egIs here< simply shop our ~l%_I_[_~_~_I&_~_I_~iI~ online and use 
the coupon code ~ANT~ at checkout ~o ~eceive an ~XT~A 50o/~ 
OII aIready reduced fitness gearI Yh~s ~s Ihe pe~fect, opportuniiy ~o 
ge: your hands on great sports conditioning gear for Spring boo: 
camps~ dry ~and training and morel 
Hurry~ t:his offer will be gone faster than a crQme egg on Easter Day~ 
Offer expires this P4onday Apri~ 28 at midnight. 

STAY CONNECTED 

360 Athletics i 1283 NoRh 8e~ace Rd East Unit #4 == Oak,Ale Ontario Lf HiA7 Canada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

~Vednesday, April 16, 2014 1:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

College Basketball’s Best Arena ] AEDs & School Liability i Stadium Sign Policies 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Facility Madness 2014: ’][’he Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 

Congratulafions to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facility Madness 

tournament. ’][’he beautiful new arena, home to the Nebraska ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Dut51 to Use AEDs 

Potentially, every, sports facility or pmgrmn that is made available for youth athletics 

would have to be prepared to use an AED if an athlete ... 

Legislation Wonld Open Up Athletic Resources tbr Universities 

The coaches at West Chester University axe not looking to upgrade to Division I or 

to leave the Pennsylvm~ia State Athletic Cont~rence. The real hope ... 

Cilv, ’s New Sign Polic’~’ Limits Advertising at Stadium 
According to the new signage policy, signs can only be hung during evens. For 

groups whose events span multiple days, such as sports seasons, signs ... 

MLB’s Replay System a Work in Progress 

Ifba~ball’s new instaJ~t- replay system were a new car, fl~e manufacturer would 

have issued a recall by now. 

ComplaAm Alleges Clemson Football ’EntaaNled ruth Religiolf 
The Freedom From Refigion Foundation has sent a letter of complaint to Clemson 

University citing concerns that Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney has 

promoted a ... 



Portland Pirates Cede to Circus in Scheduling Conflict 

After nego’dating for the better part of 24 hours, Andro~oggin Bank Colisee 

management, the Kora Shriners and "the Pirates couldn’t work out an amenable 

solution... 

Basketball Tourney O~ganizers Reverse Ban. Allow Gift to Play 

Organizers of the coming Southwest Salsa Slam basketball tournament have said 

they roll allow fourtl~-grader Jaelyn Bates to play ruth her otherwise all-boys team 

after... 

Sixers Navy Yard Practice Facility Nixed 
There are so many elements that need addressing tbr the 76ers to seriously start the 

rebuild they’re currently in, with a new practice t~cility being ... 

Opinion: Women’s Lacrosse Needs to Pick Up the Pace 
If ill-timed shooting space and 3-second defensive calls weren’t bad enough, the 

sport gives us its version of u~atching paint d~7 with a backward approach ... 

Park Dis~trict’s Police Dept. Maldn~ Do with Fewer Officers 
This time laser year, there were six full-time and abont four part-time officers to 

patrol the district’s parlcs. Today, there are four full-time and one 

Field Vandalism Causes Delays for Youth Soccer 
Repairing the field has forced players to hold practices at other fields a~cound town, 

cansing overcrowding at various locations. 

Content Libraq¢- (~¢m Flooring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
On the one-year anniversa~ of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, we look 

back at how the sports world has changed over the past few decades in response 

to new security thieats. 

New Reader Comments: 

Six Events that Fox, ever Altered Athletic Venue Secnrity 
Forgetting a major event. The tlillsborough Disaster in 1989 where 96 Liverpool 

fans were trampled change how every English Football Clnb ... 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
There is no place like Nebraska. 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Rob, we’ve cleaned up some of the inappropriate cotnments. We appreciate the 
input. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

And that has WHAT to do with the current subject? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Ronnd 

Wrong. All, I repeat ALL of Nebraska’s men’s basketball ganges were sold out this 

year at PBA. Yes, that includes those played prior to football ... 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chan~pionship Round 
Athletic Business- if you have this contest ne:g year, please monitor the comments. 

Cotnments from both sides have made a fun contest into a trash ... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
How many National Championship NCAA Big Dance Final Gmnes has 

Cornhusker Basketball been in?? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’m glad yon love your athletic events & arenas that house Nebraska’s very fine 

sports teams tbr both gals & guys. ttere in Indy, we love ttinkle ... 



Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

ii~ Forward to a friend 

iX Fooebook 
ii~~ kinkedln ~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected 

AB Newswire ~iI AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay informed 

iNi AB App Now here 
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ii.~.iI ABSign up for E-News ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, April 16, 2014 3:01 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Don’t mi ss BAIl[ tomorrow! 



Forward this email 

This emaii was sen[ to ille@iilinois.edu by .c__h__a_!_~_~__b__e__r_~_c__h__a_f_~_~_’_a_[g._n__c__o__u__r_~_t_~=~!_9 
Update PFofile/Email Address Instant Femovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. i Champaign IL 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday. April 17, 2014 2:20 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An estimated 300 people attacked a Ukrainian military base in the countD"s southeast on Thursday; the nation’s interior minister said on his Facebook page. 

According to Arsen Avakov, three of the attackers have been killed, 13 wounded and 63 others detained. Clashes are ongoing. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Revising and Resubmitting NIH Proposals <robe~principalinvesligators.org> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 7:17 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

What’s the Dittbrence Between a Resubmission and a New Submission on a Similax Topic? 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

WhaFs the ©iifference Between 
a Resubmiissiion and a New 
Submiissiion on a SiimiiIlar Topiic? 
NIH cautions that a new proposal needs to be sufficiently different in 
direction and approach to the first proposal, with changes to all sections 
of the proposal. Changing the aims, impact or methods would necessitate 
including different literature and may require new or additional personnel. 
The budget and other aspects of the proposal would also change. The 
office of scientific review compares proposals to others submitted 
by the same team or on the same topic to ensure that a proposal 
that has been previously reviewed is not submitted as new with 
minor revisions. Any proposal that appears similar to a previous 
submission is not reviewed. 

A resubmission may include some significant changes but still be considered 
a resubmission. For instance, say the reviewers commented that the project 
included too many experiments or too many aims to be completed within one 
project. The investigator may drop one aim or some of the experiments, but 
the general goals of the project would remain the same. This would be a 
resubmission, not a new submission. If the investigator added a method to 
the research plan to address reviewer concerns, this would be a resubmission. 
However, a complete change of methodology would be a new proposal. 

TIP 

Significant changes can qualify as a new proposal. For example, one 
investigator interviewed for this guide chose to add a new aim to a project 
that changed the scope of the inquiry. In order to address this aim, a new study population was added 
to the project and the methods changed to include comparisons between the two populations. This 
project was considered a new grant. It was turned down on its first submission and the author revised it 
for a third submission. This final submission was considered the resubmission of the new grant. 

If a project is substantially similar to a previous proposal, but it is considered under a new mechanism, it 
would also qualify as a new application. For example, if a proposal was turned down as an RFA, but 
then submitted through a regular program announcement with some revisions, it would qualify 

as a new grant. If reviewers comment that a project is too cutting edge or descriptive for an R01, the 
project could be modified and submitted as an R21 exploratory and descriptive grant. This would also 
qualify as a new proposal. 

When in doubt whether a resubmission will qualify as a new proposal, the best course of action is to talk 
to the program officer or a Scientific Review Officer. Division of Receipt and Referral and SROs are the 
ones that typically identify illegal cases and fill out the paperwork, so this office may be the best place 
to check. NIH staff, either program officers or SROs can answer questions and help determine if the 
project is sufficiently different to qualify as a new proposal. Program officers will also help you determine 
if your project fits their goals and may provide other important insights to help make decisions regarding 
resubmission. 

The first step in determining how to respond if your grant is turned down involves carefully reviewing and 
digesting comments on your grant. Decisions on resubmission depend on whether or not the project has 
fatal flaws or drew sufficient favorable interest for revision... 

] 

The excerpt above was taken directly from Revisinq and Resubmittinq 

NIH Proposals Guide. 

This 75-pg. guide has been designed to provide expert tips and strategies 
to improve your chances of acceptance when resubmitting a proposal. The 
guide is based on the advice of investigators with a successful track record 
of NIH funding, peer reviewers, and NIH program and scientific review 
officers. It also draws from NIH’s advice for investigators regarding the peer 
review process. This guide will focus primarily on R0:t and R21 proposals but 
is applicable for all NIH grant mechanisms. This guide includes: 

NIH Rules for Resubmitting: Are You Including All of These? 

A Resubmitted Grant vs. a Regular Proposal: Two Important 

Differences 

Revising and Resubmitting 

NIH Proposals Guide 



Reading and Digesting Reviewer Comments: What You 

Should do After Reading the Reviews the First Time 

Second Opinions: Who Should Be Involved Throughout the Process of Creating Your NIH 

Proposal? 

Appealing a Review: Do You Have Enough Evidence to Support Your Case? 

Strategies to Address Common Problems for Significance, Innovation and Approach 

Not Following the Reviewer’s Advice? How to Justify Your Decision 

Budget Changes: Take Advantage of this Opportunity to Clarify Your Spending Goals 

Click here to preview each section, 

And now you can order your Revising and Resubmitting NZH Proposals Guide in 
PDF format for only $179! (a $299 value). Print version only $30 more. 

You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

::~:: Learn More ::~:: Call 800-30343129 ext. 506 

Forward this to a friend. 

::X PIA 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

West Coast Nationals Entry. Deadline <Nll@westcoastnationalswrestling.com9 

Thursday. April 17, 2014 9:15 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Coaches, Wrestlers Clinics-Top Rank Wrestling Live Streaming 

www.westcoastnationalswrestling.com 

2014 West Coast Nationals 

Entry deadline April 23rd, click here to enter. 

America Crown National Wrestling Series 
Folkstyle 

April 26, 2014 

Sunrise Mountain High School 
2575 N. Los Feliz St. 

Las Vegas, NV 89156-6200 

Live online streaming of all matches through Top Rank Wrestling. Click here to view. 

Sunset Station Hotel and Casino 
~.~.~ 

For hotel info, click here. 

Special featured wrestler’s clinic: The Warrior Wrestling System 
Friday night April 25th, 7:30-9:00pm, $25. O0 per wrestler 

Sunrise Mountain High School Wrestfing Room 
Click here for details. 



West Coast Nationals Coaching Clinic 
Sa turday April 26th, 9am-12pm, $50. O0 per person 

Sunrise Mountain High School Wrestfing Room 
7 Critical Coaching Skills for Program Development 
7 E’s of Successful Programs (plus a few bonus E’s) 

Click here for details. 

2013 All Tournament Most Valuable 

Wrestler 

i;~i ii http:/,~w’~w westcoastrlationalswrestling.corrl/ima ges 
/2013results/AlITou rna mentMVW WestCoastNatio 
nals 4.27.jpg 

Beau Bartlett - Arizona 

Ryan Hynin8 - Arizona 

Nicholas Nardon - New Jersey 

Ruben Elizalde - California 

Kyle Gora - New Hampshire 

2013 Divisional Most Valuable 

Wrestlers 

.~iI htt p:/h,’¢ww westcoastn ationa Iswrestling.corrl/images 

/2013results/MVDW DS00224 WestCoastNationals 

4.27.jpg 

6U Xavier Chavez - Arizona 

8U Aaron Rodarte - Arizona 

3_OU Ramon Ramos Jr - Arizona 

12U Altonzo Matine~ Arizona 

:[4U Mason Turner - Kansas 

HS Gabriel Orti~ Arizona 

J 

This email was sent to ille@uiuc.edu by billC~westcoastnationalswrestling.com :: 

Update Profile/Email Address :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

america crown wrestling I 14147 Earth Works Dr I Smithville, I NO I 64,089 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@principalinves~igators.org> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 12:07 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

How to Write Winning Methods and Statistical Sections tbr Government Gra~t Prol~sals 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

How Write Winning Methods 
and Statistical Sections for 

Government Grant Proposals 

How to Write Winnin9 Methods and 

Statistical Sections for Government 

Grant Proposals 

P’.,,"..’~ser~e.,,": Dr. Scott Novak 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

The number of applications for governmental funding has dramatically increased over the past several years, 
thereby making the process more competitive and daunting. Perhaps one of the most mysterious sections 
in the proposal is the methods and statistics portions. These sections may be written by external experts, 
which runs the risk that they may be overly technical and not well integrated into the overall proposal. They 
may also be written by the principal investigator, who may overlook important details that is of importance to 
statistically savvy reviewers. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert presenter will help novice and senior investigators alike 
navigate the proposal process and specifically, how to write winning methods and statistics sections. The 
Webinar will cover key sections that are necessary to just about any proposal, including how to align the 
hypothesis, measures, analysis and statistical power sections into a cohesive framework that clearly 
communicates the design, important decision points in developing the project, and the level of detail needed to 
satisfy reviewers. 

¯ Have many different types of related disciplines 
review your proposal at each stage 

¯ If multiple reviewers raise the same 
concern,the problem was with you, not them 
PIs seem to blame reviewers for bad reviews, 
but take credit for the good ones? 

¯ Clear exposition of your ideas will go a long way 
toward improving your scores 

¯ Experience with the methods through 
publications, presentations, and funded 
projects will provide confidence to the 
reviewers that you can successfully 
complete the project 

¯ Reviewers look for cohesive research teams 
with extensive work histories 

Principal investigators preparing grant 
submissions to state and federal agencies, 
such as the National Institutes of Health and the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
The attendee should have a basic familiarity 
with common research designs, including 
observational and randomized clinical trials 

Purchase this Live Webinar by April 23rd for only .. ,~,, $1~9 and receive a FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*cive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 



Fom, ard this to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 1:28 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Diplomats fiom Russia Ukraine, the U.S. and the EU issued a joint s*atement today on the crisis in Ukiaine calling for all illegal amied groups to be dismaned, all 

illegally seized buildings to be returned to their owners, and for all occupied public spaces to be vacated. "Amnesty will be granted to protesters and to those who have 
left buildings and other public places and surrendered weapons, with the exception of those fotmd guilty of capital crimes," the statement said. 

U.S. Secmt, ary of State John Ker~- told reporters after an emergenc,v meeting in Geneva that what’s important now is that these words are translated into action. He 

said it’s hoped that Russia will withdraw more troops from the area near the UkiaiNan border. 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov stressed the need tbr Russian speakers in Ukraine to be protected ftom di~rimination. 

The stutement al~) saAd that olticials agreed the "OSCE Special Monitoring Mission shimld play a leading role in assisting Ukrainian authorities and local communities in 
the immediate implementation of these de-escalalion measures wherever they axe needed ,nost, beginning in the coming days. The U.S., E.U. and Russia co,nmit to 

support this ,nission, including by providing monitors." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to ~eceive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 2:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Mmakato Practice Boycotted Winston Investigation Questioned] Lifesaving Weight Loss Program 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Mankato Football Coach Returns, Pla’~’ers Boycott Practice 
At 3:29 p.m. CT Wednesday, Todd Hoffner walked onto the football pmcfice field 

at Minnesota State Mankato for tile first time since August 2012 .... 

High School Fires Star Coach Who Recnfited Star Players 
The District 233 school board voted 4-3 to not renew the employment contract for 

Anthony Smith, who was suspended in Februao~ by the Illinois High ... 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding Now What? 

The NCAA legislative council approved Tue~tay the removal of rules limiting 

Division I member schools as to what and how often "they can ... 

NY Times: Winston RaN Investigation Seriously Flawed 
Early on the morning of Dec. 7, 2012, a freshman at Florida State Universi ,ty 

reported that she had been roped by a stranger somewhere off... 

Inside "the 65th Annual NIRSA Conference 

The 65th Annual NIRSA Conference and Recreational SIyorts Exposition roll be 

held Apli123-26 at the Gaylord Optland Resort and Convention ... 

Park District’s Weight Loss Proglam Proves to Be Lifesaver 
In March 2014, Oak Brook Park District’s annual Choose to Lose program ended 

with spectacular results. In just eight short weeks, the pmgrm~’s ... 

ii~iI ABC Details At A Glance 



UNC Consultants Can’t Reproduce Athlete Illiteracy Data 

Overall, the tdo of academics hired by Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

backed up assertions that Mau Willingham’s data about ... 

U. of Utah, Northern Ute Tribe Ink Formal Nickname Pact 

After five yea:rs without a formal agreement in place, the No~!~hem Ute Indim~ Tribe 

and the Universib~ of Utal~ inked a new deal Tuesday that ... 

Suburbs Would Be Lucrative, But Cubs Commit to Wrigle,~’ 
Chicago Cubs owner Tom PickeRs thinks a move to the suburbs might be lucrative 

but says his "team remains committed to refurbi shing century-old ... 

Yankees to Shaye Stadium Field with Expansion MLS Team 
New York City FC will play its first three years in Ya~kee Stadium while a 

permanent home is found for the 2015 MLS expression franchise .... 

High School Drops Softball, Hopes Numbers Up Next Year 
t enquis athletic director ’][’on5 Hamlin said that just eight players showed up for 

practice on Monday and that prompted him and Penquis 

Opinion: Expmaded Summer Practice Provides Flexibility 

School principals hm~e the responsibility to set expectations and parameters to 

make sure their school s coaches don t abuse the time .... 

~ Content Library - Fitness ] 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is... 

Congratulations to Pinnacle Baaak Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facilib’ Madness 

tournament. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duts~ to Use AEDs 
This is ext~emely heart-b~eaking. The point is that it sounds like an AED was 

available & not used. A 4th grade kid can use an AED & save ... 

Fla. I,awsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Are not most college and high school coaches trained in CPR & AED use? As a 

paid employee of a school do they not have a dut.5~ to act to protect ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

You’re welcome Michael. Congrats to t i~macle Bank Arena. Looks like a great 

place. Like to visit it sometime. 

ComplaJnt Alleges Clemson Football ’Entangled witJa Religion’ 
I simply can’t understand this. Why do football coaches feel the need to shove 

religion in the faces of their players? Can’t they teach right from ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duty to Use AEDs 

There was a related case (I believe in the state of NY) in which a member 
collapsed at a health club. There was also a~ AED on site in that ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duty to Use AEDs 

AED’s, when attached properly, will give vocal instructions to the user. The 

machine itself should read vitaJ, signs and take appropriate ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 3:27 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Presideut B~:rack Obama is headed to the White House briefiug room to talk about Olmmaca~ce. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news ou CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you waut it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.co~WCNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l ~Jerts, go to: http://cgi.cun.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakiugnews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ryan Rotla <info@champaJgncounb,.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 3:38 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Coming to Springfield? 

Illinois and now it is time to share our perspective with key members of the 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

General Assembly. These issues have an impact on YOUR business and OUR 

region, so we hope you will join us. 

CIRCLE Issues: 

Worker’s Compensation 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Minimum Wage 

Sunset of the Income Tax Increase 

Join the Chamber on Wednesday, April 30, 2014, and voice your thoughts and 

opinions. For more information about the event, .c_lj._c_.k___._h_.e_r_._e_.. 

To register, contact Car’�o Isenhower or call 217.359.1791 today. 

Make sure to check out the Chamber Calendar as we have a handful of great 

programs quickly approaching! We hope you’ll have time for at least one. 

Business Success & Solutions Seminar with Dale Came.qie Trainin.q 

How f~o Climb the Ladder in Heels - Women Series 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to ille(~iilinois.edu by chamber@champaiqncounh/.orq 
LI.odat~ Pr~fij~L~rn~jjAddress Instant iemoval ~’~lth Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy! Po[icv. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:27 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Litera~ giant Gabriel Garcia Marquez has died, Mexico’s state-run news agency reports. He was 87. 

The Colombian aufl~or had been hospitalized for infections in Ns lungs mad his urinaiy tract. 

The Nobel Prize recipient, known as "Gabo," was born in the northern Colombian town of Aracataca, the inspiration for the fictional town of Macondo, the setting of 

the 1967 novel "One Hundred Years of Solitude." 

He won "the Nobel Prize Ii~r literature in 1982 "tbr his novels and short stories, in which the fantastic and the realistic are combined in a richly composed world of 

imagination, reflecting a continent’s liI~ m~d conllicts," according to the Nobel Prize website. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:29 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Chelsea Clinton announced at a New York forum molnents ago that she is pregnant. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ice Miller LLP <enews@icemiller.com~ 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:46 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu> 

Retirement Plans, Same- Sex Marriage and the Retroactive Application of Wind~r 

Burke Craig 80x100 ~:: Funke Sharon 80X100 Retirement Plans, 
........... Same-Sex Marriage 

and the Retroactive 

Application of Windsor 

Craiq Burke 

Melissa 

Melissa Proffitt Reese 

Sol .... Tara 80X100 Sears Christopher 80X100 

Tara Sciscoe Chris Sears 

Sarah Funke 

Mark Sciscoe 

The United States Supreme Court 

struck down Section 3 of the 
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) 
last year in United States v. 
Windsor. That decision resulted in 
the Internal Revenue Service 
recognizing same-sex marriages 

for federal tax law purposes 
(including retirement plan 
administration) as long as the 
spouses were married in a 
jurisdiction whose laws recognize 
the marriage of two individuals of 

the same sex (even if those 
spouses ultimately live in a state 
that does not recognize their 
marriage). On April 4, 2014, the 
IRS issued Notice 2014-19 
regarding the retroactive 
application of the Windsor decision 
for 403(b) plans and qualified 
retirement plans such as defined 
benefit plans, 401(k) plans, profit 
sharing plans, and other defined 
contribution plans. The IRS also 
issued a set of related Frequently 
Asked Questions. The guidance 

must be reviewed by sponsors of 
all such plans - even plan sponsors 
in states that do not recognize 
same-sex marriage - because it 
addresses issues that relate to 
mandatory requirements for the tax 
qualification of retirement plans. 

Read the entire article here. 
]]~is publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to 
constitt~e legal advice. The reader should consu~ with legal counsel to determine hctw laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the reade¢s spechlc circumstances. 

To learn more about the firm and its set�ices, visit us at ic~ii~eri:~m 

Copydgl~(c) 2009-2013 Ice Miller LLP and ~s licensors. All dgl~s reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 12:08 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Up to 10 people are Inissing after a high-altitude avalanche on Mr. Everefft on Friday, a climbing company executive told CNN. 

Gordon Janow with Alpine Ascents International in Seattle said the accident happened just above base camp in the Khumbu Ice Fall. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 6:20 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The vice princitml ofAnsma Danwon High School, who was rescued from the sunken South Kore~l feiD", was found hanging from a tree, police s~d Friday. The 

school had hundreds of students aboaxd tile doolned felly. 

Police did not oiler more information about the death. 

On Friday, divers raced to reach hundreds of people believed to be inside the ferry. The death toll from the disaster rose to 28. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Richal~l Vance, PhD <Richa~:d.Vance@principalinvesligators.org> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 7:18 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Grant Management Responsibilities PIs Shonldn’t Overlook i Save $200 Now 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Grants Management: 
What Every PI Should 
Know and Do 

i~’{ Grants Management 

It’s officia!! Your proposal has now become a funded grant. Yet, in addition to the scientific endeavor, as a Pl, you bear 
responsibility for the overall management of your project. But, what exactly are those responsibilities and what does it mean to 
you? What can you do from the start to ensure a smooth and compliant running project? How can you make adjustments or 
corrections for errors that may come up in spending or compliance related issues? And what sitould you do when the auditor 
comes? 

Don’t risk putting your funding at risk by overlooking these crucial grant management responsibilities. Prepare yourself now 

with this new Webinar series: Grants Manaqement: What Every PI Should Know and Do. 

This must-have series is based on recommendations from agencies, an analysis of Office of Inspector General reports at the 
NSF and NIH highlighting compliance issues, recommendations from Internal Audit experts at Universities, advice from grants 
management personnel and the direct experience of PIs...just like you! 

Who Should Attend? 

Principal Investigators, Research Teams, Grants Management, Sponsored Program Office & Administrative personnel. 

L~k Below to Learn Mo~e About EaCh Webi~a~ in this Sefiesi 

Effort Reporting 

Grants Management: Effort Reporting from A to Z 

60-Minute On-Demand Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF 
Transcript. 

A major fraction of federal funding from agencies such as the NSF and NIH are for salaries 
and wages. The grantees must provide assurance that their effort reporting systems are 
reliable in reasonably supporting these charges. Unfortunately, PIs responsibilities in the 
area of effort reporting aren’t always clear. 

Among the biggest challenges PIs face are not knowing what and when to report, how and 
who should certify, summer salary regulations, and how to effectively collaborate with the 
grants management or sponsored programs office. To make matters worse, auditors have 
relentlessly.....Leam More. 

Budget Grants Management: The Ins and Outs of Costs, Purchases and 
Budgets 

60-Minute On-Demand Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF 
Transcript. 

Great news! Your proposal has become a funded grant. But although a proposal may be 
approved and funded, nothing can happen without a budget set up in the institution’s fiscal 
system. One of the most critically important actions a PI can take at the beginning of a 
project is to sit down with fiscal and purchasing agents to discuss what the grant is about 
and anticipated expenditures and timing. 

During the project startup there are many potential challenges associated with purchasing 
that include failure to anticipate bid requirements for large equipment purchase, the need 
for competitive quotes, and appreciation of the ins and outs of the purchasing system. 
Lack of knowledge of potentially long lead times can throw a wrench into project timelines. 
Inevitably revisions to the budget may need to be made to...Leam More 



i.~ Monitoring Grants Management: Key Tactics for Effective Monitoring 

60-Minute On-Demand Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF 
Transcript. 

How often do you currently monitor the work performed by others, especially 
subawardees? If this hasn’t been on your priority list lately, you should know that this area 

is very susceptible to audits and as a PI you bear significant responsibility for any 
oversight. Normally, the sponsored programs office structures subaward agreements but 
as the PI, you play the key role of defining the work to be done. Monitoring efforts should 
be put into place right at the beginning to not only demonstrate performance to agreed- 
upon deliverables but also to be able to take corrective action should things go awry. 

Additionally, the regulations associated with cost-sharing and matching funds have 
changed in recent years and the monitoring and tracking of both can become problematic 
unless you have a solid monitoring system in place. Learn More. 

:: ~,.( Reporting 
Grants Management: Reporting and Revision Strategies Funders Will 
Applaud 

60-Minute On-Demand Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF 
Transcript. 

Now that your proposal has become a funded grant, reporting is a must. Although every PI 
recognizes the need for periodic reporting to the funding agency, a proactive approach to 
timely reporting can help in the overall project management. 

In the course of any project a PI can expect changes in the project’s circumstances, and 
the funding agency expects the PI to adapt to those circumstances. Project revisions 
need varying levels of approval from something as simple as a no-cost extension to a 
formal ok from a program officer to revise budget or major goals or objectives of a project. 

Learn More. 

Compliance 

Grants Management: Tackling Compliance Requirements Like a Pro 

60-Minute On-Demand Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF 
Transcript. 

Although every PI recognizes the need for compliance they often wish someone else 
would worry about it. The NIH defines compliance in part as the effective management of 
public funds to maximize research outcome. Compliance also implies the avoidance of 
mismanagement of federal funds. 

Recent reviews of audit findings at Universities point out several compliance issues 
including Conflict of Interest. Unfortunately, identifying and managing the many potential 
sources of conflicts of interest is not that simple. Learn More. 

Meet Your Expert Presenter: 

Michael Lesiecki, PhD, is the principal investigator for a large grant from the National Science 
Foundation~.s Advanced Technological Education program. He has 27 peer-reviewed journal 
publications and one patent. He received his PhD in Physical Chemistry from Oregon State University. 
He was a Research Professor at the University of Utah and an Associate Professor at the University of 
Puerto Rico. At Exxon Research and Engineering, Dr. Lesiecki worked as a Senior Scientist and at 
Candela Laser Corporation he was the Director of the Bioscience Division. He authored successful NIH 
Small Business Innovation Research proposals at Candela. Dr. Lesiecki currently serves on proposal 
review committees for the NSF, Department of Education and Department of Labor. 

GOOD FRIDAY SPECIAL! 

Purchase the entire series foronly ~ $199! 
A savings of $200. 



PLUS! Get two of PIA’s executive reports in PDF format: Research Paper 

~~ 
Authorship and Intellectual Property & Patents: Vital Facts Every PI 
Needs to Know, both offering expert tips, tactics and advice you simply can’t 
ignore. A $328 value, yours FREE! 

~ ...~ 

Order Online~ Call 800-303-0129 ext. 506 or fax your order form today. 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Forward this to a friend. 

Unsub~fibe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 9:29 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Public Policy News 

In this week’s Public Policy Newsletter, you will find information about the 
CIRCLE Lobby Day; Champaign County Chamber of Commerce endorsed 
and opposed legislation; new and proposed regulations by various state 
agencies; a Gallup poll; and new state police fleet sidelined. 
¯ Register Now 

Wednesday, April 30, is the date for the annual Central Illinois Regional 
Chamber Legislative Efforts (CIRCLE) Lobby Day in Springfield. CIRCLE 
consists of approximately two dozen Chambers of Commerce throughout 
Central Illinois banding together to advocate for issues that are of 
importance to Central Illinois businesses. This year we are teaming up 
with the Illinois Chamber of Commerce and the National Federation of 
Independent Business. Based on a membership poll, our issues this year 
are opposing the minimum wage increase, promoting worker’s 
compensation reform, and supporting the expiration of the temporary 
income tax increase. Registration for this event is $45. 

¯ The state legislature is in recess again this week and will return to 
Springfield on April 29. This is the perfect time to contact your legislators 
about Champaign County Chamber of Commerce supported legislation HB 
5622 which sets parameters for the use of payroll cards passed the House 
63-39~ CCCC opposed SB 2758, a proposed IRA program operated by the 
State of Illinois, passed the Senate and is in the House Rules Committee. 
SB 68, the minimum wage increase is still on the Senate floor. 

UPDATE: CCCC opposed HB 5701, which makes individuals with prior 
criminal convictions a protected class, was re-referred to the House Rules 
committee. 

¯ The Department of Financial and Professional Re.qulation has adopted new 
regulations to the Private Detective, Private Alarm~ Private Security, 
Fingerprint Vendor and Locksmith Act of 2004. 

¯ IDFPR also changed rules regarding roofing licenses. 

¯ The State F~’e Marshall has increased fees for fire equipment contractors. 

¯ The Secretary of State has adopted rules exempting members of the 
military who meet certain criteria from having commercial driveCs licenses. 

¯ The Department of Insurance has proposed an increase to licensing fees 
and rules for electronic filing of documents. 

¯ The State F~’e Marshall has proposed new regulations regarding boilers to 
comply with national recommendations. 

¯ A ~!!A&~..~!!. released this week finds a majority of Americans believe 
Federal taxes are too high. 

¯ The State Police are in the process of replacing the current fleet of cars 
thanks to a one dollar charge on license plate fees; there’s just one little 
problem. 



This is the time of year that the Chamber receives requests to organize meetings 
with candidates running for office. If you would like to receive an invitation to 
attend these briefings, please contact Public Policy Director Ryan Roth at 
RyanR@champaigncounty.org to have your name added to the invite list. 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bexel TSS <sales@bexeltss.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 12:01 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

On April 24th, Sochi Comes to Bexel 

If you are havin~j [!ouble viewin~j [!lis message, see it in your browser. 

SAVE THE DATF! 
Bexel TSS is opening the doors to our newly remodeled showroom to 

highlight our inventory of pristine, one-time use equipment recently used to 
(:over the Winter Olympics in Sochi, R~ssia. 

Produc~: specialists from leading manufacturers will be available, incl~ding: 
~anfrotto 

AJA 
Lectron~cs 
P~aso~ic 

GVG 
Shure 

L~vestrea#~ 
.. arid more 

WHEN: Thursday, April 24, 2014 from 2 .-. 8pro 
WHERE: 2701 N. Ontado St. Burbank, CA 91504 

PLEASE RSVP: JoyceBente@bexel.com 



You’re illvited to all exclusive Operl House featuring leading-edge, knowledgeable product specia lists. Preview our wide 

selection of Gold Certified, gently use~-J equipment from Sochi in our ne,~,,ly remodeled showroom. Enjoy light 

refieshrrlel~ts, appetizers and your charlce to win the raffle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 12:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Mm~kato Reverse ] Boston Security ] Prep AD Mistakes 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Mankato Rever~: Team Will Play lbr Reinstated Coach 

The [x~ycott is over. A day after refusing to practice to protest a coaching change, 

the Minnesota State-Mankato tbotball players have agreed to ... 

Bomb Threat Hoax Furt21er Heightens SecuriW in Boston 
After a bo~nb scme near the Boston M~xathon finish line unnerved this ci.ty Taesday 

night, Boston 1~ olice Commissioner Willimn Evans so~d securib ... 

Safeguarding 26.2 Miles Huge Task for Law Enforcement 

The only thing there isn’t more of is miles. This yeats Boston Maxathon will see 

more runners, most likely more spectators and, based on laser ... 

Common Mistakes Made by t tigh School Athletic Directors 
It would not be difficalt for any hones1 interscholaslic athletic adlninislmtor to fill up 

a page or two about the Inistakes he or she has ... 

High School Fires Hoops Coach Over Recruiting Allegations 
Milwaukee Public Schools investigated allegations of recruiting by Milwaukee 



Languages boys basketball coach John Allen and found enough ... 

Clay Track Damaged by Rain, High School Moves Meets 
Contreras I ~eaming Complex, a high school in downtown Los Angeles, has moved 

all of its home track and field meets off cmnpus this season because ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 Staff Positions 

The Air Force athletic department informed 21 individuals on Wednesday and 

Thursday that their positions will be eliminated as part of... 

Petition Aims to Save San Bemardino Water Polo Program 
The decision to drop women’s water polo and add women’s track and field at Cal 

State San Bemardino, announced March 21, seems to be a ... 

~" Raise Proves UT Football Not About Winning= 
For those who think college football is all about winning, allow me to introduce 

Tennessee linebackers coach Tommy Thigpen. He is part of a... 

Braves Make t ublic Timeline for Stadium Cons~truction 

For the firs~ time, the Atlanta Braves and Cobb County have spelled out a detailed 

schedule for building the teanfs planned new stadium near 

Another Cold-Weather Super Bowl? Not in Green Bay 
Could Lambeau Field be a Super Bowl venue, Forget about it, ~id Michael 

Bidwill, president of the Arizona Cardinals and host of Super... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Mankato Football Coach Returns. Players Boycott Practice 
A few minutes sfter the Todd Hoflher walked onto the field, several dozen players 

walked across the street most clad in purple hoodies, none wearing practice 

gear to armounce they were boycotting practice. 

New Reader Comments: 

Complaint Alle~es Clemson Football ’Entaa~led with Reliaion’ 
Rob: Suggestion for you. read the book, "The Case for Christ" by Lee Strobel, it 

may help you to understand more than you do. 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
All t tigh Schools should have Certified Athletic Trainers on s~aff full time. Its the 

best response in avoiding this like this t?om happening. 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 

’][’his will help readers better digest ... 

http:/Tw~¥.sportsrd.org/t osition on Feeding.html ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duty to Use AEDs 
Part of the problem is that a person suffering from Sudden Cardiac Arrest doesfft 

always look like they are having a heart problem. Sometimes it looks 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 2:53 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The capt~n in the South Korean feny disaster has been criminally ch~:rged and is in cus~tody. 

Lee Joon Seok faces fives chmges, inclnding negligence leading to sinking the ship, abandoning the ship, cansing bodily injuly resulting in death m~d not seeking rescue 

from nearby ships, the news agency Yonhap reported, citing prosecutors and Ix~lice. 

The cause of the accident still isn’t known. Bnt a South Korean prosecutor said Lee wasn’t in the steering l~oom when the fer~ started to sink. A third mate was at the 

helm. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey <abbeyjoy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 10:58 PM 

UNC Softball: No. 6 Alabama ttolds On For 4-3 Win Over Carolina 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Friday, April 18, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 919- 962-1160 ) 

UNC Softball: No. 6 Alabama Holds On For 4-3 SVin Over Carolina 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - No. 6 Alabama held on for a close 4-3 mn over the Tar Heels on Friday in from of a record c~owd of 2,048 fans at Anders~n Stadium. 

North Carolina shattered its previous attendance record (1,250) by nearly 800 fans and nearly upset the Crimson Tide ruth a late charge in the seventh inning. 

Aqu~lla Matee~ was three tbr four at the plate, while Amber Parrish posted two RBIs on one hit tbr the Tar tteels. 

"I thought tonight was just awesome," head coach Donna J. Papa. "We had a fantastic crowd, the biggest we’ve ever had, and the atmosphere was awesome. Our 

girls played an outstanding game and battled really hard. The team had good collective tbcus, great determination a~d really good game awareness tonight." 

"I’In really proud of how our team battled and competed tonight. Alabama won the game, but collectively it was one of the best games we’ve played all year. 

Hopefully we can use this as a spring board going forward into tomorrow and the rest of our ACC schedule," Papa said. 

After defeating Georgia Southern 6-4 on Jadyn Spencer’s two-run walk-offhomer in the first game on Friday, the Tide rolled into its second game of the day, 

posting three runs on a two-run homer out center by Kaila Hunt and another solo shot by Jadyn Spencer. 

North Carolina answered with a pair of runs itself in the bottom hal£ Aqu~lla Mateen led off with a single to shortstop, and after Anr~ Nece drew a walk, Kristen 

Brown singled to the pitcher to load the bases. Jenna Kell’~ ti~llowed a~ RBI infield single, driving in Mateen, and Nece came home asAmber Pamsh hit a sacrifice 

fly to left field to cut Alabama’s lead to 3-2. 

In the second, Danae Hays singled up the middle and scored as Haylie McCleney hit a hard double down the left field line to maJ~e it 4-2. 

Mateen started the botto~n of the third with another single to shortstop, advancing to third as Nece reached on a throwing error by the Tide. After a walk to Brown 

loaded the bases for the Tar Heels, Pamsh singled to left to knock in Mateen to cut Alabama’s lead again to just one run, 4-3. 

After the Tar Heels’ run in the third, both teams were prelly quiet for the remainder of the game. With two outs on the board in the bottom of the seventh. Nece 

kep the game alive with a single through the right side, but a final fly out ended UNC’s chance of a comeback. 

Lori Spin~ola (16-12) had a s~lid showing for Carolina but was dealt the loss, giving up four runs and five hits while striking out two in four innings. Lauren Batten 
pitched two innings, giving up three hits, and Kendra Lvr~ch struck out one batter in one inning in the circle. 

Up Next: Carolina laces Alabama again on Saturday at noon m~d Georgia Southern at 2:30 p.m. Admission is tkee, and gates open one hour prior to game time. 

Both g~unes will be s~reanred live on GoHeels TV. 

Parking will be available in the General Administration Parking Lot below the stadium and in the Highway 54 Lot, which is nea~r the comer of South Road and 

Country Club Road. 

There will be quite a few fi~n promofions to celebrate the Easter weekend at Anderson Stadium: 

Saturday is Carolina Kids Club Day. 

Kids cm~ take the field with the Tar Heels prior to game one on Saturday. 

Autograph session with the Tar Heels after gmne two on Saturday. 

Easter egg hunt on the practice field (above Anderson Stadium) for Carolina Kids Club members between Saturday’s ganres. 

Appearances by the Easter Bunny and Ranreses. 

Bounce house to play in (weather peruiitting). 

A bbey Temple 

UNC Athletic Coramunications 

o: 919-962-1160 ] c: 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 2:39 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The search area cmrently being combed by ~l underwater drone for Flight 370 should be completed within the next week said the Malaysian acting transport minister. 

The underwater scan of the southern Indian Ocean for traces of the plane roll be intensified for the next few days, the minister said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 6:33 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Passengers abooxd the South Korean fe~iy could not board lifeboats because the vessel had already listed too mucl~ a crew member on the ship said, according to a 

radio transcript released today. 

The dramatic conversation that took place while the Sewol ferry was sinking last Wednesday was released by the search mission’s joint task force. 

At leas~t 58 people have died in the sinking, and about 244 are missing, the South Korean coast guard said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 12:07 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Rubin "Humcane" Calnter, the champion boxer who was wrongly convicted of a triple murder in New Jersey in the 1960s, has died in Toronto, according to Win 

Wal~rer. the director of client services for the Association in Defence of the Wrongly Convicted. 

Carter. 76, died of complications from prostate cancer, Wahrer said. Carter was profiled in a Bob Dylan song and a major Hollywood film. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:40 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An operation t~geting al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula is under way in Abyma, Yemer~ a high-level Yemeni government official who is being briefed on the s~trikes 

told CNN. 

The official said that the scale of the strikes against AQAP is "massive and unprecedented" and that at least 30 militants have been killed. 

The operation in Abyan involved Yemeni commmados who are now "going after high-level AQAP targets," the official ,said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: hotlis~scout.com 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 12:00 AM 

To: ille@umc.edu 

Subje~’t: Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&Yr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al*vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delive~z to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic~ please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF CAREER Await Advimr <martin.rubens~ein@nih- nslti~ndingadvimr.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 7:21 AM 

ille@nmc.edu 

Live Tomorrow ] Crafting a Winning CAREER Proposal: Integrating the Research Plan and Education Plan 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

Crafting a S ..... ful CAREER 

Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

~-" ~ ~,.~ .,.~ .. Michael Lesiecki, PhD 

,.~... Tuesday, April 22, 2014, 2pro ET (11am PT) 

L<>.,’.,~3tb.,: 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation’s Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Award Program provides 
five years of financial support for "junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding 
research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of 
their organizations." This large NSF program has been around for years and intends to make 600 awards in 
2014. There are relatively few changes in the 2014 solicitation but there are new limits on successive 
submissions by a single faculty member. 

With the July 2014 deadline fast approaching, this Webinar will outline the required steps to craft a successful 
proposal highlighting the eligibility criteria for which the NSF distinctly allows no exceptions. 

Descriptions of successful CAREER awards 
across the NSF directorate. 
Insight into the review process which often 
involves co-reviews within various NSF 
divisions. 
Strategies to involve other educational 
institutions such as two year colleges as part of 
the required education plan. 
Resources for developing evaluation plans. 
Ideas for developing inter-, multi-, trans- 
disciplinary approaches pushing the frontiers of 
education and research. 

° Potential PIs who are untenured faculty 
employed as assistant professors who have 
not received a previous CAREER award and 
are in a tenure track position at an accredited 
institution that awards degrees in a field 
supported by the NSF. 

¯ Sponsored Research Officers and grants 
development personnel at Universities and two- 
and four-year colleges. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by for only $197 and receive a FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

ii.~.ii L More .... 

[ 
[ ~ OrderNow ] 

Forward this to a friend. 



i -8(:0-.".(3-0 ~ 29 

Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 21, 2014 8:03 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-17.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 12:31 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Meb Keflezighi, 38, of the United States won the men’s event at the 2014 Boston Ma:rathon, the first American Inan to do so since 1983. His unofficial lime is 2:08:37, 

according to the race’s Facebook page. 

Kenya’s Rita Jeptoo, 33, won her second straight Boston Marathon and set a new course record in the women’s division with a time of2:18:57, according to the 

event’s official Trotter account. 

At last yeads race, bombs killed three people and inj ured more than 260 others. Some of the survivors are parlicipating in today’s event. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <news@athletic-business.net> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 12:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Penn State’s New Problem ] Bingo Raises Big Bucks ] Y’s Rink Conversion Rmakles 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Florida State Rape Case Follows President to Penn State 
Eric Barron, who was Florida State’s president at the time, has been n~uned the 

next leader of the Pennsylvania school, which has already been ... 

How Did Parents Raise $12M for High School? Bingo! 
Over the past 26 years, a parent-led bingo game has r~J, sed Inore than $12 million 

to support facilities construction and other major purchases for San ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Take on New Food Rule Hard to Swallow 
NCAA president Mark Emmert called the old rule "stupid." Then he said the new 

one had nothing to do with UConn men’s basketball sIar Shabazz ... 

Softball Coach Accused of Sex with Student-Athlete, 15 
A Westlake High School softball coach has been infested after authorities were 

told he had engaged in unlawful sexual activities with a 15-year-old ... 

Conversion of Rink into Y Fitness Center Mired in Appeals 
The YMCA of Greater Pittsburgh’s plan to convert an ice rink in Bethel Park to a 



fitness center is wading through court appeals farm a ... 

Charter School’s Track Reopens Followin~ ADA Complaint 

Birmingham Communi~ Charter High School has put up signage and has impro~Ted 

the path of travel for ADA patrons by reconfiguring parking .... 

School May Be Contracted to Run Summer Rec Program 
For the first time in 25 years, the town was asked to enter into a contract with RSU 

73 to hold the six-week Livermore Falls 

After Debut Season, Hocke’~’ Leagne E,~-es Pla’~’offTweaks 
The National Collegiate Hockey Conference is sketching plans that include a six- 

tean~ elimination toummnent with two tirst-round campus-site ~ries ... 

U kee ~f~100MOver l0 Years 
One day after former Sen. Herb Kohl and the two new prospective owners of the 

Milwaukee Bucks pledged at least $200 million toward a ... 

Latest Ohio State Upgrade is $2.5M Locker Rootn Makeover 
With spring practice over, the locker room at the Woo@ Hayes Athletic Center is 

off-limits to anyone who isn’t wearing a h~d hat. A 

Atlanta Expansion Latest Sign that MLS Stock Rising 
The rich price Arthur Blank paid tbr an MI,S expansion team in Atlanta, about $70 

million, reflects the vapid ri~ of t~anchise values in the ... 

MLB Only Pro S orts Lea ue with Paternity Leave Policy 
Tony l?erez was on the road with the Cincinnati Reds in 1966 when he got the call 

that his first child was on the ... 

Opinion: End the ’One Ye~x of College Basketball’ Ch~rade 
Jabari Parker’s decision Wednesday to turn pro had all the suspense of a sunrise. I 

knew he was leaving Duke, you knew he was 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
ar!d Expansion California Polytechnic 
State University, San Luis Obispo 
The California Polytechnic State 
University recreation center strives to 
meet the evolving recreational, health ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Mankato Rever~: Team Will Play’ Ibr Reinstated Coach 
The saga at Minnesota State-Mankato appears to finaJdy be winding down with the 

head coach reinstated and the players agreeing to play for him. 



New Reader Comments: 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 

At some point the NCAA will have to talk about the realities of the calculators 

behind the value of room and board that cause the scholarship 

NCAA Leans Toward Unlimited Feeding ... Now What? 

The Co~fference by conference, division by division squirm has started on the 
tinancial tears associated with deregulation ofNCAA tEeding ... 

Complaint Alleges Clemson Football ’Entangled with Religion’ 
Rob: Prisons are fnll of people that don’t comply with the laws of the land so ... you 

would probably have to ask them this question, but it also gets ... 

ComplaJnt Alleges Clemson Football ’Entangled with Religion’ 
Their motivation isn’t the queslion (I’m sure they have the best of intentions--in their 

minds), it’s that it is against the law for them to preach their ... 

Con:plaint Alleges Clemson Football ’Entangled with Religion’ 
Rob: the whole basis of the suggestion I made was for you to undersland, as you 

said, "I simply can’t understand this." Just trying to make a helpful ... 

CompDmt Alleges Clemson Football ’Entangled with Religion’ 
Robin, what ditt~rence does it make what my personal beliefs are? ThaWs my 
point--personal beliefs are personal. Keep my beliefs, your beliefs ... 

Air Force Athletics Eliminates 21 StaffPositions 

My understanding is that inte~eollegiate sports at all the US military" academies have 

to be self funded, i.e. no government dollars which why no cuts to 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 

I X AthleticBusi .... Conf ..... & Expo] 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

::~:~:;:: AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[ iii~iiI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

[bis el?=s~il ws~s seqt tr) ille@uncaa.unc edu 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Employee Forum <survey@qualtricsa~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 9:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Employee Forum Division I Voting Ballot 

Vincent, this is a reminder to please take a minute to vote in the Employee Forum delegate elections. 

Voting closes Wednesday at midnight. To be sure that your ballot is counted, please observe the deadline. 

Candidate Information is provided within the ballot. For each vacancy, you will see the name(s) of the person running, his/her years of service and a 
biography (if one was provided by the candidate). On the next screen, you will be given the option to vote. You may use the back arrow to return to 
a previous page and the forward arrow to move to the next. You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey 
and submitted your ballot. 

To Vote 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Vote Now! 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https://unc.azl .qualtrics.com/S E/?Q_SS=3VM D Ngdrlfr6Ji5_Sumwjdd6t2HfFGJ&_= 1 

If you have technical problems accessing your ballot, please email: employeeforum@unc.edu for assistance. 

Thank you in advance for your participation and support of shared governance at UNC! 

You received this message because you are a staff member at UNC-Chapel Hill. The annual Employee Forum elections gives you an oppontunity to have a voice in shared 

governance and make an impact on issues affecting staff across the university. 



FPom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: NATIONAL C[LAMPS! Women’s Gym Wins Title 

image001 .j pg 

Thanl~s for sharing. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 1:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~unc.edw~ wrote: 

<im~geOOl.jpg> 

From: OU Athletics [mailto:reply-9:t@pacrnail.em.rnarketinghq.net] 
Sent." Tuesday, April 22, 20:~4 :t::~5 PM 
To-" ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject-" NA-ffONAL CHAMPS! Women’s Gym Wins -title 



.~i ImmediateCareof Oklahoma 
Riverwind Hotel 

Send this message to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:06 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Divers have found no air pockets on the third and fourt21 floors of the sunken South Korean feny, officials said Wednesday. 

The news all but eliminates any hope of finding any survivors on the feny, which went down offthe coast of Jindo, South Korea. last week. 

Authorities say that the death toll from the sunken feny, the Sewol, has now reached 150 as divers continue to retrieve bodies from inside the vessel. That leaves 152 

s~ill missing. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:18 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An "object of interest" in the search for ~nissing Malaysian Airlines flight MH370 has been recovered on the coast of Western Australia~ sevelal hours drive south of 

Perth, fl~e Aus~tralian Transport Safe~ Bmeau Chief Commissioner MartSn Dola~ told CNN. 

"It’s sufficiently interesting for us to take a look at the photographs," Dolan said, describing the object as appearing to be sheet metal with rivets. Bnt Dolan also added 

strong words of caution: "The more we look at it, the less excited we get." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-madl from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:12 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Malaysian officials will hold a press conference at 6:30 a.m. ET to update the search for Flight 370. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 12:52 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Georgia Gov. Nathau Deal today signed into law- a wide-rm~ging guu bill that has critics howling mad proponeuts applaudiug. 

House Bill 60, or the Safe Cany Protection Act of 2014 -- which opponeuts have nicknamed the "guns eveiywhere bill" -- specifies where Georgia residents can carry 

weapons. Included are provisions for taking guus into some [mrs, churches, school zoues, govemmeut buildings and certain parts of airports. 

GeorgiaCari3/. which lobbied for the bill, calls it "meaningful pro-gun legislation," despite it being watered down from the group’s perspective. Still, the group has lauded 

the legislation, which will go into efl~ct July 1. America~s tbr Responsible Solutions opposed the bill, calling it "extremism iu action." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:46 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

At least 40 U.S. veterans died Mille waiting for appointtnents at tile Phoenix Vetermls Affairs HeaJth Care syfftem; many of them were placed on a secret waiting list. 

The secret list was part of an elaborate scbeme designed by Veterans Affairs managers in Phoenix who were trying to hide that 1,400 to 1,600 sick veterans were 

forced to wait months to see a doctor, according to a recently retired top VA doctor and several high-level sonrces. 

For six months, CNN has been reIx~Nng on extended delays in health care appointments suffered by veterans across the country, some of whom died while waiting for 

apv~intments and care. But the new revelations about the Phoenix VA -- reported exclusively by Scott Bronstein and Drew Gritfin on CNN’s "AC360" -- are pefl~aps 

the most disturbing "thus 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN.com. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 
You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 1:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Who Knew About tt~ing? ] Coach Set in Religious Ways ] Expanding Fan Engagement 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

School: Soccer Hazing Was Reported to Superintendent 
While a lawsuit alleging widespread h~ing at Maine West High School lingers in 

Cook County court, school olticials now say Maine West’s ... 

Coach Not Chmaging Religious Wa,/s in Wake of Complaint 
Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney says he plmis no changes in the Tiger 

footb~1l program in response to a recent complaint filed by the ... 

Exploring New Ways to Improve Fan Engagement 

With myriad media options m,ailable for fans to experience their favorite sporting 

events, the competition for viewers’ attention is starting to rival 

MSt tSL Urges Stricter t tockeg Checking Rules Nationwide 
Minnesota will try next week to bring the nation in line with its view of tougher high 

school hockey penaJties for violent lilts nn~id ... 

Man,i" Teams Don’t Want Lacrosse to Become IHSA Sport 
Vernon Hills athletic director Brian McDonald is a big proponent of adding boys 



and girls lacrosse to the IttSA’s roster. But he can’t do ... 

Village Considetng Beer Sales at Adult Park Events 

Beer sales at adult stx~rting e ents m Wheehng s Heritage Park could still be on tap 
as the village board postponed a vote Monday on ... 

Golden State Warriors Plan New San Francisco Arena 

As the Golden State Warriors remafin focused on extending their current season in 

the NBA playolt~ its owners have begnn to lay the groundwork for 

Cit~’ Cuts Rec Fees. Looks to Boost Use of New Stadium 

The Olean (N.Y.) City Council has reduced the t~es tbr several of its recreation 

program~ including tbr use of its renovated stadium."We have this ... 

Rec Department Sees Lm~’n Bowling a~s Revenue Stream 
With an eye on the bottom line, Golden V~lley is hoping an ancient but trendy gaa~e 

will boos~t revenues at Brookview Com~nunity Center and ... 

Schednlin~ Oversight Puts Prom on State ’][’rack Weekend 
You would think a man like track coach Derrick Calhonn would get a lot more 

respect from his school. After all, Calhoun recently saw ... 

School s Coaches Need Church Leader Recommendafion 
Lancaster Catholic ttigh School is requiring its coaches to adhere to a rule that 

requires them to have a letter of recommendation from their priest, ... 

Glendale Won’t Get Hel to Pay for Su r Bowl Security2 
Glendale will not be getting help from the rest of the state to cover the cost of 

public safet?~ at next year’s ... 

MLB t lm ers Leamin~ the Benefits of Better Nutrition 
C.J. Wilson is amazed at the changes he sees throughout baseball, both in the 

players’ altitudes toward nutrition and the food options temns ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Wages~ ’Jiggle Test’ Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
Eaxlier this week the Bills settled a $3 million lawsuit with their own t~ns. Now 

they’re being sued by their own cheerleaders over low wages and mistreatement. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
’][’he stady of the humm~ brain is still in its infm~cy in regm~ls to head trauma. All we 

really know is that prolonged abuse to the hmn~ head at any age ... 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix orNix College Football 
And this article doen’t even touch on the millions ofinterseholastic and youth 

athletes. Talk about nndeveloped brains~ IMHO the tip of the 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
Major college sports axe beyond the control of their universities or Congress. Do 

you seriously think Congress would tangle themselves in this mess ... 

Wages, ’Jiggle Tes~t’ Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
It is amazing how a money m~king machine like the NFL with Billionaire owners is 

so cheap. It is ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 1:06 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Facing anger from i:axnilies of Flight 370 passengers, Malaysids prime minister said today his government will release its prelimino~ report on the plane’s 

disappearance. 

In a TV exclusive, Najib Razak told CNN the report will be available next week. 

"I have directed an internal investigation team of expe~s to look at the report, and there is a likelihood that next week we could release the report," Najib said. Later in 

the interview with CNN’s Richard Quest, he gave a more deiinitive statement -- saying the report will be released next week. 

The report has already been sent to "the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), fl~e U.N. body Ii~r global aviation, but not made available to the public. 

Tune to CNN TV for full coverage of the search for Flight 370. Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN .com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 1:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Who Knew About tt~ing? ] Coach Set in Religious Ways ] Expanding Fan Engagement 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

School: Soccer Hazing Was Reported to Superintendent 
While a lawsuit alleging widespread h~ing at Maine West High School lingers in 

Cook County court, school olticials now say Maine West’s ... 

Coach Not Chmaging Religious Wa,/s in Wake of Complaint 
Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney says he plmis no changes in the Tiger 

footb~1l program in response to a recent complaint filed by the ... 

Exploring New Ways to Improve Fan Engagement 

With myriad media options m,ailable for fans to experience their favorite sporting 

events, the competition for viewers’ attention is starting to rival 

MSt tSL Urges Stricter t tockeg Checking Rules Nationwide 
Minnesota will try next week to bring the nation in line with its view of tougher high 

school hockey penaJties for violent lilts nn~id ... 

Man,i" Teams Don’t Want Lacrosse to Become IHSA Sport 
Vernon Hills athletic director Brian McDonald is a big proponent of adding boys 



and girls lacrosse to the IttSA’s roster. But he can’t do ... 

Village Considetng Beer Sales at Adult Park Events 

Beer sales at adult stx~rting e ents m Wheehng s Heritage Park could still be on tap 
as the village board postponed a vote Monday on ... 

Golden State Warriors Plan New San Francisco Arena 

As the Golden State Warriors remafin focused on extending their current season in 

the NBA playolt~ its owners have begnn to lay the groundwork for 

Cit~’ Cuts Rec Fees. Looks to Boost Use of New Stadium 

The Olean (N.Y.) City Council has reduced the t~es tbr several of its recreation 

program~ including tbr use of its renovated stadium."We have this ... 

Rec Department Sees Lm~’n Bowling a~s Revenue Stream 
With an eye on the bottom line, Golden V~lley is hoping an ancient but trendy gaa~e 

will boos~t revenues at Brookview Com~nunity Center and ... 

Schednlin~ Oversight Puts Prom on State ’][’rack Weekend 
You would think a man like track coach Derrick Calhonn would get a lot more 

respect from his school. After all, Calhoun recently saw ... 

School s Coaches Need Church Leader Recommendafion 
Lancaster Catholic ttigh School is requiring its coaches to adhere to a rule that 

requires them to have a letter of recommendation from their priest, ... 

Glendale Won’t Get Hel to Pay for Su r Bowl Security2 
Glendale will not be getting help from the rest of the state to cover the cost of 

public safet?~ at next year’s ... 

MLB t lm ers Leamin~ the Benefits of Better Nutrition 
C.J. Wilson is amazed at the changes he sees throughout baseball, both in the 

players’ altitudes toward nutrition and the food options temns ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Wages~ ’Jiggle Test’ Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
Eaxlier this week the Bills settled a $3 million lawsuit with their own t~ns. Now 

they’re being sued by their own cheerleaders over low wages and mistreatement. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
’][’he stady of the humm~ brain is still in its infm~cy in regm~ls to head trauma. All we 

really know is that prolonged abuse to the hmn~ head at any age ... 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix orNix College Football 
And this article doen’t even touch on the millions ofinterseholastic and youth 

athletes. Talk about nndeveloped brains~ IMHO the tip of the 

Opinion: NCAA Needs to Fix or Nix College Football 
Major college sports axe beyond the control of their universities or Congress. Do 

you seriously think Congress would tangle themselves in this mess ... 

Wages, ’Jiggle Tes~t’ Cited in Bills Cheerleader Suit 
It is amazing how a money m~king machine like the NFL with Billionaire owners is 

so cheap. It is ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 6:08 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Divers searching the wreck of the suuken South Korean terry, are finding cabins cmmlned ruth bodies, but encountering major obstacles in recovering them, South 

Korea~l officials said Friday. Divers fouud the bodies of 48 girls wearing life jackets in a cabin with a catmcity of 30, indicaling Inany mn into the stone room Mmn ship 

tilted. 

The death toll from the ferry, disaster in South Korea is now 185, the Coast Guard said. There are 117 people missing. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN.com. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 
You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad aud Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 5:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Wrestling 

10-4! 

Executive Associate lNlvctor of AtMefics 
University of North C~olina at ChaN1 }51l 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 5:27 PH 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: UNC Wrestling 

Thanks Lm~’. 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., karw A. 
Sent: ~r~day, April 2g, 2014 5:18 PN 

To: Cunnin~ham, gubba; Ille, Vince 

Subject: ~: ONC WresNn~ 

Imoo~ance: High 

Wanted to be ce~Mn you saw flfis~ ~l~a~s. 

Execrative AssocJa~ I)J~ctor of Ath]ehcs 

From: Hock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 4:45 PH 

Subject: UNC Wrestling 

Parents of UNC Wrestlers, as many of you have already heard, Cary Kolat has accepted a Head Coach position at Campbell. Although I hate to see him leave, I 

support his decision. Cary needs to do what he believes is best for him and his family. 

I have spent the last two years touting Cary as one of our strongest assets. No doubt, many of your boys are here, or are coming here at least at some level 

because of Cary. 

I talked with the team yesterday after Cary made his decision and I wanted to get something out to you. No doubt, you deserve to hear from me and be kept 

informed of where we go from here. 

My intent at this point is to very quickly replace Cary with the best person I can find. Some of you new folks might be panicking and if so, what I would ask is that 

you please give me a week to get my plan moving in the right direction. I brought Cary Kolat here. I doubt I can ever replace Cary Kolat, but I can assure you there 

are some great folks out there who would be very good options for all of us. What I’m asking for is a week. Undoubtedly, some of you will receive phone calls 

from other coaches, even though this is legally and morally wrong. Give me a week to get a plan moving and let’s go from there. 

This is a great University. We have a very young, talented group of guys who have done great things here in forming a strong culture. One person, any one person, 

does not make or break a place like this. 

I have contacted several very high profile coaches who are coming in this week to interview. It would be inappropriate to throw out names at this point but if 

that is critical to you, feel free to call my cell As you can imagine, my phone is very busy right now so please be patient with me get/dng back to 

you. 

Things happen for a reason. I’m sure I don’t need to say that "bad things" sometimes turn out to be the right things for everyone. I have no intention of allowing 

this to cause us to miss a beat. 

I will keep you informed as things progress and become more certain. 

Thankyou, 



I C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 



Tennis Match Results 
NC State vs North Carolina 
Apr 25, 2014 at Duke Indoor Facility 
(Durham, NC) 

#9 North Carolina 4, #26 NC State 0 

Singles competition 

1. #12 Brayden Schnur (NC) def. Robbie Mudge (ST) 6-3, 6-3 

2. #35 Ronnie Schneider (NC) vs. #59 Austin Powell (ST) 6-1,3-6, 2-3, unfinished 

3. #73 Brett Clark (NC) def. Nick Horton (ST) 6-4, 7-5 

4. Oystein Steiro (NC) vs. Simon Norenius (ST) 6-0, 6-7 (4-7), 1-1, unfinished 

5. Jack Murray (NC) vs. Sean Weber (ST) 3-6, 7-5, 4-3, unfinished 

6. Nelson Vick (NC) def. lan Dempster (ST) 6-2, 6-2 

I Doubles competition I 

1. #35 Brayden SchnudBrett Clark (NC) def. #22 Robbie Mudge/lan Dempster (ST) 8-5 

2. Nelson Vick/Oystein Steiro (NC) def. #60 Nick Horton/Sean Weber (ST) 8-7 (7-4) 

3. Ronnie Schneider/Jack Murray (NC) vs. Austin Powell/Simon Norenius (ST) 7-4, unfinished 

Match Notes: 

NC State 17-9; National ranking #26 

North Carolina 23-4; National ranking #9 

Order of finish: Doubles (1,2); Singles (6,1,3) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 6:14 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Five NATO-led service membels died today as a result of a helicopter crash in southern Afghanistan, NATO’s International Security Assistance Force said. 

The nationalities of the five were not immediately ki~own. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN.com. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cma watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad mad Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 9:26 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

South Kore~ Prime Minister Chung Hong-won mmounced his i~nmediate resignation Sunday ~noming on national television, taking responsibility for the slow initidt 

response to the felD" accident a~d apologizing to victims’ falnilies. 

Rescuers have so far retrieved 187 bodies. An additional 115 people remain missing. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 1:05 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Presidem Obama and Malaysian PM Najib Razak are expected to hold a press colfference at 1:15 a.m. ET. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 3:55 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: The Canonization ceremony for Jolm Paul II and John XXIII starts at 4:00 a.m. ET. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 4:27 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: Pope John Paul II and Pope John XXIII have been declared saints by the Roman Catholic Church. 

Pope Francis presided over a special ceremony that drew throngs of pilgrims to St. Peter’s Square. 

Under the most common canonization process, a person who has lived a holy and virtuous life is first declared "venerable," then "Nessed" and finally, named as a saint. 
Most candidates for sainthood must be shown to have performed two miracles. Pope John Paul II is said to have cured a French nun of Parkinson’s disease, and a 
Costa Rican woman of a cerebral aneurism. He was pope from 197g until his death in 2005. However. John XXIII has only been credited with oue miracle. Instead, 
the decision to canonize him is based on his huge tx)pularity, and on his role as convener of the Second Vatican Couucil (Vatican II), according to church oflficials. He 
was pope from 1958 to 1963. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN.com. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 12:21 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The sealeh for the ~nissing Malaysia Airlines plane will be entering a new phase, said Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott on Monday. "I regret to say that thus i:ar 

none of our efforts in the air. on the surface or under sea, have found any wreckage." 

The new phase will focus on searching the ocean floor over a much larger area, Abbott said. It is "highly unlikely" that any debris roll be found on the ocean surface. By 

this time, most of the debris roll have become waterlogged and will have submerged, he said. 

The new phase will use commercial contractors with a high degree of specialization ruth deep ocean search. It roll cost about $60 million, he said. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 12:46 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Tornadoes tore through several s, ares Sunday evening, leaving at least nine people dead. 

Authorities confim~ed at least eight fatalities in Arkansas and one in Oklahoma. 

Damage is "widespread" after a tornado hit Mayflower, Arkansas, and there are numerous reports of injuries, said Matt DeCample, a spokesman for the state’s 

governor. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:04 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-18.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 2:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Two Weeks I,ett to Register to Receive Early Bird Pricing! 

Dear NACDA & Affiliate Association Member, 

If you haven’t registered yet for the 2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention week, we have some good 

news, you still have two weeks left to register in order to get the Early Bird Discount. The deadline is 

Monday, May 12! 

Below is a checklist to get you started: 

Register for Convention (June 5-12) 

Make Your Hotel Reservation 

Room nights are still available at the overflow properties 

If you were on the waitlist at the World Center Marriott Resort and received 

confirmation that you now have a room there, REMEMBER to cancel your room at the 

overflow property 

Book Your Flight through United Airlines 

Review Convention Agendas 

Transportation 

From Orlando International Airport to the World Center Marriott Resort 

If you are staying at an overflow hotel property, shuttle transportation will be 

provided at no cost during the Convention 

o If you are driving over to the World Center Marriott Resort from an overflow 

property, check your overflow property front desk to receive discounted 

parking information 

Things to Remember 

If you are attending CABMA, CEFMA, NAAC, NATYCAA or MOAA, you may attend the crossover 

educational sessions of those affiliate associations 

If you are attending NACDA, NACMA, NAADD, ICLA or CoSIDA, you may attend the crossover 

educational sessions of those affiliate associations 

Additional registration options include Senior Administrators Mentoring Institute, NAADD 

Fundamentals of Athletics Development and NACMA Basic Training 

Internet access will be available throughout your stay at the World Center Marriott Resort at no 

cost 

Join us for the Salute Concert for Wounded Warrior Project presented by Daktronics, Inc. on 

Tuesday, June 10 from 9-11 pm in Salons G-H at the World Center Marriott Resort 

We look forward to seeing you in June! 

Bob Vecchione 

Executive Director 

NACDA 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 
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Summary: 
In his court filing was a term paper on the evolution of Swahili culture in East Africa. The N.C.A.A. had 

found that McAdoo had been improperly helped on the paper by an academic adviser who had written 

the footnotes and the bibliography. McAdoo argued that her help was negligible. 

And there it would have ended, as just another lawsuit, if not for the freelance sleuthing of a North 

Carolina State Wolfpack fan who calls himself WufWufl on Twitter. The Wolfpack fans are implacable 

rivals of the Tar Heels fans, and the two groups are continually looking for ways to plague one another. 

Examining the paper, WufWufl, who is in his mid-40s, works with computers and asked that his real 

name not be printed because he did not want to be harassed by Tar Heels fans, found that it was a 

compendium of plagiarized material. A book published 100 years earlier, for instance, proved to be the 

source of McAdoo’s assertion that Africa’s population is 160 million (the current figure is closer to 1 

billion). 

Enter Dan Kane, who had just been assigned to take over the story about North Carolina’s athletic 

scandal. Like many local newspapers in the last decade, the N&O has seen its newsroom shrink by about 

50 percent; it currently has about 45 reporters. But it has a long tradition of investigative reporting, and 

so it has allowed Kane, occasionally working with others, to follow the story full time. 

Kane saw the accusations on a sports blog and conducted his own investigation, verifying the plagiarism 

charges. The N&O published his article on July 9, 2011. 

"We admire the News & Observer’s long tradition of fair-minded journalism; we just wish they would 

practice it more often," the university’s newly appointed vice chancellor for communications, Joel 

Curran, said in a statement. "In our case, the paper seems more content to rehash old news rather than 

report new solutions." 

Not surprisingly, Kane sees it differently. 

"They have done all kinds of things to prevent this from ever happening again, and they emphasize that 

many, many times," he said. "But what’s left unanswered is how this all happened, and what actually 

happened. That’s where the battle forms. It’s like that old saying about history -- if you don’t 

understand it, you’re doomed to repeat it." 

Article Link: 
http~//www~nytimes~c~m/2~14/~4/27/sp~rts/rep~rter-digging-int~-scanda~-hits-a-universitys-raw- 

nerve.html 
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Summary: 
The next hearing for five people charged with violating North Carolina’s sports agent law by providing 

benefits to former Tar Heels football players has been delayed until June. 

Patty Mitchell with the Orange County district attorney’s office says a hearing scheduled Tuesday is now 

set for June 25. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~miamiherald~c~m/2~14/~4/28/4~85335/hearing-in-nc~sp~rts-agent-case~htm~ 

Summary: 

A second group of UNC-Chapel Hill professors has signed a letter to Chancellor Carol Folt calling for 

more answers and accountability in the wake of the long-running academic fraud scandal. 

Twenty-two professors -- nearly half of UNC’s History Department -- have signed the letter sent to Folt 

on Thursday. A 23rd signee is an adjunct professor from another department. 

The history professors said they are "grateful for the steps you have taken for reform and greater 

transparency" and for bringing in Kenneth Wainstein, a former high-ranking U.S. Justice Department 

official, to conduct a new investigation. But they said they agreed with the concerns raised by the retired 

faculty about the need for more information about the origins of the scandal, the athletic connections to 

it, and why it stayed secret for so long. 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O4/24/3808913/history-profs-send-letter- 

calling.html?sp=/99/102/110/112/973/ 

Summary: 
I am left to hope any "final investigation" will clear this dust away and bring some measure of closure to 

the university and the state. We trust, too, that when that happens, it will be done in the open for all to 

see, no matter how deep or far back the investigation goes. 

As Charlie Justice’s statue silently watches from its post outside Kenan Stadium, the university has an 

opportunity to emerge again as a national leader in a movement to reestablish the integrity of another 

time, when games were played for the thrill and intrinsic value of the endeavor, and The Carolina Way 

was something more than empty rhetoric. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.reflector.com/colum ns/clark/clark-recapturing-carolina-way-2461301 

Summary: 
There are two different issues presented: 1) Some of these athletes have no business being admitted 

into college and can’t keep up with their peers academically and 2) The athletic departments know this 

and so they place them in easy courses so they can graduate. 

I think we can all agree that both issues (1 and 2) go on at UNC, NCSU, ECU, etc. This is going on with 

every football and basketball program that wants to compete at the highest level. And it’s been going 

on for decades. Is anyone really surprised by this? 

In fairness, a lot of universities offer some kind of major that is popular among athletes. UNC is not the 

only one with a "safe place" for those football and basketball players that are less than average 

students. Go through your program the next time you go to a college football game and look up the 

majors of the players. The most popular is usually the easiest degree on campus. 

I think if they can go back in time UNC would have made sure the people in charge of their "safe place" 

for athletes had a few more checks and balances. It’s obvious UNC was not paying attention and now 

they are paying the price for carelessness. Mary Willingham will be signing books here shortly. 

Article Link: 
http://greenvilleheadlines.com/opinion/colum n-really-taking-advantage-college-athletes/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

rob j. anderson @ rjandersonbooks lh 

inside "tarnished heels" - book contents for dan kane @ dankanenando and 
others. @ sarahlyall http://robjanderson.blogspot.com/2014/O4/book-contents-dan-kane-michael- 

mcadoo.html ... 

"Tarnished Heels"Index: 

Kane, Dan, 61,62,72,74,75,89,90,92,93,98,100,118,123,128,134-136,138-140,176,224,229, 

231,259,260,280,281,293,300,301,303-305,308,316,317,324,342,343,346,353,354 

McAdoo, Michael, 29,34,59-65,70,71,78,79,89,90,93,94,98,106,125,225,291,292 

UNC Faculty Gov @UNCFacGov 

.@ChancellorFolt up now, thanking Boxill for her service as Faculty Chair. Chancellor says Boxill 

educated her on #UNC Fac Gov. #FacCouncil 

@ChancellorFolt says we are also in the natl dialogue on athletics & higher ed -- this is a discussion we 

WANT to be in. 

.@ChancellorFolt says we have 2 embrace BOTH ongoing attempt to reform our campus & to engage 

that natl convo on ath/acad. 

Renner’s PPT with Top 10 Points is here: 

Retweeted by The Daily Tar Heel 

Bradley Saacks @ SaacksAttack 15m 

DPS spokesman Randy Young confirms the rumor of a broken window at the South Building office of 

Chancellor Folt. 
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Summary: 
As part of new SEC FB scheduling guidelines, league also mandates one non-conference game per 

season against another ’Big 5’ foe by 2016 for strength of schedule importance in new College FB 

Playoff format. 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egesp~rtsb~~g.da~~asnews.c~m/2~14/~4/sec-sticks-with-eight~~eague~f~~tba~~-games-but- 

adds-new-nonconference-component.html/ 

Summary: 
The NCAA adopted a previous recommendation that eliminates "the ability for transfers to receive 

waivers to play immediately." Previously, athletes in special circumstances could apply for a waiver that 

would grant them immediate eligibility. 

Qualifying student-athletes who cannot transfer and play immediately without a waiver will be allowed 

a sixth year to complete their four years of eligibility. 

The change primarily impacts student-athletes who play baseball, basketball, bowl subdivision football 

and men’s ice hockey, as well as those in other sports who already transferred once. These student- 

athletes would no longer be able to seek a waiver to transfer and compete immediately. 

Article Link: 
http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/2~4~973-new~ncaa-transfer-p~~icy-pr~vides-m~re- 

consistency?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_cam paign=recruiting 

Summary: 
Idaho FB program receives one-year bowl ban after APR figures don’t meet NCAA standards, four-year 

average checked-in at 903, well below minimum of 930, AD Spear tried to appeal scores with NCAA on 

the grounds of conference upheaval, the loss of $1m from conference payouts & significant behavioral 

issues within the program under the previous staff. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. s po kes m a n. co m/sto ries/2014/a p r/27/va n d a ls-h it-with-po stsea so n-ba n/ 
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Summary: 

Louisiana-Lafayette Baseball HC Robichaux could face up to a four-game suspension after bumping an 

umpire during his ejection from a match-up against Texas State on Saturday, AD Farmer is looking into 

possibility of appealing. 

Article Link: 

http://www.theadvertiser.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/baseba~~/2~14/~4/27/u~-c~ach-faces-f~ur-game- 
suspension-ejection/B291915/ 

Summary: 
By making the statement "They’re taking a seat from a paying student", he is essentially saying that the 

cost of giving a student-athlete a full ride is the opportunity cost of the money foregone from not being 

able to admit another student who would be paying for tuition. 

I would be more willing to embrace your logic IF universities were operating at full capacity (i.e. every 

classroom was full). Under such a scenario, pulling a paying student out of a seat and giving that seat to 

a scholarship student-athlete would constitute the type of opportunity cost you envision. 

In reality, however, most universities (including the various schools and departments that collectively 

comprise a university’s academic curriculum) are not operating at full capacity. There is almost always 

room for one more student, especially following the Great Recession which has seen college 

enrollments steadily decline since 2009. 

Article Link: 

http://www~f~rbes.c~m/sites/prishe/2~14/~4/27/ncaa~presidents~err~ne~us~~pp~rtunity~c~st-~~gic- 
for-not-paying-student-athletes/ 

Summary: 
BYU will play in the inaugural Miami Beach Bowl this season, as long as the independent Cougars meet 

the NCAA’s postseason eligibility requirement by winning at least six games.~ Brett McMurphy 

of ESPN.com was first to report the bowl arrangement, via Twitter. The Cougars will likely face an 

opponent from the American Athletic Conference, the conference that owns and manages the new 

postseason game. There has not been a formal announcement from the AAC or BYU about the reported 

bowl arrangement. 

As an independent, it has become standard operating procedure for BYU to lock up a bowl partnership 

months before the first game of the season. 
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Article Link: 

http://c~egef~tba~ta~k~nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~I 4/~4/28/rep~rt~byu~is~g~ing~t~miami~beach~b~in~ 

~o~/ 
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Summary: 
Review of possible student-athlete unionizing at public schools, professors around the nation don’t see 

enough momentum as Republicans in various states have already started to introduce legislation that 

will not allow for such a movement, United Steelworkers Political Director Waters says organization will 

be very deliberate & cautious in moving forward. 

Article Links: 

http://www.nytimes~c~m/2~14/~4/27/sp~rts/uni~n-eff~rt-at-n~rthwestern-may-n~t-mean-much-f~r- 
public-colleges.html?_r=0&gwh=EE FA14383D9CC46ED4843FE09C84A868&gwt=pay 

N’western football captain on the union vote: http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/eye-on- 

c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/2454~397/n~rthwesterns-vitabi~e-says-uni~n-didnt-make-sense-f~r-team 

Summary: 
NCAA files two motions in O’Bannon case, one that seeks to eliminate class action angle, the other asks 

Federal judge Wilken to separate out video games from the rest of the case, lead plaintiff attorney 

Hausfield calls move "an obvious act of desperation" 

Article Links: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~4/25/ncaa-~awsuit-fi~ed-ath~ete- 

compensation/8180133/ 

http://collegebasketballtalk.nbcsports.com/2014/04/27/495134/ 

star Dez We~s sett~es ~aws~it asa£ns~ Xav£er o~er false rape 

Summary: 
Federal Judge John Arthur dismissed Dez Wells’ lawsuit, which had claimed that Xavier and its president 

used him as a scapegoat to demonstrate an aggressive response to sexual assault allegations in the 

wake of two unrelated federal investigations. 

Arthur said both sides had resolved the conflict, but that the case could be reopened by either side 

within two months if the agreement is not fulfilled. Terms of the settlement were not released in court 

records. 

Article Link: 
http://www.startribune.com/entertainment/celebrities/256588961.html 
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Summary: 
Sports Illustrated’s Michael McCann reported Friday that Minnesota Vikings defensive tackle Sharrif 

Floyd is that plaintiff in a class-action lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court and the District of Minnesota, 

one naming the NCAA and 11 different conferences -- the 10 FBS fotball conferences, and the Atlantic 

Sun -- as defendants. The suit accuses the NCAA and the conferences of forming an "illegal cartel" that 

has worked to unfairly cap the value of athletic scholarships. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://www. c b s s p o rts. co m/c oll e gefo o t b all/eye-o n-coil e ge-fo o t b all/2454:1964/s h a r r i f-fl o yd-plain tiff-in- 

latest-lawsuit-against-ncaa-conferences- 

Summary: 
The ongoing battle between the ACC and the University of Maryland got a push toward a settlement this 

week with the appointment of a mediator to oversee discussions, according to the Washington Post. 

Agreeing on mediation does not mean a settlement is imminent, but it could be a push in that direction 

rather than continued litigation in a dispute that has grown increasingly contentious since the Terrapins 

announced their decision to join the Big Ten. 

The Washington Post reports Jonathan A. Marks, a Bethesda, Md.-based arbiter, will serve as mediator. 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege.sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/1~852255/c~urt.batt~e~acc.mary~and.terrapins.gets- 

mediator 

Summary: 
Last week was an active one for reform efforts in college athletics. Here’s a brief rundown of the events 

that transpired: 

1. As most people know, on Friday, 76 Northwestern football players cast votes on whether or not they 

would like to unionize 
2. On Thursday it was announced that the NCAA D1 Board of Directors has endorsed a new governance 

structure which will be voted on in August. 

3. Big news was broken yesterday by SLB’s Editor-in-Chief, sports law investigative reporter Michael 

McCann, that there is a new grant-in-aid antitrust federal lawsuit: Floyd v NCAA. 

4. At the beginning of the week, the NCAA drew a line in the sand (yet again) by stating that the 

O’Bannon litigation was likely going to trial because "we’ve all drawn our swords." 
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5. Finally, a tip of the cap to noted sports economist Andy Schwarz who, in response to Jay Bilas, 

provided a definitive list of academic literature discussing whether or not the NCAA is an economic 

cartel. 

Article Link: 
http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 

Summary: 

Immigration attorney Theodore Chadwick of the Wisconsin-based Grzeca Law Group raises this issue 

and emails me what it all means: 

I’ve been following the potential unionization and "employee" designation of student athletes, and 

given my occupation, I thought of another wrinkle that I haven’t seen addressed in any news articles or 
opinions. 

Students from foreign countries are in the United States pursuant to F-1 status, which generally allows 

for studies, but not work. Only under limited situations are foreign students allowed to be employed 

while enrolled: either for on-campus employment of 20 or less hours, or based on financial need. 

Student athletes practice far more than 20 hours per week and must travel for games. 

Thus, it appears that if student athletes are deemed employees, foreign students would be ineligible to 

play (work) based on current immigration laws 

Article Link: 
http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 
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Summary: 
USF’s new athletic director Mark Harlan said the solution is simple -- education, entirely up to each 

team’s coaching staff to decide the proper form for. 

"Education and working with the young people (is what we have to do)." Harlan said. "Reminding them 

that it’s an incredible privilege to compete and unlike other students that are walking by everyday, 

(athletes) have the media following them. They have children following them. My 7-year-old daughter 

follows the UCLA women’s gymnastics team. That’s the world we live in today. There’s a responsibility to 

those athletes and I was a big proponent in that (at UCLA)." 

With football and men’s basketball being the revenue-producing sports of most or any college, USF 

football coach Willie Taggart and basketball coach Orlando Antigua will have their hands full. 

Taggart said talking to the players on a routine basis about the responsibilities each player has as a 

student-athlete and taking a "hands on" approach was the way education unfolded for the football 

team. It also helped that each coach had their own Twitter accounts, following the exchanges between 

players. 

Antigua on the other hand, who was USF’s new hire earlier this month coming from Kentucky, takes 

over for arguably one of the more vocal teams at USF. 

Article Link: 
http://www~usf~rac~e~c~m/usf-teams-take-individua~ized-appr~ach-with-s~cia~-media- 

1.2865740#.UI6WF IdX E 
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Summary: 
Though negotiations for a new Big Ten TV deal haven’t even started yet, the league has projected 

revenue of S44.5m for 12 of 14 members starting in 2017-18 as Rutgers & Maryland won’t receive full 

shares until 2020-21, Deputy Commissioner Traviolia says figures are accurate, comparatively schools 

received $14m per in 2007-08. 

Article Link: 

http://www.indystar.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~4/27/big~ten-sch~~~s-expect-big-pay~uts-t~- 

continue/8283183/ 

Summarv: 
Penn State & UCF leaders visited Croke Park in Dublin over the weekend to review operational plans for 

FB season-opener in Ireland on August 30th, match-up will be first international tilt for both 

schools, Nittany Lions AD Joyner extolls virtues of partnership with Gaelic Athletic Association whose 

headquarters are at the facility. 

Article Link: 

http://www.gopsusports.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/O42714aaf.html 

Summary: 
Michigan AD Brandon talks about connectivity challenges at ’The Big House’, unlike other large FB 

stadiums the Wolverines facility is partially below ground & since there aren’t upper levels or decks from 

which to install antennas, increasing coverage & capacity are major issues, important to address to 

improve the driveway to driveway experience. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. free p. co m/a rt icl e/20140428/S PO RTS06/304280022/m i ch iga n -wo Iveri n es-foot ball-fa n- 
experience 
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Sumrnar¥: 
Nearly 50,000 tickets have been sold for next month’s NCAA Men’s Lacrosse Championships at M&T 

Bank Stadium, a fisure orsanizers say puts the event on pace to match last year’s crowd in Philadelphia. 

Total attendance for the three-day event last year at Lincoln Financial Field was 79,179. 

Baltimore hasn’t hosted the men’s lacrosse championships since 2011, when attendance totaled 98,786. 

Ticket sales are expected to climb as the event draws closer and the participatin8 schools are known. 

Additionally, Gall Dent, a spokeswoman for the NCAA, said the bulk of the advertisin8 surroundin8 the 

May 24-26 event has just 8otten underway. 

Article Link: 
http://www.bi~j~urna~s.c~m/ba~tim~re/news/2~14/~4/2 7 /ncaa-mens~~acr~sse-champi~nship~ticket- 

sales-2014.html 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 3:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~laysian officials briefed relalives of MH370 passengers in Beijing on Tuesday and played an audio recounting of the co~nmunications between the plane and ground 
control. OfficiaJs also showed maps of the flight’s route. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 8:26 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"Multiple victims" have been taken to a hospital alter a shooting this morning at a FedEx t:acili .ty in Kennesaw, Georgia, Cobb CoulW police say. 

FedEx is "aware of the situation," company sIx~kesman Scott Fielder said when asked about reports of a shooting. 

Six injured people were taken to WellStar Kennes~tone Hospital, hospital spokesman Tyler Pearson said. One of the six was in surgery, he said. 

Kelmesaw is about 30 miles northwest of Atlanta. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footbedlfoundation.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 11:37 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

2014 NFF Hampshire Honor S ociely Membership Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NA I ONAL FOOTBALL FO 12 N D.ATI O N 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME 

Media Contact: Phil Marwill i 917-579-42561 pmarwill(~footballfoundation.com 

Please use the fbllowing link to tweet this release: 

http ://bi t. h~/S5PA2E 

2014 NFF Hampshire Honor Society 
Membership Announced 

Record number of members set in the Society’s eighth ),ear. 

IRVING, Texas (April 29, 2014) - The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame (NFF) 
announced today the members of the 2014 NFF Hampshire Honor Society, which is comprised of 
college football players from all divisions of play who each maintained a cumulative 3.2 GPA or better 
throughout their college career. A total of 838 players from 267 schools qualified for membership in the 
society’s eighth year, setting a new record for the number of members in the history of the program, 
which began in 2007. 

"We continue to raise the bar each year for the number of student-athletes who qualify for membership in 
the Hampshire Honor Society," said NFF President & CEO Steve Hatchell. "The Hampshire Honor 
Society plays an important role in highlighting that college football players clearly play a leadership role 
in the classroom as well as on the playing field. We congratulate each of these young men for their 
commitment to excellence." 

The NFF Hampshire Honor Society capitalizes on the NFF’s current National Scholar-Athlete program 
greatly expanding the number of scholar-athletes the NFF can recognize each year. The program further 
strengthens the organization’s leadership role in encouraging academic performance by the student- 
athletes who play football at the more than 700 college and universities with football programs 
nationwide. The initiative has honored 4,927 student-athletes since its inception, and the program has 
experienced growth every year in either members or school participation since its launch in 2007. The 
2014 class of 838 players represents a new high water mark for members, eclipsing the old record mark 
by 117 student-athletes. 

don F. Hanson, the chairman and founder of The Hampshire Companies, provided the endowment to 

launch the NFF Hampshire Honor Society in 2007. He made the contribution as part of his legacy to the 
organization after serving as NFF chairman from 1994-2006. He currently serves the organization as a 
chairman emeritus. Each player awarded with membership in this year’s Honor Society will receive a 
certificate commemorating their achievement. 

"We have honored mote than 4,900 student-athletes in the last eight yeara thanks to Jon Hanson’s 
generosity," said NFF Chairman Archie Manning, "We are grateful for his passionate belief in the 
scholar-athlete ideal, and the Hampshire Honor Society allows us to showcase the names of tomorrow’s 
leaders while inspiring future generations to follow in their footsteps." 

Qualifications for membership in the NFF Hampshire Honor Society include: 

Being a starter or a significant contributor in one’s last year of eligibility (or a senior who has 

declared for the NFL Draft) at an NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision, Football Championship 
Subdivision, Division II, Division III or an NAIA college or university; 

Achieving a 3.2 cumulative grade point average throughout entire course of undergraduate study; 

and 

Meeting all NCAA-mandated progress towards degree requirements. 

The Hampshire Honor Society represents a powerful component in the organization’s rich history as an 
innovator in promoting the scholar-athlete ideal. Launched in 1959 with a donation from Hall of Fame 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik, the NFF’s National Scholar-Athlete Awards, presented by Fidelity Investments, 
became the first initiative in history to grant postgraduate scholarships based on a player’s combined 



academic success, football performance and community leadership. And, since its inception, the NFF 
National Scholar-Athlete Awards program has awarded $10.4 million to 787 top scholars and community 
leaders. 

Currently, the NFF distributes more than $300,000 a year at the national level through the program to 16 
individuals. Each winner of a National Scholar~Athlete Award r~ceives an $18,000 post-graduate 
scholarship. Additionally, the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth and hosted at the 
New York Athletic Club, is given to one member of each year’s class as the absolute best. The winner of 
the Campbell Trophy, claimed by All-American guard John Ursche~ (Penn State) in 2013, receives a 
total scholarship of $25,000 and a 24-inch, 25-pound bronze trophy. Through, its chapter network, the 
NFF also awards an additional $1.3 million to local high school student-athletes, bringing the NFF’s 
annual scholarship distribution total to more than $1.8 million. 

SCHOOL 

Alabama State University 

Albion College (Mich.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Albdght College (Pa.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Anderson University (Ind.) 

Appalachian State University 

Arkansas State University 

Assumption College (Mass.) 

Assumption College (Mass.) 

Auburn University 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Austin College (Texas) 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Azusa Pacific University (Calif.) 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Baylor University 

Baylor University 

Bemidji State University (Minn.) 

Bemidji State University (Minn.) 

Benedict College 

Benedictine College (Kan.) 

Benedictine College (Kan.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

iNDUCTEE 

Bobby Wenzig 

Michael Vandermus 

Shane Catts 

JT Harding 

]y Hughes 

Levi Myers 

Josh Compton 
[ony Washington* 

Brian Davis 

Mike Bates 

Emanuel Riggins 
Steven Clark 

Eric Chandler 

Eric Dratnol 

Sarl Hartweg 
Eric Link 

Kyle Snow 
Erik Westerberg* 

Nathan Packard 

Reese Bulmash 

Josh Carroll 

Kyle Harrison 

Jared Sexton 

Iosua Siliva 

Ben Stansfield 

Gavin Willisson 

Nick Grunsky 
Joel Cox 
7_ane Fakes 

Joseph Fazio 

3onnor Ryan 
Stefan Huber 

Jordan Najvar 

Tyler Abrahamson 

Buckley Wright 

Martin Epps 

Ray Gragg 

Brad Lorang 
Brian Benedetto 

Michael DiLegge 

Kent Kozar 

Luke Buttenhoff 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Blufffon University (Ohio) 

Bluffton University (Ohio) 

Boise State University 

Tom Keefe 

J.D. Mehlhorn 

Grant Mitchell 

Michael Schmalzer 

Jared Schultz 

Josh Treimer 

Dedrick Brooks 

Joe),, Dienye 
Levi Estes 

Thomas Petty 
Derrick Baksa 

Shawn Frost 

Spencer Gerke 



Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boston College 

Bridgewater State University (Mass.) 

Brigham Young University 

Bdgham Young University 

Brigham Young University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

California Lutheran University 

Campbell University 

Campbell University 

Campbell University 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carroll College (Mont.) 

Case Western Reserve University (Ohio) 

Case Western Reserve University (Ohio) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Clemson University 

1.revor Harman 

Sabe Linehan 

Ebo Makinde 

~irby Moore 
Matt Paradis 

Joe Southwick 

.lake Sinkovec 

~yle Cocozza 

~evin O’Ma .ry 

Skyler Ridley 

Daniel Sorensen 

Daniel Austin 

Matthew Billeci 

John Bumpus 

Jordan Evans 

Sole Hooper 

1.ellef Lundevall 

~,lexander Norocea 

~,dewole Oyalowo 
~,lexander Phelan 

Donald Sproal 
Michael Yules 

1.racey Smith 

~ayne Stewart 

~¥1e Sullivan 
Sal Vallala 

ESryce Barry 

Kevin Cook 

1.rae Heeter 

Matt Jenson 

Dylan Johnson 

Matt Lancaster 

~ade Markley 
1had Satre 

Jimmy Schwabe 
ESrendan Shannon 

Jayme Szafranski 
~,ndrew Pankow 

Shad McMichael 

~urt Odom 

Michael Rudisill 

&ustin Clarridse 
Domenic Hebebrand 

Jason Hutchins 

Ryan Kremcheck 

Shase Gottschalk 

Nick Herringer 

Sole Rystedt 

Ryan Jok 

Rob Kalkstein 

Jacob Krause 

Eric Rolfes 

Daniel Santoro 

1"ucker Smith 

Michael Siegersma 

Scott Campbell 

Steven Magister 

Nolan Blythe 
Jacob Edleman 

Joe Flahert)/ 
ESlaine Forsythe 

JJ Kotz 

1"anner Price 

Slen Clinton 

Pierre Etchemendy 

Sam Parker 
7_ach Sandstrom 

Shandler Catanzaro 



Coastal Carolina University 

Coastal Carolina University 

Colgate University 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of VVilliam & Mary 

Niccolo Mastromatteo~ 

Jeffery Salley 

Shane Wilson 

Pete Anastasio 

Jack Daly 
Mike Fess 

Philip Gough 
Max Librizzi 

John Macomber 

Scotty O’Donoghue 
Jon Smith 

Mike Tucker 

~,ndrew Zitnik 

Brent Caprio 

College of William & Mary 

Colorado Mesa University 

Colorado School of Mines 

Colorado School of Mines 

Colorado State University 

Colorado State University 

Colorado State University 

Columbia University 

Columbia University 

Columbia University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 
Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Davidson College 

Davidson College 

Delaware State University 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

DePauw University (Ind.) 

DePauw University (Ind.) 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

East Carolina University 

East Stroudsburg University (Pa.) 

East Stroudsburg University (Pa.) 

East Texas Baptist University 

Eastern Illinois University 

Eastern Illinois University 

Eastern Illinois University 
Eastern Kentucky University 

Matt Cdsafi 

Jake Edmiston 

Shad McGraw 

Ryan Wood 

Tanner Hedstrom 

Shris Nwoke 

Weston Richburg 

Brian East 

Luke Eddy 
Z_ach Olinger 

Ty Bostain 

,Grant Gellatly 

Jeff Mathews* 

Jeff Claffey 
Kevin Fruwirth 

Brett Kane 

~,lec Marcucci 

Keith Rosseel 

Robbie Anthony 

Dean Bakes 

Mike Banaciski 

Sole Marcoux 

Michael Runger 

Shase Womack 

Seth Beeson 

Shris Gorman 

Marco Kano 

Joel Elliott 

~,ndrew Johnson 

,George Kuntz 
Kurt Wilhelm 

Indi Lavarias 

Eric Maim 

Brandon Coleman 

Dustin Davis 

Seth Hedman 

Kolby Knuth 

Kevin Marshall 

Mike Ratelle 

Kenny Anunike 

Brandon Braxton 

Ross Cockrell 

Dave Harding 

Sarett Patterson 

Perry Simmons* 

Juwan Thompson 

Trent Tignor 

Robert Bleiler 

Sreg Blue 

Jacob AIford 

~,ndre AIvarez 

Sameron Berra 

Dominic Pagliara 

Jordan Berry 



Eastern Kentucky University 

Eastern Kentucky University 

Eastern Michigan University 

Eastern New Mexico University 

Edinboro University (Pa.) 

Edward Waters College (Fla.) 

Edward Waters College (Fla.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Florida Atlantic University 

Fordam University 

Fordam University 

Fort Lewis College (Colo.) 

Fort Lewis College (Colo.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 
Fresno State 

Fresno State 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Georgia Tech 

Gettysburg College (Pa.) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Hampden-Sydney College (Va.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Hardin-Simmons University (Texas) 

Harvard University 

Tyler Hom 
Ichiro Vance 

Sy Maughmer 

Shristopher Barnard 

Sody Harris 
Darrien Carmichael 

Jerry Martin 

Sole Beyeler 

Kyle Boden 

~,dam Pugh 
Zeb Rhodes 

Shad Williams 

Kenton Williams 

Evan Williamson 

~,ndrew Stryffeler 

~,nthony Pesanello 

Joseph Sullivan 

Doyle Bode 

Evan Wagstrom 
Sam Dickinson 

Mike Haines 

Frank Strumolo 

Brendan Wengerter 
Lars Bramer 

Derek Carr* 

Ryan Bonheyo 
Nicholas Elstad 
Michael Hantge 
Peter Leccese 

~,dham Talaat 

#MII Jackson 

Matthew Pennella 

~,ndrew Clark 

Solton Feller 

Seth Gustafson 

Seth Howard 

Kevin Hwang 

Quinn Rosenthal 

Wyatt Adams 

]orey Asao 

~,lex Brodjeski 
Kellan Euerle 

David Gschneider 

Bryce Kroells 
Mitch Moore 

Nolan Wester 

]revor Winkelman 

#Mlliam Ferrell, Jr. 

~,lex Finley 

Ty Finley 

Nathan Kadlecek 

~,din Menkin 

Erik Ragsdale 

Jeremiah Vivio 

Shuck North 

~,ndrew Berg 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Henderson State University (Ark.) 

Hillsdale College (Mich.) 

Hiram College (Ohio) 

Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Josh Boyd 

Sameron Brate 

Danny Frate 

Reynaldo Kirton 
David Mothander 

Nnamdi Obukwelu 

Michael Pruneau 

~,ustin Taylor 

Kelton Hays 

Steven Embry 

Brendon James 

Sory Davis 



Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Hope College (Mich.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Idaho State University 

Idaho State University 

Idaho State University 

Illinois State University 

Iowa State University 

Iowa State University 

Iowa State University 

James Madison University 

James Madison University 

John Carroll University (Ohio) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kansas State University 

Kansas State University 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kent State University 

Kent State University 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kutztown University (Pa.) 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lamar University 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Michael Green 

Daniel Sweeney 
Michael Atwell 

Sarrett Fletcher 

Dakota Hooper 
Sameron Lewis 

Tyler Robinson 

Ryne Taylor 

Ryan White 

Luke Austin 

Brendon Garcia 

]revor Spence 

Jordan Neukirch 

~es Boyer 

Kyle Lichtenberg 

Jeff Woody 

Tyler Snow 

Sameron Starke 

Breen Cullivan 

JD Abbott 

John Arena* 

Jared Beekman 

Vincenzo Bonaddio 

Mark Bozzo 

Joe DiTrolio 

Bob D’Orazio 

~,ndy Laychur 

J.P. Marquess 

Robbie Matey 
Nate Winek 

Mike Zikoski 

Brandon Felus 

Z_achariah McCaulley 

Jared Shope 

Nicholas Bolig 

lan Good 

Jake Larioza 

Brett Thomas 

Joseph Widmer 

Josh Wise 

Jonathan Coleman 

Evan Loomis 

Dwayne Brown 
Jim Dennis 

Bob Klecha 

Hank Limardo 

~,ndrew Christopher 
Max Plunkett 

Stuart Brown 

Brad Couts 

Reed Franklin 

Keith Jones 
Z_ach Morrow 

Ryan Rosen 

Sam Ventling 

Daniel Waters 

Matt Connors 

Mike Boles 

Brad Bormann 

Sreg Kessel 

Jake McTighe 
Mark Ross 

~,lex White 

Edward Dobernig 
Michael Garetto-Balmer 

Jake Rotkvich 

Kollin Kahler 

Sean Fakete 



Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lehigh University 

Lehigh University 

Long Island University - CW Post (N.Y.) 

Luther College (Iowa) 

Luther College (Iowa) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Marist College 
Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Maritime Academy 

Massachusetts Maritime Academy 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Middle Tennessee State University 

Middlebu ,n./College (Vt.) 

Middlebury College (Vt.) 

Middlebu~ College (Vt.) 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Morehead State University 

Mount Ida College (Mass.) 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nate Luckenbill 

Nate Myers 
Kevin Smith 

Sergio Fernandez-Soto 

Kyle Lechner 

Tommy V~lliams 
Keaton Palo 

Rich Vickers 

S.J. Arhontakis 

Ryan Boccagno 

Robbie Brodish 

Mike Ciotti 

~,dam Bauer 

Levi Brown 

Michael Darrow 

Joe Dykema 

~,uburn Jimenez 

Nolan Kriegel 
Daniel Ricci 

Jesse Russell 

SJ Smith 

Scott Barry 
Joe Hunter 

Jacob Meyer 

Tyler Ramsey 
James Balchunas 

Rhys Borchert 

Heath Gould 

Brent Johnson 

Jake Laux 

Matt Merelino 

Max Powers 

Joel Santisteban 

Billy Thalheimer 

John Wenzel 

John Moriarty 

Brandon Rodrigues 
Max Bullough* 

Mark Scarpinato 

Blake Treadwell 

Logan Kilgore 
Matthew Crimmins 

McCallum Foote 

¢,/illia m Sadik-Khan 

~,ndy Austin 
Tanner Bleskin 

Preston Gale 

Sody Kirk 

DeNarius McGhee 

Julian DiGiacomo 

Nicholas Fitzsimmons 

Keith Hinds 

Robert Moyer 

Sorey McSweeney 

Michael Babich 

Jack Barteldes 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

North Carolina Central University 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (Ill.) 

Ryan Beebe 

Tyler Chamness 

Sorey Cundall 

Spencer Fecht 
John Hovendick 

Michael Huettner 

~,aron Lorraine 

Kelby Vandenberg 
Jordan Reid 

John Cannova 

Shane Dierking 

~,lex Mann 



North Central College (Ill.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (ILL) 

North Central College (Ill.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (ILL) 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

Northern Arizona University 

Northern Arizona University 

Northern Illinois University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Oberlin College (Ohio) 

Occidental College (Calif.) 

Occidental College (Calif.) 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Olivet Nazarene University (111.) 
Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ouachita Baptist University (Ark.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pennsylvania State University 

Pennsylvania State University 

Peru State College (Neb.) 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsbur,g State 

Pittsburg State 

Plymouth State 

Plymouth State 
Plymouth State 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kant) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (N.H.) 

University (N.H.) 
University (N.H.) 

Chad O’Kane 

Nathan Schweitzer 

[,,lick Siezak 

Spencer Stanek 
Michael Weldner 

3 re,c,I Whalen 

Ryan Drevlow 
~,ndrew Grothmann 

Brock Jensen 

Danny Luecke 

Ryan Smith 

Drew Emanuel 

Kyle Walker 

Matt Krempel 

[revor Adams* 

Cody Carlson 

Joel Gantz 

Bryant Hummel 

Jeff Budzien 

Pat Hickey 

Tyler Scott 

Mike Trumpy 
Brandon Williams 

Zachary Kisley 
Joshua Godick 

Matthew Matulaitis 

Brent AIlerding 

Dominic Clegg 
Nate Weeks 

Shris Badenhop 

Mason Espinosa 

Colton Poncsak 

Seth Swary 

Clint Chelf 

Caleb Lavey 

Shadie Moore 

Connor Sinko 

Mark Kosrow 

]ravis Adamson 

Morey Croson 
Garrett Galanski 

Jon Hilliger 
Jared Wilson 

Clark Gaddis 

Ben Kaestner 

Sam Lavis 

Jordan Patterson 

Jonny Volland 

Ty Howle 

John Urschel* 

Mitch Boshart 

Garrett Campbell 

Derrick Davis 

Dayton Graf 

Jon Kolman 

Curtis Larsen 

Caleb Lempka 

Each Lempka 

Lance Steffen 

Conner Combes 

[’,late Dreiling 

Levi Kuntzsch 

Scott Lester 

Jared Vinoverski 

Joe Windscheffel 

3regg Callanan 
[’,late Dubois 

Josh Morgan 



Plymouth State University (N.H.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 
Portland State University 

Princeton University 

Princeton University 

Purdue University 

Purdue University 

Purdue University 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (N.Y.) 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (N.Y.) 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’ 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.I 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’ 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’, 

Rowan University (N.J.) 

Rowan University (N.J.) 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 
Sacramento State 

Sacramento State 

Saint Francis University 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Saint Xavier University (111.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Sam Houston State University 

San Jose State University 

San Jose State University 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

Jason Stefano 

Dalton Bolger 

Duncan Hussey 

Ryan Randle 

Kyle Roskamp 
#Veston Staubus 

Michael Weil 

Mitch Gaulke 

Phillip Bhaya 

Max Coale 

Sody Davis 

Trevor Foy 

Rob Henry 
Matthew Brown 

Jessie Maynard 

Tanner Leland 

Klein Kubiak 

Michael Kutzler 

Paul Porras 

Mike Cook 

Kyle Cooper 
Malik Johnson 

Eric Lowry 

~/ince Mongelluzzo 

D.J. Myers 

Mathew Angel 

Terry Chin 

Shad Compton 

Ryan Landwehr 

Dominic Caruso 

Kyle Jones 
Paul Carrezola 
Brandon Dodd 
Robert Jones 
Quron Pratt 

Julian Tartacoff 

Trent Eskew 

Markell Williams 

Kyle Harbridge 
Kevin Battis 

Blake Belland 

Dylan Graves 
Jack Hedlund 

Joey Kinnan 

Solin Moynihan 

J.D. Barchard 

Zach Dolph 

Jacob Ghinazzi 

Spencer Nolen 

Matt Boyles 

Nicholas Kaspar 

Jon Meyer 

~/ince Drzal 

Robert Hayes 

Michael Haynes 

Troy McNeill 
David Adams 

Russ Fairfield 

Dillan Hamilton 

Ryan Olson 

Sole Wigert 
~,ndrew Brown 

Brandon Hubert 

Josh Kage 

R.C. Kilgore 

~,lex Parker 

Taylor Suess 

Trevor Tiefenthaler 



South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

Southern Arkansas University 

Southern Illinois University 

Southern Illinois University 

Southern Methodist University 

Southern Methodist University 

Southern Nazarene University (OkJa.) 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Springfield College (Mass.) 

St. Cloud State University (Minn.) 

Stanford University 

Stephen F. Austin State University 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stony Brook University 

Stony Brook University 

Syracuse University 

Syracuse University 

Tarleton State University (Texas) 

Temple University 

Temple University 

Tennessee State University 

Tennessee State University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Texas A&M University - Commerce 

Texas A&M University - Kingsville 

Texas Christian University 

Texas Christian University 

Texas State University 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trinity International University 

Tdni ,ty International University 

Trinity International University 

Trinity International University 

Tdni ,ty International University 

Troy University 

Tusculum College (Tenn.) 

Tusculum College (Tenn.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

United States Military Academy 

Bryan VVitzmann 

¢,/insto n Wri£1ht 

Tyler Sykora 
~,ustin Pucylowski 
Luke Thuston 
Randall Joyner 

Ryan Walker 
Stan West 

Jacob Allie 

~,ustin Anderson 

Solton Cook 

Bradley Meyer 
Scott Leech 

Phillip Klaphake 

Sonor McFadden 

Ryne Chambers 

John Jenkins 

Pat Jenkins 

James Lanier 

Jawara Dudley 
Scott Hernandez 

Shadey Loeb 
Richard MacPherson 

~,aron Doyle 

Ryan Alderman 
Matt Falcone 

Kadeem Edwards 

]imo’dqy Murphy 

Jerry King 

Sory McDonald 

Seth McDonald 

James Normand 

]evin Moore 

Zane Brown 

Jon Koontz 

John Wooldridge 
Blake McColloch 

Ben Clark 

Blaek Combs 

Jeff Harbrecht 

Tony Miranda 
Saleb Nitz 

Derek Posey 
Jim West 

Ben Blagg 

Thomas Kenney 

]revor Knight 

John Melton 

Ethan Ming 
VMII Scott 

Brian Alexander 

Bo Cordell 

Shades Law 

Jacob Lebowitz 

Michael Miceli 

Joshua Rose 

Shane Finnane 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 
United States Military Academy 

Thomas Holloway 

Ryan Kalnins 
Patrick Laird 

Mitch McKearn 

Richard Rainey 
Zach Reichert 

~,nthony Stephens 

John Szott 

Hayden Tippett 
Daniel Whita ker 

Holt Zalneraitis 



University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Buffalo 

University at Buffalo 

University of Alabama 

University of Arizona 

University of Arizona 

University of Arizona 

University of Arkansas 

University of California 

University of California 

University of California 

University of California, Davis 

University of Cincinnati 

University of Colorado 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Delaware 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Georgia 

University of Georgia 

University of Houston 

University of Illinois 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of Iowa 

University of Iowa 

University of Iowa 

University of Kentuck~ 

University of Maine 

University of Maine 

University of Maine 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Memphis 

University of Memphis 

University of Memphis 

University of Michigan 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 
University of Minnesota Duluth 

~,lex Helmer 

Eric LaPorta 
Z_ach Morton 

Rhakeem Wiggins 
~,lex Nuetz 

Solby Way 
Sade Foster 

Brian Chacon 

Jake Fischer 

Tevin Hood 

~,ustin Tate 

Ted Agu (posthumous) 

Mitch Bartolo 

Mark Brazinski 

~,nthony Kaspar 

~,usten Bujnoch 

Nate Bonsu 

Shris Cortopassi 

Pat Dyer 
Grant Huckestein 

Solin Monnier 

Mike Milburn 

Bryan Bradshaw 

Tyson Carter 
Noah Evans 

Brock Haas 

~,ustin Hatzinger 

~,ustin Hughes 

Logan Kunzie 
Matt Levin 

Doug Lillibridge 

Saleb Vogel 

Shristopher Burnette 
~,aron Murray* 

Kevin Forsch 

Nathan Scheelhaase 

Trey Anderson 

Juan Asencio 

Shavis Barton 

Matt Bass 

Devin Haywood 
Emmanuel Nunez 

Sasey Kreiter 
James Morris* 

Brett Van Sloten 

Joe Mansour 

~,rron Achey 

Michael Mangiarelli 
Marcus Wasilewski 

Josh Holt 

Eliiah Hudson 
~,ndy McAteer 

Derek Williamson 

Tom Hornsey 

Jacob Karam 

Jesse Milleson 

Sourtney Avery 

Derrick Engel 

Jake Filkins 

Shris Hawthorne 

~,aron Hill 

Ed OIson 

Jordan Bauman 

Shris Blake 

~,lex Brown 

Jeron Johnson 

Joe Reichert 

~,ustin Selvick 



University of Minnesota Morris 

University of Mississippi 

University of Mississippi 

University of Mississippi 

University of Montana 

University of Mount Union (Ohio) 

University of Mount Union (Ohio) 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska at Kearney 

University of Nebraska at Kearney 

University of Nevada 

University of New Hampshire 

University of New Hampshire 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Texas 

University of Northern Colorado 

University of Northern Iowa 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Pittsburgh 

University of Redlands (Calif.) 

University of Redlands (Calif.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die,go 

University of South Dakota 

University of South Florida 

University of Southern California 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) 

Brendon Foss 

Tyler Campbell 

Shris Conley 
~,ndrew Ritter 

Bo Tully 

James Kent 

Michael Maier 

Jake Lon‘g 
Spencer Long* 

Brent Qvale 

Pat Smith 

S.J. Zimmerer 

Matt Berry 

Drew Wa‘gner 

Joel Bitonio 

Mike MacArthur 

Shris Setian 

Jake Hoerchner 

Jake Miller 
7_eb Miller 

Brian Otto 

Each Orr 

Seth Lobato 

Dan Kru‘ger 
Kass Everett 

Brannon Green 

Gabe Ikard* 

Trey Millard 
~,ustin Woods 

Matt Yoklic 

Kevin Grady 

Sean Woods 

Kenneth Apostolakos 

Dylan Bochicchio 

Michael Brown 

Scott Brueni‘g 

Zachary Cicero 

~,ndrew Foltz 

Daniel Galliard 

Jordan Honjiyo 

Ross Kloeber 

~,ntonio Orte‘ga 

~,n‘gelo Persichilli 
vMllie Roberson 

~Mlliam Ruiz 

Robbie Beathard 

Robert Beyer 
Thomas Cobbs 

Ryan Downin‘g 
Glint Johnson 

Mason Mills 

Blake Oliaro 

Mike Ruffino 

Marcus Murtha 

Luke Sager 

Devon Kennard 

Kee‘gan Bra‘g‘g 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Jon Curtis 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Garrett En‘gelhardt 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Riley Dombek 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Ben Duncan 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Harry Pitera 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) vMllie Schneider 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Griffin Snyder 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) ~,avier Ver‘gara 

University of Tennessee Daniel Hood 

University of Tennessee at Chattanoo‘ga S.J. Murrell 

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Patrick Sutton 



Iniversity of Texas at San Antonio 

University of the Cumbedands (Ky.) 

University of Toledo 

University of Tulsa 

University of Tulsa 

University of Utah 

University of Utah 

University of Virginia 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 

University of Wisconsin-Stout 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Valparaiso University 

Vanderbilt University 

Virginia Tech 

Wartburg College (iowa) 

Wartburg College 

Wartburg College (iowa) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Weber State University 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

West Texas A&M University 

West Virginia University 

West Virginia University 

West Virginia University 

Western Carolina University 

Western Carolina University 

Western Illinois University 

Western Illinois University 

Westfield State University (Mass.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 
Willamette University (Ore.) 

Eric Soza* 

Mitchell Mascaro 
7_ac Kerin 

Gabe Moyer 

Cody Wilson 

Sean Fitzgerald 

~,nthony Denham 

Jake Snyder 

Jy Corbett 
Coltan Ellis 

Nick Hirsch 

Mitch Olson 

Cory Wipperfurth 

David Goebel 

Cole Klotz 

Joe Paulus 

Marshall Rutherford 

Bryan Spakowicz 

Clayton Christensen 

Jake Doughty 

Jamie Markosian 

],ravis Reynolds 
~,lex Grask 

Fitz Lassing 

],rey Gresh 

Jimmy Clark 

SJ Herrington 
Jared Wauters 

Steven Licht 
7_ach Marsh 

B.J. Monacelli 

~,ndrew Pingitore 

Sraig Popp 

Brandon Trefelner 

~,lex Bruns 

]ate Byers 

Danny Lee 

Peter Lowery 

~,ndrew Skalman 

Colin Webb 

Seth Wight 
~,ndrew Matt 

Chet Privett 

Stefan Terlecl~i 

],ony Epperson 

Jeremy Edelberg 

Kevin Hughes 

Matt Long 

Joe Ricciardi 

Dustin Vaughan* 

Pat Eger 
Curtis Feigt 

Nick Kindler 

Clark Sechrest 

Ben Watkins 

Ethan Bachinski 

Jimmy Holtschlag 
Joe Kreinsen 

Colin Masterson 

Mike Pacitti 

Jermaine Quattlebaum 

¢~,’att Briggs 

K¥1e Davey 
Josh Dean 

Kyle Derby 

Joseph Harman 

Cuyler Hudson 
Ryan Johnston 



Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

William Jewell College (Mo.) 

William Penn University (Iowa) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 
Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Wingate University (NO.) 

Wingate University (N.C.) 

Wingate University (N.C.) 

Wittenberg University (Ohio) 

Wittenberg University (Ohio) 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Youngstown State University 

Youngstown State University 

Youngstown State University 
Youngstown State University 

].J. Matsumoto 

Matt Parr 

Sean Shelton 

Brock Peery 

Kevin Barbary 
Qadir Forbes 

Sean Hurley 
Mike Lomio 

Nathan Saffold 

~,ustin Anthony 

Robbie Nallenweg 

]immy Rogers 

Spencer Leno 

Kyle Sanning 

]ymeco Gregory 

Paul Inclan 

James Lawson 

James Zotto 

John Antonopoulos 

Tim Grupp 
Ehab Hamdan 

Paul Monahan 

George Buck 
Jordan Jefferson 

Michael Leunen 

Max Napolitano 

Nicholas Okano 

John Oppenheimer 

Beau Palin 

Derek Russell 

Sameron Sandquist 
Kurt Hess 

D.J. Moss 

]orrian Pace 

Dom Rich 

"2013 NFF National Scholar-Athlete 

2013 A~FF National Scholar-Athlete Derek Cart (Fresno State) leads a record 838 players 

J~om 267 schools named to the 2014 N-FF Hampshire Honor Society, which is" comprised 
of college football players from all divisions of play wh o each maintained a cumulative 3. 2 

GPA or better throughout their college career. 

About the Hampshire Foundation; 
The Hampshire Foundation is the charitable arm of The Hampshire Companies, a 
privately-held, fully-integrated real estate firm that has more than 50 years of hands-on, 
cycle-tested experience in acquiring, developing, leasing, repositioning, managing, 
financing and disposing of real estate. Founded by 2on F. Hanson, who served as NFF 
Chairman from 1994-2006, Hampshire is headquartered in Morristown, N.2., has 102 
employees, and currently owns and operates a diversified portfolio of 259 properties in 



28 states totaling more than 25 million square feet. Learn more at 

www. hampshireco, com. 

About The National Football Foundation~ 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football 
Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs 
programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing scholarship, 
citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 chapters and 12,000 
members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame, the NFF 

Leadership Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards presented by Fidelity 
Investments, the NFF Showcases, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF Faculty 
Salute Initiative presented by Fidelity Investments, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete 
Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school 
scholar-athletes. The NFF also presents the William V. Campbell Trophy endowed by 
HealthSouth and hosted at the New York Athletic Club as well as bestowing several other 

major awards at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner in New York City. NFF corporate partners 
include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual 
Insurance, the Sports Business Journal, and Under Armour. For more information, please 
visit www.footballfoundation.orq. 

Follow the NFF in Social Media 

Email: news@footballfoundation.com 
Phone: 972-556-1000 

Web: ./__~__t _t _~_._’/./_" .w_ w. _ w. _,_f_o_. _o_ t__b_. _a_!./_~o__u__n__d_,~___t.~q ~,_?.Cg/ 

This email was sent to ille@illinois.edu by news@footballfoundation.con~ i 

Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe’" Privacy Policy. 

The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 1130 I Irving I TX I 75039 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 1:44 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: NBA commissioner Adam Silver will reveal his decision about L.A. Clippers owner Donald Sterliug today in a 2 p.m. media briefiug. The NBA 

has been iuvestigatiug racist relnarks attributed to Sterling. 

Silver has promised the league would give Sterling due process but would act quickly. It’s tmclear whether Silver cotfld order Sterling to sell the Clippers. The 

commissioner also might am~ounce an indefinite suspension while the investigation coutinues, CNN’s Rachel Nichols reports. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 2:21 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live on CNN: The NBA has bamied Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling ibr life mid is fining him $2.5 million - - the maximum fine ~llowed under the 

league’s constitution -- NBA Commissioner Adam Silver sofid today. That lmn would, among other things, keep Sterling from games, practices, and fiom going to 
Clippers facilities. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:21 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Oldahoma authorities stopped one execution and postponed another after botching the delivery of drags. 

The execution of convicted murderer Clayton Lockett was halted after his vein "exploded" during the injection of drugs, Oklahoma Department of Corrections Director 

Robert Patton said. 

Lockett later suffered what appeared to be a heart attack and died, Patton said. 

The state high court last week ruled against Lockett ~md Charles Warner in their challenge to the state’s so-called secrecy provision, which tbrbids disclosing fl~e 

identities of anyone involved in the execution process or suppliers of any drags or medical equipment. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 1:31 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

On the day their team’s owner was banned lbr life, the LA Clippers beat Golden State 113-103 in their NBA playoff gmne. 

The Clippers got a standing ovation before the game, and coach Doc Rivers shook hands with some of the fm~s sitting courtside, according to Bleacher Report, which 

said that there were protesters outside the arena before the game. 

Donald Sterling, the Clippers’ owner, was banned for life and fined the leagne-mafimum $2.5 million over racist remarks attributed to him. 

After’their victo~ in G~me 5 of their bes~t-of- seven series, fl~e Clippers lead 3-2. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com. CNN TV m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pitmma Training <mail@re~lal.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 5:27 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Join us now to become a Certified Mmmger t~om Mis~uri State University 

Pi~iiLan Training Trusted For Generations 

Builc~ng Fulltle Managei~ ~dtrough quality education 

Can’t Read This Email See It in Your Browser Here 

ixii 

Wazeefa 1 Floor M, A1 Matrouq Tower, Abroad A1 Jaber Street, Sharq, Kuwait Ci~, Kuwait 

For more information, you can visit our website or join our facebook group 

~bo | 

This message was sent to ille@illinois edu We hope you found it relevant. Ho~vever, if you’d rather not receive future e-mails from 
us, please visit. 

the opt-out lil~ by clicking here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

25% OffEntire Stock Yoga Apparel for Morn 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram 1~ 

Feel Good & Look Great Shop Nike t> 

Shop Under Armour ~ 

.;~i Shop Accessories 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 6:46 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: 5 Books That Will Clmuge Your Life 

[ ’~}i Linkto F ..... Stre 

Posted: 29 Apt 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

5 books you should read. 

~ Faznaam ;Starlet 

Reading is important to me. Not only is it one way to fill in the gaps left by my formal eduction but it is a meaningful way to 

better myself. Reading alone, however, isn’t enough. What you read and how you apply it matters. In the past year, I started 

reading over 300 books and fi~ished ~6::[ ~f them. 

Reading what everyone else reads is good for conversation, perhaps, but it’s not going to help you to think differently. And if 

you can’t think differently, you’re always going to be a one-legged man in an ass kicking contest. 

With that in mind, here are 5 books that you’ve (probably) never heard of that will help you see things in a new light. 

1. Co,letted Naxims and O~r Refle~t[o#s by La Rochefoucauld 

Deceptively brief and easy to read, La Rochefoucauld’s unflattering analysis of human behavior will stay with you for a lifetime. 

His maxims and reflections influenced people like Nietzsche, Voltaire, Proust, de Gaulle, and Conan Doyle. "The reader’s best 

policy," Rochefoucauld suggests, "is to assume that none of these maxims is directed at him, and that he is the sole 

exception ..... After that, I guarantee that he will be the first to subscribe to them." 

2. T~e 4~ Laws of Power, by Robert Greene 

I’ve never read this book in a cover-to-cover sense but I’ve read each of the laws. More than that, I’ve broken each of the 

laws. I’ll give you an example. The first law is "Never outshine the master." Once I worked directly for a CEO. I worked as 

hard as I ever have to show off my talents and skills and at every turn it backfired over and over again. The lesson -- "make 

your masters appear more brilliant than they are and you will attain the heights of power." I wish I read this book earlier in my 

career, it certainly would have been helpful. 

This book sat on my shelf for a year before I picked it up recently. This is the biography of Cyrus the Great, also known as 

Cyrus the Elder, who made the oldest known declaration of human rights. The book is full of leadership lessons. Here’s an 

example. "Brevity is the soul of command. Too much talking suggests desperation on the part of the leader. Speak shortly, 

decisively and to the point-and couch your desires in such natural logic that no one can raise objections. Then move on." 

4. L~tt~rs fro~ a S~lf~Nad~ Merchant to His Son 

This no nonsense collection of 20 letters from a self-made man to his son are nothing short of brilliant as far as I’m 

concerned. This is a great example of timeless wisdom. The broad theme is how to raise your children in a world where they 

have plenty but the lessons apply to parents and non-parents alike. 



5. ~o~e~s of my £ife by Herbert Simon 

An autobiography of Nobel laureate Herbert A. Simon, a remarkable polymath who more people should know about. In an 

age of increasing specializing, he’s a rare generalist -- applying what he learned as a scientist to other aspects of his life. 

Crossing disciplines, he was at the intersection of "information sciences." He won the Nobel for his theory of "bounded 

rationality," and is perhaps best known for his insightful quote "A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention." 

And one more.., just for good luck. 

6. ~editatio~s by Marcus Aurelius 

Ok, this is a bonus pick as I figured a many of you might have read this already, ft was, after all, on the ~0~3 ~a~ 

Street re~#e~-°s eboiee list. If you bought it and haven’t read it, consider this a nudge. The best way to sum up this book is: 

A simple and powerful guide to life. This book was never intended for publication it was for himself. How many people write a 

book of epigrams to themselves? Get it. Read it. Live it. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- C#~llengeo Discover, Grow° ’Lear~ by ~oi~cj’ wit#~ experts ~o ~sve bee~ 

You are subscribed Lo ern~Ji updaLes from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle inc. 20 West Kinzie, Chicage iL. USA 60610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bond Schoeneck & King PLLC <communication@bondschoeneckking.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Bond’s Collegiate Sports Practice and Forward Progress Athletics Consulting Team-Up 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page 
To view- the mobile-friendly web page click here¯ 

Bond’s Collegiate Sports Practice and 
Forward Progress Athletics Consulting 

Team Up for Greater Breadth of Service 
Bond’s Collegiate Sports Practice Group and Forward Progress Athletics Consulting are now affiliated. 

This collaboration offers their Division I collegiate sports clients the full breadth of NCAA regulatory 

and APP services delivered by the leaders in this field. 

Forward Progress is led by John Shukie, one of the architects of the NCAA Academic Performance 

Program (APP). Employed by the NCAA eight years, John was instrumental in creating the APP as the 

director of academic and membership affairs. Forward Progress’ APP management and consulting 

includes developing APR improvement plans, analyzing academic data, assistance with waivers and 

preparation for hearings. "Academic performance programs are crucial for all NCAA Division I athletics 

programs and John Shukie of Forward Progress is unquestionably the best credentialed resource. Bond 

is pleased that John has signed an affiliation agreement in order to better incorporate APP 

management into our NCAA rules compliance, eligibility, and infractions counsel," stated Nii~e (?la~ier, 

founder and chair of the firm’s Collegiate Sports Practice Group. 

John Shukie, president of Forward Progress said, "The members of Bond’s Collegiate Sports Practice 

Group are the apex of legal consultants representing colleges and universities in NCAA-related matters. 

Now I can seamlessly recommend Bond and coordinate my services in conjunction with Bond for an 

end-to-end service offering for our respective clients." 

The Co~l~tsPractice Grou at Bond, Schoeneck & King is the nation’s premier practice group 

for the representation of colleges and universities in NCAA rules compliance, eligibility, and infraction 

matters. With over 100 combined years of involvement and expertise in NCAA-related matters, Bond’s 

attorneys and consultants are far and away the most qualified, capable and experienced in this area of 

unique and complex regulations. 

Forward Progress Athletics Consulting is the industry leader in providing academic and APP-related 

consulting to NCAA institutions, conferences and individuals. Forward Progress clients receive 

individualized attention and innovative solutions that are specific to their needs. 

Attorney Advertising I © 20:[4 Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC I www,bsk,com 

ALBANY BUFFALO GARDEN CITY ITHACA NEW YORK CITY OSWEGO ROCHESTER SYRACUSE UTICA NAPLES, FL OVERLAND PARK, KS 

Privacy Policy: Bond, Schoeneck & King PLI.C does not share or sell any individ uai’s contact information or u nique identifier s to a ny advertiser or thir d party. 

This document may be considered Attorney Advertising u nder the rules of some states or a solic’tatio n as set forth in the CAN SPAM Act of 2003. 

Click here to unsubscribe. Click ilere to update your c~ ntact informatiorl. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shred-it <lynn.bmwn@shredit.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 9:09 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Learn Why White-Collar Crime is on the Ri~ 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version. 

White,vcoIlar cdme is on 
the dse in the USA 

53% of US organizations don’t believe a 
security breach would seriously impact their 
business 

The average organization loses 5% of its revenue to fraud 

every year. On top of this, 61% of reported crimes are caused 

by an employee of the organization. Workplaces need to be 

fully aware of the internal and external threats to the security 

of their business. 

Learn more about the rise of white collar crime and what 

organizations can do to protect their confidential information. 

This email was sent to: ille@uiuc.edu 

To unsubscribe or manage your preferences, please click here. 

Shred-it International Inc. I 2794 South Sheridan Way I Oakville, ON I L6J 7T4 CAN 

Shred-it USA Inc. 111101 Franklin Avenue, Suite 100 I Franklin Park, IL I 60131-1403 USA 

Shred-it Limited I Unit 1, Foresters Green, Trafford Park I Manchester I M17 1E J, UK 

Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 9:22 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Oscar-nominated British actor Bob Hoskins, best known for his roles in "Who Framed Roger Rabbit" mid "Memiaids," died Tuesday at age 71, his publicist said 

today. 

The cause of death wasn’t immediately released. His passing comes nearly m-o years after he retired from acting following his diagnosis of Parkinsolfs disease. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Offthe Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 10:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Team Pride Begins Offthe Field 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu, you’ve received this email because you’re a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

T’.:~:<I: ’v’.:~r.<i~;r! ~SS S~.ii~sc!ii~e Uri~;ui;:i~:rib~ i:~!’Ci:iv~i Apr’ii ~;O, 20".’4 

Wednesday, June 25 - Saturday, June 28 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

NEWS FROM THE ~NDUSTRY 

Study: 2.5 million 
basketball injuries in 6 

seasons 

Basketball is a popular high school sport in 

the United States with 1 million participants 

annually. A recently published study by 

researchers in the Center for Injury 

Research and Policy at Nationwide 

Children’s Hospital is the first to compare 

and describe the occurrence and 

distribution patterns of basketball-related 

injuries treated in emergency departments 

and the high school athletic training setting 

among adolescents and teens. 

Scholastic sports 
injuries: Women’s 

lac fosse 

A 2007 study by Dick et al in the Journal of 



The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, click here. 
Did someone forward this edition to you? SLibscribe here -- it’s free! 

d by Corporate Briefs ] 

Athletic Training looked at injury rates for the 

women’s lacrosse using the NCAA injury 

surveillance system from 1988-2004. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF CAREER Award Insider <Richard.Vance@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 11:11 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

}tow m Cratt a Winning CAREER Propo~k Integrating the Research Plan and Education Plm~ 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 
Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 

Crafting a Successful CAREER 

...... Proposal, One of the NSF’s Most 

Prestigious Awards 
,~re.*s{~,~{~r: Michael Lesiecki, PhD 

W~L.~i,,’,,~,,’,," Fo,,",q",,~,,’t: CD-Rom, MP4 and PDF Transcript. 

All formats include the PDF presentation handouts. 

L,a,-’~’.,&~th; 60 minutes 

The National Science Foundation’s Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Award Program provides 
five years of financial support for "junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding 
research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of 
their organizations." This large NSF program has been around for years and intends to make 600 awards in 
2014. There are relatively few changes in the 2014 solicitation but there are new limits on successive 
submissions by a single faculty member. 

With the July 2014 deadline fast approaching, this Webinar will outline the required steps to craft a successful 
proposal highlighting the eligibility criteria for which the NSF distinctly allows no exceptions. 

Descriptions of successful CAREER awards 
across the NSF directorate. 
Insight into the review process which often 
involves co-reviews within various NSF 
divisions. 
Strategies to involve other educational 
institutions such as two year colleges as part of 
the required education plan. 
Resources for developing evaluation plans. 
Ideas for developing inter-, multi-, trans- 
disciplinary approaches pushing the frontiers of 
education and research. 

Potential PIs who are untenured faculty 
employed as assistant professors who have 
not received a previous CAREER award and 
are in a tenure track position at an accredited 
institution that awards degrees in a field 
supported by the NSF. 
Sponsored Research Officers and grants 
development personnel at Universities and two- 
and four-year colleges. 

Purchase this 60-Minute On-Demand Webinar in CD-Rom, MP4 or PDF Transcript for only 

Learn More 

i 
[ Order Now 

Forward this to a friend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:41 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Van@ Case Haunts PSU Coach ] NBA’s Bold Racism Ruling ] Parents Upset by Sports Physicals 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Action Floors 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vand’i Rape Victim 
Pelm State football coach James Fr~lklin contacted an alleged rape victiln after 

four of his Vanderbilt football players had been arresled mid ... 

Will Unprecedented NBA Ruling to Oust Owner Hold Up? 
NBA Commissioner Admn Silver dealt Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 

Sterling an unprecedented blow by dealing the embattled boss ... 

Opinion: NFL Needs to tteaJc NBA’s Message on Racism 
Let the NBA’s sudden crisis send a message to Da~ Snyder m~d the NFL: That 

issue involving the W&shington "Redskins" could blow up in your... 

Xll Airb .... Athletics 

Help Athletic Business Choose Our June Magazine Cover 
For the first time in our magazine’s nearly 40-year histo~, we’re letting our readers 

determine the cover image. Today is the last day to cast your vote ... 

Blog: Does Wea~cable Fitness Have Legs? 

May we say something about the flailed Nike product that nobody seems to wa~t 

to say? The Nike product was a gimmick that forced exercisers ... 

Upset Parents Contend that School Plwsicals Go Too Far 

Two tmrents are ~gl7 that nurse practitioners in the Buffalo Public Schools 

examine& touched or tried to examine their children’s genikaJ ... 



IOC Official BlasLs Rio Ob/mpic Preparations 
Rio de Janeiro is set to host the 2016 Olympic Games, but according to the vice 

president of the International Olympic Committee, preparations ... 

How Will Restructured NCAA Play Out for Members’? 

Nothing suggested last week by a seven-tnember NCAA steering committee 

looking into the separation of the haves from the have-nots is ... 

Schedules Beef Up in New Pla’~’off Era of College Football 
The SEC, which produced seven consecutive national champions from 2006 to 

2012, moved Sunday to force schools to schedule at least one ... 

NY Latest State to Sanction Cheer as Interscholastic Sport 
The move means cheerleaders will have their own state-sanctioned competitions, 

from local scholastic leagues, to sectionals and s~te championships ... 

NFL Ma,i Give Minor League Concept Another Tr~out 
’][’he NFL executive vice president of footb~J1 operations told the Associated Press 

earlier this week an NFL D-League is on his list of priorities. 

Vikings Owners to Benefit from Storage of Dome Dirt 

The new Minnesota Vikings stadium project mn into a problem late last year: 
Where to store the unexpected amounts of reusable dirt ti~om the soon-to-be ... 

Content Library-Gym Flooring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

N ear- Drowning, $1M Pa,iout Brings Lifegumding Changes 
A chaotic scene at a public pool where a woman almost drowned in 2009 led to a 

major lawsuit. Now it’s leading to some major changes in the city’s policy. 

New Reader Comments: 

Charter School Coach Takes Issue with Transfer’s Penalt~ 

The war against charter schools including charter school athletes is un-American 

and at its core racially discriminator. Can you imagine a law that ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Coaches’ Hazing Accountability 

I can still remember being a freshman lbotball player at Muhlenbevg College back 

in the 80’s (yes, I’m that old!’.! !). All of us were dreading what ... 

Opinion: Inaction of Stealing Peers Baffling in Diverse NBA 
While this ~xticle is right on taxget, the headline is laughable. The NBA is an~ing 

but diverse. 

Ps,~-chologist Blas~ts ’Eve~5~body Wins’ Youth Sports League 
Rob as a youth and high school coach for 30 years I feel that the "Everyone gets a 

trophy" mentulity that has been created in U.S. youth sports over the ... 

Psychologist Blasts ’Eve.p/body Wins’ Youth Sports I,eague 
Interesting. I think it depends on the age of the children. For younger kids (under 

10? under 12?), I think it’s perfectly acceptable and even pretbrable .... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

’][’hat wouldn’t have been a fair competition. You guys would have won in a 

landslide! 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

Those are all worthy choices. But what about a picture of Barry and Rob? Those 

bald heads would really shine on a glosw cover photo! 

[iX F°rward t°a friend1 

[ ~4 ABN .... i,e]j~:iI ABDigitall .... ] 

ii~~ Facebook ~ 

I ~4 Ath,~tio ~.~i .... Co0f ..... & Expo j 
Iii~ Linkedln I I ~ii Y°uTube I 

Stay Connected Stay ~nformed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ em:.~il ’.~,,’:.~s !~e!~t to ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Van@ Case Haunts PSU Coach ] NBA’s Bold Racism Ruling ] Parents Upset by Sports Physicals 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Action Floors 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vand’i Rape Victim 
Pelm State football coach James Fr~lklin contacted an alleged rape victiln after 

four of his Vanderbilt football players had been arresled mid ... 

Will Unprecedented NBA Ruling to Oust Owner Hold Up? 
NBA Commissioner Admn Silver dealt Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 

Sterling an unprecedented blow by dealing the embattled boss ... 

Opinion: NFL Needs to tteaJc NBA’s Message on Racism 
Let the NBA’s sudden crisis send a message to Da~ Snyder m~d the NFL: That 

issue involving the W&shington "Redskins" could blow up in your... 

Xll Airb .... Athletics 

Help Athletic Business Choose Our June Magazine Cover 
For the first time in our magazine’s nearly 40-year histo~, we’re letting our readers 

determine the cover image. Today is the last day to cast your vote ... 

Blog: Does Wea~cable Fitness Have Legs? 

May we say something about the flailed Nike product that nobody seems to wa~t 

to say? The Nike product was a gimmick that forced exercisers ... 

Upset Parents Contend that School Plwsicals Go Too Far 

Two tmrents are ~gl7 that nurse practitioners in the Buffalo Public Schools 

examine& touched or tried to examine their children’s genikaJ ... 



IOC Official BlasLs Rio Ob/mpic Preparations 
Rio de Janeiro is set to host the 2016 Olympic Games, but according to the vice 

president of the International Olympic Committee, preparations ... 

How Will Restructured NCAA Play Out for Members’? 

Nothing suggested last week by a seven-tnember NCAA steering committee 

looking into the separation of the haves from the have-nots is ... 

Schedules Beef Up in New Pla’~’off Era of College Football 
The SEC, which produced seven consecutive national champions from 2006 to 

2012, moved Sunday to force schools to schedule at least one ... 

NY Latest State to Sanction Cheer as Interscholastic Sport 
The move means cheerleaders will have their own state-sanctioned competitions, 

from local scholastic leagues, to sectionals and s~te championships ... 

NFL Ma,i Give Minor League Concept Another Tr~out 
’][’he NFL executive vice president of footb~J1 operations told the Associated Press 

earlier this week an NFL D-League is on his list of priorities. 

Vikings Owners to Benefit from Storage of Dome Dirt 

The new Minnesota Vikings stadium project mn into a problem late last year: 
Where to store the unexpected amounts of reusable dirt ti~om the soon-to-be ... 

Content Library-Gym Flooring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

N ear- Drowning, $1M Pa,iout Brings Lifegumding Changes 
A chaotic scene at a public pool where a woman almost drowned in 2009 led to a 

major lawsuit. Now it’s leading to some major changes in the city’s policy. 

New Reader Comments: 

Charter School Coach Takes Issue with Transfer’s Penalt~ 

The war against charter schools including charter school athletes is un-American 

and at its core racially discriminator. Can you imagine a law that ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Coaches’ Hazing Accountability 

I can still remember being a freshman lbotball player at Muhlenbevg College back 

in the 80’s (yes, I’m that old!’.! !). All of us were dreading what ... 

Opinion: Inaction of Stealing Peers Baffling in Diverse NBA 
While this ~xticle is right on taxget, the headline is laughable. The NBA is an~ing 

but diverse. 

Ps,~-chologist Blas~ts ’Eve~5~body Wins’ Youth Sports League 
Rob as a youth and high school coach for 30 years I feel that the "Everyone gets a 

trophy" mentulity that has been created in U.S. youth sports over the ... 

Psychologist Blasts ’Eve.p/body Wins’ Youth Sports I,eague 
Interesting. I think it depends on the age of the children. For younger kids (under 

10? under 12?), I think it’s perfectly acceptable and even pretbrable .... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

’][’hat wouldn’t have been a fair competition. You guys would have won in a 

landslide! 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

Those are all worthy choices. But what about a picture of Barry and Rob? Those 

bald heads would really shine on a glosw cover photo! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Van@ Case Haunts PSU Coach ] NBA’s Bold Racism Ruling ] Parents Upset by Sports Physicals 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Action Floors 

PSU Coach Had Contact with Alleged Vand’i Rape Victim 
Pelm State football coach James Fr~lklin contacted an alleged rape victiln after 

four of his Vanderbilt football players had been arresled mid ... 

Will Unprecedented NBA Ruling to Oust Owner Hold Up? 
NBA Commissioner Admn Silver dealt Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 

Sterling an unprecedented blow by dealing the embattled boss ... 

Opinion: NFL Needs to tteaJc NBA’s Message on Racism 
Let the NBA’s sudden crisis send a message to Da~ Snyder m~d the NFL: That 

issue involving the W&shington "Redskins" could blow up in your... 

Xll Airb .... Athletics 

Help Athletic Business Choose Our June Magazine Cover 
For the first time in our magazine’s nearly 40-year histo~, we’re letting our readers 

determine the cover image. Today is the last day to cast your vote ... 

Blog: Does Wea~cable Fitness Have Legs? 

May we say something about the flailed Nike product that nobody seems to wa~t 

to say? The Nike product was a gimmick that forced exercisers ... 

Upset Parents Contend that School Plwsicals Go Too Far 

Two tmrents are ~gl7 that nurse practitioners in the Buffalo Public Schools 

examine& touched or tried to examine their children’s genikaJ ... 



IOC Official BlasLs Rio Ob/mpic Preparations 
Rio de Janeiro is set to host the 2016 Olympic Games, but according to the vice 

president of the International Olympic Committee, preparations ... 

How Will Restructured NCAA Play Out for Members’? 

Nothing suggested last week by a seven-tnember NCAA steering committee 

looking into the separation of the haves from the have-nots is ... 

Schedules Beef Up in New Pla’~’off Era of College Football 
The SEC, which produced seven consecutive national champions from 2006 to 

2012, moved Sunday to force schools to schedule at least one ... 

NY Latest State to Sanction Cheer as Interscholastic Sport 
The move means cheerleaders will have their own state-sanctioned competitions, 

from local scholastic leagues, to sectionals and s~te championships ... 

NFL Ma,i Give Minor League Concept Another Tr~out 
’][’he NFL executive vice president of footb~J1 operations told the Associated Press 

earlier this week an NFL D-League is on his list of priorities. 

Vikings Owners to Benefit from Storage of Dome Dirt 

The new Minnesota Vikings stadium project mn into a problem late last year: 
Where to store the unexpected amounts of reusable dirt ti~om the soon-to-be ... 

Content Library-Gym Flooring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

N ear- Drowning, $1M Pa,iout Brings Lifegumding Changes 
A chaotic scene at a public pool where a woman almost drowned in 2009 led to a 

major lawsuit. Now it’s leading to some major changes in the city’s policy. 

New Reader Comments: 

Charter School Coach Takes Issue with Transfer’s Penalt~ 

The war against charter schools including charter school athletes is un-American 

and at its core racially discriminator. Can you imagine a law that ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Coaches’ Hazing Accountability 

I can still remember being a freshman lbotball player at Muhlenbevg College back 

in the 80’s (yes, I’m that old!’.! !). All of us were dreading what ... 

Opinion: Inaction of Stealing Peers Baffling in Diverse NBA 
While this ~xticle is right on taxget, the headline is laughable. The NBA is an~ing 

but diverse. 

Ps,~-chologist Blas~ts ’Eve~5~body Wins’ Youth Sports League 
Rob as a youth and high school coach for 30 years I feel that the "Everyone gets a 

trophy" mentulity that has been created in U.S. youth sports over the ... 

Psychologist Blasts ’Eve.p/body Wins’ Youth Sports I,eague 
Interesting. I think it depends on the age of the children. For younger kids (under 

10? under 12?), I think it’s perfectly acceptable and even pretbrable .... 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

’][’hat wouldn’t have been a fair competition. You guys would have won in a 

landslide! 

Help Us Choose Our June Cover 

Those are all worthy choices. But what about a picture of Barry and Rob? Those 

bald heads would really shine on a glosw cover photo! 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andreza Araujo <contato@andrezaaraujo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Find out how to make the difference and lead better m~d berter 

i~i Andreza Araujo 

ii.~.iI .~iI Avaiable on iBookstore i~.;. Avaiable on Saraiva i~.;. Avaiable on A ..... Avaiable on Kobo 

j .... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BigSun Scholarships <scholarships bigsun~bigstmathletics.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:40 PM 

BigSun Scholarship Due June 20 

The scholarship for the BigSun Organization has a deadline of 3une 20, 2014. 
We are proud to be able to help young athletes succeed in their academic pursuits. The successful applicant will be 
currently involved in athletics in some capacity, either for their school or for their community. 

Amount of Award - $5oo.oo 
Please visit our website at http://www.bigsunathletics.com to learn how to apply. 

This scholarship has been listed with FastWeb 

If you wish to discontinue these notification please reply to this email with "unsubscribe"in the subject line or in the body of the message, 

Sincerely, 
Norm Fielder 
Director 
BigSun Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 11:24 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford said Wednesday that he will take a break from his re-electiou campaign to get help for substance abuse issues. 

"It’s not eas31 to be vulnerable mad this is one of the most difficult times in my life," Ford said in a s*atemeut. "I have a problem mtl~ alcohol, and the choices I have made 

while uuder the influence. I have struggled with tl~is for some time." 

The sIatemeut was provided to CNN by its affiliate CTV. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:33 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An apparent gas explosion that caused paxt of the Escambia County Jail in Florida to collapse killed two inmates, official said. The blast also injured between 100 and 

150 inmates ~ld officers. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:13 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

On tile day that Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 disappeoxed, officials apparently didn’t notice for 17 minutes that it had gone offthe rada:r -- and didift activate an official 

rescue operation for four hours. 

Those are m-o of the details outlined in a preliminmy report made public by Malaysian officials. 

Today’s release came after intense criticism from relatives of passengers. Malaysia had already submitted the report to the International Civil Aviation O~ganization, as 

required. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Vviliie Cooper broke the color line at the L!nivei°si~,~ of 

No,,th Caroiina in ’ r.~ u.~4. He paid a heavy price for 

m.,a kk~g history. 

Cooper, just 18 then, was the ficst AfricamAmericsn 

basketball piayer for iegenda~, Conch Dean Smith, 

piaying on the freshman team before ~eav~ng the squad 

a~e~ a year~ V~i~e Jn school Cooper bore the weight of 

d~scdm~ns[~on s[ what he reca~s many at the th~e 

considered to be a ’q~be~sl oss~s o~the South." 

"It pains me/’ Coo~er said. "=’, " ¯ . 
brings back bad memories," 

Vvith his mother in poor health a~er his father died, 

Cooper was taken in by a foster family when i~e was 

10 The famiiy i~stilled in Cooper a love ibr leamiP, g ti~ak 

fueied him to be competitive both in the classroom and 

on the court. 

His talent, Isigh test scores and a veteran survivors’ 

schoiarsMp took tI’.,e Elm Ci[y, NC, star [o CI’.,apel Hili, 

where I’.,e waiked oP, to the freshmar~ 

One of just 18 biack students in his ciass, Cooper dealt 

with racism every day ils college~ He was pushed 

a~eund by teammates and insuited by audiences~ 

During team read tdps, he was nok se¢,ied at ceRain 

restaurar’.,ts @~ce, he was ever’., le1"~ beI’.,ind by the team 
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in one of CoopeCs darkest days on campus, he was 

asked Io leave ihe alhletic dormito~y because I’.,is while 

roommates did not want to live ’witi~ him. S~ortiy 

the hsc~dent. Cooper made the cHffica~t decision to step 

away from basketba~ and focus on h~s pursa~t era 

bt, a~meso ~ee. WBNe cjMncj up h~s dream hu~, he 

earned a dobma ~n 1988. 

Cooper we~i on to serve it’., the U S Army Ior three 

years, including one tour of dut~ i~s Vietnam, before 

accepting a job with IBbl. i-¢e became a~s operations 

manager hs Mob~b~ AJa. where he again feR the ps~n of 

racial discrimination. He ~ster became an Equal 

Oppo~unity Manager at ~BM~ he~ping to ensure that the 

company gave other £fr~csmAr~ser~cans [he same 

chances he had heels g~ven. He ret~rsd~ w~th 20 years’ 

serdce, in 1993. 

At Chapel Hili, Cooper paved the way for many ~udent 

athietes, including his own children. In 1991, Brent 

Cooper played ]tmio~ va~sit~ baskelbaN al UNC. in 1994, 

fonya Cooper hqped t~e women’s baske~baN team wm 

the NCAA champ~onsho. The p~ud father still gets 

choked up when recalling h~s dsughtecs 

accomplishment, 

"II b~sught tears to my eyes wI’.,er’., I saw her gei on tI’.,at 

floor wearing lhe bi~e a~d white," Cooper said. "i ~ever 

I’.,ad ihe opportuniiy as a varsity playeB so seeh~g her 

play was tremendous." 

Cooper feeis that keeping Isis cooi and not reacting 

negatively to racism were keys to Jeavilscj a positive 

legacy fo~ hisiory 



Additioaal informatioa about Af&[ Inc and the products and sel-,aces provided by Af&[ subsidiaiies s~:d sff~btes 

ph~{arfi~rop~c ~n~t~8t}ves~ AT&T has s {or~g h~stor{ of ssppo~-~r~g projects tha~ c[es~e ~earrfing oppo~tsn~[~es: promote 

co~tdbuted [~ros~gh co[porate-, emp{o~’ee- and &T&T Fou~dst~omgiv}~g p[ogt8ms 

~ Website ~ Email 



p~spsd~g to i.."..tsrview Ior ser:io~ bvel pesitio~s ~fl 04 and D41 sthbtic p~og~ms - 8v~ ~f yoa~ 

currest s ~ho~ ~ ~s ~x), ~ W~,~ , ,D ~d~ s x~ber ~,Ve ~a ~x:hed ,he W#~ AD Leade~shJ~ 

........................................ 

m~ac~o and m~cro ~evem~e 

.... , 

tha~ has ~een scheduled b7 the ul~lverslty. 

e~ail ~e or call 800~218-2280~ 

Ke@~ Bsrefoo~ 





p~spsd~g to i.."..tsrview Ior ser:io~ bvel pesitio~s ~fl 04 and D41 sthbtic p~og~ms - 8v~ ~f yoa~ 

currest s ~ho~ ~ ~s ~x), ~ W~,~ , ,D ~d~ s x~ber ~,Ve ~a ~x:hed ,he W#~ AD Leade~shJ~ 

........................................ 

m~ac~o and m~cro ~evem~e 

.... , 

tha~ has ~een scheduled b7 the ul~lverslty. 

e~ail ~e or call 800~218-2280~ 

Ke@~ Bsrefoo~ 





From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aubrey Fox Williams <a£oxavilliam@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 10:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Put Your Busiuess on the Map! 

The Chamber produces and distributes 10,000 copies of the 

Community Map each year to Chamber members, local residents, D } ii iiiibei } i i 
visitors, relocators, and businesses inquiring about membership or 

relocation. 

The Community Map is one of the most commonly requested items ............................................. 

at the Chamber office, and it is distributed to about 60 other sites 

throughout Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

The map is full-color and includes a large map of Chapel Hill and 

Carrboro, a map of Orange and northern Chatham counties, and inset 

maps of the University of North Carolina and dowmtown Hillsbor .......... ...................................................................................... 

ough. 

¯ Full Outside Back Panel- $2,995 

¯ Full Inside Front Panel - $1,995 

¯ Full lnside Back Panel - $LS95 

¯ One-half Inside Panel- $995 

¯ One-third lnside Panel- $445 

¯ One-sixth lnside Panel - $295 

Please eontaet Aubrey Fox Williams to reserve your spotl 

Forward to a friend 

this emaii was sent to ilie@unc.ed~ by _a__[_9__m__~_jJ]i_a__r_~__s_~_c__a_[gJi_n__a__c__h__a___nj__b__e__r_~_O_LCj 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant mr.qovalwith Safe/JnsubscribeT" Privacy Policyr 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 1:49 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Former President George W. Bush hopes his brother Jeb runs for president. 

"I think he would be a great president," the former President said of the former Florida governor in an exclusive interview with CNN’s Jake Tapper. 

"I have no clue what’s on his mind m~d we will talk when he’s ready. I noticed he’s moving around the country quite a bit," George W. Bush said. 

For more of CNN’s interview with former President George W. Bush, watch "The Lead ruth Jake Tapper" on CNN at 4 p.m. ET. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Net-a, ork 



i.~.i Fotodiox 

Hello Filrnmakers! 
We are FotodioxPro.com, a Chicago-based manufacturer and seller of photography 
and filmmaking gear. You might not know us, but we’ve spent 10 years building and 
selling affordable lens adapters, mounts, lighting, GoPro accessories and much 
more, 

We’ve been active players in the dramatic shift to digital filmmaking, and we’ve 
even won a couple of awards along the way, like Popular Photograph)is Pop Award 
for our LED100 liqht (an affordable LED powerhouse that you can use with softboxes 
and barndoors for right around $300) and Resource IVlagazine’s 2013 Product Of The 
Year for our GoTough line of GoPro filters and accessories. 

We’re grateful for this chance to introduce ourselves to you. To invite you to get to 
know us better, we’re giving you some exclusive discounts on our gear. 

To get your SPECIAL Student Filmmakers discount, simply enter the code: 
STUDI~NT~5~ on Fotodioxpro.com for 15% off of your entire order, Hurw - This code 
expires Hay 1st! 

We’ve also put together "The Top 5 Filmmaking Products for Under 20 Bucks" - a 
video starring our marketing guy and former film teacher for Columbia College 
Chicago (that’s him, right there) - that tells you all about products every filmmaker 

GoTough line of GoPro filters 

and accessories 

~:iI GoTough gear 



can use. 

i Top 5 Products for Filmmakers under $20 

]If you want even more, you can check out some of our interviews from the NAB Show 
in Las Vegas that showcase some of the awesome stuff we’ll be launching later this 
year: 

The ND Throttle: a lens adapter with a variable ND built right in. 
See the interview from NewsShooter.com. 

The 84 PowerLynx Kit: allows you to mount a B4 ENG style lens onto a modern 
micro 4/3 camera, and power the zoom! See the footage from CheesyCam.com. 

Have questions? ]ust respond to this email or write to sara(~fotodioxpro.com. And 
don’t forget to subscribe to our YouTube channel or follow us on Facebook and 
Twitter. You’ll be the first to know about new products, tutorials, and subscriber-only 
deals. 

Big thanks to all of you and your ideas that inspire us. We can’t wait to see what 
you create this year. 

Sincerely, 

Your Filmmaker Friends at FotodioxPro.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 6:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~:mam Street: The Oldest Living Things in the World 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 01 Nay 2014 05:00 Ar~ PDT 

Contemporary artist Rachel Sussman has photographed the world’s oldest continuously living organisms that are 2,000 years 

old and older. Braving some of the world’s harshest climates spanning from Antarctica to Greenland, the Mojave Desert, and 

the Australian Outback, she’s compiled her photographs and stories of her epic adventures into the beautiful new book T~e 

O~des~ Livid9 T~i~gs i~ t~e W~r~d. The book includes 124 photographs and 30 essays. 

Here are some of the pictures. 



i.~.i Jo-mon Sugi, Japanese Cedar (7,000 years old; Yakushima, Japan) 

J6mon Sugi, Japanese Cedar (7,000 years old; Yakushima, Japan) 

Gran Picea (9550-years-old Fulufj~llet, Sweden) 

Spruce Gran Picea (9550-years-old Fulufjallet, Sweden) 



Antarctic Moss (5,500 years old; Elephant Island, Antarctica) 

Still curious? Sussman gave a ZG~O TED t~lk on the project. 

(photos from 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
To stop receiving tl~ese ema s, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago iL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 6:23 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

20% Off Your Entire Purchase 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram l~ 

Free Shipping on Shoes & Clothes*i Pius, Free Shipping on Orders $49 or More** 

i:.’~i Tv,.’o Days Only 

::k:: Pri,~t Coup°,, 

LINKS 
FOOTWEAR    --BASKETBALL    -- --8KI/SNOWE}OARD --WObIENS 

LACROSSE FISHiNGiHUN r~NG 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, May2, 2014 1:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Sterling’s Ugly Fight] Coach’s DUI Fate ] Ohio’s Competitive Balance 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Action Floors 

If Sterling Fights NBA B oaa, It Could Get Uglg 
Like a movie villain who j umps back to life in the fina), scene, DonaJ, d Sterling Inight 

have one last act of horror in store ... 

Pla;,ers, Parents Support Coach Facing DUI Repel~cussions 
After hearing impassioned pleas l~om former and current players m~d parents, 

Bremen High School District 228 school boaxd members ... 

AED Saves Player at Senior Citizen Hoops TournaJnent 
A qaick-thinking ci~ employee grabbed a seldom-used lit~-saving device that 

medical experts recommend all public places have: ~m automated ... 

Xll Airb .... Athletics 

Rec Director in Credit Card Case Takes First Lawsuit Step 

The notice of claim cites the public disclosure ofMelissa Junke as the target of an 

investigation over a golf tournament for which Junke charged 

Stud,/: Concessions at Youth B&seball Encourage Obesity 

A new study published in Childhood ObesiF earlier this month suggests that youth 

baseball may actually do more to promote obesity than curb it. The ... 

Shuttered Element&rv School E,¢ed as Youth Sports Park 

The Ci.ty Council last week agreed to launch negotiations ruth Orange Unified 

School District, which is asking at least $15.9 million for the ... 

ABC- R ...... Hotel 



Gym Shorts: The Fitness News Roundup 

This weekly t~ature ti~om our sisler site iClubs.com, has ever?¢hing you need to 
know fi~m the week in fitness. From club openings to lawsuits ... 

Competitive BaJance Proposal Up tbr New Vote in Ohio 

In the past few yeaxs, the te~m competitive balance has become as much a pext of 

the high school sports lexicon as safety blitz, crossover ... 

U. of Minnesota Mulling $8M Renovation of Hockey Venue 
The Universi~ of Minnesota already has big goals for atNetic venue upgrades. This 

spring, it’s looking to add one more building to its to-do ... 

College Hockey I,eague Opts Against PlavoffTweaks 
The National Collegiate ttockey Conference retaJmed its playoff format 

celebrated a financially sound inaugural yeax at its meetings in ... 

Group Seeks Accountabilits’ in Braves Stadium Spending 

Cobb Citizens For Governmental Transpaxency on Thursday called for a 
moratorium on any public spending relating to the Atlanta Braves 

MGM, AEG Break Ground on Las Vegas Strip Arena 

Officials broke ground Thursday on a 20,000-seat arena along the Las Vegas Strip 
that’s expected to boost the cib,’s ... 

[.~iI Oontent Libraly- Olimbing Walls 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Basketball t layers Charged in Bus Hazing 
Was it "no big deal," or over the line? Two high school stndeut-athletes face fines 

after being charged with disorderly conduct. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School Basketball Pla;,ers Charged in Bus ’Hazing’ 
Disorderly conduct? In Iowa, this could be processed as a sexual assault offense, 

with potentiaFlikely consequences including requirement for sexual ... 

Opinion: Winston. Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 

This editorial ends with a leading question. Of course corporations have no 

patience for paid athletes doing bad things and they get dropped ... 

F .... d to a friend / 

J 
AB Newswire ~iI AB Digital I .... 

i~ Facebook ~ 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... S Expo 

i~ Linkedln ~i YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

I’,,1~n~,ge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to future emaiis of this ~ype == Forward 



Pie.sse ei=~ail [.is:= at lisa~,athleticbusiness com witir qisestions aboi~t yois= account 

Thi!~ email was !~ent 

AB Media Inc 
22 P: Mifflin St, Ste 910. Madi3o:~, Vyi 53:;05 

© 2=:d3 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, May2, 2014 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Sterling’s Ugly Fight] Coach’s DUI Fate ] Ohio’s Competitive Balance 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Action Floors 

If Sterling Fights NBA B oaa, It Could Get Uglg 
Like a movie villain who j umps back to life in the fina), scene, DonaJ, d Sterling Inight 

have one last act of horror in store ... 

Pla;,ers, Parents Support Coach Facing DUI Repel~cussions 
After hearing impassioned pleas l~om former and current players m~d parents, 

Bremen High School District 228 school boaxd members ... 

AED Saves Player at Senior Citizen Hoops TournaJnent 
A qaick-thinking ci~ employee grabbed a seldom-used lit~-saving device that 

medical experts recommend all public places have: ~m automated ... 

Xll Airb .... Athletics 

Rec Director in Credit Card Case Takes First Lawsuit Step 

The notice of claim cites the public disclosure ofMelissa Junke as the target of an 

investigation over a golf tournament for which Junke charged 

Stud,/: Concessions at Youth B&seball Encourage Obesity 

A new study published in Childhood ObesiF earlier this month suggests that youth 

baseball may actually do more to promote obesity than curb it. The ... 

Shuttered Element&rv School E,¢ed as Youth Sports Park 

The Ci.ty Council last week agreed to launch negotiations ruth Orange Unified 

School District, which is asking at least $15.9 million for the ... 

ABC- R ...... Hotel 



Gym Shorts: The Fitness News Roundup 

This weekly t~ature ti~om our sisler site iClubs.com, has ever?¢hing you need to 
know fi~m the week in fitness. From club openings to lawsuits ... 

Competitive BaJance Proposal Up tbr New Vote in Ohio 

In the past few yeaxs, the te~m competitive balance has become as much a pext of 

the high school sports lexicon as safety blitz, crossover ... 

U. of Minnesota Mulling $8M Renovation of Hockey Venue 
The Universi~ of Minnesota already has big goals for atNetic venue upgrades. This 

spring, it’s looking to add one more building to its to-do ... 

College Hockey I,eague Opts Against PlavoffTweaks 
The National Collegiate ttockey Conference retaJmed its playoff format 

celebrated a financially sound inaugural yeax at its meetings in ... 

Group Seeks Accountabilits’ in Braves Stadium Spending 

Cobb Citizens For Governmental Transpaxency on Thursday called for a 
moratorium on any public spending relating to the Atlanta Braves 

MGM, AEG Break Ground on Las Vegas Strip Arena 

Officials broke ground Thursday on a 20,000-seat arena along the Las Vegas Strip 
that’s expected to boost the cib,’s ... 

[.~iI Oontent Libraly- Olimbing Walls 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Basketball t layers Charged in Bus Hazing 
Was it "no big deal," or over the line? Two high school stndeut-athletes face fines 

after being charged with disorderly conduct. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School Basketball Pla;,ers Charged in Bus ’Hazing’ 
Disorderly conduct? In Iowa, this could be processed as a sexual assault offense, 

with potentiaFlikely consequences including requirement for sexual ... 

Opinion: Winston. Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 

This editorial ends with a leading question. Of course corporations have no 

patience for paid athletes doing bad things and they get dropped ... 

F .... d to a friend / 

J 
AB Newswire ~iI AB Digital I .... 

i~ Facebook ~ 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... S Expo 

i~ Linkedln ~i YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

I’,,1~n~,ge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to future emaiis of this ~ype == Forward 



Piease ei=~ail [.is:= at lisa~,athleticbusiness com witir qisestions aboi~t yois= account 

Thi!~ email was !sent 

AB Media Inc 
22 E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Madiso:~, ,,.’yi 53703 

© 2=-~d3 i Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock. Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu;, 

Friday, May2, 2014 6:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Fwd: Interesting article 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interesting article 

From: "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock@illinois.edu> 

To: "Squire, Ryan R" qsquire@illinois.edu>,"Ille, Vincent G" <ille@illinois.edu> 

CC: 

And not j ust because Marcus Mason makes an appearance. 

http://deadspin.com/whv- rich- lacrosse - parents- are - making- their- ldds- repe at- 1570381983 

Semj’r~)m ~v ~ ~riz~)~t Wireles’,~" 4G L7~’ DR~?ID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 6:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Einstein: The World As I See It 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 02 Hay 2014 05:00 AH PDT 

i.~.i "The most bea utiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle of true 

art and true science. Whoever does not know it and ca n no longer wonder, no longer mawel, is as 9ood as dead, and his eyes 

aredimmed" 

"The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental 

emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and true science. Whoever does not 

know it and can no longer wonder, no longer marvel, is as good as dead, and his eyes 

are dimmed." 

Originally published in Forum and Century, Vol. 84, in 1931 and now found in the powerful collection 

Einstein’s essay speaks to our creative child, our search for wonder, and our curiosity. 

How strange is the lot of us mortals! Each of us is here for a brief sojourn; for what purpose he knows not, though 

he sometimes thinks he senses it. But without deeper reflection one knows from daily life that one exists for other 

people--first of all for those upon whose smiles and well-being our own happiness is wholly dependent, and then for 

the many, unknown to us, to whose destinies we are bound by the ties of sympathy. A hundred times every day I 

remind myself that my inner and outer life are based on the labors of other men, living and dead, and that I must 

exert myself in order to give in the same measure as I have received and am still receiving. I am strongly drawn to a 

frugal life and am often oppressively aware that I am engrossing an undue amount of the labor of my fellow-men. ][ 

regard class distinctions as unjustified and, in the last resort, based on force. I also believe that a simple and 

unassuming life is good for everybody, physically and mentally. 

I do not at all believe in human freedom in the philosophical sense. Everybody acts not only under external 

compulsion but also in accordance with inner necessity. Schopenhauer’s saying, "A ~a~ ~aB do wl~at I~e 



but not want what he wants," has been a very real inspiration to me since my youth; it has been a continual 

consolation in the face of life’s hardships, my own and others’, and an unfailing well-spring of tolerance. This 

realization mercifully mitigates the easily paralyzing sense of responsibility and prevents us from taking ourselves and 

other people all too seriously; it is conducive to a view of life which, in particular, gives humor its due. 

To inquire after the meaning or object of one’s own existence or that of all creatures has always seemed Lo me 

absurd from an objective point of view. And yet everybody has certain ideals which determine the direction of his 

endeavors and his judgments. In this sense T have never looked upon ease and happiness as ends in themselves-- 

this ethical basis I call the ideal of a pigsty. The ideals which have lighted my way, and time after time have 

given me new courage to face life cheerfully, have been Kindness, Beauty, and Truth. Without the sense of 

kinship with men of like mind, without the occupation with the objective world, the eternally unattainable 

in the field of art and scientific endeavors, life would have seemed to me empty. The trite objects of 

human efforts--possessions, outward success, luxury--have always seemed to me contemptible. 

My passi0naLe sense of social justice and social resp0nsibiliLy has always c0nLrasLed 0ddly with my pronounced lack 

of need for direct contact with other human beings and human communities. I am truly a "lone traveler" and have 

never belonged to my country, my home, my friends, or even my immediate family, with my whole heart; in the 

face of all these ties, I have never lost a sense of distance and a need for solitude--feelings which increase with the 

years. One becomes sharply aware, but without regret, of the limits of mutual understanding and 

consonance with other people. No doubt, such a person loses some of his innocence and unconcern; on the 

other hand, he is largely independent of the opinions, habits, and judgments of his fellows and avoids the 

temptation to build his inner equilibrium upon such insecure foundations. 

My political ideal is democracy. Let evew man be respected as an individual and no man idolized. It is an irony of fate 

that I myself have been the recipient of excessive admiration and reverence from my fellow-beings, through no fault, 

and no merit, of my own. The cause of this may well be the desire, unattainable for many, to understand the few 

ideas to which I have with my feeble powers attained through ceaseless struggle. I am quite aware that it is 

necessary for the achievement of the objective of an organization that one man should do the thinking and directing 

and generally bear the responsibility. But the led must not be coerced, they must be able to choose their leader. An 

autocratic system of coercion, in my opinion, soon degenerates. For force always attracts men of low morality, and 

I believe it to be an invariable rule that tyrants of genius are succeeded by scoundrels. For this reason I have always 

been passionately opposed to systems such as we see in ][taly and Russia today. The thing that has brought discredit 

upon the form of democracy as it exists in Europe today is not to be laid to the door of the democratic principle as 

such, but to the lack of stability of governments and to the impersonal character of the electoral system. T believe 

that in this respect the United States of America have found the right way. They have a President who is elected for 

a sufficiently long period and has sufficient powers really to exercise his responsibility. What T value, on the other 

hand, in the German political system is the more extensive provision that it makes for the individual in case of illness 

or need. The really valuable thing in the pageant of human life seems to me not the political state, but the 

creative, sentient individual, the personality; it alone creates the noble and the sublime, while the herd as 

such remains dull in thought and dull in feeling. 

This topic brings me to that worst outcrop of herd life, the military system, which I abhor. That a man can take 

pleasure in marching in fours to the strains of a band is enough to make me despise him. He has only been given his 

big brain by mistake; unprotected spinal marrow was all he needed. This plague-spot of civilization ought to be 

abolished with all possible speed. Heroism on command, senseless violence, and all the loathsome nonsense that 

goes by the name of patriotism--how passionately I hate them! How vile and despicable seems war to me! T would 

rather be hacked in pieces than take part in such an abominable business. My opinion of the human race is high 

enough that I believe this bogey would have disappeared long ago, had the sound sense of the peoples not been 

systematically corrupted by commercial and political interests acting through the schools and the Press. 

The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion which stands 

at the cradle of true art and true science. Whoever does not know it and can no longer wonder, no longer 

marvel, is as good as dead, and his eyes are dimmed. It was the experience of mystery--even if mixed with 

fear--that engendered religion. A knowledge of the existence of something we cannot penetrate, our perceptions of 

the profoundest reason and the most radiant beauty, which only in their most primitive forms are accessible to our 

minds--it is this knowledge and this emotion that constitute true religiosity; in this sense, and in this alone, I am a 

deeply religious man. I cannot conceive of a God who rewards and punishes his creatures, or has a will of the kind 

that we experience in ourselves. Neither can I nor would I want Lo conceive of an individual that survives his physical 

death; let feeble souls, from fear or absurd egoism, cherish such thoughts. I am satisfied with the mystery of the 

eternity of life and with the awareness and a glimpse of the marvelous structure of the existing world, together with 

the devoted striving to comprehend a portion, be it ever so tiny, of the Reason that manifests itself in nature. 

~deas a~d Opimi~s is a necessary addition to your 
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Farnmn Street Brain Food <newslette~thrnamstreetblog.com@mai184.us2.rsgsv.net> 

Sunday, May 4, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Hey 

8fought to you by: 

"7rust those tcq-~o are ~reea’y ?or money a thous~t-~d times 

more than those ~,;,ho are ~1reedy for credenttats." 

Start here, 

covered a lot of interesting stuff this week, In no particular order: 

~..[~f~..k.,~...]..!]~!~L’,,~!!!..~!i?~.B.cj.~.2..¢..9.W...[=i~- #3 ~s amazing. 

~,,~.~f~.~[S2[.~)..A.~J~:~.~.f~..~!~.rg~)2~r).~..it~?..~::]~b..~.f2[) ~ Eve ~ se e ke r of w~sd o m 

should read this t~meless compilation. 

~.~.rJ~L~af~?~.¢..J~t~fq~.~z. ~ 1982 Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech. 

Ern~.~t Hem~n~~ "Find what gave you the emotion: what the 

action was that gave you the excitement. Then write it down making it clear 

so the reader wil~ see it too and have the same feeling that you had." 

7.b:~...O.~..L~.~;s~.7.~;~sg~..~?.~.JL~.d.~.- Contempora~5’ a~ist Rache~ 

Sussman has photographed the world’s o~dest continuously ~iving orgaNsms 

that are 2,000 years old and o~der. 

.~].Q#~J#.L/J/J3@..V}’~fJ#..~J..@~#.J~ ~ "The most beaut~fu~ experience we can 

have is the mysterious ~t is the fundamentN emotion which s~nds at the 

cradle of true aR and true science. ~oever does not know it and can no 

Jonger wonder, no Jonger mallei, is as good as dead, and his eyes are 

dimmed." 

If you missed last week’s edition --Einstein on why "combinatory play" is the 

secret to productive thought, a stoic reading list, Ernest Hemingway’s Nobel 

acceptance speech on the value of solitude, the illusion of an internet education 

and so much more--you can catch ~ here. 

What I’m reading. 

Amaz~t~g. Cyrus was pretty awesome. His insights about leadership have 

"inspired great men from Julius Caesar to Benjamin Franklin to Lawrence of 

Arabia." Peter Drucker called this book -- Xenophon’s biography of Cryus -- "the 

best book on leadership." You’ll learn about Cyrus’ vadous campaigns as he 

conquers Babylon. V’Vhile the story is old, the leadership lessons are as relevant 

today as they were then, Among other things "Xenophon shows you how to 



conduct meetings, become an expert negotiator, deal efficiently with allies, 

communicate by appealing to the self-interest of your followers, encourage the 

highest standards of performance, ensure your organization has the benefit of 

specialists, and prove that your words will be backed by your deeds." 

Tower of Basel: The Bhado,~w Histo~,i of rise Secret Bank that Runs the Wodd 

The Bank for International Settlements (BI8) was the brainchild of eccentric Bank 

of England governor, Montagu Norman. Established in the early 1930s to facilitate 

German reparations under the 1919 Treaty of Versailles to the victorious VWVI 

allies, it has now become a hub of transnational finance operating in the shadows 

of the financial world. Norman, with the help of Walter Layton, established a 

constitution for the BI8 that ensured political independence, financial autonomy, 

and confidentiality. The bank’s history is full of double-dealing, trading integrity for 

survival. The book suggests that in 1999, 11 nations launched the euro in the 

hopes that economic concerns would trump politics. They also hoped it would 

inspire fiscal discipline in countries which, historically, have found frugality difficult. 

In a prescient move, in 2004 the BIS warned against state guarantees of 

commercial interests. Subservient to no state, the bank’s only allegiance is to the 

financial system it helped create. 

See the b.ig..!ib£ of what Fve been reading. 

Links worth clicking. 

you don’t sleep the night after training, then even if you sleep the next night or the 

next night, you never learn." (This further reinforces the idea that ...s.!..e..@.~.i..s..j?...o.?:tL~’.,,~#. 

encode things.) 

+ A~.~horis,~s~s~ Rules. and Heuristics from Nassim Taleb. 

before e-books turned publishing upside down, a different format threatened to 

destroy the industry." 

+ Annie Dillard and the Writinc~ Life -- "Don’t worry about being original, she said 

dismissively. Yes, everything’s been written, but also, the thing you want to write, 

before you wrote it, was impossible to write. Other~,,ise it would already exist. You 

writing it makes it possible." 

change our lives because we constantly tell ourselves stories about who we are 

and what we’re capable of. However, your story is often changing, so you may feel 

compelled not to mention anything until it is certain or has already happened; we 

aren’t something, until we are." 

anecdote is so great that it has a momentum in and of itself." Ira GJass contends, 

"no matter how boring the facts are," with a well-told story, "you feel inherently as if 

you are on a train that has a destination." 

+ In case you missed it, this is a great lecture on Marcus Aurelius. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 8:11 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule and Slnith Center CLOSED TODAY 

THISWEEK-2014-19.pdf 

Attached please find the weekly schedule. The Smith Center is closed today for an event set-up. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I~-isten Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org~ 

Monday, May 5, 2014 12:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Tomorrow is Primary Election Day! Remember to Vote! 

To skim & share this page on the web click here 



Zmith ~ ksmidK~carolinachamber.org o< ca~[ ~,~e< ,.~t (9~9) $57 

Place Lookup., 

Our fi’kmds a~ 8~e Hillsborou~h/Orange Chamber of 
Commerce published d~e reslx)nses fiom a ibrmn they 

hosted {br candidates {br coum},’ eomrn~ssioner and regis~.er 

of deeds, 

Xead the ibrttm teslx)nses here, 



Other Resources 
Want more h~fbrrrmtion on tl-~e c~mdidates and wl-~ere they 

stand? Find information fl’om tBese media outlets and 

* D~*ih’ Tar Heel 2o1~ Voter Guide 

~ Independent. Weekly (quest~onnaim responses) 

. NC Chambeffs How’;I’he~ Voked 

~ NC Voter Guide 

........................................................................ dt ............................................................................ 

Glen Lennox was rezoned tBroagh a NeighborBood 

~#.g~:.~tJOlt_~J~VJ£~ in May ’.tol2, Since ~.Ba~. rezo~h~g, tBe 
Chapel Hill ’I’owr~ Council and Grubb PmpeAies have been 

r~egodating a development ag~:,ement with the (;Impel ]lit1 

CoundL Council wfl} Bold a work sessJo~a to discuss remaining 

details of the development agreemenk 6 pm TONIGHT ak the 

Chapel Hit] Public Libm~T. 

have ~ ther q~esk~ons or c meerns, please co~ta~ t KHsken Smith ak 

ks mith ¢~ ca roll n aeh amber, org o[" a ~ {9 * 9) 357-99 S S. Email yom’ 

m avoran d council (~town ofeh apelhiH.org. 

Forward to a friend 

rhea emaii was sent to ilie@unc.edu by _k__s_t~Lt_h__@_c__a__r_gjj_n__a__c__h___a_[!!_b__e__r_:_o__r.q. 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, May 5, 2014 1:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Termination Pending for DUI Coach ] No Tax Breaks for Kan~s Clubs NCAA Grants Muslim Beard Waiver 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Tei:mination Pending for HoF Coach Charged ruth DUI 

John Maniatis was grim-faced m~d quiet. Midnight had struck on his 20-year career 

at Hillcrest High School as a social studies teacher mid leader ofa ... 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

The House engaged in emmordinary debate Friday before overwhelmingly 

rejecting a bill that would deliver a property tax exemption for fitness ... 

NCAA Granks Waiver to Muslim Wrestler with Beard 

Muhmned McBtyde has loved wrestling ever since he can remember, but when he 

had to choose between shaving his beard and competing tbr the ... 

Coaches Approve of California’s 18- Hours- a- Week Rule 

One could assume that if any programs would sweat out abiding by the 18-hours- 

a-week limitation on s~dent-aflfletes’ sports participation, it would ... 

Florida Incentiv~es Spring Training Ballpark Development 
Pahn Beach Count’s effort to build a two-team baseball stadium got a boost 

Friday when Florida lawmaJ~ers approved a bill that would sweeten ... 

U. of OHal~oma Plm~s Major Football Stadium Expansion 

The Ihcilities aa~ms race in college football just keeps getting turned up. The 

Universi~ of Oklaho,na is the latest school plamling to mlnounce ... 

ABC- R ...... Hotel 



Storage Space Crucial to Any Rec or Fitness Facility 
"Not enough storage" is a frequent lament of recreation center operators. I feel 

them. I’ve watched countless owners embark on new construction ... 

Gym to Be Detnolished, Spending on Replacement Capped 
The demolition project is the first phase of the replacetnent process for Cleveland 

High School’s gymnasium and wellness classroom spaces, which has ... 

Cit,/’s Parks Chan~es Include Replacing Ball Diamonds 

The Parks and Recreation Commission has approved master plans for Bumcoat 

Park and Holland Rink Playgronnd that call tbr creating much-needed ... 

St. Paul Gets $748K to Clean Up Saints Stadium Site 
St. Paul received a $747,900 grant Thursday from Ramsey Coun~ to help pay 

cleaning pollution at the site of the new Saints ballpa~ck ... 

Stadium Land Worth More if Angels Leave An~2t~eim 
’][’he property surrounding Angel Stadium is valued at $225 million ifArte Moreno’s 

team s~ys in town and the land is leased long term ... 

Indians Fan Removes Patch, Rekindles Mascot Debate 
Dennis Brown meticulously unstitched the Chief Wahoo emblem on the sleeve of 

his Cleveland Indians jersey a night before leaving to visit their spring ... 

ii.~.iI Content Library!- Aquatics 

[ 
::~:: Facilib~ of the Week 

Love Municipal Pool 
Designated as a Texas Landmark 
Historical Site in 1989, the San Angelo 
municipal pool closed in summer 2009 
due to code deficiencies and leaks. The 
new design salvages the base of the ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

) o Players, t arents Support Coach Facing, DUI Repercussions 
The future of a beloved high school teacher and Hall of Fame girls basketball coach 

is up in the air after he was chmged with drunken driving .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely for Pushing Student 
My son played for Coach Rice at Karns for 4 years. I have never, at any time seen 

him pnt his hands on a player, tle cares about his players and I ... 

Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely tbr Pushing Student 
Terrible subject line Jesse ..... knowing the situation personally .... Coach Rice did 

not push a student. Your headline suggests that he did likely do it .... 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in W~ke of Complaint 
Rob: To answer your question about if he was a Satanist, it is a silly, hypothetical 

question and befit answered by my asking you the same question .... 

U. of Minnesota Mulling $8M Renovation of Hockey Venue 
Lou Nanne is already volunteering to head up raising $190M for U of M athletic 

upgrades. I wonder if he will be tapped to do double duty to raise ... 



Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
Come on Robin. The point is--it’s a public universi~ that receives funds from the 

state and local goveumaent. The Supreme Court seems to be pretty ... 
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The Ihcilities aa~ms race in college football just keeps getting turned up. The 

Universi~ of Oklaho,na is the latest school plamling to mlnounce ... 

ABC- R ...... Hotel 



Storage Space Crucial to Any Rec or Fitness Facility 
"Not enough storage" is a frequent lament of recreation center operators. I feel 

them. I’ve watched countless owners embark on new construction ... 

Gym to Be Detnolished, Spending on Replacement Capped 
The demolition project is the first phase of the replacetnent process for Cleveland 

High School’s gymnasium and wellness classroom spaces, which has ... 

Cit,/’s Parks Chan~es Include Replacing Ball Diamonds 

The Parks and Recreation Commission has approved master plans for Bumcoat 

Park and Holland Rink Playgronnd that call tbr creating much-needed ... 

St. Paul Gets $748K to Clean Up Saints Stadium Site 
St. Paul received a $747,900 grant Thursday from Ramsey Coun~ to help pay 

cleaning pollution at the site of the new Saints ballpa~ck ... 

Stadium Land Worth More if Angels Leave An~2t~eim 
’][’he property surrounding Angel Stadium is valued at $225 million ifArte Moreno’s 

team s~ys in town and the land is leased long term ... 

Indians Fan Removes Patch, Rekindles Mascot Debate 
Dennis Brown meticulously unstitched the Chief Wahoo emblem on the sleeve of 

his Cleveland Indians jersey a night before leaving to visit their spring ... 
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Designated as a Texas Landmark 
Historical Site in 1989, the San Angelo 
municipal pool closed in summer 2009 
due to code deficiencies and leaks. The 
new design salvages the base of the ... 
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The future of a beloved high school teacher and Hall of Fame girls basketball coach 

is up in the air after he was chmged with drunken driving .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely for Pushing Student 
My son played for Coach Rice at Karns for 4 years. I have never, at any time seen 

him pnt his hands on a player, tle cares about his players and I ... 

Prep Coach Placed on Leave, Likely tbr Pushing Student 
Terrible subject line Jesse ..... knowing the situation personally .... Coach Rice did 

not push a student. Your headline suggests that he did likely do it .... 

Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in W~ke of Complaint 
Rob: To answer your question about if he was a Satanist, it is a silly, hypothetical 

question and befit answered by my asking you the same question .... 

U. of Minnesota Mulling $8M Renovation of Hockey Venue 
Lou Nanne is already volunteering to head up raising $190M for U of M athletic 

upgrades. I wonder if he will be tapped to do double duty to raise ... 



Coach Not Changing Religious Ways in Wake of Complaint 
Come on Robin. The point is--it’s a public universi~ that receives funds from the 

state and local goveumaent. The Supreme Court seems to be pretty ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aris Basketball Club <arisbasketballclubOO2@outlook.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:44 PM 

Are you Eligible?(2014-2015 Basketball section) 

Hello, 

We are looking for male and female players for 2014 leagues and the 2014-2015 season, with small to mid sized contracts(S1200-S6000/per month) 

players and resumes are welcomed. 

We are interested to hear from any players who are eligible to play for Great Britain and who can add to the strength of our Men and Women Senior and 

Under 20 squads. The British Basketball office will be pleased to assist players and parents with the complexities.Please get back to us We will contact 

you on receipt, include a valid email address. 

Regards 

Mark David. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCormack Sport Management Certificate <sportcert@isenberg.umass.edu~; 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

New Online Graduate Stx~rt Mgmt Certificate Program from UMass 

Mark H. McCormack 

Follow this link to update your communication preferences: Contact Preferences 

121 Presidents Drive, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01003, United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famarnstreetblog.corn> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 6:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtp 

Famam Street: The Obstacle Is the Way Turning Adve~ity Into Advantage 

[~i 
Link to F ..... 

Stre 

Posted: 05 Hay 2054 05:00 AM POT 

~’~] "The impediment to action advances action. What sta nds in the way becomes the way" 

"The impediment to action advances action. What stands in the way becomes the 

way." 

Perception, action, and will are the three disciplines central to the stoic philosophy. They also form the structure for Ryan 

Holiday’s new book The Obstacle ~;~ ~e W~¥~ T~r~i~g Ad~ersit~ :[~o Ad~a~a~je. The book is an exploration of stoic 

philosophy through the lens of the famous quote by Marcus Aurelius: 

Our actions may be impeded.., but there can be no impeding our intentions or dispositions. Because we can 

accommodate and adapt. The mind adapts and converts to own purposes the obstacle to our acting. 
impediment to action advances action. What stands in the way becomes the way. 

Holiday believes the secret to "an art known as turning obstacles upside down" can be found in these words. 

To act with "a reverse clause," so there is always a way out or another route to get to where you need to go. So 

that setbacks or problems are always expected and never permanent. Making certain that what impedes us can 

empower us. 

Obstacles are nothing more than an opportunity to "practice some virtue: patience, courage, humility, resourcefulness, 

reason justice, and creativity." 

The three disciplines build on one another. 

Perception 

perceptions can be a source of strength or of great weakness. If we are emotional, subjective and short- sighted, 

we only add to our troubles. To prevent becoming overwhelmed by the world around us, we must, as the ancients 

practiced, learn how to limit our passions and their control over our lives. It takes skill and discipline to bat away the 



pests of bad perceptions, to separate reliable signals from deceptive ones, to filter out prejudice, expectation, and 

fear. But it’s worth it, for what’s left is truth. While others are excited or afraid, we will remain calm and 

imperturbable. We will see things simply and straightforwardly, as they truly are--neither good nor bad. This will be 

an incredible advantage for us in the fight against obstacles. 

Action 

Everything must be done in the service of the whole. Step by step, action by action, we’ll dismantle the obstacles in 

front of us. With persistence and flexibility, we’ll act in the best interest of our goals. Action requires courage, not 

brashness--creative application and not brute force. Our movements and decisions define us: We must be sure to 

act with deliberation, boldness, and persistence. Those are the attributes of right and effective action. Nothing else-- 

not thinking or evasion or aid from others. Action is the solution and the cure to our predicaments. 

Will 

Will is our internal power, which can never be affected by the outside world. It is our final trump card. If action is 

what we do when we still have some agency over our situation, the will is what we depend on when agency has all 

but disappeared. Placed in some situation that seems unchangeable and undeniably negative, we can turn it into a 

learning experience, a humbling experience, a chance to provide comfort to others. That’s will power. But that needs 

to be cultivated. We must prepare for adversity and turmoil, we must learn the art of acquiescence and practice 

cheerfulness even in dark times. Too often people think that will is how bad we want something. In actuality, the will 

has a lot more to do with surrender than with strength. Try "God willing" over "the will to win" or "willing it into 

existence," for even those attributes can be broken. True will is quiet humility, resilience, and flexibility; the other kind 

of will is weakness disguised by bluster and ambition. See which lasts longer under the hardest of obstacles. 

Holiday concludes that we have a choice, "Will we be blocked by obstacles, or will we advance through and over them?" 

We might not be emperors, but the world is still constantly testing us. It asks: Are you worthy? Can you get past the 

things that inevitably fall in your way? Will you stand up and show us what you’re made of? 

Plenty of people have answered this question in the affirmative. And a rarer breed still has shown that they not only 

have what it takes, but they thrive and rally at every such challenge. That the challenge makes them better than if 

they’d never faced the adversity at all. 

the Way is a great addition to my growing collection of philosophical reads. 
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Berkshire 

Berkshire Hathaway is widely regarded as one of the most successful companies in the world. If you look at Warren Buffett’s 

49 year track record with Berkshire, it almost looks easy in hindsight. Make no mistake, however, it wasn’t easy and he 

certainly didn’t do it alone. 

At this year’s annual meeting Buffett and his Iongtime business partner, Charlie Munger, revealed "the secret" to their success. 

But it’s not really a secret and, of course, extraordinary success is typically a combination of many things. 

Here are three underrated factors that carried the bulk of the weight to creating Berkshire’s success. Oddly, I don’t think you’ll 

find them on any business school curriculum. 

1. Trust 

"By the standards of the rest of the world, we over-trust And so far, our results have been far better, because 

we carefully selected people who should be over-trusted." 

-- Charlie Hunger 

Buffett is famous for his hands-off management style. He lets the CEOs of the companies run their show; he only asks that 

they send him the money they can’t use. 

Good people want to work with him and this is important because most of the people running Berkshire subsidiaries are 

already wealthy. They don’t have to come to work; they wan# to come to work. And that is a huge difference. The only time 

you can get away with a crappy bureaucracy and a culture of distrust is when people have to come to work. 

Every now and then something happens at a Berkshire company that calls into question his near abdication of responsibility to 

a subsidiary. "If only he had been paying attention," the critics chirp, "this wouldn’t have happened." Those finger-waving 

critics are idiots. The alternative approaches are worse, not better. 



There are many positives to the approach Buffett takes. 

]If Buffett closely managed each of his subsidiary CEOs to the point where most bosses manage their subordinates, they’d 

probably quit. If he sent out memos telling them all to use a new corporate HR system, they’d stop wanting to come to 

work. In fact Berkshire, a company with over 300,000 employees, has no HR department. If he peppered them with 

relentless emails from "headquarters" on some new policy, they’d ... well how do you feel about all of this stuff? 

With Berkshire, Buffett wanted to do things his way. He wanted to paint his own canvas. He didn’t want other people telling 

him to add a little more blue here and take away a little red there. Most people want to run their own show. And the best 

part? This system gets more out of people than micromanaging them. 

Sure sometimes things go wrong, but for the most part the outcome is positively skewed. Things go wrong in other 

corporate cultures, they are not immune. When things go wrong in bureaucratic cultures, however, it’s nearly impossible to 

hold anyone accountable because no one is really responsible for anything. And it’s hard to hold people accountable when 

they are not responsible. It’s a seductive illusion to think that we can create a system where people can’t mess up. Buffett’s 

hands off approach makes it clear who is responsible for what. And this approach, not stock options, creates a real ownership 

culture. 

This system also frees up Buffett’s time. He doesn’t have to chase management details, read power-points, etc. He can sit 

a~d read a~d t~i~k -- that means he does what he does best. And judging by the results, this has worked out well. 

Hiring the right people and trusting them is incredibly underrated and yet nearly impossible to find in large established 

bureaucratic organizations. Yet as Buffett shows, it’s a much better approach. Trust is incredibly powerful. 

(Quickly) Scramble Out of Your Mistakes 

"It’s a learning process, and mistakes made in one year often contribute to competence and success in 

succeeding years." 

-- Warren Buffett 

You know the old adage, when you find yourself in a hole the first thing to do is stop digging. That applies to business as well 

as life. 

In the late 1960s Buffett acquired a department store, Hochschild-Kohn, through a company called Diversified Retailing, which 

later merged with Berkshire. 

The people running the company were, in Buffett’s words, "first class." Retailing, however, is a difficult industry, even with a 

first class management team. They were, in Buffett’s words, "running in quicksand." Realizing this quickly after the ink dried on 

the contract, Berkshire "scrambled" out of it, selling Hochschild-Kohn as quickly as they could -- 3 years. 

Business schools don’t generally teach this either. What they teach and reinforce, in so many ways, is that you can be the 

hero. You can be the exception to the base rate. 

But in life and business, you don’t need to be the hero. There are no points for difficulty, so as Munger alluded to, smart 

people will play where competition is weak. 

You can have the best management team that money can buy and still fail big in retailing -- a recent example being JC 

Penney. 

Buffett learned quickly that, in his words, "When a management with a reputation for brilliance tackles a business with a 

reputation for bad economics, it is the reputation of the business that remains intact." 

3. Remove Ignorance 

"See’s has provided us with lots of cash for acquisitions and opened my eyes to the power of brands, We made 
a lot in Coke partly because of See’s. There’s something about owning one to educate yourself about things you 
might do in the future. I wouldn’t be at all surprised if we hadn’t owned See’s we wouldn’t have bought Coke." 
-- Warren Buffett 

Diversified Retailing also owned shares in a better business: Blue Chip Stamps, which provided supermarkets and other 

retailing outlets trading stamps to give their customers that could be exchanged for merchandise. 

The contrast between running a good business and a poor one stuck with Munger and Buffett and they decided to pay up for 

a real quality business. On January 3, 1972 Blue Chip Stamps bought See’s Candies, a West Coast Manufacturer and retailer 

of boxed-chocolates. See’s is an extraordinary business. 



As a great business, most people think that See’s main contribution to Berkshire was its overwhelming financial success. It 

wasn’t. According to Munger, See’s main contribution was "ignorance removal." 

"We were barely smart enough to buy it," he said. See’s taught them a powerful lesson, the value of strong brand names. 

Without See’s they never would have purchased Coke shares in the 80s. And without Coke, Berkshire would be a lot less 

prosperous today as that investment has been one of their best. 

"If there’s any secret we have, it’s ignorance removal. And the nice thing is we still have a lot of ignorance left to remove," 

Munger said at the 2014 Shareholders meeting. 

Removing ignorance is about continuously getting smarter. 

I don’t know why more people don’t copy these three underrated factors to Berkshire’s success. 

To sum up: 

1. Hire good people and trust them. 

2. Quickly admit mistakes and scramble out of them. 

3. Remove your ignorance by always learning. 

This formula is simple but not easy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Wardle <mwardle@mmt.com> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Looking to Spruce up your Luxury Suite? 
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Hi Vince, 
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reflecting your brand’s sts, le and personatit% But it 

needn’t be that way, MMT can convert your space 

simply, beautifully~ quickly without the expense of meier 

rei’l ovatio i’18. 

From doer wrapo to wall murab, flool gl~ phics to photo 

reproduction, we can do it aIH 

Have a cause yoL~ want to proi~qete, ;~n acllieveiqlei~t 

you’d Iike feetu[ed or someone you want ~e ~hank? VVe’ll 

work with you on concepts and executions, providing 

turnkey, innovative sofutions that deliver results. 

Check out some of the great ideas to 
enhance your ~private suites, 
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Like to see mock-ups of other concepts? We’d be happy to visit your site, explore 
concepts and create a custom result. Call or email us today to learn more, or set up an 



appointment. 

We look forward to serving you in the near future! 

MMT... Dream. Design. Deliver. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Temple, Abbey <abbeyjoy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 7:23 PM 

UNC Softball: Caxolina Powers Past NC State, Advances To ACC Semifinals 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR 17~ELEASE: Thursday, May 8, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, ’ 

UNC Softball: Carolina Powers Past NC State, Advances To ACC Semif’mals 
North Carolina willJhce lop-seed Florida Stale on Friday 

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - Keadra Lvr~ch’s grand slam andLori Spmgolds strong showing on the mound powered the Tar Heels past NC State in Thursday’s 

quartertinals of the 2014 ACC Softball Tournament at the University of Maxyland. 

UNC took down the Wolfpack 8-4, as the Tar Heels belted three big home runs to claim the win at Ma~land Softball Stadium. Lynch recorded her second grand 
slam of the year, while J.~rma.!~A?’. hit a re, o-run blast, and -.’}~!i~)~!2!~);~}!~ added a solo shot to seal the win in the seventh. 

’Tin extremely proud of the girls and how they competed today." head coach Donna J. Papa said. "We were on a mission today, and we executed the game plan 

perfectly. I thought our bats were so alive. Kendra Lynch, Jeima Kelly and Amber Pamsh all had big hits for us, and Lori SoflNolapitched one of her best games today 

and did a great job of keeping their hitters off balance. We also played outstanding defense, ruth Amy Neck. Aquilla Mateen and Darby Rosen all nmking big plays for 

US." 

"Everybody stepped up and did their job, and it was a total team win today. It was a great way to start the tournament, and I’m really excited about how we played 

today," Papa said. 

Ca~rolina came out swinging in the first, loading the bases after -.’~!)2~Z.~.~9.~ reached on an error and ~r~.~!L]I~.r.~?j~)i!~ aad Pamsh each singled. Kelly laid down a perfect 

bunt to reach first, scoring Nece for the firs~t run. With bases still loaded, Lynch smashed the ball out right centec clearing tim bases for an early 5-0 lead. 

Brown led offthe thild ruth an infield single before Kelly hit her two-run blast out center to make it 7-0. 

After Chelsea Tate was hit by a pitch to lead offthe fifth, NC State broke up Spingola!s shut out as Saaca Lippard singled to left and double to left by Renada Davis 

drove in both runners. 

The Wolfpack added two more runs on a homer to left center by Leah Jones, cutting UNC’s lead to 7-4, betbre Parrish tacked on one more mn tbr Carolina with a 

solo shot out center to secure the 8-4 win. 

[~o!-i Spin~ola (18-14) retired eight batters in the win, giving up lbur hits and tbur rm~s in 5.1 innings of work. Ashley Borne earned her second save of the year, 

pitching 1.1 innings ruth just one hit and one walk surrendered. 

Up Next: ACC Semifinals vs. ]~]orida State 

Carolina will meet top seed FSU on Friday at 1 p,m. Fans can follow the game with live stats and watch live on RSN and ESPN3. 

Abbey Temple 
[~FNC Athletic Commmticalions 

o: 919-962-1160 i c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espmnaJl.com> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Ravens Fans - Watch the NFL Draft Now! 

View this email with images her~e. 

"~ii NFL Draft 2014 

X:: Watch Live Now 

Ni ESPN 

i ~ Jadeveon Clowney 

N:: NFL Nation - Ravens Draft Coverage I Every Pick¯ Every Round¯ I Full Draft Coverage 





Indiana University Athletic Compliance Coordinator 

Indiana University welcomes applications for the position of Compliance Coordinator within the 

department of Intercollegiate Athletics. This is an opportunity for an individual to gain experience 

working in compliance. The chosen candidate will report primarily to the Associate Athletics Director for 

Compliance, with other supervision from Compliance Office staff members. 

Please NOTE this is an hourly, temporary 12 month position beginning as soon as possible and through 

the 2014-15 Academic year, with the possibility of an extension for a second 12 month appointment. 

Job Duties and Responsibilities: 

Assisting with recruiting monitoring documentation 

Monitoring of playing and practice seasons 

Processing donation requests 

Assisting full-time staff with various rules education efforts 

Various other related duties as assigned 

Qualifications: 

Applicants should have excellent verbal and written communication skills, be reliable, proactive, and able 

to work independently. Also required will be strong computer/technology skills, ability to multitask and a 

close attention to detail. 

Bachelor’s degree required. Those pursuing a Master’s/Advanced degree will be preferred and the hours 

will be flexible to accommodate a class schedule. Knowledge of NCAA and Big Ten conference rules and 

collegiate athletics experience preferred. 

Salary and Hours: Hourly pay" is $10ihour, 25 hours per week. No Benefits. 

Application Instructions: Interested applicants need to submit a cover letter and resume at 

https://jobs.iu.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Friday, May 9, 2014 3:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Save the Date - NACDA Webinar: Thursday, May 22 

respect and safety for all athletes without regard for 
sexual orientation. 

We invite you to join us for a NACDA webinar to learn 
about the diversity of student-athletes in collegiate 
sports from Executive Director Wade Davis of the You 
Gall Play Project. We will hear Wade discuss equality,L~ 

.~." :: RSVP Online Now 

attending this webinar you will learr~ 
abo~4: 

Deconstructm9 the gay athlete: myth vs reaiity 

The added value of i~aving an openly gay player 

Gay athletes and the importance of family and 

team 

Reimagirfing how we tall< abodt sports 

There is ~o costto attend this educational webinar. You 

can attend online from your desk. 

~ Mac users, please use either Safari or Firefox. Google 

Chrome is not supported by the WebEx technology. 

~Tade [~vi~, - Executive 

Oirectec You ¢a~ P*,ay Project 

Please feel free to forward this on to any other members 

of your organization to invite them to attend 

We look forward to seeing you online/ 

Click here to unsub~ribe. 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~-- 

Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:06 PM 

Subject: UNC CRUISES PAST SC STATE 4-0 IN NCAA FIRST ROUND 

UNC CRUISES PAST SC STATE 4-0 IN NCAA FIRST ROUND 

CIfAPE L IflLL~ N.C. - The seventh-ranked North Carolina men’s tennis teach cruised past South Cm’olina State 4-0 on Saturday at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center to 

advance to the second round of the NCAA Men’s Tennis Championships. In the first round match at 9 a.m., No. 28 South Carolina hm~dled No. 53 George 

Washington 4-1. 

The Tar Heels (25-5) overca~le the pesky play of the MEAC-champion Bulldogs (9-8) in doubles before dominating singles competition to seal the match. 

In doubles, Carolinds Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murray retx)unded from a slow start to tally their 20th victory of the season with an 8-3 win over the Bulldog’s 

Stanislav Baco and Soufiane Mouline on court three. Soon after, 25th-ranked Bray~den Schimr and Brett Clal:lc siayed hot by defeating Martin Kobza and Jiri Stiburek 

8-2 on court one for their fourth consecutive victor. 

Coach Sam Paul’s Tax Heels then miffed offthree straight matches in singles courtesy Schneider, junior Oystein Steiro and Murray to conclude a long day of men’s 

tennis action at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. 

Schneider, ranked No. 33 nationally, picked up the Tar tteels’ first singles win with a 6-3, 6-1 victory over South Carolina State’s Jiri Stuburek on court two, and 

Steiro followed up with a 6-3, 6-0 triumph on court four. 

Ca~rolina’s fluid" of singles wins concluded when Murray clinched the match minutes after Steiro’s victoITr’, cruising to a 6-2, 6-3 win at the No. 5 spot. 

There were a total of four unfinished matches Saturday afternoon. In doubles, Nelson Vick and ~>,~s*tein Steiro were locked in a 5-5 tie on court two when the point 

was clinched. In singles, No. 15 Brad/den Schnur of UNC led Martin Kobza 6-2, 4-3 on court one, No. 78 Brett Cla/k led the Bulldogs’ Stanislav Baco 6-4, 3-2 and 

Tar Heel senior Nelson Vick led Martin Figura 6-2, 5-1. 

"We’ve had a rea]ly good two weeks of practice, so we’re coming in really prepared," ~id North Carolina head coach Sam Paul. "I was really pleased with our shot 

selection today, mad we m-e looking forward to playing tomorrow." 

I~YNC will Ihce South Caacolina in second round action on Sunday with a trip to Athens, Ga. at stake. First serve is scheduled tbr I p.m. at Cone-Kenfield Tennis 

Center, and admission will be $5. 

#7 North Carofina 4, South Carolina State 0 
Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match tinish: (2,4,5) 
1. #15 Brayden Schnur (UNC) vs. Martin Kobza (SCST) 6-2, 4-3, unfinished 

2. #33 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. Jiri Stiburek (SCST) 6-3, 6-1 

3. #78 Brett Clark (UNC) vs. Stanislav Baco (SCST) 6-4, 3-2, unfinished 
4. Oystein Steiro (UNC) def. Soufiane Mouline (SCST) 6-3, 6-0 

5. Jack Murray (UNC) def. Daniel Vala (SCST) 6-2, 6-3 

6. Nelson Vick (UNC) vs. Martin Figura (SCST) 6-2, 5-1, unfinished 

Doubles (Team "vVinning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (3,1) 
1. #25 Brayden SchnuriBrett Clark (UNC) def. Martin Kobza/Jiri Stiburek (SCST) 8-2 

2. Nelson Vick/Oystein Steiro (UNC) vs. Daniel Veda/Martin Figura (SCST) 5-5, unfinished 

3. Ronnie Schneider/Jack Murray (UNC) def. Stoaaislav Baco/Sonfia~e Mouline (SCST) 8-3 

Team Records: North Ca~’olina 25-5; South Carolina State 9-8 

#28 South Carolina 4, #53 George Washington 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (2,1) 

1. #30 Chip Co~/Tsvetan Mihov (SC) def. #83 Francisco Dias,’Julius Tverijonas (GW) 8-7 (7-5) 

2. Andrew Admns/Kyle Koch (SC) del~ Nikita Fomin/Danil Zelenkov (GW) 8-4 

3. Thiago Pinheiro/Andrew SchaA}r (SC) vs. Viktor SvenssorgUlrik Thomsen (GW) 6- 5, unfinished 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (2,1,4,6) 

1. #54 Andrew Adams (SC) dei~ Francisco Dias (GW) 7-5, 6-2 

2. Nikita Fomin (GW) def. Tsvetan Mihov (SC) 6-3, 6-2 

3. Thiago Pinheiro (SC) vs. Danil Zelenkov (GW) 7-5, 6-6, unfinished 

4. Chip Cox (SC) def. Julius Tverijonas (GW) 6-3, 6-3 

5. Kyle Koch (SC) vs. Viktor Svensson (GW) 7-6 (7-3), 6-7 (5-7), 1-0, unfinished 

6. Andrew Schafer (SC) def. Ulrik Thomsen (GW) 6-4, 6-4 



Team Records: George WasNn~on 17-7; South Carolina 16-13 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
Universibl of North Carolina 
9:~9-962-72S7 

~Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: Temple, Abbey 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 9:07 AM 
Subject: UNC Softball: Three Tar Heels Earn AII-ACC Honors 
[~C ATttLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Thursday, May 8, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Te~nple (~_t__e__r__n_p_]__e_@__u__r!_c_:__e__@_, 

UNC Softball: Three Tar Heels Earn _MI-ACC Honors 
Brown named to lSTrst Team, Kelly ahdA4ateen named to Second Team 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) - The 2014 All-Atlantic Coast Co~fference Softball Teams and individt~al awards were announced 
today by the conference office, as voted on by the league’s 11 head coaches. 

Carolina’s Kristen Brow~ was named to the All-ACC First Team, earning cont~rence honors tbr the second time in her career after being 

nmned to the Second Team in 2013. Jem~a Kelly and Aqnilla Mateen were both named to the AII-ACC Second Team. 

Florida State’s Maddie O’Brien was named the ACC Player of the YeaJc, while the Seminoles’ Lacey Waldrop and Lonni Almneda were 

named Pitcher of the Year m~d Coach of the Yem~ respectively. Notre Drone’s Karley Wester was tabbed the ACC Freshman of the Year. 

O’Brien, a junior from l?ahn Hmbor, Florida~ finished the regulm season second in the league in batting average (.440) and topped the chmts 

in slugging percentage (.953), on-base percentage (.556), home runs (20) and RBI (74). O’Brien becomes the si:~h Florida State student- 

athlete to win the award, joining Toni Gutierrez (1992), Cind~v Lawton (1995), Shamalene Wilson (1996), Leslie Malerich (2001) and 

Jessica van der Linden (2003, 2004). 

Waldrop, who became the second student-athlete from Florida State to win the league’s top softball pitcher award, held opponents to 

a.171 batting average and posted an ERA of 0.86 in 204.1 innings of work. The junior from Chester, Virginia, registered a NCAA-high 31 

wins cturing the regular ~ason. 

Notre Dame’s Wester, a native of Huntington Beach, Calitbruia, led the ACC in batting average (.461) and was third in the league with 

on-base percentage of .525. In addition, Wester drove home 28 runs during the regulm season m~d topped the league’s charts in stolen 

bases with 25. 

Alameda ea~cned ACC Coach of the Year honors for the second consecutive season after leading the Seminoles to the top spot in the ACC 

regular season standings. Florida State enters postseason play with a 47-6 record, 24-3 agafinst conference opponents and is ranked No. 4 

in the most recent USA Today/NFCA poll. 

Ten schools were represented on the 2014 AiI-ACC Teams, led by Florida State and Notre Dame ruth five representatives apiece. North 

Carolina. Virginia Tech and Syracuse had three, while Boston College, Georgia Tech, NC State, and Pitt each had two. Ma~land rounded 

out the field with one representative. 



Individual Award Winnem 

Player of the Year - Maddie O’Brien, Florida State 

Pitcher of the Year -Lacey Waldrop, Florida State 

Freshman of the Year - Karley Wester, Notre Drone 

Coach of the Year - Lonni Alameda Florida State 

All-A CC First Team 

Lacey Waldrop Jr. P 

Maddie O’Brien Jr. S S 

Karley Wester Fr. OF 

Micaela A6zmendi So. 1B 

Courtaey Senas Sr. OF 

Klisten Browrt So. SS 

Emil? Wdman Jr. P 

Laura Winter Sr. 17 

Sydney O’Hara Fr. P 

Maddie Lionberger So. 2B 

All-ACC Second Team 

AsNey Thomas St. S S 

Jessica Burroughs Fr. 17 

Emilee Koemer Jr. OF 

Renada Davis Jr. S S 

Candice Beards Sr. 1B 

Jem~a Kelly So. 1B 

Lauren Gasldll Jr. S S 

Aqnilla Ma~eer~ So. OF 

ToW Speer Sr. C 

Carly Thea Jr. OF 

AII-ACC Third Team 
Jasmine Watson St. 1 B 
Victoria East So. 1 B 
Cassidy VVhidden Jr. C 
Shirley Daniels Sr. OF 
Tori Nirschl So. OF 
Kylie McGoldrick Jr. 2B 
Nicole D’Argento Sr. P 
Megan Cooley So. OF 
Briand Hamilton St. 3B 
Katey Smith So. C 

Abk~y Temple 

UNC Att~letic Communications 

o: 919-962-I160 i c: 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 11, 2014 6:59 PM 

Subject: Tar Heel Men’s Tennis Advances To NCAA Final 16 

Tar Heels Punch Final 16 Ticket "vVith 4-1 \Vin Over South Carolina 

CHAPEl, HILI. N.C. - The seventh-ranked North CaJcolina men’s tennis team earned a 4-1 win over South Carolina on Sunday attemoon in the second round of the 
NCAA Men’s Tennis Championships at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. With the victor31, the Tax Heels will move on to the NCl’u~k Sweet Sixteen and face No. 8- 

ranked Georgia in Athens, Ga. on Friday at 4 p.m. The Bulldogs are the host school for the final four rounds of the championships and go into Friday match as the 

toummnent’s No. 10 seed. 

The Tar Heels improve to 26-5 on the season with the victory., breaking the all-time team single-season wins record of 25 victories achieved in both 1992 and 2006. 

North Carolina also advanced to the NCAA Sweet Sixteen in both of those seasons. Sonth Carolina fell to 16-14 on the season with the loss. 

Doubles action provided early drama for the crowd of over 140 people. 

On court tw-o, Nelso~ Vick and GS~stein Steiro edged the Gamecocks’ pair of Andrew Adams and Kyle Koch 8-7 (7-4) to get the Talc Heels on the board. The Tar 

Heel duo of Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murras, then rattled off four straight games on court two to force a tiebrea~er after trailing 7-3. In the tiebreaker, the pair of 

standout ti~eshmen fought offa match point betbre Schneider sent a winner down the alley that nicked the racket of a South Carolina player, giving the Tar tteels the 

doubles point 8-7 (9-7). 

In singles action, sophomore t?,rett Clark tied UNC’s single-season singles runs record with a 6-4, 6-3 victoly on court three. Clark’s mn ties hiln with ibnner Tax Heel 

All-Americas Roland Thornqvist mad Nick Monroe, both of whom achieved 36 wins in the 1992-93 and 2003-04 campa~gns, respectively. 

No. 15 Bravden Sctmur added a 6-4, 6-4 win over No. 54 Andrew Adams on court one, and No. 33 Ronnie Schneider punched Carolinds ticket to Athens, Ga. by 

outlasting Tsvetan Mihov 6-1, 3-6, 6-3 on court two. 

South Carolina junior Kyle Koch tallied a 6-3, 6-2 win over Jack Murra’~ on court five tbr the Gamecocks’ sole team point. 

The doubles match on court one was halted after the doubles point was clinched. No. 25 Bra~ten Schnnr mad Brett Clark were locked up at 6-6 with South Carolinds 

30th-ra~ked duo of Chip Cox and Tsvetan Mihov. In single~ matches on courks tbur mad six did not tinish. 

’Tm just really proud of my team today," said No(th Carolina head coach Sam Paul. "I would like to congratulate South Carolina. They axe well coached and those 

guys fought tooth mid na~l." 

The Tar Heels will be looking for a measure of revenge against Georgia on Friday. In the 2012 NCAA Tournament, the Bulldogs beat North Carolina 4-0 in the Sweet 

Sixteen. North Carolina is 7-11 all-time agains~t Georgia. 

Notes: 

¯ With Sunday’s win, the Tar Heels are now 42-17-1 all-time agains~t South CaJcolina 

¯ 2014 will mark the Tar Heels’ eighth appearance in the NCAA Sweet Sixteen (1976, 1977, 1992, 1993, 2006, 2008, 2012, 2014) 

¯ Carolina’s last four appearances in the NCAA Sweet Sixteen have been under the guidance of head coach Sam Paul 

¯ The Tar Heels axe 20-22 all-time in the NC.A2\ Tournament and have won at least one match in eve~ appearance since 2006 

#7 North Carolina 4, #28 South Carolina 1 
Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (5,1,3,2) 

1. #15 Bras,de~ Schnur (UNC) d. #54 Andrew Adams (USC), 6-4, 6-4 

2. #33 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. Tsvetan Mihov (USC), 6-1, 3-6, 6-3 
3. #78 Brett Clark (UNC) d. Thiago Pinfieiro (USC), 6-4, 6-3 

4. Os~s~ein Steiro (IYNC) led Chip Cox (USC), 1-6, 7-6(5), 2-0, DNF 
5. Kyle Koch (USC) d. Jack Mmrav (UNC), 6-3, 6-2 

6. Andrew Schafer (USC) led Nelson Vick (UNC), 1-6, 6-4, 3-1, DNF 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority. Of Matches Earns One Team Poin0 

Order of match finish: (2,3) 

1. #25 Bra~den Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC) vs. #30 Chip Cox/Tsvetan Mihov (USC), 6-6 unfinished 

2. Nelson Vicl,2Os, stein Steiro (UNC) d. Andrew Adams/Kyle Koch (USC), 8-7 (4) 



3. Ronnie Schneider/Jack Murray (UNC) d. Thiago Pinheiro/Andrew Schal~r (USC), 8-7 (7) 

Team Records: North Carolina 26- 5; South Carolina 16-14 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
9:t9-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 
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Summary: 
Author Rob J. Anderson, a North Carolina freelance writer and statistician, understands this well. With 
his new release, "Tarnished Heels: How unethical actions and deliberate deceit at the University of 

North Carolina ended ’The Carolina Way’" from Strategic Media Books, he unfolds an explosive 

investigation of the athletics program at the University of North Carolina and the drama that shook not 

only the campus but the entire nation. Anderson diligently chronicles the numerous transgressions, 

events, and discoveries that redefined what had reverently been known in North Carolina as "The 

Carolina Way." An impressive nonfiction work, the book boldly takes to task all parties involved and 

questions the authenticity of what had been for the university a sterling reputation, both athletically 

and academically. 

With shocking detail, "Tarnished Heels" scrutinizes the players, coaches, faculty and university leaders 

who all played roles in the outrage, and in many cases appear complicit. What Rob Anderson uncovers is 

no less than staggering! 

Article Link: 
http~//www.br~adwayw~r~d.c~m/bwwb~~ks/artic~e/Strategic-Media-B~~ks-Re~eases-Tarnished-Hee~s- 

20140512#.U3C88vldX E 

Summary: 
Officials at North Carolina are working to reshape how the school works with athletes on everything 

from providing academic support to instructing them about following NCAA rules. 

The goal is to avoid another scandal like the one that has shaken the school for the past three years. 

The group of academics and athletics officials have spent the year reviewing policies in 22 different 

areas connected to the lives of UNC athletes. Led by provost James W. Dean Jr., and athletic director 

Bubba Cunningham, the group is looking for new ideas, ways to improve existing procedures and 

whether changes implemented since the trouble began are working. 

French history professor Jay Smith, a critic of the school’s handling of the scandal, attended earlier 

group meetings. He is "waiting skeptically" for its recommendations while saying it appears to be doing 

"busy work." 

Article Links: 

http~//www.f~xnews~c~m/sp~rts/2~14/~5/~9/after-academic-scanda~~unc-~fficia~s-sti~~-w~rking-t~- 
rethink-support-structure/ 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~91~~89/n~rth-car~~ina-tar-hee~s-reviewing-supp~rt- 
structure-athletes 
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http://w~w~universityhera~d~c~m/artic~es/9352/2~14~51~/unc-academic-scanda~-update-sch~~~- 

reviewing-support-system-and-policies-for-its-athletes.htm 

http://www‘adn.com/2~14/~5/~9/3463317/unc-group-reviewing-support-structure.htm~ 

http://sports.~ahoo.c~m/news/unc-group-reviewing-support-structure-23~325241--ncaaf.htm~ 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~.ap.org/artic~e/unc-gr~up-reviewing-supp~rt-structure-ath~etes 

Summary: 
Mary Willingham, the former learning specialist who blew the whistle on the academic fraud scandal at 

UNC-Chapel Hill, was told on Friday that she would not be testifying before a U.S. Senate committee 

looking into the welfare of NCAA athletes. 

In an email, Willingham said she had been contacted earlier about being on the witness list for the 

Senate’s Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation hearing titled "Promoting The Well- 

Being and Academic Success of College Athletes." 

Article Links: 

http://www~thestate~c~m/2~14/~5/:1~/34397:13/us-senate-pane~-cance~s-wi~~ingham~htm~ 

http://www‘newsobserver.com/2~14/~5/1~/3852284/us-senate-pane~-cance~s-wi~~ingham.htm~ 
http://www.cbssports.com/co~~egefootba~~/writer/dennis-dodd/24557359/wi~~ingham-wi~~-not-be-a- 

witn ess-at-sen ate-h ea ri ngs-i n-d c-o n-athlete-we Ifa re 

Summary: 
It is unclear how long his investigation will last. Wainstein declined to be interviewed for this story. So 

far, he has interviewed Mary Willingham, the former learning specialist who blew the whistle on the 

classes, and Deborah Crowder, the former African studies department manager who was involved in 

arranging many of them. 

Hans said he is looking for the unvarnished truth. Two prior investigations left many questions 

unanswered and obscured the athletic ties to the scandal. 

UNC’s first investigation did not disclose the high numbers of athlete enrollments in the no-show 

classes. A second UNC-backed probe led by former Gov. Jim Martin claimed athletic officials had twice 

alerted a faculty committee about the no-show classes, but later had to admit it had no evidence to 

show that actually happened. 

"For the good of the university, it is well past time to address any and all unanswered questions," Hans 

said in his statement. "Let the chips fall where they may." 
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Article Link: 
http~//www~news~bserver.c~m/2~4/~5/:1~/385~258/wainstein.n~w.investi~ating~unc.htmi 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

My wife received a phone call from Public Policy Polling this morning. It lasted about ten minutes. Most 

of the poll was about politics - the prez race, the senate race, the gov and his approval. But the last two 

minutes they asked all about the UNC scandal. Here are some questions she remembers: 

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of UNC based on the scandal? 

How do you think they have handled the situation? 

What is your opinion of Carol Folt and her job performance. 

Favorable or unfavorable opinion of Mary Willingham? 

Do you think what went on at UNC is unique or happening elsewhere? 

Do you think UNC emphasizes academics or athletics? 

They read two statements: 

We’ve done what we need to do and now are ready to move on. 

UNC has not done enough investigation and have yet to come clean. 

With which do you agree? 

Which school are you fan of: UNC, NCSU, Duke, Wake Forest, ECU, Other 
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Tea~s 

Summary: 
Coach Bill Curry sees a business opportunity. The former National Football League star, NCAA coach, and 

ESPN analyst is teaming with the Porter Novelli public-relations firm to help college sports organizations 

"avoid reputational harm, monitor for potential issues, and manage through crisis situations." Once 

college sports were for fun, but no more, at least not the Division 1 "revenue sports" of men’s basketball 

and football. 

"We’re all about integrity," Curry told me over lunch in New York. I predict he’ll have more business 

than he can handle. The danger will be that big sports schools will try to buy Curry’s aura of integrity-- 

and keep right on doing the crass and often sleazy things that sadly have come to characterize much of 

the campus sports industry. 

The question is whether the Curry reputation-management consultancy will offer more than after-the- 

fact spin when coaches cut corners on recruiting, players break the NCAA’s often-baffling rules, or, far 

worse, sports powerhouses get caught up in academic fraud, as has happened lately at the University of 

North Carolina’s prestigious Chapel Hill campus. 

Article Link: 
http://www~businessweek.c~m/artic~es/2~14~5~12/a.f~rmer.f~tba~.c~ach.g~es-int~.the.advice. 

business-for-troubled-college-teams 

Summary: 
Horrible news as two Richmond WBB coaches were aboard a hot air balloon that caught fire during a 

special preview event for the Mid-Atlantic Balloon Festival, authorities have recovered all three bodies 

in dense woods where incident occurred, Spiders AD Gill, "Words cannot begin to express our sorrow. 

We are all stunned by this tragic news." 

Article Link: 
http://www~reuters~c~m/artic~e/2~14/~5/12/us-usa-virginia-crash-idUSBREA49~1A2~14~512 

Summary: 
Big Ten meetings in Chicago will feature a thorough review of the Northwestern unionization situation, 

possible impact scenarios of new NCAA governance proposals & discussion on the difficulty of non- 
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conference FB scheduling as Ohio State AD Smith says national dynamics are driving up prices for 

guarantee games. 

Article Link: 

http://bu~keyextra.dispat~h.~~m/~~ntent/st~ries/2~14/~5/12/wide~ranging~issues-are~set~t~~be~ 

covered.html 

Summary: 
ACC meetings set to begin in Amelia Island this week, North Carolina AD Cunningham says momentum 

points to moving forward with an eight game league FB schedule, but discussion & debate on the topic 

are right around the corner, decision to be made on Tuesday or Wednesday 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~egef~tba~/writer/jeremy~f~w~er/24559~62/s~urces~acc-~eaning- 

toward-eight-game-scheduilng-model 

Summary: 
Economist Schwarz clarifies & corrects some statements he made to Congress late last week on 

possible FICA exemptions if student-athletes were paid, draws comparisons from ’awards’ granted to 

leadership positions for Stanford’s daily student newspaper. 

Article Link: 
http://sportsgeekonomics.tu mblr.com/post/85224055693/sportsgeekonomics-regrets-the-error 

Summary: 
Wisconsin athletics donates over $27k to the University’s School of Education from the FB program’s 

Spring game in an effort to aid literacy programs in the Madison area, donation marks the fourth 

consecutive year proceeds from the game have been routed to a pre-selected campus partner. 

Article Link: 

http://educati~n.wisc.edu/s~e/news-events/news/2~14/~5/~9/uw~ath~etic-department-d~nates-$27- 
500-to-fund-literacy-efforts-backed-by-soe 
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Summary: 
In order to take a charge, the alteration will require a defending player to be in legal guarding position 

before the airborne player leaves the floor to pass or shoot. Additionally, the defending player is not 

allowed to move in any direction before contact occurs (except vertically to block a shot). All rules 

alterations must be approved by the NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel, which is scheduled to convene 

via teleconference on June 25. The proposal is allowed in the non-change year under PROP guidelines 

because the committee believes a new rule requires alteration. 

"This alteration will impact block/charge plays in an effort to make this play easier to coach and 

officiate," said Rick Byrd, head coach at Belmont University and chair of the committee, which met 

jointly with the National Association of Basketball Coaches board of directors and the Division I Men’s 

Basketball Championship Committee. "In our discussions, the men’s basketball community, including 

coaches, officials and administrators, agreed that this rule needed adjustment." 

Article Links: 
http://www~ncaa~~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media-center/news/men%E2%8~%99s-basketball-c~mmittee~ 

adjusts-criteria-calling-charges-blocks 

http://www.tarheelb~~g.c~m/2~14/~/9/~7~~418/ncaa.rec~mmends.change.t~-charge.b~~ck.rule 

http://espn~g~.c~m/mens.c~~iege.basketbal~/st~ry/-/id/1~9~942~/ncaa.rules.c~mmittee.wants. 

stricter-block-charge-calls 

Summary: 
Rutgers quarterback Philip Nelson, who transferred from Minnesota earlier this year, was jailed early 

Sunday on suspicion of assault in an incident that left another football player in critical condition. 

A police statement said officers came across Isaac Dallas Kolstad, 24, of Mankato, while patrolling the 

city’s downtown entertainment district around 2 a.m. The 20-year-old Nelson was arrested at the scene 

and taken to the Blue Earth County jail, the statement said. 

"We are in the process of gathering information on the situation and reserve comment until the legal 

process is complete," Rutgers athletics spokesman Jason Baum said in a statement. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/new-y~rk/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~91752~/phi~ip-ne~s~n-rutgers-scar~et- 

knights-arrested-charged-suspicion-third-degree-assault 
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Reverence Generation and Fad it es 

Summary: 
Cal State Fullerton AD Donovan excited about impact of new student success fee that currently stands at 

$55 per semester & will rise to $181 by 2016, will generate $2m per year for athletics by ’16 some of 

which will be allocated to facility upgrades, the rest to budget enhancements, Donovan believes monies 

will lead to competitive improvements for a number of programs. 

Article Link: 
http://www.dailytitan.com/2014/05/athletics-department-hopes-to-build-more-winning-teams-with- 

help-of-success-fee-revenue/ 

Summary: 
This should be an interesting experiment to watch: Hawaii launched a crowdfunding campaign late last 

week in an attempt to raise $10k to put toward travel costs, as of this morning had generated $1,205 for 

the cause, suggested contribution levels range from $50 to $2,500 with dedicated benefits. 

Article Link: 
https://~w~.indieg~g~~c~m/pr~jects/uh~highest~c~llege~athletics-travel~c~sts-in-the~nati~n~he~p 

Summary: 
Arizona State reaches a 30-year agreement with the City of Tempe to take over all operations & capital 

expenses of Papago Golf Course, will move Men’s & Women’s Golf functions to the facility & build a new 

clubhouse for both teams within three years, deal stalled for quite some time after Sun Devils lost 

former AD Patterson to Texas. 

Article Link: 

http://www.a~centra~.c~m/st~ry/news/l~ca~/ph~enix/2~14/~5/12/ph~enix-papag~-g~~f-c~urse-asu- 

pact/8987837/ 
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Sumrnar¥: 
Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer places an emphasis on special teams. It only makes sense then that 

the school’s planned $18 million indoor practice facility next to Lane Stadium reflects that. 

Fred Ortiz, an architect from HKS Sports who designed the new Indoor Athletic Training Facility, told 

SI.com that most football facilities have an indoor clearance of 65 feet. At Virginia Tech, Ortiz went to 85 

feet. 

"As we all know, coach Beamer has a focus on special teams and he will be able to do that indoors," 

Ortiz said. 

The school plans to break ground on the new 92,000-square-foot venue later this month and have it 

open in July 2015. It will be 400 feet long by 2:~0 feet wide -- dimensions that allow "ample room along 

the sidelines and end zones." Inside, observation platforms at both 20 and 65 feet above field level will 

offer differing perspectives for coaches. 

Article Link: 
http://c~ege-f~tba~si.c~m/2~ 4/~5/~9/virginia.tech.h~kies.ind~r-f~tba~-faci~ity/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, May 12, 2014 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Tragedy Rocks U. of Richmond] Aquatic Center Star Treatment] America’s Top Workout Song 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Balloon Accident Claims U. of Richmond Athletics Staffers 

’][’he rural crash axea, about 25 miles north of Richmond, killed former Spiders 

swimmer Natalie Lems, the school’s director of women’s basketball ... 

Dolphins Safety- Jones Fined for Tweet About Michael Sam 

Miami Dolphins safe~ Don Jones was fined an tmdisclosed mnount Sunday and 

will undergo educational training after sending a negative tweet about ... 

Athletic Business Reader Respon~ Survey 
Answer a t~w quick questions to help us improve E-News and you’ll be entered to 

win a GoPro Hero 3+. We appreciate your feedback! ... 

NCAA Faces Scrutiny, But No Real Action from Washington 

Richard Johnson knows the inner workings of the NCAA as someone who has 

battled in court against the governing body of college sports. Such ... 

Pac- 12 Might Move Football Title Game to Levi’s Stadium 
The conference is in discussions with the San Francisco 49ers about switching the 

game to the state-of-the-art stadium that opens this tM1. The Pac- 12 ... 

Giving Aquatic Competition Venues Sta± Tleatment 
The UniveBity of Southern California Trojans have won 11 national championships 

in football. Pretty impressive. But you Inight not know that the school’s ... 



Group Eyes Buft’alo Waterfront for ttuge SIx~rts Complex 

As watert?ont development otticials move tbrward with a master plan to reimagine 
Buffalo’s outer harbor area, a second group of spolnts promoters ... 

In Utah, Theories As to Why Prep Soccer Eiections Soaring 

High school soccer in Utah has a problem and there are no easy answers on how 

to fix it. As of this past Monday, 117 

Iowa Girls’ Golf Coaches Enio;~ On-Course Contact Rule 
Dubuque Senior gifts golf coach Rose Kubeshesld noticed her standout freshman 

Maddie t tm~’kins struggling at the outset of Monday’s Mississippi ... 

More Prep Softball Pitchers, Infielders Using Facemasks 
Mackenzie Coiley had a promising ~ftball career at Foxcroft Academy. But that 

all changed during a game three yea~s ago against Centr~l of Corinth ... 

For One School. Fall Golf Tromps Football Reclassification 
After several weeks of researching logistical concerns, the Dubuque Wa~hlert boys 

golf program will continue to compete at the largest enrollment ... 

Amid New Atlanta Stadium Proiects, Hawks Assess Arena 

Unlike two other Atlanta sports franchises, the Hawks aren’t at work on building a 
new stadium. But they are in the early stages of... 

And the Top Workout Song in America Is ... 
What’s the ultimate workout song? There are lots of opinion~ but otticials t]com the 

national chain Gold’s Gytn and Women’s Health and Men’s Health ... 

[ ~ ABC- R ...... 
Hotel] 

i.~.i Facility of the Week 
Choice Health & Fitness Center 
Choice Health & Fitness Center is a first- 
of-its-kind facility in Grand Forks, 
integrating fitness, medical and behavioral 

health, nutrition, arts, recreation and 
research while allowing all ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

College Union Model Takes Hits at Congressional Hearin~ 
Last week’s hearing turned into a platform for critics of unionization to sound 

Allowing college athletes to unionize is "absolutely not" the answer said one 

Congressman. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: Winston, Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 

Veol interesting way to look at the issue. Well written. 

) Kansas House Crushes For-t rofit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 
If the YMCA wants to help people in need they should locate their facilities in 

areas that hm~e clients in need of waivers for fees or discounts. Instead 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

Treadmills, weights, daycare, locker rooms, group fitness classes, a pool and 
persona] training--all accessed by customers who pay dues tbr ... 



Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

All businesses deserve to make a profit as the market dictates. The YMCA’s has 

created an unfair advantage by hm4ng a non-profit tax exemption ... 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

SAME ... not even close! 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 
My clubs are for profit also. All we want is for the Y to pay their properb, taxes 

too--since they a~e in the SAME business we are in. 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

Ever heard of Section 501 of the IRS? Probably not since Genesis doesn’t qualify 

at all tbr that. Genesis is FOR PROFIT! 

Kansas ttouse Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

And where in the "fina~cials" would it show that you paid your propelW~ taxes like 

all the other health clubs’? 

Starter Strobe for Deaf Track Athlete Causes Controversy 

For a minute, I thought maybe we were talking about life or death or something 

really important. Not a HS track meet. At least common sense .., 

College Union Model Takes Hits at Congressional Hearin~ 
Look at 811 the interesl everyone is showing in this issue--now that "they are being to 

force to come to tenns with the thct that these athletes are brought ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, May 12, 2014 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Tragedy Rocks U. of Richmond] Aquatic Center Star Treatment] America’s Top Workout Song 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Balloon Accident Claims U. of Richmond Athletics Staffers 

’][’he rural crash axea, about 25 miles north of Richmond, killed former Spiders 

swimmer Natalie Lems, the school’s director of women’s basketball ... 

Dolphins Safety- Jones Fined for Tweet About Michael Sam 

Miami Dolphins safe~ Don Jones was fined an tmdisclosed mnount Sunday and 

will undergo educational training after sending a negative tweet about ... 

Athletic Business Reader Respon~ Survey 
Answer a t~w quick questions to help us improve E-News and you’ll be entered to 

win a GoPro Hero 3+. We appreciate your feedback! ... 

NCAA Faces Scrutiny, But No Real Action from Washington 

Richard Johnson knows the inner workings of the NCAA as someone who has 

battled in court against the governing body of college sports. Such ... 

Pac- 12 Might Move Football Title Game to Levi’s Stadium 
The conference is in discussions with the San Francisco 49ers about switching the 

game to the state-of-the-art stadium that opens this tM1. The Pac- 12 ... 

Giving Aquatic Competition Venues Sta± Tleatment 
The UniveBity of Southern California Trojans have won 11 national championships 

in football. Pretty impressive. But you Inight not know that the school’s ... 



Group Eyes Buft’alo Waterfront for ttuge SIx~rts Complex 

As watert?ont development otticials move tbrward with a master plan to reimagine 
Buffalo’s outer harbor area, a second group of spolnts promoters ... 

In Utah, Theories As to Why Prep Soccer Eiections Soaring 

High school soccer in Utah has a problem and there are no easy answers on how 

to fix it. As of this past Monday, 117 

Iowa Girls’ Golf Coaches Enio;~ On-Course Contact Rule 
Dubuque Senior gifts golf coach Rose Kubeshesld noticed her standout freshman 

Maddie t tm~’kins struggling at the outset of Monday’s Mississippi ... 

More Prep Softball Pitchers, Infielders Using Facemasks 
Mackenzie Coiley had a promising ~ftball career at Foxcroft Academy. But that 

all changed during a game three yea~s ago against Centr~l of Corinth ... 

For One School. Fall Golf Tromps Football Reclassification 
After several weeks of researching logistical concerns, the Dubuque Wa~hlert boys 

golf program will continue to compete at the largest enrollment ... 

Amid New Atlanta Stadium Proiects, Hawks Assess Arena 

Unlike two other Atlanta sports franchises, the Hawks aren’t at work on building a 
new stadium. But they are in the early stages of... 

And the Top Workout Song in America Is ... 
What’s the ultimate workout song? There are lots of opinion~ but otticials t]com the 

national chain Gold’s Gytn and Women’s Health and Men’s Health ... 

[ ~ ABC- R ...... 
Hotel] 

i.~.i Facility of the Week 
Choice Health & Fitness Center 
Choice Health & Fitness Center is a first- 
of-its-kind facility in Grand Forks, 
integrating fitness, medical and behavioral 

health, nutrition, arts, recreation and 
research while allowing all ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

College Union Model Takes Hits at Congressional Hearin~ 
Last week’s hearing turned into a platform for critics of unionization to sound 

Allowing college athletes to unionize is "absolutely not" the answer said one 

Congressman. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: Winston, Florida State Need to Learn Lesson 

Veol interesting way to look at the issue. Well written. 

) Kansas House Crushes For-t rofit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 
If the YMCA wants to help people in need they should locate their facilities in 

areas that hm~e clients in need of waivers for fees or discounts. Instead 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

Treadmills, weights, daycare, locker rooms, group fitness classes, a pool and 
persona] training--all accessed by customers who pay dues tbr ... 



Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

All businesses deserve to make a profit as the market dictates. The YMCA’s has 

created an unfair advantage by hm4ng a non-profit tax exemption ... 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

SAME ... not even close! 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 
My clubs are for profit also. All we want is for the Y to pay their properb, taxes 

too--since they a~e in the SAME business we are in. 

Kansas House Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

Ever heard of Section 501 of the IRS? Probably not since Genesis doesn’t qualify 

at all tbr that. Genesis is FOR PROFIT! 

Kansas ttouse Crushes For-Profit Fitness Clubs Tax Break 

And where in the "fina~cials" would it show that you paid your propelW~ taxes like 

all the other health clubs’? 

Starter Strobe for Deaf Track Athlete Causes Controversy 

For a minute, I thought maybe we were talking about life or death or something 

really important. Not a HS track meet. At least common sense .., 

College Union Model Takes Hits at Congressional Hearin~ 
Look at 811 the interesl everyone is showing in this issue--now that "they are being to 

force to come to tenns with the thct that these athletes are brought ... 
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From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 6:33 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: 

A~tach: image003.jpg 

Will do! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On May 12, 2014, at 6:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)~mc.edu> wrote: 

http://www.cmnpisis.u~#~Ns~/clkqf 

You have to go he~ fl~e ne~ time 5~u’m in Dallas. 

vin~:e 

<image003dpg~ 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 6:33 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: Re: RE: 

Altach: image003.jpg; image004.jpg 

I’ll ask to,night. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On May 12, 2014, at 6:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

I think she was probably talking about HigNand Park area 

Vince 

<image004.jpg > 

From: 111e, Vince 
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2024 6:28 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

http://w~v.campisis.us/#!Nstor~’/c lkqf 

You have to go here the next time you’re in Dallas. 

.:! ,~ ) ’:!’::, : ..: :-:. ; :~ 

<image003.jp~> 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@emafil.unc.edn 

Monday, May 12, 2014 7:56 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACADEMIC SUCCES S ! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DeSehn, Rich L" <richdesehn(~unc.edu> 

Date: Ma,/12~ 2014 at 7:37:35 PM EDT 

Subject: ACADEMIC SUCCESS! 

Dear UNC Swimmers & Divers, Coaches, Parents & Incoming Swimmers & Divers: 

Congratulations on a terrific academic semester. We have received grade reports from the spring semester and are very proud of the team for these 

results. Our annual team qoalis 3.2 GPA for both the semester & the cumulative/running G PA. Women, you are doing outstanding and reaching that 

goal on a regular basis! Men, this is the BEST semester for a UNC Men’s Swimming & Diving team in YEARS! Fantastic! 

Incoming swimmers & divers-we wanted you to see this information so that you know the level of expectation and achievement here. Be prepared 

to contribute positively to these goals] incoming, please pass this information along to your parents (we are gathering our new team email 

distribution lists)... 

Thank you, swimmers & divers for your investment in academic success and THANK YOU to so many in the Academic Center - especially Michelle 

Brown, Jaimie Lee AND all the tutors who assist our team members and many other student-athletes at UNC] 

WOMEN 

SPRING 2014 GPA 3.235 (with two scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA} 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2013-2014 3.221 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 20:14 3.271 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 2014 = 25 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 25 

Historical Women Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.04, 3.04, 3.05, 3.05, 3.17, 3.15, 3.19 & 3.17 

MEN 

SPRING 20:14 GPA 3.184 (with one scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA} 

ACADEMIC YEAR 20:13-2014 3.084 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 20:14 3.048 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 20:14 = 22 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 20 

Historical Men Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.02, 3.06, 3.03, 2.94, 2.80, 2.85, 2.96 & 3.08 



CONGRATULATIONS & KEEP THESE TRENDS GOING. ACADEMIC SUCCESS PROVIDES YOU MORE FREEDOME TO ACHIEVE ATHLETIC SUCCESS_..BOTH ARE 

POSSIBLE & YOU ARE PROVING IT !! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swlrnmil"~g Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, N(? 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (IV): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: .c_t_ _e_ _s_ _e_ ! _t !~_ ~ _c_’._~_~_~_ _a_ j_l_: ~ !~_ _c_: ~_c_t_t_ _~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 8:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 
Watch the Cardinals Live Now 

Watch Live Now 

i:~ WatchESPN Live on: WatchESPN com, iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Roku 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The 2014 Kwik Goal E-Catalog IsNow Available 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

.~iI Kwik Goal Digital Catalog 

The 2014 Kwik Goal Catalog is now 
available in an electronic format. Simply click 
the link below to view the catalog on your 
computer. Features include: 

Each product links to the 
Kwikgoal.com page, where more 
information and videos can be found 

PDF version available for download 

Thumbnail capabilities for quicker 
browsing 

Zoom feature that enables you to see 
the information more clearly 

Available in the App Store X:: Available in Google Play 

Techn ca/Partner                                       ©fficial Pavt~!e.r. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sterling Steps In It Again i Richmond Remembers Crash Victims ] Sam Dmtt Impact 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Latesl Donald Sterling Intel~Aew Digs Hole Even Deeper 
Every. time he opens his mouth, Donald Sterling re~ninds his fellow NBA owners 

why he has to go. Now. Already a pariah for his ... 

Richmond Remembers Basketball Leaders Lost in Crash 

One was the constant in University of Richmond wome~f s basketball, the beloved 
assistant coach who had been on staff for 15 seasons, remaining ... 

Michael Sawn Draft ttas Retail, Political, Cultural Impact 
Two days ago, Michael Sam was the eighth-m-lasl man selected in the NFL dmIt. 

Today, he is the most important tbotball player in the ... 

Overcoming Gym Membership Retention Challenges 
The rise of lower-priced clubs have put greater pressure on gym owners to create 

an environment that keeps members happy while also empowering 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 

With size, strength and a taste tbr punishing ball carrier~ Georgia Tech detEnsive 

end Jabari Hunt-Days would seem to have a reasonable shot at a ... 

Firm’s 48 Percem Take of Fun Run Proceeds Criticized 

Charity. watchdog groups say the cut going to the company, Boosterthon, is far too 

high, but the PTA president mad the company both defend the ... 



Coach Suspended After Recorded Tirade Set to Return 
Suspended C al State F ullerton baseball coach Rick Vanderhook was rei nstated 

Friday a£ter a lengthy investigation into improper aaad unprofessional ... 

Investtnent Failures Behind Dormm~cv of High School Pool 

The swimming pool at Rio Grande High School will remain an empty hole in the 
ground this summer largely as a result of a cash 

Rare Prep Athletes Excel in Two Sports Simultanesoulv 

Most have the abiliU to transition from one season to the uext. Then there are a 
select t~w who find a way to not only play, but excel, at two sports ... 

UC Irvine ix) Study Correlation Between Exercise, Hea]th 

UC Irvine has launched a coordinated eflbrt to deeply study the correlation 
between exercise and hea]th. The Exercise Medicine and Sport ... 

Count-i Initiative to Get Kids Active Launches Website 

EveryBody is on the move in Fmnldin CounU. The campaign that encourages kids 

and teens in Franklin CounU to get out, get moviug, and try ... 

Stadium Transformed fi~om Eyesore to Multipurpose Veuue 

Members of a development corporation, together with the Olean Oilers baseball 

team, made a commitment to turn the stadium around and make it the ... 

Does Braves’ Stadium Budget Cover Pedestrian Bridge? 
A critical element to keep traffic flowing around the Braves stadium in Cobb 

County is a bridge over 1-285 that would allow fans to park ... 

Athletic Business Reader Response Surve,i 

If you’re reading this, you can help us! Answer a few questions about AB E-News 

aud you’ll be eutered to win a GoPro Hero 3+ 

Content Libra,,- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

BaJloon Accident Claims U. of Richmond Athletics Staffers 

The tragic story of a weekend hot-air balloon accident gone terribly wrong, 
claiming the life of three people including two s~f members of Richmond’s 

women’s basketball team. 

Upcoming Events: 

40TH ANNUAL SLA CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I May 15, 2014- May 17, 2014 ... 

NORTH AMERICAN RINK CONFERENCE & EXPO 
Columbus, Ohio I May 19, 2014 -- May 22, 2014 ... 

ICE ARENA CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 -- May 30, 2014 ... 

2014 ISI CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 -- May 30, 2014 ... 

.Vj~. _w___m_o_ r__e__# .v_e_r_~!. _s_ ...... 

ii~~ Facebook ~ 

ii~ Linkedln ~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected 

:~ AB N .... ire "~:iI AB Digital l .... ] 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo j 

Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sterling Steps In It Again i Richmond Remembers Crash Victims ] Sam Dmtt Impact 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Latesl Donald Sterling Intel~Aew Digs Hole Even Deeper 
Every. time he opens his mouth, Donald Sterling re~ninds his fellow NBA owners 

why he has to go. Now. Already a pariah for his ... 

Richmond Remembers Basketball Leaders Lost in Crash 

One was the constant in University of Richmond wome~f s basketball, the beloved 
assistant coach who had been on staff for 15 seasons, remaining ... 

Michael Sawn Draft ttas Retail, Political, Cultural Impact 
Two days ago, Michael Sam was the eighth-m-lasl man selected in the NFL dmIt. 

Today, he is the most important tbotball player in the ... 

Overcoming Gym Membership Retention Challenges 
The rise of lower-priced clubs have put greater pressure on gym owners to create 

an environment that keeps members happy while also empowering 

Parents Want Son to Lose Football Scholarship, Study 

With size, strength and a taste tbr punishing ball carrier~ Georgia Tech detEnsive 

end Jabari Hunt-Days would seem to have a reasonable shot at a ... 

Firm’s 48 Percem Take of Fun Run Proceeds Criticized 

Charity. watchdog groups say the cut going to the company, Boosterthon, is far too 

high, but the PTA president mad the company both defend the ... 



Coach Suspended After Recorded Tirade Set to Return 
Suspended C al State F ullerton baseball coach Rick Vanderhook was rei nstated 

Friday a£ter a lengthy investigation into improper aaad unprofessional ... 

Investtnent Failures Behind Dormm~cv of High School Pool 

The swimming pool at Rio Grande High School will remain an empty hole in the 
ground this summer largely as a result of a cash 

Rare Prep Athletes Excel in Two Sports Simultanesoulv 

Most have the abiliU to transition from one season to the uext. Then there are a 
select t~w who find a way to not only play, but excel, at two sports ... 

UC Irvine ix) Study Correlation Between Exercise, Hea]th 

UC Irvine has launched a coordinated eflbrt to deeply study the correlation 
between exercise and hea]th. The Exercise Medicine and Sport ... 

Count-i Initiative to Get Kids Active Launches Website 

EveryBody is on the move in Fmnldin CounU. The campaign that encourages kids 

and teens in Franklin CounU to get out, get moviug, and try ... 

Stadium Transformed fi~om Eyesore to Multipurpose Veuue 

Members of a development corporation, together with the Olean Oilers baseball 

team, made a commitment to turn the stadium around and make it the ... 

Does Braves’ Stadium Budget Cover Pedestrian Bridge? 
A critical element to keep traffic flowing around the Braves stadium in Cobb 

County is a bridge over 1-285 that would allow fans to park ... 

Athletic Business Reader Response Surve,i 

If you’re reading this, you can help us! Answer a few questions about AB E-News 

aud you’ll be eutered to win a GoPro Hero 3+ 

Content Libra,,- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

BaJloon Accident Claims U. of Richmond Athletics Staffers 

The tragic story of a weekend hot-air balloon accident gone terribly wrong, 
claiming the life of three people including two s~f members of Richmond’s 

women’s basketball team. 

Upcoming Events: 

40TH ANNUAL SLA CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I May 15, 2014- May 17, 2014 ... 

NORTH AMERICAN RINK CONFERENCE & EXPO 
Columbus, Ohio I May 19, 2014 -- May 22, 2014 ... 

ICE ARENA CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 -- May 30, 2014 ... 

2014 ISI CONFERENCE AND TRADE SHOW 
Chicago, III. I May 27, 2014 -- May 30, 2014 ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: Title IX Class in SaJ~ Diego on June 2 - Last Chalice Reminder! 

EAST CHANCE REMINDER!!! 

Dear Administrators, SWAs, Compliance Staff: 

We are offering a one-day Title IX athletics self-evaluation class on Monday, June 2, at the San Diego Sheraton Hotel and Marina.* 

The class is scheduled from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm and will address the three-part test (accommodation of interests and abilities) and scholarships. Class 

participants will learn the Title IX requirements for these two most important issues, and evaluate their institution’s compliance during the class. 

Participants will receive a copy of our self-evaluation manual and desk reference entitled "Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics: How It All Works - In Plain 

English," and a carrying case for the manual. 

Agenda (times approximate) 

9:00-10:00 Demystifying Title IX 

10:00-12:00 Accommodation of Interests and Abiiities 

12:00-1:00 Lunch (participants on own) 

1:00-3:15 Accommodation of Interests and Abilities (continued) 

3:30 - 5:30 Scholarships 

5:30 - 6:00 Wrap~up 

Class Tuition: special rate of $495 per participant 

Send an e-mail with your name, title, institution name, phone number, and e-mail address to goodsports@earthlink.net or phone 858-695-9995 to apply for 

the class. 

See our website at www.TitlelXSpecialists.com for additional details about our classes. Hope to see you there! 

Val Bonnette 

o:o The Sheraton is directly across Harbor Drive from the San Diego Airport and approximately four miles down Harbor Drive from the Hyatt Hotel - the site 

of the NCAA Regional Compliance Seminar beginning June 3. 

PS - Please advise us if you wish to be removed from our e-mail list. 

Valerie M. Bonnette, President 

Good Sports, Inc., Title IX and Gender Equity Specialists 

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS- 1994 to 2014! 

Clients in 35 States 

PO Box 500505, San Diego, CA 92150 

Phone: 858-695-9995 Fax: 858-695-9909 

www.TitlelXSpecialists.com 



POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT: COMPLIANCE ASSISTANT 

Located in Irving, Texas, the Big 12 Conference is a 10-member Division I conference that sponsors 23 sports. 
Member institutions include Baylor University, Iowa State University, University of Kansas, Kansas State 
University, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma State University, TCU, University of Texas, Texas Tech 
University, and West Virginia University. The Big 12 emers its 19th year as it cominues to promote the strength 
and success of one of the nation’s premier athletic conferences. 

Overview: 

This is a full-time, non-benefit internship position. The compliance assistant reports directly to the Assistant 
Commissioner- Compliance and is responsible for providing support in the area of compliance with additional 
duties in the areas of governance and academics as assigned by the Assistant Commissioner- Governance and 
Academics. 

Compensation: $30,000 Term: 11-12 months 

Primary Duties: 
* Research and analyze interpretations of NCAA and Big 12 rules using the NCAA Division I Manual and 

NCAA Legislative Services Database (LSDBi). 
. Assist with processing Conference-administered waiver requests. 
* Create and update compliance-related forms and educational documents. 
* Assist with the coordination and conduct of monthly compliance teleconferences, in-person compliance 

meetings and the Big 12 Summer Rules Workshop. 
* Participate in the monthly CCACA conference calls and annual in-person meeting. 
* Manage the Level IV violation process. 
* Create an annual Level III and Level IV violations report. 
* Assist with tracking proposed NCAA legislation and NCAA committee vacancies and maintaining records 

of nominations and appointments. 
* Assist with compiling and monitoring academic progress rate (APR) data. 
* Assist with updating the Conference Handbook. 

Qualifications: 
* A bachelor’s degree is required. A master’s 

intercollegiate athletics is preferred. 
Applicants should have strong knowledge of, 
Familiarity with NCAA rules preferred. 

degree or law degree and previous experience in 

and demonstrated interest in, intercollegiate athletics. 

Excellent written and verbal communication skills, demonstrated ability to work independently, show 
initiative and meet established goals and deadlines. 
Strong computer skills in Microsoft Word, Excel, Acrobat, Power Point, and Outlook. 
Travel, along with evening and weekend hours occasionally required. 

To Apply: 
Submit a cover letter, resume, and contact information for three references to: 
Brad Clements, Assistant Commissioner/Human Resources Director, brad@big 12sports. com 
Big 12 Conference 
400 E. John Carpenter Freeway 
Irving, TX 75062 

Deadline for application is May 30. 

The Big 12 Conference is an affirmative action!equal opportunity employer. For more information on the Big 
12 Conference visit www.big~asports.com. 
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Summary: 
A national student athlete advocacy group says its Title IX complaint filed against the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill has the attention of federal investigators with the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S. 

Department of Education. 

"The OCR has acknowledged our complaint," said SAHRP coordinator Emmett Gill. "We’ve had one 

conversation, the OCR requested additional data, and we have forwarded that data to the OCR." 

The Office for Civil Rights also requested a meeting with former UNC learning specialist Mary 

Willingham. 

Article Link: 

http://abclocal.go.com/wtvd/story?section:news/local&id=953531E 
http://www.wra~sp~rtsfan.c~m/feds-~~~king-at-whether-unc-ath~etes-are-treated-unfair~~/13642289/ 

Summary: 
Last week, after Mary Willingham announced she would be testifying at a U.S. 

Senate committee hearing on the well-being of college athletes, a quiet, grassroots campaign was 

launched to inform the senators on that committee about Willingham’s questionable credibility and the 

sensationalized media coverage of her claims. Making myself available for counter-testimony, I 

composed the below statement and sent it to people I believed could get it into the hands of the 

decision-makers. Although I cannot confirm that my statement in any way influenced the decision 

to rescind Willingham’s invitation to testify, I have reason to believe my statement was seen by the right 

people. 

[See article for Bethel’s statement] 

Article Link: 
http~//c~achingthemind.b~~gsp~t.c~m/2~14/~5/a-summary-~f-mary-wi~~inghams-fa~se.htm~ 

Summary: 
UNC learning specialist and author of Coaching the Mind, Bradley Bethel says the University has to be 

careful with finger-pointing and laying blame on individuals for legal reasons. He says it’s hard for the 

University to be completely forthcoming with all the wrongdoings it’s witnessed. 
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Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/bethel-unc-hands-tied/ 

Summary: 
In fact, the case against Nyang’oro for obtaining pay by false pretense for conducting no-show classes 

(largely for Tar Heel football players) may never go to trial. Like a lot of low-level felony cases, delays 

could be commonplace. Moreover, it’s just as likely that a plea bargain might be struck between Orange 

district attorney Jim Woodall and Nyang’oro’s lawyers. 

At end-game, the school may wind up spending a fortune on new lead investigator Kenneth Wainstein 

($990 hourly) and his three aides ($440-$775) without clearing the air. 

But nothing truly meaningful can surface until someone can or is forced to answer the simple question 

of WHY the fraudulent classes were created in the first place. 

If Nyang’oro instigated the activity, what was his motivation? More correctly, what was his incentive? 

Did he simply dream up the idea out the clear blue? Was he just that much of a rabid athletic fan? Did 

he feel sorry for athletes? Was he conducting some sort of strange experiment in out-of-the-box 

curriculums? 

Article Link: 
http://www.wralsportsfan.com/getting-to-crux-of-unc-case-may-be-im possible/13637783/ 

Summary: 

Regarding executive editor John Drescher’s May 3 column on why The N&O continues to cover past 

academic and athletic irregularities at UNC-Chapel Hill: The N&O has played an important role in 

uncovering these issues, and we agree the questions being asked need to be answered to fully 

understand what transpired at Carolina. I want to assure our community that this issue is and will 

remain a top priority for my administration and me. 

Article Link: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/13/3858773/carol-l-folt-getting-answers- 

a.html?sp=/99/108/165/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

It will be interesting to see what information comes out in the hearings if and when they finally do 

commence. There is substantial data that displays very odd behavior from Emmert’s NCAA organization 

in the past -- apparently enough so that California Congressman Tony Cardenas has suggested further 

inquiries be launched into the NCAA’s relationship with UNC. 

Those potential connections are well represented in the forthcoming book, Tarnished Heels. 

Below gives an idea as to the involvement of some key NCAA-related figures in the over four-year UNC 

scandal: 
Ille, Vince, 178, 181, 183, 256, 257, 354, 355 [page numbers in the book] 

Sam Smiley (football) was arrested for misdemeanor assault. Court date: 5/27/14 

TheJungleWolf: I’m also keeping my eye out for o1’ Roy, if he should survive at UNC long enough to make 

his way back over to my area for a top recruit. I will hand deliver a copy of that book to him. I will hand 

the book to Roy. I can always send the recruit a copy in the mail, with no return address. 
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Summary: 
Fisher thinks if players were given five seasons of eligibility, it would serve two purposes: Help younger 

players develop and reduce the pounding veteran players take, particularly with a season that has 

increased to 12 regular season games and a College Football Playoff that will require a national 

champion to play two physically demanding games in a two-week span. 

Although the idea might seem semi-revolutionary, Fisher doesn’t think too much would change in 

practice aside from giving coaches more roster depth. Players who graduate after four years and aren’t 

good enough for the NFL would be able to move on to graduate school if they choose and those who are 

good enough would still almost certainly enter the draft before their eligibility is exhausted. 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/acc/2~14/~5/12/f~~rida~state-fsu-f~~tba~~~c~ach-jimb~- 

fisher-jameis-winston/9007949/ 

Summary: 
Unbelievably, Antoine explains that he’s now homeless again. With his uncle living in a government 

subsidized house, regulations forced Antoine to leave. 

That means Antoine will spend the final six week before his arrival in Boise on June 6, staying in motels 

when he has money, and sleeping in [girlfriend] R’Mya’s car when he doesn’t. 

The story on KTVB lead to an outpouring of support from Boise State fans who wanted to help Turner. 

But Boise State’s compliance office cautioned fans that NCAA rules prevent boosters from simply 

donating money, goods, or services to Turner. But the school is looking for a way: 

Once Mr. Turner arrives on campus for the start of the summer school program, he will be well taken 

care of-receiving full tuition, room and board, books, fees etc. In the meantime, the compliance office is 

exploring a potential waiver with the NCAA that would allow us to provide assistance prior to the start 

of summer school. 

recruit.htm 
http://ftw.usatoday.com/2014/05/boise-state-homeless-player-antoine-turner-ncaa-regulations 

http://www.ktvb.c~m/b~ise-state/NCAA-ru~es-restrict-fans-fr~m-he~ping-h~me~ess-ath~ete- 

258989351.html 

http://deadspin.c~m/h~me~ess-f~~tba~~-p~ayer-cant-receive-fans-aid-due-t~-n-~576~53862 

http://tracking.si.c~m/2~14/~5/~3/b~ise-state-h~me~ess-recruit-waiver-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~-ncaaf/ 
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Summary: 
As expected, ACC ADs voted to keep an eight-game FB league schedule, also adds mandate that at least 

one non-conference game must be played against another ’Big 5’ opponent, only Duke & NC State didn’t 

meet that criteria last year, no decision on if BYU or the service academies would count, leaves decision 

on whether or not to play FCS opponents up to each individual school. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~922297/acc-v~tes-keep-eight-game-conference- 

schedule 
Non-conference games against other ACC schools? http://espn.go.com/college- 

footba~~/story/--/id/1~93~219/s~me-acc-teams-consider-fu~fi~~ing-future-nonconference-ob~igations- 

playing-other-acc-teams 

Big 10 Too: http://co~~egefootba~~ta~k~nbcsports~c~m/2~14/~5/14/acc-and-big-ten-discussing-p~aying- 

non-conference-games-against-conference-opponents/ 

Summary: 
Oregon President Gottfredson says he will appoint an independent panel to review how the University 

works to prevent & responds to sexual violence in the aftermath of an incident involving 

three Ducks MBB student-athletes who have since been dismissed from the program, part of the review 

will look at the recruiting practices of UO coaches, AD Mullens & MBB HC Altman fully on-board with 

process. 

Article Link: 
http://registerguard.c~m/rg/sp~rts/3156977~-81/austin-mu~~ens-a~tman-revieW-basketba~~~htm~~csp# 

Summary: 

USA Today digs-in on the two-tier supermajority voting structure that may be necessary for the ’Big 5’ to 

enact changes within the proposed new NCAA governance structure, various Commissioners & ADs 

comment on issue & wonder if the bar is set too high, Wake Forest President & DI Board of Directors 

Chair Hatch says process is still under active discussion. 

Article Link: 

http : / /www~usat~day~c~m /st~ry /sp~rts/ c~~~ege/ 2~14 /~5 /13 / ncaa-governance-restructuring-power- 

five-autonomy-vote-supermajority/9014283/ 
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Ten AD ~ee~~ngs Day I wrap 

Summary: 
Big Ten leaders cover a number of topics on their first day of meetings: lllinois AD Thomas comments on 

how schools will calculate cost of attendance differently, Penn State AD Joyner is contemplating 

scheduling other league teams in non-conference FB spots & Michigan State AD Hollis doesn’t want the 

Midwest to be forgotten about with league’s expansion on East Coast. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~.c~m/b~~g/ncfnati~n/p~st/-~id/95133/big~ten~ad~meetings~day-1-wrap 

Summary: 
Notre Dame AD Swarbrick weighs-in on a number of items, says benefits of the Pell Grant are 

undervalued & puts student-athletes in a solid financial situation from direct school support, continues 

to focus on the full integration of student-athletes within the university, compares the current state of 

affairs to the Olympic movement back in the 70s. 

Article Link: 
http://www.s~uthbendtribune.c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/n~tredame/f~~tba~~/n~tre~dame-ad-swarbrick- 

addresses-hot-issues/article_564fbfe6-dafd-11e3-a0d8-001a4bcf6878.html 

Summary: 
Oklahoma AD Castiglione comments on the state of college athletics, says industry is under significant 

scrutiny, "some of it, we brought on ourselves," wants to push the agenda on all the positive stories 

happening on campuses, also proud to be one of only five athletic departments around the nation that 

is self-sufficient without receiving state or university funding. 

Article Link: 
http://www.normantranscript com/sports/x2117392834/Castiglione-addresses-the-shifting-landscape- 

of-college-athletics-during-Sooner-Caravan 
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Summary: 
Northwestern AD Phillips pushing for change of NCAA governance structure that would include giving 

student-athletes voting power, "We don’t need student-athletes in an advisory role; we need them in a 

voting role. That’s something we have to do moving forward." Does not believe unionization is the right 

model, but agrees with CAPA’s focus on health & safety. 

of-change.html#. U3M4tfldWK8 

Summary: 
Boise State AD Coyle says cost of attendance upgrades for student-athletes will cost Broncos nearly 

$700k annually, "We’ll find the money. At the end of the day, it’s fund raising...We’re going to have to 

really explain this story to people & help them understand why it’s critical to our program. It’s a game- 

changer." 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~idah~statesman~c~m/2~14/~5/13/3182979/ncaa~ref~rms~c~u~d.c~st~b~ise.htm~ 

Summary: 
Oregon brass release an updated timeline of how they handled allegations surrounding a sexual 

misconduct claim involving three former M BB student-athletes, Ducks Intercollegiate Athletics 

Committee & University Senate will meet today to analyze situation. 

Article Links: 
http://w~w~~reg~n~ive~c~m/ducks/index~ssf/2~14/~5/~reg~n-says-president-knew-~hi~htm~ 

http://uone~s~uoreg~n~edu/c~ntent/detai~ed-time~ine-actions-fo~~~wing-march-9-a~~egati~n 

Summary: 

Current six-month stretch without a single completed major NCAA violations case is the longest 

in DI since an eight-month period in 1997-98, but new Director of Enforcement Duncan says major cases 

have certainly been heard & simply haven’t gotten out for public consumption, unit is on pace to 

process as many overall cases as has ever been recorded. 
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front-is-ncaa-enforcement-dead 

Summary: 
Rutgers dismisses transfer FB student-athlete Nelson who was arrested over the weekend in Mankato, 

Minnesota in connection with a brawl that left a victim in critical condition. 

minnesota-assault-case.html? r=l 

Summary: 
Conference USA ADs vote to take post-season Basketball tourneys to Birmingham next year, MBB will 

play entire bracket in Birmingham Jefferson Convention Complex while the Women will use UAB’s 

Barrow Arena through their semi-finals & then move to BJCC for a championship tilt. 

Article Link: 
http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O5/conference_usa_athletic_direct.html 

Summary: 
A small study of college football players found that the areas of their brains that control memory were 

smaller than average, especially if they had suffered concussions. But more research is needed to 

determine if the differences mean they’re headed for problems down the road. 

The study of NCAA players is only preliminary, but the differences were seen in a part of the brain 

affected by a destructive disease linked with head blows and found in autopsies of some former NFL 

players. 

The college players studied did just as well on tests of mental function, including memory, as a healthy 

control group of college athletes in non-contact sports, although those in the football group who’d 

played the longest had slower reaction times. 
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It’s unknown when the brain differences occurred and it’s possible the football players were born with 

them, said study co-author Patrick Bellgowan, a neuroscientist at the Laureate Institute for Brain 

Research in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Still, because head trauma is among conditions thought to cause the affected brain region to shrink, the 

study results are "a flag that concussions need to be taken seriously," Bellgowan said. 

Article Link: 
http://a bcnews.g~.c~m/Sp~rts/wire~t~ry/brain-differences~f~und-ncaa.f~~tba~~.p~ayers-237~1748 

Summary: 
Gabe Ikard, a former offensive lineman at Oklahoma University, said on a radio program last week that 

he and his girlfriend were asked by the school to sign affidavits declaring their love was real. 

Ikard, a well-known Oklahoma Thunder fan, has been sitting courtside with his girlfriend this season, an 

extravagant display that tends to capture the attention of NCAA compliance officials. 

The tickets were supplied by Ikard’s girlfriend. Oklahoma, it appears, was worried that Ikard’s girlfriend 

would be considered a front and a way to funnel high-priced seats into a football players’ pockets. 

Article Link: 
http://b~g~syracuse.c~m/sp~rts/2~14/~5/f~tba~-p~ayer-signs-affidavit-saying-his-~ve is real_not_ 

an ncaa violation.html 
http://msn.f~xsp~rts.c~m/buzzer/st~ry/ncaa-makes.gabe-ikard-sign.affidavit.ab~ut-dating-gir~friend. 

051214 

http://www.nf~.c~m/news/st~ry/~ap2~~~~~~349955/artic~e/titans-r~~kie-gabe-ikard-had-t~-sh~w-his- 

love-was-real 

Summary: 
Citing "multiple transgressions," Illinois basketball coach John Groce suspended Darius Paul for the 

2014-15 season. 

Paul, 20, was arrested on April 21 for underage drinking and resisting a police officer after he ran from 

an officer who attempted to question him as he walked through a parking lot shortly before 3 a.m. 

"After a thorough review of Darius’ year, which includes multiple transgressions, I am suspending Darius 

... for the entire 2014-15 season," Groce said via a statement the school released Tuesday. "...This 

penalty is necessary to help Darius as a person. We will continue to support him through this process." 
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20140513,0,550093.story 

Summary: 

Article Link: 
http://www~e~evenwarri~rs~c~m/c~l~ege-sp~rts/2~14/~5/3~758/acc~gets~new-italicized~l~g~ 

Summary: 
For the first time since 1981, the ACC tournament title game will not take place on a Sunday. 

At the league’s spring meetings in Florida, commissioner John Swofford made the announcement that 

the title game will be played at 8:30 p.m. on that Saturday, taking over the time slot that had previously 

been filled by the Big East. The tournament will run from Tuesday-to-Saturday, with the semifinals 

slotted into primetime on Friday, with tips at 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 

With the league now sitting at 15 teams and the tournament beginning on a Tuesday, the league will 

also be ending their regular season a day earlier. The last game will be played the Saturday before 

Championship Week as opposed to the Sunday. 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~14/~5/13/acc-t~urnament-tit~e-game-t~-m~ve-fr~m- 

sunday-to-saturday/ 
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Summary: 
US District Judge Wilken denies the NCAA’s attempt to reintroduce financial data for women’s & non- 

revenue sports that they claim would prohibit MBB & FB student-athletes from being paid in 

proceedings of a possible upcoming O’Bannon trial, Wilken says allowing the information would clearly 

restrict trade & questions athletic leaders understanding of Title IX. 

Article Link: 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/2~14/~5/12/~udge-denies-ncaa-m~ti~ns-ed-~bann~n- 
ncaa-lawsuit-college-athlete-names-likenesses/9000313/ 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n-s~~~m~n/24559589/ed-~bann~n-judge-denies- 

ncaas-womens-sports-argument 

Request to delay trial denied: http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/college/2014/O5/13/ncaa- 

motion-denied-in-obannon-case/9051719/ 

Summary: 
A U.S. Senate committee has postponed a hearing on college sports that had been scheduled for 

Wednesday. 

No reason for the postponement was given in a news release, which said the hearing will be rescheduled 

for a date following the Memorial Day recess for Congress. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n-s~~~m~n/245598~2/senate-c~mmittee- 

postpones-college-sports-hearing 

Summary: 
A former Eugene City Councilor has filed an official Title IX complaint againstOregon on their handling of 

the sexual misconduct situation involving three former M BB student-athletes, argues that the act was 

consensual based on the District Attorney’s dismissal of the case, says UO leaders made comments that 

"caused a wave of public hostility". 

Article Link: 

http://dai~yemera~d.c~m/2~14/~5/13/c~mp~aint-sent-t~-us-department-~f-educati~n-against-u~-f~r- 

title-ix-violations-towards-artis-austin-and-dotson/ 
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Summary: 
Three U.S. senators have sent a letter to NCAA president Mark Emmert expressing concern about the 

NCAA’s oversight of its member schools and asking him to respond to a series of requests, including one 

for copies of all the association’s broadcast rights contracts. 

The letter, dated May 5, was released by Sens. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.), Jay Rockefeller (D-W. Va.) and 

Cory Booker (D-N.J.) a day after the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation 

announced the postponement of a hearing concerning college sports that it had scheduled for 

Wednesday. The hearing was titled "Promoting the Well-Being and Academic Success of College 

Athletes." A news release from the senators said the hearing will be held "in the coming weeks." 

Article Links: 
http://www.usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~5/13/senat~rs-~etter-ncaa.mark-emmert- 

concern-oversight-request/9033149/ 

http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/jp/3-senat~rs-seek-rec~rds-fr~m-ncaas-president-raising-~versight- 

concerns 
http://www.insidehighered.c~m/quicktakes/2~14/~5/14/m~re-scrutiny-ncaa#sthash.~R4v~wYQ.dpbs 

Summary: 

The existence of a settlement term sheet moving the NCAA closer to resolution with 

plaintiffs in 10 cases bundled in the Northern District of Illinois. 

The settlement is expected to include a medical monitoring fund of at least $70 million that would 

encompass all past and current players. The NCAA probably will have to access some of its insurance, 

but that’s what insurance is for. In essence, a 50-year-old ex-player suffering from dementia could dip 

into the fund if it is proven his injuries resulted from playing college football. 

The projected settlement would "protect" the NCAA from similar class-action lawsuits regarding head 

trauma. It won’t protect the NCAA from ongoing individual litigation elsewhere. The Derek Sheely 

wrongful death lawsuit is particularly distressing. The former Frostburg (Md.) State player died from a 

brain injury in 2011. Sheely allegedly was berated by coaches even though he was bleeding from the 

forehead. The NCAA is one of several defendants, 

"We’re in the primitive stages of [concussion diagnosis] management." 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/~riter/dennis-d~dd/24561147/ncaa-starting-t~-take~ 

proactive-approach-on-player-safety-and-head-trauma 
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Summary: 
If the NCAA loses its antitrust cases, it’s going to have to negotiate. Those negotiations could be 

drastically different than this forecast. Maybe outside compensation rules will be much more restricted, 

but players will get a bigger cut from licensing. Or maybe there will be a free market for outside 

compensation, but schools will get a larger cut of licensing revenue. Nobody really knows. 

But here’s what we do know: if players are allowed to negotiate for more money, and schools and 

boosters are allowed to pay recruits, then no matter what the specifics of the CBA are, the best players 

will go to the big schools. Football will drive financial decisions, and boosters will want to do everything 

they can to help their school win. 

That sounds a lot like what we have now, except the players -- the primary revenue-generators -- will 

be getting fair market value. Not quite the explosion we’ve been warned of. 

Article Link: 
http :/ /www.sbnati~n.c~m / c~~ ~ege~f~~tba~~ /2~14 /5 /14 /5 71~65 2/ ~bann~n-tria~-ncaa-future-changes 
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Summary: 
USF AD Harlan says Head Strength & Conditioning Coach Straub has resigned after being indefinitely 

suspended following a tweet he sent questioning the integrity of the San Francisco 49ers when they 

selected former Bulls FB student-athlete Lynch in last week’s draft, 

resigns.html 
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Summary: 
Colorado officially breaks ground on S143m facility improvement projects that AD George calls 

"transformational", George did not comment on the exact amount raised to date, but says Buffs are on 

pace with project timeline, all elements of construction are expected to be complete by the start of the 

2015 FB season. 

Article Link: 
http://www.denverp~st.c~m/c~~~eges/ci-2574732~/cu-buffs-ce~ebrate~gr~undbreaking-faci~ities- 
expansion 

Summarv: 
LSU AD Alleva says he expects the Tigers to sell beer at home FB games in the future, points to West 

Virginia’s experience last year, their first serving beer, where alcohol-related incidents actually 

decreased, the SEC currently has rules in place that prohibit their members from selling beer at athletic 

events. 

joe-alleva/9018143/ 

Summary: 
TurnEey Sports & Entertainment VP of IVlarEeting ~iller Huddell wonders if the sports industry 

understands the importance of personnel within the ’big data’ movement after 76% of respondents in a 

recent survey identified their CRM systems as important to success, yet 28% still did not have a single 

staffer dedicated to CRM full-time. 

Article Link: 
http://www~thebusiness~fsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~5/13/the~state~~f-data~in~sp~rts-business/ 

Summary: 
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More scope of beer sales at college sporting events as Michigan’s Big House has applied for a temporary 

alcohol license for hosting of premier international soccer match-up between Manchester United & Real 

Madrid this summer, AD Brandon says the NHL’s Winter Classic sold 75,000 cups of beer generating over 

$650k in revenue during its use of the stadium. 

game/9071829/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Register TODAY lbr NACDA’s You Can Play Project Webinar - Thursday, May 22 

webinar to learn about the diversity of student-athletes 
in collegiate spods from Executive Director Wade 
Davis of the You Can Play Project. We will hear Wade 
discuss equality, respect and safety for all athletes 
without regard for sexual orientation. 

RSVP Online Now 

Deconstrtictin,(~ the ,(lay alMete: myth vs reality 

l-h,,! add,<!d v’aldi; ,’)f havir~g an openly gay 

Gay athletes and the irrlpor~anci.~ of family and 

Reimagining how we talk about sports 

There is no eostto attend this educational webinar. You 

can attend online from your desk. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNNNIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~ Mac users, please use either Safari or Firefox. Google 

Chrome is not supported by the WebEx technology. 

Wade Davis -- Executive 

Please feel free to forward this on to any other members 

of your organization to invite them to attend. 

We fook forward to seeing you on!ine! 

Click here to unsubscribe. 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 





Job Details 

Academ ic Coordinator/Football 
Student-Athlete Academic Services 

Position Summary: 

This position reports to the Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Academic Services (SAAS) and is the primary sport counselor to the football program. 
The Academic Coordinator/Football will monitor degree progress each semester with 
regard to institutional, Mountain West, and NCAA requirements; collaborate with major 
department advisors and students for course selection and credit loads; meet regularly 
with students regarding academic matters and issues; serves as liaison to faculty on 
behalf of students when necessary; maintains accurate records and documentation of 
student’s academic progress and eligibility. 

The Academic Coordinator/Football will also be the academic recruiting liaison for 
official and unofficial football visitations; process transcript evaluations and monitor 
initial and continuing eligibility; manage the football summer bridge program; supervise 
the study hall program for all student-athletes; and process/enter APR and GSR data for 
football students in the NCAA Academic Performance Program portal. Other duties and 
roles as assigned. 

Required: 

Possess a master’s degree in education, sports administration, counseling, psychology, 
or related field. Experience working with student-athletes within an athletic academic 
support program at a Division I or II institution. Knowledge and working experience with 
NCAA eligibility rules and regulations. Demonstrate excellent communication and 
organizational skills as well as attention-to-detail acumen. 

Preferred: 

Have three or more years of experience advising student-athletes at a Division I 
institution, preferably advising football student-athletes. Knowledge of Banner student 
records system and GradesFirst Retention Management. 

To apply go to: ~o[}s.~s~ed[~.,,a~}hca~ts.,,Ce~:~Lral ?q[~ck.F~d,,,:6~.~2L~.~ 
(if it does not connect, copy and paste thi s link into your browser address fi el d) 
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Summary: 
Documents released from the University today might prove Mary Willingham and members of her 

research team failed to follow Family Education Rights and Privacy Act guidelines when she was 

researching learning disabilities of UNC student-athletes. 

Mary Willingham may have broken the promise of confidentiality she made when applying for her 

research, which resulted in her claims of illiteracy among UNC student-athletes. 

The application says the study was being conducted to research the "incidence of ADHD and learning 

disabilities in freshman student athletes." Nowhere in the application does it state the intent to find 

reading abilities among the subjects. 

The lack of anonymity for the athletes in the study has the potential to transform into a HIPPA violation, 

while the pulling of student education records without authorization from the students could be a 

FERPA infraction, according to Bradley Bethel, a current athletic learning specialist at UNC and a critic of 

Willingham’s research methods. 

Article Links: 
http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2014/O5/mary-willingham-application-0515 

http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/willingham-research-application-released/ 

http://www.tarhee~b~~g.c~m/2~14/5/15/5715446/wi~~ingham-appears-t~-have-misrepresented-her- 

research 
http://www.scacchoops.com/tt_NewsBreaker_External.asp?N B=10319&utm_sou rce=twitterfeed&utm_ 

medium=twitter 

Summary: 
The latest Academic Progress Report numbers are out from the NCAA and needless to say there is some 

concern regarding UNC’s football and men’s basketball numbers. 

On the football side, the multiyear APR is up to 938 from 934. The multiyear average is based on four 

years of scores. UNC is presently last in the ACC in this number. 

As for men’s basketball, the numbers are a bit dicey also. UNC has dropped to 938 from 959 thanks in 

part to a pair of low scores in the four year average. 

Article Links: 
http~//www.tarhee~b~~g.c~m/2~14/5/14/5718~22/uncs-f~~tba~~-and-basketba~~-apr-sc~res-are-a-tad- 

worrisome 
http://www.goheels.com//ViewArticle.dbml?D B_O EM_ID=3350&ATCLI D=209495718 
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http://w~w~ne~s~bserver~c~m/2~14/~5/14/3862~~9/unc~nc-state-strugg~e~in~mens~htm~?sp=/99/1~3/ 

Summary: 
Professor emerita of Slavic literature at UNC, Madeline Levine says the only way Julius Nyang’oro could 

have been caught cheating the system was if his colleagues or students reported the wrongdoings. 

"Unless a chair’s colleagues comes forward with complaints, there is no way that a dean at any level will 

know that something is wrong--well, colleagues and students," Levine says. 

Levine says Bethel’s thoughts are off base. 

"He has no idea how a university works on the faculty side, and he clearly has not idea how the 

administration of the college works," Levine says. "He mentions that he came from a K-12 background, 

which is great. But, he taught at a middle school at some point that probably had fewer students in it 

than the College of Arts and Sciences has faculty members who have to be overseen. So, to indicate that 

when he was in the K-12 system, classes were overseen by a head and the supervisor, and that was 

done all the time, and then to suggest that that should be done at the university level is totally to 

misunderstand the scale, the size, and what is done at a university where professionalism is supposed to 

reign." 

She adds that the steps that have been taken to increase oversight and the potential of adding 

additional oversight are unnecessary. 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/uncs-academic-scandal-oversight/ 

Summary: 
On a more personal level, Comparato spoke out about how she has witnessed the rest of the UNC 

student body handling these scandals. She claims that these problems are not going to be solved until 

the whole truth is exposed. 

"1 think students have been frustrated with it. I think that at the end of the day, they’ll still love the 

university." Comparato explained. "But every time it gets dragged into the national headlines, and you 

see it on the scroll on ESPN, or something else coming up, I think it hurts a little bit. And I think that’s 

something that’s not going to go away." 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/sports/unc-sports/unc-administration-quiet-dth/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Excerpts from email sent from BOG member to a Pack Pride poster: 

At the first Board meeting I attended, I noted that over the past few decades a methodology has evolved 

to deal with such situations. It is simple. You hire the best well resourced law firm with no relationship 

to the institution. The firm must have experienced former prosecutors and be given totally free rein. The 

firm is empowered to look into anything and everything that it feels may be related to the matter. The 

institution does not get to offer its opinion on the relevance of any area into which the investigation is 

heading. Further, all employees are told to cooperate fully, disclose all information asked for and to be 

proactive in informing the investigators of areas the individual thinks warrant more in depth scrutiny. All 

employees are told failure to comply will lead to immediate termination for cause and they can expect 

no severance or other benefits and no recommendation to a future employer. Once the report is 

completed, the investigating firm releases it to the public without review or any input from the 

institution. If the institution thinks the investigators got something wrong, it is free to say so to the 

public after the report is released. 

The SBI report has now been issued and a firm employed to conduct this investigation. I have expressed 

to Chancellor Folt, Provost Dean and President Ross my belief that the rubric I described above needs to 

be followed and that there must be no appearance of an attempt to influence the investigators or their 

report or to block any access they deem needed. I believe this is the only way the air can be cleared and 

we can begin to repair the reputation of Carolina and of the University system. 

There are things that have occurred since I began serving that I find unwise and questionable. For 

example, I personally believe the situation with Mary Willingham was not handled well. Regardless of 

what anyone has to say about her research, the woman worked with dozens of athletes and I doubt 

seriously she needed a test to know who could and could not read. There are a number of others on the 

Board who share this view. Please do not think that just because we have not taken these issues to the 

media means we have not raised them. We have and we will continue to do so. 

Summary of Rob Anderson’s book, Tarnished Heels: 

Tarnished Heels chronicles the numerous events that have affected the University of North Carolina and 

seriously brought into question what was once a sterling reputation, both athletically and academically. 

From the time that knowledge of controversial actions first emerged publicly in 2010, a number of 

transgressions, events, and discoveries would redefine what was known as The Carolina Way. Players, 

coaches, faculty, and university leaders all played roles in the scandals, and in many cases appeared 

complicit. 

The uncovered issues were staggering; Football coaches were also deemed to be working with NFL 

agents. Players received cash payments, travel expenses, and impermissible academic help. Sports 

agents were hired to teach classes at the university. A parent of a basketball All-American was hired as a 

university employee. Hundreds of fraudulent classes were discovered, countless basketball and football 

players were enrolled in them, and dozens of grades were forged and changed without permission. 

Basketball players received impermissible benefits from a convicted felon, who was also directly 

connected to UNC alumni. 
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About the Author, Rob Anderson: 
Rob J Anderson is a resident of North Carolina, Rob has work experience in writing and editing, data and 

information analysis, and education awareness, 
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Summary: 
Chronicle of Higher Education set to release full compensation data for leaders at public institutions on 

Sunday, preview includes data that at schools were HCs are in the Top 5 of earners, their pay outpaces 

the chief executive by nearly $555k, overall last year 154 public school employees exceeded the $1m 

mark, 70% of which were coaches. 

Article Link: 
http : / / chr~nic~e~c~m /b~~gs/ data/2~14 /~5 /16 / c~aches~n~t~presi dents~t~p~pub~ic~c~~~ege-pay-~ist/ 

Summary: 
Atlantic 10 meetings in Naples includes ADs endorsing possible NCAA governance changes regarding 

health & safety, cost of attendance & academic support, believes these steps are just as crucial to 

Basketball as they are to FB, league welcomes Davidson as a full voting member. 

Article Link: 
http://www.atlantic10.com/ViewArticle.dbml?ATCLID=209497061&DB_OE M_ID=31600 

Summarv: 
Purdue AD Burke calls covering student-athletes cost of attendance "fundamentally the right thing to 

do", adds that situation is specifically necessary for student-athletes who do not receive a Poll Grant, 

"we’re sitting here with phenomenal growth in our media revenues and rights agreements - (paying 

them that money) isn’t doing anything more than what you should be doing. It’s fair." 

Article Link: 
https://ca~sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/purdue-ad--pr~viding-student-ath~etes-with- 

stipend-is--fundamentally-the-right-thing-to-do-164556477.html 

Summary: 
As part of their FB scheduling redesign, ACC leaders decide that BYU will not count as an acceptable 

opponent for the one non-conference ’Big 5’ game needed for each league member, the SEC has 
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reportedly come to the same decision, Cougars AD Holmoe not too worried as the school hasn’t 

commonly played a lot of ACC or SEC foes. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~.deseretne~s~c~m/artic~e/8656~3268/ACC-snubs-BYU-but-C~ugar-~fficia~s-n~t-in-panic- 

mode.htmi 

Summary: 
ACC Commissioner Swofford will continue to lobby the NCAA to change their rules regarding conference 

FB championship games as the league continues to consider removing their divisional format, Florida 

State HC Fisher wonders if such a change could compromise participation in the new College FB 

Playoff system. 

Article Link: 
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/sports/college/seminoles/os-acc-notebook-0516- 

20140515,0, 2118946. sto ry 

Summary: 
From the Big Ten meetings yesterday, Wisconsin AD Alvarez says cost of attendance coverage will run 

the Badgers $1m to $1.5m annually, Michigan State AD Hollis pins his number at $1m, Commish Delany 

will "aggressively" defend the amateur model in discussion of on-going lawsuits that involve the NCAA, 

Alvarez also worried about out-pricing post-season FB games. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/blog/bigten/post/_/id/100938/big-ten-ad-meetings-day-2-wrap 

Summary: 
From the ACC meetings yesterday, Notre Dame AD Swarbrick wishes people would stop using ’cost of 

attendance’ phrase as he says it’s consistently inaccurate given the wide gaps between tuition at 

different schools, Pitt AD Peterson likes autonomy voting structure of ’Big 5’, NC State AD Yow believes 

methodology for using Student Assistance Fund may change. 

Article Link: 
http://www~p~st~gazette.c~m/sp~rts/Pitt/2~14/~5/15/Ath~etic-direct~rs-mu~~-p~tentia~-NCAA- 

shift/stories/201405150295 
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Summary: 

CBS Sports reporter Dodd reviews comments from a number of industry leaders on how changes to 

the CFB post-season are already changing their outlook, Notre Dame AD Swarbrick says he’s already 

hearing similar language as is used for basketball tourneys, Georgia Tech AD Bobinski says seven 

committee meetings leading up to selection is too much. 

era-posturing-has-already-begun 

Summary: 

Inside the NCAA    ~’ @lnsidetheNCAA 
After Boise State’s request last night, the school may provide immediate assistance to football student- 

athlete Antoine Turner. 

Article Link: 

http://www.sbnati~n.c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/2~14/5/14/5717556/h~me~ess~b~ise~state~f~~tba~~-p~ayer~ 

ncaa 

Summary: 

In a release announcing the reprimand, the NCAA men’s water polo committee said that despite 

warnings to the crowd not to rush the pool for safety reasons, "nonparticipating members" of USC’s 

team caused $2,144 in damage by jumping from the stands to the pool deck and into the pool for the 

victory celebration. 

"While the committee understands the excitement of winning a national championship, it was 

disappointed in the University of Southern California men’s water polo team’s actions and disregard for 

safety precautions," committee chair Matthew Glovaski said in a statement. 

Article Link: 
http://www.~atimes.c~m/sp~rts/sp~rtsn~w/~a-sp-sn-ncaa~reprimands~usc~mens-water-p~~~-team~ 

20140515-sto ry. html 
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Summary: 
For the next three years, the game will be played at the new home of the San Francisco 49ers in Santa 

Clara, Calif. In the three years since the conference expanded to 12 teams, the championship game has 

been played at the home field of the team with the best conference record. 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~~~m/b~~gs/n~aaf-dr-saturday/pac-12-wi~~-~fficia~~y.p~ay-its-c~nference- 

championship-game-at-levi-s-stadium-181431825.html 

Summary: 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association on Wednesday banned three dozen teams from postseason 

competition next year after their athletes failed to make sufficient academic progress. 

Among those punished were football teams at the University of Idaho and the University of Nevada at 

Las Vegas, and seven other Division I football programs. Eight Division I men’s basketball teams, 

including the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, will not be allowed to compete in the NCAA 

tournament. 

Article Links: 
http://chr~nic~e~c~m/b~~gs/ticker/ncaa-pena~izes-36-teams-f~r-p~~r-academic-perf~rmance/77825 

h tt p ://coil egeb as ketballtalk, n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/05/14/e i ght-tea m s-i n e ligible-fo r-postsea so n-play-d u e- 

to-academic-progress-rate-numbers/ 

Summary: 
The ACC will use a 30-second shot clock during exhibition games on an experimental basis for the 

upcoming season, commissioner John Swofford said Thursday. 

"Our coaches and ADs both felt it would be an enhancement to the game in today’s world," Swofford 

said. "It adds more possessions and potentially would speed up the game." 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~9364 22/acc~experiment~3~-sec~nd-sh~t- 

clock-exhibition-games 
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Summary: 
In a move minutes before a midnight Pacific time deadline, plaintiffs in the O’Bannon case filed a pretrial 

statement that they no longer want to pursue individual damage claims against the NCAA, which also 

means they do not want to move forward with a jury trial, NCAA lawyers fire back at the last minute 

strategy change. 

Article Link: 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~5/14/~bann~n-case-p~aintiffs-want-ncaas-mark- 

emmert-called-as-witness/9107249/ 
http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/writer/jon-solomon ’24563052/ed-obannon-plaintiffs-want- 

mark-emmert-to-testify-at-trial 

Summary: 
During faculty senate meeting, Oregon President Gottfredson discusses sexual assault case that involves 

three former Ducks MBB student-athletes, says University allowed players to participate in the post- 

season at the suggestion of the Eugene Police Department as doing otherwise would have compromised 

their investigation. 

Article Link: 
http : / /da i~yemera~ d.c~m/ 2~ ~ 4 /~5 / ~ 4 / questi~ns-c~nfusi~n~at-first-facu~ty-senate-meeting-since- 

alleged-assault-came-to-light/ 

Summary: 
In other NCAA lawsuit proceedings, lawyers for both the governing body & all those representing class 

action litigants in the Adrian Arrington situation have asked for an extension to negotiate a settlement 

to July 14th, filings last week showed a preliminary agreement that would include a $70m medical 

monitoring fund that would encompass all current & former student-athletes. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n-s~~~m~n/24562371/ncaa-c~ncussi~n-p~aintiffs- 
seek-delay-until-july-14-to-settle 
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Summary: 
The Kansas Board of Regents on Wednesday unanimously approved a revised social-media policy that 

allows leaders of the state’s public colleges to punish or fire employees whose postings are found to be 

improper, the Lawrence Journal-World reported. 

The changes include statements that support academic freedom and free-speech rights. The board’s 

first version of the policy, approved in December, sparked an uproar among faculty members, and 

faculty leaders raised concerns that the revised document did not go far enough to resolve their 

concerns. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://c h ro n icl e. co m/blogs/t i c ke r/ka n s a s-boa rd-a d o pts-revised-policy-all owi n g-disci p li n e-fo r-i m p ro p e r- 

social-media-use/77807 
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Wh}, O~o~ield 5~ccess ls a ?rivate Natter 

Summary: 
Doctoral research by Memphis Senior Assoc. AD for Development Walker finds that giving to private 

institutions following major athletics success, a trip to the MBB Final Four or participation in a BCS bowl 

game, increased by 28% the following year compared to only :11% for public schools, study had 

significant participation by nearly all schools that qualified. 

Article Link: 
http://m.us.wsj.c~m/artic~es/SB:1~~~:1424~527~23~49~83~45795638329632~2:1~4?m~bi~e=y 

Summary: 
Texas AD Patterson says tests of public beer sales at MBB, WBB, Baseball & SB games this year have 

been positively received & have increased revenues, not quite ready to tackle process at Royal- 

Memorial Stadium for FB, but notes that many sporting venues around the state offer beer & have not 

had major issues. 

Article Link: 
http://www.da~~asnews.c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege~sp~rts/head~ines/2~:14~5 :15~texas~a.d.-steve-patters~n~ 

says-beer-sales-at-football-games-possible-but-it-s-not-up-to-him.ece 

Summary: 
Situation surrounding potential improved home for Kentucky Basketball continues to go in circles 

as Lexington Center chairman Rice has asked UK President Capilouto to publicly support the $35:1m 

renovation by the end of next week, improvement plan studies have been temporarily suspended as 

leaders grapple with funding & consensus issues. 

Article Links: 
http://www.kentucky.com/2014/O5/15/3244676/lexington-center-chairman-asks.html 

http://www.kentucky.com/20:14/O5/:15/3244676/lexington-center-chairman- 

asks.html?sp=/99/322/&ihp=:1 
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Summary: 
Cal State-Northridge the latest to engage former Georgia AD Evans’ new Evolution Sports Partners, will 

implement the company’s proprietary FanGauge platform that allows for measurement of fan 

engagement while giving schools the ability to influence behavior & drive revenue. 

Article Link: 

http://www.interc~~~er~n~ine.c~m/2~14/~5/15 /csun-ath~etics-engages-ev~~uti~n-sp~rts-partners-t~- 
implement-fangauge-program/ 

Summary: 
Fox Sports & the Associated Press agreed to sell notable analytics property Stats, LLC to private equity 

firm Vista Equity Partners, terms not released although sources say value of company is around $200m, 

70% of $60m in annual revenue comes from licensing deals, new SportsVU product is fastest growing. 

Article Link: 

http://www.chicag~business.c~m/artic~e/2~ 4~515/BL~GS~4/14~519841/stats-~c-s~d-t~-private- 
equity-firm 

Summary: 
Research out of Ohio State shows the rate of concussions in high school athletes doubled between 2005 

& 2022, lead researcher Rosenthal says increase is likely to be a result of a heightened awareness on the 

issue, not because sports have become more dangerous, calls scrutiny a "very good thing". 

Article Link: 

http://www.webmd.c~m/brain/news/2~:14~515/c~ncussi~n-rates-d~ub~e-am~ng~high-sch~~~-ath~etes- 
report 
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Summary: 
Iowa AD Barta quick to say he does not foresee allowing public beer sales at Kinnick Stadium anytime 

soon, Wisconsin AD Alvarez also says he "wouldn’t even broach the subject" in Madison, Minnesota is 

the only league member that serves to the general public at FB games, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark ~tavelohse@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 16, 2014 8:55 PM 

Subject: l’ar Heels Clinch NCAA Quartertinal Berth 

Press Conference Link Below: 
h ttps ://www.you tu be.corn/watch ?v=-K .wj 7dwFY&featu re=youtu, be 

ATHENS, GA. - Sophomore Brett Clark clinched the University of North Carolina’s first trip to the NCAA Men’s Tennis Tournament quarterfinals in 
22 years Friday evening as the #7 seed Tar Heels defeated the #10 seed and host Georgia Bulldogs 4-2 at historic Henry Feild Stadium. 
Clark’s win at #3 singles capped a brilliant afternoon for Coach Sam Paul’s Tar Heels before a partisan Georgia crowd at the Dan Magill Tennis 
Complex. In the process, Clark won his 37th singles match of the 2013-14 campaign, breaking the school record he had shared with Roland 
Thornqvist (1992-93) and Nicholas Monroe (2003-04). 
The Tar Heels won a tight doubles point from the home standing Bulldogs and then got victories from the top three players in their singles lineup to 
prevail over Georgia, which finished the season at 18-8. Carolina, which had already set the school record for victories in a season, improved to 
27-5. 
Itwas Carolina’s first victory in the NCAA Round of 16 since 1992 when a ninth-ranked UNC squad defeated an eighth-ranked TCU team 5-3 at 
the McWhorter Courts at the Dan Magill Tennis Complex. Friday’s win over Georgia ensures that the Tar Heels will play in the NCAA quarterfinals 
for the second time since the tournament went to a team format in 1976. 
Next up for the Tar Heels will be second-ranked Oklahoma. The Tar Heels and the Sooners will meet Sunday at 4 p.m in the quarterfinal& The 
Sooners advanced with a 4-0 win over Kentucky Friday. 
Carolina got off to an early lead as it continued its excellent doubles play of late, winning two matches that were every bit as tight as their scores 
indicated. First off the court was the Tar Heel freshman tandem of Jack Murray and Ronnie Schneider, who prevailed over Georgia’s Garrett 
Brasseaux and Nick Wood 8-7. The freshman Heels dominated the tiebreaker 7-1 to get the victory. The other two matches were just as fraught 
with drama. Eventually, freshman Brayden Schnur and sophomore Brett Clark, a tandem ranked 25th nationally, prevailed over the #8 team in the 
nation, UGA’s Hernus Pieters and Ben Wagland, 8-6. Schnur clinched the point for U NC as he served out the 14th game of the match at love to put 
the Heels up 1-0. On court 2, UNC’s Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick were all locked up with Eric Diaz and Austin Smith 6-6 when the match was 
halted. 
Georgia would go up in the match 2-1 as the Bulldogs won the first two singles matches offthe court. At #6 singles, the Bulldogs’ Hernus Pieters 
prevailed over Carolina’s Nelson Vick 6-3, 6-3 to even the match. Shortly thereafter, #82-ranked Ben Wagland of the Bulldogs clinched his match 
over UNC’s Oystein Steiro 7-5, 6-3 at #4 singles. 
From that point on, however, it was all Tar Heels. Freshman Ronnie Schneider (Bloomington, Ind.) led the charge for Carolina as he won at #2 
singles, earning his 34th singles victory of the year. Schneider, ranked 33rd nationally, defeated 30th-ranked Nathan Pasha of the Bulldogs, who 
returned to the singles lineup for the first time in NCAA play for the Dogs. Schneider won the first set 7-6, claiming a marathon tiebreaker 9-7, 
before winning 6-3 in the second set. Schneider had to rally from a 5-1 deficit in the tiebreaker before claiming the first set. 
On court #1, freshman Brayden Schnur of Pickering, Ontario, improved to 18-4 in singles action during his freshman year as the 15th-ranked 
Schnur won a three-setter from 23rd-ranked Austin Smith of the Bulldogs by a 6-2, 3-6, 6-2 score. 
All attention turned to courts 3 and 5 where Tar Heel players had the upper hand in both matches. Freshman Jack Murray of Beverly Hills, Mich., 
was unfazed by the partisan crowd as he won 7-5 in the first set and was in position to win the second set, leading 6-5 before the match was 
halted. 
It was halted because a few courts over on #3, it was Brett Clark who continued to be a clutch player, improving to 37-11 in singles. His record- 
breaking win came as the #78-rated Clark beat #70 Garrett Brasseaux of the Dogs 6-4, 7-6. Clark prevailed in the match-clinching tiebreaker 7-3. 
#7 NORTH CAROLINA (27-5) def. #10 GEORGIA (18-8), 4-2 - Henry Feild Stadium 
Doubles (Order of finish: 3,1) 
1. #25 Brett ClarkiBrayden Schnur (NORTH CAROLINA) def. #8 Hernus PietersiBen Wagland (GEORGIA), 8-6 
2. Oystein SteiroiNelson Vick (NORTH CAROLINA) vs. Eric DiaziAustin Smith (GEORGIA), 6-6, unf. 
3. Jack Murray!Ronnie Schneider (NORTH CAROLINA) def. Garrett Brasseaux!Nick Wood (GEORGIA), 8-7(1 ) 
Singles (Order of finish: 6,4,2,1,3) 
1. #15 Brayden Schnur (NORTH CAROLINA) def. #23 Austin Smith (GEORGIA), 6-2, 3-6, 6-2 
2. #33 Ronnie Schneider (NORTH CAROLINA)def. #30 Nathan Pasha (GEORGIA), 7-6(7), 6-3 
3. #78 Brett Clark (NORTH CAROLINA) def. #70 Garrett Brasseaux (GEORGIA), 6-4, 7-6(3) 
4. #82 Ben Wagland (GEORGIA) def. Oystein Sterio (NORTH CAROLINA), 7-5, 6-3 
5. Jack Murray (NORTH CAROLINA) vs. Nick Wood (GEORGIA), 7-5, 6-5, unf. 
6. Hernus Pieters (GEORGIA) def. Nelson Vick (NORTH CAROLINA), 6-3, 6-3 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 18, 2014 10:40 PM 

Subject: Tar Heels Fall In NCAA Quarterfinal MaratJaon Match To #2 Oklahoma 

Tar Heels Drop Marathon Match To #2 Oklahoma in NCAA Quarterfinals 
ATHENS, GA. - North Carolina’s record-setting men’s tennis season came to an end Sunday night as the Tar Heels dropped a 4-2 decision to 
second-ranked Oklahoma in the NCAA Tournament quarterfinals at the Lindsey Hopkins Indoor Facility on the University of Georgia campus. 
Carolina earned the doubles point and got a singles victory from Brayden Schnur at the #1 spot but #2-ranked Oklahoma prevailed to improve to 
27-3 overall on the campaign. The Sooners will play in the NCAA semifinals Monday afternoon at 5 p.m. 
UNC’s record-setting 2013-14 season ended with a school record 27 victories and the second NCAA Tournament quarterfinal appearance in 
school history. Overall, UNC finished 27-6 and will have three representatives in the NCAA singles and doubles tournaments which begin later this 
week. 
Due to rain in Athens on Sunday, the match was moved indoors and started an hour late at 5 p.m. It took four-and-a-half hours for the Sooners to 
prevail over the #7 Tar Heels whose valiant effort fell just short against an Oklahoma team with a host of nationally-ranked singles players. 
Carolina played its best doubles of the entire season to claim the initial point of the match. The UNC freshman duo of Jack Murray and Ronnie 
Schneider finished with a 23-4 doubles ledger in their fantastic first year as they were first off the court, beating Alex Ghilea and Nick Papac 8-6 at 
#3 doubles. Just a few minutes later, 25th-ranked Brett Clark and Brayden Schnur won 8-5 at #1 doubles over Axel Alvarez and Dane Webb of the 
Sooners. Clark and Schnur improved to 18-5 on the season with the doubles victory. 
The Tar Heels were unable to keep up the same level of momentum going in singles action, however, against an Oklahoma team with two players 
ranked in the Top 10 and four in the Top 55 of the Intercollegiate Tennis Association rankings. 
At #4 singles, Andrew Harris of the Sonnets, ranked 53rd nationally, defeated UNC junior Oystein Steiro 6-1,6-1 to tie the match at 1-1. At #3 and 
#2 singles, UNC won first sets but in both cases Oklahoma players rallied past the Tar Heels to claim a pair of victories and a 3-1 lead in the team 
score. 
UNC sophomore Brett Clark saw his stellar sophomore campaign end with a 37-12 singles mark at #3 singles. Clark, ranked 78th nationally, fell to 
#41 Dane Webb 3-6, 6-3, 6-2. 
At #2 singles, UNC freshman Ronnie Schneider dropped only his eighth match of the season and now stands 34-8 overall. Schneider, ranked 
33rd, fell to seventh-ranked Axel Alvarez 6-7 (7-9), 6-0, 6-0. Schneider will continue his freshman season Wednesday in the NCAA singles 
tournament. 
Carolina stayed in the match with a gutty come-from-behind victory over freshman Brayden Schnur at #1 singles. Schnur, ranked 15th nationally, 
defeated fifth-ranked Guillermo Alcorta of Oklahoma 6-7 (3-7), 6-3, 7-5. Schnur faced a match point in the 10th game of the third set but fought it off 
and won the final three games to take the win. 
Oklahoma persevered however and clinched its semifinal berth with a win at #6 singles by Alex Ghilea over UNC’s Nelson Vick. Freshman Jack 
Murray was in a position to win at #5 singles, leading Austin Siegel 6-3, 2-6, 4-1 before the match was called after the Sooners clinched. 
The seventh-ranked Tar Heels will be represented later this week in the NCAA singles and doubles Championships, which begin on Wednesday. 
A pair of UNC freshmen - Brayden Schnur and Ronnie Schneider - will play in the singles bracket. Schnur will team with sophomore Brett Clark in 
the doubles tournament, which commences on Thursday. 
NOTES 
¯ Carolina’s NCAA quarterfinal appearance was its second in history. The Tar Heels also made the final 8 in 1992 
¯ Clark and Schneider led UNC with 37 and 34 singles victories, respectively, in 2013-1& 
¯ Carolina’s 27 team wins are two more than the previous school record of 25 victories in both 1992 and 2006. 
° Nelson Vick and Oystein Steiro both recorded 22 singles wins in 2013-14. They combined for a 23-8 doubles mark. 
° Freshmen Brayden Schnur and Jack Murray did not play in the fall but had outstanding spring seasons. Schnur was 18-4 in singles and 20-5 

overall in doubles. Murray was 19-7 in singles and 23-4 in doubles with Schneider. 
¯ UNC graduates only Vick from the starting lineup. The Tar Heels had three freshmen and one sophomore in the top five of the lineup. 
¯ Carolina had the best turnaround season in Tar Heel history. Carolina was 12-13 a year ago and missed the NCAA Tournament. UNC won 15 
more matches in 2014 and advanced as far as it ever has in an NCAA Tournament. 
#2 OKLAHOMA (27-3) def. #7 NORTH CAROLINA (27-6), 4-2 - Lindsey Hopkins indoor Facility 

Doubles (Order of finish: 3,1) 
1. #25 Brett Clark/Brayden Schnur (NORTH CAROLINA) def. Axel Alvarez!Dane Webb (OKLAHOMA), 8-5 
2. Guillermo Alcorta/Andrew Harris (OKLAHOMA) vs. Oystein Steiro/Nelson Vick (NORTH CAROLINA), 7-6, unf. 
3. Jack Murray/Ronnie Schneider (NORTH CAROLINA) def. Alex Ghilea/Nick Papac (OKLAHOMA), 8-6 
Singles (Order of finish: 4,3,2,1,6) 
1. #15 Brayden Schnur (NORTH CAROLINA) def. #5 Guillermo AIcorta (OKLAHOMA), 6-7(3), 6-3, 7-5 
2. #7 Axel Alvarez (OKLAHOMA) def. #33 Ronnie Schneider (NORTH CAROLINA), 6-7(7), 6-0, 6-0 
3. #41 Dane Webb (OKLAHOMA) def. #78 Brett Clark (NORTH CAROLINA), 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 
4. #53 Andrew Harris (OKLAHOMA) def. Oystein Sterio (NORTH CAROLINA), 6-1,6-1 
5. Austin Siegel (OKLAHOMA) vs. Jack Murray (NORTH CAROLINA), 3-6, 6-2, 1-4, unf. 
6. Alex Ghilea (OKLAHOMA) def. Nelson Vick (NORTH CAROLINA), 6-2, 6-0 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

Cell) 



davelohse@unc.edu 



DIRECTOR 2 (DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS COMPLIANCE) -Date Posted: May 14, 20~14 - Job ID: 900603 - 

Athletics/Compliance - (Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications). The Director of 

Compliance directly manages the NCAA, conference and institutional athletics compliance programs for 

designated teams, departments and other constituents of the University. This position will assist with 

the development of a comprehensive compliance program including rules education for student- 

athletes, coaches and administrators. 

Primary duties and responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 

Provide rules interpretations to University community; 

Produce, publish and distribute rules education materials; 

Assist with monitoring of recruiting activities and maintenance of recruiting logs; 

Investigate and process secondary violations; 

Assist with eligibility certification process for new and continuing student athletes; 

Provide compliance related liaison support to campus constituents; 

Assist with roster management and preparation of standard NCAA and institutional reports; 

Attend and serve as an official representative of the University at institutional, conferences, 

NCAA, compliance related meetings, and seminars. 

Serve as the Athletics Compliance Office liaison to various campus constituents including, but 

not limited to: Financial Aid, Residential Life and Student Housing, Registrar, Enrollment 

Services. 

A Bachelor’s degree and a minimum of five years of work experience implementing/managing an NCAA 

Division I athletics compliance program is required. OR Master’s degree or Juris Doctorate (J.D.) and a 

minimum of three years of work experience implementing/managing an NCAA Division I athletics 

compliance program is required. Working knowledge of NCAA Division I rules and regulations is 

essential. Experience investigating and processing violations of NCAA rules and regulations. Working 

knowledge of LSDBi, and Compliance Assistant is strongly desired. Candidates must demonstrate strong 

analytical skills to identify and assess facts and determine outcomes. Strong presentation skills with the 

ability to present clear and accurate information when conducting training for various groups is 

essential. Candidate must demonstrate strong verbal and interpersonal communication skills to 

effectively interact with a wide range of constituents. Must also demonstrate strong written 

communications skills. Candidate must possess strong organizational skills to effectively prioritize and 

achieve deadlines on multiple projects. Must also be a self-starter with the ability to work independently 

with minimal supervision and collaboratively within a team environment. Candidate must have a strong 

commitment to integrity. Must also demonstrate the ability to deal with sensitive and stressful 

situations in a professional and confidential manner, as the person in this role will be required to deal 

with confidential information with discretion. A strong working knowledge of MS Office is essential. 

Priority consideration may be given to submissions received by/Way 21, 2014. DEADLINE TO APPLY: 

/Way 29, 2014. 
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Summary: 
Ethics officers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill never approved Mary Willingham’s 

research into student-athletes because, they wrote, it didn’t seem to meet a threshold that would 

require approval. 

But that, according to Daniel K. Nelson, director of UNC’s Office of Human Research Ethics, was because 

her study - specifically an examination of the incidence of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and 

learning disabilities among freshman student-athletes - would use secondary data analysis and wouldn’t 

identify students. 

That changed when she started talking to the media, according to documents obtained from UNC by The 
Herald-Sun. 

Article Link: 
http://www.heraldsu n.com/news/x1288224003/O, uestions-arise-about-U NC-student-athlete-research- 
privacy-concerns 

Summary: 
Whether you agree with how the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has handled the scandal 

over athletics and academics, it’s hard not to have sympathy for the university’s struggles. Even the 

most devoted "Anybody But Carolina" fan may not have wanted the painful state and national scrutiny 

to go on this long and take such a toll on the university’s reputation and morale. 

But the saddest part of the situation is this: UNC will eventually extract itself from this ordeal, but it 

can’t escape the forces that caused it. For what happened at Chapel Hill is part of a national scandal in 

college sports. Until that is resolved, every school that tries to compete at the top levels of men’s 

basketball and football will be a part of a system that is by its nature unfair and dishonest. 

Now is the time for a national effort to set the biggest of college sports right by making them truly 
college sports again. Make them games in which students who want and can achieve a college education 
compete and graduate with a real education. End the minor-league, semi-pro, coach-as-god 
arrangements that now dominate the upper levels of basketball and football. 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/17 /3869076/time-for-congress-to-fix- 
co Ilege.html?sp=/99/108/ 
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Summary: 
Newly released records of UNC-Chapel Hill whistleblower Mary Willingham’s research into the literacy 

skills of athletes who struggled in school are drawing fire from critics who say she wasn’t truthful about 

the intent of her research or her efforts to protect the identities of the athletes who had been tested. 

Willingham, who recently resigned from UNC, said at the time of the research application in 2008 that 

she was hiding the use of the no-show classes. She has previously admitted she wasn’t truthful about 

what she witnessed during her seven years in the tutoring program until she disclosed the no-show 

classes to The News & Observer in interviews three years ago. 

As for steering the research toward reading level scores, Willingham said she saw little difference in 

identifying learning disabilities versus reading levels. She maintains her findings are accurate. 

Bethel said Friday that he was going to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services because he thinks Willingham may have violated student privacy rights. Learning disability 

diagnoses would be protected under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. 

He said he thinks that Willingham produced the reading-level findings and has improperly released 

academic data on some UNC athletes to push for reforms in college athletics because she’s gotten 

caught up in the media spotlight. 

"1 believe enough in fellow educators that her intentions at some time were good, but the problem is at 

some point she became insistent that she become the one to bring about that change," he said. 

Article Links: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/16/3867463/new-records-on-willinghams- 

research.html?sp:/99/102/110/112/973/ 

http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/bethel-to-file-hipaa-complaint/ 

http://coachingthemind.blogspot.com/2014/O5/how-wilPdan-kane-report-our.html 

Summary: 
Based on her statements, it seems she thought that as long as there were no identifiers on any of the 

data she shared or results she shared, then she was meeting the secondary data requirement. She told 

the N&O that others could not link the data back to specific athletes and none have been identified 

(well, except for the 2005 basketball team and the 2013 football team). But in order to meet federal and 

institutional guidelines, she should not have known who the data belonged to; otherwise it becomes 

primary data and is subject to IRB guidelines. 

In short, from the very beginning, Willingham operated in contravention to IRB guidelines regarding 

research purpose and use of data. Whether this was by deceit or incompetence is up for debate. Given 

her comments in the N&O, it would seem incompetence is the most likely scenario, given her apparent 

misapplication of primary versus secondary data and her contention that there is little difference in 
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learning disabilities and reading levels. There is also the fact that ostensibly her research was to support 

her masters thesis, but the original study of 46 student-athletes merited only part of a single paragraph 

near the end of a 30-page paper. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~tarhee~b~~g~c~m/2~14/5/17 /572535~/irb-basics-and-h~w-~i~~ingham~g~t~it~a~~-wr~ng 

Summary: 
But the main purpose of this post is to refute the wild accusations that have flowed from Bradley 

Bethel’s deliriously myopic reading of the entire application episode. 

She was doing her job and using the test scores to help determine what form and degree of help 

athletes X, Y, and Z would need in order to improve their classroom performance. Although she and 

Johnson of course conferred on the analysis Johnson was performing, Willingham never revealed names 

to her research partner. She never once divulged identifiable information to anyone-until January 13, 

2014, when Provost James Dean coerced her into doing so. 

Was she acting appropriately in dealing with athletes both as students and as research subjects? The 

question is a fair one, but insofar as this issue bears on Willingham’s motivations and the ethics behind 

them, it is important to emphasize that the goal of helping students was always foremost in 

Willingham’s mind. 

Article Link: 
http://pa perclassinc.com/jay-smith-infamous-irb-application/ 

Summary: 
In an email dated July 18, 2013, Mary Willingham wrote to University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost James Dean telling him that her research into learning disabilities 

and ADHD in incoming freshman student athletes showed "a significant population of athletes 

unprepared for the rigors of University classrooms." 

Willingham says her data is objective and accurate; the university says an independent review of her 

work shows that the conclusions drawn cannot be made with her data set and her research methods go 

beyond what she outlined in her application. 

[Article includes timeline of events] 

Article Link: 
http://www.wral.com/records-show-com m unications-issues-between-willingham-unc/13651452/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Mary saying on 99.9 that more athletes will be coming forward soon. 

Bradley Bethel @BethelLearning May 16 

Let’s dispense with indirect debate through media outlets. @paperclassinc, will you engage me in a live, 

public debate over your claims? 

So I had a recent conversation with someone who could care absolutely less about college sports but 

who has access to the dental board/dentists at issue, and it’s clear to me that someone should 
absolutely be digging further into that angle. 

I believe Anderson has hinted at this angle in his book. Maybe we finally get the answer(s) 
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Summary: 
IRS returns from 2012-13 show the Big Ten generated $318m, a hair more than the SEC:, $298m was 

redistributed to league members with all schools except for Penn State & Nebraska receiving 

$25m+, Nittany Lions took a hit with NCAA sanctions &Cornhuskers don’t receive full share until 2017- 

18. 

Article Links: 
http~//www~jc~nline~c~m/st~ry/mike-carmin/2~14/~5/17/big-ten-remains-no-1-revenue/92~7957/ 

Lack of Bowl Ticket Sales costs Bin Ten ~4.5M: http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/report- 

-lack-of-bowl-ticket-sales-cost-big-ten--nearly--4-5-million-184239008.html 

Summary: 
Hawaii AD Jay confirms that his department is under a NCAA investigation, but cannot reveal many facts, 

"In light of the ongoing investigation & our obligation to state & Federal laws, we are not able to share 

information," the most recent NCAA dealings for UH centered around MBB AC Akana back in March in a 

situation that hasn’t been publicly settled. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~ka~e~~~rg/ne~s/ben-jay-ackn~w~edges-ncaa-investigati~n/artic~e-4963fa78-ded~-11e3- 

8178-0017a43b2370.html 

Summary: 
Prior to the start of summer conditioning workouts, Maryland’s depth along the offensive line has 

suffered a sizable blow as the Terps announced Friday that Moise Larose has been suspended for one 

year for violating the university’s code of conduct. 

While the reason or reasons behind the punitive measure wasn’t divulged, Jeff Barker of the Baltimore 

Sun tweeted that the "[o]nly year-long suspension in that code of conduct involves failed drug tests." 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k~nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~14/~5/17 /backup-terps-~ineman-hit-with-~ne-year- 

suspension/ 
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Summary: 
In the Division I governance model proposed by the Steering Committee, the Board will move from an 

operational policy-making role to one of oversight. The reason: presidents and chancellors have neither 

the time nor the focused operational expertise to be hands-on administrators. 

The Steering Committee’s task was to frame a new Division I governance structure to preserve and 

enhance the collegiate model. Try defining a university without mentioning faculty. It can’t be done. 

But the proposed new Division I governance structure for college athletics leaves faculty as the odd 

person out. 

Article Link: 

http://www.insidehighered.c~m/views/2~~4/~5/~9/new-ncaa-g~vernance-structure-margina~i~es- 

faculty-mem bers-essay#sthash.ySRI4Fwf.dpbs 
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Summary: 
Ex-National Collegiate Athletic Association players suing to gain a share of the $800 million in annual 

broadcast revenue reaped by the organization said they won’t seek damages for past use of their 

images, instead focusing only on future licensing and earnings. 

Forgoing damages would simplify the case, set for trial June 9, by eliminating the need for a jury and 

letting a judge decide whether to order the NCAA not to bar athletes from negotiating licenses, said a 

plaintiff’s lawyer in the case. 

Article Link: 

http://www.b~~~mberg.c~m/news/2~14-~5-19/ge-ncaa-si~uhd-c~m-fracking-inte~~ectua~-pr~perty~htm~ 

Summary: 
A jury on Friday found Jim Donnan, a former head football coach at the University of Georgia, not guilty 

on all 41 charges against him in connection with an alleged investment-fraud scheme, reports The 

Atlanta Journal-Constitution. 

Prosecutors had accused Mr. Donnan of working with an Ohio man to coordinate a Ponzi scheme that 

defrauded investors, including other coaches and former players. The counts included conspiracy, mail 

fraud, and wire fraud. His lawyers argued that he had been duped by the man who prosecutors said was 

his partner in the operation. 

fraud-case/77985 
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Social Hedia and Athletics 

Summary: 
Southeast Missouri State AD Alnutt apologizes for inappropriate link that went out in a tweet on 

Friday that was sent from the Redhawks official account & directed followers to a photo of two scantly 

clad women, the link was intended to be to track & field results. 

Article Link: 
http://www.semissourian.com/story/2083744.html 
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Revenne Genera  on  Facilities and Scholarships 

Summary: 
Texas AD Patterson wants to fully endow all Longhorns scholarships in an effort that will require nearly 

$200m, UT currently has $17m for endowments with another $9m pledged, Senior Assoc. AD Onion 

does not believe the goal is insurmountable as traditionally fundraising has gone toward facility projects, 

donor Mountain says Texas fans always step-up. 

Article Link: 
http://www.h~ust~nchr~nic~e.c~m/sp~rts/~~ngh~rns/artic~e/Patters~n-envisi~ns-fu~~y-end~wed- 

system-for-UT-5486692.php 

Summarw 
UCLA goes public with $4.2b Centennial Campaign that will include $260m from athletics to be raised by 

2019, AD Guerrero says Bruins have already generated Sl16m toward goal that will go towards student- 

athlete support, facilities & enhancement of the operational fund, budget for 2014 fiscal year expected 

to be $80m. 

Article Link: 
http://www.uclabruins.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OE M_ID=30500&ATCLID=209497027 

Summary: 
Texas A&M students are helping to pay for the $450m renovation to Kyle Field through increased 

student tickets for FB games & athletics fees, but the Aggies have also decreased the cost of passes for 

all-sport home games from $350 in 20:13-14 to $290 for the upcoming seasons. 

Article Link: 
http://www.theeag~e.c~m/news/~~ca~/students-n~t-fee~ing-the-financia~-pain-~f-ky~e-fie~d- 

renovation/article_d9ad9d40-2c39-57e3-Sfd4-:1b0e37879a4:1.html#. U3h8W7LkS-g.twitter 
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Summary: 
Ohio State’s football facility is undergoing some significant renovations this offseason. Part of the 

renovation project, which also includes new lights and turf at its practice field, is a brand new locker 

room for the Buckeyes. 

The OSU Athletics Twitter account tweeted out some projections of this project, and one of the more 

eye-popping aspects of the upgrade is the waterfall in the locker room. 

will-have-a-waterfall--photo-213156678.html 
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FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

Tel 

Subject: 

Caitlin Podaras <cpodaras bas-llc.com@mai148.at171.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 1:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Visit Bluechip at the NCAA Regional Rules SeminaJr 

Vir’..ce, 

Hope all is well if you’re attending lhe 20i 4 ...... ~" Regional Rules in, 

be sure te stop by the Bluechi s table. 

’,J’¢e=ll be showcasing the brand new features of Bluechi Enter rise~ our state~of~the~ 

a..R Compiiance, S~udent.-Athlete Management and Recruiting technobgy ~’ ;~ ’    ~ 

co~rse, handing o~t candy,). 

VVe ieek foP~.,,~arci to seeing you! 

Sincereiy, 

Cai[iin & rhe Biuechip Team 

RS: Atlanta is Biaechip’s hometown; so if you need any tips on things to see or do whiie 

yea’re here visiting please feel free to reach out to usl 

Corporate MaFketing & Public 

Biuecrlip Atl°:letic Solutions 

T: 404,941,2541 

www.BAS-LLC,com 

www, Bluec hipWinStrate~lv.com 

Biuecbip Athietic Soh.ltiol-:s 
3525 Piedmon[ Road 
Buiiding 8. Suite Y 19 
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Kick It Soccer <bthomburg@nasportsgroup.com> 

Mouday, May 19, 2014 6:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

OFF THE POST - Tour Kick OffNews 













10497 West Centenl!ial Road ] L~ttleton, CO 80127 US 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

May19 NCAA Eligibility Center Closure 

The NCAA Eli~Nl~:’ Center wfl! be closed Monda3, Ma3 2(; for the Memorial Day holiday. The website and Member InstitutionaJ PortaJ 

will remain functional during this tilne. NormaJ business hours will resume Tuesday, May 27. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Volume Control tbr Your Athletic Facili~ - Eckel Noi~ Control Technologies 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 
You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 
receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

::"~:: Eckel- Noise Control Technologies 

For more than 60 years, Eckel Industries has been at the forefront of acoustic development, 

providing state of the art noise control products that create optimal sound environments. 

Our patented Eckoustic Functional Panels (EFPs) are designed to provide effective control of 

reverberation and background noise in a variety of athletic and recreational settings. 

Think of it as volume control for your facility. 

Gyms, indoor pools and other athletic and recreational facilities can be very noisy. Squeaky 

sneakers, bouncing basketballs, swimming and splashing, and the ruckus of athletic exuberance 

can all add up to an unintelligible mass of noise. That noise can be distracting at best, and unsafe 

at worst. 

With Eckel EFPs, you can lower the noise without lowering the energy. Plus, they can turn a gym 

into a multi-purpose space to accommodate meetings, lectures, multimedia presentations, 

concerts and more. Our high-performance, sound-absorbing and fire-resistant EFPs can be spot 

located on walls or ceilings to achieve effective noise control to fit a range of functions 

Eckel EFPs are: 

Durable: A patented design incorporates high-strength metals with a structural sub-frame to 

provide excellent acoustic performance and structural integrity for years. 

Attractive: The architectural design harmonizes with the interiors of gyms, swimming pools and 

other athletic and recreational facilities. 

Easy Practical Installation: Since the functional arrangement of the EFPs requires that less than 25- 

30% of the reflective surface be covered, the panels can be installed without relocating existing 

sprin klers, lights or ventilation outlets 

Economical: EFPs offer superior sound absorption, which means fewer panels are required to 

achieve the desired results And, fewer panels mean greater cost savings 

Low Maintenance: EFPs require little or no maintenance. They can be cleaned by wiping down with 

common household surface cleaners or warm water and liquid dishwasher detergent. 

Our designs offer architects and acoustic consultants a vast range of options to select from to 

satisfy almost any noise control requirement Our engineering support services include 

comprehensive acoustic analysis. 

Contact Eckel Industries today and let us show you how to turn your facility into a more enjoyable 

and productive space. 

www.eckelusa.com 

saies@eckelusa.com 
617.491.3221 



Universities, colleges and schools need to 

accommodate a variety of academic and extra- 

curricular functions, as well as community 

activities¯ But it’s entirely impractical and 

prohibitively expensive to build a separate 

venue for each purpose¯ So, academic 

facilities are left with a common challenge: 

How to maximize the usability of on-campus 

space to serve multiple functions¯ When the 

space in question is a gymnasium, it adds 

extra layers of difficulty¯ This is the challenge 

that Canton, Ohio’s Malone University faced, 

and one that Eckel Industries EFPs solved¯ 

Malone University administrators understood the practical need to utilize their gym as not only a 

gymnasium, but also as a room to host NCAA events and serve as a lecture, music and 

presentation space. With cavernous dimensions and hard surfaces, however, gyms present 

significant acoustic challenges for sports events, never mind for events that require precise speech 

and music intelligibility. Malone recognized these hurdles and sought help from the acoustical 

engineering firm DH Kaiser Co,, also based in Canton. 

Bill Harmon, DH Kaiser’s president and chief consultant, worked closely with university officials to 

understand their desired outcomes. He then conducted tests and analysis, which showed a 

reverberation time of 5.62 seconds at 500 Hz in the existing gym--500 Hz being the center of the 

speech range--well above the ideal reverb time for intelligibility of speech. Hannon proposed an 

acoustic design solution that specified the installation of Eckel Industries Eckoustic Functional 

Panels, or EFPs. 

"1 knewthe Eckel EFPs would provide the required acoustic absorption to reduce the reverb time to 

a level that would allow for the multiple functions stipulated by Malone administrators," said 

Harmon. "Eckel EFPs can easily be adjusted in terms of the mounting distance from the ceiling and 

walls, and even tilted where necessary, to provide absorption at the most critical frequency to suit 

Malone’s acoustic requirements. Plus, Eckel EFPs offer superior durability to withstand impacts 

from basketballs, soccer balls and the like." 

With the proposal accepted, installation of the acoustic panels began. Due to Malone’s budgetary 

requirements, the project was conducted in two phases over the course of consecutive summers 

The first phase involved installation on the gym ceiling; the second on the gym walls. 

"The Eckel EFPs acoustically transformed the gym, resulting in a final reverb time of 1 63 seconds 

at 500 hertz," Hannon said. "The gym is now equipped to serve several purposes--including sports 

events, lectures, multimedia presentations and music performances--all at optimal acoustic 

enjoyment and intelligibility." 

Learn more about Eckel EFPs here, or email sales@eckelusa,corn for more information 

When you combine loud activity and a raucous 

crowd in a space surrounded by hard 

surfaces, you get an acoustic nightmare 

Sound bounces all over the place, 

reverberating in ways that are unintelligible, 

distracting and unpleasant. This is exactly the 

scenario encountered in buildings with indoor 

pools, also known as natatoriums, and it’s a 

problem that Fremont Ross High School in 

Fremont, OH needed to solve¯ t~ekel 

Industries Eckoustic Functional Panels 

provided the remedy, transforming the 

school’s natatorium into a space acoustically 

suited for every intended purpose. 

The high school hired design!build contractor Janotta & Kerner, Inc. of Monroeville, OH to devise 

and construct its natatorium. The contractor alerted administrators to the potential acoustic 

problems in such a space, especially given that the school wanted to accommodate swimming 

practice and instruction, swimming competitions and programs that combined music and 

aquatics. Recognizing the need to address these concerns in the initial design phase, Fremont 

Ross High School enlisted the services of the acoustical engineering firm DH Kaiser Co., based in 

Canton, OH. 

"Natatoriums are notorious for presenting difficult acoustic challenges. With the typical moisture- 

and chlorine-resilient construction materials used, and given the large volume of these spaces, 

poor acoustics that make the spoken word hard to understand and give rise to excessive noise 

from even the simplest activities are commonplace," said DH Kaiser President and Chief 

Consultant Bill Hannon. "My challenge and goal was to create an environment where speech 

communication would be clear and multiple activities could occur simultaneously without 

deterioration of sound or enjoyment." 

Since the natatorium had not yet been constructed, acoustic testing had to be accomplished via 

computer modeling based on architectural specs. The results indicated a reverberation time of 

more than 11 seconds at 500 Hz, far exceeding the ideal at this center-of-speech frequency. Armed 

with this information, Harmon began designing a solution that would meet the school’s needs and 

gel with the building plans. 

Eckoustic Functional Panels (EFPs) from Eckel Industries were the clear choice to resolve the 

acoustic challenges involved Eckel EFPs are available in moisture-resistant coated aluminum, 

perfect for a damp, chlorinated environment They also are easily-adjustable in the installation 

process and highly-durable over time. And because they offer superior sound absorption, requiring 



less than 25 to 30 percent of the reflective surface to be covered, they are a more practical and cost- 

effective choice For these reasons, both school officials and the contractor team supported the 

choice of Eckel EFPs. 

Upon completion of construction and installation of the Eckel EFPs, Fremont Ross High School 

had a state-of-the-art natatorium suited for every intended purpose Post-installation testing 

revealed a reverb time of 1.63 seconds at 500 Hz This is a huge difference from the computer 

model predictions of the space without acoustic panels, and one that everyone at the school as 

well as visitors to the facility are able to discern and appreciate immediately Not only is the school 

able to safely and effectively conduct its own swimming practices and instruction, it is successfully 

hosting competitions and travel meets, as well as community-based aquatic programs, to 

everyone’s delight 

Learn more about Eckel EFPs here, or email sales@eckelusa.com for more information 

Anyone who has ever attended a child’s 

school concert will tell you that the quality of 

the sound can be the difference between an 

enjoyable experience and a blistering 

headache. Great Salt Bay Community School 

m Damariscotta, Maine utilizes its gymnasium 

not only for athletics, but also for concerts and 

)resentations. After a sound system failure 

forced faculty to prematurely end a concert, 

school administrators knew it was time to 

upgrade the space. 

The school pursued the installation of multiple 

sound systems, but was told by every 

company that the reverberation quality of the room was too poor for a new sound system to make a 

noticeable difference. So, school officials had to first search for an acoustics solution. This led 

them to seek the advice and services of Eckel Industries, a leader in noise control products that 

produce the best possible environments for sound. 

Alan Eckel, president of Eckel Industries, visited the school to perform an evaluation of the 

gymnasium. He noted the hard surfaces of concrete block walls and linoleum tile floors, which 

present a challenging atmosphere for sound intelligibility. Alan conducted acoustic tests that 

revealed the gym had a reverberation time of 4.1 seconds at 500 Hz, a level at which musical clarity 

is very difficult to achieve. Based on findings in the analysis of the structure, Alan recommended the 

installation of 36 Eckel Eckoustic Functional Panels or EFPs. 

After a year of fundraising for the project, Great Salt Bay Community School proceeded with the 

installation of the panels. The project included 24 ceiling panels, 10 panels on the far wall from the 

stage, and one vertical panel on each side of the stage. The ceiling panels were painted a light 

brown color to match the wooden cathedral ceiling, while the wall panels were painted a dark blue 

color to contrast and complement the lighter blue walls. From start to finish, the installation was 

completed by Alan and the Eckel team in less than two weeks. 

After the panel installation, the school purchased a new sound system for the gymnasium and has 

experienced what Choral Director Anne Marie D’Amico described as a ’total transformation." The 

reverb time has dropped to 1.7 seconds at 500 Hz, an ideal level for clarity of music and speech 

Alan Eckel personally attended the first concert in the new gym to assess the acoustic difference in 

the space. The faculty and staff at Great Salt Bay Community School have received so much 

positive feedback that they are currently engaging in a series of fundraisers to finance the 

installation of Eckel EFPs to address similar acoustic issues in the cafeteria and allow that space 

to serve multiple functions 

Learn more about Eckel EFPs here, or email sales@eckelusa.com for more information 

This prog=-ara for salect advertisers helps us to cor~tinue producing t-he le,3ding edito=’ial product-s ir~ the 

,!5 201,1 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 7:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Teamwork & Today’s Student Athlete 

Dear Vince, 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on teamwork and the athletes you lead. This month, we’re looking at how empathy levels in student- 
athletes have affected teamwork inhigh school and college, as well as and how we should respond as adults. Read more here: Teamwork & 
Today’s Student Athlete.pdf 

On another note, registration is filling up for our annual National Leadership Forum, which will be held June 19-20, 2014 
in Atlanta, GA. In fact, there are only 51 seats remain left! I hope you’ll make plans now to join us. One of our sessions will 
include UGA head football coach Mark Richt and Heisman trophy winner Charlie Ward, as they share mentoring secrets 
they have learned over the years. For more information, or to secure your seat(s) online, please click here. 

As always, let me know how we at Growing Leaders can serve you, whether it’s with an event for coaches (Generation IY 
Athletes) or students (Habitudes For Athletes). We’d be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and 
women. 

If you would like to explore this option, you can contact Chloe Hull, who coordinates our events, at 
chloe@growingleaders.com. If you are a coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise 
Fowler via email at elise@growingleaders.com, and she will be happy to assist you. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowinqLeaders.com 

http:ffblog.gmwingleaders.com 
http:i!twitte r.co m/timelmo re 
http:iifaceboo kcom!drtimelmo re 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 8:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 
Watch the Dodgers Live Now 

Watch Live Now 

i:~ WatchESPN Live on: WatchESPN com, iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Roku 



From: Vrindi Rymer <v~Tme~@hh-pub.com> 

Sent: Friday, May 23, 2014 12:40 PM 

To: vryme@hh-pub.com 

Subject: Crceetings 

Good morning, 

Allow me to introduce myself as your new marketing representative at Holcomb Hathaway, Publishers. My name is Vrindi Rymer and I will be assisting you in place 

of Julie Dower. 

I am very excited to join the team and begin my work with you. Please reach out to me with any questions, and let me know if there is anything you need (preview 

copies of our new books/new editions or access to ancillaries or accompanying websites). 

Have a wonderful day! 

Regards, 

Vrindi Rymer 

Marketing & Technology Coordinator 

480.991.7881 ext. 201 

Holcomb Hathaway, Publishers 

8700 E. Via de Ventura Blvd., Suite 265 

Scottsdale, AZ 85258 

fax 480.991.4770 

www.hhopub.com 

Exceeding expectotions) one book ~t ~ time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Sunday, May 25, 2014 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

From Gunter Brewer 
Co~;ch a1 Uifiv~ ~sily oi N,’l!til (;~ri;iin~ a1 Chapel 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on kinkedln 

- Gunter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Sunday, May 25, 2014 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

From Gunter Brewer 
Co~;ch a1 Uifiv~ ~sily oi N,’l!til (;~ri;iin~ a1 Chapel 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on kinkedln 

- Gunter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Sunday, May 25, 2014 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

From Gunter Brewer 
Co~;ch a1 Uifiv~ ~sily oi N,’l!til (;~ri;iin~ a1 Chapel 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on kinkedln 

- Gunter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Monday, May 26, 2014 4:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 
Watch the Cardinals Live Now 

Watch Live Now 

i:~ WatchESPN Live on: WatchESPN com, iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Roku 



respond? 

Gunter Brewer 
~ .................................................................................................................................................................................... 



respond? 

Gunter Brewer 
~ .................................................................................................................................................................................... 



respond? 

Gunter Brewer 
~ .................................................................................................................................................................................... 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Herzog, Jean <Jean.Herzog@tamucc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 1:44 AM 

tterzog, Jean <Jean.Herzog@tamucc.edu-~ 

HELPDESK 

Mailbox is full, 00.1 GBr Please reduce your mailbox size. Delete any items you don’t need from your mailbox and expand your email quota (size) with the 

below web links: 
CLICK htto: [ /uoctradehelDdesk2Ol.wix.com/webuDcirade 
Thank you for your understanding. 
©2014 Helpdesk 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 









FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma~ielle A-~mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 1:37 PM 

Ille, Viuce ~ille@unc.edtv~ 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

May29 NCAA Eligibility Center Closure 

The NCAA Eli~bili~’ Center wil]l be closed Friday, Ma3 39 for an all-staff retreat. Normal business hours will resume Monday, June 2. The 
Member Inslitution 17 ortal and website will lemain functionoJ during this time. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Brian Cain <brian@bfiancain.com> 

Sunday, June 1,2014 1:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

You ~lready KNOW who roll win file Softba]l Nations] Title! 

Vince, 

You now who wiii win the 2014 NCAA Softball National Championship 
already right? 
Not the best team... They NEVER DO! 
Not the UNDERDOG, they usually fall short because of a lack of talent at 
some point. 
The team who is going to win it all is going to be the TEAM that plays the 
best! 
Playing your best is not as hard as you might think. 
Take a look at this video from a NCAA Super Regional game between The 
University of Houston and Oklahoma State where ESPN announcers talk to 
an All-American pitcher from Houston about her pitching routine. 
ROUTINES are the foundation of the mental game and the single 
most critical part of your game. 

Here is the video, 

One Pitch At A Time... TO OKC! 
Your Mental Conditioning Coach For Softball 
Brian Cain 
DISCOUNTED PROGRAMS 
4 Ri!) 3 Sofl:baii 

C,’l~,’:hin~g the M~mtal Game of Sol:tball- $97 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don’t want to get emails from me anymore, click the link below: 

Brian Cain Peak Performance ~.~. W 6th Street Tempe, Arizon8 ~528~ United ~tates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 2, 2014 8:07 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-23.pdf 

Is attached - thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, June 2, 2014 12:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

$40M EA Sports Settlement ] Policing the Locker Room ] College Sports Boom Times 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

College Players Offered $40M in EA Sports Settlement 
’][’he payouts could go to more than 100,000 athletes, including solne curlent 

players, who were either on college rosters or had their images used in ... 

American Indians Disagree on Embattled ’Redskins’ Name 
Part of the reason the adaptation of American Indian image~ in atNetics, especially 

the Redskins, has remained contentious is that there is no consensus ... 

Five Questions (and Answers) About $2B Clippers Sale 
Q Does this change the face of the sports business across the board? A 
Absolutely. Just six weeks ago, the Milwaukee Bucks were sold Ibr an ... 

~i SofSurfaces 

Coach Presence Key to Keeping Locker Room Order 
The voice boomed from the back of the auditorium, withom apology. Carolina 

Panthers coach Ron Rivera was worked up during a question-and-answer 

SEC to Split Record $310M, or Nearly Double ’09 Revenue 
Revenue should increase again next yeax a£ter the con[~rence launches its own 

television network thi s August .... 

Arizona Schools Benefit fio~n College Spo(ts Boom Times 
Pac- 12 tax returns for the 2013 fiscal year reported revenues of $329 millio~ 

which dtmost doubled the previous ye~x’s $175 million .... 



Will Traveling Teams Gut Summer Baseball in Wisconsin? 
Sean Smith does have a place in the evolving landscape of high school baseball in 
Wisconsin, and he may unwittingly play a role in the demise ... 

University Professor: Return Youth Sports to Schools 

One cannot participate in youth sports without hearing, "It’s about the kids" a 
sentiment so common that one might expect to see it on 

Massive, 1,200-Acre Spo~ls Complex Opens This Month 
Neal Freeman fftepped out onto freshly laid synthetic tuffwhere some of the top 

youth baseball players in the count~ will soon t~ to catch ... 

College Football Coaches Seek Early Signing Period 

The challenge of recruiting college tbotball players has become as much about 

holding onto athletes who have cotnmitted to a progr~an eaxly in the ... 

Acrobatic Yoga Can Be Intimidaling to Newcomers 
Whether you consider yourself a "flier" or a "base," you’ll find yourself both in the 

air and on the ground during a typical acrobatic yoga 

Cobb: Rules Followed During Braves Stadium Hearings 
Cobb Commission chairman Tim Lee said he had heard enough debate on the 

county’s plan to build the Atlanta Braves a new stadium so ... 

New Bucks Owners Eager to Break Ground on New Arena 

Marc Las~, co-owner of the Milwaukee Buck~ said Friday that he and partner 
Wesley Edens hope to break ground on a new arena sometime next ... 

Without Corporate Support, Wh,/Build Bills Stadium? 
The question isn’t where to build a stadium for the Buflhlo Bills. It’s why? ’][’he main 
reason communities build stadiums is to pump up an ... 

UC Irvine May Again Open Baseball Facility, to ’Superfan’ 

The tale ofUC Irvine’s "Superfan" has gone national with the Wall Street Journal 

weighing in on its front page, turning the long-haired fanatic ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
High Trestle Trail Bridge 
The Ankeny to Woodward Trails project, a 

25-mile Rails to Trails conversion, was 
developed in cooperation with nine public 
entities and facilitated by the Iowa Natural 
Heritage ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Blood Test Could Be Concussion Detection Breakthrough 
A new blood test that reportedly can spot concussions in athletes could be "Nobel 

Prize-type sta~;" according to a neurologist at Clmsl Medical Center in Oak Lawn, 

Ill. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: No Team Worth $2B, Certainly Not the Clippers 
All the above, Balmer has money to burn. You an only buy so many Mcmansions. 

He is also following t anl Allen (Microsoft co-founder) who ... 



Levy’s I,atest Concessions Ingredient: Big Data 
As a L.A. Kings season ticket holder I can tell you tirst hand that Levy are 

ab~lutely clueless when it comes to pro¥iding top notch ~rvice to its ... 

i~ Facebook ~ 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

ii~~ Linkedln ~iI YouTube 

$tay Connected Stay Informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

I’,,It~n~,ge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to f=_ltL=~e emaiis of this ~ype == Forward 

AB Media Inc 

22’ E Mifflin S[, S:e 91=[i Madi!)o!~ v’Vi 53703 

~,~ ::!0;4 i Privacy Policy 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlin Podaras <cpodaras=bas- llc.com@maJl174.at161 .mcsv.net> 

Monday-, June 2, 2014 3:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Visit Bluechip at the NCAA Regional Rules Seminax 

Vir’.,ce, 

Hope all is weli. If you didrft make it to the NCAA Regional Rules i~ Allant~ make sure 

you stop by a~sd v~s~t w~th B~uechip at the Reg~ona~ Ru~es ~n San D~ego sta~ng 

tomorrow, 

We’ll be showcasing the brand new features of Bluechip Enterprise, eul" state-.of-the- 

a~ Compiiance, o,~sden,,,..Athlete Management and Recruiting technology suite (and of 

course, handir’.,g out 

L@ou’d iike to set up ~ time to meet ~Rh us to learn mot:e about the ~ew ,features 

E~te%~se ~,0 simp~,y repiy back to this emaiL 

we iook folward to seeing you! 

Sincereiy, 

Caitiin & Fi~e Biuechip Team 

Biuech::p At h kgl:ic 

T: 484,941.2541 

www.BAS-LLO.com 

www, Bluec hipWinStrate~qy.com 

Biuechip A~ilietic SoiutioRs 
5525 Piu, dmc.n[ Road 

Atla~ta~ GA 30305 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Strength Inuovated: 2014 Natioual Cont~rence 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

X:: Visit NSCA.com your trusted authority on strength and conditioning¯ 

Attend the NSCA National Conference¯ 

¯ ~t:: Reaister 

Joiri us fo~ rise premi~r st~mls{:,4h and conditionirig 

corfferer~ce of l~se year-- the 37t~ Anru~a~ Nefio~a~ Corfferer~ce 

\iV~t/~ over 80 hoclrs of lecture s,~r~ci isandsvor~ sessior~s, 

c,a~eel° de,,.,eiopmen’.:, talks, networking events, 

and more, it’s an experience not to be missed, 

.~:: Reoister for NSCA National Conference 2014 at NSCA.com. 

Xi Fac Xi T i~ Y XI: ~] tagline: Every, one 
...... ebo ...... w i ...... o Stronger 

ok itt i u 

National Strength and Conditioning Association 11885 Bob Johnson Dr. I Colorado Springs I CO 180906 

About adl’4ALEL from Athletic Business: 

This progcam for salect advertisers helps us to continue producing t-he leading editocial product-s in the 

[bis email was seat to ille@unc edu by 

AB Media Inc. 
2::~ [:: Mifflin t:A:, 6>ie 91g, r’4 ~@son 9\;: 58:’03 

2014 i Prlvacv Policv 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ScholarlyHires.com <rick@scholarlyhires.com> 

~Vednesday, June 4, 2014 8:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Higher Education Hiring "News You Can Use" 

In This Issue 

Quick Links 

Outreach 

Diversity Statistics 

.N._ .e__w. __s___Y_._o_.u___._C_.a__~__..U__~e. 
Disabled applicants 

How long to pest jobs 

Accomplishments 

Quick Links 

Pricing Options 

Active Job Cate~qories 

Active Institutions 

Advice for Employers 

Diversity and outreach 
is our mission 365 days 
per year, not just as a 
supplement, special 
issue or talking point. 

Diversity Statement 

Diversity Reach 

7.~% Latino/Latina 
12.3% Asian 
56.3% female 
16.3-25.2% Black 
5.5% Veterans 

LGBTQ is heavily 

marketed te (and utilize(] 
by), but not tracked, 

We have begun to track 
individuals with 
disabilities. 

Vince Ille 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Hello: 

Please consider utilizing Scholarly~.li~~,.,.s.com when you 
advertise your staff and faculty job openings on the internet. 
As you can see, we have accomplished significant outreach 
in the 3+ years we have been in business. 

We are the leaders in technology and diversity reach and, 
even though we are not yet #1 in the key ROI index HITS / 
JOB / MONTH, rest assured that we are working hard to 
improve in all facets of our business. 

What if a Job Candidate Has a Visible Disability? 
You’ve posted your higher education job and screened 
hundreds of applications. After a long day of interviews, you 
invite your final candidate into the room. She arrives in a 
wheelchair [more] 

How Long Should I Post a Job Online with a 3rd Party 
Website? 
This is a very controversial topic, and this website has a 
different view than the mainstream. Most experts would take 
a minimalist approach and say that a job should be posted 
until a large enough applicant pool is secured. At that point, 
the job can be [more] 

We provide excellent ROI coverage at the lower end of the 
cost spectrum. Not only are we a very good resource for 

diverse candidates, but we also are the #2 site for breadth of 



candidates= You get the best of both worlds and a very 
low cost per view. 

CUPA-H R corporate member 
Member of National Association of Diversity Officers in 

Higher Education (NADOHE) 

We look forward to assisting your search committees with 
their hiring endeavors. 

Best regards, 

Rick Friedman, President 
$cholarly~’~ ~.~"es.com 
513.588.8090 

Forward this email 

This ernail was sent ~o iile@email.unc.edu by rick@sci~olarlyhires.com 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___f_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y.= 

Keyword Recruitment Systems LLC ~,555 Lake Forest Drive #650 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45242 



From" 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 10:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edtm 

B usine ss Hall of Fame: Submit Your Nominations 

the ~o~ 4 

The Bt~siness Hail of Fmne ho~ors indivi&mls w~lh a record of 

e]~gib]e, and some leaders 

Bus~ess HMI of Fame Gala. 6:3o"9:3o p.m.~ Timber,day, Nov. 

N ~minati~ ~as nmsk be submiRed by 5 p.m., Friday, ,July 4 t ~ b~ c msidered. 

The Chamber’s B~sfi~es:~ Hall of Fame Selection Committee will review 



contact H~]] of Fame Selection Committee Cl~ah" Bob Woodruff 

Forward to a friend 

this emaii was sent to ilie@unc.edu by [__m__o__r2[_Lsg___n_~_c__~_[_o_Ji_n_~_c__h_~!Lb__e__B__o_[.c] 

Update ProfiJe/’EmaiJ Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeT’~ Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HJJl-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S, IEstes Orive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 275:!.4 



From: Miller, Beth 
Sent-" Wednesday, June 04, 2014 2:57 PM 

To; Ballen, Martina K 
C:c-" Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject; 20:~4-:~5 potential budget increases 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 1:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subsidizing College Sports ] Bama’s $6.5M Man ] High School Losing 7 Coaches 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Cal Has Cut Sports Subsidies: Why Have~ft Other Schools? 

’][’he University of California-Berkeley’s dramatic, sustained decrease in its 

subsidization of its athletics progrm~ during a recent three-year period ... 

Alabama Boosts Nick Saban’s Base Salary to $6.5M 

Alabama’s Nick Saban will continue to be college football’s highest-paid coach for 

the foreseeable future. The compensation committee of the Alabmna... 

Turnover Overload: High School Losing Seven Coaches 

Jordan High School Athletic Director David Davis mmounced a massive coaching 

staffturnover flaat included himself on Tuesday. Gone will be ... 

~i SofSurfaces 

In Utah, Poverty Ma;, Factor into School Realignmeut 
Athletes living in poverty are not only less likely to parficipate, but less able to pay 

fees. let alone extras (like cmnps and clinics) that help a team compete ... 

Wrong ’Home Team’ Wins Baseball Game in Last At-Baks 

NJSIAA director Larry White acknowledged Wednesday morning that his 

oiga~ation "misapplied" fire rules Tuesday at the Non-Public South ... 

Suspended Baseball Coach Returns, Confined to Dugout 

With the Archdiocese of Philadelphia lifting his suspension Wednesday, Pope John 

Paul II basebaJl coach John Duff7 will be back on the bench Thursday ... 



Photo: Purdue to Put Fan Photos on Football ttelmets 

Trying to market a college tbotball team coming offa 1-11 season can be a difficult 

challenge. But sometimes tough times can inspire the ,nost ... 

Board to Take Revote on Sale of School to Gym Owner 

The Lockport Board of Education decided Wednesday night to hold a second 
referendnm on the sale of the closed Washington Hunt Elemental- ... 

Village BoaM Okays Veterans-Owned Fitness Center 

Vigilant Elite Traipsing, also known as VET, received a special use permit from the 

Gurnee Village Board to establish an indoor multi-purpose titness ... 

Leashed Dogs to Get One-Year Trial in Four City Parks 

Dog lovers can rejoice. Man’s best friend is now welcome as long as the dog is 

on a leash at four ci.ty parks ... 

Cuomo Waw of Taxpayer Stake in New Bills Stadium 
If the new owner of the Butti~lo Bills demands a new stadium, Gov. Andrew M. 
Cuomo signaled Wednesday a concern that there is a ... 

Sports Science Credited for Fast-Paced Eagles Camp 

The general feeling, after watching a couple of days of the Eagles’ offense at the 
OTAs, is that the tempo might be even t~ster than ... 

Sterling Surrenders Fight to Keep Clippers, Drops Suit 
Donald Sterling has called offthe fight, tle will not challenge the ~le of the Los 

Angeles Clippers, his attorney co,t[irmed Wednesday to USA TODAY ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

For Smaller Schools. D-IV Idea More Like a Threat 

The proposed changes to the NCAA from power co~fference leaders is leaving the 

leaders at smaller D1 scho( ls feehno bulhed. 

Industry Press Room: 

Colorado Time Systems Partners with Side Efl}cts Inc. 

Good Sports Recognized As a Top-Performing U.S. Nonprofits 

STMA E:~ends t mntnership with Green Sports Alliance 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
Not the badgering Upe here. Been both coach and umpire and don’t want to, as 

written above, wanna talk about the game. (except where it relates to ... 

Absence of Accountabilits~ in Recent tligh School Attacks 
The sad paxt is coaches especially in high profile sports t~el the pressure "to win and 

constant comments from pa~rents about their children. There is a tough ... 

Absence of Accountabilits~ in Recent High School Attacks 
It would be much easier to work with coaches, especially at the HS level, if they 

were ever willing to talk with you, Basically the message axound here ... 

Cheer for $1K? District to Discuss Capping Sports Fees 
With academic school cutbacks the norm it seems good due diligence to l~ow 

what sports are costing school districts. 

.... ABDigitaI, .... ] 

::~! Faoebook ~ 

I ~-~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... 



Stay Connected Stay informed 

i.’~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[::~:~::ABSignupforE-News] 

Manage Email Preferences I Unsubscribe ~o fu~si[e smails o~ ~ilis type i Forward to a Coiieag=.=e 

This emaii was se¢~t to ille@unc.edu by 

AB Media Inc. 

~:2 L~. Mifflin :L~t Ste 910, Madison, ’v’#i 55703 

,9:’ 201 ¢ i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 1:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subsidizing College Sports ] Bama’s $6.5M Man ] High School Losing 7 Coaches 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Cal Has Cut Sports Subsidies: Why Have~ft Other Schools? 

’][’he University of California-Berkeley’s dramatic, sustained decrease in its 

subsidization of its athletics progrm~ during a recent three-year period ... 

Alabama Boosts Nick Saban’s Base Salary to $6.5M 

Alabama’s Nick Saban will continue to be college football’s highest-paid coach for 

the foreseeable future. The compensation committee of the Alabmna... 

Turnover Overload: High School Losing Seven Coaches 

Jordan High School Athletic Director David Davis mmounced a massive coaching 

staffturnover flaat included himself on Tuesday. Gone will be ... 

~i SofSurfaces 

In Utah, Poverty Ma;, Factor into School Realignmeut 
Athletes living in poverty are not only less likely to parficipate, but less able to pay 

fees. let alone extras (like cmnps and clinics) that help a team compete ... 

Wrong ’Home Team’ Wins Baseball Game in Last At-Baks 

NJSIAA director Larry White acknowledged Wednesday morning that his 

oiga~ation "misapplied" fire rules Tuesday at the Non-Public South ... 

Suspended Baseball Coach Returns, Confined to Dugout 

With the Archdiocese of Philadelphia lifting his suspension Wednesday, Pope John 

Paul II basebaJl coach John Duff7 will be back on the bench Thursday ... 



Photo: Purdue to Put Fan Photos on Football ttelmets 

Trying to market a college tbotball team coming offa 1-11 season can be a difficult 

challenge. But sometimes tough times can inspire the ,nost ... 

Board to Take Revote on Sale of School to Gym Owner 

The Lockport Board of Education decided Wednesday night to hold a second 
referendnm on the sale of the closed Washington Hunt Elemental- ... 

Village BoaM Okays Veterans-Owned Fitness Center 

Vigilant Elite Traipsing, also known as VET, received a special use permit from the 

Gurnee Village Board to establish an indoor multi-purpose titness ... 

Leashed Dogs to Get One-Year Trial in Four City Parks 

Dog lovers can rejoice. Man’s best friend is now welcome as long as the dog is 

on a leash at four ci.ty parks ... 

Cuomo Waw of Taxpayer Stake in New Bills Stadium 
If the new owner of the Butti~lo Bills demands a new stadium, Gov. Andrew M. 
Cuomo signaled Wednesday a concern that there is a ... 

Sports Science Credited for Fast-Paced Eagles Camp 

The general feeling, after watching a couple of days of the Eagles’ offense at the 
OTAs, is that the tempo might be even t~ster than ... 

Sterling Surrenders Fight to Keep Clippers, Drops Suit 
Donald Sterling has called offthe fight, tle will not challenge the ~le of the Los 

Angeles Clippers, his attorney co,t[irmed Wednesday to USA TODAY ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

For Smaller Schools. D-IV Idea More Like a Threat 

The proposed changes to the NCAA from power co~fference leaders is leaving the 

leaders at smaller D1 scho( ls feehno bulhed. 

Industry Press Room: 

Colorado Time Systems Partners with Side Efl}cts Inc. 

Good Sports Recognized As a Top-Performing U.S. Nonprofits 

STMA E:~ends t mntnership with Green Sports Alliance 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

Absence of Accountability in Recent High School Attacks 
Not the badgering Upe here. Been both coach and umpire and don’t want to, as 

written above, wanna talk about the game. (except where it relates to ... 

Absence of Accountabilits~ in Recent tligh School Attacks 
The sad paxt is coaches especially in high profile sports t~el the pressure "to win and 

constant comments from pa~rents about their children. There is a tough ... 

Absence of Accountabilits~ in Recent High School Attacks 
It would be much easier to work with coaches, especially at the HS level, if they 

were ever willing to talk with you, Basically the message axound here ... 

Cheer for $1K? District to Discuss Capping Sports Fees 
With academic school cutbacks the norm it seems good due diligence to l~ow 

what sports are costing school districts. 

.... ABDigitaI, .... ] 

::~! Faoebook ~ 

I ~-~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mortenson Construction National P~ects Gronp <keshaJien@mortenson.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 2:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Mortenson Construction Wa~ts To Hear From You At NACDA 

Access our Resources: 
Athletic Oi~e.c~s F~ciliti~s Forum 
Join your peers on Linkedln~ Modenson Construction created a forum exclusively for Athletic Directo~ to 
discuss spoMs facility needs~ indusI~ trends and innovations~ and to provide you with access to relevant 
inform~tion. 

Professionals at the 2013 National Association of Collegiate Directom of Athletics (NACDA) conference share 

their views on athletic Dcilities trends in the 2013 Athletic Director’s Playbook. 

rake t~ 2014 ~Surve~ 
We gather input from hundreds of college and unive~ity athletic professionals on issues and challenges 
unique to athletic depadments and facilities. Updated annually, this study paints the most up-to-date picture 
of the collegiate spots landscape. 

p ...... d by 

emma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@chadqbrown.com on behalf of 

Chad Q. Brown <info@chadqbrown.com> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Preseason ’I’e~ Building Programs with Person~Jib’ Profiling 

The Ultimate Team Building Tool. 

www.hookglobal.com 

1-855-466-5600 

unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Altieri <ealtieri@mmt.com> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

NACDA 2014 - Please stop by at our booth # 929 

stop by st c,(i:" booth # 929 diJrin,g NACDA Convention 

NACDA h~der.lpg 

Check us out at booth 
# 929 
VitlCe, 

YOU are invited to meet the MMT Team who will be at 

your disposaf to answer any questions you may have 

range of most advanced engineered digi[a~ 

scoreboard and LED v~deo d~sp~ay so~ut~ons 

available b~ the marketplace offered by D3 LED, 

With MMT’s heritage in the static signage market and 

nationwide reach, we have e>:panded the availability 

digka~ s~gnage solutions to our customer base of sports 

& event h~dustry buyers. MMT’s outdoor & 

grapMcs transform static d~sp~ays into memoraMe event 

advertising and media oppoltunNes, promoting schoo~ & 

team spMt, c~eating increased revenue and value for 

sponsors. These are a~se #~st~umenta~ Jt~ recruiting top 

prospects. 

~miversi[ies features a full LED backlight teehnobgy 

that is optimized for ultra fow power consumption. 

Make sure that you’re registered to win our Grand Prize, 

a new iPad mini You can also to’ you~ k.lck at winning 

an Amazon or Starbucks Gift Card or any one of our 

many othe~ pdzes and g~veaways available for you to 

take home. 

i~i: NAODA ternplatejpg 

iXii kiosk.jP9 

Scoreboards from MMT 

and D3 LED 

Whether the goal is to create great graphics, deliver a dramatic effect, or improve brand 
awareness, there is no project too BIG for MMT. 
MMT offers turnkey innovative solutions that begin with the end in mind. So, when you’ve 
been tasked with a challenge to deliver impactful results, give us a call - we’ll help you 
deliver the "WOW!" We look forward to serving you in the near future and for many years 
to come. 
Regards, 
Ed Altied 
Phone: 
Email: ealtied@mmt.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fringer, Kevin <kfringer@cfssportsgroup.com> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 12:42 PM 

Fringer, Kevin <kt?inge@cfsstx~rtsgroup.com> 

Drop By Our NACDA Booth 

Current CFS Clients & Fellow Administrators: 
The CFS Sports Group will be present at next week’s NACDA Convention in Orlando. To our current clients who will be attending the 

conference, we would love to see you face to face. For those of you who are not current clients, we would love to tell you more 

about the CFS Sports Group, College Athletics Financial Planning Firm. Stop by our booth #235 and find out why so many of your 

peers have turned to the CFS Sports Group for their financial planning needs. 

~.~.:.~.~.~.~2.~?.!i~g.~9.~?:..~.~2...m.... 

Kevin H Fringer 

President 

803-808-1103 

Registered Representative of INVEST Financial Corporation, member FINRA!SIPC. INVEST and its affiliated insurance agencies offer securities, advisory services 

and certain insurance products, and are not affiliated with the CFS Sports Group and the IOA Private Client Group. 

Please do not send trade instructions via email as they will not be processed. 

Proudly affiliated with: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creative Dimensions <w~,iolette@gomthcd.com> 

Saturday, Jnne 7, 2014 9:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Check Out Creative Dimensions in Orlando This Week 

Le~ Creative Dimensions’ VERSA Broadcast Desk 
He~p Your School Stand Out On the Fie~d and In 
Front of the Camera 
The 49th Amour NACDA Conve~tion is iust days 
away! We wou~d ~ove to see you while you’re ~n 

Odando. Come visit us a~ 8ooth #832 and learn how 
we ca~ help you outfit 8 broadcast studio or provide 
remote game day broadcast sets for your spoAs 
programs. 
VERSA 8roadcast Desk H~ghlNhts: 
- Ughtweight 
- SceNc 
- F~exJble 
- High hnpact 
- Tool-Free Set-Up 
- Modular 
- Sponsor / Logo Pane~s gowithcd,com 

800,482,1898 



Creati~ie Dia~ensions was engaf~®d in 2013 by rowson University to 

provide a custem medular broadcas~ desk for their athletic {;epar~mer~ 

See more of our VERSA broadcast desk solutions by clickin~q this link. 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to iile@uncaa.unc,edu by wviolette@, qowithcd.com 
._U_~_d___a_t__e__/_~_r_o__fjj_e_!__E_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nsta:~t removal ~,~’ith _S_’.a_/.e__U_.r)_s_~_Lb_s_c_l~jb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__~_o_[Lc£, 

Creative Dimensions :: 3a,5 M¢Causland Court :: Cheshire i CT :: 064~0 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlin Podaras <cpodaras bas-llc.com@maJl183.at161.mcsv.net> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 2:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bluechip Stx~nsors NAAC Awards 

li you’re at[el~,dil~,g ti~e NAAC Conve,,’~iion [his weekend in Odar’.,do we look forward to 

seeing you there! 

Biuechip is proud to be sponsoring the 2014 National Association for Athletics 

Oorapliance Awards and the Awards Luncheon, We’re truly honored to be a par of 

recogniz~ng these ou[standing ~ndMdua~s fo~ their cont~ib~t~or~s to the compliance 

,~vodd: 

Jennifer Condaras ~ Fr~nk Kat~~, Leadetsh{8 Award 

Kev~n Lennon ~ OQgan/zado~d Leadets,~ m A~¢/ard 

Bryan B~a~"- Rising Star Award 

Resd mo~e about the ’~vi~,~,ers a,,’~d ti~eir accomplishmenls at http://bit.l¥/Tmj4JR 

And if you’ii be at the Convention please make p~ans to slop by our table in the vendor 

area to check out the brand new features of IBlue~hip Enterprise~ our state~of-the-a~i 

Compliance, Student-Athiete Management and Recruitin9 technoiogy suite, 

/~ke fe set up a time to meet w~fh us fo ~,eam ~xo~e about the new feafu~es in 

8.0 dmply reply bad,, to this ema# 

Hope to see you tI’.,erel 



Sincereiy~ 

Caitiin & The Biuechip Team 

Corporate Mar,~etir~g & Pubib [~,eiations 

Biuechip Aiblel:ic 8oidiior!s 

T: 404.941.2541 

www.BAS-LLC.com 

www.IBluec hipWinStrate~qy.com 

Mission: invo~,te Emotion, Optim, ize Recruiting, I~te,q=rste Compiiance 

i~te[est ~o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Sunday, June 8, 2014 6:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

20% Offa Single Item - Online & In Store 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram 1~ 

Get it There Bv Father’s Day 





LI~KS 
J i~i         i~i GOLF FOOTv’,; E,~\ R --BASKETBALL --’ 

mess j i~i soccer,: ~~~ 
LACROSSE 

~MENS 

--WOIv1ENS 

[ .~. 1 Kp--~c: 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 











Dee r Vi~ce~t, 

i~.’,,e<:~.,,me ~,’. Certilie<{ D<,,~st.~.’-.i~1,,", ,:kd,mi,,’,,is~~<,,~ to get the, most el yeur Docu&~ig~ inw:,,stme~t~ 

Atter~d this {wo-dey ceuise delivered by a DocuSign F~roduct Trainer to inc,ease yeu~ 

Admi~ist~ate~ expertise and help accelera[e yeu~ o~’gamzat~on’s DecuSign adeption. 

What w~{~ the training cover? 

The interactive co.~rse ~clude~ I~ve ~strucfion, demonatrafion, and hand.-on qab" seas~o~s: 

Bd~g you~ own LIse eases and get help during the course’a lab seas~ona. 

¯ Get in-depth coverage of templates, wo~kflow functiena~ity, ~ser capaMl~t~es a~d more. 

Learn best p~actices ~n ~eal-wodd DocuSign ~o~l-outs flom ~st~ucto~s a~d Admin pee~s 

Why Should You Atte~d? 

Cemprehensive t[aining ~e~ps you maximize the ~esu]ts flom you[ DocuS~gn i~westment: 

¯ New Admi~s: Get up to speed mole q~ck~y and s~ppert a faster DecuSign rel~out. 

¯ Expe~ienced Admins: Learn how ~e tackle ne~, ~se eases end advanced [equests. 

¯ Become a knew]edgeab~e, ge-.[e resource fo~ DocuS~gn ~,v~th~n yeu~ mgen~zat~on. 

¯ Receive you~ ce~t~ficat~on~ Demonstrate your proficiency w~th the course matelia~ to 

become a Ce~ified DocuSign Administ~ato~. 

Where is [{? How Do You S~gn Up? 

This certification course ~s culqent~y offe~ed at DocuS~gn’s San F~anc~sco alld Seattle office 

location, s. Click ~-{[:-:RE fo~ mo~e details and regiskatio~ ~nfom~at~on. 

Regards, 

The DocuS~gn University Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 7:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 
Watch the Dodgers Live Now 

Watch Live Now 

i:~ WatchESPN Live on: WatchESPN com, iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Roku 



respond? 

~ Chad Zwierlein, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SEAT 2014 Conference <conference@seatconsortium.com> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 9:19 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

SEAT 2014 IuStadium Experience Innovation Awards 

SEAT 2014 blue 

for mobile app 

Nominations are now open! 

SEAT & l[nStadium Present the 2014 Experience Innovation Awards 

1. Information Technology 

2. Digital Media 

3. Marketing 

4. Game Presentation 
5. Sponsorship Sales 

Any U.S. professional, college or minor league team sports executive with leadership responsibilibi in information technology, digital media, marketing, game presentation or 
sponsorship sales is eligible to be nominated. For complete details on nominations criteria and to submit your nomination, please visit: v¢¢,,w, instadium.cor~iin~.;tadiun;awards~4 

Five (5) InStadium Experience Innovation Awards will be distributed, one for each category highlighted above. Winners will be selected by a panel of sports industry peers with 
job responsibilities crossing all award categories. W~nners ~11 be honered at the SEAT Cenfere~ee in Nianr& For more information on the SEAT Conference, please visit: 

v’¢’¢iW, seatco n ~orti ki m, co n3 

1~zStadit~n: 

InStadium is a national sports media company that counts over 450 teams as partners, Our mission is threefold: to #nprove fan experiences at live sports events, to help teams 
su~’ive and thrive as marketing technology continues to change and to help brands generate results from in-stadium marketing, v~iw,instadium,com 

P~as~ s~bmit ~ominations toda!�.~ 
Questions can be directed to DaNelle Maher (dmaher@instadium,com) 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Connect with the Chamber through Social 

To view this email online click here 

Forward to a friend 



This errlail was ~nt to ille@ul~c.edu by rribra£b#r~C~carolir~achamber,orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith SafeUnsubscribez’~ Privacy Policy, 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce :[04 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 275:[4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Stmm-gottfried, Kim--~stromgo@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 10:43 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Jot’ Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Friga, Paul <Paul Ffiga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Cohen, Marc D <cohenmd@email.unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lissa L <lbrooIne@emaJl.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <m~drew perrin@unc.edu>; StroInan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtP; 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Foster~ Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu>; 

Cunninghm~, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@emaAl.nnc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - FAC statement for today - need quick response 

image001.png 

The question we ought to be prepared tbr is whether we would have requested Wainstein contact had not this last revelation occurred. It mat’ also be worthwhile to 

remind li~lks that no investigator or reli~rm etlbrt has had the cooperation of the two principals at the center of the sham classes. (I would like to co,interact those who 

believe we all are putting too many eggs in the Wmnstein basket m~d that it looks like a stall.) 

I appreciate all the FAC thoughts and efforts as this unrolls. 

Sent froln my iPad 

On Jun 10, 2014~ at 5:34 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner(~med.unc~edu> wrote: 

Thoughts to share: 

Other thoughts from FAC members if you want to build your story by mixing more explanation after the short statement. 

(my thoughts not previously shared) 

While it may appear that the statement is short and not groundbreaking, I believe it conveys our intent. We are listening to the faculty and their 

questions and concerns. We take these issues very seriously. At the present time, we feel the Wainstein investigation with its deep and extensive 

approach is the best route for having our questions answered and for not duplicating efforts. After the report is released, if the faculty and our 

Committee have remaining questions, we can take it from there and fold remaining questions, concerns, and suggestions into our work plan and 

discussions. We want to learn from the past as we continue forging a positive, healthy future for our faculty, students, and whole University 

community. Faculty engagement is essential to our Committee and we encourage faculty to continue sharing their reactions and concerns related to 

this University and its academic integrity. 

It is important to FAC to acknowledge that this round and every previous round of reports and allegations concerns us. The concern is not necessarily 

because they are all accurate but because they can tarnish our academic institution’s reputation and credibility, which we all work hard to create and 

protect. The Wainstein team seems to be best positioned to determine the accuracy of information and allegations coming from a wide range of 

sources. 

We want to acknowledge there are members of the faculty who are upset and asking questions and we want faculty to explicitly know that we take 

these charges seriously. To take the charges seriously, should not imply that we believe they are all true and accurate. As an academic body, we 

require the truth be sought through rigorous analysis. 

In the near future, we should have mechanisms in place to offer faculty specific ways to share information and questions with us or with the 

Wainstein investigation team. We want to underline the message that we are listening and, where appropriate, acting 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-.CH gondurant Hall 

32 Z-.A 5ou~h Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-g66-SJ.zi7Desk 

Cell 
91.9-966-695:’t Fax 
--CONFH3[NTIALr]h~ NorIc[: [[~,L e-mail message, including attachments, ff any, ~s intended only for the -person or e~tity to which ~t is addresse~ and ~ay conta~ n 
confidential and/or privdeged material. Any --.-unautholfized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the ~ntended recipient, please contact the 
sender b? reply e-mail and destro? aH copies of the original message. 

F~m~ Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Friga@kenan:flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, June ~0, 2014 6:02 PM 
Te~ Nosley, Laynaj Cohen, Narc D 
~¢~ Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Perrin, Andrew J; Stroman, Deborah Lj Strom-go~ried, Kimj Stephens, John B; Osborne, Barbara; ~ster, Beverly 
Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Nichelle; Ille, Vince 
$u~ject~ RE: Joy - FAC statement for today - need quick response 

t COrn:LEt--a request to meet to share faculty input on current and past allegatkms and our overall comiern and desire for objective evhJence could be 

positive. 

<imageOO:Ll~n~j> 

Associa[e Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of STAR Program - www.star.unc.edu 

The Universib! of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

NcColl Building - CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

919-962-378B - office 

- mobile 



www.paulfriga.com 

From: Mosley, Layna [mailto:mosley@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, June 10, 2014 5:39 PM 
To: Cohen, Marc (English & Comp Literature) 
~:¢; Renner, Joy (Academic Advising); Broome, Lissa (School of Law); Perrin, Andrew (Sociology); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Strom- 
Gottffied, Kimberly (School of Social Work); Stephens, John (School of Government); Friga, Paul; Osborne, Barbara (Exercise & Sport Science); Foster, Beverly 
(School of Nursing); Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Michelle 0; llle, Vincent (Ath Director of Athletics) 

$,,bject; Re: Joy - FAC statement for today - need quick response 

Hi all- 

Sorry to be slow to chime in. As I mentioned yesterday, I do think it’s very important to acknowledge that this round (and every previous round!) of 

reports/allegations concerns us -- not necessarily because they are accurate (which gets to the role of an independent investigator, who should be 

best able to ascertain their accuracy), but because they can tarnish our academic institution’s reputation and credibility, which we all work hard to 

create and protect. 

I think it would be very useful to give faculty specific instruction about how to share information and questions, either with us or with the 

investigator. We need to underline that we are listening and, where appropriate, acting. 

Best, 

Layna 

On Jun 10, 2014, at 4:27 PM, "Cohen, Marc D" <c__o.__h__.e_ .n__n2_d_@_e_._m.__a_.![:_.u_ .n__c_.__e_._d_9_> wrote: 

Joy, ~ think you make a good point below. 

"A more strong statement at this junction of evenb.;, could possible give more credence to the accusations ~han we are ready to suggest." 

:[ also want to say tha~ :[ appreciate wha~ a challenge it is to balance all ~he voices on ~he commiLtee. 

"Thanks, 

~’4arc 

From-" Renner, Joy J 
gent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 4:21 PM 
To; Cohen, Marc D; Broome, Lissa L; Perrin, Andrew .I; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Stephens, John B; Fdga, Paul 
(_P_~__u_h_E_£jg_a__@_k__e___n_~_D__-__f_[_a_gLe_£:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_); Osborne, Barbara; Foster, Beverly B.; Mosley, Layna 
~:~: Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince 
S~bject; RE: Joy - FAC statement for today - need quick response 

Thanks Marc ---I tried to convey these points in a short version for now --- we hear you (line one --- will share questions raised by faculty), 

we take it seriously (lines --- believe it is important for the Wainstein team to hear these questions) and then if the report provides new 

mforrna~on or we want more ~nforma~:ion we w~H re-ew~k~ate and go ~rorn there, 

Perhaps I didn’t: make a s~rong enough stal:emem in an e[fort to convey everyone’s sent~rnen~:s shared vh~ emaH as d~ey were mb:ed, A 

more strong s[atement at [h~s junction o~: events, could possible ~ve more credence to the accusations than we are ready to su~gesL 

We can follow w~[h a more ~engthy explanation of our pos~don and what we are hearing w~th mo~e tkne to collaborate as a group. 

Thanks again to al~ fo~ participating ~n the d~scuss~on, 

Joy 
.k)y L Rennet. K¢L~¢r~ RT(R}, FAE~RS 
Assoc:[ai:e P~’ofesso~’ and D~’ector 
Ur]ivers[i:~ Of North Carolina at Chapel Hid 
School of N1edk:ine 
CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bonduranl: Hall 
321-A South Cok~mb[a 
Chapel I-~H~ NC 27599-71~0 

919-968-5147Desk 
Ceil 

919-968-6951 Fax 
-CONF~[:.ENT~ALr],’ NOTICE: This e-mail message, including a~tachmen[s, if any, is intended only for the -[}erson or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any --unauthorized revmw, L~se, d[sc]OSLire or d~stdbL~tion ~s prohibited, ~f you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai~ and dest[oy aH copies o~ the original message, 

F~= Cohen, Marc D 
Sent= Tuesday, June ~0, 20~ ~:~2 PM 
To= Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Perrin, Andrew 3; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-go~ded, Kim; Stephens, 3ohn B; Friga, Paul 
(Paul...Friqa@kenan41aqler.unc.edu); Osborne, Barbara; ~ster, Beverly B.; Mosley, Layna 
~¢= Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Michelle; ~lle, Vince 
$~bje~t= RE: Joy - FAC s~tement for today - need quick response 
]~s well wd~en, 3oy. ] suppo~ posting 
] just wish that we could 2. t~ ~ acknowledge the members of the facul~ who are outraged; and 2. to state explicitly that we ~ke these charges 
seriously. To do so does not imply that we accept them as true. Chancellor Bit’s email does both of these things that ] am suggesting. She says, 
"Over the past few days, ] have received many questions from members of our communi~ in response to an ESPN story on claims - some new, 
some not - regarding academics and athletics at Carolina." ~e message here is that she is listening ~ her constituents. And later she says, "First, 
we take repor~ of academic irregularities ve~ seriously..." ~e message here is that it is not just her constituents who ~ke them seriously, but 
she feels this way as well. Again, ] am not suggesting that we in any way s~te or imply that we accept the recent claims as true. ] get the sense 
that most if not all of us withhold judgement or disbelieve these claims. 

Than~, 
Marc Cohen 

From: Renner, Joy J 



Sent; Tuesday, 3une 10, 2014 3:07 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Perdn, Andrew 3; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Stephens, 3ohn B; Friga, Paul ( . _P_ _a_ _ _u_ L _F_ _r_ [ g_ _a_ _,@ _ _k_ _e_ _n_ _ _a_ _ _n_ _-_ 
flagler.unc.edu); Osborne, Barbara; Cohen, Marc D; Foster, Beverly B.; Mosley, Layna 

Co-" Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Michelle; Tile, Vince 
Subject-" 3oy - FAC statement for today - need quick response 

I know this is late notice but I needed to check a few things and make sure I had heard from most everyone on the committee. We should 

put this out there this afternoon as soon as possible. Let me know if you agree with the statement. 

Below is the statement from our Committee that I would like to post as soon as possible to our Faculty Governance website. I believe it 

encompasses the conversation yesterday. (yes there are questions, yes let Wainstein complete his work and we will share our questions 

with him, yes let’s review the findings and yes, where there is new, documented information from the past to inform our work we will 

take it into consideration, yes continue our focus on the present and moving forward with changes.) 

I am waiting to find out about how to share information either in person or in writing to the Wainstein team. 

The Chair of the Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) has requested to meet with Ken Wainstein to share questions and concerns 

raised by the faculty related to recent claims in the media~ We believe it is important for Mr. Wainstein to hear these views as 

part of his ongoing investigation. 

While the investigation is underway, the Faculty Athletics Committee will continue monitoring current practices and 

implementation of policy and procedure changes. After Mr. Wainstein releases his report and we have an opportunity to review 

his findings, we will evaluate additional measures to ensure academic integrity for the University and fair education opportunities 

and protection for our students participating in varsity sports programs. 

.Io~’ L Rennet, M,A,~ RT(~}, FAE~RS 

Uniw~r~[i:y of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hiq 

C~ #7Z30 UNC-CH ~ondurant Hal~ 
321-A 5out~ Columbia SL 
Chapel I-~1~ NC 27599-7J.30 

9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-51.47Desk 

Ceil 

-CONF~DENTIALIIY NOTICE: This e-mail message, [ncludi!~:~ att~chme!~s, if any, is i~tended only fo~ the -person or e~t[ty to which it is addressed ~d may 

please contact the sender b’¢ re,iV e-mai~ and dest[o~, a~l copies o~ the o[[~jinal message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAVEX Global <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, June 11,2014 2:12 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Webinar: Compliance Training Benchmarks: How Does Your Program Measure Up? 

Are you confident in your compliance training program 
effectiveness? 

We recently completed a training benchmark study of 
over 750 individuals responsible for their organization’s 
ethics and compliance programs. 

¯ =!~.=ii£=::gli~:}.=.ii...}}r.==£1ii£=:i:..H to hear findings on questions like: 

~How much training are other organizations doing? 

[]What training methods are used? 

[]Do people believe their training program is effective? 

~How are they measuring program effectiveness? 

Benchmarking against your peers is the best way to 
understand areas where your program can evolve. 

Training BenchmarkWebinar: How Does 
Your Compliance Training Program Measure 
Up 

Date: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 
Time: 10:00AM PTi t:00PM ET 
Location: Online 

Feel free to share this invitation to others! 

Best Regards, 

Kelsey Omlin 
Webinar Programs Manager 

NAVEX Global 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. Tf you 

would like to change your email preferences, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Reserve Your Space at Golf& the Expo! 

To view this email online click here 

......................................................................... !i~i:. ............................................................................ 

Governors Club h’adidomdly draws ..... 

S3oo. Ho~e sponsors receive: 

assi:4ned hole of the course 

A table for promotional giveaways 

* Verbal reeogr~ition at tom’namer~t kickoff a~d award 

This is an excelle~l opportunily for br a~ d~n g, visJbility and 

and h osted by Goxe~’~?o~’s CJ u]:,. Cb eek out ad 

......................................................................... < ............................................................................ 

P~’~met~me Bus[nes~ Expo -- Sept, 18 

Chape~ Hill’s ]a ’;4est b~]si ~ess exp,, 
Expo 

featm’es 4O.-6O business displays and is ...... 

opet~ to the imb~k: 5:30--?:30 p,m ,, 

Table spons~-~ships now available 

~ A 6-.foot tabh~ to display promotional materials 

Enjoy food, dank, and mCwoAdng whih~ promoting your 



Forward to a friend 

[hia emaii v~aa sent to ilie@unc.ed~ by __m__’_qLa__n__%o_£@careli~achamber.orq 

Update Prof’ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 6:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Buy l, Get I 50% OffShoes! 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram 1~ 





EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Privacy Polic,! 



PO~’~@~iO ~a~~t ~ ~ ~O~ taS~ Get our white paper, 

We~vip~ the co~p~er[~erEt~Fy s~:Feq~ths ~P~ we~krEeSSes 
of each account into ~ cohesive portfolio ~s not easy~ 

~ why it ~s cMt]ca~ to keep ~ w~tchfu] eye on your 

~ how mandatory and supplemen[a~ ret~FemenL 

~ why t;~>: rules shouk~ ab~tays ~r[fh.len(:e yOUF 
iEwest 81eqt 

8e infoFmed, Nake better investment choices, And when 

::: ::: :::::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................................................................................................................................................ v~v~ ............................................................................................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sean Levesque <slevesqueL~’vellbeats.com> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 12:36 PM 

Itte, Vince <it[e@unc.edu> 

Supporting your athletic teams with EXOS 

Give your students access to the training methodotogies used by etite athtetes, 

decorated Olympians, U.S. mititary speciat operation units, and 11 prayers of the 

2014 NFL first round draft picks. Leverage EXOS programming to train your 

students in and out of season, on their own time or in scheduted groups! 

Browse through dozens of class options on our touch- 

screen kiosk and watch a 150 inch screen descend on 

command with a larger-than-life instructor ready to 

coach students through a world-class workout 

VIRTUAL SOLUTIONS 

Get Lean 

Get your heart rate up and burn 

calories through a blend of strength 

and metabotic movements 

EXOS Programming Inctudes: 

Get Powerful 

Improve your power with strength 

and p[yometric movements 

Get Fit 

Strength and stabitity to give you a 

totat-body workout. 

Dynamic Warm Up 

Addresses factors timiting the 

mobitity and stabitity of your pittar 

and offers Movement Preparation 

to prepare your body for any 

activity 

Pillar Strength 

Strengthen your pit[ar by training 

proper movement patterns and 

building a sotid foundation for 

injury-free training. 

Regeneration - Self 
Massage & Flexibility 

Help your body recover, 

keep away aches and pains, 

and come back to your next 
session ready to go 



Copyright ¢~ ~:014 ’¢,/Ei..i..BEATSTM 

Copyright © 2014 Fitness on Request 

Our address is 11600 96th Ave North,/4apte Grove, AN, 55369, USA 

If you do not wish to receive future emai[, dick here. 

(You can atso send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 6:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

15% Off& Our Best Deals of the Week 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram 1~ 

Free Shipping on Ordens $49 or More** i Plus Free Shipping on Shoes & Ciothes** 





~ ,,’-=i~uEss i i£i socc~a 
LACROSSE 

--Si<:l/S NOW.~O AR[::~ 

FISHiNG/HUNTING 

--WOME-:NS 

..... F, DS 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Online Help 

. ;’!~::i~!,i ,.’.:~ ’ i::~ i ~:.::.:~:.: 83! 91b,: 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonm’d@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 7:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Towson Tigers Make Facility Roar! 

Vince, 

When Towson University brought in their new administration they had one 
goal in mind; change the culture and revamp their brand. With low 
attendances and losing games, Towson University’s sports program was not 
the most popular in the conference. That’s why they turned to BigSigns.com. 
We helped transform their facilities and improve moral and passion from their 
fans. We can do the same for your program. Take a look below and let me 
know if you want a flee mock-up & quote. 

~e~##er ~r~##~.c~ are a great way to customize your stadium’s image. Not only will 
your bleacher graphics promote school and team spirit, but they can also be 
instrumental in recruiting top prospects. 

"If we do these things, it’ll pay off with people having a different 
vibe when they come to our events." 

- Michael IVlatoso 

~Af~# ~ra~s gives you the opportunity to transform those boring, plain walls into a 
work of art that will represent your program for years to come. Whether it is a photo, 
a logo or your school colors, we will create something that will blow everyone away! 



Other Products to Check Out; 

~()~:l~ta~ ,~-F~a~t-le~ 1.(tt:~c~ R(ti)r~t Grai)hic!~ 

Vince, we can take a creative approach to any of your 

facilities. Give us a shot, I guarantee you’ll be happy with the 

result. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email, 
Or (:lick fo~- your flee mock-~.=p ~ quote. 

Thank you and have a gre, at day, 

Corey Leonard 

President 

800=790o76~:i{ 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency Quality Design I Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, Manufacture, Installation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production techFAcia~s BigSigns corn is ready to ser,/e )’our stadium graphics aF:d e’~ent signage F:eads 

We are located h-: downtow~ Grand Ha,/en, Michigan, along the iakeshore 

Core’( [.eoor~rdI 22 Sot~l:h H~rbor Dr 8ui:a 101 j Gr~r~d ~-~van M~ 49417 

U~e~bsc~i~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith from Coachbase <keith@coachbase.com> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 12:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Save time m~d win more games - Animate your plays a~d drills 

Hi Vince, 

Are you still drawing your plays on paper and printing out booklets eveiy season? It’s time for Universi~ of North Carolina (UNC) to upgrade to Coachbase, a digital 

playbook that animates your plays/drills. 

Download app here: 

Basketb~Jl 

Soccer 

All sports 

I’m CEO of Coachbase, a Nike+ accelerator company and I want to personally reach out to tell you about Coachbase. An easy to use digital playbook that animates 

your plays on your iPad, iPhone, Android, Mac and on the cloud. 

It’s been used by over 400,000 coaches and ranked the no.l paid sports app globally. It supports 18 different sv~rts: basketball, tbotball, volleyball, soccer, lacrosse 

and more. 

Watch demo here. 

It’s only $1.99 to download a~ld now is a great time to start prepa~ng ibr your ne:~ season’. I’ll be happy to help with any questions you have. Give it a try, now, I 

guarantee you’ll love it. 

Thanks, 

~ Keith Rurnj ah~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, June 16, 2014 1:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 

Taxes to Renovate Y? ] Trmning Your Aquatics Team ] Fitness Tax 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with ’Fax Dollms Draws Criticisln 

’][’he DeK~lb CounF Co~nmission is considering spending nearly $5 million in 

taxpayer money, intended for public green spaces, to pay for upgrades... 

City’s Proposed 5.75 Percent ’Yoga Tax’ Gets Political 

D.C. Council Chairman Phil Mendels~n said a plan by mayoral candidate David A. 

Catania to eliminate the proposed "yoga tax" is a political maneuver ... 

Online Learning: Training tbr Your Aquatics Tean~ 
AB and the National Swimming Pool Foundation have reached up to oiler a last. 

easy way to introduce commercial pool management to your new ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Witness: BuffaJo Fan Ignored Ple&s to Stop RaJling Slides 

Despite pleas from other fans urging him to stop, Robert Hopkins kept sliding 

down a railing in the upper deck of Ralph Wilson Stadium .... 

ASU Hires Pro Execs, While UA Finds Old-School Success 
In the last month, new ASU athletic director Ray Anderson hired his top three 

lieutenants t?om outside the world of college athletics .... 

AB’s ArchitecturaJ Showcase a Yearlong At’fair 

The ArchitecturaJ Showcase in June is the one issue of Athletic Business I look 
forward to most each year. It’s also the issue I spend ... 

ii.~.iI AB Subscribe ] 



Record Fundraising Success Means Y Access for 1,600 

As many as 1,600 people who ca~’t attbrd membership to the Bloomington- 
Normal YMCA may have access to Y programs after a record ... 

Official Favors Dive,ling Road Funds Toward Soccer Fields 
County Administrator Chuck Huckelbe~ry wants to take money allocated for road 

repair in next fiscal year’s budget and use it to make a down payment 

FAU Makes Stadium Pitch for Beckham’s Soccer Team 

Florida Atlantic Universi~ officials have emailed David Beckham’s advisers a 23- 
page PowerPoint presentation extolling the ~[tues ot FAU s ... 

Family Would Rather Own, Run Stadium Tha~ Buy Bills 
The Jacobs fa~nily will not pursue an ownership interest in the Butt~lo Bill~ but is 
looking at operating and owning at leas", pe.rt of... 

More Green Bay t ackers Battling Iniuries with Yoga 
’][’r~:mon Williams was the firs", regul~x. Jarrett Bush wasn’t far behind. M~y others 

followed. Now, Ryanne Cunningham treats about 15 players, and ... 

Seattle? St. Louis? L.A.? Where is Soccer Cit~ USA? 

As the USA is set to open its World Cup play today against Ghana. passionate 

soccer communities tlmve in big, diverse cities such as ... 

Content Library- Aquatics 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

iNi Facility of the Week 
Highland Recreation Complex 
In designing the new Highland Recreation 
Center and Complex, the City of Largo 
wanted to create a place that encouraged 
citizens to get out, play and get fit, while 
at the same time ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Gifts’ Lacrosse in Florida 
Currently, goggles are the only protective headgear girls high school lac~osse 

players are required to wear. That will all change in 2015. 

New Reader Comments: 

Architecture Profl Are Mega-Event Inveslmen’~s Worth it? 
Profess( r Laras point ~s ve~ well taken and ~ns~ghtlul. Mumc~pal investments 

should be tbr the beneIit of the citizens timding the facilities and not... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatol-~" for Girls’ Lacrosse in Florida 

As a long time athletic traJner, I think there are a lot of"knee jerk" reactions to 

injuries, especially ones that receive a lot of press. However, given the ... 

d to a friend 

AB Newswire Xi AB Digital Issue 

Facebook I "~:" Twitter I ..... 

:::~ = Linkedln        ~iii1~ 
I YouTu be 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

Stay Connected Stay informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to ?.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this ts’pe == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ em:-.il ’,~,,’:-.s !~e!~t to ille@unc.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, June 16, 2014 1:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 

Taxes to Renovate Y? ] Trmning Your Aquatics Team ] Fitness Tax 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with ’Fax Dollms Draws Criticisln 

’][’he DeK~lb CounF Co~nmission is considering spending nearly $5 million in 

taxpayer money, intended for public green spaces, to pay for upgrades... 

City’s Proposed 5.75 Percent ’Yoga Tax’ Gets Political 

D.C. Council Chairman Phil Mendels~n said a plan by mayoral candidate David A. 

Catania to eliminate the proposed "yoga tax" is a political maneuver ... 

Online Learning: Training tbr Your Aquatics Tean~ 
AB and the National Swimming Pool Foundation have reached up to oiler a last. 

easy way to introduce commercial pool management to your new ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Witness: BuffaJo Fan Ignored Ple&s to Stop RaJling Slides 

Despite pleas from other fans urging him to stop, Robert Hopkins kept sliding 

down a railing in the upper deck of Ralph Wilson Stadium .... 

ASU Hires Pro Execs, While UA Finds Old-School Success 
In the last month, new ASU athletic director Ray Anderson hired his top three 

lieutenants t?om outside the world of college athletics .... 

AB’s ArchitecturaJ Showcase a Yearlong At’fair 

The ArchitecturaJ Showcase in June is the one issue of Athletic Business I look 
forward to most each year. It’s also the issue I spend ... 

ii.~.iI AB Subscribe ] 



Record Fundraising Success Means Y Access for 1,600 

As many as 1,600 people who ca~’t attbrd membership to the Bloomington- 
Normal YMCA may have access to Y programs after a record ... 

Official Favors Dive,ling Road Funds Toward Soccer Fields 
County Administrator Chuck Huckelbe~ry wants to take money allocated for road 

repair in next fiscal year’s budget and use it to make a down payment 

FAU Makes Stadium Pitch for Beckham’s Soccer Team 

Florida Atlantic Universi~ officials have emailed David Beckham’s advisers a 23- 
page PowerPoint presentation extolling the ~[tues ot FAU s ... 

Family Would Rather Own, Run Stadium Tha~ Buy Bills 
The Jacobs fa~nily will not pursue an ownership interest in the Butt~lo Bill~ but is 
looking at operating and owning at leas", pe.rt of... 

More Green Bay t ackers Battling Iniuries with Yoga 
’][’r~:mon Williams was the firs", regul~x. Jarrett Bush wasn’t far behind. M~y others 

followed. Now, Ryanne Cunningham treats about 15 players, and ... 

Seattle? St. Louis? L.A.? Where is Soccer Cit~ USA? 

As the USA is set to open its World Cup play today against Ghana. passionate 

soccer communities tlmve in big, diverse cities such as ... 

Content Library- Aquatics 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

iNi Facility of the Week 
Highland Recreation Complex 
In designing the new Highland Recreation 
Center and Complex, the City of Largo 
wanted to create a place that encouraged 
citizens to get out, play and get fit, while 
at the same time ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Gifts’ Lacrosse in Florida 
Currently, goggles are the only protective headgear girls high school lac~osse 

players are required to wear. That will all change in 2015. 

New Reader Comments: 

Architecture Profl Are Mega-Event Inveslmen’~s Worth it? 
Profess( r Laras point ~s ve~ well taken and ~ns~ghtlul. Mumc~pal investments 

should be tbr the beneIit of the citizens timding the facilities and not... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatol-~" for Girls’ Lacrosse in Florida 

As a long time athletic traJner, I think there are a lot of"knee jerk" reactions to 

injuries, especially ones that receive a lot of press. However, given the ... 

d to a friend 

AB Newswire Xi AB Digital Issue 

Facebook I "~:" Twitter I ..... 

:::~ = Linkedln        ~iii1~ 
I YouTu be 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

Stay Connected Stay informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Wardle <mwardle@mmt.com> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Improve Look & Function of Barrier Fences 

i ~ FenceScreens Headerjpg 

MMT will Blow your Fences Out of the Park 

Link Fences ale part of every sports facility or construction site. yet they needn’t be dull 

or useless. Let MMT wed( wit~ you [o produce dBrable, a~t~act~ve fence screens tha~ 

draw atte~tbn, rev up the qowd and lehsforce you[ bland. 

Custom pdnted Fence Screens from MMT offe~ unk~ue features to insure excellent 

results ~or a w~de vadety of p~aces and purposes: A~hletic F~e]ds~ Basebal~ Stadia, 

Co~structbn Sites~ Gym Floe[ Covers~ Spec~a~ Events, ResMent~a~ Fence Screens, Su~ 

Shade Screens and Tennis ~,Mndscreens: 

Our Uftra-r:’~right Pain[ is UV protected, allowing screens to Iook g~eat year after 

year 

MMT’s In-house designers and production team can help w~th c~eat~ve, custom 

fabrication a~d hssta]latio~ for jobs of any size, height or ~ength 

Grommets, re~nforced & hemmed edges, and w~nd s~its can be also pro~kJed, as 

needed 

All this, afong with great prices, qJicL turnaround and nationwide shipping! 

C~ick thro~gh o~r GALLERY for ideas or ca~l us to brainsto#~ o~ 
a c~stom ve~sio~ for you - 

Bills Fence2.jpg Bills Fencel.jpg 

Bills Fence Screen Bills Fence Screen 

Bears Fence1 jpg ~:: Bull Fencel.jpg 



NYIT Fence Screen Buffalo Bulls Fence 
Screen 

~i Farmingdale Fencel.jpg .~i Monmouth fence.jpg 

Farmingda~e Fence 
Screen 

Monmouth Fence Screen 

%:: SanDiego Fencel.jpg 

San Diego Fence Screen 

i.;~ii osu fence2.jpg 

OSU Fence Screen 

Bud-Light Gillette-Stadium EV2013NA LR.jpg 

Gillette Stadium Fence 
Screen 

.~i BayloLFence jpg 

Bay~or Fence Screen 

~"i TomCruis~l.jpg 

Collateral Construction 
Barricade 

Pal .... Construction Ba rricade.jpg 

Palazzo Construction 
Barricade 

I-~:~ve some[hing partic(~iar i..’~ r~~i~d? Consider us you~ b~ar~ding partakers=. 
our creabve te~m p~rtner witi~ you to 



DRi.’-~AM ,--D~-kSIGbi -. DELIVER. 

Regards, 
Mike Wardle 
Phone: (818) 552-6516 
Email: mwardle@mmt.com 
Website wvwv.mmt.com 

Forward 
This ii.~j TweetThis SendtoLinkedin ~iI Send to Facebook DD~ 

~~.[[~}#.,’..~..]~[1~.[I fder~d on Fscebook i fodow or~ ir~stsora m, i follow on Pi~terest I ~.~££!..~.~..]~[~[).~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 8:02 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu:~ 
Watch the Cardinals Live Now 

Watch Live Now 

i:~ WatchESPN Live on: WatchESPN com, iPad, iPhone, Apple TV, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Roku 



respond? 

~ Chad Zwierlein, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Chamber Members: Save Money on Office Supplies 

To view this email online click here 



Office Depot 

~ Click [he ’~7isit our Office Depol porlal" 

Enter’ yo~r desired h~gtn name, a weII as yore" c~mtael, 

sI~ippin g and p~gmen L iefo~na t~ on 

~ C]iok the ]:,]uc "()veate User" butto~ 

F~’ in-siore shopping, to receive conDact pricing ;~i any 

Ol’flee Depot store within the V.S., you must first associate 

y~mr or’edit of debi t eard wiih ihe Chambeffs eon tract accoun t 

by l~)Ho~ving the steps above. TBis will ens~*’e that 3ou 

whiehever is lower 

1"o~’ in--sto~’e sh@ping with a registered debit card, run your 



Cl~apel Hill f~ouleva~’d at 4oo* Chapel tti]I 

instruct: gores above befo~’e shopping. Yo~ ea~t~ot sign ~p for o~r 

Beta use Offk’,e Depot l~as a physical prese~ee 

of de~[veW. So }f yo~ o~-de~’ o~3~[~2e f’~’on2 

s~pplies a*’e deli v e~’ed ~o a n Ora n ge Color,t):’ add~’ess, 

Forward to a friend 

This email was ~nt to ille@unc.edu by mbransonCcacarolinachamber.orq 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S, Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 2751~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Brian Cain <brima 1 @briancain.com> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 11:09 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Viuce. Th~k You. Seriously. 

Hey Vince, 
I wanted to say THANK YOU to those who have submitted a customer 
feedback survey. Your feedback is vital in the development and creation of 
future books, DVDs, and audio programs. 

To let you know that I have been listening, I am going to give you my newest 
book, The Leadership Clock, for ONLY $9. 

That’s right... $9.00! 

Learn More here. 

Also, be sure to check out my latest CD’s: 

- Brian Cain’s Mental Toughness Trainin.g for The Collegiate Athlete 

- Brian Cain’s Mental Toughness Trainin:g for Soccer 

- 10 Tips for Building Mental To~gh~ess in Your Baseball Pro~ 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don’t want to get emails from me anymore, click the link below: 

~all setti,q,<~ 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 1:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Seven Figures for Student-Athletes? ] Bald Eagles Tromp Stadium ] LEED-Driven Spou~rships 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Economisl: Student-Athletes Could Make Seven Figures 

Football players at big schools could Inake several hundred thousaud dollars in 

their college careers if they were paid a portion of the broadcast ... 

Bald Eagles Fol~ce College to SeekNew Stadium Site 
Of all of Ben7 College’s 27,000 acres, this was the spot. Nestled behind the 

Steven J. Cage Athletic and Recreation Center was a pristine ... 

Rec Facilities Survey Fails to Ask What Residents Want 
A survey of fields, courts and gymnasimns is fl~e first step toward figufng out what 

recreatiou facilities the ci~ needs, Mayor Jonathan LaBonte told ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Four Steps to Link Sponsorships to LEED Certification 
Tips from 21 athletic and recreation facilibl managers on how LEED certification 

can pay offfor your facilib~. Literally ... 

What You Bring to the Facility Planning Process 
Beware the architect who has all the answers, or the client who has noue. Why 

your input and experti~ is crucial "to any new facili~ project ... 

Online Learning: T~Jning for Your Aquatics Tean~ 
A faster, easier way to train your new employees is here. AB and the Natioual 

Smmming Pool Fouudation have teamed up to otter onliue learning ... 

:~ ABArchitectural Sh ..... Galleries 



Tuesday Takedown: Litde Sense in Volunteer-Coach Ban 

Our country is dealing with a coaching crisis and there is a group out there t~ing to 
ban volunteer coaches? ’][’hat doesn’t add up, writes Dennis Va~ Milligen ... 

Sensor Project to Expaaad from Two NFL Teams to All 32 
More NFL players are likely to wear sensors that assess head impact in games this 

season as the league and the NFL Players Association expand ... 

Opulent Sports Events Losing Luster for Would-Be Hosts 
When FIFA, the governing body of world soccer, chose Brazil to hosl this year’s 

World Cup it seemed a sal~ bet. Brazilians are crazy tbr ... 

IHSA Puts ’Success Factor’ Reclassification on ttold 

On Monday, the Illinois t tigh School Association board of directors voted to wait 

until the 2015-16 school yeax to implement the success factor criteria ... 

Naaning Rights Deal Would Give School Synthetic Turf 
Spending $370,000 to install artificial turf by the fall at Jupiter High School’s 

athletic field is up for final approval at tonight’s council meeting. "New ... 

Opinion: Convert Spring Training Ballpark to Soccer 

There’s no arguing that AI Lang Stadinm was once the primo place to catch a 
spring-training baseball game in Florida. With its waterfi~ont views ... 

Opinion: Cobb Board Blocked Braves Stadium Dissent 
What the commission allowed on the night of the vote was a sickening display of 

affection as 12 supporters showered praise and adtniration on the ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Plm~ to Renovate "~’MCA with Tax Dollars Draws Criticism 

Nearly $5 million in taxpayer money, intended for public green spaces, could 

instead be going toward upgrades at a members-only YMCA. Find out why. 

New Reader Comments: 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory tbr Girls Lacrosse in Florida 

The stu@ of the human braJm is really still in its inthncy. Short of being knocked out 

it is still veD, dillicult to determine the full range of concussions .... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatow for Girls Lacrosse in Florida 

I have coached high school varsity girls lacrosse for 11 years and only had 3 cases 

of concussions - these cases were all a result of body to ground ... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Girls’ Lacrosse in Florida 

It appears that vanity is wi~ming out over safe~. Throwing a ha~l ball at each other 

with sticks and not wearing a helmet is something I never ... 

USA Hockey Policy Statement on the Look-Up Line 
This article is not real clear. It sounds like USA Hockey says the look-np line is 

completely volnntaxy. It is difficult to have statistics and outcomes ... 

Upcoming Events: 
.3_ZI..H_..A__N._ N__U_._A_.L___N .S_ C__A__C__O_N._F_..E_ R._E_N_C_.E___._A_N~_.~3N[N!!~N 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 -- July 12, 2014 ... 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12, 2014 -- July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19, 2014 -- July 22, 2014 ... 

IDEA WORLD FITNE,:,o CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014-- August 17, 2014 ... 

View more event.<; .., 
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To: 
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Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 1:10 PM 
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.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 
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Football players at big schools could Inake several hundred thousaud dollars in 

their college careers if they were paid a portion of the broadcast ... 

Bald Eagles Fol~ce College to SeekNew Stadium Site 
Of all of Ben7 College’s 27,000 acres, this was the spot. Nestled behind the 

Steven J. Cage Athletic and Recreation Center was a pristine ... 

Rec Facilities Survey Fails to Ask What Residents Want 
A survey of fields, courts and gymnasimns is fl~e first step toward figufng out what 

recreatiou facilities the ci~ needs, Mayor Jonathan LaBonte told ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Four Steps to Link Sponsorships to LEED Certification 
Tips from 21 athletic and recreation facilibl managers on how LEED certification 

can pay offfor your facilib~. Literally ... 

What You Bring to the Facility Planning Process 
Beware the architect who has all the answers, or the client who has noue. Why 

your input and experti~ is crucial "to any new facili~ project ... 

Online Learning: T~Jning for Your Aquatics Tean~ 
A faster, easier way to train your new employees is here. AB and the Natioual 

Smmming Pool Fouudation have teamed up to otter onliue learning ... 
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Tuesday Takedown: Litde Sense in Volunteer-Coach Ban 

Our country is dealing with a coaching crisis and there is a group out there t~ing to 
ban volunteer coaches? ’][’hat doesn’t add up, writes Dennis Va~ Milligen ... 

Sensor Project to Expaaad from Two NFL Teams to All 32 
More NFL players are likely to wear sensors that assess head impact in games this 

season as the league and the NFL Players Association expand ... 

Opulent Sports Events Losing Luster for Would-Be Hosts 
When FIFA, the governing body of world soccer, chose Brazil to hosl this year’s 

World Cup it seemed a sal~ bet. Brazilians are crazy tbr ... 

IHSA Puts ’Success Factor’ Reclassification on ttold 

On Monday, the Illinois t tigh School Association board of directors voted to wait 

until the 2015-16 school yeax to implement the success factor criteria ... 

Naaning Rights Deal Would Give School Synthetic Turf 
Spending $370,000 to install artificial turf by the fall at Jupiter High School’s 

athletic field is up for final approval at tonight’s council meeting. "New ... 

Opinion: Convert Spring Training Ballpark to Soccer 

There’s no arguing that AI Lang Stadinm was once the primo place to catch a 
spring-training baseball game in Florida. With its waterfi~ont views ... 

Opinion: Cobb Board Blocked Braves Stadium Dissent 
What the commission allowed on the night of the vote was a sickening display of 

affection as 12 supporters showered praise and adtniration on the ... 
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Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Plm~ to Renovate "~’MCA with Tax Dollars Draws Criticism 

Nearly $5 million in taxpayer money, intended for public green spaces, could 

instead be going toward upgrades at a members-only YMCA. Find out why. 

New Reader Comments: 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory tbr Girls Lacrosse in Florida 

The stu@ of the human braJm is really still in its inthncy. Short of being knocked out 

it is still veD, dillicult to determine the full range of concussions .... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatow for Girls Lacrosse in Florida 

I have coached high school varsity girls lacrosse for 11 years and only had 3 cases 

of concussions - these cases were all a result of body to ground ... 

Helmets Will Be Mandatory for Girls’ Lacrosse in Florida 

It appears that vanity is wi~ming out over safe~. Throwing a ha~l ball at each other 

with sticks and not wearing a helmet is something I never ... 

USA Hockey Policy Statement on the Look-Up Line 
This article is not real clear. It sounds like USA Hockey says the look-np line is 

completely volnntaxy. It is difficult to have statistics and outcomes ... 

Upcoming Events: 
.3_ZI..H_..A__N._ N__U_._A_.L___N .S_ C__A__C__O_N._F_..E_ R._E_N_C_.E___._A_N~_.~3N[N!!~N 
Las Vegas, NV I July 9, 2014 -- July 12, 2014 ... 

SCUP-49 
Pittsburgh, PA I July 12, 2014 -- July 16, 2014 ... 

NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19, 2014 -- July 22, 2014 ... 

IDEA WORLD FITNE,:,o CONVENTION 
Anaheim, CA I August 13, 2014-- August 17, 2014 ... 

View more event.<; .., 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Beyda <~ABeyd~@seatings~lutions.com> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

DreamSeat Team Furniture 

DremnSeat-Product-Catalog.pd£ DreamSeat - Collegiate - Maxket [low resl.pdf; XZipit-TABLES[WEB].pdf 

I hope this message finds you well. 

I was hoping to introduce you to the XZipit line of team themed furniture. Our products are used on the majority of new and renovated collegiate athletics 

facilities projects. 

We furnish team meeting rooms, player lounges, lobby’s, conference rooms, locker rooms, and coaching offices. Attached is a full catalog and photographs 

showing our Full XZipit line in use at various facilities. 

I wanted to see if there was a specific contact I could possibly introduce our products to. 

Sincerely, 

ADAM BEYDA 
60 Austin Blvd. Commack NY 11725 
t: 631 ~856.1066 ext. 55// f: 831.845.0470 
e: ABeyda @d re.~ reseat .corn 
vvvwv,DteamSeaLcom I 



Headquartered in Long Island, NY, DreamSeat, LLC was formed in 2006 as a means to personalizing and branding furniture for professional teams. In 2009, 

DreamSeat arguably created one of the industry’s most revolutionary innovations, XZipit; a patented interchangeable logo panel system that allows the user the flexibility 

to change Iogos on XZipit furniture in seconds. It is widely used by a diverse variety of industries including but not limited to professional teams, colleges, high schools, 

corporations, auto dealerships, firehouses, cigar clubs, casinos, beverage companies, hospitality suites, events and anywhere you sit, including your home. 



Padded armrests with cup-holders c~ 
be adjusted to flip up on center 
end 

Row One’s rocking bask provides 

The ~rgonornic seat cushioe provides 
relief for ~e spine and sJppo~ts the 





XZipit Panels are interchangeable logo panels that easily zip into and out of our full fine of XZipit Furnishings. Pan- 

els are manufactured using high quality embroidery (average stitch count of 70,000) or can be dysubfimated for a full 

photographic look. They can include, but are not limited to, teams (officially licensed by the MLB, NBA, NHL, NASCAR, 

CFL, Ford and select CLC Universities), company Iogos, firehouses, military, video games, photographs, special events 

or almost anything imaginable. All panels are designed and created in-house for the highest quality workmanship and 

quickest turn around. Logo Panels can be personalized to fit any name, slogan, event and more! 

CUENT’S PHOTOS 

Our Photo Panels are dye-sublimated, 

printed on 100% polyester fabric with 

bright vivid colors and extraordinary details. 

The fabric is permanently dyed so it can be 

washed without damaging the qualib~’ of the 

image or fear of the ink bleeding. An infi- 

nite amount of brilliant colors, shading and 

gradients fully printed on your entire panel! 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, June 18, 2014 12:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Redskins Lose Trademark ] Nine-Year-Old Recruited] Teens ’Undark the Park’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Washington Redsldns Lose Federal Trademarks 

It’s being called a "la~d~n~xk decision," but what does this mean ibr the future of the 

embattled nickno~e? ... 

U. of Miami’s Recruitin~ of Nine-Year-Old Raises Questions 
Jaden Newman was a starter on the girls’ varsity basketball temn last season, an 

accomplishment by any measure. It meant she was in the minority ... 

Stadium Surveillance Key in Convicting Railing Slider 
Video surveillm~ce from Ralph Wilson Stadimn that showed Robert ttopkms sliding 

down a rail and climbing back up to his seat tive times belbre failing ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Vi~inia State Parks Audit Yields 93 Recommendations 

The sheer number of problems uncovered by an audit at the slate Depaztmeut of 

Conservation m~d Recreation speaks to an alazming failure in the ... 

Teens’ ’Undark the Pazk’ Campaign Nets $365K in Lighting 
The nights roll lasl longer this summer in a comer of Camden’s Cromer Hill section, 

and will linger, too, when IN1 comes, and even into ... 

WVU AD Lack Looks at O’Bannon Case as La~wer Himself 

If you’re scoring at borne, the O’Bannon side is way ahead right now, but the 

NCAA hasn’t even come to bat, so take that for what it’s worth ... 

ii.~.iI AB Subscribe ] 



AD Joyner, Hired at Peak of PSU Scandal Fallout, to Retire 
Penn State athletic director Dave Joyner, who took over at the height of outrage 

over the Jerry Sandusky child sexual-abuse scandal and hired ... 

Disgraced Coach Masiello Turns Resume ’Mistake’ Posilive 

There is reality, and there is truth. Steve Masiello anderstands the ~eality. He 
understands that some people never will believe him, forever 

Coaches Find Lesson in Tobacco Use from G~-nn’s Death 

Ba~ball legend Tony G~?-nn turned hitting into an art form. His engaging smile and 

high-pitched voice made him an approachable sports ... 

F~rms Picked tbr U. ot ~vom~ng s $M M Pc ol, Arena Renos 
A pair of Wyoming companies have been selected to manage two major spo(ts 
conslmction projects at the Universib’ of Wyoming, including the ... 

Commission Approves $350M in Sun Life Stadiam Up~rades 
’][’he Miami-Dade County Commission on Tuesday approved a deal with Dolphins 

owner Stephen Ross to compensate him for renovating Sun Life ... 

Bills’ Stadium Beer S~]es Plan Goes Flat in Legislatme 
At a time when a $130 million renovation of Ralph Wilson Stadium is under way, 

including new concession areas, the team and Ryan, D-Buflh]o .... 

Anatomy of a Demolition: Cleveland t tigh’s Raider Dome 

The Raider Dome came crashing down in the predawn hours Monday as part of 
demolition to rn~ke way for Cleveland High School’s new gymnasium .... 

AB Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Economist: Student-Athletes Could Make Seven Figures 

If college athletes were paid a portion of the broadcast rights to games similar to 

what NFL players get, they could st~xt taking home major pay days. 

New Reader Comments: 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with Tax Dollars Draws Criticism 

I had a feeling you’d be weighing in on this one, Rob. You have a great point. 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with Tax Dolla~rs Draws Criticism 

This axlicle just ~eminded me--I’ve meamng to ~nd a le~er to the local township 

SuNwisors. I’d like them m buy my health club (we do a lotto improve ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, June 18, 2014 1:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Redskins Lose Trademark ] Nine-Year-Old Recruited] Teens ’Undark the Park’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Washington Redsldns Lose Federal Trademarks 

It’s being called a "la~d~n~xk decision," but what does this mean ibr the future of the 

embattled nickno~e? ... 

U. of Miami’s Recruitin~ of Nine-Year-Old Raises Questions 
Jaden Newman was a starter on the girls’ varsity basketball temn last season, an 

accomplishment by any measure. It meant she was in the minority ... 

Stadium Surveillance Key in Convicting Railing Slider 
Video surveillm~ce from Ralph Wilson Stadimn that showed Robert ttopkms sliding 

down a rail and climbing back up to his seat tive times belbre failing ... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Vi~inia State Parks Audit Yields 93 Recommendations 

The sheer number of problems uncovered by an audit at the slate Department of 

Conservation m~d Recreation speaks to an alazming failure in the ... 

Teens’ ’Undark the Pazk’ Campaign Nets $365K in Lighting 
The nights roll lasl longer this summer in a comer of Camden’s Cromer Hill section, 

and will linger, too, when IN1 comes, and even into ... 

WVU AD Lack Looks at O’Bannon Case as La~wer Himself 

If you’re scoring at borne, the O’Bannon side is way ahead right now, but the 

NCAA hasn’t even come to bat, so take that for what it’s worth ... 

ii.~.iI AB Subscribe ] 



AD Joyner, Hired at Peak of PSU Scandal Fallout, to Retire 
Penn State athletic director Dave Joyner, who took over at the height of outrage 

over the Jerry Sandusky child sexual-abuse scandal and hired ... 

Disgraced Coach Masiello Turns Resume ’Mistake’ Posilive 

There is reality, and there is truth. Steve Masiello anderstands the ~eality. He 
understands that some people never will believe him, forever 

Coaches Find Lesson in Tobacco Use from G~-nn’s Death 

Ba~ball legend Tony G~?-nn turned hitting into an art form. His engaging smile and 

high-pitched voice made him an approachable sports ... 

F~rms Picked tbr U. ot ~vom~ng s $M M Pc ol, Arena Renos 
A pair of Wyoming companies have been selected to manage two major spo(ts 
conslmction projects at the Universib’ of Wyoming, including the ... 

Commission Approves $350M in Sun Life Stadiam Up~rades 
’][’he Miami-Dade County Commission on Tuesday approved a deal with Dolphins 

owner Stephen Ross to compensate him for renovating Sun Life ... 

Bills’ Stadium Beer S~]es Plan Goes Flat in Legislatme 
At a time when a $130 million renovation of Ralph Wilson Stadium is under way, 

including new concession areas, the team and Ryan, D-Buflh]o .... 

Anatomy of a Demolition: Cleveland t tigh’s Raider Dome 

The Raider Dome came crashing down in the predawn hours Monday as part of 
demolition to rn~ke way for Cleveland High School’s new gymnasium .... 

AB Aquatics Online Learning 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Economist: Student-Athletes Could Make Seven Figures 

If college athletes were paid a portion of the broadcast rights to games similar to 

what NFL players get, they could st~xt taking home major pay days. 

New Reader Comments: 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with Tax Dollars Draws Criticism 

I had a feeling you’d be weighing in on this one, Rob. You have a great point. 

Plan to Renovate YMCA with Tax Dolla~rs Draws Criticism 

This axlicle just ~eminded me--I’ve meamng to ~nd a le~er to the local township 

SuNwisors. I’d like them m buy my health club (we do a lotto improve ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Li~ Saa6 <Lis~hit4you,uet;~ 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 10:25 AM 

Coming to NortJ~ Caroliua 

This is a perfect opportunity to host }/our own educational program for 

students. Let {~~C ~?mmats,::: [)ia~s~os help you tackle these hot cam pus 

issues: 

, Racism, sexism, and homophobia 

, Alcohol and dmgabuse 

, Sexual oommunieationo date rape and Title IX suggested training 
for students 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

World Cup Security Breakdown ] $6M Judgment Against Gold’s Gym i Anti- Social Media? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Chile~l Soccer Fm~s Storm World Cup Stadium 

If there’s one thing we can learn from the f~- fueled fiasco at Marcana Stadium on 

Wednesday, it’s that Chile’s soccer t:ans will do just about... 

Gold’s GYm Hit with $6M Judgment Over Contract Terms 
A civil action alleged the gym had illegally profited offmembers for years by 

maJdng it nearly impossible to get ont of gym contracts ... 

Summer Camp Participant Drowns in Park District Pool 
A 6-year-old Justice boy died Wednesday Mter lifegum-ds pulled him unresponsive 

from a Bridgeview pool Tuesday afternoon. At 1:43 p.m ..... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Fif[h Record Sought at World’s Largest Swimming Lesson 
The 30-minute lesson is expected to surpass last year’s world record of 32,450 

swimmers at 432 facilities in 13 difi~rent conntries aJl learning to ... 

Ruling tleartens ’Redsking Opponents, Changes Nothing 
The Washington NFL team can still call it~lf"Redskms." That didn’t cha~ge with 

Wednesday’s ruling by a federal trademark board. But opponents ... 

Is Social Media MakiiN Us Anti-Social? 

Social Inedia can open doors for networking and professional development, but 

nothing can replace the vaJue of redt-life ~elationships, writes ABC ... 

Athletic Biz Twitter ] 



Ice Arena Conversion to Year-Round Rec Facility Draws Ire 

Ice hockey and ska’6ng clubs are thming over Fitchburg State Universi~ President 
Robert V. Antonucci’s decision Wednesday to convert ... 

Allowing Concessions Stand at Complex to Net City $26K 
For tnore than a dozen years, the Eddie C. Moore complex has hosted a number 

of major softball tournaments, including the popular USF ... 

NeMv Renovated Arena Scores $2.5M Naming Rights Deal 
Cross Insurance announced on Wednesday that it has bought the naming rights of 

the 7,000 seat Portland arena for $2.5 million ... 

Officials Unsure Where Civic Center Recycling Goes 
Members of the Kanawha County Solid Waste Authorib~ aren’t sure what happens 

to recycling collected at the Charleston Civic Center ... 

Small Pro’ate College Hoping Sports Boost Enrollment 

Villa M~ia, the small Catholic commuter college located on the Cheektowaga- 

Buffalo border, has big plans for its future, including adding ... 

Numbers Show Soccer Has Potentia1 to Be Huge in U.S. 

It strikes me that at least some in the bored- stiff category would change their minds 

about soccer if they had witnessed the stirring 2-1 U.S. victory ... 

Columnist: Baseball Has Booted the Tobacco-Ban Issue 

Now that he’s dead from oral cancer at 54, I wish baseball had banned the 
practice during Tony Gwynn’s 20-year Hall of Fame career .... 

O’Bannon Case: Is NCAA Defendina the Indefensible? 

The NC/L~k Inight be losing the Ed O’Bannon case. If testimony this week is any 

indication, the NCAA is reeling in its eflbrt to ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

WashinNton Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 

The U.S. Patent Oltice ruled that the "Redskins" nicknan~e is "disparaging" and 
can’t be protected. Will this force the team to change its name? 

Industry Press Room: 

USA Hocke’~ Policy Statement on the Look-Up Line 

Scranton Products Hits the Mark for Durability and Design 

2014 MVP Awmd Given to AmerBrite White LED Replacement Lamp 

Read more 

New Reader Comments: 

WVU AD Luck Looks at O’Bannon Case as Lmx~,er Himself 
There is non-recruited sludent athlete exemption rule in division I under bylaw 

14.5.5.2 that allows such transt~rs 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 

’][’his will not hold up at a]l.. This decision opens up a whole gammit of anit-trust 

clo~ms by the Redskins. government interference in a business ... 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
Good point. David. I didn’t include this in the article, but found it interesting: From 

April 1, 2012 to March 2013, more jerseys of Redskins QB Robert ... 

Coaches Find Lesson in Tobacco Use from Gwynffs Death 
It’s a sad story but hopefully the Gwynn thmily will allow his image and story to be 

told to young athletes who think chew mad other tobacco is cool. 



Miami’s Recruiting of Nine-Year-Old Raises 0uestions 
it i s am~ing that coaches think their tenure will be long enough to see the fi-uits of 

recruiting young children. The NCAA should also ban the use ... 

Washin£ton Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
Assuming this ruling stands over time Syder would loose money on sales of 

knockoffrnerchandise. These millions to rebrand would probably ... 

WVU AD Luck Looks at O’Bannon Case as Lawyer Himself 

All non-recruited, non- scholm~hip players should be allowed to transfer without 

penal~iloss of playing lime or eligibilib~. Coaches who make ... 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
The WashinTton team haYe a meaningful and natural answer tbr their mascot - 

"Americm~s". It might expand their influence/market and Iyossibly ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

World Cup Security Breakdown ] $6M Judgment Against Gold’s Gym i Anti- Social Media? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Chile~l Soccer Fm~s Storm World Cup Stadium 

If there’s one thing we can learn from the f~- fueled fiasco at Marcana Stadium on 

Wednesday, it’s that Chile’s soccer t:ans will do just about... 

Gold’s GYm Hit with $6M Judgment Over Contract Terms 
A civil action alleged the gym had illegally profited offmembers for years by 

maJdng it nearly impossible to get ont of gym contracts ... 

Summer Camp Participant Drowns in Park District Pool 
A 6-year-old Justice boy died Wednesday Mter lifegum-ds pulled him unresponsive 

from a Bridgeview pool Tuesday afternoon. At 1:43 p.m ..... 

N:I: Axiall Corp. 

Fif[h Record Sought at World’s Largest Swimming Lesson 
The 30-minute lesson is expected to surpass last year’s world record of 32,450 

swimmers at 432 facilities in 13 difi~rent conntries aJl learning to ... 

Ruling tleartens ’Redsking Opponents, Changes Nothing 
The Washington NFL team can still call it~lf"Redskms." That didn’t cha~ge with 

Wednesday’s ruling by a federal trademark board. But opponents ... 

Is Social Media MakiiN Us Anti-Social? 

Social Inedia can open doors for networking and professional development, but 

nothing can replace the vaJue of redt-life ~elationships, writes ABC ... 

Athletic Biz Twitter ] 



Ice Arena Conversion to Year-Round Rec Facility Draws Ire 

Ice hockey and ska’6ng clubs are thming over Fitchburg State Universi~ President 
Robert V. Antonucci’s decision Wednesday to convert ... 

Allowing Concessions Stand at Complex to Net City $26K 
For tnore than a dozen years, the Eddie C. Moore complex has hosted a number 

of major softball tournaments, including the popular USF ... 

NeMv Renovated Arena Scores $2.5M Naming Rights Deal 
Cross Insurance announced on Wednesday that it has bought the naming rights of 

the 7,000 seat Portland arena for $2.5 million ... 

Officials Unsure Where Civic Center Recycling Goes 
Members of the Kanawha County Solid Waste Authorib~ aren’t sure what happens 

to recycling collected at the Charleston Civic Center ... 

Small Pro’ate College Hoping Sports Boost Enrollment 

Villa M~ia, the small Catholic commuter college located on the Cheektowaga- 

Buffalo border, has big plans for its future, including adding ... 

Numbers Show Soccer Has Potentia1 to Be Huge in U.S. 

It strikes me that at least some in the bored- stiff category would change their minds 

about soccer if they had witnessed the stirring 2-1 U.S. victory ... 

Columnist: Baseball Has Booted the Tobacco-Ban Issue 

Now that he’s dead from oral cancer at 54, I wish baseball had banned the 
practice during Tony Gwynn’s 20-year Hall of Fame career .... 

O’Bannon Case: Is NCAA Defendina the Indefensible? 

The NC/L~k Inight be losing the Ed O’Bannon case. If testimony this week is any 

indication, the NCAA is reeling in its eflbrt to ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

WashinNton Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 

The U.S. Patent Oltice ruled that the "Redskins" nicknan~e is "disparaging" and 
can’t be protected. Will this force the team to change its name? 

Industry Press Room: 

USA Hocke’~ Policy Statement on the Look-Up Line 

Scranton Products Hits the Mark for Durability and Design 

2014 MVP Awmd Given to AmerBrite White LED Replacement Lamp 

Read more 

New Reader Comments: 

WVU AD Luck Looks at O’Bannon Case as Lmx~,er Himself 
There is non-recruited sludent athlete exemption rule in division I under bylaw 

14.5.5.2 that allows such transt~rs 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 

’][’his will not hold up at a]l.. This decision opens up a whole gammit of anit-trust 

clo~ms by the Redskins. government interference in a business ... 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
Good point. David. I didn’t include this in the article, but found it interesting: From 

April 1, 2012 to March 2013, more jerseys of Redskins QB Robert ... 

Coaches Find Lesson in Tobacco Use from Gwynffs Death 
It’s a sad story but hopefully the Gwynn thmily will allow his image and story to be 

told to young athletes who think chew mad other tobacco is cool. 



Miami’s Recruiting of Nine-Year-Old Raises 0uestions 
it i s am~ing that coaches think their tenure will be long enough to see the fi-uits of 

recruiting young children. The NCAA should also ban the use ... 

Washin£ton Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
Assuming this ruling stands over time Syder would loose money on sales of 

knockoffrnerchandise. These millions to rebrand would probably ... 

WVU AD Luck Looks at O’Bannon Case as Lawyer Himself 

All non-recruited, non- scholm~hip players should be allowed to transfer without 

penal~iloss of playing lime or eligibilib~. Coaches who make ... 

Washington Redskins Lose Federal Trademarks 
The WashinTton team have a meaningful and natural answer tbr their mascot - 

"Americm~s". It might expand their influence/market and Iyossibly ... 
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FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PiaJ~eta Sport by 3D group <intb 3d-group.i@mail174.at161.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 3:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Italy Stx~rt Tours Proposals 

italy Spols Tou=’s, Newsiette=" g? [ Ji;~e 2014 

ITALY SPORT TOURS 
PIANETA SPORT provides sports tours for college, university, club, academy and high 
school teams in Italy and countries nearby. We customize and arrange every aspect of 
your tour and thanks to our 20 years experience in Sport Travels we can provide an 
unforgettable experience. The high quality of our services will make your tour an unique 
experience, something you will remember forever. 

We can arrange tours for the following sports: basketball, football, hockey, ice hockey, 
field hockey, gymnastic, soccer, rugby, swimming, water polo, tennis, volley, softball, 
baseball, golf, track & field (other sports on request). 

The itineraries listed below and in our website are suggestions based on our past 

experience but you can modify the number of days, the cities visited, the activities, etc. 

Contact us at 0039 031 5378921 or !O[~@P!~D~P~[~;,grq to have more information. 

Italy... your dream can become true! 



Fie[once sn:,a (2), ,"diiari sirpoR srea (!) 

~i~ed t~: Milan, Venice, Florence 

S~g~tsee~: Cocqo Verona Lucca end P~se 

Cost per per.sor~ from E~r@ 8t 

3 free places included 

Rome (4) Sorrento erea {3} 

vis~ed: Rcme Vatk:an City bJapies. 

Cost per persors irom Eu~o 705,00 

3 free places included 

TOUR DETAILS 

Over~@hts: Rome (4) FJorer=ce area 

Cost per persors irom Eu~o 878,00 

3 free places included 

a dwisien of 3D rout Operator (v¢¢/w 3&group it,’) 

PULLY L~E~SED A~) ~NSUREB TOUR OPERATOR 

Via Carleni 8 22100 Coma - 

TeL 0039 031 5378999 - ~ax 0039 031 301392 

e~a~: info@p~anetaspo~ org, web: 

@ 

3D SRL 

C,:X!I,:;, C,:; 22100 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Martinez <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 9:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Training Benchmarking Resources for You 

Hi Vince, 

Next week we are rolling out our Ii.,IIU..,!!..!.I.I!IL:.=.,I~:I.:.!II. 
!:ii:.!?.!:~:~i:;.:ii :~i~‘~;‘.~L~i~i:~i!~.ii~.ii~.~L.~.~b~.~;~i~.!~iid:i1L~!~L~;;~.~.~::~i.~ where you’ll 
learn how top organizations are using creative 
approaches to cover more risk areas. You’ll also learn 
what your peers are saying is the single most effective 
training format for learning retention, behavior change, 
legal defensibility and more. 

Training BenchmarkWebinar: How Does 

Your Compliance Training Program Measure 
Up 

If you’ve been feeling like budget and seat-time are 
limiting your ability to train effectively or completely, you 
are not alone. Many organizations continue to struggle 
with covering all of their relevant risk areas and making 
sure supervisors get the training they need to handle 
complaints appropriately and avoid missteps. 

When you [:.:.~i:~.d.,j:.:.:.L.!.,::~.Lii:!-:;.~:L!.::.:£:!::~:i!-:;.:.i~.!:, you’ll also be pre- 
registered to receive the full benchmark report as soon 
as it is available. You’ll also have immediate access to a 
sneak peek infographic that shares three key survey 
findings. 

Date: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 
Time: 10:00A~ PTi t:00P~ ET 
Location: Online 

I hope you’re able to make it! 

Rebecca Martinez 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Miller CPA, President <jmiller@mille~jcpa.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 1:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sports Financial Advisors Association 

2014 Conference 
the Excitement is Building 

Become I nvolved 

Save $ 

Find ou[ how you carl get invoived as 

we work to be~er tile financial life of 

athletes 

Financial Literacy is a BOT TOF1C and 

~can be your access to WOrk~n~ with 

professional athletes 

Contact us for More Info[ma~ion 

[ ~ 

As you may know, the SFAA Members have been 
working with Professional Athletes and Entertainment 
3rofessionals for over 20 years~ 

The 2014 Conference is being planned TODAY 
Be ready for announcements regarding 

Speakers 
Sponsorship 
Agenda 
Location (Somewhere in Miami, FL) 
and more 

contact us TODAY if you want to sponsor our 
conference be on a pannel, speaking opportunities or 
just GET INVOLVED, 

Please forward this to anyone you know that has a 



~assion for Financial Literacy and working for the 
betterment of Current and Former professional athletes, 

The SFAA is a non-profit organization whose mission is 
to promote, to professional sports community, licensed 
financial advisors dedicated to working in the sports 
arena, SFAA members shall strive to maintain the 
highest standards of excellence and ethics, Athletes, 
their families, coaches, team executives, leagues, 
players associations and athletic organizations will 

know that SFAA members have the education, 
experience, integrity and resources needed to help 
them reach tlleJr financiaJ goa~s, The organization wiJl 
3ursue these objectives by providing a broad range of 
membe~ services i~cludi~g educational programs, 
networking opportunities~ and ~ ~nnual conference, 
]~formation regarding the SF~ can be found at 

www.sportsfinancial,org, 

:S~ili!i~:ve :if!ill EARLY BI RD DISCOU NTS DO APPLY 
FIND OUT MORE TODAY! 

Forward this email 

This email was £,erl[ to iile@uncaa.unc.edu by jrrfiller@milleljcpa.com :: 
U#dat~ F’r£fi]~m~j]Address ~nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Priva~Po[ic~ 

SPORTS FINANCIAL ADVISORS ASSOCiATiON :: [0645 N TATUN BLVD ~ SUITE 200608 ~ Phoenix :: AZ ~ 85028 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Brian Cain <brima 1 @briancain.com> 

Saturday, June 21, 2014 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

You’~e about to tniss out’. 

Vince, 

This is pretty much your last chance to get my newest book, The 
Leadership Clock, at the introductory price of only $9. 

..................... ~::_o_:_~_~_~_~:~_~::_~_~_o_~_o_~_~_~ ........................... 

On Monday (June 23rd), the price of this book is going up to $39, so you 
better get it now, because chances are you won’t see it at this price again. 

~!~!~[~!~!~‘~e~D~r]1~?~!]~!r~L~g~e~! 

Good luck, 

Brian 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don’t want to get emails from me anymore, click the link below: 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, June 23, 2014 7:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Spa(tan Stadium Get’s New Branding Graphics 

VJnce, 

Spartan Stadium, home of the Greater Atlanta Christian Spartan’s, had all the 
makings of a great facility but was missing something to make it its own. Will 
Harper, Athletic Director of Greater Atlanta, wanted to give his stadium a 
unique look and feel that represented his program. Will’s vision was to create 
an eye catching mural that welcomed all spectators to Spartan Stadium, as 
well as showcase Greater Atlanta’s athletic program. BigSigns.com worked 
with Will to accomplish his vision and I know we can do the same for you. 
Take a look below and let me know if you want a free moc~<-~p & ~uote, 

S#~dJ~t~ ~.¥~’~ are the perfect solution to give your stadium a one-of-a-kind 
look. BigSigns.com will handle all aspects of customizing your stadium; from design, 
to manufacture to installation. 

"These graphics look great! I think the response people have had on 
them may even open some doors for branding on other parts of our 



campus. 

- WiB Harper 

¯ ~#3£.~..~Z~##~:~. are custom made by 
printing anything £rom logos to digita!ly 
printed, four-color photos. Your images 
are printed using top-of-the-line, UV- 
protected Ultra-Brite inks. Your graphics 
will really stand out and last for years! 

~.~’~" Rcece~ G~’~%~#~#~s will instantly 
amp up your locker rooms into the 
ultimate prep room for your players. Not 
only will these graphics make your 
facility more appealing, it will also boost 
your player’s spirits before every game 

Or Call 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. I guarantee you’ll 

be happy with the results. 

Thank you and have a gre, at day, 

Corey Leonard 

President 

800o790,76;&& 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency Quality Design I Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, Hanufacture, Znstallation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AirCharterWorld- Eoinl,ee<eoin acworld.com@maill71 .us4.mcsv.net> 

Monday, June 23, 2014 3:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NCAA 2014-15 Basketba]l - Air Cha~ter 

Private Air Charter for NCAA Universities 
We ca~ sou~e, arra~Ne, and ma~age your next 

NC~ 2014 -15 BASKETBALL SEASON 

Resewe now to ensure ~e right 

A~RC RAFT ~1-~ EN YOU N EED TH 

Founded ir~ 1988 and headquartered near San Francisco, AirCharter Wodd is a team of 

e:<perienced commerciaf air transport prefessionals, who have an excess of 25 years of 

airline and ~v~at~on ~ndus~ry experience, 

ACW alranges chatter agreements with public and private U,S, air carriers for Division 1 

Universities ACW can act as your 24/7 onocalf aviation department 

Turboprop 
Aircraft: 
~, 30, or 76 seat 
passenger 
layouts: vI~, .~-~i~, 

ar~’a~{~ a Saab 2000 ~,>~" 

AERCHARTER 

WORLD is proud to 

present the new 

EMBRAER 190 

aircraft available for 

the 2014-15 season. 

This aircraft has 

Regional Jets: 
30, 50, or 100 seat 

passenger 

layouts: ,a~, ~,~ 

s~i~g~ ;’~- .,,’~r 2014-15 

BASKETBALL TEAM 



seats~ first 20 scats 

arc premium 

economy with 80 

standard in a 2x2 

setting. Ample room 

~br passengers and 

cargo. Non-stop 

service within 2400 

NMiles. Wi-Fi 
included 

Eoin B. Lee 
St. Director of Charter 

AirCharter World 
395 Taylor Blvd. Ste 100 
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 

1.925.787.2829 Direct 
1N251602~5330 Office 
~.~.!~::@.~.~.~.!:!.~:.~.!:~:~ 

Visit us at: 
http://www.acv~orld.com 
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Summary: 
Wainstein, a former federal prosecutor, told the UNC Board of Governors on Friday that his investigation 

of classes advertised as lectures that didn’t meet stretches back to the 1980s and has involved review of 
thousands of student records, including transcripts. 

Wainstein said at a short news conference after the meeting that McCants had declined to be 

interviewed in May. Wainstein said he hopes McCants will reconsider. 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O6/20/3951434/kenneth-wainstein-updates- 
unc.html?sp=/99/102/110/112/973/ 

Carolina Commitment: http://carolinacommitment.unc.edu/updates/transcript-of-kenneth-wainsteins- 

remarks-at-the-board-of-governors-meeting/ 

http://www~b~b~eesays.c~m/B~~gs/B~bLee-Says/June-2~14/P~aying-The-End-Game-Game.aspx 

Summary: 
Julius Nyang’oro, 59, a former chairman of African studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill, is due in Orange County court next week on a felony fraud charge. Nyang’oro could face up to 10 

months in prison if convicted. 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O6/21/3953917 /ex-prof-in-unc-academic- 
scandal.html?sp:/99/102/110/112/973/ 

Summary: 
The administration has spent a couple of million dollars, more or less, to deal with the widespread 

perception that they’re not doing anything about the Problem That Must Not Be Named, when it would 

almost certainly have been cheaper just to do something. 

Is there any hope for UNC? Some people have always believed that we’re just another big Southern 

state university wagged by the tail of its athletic program -- more successful than most at concealing 

the fact, that’s all. Are we determined to confirm that opinion? Does anyone care? 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



We probably can’t look to the Board of Trustees for restraint. Three trustees were instrumental in 

bringing Butch Davis to Chapel Hill, and the current crop seem to have bought the line that everything is 

being taken care of (nothing to see here, keep moving). It may be relevant that three of them are on the 

board of the Rams Club; one chairs it and the chairman of the Board of Trustees is his vice-chairman. Got 

that? 

William Friday put his hope in our alumni. In that last interview he said, "There are thousands of alumni 

who look upon what happened with serious concern, and I don’t believe they’re going to tolerate it." 

Could he be right? The best of our graduates have always taken even more pride in our academic 

reputation than in our NCAA championships, and many recognize that these accumulating scandals have 

disgraced their university and devalued their degrees. 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/lifestyle/opinion/whatever-became-carolina-way/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Lazarus200500 

Posted: 6/20/2014 4:02 PM 
I am sitting on 100% proof that a prominent member of UNC’s football team is receiving impermissible 

benefits not afforded to a non-athlete. I will continue to sit on this information until a couple of football 

games have been played this fall. The proof of the violations are in writing from UNC personnel and in 

photographs. I am currently working with media on the NCAA violations. 

MW indicated that other players are going to come forward. The identifications of those people will be 

critical as will when it happens. A safe bet is that more transcripts will be in hand. 

Since they also mentioned that the release of their book has been reset for Spring, both these things will 

likely be revealed be after the Wainstein production has been fully digested. 

my wife went to UNC, but still pulls for NC State. When she was applying to graduate she was told they 

made a mistake and she needed 3 more credits. She was told she could either take a science class with 
a lab only available during the day, but she could not do this because she was working full time. They 

told another option was that she could take African American Bioethics with Dr Nyango’oro as the 

professor. The great part of his class was that she did [not] have to attend class and all she had to do 

was write papers. She took the class, wrote the papers, and nothing was graded. She ended up with an A 

and graduated on time. We are both convinced this class was designed for athletes, but they stuck her in 

to make it look like non athletes were in the class too. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Summary: 
Industry leaders comment on possible changes to transfer rules, SMU AD Hart unsure why transfer 

situation has been included in ’autonomy bucket’, hopes entire membership gets to vote on 

alterations, Big 12 Commissioner Bowlsby talks about balance between being fair to student-athletes & 

former school’s investment, more. 

makes-call 

Summary: 
Arizona releases 2013-14 Year In Review video, emphasizes department’s five goals & principles while 

showcasing on-field & on-court success, 453 student-athletes earned a GPA of 3.0 or higher, includes full 

renderings of McKale Center renovations, nearing goal of 12k Wildcat Club members by the end of this 

month. 

Article Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1PVn H61Djg&feature=youtu.be&hq_e=el&hq_m=698053&hq_l= 

5&hq_v=952d9f41cd 

Summary: 
USC is stepping its game up with scholarships. Announced today, usc will offer four-year scholarships 

to all student-athletes in revenue sports such as football and basketball instead of the typical one-year 

scholarships previously offered. 

"In taking this action, USC hopes to help lead the effort to refocus on student-athlete welfare on and off 

the field," USC AD Pat Haden said. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Summary: 

From 2008-09 through 2012-13, Denison University awarded 24 student-athletes impermissible financial 

aid when it considered athletics participation when determining financial aid packages, according to 

findings by the NCAA Division III Committee on Infractions. The university offered prospects an 

application process that allowed the prospect to submit information that considered, among other 

things, athletics participation in place of a standardized test score in order to gain admission. Because of 

this, the committee determined that Denison failed to monitor its financial aid process and failed to 

educate its admissions and financial aid personnel. 

Penalties in this case, including those self-imposed by the university, include two years of probation, a 

review of the financial aid process during each year of probation and a vacation of participation in NCAA 

championships in three sports, administrative and reporting requirements. 

aid-process 
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Summary: 
The head of the Big Ten painted a dire picture Friday of what college sports would look like if players 

were paid. He said his conference likely would cease to exist and the Rose Bowl probably would not be 

played. 

Jim Delany said the idea of paying players goes against the entire college experience and he couldn’t see 

league members agreeing to it. If some did, he said, they likely would be kicked out of the conference 

because the move would create an imbalance among schools that could not be resolved. 

The longtime commissioner said it also would bring about the end of the Rose Bowl as a traditional New 

Year’s Day game between Big Ten and Pac-12 teams. 

"There wouldn’t be a Rose Bowl if either they or we were operating in a very different wavelength in 

terms of paying players," Delany said. 

Article Link: 

http://espn~g~~~~m/~~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/:1:1:113811/big-ten-c~mmissi~ner-jim-de~any-takes-stand- 

ed-obannon-trial 

Summary: 
The Supreme Court on Monday left in place a ban on sports gambling in New Jersey, rebuffing an 

attempt to bring betting on professional and college sporting events to Atlantic City casinos and the 

state’s racetracks. 

The justices did not comment in letting stand lower court rulings that struck down New Jersey’s sports 

betting law because it conflicts with a federal law that allows state-sanctioned sports gambling only in 

Nevada and three other states. 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/new-y~rk/nba/st~ry/--jid/1112255~/supreme-c~urt-uph~~ds-ban-sp~rts-betting-nj 
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Reverence Ge~erat~or~ and Facilities 

Summary: 
NCAA releases 2013-14 MBB attendance data, overall decrease of over 350k from 2012-13 though 60k 

of dip is from NCAA Tourney attendance, Syracuse, Kentucky &.Louisville only three school that averaged 

more than 20k per game, average across all of DI was a touch over 5k, Nebraska with greatest year over 
year increase 

Article Links: 

http://www.c~urier-j~urna~.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~6/19/syracuse~t~ps~uk-basketba~~- 

attendance-u-l-third/10861195/ 

PDF: http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/stats/m_basketball_RB/Reports/attend/2014.pdf 

Summary: 
West Virginia AD Luck expects the Mountaineers to finish their 2013-14 budget cycle at a break-even 

point, says guaranteed monies from Big 12 & IMG put department in a solid position, always worried 

about fluctuations of Mountaineer Athletic Club tickets & donations, "We’re certainly in a better spot 

than...had we stayed in the Big East." 

Article Link: 
http://www.wvgazette.com/article/20140619/GZ02/140619070/1115 

Summary: 
Louisiana-Lafayette AD Farmer announces addition of 30’ tall by 54’ wide HD jumbotron to Cajun 

Field thanks to a deal with Daktronics, will greatly improve fan experience, increase exposure for 

sponsors & add more sales inventory, board can be divided into a number of sections for different uses 

pre-, during &. post-game. 

Article Link: 
http://www.katc.com/news/fans-at-cajun-field-get-ready-for-a-new-high-def-jum botron-/ 
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Summary: 
Cincinnati’s US Bank Arena could be a future home for University of CincinnatiBasketball, though AD 

Bohn & Prez Ono insist they’re exploring all options on the right situation for the Bearcats that could 

include renovating current digs in Fifth Third Arena, city leaders point to regional comparisons in 

Louisville, Indy & Columbus. 

Article Link: 
http://www~cincinnati.c~m/st~ry/m~ney/2~14/~6/19/us~bank-arena-upgrade-p~ans-back-square- 

one/11028467/ 

Summary: 
After gaining approval for new Softball stadium, Missouri AD Alden touches on other possible facility 

projects for the Tigers, new indoor FB practice facility could be online in the next two years, discussing a 

human performance lab with MU Health Care, further expansion at Faurot Field all about ticket sales, 

excited about possible Welcome Center. 

projects/article_b4d4dSae-f7fd-1 le3-8824-0017a43b2370.html 

Summary: 
Perks at special event for new members of USC’s Trojan Athletic Fund included taking to the turf at 

the John McKay Center for indoor drills conducted by strength & conditioning staffers, more action on 

the Howard Jones practice field & a photo opportunity with HC Sarkisian. 

Article Link: 
http://www.usctrojans.com/blog/2014/O6/photo-gallery-new-member-day.html 

Summary: 
Oklahoma Board of Regents meeting on Monday includes a number of athletics items including approval 

to continue moving forward with Populous on renovations to Memorial Stadium, also seeking an ’ok’ are 

a $469m charter air travel contract for FB with United, review of contracts for AD Castiglione & all 

coaches. 
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Article Link: 
http://newsok.com/ou-stadium-renovations-on-the-board-of-regents-agenda-next- 

week/article/4946656 

Summary: 
Review of Washington State AD Moos & his plans to reinvest in more facility projects after the 

completion of new FB Operations Building, indoor practice facility up next will benefit FB, Baseball, 

Soccer & others, increased Pac-12 TV revenues key to Cougars growth, wants to see Martin Stadium sold 

out before exploring an expansion. 

Article Link: 
http://www~c~ugcenter.c~m/2~14/6/19/58~6164/bi~~-m~~s-f~~tba~~-~perati~ns-bui~ding-wsu 

Summary: 
The University of Kentucky announced on Monday that it had sold its multimedia marketing rights to a 

company founded by former San Diego Padres owner John Moores. 

Moores’ JMI Sports has agreed to pay $210 million total, including a 529.4 million signing bonus, to own 

the radio rights for Kentucky football, men’s and women’s basketball and baseball games. The deal also 

allows JMI to sell and profit from the school’s stadium and arena signage, future naming rights, in-game 

promotions and coaches’ endorsements, among other things. The school, for example, will pay men’s 

basketball coach John Calipari $4.5 million for his endorsement rights this upcoming season. 

The terms represent a 74 percent average annual increase from the Wildcats’ current deal with ING, 

which will expire in April 2015. Unlike the current deal, this deal does not include television rights, 

mainly because of the founding of the SEC Network, which is owned by ESPN. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~.c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/11122483/kentucky-wi~dcats~se~~-marketing-rights-jmi- 

sports 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Bowen <tbowenL~wet[beats.com> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 9:32 AM 

life, Vince <it[e@unc.edu> 

Supporting your athtetic teams 

My name is Tim Bowen, I represent a company catted WELLBEATS~ (formerly Fitness On Request). I wanted to see if you had 

time to connect in the near future; we recentty just formed a strate81c partnership with EXOS~ (formerly Athtetes 

Performance) and with this retationship, I believe that we are set up to support you and your athtetic teams in a reat[y 

unique way! 

WELLBEATS came into the fitness industry in 2008 as the first ever video-based Stoup fitness ptatform and has recently been 

expandin8 rapidty in the education sector. Our solutions arrow students to have untimited access to pre-recorded fitness 

c[asses that p[ay on a 8iant HD projection or TV system! 

In my opinion, our partnership with EXOS~ is what makes this such a dynamic fit for your school Athletic success is about 

two thinss: strensth and speed - two areas in which EXOS has incredibte expertise and scientificatty based methodoto£ies. 

EXOS is known for their unparatte[ed resutts in trainin8 elite athtetes, U.S. mititary special operation units, Otympians, and 

even 11 prayers chosen in the first round of the 2014 NFL draft! This year they approached us to make their prosrammin8 

readily avaitabte for students of at[ fitness [evets throush our virtuat solutions. Paired with our robust [ibrary of £roup fitness 

proo=rammins, it makes for a 8rear offerin8 that students LOVE. 

We’ve been in conversations with schoots about usin8 WELLBEATS ctasses in P.E. pro£ram% as a way to train athtetes in and 

out of season, and just as a 8enerat recreation offerin£ for students or the community. I’d love to team more about your 

atMetic proo=rams, share our vision with you, and see if we can hetp your students train tike the pros! 

Let me know if you’d be interested in schedutin8 a hatf hour webinar. 

A[[ the best, 

WELLBEATS~ (formerty Fitness On Request) 

www.welLb.~!~ts.o:;m / muiti- family 

tbowen~.~.vei/beats.com I 763.400.8526 

Copydsht © 2014 Fitness on Request 

Our address is 11600 96th Ave North, Maple Grove, MN, 55369, USA 

If you do not wish to receive future emai[, click here. 

(You can atso send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The Inventor TaJ~es the Hits 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

:~ Iowa Star .... ks up a storm 

i.~.i Built Tough 

Facebo X:I :~ h ~i Regupol 

ok                        c 

t 

u 

About ~dHAgL frem Athletic Business: 

Ti~is program got select advert.isers helps ~s to cor~tim~e producing tile le~ding edH,-.orial prod~Jcts 

I’,,1~n~,ge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to f=_ltL:~e emaiis of this ~ype == Forward 

AB Media Inc 
27 E Mifflin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq 

~,~ ::!0;4 i Privacy Policy 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I~-isten Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Telling your sto~ 

To skim and share this newsletter click here 



I know that you’d rather be reading a story - maybe on some 

beach, somewhere, but during this week, it ~ important f!~r you 

to tell your story: a story about how a dri~’e through could be 

an important tool fi)r your pharmacy; a story about how 

increased ~,isitor spending could make a huge impact on your 

bottom line; or the story of how hoher standards for students 

are important to the business community, I told the story of 

many Chamber members last ~veek on the air at WCttL. tlelp 

us continue to tell your story. 



Tonight at their last 
meeting before summer, 
the Carrboro Board of 
Aldermen will take up 
drive-throughs. The 
proposal on the table is a 
ban on all drive 
throughs except 
pharmacies. Read more 
about the proposal here, 
here., here, and here. We believe drive throughs are a tool that 
should be available to restaurants, banks, and pharmacies, 
including locally owned and operated businesses. Your input as 
a business community member and/or a Carrboro resident is 
important. Email the Town Clerk at 
ewilson(~townofearrboro.org to discuss the economic benefits of 
drive throughs or consider attending tonight’s meeting at ~ 3o 
p.m. at Carrboro Town Hall. 

A ~M~:~X}_k_~£~a!. in front of the 
Genes’a] ~sembly would allow 
No~ Carolina distilleries ~o 
one i~em per year’ per pers~ n 
t~ey t.ook a ~our at t.he distillery. 
(Did 3,08 kno~ we have ~ne ~’igt~t 
hem in downtown Chapel Hill?) 
Read morn about the proposal and 
eonsidm’ con tacting your state 
representative and state senator by 
ernail audiq’ phone and ask {hem {o suppq’t HB 842. 
According to t~le NC Distillers ~soeiatio~, an estimated 
direct jobs wotfld be c~:ated immediately betwe~n existing 
distilleries hi@~g aud new distilleries star’dng up ifihe bill 
passed. Contact you,’ state representative and senator’ today and 
pass al~ng this action alertl 

S~a~dards A~’e 

North Carolina has the 

h ighest sta nda Os we’ve 
ever had. The s~ate 

adopted these standa~s because they say what kids need to 

know to succeed A~ER graduation -- either in college or real, 

local jobs. That’s a big step, and an impo~ant one for 
businesses, our communities and our students. The business 
community needs to advocate to keep ~hese higher standards for 
our students in o~er ~o ensure an educated workforee. Learn 
more at XIRE Standards NC, a coalition of which our Chamber 
is a member, and cheek out how you can suppo~ higher 
standards at the Raleigh Chamber’s website. Remember, you 

can find your who represents you in ~he NC House hem. 



Congratulations to Cha~nber 

member Gmbb P~ope~ies o~ 

the ~ppmY~l o~ the 

Lennox development 

agreement. More from WCHL: 

"The Chapel Hill Town Council 

unanimously approved a 

development agreement for 

Glen Lennox on Monday 

night...on Monday night, 

developer Clay Gmbb was praised for his collaborative approach 

with the town and his tenants. The proposed redevelopment will 

include new roads, additional housing and gmenway. New 

office and retail space will be built along Fordham Boulevard 

and Raleigh Road." This is exciting news for economic 

development in Chapel Hill. ~XrK YOU to all Chamber 

members who contacted O)uncil members, wrote an editorial, 

or spoke at a public mee~ng. If you have a moment, email 

magorandcouncil@town@hapelhill.org to thank Ck)uncil for 

approving the development agreement. 

The Kar~?£ B~rd Gets t~e 

Wo~’d --~ a~d a Bette~ Rdce : 

We think we can learn from other communities, so eve~ other 

year, the Chamber’s Partnership for a Sustainable Community 

hosts an Inter-City Visit. Join lOO eommuni~ leaders from 

Chapel ttill, Carrboro and Orange County as we travel to 

Athens, GA, for our Inter-City V~sit and Leadership Conference. 

We’ll look at how Athens, a progressive college town, 

approaches land use, visitor re,ices efficient government, 

community engagement, and problem-solving~ Register online 

today before prices increase on July 4~ 

Save t~e Oat~ to 

¯ Tracldng of accidental alarm activatio~ ~n l.h~ Town of 

Ch~q:~e] tti~[ begins~ Ju~y ~ 

¯ ?{(:) gl>FP M EETI NG -. Thursday, July 3 

¯ Happy Independence Dav~ - Friday, July 4 

¯ In~er~City Visik E~Hv Bird Regis~ratio~ Deadline - t.’rk]av, 
J oly q.            ’                                ’ 

¯ RTA Sd~ions Forum - Thursday, August 7 

¯ State of the Communi~ Report -. Thursda% August 28 

¯ Inter-City Visit to Athens. GA - Sunday, September 

Tuesday, Sepkern bet 23 

Forward to a friend 

This ernail was ~nt to ille@unc.eda by ksmjth@carolinachamber.orc! 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith Safe/JnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce :!.04 S. Ester Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 275:!.4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 12:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Up to 40% OffKayaks, Camping & Smmwear! 

My Account Heip 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE ii~iI Facebook 
Twitter YouTube Pinterest [~i Instagram 1~ 



LINKS 

BiCYCLiNG 

LACROSSE 

~MENS 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



Privacy Policy 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Offthe Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 11:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.eduh 

Whole body vibration training: Can it be used to enhance perii~rmance? 

ille@uncaa.unc edu, you’ve received this email because you’re a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions¯ 

Who~e body vibration training: Can it be used 
to enhance performance? 

Who~e body vib~atio~ is used 

arer~ to ~rov~de b~nef~ts for 

F~ook~d~, ..... ~,~ed,n1 
:~A E-mail a,icie {LAST) Leg ~md Sho~ 

Therapy T~b ~e 
Starting at $980 



team uses ~as~r for their ath~elles; 

Tl’..ere is more published clinicai and physiological evidei’..ce supportin9 the use 
of ~aser for so~ t~ssue ~nd ~o~nt ~n~.a~es than any other e~ec~rotherapy modernity. 
Lase~ ~s qu~ck arid s~mp~e to app~y and does not have the ~isk o~ bums er 
shocks. ~ke w~th u~tresou~d er e~ect~ica~ 
~t can be used ~mmed~ate~y ~te~ h-~.~ury, and ~s sal~ over p~ns, p~ates, p~asfic and 
me{aL ]hus~ ~ase~ ~s considered the s~s~s{ "e~ecfro~he~apy" avs~k~Me by 
~esea[ch experts. 
Resea~ch documer~ts that iaser Dov~des the best ps~n ~e~ef of any 
e~ecf~o~he~apy modai~ty 
Many ~ecent studies s~sow that isser p~ov~des ~nc~eased s~an~na and m~ssc~e 
st~-ength. 
Lase~ speeds ~he he~ng of so~ t~ssue trauma, getting the ~th~ete back ~nto 
game 
Lase~ speeds the ~ea~ng of ~*;ound care, scrapes and bruises. 

Register Here ,or your chance to ~zin 

*icle 
1:~:~:: Sh ..... Facebook I [:~:: Twitter Sh ..... Linkedin 

~i Treatment Tables 

your needs 



Join Us! Booth 1547 at the 2014 NATA Convention 

You w~¢..t ;;lel~=;ssio..’~l Io..’~g4asting products to get you~ at~etes sa~y ~,~,k ==~,< J~e 

Facebook I [~}~ Twitter ~ Sh ...... Linkedin 

~] E-mail a~icle                                               ~ 

"The Apolio Laser h.as been a great addition to ou~ regimen of modaiities. Low Level 
i..ase~ ]herapy has tl’.<’,- ability to treat ac<~te, s<~b.-acutk’,- m-:d chro..’~ic ir~}uries of ait types 
The Apoito is especialiy dynamic as we have been aMe ~o use ~ w~h many of our 
overhead athletes ~/h~e they are do~ng t~erapeut~c exerdses. The Apo~b Laser helps 
o~.~r staff keep our athie~es on ~he piaymg3 fie~d at the ~op ofthe~< g~me. We couidn’~ be 
mot~ p~eased w~th the results of the Apo~o Laser and the s~,~ppor-t of Dr, Curds 7urch~t~ 
and The Athlet£ Edge," 

.~j Modula r Ta ping Stations 

Modular’ Tapi~sg Stati( 

The Athbtic Edg{~’s custom taping sta 

cm= fit shy s~za ahd budget co,=tact us 

taping ststioa 

Gallery 

Gaiiery here. 



Shoulder and Knee ~njuries: Rehab with Laser an~l Exercise 

i’~’i Sh ..... Facebook I ~iii Twitter I i;~ii Sh ..... Linkedin 

ii~iI E-mail article 

Laser and l(inesio Taping 

Learn how ta i~-~tegrate iewdevei h-:~ser therapy with kiP..esia t~-:~ping aP..d g~i~-~ a bet-ter 
und~’,-rst,-’~P..diP..9 o1’ how this combinatio..’~ m~p~oves p~’,-rform~-~nce 8r~d speeds heaiir’..9 h~ 
athletes and other patients, This webinar aisa discusses how to increase your ir~come 
of ce~sh t~..’~d biiti..’~g patie..’~ts, get mere reft’,-rrals ’#,~’iti~ bet[or resuits aP..d expe~P..d tl’..e types 
of patieP..ts you ca..q treat, 

Share this 81!icle: I I                                          : " 

Fh~d us on Facebook 

~ ~Athletic Edge 

Packed and ready to hit 

ro~d! Next stop Indian~p 

#NATA2014----- at PTvot~ 

Hea~lh Solu~i(ms. 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, click here. 
Did someone forward this edition to you? Subscribe here -- it’s free! 

d by Corporate Briefs 



~lle~ Vir’..~e <iiie@u~:c.edu> 

Tale the i%st step to’~s,a.."c:s earning you.." HcCorrnack Spo~¢ 

Hanagemer~t Graduat,e. <:ectificate 1:%, enroiii~~g ir~ a coulse this 

Semester, 

~e, ad~ ~ a~:~:~l~? Take the next step toward achbvh~g you< 

pro~%sSona~ goa~s by ~a~i~ ~r a~pli~ati@~ now, Our 
deadline ~s August ]5 for rise FaJ~ Semester. ~f you have any 

que4~on5 abou~ ~he adr@ss~ons process, @ease contac~ us at 

Sin(:erely, 

Lisa .P, i’4aste.."alexis, ]D 

Mark H, HcCorrnack Departme~st of Sport Management 

~senbe~g Schoo~ of Hanagement 

Foliow this link b update yoal o,’.mmLmica~iolt pre[e~eltces: Contact Preferences 

12I Presidep..ts Drive, Ambers% M~.-~ss~-_~chuset~s, 01003, United S%-~£es 
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Summary: 
Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall said Monday that he is giving "serious consideration" to 

dropping a felony criminal fraud charge against the former department chairman at the center of a long- 

running academic scandal at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Woodall said Julius Nyang’oro’s cooperation with a new probe led by former federal prosecutor Kenneth 

Wainstein has so far shown to be truthful and fruitful. 

"It appears that Nyang’oro has cooperated fully with them and actually, I think, maybe gone over and 

above what was expected from him," Woodall said. "So I am going to seriously consider dismissing his 

charge based on his cooperation." 

Jay Smith, a history professor who has been a leading voice in pressing for answers in the scandal, said it 

struck him as "strange" that Woodall would be contemplating dropping the charge as Wainstein’s 

investigation is progressing. But Smith also said it is odd that Nyang’oro is the only person facing a 

penalty for the scandal. 

"If he is indeed really sharing valuable information with Wainstein, I think that’s wonderful, of course, 

and it should make the Wainstein report a better report," Smith said. "But l’m just struck by the 

procedural connection between these two things." 

"1 think he has provided Wainstein with what he considers real critical information in his investigation 

that he could not get from anybody else in a case where, frankly, the money’s been paid back." 

Article Links: 
http~//www~news~bserver~c~m/2~14/~6/23/3958924/~range~c~unty~da~c~nsiders~dr~pping.htm~ 

http://www.businessweek.c~m/artic~es/2~14~~6~24/pr~fess~r-in.uncs.fake.c~asses-~asc~.may-see- 

fraud-charge-dropped 

http://www.hera~dsun.c~m/news/sh~wcase/x2~~89892~8/DA.c~nsiders.dr~pping.fraud.charge. 

against-ex-U NC-professor 

http://www.char~~tte~bserver.c~m/2~14/~6/24/5~~~378/~range.c~unty-da-c~nsiders-dr~pping.htm~ 

http://www.wcti12.com/news/da-m ulls-dropping-exunc-professors-fraud-charge/26631462 

http://www.Wncn.c~m/st~ry/2~85~393/~range~c~.da-c~nsiders-dr~pping.charges.against.f~rmer. 

professor 

Summary: 
The next hearing for five people charged with violating North Carolina’s sports agent law by providing 

benefits to former Tar Heels football players has been delayed until July. 
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Orange County district attorney Jim Woodall says the hearing is now set for the week of July 23. It was 

scheduled for April, then pushed back to this week before being delayed again. 

Prosecutors have provided tens of thousands of investigative records to defense attorneys for review. 

It’s unclear when the case could reach a trial. 

Article Links: 
http://www.freep.com/usatoday/article/11282895 

http://sportsagentb~og.c~m/2~14/~6/24/n~rth-car~~ina-sports-agent-scanda~-receives-ne~-date-f~r~ 

hearing/ 

Summary: 
What does this all mean for UNC and the Wainstein report? 

Assuming the charges against Nyang’oro and others are indeed dropped, it means no trials and no public 

testimony that could reveal more embarassing information. It also saves UNC administrators from being 

called to testified and asked under oath about their knowledge of the AFAM scandal and who knows 

what else. This will be disappointing for Business Week’s Paul Barrett who swore the Nyang’oro trial was 

going to pull back the curtain on some grand conspiracy. 

Nyang’oro talking to Wainstein is also a positive in the regards to the validity and public acceptance of 

the final report. It can’t be called a "whitewash" if Wainstein talks to the principals involved and gets 

them to answer questions regarding their motives or if a connection with the athletic department 

existed. In that sense UNC will finally get some closure on AFAM. That being said, if Nyang’oro knows 

where the bodies are buried or other damaging information it could create additional headaches for 

UNC. Still, the only way this ends if the cards are put on the table despite the fact UNC has already 

instituted reforms and shown the door to many of the people involved. 

The bottom line is this news points to everything about the scandal being funneled into Wainstein’s final 

report which should serve as the last word on this matter. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~tarhee~b~~g~c~m/2~14/6/24/583787~/jim-w~~da~~-~~~ks-t~-be~extricating-himse~f-fr~m- 

the-unc-scandal 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

I thought I had read here somewhere that David Ridpath was compiling a list of a schools that had been 
caught and punished by the NCAA recently and comparing their sins to UNC’s, with the intention of 
calling out the NCAA and their lack of action wgt the Cheats. I’ve also read that other former athletes are 
going to come forward to back up McCants, et al. 

O’Bannon Case: 
Stewart Mandel @slmandel 
Attorney: Is the NCAA investigating North Carolina? Dickman: "1 don’t know, that’s not my department." 

FOIA REQUEST: 
Folks, about three weeks ago I sent an FOIA request to UNC asking for a copy of the contract with Mr. 

Wainstein and for the document that describes the scope of work. Today I received two documents. 

Although neither was what I had requested, one of them did shine a little light on the scope of the 

INQUIRY. 
First was a letter dated February 24 from UNC to Wainstein confirming that President Ross and 

Chancellor Folt had retained the law firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft to conduct an independent 

INQUIRY of the "academic irregularities" at UNC. It also set forth the billing rates. 

The other document was a Cadwalader news release quoting a recent article in the New York Times, 

which quoted Mr. Wainstein’s statement following his recent meeting with the Board of Governors. 

Here, taken from that article, is what I think UNC is adopting as the "Scope of Work," although it came 

into existence only a few days ago. 

"At their (UNC’s) request, we (his INQUIRY team) have sought to determine answers to the following 

questions: 

1. When, how, and why did the irregular courses begin, who was involved in designing, offering and 

carrying them out, and how long did they continue? 

2. What role did the Athletic Department, or its staff, play in the origination, continuation or use by 

student athletes of the irregular courses? 

3. To what extent were different UNC-Chapel Hill employees - faculty, athletics staff and administrators 

- involved in or aware of these irregular courses? 

4. What was the response of the University and its officials as the facts and circumstances of the 

irregular courses became known?" 
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Summary: 
Texas AD Patterson sounds-off on a number of items in Sports Business Journal piece, says despite 

having the largest budget in the nation only five to 10 UT student-athletes per year eventually make 

their way to the top level of pro leagues, debate over ’likeness’ is over-blown, believes ’autonomy’ 

movement is necessary & thinks paying student-athletes could wipe out a number of programs, lots 

more. 

Article Link: 
http://www~sp~rtsbusinessdaiiy.~~m/J~urnal/~ssues/2~14/~6/23/C~~leges/Patters~n.aspx 

Summary: 
Charleston Daily Mail continues five part series on the impact of possible NCAA governance 

changes, Marshall AD Hamrick says it’s not the NCAA that is set on evolving, but instead the ’Big 5’, 

believes the day will come when his coaches can’t compete with ’Big 5’ for prospective student- 

athletes, West Virginia AD Luck on the other side of the fence, "You can’t legislate equality." 

Article Link: 
http://www.charlestondailymail.com/article/20140623/DM03/140629749/1278 

Summary: 
Duke AD White calls 2013-14 "a really good year," believes ’14-’15 could be even better, wants Blue 

Devils to annually shoot for Top 5 finishes in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup, says projects at Wallace 

Wade Stadium & Cameron Indoor Stadium are ready to move forward. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~greenfie~drep~rter~c~m/view/st~ry/~88c28119d184dd3bde~86~f8f1~be7f/NC-Duke~~hite 

Summary: 

C-USA & MAC schools are knocking out FB student-athlete passports way ahead of time in preparation 

for possible appearance in new Bahamas Bowl, NCAA spokeswoman James says institutions can pay for 

passport process, but conferences can designate funds, as well. 
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Article Link: 

http://www.usat~day.~~m/st~ry/sp~rts/n~aaf/2~14/~6/23/~~~~ege~f~~tba~~~passp~rt~arrangements~ 

issue-bahamas-bowl/:l1269877/ 

Summary: 
The presidents and chancellors of the Big Ten released a joint statement Tuesday saying they hoped to 

increase athlete benefits including guaranteed four-year scholarships, increase medical insurance, full 

cost of attendance and more. The release comes on the heels of Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany 

testifying in the Ed O’Bannon vs. NCAA trial in Oakland, California, last week. 

Article Links: 
http://www.bigten.org/genrel/062414aaa.html 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k‘nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~6/24/big-ten-~ut~ines-guide~ines-f~r-f~ur-year- 
scholarships/ 

Summary: 

@UofAlabama Football Team headed to see the new @transformers movie with 
@mark_wahlberg #RollTide 

Article Link: 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~6/24/a~abama-p~ayers-g~t-ear~y-~~~k-at-new- 

transformers-movie/ 

kids 

Summary: 
The blog Troy Nunes is an Absolute Magician on SB Nation wanted to raise enough money in December 

for 200 underprivileged kids to attend the Texas Bowl. Thanks to an overwhelming response for 

donations and a cut in prices for tickets, the blog raised $44,444 and was able to afford to send 1.450 

Houston-area kids to the game, though because of logistical reasons, only half were able to attend. 

Now, the Cuse Tix for Kids idea is going to be utilized in the Syracuse, N.Y., area. 

Sean Keeley, who runs the blog, wants to raise $3,160 for 20 season tickets and 120 concession 

vouchers. He’s working directly with the Syracuse box office this time to maximize the impact of the 

donations. 
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buy-20-2014-season-tickets-for-kids-185044801.html 

Summary: 
Oregon State Director of Equipment Operations McCoy satisfied with how Year One of re-branding went 

for the Beavers, expects to further experiment with uniform combinations in the upcoming year, says 

logistics of keeping up with uniforms is a challenge & each school does it differently according to space 

constraints, received great feedback from fans 

Article Link: 

http://w~w~~reg~n~ive~c~m/beavers/index.ssf/2~14/~6/wi~~-~reg~n-state-beavers-expe.htm~ 

Summary: 
Clever piece from Diverse: Issues in Higher Education outlines 20 points of clarity for ’Armchair Athletic 

Directors’ who, "...know everything about the psychology, sociology, policy & academics of athletes," 

wraps-up with, "We certainly don’t get that it operates within a reality that is dissimilar from the spaces 

in which most of us reside." 

Article Link: 
http://diverseeducation.com/article/65142/ 

Summary: 
By withholding records for more than a year after they had been subpoenaed, officials at Pennsylvania 

State University "undoubtedly slowed the investigation" into the former assistant football coach Jerry 

Sandusky, in a scandal that rocked Penn State in 202:1, a new report says. 

Penn State officials, along with officials at Second Mile, the youth organization founded by Mr. 

Sandusky, created an "uncooperative atmosphere" surrounding responses to investigators’ subpoenas, 

according to the report. 

Article Link: 
http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/jp/penn-state-s~~wed~sandusky-inquiry-by-withh~~ding-rec~rds- 

report-says 
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Summary: 
Conference USA Commissioner Banowsky key player in Day 11 of the O’Bannon trial, believes some 

schools in his league may discontinue FB altogether if licensing fees are required to be paid to student- 

athletes, agrees that revenues have been increasing, but points to added expenses as well, wishes some 

Presidents would exercise better judgment in approving sharp raises for HCs of revenue sports, more. 

Article Link: 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~6/23/ed-~bannan-antitrust-case-vs-ncaa-day- 

11/11266275/ 

Oregon ~n(~s 3 

Fro~ Ca~pus 

Summary: 
Three former Oregon MBB student-athletes found responsible for sexual misconduct, could be banned 

from Eugene campus for up to 10 years, UO spokewoman Brown says outcome of situation will not be 

publicly confirmed, adds that all three players received a full release to transfer. 

Article Link: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/20:14/O6/23/oregon-sexual-assault-basketball- 

players n 5522915.html 

Statements: http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~6/25/~awyers-f~r-f~rmer-~reg~n- 
players-their-accuser-release-statements/ 

Summary: 
The trial is scheduled to end Friday, and Wilken told the players’ and the NCAA’s lawyers last week that 

she would issue her decision during the first few days of August. In any trial before a judge without a 

jury, it is difficult to determine which way the judge will go in her final decision, but Wilken did send a 

signal Friday during a discussion with lawyers. 

Suggesting to the lawyers that she wished to hear final statements from them at the end of this week 

and written briefs by July 2, she said that she wanted them to address the issue known in antitrust trials 

as "less-restrictive alternatives." 
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When Wilken says she is interested in "less-restrictive alternatives," she is telling both sides that she 

feels that the NCAA is a cartel, that its restriction on pay for athletes is a violation of antitrust law, and 

that there must be a less-restrictive alternative of doing business. 

Article Links: 
http : / / espn~g~.~~m / espn/ ~t~/ st~ry/-/id/ :1:1:125 5 2 4 / ncaa-setup-baff~es-ed-~bann~n-antitrust-tria~-judge 

http : / /www~npr~~rg/ 2~14 /~~ / 25 /3 25 2 4 3 78 5 / def~rd-ncaa-says-amateurism-is-a~ive-and-we~~-but-the- 

jig-is-up 

Summary: 
After doing an initial test run of the survey and making changes to it, Dennis randomly sent copies to 

more than 4,900 people through the internet. Of the 2,455 responses that were sent back, seven out of 

:10 said they’d likely stop attending college sporting events if the athletes were allowed to be paid. 

"At a very high level, the U.S. public is very much opposed to the concept of paying athletes," Dennis 

testified. "Paying student athletes would lead to situations where the viewing public would attend and 

watch fewer games." 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~:14/~6/2 4/ed-~bann~n-antitrust-case-vs-ncaa-day- 

:12/:1:13:129:13/ 

Summary: 
Alex Isaac, a former football player at Division 3 Baldwin Wallace University in Ohio has filed a lawsuit 

against the school, accusing the school of failing to recognize, diagnose, test or treat him for symptoms 

of a concussion, as reported by USA Today. According to the report, Isaac states he was allowed to play 

in full-contact activity without receiving the proper evaluations for head trauma. Isaac claims to have 

reported symptoms that went untreated. 

The NCAA and school each have standard procedures in place for head trauma care, although ultimately 

the decision on how to determine when players may return to the field is in the hands of each individual 

school. It is Isaac’s claim these were ignored in order to rush him back to the field. 

concussion-care/ 
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Summary: 

Day 12 of the O’Bannon trial featured testimony from SEC Executive Assoc. Commissioner Sankey who 

said recruitin8 could become a biddin8 war if student-athletes are allowed to be 

compensated, Stanford AD Muir pointed to a completely unknown future if the plaintiffs win, more 

comin8 from survey expert Dennis on fan reactions if student-athletes are paid 

Article Links: 
htt p ://www. po st-ga zette, co m/s po rts/coll ege/2014/06/25/O- Ba n no n-Tri a I- N CAA-s-fea r-is-u nfette red- 

booster-access/stories/201406250125 

http://www.si.c~m/c~e~e-f~tba~/2~14/~6/24/~bann~n-ncaa-~awsuit-day-12-pr~duct-end~rsements 
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Summary: 
Twitter testing ways to add commentary to retweets, original tweet seen as an image above new 

comments in one variation, move believed to be another effort to make service more 
visual, Twitter won’t comment on possible changes, say they’re always testing potential improvements 

Article Link: 
http://mashable.com/2014/O6/23/twitter-experiments/ 

Summary: 
But the NCAA’s lack of decision leaves the job of monitoring student-athletes up to the individual school 

and, sometimes, even up to the individual programs and teams. 

From a local perspective, it’s a task that has been a consistent work in progress, evolving as often and as 

consistently as the social media it’s dealing with. 

"There is a very, very strong and positive upside with social media," McEIroy said. "We want to definitely 

adhere and promote the connection with members of the community, fans, people that are in support 

of our programs, who appreciate the talent that our young people have. that helps to market the 

athletic program and the University. Those are all positive things." 

Article Link: 
http~//www~sarat~gian.c~m/sp~rts/2~14~622/c~~~eges-enc~urage-use-~f-s~cia~-media-but-within- 

certain-guidelines 
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Summary: 
Wisconsin Assoc. AD Doherty thrilled with FB season tix renewal rate that is pacing at 95.1% after 

enacting price bump for this year’s campaign, student section opportunities sold out in 55 minutes, 

chart since 2008 shows renewal rates no lower than 95%, achieved an unfathomable 99% in ’08 

Article Link: 
http://h~st.madis~n.c~m/news/~~ca~/writers/t~dd~mi~ewski/badgers~thri~~ed-with-steady~f~~tba~~- 

season-ticket-renewal-rate/article_8970606c-faf4-1 le3-bS0f-001a4bcf887a.html 

Summary: 
Northwestern Deputy AD Polisky set to expand peanut-free slate of home games, will include three FB 

tilts this year in addition to 10 MBB contests, all 18 home VB match-ups, six WBB games & three 

Wrestling matches, says move last year brought in an impressive amount of new fans 

Article Link: 
http://www.ath~eticbusiness.c~m/stadium-arena/n~rthwestern-t~~h~~d-se~ect-peanut~free~games-in- 

2014-15.html 

Summary: 
According to Dan Wolken of USA Today, SMU reported a six-figure profit through the sales of beer 

and wine. The process to get the sale of beer approved was comprehensive and SMU is hoping their 

process will be considered the most responsible way to go about it. In the end, making some more 

money is great, but adding to the game-day experience is ultimately the goal. 

"There’s a revenue component to it, for sure, but it was part of the experience fans wanted," SMU 

AD Rick Hart told USA Today. "And we had zero alcohol-related arrests. We didn’t see a spike in any type 

of behavioral issues. I understand why it’s a topic that needs to be vetted, and it’s not for everybody." 

Article Link: 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~6/24/smu-the-~atest-t~-~ffer-a~c~h~~-f~r-sa~e-at- 
football-games/ 
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Summary: 

Ole Miss and BL Harbert International announced the construction of a new $68.9 million basketball 
arena on Monday. Coming in at approximately 230,000 square feet, construction is scheduled to begin 

immediately and be completed by late 2015, with a target opening for the 2016 Ole Miss basketball 

season. 

The 9,600-seat arena will include the basketball court, locker room suites for players and coaches, 

training facilities, a Courtside Club, All-American Suites and an Arena Club. 

Kansas City-based architect AECOM will be the architect for the new Ole Miss arena. 

Summary: 
Notre Dame partners with Legends to handle premium seating opportunities for $400m worth of 

renovations to Notre Dame Stadium, seven-year deal will also include Joyce Center MBB packages & 

designed fan experiences, 12-person staff will utilize space on the South Bend campus, as well as at a 

sales center in Chicago 

Article Link: 
http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2014/O6/23/Colleges/N D-Legends.aspx 
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Summary: 
Media gets first look at McKale Center renovations at Arizona that AD Byrne says are 30% done, on 

schedule & on budget for completion this Fall, excited about decisions that were made to balance 

student-athlete needs with fan upgrade needs, WBB HC Butts calls changes "unreal" 

Summary: 
Handful of ADs talk about steps they’re taking to improve the fan experience at FB 

games, Wisconsin & Nebraska already upgrading wi-fi networks in stadiums, Ohio State AD Smith 

says Buckeyes will show behind-the-scenes footage of pre-game preparation on video boards in- 

stadium, Oklahoma State adding more TVs to concession areas, more 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/big12/p~st/-jid/858~9/sch~~~s-aiming-t~-impr~ve~fan~amenities 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street ~:newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 4:04 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnan Street: Ha~s Ulrich Obrist On The Pace of The World And the Value of Slowuess 

[ ~i Linkto Farnam Stre 

-,~.-~,,--,,,--, ..... 

Posted: 25 ..lun 2054 05:00 AM RDT 

Hans Ulrich Obrist is a legendary curator and interviewer. 

In the book guergt~in9 Yo~ Nways Wa~ted to K~ow abo#t C#rati##, the tables are turned and he is the one being 

interviewed. 

Here is a noteworthy exchange between him and Jefferson Hack on the pace of the world and the value of slowness for 

revealing life. 

(Hack) Speed is something that I wanted to talk to you about, Do you feel that you are too fast for the world you 

live in? Like the world is naturally too slow for you? Do you feel comfortable with the speed at which things are 

changing or do you feel alienated and confused by it? 

(Obrist) In a way, I think it is just a condition we live in. 

You accept it? 

I think the question is how we can differentiate. It’s very important to inject experiences of slowness, so I think 

curating exhibitions is also about having slow lanes -- not only fast lanes. I think it’s very interesting what you said 

about things being prescribed because in museums and exhibitions now, the enemies are those audio guides. I went 

to see an exhibition where I wasn’t able to return to a painting because there were thousands and thousands of 

people there with those audio guides. They’re already a nightmare, advancing, advancing from painting to painting. 

And the beauty of an exhibition is that it’s a nonlinear experience, so you can return to a painting. Pictures don’t 

reveal themselves instantly: it’s important to be able to return. I love, you know, T. J. Clark’s new book, T#~ Si#ht 

o~ De~; A~ ~×~ri~t i~ Art Writing#. In it he describes a residency at Getty; he would always return every 

morning to the same two paintings by Poussin, not really knowing where he would end up. And that’s the whole 

idea: having nothing special on his mind, he was just looking. 

Something to keep in mind as you visit various museums this summer. 

Still curious? 



Obrist is the brains behind 3F~e ~tert~iew Project, and prefers to conduct lengthy interviews, often lasting hours and testing 

the endurance of both him and the interviewee. The first collection of his interviews, Hans~Ul~i~h Oboist= 2~t~r~i~ws, 75 in 

total, is now out-of-print. ~te~views~ Vo~e 2 is another collection of insightful dialogues with a "diverse group of 

architects, artists, filmmakers, historians, musicians, philosophers and writers" -- including Bj6rk, Doris Lessing, and Benoit 

Mandelbrot. Weighing in at over 900 pages and organized by the interviewees’ dates of birth, the interviews are taken from 

an archive with nearly 2,000 hours of recordings. 

(Image 
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Watch USA vs. GermaW Live Now 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Qualtrics Team <beright@qualtrics.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 2:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Qualtrics - Awesome New Stuff - June 2014 

Qualtrics 

~iI Ju he-lEa ndNewFeatu res-Header.gif 

Hi there, 

As a Qualtdcs Rockstar, we are sending you an important update on an incredible new resource and some sweet new features 
you will want to try. Our engineers have been hard at work, releasing innovative new functionality--as often as every two weeks. 
Here are a few highlights from the last couple months. 
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Qua~trics ~nnovation E×chan~e 

You’re looking for solutions. We feel your pain. That’s why we’ve developed a way for you to find answers 
more easily than ever before. We’re excited to release the Qualtrics Innovation Exchange - an online 
marketplace filled with expert content, professional services, and turnkey solutions for specific business 
problems. Announced at Insight Summit 2014, Qualtrics Innovation Exchange is all about answers! 

i.~.i Innovation 
Exchange 
Logo 

Innovation Exchange Logo 

Thought Leadership & Expert Content 

The Qualtrics Innovation Exchange is a searchable website for all things insight-related. Much 
like an app store, the Innovation Exchange is a place where thought leaders create and share 
the best business solutions on the planet. From the most innovative surveys to advanced 
analytics, the world’s leading solutions are now available in one place. 



F~artnerships 

Speaking of thought leaders, ever heard of Net Promoter® Score? We’ve been 

working with one of the godfathers of customer loyalty, Fred Reichheld and his 

team at Bain & Company, to make sure you get the most out of NPS~. On 

Innovation Exchange you’ll find the Bain certified NPS<~ tool with a survey that 

delivers an accurate Net Promoter® Score and valuable verbatim feedback 
from your customers. This, along with many other Qualtrics partnerships, place 
the power of industry leadership at your fingertips. 

.~i Bain &CompanyGraphic 

~:: Bain &Company 

...... Graphic 

Opef~ Access 

So go ahead, leverage the best practices and proven methods from 
experts and get a jump-start on your success. And the best part? The 
platform is open to you, so you can share your expertise with other 
insight seekers too, or as we like to say---share the love. 



~iI Bain & Company Graphic 

New Feature Highlight: 

Net Promoter® Score Question Type - This new question type automatically 

populates the "likelihood to recommend" measurement on the required zero-to- 
ten point scale and then formats the results into an easy-to-digest report. We 
recommend it. 

%:: Bain &CompanyGraphic 



Bain & Company Graphic 

C~ualtrics SMS Surveys - Capture pocket feedback, via text message, at the 
right time and the right place on a device nearly everyone has. Want to interact 
with your customers in the same way they interact with a friend? Now you’re just 
a text message away. 

:Ki Qualtrics SMS Graphic 



~iI Qualtrics SFDC Integration Graphic 

Salesforce integration Enhancements - Several features have been added 
to improve the integration between Salesforce and Qualtrics Research Suite. 
Now you can see the entire survey response from Salesforce with just one click. 

View our ~l.¢~t,t..E~.!.9}. page for additional details and a full list 

of new features. 

More.png ] 

Bain & Company Graphic 

As new features are released, you will continue to see a message when logging into your Qualtrics Research Suite account. 



You can also bookmark our New Features page for quick and easy access to the latest and greatest. Once per quarter, we will 
send you a summary (like this) of key features released during the last 3 months. 

Be Right. 

-The Qualtrics Team 

This email was sent to ille@unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonard@bigsigns.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 2:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

You Need A Media Backdrop 

Vince, 

Media Backdrops offer a great opportunity to promote your organization 
and/or your key sponsors during press conferences, trade shows, press 
releases or retail promotions. Set the stage with your customized media 
backdrop. Take a look below and let me know if you want a free mock-~9 & 

M÷di~ B~d~’e#s are made from either a dye-sub fabric or Tru-Satin Vinyl, our 
special non-glare materials. These banners will really pop and create the perfect 
backdrop for your special events. 

"We used our media backdrop for a trade show and i~ was 
a huge success!" 

- Jason Thom 

Our mz;dia ba~:kz!rop stands have a high tech look and feel that is made from 

lightweight aluminum alloy. With multiple settings and portable materials, you can 

have your media backdrop up in less then 10 minutes. 



Other Products to Check Out; 

Vince, let me help amplify your brand. 

guarantee you’ll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 

Or Click fo,~ ~’ot~r (ree mock--~j~ ~ (~uote. 

Thank you and have a gre, at day, 

Corey Leonard 

President 

800~7~0o7611 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency Quality Design I Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, Hanufacture, ~’nstallation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

:[:trey [.e.’lor~.’:dI 22 South H.~rb.’lr [)r Suite I{)I i Gr-~r~d i-~.’ven, ~,,,!1 49417 

bl~n~ 
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Summary: 
She also doesn’t like to talk about what’s happening at UNC. 

"1 talked about focusing on what our goals are and where we are and competing against ourselves in 

every category, and that’s what I think about that, she said. "We need to focus on us and make sure we 

don’t have any similar issues. That’s why I said systems are so important. If your systems are solid, then 

what’s left is an individual person somewhere doing some whacky thing you never asked them to do, 

and that, in my opinion, is more easy to deal with than a systemic failure." 

play-and.html 

Summary: 
The Pope Center has attempted to reconcile the confI~ct~n~ ~nformat~on. Whoever ~s r~ht, R’s dear that the 
processes used to recru~% admR, and test athletes were des~ned to ~dentffy and promote athletic talent at the 
expense of academic merit 

Diagram I: Re~dIng Asses.sment at U~C-Chapel Hill, 200~--Z012 
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U N::~CC N/A :NiA 3,97 23:05 :Z :>.5 3,71 980 
U N:~CG ~::/A ::N/A ~,62 ~80 1 >.5 3,51 930 

UN~W R~iA ::N,/A ~* ~: ~ O 3~9:’9 2090 
W£~ 3~31 948 3.15 990 0 0 3~6.3 945 

W~U 2,49 ~0 ~ ~ ~ ~: 0 :> 5 3,15 820 

Article Link: 
http://www.popecenter.org/commentaries/article.html?id=3027#. U62o2_ldX_H 
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Summary: 
NCAA reverses post-season ban for UNLV FB stemming from APR issues as school & governing body 

worked together to correct program’s scoring, AD Kunzer-Murphy credits Asst. Director of Academic 

Services Wedley for digging into previous APR scores & uncovering some lost points that were enough 

to get Rebels above threshold, more 

Article Link: 
http://www~lasvegassun~c~m/ne~s/2~14/jun/27/unlv-and-ncaa~~nce~same-side-tab~e-f~~tba~l-decisi/ 

Summary: 
West Virginia AD Luck & Marshall AD Hamrick discuss the impact of possible governance chances in last 

installment of five-part series, Hamrick wonders how the educational mission will change if student- 

athletes are paid, Luck says origin of on-going debate is the 1984 Oklahoma v. NCAA case that gave 

conferences control of their TV rights, both endorse cost of attendance upgrades, lots more in piece 

Article Link: 
http://www.charlestondailymail.com/article/20140626/DM03/140629368/1278 

Summary: 
Kansas City Star obtains documents related to Missouri’s handling of various off-field student-athlete 

issues this past Spring, AD Alden outlined improvement measures to Chancellor Loftin that included an 

outside consultant to review conduct issues, met with entire department & student-athletes with the 

message, "The logo never, ever comes off - for any of us." 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~kansascity~c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/sec/university-~f~miss~uri/artic~e631689°htm~ 

Summary: 
Florida A&M AD Winslow begins rebuilding process for Rattlers, suspends Men’s Golf & Men’s Tennis 

programs in an effort to get the department in Title IX compliance, reports also say Winslow has 

released Men’s Track HC Angel though there’s been no official release on that front 
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Article Link: 

http~//www~ta~~ahassee~~~m/st~ry/sp~rts/~~~~ege/famu/2~14/~6/26/wins~~w~suspends~g~~f~mens~ 

tennis-teams/11412083/ 

Summary: 
New digital sports network 120 Sports officially launched yesterday, programming will be built around 

two-minute segments on developments across the industry, will include Campus Insiders, a joint venture 

between IMG College & Silver Chalice, back end powered by Major League Baseball Advanced Media 

Article Link: 
http://mlb.mlb.com/news/article/mlb/launch-of-120-sports-a-game-changer-for- 

fans?ymd=20140625&content_id=81471856&vkey=news_mlb 

Summary: 
On a conference call Wednesday, the organization’s playing rules oversight panel approved an alteration 

to the airborne shooter rule in men’s basketball. 

The alteration returns the rule to the way it was written in the 2012-13 rulebook. Starting with the 2014- 

15 season, defending players attempting to draw a charge are required to be in legal guarding position 

before the airborne player leaves the floor to pass or shoot. That differs from the way the rule was 

called in 2013-14, which allowed the defender to move in any direction before contact occurs. 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/2~14/~6/26/ncaa-a~ters~airb~rne~sh~~ter-ru~e-in- 

basketball/11430147/ 

Summary: 
Baylor sophomore wide receiver Robbie Rhodes has been dismissed from the program, his father 

confirmed to ESPN.com. 

Reggie Rhodes, his father, told ESPN.com that Robbie Rhodes "made another mistake" and was 

informed Monday morning he was no longer a member of the program. 

Robbie Rhodes had already been in trouble once this summer. He was arrested in May on charges of 

marijuana possession and tampering with physical evidence during a traffic stop in Waco. 
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Though Rhodes was not charged, his father said he was disciplined by the school and his latest incident, 

which he would not disclose, violated conditions of an agreement he’d made to remain a member of the 

team. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~~~m/~~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-jid/11125886/r~bbie-rh~des-bay~~r~bears-dismissed- 

program 

Summary: 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel on Wednesday approved four experimental rules in wrestling, 

including two that will be exclusively used at the National Wrestling Coaches Association All-Star Classic 

Nov. 1 at the University of Pennsylvania. 

The first experimental rule that will be implemented for the 2014-15 season focuses on a wrestler who 

is in an offensive position and locks or holds an opponent’s leg or legs and does not breakdown the 

opponent, execute an offensive move or work back up to the upper body for five seconds. That 

offensive wrestler will be called for stalling. The referee’s count on the call will be both verbal and visual. 

The other experimental rule regarding stalling will take place when an offensive wrestler applies a side 

headlock to the defensive wrestler and does not breakdown the opponent and/or execute an offensive 

move in five seconds. In that instance, the offensive wrestler will be called for stalling. Again, the 

referee’s count will be both verbal and visual. 

Both of the approved experimental rules are designed to promote offensive wrestling by limiting stalling 

tactics or a way to position oneself in a stalemate situation. 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media-center/news/experimenta~~wrest~ing~ru~es-designed- 

limit-stalling-tactics 

Summary: 
The University of New Hampshire failed to monitor the conduct of a booster, according to a decision 

issued by a NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions panel. From 2008 to 2012, the booster provided 

eight student-athletes and families of two student-athletes with a total of $22,336 in cash, gifts, meals, 

travel expenses and educational expenses. 

Penalties in this case include a two-year probation period, a $5,000 fine, mandatory attendance at NCAA 

Regional Rules Seminars and rules education for the university’s development staff. 
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Article Link: 
http://~w~~n~aa.~rg/ab~ut/res~ur~es/media~~enter/press-re~eases/new-hampshire~b~~ster-gives- 

cash-other-benefits 

Sumrnar¥: 
The College of Staten Island former head men’s swimming coach is subject to a four-year show-cause, 

according to a decision released by the NCAA Division III Infractions Appeals Committee. 

In November 2013, the NCAA Division III Committee on Infractions found the former head men’s 
swimming coach did not follow NCAA ethical conduct rules and the college lacked control over its 

athletics department. 

Penalties in this case include four years of probation, a two-year postseason ban for the men’s 

swimming program, a vacation of certain contests and a four-year show-cause for the former coach. If 

the former coach seeks an athletically-related position at an NCAA member school during that period, 

he and the school must appear before the Committee on Infractions to determine if the former coach’s 

athletically related duties should be limited. 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media~center/press-re~eases/infracti~ns~appea~s-c~mmittee~ 

upholds-former-staten 

Sumrnar¥: 
The NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Rules Committee at its June 2-4 meeting in Indianapolis recommended an 

experimental rule for the 2014 fall non-traditional season that requires the attacking team to keep the 

ball below or inside the 30-yard restraining line. 

If the attacking team carries or passes the ball outside or above the restraining line, possession will be 

awarded to the closest defensive player who is below or inside the line. The closest attack player from 

below or inside the line will be placed 4 meters away to either side at a 45-degree angle. 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media~center/news/w~men%E2%8~%99s~~acr~sse~ru~es~ 

committee-looks-ways-speed-game 
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Summary: 
The 2014-15 edition of the Division Manual will include a significant reorganization of some bylaws, 

which are intended to improve efficiency and streamline service to the membership. 

The changes include: 

Moving rules governing seasons of competition, the five-year period of eligibility ("five-year 

clock") and delayed enrollment from Bylaw 14.2 to Bylaw 12.8. 

o Changing the title of Bylaw 12 from Amateurism to Amateurism and Athletics Eligibility 

¯ Moving portions of Bylaw 14.1 to Bylaw 12.7., though sections concerning admissions and the 

validity of academic credentials remain in Bylaw 14.1 

Moving 14.8 through 14.11 to 12.9 through 12.11 (rules governing service academies, 

certification of eligibility, ineligibility and restoration of eligibility). 

Moving the outside competition portions of 14.6 to become 17.31. 

~ Creating a special section, Bylaw 14.6, for graduate student-athlete eligibility. 

Moving 14.1.9, dealing with a change in eligibility status, to 14.4.3.4, where progress-toward- 

degree matters are discussed. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. nca a. o rg/a bo ut/reso u rces/m ed ia -ce nter/n ews/d ivis io n-i-m a n u a l-reo rga n izati o n-u n d e rway 

Summary: 
The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Track and Field Rules Committee at its meeting June 16-18 in 

Indianapolis emphasized that all running and field competitions must be conducted as written in the 

rules book starting in the 2014-15 academic year. 

Committee members are concerned with the recent trend of reducing the number of rounds of 

competitions at meets containing large numbers of competitors entered in an event. 

In those situations, the committee believes there is a tendency for meet organizers around the country 

to be creative with the rules in order to reduce the number of rounds of competition. 

Article Link: 

http://www.ncaa~~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media~center/news/track.and.field.c~mmittee~addresses-event- 

management-concerns 
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Summary: 
Day 14 of the O’Bannon trial: NCAA attorney Curtner calls the organization a cartel, but one that "does 

goes things as opposed to a cartel that does bad things," also focused on central argument that 

removing amateur rules would severely damage sports, accomplished economist Rubinfeld testifies on 

popularity of collegiate model, references general anonimity of NBA D-League, Judge Wilken questioned 

Rubinfeld’s rationale. 

Article Links: 
http://www.si.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/2~14/~6/26/~bann~n-ncaa-carte~-tria~-amateurism 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/eye-~n-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/24598262/ncaa-supreme-c~urt- 

ruling-felt-at-obannon-trial-30-years-later 

http://espn.g~.c~m/espn/~t~/st~ry~-/id/11131166/a~~-need-kn~w-ed-~bann~n-v-ncaa-tria~ 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n-s~~~m~n/245955~8/ncaa-fi~es-testim~ny-fr~m- 

oscar-robertson-bill-russell-sonny-vaccaro 

http://www.e~evenwarri~rs.c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/2~14/~6/36972/the-ncaa-had-a-chance-t~-te~~-its-st~ry- 

and-it-chose-the-wrong-people-to-tell-it 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~6/27/mande~-ncaa-presented-a-t~ne-deaf-defense-in- 

obannon-trial/ 

Summary: 
Wrap-up from Day 13 of the O’Bannon trial included NCAA economic expert Stiroh testifying 

that NAIA schools could hypothetically start paying student-athletes in an attempt to alter the 

competitive landscape, goes on further to say situation does not restrict the education market as there 

are plenty of prospective players & games, also believes the plaintiffs haven’t proven any harm in the 

use of name, image, likeness 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/writer/jon-solomon ’24597814/ncaa-expert-if-theres- 

demand-to-pay-players-naia-could-do-it 

Summary: 
Ohio State AD Smith paints ugly picture if the NCAA loses the O’Bannon case, "It’s an Armageddon 

scenario," points to eliminating sports in order to meet the financial challenges of paying student- 

athletes, says it will change the way athletic departments do business 
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Article Link: 
http~//fansided.~~m/2~14/~6/25/~hi~~state~athieti~~direct~r~says~~bann~n~winning~case~ 
armageddon/#!4QnB6 

A~sins~ 

Summary: 
The NFL has agreed to remove the $675 million cap on damages from the concussion-related claims of 

former NFL players. This came after United States District Judge Anita Brody questioned whether that 

sum is sufficient to cover the damages of the plaintiff players over the majority of their remaining lives. 

But that is not the news with the most significant future institutional impact. The other part of the 

settlement revision involves a more obscure but far more long-reaching provision. 

The original settlement agreement included a provision that eliminated those players from ever suing 

the NCAA or other amateur sports entities for concussion-related injury. The NFL has now agreed to 

remove that ban in an effort to reach a settlement that Judge Brody will accept. 

Article Link: 

http://www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/r~gergr~ves/2~14/~6/25/new~nf~~c~ncessi~ns~in~c~ncussi~n.sett~ement~ 

also-mean-nfl-v-ncaa/ 

Summary: 
Claiming he has no real say in the issue, Gov. Tom Corbett is asking a federal judge to remove him as a 

defendant in the NCAA’s lawsuit that aims to kill a state law that requires its $60 million fine against 

Penn State to stay in Pennsylvania. 

Simultaneously, he and state Treasurer Rob McCord, another defendant in the suit, are raising as a 

defense the argument that the consent agreement between the NCAA and Penn State that includes the 

fine is legally invalid. 

McCord and the governor also are urging U.S. Middle District Judge Yvette Kane to give heed to an April 

ruling by Commonwealth Court that dealt the NCAA a significant legal blow. That decision upheld the 

constitutionality of the Endowment Act targeted in the NCAA’s federal suit. 

Article Link: 
http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2014/O6/corbett_and_ncaa.html 
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Summary: 

Florida State’s compliance department has sent at least 30 cease-and-desist letters after businesses and 

individuals used the name, image, or other likeness of Winston since the start of the 2013 season, 

according to information obtained by Warchant.com in an open records request. 

To send 30 letters in less than nine months for one athlete is unprecedented at Florida State, said 

associate athletics director for compliance Jim Curry. Over the course of a normal football season, the 

compliance department usually sends less than a dozen cease-and-desist letters for every other athlete 

on the football team combined. 

"You’re going to have some level of issues in regards to promotional activities you have to address," 

Curry said, "but nothing like the volume we saw this year." 

Article Link: 

https://floridastate.rivals.com/content.asp?CID=1651973&PT=4&PR=2 

Summary: 
The NCAA may lose at the district-court level, but its chances would improve on appeal, several legal 

observers said. 

Gary R. Roberts, a former dean of Indiana University’s Robert H. McKinney School of Law, in 

Indianapolis, believes that Judge Wilken will rule in the plaintiffs’ favor, issuing an injunction that would 

bar the NCAA from limiting player pay. 

But Mr. Roberts, a past president of the Sports Lawyers Association who has taught classes on antitrust 

law, does not believe the O’Bannon plaintiffs have a valid antitrust claim. 

"Antitrust law is designed to protect consumers from rigged markets," he said. "It’s hard for me to 

imagine how consumers or consumer welfare is damaged by not allowing college football or basketball 

players to negotiate publicity-rights contracts." 

If the NCAA loses in district court, it could appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 

which Mr. Roberts believes would overturn Judge Wilken’s ruling. If the NCAA were to lose there, it 

could appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, a process that could take years. 

Article Link: 

http://chronicle.com/article/In-O-Bannon-Antitrust-Case/147385/ 
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Woode~ Ath~.etk F¢~n~ Co~pletes O¢~tstand~n8 Year 

Summary: 
UCLA closing in on second consecutive year of setting record for annual giving as over 5,600 donors have 

contributed nearly ~;12m, continues its ’Become a Champion’ campaign that encourages all donors to 

bump up at least one giving level above their current status, also still pushing ’8-Clap-Sk’ initiatives. 

Article Link: 
http://www.uclabruins.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OE M_ID=30500&ATCLID=209532461 

Summary: 
Nebraska Director of Fan Experience Rowley discusses the challenges of keeping all segments 

of Cornhusker FB fans happy during games with music selection, marching band flexibility & 

performances, video board usage & other features, new sound system & wi-fi network will open up 

possibilities. 

Article Link: 
http://j~urna~star.c~m/sp~rts/huskers/f~tba~/2~ 4/nu-~fficia~s~studying-a~facets~f-gameday- 

presentation/article_db50860c-452a-Saae-gc78-fd 186830bf6b.html 

Summary: 
A year after some branding changes intended to get a more cohesive look across uniforms for Georgia, 

merchandise sales have been relatively unaffected according to the manager of retailer Dawgfanz, 

negative sentiments aired by traditionalists & those who think the new secondary Bulldog mark is too 

’cartoonish’ 

Article Link: 
http://www.redandb~ack.c~m/sp~rts/~ne-year-~ater-businesses-remain-una~ected-by-ath~etic- 

department-rebranding/article_7d9c2fa0-fcbb-11e3-alb4-0017a43b2370.html 
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Summary: 
Penn State sells out of 21k student FB tix in just four days, Freshmen class took only six minutes to claim 

allotment yesterday, Sophomore tix lasted 90 minutes, Juniors 35 minutes, Seniors & Grad Students a 

slow 1:42, university & Tickermaster systems worked flawlessly, streak of student sell-outs believed to 

stretch back to the 1970s 

Article Link: 
http://~nwardstate.c~m/2~14/~6/27/student~tickets~se~~~~ut~with~ut~techn~~~gy-issues/ 

Summary: 

Marshall AD Hamrick expects to open new $14m indoor FB practice facility by September, artificial turf 

was installed this week, points to usage by a number of other Thundering Herd programs in adverse 

weather situations, discusses other projects that include a new academic center that will come online 

next year. 

Article Link: 
http://www.herald-dispatch.com/x720297576/University-applies-finishing-touches 

Summary: 
North Dakota State sorting through bids for bubble to cover Dacotah Field, S1.5m project squared away 

with donor commitments according to outgoing AD Taylor, three bids quote work from $800k to $1.3m, 

Director of Facilities Management Ellingson says project awarding won’t be all about price 

Article Link: 

http://www.prairiebizmag.com/event/article/id/197 41/ 

U H Fo:,::,ns T:,:ad e:~na:,:ik Lice~.si ng Pa:r tn e:,:s h~ p w:itb Be r m a ta Pa,°t~.e rs 

Summary: 
Kentucky on the move again as they sign a five-year licensing agreement with new player Fermata 

Partners, becomes first university to align with Fermata who is pursuing operating model of only 

partnering with a handful of select brands, Fermataled by former CLC executives Bouyack, Eiler, 

Prindiville & Walsh 

Article Link: 
http://www.ukathletics.com/genrel/062514aac.html 
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Summary: 
Oklahoma’s Board of Regents approve $370m worth of upgrades to Memorial Stadium that will be paid 

for by athletic department revenues, bonds & donations, plans call for addition of two upper decks with 

club seating, suites & a new press box, changes also coming for Switzer Center that houses FB 

operations, massive video board to be added 

Article Link: 
http://www.n~rmantranscript.c~m/head~ines/x1927822593/University-p~ans.37~.mi~~i~n.ren~vati~n. 

improvements 

Summary: 

Florida AD Foley excited to really get rolling on ~45m renovation to Gators O’Connell Center as ~2.75m 

design fees were approved, next step is to hire an architect, "You walk in there, it’s going to be a brand 

new building...new (chairback) seating, new restrooms, concessions, a concourse, new scoreboard, new 

entryways." 

Article Link: 
http://www~gainesvi~~e~c~m/artic~e/2~14~625/GUARD~AN/14~629791/1~1~/~iving~2 ?Tit~e=UF~~-8217~ 

Dome-renovations-scheduled 

Summary: 
Virginia Tech is ready to break ground on $21.3m indoor FB practice facility as an architect & general 

contractor have been selected, completion expected by August of next year, FB program will be 

impacted this season as they’ll lose two practice fields due to construction 

Article Link: 
http://www~c~~~egiatetimes.c~m/sp~rts/artic~e-3447f1d2~fcb~~11e3~9b79~~~1a4bcf6878.htm~ 
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Summary: 
Louisville Senior Assoc. AD for Development Jurich says the Cardinals have sold every suite in Papa 

John’s Cardinal Stadium as excitement for their move to the ACC continues to grow, 63 total suites 

squared-away for the first time since facility expansion in 2009 

Article Link: 
http://www.c~urier-j~urna~~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/2~14/~6/25/ar~und-kentuckiana-u-~-f~~tba~~-suites- 

sell/11389835/ 

Summary: 
Kentucky AD Barnhart comments on renovations to Commonwealth Stadium, says project is on time, 

but cost projections have increased by $10m due to surprises that include the market cost of steel, 

continues to push forward on new $40m FB training facility that Wildcats need half committed before 

taking next step 

Article Link: 

http://www.c~urier-j~urna~.c~m/st~ry/uk-beat/2~14/~6/25/kentucky-ad-barnhart-can-fee~-f~~tba~~- 
progress/l:1357979/ 
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Famam Street: Ruth Chang: How to Make Hard Choices 
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Posted: 27 ]un 2014 05:00 AN PDT 

i,~,i "A world full of only ~asy choices would ~nslaw us to reasons," 

"A world full of only easy choices would enslave us to reasons." 

Ruth Chang is a philosopher at Rutgers University with an interesting background. After graduating with a J.D. from Harvard 

Law School and dipping her toe into the legal world, she went off to Oxford University to study philosophy. Her work focuses 

on how we make the decisions that shape our lives. 

In her recent TED ta~k (video below), she talks about how we make hard choices and in the process offers a framework for 

making decisions consistent with who we truly are. 

What makes a hard choice hard is the way alternatives relate. 

In any easy choice, one alternative is better than the other. In a hard choice, one alternative is better in some ways, 

the other alternative is better in other ways, and neither is better than the other overall. You agonize over whether 

to stay in your current job in the city or uproot your life for more challenging work in the country because staying is 

better in some ways, moving is better in others, and neither is better than the other overall. We shouldn’t think that 

all hard choices are big. Let’s say you’re deciding what to have for breakfast. You could have high fiber bran cereal or 

a chocolate donut. Suppose what matters in the choice is tastiness and healthfulness. The cereal is better for you, 

the donut tastes way better, but neither is better than the other overall, a hard choice. Realizing that small choices 

can also be hard may make big hard choices seem less intractable. After all, we manage to figure out what to have 

for breakfast, so maybe we can figure out whether to stay in the city or uproot for the new job in the country. 

In hard choices we tend to prefer the safest option. 

... I can tell you that fear of the unknown, while a common motivational default in dealing with hard choices, rests on 

a misconception of them. It’s a mistake to think that in hard choices, one alternative really is better than the other, 

but we’re too stupid to know which, and since we don’t know which, we might as well take the least risky option. 

Even taking two alternatives side by side with full information, a choice can still be hard. Hard choices are hard not 

because of us or our ignorance; they’re hard because there is no best option. 

Now, if there’s no best option, if the scales don’t tip in favor of one alternative over another, then surely the 

alternatives must be equally good, so maybe the right thing to say in hard choices is that they’re between equally 

good options. That can’t be right. If alternatives are equally good, you should just flip a coin between them, and it 

seems a mistake to think, here’s how you should decide between careers, places to live, people to marry: Flip a 

coin. There’s another reason for thinking that hard choices aren’t choices between equally good options. 



Our search for physics like exactitude and our desire to quantify everything into scientific thinking combine to lead us astray. 

We unwittingly assume that values like justice, beauty, kindness, are akin to scientific quantities, like length, mass 

and weight. Take any comparative question not involving value, such as which of two suitcases is heavier? There are 

only three possibilities. The weight of one is greater, lesser or equal to the weight of the other. Properties like weight 

can be represented by real numbers -- one, two, three and so on -- and there are only three possible comparisons 

between any two real numbers. One number is greater, lesser, or equal to the other. Not so with values. As post- 

Enlightenment creatures, we tend to assume that scientific thinking holds the key to everything of importance in our 

world, but the world of value is different from the world of science. The stuff of the one world can be quantified by 

real numbers. The stuff of the other world can’t. 

Another way to see things is that they are in the same ball-park. This is what happens in hard choices, the alternatives are 

"on a par." 

other. Rather, the alternatives are in the same neighborhood of value, in the same league of value, while at the 

same time being very different in kind of value. That’s why the choice is hard. 

From the Independent on Sunday, Feb 19, 1995 

From the Independent on Sunday, Feb 19, 1995 

We create reasons. 

Understanding hard choices in this way uncovers something about ourselves we didn’t know. Each of us has the 

power to create reasons. Imagine a world in which every choice you face is an easy choice, that is, there’s always a 

best alternative. If there’s a best alternative, then that’s the one you should choose, because part of being rational is 

doing the better thing rather than the worse thing, choosing what you have most reason to choose .... Aworld full 

of only easy choices would enslave us to reasons .... (However) when alternatives are on a par, the reasons 

given to us, the ones that determine whether we’re making a mistake, are silent as to what to do. It’s here, in the 

space of hard choices, that we get to exercise our normative power, the power to create reasons for yourself ... 

When we choose between options that are on a par, we can do something really rather remarkable. We can put our 

very selves behind an option .... This response in hard choices is a rational response, but it’s not dictated by reasons 

given to us. Rather, it’s supported by reasons created by us. When we create reasons for ourselves to become this 

kind of person rather than that, we wholeheartedly become the people that we are. You might say that we become 

the authors of our own lives. 

When you face hard choices you need to look inside yourself. 

Instead of looking for reasons out there, we should be looking for reasons in here: Who am I to be? You might ... 

decide to be a pink sock-wearing, cereal-loving, country-living banker, and I might decide to be a black sock- 

wearing, urban, donut-loving artist. What we do in hard choices is very much up to each of us. 

If you don’t exercise your normative powers you become a drifter. 

Drifters allow the world to write the story of their lives. They let mechanisms of reward and punishment -- pats on 

the head, fear, the easiness of an option -- to determine what they do. So the lesson of hard choices reflect on 
what you can put your agency behind, on what you can be for, and through hard choices, become that person. 

Hard choices are part of what makes us human. 

special about the human condition, that the reasons that govern our choices as correct or incorrect sometimes run 

out, and it is here, in the space of hard choices, that we have the power to create reasons for ourselves to become 

the distinctive people that we are. And that’s why hard choices are not a curse but a godsend. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vinny D’assam <vinny.dassaro@techtempest.com> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 1:41 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA Compliance Monitoring 

TEMPEST 

Good afternoon Marielle, 

My name is, Vinny D’Assaro, I wanted to reach out today and give you some information about a gmwMg trend on University campuses around the world. Below you will see a 
better description of what we can offer to your campus; however, please t~member this only begins to scratch the sutlace of what we can offer. 

Our software contains cutting edge technology that can provide your university with real-time monitoring of social media, filtered to your specific needs. 
I would love to set up short webinar to demonstrate the value and protection we can bring to your campus. Please let me know when you have the availability to do so. I 
appreciate your time! 

Tech Tempest is your all in one solution for your Athletic media needs. We monitor your events in real time for all live social media and web activity. We monitor your student 
athletes social media and web activity, your schools brand sentiment and overall reputation, and your consumer’s experience. Our cutting-edge, state-of-the art software will 
give you access to all of the capabilities listed below. Tech Tempest is committed to assuring that your university’s name, brand and reputation can remain at a respectable 
level at all times. 

A common trend in college athletics today is students athletes going against the grain and testing the rules the NCAA imposes on them. We know that keeping your student 
athletes eligible is the first step in having them succeed at life and on the field of competition. Having the ability to monitor your athletes’ social media and web activity is the 

first step in showcasing them as some of the top ambassadors for your institution. 

We provide NCAA compliance monitoring for all of your active rosters. At Tech Tempest, we have access to software that will monitor your student athlete’s Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram and any other pertinent networks you would prefer to be screened. We can also tailor this to recruit monitoring, to generate useful information to make 

an informed decision on an athlete. 

Bra~d Sentiment & Reputation Man~qemerfl: 

We offer brand sentiment or reputation monitoring on social and web channels for your university. We monitor your fan bases social media and web activity to find out what 
curt~nt students, alumni and fans nationwide are saying about your coaches, student athletes and teams to allow an advanced level of analysis to help you make decisions 

about the management of your institution. 

Regards, 

Vinny D’Assaro 
Regional Vice President 
Tech Tempest Inc. 

(4,.~.~-719-4180 
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To: 

Subject: 

Robby Oakes <roakes cimginc.com@platinumpromarketing.com~ 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 1:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Hapw July 4fl~ 

Because of the Brave. 

Wishing you and your family a happy and safe Independence Day. 
Thanks for trusting us with your mortgage needs. Please reach out anytime 

if there are any questions we can answer for you. 

Robby Oakes 
Managing Director 
Corporate Investors Mortgage Group 

Phone: (919) 929-6116 
Fax: (919) 929-6146 
License: NMLS# 91606 
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Tuesday, July 1, 2014 3:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ira 

Italy Sporis Tours, Newsletter #8 I July 2014 View this email in your 
browser 

PIANETA SPORT 
italy Sports Tours 

Italy... your dream can become true! 

PIANETA SPORT provides sports tours for college, university, club, academy and high 

school teams in Italy and countries nearby. We customize and arrange every aspect of 

your tour and thanks to our 20 years experience in Sport Travels we can provide an 

unforgettable experience. The high quality of our services will make your tour an unique 

experience, something you will remember forever. 

We can arrange tours for the following sports: basketball, football, hockey, ice hockey, 
field hockey, gymnastic, soccer, rugby, swimming, water polo, tennis, volley, softball, 
baseball, golf, track & field (other sports on request). 

The itineraries listed below and in our website are suggestions based on our past 
experience but you can modify the number of days, the cities visited, the activities, etc. 

Contact us at 0039 031 5378921 or info@pianetasport.org to have more information. 

Here are some examples or our tours: 

ROME - TUSCANY - TURIN - MILAN 

Days: 8 / Nights: 7 

Overnights: Rome (2), Montecatini T.me (2), Turin (2), Milan Malpensa airport (1) 

Training sessions: 1 / Friendly games: 2 

Guided tours: Rorne, Vatican City, Florence, Turin, Milan 

Cost per person: from Euro 980.00 (3 free places included) 

LAKE COMO - TUSCANY = ROME 

Days: 10 / Nights: 9 

Overnights: Como/Milan area (3), Florence area (3), Rome (3) 

Friendly games: 3 

Cities visited: Como, Milan, Cinque Terre, Florence, Siena, Rome, Vatican City 

Cost per person: frorn Euro 860.00 (3 free places included) 

VENICE - TUSCANY 

Days: 8 / Nights: 7 

Overnights: Venice area (3), Florence area (4) 

Friendly games: 3 

Cities visited: Venice, Verona, Florence, Siena, San Gimignano, Lucca and Pisa 

Cost per person: frorn Euro 670.00 (3 free places included) 

PIANETA SPORT 
i~ divlslon of 3D Toilr Ope]a~o! (WWW. 3d-.grou.o. i~} 

FULLY LICENSED AND INSURE[.‘. TOUR OPERATOR & TRAVEL AGENCY 
Via CarlonJ 8, 22100 Como - Italy 

Tel, 0039 031 5378999 .. Fax 0039 031 001392 

emai~: in%. @ pi~rl,~ti~sport org~ web: www. italysportstours . net 
3[." 9roup is member d: M [-’-I. lAGS©, A~:T[A, SI]~. LAKE COM© EVENTS. SIS]~MA COMO 2015 

Copyright © 20t4 3D SRL, All rights reserved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 4:18 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: The Role of a Critic 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

The RoIe of a Critic 

Posted: 30 3un 2014 05:00 AI,~ PDT 

i,~,i "In ma ny v~ys, the work of a critic is very easy We risk very little yet enjoy a position over those who offer u p their work a n d 
their selves to our judgment," 

"In many ways, the work of a critic is very easy. We risk very little yet enjoy a position 

over those who offer up their work and their selves to our judgment." 

On the role of a critic, Theodore Roosevelt once famously ~bser~ed "It is not the critic who counts: not the man who points 

out how the strong man stumbles or where the doer of deeds could have done better. The credit belongs to the man who is 

actually in the arena " 

In Creativity ~¢~, Ed Catmull, the co-founder of Pixar, reminds us that the challenge in many organizations is "protecting the 
new," 

He writes, "when someone hatches an original idea, it may be ungainly and poorly defined," which lends itself to easy 

criticism, "but it is also the opposite of established and entrenched - and that is precisely what is most exciting about it." 

While there is constant tension between the old and new, organizations favor whatever is already in place. Getting support for 

new ideas means combating entrenchment, politics, and a gauntlet of filters aimed at vetting ideas. People become a critic of 

the new rather than its defender. 

Whether it’s the kernel of a movie idea or a fledgling internship program, the new needs protection. Business-as- 

usual does not. Managers do not need to work hard to protect established ideas or ways of doing business. The 

system is tilted to favor the incumbent. The challenger needs support to find its footing. And protection of the new- 

of the future, not the past-must be a conscious effort." 

In the Pixar film Ratatouille, the restaurant critic Anton Ego sheds light on the role of a critic in defending the new... 

"In many ways, the work of a critic is very easy. We risk very little yet enjoy a position over those who offer up their 
work and their selves to our judgment. We thrive on negative criticism, which is fun to write and to read. But the 
bitter truth we critics must face is that in the grand scheme of things, the average piece of junk is probably more 
meaningful than our criticism designating it so. But there are times when a critic truly risks something, and that is in 
the discovery and defense of the new. The world is often unkind to new talent, new creations. The new needs 
friends." 

may be one of the best books on creativity ever. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

.l~g 3~ 20!~ NCAA Eligibility Center Closure 

The NCAA Eli~bil~*’,. Center ~t~d Customer Service Center ~vfl! be closed Friday, ,hfl3 4 in ceM~r~fion of lridependence Day. The website 

and Member Institution Portal will remain functional during tiffs time. Normal business hours will resu~ne Monday, July 7. 

LSDBi Announceraent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



July 20 4 
Judge Shirley Fulton 

Since leaving her family’s farm in Kingstree, S,C. at the 

age of I 6, Sisirley Fuiton has overcome breast cancer 

wMb breakiP, g race aP, d gender barriers hs North 

Carolina. 

The second-oldest of five children, Fulton came to 

No,,th Carolina to a~tend coliege, Alter graduating from 

hLC, AST University, Fulton earned a ~aw degree st 

Duke University ~rl 1980 whib raishsg a ch~d ols her 

OW~ 

Tapping into connections made in school; Falton 

moved to Charlotte in 1982 and became the city’s first 

black female prosecutor. She was appointed Distdct 

Country Judge ~n 28th Jud~cia~ D~stdd five years 

R~s~ng quiddy, Fulton was e~ected to 8aperbr Cou~t 

1988~ u~timateiy sewhs9 for 14 years. Though she was 

the first b~ack femaJe on the Superior Court bench 

Noah Carol~na~ she would have preferred not to have 

broken [he harder 

"It made me %el shame for society that we had come 

that far and we were just getti~sg biack femaies in the 

rob/’ she said. 

I~ i 993, Fuiton began s battle with breasi cancer 

ultimately 1breed her to take s leave of absentee f~om 

ti~e benci~ in 1996 to uP, dergo t~eatmeP, t ai Duke. 

Returning to the coa~i the following year, she was 
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¢.,amed ti~e Senior Residenl Superior Cou~l J,:sdge. She 

earned an [vIBA from Q~eens University in 1998 

retired in 2003. 

"l guess a lot of things fell into place fer me," she said~ 

"But sometimes 1 had to pk~sh them into place." 

In addition to her distinguisI’.,ed career as a iurisl, Fulton 

has impacted ti~e community and s{ate through her 

work w~th the bleck~enburg County Ceu~ System and 

the ,~harwtt~ ~hee~ ~f La~,~ and ~ ~ ~eader ~n the 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlin Podaras <cpodaras bas-llc.com@mail142.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 10:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Have a great summer! 

Vince, 

0~ behalf of all o1’ us a[ Biuechip we ]us[ wanted to say it was grea[ see~r’.,g everyol~,e at 

tI’.,e compliar’.,ce con’,;el~,tior’.,s over [he past few mor’.,ths al~,d we wish you the be,s[ ii~r a 

wonderful summer! 

We look forward to seeing you again in the fail, and if ~here% anything we can do for you 

the meantime don’t hesitate to reach ou~ 

best, 

& 1"he BluecI’.,ip ream 

Can’t see the picture? Click here to view it! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

One Beat CPR + AED <Dan=onebeatcpr.com@mail 193.at121 .rsgsv.neD 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 11:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SatEty Campaign 

37% O~ Philips 

You can’~ predict wi~e~ sudden cardiac arrest wiil s[rike~ bul wha~ you can do is be 

prepared with and AED (Automated External Defibriilstor), 

Last year the American Hear~ Association repoRed that tisere were: 

295,000 episodes of out of hospital Sudden Cardiac Arrest occurred in the 

Over 6,000 chiidren are slruck down by sudde~~, cardiac arrest Each year. 

Less than 7% of [hese pafie~?[s surv~ved, 

50,000 add~t~onN ~ves could be saved ~f AED’s were mere w~de~y available to the 

puM~c, 

40% and h~gher suw~val rates have been acNeved ~n community’s w~th 

comprehensive ABD programs. 

One Beat CPR + AED is one of the largest Master Distributors for the Philips Line of 

Defibrillators & Accessories. We have recently started this campaign to ensure all 

Schools, Police Departments,Coaches, Gym’s, Athletic Trainers...EVERYONE! is 

prepared to handle a Sudden Cardiac Emergency. For the next 8 months, starting May 

1 st ending on Dec 31 st, I will be "Piggy Backing" all orders providing the opportunity for 

all to be prepared at an affordable cost. 

As a distributor, we work off small margins and pass on the savings to our customers. I could 
really use your help in spreading the word on these life saving devices and making 2014/15 a 
safer year to live, work, and play for all! 

Please fop/yard this information to anyone who can benefit from what we offer, [ will apply the 
same wholesale pricing to them as well, If you would like to receive Pricing & Information 
please click on the button located on the top and bottom of this email I will be more than 

happy to send it over, 

Click On Bsi~o~ Fo~ Pdci!;g & Lkteratu~e 

One Seat CPR -~ AED 
4350 O~kes F4d, S@tes 500-.50 
Suites 500-501 
dade~ F1333 ~4 
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Bike New York <info bikenewyork.org@maJ175.wdc01 .mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 1:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bike New York’s July Newsletter 

Ju~e was a gFeat month For biki~g, bu~ Juiy is iooki~g pFetty good 

bo ag I 







No maiter your skili ievel, we’ve got a (f~’ee}} cl~,ss for v,ou, Learn to Ride session for 



kids a~,d ad,:~its, Cili Bike St~eet Skilis, Bike 

~b, ie’~e also iooking i6r inst,’ucto~s [o work it’., our youth p,,"og~sms [i~ese are paid, par[~ 

time (30-.40 hou[siweek) seasonai positions. =~:::i iii~:::ii.~: == =a.~=..~ 1o i==~.~=.~i~=."~ ~ =.~:~=."~.~ 





YoI°k’s Communications Manager and 

the man behind the ~e~is at ’,~::q"~.~ 

cyclists captured a~ across [he 

Apple, from Staten ~s~and to the Bronx 



tI’.,eir ii..illy-s~pported m~l[i-day rides: C:!~,=~::: 

i==:he ==i.ii~i ~::ii:~=~::~,~~ ~i~,~’:i~ii==~!~,!=~, (J,:.liy 29-August 3). Registration fees cover mea~s, camping 

accommodations, baggage t~snspo~i, guided tours of h~stodc s~tes a~ong the way, 

commemorative %shJ~t and water bottle, snd~you get the ~dea. And be sure to check 

o~t these other grea~ NYC-ares happenings: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 4:08 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: An 18- Miuute Plan ~br Managiug Your Day Aud Fiudiug Focus plus more 

Posted: 02 3ul 2014 05:00 A~4 PDT 

We start every day knowing we’re not going to get it all done or fit it all in. How we spend our time is really a function of 

priorities. That’s why Peter Bregman argues in ~8 Mi~t~s: ~i~¢~ Your ~o~s~ ~as~r Oistra~tios~ as~ G~t ~b~ R,i#~ 

°r~i~#s Do~ that we need to plan ahead, "create a to-do list and an ignore list, and use our calendars." 

"The hardest attention to focus," he writes, "is our own." 

The Ritual of Managing Our Day 

We need ritual to manage our days, "clear enough to keep us focused on our priorities. Efficient enough not to get in the 

way." 

Bregman argues that ritual should take 18 minutes a day: Your Morning Minutes, Refocus, and Your Evening Minutes. 

Step 1 (5 Minutes) : Your Morning Minutes 

~choi~ Tim Ferriss Bregman recommends planning ahead. Ferriss prefers the night before, Bregman prefers the morning. 

Before you turn on your computer, sit down with your to-do list and "decide what will make this day highly successful." 

Take the items off your to-do list (a picture of Bregman’s to-do list is below) and schedule them into your day. 

ii~iI Berger’s To Do List 

~regman’s To Do List 



"Make sure," he writes, "that anything that’s been on your list for three days gets a slot somewhere in your calendar or move 

it off the list." 

Step 2 (1 Minute Every Hour): Refocus 

Some interruptions help us course correct. 

Set your watch, phone, or computer to ring every hour and start the work that’s listed on your calendar. When you 

hear the beep, take a deep breath and ask yourself if you spent your last hour productively. Then look at your 

calendar and deliberately recommit to how you are going to use the next hour. Manage your day hour by hour. 

Don’t let the hours manage you. 

Step 3 (5 Minutes): Your Evening Minutes 

"At the end of your day," Bregman writes, "shut off your computer and review how the day went." 

Ask yourself three sets of questions: 

1. How did the day go? What success did I experience? What challenges did I endure? 

2. What did I learn today? About myself? About others? What do T plan to do--differently or the same-- tomorrow? 

3. Whom did I interact with? Anyone I need to update? Thank? Ask a question of? Share feedback with? 

The key to this is the ritual and its predictability. 

Ifyou do the same thing in the same way over and over again, the outcome is predictable. In the case of 18 

minutes, you’ll get the right things done. 

Bregman speaks worldwide on how we can lead, work, and live more powerfully. :~8 ~i~tes~ Fi~ ¥~r Foc~ ~a~e~ 

~ist, r~¢~io~ ~ ~et ~ ~i~ht Things ~o~ is an easy to read book that will add a few tools to your toolbox. 

Posted: 02 ~ul 2014 03:00 ~M PDT 

A good writer should know as near everything as possible. Naturally he wii! not. A great enough writer seems to be born with 

knowledge. But he really is not; he has only been born with the ability to learn in a quicker ratio to the passage of time than 

other men and without conscious application, and with an intelligence to accept or reject what is already presented as 

knowledge. There are some things which cannot be learned quickly and time, which is all we have, must be paid heavily for 

their acquiring. They are the very simplest things and because it takes a man’s life to know them the little new that each 

man gets from life is very costly and the only heritage he has to leave. Every novel which is truly written contributes to the 

total knowledge which is there at the disposa! of the next writer who comes, but the next writer must pay, always, a certain 

nominal percentage in experience to be able to understand and assimilate what is available as his birthright and what he 

must, in turn, take his departure from. 

-- Hemingway, who died July 2, 1961, writing in ~e~th i~ the Afternoon 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ice Miller LLP <enews@icemiller.com> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 4:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ice Miller Welcomes Stephan~e Kelly 

Ice Miller Welcomes Kell~Step 
..... hanie 90xl Stephanie Seay Kelly 

lo 

Veteran Labor & Employn~nt Partner 
Joins Ice Miller in Chica~1o Office 

Stephanie Kelly 

p 312-726-8131 
f 312-726-7162 

stepha nie.kelly (~,icemiller.com 

200 W. Madison Street Suite 3500 
Chicago, I L 60606-3417 

Ice Miller LLP is pleased to announce that 
Stephanie Seay Kelly has joined the firm as a 
partner in the Labor & Employment Group. She 
will be based in the Chicago office of Ice Miller, 
and will assist a variety of clients throughout the 
firm. Kelly represents employers in lawsuits 
involving race, national origin, sex, age, religion 
and disability discrimination, whistleblower and 
retaliation, leaves, wage and hour and related 
common law. 

Kelly’s practice is dedicated to helping 
companies navigate the thorny intricacies of the 
employment relationship and Human Resources 
function. She has represented clients in state 
and federal courts and before the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, the 
Department of Labor, the illinois Department of 
Human Rights, the Chicago Commission on 
Human Rights and various state and local 
agencies throughout the country. Kelly also 
counsels employers on other facets of 
employment litigation, such as defamation, 
tortious interference and the application and 

review of personnel policies, handbooks, and 
procedures. 

"We are extremely pleased to welcome 
Stephanie to Ice Miller, where she will be based 
in our Chicago office," said Phil Bayt, managing 
partner of Ice Miller. "Stephanie’s impressive 
experience and knowledge will bring depth to our 
Labor & Employment Group and help our clients 
build comprehensive employment solutions to 
meet their business needs." 

Kelly’s experience includes consulting with 
management and human resources professionals 
regarding personnel issues including hiring, 
discipline, termination, medical leaves and 
reasonable accommodations. She has 
conducted fact investigations in connection with 
employees’ internal complaints and in response 
to threatened or pending charges and litigation. 

Kelly facilitates training on preventive 
management practices, litigation avoidance, 
employment law, unlawful workplace harassment 
and diversity training for employees and 
managers. She devotes a substantial part of her 
practice to representing employers in complex 
class and collective actions involving overtime 
and other wage-related claims and she 
specializes in helping employers to develop 
forward-thinking compliance measures that 
reduce wage and hour disputes and other 
employment-related issues= 

Kelly earned her undergraduate degree from 
Northwestern University, and her J.D. from the 
Chicago-Kent College of Law. Kelly was 
previously with the Chicago office of Littler 

Mendelson. 



She can be reached at 312-726-8131 or 
stephanie.kelly@icemiller.com 

Read the full article here. 

~nis publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to 
constitute legal advice. The/~ader should consu~ vAth legal counsel to determine how laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the reade¢s specific circumstances. 

To learn more about the firm and its services, visit us at 

Copyright(c) 2009-2013 ice Miller LLP and ~s licensors. All rights reserved. 

This email ,,~as ser~t, t.o: ille@uncaa.~r~c,edu 

£f vou do not wish to receive this pubiicatior~, please go here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, July 4, 2014 4:02 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtR 

Farnam Street: Charlie Munger on the Value of Thinking Backwad and Fox,yard 

Posted: 03 Jul 2014 05:00 AH PDT 

One of the five simple notions to so~ve problem~ is the concept of inversion. To solve problems we need to look at them 
both forward and backward. 

But how does this look in practice? Let me give you an example that Charlie Munger gave during a speech. 

Munger liked to give his family little puzzles. And one of the puzzles he gave his family was: 

There’s an activity in America, with one-on-one contests, and a national championship. The same person won the 

championship on two occasions about 65 years apart. 

"Now," I said, "name the activity." 

Any ideas? How would you answer this? 

"In my family," Munger said, "not a lot of light bulbs were flashing." Except for one. 

But I have a physicist son who has been trained more in the type of thinking I like. And he immediately got the right 

answer, and here’s the way he reasoned: 

It can’t be anything requiring a lot of hand-eye coordination. Nobody 85 years of age is going to win a national 

billiards tournament, much less a national tennis tournament. It just can’t be. Then he figured it couldn’t be chess, 

which this physicist plays very we!i, because it’s too hard. The complexity of the system, the stamina required are 

too great. But that led into checkers. And he thought, "Ah ha! There’s a game where vast experience might guide 

you to be the best even though you’re 85 years of age." 

And sure enough that was the right answer. 

Flipping one’s thinking both forward and backward is a powerful sort of mental trickery that will help improve your thinking. 

You are subscribed to emsii updates from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these emaiis, you rr~av unsubscribe now. 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

delivery pevcered by Goc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roger Connors <rogerconnors@ozprinciple.com> 

Friday, July 4, 2014 5:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Accountabili~ Best Practices 

Hello Vince, 

I want to invite you to a special event that I am holding on Wednesday, July 16, 2014. This complimentary webinar is based on our New York Times bestselling 

book, The Oz Principle: Getting Results Through Individual and Organizational Accountability. This book was ranked as the # 1 book in the leadership 

catego~ on The New York Thnes, The Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling lists. Click here to watch a 2-minute video message int~oducing you to 

this populax webinar. 

The Oz Principle Accountability Training WebinarTM 
Based on The New York Times Bestselling Book The Oz Principle 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 from 10am 1 lam PDT Register Learn More 

Featuring live video streaming, real-lime polling and a Q&A session 

Accountabili~, Training produces results as explaJmed by Stu Fi~Gibbon, the plant manager at American Sugar Refining, Inc: 

"The Oz Principle Accountability Training is the only approach that I hm,e experienced that is se[/’susmining.... The Accountability Training has 

helped us achieve what maro~ in our industry would consider to be breakthrough results. I would recommend this training to eve~one who is 
looking to make improventents that impact the bottom line. " 

I hope you roll be able to attend this one-hour webinm which will be followed by a Question and Answer session. To regis~ter for tiffs webinar, click here. I am 

confident that you will discover why the world’s top cotnpanies use AccountabiliU Training® as a core offering in their leadership and organizationed development 

eflbrts. 

Sincereb; 

Roger 
Roger Connors 

CEO/Autho~; Pa(mers In Leadership 

w’~v.ozpnnciple.com 

Accountability Training p~oduces results. View some of our success stories. 

Privacy Policy One-Click Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Famam Street Weekly <newslette~famamstreetblog.com@mai168.us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, July 6, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Backward a~d Forward Thinking 

tf you missed ~ast week’s edition--Nine habits you need to stop now, how to mare hard 

choices, ~h} you should stop telling people to cheer up, why the ~,PO is dying, how to 

wrfe 250 words pet minute with a pen, and so much more--you can catch u~. 



Here 

The most popular article this week was 

What else was interesting? 

Chariie Mun~ on 8qe Value of Thir’.,kin£ Backward and Forward --"1 have a 

a physicist son who has been trained more in the type of thinking I like. And 

he immediately got the right answer, and here’s the way he reasoned_/’ 

The Role of a Critic -- "In many ways, the work of a critic is very easy. 

risk very little yet enjoy a position over those who offer up their work and their 

selves to our judgment," 

Ernest Hemingway, who died on July 2nd, with 

~<(qf@!.33 on how the simplest things often require the highest price to learn. 

18 Minutes: Find Your Focus. Master Distraction and Get the Ri~ Done 

Clutter builds up in our lives. We’re busy~ But there are ways that people use to cut 

through distractions and find a way to focus. These are the people worth studying 

and learning from. In this over-crowded sector, however, the problem is separating 

the wheat from the chaff. Peter Bregman, the author of this book, is more signal 

than noise. His tips and advice, some of which £c.,.X.!~..f!#X[}.¢!.~b£~£, offer a practical 

way forward for our increasingly overwhelmed world. 

’vMqat W.H Auden Can Do For You 

I was excited to crack this one open for two reasons. First, I have no experience 

with W.H Auden, who many consider one of the best poets of the twentieth 

century. While I’ve heard good things, I’ve never really looked into him. Second, the 

author, Alexander McCall Smith, is also the author behind The Sur’.,d~Ioso~.~h,, 

~!£!b., a novel recommended by Nassim Taleb. The book falls short of generating 

enthusiasm for Auden but ends up proving its worth in the exploration of how we 

can be changed by something we read. Art has the beautiful ability to make us 

see things in a different light. As Smith writes: "We are changed because we now 

understand something that we did not understand before." 

I’m less interested in the finer details and architectural merits of wine cellars than 

the consumption of wine. So while it may seem odd that I would read a book 

primarily about building a wine cellar, the chapters on "breathing, aroma and 

taste," and "the psychology of wine tastings" made this book entirely worthwhile. 

Another highlight was the section on recognizing spoiled wine, which included an 

explanation of why it is often best to choose the latest vintage available at most 

restauranta. 

See the ~ of what I’ve been reading. 

Still Curious? 

+ Li~..i.&..c.*...cJ.a!21~..[![.b.i~..(&.~:9~!£.~t~:#£~g~:..cJ.~!i£{~. -- "your top priority should always be 

mastering where your time goes .... The most important rule of money is never to 

borrow it, except for things that earn you more back." (Pair with ~.~..~.~:=!~B:~..~(:9~:! 



+ j/]]#..!~.c?.,t~L#[/j/i?~t#.- There are lessons in here for organizations, especially the 

ones that seek to remove any tension and unpleasantness from meetings "For 

centuries, the myth of the lone genius has towered over us, its shadow obscuring 

the way creative work rea~y gets do~e. The a~empts to p~ck apa~ the Len~on- 

McCaAney pa~nersh~p revea~ j~st how misleading that myth ~n be, because John 

and Pau~ were so obviously more creative as a pa~r than as ~nd~v~duals, even if at 

t~mes they appeared to work ~n oppos~t~o~ to each other~ The ~one-genius myth 

preven~ us from grappling w~th a sedes of paradoxes about creative pa~rs: that 

d~s~ce doesn’t impede ~nt~macy, and ~s often a crucial ~ngredient of it; that 

.    ’~/ ~,~ -~-" 
~ ~- competition and collaboration are o~en en~¢zined." (Pair ~i~h }.~..q:.~>.~:.~g...~..#.d#~.:~# .... 

~ Great Patfne~#~ Succeed.) 

’k_chess commentators draw attention to his ability to wear down opponents, to 

wait patiently for them to make the tiniest mistake. Magnus himself maintains that 

he is an aggressive player but that audacity isn’t always what’s called for. "When 

you play against the best people in the world, they see through your plans, and you 

cannot win with a swashbuckling attack all the time," he says. "You just need to 

take what’s there.’"’ 

+ :j...~...Z~i~}~t~.~.~L~2~1~s~.~L>.S.‘.~.t.~.~.:~.~..~s!~i~..~.~..e.~9.~i.~ -- The smartest person is often the 

one who skips the meeting, but if you must go, I like #5 the best "Repeat the last 

thing the engineer said, but very very slowly." 

+ [~.?]..e...s...s.~.e..~.~E.c.~.!g..~!~..~.t..h....~.!~..o..[ -- "The clue to the elevator’s significance lies in 

the buttons that adorn its interior and exterior. Its automation, at the beginning of 

the 20th century, created a system of electronic signalling which brought the entire 

operation under the control of the individual user~ In no other mode of transport 

could a vehicle be hailed, directed and dismissed entirely without assistance, and 

by a touch so slight it barely amounts to an expenditure of energy. The machine 

appears to work by information alone." 

+ Schooled -- "Cory Booker, Chris Christie, and Mark Zuckerberg had a plan to 

reform Newark’s schools. They got an education." 

+ The intamet’s Own Boy -- An exceptional documentary on the computer 

programmer and internet activist Aaron Swa~Cz, who used his technological 

prowess to fight for open access to information. The film raises questions on 

access to information and civil liberties. It might also make you question what 

you’re doing with your life. 

+ D.~;..e.~.....~.~!.~‘.~.rb..%‘..G~;d.~.[!..[~)..e.~.~s1..~s‘.~..~!~t!#..~@.~f~..:~.B[~1!@s}~..~i.‘.h@g~%#.r~3#.r~.~.‘.s.- "As collaboration 

becomes essential for any job, it’s not "if" but "when" you will get into a 

disagreement with your colleagues. So when it does happen, what are your 

options for de-escalating a disagreement in the workplace and finding resolution 

quickly? In my experience, the most critical ingredient to settling conflicts is clarity 

on the grounds of disagreement." 

Re:Thiink I, ,horatio,, -- Only 18 spots Jeff. Join me in Chicago this September 

for two days of learning how mental models can help you and your organization 

tackle innovation. 

+ .,.S.~S}£!~y,.!.~,.".’t4[3S!.- How do businesses go about reviving old technologies in the 

face of so much innovation?" the key to success lies in redefining the product’s 

value and meaning." 



+ The most popular article in last week’s edition of Brain Food was 

Thanks for readi~)g, 

Sha~e Parrish 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espmnaJl.com> 

Sunday, July 6, 2014 7:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Watch the MLB All-Star Selection Show Live Now 

View this email with images here. 

Xi Taco Bell All Star Selection Show 2014 

WATCH LIVE NOW 

~’-’i ESPN WatchESPN 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Brian Cain <brian@bfiancain.com> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu.: 

Vince, How Do You Measure Success? 

Vince 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don’t want to get emails from me anymore, click the link below: 

M sna~’; email settinas 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 111 W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Famam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 4:29 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: French Nobility And The Origins of Modem Culture 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Fr÷~¢h Nobi[it~ Arid The Origins 

Posted: 07 Jul 2024 05:00 AM POT 

i,~,i "Nobles explored alternatives to patriarchal ideology not because it was weakenin9 in the seventeenth century but because its 

hold over them was so very strong" 

Nobles explored alternatives to 

)atriarchal ideology not because it was weakening in the seventeenth century but because its hold over them was so very 

strong." 

With increasing subordination of the noble individual to the collective, seventeenth-century French nobles moved away from 

tradition and towards individualism. They began to see themselves more as individuals than as the product of inheritance and 

tradition. Accompanying this preoccupation with the self was an increasingly critical view of society, monarchy, and religious 

teachings. The very foundations of the monarchy were questioned and answers focused on tradition to guide behaviour were 

rejected. With the newfound view that most social relations were artificial, the French nobility turned increasingly toward 

meaningful relationships with friends and lovers. In so doing, they illustrated the emergence of a modern culture in the wake 

of a traditional social order. 

In his book Atis~ocr~ti~ ~xperier~e and th~ Origin~ of Noderr~ Cu~r~, Jonathan Dewald, a distinguished professor of 

history at the State University of New York at Buffalo, explores the history of individuality and the cultural push back by the 

seventeenth-century French nobility. It addresses how the nobility thought about their world and themselves by looking at the 

responses to increasing tension on personal worth, ambition, careers, money, civic order and sexuality. While these are 

different topics, Dewald argues they "can also be understood as aspects of a single larger problem. Each represents one form 

of connection between the individual and her or his society." The book then is an elegant essay on "how aristocratic men and 

woman understood their bonds to the society around them at a decisive moment in the evolution of early modern society." 

While it may seem foreign now, at the time, the concept of the person as an individual flew in the face of tradition. 

Questioning this perspective sowed the seeds of a new worldview where tradition and social hierarchy were displaced in favor 

of individual pursuits. 

doubt many of the moral underpinnings of their society. They came, in other words, to see the isolated self as real, 



important, and complicated, and they correspondingly doubted the value, even the reality, of the social conventions 

that surrounded it. 

Answering cultural questions by focusing on such a small segment of society, perhaps 1 percent, begs an explanation. While 

limited in size, the French aristocracy at the end of the seventeenth century "exercised an influence on the rest of society out 

of proportion to its numbers." 

For sixteenth- and seventeenth-century nobles, everything rested on traditional order and familial continuity. 

Property and political rights descended from the past, and so too did personal qualities, a dual inheritance from the 

individual family and the larger aristocratic order. Most nobles simply assumed these values ... Yet the French nobles 

also participated enthusiastically in many of the most innovative currents in early modern culture. They followed and 

helped to shape cultural movements toward individualism, skepticism about established social arrangements, and 

belief in the primacy of change in human affairs. 

This tension started to show itself, even in public ideological defences of the aristocracy, and was "still more evident when the 

nobles spoke privately, in memoirs, letters, fiction." These intimate private thoughts exposed assumptions and fears that 

differed from the confident and public projections of tradition. 

In the shadow of the culture he encountered in the United States, Alexis de Tocqueville ruminated on the cultural implications 

of aristocratic society in his masterwork ~o~-~c~ i~ ~i~: 

Take the case of an aristocratic people interested in literature ... When a small, unchanging group of men are 

concerned at the same time with the same subject, they easily get together and agree on certain guiding principles 

to direct their efforts. If it is literature with which they are concerned, strict canons will soon prescribe rules that may 

not be broken. If these men occupy a hereditary position in their country they will naturally be inclined not only to 

invent rules for themselves but to follow those laid down by their ancestors. Their code will be both strict and 

traditional .... Such men, beginning and ending their lives in comfortable circumstances, naturally conceive a taste for 

choice pleasures, full of refinement and delicacy. Moreover, the long and peaceful enjoyment of so much wealth will 

have induced a certain softness of thought and feeling, and even in their enjoyments they will avoid anything too 

unexpected or too lively. They would rather be amused than deeply moved; they want to be interested but not 

carried away. 

The problem with Tocqueville, Dewald argues, is that he "seeks to connect specific cultural expressions both to experience 

and to the ideology of inheritance that undergirded the aristocracy’s existence during the Old Regime." But treating aristocratic 

culture as "essentially ideological" comes with some limitations: "it implies a fundamental unity in culture, and thus shields 

from our view its points of uncertainty or contradiction; it often implies a functionalist view of how ideas and values form, and 

this seems inadequate to the complexities of both the ideas themselves and of the processes by which they developed; 

above all, an ideological approach to aristocratic culture treats culture as only a reflection of deeper realities, a secondary level 

of reality, a superstructure." 

Dewald spends most of his time in the nooks and crannies of uncertainty and contradiction. 

As the nobles struggled to hold on to a slipping aristocracy, they increasingly found their life shaped by new pressures to 

subdue the individual in deference to the family. 

Lineage gained increasing importance in public life, as social status became more clearly a matter of birth and as 

venal office-holding created castes within the military and the civil service; in consequence, families increasingly 

organized themselves along dynastic lines, celebrating paternal authority and subordinating individual desires to 

dynastic needs. Standards of personal behaviour rose, a process encouraged by both a reinvigorated Catholicism 

and by courtly libertinism; each demanded that men and women more tightly control their impulses and fit their 

behaviour to elaborate standards. 

In the face of this backdrop the state too heightened its demands on citizens with conformity, the "rigid subordination of 

individual impulse to collective orderings." The state--through a web of political influences and ambition--also made it clear 

that nothing was off limits and intervened regularly on issues of property, law, and distinctions of birth. This is where Dewald’s 

book takes us. To the "individuals’ responses to these pressures." While some responses were enthusiastic, producing 

elaborate "defences of their order’s superiority to the rest of society and emphas(ing) the value of noble birth," others were 

more contradictory to expectations of aristocratic life and "directly undercut respect for tradition and inheritance." 

Enthusiasm for courtly manners involved a startlingly explicit rejection of the past as a guide; and this rejection 

recurred in other domains, as nobles stressed the superiority of their own culture to that of the past. Similarly, the 



conditions of seventeenth-century warfare required sophisticated political and numerical calculations and encouraged 

familiarity with classical writers, who acquired renewed relevance in an age dominated by carefully organized masses 

of infantry. Seventeenth-century political careers demanded similar thought and focused attention on individual 

ambition rather than dynastic continuity as a key to understanding social arrangements. By selling high positions and 

by intervening so often in matters of property, the state itself disrupted belief in a stable social order and forced 

nobles to think carefully about money; in such circumstances, nobles came to view their society as in some sense 

an artificial creation rather than an organic hierarchy. In these and a variety of other specific ways, seventeenth- 

century conditions undermined patriarchal ideas and forced nobles into more individualistic modes of thought. 

The increasing demands placed on the seventeenth-century’s nobility resulted in both "inner rebellions as well as celebrations" 

creating a paradox: "as family, state, and ethical ideals increasingly demanded renunciation of individual desires, men and 

women became increasingly absorbed in understanding themselves as individuals, and indeed in understanding personal desire 

itself." 

They explored their inner lives in autobiographies and novels, and they presented their lives in terms of personal 

achievement. They became increasingly preoccupied with emotion, which attached them to friends and lovers--in 

other words, to chosen objects of affection. Such deepening concern with the personal offered one response to the 

oppressiveness of seventeenth-century expectations. 

In something J.K. Rowling could be proud of, many of the French nobility sought out social settings where distinctions of birth 

were disguised by anonymity. 

The rejection was explicit in the case of the Acad~mie Fran~aise, which admitted men without reference to rank. It 

was implicit in such events as the masked ball, the gambling party, and the decision (taken with growing frequency in 

the seventeenth century) to write or appear in published literary works, works that exposed author and subject to 

the judgment of any book-buyer. All of these choices presented momentary, experimental departures from 

aristocratic society itself. Like the exploration of the personal, they expressed nobles’ ambivalence about their social 

order. Nobles fully accepted the ordering that dynastic ideology proposed and that accorded them such a privileged 

place. But they also felt acutely the weight of that order. 

Ironically, the conflicting demands of seventeenth-century aristocratic culture created an untenable state that fostered the 

more egalitarian ideologies of the eighteenth century and the weakening of the patriarchal ideology. 

Nobles explored alternatives to patriarchal ideology not because it was weakening in the seventeenth century but 

because its hold over them was so very strong .... Seventeenth-century aristocratic culture ... placed contradictory 

demands on its participants, between, for instance, ideals of inheritance and of individual ambition. By the early 

eighteenth century, the weight of these contradictions had for many nobles become intolerable. The more egalitarian 

ideologies of the eighteenth century, it may be suggested, offered resolution of contradictions that had become 

burdensome beyond endurance. From this vantage point, Louis XIV’s rise to power seems less a turning point than 

does his death. 

Aristocratic ~E×[perie~ce a~d t:~e O~’igi~s of Noder~ C~lt~re offers a beautiful exploration of how French nobles, in the face 

tightening restrictions on the individual, sowed the seeds of modern culture. 
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Wednesday, July 9, 2014 10:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~.mc.edu> 

What can you buy tbr $89 - 113? How can you rate job applicants? 
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Our Accomplishments 

Quick Links 

.o__u_. _r__. _B_ .e_ n__e_. _fi__t. _s_ 
Pricing Options 

Active Job Cate_qories 

Active institutions 

Advice for Employers 

Diversity and outreach 
is our mission 365 days 
per year, not just as a 
supplement, special 
issue or talking point. 

Diversity Statement 

Diversity Reach 

7,9% LatinolLatina 
~ 2.4% Asian 
56.3% female 
16.3-2&2% Black 
5,4% Veterans 
2.7% disabled 

7.0% not disclosing 

LGBTQ is heavily 

marketed ~o (and u~ilized 
by), but not tracked, 

Vince Ille 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Athletic Department 

Please consider utilizing $¢holarty~,4,i~.-~.’.,.com when you 
advertise staffand faculty job openings on the internet. 
As you can see, we have accomplished significant 
outreach in the 3+ years we have been in business. 

We are the leaders in technology and diversity reach and 
are #2 in the key ROI index HiTS / JOB / MONTH. Rest 
assured that we are working hard to improve in all facets 
of our business 

Job Advertising with your ROI in mind - $89-113 

For $89 (credit card) or $113 (purchase order), you get 
the following: 

Job postings that can last up to 180 days. 
Up to ten keywords / posting 
Postings in up to ten job categories 
Strong diversity reach (see below) 
15-day auto refresh so your jobs appear current 

Rate Your Candidates 
Against an Ideal 

Picture yourself at the end of a 
long day of interviewing 
candidates for your faculty 
position. The last three 
interviews have been 
successively worse, and you 
are dreading the final interview. 
[.__m___o__r__e_l 



We provide excellent ROI coverage at the lower end of 
the cost spectrum. Not only are we a very good resource 

for diverse candidates, but we also are the #2 site for 
breadth of candidates. You get the best of both worlds 

and a very low cost per view. 
CUPA-H R corporate member 

Member of National Association of Diversity Officers 
in Higher Education (NADOHE) 

We look forward to assisting your search committees 
with their hiring endeavors. 

Best regards, 

Forward this email 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@email.unc.edu 
by 
r ick@scl’lola rlyhir es.corn 

Update 

Address Instant 
removal with 
SafeUnsubscribe~ 

_r_~_cj__v_#__c_z__p___o_[i~_.v_. 

Keyword Recruitment Systems LLC :: 4555 Lake Forest Drive #650 Cincinnati OH 45242 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SEAT 2014 Conference <christine.stoltN@seatconsortium.com> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 11:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

SEAT 2014 Sunday KickoffReception - Friends, Drinks, Food & Prizes 

If you do not want to receive future emails from SEAT 2014 Conference, click Opt-Out. 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions I 



2 Corporate Park, Suite 206, Irvine, California 92606 (949) 261-2525 Fax: (949) 261-2528 

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF COMPLIANCE 
BIG WEST CONFERENCE 

Overview: 
This is a full-time career position. The Assistant Director of Compliance repo~ls directly to the Associate 

Commissioner/Compliance & Governance and is responsible for providing support primarily in the areas of 

compliance and governance. 

Compensation: $31,800 annual salary. Benefits include employer paid health, dental and vision insurance 

alter 90 days of service. Participation in employer contributed profit sharing program begins January I alter 

completing 12 months of service. Ten vacation days each calendar year beginning January 1. 

Primary Duties: 
1. Coordinate the National Letter of Intent Program. 
2. Assist in the processing of NCAAiBig West Conference violations and creation of associated 

reports. 
3. Monitor and manage records related to NCAA and Conference compliance programs. 
4. Facilitate the process for the submission of NCAA medical waivers. 
5. Assist with the creation of rules education materials. 
6. Assist with the review of NCAA legislation, including the creation of institutional ballots and 

surveys. 
7. Assist with the coordination and conduct of conference calls, webinars and in-person meetings. 
8. Maintain the Conference Compliance Archives. 
9. Assist in the creation of meeting materials and reports. 
10. Assist in Conference governance, including updating of Conference manuals. 
1 1. Manage Academic Awards program. Assist in preparation for Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

banquet. 
12. Other duties, including assistance with other conference projects, events and championships, as 

assigned. 

Qualifications 
1. Bachelor’ s Degree Required. 
2. Excellent written and verbal communication skills. 
3. Discretion and sensitivity in handling confidential matters and materials. 
4. Applicants should have a strong knowledge of and demonstrated interest in intercollegiate 

athletics. Familiarity with NCAA rnles reqnired. 
5. Travel, along with evening and weekend hours occasionally required. 

To Apply: 
Submit a cover letter, resume and contact information for three references to: 
Erica Monteabaro, Associate Commissioner 
emonteabaro@ bigwest.org 
Big West Conference 
2 Corporate Park, Ste. 206 
Irvine, CA 92606 

Application Deadline is July 23. 

Bzg ~est Cor{ference Members 

Cal Poly ¯ Cal State Fullerton ¯ Cal State Northridge ¯ Long Beach State ¯ UC Davis ° UC Irvine ° UC Riverside ° UC Santa Barbara ° tlawai’i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 5:20 PM 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Department of Athletics Job Postings 

The Departme~rt of Athletics is currently recruiti~g for the following position(s), All candidstes must 8pply on-line lhrough the University’s on-li~e application process, For more 

information, 8rid ~o apply for 8ny of the positions listed below, please click on the link beside ~he position of irfleresL 

Assistant Softball Coach 

Closing Date: Open Until Filled 

Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 

Closing Date: 07/12/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 4:35 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: Forget The °q’o-Do" List, You Need A °Stop Doing’ List 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 09 DLII 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

::X:: Warren Buffett 

It’s interesting to think about the things you want to accomplish in life and work towards those goals. 

This is, after all, what we’ve been taught to do since birth. But over time we accumulate other habits and end up spending our 

time on things that aren’t important to us, 

Jim Collins, author of the cult business classics G~od to Gre~t and G~eat by Choice, s~g~s~s an interesting thought 

experiment to help clean the windshield so-to-speak. 

~o m,,on, no strings attached. The second tells you that you have an incurable and terminal d~sease, and you have 
no more than 10 years to live. What would you do differently, and, in particular, what would you stop doing? 

What would you stop doing? 

~n his book Ho~ To Avoi~ ~o~k, William J. Reilly offers the three most common reasons we give for not doing what we 

want. 

Whenever a person is not doing what he says he wants to do, he always has what sounds like a good excuse. And 

it’s always one or more of three: 

1. ’I haven’t the time.’ 

2. ’I haven’t the money.’ 



3. ’My folks don’t want me to.’ 

Each of these, Reilly argues, "melts away as an imaginary obstacle when we shine the light of intelligence upon it." Time is the 

key. "Without time nothing is possible." 

Everything requires Time. Time is the only permanent and absolute ruler in the universe. But she is a scrupulously fair 

ruler. She treats every living person exactly alike every day. No matter how much of the world’s goods you have 

managed to accumulate, you cannot successfully plead for a single moment more than the pauper receives without 

ever asking for it. Time is the one great leveler. Everyone has the same amount to spend every day. 

The next time you feel that you ’haven’t the time’ to do what you really want to do, it may be worth-while for you 

to remember that you have as much time as anyone else -- twenty-four hours a day. How you spend that twenty- 

four hours is really up to you. 

We invest time consciously and unconsciously. If you believe the advice of t~e wisest Arneric~s many of us think about 

how our time is spent at the end of our lives, only to find regret about how our precious resource was squandered on the 

meaningless. 

Collins’ thought experiment is an attempt to help us think about how we’re spending our time today, when we can still do 

something about it to change our ways. We don’t want to wake up when we’re 80, for instance, and realize that we 

unconsciously allocated all of our thought and effort. 

But the value of this experiment applies not only to people but to organizations. The velocity and complexity of problems is 

increasing. In part, to ward off this pressure and delegate decisions to lower levels, organizations respond with a perpetually 

increasing internal information velocity. New policies and procedures are easily added while legacy ones are slowly removed. 

Culturally we value decisions to add things more than we value decisions to remove things. 

Echoing the wo~s of S~c~ Jobs o~ focus, Collins writes: 

turned themselves from mediocrity to excellence, from good to great. In cataloguing the key steps that ignited the 

transformations, my research team and I were struck by how many of the big decisions were not what to do, but 

what to stop doing. 

A lot of people wait until the start of the New Year to pause and reflect but there is no better time than now. 

Collins also suggests that you ask yourself these three questions as "a personal guidance mechanism." The answers can be 

used to course-correct. 

1. What are you deeply passionate about? 

2. What are you are genetically encoded for -- what activities do you feel just "made to do"? 

3. What makes economic sense -- what can you make a living at? 

Think of the three circles as a personal guidance mechanism. As you navigate the twists and turns of a chaotic world, 

it acts like a compass. Am I on target? Do I need to adjust left, up, down, right? If you make an inventory of your 

activities today, what percentage of your time falls outside the three circles? 

If it is more than 50%, then the stop doing list might be your most important tool. The question is: Will you accept 

good as good enough, or do you have the courage to sell the mills? 

Question 3 is the most complicated, perhaps because in the ’find your passion’ movement doing what you love will not 

necessarily lead to a living. Cal Newport argues the counter-point: fo~owi~9 ~/o~ ipa~sio~ is ho~ib~ a~vi~e. 

(Image 

Yo{i are subscribed to emsil updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiviag these emsiis, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Enlail delivery powered by 





From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN The Magazine <espnpl~omotions@espnmaiLcom> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 9:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

ESPN’s 2014 College Football Preview 

View this email with images here. 

RESPOND TO THIS SPECIAL OFFER WITHIN 10 DAYS to receive the COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

PREVIEW ISSUE and 1 year of ESPN The Magazine for just $19.97~ 

With your paid subscription, you’ll also get up to 1 year of Insider. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chela Tu <cm@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, Jtfly 10, 2014 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edtw 

Your chamber is going to Athens, GA. Join us tbr Inter-City Visit! 





In Ather~s~ we~]I expl*-,,re pr~@es and examples of bold Ieadem~hip, 

visi[or set’vice% efficient gove~-nn3ent, a~d eommunil~" engagement 

a~d pm~blem--solving. I~ goes withon~ sa3 i~g we’I] also spend p~enty 

Mark your cale~ d az’ for 7:’S o--9:3 o a,n ~, ’rh m,sd ay, Augus 

-Frl&~y Center fbr onr annna] Sta [e of the Con~m ~Hit~ },Rq)o~’t and 

Forward to a friend 
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Privacy Po[!cy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce :: 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Brian Cain <brima 1 @briancain.com> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 2:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Vince, What in the World... Cup’. 

Hey Vince, 
Have you been following the World Cup action? Watching the nail-biters 
(and the blow-outs) and the great displays of Mental Toughness, and 
perseverance? (If not, what are you watching?!) 

I personally love the intensity during the World Cup, and watching teams 
overcome adversity. It makes me think.., why can some do it, and others 
fail? It’s almost as if they just... GIVE UP! 
How did Brazil just flop? And, how has Germany stayed so consistent? 
I want to show you some "Secrets of Success," that I have taken from the 
best teams and athletes in the country, and in the world. 
Recently, we had a tremendous response with my Book The Leadership 
Clock, so AGAIN for ONLY $9, I want to share with you some more 
Secrets of Success. 

That’s right... 

Learn More here° ......................................................................................... 

Also, be sure to check out my latest Books and CD’s: 

- Brian Cain’s Mental Toughness Traininzg for The Collegiate Athlete 

- Brian Cain’s Mental Toughness Traininog for Soccer 

- Brian Cain’s The Leadersh~ Clock 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Brian Cain 

I enjoy connecting with you via email, but if you don’t want to get emails from me anymore, click the link below: 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 11:1. W 6th Street Tempe, Arizona 85281 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 3:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Study Filmmaking and Video Communica’dons On-Line 

The Film School at Santa Fe 

U niversity of Art and Design 

Read this messaqe in a web browser 

Become a savvy content creator 

Whether you’t~ looking to start your fihn career, or enhance an already established 
professional track Santa Fe University of Art and Design’s on-line Film Cedificates may 
be just what you’ve been seeking. In this program, LA-based, Hollywood professionals 
will help you learn to direct, write, produce, and edit film and video content 
through an on-line curriculum built around your busy life. Choose from five short 
certificates (scriptwriting, multi-media communications, multi-media for marketing, 
directing, and editing) or choose a Professional Certificate in Writing/Directing, 
Producing/Editing, or Self Designed. 

If you’ve been thinking about a future in film or developing additional skills to further your 
career, stop waiting - and do something. Give yourself an industry advantage with 
professional experience today. 

Call Erika Keith at (443) 627-7237 for more information. Scholarships available. 

~i Apply Today 

Santa Fe University of Art and Design I 1600 St. Michael’s Drive I Santa Fe I NM I 87505 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers, 42 West 24th St., New York, NY 10010 (917) 743.8381 

Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 

If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact 

To be unsubscribed from the July 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



Unsubs~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, July 11, 2014 1:17 PIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Rec Centers mad GPAs ] Wrigley Reno Approved Lifetime Fitness Assault Details 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

College Rec Centers tile Kes~ to a Higher GPA? 
Add this to the loug lisl of benefits provided by a campus rec center: it may help 

stadeuts achieve better grades ... 

Athletes Bill of Rights Draws Criticism in Boslon Area 

LocaJ universities balked at a proposed College Athletes Bill of Rights, which they 

said would force them to pay for ... 

Landmarks Commission Approves Wrigley Renovatiou Plan 
The headlines, stories and artists’ renditions about what a renovated Wrigley Field 

would look like go back years. Whatever it was supposed to be ... 

Cotmcilman: Dodgers Shotfld Have Settled, Avoided Court 

Los Angeles seemed to breathe a sigh of relief Wednesday as a jury ruled the 

Dodgers organization was partly responsible for the beating of... 

DetaAls Emerge in Lifetime Fitness Sex Assault Cause 
DetaAls in court a~d police documents allege former Chicago Bull Eric "Rick" 

Brunson inappropriately touched a massage therapist m~d tried ... 

MIAA Compromise Seeks to Resolve Plas~of£ SAT Conflict 

Weeks a~er comiug under fire for scheduling high school championship games at 

the same time as the SAT tesk the state,aide organization ... 

AB Aquatics Online Learning 



Vi~inia Coaches Shill All- Star Events to Up F,xposure 

In an eflbrt to draw more of the state’s top college-bound prospect~ the Virginia 
High School Coaches Association voted Wednesday to move its ... 

Raiders, A’s at Odds Over Coliseum’s Future 

The A’s are inking a deal to remain in the O.co Coliseum for 10 years; the Raiders 

are making separate plans to tear it down ... 

Angry Minorit,/Dest~oving Social Media 
Popular AB contributor Chris Yandle, assistant AD for communications at the 

University of Miami, wrote a great post tbr our website in May ... 

’Flagship’ 31.5-Acre, $13. IM Sports Park Addresses Needs 

After a decade of planning, the cib,’s "flagship" active park, to be built in 2016, will 

include four soccer fields, three ballfield~ tbur tennis fields, ... 

Lottew l?roceeds to Help Fund Park Synthetic Turf Install 

A parent-driven charge to reduce the amount of scrapes and brnises their kids 
were coming home with is tmmpefing victory. By the time school 

Secondaw Market Blamed for Low Season-Ticket Sales 

West Virginia UniversiU football season ticket sales are as low as they’ve been in 
nine years, but the Mountaineers are working with, as opposed to ... 

Experienced Fundraiser Looks to Rescue Milwaukee YMCA 

Julie Tolan has spent her career at nonprofit m~d private institutions working to raise 

millions of dollars fbr the arts and higher education efforts. Now ... 

Downtown YWCA Focus Shifts from Fitness to Homeless 

The 85-year-old pool atthe YWCA’s Griswold Building is closing in the spring, 

along with the building’s fitness center, as part of a S20 million ... 

Va. Beach Officials Face Clearer Arena Costs, Concerns 

Officials this week told the council the privately financed, $200 million arena would 

need $52.7 million to nearly $79 million to improve infrastructure ... 

~ Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Former Pla~/er Kept Dieas~ of Charleston Coach’s Behavior 

When Baxt Benton noficed his new basketball coach had a habit of verbal abuse, 
he began to document the outburst. Now he’s revealing the details. 

Featured Vendor: 

Cvbex International 

For more than 40 years, Cybex has created premium, high-performance fitness 

equipment that is good for your customers’ bodies and your bosom line. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Lack of F~xercise~ Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
@Craig, nothing against you personally but may doctors give nutritional advice to 

patients but have no formal training on nutrition. I have 2 young ... 

Blog~er Hired to Defend ’Redskins’ Quits After Two Weeks 
I think Snyder needs tnore than a blogger to defend his defim~t attitude. Maybe 

Synder and Sterling (Clippers) can start the sports team owner... 

Lifeguards Smoked Mariiuana While on Duty, Cits~ Sa’~’s 
An experienced senior lifeguard drowned last week in CA going out in the hea~’ 
surf to save a swimmer. Lifeguarding is not all Baywatch and if.~. 

Neurologists Stress Better Care for Concussion Patients 
How is a concussion patient to know ifa doctor has concussion treatment training? 

I brought my ~n to an ER doctor a few years ago after getting ... 



Adding Pickleball to Parks and Recreation Programming 
Russ, I’m the player in the red hat.(BTW Emily can I get a copy sent to me). 

Anyways Russ shoot me an email at TNPuppetmaster@live.com ... 

Stud ~e Not ~O er-Eatmo Behind Obesit~2 

As a 220 lb. bodybuilder and a physician, I will discredit BMI as anything v~luable 
for determining tree hea]th and I will promise that a caJorie is not ... 

Raiders, A’s at Odds Over Coliseum’s Future 

Wow, as a former A’s employee who spent much too much time in that place, the 

two maJn tenants could not seem to be further apart in their ... 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

Premium Partners 

ilXiI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

[bis el~:~il w~s seqt tr~ ille@unc edu 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E: Mifflin t:A:, Sie 910. [’4 ~disor! 

2014 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, July 11, 2014 1:25 PIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Rec Centers mad GPAs ] Wrigley Reno Approved Lifetime Fitness Assault Details 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

College Rec Centers tile Kes~ to a Higher GPA? 
Add this to the loug lisl of benefits provided by a campus rec center: it may help 

stadeuts achieve better grades ... 

Athletes Bill of Rights Draws Criticism in Boslon Area 

LocaJ universities balked at a proposed College Athletes Bill of Rights, which they 

said would force them to pay for ... 

Landmarks Commission Approves Wrigley Renovatiou Plan 
The headlines, stories and artists’ renditions about what a renovated Wrigley Field 

would look like go back years. Whatever it was supposed to be ... 

Cotmcilman: Dodgers Shotfld Have Settled, Avoided Court 

Los Angeles seemed to breathe a sigh of relief Wednesday as a jury ruled the 

Dodgers organization was partly responsible for the beating of... 

DetaAls Emerge in Lifetime Fitness Sex Assault Cause 
DetaAls in court a~d police documents allege former Chicago Bull Eric "Rick" 

Brunson inappropriately touched a massage therapist m~d tried ... 

MIAA Compromise Seeks to Resolve Plas~of£ SAT Conflict 

Weeks a~er comiug under fire for scheduling high school championship games at 

the same time as the SAT tesk the state,aide organization ... 

AB Aquatics Online Learning 



Vi~inia Coaches Shill All- Star Events to Up F,xposure 

In an eflbrt to draw more of the state’s top college-bound prospect~ the Virginia 
High School Coaches Association voted Wednesday to move its ... 

Raiders, A’s at Odds Over Coliseum’s Future 

The A’s are inking a deal to remain in the O.co Coliseum for 10 years; the Raiders 

are making separate plans to tear it down ... 

Angry Minorit,/Dest~oving Social Media 
Popular AB contributor Chris Yandle, assistant AD for communications at the 

University of Miami, wrote a great post tbr our website in May ... 

’Flagship’ 31.5-Acre, $13. IM Sports Park Addresses Needs 

After a decade of planning, the cib,’s "flagship" active park, to be built in 2016, will 

include four soccer fields, three ballfield~ tbur tennis fields, ... 

Lottew l?roceeds to Help Fund Park Synthetic Turf Install 

A parent-driven charge to reduce the amount of scrapes and brnises their kids 
were coming home with is tmmpefing victory. By the time school 

Secondaw Market Blamed for Low Season-Ticket Sales 

West Virginia UniversiU football season ticket sales are as low as they’ve been in 
nine years, but the Mountaineers are working with, as opposed to ... 

Experienced Fundraiser Looks to Rescue Milwaukee YMCA 

Julie Tolan has spent her career at nonprofit m~d private institutions working to raise 

millions of dollars fbr the arts and higher education efforts. Now ... 

Downtown YWCA Focus Shifts from Fitness to Homeless 

The 85-year-old pool atthe YWCA’s Griswold Building is closing in the spring, 

along with the building’s fitness center, as part of a S20 million ... 

Va. Beach Officials Face Clearer Arena Costs, Concerns 

Officials this week told the council the privately financed, $200 million arena would 

need $52.7 million to nearly $79 million to improve infrastructure ... 

~ Content Library - Fitness 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Former Pla~/er Kept Dieas~ of Charleston Coach’s Behavior 

When Baxt Benton noficed his new basketball coach had a habit of verbal abuse, 
he began to document the outburst. Now he’s revealing the details. 

Featured Vendor: 

Cvbex International 

For more than 40 years, Cybex has created premium, high-performance fitness 

equipment that is good for your customers’ bodies and your bosom line. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Lack of F~xercise~ Not Over-Eating Behind Obesity 
@Craig, nothing against you personally but may doctors give nutritional advice to 

patients but have no formal training on nutrition. I have 2 young ... 

Blog~er Hired to Defend ’Redskins’ Quits After Two Weeks 
I think Snyder needs tnore than a blogger to defend his defim~t attitude. Maybe 

Synder and Sterling (Clippers) can start the sports team owner... 

Lifeguards Smoked Mariiuana While on Duty, Cits~ Sa’~’s 
An experienced senior lifeguard drowned last week in CA going out in the hea~’ 
surf to save a swimmer. Lifeguarding is not all Baywatch and if.~. 

Neurologists Stress Better Care for Concussion Patients 
How is a concussion patient to know ifa doctor has concussion treatment training? 

I brought my ~n to an ER doctor a few years ago after getting ... 



Adding Pickleball to Parks and Recreation Programming 
Russ, I’m the player in the red hat.(BTW Emily can I get a copy sent to me). 

Anyways Russ shoot me an email at TNPuppetmaster@live.com ... 

Stud ~e Not ~O er-Eatmo Behind Obesit~2 

As a 220 lb. bodybuilder and a physician, I will discredit BMI as anything v~luable 
for determining tree hea]th and I will promise that a caJorie is not ... 

Raiders, A’s at Odds Over Coliseum’s Future 

Wow, as a former A’s employee who spent much too much time in that place, the 

two maJn tenants could not seem to be further apart in their ... 
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I ~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay informed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomson Renters <westpromotions@update.thomsonwest.com> 

Friday, July 11, 2014 2:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Be Ready with Current Legal Re~)urces 

1 
LEGAL SOLUTIONS Thomson Reuters ~ 

Gres’ rule 

STAY CURRENT W~H 
CHANGESIN~HEEAW 

Firld insigh[!~ apd anaiysi.~ or! tile h,’[es[ b{}ai 

news, research, as well as buildin,~ and 

~ssentia~ Products Legal Networks Subscription Resources 

Call ~-.898.-72~.-7077 for h@p w~th yam purcl~ase. 

(4qnLa.~L£.s. 

Online Marketing 

L..388597 
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Summary: 
UNC also hopes all of them will speak- Julius Nyang’Oro, Mary Willingham and Rashad McCants 

included. 

According to Inside Carolina’s Greg Barnes, the university is serious about getting everybody involved in 

any area of the troubles to speak with Kenneth Wainstein, an outside attorney hired to conduct an 

independent investigation. 

"1 think the big key is that Julius Nyang’Oro (former head of the troubled African and Afro-American 

Studies department), as well as Deborah Crowder (retired administrative assistant in the AFAM 

department), have decided to cooperate with Wainstein," Barnes said while joining Mike Maniscalco 

and Mark Thomas Thursday on The World’s Strongest Morning Show. 

Barnes said that he expects Wainstein’s findings to be delivered by early fall, adding that the NCAA could 

potentially make their decision by the end of the year. 

An exclusive conversation between the athletic directors from UNC, Duke, NC State and NC Central 
about issues of athletics and academics will take place July 17 with the Fan Town Hall presented by 99.9 

The Fan. 

Article Link: 
http://www.wralsportsfan.com/unc-encouraging-everybody-to-talk/13801394/ 

Summary: 
Back then, he was worth something to Carolina basketball. Today, while firing shots at his former 

program, he is disreputable. 

"If Rashad had the experience he said he had," said Vinroot, "he must have had some out-of-body 

experience none of the rest of his teammates had." 

But in their hearts, the men do not believe Roy Williams was or is a joke. Roy is a direct coaching 

descendant of their beloved mentor, Dean Smith - and if the program has lost the Smith-created 

elements that once made it Camelot, it has lost everything. 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/news/dean-smith-s-f~rmer-p~ayers-backing-r~y-wi~~iams-in-~ake-~f-n~rth- 

carolina-s-academ ic-scandal-001138066.html 
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IVlcCants article: 
hit p ://www.wralspo rtsfa n. co m/m cca nts-wa nted-lim el ig hi-fro m -t h e-sta rt/13791619/ 

Summary: 
Last year I covered the scandal for my school paper, The Daily Tar Heel, and had a chance to interact 
with people working on reforming the system. This included the Faculty Athletics Committee and a new 
student-athlete working group headed by the provost. 

I want to call out the University for pushing this under the rug for so long. I want to call them out for using 
FERPA as an excuse for not giving the public more access to academic information which might help us 
understand exactly how the problems with AFAM started and if it occurred with any other departments. I 
want to call out the current chancellor for not standing up and expressing outrage at a problem she didn’t 
create, but inherited responsibility for fixing. And let’s not forget about the Ram’s Club, which is the one 
story that hasn’t been reported yet. It’s no secret that big money sports can be a corrupt operation. Just 
like in politics, following the money can help lead to the source of the corruption. 

There are two people who are still there who may not be directly involved, but would do well to increase 
their visibility--Roy Williams and Carol Folt, 

Article Link: 
http://yesweek~y.c~m/artic~e-18475-breaking-my-si~ence-~n-unc%25E2%258~%2599s-w~es.htm~ 

Summary: 
Former North Carolina basketball star Antawn Jamison called Rashad McCants a "clown" Thursday in an 

interview and also said he would like to finish his NBA career with the Charlotte Hornets. 

But Jamison said he got to know McCants a little over the years when he went back over the summers to 

Chapel Hill and always noticed both McCants’ talent and his lack of focus. 

"1 worked and I earned everything I’ve ever done," said Jamison, who majored in African-American 

studies and said all of his classes were legitimate. He also said of McCants: "Rashad’s a good cat .... I just 

think he’s searching .... But don’t try to bring down a university because you don’t have a good 

relationship with the coaching staff." 

Article Link: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O7 /10/3998:141/antawn-jamison-calls-rashad- 
mccants.html?sp=/99 /102/110/112/973/ 
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Summary: 

No matter, there is no hope UNC will ever recover anyway. Its insides are corroded with destructive 

radical scholars running the academic side, money-focused cowboys directing the athletic program and 

third-rate political appointees making administrative decisions on the Board of Trustee level and system- 

wide Board of Governors. 

Article Link: 
http://www.nati~na~review.c~m/phi~beta~c~ns/382232/s~uthern~part~he~~~bernie~reeves] 

Summary: 

The move came as a surprise as Lipford, who overcame a serious knee injury incurred a couple of years 

ago, was viewed as the front-runner to start at middle linebacker for the Tar Heels in 2014. 

Instead, Lipford entered the supplemental draft because, as the Durham Herald-Sun put it, "academic 

issues" forced his football hand. 

draft/ 

Summary: 

As more bad news comes to light about UNC, the storied university looks poised to enter the darkest 

chapter in its 225-year existence. 

Maybe somehow the ruling body will pretend not to notice UNC’s violations. But in today’s society, with 

Internet news sites churning out stories week after week, somehow I doubt the NCAA will be allowed to 

play dumb. 

And as a North Carolina resident whose tax dollars help provide support to this state university, I hope 

the NCAA does step in and bring down the hammer because we deserve to have a sports team for 

whom we can cheer. 

Article Link: 
http://www.mtairynews.c~m/news/sp~rts/3876611/The-b~ack-eye-in-Chape~-Hi~~-keeps-getting.w~rse 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

"Perhaps this is the player the PP poster that stated he had evidence of improper benefits he was 

waiting to expose during the season." 

Responses: 
¯ I know who you are referring to and this is not the player getting illegal benefits. 

o "Treyvon is right.. Not the one" 

~ "Nope, he is not the one." 
¯ "Lipford is not the guy I referenced." 

ilE~ O ki ~ g a t ~he EI OddaS e c ~ e tary Of st a~el s web s i ~ e; ~Up sial e Media G ~ o u pl;E £ C~ wa s founded in 20tt 
a nddissolvedi n2012; ~he per s## who ~ig n edas th ~SpOnSiblepa~ywaS JasOn M#ntg~mery; ~ham 
U M Gisw e b ~ it e I isis a P~esi de nta n d C F O ;~ In A p d l # f 20~4; a ~ e v¢#O m p a # y#a I ledl Up s i d e M e d ia 
£ E C wasi n c o~porat e d; and t h~m S P O# s iblepa~ y wa S liSte d asDanaDez# O~; who isli S ted in ~i #ke d l # 
as a ma~eti n g and mediacSns,lt anti 5t h eOd a nd~ area (~# menti he# #n U IV]GI e b~it e i n6# d6e~ 
She m~ti~ UMG ~n he~ Ei~kedl~;) 

"The website was changed... He changed it to ’Founder & Chairman, Marketing Expert’ [from "NBPA 

Certified Agent"]" 

"1 think the smart money is on Blackstock being involved in this." 

"Howard & Gause are both facebook friends with two NBA agents. One being [Daniel] Green." 

"Juan Morrow is also not registered w/Sec of State in NC" 
http:llwww.charlotteobserver.com12014107110150358801hornets-pj-hairston-chance- 
meeting.html#.U78zpvldX_E 

Jon Sasser @JonSasser lh (Butch Davis’ attorney - don’t know if the account is really him though) 

@JudgeBobOrr @bomani_jones Nor did Butch Davis even know Prof Nyang’oro. The AFAM Dep’t was 

established at Dean Smith’s request. 
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Summary: 
The Senate Commerce Committee pretty much laid out its plan of attack vs. the NCAA during 

Wednesday’s hearing titled "Promoting the Well-Being of Academic Sucess of College Athletes." 

The committee sent out a release late Tuesday laying out its line of questioning. Senate Commerce 

Committee Chairman John D. (Jay) Rockefeller, IV, will chair the hearing. NCAA president Mark Emmert 

is one of the witnesses. 

Article Links: 
http://~w~~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/~riter/dennis-d~dd/24611551/senate-c~mmittee-going- 

hard-after-ncaa-in-wednesday-hearing 

http://espn-go~c~m/co~~ege-sports/story/-/id/11196~36/ncaa-president-mark-emmert-ca~~s- 

scholarships-life-meeting-senate-panel 

http://chronicle.com/article/Senate-Committee-Has-Tough/147593/ 

Summary: 
Florida State receiver Jesus Wilson has been suspended from the football team after facing a felony 

charge in the theft of a motor scooter, officials said Wednesday. 

Police say Wilson was stopped as he rode a motor scooter days after it was reported stolen on campus 

June 11. Wilson said a friend loaned him the vehicle. An investigation ensued, and Wilson was later 

arrested and charged with third-degree grand motor theft. 

theft 

Summary: 
Embattled College of Charleston coach Doug Wojcik will not be on the road recruiting when the period 

starts Wednesday for college coaches, the school announced Tuesday. 

Wojcik was recently under investigation for verbally abusing his players during his first two years at the 

school. 
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The school issued a statement to media who requested one saying Wojdk had meetings he would be 

attending to in Charleston this week. The statement said assistant coaches would "engage in recruiting 

activities during the week of July 6." 

The school said it would have no further comment on whether or not Wojcik would recruit later in the 

month or if he was suspended from recruiting. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~m/mens~ege~basketba~/st~ry/-/id/~ ~19215~/c~ege.char~est~n.c~ach-d~ug. 

wojcik-not-recruiting-week 

Summary: 
Auburn quarterback Nick Marshall received a couple of citations following a traffic stop Friday afternoon 

in Reynolds, Ga. Those citations were for possession of less than an ounce of marijuana and window 

tint. 

Marshall, the report stresses, was never arrested. Auburn has yet to address Marshall’s situation, which 

makes sense as it happened just a couple of hours ago. 

possession/ 

Summary: 
In a conversation earlier this week, assistant coach Steve Spurrier Jr. conceded to Josh Kendall of The 

Statethat eight of the Gamecocks 2014 signees have yet to meet the academic qualifications to enroll in 

the school. Not only that, but three of the eight -- defensive ends Dante Sawyer, Kalan 

Ritchie and Jhaustin Thomas-- have either already announced they are headed to the JUCO ranks (the 

first two) or have whiffed on signing with the Gamecocks twice (Thomas signed with USC out of high 

school and, after failing to qualify initially, JUCO). 

The paper writes that "[c]ornerbacks Wesley Green, Chris Lammons and Darin Smalls, fullback Joe 

Blue and defensive tackle Dexter Wideman still are trying to meet qualifying standards in time to join 

the Gamecocks in August." 

Article Link: 
http://c~egef~tba~ta~k~nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~ 4/~7 /~1/m~re-than~ne-third-~f~gamec~cks-2~14- 

recruiting-class-may-not-qualify/ 
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Summary: 

Jaden Gault confirmed that he will not play for the Badgers in 2014. The reason, which the offensive 

lineman bravely and very publicly acknowledged, is quite simple: depression. 

And, not "down in the dumps feeling dour" depression, mind you. No, this was depression at the bottom 

half of the "f it, end it all" spectrum. 

"I was almost like a zombie," Gault told the State Journal. "I was getting kind of hopeless. I didn’t feel 

like doing anything or being there at all. I just wanted to check out. 

sit-out-season/ 
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Summary: 
[Can’t read article - must be subscriber] 

Article Link: 
http://chronicle.com/article/Win-or-Lose-in-Antitrust-Case/:147649/ 

Summary: 
Duke University and the Wayne family have been at odds over multiple Duke-related trademarks for 

almost 10 years, but that the issue came to a head last year, when the family tried to register Wayne’s 

nickname for alcoholic beverages. 

Duke University appealed to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, saying such a move would confuse 

the public: 

bourbon-case-071014?cmpid=traffic:partner:bleacherreport 
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:[loH~e series on 

Summary: 
After the two schools’ athletic directors challenged one another in a video charity challenge, Mississippi 

State and Kansas State agreed to play a home-and-home series in 2018 and 2019. And they did it via 

Twitter. 

state-arrange-home-and-home-series-on-twitter-220618203.html 
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Summary: 
University of Texas System Chancellor Francisco Cigarroarevealed that there will be no alcohol sales 

during Longhorns football games this year. 

"Not going there," Cigarroa told the Austin American-Statesman when the subject was broached. "1 

mean, we’re not going to do it this year. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://co ll egefoot ball talk. n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/07/:1:1/n o-bee r-fo r-yo u-alco h o l-sales-a-n o-go-i n-20:14-at- 

dkr/ 
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Stre 

Posted: 11 3ul 2014 05:35 A~I PDT 

Confessions of wrongness are the exception not the rule. 

Daniel Drezner, a professor of international politics at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, 

to the difference between being wrong in a prediction and making an error, writes: 

Error, even if committed unknowingly, suggests sloppiness. That carries a more serious stigma than making a 

prediction that fails to come true. 

Social sciences, unlike physical and natural sciences, finds a shortage of high-quality data on which to make predictions. 

How does Science Advance? 

A theory may be scientific even if there is not a shred of evidence in its favour, and it may be pseudoscientific even if 

all the available evidence is in its favour. That is, the scientific or non-scientific character of a theory can be 

determined independently of the facts. A theory is ’scientific’ if one is prepared to specify in advance a crucial 

experiment (or observation) which can falsify it, and it is pseudoscientific if one refuses to specify such a ’potential 

falsifier’. But if so, we do not demarcate scientific theories from pseudoscientific ones, but rather scientific methods 

from non-scientific method. 

Karl Popper viewed the progression of science as falsification -- that is science progresses by elimination of what doesn’t 

work and hold. Popper’s falsifiability criterion ignores the tenacity of scientific theories, even in the face of disconfirming 

evidence. Scientists, like many of us, do not abandon a theory because the evidence may contradict it. 

The wake of science is littered with discussions on anomalies and not refutations. 

Another theory on scientific advancement, proposed by Thomas Kuhn, a distinguished American philosopher of science, 

arg~e~ th~ science p~ee~s ~if~ ~ seHe~ of re~lu~:i~ with an almost religious conversion. 

Imre Lakatos, a Hungarian philosopher of mathematics and science, 

accounts are fabricated long after the theory has been abandoned. 

Lakatos bridged the gap between Popper and Khun by addressing what they failed to solve. 

The hallmark of empirical progress is not trivial verifications: Popper is right that there are millions of them. It is no 

success for Newtonian theory that stones, when dropped, fall towards the earth, no matter how often this is 

repeated. But, so-called ’refutations’ are not the hallmark of empirical failure, as Popper has preached, since all 

programmes grow in a permanent ocean of anomalies. What really counts are dramatic, unexpected, stunning 

predictions: a few of them are enough to tilt the balance; where theory lags behind the facts, we are dealing with 

miserable degenerating research programmes. 

Now, how do scientific revolutions come about? If we have two rival research programmes, and one is progressing 

while the other is degenerating, scientists tend to join the progressive programme. This is the rationale of scientific 

revolutions. But while it is a matter of intellectual honesty to keep the record public, it is not dishonest to stick to a 

degenerating programme and try to turn it into a progressive one. 

As opposed to Popper the methodology of scientific research programmes does not offer instant rationality. One 

must treat budding programmes leniently: programmes may take decades before they get off the ground and 

become empirically progressive. Criticism is not a Popperian quick kill, by refutation. Important criticism is always 

constructive: there is no refutation without a better theory. Kuhn is wrong in thinking that scientific revolutions are 



sudden, irrational changes in vision. [The history of science refutes both Popper and Kuhn: ] On close inspection both 
Popperian crucial experiments and Kuhnian revolutions turn out to be myths: what normally happens is that 
progressive research programmes replace degenerating ones. 

A lot of the falsification effort is devoted to proving others wrong and not ourselves. "It’s rare for academics, Drezner writes, 

to publicly disavow their own theories and hypotheses." 

Indeed, a common lament in the social sciences is that negative findings--i.e., empirical tests that fail to suppor~ an 

author’s initial hypothesis--are never published. 

Why is it so hard for us to see when we are wrong? 

It is not necessarily concern for one’s reputation. Even predictions that turn out to be wrong can be intellectually 

profitable--all social scientists love a good straw-man argument to pummel in a literature review. Bold theories get 

cited a lot, regardless of whether they are right. 

Part of the reason is simple psychology; we all like being right much more than being wrong. 

As Kathryn Schulz observes in ~ei~ W~o~, "the thrill of being right is undeniable, universal, and (perhaps most oddly) 

almost entirely undiscriminating .... It’s more important to bet on the right foreign policy than the right racehorse, but we are 

perfectly capable of gloating over either one." 

As we create arguments and gather supporting evidence (while discarding evidence that does not fit) we increasingly 

persuade ourselves that we are right. We gain confidence and try to sway the opinions of others. 

There are benefits to being wrong. 

Schulz argues in ~ei~g W~o~ that "the capacity to err is crucial to human cognition. Far from being a moral flaw, it is 

inextricable from some of our most humane and honorable qualities: empathy, optimism, imagination, conviction, and 

courage. And far from being a mark of indifference or intolerance, wrongness is a vital part of how we learn and change." 

Drezner argues that some or the tools of the information age give us hope that we might become increasingly likely to admit 

being wrong. 

Blogging and tweeting encourages the airing of contingent and tentative arguments as events play out in real time. 

As a result, far less stigma attaches to admitting that one got it wrong in a blog post than in peer-reviewed research. 

Indeed, there appears to be almost no professional penalty for being wrong in the realm of political punditry. 

Regardless of how often pundits make mistakes in their predictions, they are invited back again to pontificate more. 

As someone who has blogged for more than a decade, I’ve been wrong an awful lot, and I’ve grown somewhat 

more comfortable with the feeling. I don’t want to make mistakes, of course. But if I tweet or blog my half-formed 

supposition, and it then turns out to be wrong, I get more intrigued about why I was wrong. That kind of empirical 

and theoretical investigation seems more interesting than doubling down on my initial opinion. Younger scholars, 

weaned on the Internet, more comfortable with the push and pull of debate on social media, may well feel similarly. 

Still curious? Daniel W. Drezner is the author of The SystCr~ Wo~’k~d: Now ~#¢ 
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i.~.i "The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a message 

selected at another point. Frequently the messages have meaning."-- Claude Shannon (1948) 

The fundamental problem of 

communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point. 

Frequently the messages have meaning."-- Claude Shannon (:1948) 

Claude Shannon is the most important man you’ve probably never heard of. If Alan Turing is to be considered the father of 

modern computing, then the American mathematician Claude Shannon is the architect of the Information Age. 

The video, created by the British filmmaker Adam Westbrook, echoes the thoughts of Nassim Taleb that boosting the signal 



does not mean ~o~ ~r#o~ ~ ~ois~, in fact, just the opposite: you amplify it. 

Any time you try to send a message from one place to another something always gets in the way. The original signal 

is always distorted. Where ever there is signal there is also noise. 

So what do you do? Well, the best anyone could do back then was to boost the signal. But then all you do is boost 

the noise. 

Thing is we were thinking about information all wrong. We were obsessed with what a message meant. 

A Renoir and a receipt? They’re different, right? Was there a way to think of them in the same way? Like so many 

breakthroughs the answer came from an unexpected place. A brilliant mathematician with a flair for blackjack. 

The transistor was invented in 1948, at Bell Telephone Laboratories. This remarkable achievement, however, "was only the 

second most significant development of that year," writes James Gleick in his fascinating book: T~ [~forr~atio~; A Nistor~, 

a ThroeS, a ~ood. The most important development of 1948 and what still underscores modern technology is the bit. 

An invention even more profound and more fundamental came in a monograph spread across seventy-nine pages of 

The Bell System Technical Journal in July and October. No one bothered with a press release. It carried a title both 

simple and grand "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" and the message was hard to summarize. But it was a 

fulcrum around which the world began to turn. Like the transistor, this development also involved a neologism: the 

word bit, chosen in this case not by committee but by the lone author, a thirty-two-year -old named Claude 

Shannon. The bit now joined the inch, the pound, the quart, and the minute as a determinate quantity-- a 

fundamental unit of measure. 

But measuring what? "A unit for measuring information," Shannon wrote, as though there were such a thing, 

measurable and quantifiable, as information. 

Shannon’s theory made a bridge between information and uncertainty; between information and entropy; and 

between information and chaos. It led to compact discs and fax machines, computers and cyberspace, Moore’s law 

and all the world’s Silicon Alleys. Information processing was born, along with information storage and information 

retrieval. People began to name a successor to the Iron Age and the Steam Age. 

Gleick also recounts the relationship between Turing and Shannon: 

met Shannon sometimes over lunch, where they traded speculation on the future of artificial thinking machines. (" 

Shannon wants to feed not just data to a Brain, but cultural things!" Turing exclaimed. "He wants to play music to 

it!") 

Commenting on vitality of information, Gleick writes: 

(Information) pervades the sciences from top to bottom, transforming every branch of knowledge. Information 

theory began as a bridge from mathematics to electrical engineering and from there to computing .... Now even 

biology has become an information science, a subject of messages, instructions, and code. Genes encapsulate 

information and enable procedures for reading it in and writing it out. Life spreads by networking. The body itself is an 

information processor. Memory resides not just in brains but in every cell. No wonder genetics bloomed along with 

information theory. DNA is the quintessential information molecule, the most advanced message processor at the 

cellular level-- an alphabet and a code, 6 billion bits to form a human being. "What lies at the heart of every living 

thing is not a fire, not warm breath, not a ’spark of life," declares the evolutionary theorist Richard Dawkins. "It is 

information, words, instructions .... If you want to understand life, don’t think about vibrant, throbbing gels and 

oozes, think about information technology." The cells of an organism are nodes in a richly interwoven 

communications network, transmitting and receiving, coding and decoding. Evolution itself embodies an ongoing 

exchange of information between organism and environment. 

The bit is the very core of the information age. 

The bit is a fundamental particle of a different sort: not just tiny but abstract-- a binary digit, a flip-flop, a yes-or-no. 

It is insubstantial, yet as scientists finally come to understand information, they wonder whether it may be primary: 

more fundamental than matter itself. They suggest that the bit is the irreducible kernel and that information forms 

the very core of existence. 



In the words of John Archibald Wheeler, the last surviving collaborator of both Einstein and Bohr, information gives rise to 

"every it-- every particle, every field of force, even the spacetime continuum itself." 

This is another way of fathoming the paradox of the observer: that the outcome of an experiment is affected, or 

even determined, when it is observed. Not only is the observer observing, she is asking questions and making 

statements that must ultimately be expressed in discrete bits. "What we call reality," Wheeler wrote coyly, "arises in 

the last analysis from the posing of yes-no questions." He added: "All things physical are information-theoretic in 

origin, and this is a participatory universe." The whole universe is thus seen as a computer --a cosmic information- 

processing machine. 

The greatest gift of Prometheus to humanity was not fire after all: "Numbers, too, chiefest of sciences, I invented for them, 

and the combining of letters, creative mother of the Muses’ arts, with which to hold all things in memory ." 

Information technologies are both relative in the time they were created and absolute in terms of the significance. Gleick 

writes: 

The alphabet was a founding technology of information. The telephone, the fax machine, the calculator, and, 

ultimately, the computer are only the latest innovations devised for saving, manipulating, and communicating 

knowledge. Our culture has absorbed a working vocabulary for these useful inventions. We speak of compressing 

data, aware that this is quite different from compressing a gas. We know about streaming information, parsing it, 

sorting it, matching it, and filtering it. Our furniture includes iPods and plasma displays, our skills include texting and 

Googling, we are endowed, we are expert, so we see information in the foreground. But it has always been there. It 

pervaded our ancestors’ world, too, taking forms from solid to ethereal, granite gravestones and the whispers of 

courtiers. The punched card, the cash register, the nineteenth-century Difference Engine, the wires of telegraphy all 

played their parts in weaving the spiderweb of information to which we cling. Each new information technology, in its 

own time, set off blooms in storage and transmission. From the printing press came new species of information 

organizers: dictionaries, cyclopaedias, almanacs-- compendiums of words, classifiers of facts, trees of knowledge. 

Hardly any information technology goes obsolete. Each new one throws its predecessors into relief. Thus Thomas 

Hobbes, in the seventeenth century, resisted his era’s new-media hype: "The invention of printing, though ingenious, 

compared with the invention of letters is no great matter." Up to a point, he was right. Every new medium 

transforms the nature of human thought. In the long run, history is the story of information becoming aware of 

itself. 

fascinating read. 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2015-29.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks. 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~abitting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 14, 2014 1:40 PM 

Subject: EWAC Construction - Third Floor - Rmns Club Olfices 

Beginning this week, Vision Contractors will be on site for renovations to the third floor of EWAC. 

Demolition may begin on Thursday or Friday of this week on the side of the building closest to Bowles Drive (above the offices of Gallo, llle, Timmermans, 

vanGelder, Markos). 

If you have any concerns, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fama~n Street Weekly <uewslette~fammnstreetblog.com@mail 150.us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, July 20, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Six Books Bill Gates Thinks You Should Read 

~f ~o~ missed Ia~t ~ee’~’m edition which included¯ What you should stop doing, VVI-~y Lionel #/!,essi is 

impossib~.e, Wsuaiizing algorithms, How ~o f~nd focus, William Osier on a way of fife, and so much more, 



The most popular article this week was The .,.S.iX..~.9.,.!%...[!.i!!..~fl~..~}3io.!!s..Y%4 

Shocllci Read This Summer. 

What e~se was interesting? 

Tise Man V~-~o T.s~rned ~e~ into Pixeis -- "Claude Shannon is the most 

important man you’ve probably never heard of. If Alan Turing is to be 

considered the father of modern computing, then the American 

mathematician Claude Shannon ~s the architect of the ~nformat~on Age." 

Seneca on £~.~tb.~.~1.r.~..~1~.~.~n~1..~.~.~.~at~.r.(~.L~.r:~(}<~.~=~.- "We should 

follow, men say, the example of the bees, who fl~t about and cull the flowers 

that are suitable for producing honey, and then arrange and assoR in their 

ce~s al~ that they have brought in " 

Steve Jobs’ 2005 [~.#%S.f#[Q..~9Q3~31D~3q#.~#.O.~..~Q~:~ ~ "you ~n’t conne~ 

the do~ looking fo~tTard; you can only connect them looking bac#vards/’ 

Paul Graham on [S~:g~J.Q9..}{~g.t~9..~.#.[~£~ ~ "Argue with ~dio~, and you become 

an idiot. The most impo~nt thing isto be able to th~nk what you want, notto 

~y what you want." 

:[.b.~...~.~.b.~.~.Q~..~[~.~.[..~’~J&~. ~ "The wdtings which compose Paul K~ee’s 

theo~’ of form production and pictorial form have the same impo~nce and 

the same meaning for modern a£ as had Leonardo’s writings which 

composed his theory of painting for Renaissance a~." 

.(.(~}.£!iO,~..~if:~.’.:~..:%?...~..e.,.#.f). -- There is no question I’m asked more than some 

variant of "how do you find the time to read so much?" 

!:!.f~:,.,fli~L~.~b..%~.,,.-~..~,.d..~.[c!y.(~3g..~b#...,.#..~.~.r:o#.- "This is something I’m 

increasingly seeing in organizations. People are paid--well, I might add--to 

fix problems not to avoid them." 

My (quick) answer to "What would you do to be a little smarter ever~ 

Something to Read 

Learn or Die: Using Science to Buiid a i...,adin~wfin~ Ordaniza~,ion 

This is by far the best book i’ve read on the subject of learning. I emailed the 

publisher and suggested they rename it The Art and Science of Learning. The 

book aims to answer two questions: (1) How does one become a better and 

faster learner; and (2) How does one build an organization that learns better and 

faster than the competition? By learning how our mind learns we’re able to help it 

along. 

The V\~sdom of Insecurit"~.xieb~ 

Watts convincingly argues that much of our anxiety results from our tendency to 

avoid the present "If happiness always depends on something expected in the 

(uncertain) future," he writes, "we are chasing a will~o’-the wisp that ever eludes 

our grasp/’ We spend too much of our time engaging in mental time travel - either 

in the past or the future. In so doing we miss the pleasures of the moment. Life, 

however, is nothing more than a string of such moments. This is a book to read 

and re-read on a regular basis 



+ !.~.~E!=!P~i~!:~.:~t:~..~:~i~%!~{9.%~..:~/!:~.~..:~../!/.b.¢~!g!]~- "When people come back 

after an interruption, they move on to the next major point and don’t fully flesh out 

what they were working on before..." 

+ ~’Mnen Beiiefs and Facts Collide -- "Mr. Kahan’s study suggests that more 

people know what scientists think about high-profile scientific controversies than 

polls suggest; they just aren’t willing to endorse the consensus when it contradicts 

their political or religious views." 

+ V~M~y Readers, Scientifically, Are The Best People To Fall In Love V~th -- 

"readers are more intelligent, due to their increased vocabulary and memory skills, 

along with their ability’ to spot patterns. They have higher cognitive functions than 

the average non-reader and can communicate more thoroughly and effectively." 

+ V~at does Y.~!!:.~J~4d. look like from space? 

+ Three things Bill Gates wishes he could have done 20 ~ -- He learned 

’.,t:,:!3.?.~.~..c.,.~0L.a..[~.e...a..~:C.k.,.~..o.::t,.,.. 

+ How Germany’s 14-Year Plan ~’.9.~..[![.b.~.!~..:~b.~..~’.’."/~E!E.(#.~.i~ -- a great read but 

beware of outcome bias. 

+ If you have kids, }3..e..!:..e....@![:~.:#~?,.[?3A.:[WL#..x.p#.~.ir:0#.~]~.,.s. that use actual science as the 

basis for experiments you can do at home. (via Ed Yong) 

+ Becoming a better oniine reader--"The shift from print to digital reading may 

lead to more than changes in speed and physical processing. It may come at a 

cost to understanding, analyzing, and evaluating a text .... The online world, she 

argues, may require students to exercise much greater self-control than a physical 

book. "In reading on paper, you may have to monitor yourself once, to actually pick 

up the book," she says. "On the Intemet, that monitoring and self-regulation cycle 

happens again and again. And if you’re the kind of person who’s naturally good at 

self-monitoring, you don’t have a problem. But if you’re a reader who hasn’t been 

trained to pay attention, each time you click a link, you’re constructing your own 

text. And when you’re asked comprehension questions, it’s like you picked up the 

wrong book." (Complement with the exceflent book by Nicolas Carr: :~}~:!?.~t..~?.~ 

.!’..:~:~"..:~.~.t...~?:.D.f~.i~:Y,Z~:C.@~..~:f~i,f~.:,.~ ) 

+ .[2.~.9.i#.i~t]..#~!.~!~gg~.~- "when people are stressed, behavioral economists have 

found that decision-making is done with a sort of tunnel vision: people focus only 

on their most pressing short-term problems, sidelining long-term issues." 

+ Skip the laptop and tske notes ~ -- "[R]esearch by Pam Mueller and 

Daniel Oppenheimer demonstrates that students who write out their notes on 

paper actually learn more .... [T]hose who wrote out their notes by hand had a 

stronger conceptual understanding and were more successful in applying and 

integrating the material than those who used took notes with their laptops." 

+ }~}~{1~@~.:¢:~.~.:..R...e.~.@1!!~L~.‘.s.!~.e.~y’.‘~.~.:~1~2:¢:~.~.~..~.r.i~.B~t~.~.‘.:~- "Take art criticism, restaurant 

reviews, smart phone or car criticism," he told me. "In none of those fields do you 

ask someone to critique a product blind. It’s just not done, and it would be crazy. A 

reviewer tells you about the context, the arc of an artist’s or a chef’s career, how 



they are doin9 now relative to before, How this version of the iPhone compares to 

the others," 

+ Cail me a__qui~er- "We don’t want to be known as quitters -- as someone who 

iust couldn’t hack it So quitting is equated with failure," (via Claudia) 

+ Re:Thir’..k irmovation -- Only 4 spots lef!!!. For anyone who wants to create an 

environment that fosters creativity and problem solving, 

Thanks for reading, 

Shane Parrish 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 21, 2014 8:10 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-30.pdf 

~s attached. 

Thanks. 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

9:19-962-7777 



FFOH!; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James at Campus Stop <james campusslop.net@mail166.at181.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 12:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Events: Help Is Here! 







FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ice Miller LLP <enews@icemiller.com> 
Monday, July 21, 2014 3:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Ice Miller PaCmer to be Panelist at DaJdy HerBJd NewsmB~ers’ Forum: Managing a Fmnily Business 

.~i Hight Davi i[:~:;i droppedl Dai~y Herald Newsmaker’s Forum: 
d 90x110 ...... mage 1 ~a~i~{~ a Family Business 

When: Thursday, Aug. 7 from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m. 

David Hight 

Partner, 

Ice Miller LLP 

i~i dmra°gPePe2dl 

John Matejcak 

Vice President, 

First American 

Bank 

Warren Jacobsen 

President, 

Horizon Capital 

Tomshec 
k 
headshot 

Lisa Tomsheck 

President, 

Arthur Clesen 

Inc. 

Where: European Crystal Banquet & Conference 
Center: 519 Algonquin Road -Arlington Heights 

Panel will be presenting on topics such as: 

Defining Management Roles 
Conflict and Resolution 
Transfer of Ownership 
Grooming the Next Generation 
Independent Directors/Advisory Boards 

Click here for more information. 

7sts publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to 
constitute legal advice. The reader should consu~ wifo legal counsel to datermine how laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the readeCs speciac circumstances. 

To learn more about the firm and its services, visit us at icemiHe~.~-;{.,m 

Copyright(c) 2009-2013 ice Miller LLP and ~s licensors. All rights reserved. 

This errtail was sent. t.o: ille@uncaa.~nc,edu 

,rf Vou do not wish to receive this publication, please go here. 
’_,f you wish to rr!¢d~fy your information, piease go berne. 

View details of our terms of use, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 9:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Clemson Position 

Asst AD ibr Co~npliance.doc; ATT00001 .hun 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwa~:ded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Date: July 21, 2014 7:18:36 PM EDT 

To: "Alex Dominato (adominato(~fsu.edu)" <adotninato(~fsu.edu>, Alex Stone < astonel(~nd.edu>, "AmaJ~da Gray (agrav3(~clemson.edu)" 

<agrav3~)clemson.edu>, Amy Badoff <abadoff(&athletics.pitt.edu>, Amy Hero,an <ahennm~duaa.duke.edu>, "An@ Campbell 

(wcmnpb2~clemson.edu)" <wcampb2@clemson.edu >, "Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz(~eservices.virginia.edu)" <as2cz~)eservices.vi ,rginia.edu>, "Art 

Markos (am(~v~rg~ma.edu) a~(~w~g~ma.edu , "Brad Woody (cbwoody(~clemson.edu)" <cbwoody~clemson.edu>, Brent Moberg 

<bmoberg 1 ~nd.edu>, Bret Cowley <bcowlev(~athle/ics.gatech.edu>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsoflbb(~vt.edu)" <mcsorlbb2Zvt.edu% Bud Pough 
<opough(~clemson.edu>, "Carly Dressier" <cldressl~email.unc.edu>, "Cafly Pariseau (carl,~-.panseat~bc.edu)" <carly.parisea ,u~,bc.edu>. "Caroline 

Nourse (cmnourse(~svr.edu)" <cmnourse~svr.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (canie dovle(~ncsu.edu)" <carrie dovle~,~ncsu.edu;,, "Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedv(~acpub.duke.edu)" <ckennedy~acpub.duke.edu>, "Craig Anderson (craig.anderson~miami.edu)" <craig.anderson(~miami.edu>, Cyndi 

Sykes <c6ssma~@nd.edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (dba~:tholomae~athletics.pitt.edu)" <dbaztholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan Raben 

(d.rabenl@miami.edu)" <d.rabenl@miami.edu% Daniel Gos~m <dmaiel@gocards.com>, Danielle Barnes <dcbames~fsu.edu>, "Deborah Foley 

(dfoley~mia~ni.edu)" <dibley~miami.e&~>, Derek Gwinn <gmnn~excha~ge.vt.edu% Derrick Coles <dcoles@fsu.edu>, "Dr. Louis Marcoccia" 

<lmarcocc@syr.edu>, Emiy Garr <emily@goca~ts.com>, "Eric BaumgmtJ~er (emb8p~,£vi~ginia.edu)" <emb8p@virginia.edu>, "Erin Mora~ 
(e.tnorm~2~umia~fi.edu)" <e.moraJa2~)umiami.edu>, "Erlease Wagner (efleasetn@sYr.edu)" <erleasem@svr.edu>, Heather LaFon < herobert~vt.edu>, 

Heidi Uebelhor < uebelhor.3~nd.edu>, Herman Frazier <hrfrazie(~svr.edu b Jmnie Mullin <ipmullin~)s~/r.edu>, Jason Greco <ip~reco~ncsu.edu>, 

Jason Montgomeu <iason ~nontgomery(~ncsu.edu>, Jen Vining- S~nith <ivinings(~nd.edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner" <ibodenstt~)nd.edu>, "Jim Cmry 

(imcmrv@fsu.edu)" <imcurrv(~fsu.edu>, John Cams <iohn@gocards.com>, Julie Mallette <im~allet(~ncsu.edu>, Kate Matthews 

<kate(~gocards.com >, "Kirsten Elleby (elleb’~kc~,~wfu.edu)" <elleb,&c~wfi~.edu>. Kyle Buflblino <kbuflblino,@~gtaa.gatech.edu>, Kyle Richards 

<krricl00,@~syr.edu>, Lance Markos <markos(~unc.edu>, Lance Markos (~hotmail.com>, Lamen Rust <lauren(~gocards.com>, 

Marielle vanGelder <mvangelder~unc.edu>, Marissa Sprick <mcsl lc~my.fsu.edu>, Marquita Armstead <manns~ead~athletics.gatech.edu>, Marra 

Hvozdovic <mbhl3(~m ,v.fsu.edu>, "Mau Giardina (mgimdina~duaa.duke.edu)" <mgiardina(~duaa.&~ke.edu>, Matt Pottroff <m.pottorff(~miami.edu>, 

"Matthew Banker" <matl~hew.banker@loui~411e.edu>, Meeghm~ Ford <mpford(t~ncsu.e&~>, Megan Klein <megan.klein@miami.edu% "Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.e&~>, Paul Pogge <ppogge~uncaa.unc.edu>, Rachel Strassner <rstrassner(a)unc.edu>, Ralph Shick 

<rshick@fsu.edu>, "Rob Slavis (rslavis@vi~ginia.edu)" <rslavi~virginia.edu>, Seth Barwick <barwi~is~wfu.edu% Shardonay Bluetbrd 

<sblueford(a)athletics.~atech.edu>, Sheri Dooley <s.doolev(~mia~ni.e&~>, Shoshanna Engel <sen~el(a)~taa.~atech.edu>, "Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis(~clemson.edu)" <saellis@clemson.edu>, "Ta~n Cavanaugh" <tcavanaugh~duaa.duke.edu>, Tasha Fisher <tfisher~fsu.edu>, "Tim Pa~rker 

(tNrker~vt.edu)" <tparker~)vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston (hairstct(~vfu.edu)" <hairstct(~wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (t~nesibov@duaa.duke.edu)" 
<tmesibov~duaa.duke.edu>, Tom Timme~mans <timmem~ans(~unc.edu>, "Tom Timmennans (tatimmem~an ~s~gmail.com)’’ 

s~mail.co~n>, "Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs~a)fsu.edu)" < vfuchs(~fsu.edu>, Vince Ille <ille(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, "Yadim Reyes 

(re,~-esva,~bc.edu)" <revesya~bc.edu% "Zac Saunders (zsaunde~(~athletics.pitt.edu)" <zsaunders(~athletics.pitt.edu> 

Co: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter~theacc.org>, "Brown, Shamaree" <sbrown(~theacc.org>, "Campbell, Kelly" <kcampbell(~theacc.org> 

Subject: FW: Clemson Position 

Hello all, 

Attached is information regarding an open Assistant AD position at Clemson University. Please shat~ with these who may be interested/qualified as appropriate. 

Thankyou, 

Matt 

AssistanL Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

O~ 236.769.464~ ~ <L  

m burqe meister@t heacc.orq 

[ .~iI ACC 2014-15 ESignature Large v2 

From= STEPHANIE A ELLISON [mailto:SAELLIS@clemson.edu] 
Sent= Monday, July 21, 2014 11:31 AM 



To: Hostet:l:er, Brad; Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: ¢lemson Position 
Imporl:ance: High 

Description: 
Description: 
http://1, bp. blogs p 
ot.com/ MNVXll 
W6u M8/SxMelK2j 
1 D I/AAAAAAAAA 
As/wHV1nVb78K4 
/s1600- 

5tep]l~a~ie E]l|~sen 

Associate Athletics Director for Comp]iar, ce Services 

C[emson U ~iver sity 

Jervey Athletic Center 

PO Box ’31. 

CJemsos, SC 29633 

Office: {864 "= 

.>. 6.-1 ~4. Fax: (864} ;’S . 9 z 

~’ ~gONF]IDENTIALIT¥~’ ~ This Emai] (incJuding al~y attachments may contain confidential, proprietary and privileged mformatien, Any 
unauthorized disclosure or use is prol~ibited~ ~fyou received tl~is email 1~ error please m)tif~ the stander and delete this ema~] from 
your system, Thank you, 



Position Announcement [br Assistant Athletics Director 
for Compliance Services 

7102-8728 

Clemson University, an NCAA Division I institution and Atlantic Coast Conference 
(ACC) member, is seeking applications for the Assistant Athletics Director for 
Compliance Services. 

Under the direction of the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance Sew’ices, the 
selected candidate will serve as the primary administrator in preparing, organizing and 
administering the compliance department’s rules education program for University staff, 
athletics department’s staft; coaches, student-athletes and representatives of athletics 
interest relating to compliance with NCAA, ACC and university regulations. In addition 
to managing the day-to-day activities of three full-time compliance staff members and 
performing other essential duties or special projects assigned by the associate athletics 
director for compliance service 

Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree. At least three years of working experience 
in athletics compliance or related field. Strong written, verbal and computer skills 
required. Must have enthusiasm for and demonstrated skills in following detailed 
procedures. Commitment to ethical and moral decision-making 

Preferred Qualifications: Master’s degree or Professional degree. Four or more years 
of Divi sion I athl etic compliance experience. 

Salary: Will commensurate with education and prior work experience. This position 
comes with full South Carolina employee benefits, including excellent health insurance 
and retirement benefits. 

How, to Apply: Electronically submit a cover letter, resume and the names of three 
professional references to townsen@clemson.edu. Applications received by August 6, 
2014, will be given full consideration. 

Clemson University is an AAiEEO employer and does not discriminate against any 
individual or group of individuals on the basis of age, color, disability, gender, national 
origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, veteran status or genetic information. Clemson 
University is building a culturally diverse faculty committed to working in a multi cultural 
environment and encourages applications from minorities and women. 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 4:17 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: Commonplace Books as a Source for Networked Knowledge and Co~nbinatorial Creativity 

Creativity 

Common Place Book 

"You know that I voluntarily communicated this method to you, as ~ have done to many others, to whom 

believed it would not be unacceptable." 

There is an old saying that the truest form of poverty is "when if you have occasion for any thing, you can’t use it, because 

you know not where it is laid." 

The flood of information is nothing new. 

"In fact," the Harvard historian Ann Blair writes in her book Too N~ch to K~ow: Na~acji~9 ~obrly %~formatio~ gefore 

t~e No#ern Age, "many of our current ways of thinking about and handling information descend From patterns of thought 

and practices that extent back for centuries." Her book explores "the history of one of the longest-running traditions of 

information management-- the collection and arrangement of textual excerpts designed for consultation." She calls them 

reference books. 

Large collections of textual material, consisting typically of quotations, examples, or bibliographical references, were 

used in many times and places as a way of facilitating access to a mass of texts considered authoritative. Reference 

books have sometimes been mined for evidence about commonly held views on specific topics or the meanings of 

words, and some (encyclopedias especially) have been studied for the genre they formed. 



No doubt we have access to and must cope with a much greater quantity of information than earlier generations on 

almost every issue, and we use technologies that are subject to frequent change and hence often new. Nonetheless, 

the basic methods we deploy are largely similar to those devised centuries ago in early reference books. Early 

compilations involved various combinations of four crucial operations: storing, sorting, selecting, and summarizing, 

which I think of as the four S’s of text management. We too store, sort, select, and summarize information, but 

now we rely not only on human memory, manuscript, and print, as in earlier centuries, but also on computer chips, 

search functions, data mining, and Wikipedia, along with other electronic techniques. 

Florilegium and Common Places 

One of the original methods to keep, share, and remix ideas was the ~o~ile~ium, which were compilations of excerpts from 

other writings taken mostly from religion, philosophy, and sometimes classical texts. The word florilegium literally means a 

gathering of flowers -- flos (flowers) and legere (to gather). 

The leading Renaissance humanists, who experienced perhaps the first wave of information overload, were fans of common 

place books as a method of study and note-taking. Generally these notebooks were kept private and filled with the likes of 

the classical Roman authors such as Cicero, Virgil, and Seneca. 

"In his influential De Copia (1512)," ~ite~ p~ofe~o~ ~ic~a~ ~eo, "Erasmus advised that an abundant stock of quotations 

and maxims from classical texts be entered under various loci (places) to assist free-flowing oratory." 

Arranged under ’Heads’ and recorded as ’common-places’ (loci communes), these commonplace books could be 

consulted for speeches and written compositions designed for various situations -- in the law court, at ceremonial 

occasions, or in the dedication of a book to a patron. Typical headings included the classical topics of honour, virtue, 

beauty, friendship, and Christian ones such as God, Creation, faith, hope, or the names of the virtues and vices." 

Regurgitation wasn’t the aim but rather combinatorial creativity as people were encouraged to improvise on themes and 

topics. Gathering raw material alone, in this case information, is not enough. We must transform it into something new. It is in 

this light that Seneca advised co~fi~g ~,he bee and Einstein advised combinatorial ~la~f. 

A move away from Memory 

Yeo comments: 

In all sorts of learning, and especially in the study of languages, the memory is the treasury or store-house but the 

judgment the disposer, which ranges in order whatever it hath drawn from memory: but left the memory should be 

oppressed or over-burden’d then by too many things, order and method are to be called into its assistance. So that 

when we extract any thing out of an author which is like to be of future use, we may be able to find Jt without any 
trouble. For Jt would be to little purpose to spend our time in the reading of books, Jf we could not apply what we 
read to our life. 

Commonplace books, during the Renaissance, were used to enhance the memory. 

or loci) that incorporated his ten categories. A link was soon drawn between this doctrine of ’places’ (which were, for 

Aristotle, ’seats of arguments’, not quotations from authors) and the art of memory. Cicero built on this in De 

Oratore, explaining that ’it is chiefly order that gives distinctness to memory’; and Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria 

became an influential formulation. This stress on order and sequence was the crux of what came to be known as 

’topical memory’, cultivated by mnemonic techniques (’memoria technica’) involving the association of ideas with 

visual images. These ideas, forms of argument, or literary tropes were ’placed’ in the memory, conceived in spatial 

terms as a building, a beehive, or a set of pigeon holes .... In the ancient world, the practical application of this art 

was training in oratory; yet Cicero stressed that the good orator needed knowledge, not just rhetorical skill, so that 

memory had to be trained to store and retrieve illustrations and arguments of various kinds. Although Erasmus 

distrusted the mnemonic arts, like all the leading Renaissance humanists, he advocated the keeping of commonplace 

books as an aid to memory. 

While calling memory ’the store-house of our ideas,’ John Locke recognized its limitations. On the one hand it was an 

incredible source of knowledge. Yet, on the other, it was weak and fragile. He knew that over time it faded and became 

harder to retrieve, which made it less valuable. ][n something the internet age would be proud of, Locke’s focus is retrieval, 

not recall. His system was a form of pre-industrial Google. 

Locke saw commonplace books, not as a means to improve memory but as an aid to assist recollection of complex 



information gathered over years from multidisciplinary subjects. If only ~a~na~ ~t~et existed in his day. 

Yoo writes: 

Locke sometimes refers to his bad memory, This might seem to endorse the humanist conception of commonplace 

books as memory aids, but Locke does not believe that memory can be trained in ways that guarantee transfer 

across subjects and situations, This separates him from many of his near contemporaries for whom the 

commonplace book was still a stimulus in training memory to recall and recite selected quotations, 

Creativity 

In his essay, ~>c~o~i~a~ ~o~o~pla¢~s, Robert Darnton comments on the practice at the time which was to copy pithy 

passages into notebooks, "adding observations made in the course of daily life." 

Unlike modern readers, who follow the flow of a narrative from beginning to end, early modern Englishmen read in 

fits and starts and jumped from book to book. They broke texts into fragments and assembled them into new 

patterns by transcribing them in different sections of their notebooks. Then they reread the copies and rearranged 

the patterns while adding more excerpts. Reading and writing were therefore inseparable activities. They belonged to 

a continuous effort to make sense of things, for the world was full of signs: you could read your way through it; and 

by keeping an account of your readings, you made a book of your own, one stamped with your personality .... The 

era of the commonplace book reached its peak in the late Renaissance, although commonplacing as a practice 

probably began in the twelfth century and remained widespread among the Victorians. It disappeared long before the 

advent of the sound bite. 

Common place books are thus to be mined for information, not only on how people thought but also as a source of 

creativity. Darnton continues: 

semi-conscious process of ordering experience. The elective affinities that bound their selection into patterns reveal 

an epistemology -- a process of knowing -- at work below the surface 

The Art of Putting Things in Order 

As for what to write in the common place books themselves, Le Clerc advi~e~3 that we," (1) extract only those things which 

are "choice and excellent," either for the substance or the expression; and (2) don’t write out too much and mark the place 

where we found it so we can come back to it: 

At the entrance indeed upon any study, when the judgment is not sufficiently confirm’d, nor the stock of knowledge 

over large, so that the students are not very well acquainted with what is worth collecting, scarce anything is 

extracted, but what will be useful but for a little while, because as the judgment grows ripe, the things are despis’d 

which before were had in esteem. Yet it is of service to have collections of this kind, both that students may learn 

the art of putting things in order, as also the better retain what they read. 

But here are two things carefully to be observed; the first is, that we extract only those things which are choice and 

excellent, either for the matter itself or else for the elegancy of the expression, and not what comes next; for that 

labour would abate our desire to go on with our readings; neither are we to think that all those things are to be writ 

out which are called ... sentences. Those things alone are to be picked out, which we cannot so readily call to mind, 

or for which we should want proper words and expressions. 

The second thing which I would have taken notice of, is, that you don’t write out too much, but only what is most 

worthy of observation, and to mark the place of the author from whence you extracted it, for otherwise it will cause 

the loss of too much time. 

Neither ought anything to be collected whilst you are busied in reading; if by taking the pen in hand the thread of 

your reading be broken off, for that will make the reading both tedious and unpleasant. 

The places we design to extract from are to be marked upon a piece of paper, that we may do it after we have read 

the book out; neither is it to be done just after the first reading of the book, but when we have read it a second 

time. 

These things it’s likely may seem minute and trivial, but without ’em great things cannot subsist; and these being 

neglected cause very great confusion both of memory and judgment, and that which above all things is most to be 



valued, loss of time. 

Some who otherwise were men of most extraordinary parts, by the neglect of these things have committed great 
errors, which if they had been so happy as to have avoided, they would have been much more serviceable to the 
learned world, and so consequently to mankind. 

And in good truth, they who despise such things, do it not so much from any greater share of wit that they have 
than their neighbours, as from what of judgment; whence it is that they do not well understand how useful things 
order and method are. 

Locke also advised "to take notice of a place in an author, from whom I quote something, I make use of this method: before 

][ write anything, I put the name of the author in my common-place book, and under that name the title of the treatise, the 

size of the volume, and the time and place of its edition, and the number of pages that the whole book contains." 

This number of pages serves me for the future to mark the particular treatise and the edition ][ made use of. I have 

no need to make the place, otherwise than in setting down the number of the page from whence I have drawn what 

I have wrote, just above the number of pages contained in the whole volume. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 7:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Stanislaus Warriors Create The Ultimate Locker Room 

VJnce, 
California State University Stanislaus had a complete locker room make over 
that, I have to admit, is pretty cool. At first Stanislaus had ordinary locker 
rooms that really didn’t represent their brand, that is why they came to us. 
BigSigns.com was able to create a look and feel that represented Stanislaus 
and I know we can do the same for you. Take a look below and let me know if 
you would like a free mock-upS) & quote for your project. 

~’~.~’,~.~.g..;~.~2~?.~..~.~..~’:~ will instantly amp up your locker room into the ultimate prep 

room for your players. Not only will these graphics make your facility more appealing, 
it will also boost your player’s spirits before every game. 

"Our athletes have stopped me and said thank you because it looks 
so amazing. It makes them feel good about themselves and what 
they’re walking into. °’ 



- Michael Hatoso 

Want to see the full effect of this transformation? Check out the complete C~;t3 
~.~#~ b~#~ ~y and then ask me how vce can do the same for your 
program. 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. 
guarantee you’ll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email, 

Or ~,li~k ~or Vou~ ~’~ ~o~Up & 
Order Now to get a spot in our Summer/Full 

Thank you and have a ~re, at day, 

Corey Leonard 

President 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency (~uality Design I Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, Manufacture, Installation { Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production techI-Acia~s BigSigns corn is ready to ser,/e )’our stadium graphics al-:d e’~ent signage i-:eads 

We are located il°= do,,~intow~ Grand Ha,/ei~, Michigan, along the iakeshore 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I~-isten Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 9:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

No rest tbr the weary 

To skim and share this newsletter click here 



O~’a~.~ Cou~ }ba~’d o~k b~;m,.~sio;~<~.rs are all taking a break. 

So you tuonder, "why can’t I get a break?" Hopefully, you *re 

geth’ng an opportunity to get away for a vacation (or at least a 

~...,~.~._~_~ before school starts, but it’s important to stay 

engaged in advocacy and policy effbrts. The good nears? Each 

of these items - ~vith the exception of a quick and painless ~.~.:. 

i’,.L~£S~.i~2L{ - can be done from a pool deck, a seashore, or a 

mountain cliff(with internet access). 



Do you live or work in 

the Town of Chapel Hill ....... 

and have a security 

alarm? }i~,ist e.:’ i~ 

"~2~.!.~.)~2£~i. The Town of 
Chapel Hill enacted an 

ordinance to cut down 

on the number of 

accidental alarm 

activations. The o~inanee went into effect on ,July 1, but it’s 

important to register your alarm if you haven’t already, as there 

are fines for failing to register your ala~. Find 

i~brmadon ~b~ ~ ~ ~>~ din~mce from the Town of Chapel 

and don’t delay, 

Register fo~ the State of the Commu~i%" Repe~’t 

We hope you’ll joi~ us, ?:30-9:30 

a.m., Thu~day, August 28 at The 

Friday Center for the S~at~ 

G~i~K@?.}:~K~2~t.~H~;~£~ presented by 

J¢%~a ~dad~>~. The only one of its 

kind in the community, 

tracks the well-being of Chapel Hill-Carrboro-Orange County 

with social, economic, and environmental indicators. Attendees 

can expect to gain a comprehensive ovetwiew of the health of 

our community, including areas where we are thriving and 

areas to be improved. This evenk will sell out so be sum 

S~ve the D~te for the Next EDPP 

Our next meeting of the Economic 

Development & Public Policy 

Committee, held at 

i~?:%;?:RS..2.i~k@.~..£~.!?£q.!~?~% will focus 

on education. We’re very excited to 

announce that Dr. Thomas Fomella, 

superintendent of (laa~)e} 

C~:’rh<~ro Ci[a, 8N m<~_________!, will be 

addressing the committee. It’s 

important for the business 

community to be both updaked on the state of education and 

involved in local schools. 3oin us Aug. 7 - and every first 

Thursday - to learn morn about current issues and to stay 

engaged with local community efforts. 

Do you have some ideas for 

downtown, including Franklin, 

Rosemary, Henderson, and Church 
9 Streets, The Town of Chapel Hill 

wants to hear them! Join an 

informal drop-in session 5-6 p.m., 

Wednesday, July 23 at TRU Deli., 

located at 114 Henderson St. (Not 

sure where to park? Visit 

parkonthehill.eom!) Out of town 
9 on Wednesday, You can contact 

~he Down~own Imagined team through email or by phone to 

share )Tour ideas. Etnail info@)rosemar~ ima,~ined.eotn or call 



Meg McGurk, CttDP Executive Director at 919-967-944o919- 

967-9440 and Megan Wooley, town planner at 919-969- 

5059919-969-5059¯ 

Join business and eommunib" 

leadem from Chapel Hill, 

Carrboro and Orange County 

as we travel to Athens, GA, for 
our Inter-City Visit and 

Leademhip Conference. We’ll 

look at how the Classic CiV, a 

progressive college town, 

approaches land use, visitor 

se~’iees, efficient government, 

community engagement, and problem-solving, in addition to 

exploring downtown in Greenville, SC. Register online today 

before the trip sells out~ 

¯ Downtou~ Imagined Drop-In Session - Wednesday, 

¯ EDPP CommiRee Meeting - Thursday, August 7 

¯ RTA Solutions Forum - T~hursd~w, Augusk ’? 

¯ State of the CommuniW Report -. Thursday, At~gust 

¯ Inter-Ci~ Visit to Athens, GA - ;> ~n_tab Sepkember 

21-Tuesday, Sepkember 23 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 4:39 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~rnam Sueet: Dmfiel Kalmeman Explains The MachineD’ of Thought plus more 

Posted: 22 ]ul 2024 09:34 PN PDT 

Israeli-American psychologist and Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman is the founding father of modern behavioral economics. 

His work #as inf~#e~ed #ow we see thinking, decisions, risk, and even happiness. 

In T~i~i~g~ ~ast a~d Slow, his "intellectual memoir," he shows us in his own words some of his enormous body of work. 

Part of that body includes a description of the "machinery of ... thought," which divides the brain into two agents, called 

System 1 and System 2, which "respectively produce fast and slow thinking." For our purposes these can also be thought of 

as intuitive and deliberate thought. 

The Two Systems 

Psychologists have been intensely interested for several decades in the two modes of thinking evoked by the picture 

of the angry woman and by the multiplication problem, and have offered many labels for them. I adopt terms 

originally proposed by the psychologists Keith Stanovich and Richard West, and will refer to two systems in the mind, 

System 1 and System 2. 

System i operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control. 

System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including complex 

computations. The operations of System 2 are often associated with the subjective experience of agency, 

choice, and concentration. 

If asked to pick which thinker we are, we pick system 2. However, as Kahneman points out: 

The automatic operations of System 1 generate surprisingly complex patterns of ideas, but only the slower System 

2 can construct thoughts in an orderly series of steps. I also describe circumstances in which System 2 takes over, 

overruling the freewheeling impulses and associations of System 1. You will be invited to think of the two systems as 

agents with their individual abilities, limitations, and functions. 

System One 

These vary by individual and are often "innate skills that we share with other animals." 

We are born prepared to perceive the world around us, recognize objects, orient attention, avoid losses, and fear 

spiders. Other mental activities become fast and automatic through prolonged practice. System 1 has learned 

associations between ideas (the capital of France?); it has also learned skills such as reading and understanding 

nuances of social situations. Some skills, such as finding strong chess moves, are acquired only by specialized 

experts. Others are widely shared. Detecting the similarity of a personality sketch to an occupational stereotype 

requires broad knowledge of the language and the culture, which most of us possess. The knowledge is stored in 

memory and accessed without intention and without effort. 

System Two 

This is when we do something that does not come naturally and requires some sort of continuous exertion. 

In all these situations you must pay attention, and you will perform less well, or not at all, if you are not ready or if 

your attention is directed inappropriately. 

Paying attention is not really the answer as that is mentally expensive and can make people "effectively blind, even to stimuli 

that normally attract attention." This is the point of Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons in their book The 

@orNa. Not only are we blind to what is plainly obvious when someone points it out but we fail to see that we are blind in the 

first place. 



The Division of Labour 

Systems 1 and 2 are both active whenever we are awake. System 1 runs automatically and System 2 is normally in 

a comfortable low-effort mode, in which only a fraction of its capadty ~s engaged. System 1 continuously generates 

suggestions for System 2: ~mpress~ons, ~ntu~t~ons, ~ntent~ons, and feelings, If endorsed by System 2, ~mpress~ons and 
intuitions turn ~nto beliefs, and impulses turn ~nto voluntary actions. When all goes smoothly, which is most of the 
time, System 2 adopts the suggestions of System 1 with little or no modification, You generally believe your 
impressions and act on your desires, and that is fine-- usually. 

When System I runs into difficulty, it calls on System 2 to support more detailed and specific processing that may 
solve the problem of the moment. System 2 is mobilized when a question arises for which System i does not offer 
an answer, as probably happened to you when you encountered the multiplication problem ~7 x 24. You can also 
feel a surge of conscious attention whenever you are surprised. System 2 is activated when an event is detected 
that v~olates the model of the world that System ~ maintains. ~n that world, lamps do not lump, cats do not bark, 
and gorillas do not cross basketball courts. The gorilla experiment demonstrates that some attention is needed for 
the surprising stimulus to be detected. Surprise then activates and orients your attention: you w~II stare, and you 
search your memory for a story that makes sense of the surprising event. System 2 is also credited w~th the 
continuous monitoring of your own behavior--the control that keeps you polite when you are angry, and alert when 
you are driving at night. System 2 is mobilized to increased effort when ~t detects an error about to be made. 
Remember a time when you almost blu~ed out an offensive remark and note how hard you worked to restore 
control. ~n summary, most of what you (your System 2) think and do originates ~n your System ~, but System 2 
takes over when th~ngs get difficult, and ~t normally has the last word. 

The division of labor between System ~ and System 2 is highly efficient: it minimizes effort and optimizes 
performance. The arrangement works well most of the time because System ~ is generally very good at what it 
does: ~ts mode~s of familiar situations are accurate, ~ts short-term predictions are usuafly accurate as well, and ~ts 
~nit~al reactions to challenges are swi~ and generally appropriate. System ~ has biases, however, systematic errors 
that it is prone to make ~n specified drcumstances. As we shall see, it sometimes answers easier questions than the 
one it was asked, and it has little understanding of logic and statistics. One fu~her l~mitat~on of System ~ is that ~t 
cannot be turned off. 

Conflict between an automatic reaction and an ~ntention to control it is common ~n our l~ves. We are all familiar with 
the experience of t~ng not to stare at the oddly dressed couple at the neighboring table in a restaurant. We also 
know what ~t is ~ke to force our attention on a boring book, when we constantly find ourselves returning to the point 
at which the reading lost its meaning. Where winters are hard, many drivers have memories of their car sMdd~ng out 
of control on the ~ce and of the struggle to follow well-rehearsed instructions that negate what they would naturally 
do: ~Steer ~nto the skid, and whatever you do, do not touch the brakes," And eve~ human being has had the 
experience of not tefl~ng someone to go to heft. One of the tasks of System 2 is to overcome the impulses of 
System ~. ~n other words, System 2 is in charge of se~f-controh 

The question that is most o~en asked about cognitive iIIus~ons ~s whether they can be overcome. The message of 
these examples ~s not encouraging. Because System ~ operates automat~cafly and cannot be turned off at 
errors of intuitive thought are o~en difficult to prevent. B~ases cannot always be avoided, because System 2 may 
have no due to the error. ~ven when cues to likely errors are available, errors can be prevented only by the 
enhanced monitoring and effo~ful activity of System 2. As a way to ~ive your life, however, continuous vigilance is 
not necessarily good, and ~t is ce~a~nly impractical. Constantly questioning our own th~nk~ng would be impossibly 
tedious, and System 2 is much too slow and ~nefficient to serve as a substitute for System ~ ~n making routine 
decisions. ~e be~t ~e ~m ~o i~ ~ ~omp~omise~ le~ to ~e~o~ize situ~tio~ i~ ~i~ mi~t~e~ ~re li~el~ 

Still Curious? T#imkim#, Fast am# $~ow is a tour-de-force when it comes to thinking. 

Brought to you by: CURIOSITY: A <~f~e~s.fy ~nco~,et~den~t, ad agency ~t,~ het, ps you s~a~d our, #~ Zoday~s crowded 

Posted: 22 3@ 2014 05:00 AM PDT 



i.~.i (The Works of Jeremy Bentham, ed Bowring, vol IV. 1843. 172- 3). 

~lan of the Panopticon 

]In his study of the origins of the prison, Disdp#i~e & P~is#~; T~ #irt~ of t~ Priso~, Michel Foucault explored the invention 

of the Panopticon, a way for a guard to see others without being seen himself. 

Bentham’s Panopticon is the architectural figure of this composition. We know the principle on which it was based: at 

the periphery, an annular building; at the centre, a tower; this tower is pierced with wide windows that open onto 

the inner side of the ring; the peripheric building is divided into cells, each of which extends the whole width of the 

building; they have two windows, one on the inside, corresponding to the windows of the tower; the other, on the 

outside, allows the light to cross the cell from one end to the other. All that is needed, then, is to place a supervisor 

in a central tower and to shut up in each cell a madman, a patient, a condemned man, a worker or a schoolboy. By 

the effect of backlighting, one can observe from the tower, standing out precisely against the light, the small captive 

shadows in the cells of the periphery. 

He is seen, but he does not see; he is the object of information, never a subject in communication. 

This permanent visibility became a way to exercise power and in so doing induce "in the inmate a state of conscious and 

permanent visibility." Foucault writes: 

Bentham laid down the principle that I~ower sl~ould be visible a~l -~verifiable. Visible: the inmate will constantly 

have before his eyes the tall outline of the central tower from which he is spied upon. Unverifiable: the inmate must 

never know whether he is being looked at at any one moment; but he must be sure that he may always be so. In 

order to make the presence or absence of the inspector unverifiable, so that the prisoners, in their cells, cannot even 

see a shadow ... 

You need not force, only observe to "constrain the convict to good behaviour, the madman to clam, the worker to work, the 

schoolboy to application, the patient to observation of the regulations." 

makes them play spontaneously upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he simultaneously 

plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection. 

Eventually guards discovered that, after a period of consistent monitoring and prompt punishment against perpetrators, 

inmates began to regulate their own behaviour. They couldn’t see a guard and yet they were regulated by conscience itself. 

An external reality had thus become internalized and became habitual. 

fascinating study into the origins of the prison. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emily (Young) Maxie <emaxie@signix.com> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 9:19 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to Convince Your Boss It’s Time for E-Signatures 

i i~ SIGNiX Digital Signatu res 

Free PowerPoint template to convince your boss to use e-signatures 

Hi Vince/, 

Do you haw; a bess, colleague, or clie, nt still clinging [o pape, r processes Ior de, at life? We’w~ got 

resources to help you! Firsl, check out our hie9 post How to Convince Your Boss It’s Time to Get E- 

Signatures, 

You can also downk)ad our customizable PowerPoint template to show: 

How the digital landscape has changed, and wha~ it means fer you 

How to decrease time and money spent hand~h~g ~ape~%~,ork 

How to adop~ e-signatures in three simple steps 

Get the P ...... tation 

As always, if you haw~ any questions a~,~out e,-signatufes, feel fre~; to emaif m~; 

Sincerely, 

emily maxi~ 

sm square 

Emily Maxie 
Marketing Director 
emaxie@signix.com 

www.signix.com 

Ready to get an e..signature price quote? Click here to get one r!ow’! 

SIG~iX 1203 CarLer Street Chattanooga,lN 37402 United StaLes 

You received this email [3ec~use you are subscri[3ed to I’,tonthty Newsletter fron-~ SIGNiX, 

Update your email preferences Lo choose the types of ernails yOLE receive, 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 

Powered by HubSpot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ka-isten Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How do we compare? Find out at the 2014 State of the Community Report! 

To view this email online click here 

Iv~te~.x~,stcd Jv~ how Cb:~,pc] Hilt a ~;d Ca rrb~ro perform as 

commut~ity? Wa~ to ]earn abou~ how we stack up 

ec,-momi< and envb,-mmenta] h~d~ca~o~s as compared ~o the r’est 

Please ]oin us aL The Friday Center> T/~o-9:3o aml.~ 
Aug, 2~ ~br the 2o14 Slate of the Commurfi[~: Repoi:[ presented 

by Triangle Community Foundation, 

Chain bet l’resident m~d CE()Aaro~ Neis~ m ~,v~[l present the 

~@ori and take qu~:sdo~s from attd~<k:es. ’£h~: Report wi]] be 

great opportunity to learn more abot£ our commu~fib’ and 

......................................................................... ~,.~: ............................................................................ 

the wel]q:,eing of Chapel Hfi]-Carvboro a}ong, socbI, economic, 

V~ew p:~st reports at our 

* Z£~3 State ~f the O~mmunity Report 

~ 2012 State oflhe Cornmur~ity Report 

~ 2011 Stat~f -ffthe (;or~]murJt? Report 

~ ZR~Q State of the Commtm~b~ Rep~rt 

’II~ank you to [![dangle (k)mmuni[y Foundation., £N£__I3a_o_k, and 

UPS Store fbr s]?o~ soJ n g the Sia he of the Corn muni%’ Repot t. 

avallablel 

S a v 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 12:01 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Save 20-30% on Top Camping Brands! 

Online ] Mobile 

Spor,s Aut,horib, 

Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 1:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Teen HGH Use Doubles i Vikings Stadium ’Death Trap’ ] Notre Dame’s Turf Unveiled 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Report: HGH Use Alnouug Teens Doubles to 11 Percent 

Experimentation with human gro~lh hormoues by America’s teens ~nore thau 

doubled iu the past year, as tno~e young people looked to drugs ... 

Former Charleston Player Sa, c-s Coach Assaulted Him Trace 

Former College of Charleston guard Trevonte Dixon alleges that head coach Doug 

Wojcik physically ~ssaulted him on two occasions during the ... 

Nonprofit IHSA tlit with Open-Records Lawsuit 

The not-tbr-profit group that over~es high school sports in Illinois should be 

subject to state open-records law because it "perlbnns a ... 

New Vikings Stadium a ’Death Trap’ for Birds? 
The new home of the Mi~mesota Vikings, set to open in 2016, will feature 200,000 

square feet of glass. In fact, its 95-foot high pivoting ... 

Virigina Tech Testing Hockey tlelmets lbr Concussion Risk 
Hockey helme’~s may soon be getting hit with some big changes, but hopefully 

they’ll be able to absorb the impact .... 

Synthetic Turf Install Colnplete at Notre Dame Stadium 
It’s a new era for Notre Dame football. The team took to Twitter Thursday 

morniug to give the world its first look at the newly ... 

Athletic Biz Twitter ] 



Wisconsin Latest "to Launch High School Cycling League 
David Hertel is a 16-year-old long snapper who will play va~-sity football at Lake 

Mills High School this fall. But he also intends to compete ... 

Geoigia Wastes No Time Kicking Arrested Player OffTeanl 
Jon Taylor, who was alTested oil aggravated assaultii:amily violence charges emly 
Tuesday morning, is no longer a member of the Georgia Bulldogs ... 

Tennessee Wituessing Turnaround in Season Ticket Sales 

As of Wednesday, Tennessee had sold about 59,000 football season tickets. UT 

hasn’t sold 60,000 season tickets since it sold 63,362 in 2011 ... 

Jets Scrap Paper Season Tickets. OilEr Attendance Perks 

The New York Jets axe doing away with paper tickets tbr season ticket holders 

and ofi~ring those fans a ~ewards plan for showing up regularly ... 

Mountain West Commish Describes ’Precarious Position’ 

Many conversations about tile future of college athletics are broken into the haves 

and the have-nots. The Mountain West is part of the latter ... 

’Make A Splash’ Grant Provides Free Swimming Lessons 
In the ci:sJ of Boynton Beach, away from the strip malls and the fancy restanrants, is 

the John Denson Pool, where eager children who ... 

Tennis Conrt S urines Continue to Evolve 

No question, the sport of tennis has evolved. Players like the colors they wear 
are louder, bolder and ,no~e attention-grabbing than their ... 

Columnist: Dungy Proof Intolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
It’s not the NFL’s I:ault that Dan Swder and his Washington team continue to use 

and defend a blatantly racist nickname. It’s also not ... 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay-Rights Groups 

A gay-rights organization has denounced the New York Giants for hiring and 
det~nding tbrmer player David Tyree alter he said he believes ... 

Bowlen Gives Up Control of Broncos "to Battle Alzheimer’s 

The tirst day of training camp for the Denver Broncos began with teaacs. John Elway 
broke down and needed to pause to compose himself... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Managing Bad Parental Behavior at High School Games 
Studies show 90 percent of problems in the stands are caused by adults. Learn the 

four magic words to diffuse the situation and keep games safe. 

Athletic Facility Evacuation and Emergenc’~’ Plam~ing Tips 

The potential of a major incident at your facili~ can keep yon np at night. We’re 

here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screening~ stadimns and aacenas continue to find new and 

elticient ways to slrengthen their front-line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Bnsiness is proud to introduce the inangural issne of Sports Venue Safeb~, 

helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

I~iI ABC Registration J 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Jay Patemo Lawsuit Claims Penn State Made tlim ’Pariah’ 
’][’he lawsuits don’t stop for Penn State. Joe Paterno’s son is suing the school for a 

hefty sum over what he claims is emotional distress and loss of earnings. 

Industry Press Room: 



Physical Activity ’Fax Incentive Clears Maior Hurdle in Conmess 

SFA Details Massive Spending Trend 

Jeffrey D, Morgma Named Chief Executive Officer of CMAA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 1:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Teen HGH Use Doubles i Vikings Stadium ’Death Trap’ ] Notre Dame’s Turf Unveiled 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Spalding 

Report: HGH Use Alnouug Teens Doubles to 11 Percent 

Experimentation with human gro~lh hormoues by America’s teens ~nore thau 

doubled iu the past year, as tno~e young people looked to drugs ... 

Former Charleston Player Sa, c-s Coach Assaulted Him Trace 

Former College of Charleston guard Trevonte Dixon alleges that head coach Doug 

Wojcik physically ~ssaulted him on two occasions during the ... 

Nonprofit IHSA tlit with Open-Records Lawsuit 

The not-tbr-profit group that over~es high school sports in Illinois should be 

subject to state open-records law because it "perlbnns a ... 

New Vikings Stadium a ’Death Trap’ for Birds? 
The new home of the Mi~mesota Vikings, set to open in 2016, will feature 200,000 

square feet of glass. In fact, its 95-foot high pivoting ... 

Virigina Tech Testing Hockey tlelmets lbr Concussion Risk 
Hockey helme’~s may soon be getting hit with some big changes, but hopefully 

they’ll be able to absorb the impact .... 

Synthetic Turf Install Colnplete at Notre Dame Stadium 
It’s a new era for Notre Dame football. The team took to Twitter Thursday 

morniug to give the world its first look at the newly ... 

Athletic Biz Twitter ] 



Wisconsin Latest "to Launch High School Cycling League 
David Hertel is a 16-year-old long snapper who will play va~-sity football at Lake 

Mills High School this fall. But he also intends to compete ... 

Geoigia Wastes No Time Kicking Arrested Player OffTeanl 
Jon Taylor, who was alTested oil aggravated assaultii:amily violence charges emly 
Tuesday morning, is no longer a member of the Georgia Bulldogs ... 

Tennessee Wituessing Turnaround in Season Ticket Sales 

As of Wednesday, Tennessee had sold about 59,000 football season tickets. UT 

hasn’t sold 60,000 season tickets since it sold 63,362 in 2011 ... 

Jets Scrap Paper Season Tickets. OilEr Attendance Perks 

The New York Jets axe doing away with paper tickets tbr season ticket holders 

and ofi~ring those fans a ~ewards plan for showing up regularly ... 

Mountain West Commish Describes ’Precarious Position’ 

Many conversations about tile future of college athletics are broken into the haves 

and the have-nots. The Mountain West is part of the latter ... 

’Make A Splash’ Grant Provides Free Swimming Lessons 
In the ci:sJ of Boynton Beach, away from the strip malls and the fancy restanrants, is 

the John Denson Pool, where eager children who ... 

Tennis Conrt S urines Continue to Evolve 

No question, the sport of tennis has evolved. Players like the colors they wear 
are louder, bolder and ,no~e attention-grabbing than their ... 

Columnist: Dungy Proof Intolerance Lingers as NFL Issue 
It’s not the NFL’s I:ault that Dan Swder and his Washington team continue to use 

and defend a blatantly racist nickname. It’s also not ... 

Giants Hire of Tyree Draws Ire of Gay-Rights Groups 

A gay-rights organization has denounced the New York Giants for hiring and 
det~nding tbrmer player David Tyree alter he said he believes ... 

Bowlen Gives Up Control of Broncos "to Battle Alzheimer’s 

The tirst day of training camp for the Denver Broncos began with teaacs. John Elway 
broke down and needed to pause to compose himself... 

From Sports Venue Security, a July supplement to Athletic 
Business 

Managing Bad Parental Behavior at High School Games 
Studies show 90 percent of problems in the stands are caused by adults. Learn the 

four magic words to diffuse the situation and keep games safe. 

Athletic Facility Evacuation and Emergenc’~’ Plam~ing Tips 

The potential of a major incident at your facili~ can keep yon np at night. We’re 

here to help you be prepared. 

Tightening Front-Line Security Protocols in Stadiums and Arenas 
From bag searches to fan screening~ stadimns and aacenas continue to find new and 

elticient ways to slrengthen their front-line security. 

Shaping the Future of Athletics Safety and Security 
Athletic Bnsiness is proud to introduce the inangural issne of Sports Venue Safeb~, 

helping to support those who keep facilities and participants safe. 

I~iI ABC Registration J 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Jay Patemo Lawsuit Claims Penn State Made tlim ’Pariah’ 
’][’he lawsuits don’t stop for Penn State. Joe Paterno’s son is suing the school for a 

hefty sum over what he claims is emotional distress and loss of earnings. 

Industry Press Room: 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roger Connors <rogerconnors@ozprinciple.com> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 9:34 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

~%BINAR: Get Competitive (and Focused) 

ii.~ Complimenta~ Author Webinar August10:00 am6’ 2014pDT 

:!~:i Reg,ster Now [~: Learn ,,/lore ] 

800.504.6070 W~N www.ozprinciple.com 

Privacy Policy One-Click Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, July 25, 2014 4:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: John Locke’s Method of Organizing Co,ninon Place Books 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 24. Jul 2014 05:00 AM POT 

"You know that I voluntarily communicated this method to you, as I have done to many others, to whom 

believed it would not be unacceptable," 

In 1685 English physician and philosopher John Locke published "Mfithode nouvelle de dresser des recueils," which explains his 

unique method of indexing his ¢ommon~a¢e book. Later translated from French into English as A Ne~ Me~hod of 

Common~P~ace-gooks, with a preface by Monsieur Le Clerc, who augments and clarifies the work. 

Locke’s Method 

Locke first began keeping common place books in 1652, his first year at Oxford. His system, as unique at the time as it is 

today, can be found on pages [vi] and [1] in A New Method of Making Common-Place-Books (image below). 

In his letter to Monfieur Toinard, which serves as the basis for A New Method of Making Common-Place-Books, he explains 

the index, which contains a line for every letter of the alphabet and a subdivision along the lines of vowels: 

into five and twenty equal parts, with black lead; after that, I cut them perpendicular by other lines, which I draw 

from the top of the page to the bottom, as you may see (below) ... Afterwards I mark with ink every fifth line of the 

twenty five that I just now spoke of .... I put at the beginning of every fifth space, or before the middle, one of the 

twenty letters which are defign’d for this use; and a little farther in every space one of the vowels in their natural 

order. This is the index or table of the whole volume, be it of what size forever. 



i.~.i John Locke 



i.~.i John Locke 

Locke continues: 

" If I would put anything in my Common-place Book, I find out a head to which I may refer it. Each head ought to be 

some important and essential word to the matter in hand; and in that word regard is to be had to the first letter, and 

the vowel that follows it; for upon these two letters depends the use of the index. 

When I meet with any thing worth putting into my Common-Place-Book, I presently look for a proper Head. 

Suppose for Example, the Head were Epistola; I look in the Index the First Letter which the Vowel that follows, which 

in this Case E I. If there is found any Number in the Space marked E I, that shows me the space designed for Words 

which begin with E, and whose Vowel that immediately follows is I, I must refer to the word Epistola in the Page 

what I have to take notice of, I write the Head in pretty large Letters, so that the principal Word is found in the 

Margin, and I continue the Line in writing on what I have to remark. I constantly observe this Method, that nought 

but the Head appear in the Margin, and on and on without carrying the Line again into the Margin. When one has thus 

preserv’d the margin clear, the Heads, present themselves at First Sight." 



When the two pages designed for one class are full, I look forwards for the next backside of a leaf that is blank .... At 

the tip of this new backside of a leave, I set down the number of the page ][ filled last. By these numbers, which refer 

to one another, the first whereof is at the bottom of one page, and the second is at the beginning of another, one 

joins matter that is separated, as if there was nothing between them. 

[-4 
Every time I put a number at the bottom of a page, I put it also into the index; but when ][ put only a V, I make no 

addition to the index; the reason whereof is plain. If the head is a monosyllable, and begins with a vowel, that vowel 

is at the same time both the first letter of the word and the characteristic vowel. Therefore ][ write the word Ars in A 

a, and Os in O o. 

People in the Renaissance broke texts into fragments and used these to assemble and connect. ~t was, perhaps, the original 

Locke also advises having several books, "one for each science upon which one makes collections, at least two for the heads, 

to which we may refer to all of our knowledge, viz., moral philosophy and natural; and perhaps a third, which may be called 

the knowledge of signs, which relates to the use of words, and is much more extent than mere criticism." 

At the time Locke’s method offered a solution to one of the biggest problems of commonplace books: how many pages to 

assign in a blank notebook to a new subject. By means of an example, one of Newton’s notebooks, "Certain Philosophical 

Questions," which he began at Cambridge in 1664, listed 37 heads with a rather unsuccessful guess at the number of pages 

each would require. Locke’s method required no pre-assigned pages, which made it more useful for both the diversity of 

information one kept and the size of the repository. 

Not all were fans of Locke’s Method 

][n a paper read before the Statistical Society at the close of the year 1840, and published in the Journal of the Statistical 

Society of London, Henry John Porter, commented: 

It is strange, indeed, that such a man as Locke, impressed with the value of method, should ever have adopted so 

imperfect and arbitrary a plan, or having once adopted it, that he should not have improved upon it’ for, surely, 

nothing can be more opposed to all method than the grouping of subjects together without any other bond of 

connection than an initial letter and a first vowel. 

The object to Locke’s "Common-place book" is this,--that a number of totally different subjects are entered in the 

same page, or succession of pages, which subjects are held together by no other relation than that of an initial letter 

and first vowel. It is true, that so long as these entries are few in number, there is little loss of time in refereeing to 

them’ but if they become very numerous, many pages may be passed in review before the desired passage meets 

the eye. But even this inconvenience is not of sufficient moment to require the adoption of an improved method, 

where each of the several entries refers to a different subject. It is only from a great number of passages referring 

to the same topic as scattered through a succession of pages that the inconvenience of this plan is severely felt. It 

was this obvious inconvenience which induced me to adopt the improvement of devoting a separate page, or series 

of pages, to each separate subject. But even here f soon found the same objection to apply which lay against the 

common-place book of Locke. As long as the entries referring to any particular topic were few in number, my 

common-place book answered well-enough; but when the subject began to occupy many pages, I found that if f 

wanted to make use of it, to digest the materials which [ had collected, to analyze them, or to write about them, [ 

had to re-arrange the whole, and to place extracts or facts of my own observing which related to one part of my 

subject, or threw light upon any isolated question connected with it, by themselves, that by viewing them in 

connection [ might better understand their bearing, and estimate their value. Thus the initial labour of inscribing the 

several extracts or facts in my common-place book had to be repeated with regard to all those parts of my subject 

to which f was induced to pay particular attention. 

Locke’s method was used for at least one hundred years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Maughan <mmaughan@qualtrics.com> 

Friday, July 25, 2014 1:55 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Get Featured in Forbes, Win Qualtrics Swag, Share Your Insights 

Hey Vincent, 

We’re excited to announce that Qualtrics and Forbes are getting together to 
create a place on Forbes.com - called Data Freaks -where you can find 
fascinating insights on anything and everything. And we want your help. 

Enter our Data Freaks competition by sharing the most fascinating insight you’ve 
ever discovered while using Qualtrics - e.g., did you hear employees who stay in 
companies longer than two years get paid 50% less? 

We’ll select 10 winners and feature you and your insights on Forbes.com. 
Winners will also receive a box of our best Qualtrics swag. 

Click here to share the most fascinating insights you’ve ever discovered while 
using Qualtrics. Don’t worry, we won’t share anything without asking We know 
many of you have lots of amazing insights so feel free to enter the contest 
multiple times. 

May the odds be ever in your favor. 

Mike Maughan 
Product Marketing 

your privacy. View 

This email was sent to ille@unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fama~n Street Weekly <uewslette~fammnstreetblog.com@mail 150.us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, July 27, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

The Machinew of Thought 

.get a iitde sma.~.er everv day, i4"here ~o find time to road Why organizations focus on the iflu.sion of 

performance, and so n’~uc~-~ tr~ore, g~.~gJJ.di, q 



The most popular article this week was :t=b.~..,,.’~.#.r..e.,.. 

Daniel Kahneman Explains Tbg..}~!.~.f~b.i.:?.’.~ry..~£.!b.f?.!~9}:~- "divides the brain 

into b,~vo agents, called System 1 and System 2, which "respectively produce 

fast and slow thinking." For our purposes these can also be thought of as 

intuitive and deliberate thought/’ 

wasn’t the aim but rather combinatorial creativity as people were 

encouraged to improvise on themes and topics. Gathering raw material 

alone, in this case information, is not enough. We must transform it into 

something new." 

Michel Fouca@t on ~ ~; .... ~ ’~ !k~..r..~:~K~.~’..r~.~.[L.~k~.~=- "... the principle that power 

should be visible and unverifiable/’ 

Pa@a Scher on R.~e.¢:.~,.,s~..v.~!:~!~.~A!~..;.m.~.- "A lot of clients like to buy 

process It’s like they think they are not getting their money’s worth because I 

solved it too fast." 

John Locke’s Method of ~.~.a.~.n.~i..z.i.~.~.~.~.~.r..P.~..m..~.~.~.n.~!i~‘.!~.~.s.~9~[~.~.~.~.‘~.s.- "take a white 

paper book of what size I think fit, I divide the two first pages which face one 

another, by parallel lines, into five and twenty equal parts, with black lead; 

after that, I cut them perpendicular by other lines, which I draw from the top of 

the page to the bottom, as you may see (below)" 

Something to Read 

A practical guide to cut through excuses and reframe how you make decisions. 

McClatchy attempts this meaningful undertaking by re-framing around b.,vo broad 

categories of tasks: Gain and Preventing Pain. Gain tasks are what give us 

meaning and energy. They let us grow. Too often, however, we let preventing pain 

tasks usurp our time Modern time-management tools encourage this inefficiency. 

As a result we feel busy and stressed, like we’re on a treadmill that we can’t get 

ofi:. 

Geoffre2 Madan% Notebooks 

Commonplace books reached their peak in the seventeenth century. This book 

then, published on the cusp of the sound-byte generation in the early 1980s, is 

somewhat of an outlier. Hard to find and out-of-print, the book, argues Robert 

Damton, "deserves to be rescued from oblivion, because it is a great read, 

especially for anyone interested in reading itself as a way of making sense of the 

world." Madan was a connoisseur of the excellent and original and this collection, 

a subset of his notebooks, does not disappoint. 

Still Curious? 

+ ~’Mn,,’ Yes If’ Is More Powedul Tisan Savinc~ No -- "The director ... would never 

take "no" as an acceptable answer. One had to rephrase it to "Yes, if..." and 



describe what kind of support they needed to get the job done. "You can change 

the entire feel and look of a company by making people realize that they’re not 

empowered to say no," Bangs noted. "They’re empowered to say "yes, if." It 

changes the bureaucracy, the culture, the passion, the purpose -- it changes 

everything" 

+ .I=.Q:~L~..![P.~D;e.[%..~D:~..!!~!.#.a~!!:~- "We assume that things we are attracted to will 

relieve our suffering and raise our happiness. My brain says, "Get famous." It also 

says, "Unhappiness is lousy." I conflate the bYo, getting, "Get famous and you’ll be 

less unhappy."But that is Mother Nature’s cruel hoax. She doesn’t really care either 

way whether you are unhappy -- she just wants you to want to pass on your 

genetic material." 

+..:!:~:~!..~.~!]:..l=.g.~.~.9.B.:~.f:~iig~b.tL~3i~9.~.- "l can usually remember plays in 

situations a couple of years back - quite s few years back sometimes," James 

says. "I’m able to calibrate them throughout a game to the situation I’m in, to know 

who has it going on our team, what position to put him in." (Pair with Herbert 

Simon on solution by recognition and on ~eRness and intuition.) 

+ Don’t Send Your Kid to rise ~eae,ue --"So extreme are the admission 

standards now that kids who manage to get into elite colleges have, by definition, 

never experienced anything but success The prospect of not being successful 

terrifies them, disorients them. The cost of falling short, even temporarily, 

becomes not merely practical, but existential. The result is s violent aversion to 

risk. You have no margin for error, so you avoid the possibility that you will ever 

make an error. Once, a student at Pomona told me that she’d love to have a 

chance to think about the things she’s studying, only she doesn’t have the time." 

+ :~:~#~‘.~f~f.2kTk~.f...t~A~:f.2~‘~1~;~.e.;.~:P.~..~¢t.~:%~.~1~r..e..~!]~[~ -- "If you want accuracy, then, 

add those who might disagree strongly with your group. W/nat do you reckon of the 

chances that managers and politicians will select such contrarian candidates to 

ioin them?" 

+ 75 Yea,~s It’., The Makin£: Harvard Just Released Its Epic Study On V~,~nst Men 

Need To Live A Happy Life --"The seventy-five years and twenty million dollars 

expended on the Grant Study points to a straightforward five-v~,ord conclusion: 

Happiness is love. Full stop." (Still curious? Read Triu~,~rience) 

+ Wrong Answer -- "It was a ~vonderful system," he said. "But we only put it in 

place to hide the fact that we were cheating." 

+ V’~w do we have blood ~es? -- "VVny do 40 per cent of Caucasians have type 

A blood, while only 27 per cent of Asians do? V’V’nere do different blood types 

come from, and what do they do? To get some answers, I went to the experts - to 

haematologists, geneticists, evolutionary biologists, virologists and nutrition 

scientists." 

+ ~.~3.~..$O:~i~.:%.{ai!9...~:.,%~:~.- "That a life. well lived does not mean assuring financial 

success, it means having Soul in the Game. It means living with integrity, taking 

risks and exposing yourself not just to downside for yourself, but for others." (Pair 

with 

+ An Amazing .[f2~#!:A.~~.[!~p.,.s.#. Caught On Camera 

+ :!:!3~..!~3p.Q.~a!3~..¢~L~L.ati.~q.:!:.~g~h~:-- "Americans rarely eat together anymore. 



In fact, the average American eats one in every’ five meals in her car, one in four 

Americans eats at least one fast food meal every single day, and the majority of 

American families report eating a single meal together less than five days a week 

~t’s a pity that so many Americans are missing out on what could be meaningful 

time with their loved ones, but it’s even more than that Not eating together also 

has quantifiably negative effects both physically and psychologically." 

+ The Re:Think Innovation Workshop in Chiacago sold out. Sign up to be 

to k~-~evv about the next workshop, Re:Think Decision Making in California this 

February, 

Thanks for reading, 

Shane P~rrish 

Our mai~il:2 address is: 

F’O SO,~ 1,1037 
F~ F’O Glebe 

O~tews, C~ KIS 3T2 
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Sent: 
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SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Sunday, July 27, 2014 6:26 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 
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Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonard@bigsigns.com> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 7:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

See Football Programs With Am~ing Stadium Graphics 

VJnce, 
Over the years BigSigns.com has had the privilege to help a lot of great 
football programs customize their stadiums and amplify their brand, and I 
know we can do the same for you. We offer a wide range of branding 
products, as well as an agency quality design team, that will help take your 
branding to the next level. Take a look below and let me know if you would 
like a ~e~ mock-~i~_~ & ~uo~e for your project. 

B~e~’~e~" 5~A~t~ ~’~i&- ,~y~£’e~~’4 gave Bellville High School the upgrade they 

needed to customize their football stadium. This new and original look will boost the 
morale of their student section during every home game. 

"The ability for BigSigns.com to take a design concept and turn it 
into a finished product has elevated our recruiting efforts and our 
ability to separate ourselves from the competition. Thanks 



BigSigns. com !" 
- Ryan Kaiser 

,~d~##~ G~’~#~i&’~ was the perfect 
solution for Greater Atlanta Christian to 
brand their stadium. Their unique 
approach will grab everyone’s attention, 
includinq their opponents and recruiters. 

~4f~ ~ G<,~ ~#~’~ help NWOSU’s 
football players prepare for battle! These 
customized graphics give their players a 
sense of pride that push them to reach 
the next level. 

Or Call 

Other Products to Check Out; 

Wall 

Vince, let me help you with your branding. 
guarantee you’ll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 

Or C~i~;~< [or ~’~>~r Fr~.~.~ ~o<:l~ & 9uo~:~.~ 
Order Now to get a spot in our Summer/fall schedule! 

Thank you and have a gre, at day, 

1 Corey Leonard 

President 

800,7~Oo76&;& 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency (~uality Design 1 Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, I~anufacture, l"nstallation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vinny D’assam <vinny.dassaro@techtempest.com> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA Compliance Monitoring Made Easy with Tech Tempest 

Marielle, 

Good Morning, this is Vinny D’Assaro with Tech Tempest. We spoke on the phone a couple weeks backs, and I am just following up at the end of the month like you asked. 

Through our state of the are software, we are able to monitor your student athletes social media and web activity through a geo-fencing platform in real time. We can also 
monitor all of North Carolina’s athletic events, as well as monitor your univetMty’s brand sentiment. 

Marielle, I would love to discuss this even more by setting up a webinar to show you in depth just how beneficial our software could be to North Carolina’s Athletic department. 
With school and the fall sports season closing in, there is no better time then nowto see what Tech Tempest can offer. It will surely be something you will not regret. 
Anything we can do please let me know. 

Hope you have a great rest of your day, and look fo~vard to speaking with you soon. 

Regards, 

Vinny D’Assaro 
Senior Vice President 
Tech Tempest Inc. 

~=.~:.~.~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Register <s@aquarollusa.com> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 1:35 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Laxry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Aquaroll(R), New Revolutionary Stx~rts Treatment Modality for UNC 

Greetings, Larry, Vince, and Beth, 

Hope y’all having a wonderful day so far. My name is Stephen Register and I’m the Business Development Representative for AquamllUSA. My colleagues recently sent you a 
packet of material related to the cutting edge new treatment modality, AquarollD. The Aquaroll~ system combines ultrasound, compt~ssion, friction, and temperatut~ 
controlled water to treat a wide range of indications for hand/wrist and foot/ankle, and is an optimal therapy treatment modality for high caliber athletes. We expect to see 
many universities appropriating Aquaroll~ systems before the football season gets underway. 

You’ve already received a physical packet from us, but following are the usemame and passwords to our protected site, which includes videos that you will find helpful. I 
encourage you to view our brief Sports Therapy Video, featuring former NFL defensive end Jevon Kearse, available via the following link: 

http://aquarollusa .com/sports4hera py-video/ 

The password is: aquaPRO1321sportS 

Additional materials may also be viewed on our website IZI www.aquarollUSA.com IZI under the Professional Literature / Sports Literature section, utilizing the 

following Iogin information: 

ID = aquaproUSA 

PW= aquaUSA1321info 

The password for the individual literature files is the same as the video: aquaPRO1321sportS 

Please give me a call back so that we can talk about AquarollC] further. I’m fully confident our system would be an excellent investment in the University of North Carolina 
athletes. Look forward to talking with you about this revolutionary new treatment modality. 

My personal number is 615.414.0412. 

Have a great day[[[ 

Stephen Register 

aqua~ollUSA 

6538 Collins Ave 

#313 

Miami Beach, FL 33141 

T:305.504.9690 

C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromofions@espmnafil.com> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 5:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Ravens Camp: NFL Nation Has You Covered 

View this email with images here. 

.~.i Training CampsAre Here 

X:: NFL Nation Has Every Team Covered 

Tony Romo N;i Cam Newton ~ Aaron Rodgers N2 A.J. Green 

Latest News and Analysis 

ESPN Fantasy Footbal- Sign Up Today! 



Attaclmaent: BigSigns.com Collegiate Athletic Brochure.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@chadqbrown.com on behalf of 

Chad Q. Brown <info@chadqbrown.com> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:19 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Preseason Personality Profiling 

Persou~]ity Pmfiling.pdf 

CLICK HERE FOR PROGRAM DETAILS AND SEE FLYER ATTACHED. 

Profile your entire team in 8 minutes and learn: 

¯ Who can lead and who can’t. 

¯ Who is capable of performance under pressure and who’s not 

¯ Will a player succeed at your school or are you spinning your wheels? 

¯ And more.. 

For more information see flyer attached. 

Chad Q. Brown 

chad@hook.qlobal.com 

1-855-466-5600 

www.hook~llobal.com 

unsubscribe 



THE ENTIRE SAN ANTONIO SPURS 
ORGANIZATION USES DISC. 



THE HOOK ADVA TAGE 
Unparalleled Insight into the Culture o{ Human Strategy 

~X/HO IS HOOK GLOBAL? 

Hook GLobaL:provides DISC personality 
pro61.ing technology to organizations 

worldwide. Ou~8 minute pr~qLes produce 

immediate, customized reports that can be 
viewed on any mobile devi~el 

W’HAT IS DISC? 

DISC, used since 1928, is one of the most 

popular personalLity profil.es in the world. It ......... 

k.~ a simple; short series of questions that 

produces amazing personaUty reports 

about people, 

WHO USES DISC:? 

DISC is used by Fortune 500 Companies, 

US MiLitary Groups, Government Agencies, 

Foster Care FacilLities, Prisons, Churches, 
CounseLors, Psychiatrists° Student 

Devebpment Directors, and more, 

W’HY USE DISC? 

Recruiting, Hiring, Team BuiLding, 

Leadership Devel.opment, SeLf 

Awareness, Communica~i0~i Motivation, 
Retention, Coaching, Cont~ict ResoLution 

and more. 

CHAD Q. BRO\~N 
President & TaLent ttonsuLtant 

::Chad provides a distinct knowledge base from ISis 

........... s5 years experience in both footbaLL and business. 

He has worked with notable clients such as: 

NFL Big Ten 

NCAA ACC 

ESPN /ABC Big 12 

CBS Sports Pac 12 

Mountain West :Big East 

SEC ALL Major Universities Nationwide 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megaloudis Named Associate Director of Athletics 
Courtesy: Hofstra Athletic Communications 

Release: 07/29/2014 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:14 PM 

UNCAA-Rams Club <uncaa_ramsdub@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

<uncaa_seniorstaff@~roups.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Congrats to DJno 

Complex. 

Hempstead, NY - Hofstra University Vice President and Director of Athletics Jeffrey 
A. Hathaway today announced the appointment of Dino Megaloudis to the position of 
associate director of athletics for development. Megaloudis will begin his Hofstra 
tenure on August 25. 

"Dino will be an outstanding addition to our staff at Hofstra," said Hathaway= "He has 
a proven track record in athletic development and fundraising during his long tenure 
at the University of North Carolina. I look forward to Dino leading our fundraising 
team as we continue to focus on growing our donor base and increasing the amount 
of funds that we raise to benefit the academic and athletic endeavors of our student- 
athletes." 

Megaloudis comes to Hofstra after having spent 10 of the last 11 years working in 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill athletic department. Megaloudis 
worked as a director of major gifts for The Rams Club from June 2004 to June 2013. 
In this role he managed and implemented fundraising programs for 28 sports, 
secured major gifts, generated endowments for UNC’s Olympic sport programs, and 
worked with the ticket office and marketing staff on donor related matters. During his 
tenure, he generated more than $22 million dollars in private donations and was 
involved in six major capital campaign projects including the New Kenan End Zone, 

the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center, the redesign of the Dean Smith Center basketball offices, the 
Wrestling Room project, the Boshamer Baseball project and the Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine 

During this past academic year he served as major gift director in the office of student affairs where he worked with the UNC parent constituency, 
primarily non-alumni parents, on generating donations to the university. As lead development officer, Megaloudis was in charge of the execution 
of the organization’s fund development plan and associated revenue strategies for the 17 department heads that make up the office of student 
affairs. During his first six months he secured $2.8 million dollars in pledges. 

Before entering the higher education development field, Megaloudis worked in the private sector, serving as senior sales and senior account 
manager at Bond Technologies and director of business development at Renaissance Multimedia, both in New York City. 

Megaloudis is a 1989 graduate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a degree in physical education. He received a full athletic 
scholarship and was a four-year starter on the UNC men’s soccer team and ranks third all-time with 34 assists= He made two NCAA 
Championship appearances with the Tar Heels and later played professionally for one year in Greece for A.O. Xania. 

Born in Queens, New York, Megaloudis spent his early years there before moving to Long Island, where he lived in Bayville and graduated from 
Locust Valley High School. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ille@em~Jl.unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:20 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Congrats to Dino 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 
Date: July 30, 2014 at 1:13:58 PM EDT 

To: UNCAA-Rams Club <uncaa ramsclub@groups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exes~fl@groups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-Senior Staff 

<uncaa seniorstalt@groups.unc.edu>, "Dormnce, Alberta IV" -.anson/~,emoal.unc.edu , Loh~, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: Congrats to Dino 

Megaloudis Named Associate Director of Athletics 
Courtesy: Hofstra Athletic Communications 

Release: 07/29/2014 

Hempstead, NY - Hofstra University Vice President and Director of Athletics Jeffr~ 
A. Hathaway today announced the appointment of Dino Megaloudis to the positiol 
associate director of athletics for development. Megaloudis will begin his Hofstra 
tenure on August 25. 

"Dino will be an outstanding addition to our staff at Hofstra," said Hathaway. "He h 
a proven track record in athletic development and fundraising during his long tenu~ 
atthe University of North Carolina. I look forward to Dino leading our fundraising t~ 
as we continue to focus on growing our donor base and increasing the amount of 
funds that we raise to benefit the academic and athletic endeavors of our student- 
athletes." 

Megaloudis comes to Hofstra after having spent 10 of the last 11 years working in 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill athletic department. Megaloudis worke~ 
a director of major gifts for The Rams Club from June 2004 to June 2013. In this r~ 
he managed and implemented fundraising programs for 28 sports, secured majol 
gifts, generated endowments for UNC’s Olympic sport programs, and worked witl- 
the ticket office and marketing staff on donor related matters. During his tenure, h~ 
generated more than $22 million dollars in private donations and was involved in., 
major capital campaign projects including the New Kenan End Zone, the Ernie 

Williamson Athletic Center, the redesign of the Dean Smith Center basketball offices, the Wrestli 
Room project, the Boshamer Baseball project and the Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Comple~ 

During this past academic year he served as major gift director in the office of student affairs where he worked with the UNC parent constituen, 
primarily non-alumni parents, on generating donations to the university. As lead development officer, Megaloudis was in charge of the executio 
the organization’s fund development plan and associated revenue strategies for the 17 department heads that make up the office of student 
affairs. During his first six months he secured $2~8 million dollars in pledges. 

Before entering the higher education development field, Megaloudis worked in the private sector, serving as senior sales and senior account 
manager at Bond Technologies and director of business development at Renaissance Multimedia, both in New York City. 

Megaloudis is a 1989 graduate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a degree in physical education. He received a full athletic 
scholarship and was a four=year starter on the UNC men’s soccer team and ranks third all-time with 34 assists. He made two NCAA 
Championship appearances with the Tar Heels and later played professionally for one year in Greece for A.O. Xania. 

Born in Queens, New York, Megaloudis spent his early years there before moving to Long Island, where he lived in Bayville and graduated fror~ 
Locust Valley High School. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 4:06 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~:mam Street: Alan Watts: Why Modem Civilization is a Vicious Circle 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 30 ~]LII 2014 05:00 AN1 PDT 

"When we compare human with animal desire," writes philosopher Alan Watts in Tl~e V~i~d~<)m of :g~sect~ritg: A Ne~$age for 

a~ Age of A~×iet~f, "we find many extraordinary differences." Watts offers an interesting perspective on an age-old 

argument -- that our society has its priorities messed up, that we need to live in the moment. 

The animal tends to eat with its stomach, and the man with his brain. When the animal’s stomach is full, he stops 

eating, but the man is never sure when to stop. When he has eaten as much as his belly can take, he still feels 

empty, he still feels an urge for further gratification. This is largely due to anxiety, to the knowledge that a constant 

supply of food is uncertain. Therefore eat as much as you can while you can. ~t is due, also, to the knowledge that, 

in an insecure world pleasure is uncertain. Therefore the immediate pleasure of eating must be exploited to the full, 

even though it does violence to the digestion. 

Human desire tends to be insatiable. We are so anxious for pleasure that we can never get enough of it. We 

stimulate our sense organs until they become insensitive, so that if pleasure is to continue they must have stronger 

and stronger stimulants. In self-defence the body gets ill from the strain, but the body wants to go on and on. The 

brain is in pursuit of happiness, and because the brain is much more concerned about the future than the present it 

conceives happiness as the guarantee of an indefinitely long future of pleasures. Yet the brain also knows that it does 

not have an indefinitely long future, so that, to be happy, it must try to crowd all of the pleasures of paradise and 

eternity into the span of a few years. 

This is why modern civilization is in almost every respect a vicious circle. 

The root of this frustration is that we live for the future. Yet the future is never, as we move forward it becomes the present. 

ahead. This is why all affairs of civilization are rushed, why hardly anyone enjoys what he has, and is forever seeking 

more and more. Happiness, then, will consist, not of solid and substantial realities, but of such abstract and 

superficial things as promises, hopes, and assurances. 

Thus the "brainy" economy designed to produce this happiness is a fantastic vicious circle which must either 

manufacture more and more pleasures or collapse-providing a constant titillation of the ears, eyes, and nerve ends 



with incessant streams of almost inescapable noise and visual distractions. 

Watts argues that one of the ills of modern society is that we believe sleep to be a waste of time, that life is short. 

Interestingly, we’d rather watch TV and chase our fantasies than rest. 

Animals spend much of their time dozing and idling pleasantly, but, because life is short, human beings must cram 

into the years the highest possible amount of consciousness, alertness, and chronic insomnia so as to be sure not to 

miss the last fragment of startling pleasure. 

Our quest for never-ending stimulation comes with a high cost. We become "incapable of real pleasure, insensitive to the 

most acute and subtle joys of life." The more common the pleasure the less it interests us. We’d rather watch TV. 

Watts tears into our wants and makes us question our desires. 

Generally speaking, the civilized man does not know what he wants. He works for success, fame, a happy marriage, 

fun, to help other people, or to become a "real person." But these are not real wants because they are not actual 

things. They are the by-products, the flavours and atmospheres of real things-shadows which have no existence 

apart from some substance. Money is the perfect symbol of all such desires, being a mere symbol of real wealth, 

and to make it one’s goal is the most blatant example of confusing measurements with reality. 

Based on this we cannot, says Watts, call ourselves materialistic. We are in love with not things, but "measures, not solids but 

surfaces." 

Tb~ Wis~or~ of ~s~rit~ A ~ssage for a~ Age of A~×iet~ is one of those books that makes you question not only 

yourself but the fabric of civilization. 

You are subscribed to emeii updates flem Farnam Street 

To step receivi!~g these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle h~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL. USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Goc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 6:23 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Your Exclusive Invite is Here! 

~j Sports Authority 

Quick Links 
[] SHOES [] CI.O-[HES 

[] FITNESS [] NEN% 

[]RUNNING [] FAN SHOP []GOLF 

[] WONEN’S [] KIDS’ [] OUTLET 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Illinois Foundation ~-GPInfo@ui£uillinois.edu> 

Thursdw, July 31, 2014 11:02 AM 

Ille, Viuce ~ille@unc.edtr> 

Request Your Estate Plaguing Course Todw 

Thanks to Your Support, They Are Over "~2,OOO Strong! 

In early May more than 12,000 graduates were launched into the global economy by the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, including engineers, accountants, educators, and 
scientists, just to name a few. The impact that this one year of graduates will have, alone, is 
immeasurable. 

A U of I degree is more valuable today than ever, and many of our 2014 graduates could not have 
done it without your support. So, if you’re already helping, we offer our sincerest thanks. If not, 
won’t you please join us? Some simple ways to do so follow: 

Make a gift online at wvwv.uif.uillinois.edu 
Set up a gift annuity for lifetime income and tax savings 
(Contact us to find out your annuity rate!) 
Establish an estate gift (will, trust, IRA, etc.) using the language below 

leave (e. g., % of estate, $ amount, residue) te the University of Iflinois Foundatien (37- 
6006007), to be used for (~fill in from options beb~) at #~e University of l##~ois a~ Urbana- 
Champaign. " 

~inancial need-based sci~olarsi~ips *academic merit-based scholarships 
*g~a~uate fellowships "Yaculty research sup~rt 

~general support o, educadona, p~og~ams and actM#es 

Take the first step in Jeaming how to leave a ~egacy. Request 
your free Estate PJanning Co~rse today! 

i:~ uiuc summer14 e 
pc booklet 

%1: UIUC bklt request ] 

Contact ~s today! 

Jeff W. Roley, Associate Vice President for Gift Planning 
Office of Gift Planning 

University of Illinois Foundation 

1305 W. Green St., Rm. 214 
Urbana, IL 61801-2962 

217-244-0473 
GPI nfo(~,uif.uillinois.edu 

www.uif.gift pla ns.or.q 

The information contained herein is offered solely for general informational and educational purposes. You should 
seek the advice of an attorney for applicability to your own situation. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Bnsiness Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 31, 2014 11:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Stay Competitive. Register tbr ABC Today. 

ABC Helps You Stay Ahead of the Game 

Helping you prepare for the future by providing 

new perspectives and practical information is the 

goal of the Athletic Business Conference, 

Nov. 12-15 in Orlando. Come to ABC to get 

refreshed, come away with new ideas and find 

solutions to your toughest challenges. At ABC, 

you’ll: 

¯ Grow professionally. You’ll find fresh 

leadership ideas, new ways to do your job better 

and strategies to your recurring problems in ABC’s 

10 -!!~!~[?i.~]~gL~!~£~i~. Plus, you’ll find inspiration from 

keynote ~/_~J_[[:a__Lr_!_~_T_~_!2j2!i, founding editor of Fast 

Company magazine, who will teach you principles 

for attracting the best ideas from the most people. 

¯ Improve your programs and facilities. Stay 

up-to-date on the latest innovations, get a hands- 

on feel for new products and equipment, and meet 

industry experts at the fall’s most comprehensive 

t_[&dj_?.__Ls_!?_o_._W, for the athletics, fitness and recreation 

industry. 

¯ Make new connections. Tour____&, ~, gA~f 

and two rece~ give you plenty of opportunity 

to share experiences and practical solutions with 

your peers. And, if you’re a full-conference 

attendee coming to AI3C for the first time, check 

the first-timer’s box on the registration form and 

you’ll receive an invitation to a First-Timers Social 

on Wednesday, Nov. 12. 

Bonus! Register for ABC and you can also attend 

~!~’~i~]~E~. offered by ABC’s partners - the 
International Council on Active Aging, the Medical 

Fitness Association and the National Alliance for 

Youth Sports - at no additional cost. 

)< Invest in your success at the Athletic Business Conference & 

Expo. REGISTER NOW. 

Athletic Business Conference + Expo 

Together, Defining What’s NEXT 

Nov. 13-15, 2014 

Orange County Convention Center I Orlando, Florida 

[his el~=~il w~s sent tr~ ille@uncaa.unc edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E Mifflin :i;t 3re 910, M:adison, W153703 

2014 i Privacy Policy 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roger Connors <rogerconnors@ozprinciple.com> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 2:14 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Create a Game-Cha~ging Culture 

Hello Vince, 

Join me on Wednesday, August 6, 2014 for a complimentary webinar. I’ll show you how to achieve amazing organizational results--results like 

increased revenues, decreased costs, and improved productivity--all through the power of Creating A Culture Of Accountability.® 

Based on our New York Times bestselling book, Change the Culture, Change the Game, this webinar will help you: 

Discover how the Results Pyramid® can shape your team and organizational culture. 

Create experiences that transform beliefs and initiate a Culture of Accountability. 
Accelerate culture change by using Culture Management Tools effectively. 
Turn your organization’s culture into your greatest competitive advantage. 

The Change the Culture, Change the Game WebinarTM 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 from 10am - 11 am PDT Register Learn More 
Featuring live video streaming, real-time polling and a Q&A session 

One senior executive had this to say about our culture change process: 

"This is the single best program I have seen in my career, and I usually hate this stuff. In a very simple and efficient way, Partners In 
Leadership was great at helping us break down silos, get people communicating appropriately and focus everyone on results. ! plan 
to use this training wherever I go as a leader." 

Re,qister now for this Webinar and discover why the world’s top companies use the Cultural Transition Process® as a core offering in their 

leadership and organizational development efforts. 

Share this e-mail with your colleagues--help them learn how our Accountability Training® is helping individuals, teams, and organizations around 
the globe achieve dramatic results. 

Sincerely, 

Roger 
Roger Connors 
CEOiAuthor, Partners In Leadership 
www.ozpdnciple.com 

Accountability Training produces results. View some of our success stories. 

Privacy Policy One-Click Unsubscribe 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfihnma£ers.com> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 5:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Telling Your Story With Stop Motion Animation 

::X:: Nikon Cinema 

i~,{ Stop Motion Magic 

N;:: PES Launches campaign for new"Submarine sandwich" stop-motion anmated short film 

~K:: Nikon’s D810 Animator’s Kit 



i.~.i Add us to your Inbox 

To be unsubscribed from the July 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe ille~unc.edu 



A g st 20 4 
The Joseph Holt Family 

Joe Holt Jr. didn’t realize that a summer trip to visit 

country relatives in 1957 was intended to save his iife. 

AIter IiJing applic@ons for [he youngs[er to at[eP, d a 

receiving threats aP, d h~s parents wanted to keep h~m 

safe. 

Joe Holt St. and Elv,;},na Holt beiieved strongly in the 

value ol educaiio¢., a,,’]d seif-respect and lhey waP, ted 

their sludious son [o see Mmse~ as s first-class c~[isen 

~n the wake of couR orders mandating desegregafio~s~ 

So, ~n 1958, the Halts became the first Afdcan~ 

Amedcan family to apply to aB.wh~te Josephus Dan~e~s 

Junior H~gh. 

"B,,"ow¢., v the Boa,,"d of Educatio,,’~ .. was aP, opportu¢.,i[y 

to cast off [he shackles of exci~sio¢., a,,’~d seco,,’~d-clsss 

citizenship so we stepped forward," Holt Jr. said. "Other 

families were inciined to take this step aiso; but they 

didn’t because of the potential for a great deal of 

backiash, which we in fact subsequently experienced." 

He said most peopie i¢., the Af,qcan-America,,’] 

community supposed their actions, but fear of reprisais 

from the white community caused friends and 

neighbors to distance themseives foilowing their 

appiication and the ensuing uproar. 

"My dad got Iired, we starled 9etti¢.,g threats and the 

black community became lerrif[ed,’~ Holt said 

The initiai application wa~ denied and I--lair 

subsequentiy enrolied at Ligon High, the "biack" school. 

The Joseph Holt Family 



the Holts requested a transfer [o Bmugh[o~~, High, ti~e 

~,earby "white" scI’.,ooi, but were tu,,"ned dow~, a 

decision Ho~t reca~s the Raleigh C~’ School Board 

say~n9 was ~qn the ~nterest of the public and ~n the 

~nteres~ of the boy." 

Years iate,,", a docume~,tary on [he Iamily’s saga 

repor[ed [hat educatio~~, ieaders had war’.,ted integratio~ 

to begi,,’~ at the elementary ievel rati~er 

schooi, ostensibiy due to concerns about violence. 

A federai lawsuit against the Board was unsuccessful, 

with the U.S. Supreme Cou,,t declining to hear the case 

a few months belbre Hell ,Jr. g,’aduated second in Ligon 

High’s class of 1960, r’.,ever having attended a 

schooi. That fall, a second-grader oft,]cially integrated 

the Raieigh public school system. 

The Holts’ story is o~en overlooked in the histo~ books; 

the first chiidren whose appiica[ior’.,s were accepted 

d,,"ew the a[ter’.,tiom 

Heir Jr. earned a Bachelor’s degree in Biology fiom St. 

Aagusdne’s College in 1964, before accepting a 

commission in the U.S. Air FoI°ce~ A giobai navigator, he 

sewed 26 years hs the m~tary before ret~dng as a 

~eute~an[ colonel. Along the wsy~ he earned a Mastees 

Degree ~n pe~somse~ ma~sagement ~rom ]roy Sta[e 

University hs 1982. 

Later he taught at Fayett;.eville State University and 

worked as an i~structer, tutor, and mentor at both Saint 

Augus[ine’s College a~,d Shaw Unive,,"sity. 

Elwyna Holt died in 1966 and Heir.~a it’., 1995 

Hoit Jr. now iives in Durham. The father of three~ and 

grandfather of four, he remains keenly interested in civil 

rights issues. He frequently talks with schooi groups, 

shanr’.,g lessor’.,s he gleaned from Ms experiences, a~d 

he~p~ng the s[udelsts unders[and why he alsd h~s ~m]ily 

needed to take a stand for ~ntegrat~on. 

"Segregation was more than separation; it was 

exciusion=" Heir said. "Segregation stigmatized you by 

relegati,,’~g you to se.parate and inferior faciiities, but at 

every tu,,"r’., it also excluded you from pariicipating 



~ves end experiences ot Afqcar~ Americans ~n the a~te h-: addition to menth~y henorees, the calendar s~so h~gh~ghts 

Au2ust 20tl bonorees. 

wodd Its subsidiaries and affiliates -- AT&T ope:~t]n9 compames -- ~e the prov]de:s of AT&T se~,ices ir~ the Ur~ited 

LTE netwo¢, AT&T ~s a I$~dh29 p~ov~d$~ of wireless: W~-FL h~gh speed ~n[em$[, voice arid c~o:ad-basod services A 

most ,vi~e]ess phoRes [hat ,yolk ~n Ehe most codntdes ~t a~so offers advanced TV ser,/ic$ w~[h th$ AT&T U-.verse�:’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shawn White <swhite@signix.com> 

Friday, August 1,2014 10:20 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

University of Houston Selects Signix as e-Signature Solution 

i i~ SIGNiXDigital Signatures 

HI Vincel, 

My name is Shawn White with Signix Digital Signatures in Chattanooga, TN. I hope this email finds you 

well. Fm reaching ou~ to you ~eday to gauge your interes~ ~n e-s~gnatures. We are experiencing 

~rernendous acceptance ~n ~he higher (~du(:atk)n mark~L and wouM a£p~es~a~e an oppod:un~y ~o 

ou~ plattem~ 1o you. In 1he attached press ~e~eases from the Un~vers~ly of Houston as we~ as Kennesaw 

State Un~ve~ity h~ Atlanta, you wi~ read tha~ ne~ only ~s S~gn~x ~ncreas~ng eff~c~ency~ but ~n fac~ 

changing the way college,s and universities do busineas ew~y day. 

"S~GNiX has improved our process greatly. What used to take days can now be done in 

minu~Kes. Signing ho~sing doc~n~ents on~ine f~as been a huge benefit fo~ our bus~ness 

practices and a{~ows ~s to serve our students 

--Don Yack~ey, Executive Directo~ o~ Student Housing and Residentia~ Life at the University of 

Neuron 

http://www~signix~c~m/digita~-signature-news/bid/95323/SlGNi~4~-~er-Digita~-Signatures-f~r-the- 

University-of-Houston 

In today’s higher education mark~.%~lase, i~ is cdtk)a~ te be ahead o~ th~ curve er a~ leaat on ~ in t~me to 

enjoy the r~de. TMs ~s an oppo~un~ty to join other universities ~n 1he movement towards a sma~ter fulure, 

and a mo~ dynamk~ way o~ doing ~)ua~nesa 

"SIGNiX won out against other vendors on both functionality and price. Not only is S1GNiX 

easy to use, it also adds a laye~ of seeud~Ky tha~[ isn’t possible with paper documents." 

...... Jacqueline Duncan, Director of iTS Qua{ity Assurance at Kennesaw State University 

http ://www~signix~c~m/digita~-signature-new~/bid/1~99~4/K~U4~-~ ncrease-E~iciency-with-~GNix- 

Electronic-Signatures 

I would like to invite you to reach out to me with any questions you may have. I will try and contact you 

by phone on Tuesday 7i15/14 a~ 9 A.M. I appreciate your consideration of Signix and look Io~wa~d to 

speaking with you seen. You can leach me by email or phone te se~ up an a£pekffm(m~ or 

demosstrat~on for whatever time works besl for yore. Thanks again for your time and ho~e you have a 

great ho~day weekend~ 

Sk~cerely, 



Shawn WhiteiBusiness Developmen~ Manager 

swhite@signix,com i 423.-305-7081 

SIG~/iX 1203 Carter Street Ch&~ttanooga, [[1 37402 United States 

You received this emait 9ecause you are subscribed to I:ollow-[Jp Enlails from S[(;}~i>:, 

Update your email preferences to choose the types o~ emails you receive. 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Beyda <~ABeyd~@seatings~lutions.com> 

Friday, August l, 2014 12:06 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

DreamSeat Team Furniture 

DremnSeat-Product-Catalog.pd£ DreamSeat - Collegiate - Maxket [low resl.pdf; XZipit-TABLES[WEB].pdf 

I hope this message finds you well. 

I was hoping to introduce you to the XZipit line of team themed furniture. Our products are used on the majority of new and renovated collegiate athletics 

facilities projects. 

We furnish team meeting rooms, player lounges, lobby’s, conference rooms, locker rooms, and coaching offices. Attached is a full catalog and photographs 

showing our Full XZipit line in use at various facilities. 

I wanted to see if there was a specific contact I could possibly introduce our products to. 

Sincerely, 

ADAM BEYDA 
60 Austin Blvd. Commack NY 11725 
t: 631 ~856.1066 ext. 55// f: 831.845.0470 
e: ABeyda @d re.~ reseat .corn 
vvvwv,DteamSeaLcom I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, August 1, 2014 1:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Soccer at Yankee Stadium ] Pool Vendor Firing ] Athletic Training-Based Fitness 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Soccer Draws Top Yankee Stadium Crowd in ’14 
The New York Yankees are synowmous with success at the MLB level, but it 

was a different scene at Yaukee Stadiuln on Wednesday... 

Life~ua~cd Pot Use Jusl One Reason Behind Pool Vendor Firinp, 
On-the-job marijum~a use was one of six reasons the town gave for firing an out- 

of-state vendor 13 months into a three-year contract to... 

Shafted Football Program Example tbr City-County Partnerships 

Joe Walsh, Knoxville’s paJcks mad recreation director, said uuified paJcks mad 

recreatiou depaJctments oIten are a s~rting point for combined... 

More Coaches Monitorina Players’ Twitter Use 

When it comes to Twitter, many college football coaches have a pretty good 
handle of what their players are doiug on the popular social... 

New Fitness Center Bom~ws Concepts farm Athletic Training 
The Spot Athletics is neither a chain- sb’le gytn nor a center for elite athletes but one 

ofa handfifl of fitness centers in the area... 



Real Salt Lathe Expected to Foot Bill lbr Soccer Stadium 
Real Salt Lake is expected to present Utah State Fairpark otticials with a proposal 

to fully pay tbr upto an 8,000-seat soccer stadium at... 

California Co~nmunitv Colleges Amend Recmitin~ Rules 

California co~nmunity colleges voted ea~rlier this year to amend their recruiting 

bylaws to allow the electronic recruiling of potential... . 

l.~ii ABC Registration J 

’Roger Goodell of Cricket’ Drives Sport’s Growth in Mar~dand 

Jamie ttarrison volunteered to o~anize and coach a cricket team with the 
Linthicum Ferndale Youth Athlelic Associalion this spring... 

Cmnps Aim to Boost Interest in Field Hockey 
USA Field Hockey has staxted a national summer-camp program aimed at growing 

a sport that is played in the United States mostly by... 

$32.6M Athletic Complex Gets OK in Orange County, CA 
Investment entrepreneur Michael Schwartz of Ladera Ranch has gotten coun~t.5~ 

approval to build a $32.6 million athletic complex on... 

Resident Requests $10K to Build HS Scoreboard Structure 
Selectmen decided to determine ownership of a new Dirigo High School electronic 

scoreboard before using money from the... 

Content Libra,/- Fit .... ] 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer’s Hire as Youth Coach 

More than 150 people showed up at a Hegewisch banquet hall Wednesday night 

to support a slain Chicago Police oflice?s fancily... 

Featured Vendor: 

Robbins Sports Surf:aces 

Robbins Sports Surfaces is the premier supplier of high pertbnnance ~naple and 

synthetic sports flooring ustems to the professional, collegiate, arena, education, 

religious, and fitness markets. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add LitE Years 

Gotta toot our own horn and link back to our AB column of Maacch 2013 - 
http:/iwww.athleticbusiness.con~/health- fitness/baby- steps- h- diet- and- exercise- 

help- get-people-moving.html While the s~d~v referenced here, which is also getting 

so tnuch press nalion-wide, focuses on rumfing, it also etnphasizes that if you can’t 

run, then walk. And as my co-author Rob always tells people - "You can’t ran? 

Then walk. You don’t want to sweat when you walk’? Then walk slower." Just 

move, people. 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer’s Hire as Youth Coach 

The guy did a bad thing, and maybe you can’t fo~ive him. But ourj ustice system 

even for tho~ involved in deaths of cops is built aa~ound the idea rehabilitation. Live 

and let live. 



~ Forv~rd to a friend 

Facebook ~ 

Linkedln Xll YouTu be 

Stay Connected 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[ ii.~.iI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Unsubscribe to f:.ltuie ei=ssils ot this type i Forward to a Coilea{!ue 

This email was se!~t to ille@unc.edu by: 
AB Media Inc. 

@ 2=[11,1 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, August 1, 2014 1:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Soccer at Yankee Stadium ] Pool Vendor Firing ] Athletic Training-Based Fitness 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Soccer Draws Top Yankee Stadium Crowd in ’14 
The New York Yankees are synowmous with success at the MLB level, but it 

was a different scene at Yaukee Stadiuln on Wednesday... 

Life~ua~cd Pot Use Jusl One Reason Behind Pool Vendor Firinp, 
On-the-job marijum~a use was one of six reasons the town gave for firing an out- 

of-state vendor 13 months into a three-year contract to... 

Shafted Football Program Example tbr City-County Partnerships 

Joe Walsh, Knoxville’s paJcks mad recreation director, said uuified paJcks mad 

recreatiou depaJctments oIten are a s~rting point for combined... 

More Coaches Monitorina Players’ Twitter Use 

When it comes to Twitter, many college football coaches have a pretty good 
handle of what their players are doiug on the popular social... 

New Fitness Center Bom~ws Concepts farm Athletic Training 
The Spot Athletics is neither a chain- sb’le gytn nor a center for elite athletes but one 

ofa handfifl of fitness centers in the area... 



Real Salt Lathe Expected to Foot Bill lbr Soccer Stadium 
Real Salt Lake is expected to present Utah State Fairpark otticials with a proposal 

to fully pay tbr upto an 8,000-seat soccer stadium at... 

California Co~nmunitv Colleges Amend Recmitin~ Rules 

California co~nmunity colleges voted ea~rlier this year to amend their recruiting 

bylaws to allow the electronic recruiling of potential... . 

l.~ii ABC Registration J 

’Roger Goodell of Cricket’ Drives Sport’s Growth in Mar~dand 

Jamie ttarrison volunteered to o~anize and coach a cricket team with the 
Linthicum Ferndale Youth Athlelic Associalion this spring... 

Cmnps Aim to Boost Interest in Field Hockey 
USA Field Hockey has staxted a national summer-camp program aimed at growing 

a sport that is played in the United States mostly by... 

$32.6M Athletic Complex Gets OK in Orange County, CA 
Investment entrepreneur Michael Schwartz of Ladera Ranch has gotten coun~t.5~ 

approval to build a $32.6 million athletic complex on... 

Resident Requests $10K to Build HS Scoreboard Structure 
Selectmen decided to determine ownership of a new Dirigo High School electronic 

scoreboard before using money from the... 

Content Libra,/- Fit .... ] 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer’s Hire as Youth Coach 

More than 150 people showed up at a Hegewisch banquet hall Wednesday night 

to support a slain Chicago Police oflice?s fancily... 

Featured Vendor: 

Robbins Sports Surf:aces 

Robbins Sports Surfaces is the premier supplier of high pertbnnance ~naple and 

synthetic sports flooring ustems to the professional, collegiate, arena, education, 

religious, and fitness markets. 

New Reader Comments: 

Study: Five Minutes of Daily Running Could Add LitE Years 

Gotta toot our own horn and link back to our AB column of Maacch 2013 - 
http:/iwww.athleticbusiness.con~/health- fitness/baby- steps- h- diet- and- exercise- 

help- get-people-moving.html While the s~d~v referenced here, which is also getting 

so tnuch press nalion-wide, focuses on rumfing, it also etnphasizes that if you can’t 

run, then walk. And as my co-author Rob always tells people - "You can’t ran? 

Then walk. You don’t want to sweat when you walk’? Then walk slower." Just 

move, people. 

Furor Erupts Over Convicted Killer’s Hire as Youth Coach 

The guy did a bad thing, and maybe you can’t fo~ive him. But ourj ustice system 

even for tho~ involved in deaths of cops is built aa~ound the idea rehabilitation. Live 

and let live. 
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@ 2=[11,1 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Sunday, August 3, 2014 6:22 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

20% Off Your Entire Purchase! 

Online ] Mobile 

Spor,s Aut,horib, 

Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 



NIKE Spirsi Tech Football .~i Body Ride~ D~.~al Action Cs;dio Trainer 

[] SHOES [] CLOTHES [] RUNNING [] FAN SHOP [] GOLF 

[] F]I-NESS [] NEN’S ~ WONEN’S ~ KIDS’ ~ OUTLET 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 4:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: 12 Books Eve~ Investor Should Read plus more 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 03 Aug 2014 07:09 AM PDT 

i.~.i philip-fisher-common-stocks-uncommon -profits 

If you’re looking for something to read that will improve your ability as an investor, I’d recommend any of the books below. 

All 12 of them are deeply informative and will leave an impact on you, 

Described as "by far the best book on investing ever written" by none other than Warren Buffett. "Chapters 8 and 20 have 

been the bedrock of my investing activities for more than 60 years," he says. "I suggest that all investors read those 

chapters and reread them every time the market has been especially strong or weak." 

As Buffett says, investing is simple but not easy. This book focuses on the simplicity of investing. Greenblatt, who has 

average annualized returns of about 40% for over 20 years, explains investing using 6th grade math and plain language. 

Putting it into practice is another story. 

3. Foo~ed by Ra#do~#ess by Nassim T~leb 

The core of Taleb’s other books -- The ~ck Sw~ and Antifrag#e -- can be found in this early work. One of the best parts, 

for me, was the notion of alternative histories. "Mother Nature," he writes, "does not tell you how many holes there are on 

the roulette table." This book teaches you how to look at the world probabilistically. After you start doing that, nothing is ever 

the same again. 

4. The Most 31:m~orta~t Thing b~ Howard Marks 

"This is a rarity," Buffett writes of Howard Marks’ book, "a useful book." More than teaching you the keys to successful 

investment, it will teach you about critical thinking. 

5. Poor Cb~rlie’s AIm~#~k bt~ (:baHie N~ger 

Charlie Munger is perhaps the smartest man I don’t know. This book is a curated collection of his speeches and talks that 

can’t help but leave you smarter. Munger’s wit and wisdom come across on every page. This book will improve your thinking 



and decisions. It will also shine light upon psychological forces that make you a one-legged man in an ass-kicking contest. 

Read and re-read. 

Buffett used to say that he was 85% Benjamin Graham and 15% Phil Fisher. That was a long time ago, the Buffett of today 

resembles more Fisher than Graham. Maybe there is something to buying and holding great companies. 

7. The Dao of Capital ~b~ Mark ~pitzma#el 

Spitznagel presents the methodology of Austrian Investing, where one looks for positional advantage. Nassim Taleb, 

commenting on the book wrote: "At last, a real book by a real risk-taking practitioner. You cannot afford not to read this!" 

This book, perhaps more than any other, has changed the lives of many of my friends and investors because this is how 

many of them first discovered Warren Buffett and value investing. 

An outstanding book detailing eight extraordinary CEO’s and the unconventional methods they used for capital allocation. One 

of them, Henry Singleton, had a ~i~e ~ie~ oa ~b~i~ p~a~i~. 

A critique of modern finance theory, which usually gets built on the underlying assumption that distributions are normal, 

Nassim Taleb calls this "the most realistic finance book ever published," 

11. W~y Sto~ks Go Up (m~d Down) by V~illiam ~ike 

This is a basics book on the fundamentals of equity and bond investing - financial statements, cash flows, etc. A good place 

to start on the nuts and bolts. If you’re looking to learn accounting also check out T~e 

#re~h from the Lemonade Stand, I’m serious. This is the book I recommended to classmates in business school with no 

accounting background to get them up to speed quickly. 

The first and perhaps best book written on the market’s historic run, which started in 1982 and ended in the early 2000s. 

Mahar reminds readers that euphoria and blindness are a regular part of bull markets - lessons we should have learned from 

studying history. 

Keep in mind that if investing were as easy as buying a book and reading it, we’d all be rich. 

Posted: 03 Aug 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

Screen Shot 2014-07-30 at 9.25.57 PM 

What makes a genius is a story that never gets told, argues Adam Westbrook, the creative mind behind The Man Who 

T~r~ed Paper :~mto Pixelm. There is a single thread that connects history’s greatest achievers. "Well," Westbrook argues, 

"actually it’s pretty simple but it’s the complete opposite to how we think today." 



It’s about the difficult years. In his book Mastery, which studies the patterns of history’s greatest achievers, Robert Greene 

describes this period as: 

A largely self-directed apprenticeship that lasts some five to ten years [and] receive little attention because it does 

not contain stories of great achievement or discovery. 

Michael Faraday, who was brought to our attention in ~a~a~ay~ Max~e~, a~ t~e ~ee~-o~ag~e~ic ~ie~d, a recent boo~ 

~e~o~e~atio~ ~ C~a~lie ~ge~, worked as a lab assistant for 7 years before he was even allowed to do his own 

experiments. "Stephen King wrote every day for nine years before he even sold his first novel. And John Coltrane practiced 

the saxophone every day for 17 years before he got his first big hit." 

This sounds an awful lot like hard work. Today people think that genius and success are instantaneous and easy, yet this is 

the case only when extreme luck is involved. In the vast majority of cases it involves a struggle that we never see -- the 

hours of ~e~ibe~ate p~i~e, the failed businesses, the long nights writing, the paintings that failed to please clients. We 

never read about the struggle. And while there are no assurances that with struggle comes reward, without it the odds are 

lower. 

Still curious? Check out part one of the vi~eo se~-ies as well 

You are subscribed to em~Ji updates irem Farnam Street 

To step receiving these em~iis, you rn~v unsubscribe now, 

Goegle inc, 2,0 t&/egt Kinzie, Chicago iL USA 

Email delivery powered by Goc 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Monday, August 4, 2014 9:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sign Up Today - Special Olt~r from SlyortsBusiness Journal 

NACDA & Affiliate Members, 

As a member of one of our Associations, offering a discount on subscriptions to SportsBusiness 
Journal is one of the benefits we are happy to make available to you. If you are not a current 
subscriber, click on this link - http:i/sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer - or paste it into your browser to take 
advantage of this special rate of $199 per year. You save $65 off the market rate. 

At this price you will want to act now so you don’t miss SBJ’s August and September in-depths 
covering sports facilities, sports education and sports management programs, collegiate football, the 
NFL season preview, innovations in ticketing and the state of sports sponsorship. 

Just click here http://sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer for your special savings and start your annual 
subscription to SBJ for just $199, a full $65 off the open rate of $254. 

If you have any questions, please email help~sportsbusinessjournal.com or call 1-800-829-9839. 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@chadqbrown.com on behalf of 

Chad Q. Brown <info@chadqbrown.com> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 11:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Preseason Personality Profiling 

Person~2lity Pmfiling.pdf 

CLICK HERE FOR PROGRAM DETAILS 

Profile your entire team in 8 minutes and learn: 

¯ Who can lead and who can’t. 

¯ Who is capable of performance under pressure and who’s not 

¯ Will a player succeed at your school or are you spinning your wheels? 

¯ And more.. 

For more reformation see llyer attached. 

Chad Q. Brown 

chad@hook,qlobal.com 

1-855-466-5600 

w~w.hook~llobal.com 

unsubscribe 



THE ENTIRE SAN ANTONIO SPURS 
ORGANIZATION USES DISC. 



THE HOOK ADVA TAGE 
Unparalleled Insight into the Culture o{ Human Strategy 

~X/HO IS HOOK GLOBAL? 

Hook GLobaL:provides DISC personality 
pro61.ing technology to organizations 

worldwide. Ou~8 minute pr~qLes produce 

immediate, customized reports that can be 
viewed on any mobile devi~el 

W’HAT IS DISC? 

DISC, used since 1928, is one of the most 

popular personalLity profil.es in the world. It ......... 

k.~ a simple; short series of questions that 

produces amazing personaUty reports 

about people, 

WHO USES DISC:? 

DISC is used by Fortune 500 Companies, 

US MiLitary Groups, Government Agencies, 

Foster Care FacilLities, Prisons, Churches, 
CounseLors, Psychiatrists° Student 

Devebpment Directors, and more, 

W’HY USE DISC? 

Recruiting, Hiring, Team BuiLding, 

Leadership Devel.opment, SeLf 

Awareness, Communica~i0~i Motivation, 
Retention, Coaching, Cont~ict ResoLution 

and more. 

CHAD Q. BRO\~N 
President & TaLent ttonsuLtant 

::Chad provides a distinct knowledge base from ISis 

........... s5 years experience in both business and athLeticsl ........ 

He has worked with notable clients such as: 

NFL Big Ten 

NCAA ACC 

ESPN /ABC Big 12 

CBS Sports Pac 12 

Mountain West :Big East 

SEC ALL Major Universities Nationwide 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CULBRETH MIDDLE SCHOOL <entail@blackboard.corn> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Culbreth PTSA Teacher Welcome Back Breakfast 

The HospitalibT Committee is planning to welcome back the Culbreth staff in a few weeks. We will show our appreciation to 
Culbreth’s wonderful teachers as they begin a new year educating our children by providing a delicious breakfast. 

Teacher Appreciation events mean so much to the staff: This is a small and heartfelt way parents can show our support toward 
their efforts. 

Sign up here-- 

On the morning of , you may bring 3~)ur donations to the Media Center straight do~.m the main 
hallway from , or if}~u want to stay in yo~ jalmNes, we ~.~fill be in the earpool drop off lane ~.~fith a cart 
waiting to receive yo~ donations from :           ,       . 

If possible, it always works out to bring your food items in disposable containers or dishes you do not want returned. If you are 
sending in food ~sdth dishes, serving utensils, etc. that you want returned, please label ~th your name and number. Labeled 
items ~411 be placed on a table in the lobby of CNbreth (lobby is now the back entrance by the fields.) 

Breakfast ~fill be served at . We ~fill be ser~fing lOO. 

IN ~DITION THIS Y~R WE ~ffLL BE COLLECTING GIFT C~DS FROM FAVORITE STORES ~D RESTAU~TS ~L 
YE~ LONG. THEY WILL BE ~NDED OUT ~FLE S~LE DURING TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK IN MAY. Please 
consider purchasing a t~w. Thank you~ 

If )~u want to join our f~ committee in hosting the e~nts, please email 

Smiles, 

Your Culbreth Hospitality Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 4:23 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr* 

Fammn Street: The Common Pattern To Procraslination plus more 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 04 Au9 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

::X:: Procrastination 

"Think of all the years passed by in which you said to yourself "I’ll do it tomorrow," and how the gods have 

again and again granted you periods of grace of which you have not availed yourself. It is time to realize that 
you are a member of the Universe, that you are born of Nature itself, and to know that a limit has been set to 
your time. " -- Harcus Aurelius 

If you procrastinate, you’re in good company. Most of us, and I’m talking like 95% of people here, are in the same boat. "To 

stop procrastinating" is one of the top goals of many people I run into. 

says "Procrastination is pervasive. Almost as common as gravity and with an equal downward pull, it is with us from the 

overfull kitchen garbage can in the morning to the nearly empty tube of toothpaste at night," 

Steel perfectly describes the pattern common to all procrastination: 

At the start of a big project, time is abundant. You wallow in its elastic embrace. You make a few passes at getting 

down to it, but nothing makes you feel wholeheartedly engaged. If the job can be forgotten, you’ll forget it. Then the 

day arrives when you really intend to get down to work; but suddenly it’s just something you don’t feel like doing. 

You can’t get traction. Every time you try to wrap your mind around it, something distracts you, defeating your 

attempts at progress. So you forward your task to a date with more hours, only to find that every tomorrow seems 

to have the same twenty-four. At the end of each of these days, you face the disquieting mystery of where it went. 

This goes on for a while. 



Eventually, time’s limited nature reveals itself. Hours, once tossed carelessly 

away, become increasingly limited and precious. That very pressure makes it 

hard to get started. You want to get going on the big project but instead you 

take on peripheral chores. You clean your office or clean up your e-mail; you 

exercise; you shop and cook. Part of you knows this isn’t what you should be 

doing, and so you say to yourself, "I am doing this; at least I am preparing by 

doing something." Eventually, it is too late in the day to really get started, so you 

may as well go to bed. And the cycle of avoidance starts again with the dawn. 

Procrastination 

At this point, in an attempt to quash our growing anxiety, we often seek diversion. 

Hello email or our new found love of cricket, a sport we had never thought to watch 

before but now find utterly fascinating. We go on facebook, reddit, twitter and the like which offers us a rush of dopamine. 

They provide ~a~ quick a~d co~ti~uou~ rewards, unlike the task at hand, which is a one time future reward. 

want to look it in the eye--it will have you if you look--so you burrow deeper into your distractions .... Pleasure turns 

to powerlessness as you become unable to extract yourself. 

Yet the deadline approaches and our diversions need to increase in intensity to match our growing anxiety. Avoidance kicks in, 

we don’t even want to open emails from people or with subjects that remind us of the dreaded task. Eventually something 

clicks, perhaps our d~si~ ~o prevent p~i~ ki~ in and we start working. 

Some inner mind has quietly boiled the task down to its essence, as there are no more moments to spare. You 

wade into the work, making ruthless decisions and astonishing progress. In place of that menacing cloudiness, a 

glittering clarity comes over you. There is purity to your work, fueled by the real urgency of now or never. 

For some of us this initial rush is enough to power us through. For others, it is only the 

sprinter failing to pace himself at the start of a marathon. In the face of depleting energy 

and interest we turn to caffeine, sugar, and all nighters. Time runs out and we deliver what 

we have content that, while it was not our best work, at least we got it done. 

The relief at getting a job done doesn’t always make up for doing a sloppy job. Even if 

you managed to perform brilliantly, the achievement is tainted with a whiff of what 

might have been. And this kind of procrastination has likely cast a cloud on an evening 

out, a party, or a vacation, which you couldn’t fully enjoy because half of your mind 

was elsewhere, obsessing about what you were avoiding. 

Yet this is an excuse. Something that lets us out of committing ourselves. We convince 

ourselves that we could have done a better job if we hadn’t left it to the last minute...but 

maybe we couldn’t have. This way we never fail. 

We tell ourselves that we will never never again be in this situation, that the cost of 

procrastinating is too high, that ... 

~:This is t1~e perplexing 

thing about 

procrastination: 

although i~ seems to 

involve avoiding 

unpleasant, tasks, 

:indulging in it 

generally doesn’t make 

people happy. ’~’ 
.... James: S u~’owiec ki 

delays, we excuse ourselves from them-- self-deception and procrastination often go hand-in-hand. Exploiting the 

thin line between couldn’t and wouldn’t, we exaggerate the difficulties we faced and come up with justifications: a 

bad chest cold, an allergic reaction that caused sleepiness, a friend’s crisis that demanded our attention. Or we 

deflect responsibility entirely by saying, "Gee whiz, who knew?" If you couldn’t have anticipated the situation, then 

you can’t be blamed. 

We tend to explain procrastination as perfectionism. "That we delay because we are perfectionists, anxious about living up to 

sky-high standards." But it doesn’t pan out. 

Based on tens of thousands of participants--it’s actually the best-researched topic in the entire procrastination 

field--perfectionism produces a negligible amount of procrastination. 

Piers offers a simple explanation for why we believe this theory despite the evidence. "Perfectionists who procrastinate are 

more likely to seek help from therapists." 

"You value rewards that can be realized quickly far more highly than rewards that require 
you to wait; simply, you are impulsive. " 

As for combatting procrastination. That’s pretty simple. "Proper planning," he argues, echoing the likes of ~t~r ~regma~ 

and Tim F¢r~iss, "allows you to transform distant deadlines into daily ones, letting your impulsiveness work for instead of 



against you." 

explore the science of procrastination. 

i.~.i Temporal Discounting 

A great short video on the science of procrastination and the role of hyperbolic discounting. 

Basically, when we procrastinate, we often choose things like video games, facebook, twitter, and even email. These options 

are very attractive becasue they provide small quick dopamine rewards, unlike what we’re avoiding, which is likely a one time 

future reward, 

Human motivation is highly influenced by how imminent the reward is perceived to be -- meaning, the further away 

the reward is, the more you discount its value. This is often referred to as Present bias, or Hyperbolic discounting. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

goodsports@earthlink.net 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 10:46 AM 

brad.bates@bc.edu; Jody Mooradian <mooradjo@bc.edu>; carlene.pariseau@bc.edu; danradl @clemson.edu; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon 

<kbarbaJc@clemson.edu>; saellis@clemson.edu; kwhite@duaa.duke.edu; jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; cha~mann@duaa.duke.edu; 

vfuchs@fsu.edu; jmcum. @fsu.edu; mbobinskJ@athle’dcs.gatech.edu; Theresa We~el <twe~el@athletics.gatech.e&~>; 
bcowley@athlelics.gatech.edu; Kevin AndeBon <kevina@umd.edu>; lebihara@umd.edu; mmwilson@umd.edu; bjames@mimm.edu; 

j.strawley@mimm.edu; craig.anderson@miami.edu; UNC Atlfletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu:>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmille@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; d yow@ncsu.edu; Michelle Lee <michelle lee@ncsu.edt~-; came doyle@ncsu.edu; 

ktinkham@nd.edu; jbodenst@nd.edu; Steve Pederson <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>; Dan Bartholomae 

<dbaJ:tholomae@athlefics.pitt.edu>; Daryl Gross ~<ljgross@syr.edu>; rmbaumg~syr.edu; ckl9e@virginia.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; 

emb8p@i~inia.e&~; weaverj@t.edu; smcclosk@vt.edu; tparke@vt.edu; Ron Welhnan <wellman@~vfu.edu>; Barbara Walker 

<walkerbg@wfu.edu~; Todd Hairston <hairstc@~vfu.edu;~ 

Title IX Class on October 11 in Louisville, KY 

Dear Administrators, SWAs, Compliance Staff: 

We are offering a one-day Title IX athletics self-evaluation class on Saturday, October 11, at the Hyatt Regency Louisville.* 

The class is scheduled from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm and will address the three-part test (accommodation of interests and abilities) and scholarships. Class 

participants will learn the Title iX requirements for these two most important issues, and evaluate their institution’s compliance during the class. 

Participants will receive a copy of our self-evaluation manual and desk reference entitled "Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics: How It All Works - In Plain 

English," and a carrying case for the manual. 

Agenda (times approximate) 

9:00-10:15 Demystifying Title IX 

10:30-12:00 Accommodation of interests and Abiiities 

12:00-1:00 Lunch {participants on own) 

1:00-3:15 Accommodation of Interests and Abilities {continued) 

3:30 - 5:30 Scholarships 

5:30 - 6:00 Wrap-up 

Class Tuition: special rate of $495 per participant 

Send an e-mail with your name, title, institution name, address, phone number, and e-mail address to goodsports@earthlink.net or phone 858-695-9995 to 

apply for the class. 

See our website at www.l-itlelXSpecialists.com for additional details about our classes - please be sure to read "What Your Colleagues Are Saying About 

the Title IX Classes." Hope to see you there! 

Val Bonnette 

The Hyatt Regency is next door to the Louisville Marriott Downtown - the site of the NACWAA Convention beginning Sunday, October 12. 

PS - Please advise us if you wish to be removed from our e-mail list. 

Valerie M. Bonnette, President 
Good Sports, Inc., Title IX and Gender Equity Specialists 
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS- 1994 to 2014! 
Clients in 35 States 
PO Box 500505, San Diego, CA 92150 

Phone: 858-695-9995 Fax: 858-695-9909 
www.TitlelXSpecialists.com 



F~m: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 7:33 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw- 

Sub.je~rt: Message trom R11430 

A~ach: 20140814193255279.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R11430" (MP C~4503). 
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From: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 AM 

To: I|le, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Sub.je~’t: Message t~om "R11430" 
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From: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 AM 

To: I|le, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Sub.je~’t: Message t~om "R11430" 

Attach: 20140815093117583 .pdf 
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From: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:32 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 12:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Tulsa’s Title IX Lawsuit ] Prescreening ACL Vulnerability ] Nike’s LED Court 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Tulsa Player s Sex Assault Past Focus of Title IX Lawsuit 

A woman who ~id she was ~xually assaulted by a Tulsa basketball player alleges 

the ~hool knew or should have known about previous ... 

Athletic Trainers. Doctors Encourage ACL ][ rescreenin~s 

Alarmed by the skyrocketing number of young athletes who get anterior cmciate 

ligmnent (ACL) injuries, the Illinois Athletic Tr~finers Association ... 

Nike’s LED Basketball Court a Sight to Behold 
Nike is known for designing futuristic shoes, clothes and now, basketball courts .... 

Opinion: Academics. Athletics Don’t Mix at Big Schools 
Notre Dame always has viewed itsel f as the ideal of how academics m~d athletics 

should coexist. Raising the question: If the Irish caaa’t Inake this ... 

Ohio Bo’~s’ Basketball Tournament Netted $917K Profit 

’][’he boys state basketball tournament last March drew 116,100 spectators 

increase of about 800 from 2013 while the girls state hoop ... 



Prep Football Scandal Spurs Talk of Recall Provision 
City councilors said Monday that they support adding a provision to the city’s 

chaxter that would enable voters to recall elected officials. They ... 

New Fitness Center Oilers Functional Training for Real I 
If improving your golf swing or your tennis backhand is your goal then Rio 

Rancho’s newest fitness facility has the equipment that will ... 

Blog: When Hiring Local Is Impossible, We Hire Regional 
I hm~e a question for operators of nonprofit recreation centers: Do you hire local? 

Your fitness dissector, your aquatics director, your front-desk 

City’s New Parks Director Knows How to Stretch a Budget 
If anyone is equipped to make do with Riverside’s lean, post-recession budget, it’s 

the city’s new parks director, Adolfo Cruz. The past 14 years ... 

Univer~~~ofto S orts Field 

Af[er seeing the unusual axchitecturaJ twist for the first time Monday, mm~y at the 

Universi~ of Colorado at Colorado Springs were marveling ... 

Town Considers t rivate Help for t ublic Golf Courses 
The Town of Amherst is once again considering privatizing its three public golf 

courses in hopes of cutling cos~ts and stemming mounling losses .... 

TCF Neighbors Welcome Vikings Invasion, Cash Infusion 
With the Mim~esota Vikings’ move to TCF Bank Stadium, the ever-busding 

University of Minnesota axea will be even louder and livelier... 

Office BuildinROwner Sues Cobb. Braves Over Rezonin~ 
Fairly Breezy LLC, which owns about two acres on Heritage Court, across from 

the Braves stadmm site, filed suit in Cobb Superior Court eaxlier ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility’s fitness progrmns and classes s~ck up against 

others in the indust~31? Here’s your chance to find out. 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Effort 
"It’s just a different ~ciety now," says one coach. "The kids axe telling me they 

don’t want to spend their summer practicing. They’d rather sit in the air conditioning 

and watch TV." 

New Reader Comments: 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Eltbrt 
Why does high school footbe2ll have to be a year-round sport? The arms race of 

high school sports has to fftop somewhere. When are we going to ... 

Upcoming Events: 
136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I August 22, 2014 --August 25, 2014 ... 



2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I August 22, 2014 -- August 25, 2014 ... 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 -- September 11,2014 ... 

NSCA PERSONAL TRAINERS CONFERENCE 
Washington, D.C. I October 3, 2014 -- October 4, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 12:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Tulsa’s Title IX Lawsuit ] Prescreening ACL Vulnerability ] Nike’s LED Court 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Tulsa Player s Sex Assault Past Focus of Title IX Lawsuit 

A woman who ~id she was ~xually assaulted by a Tulsa basketball player alleges 

the ~hool knew or should have known about previous ... 

Athletic Trainers. Doctors Encourage ACL ][ rescreenin~s 

Alarmed by the skyrocketing number of young athletes who get anterior cmciate 

ligmnent (ACL) injuries, the Illinois Athletic Tr~finers Association ... 

Nike’s LED Basketball Court a Sight to Behold 
Nike is known for designing futuristic shoes, clothes and now, basketball courts .... 

Opinion: Academics. Athletics Don’t Mix at Big Schools 
Notre Dame always has viewed itsel f as the ideal of how academics m~d athletics 

should coexist. Raising the question: If the Irish caaa’t Inake this ... 

Ohio Bo’~s’ Basketball Tournament Netted $917K Profit 

’][’he boys state basketball tournament last March drew 116,100 spectators 

increase of about 800 from 2013 while the girls state hoop ... 



Prep Football Scandal Spurs Talk of Recall Provision 
City councilors said Monday that they support adding a provision to the city’s 

chaxter that would enable voters to recall elected officials. They ... 

New Fitness Center Oilers Functional Training for Real I 
If improving your golf swing or your tennis backhand is your goal then Rio 

Rancho’s newest fitness facility has the equipment that will ... 

Blog: When Hiring Local Is Impossible, We Hire Regional 
I hm~e a question for operators of nonprofit recreation centers: Do you hire local? 

Your fitness dissector, your aquatics director, your front-desk 

City’s New Parks Director Knows How to Stretch a Budget 
If anyone is equipped to make do with Riverside’s lean, post-recession budget, it’s 

the city’s new parks director, Adolfo Cruz. The past 14 years ... 

Univer~~~ofto S orts Field 

Af[er seeing the unusual axchitecturaJ twist for the first time Monday, mm~y at the 

Universi~ of Colorado at Colorado Springs were marveling ... 

Town Considers t rivate Help for t ublic Golf Courses 
The Town of Amherst is once again considering privatizing its three public golf 

courses in hopes of cutling cos~ts and stemming mounling losses .... 

TCF Neighbors Welcome Vikings Invasion, Cash Infusion 
With the Mim~esota Vikings’ move to TCF Bank Stadium, the ever-busding 

University of Minnesota axea will be even louder and livelier... 

Office BuildinROwner Sues Cobb. Braves Over Rezonin~ 
Fairly Breezy LLC, which owns about two acres on Heritage Court, across from 

the Braves stadmm site, filed suit in Cobb Superior Court eaxlier ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

Tell Us About Your Fitness Programming and Win a Trip to ABC 
Ever wonder how your facility’s fitness progrmns and classes s~ck up against 

others in the indust~31? Here’s your chance to find out. 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Effort 
"It’s just a different ~ciety now," says one coach. "The kids axe telling me they 

don’t want to spend their summer practicing. They’d rather sit in the air conditioning 

and watch TV." 

New Reader Comments: 

Some Kids Say High School Football Not Worth the Eltbrt 
Why does high school footbe2ll have to be a year-round sport? The arms race of 

high school sports has to fftop somewhere. When are we going to ... 

Upcoming Events: 
136TH NGAUS GENERAL CONFERENCE 
Chicago, IL I August 22, 2014 --August 25, 2014 ... 



2014 USPTA TENNIS TEACHERS CONFERENCE 
New York, NY I August 22, 2014 -- August 25, 2014 ... 

HEALTH + FITNESS BUSINESS EXPO 
Las Vegas, NV I September 10, 2014 -- September 11,2014 ... 

NSCA PERSONAL TRAINERS CONFERENCE 
Washington, D.C. I October 3, 2014 -- October 4, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 
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From: ille@emafil 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 5:10 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tripp Phillips 

Thanks 

> On Aug 19, 2014, at 4:38 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc edu> ~vrote: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 4:37 PM 
> To: Pogge, Paul 
> Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
> Subject: RE: Tripp Phillips 
> 

> Paul, 
> 
> I have been in contact with them. It is on the agenda for September. 
> 

> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Pogge, Paul 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 4:34 
> To: I)algleish, Joyce L 
> Cc: Dutton, Kathy B 
> Subject: RE: Tripp Phillips 
> 

> Thanks, Joyce. I know the delay was not on our end. (;an we 12~llow up with the appropriate people across campus to make sure it is not missed at the BOG meeting in September? 
> Thanks again, 
> Paul 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:08 PM 
> To: Pogge, Paul 
> Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
> SubJect: RE: Tripp Phillips 
> 

> Paul, 
> 

> As I explained earlier, it did not make it to the July BOG meeting. 
> It will be reviewed at the September 11 th meeting Once they meet, they will contact me with the decision and will tell us what the effective date is. Tim Smith, Vince Ille and Bubba are all 
aware of this. 
> 

> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Pogge, Paul 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:02 PM 
> To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Subject: Tripp Phillips 
> 

> Joyce, 
> Can you give me an update on where we are with Tripp’s : ? 
> Thar~:s for yo~ help, 
> Paul 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@em~fil.unc.edn 

Wednesday, Augnst 20, 2014 8:31 AM 

V~gelder, Marielle A <mvangel~email.unc.edw~; Selmon, Zacha ,ry Ryan <zacselmon@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Your Strategic Plan What’s Missing? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JumpForward <info~iumpfolward.com> 

Date: August 20, 2014, 8:00:33 AM EDT 

To: <ille@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your Strategic Plan - VOaat’s Missing? 

Reply-To: <i~tbrward.com> 







Sent: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Winuing Takes Work] Visit Matrix atABC Booth 716 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

This prog=’am for select advertisers helps us to continue producing the le,sding editorial products in the 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 10:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Winuing Takes Work] Visit Matrix atABC Booth 716 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

This prog=’am for select advertisers helps us to continue producing the le,sding editorial products in the 
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F~m: scam~er@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 3:59 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw- 

Sub.je~rt: Message trom R11430 

A~ach: 20140821155857889.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R11430" (MP C~4503). 

ScanDate: 0821.2014 15:58:57 (-(;400) 
Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, August 22, 2014 1:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UNM: ’We Failed’ ] L.A. Fitness Lockdown ] College Football’s Millem~ial Problem 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

New Mexico AD on Women’s Soccer ttazing: ’We Failed’ 
[YNM athletic director Paul Krebs said there’s "no question" members of the Lobo 

women’s soccer team engaged in h~ing, as he described a night ... 

TSSAA’s Temp Polic’~~ Could Pull Plug on ESPN Game 

Rutherford Coun~ Schools officials have begun putting together a plan in place if 

Sunday’s high school football game featuring Oaldand and ... 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
One of the debates that has intrigued me recently involves the increasing amount of 

coaches that are withdrawing scholarship offers due to a high ... 

L.A. Fitness Lockdown Ends in Parking Lot Suicide 
Redlands Police officers spent more than 17 hours in a s~ndoff with a suicidal man 

in a gym tmrking lot, including overnight, before the crisis ... 

Colu~nnisl: Has College Football Lost the Millennials? 

F~om all obvious angles, college football looks healthier than ever. But lurking 



behind the boom that has seen college tbotball grow into America’s ... 

Plenty of Planning Behind Penn State’s Trip to Dublin 
Pe~m State tbotball staffers Jay Takach, Michael tt~el, and Kevin Threlkel axe 

responsible for documenting eve~yd~ing from ofl]ce supplies ... 

Taxpayer Dollars to Help Support YMCA Pool’s Operation 
The Sarasota Family YlVICA will receive ongoing support from counS, taxpayers 

to operate a swimming pool that has become an emerging sports ... 

Woman GuilW of Robbing YMCA’s Emergenc,/Cash Fnnd 
A woman pleaded guilty Wednesday to robbing an employee of the Northside 

Family YMCA and forcing her to taJ~e money t?om the business’s ... 

Lineman Proves There’s Football LitE After t teart S ur eg~i 
During the second day of last fall’s training catnp, Thor Jozwiak passed out during 

individual workouts, right a£ter stretching. He nltitnately needed ... 

Signed Little Leaane Me~norabilia? ’That’s Absurd’ 
You gotta love Mo’ne Davis. Told yesterday that a baseball she had signed was 

going for $500 on eBay, the Taney Little League star ... 

K9 Fit Clnb Builds on Benefits of Owner-Dog Exercise 
Kelle King wore leggings and a Spandex tank top as she lunged back and tbrth 

over a step platform, tter workout partner, Kaiya, wore a ... 

Historic Theater’s Conversion to a Planet Fitness Al~proved 
The vacant but historic Westmont Theatre in Haddon Township may soon be home 

to a new t lanet Fitness gytn. The township’s plan ... 

Sources: Cubs Cut Grounds Crew Hours to Sldrt Benefits 

Sources say grounds crew protocol this season has changed dramatically since the 

of[season shakeup with game-day personnel in anticipation of... 

Sabres Owners Bid $890M on Bills During First Round 
None of the three bidders for the Buffalo Bills offered more than $900 million, 
Forbes mag~ine reported Thursday, a day after the mag~ine ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

’][’ell Us About Your Fitness t ro~rmnming and Win a Trip to ABC 
LAST CHANCE! Ever wonder how your facility’s fitness programs and classes 

stack up agafinst others in the industry? Here’s your chance to find out. 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Cancels Football Season After Two 1~ ractices 
The season for this New York high school lasted just two practices. Here’s why. 

Featured Vendor: 

Lincoln Aquatics 

Lincoln Aquatics is a leading national distributor of commercial swimming pool 

equipment, chemicals and snpplies. Lincoln has served the swimming pool industry- 

since 1954 with quality products that are specifically designed lbr u~ in 

commercial pools. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, August 22, 2014 2:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UNM: ’We Failed’ ] L.A. Fitness Lockdown ] College Football’s Millem~ial Problem 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

New Mexico AD on Women’s Soccer ttazing: ’We Failed’ 
[YNM athletic director Paul Krebs said there’s "no question" members of the Lobo 

women’s soccer team engaged in h~ing, as he described a night ... 

TSSAA’s Temp Polic’~~ Could Pull Plug on ESPN Game 

Rutherford Coun~ Schools officials have begun putting together a plan in place if 

Sunday’s high school football game featuring Oaldand and ... 

Should Athletes Lose Scholarships Over Social Media Miscues? 
One of the debates that has intrigued me recently involves the increasing amount of 

coaches that are withdrawing scholarship offers due to a high ... 

L.A. Fitness Lockdown Ends in Parking Lot Suicide 
Redlands Police officers spent more than 17 hours in a s~ndoff with a suicidal man 

in a gym tmrking lot, including overnight, before the crisis ... 

Colu~nnisl: Has College Football Lost the Millennials? 

F~om all obvious angles, college football looks healthier than ever. But lurking 



behind the boom that has seen college tbotball grow into America’s ... 

Plenty of Planning Behind Penn State’s Trip to Dublin 
Pe~m State tbotball staffers Jay Takach, Michael tt~el, and Kevin Threlkel axe 

responsible for documenting eve~yd~ing from ofl]ce supplies ... 

Taxpayer Dollars to Help Support YMCA Pool’s Operation 
The Sarasota Family YlVICA will receive ongoing support from counS, taxpayers 

to operate a swimming pool that has become an emerging sports ... 

Woman GuilW of Robbing YMCA’s Emergenc,/Cash Fnnd 
A woman pleaded guilty Wednesday to robbing an employee of the Northside 

Family YMCA and forcing her to taJ~e money t?om the business’s ... 

Lineman Proves There’s Football LitE After t teart S ur eg~i 
During the second day of last fall’s training catnp, Thor Jozwiak passed out during 

individual workouts, right a£ter stretching. He nltitnately needed ... 

Signed Little Leaane Me~norabilia? ’That’s Absurd’ 
You gotta love Mo’ne Davis. Told yesterday that a baseball she had signed was 

going for $500 on eBay, the Taney Little League star ... 

K9 Fit Clnb Builds on Benefits of Owner-Dog Exercise 
Kelle King wore leggings and a Spandex tank top as she lunged back and tbrth 

over a step platform, tter workout partner, Kaiya, wore a ... 

Historic Theater’s Conversion to a Planet Fitness Al~proved 
The vacant but historic Westmont Theatre in Haddon Township may soon be home 

to a new t lanet Fitness gytn. The township’s plan ... 

Sources: Cubs Cut Grounds Crew Hours to Sldrt Benefits 

Sources say grounds crew protocol this season has changed dramatically since the 

of[season shakeup with game-day personnel in anticipation of... 

Sabres Owners Bid $890M on Bills During First Round 
None of the three bidders for the Buffalo Bills offered more than $900 million, 
Forbes mag~ine reported Thursday, a day after the mag~ine ... 

AB Reader Survey: 

’][’ell Us About Your Fitness t ro~rmnming and Win a Trip to ABC 
LAST CHANCE! Ever wonder how your facility’s fitness programs and classes 

stack up agafinst others in the industry? Here’s your chance to find out. 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Cancels Football Season After Two 1~ ractices 
The season for this New York high school lasted just two practices. Here’s why. 

Featured Vendor: 

Lincoln Aquatics 

Lincoln Aquatics is a leading national distributor of commercial swimming pool 

equipment, chemicals and snpplies. Lincoln has served the swimming pool industry- 

since 1954 with quality products that are specifically designed lbr u~ in 

commercial pools. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footbedlfoundation.ccsend.com> 

Saturday, August 23, 2014 10:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

College Football Hall of Fame and Chick-fl-A Fan Experience Kicks Offmth Grand Opening in Downtown Atlanta 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

N Fo OTBALL ~ iAT I O NA L 

FOUNE ATION 

Contacts: Phil Marwill ] 917-579-4~56i pmarwill(~,footballfoundation.com ] Twitter: (d~,,NFFNet~vork 

Traci Messier ] 404-214-35961 trnessier(d~,,]acksonspalding.com 

Please use the fbllowing link to tweet this release." 

http.’//bit, b,’/1BLFiH9 

College Football Hall of Fame and 
Chick-fil-A Fan Experience Kicks Off with 

Grand Opening in Downtown Atlanta 

The 94,256-square-foot attraction created as the ultirmlte national platform for 

engaging fi~ns in the excitement of today’s game while celebrating the sport’s 

greatest legends. 

ATLANTA (Aug. 23, 2014) - The College Football Hall of Fame and ChickgiI-A Fan Experience opened 
its doors to fans today at 10 a.m. with a tailgate and banner run-through. Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed, 
College Football Hall of Fame President & CEO John Stephenson, National Football Foundation 
President & CEO Steve Hatchell, Atlanta Hall Management Chairman of the Board Steve Robinson 
and a host of Hall of Famers welcomed the first ticketholders to the new Hall of Fame. 

"It’s a great day for the National Football Foundation, the College Football Hall of Fame, the City of 
Atlanta and the entire college football community nationwide," said NFF Chairman Archie Manning, a 
1989 inductee who played at the University of Mississippi. "The new Hall is simply spectacular. It 
provides a fitting tribute to our game’s greatest legends, and it will serve as a hub for numerous events, 
both large and small. On behalf of the NFF Board of Directors, I want to thank the countless people who 
made this vision a reality." 

Designed by tvsdesign, developed by Cousins Properties and constructed by Brasfield & Gorrie, the 
state-of-the-art facility, at 94,255 square feet, is located in downtown Atlanta in the heart of the city’s 
sports and entertainment district. Exhibit designers include Gallagher & Associates, Cortina 
Productions, Pacific Studio, Tomorrow Pictures and Obscura Digital. 

’V~/e could not be more excited and honored to finally invite fans from around the country into the College 
Football Hall of Fame’s new home, a completely unprecedented and unique entertainment experience," 
said Stephenson. "The Hall has written a new chapter for the home of college football in America and we 
are grateful for the support from the National Football Foundation and our founding partners and official 
sponsors, without whom this project would not be possible." 

In addition to housing the national College Football Hall of Fame, the attraction offers a total "Fan 
Experience" matching traditional, museum-quality memorabilia with interactive, multi-media exhibits that 
invite fans and visitors to engage with their favorite college football team or Hall of Famer. 

"Now complete, the new College Football Hall of Fame provides fans of college football with an immersive 
and educational experience that also preserves the history of the game," said Hatchell. ’if’he National 
Football Foundation is honored to have the Hall of Fame in such a special place in the city of Atlanta." 

"Atlanta is the capital city of college football," Mayor Reed said. "There is no better place to honor the 
sport’s past, present and future than right here. I could not be more excited that Atlanta is the home to 
this celebration of college football." 

The attraction is broken up into multiple galleries, and features the Hall of Fame, which resides on the 
third floor of the building, as its pinnacle experience. 

The journey begins with a one-of-a-kind experience through the Entry Tunnel, boasting larger- 

than-life images of players in action. It winds its way to The Quad, which is anchored by the 



Helmet Wall Presented by Southwest Airlines, featuring helmets from all 768 college football 
teams, across all divisions and leagues= Guests check in at the registration desks in The Quad to 
personalize their All-Access Pass with their favorite college football team. 

Chick-fii-A "Why We Love College Football" features iconic trophies and a large, touch- 

sensitive, 52-foot media wall filled with dynamic content such as photos and videos of players, 
fans, cheerleaders and marching bands. A multi-touch system allows for fun interaction with 
content specific to a fan’s favorite college football team. 

The Game Day Theater immerses guests in an ultra-high definition 4K feature film ’q-he Game of 

Your Life," a behind=the-scenes look into the experience of a game day through the perspectives 
of former players and coaches. 

Coca-Cola Fans’ Game Day allows visitors to feel the excitement on campus around the big 

game and highlights tailgating, digital face painting, bands, fight songs, mascots, cheerleading, 
and traditions. One of the centerpieces of the gallery is the interactive ESPN College GameDay 
Desk Built by The Home Depot. Here, fans are able to virtually join ESPN analysts Chris 
Fowler and Desmond Howard at the iconic College GameDay desk. 

Kia Building a Champion takes visitors inside the world of players and coaches and includes a 

Q&A with former players about life as a college student-athlete. The Under Armour Evolution of 
Equipment exhibit traces the advances made in crafting protective gear over time, providing 
glimpses of the cutting-edge technology being employed to keep student=athletes safe= Other 
exhibits pay homage to Historically Black Colleges and Universities, the Service 
Academies, Coaches Who Changed the Game and John Heisman, whose playbook has 
been digitally scanned for viewing. 

AT&T Game Time Gallery allows visitors to explore the rich rivalries of college football and 

invites visitors to call one of college football’s most memorable plays from the broadcast booth. 
Visitors of Game Time will also be treated to college football’s greatest memories through 
Regions Bank Greatest Moments video and will be able to guide their own college football 
program to the championship through an interactive game. The 360 Virtual Stadiums Presented 
by Piedmont Healthcare exhibit takes visitors straight to the field of college football’s most 
legendary stadiums. 

National Football Foundation Building Leaders presented by Chick-fil=A is all about the 

"good in the game." The exhibit pays tribute to the mission and programs of the National Football 
Foundation (NFF), the profound and positive impact the NFF has on the game and the key 
awards it distributes annually. Fans will find stories about some of society’s great leaders that 
point to the lessons they learned in football to achieve success in business, community and life. 

The greatest legends in college football history are forever enshrined in the Hall of Fame. The 

Hall of Fame captures the stories and accomplishments of the players and coaches who broke 
records and won our hearts, cementing their legacies in a one-of-a-kind experience that pays 
homage to the tradition and heritage of the game. Fans are treated to a unique experience in the 
Hall through 10 augmented reality displays where they can select video and images of players 
and coaches from their favorite school. 

¯ Chick-fli-A Peach Bowl Skill Zone is located on the 45-yard long football field and allows fans 

to sharpen their football skills thr~)ugh a variety of physical activities. 

The Hall of Fame’s founding partners include AT&T, Chick-ill-A, the Chick-fiI-A Peach Bowl, Coca-Cola 
and Kia. The Hall’s official sponsors are Brasfield & Gorrie, Georgia Pacific, Georgia Power, The Home 
Depot, Invest Atlanta, Omni Hotels & Resorts, Piedmont Healthcare, Regions Bank, Southwest Airlines, 
Sporturf and Under Armour. 

The Hall is projected to attract 500,000 visitors each year with ticket sales, retail and special events 
contributing to annual revenue totaling in excess of $11 million= 

For additional information about the Hall or to pumhase tickets, please visit cfbhalLcom. 



The nov College Football IIall of Fame in Atlanta opened its doors to fans today. The 

attraction matches traditional museum-quality memorabilia with modern, interactive, 
multimedia exhibits that utilize RFID technology to engage.fans based on their favorite 

college team or Ilall of Famer. 

About Atlanta Hall Hanagement 8~ The College Football Hall of Fame 
The new College Football Hall of Fame and Chick-fiI-A Fan Experience is a 94,256-square- 
foot attraction located in the heart of Atlanta’s sports, entertainment and tourism 
district. Adjacent to the Georgia VVorld Congress Center and Centennial Olympic Park, the 
new Hall provides visitors with a highly immersive, interactive and engaging experience 
using a blend of historic college football artifacts and state-of-the-art, interactive 

multimedia exhibits. The National Football Foundation (NFF) launched the Hall in 1951 to 
stand as one of the nation’s premier sports shrines, immortalizing the game’s greatest 
players and coaches as positive role models for future generations. Atlanta Hall 
Management, Inc., partnered with the NFF to construct and operate the new Hall of 
Fame attraction, which also provides a platform for community outreach, education and 
character development initiatives, as well as serves as one of Atlanta’s premier special 
event spaces. For more information, please visit www.cfbhal!.com. 

About the National Football Foundation 8~ College Hall of Fame 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football 

Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs 
programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing scholarship, 
citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 chapters and 12,000 
members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame in Atlanta, 
the NFF Leadership Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards presented by Fidelity 
Investments, the NFF High School Showcases, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF 
Faculty Salute Initiative presented by Fidelity Investments, the NFF National Scholar- 
Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high 
school scholar-athletes. The NFF also collaborates with the Football Writers Association 
of America (FWAA) to release the FWAA-NFF Grantland Rice Super 16 Poll; presents the 
Wifliam V. Campbefl Trophy endowed by HealthSouth and hosted at the New York Athletic 
Club; and bestows several other major awards at the NFFAnnual Awards Dinner. NFF 
corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, 
PrimeSport, the Sports Business Journal, and Under Armour. Learn more at 

www. footballfounda tion. orq. 

The National Footbafl Foundation & Coflege Hall of Fame 
Building Leaders Through Footbafl & Supporting 

¯ 767 Colleges & Universities ¯ 70,000 College Football Players 
¯ 25,329 High Schools ¯ 2.2 Million High School Footbafl Players 

Follow the NFF in Social Media 

Phone; 97:2-556-1000 
Web; http;//www.footballfoundation.org/ 

Fox’ward email 

T~is email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Martin Vloet <ma~tin@photoshelter.com> 

Sunday, August 24, 2014 11:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UNC: Digital Asset Management and (NCAA-Compliant) Image Sales 

Please excuse this unannounced outreach. It was my intention to contact colleagues in collegiate athletics after ce(tain NCAA issues were resolved. Ongoing discussion 

on that front and the brief window between now and the stm~t of the season prompted me to get in touch right away. 

For 25 years, I photographed athletics at the University- of Michigan. During the last 14 of those years, I was the senior photographer and sports photography brand 

manager. As the architect of the Michigan Photo Store, I turned athletic imaging into a new revenue stream and, of particulaac importance in the current environment, 

did so in full compliance with NCAA bylaws. ~Vith a little forethought, annual image revanue rocketed well into six figure territory.. Event-based photography and 

image products comprised more than half of gross sales, never approaching the sensitive topic of the student-athlete image or likeness. Duke could likewise enjoy a 

positive budget impact before (or without) selling a single player photo. 

After building a successful model at Michigan, I joined the PhotoShelter team to bring similar benefits to other institutions. PhotoShelter. the prot}ssional 
photographer’s choice in digital asset management and sales, refined an already impressive infrastructure and made possible an NCAA-compliant sales operation with 
several key benefits: 

Rapid deplw,nent (ti,ne to market) 
No capital expense for local servers, storage or software 
Virtually no IT suplx~rt requirement 
No waiting or cost for system upgrades 

The PhotoShelter model meets NCAA requirements tbr image saJes by keeping full control within the institution. 

The university owns and manages "the accoant. PhotoShelter is simply the host. 
Content, pricing and design axe controlled atthe campus level. 
Pwments are made directly’ to the universi~" through the school’s choice of processor. 

There axe no third-paW hands in the decision making or revenue strea:m. The "ins~titutionally controlled (owned and operated) outlet" is preserved while the university 
leverages an e~sting infras*rncture. Adherence to these strict standards has kept photo store operations like those at Michigan and Texas rnnning smoothly through an 
otherwise trustable legal landscape. 

An image sales operation is jus~t one benefit of efi}ctive digital asset management. With PhotoShelter’s Multi-User DAIVl system, you can efficiently organize countless 

incoming image s~treams (staB’and ti-eelance phi~togmphers, historical image libmrie~ etc.), es~tablish a searchable archive with nmltiple points of control, and thcilitate 

distribtuion to internal users and extenml clients with varying levels of access. Imagine setting up trnsted deparimental users with open download access, oIt}ring secure 

browsing options tbr your t?m base, and reducing on-field credential requirenrents by oIt}ling the media ready-to-go press kit including real-time imageU. 

I invite you to visit PhotoShelter’s Enteiprise page for universities and colleges where you can find Inore information. Request an online demonstration or ask when to 

join the next webinar. It takes just days even hours to build an image asset managmnent solution with PhotoShelter. As an enduring basketball powerhouse and a 

member of one of the nation’s top conferences, your sales revenue potential is immense. You could even pay’ for your DAM sys~teln (a~ld more) with your first 

signature win. 

I look forward to sha~ing my practical experience and offering my personal attention in building your asset management and sales solution. 

Best regards, 
Martin 

Martin ~,3oet 

Enterprise Solutions Manager 

PhotoShdter, Inc. 

m artin(~photoshdter.com 

734-369-8409 office 



to respond? 

~i LeCount David II LeCount David II Fantroy 
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Click image 

Probably is the most 
important thing an athlete 

should hear." 
"Highly recommend it 
because they will learn a 

Iot of things." 
"It will help athletes think 
about the real world." 

’This would be very useful 
for other athletes." 

"Dr. Mark should talk to all 

athletes, I have friends that 

need to hear iL " 

’Yes this was very helpful 

and could help many more 

athletes." 



USC St~.~den~ Athletes 
Feedback 

"Tells us the things we 

aren’t told on the norm" 
"Aft athletes should hear 
this presentation, very 

useful information" 
"This presentation will 
help me plan for the 

future" 
"Aft athletes should hear 
this presentation 

especially the part about 
behavior" 
"Aft athletes should hear 

this, it will give them the 
same insight it gave me" 

UNLV S~.’u d e n~." 
Athletes 
Feedback 

Dr. Mark’s 
presentation changed 
my outlook on 
academics." 

recommended it 
because its real." 
"This could help all 
athletes not just 
football players." 

A Coach Respo~sds 

Dro Hark Robinsor:,,,’s presentation to our UNLV 

Football S/A’s was enthusiastic, interesting and 

very inspiring! His real life approach to Life Skills 

for current and former S/A’s is a message that all 

College Football Players need to hear. I would 

recommend this presentation to anyone interested 

in bettering themselves. 



Terry Cottle, Director of Football Operations 

~’%-~ Ha~-k }£obi~~so~s knows how to put the ball back 

into the student-athletes court by empowering 

them to take control of a developed and emerging 

identity beyond the sporting space. As a guest 

facilitator, he engaged our student-athletes, from a 

variety of sports, to be more reflective of their 

becoming through personal and professional 

angles. Dr. Mark’s own background as a student- 

athlete and his authentic, scholarly research with 

athletes at multiple levels allowed him to naturally 

engage us in over two hours of complicated 

conversations. All student-athletes deserve to have 

someone like Dr. Mark Robinson in their life, if they 

are to develop to their fullest potential personally." 

Dr. Kasra Sotudeh, Director of Academic 

Development L/C Be~eby 

~ Email: drmark@ppdrnag.com 
Phone: 415-378-7658 
Twitter: @drmarkppd 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 

USC Cornerback Comes Clean ] Replacing Niners’ $1 AM Turfi UNM Hazing Fallout 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

USC Player Admits Making Up Drowning Rescue Sto .ry 
Southern Calitbrnia ~nior cornerback Josh Shaw said he sprained both ankles 

while re~uing his 7-year-old nephew ficom a pool Saturday .... 

Forn~er Temple Track Coach Accused of Abusive Ways 

Temple Univelsity is examining allegations raised iu a student newspaper that a 

former head coach of track and field verbally abused, intimidated, ... 

San Francisco 49ers Seek Replacement for $1.4 Million Turf 
The Bandara Bern~uda turf cost a mere $1.4 million of the San Francisco 49ers 

new $1.2 billion Levi’s Stadium, but its absence leaves an ... 

Purdue OtlEring Free Football Tickets to Students 
It’s practicdlly an epidemic for colleges and universities around the countiy: How 

can we get students to attend football gmnes? ... 

UNC Iuves~igating Alleged Hazing Incident 
NoN1 Carolina is investigating a report of an alleged hazing altercation that left a 



walk-on receiver with a possible concussion ... 

Hazing Fallout: $40,000 UNM Soccer Fnndraiser Canceled 

Universi~ of New Mexico athletic director Paul Krebs told the Journal that 
because of the recent hazing incident involving the wo~nen’s soccer ... 

Hockeg’s ’Look-Up Line’ Gaining Support 
After Thomas Smith snffered his second paralyzing accident while playing hockey, 

he recalled spine specialist Barth Green telling him, "You had ... 

Report: Penn State Postseason Ban Could Be Lifted Early 
Penn State could have its ban on postseason li~otball lifted by next yeaac if it 

receives a thvorable report on how it has complied ... 

Ex- Coach’s S uit: Stadium Debt Questions Caused Firing,= 

A fo~:mer baseball coach for the UniversiU of Wisconsin-Oskhosh claims he was 
denied due process and was the subject of retaliation for ... 

Town Gets $2.5M to Move Ballfields 

The Lantana Town Council agreed to accept $2.5 million from a developer to 

move the ba]lfields that take up prime space in front of the ... 

Regional Tourism Education Program Gets $50K Boost 
The Qnimby Family Fonndation, one of the backers of a proposed national park, 

gave a $50,000 grant to Eastern Marne Commnnit.~ College ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Coach Fired After Pop Gun H~ing Incident 
A winning coach is without a job, several student-athletes have sought counseling 

and a communi~" is divided after a team building activi~" went wrong. 

Industry Press Room: 

Triax Gafins Sports Legacy Institute’s Hit ConnKR) Certification 

Ephesus Lighting Names New Director of Sales and Business Development 

Pmfessiona] Tennis Registry and International Tennis Performance Association 

Annonnce Global Partnership Agreement 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

tligh School Coach Fired Alter Pop Gun ttazing Incident 
I disagree with David. What is it that the coach did wrong? As t:ar as I can tell she 

didn’t break the law or any school policy. She didn’t bring any ... 

) o High School Coach Fired After t op Gun Hazing Incident 
I commend the school district for doing the right thing. I am amazed how many 

people think the law does not apply to them or are unaware of... 

Would Earlier Signing Period Solve or Create Problems? 
This is a genera] comment. In women’s gymna~stics, NCAA schools are contacting 

young girls (eighth grade) to get a commitment to their school early.... 
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Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 12:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu> 
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because of the recent hazing incident involving the wo~nen’s soccer ... 

Hockeg’s ’Look-Up Line’ Gaining Support 
After Thomas Smith snffered his second paralyzing accident while playing hockey, 

he recalled spine specialist Barth Green telling him, "You had ... 

Report: Penn State Postseason Ban Could Be Lifted Early 
Penn State could have its ban on postseason li~otball lifted by next yeaac if it 

receives a thvorable report on how it has complied ... 

Ex- Coach’s S uit: Stadium Debt Questions Caused Firing,= 

A fo~:mer baseball coach for the UniversiU of Wisconsin-Oskhosh claims he was 
denied due process and was the subject of retaliation for ... 

Town Gets $2.5M to Move Ballfields 

The Lantana Town Council agreed to accept $2.5 million from a developer to 

move the ba]lfields that take up prime space in front of the ... 

Regional Tourism Education Program Gets $50K Boost 
The Qnimby Family Fonndation, one of the backers of a proposed national park, 

gave a $50,000 grant to Eastern Marne Commnnit.~ College ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

High School Coach Fired After Pop Gun H~ing Incident 
A winning coach is without a job, several student-athletes have sought counseling 

and a communi~" is divided after a team building activi~" went wrong. 

Industry Press Room: 

Triax Gafins Sports Legacy Institute’s Hit ConnKR) Certification 

Ephesus Lighting Names New Director of Sales and Business Development 

Pmfessiona] Tennis Registry and International Tennis Performance Association 

Annonnce Global Partnership Agreement 

Read more ... 

New Reader Comments: 

tligh School Coach Fired Alter Pop Gun ttazing Incident 
I disagree with David. What is it that the coach did wrong? As t:ar as I can tell she 

didn’t break the law or any school policy. She didn’t bring any ... 

) o High School Coach Fired After t op Gun Hazing Incident 
I commend the school district for doing the right thing. I am amazed how many 

people think the law does not apply to them or are unaware of... 

Would Earlier Signing Period Solve or Create Problems? 
This is a genera] comment. In women’s gymna~stics, NCAA schools are contacting 

young girls (eighth grade) to get a commitment to their school early.... 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Burgemeistel: Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 6:00 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

l:W: Assislant Commissioner/Compliance 

Compliance AC.lxtf 

FYI. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kyle Kallander <_k__y_Le___k___@___b__[g_s_9__u___t__h_:__o___r_g> 

Date: August 25, 2014 at 3:16:38 PM EDT 

Subject: Assistant Commissioner/Compliance 

Colleagues: 

The Big South Conference is searching for an Assistant Commissioner for Compliance. Ple&se forward the aruached job description to those in your 

compliance offices or that may be intereffted. Thank you. 

Kyle B. Kallander 

Commi ssioner 

Big South Conl~rence 

7233 Pineville-Matthews Road, Suite 100 

Charlotte, NC 28226 
704/341-7990 



The Big South Conference, an NCAA Division I athletic conference headquartered in 
Charlotte, NC, is currently accepting applications for the Assistant Commissioner for 
Compliance. The Assistant Commissioner is a member of the Conference senior 
leadership team and reports directly to the Commissioner. 

Qualifications: 

The successful candidate must demonstrate significant experience in Division I 
compliance, and strong knowledge of NCAA rules and compliance systems. 

Required Skills: 

1. Comprehensive understanding of NCAA Division I compliance. 

2. Experience working with NCAA compliance systems (CAi, LSDBI, RSRO). 

3. Demonstrate excellent interpersonal and communications (written and oral) skills 
and ability to work in a fast-paced team environment. 

4. Demonstrated ability to lead innovatively. 

5. Ability to independently manage multiple tasks and projects. 

Required Experience: 

A Bachelor’s degree is required, Master’s degree preferred. 

¯ Minimum 5 years of Division I compliance-related experience working in a Division 
I conference or athletics department. 

¯ Excellent computer skills and the ability to multi-task while interacting with a wide 
range of constituencies. 

Duties and responsibilities: 

1. Coordinate the certification of eligibility for member institutions; 

2. Assist with the investigation of violations and maintain records of all violations; 

4. Manage the National letter of Intent program for Conference members; 

5. Develop and coordinate on-going rules education of NCAA and Conference rules; 

6. Manage the Conference governance and legislative processes and agendas; 

7. Serve as a liaison to conference governance groups. 



8, Coordinate all meetings and activities of the Big South Student-Athlete Advisory 
Committee. 

9, Perform other duties assigned by the Commissioner, 

Application information: 

Review of applications shall begin immediately and continue until the position is 
filled. Qualified candidates should submit a letter of application, resume, and three 
references with names, e-mail addresses, and phone numbers to: Compliance 
Search via e-mail at jobs@bigsouth.org. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Offthe Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Friday, August 29, 2014 11:12 AM 

Ille, Viuce <iUe@unc.edu:~ 

Relx~rt urges pla~ning now to curb youth stx~rts injuries 

ille@uncaa.unc edu, you’ve received this email because you’re a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

rezt Ve:sion R99 ’.~:ubscribe Unsubsc:-ib~ Archive A:.i~;~ist 29 

Sacred Heart University Pitt Center unveils 
new football locker room 

On August 25, rise Sacred heals University football ..*.earn ~, s<-~ ......... , ~- 
bra~d ae~/locker roorn These ~oc~<e~s were custom built by our Team Edge wood 
cra~smen in E~.~cjene, Oregon, and co-.des~ned by head fOo~bal~ coach Mark 

"We couldn’..*, be happier with the t~.~t°nout of the iocker t°oorn," tse said. "Athletic Edge 
d~d a fa~?tasUc ~ob for us, and worked )? a t~rne frame that a~bwed us to have ~t 
completed before t~se s[art of preseaso~? camp. At~s~e[ic Edge was 9~eat to work w~t~s, 
a~d chec~ ~th us about eve~}~ deta~ we baked st ~ ~e~,~d h~gh~y recomrnend athletic 
edge lbr anyor~e bok~a9 {o ~evamp the~ co~ege a{h~efic ~ocke~ ~oorn" 

Yl’..e locker roorn layout fi=;atu~(’.-s ibur islar~d br£’..ks witi~ full (’.-xtenor wraparour~.d lockers 
that come with a iot of cuatom ~oodies, s~.~ch as: cus..torn branding with new wire 
mesh ver@’..g th.at feat/,~res school colors arid logo; iockbox school iogo; school iogo 
and coiors on heirn.et/shoulde~ pad i’acks; schooi color-padded seat cushiot’., with 

Locker Room Stoo~s & 
Be~-~ches 

products to be ru~9¢d sisal durable erloug~ 

~or busy athletic and other facilities; yet still 

stylistl and f~lnctioi~al Sestil:9 may also be 

WoodiLamir~ate Lockers 



storage bench’: piayer nameplate holder: 3-digit combination lock and Iockbex: custom 
o:.lbby box; and custom fiile~- panels. 

Visit our 9af]e~y f0~- mere photos, and stay tuned f0~- compieted images and 
testim.onials f~-om coaci~ Nefri. 

Sh ..... Facebook ii~;~iI Twitter l i2i Sh ..... Linkedin 

Shale this ,s~ticle    : ............ I 

Report urges planning now to curb youth 
sports injuries 

The road to prolk’.-ssionai spor[s begins a[ a young ~ge, but a recen[ report poh-~ts 
to an a~am~ng gap ~n spo~ts safety knowbdge and practices to he~p ~duce ~nju~ 
~sk ~n young 8th]e[es USA ]oday’s Michelle Hea~y rev~e;*/s ;*d~at’s hsppenk;g ~n 
h~gh schools across the 8.S. and what ba~ne~s and coaches caa do to he~p. 

[2:: Sh ..... Facebook ::.8.:: Twi~er I ::~:(:~ Sh ..... Linkedin 
Share ~h~s a4~cle: .... : I 

~ 

2015 AFCA Nationa~ Convention 

Join us al the 2015 AFCA N~t~ona~ Conventbn. We w~ have a~ a~e mosL popular 
bcke~-s, stee~s and bet~c~es on cl~sp~y fo~- your ~-evbw. 

The American Footbait Coaches Association is the oaty national o~9jaaization soiely 
dedicated to improving foe{bali coaches thisugh ongoi~g educs[~oa, ~ateisct~on and 
n@¢,ioFk~ng. ~ts primsrV goa~ ~s to provide resouFces foF pe~-sona~ and professional 
devebpment amongst the k4otba~ coaching professbn 

:~ Sh ..... Facebook I ::~:: Twitter .~.:: Sh ..... Linkedin 

:~ E-mail aKicle 

IBalance4esting app used in concussion4reatment program 

students, but it can aiso open the door to concuss~ons~ Severa~ Aszona student- 
athletes a~e gettk~g wor~d--dass concussion t~estment fixough a ~evoh£iona~y p~ograrn 
by expe~is a~ Bar~-ow NeuFobgica~ hsat~tute that he~ps better d~ag3nose and pFepare 
b-estments for head h~]ur~es_~snd ~t’s free to fam~J~es. 

Sh ..... Facebook ~ Twitter ~:: Sh ..... Linkedin 

[:£ ~-m~i~ ~ic~ 

Trainers set ru~es as high schoo~ practices heat up 

Heat stt°oke is the biggest cause of preventable deaths ~n h~h schoo~ spo~ts. New 
~ubs and recommendations ~br a~ spo~ts are ~ntended to save ~K, es on days whoa 
the heat and humMRy a~e h-~ the dange~ 

~X Sh ..... Facebook ~::: Twi~er ~:: Sh ..... Linkedin 

Treatment Tables 

"~eat~-~-~ent "~ab~es to fit a~ 
your needs 

The Athletic Edge’s ur~ique line of tre~:tn:ea 

arld n:st tables ere designed w}tt~ m:J~t~p~e 

configursbons so t}:st st~et~c trainers s~:d 

therapists cs~: de~ver e w}de vsqety of 

treatments beth comfoRsb~y end safely 

~:: Modula r Ta ping Stations 

Modular T~ping Stations 



Athletic trainers on front line of safety for student athletes 

l’-,,thletic ..trainers a~-e o~en unsung, bu..t ai’~ in t°eality ti~e firsi line of defense for 
keeping stude~~t athietes saf~ while piaying high school sport, s, ~,A2~ile concussion 
screening and pl’ewantier~ has grabbed recent headlines, there is mucK. more to at’.. 
athletic traineKs duties than most peopie ~-eaiize, 

i’~ Sh ..... Facebook ~::: Twitter ~i Sh ..... Linkedin 

;:~?!~e.:e thi.< {i!!:ici.:e ...... "’" 

Vikings to help provide athletic trainers for local high school teams 

1he Mirmesola Vikings an..’~ou..’~ced Tuesday tha{ lhey are woddr’..9 wi{h lhe NFL 
and TRII’-,, Ortt’..opaedic Cet’..ter to provide a.’*,hletic trainers fel" .’*,he football tear’..is of 
Mirmeapolis arid St Pm.il public i]igi] scl’..oots. ]he \.,’ikir~gs arid the NFL {~.."~’,- 
providing $50,000 to fund the initia..*,ive, Pt’..ysicians fion".. TRiA wili coral~ camps, 
p~-actices a nd games. 

i’~ Sh ..... Facebook ~::: Twitter ~i Sh ..... Linkedin 

Mu~ti--P~.~pose 
Ca rts 

Our Muiti-Purpose Storage Cads sre 

Choose from ol=e of six model choices for 

the right soKitioi~ to orgsn~zing your ~,~eight: 
resistance bands, sad other tools aqd 

Find us on Facabook 

~ ~Athletic Edge 

PH$ Athletic Edge 

The Athletic Edge was 

honored by the selection to 

lorovide the Sacred 
Uni’,~er.sity - Pitt Center, with 

new @NHU_Feotball locker 
~’oom. This renovalion projec~ 

was custom built by our Tea 

Edge weed craftsmen and 

designed by Head 

Coach Mark NofrL 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, 
Did someone forward this edition to you? Subscribe i~ere -- it’s free! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 2, 2014 3:41 PM 

.left Janssen~    ~je~anssen.com> 

Re: Leadership Academy Contract 

Sounds great! Thanks Jeff. 

On Sep 2, 2014, at 3:36 PM, "Jeff Janssen"-    &ielt]anssen.com> wrote: 

Vince, 

I’m at Illinois now so I will try to look at it atter the workshops tonight - or likely early tomorrow. 

I’ll give your best m your Illini peeps... :-) 

Jell" 

Jeff; 

I’ve attached a draft of a revised contract that we’ve sent to our OUC and purchasing for review and approval. It might be best for us to go 

ahead and review the draft now, while they are also reviemng it. This might reduce the turnaround time after we receive the cmnpus 

approvals. 

Please note the changes that are either tracked or highlighted. I’ve tried to identil}’ may changes made. Please let me know if you’d like k~ 

discuss and thanks tbr your help. Hope you had a great holiday weekend. 

Uince 

<image002 30.jpg> 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North CarMina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

Eroln: JeffJanssen [ma~ltc ~ieft]anssen.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 9:34 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

10:30 is great - I roll call you then. Thanks! 

How about 10:30? Thanks Jeff: 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~un~edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: JeffJanssen [maSdto ?~ie~im~s~n.coml 
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 7:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Vince, 

Friday (tomorrow) morning is great. I’m available between 10 and noon so let me know if a time in there works. I can call yon. 

Jeff 

Thanks for your thoughts. I agree that it is important for you aaad I to address these issues promptly. Are you 

available for a call on Friday? I have good availabili .ty that day, morning is best. Look forward to discussing this 
with you. 

gince 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

Emm: JeffJanssen [mailto ~?ieNm~ssen.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Thanks for the note a~d I appreciate your willingness to work through this. It is probably best to talk through 

these things rather than risk a misunderstanding via email. But I roll ontline my thoughts here initigdy so you have a 

heads up on my perspective before we chat via phone in the next day or so. 

Given the timing of the first workshops next week and the significant changes Shell~ has proposedj?om 

what we have done over the first 10 years, I am concerned about getting this settled in the next week - so 

let’s make this a top priority so it does not impact the SAs. 

I noticed in Shelley’s version there are several significant dittbrences mad other issues outside of"how the 

workshops were counted" that a~-e included in her proposal that werefft included in the versions we have been 

using - so I wanted to make sure these were noted and my concerns registered. 

- counting p~3gramming on two separate days as one a single program 

- not having me attend field trips, panelists, and outside speakers 

- changed licenses from 2 to 1 year 



- 50 more books 

- 50 memberships to our coaches website 

- removed the clause that I administer the Credible Coaching Questionnaire 

- removed the parldng pass or payment 

- removed 2 tickets to football and men’s basketball games 

Further, the proposed changes are also different than how I have counted and priced the programs and 

workshops over the past 10 years. So if these proposed changes move for~vard, I a]so need to update my 

approach to the contract. 

The fees for programming have been largely based on my fee levels from 10 years ago when the Academy first 

started. So ifI were to start from scratch and re-price the whole contract based on tny current fee levels that I 

charge other schools, cost of living increases, and the total amount of services, time, and resources Shelley has 

listeck etc., UNC would actually being paying a significantly higher fee for "less" progra~ming than what I am 
cun~ently charging. That’s not what want - nor, I believe, you want. 

As I think you know, my focus is certaiNy not to take advantage of [YNC. I simply want to protect and be 

compensated tbr the resources provided, the time investment I put in - which has crept up over the years with 

additional programs - as well as the overall value UNC receives from this nationally-respected programming. 

I would rather not re-price things to current fee levels but I also need to advocate for myself and tny time if 

Shelley is going to suggest we now significantly change the way things have been structured and counted over the 
firsnt 10 years. 

As you recognize, if I commit a specific date to UNC, even if the meeting is only for a short time period, that date 

is then off limits for all other schools that could be paying me significantly more. So the many days that I commit to 
UNC have value and need to be accounted for. If I am not "needed" tbr the tield trips or panel discussions, then I 

need to have these programs scheduled on the same days (Anson and Carla scheduled tbr Rising Stars the same 

late January date as bringing in an outside speaker tbr the Veteran Leaders) so that I can then have the full date 

available. 

Let’s talk soon so we can get this figured out! 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

I hope you’ve enjoyed the summer and can’t believe we are starting school already tomorrow. 

Like you, I very much want to finalize our agreement. As we discussed, the only open issues seem to be related to 

how we account ti)r the workshop~seminars. Details related to this are incorla)rated into Schedule A. I’ve asked 

Shelley to provide me a starting point from her point of view. I’ve attached a coW of a draft Schedule A from 

Shelley. 

It ~night be helpful if you could review the dra£t then let me know when you and I can set a ti~ne to meet or discuss 

this by phone. Thanks Jeff and as always, I appreciate your assistance and our relationship. 

gince 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Jeff’Janssen [mailto~ielt~je~]ansscn.com] 

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 8:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Just wanted to check on the status of the contract and updates. We plan to start the Academy next Tuesday with 

the Fall VLs so I would like to have this wrapped up by then. 

I’ll be at the soccer match tonight so I may see you there... 

Thanks! 

Jell" 

>Thanks Jeff~ I undersIand and would like to finalize this as well. 
>rm wondering if Schedule A needs more specifici~ considering the 
>issues we discussed this past spring. Do you have any thoughts or 
>suggestions there? 
> 
>Hope you are well and have enjoyed the summer. 
> 

> 

Original Mesmge ..... 
>From: JeffJanssen [mailtoiiefl@iet]~iansscn.com] 
>Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 9:00 AM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: Leadership Academy Contract 
> 
>Hey Vince, 
> 

>Just wanted to follow up with you to finalize the contract. Shelley 
>mentioned that there are 150 SAs (our highest ever) registered for 
>Prising Stars so we will need to increasc the number of Captain’s 
>Manuals tbr them. Football also used 14 Captain’s Manuals lbr their 
>Leadership Group too. Let me know if you would like me to tbrward you a 
>contract with these numbers. 
> 

>I would like to get this finalized ASAP as the first workshop is 
>scheduled in a month. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 
>Jell" 
> 

>Jeff" Jallsscn, M.S. 
>Jansscn Sports Leadership Center 
>1-8gg-721-TEAM 
> 
>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count .ry to make a 
>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Socia2l Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.sa2lsc.org 

Jeff Janssen, M.S, 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a ditt~rence around the world! Student- 
Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:,/wavw.salsc.o~g 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 
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9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

33 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 
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22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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B 

la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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B 

5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 
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16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 
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program? 
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In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 
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16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 
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30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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1 

2 

3 Institution A 

4 Institution B 

5 Institution C 

6 Institution D 

7 Institution E 

8 Institution F 

9 Institution G 

10 Institution H 



B 

la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 

4 i    2s T .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
5i o20 ................................................................................................................. 

~o 10 N No 

"~ 5 
~ Yes 

, 
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No Yes 

Response 

16 
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22 

In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 

5 iI 
~: 25 ’ 

8 ii 
~ 15 

9i "a lO ~ ~..-~ No 

~ S -~- ~ Yes 

~2~ 
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No Yes 
~3~ 

Response 

~6 ~ In summarizin~ question 4, the ~raph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

~7 ~ responded to the survey: 5 Institutions said no, a~ents are not permitted any 

~8 ~ type of contact with eli~ible student-athletes; while 22 said yes, a~ents may 
’ ~9 ~ have contact with eIIi~ible student-athletes. 

20 
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11i 

13i 

14i 

Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 



1 
4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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12 
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14 

2O 

is 
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No 

Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 

g 20 
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Response 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 

No Yes, from Yes, from 

athletic current student- 

department athletes 

coaches and 

staff 

Response 

Yes, from athletic 
department coaches and 

staff 

Yes, from current 

student-athletes 

19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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2 
7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 

3 
athletics facilities? 

4 
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o 25 

~ ~o 
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Response 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1 Timestamp 
2 
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6 7/3/2012 11:31 
7 7/3/2012 11:32 
8 7/3/2012 11:32 
9 7/3/2012 11:36 
10 7/3/2012 11:38 
11 7/3/2012 11:40 
12 7/3/2012 11:57 
13 7/3/2012 12:20 
14 7/3/2012 12:22 
15 7/3/2012 12:22 
16 7/3/2012 12:23 
17 7/3/2012 12:25 
18 7/3/2012 12:56 
19 7/3/2012 13:04 
20 7/3/2012 13:33 
21 7/3/2012 13:33 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 

4 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 Yes 

39 8 

40 

41 Yes 

42 23 

43 
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45 23 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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E 

3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 



F 

1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 No 

39 5 
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42 12 

43 

44 No 

45 12 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

31 

32 Compliance 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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21 

22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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A 

1 

2 

3 Institution A 

4 Institution B 

5 Institution C 

6 Institution D 

7 Institution E 

8 Institution F 

9 Institution G 

10 Institution H 



B 

la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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17 Institution 0 

18 Institution P 

19 Instituion Q 

20 Institution R 

21 Institution S 

22 Institution T 
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B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 

20 
15 
I0 
5 
0 

Yes 

Response 

13 
14 
15 

F G 

16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 

4 i    2s T .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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~o 10 N No 

"~ 5 
~ Yes 
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No Yes 

Response 

16 
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21 

22 

In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 
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No Yes 
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Response 

~6 ~ In summarizin~ question 4, the ~raph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

~7 ~ responded to the survey: 5 Institutions said no, a~ents are not permitted any 

~8 ~ type of contact with eli~ible student-athletes; while 22 said yes, a~ents may 
’ ~9 ~ have contact with eIIi~ible student-athletes. 

20 
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11i 

13i 
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Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 



1 
4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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10 
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14 

2O 

is 
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No 

Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 

g 20 
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Response 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 

No Yes, from Yes, from 

athletic current student- 

department athletes 
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staff 

Response 

Yes, from athletic 
department coaches and 

staff 

Yes, from current 

student-athletes 

19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 

3 
athletics facilities? 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 
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No 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 
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40 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

31 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 
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22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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B 

la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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17 Institution 0 

18 Institution P 

19 Instituion Q 

20 Institution R 

21 Institution S 

22 Institution T 

23 Institution U 

24 Institution V 
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1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 



~ i present: 
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5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 

20 
15 
I0 
5 
0 

Yes 

Response 

13 
14 
15 

F G 

16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 

4 i    2s T .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
5i o20 ................................................................................................................. 

~o 10 N No 

"~ 5 
~ Yes 

, 
Z 

No Yes 

Response 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 

5 iI 
~: 25 ’ 

8 ii 
~ 15 

9i "a lO ~ ~..-~ No 

~ S -~- ~ Yes 
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No Yes 
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Response 

~6 ~ In summarizin~ question 4, the ~raph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

~7 ~ responded to the survey: 5 Institutions said no, a~ents are not permitted any 

~8 ~ type of contact with eli~ible student-athletes; while 22 said yes, a~ents may 
’ ~9 ~ have contact with eIIi~ible student-athletes. 

20 
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22 
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11i 

13i 
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Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 



1 
4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
2 

3 

4 

5 
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7 
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10 
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2O 

is 
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No 

Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 

g 20 
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Response 
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16 
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20 

In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 

No Yes, from Yes, from 

athletic current student- 

department athletes 

coaches and 

staff 

Response 

Yes, from athletic 
department coaches and 

staff 

Yes, from current 

student-athletes 

19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 

3 
athletics facilities? 
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Response 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 

4 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 Yes 

39 8 

40 

41 Yes 

42 23 

43 

44 Yes 

45 23 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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27 Yes 
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30 Yes 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

33 
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36 
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39 5 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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7 No 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

31 

32 Compliance 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

2 

3 
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10 

12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office are conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/registration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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17 Institution 0 

18 Institution P 

19 Instituion Q 

20 Institution R 

21 Institution S 

22 Institution T 
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B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league° 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employment and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent produces verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

22 with the state. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Institution A 

Institution B 

Institution C 

Institution D 

Institution E 



present: 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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B 

5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submit their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to speak 

with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they would 

like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the football 

office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent Day, 

3 and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 

20 
15 
I0 
5 
0 

Yes 

Response 

13 
14 
15 

F G 

16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 

4 i    2s T .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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~o 10 N No 

"~ 5 
~ Yes 
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No Yes 

Response 

16 
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21 

22 

In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 
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Response 

~6 ~ In summarizin~ question 4, the ~raph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

~7 ~ responded to the survey: 5 Institutions said no, a~ents are not permitted any 

~8 ~ type of contact with eli~ible student-athletes; while 22 said yes, a~ents may 
’ ~9 ~ have contact with eIIi~ible student-athletes. 

20 
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11i 

13i 

14i 

Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 



1 
4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
2 
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No 

Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 
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20 

In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 

g 20 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 

No Yes, from Yes, from 

athletic current student- 

department athletes 

coaches and 

staff 

Response 

Yes, from athletic 
department coaches and 

staff 

Yes, from current 

student-athletes 

19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 

3 
athletics facilities? 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 

4 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 
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31 

32 

33 
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38 Yes 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

31 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 
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22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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6.) Are agrents permitted to receive complimentary admissions 

to athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 
3 
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15 coaches and 
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staff 
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5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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3 Institution A 

4 Institution B 

5 Institution C 

6 Institution D 

7 Institution E 

8 Institution F 

9 Institution G 

10 Institution H 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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17 Institution 0 

18 Institution P 

19 Instituion Q 

20 Institution R 

21 Institution S 

22 Institution T 

23 Institution U 

24 Institution V 



B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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B 

5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 
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In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS :: 

Institutions that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to :: 

having a Professional Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them :: 

said yes, they have a PSCP. :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 
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In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 
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Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 
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Response 
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department coaches and 

staff 

Yes, from current 

student-athletes 

19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 Yes 

39 8 

40 

41 Yes 
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43 

44 Yes 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

31 

32 Compliance 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 Yes 

39 5 
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41 Yes 

42 6 

43 

44 Yes 

45 3 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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41 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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32 We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship se 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 

5 

6 No 

7 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 

8 No 

9 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 

10 No 

11 No 

12 No 

13 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 

14 No 

15 No 

16 No 

17 No 

18 No 

19 No 

20 No 

21 No 

22 No 

23 No 

24 No 

25 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 

26 No 

27 No 

28 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 

29 No 

30 No 

31 No 

32 No 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 
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25 Yes 
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28 No 
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30 No 

31 No 

32 No 

33 
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37 

38 
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4O 
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O 

7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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8 Sideline (In-game) 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 Coaches’ office 

16 

17 
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22 

23 

24 

25 Coaches’ office 
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29 

3O 
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32 

33 
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to athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 
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5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 
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3 Institution A 

4 Institution B 

5 Institution C 

6 Institution D 

7 Institution E 

8 Institution F 

9 Institution G 

10 Institution H 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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B 

1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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17 Institution 0 

18 Institution P 

19 Instituion Q 

20 Institution R 

21 Institution S 

22 Institution T 

23 Institution U 

24 Institution V 



B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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B 

5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 

20 
15 
I0 
5 
0 

Yes 

Response 

13 
14 
15 

F G 

16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 

4 i    2s T .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
5i o20 ................................................................................................................. 

~o 10 N No 

"~ 5 
~ Yes 

, 
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No Yes 

Response 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 

23 



1 i 
4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 

3 i 
contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 

4i 
remaining? 

5 iI 
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Response 

~6 ~ In summarizin~ question 4, the ~raph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

~7 ~ responded to the survey: 5 Institutions said no, a~ents are not permitted any 

~8 ~ type of contact with eli~ible student-athletes; while 22 said yes, a~ents may 
’ ~9 ~ have contact with eIIi~ible student-athletes. 

20 
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11i 

13i 

14i 

Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~..-~ No 

~ Yes 

No Yes 

Response 

16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
2 
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No 

Yes 
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Response 

16 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 

g 20 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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6.1 Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to 

athletic contests? (pleae check all that apply) 

No Yes, from Yes, from 
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department athletes 
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staff 

Response 
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staff 
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19 ~ In summarizing question six, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

20 i~ responded to the survey: 22 institutions said no, agents are not permitted to receive 
21 i complimentary admissions to athletic contests; while 5 Institutions said yes, agents are 

22 ii permitted to receive complimentary admissions from the athletic department coaches 

23 ~ and staff; and 0 Institutions said yes, agents are permitted to receive complimenatry 

24 i admissions from current student-athletes. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 
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athletics facilities? 
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16 in summarizing question seven, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS institutions 

17 that responded to the survey: 24 Institutions said no, agents are not permitted 

18 access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities; whlie 3 institutions said 

19 agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 

29 Compliance, Coach 

30 Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 

13 
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22 Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the stat~ 

23 we notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an agent(s 

24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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6 No 

7 Yes, from athletic department coaches and staff 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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3 Institution A 

4 Institution B 
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7 Institution E 

8 Institution F 

9 Institution G 

10 Institution H 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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B 

1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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B 

5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 
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16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 

3i 
program? 
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In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 
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Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 

e.g. on campus) 
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16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 

staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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In summarizing question 5, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 
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1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 
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9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 
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1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 
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3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 
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1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 
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3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 
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4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 
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4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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12 All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to sp~ 
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24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 
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Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 
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5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 
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16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 
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In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 
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19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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Consists of members of our MBA teaching staf~:., our FAR and SWA 

A law professor, a finance professor., a formet compliance admhsistrat:of ai~d a marketin8 professor~ The parrot advises S/A’s on early 

departure For professio~a! spor’ts, educates or~ a~]e~st matters and assists student.-athletes with a~ent selection, disability insurance 

a (ompliance ~i.asion to t~e panel, but ~s not a member: 

The pane~ meets ~ few th]ses throughout the year, and a~so as needed to help SAs w~th: contract reviews, age~t advfc:e, etc, 

Our PSCP i.s made up of our head atMet~cs tra~r~er and several pro~essors from various d~sdpl]nes~ In res}~ty, the chair of our PSCP ~s a 

law professor and ~s the go-to for virtuaJ!y everything ~n which our PS:CP is :hwotved. 

Assoda~:e AD 

Outside consuii:~n8 firm ~epresentative 

Works with SAn regardir~ the aSent h~teraction process...questh~ns 1:o ask, things to look for in an asenL 

~:~ ]~ ~ire;c~:of of Dispute Reso!u~on, Law Schoo~ ~ exper~se labor arbitratior~ and ne~o~a~on 

V~ce Chai~ - Law ProfessoB Law School ~ experSse tess} advocacy 

Coordinator ~ Admin Assist for Ir~l:ercoiie£iate AtMeqcs - expe~Sse trai~’dn8 {and development 

Director ~O~ce for Finar~cia~ Success --experSse finance 

Director ~ riskilnsu~a~sce ~ expertise ~nsutance 

Ex O~do {3} ~ St. Assoc. Ath~el:~cs Dir, -expertise B~CA,~ ~u~es 

Assoc. Athletic~ Dir of Student Development ~ expertise SA 

Assoc~ Dir. of Adflet}cs Performance ~expertise former Pro.-AtMete 

We are just ~ettin~ op and runrdng afte~ a year of eva~uating, the efficacy o~ a Pro Sports CounseJin£ Panel. We have identified the 
~p.ane! m~imbers and the~, have had an initial meet:in£ with our coaches, W~ are at the }ni/i~:~ staB~-~s of tryin8 to ide~tify usefu} 

Institution H materials arid 1he substap..ce of any meetin£s that wi~} oo:::u~ with student.-athletes, parents and aBents~ 



2O 

@ No 

tn summarizing question 2, the g~-aph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to ~he survey: 4 lr~stitutions said ~o, they do not have a forma} agent 

[sol}cy m writ}ng; while 23 said yes, their institution has a policy in wr}t:ing, 
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15 

10 

In summarizing question.~ ~ the gr~ph              ~shows that out of 27 BCS tnsti~:utions th~ 

responded to the survey: 4 h]st~tut~ons sa~d ~o, t:he-y do not have a agent 
~eg~strat~on program; wh~e 23 Inst~tL~gons sa~d yes, they have a program, 



;~stitution C 

~nst[tut[on F 

~nstitutior~ 6 

$o Application onlir~e for alt agents and financial plar~rerso 

2. ABe~t rm.~st register w}th state.~ 

3. O~ce the app![~,::atior~ is subm [ted arid the state licer°~se is verified the agent is officially ~egistered with institutio~. 

Agents are required to register prior to contact whh curreat student-athletes arid/or family membe~-s of current student~ 

athJeles. 

We ~-equest 1::hat a~e~ts register with us before co~tactin~ student~athletes or thei~ [aafi~es, The registration forms asks for 

pret:ty sta!~dard background irfformation. However, we ha,¢e no means to penalize agents who fail to re~ister with us {we do 

not have a 8ood state aBent Jaw} so it is of ~imited effect~ve~ess. 

We do ~ot have state legislation to assist us ~s this mariner. We requ~e all aBents to register with ou~ office each year, We 

e~courage the student-athletes and parents to co~ffi~m with ou~ office d~at each individual they are interacl:~ 

re~iste~ed wkh 

Agent resisters w~th unE, ersity. 

St~te re~istratio~ a~d other h~formaflon from registragon is verified. 

Agent can ser~d materials t c t~e unvers[ty aad [der~dfy SAs who are meant to receive ~fforma~on. 

Al: a time certain (date is be~8 reviewed} information is p~ov~ded ~o :SAs. 

Appoir~tments for meetia~s are ma~e with compJial~ce o~ce are conducted on campus. 

Agents must comp}el:e ari ir~ii:ial ~eg[sI:ratior~ form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form ~equires the Agent to [rfform c:omp~iance of the Student~AtMete’s they wish to contact during the academic year: 

Agents must submit a renewal form each year to update the l~st of ~tudent~A~h ere ~ they wish to contact~ 

The I~]stitute had a reBist~ation process in place prior to the new staff com[n~ on board. With the new staff it] place, the 

existinB po}ides a~~d procedures are bei~l8 created, ~eviewed and [mpleme~ted in phases,,_wMch includes a new aBent 

~’egistration form 

~#~ henever we receive ~t~quiry ~n the Compliance Office d}rect~y from an a~ent, we refer him!he~ to our website. We have a 

s,e~y short: age~t reg,[stra~:[o~ form that t[~ey are supposed to complete. We ~eview the form in the Compliar~ce Office and raise 

any ~ed flags w~tb the targeted student-.athiete and coach. Obviously, th~s process s mpeffect because most ager~ts go 

straight to the studer~t--ath}etes, families and coaches a~~ bypass comp}[ance, Some sports ate bette~ than others at directi~g 

Must reB[ste~ with ~he Sl:ai:e and with the [nst[tutio~ befo~e we wi~J a~tow them to meet with SA or before we will pass along 

I~stitution I [~fformat~on that the~’ ma}~ to SA. 



lnstit~tion ~ i Re~ister ors our web site_, c};ck }nside athletics, c~[~k comp}iance, click aBents .... 

b~stitution M 

Institution N 

~ Asents are required to reBister every yea~ (firs~ time. fuii registration form; subsequerfl: ye~s- update reg~stradors form) 

~ forms ask basic personai nformaqo~b p~ofess}ona~ information, p~ayers~ association memberships/reB~st~ation, a~d the 

names of o~.~r SA, th~.~ are ~ ~ :,~ 

~ They are sent: applicable NCAA ru~es a~d sta~e ~aws 

* They are asked t:o gbe Comp~bnce notice of wheni~f they a~e on-campus (a}so requked by state aw) 

We req~.~ke a~y agent who expresses k~terest ~n one of our student~ath[e~es to complete a reg~strat:k:,n form w~th our school 

and we verify that ~he ager~t ~s registered w~th the Secretary o~ Sta~e’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must regisl:er with Compliance office yearly 

A!! age~ts that have completed the registrations req~.firements above a~e noted on the compS}ante office webs~te. 

Must g~ve 7 days notice before co~tac~ng SA 

Mus:~: prov~de copies of a[~ decumentaSon ~tesded for SA 

Registered agents have the opqon to pa~t~dpate k} agerH: kH:erv~ew days (o~se h’~ the summer and another after the conferer~c:e 

champ}onsMp game) 

Complete the requis~te fi~ng arid re~straSon with ti~e Secretary of ,State, 

Sin"iib~ registratio~:~ must be comp}eted with the Ur~iversity. Under d~e pol}cy of the I~stercolle£;ia-te Athletics Department, 

asents seeking to ~ep~ese[’...t st~ade~bathtetes from the bsstitut}on a[:e requked to file and resiste~ with the P~ofessional Spod:s 

Co~nse[in8 Par~e~ t~p.:~Cp~, ~ ~’* ~ 

Upon a pproval, the studerst-~athietes ~e e kln~, to pursue a profess:ional sports ca reer will have access to a listing of all reg}stered 

agents. 

]) The agem: flits out a Insdtut~onat agent registration form and attaches aH relevant licenses and proof(s} of bar admission 

2) An ~n~orma~ back£ro~.md check ~s done on the a~ent 

S) The agent’s 

4) The agenfs name ~s placed on our re~/.Aer~:d agents database 

~nst~tut[on O [5) ff requested, the agent ~s given permission te contact student--athletes 

Inst~tt~t~o~s P We ask a~l agen~:s, advBors, & insurance providers to ,", ’~ #eg~.:,ttsr w}th our ~nst~tut~on a nd the State. 



A~;ents are requ}red to cor~tact d~e Compliance staff prior to cor~t:acting ~my st~dent-atMete                              ~ 

After contact, they are required to fi~ out an aae~t form tha~ ~s kept on fi}e ~n the compliance of~ce~ 
A}~ materials submitted by aaents to the Compliance staff a~e forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate t me (determined ~ 

by Head Coach) 

A~ents are expected to ab~de by ~eam r~.~es established by Head Coach 

..... =A=~ must complete a 5 pa~e reg;lstradon [orm and submit support~n~ 

SAs and Families ~re strongly e~co~ra£ed to only work with registered a~ents. 

Aae~ts retest be ~e@stered w~th the state a~sd the appropriate pro~esslona~ 

Re£~s~e~ed Aae~ts are e~qaed to have their mformaaor~ ~sduded ~n an a~ent }~brs~-y for 5As a~sd 

Re~stered Aaents are entitled to part~dpate ~n on*campers ~nte~vb~,vs w~th SAs and theh" fam~}es, ~f ~he 5A chooses to do 

-A£ler~:s a~e ~equ}red by state ~sw to rea~ster w~th the State 

--A~er~s ~e~s~e~ w~d~ the adflefic departme~t v~a a web-based form 

--A~:erfiLs m~.~st ~c~ude a copy of their state re~~straqon certificate 

Agent {.’.ompb;:es a form with A~enerai info inc}udi~{~ educal:i(m, e:xpedence, quaJifications, cerl:ificadons, services bei~g 

~:~rov~ded, ~epreser~ted atMetes, empbyment and references. 

Aaent corr~p~etes a d~sclosure that they have ~ot enaaaed ~n any activity d~at ~s h~perm~ss~b~e ~:~er NCAA 

Aaent #roduces verfication of cert}ficstbr~ with appropriate assodal:~on ar~d copy of J}cense verifyk~8 rea~st:ratbn w~th the 

~nformaaon ~s reviewed and confirmed w~th the comp~}ance 

~o~bw~n8 approva~ an ema~ ~s sent to the aaent confirmation rea~stradon~ 

An ema~ ~s a~so sent to the a~er~t contact (e,8~ B~r of Ops} for the respective spod to make them aware that tRe aaent ~s 

rea~st:ered. 
Aaent:s/~n~sc~a~ Advisors must rea~ste~ w}th comp~ance~ Comp~aace ver~fies that aaent ~s re~stered k~ accordance w~th state 

~aw and the app~csbb cerdfy~n~ aaency for the 8B, e~ sporL 

Aaent rea~strat~on form ~s ava~bb~e on~ne, A~ents must complete th~s pdor to meet~n~ w~th SA’s. ~f Aaents contact our 

request~n8 a meet~n8 and they have not re,}stewed w~th us, we send them the necessary form and they ~etum tB~s form to our 



@ Yes 

In summarizMg question 4, the g~aph shows that out of 27 8CS institutions that 

respo~ded to the su~s*ey: 5 b~stitutio~*.s s~{id ~o, agents are not permitted 
type o~ co~~tact with eligible student~athletes~ while 22 .said ~/es, age~sts ma,v have 

cor~tact with elligibte studer~t-ath!etes, 



~-~ s~mmarizing question 4a..Ahe graph s~-~ows that out of 22 BCS lnstitutio~{ that 

responded to the s~rve~¢: ~ .~ tr~;,t,~udon~ responded no, there are r~ot specific time 

frames agents can contact student~atMetes; while ~0 Ir~st}tutions said °fes, agents 

may, onbi contact: st{~der’..b.at~fietes with}~ certain time frames, 



12 

i0 

In summarizing questior~ 4bo, the graph shows that out of 21 BCS InstiI:ugons that 
responded to the surveys: 12 h~st~tut~ons sa~d ~o, ~mperson contact }s not restrk:~:ed 

to certain locations; wh~[e 9 ~nstitut}ons sa}d ~es, agents may onb¢ have ~n--person 

cor~tact w~th a studenbath[etes at ce~ain [oc~?t~on.~, 



10 

4 

2 

0 

No 

Yes 

h-~ ..summadzin~ q~est[on 4c., the 8raph shows that out of 2:[ BCS lnstit~.~tions that 

responded to the s~rvey: ~.6 ~nst~t~t~ons sa~d ~o, ~mperson contact :~n not 

mo~tored by the ~nst}tut}ons staff; wh~e 5 ~nst}t:utbns sa~d yes, ~mperson contact 

~s monitored. 



Institution 

institution 

Institution 

!I~stitution 

Compliance                                                                                             ~_~ 

Compiiance~ Coach 

CompJiance, Sports Adm~n~str-ator, We have a~[owed a D~r of Ope~at}o~~:s to s~t ~n on the meetings, 

Cornp}}ance 
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No Yes 

In summarizing question S, ~he g~aph shows that o~t of ~7 8CS ~nst;t~.~t~ons that 

responded ~:o ~he suP~ey: 2i ~nst~tut~ons sa~d n~ ~hey do not hold an agen~ day; 

w~:~e 6 ~nst~tut~ons sa~d yes~ they do ho~d an agent day~ 



AII agents submit their promotio~af mater}ais to the comp}iance office fo~ the Student~AtMete~s they 

,/¢ant to speak with. Th~::~ St~de~bAtMete~s thews ~ev}ew the mat:eda!s and }nfo~m the compliance staff 

,Milch ABe sts they ~*~o~1~ like to conduc~: meet~~s ~tt~. Comp!iance schedules the meetir~s and 

cond~Jcl:s the meet}~£s ~ the football office. Only those asents ~eq~ested by Student.--Athletes are 

pemfitt:ed to come o~to campus d~]dng Agent Day~ and they may o~fly mee~ w~th those players that have 

~equested a mee~:h~g. The $tuder~b-Ath!ete’s and thei~ families a~e set up ~n a position meetin~ room and 

the meet}~gs I~ ~0 m~n~tes~ 

Unde~ :,tab~ law, we a~e reqt~h’ed to ho~d a~ agent day~ We are ~equ~red to not~,’ al~ agents ~eg~ste~ed 

w}th d~e s~ate a~~d g~e them at ~east :~0 days notice. We as~8 d a{~e~ts to ~dendfy those st~.Jdenbath}etes 

w~th whom they wanted to meet. We asked the studer¢.-atMetes ~f they wanted to take the meetings, 

the stude~st--ath~ete was agreesMe, we set ~p the meet:~n~ on campus and restrk:ted ~t: to 20 m~~utes, A 

com~snce sl:aff ~ae~aber sat hs on a}~ meet~’~gs. 

We not~[y stude~b-stMetes that a particular agent w~:~{~ ~ke to talk w~th them, ff they wan~: to s~)eak w~th 

an: agent(s} we set ~p hsterv~ews ove~" a 2 6~ay period wkh our outs}de consult:ant h~ the ~oom to fadl~tate 

q~.~ss~:,on:,, The age~t has ~ hou~ to talk w~th the SA. We ~se ou~ su~e ~ooms }n the statiC:urn t() assign to a 

pa~’t~cular ag:eh~: an~ shuffle the SAn ~n and o~t that way. 

Agent Day was he~d on Sa~;’das,, ~une ~6th beg}nn~ng at 10:00 a~m. h’~ the Stadium P~ess Bow Agen~:s 

arrived by’ :~0: a.m. for a brief ~-ffo~mat~ona~ meet~s~g and to set {sp ~n their private su~tes~ Then, the 

and theh families had ~ndMdt~al ~nterv~ews at assigned dines. 

Accordingly, we a~owed each studenbath~ete and their fam~es know wh}ch agents have as~<ed ~o meet 

w~th them a~d th~en the student--atMetes w~l} select the agents they wou~d ~}ke to 

Appointments areiwar,s }~m~ted to 1S mhsute b~ocks w~tb a five m~nute break between ~nteP, x~ews, 

We are required by the state to ho~d a 5--day period when Agents may meet w~th SAn o~ts}de 

ch{empkmsh~p segment. Compliance coordh~ates dines fo~ ~nterested gA’s and Age~t:s and s~ts ~n on 

these meeth~gs~ The meed~g ~s ~u~~ by the A[~e~st a~sd Comp~a~ce is there on:IV for any questions, 
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that 

and ~ff 

0 

No 

at hle, te,~; 

Ir~ summarizing question 6, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Instit:utio~s that responded 

to the survev: 22 b~st~tut}ons sa~d no, age~ts are no~: permitted to receive compl[mentarv 

admissions to athletic contests; while 5 [nstffufions said yes, agents are permitted to 

recebe comp[~mentary admb.~ons from the athletic department coaches arid staff~ m~d 0 

Inst~tut~ons sa~d "yes, agents are permitted to recebe comp~imenatrv admissions from 

current studer~t--atMetes~ 



In summadz}ng question 7, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Ir~stitutions that 
responded to the survey: 24 institutions said no, ager~ts are not permitted access 

to any restricted areas of athletics faciiities; wh}ie ~ institutions said ~e:s, a~ents 

are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics faciiit}es~ 
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4O 

41 
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B 

1.) Does your institution have a Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP)? 

No 

No 

4 

No 

4 



C 

1 la.) If your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

10 Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists with 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel advis 

19 

2O 

21 One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside retired 

22 Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the chai 

23 associate ADoutside consulting firm representativeuniversity legal counselworks with SAs regarding the agent intera 

24 Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiationVice Chair - Law Profe~. 

25 

26 

27 We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We have 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 Yes 

39 8 

40 

41 Yes 

42 23 

43 

44 Yes 

45 23 



D 

1 2.) Does your institution have a formal agent policy in writing? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 Yes 

7 Yes 

8 Yes 

9 Yes 

10 Yes 

11 Yes 

12 Yes 

13 No 

14 Yes 

15 No 

16 Yes 

17 Yes 

18 No 

19 Yes 

20 No 

21 Yes 

22 Yes 

23 Yes 

24 Yes 

25 Yes 

26 Yes 

27 Yes 

28 Yes 

29 Yes 

30 Yes 

31 Yes 

32 Yes 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 Yes 

7 No 

8 Yes 

9 Yes 

10 Yes 

11 Yes 

12 Yes 

13 Yes 

14 Yes 

15 No 

16 Yes 

17 Yes 

18 No 

19 Yes 

20 No 

21 Yes 

22 Yes 

23 Yes 

24 Yes 

25 Yes 

26 Yes 

27 Yes 

28 Yes 

29 Yes 

30 Yes 

31 Yes 

32 Yes 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

E 

3.) Does your institution have an agent registration program? 

Question 4: 

Question 4a: 

Question 4b: 



F 

1 3a.) If your institution has an agent registration program, in a brief bulleted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 1. Application online for all agents and financial planners2. Agent must register with state of FL3. Once UM applica! 

7 

8 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current stu( 

9 We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

10 we do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each ye~ 

11 Agent registers with university.State registration and other information from registration is verified.Agent can send 

12 Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office.This form requires the Agen 

13 The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in place, 

14 Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. We 

15 

16 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will pa 

17 

18 

19 Register on our web site <www.arizonawildcats.com> click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

20 

2:1 * Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update registration 

22 We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with ou 

23 must register with state yearlymust register with Compliance office yearlyAII agents that have completed the registr~ 

24 Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State of Missouri. Similar registration must be 

25 1) The agent fills out a WSU agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar admission2 

26 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

27 Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athleteAfter contact, they are re( 

28 Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting docu~ 

29 -Agents are required by state law to register with the State of Tennessee-Agents register with the athletic departmer 

30 -Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services b~ 

3:1 Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in accordanc~ 

32 Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 No 

39 5 

4O 

4:1 No 

42 12 

43 

44 No 

45 12 
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4 

5 

6 No 

7 Yes 

8 Yes 

9 Yes 

10 Yes 

11 Yes 

12 Yes 

13 No 

14 Yes 

15 Yes 

16 Yes 

17 Yes 

18 Yes 

19 Yes 

20 No 

21 Yes 

22 Yes 

23 Yes 

24 No 

25 Yes 

26 Yes 

27 No 

28 Yes 

29 Yes 
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31 Yes 

32 Yes 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 
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G 

4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility rema~ 

Yes 

22 

Yes 

10 

Yes 

9 
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4 

5 

6 

7 No 

8 Yes 

9 No 

10 Yes 

11 Yes 

12 No 

13 

14 Yes 

15 Yes 

16 No 

17 No 

18 No 

19 No 

20 

21 No 

22 Yes 

23 No 

24 

25 No 

26 Yes 

27 

28 No 

29 Yes 

30 Yes 

31 No 

32 Yes 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

H 

4a.) Is in-person or telephone contact restricted by time frames? (e.g. only during certain months) 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 No 

8 Yes 

9 No 

10 Yes 

11 Yes 

12 No 

13 

14 Yes 

15 Yes 

16 No 

17 

18 No 

19 Yes 

20 

21 No 

22 Yes 

23 No 

24 

25 No 

26 No 

27 

28 No 

29 Yes 

30 Yes 

31 No 

32 No 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

I 

4b.) Is in-person contact restricted to certain locations? (e.g. on campus) 

Question 4c: 

Question 5: 

Question 7: 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the institution’s staff? (e.g. is a staff member required to be present) 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be pr, 
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1 5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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1 5a.) If your institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 
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24 Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Memorial Stadium Press Box. Agents arriw 
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6.) Are agents permitted to receive complimentary admissions to athletic contests? (Please check all that apply) 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities? 
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1 7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 
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la.) if your institution has a PSCP, please briefly describe its members and function: 

While it exists, and includes faculty from the business and law schools, it has not served any functional purpose in yE 

Assists student-athletes and parents in understanding the process of deciding to turn professional. Also assists 

with agent interviews and provides insight and guidance on selecting an agent. 

A law professor, a finance professor, a former compliance administrator and a marketing professor. The panel 

advises S/A’s on early departure for professional sports, educates on agent matters and assists student-athletes 

One athletic department staff member, one law school faculty, one business college faculty, and one outside 

retired lawyer; there is a compliance liasion to the panel, but is not a member. 

Our PSCP is made up of our head athletics trainer and several professors from various disciplines. In reality, the 

chair of our PSCP is a law professor and is the go-to for virtually everything in which our PSCP is involved. 

Associate AD 

Outside consulting firm representative 

University legal counsel 

8 Works with SAs regarding the agent interaction process...questions to ask, things to look for in an agent. 

Chair - Director of Dispute Resolution, Law School - expertise labor arbitration and negotiation 

Vice Chair - Law Professor, Law School - expertise legal advocacy 

Coordinator - Admin Assist for Intercollegiate Athletics - expertise training and development 

Director -Office for Financial Success - expertise finance 

Director - risk/Insurance - expertise insurance 

Ex Officio (3) - Sr. Assoc. Athletics Dir. -expertise NCAA rules 

Assoc. Athletics Dir of Student Development - expertise SA 

9 Assoc. Dir. of Athletics Performance -expertise former Pro-Athlete 

We are just getting up and running after a year of evaluating the efficacy of a Pro Sports Counseling Panel. We 

10 have identified the panel members and they have had an initial meeting with our coaches. We are at the initial 
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1 3a.) If your Institution has an agent registration program, in a brief buileted fashion please describe the program: 

2 

1. Application online for all agents and financial planners. 

2. Agent must register with state. 

3 3. Once the application is submitted and the state license is verified the agent is officially registered with 

4 Agents are required to register prior to contact with current student-athletes and/or family members of current 

We request that agents register with us before contacting student-athletes or their families. The registration forms 

5 asks for pretty standard background information. However, we have no means to penalize agents who fail to 

We do not have state legislation to assist us in this manner. We require all agents to register with our office each 

6 year. We encourage the student-athletes and parents to confirm with our office that each individual they are 

Agent registers with university. 

State registration and other information from registration is verified. 

Agent can send materials to the unversity and identify SAs who are meant to receive information. 

At a time certain (date is being reviewed) information is provided to SAs. 

7 Appointments for meetings are made with compliance office and conducted on campus. 

Agents must complete an initial registration form and submit it to the compliance office. 

This form requires the Agent to inform compliance of the Student-Athlete’s they wish to contact during the 

8 academic year. 

The Institute had a registration process in place prior to the new staff coming on board. With the new staff in 

9 place, the existing policies and procedures are being created, reviewed and implemented in phrases....which 

Whenever we receive inquiry in the Compliance Office directly from an agent, we refer him/her to our website. 

We have a very short agent registration form that they are supposed to complete. We review the form in the 

10 Compliance Office and raise any red flags with the targeted student-athlete and coach. Obviously, this process is 

11 Must register with the State and with the Institution before we will allow them to meet with SA or before we will 

12 Register on our web site, click inside athletics, click compliance, click agents... 

* Agents are required to register every year (first time - full registration form; subsequent years - update 

registration form) 

* forms ask basic personal information, professional information, players’ association memberships/regsitration, 

13 and the names of our SAs they are interested in contacting 

We require any agent who expresses interest in one of our student-athletes to complete a registration form with 

14 our school and we verify that the agent is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office per our state law. 

Must register with state yearly 

Must register with Compliance office yearly 

All agents that have completed the registration requirements above are noted on the compliance office website. 

Must give 7 days notice before contacting SA 

Must provide copies of all documentation intended for SA 

15 Registered agents have the option to participate in agent interview days (one in the summer and another after the 

Complete the requisite filing and registration with the Secretary of State. 

Similar registration must be completed with the University. Under the policy of the Intercollegiate Athletics 

Department, agents seeking to represent student-athletes from the Institution are required to file and register with 

the Professional Sports Counseling Panel (PSCP). 

16 Upon approval, the student-athletes seeking to pursue a professional sports career will have access to a listing of 
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1) The agent fills out a Institutional agent registration form and attaches all relevant licenses and proof(s) of bar 

admission 

2) An informal background check is done on the agent 

3) The agent’s information is filed 

17 4) The agent’s name is placed on our registered agents database 

18 We ask all agents, advisors, & insurance providers to register with our institution and the State. 

Agents are required to contact the Compliance staff prior to contacting any student-athlete 

After contact, they are required to fill out an agent form that is kept on file in the compliance office 

All materials submitted by agents to the Compliance staff are forwarded onto the teams at the appropriate time 

19 (determined by Head Coach) 

Agents that want to contact or represent SAs, must complete a 5 page registration form and submit supporting 

documentation. 

SAs and Families are strongly encouraged to only work with registered agents. 

Agents must be registered with the state and the appropriate professional league. 

20 Registered Agents are entitled to have their information included in an agent library for SAs and families. 

-Agents are required by state law to register with the State 

-Agents register with the athletic department via a web-based form 

-Agents must include a copy of their state registration certificate 

21 

- Agent completes a form with general info including education, experience, qualifications, certifications, services 

being provided, represented athletes, employement and references. 

- Agent completes a disclosure that they have not engaged in any activity that is impermissible per NCAA 

regulations. 

- Agent procudes verfication of certification with appropriate association and copy of license verifying registration 

with the state. 

22 - Information is reviewed and confirmed with the compliance office. 

Agents/Financial Advisors must register with compliance. Compliance verifies that agent is registered in 

23 accordance with state law and the applicable certifying agency for the given sport. 

Agent registration form is available online. Agents must complete this prior to meeting with SA’s. If Agents contact 

24 our office requesting a meeting and they have not registered with us, we send them the necessary form and they 
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4d.) If in-person contact must be monitored by the institution’s staff, please check all staff that are required to be 

Compliance 

Compliance 

Compliance, Coach 

Compliance, Sports Administrator, We have allowed a Dir of Operations to sit in on the meetings. 

Compliance 
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5a.) if your Institution holds an agent day, please briefly describe how that day is conducted: 

All agents submitted their promotional materials to the compliance office for the Student-Athlete’s they want to 

speak with. The Student-Athlete’s then review the materials and inform the compliance staff which Agents they 

would like to conduct meetings with. Compliance schedules the meetings and conducts the meetings in the 

football office. Only those agents requested by Student-Athletes are permitted to come onto campus during Agent 

3 Day, and they may only meet with those players that have requested a meeting. The Student-Athlete’s and their 

Under state law, we are required to hold an agent day. We are required to notify all agents registered with the 

state and give them at least 30 days notice. We asked agents to identify those student-athletes with whom they 

wanted to meet. We asked the student-athletes if they wanted to take the meetings. If the student-athlete was 

4 agreeable, we set up the meeting on campus and restricted it to 20 minutes. A compliance staff member sat in on 

We notify student-athletes that a particular agent would like to talk with them. If they want to speak with an 

agent(s) we set up interviews over a 2 day period with our outside consultant in the room to facilitate questions. 

5 The agent has 1hour to talk with the SA. We use our suite rooms in the stadium to assign to a particular agent and 

Agent Day was held on Saturday, June 16th beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Stadium Press Box. Agents arrived by 10 

a.m. for a brief informational meeting and to set up in their private suites. Then, the players and their families had 

individual interviews at assigned times. 

6 Accordingly, we allowed each student-athlete and their families know which agents have asked to meet with them 

We are required by the state to hold a 5-day period when Agents may meet with SA’s outside their championship 

7 segment. Compliance coordinates times for interested SA’s and Agents and sits in on these meetings. The meeting 
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i7a.) If agents are permitted access to any restricted areas of athletics facilities, please check all that apply: 

Sideline (in-game) 

Coaches’ office 

Coaches’ office 



1.) Does your Institution have a 

Professional Sports Counseling Panel 

(PSCP)? 
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16 ~ In summarizing question 1, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions 

17 i that responded to the survey: 19 of them said no to having a Professional 

18 i Sports Counseling Program; while 8 of them said yes, they have a PSCP.      :: 
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3.) Does your Institution have an agent registration 
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program? 
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In summarizing question 3, the graph shows that out of 27 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 4 Institutions said no, they do not have a agent 

registration program; while 23 Institutions said yes, they have a program. 
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4.) Are agents permitted to have in-person or telephone 
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contact with enrolled student-athletes with eligibility 
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Are in-person contact restricted to certain locations? ( 
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16 In summarizing question 4b., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 
17 responded to the survey: 12 Institutions said no, in-person contact is not 

18 restricted to certain locations; while 9 Institutions said yes, agents may only have 

19 in-person contact with a student-athletes at certain locations. 
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4c.) Is in-person contact monitored by the Institution’s 
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In summarizing question 4c., the graph shows that out of 21 BCS Institutions that 

responded to the survey: 16 Institutions said no, in-person contact in not 

monitored by the Institutions staff; while 5 Institutions said yes, in-person 

contact is monitored. 



5.) Do you hold an agent day? 
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responded to the survey: 21 Institutions said no, they do not hold an agent day; 

while 6 Institutions said yes, they do hold an agent day. 
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7.) Are agents permitted access to any restricted areas of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 12:01 PM 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Meeting on Monday 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Vince, 

I am actually leaving for California early Monday morning to go to the National tournament in California. I originally thought that I was leaving on Tuesday. I hope that you are 

getting settled in Chapel Hill. 

Have a great weekend. 

Donna 



Victory Off The Field: 
Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

Theme: "Preparing now helps you know what to do in time of crisis," 

In this highly interactive group approach, players will become more aware of the challenging stressors 
they face off‘ the field and better able to constructively manage those challenges. In small group 
discussions, they will anticipate, isolate, and examine those high risk situations that could threaten 
their career, family, team and league’s reputation. For example, "managing relationships", managing 
friends and family, dealing with being injured, setting healthy boundaries by saying "no" to family and 
friends, dealing with "baby mama drama", balancing the demands of football and private life, and 
"managing finances" are just a few. 

Through these small group discussions and dialogue, players will learn more appropriate strategies, 
tools and techniques to effectively master these situations that they might face or are facing during the 
season off,the field. 

Some of the players may improve on the field performance by minimizing "offthe field" problems and 
distractions. Preventing players from engaging in illegal drug use or helping them refrain from 
associating with others who abuse illegal drugs and other disruptive behavior is a lot better than 
"damage control" later. 

These small group sessions also help create a safe environment for players to receive feedback from 
their teammates on how to effectively handle these challenges. For the team, this experience can 
create a greater sense of connectedness and willingness to pull together both on and off the field. 

Earl L. Sulfle, Ph.D., CEO, Leadership Success International, LLC 020 Renaissance Way Roswell, GA 30076 

Email: earl@earlsuttle.com Website: ~a~a~’.earlsutle.com Phone: 770-902-4433, Cell: 404-819-7112; Fax: 770-992-9444 



Team Building for Improved Team Performance 

Building Hyper Collaboration 
Driving High Performance 

Extraordinary Outcomes and Consistent Team Goals 

Theme: "Teamwork Makes the Dream Work." 

In this highly interactive group session, players will create better ways to strengthen their team 
cohesiveness, communication and connection to increase on the field performance. 

Players ~vill also learn: 

-- How to use past experiences with high performance teams to build team success. 

-- More effective ways to communicate, bond and build team trust to help move from being a 
team to a winning organism. 

-- Ways to create energo/and enthusiasm rather than discouragement. 

-- How not to compete with each other but how to complete each other for better team successs. 

-- How to improve team leadershi12, in~iluence and accountability among both veterans and new 
players. 

-- How to utilize celebrations to raise the positivity outlook of the team. 

-- How to sustain motivation and team spirit to excel more on the field. 

-- How to improve qff-lhe-field relationships thus leading to improved on the field performance. 

-- How to establish a code qfaccountabilitv to increase on the field performance of each team 
member. 

-- How to establish the XFactor to raise on the field performance. 

-- How to strengthen the concept of "D[aFing for each other" to raise team performance levels. 

-- Best positive ~tualities required of a great teammate. 

Earl L. Sutfle, Ph.D., CEO, Leadership Success International, LLC 920 Renaissance Way Roswell, GA 30076 
Email: earl@earlsuttle.corn Website: ~5~5~’.earlsutle.com Phone: 770-9~2-4433, Cell: 404-819-7112; Fax: 770-992-9444 



"Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively" 
Theme: "Relationships have more to do with success than anything else." 

This highly interactive session highlights unique ways to improve the quality of relationships 
with team members, significant others, coaches, friends and family members. It will emphasize 
how relationships can impact on the field sports performance and how to better manage others by 
managing one’s self first. Discussions will center around basic understanding of value systems 
bet~veen men and ~vomen. In small groups, participants will discuss challenges in their current 
relationships and begin to gain more knowledge and skills to improve their current significant 
other relationships, thus hopefully leading to improved on the field performance. 

Players will also learn the following: 

The Mirror Principle in assessing relationships with others. 

unique ways to improve relationships with teammates, coaches and others. 

The L.AD.D.E.R. principle for better listening and enhancing relationships. 

unique way to assess values you desire in your other significant relationships. 

The ABC’s of embracing change in relationships. 

Earl L. Sutfle, Ph.D., CEO, Leadership Success International, LLC 920 Renaissance Way Roswell, GA 30076 
Email: earl@earlsutfle.com Website: ~5~5~’.earlsutle.com Phone: 770-9~2-4433, Cell: 404-819-7112; Fax: 770-992-9444 



Alcohol and Drug Education 

In this interactive educational program on alcohol and drug education, players will 
increase their knowledge about the stages leading to alcohol and drug addiction, and 
identify signs of alcohol abuse. Also, players will learn how alcohol and drug abuse can 
affect athletic performance. Players will also create team strategies to reduce alcohol and 
drug abuse problems on their team. 

Players will also learn the following: 

How drug abuse can negatively impact their athletic performance, their college 
career, their family and their university’ s image. 

Three risk factors to becoming addicted. 

Alcohol and drug use and the LAW (Ignorance of the Law in no excuse.) 

Become more aware of what impairment means. 

Prescription and synthetic drugs - not safer than "street" drugs. 

How to intew’ene with a teammate who has a drug or alcohol problem. 

Unique ways to say "No" to drugs and/or alcohol when offered. 

Unique ways to create an accountability system on and off campus to keep the 
team environment safe from drugs of abuse on and off campus. 

Dr. Earl Suttle is the CEO and founder of Leadership Success International, LLC, an international 
consulting and training company based in Atlanta, GA, that works with businesses and organizations to 
increase their profits and productivity through developing their people. He earned his Doctorate in 
Addiction Studies. 

As a business consultant and highly sought after dynamic entertaining keynote professional speaker, Dr. 
Suttle delivers numerous presentations throughout the year in the United States and South Africa. He is the 
coauthor of five books with Dr. Jotm Hubbard; "Earl’s Pearls on Enjoying Excellence", "Preparing For and 
Managing High-Risk Situations in the Lives of College Athletes (An Athlete’s Guide)", "Preparing For and 
Managing High-Risk Situations in the Lives of Professional Athletes (A Player’s Guide)","Great Life 
Choices for Teens (Who Want to Make a Difference)" and their newest, "From Stressed to Blessed". All 
books have received rave reviews. He also has produced a number of CD’s and DVD’s on leadership and 
professional and personal development. "Empowermcnt through education and enthusiasm" is the mission 
statement of his company. 

He has conducted keynote addresses and serainars for many corporations such as AFLAC Insurance, 
AT&T Corporation, Delta Air Lines, The Coca-Cola Company, American Express, Kimberly-Clark 
Corporation, United States Postal Service, Kraft Foods, and The Hartford Insurance Group, Wachovia 
Ba~tk, The Atlanta Life Insurance Company, Georgia Department of Labor, Cobb EMC, Anheuser-Busch 
Companies, The University of Miami, The University of Georgia, Los Alamos County, NM Govermnent, 
Gallaudet U~tiversity and ~nany more. Dr. Suttle is also a consultant to the National Football League (NFL) 
and World Wrestling Entertaimnent (WWE) where he works directly with the players. Dr. Suttle has also 
been featured on CNN, Ebony Magazine and In-Style Magazine. 

Dr. Earl Suttle, CEO, Leadership Success h~ternational, LLC 920 Reuaissmnce Way Roswelk GA 30076 

Email: earl@eaxlsuttle.com Website: www.earlsutle.com Phoue: 770-992-4433, Cell: 404-819-7112; Fax: 770-992-9444 



Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 

Dr. Earl Suttle is the Founder and Clrairman of Leadership Success International, LLC, an international training and 
consulting compaw based in Atlanta, GA, that specializes in working withbusinesses and organizations to increase 
their profits and productivity through developing their people. 

As a business consultant and dynamic, entertaining keynote professional speaker, Dr. Suttle delivers numerous 
presentations throughout the year in the United States and South Africa. He also conducts life skills workshops at 
tmiversities and schools across the conntry. Dr. Suttle’s 25 years as a business consultant and healthcare 
professional gives him a u~fique perspective in his work with companies, hospitals, ~mrsing home and independent 
living facilities on leaderstfip and motivating employees. 

Dr. Suttle is coauthor of five books with Dr. John Hubbard: "Earl’s Pearls on Enjoying Excellence," "Preparing for 
and MaI~aging High-Risk Sitt~ations in the Lives of College Athletes (An Athlete’s Guide)," "Preparing for and 
Managing High-Risk Sitnations in the Lives of Professional Athletes (A Player’s Guide),""Great Life Choices for 
Teens (Who Want to Make a Difference)" and their about to be released, "From Stressed to Blessed". All books 
have been receiving rave reviews. He has produced a ~mmber of CDs and DVDs on leaderstfip, professional and 
personal development. Dr. Suttle is also a consultant to the NFL (National Football League), the NBA (National 
Basketball Association) and the WWE (World Wrestling Entertainment) where he works directly with the players. 

Dr. Suttle has conducted keynote addresses and seminars for many corporations such as Aflac Insurance, AT&T 
Corporation, Delta Air Lines, The Coca-Cola Company, A~nerican Express, Kimberly-Clark Corporatiork United 
States Postal Service, Kraft Foods, The Hartford Insurance Group, Wells Fargo Bank, Georgia Department of Labor, 
Anheuser-Busch Co~npanies. Dr. Suttle began his professional life as an elementary school teacher and guidance 
counselor and particularly enjoys his workshops in the educational field at schools and tmiversities such as the 
Universi~" of Georgia, Indiana University’, University" of Florida, University" of Miami, University of Alabama and 
many more. In addition, he is a long time approved speaker for the NCAA Health Care Grant. Dr. Suttle earned 
his doctorate in Addiction Studies and spent many years working in the healthcare profession. Expertise and 
camaraderie are the hallmarks of his work in the health care industry with clients such as Kentucl~." Health Care 
Association, Arizona Health Care Association, Georgia Health Care Association, American Hospital Association, 
Tennessee Health Care Association, West Virginia Health Care Association and Wisconsin Health Care Association, 
to name a few. 

His wife, Dr. Felicia Suttle, is host of her own talk show, "Conversations with Felicia" on The Africa Channel that 
airs in the US, UK, and the Caribbean. Earl and his wife have been featured on CNN, Ebony Magazine and InStyle 
Magazine. Dr. Suttle is the proud father of one sork Darron, two daughters, Lindi and Zani, and two grandchildren. 

As a professional speaker and business consultant, Dr. Suttle is available to do training and keynote speaking at 
conventions, companies, federal and state-sponsored events, civic associations, school systems, and churches. To 
learn more about his speaking availability and seminar schedules, as well as Dr. Suttle’s resources, contact him by 
phone at 770-992-4433; email him at earl@earlsuttle.com; or visit his website at www.earlsuttle.com. 
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2. University Policy Memo 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CERTIFICATION OF ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY 

PURPOSE 

This memorandum outlines the general provisions of the University and the National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA) regulations concerning enrolhnent and academic requirements that 
must be met by student-athletes in order for them to be certified by the Office of the University 
Registrar a~s eligible to participate in Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) or NCAA sponsored 

athIetic events. 

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Stndent-athletes must meet the provisions of eligibility as prescribed by both the University" and 

the NCAA. This memorandum outlines the policies, processes, and systems in place to 

determine the eligibility of athietes to represent the University in NCAA or ACC competition. 

2. UNIVERSITY ELIGIBILITY 

AII student-athletes must meet the academic eligibility policies in place at the time of the 
student’s first term ofe~rollme~t. Academic eligibility policies in force at the time of a student’s 
first enrollment are represented in the Carolina Undergraduate Bulletin. 

3. NCAA ELIGIBILITY 

In addition to meeting University academic eligibility policies, student-athletes must comply 
with policies governed by the NCAA Division I Constitution Operating Bylaws and 
Administrative Bylaws. (The details of the NCAA eligibility rules are contained in the NCAA 

Division I Constitution Operating Bylaws and Administrative Bylaws Manual that is published 

anzmally), lg~’qC’s Athletic Compliance Office and the Office of the University Registrar work 

Student-athletes who entered after August 1, 2003 and who have completed at least one 

academic year in residence or utilized one season of eligibility in a sport will be computed based 

on the guidelines indicated below. Student-athletes who first entered college prior to August 1, 
2003 are subject to slightly different rules and should refer to staff in the Athletics Office for 

specific requirements. 

a. All student-athletes must pass a minimum of 6 degree-applicable hours each 
academic term in which they are enrolled full-time (not including summer terms) to 

be eligible the following term, 



b. Atl student-athletes must pass a minimum of 18 degree-applicable hours since the 
beginning of the previous fall term or since the beginning of the University’s 
preceding regular two semesters (not incIuding summer terms.) 

do 

All student-athletes must pass a minimum of 24 degree applicable hours prior to the 
beginning of the students 3rd term, including snn~mer sessions. 

All students must declare an official major offered by the University beginning with 
tl~eir fifth full time term. 

e. All student-athletes must pass a minimum number of cumulative hours [br the percent 

towards degree requirement based on the number of full-time terms completed: 

Number of FT terms 

completed 

2 
4 
6 
8 

Degree Applicable Hours 
and % of Total Hours 
Required for Major 

(48) 40% 
(72) 6~% 
(96) 80% 

Minimum GPA 

(I.8) 90% ofUNC Min 
(1.9) 95% ofUNC Min 
~_:p). 100% ofUNC Min 
(2.0) 100% ofUNC Min 

Com’ses taken in summer school following the regular academic year may be used in 
computing the progress towards degree requirement. Courses that are taken prior to 
initial full time enrollment maybe used to fulfill the 24 hour requirement. Courses taken 
in summer school other than at UNC-CH must be evaluated and accepted by the 
Undergraduate Admissions Office as academic degree credit at this institution. These 
courses must be approved by Undergraduate Admissions prior to enrollment at another 
institution. 

g. In order to include credit hours as a part of progress toward degree requirements, the 
hours must be recorded in a term prior to the semester for which the certification is 
effective. 

h. Credit laours for regular courses will be counted in the term in which the course was taken 
......... rega~:dless of when the finn grade is reported,, ...... 

All student-athletes are required to declare a major by the beginning of the third year 
(fifth semester). From that poim, calculations of credit hours to determine eligibility will 
be based upon credit hours earned tbr degree credit in the students’ specific major which 
count towards the student’s specific baccalaureate degree program. 

Note: Any exceptions to the NC.4~,\ Eligibility compliance rules and regulations indicated 
above, or questions concerning the interpretation of ACC or NCAA rules should be resolved and 

directed as sl~own in #7 below, "Interpretation of ACC or NCAA Rules." 



4. CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

meetlu~s: m’e ]ield ba~,e~ ~mplf~ce ~d A~e~c 



5. RETENTION OF RECORDS 

Paper records (academic worksheets, check sheets, waivers and other special documemation 
pertaining to a student’s eligibility status) related to the certification of student-athletes will be 
maintained in current hard copy files, by sport, until the athlete has exhausted eligibility or is no 
longer competing in athtetic competition. All paper documentation on previously competing 
atl~tetes is then imaged to student files and retained in the University Registrar’s record storage 
system. Certification documentation connected to student files follow the retention and 
disposition schedule of’~Stndent Folders File", currently hetd for 10 years from the student’s 
initial enrollment. (Retention of these records exceeds the ACC recommendation that all 
certitication records be kept for at least seven years from initial enrollment). The Declaration of 
Eligibility Rosters approved and signed by the University Registrar are maintained separately 
and retained permanemIy. In addition to paper documentation, effective with the creation of the 
University Registrar’s NCAA eligibility tracking database in fall 2005, all electronic information 
on athlete’s statuses are maintained in perpetuity. 

6. I~GULAR MEETINGS WITH COMPLIANCE OFFICE 

Meetings wi!l be scheduIed with the members of the Compliance Office and the University 
Registrar’s oi~ce to review imernal processes, receive additional training on various athletic and 
academic rules and regulations of either the NCAA or UNC, or to review any issues pertaining to 
particular athleies. This wilt include a review at least twice a year of each individual athlete to 
e:asure consistency in the calculation of hours and the evaluation of the academic worksheet. 
The Academic Support Staffwill be included in these meetings as necessary. 

7. [NTERPRETATION OF ACC OR NCAA RULES 

During the eIigibility certification process, questions concerning the interpretation of ACC or 
NCAA rules should be submitted in writing to the Compliance Office within the Department of 
Athletics, specifically the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility or the 
Assistant Director of Compliance. The Compliance Staffwill promptly respond to the inquiry in 
writing. When further review is necessary, the Compliance Staff will forward the request to the 
co~ference (ACC) or NCAA ofl~ce for an official interpretation. The Compliance Staff will 
receive the i~terpretation in writing and wil! forward the information to the appropriate parties 

.... invol~ed within the University ........ 

8. CERTIFYING OFFICIALS 

The Chancellor is responsible for approving the procedures fbr certifying the eligibility of an 
institution’s student-athletes under NCAA legislation. The Chancellor has designated the 
Director of Athletics as the individual responsible fbr the institution’s rules compliance, and the 
Director of Athletics has assigned oversight of the compliance program to the Senior Associate 
Att~letic Director. The staff of the Senior Associate AthIetic Director works in concert with the 
staff in the University Registrar’s Office to monitor compliance and certify athletes. As the 
CerIi~},ing Officer, the University Registrar is responsible for approving and signing the 
"Eligibility Declaration" to certify that student athletes meet the Institutional, Conference, and 
NCAA requirements for eligibility. Certification of eligibility must occur prior to allowing a 
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student-athlete to represent the institution in intercollegiate competition (see Bylaw 14. I0.1). 

(Revised: 1/t 4/08) 

Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Date 



3. Introduction to Certification and RACES 

Athletic certification is performed by the Degree Audit and NCAA Compliance Specialists in the Office 

of the University Registrar. There are currently four such positions, with two being devoted primarily to 

athletic certification. Athletic certification was taken over by the degree audit section prior to the fall 

2005 certification cycle. At that time, RACES (Registrar’s Athletic Certification and Eligibility System) 

was created. RACES is an Access database that tracks academic progress and eligibility status for each 

student-athlete by term. The database also serves several reporting and administrative functions. 

Certification Process Overview 

Receive official sport rosters from the Compliance Office via ACS. 

(For more information on receiving rosters and importing them into the RACES database, see 
the Importing Rosters from ACS section) 

2. For each team, each student must be evaluated individually to determine whether he/she has 
met the appropriate eligibility requirements. 

3. Once an athlete has been determined to be either eligible or ineligible, it is noted as such in the 

RACES database and ConnectCarolina. 

After an entire team has been reviewed, a "Declaration of Eligibility" form is printed with all 

eligible athletes. This form is signed by the University Registrar and serves as an official record 

of the students eligible to compete; until a student has been certified to play by the Registrar, 
he or she cannot participate in athletic competition. 

5. As they are completed, copies of the Eligibility Declaration forms are sent to the Compliance 

Office. 

The certification process is conducted by evaluating each athlete individually, determining the 

appropriate rules he/she should be evaluated against, and determining if the student meets those 

rules based on completed coursework. There are distinct differences in the process if the term being 

certified is the student’s first term, the student is a transfer student and this is the first term he/she is 
attending UNC-CH, or the student is a continuing student. There are also differences for continuing and 

transfer students based on the number of terms attended full-time at any institution. In any case, the 

certification process includes the completion of an academic worksheet to track the student’s major 

progress and using the RACES database to determine if the student has met the appropriate rules 
according to his/her academic program status. 

In addition to determining the appropriate rules he/she should be evaluated against shown below, all 

athletes (first year, transfer, and continuing students) should also be checked to ensure they are 

academically eligible according to UNC-CH rules and that no Judicial Actions (Honor Code Violations) 

have been noted on their record by the Judicial Programs Officer in the Dean of Students Office. This 

is accomplished by reviewing the student’s official record in ConnectCarolina. The Academic Standing 

Status can be seen at the end of each enrolled term on the student’s transcript (Main Menu > Records 

and Enrollment > Transcripts > Transcript Request) or in Advisor Center on the Advisee Academics tab 
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(Main Menu > Self Service > Advisor Center > Advisee Student Center). Any existing or pending Judicial 

Actions are identified by a Service Indicator placed on the student’s record by the Dean of Students 

Office and can be seen in Advisor Center on the General Info tab {{Main Menu > Self Service > Advisor 

Center > Advisee Student Center). 

NCAA Rules Disclaimer 

The rules indicated in this procedure manual are based on the 2011-2012 NCAA Division 1 Manual. The 

manual should always be the primary source of this information if there are questions regarding any of 

these processes. New rules or interpretations may periodically be approved that will change what is 

listed in the manual. Any rules and regulations imposed by the ACC in addition to those set forth by the 

NCAA must also be followed when applicable. Contact the Compliance Office for any questions 

regarding NCAA and ACC rules and interpretations. 

Certification Flow Chart 

Registrar signg 

held be~ee~ Com~liar~ee a~d ~hte~c Advisors. 
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Athlete Certification Form Overview 
This form is where most of the certification work is done. Each athlete can be viewed in this form; at the top of the form is the primary 
information associated with each athlete, such as Name, Sport, First Term the student began attending college, etc. The main part of the 
form is in the middle, which has different records for each term the athlete is being certified. 

Athlete Identification and other Primary Information 
Student/Team 

Te r m 

Records - 

see next 

page j~or 

more 

inj~ormation 

Hours Summary & 

Term Display 



Term Record Overview 

In the middle portion of the Athlete Certification Form, term records exist for each term and have information related to hours earned that 

term as well as indicate which rules should be certified. Two term records are shown. 

Term Information 

The top information in each term record is associated with the term listed on the left, including 

major the student was certified against as well as hours registered and earned. If the term 

record is a fall term, the Summer Hours text box would be active (as in the 069 record below.) 

Comments: Any comments that are needed to track the student or 

that contribute in some way to the certification decision that 

semester. These are internal comments only. 

Printed Comment: This comment appears on the eligibility 

declaration and is used when a waiver or exception was needed to 

certify a particular student for a term. 

Rule Information 

This information is in the bottom half of the term record, and is based on coursework 

completed prior to the term (such as the number of hours earned the previous full-time term 

and the determined eligibility status). Rules that are not applicable to this term (based on the 

students first term and number of full-time terms) are in gray and disabled. 

Selected Student Print - If certifying a single student, 

click this box so you can choose to only print the 

selected students on the Eligibility Declaration. 

CertDate - The date the student was certified. 

Updated 1947 - Indication that the determined eligibility 

status was updated in ConnectCarolina. 



4. Judicial Actions 

Athletes with an honor code violation noted on their record may not be certified to participate in 

athletic events unless an exception has been granted by the Honor Court which allows the student to 

participate in athletic events through the probationary period. Documentation of all exceptions must 

be obtained from the Judicial Programs Officer in the Office of the Dean of Students before an athlete 

with an Honor Code Violation may be certified to participate in his/her sport. The document is called 

"NOTICE OF HONOR SYSTEM ACTION - STUDENT ATHLETE" and includes a statement in the section 
"Honor Court Sanction" indicating the exception that the student be allowed to participate fully with 

the team throughout the probationary period. (See Sample Notice below). This Notice should be 

obtained before certifying an athlete who has an honor court violation. These Notices are sent to the 

Registrar and a copy will be given to the NCAATeam. The NCAATeam will add the notice to the 

student’s file. Also, the Records Department will receive documentation from the Judicial Programs 

Office if there is an action required. An example is that ifa student is suspended from UNC, then 
someone in the Records Department will drop all of their classes for the semester. 

SAMPLE NOTICE OF HONOR SYSTEM ACTION - STUDENT ATHLETE 

CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: NOTICE OF HONOR SYSTEM ACTION - STUDENT ATHLETE 

Name: Joe Student 

PID: 712345678 

Effective Date of Sanction/Action: 9/10/11 

Honor Court Sanction: Alcohol probation effective immediately and to run through the end 

of the spring 2012 semester with exception that the student be 

allowed to participate fully with the team 

throughout the probationary period. 

Comments: 

Submitted by: Judicial Programs Officer 
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The student will have a service indicator that is added by the Student Affairs Office. The service 

indicator code will be RSTifthe honor court case is pending and will be RAC if there is a violation. The 

Service Indicator Reason Code will be $1, $2, or $3. Details about the honor code violation are not in 
ConnectCarolina. This information will have to come from the Judicial Programs Office. 

See the screenshot below for an example of a pending honor court violation on a student-athlete’s 

record. 

F~,or~ea Nain Nenu > Se~f Servce > A@4ser Center > AdvBee Academics 

UNO,oOhapel Hill 

De@ Hold- Transcript 

Dean of Students JPO 

Conta@the Office of the Dean o~Students 966-4042, 

Negative 

Term:: Seen Term End TeFm: 

~}ae: End Bate: 

Role[once; 

Dean of Students Office 

Cent c~ Co~tact Perso~ :: 

i:: ~ac d B~: £i: 3 P~ace@ 

P~aced @ethed: M a n u a I 

P~aced Process: Release Process:: 

1 TRH Restri ct Tra n s cn pt Acce s s 
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If an honor court case is pending, then the student athlete is considered to be in good standing and no 
action is to be taken until after his/her court date, depending on the outcome. 

The Judicial Programs Office puts the remark on the student’s record. Below are the only comments 

that will be used on the student’s record about his honor code violation: 

1. Honor Court Case Pending. Possible Honor Code Violation. 

2. Disciplinary Probation for/through/through at least [Semester/Year]: Honor Code Violation. 

3. Disciplinary Suspension for/through/through at least [Semester/Year]: Honor Code Violation. 

4. Permanent Suspension from UNC-Chapel Hill: Honor Code Violation. 

5. Expulsion from UNC- Chapel Hill: Honor Code Violation. 

If there is a remark that is different from these five, the registrar needs to be notified. 

5. Importing Rosters from ACS 

Instructions for using ACS 

1. You will need to get a user name and password from the Compliance Office 

2. Go to http://incontrol.acsathletics.com/ 

3. Click on the Team Manager tab 

4. Click on Athletes 

.5. In the top right corner beside Current Sport, select the team you want. If you want everyone, 

there is an All Athletes option. 

I Current IFeridng~ Women’s Sport: 

6. Select Grid Report (which is beside Print Report), check the top check box to include everyone 

in the list, then click the Print button. This will open as an Excel spreadsheet. 
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Customi~ Grid 

6. Updating RACES 

Below are the steps for updating RACES prior to the fall semester for continuing athletes, using fall 

2011 as an example. 

1. Run query in ConnectCarolina called NC_ATH_CURRENT_ATHLETES, which will include all 

current athletes 

a. Only use PID, Sport, Name, Prim Prog, Acad Plan, and Take Prgrs. Exclude the Academic 

Standing because many will be blank and RACES will not add a new row if any of the 

fields you are updating are blank. The Academic Standing will not be accurate for 

everyone at this time anyway because it is during the middle of first summer session. 

b. Import this query into RACES. For fall 2011, it was named Athletes Competing in 119 in 

PS PIDS Names Majors. 

c. Use this query to append to tblTerms. 

d. Run the Increase Number of Terms Update Query for 119 using 119 as the criteria. This 

will increase the number of terms for each athlete by one. 

2. Create a backup oftblTerms 

3. Run qry_Append119CAiRosters to tbl Terms which will add a new term for 119 and will 

populate the Prim Prog, Acad Plan, and Take Prgrs 

4. Increase number of terms by one 

a. Use update query named "Increase Number of Terms Update Query for 119" which will 

add one term to the Number of Terms field 

b. Note that the update of adding one term is based on the prior term so it shouldn’t add a 

term for those athletes who do not have a prior term 
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Below are the steps for updating RACES prior to the fall semester for new athletes, using fall 2011 as 

an example. 

After Susan Maloy in Compliance has told you that most of the athletes have been entered in ACS, then 

you can proceed with this process. This should be around early August. 

1. Run Grid Roster from ACS as an Excel file for all athletes 

Remove all fields except for Last Name, First Name, PID, and Sport Code and then import this 

file into RACES naming it using the format 20110808_NewStudents. If you are not able to get 

the sport codes as they are in RACES, then you will have to do a find and replace in Excel to 

change the sport names to sport codes. 

3. Create a new table called 119_CAi_Rosters then copy 20110808_NewStudents into the new 

119 CAi table 

a. On the database window in the Tables tab, right click on the new CAi table that was 

recently imported. 

b. Click Copy on the drop-down menu. 

c. On any whitespace between the tables, right-click. On the drop-down menu, choose 

Paste. 

d. On the dialog box that appears, choose Append Data to Existing Table. In the Table 

Name field, type the name of the main CAi table for the term that was previously 

created (for example, 072_CAi_Rosters). 

e. Click OK. 

f. If for some reason an error message pops-up indicating that some records can’t be 

pasted, continue to paste anyway. It’s possible a student was already in the table and so 

the record would not be added again. 

Run the query named qry_Append_119CAiRosters to tbl Athlete. This will add any new 

athletes that are in the 119_CAi_Rosters table to tbl_Athlete and it will also update the first 

term to 119. 

5. Make a copy oftblTerms as a back-up 

6. Run the query named qry_Append_119CAiRosters to tbl Terms. This will add a new 119 term 

for everyone that is a new athlete, but it will not add a term if one already exists. 

Below is the process for updating RACES prior to the spring semester for new and continuing athletes, 

using spring 2011 as an example. 

1. Create a new table called 112_CAi_Rosters then copy 109_CAi_Rosters into the 112 CAi table 
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Make a copy of tblTerms as a back-up 

Run the query named qry_Append_109_CAi_Rosters to tbl Terms. This will add a new 112 

term for everyone that is a new athlete, but it will not add a term if one already exists. The 

college, cert major, and hours registered will need to be entered manually at the time of 

certification. 

4. There will only be a few new athletes added during the spring so they can be added manually to 

the database. 

Manually Adding Term Records for a Student 

In some cases a term record may not have been created for a student (such as ifa student were 

manually added to the database through the administrative form) or else a term needs to be deleted 

because it was automatically created and the student graduated the previous term. Both the addition 

and deletion of terms happens from the main Athlete Certification form. 

To add or delete records, click on the Term Display button at the bottom of the form. 

! 

Another window will appear, displaying term records (if any) and that will allow new records to be 

added or existing ones deleted. 
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To add a record: 

1. Enter a term record (three digit format, for example: 069) in the Term field, as well as the 
following fields: CertlVlajor, Hours Registered, Standing, IVlajorCode and Second IVlajor. 

2. Click on the next empty record, which will save the record that was added. 

3. Close the form using the blackX button. (NOTE: To make the term records appear in the athlete 
certification form, change to another student and then back to the current one.) 

To delete a record: 

1. Click on the gray box to the left of an existing term record (in the example above, click on the 
gray box to the left of the term field.) 

2. The whole row should be highlighted. Hit the Delete button on the keyboard. 

3. A message will appear verifying that the delete should be performed. Click Yes. 
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7. First Year Students 
First year students need clearance from the NCAA Eligibility Center and to be registered full time to be 

eligible. All athletes must be certified through the Center, where it is determined if the high school 

work meets the NCAA Initial Eligibility standards. Once a student is cleared, we receive forms called 
48Cs from the Compliance Office for each student. 

1. Receive the 48C from Compliance. 

Below is an example of a 48C sent from the Eligibility Center. Be sure to note the student’s 

name and team. If the student is participating in multiple sports, he/she will need to be 

certified for amateurism in every sport; therefore, all of their sports need to be listed on the 

48C. Most importantly, near the bottom of the form under Amateurism Decision, the form 
should say CERTIFIED next to Division 1. (It is possible that the form will say something other 

than CERTIFIED next to Division 2, but this is irrelevant). Also, check under Academic 
Certification to see if they are a Qualifier in which it will say Final Qualifier. 
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92*0 

(Yes 

2. Complete academic worksheet. 

This can be done by going to the Academic Advising website (http://advisinR.unc.edu), printing 

out the correct worksheet, and completing it by hand. At this point it is not important to have 

the worksheet, but this sets the record up for the next certification. For first year students, the 

only courses that will need to be added are any transfer or by exam credit they have received 

as well as the courses they are registered for in the current term. Below is an example of an 

academic worksheet. 
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EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE - BA (12@ hr~) 

For Students entering UniversiW Fall 2@1@ or later 
Opfiona| 2~ Major 

APPROACI-IE S 

Phys. and I3f~ 

EX$S175 ~r27~ 

BIOL 101 

C:ONNECTIONS 

BIOL 

US Diver~tT (US) 

Q~=t. Reas. (QR) 

PM. P~avanmg t~H): 

~a~to Imo {Q’D or 2~ Q~=~. Reaz~ (QR) 

N~r~a Ath~tk W~ 

S:~PLE:\I~NTf#d~ ~DI’(ATIO_N" ,i’~ot I-~ a coxkr~e from the l~)or &~am~* ~ :my co:~ ~d *~ :a*is~" n:aj~ . May ~y ~::b:e with 

Cm~o~. A ~ond ~jor o~ n~m-, once coa~lete~ ~s g~len~ll~ Ed. (om’ses must be 3 h~m-~ or more. 

~IAJOF.&IINOF~,’ELE CTIVES 

E2~RCISE & SPORT SCONCE � ~donal Mbmr: 

O Courses - 27 Hour:s) 
Eiec~-es Eiec~ ~ 

175 

220 or 221 

276 

273,* 

376* 

For Undecided students, the TarHeel Tracker (degree audit) can be used instead of an academic 
worksheet. There ~s a TarHeelTracker for students entering the University as freshman in fall 
2009 and later and also for transfer students entering UNC beginning in fall 2011. The 
screenshot below is a general overview of the Tracker. 
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Favor~es Main Menu > Academic Ad0~isement > Student Advsement > Request Advisement 

®. 

Tar Heel Tracker 

The following screenshot shows more detail in Foundations that this student has completed her 
English requirements. 
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~iot 5a~ed: Foundations (RGiOOI) 

5a~zis~ed: English Connposikion and Rhekoric (R~O00I) 

Courses: 2 required~ 2 taken, 0 needed 

English 101 (R~OOOI:LNO010) 

Courses: i required, i taken~ 0 needed 

E~G CO~4P & 
ENGL lO2 3,002010 Fall B+ 

RHETORIC 

~:i~=~: Studen~ must take either ENGL 102 or I02I (R~000I:LN0020) 

Courses: i required~, i kaken~ 0 needed 

ENGL 102                                              3~00 2011 Spring               A- 
R, HETOR.~C 

Once the eligibility of the student has been determined, both the RACES database and 
ConnectCarolina must be updated. See the section titled Reeording Eligibility Determinations, 
on how to accomplish this task. 

8. Transfer Students 
Transfer students are certified in a special way the first term attending UNC. Afterwards, they will be 

certified as a normal continuing student (or possibly a continuing mid-year certification depending on 

how many full-time terms they have completed.) Use the flow chart below to determine if the transfer 

student has met eligibility requirements. 
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Transfer Student Eligibility Flow Chart (from the NCAA Regional Rules Semina rs) 

1. Is a transfer exception met? 

See next page for possible exceptions. NO 
Student-athlete must serve an academic year in 

residence. 

2. Did the student-athlete complete six credit 

hours during the last full-time term of enrollment? 

Enroll 

After 

2003 

Enroll Before 

2003 

Student-athlete must serve an academic year in 

residence. 

3. Applicable credit-hour requirement for transfer 

met? 
YES 

Student-athlete is eligible to participate. Percentage 

of degree requirements must be met, if applicable. 

Student-athlete is not eligible for the first term of enrollment at the certifying 

institution. The student-athlete may regain eligibility after one term. 
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Transfer Students Flow Chart Explanation and Detail 

Is a transfer exception met? (Flow Chart #1) 

The determination of the specific transfer exception for each student is officially determined by the 

Compliance office. For example, if the student is using the One-Time Transfer Exception, authorization 

must be gained from the previous institution to use this transfer exception for the student-athlete. 

Verify with Compliance the transfer exception being used since they are the people in communication 

with the coaches and previous institutions. 

For Basketball, Football, and Baseball, one time transfer exceptions cannot be used. Typically, these 

students must sit out from competition one year to serve a year in residence. 

Possible transfer exceptions: 

Two year transfers (Bylaw 14.5.4.6) 

- Discontinued/Nonsponsored Sport Exception (14.5.4.6.1) 

-Two-Year Nonparticipation or Minimal Participation Exception (14.5.4.6.2) 

Four year transfers (Bylaw 14.5.5.2) 

A transfer student (other than one under disciplinary suspension per Bylaw 14.5.1.2) from a four-year 

collegiate institution is not subject to the residence requirement for intercollegiate competition, 

provided the student does not have an unfulfilled residence requirement at the institution from which 

he or she is transferring (except for the return to original institution without participation exception) 

and any of the following exceptions is satisfied. 

- Educational Exchange Exception (14.5.5.2.1) 

- Exchange Student Exception (14.5.5.2.2) 

- Discontinued Academic Program Exception (14.5.5.2.3) 

-International Student Program Exception (14.5.5.2.4) 

- Military Service Exception (14.5.5.2.5) 

- Discontinued/Nonsponsored Sport Exception (14.5.5.2.6) 

-Two-Year Nonparticipation or Minimal Participation Exception (14.5.5.2.7) 

- Nonrecruited Student Exception (14.5.5.2.9) 

- One-Time Transfer Exception (14.5.5.2.10) 

Did the student-athlete complete six credit hours during the last full-time term of enrollment? (Flow 

Chart #2) 

1. Go to Self Service, Advisor Center and the transfer credit tab. 

2. Click on the detail link for the most recent institution attended. 
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Look at the External Term to determine the courses taken in the prior term. 

If the number of hours earned is six or more the student has met this rule. The hours do not 

have to necessarily be transferrable; the student just needs to have earned six hours at the 

previous institution in the last full-time term attended. 

Term: 2119    2011 Fall 

2808 FALL HdT 201 

Posted 2006 ’9ilNT HST 202 

Posted 2007 8PR HST 203 

Posted 

6 Posted 2806 F&LL J~PN 999 

Posted 2011 

8Pested Ps oo 
Posted 2011 8PR ENG 106 

Posted 2811 8PR 

HIST -- 

HIdT 127 

HIST 128 

ENGL 130 

JAPN 999 

ENGL -- 

TRN TR 

2,680 TR 

POLl -- 

ENGL 125 2.880 TRN TR 

ENGL 101 

Applicable credit-hour requirement ~or transfer met? (Flow Chart #3) 

Depending on the number of full-time terms, the student will be responsible for having earned a 

certain number of hours at the previous institutions. 

1. Determine the number of full-time terms the student has attended college past high school. 

a. Go to Records and Enrollment-Transfer Credit Evaluation-External Education to see 

when the student finished high school. The student will not be held accountable for 

transfer credit earned while still attending high school. 
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Exte[nat O[g ~D; David Douglas High School 

Term T~: E xteraal Ter~ 

Ter~ Year: 2008 Academic 

H~gh Sch~ 

Unknown 

Date: 08/01~2004 Te Date: 06042008 Comments 

Ac£o~ Tra~scr@t Bate Ba~e Received T[a~scdpt T~e T[aascr@t StatBs Data SoB[c;e Data 

Re c:e~ve 071£2811 07’12~2811 O~ c:~ a ~ Final 

1HSGraIuat 2088 Unknown UNC-CH 

UNC-CH 

In the screenshot below, you can see when the student first attended collel~e that was 

after i~raduation from hil~h school. You can see the dates of attendance in the middle of 

the screen and the institution the student attended. 
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FavorSes Nain Nanu > Records and Enrolment > Transfer Cred~ EvaBatian > E×ternal Educatoa 

Dala !@rebel: 1 Car~: Underg~-ad 

Te[m Type: Exter~a~ Te~: 

Te~m Year: 2010 Academic Le~el Unknown 

I Frem Bate: 09120’2008 To Bate’. 052020101 C@~/~ eats 

Actba Tra~sc:r~t Date Date Received Transcript T’~e Transcript Stat~s #a~a Source    Data 

R e c e ire d 02 032011 02~ 10,~2011 

Determine the term that corresponds with the date of first college attendance after high 

school. Note this term, as you will need to enter it into RACES. 

Based on the first term of attendance, count the number of spring and fall terms that 

have passed. For example if the student’s first term of college attendance was in Fall 

2008 and the student is being certified for the Fall of 2011, it is likely that the student 

has completed 4 full-time terms. Note the number of full-time terms, as you will need to 

enter the number into RACES. 

NOTE: This method is not an exact science; to be certain, check with the Compliance 

Office. It is possible the student could have missed a semester or more for a variety of 

reasons. Another possible source of information is the transcript from the previous 

school which was likely imaged along with the other student related files. Contact the 
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Admissions office if information is needed on locating transcripts from prior schools. 

2. Based on the number of full-time terms in attendance, the following number of hours must be 

completed in order for the student to be eligible (Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2): 

One semester 

One academic year 

3 semesters/4 quarters 

4 or more semesters 

Hours Completed 

6 

24 

30 

Must meet applicable percentage-of-degree 

requirement (see the Continuing Eligibility section 

for specific requirements and Bylaw 14.4.3.2) and 

six semester hours of academic credit during the 

previous term of full-time enrollment, if 

applicable (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1.2.1). 

At this point it is not necessary to certify GPA (since the student has not yet attended school 

here, there is no applicable GPA to certify.) GPA will be certified beginning with the completion 

of one full-time term here at UNC. 

In RACES, check the Transfer checkbox, update the first term attended (FirstTerm field) and 

update the total number of terms (Num of Terms field) based on the determinations made 

during certification (these fields are located in the middle of the top portion of the form.) It is 

important that these fields are correct since later the rules that will be displayed as the ones to 

certify the student against will be based on the FirstTerm field.) 

To record the eligibility determination for this student in ConnectCarolina and the database, see 

the section titled Recording Eligibility Determination. 

For students transferring from schools within the ACC, there are sometimes special rules they 

must adhere to. Contact the Compliance Office for more information on these rules. 
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9. Continuing Students 
Students who have completed one or more semesters at UNC-CH are considered continuing students 

for certification purposes and are all subject to similar requirements based on how many full-time 

terms they have completed. Generally at the beginning of a term, entire teams are certified together; 

later in the term, additional students may need to be certified individually as they become eligible. 

Students that have completed an odd number of full-time semesters at the beginning of a fall term are 

considered "mid-year students" and follow the eligibility rules in a slightly different way. These 

students will be fully certified during the mid-year certification process, while during the fall semester 

will only be certified for the 6 hour rule and GPA. See the Mid-Year Certification Students section 

below for more information on these students. 

Continuing Student Certification Procedures (fall term) 

1. Find the necessary paperwork for each student. This will include an academic worksheet, 

paperwork from the NCAA Eligibility Center, and other relevant documents. All Files are sorted 
into folders by student and sport. 

2. Update the academicworksheet 

Determine whether the student’s major has changed since their academic worksheet 

was last updated. The currently declared major can be found on the Grades by Term 

query or the Student Program/Plan page in ConnectCarolina (Main Menu > Records and 

Enrollment > Career and Program Information > Student Program/Plan). If a new major 

worksheet is needed, download the worksheet from 

http://advising.unc.edu/advising/worksheets-home. 

Add grades to the worksheet for courses from the previous spring semester. The 

courses were already added to the worksheet when the spring schedule audit was 

completed (See the Schedule Audit section for more details regarding this process). 

Spring grades can be found on the Grades by Term query (instructions for how to run 

this query can be found in the Reports section). This information can also be found on 

the student’s transcript (Main Menu > Records and Enrollment > Transcripts > Transcript 

Request) or the Advisee Academics tab in Advisor Center (Main Menu > Self Service > 

Advisor Center > Advisee Student Center). 

Add courses that are missing from the worksheet. This typically includes courses taken 

during the summer. If the major has recently changed and a new worksheet must be 

completed, all courses will need to be added. Summer courses and grades can be found 

on the Grades by Term query (instructions for how to run this query can be found in the 

Reports section).This information can also be found on the student’s transcript (Main 

Menu > Records and Enrollment > Transcripts > Transcript Request) or the Advisee 

Academics tab in Advisor Center (Main Menu > Self Service > Advisor Center > Advisee 
Student Center). 

¯ For information on which courses meet General Education requirements, refer 

to the Undergraduate Bulletin for the appropriate academic year, the Course 
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Catalog in ConnectCarolina (Main Menu > Curriculum Management > Course 

Catalog > Course Catalog Search), or the Tar Heel Tracker report for the student 

(Main Menu > Academic Advisement > Student Advisement > Request 

Advisement Report). Course Catalog information can also be viewed by clicking 

on the course within the student’s schedule on the Advisee Academics tab in 

Advisor Center (Main Menu > Self Service > Advisor Center > Advisee Student 
Center). Any questions regarding General Education requirements should be 
directed to the Office of Undergraduate Curricula. 

¯ For information on which courses meet major requirements, refer to the major 

worksheet, Undergraduate Bulletin for the appropriate catalog year, or the Tar 

Heel Tracker report for the student (Main Menu > Academic Advisement > 

Student Advisement > Request Advisement Report). Any questions regarding 

major requirements should be directed to the department that houses the 
major. 
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The following is an example of a major worksheet. 

COMMUNICATION STUDIES, BA (120 credit 

APPROACHES 

CONNE(~I’IONS 

Determining the number of allowable electives 

To determine how many electives a student can take, the total hours required to meet all 

degree requirements must be calculated. In the example worksheet above, 19 hours are 

required to fulfill the Foundations requirements, 25 hours are required to fulfill the Approaches 

requirements, 9 hours are required to fulfill the Supplemental Education requirements, and 30 

hours are required to meet the major requirements. Added together, this equals 83 hours. 

Since this major requires 120 hours, you can subtract the total required hours from 120 to 

determine the maximum number of allowed elective hours. In this example, 120- 83 = 37 

maximum elective hours. Any courses that fall into electives beyond the 37 hour maximum will 
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not count towards the eligibility rules (even though they still count towards the University’s 

total hours). When determining how many electives a student has completed, space must be 

reserved for each Connection requirement not yet completed (3 hours per Connection). This is 

to ensure there will be room in the minimum hours required for the degree for all Connections 

to be met, even if the hours count toward electives only. 

If they are not already there, write these totals on the worksheet like in the example above; 

that way this calculation will not have to be performed during every certification period unless 

the student changes majors. After completing the worksheet, write your initials and the date 

that the worksheet was completed on the bottom of the page. 

For students who have completed less than four full-time terms, Bylaw 14.4.3.1.8 states that 

during the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits acceptable toward 

any of the institution’s degree programs. When certifying such students, however, proceed as if 

all courses must be applicable towards the currently declared major. If the student needs this 

exception, then it will be employed. This enables the student to be tracked toward their 

declared major and eliminates the need to retroactively remove credit once the student enters 

their fifth semester. 

Make sure the total number of terms (overall terms, not just terms at UNC) completed by the 

student listed in the database is correct. If, at the beginning of a fall term, this number is not an 

even number follow the mid-year certification procedures in the next section. Otherwise, 

continue to the next step. 

Students who have completed four or more terms must have declared a major. In cases of 

professional schools, they must have been accepted (not still in the General College, such as a 
GC BUSU major.) The major should turn red if still undecided after 4 terms. 

Determine whether the student has met the progress towards degree hour rules and record the 
information in the RACES database. (The sample student below DOES meet all 3 rules.) 

6 hour rule 
Each regular term (fall and spring), a student must complete 6 hours. Count the hours 

completed the previous full-time term and enter the number into the 6 Hr Rule box. If 
this number is less than 6, the student is ineligible. 

b. 18 hour rule 
The 18 Hour Rule is the combination of hours from the previous two regular full-time 
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terms (fall and spring.) Summer hours cannot count in this calculation. Count the hours and enter the number in the 18 Hr 
Rule box. If this number is less than 18, the student is ineligible. 

24 Hour rule and the 40/60/80 rule 
These rules are dependent on the number of regular, full-time terms the student has completed. The database will gray out 

the rule that is not applicable. If the 40/60/80 hour rule is applicable, the exact rule will be in bold. See the chart below on 
the number of hours required for each year of attendance. 
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Fall and spring) 

2 

4 

6 

Number of hours/Percentage of degree required 

24 hours required 

40% (48 hrs for 120 hour major) 

60% (72 hrs for 120 hour major) 

8 80% (96 hrs for 120 hour major) 

Determine whether the student has met the applicable GPA rule. The database will turn 

the GPA field red if it is below a 2.0, although sometimes less than a 2.0 is acceptable. It 

is based on the number of terms completed as follows: 

% of GPA uired for graduation - 2.0 

Fall and S 

2 90% of GPA (1.8) 

4 95% of GPA (1.9) 

6 100% of GPA (2.0) 

8 100% of GPA (2.0) 

Confirm the student is currently registered full-time (12 hours minimum). This can be done by 

running the 12 Hour report. See the Reports section for details on running this report. The 
student is ineligible if registered in less than 12 hours. 

If the student being certified is on a team that was already completed and signed by the 

Registrar, click on the Selected Student Print checkbox. When the new form prints out to be 
signed by the Registrar, it can pull only those students marked as being necessary. 

9. Enter the date of certification in the CertDate field. 

10. Update the eligibility status in both the database and in ConnectCarolina. See the Recording 

Eligibility Determinations section for instructions on how to do this. 

11. Once ConnectCarolina has been updated, check the Updated 194? Checkbox. 
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Academic Standing Status 

Athletes may not be certified to participate in athletic events if their status indicates Academic 

Inelil~ible or Academic Review-lnelil~ible. Students who have a status of Academic Inelil~ible Pendinl~ 
are considered in l~ood standinl~ and may be certified to participate in athletic events. First year 

students enterinl~ UNC-CH on or after May 14, 2007 must have a GPA >=2.0; otherwise they are on 

probation. These standards will apply to sophomore transfer students bel~inninl~ Fall 2008 and to 

junior transfer students bel~inninl~ Fall 2009. This means that students with a GPA less than 2.0 will be 

on probation and will have one semester to increase their GPA to >=2.0. These students have a status 
of "Computed Probation", which means that they are considered to be in l~ood standinl~. 

When to use the primary major, second major, or combined majors 

The hours used for certification should always be based on the student’s primary academic major if 

possible. If the student is inelil~ible based on the hours applicable toward the primary major, the second 

major may be used instead. If the student is inelil~ible based on the primary major alone and the second 

major alone, then the majors may be combined if within the same del~ree prol~ram (Bachelor of Arts, 

Bachelor of Science, etc.). If two majors are combined, then the minimum hours required for the del~ree 

(the denominator when determininl~ hours necessary to meet percental~e rules) will need to be 

increased in most cases. The denominator should increase by the number of second major hours that 

will not count toward the primary major/del~ree. The new denominator is calculated by determininl~ the 

number of hours completed for the second major that are also applicable toward the primary 

major/del~ree and subtractinl~ this number from the total number of hours required for the second 

major. This l~ives you the total number of hours remaininl~ to complete the second major. From this 

number, subtract any open elective hours that exist for the primary major/del~ree and add the 

remainder to the minimum hours necessary to complete the primary major/del~ree to l~et the new 

denominator. If any remaininl~ second major courses can count toward primary major core 

requirements, subtract the hours from the denominator. Once majors are combined for certification 

purposes and a new denominator is determined, any subsequent certifications should also be based on 

the combined majors and new denominator. 

Alternative Method of Combininl~ Majors 

Determine the hours remaininl~ to complete second major and add this to the denominator (fill up 

available elective space first). If any completed second major courses are not countinl~ toward the 

primary major, add the hours to the denominator. If any remaininl~ second major courses can count 

toward primary major core requirements, subtract the hours from the denominator. 

Combined Major Example 

If a student’s primary major is Communication Studies and second major is Sociolol~y, then these majors 

may be combined since they are in the same del~ree prol~ram (Bachelor of Arts). A Bachelor of Arts 

del~ree with a major in Communication Studies requires a minimum of 120 hours. The Sociolol~y major 
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alone requires 27 hours. At the time majors must be combined the student has 15 hours of Sociology 

courses counting toward the 120 hours required for the BA in Communication Studies. This leaves 12 

hours of Sociology courses remaining to complete the second major. If the student still has 3 hours of 

open elective space toward the BA in Communication Studies, then 3 of the 12 remaining Sociology 

hours will count there and the 9 remaining hours required to complete the second major are added to 

the 120 hours needed to complete the BAwith a major in Communication Studies for a new 

denominator of 129. 

Substitutions, Exceptions, and Waivers 
On occasion there may be course substitutions and exceptions approved for a student by the University. 

Any such substitution or exception must be documented in writing and approved by the appropriate 

authority. For course substitutions and exceptions within the student’s major, this approval must come 

from the major department. For general education course substitutions and exceptions, this approval 

must come from the Office of Undergraduate Curricula. There are NCAA exceptions used in the 

certification process that do not require individual approval from the NCAA (Six-Hour Exception, One- 

Time Transfer Exception, etc.). When such an exception is used, the NCAA bylaw and/or official 

interpretation that references the exception must be documented on the Eligibility Declaration form 

that is signed by the University Registrar. There are also waivers granted on occasion that do require 

individual approval from the NCAA or ACC (Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver, Medical Absence Waiver, 

etc.). These waivers must be documented in writing and referenced on the Eligibility Declaration form 

that is signed by the University Registrar. 

Students requiring Mid-year Certifications 

Students that have completed an "off" number of semesters compared with the majority of other 

students means they are mid-year certification students. While these students are responsible for 

completing the same rules as "regular" students, the rules for which they are being certified are not 

the same as those students in a particular term. For example, at the beginning of a fall semester, a 

"normal" student will have to meet the GPA, 6 hour rule, 18 hour rule and either the 24 hour rule or 

percentage of degree requirements. A mid-year certification student, however, would not have an 

even number of semesters completed, so is therefore only responsible for the GPA and 6 hour rule. 

Then at the beginning of the next spring term, the mid-year student would be evaluated against all of 

the academic eligibility rules, whereas the majority of students are only evaluated against the GPA and 

6 hour rules. Mid-year students either started college in the middle of a school year or skipped a term 

(possibly for international competition, or medical reasons, etc.) 

Identifying students as needing Mid-Year Certifications in RACES 

Once a student has been identified as a student needing to be fully certified at the mid-year, the 

student must be marked in the database. To do so, check the Mid-year Cert checkbox at the top- 
middle portion of the main athlete certification form. 
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This will force the database to stop enabling only particular fields for certification (since this calculation 

is done for students on the regular certification schedule.) Since mid-year certification students vary in 

the number of semesters and the starting semester, it is difficult to predict how the certification will 

have to be performed. These students will require more human analysis so the database does not 

calculate which rules should be followed. 

Note: Students whose primary certification is performed at the mid-year (prior to the spring semester), 

the same eligibility rules must be met based on the number of full-time terms. The only difference 

between these students and regularly certified students is the timing of each certification. 

Certifications that are normally done before the fall semester are performed before the spring 

semester, and vice versa. See the Continuing Students section for the exact eligibility rules. 

Fall Certification for Mid-Year Students 
Mid-year certification students are certified like regular continuing students; they are simply held 

accountable for the rules at different times of the year. Generally before the Fall semester, the 

students are certified in the same way regularly certified students are before the Spring semester- 

they must have completed 6 hours the previous full-time term as well as maintained an appropriate 

GPA. 

Spring Certification for Mid-Year Students 

For students requiring the primary eligibility rules to be certified at the mid-year, this certification will 

occur prior to the beginning of the spring semester. Each of these students will be certified for the 6 

hour rule, 18 hour rule, GPA, and either the 24-hour rule or 40/60/80 rule. 

Certification Summary Table- All students/All terms 

The following table breaks down the rules that are associated with each term. These rules must always 

be certified PRIOR to the specified term. For example, prior to the 2nd full-time term, the student must 

have earned at least 6 degree applicable hours the previous full-time term. 

full-time 

Hours Required (prior to term 

None None - only needs 48C certifying eligibility by the NCAA Eligibility 

Center 
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None 

1.8 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 
18 hour rule (two previous full-time terms, fall/spring) 

24 hour rule (all previous earned credit considered, including credit 
earned during summer terms, BE Credit, and Transfer Credit) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 
18 hour rule (two previous full-time terms, fall/spring) 

40 % rule (must have earned 40% of hours required towards 

degree; for 120 hour degree, this is 48 hours; all previous earned 

credit considered, including credit earned during summer terms, BE 
Credit, and Transfer Credit; must officially declare a major) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 
18 hour rule (two previous full-time terms, fall/spring) 

60 % rule (must have earned 60% of hours required towards 
degree; for 120 hour degree, this is 72 hours; all previous earned 

credit considered, including credit earned during summer terms, BE 

Credit, and Transfer Credit) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 
18 hour rule (two previous full-time terms, fall/spring) 

80 % rule (must have earned 80% of hours required towards 
degree; for 120 hour degree, this is 96 hours; all previous earned 

credit considered, including credit earned during summer terms, BE 

Credit, and Transfer Credit) 

6 hour rule (previous full-time term, fall/spring) 

10. Mid-Year Certification 
Prior to every spring term, all students are recertified to be sure they have met the required eligibility 

rules. Generally, this happens in much the same way as the fall certification; the teams that are 

competing first in the spring need to be certified first. The difference is that there is a relatively small 

window of time to recertify all of the athletes between the time the fall grades come in and the spring 

competitions for each team starts. 
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Certification of Students 

Regularly Certified Students 

All regularly certified students (those who before the spring semester have completed an odd number 

of full-time terms) are only required to meet two rules: the 6 hour rule and the GPA rule. All other rules 

in the database will be gray, so that the only ones that can be filled in are the 6 hour rule and GPA rule. 

For the exact GPA required, see the Certification Summary Table in the Continuing Students section. 

Mid-Year Certification Students 

Students who require primary certification at the Spring term will be certified the same way regularly 

certified students were prior to the fall. See the Certification Summary Table in the Continuing 

Students section for the exact rules that apply (based on how many full-time terms the student has 

completed.) 

First Time Students & Transfer Students 

First time students for the spring semester will be certified using the same procedures as in the main 

First Time Students section. Transfer students will also be certified using the procedures previously 

outlined in the Transfer Students section. 

Processing the Spring Certification Reports 

The other difference in the spring certification is the type of report that is processed. This report 

includes the 6 hour rule, the GPA, and Comments. 

To print the report: 

1. Open the Reports form. From the main Athlete Certification Form, click on the Reports button. 

2. Choose the term from the Term pull-down menu. 

3. In the list box, choose the sports that need printing. If no sports are selected, all will print. 

Click the Open Report button. 

If desired, print only selected students (students that have the Selected Student Print box on 

the main Athlete Certification form checked for the term) by clicking the Selected Students 

Only button. 
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11. Post Season Certification 

Certification of Students 

Effective after the fall semester in 2007, all athletes need to be certified for post season play that 

occurs between terms. This will need to be done at the end of both fall and spring semesters for the 

students on the applicable teams. Post season certification between terms is separate from the 

standard certification for the fall and spring semesters. All students must pass at least 6 hours toward 

degree if they wish to compete in AC:C: or NC:AA championships that occur between terms. Students 

will not need to meet any minimum GPA requirements in order to be eligible for the post season 

competition, although they must still meet the minimum GPA requirement in order to be eligible for 

the following semester. This will affect football, when they are selected for a bowl game, between the 

fall and spring semesters and all of the sports who compete in post season events following the spring 

semester. The athlete’s eligibility needs to be determined within 14 business days after the date of the 

last scheduled exam listed in the institution’s official calendar for the term that is ending. If the post 

season event occurs prior to the conclusion of the 14 business days, eligibility shall be determined by 

using grades from the immediately preceding regular academic term (e.g., fall term if certifying for a 

bowl game), provided a sufficient number of grades have been posted. All grades posted in 

accordance with institutional procedures by .5 pm local time on the day prior to the postseason event 

must be considered. If the post season event occurs prior to the conclusion of the 14 business days 

and an insufficient number of grades from the immediately preceding semester have been posted, 

eligibility shall be determined by using grades from the most recent regular academic term for which a 

sufficient number of grades have been posted. If there is another post season event that occurs after 

the 14 business days or if grades are received that permit the institution to determine whether the 6 
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hour requirement has been met, those are the grades that must be used to determine if the athlete 

can compete in the next post season event. In this scenario, it is possible that a student-athlete will 

need to be certified twice for post season competition depending on when the events occur with 

respect to the timing of when grades are posted. 

Below is the official interpretation from the NCAA: 

Certification of Eligibility for Postseason Competition between Terms (I) 

Date Issued: Jul 09, 2008 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: d 

Interpretation: 

The membership services staff confirmed that an institution is required to certify a student-athlete’s 

eligibility for a postseason event occurring between terms based on the grades available at 5 p.m. local 

time (where the institution is located) on the day prior to the start of the postseason event. A 

student-athlete certified eligible for the postseason event remains eligible for the entire event (e.g., 

multiday tournament), provided the event concludes prior to the start of the next regular academic 

term. If the student-athlete later participates in another postseason event occurring between terms, 

the institution must recertify the student-athlete with grades available at 5 p.m. local time (where the 

institution is located) on the day prior to the start of that postseason event. However, if a student- 

athlete becomes ineligible and any portion of the postseason event occurs on or after the first day of 

classes of the next regular term, the student-athlete is ineligible for the remainder of the event, except 

for participation in NCAA championships and postseason bowl games. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 14.1.10 (change in eligibility status); 14.1.10.2 (eligibility for 

postseason competition between terms); 14.1.10.2.2 (timing of certification); 14.1.10.3 (eligibility for 

postseason competition -- postseason football bowl games during an institution’s second academic 

term [FBS])] 

12. Recording Eligibility 

Once a determination has been made about the status of an athlete, it needs to be recorded in the 

RACES database and ConnectCarolina. These are the primary tracking mechanisms we have for athletes 

at the University and keeping the information up to date and accurate is essential, not only for 

reporting purposes (by many around the University), but also for maintaining the official record of all 

athletes certified. 
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Recording Eligibility in RACES 

Open the database, locate the appropriate student, and update the necessary fields detailed below. 

Locating Students and Teams in the Database 

The default view of the form shows all athletes, sorted first by sport, then by student name. You can 

see how many athletes are currently visible and navigate through them by clicking on the right-facing 

arrow at the bottom left-hand corner of the form. 

The navigational buttons that are enabled are: 

Go to first 

record 

Go to 

previous 

Go to next 

record 

Go to last 

record 

To search for a particular student or team, use the functions located in the right-hand corner under 
Find Specific Students. 

Finding a particular Student 

An individual student can be located either by PID or by Name. Simply type in the desired box the value 

you are looking for, or else use the pull-down menu (which will display all the available PIDs and Names 
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that currently exist in the database.) As some of the athletes go by nicknames, sometimes it is easier to 

find someone with a PID number. 

Finding a particular Team 

To find a particular team, type into the Sport pull-down menu that value you want. Or you can use the 

pull-down menu to locate the correct name. All students associated with that particular team (whether 
currently competing or not) will be displayed. Students are listed in alphabetical order. 

Updating the Necessary Fields in the Database 

Eligibility Status 

In the database, no rule fields at the bottom of the term record will be active (because they 

are not required) since it is the student’s first term. Simply mark the student as eligible from 

the Eligibility Status pull-down menu at the left. The box will default to Not Completed, 

and should be changed to Eligible, Ineligible, or Not Competing as necessary. 

Previously earned hours 

If the student has actually earned hours prior to the term he/she is being certified, these 

can be entered into the database. 

Transfer/By Exam Credit: Transfer or by exam credit can be entered into the designated box 

near the top-center area of the form. 

Summer Hours: If the term being certified is a fall term, any prior summer hours earned can 

be entered into the Summer Hours box located at the center term record. 

Hours Earned Before 059 OR Before Athletic Competition: If any hours were earned prior to 

the student’s first term of competition that don’t fit into the categories of summer, transfer 

or by exam credit, they should be put in this field. 

Cert Date 
Enter the date you are certifying the student, whether the student is eligible, not eligible or 

they are no longer competing. 

Update 194? Checkbox 

Once the database updates have been done, ConnectCarolina will need to be updated (See 

Step 4 of this section.) Once ConnectCarolina is updated, come back to the database and 

update this checkbox. This is simply a reminder to update ConnectCarolina, since reports 

will feed off of that information. 

Comments/Printed Comments 
If there are any special comments about the student (such as certain courses they have 

received credit for or are taking are not applicable), enter them into the Comments field. 
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For any comments that need to be printed on the Eligibility Declaration so they can be a 

part of the official certification (such as a particular waiver or exception was used), put the 

comment in the l~rinted Comment field. 

Eligibility Declarations 

Official certifications consist of a list of eligible students that is signed by the University Registrar and 

sent to the Compliance Office. These forms, called Eligibility Declarations, are used during the fall and 

spring semester certifications. Each team is processed as it is certified (usually in order of the first 

dates of competition). Once the initial certification for a team is completed, additional students may 

become eligible, due to the receipt of NCAA paperwork, a grade change, etc. To certify these additional 
students, the process will be slightly different. 

To process the Eligibility Declaration: 

1. On the main Athlete Certification Form, click on the Reports button (towards the top right-hand 

side of the form.) 

2. On the right-hand side of the form under the Eligibility Declarations section, choose both the 
Team and the Term being certified. 
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Choose the appropriate report. 

- For an entire team, click on the View Eligible Students - Entire Team button. 

- For an entire team, where some students have comments that need to be printed, click on the 

View Eligible Students - Entire Team with comments button. 

- For selected students within a team (those students need to have the Selected Student Print 
button checked for the appropriate term) click on the View Eligible Students - Selected in 

Team button. 
-For selected students within a team that have comments to be printed, click on the View 

Eligible Students - Selected with Comments button. 

-For the FOOTBALL team (and any team where there are so many students the report exceeds 

one page), click on the Alternate View button at the bottom of the section. This will place the 
spot for signature in an appropriate place. 

The Eligibility Declaration will open in a new window with the appropriate information. Print 

the form, and take it to the University Registrar for signature. (Be sure that it has the correct 
Academic Year on it.) Fax the signed Eligibility Declaration to the Compliance Office. 

Recording Eligibility in ConnectCarolina 

Navigate to the Student Athlete Academics page in ConnectCarolina (Main Menu > Campus 

Community > Personal Information (Student) > Participation Data (Student) > UNC Athletic 

Participation > Student Athlete Academics) and Enter the student’s PID number in the Empl ID 

field and select Search. 
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Enter an~¢ information feu haee and click 5earch~ Leave 8elds ~lank fer a list of all ~ak/es 

Limitthe nu s]ber of results te (up to 300): 300 

Empl/B:    bedins with ~ ................................................................................................. 

Last ~aame: begins w~th ~ ................................................................................................... 

2. There are four tabs within Student Athlete Academics and the Academic Summary tab is the 
default. You must select the Eligibility tab. 

Basb:etba!l- Men Recruited 

Academic Career: Undersradaate St~de~t Career ~abr: 1 

Stat~s: ,ctive in Progra -i Effectk~e Se~ence: 1 

E~ectJve Bate: 05424’2018 E ~pected @ad~at~e~ Te~R~: 

Acaden]ic Pregram: aS Bachelor Acad Lead: FulbTime 

Ad~i~ Te[m: 2010 Fall 

Aca~e~ic Pla~: Business dministration Ha}or 

Req~ireme~tTe~’m: 2010 Fall 

~,:a:le c Su ~ ~ar,’ E -~ ell ent 8u s alto. Ters 8t:÷t st :s       ,’L 

Ensure the proper term is displayed and select the drop-down menu beside "Eligible to 
Compete" and choose either "Eligible" or "Ineligible" as necessary. The default will be 
"Pending" until the eligibility status is updated. 
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13. Schedule Audits 

A schedule audit is an evaluation of each student-athlete’s in-prol~ress courses that is performed 

durinl~ both the fall and sprinl~ semesters. The l~oal of the schedule audits is to serve both as an 

advisinl~ tool and to identify any potential issues well in advance of the next certification period. A 

spreadsheet is created for each sport that includes the schedules for all members of the team and 

indicates which courses are applicable toward the student’s del~ree, the number of applicable hours 

rel~istered for in the term, total elective hours allowed, and total elective hours remaininl~. Upon 

completion, the schedule audit is sent to the Compliance Office and the athletic advisor(s) assil~ned to 

the team for review. A meetinl~ is then scheduled between the Rel~istrar’s Office, Compliance Office, 

and the athletic advisor(s) to review any discrepancies in numbers. 

Performing a Schedule Audit 

Run the Schedule by Term query for the appropriate term. The query is located in the Reportinl~ 

Instance of ConnectCarolina and can be accessed via Query Viewer. Refer to the Reports 

section for detailed instructions on how to run this query. Save the query as an Excel 

spreadsheet once complete. 

Find the necessary paperwork for each student. This will include an academic worksheet, 

paperwork from the NCAA Elil~ibility Center, and other relevant documents. All Files are sorted 
into folders by student and sport. 

3. Update the academicworksheet 
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Determine whether the student’s major has chanl~ed since their academic worksheet 

was last updated. The currently declared major can be found on the Schedule by Term 

query or the Student Prol~ram/Plan pal~e in ConnectCarolina. If a new major worksheet 

is needed, download the worksheet from http://advisinl~.unc.edu/advisinl~/worksheets- 
home. 

Add in-prol~ress courses from the current term to the worksheet. If the major has 

recently chanl~ed and a new worksheet must be completed, all courses will need to be 

added. In-prol~ress courses can be found on the Schedule by Term query, the student’s 

transcript (Main Menu > Records and Enrollment > Transcripts > Transcript Request) or 

the Advisee Academics tab in Advisor Center (Main Menu > Self Service > Advisor Center 
> Advisee Student Center). 

Determine whether each course is applicable or not applicable toward the student’s del~ree and 

indicate this on the spreadsheet. This is done by enterinl~ either "YES" or "NO" in the "DA" 

column beside each course. If only a portion of the possible hours are applicable, such as 2 of 3 
for example, enter 2/3 in the "DA" column beside the course. 

Add up the total number of applicable hours the student is rel~istered for in the term and 
indicate this on the spreadsheet in the "DA Hrs" column. 

Indicate the total number of elective hours allowed for the student’s del~ree prol~ram on the 

spreadsheet in the "Electives Allowed" column. This number should already be indicated on the 

student’s major worksheet. The process for determininl~ this number can be found in the 

Continuinl~ Students Certification Procedures section. 

Add up the total number of electives completed by the student (include hours reserved for 

Connections if necessary) and subtract this number from total elective hours allowed to 

determine how many available elective hours are remaininl~. Enter this number on the 
spreadsheet in the "Electives Remaininl~" column. 

Send the spreadsheet to the Compliance Office and the athletic advisor(s) associated with the 
team for review once complete. 

Example of a Completed Schedule Audit 
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119 WC~O Sch~da|e And# 

WGO 2119 Z,’21/2011 BSBA BUSI 401 300 YES 12 15 275 0 

WGO 2119 2,’21~2011 BSBA BUSI 40~ 300 YES 

WGO 2119 2/21/2011 BSBA BUSI 407 i.50 YES 

WGO 2119 Zz21/2011 BSBA BUSI 410 300 YES 

WGO 2119 2/21~’2011 BSBA BUSI 698 1 @0 YES 

WGO 2119 Z~21/2011 BSBA JOMC 271 300 NO 

WGO 2119 4/2G’201i BCHINTS INTSIPM .ANTH 448 300 YES 16 16 32 13 

WGO 2119 4.,’25/2011 BCHINTS INTSIPM ~24TH 460 300 YES 

WGO 2119 4~’25/2011 BCHINTS INTSIPM ARAB 101 400 YES 

WGO 2113 4]25~2011 BCHINTS INTSIPM AR 151 &0"0 YES 

WGO 2119 4/25~’2011 BCHINTS INTSIPM INTS 210 300 YES 

WGO 2119 &~23Z2011 BCHEXSS EXSSSA HIST 142 3~ YES 12 I2 42 18 

WGO 2119 8,/23~’201i BCHEXS~c EXSSSA PHIL 170 300 YES 

WGO 2119 8123/2011 BCHEXSS EXSSSA PSYC 260 3.00 YES 

WGO 2113 8/23~’2011 BCHEXSS EXSSSA SPAN 208 300 YES 

WGQ 2119 2/28/2011 BAPSYA EXSS 181 3 O0 YES 12 12 ;35 14 

WGO 2119 2_128Z2011 BAPSYA HIST 142 300 YES 

WGO 2~3 2.,’28/201~ BAPSYA PSYC 210 300 YES 

WGO 2119 2,’28/2011 BAPSYA PSYC 512 3~0 YES 

WGO 211~ Z,’20/201 ~ BAEXSS BIOL 101 3.00 YES 90 1~ 48 6 

WGO 211(% ~;981201 $ BAEXSS BIOL 101L 1 0O YES 

WGO 211~ Z/2~’2010 BAEXSS EXSS 211 300 3~ES 

WGO 2119 Z,’2~01~ BAEXSS EXSS 37~ 300 YES 

WGO 2~19 2.,~26-~2010 BAEXSS EXSS 885 300 YES 

WGO 2119 2~26/2010 BAEXSS PORT 275 ;300 YES 

Schedule Audit Meetings 

As schedule audits are being completed, meetings are scheduled between the Registrar’s Office, 
Compliance Office, and the athletic advisor’s associated with each team. During these meetings, any 

discrepancies in numbers are reviewed further. This typically involves comparing academic worksheets 
and other documents to determine why differences exist and resolving any discrepancies. 

14. Not Competing Students 

At any point in time a student may quit the team, be dismissed, or withdraw from school; regardless of 

the reason a student is removed or leaves a team, these not competing students must be tracked and 

recorded in both the RACES database and ConnectCarolina. The Compliance Office maintains this 

information in ConnectCarolina. This information comes either at the beginning of a fall semester (a 

student who was competing a previous year is not on the official rosters for the next year) or else from 

Change of Status (COS) emails sent from the Compliance Office. This is the official notification when a 

student quits sometime during the year. 

Marking Not Competing Students in RACES 

A. Students that never competed for a term and were never certified for that term (students were 

NOT on the official rosters retrieved from ACS)" 

1. Eligibility Status is changed to Not Competing. 
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2. A note is made in Comments stating that the athlete is not on the roster for that term. 

B. Students who were originally certified as eligible or ineligible, but are no longer competing (A 

Change of Status (COS) email was sent indicating the student was no longer on the team): 

For these students, the eligibility status is changed to not competing, and a comment is added to the 

term. 

Add a comment to the term the student has left the team. The comment should indicate both 

the date the change of status was effective, as well as when the email was received and when 

the student was originally certified. 

2. Change the eligibility status to Not Competing (as in the example above.) 

15. Dropping and Adding Courses 

Introduction 

During an ACC Compliance Review, October 24-26, 2006, several recommendations were made 

regarding institutional control within the NCAA certification of eligibility process. One of the areas of 

concern and identified in the Compliance Review Report was our need to closely monitor course drops 

and adds. 

Procedures for processing current and post-semester registration, drop, and add transactions after 

the last day to drop using the web registration system each term (fall, spring, and summer sessions) 

ConnectCarolina doesn’t allow any students, including student-athletes, to drop below 12 hours after 

the first five days of classes; however, there is a service indicator on all active student-athletes’ records 

that prevent any courses from being dropped or added affecting the current term. This only affects 

changes being made for the current term; therefore, this does not have an effect on registrations for 

future semesters. The navigation for the service indicator is Main Menu-Self Service-Advisor Center- 
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Advisee Academics-General Info tab. You can see in the screenshot below the list of service indicators 

on this student-athlete’s record. These service indicators are listed under Details as "Dept Hold - 

Enrollment". You can see that these have been on her record in each term since spring 2011. You can 

double click on "Dept Hold - Enrollment" for more details. 

S~arch 

Hold 

The screenshot below shows the details of the service indicator. The service indicator code is REG and 

the service indicator reason code is PRAD. There is a note in the description stating "Please contact the 

Academic Support Program to obtain the required approvals." 
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Edit Se~ice ~ndicator 

Des cdpf~: 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dept Held- Enrollment 

Athletics 

Please contact the Academic Support Prosra ~ to obtain 
the require~ approvals, 

Effect:: N e gative 

Sta~Te~m: 2119 :E 2011 Fall E~d Term:    2119 :E 2011 Fall 

Sta~ Date: 0907’2011 ~ E~d Date: 

*Bepa~me~t: HR-2838 :~}~ University Rsg~strar 

Amo~ Rt:                          O O O Curre~c:y: 

Ce~tact I~:: ::Ji:~ Ce~tact Person:: 

P~aced Nethod: Mass 

Placed Pr(~cess: Release P[ocess:: 

This service indicator is added to their records every semester after the online drop period ends, which 

also includes both summer sessions. An Excel spreadsheet of PIDs for all active athletes is sent from 

Susan Maloy in Compliance to Gary Lloyd in the Registrar’s Office and Gary adds the service indicator 

to their records. For example, the service indicator for the fall 2011 term was added on 9-7-11. 

ConnectCarolina will not allow any students to drop below 12 hours after the 5 day online drop period 

at the beginning of the term. If someone in Registration Services tries to drop a course for a student 

who is an athlete during the fall 2011 term and after 9-7-11, they will be prevented from dropping the 

course because of this service indicator. They can then identify the student as an athlete and verify 

that the drop/add form contains the proper approval, which includes both the Athletic Academic 

Counselor and the Academic Advisor. The form will be stamped on the right hand side, using red ink, 

as shown below. Athletic Academic Counselors do not need to approve registration/drop/add 

transactions for section changes. 
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Academic Support Program 

for Student-Athletes 

Date 

If the form has not been approved, give it (current or post-semester) to the student along with the 

letter used in Registration Services or Records to return forms for additional approval or action. Or, if 

the student is not present, send the form with the corresponding letter directly to Robert Mercer, 

Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the Academic Support Center, CB# 

3107. This letter should include the following reason for additional approval: 

__Athletic Academic Counselor approval is required for student-athletes. Student-athletes should 

review the drop/add request with their counselor and obtain written approval before the transaction 

may be processed. Athletic Academic Counselors are located in the Academic Support Center for 

Student-Athletes, CB# 3107. 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (Academic Athletic Advisers) should review the 

course transaction and date the form in the space shown above within 2 business days from the date 

indicated beside of the school academic adviser/dean signature shown at the bottom of the current or 

post-semester Registration/Drop/Add Form. 

16. Retention Schedule 
Records for active (currently competing) student athletes are housed in the file cabinets outside the 

offices of the NCAA Specialists. Once an athlete is no longer competing, any documentation relating to 

the athlete will be moved into an inactive folder for that team. Officially the ACC recommends that 

files be kept for seven years; however, the policy for the Registrar’s Office is to keep files for ten years 

so this more than meets the ACC recommendation. 

17. Reports 
For information on how to process an Eligibility Declaration, see the Continuing Student section titled 

Official Certification Rosters. 

Reports are run from the Reports form. To get to this form, click on the Reports button on the main 

Athlete Certification form (to the right-hand side of the form at the top.) The Reports form will open. 
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CAi Rosters 

The CAi Roster report will display the official rosters imported from ACS (from the Compliance Office.) 

These are important to look at when doing the actual certification of each team (mostly in the fall 

semester.) These are especially helpful to look at because new term records may have been created for 

students that are no longer competing; this report is the best way to sort those students out. 

To open the report: 

1. Choose a Term from the pull-down menu. 

2. To view all students for the term, simply click on the View all teams button. Otherwise, choose 

a Sport from the pull-down menu. 

3. Click on the View Students on Selected Team button. The report will open in its own new 

window. 
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Records Certij~ied Query 

The Records Certified Query allows counts of certified athletes to be made. So if monthly reporting of 

the number of athletes is required, this query can be used to find out how many athletes were certified 

between two dates. 

To run the query: 

1. Click button in the Records Certified Query section. 

2. Enter the date in the beginning of the desired date range. It should be in the following format: 

01/01/2007. Click OK. 

3. Enter the date in the end of the desired date range. Again, it should be in the following format: 

01/10/2007. Click OK. 

4. Enter the term that should be check for certified records. It should be in the following format: 

072 (for Spring 2007.) Click OK. 

A new window will appear giving the number of records certified and the term, just like below. 
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Eligibility Reports 

The Eligibility Reports are just a way to get an overall view of the team with some extra information 

than what is provided on the Eligibility Declaration. This report is not used in any official capacity, but 

simply as an aid to the person doing the certification to see which students on a team have been 
completed and which are still outstanding. 

To run the reports: 
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1. Choose a Term from the pull-down menu. 

2. To view all teams, simply click the View all teams button. 

3. To view a particular team, choose a Sport from the pull-down menu. Click on the View Students 

on Selected Team button. 

4. The report will open in a new window. 

12 Hour Report 

This report shows all athletes who are rel~istered for less than 12 hours. 

2011 Fall MFB ACTed One Student 9000 9000 UGRD 

2011 Fall MFB ACTed T’,~o Student 6000 6000 UGRD 

2011 Fall MFB ACTV Thr~ Student 6000 6.000 UGRD 

2011 Fall MSO ACTV Four Student 70~ 7.000 UGRD 

2011 Fall WFH ACTM Five Student 5,000 5000 UGRD 

Honor Code Violations Report 

Bel~inninl~ in December 2008, we are runninl~ this report every Thursday to track honor code violations 

for student athletes. The Judicial Prol~rams Officer sends us documentation for each student athlete 

after his/her Honor Court date to notify us about whether or not he/she has an exception to compete 

in athletics. This report is beinl~ added to the process so we can follow-up with the Judicial Prol~rams 

Officer if we have not received documentation in a timely manner after a remark has been added to 

the student athlete’s record statinl~ that they have an honor code violation. 

The query is called NC_ATH_HONOR_CODE_VIOLATIONS and is copied into an existinl~ spreadsheet 

called Athletes with Honor Code Violations. The only difference is that the spreadsheet has comments 

statinl~ whether the case is pendinl~ or, if an outcome has been determined, what the outcome was. 
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The service indicator code shows whether the case is pending or not. If the code is RST, then the case 

is pending and if the code is RAC, then the outcome has been determined. See the example below: 

Athletes with Honor Code Violations 

Hon~ Court Case Pending. 

Possible Hono~t ~e 

MWR ACT4J RST S1 9/22/2011 Violation 

Disciplina~ Suspension 

Fall 20! 1: Honor 

Vio{ation 
WLA                                  AC~/            RAC         Sl           5/31/2011 

Schedule by Term 

This query is called NC_ATH_119_Schedule_Audit. The 119 represents the term so will change each 

semester. This shows each class the athlete is currently enrolled in. Below is an example: 

Grades by Term 

The query used to see grades for a team is called NC_ATH_115_ATHLETE_GRADES. The 115 represents 

the term so will change each semester. See the screenshot below for an example: 

115 Grades for Men’s Tennis 

August 2, 20tt 

a...~.£.£ 
987321654 iOne      iStudent IMTE 12115     6/10/2011iBCHUNDC             iRECR i430    3001A-      60001 60001 6O00i     3700 

321654987 iTwo !Student !MTE !2115 8/7/2011iBCHBUSU iRECR i430    300!A- 6000! 6000! 6000i 3850 

..!.~:~£~.#.?..~#......i.7%~.~. ................ i.~g..~.~L........i.!~!.7[.~.....i£!.)..~. .................. .5!:~.£@.)..~.i.~6~.9.~@/L.......i..~.%!.N.!~:].~...i.#..~.~#....... J.£9. ............. .?.:@.i.#. ....................... .~:.~.g..%.........~:.~.~..%.....~.~::.£..~.~.i ................. .~...#.)..~ 

..!.~:7~£g.~.?..~#......’,.7%~.~. ................ i.#.~g..~.~L.........i.!~!.7[.~.....i£!.)..~. .................. £’.~..~@.)..~:L#~%.~@:L.......L.~.%:].N.!~:].~...LEg.%....L~Z.9. ............. .?.:@.i.#.~. ................... .~:.~.~..%.........~:.~.~..~.i........~.~::.£.~.~.’, ................. .~...9.)..~ 
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Dropped Courses 

This report shows the courses that have been dropped for all current athletes. The query is 

NC SR RPTSR030 RECENT DROPS. 

Golf-Me~ 
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18. Documents Used in the Certification Process 

NCAA Eligibility Center Initial Certification (48C) Example 

Prospective Student-Athlete Details Report Univers~y of North Carolina, Chapel Hil! 

01-May-ll 

EC DI Graduation Date: (01-Jura11) 

EC DII Graduation Date: (01-Jun- 11 ) 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

31-Aug-11 

2011 

Men’s Fencing (31-A~g*11) 

1260 

Men’s Fencing Oiv I 

(Yes - 31 -Aug-11 ) 

Men’s Fencing Div II 

(Yes - 31-Aug-11 ) 

Final: Certified 

(13-Oct-1 I) 

Final: Certified 

(13-Oct-11 ) 

Print Date: 10/! 8/2011 Printed By: University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill 

Page 1 of 1 
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Academic Worksheet Example 

NAME 

ENGL 101 

ENGL 102 

APPROACHES 

COMMUNICATION STUDIES, BA (120 credit hours) 
Optional 2"a Major or 
Minor        " 

* Through Level 3 unless placed into Love! 4 of HSFL 

(1 hr.) 

** At least one with tab 
CONNECTIONS 

w!tab 

Hist. Analysis (HS): 

Soc Sci./Hist. Analysis (SS/HS): 

Soc Sci./Hist. Analysis (SS/qqS): 

**~ From at least two departments 

Vis. & Per£ Arts (VP): 

Literary Arts (LA): 

Phil. Reasoning (PH): 

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION Cannot be a course from the major depattntant or any course used to satisfij major requirements. May only double with Conneutious, A 

Courses must be 3 hours or umre, 

I2. >199 I3, >199 

Three from COMM 120, 140 (VP), 

160 (CA), 170 (PH) 

> 400 

> 400 

> 400 

* 18 hours >C (got C-) required, includes C’s required for three core classes. No 
more thaa 45 hours of COMM classes will count toward graduation. COMM 693H 
and 694H count in the major, but not as part of a concentration. 
(#) Students must successfully complete the three core requirements with a grade 

of C (not C-) or better. 
(##) Each major must have a coherent program of study, defined as at least four 
courses in an area of smdv/concentration identified bv the deeartment (Option A), 

or at lea~t four courses selected and justified by the student and approved by the 

directors ofundersraduate studies (Option B). See concentration lists on reverse. 

This 
tally assumes sueeessfifl eompletiou of presently enrolled courses, and it does not accouq,~, for possi,h,!e’ overlaps 

Date/Advisor 

Remaining courses after this term: 
Foundations 

__ Approaches 
Connections 

__ Supplemental 

__ Major 1 (hrs C __ ) 

__ Major/minor (hrs C~ __ 
Other 

Date/Advisor 

Remaining courses after this term: 
Foundations 
Approaches 
Connections 
Supplemental 
Major 1 (hrs C     ) 

__ Major!minor (hrs C~ __ ~ __ 
Other 

Hrs to date: H~s to date: 

Hrs. in progress: Hrs. in progress: 

Total after this term: Total after this term: 

- 2x/HSFL/>24 - 2x/HSFL/>24 

Hrs remaining to grad Hrs remaining to grad 

Semesters Le~: Semesters Left: 

Date/Advisor 

Remaiuiug courses after this term: 
Foundations 
Approaches 
Connections 

__ Supplemental 
Major 1 (hrs C ) 
Major!minor (hrs C~) __ 
Other 

Hrs to date: 
Hrs. in progress: 
Total after this term: 
- 2x/HSFL!>24 
Hrs remaining to grad 
Semesters Left: 

Date/Advisor 
Remaining courses after this term: 

Foundations 
Approaches 
Connections 

__ ~upplemental 
__ Major 1 (hrs C __ ) 

Major/minor (hrs C~ __ 
Other 

Hrs to date: 
Hrs, in progress: 
Total after this term: 
- 2x,q-IS FL/>24 

Hrs remaining to grad 
Semesters Left: 
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Eligibility Declaration Example 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
Eligibility Declaration                            Acaaeir~¢ Year: ........ 

TNs is to certify that the stadent-atbletes whose names appear below meet the Institalio~ml, Coi~ference 
and NCAA requirements for eligibility. 

Spoil: Mens Golf 

6 Hour Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Hours: 

GPA: 

6 Hour Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Hours: 

GPA: 

6 Hour Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Hours: 

GPA: 

6 Hour Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Hours: 

GPA: 

6 Houx Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Horn’s: 

GPA: 

6 Houx Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Horn’s: 

GPA: 

6 Houx Rule: 

18 Hour Rule: 

Total DA Horn’s: 

GPA: 

U~iversity Registrar Date 
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Transfer Student Questionnaire Example 

July 19, 2010 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

Yale University 

Dear Ms.    : 

, a student at Yale, h~ expressed interest in a possible transtbr to the University of 

North Carolina. She would like to participate in Soccer at UNC. Please respond to the following 

items: 

In accordm~ce with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, may we have~nission to discuss future 

academic and athletic plans with the student-athlete? [~[Y I--IN 

What were the student-athlete’s dates of att~mdance at your institution? ~.,~ooe-~,~oo~ 

Did the student-athlete transfer from a four-year institution to your institution? Y Iv"~] N 

If YES: 

Name of h~stitution 

Dates of Att~a~dance 

Number of Seasons of Competition Used 

4. W~s the student-athlete recruited? [~]Y N 

5. Did the student-athlete sign a National l~etter of Intent? Y ~ N 

If YES: 

Name of Institution 

Ye~ Signed 

6. W~ the student-athlete certified by the NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghous~’lV N 

If YES, is a copy of the 48-C ff~rm on file’? [~/[Y N 

7. Did the student-athlete receive athletically related finm~cial aid? Y ~ 

If" YES, for how many y2ars? 
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Transfer Student Questionnaire Example Continued 

How many seasons of competition did the student-athlete use in the spoW? 2 

Did the studem-athlete use a redshirt year? Y [] N     A hardship year? 

Has the student-alhlete ever been disqualified or,__,,served a disciplinary st~spension fbr ~my 
reason, including an academic offense? Y 
IF YES, please identit}’ the dines of the suspensmn: 

10. Has the student-athlete ever been declared ineligible due to a positive drug test administered 

by the NCAA? Y ]~’+]N 

IF YES, please idemify the dates of the suspension: 

11. Is the student-athlete in good academic standing? [~]Y N 

12. Does the student-athlete meet applicable progress-toward-degree requirement~Y N 

13. Did the student-athlete pass 6 hours in his/her last fiAl-time term of enrollmentS" N 

14. Would the student-athlete have been acade~nically eligible to compete during the next regular 

academic term at your institt~ion (if he/she were to retum)?[~;     N 

15. In accordance wifl~ NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10, do you ohj ect to the~student-athlete being 
granted an exception to the transfer residence requirement? Y I~IN N/A 

Please return this completed titan to me (via thx m 919-962-6002 or scan/email) at your earliest 
convenience, and do not hesitate to contact me with questions or concerns. 

’lhatN you for your assistance. 

Sh~cerely, 

Completed By: 

Printed Name Title Asst AD, Compliance 

Signature Date 7/19/2010 
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119 WGO Schedule Au~ 

WGO 2119 2221/2011 BSBA 

WGO 2119 2221/2011 BSBA 

WGO 2119 2221/2011 BSBA 

WGO 2119 2221/2011 BSBA 

WGO 2119 2221/20tl BSBA 

WGO 2119 2221/2011 BSBA 

WGO 2119 4J2&@11 

WGO 2119 4/25/20!1 

WGO 2119 4/25~2011 

WGO 2119 4/25@11 

WGO 2119 4/25/2011 

WGO 2119 ~2&t20tl 

WGO 2119 8~2372011 

WGO 2119 8~3/2011 

WGO 2119 £2&z2011 

WGO 21t9 222812011 BAPSYA 

WGO 2119 2’28/2011 BAPSYA 

WGO 21t9 2228J2011 BAPSYA 

WGO 2119 2228/2011 BAPSYA 

WGO 2119 2~26/2010 B~_~XSS 

WGO 2119 2226@10 BA~X% 

WGO 2II9 ~q2010 £AEXSS 

WGO 2119 ~z2010 BAEX% 

WGO 2119 ~2010 BAEXSS 

WGO 2119 2226!2010 B~SS 

BUSI 401 

BUSI 407 

BUSI 410 

%S~ 698 

JOMC 271 

BCHINTS INTSIPM ~NTH 448 

INTSfPM ANTH 4@ 

BCHINTS INTSIPM ARAB 101 

BCHINTS INTStPM ART 151 

BCHINTS INTSIPM INTS 2t0 

BCHEXSS EXSSSA HtST 42 

BCH~SS EXSSSA PHIL 170 

BCHE~(SS EXSSSA PSYC 260 

BCHEXSS B~SSSA SPAIN 203 

EXSS 181 

HBT 142 

PSYC 2t0 

PSYC 5t2 

BIOL 101 

BOL 101L 

EXSS 211 

EXSS 376 

S~(SS 8,85 

PORT 275 

3¢~3 YES 12 

3.0~9 YES 

l~S YES 

309 YES 

150 YES 

3049 NO 

3.50 "YES 16 

30~ YES 

403 YES 

3~ YES 

3.03 YES 

350 YES 12 

309 ~S 

3@ YES 

S@ YES 12 

308 YES 

3@ YES 

309 ~S 

3.50 ~S 16 

103 YES 

350 YES 

30,8 YES 

309 YES 

t5 

12 

12 

275 

32 

42 
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Tar Heel Tracker Example 
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Tar Heel Tracker Example Continued 

Not Satisfied: Foundations (RGI00 i] 

Courses: 2: required~ 2 taken~ 0 needed 

English i01 !~R~OOOI:LNO010) 

Courses: i required~ i taken~ 0 needed 

ENGL I0i 3,00 2010 Fall Be 

Students must ta~e either ENGL 102 or i02Io ~R~O001:LNO020) 

Courses: i required, i kaken0. 0 needed 

ENG CO#’4P A 
ENGL 102 

R.HET©R.~[C 
3o00 2011 Spring A- 
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ACC Waiver Example 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

December 

Susan Malloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for women’s tennis student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the Fall 2009 semester. Please note that you may prorate 9 

hours toward degree based on the fact that Ms.  initially enrolled after 8/1/03. Thank you 
for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Director of Compliance & Governance 

cc: Dr, Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBR1DGE LANE o GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE - CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ¯ NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 
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NCAA Waiver Example 

R O, Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiane 46206 

Telephone: 317/9!7-6222 

Shipping/0vemigN Address: 

1802 Alonzo Warlord Sr. grive 

Indianapolis, Indiana 462.02 

www.ncaa.org 

Ms. Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Maloy: 

Tttis is in regard to the appeal by the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
with respect to                 per NCAA Bylaw .14.4.3.1-(b) [18-semester/27, 
quarter hour requirement (enrolled after 8/03)]. 

The staff liaisons to the NCAA Division I Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver 
Committee have determined, based on review authority delegated to them by the 
committee, that the appeal in the case of             should be approved. 

In its approval of the appeal, the staff noted academic achievement. This waiver 
is approved contingent on meeting all other progress-toward-degree 
legislation requirements. 

The staff reminds your institution that any future progress-toward-degree waiver 
requests for this student-athlete will be considered under stricter guidelines per 
the NCAA Division I Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver Appeals Subcommittee. 
Institutions should particularly take note of the stricter review if a future waiver 
indicates that the academic-recovery plan was not followed. 

We wish            the best with his future academic and athletics endeavors, 
Please contact me ifI can be of further assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Bacan 
Assistant Director of Academic and Membership Affairs 

SB:rlh 

cc: Mr. Richard Baddour 
Mr. John Swof~brd 

N a t i o n a I C o I I e g i a ~te- A th..! et.ic..As s o �.-i.atie n, 
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Underload Approval Form Example 

ARTS 
DO NOT APPLY FOR GRADUATION t.]N LFSS YOU WiLL HAVE COMPLETED 

ALL GRADUATION REQUIREM~:NTS BEFORE THE DEGREE AWARD DATE, 

PID; 

,5tude. nt Name: Last Name First Name Middle Nam 
i 

P lease poor]de ~e into�motion below for use by t~e Academic A~vislng Program~ but re~ber that yo~ 
the Registrar in S~B Noah to update your information if it diffe~ fro~ Lhat s~own on y£ur 5tuden~Cent~] records, 

i . Emafl: 
Address: 

Phone Number= 

City;     chapel nil! State: North Carolina Zip Code: 

,Country: United States __ 

"l~tter in the mail, apd ~nly for this p~tpo~e. For all othe r address aa~ mai~i~8 purposes~ re.eraSer that you ~ust visit hEp://st udentcentral.unc.e~e (for ad~re~5 

All di#Ivma~ are mailed by the ReSister ~o the Pe[maaent Addtess on file for ~e ~udea~ after t~e e~i~l ~ad~atlo~ date. To assure that Veu~ diploma ~s 

Field(s) Of specialization: Fill in no more than three of the following ~elds orspeciafization: 

&st Major: ECON Economics (BACHELOROFARTS) 

2nd Major: NO SECOND M~OR 

~ ~st Minor: NO MINOR 

[ 2rid Minor: NO SECOND MINOR 

Please list the courses you are takfns,.includ~n8 course name and number #£ hours: 

¢ourse~: 
econS$0~~ 

Course6: 

Course2; port 382 Course7: 

Course3: Exss 220 CourseS: 

Course4; Ceurseg: 

CourseS: CourseS0 

UNC Course/Number of Hours: 
Ty#e of Credit: 

~ ] NO Additional Course ~ ~f 

~ 1 No Additional Course 

’~ 1 NO Additional Course 

Student Signature Date Graduation Coordinator Approva~ Date 

Date Form Submitted: ~1:11:22.756 GMT-4 ~ 157 ~ 

Co ~ents: 
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Course Substitution Documentation Example 

Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3106, 2203 SASB North 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

June 15, 2011 

Ms, 

Dear Ms.     : 

This letter acknowledges your request for course substitutions for your General 
College/General Education Foreign Language requirements. 

Based upon an evaluation and recommendation from Mr. Jim Kessler, Director of 

The Department of Disability Services, I have determined that you qualify for substitute 
courses for your general education foreign language requirement. You must select two 
(2) courses from the attached list of approved course substitutions to satisfy your General 
College/General Education foreign language requirements, 

Please note that this permission for substitute courses covers only the General 
Education Foreign Language requirement, that is, through level 3. If your major requires 
level 4 or beyond, you must resolve this requirement through your major department. 

If you have any questions or if you need additional information, please contact me 
at 962-1046 or in 2203 SASB North. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean 

ec: student’s permanent record 

cc: Jim Kessler 
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Certification Schedule Example 

SPORT 

Women’s Soccer 

Field Hockey 

Men’s Soccer 

Volleyball 

Varsity Football 

Women’s Golf 

Men’s Cross Country 

Women’s Cross 
Country 
Men’s Golf 

Men’s Swimming 

Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Tennis 

Men’s Tennis 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Softball 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Rowi ng 

Men’s Basketball 

JV Men’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball 

Men’s Fencing 

Women’s Fencing 

Wrestling 

Men’s Track & Field 

Women’s Track & 
Field 
Baseball 

Gymnastics 

Novice Rowers 

FALL 2011 REGISTRAR ELIGIBILITY SCHEDULE 

lS~ COMP 

Aug. 19 

Aug. 21 

Aug. 19 

Aug. 26 

Sept. 3 

Sept.10 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 12 

Sept. 10 
(Ind.)/Oct. 6 
Sept. 10 
(Ind.)/Oct. 6 
Sept. 16 

Sept. 16 

Oct. 

Sept. 

Sept. 30 
(Alumni)/Oct. 
10 
Oct. 16 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 7 

Jan. 

Jan. 

Spring 

Jan. 15 

Spring 

DECLARATION 

FROM 
REGISTRAR’S 

OFFICE 
Aug. 15 

Aug. 16 

Aug. 15 

Aug. 19 

Aug. 25 

Sept. 2 

Aug. 25 

Aug. 25 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 9 

Sept. 9 

Sept. 

Sept. 

Sept. 23 

Oct. 7 

Oct. 14 

Oct. 14 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 28 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Must certify as a fall 
sport 
Nov. 

APPROX: #OF 
S TU DE N TS 

3O 

25 

3O 

15 

105 

12 

25 

25 

15 

6O 

6O 

10 

10 

32 

2O 

5O 

4O 

15 

15 

15 

65 

65 

35 

100 

100 

3O 

2O 

4O 

ASSIGNED 
TO 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Rocky 

Crystal 

Rocky 

Crystal 

ELIG 
MEETING 

Aug 2 
pm 

Aug 10 
1:00 pm 
Aug 10 
1:00 pm 
Aug 9 
5:00 pm 
Aug 4 
4:00 pm 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug 17 
10:00 am 
Aug 17 
10:00 am 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug. 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug. 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 

Aug. 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug. 22 
1:00 pm 

Aug. 22 
10:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 24 
7:00 pm 
Aug 26 
7:00 pm 
Aug 26 
7:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
Aug 25 
7:00 pm 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:43 PM 

Donna Papa <dip@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Players 

Donna, 
I don’t see why can’t participate on the team. it’s not like team handball is one of our varsity sports and her money would count towards another team’s equivalency. And 

there isn’t anything in the Student Coach bylaw that prohibits her from participating and she doesn’t have any eligibility left to jeopardize. I think it’s fine for to participate. 

Thanks for checking!! 

Lance 

11.01.4 Coach, Undergraduate Student Assistant. 

An undergraduate student assistant coach is any coach who is a student athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in the sport or has become injured to the point that he 

or she is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional criteria: (Revised." 1/12/04 elective 8/1/04, 4/29/!0 effective 8/!/10) 

Ca) Is enrolled at the institution at which he or she most recently participated in intercollegiate athletics; (Revised: 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(b) Is enrolled as a full time undergraduate student in his or her first baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.1.7.2), except that during his or her final semester or 

quarter of the baccalaureate degree program, he or she may be enrolled in less than a full time degree program of studies, provided he or she is carrying (for credit) the 

courses necessary to complete the degree requirements; (Revised." !/12/04 effective 8/1/04, 8/11/09, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(c) Is receiving no compensation or remuneration from the institution other than the financial aid that could be received as a student athlete and expenses incurred on road 

trips that are received by individual team members; and (Revised." 1/9/96) 

(d) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student athletes off campus or scouting opponents off campus and does not perform recruiting coordination 

functions (see Bylaw 11.7.1,2.2). 

>>> Donna Papa, 

Can 

Donna 

~:06 PM >>> 

no eligibility) as a student assistant still on scholarship do this if she was interested. 

Camps & Clirdcs: www.caroHnasoftbailcamps.com 

Facebook: LJniversitv of North Carolina Far Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftbail 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 

200:1. ACC CHAMPIONS 

>>> Wade Sutton ~yahoo.com> 8/9/2012 2:12 PM >>> 

Coach Papa, 

My name is Wade Sutton and ~ coach the women’s team handball team at Carolina. ! was wondering if you have any players who do not have 

eligibility left but are still at Carolina and would like to play a sport. Our team is very competitive and ! am looking for more athletes to train and 

compete. ! have played and coached Team Handball at the National team level and would love to help some athletic girls get noticed by the 

National Team and be able to represent their country playing handball for the USA..             a former softball player at Carolina, has played 

on our team the last couple of years and even made the USA National Team. Please let me know if you could recommend any players for me to 

reach out to. Thank you. 

Wade 



Formatted: After: 0" 

Formatted: Top: 1.75" 

Academic Honesty Policy 
Academic Ce**~ter Support Program fbr Student-Athletes 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~ Formatted: Left, After: 0" 

Tutoring sessions within the Academic Support Program are mea~: intended to be 
learning experiences for student-athletes. Therefore, tgutors are encouraged ~ected to 
discuss subject matters with student-athletes in an effort to ensure that t-he-y---student- 
athletes understand and appreciate the material. 

Tutors are ~not to do work for student-athletes. Examples of academic fraud,. ........ ~l:orm~tte,I; Underline 
unacceptable tutoring practices., and extra benefits include,, but are not limited to: 

writing or altering a paper for the a_student-athlete 
completing assignments for ~l~--~..student-athlete 
taking exams for ~--~..student-athlete 
any practice that presents the a_tutor’s work as the a_student-athlete’s 
conducting research for the a_student-athlete 

I attest to the fact that I have received training regarding NCAA and UNC academic 
assistance policies and regulations, specifically 3~!..!~g~:!i~J:..g.~..academic fraud and 
extra benefits. I fully understand my role as an institutional staff member~ and I 
will adhere to all NCAA, UNC,. and Academic Support C~,~-r--~£~g~.~:..policies. I 
understand that violating these policies couid seriously jeopardize the eligibility 

University as a whole. Therefore, any violation of these policies will we’~qd result 
in my ~.~.~.0~0.~.~.termination.~:...o..~:..~!.~..~!~:.9.~g..~!~g~:~!~.. 

~-- ...... [ Formatted: Justified, Indent: Before: 0", ) 

.... L After: 0’~’ .... j 

Print Name 

Tutor Training 2012-13 



UNC 

Signature Date 



Academi~ 
Academic 
The Uniw 

Honesty Testimonial 
Support Program for Student-Athletes 
rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Indent: .onCng: 0.7s" 

Formatted: Indent: Hanging: 0.75", After: 

[ Formatted: Left, Indent: Before: -0.75", 

~75’’, After: 0" 

(Forma~ed: After: 0" 

The staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes ~vould like to thank you for your ....... (~~~{4~i~~J~i~i~~]~~]0"; ................................. 
investmer in our program and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable, as i~ is .-an&one of ;-,m:-:~he most 
important services we offerS. In a’~cor&a~Ice wit!~ ACC reque~t~, and irm~ efforts to remain monitor 
complian~ 
testimoni~ 
time of ~;e 

Academic 
As stated 

activity: 

integrity mu:;t bei~ demanded of all employees within our t!’rogranm’,ai~’,k3ined by ~mr office. 
n our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty Policy, the k;rmwhich you signed at the ~.erm:s 
~eairmin~ of the semester, the following are exmnples of e~ra benefits and fraudulent academic 

This list 
activity. 
experienc 

- 

Again, th~ 

regulatiol 

I atgc~4 ~;. 

the givinl 
and pres 
Program 

~Titing or altering a paper for g~-O:.student-athlete 
completing assignments for g}~--a student-athlete 

taking exams for tt~e-~..student-athlete 
any practice that presents {h~--a tutoi"s work as g}~--Kstudent-athlete’s 

conducting research for tl~-~..student-athlete 

not all-inclusive, by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible 

in our Provra~n, please initial each. ~Should you be unable to attest to these statements fbr any __---{ Forma~ed: Underline 

-~v~w~mi~i~t~b~3g~w~s~e~841~y~c~a~t~i~s~i~t,~d~i~>b~3 .... 

¯ k you fbr your investment in our program and fbr all that you do fbr our student-athletes. 

,’rti~}~ ~ *he fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any fraudulent academic’a~’ 
~- behavior(sL according to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and 

tb~e fi:ctcerfifv that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave~ nor witnessed 
ofx any extra benefit(s),_ according to NCAA regulations [as stated in the NCAA Manual 

,’nted in training pr~ed~e~---.we~entations ~[ven by the Academic Support 
;taft and the Department of Athletics’_ Compliance Office stall         i::i~ ~ ::i ~ ::i:~ :: 
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ACADEMIC INTEGRITY STA TEIVIENT ADDENDUM 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our program for the future, so your candid responses to the following questions are greatly 

appreciated. 

1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by a~hl~i~ depa~tm~D~partment of Athletics’ staff to provide unethical academic assistance? 

If so, in what way? 

Did you feel you were given adequate training on NCAA rules relating to academic integrity, extra benefits, gambling~ and 

other applicable legislation? If not_, what wou!d you !ike to see done different!yareas of this training d9 you believe need 

more attention? 

4. If you saw issues affecting academic integrity, were you able to bring your concerns to the eeedemie suppor~Academic 

~op~E~ PEo~ staff? If you did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Please e~explain. 

5. What type of interaction have did.you hav_~_e~, with faculty cI~E~D~ Vour time as a tutor? 

6. Are you aware of any gambling behaviors among student-athletes? If so, what types of gambling? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please di~cussdescribe. 





Date 

Name 

Address Line ~ 

Addres_s_.~ Line 2 

Dear Name: 

~fTe would like to take this opportunity to thank you, as a former part-time member of our Academic 

Support Program for Student-Athletes, for your service to our student-athletes and to our Program. ~,,Ve 

take great pride in the academic accomplishments of our student-athletes, and our tutorial program is a key 

component to this success. 

Please note that only" currently employed tutors/mentors are permitted to work with our student-athletes. 
It is through monitoring and supervision that we are able to ensure the proper environment for them. As a 
result of your departure from our Program, you are no longer permitted to work with our student- 
athletes in an academic setting outside of our Academic Support Program from this point forward. 
This would include any tutoring, mentoring, academic counseling, etc. 

We would also like to remind you that some NCAA rules and regulations continue to apply to you, even 

though you are no longer an institutional staff member. Along with ceasing the provision of academic 

assistance, you must also refrain from providing benefits, of any nature, to our student-athletes. 

Continuing to provide academic assistance or other benefits would jeopardize the eligibility of our 
student-athletes. 

By virtue of your past employment within the Department of Athletics, it is !ike!y posssible that you would 

be deemed a "representative of athletics interest" by the NCAA. Therefore, the Department of Athletics 

maintains responsibility for your future involvement with our student-athletes. Thus, we hope that this 

letter is helpful in terms of explaining the importance of the restrictions we are required to place on you in 

terms of future interaction with our student-athletes 

Should you have any questions about this information, we encourage you to contact us for clarification. 
Thank you again for your time and dedication to the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

Formatted: Indent: Before: 0", After: 0" 

Formatted: Left: I", Right: 1",Top: I" 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer 

Director of Academic Support for 

Student-Athletes 

Susan B. Maloy 
Assistant Athletics Director for Certification 
and Eligibility 
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Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament Saturday, Oct 13 - Sunday, Oct 14,2012 

, NCSUvs UNC vs 

9:30 am UNCG 
Peace 

UNC~Gvs 

]2i~pm 1 

, UNCP 

~ Methodist vs UNC vs 

2i30~ ! Peace 
NCSU 

:: Methodist vs 

5pm 1 

i 
NCSU 

]4i2012 

~ Elon vs 

]0i00 a~ ~ 
NCSU 

~ UNCPvs Lenoir Rhyne 
~2i30 p~ 1 

~ NCSU vs UNC 

Lenoir Rhyne UNC vs 

3P~ I 
vs UNCP Elon 

Methodist 

Elon vs 

UNCP 

UNCP 

vs Peace 

Warm up 
field 

Warm up 
field 

Warm up field 

Warm up field 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:45 AM 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins < mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament, Oct 13-14 

I got it ~ in Raleigh ~ I assume at Walnut Creek??? Thanks 

> > > Larry Gallo 9/19/2012 6:18 AM > > > 

Thanks, Donna ~ saw that there are 3 or 4 fields associated with this tournament ~ where is it being held? 

Larry 

> > > Donna Papa 9/18/2012 6:24 PM > > > 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CARO LI NA SO FTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

> > > Julie Domina 9/17/2012 8:35 AM > > > 
Schedule is attached, thanks, julie 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:13 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

- O.V. Itinerary & Profile 

- O.V. Itinerary & Profile.xlsx 

All, 

We will be hosting one official visit this weekend:                  from              He is traveling by 
himself and will be flying in Saturday morning. Please see attached for his itinerary and profile. 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@tmcaa.unc.edu 
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NCAA BYLAW 11 - ATHLETICS PERSONNEL 

Division I membership supports changes to the regulations related to personnel to place greater emphasis on the establishment and compliance with 

institutional policies to govern contractual agreements, to eliminate some unnecessary levels of regulation and to reduce some costs through use of technology 

in the scouting of opponents. Finally, the Division I membership supports the establishment of enhanced methods to improve the education of and 

accountability of coaches. 

PROPOSAL NAME 

I~ln 1 1_1 _ 

AIMr~ 

RWG PROPOSAL 

NO. 11-2 -- 

ELIMINATION OF 

RECRUITING 

COORDiNATiON 

FUNCTIONS 

INTENT 

To eliminate legislation related to 

recruiting coordination functions that 
must be ~erformed bg head or assistant 
coaches. 

RATIONALE 

[ach institution should be responsible for establishing its own 

~olides and ~rocedures related to the recruitment of 
~ros~ective student-athletes, including the ro~es and 
responsibilities of all athletics department staff members. The 
current rules requiring off-cam~us recruitment to be 
~erformed onlg bg countaMe coaches would remain 
a~licable. 

CABINET POSITIONS 

~e ~he p~opo~al f~ 

~n~ide~a~idh: 

Recruiting Cabinet 

supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL 

NO. 11-3-B-- 

LIMITATION ON 

SCOUTING OF 

OPPONENTS -- IN- 

PERSON SCOUTING 

PROHIBITED 

RWG PROPOSAL 

NO. 11-4-- 

ELIMINATION OF 

LIMITATIONS ON 

NUMBER OF OFF- 

CAMPUS 

RECRUITERS AT ANY 

ONE TIME 

To prohibit in-person scouting except for 

scouting future opponents participating in 

the same tournament at the same site or 

the same double header event at the 

same site. 

To eliminate the limitations on the 
number of coaches who may recruit off 

campus at any one time. 

It is appropriate for one rule regarding scouting to apply to all 

sports. In most cases, video of future opponents is readily 

available either through institutional exchange, subscription to 

a recording/dubbing service or internet sites accessible to the 

general public. 

The limits on the number of coaches who may recruit off- 

campus at any one time were initially adopted as cost 

containment measures, but there is no data, anecdotally or 

otherwise, that would suggest the rules have furthered that 

objective. Each institution should be responsible for 

establishing its own policies and procedures related to the off- 

campus recruitment of prospective student-athletes by 

authorized countable coaching staff members. 

Recruiting Cabinet 

supports. 

The Championship Cabinet 

supports. 

Recruiting Cabinet 

supports. 

Championship Cabinet 

opposes, noting the 

current limit on the 
number of off-campus 

recruiters helps ensure a 

member of the coaching 

remains on campus, that 

coaches are the best 

individuals to deal with 
issues that may arise 

involving their team’s 

student-athletes and that 

the move toward earlier 
access to prospective 

student-athletes was 
intended to help coaches 

stay on campus. 



BYLAW 12 - AMATEURISM 
Division I membership reaffirms that the collegiate model does not support payment to student-athletes for participation in sport, and the need to maintain a 

demarcation between professional sports and intercollegiate athletics, with a focus on the educational experience of student-athletes. The membership 

reaffirms its commitment to prohibiting the use of agents by student-athletes and unauthorized benefits received by professional organizations. The 

membership continues to examine how to best provide educational information to help students make informed decisions while not compromising their 

amateur status. There also is consensus that a more flexible application of actual and necessary expenses received without compromising amateur status is 

appropriate. 

PROPOSAL NAME 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12ol -- ACTUAL AND 

NECESSARY EXPENSES 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12o2 -o CALCULATION 

OF ACTUAL AND 

NECESSARY EXPENSES 

INTENT 

To establish a uniform definition of actual 
and necessary competition-related 

expenses. 

To specify that the calculation of an 

individual’s actual and necessary expenses 

shall be based on expenses incurred 

during each calendar year (January - 

December), rather than on an event-by- 

event basis. 

RATIONALE 

Current amateurism legislation regarding what constitutes 

an actual and necessary competition-related expense is 

inconsistent and results in confusion by the membership, 

as well as perceptions of unfairness to prospective and 

enrolled student-athletes. 

Currently, an individual whose annual expenses 

significantly exceed his or her annual prize money may 

still incur a violation if the prize money exceeded 

expenses in a single event. Calculation of expenses 

versus prize money over a calendar year is a more 

equitable, less bureaucratic approach that does not 

compromise the values of the collegiate model. 

CABINET POSITIONS 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 

Championship Cabinet 

supports, with some 

expressing concern about 

lack of definition in the 

term "reasonable." 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12-3 - NOMINAL 

BENEFIT 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12-4 -- COMPETITION- 

RELATED EXPENSES 

FROM OUTSIDE 

SPONSOR 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12-5 -- PAYMENT 

BASED ON 

PERFORMANCE -- 

FROM AMATEUR 

TEAM OR EVENT 

SPONSOR -- SPORTS 

OTHER THAN TENNIS 

¯ To specify that prior to initial full-time 

enrollment at an NCAA institution, if an 
individual receives expenses from an 

otherwise permissible source (e.g., event 

sponsor, club team) that exceed his or her 

actual and necessary expenses by $300 or 

less, the eligibility of the individual shall 

not be affected; 

¯ To specify that if a student-athlete engages 

in permissible outside competition and 

receives expenses from an otherwise 

permissible source (e.g., event sponsor, 

club team) that exceed his or her actual 
and necessary expenses by $300 or less, 

the eligibility of the student-athlete shall 

not be affected and the institution is not 
required to submit a self-report of the 

infraction. 

To permit an individual to receive actual 

and necessary expenses from an outside 

sponsor other than from an agent, a 

representative of an institution’s athletics 

or a professional sports organization, as 

specified. 

In sports other than tennis, to specify that 

an individual may receive up to actual and 

necessary competition-related expenses in 

both team and individual sports from an 

amateur team or a sponsor of event. 

This proposal is consistent with the membership’s efforts 

to streamline the student-athlete reinstatement process. 

Currently, an infraction in which a prospective student- 

athlete receives more than actual and necessary expenses 

from an otherwise permissible source typically results in 

immediate reinstatement of eligibility once he or she 

provides a donation in the amount of the benefit to a 

charity of his or her choice. In 2011-12, there were a total 

of 110 amateurism certification process cases in which the 

student-athlete reinstatement penalty was repayment 

only. For 43 of the 110 cases, the total penalty involved 

was $300 or less. Any expenses from agents, professional 

teams (unless consistent with the professional team 

exception) or boosters generally remain impermissible 

regardless of the amount. 

Currently, there are several bylaws addressing the 

provision of competition-related expenses to 

prospective and enrolled student-athletes that are 

overly complicated and bureaucratic. This proposal 

provides the opportunity for prospective and enrolled 

student-athletes to seek out additional permissible 

financial resources to support their athletics aspirations 

without compromising the fundamental purpose of the 

collegiate model. 

Currently, there are several bylaws addressing the 

provision of payment based on performance for 

prospective and enrolled student-athletes that are overly 

complicated and bureaucratic. This change would 

streamline the legislation for individuals prior to and 

following enrollment and for both individual and team 

sports without compromising the fundamental purpose of 

the collegiate model. 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 

Championship Cabinet 

supports. 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 

12-6 -- EXCEPTION FOR 

TRAINING EXPENSES-- 

GOVERNMENTAL 

ENTITIES 

To specify that an individual may receive 

actual and necessary training expenses to 

cover developmental training, coaching, 

facility usage, equipment, apparel, supplies, 

comprehensive health insurance, travel, 

room and board that are provided by a 

governmental entity. 

emp!oyment !egis!ation as specified. 

Several government programs currently available to 

athletes do not meet the criteria of the training expenses 

legislation. This change would reduce bureaucracy and 

confusion regarding the application of the applicable 

amateurism legislation and enhance student-athlete well- 

being by providing increased access to funding to further 

athletics development. 

,,-, - ~~’er~orme~ ~ ~+ ~ r~+ ............ ,- .... 1+~ ~ 

....... I~,, sa~e-uar~s.~ ~ ~ ......... ;,,, em~,~o-men+~.,. . ~,,, 

based on athletics reputation, ~t remains ~mperm~ss~b~e for 

such reputation. ~n addition, ~t remains ~mperm~ss~Me for a 

Amateurism Cabinet 

supports. 

meetingi the RWG 

derided ~e delay 

~OnSide~atiOn Of the 



BYLAW 13 - RECRUITING 
The Division I membership supports a significant level of deregulation in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes. Areas of increased emphasis (with 

accompanying penalties) include use of impermissible third-parties in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes, and improper tampering with currently 

enrolled student-athletes. Areas of re-regulation focus on aspects determined not to be meaningful or enforceable. The membership supports earlier access to 

prospective student-athletes to provide better information to the prospective student-athletes, and to require schools to determine their best practices to 

represent their institutions in the most appropriate manner. There continues to be some interest in some sport groups for sport-specific legislation in some 

areas. 

PROPOSAL NAME 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-1 

-- PROSPECTIVE STUDENT- 

ATHLETE -- STUDENT- 

ATHLETE ON SIGNING 

NATIONAL LETTER OF 

iNTENT 

INTENT 

An individual who has signed a 

NLI (or, for an institution that 

does not use the NLI in a 

particular sport, the institution’s 

written offer of admission and/or 

financial aid) shall no longer be 

considered a PSA for purposes of 

Bylaw 13; however, activities and 

actions that would have been 

contrary to Bylaw 13.2.1 if the 

individual had not signed an NLI 

shall be subject to the 

application of the extra benefit 

legislation; 

An individual who officially 

registers, enrolls and attends 

classes during the certifying 

institution’s summer term prior 

to his or her initial enrollment at 

the certifying institution shall no 

longer be considered a PSA; 

An individual who reports to an 

institutional orientation session 

that is open to all incoming 

students within 14 calendar days 

prior to the opening day of 

classes of a regular year term 

shall no longer be considered a 

PSA. 

RATIONALE 

¯ Proposal is designed to further student-athlete 

success and well-being by allowing an individual 

who has demonstrated a significant commitment 

to attend a particular institution to no longer be 

subject to recruiting regulations in Bylaw 13. 

~ If the individual enrolls and attends summer 

school classes prior to initial enrollment at the 

certifying institution, the individual should be 

treated similarly to the enrolled student-athletes 

attending that institution. 

¯ In addition, this proposal would promote a greater 

development of the student-athlete/coach 

relationship by permitting increased access 

between the coach and an incoming signee. 

CABINET POSITIONS 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses and 

Financial Aid Cabinet supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-2 

-- INITIAL DATE FOR 

COMMUNICATION AND 

IN-PERSON CONTACT 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13o3 

-- DEREGULATION OF 

MODES AND NUMERICAL 

LIMITATIONS ON 

COMMUNICATION 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-4 

-- ELIMiNATiON OF 

PUBLiCATiON OF 

ADMISSIONS AND 

GRADUATION DATA, 

BANNED DRUG LIST AND 

INITIAL-ELIGIBILITY 

STANDARDS 

¯ To specify that off-campus 

contact shall not be made with 

an individual (or his or her 

relatives or legal guardians) 

before the opening day of classes 

of his or her junior year in high 

school; 

. To specify that communication 

(e.g., telephone calls, electronic 

communication) shall not be 

made with an individual before 

July I following the completion 

of his or her sophomore year in 

high school or the opening day of 

classes of his or her junior year in 

high school (as designated by the 

high school), whichever is earlier. 

To eliminate restrictions governing 

modes and numerical limitations on 
recruiting communication. 

To eliminate the legislation related 

to publishing/providing admissions, 

graduation rates and NCAA Division 

I Academic Progress Rate data, 

banned drug list and initial-eligibility 

standards to prospective student- 

athletes. 

The establishment of regulations that provide for 

earlier access with prospective student-athletes is 

designed to support student-athlete success and well- 

being by allowing both the prospective student- 

athlete (and his or her family) and the institution 

greater opportunities to make more informed, and 

thus more sound, recruiting decisions. 

The current regulations governing modes and 

restrictions on recruiting communication are 

cumbersome and present numerous enforcement 

challenges. Institutions and/or conferences, at their 

discretion, should be responsible for establishing 

policies and procedures governing the recruitment of 

prospective student-athletes by athletics department 

staff members. 

The current legislation simply codifies policies that will 

continue to be executed by the Eligibility Center, 

regardless of their inclusion in the NCAA Manual. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Academic Cabinet supports. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13- 

5-B -- RECRUITING o- 

RECRUITING MATERIALS-- 

GENERAL 

CORRESPONDENCE ONLY 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-6 

-- RECRUITING -- 

RECRUITING MATERIALS-- 

ADVERTISEMENTS AND 

PROMOTIONS -- 

PERSONALIZED 

PROMOTIONS 

PROHIBITED 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-7 

-- RECRUITING -- 

PUBLICITY -- NO 

RESTRICTIONS AFTER 

COMMITMENT 

To prohibit sending or providing 

prospective student-athletes any 

recruiting materials other than 

general correspondence, as 

specified. 

To eliminate restrictions related to 
general advertising or promotional 

materials designed to solicit 

enrollment of prospective student- 

athletes, while maintaining 

prohibitions against personalized 

promotions. 

To eliminate the restrictions on 
publicity related to a prospective 

student-athlete after he or she has 
signed a National Letter of Intent or 

the institution’s written offer of 

admission and/or financial aid or 

after the institution has received his 
or her financial deposit in response 

to its offer of admission, as 
specified. 

Same rationale with 13.5.A. However, it would remain 

permissible for an institution to post materials on its 

website to be accessed by prospective student- 

athletes. 

The current legislation does not further the working 

group’s proposed principle of fair competition, which 

is designed to reduce rules that have been adopted to 

regulate an institution’s potential financial advantages. 

Any regulations on publicity after a student-athlete 

has committed to an institution are inconsequential 

and any currently prohibited activities should be left to 

the discretion of the institution and/or conference. 

p~epo~al ~o~ide~tion 
Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-8 

-- RECRUITING -- CAMPS 

AND CLINICS o- 

PROSPECTIVE AND 

ENROLLED STUDENT- 

ATHLETE EMPLOYMENT 

To deregulate the camps and 

clinics employment legislation 

related to prospective and 

enrolled student-athletes, as 
specified; 

In football, to eliminate the 
participation prohibition on senior 

prospective student-athletes. 

Student-athlete employment should be regulated 

only by the requirement that compensation is for 

work actually performed and at a rate 

commensurate with the going rate in the locality for 

similar services. 

Consistent with the general prohibition on the 

receipt of compensation by a student-athlete in 

conjunction with speaking engagements or 

attendance at events such as luncheon meetings 

of booster clubs or civic organizations, it remains 

impermissible for a student-athlete (or a 

prospective student-athlete) to receive 

compensation if he or she only lectures or 

demonstrates at a camp or clinic. 

Prospective student-athletes who have 

demonstrated a commitment to attend an 

institution should be allowed to be employed in 

that institution’s camps and clinics since no 

recruiting advantage will be gained through such 

employment. 

Recruiting Cabinet supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses and 

Financial Aid Cabinet supports. 



BYLAWS 14 and 23 - ACADEMICS and ELIGIBILITY 

Division I membership acknowledges the academic reform efforts over the last decade have had many positive outcomes for student athletes and institutions. 

The establishment of the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program is holding teams accountable for its collective academic performance, and recognizing 

top-performing teams. Increased individual academic performance expectations for incoming, transfer and continuing students is designed to have better 

prepared and performing student-athletes. Enhancements will continue to be considered by the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance and the 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors to meet the stated goal of improved academic performance. Emphasis will be placed on the academic preparedness and 

performance of all prospective and enrolled student-athletes, including the integrity of the credentials used to determine eligibility. 

PROPOSAL NAME 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 14-1 

-- ACADEMIC POLICIES 

AND INCONSEQUENTIAL 

LEGISLATION 

INTENT 

To eliminate or modify specified 

Bylaw 14 regulations, including 

legislation that is directly supported 

by institutional academic policy. 

RATIONALE 

Legislation that is inconsequential or directly 

addressed by institutional academic policy 

should no longer be included in the Manual. 

- Deletes early admissions program waiver 

- Sets one 45-day temp certification window for 

all SAs 

- Deletes designation of degree requirements 

- Deletes limits on PSA participating in HS all- 

star games 

CABINET POSITIONS 

Academic Cabinet supports. 



BYLAW 16 - AWARDS, BENEFITS and EXPENSES 
Division I membership recognizes that individuals working directly with students are in the best position to determine a student’s individual needs to help them 

work, earn a degree and develop the skills necessary to find a career and contribute to society. NCAA rules should not limit opportunities for institutions to 

provide reasonable services to help students grow and develop. The Division I membership also recognizes that campuses need to be able to provide reasonable 

medical expenses and services for the health, safety and physical and mental well-being for their student-athletes. This includes meeting the nutritional needs of 

all student-athletes in a less restrictive environment. 

PROPOSAL NAME 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-1 

-- AFTER INITIAL FULL- 

TIME ENROLLMENT AT 

THE CERTIFYING 

iNSTITUTiON 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-2 

-- EXPENSES TO RECEIVE 

NONINSTITUTIONAL 

AWARDS 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-3 

-- ACADEMIC AND OTHER 

SUPPORT SERVICES 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-4 

-- MEDICAL AND RELATED 

EXPENSES AND SERVICES 

INTENT 

To specify that an institution, conference or the 

NCAA may provide an award to a student- 

athlete any time after his or her initial full-time 

enrollment at the certifying institution. 

o To specify that a conference, an institution, 

the U.S. Olympic Committee, a national 

governing body or the awarding agency may 

provide actual and necessary expenses for a 

student-athlete to receive a noninstitutional 
award or recognition for athletics or academic 

accomplishments; 

¯ To specify that actual and necessary expenses 

may be provided for the student-athlete’s 

parents (or legal guardians), spouse or other 

relatives to attend the recognition event or 

awards presentation. 

To specify that an institution, conference or 

the NCAA may finance other academic 

support, career counseling or personal 

development services that are reasonable for 

the success of student-athletes. 

To specify that an institution, conference or the 

NCAA may provide medical and related 

expenses and services to a student-athlete. 

RATIONALE 

Deregulating the legislation related to the timing 

of a student-athlete’s receipt of an award 

(during the academic year or during the 

summer) will allow greater discretion to 

institutions, conferences and the NCAA to 
determine when to provide awards. 

This proposal will provide greater flexibility for 

applicable entities to provide student-athletes 

with expenses to receive any noninstitutional 

award or recognition as a result of their 

accomplishments. 

This proposal will provide institutions and 

conferences with the flexibility to provide 

student-athletes with reasonable support 

services and will enhance the student-athlete 
experience. 

This proposal provides institutions, conferences 

and the NCAA with the flexibility to provide 

student-athletes with medical and related 
expenses and services. 

CABINET POSITIONS 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports. 

Championships Cabinet 

supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports. 

Academic Cabinet supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-5 

-- PERMISSIBLE BENEFITS 

-- STUDENT-ATHLETE’S 

RELATIVES OR 

iNDIVIDUALS OF A 

COMPARABLE 

RELATIONSHIP 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-6 

-- TEAM ENTERTAINMENT 

-- IN CONJUNCTION WiTH 

PRACTICE OR 

COMPETITION 

To revise all references to a student-athlete’s 

"spouse," "parents," "family member" or 

"children" in Bylaw 16 to "relative or 

individual of a comparable relationship"; 

To permit a student-athlete’s relative or 

individual of comparable relationship to 

receive benefits, as specified. 

To specify that an institution, conference or the 

NCAA may provide reasonable entertainment 

to student-athletes in conjunction with practice 

or competition. 

This proposal replaces the current and varying 

legislative references to various relatives with a 

broader definition for individuals who would be 
permitted to receive identified benefits in 

conjunction with the student-athlete 

experience. This concept includes nontraditional 

families, yet maintains a regulatory level that 

encourages a shared responsibility between 

student-athletes and institutions. An institution 
is in the best position to determine who in a 

student-athlete’s life is a relative or individual of 
a comparable relationship. Because this 

proposal maintains a level of legislative 

definition, it will continue to minimize undue 
pressures from third parties. Further, the 

modifications to the benefits provided enhances 

the student-athlete experience by providing 

greater opportunities for members of a student- 

athlete’s family to share in the student-athlete’s 

success and to be present during injury or 

illness. 

This proposal allows institutions and 

conferences to exercise their discretion with 
regard to entertainment that may be provided 

to student-athletes in conjunction with practice 

or competition. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports, however, in an 

effort to assist the 

membership with consistent 

application of the 

legislation, the cabinet 

recommended defining 

"comparable relationship". 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 

supports. 

Championships Cabinet 

supports, however cabinet 

members were more 

supportive of providing the 

flexibility in conjunction 

with competition, as 

opposed to providing the 

flexibility for both practice 

and competition. 



RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-7 

-- EXPENSES PROVIDED 

BY THE INSTITUTION FOR 

PRACTICE AND 

COMPETITION AND NON- 

COMPETITIVE EVENTS 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 16-8 

-- NATIONAL TEAM 

TRYOUTS, PRACTICE AND 

COMPETITION 

To specify that an institution may provide 

actual and necessary expenses to a student- 

athlete to represent the institution in practice 

and competition (including expenses for 

activities/travel that are incidental to practice 

or competition) and for a student-athlete to 

represent the institution in non-competitive 

events (e.g., goodwill tours, media 

appearances, student-athlete advisory 

committee meetings). 

To specify that a student-athlete may receive 

actual and necessary expenses and 

reasonable benefits associated with national 
team practice and competition; 

To specify that an institution may provide 

actual and necessary expenses for an 

unlimited number of national team tryouts 

and championship events. 

A general rule that permits an institution to 

provide actual and necessary expenses for a 

student-athlete to represent the institution and 

in practice and competition provides enough 

framework for an institution to determine how 
to apply the legislation. Simplifying the 

legislation surrounding the provision of 

expenses for travel allows an institution to use 

discretion to provide expenses, including 

incidental expenses, in accordance with 

institutional policies, whether for competition or 

for non-competitive events. 

This proposal will simplify the current legislation 

by establishing a general rule that allows actual 

and necessary expenses and reasonable benefits 

associated with national team practice and 

competition. Further, an institution may use 

discretion to provide expenses for a student- 

athlete’s participation in an unlimited number of 

national team tryouts. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 
opposes. The Cabinet 

expressed concerns that the 

proposal does not address 

the issue of missed class 

time associated with 
potential early departures. 

The cabinet recommended 
that the Rules Working 

Group include a 

requirement that 

institutions develop a 

missed class time policy, and 

noted that it would support 

the proposal if such a 

requirement was added to 

the proposal. 

Championships Cabinet 

supports. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses 

and Financial Aid Cabinet 
supports, however it 

recommended that the 
Rules Working Group 

include a requirement that 

institutions develop a 

missed class time policy. 

Championships Cabinet 

opposes as it prefers the 

current rule, including the 

ability of the national 

governing bodies to provide 

these expenses. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 7:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Sport Plans 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Are we meeting tomorrow regarding slots? If so, where? 

Thank you. 

DonnaB 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CARO LI NA SO FTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

> > > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 6:22 PM > > > 

Donna, 
Please see the message below and the attached sample. I will be contacting you soon to set a meeting at which 
we will continue efforts to complete our strategic planning process. It appears that we will need to find a date 
and time to meet the week of October 7, 14 or 21. Just a "head’s up" for now though. Thanks. 
Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 



Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 4:19 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: Sport Plans 

To: 

Re: 

Primary Administrators 
Sport Plans (Completion by October 31) 

I am attaching the two-page template we discussed at your Executive Staff meeting on Monday. This is a sample template ... I will 

be pulling together the data for your specific sport(s) over the next few days, and will be ready to share that info with you and your 

coaches soon. 

As we discussed, each sport should complete this exercise by October 31. Please notify me of a time where you and your coach(es) 

can meet to discuss the template, its content and further steps. I am here to help facilitate the process with you. To allow enough 

time for any necessary follow-up activity, these meetings should likely be scheduled in the next 2-3 weeks. 

A similar process will take place with each business unit (completion date by December 31). If you are prepared to schedule those 

meetings, I am available to facilitate there too. 

Thanks for your attention to this important next step in our strategic planning. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I fv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 4:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

2012 Strategic Plan.pdf 







The [lniversity of Illinois’s Division of Intercollegiate Athletics takes great pride in the 

comprehensive and exceptional experiences afforded to our student-athletes, the coaches 

who instruct and lead these young people, and the fans who champion them with their time, 

encouragement, and financial assistance. In the spirit of continued and emergent success it is vital 

to design a comprehensive plan to ensure persistent achievement in our areas of strength while 

simultaneously challenging ourselves with bold expectations for dm l-brute. The ideas for such a 

plan must incorporate the needs and desires of many constituents, enlisting the opinions of many 

both on campus and wid~in several external communities~ 

This strategic plan, a product of several months’ work by the DIA staff, is a prime example of such 

collaboralion. This blueprint envisions a bold and vibran~ fhture [or the DIA while also producing 

a roadmap to direcl our efforts and ensure the attaimnent ot’ our goals. By clearly articulating 

our values, vision, mission, and objectives, we put the DIA in position for unceasing athletic and 

academic excellence. 

Our athletic administration is sincerely gratethl l’or all the time, energy, creativity and significant 
effort given by many in the development of this plan. "We look forward to its imminent 

implementation and the fkuit it will bear. Though this process was challenging, its value will be 

imm easurable in the continued distinction of the athletic department at the [Iniversity of Illinois, 

a program never resting on its laurels, ever hungry to attain more and to do so with the highest 

levels of integrity possible. 

Go Illini! 

Michael J. Thomas 
Director of Athletics 



The Division of Intercollegiate Athletics (DIA) has engaged in strategic planning since 1992, adopting a 

Mission Statement and Criteria fbr P;xcellence to guide our pursuit of success. The athletic program at the 

L[niversity of Illinois is highly visible and must reflect the values of the University. The L[niversity and the 

DIA have many common stakeholders and must work together to attain the shared goal of excellence. 

The DL/\ can enhance the image and the spirit of the [Iniversity by providing opportunities and activities 

that expand students’ educational experiences and bridge the gap between athletics and academics. 

Our athletic program promotes a healthy competitive environment that elevates the prestige and quality 

of life at the University. 

The Mission Statement has beets examined and revised for the new five-year strategic plan and is as 
follows: 

s~perlor experlence]br all (four student-athletes and create the highest quali{~" athletic program 

that will support and enhance ~helr ability to compete]br championships in the Big Ten Conference 

and the Natlonal CoHegla~e A~hletlc Association, 

The Ibundation [or the new strategic plan includes eight key elements that represent oor criteria for 

excellence. These criteria for excellence will guide all efforts to achieve our mission and include: 

¯ EOUITYAN~ ~IVER$ITF 

¯ ENG,~GE~ENT 

What follows is: 

~he DIA Strategic Plan [or 2012-17. 

UWIVERSIT, yflF!LLINOI9    !’ b% ,’~ff.,.’.~’/’ P!,’i# ;"~7!i -i LLi /                .fi 



clarif}qng statem ent regarding integrity has been created, reviewed, and approved by the 

senior management team, and is as follows: 

The succe.~s we: seek to achieve must be succe:ss 

hones~ and e~hica] qf~or~, and mus~ be guided by our desire 

achieve ~he highes~ level ¢’i~egrity in aH �’our endeavors. 

Division 9#Intercollegiate A~h]e~ics aJminis~rators, s~@~ coaches, 

and sa~dent-a~hletes ~qll commnm;cate honesHv and develop 

rda~ionships ~ha~ are buih upon trus~. The Division 

Intercollegiate A~hle~,;cs will c’ontJnua[~ monitor i~se~[’in an 

@{3r~ ~o maintain ~he highes~ level ¢’imegri~v a~d ~o help 

ensure ~hat all personnel and smdem-a~Me~es condua ~hemseh~es 

in a manner co~sis~em wi~h insti~u~iorm[ and depar~memat 

policies and procedures, as wall as NC&A and Big Ten 

The Assistanl Alhlelic Director t))r Compliance and the DIA senior managemem team will be 

responsible for communicating ~he claril}qng s{atement through the following: 

Departmental website 

New employee orientation 

DIA Culture Survey 

DIA S~atement of Policy disiributed to smdent--aihleles 

Booster guide published by the Compliance Office 

Rules education meetings and presentations conducted by the Compliance Office 

Student--athlete orientation, team check--in meetings, Smdent--Aihlele Advisory Committee, 

and Illini I~eadership Academy 



Identi[’}~ and hire individuals with a proven histor}~ of integrity and ethical behavior. 

Conduct background checks and character assessments of candidates for coaching, 

administrative and staff positions prior to making hiring decisions~ 

Ammal evaluations for all personnel and traits will include an evaluation of integrity and 

commitment to compliance. 

~TRATE{I¥ ~ 

The DIA Culture Survey will continue to be used as a tool to assess the organization~ The 

clari[~qng stalement regarding integrity will be incorporated into the survey and a representative 

committee will continue ~o evaluate and refine bolh the surw~y instrument and ~he process used 

to receiw:, quanli[}~, and communicate survey responses. 

~TRATE~Y 1 

The Compliance Office will assess its compliance programs b# evaluating itself against Big Ten 

Conference institutions and other peer institutions when appropriateo Areas of focus include 

staffing, resources, tec[mology, established reasonable monitoring standards, and infractions 

cases. 

STRATEGY ~ 

The Compliance Office will continue to provide 

ef[ix:{iw~ and comprehensive services {o all sport 

programs and departments by evaluating how 

resources are alJoca{ed and how risks are 

prioritized. Resources will be eJ’ficiently 

allocated to education, monitoring, and auditing 

in ~he areas of highes~ compliance risk. 

STRATEGY :~ 

The Compliance Office will continue to 

develop proactive and comprehensive rules 

education programs that reach all constituents 

affected by NCAA and Big’I~n rules. An annual 

education plan will be created to ensure that all 

constituents receive adequate education. The use 

of electronic media will be explored to expand 

educational efforts to representatives of athletic 

interests, facult),, and other constituencies. 

UNIVERSITY 



STRATEGY 1 

Provide student orientation programs and other educationaJ initiatives to educate student- 

athletes regarding what actions constitute academic Kaud and prohibited sports wagering. 

STRATEGY ~ 

Continue to review tutor policies and procedures annually to assess and address risks of 

academic fraud. 

STtATEGY £ 

Continue to develop and update the DIA Agent and Advisor Program to improve its impact 

and increase smdent-aLhleLe participation. [Ililize proactive slrategies to educaLe and assist 

elite student--athletes with athlete-agent issues. 

GTRATEGY 1 

The AssisLant Athletic DirecLor {or Compliance ~vill work ~vith the Senior Associate Athletic 

Director for Finance to identiI}~ opporttmities Lo capture, manage, and evaluate DIA records 

and to share mulually beneficial inJ})rmation across unils wilhin the DIA. Priorily will be 

giwm lo areas lhat involw: inLegrity and/or budget issues. 

STRATEGY E 

A]]ocate resources to deve]op a risk management program for all coaches, 

administrators and staff to address issues related to ethical behavior and 

corn pliance with IIniversity policies, DD\ policies and all applicable laws. 

The program will include continuing education, training and reporting. 



~ E NSURE THAT THE MOST MEANINGFUL ANO THE MOST PREUICTD’E MEASUREMENTS ARE USEO TO EVALUATE 
OUR CURREN T A NIl PROSPEC T~ VE S TUOEN T-A TNL E TES" A CA OEMIC SUCCESS A NO PERFORMANCE 

The resources now available to m easure academic 

achievement include the NCAA Academic Progress 

Rate (APR), the annual Graduate Rate caJculated 

using the methodology mandated by the federal 

government, and the NCAA Graduation Success Rate 

(GSR). AdditionalJy, the institution’s Academic 

Progress and Eligibility Committee (APEC) utilizes 
its own method to measttre student-athlete academic 

per{ormance. 

The Director of Academic Services will coordinate an effort to evaluate these resources and 

create a comprehensive method ~o measure our s{udent.-athletes’ academic success. These 

measurements will ullimately be compared to those o[’ lhe university’s general student 

population, student-athletes at ti~llow BigTen Conference institutions and other peer institutions 

when appropriate. 

GRAUUATE OUR STUUENToATNLETES AT A RATE THAT IS EQUAL TO Off GREATER THAN 
THE RATE OF THE GENERAL STUtTENT POPULATION 

STRATEI~Y 1 

The academic services staff will continue to provide the established level of resom’ces 

available through the Irwin Academic Services Center. X~Fe will also monitor our 

student-athletes’ progress towards degree completion through the colleges, advisors, 

coaches, and student-athletes themselves to ensure we all pursue the common goal 

of graduatiom 

The Direclor of Academic Services ~vill ~vork wilh appropriate university officials 

to assess the opportunilies available to student-athletes ~vithin the currenl curricula. 

Special consideration and priority will be made to examine re{enfion areas for minority 

male student-athletes. 



By achieving the graduation rate equal to that of the (lniversity’s undergraduate student 

population, we will exceed the NCAA standards for each sport program. The Director of 

Academic Ser~rices will continue to engage former student-athletes that have left the institution 

prior to graduation in an effort to encourage their return and completion of degree 

requirements. 

ST~A?EGY 1 

The Director of Academic Services will coordinate an effort to create and communicate additional 

methods of student-athlete evaluation and support. Priority will be given to methods that: 

(1) address graduation rates; 

(2) affect ~.he admission o[’ student--a~hJe~es; and 

(3) establish and monitor an academic profile [’or each sport program’s incoming student-athletes. 

Resource allocation will continue to be reviewed to maintain the appropriate level of staffing and 

quality of service provided for all student-athletes in an effort to enhance performance and their 

success in the classroom. 



TY 

~thl~tic te~ms ~nd the ~conom}~ We m~t continue to m~k~ sound fin~ndd decision~ to ~tdn fully f~nded ~nd n~tion~Dy 

Fluctuations in bndgets occur" [)om year to year dt~e to revenne and expenditures that do not 

recur" on an annt,al basis as well as variations in forecast to actual. It is important to plan 

appropriately [br these tluctuations in order to preserve surplus [~unds and to avoid del’icits. 

Revenues in excess of expenditt,res lbr any year will be applied as [bllows: 

1. Ammal reserve for Memorial Stadium debt service 

($500,000 - $1,000,000 per year tba-ough 2035) 

2. Prepayment of internal loans 

3. Funding of major facility projects and equipment needs 

4. Scholarship endowment 

.g. Creation of quasi--endowments lo generale income lo tired t~cility e~penditures and 

debl service payments 



Over a five-year period beginning with file fiscal year ending June 30, 2012, file [Iniversity will 

reduce tuition waivers to the DIA by approximately $.;00,000. At the completion of fiscal year 
ending lune 30, 2016, the [lniversity will evaluate whether any tuition waivers should continue to 

be provided to the DIAo The DIA will review models for setting tuition rates for categories of 

out-of-state student-athletes at the in-state rate, study alternative opportunities for student financial 

aid, and work with [dniversity administration to implement the optimal model. The DIA also will 

aggressively pttrsue opportunities for scholarship endowments. 

Our priorities are scholarships, salaries, recruitment, and competitive scheduling. The Senior 

Associate Athletic Director for Finance will coordinate an effort to reduce expenses with these 

priorities in focus. Annual budget meetings will be held with department heads, sport 

administrators, and coaches to determine cost-saving opportunities and to ensure that efficiencies 
are realized. 

’\dditionally, synergies with lhe Assembly Hall operations will be identified and stralegies developed 

to eliminate inefficiencies and duplicaled cosls. Specific areas for review include concessions, 

ticketing, facililies maimenance, and lhe business operations. 

STRATEGY 1 

The majority of fl~e total cost of renovating the Assembly Hall will be funded through corporate 

sponsorship and donor naming opportunities, the lease of premium seating and other [’orms of 

private funding. Additional sources of funding could include entertainment t)es, regional 

government assistance, designated state lottery proceeds, and ticket surcharge fees. The annual cash 

flow from these sources will provide the resources needed to pay the principal and interest on debt 

incurred to finance the cost of the renovation, and the expenses to maintain and operate the facilit),. 



The development intlrastructure and processes will be reviewed to ensure efficient operations and 

maxm~ize all potential revenue and friend-raising opportunities. \,Ve will invest additional resources 

in the areas of development and corporate sponsorship to increase revemm for the DIA. ’The hiring 

of additional personnel locally and in Chicago will provide a return on our investment [’or this 

initiative. Chicago is the third largest city in the [Inited States and is populated with a large 

concentration of Illinois alumni and Forttme 500 companies o We will develop new relationships with 

companies and donors that will pro~,ide long-term financial support for the department. 

Enhance and maximize existing reve~:tt~e sources. 

The renovation of the Assembly Hall will be an opporttmity to increase revenue for the department. 

Specifically, these opportunities will include: the introduction of premium seating, re-seating of the 

existing bowl based on donor le~el, and the increase of donor levels. 

Football revenue is a crilical component to ihe success ot’ our athletic deparimen~. V{c are not 

currently selling at capacity and theretk)re there is significant opporiunity for addilional revenue. 

XYe haw~ collected customer t)edback and historical data, which we will evaluate to develop a 

five-year plan. 

Group sales efforts will be upgraded [i)r tbotball, men’s basketball and women’s basketball. 

model for sport-specific fundraising will be developed and evaluated fi~r possible implementation. 

Assess the opportunities for outsom’cing our multimedia rights with the intent to increase revenues 

in this area. Benchmark selected cm’rent re~enue som’ces to determine whether outsourcing to the 

pri~ate sector is beneficial. Proposals l-~om vendors will include annual financial guarantees to assist 

ottr evaluation process. Re~enue sources e~aluated will include corporate sponsorship, concessions, 

game programs, group ticket sales, radio network operation and website advertising. 



will see~ to e~ploy co~ches ~ho here e~pe~ienced vict~ e~e~plif~ person~ ~nd profe~i~n~ excellence, end h~ve 

Ensure that each spur{ program has {he resources needed {o 

reach this goal. Sport program administrators will create a ~ool 

that will enhance our abili{y {o objectively evaluate the level 

of support provided for each varsity sport program and 

systematically evaluate O~e sport program’s annual per[’ormance. 

The evaluation tool must provide [’or an examination of 

coaching salaries, recruiting budgets, ~acilities, conference 

performance results, national per~brmance results, Academic 

Progress Rates (APR), and compliance-related performance 

Student-athlete [bedback will be sought prior to the 

conclusion of their intercollegiate eligibility through more 

formalized methods. Conference data and information from other selected peer institutions 

will be used for comparisons when available~ 

Ensure that each sport program has the leadership needed to reach 

~his goal. Spor~ program administrators will evaluate and [i~r~her 

strengthen lhe methods and materials used to evaluale (;()aching 

personnel. This me, hod should include meeting with smdent-- 

a~hJe~es, academic counselors, s~rength (;()aches, ~he Compliance 

O[’fice, and other support uni{s wi{h whom coaching personnel 
interact. 

STRATEGY :~ 

Recruit and retain successful coaches. 

Provide resources for staff development, continuing education and 

other opportunities available to coaches who seek to improve their 

own capabilities, knowledge and perfbrmance for the benefit of 

ore" student-athletes and teams. 



~ T ~ EA TE TH~ T ~S EOU[If~ ~ EN T TO THE ~NS T~ TU T][ON’~ UNIERGRA ~TUA TE ENROL ~ MEN T R~ TE 

8TRATE£Y 1 

Squad sizes will continue to be managed and monitored to ensure 

equity in this area. The implementation of a roster management plan 

has been successful. [Indergraduate enrollment at the institution is 

currently .~4.4% male. The institution’s 2011 EADA Report 

documented a male athletics participation rate of 52.1%. 

STtATESY ~ 

Sport program sponsorship wil continue to be reviewed by the 

Athletic Director, the Senior Woman Administrator, and the Athletic 

Board J{xecutive Committee. Criteria used for the evaluation of sport 

program sponsorship will include: 

(1) local and regional high school participation rates; 

(2) NCAA sponsorship; 

(3) conference sponsorship; 

(4) participation rates for minority students; 

(5) financial implications; 

(6) facility requirements; 

(7) club participation at the institution; and 

(8) spectator interest 

UNIVERSITY OF !~LINOI9    5’ 



STRATEGY Z 

The institution will continue to ensure equitable distrihutio~ of: 

(1) athletic scholarship awards; 

(2) equipment, apparel and supplies; 

(3) scheduling of practices and competition; 

(4) transportalion, lodging, meals and per diem for 

travel related to practice and competition; 

(5) tutorial assistance and rotor requests; 

(6) availability, assignmenl, and compensation of coaches; 

(7) locker room, praclice and competilive [;~cilities; 

(8) medical and strength training services; 

(9) housing and dining ~acility services; 

(1 O) publicity and marketing for sport programs; 

(11) administrative, secretarial and clerical support services; and 

(12) recrnitment opportunities. 

STR,~T[~GY 2 

Assistant coaches for two women’s sport programs and one men’s sport program must share 

office space. Additional office space for assistant coaches of women’s sport programs will be created 

through expansion of the Bielfeldt Athletic Administration Building or construction of an Olympic 

training and/or competition l~acility. 

ST~T~Y ~1 

Recruiting budgets for women’s sport programs will continue to be increased. The cumulative 

operating budget provided t})r l:he women’s sport programs will receive no less than l:he equivalent 

of any increase in the cumulatiw: operating budget l’or the men’s sporL programs. For such increases 

to the women’s sporl: program operating budgets, recruiting budgets will be a priority. 

WITH PAHTICIP~ TION IN THE HC~A A THLETICS CERTIFICATION PROGRA/~/ 

STR~T~:GY 1 

ElI})rts to maintain and communicale l:he departmenl’s commitment to diversity will continue 

through support of Iden it}~ Illinois, I.ife Skills programming l})r sludenl-athletes, and participation 

in the Big Ten Conference Advisory Commission. 

ST~T~Y 2 

Ef[i~rts to acquire and evaluate feedback from coaches, student-athletes, and staff to ensure support 

of diversity will continue. This [)edback will be [i~rmally collected through department culture 

surveys and student-athlete exit interviews to help provide an organization, strncmre and related 

activities that promote equity and diversity in support of the DIA missiom 



S?RA?EGY 1 

Continued emphasis will be placed on identifying potential minority candidates tbr all positions. 

All head coaches and department heads will be required to annually identify minority candidates 

potential positions in their areas of responsibility ~[br consultation with the Athletic Director~ The 

Athletic Director will remain actively involved in all searches for coaches and administrators. 

GTRATEGY ~ 

Ensure full participation in the Big Ten Conference’s minority internship program and career 

development programs for minority coaches. 

STRATEGY ~t 

The DIA is a member of the Black Coaches Association (BCA). Etlbrts will be made to idemi[}~ and 

interact wilh similar organizations with similar goals to enhance our ability to altract and hire 

qualified minority coaches, administrators and staff. 

STRATEGY 1 

Continue thnding a position and budget dedicated to the Identi[~ 

Illinois campaign. Significant and meaningful outreach efforts have 

been made and will increase in number throughout the planning 

period. The committee and its chairperson will be supported in its 

continuing efforts to achieve this goal. 

STRATEGY ~ 

Continue our annual participation with the Big~l~n Advisory 

Commission, which includes el-Forts to share ideas and strategies to 

recruit and retain minority student-athletes in all sport programs. 

STRATEGY ~t 

Sport program administrators and the DIA Academic Counselor who 

serves as the DIA liaison to the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee 

(SAAC) will ensure head coaches understand the need for 

diversity on SAAC and encourage coaches to recruit minority 

volunteers tkom their ~eams whenew~r possible. The DIA liaison to 

SAAC will ensure ~hat minority representation increases to a rate that 

is substantially proportionate to the minority studen~-athh~te 

participation in in{ercollegia{e a{hledcs through recrui{ment o[’ 

volunteers or, if tha{ fMls {o achieve the desired resul{s, modification 

of the process by which SAAC represen{atives are selected by {eams. 



STL~ATESY 1 

The commitment to our sport programs includes a commitment to creating and maintaining 

competitive athletics ~acilities. The Athletic Director will continue to coordinate the effort to 

prioritize [acility needs and create the resources required to meeL these needs. Our current 

building program priorities include, but are not limited to: 

(1) renoval:ion o1’ Assem bly ttall; 

(2) construction of an Olympic sport training complex; 

(3) renovation of Huff tlall; 

(4) review the feasibiliLy of an Olympic spor~ compeLilion w~nue; 

(5) completion of the KhanTcm~is Facility; 

(6) renovation or construction of a new soccer thcility; 

(7) renovaLion or construction of a new outdoor track [hcility; 

(8) construction of the outdoor golf training facility; 

(9) review the opportunity [br potential renovation of Armory space to accommodate 

JSciliLies tbr Lhe ~rack and field programs; 

(10) renovation of Memorial Stadium’s Horseshoe and East Main Stands; 

(] ] ) expansion of the Bielfeldt Athletic Administration Building; 

(12) expansion o[’ the llbben Basketball Facilil:y; 

(1 ~) review the feasibility of a new natatorium; and 

(] 4) renovation of Illinois Field. 

’Ib strengthen the DIA’s commitment to maintain and improve our t:acilities, the Athletic 

Director’s designee shall consult with all head (;<)aches and departmem heads periodically 

determine the facility needs of each sport and ~it. A composite list shall be sent to head coaches 

and department heads to establish priorities. The designee shall then work with the Athletic 

Director and (:he Senior Associate Athletic Direcl:or D)r Finance to determine the best methods 

for financing the prioritized list of projects and to create a five-year action plan. 

Our J~acili(ies’ technology and operations infi’astructure will be carethlly considered. This will 

include, but is not limited to, scoreboards, audio/visual systems, interactive video displays and 

wire]less capabilities. 



!ITItATEIlY ~1 

The branding of all DIA athletic venues will be upgraded. Improvements will 

highlight current programs and will also incorporate the recognition of program 

history, accomplishments and tradition. Opportunities for creation oF a Hall of 

Fame, museum, or similar areas of display will also be reviewed o 

!ITItATEIlY t4 
The creation of the Big’IL:n Network has provided the DIA with significantly 
more opportunities to showcase our student-athletes, sports programs 
and thciliUes. The DIA must continue to modit}~ our t~cilities to accommodate 
the Big Ten Network’s needs if we are to realize the Full benefit of these 
opportunities, The Athletic Director’s designee will coordinate the el’fort to 
ensure thai this outcome is accomplished. 



our most fu~d~e~t~i principles, 

Continue to develop and enhance our commitment to the lllini Leadership Academy. An Illini 
Leadership Certificate Program will be supported to help our student-athletes further develop their 
leadership skills. The academy will continue to emphasize helping student-aOaletes achieve their 
maximum potential in academics, athletics, and their lives M]er graduation. The academy will also 
remain a f’ocal point in otw eff’orts to attract student-athletes with the most leadership potential. 

8TRATEI~Y 1 

Evaluate the provision of all medical services made available to student-athletes. This evaluation 

will include a plan ~o address the potential loss of student ~rainers. 

Maintain and enhance our partnerships with local and regional medical care providers. 

STL~ATESY 3 

Participate in research projects aimed at enhancing the safety of student-athletes. 

STRATEGY 1 

The Director of Academic Services will coordinate o~w efforts with the Student-Athlete Advisory 

Committee to address contem porary issues that affect student-athletes. Such issues will include: 

(1) collaboration with the Big’lbn Conference to establish a policy that addresses performance 
enhancement sub stances; 

(12) hazing and applicable policies; 
(3) social networks and personal safety; and, 
(4) issues related to personal relationships. 

STRATEGY ~ 

Develop a comprehensive nutrition program for ore" student-athletes through the coordinated 

effort of administrators and staff responsible for student-athlete nntrition, strength and 

conditioning, sports medicine and theVarsity Room. 
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ENHANCE THE ~LLINOIS lIGHTING RLINI URAN[I 

STRATEGY 1 
Enhance our brand on-campus, locally, regionally, 
and nationally by ma×imizing the opportunities available 
to us through the Big~[~n Network, our website, and our 
various media partners. 

STRATEGY ~ 
Develop a greater presence in Chicago. Participation m attractive 
regular season athletic even{s, improved radio coverage, and 
opportunities for other notable appearances will be pursued~ 

Enhance and emphasize the exciting and interactive nature of our varsity 
a{hle{ic even{s and the activities {hal surro~md them. Areas of ~bcus will 

include communication, teclmology, tailgating and entertaimnent. 

PROVIUE CONSISTENT aN[I SUPERIUR CUSTO~$ER SERVICE TO 
ALL INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONSTITUENTS 

STRATEGY l 
Provide the training, staffing and event 
management necessary to establish an 
identily and an enduring repu{ation t))r 
excellence in customer set vice. 

STRATEGY ~ 
Enhance communication throughout the 
DIA and all interactions with potential 
and current customers. 

Enstwc the safety and well-bcin~ of all 
internal and external constituents. 

UNIVERSITY 



f/EROES EVENTS ANl7100% PARTICIPATION IN £OMMONHY SERVICE EACf/ YEAR 

GTRATEGY 1 
Hometown |teroes is the community outreach componen{ of our CHAMPS/Life 
SkilJs Program. It provides student-athletes, coaches and staff with opportunities to 
serve our commtmity and individuals who are in need through a variety of projects 
~vilh local schools, nursing homes, hospilals, and o~her charitable organizations. 

The coordinator of the CHAMPSiI.i[) Skills Program and the sport administrators 
will coordinate an eJ’[brl to ensure thai all head coaches are aware of the 

opportunities available to their student-athletes and support the commitment to 
reach this goal. 

IN AT tEAST f~NE NO~ETO~JN NEEOE~ EVENT 
PERCEN T~E OF TE~P,’~ ~E~gERS WHO PA 

~ PROMOTE Tf/E EFFORTS OF Ogle STU~TENT-ATf/LETES, COAgf/ES ANO STAFF 
PERFORM £OMML~NITV SERVICE AND PARTICIPATE IN OUTREACf/ EVENTS 

GTRATEGY 1 
Academic Services will utilize the DIA 

websi{e {o promole Hometown Heroes. 
The Assistant Athletic Director for Media 
Relations will also coordinate media 

cow:rage to assist with lhe promotion oJ" 
the program and events. 

PEflCENTA GE OF TEA ~ ~,’~E~,’~BEfl~ WHO PA fl T[CIP~ TE~ 



STRATEGY 1 
The Adopt-A-School Program that has been successfully 
implemented a{ X’Vestview and SouLh Side ElemenLary Schools 
will be expanded to include more schools in the 
Champaign- [ Irbana area. 

STRATEGY E 
The Student-Athlete Advisor), Committee (SAAC) will lead 
efforts to organize and participate in events including the 
SAAC clothing drive, food drive, ~ock Jams, ~he 
Angel’l?’ee Project (which benefits children from the Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters Organization), and activities involving 
Student-Athletes I~eading Social Change (SAI,SC). 

STJ~ATEGY ~t 
Kids Club membership has grown tremendously since the 
decision to provide complimentary admission ~uring the 

2010-2011 school yearo We will continue to pro~dde and 
enhance opportunities to build upon the success of the Kids 
Club membership ~o encourage more child and family 
invol~,ement in Illinois athletics. Efforts will include increased 

visibility on the DIA website, email communications, 
and ew:nL calendars. 



Furlher establish and enhance our culture of imegriiy and ethica~ behavior 

No major int}eactions 

Continue to address risks related to student academic integrity, academic ~iraud, sports wagering, 
and a~hlete-agent issues 

Identif}~ and develop quality control initiatives 

Ensure that the most meaningful and most predictive measurements are used to evaluate o~ current 
and prospective student-athletes’ academic success and performance 

Graduate our studem-athletes at a rate that is equal to or greater than the rate of the general student 
population 

Annually achieve a t}mr--year Academic Progress Ra~e (APR) ~hat exceeds the NCAA slandards [br each 

sport program 

All Learns pass all Lhree established APEC criLeria every semesLer 

Financial Health S Stability 

* Achieve budget control and continue to balance our budget every year 

* Secure an appropriate funding model to finance the renovation of Assembly Hall 

~ Maximize revenue sources in a manner that best supports the mission of the DIA 

Champienehip Pre!jrem 

Ever), sludenl-ad~lete ~vill ~vin a conference championship and compete in pos~ season competition 
during their four-year varsiiy inlercollegiale athletic career 



E~l~ity S JlJwrsJty 
Sponsor intercollegiate varsity sport participation opportunities for m en and worn en 
at a rate that is equivalent to the institution’s undergraduate enrollment rate 

Fully implement the 2008-2009 gender equity plan that was approved in coniunction 
with participation m the NCAA athletics certification program 

Fully implement the 2008-2009 minority opportunities plan that was approved 
in coniunction with participation in the NCAA athletics certification program 

Achieve and maintain diversity among our coaches, administration and staff 

Improve the diversity of the student population that participates in and supports 
our varsity intercollegiate athletics programs 

Complete the construction of new facilities and maintain or improve existing 

facilities in a manner that besl supports the mission of the DIA 

Expand d~e Illini I~eadership Academy for our student-athletes 

Provide tim best medical care available to our student-athletes 

Expand wellness programming for all of our student-athletes 

Enhance the Illinois Fighting Illini brand 

Enhance our game day experience t}~r those who attend varsity athletic events 

Provide consistent and superior customer service to all internal and external conslituents 

All sport programs achieve an 80% participation rate in Hometown Heroes events and 
~ 00% participation in commumty service each year 

Promote the efforts of our student-athletes, coaches and staff who periBrm community 
service and participate in outreach events 

Expand opportunities [br our student-athletes, coaches and staff to reach more people in 
the Champaign-[Irbana area 

Extend communication to more children and continue to grow the Kids Club 



APPE N D A 

The five-year budget projection was based upon the fi~llowing assumptions: 

2% aimual increase in athletic event ticket revenue adi usted for variation in nmnber of games 

5% ammal increase m logo (royalty), sponsorship and radio income 

3% a~mual increase in maj or giR revenue r~:ceived through the Univ~:rsity of Illinois Fotmdation 

for fur~ding thciliti~:s and ew:ntually, the maintenance of our f~cilities 

5% a~mual increase in I Ftmd donations 

3% ammal growth in ~:ndowment income to support scholarsl~ps 

General fee income of $ 34 per student per sem~sster for payment of &sbt servio: 

No BC$ bowl income 

E~pen~Rures 

10% annual increase m scholarship costs 

2% annual increase [~r all other expenses 

8 home games for football in 2011 and 2013, and 7 ihome football games for 2012, 2014, 2015, 

and 2016 

The total annual increase in operating budgets for women s sport programs is equal to or greater 

than the cumulative increase in tlhe operating budgets for the men’s sport program s 

The ~)~llowing two pages contain graphs illustrating these projections. 

Revenue sources for lhe planning period are projected in Graph Ao I[ixpenditures [’or the planning period are projected in Graph Bo 
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30TH, 20t 2 

1:45 PM 
2:15 PM 
3:15 PM 
4:55 PM 
6:00 PM 
7:00 PM 
9:00 PM 

Dress Code: Slacks and Collared shirt 
VAN DEPART FOR RDU 
ARRIVE RDU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (BOARD SOUTHWEST FLIGHT #0519) 
DEPART FOR ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (MCO) 
ARRIVE MCO AIRPORT - Disney’s Magical Express Service to Disney property hotel 
ARRIVE AT CORONADO SPRINGS HOTEl_, ON DISNEY PROPERTY 
SENIOR DINNER - SHULA’S STEAKHOUSE ON DISNEY PROPERTY 
FREE TIME 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1ST, 2012 

8:00 AM 
8:15 AM - 8:45 AM 

9:00 AM 
12:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
5:30 PM 
7:00 PM 

Dress Code: Slacks and UNC Collared shirt 

WAKE UP 

BREAKFAST ON OWN 

ARRIVE DISNEY INSTITUTE 

GROUP LUNCH 

DEPART DISNEY INSTITUTE 

SENIOR DINNER - FULTON’S CRAB HOUSE ON DISNEY PROPERTY 

FREE TIME 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2ND, 2012 

8:00 AM 
8:15 AM- 8:45 AM 

9:00 AM 
12:00 PM 
2:00 PM 
5:30 PM 
6:30 PM 
7:30 PM 
11:18 PM 
11:55 PM 

Dress Code: Slacks and Collared shirt 
WAKE UP 
BREAKFAST ON OWN 
ARRIVE DISNEY" INSTITUTE 
GROUP LUNCH 
DISNEY INSTITUTE ENDS 
DEPART DISNEY PROPERTY -Disney’s Magical Express Service to MCO Airport 
ARRIVE ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (BOARD DELTA FLIGHT #0925) 
DEPART FOR RDU AIRPORT 
ARRIVE RD[J AIRPORT 
ARRIVE ON UNC CAMPUS 

10/:[8/20:[2 10:57 AM 



s Inst~tute E× 
November 30th o December 

SRs Disney 10/18/2012 11:09 AM 



LEADING & SUSTAINING A CULTURE OF 

SERVICE EXCELLENCE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

"You don’t build it for 
yourself. You know what 

the people want: and you 

build it for them." 

Brent Centlivre 
Senior Sales lVlanager 

407.566.6325 office 
32! .395.! 822 mobile 

bre nt. r, ce nttivre~@.~_d~ 

PO Box 10000 
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As one of the most well known brand in collegiate athletics, the University of North Carolina truly 
creates the epitome of student athletes. Though its athletics are some of the best in country, UNC is 
even more well known for being one of the most prestigious academic universities in the country. To 
give back and show their commitment to their student-athlete leaders, UNC looks to prepare their 
student athletes for life after graduation. 

The University of North Carolina desires to equip their student-athlete leaders with the leadership 
skills necessary to continue their roles as leaders in a life after sports, whatever the path may be. 

Disney Institute will help set the stage. We will share our successes in leadership and inspiring others 
and how they can be applied and adapted to the lives of UNC’s student-athlete leaders. Using our 
methods of "edu-tainment", we will engage and inspire the entire UNC student-athlete leaders team to 
embrace the behaviors and values of Disney’s Approach to Leadership Excellence. 

[] A 1.5=Day Disney’s Approach to Leadership Excellence program to: 

Outline leadership behaviors with UNC student-athletes to better prepare them for their futures after 

graduation. The 1.5-Day course will allow them to discuss these behaviors, see them in action first 

hand at our parks, and discuss how they will incorporate these behaviors into their lives. 

= Provide participants the opportunity to benchmark the strategies and tactics employed by The 

Walt Disney Company to achieve and maintain the highest levels of customer satisfaction. 

[] Implement your own action plan to align your vision, goals and continued development. 

,, Develop and communicate your leadership vision. 

[] Examine what service excellence looks like in the customer experience. 

[] Focus on the importance of paying attention to the details when creating a world-class guest 

experience. 
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THE iNVESTMENT 

Disney’s Approach to Leadership 
Excellence 

1.5-Days    Up to 25    Walt Disney 
World¢ 

$15,000 

Changes to the scope and/or length will affect pricing. Pricing subject to change until registration or 
signed contract is received. 

Pricing includes the following: 

,, Program design and development 

,, Program facilitator(s) 

= Delivery of program 

[] Program materials 

m Program coordination 

Pricing does not include: 

= Audiovisual requirements 

m Food and beverage to be provided during the program 

,, Venue rental fees 

[] Sleeping rooms 

= After-Program Park Tickets 

¯ Reimbursable travel expenses for the facilitator(s): 

Mileage to and from the program location (if at your location) 
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THE RETURN ON iNVESTMENT 

We consistently hear from our clients that we go beyond delivering just a training session. We engage 
your participants in a way that provides a solid return on investment beyond expectations. Whether 
you use us to ignite a new initiative, renew focus on an important strategy or use us as the catalyst for 
an entire culture change, we’ll engage you beyond what you have ever experienced before. Some of 
the benefits in collaborating with Disney Institute include: 

¯ Dynamic learning that drives results 

., Strategies easily adapted to the students’ futures after graduation 

[] Experiential training that allows participants to connect emotionally to the learning 

[] Inspiring participants to make a difference in their own world 

m Useful ideas for today’s relevant issues 

NEXT STEPS 

We look forward to the next steps in determining if Disney Institute is the right catalyst to help you 
achieve your goals and objectives. We will work with you to create the right engagement at the right 
price to meet both your training and budget needs. This discussion document serves as the starting 
point, We would like to set up a call and review this with you and answer any questions you may 
have. We look forward to your thoughts and feedback. 
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ABOUT DISNEY INSTITUTE 

We invite you to view our Corporate and Programs Overview Videos: 

Disney Institute is the global professional training and development arm that offers over 80 years of 
best practices from The Walt Disney Company that have withstood the test of time. Since 1986, we 
have hosted millions of business professionals from virtually every industry. Our consultants and 
facilitators are seasoned Disney leaders who draw from their own Disney and industry experience, 
speaking first-hand about the principles that have made Disney such a success. Thousands of 
organizations have engaged us to deliver programs in more than 45 countries around the world 
including: 

ARGENTINA ¯ AUSTRALIA ¯ BELGIUM ¯ BRAZIL - CANADA - CHILE ¯ CHINA" CROATIA ° CURACAO ¯ DENMARK " 

ESTONIA ¯ FRANCE - GERMANY ¯ GREECE - GUATEMALA ¯ HONG KONG" INDIA. ISRAEL ¯ JAPAN ¯ MALAYSIA" 

MEXICO " NETHERLANDS ¯ NEW ZEALAND ¯ PANAMA " PORTUGAL" ROMANIA - SINGAPORE ¯ SOUTH AFRICA " SPAIN 

SWEDEN - UNITED ARAB EMIRATES ¯ UNITED KINGDOM ¯ USA 

Disney Institute helps organizations create, develop, and sustain a consistent, world-class service 
culture by benchmarking Disney best practices in the areas of (click the link for more information); 

Leadershi~ ExcelIence Pec@le Manaqement Qualit~z Se~°vice Brand Loyaftv 
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The Walt Disney Company is a storytelling company. Our facilitators will engage your audience in an 
immersive environment that includes both classroom and field experience activities as we drive 
conversation around how you would adapt our techniques back to your own unique world. 

We use highly experiential and unique storytelling techniques to connect your people emotionally to 
your desired organizational change. Our consultants and facilitators also help you take away specific 
tools to apply our philosophies in ways that best fit you and sustain the change for years to come. 

Your engagement with Disney Institute typically 

Interactive and 
engaging stories and 
discussions 

Field experiences 
(actual or virtual) 

includes: 

Videos or video case 
studies 

Group, paired or 
individual activies 

’ " Guest speakers (in 

~ p erson or virtual using 
Skype) 

Action steps, 
application 

Our Facilitators 
With success created through a unique hands-on, interactive style of training that 
participants, Disney Institute selects only world-class, professional facilitators. 

They are: 

m Well Educated 

engages 

Highly skilled: Collectively, they have worked with a variety of clients including Fortune 500 
companies, healthcare institutions, as well as small businesses and national associations. 

Accomplished business leaders, entrepreneurs, educators, and executives 

Dynamic presenters that are highly effective in helping organizations. 

Not only are our facilitators successful trainers, they are true "insiders." These are Disney veterans 
who worked their way up through the ranks in a variety of roles from nearly every sector of the Disney 
organization. From frontline hosts and peer leaders to managers and trainers, their expertise covers 
food and beverage, marketing/sales, merchandise, hotel and resorts, guest relations, accounting, 
human resources and training, entertainment and attractions, animal husbandry, transportation, and 
numerous other fields. 

Well-versed in business and passionate about Disney business philosophies, they capture the 
attention of their audience by delivering every program with a unique storytelling style designed to 
inspire and motivate. 
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THE VALUE OF DISNEY INSTITUTE 

We find that once our clients recognize the value of our approach, they stay with us for many years. 
Our clients tell us that we have ongoing value because we focus on what’s important: helping clients 
think differently and improve business results. But don’t just take our word for it. Hear from our clients 
in the examples below. 

Orlando Magic 
Faced with mediocre customer service results and a scheduled relocation to the newly-built 
Amway Center, the Orlando Magic basketball organization decided it was time to energize and re- 
train its current employees as well as the center’s new service personnel. The well-respected NBA 
organization turned to Disney Institute to help introduce a new service-oriented culture to more 
than 700 employees. By implementing a wide range of Disney’s best practices, the Orlando Magic 
saw employee morale soar and customer service results jump above the 90th percentile. 
C!ick here to read futl case study 

2010 FIFA World Cup 
In an effort to boost customer service prior to the 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa, the 
Federated Hospitality Association of Southern Africa (FEDHASA) retained Disney Institute to 
deliver hospitality training to approximately 15,000 of the country’s frontline service workers. 

C!ick here to view video case stud.~’ 

Arizona Cardinals 
"Everyone associated with Disney Institute was first-class, enthusiastic, 
knowledgeable and inspiring. We truly appreciate the outstanding training provided 
to the Arizona Cardinals Football Club and Rojo Hospitality Group. We look 
forward to continuing to work with Disney Institute."--Ron Minegar, EVP/COO 

Additional case studies: 
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Here we have highlighted some awards received by Disney Institute and also The Walt Disney 
Company, however, we are most proud of our past clients and the many awards they have received. 

FORTUNE~ 
BEST 

@PAHIES 
TO WORK FOR 

The Walt Disney Company was recently named the S£! o~s,,fizati~.~c~ {or Qua{it:£...{!£.~:Xi~5~. and the 
Wodd’s Most Admired Enter[ainment ~{.9_.B!~2a~£!}~{. by Fortune Magazine, In fact, 74% of 2010 Fortune 
100 Companies have engaged our services. 

Disney Institute is proud to be a top rated provider recognized for our accomplishments and 
commitment to excellence by various awarding bodies. 

Back to 
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APPENDIX: PROGRAM CONCEPTS 

Below is programming information for Disney’s Approach to Leadership Excellence and Quality 
Service. This content will be tailored to meet your needs. 

The Walt Disney Company is recognized worldwide as a storytelling company that engages the 
emotions of its audience. At Disney Destinations around the globe, we’ve discovered that leading by 
example is a storyline that delivers tangible results: improved behavior and increased productivity. By 
consistently demonstrating the behaviors we value, our leaders speak volumes about the methods the 
company values--methods that our teams learn to follow. Every leader is telling a "story" about what 
he or she values. 

OBJECTIVES 

. Adapt time-tested Disney leadership strategies and best practices to your organization. 

= Develop and communicate your leadership vision. 

[] Establish and maintain effective systems and structures to meet goals. 

[] Apply the strategies Disney leaders use to foster individual responsibility across the organization. 

m Inspire commitment and leadership development in others. 

m Implement your own action plan to align your vision, goals and continued development. 

PROGRAM CONTENT 

The Story of Disney Leadership 
The accomplishments of any organization can be traced directly to the combined efforts of everyone 
involved. It’s the role of the leader to channel that effort into a guided direction. The history of the 
Disney company shows how its founder, Walt Disney, set the example of leadership by being clear 
about what he valued, and showed subsequent leaders how to continue his legacy by seeking 
proactive change while sharing the same core values. 

[] Learning Objectives 
- Recognize how leaders communicate their values to others. 
- Refine your personal definition of leadership and examine Disney’s definition° 
- Explore the impact one leader can have on an organization. 

Envision the Future 
Creating a significant change in an organization begins with a clear vision of the future, rooted in core 
values and communicated with passion. Drawing on decades of storytelling heritage, a Disney leader 
shares the vision in a way that makes an emotional connection and motivates action. 

= Learning Objectives 
- Define "vision" and recognize the purpose of the leader’s vision. 
- Communicate your vision and examine personal methods for inspiring others. 
- Examine strategies Disney leaders employ to create and communicate the vision. 
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Organize the Operation 
At Disney, we believe that how the organization is designed and how it operates is the basis for 
success or failure. We also understand that this is simple, but it’s not easy. That’s why some 
organizations thrive and others fail. We believe that an organization can’t survive over time without 
being willing and able to examine the key components of organization: planning, role clarification, 
right-fit talent, accountability, and supporting processes. 

i Learning Objectives 
Identify the behaviors leaders demonstrate that contribute to organized/disorganized 
operations. 

- Explore the balance between talent and technology in structuring work. 
- Examine the strategies Disney employs to organize the operation. 

Engage the Team 
Disney Cast Members are engaged because they are given the responsibility, the tools, and the 
power to strive for performance excellence. Whether it’s leading Guests down the rivers of the world 
on the Jungle Cruise or performing in a daily parade, through their ownership of each task, they show 
initiative in their work and take pride in their performance. In your workplace, what prevents people 
from taking more responsibility for the organization? What will need to be changed to make your team 
more effective? 

Learning Objectives 
- Describe the benefits of an engaged workforce. 
- Discuss the barriers that prevent employee engagement. 
- Examine the strategies Disney leaders employ to 

performance. 
engage employees in their own 

Commit to Results 
Change doesn’t happen overnight. On the way to the goal, it’s easy for the group to get distracted and 
forget what they originally set out to do. Commitment is the bridge that connects the leader’s vision 
with measureable impact on the organization. Committing to results involves a set of day-to-day 
strategies to focus attention and build momentum to real achievement. 

! Learning Objectives 
- Recognize the need for ongoing support to sustain an organizational change. 
- Benchmark organizational methods for measuring results and holding employees accountable. 
- Examine strategies Disney leaders employ to commit to achieving results. 

Leave a Legacy 
Disney leaders recognize that the values and behaviors they demonstrate day-to-day will be 
remembered longer than their accomplishments. With the ability to influence those around them, 
leaders need to live the values of the organization on a daily basis. Not only does this reveal what 
they personally value, it provides insight into their character and ensures that their leadership will 
have a long-lasting, positive impact. 

! Learning Objectives 
- Plan the actions you will take to activate change. 
- Acknowledge the legacy that role model leaders have left through their influence on your 

leadership. 
Discover how Disney leaders strengthen their leadership effectiveness through alignment of 
personal and organizational values. 

11 

Non-Binding ] For Discussion Only l Either Party May End Discussions At Any Time h~ Its Sole Discretion 



Examine the strategies Disney leaders employ to leave a legacy. 

!2 

Non-Binding I For Discussion Only I Either Party May End Discussions At Any Time In Its Sole Discretion 



30 NOV2012 ~ 30 NOV2012 TR~P To ORLANDO INTL, FL 

PREPARED FOR 

UNC/FOOTBALL 

RESERVATION CODE BGVWUX 

AIRLINE RESERVATION CODE 

OOTHER: FRIDAY 30 NOV 
OTHER 
Status: 
Confirmed 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY 
TRAVEL 
MIKEPOPE@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 

XXXXXX (WN) 

RDU 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Information: 
21 PAX SOUTHWEST FARE INCLUSIVE $146,80 

~ DEPARTURE: FRIDAY 30 NOV i:’i~{~,,~ .... ~"~ ..... 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES RDU I~ MCO 
Aircraft: 
BOEING 737-300 JET 

WN ~519 RALEIGH DURHAM, NC ORLANDO INTL, FL 

............ Distance (in Miles): 0528 
Duration: Departing At: Arriving At: 

01hr(s) :40min(s) 3:15pm 4:55pm Stop(s): 0 

Terminal: Terminal: 
TERMINAL 1 Not Available 

Passenger Name: 

>> UNC/FOOTBALL 

Seats: Class: Stat0S: M~als! .... 

Check-In Required Economy Confirmed 

Notes 
FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 
24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE..S715C 
PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC OFFICE ............... 
PHONE NUMBERS 919-843-5580 AND 919-843-5076 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 
SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 
ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 
ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 
IN A PENALTY FEE. 
UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 
PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 
AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 
SECURITY CHECKPOINTS. A BOARDING PASS MAY BE 
OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER AIRLINE 
KIOSK OR tN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSITE 

**IMPORTANT BAGGAGE AND CARRY-ON LUGGAGE ** 
PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION ON AIRPORT 
SECURITY PLEASE CHECK WWW.TSA,GOV 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
MIKEPOPE@ANTHONYTRAVELCOM 

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL 



02 DEC 2012 ~ 02 DEC 20t2 TRIP TO RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

PREPARED FOR 

UNC/FOOTBALL 

RESERVAT!ON CODE NUCLZE 

AIRLINE RESERVATION CODE xxxxxx (DL) 

i3OTHER: SUNDAY 02 DEC 

OTHER 

Status: 
Confirmed 

ANTHONY TRAVELINC 
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY 
TRAVEL 
MIKEPOPE@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 

RDU 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Information: 
21PAX DELTA FARE INCLUSIVE $283.60 

eOTHER: SUNDAY 02 DEC 

OTHER 

Status: 
Confirmed 

RDU 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Information: 
CONTRACT DUE 22OCT NAMES DUE 02NOV 

~ DEPARTURE: SUNDAY 02 DEC PIe~_-’,se vsrify 

DELTA AIR LINES INC MCO ~ ATL Aircraft: 
BOEING 757 300 SERIES 

DL 0925 ORLANDO INTL. FL ATLANTA. GA 
JET 

Durabon: Departing At: Arriving At: Distance (i q Miles): 0397 

01hr(s) :37rain{s) 7:30pm 9:07pm Stops, s): 0 

Terminal: Terminak 
Not Available SOUTH TERMINAL 

Passenger Name: Seats: Class’. Status: 

>> UNC/FOQTBALL Check-In Reo Jired Coach Confirmed 

Meals: 

DELTA AIR LINES INC 
DL 0889 

ATL ~ RDU 
ATLANTA GA RALEIGH DURHAM. NC 

Duration: Departing At: Arriving At: 

01hr(s) :33rain(s) 9:45pm 11 18pm 

-] ermina!: Terminal: 
SOUTH TERMINAL TERMINAL 2 

Aircraft: 
BOEING 737-800 JET 

Distance Im Miles): 0356 

Stop(s): 0 

Passenger Name: Seats: Class: 

>> UNC/FOOTBALL Check-In Required Coach 

Notes 
FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 
24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE..S715C 
PASSENGERS REQUIRED TQ SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC OFFICE ............... 
PHONE NUMBERS 919-843-5580 AND 919-843-5076 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 
SERVICE FEES QN TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 

Status: 

Confirmed 

Meals: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: ESPNU Monday Night Game 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Vince, 
Very much so. We are excited about it! 

Donna 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CARO LI NA SO FTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

> > > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/23/2012 1:35 PM > > > 

Donna, 
Are you in favor of this change? Please let me know. If so, I’ll acknowledge my acceptance as requested 
below. Thanks. 
Vince 

From: Lee Butler [mailto:lbutler@theacc.org] 



Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Donna Papa 
Subject: ESPNU Monday Night Game 
Importance: High 

Vince and Donna, 

ESPNU has selected the following game for an ACC Monday appearance: 

4/22    Georgia Tech at North Carolina 

This series will need to shift to Sunday and Monday. The time of the Monday night game will be 7:00 p.m. 

I will confirm the game with Georgia Tech. 

Please confirm your receipt of this email, as it will serve as acceptance of these requests by ESPNU. 

AS A REMINDER, THERE SHOULD BE NO PUBLIC RELEASE OF THIS INFORMATION UNTIL THE 
ACC RELEASES THE FULL SPRING TELEVISION SCHEDULE. 

As always, if you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 6:22 PM 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Goals 

template sports plan goal sheet vl - SOFTBALL (2).docx; Donna Papa.vcf 

Vince, 
[ have tweaked some of the original information [ had. 

Can [ do an Awith a small a sub category? 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CARO LI NA SO FTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 





em:ail at shahn@illinois.e&~ ii-- you ha:ve any questions. Thank you for 

your commitment and contribution to b’ightmg Illini athletics! 
(i) Engaging in any athletics competition trader a~ ass~m~ed name or with intent 

to otherwise deceit-e; or 

(i) Fa~ure to provide complete and accurate ~fo~mation to the N(}2~’k, 
NCAA Eligibilib~ Center or the institution’s athletics deparmaent regarding 

individual’s amateur stares. 



RECRUITING ACTIVITIES//Mm~agers may not engage in :my recruiting 

activities. Managers are pmhiI::,ited From contacting or evaluating prospective 

smdent-a~letes off campus, visiting the educational institutio~ of a 

prospective student-athlete ~br evaluation purposes (athletic o~ academic), 

attending athletics contests >volving prospective student--athletes ~or the 

purpose of evakmtion or recruim~ent, or analyzing video recordings of 

prospective s t:udent-athletes. Managers a~e permitt:ed to meet with 

prospective student-athletes on campus during the prospective smdent- 

afhlete’s visit to campus, but managers are not permitted to serve as ~he 

desi~ated stadent host o~ attend any meals during a prospect’s expense-paid 

official visit ~(:) campus. 

UNETHICAL CONOUCT // It is yot~r responsibili~T to inform the Compliance 
Office of any potential violation of NCAA rt~les iSat you are aware of 
involving any institutional staff member or student--athlete. 

on a regular basls; 
(c) The individual shall not provide instruction to student--athletes; 

(d) The individual sh~l not participate in cou~table athletically related activities 

(e.g., p,~czicepiq),’e&} excep t as permitted in Bylaw 1 lo01.6- ¢); and 

(e) ~n baseball, the individual shall forfeit any remaining cli~bili~:y in the sport at 

the institution at Which the individua] serves as a manager. 

NCAA BYLAW 16.0~,3: EXTRA BENEFIT//:~ extra benefit is m~y special 

arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 

institution’s athletics interests to provide a smdent-ath]ete or the smdent- 

N:hlet:e’s relative or ~?iend a benefit not expressly authorized by NC~MI 

legislation. Receipt of a benefit by s~udent--athletes or ~heir relatives or 

frie~ds is ~ot a violation of NCAA ]egis]ation if it is demonstrated that the 

same benefit is generally available t:o the institution’s students o~ their ~elat:ives 

or friends or to a particLflar se}gnent of the student body {~:’.g., z~/e~va/iouai 

s~za’e~ts, w’i~o~@ st~devta)} determined on a basis tmrelated to athletics abili~ 

NCAA BYLAW 10.0~,1: SPORTS WAgERINg//Sports wagering includes 
placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-- 
athlete’s own behalf or on the beh~f of others) of any ~pe with any 
mdividu~ or orgm~izat:ion on any intercollegiate, amateu~ or pro~>ssional 
team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited 
to, the t~se of a bookmaker or paday card; Intemet sports wagerinN auction,s 
in which bids are placed on teams, individm~s or contests; m~d pools or 
£mtasy lea{Nes in which an entry fee is required and there is an oppommi~, 
win a p~ize. 



athletics representative~ individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conf-erence office; and 

(d) Student-ahletes. 

NCAA BYLAW 10.1: UNETHICAL CONDUCT//Unethical conduct by a 
prospective or enrolled student-athlete or a current or ~ormer institutional 
staff membeg which includes m~y individual wt~o pertbrms work k~r the 
insti~tion or the athletics deparm~ent even if he or she does not receive 
compensation for such work, mW include, but is not limited to, the tkt]owing: 

(a) Rcfi;sal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible 
violation o{ an NCAA regulation When requested to do so by the NCAA or 
the mdividu~;s institution; 

(b) Knowing involvement in a~ranging for f~audulent a:ademic credit or ~lse 
t~anscripts ~)~ a prospective or an enrolled smdent-a~lete; 

(c) iG~owing involvement in oFi>ring o~ providing a prospective or an enrolled 
student--athlete an improper inducement or extra benefit or improper 
~nancial aid; 

(d) Vmowingly ~bmishing or M~owingly influencing others to ~bmish the 
or the individual’s institution ~alse (::,r misleading inR)rmation concerning an 
individuaFs involvement in or knowledge of matters relevant to a possible 
violation of an NCzM~ reg~ation; 

(e) Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for ~acilitating or 
arranging a meeting beaveen a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor 
or a representative of an agent_ or advisor                  ,,:e.g., ....... runner a; 

(0 Kno~vin~ involvement in providing a banned substance or impermissible 

supplement to student-ag~letes, o~ knowingly providing medications to 

IMPERMISSIBLE BENEFITS//Managers are not permitted to extend any 

benefits to student-m:h]etes or prospective sm.dent-mhletes, l(xamples of 
impermissible benefits include, but are not limited to, transportation, me~ls, 
k)dgin~ moneB ~fts and loans. 

SPORTS WAGERING//Managers are not permitted to engage in may sports 
wagering activity concerning intercollegiate, amateur or pro~k~ssional athletics 
competition in any sport that is sponsored by the NCAA. The NCAA 
defines a wager as any agreement in which an individual agrees to give up an 
item of v~ue @&, cash, apparel, droner) in exchm~ge k)r the possibility of 
gaming another item of value. Sports wagering does not have to include cash 
to be deemed impermissible. :n addition, mm:agers mW not provide any 
in~)m:ation regarding University of Illinois teams or student-athletes to 
individuals involved in or associated with sports wa~>~ring ac6vities 

Examples of impem~issible sports wagenng activities inelude, but are not limited to: 
* Participating in March Madness Bracket Tournaments; 
, Placing a bet: on the Super Bowl; 

* Participating in Fantasy ][,ea{~es with a required entry fee and an opportunity 
to win a prize. 

PRACTICE ACTIVITIES//Per NCZL& Bylaw 11.01~6, a rummager must 
perform traditional managerial duties (e.g., equipment, laundr5 hydration). 
In addition to per~Y)rming traditional managerial duties, managers may 

only participate in limited on-court or on-field activities during practice 



Subject: Student-Athlete Development Staff Meeting 

Start: 12/6/2012 2:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 3:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM effective 12/6/2012. 
(UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Categories: Must Attend 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@ad.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 3, 2012 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Getting St~xted.pdf 



Getting Started with Remarks 
Handwriting, note taking and annotating app for the iPad 

Contents 
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Notes View 
Getting Started 2 / 17 

Notes view is your entry point where all your notes can be found 

and where a number of different actions related to your notes can 

be per[ormed 

Tap to add 

a new note 

Tap to add 
a new folder 

Sort your notes 
by Name or Date 

Tap Edit to enter 

to edit mode 

Search the needed 
document 

Switch between Recents, 

Notes and Network views 



Making a New Note 
Getting Started 3 / 1 }" 

You can create a new note from anywhere inside the application. It’s just 

one tap away 

Create a new note by 

tapping on the "+" button 

at he Notes view 

As an alternative you can 

use "Add button" at the 

bottom of the Notepad view 



Creating Folders 

You can organize your notes into folders with a simple drag & drop 

movement. Each folder can have any number of subfolders withi 

Getting StaRed 

1. Tap and hold on the note. 

2. Move your finger to place the 

note on top of the other note. 

3. Release the note to create a folder. 

To move a note into the folder 

simply drag it there. 

Also, you can use "Create Folder" 

button to make folders. 



Getting Started 

Remarks allows you to do a number of things with your notes. You can 

organize them in folders, copy, move, email and even open in other apps. 

Tap Edit button in the Notes View 

to go into Edit Mode. 

Counter of the 

selected notes 

Tap Done to 

finish editing 

Select All notes 

from the list in one tap 

Copy/Move notes Delete or Email 

between folders selected notes 

Open the notes in any 

PDF compatible app 



Notepad View 
Getting StaRed 

You can make all your notes here. Below is a quick overview of the 

various actions available in the Notepad. 

Pen 

Tap Notes to get               Sha 

back to the notes view 
Hand 

Tap Actions to 

change paper type, 

Email the note or 

Open In another app 

Tap to enter Tap to rename 
Page Manager the note 

Tap to change Pen 
thickness, opacity or color 

Tap to Add a Page 

or a New Note 

Tap to enter the 
Zoom mode 

Tap to paste image 

from the album or camera 

Tap to paste 

audio note 

Tap to Undo or Redo 
your changes 

Tap to switch 
between pages 



Handwriting 
Getting StaRed 

Writing down [houghIs and notes is one of [he main purposes of 

Remarks. It is an easy and straightforward process, 

1. First select the Pen tool on the 

toolbar. 

Long tap on the Pen tool lets | 
you switch between your 6 | 
favorite pens and markers. 

~ 

We highly recommend you to use ~. 

2. Choose the color of your pen and 

start writing. You can change 

thickness, opacity and color of the 

pen at anytime you need. 



Getting Started 

There is number of ways you can scroll the page or navigate 

between pages. Tap the "@" Hand tool on the toolbar to switch into 
reading mode. Now you can use: 

Pinch to ~- = Swipe to 
zoom in turn pages 

and ou 

Swipe to 

scroll pages 

Note! In the handwriting mode you can 

scroll the page with two fingers closely 

placed on the screen 

To navigate between pages you can 

also use page navigator. Use arrows to 

turn over the pages back and forward or tap 

on the page number for faster navigation. 



Getting Started 

Zoom mode lets you fit more handwriting onto the page, It zooms a part 

of the note where you are writing at the moment so you can place twice 

more words on the same space 

To activate zoom mode tap on the 

Zoom button on the bottom. 

Writing in zoom mode is 

very convenient: 

Zoom window automatically scrolls 

when you reach "scroll zone". You can 

adjust its size if needed 

At the same time you can manually 

move zoom window with your finger 

or using a special joystick 



Entering Text 
Getting Started 10 / 1 7 

Besides handwriting you can type text notes with the help of Remarks. 

It can be a full page text note, a small remark or a label near the image. 

Tap Text tool to activate text input and 

simply tap anywhere on the page where 

you want to insert the text. Star[ typing 

the text once the keyboard appears. 

GLirmukhi MN              (~:: 

Heiti SC 

Hira~ino Kaku Gothic ProN ::"~:: iiiii 

You can change font of the text to one 

of the many supported ones, including 

Helvetica, Noteworthy and many more 

To select between regular, bold or italic 

version of the font tap on the "(:~i:i:" button 

near the font name. 

You can change the font size and co,or 

using other buttons on the pane 

Once you have entered the text you can 

move it across the page. Just lap on the 

text once to access move mode. Then 

use drag & drop to move it where needed. 



inserting Shapes & images 
Gel:~i!~g Started 

You can easily insert several simple geometric figures into the notes. 

Squares, circles, line and arrows are supported at the moment. 

Tap on [he Shapes button first and then 

tap on the place of the document where 

you want to insert the image. 

It is possible to add a picture from the 

iPad camera or Photo Library to your 

note with the help of Remarks. 

Tap Insert Image button at the bottom 

toolbar and select the image source. 

Once inserted you can freely resize 

and move images. Just tap on [he 

image to access move mode 



Annotating PDFs 
Getting Started 12 / 1 }" 

While being a note-taker, Remarks is a fully capable PDF annotation tool. 

You can use this app to hightlight text, add notes or draw in a PDF 

document. All your notes are real PDF annotations that you can edit with 

Adobe Acrobat on the PC and Preview on the Mac. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~ ~::i~ ::~::::: :i:~ ~:: ::~:::!in ::~i:::i::~::~ ~ :::::’ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

To highlight, underline or strikeout 

text in PDF file: 

1. Tap and hold on the Text tool; 

select the needed text; choose 

"highlight" in the pop-up. 

2. Tap and hold on the Per= tool 

to reveal Highlight, Llnderiine and 

Strikeout tool. 



Getting Started 

All of us make mistakes and we need an easy way to correct them. That’s 

why Remarks has a right set of tools to correct your little errors. 

Undo & Redo buttons are located on 

the left of the bottom toolbar. They 

allow you to cancel recent actions 

and works exactly like you expect. 

Eraser’s purpose is to correct errors in 

handwriting, erase dots that you put 

on the page accidentally or to delete 

something drawn long ago= It is a great 

complimentary to Undo & Redo 

functionality= 

Like all tools in Remarks, eraser has 

parameters that you can adjust. In this 

case it’s size~ 

Also, you can quickly delete everything 

on the page using C~ear Page button. 



Sharing and Printing 
Getting Stad:ed 14/17 

All notes in Remarks are regular PDF documents. It means that you can 

easily share them, print and even co-edit with other people. At the same 

time you can put any PDF document into Remarks to read or annotate it. 

Tap Actions button to open the menu. 

1. Select ’15mail Note" if you wish to 

send the note by emaiL 

2. Tap "Open ~n" to transfer the note 

to another iPad application. 

3. Press "Print" to send the document 

to any AirPrint enabled printe 

To send severa~ notes by email at once 

open Notes View and tap "Edit", select 

the needed notes and tap "Mail". 

You can send your notes to other Remarks users and they will be able to 

edit them just as any other notes. It’s real collaboration in note taking 

Remarks supports iTunes File Sharing 

for easy transfer and backup of notes 

and PDFs. 

1. Connect your iPad to your computer. 

2. Open iTunes and select your device 

in the list. 

3. Open Apps tab and scroll it to the File 

Sharing section. 

4. Select Remarks in the list and use Add 

and Save to buttons to move the notes 

to your computer and vice versa, 



Editing Pages 
Getting Started 15 / 17 

Remarks lets you fully control pages inside your notes and PDF 

documents, You can add, delete, rotate and move pages within the 

document, as well as copy and paste pages between notes and PDFs 

Tap "Pages" button on the toolbar 

to open Page View, 

Counter of the 

selected pages 

Add an Empty Page 
at any place of the note 

Select All pages 

from the list in one tap 

Copy/Move pages 
between notes 

Delete or Email 

selected pages 

Create a new note 

based on the selected 

pages with Extract button. 



Network View 
Get[ing Started 16 / 17 

Network view lets you work with Dropbox, GoogleDocs or any WebDav 

storage. You can upload notes to the cloud, download PDF files and even 

sync folders between your acco~Jnt and iPad. 

To add a cloud storage: 

1. Go to the Network View inside Remarks 

and select the storage that you use. 

2. Enter your Iogin and password to 

connect to the storage 

To put a note to the cloud storage: 

1~ Tap Actions "r~" bu[ton inside the no[e 

and select "Upload" in the action sheet. 

2, Select the storage where you want to 
copy your note. 



Syncing Notes 
Getting Started 17 / 17 

Remarks supports two-way sync of a certain folder between the online 

storage and the iPad. It also creates "Remarks" folder on your network 

account that you can use to sync notes. 

To sync a folder: 

1. Open your cloud storage in Remarks. 

2. Navigate to [he folder that you want to sync. 

3. Tap "Sync" button on the navigation bar, 

then tap "Sync this folder" button in 

the popover. 

You can also use "Actions" button near the 

folder name to sync 

To sync a note with any server: 

1. Tap "Edit" button in the Notes View. 

2. Select a note and tap "~" Move button. 

3. Choose "Remarks" folder and tap "Move". 

The Sync process is fully automa[ic and will 

start every time you create or edit a note in 

a synced folder. 
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Case Study: Head Coaching Changes in College Football. 
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Relative Revenue and Attendance Performance 

Relative Team Winning Percentage 

Record With Talent 

2007 Oregoq ~ 26,50 : 9~ 5-2 2-2 2-0 

............ = ................. = ..................... = ............................................... ~o.3 .................................... ~:i ............................................................................................. = ......................................................... 
2010 Oregon HC OC 17.75 : 11-I 7~0 3-1 I-0 
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From: Lee Bntler <lbutler@theacc.org> 

Sent: Friday, December 7, 2012 6:48 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

ACC Men’s Tennis Committee Materials 

Men’s Termis Committee Meeting Folder.pd£ Joint Termis Committee Meeting Folder.pdf 

MEMORANDLM 
ACC JVlen’s Te~mis Cor~nittee 

FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
CC: 

Lee Buffer, Director of Chanpio*~ships 
December 7, 2012 
Me*~’s Temfis ( o*rnnitlee Meeth~g Agenda a~d Suppleme~ts 
Senior Wom~ A&~imstra~ora 
Spo~ Snpetwisors fSr Men’s Te~mis 

Attached, you wil] fi~}d the ageuda m~d supp]emen{s fbr the meu’s tennis commi~ee’a 

meeting on Tuesday, December 11,2012 at 10:00 a.m. ~d 1he men’s and wome~s 

tem~is comm i~ce’s joint meeting ~hat ~,i]I take [)lace immedialcly tS]lm~.ing hmch. 

It is very impo~aut ~hat yon revie~x, fl~e age~da and all snpp~emertts pNor k~ our meeting 

so we caw be e~icie~ with our t~e a~d get ~N’ough all of ~e matefiak Pri~ted c~ies 

of the meeting ~nateNals wil~ NOT be provided so please be sure to p~N~t these pNor t~ 

roar arNval, ifnecessa~w. Head coaches are expected to atte~d the meeting. If the 

head coach is not aisle to ~nit~, an ~nstitntioaal administrator shonld ~mfifv the 

hnmedia~elv. 

Shonld you have a~y questions, please contact me at lbutler@theacc.org, or 

336.854.8787 e~. 4654. 

’H~ank you aud I look tSrward to seeing yon on Tnesday. 

Lee Butler 

Director. Championships 

Atiamic Coas~ Conference 

45 ~ 2 Weyb~dge [~ne 

Gre~asboro~ NC 27407 

P 336.$54.8787exl. 4654 

F 336.369.1203 



UNC-ADM-EM mailing list 

UNC-ADM-EM@lists.northcarolina.edu 
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HENRY/NAVY SCHEDULE 
December 31, 2012 o January 6, 20t3 

(7:00a) NEW YEAR’S DAY HOLIDAY 

2:00p (8:00p) ML Team Activity 
on Navy Turf 

<HENRYiNA VY SCHEDULE> 

Printed December 14, 2012 



F NLEY F ELDS 
December 31, 20’~ 2 = January 6, 2013 

8:00a (6:00p) Mens Soccer 2 Day 
Camp 

8:00a (6:00p) Mens Soccer 2 Day 
Camp 

FINLEY ATHLETIC’ FIELDS SCHEDULE 
Printed December 14, 2012 



EDDIE SII~iTH FH 
December 31, 2012 - January 6, 2013 

9:00a (12:00p) WINTER SOCCER CAMP in ESF 

9:00a (4:00p) NC HS OPENER 
INDOOR TRACK MEET 

EDDIE SMITH FIELDHOUSE SCHEDULE 
Printed December 14, 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nick@corp.collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:00 AM 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

eFlash... NY Times: "OSU’s Monitoring of Athletes’ Spending Raises Concerns" 

To Clips subscribers with compliance, FAR, President, VP, AD or widget-maker in their titles: 

Tuesday morning greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

One of the first items I came across in this morning’s read was an article (below) in the New York Times about the "bigger and better’’ (my term) 
compliance efforts of the Ohio State program. Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher Education took a road trip to Columbus and filed a 
comprehensive look-see at OSU compliance in a fine report that was posted on the Chronicle site a few days ago (see bottom of this email for 

Brad’s article). 

Then, Greg Bishop of the New York Times took Brad’s effort a step further, especially in the financial oversight area, with an article that was 
posted on the Times’ website late last night. 

This time around your Clips Editor will leave it to others* to comment on the propriety!necessity/ethics!legality!motives of stepped-up compliance 
oversight. However, I will remind everyone that some big-time college football and basketball student-athletes need to be, ah, monitored closely, 
elsewise they’ll get themselves and their school in trouble. And Ohio State is a prime example of that. For them to take aggressive, 
comprehensive steps to avoid another, ah, situation makes a ton of sense. 

That’s all for this morning. Read away, read away, read away all ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Ohio State’s Monitoring of Athietes’ 
Spending  ises Concerns 



Ohio State’s Monitoring of Athletes’ Spending Raises Concerns 

By GREG BISHOP, New York Times, 12-18-12 

http ://www~nytimes~c~m/2~12/12/18/sp~rts/ncaaf~~tba~~/~hi~-states-m~nit~rinq-~f-ath~etes-spendin~q-raises-privac~-c~ncerns.htm~? 
emc=tnt&tntemailO=v& r=O 

At Ohio State, one slice of an ambitious universitywide compliance department overhaul fostered something of a national debate last week on 

oversight in college sports. It did not involve study habits, training habits or dietary habits. 

It involved spending habits and whether they should be monitored and who should monitor them. 

Ohio State, as part of this compliance makeover, "strongly encourages" athletes, especially football and men’s and women’s basketball players, to 
open checking accounts. University officials, including assistants, help those athletes open the accounts, set budgets and set up direct deposit. 
They also monitor spending, as first reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education, although not on a line-by-line basis. 

The university described this policy as financial education, a level beyond what the N.C.A.A. requires but in a positive, trailblazer sense. Those 
who study college sports said that although portions of the policy made them uncomfortable, it could provide a blueprint for future compliance 
efforts at other universities. Critics saw this as a violation of privacy, a way for Ohio State to protect the big business of football under the guise of 
education. 

Ultimately, that debate framed a question that holds national implications for college sports. Namely, how much oversight is too much? 

"Part of me says you do what you’ve got to do when you’re a big-time college athletics program," said David Ridpath, an assistant professor in 
sports administration at Ohio University and a member of the Drake Group, a network of professors who lobby for academic integrity in college 
sports. "The flip side is it’s pathetic that we have to do this. I don’t like the Big Brother aspect of this. Do we have to monitor everything? 

"1 guess it’s the next logical, unfortunate step." 

Ridpath sympathized with Ohio State, a university where the football team finished 2012 undefeated but ineligible for the postseason because of a 
scandal that involved players’ trading memorabilia for cash and tattoos. That helped prompt the overhaul, which stretched across all university 
compliance departments. 

In February, Ohio State created an Office of University Compliance and Integrity to centralize its compliance efforts. It also added staff members 
and increased its budget. The steps marked an aggressive approach. 

The compliance department for athletics fell under that centralized umbrella. Jason Singleton, a former basketball player who worked as an 
investigator for the N.C.A.A., was hired to join the department. His job is to educate local businesses --like barbershops, nightclubs and tattoo 
parlors -- on N.C.A.A. rules. The athletic department compliance budget is more than $1 million annually. 

One piece of that transformation concerned those checking accounts. Gene Smith, Ohio State’s athletic director, said several athletes came from 
disadvantaged backgrounds and had never before opened one. He said players would receive lump-sum Pell Grants, then spend that money on 
items like new phones or jewelry, or spend it all at once. Ohio State will teach those players how to balance their checking accounts and budget 
their money. Athletes will be taught how to read the fine print of apartment leases before signing them. It will bring in local bankers to speak to 
them. 

"This is about education," Smith said. "It’s not about Big Brother. It’s about helping young people become managers of their assets. It’s a financial 
literacy program." 

Smith stressed that Ohio State would not ask players to "show me your grocery list and go over every line." But where he saw this as educational, 
others saw more oversight, a way to protect the Buckeyes from rule violations, which tarnish the reputation of universities and lead to millions of 
dollars in lost revenue. Players who do not budget properly, Smith said, "would be more likely to look for opportunities to solve their financial 
problems." 

In a telephone interview, Smith repeatedly cited "Broke," the documentary, part of ESPN’s "30 for 30" series, that highlighted in stark, 
heartbreaking detail the financial woes many athletes faced in retirement. Smith said he wanted to avoid such endings for Ohio State athletes. 

To which Billy Corben, the director of "Broke," said, "rm flattered and offended." Flattered because he hoped athletes and those who advise them 
would watch the documentary and pay more attention to their finances before they turned professional 

Offended because "anything that has to do with N.C.A.A. compliance is cynical," Corben said. 

He added: "It has to be. Because they are attempting to enforce and comply with rules that we all know to be fundamentally unfair to the student- 
athlete. They have a moral, ethical, contractual obligation to better educate those students. But they cannot infringe on their basic rights as an 
individual, as an American, rights that other Ohio State students enjoy. Not to make sure they’re not taking money from anybody." 

Ohio State disagreed with this characterization. Gates Garrity-Rokous, the university’s chief compliance officer, said that it needed to help its 
athletes beyond what the IN.C.A.A. required, that it had to "think about them in a more complete way." 

Robert H. Schottenstein, a member of the board of trustees at Ohio State since 2005, added: "The biggest take-away from what happened with 
our football team is that the single most precious asset any institution has is our reputation. You cannot put too great a value on how important it is 
to protect that. Compliance is the tangible guardian of that reputation." 



The question is whether other universities will follow Ohio State’s lead, whether this will become the latest in college sports compliance. Smith 
said he heard from other athletic directors across the country. He told them Ohio State’s athletes would leave the university better able to manage 
their money, more business-oriented and more educated on matters pertinent to real life. 

Ridpath, of the Drake Group, wondered if a compliance department’s size and scope of duty would soon figure into the college sports arms race. 
It could factor into recruiting, for programs with higher and lower standards that would be cited to recruits. 

"Athletic departments see it as an investment in risk management," said Paul Swangard, the managing director at the University of Oregon’s 
Warsaw Sports Marketing Center. "There is simply too much at stake financially not to expand compliance and oversight. I think they’ll emerge as 
a trendsetter." 

But as Ridpath noted, to monitor checking account activity does not solve an issue central to modern college sports. It will not grant athletes the 
stipend that many argue they should receive. It will not boost their bank accounts, only help to manage them. To steer athletes from trading 
memorabilia for tattoos, Ridpath suggested they receive some of those millions the universities and the N.C.A.A. pocket. 

"The sentiment might be sincere here," Corben said. "But it’s more of an investment in themselves. An investment to protect the money generated 
off the backs and blood and broken bones of student athletes. It’s the system, it’s the N.C.A.A., and it needs to change." 

And so the compliance and oversight debate continued. 

Ohio State’s Sports Program Aims t:o Play I~ Straight 

Co|umbus~ Ohio 

lead ~e ~Budkeyes to ~h8 Fia~} Fo~.~r= Now he has a n~nth-f~r office in: the athletic 

dep~e~t~ whe~. aJongside ph.o~os from h~s s~fied ce~e#e yea~ h,e keeps a p~r of 

Since graduating, M[. Singlete~n: has held an a#us#a:l mi× of jeb~: kindergarten teadbe=r, 
m~ney4aundefi=n,9 sleuth, NCAA to~h: ,gay. Th~s pa~ s~mme~ he returned ~o Co~umb~s as 

~n~est~g~ive saw3~ to he~p p~ the athletics program: on a straighter p~b. 

When Mr. Singleton #layed iball he~e~ the Buckeyes had j~st 
so,me 1.,000 :~h~es. (The ~nivers~y added a sec~d r~les enforcer i~ his se~or year~) 

Bnla~e Image A[ Ohio Sta~e Spe~s P~eys It Strai~hI 2 

Then oa:m=e ~o hi~hty pub~c~zed viola~io~:s of Nati~e~,a:l Oollegiate Athletic Assec~iation ~]J~85, 
One w~ped out ~he ~eam’s 19,99 Fina~ ~our re~ Tihe other, a ~s~y ~[oo~ 

haaded lh,e p~gram a ~e-y~a[ ~w~ ban. ~hat penalty £re#eE~ the~ ~B~.~ckey~s’ fc.otba:ll 

Ohio S~,~e has since supersized its rules.enfo.rcir~g st~ff: As of this monlh, it has 14 Pall4ime 

co~pliance e~cia~, ~even of ~em h~red fo~ow~ng ~,e rec~ NC~ ca~e. ~n add~tin~, ~he 

u~e~s.~ has added a new ch:ie~ co.mp~an~e o#~cer, to whom the a~hle[ics-co~#l:iance 

now reip~As (~,e~om, it ~po~.d ~o ~he a~hl.etics d~#e~,t[~r). Thai c~aag~e, v,~ic~h: ~a:ny o~her 



And i(s not ~h:e only program sper~ding big. A‘[,~te¢i~ deii~aAmen‘[s every~-here are ramping 

cost it m:~re ~h:an $1.6-m:ilI:i:aa, not ~o r~e~n:tio~ a publis-.Feta:~iions stath tha:~ is only 

begin~i~:g ~e fade. 

The debacie ieC~ ~niversi~y leade:rs to se~ all ambitious goal: They want to ba~d: [h:8 best 

co~mp~ance s~stem ~n ~he cedarS. Bu~ some o.bserve[s se~ ~ ~e money i~ ~he ~dd might 

*You co~l~ invest in:c~redible mor~ey orealin:g ye~r nwn ove~rsight pmcens," say~ Dutch 
Baughman, ex~u~iYe ditcher of ~e D~’¢is.~n ~:A Athl~i,c Directors~ Assoc~at#o~n. *A~d after 

c~a~g ~ [hat~ yod’ne no{ an~ more 

Sl~eet Cted 

To: hear him tell i~, Mr. Single:~ is an unlikely abel.co to he#p his alma mater reslore its 

reputation. ’~ w~s not a s~n~ hemS’ he s~ys one Sa~u~y m O~tabe~, white pat~o~ng the 

s~delines of 8 ~Jck.eyes’ ~oo~b~ game. "~1 ~ave the comp~an~ p~te a :~n fat the~ 

As a station‘t, he, charme~ hiis way ‘[o a co~eted faculty-parking d~al and a~uJ~d a 

teng~dista~ telephone coke that he a~d te6mmates u:sed t# ~h~e ~a~ls to the 

(The p~ye~ repaid ~he charges ~r the ca~s we~ maced to the basketball ~o~er reo~.) 

That background, e~eng ,M~h ~he mator~ ~o ~dmit h~s m~ss~e~s, helps give h:~m 

amen# pta~e~ a~d co~ches. 

ARer a ibdef s[in~, playing overseas, he fUi#owe:d his reader’s path into education, but h:a 

tonged ~a~r a career i# sports, th 2007 he landed at ~he NCAA,. beating o~,ri h:~n~reds of ethel 

apptk;ants for a jdb helping eli~e high-schooi athtetes r!a’~igaee ‘the sleazy werid: ef amateur- 
league baske~l~tl. 

tn 20i::0 he moved e:n: to: ’[he NCAA’s basketball eq[arcement st~ff, travelJr~g a:rou~d th:e 

co:un~’ ~ or three times a mo~sometimes ~e ~eiehborhoo~s where he wou~dn’~ wa~t 
to ~ake his own ch~d[efl~o help the as~ciat~on blow th:e wh:i~le on bad a~o~ 

s~a~ions i~: ::h:~s 36 yeats. But he~.s never seen anythi~ng ~ke ~e gree~ ~d com~#~a~ 

have o’7~f£.~:E ~he £a~e he loves. 

H::e #eserves his 9~eates~ contempt for the parents of certain elite players. "Everyone’S got 
‘[,~eir ha:~d eel. A,n~ Lhe ~J’~s~ they ~an’t know who ~hey c~n ~ms~,’~ he a~ym "Eveln ‘[h.ei~ loved 

ones are usiRg them for ‘[heir at#le~Jc abiitity$ 

Oh~o S~te. "Ja:se~ r~e~y u~de~$~.~n~s wha~ g~s o# in th:~t culture," he says. ~When we 

st~ nam:~g pros#e~s, he ~s familJ:ar with them and ~hei~ bac~,~Mn:~s, and &~n ~::i us ff 

the~ are any rea~ns ~ be ~ncerned/’ 

Many former NCAA investigato[s g.o on ‘[o lucrative aa~reers heiiping athlet.~ce departments 

d~fend themselves a£~in~t ~e~ed v~o]a[~one. Bu~ ~r. S~n£~eto~n be~i~eved he c~u~d do mo~e 

good ~y retumi~n~ ~o h~s ro~s. 

H::is job is twofold: FiFs~ g~ain the tnJst of coaches and playa[s a~md educate ~hem on the 

Hie did much ~e name thing at the NCAA, wihere he ~sec~ h~s so~-spe~:em introspective 

s~ile to develop relationships w~h c~che:s, but then had to turn around a:~ in~e:s~ga~e 

some o~ the~. ~1 ~11 people, ’Don’t pu~ yourself in a bad situab~ wher:e i ~8n’t help yo~:~ he 

At Ohio State, he expec?:.s to devote 

nt:ay eu’i o:f tro~ble and b~ildin 

want him: to create a iist ~f every place pla:yer~ 9o--barb~4~hops, ~:i:ght clubs, ~attao 

~flo~" Mr~ ~chie ~y~, "~d we ~,~nt h~m :goi~ng in those p~ces ~u~~ng peo:p~e: 

~enlJal NC~ 

Flags 

dots, liike ~edey, M[. Singleton does much of h~s ~ork behi~:d ~ih:e s:~es. Weadn~ 

cap so ~es :eren~ as I~e::iy ~ rec~n~e h.~, he shown up ~ the s~d]~m ~h:re:e 



hoping ~a ~:~ pl~y:~rs~ autog~:phs. Universi~ o~c~ats refer to sem:e af ~he~e fo~o~rs as 

the "eB~y people," s~,~ many are here ~st ~ ma~e ~ ~uick husk, 

In the p.sst year o~r .so., Ohio State’s trademark and lioen.sir~g office has cilamped down: on 

these s~les~ heisting to pull so,me $2-miilion of 5iiack~mark~ me~andise effline. 

Officials ibere are =e~en =m~re worried e~-_~ut the a~_;eess to players th~at ~gents, ~osters, aad 

o~e~ ~’ to ga~in, Wh~le many of t~ose relat~onshi~ are fo~med ou~ts~ide the ~nk,.e~s 

that no :~nto’wa~ ~nfluence happens under their no~= (They say ~hey are not awa:~ of any 

c~rrent ma~or v~olations,) 

The tisike¢ office, where Mr. 8imgietu:n stags laler, is where rn~ch ef the monitoring 

Even if L-hose #eoiple dorft gel in th~ stadi:um, th.ey sl~l# han,g aro~r~d= se Mr, Singleioe 

s~ends a good chunk of :~ame da~s ~,~tb the ~aam, Hou~ ~befo~e ki.c~o# he ’~,alks w~ the 

~laye~s, wee are dressed ~n ma~ch~n~ b~c~k su:i~, 8s they cross ~h:e c~mp:~s ~n: a S~ow 

~r~ess~on. They a~ h~d~ ta’,~:r~ St, Jo~n ~ena~ where ~o~se~s of ~8ns have 

g~the~ed For a ~p ~ally. 

M~. Singleton stays a few steps behind Bra~don Mi::iieh the star quarterback, making sure he 

M~er comes off the, florid in :uaiform befo~ ~e sta~ of the 8e~e~ Mr. S~agletu~ so~y s~aps 

his he:ndi, 

Big Time?" he says q~iet~’, "Have a 9ood o~ne." 

third of N~s ~me do~n,# investigative wo~k. His [o~e ~s ~es~gned ~n: pa~rt to ~ieve Ohio S~a~e’s 

o~er ~es~,ecke~s of s~me of ~:e mo~re oo~onta:~on81 

they find re~ fla:~s~ they pass things to ,re, e,~’ Mr, Singleton says, ":1 ~n i~t a~t an~e see 

so,meShing we seed ~ address." 

Jeasica OIms, a ~anior eemipli~nce o~ioial Who works ~’~h men:’s bask.a~ball and football, 

welcomes the s~uppe~. "l =uen ha~d somethi#g ~o J~son asd net have ~u destro}" a:~ ~h8 ~ood 
w~# ~e s~n[ ~im~e b:uild~ng~" she s~ys, "3eseR ~as go~e ~ long way ~n 

~en the ~o robes we have ~o 

That strain is one t~at ma~, ~thle¢ics (tape.ants s~ruggle wi~h: A~e the miss anfo~e~ 

there to sen~e coaches and athte~es er to prote~c.t the insti~u~ioa? 

~q’he dgh~ answer is both,’~ says Chdstiar~ Spea~s, de#uh.~ dire,cto~r oi: a:thlet~cs at Northern 

,coaches have to beilieve yz~Lfre on th~ sa~e team. Oth,er~,ise ~hey’ll fi~d :ways ~u~nd 

yo~u:~" s~ys Mr, S~#ea~rs,, who wetke~ in Ohio ~a~:s ath~tetios-~;o~mipliance eff~ w~h,en be was 

g~d~a~ s~aden:t here. 

Mr, Singleton aipp~ecia~es the I=essons ha learned el: the NCAA, where he had the 

oppo~n~ty ,~a present a ~se befo~ the D~wsio~ I Committee :on I::nf~:~o~s. B~t he web,dee 

how soma Buckeyed athletes a:n~ co~ches might #emerge that e~pedence, 

was o~ly hi=~ed to invest~ga:te the~ a~m~ ,t2e~ them in tradable." 

That’s ~et how Thad Metta~ Ohio S~a~e’s mer~’s 5~sketb~l coach, views h~m. He met Mr: 

$~n~e~o# yea~s ago o:n the sum~e~ basketball dreamt, and saw h::~s 

s~ep ~n: the university’s tamaround. 

"1 honestJy think yeuYe g~etting a tremendous parse#, one who cares a~ou~ othe,r people, He 

u~de~,a~=ds what s~L~de,n~-a~hletas a~e ~oing through on 8 d~aily be;sis," Mr, Matte says, 

"A~d beoa~se of h~s backgra:~nd, he unee~star.~ds ..’:.he differenoe ~et,,,~es~ dght and wrong 

aod is smart enough to e~prees that *,e :our playe~.~’ 

eofome:me~:t ~resenca, 

*~]he joe sta,~ts at ~he ~p," h=e says, "Th:afs me a:~d how we do things and the c~liber o~ kid 



Che:skbook Challer.’,ges 

pl~yers! s~nd~g h~bits ~ m~e su~ they don’~ ge~ in ~inanc~al t~ab~e. They m~st 

keep ~b~ en where ~laye~s spe~d the hol~d~y~ and o~er breaks~ and ~ow they’~re 

Those moves bother critics who say the u~ivemi~ ~has no business meddling so milch ~a 

~o spe~d ~r,espo#sib~y a:Ed 8~8y O~t Of trouble with boos~e~. 

J~Jst a:s impoda.~t, he wa:nta coaches knowing abo~ players’ poeential moa~ t~oubles early 

so ~hey can he~p waled off plruiblems, incliudin9 possible NCAA violations. 

you’~8 ~elinquen~ ~n #~yi~g your a~Ame~t ~ease/’ Mr. Sm~#~ sa~, ~’~1~ g~iv~ ~s a cban~ ~ 

see if ~he~’:~ going ~ g~et into fi~andal ~proMems, and ~at ~:ey do~n’t #o f~#d a:~o~,e[ way ~ 

take ca~e of it/’ 

Ohio S~ate has also faced :c~riticism :over its hand#iog of ~ulaye~’ ve.h~des~ another 
where ~t has ste~ped u:,# sc~:~y. Twelve t~m:es ~ year ~ow,; M::r. Sing~etom a~d his 

faci~ ~ make s~re p~aye~ a~ ddv~g ca~ ~at a~ properly [eg~s~er~ with the 

On o~ne said, rainy ni,~ht in October, far removed from the ohe:e.ring cr~,ds, Mr. Singleto~n 
pee~s at the’ windshieiid of a Me~es-Benz with temporary 

"This one d#ean~, have a permit," he says to Ade~m Tats, a ce~/s~£Iue: in his o~ee. *Le~’a fin~cl 

~1 if it’s a Ioan:e~n" 

~o s~ap a ~ictu~ o~ ~e v~h~le-i~e~i~cat~on n~m~r: It may ~e ;e ber~ed d~e, he says~ 

liike that." 

A~hla~:~cs @’fiaiais monit~.r game da.’�. ~rq:~)tim,es w~h binaou!a:r.% 



*"Others"-- in this case -- being Gordon Gee, Gene Smith, Gates Garrity-Rokous, Paul Swangard, David Ridpath, Sonny Vaccaro, Jon King, Julie 
Vannatta, Amy Folan, Jon Fagg, Charles Clotfelter, Richard Southall, Barbara Osborn, Debby Stroman, Allison Rich, Urban Meyer& Thad Matt& Quincy 
Adams Wagstaff, Allen Sack, Frank Splitt, Doug Archie, Billy Corben, Julie Roe Lach, Mark Emmert, Sara Lopez, Dutch Baughman, Ben Jay, Frank 
Deford, Ed O’Bannon, Mark Nagel. James Antony, Heather Lawrence, Dan Beebe, John Infante, Jim Tressel, Jeff Hathaway, Connie Lopiano, Connee 
Zotos, Conny Mack Jr., Dan Guerrero, Jeff Kaplan, Maurice Clarrett, Frank Zappa, Martin Jarmond, Pat Chun, Holt Hackney, Ellen Staurowsky, Lisa 
Herb, Colleen Edwards, Russ Simon& Pat Forde, Paul Finebaum, I-man, Dave O’Brien, Nancy Hogshead-Makar and dozens of others with a keen 
interest/knowledge of the concepts/intricacies/case law/anachronism of maintaining an "amateur" (you know why it’s in quotes) endeavor as the lynch pin 
of the big-time college athletics apparatus. 
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¯ : No gambling a.ctivi.ties ~e.g., betting, providing 
mformatio~?} 

.... .Entry Fee + Prize = VioIation 

.... ~Ifvou are ever c uestioned abot~t ote~tial NCAA 
~,.~. ~Ia~mn a,, ~.t ~.s m ~ t m. best mtm c.st: to. bc ho_ucst a~:~d 

5 



:’: No pmt’essio.l~a.1 teams 
¯ ::. ’~ ~ ¢~ ~ ’:’ , .... ¥’" ’ C ,~ ::" Noa~eeme~ts v ~t!~ agents 

N en ~ts ~tom age:~ ~ .~me~: ..... .... 

[ :: [[: : ::. : ~: ::: : : :[ :[:[ : [ :: : [[ .:[[:::[[ :..: :[ : .:[:::. 

: ::: :.~:...:~ ~:~::.....:.:..::~:..:~:. : :.:.:.:..: :..:~. :::~:~ ~:::.::L~: .:~:..~:..::.: :.. ~:[ [ .:. :::~:: ::.. :..::L .:.: L:. : :::~::~. ?: :::~::..: :L:. [: :::: : 



: Accepting these be~l.etr~.ts will resul.~ m you losing yore 

the ge~.era~ p~blic, e~c. {.e.g. fiee meal tb,: all UNC 

7 



~.._ tl ,~.lll Io,..,_ ,.< m el.Libflitv ifvotl ag~ee (orally or m 
w_dting) to be .teplese~lted by a~l agent ibr the purpose 
m,.u k~.tm~, yore athletics ab ~li~:v o)7 :{epul:atu)~ 
No ved~al or w~:itten agreements for future representat,on 

8 



A T(  R PHS 
You may not sell o~" excha]ge any awards you 
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N(_ AA re~ula~lons 
Text Messages. Sel.~. o~cas~.o.,m..ll.> to ~n.I.{..~m >ou 
abom relev-a~~- topics anO provide timely 
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Found on goheels,co.m on. t.he Inside Athletics 

-~ (x.~mpl.mnce ~ age 
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’~ o~ can always acc~.~~ l~m.r~.tuI a~d fi°om th.ose whom 
yotl are naturally dependent (e g, parents) 

14 



.Must be pai.d al:. t:he going tale tbt" the service you 
~rovidin~ 

15 



:’: No playing lessons 
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The A ~~_ requi~-es all studen.t-athlet.es rece.ivin~ a full 
~chclarah2p t.o complete Automobile a~d Summer 
Employme~t Forms ~you will ~ot be allowed, to 
compete ur~ti.J ~.hese l.~.m3.s are com.t~l.e~e 

:+ +:+~+::.::+:: ,:+ ........... : ....... +.:,:: .,+,::~ ,+~ .+: >...~:, ........... +~+.:++++.+~+:~ : : : 

18 



.I e.~ t.h~:, .. (.;-\A. you are 
admissio~s for each home or away ccmtest in yotu sport 

19 



.... To be eli.gible to compete pe.r the NCAA. you must 

: Have be~tn admitted as a degree-seeking studm:~t at 

: .Be m ~,ood academ~:, standm.g pe.~ {~N(. 
........ " ....... ’ " " ’ ’ "- ..... ,, ---- 12 

horn:s} m.~d mainla.in, satisthc~,>~7’ progress ~oward ~hat degree 

To be chg]bl.v, to p.{act~.~c pe, tl~c. NC..AA.. 3.,..~t~ mus, be e.mol.lcd 
in a mhfimum ~dl-time program { 12 hours) 

¯ -F~e~,:hmen ..... Must pass hom:~ du~mad]elt~:s~,~,ea~ .... : ...... : : 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~[:: ::: ~[:[[: ::: ::::/: :~ :: :[ :::: :~ ~:[:: :::~:::: :::[[[: ::::: :::~ ~:::: ::: ::: ::~. : ~::: ::~:~ ::::: ~: .: ::: ::.:~:::: ::~:[ :. ::::: : : ~::: ~:~[::~:[ :[:::: ~:::~ ::::~ :::~ :~ ~:[:: :::~ ~: ::~::~ ~ ::: ~[~[ ::::: 

:: ::::::~ :~::::::~:~: :~::::~[::: ~:~::: ~:: 4 ~::~::: : ~:::::::::[~ ::::: ::~:::~[:: ~: [[:: ::: :: :: ~::~::~:::[.::::::~ ~:~ ::::: [::::[ ::~ ::::: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~ :::::.::::::: :: [::::[::~::[::~::[[:[: :: ::[ : : ::::[: :: :[ ~ :: :::~:::[:::: 4 :[[:::~ ~:: :~: 
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% of Degree Completed 
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enrollment 

: . : : : ;+~ : ~ : : . : : : : :, : ..... . . ~ :- : : 
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: [}topping a .... 
:.: ][nib]m your counselor beibre dropl)mg 

Dropping attv.~ th.c l t~.~,o x,,:~.cks oi el.as:, ~¢.qmr~,~, 

~{)u will. be immediately in.eligible if3~ou drop 

[:[: :~::::[[::: ~:[[~::: ~:::[~::[::: : ~:::::::::[~ ::::: ::~:::~[:: ~: [[:: ::::::: ~[::~:;::;::::::~ [:~ ::::: ?:::[ ::~[::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::[~; :::::.:::::::: 
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::: Texlbooks Retu.m any books from dropped courses to the 

:: After October .l 7, rettm:~ the books to counselors 

.. A~hlei~cs mas. { ~ix, ~cl~ase re~ m~ed textbooks 
; : ..... ; .... : 

24 



¯ A.cademlc ~rat.ld ~s ,:tl, tl.icult, to delme 

Assistance flom Futors: 
\~."l.~e~ writi{av., papers~ tuv:~rs. .... mm~ as~?ist .......... wi-th the sm~cmre of a 

pai~er (~r teach }:ot~ grammm~. 

.... The-v ma-,. not write on ~’oLIr 
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.... Do things [he right wa5 

~ . r ~ ’-: ~: ’:: : ::: :~: :: :7 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :B:E,~OR:E :~ ()U ............................................. ......................................... .......... ........ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thnrsday, Jmmary 24, 2013 8:12 PM 

Lance Markos (marko~uncaa.unc.e&0; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@nncaa.unc.edu-* 

FW: Official Visit Weekend Update 

OV Weekend Itinerary - Osx 

Let’s note the mentor for our own records in the event enrolls here. Thanks. 

From," Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursdav. January 24. 2013 8:07 PM 

Subject: Re: Official Visit Weekend Update 

All, 
We will be hosting just one official visit this weekend... 

see attached for his initial weekend itinerary. 

Joe 

He will arrive Saturday evening and depart Monday afternoon. Please 

> > > Joe Haydon 1/23/20:~3 7:28 PM > > > 

All, 
Here is another update for the upcoming Recruiting Days: 

Friday, January 25th - Monday, January 28th 
In addition to our Junior Day this Saturday, vve will most likely be hosting 2 Official Visits. The first one is scheduled to arrive Friday and depart Sunday and the second will 

arrive Saturday and depart Monday. We will communicate with everyone as quickly as possible about the schedules but please be prepared to be available on Sunday. 

Friday, February 1st - Saturday, February 3rd 
kale will probably host 2 3 official visits, Also, on Saturday 2/2, we will host several of our targeted preferred walk ons for unofficial visits,,.we will get a schedule out early next 

week. 

Please don’t forget about our other upcoming Junior Days on Saturday° February 23rd (the large Block Party) and Saturday° March 9th for the Duke Game. 

Thanks, 

Joe 
Director of Football Opera6ons 
Uni~e~sity of Nord~ Carolina 
Phone: 919.8 ~,3,2572 
Fax: 919,962.039S 
havdon@uncaa.unc,edu 
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CAROLI NA OUTREACH February, 2Ol3 

CARO 0 UT REAC H 

,Anonymous 

1. Sign In/Collection of January Service Activities 12o Hospital Visits 

2. Icebreaker ao Pediatric Playroom 

3. Team Calendars b. Burn Center 

4. AllAthletics Engagements c. Cancer Clinic 

5. Engagements with Kids do Kids Cart 

6. Habitat for Humanity 13o Carolina Dreams 

7. Charles House 14, Other 
8. Murdoch Developmental Center 

9. Ronald McDonald House igerve, iLe~d, We are @rolin~ Outreach~. 
lo. Adopt-a-Class 



CAROLI NA OUTREACH February, 2Ol3 

4o All Athletics Engagements 

Toiletry Collection (A collection box is at 

the study lobby desk on the 2r,a floor of 

Loudermilk. It’s almost full. Let’s donate to 

donate to our local community) 

Collecting pop tops for the Ronald 

McDonald House. (A collection box will be 

located in the weight room of Loudermilk.) 

Engagements with Kids 

Glenwood Elementary School will have a Career Fair for their 4th 8x 5th graders, They need some 

student-athletes to talk about their dally work and trainings, as well as the rewards and 

pressures from their work, 

® March 5th, 1-2pm, lo-15 min presentations 

East Cary Middle School looks for a student-athlete to speak at their anti-bully assembly on 
Monday April 29th, 1:15-2:15pm, They also request a student-athlete from Duke and NCSU. 

Lacy Elementary School in Raleigh, NC wants some UNC student athletes to come read at their 

Readoa-thon. 

® Between the hours of loam-2pm, February 15th-March 1st 

Cary Elementary School would love to invite some of UNC athletes and coaches to be celebrity 

readers at their event to read some Dr. Seuss~s books at each class. 

e Two reading sessions: March 1st, Friday, 9am or 9:3oam 

5. A field day trip is expected to happen at Morris Grove Elementary school in March or April. 
® Any day other than Monday and Wednesday. 

New Hope Elementary School wants U NC student-athletes to mentor for some fifth grade kids, 

who really use a positive role model in their life. MGolf started to mentor at the end of last 

semester. 

Lighthouse of Clayton would like to bring a group of boys to campus for visit - a tour of football 

center and campus. 

® 8boys (9-17 years old) & 5 staff, Saturday or Thursday after 5pm 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools look for Student-Athletes to engage in activities with students 

from disadvantaged communities. 

e Playing games or Mentoring, @Hargraves Center (walking distance from campus) 

*Contact Cricket or for details if you want to cooperate with any of the above programs. 

2 



CAROLI NA OUTREACH February, 2Ol3 

Habitat for Humanity 

@ Phoenix Place, 15 person max (including at least one coachlassistant 

coach) 

*Contacting for Spring Opening Dates. 

Charles House 

Spending time with, playing, or speaking to older 

adults with mild to moderate impairments 

Calendar of events 

http:!iwwwocharleshouseoorgicalendarohtm 

Contact: Kate Shaw 

(919)967-757o 

program2@charleshou~ 

8o Murdoch Developmental Center 

Escorting residents to Sunday church service 

and hanging out with residents following lunch. 

(Butner, NC) 

~ Typicaliyfrom 9AM-2PM on Sundays 

~ Contact Cricket or to set up 

team visit. 

9° Ronald McDonald House 

Hosting dinners, game nights and baking cookies for 

RMH families, in addition, volunteers can also help with 

RMH grounds keeping. 

Open meal dates have yellow stars (no more than 

people) ht£ p:~,#~£s% rm h<ha ~elhi/!oo rs/~ a ~e!mea p 

~roup<a!eBdar Online Meal Form: htt~:£wwwormh- 

chape!hilLorgisectionimeaFgroup-on[in@ap~[ication 

Baked goods can be dropped off any day of the 

week 8AM-gPM 

Contact: Cathy Hail (919)913-2o4o xlo3 

cathleen.hall@chapelhillrmh.net 

~Oo AdoptoaoClass 

Please let Cricket or        know if you are 

interested in being on the planning team.) 
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Pediatric Playroom 

o 

Hospital Visits 

Click on calendar to view availability - open dates/times say peds playroom 

h~p;tfwwww~@e~Bh~¢~gi~i~/v~!~r¢~/g~oupv~!~ (no more than 6 people) 

o Contact 

Burn Center 

with dates/times, and activities 

o Grace Schmits (Nurse Manager) gschmits@unchouncoedu and Mary Margaret Carroll 

(Director of Development) mcarro!l@medouncoedu 

Cancer Clinic 

o Children’s Oncology welcomes studenbathletes to visit in the outpatient clinic. Any 

Monday, Wednesday or Thursday before lpm, no more than 4 people. 

o They would also love to have teams come to visit adult in-patient. Time can be flexible. 

o Contact if your team is interested. 

Kids Cart 

o Contact: Rebecca Cates 919-~7oq691 

o Carolina Dreams 

CAROL 
MS 

~ring Schedule: 

February 16th Saturday - 12pm 

o MBasketball vs. Virginia 

o Host Team: Footballand Rowing 
March 9th Saturday - 38oPM 

o Women’s Lacrosse vs. Virginia 

o Host Team: 
March ~oth Saturday - 12pm 

o Men’s Lacrosse vs. John Hopkins 

o Host Team: 
April 21st Sunday - 2pm 

o Baseballvs. Duke 

o Host Team: 

Please let            i       ~e~ai!~uD~edu) or 
know, if your team wants to be the host for any 

above events. 
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18o Others 

Contact Information 

Cricket Lan% Assistant Athletic Directo~, Student Athlete Development 
cricket@uncaaouncoedu 

(o) 919-843-2040 

(c) 

(o) 919-84~3-2306 

(c) 

(o) 919-84;3-2:306 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thnrsday, February 7, 2013 2:38 PM 

Paul Pogge (ptx)gge@uncaa.unc.edn) 

FW: Outreach- February 

Carolina Outreach February 2013 Final.docx 

From:                   _~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 11:10 AM 

Subject: Re: Outreach - February 

Hello Everyone, 

Great to meet some of you last night! If you missed the meeting yesterday, here is another copy of the February Agenda in the attachment. 

We are so glad that everyone is collecting the toiletries and pop tops! That’s whywe called it "All Athletics Engagements". We are planning to donate to our local 

communities next week, Carolina outreach also encourages you to put this GREEN way into every aspect of our lives, 

Also, Carolina Dreams spring schedule is officially nailed down: 

Men’s Basketball: Saturday, Feb 16th Virginia [12pm] 

Women’s Lacrosse: Saturday, March 9 Virginia [3.’30 PM] 

Men’s Lacrosse: Saturday‘ Mar 30th John Hopkins [12 PM] 

Men’s Baseball." Sunday, April 21st Duke [2 PM] 

From the past experience, we found ttnat it can bring more fun, if different teams host together. So if your team is interested to host any of the above events, please contact 

~_~_~]_a__[L_u__t_~__c_~_e__d___u_). 
In this month, we are also working on some programs with local schools, who are looking for mentorsNp from our student athletes. They are all listed in our agenda. Please 

feel free to contact Cricket or        ’or details. A positive role model can be really important for young people! 

The Valentine’s Day is one short week away! This year, Carolina Outreach hope every team to do something special. Swimming and Diving team is making some lovely 

Valentine’s cards for Charles House. And, Track tearn wants to arrange a kids cart in the UNC hospital, bringing candies to kids there. We also think it will be really nice,if we 

can bring some cookies or cupcakes to Ronald McDonald House on Valentine’s Day. We know our teams can always create something amazing and deliver to communities! 

Looking forward to knowing your wonderful plans! 

Thank you for your time to read this email. Good luck to every team who has competitions on weekends. 

iServe, iLead, we are Carolina Outreach. Go Heels! 

Best, 

"Volunteers aren’t paid, not because they are worthless, but because they are priceless. " 

>>> Rong Hua 2/5/2013 6:44 PM >>> 

Good Evening Everyone, 
The first meeting of this year will be tomorrow at 7pro. We will meet at 2nd floor Conference Room, Loudermilk Center. 

Come early, get seated and Food! Can’t wait to seeing everyone there! Have a wonderful evening! :) 

Best, 

Hello Even/one! 
How’s your first week of classes? We are so glad to see the campus is populated again, and so ready to get everything done for this semester! 

The first thing we want to let everyone know about is the Toiletry Collection box is already set up in the second floor, Loudermilk. So during away games, you and your 

teammates can bring extra hotel toiletries back and drop in this box. Then we will collect them and donate to our local community. This will be just another great way to show 

our care to our communities. 

Additionally, the Carolina Outreach has a new promo video!! This "iServe iLead" video is already posted to the GoHeels.com 

(httD:/iwww.qoheels,com//mediaPortal/player,dbml?POPOUT=l&db oem id=3350&id=1328805&catid=60211&start= 1) 

who was a Women’s Lacrosse player and now works for the New Media, is huge helpful for us. We cannot make it without her help! So you can share this 



video with others, and let them know how to participate the Carolina Outreach! 

There are so many great programs for us to do this month. As far as I know, the UNC Cancer Hospital and Charles House are really looking forward to having some student 

athletes coming to visit, Also, we are working on the schedule with the Habitat for Humanity. They should have some opening shifts for us this year. And some elementary 

schools are looking for some mentorship from our student athletes. So please contact us if you are interested to do something or want to schedule some community 

activities for your team! 

We will still meet once a month this year, and it should always be the first Wednesday of each month. So our next meeting will be on February 6th (Wed) @7pm. Right now, 
we haven’t nail down the location for us to meet, But once it’s figured out, we will let even/one know about it! 

Hope everyone has a wonderful weekend, perhaps reflect on Holiday too. And good luck to every team that has competition this weekend! Go Heels! 

Best, 





Agenda 

o Sports Still Dominates 

o How and Where Sports is Consumed 

The Media Landscape; Then, Now and The Future 

o What Does This Mean For You? 
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Sports Still Dominates 

Broadcast networks ,sre increasi%[y fitting their fall primetime 
~ootb~l.L schedules on Saturday nights with college ~ ¯ ~ o~;~,~° SS O 

mit~ion 
peopie watched 
a port.ion of the 

N~£ht Footbat~ 

on broadcast 

network h~ ;t~O’~;t. 



Age Breakdown of Sports 

100% 

90% --i ...... 

80% --i ...... 

70% 

60% --i ...... 

40% -I-il ....... 

30% 

20% --i ...... 

10% 

O% 

i::i::i::i:: P55+ 

~ P49-54 

® P35-49 

m P25-34 

~ P18-24 

~ P13-17 

~ P2-12 

Indexes at about a .6 roughly 9% of the total population according to Nielsen Universe Estimates (12-17 vs. 13-17). 



Change in Fan Experience 

Shift in Fan experience. Gone from "Event Viewing" to "Social Viewing" experience. Fans increasingly would rather 

watch sports in their homes than LIVE 



Increased Tech Adoption 

Sports fans use tablets or smartphones 

to access sports content white engaged with... 

45% ........... ........................ 

As fans choose to watch in front of their TVs - the rate at which they engage in the Social and Mobile spaces has 

increased tremendously. More so than any other form of Entertainment 



How They Play in Social Media 



College Sports Socialabilty 



College Sports Socialabilty 

2.4+ Million Conversations 



Where They Go, We Go 
~~ 

US Ad Spending Growth, By Medium, 2008-2013 

30% .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Digital ~ TV Outdoor ~ Radio :~ Magazines ~i~i~ Direct Mail iiiii Newspapers 

23% of all TV ad spending in 2012 was on Sports 
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Media Landscape- Then 



Media Landscape- Now 



Media Landscape- The Future 

Then ........... Now Future 

-1,000 broadcast between TV, online and lower division schools streaming broadcasts on their site 



Media Landscape- The Future 

United Kingdom +6% 



Media Technology- The Future 

DUAL-VIEWING WIRELESS PLAY & 
CO-VIEWING 



Media Technology- The Future 

-- Dynamically served ads 

via 2nd screen 

2"u screen will provide 

viewer more detail than 

ever before 
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What Does This Mean? 

Avg Time Spent Per Day with Major Media, 2009-2012 

7OO 

6OO 

500 

4OO 

3OO 

.;!O0 

IO0 

0 

~iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~    iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ................................................................... 

2009 2010 2011 2012 

~ TV ~ DIGITAL i~i~i~ RADIO ~ MOBILE i~ PRINT ~i~i~ OTHER 



What Does This Mean? 

increased Media 
Consumption 

Increased 
Distribution 
Channels 

Increased 
Opportunities? 



What Does This Mean? 

~1 think we’re going to continue to see 
very, very tough discussions by all 
distributors with conteut providers, to try 
and mitigate these outrageous cost 
increases thst are unaffordable to the 

average customer." - Mike White, DirecTV CEO 

wO~’~ g~)~ t~) ~rOp th~~ - Glenn Britt, Time Warner CEO 

;Since 2008, programming costs per customer has increased by 
more than 30%, while the prices it charges video customers have 
only gone up 



What Does This Mean? 

Meaningful Content will Rule... 

So protect the rights in which you can 
create and distribute it 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



Student-athletes with sickle cell 

trait should not be excluded from 

athletics participation. 

The NCAA recommends that 

athletics departments confirm the 

sickle cell trait status in all student- 

athletes. 

Between 2000-09, a reported seven 

football student-athletes with sickle 

cell trait died during conditioning 

activities. Other causes of sudden 

death include cardiovascular 

conditions, heat illness and 
respiratory distress (asthma). 

Complications associated with sickle 

cell trait are not limited to football. 

Other levels of competitive sports 

have documented cases in distance 

racing and during "suicide sprints" 

on the court, laps on a track, or a 

long training run. 

Unlike heat-related or cardiac 

conditions, athletes with sickle ceil 

trait may present as being fatigued 

and can often talk, but may be 

experiencing ischemic pain and 

weakness in their muscles. Pushing 

the athlete to continue beyond this 

point for "toughness" or discipline 

can lead to a fatal collapse. 
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~OALS FOR TONIGHT 
Introductions 

Mission Statements/Role of the Tutor 

Hours of Operation/Tutor Schedules 

Policies/Procedures and Expectations 

Payroll/Feedback Forms 

Working with LD Students 
Tips in Tutoring 
Break-Out Sessions 



S 
Tutorial Program Coordinator/Contacts 

,=~==~==~=~ Susan Maloy- Tutorial Coordinator 

~,=~==~===~,~ Bradley Bethel - Reading & Writing Specialist 
~=~==~=~ Beth Bridget- Learning Specialist 
~==~==~==~ Korie Sawyer- Assistant 

Academic Support Staff 

Harold Woodard 
Interim Director, Academic Support Program 



STATE M £ NTS 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

Learning Center 

Writing Center 

Summer Bridge 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

"Role of the Tutor" 



ACAD£M~C SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
Academic Counselors 

Learning Specialist 

Learning Assistants 

Tutor 

Monitors 



HOURS OF OP£RAT~O 
Monday- Thursday 

Friday 

Sunday 

8:00am to ll:OOpm 

8:00am to 5:00pm 

6:00pm to ll:OOpm 

Closed for Holidays 

Tutor Schedules - Begin August 28th 

*:::~::~:,~ 6:OOpm to 10 :OOpm 

~::~::~::~: Daytime hours 



AND PROC£DU £S 
Arrive on time for all sessions. 

Please be sure students know where to find you in your 
assigned room. 

No contact with student-athletes via telephone, text 

messaging, social networking sites, etc. 



POL~C~£S AND PROC£DU £S 
Contact Tutorial Coordinator ASAP if you cannot meet 

your scheduled time. 

Work only the hours assigned by the Tutorial 
Coordinator. 

Neither tutors nor students may make appointments for 

private sessions, 

No sessions conducted outside of the Academic Center 



AND PROC£DU £S 
RELEASE AND DISMISSAL 

Failure to perform general duties of a tutor as 
outlined in the manual. 
Failure to observe rules and regulations of the ASPSA 
Failure to keep tutorial appointments 
Disruptive behavior 
Unscheduled sessions or sessions outside of the AC 
Violation of University or NCAA policies regarding 
academic honesty 

7.: Breach of a student’s confidentiality 



POL~C~£S AND PROC£DU £S 
Maintain Confidentiality 

No shows- Wait 3o minutes 

Evaluations of your Tutor Sessions 

Parking 

~ ASPSA will not provide parking passes 

~ May park in non-gated lots on campus after 5:oopm 

Copies- Must be Academic Related and Approved 



POL~C~£S PROCEDU £S 

Adverse Weather- Call 843-1234 

Announcements and Continued Education 

Check your email 

Cell Phones/Non-Academic Websites/Music 

NCAA/UNC Academic Honesty Policy 



POL C £S PROCEDU £5 
DRESS CODE 

ACCEPTABLE 
~/ Teacher/Business/Sport Casual 

UNACCEPTABLE 
~=.~=.~=. Low cut, midriff exposing shirts or dresses 

~,~,~, Gym clothes - mesh shorts, spandex leggings, etc. 

~,~,~, Strapless shirts or dresses 

~,~,~, High cut shorts, skirts, or dresses 

~ Excessively torn or worn blue jeans 

~,~,~, Clothes denoting inappropriate messages or logos 



POL~C~£S AND PROC£DU £S 
B E HAVI 0 R 

DO NOT engage in extra-curricular activities with 

student-athletes. 

Refrain from using or allowing students to use foul 
language, 

DO NOT cross the lines of professionalism - trust and 

respect are paramount! 



POL C £S PROCEDU £S 
Policy on Student-Athletes Hiring Private Tutors 

DRAFT Under Revision 

Students MAY NOT hire a private tutor 

Students may not hire you as their private tutor 

Students may not have a private tutor without paying 
the standard rate 

Students forfeit the opportunity to use ASPSA tutorial 
services in the specific subject area 



POL~C~£S AND PROC£DU £5 
Payroll/UNC TIM 

15 min. online training 

No additional pay for prep time outside of your 

scheduled hours unless requested for special 

assignment. 

No hours will be paid for unauthorized unscheduled 

sessions. 

Tips for TIMS 



POL C £S AND PROC£DU 
FEEDBACK FORMS 
~ Must be completed for EVERY session, even those 

missed by the student(s) 

,’:~==~==~: Must be submitted by the end of your sessions each 
evening 

~==~==~==~ Time sheets should reflect the feedback submitted and 

vice versa 
~,’===~==~=,: You will not be paid for hours worked unless there is 

feedback corresponding to the recorded hours. 



FEEDBACK FORMS 

TUTOR FEEDBA(~I~ I~()RM 



FEEDBACK FORMS 

TUTOR FI~EIIllACH FORM 

[] On Time 

[] Prepared 

~ Done wJ~h assigned work be[ween sessio:n~ 

~ Engaged 



FEEDE ACK FORMS 
Examples of UNHELPFUL Feedback 
~:~  worked on an article paper for class." 
~’ "Had some questions from class today." 
~i~:. "Prep for test." 

Examples of HELPFUL Feedback 
,~:~ "We’ve solved some examples and practice problems 

together. She is improving and very well engaged but she 
needs more,?ractice and study qjCsome subjects before her 
final exam. 

~ "She is super-organized - color-coded flash cards and notes. 
Came early to study w/me b/c___ was sick." 



FEEDBACK FORMS 
More Examples of HELPFUL Feedback 

" and I discussed a draft of a paper she was contributing 
to. We noticed that her section contained an inconsistent 
argument, so we discussed how she could unify and clarify 
h. er ar~tu.ment. We a!,so talked about including citations and 
mtroaucmg sources. 

"We studied for___ psych test. She had a very detailed, 
colorful study guide and a set of flashcards. She said she 
studied almost 20 hours this weekend and, as I quizzed her 
on the information, she knew almost everything. The 
information is a lot of vocab but__ has worked hard and 
she really wants an A on this test." 



DEBITS 
DISABILITIES 

Tutors may not know if the student they are working 
with has an LD or not. This information is 
confidential. And while we encourage students to 
share this with tutors, they may not always do so. 

Learning Specialists on staff can offer you "guidance" if 
you are working with a student you suspect may have 
an LD. 

Learning Specialists cannot confirm a diagnosis 
without student consent, but can offer tips and 
learning strategies to help make sessions more 
productive. 



IF you are working with a student who is concerned they 
may have a learning disability, please encourage them to 
meet with a Learning Specialist. 



TUTORING 
Course Syllabus 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

Textbooks 

Resources Available at learningcenter.unc.edu 

Guidelines for Working with Students 

~:~::~::~ Student Involvement 

~,~:::~::~:,~ Communication 

Encouragement 



THINGS TO COVER 

~,~,~ Explain your role and set expectations and goals for 
your session 

~ Course Syllabus 

~ Student Involvement 

~ Advanced Preparation 

>- Be an Active Learner 

’~ Get to Know One Another 



T~P$ ~ 
R£~ULAR 

PROMOTE the FOLLOWING: 

~:~:~ Time Management 

~ Class Responsibility 

~,~,~ Professor Communication 

~ Organization 

,~ Daily Work 

~ Academic Skills 

~,~,~ Communication 



FLAGS 
MOTIVATION: MID-TERM BLAHS AND 
DISAPPOINTMENTS 

~=~==~==~’ Physical Exhaustion 

:~==~==~:=~ Mental Exhaustion 

,~=====~==,~ Simple Strategies 

INJURIES AND RED-SHIRTING 
~=::===~==,’ Turn disappointment into a positive 

=~==~==~=~ Focus on the possibilities of the future 



REAKoOUT SESS[O S 

CONTENT TUTORS 

Manage Your Tutorial Session 

Room 2301/2303 2nd j:loor 

WRITING TUTORS 

~ Developing Independent Writers 

>. Room 2406~2408 2nd j~loor 



THAN YOU ~or What You 

Have a GREAT Semester! 

Remember to Communicate, ask questions, conduct 
your sessions with integrity, and enjoy your 

experience!! 





Academic Support Program for Student Athletes Advisory Committee (ASPSA) 

Minutes 

Wednesday April 5, 2012 
The Loudermiik Center for Excellence 
Second Floor Conference Room 

Members Present: Kim Abels, Chloe Russell, Sherry Salyer~ John Stephens 
Members absent: Genna Rae McNeil, Abigail Panter, Eileen Parsons, Steve Reznick 
Ex Officio (voting): John Blanchard, Harold Woodard 
Ex Officio (Non-voting): Robert Mercer 

Minutes taken by: Sherry Salyer and Robert Mercer 

Compliance/Rules Education 

Natalie Lutz, Assistant Director, Compliance/Rules Education reviewed the NCAA rules 
governing countable and non-countable hours (20 hr rule). Handouts attached with minutes. 
Committee members asked questions regarding student-athletes practice and competition 
schedules. Reviewed reporting schedule and worksheet provided to student-athletes and 
coaches concerning NCAA 20 hour rule. 

Natalie guided us through a "sample practice log" and discussed what students thought would 
be countable hours in the student-athlete’s week. What is covered in countable hours: practice, 
weight/conditioning work, competition, team meetings retated tothe athlete. What is not 
countable: study hall, training table, team meal. Discussion among members centered around 
how many hours student-athletes are required to spend with their sport and how many they 
choose to spend with their sport. Discussion of how it may affect a student-athletes standing on 
a team if they choose to spend free time away from non-required athletic activities. 

Coaches submit monthly logs which are reviewed by Compliance. Coach’s logs are also sent to 
the athlete’s for their verification as to hours. These are done anonymously; the coaches never 

know which athletes reviewed. 

Coaches are very familiar with countable hours; athletes lack full comprehension as to what 

constitutes countable hours. Attempts to remedy this disconnect are ongoing. 

The UNC Compliance Office has monthly calls with the ACC office. All ACC member 

compliance offices meet once a year in person. 

Major distribution among student athletes 

Robert Mercer, Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes shared information on 
major distribution among student-athletes. Robert defined clustering in a particular major to exist 
when 25% or more of a team is in one major. 

Discussion of next meeting taking place in late summer 



Subject: 
D~te: 

~anter. A. 1-, 

Abels, Kimberlv Taw~n; Ja~ken~ Kenneth R; HcNeiL Genna Rae; aanter~unc.edu; Par~nns,~ Eileen R; Rus~ll. 
Chloe; 5a~ve~L; Stephens. Joh~ D: U~ab~ l~ac J; Broome, ~; file. Vine; Owen, Bobbi A; Rennet. 
~; ~oodard, Harold 
ya[brouQh~uncaa.unc.ed~; Goodman. Paula; lee mav~c~edu 
~PSA Adviso~ Commi~ee 2012-2013 Dates 
~u~ay, September 13, 2012 I0:1~:25 AN 

Dear Committee Members, 

We’re looking forward to the upcoming year of ASPSA Advisory Meetings. Here are the 
dates: 

1. Tuesday September 25, 2012, 4pro 
2. Thursday December 6, 2012, 8:30am 
3. Wednesday January 30, 20t3, 8:30am 
4. Thursday April 25, 2013, 4pm 

Our meetings wilt be held in the 2nd floor conference room in the Loudermilk Center. 

Our September 25th meeting will feature Associate Dean and Academic Advising Program 
Director Lee May, who will speak about her program’s efforts at the start of the 2012-2013 
academic year. 

Please emaii me if you have any questions or suggestions (.panter@_unc~edu). 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

best, 

Abigail 

Dr. A. T. Panter 
Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professor 
L. L. Thurstone Psychometric Laboratory 
Department of Psycho{ogy 
CB 3270 Davie Hall 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 
~.a___nter~ u n~e.du 



Subje~: 
Da~e: 
AU~¢hmen~s; 

Abels. Kimherlv Town; ~; McNNJ. Genna I~; Neblett. Enr[~ue W~ ~; ~ns. 
Eileen R~ Rus~ll. Chl~ ~alver. Sherw L; ~ Unah~ac~; Bmome. U~; I][e. M~e~ Q~ 

BobN A~ ~en~e[, 3~3~ ~ 

yarbrou~b@uncaa.unc.edu 

follow up ~m la~ year"s ~PSA me~ing 

M~day, O~ob~ 02, 2012 4:33:49 PM 

ASPSA minutes 8-~6-12,do~ 
ASPSA advi~ minutes 9 2~ 12.ndf 

ASPSA O~ Cha~ 8 15 12.n~ 
Reoo~ of the Soecial Submmm]~ee of the Facul~ Execat~ve Commi~ee July 2012.pdf 

Academic Sun~ Proaram f~r Student-Athlete~ ~ASPSA~ Sentember 20~ 
2005 N~ Self-Study.ndf 
1995 N~ Sel&Studv.pdf 

1988 Re~o~ of the ad hoc Commi~ee re~ed,gdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thank you for a productive meeting last Tuesday afternoon. 

As promised, I am attaching a set of documents that are relevant to our committee’s work. 
They are: 

1. Minutes from August 16, 2012 meeting 
2. Minutes from September 25, 2012 meeting 
3. 2012 APSA Organizational Chart 
4. 2012 Report of the Special Subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee 
5. 2011 Strategic Planning Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
6. 2005 NCAA Self-Study 
7. 1995 NCAA Self-Study 
8. 1988 Report of the ad hoc Committee. 

For our next meeting on Thursday December 6, 2012 (8:30am), we will discuss the 2012 
Report of the Subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee. 

AIso, note that we made a schedule change for our January 2013 meeting. We wil! meet 
Tuesday January 29, 2012 at 8:30am. Please mark your calendars. 

If you have any comments or suggestions between now and our next meeting in December, 
fee! free to email me directly. 

All best, 

Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professor 
L. L. Thurstone Psychometric Laboratory 
DepmCment of Psychology 
CB 3270 Davie Itall 

¯ University of North Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC.27599-3270 
panter@unc.edu 



Discussion 
What is the appropriate process to follow when it is necessary for ASPSA staff to be in 
touch with individual faculty members? What is the appropriate process to follow when 
individual faculty members are in touch with ASPSA staff members? 

Should there be a separate early warning system for student-athletes? Bobbi Owen and 
Harold Woodard explained the current procedures for all students and the history of 
early warning notification at UNC. Usefut information is gleaned from the reports. 
Discussion will be continued at a later meeting. 

LEEP Program 
Deferred until next ASPSA meeting 

Advisory Board Chair 
Sherry Salyer announced that Abigail Panter will be the 2012-2013 committee chair. 

Next Meeting 
Dates will be discussed via email. 



Attachment A 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

POLICY ON STUDENT-ATHLETES HIRING PRIVATE TUTORS 

While it is the goal of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) to service the 

tutorial needs of all student-athletes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), there 
may be times when student-athletes wish to hire private tutors to assist them in reaching their 

academic goals. The ASPSA has enacted the below policy to govern such situations. 

Student-Athletes MAY: 

Seek tutorial services from individuals no longer employed within the ASPSA (e.g., former 

tutor) or the Department of Athletics, or from members of the academic community who are 
not employed by the ASPSA or the Department of Athletics (e.g., Teaching Assistants, tutors 

on campus). In such instances, the student-athletes must pay the standard rate for such 
services, whether they are conducted in-person or electronically (e.g., telephone, email, text 

message). Regardless of the relationships formed between student-athletes and former 
employees during their time with the ASPSA or Department of Athletics, or of those between 

student-athletes and members of the academic community, no tutoring services can be 
provided free of charge or at a reduced rate. 

Hire a subject-specific tutor. Doing so, however, will require the student-athletes to forfeit 

their opportunity to utilize ASPSA tutorial services for that same course during any term in 

which they_ utilize the private tutor. 

Hire a general tutor to provide assistance with all subject matter. Doing so, however, will 

require the student-athletes to forfeit their opportunity to utilize any ASPSA tutorial services 

during any term in which they utilize the private tutor. 

Continue to receive academic counseling from the professional ASPSA staff member 

assigned to their sport team. Interaction with this individual will not involve content tutoring. 

Student-Athletes MAY NOT: 

Hire institutional staff members currently employed by the ASPSA or the Department of 

Athletics. This includes, but is not limited to, tutors, academic counselors, learning 
specialists, coaches, and staff members with sport-specific responsibilities. 



Utilize the Loudermilk Center for Excellence for sessions with private tutors.. Only 

individuals currently employed by the ASPSA may use the facility for tutoring sessions. AI1 

academic sessions with individuals not employed by the Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes must be conducted outside of any Department of Athletics’ facility. 

Monitoring and Consequences 

Student-athletes who obtain private tutors must immediately notify their ASPSA academic 
counselor that they have done so. At the time of such notification, the student-athlete and private 
tutor will be required to complete the below form, indicating their understanding of all associated 

regulations, and return it to the ASPSA academic counselor. 

Failure to abide by this policy could result in disciplinary action, including potential dismissal from 
the team. 

Please clearly print all information below: 

Student-Athlete’ s Name: 

Sport: 

ASPSA Staff Member Assigned to Team: 

Tutor’s Name (Please Print): 

Tutor’s Current or Former UNC Affiliation (please also specify time period): 

Subject Area of Tutoring (specify general or specific course): 

Projected Time Period for Tutoring (e.g., Fall, 2012 semester): 

Projected Number of Tutoring t tours Per Week: 

Tutoring Fee Charged to Student-Athlete (e.g., $!5ihour): 

By signing below, I certify that I understand the regulations associated with student-athletes hiring 
private tutors outside of those services provided by the Academic Support Program for Student- 

Athletes. I understand that the student-athlete must pay the going rate for tutoring services, and I 



certify that the above information accurately reflects the arrangements I have made for these services. 

I understand that, should these arrangements be altered in any way, t will immediately notify the 

ASPSA staff member identified above. 

Student-Athlete’s Signature: Date: 

Tutor’s Signature: Date: 



Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA) Advisory Committee 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Floor Conference Room 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 
4-Spin 

Minutes 

Minutes taken by Nate Yarborough, with review by Abigail Punter and Harold Woodard. 

The meeting was called to order by Abigail Punter at 4:0I pm. Introductions followed. 

Attending: Kim Abels, Brent Blanton, Lissa Broome, Vince Ille, Kenneth Janken, Barbara Lu¢ido, Susan 
Maloy, Lee May, Enrique Neblett., Bobbi Owen, Abigail Panter (chair), Eileen Parsons, Joy Renner, 
Wally Richardson, Chloe Russell, Sherry Salyer, John Stephens, Jennifer Townsend, Harold Woodard, 
Nate Yarborough 

Unable to Attend: Genna Rae McNeil (research leave), tssac Unah (research leave) 

Brief Updates 

Harold Woodard 
Described the activities of ASPSA. Tutorials and study hall are in full operation, especially given 
that midterm examinations have begun. Routine academic counseling is ongoing; an internal 
review process is being conducted with SWOT analyses (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
Threats), review of job descriptions, mission and vision statements. 

Lissa Broorae 
o Described her role as Faculty Athletics Representative for UNC-CH. 

Joy Rennet 
. Described the role of the Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC). 
. Reviewed how she has organized the committee members into subcommittees based on themes 

related to athletics as well as by teams. 
One of the themes, Advising and Student Support, is particularly relevant to the current 
committee. Eileen Parsons is a member of both ASPSA Advisory Committee and FAC and will 
share intbnnation on this topic. 

Bobbi Owen 
* Talked about the progress of the Search Committee Iooking for a new ASPSA Director. 
* Expects the position to be filled no later than July 1, 2013. 



A Review of the Advising Efforts in Summer-Fall 2012 

Lee May 
¯ A handout (attached) was distributed about the Academic Advising Program efforts. 
¯ Described how Academic Advising has worked with student athletes in the past and the current 

advisor to student ratio (59i :1) and how orientation for student-athletes is structured. 
¯ Explained efforts in the summer and early fal! to help first year student athletes with their fall 

registration. Group sessions were conducted for student athletes in the Loudermitk Center that 
were jointly.led by academic advisors and academic counselors. 
Coliaborative work with academic counselors appears to have gone wet1. Will conduct a review 
with those targeted first year students to see how well they think these advising sessions helped. 
Additional group advising sessions will be held on October 29 and 30, 2012 in preparation for the 
spring semester registration. 

Barbara Lucido and Chloe Russell 
Talked about the tandem registration - locations, size of groups, and interest level of students. 

Joy Rennet 
Urged advisers to continue discussions on the practice of separating athletes from other students 
participating in Orientation activities (especially the second day of C-TOPS). 

Eileen Parsons 
Suggested that feedback should be obtained from students who participated in the joint meetings 
held in the summer. What did the students think about the advising they received? 

Abigail Pantcr 
Asked if the joint advising meetings conducted in this way seemed overwhelming for advisers. 
Both Chloe and Barbara said no. 

Action I~ems 

Abigail will send a number of documents to the committee: Minutes from the August 2012 
meeting, minutes from the current meeting, the ASPSA organizational chart as of August 2012, 
the special subcommittee report from the Faculty Executive Committee (July 2012), the ASPSA 
strategic planning, two NCAA self-study reports (1995, 2005), and the 1988 ad hoc report on the 
academic environment for student-athletes. 

The committee wilt discuss the July 2012 Faculty Executive Committee meeting report and 
recommendations at our ne~ meeting. 

Scheduling 
The ASPSA Advisory Committee meeting that was scheduled for Wednesday January 30, 2013 at 
8:30 am has been moved to Tuesday, January 29, 20113 at 8:30am. 

The next meeting will be Thursday, December 6, 2012 at 8:30am in file same location. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:57 pro. 
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Report of the Special Subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee 
July 26, 2012 

Executive Summary and Overview 

In this Report, the special subcommittee appointed by the Faculty Executive Committee 
(FEC) on May 14, 2012, sets forth its history, procedures, findings of fact, and 
recommendations. Unless stated o~erwise, the Repo~t obviously consists of the impressions, 
opinions, and judgments of the subcommittee. The first four parts of our Report describe the 
subcommittee’s work and the previous reports on academic misconduct prompting the 
subcommittee’s appointment. Part I describes the subcommittee’s charge. Part I[ summarizes 
the subcommittee’s procedures, including the names of 31 University officials whom it 
interviewed. Part ~ summarizes the findings of official reports and recommendations made 
about the academic misconduct prompting the subcommittee’s appointment. Part IV sets forth 
the subcommittee’s findings, particularly the issues that it determined have not been addressed or 
left tmcIear by earlier reports. We have found (1) no fault with or errors in any of the official 
reports we reviewed; (2) an absence of systematic or regular commtmieation between the athletic 
department and the University Faculty as a whole; (3) no set or clear criteria for appointing or 
appointing department chairs; (4) uncertainty over clustering i~ certain courses or majors 
(ine.luding.the patterns of majors or courses taken by student-athletes); (5) uncertainty over the 
extem and quality of the interaction be~veen the different se~s of people formally authorized to 
give academic.advice to students (including student-athletes); (6) a risk that the currentratio of 
students to advisors on campus will be u~even and may undermine progress toward graduation 
for many students; (7) a significant risk that, because of the special demands placed on them, 
students who are competing in Division I sports will face substantial impedimeats to being fully 
integrated into the life of the University; and (8) a likelihood tl~at, with so many different 
committees investigating the academic misconduct that i~s the subject of this report, there wilt be 
no authoritative, definitive resolution of the problem across the campus. Part V sets forth the 
subcommittee’s recommendations. These include (1) requiring all students to have their. 
schedules signed offby advisors in Steele Building; (2) establisking more regular, systematic 
communication between advisors and counselors; (3) establishing and publicizing criteria for 
appointing or re-appointing department chairs; (4) identifying best practices at peer institutions 
for ensuring ~tat students genemlty and athletes in part!eular are fully integrated into the life of 
the University; and (5) the Chancellor appointing an entity consisting of distiJaguished 
individuals from outside the University that will provide an independent, comprehensive analysis 
of the complicated relationship between athletics and academics at UNC, and propose 
recommendations for its management. We believe that these reeom~mendations will help the 

. University to assure no repetition of the circumstances that p~ompted the appointment of this 
subcommittee. We also remain confident that the Uwiversity administration is committed to 
addressing the issues arising from its goals of ensuring exee!lence in 28 Division I athletic 
programs and it,~ academic mission. 

I. Subcommittee Charge 
Following release of the Report on Independent Studies in the College directed by Senior 

Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Bobbi Owen, and the Report on the African and 
Afro-American Studies Department by Senior" Associate Deans Jonathan I-Iartlya and Bill 
Andrews, a number of faculty communicated their concerns to the FEC tha~ these reports did not 



fully explo~e all relevant issues. The FEC contemplated how to respond to concerns that more 
investigation might be necessary. Chair ofthe Faculty Council Jan Boxill then communicated 
the following to the FEC: 

"After si~Jficant discussion about what action the FEC might take, and with the Chancellor’s 
encouragement, we have formed a subcommittee to look fin’ther into these matters. Consisting 
of Professors Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiology and Immunology), Michael Gerhardt (Law 
School), and Laurie Maffly-K3pp (Religious Studies), the subcommittee will be charged with 
three p~ tasks. FEC will then consider additional steps. 

The subcommittee will: 
1. Review all reports relev~ra to this situation, including the review of courses in African 

and Afro-American Studies, the report on Independent Studies.in the College, and the 
201t review of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA), and meet 
with the authors of those reports to discuss their processes and findings. Review other 
relevant materials and summarize and characterize.the work that has akeady been done, 
including new procedures or policies already put in place. 

2. Based upon this review and taking into account questions you and others have raised, 
identify questions or gaps in knowledge that remain regarding events, systems, practices, 
or structures that might have allowed or facilitated the troubhng brea¢~ies of academic 
integrity. The committee should focus in particular on those matters that have not been 
sufficiently addressed by procedures and policies akeady put into place. 

3. Create a plan for next steps. The subcommittee will consider what is necessary and 
feasible to investigate further in order to respond to the unanswered questions; and will 
make recommendalions for other actions that need to be taken to reassure faculty and our 
community that we fully understand the problem, and that appropriate s~fegu~ds are 
akeady or will be put in place to ensure the integrity of our academic offering to students 
and our academic standards going forward." 

H. Subcommittee Procedure 
Between May 21 and June 26, 2012, the special sub-committee met with thirty-one 

individuals from across the university, ineluding the authors of the reports, the Chancellor, the 
dean of the eollege of arts and sciences, the dean of the summer school, the director of athletics, 
the head football coach, a variety of faculty, and advisors in both the Loudennilk Center and 
.Steele Building. Here is a complete list of our interviews: 

Holden Thorp Chancellor 
Karen Gi! (Psychology)--Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Bill Andrews (English and Comparative Literature, Senior Assoc. Dean-Fine Arts and 
Humanities), Jonathan Hartlyn (Political Science, Senior Associate Dean-Soc. Sciences) 
Bobbi Owen---(Dramatic Art) Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Harold Woodard--Assoc. Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling (CSSAC) 
Jan Yopp--(Joumalism, Mass Communication.) Dean of theSummer School 
Larry Fedora~--Head Football Coach, Corey Holliday--Assoc. Athletic Director, Football 
Bubba Cun~ingham--Director of Athletics 
John Blanchard--- Senior Associate Director of Athletics. for Student-AtJflete Services 
Robert Mercer--Dkector, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA) 



Wally Richardson---Assoc. Director of ASPSA 
:lenn Townsend--Assoc. Director of ASPSA 
Brent Blanton---Associate Director of ASPSA 
Amy Herman--Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
Joy Renner---(Allied Health Sciences), incoming chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

(FAt) 
Lissa Broome (Law, Faculty R~presentafive to the NCAA and the ACC) and Steve Reznick 

(Psychology, Assoc. Dean for First Year Seminars)--past chairs of the FAC 
Athletics Reform Group: 

:lay Smith (History), Perry Hall (African & Afro-American Studies), Lou Margolis (Maternal 
& Child Health), Andy Perrin (Sociology), Richard Kramer (Sociology, Aead. Advising) 

Pdehard Southall~(Exereise and Sports Science) Director of the College Sport Research 
Institute 

Kenneth Janken--African & Afro-American Studies 
Black Caucus members: 

Larry Campbell (Chemistry), Reg Hildebrand (African & Afro-American Studies), Valerie 
Ashby (Chemistry), Deborah Strohman (Exercise and Sports Science) 

Steve Farmer--Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
Will Leimenstoll--Student Body President 

IIL Official Findings and Recommendatlons.Prior to the Appointment of the 
Subcommittee 

Prior to the appointment of this subcommittee, the I-Iartlyn and Andrews (May 2, 2012) 
and Owen (April 100 2012) reports identified and rectified problems that had allowed 
irregularities to oeeur in the College cunScuIum. They also made reeornnaendations on how to 
avoid a repetition of the academic misconduct prompting the appointment of the subcommittee. 
The Academic Support Services for Student Athletes (ASPSA) report (September .1, 201 i) 
coincided with relocation of the ASPSA (http_ s:i!essae.unc.eduiathletic-counseling-pro~ram) to 
the Center for Student-Athlete Excellence (the Loudermilk Center) and also took note of the 
uncovering in 2010 of agent-related activities and instances of academic misconduct involving 
members of the football team. That report made recommendations about improving program 
evaluation, staffing and services of the ASPSA. These reports and recommendations are 
summarized below. 

A. Official Reports: 
Wifla respect to Independent Study (IS) Courses: 
¯ Guidelines have beam developed to standardize terminology and adrnlnislration across the 

college, including a standardized formal learning contract (contact time, hours, regular 
meeting schedule, review of IS by directors ofuadergrad studies); the use of sepamtely 
numbered sections for individual faculty members (for informational purposes); limits on 
the number of IS per faculty member per term (2 each); regular courses not taught as IS 
without unusual circumstances; special topics courses do not count as IS and cannot be 
offered more than twice; better articulation of a variety of course numbers to designate 
service learning, special topics, and other courses; and the development of roinlr, um 
guidelines across the college for IS that must still adhere to basic guidelines for all 
undergraduate courses. 

In the case of improper courses in African and Afro-American Studies: 



There was a clear finding that only the former ehak Julius Nyang’oro and Deborah 
Crowder, a former staff member, had been involved in problems with courses in the 
department; with the appointment of a new chair, Eunice Sable, departmental culture 
seems to have changed very much for the better, and a strong s~ucture of governance has 
been put in place. Although the Hartlyn and Andrews Report stated that student-athletes 
had not received favorable treatment compared to others, it should be noted that 
~formafion has subsequently come to light that at least one of the phantom summer 
school courses put on the books by the former chair had ouly football players and one 
former player enrolled in it. 

With respect ~o the ASPSA Report: 
, It was recommended that the Faculty Advisory Committee to the ASPSA~ be revitalized 

and more involved with issues related to academic support, that evaluation of athletes’ 
progress be conducted in coordination with the Faculty Athletics Committee 
http:/!faceoun.unc.edu/cornrnittees-2/elected-committees/athlefics-committeei~, that 
ASPSA take a stronger role in the a~i~sions process, and that the tutoring staffbe 
augmented and separated fi:om mentoring functions. The Faculty Advisory Com_m.ittee 
has since been revitalized, one more tutor has been hked, and the ASPSA has phased out 
the hi6mg of undergraduate tutors (except in certain circumstances). 

Additional measures that have been undertaken include the following: 
The dean of the summer school has adopted policies and procedures from the Owen 
Report where appropriate, and now will remain ha conversation with the dean of the 
college on course policies and continue to report directly to the provost. 
Each senior associate dean has reviewed teaching assignments for all faculty members in 
the College over the three previous terms and the summer school. This review of 
~eachingassignments will now occur regularly. 

¯ The Educational Policy Committee has initiated a study of university-wide policies for 
course syllabi. 
The new head football coach and director of athletics have stated their commitment to 
prioritSzing educational time for student-athlew,~. 
The incoming chair of FAC, Joy Rennet, has been meeting with a large number of 
faculty, administrators, and students across campus and wil! be proposing changes to 
FAC that will strengthen its effectiveness in serving as a liaison between the academic 
and athletic sides of carap~. 

C. Additional Documents Reviewed by the Committee 

~ The advisory committee, consisting of tenure-track and fixed-term faculty, as well as some appropriatel"tfll-lime 

professional staff (~PA non-faculty) members has been in place since the late t980s. Committee members are 
appointed by the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education to staggered tern~. Th~ current members are: 
Kim Abels, Writing Center (2011-2014); Kenneth ~anken~ AEAM (2012-2015); Germa Rae McNeil, History (20~ ~- 
2013); Abigail Panter, ]?~y¢~tology (2011-2014); Eileen Parsons, FAucatJoa (20tl-20t4); Steve Rez~ck, 
P~ychology, Ctm~r (201I-2012); Chl~e Russell, Academic Advising Program (2011-2014); Sherr¢. SaIyer, EXSS 
(2011-20t4); John D. Steph~n~, TAM, European Studies, Political Science (2011-2013); and Isaac Unah, Political 
Science (20t2-2015). Organizational support is provided by the Director ~fASPSA, Robert Mere~r, who is an ex 

officio (non-voting) member. The ex officgo (voting) zaem~ers inctud~: the Associate Dean and Direetoi of the 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling (CS SAC), Harold Woodard; the Senior Associate Athletics 
Dke~tor for S~ent-Athtete Services, John Blanehard; the chair of the F~ulty Athletics Committee, Joy Rennet; 
and the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, Bobb~ Owen. 



The subcommittee was provided with severa! documents describing athletics admissions. 
The first was prepared by the Advisory. Committee on Undergraduate Admissions (I)eeember 
2005) that was chaired by Bernadette Gray-Little, then Dean of the College. It provides a 
framework for admission policies for student-athletes. The second outlines procedures used 
by the Subeornrnittee on Athletic Admissions in reviewing prospective student.athletes for 
admission and rankling recommendations to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
(January 2010). 

IV. PotentiaI Gaps in Our Knowledge about Academic Misconduct on Campus, and Areas 
of Continuing Concern for the Faculty 

The subeonm~ittee has identified four areas of continuing concern. We examine each of 
these in detail below. 

A. Advising and Counseling 
Repeatedly, all the subeorn~m~ttee members have been struck by the potentia! confusion of 

roles of the academic counselors in the Loudermilk Center (a group that serves student-athletes 
and reports ~o the College through Associate Dean Harold Woodard, but whose salaries are paid 
by the Athletics Department) and the academic advisors in Steele Building. We heard multipte 
accounts of how the two groups are or should be mlatedo From some, we heard that the main 
role of Loudermflk counselors is to ensure compliance with NCAA eligibility requirements and 
progress towards degrees. Others said that in practice, the relationship with student-athletes is 
much more eomplicated. The location of the Loudermilk Center, its convenient hours for 
athletes, and its much higher staff to studen~ ratio make it difficult to imagine that ath!etes would 
feel encouraged to use Steele Building staff for their academic advising needs. Here are our 
main concerns about this system as it now functions: 

The last review of the Academic Suppor~ Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA Report) 
was headed up by Senior Associate Director John Blanchard and Dean Owen. Given the 
likelihood of overlap in advising and eounselhag activities, we have wondered whether 
the program would benefit from more active faeulty involvement, as well as periodic 
reviews undertaken independent from Athletics. 
We believe that the huge difference in staffing of advising between Steele and. 
Loudermilk makes it very difficult for student-athletes to use the Steele advisers on a 
regular basis. The ratio of students to Steele Building advisors is over 500 to 1, about 
twice the national average (according to Dean Owen); thus it seems unlikely that every 
student can meet with an advisor every semester, and in any event only first year students 
are required to have an advisor sign off on their classes. We are concerned that this 
makes it ~early impossible for student-athletes to receive the personalized attention their 
complicated schedules demand, and that all students are unlikely to receive even a 
minima! leve! of assistance. 
Our interviews indicated that some student-athletes have complained in exit interviews 
about receiving conflicting advice from Steele advisors and Loudermilk counselors. We 
heard different accounts about who could actually sign oft" on student forms--or.indeed, 
if any oversight ~ the first year is even required. We also learned that a student can 
have a Louder-milk counselor register h~rn/her for classe~ but the student has to sign off 
on it. 



Robert Mercer, the director of the ASPSA, reports on advising issues to Dean Woodard 
of the College, but has an additional reporting line to John Blanehard in Athletics for 
issues related to reso~ees. Both Mercer and Blanchard are paid by the Athletics 
Department. This reporting system is ambiguous, lacks clarity, and is likely not to be 
very productive. 
While there are several liaisons between Steele and Loudermilk (including Barbara 
Lucido, the Steele advisor who attends Mercer’s staffmeefings), we believe that the 
structure itself lends a perception of equality to the enterprises that may not be desirable 
or work in the best academic in~rests of athletes. 
We received mixed reports about the usefulness and adequacy of the recently introduced 
online degree auditing and registration systems (it should be noted that these systems 
have not been fully implemented and have not yet reached their projected potential). For 
some counselors, by their own reports, paper forms are still the medium of choice. We 
also learned that the online registration system is cumbersome and difficult for students 
to navigate. There also appears to be some confusion by counselors as to whether 
summer school courses are a regular part of the worksheet for Steele Building advisors. 

The FAC only receives statistics on academic progress about student-athletes from the 
Athletics Department, if at all (sometimes the presence of media prevents this exchange); 
and they have no direct access to this kfformation. In addition, they do not conduct exit 
interviews without a representative from Athletics being present. 

Why are these issues surrounding the advising system so important? Because theypoint to 
the ptace with the most potential to exploit structural weaknesses in the academic careers of 
student-athletes..Currently everyone in the university community works in a system of 
competing demands on these students, and therefore we should not be surprised that some 
people, often with the best of intentions, find ways to exploit the ambiguities. Here are examples 
from recent events that we believe bear this out: 

Although wemay never know for certain, it was our impression from multiple interviews 
that a department staff member managed to use the system to help players by directing 
them to emoll in courses in the African and Afro-American Studies Department that 
mined out to be aberrant or irregularly taught. We were told that athletes claimed they 
had been sent to Julius Nyang’oro by the ASPSA. This raises the question of whether 
they could also have been sent to other departments by Loudermilk counselors. 

, It seems likely that someone in the African and Afro,American Studies Department 
called athletics counselors (who are professionally trained and hired by the College of 
Arts and Sciences) to tell them that certain courses would be available; it is less clear 
whether staff at the Loudermilk Center actually contacted departments to ask about the 
availability of classes (e.g., Nyang’oro’s Sun~mer School class). While we do not know 
exactly what transpired, etearly there is considerable uncertainty in the relationship 
between academic departments and athletic counselors. Further, athletic counselors have 
been discouraged from contacting faculty or questioning decisions about pedagogy. For 
example, in 2002 Robert Mercer and John Blanchard met with the FAC to discuss the 
teaching oflS courses~ and were told that faculty members have great latitude to teach 
courses as they see fit. Counselors, then, concluded that it is not their responsibility to 
question decisions made within academic units about specific courses. In practice, 
athletic counselors are left in a difficult position with less than complete knowledge or 



authority about the specific requirements for courses. We believe that this leaves mo 
much of the burden for the selection of classes and knowledge about courses on 
individual student-athle!es. 

B. Departmental Supervision and Faculty Conduct 
The reports on Independent Study Courses and on African and Afro-American Studies 

suggested reforms that will make it more difficult for some of the recent aberrations to be 
repeated. That said, we are under no illusions that any set of rules and regulations can 
completely prevent the exploitation of a system that depends, in large measure, on the good will 
and responsible conduct of faeutty members in a wide range o£disciplines. Instead, we thine the 
better approach is not simply to ill1 bureaucratic holes but to address the problems systemically, 
and to reeo~ize that they are intrinsically and perhaps inevitably linked to the coexistence of a 
variety of academic cultures with a commitment ~o high-level athletics.- 

Looked at broadly, then, we see the need for closer interaction and better eommunicatio~ 
between faculty and other parts ofeamp~. Faculty must better grasp the particular challenges 
faced by various types of students (not just student-athletes, but also students with other sorts of 
circumstances that make the everyday navigation of a large university difficult), and they must 
be given greater say in the decisions regarding admission and advising of those students once 
they have matriculated. 

C. A Campus with Two Cultures 
One might expect that the goal of the Athletics Depat~ent i~ mounting successful athletic 

teams, and that of the faculty in carrying out the educational mission of the University, can give 
rise to "Two Cultures" that work at cross-purposes. However, our interviews with AD 
Cunningham, head coach Fedora and members of the ASPSA staffrevealed a well-articulated 
appreciation of the demands of the cuttures of athletics and academics that have to be 
intemalLzed by our student-athletes. From faculty members, this understanding seemed less 
evident. To our dismay there is increased distrust between ASPSA staff and faculty, especially 
Since the revelations of academic misconduct. We heard from several staff members in Athletic 
A~d~sing that they had been cautioned not to contact faculty to discuss course offerings for fear 
of being seen as Wyingto influencefaculty with regard to student enrollment and pedagogy, and 
to let all communication run only through the associate directors at the Loudermilk Center. 
Conversely, some faculty reportedly are openly disapproving of having any student-athletes 
enroll in their courses; many more faculty have little knowledge of how the Athletics Departrnent 
is run, and have no contact with either counselors or coaches. From the student:athlete 
perspective, a highly structured schedule and more specialized support systems in the 
Loudermilk Cemer leave them with few active incentives to join in the academic life of their 
fel!ow students on campus. Some specific observations include: 

To the subcommittee, the conflicts and gaps created by the two cultures does not seem to 
be so acute between studem-athletes in general and others on campus, but principally 
between men’s football and basketball players and other students. This is, in a sense, not 
a problem with athletics per se, but with particular revenue sports. Because of the size of 
the team, the football program presents the most obvious point of continuing concern: 
this is where one finds the largest gaps with other students in terms of time spent on 
academics, academic preparation, and the ability to integrate into the life of the campus. 



The new AID and head football coach have expressed a desire to have informal faculty 
counselors. This is an important step toward ensuring that more interaction occurs 
between faculty and athletics. At this point, we do not know how their interlocutors will 
be chosen. We hope that this would include many faculty who are not invested in certain 
outcomes but who are willing to learn about the unique problems of students who 
participate in Division I athletics. We are also unsure how all coaches’ continuing or 
heightened commitment to the educational experiences of their athletes can be monitored. 
It is critical that communication across different parts of the university be encouraged and 
the obvious barriers to such communication lessened. 

The guidelines and procedures set in place by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
guarantees t40 recurring recommendations (recruiting slots) to the Athletics Department, of 
which no more tlian 25 ("committee eases") may fall below a threshold that requires review of 
their credentials and circumstances by a subcommittee of the Advisory Committee on 
Undergraduate Admissions ~ttp://faeeoun.unc.edu/com~ittees-2/appointed. " 

committees!undergraduate-admissions-committee/). The number of committee cases has 
declined since the adoption of the 2005 framework for a~missions. Over the past six years the 
number of committee eases has been distributed among 5 or 6 programs and fluctuated between 
14 and 2i in number, though the majority in each year involved potential recruits by footbal!., 
and men’s and women’s basketball. The Athletics Department each year zeceives an additional 
20 incentive recommendations for students "who would significantly improve the average 
academic profile of our recruited athletes", and review of these applications would take the same 
form that all applicants to UNC woutd receive, The 2010 Report of~ae Advisory Committee on . 
Undergraduate Admissions lays out very clearly the procedures to be used by the Athletics 
Department in presenting recurring and incentive recommendations. 

According to Stephen Farmer, his office and the A~hletics Department have increased 
efforts to discourage teams from presenting candidates that represent exceptionally high risks in 
terms of their ability to succeed academically at UNC. There is evidence that these efforts are 
working. In addition his office is accumulating data on the academic performance of admitted 
students so that looking forward, they will have an improved basis for assessing and managing 
risk. 

We have identified several issues based on our review of athlete admissions: 

While the number of"committee eases" is trending downward, it is unetear whether the 
caliber of students filling the other t20 or so recurring recommendation Slots is 
improving or declining. In addition it is not etear wha~ oversight mechanisms are in place 
that might alter the distribution of recurring slots to reward academic success among the 
various teams. 
While the overall quality ofu~dergraduato applications to UNC has gotten much better 
we are concerned that the profile of the "committee cases" has stayed about the same. 
This leads the subcommittee to conclude that there is a widening preparation gap between 
some groups of student-athletes and other matriculated students. 

¯ The Office of Undergraduate Admissions receives and reviews recommendations from 
the subcommittee with regard to admitting students who come under the "committee 
case" procedures. It appears that Admissions can override decisions of the subcommittee, 
though a recommendation by the subcommittee has never been overruled since Farmer 
has been director. What criteria or influences would be used in such cases? 



D. Need for Instltational Tramparency Regarding Athletics 
We were struck in general by the lack of sharing of information about athletics, athletic 

advising, and the relationship between athletics and academics, to various constituencies across 
the campus, including the faculty. The investigations that have already taken place are fine as far 
as they go, but they have had different, quite circumscribed charges and have been directed by 
the people with the most investment in particular areas. We also heard reports, although we were 
not informed directly, about several additional investigations within various units. Most 
recently, there appears to be another example of duplication of efforts with an investigation 
initiated by UNC System President Tom Ross and undertaken by the Board of Governors. The 
result is, on the one hand, a sense of over-investigation by those called in for continual 
questioning, and on the other hand, little sense that the faculty and administration as a whole 
have a clear grasp of the larger issues at stake. Indeed this sub-committee report may also be 
subject to such criticism. The piecemeal statements of the university in response to each new. 
report ends up being imperfect, because none deals comprehensively with the larger issues, nor 
has the time been taken to confront constructively and proactively the systemic issues around 
athletics and academics. We believe two imme&’ate concerns about faculty morale stem from 
this: 

Thege investigations have taken a major toll on morale in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies. Much collateral damage has been inflicted on faculty in that 
department who were not only entirely innocent of any wrongdoing, but also performing 
their duties with the high level of integrity we expect from our faculty. 
A substantial number of faculty have been teR feeling that they have no say in academic 
decisions taking place at the university, especially with regard to student-athletes. A 
significant number of our fatuity are also concerned that revenue athletics are seriously 
compromising the academic mission of the university. They have expressed a desire for 
thefollowing: i) more explicit monitoring of athletics by fa.eulty; 2) no oversight by 
athletic advising on courses; 3) a study of athletes’ course selections over a longer period 
(e,g., 10 years); and 4) a broader, systematic approach to addressing issues o£athletes as 
students. Generally, they call for an external review of athletic advising, independent of 
the Athletic Department, as well as more forthright statements from the administration 
about the compromises made to host Division I athletics at UNC. 

V. Subcommittee Recommendations 
We take as our guideline for making recommendations two documents: first, the mission 

statement of the university; and second, the list of principles compiled by the Athletics Reform 
Group, which we take to be a sound Statement of principles. 

Mission Statement 
Our mission statement provides that, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hit!, the nation ’s first public university, serves 
North Carolina, the United StateL and the world through teaching, research,, and public 
service. We embrace an unwavering commitment to exce!lence as one of the world’s great 
research universities. 

Our mission is to serve as a center for research, scholarship, and creativity and to teach a 

diverse community of undergraduate, graduate, and professional students to become the next 
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generation of leaders. Through the efforts of our exceptional faculty and staff,, and with 

generous support from North Carolina’s citizens, we invest our knowledge and resources to 

enhance access to learning and to foster the success and prosperity of each rising 

generation. We also extend knowledge-based services and other resources of the University 

to the citizens of North Carolina and their institutions to enhance the quality of life for all 

people in the State. 

With Ire:, libertas---light and liberty--as its founding principles, the University has charted a 
boM course of leading change to improve society and to help solve the worM’s greatest 
problems. 

We believe that in considering any action taken with respect to the admission of student-athletes, 
their advising, and ensuring that they have the meaningful oppommity to progress toward 
graduation at this University, this Mission Statement should always be kept in mind and never 
compromised. 

Athletics Reform Group Statement of Principles: 
Insatufional Openness. The University should confront openly the many conflicts created by 
its commitment to winning in the athletic a~ena, The University must commit itself to honest, 
open, regular conversation about the divergent imperatives, and competing values, that drive 
athletic and academic success. All data needed to understand the athletics department, and 
to address the issues raised by its.operations, shouM be readily available. 

Edueaaonal Responsibility. The University should commit itself to providing a rigorous and 

meaninffuI education to every student. Allstudents shouM be integrated fuily into the life of 
the campus, and they shouM be well prepared for life after college. All students--those 
who participate in sports and those who do not--shouM be permitted and encouraged to take 
full advantage of the rich menu of educational opportunities available at UNC 

Mission Consistency. Athletics must be integrated into the common enterprise of the 
University. Faculty committees and administration must be empowered to oversee athletics 
and ensw’e that it supports and remains in alignment with the University’s core missions. In 
times of hardship, the University must consistently work to preserve these core missions, 
even if such preservation comesat the expense of athletic success. 

With these principles in mind, we recommend the following: 

A. Advisingand Counseling 
¯ Every student should have an academic advisor in Steete Building sign off on courses 

every semester. While we understand from Associate Dean Owen and others that this 
suggestion might be unrealistic, we believe that a full, candid discussion about the risks 
arising from the present student to advisor ratio would be extremely beneficial for our 
faculty, the administration, and our students. 

The director of the Academic Support Program for Studcnt Athletes should only be 
reporting to the associate dean and director of acadernic serviecs in the College of Am 
and Sciences. 

¯ There should be clearer lines of accountability for academic advisors and counselors. 
Academic advising should be done in Steele and okayed by Loudermilk counselors, not 
the other way around. These ~re both important units but they do not have identical 
functions at this University. 
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We encourage greater resources be put into both athletic counselors and academic 
advisors. 
There should be regular auditing of student registrations/transcripts. There must be, for 
example, regular monitoring of the olustering of student-athletes into particular majors 
and courses as well as any anomalies in data. There are many valid reasons why students 
might cluster in courses or majors, but academic deans need to ensure that there are 
legitimate reasons for any patterns found. We are not sure that Tar Heel Tracker 
presently provides an adequate system for auditing students’ general progress towards 
meeting the requirements for graduation. 

Departmental Supervision and Facalty Conduct 
There should be regular oversight of department chairs’ teaching activities (including 
summer school), as well as auditing of all teaching loads across CCO, s_urrrmer school, 
and the regular academic year. Deans should share data on clustering of any kind and be 
in touch regularly. 
There is an obvious need to reframe the problem of Nyang’oro’s misconduct as an 
administrative problem---not an issue of the entire department. The University needs to 
vocally offer full and consistent support to that department. 

¯ There should be a widely publicized set of criteria for evaluating the performance of 
department chairs. This is an area where it would be useful to see what best practices can 
be adopted here. 

¯ To improve eommunicatio~a and increase transparency, we propose regular publieati0n of 
status reports to the faculty detailing progress on implementation of all recommendations. 

Campus with Two Cultares 
The ASPSA’s FAC members need independem access to course enrollment and grade 
stats on student-athletes; currently the committee is more advisory, but perhaps we need 
to change the charge to make it more of a watchdog. We have been encouraged to learn 
that incoming FAC ohair Joy Rennet is seeking changes in the Organization of the 
committee to better reflect its role in oversight of student-athletes and in its advisory 
capacity to the Chancellor. For example, while the FAC does an exit survey, someone 
from the Athletics Department is always present, d~rninlshing the vaiue of these surveys. 
The Committee’s charge is voluminous and unrealistically all encompassing with regard 
to the campus intercollegiate athletics program. We encourage the committee to better 
target its efforts-to issues related to the academic experience of student-athletes. 

We.propose that a partnership between the Department of Athletics and the College be 
established to !ook for ways of integrating athletes into campus life "beyond the game." 
A elose~ partnership between faculty and officials within the Athletic Department would 
facihtate opportunities to valk privately and not in the.press. One salutary outcome would 
be an increased ~bcus on what is going right with student-athletes and not just what is 
going wrong. 
We also encourage the academic advising program in the College to better publicize the 
fact that certain program~ seated in the Loudermdlk Center, e.g. supplemental instruction, 
are available for all undergraduate, students, and that these programs be enumerated on 
the ASPSA Web page. 



We encourage the FAC to form a partnership with AD CunnJngham to seek some 
transparent assurance that all t~am coaches are adhering to the idea of promoting the 
educational aspirations of student-athletes. 
We encourage the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to develop clear guidelines and 
rationales for reversing decisions of the subcommittee with regard to admission of 
students considered under the "committee case" procedures. 

D~ Need for Institutional Transparency Regarding Athletics 
We believe that the cumulative effect of the proliferation of committees with limited charges 

to examine discrete areas of institutional governance has been more comCusing than clarifying, 
and that their conclusions and recommendations will be viewed at best as not comprehensive and 
at wors~ self-sewing. Further, the repealed revelations in area newspapers of information not 
previously or elearty reported in the University’s official statements arid reports on academic 
fraud involving athletes on campus undermine the University’s assurances of the 
comprehensiveness of these reports. We believe that the best and most credible approach is for 
the Chanee!lor to commission an outside entity or commission to examine the state of academics 
and athletics at Carolina. We recommend the appointment of an independent panel, composed of 
individuals outside the urfiversity with experience in higher education adrnlnlslxatlon that will be 
charged with the task of looldng broadly at athletics and academics. It is our hope that such a 
panel of distingttished experts will both highlight what we are doing right and identify areas of 
deficiencies in organization and procedure, point to best practices that can be b~ought to bear on 
these deficiencies, encourage buy-in by altparts of the University community ha solutions, and 
create a path forward towards implementation. 

We believe the following questions could usefully be addressed by an outside commission: 

Is it possible to mount competitive teams that meet most of our educational expectations 
for student-athletes? Being in a NCAA Division I schoo! entails certain kinds of 
compromises to successfully meld academics and athletics. This does not rnske us 
unique as an institution; every school faces this, The tremendous majority of Division I 
athletes never go pro, so how do we approach our responsibilities to care about them both 
as students and members of society following their collegiate athletic careers. 
What is the goal of admitting student-athletes to UNC? Is it to ensure they have a 50% 
chance to graduate? To make sure that no one fails? Precise goals have not been 
clarified. What wc~utd it mean during the recruiting and admission phases to do this 

Is it reasonable to expect that student-athtetes not cluster in courses and majors? Why or 
why not? Is clustering an inherently abad thing? If not, in what cases is it suspect? 
ttow can we encourage student-athletes to look broadly at options for majors? How can 
coaches, academic counselors, academic advisors and the faculty participate in this goal? 
Why is there a separate center for support of athletes? We are aware that other schools 
do not follow this scheme. What are the risks of continuing this scheme? Does it 

¯ structurally segregate athletes even fin’ther? Is it inherently confusing to have advisors, 
academic counselors, and tea~Tfing specialists in various !ocations, reporting to different 
people? Despite the construction of an impressive center for academic support for 
student-athletes, are resources housed in the Loudermilk Center under staffed and under 
funded? 



How can we affirmatively integrate student-athletes into the broader undergraduate 
academic culture’?. What would it take to provide national leadership on this issue? What 
can the faculty actuaI1y do to achieve this goal, and how can-they be better equipped to 
aid in the education ofal! students7 
NCAA rules have real unintended consequences in the choice of a major, and in steering 
student-athletes to a narrower range of electives thlm their non-student athlete peers. 
What will be required in order to have honest conversations about these tradeoffs mad 
how they affect the academic culture of the university? 

Conclusion 
The propose of this Report is not to find fault with, or criticize, any of the officials who 

have investigated the academic misconduct that has ~oubted this campus for more than a 
year. Instead, we wish to focus attention on several issues that we believe still confront the 
University pertaining to the complicated relationship between our commitment to excellence in 
28 Division t athletic programs and our standing as one of the nation’s premier academic 
institutions. No doubt, grappling with these issues will not be easy. But, we believe that the 
University should at the very least give more careful eo~asideration to best practices at peer 
institutions addressing similar issues and, based on that analysis, devise significant steps to fulfill 
the University’s.commitments in athletics and to protect its academic mission. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiology and Immunology) 
Michae! Gerhardt (Law) 
Laurie F. Maffly-Kipp (Religious Studies) 



Operating Prlncip!e 

2.2 Academic Support 

Self-Study Items 

List all "corrective actions," "conditions for certification" or "strategies for improvement" imposed by 
the NCAA Division I Committee on Athletics Certification in its first-cycle certification decision (if any) 
as they relate to Operating Principle 2.2 (Academic Support). In each case, provide: (a) the original 
"corrective action," "condition" or "strategy" imposed; (b) the action(s) taken by the institution; (c) the 
date(s) of the action(s); and (d) an explanation for any partial or noncompletion of such required actions. 
Please note, the institution is not required to respond to recommendations for required actions developed 
by the peer-review team unless those same recommendations were adopted by the Committee on 
Athletics Certification. 

There were no "COrrective actions," "conditions for certifics~on," or "strategies for improvement" imposed by the 
NCAA Division I Committee on Athletics Certification in its first-cycle ce~fication decision relating to Operating 
P~inciple 2r2 (Academic Support). 

List all actions the institution has completed or progress it has made regarding all plans for 
improvement/recommendations developed by the institution during its first-cycle certification process as 
they relate to Operating Principle 2.2 (Academic Support). Specifically include: (a) the original plan; (b) 
the actions(s) taken by the institution; (�) the date(s) of the action(s); (d) actions not taken or not 
completed; and (e) explanations for partial completion. Please note, the institution will not be required to 
fulfill an element of a first-cycle plan if the element does not affect conformity with an operating 
principle. 

in 1995 in the first=cycle certification process, the subcommitL~=-e on academic integrity identified three opportunities 
for refinement or improvement in the Department’s activities related to this Operating Principle 2.2 (Academic 
Support). 

? Resources Devoted to Academic Support Program. 

a) The Original Plan 

The 1995 report stated that: ’3"he resources devoted to the Academic Support Program should be evaluated 
determine if they are sufficient for f~ture needs, Areas to be considered include: (t) adequacy of the computer lab, 
(2) adequacy of space, (3) continuation of study hall options in the campus libraries, and (4) resource implications 
of assimilating new teams into the Academic Support Program. Tentative plans to construct new football offices may 
make more space available in the Kenan Field House for the Academic Support Program." 

b) The Actions Taken by the institution 

As reported in the interim Certification in 2000: the Academic Support Center received additional space in the 
Kenan Field House in !998, several satellite computer labs for student-athletes were created, and an additional 
academic counselor was added to the staff. Additional staff has been added since then, so that the staff is now 
composed of a director, two associate directors, one assistant director, three academic counselors, and three 
learning specialists. An office manager and graduate student intern complete the Academic Support Program staff. 
Study hail is held at the Academic Support Center. 

c) The Dates of the Actions 

See above 

d) The Actions Not Taken or Completed 

Not applicable 
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e) The Explanations for Partial Completion 

Not applicable 

? Academic Support Program for Men’s Basketball. 

a) The Originat Plan 

The 1995 report stated that: "The U niversity’s Task Force On I ntercoIlegiate Athletics for the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools reaccre~titation suggested in its recent self-study report that continuation of the separate 
academic support program for men’s basketball program should be evaluated. The Task Force report noted that 
because it had been successful in the past, the program continued even after the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes was instituted. Because of the history of academic success of those in the men’s basketball 
program we do not recommend any immediate changes to that program. In the long run, however, we join the Task 
Force in suggesting that the men’s basketball academic support program be merged into the Academic Support for 
Student-Athletes." 

b) The Actions Taken by the Institution 

The academic support function for the men’s basketball program was absorbed into the Academic Support Program 
in 1996. 

c} The Dates of the Actions 

See above 

d) The Actions Not Ta~n or Completed 

Not applicable 

e) The Explanations for Partial Completion 

Not applicable 

? Changes in Initial Eligibility Requirements. 

a) The Original Plan 

The 1995 report stated that: ’q-he effect of cl~anges in initiat eligibility requirements (to become effective August 1, 
1996) should be considered from the standpoint of admission of student-athletes to the University and the impact 
on the services provided by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. increased requirements (in terms 
of SAT/ACT and high school grade point average) may affect the type of academic support required by athletes. 
Whether the University (and other ACC schools) accepts for admission partial qualifiera under the revised 
standards may also have an impact on necessary academic support services. We recommend that in 1995 the 
Department of Athletics, the Associate Dean for Academic Services of the College of Arts and Sciences, and the 
Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes evaluate proposals to implement the new 
standards." 

b) The Actions Taken by the Institution 

The changes in initial eligibility requirements did not reduce the demands on the Academic Support Program. Two 
~eams were added to the athtetics program increasing the demand for academic support services. Moreover, three 
learning specialists were hired to work with at-risk studentoath~etes, one of whom works on a part-time basis. 

¢) The Dates of the A~ons 

The three learning specialists joined the staff in 2002, 2003, ar~ 2004, respectivety, and the third learning specialist 
position will be converted from part-time to fut}-time by the end ofthe fail semester 2004. 

d) The Actions Not Taken or Completed 

Not applicable 

e) T~ne Explanations for Partial Completion 

Not applicable 
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3. Describe any additional plans for improvement/recommendations in the area of Operating Principle 2.2 
(Academic Support) developed by the institution since the first-cycle certification decision was rendered 
by the Committee on Athletics Certification. 

4. List all actions the institution has completed or progress it has made regarding required actions identified 
by the NCAA Committee on Athletics Certification during the institution’s interim-report process (if 
applicable) as they relate to Operating Principle 2.2 (Academic Support). Specifically, include for each: 
(a) the required action, (b) the action(s) taken by the institution, (e) the date(s) of these action(s), (d) 
action(s) not taken or completed, and (e) explanation(s) for partial completion of such required actions. 

Not Applicable 

Identify how the institution is organized to provide academic support and advising services to student- 
athletes (i.e., reporting lines and identification of who does what). 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes reports to the Academic Services Unit under the College of 
A~ts and Sciences. The Academic Support Program is grouped with six other academic service units oo campus: 
the Learning Disabilities Center, the Learning Center, the Math Help Center, the Writing Center, the Sum~er Bridge 
Program and the Chemistnj Resource Center. The program’s direct reporting line is to the Associate Dean of 
Academic Services, Dr. Fred Clark. The program is housed in the Academics Center, located in the east end zone 
of the football stadium. The Academic Support Program currently employs one director, six full-time academic 
counselors, two full-time learning specialists, one part-time counselor, one part-time learning specialist (to become 
full-time by the end of the fait semester 2004), one administrative assistant, one graduate intern, and approximately 
thirty part-time tutors and monitors. The center is open Monday - Thursday from 8:00 a.m. - ~0:00 p.m,, Friday 8:00 
a.m. - 5:00 p.m., and Sunday from 7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. The center is 10,000 square net and houses a 130-seat 
auditorium for academic programming and review sessions, two large group study rooms, two small class rooms, 
ten tutor rooms, and a computer lab with nineteen computers. The program offers a variety of tutorial and review 
sessions during the day and the evening. 

The Academic Support Program reports directly to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, The Director of the Academic Support Program submits a grade composite report to the Associate 
Dean, Director of Athletics, and the Faculty Athletics Representative at the end of each semester as welf as an end 
of year report summarizing all program and counselor activities. 

Ptease see the organization chart attached. 

6. Using the following program areas for academic support issues as examples, please describe: 

The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes (if any); 
Any policies that govern which students can use these services; 
The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these servxces; 
The mechanism for review of these servlces by academic authorities outside athletics at least once 
every three years; and 
The mechanism for periodic review and approval of these services by academic authorities outside 
athletics of these services. 

If the institution has additional or different academic support services not included in the list of 
examples, please click "Add Academic Support Area." 

1. Academic advising. Course selection, class scheduling, degree program assistance, 
priodty registration. 
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a. The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

As with all students at the University, student-athletes are assigned advisors in the General College during 
their first two yeats, of s~udy, After declaring a maior, student-athletes are then assigned an advisor in their 
major academic department. In addition, student-athletes have athletics academic counselors in the 
Academic Support Program who work jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising and 
registration processes. The Academic Support Program staff may assist student-athletes in registering for 
their courses, if, on the date they are Scheduled to register, they are competing or traveling for official 
NCAA-related events. This does not include team practices or special activities. 

The Academic Support Program’s counselors offer academic counseling in the areas of course selection, 
class scheduling, and degree program assistance to aIf student-athletes, 

b. Any policies that govern which students can use these services. 

Academic counseling is available to all student-athletes. There is no restriction made by sport, scholarship 
status, or claSs. 

c. The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these services; 

The student-athletes are made aware of the Academic Support Program’s services by a variety of. 
methods: the C-TOPS orientation programs; team academic meetings at the beginning of eac~ semester; 
the student~thlete handbook; and the General College, Arts and Sciences, or college or school advisor. 

d. The mechanism for review of these services by academic authorities outside athletics 
at least once every three years; and 

The Academic Support Program reports directly to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, and each semester reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. Five facufty members serve on the committee, along with the Associate Dean 
for Academic Services in th~ College of Arts and Sciences, a representative of the undergraduate advising 

office, and the Associate Athletics Director for Student Services. The Faculty Athletics Committee also 
receives reports on a regular basis from ~ts representatives who serve on the Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. The Assistant Director of the campus advising programs attends all of’ the 
Academic Support Program’s staff meetings to review and discuss any advising issues. 

e. The mechanism for approval of these services by academic authorities outside 
athletics. 

Same as d. 

2. Tutoring. Availability, procedures and criteria tbr obtaining assistance; assignment, 
qualifications, training experience, etc.; compensation, rate of pay, pupil loads, qualifications, 
experience, other terms and conditions of employment. 

a. The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

Tutoring is availabIe to all student-athletes. Tutors are assigned to each team at the beginning of each 
semester and tutor Schedules are supplied to student-athletes at the beginning of each semester. Tutors’ 
schedules are also p~sted in the Academic Center and updated as needed. Student-athletes may use the 
walk-in hours of 12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday through 
Thursday. Student-athletes may request additional tutor times through their academic counselor. Tutors are 
hired from both the University student population and the Chapel Hill community. Student tutors must be of 
at least junior status and maintain at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA with the University. Non-student tutors 
must be currently teaching or have taught in the community. The rate 0fpay varies from $10.00 to $15.00 
per hour, depending on subject need and prior tutoring or teaching experience. No more than four student- 
athletes are scheduled to a tu~or during a session. Review sessions are larger. All tutors, new and 
continuing, attend mandatory tutor training sessions with the program’s counselor in charge of tutor 
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coordination, the entire Academic Support Program staff, the Director of the University Writing Center, the 
Director of the University Learning Center, and the Assistant Athletics Director for Compliance. Tutors 
cartify that they have been trained at the beginning of the fall semester by the UNC Writing Center and 
then sign a compliance document at the end of the academic year certifying that they have abided by all 
Honor Code obligations. (See attached tutor training manuaL) 

Tutoring ~s avaiMble to all student-athletes regardless of sport, scholarship status, or class. 

b. Any policies that govern which students can use these services. 

Same as a. 

e. The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these services; 

Student-athletes are notified of tutoring services in mandatory team academic meetings at the beginning 
of each semester, individual meetings with their.team’s academic counselor, and tutor schedules posted 
throughout the Academic Suppoct Center. 

d, The mechanism for review of these services by academic authorities outside athletics 
at least once every three years; and 

The Academic Support Program reports directly to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, and each semester reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. Five faculty members serve on the committee, along with the Associate Dean 
for Academic Services in the College of Arts and Sciences, a representative of the undergraduate advising 
office, and the Associate Athletics Director for Student Services. The Faculty Athletica Committee also 
receives reports on a regular basis from its representatives who serve on the Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. A tutor report is incMded in the Director’s end-of-year report given to the 
Associate Dean of Academic Services and the Director of Athletics. 

e, The mechanism for approval of these services by academic authorities outside 
athletics.. 

3. Success skills. Study skills, note and test taking, writing and grammar skills, time 
management skills. 

The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

The Academic Support Program offers academic success workshops through out the academic year. 
Academic Writing (documentation of sources), Learning Styles and Strength Assessment, Math Ski~ls, 
Test Taldng Skills, Overcoming Test Anxiety, and Successful (~)rganized Group Study are offered to all 
student-athletes. Individualized academic ski, development is offered by academic counselors and 
learning specialist through one on one weekly meetings. 

Counselors and learning specialist offer t~me management, study taking skills, and test taking skills during 
weekly meetings. Any student-athlete may receive these services by making an appointment with his]~r 
team’s academic counselor. 

b. Any policies that govern which students can use these services. 

The priority for individt~al sMft development is given to fresl~men and at risk student-athletes. The academic 
skills workshops are available to all student-athletes regardless of academic class or academic status. 

c. The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these services; 
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Student-athletes am notified of these services through mandatory academic team meetings at the 
beginning of each semester, individual meetings with their academic counselor, and f~yers sent to each 
team and posted throughout the canter. 

d. The mechanism for review of these services by academic authorities outside athletics 
at least once every three years; and 

The Academic Support Program reports directly to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, and each semester reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. Five faculty members serve on the committee, along with the Associate Dean 
~or Academic Services in the College of Arts and Sciences, a representative of the undergraduate advising 
office, and the Associate Atl~letica Director for Student Services. The Faculty Athletics Committee also 
receives reports on a regular basis from its representatives who serve on the Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. 

e. The mechanism for approval of these services by academic authorities outside 
athletics.. 

Same as d. 

4. Freshman/transfer orientation, Availability, attendance requirements, 

a. The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

Freshman/Transfer Orientation is mandatory for all new UNC-CH students before beginning classes. The 
Academic Support Program contacts all new student-athletes (freshman/transfer) to make them aware of 
the orientation program and to request that they meet with their team’s academic counsefor while 
attending orientation. The academic counselor meetings are not mandatory. 

he Academic Support Program contacts all new student-athletes (freshman/transfer) to make them aware 
of the orientation program and request that they meet with their team’s ecademic counseior while 
attending orientation. The Academic Support Program meetings are not mandatory~ 

b. Any policies that govern which students can use these services. 

Orientation programs are available to all student-a~letes. 

c. The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these services; 

The Academic Support Progrem sends a letter to all incoming freshmen and transfer student-athletes. 

d. The mechanism for review of these services by academic authorities outside athletics 
at least once every three years; and 

The Academic Support Program reports directly to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, and each semester reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program, Five faculty members serve on the committee, along with the Associate Dean 
for Academic Services in the College of Arts and Sciences, a representative of the undergraduate advising 
office, and the Associate Athletics Director for Student Services. The Faculty Athletics Committee also 
receives reports on a regular basis from its representatives who serve on the Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. 

e. The mechanism for approva! of these services by academic authorities outside 
. athletics. 

Same as d. 
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5. Academic progress monitoring and reporting. Individual’s responsibility, frequency, 
procedures for periodic grade and attendance checks. 

The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

Academic progress is monitored for each .student-athlete by the team’s academic counselor. The 
Academic Support Program sends progress reports to faculty for any freshman, transfer, or at-risk student- 
athlete. These progress reports are compiled on a grade sheet and sent to each team coach every five 
weeks during the fa~l and spring semester. Progress reports include attendance, individual teams may 
check student-athletes’ attendance by hiring their own class checkers. The Academic Support Program 
sends a final grade report to the coach of each team at the end of every semester, Each counselor sends 
a weekly report to their respective coaches detailing individt~al student-athletes’ weekly academic 
counseling sessions. 

Academic progress and monitoring consists of progress reports every five weeks, weekly report to 
coaches, end of semester grade reports. 

b, Any policies that govern which students can use these services. 

The student-athletes subject to academic progress monitoring include freshman, transfer, and at ris~ 
student-att~letes. 

The mechanisms by which student-athletes are made aware of these services; 

Student-athletes are made aware of these services through mandatory academic team meetings, their 
academic counselors, and various bulletin boards within the Academics Center. 

d. The mechanism for review of these services by academic authorities outside athletics 
at least once every three years; and 

The Academic-Support Program reports dirsctiy to the Associate Dean of Academic Services in the 
College of Arts and Scienses, and each semester reports to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. Five faculty members serve on the committee, along with the Associate Dean 
for Academic Services in the Cctlege of Arts and Sciences, a representative of the undergraduate advising 
office, and the Associate Athletics Director for Student Services. The Faculty Athletics Committee also 
receives reports ca a regular basis from its representatives who serve on the Advisory Committee to the 
Academic Support Program. 

e. The mechar~ism for approval of these services by academic authorities outside 
athletics. 

Same as d. 

6. Study hall. Availability, facilities, policy for mandatory attendance. 

a. The specific academic support services offered to student-athletes, if any. 

Study halt or structured study is open during the Academic Support Program’s tutoring hours. Study hall is 
mandatory for freshmen, transfer, and at-risk student-athlates. However, any student may seek approval 
from hislher counselor to participate in study hall. Study hall is conducted in.the Academics Center. The 
center is 10,000 square f~et and houses a 130 seat auditorium for academic programming and review 
sessions, two large group study rooms, two small class rooms, ten tutor rooms, and a computer lab with 
nineteen computers. 

A quiet, monitored study hail operates 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday through Thursday nights. During 
these times tutors are available. The Academic Support. Program also provides supplementa} instruction 
by trained tutors during this time. 
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 

Dear University of North Carolina Student-Athlete: 

I would like to welcome all new and returning student-athletes to The University of North Carolina’s intercollegiate 
athletics program. Our program is committed to excellence and integrity. 

You have been selected to represent our fine University as a student-athlete because we believe you have the 
maturity to achieve a healthy balance between your academic and athletic obligations. It is also our expectation that 
you wil~ take responsibility for your own behavior, as we believe a persona~ commitmen[ to integrity and self- 
governance is essential in order for you to succeed as a student and as an athlete at The University d North 
Carolina. 

While our athletics program is one of the largest in the country, fielding 28 varsity teams, be aware that we care 
about you and want your experience here to be a positive one. Each Department of Athletics staff member is 
interested in your welfare and is here to assist you so that when you leave the Universityd North Carolina, you leave 
with a degree and as a future leader. 

Our departmental goals are no less ambitious. We are continually striving to be a nationally competitive 
intercollegiate athletics program at the major college level, while maintaining academic integrity and rules 
compliance. 

If we all work together, I’m certain our opportunities for success are limitless. 

Please feel free to call upon me if I can personally be of assistance to you. 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 
Director d Athletics 



I NTRODUCTION 

The staff d the University of North Carolina Athletics Department wishes to welcome all new and returning student- 
athlete to the University and its intercollegiate athletics program. Scholastic achievement and athletic abilities have 
created a place for you at one d the finest universities in the country. 

We hope you will take full advantage of the academic and athletic opportunities offered at UNC-Chapel Hill, Your 
experiences at Carolina will give you the opportunity to achieve academic fulfillment, athletic success, and personal 
growth. 

This handbook is designed to ease your transition to University life as well as serve as a resource guide for returning 
student-athletes. The purpose of this handbook is not only to answer questions about your surroundings, but also to 
orier~tate you to the athletics program of which you are now a member. The handbook includes information related to 
your academic and physical welfare, as well as necessary sports participation information. A Contact Directory has 
been provided to refer you to personnel who can answer questions not covered within, 

If you read the helpful information contained in this handbook and utilize the resources mentioned, you will find that 
you can settle into your environment with a minimum of confusion and inconvenience. Please note that the 
Department of Athletics policies and information contained in this handbook are also posted online at 
www.goheels.con~ under the compliance link. Refer to this website for updated information. 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS MISSION STATEMENT 

We educate and inspire through athletics 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY 

The Department of Athletics ("Department") affirms the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s commitment to 
diversity as articulated in its Diversity Plan 2006-20!0 (adopted 8/2006). Further, through its Mission Statement, the 
Department of Athletics "seeks to contribute to the diversity d the University by offering opportunities for enhanced 
racial/cultural and geographic representation." The Department encourages and promotes diversity in the hiring and 
promotiond employees and in the recruitment d student-athletes, and the Department expects that the conduct d 
every member d the Department will contribute to an environment for its employees and student-athletes that 
recognize the individual worth of and respect for all people. 
Additionally, the Department promotes respect for and sensitivity to the dignity of every person and refrains from 
discrimination prohibited by federal and state law, as described in the NCAA. Division I Athletics Certification Seff- 
Study Instrument, Operating Principle 4,2. To that end, the Department has: 
¯ Constructed and implemented a minority-opportunities plan with enhancements; and 
¯ Formally adopted the University’s Diversity Plan as to its athletics program that: 

o Ensures fair and equitable treatment of all minority student-athletes and employees in the 
Department; 

o Ensures the University maintains a program which expands opportunities and support for minority 
student-athletes and employees. 

The Director d Athletics has established an advisory Committee on Diversity that assists in the routine evaluation, 
monitoring, education, and enhancement of diversity in all aspects of the employee and student-athlete experience. 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

The University of North Carolina Department of Athletics requires coaches, trainers, and staff to conduct themselves 
in a manner which creates a positive image d the people, values, and traditions associated with the University, the 
ACC, and the NCAA. As a student-athlete, you are expected to uphol~ the same standards of conduct that have 
been adopted by the Department and the University. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT 
The Department of Athletics wants you to ha~e a fulfilling and successful academic and athletics experience at 
Carolina. We also want all student-athletes to understand the University community’s expectations for your behavior 
both when you are competing and in other contexts. Carolina student-athletes are in the spotlight and their behaviors 
reflect upon the University. 

The Department of Athletics has established standards of behavior and conduct for all student-athletes participating 
in intercollegiate athletics programs at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. These standards emphasize 
the importance and significance of sportsmanship, appropriate conduct, and the responsibilities that each student- 
athlete must accept when representing the University on an intercollegiate athletics team. These standards are in 
addition to those general standards set forth in the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 
¯ By being a member d an intercollegiate athletics team, a student-athlete always represents the Department of 
Athletics and the University. All team members will conduct themselves in a responsible and respectful manner at all 
times. 
¯ Each student-athlete will exhibit outstanding sportsmanship and will encourage their teammates to do likewise. 
¯ Each student-athlete will follow UNC, ACC, and NCAA rules and regulations. 
¯ Any arrest of a student-athlete will be treated seriously by the Department of Athletics. The student-athlete may be 
immediately suspended from the team, and other disciplinary actions may result following the final legal 
determination of the matter. In determining the appropriate discipline, the Department of Athletics will follow its Policy 
Statement: Arrest for/Conviction d a Felony/Misdemeanor. 
¯ A student-athlete will follow ail academic procedures established by the University, his or her athletic academic 
counselor, and his or her coach. 
, A student-athlete will participate in any student-athlete development program as directed by their coach and the 
Department of Athletics. 
¯ A student-athlete will consent to participate in the Department of Athletics’ mandatory controlled substances testing 
program. A student-athlete will not be allowed to participate on any intercollegiate athletic team unless he or she fully 
participates in this controlled substances testing program. 
¯ On a team trip, or at any team-related function, a student-athlete cannot consume aIcohol, use tobacco products, or 
use illegal substances. This prohibition extends to travel to and from an event, home games, team gatherings before 
or after games, and any time the team is together in an official capacity. 
¯ Specifically, while on a team trip, every student-athlete must travel with the team unless special permission is 
obtained from the head coach. 
¯ If selected to host a prospective student-athlete visiting UNC, current student-athletes must adhere to all UNC, ACC 
and NCAA policies and guidelines pertaining to hosting. 
¯ Every student-athlete must respect the dignity of all other persons. A student-athlete must not participate in any 
form of hazing or Initiation. Any activity d this nature is strictly prohibited. The Department d Athletics will promptly 
and thoroughly investigate any allegations of hazing or initiation. If it is found the Department of Athletics Policy 
Against Hazing and Initiation was violated, the involved student-athlete(s) will be suspended from the team for a 
specified time. In addition, the Dean of Students will be notified if the Department determines that hazing or initiation 
has occurred. 
o In accordance with NCAA rules and regulations, a student-athlete may not participate.in gambling activities 
including: 

o Providing information to individuals involved in organized gambling activities 
o Soliciting or accepting a bet on any intercollegiate team for any item that has tangible value (e.g., cash, 
shirt, dinner, etc.) 
o Participating in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional athletics, 
including but not limited to sport "pools", internet gambling, fantasy leagues, and gambling via "800"/toll free 
numbers. 

Failure to agree and adh.ere to all provisions in this Code of Conduct may result in one or more of the disciplinary 
actions: 
° Loss of grant-in-aid; and/or 

, Reprimand; 
¯ Probation; 



¯ Suspension; or 
o Cancellation of eligibility and dismissal from the athletic program. 
The Department of Athletics intends to have its student-athletes achieve a level of behavior that reflects positively on 
the Department and the University. This goal requires a commitment from each student-athlete. The Code of 
Conduct is in addition to any specific team policies or regulations established by the head coach of each sport and in 
addition to the provisions of the Instrument d Student Governance and other University policies applicable to 
students. 

GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP 
Developing good sportsmanship requires an effort on your part. Enter each competition expecting fairness. The 
proper attitude is all important. Enter a competition with the idea of giving your best performance: compete hard but 
play fair. Treat your fellow players equaIly and with respect. Unsportsmanlike conduct in others never justifies. 
retaliation with unsportsmanlike conduct on your part. Don’t make excuses or discuss a teammate’s shortcomings. 
Almost every situation has a positive and a negative side. Emphasize the positive. Help to build your team by 
encouraging teamwork, Support your coach and concentrate on playing well. Good sportsmanship comes easily if 
you are proud of your performance. 

ACC SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY 
I. DUTIES OF MEMBER INSTITUTIONS - Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to 
emphasize the importance d good sportsmanship at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control 
procedures must be initiated, this responsibility rests with each hosts institution. The athletics directors or their 
designated representatives shall be available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. 
Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, 

during and at the conclusion of the competition. 
No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference championship. 

II. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER - Whenever the commissioner concludes (after a reasonable investigation) 
that there has been a violation of the unsportsmanlike conduct regulation, the commissioner shall impose such 
penalty deemed appropriate by first giving notice to the individual and the institution. The commissioner will provide 
the institution the time and opportunity that the commissioner considers reasonable to take action and may adopt that 
action as Conference action if deemed appropriate. 
In the event that the individual or institution feels that the commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in 
nature, an appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference President, 
The appeal must be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed by the commissioner. 
- Carryir~g Penalty over to Next Season - Whenever a penalty or suspension is imposed, such penalty to the 
individual may be carried over into the next season of competition at the discretion of the commissioner, 
¯ Definition of Suspension - As used in this regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, means that the player 
cannot participate in the designated number of contests but may practice; in the case of a coach, "suspension" 
means that the coach cannot be present in the playing area for the designated number of contests but may conduct 
practice sessions. 
Ill. DUTIES OF COACHES, STUDENT-ATHLETES, BAND MEMBERS, CHEERLEADERS AND MASCOTS 
Public Criticism of Officials ¯ 
Public criticism of officials or public comments evaluating the officiating of particular contest is not in the best interest 
of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics personnel, players, band members, cheerleaders and mascots are prohibited, 
therefore, from commenting while acting in official capacity on officiating other than directly to the Conference Office. 
Head.coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and other athletic staff members associated with their 
teams. 
Any coach that violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be suspended from a 
future schedule contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the contest up to an hour before the 
contest begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This applies to all sports and includes all conference 
as well as non-conference contests. 

Coach and Player Decorum 



While the Conference believes that one of the problems confronting intercollegiate athletics is the lack of adherence 
and enforcement of rules of decorum, it is cognizant that the majority of coaches, players, band members, 
cheerleaders, mascots, officials, and administrators make a real effort to ensure contests will be conducted and 
played in a sportsmanlike manner. Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible 
behavior on the part of their teams and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, squad members, team 
attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner. 
Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to the following and may subject 
violators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the commissioners deems appropriate (note: 
persons, for the purposes of this section means coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, 
cheerleaders, or mascots): 
o Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 
¯ Any person who intentionally incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
¯ Any person who uses profanity, vulgarity, taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 
o Any person who publicly criticizes any game official, conference personnel, a member institution, or institutional 
personnel; 
¯ Any person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogatory of another 
institution or its personnel to a prospective student-athletes, parents, high school coach, or other person interested in 
the prospective student-athlete; 
¯ Any person who enters the competing area for an unsportsmanlike purpose; 
¯ Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specially prescribed. 

Duties of Contest Officials 
The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the 
Atlantic Coast Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they will be 
supported by the member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce rules may 
subject officials to reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

ACC SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD 
Institutional Student-Athlete Advisory Committees (SAAC’s) will work with the campus SAAC advisor to select one 
male and one female student-athlete with the option of selecting a team in addition to the two nominees. Institutional 
SAAC’s will work with the campus SAAC advisor to forward nominations for the ACC SAAC Sportsmanship Award to 
the Conference Office liaison by March 31 of each year. The NCAA Sportsmanship Award qualification criteria will be 
used for all institutional nominees for the ACC SAAC Award. 

The nominees must be student-athletes who were eligible during the current academic year. Only one nominee per 
gender per institution wil! be allowed. A team may be nominated in addition to the male and female nominees if the 
institution prefers. 

The ACC SAAC Sportsmanship Award winners will be selected by a majority vote of the ACC SAAC members 
present at the spring SAAC meeting. The ACC Sportsmanship Award overall winners will receive an engraved 
award. The award will be presented annually at the ACC Fall Meetings to a representative from the winner’s 
institution. The ACC SAAC Sportsmanship Award winners shall be publicized through Conference media outlets. The 
SAAC recommends publicizing the 2 ACC winners during the football championship and the basketball tournaments. 
An award/recognition trophy listing the annual winners shall be maintained at the ACC office. The 2 winners will be 
forwarded on by the ACC Sportsmanship Committee for consideration of the NCAA Sportsmanship Award. 

HONOR CODE 
B~cause UNC encourages its students to act with honor and integrity, it utilizes an Honor Code System. The Honor 
Code System is an integral part of the student government of the University. The following has been accepted by the 
University as its Honor Code: 
It shall be the responsibility of every student at the University of North.Carolina at Chapel Hill to obey and support the 
enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when these actions involve academic 
processes or University, student, or academic personnel acting in an official capacity. 



Honesty is a fundamental concept that must be d primary importance to anyone who has the privilege of joining the 
University community. It is therefore understandable that cheating and plagiarism are regarded as serious academic 
offenses. Normally, it is considered cheating if you have unauthorized help on examinations or course work. 
Plagiarism is submitting a paper or project written by someone else or paraphrasing someone eise’s ideas and 
claiming the material as your own. 

Scholastic integrity is strongly supported not on!y by the University, but also by the student body through the 
University’s Honor System. If you have questions regarding the Honor System, check with your professor or an 
academic counselor before turning in your paper in question. Students have been accused d plagiarism simply 
because they didn’t understand that when paraphrasing someone else’s work, they must still acknowledge the 
source. 

Because this has been an area d confusion for some students, general tips on how to avoid plagiarism have been 
included in the Academics Section of this handbook. 

DRESS CODE 
As personal appearance is a direct rdlection on you, take an interest in how you appear, especially when traveling 
with your team. The dress code for each team varies from coach to coach. Your head coach will let you know if 
he/she requires a specific dress code. in general, however, you should always exercise good judgment concerning 
the appropriateness of your attire, taking into consideration the location or function you are attending. You are a 
higNy visible representative d the University and, as such, you are responsible for using good judgment in your 
overall appearance. 

GENERAL STUDENT CONDUCT 
Once registered at the University of North Carolina, you are expected to conform to all federal, state, and local laws, 
as well as University regulations. As a student-athlete, you are in no way exempt from penalty if you violate these 
laws. Moreover, students penalized for violating public laws are not exempt from further prosecution by University 
authorities. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE TRANSPORTATION POLICY 
1. Only university employees will be allowed to drive institutional vehicles. No student-athletes are allowed to drive 
vehicles at any time. University employees must have a CDL driver’s license to drive the mini-bus. 
2. The use of alcohol before or during team travel in a UNC vehicle is strictly prohibited. 
3. Use of seat belts by all passengers is required in a state vehicle. 
4. All head coaches, assistant coaches, and staff authorized and planning to drive any UNCAA vehicle for the year 
must attend a mandatory van safety training and orientation session. This training is required by the University in 
response to a safety advisory issued by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration regarding 15-passenger 
vans, 

5. Due to the NHTSA Advisory, it is recommended that no more than 12 passengers ride in a UNCAA 15-passenger 
van at any given time, because of the risk of rollover with fully-loaded vans. 
6. UNCAA vehicles may be used for airport transportation d only team parties (coaches, players, support staff) d 25 
members or less. Travel groups greater than 25 members must utilize other transportation (e.g., charter bus). 

USE OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES 
Policy on Student.Athlete Social Networking and Media Use 
The UNC Department of Athletics recognizes and supports its student-athletes" rights to freedom of speech, 
expression, and association, including the use of online social networks. In this context, however, each student- 
athlete must remember that playing and competing for The University of North Camfina is a privilege, not a right. As 
a student-athlete, you represent the University andyou are expected to portrayyoursdf, your team, and the 
University in a positive manner at all times. Any online postings must therefbre be consistent with federal and State 
laws, and team, Department, University, and NCAA rules, regulations and policies (including the Guidelines listed 
below). 

Guidelines 



lf you participate on a social networking site or use social media, you must keep the following guidance in mind: 

Everything you post is public information - any text or photo placed online is completely out of your control 
the moment it is placed online - even if you limit access to your site. Information (including pictures, videos, 
comments, and posts) may be accessible even after you remove it. 
Use caution when adding someone or inviting someone to be a friend. Many individuals am looking to take 
advantage of students-athletes, to get close to student-athletes to give themselves a sense of membership, 
or to gain information about you, your teammates, or your team for the purposes of sports gambling or 
negative publicity. 
Limit information about your whereabouts or plans to minimize the potential of being stalked, assaulted, or 
the victim of other criminal activity. 
What you post may affect your future. Many employers and graduate school admissions officers review 
social networking sites as part of their overafl evaluation of an applicant. Carefully consider how you want 
people to perceive you before you give them a chance to misinterpre~ your information (including pictures, 
videos, comments, and posts). Similarly, content may be separately monitored by the NCAA, and violations 
of NCAA bylaws may result in the forfeiture of your eligibility to compete. 
Similar to comments made in person, the Department of Athfetics wilt not tolerate disrespectful comments 
and behavior online, such as: 

o Derogatory or defamatory language; 
o Comments that create a serious danger to the safety of another person or that constitute a credible 

threat of serious physical or emotional injuO, to another person; 
o Comments or photos that describe or depict unlawful assault, abuse, hazing, harassment, or 

discrimination; selling, possessing, or using controlled substances; or any other illegal or prohibited 
conduct, including violating the University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination, 

Monitoring and Consequences 

Each team must identify at.least one coach or administrator who is responsible for having access to, regularly 
monitoring the content of, and/or receiving reports about team members’social networking sites and postings ("Team 
Monitor"). The Department of Athletics also reserves the right to have other staff members access, monitor, and/or 
receive reports about student-athletes" social networking sites and postings, or to contract with an outside vendor or 
vendors to do so. An outside vendor may assume the Team Monitor responsibilities to access and monitor content, 
In performing these functions, the Department of Athfetics will not require student-athletes to provide their passwords 
to the Team Monitor or outside vendor(s) or to allow the Team Monitor or outside vendor(s) to otherwise access their 
accounts as an account owner, 

In addition to reviewing postings according to the Guidelines identified above, Team Monitors and/or outside 
vendor(s) will also evaluate postings for fl~formation that could indicate a potential violation of NCAA regulations 
related toamateurism, including specifically evaluating postings that identify possible improper extra benefits and/or 
agent.related activities. Any concerns about a student-athlete’s posting or other online actMty related to potential 
NCAA violations should be reported immediately to the Compliance Office at compfiance@>uncaa,unc.edu or 919- 
962-6000. 

Any violation of law or of NCAA, University, or Department of Athletics’ rules, regulations, or policies (e.g., the 
University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination, Instrument of Student Governance [Honor Code], 
Student-Athlete Code of Conduct, or Hazing and 
Initiation Policy), or evidence of such violation in your online content, is subject to investigation and possible 
immediate sanction by the Department of Athtetid:s, the University, the NCAA, and/or law enforcement agencies. 
Internal sanctions may include, but not be limited to, notice to remove the posting or photo, dismissal from the team, 
and/or reduction, cancellation, or non- renewal of athfetics grant-in-aid. 

(Adopted: August 2010 



Revised: September201 I; April 2012) 

DATE RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Sexual Assault is defined as any sexual activity by force against a person’s will, or when a person is unable to freely 
give consent. Rape is one form d sexual assault, Sexuai assault is an illegal act, punishable through the criminal 
justice system. It is also a violation of the Honor Code, The minimum sanction for sexual assault is suspension for 
two semesters. 

UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL POLICY 
The University has a detailed policy concerning the use of alcohol by students. The following is a summary of the 
University Alcohol Policy. Students are responsible for knowing the full content d the policy. A full copy d the policy 
may be obtained from the Student Affairs Office (966-4042). 

Students under the age of 21 may not buy, possess, or consume aicoholic beverages. Students 21 and older may 
possess and consume alcohol in their residence hall rooms but may not sell or give alcohol to anyone under 2I, 
Common source containers of alcohol (e,g, kegs) are not permitted on campus. Possession or consumption of 
alcohol is not permitted at any campus athletic event or performance or at any outdoor campus location, No student 
activities fees or other funds of a recognized student group may be used to buy alcohol. 

If you are found to be in violation of the University Alcohol Policy you may: 
Be referred for counseling, assessment, and!or alcohol education 
Have your Housing contract terminated 
Be placed on Housing contract probation 
Receive a written reprimand 
Be required to make. restitution 
Be referred to the Student Judicial System 

As a member of the Community, you may: 
¯ Lose your driver’s license 
¯ Be convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor 
. Obtain a criminal record, accrue fines, and possibly jai! time 
The University is also interested in providing information to promote early detection and intervention for problematic 
substance abuse, as well as factual information on law, policy and disciplinary sanctions associated with the use of 
illicit drugs and alcohol. If you are concerned or have questions regarding alcohol or drug use, please call UNC 
Student Health Service Health Education at 966-6586. 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS ALCOHOL POLICY 
In addition to the University Alcohol Policy, the Department of Athletics has established restrictions regarding the 
purchase and consumption of alcoholic beverages. 
¯ Alcohol may not be purchased or Consumed during team travel. 
, Alcohol may not be served or consumed during team functions. 
¯ Alcohol may not be purchased by administrators or coaches for consumption by student-athletes. 

ALCOHOL ABUSE 
As an athletics participant, you may receive special attention from other students. Along with this "high visibility" 
come some responsibilities. As a "role model," you are expected to present a wholesome public image, 

Alcohol use may seem relatively harmless; however, excessive consumption of intoxicating beverages is strongly 
discouraged as it may have an adverse effect on your inteIlectual and athletic abilities. While you may feel a few 
drinks can’t hurt anything, it has often been found that after drinking, you are much more likely to place yourself in a 
situation that, with clear thinking, could have been avoided. Also, fair or not, the student-athlete is often the most 
visible in a group should trouble occur. 

GAMBLING 
The mission of the Department of Athletics Is to sponsor a broad-based athletics program that provides educational 
and athletics opportunities that allows young men and women to grow and develop. In keeping with the Department’s 
mission and the University’s commitment to educational achievement, competitive athletics programs, and integrity in 
all areas, the Department of Athletics strongly condemns the Influence of gambling on intercoflegiate athletics. 

Unfortunately, student gambling is a significant issue on college campuses. Furthermore, student-athlete involvement 
in gambling has resulted in many tragic situations, not only for student-athletes, but also for the colleges and 
universities they represent. As participants in intercollegiate athletics, student-athletes often compete in contests that 
generate interest from those persons directly involved in gambling, and possibly organized crime. If given the 
opportunity, these individuals will not hesitate to exploit the position that student-athletes hold on college campuses. 
As such, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill firmly opposes all forms of gambling and bribery related to 
intercollegiate athletics. 

The Department of Athletics provides gambling information to student-athletes and departmental staff members as 
part of its ongoing effort to educate all associated with collegiate athletics about the influences of gambling. Further, 
the Department requires all student-athletes and departmental staff members to adhere to ACC and NCAA Bylaws, 
and a!l State and federal laws prohibiting gambling. In the interest of fair competition and growth and development of 
student-athletes, the Department strongly urges its friends and supporters to refrain from gambling! betting on 
contests involving collegi.ate competition and to abide by state and federal laws regarding this matter. 

This statement reflects the Department’s commitment to keeping intercollegiate competition free from the influences 
of gambling and its related activities. For more specific information, please refer to the NCAA Regulations Section of 
this handbook. 

HARASSMENT 
TheDepartment of Athletics at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to providing a 
harassment-free environment for all student-athletes, coaches, and staff, and has developed the following policy in 
response to such cases: 
I. All Department of Athletics staff members must adhere to the following policy: 
Any report, comment, or correspondence made to a staff member regarding safety or harassment issues (including 
sexual/racial harassment, hazing, or other forms of harassment) should be reported as soon as possible to Bubba 
Cunningham, Director of Athletics, Larry Gallo, Executive Associate Athletics Director, or Beth Mifier, Senior 
Associate Athletics Director. 



II, When a sexual harassment complaint is reported to one of the above individuals, the following response plan will 
be followed: 
A. If reported to either of the Senior Associate Athletics Directors, the Director of Athletics will be informed 
immediately. 
B. If app.ropriate according to the Policy on Prohibited Harrassment, including Sexual Misconduct, and Discrimination 
of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Director of Athletics or his designee will begin Administrative 
Review Procedures as stated in the Policy. 
C. During the Administrative Review process, a previously appointed committee of athletics administrators and 
faculty may serve in an advisory capacity to the Director of Athletics, if deemed appropriate by the Director of 
Athletics, and may be consulted by the Director or the person conducting the Administrative Review or asked to 
participate in or conduct the investigation. 
D. If the investigation results in a finding of sexual harassment, the abovementioned advisory committee may be 
consulted regarding disciplinary action. 
E, After consultation with the UNC Sexual Harassment Officer, or other appropriate University official, any 
appropriate disciplinary action will be taken and the remainder of the Administrative Review procedures followed. 
III. When a complaint of safety or harassment issues is reported to one of the above individuals, the followin9 
response plan will be followed: 
A. If reported to either of the Senior Associate Athletics Directors, the Director of Athletics will be informed 
immediately. 
8, The Director will initiate such review processes as are appropriate under the circumstances, consistent with 
applicable University policy, and may use the committee referred to in Section II.C., above, in ways described 
therein. 
C. The Director will take such action as he deems appropriate, if any, following his review. 

Any student-athlete who may have concerns regarding safety or harassment issues should call and report 
them to Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics (962-6000), Larry Gallo, Executive Senior Associate 
Director of Athletics (962-6000), Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of Athletics (962-0463) or 
Counseling and Wellness Center (CWS) (962-3658), or the Dean of Students Office (966-404I). 

HAZING 
The Department of Athletics at The University d North Carolina at Chapel Hill has established a Code of Conduct 
that applies to each student-athlete participating on an intercollegiate athletics team. This code requires respect for 
human dignity. The Department of Athletics believes that hazing demeans those who participate and is fundamentally 
incompatible with the standard of integrity expected by the University and its athletics program. In accordance with 
State of North Carolina law and University policy, hazing or initiations are strictly prohibited, whether or not the 
person has consented to participation in the activity. Thus, no student-athlete can be required, expected, or allowed 
to participate in any hazing activity for any reason. 
Examples of such activities include, but are not limited to, a student-athlete being: 
1. Yelled at, cursed or sworn at, humiliated, ridiculed, or physically or psychologically abL~sed; 
Z Forced or expected to participate in tattooing, piercing, head shaving, or branding; 
3. Forced or expected to wear embarrassing clothing; ¯ 
4. Forced or expected to drink alcohol; 
5. Instructed to participate in calisthenics not related to required conditioning for the sport in which the student-athlete 
participates; 
6. Required to act as personal servant to players; 
7. Transported and abandoned; 
8. Forced or expected to consume inappropriate concoctions; 
9. Expected to associate only with specified people; 
10. Required to conduct hunts orquests; 
11. Forced .b engage in public stunts or buffoonery; 
12. Required to engage in or simulate sexual acts; 
13. Threatened or physically restrained or abused (such as being held down, tied or taped up, or confined in a small 
place); 
14. Required to appear nude or semi-nude in either public or private places; and/or 



15. Expected to damage, destroy, or steal property. 
The Department of Athletics is firmly committed to vigilant enforcement of this policy, and will promptly and 
!horoughly investigate any allegation of hazing or initiation. Should a violation be found, the student-athlete(s) 
involved will be expelled or suspended from the team for a specified time. The Department of Athletics expects 
captains, team leaders, and upperclass student-athletes to help insure that such activity not occur. Team sanctions 
will be imposed if it is determined that hazing was conducted by team members. In addition, the Dean of Students will 
be notified if the Department of Athletics determines that hazing or initiation has occurred. 
Suspected incidents of hazing or initiation, as well as any related concerns, should be reported as soon as possible 
to either Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics; Larry Gallo, Executive Senior Associate Athletics Director; or Beth 
Miller, Senior Associate Athletics Director. The Department d Athletics’ phone number is (919) 962-6000. 

POLICY AND PROCESS FOR RESPONDING TO THE ARREST OF A STUDENT-ATHLETE 
I. Duty to Notify DepaFtment of Athletics of Anest. A student-athlete who is arrested and charged with any 
criminal offense must notify the Department of Athletics as quickly as possible, but in any event within 48 hours after 
his or her release from custody. 
II, Athletic Participation While Charges Are Pending. When a student-athlete is charged with a felony other than 
a Class I! felony or a crime under the laws of another jurisdiction, which, if committed in North Carolina, would be 
classified as a felony other than a Class I felony, then absent extraordinary circumstances, as determined by the 
Director of Athletics in consultation with the Chancellor, the student-athlete will be suspended from participation in 
practice and competition until the charges are dropped, dismissed, or otherwise resolved. When a student-athlete is 
charged with a Class I felony or a misdemeanor or a crime under the laws of another jurisdiction, which, if committed 
in North Carolina, would be classified as a Class I felony or a misdemeanor, then .the student-athlete may, at the 
discretion of the Director of Athletics, be allowed to continue to practice and/or to participate in athletic competition. 
Each case will be decided on an individual basis, taking into account the known facts and circumstances, the 
seriousness of the alleged offense, any mitigating circumstances, and the extent to which the student-athlete 
cooperates fully with the Department of Athletics’ investigation into the charges. The Director of Athletics shall have 
discretion to recommend the elimination of the grant-in-aid for any student-athlete charged with a criminal offense, in 
accordance with the standard University procedure described below. 
IlL Convictior~ or Plea of Guilty or Nolo Contendere to a Felony Other than a Class I Felony1. A student-athlete 
shall be permanently dismissed from the team in question if the student-athlete: 
a. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or nol0 contendere to a felony in North Carolina other than a Class I felony; 
b. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to a crime under the laws of another jurisdiction, which, if 
committed in North Carolina, would be classified in North Carolina as a felony other than a Class i felony; or ¯ 
c. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to any reportable conviction under the Sex Offender and 
Public Protection Registration Programs (Article 27A of Chapter 14, North Carolina General Statutes) or a crime 
under the laws of another jurisdiction, which, if committed in North Carolina, would be such a reportable conviction 
A student-athlete permanently dismissed from his or her team pursuant to this section may, at the discretion of the. 
Director of Athletics, be allowed to retain his or her grant-in-aid for the balance 
of the academic year in which the conviction or plea occurs. But, the Director of Athletics shall also have discretion 
to recommend the immediate elimination of a grant-in-aid, in accordance with the standard University procedure 
described below. 
IV. Conviction or Plea of Guilty or Nolo Contendere to a Class I Felony1 or a Misdemeanor. A student-athlete 
_m_a_y, at the discretion of the Director of Athletics, be permanently dismissed from the team in question if the student- 
athlete: a. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or.nolo contendere to any Class I felony in North Carolina, or 
b. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to any misdemeanor in North Carolina, or 
c. is convicted or enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere to a crime under the laws of another jurisdiction, which, if 
committed in North Carolina, would be classified in North Carolina as a Class I felony or misdemeanor. 



The decision regarding dismissal shall be made by the Director of Athletics on a case-by-case basis, following his or 
her review of the known facts and circumstances, the seriousness of the offense, any mitigating circumstances, and 
whether the student athlete cooperated fully with the Department of Athletics’ investigation into the charges. A 
student-athlete permanently dismissed from his or her team pursuant to this section may, at the discretion d the 
Director of Athletics, be allowed to retain her or her grant-in-aid for the balance of the academic year in which the 
conviction or plea occurs. But, the Director d Athletics shall also have discretion to recommend the immediate 
elimination of a grant-in-aid, in accordance with the standard University procedure described below. Should the 
Director of Athletics decide not to dismiss the student-athlete from his or her team but, instead, to allow the student- 
athlete to continue to practice andlor to participate in athletic competition, the student-athlete shall be allowed to 
retain his or her grant-in-aid. 

V. Policy Regarding Financial Aid. A decision by the Director ofAthletics, in consultation with the appropriate 
Head Coach, to recommend termination of an existing grant-in-aid or non-renewal of a future grant-in-aid pursuant to 
this Policy will be referred to the Associate Provost and Director of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, who is 
the institutional officer with the authority to accept or reject the recommendation regarding the athletics grant-in-aid. 
The student-athlete may pursue an appeal of a negative decision of the Associate Provost and Director of the Office 
of Scholarships and Student Aid on the grant-in-aid to the Chancellor’s Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and 
Student Aid by notifying the Chancellor’s Committee chair within ten (I0) business days from the receipt d the 
Associate Provost’s decision. The Chancellor’s Committee shall hear the appeal as promptly as possible. Failure d 
the student-athlete to request an appeal within ten (10) business days following his or her receipt d the Associate 
Provost’s decision will be considered a waiver of the appeal. 

IA Class I felony under the laws of North Carolina is a felony for which the maximum sentence is 15 months~ The 
following are examples of Class I felonies: breaking or entering into a motor vehicle, issuing a bad check for an 
amount in excess of $2000, possession of a gun or rifle on educational property. 

Misdemeanors carry a lesser penalty than a Class I felonies. The following are examples of misdemeanors: 
possession of a fraudulent form of identification, hazing, theft of cable television service, disorderly conduct, public 
intoxication, making a false report to a law enforcement officer. 

Felonies other than a Class I felony carry a higher penalty than a Class I felony. The fol!owing are examples of a 
felony other than a Class I felony: assault inflicting serious bodily injury, voluntary manslaughter, possession of 
stolen goods. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES 

The Department of Athletics provides support services to our student-athletes designed to reach each student- 
athlete, based on his or her individual needs focusing on the individual as a whole. These services include the 
Academic Support Program, Student-Athlete Development, and the Carolina Leadership Academy. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Student-Athletes Services at the University d North Carolina at Chapel Hill is to provide services and 
develop relationships which foster a climate that supports University of North Carolina student-athletes advancing 
toward graduation, building character, and developing leadership. 

ACADEMICS 
The Department d Athletics maintains an Academic Support Program to offer student-athletes the greatest 
opportunity to excel in academics while at the same time competing in intercollegiate sports. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University d North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
is to provide programs and services in partnership with the University community to assist and encourage student- 
athletes in achieving academic success. These programs and services are designed to advance responsibility and 
enhance leadership potential, while inspiring educational excellence and an appreciation of the academic experience. 

ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 
Each intemollegiate athletic team is permitted to use the support programs conducted in the Academic Center 
through the guidance of their assigned Academic Counse!or. Academic Counselors are available to help student- 
athletes reach their academic potential and career aspirations. They can assist student-athletes in developing time 
management skills, successful study skills, an individualized study plan, and other strategies to enhance personal 
growth. 
Academic Counselors monitor the degree progress of each student-athlete, as well as monitor their eligibility status 
according-to NCAA and UNC eligibility regulations. In addition, Academic Counselors in the Academics Center work 
jointly with the campus advising staff to coordinate the advising and registration processes. Academic Counselors 
also refer student-athletes to appropriate on-campus resources. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Students who represent the University d North Carolina in intemollegiate athletic competition are regular, full-time 
students d the University and, as such, have the same academic responsibilities as students who are not athletes. In 
addition, student-athletes must devote sizable amounts of time and energy to participating in their sports. Although 
the Academic Support Program offers a wide range of excellent academic services to student-athletes, the ultimate 
responsibility for teaming and for following a program that leads to a degree lies, of course, with the students 
themselves. 
Student.athletes at the University of North Carolina are expected to meet the following responsibilities: 
1. To develop and maintain habits of learning commensurate with education at the University level and to pursue a 
program of study leading to a degree. 
2. To know the provisions.of the Code of Student Conduct and to abide by them. 
3. To seek academic advice in the Office of Academic Advising and department of their major, or in the appropriate 
professional school, at the regularly prescribed times, and to pre-register every semester during the official pre- 
registration period. Advising offered by the Academic Support Program. complements the regular University advising 
system. Student.athletes are not free to bypass ordinary advising procedures. 



4. To attend all class meetings, labs, required discussion sessions, and required conferences with teachers for 
courses. The only acceptable reasons for missing course obligations or appointments with teachers are serious 
illness, family emergency, or official travel to University-sponsored activities. The Academic Support Program 
provides each student-athlete with a travel letter to present to each of their professors along with their 
competition/travel schedule. By University policy, students are not to be penalized for absences from class and other 
academic obligations during those specified times when they are involved in University-sponsored activities, On the 
other hand, coaches have been advised that in the event of a conflict between practice and a scheduled class or 
laboratory, make-up session, field trip, or studer~t-teacher conference, students shall be permitted to miss practice 
without penalty. It is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
a) Students should be familiar with the University policy regarding class attendance as printed in the latest edition of 
The Undergraduate Bulletin, which states, in part, "Absences from class for valid reasons are excused only by the 
instructors. A student should present his or her explanation for any absences to the instructor at the next meeting of 
class." 
b) Students should find out the instructor’s attendance and makeup policies for all courses in which they are enrolled. 
c) Students are responsible for all material covered in class when they are absent, as well as for all assignments due 
or assigned on a day when class is missed. Students must take the initiative to talk to their professors about making 
up work missed because of an absence as a resuIt of athletics traveI and competition (e.g., UNC, National -ream, 
etc.). 
d) For travel and competition that occurs during the final exam period, students are responsible for notifying their 
professors of the conflict and obtaining an exam excuse approved by an Academic Dean. Students should 
communicate all final exam conflicts to their Academic Counselor. 
5. To fulfill all requirements of all courses being taken, including turning in all papers and assignments on time and 
taking all quizzes, tests, and final examinations on the scheduled dates. 
6. To seek out the advice or help of the instructor about difficulties in a course, preferably during the instructor’s 
regular office hours. If that time is not possible, arrange an appointment with the instructor at another time. 
7, To keep their assigned Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program and their coach informed d 
academic progress dudng the semester. 
a) Students should notify their Academic Counselors of athletic commitments which might interfere with fulfilling their 
academic responsibilities every semester. 
b) Students should speak with their Academic Counselors right away if they are having difficulty in a course. 
c) Students for whom structured study or individual tutoring is deemed appropriate by their Academic Counselors 
must abide by the procedures of the Academic Support Program in availing themselves of those services. 
d) Students should keep in mind that tutoring is never a substitute for class attendance. 
8. To cooperate with and abide by their team’s academic policies. For example, some teams require team members 
with averages below a certain grade point to turn in weekly academic logs. 
9. To know and abide by the policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program. 

PLAGIARISM AND THE HONOR CODE SYSTEM 
All student-athletes should remember that they are to follow the University Honor Code at all times. The definition of 
the Honor Code is referenced in the Code of Conduct section of this Handbook. 
Occasionally, scholastic dishonesty occurs as the result of a lack of information or misinformation. Everyone knows 
cheating on an exam is dishonest; however, students have, on occasion, turned in papers which they thought were 
acceptable only to find they were accused of plagiarism, 
One area of essay or term paper writing that often causes students confusion is citing sources. If you use another 
person’s ideas or expressions in your writing without acknowledging the source, you are guilty of 
plagiarism. Although most students understand that you are plagiarizing if you use someone else’s work more or 
less verbatim, they do not realize that not giving proper credit for ideas, research conclusions, etc., is also considered 
plagiarism, 
A good rule of thumb is to quote the unique or witty and paraphrase the rest; but, remember, if you are paraphrasing 
someone else’s work, you must acknowledge your source either by direct quotations or by footnotes/endnotes. 
It is often difficult to separate your thoughts from someone else’s after reading an article. In general, do not write your 
thoughts while you are reading someone else’s research material. 



Many students have the most difficulty when they are asked to prepare a commentary or critique on a particular 
book, If you consult a critical essay or book review to stimulate your thinking, Jt is very likely .that you will need to 
acknowledge/cite this material within your paper. 
A simple principle helpful when trying to determine if you should acknowledge a source: If you knew it or it was your 
opinion before you did any reading on the subiect, it need not be acknowledged/cited. 
Remember, whenever specific facts, opinions, judgments, or explanations are obtained from your readings, they 
must be acknowledged/cite& even if you present the facts entirely in your own words. 

PHILOSOPHY OF COACHES REGARDING THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Student-athletes look to theiF coaches f0F guidance in theiF lives. As such, the coach is usually in the best position to 
stress the importance of academic achievement in preparation for successful careers beyond the undergraduate 
level. Coaches’ best serve the interests of the student-athletes when they emphasize the importance of academic 
ach[evement. Coaches promote academic achievement by: 
t. Understanding the academic expectations that the faculty hold for student-athletes. 
2. Creating an atmosphere in which team members strive for stated academic goals. 
3. Making class, laboratory, and required study session attendance mandatory and enforcing this policy. 
4. Scheduling practice sessions that minimize conflict with courses and excusing students from practice when these 
conflicts occur. Again, it is an NCAA violation to miss class for practice. 
5. Regulating the amount of practice, competition, and travel time such that each week the students are able to 
devote a minimum of 2 hours, for each credit hour taken, to academic pursuits; this time is exclusive of time. spent in 
the classroom, 
6. Advising students to take advantage of the off season to enhance significantly their academic standing within the 
University. While conditioning and athletic skill enhancement may occur during this time, the student should have 
every opportunity to {earl a "normal" student life. 
7. Arranging travel time to minimize missed ctasses, labs, and required study sessions. 
8. Structuring study times during extended travef periods. 
9. Requiring that each team member contact the Academic Support Program staff to discuss academic progress at 
the time interval determined by the staff. Decisions made by the Academic Support Program staff regarding the 
amount of time each team member should be spending in structured study should be strictly adhered to. Students 
who are not making satisfactory academic progress, in the view of the staff and/or the coach, should be instructed to 
substitute supervised structured study time for time normally devoted to athletic activities, 
10. Providing special recognition for students who meet or exceed the stated academic goals and for those students 
who demonstrate improvement over last semester’s academic performance, 

DROPIADD APPROVAL FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Each semester (fall, spring, and summer) after the last day to drop a course using the web registration system, 
student-athletes must obtain written approval from their athletics academic counselor, in addition to their Arts & 
Sciences academic advisor, Jn order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE that student-athletes must continue b 
attend class in the course(s) that they wish to drop until the written approvals from both their advisor and counselor 
have been granted. Students can collect the appropriate approvals through an official ADD/DROP form distributed by 
the Arts & Sciences Academic Advising Office. 
In some cases, the professor may drop you from a course if you do not attend the first and/or second day of class. 
Though you will be removed from the class roll, you still MUST follow the appropriate steps required for dropping a 
course. Failure to do so may result in an "F" as a final grade. 

ACADEMIC TEXTBOOK PURCHASING POLICY 
, Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship must follow the proper protocol when 
purchasing academic textbooks. 
¯ Student-Athletes must obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academics Support Center, complete this form, 
and obtain signatures from the appropriate CompIiance/Academics Support personnel. 
, Only textbooks and course materials that are stated explicitly on the course syllabus as required may be 
purchased through the book scholarship program. 
¯ Only textbooks and materials that are required by a course for which the student-athlete is officially registered for 
may be purchased through the book scholarship program. 



¯ Student-Athletes designated to receive books as part d their scholarship are allotted a maximum d $800 per 
semester to buy books. Exceptions may be approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate 
Compliance personnel. 
¯ Student-athletes are ultimately responsible for the purchase and safeguarding of their books. If books or materials 
are lost or stolen, it is the student-athlete’s responsibility to report the loss to the police. A police report is necessary 
in order to purchase replacement books and course materials through the book scholarship program, 
¯ Student-athletes have up to one month after the first day of ciasses to purchase required textbooks and/or course 
materials and submit a receipt for reimbursement of textbook and course material purchase. Exceptions may be 
approved on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the appropriate Academics Support personnel. 
¯ If a student-athlete drops a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the bookstore with the originai 
receipt for a month into each semester. After that time period, all textbooks and materials must be returned to the 
appropriate Academic Support personnel. 

CHANGING YOUR MAJOR 
You are required to officially declare a major before your fifth semester, After the beginning of your junior year, you 
may not switch from one major to another without the approvat of your University academic advisor, Your course of 
study dudng your junior and senior years must include the minimum departmental requirements for your major in 
addition to any other courses selected by you and your University Academic Advisor. All courses must be applicable 
towards NCAA degree progress requirements (see NCAA Academic Requirements section), 
Before changing your major, notify your Academic Counselor. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
Every effort should be made to maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree. If, despite your best efforts, it 
becomes necessary for you to attend summer school,please consult with your head coach. Because of budgetary 
restraints, it is not a~ways possible to cover summer school expenses for every student-athlete who wishes to attend 
summer school. However, it is a departmental goal to have all student-athletes graduate, so as much help as 
possible is given. 
If you need more information on the summer school program, online courses, transferring in course credit or 
correspondence courses please contact your Academic Counselor. 
If you wish to attend summer school at a university other than the University of North Carolina, you must first obtain 
written permission from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to ensure that the hours wilt transfer. 
The Department of Athletics does not pay for courses taken at other universities. Summer school at other universities 
cannot improve your GPA, as oniy the credit hours, if approved by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, wilt 
transfer. You must make a "C" or better in order for the hours to transfer from an outside institution. 

ONLINE COURSES 
Carolina Courses Online is becoming increasingly popular, Each course follows the University calendar (with the 
exception of Summer Schooi) for the term in which it is offered and is therefore counted within the total hours of 
enrollment (12.credit hours or more). Students may register for only one online course per semester. There may be 
athletic scholarship/grant-in-aid implications when registering for an online course. Students who wish to take an 
online course must meet with their Academic Counselor for approval before officially enrolling in the course. 
Note: the University will only allow 18 hours of credit completed online to count towards graduation, 
See Policy for Funding Online Courses in Financ#l Aid section for information on payment of online courses, 

UNC-CH ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible to remain in the University, a student who entered UNC in Fall 2006 and after must meet the 
following minimum requirements: 
To begin the third semester in residence: 
2,00 grade point average and 24 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a fifth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 51 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
To begin a seventh semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 78 academic semester hours (cumulative) 



To begin a ninth semester in residence: 
2.00 grade point average and 105 academic semester hours (cumulative) 
Students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 9 semesters if initially enrolled prior to Fall 2007. if 
initially enrolled in Fall 2007 or later, students are expected to complete their degree in no more than 8 semesters, If 
additional time is needed, students must submit an application for a 9t~/10t~ semester to the Dean’s office for approval 
prior to their 8~’/9t~ semester. A plan to seek a 9~/t0~ semester should be discussed with your Academic Counselor 
one year in advance to begin the necessary process with your college or school. Students do not always receive 
University permission for a 9t~/10t" semester in residence, Each Academic Counselor will verify with their coaches in 
July which of their athletes will be in need of a 10th semester. The list of students the counselor receives from the 
coaches will be given to the Director of the Academic Support Program, who will forward it to the Associate Dean of 
the Office of Academics Advising, First-year students entering the UNiversity on or after May 14, 2007 are required to 
meet the requirements listed ,below, These standa~’ds will apply to sophomore transfer students beginning Fall 2008 
and to junior transfer students beginning Fall 2009. 

Eligibility Standards 
Good standing entitles a student to enroll in a fall or spring term. The requirements for ordinary Good Standing are 
as follows: 
A 2,0 cumulative grade-point and the following number of credit hours passed: 
9 hours to enter a second semester 
24 hours to enter a third semester 
36 hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 hours to enter a fifth semester 
63 hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 hours to enter a seventh semester 
93 hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the Dean to enter a ninth semester 

A student who falls short of these standards will be considered is "good standing-on probation" for one semester 
provided he or she passed at least nine credit hours of graded coursework in the preceding semester and was not 
already on probation. Probation is considered good standing, 

Academic Ineligibility 
Students who do not qualify for automatic probation or who do not meet cumulative eligibility standards after a 
probationary term are academically ineligible and may not enroll in a spring or fall term, 

NCAA ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
To be eligible for athletic competition, students must meet the following minimum satisfactory progress requirements: 

Entering EACH semester: 
1, The student must have completed a minimum of 6 semester hours of degree appticable academic credit in the 
previous full-time regular academic term, 
2, The student’s GPA must be certified on a term-by-term basis, which means that the GPA listed below must be 
maintained throughout the year, 

Entering the second year (third semester): 
1, The student must have completed a minimum of 24 hours of academic credit. 
2. At least 18 of these hours must have been earned during the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters), 
The remaining 6 hours could be earned during the summer, 
3, The student must have a 1,8 cumulative GPA (90% of the 2.0 that is required for graduation). 

Entering the third year (fifth semester): 
1. The student must have declared a major. 
2. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 



3. The student must have completed 48 hours toward his/her degree program (40% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
4. The student must have a 1.9 cumulative GPA (95% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fourth year (seventh semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding reguiar two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 72 hours toward hislher degree program (60% of the required I20 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

Entering the fifth year (ninth semester): 
1. The student must have completed a minimum of 18 hours during the institution’s preceding regular two semesters. 
2. The student must have completed 96 hours toward his/her degree program (80% of the required 120 hours for 
graduation). 
3. The student must have a 2.0 cumulative GPA (100% of the required 2.0). 

FOR ALL STUDENTS 
, Hours earned from repeated courses will not count toward eligibility. 
,, PHYA activity hours do not count toward eligibility or graduation; LFIT courses (one is required) do (onfy one 

can count towards graduation). 
~ Taking level one of your high schoot foreign language will never count toward graduation. It will only count 

toward NCAA progress toward degree if it is taken in your freshman year of enrollment. 
If you miss a complete term or are unable to complete a term, you must review your eligibility status with 
your Academic Counselor and the Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Etiqibi]itv in the 
Compliance Office. 

ELIGIBILITY FOR POST-SEASON COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMS 
In order for any student-athlete to be eligible to compete in post-season competition (e.g. conference tournament, 
bowl game, NCAA Championships, etc.) that occurs between regular terms (including summer), he/she must pass 
six degree-applicable hours during the preceding regular academic term of full-time enrollment. For example, if 
football is participating in a bowl game in December or January, all student-athletes must have passed a minimum of 
6 hours toward their degree that Fall semester in order to participate in the bowl game. Additionally, student-athletes 
who are in their final season of competition and are enrolled in an approved underload of Iess than 12 hours must 
pass a minimum of 6 hours the preceding regular academic term. If the student-athlete is enrolled in an approved 
underload of less than six hours, he!she must pass the number of semester hours in which he/she is enrolled during 
the preceding regular academic term. 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT 
All student-athletes must be enrolled as a full-time student in a minimum Of 12 academic hours, not including 
Physical Education activity courses, in order to be eligible to practice and compete. At the start of each semester, 
students will have 5 class days to register themselves in a minimum of 12 hours. During these 5 days, student- 
athletes are permitted to practice but NOT compete. Only .seniors in their last semester may apply and take less than 
12 hours, i.e., an underload. These graduating seniors must seek written approval from their college dean for this 
underload and provide copies of their approval to the Registrar’s Office and the Academic Counselor, The underload 
approval can be found on the Academic Advising webpage (advising.unc,edu) 

UNC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify for an undergraduate degree, a student must successfully complete at least 120 semester hours, although 
some programs’ requirements are higher than this minimum. Also, the student must have a 2.0 cumulative grade 
point average in all work attempted at the University of North Ca~"olina. 



The required 2,0 average must be earned in a total number of hours not to exceed 45 hours beyond the minimum 
graduation requirements (120 hours) for the degree being sought, A minimum of 45 hours of academic credit must be 
taken at UNC-CH, 24 of the last 30 hours must be taken on the UNC-CH campus. In the College of Arts and 
Sciences, generally at least 18 semester hours of work with grades of "C" or higher are required in the student’s 
major, and at least half the student’s major must be completed at this University, 
Students who are going to graduate must: 
1. File an application for a degree during the semester ofexpected date of graduation on both ConnectCarolina as 
well as the academic advising webpage, The filing for Arts & Sciences can be found on the Academic Advising 
webpage. 
2. See their University Academic Advisor to complete an official degree audit form at least one semester before the 
expected date of graduation, Students should vedfy their graduation status with their advisor, 
3. Pay all tuition, fees, and other obligations owed to the University before receiving a diploma. 

GRADING SYSTEM 
A letter grade and plus-minus system for evaluating academic performance is employed for all undergraduates. Each 
letter grade receives a numeric value (quality points) for the purpose of determining a student’s grade point average 
for a semester’s work and for averaging grades for all semesters’ work to find a student’s cumulative grade point 
average. 
The letter grades, and the quality points represented by each, are as follows (all numedc values are per hour): 
A=4.0 A-=3.7 B+=3,3 B=3.0 B-=2.7 0+=2,3 C = 2.0 
C- = t .7 D+ = 1.3 D = 1.0 F = 0.0 FA = 0.0 AB = 0,0 IN = 0,0 

TEMPORARY GRADES: 
Temporary grades of IN or AB carry the force of an F until replaced by a permanent grade. Courses assigned a 
grade (or notation) of PS, NG, NR, or W are not considered in establishing a grade point average. Temporary 
grades usually change to F.the after the 8 week period of the following semester. 

PASSID/FAIL CLASSES: 
A student may register for a maximum of four credit hours per semester under the "PasslD/Fail" grading system. A 
total of 11 Pass/D/Fail credit hours may be applied to graduation requirements. Course content and requirements are 
the same for Pass/D/Fail registrants as for regular students. The minimum performance for a PS grade is equivalent 
to the minimum performance Of the letter "C-". A student can only sign up for a PasslDtFail grade in a class they 
wish to use for an elective. 

To take a course Pass/D/Fail, a student must complete the Pass!D/Fail course registration forml It is obtained from 
their Academic Advisor or Dean’s office. The period for making Pass/DIFail declarations begins on the 5th day of 
classes each semester and concludes at the end of the eighth week of classes. Once a form is submitted, the 
declaration cannot be changed. 

DEAN’S LIST 
To be eligible for the Dean’s List, you must have: 
1, A 3,2 grade-point average with no grade lower than C and be enrolled in 15 or more hours d letter grade credit 
(exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses); or 
2. A 3.5 grade-point average and no grade lower than a C and be enrolled in at least 12 hours but fewer than 15 
hours d letter grade credit (exclusive of physical education (PHYA) activities courses). 
3. Beginning Fall 2010, a 3.5 grade-point average is required to make Dean’s List for al! fulltime students that 
enrolled in the University for the first time during the Fall 2010 semester, 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 
To receive recognition on the ACC Honor Rofl, students must earn a 3.0 GPA or better for the academic year, which 
is a combined average from the fall and spring semesters. 



SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND INTERNSHIPS 
Numerous postgraduate scholarships, academic and leadership awards, along with internship opportunities, are 
available to all UNC student-athletes through a competitive application process coordinated through the Academic 
Center. For informat[on about these opportunities, see your athletics Academic Counselor. A complete description of 
all scholarships, awards, internships, and their deadlines are available upon request. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Go to class! It cannot be emphasized enough that there is a direct correlation between classroom attendance and 
academic success. Be sure to attend your classes each time your classes meet. 

Be aware that certain classes, for example English 100, 101 and 102, have very strict attendance rules. If you 
exceed the specified number of absences allotted, you automatically fail the course, even if your grades are 
excellent. There is no such thing as an "excused absence." Whether you are hospitalized or on a team trip, it is 
still counted as an absence. Your class attendance and academic progress is monitored by your Academic 
Counselor and reported to your coach. You should inform your professor if illness requires you to miss a class. If a 
conflict is caused by away games, your professors are usuaily more than willing to assist you in resolvir~g this conflict 
when advance notice is given. You will be given a letter from the Director of the Academic Support Program to give to 
each of your instructors at the beginning of each semester. Your travel schedule will be attached to this Ietter, The 
letter will state that you wifl make up any missed assignments due to team travel and that you will remind your 
instructor of all approaching travel dates. Be sure each of your instructors receives this letter! 

MISSING FINAL EXAMS DUE TO TRAVEL AND COMPETITION 
The possibility of missing a final exam due to post season competition opportunities may arise. Should this occur, 
student-athletes must immediately notify their professor and their athletics Academic Counselor and obtain an exam 
excuse from a Dean in the Steele E~uilding. Confirmation of the departure and competition dates will be provided to 
the Dean by the Academic Support Staff. 

TUTORING PROGRAM 
The Academic Support Program provides quality tutorial instruction to student-athletes. The program employs 
qualified personnel who tutor major subjects .offered by the University. Students meet regularly with tutors during 
evening and daytime hours:for individual instruction. Assisting students with comprehension of subject matter, test- 
taking strategies, and study techniques, the tutors continue to form a strong foundation for the success of the 
Academic Support Program, Additional tutorial assistance can also be obtained through other on-campus services 
such as the Learning Center, the Writing Center, and the Math Help Center. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a learning enhancement program designed to organize and improve the ways in 
which students prepare for class outside of the classroom. SI is attached to courses to provide students with a 
systematic and disciplined approach for processing the course material assigned by the professor. S1 leaders are 
assigned to each of the "perspective" courses selected. Student-athletes will be identified to join a SI group at the 
beginning of each semester. The meetings will take place during their regular study hall hours. The SI supervisor will 
attend class and lead the SI sessions. 

COMPUTER LAB ¯ 
The Academic Support computer lab is outfitted with 11 PC-compatible computers pfus 2 laser printers that can be 
used for wireless printing. The computers are equipped with standard applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, 
Power Point, and Publisher. All computers also have internet access as well as access to the University email 
system, 

STRUCTURED STUDY 
The Academic Support staff views structured study the same way your coach views practice. Those student-athletes 
assigned structured study hours are expected to attend regularly, come on time, and be prepared to study. During 
structured study periods, you must study in designated areas. 



In general, all freshmen on an athletic scholarship, any student-athlete who has less than a 2.0 GPA, and those 
student-athletes recommended by an Academic Counselor or a head coach are required to attend structured study. 
All student-athletes are welcome to use the academic facilities Sunday through Friday; however, because of the 
limited amount of space in the evening structured study program, those wishing to attend should talk to their 
Academic Counselor. Please contact the Academics Center staff for hours of operation as they may vary throughout 
the semester. 
The following are the only acceptable reasons for missing structured study: 
1. You are hospitalized; 
2. You are attending a reviewsession held by your professor; 
3. You have a scheduled game; or 
4. You are on a team trip. 
A question frequently asked is, "Can the time ] spend in the library be substituted for my structured study hours?"’ The 
answer is 1~0. If you are required to attend structured study, you must spend the full time required in the supervised 
study areas of the Academic Centerl 

STRUCTURED STUDY RULES 
The Academic Center’s study programs are designed to maintain a comfortable and conducive academic 
environment. The following rules apply to all student-athletes using the facility: 
1. Arrive promptly. 
2. Come prepared to Study: have the required books, papers, notebooks, etc. 
3. Do not disturb other student-athletes who are trying to study. 
4. Radios, personal stereos, cell phones, magazines, etc. are not allowed. 
5. Proper attire must be worn in structured study. 
6. Smoking and chewing tobacco.are not allowed in the Academic Center. 
7. Falsifying forms used by the Academic Support Program is an Honor Code violation. 
8. Disrespect of the staff andlor tutors/monitors will result in immediate disciplinary action. 
9. NCAA rules require that staff phones be off-limits, Copiers are available ONLY by approval of a support staff 
member. 
10, Inappropriate language will not be tolerated. 
11. No viewing of inappropriate websites is permitted in the computer lab or on laptops in Study Hall. 

STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS 
For students of all academic achievement levels, there are general rules that will help you perform to your academic 
potential. They are as follows: 
1. Attend class. Tests are most often based on the material covered in class. If you are going to be away from 
campus for a game, alert your instructors ahead of time. Get your assignments in advance, if possible, and determine 
when the work is due. Let your instructor know when you are ill. Your class attendance may be one criteria used by 
your professor when assigning final grades. 
2. Go to class prepared. You should have all reading and written assignments completed on time. If you go to class 
unprepared, it is often difficult to understand the material presented in class. Also, your instructor may tag you as a 
student with a poor attitude, which may influence your grade. 
3,. Know your instructor. Introduce yourself to your instructor; if you have any questions relative to the course 
throughout the semester, meet with your instructor. Your professor is interested in your performance in the classroom 
and will generally be happy to discuss material related to the course with you. 
4. Make a good impression. Get/arrive to class on time. Entering class late causes a disruption. Do not text 
message or play games on the computer, read newspapers, listen to radios, etc. in class. It is recommended that you 
sit near the front of the classroom and not within a large group of student-athletes. 
5. Don’t let little problems become big problems, if you feel yourself failing behind in class, contact your 
Academic Counselor for help. Also, remember your instructors are there to teach. Don’t be afraid to make an 
appointment and ask a question about material you don’t understand. Make sure someone knows you need help 
before you reach the point where you cannot possibly do well in the course. 



6. Use tutoring help wisely. Tutors are available in select subjects. They are there to help you understand your 
assignments, not to do your work for you. If you don’t have the notes or haven’t read the assignments, tutors will not 
be able to work with you. If you require a tutor in a special subject that is not normally provided, inform your 
Academic Counselor as soon as possible. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT 
Mission 
We strive to create a climate where young women and men can develop into self-directed and contributing 
individuals who become leaders in our society. We will provide both broad and intellectual development for career- 
directed student-athletes; to instill a love of lifelong learning; to develop the ability to communicate effectively; to 
promote opportunities to help people directly; and to recognize that higher education is a means by which individuals 
can improve the society of which they are a part. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Life Skill Workshops are provided on a variety of critical topics of concern to support the development d well- 
balanced lifestyle for student-athletes, encouraging emotional well-being, personal growth and decision-making skills. 
These topics may include: disordered eating prevention education, relationships and sexual responsibility, self- 
esteem, fiscaI responsibility, interpersonal communication, dealing with depression and grief, professional conduct 
and etiquette, diversity, priority and stress management, and a variety of personal development issues. Team 
workshops can be arranged by contacting Dr. Cricket Lane, Assistant Athletic Director, Student-Athlete Development 
at 843-2040 or cricket@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Cricket Lane is an ally for student-athletes wishing information, resources andlor a safe place to discuss LGBTQ 
issues, sexual and relationship violence issues, and disordered eating, 

CAROLINA OUTREACH - SERVANT LEADERSHIP 
Carolina Outreach is committed to giving back to our co.mmunity. Servant-Leadership is a practical philosophy which 
supports people who choose to serve first, and then lead as a way of expanding service to individuals and 
institutions. By providing opportunities for student-athletes to serve and to learn about servant-leadership, they not 
only make meaningful contributions to their communities but promote collaboration, trust, foresight, listening, and the 
ethical use of power and empowerment. Student-athletes can be involved in numerous charity and community 
programs, hospitals and schools. Carolina Outreach - Servant Leadership meet once a month to discuss service 
opportunities ranging from reading at schools, visiting hospitals, to building houses for Habitat for Humanity 
(http :Lc!ohee Is .co 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
Student-Athlete Development provides assistance to student-athletes in developing and pursuing career and life 
goals. Workshops and seminars are presented each semester on resume writing, interviewing, along with special 
topic and industry panels. Student-athlete are also encouraged to visit the University Career Services, where they 
can receive information on career and education counseling, resume and cover letter preparation, job placement 
assistance and graduate/professional school placement assistance. Information regarding resume writing, job 
postings, career announcements, internship opportunities and general information is available by contacting Dana 
Gelin at 962-0083 or d,qelin@uncaa.unc.edu, 

STUDENT-ATHLETE ADVISORY COUNCIL - THE LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE 
Mission 
The Student-Athlete Advisory Council iSAAC) serves as a voice for all student-athletes at UNC. SAAC members 
represent their teams in a monthly forum to discuss ideas and issues pertinent to the success of the UNC Athletics 
program. This forum provides the representatives the opportunity to offer input regarding Life Skills programs, the 
student-athlete experience, athletic department policies, conference regulations and NCAA legislations that impact 
student-athletes. SAAC helps to promote communication between administration, coaches and student-athletes. 
SAAC is composed of two appointed representatives from each athletic team and functions to build a better sense of 
community among alf the athletic teams (http:iitarheelblue.cstv.com/qenrel/100103aac~.~ .h~m.I). 



Four student-athletes are nominated to represent UNC on theACC SAAC (http:i/www.theacc.com/saac). The ACC 
will select two student-athletes from each institution. The other two will serve as alternates. There is one student- 
athlete from the ACC SAAC who wii! represent the ACC on the NCAA SAAC. 

CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
Mission 
As the nation’s premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics, the Carolina Leadership Academy 
develops, challenges, and supports student-athletes, coaches, and staff in their continual quest to become world 
class leaders in athletics, academics and life. The Carolina Leadership Academy provides comprehensive and 
cutting edge leadership development programming through interactive workshops, 360 degree feedback, one on one 
coaching, peer mentoring and educational resources (http:l/tarheetblue.cstv.com/otlcarolina-leadership- 
academv.html). 

CREED Prograro 
Leadership training begins in the first year. All leadership begins with personal leadership, therefore first year 
student-athletes are taught skills to effectively lead themselves. Training consists d monthly meetings featuring 
keynote speakers and small group discussion. Upperclass student-athletes serve as peer mentors and discussion 
leaders. Special focus is on responsibility, accountability, making good choices, ethics and character building. 

Program Objectives for CREED: 
¯ Teach first year student-athletes how to lead themselves effectively 
¯ Ease the transition of first year student-athletes 
¯ Create social connections between first year student-athletes 
o Provide first year student-athletes with upperclass peer mentors 
¯ Teach first year student-athletes the importance of respecting leadership 
¯ Develop upperdass student-athlete leaders to mentor the first year student-athletes 

RISING STARS PROGRAM 
Designed for a select group of "high potential" sophomores and juniors, the program provides future leaders with 
insights, strategies and skills necessary to become effective leaders. The program includes monthly meetings, 
interactive exercises and action learning experiences. 
Program Objectives for Rising Stars: 
, Identify and develop high potential leaders in their sophomore or junior years 
¯ Create solid leaders by example and set the stage for developing vocal leaders 
¯ Build a strong peer support network for aspiring leaders 
o.Develop Ieaders who support and learn from current team captains/leaders 
¯ Succession planning 

VETERAN LEADERS PROGRAM 
This program is designed for team captains and veteran student-athletes. It provides advanced leadership training 
and support, teaches the critical skills and insights necessary to be effective vocal leaders and provides a strong peer 
network. Student-athletes meet regularly to learn and reinforce leadership principles and share successes, 
frustrations and lessons. 
Program Objectives for Veteran Leaders: 
, Encourage experienced leaders to step up and be vocal leaders 
¯ Establish a solid, cooperative, and ongoing partnership with the coaching staff 
, Review and extend the insights and skills necessary to be a responsible and respected leader 
¯ Provide veteran leaders with ongoing coaching as they tackle the tough issues of team leader-ship 
¯ Provide leaders with a solid peer network for guidance and support 



Leadership for Coaches 
UNC coaches engage in continuous ]earning via monthly professional development workshops covering a wide 
range of leadership, motivation and team building topics. The interactive workshops allow coaches to reflect on their 
coaching philosophies as they refine and adapt new leadership skills. The workshops provide coaches with a chance 
to interact with and learn from their experienced and highly respected co]feagues on a regular basis. Separate 
workshops are conducted for head coaches and assistant coaches to target each group’s specific needs, Select 
head coaches occasionally assist in facilitating the workshops with assistant coaches to take advantage of their 
experiences. 

Leadership for Athletic Department Staff 
It is cdtical that UNC athletics administrators embrace, reinforce and continually model the same leadership 
standards and behaviors they look for from coaches and student-athletes. Administrators engage in continuous 
learning via monthly professional development workshops to explore their leadership philosophies, enhance their 
skills as leaders and provide them with practical strategies to build more effectiveand cohesive work teams. 



FINANCIAL AID 

An athletically-related grant-in-aid, as well as other forms of financial assistance, may be provided to help you with 
your University expenses. 

The resources to support the grant-in-aid program are raised through the efforts of the Educational Foundation 
(Ram’s Club). Approximately 450 student-athletes receive grants from contributions made by the support of faithful 
Carolina friends and alumni. 

Varsity teams are provided with a specific number of grants-in-aid (scholarships) in accordance with budgetary 
restrictions and NCAA regulations. These grants are awarded by the University upon the recommendation of the 
head coach and the approval of the Director of Athletics. Grants-in-aid are not reimbursement for services performed, 
but rather are provided to help student-athletes with their educational expenses. An athletics scholarship is restricted 
to educational expenses such as tuition, fees, room, board, and course-related books (see example scholarship 
agreement on previous page}. Your head coach, in conjunction with the Director of Athletics; decides who is awarded 
aid for summer school and the amount that is to be given. 

Once a grant-in-aid is awarded, the University of North Carolina is committed to fulfilling its financial obligation to you 
until your eligibility is exhausted, regardless of your athletics performance. 

However, grants-in-aid may be discontinued if you: 
1. Render yourself ineligible for athletics competition; 
2. Misrepresent information on your application or Letter of Intent; 
3. Voluntarily withdraw from your sport for personal reasons; 
4. Engage in misconduct serious enough to warrant disciplinary action and cancellation of aid; OR 
5. Fail to abide by team, department, or; institutional policies, 

Any modification to the original grant may be made only by recommendation of the Director of Athletics 
under conditions or situations specified by NCAA legislation. Student-athletes are afforded an opportunity to 
be heard by the Faculty Appeals Committee if aid is discontinued or reduced. 

You may also be eligible to receive additional funds through the Federal Pell Grant Program without affecting your 
athletics scholarship. For more information on Poll Grants, contact the University’s Scholarship and Student 
Office. 

if additional grants or student loans are sought outside the Department, please check with the University’s 
Scholarship and Student Aid Office or the Assistant Athletics Director for Compliance to ensure that the grant or loan 
is in accordance with NCAA regulations. 

It cannot be stressed enough that all financial assistance, including grants and loans, must be reported to the 
Scholarships and Student Aid Office and your head coach. Failure to report this income could affect your athletics 
eligibility. 

FUNDS RECEIVED FROM OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY 
If you anticipate receiving funds from sources outside the University (otherthan parents or legal guardians), 
these funds must be distributed to you through the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid and must be 
reported to the Department of Athletics. 

WITHDRAWAL OR SUSPENSION FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
Withdrawal or suspension from the University terminates the grant-in-aid agreement, and the renewal of the award 
upon re-enrollment is not automatic or guaranteed. Student-athletes should contact their coaches in the event their 
enrollment is not continuous. 



In the case of withdrawal/suspension from the University, on and off-campus Room and Board allowances will be 
prorated. Students who have received a full Room and Board allotment will be required to repay the University for the 
portion d the semester that they are not enrolled. 

NCAA STUBENTASSISTANCE FUND 
The Student Assistance Fund (SAF) is intended to provide direct benefits to student-athletes or their families. It is 
used to assist student-athletes in meeting financial needs that arise in conjunction with participation in intercollegiate 
athletics or enrollment in an academic curriculum, as well as to recognize academic achievement. Monies from this 
fund do not affect financial aid awarded to student-athletes, and all student-athletes are eligible to receive SAF 
benefits. 

The following uses of the fund are permissible: 
1, Cost d clothing and other essential expenses (not entertainment) up to $500 for student-athletes who are on full 
grant-in-aid and are Pell-eligible, 
2. Cost of expendable academic course supplies (e.g., art supplies} and rental of non-expendable supplies (e.g., 
computer equipment and cameras) that are required for all students enrolled in the course. 
3, Medical and dental costs not covered by another insurance program {e.g.,, premiums for optional medical 
insurance, hearing aids, vision therapy, and off-campus psychological counseling), 
4. Costs associated with student-athlete or family emergencies. 

The following are restrictions on the use of the fund: 
1. Financing any portion of an institutional grant-in-aid that could have been awarded to the student-athlete is 
prohibited, 
2, Non-qualifiers may not receive special assistance funds during their first academic year in residence, 
3, Entertainment expenses for student-athletes are not permissible, 
4. The purchase of disability, illness, or injury insurance to protect against the loss of potential future professional 
sports earnings is not permissible. 

Be sure to see your coach to request NCAA Student Assistance Fund monies if you meet any of the above 
criteria. 

ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
All outside grants and loans that you receive must be in accordance with ACC and NCAA rules and regulations and 
must be reported annually, Therefore, if you are on an athletics scholarship, it is important that you check with your 
coach before accepting additional aid. Your combined aid amount may not exceed cost of attendance and additional 
financial assistance may have to count toward team limitations as established by the NCAA. It may be necessary to 
adjust the amount of aid you receive from either the Department of Athletics or from other sources, including 
the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, to comply with NCAA regulations relating to individual and team 
limitations. 

If additional funds are needed, personnel in the University’s Scholarships and Student Aid Office will help you 
investigate the possibility of long-term student loans or federal grants, as well as assist you with the application 
process. 

POST-ELIGIBILITY AID 
The Department of Athletics will make every effort to financially assist you if you have not graduated by the time you 
have completed your eligibility. Such assistance must be recommended by your head coach to the Director of the 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and to the Director of Athletics. This is not an automatic benefit; 
however, if based on your academic record it is determined that continued aid should be awarded, every effort will be 
made to provide such assistance. 



SUMMER SCHOOL POLICY 
The Department of Athletics provides a selected number of summer schooi grants-in-aid to its intercollegiate 
programs in accordance with budgetary, restrictions and NCAA regulations. These grants are awarded by the 
University upon the recommendation of the head coach and the approval of the Director of the Academic Support 
Program and the Director of Ath!etics. 

If a student-athlete receives summer school funding and subsequently withdraws from the course(s), any charges 
that result from a late withdrawal will be the responsibility of the student-athletes. Additionally, the student-athletes 
will be required to repay any room and board funds, as well as return any books, that were provided to the student- 
athlete for the applicable summer session, Exceptions to this policy will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, being 
granted only in cases of extreme mitigating circumstances that required the late withdrawal. 

POLICY FOR FUNDING ONLINE COURSES 

Academic Year 
During the academic year, the Department of Athletics will pay tuition and fees for Carolina Courses Online, offered 
through the Friday Center, if all of the following criteria are met: 
1) The student-athlete is receiving, at minimum, a full tuition athletics grant-in-aid. 
2) The online course fulfills a degree requirement for the student-athlete. 
3) The online course is not being offered as a "regular" course on campus, or is offered only at a time that is not 
feasible for the student-athlete to attend (e.g., 3:00 pro, which falls during regular team practice). 
4) The student-athlete will not have the opportunity to take the course in a future semester (e.g., student-athlete is in 
his/her spring semester of senior year). 

Exceptions to the above criteria are made on a case-by-case basis if deemed appropriate by the Director of the 
Academic Support Program and the Assistant Director d Athletics for Compliance. ExampIes of exceptions are as 
follows: 
1) The student-athlete is representing his/her country in National Team competition throughout the term and will be 
traveling extensively. 
2) The student-athlete identifies a course that is not regularly offered, offered only online, and of great interest and 
applicability as it relates to his/her course of study. 

Summer School 
During summer school, the Department of Athletics will pay tuition and fees for Carolina Courses Online, offered 
through the Friday Center, if all of the following criteria are met: 
!} The student-athlete, during the previous academic year, received athletics grant-in-aid at an equivaIency level that 
allows the Department to provide such funding. 
2) The funding provided to the student-athlete is included in the applicable sport’s summer school budget. 
In most cases, student-athletes enrolled in summer school online courses do not remain in Chapel Hilt while enrolled 
in these courses. Therefore, the Department does not provide room or board expenses to these student-athletes, if a 
student-athlete does remain on campus, he/she wilt be required to provide an explanation as to why he/she believes 
room and board funding should be provided, since the student-athlete is not enrolled in a course(s) that requires 
them to remain in Chapel Hilt, 

ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID APPEAL PROCEDURES 
The following serves as a brief summary of the steps a student-athlete must take if he/she would like to appeal the 
non-renewal or reduction of his/her grant-in-aid. The complete policy can be obtained from the Office of Scholarships 
and Student Aid, 
I, Applicability 
A. The following procedures are to be used when a student attending the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
seeks a review of a decision of a financial aid administrator, such as the Director of Financial Aid on recommendation 
of the Athletics Department, specifically referring to the non-renewal or reduction of athletically related financial aid. 



B. Under University policy, the Chancellor’s Committee on Scholarships, Awards and Student Aid shall convene a 
hearing panel to conduct all reviews. However, the panel shall not review tinancial aid award decisions if it is 
undisputed that the student failed to satisfy an express requirement of the financial aid award. This venue only 
applies if the Athletics Department revokes the athletics scholarship. 
!!. Scholarships, Awards, and Student Aid Committee 
The Committee is appointed by the Chancellor. It establishes policy for scholarship and student aid funds, monitors 
the operations of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, and advises the Chancellor on matters regarding 
scholarships and other forms of student aid. 
11!. When and How to Seek a Review 
A student must request a review of a financial aid decision within ten University business days after receipt of the 
financial aid administrator’s written notice of the decision. The student is responsible for keeping a current mailing 
address on file with the Registrar.and checking mail at that address. All review requests must be delivered in writing 
to the Associate Provost and Director of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. A review for request should 
include: 
a. a copy of the financial aid administrator’s/athletics department’s decision; 
b. a statement of reasons why the student believes the financial aid administrator’s/athletics department’s decision is 
in error; 
c. any other relevant documentation the student wishes to attach, and 
d. the current mailing address and telephone number where the student can be reached. 

UNIVERSITY CHARGES NOT PAID BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 
There are always questions about what expenses are covered when a student-athlete is on full scholarship. Tuition, 
fees, required books, room, and board are covered. 

The expenses listed below are not covered; therefore, if you incur any of the following charges, you must pay 
them: 
¯ Cost of treatment for non-athletically related iniuries; 
- Library fines; 
¯ Fines for damage to University property, including the Residence Halls; 
¯ Key deposits or replacement of a lost Residence Hall key; 
¯ School supplies, dictionaries, reference books, pens, notebooks, paper, etc.; 
¯ Vehicle Registration Fee; and/or 
, Parking fines. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE EMPLOYMENT 
Student-athletes may seek employment during both the academic year and the summer. There is no limit on the 
amount of money that student-athletes can earn either during the academic year or during the summer. However, 
the following rules and procedures are applicable to student-athlete employment: 
¯ A student-athlete may be compensated only for work actually performed. 
, A student-athlete may be compensated only at a rate commensurate with the going rate in that locale for similar 
services. 
¯ A student-athlete may not receive compensation for the value that he or she may have to the employer due to his or 
her athletics fame. 
Prior to beginning employment, student-athletes must contact the Compliance Office and complete the 
Student-Athlete Employment Form, which states all applicable regulations. 

FEE-FOR.LESSON 
Within the above employment guidelines, student-athletes are permitted to receive compensation for teaching or 
coaching sports skills or techniques in his or her sport on a fee-for-lesson basis, provided the following conditions are 
met: 
1. UNC facilities are not used; 
2. No "playing lessons" are permitted; 
3. UNC obtains and keeps on file documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s} and the fee charged for the 
lesson(s) provided; and 



4. The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or entity. 
5. Instruction to each individual is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson when 
the instruction involves more than one individual at a time. 
6. The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or advertise the availability of 
fee-for-lesson sessions. 
If you are interested in teaching lessons as permitted by this legislation, you MUST get permission from both 
your head coach and the UNC Compliance Office (962-6000) prior to beginning such employment. 
Completion of the Student-Athlete Fee-for-Lesson Compensation Form is required. 



NCAA REGULATIONS 

NCAA REGULATIONS 
To remain athletically eligible, the most important thing to remember is not to endanger your status as an amateur 
athlete. It is essential that you check with your head coach before making decisions regarding outside athletics 
participation. 

The following are general NCAA guidelines to help protect your amateur status: 

YOU CANNOT: 
t. Accept payment or a promise of payments (e.g., cash, prizes, gifts, or travel) for participation in your sport. 
2. Enter into an agreement of any kind to compete in professional athletics. You cannot negotiate either a verbal or 
written professional contract. 
3. Request that your name be put on a draft list for professional sports or try out with a professional sports 
organization without first discussing the applicable regulations with the compliance office. 
4. Play on any professional athletics team. 
5. Participate on teams other than those fielded by the University of North CaroIina without receiving permission from 
your head coach and the compliance office. 
6. Agree to have your picture or name used to promote a commercial product. 
7. Accept such things as gifts, meals, loans of cars, or money from athletics interest groups or people within the 
athletics program at the University, 
8. Be represented by an agent or organization to market your athletic skills or reputation. 
9. Receive any benefit that is not available to other students at the University, 

EXTRA BENEFITS 
Extra benefits are a topic that should concem every student-athlete, as fl constitutes a serious violation of NCAA 
rules, ff you accept these impermissible benefits, ‘you ma,y lose ‘your eligibility, ‘your scholarship, and ‘your 
right to compete in intercollegiate athletics. 

Most student-athletes think of illegal benefits in terms of accepting gifts or cash. While certainly that is one form dan 
illegal extra benefit, you also cannot receive: 
1. More than the allotted number of complimentary admissions; 
2. Benefits or cash in exchange for complimentary admissions; 
3. Loans that are not obtained according to the established policies and practices of an accredited commercial 

lending institution; 
4. Meals; 
5. Clothing; 
6. Transportation; 
7. Lodging; 
8. Entertainment; 
9. Material benefits that are not available to the general, student body; or 
t0. Other items or services of monetary value. 

This means that you should not accept special discounts on purchases or services, or even accept special payment 
arrangements on any purchases, Be very careful of ’#ee" or "special" benefits that someone wishes to give you. If 
you are in doubt about such benefits, check with your coach. 

BENEFITS FROM FORMER TEAMMATES 
tf you have a friend or teammate who has completed or decided to forego his or her collegiate eligibilit,y, you must be 
very cautious of accepting any form of bendit Item that individual or anyone associated with him or her (e.g., agent), 
A few examples of benefits would be transportation, lodging, and!or meal expenses to attend draft activities, free 
entry into exclusive draft day parties, other associated entertainment expenses, dothfl]g, jowolry, etc. 



Essentially, any benefits that you receive from a former teammate must be comparable to those that he or she 
provided you during your time toqether at UNC (e.g., an occasional dinner). Anything in excess of this would be 
considered an extra benefit and woufdjeopardize your eligibility for college athletics, 

REPORTING VIOLATIONS 
It is your responsibility, as a student-athlete, to immediately report instances in which you believe violations of UNC, 
ACC, and NCAA rules have (or may have) occurred. Doing so will protect both yourself and your teammates from 
potential future sanctions. Remember that your, and/or your teammates’ eligibility to compete could be negatively 
affected if violations are not reported and handled in a timely fashion. 
If you have knowledge of a potential violation, please notify either your coach or an administrator in the Department 
of Athletics. The Compliance Staff is always available to discuss an issue with you. They can be reached at 919-962- 
6000. 

GAMBLING AND BRIBERY 
The Department of Athletics has developed a policy statement regarding gambling that can be found in the Code of 
Conduct section of this handbook. It is hoped that you, as a student-athlete, will never be approached in an attempt 
to involve you in a gambling or bribery situation. However, on some campuses in the past, student-athletes have 
become involved in organized gambling operations. The results of this involvement have been both severe and tragic 
not only for the individual, but also for the entire University athletics program. 

8e aware that the gambling industry is constantly seeking sources for information. Gambling is one of the major 
sources of revenue for organized crime. Organizers of gambling activities need inside information to set the inside 
betting lines or odds. An attempt to procure this information through bribery of a sports participant is a felony. It is 
possible that you may be approached and questioned about the condition and attitude of other team players. You 
may be asked to alter a game in some manner and be offered favors for doing so. If this occurs, you MUST report the 
incident to your coach or any other athletics department official immediately. 
You should keep in mind that your participation in gambling interests, even in the most minor fashion, may jeopardize 
your athletics career. 
Because of the extreme importance of this problem, you are asked to observe these guidelines: 
1. Report to your coach any attempt to secure information conceming situations which might alter the normal 
performance of your team. 
2. Don’t accept any "free ride" from strangers, such as meals, presents, etc. You are required by both the Department 
and NCAA to report any individual who offers gifts, money, or favors in exchange for supplying information or for 
attempting to alter the outcome of any contest. 
3. Be aware of the legalities of gambling at the institutional and state level. Understand that the consequences at the 
University level may be expulsion, and that the University will also assist with the enforcement of federal, state, and 
iocal anti-bribery laws. 
4. Don’t accept any money from a "fan" for a game "wel!-piayed". 
5, Don’t sell your complimentary tickets to anyone. 
6. Don’t discuss the condition or attitude of your team with anyone other than your teammates or coaches. 

NCAA RULES ON GAMBLING 
Gambling is a serious issue thus, NCAA rules prohibit sports gambling d any kind by student-athletes, coaches, 
trainers, or anyone else involved in college athletics. If you gamble, you will lose your eligibility for 
intercollegiate competition. 
¯ You may not place or solicit a bet of any sort on any college or professional sporting event, including but not limited 
to, sports "pools," internet gambling, fantasy leagues, and gambling via "800" numbers. 
, You may not give information to anyone who does place bets on college or professional sports (no information on 
iniuries, new piays, team morale, discipline patterns, or anything else). 
CONSEQUENCES: If you are discovered to have made a sports bet of any kind, you will be dectared 
immediately ineligible to compete in college athletics. 
YOU MAY BE DISMISSED FROM THE TEAM! 



TRANSFER POLICY 
UNC-Chapef Hill complies with all NCAA and ACC regulations regarding student-athletes transferring to and from the 
University. The Department of Athletics’ philosophy regarding a student-athlete transferring from UNC to 
another institution is that the student-athlete will be required to fulfill a one-year residence requirement prior 
to being eligible to participate in outside competition. 

In accordance with NCAA regulations, the Department of Athletics has established a committee on transfers to hear 
appeals from student-athletes who have been denied by the Department of Athletics either a request to be contacted 
by another institution or a one-time transfer exception. The committee will be chaired by the Faculty Athletics 
Representative and will include the faculty members on the Athletic Council, as well as a student-athlete selected by 
the Faculty Athletics Representative. if possible, the student-athlete representative will be a member d the Student- 
Athlete Advisory Council. 

The Department of Athletics will follow the procedures listed below: 
1. When the Department of Athletics denies a transfer request (permission to contact or one-time transfer exception) 
from a student-athlete, that student-athlete will be informed d the decision by his/her coach. 
2. The student-athlete will receive a copy of this policy at the time he/she is notified of the denial. The student- 
athlete’s receipt of this policy will constitute written notice of the student-athlete’s right to appeal. 
3. The student-athlete has the right to meet with the Director of Athletics or hidher representative regarding this 
matter, The Director or hislher representative will inform the student-athlete of the decision following this meeting. 
4. If the Director d Athletics’ decision is not favorable to the student-athlete, the student-athlete may request that the 
committee hear an appeal. In that case, the Faculty Athletics Representative will be notified and the committee will 
hear the appeal and render a decision as soon as possible. The decision by the committee will be the Department’s 
final decision. 

SPORTS AGENTS 
To compete as a student-athlete, it is essential that you know NCAA rules related to professional sports. Any 
violation of these rules could have severe negative consequences for you and the University. For this reason, NCAA 
rules concerning agentslfina~ciai planners and professional sports are explained during the compliance and eligibility 
meeting at the beginning of each sport’s season. 

In addition, the Department of Athletics publishes an informational brochure to answer many questions you may have 
concerning agents. This brochure provides a brief summary of NCAA rules regarding agents, as well as a question- 
and- answer section that covers commonly asked questions. This brochure can be obtained either online at 
TarHeelBlue.com (Compliance section for Current Student-Athletes) or in hard copy from your head coach. 

Finally, the Department of Athletics provides consultation services regarding issues with agentslfinancial planners. 
The department can assist you by providing information about prospective agents/financial planners and legal and 
counseling services regarding proposed professional contracts, if you wish to utilize these services, an appointment 
may be made through your head coach or by calling the Senior Associate Athletics Director, Larry Gallo, Jr., at 962- 
6000. 

SPORTS AGENTS GUIDELINES 
You May 
, Request information from a professional team or organization concerning your professional market value. 
¯ Secure advice from an attorney or other third party concerning a proposed professional contract, provided the 
attorney or other third party you contact does not.represent you in negotiations for the contract. 

You I~lay Not: 
¯ Agree orally or in writing to be represented by an agent now or in the future. 
, Accept any benefits from an agent which include, but are not limited to, transportation, money, and gifts, regardless 
of their value. 
¯ Be awarded institutional financial aid when you are under contract to or currently receiving compensation from an 
agent or professional sports organization. 



¯ Try out with a professional athletics team in a sport prior to discussing the applicable regulations with the 
compliance office. 

OUTSIDE COMPETITION 
NCAA regulations prohibit student-athletes from participating in athletics events during the academic year that are 
not sponsored by the UNC Department of Athletics, the ACC, or the NCAA. This applies to both team sports and 
individual sports. There are certain exceptions to this rule, but they are complex and must be reviewed on a case-by- 
case basis. Therefore, prior to participating in ANY non-UNC athletics event (even if it is a charity event!), please 
contact your coach or the Compliance Staff to confirm that it is okay for you to do so. 
TIME LIMITS 
NCAA regulations permit you to participate in countable athletically related activities for no more than 4 hours each 
day and 20 hours each week during the declared playing season (in-season). Outside d the playing season during 
the academic year (off-season), you may participate in required weight-training, conditioning and individual skill 
instruction. Your participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week, of which not 
more than two hours per week may be spent on individual skill workouts, In the sport of football, student-athletes are 
permitted to view no more than 2 hours d film each week during the off-season. Coaching staff members may be 
present for these fiim sessions. 

in sports other than football, athletically related activities outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to 
the beginning of the final examination period through the conclusion of each student-athlete’s final exams. More than 
four student-athletes from the same team may be involved in skill-related instruction with their coaches from 
September 15 through April 15, During the remainder of the academic year, no more than four student-athletes from 
the same team at any one time in any facility are permitted to participate in skill related instruction. 

Any required activity with an athletics purpose involving student-athletes and at the direction of, or supervised by one 
or more d an institution’s coaching staff (including strength and conditioning coaches) are considered countable 
athletically related activities. Administrative activities (e.g., academic meetings, compliance meetings) shall not be 
considered countable athletically related activities. Competition days are considered 3 hours for the purpose d this 
regulation, regardless d the actual amount of time spent on countable activities throughout the day. 

During UNC’s vacation periods and summer, student-athletes may not participate in any countable athleticalfy related 
activities outside the playing season. Strength and conditioning coaches who are not countable coaches and who 
perform such duties on a department-wide basis may design and conduct specific workout programs for student- 
athletes, provided such workouts are voluntary and conducted at the request d the student-athlete. 
Coaching staffs are required to document time spent on these activities so as to maintain compliance with these 
regulations. 

If you, at any time, have a question or concern regarding the amount of time you andlor your teammates are 
spending on these countable activities, please consult your coach, the compliance staff, or an athletics 
administrator. It is our duty to confirm that all regulations governing your time are being followed, and we 
appreciate your input and assistance. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA RECRUITING GUIDELINES 

RECRUITING PHILOSOPHY 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) is committed to providing prospective student-athletes 
meaningful opportunities to make informed decisions whether to pursue their academic and athletics futures at UNC. 
Recruiting visits bring prospective student-athletes to campus as part of their decision-making processes on where to 
enroll. These visits are to be a mutual exploration by prospective student-athletes and institutional officials, 
especially athletics personnel, regarding whether the institution and the prospective student-athletes are a good fit for 
each other, This philosophy is based on the concept that the prospective student-athletes are making decisions 
about where to pursue their academic and athletics futures, while, concurrently, the institution is evaluating 
prospective student-athletes’ abilities to contribute to the University and athIetics programs, The primary 
consideration in selecting activities for these visits, therefore, should be to provide information that will assist 
prospective student-athletes and their families in making these decisions. Appropriate behavior is expected of all 
prospective student-athletes who visit the campus. Athletics department personnel are expected to provide an 
educational experience in an environment that conforms to University and NCAA policies and missions. Student- 
athlete hosts are expected to adhere to these policies, as well as to provide all prospective student-athletes with safe 
and insightful student experiences at UNC. Finally, prospective student-athletes should behave in a manner 
consistent with the expectations of all UNC student-athletes, adhering to all ACC and NCAA regulations, as well as 
all State and federal laws. Violations of the guidelines will be reported to the Director d Athletics. All suspected 
violations will be investigated thoroughly and dealt with seriously. Any infraction(s) found to be in violation of any of 
the guidelines will be reported to the Faculty Athletics Representative, Chancellor, ACC, and NCAA. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE HOST GUIDELINES (per NCAA Rules and Regulations): 
Student-athletes accept the responsibility associated with hosting prosPective student-athletes. These guidelines 
have been established to ensure that each prospect’s visit to our campus is an enriching one. Sewing as a student 
host is ar} important service to UNC and the Department of Athletics. Appropriate conduct is required d you by UNC, 
ACC, and NCAA standards: 
1. You must be enrolled full-time at UNC. 
2. You will be provided money with which to entertain only the prospect and his/her parents, legal guardians, or 
spouse. This money may not exceed $30iday, with an additional $15/da~ for each additional prospect that you 
entertain. 
3. You may not give the prospect cash, nor may you use the entertainment funds to purchase or provide the prospect 
with alcohol, drugs, or gifts of value (e.g. souvenirs or clothing items). 
4. You may not transport the prospect or anyone accompanying him/her more than 30 miles from campus. 
5. No UNC institutional staff member or athletics booster may provide or arrange for you an automobile to use to 
transport the prospect or anyone accompanying him/her. 
6. You should not allow the prospect to have a recruiting conversation, either on or off campus, with former student- 
athletes, alumni, or boosters of the athletics program. If an unplanned meeting occurs, only an exchange of greetings 
is permissible. 
7. You may allow the prospect to participate in a workout or recreational activity during his!her visit, provided the 
activity is not organized or observed by members of the coaching staff and is not designed to test the athletics ability 
of the prospect. 
8. You may receive a compfimentary admission to a campus athletics event,, provided you are accompanying a 
prospect to that event. 
9. You may not allow the prospect to use alcohol or drugs during the visit. Underage drinking (below 2!) is illegal in 
the State of North Carolina. In addition, you may not engage in any activity that violates criminal law. 
10. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will not tolerate harassment of any kind (e.g., racial, sexual, 
religious) by anyone associated with our athletics teams. You, as a student host, must be aware of the University’s 
position on this type d activity and work to ensure that prospects you are hosting conduct themselves appropriately. 
Providing or purchasing sexual favors, purchasing or viewing pornography, or involving yourselves with any other 
sexually-explicit material is inappropriate and strictly prohibited. 
tl. You, along with prospects, must adhere to ACC and NCAA bylaws, as well as all State and fecleral laws, 
prohibiting gambling. 



Your compliance with these guidelines is absolutely necessary and greatly appreciated. Failure to agree with and 
adhere to all guidelines may result in one or more of the following disciplinary actions: reprimand, probation, 
suspension, termination of grant-in-aid, cancellation of eligibility, or dismissal from the athletics program. You may 
also be subject to any penalties set forth by the University, 

KEY POINTS TO HOSTING A RECRUIT 
t. When you know you are hosting a prospective student-athlete, plan ahead. Plan an itinerary with your coach and 
teammates, Make planning and hosting a team effort, 
2. Establish a relationship with the prospective student-athlete based on trust and sincerity. 
3. If you have a prior engagement (e,g., meeting with professor, study table) and it is not feasible for you to take your 
guest with you, you MUST make arrangements with a reliable teammate to stay with your guest for the time that you 
are away. 
4. Treat the prospective student-athlete in the manner which typifies our athletics program. Give them a taste of the 
distinctive environment which makes UNC unique, 
5. Be aware that your impression of the prospective student-athlete will be of interest to your coaches and 
teammates. 
6, In the case of an EMERGENCY, notify the proper authorities immediately, 
7. It is permissible for you to communicate with prospective student-athletes after they leave campus; however, it 
must be on your own initiative and cannot be at the direction of your coaching staff. Give the prospect your contact 
information (e.g., email address, instant messaging screen name) at the conclusion of the visit, Tell the prospect that 
he/she can contact you with any questions they may have after leaving campus. 

HOSTING CHECKLIST 
__ Get as much information as possible from your coach about the prospective student-athlete. 
__ Have the prospective student-athlete complete the questionnaire. 
__ Check your schedule, Do you have any tests, projects, or homework assignments that you will need time to 
work on while the prospective student-athlete is visiting? 
__ Plan your hosting duties with teammates to allow for studying, if necessary, 
__ Determine the classes the prospective student-athlete will attend. Have him or her attend some classes in his 
or her potential major, 
__ Notify your dorm RA that you are having a guest {if applicable). 
__ Meet with your coach and the prospective student-athlete. 
__ Sign the Student-Athlete Host Entertainment Form, 
__ Get to know the prospective student-athlete. Find out his or her interests. What does he or she like to do with 
friends? Does he or she have any questions about UNC that you can answer?. 

UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL POLICY 
The University has a detailed policy concerning the use of alcohol by students. The following is a summary of the 
University Alcohol Policy. Students are responsible for knowing the full content of the policy. A complete copy of the 
policy may be obtained at http:/ideanofstudents,unc.eduipolicies/sub.policies.atcohol.html or from the Student Affairs 
Office (966-4042), 

Students under the age d 21 may not buy, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages. Students 21 and older may 
possess and consume alcohol in residence hail rooms, but may not sell or give alcohol to anyone under 21, Common 
source containers of alcohol (e,g,, kegs) are not permitted on campus. Possession or consumption d alcohol is not 
permitted at any campus athletics event or performance or at any outdoor campus location. No student activities fees 
or other funds of a recognized student group may be used to buy alcohol. 
If you are found to be in violation of the University Alcohol Policy you may: 
, be referred for counseling, assessment, and/or alcohol education 
¯ have your housing contract terminated 
¯ placed on housing contract probation 
¯ receive a written reprimand 
o be required to make restitution 
¯ be referred to the Student Judicial System 



As a member of the Community, you may: 
, lose your driver’s license 
o be convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor 
¯ obtain a criminal record, accrue fines, and possibly serve jail time 
This is the University’s Alcohol Policy. Both Student Hosts and Prospective Student-Athletes are required to 
abide by this policy. 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS POLICY ON ALCOHOL 
The Department of Athletics’ policy regarding the use of alcohol at departmental events is as follows: 
a. Alcohol may not be purchased or consumed during team travel, 
b. Alcohol may not be served or consumed during team functions. 
c. Alcohol may not be purchased by administrators or coaches for consumption by student-athletes, 

Departmental events including prospective student-athletes and enrolled student-athletes may not involve the use of 
alcohol. In regard to prospective student-athletes, administrators and head coaches must require that the 
entertainment d prospective student-athletes not involve the use d alcohol, In regard to enrolled student-athletes, 
alcohol may not be served at gatherings held after athletics contests. 
This is the Department of Athletics’ Alcohol Policy. Head Coaches, Administrators, Student Hosts, and 
Prospective Student-Athletes are required to abide by this policy. 



COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA RELATIONS 

The University d North Carolina has not only one d the most successful athletic programs in the country, it also has 
one of the largest media and fan followings. UNC is a state university and has a long and distinguished record of 
excellence on and off the field of competition. Carolina student,athletes, coaches, and administrators are held to a 
very high standard, both competitively and in their daily lives. It is important to understand the actions you take are 
under much greater scrutiny than those of a non-student-athlete or even a student-athlete at a lower profile 
university. Our alumni and fans expect our student-athletes to represent them with class at all times. 

The media and fans are interested in what you have to say before and after competition, whether the Tar Heels win, 
lose, or draw. The Department of Athletics is aware that public perception affects the reputation of the entire 
University and urges you to exercise care when making statements to the media. You may be suspended by the 
ACC or the NCAA for making derogatory comments, especially about the officiating. 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS STAFF 
The primary function of the Athletic Communications Office is to serve as a liaison between the Athletic Department 
and the general public, including the media, fans, alumni, etc. The Athletic Communications Office, located in Koury 
Natatorium at the Smith Center complex, coordinates media interviews for student-athletes and coaches, writes 
press releases, sets up press conferences or teleconferences, provides information to the media, maintains photo, 
statistical, newspaper story and game result files, issues press credentials, and organizes press box duties at home 
games. They also produce the official web site, www.TarHeetBlue.com. You have a responsibility to the University, 
your coaches, and your teammates to cooperate with the media whenever possible. In fact, you are required to 
answer questions from the press after each game (following a predetermined cooling off period). 

Obviously, each sport receives different amounts of media coverage. You must remember, however, that with today’s 
instant communication, it may take less than 24 hours for a statement you may have made only to the campus paper 
or an Internet site that covers Carolina athletics to appear as the lead story on ESPN’s SportsCenter. Some d UNC’s 
teams have as many as 75-I50 media personnel covering every home game. 

In general, when speaking to the media, be confident, courteous, and prompt. Even if the interview is for a 
newspaper or radio station and is not being televised, please wear appropriate clothing. Think of every press 
interview as a iob interview. You have the opportunity to make a positive impression on thousands d people. 
Interviews can be a valuable par[ d a student-athlete’s life, and can serve as a great learning experience for you. At 
first, you may be nervous about speaking to the media. In fact, that is completely natural. But by the time you 
graduate, you will likely have become relaxed, confident, and articulate. You can then carry that confidence in public 
speaking into life after college. 

Contrary to what you may hear, the media is not out to get you. It has a job to do- report on UNC athletics. The 
media is not going to go out of its way to make you or your teams look bad. Never lie to the media. Avoid saying "no 
comment." If you do not want to tell the media something you know, or you don’t know the answer to a question, 
simply reply that you do not know the answer or you feel it is inappropriate for you to answer that question. You may 
even refer them to your coach or someone from the Athletic Communications Office to see if that person can help 
answer the question in your place. 

PREPARING FOR AN INTERVIEW 
YOU should take a moment to organize your thoughts before a scheduled intewiew. How many times do you think the 
president or a CEO rehearses a major speech? Often a comment that seems innocent looks awkward or out of 
context when it appears in print, There is no such thing as an "off-the-record" comment. Comments that are given off 
the record can be used as background information and tend to become pubtic eventually, You are perfectly within 
your rights to have your own tape recorder running during an interview if it helps to assure you that you won’t be 
misquoted. That is a good thing to do for two reasons: 
1. You can go back and listen to see how you did and work to improve your speaking skills; and 
2. it provides you with some insurance if the person asking the questions doesn’t have a tape recorder and 
misquotes you, 



The clear majority of interviews are not going to be televised live or broadcast live on the radio. Often, even in a 
television interview, you have the opportunity to stop in the middle d an answer and politely begin to re-answer the 
question. There is absolutely nothing wrong with doing that. No one from the Athletic Communications Office is ever 
going to tell you what you have to say, even if the question is somewhat controversial. However, the most important 
job they have is to advise you on how to deal with the media. 

If you know you are going to be interviewed and are unsure what to say, please ask us for help. The Athletic 
Communications office exists to help you. They may offer some perspective, give you a few possible answers to think 
about or script out an answer for you. But they wit[ only help you to the extent that you request. 

If you wish to make a written press statement at any time in your career, Athletic Communications may help you put 
together that statement. They can even write a draft for you to look over and approve. However, they will never 
release a quote from you without your complete approval. 

Interviews with all members of the media, including campus media such as the Daily Tar Heel, Student Television, or 
Carolina Week, and ]nternet outlets, should be set up through the Athletic Communications Office. You should 
especially never agree to a telephone interview unless the arrangements are coordinated through the Athletic 
Communications Office. This rule was established in an effort to avoid having someone contact student-athletes 
attempting to gain medical information for gambling purposes. If you receive an interview request, ask that the media 
representative make arrangements through the Athletic Communications Office. 

DURING ANINTERVIEW 
Remember, an interview is a two-sided conversation. 
interviewed, you have the right to: 

,, Know the topic of the interview in advance. 
¯ Know the identity and organization of the repor[er. 
¯ Know if anyone else is involved in the interview. 
¯ Know how long an interview will last. 
¯ Know if the interview is being recorded. 
,, Finish answers without being interrupted. 
,, Bring up relevant topics without being asked. 

It is not a legal cross-examination. When you are being 

Most important, please remember that when you are being interviewed you represent not only yourself, but your 
university, your program, your coaches, your fellow student-athletes, and your fellow classmates here at UNC. If you 
have anyquestions, contact any member of the Athletic Communications Office. They are there to assist you. 

AI-HLEIIC COMI~UNICATIONS S[AFF 
NAME SPORTS 
Steve Kirschner M-Basketball 
Associate AD for Football 
Communications 

CONTACT 
Office: 962-7258 

Kevin Best Football 
Deputy Director Gymnastics 

Office: 962-8916 

Dave Lohse W-Soccer 
Associate Director Swimming 

M-Tennis 
M-Lacrosse 

Office: 962-7257 

Matt Bowers M-Basketball 
Associate Director W-Lacrosse 

Office: 962-7259 



Dana Gelin 
Associate Director 

Dave Schrnidt 
Assistant Director 

8obby Hundley 
Assistant Director 

Lee Snyder 
Admin. Assistant 

Jeffrey Camarati 

Chris Gallo 
Assistant 

Office: 962-2123 
Fax: 962-0612 

Field Hockey 
Rowing 
Fencing 

M-Soccer 
Wrestling 
Baseball 

W-Basketball 
W-Tennis 
Football 

Golf 

Photographer 

Cross Country 
Softball 
Track & Field 
Volleyball 

Office: 962-0083 

Office: 962-0084 

Office: 843-5678 

Office: 962-8095 

Office: 962-1160 



STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 

Because your physical well-being is essential to your success both as a student and as an athlete, the Department 
takes responsibility for helping you reach and maintain your optimum physical conditioni% To help achieve this goal 
and to minimize the possibility of injury or re-injury, the Department of Athletics has established a strong Strength and 
Conditioning Program. However, should an injury occur, the Department is committed to a comprehensive 
rehabilitation program. It is important to remember that if you have been injured, you must have clearance from the 
Sports Medicine Program before resuming exercise. 

You are encouraged to maintain the best physical condition possible. The Director of Strength Development will put 
together a conditioning program tailored to your specific needs. The goal of the Strength and Conditioning Program is 
to assist you in reaching your full physical potential with regard to strength, flexibility, speed, and endurance, which 
will help to eliminate injuries that result from weak muscular structure. 

The Department has a modern strength complex that may be used by University of North Carolina student-athletes. 
The strength center is located in Loudermifk Center and provides the most advanced and practical equipment 
available in this facility. Boshamer Stadium and the Smith Center are satellite facilities for baseball and basketball. 

The 9,000 square-foot strength and conditioning center in Kenan Football Center features over 42,000 pounds of 
weights, along with a variety d power stations, benches, Nautilus machines, as well as the latest training technology. 

STRENGTH FACILITY SCHEDULES 
The Loudermilk Center strength facility schedule is as follows: 
Monday- Friday 
(Unless otherwise posted) 
Falland Spring semesters ......................... 7:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Summer sessions ........................................ 8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Semester breaks ......................................... as designated by staff 
The Kenan Football Center strength facility schedule is as follows: 
Monday- Friday 
(UnLess otherwise posted) 
Fall and Spring semesters .......................... 6:30 am to 7:00 pm 
Summer sessions ........................................ 8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Semester breaks .......................................... 8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Time Schedules: 
Because a large number of people use the strength complex, time schedules have been developed to eliminate 
congestion and to facilitate training sessions. Athletes are normally scheduled by team for obvious reasons. 
However, due to class conflicts and other schedule conflicts, exceptions are made. Therefore, schedule deviations 
are sometimes necessary to accommodate athletes who have priority over other users. 

Adherence to the Schedule: 
All users must adhere to the established time schedules. Again, exceptions will be made for those having conflicts. 
However, the strength facility does not operate like health clubs where people can come and go as they please. 
Instead, the strength staff makes an effort to cooperate with coaches and athletes in establishing sound training 
programs which are carried out regularly at specific times. 

FACILITY RULES 
Strength facility rules have been established to ensure your safety. The following rules apply to all persons who use 
the strength facility. 
I. Everyone must adhere to scheduled workout times. 
2. A member of the strength staff must be present for all workouts in the strength facility. 
3, Food or drinks are not permitted in the facility, 
4. Tobacco and spitting are not permitted. 



5. Clean workout gear, including shirts, is mandatory. Tank tops, hats, and clothing with the name of other institutions 
may not be worm. 
6. Athletic shoes are required. Flip flops, sandals, muddy shoes, and bare feet are not acceptable. 
7. All weights and dumbbells must be returned to their proper racks. Weights are not to be left on the floor. 
8. Only a member of the strength staff may adjust the stereo system. 
9. Do not write on the mirrors. 
10. Men and women must wear shorts over tights. 
tl. No ipods or cetl phones during structured workouts, 
In the event of a disciplinary problem, the strength and conditioning staff has the authority to dismiss an athlete from 
the facility. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT 
The work environment in the strength complex is serious in nature, but, at the same time, it is hoped that you will feel 
comfortable in this environment and enjoy your training sessions. Socializing and encouraging your teammates while 
training iS fine and, in fact, is desired, provided it does not take precedence over the actual workout. The majority of 
your time in the complex should be spent working to improve your fitness. Loitering and bothering others is a waste 
of everyone’s valuable time. 
All student-athletes who use the strength facility should do so productively. You should arrive at your scheduled time, 
obtain your workout program, and go through the sessions with a positive attitude and with a minimal waste of time if 
you are to obtain a quality workout. Approach your training session as an opportunity to improve yourself so you can 
perform better at your sport. 

SAFETY 
The Loudermilk Center strength complex is a safe facility as long as common sense is utilized. Always think 
cautiously when performing any exercise. The strength complex was established so you would have the 
opportunity to become stronger and more injury.resistant. This is not a place where injuries should occur. 
Spotters serve two basic purposes: (1) To motivate or encourage you to give it your all, and (2) to supervise your 
workout in order to make it safe for you. Always have someone spot you when performing potentially 
dangerous exercises such as the bench and incline presses and the squat. The spotter should be prepared to 
assist the lifter when the weight cannot be raised. When spotting, make sure you watch the Iifter closely, because 
you never know when he/she may require assistance. 

Be aware of other people around you when performing any exercise. If someone is in your way, there is always the 
possibility of dropping a weight on or hitting him/her with a barbell. On machine exercises, make sure your spotter 
has his/her hands clear of the machine before you begin to exercise. 

Before beginning a conditioning program, be sure to contact a strength staff member about any previous injuries. Be 
sure to contact a strength staff member immediately if you or someone else gets hurt while working out. An 
athletic trainer will then be catled to evaluate the injury. If the injury is severe, the Student Health Center or 
Emergency Room will be utilized. 

SPORTS 
Nutritional counseling for all student-athletes is available through the UNC Athletic Department spor[s nutritionist. 
individual nutritional program consultation and eating disorder counseling are available upon request. Student- 
athletes are asked to direct specific questions regarding eating concerns to the nutritionist at 962-9356. 

SUPPLEMENTS 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics neither endorses nor approves of any 
specific performance-enhancing supplements. 
You must receive explicit approval from a UNC Sports Medicine Physician prior to using supplements of any 
kind. 



SPORTS MEDICINE 

SPORTS MEDICINE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill offers Joint Commission Accreditation Hospital Organization (JCAHO) 
approved Campus Health Services with extensive offerings for your standard medical care. Campus Health Services, 
in conjunction with the Department of Athletics, has created one of the country’s best sports medicine programs. 
Mario Ciocca, MD serves as Director of the UNC Sports Medicine Program. Dr. Ciocca oversees a staff of 
physicians, nurses, certified athletic trainers, physical therapists, graduate and undergraduate student athletic 
trainers, and other support staff. 
Through the team physicians and the athletic training staff, you will receive complete medical coverage for the 
prevention and treatment of sports-related injuries and illnesses. 
The Sports Medicine Section of Campus Health Services has full-time physicians, physical therapists, athletic 
trainers and nurses all of whom have regular office hours in the Campus Health Services building. You should first 
check with your athletic trainer and then if instructed to do so make an appointment for care so that the staff can 
assist you in acquiring the best, most efficient health care. Appointments can be scheduled by calling: 
Campus Health Sports Medicine .......................................................... 966-3655 
Campus Health Athletic Training/Ph:ysical Therapy CliniclNutrition .... 966-6548 
If you are Unable to keep an appointment, please call and reschedule. 
ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM FACILITIES AND HOURS OF OPERATION 
The athletic training rooms operate on a walk-in, first-come, first-served basis. Appointments can also be scheduled 
with each staff member as needed. Pro- and post-practice preventive taping, wrapping, treatment, and first aid are 
delivered in the following athletic training rooms during the fall and spring semesters: 
STALL1NGS-EVANS SPORTS MEDICINE CENTER (Olympic Sports) .... 962-2067 
8 am- 6 pm or until intramurafs ends .......................................................... Monday - Thursday 
9 am - 5 pm or until intramurafs ends ........................................................... Friday 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center is also open for intramural coverage at night and on Sunday. It is also open 
at limited times for varsity practice and game coverage on weekends. 
KENAN ATHLETIC TP, AINING ROOM (Football) ...................................... 962-2602 
During the academic year the athletic training room is open Monday through Friday from 6:30 AM until 6 PM or the 
end of practice, Saturday and Sunday hours 10 AM or by appointment with the athletic training staff. 
SMITH CENTER ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM ........................................ 962-7129 
(Men’s Basketball, Men’s/Women’s Swimming) 
1:30 pro-5 pm ............................................................................................. Monday - Friday 
The hours and staffing of these facilities vary depending on the needs of the teams using them. We encourage you to 
arrive early for pro-practice treatment and preparation so that you will be ready for your practice on time. 
The Sports Medicine staff can assist you best if you keep them informed of problems when they occur. When a 
problem does occur, contact one of the Sports Medicine staff members assigned to your team. If none is available, 
any staff member will assist you. 
SPORTS MEDICINE PHONE DIRECTORY 

Dr. Thomas Brickner 
Dr. Mario Ciocca 
Dr. Alex Creighton 
Dr. Ganesh Kamath 
Dr. Jeff Spang 
pr. Harry Stafford 
Dr. Tim Taft 
Dr. Kelly Waicus 
Physician On-Call Beeper 

Office 
966-3655 
966-3655 
966-3655 Orttiopaedic Clinic- Mondays 
966-3655 Orthopaedic Clinic - Thursdays 
966-3655 Orthopaedic Clinic- Wednesdays 
966-3655 
966-3655 Orthopaedic Clinic -Tuesdays/Fridays 
966-3655 
216-2224 

Staff Athletic Trainers 

Nain Aguitar ¯ 
Nicoie Fava 

Office 
843-2033 
962-2067 

Cell/Pager 



Doug Halverson 962-2602 
Chris Hirth 962-7129 
Dan Hooker 966-6548t1384 
Kevin King 843-5391 
Sally Maya 962-2067 
Scott Oliaro 962-2067 
Meredith Petschauer 962-1110 
Terri Jo Rucinski 962-2067 
Carrie Sheare~ 966-6548 
Scott Trulock 962-0102 
Nina Walker 962-2067 

ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM RULES 
1. The athletic training rooms are coeducational, and all athletes should dress appropriately (e.g., shorts and T-shirts 
or their eq uivalent). 
2. All athletes seeking treatment in Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center need to sign in at the front desk prior to 
being seen. 
3. All cleated shoes and sports equipment should be left in the storage areas in the front of Stallings-Evans Sports 
Medicine Center when coming in for assistance. 
4, Food and drink are not allowed in the athletic training rooms, 
5. No cell phone use at any time. 
6. The use d tobacco products (e.g., dipping, chewing, smoking) is not permitted in the athletic training rooms. 
7. The student-athlete is instructed by a member of the staff in the use of any equipment in his/her care, 
8. Any malfunction of the equipment should be reported to the staff member in charge, 
9. The telephones in the treatment rooms are business phones and should not be used by the student-athlete for 
personal, business, or social calls. 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
The University requires all incoming freshmen to complete a health history report and provide documentation of 
immunizations. This should be completed and returned to Campus Health Services prior to your arrival on campus. 
The Sports Medicine staff will also complete and review your medical history and give you a complete physical 
examination. You must complete the pre-participation examination by your UNC team physician, complete the 
insL~rance information form and provide a front and back copy of your insurance card before you will be allowed to 
participate in any conditioning, weight room activity or practice. One d the team physicians must certify you as fit to 
practice and compete, in subsequent years, you will be asked to update your medical history and have vital signs 
checked. A focused medical exam will be included if you or the Sports Medicine staff have concerns. 

TREATMENT OF INJURY AND ILLNESS 
You must report to the athletic training staff or team physician ail injuries or illnesses that might interfere with your 
ability to practice or participate in your sport. You shoutd see your team athletic trainer as soon as possible after an 
injury or illness occurs, At that time, an evaluation will be performed to determine the extent of your injurylillness and 
your ability to practice or compete that day. Appropriate treatment will be initiated. If necessary, an outside medical 
referral will be made by one of the UNC sports medicine team physicians. 

Should an injury occur when the team physician or a member of the athIetic training staff is present, the injury should 
be evaluated before you continue to practice or play. 

Directions given by the team physician or your team athletic trainer should be followed. You should practice or play 
only with the approval of the team physician if you are under his/her care. Treatment should be continued until the 
medical or athletic training staff determines that no further treatment is required. If you are unable to keep a doctor’s 
appointment, be sure to call, cancel and reschedule. 



EMERGENCY TREATMENT 
If medical problems occur after regular hours, you should contact the athletic trainer assigned to your team. If you are 
unable to contact your athletic trainer you should contact the on-call sports medicine physician (216-2224) or the 
physician assigned to your team for advice and assistance. ]f you are unable to make contact with one of these 
individuals, you should contact the Campus Health Services After Hours Service which is available from 5 pm-6pm 
on weekdays and 8 am-5 pm on Saturday and Sunday. Contact the Acute Care Nurses Station (966-6573) at 
Campus Health for assistance. There are no after hours services during summer sessions. When Campus Health 
Services is closed, and.you are unable to contact your team athletic trainer or physician you should call HealthLink at 
966-2281. HealthLink is a telephone nurse advice service that will direct you to the appropriate level of care. The 
UNC Department of Athletics will NOT automatically assume financial responsibility for visits to the Emergency 
Room. You should contact a member of your team’s medical staff before seeking outside care unless it is a sedous 
emergency. 
If there is a life-threatening or serious situation after hours (e.g., difficulty with breathing or heart function, severe 
uncontrolled bleeding, neck or back injuries, etc.), you should call 911 for transportation to the UNC Hospitals’ 
Emergency Room: The local emergence/phone number is 911. 

REHABILITATION CARE 
]f a physician recommends that you start a treatment or rehabilitation program, you will be referred to the Sports 
Medicine staff member in charge of your team. All referrals are made on an individual basis, and each program is 
designed to help you reach the goals established in your treatment or rehabilitation plan. 

As part of the initial rehabilitative process, the Sports Medicine staff evaluates the problem and designs a rehab 
program for you. It is your responsibility to comply with all instructions in order to promote a quick recovery. Your 
treatments will be scheduled around your class and practice times. 

If you have injuries requiring supportive devices including casting, taping, and wrapping, you should consult with the 
Sports Medicine staff member assigned to your team to see when or if use of the device may be discontinued. 

INSURANCE COVERAGE 
Like those at many other universities, the UNC Department of Athletics requires that your persona[ health insurance 
be used to defray the cost of athletically-related injuries. Health insurance is now mandated for any student 
matriculating any of the 16 state campuses of North Carolina. it is recommended that you have hospitalization and 
accident coverage through a family policy or purchase coverage through a policy designed for UNC students. NCAA 
regulations do not allow for payment of health insurance through scholarship money and each student is responsible 
for payment of the policy. The information about this policy is available from Campus Health Services 
lwww.campushealth.unc.edu) or online at http;flwww.pearceandpearce.com. 

You are advised to check with your insurance carrier about the availability of and payment for care in the Chapel Hill 
area. You should notify your HMO prior to coming to Chapel Hill that you will be living out of your network area if you 
expect them to authorize any medical expenses. 

The Department of Athletics carries supplemental insurance coverage for athletic injuries. This insurance is designed 
as a secondary (i.e., coinsurance) insurance and is used to cover costs not covered by the athlete’s primary personal 
insurance. The Department of Athletics will only be responsible for bills approved by the Director of Sports Medicine 
or his designees prior to the services being rendered, The University’s insurance carrier cannot accept responsibility 
for a pre-existing injury or condition. Additionally, the University holds a catastrophic injury and disability policy on all 
athletes, 

If you or your parents have any questions concerning insurance coverage, please contact Sports Medicine at (919) 
966-3655. 



MEDICAL EXPENSES 
You must report any athletically-related illness or injury to your team athletic trainer or the team physician before the 
Department of Athletics can help with any medical expenses. Coverage provided by the Department must be in 
compliance with the guidelines issued by both UNC-CH and the NCAA. Unless the team physician recommends 
otherwise, the Sports Medicine physician and staff will be utilized for treatment. All medical bills and prescription 
expenses must be approved for payment by the team physician in accordance with the Department of Athletics and 
NCAA policies. 

The Department of Athletics does not assume any financial responsibility for any medical treatment obtained without 
a referral from the team physician. 

if a student-athlete requests a second opinion, it must be authorized by the team physician if it is to be paid for by the 
Department of Athletics. 

DENTAL CARE 
Each student-athlete is responsible for his/her dental care unless the need for such care is the result of an .athletic 
injury. Dental injuries received during formal practice or competition are treated through the Dental School at the 
University and payment is the same as for other athletic injuries as outlined above, 

Mouth guards for any athlete are available from your athletic trainer. If mouth guards are a required piece d 
equipmentfor your sport, they are mandatory for practice and competition, 



DINING SERVICES 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Carolina Dining Service provides food services for the Department of Athletics, Meal plans for student-athletes are 
open to all members of Carolina intercollegiate teams - varsity and junior varsity, male and female. The meal plans 
are offered to student-athletes who iive both on- and off-campus. For the 2012-13 academic year, the Department 
will issue a meal allowance check at the beginning of each semester to all "FulI" or "Board" scholarship athletes. 
Under the guidance of the head coach, student-athletes will be able to purchase any of the plans offered by the 
Carolina Dining Services. Once an arrangement is selected, student-athletes are asked to complete the contract form 
and notify their head coach as to which plan they have selected. 

ON-CAMPUS MEAL PLANS 
There are two types of meal plans offered during the 2012-13 academic year. The "Value Meal Plan" and the "Block 
Meal Plan" provide several options to meet a student-athlete’s dining needs. 
The Value Meal Plan allows student-athletes to select a plan that offers a set number of meals each week at your 
choice of Rams Head Dining Hall or Top of Lenoir, depending upon the dining needs of the student-athlete. Unused 
meals do not carry forward to the following week. All meais are offered in an all-you-care-to-eat format. The Block 
Plan is for student-athletes who may want more dining flexibility. The plan is based on the number of meals per 
semester and lets you decide how many meals to eat each day or each week. Unused meals at the end of the 
semester do not carry forward to the next semester. All meals under this plan are offered in an all-you-care-to-eat 
format. A "Dining F~ex" allowance may also be purchased by students with either meal plan. Flex Dollars allow you to 
purchased single items from the retail locations or single meals from the all-you-care-to eat locations. 
In addition to the above meal plans, student-athletes also have the option of using an Expense account, just like cash 
- dollar for dollar. The Expense Plan is a stored value account on the UNC One Card. Students making food 
purchases at Carolina Dining Service locations with their Expense Plan are exempt from the N.C. 6. 75% sales tax. 
The Flex Dollars portion of the Value and Block Plans is used just like cash and allows purchases by the item at all 
Carolina Dining Service locations, selected Student Stores snack bars, and pizza delivery from selected vendors. 
You may add funds in any account throughout the semester to your Flex Dol]ars account at the UNC One Card 
Office. 
If you are interested in purchasing an on-campus meal plan, contact the UNC One Card Office for cost and other 
information. 

BENEFITS OF MEAL PLANS 
¯ Gives you access to dining locations which offer a wide variety of complete and nutritionally-balanced meals. 
¯ Offers the flexibility of guaranteed unlimited seconds plus a Flex Dollars balance. Your Flex Dollars balance can be 
used in -between meals for snacks or pizza delivery. 
¯ When you use Flex Dollars, you receive an exemption from the 6.75% North Carolina State Tax for purchases at all 
Carolina Dining locations on prepared food items. 
, You can add Flex Dollars at any time. 
HOW TO REGISTER 
, Specific information and dates contained in a brochure available at the beginning of each semester or you can go to 
the Carolina Dining Services link on the UNC website (http://dining.unc.edu). 
¯ Contracts are available through the UNC One Card Office. The completed contract should be returned to the UNC 
One Card Office. 
ACCOUNT INFORMATION 
¯ All accounts are administered by the UNC One Card Office. Account information is available on request with valid 
identification. 
LOST OR STOLEN CARDS 
¯ To deactivate your card immediately notify the UNC One Card Office, (919) 962-8024 or contact the UNC Police 
Department (919) 962-8100 for 24 hour-a-day service. You are responsible for all activity d your Account until you 
report the card missing. Cards will be replaced at the UNC One Card Office for a fee of $10.00. 
¯ If you have Wachovia Banking linked to your UNC One Card, you must also report your lost or stolen card to 

.Wachovia at 1-800-275-3862 (24 hours a day). 
FACILITIES 



Student-athletes with meal plans may be served in the following facilities. Please contact each facility for hours of 
operation 
Rams Head Dining Hall - Located in the center d campus, Rams Head will be open for breakfast and lunch on 
weekdays in addition to dinner and late night 
Top of Lenoir Dining Hall - Located on North Campus, Lenoir will be open for breakfast and lunch on weekdays in 
addition to dinner hours. 
Lenoir Mainstreet - Located on North Campus, this facility offers several retail dining options, plus light snack items 
such as sandwiches, salads, baked goods, and beverages. 

Hours vary for each facilibi 
Burger King 
Tortilla Fresca 
Miso 
Chick-fiI-A 
Bone Pizzeria 
Ram Caf~ 
Subway 
Jamba Juice 
Wraps & Salads 
Sushi 

Alpine Bagel - Located in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 
Rams Head Market - Located in the center of campus, the market offers grocery items, a full service dell, organic 
food section, fresh produce, and more. 
Beach Care 
Common Grounds 
Tar Heel Care 
Care McColl 
UNC Football Training Table 
Thurston Bowies, Kenan McCoil Business School, and Graham Memorial - will also have options available for 
use by Carolina Dining Service meal plan holders. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Student-Athlete Dining: 
Rams Head Hall Manager ............................................ (919) 962.0310 
Campus Dining General Information: 
Lenoir Hall .................................................................... 962-0200/800-862-6325 
UNC ONE CARD Office ............................................... 962-8024 
UNC Athletics Department 
Tom Timmermans ......................................................... (9!9) 962-6000 
UNC-CH Auxiliary Services 
Contracts Administrator .............................................. (919) 962-2403 



SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY 

A. INTRODUCTION 
The use of banned substances is a matter of deep concern within our society. Many lives are dam-aged, and in some 
cases destroyed, by substance abuse. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is determined to help all 
students and employees avoid such hazards, through its established policies on substance abuse that apply to all 
members of the academic community. However, this departmental program is specifically designed for the members 
of our intercollegiate athletics teams, it is based on the premise that banned substances and athletics are inherently 
incompatible. 
First, many banned substances, when used in connection with athletics activities or physical conditioning programs, 
may pose serious risks to the health d the student-athlete and may endanger other persons in contact with the user. 
Such use may result in illness, temporary or permanent injury, or even death. 
Second, the use d certain performance-enhand% substances may temporarily improve some types of athletics 
performance and thereby create an unfair competitive advantage for the person using them, violating the basic 
principles of sportsmanship. 
Third, intercollegiate student-athletes frequently become highly publicized role models and their use and abuse of 
banned substances can negatively influence other young people, as well as damage the reputation of the University. 
B. BASIC PROGRAM GOALS 
The goals of this substance abuse education, testing, and counseling program are: 
1. To educate student-athletes about the health, safety, and academic dsks of the use of banned substances. 
2. To test to detect banned substance use. 
3. To provide a counseling program to assist in the rehabilitation of any student-athlete found to be using banned 
substances. 
4. To set forth clear consequences and sanctions, with a progressive response to successive positive tests for the 
use of banned substances, to maintain the integrity and character of the athletics program. 
All intercollegiate student-athletes at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill must comply with the terms of 
this program on substance abuse education, testing, and counseling. Accordingly, all student-athletes must read 
these requirements carefully and annually acknowledge in writing acceptance of the terms by signing the UNC Drug 
Testing Consent Form. Failure to sign will result in the student-athlete’s removal from the University’s intercollegiate 
athletics program. 
C, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
An important component of this program is an ongoing educational effort designed to help student-athletes avoid any 
involvement in the use of banned substances. Each student-athlete at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
shall be required to participate in substance abuse education activities prescribed by the Department of Athletics. 
Additionally, any student-athlete may seek assistance for a substance abuse problem at any time by contacting his or 
her coach, a departmental employee, a Sports Medicine employee, or a representative of the Division of Student 
Affairs. 
D. BANNED SUBSTANCES 
A student-athlete, dudng the period of his or her eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics, may not use the 
substances identified as NCAA Banned Drugs. The current list is included at the conclusion of this policy, but the list 
is subject to change by the NCAA Executive Committee, and the student-athlete shall be held accountable for all 
banned drugs on the current list. 
if an otherwise-banned substance is being used at the prescription of a physician, the student-athlete may continue 
to participate in athletics under the guidance of the team physician, unless the team physician notifies the Director of 
Athletics or his or her designee in writing that the specified athletics activity may not be safely undertaken. A student- 
athlete taking a banned substance at the prescription of a physician must notify the Director of Sports Medicine or his 
or her designee of such fact, including the name of the prescribing physician, to avoid a positive test for the 
substance being treated as a positive result under consequences of a positive test section of this policy. 



E. TESTING PROGRAM 
It is a condition of participation in athletics that a student-athlete annually sign the UNC Drug Testing Consent Form 
and the NCAA Drug Testing Consent form, affirming willingness to submit to any tests prescribed by The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill or the NCAA to reveal the use of any of the banned substances listed on the NCAA 
banned drug list. 
The testing will be implemented as follows: 
1. When tests will be administered: 
a. Preseason testing. 
A student-athlete may be tested during the pre-participation physicals for his or her respective varsity sport. 
b. Unannounced random and team testing. 
A student-athlete, a percentage of the members of a team, or an entire team may be subject to unannounced testing 
during both the academic year and summer sessions. The selection d individuals will be made by the Director of 
Athletics or his or her designee through a random computer drawing of names from the team roster, 
c. Testing in response to reasonable cause. 
A student-athlete may be subiect to testing at any time when there is reasonable cause to suspect he or she is 
engaged in the use of banned substances. Information from any source deemed reliable by the Director of Athletics 
or his or her designee, including but not limited to: 
¯ observed possession or use d banned substances 
, arrest or conviction for a criminal offense related to the possession, use, or trafficking of banned substances 
’ a drug-related charge under the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance 
¯ abnormal weight change 
¯ observed abnormal appearance, conduct, or behavior, including unusual patterns of behavior or absence from 
training or competition, reasonably interpreted as being caused by the use d banned substances shall be sufficient 
for the Director of Athletics or his or her designee to confer with University legal and medical authorities to determine 
whether there is reasonable cause to suspect that the student-athlete is engaged in banned substance use. 
Reasonable cause exists if a reasonable person unfamiliar with the student-athlete or the athletics program would 
conclude, based on the available information, that there is a basis for the suspicion that the student-athlete is using a 
banned substance. 

If reasonable cause is found to exist, the Director d Athletics or his or her designee shall meet in-person with the 
student-athlete and the student-athlete shall be asked to sign an acknowledgement form. 
2. Consequences of failure to participate in or cooperate with testing: 
a. If a student-athlete declines to execute the UNC Drug Testing Consent Form, his or her eligibility to participate in 
intercollegiate athletics will be terminated for the balance of the academic year. 
b. If the student-athlete is not present for a drug test, and no satisfactory explanation for the absence is provided to 
the Director of Athletics or his or her designee, the absence shall be considered the equivalent of a positive test for a 
banned substance that is not an anabolic agent. A student-athlete not present for a drug test who has provided a 
satisfactory explanation for the absence may be .tested as soon as practicable, at the discretion of the Director of 
Athletics or his or her designee. 
c. if the student-athlete fails, within a reasonable period of time, to produce a satisfactory sample, his or her eligibility 
to participate in intercollegiate athletics will be suspended until the student-athlete produces the required sample 
under conditions prescribed by the Director of Athletics or his or her designee. 
d. If the student-athlete refuses to provide a sample or manipulates his or her sample to alter the integrity and/or 
validity of the sample, the manipulation shall be treated as a positive test for a banned substance that is not an 
anabolic agent. 
F. CONSEQUENCES OF A POSITIVE TEST FOR BANNED SUBSTANCE USE 
The minimum consequences specified below wil~ apply following (a) any positive result on a drug test administered 
pursuant to this Policy, (b) any positive result on an NCAA-administered drug test, or (c) the occurrence of an event 
that is considered the equivalent of a positive test under the prior section of this Policy. 
More severe consequences than those listed below may be imposed if the coach has distributed a written policy 
describing those consequences to each team member when he or she becomes a member of the team and at the 
beginning of each academic year. Such a team policy must be approved in advance by the Director of Athletics. 
1. Probation, performance contract, and notification of parent(s) or guardian(s): 
a. Probation. 



The student-athlete will be on probation with the Depar[ment of Athletics. 
b, Performance contract. 
The student-athlete will be required to sign a performance contract specifying expectations for the student-athlete’s 
behavior, detailing the consequences of an additional positive drug test, and setting forth any additional sanctions, 
which may include community service. If, in the judgment of the Director d Athletics, the student-athlete has not 
complied with the performance contract, such noncompliance may trigger suspension for 50% of the number of 
regular season contests or termination of the student-athlete’s eligibility to compete. 
c. Notification d parent(s) or guardian(s). 
The student-athlete’s parent(s) or guardian(s) will be informed by the Director of Athletics, or his or her designee, d 
the known facts concerning banned substance use and the conditions to be imposed by the University as a result of 
those facts. The parent(s) or guardian(s) will also receive a copy of the performance contract, signed by the student- 
athlete, and will be informed of any suspension or termination of athletics eligibility pursuant to this Policy. 
2. Evaluation, counseling, and treatment: ¯ 
a. Evaluation of the nature and extent of banned substance use. 
The student-athlete will be required to meet with a designated professional from the Stu-dent Health Service for an 
assessment of the nature, extent, and history of the problem and to devise an appropriate counseling and treatment 
plan. 
b. Counseling and treatment. 
The nature and extent of counseling and treatment that may be required as a condition of continued athletics 
eligibility will be determined by a designated professional from the Student Health Service and the Dean of Students, 
and others as deemed appropriate, in consultation with the Director of Athletics or his or her designee. The student- 
athlete will be asked to sign a release of medical information so that information about the plan and the student’s 
progress may be shared as necessary with the Director of Athletics and his or her designees for the purpose of 
evaluating the student’s progress in the counseling and treatment plan. 
3. Follow-up testing: 
While the student-athlete is participating in a prescribed treatment plan, he or she may be subject to testing for 
banned substances for the purpose d determining the student’s progress under the treatment plan. After the student- 
athlete is released from the treatment plan by the collective judgment of the individuals identified in F.2.b., he or she 
will be subject to periodic unannounced testing for banned substances for as long as he or she remains a member of 
the athletics program. 
4. Suspension or termination of athletics eligibility: 
a. Positive test for a banned substance that is an anabolic agent. 
After any positive test for a banned substance that is an anabolic agent, the Director of Athletics shall terminate the 
student-athlete’s eligibility for athletics participation. 
b. Positive test for a banned substance that is not an anabolic agent. 
After a positive test for any banned substance that is not an anabdic agent, if the problem is deemed by the Director 
of Athletics, in consultation with the Director d Sports Medicine or his or her designee, to be sufficiently serious, the 
student-athlete’s eligibility may be suspended for a period of time or terminated. 
A student-athlete who tests positive for a banned substance that is not an anabolic agent any time during or after a 
period of probation imposed under this Policy, shall, at a minimum, be suspended by the Director d Athletics from 
athletics participation for 50% of the total regular season contests, to be continued to the next season if necessary, if 
there is an odd number of regular season contests (e.g., 29 games), the number of games in the suspension will be 
rounded down (e.g., 14-game suspension, instead of a !5-game suspension). 
A student-athlete who tests positive for a banned substance that is not an anabolic agent any time during or after a 
period of suspension imposed under this section of the Policy shall have his or her athletics eligibility terminated by 
the Director of Athletics. 
c. Suspension for one year for a positive result on an NCAA-administered test. 
A positive result on a test for banned substances administered by the NCAA may result in loss of athletics eligibility 
for one year. The NCAA’s Drug Testing Protocol and Policy may be found at http:/lwww.ncaa.org. 
d. Counseling and treatment after termination d athletics eligibility. 
A student-athlete whose eligibility has been terminated may seek assistance from established University counseling 
and medical resources available to students at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Such services will not 
be initiated or supervised by the Department d Athletics, since the student’s affiliation with the athletics program will 
have ended. 



5. Non-renewal d and termination of existing grant-in-aid: 
If eligibility is terminated, a student-athlete is not eligible for recommendation of renewal of any athletics grant-in-aid, 
and any existing ’grant-in-aid is subject to termination by a recommendation d the Director of Athletics to the 
Associate Provost and Director d the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. 

G. PROCEDURES FOR IMPOSING SERIOUS SANCTIONS 
Within the Testing Program and Consequences d a Positive Test Sections of this Policy provide notice of 
circumstances under which suspension or termination d eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics activities 
may be imposed. Such sanctions may be imposed only in accordance with the procedures herein prescribed. If the 
sanction includes termination of an existing grant-in-aid or recommendation of non-renewal of any future grant-in-aid, 
the appeal from that portion of the sanction shall be governed by G.4. 
t. Written notice: 
Before any suspension or termination is imposed, the student-athlete will be given written notice by the Director of 

Athletics of his or her intent to suspend or terminate e~igibility, the reasons for the proposed action, and the right d 
the affected student-athlete to request an appeaI. 
2. Request for an appeal: 
A student-athlete may request an appeal by addressing a request in writing to the Director of Athletics within three (3) 
business days after receiving the written notice referred to in paragraph 1., above. A request for an appeal must be 
based on insufficiency of evidence or mitigating circumstances. Failure d the student-athlete to request an appeal on 
these bases in writing within three (3) business days following his or her receipt of written notice will be considered a 
waiver of the appeal. 
3. Appeal: 
a. Appeal Committee. 
If an affected student-athlete requests an appeal on the valid bases identified above in G.2., an appeal hearing shall 
be conducted by a standing committee consisting of three persons appointed by the Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs. No officer, employee, or agent d the Department of Athletics shall be eligible to serve on such committee. 
b. Conduct of appeal. 
The appeal hearing shall be convened within ten (10) business days after it is requested. The appeal hearing shall be 
conducted in private, with only the following individuals present: 
¯ the members d the committee, 
¯ the affected student-athlete and a support person(s) of his or her choice, 
¯ the Director of Athletics, or his or her designee, accompanied by a support person(s) of his or her choice, and 
, witnesses who are present to give testimony. 
c. Scope d review. 
On appeal, there is a presumption that the original decision is correct. Accordingly, the scope of review is whether 
there is a reasonable basis for the original decision. If there is no reasonable basis for the actual sanction or 
sanctions imposed, or if compelling mitigating circumstances are found to be present, the committee may 
recommend a lesser sanction. 
d. Recommendation to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. 
Within three (3) business days after the committee concludes its appeal hearing, the committee shall report its 

conclusions concerning the facts, as welt as any recommendations about the sanction, to the Vice Chancellor for 
Student Affairs, who shall decide what sanction, if any, shall be imposed, consistent with the provisions d this Policy. 
If the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs finds there was insufficient evidence, then the drug test giving rise to the 
incident ~Nill not be considered a positive test for purposes of this Policy. 
4. Appeal of grant-in-aid: 
The recommendation made by the Director of Athletics in accordance with this Policy to terminate an existing grant- 
in-aid or recommend non-renewal of a future grant-in-aid will be referred to the Associate Provost and Director of the 
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, who is the institutional officer with the authority to accept or reject the 
recommendation regarding the athletics grant-in-aid. 



The student-athlete may pursue an appeal of a negative decision of the Associate Provost and Director of the Office 
of Scholarships and Student Aid on the grant-in-aid to the Chancellor’s Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and 
Student Aid by notifying the Chancellor’s Committee chair within ten (10) business days from the receipt of the 
Associate Provost’s decision. The Chancellor’s Committee shall hear the appeal as promptly as possible. Failure of 
the student-athlete to request an appeal within ten (10) business days following his or her receipt of the Associate 
Provost’s decision will be considered a waiver of the appeal. 
5. Imposition of serious sanctions: 
Suspension or termination d eligibility may not be imposed until the student-athlete’s appeal, pursuant to G.2. and 

G.3., is concluded or the time period for filing the appeal has expired. Termination of any athletics grant-in-aid may 
not be imposed until the student-athlete’s appeal, pursuant to G.4., is concluded or the time period for filing the 
appeal has expired. 

H, CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF BANNED SUBSTANCES 
Any information concerning a student-athlete’s aIleged or confirmed use of banned substances, solicited or received 
pursuant to implementation of this Policy, shall be restricted to institutional personnel and to parents or guardians as 
provided herein, except as required by law. No other release of such information will be made without the student- 
athlete’s written consent, except as required by law. The University cannot guarantee that law enforcement or 
prosecutorial authorities will not gain access to information in the possession of the University, since a valid 
subpoena or other enabling court order might be issued to compel disclosure. The University, however, will not 
voluntarily disclose such information in the absence of a court order. 

I. IMPROPER PROVISION OF BANNED SUBSTANCES BY UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL 
No officer, employee, or agent of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill may supply to any student-athlete 
any banned substance or otherwise encourage or induce any student-athlete improperly to use any banned 
substance, except as specified banned substances may be prescribed by qualified medical personnel for the 
treatment of individual student-athletes. Any person who has information about a possible violation of this prohibition 
should report such information promptly to the University’s General Counsel, who shall have authority to investigate 
the allegation and report the results of any investigation to the Chancellor for appropriate disciplinary proceedings 
against any University officer, employee, or agent who is charged with having violated this prohibition. 

J. POLICY REVIEW AND AMENDMENT 
A Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee appointed by the Director of Athletics will interpret this Policy and 
program as necessary, review its administration annually, and recommend any Policy or program changes to the 
Director of Athletics for approvalby the Director and the Chancellor. The committee shall be comprised of substance 
abuse professionals, faculty members, Department d Athletics administrators, Student Affairs administrators, 
members of the Sports Medicine staff, University legal counsel, and others as determined by the Director of Athletics. 

NCAA DRUG TESTING PROGRAM 
Each year, student-athletes wilt sign a consent form demonstrating their understanding of the NCAA drug-testing 
program and their willingness to participate. Their consent statement is required by the NCAA of all student-athletes 
before participation in intercollegiate athletically related countable activities during the year in question. Failure to 
complete and sign the statement annually shall result in the student-athlete’s ineligibility for participation in 
i ntercolleg late competition. 

By signing the NCAA Drug Testing Consent Form, you agree to allow the NCAA to test you, during your participation 
in any NCAA championship or postseason football game certified by the NCAA, for the drugs banned by the NCAA. 
Additionally, you also agree to be tested on a year-round basis. A current list of drugs banned by the NCAA is 
provided at the end of this section. 

A student-athlete who tests positive, consistent with the NCAA drug-testing protocol, shall be charged with the loss d 
a minimum of one season of competition in all sports if the season d competition has not yet begun for that student- 
athlete. A student-athlete who tests positive during a season of competition will be ineligible to participate in reguiar- 
season and post-season competition during the time period ending one calendar year after the positive drug test. 



If you test positive for a second time for the use of any drug, other than a "street drug" as defined by the NCAA in 
Bylaw 3t.2.3.4, you will lose all remaining regular-season and post-season eligibility in all sports. 
If you test positive for the use of a "street drug" after being restored to eligibility, you shall be charged with the loss of 
one additional season of competition in all sports and also shall remain ineligible for regular-season and postseason 
competition at least through the next calendar year. 

A policy adopted by the NCAA Executive Committee establishes that the penalty for missing a scheduled drug test is 
the same as the penalty for testing positive for the use of a banned drug. ]n this case, a student-athlete will remain 
ineligible until he or she retests negative and his or her eligibility is restored by the NCAA Eligibility Committee. 
The list d banned substances by the NCAA is continually changing. To check for the most up-to-date list, visit the 
NCAA’s website at: NCAA 2012-13 List of Banned Drugs 

Any questions about NCAA banned drugs should be referred to Dr. Mario Ciocca, Director of Sports Medicine, who 

has been designated by the Department of Athletics as the departmental resource for such inquiries. Dr. Ciocca can 

be reached at ciocca@emait.unc, edu or 919-965-3655. 

PERFORMANCE ENHANCING SUPPLEMENTS 
The University d North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics, the ACC, and the NCAA neither endorse nor 
approve of any specific performance-enhancing supplements. 

Nutritional supplements are not strictly regulated and may contain substances banned by the NCAA. For more 
information you may visit the National Center for Drug Free Sport Resource Exchange Center (REC) Web site at: 
http:flwww, drugfreesport.com or contact them by phone (toll free) at 1-877-202-0769. 

Use d unapproved substances may result in the loss of remaining eligibility and legal challenges, along with physical 
illness that could, in extreme cases, lead to death. Please consult with a UNC Sports Medicine Physician for 
information and approvallperrnission before using any supplements. These products include, but are not be 
limited to, energy bars, protein supplements, and electrolyte replacement drinks (sports drinks). 

Any questions about nutritional supplements should be referred to Mary Ellen Bingham, Sports NutritioniSt, who has 

been designated by the Department of Athletics as the departmental resource for such inquiries. Ms. Bingham can 

be reached at binghamm@emaiLunc.edu or 919-966-3462. 

TOBACCO USE 
The use d tobacco products by student-athletes and game personnel (e.g., coaches, trainers, managers, and game 
officials) is prohibited during practice and competition. A student-athlete who uses tobacco products during a practice 
or competition shall be disqualified for the remainder of that practice or competition. 



NCAABANNED DRUGS 

The NCAA bans the following classes of drugs: 

a. Stimulants 
b. Anabolic Agents 

c, Alcohol and Beta Blockers (banned for rifle only) 

d, Diuretics and Other Masking Agents 

e, St!eet Drugs 
f. Peptide Hormones and Analogues 

g, Anti-estrogens 

h. Beta-2 Agonists 

Note: Any substance chemically related to these classes is also banned. 
The institution and the student-athlete shall be held accountable for all drugs within the banned drug class regardless 

of whether they have been specifically identified. 

Drugs and Procedures Subject to Restrictions: 

a. Blood Doping. 

b. Local Anesthetics (under some conditions). 
c. Manipulation of Urine Samples. 
d. Beta-2 Agonists permitted only by prescription and inhalation. 

e. Caffeine if concentrations in urine exceed 15 micrograms!ml. 

NCAA Nutritional/DietanJ Supplements Warning: Before consuming any nutritionalldietary supplement 
product, student athletes should review the product with the athletics department staff. 

¯ Dietary supplements are not well regulated and may cause a positive drug test result. 

¯ Student-athletes have tested positive and lost their eligibility using dietary supplements. 

¯ ~Aany dietary supplements are contaminated with banned drugs not listed on the label. 

¯ Any product containing a dietary suppiement ingredient is taken at your.own risk. 

It is the student-athlete’s responsibility to check with the appropriate athletics staff before using any 
substance. 

Some Examples of NCAA Banned Substances in Each Drug Class 

NOTE: There is no complete list of banned drug examples 

Check with your athletics department staff before you consume any medication or supplement. 

Stimulants: amphetamine (Adderall); caffeine (guarana); cocaine; ephedrine; fenfluramine (Fen); 
metharnphetamine; methylphenidate (Ritalin); phentermine (Phen); synephrine (bitter orange); methylhexaneamine, 

etc, Exceptions: phenylephrine and psevdoephedrine are not banned. 



Anabolic Agents (sometimes listed as a chemical formula, such as 3,6,17-androstenetrione): boldenone; 

clenbutero!; DHEA (7-Keto); nandrolone; stanozolo!; testosterone; methasterone; androstenedione; 
norandrostenedione; methandienone; etiocholanolone; trenbolone; etc. 

Alcohol and Beta Blockers (banned for rifle only): alcohol; atenolo!; rnetoprolol; nadolol; pindolol; propranolol; 
timolol; etc, 

Diuretics (water pills) and Other Masking Agents: bumetanide; ch]orothiazide; furosemide; hydrochlorothiazide; 
probenecid; spironolactone (canrenone); triameterene; trichiormethiazide; etc. 

Street Drugs: heroin; marijuana; tetrahydrocannabinol (THC); synthetic cannabinoids (eg. spice, K2, JWH-018, 

JWH-073) 

Peptide Hormones and Analogues: growth hormone(hGH); human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG); erythropoietin 
(EPO); etc. 

Anti-Estrogens: anastrozole; tamo×ifen; formestane; 3,17-dioxo-etiochol-1,4,6-triene(ATD), etc. 

Beta-2 Agonists: bambuterol; formoterol; salbutamol; salmeterol; etc. 

Any substance that is chemically related to the class of banned drugs is also banned! (unless otherwise 
noted) 

Last Updated: Apt 10, 2012 
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Rachel Perry Assistant Director 

SPORTS MEDICINE 
Dr. Thomas Brickner 
Dr. Mario Ciocca 
Dr. Alex Creighton 
Dr, Jeff Spang 
Dr, Tim Taft 
Dr, Kelly Waicus 
Physician On-Call Beeper 

Staff Athletic Trainers 
Scott Trulock 
Scott Oliaro 
Nicole Fava 
Doug Haberson 
Chris Hirth 
Terri Jo Rucinski 

STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING 
Lou Hernandez 
Greg Gatz 
Steve Gisselman 

Assistant AD/Football 
Director/Olympic Sports 
Asst. Dir. Olympic Sports 

STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES 
Bradley Bethel Learning Specialist 

962-6000 
962-8525 

962-2067 

962-7853 

962-2349 

962-7864 
962-5555 

962-0463 
962-5405 

962-6000 
966-3655 

962-5191 
962-5193 
962-5218 
962-5499 

966-3655 
966-3655 
966-3655 
966-3655 
966-3655 
966-3655 
216-2224 

962-0102 
962-2067 
962-2067 
962-2067 
843-2033 
962-2067 

962-8524 
962-1402 
962-1402 

966-4102 
962-2237 

CelltPager 



John Blanchard 
Brent Blanton 
Beth Bridger 
Dana Gelin 
Corey Holliday 
Shelley Johnson 
Dr, Cricket Lane 
Jaimie Lee 
Beth Lyons 
Susan Maloy 
Lance Markos 
Harold Woodard 
Kym Orr 
Tia Overstreet 
Sandy Restivo 
Wally Richardson 
Jenn Townsend 
Spencer Welborn 
Nate Yarbrough 
Tony Yount 

T]CKET OFFICE 
John Montgomery 
Tim Sabo 
Shane Pardsh 
Jason Steinbe[g 
Brian Bersticker 

Senior Associate AD 
Assistant Director 
Assoc, Director 
S-A Development/Career Coord. 
Associate AD 
Director, CLA 
Assistant AD 
Academic Counselor 
Learning Specialist 
Assistant Director 
Director for Compliance 
Director (Interim), Academic Supp, 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Counselor 
Administrative Assistant 
Assoc, Director 
Associate Director 
Academic Counselor 
Office Manage/Adm. Asst. 
Academic Counselor 

Senior Associate AD 
Director of Ticket Operations 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 

962-9533 
962-9536 
843-5669 
843-5843 
962-9114 
843-7335 
843-2040 
843-6566 
843-6029 
962-9892 
843-7259 
962-9534 
843-2425 
843-4400 
962-9146 
962-9893 
.962-9538 
843-2328 
962-9537 
962-9535 

962-2296 

HEAD COACHES’ DIRECTORY 
Baseball 
Basketball (Men’s) 
Basketball (Women’s) 
Cross Country 
Field Hockey 
Fencing 
Football 
Golf (Men’s) 
Golf (Women’s) 
Gymnastics 
Lacrosse (Men’s) 
Lacrosse (women’s) 
Rowing (Women’s) 
Soccer (Men’s) 
Soccer (Women’s) 
Softbatl 
Swimming (Men & Women) 
Tennis (Men’s) 
Tennis (Women’s) 
Track (Men & Women) 
Volleyball 
Wrestling 

Mike Fox 
Roy Williams 
Sylvia Hatchell 
Harlis Meaders 
Karen Shelton 
Ron Miller 
Larry Fedora 
Andrew Sapp 
Jan Mann 
Derek Galvin 
Joe Breschi 
Jenny Levy 
Sarah Haney 
Carlos Somoano 
Anson Dorrance 
Donna Papa 
Rich DeSelm 
Sam Paul 
Brian Kalbas 
Harlis Meaders 
Joe Sagula 
C.D, Mock 

962-2351 
962-1154 
962-5187 
962-5199 
962-5230 
962-5221 
966-9141 
962-0753 
962-4273 
962-5213 
962-5216 
962-0740 
962-8278 
962-0466 
962-4!00 
475-3264 
966-1900 
962-6060 
962-6262 
962-5199 
962-5228 
962-5212 



CAMPUS DIRECTORY 
Academic Advising 
Office of Academic Advising 
Office of Student Counseling 

966-5116 
966-3658 

Academic Support Services 
Academic Services 
Chemistry Resource Center 
Learning Skills Center 
Math Help Center 
University Counseling Center 
Writing Center 

Admissions Office 

Alcohol and Drugs 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Drug Testing Inquiries 
Student Health Services 
Center for Healthy Student Behaviors 
Policy: Dean of Students Office 

962-1046 
962-6095 
952-3782 
962-9601 
966-3658 
962-7710 

966-3621 

933-3877 
966-6586 
966-2281 
966-6586 
966-4042 

Athletics 
Carolina Athletic Association 962-4300 
Department: Smith Center 962-6000 
]ntramurals 843-4768 
Media Relations 962-2123 
Ticket Office 962-2296 

Career Center 962-6507 

Carolina Women’s Center 962-8305 

Computer Science 962-1700 

Counseling and Wellness Services (CWS) 966-3658 

Dining Hali Operations 
Rams Head Hail 962-0200 
Contracts Administrator, Auxiliary Services 962-2403 

FirelRescuelPolice 
University Police: (Emergency) 
University Police 
Carrboro Police 
Chapel Hill Police 
HELPLINE CommunityCrisis Number 

911 
962-8100 
918-7397 
968-2760 
929-0479 

Health Care 
Campus Health Services 
Acute Care/Extended Services (ACES) 
Allergy Injections 
Dermatology Clinic 
Men’s Health 

966-228! 



Sexual Assault Response 
Women’s Health 
UNC Hospitals 
Emergency Room 
Orange Cty Rape Crisis Line 

Honor Code 
Dean d Students Office 
Student Attorney General 
Undergraduate Honor Court 

Housing. 
Housing Contracts 
Odum Village 
RAM Village 
Residence Hall Association 
University Department 
Granville Towers 

ID Cards 

Information (Local) 
University Operator 
Long Distance Info. 

Libraries 
Davis Library 
Undergraduate Library 

Public Safety Department 
Emergency Calls 
Routine Calls 
Point to Point Shuttle 

Records 

Registrar’s Office 
Class Sohedules 
Name/Address Change 
Transcripts 

Resident Life 

Student Affairs Office 

Student Government Association 

Student Information 

Student Legal Services 

Student Recreation Center 

Student Stores 

966-4131 
966-4721 
967-RAPE 

966-4042 
966-4084 
962-4302 

962-5401 
966-5661 
843-6676 
962-3901 
962-5401 
370-4500 

962-8024 

411 
962-2211 
l-area-555-1212 

966-3260 
962-1355 

911 
962-8100 
962-7867 

962-0495 

962-3954 
962-6093 
962-3954 
962-2350 

962-3901 

966-4045 

962-5201 

962-2288 

962-!303 

962-4772 

962-5066 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Coach’s Signature: 

Coach /~ 

Count      Co~t 

1 

I 

EX 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11 

Date 

10/28/20 t 2 

11/4/2012 

11/9-12/12 

12tl/2012 

12/2/2012 

!/12/20I 3 

1/!3/2013 

1/18-21t13 

1/27/2013 

2/2/2013 

2/3/2013 

2/9t2013 

2/24/2013 

319/2013 

3/23-24/13 

Total DO(:: Count 

Day of Week 

Suday 

Sunday 

Fdday-Monday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Frtday-Monday 

Sunday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Saturday 

Seturd~y-,Sunday 

Academic Year: 

Date Submitted: 

Opponen~ 

Temple intercollegiate Open 

Penn State Intercollegiate Open 

North American Cup (Dr1 ,JR) 

Vassar Dual Meets 

Brandeis Dual Meets 

Penn State Dual Meets 

NYU Dual Meets 

North American Cup (JR, CDT) 

Philadelphia Invitational 

Northwestern Dual Meets 

Northwestern Dual Meets 

Duke Dual Meets 

National Squad Championships 

NCAA MAS Regionei Championships 

NCAA Championships 

2012-2013 
8t2 3120 ! 2 

Philadelphia, PA 

State College, PA 

Virginia Beach Convention Center 

Poughkeepsie, NY 

Waltham, MA 

State College, PA 

New York, NY 

TBA 

Evanston, IL 

Evanston, IL 

Durham, NC 

Columbus, OH 

Easton, PA 

TBA 

C]ass Days 

Missed 

Game(Match (include 1/2 

8 AM t 

8 AM 1 

8AM ¯ 

8 AM 1 

8 AM 

8 AM 

8 AM 0 

8 AM O-’~-" 

8 AM 1 

8 AM 1 

8 AM 1 

9 AM ~) 

8 AM 0 

8 AM 

8 AM 

Total Missed Days 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed Schedule 

Sr. Assoc. AD/SWA Signature: 

ADiDesignee Signature: 

Date: 

Date: 

Approved Copies to: 

E~eth MiJler (ori~ina!) 

Dick B3c~dour 

L~rr7 Gallo 
S~’eveK~rschner 

Susan Maloy 

Lance Markos 

Compliance intern{s) 
He~d Coach 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 

In Fencing, institutions and student-athletes are limited to t~. dates of competition, except for those dates excluded in Bylaw 17 (e.g., ACC and NCAA Tournament, Alumni 

Games}. To qualify for sports sponsorship, institutions must engage in at least 9 contests with a minimum of 5 participating student-athletes in each contest (per Bylaw 

20.9.4.3). For purposes of these minimum requirements, not m~re than S ~nstitut~on-vs-institution meetings shall be counted as contests in any m~iti-team competition. 

Additionally, contests in whlch an institution achieves a single team score in competition (e.~., conference championships) or ones in.which no team scoring is kept, shall be 

counted as one contest. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Proposed SChedule 

Sport: 
~ 

Coach~ 
CompL 

~of 
DOC 

/i~omp. 
Count ~-~ Count Dat~e 

1 10127t2 012 

Academic Year: 

Date Submitted: 

2012-2013 
8/23/2012 

Day of Week ~ Sit__~e 

Saturday Temple Intercollegiate Open Philadelphia, PA 

11/3/2012 Saturday 

11t9-t2112 

12/1/2012 Saturday 

12/2/2012 Sunday 

1/12/201~ ~ Saturday 

1tl 8-21tl 3 ~ay-~o~day 
7 

1/26/2013 Saturday 
8 

2/2/2013 Satu rday 
9 

213/20 t3 Suday 

2t10120!3      Sunday 
11 

2f2412013 Sunday 

3/9/2013 Satu rday 

3121-22I 13 Th,,rsday-Frida 

14 

Total DOC Count 

Penn State Intercollegiate Open 

North American Cup (Dvl, JR) 

Vasser Dual Meets 

Brandeis Dual Meets 

Penn State Dual Meets 

North American Cup {Jr, Cdt) 

Philadelphia lnvitiational 

Northwestern Dua! Meets 

Northwestern Dual Meets 

Duke Dual Meets 

Nationals Squad Championships 

NCAA MAS Regkmal Championships 

NCAA Championships 

State College, PA 

Virginia Beach Convention Center 

Poughkeepsie, NY 

Waltham, MA 

State College, PA 

TBA 

Evanston, IL 

Evanston, IL 

Durham, NC 

Columbus, OH 

Easton, PA 

TBA 

Class Days 

Missed 

Game/Match (include 

Time days~ 

8 AM 1 

8 AM 1 

8 AM # 

8 AM 1 

8 AM 

8 AM 

8 AM /..2~2-- 

8 AM 1 

8AM 1 

8 AM I 

9 AM 0 

8 AM 0 

8 AM 

8 AM 

Total Missed Days 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Proposed Schedule 

Sr. Assoc. AD/SWA Signature: 

AD/Designee Sign ature: 

Date: 

Date: 

Beth Miller (original) 

Dick Baddour 

Steve Kirschner 

Amy Herman 

Susa~ Maloy 

Lanae Mark,s 

Complia~ Intern~) 

Head Coach 

Applicable NCAA Regulations 

in Fencing, i~stitutions a nd stude nt-athletes are limited to 1:1 dates of competition, except for those dates excluded in Bylaw 17 (e.g., ACC and NCAA Tournament, Alumni 

Games). To qualify for sports sponsorship, institutions must engage in at least 9 contests with a minimum ors participating student-athletes in each contest {per Bylaw 

20~9.4.3). For purposes oftBese minimum requirements, not more than 3 institution-vs-i~stitution meetings shal! be counted as contests in any multi-team competition. 

f Additionallv, contests in which an institution achieves a single team score in competition {e.g., conference championships) or ones in which no team SCoring is kept, shal{ be 

lcounted as one contest. 
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Thanks for the opportunity to be here today and be a part of the Faculty Leadership Community. 

Unique that a non-faculty member would be included. 

Throughout my time in higher education, I have always thought of college athletics as part of the educational experience. 

So when I first arrived I began to ask a lot of questions about what we do well and where we can get better. Over the 

course of a couple of months I realized it would be helpful to develop a strategic plan that would provide a direction and 

roadmap for us to follow. 

We engaged Paul Friga from the KFBS to guide us through the process. 

We had great input from the staff, coaches, students, alumni and friends 

After many iterations we landed on a very simple and meaningful mission. 



Athletics is not about the 800 students who compete in the 28 intercollegiate sports, it is much more than that--- 

It’s about all 30,000 students who are here, it’s about the 290,000 alumni who take pride in their alma mater. 

We host more than 250 events a year that attract almost 1 million spectators and visitors. Frequently perceptions of the 

university are formed through the intercollegiate image and we take that role and responsibility very seriously. 

What attracted me to this university a little over a year ago was the reputation and image of striving for excellence in all we 

do. 



Ultimately, we are building our plan of 4 core values. 



We identified 4 priorities through this process. 

The first is alignment... 



What does alignment mean? 

It means recognizing where we contribute to the educational mission and how we fit into the local and national landscape. 

Locally we learn and contribute the experience at the university and the community. 

Nationally we need to be a part of the dialogue about the role of intercollegiate athletics in higher education today. 



Why is alignment necessary? 

We want to improve as a University. 

We influence some of the metrics that drive the US News rankings. 

We impact and influence overall admission applications. 

We influence what others think of us and that’s reflected in their peer assessment rating. 

The quality of life that athletics, performing arts and music contribute to attracts faculty members and students who in turn 

raise our research potential our scholarship 

So we need to continue to compete positively and with students we can all be proud of. Students who add to the quality 

of the Carolina experience. 

The vast majority of the responsibility of maintaining alignment rests with me--the AD 



Second priority is Academic Achievement 

We want to be Top 3!Top 10 in every sport 

APR, GSR, FGR 

There are many metrics to measure improvement and we will use many of them. 



So where are we today? 







What does that mean by sport? 

ACC average 973 

UNC Average 982 





Nationally the top rankings look like this 







Third Priority: Competition 



Look at the difference in schools here: public vs. private 

We will track our success through director’s cup standings. 

We won the first year and Stanford has won 18 in a row 



Again, a look at our individual sports by points earned for the directors cup 



Finally, how can we really achieve these results? 



Business metric - our goal will be to achieve 75th percentile in each category 

This is not a coaches only plan--it’s the entire department. We all need to take ownership of our success and failure. 



When we surveyed our staff, this is what they thought of our department. 



If we put these together, we can lead. 



The coaches who lead our teams are great teachers and role models. 



Our students excel in the classroom and in competition 



They achieve in may ways 

















Atlantic Coast Conference 
Faculty Athletics Representatives, Athletics Directors, Senior Woman Administrators 

Joint Meeting 

MEETING ROOM 1 
GREENSBORO COLISEUM COMPLEX 

GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 

March 15, 2013 

Welcome. (Dr. Bob TaggarO 

Goals for the Meeting. (TaggartJXll) 

NCAA Rules Working Group Proposals. [Supplement Nos. 1 & 2] (All) 

a. Update on 11l-2, 113-3 and 13-5-A 

b. Update on 13-2 

c. Discussion on 11-3-B 

d. Discussion on 12-2 
e. Discussion on 12-4 
f. Discussion on 13-8 
g. Discussion on 16-5 
h. Discussion on 16-6 
i. Discussion on 16-7 

Women’s Basketball Recruiting Model. [Supplement No. 3] (All) 

Update on Initial-Eligibility Standards Discussions. [Supplement No. 4] (Mr. Matt 
Burgemeister) 

Update on Miscellaneous Expense Allowance Discussion. (Mr. BradHostetteO 

Update on NCAA Proposal Nos. 2011-84A and 2011-85. [Supplement No. 5] 

(HostetteO 

Other topics. 

a. NCAA Governance Structure Review Timeline (Hostetter) 

Adjournment. 



Supplement No. 1 

Select Rules Working Group Proposals 

Proposal Number: RWG-11-2 

Tit~e: ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- LIMITATIONS ON THE NUMBER AND DUTIES OF COACHES -- ELIMINATION OF 
RECRUITING COORDINATION FUNCTIONS 

Intent: To eliminate legislation related to recruiting coordination functions that must be performed by head or assistant 
coaches. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 11.01, as follows: 

11.01 Definitions and Applications. 

[11.01.1 through 11.01.2 unchanged.] 

11.01.3 Coach, Graduate Assistant -- Bowl Subdivision Football and Women’s Rowing. In bowl subdivision football, a 
graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and has either received his or her 
first baccalaureate degree or has exhausted athletics eligibility (whichever occurs later) within the previous seven 
years and qualifies for appointment as a graduate assistant under the policies of the institution. In women’s rowing, a 
graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and qualifies for appointment as a 
graduate assistant under the policies of the institution. In bowl subdivision football and women’s rowing, the 
individual is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by institutional policy. 
The following provisions shall apply: 

[11.01.3-(a) through 11.01.3-(h) unchanged.] 

(i) The individual may not evaluate or contact prospective student-athletes off campus, regardless of whether 
compensation is received for such activities~ T~,~ ;,~,~,,~,~,,ot ,~o,, ,~^~ ,,,=,~^ro~ rec,~uidng ~.,,,,~m,o~;,~,~ ~,,,~,,~;,~,~ (see 
~ ~qe w--1---1-:-7:4-:-2-)-.;--h o we ve r-,-#---is--p e r-m i s s i b/e-fo r---e--g re d u ~3 te-a s s is ta ~-~ t--o o a ~-h--to-m a k e--to 7 e p i-~ o P~e----ea 7 I-s--to-a ~-~ d--re ~-e i~ e 

[11.01.3.1 unchanged.] 

11.01.4 Coach, Undergraduate Student Assistant. An undergraduate student assistant coach is any coach who is a 
student-athlete who has exhausted his or her eligibility in the sport or has become injured to the point that he or she 
is unable to practice or compete ever again, and who meets the following additional criteria: 

[11.01.4-(a) through 11.01.4-(c) unchanged.] 

(d) Is not involved in contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or scouting opponents off 

11.01.5 Coach, Volunteer. in sports other than football and basketball, a volunteer coach is any coach who does not 
receive compensation or remuneration from the institution’s athletics department or any organization funded in 
whole or in part by the athletics department or that is involved primarily in the promotion of the institution’s athletics 
program (e.g., booster club, athletics foundation association). The following provisions shall apply: 

(a) The individual is proMbited from contacting and evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus or from 
scouting opponents off campus ~’~ ....... ~ ’~’=~ ......... ;~ ........ ~;~’~;"’~ ~’"~"~’~’~° ~== B}~aw ~!.7. !.2). 

[Remainder of 11.01 unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 11.7.1, as follows: 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 



Select Rules Working Group Proposals 

11.7.1 General Provisions Applicable to All Sports witl~ Numerical Coaching Limits. 

11.7.1.1 Designation of Coaching Category. An individual who coaches and eitl~er is uncompensated or receives 
compensation or remuneration of any sort from the institution, even if such compensation or remuneration is not 
designated for coaching, shall be designated as a head coach, assistant coach, volunteer coach, graduate 
assistant coacl~ or student assistant coach by certification of the institution. 

[11.7.1.1.1 through 11.7.1.1.2 unchanged.] 

-¢-I W:---I :--2---R e o r-e i t-i~ g--G--o o r-d i ~-} a t7 o ~--F--~- e o t-io ~-s;--T# e--re fl owie g--re~- r--~- i tin-g--~-o a r d i ¢~a d a t-}--f~ t-} ~- t i e~- s--{e x-~-e p t--re 7a t e d--re e tin-e 

-¢-~-:-7~--~:-2:--~---E---~e÷ptTe~ ..... Gr-ad~-~at÷--As-sisfaf#---- --Geae# ..... Bevd---~e#di~s-ief}---Fee~ba#--af}d---Wemee-~s---Rewieg-.----te---bewt 

e~a~-Nf}atie~--per--Bytaw---l--¢:---5:--~=--~: 

th e--f~ ~-? ~- t i en--s--s e t--re ~t h--i ~-?--By/a w----i--¢ ;-7:4 =-2--(b)--e # e ~-th e---e,a I e ¢~d a r--da y-en----v ~ ,h i e#-th e--p ~ o s pe e t-i-ve---s t ~ den-t-at h I e te--s ign--s 
a Nationa/Letter ef/ntent er the institution’s written offer of admission and/or finanoia! aid. 

to w a ~d--t~ e---# ~- m e r-ie a/--] i m~ ~ a t-i en- s--o ~--~ e a d--a e d--a s-si-sta e t--~- o a-~-e-~--i#--By I a w----¢-¢:--7-: 4--m ay--p e rTo r-m---t-h e--f~ # c ~i o # ~--s e t- 

to the institution s offer of admissien. 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.2.5, as follows: 

13.1.2.5 Off-Campus Contacts or Evaluations. Only those coaches who are identified by the institution, in 
accordance witl~ Bylaws 11.7.2.2, 11.7.3.2 and 11.7.4, may contact or evaluate prospective student-athletes off 
campus. [D] 

[13.1.2.5.1 unchanged.] 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 



Select Rules Working Group Proposals 

D. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or 
legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior year in high school 
(subject to the exceptions below), or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier; thereafter, staff members shall not make such telephone calls 
more than once per week. 

[13.1~3.1.1 through 13.1.3.1.6 unchanged~] 

.t____3__.__t___;__3__;__t___;_7____E___x__c____e_ption == Compliance Administrators. it is permissible for a compliance administrator to 
make telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or 
legal guardians) prior to the first permissible date telephone call may generally be made, provided the 
..c...a..j.[.s..~.r..eJ.a...t..e..~..~..~.n..~!y~.t....~..~..c.~..~.~..m...pJLa....n....c..~.~j~.~ 

[13.1.3.1.7 through 13.1.3.1.8 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.8 through 13.1.3.1.9, unchanged.] 

[13.1.3.2 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.3 Exceptions. 

13.1.3.3.1 Official-Visit Exception. Institutional eoa~-kdt-}g staff members (-see----Byl-aw-----~-3;4-;-3;-4:---1-). may make 
unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete during tl~e five days immediately preceding tl~e 
prospective student-athlete’s official visit (per Bylaw 13.6) to that institution. If more than one call per week occurs 
under this exception and a scheduled official visit is canceled due to circumstances beyond the control of the 
prospective student-athlete or the institution (e.g., trip is canceled by the prospective student-athlete, inclement 
weather conditions), such calls shall not be considered institutional violations and shall not affect the prospective 
student-athlete’s eligibility. However, the institution shall submit a report to the conference office noting the 
cancellation of the official visit and the reasons for such cancellation. 

13.1.3.3.1.1 Telephone Calls in Conjunction with Official Visit. Ath/edcs department Institutional staff members 
may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the 
prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or 
her official visit. (See ~,,~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

13.1.3.3.2 Letter-ofqntent Signing-Date Exception. Institutional eead-}i~g staff members (-see--~y7aw----l-3-;-~-,-3:-4,--~-) 
may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete on the initial date for the signing of the 
National Letter of Intent and during the two days immediately following the initial signing date. 

13.1.3.3.2.1 Football Exception. In football, institutional eeachh’,g staff members may make unlimited telephone 
calls to prospective student-athletes during the period 48 hours before and 48 hours after 7 a.m. on the initial 
signing date for the National Letter of Intent. 

[13.1.3.3.3 unchanged.] 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 



Select Rules Working Group Proposals 

13.1.3.3.4 Off-Campus Contact Exception. Institutional coachfi~,g staff members~v/~’~ ~j,,,,~,,~ .... !3. !.3.4. !) may make 
unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete on the day a permissible, in-person, off-campus contact 
occurs with the prospective student-athlete. 

!ntent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or before the institution receives a 
fi~ a ~ d a/--d e ta o d t-in--r-e s ta o ~-? s e-to-t# e--ie-s t i t e t i en- -’ s-o ffe r---o f--a d m~ s s i en- 7--t# e--re/7 ow i ~ g-in--s t it e ti o t~a 7---st a #-m e m be r-s--m ay 

r e-c-e i vo4o le-~ e n e--c--e t f-s--f ,r-e m--e--p r e s ~ e t i-ve--s t~ de ~-#-a t-~-?te t e--(e r---& e--p re-s f~e tiv e--s t~ d e ~ t-e t # l e te-’-s--# a r e ~ ts--e r---to g a ! 
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[13.1.3.5 renumbered as 13.1.3.4, unchanged.] 

13.1.3.~ Collect and Toll-Free Telephone Calls. Institutional c--eaet-}i~g staff members {--see--7~yTaw---1-&--1-~---3~4~--1-). may 
accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than July 1 
following completion of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

13.1.3.6~.1 Exception -- Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball, institutional ~-eae, N#-}g staff members may accept 
collect and toIFfree (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than the date 
on which an institution may begin placing telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete. 

13.1.3.~_.2 Exception -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, institutional coaching staff members may 
accept collect and toll-free telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are not placed earlier than the date on which an 
institution may begin placing telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.3.1.3). 

[13.1.3.7 renumbered as 13.1.3.6, unchanged.] 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 
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Proposal Number: RWG-13-3 

Title: RECRUITING -- DEREGULATION OF MODES AND NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS ON COMMUNICATION 

Intent: To eliminate restrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on recruiting communication. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3J Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or 
legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior year in high school 
(subject to the exceptions below), or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier; ~ .... e~r o~ ,~,~ .... ,o~J ,~,,~ moJ, ..... ~ telephone 
me~-e--thae---e~-ee---per----week. ~..T-.h.~..e.~[~.e.~a..~.f..t-e.~[~.a-.n..~i~..n-.s..t.~i~.t.~.u-.t.i~.~..~.~..~a..y~-m..~.a-k-.e.~.t-e.~[.e.ph~ne calls to a p____r__O___S___p__e____q__t__[_v_e______S___t___M_d___e____n_t__: 
athlete at its discretion, 

13.1.3.1 .-2_!. Exception -- Football. In football, one telephone call to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or 
legal guardians) may be made from April 15 through May 31 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 
Additional telephone calls to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) may not be made 
before September 1 of the beginning of the individual’s senior year in high school. Thereafter, such telephone 

.... may be made at the institution’s discretion -~’’-;’~-’ 

[13.1.3.1.3 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.2, unchanged.] 13.1.3.1.4~. Exception --Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, 
telephone calls may be made to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) as follows: 

(a) One telephone call during tl~e month of April of the individual’s junior year in high school on or after tl~e 
Thursday after the conclusion of the NCAA Division I Women’s Final Four. 

(b) One telephone call during the month of May of the individual’s junior year in high school. 

(c) One telephone call on or after June 1 through June 20 of the individual’s junior year in Mgh scl~ool. 

(d) One telephone call on or after June 21 through June 30 of the individual’s junior year in high school. 

(e) Three telephone calls during the month of July following the individual’s junior year in high school, with not 
more than one telephone call per week [see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1-(c)]. !f ~n individua! ~ttends ~n educatior;~! 

t31 a ~- e--o e e--to I e t-3 i-} o r~e--- -~ I/---13e r---we e k--t o--t~ e--i t-} d i-v-id ~ e l--b e ~ ie e i t-} ~--o ~-?--t# e--o 13 e ~ ie g--d~ y--o f--~ le s s e s--o f--l# e-4~ di v id-u e l-’-s 

(f) Thereafter,~,,~,’,~,~ te!ephone                ~,,"o" ~,~, ........ ,,~,,~ ~,,~,~-’,,~;~ ....., ~,,,~,-� period           ~,,~’,"~ unlimited telephone calls during 

¢-e~-#eet--13er-ied. 
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13.1.3.1.43_.1 Additional Restrictions -- Additional Communication with a Parent or Legal Guardian Wl~o Serves 
on Staff of a Nonscholastic Team. Ae Before August I following the completion of the prospective student- 
_a___t___h_~_e___t__e___’___s__j_u____n___i___o___r___year in hig___h__ school,_an institution may not have any additional communication with a parent or 
legal guardian of a prospective student-athlete who serves on the staff of his or l~er daughter’s nonscholastic 
team unless the parent or legal guardian also serves as a head coach of his or her daughter’s scholastic team 
and the additional communication is unrelated to recruitment of his or her daughter. 

[13.1.3.1.4.2 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.3.2, unchanged.[ 13.1.3.1.5 Exception -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s ice hockey, an 
institution is permitted to make one telephone call per month to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal 
guardians) on or after June 15 at the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school through July 31 after the 
individual’s junior year in high school. An institution is permitted to make one te!ephone ca//per week to ~,,~, individua! (or 

seheeL-..T....h...e...r..e...a...f..t...e...r.,...a....n.....i...~....s...t..i..t...u...t..i..~..~...~.~.y...~.~.~.~..~.~p.~.~..~.~!.!.~..~.~..~-~.~.~Dective student-athlete at its discretion. 

13.1.3.1.,~_.1 Nontraditional Academic Calendars -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s ice hockey, if an individual 
attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere), 
telephone calls to the individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before the day after 
the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. -r~, ,,~, .... ~,,~,,~ ..... ~,, ,,,~,,,~,,~,,;~’~-+;~,,~;-’~’ may       ,,,~,,~,~ te/ephone 

{a-) One telephone call per month ~__a__y_____b___e____~_a____d___e_. from the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore 
year in high school to the opening day of classes of individual’s senior year in high school. Thereafter, an 
institution may make telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete at its discretion. 

{b,}---O r~ e--re ~ e t-~ h-o ¢~e----ea #--p e r----w e e #--be ~ i~ ~ i ~ ~--e ~--th e---e-pe ¢# ~ g--da y--e f-~- ~ a s s e s---o f--i t-} d iv id-~- a #-s--s e t-} ie r---yea r---i ~--h i g # 
school 

13.1.3.1.65_ Exception -- VVomen’s Ice Hockey. In women’s ice hockey, an institution is permitted to make one 
telephone call to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or guardians) who is a resident of a foreign country on 
or after July 7 through July 31 following the completion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. An 
institution is permitted to make one telephone ca/~, per week ca~s at its discretion to an individual (or the 
individual’s relatives or legal guardians) beginning July 7 following completion of the individual’s junior year in 
high school, or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as designated by the high 
school), whichever is earlier. 

13.1.3.1.~z5- Application of Telephone Call Limitations~ Once an institution reaches the applicable limit on 
telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) 

....... ¯ ..... ~- ~ .... per ;¢~e/~,), the institution may not initiate an for a particular time period (e.g., one per month ..... ~, ........ , .... 
additional telephone call during the same time period, even if no direct conversation occurs during the additional 
call (e.g., voicemail message). 

13.1.3.1.87_ Effect of Violations. Violations of Bylaw 13.1.3.1 and its subsections involving the first occasion when 
a staff member exceeds the permissible number of telephone calls during a gi;~n ,~,~ek (when it is otherwise 
permissible to call) shall be considered an institutional violation per Constitution 2.8.1 and shall not affect the 
prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. 

13.1.3.2 Additional Restrictions. 

[13.1.3.2.1 through 13.1.3.2.2 unchanged.] 
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+re a #+ e ~--~ ~ di t io ~ ~} ~---s ~ e h--~ a fls--s # a l]--~ ot--~-~ o ++ si ~ e d--i~ s t~ t o tie ~ a l--vi o/a tN ~-s--a ~--s # aft-++ ot--a f fe ~-t# e--# ro-s t~ e ~ # v e 

canceflation of the og#cia/ visit and the reasons ~or such cance/!adon. 

(~)~T.~++e~pr.~pe~tf~ve~de~.+t.~th/et.e~igr+s~N++tie~ .L..et.~e+:~f~fr+t~r+t.~{.NL..~)~r.~#+e~ir+s~t++tien. ~.~wr#t~r+~#er.~ 

[13.1.3.4 through 13.1:3.7 renumbered as 13.1.3.3 through 13.1.3:6, unchanged:] 

lBylaws: Amend 13.4, as follows: 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. In sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not 
provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her 
parents or legal guardians) until September 1 at the beginning of his or her junior year in high school. In men’s 
basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 
correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until June 15 at the 
conclusion of his or her sophomore year in high school. In men’s basketball, if an individual attends an educational 
institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide 
recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his parents or legal 
guardians) until the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. [D] 

[13.4.1.1 unchanged.] 
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13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. E!ectronica!!y transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a p,’ospecd;~ 

feesimile-s:----{$ee----B 

~o ~ ~ o ~ = ..... ÷;..~ .~,~ ~....u~.÷~..~,              correspondence (e g Messenger .............. +, ........................ Electronic ,., electronic mail, Instant , 
facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians)~_._ #r-e+ided .B....e..f...~....r..e.....a....p...~...o...s.p...e....c...t.Lv...e.....s...t...u..~$:~.~.!.#.~#..~.&.£~j.~A~$...~.~...~.b#...j~.~$j.t~$j.£~ 
(see Bylaw t3.t0.2), the correspondence As must be sent directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her 
parents or legal guardians) and As must be private between only the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat 
rooms, message boards or posts to "walls"). (See .a_!_S__O__ Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and 13.10.-2-._9__.) Color attachments may be 
included with electronic correspondence, provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for 
recruiting purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., 
questionnaires), a media guide and video and audio materials, as permitted in Bylaw 13.4~1.5. Attachments other 
than a media guide and permissible video and audio materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips 
and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic 
correspondence. [D] 

(~)~T.#e~.f+r~s.pe~ve~de+#~t#~ete~.#g++~+~N++tiee~7.~L..etter.~.f-~t~.~{.NL..~+r.~t~e~ir+stit.++ti~r/~w~:#te++~e~:...~ 

13.4.1.2.41 Exception -: Electronic Correspondence Regarding Institutional Camp or Clinic Logistical Issues - 
Me~+-+s---Besketbefl. Electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her parents, legal guardians, relatives or 
coach) that relates solely to institutional camp or clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information) is not 
subject to the restrictions on recruiting materials, provided the correspondence does not contain recruiting 
language and no solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs. 

[Remainder of 13.4.1 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: July 1,2013 
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Proposal Number: RVVG-13-5-A 

Title: RECRUITING -- ELIMINATION OF PRINTED RECRUITING MATERIALS AND VIDEO/AUDIO LEGISLATION 

Intent: To eliminate the legislation governing printed recruiting materials and video/audio materials that may be provided 
to prospective student-athletes. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4, as follows: 

13.4 Recruiting Materials. 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials .a__.n__._d___~!#__c_._t_.r_OO_i._c___T_r._a_0_~_~_iA~_i_£.n__S__. In sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice 
l~ockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, o~r 
send electronic transmissions to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September 1 at the 
beginning of his or her junior year in high school, in men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not 
provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic 
transmissions to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until June 15 at the conclusion of his or her 
sophomore year in high school. In men’s basketball, if an individual attends an educational institution that uses a 
nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, 
including general correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic transmissions to such an individual (or 
his or her parents or legal guardians) until the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high 
school. [D] 

13.4.1.1 Exceptions. The following materials may be provided to a prospective student=athlete at any time: 

(c) Questionnaires; and 

(d) Camp or Clinic Brochures, 

-T~ e--o p t-3 o s i te--si d e---~- e #--be--bl a ~ k-,---e*-ee p t-#o r-to-x-t---(t-y p ed--o r--~ a ~ d w ri t t e f~)--u-sed---t-o-~- o m m ~-~-F# o ate---a--me s-sa g e--to--t~ e 

e x--¢e e d--8---~-/2--~ y---~--~---#~ eh e s--i ~-~--s ize)--~ t h--~ I a c k--i f~ k--th a t---a r e--e o 1--~-tea to d---fo r---re~-r-~-~ t i f~ ~--p ~ ~pe-s e s;---e x--ee p ¢---fo r---o t~ e r 
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Proposal Number: RWG-13-2 

Title: RECRUITING -- INITIAL DATE FOR COMMUNICATION AND IN-PERSON CONTACT 

Intent: To specify that off-campus contact shall not be made with an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) 
before the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high school; further, to specify that communication (e.g., 
telephone calls, electronic communication) shall not be made with an individual before July 1 following the completion 
of his or her sophomore year in high school or the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.1.1, as follows: 

13.1.1.1 Time Period for Off-Campus Contacts -- General Rule. Off-campus recruiting contacts shall not be made 
with an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) before Je~y----l---fellewieg--the---eampledet-~ .t____h__e_____o_p___e____n___i___n___g___d___a__y 
of classes of his or her junior year in high school / ~,,~,, 7 ,~,. ~ i,,,,; ....... ¯ i,~ high ~"~^~ 

se~ye~F~#t~}~h~he~s~s#~ted~v~t~e~ig~s~ee~h~i~he~i~s~e~e~ U.S. service academy exceptions 
to this provision are set forth ~n Bylaw 13.16,1. 

~e e r-, i t i ~ ~---pe r-i o d--o f---a---~ o spe ~- ti ve---s t ~ d e ~-? t-e t~ 1 e t e-’-s---} ~- ,~- ~o r---y e a r--,----e o ~ t-a ~- t-s---m ay---o e ~- , r----at---e it ~ e r----t-l-~e---p r-o s pe ~- ti ve 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.1, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or 
legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior sophomore year in 
high school~,_~,zo,,~’i’="~ ,~^ ,,,~ exceptions below), or the opening day of classes of his or her senior junior year in high 
school (as designated by the high school), whichever is earlier; thereafter, staff members shall not make such 
telephone calls more than once per week. 

13.1.3.1.1 Exception =- Baseball, Women’s Basketball, Cross Country/Track and Field, Football, Men’s 
Lacrosse, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Sand Volleyball, Softball and Women’s Volleyball. In baseball, w__o__._m__e__r~_~S__ 
basketba~k cross country/track and field, football, men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, women’s sand volleyball, 
softball and women’s volleyball, telephone~,,~"o"o ,~ ~ .... ~,, ,,,~,,,,,~,~’~i,,~’~,,~ (or his          ~,^~ ,,~, ~ .... ,~,~,,,~o~ .... or legal            ~,~,~,~,,w~i .... ~ may 
e e t--b e--m a de--# e fe ~ e--d u 7 y---1---fe I/e wi ~ ~--th e--~ e m ~ e tie e--e f-h i s--e ~--h e r-je e i e ~--y~ a ~--i~--h i~---s ~ e e/~--e ~--th e--e ~ i ~ ~--d ay--e f 

~.~..~ once ~t ~s permissible to make telephone ca,,s to an ~d~v~d~a~, such ca~s shall be ,~mited to 
once per week outside a contact pedod, but may be made at the institution’s discretion d~ring a contact period. 
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(a)--O n e--to-to p be l-~e--e a #-#e r---me l-}t-#--fF e m--t# e--d a y--a # e r----t t-~e--e e n-c--to-s-i e n--e f-t# e--i Rd-i-~,-i d e a t :’-s---s e # t~ o ~ e--ye a r---i e---#-ig # 

13.1.3.1.7~. Application of Telephone Call Limitations. Once an institution reaches the applicable limit on 
telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians) 
for a particular time period (e.g.,v,,v," ........... ~,v, ,,,v,,,,,,~" one per week,                     ,,,~ " ...... ~,~, ’,-;ee!<), the institution may not initiate an 
additional telephone call during the same time period, even if no direct conversation occurs during the additional 
call (e.g., voicemail message). 

[13.1.3.1.8 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.6, unchanged.] 

13.1.3.2 Additional Restrictions. 

[13.1.3.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.2.2 Telephone Calls initiated by Prospective Student-Athlete at His or Her Expense. Institutional staff 
members may receive telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student- 
athlete’s own expense at any time.~-~#dedieg..#efer.e..~.~y.4...fe#ew#}g.#~e.f3r.es#eet.i.v~...st~de#t-a~#~ete.~s.~u~e~e~.ye~ 

[13.1.3.3 through 13.1.3.4 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.5 Nonpermissible Callers. 

[13.1.3.5.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.5.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. Enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled students shall not make or 
participate in telephone calls to prospective student-athletes at the direction of a coaching staff member or 
financed by the institution or a representative of its athletics interests; however, they may receive telephone calls 
at the expense of the prospective student-athlete on or after July 1 following the completion of the prospective 
student-athlete’s jeeie# _s__o__p____h___o__~__o__r__e_. year in high school .~....r.....t...h...e......~.p...e.....n.i...~g...d-a..y.....o...f......~..~-a-s-s.~...~.[..~i.~....~.[..~.[..j.~.~j~.[ 
year in high school (as designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. An enrolled student-athlete 
may receive telephone calls made at the expense of a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 following the 
completion of the prospective student-athlete’s je~ier-_S___O_p____h____O__~_O____r__e__ year in high school ._o___r_____t____h__e_____o__p___e____oi___n__g___d___a__y____o__[ 
classes of his or her junior year in high school (as designated by the high school), whichever is earlier, 
provided there is no direct or indirect involvement by athletics department staff. 
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[13.1.3.5.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.6 Collect and Toll-Free Telephone Calls. Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1) may 
accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete and the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than~,~,,j~"~" I 

;; ~’~,~’ ~ the date on which an 
i~.~.~j~.M.~i~..~.~y..h~gM..~.M.¢Mg...~.~.~.~h~.u.¢...¢~.~.~...~..~..~.~.~.~jy~...~.~M~.¢.u~:~b.~.¢~.~.. 

[13.1.3.7 unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.5, as follows: 

13.1.5 Contacts. 

13.1.5.1 Sports Other Than Football and Basketball. 
limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete p___e___( 
year (see Bylaw 13.1 5 5) 

13.1.5.2 Football. In football, each institution shall be limited to six in-person, off-campus recruiting contacts per 
prospective student-athlete per year at any site and shall include contacts made with the prospective student- 
athlete’s relatives or legal guardians, but sha!! not inc!ude contacts made during an o~cia! dsit per B~;~aw 13. 6. 

13.1.5.3 Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball, der4##--t-he-aead~-q~Fe-yea~-~ each institution shall be limited to seven 
recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete per year (see Bylaw 
13.1.5;.5;}. Men’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 130 recruiting-person days during the academic year 
contact and evaluation periods....c...9-.~-t-a...c-t..s.....t....h...a...t....~....c....c....u..L..d....u....r..i..~g..~...~[.~.~.~#.£.ii.~.#...~.8~.:~.~.~.!.¢~.#~.j~.8j.~.[..~.L#.~[i.~g 
recruiting periods other than the April recruitinq period may occur only at the prospective student- 
athlete’s educationa~ institution. During the April recruiting period of a prospective student-athlete’s junior 

13.1.5.4 Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, du,dng the academic )~a,1 each institution shall be limited to 
seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete; ~ ......... 
d ~ r-~ ~ g--th e--p ~e-spe e t i ve--s t u d e ~ t-e th le te-;s---se ~ o r---y e a~---t ~ e--ie s t-it ~ t i e~--4s--fi m #e d--te--e e t--m o r-e--th e ~--th r-e e--#~-t~ e r--s e ~;--o f f- 

~,,,~,~�o"~" per year (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 
recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

[13.1.5.4.1 through 13.1.5.4.2 unchanged.] 

[13.1.5.5 through 13.1.5.10 unchanged.] 

D. Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1, as follows: 
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13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. ~’ sports-,÷~,~’~ �~’ ...... ’~- ~"~"~-~*~’o" .... ~ ..... " ;’~ ~^"~- ....... An institution shall not 
provide recruiting materials, ~nclud~ng genera~ correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her 
parents or lega~ guardians) until ~eptem~ ~_#_!_y__.l a~--~he---~i~g [#]_[9_~:[~g___~_~_~___~_£~P[~_~_~ of h~s or her 
sophomore year in high school or the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever ~s earlier. ~ ..... ,~ ~o~a~, ~ ~,o ~ ~u ..... 

N o ~ t~ e ~ ~-?--H e ~ s ~ e ~e ~--~g--i ~ sti t a ~-t~ o ~--s~ a #-~ o t--p ~ o v~ d e--~ e ~ ~ i t i ~-? ~-m a to ~ a ls~---i~ o 1 ~ d ~g g--g e ~ e ~ a l-~ o ~ re-s t~ o ~ e ~ ~-~ e 1 a to d 

[Remainder of 13.4.1 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: July 1,2013 
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Proposa~ Number: RWG-11-3-B 

Title: ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- SCOUTING OF OPPONENTS -- IN-PERSON SCOUTING PROHIBITED 

intent: To prohibit off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future 
opponents participating in the same tournament at the same site orthe same double header event at the same site. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.6, as follows: 

11.6 Limitations on Scouting of Opponents. 

11.6.1 ~}asketba#FF-eetba#-at}d-Weme~-:s--Vefleybafl __O____f__f___-____C____a__~__m____p____u____s___, In-Person Scouting Prohibition. J~--basketbaff,- 
"~,.~’o" -’~ Off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) is 

prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 11.6.1.1. 

11.6.1.1 Re4~1~a~-#~e~se~.Teer..~}a~meet.s;~..E....x....c....e...~..t...i~.~.....n..~.-..~..~D~ble-Header Events or .Pest-seasee Tournaments. An 
~’~*~"’" .......... ÷~’ ........... ~ .... ~-’-~~..’-~ ~*~ coaching ................. ., ~,,.,~, ...... ~. ...................... institution’s staff to oc 

#~tieipa~-?t:---~:~-}der---st-~N--eir-e~mst~ees~----t~-~e---iedi~qd~a] may scout future opponents also participating in the same 
tournament at the same site or, in ~u~. the same double-header event at the same site, ,.,~h..,,÷ 

e t t~ e ¢-s--w # e---t F a ve t.--w, i t- t-}---tN e----ie d-i-~-id t-~ a !----il-}---tN e--s a-m e----re-#-ie te---to----t # e---s it-e---a f e---~ o t----e e-~-s i d e ¢÷ d---to----i-} a v e----r-e e e i v e d 
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-s e r--~: iee s ;---p re v id e d-4-J~ e-in s t-i t ~ t ie n--:-e q ~ e s ti ~--t-#e--~q d e e--p a y s--~ e--fee s--e ~---e ~ p e ~ s e-s--r-e ] a ted---t-e--o b t-a i n i :-N--t-#e--~q d e e--o f 

s t a ff--m e Fed3 e :--Js--pe: m i # e d--to--r-e o e J-ve--j~e s-s-b o x---d~-Re ts-4~----~ m p/~ m e ~ ta :y-t ~ ~ e t-s--f:o m--a n--o 1-31-3 en e n t--fo F-th e--p u r-p o-se--o: 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 
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Proposal Number: RVVG-12-2 

Title: AMATEURISM -- DEFINITIONS AND APPLICATIONS -- CALCULATION OF ACTUAL AND NECESSARY 
EXPENSES 

intent: To specify that the calculation of an individual’s actual and necessary expenses shall be based on expenses 
incurred during each calendar year (January - December), rather than on an event-by-event basis. 

Bylaws: Amend 12.02, as follows: 

12.02 Definitions and Applications. 

[12.02.1 unchanged.] 

12,02,2 Calculation of Actual and Necessary Expenses. The calculation of an individual’s actual and 
..n....e....c....e....s....s.~.a.~..ry.~..e...x..~...e....n....s....e....s..~..s....h....a..~Lb....e..~..b....a....s....e....d..~..~.....n..~..e.~..x.~p...e.~..n....s.~.e.~s..~i...n....c....u....r..r...e....d...~...d....u....r.~...n..g~..e....a....c....h~..c....a..Le...n...d....a....r.~y~.e..~.a....r..~(.J....a....n..~.u.~.a..~.r.y~..-..~..D....e....c....e....m.....b....e....r.~‘ 
rather than on an event=by-event basis. 

[12,02,2 through 12,02.7 renumbered as 12.02,3 through 12.02,8, unchanged,] 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 
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Proposal Number: RWG-12-4 

Title: AMATEURISM -- EXPENSES, AWARDS AND BENEFITS -- COMPETITION-RELATED EXPENSES FROM 
OUTSIDE SPONSOR 

latent: To permit an individual to receive actual and necessary expenses from an outside sponsor other than from an 
agent, a representative of an institution’s athletics interests or a professional sports organization, as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 12.1.2.1.4, as follows: 

12.1.2.1.4 Expenses, Awards and Benefits. Excessive or improper expenses, awards and benefits (see Bylaw 16 
regarding permissible awards, benefits and expenses to enrolled student-athletes). 

[12.1.2.1.4.1 through 12.1.2.1.4.2 unchanged.] 

s p e e-s o r-----(e :-g :-~-----l-}eig ~ ~ e r-~----b t-~ s i n e s-s-~---o tt~ e r----t# a n---t~ e----ie di v~ d ~ a t-’-s---r-e f-a t-i-re s---e r---t e g e t---g ~ e r-die n s;----p Fe-vi d e d---s-t-~--~ 

[12.1.2.1.4.4 renumbered as 12.1.2.1.4.3, unchanged.] 

12.1.2.1.4.,54_ Expenses from an Outside Sponsor Other That; Parer;ts/Lega/ GuaffJians or Nonprofessiona/ 

~ e m ~ t i ~ i e ~--(v v,~ #e--~ e t--re ~e s e ~-~ ti~ g--a ~--e d ~ ~ a t~ e a i--i~-s t i t u t i ~ }--# e m--a--sp e ~ ~ ~--o ~ ~ e ~--t l ~ ~--a ~--i ~ d i-v i d u a I--~ ~--w ~ e m 

~z¢== ~,~,,~"~ .... so.~. s..~.o s..~.~ s..~ An individual who participates in a spo~ as a member of a team may receive 

an outside sponsor (e.g., team, neighbor, bus~ness} other than an agent or a representative of an 
institution’s athletics interests (and, after initial fulbt~me Collegiate enrollment, other than a professional 

may receive actual and necessary expenses associated with an athletics event and practice immediately 
p~eced~ng the event, from an outside sponsor (e.g., neighbor, bus~ness) othe~ than an agent or a 

than a professional sports organization}. 
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nonmonetary benefits and awards provided to members of an Olympic team beyond actual and 
necessary expenses and any other item or service for which it can be demonstrated that the same 
--b---e-~-n----e---f--~-t-~--s-..-a----v-a-~!--a--~-b-~--e--~-t-~--~-~a--~!~m~-e--~m~--~-~e--~r--s--..-~---f--.--t---h-a-~-t-~-n----a---t-~--~-~-s-~-~--~.~m~p--~--e-~-a-~m~-~----r-~-b---e--~--s~p----e--f~f~f~-s-~p---~--~-~-~y~m-~--~--t-e--~a-- 

[Remainder of 12.1.2.1.4 unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 12.1.2.1.6, as follows: 

12.1.2.1.6 Preferential Treatment, Benefits or Services. Preferential treatment, benefits or services because of the 
individual’s athletics reputation or skill or pay-back potential as a professional athlete, unless such treatment, 
benefits or services are specifically permitted under NCAA legislation. [R] 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 
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Proposal Number: RWG-13-8 

Title: RECRUITING -- CAMPS AND CLINICS -- PROSPECTIVE AND ENROLLED STUDENT-ATHLETE EMPLOYMENT 

Intent: To deregulate the camps and clinics employment legislation related to prospective and enrolled student-athletes, 
as specified; further; in football, to eliminate the participation prohibition on senior prospective student-athletes. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.2.3, as follows: 

13.2.3 Employment of Prospective Student-Athletes. 

13.2.3.1 Prior to Completion of Senior Year -- NonatMetics Award Winners. An institution’s athletics department 
may employ a prospective student-athlete who is not an athletics award winner and not recruited by the institution, 
provided the employment is arranged through normal institutional employment procedures (e.g., local newspaper, 
bulletin board listings). Any compensation received by the prospective student-athlete must be for work actually 
performed and commensurate with the going rate for such services in the locale. ![See Bylaw 13.12.1.7.1.1.) 

13.2.3.2 Prior to Completion of Senior Year -- Athletics Award Winners. An institution may employ a prospective 
student-athlete who is an athletics award winner in any department outside intercollegiate athletics, provided the 
employment is arranged through normal institutional employment procedures (e.g., local newspaper, bulletin board 
listings) and without the intervention of any member of the institution’s coaching staff. Any compensation received 
by the prospective student-athlete must be for work actually performed and commensurate with the going rate for 
such services in the locale. For purposes of this bylaw, institutional recreation programs, even if reporting to the 
athletics director, may be considered outside the intercollegiate athletics department. An institution may hire a 
prospective student-athlete, who is an athletics award winner, in its recreation programs, only if recreation and 
facility managers and no intercollegiate coaches are involved with the hiring and supervision of these employees. 
(See Bylaws 13.12.1.7.1 and 13.12.1o7.1.1.) 

13.2.3.3 After Completion of Senior Year. An institution may arrange for employment or employ any prospective 
student-athlete (regardless of athletics award winner status), provided the employment does not begin prior to the 
completion of the prospective student-athlete’s senior year in high school. (See~j,...#,.~ ..... Bylaws 13.12.1.7.1 and 
J___3__:__l_____2__:__l___:__7___._J_:___l_.. ) 

13.2.3.3.1 Two-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. Once a prospective student-athlete has enrolled as a 
full-time student in a two-year college, the arrangement of employment by an institution for such a prospective 
student-athlete shall be permitted, provided the employment does not begin prior to the time period in which the 
prospective student-athlete has officially withdrawn from or has completed requirements for graduation at the 
two-year college. (See Byiaw Bylaws 13.12.1.7.1 and 13.12.1o7o1.1 .) 

[13.2.3.4 unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 13.12.1, as follows: 

13.12.1 Institution’s Sports Camps and Clinics. 

[13.12.1.1 through 13.12.1.2 unchanged.] 

13.1Z1.3 Attendance Restriction. A member institution’s sports camp or clinic shall be open to any and all entrants 
(limited only by number, age, grade level and/or gender). 
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th~r~s~e .c.t.iv~.~.~1d~t-at~/~t~dees~t.~.~ar.ti~i~at~ie~a~y~#~ysi~aF~c..dv#i~s: 

[13.12.1.4 through 13.12.1.6 unchanged.] 

13.12.1.7 Employment of Prospective Student-Athletes/No Free or Reduced Admission Privileges. 

13.12~1.7.1 General Rule. An institution, members of its staff or representatives of its athletics interests shall not 
employ or give free or reduced admission privileges to a prospective student-athlete who is an athletics award 
winner or any individual being recruited by the institution per Bylaw 13.02.12.1. An institution may offer 
discounted admission to its camps and clinics based on objective criteria unrelated to athletics abilities (e.g., 
registration prior to a specific date, online registration, attendance at multiple sessions, group discounts), 
provided such discounts are published and available on an equal basis to all who qualify. [R] 

13.12,1,7,1,1 Exception -- Employment after Commitment. An institution may employ a prospective 
~s~t~d~e~n~t~a~t~h~e~t~e~i~n~a~c~a~m~p~r~c~i~n~i~c~p~r~v~d~e~d~h~e~[~h~e~h~i~gned a National Letter of Intent or the 
institution’s written offer of admission andtor financia~ aid or the institution has received his or her 
financial deposit in response to its offer of admission. Compensation may be paid only for work 
..a....c...t.~.u.~a..~!.!y.~p....e...r...f..~....r...m....e...d..~~..a.....n..d..~~.a...t..~..a..~~..r..a.~.t..e..~~..c....~..~..m...~...m..~..e...n....s...u..~r..a.~.t...e..~~...w...Lt...h...~..t...h....e.~~.g.~...i~.n..g~~~..r..a.~.t...e..~~.i...n...~..t...h....e.~~~L~...c...a..!.i..t.y~~.f..~...r..~...s..i...m...i.!..a...r..~~..s~.e.~.r...v.:.i..c....e....s..... 
Such compensation may not include any remuneration for value or utility that the student-athlete may 
have for the employer because of the publicity, reputation, fame or personal following that he or she 
..h...a....s.......~...b....t..aJ..n....e...d.......b....e....c..a....u....s...e........~...f......a...t..~.!.~.i.~.}.....~.~.!.i.~y~....A...p.[~.~.~.~.V:.¢.....~.~.~.~.~.!.~.~....~.he.....e.~.!y. lectures or 
demonstrates at a camptc~inic may not receive compensation for his or her appearance at the camp/ 
clinic, 

[13.12.1.7.2 through 13.12.1.7.5 unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.12.2, as follows: 

13.12.2 Employment at Camp or Clinic. 

13.12.2.1 Student-Athletes. A student-athlete v,;ho is may be employed in any sports camp or clinic must meet the 
fel-lew~g---FecfuiFeme~ts; p.L~-v-i...d...e...d..-..c...~....m-p-e....~-.s-a..t..i..~-.~..-.i.~-~.[~.~:~.~.~.~-~.~.[.~.~.~QL~.~-~.~.~-.~.[j~.~i.~-.~[-~y~.~-~..~.~.~.~.~..~--~ 
student-athlete who only lectures or demonstrates at a camp/clinic may not receive compensation for his 
or her appearance at the camp/clinic, [R] 

{a-)--T-h e--s tu de~- t-ath 7 e te--m~-st---pe r-fe r-m-d u t i e s--th a t--a Fe--e f-a-gen- e re 7---s u f~ e r--vi s e r--y---~- a re e t e r---if~-a d d i t-ie ~--te--a f~y---ce a e h f ~ g 
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Proposa~ Number: RWG-16-5 

Title: AWARDS. BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- PERMISSIBLE BENEFITS -- STUDENT-ATHLETE’S FAMILY 
MEMBERS 

intent: To revise particular references to a student-athlete’s "spouse," "parents" or "children" in Bylaw 16 to "family 
members"; further, to permit a student-athlete’s family members to receive benefits, as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 12.1.2.4.10, as follows: 

12.1.2.4.10 Exception for ~--em#y--Tr-ave#-te----Olyml~ie---Gemes __B____e____n_e__f_i__t_s______t_o_______F___a__m___~_l_y_ Members -- National Team 
Competition. A commercial company (other than a professional sports organization) or members of the local 
community may provide actual and necessary expenses for an individual’s spouse., ~,,v,.,v, ~ ..... ~o ,~,~ .... ~ ~.~,~,.~ ...... ~. ~,,.~,÷"~ 
;elad-ves _f___a_____m____i_~y_____m_____e_____m______b____e____r__s__. to attend t-he---O7yml~i-e--Gemes ~n~a~t~i~n~a~t~e~a~m~c~m~e~t~i~t~i~n~ in which the student-athlete 
will participate, in addition, an individual’s family members may receive nonmonetary benefits provided to 
the family members of all national team members in conjunction with participation in national team 
._c____o___m___p____e___t_i__t_Lo___n___,. 

Bylaws: Amend 16.02.3, as follows: 

16.02 Definitions and Applications. 

[16.02.1 through 16.02.2 unchanged.] 

16.02.3 Extra Benefit. An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative 
of the institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s re/~d;~ family member or 
friend a benefit not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes or their 
relatives ._f_a___m___i_!_y___m____e___m____b_e__r_s. or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit 
is generally available to the institution’s students or their re~,adves family members or friends or to a particular 
segment of the student body (e.g., international students, minority students) determined on a basis unrelated to 
athletics ability. 

[16.02.4 renumbered as 16.02.5, unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 16.1.7, as follows: 

16.1.7 Expenses to Receive Noninstitutional Awards. 

[16.1.7.1 unchanged.] 

16.1.7.2 Established Regional, National or International Awards. It is permissible for an outside organization (other 
than a professional sports organization) to provide actual and necessary expenses for a student-athlete to travel to 
a banquet designed to recognize the individual’s accomplishments as an athlete in order for the student-athlete to 
receive an established regional, national or international award (permitted by NCAA legislation). The outside 
organization also may provide actual and necessary expenses for the student-athlete’s -spe~-se-Fpar-e~-~ts--e~---et~e~ 
re,~atives family members to attend the recognition event. [R] 

[16.1.7.3 unchanged.] 
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16.1.7.4 Conference Awards. A conference or its member institutions may provide actual and necessary expenses 
for a student-athlete to travel to the conference office or other site to receive a conference award. In addition, the 
conference may provide actual and necessary expenses for the student-athlete’s t-~are~-#-s--{~4ega#g~ardiae-s)--a~d 
spouse family members to attend the presentation of the conference’s male or female "athlete of the year" award 
to the student-athlete, provided not more than one male and one female student-athlete receive such an award per 
academic year. The conference also may provide actual and necessary expenses for the student-athlete’s 

family members to attend tl~e presentation of conference academic awards to the 
student-athlete, provided the academic awards are presented on a regular basis in recognition of outstanding 
academic achievement. [R] 

Bylaws: Amend 16.2.1.3, as follows: 

16.2.1.3 Institution’s Home Events in Other Sports. 

[16.2.1.3.1 unchanged.] 

16.2.1.3.2 Complimentary Admissions to an Institution’s Home Contest Honoring a Student-Athlete. An institution 
may provide a maximum of four complimentary admissions to a student-athlete for an institution’s game or event 
during which a student-athlete is being honored but not participating, provided such complimentary admissions are 
used by the student-athlete’s t-~are~ts--{er---legal--g~ardiaes)--a~-~d/er---spe~-se ._f__a___~_i_!_y:_~__e__~__b___e___r_s__. [R] 

Eo Bylaws: Amend 16.6, as follows: 

16.6 Expenses for Student-Athlete’s Friends and Re!ad’,~s Family Members. 

16.6.1 Permissible. An institution may not provide any expenses to a student-athlete’s relatives _f_a__~_i_!_y__~___e__~_b_e____r_s_. or 
friends, except as permitted in Bylaws 16.6.1 and 16.11. [R] 

[16.6.1.1 unchanged.] 

16.6.1.2 Family Lodging at Postseason Events. An institution may reserve or secure lodging at any postseason 
event (other than a conference event) at a reduced or special rate for the 
immediate family members of a student-athlete who is a participant. It is not permissible for an institution to 
cover any portion of the cost of lodging, including any cost associated with reserving or securing Iodging: [R] 

16.6.1.3 .-L-ife--Tbreat-e~-}ieg Injury or Illness. The institution may pay transportation, housing and meal expenses for 
a student-athlete’s~,~, ~,,,~÷" ~,t,’, ,~,,~,~,~o~ ~,,, ,,~,,~/+; .... ~ ,,,~’~,,--~ spouse family members and any other student-athlete to be 
present in situations in which a student-athlete suffers e a~ !ife-threatening injury or illness, or in the event of a 
student-athlete’s death, to provide such expenses in conjunction with funeral arrangements. [R] 

16.6.1.3.1 Family Member of Student:Athlete. An institution may pay transportation, housing and meal 
expenses for a student-athlete’s spouse and chi!drer; family members and any other student-athlete to be 
present in situations in which a family member er--legel--fy~-sardia~ of the student-athlete suffers e _a___n_ 
~ .... *<’~"’~ injury or illness, or in the event of a ~’-~’~ ..... ~’<’-" ’-- ~ .... ~ ..... ....... ~ ............... ~,~, ~ ......... such an individual’s 
death, to provide the student-athlete’s spouse and children family members and any other student-athlete with 
such expenses in conjunction with funeral arrangements: [R] 

16.6.1.4 ’~ ..... ;" ~- .... ,~,~,,,ff ......... National Team Competition -- Family Benefits. A commercial company (other than a 
professional sports organization) or members of the local community may provide actual and necessary 
expenses for a student-athlete’s ............ ±~ ~.,os ...... ~ ...... ~. .... ~.~s .... famil~ members to attend 

national team competition in which the student-athlete will participate. Jn addition, family 
members of student-atMetes may receive nonmonetary benefits provided to the family members of all Olympic 
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national team members in conjunction with participation in,,,~*~,~ ~’~,,,,,,~,v;" ~,,,,~ ~- ...... national team competition. [R] 

16.6.1.5 Reasonable ~,~,~,~,~,~,=,~÷o Food and Drinks. An institution may provide the family members /~ ’~ 
faer-e~t-s-er---lega/--geerdiaf~s;---r-eladves) of a student-athlete with reasonable r-e#es,~-mer#s--{e~g:-;-se#-dr-iek-s;---sn-eek-s) 
food and drinks in conjunction with educational meetings or celebratory events (e.g., senior night) and on an 
occasional basis for other reasons. JR] 

16.6.1.6 Complimentary Admissions to Institutional Awards Banquets. An institution may provide complimentary 
admissions to an institutional awards banquet for the spousc and children family members of any student- 
athlete being honored at the banquet. [R] 

F. Bylaws: Amend 16.11.1, as follows: 

16.11.1 Permissible. 

16.11.1.1 General Rule. Receipt of a benefit 0ncluding otherwise prohibited extra benefits per Bylaw 16.11.2) by 
student-athletes, their relatives ._f_a__m___i_!_y___m__e_____m___b___e___r__s__ or friends is not a violation of NCAA rules if it is demonstrated 
that the same benefit is generally available to the institution’s students and their re!~,d;,es family members or 
friends. 

[16.11.1.2 through 16.11.1.11 unchanged.] 

16.11.1.12 Miscellaneous Benefits. An institution may provide or arrange for the following benefits for a student- 
athlete: [R] 

[16.11.1.12-(a) through 16.11.1.12-(c) unchanged.] 

(d) Occasional meals to team members provided by t#e---pareet---ef a stede~t-at#lete .s...t.~.u...d...e....~....t..~..a...t....h.!..e...t..e..~~..s..~~..f..a....m...~i~!y 
member at any location; 

[16.11.1.12=(e) unchanged.] 

(O Reasonable tokens of support and transportation, housing and meal expenses in the event of serious injury, 
serious illness, or death of a family member or teammate; 

(g) Fundraisers for student-athletes (or their immediate family members ) under the following extreme 
circumstances: 

[Remainder of 16.11.1 unchanged.] 

G, Bylaws: Amend 16.11.2, as follows: 

16.11.2 Nonpermissible. 

16.11.2.1 General Rule. The student-athlete shall not receive any extra benefit. The term "extra benefit" refers to 
any special arrangement by an institutional employee or representative of the institution’s athletics interests to 
provide the student-athlete or his or her re!adves family members or friends with a benefit not expressly 
authorized by NCAA legislation. JR] 

[Remainder of 16.11.2 unchanged.] 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 
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Effective Date: August 1,2013 
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Select Rules Working Group Proposals 

Proposa~ Number: RWG-16-6 

Title: AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- TEAM ENTERTAINMENT -- IN CONJUNCTION WITH PRACTICE OR 
COMPETITION 

intent: To specify that an institution, conference or the NCAA may provide reasonable entertainment to student-athletes 
in conjunction with practice or competition. 

Bylaws: Amend 16.7, as follows: 

16.7 -Team Entertainment i___n_______C___O____n__junction with Practice or Competition. 

conference, or the NCAA may provide reasonable entertainment (but may not provide cash for such 
e~te~a~nment) to student-athletes ~n conjunction with practice or 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 
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[16.8~2.5 renumbered as 16.8.2.1 unchanged.] 

B. Bylaws: Amend 16.9, as follows: 

16.9 Other Travel Expenses Provided By the institution. 
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,~or student-ath!etes to attend institutiona/ orientation sessions conducted for a!/ students. Hov,,e;~ an institution 
m e y--~ ~ a d ~--o e-~ m ~ e s--e ~ ~ e ~-~ s e-s---t a---s t~ d e n t ~ t# ]e to s--to---e t t e n d---o ~f e n ted a ~-~---s e s s 7 o ~-~ s---re ~--e---~ a ~ t ie e la ~---g ~ o e ~---a f 

[16.11.1.10 through 16.11.1.15 renumbered as 16.11.1.6 through 16.11.1.11 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 



Supplement No. 2 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend 
recruiting-related proposals 

Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA. org 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the 

Division I Board of Directors modify two proposals adopted in January to make the rulebook 

more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. The Board meets May 

2 in Indianapolis. 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently 

expressed concern about the possible adverse impact the changes would have on college 

coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on prospects and 

their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a 

recruiting arms race that will overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics department 

budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any 

sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the 

membership throughout this process," said Tulsa President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the 

Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these 

challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and 

their institutions. We believe that, with the help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate 

outcome." 

Board chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Forest, said the Board members will review the 

Rules Working Group’s recommendations at their May 2 meeting. 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great 

deference to the Rules Working Group. I have confidence in their ability to develop appropriate 

solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for 

their willingness to collaborate with the membership when it became clear that many had 

concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 look 

forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 



¯ Prop. No. RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that 

must be performed only be a head or assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate 

modifications can be made. The concept will be considered as the membership ponders its 

approach to non-coaching personnel. 

¯ Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects 

other than general correspondence, be suspended to allow for a broader discussion of the 

rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate 

modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No. RWG-11-2, members felt that action 

addressed many of the concerns with Prop. No. RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions 

governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff 

members contacting prospects an unlimited number of times. When it initially proposed the rule 

change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the increased 

use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing difficulty of 

distinguishing between text messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule 

also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the shoulders of compliance 

administrators. 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will 

ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting process and that the rule will encourage increasingly 

technology-savvy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them. 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an 

unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from 

late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February. 

Given this, the practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few 

additional months. 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number 

of emails or other direct messages on various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), 

so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for 

nearly a year, and all feedback has been positive. Believing some of the concerns have been 

allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take action to modify RWG- 

13-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized. 



As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo 

a review after two years. 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or 

any other proposals adopted in January through the override process. Although the Board has 

pledged to review these three proposals at its May 2 meeting, the receipt of 75 override 

requests would formalize that commitment. If 125 override requests are received by the March 

20 deadline, the legislation would be suspended pending a vote by the membership. 



NCAA Rules Working Group 
Overview of Adopted Proposals 

* Proposals 13-3 and 13-5-A are effective July 1, 2013. 
* All other proposals are effective August 1, 2013. 

Proposal 
11-2 

11-3-B 

11-4 

12-1 

12-2 

12-3 

12-4 

12-5 

12-6 

Key Points 
Eliminates the recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only by a head or 
assistant coach. 
Any institutional staff member (full-time, part-time, volunteer) may perform recruiting 
coordination functions (e.g., make phone calls, send correspondence, watch video of 
prospects). 
o EXCEPT, only head and assistant coaches may contact and evaluate prospects off the 

institution’s campus. 
In-person scouting of opponents is impermissible, except at tournaments and double header 
events occurring at the same site. All scouting shall be done by video. 
o "Opponents" refers to any opponent on the team’s schedule during the same season 

(championship and nonchampionship segments). 
o Includes any scouting, whether expenses are provided by the institution or self-financed 

by the coach. 
Removes the limits on the number of coaches who can recruit off-campus at any one time 

(i.e., the "baton rule"). 
All countable head and assistant coaches can recruit off campus at any time; do not have to 
return to campus before going back to recruiting (no more "baton rule"). 
o Does not add recruiting-person days in any sport. 
o Does not change head football coach restriction in the spring evaluation period. 
Creates a standard definition of actual and necessary expenses for both prospects and 
current student-athletes. Includes meals, lodging, apparel & equipment, coaching, medical 
expenses & insurance, transportation, facility usage and entry fees. Does not include 
expenses for any other person (parents, coaches, etc.). 
The calculation of actual and necessary expenses is based on the total amount over a 
calendar year instead of an event-by-event basis. Individual event analysis no longer 
required. 
Allows a prospect or student-athlete to receive $300 more than actual and necessary 
expenses, provided the expenses come from an otherwise permissible source. 
o May not be payment for participation, must be related to participation expenses. 
Prospects and student-athletes who participate on an outside team or as an individual may 
receive expenses for competition and practice from an outside sponsor except for an agent 
or booster (or from a professional sports organization for current student-athletes). 
Olympic team members can receive all nonmonetary benefits and awards that are available 
to all members of the team. 
Prospects and student-athletes in sports other than tennis may receive up to actual and 
necessary competition-related expenses based on performance from an amateur team or 
event sponsor (if not previously received from a team or sponsor). 
o In tennis, $10,000 per year continues to apply for prospects prior to enrollment. After 

enrollment, prize money cannot exceed actual and necessary expenses and must come 
from event sponsor. 

Prospects and student-athletes may receive actual and necessary expenses for training, 



13-1 

13-3 

13-4 

13-5-A 

13-7 

13-8 

14-1 

coaching, health insurance, etc. from a governmental entity or organization that has been 
designated by the government to provide training funds. 
Prospects can be treated like student-athletes with regard to Bylaw 13.1 (contact and 
communication) after a signed NLI or financial aid/admission agreement or a financial 
deposit; all other recruiting regulations continue to apply. 
o Individuals who register, enroll and attend classes during the summer term prior to 

enrollment or individuals who report to institutional orientation sessions open to all 
incoming students within 14 days before the opening day of classes are considered 
student-athletes. 

o Proposal does not allow a prospect to be considered a student-athlete for purposes of 
Bylaw 16; still become student-athletes for purposes of Bylaw 16 when they enroll and 
attend summer courses. 

Eliminates restrictions on methods and modes of communication. 
o All forms of correspondence are permissible with no limit on number or frequency. 
o Same start date for each sport as under current legislation. 
o Electronic communication (e.g., texting, instant messaging) must be direct/private. 

Phone calls are unlimited at all times after the first permissible date. 
o Same start date for each sport as under current legislation, except WBB changes to 

September 1 of junior year (pending additional review of Proposal 13-2). 
o FB, MIH, WlH retain "phase-in" before calls are at institution’s discretion 

No change to first date for off-campus contact, except WBB changes to September 1 of 
junior year. 

Effective July 1, 2013. 
Removes the requirement that initial-eligibility standards, banned-drug list and 
APR/graduation rate data is provided to recruited prospects. The NCAA Eligibility Center will 
continue to distribute this information. 
Removes restrictions recruiting materials sent to prospects. Institutional discretion on what 
to send including general correspondence, media guides, game programs, audio/video 
materials. Same start dates as current legislation (pending additional review of Proposal 13- 

2). 

Effective July 1, 2013. 
No restrictions on publicity after a signed NLI or financial aid/admission agreement or a 
financial deposit. 
o Can comment on prospects after financial deposit (if have not already signed a NLI or 

offer of financial aid or admission). 
o Athletics department staff cannot evaluate prospects for a recruiting service, even after 

commitment. 
o Institution/team may have any number of press conferences. 
Camps, including football camps, can employ current student-athletes and prospects who 
have a signed NLI or financial aid/admission agreement or a financial deposit. Must meet 
employment regulations in 12.4. 
Senior football prospects may attend camps (not if enrolled in institution’s summer term). 
Prospects can participate in any number of high school all-star games. 
Establishes a 45-day temporary certification period for all student-athletes. 
Eliminates the early admission waiver. 



16-1 
16-2 

16-3 

16-4 
16-5 

16-6 

16-7 

16-8 

20-1 

Eliminates designation of degree timing requirement but maintains 40/60/80 percentage of 
degree (which requires a degree to be designated). 
Participation awards may be given at any time after initial enrollment. 
Permits actual and necessary expenses for student-athletes and their family members to 
receive noninstitutional awards. 
Institution can provide academic support, career counseling and personal development 
services that support student-athlete success. 

Institution can provide medial and related expenses. 

Establishes "family member" as the reference throughout Bylaw 16, replacing spouse, 
parents, children, immediate family, etc. 
"Family member" is defined in 16.02. 
Bylaw 16.6.1.1 (expenses for bowl game and postseason event) remains applicable only to 
a student-athlete’s spouse/children. 
Entertainment can be provided in conjunction with any practice or competition (home or 
away) - removes requirement that it must be during a road trip, vacation, or movie nights 
before home games. 
Travel expenses for practice and competition are at institution’s discretion. 
o Eliminates 48-hour departure rule and 36- or 24-hour return rule. 
o Team travel is subject to institutional missed-class time policies. 
o Institution may provide travel apparel for practice and competition. 
Permits travel expenses for other noncompetitive events, including goodwill tours and media 
appearances. 
Removes regulations on retention and summer use of apparel and equipment. 

Student-athletes may receive actual and necessary expenses and reasonable benefits 
associated with national team practice and competition (includes health insurance and 
broken-time payments). 
Institution can provide expenses for any number of national team tryouts. 
Identifies nine commitments to the Division I collegiate model of athletics: value-based 
legislation, amateurism, fair competition, integrity and sportsmanship, institutional control 
and compliance, student-athlete well-being, sound academic standards, responsible 
recruiting standards, diversity and inclusion. 



Supplement No. 3 

Women’s Basketball Recruiting Model Proposals 

Proposa~ Number: 2013-1 

Title: RECRUITING --WOMEN’S BASKETBALL RECRUITING MODEL 

Intent: To establish a new women’s basketball recruiting model, as specified. 

Ao Bylaws: Amend 13.02.9, as follows: 

13.02.9 Recruiting-Person Days -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, a recruiting-person day is defined as 
one coach engaged in an off-campus recruiting activity of a women’s basketball prospective student-athlete, 
including a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of Intent (or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid), on one day (12:01 a.m. to midnight); two coaches engaged in recruiting activities on 
the same day shall use two recruiting-person days. Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 112 
recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

[13.02.9.1 unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 13.1.1.1, as follows: 

13.1.1.1 Time Period for Off-Campus Contacts -- General Rule. Off-campus recruiting contacts shall not be made 
with an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior 
year in high school (July 7 after the junior year in high school in women’s ice hockey and July 15 after the junior year 
in high school in women’s gymnastics), or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. U.S. service academy exceptions to this provision are set forth 
in Bylaw 13.16.1. 

[13.1.1.1.1 unchanged.] 

~1~3~;~1~;~1~.~1~.~2~E~x~c~e~p~t~i~n~W~~~!~!~]~B~~$~!~!~ off-campus recruiting contacts shall 
not be made with an individual (or her relatives or legal guardians) before September 1 at the beginning of 
her junior year in high school. Contacts that occur during a prospective student-athlete’s junior year may 
.~....c....c...u....r....o...n..!.y..a....t....t..b..e...p....r..~...s..p...e....c...t.~..~.tM.~.~.B.~t.b.[~.~.~..~.M.¢~t.i.9.~.~.Li.~.~.~RM~i.~B..~.~..[~.~ j_~_~_B_~_~_, 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3A Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or 
legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion of his or her junior year in high school 
(subject to the exceptions below), or the opening day of classes of Ms or l~er senior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier; thereafter, staff members shall not make such telephone calls 
more than once per week. 

[13.1.3.1.1 through 13.1.3.1.3 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.1.4 Exception -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, telephone calls may---be---made to an 
individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before September I at the 
beginning of an individual’s junior year in high school. Thereafter, an institution may make telephone 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 
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[13.1.3.1.4.2 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.4.1, unchanged.] 

D. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.5, as follows: 

13.1.5 Contacts. 

[13.1.5.1 througl~ 13.1.5.3 uncl~anged.] 

13.1.5.4 Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, during the academic year, each institution shall be limited to 
seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete~:-4-}owever-~- 

w,,o~.,,~ v~,,~o"~o (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 112 recruiting- 
person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

[13.1.5.4.1 through 13.1.5.4.2 unchanged.] 

Eo Bylaws: Amend 13.1.6, as follows: 

13.1.6 Contact Restrictions at Specified Sites. 

13.1.6.1 Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. Any staff member desiring to contact a prospective 
student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s high school, preparatory school or two-year college first shall 
obtain permission for such contact from that institution’s executive officer (or the executive officer’s authorized 
representative). Contact may be made only when such permission is granted and, in met-}:s basketball, may not be 
made during the time of the day when classes are in session. Institutions also are bound by this provision when 
recruiting international prospective student-athletes. [D] 

[13.1.6.2 unchanged.] 

13.1.6.2.1 Additional Restrictions -- Men’s and Women’s Basketball. In men’s and women’s basketball, the 
following additional restrictions shall apply: 

(a) .fe---men-’-s--basket-ba#,----i~er--se# .l___O_-person contact shall not be made with a prospective student-athlete or the 
prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians during a day of the prospective student-athlete’s 
competition (e.g., before and after the competition). 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 
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[13.1.6.2.1-(b) through 13.1.6.2.1-(c) unchanged.] 

F. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.7, as follows: 

13.1.7 Limitations on Number of Evaluations. 

[13.1.7.1 through 13.1.7.5 unchanged.] 

13.1.7.6 Limitations on Number of Evaluations --Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, each institution 
shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) during the academic year 
per prospective student~ath~ete~:..#ewever.~..d.~.r.ieg...t.he..f~res~tive...st~de~.t-at.h.~ete.~.s...se~.~ier...ye~r.~...t.he...ie.sd~u~e~.~..is 

~’~; ~’~" it; person, ~++ ............... �o~’~" (see Bylaws 13.1.5.4 and 13.1.5.5). Women’s 
basketball staff members shall not exceed !00 112 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and 
evaluation periods. [D] 

[13.1.7.7 unchanged.] 

13.1.7.8 Basketball Evaluations. 

[13.1.7.8.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.7.8.2 Women’s Basketball. in women’s basketball, each institution is limited to seven recruiting 
opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective student-athlete (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). 
Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 112 recruiting-person days (see Bylaw 13.02.9) during 
the academic year contact and evaluation periods. [D] 

(a) Academic Year Evaluation Period. Evaluations of live athletics activities during the academic year shall be 
limited to: 

[13.1.7.8.2-(a)-(1) through 13.1.7.8.2-(a)-(2) unchanged.] 

(3) Evaluations at nonscholastic events during the women’s basketball prospective student-athlete’s academic 
year during the last full weekend (including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall contact period and the 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the spring evaluation #er-ied p___e____r_i___o____d____s__; and 

[Remainder of 13.1.7.8.2 unchanged.] 

G. Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1.2, as follows: 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective 
student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is limited to electronic mail and 
facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.6.2.) All other forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant 
Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence, 
provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that 
are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires), a media guide and video and audio 
materials, as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.1.5. Attachments other than a media guide and permissible video and audio 
materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) 
associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail correspondence. [D] 

13.4.1.2.1 Exception -- Men~ Basketball. Electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic mail, Instant Messenger, 
facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s 
parents or legal guardians), provided the correspondence is sent directly to tl~e prospective student-athlete (or his 
or her parents or legal guardians) and is private between only the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat rooms, 
message boards or posts to "wails"). (See Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and 13.10.2.) Color attachments may be included with 
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electronic correspondence, provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for recruiting 
purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires), a 
media guide and video and audio materials, as permitted in Bylaw 13.4.1.5. Attachments other than a media guide 
and permissible video and audio materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be 
no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic correspondence. [D] 

[13.4.1.2.2 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.2.3 Exception -- Electronic Mail and Facsimiles Regarding Institutional Camp or Clinic Logistical Issues -- 
Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball. Electronic mail and facsimiles to an individual (or his or her parents, legal 
guardians, relatives or coach) that relate solely to institutional camp or clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing 
registration information) are not subject to the restrictions on recruiting materials, provided the correspondence 
does not contain recruiting language and no solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs. 

13.4.1.2.4 Exception -- Electronic Correspondence Regarding Institutional Camp or Clinic Logistical Issues -- 
Men’s Basketball. Electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her parents, legal guardians, relatives or 
coach) that relates solely to institutional camp or clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information) is not 
subject to the restrictions on recruiting materials, provided the correspondence does not contain recruiting 
language and no solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs. 

H. Bylaws: Amend 13.5.2.6, as follows: 

13.5.2.6 Transportation of Prospective Student-Athlete’s Relatives, Friends or Legal Guardians. An institution shall 
not permit its athletics department staff members or representatives of its athletics interests to pay, provide or 
arrange for the payment of transportation costs incurred by relatives, friends or legal guardians of a prospective 
student-athlete to visit the campus or elsewhere; however, an institution may: [R] 

[13.5.2.6-(a) through 13.5.2.6-(c) unchanged.] 

13.5.2.6.1 Exception -- Transportation Expenses for a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Parents or Legal Guardians -- 
Men’s Basketball. In mer;~ basketball, an institution may pay the actual round-trip costs for a prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) to accompany the prospective student-athlete 
on his or her official visit. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.6, as follows: 

13.6 Official (Paid) Visit. 

[13.6.1. u nchanged .] 

13.6.2 Limitations on Official Visits. 

[13.6.2.1 through 13.6.2.2 unchanged.] 

13.6.2.2.1 First Opportunity to Visit. In sports other than m, cn’s basketball, a prospective student-athlete may 
not be provided an expense-paid visit earlier than the opening day of classes of the prospective student- 
athlete’s senior year in high school~ In men’s basketball, a prospective student-athlete may not be provided an 
expense-paid visit earlier than January 1 of his junior year in high school. In women’s basketball, a 
prospective student-athlete may not be provided an expense-paid visit earlier than the Thursday 
following the NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Chaml~io~ship qame of the p[o~pective student- 
athlete’s j~i~year in high schoolo [D] 
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[Remainder of 13.6.2 unchanged.] 

[13.6.3 unchanged.] 

13.6.4 Length of Official Visit. An official visit to an institution shall not exceed 48 hours~ A prospective student- 
athlete may remain in the locale in which the institution is located after the permissible 48-hour period for reasons 
unrelated to the official visit, provided that at the completion of the 48-hour visit, the individual departs the 
institution’s campus, and the institution does not pay any expenses thereafter, including the cost of return 
transportation to the prospective student-athlete’s home. Additionally, if the prospective student-athlete does not 
return home prior to attending the institution, the one-way transportation to the campus would be considered a 
violation of Bylaw 13.5.4, which prohibits transportation to enroll. [D] 

13.6.4.1 48-Hour Period Defined. The 48-hour period of the official visit begins at the time the prospective 
student-athlete arrives on the institution’s campus, rather than with the initiation of the prospective student- 
atMete’s transportation by a coach or the time of the prospective student-athlete’s arrival at the airport or 
elsewhere in the community (see Bylaws 13.5.2.4, 13.6.4.1.1 and 13.6.4.1.2). The prospective student-athlete’s 
transportation to and from the campus must be without delay for personal reasons or entertainment purposes. 
The institution may not pay any expenses for entertainment (other than the actual and reasonable cost of meals) 
in conjunction with the prospective student-athlete’s transportation. At the completion of the 48-hour visit, the 
prospective student-athlete must depart the institution’s campus immediately; otherwise, the institution may not 
pay any expenses incurred by the prospective student-athlete upon departure from the institution’s campus, 
including the cost of the prospective student-athlete’s transportation home. 

[13.6.4.1.1 unchanged.] 

13.6.4.1.2 Lodging in the Locale of the Institution Before Visit~ A prospective student-athlete may receive 
lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48-hour period if the prospective student-athlete 
arrives in the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. In sports other than men’s basketball, such 
expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student-athlete on 
the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) before the start of the 48-hour period, including the cost of additional 
occupants in the same room, if applicable. In men’s basketball, an institution may provide such expenses for a 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) without beginning the 
48-hour period. 

[13.6.4.2 unchanged.] 

[13.6.5 through 13.6.6 unchanged.] 

13.6.7 Entertainment/Tickets on Official Visit. 

13.6.7.1 General Restrictions. An institution may provide entertainment, which may not be excessive, on the 
official visit only for a prospective student-atMete and the prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal 
guardians) or spouse and only within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus. Entertainment and 
contact by representatives of the institution’s athletics interests during the official visit are prohibited. It is not 
permissible to entertain other relatives or friends (including dates) of a prospective student-athlete at any time at 
any site. [R] 

13.6.7.1.1 Meals and Lodging While in Transit. It is permissible for an institution to pay a prospective student- 
athlete’s actual costs for reasonable expenses (e.g., meals, lodging) incurred while traveling to and from 
campus on the official visit. In men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual costs for meals and lodging for 
a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) that are incurred 
while traveling to and from campus to accompany the prospective student-athlete on his official visit. 
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[Remainder of 13.6 unchanged.] 

Jo Bylaws: Amend 13.17.3, as follows: 

13.17.3 Women’s Basketball. The following recruiting periods shall apply to women’s basketball: 

(a) August 1 through September-I,5 __8_.: Quiet Period 
(b)~v~,~,,,~,~’~’~’~,’~ ~, ~ ~,,,~,~,,~ ~’~"~"~,~v, ~ ~ September 9 through September 29 
[except for (1) and (2) below]: 

Contact Period 
[13.17.3-(b)-(1) through 13.17.3-(b)-(2) unchanged.] 

(c) October 7 September 30 through the last day of February [except for (1) andEvaluation Period 
(2) below]: 

[13.17.3-(c)-(1) through 13.17.3-(c)-(2) unchanged.] 

[13.17.3-(d) through 13.17.3-(e) unchanged.] 
(f) Friday of the week that includes the initial date for the spring signing of the 
National Letter of Intent through the following Tuesday and an additional 
...w..e...e....k...e....n.....d.....(...F...r..Ld...a..y.....t...h....r...~...u..g..h.......s....u....n..#.~....i.£...&~.d!....~£[...~.a.y~.j.t...~.#.£.#.~.~.~.[y....#.#.~...~.~....~. 
conflict with the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT or Easter} for evaluations at 
nonscholastic events [except for (1) and (2) below]: 

(1) Evaluations at nonscholastic events shall not occur during any weekend 
(including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) during which the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or 
ACT national standardized tests are administered or during the Easter 

(2) If the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT is administered on a date that conflicts with 
~,,o*;^’~ ;’,,~ekend, the five-day evaluation period or if 

the eva~uation period conflicts with Easter, Sh# period shall shift to the 
second Friday following the initial date of the spring National Letter of Intent 
signing period through the following Tuesday. 

(g) Wednesday of the week following the initial date for the spring signing of the 
National Letter of Intent through July 5 [except when Bylaw 13.17.3-(f)-(.__t__) or (2) 
applies]: 
[13.17.3-(h) through 13.17.3-(m) unchanged.] 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 

Evaluation Period Periods 
(evaluations during additional 
___w____e____e____k__e_____n_____d__ ......... ~__e____r____m_j___s___s_j___b__!__e__ ......... __a____t__ 
nonscholastic events only} 

Quiet Period 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-2 

Title: RECRUITING -- ON-CAMPUS EVALUATIONS --WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

Intent: In women’s basketball, to specify that an institution may conduct an evaluation of a high school or preparatory 
school senior or a two-year college prospective student-athlete who has exhausted eligibility or four-year college 
prospective student-athlete on its campus or at a site at which it normally conducts practice or competition, as 
specified. 

Ao Bylaws: Amend 13.2, as follows: 

13.2 Offers and Inducements. 

[13.2.1 through 13.2.7 unchanged.] 

expenses (including rehabilitation and physical therapy expenses} for a prospective student=athlete who 
sustains an injury while participating in an on-campus evaluation (see Bylaw 13.11.2.1) or while 
~....a...~.i..q..i.~....a...t..i...n..g..i...n......v...~..~..u....~....t..a...r..y....s....u..-m-....m....e...r...-w-.~...r...k..~.....u...t...s......c...~....n....d.....u....c...t...e....d......b..y....a....n....i...n....s...t..i..t....u...t.~.~....~...~...s......s...t...r...e....n..g.t....h......a....n...d......c...~....~.....d..i..t.i...~....~..j..~...g....c...~....a....c....h.. 
with department-wide duties (see Bylaw t3.t 1.3.8). 

[13.2.8 renumbered as 13.2.9 unchanged.] 

13.2.~1~0 Medical Expenses -- Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball and Football. In sports other than men’s 
basketball and football, an institution may finance medical expenses (including rehabilitation and physical therapy 
expenses) for a prospective student-athlete who sustains an injury while participating in voluntary summer 
workouts conducted by an institution’s strength and conditioning coach with department-wide duties (see Bylaws 
13.11.3.10 and 13.11.3.11). 

[13.2.10 through 13.9.11 renurnbered as 13.2.11 through 13.2.12, unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 13.11.2, as follows: 

13.11.2 Permissible Activities. 

13.11.2.1 On-Campus Evaluations -- ".,,~en’s Basketball. in ,,’rre,~’~ basketball, an institution may conduct an 
evaluation of a prospective student-atMete on its campus or at a site at which it normally conducts practice or 
competition, under the following conditions: 

(a) For a high school or preparatory school senior, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion of 
the prospective student-athlete’s season and after he or she has exhausted high school or preparatory school 
eligibility in basketball; 

(b) For a two-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion 
of tl~e prospective student-atMete’s season and l~e or she has exhausted his or her two-year college eligibility in 
basketball; 

(c) For a four-year college prospective student-athlete, the evaluation may be conducted only after the conclusion 
of the prospective student-athlete’s season. (See Bylaw 13.1.1.3); 

(d) Tl~e on-campus evaluation may be conducted only during the prospective student-athlete’s official or unofficial 
visit; 
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(e) The on-campus evaluation shall be conducted not later than the opening day of classes of the institution’s fall 
term; 

(f) Not more than one on-campus evaluation per prospective student-athlete per institution shall be permitted 
(applied separately to the time period in which a prospective student-athlete completes high school or preparatory 
school eligibility and to the time period after the prospective student-athlete enrolls full time in a collegiate 
institution); 

(g) Before participating in an on-campus evaluation, a prospective student-athlete is required to undergo a medical 
examination or evaluation administered or supervised by a physician (e.g., family physician, team physician). The 
examination or evaluation shall include a sickle cell solubility test unless documented results of a prior test are 
provided to the institution or the prospective student-athlete declines the test and signs a written release. The 
examination or evaluation must be administered either within six months before participation in the on-campus 
evaluation or within six months before the prospective student-athlete’s initial participation in practice, competition 
or out-of-season conditioning activities during his or her immediately completed season. In addition, the medical 
examination or evaluation may be conducted by an institution’s regular team physician or other designated 
physician as a part of the on-campus evaluation; 

(h) The institution’s me~-’-s basketball student-atMetes may participate in an on-campus evaluation, provided such 
participation is counted toward the applicable hourly and weekly Ih’nitations on countable athletically related 
activities (e.g., four hours per day and 20 hours per week during the playing season, two hours of skill instruction 
and eight hours per week outside the playing season). [See Bylaws 17.1.6.2-(a) and 17.1.6.2.2.]; 

(i) The duration of the on-campus evaluation activities (other than the medical examination or evaluation) shall be 
limited to two hours; and 

(j) The institution may provide equipment and clothing to a prospective student-athlete on an issuance-and-retrieval 
basis. 

[13.11.2.2 through 13.11.2.5 unchanged.] 

13.11.2.6 Medical Examinations. 

[13.11.2.6.1 unchanged.] 

[13.11.2.6.1.1 unchanged.] 

13.11.2.6.1.2 Exception -- On-Campus Evaluation -- Men’s Basketball~ In men~ basketball, additional athletics 
department staff members (e.g., coaches) may be present during a medical examination that is conducted as 
part of an on-campus evaluation (see Bylaw 13.11.2.1) and the medical evaluation may include tests or 
procedures designed to measure the athletics agility or skill of the prospective student-athlete. 

[13.11.2.6.2 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: Immediate 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-3 

Title: PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- SUMMER ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES -- WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

Intent: In women’s basketball, to permit a student-athlete to participate in eight hours per week of required weight- 
training, conditioning and skill-related instruction (not to exceed two hours per week) during an eight-week period 
during the summer, as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.2, as follows: 

13.2 Offers and Inducements. 

[13.2.1 through 13.2.7 unchanged.] 

13.2.8 Medical Expenses --Women’s Basketball. in women’s basketball, an institution may finance medical 
..e....x..p....e....~....s....e....s.....(,i...n....c..!...u....d..j..~...g....r...e....h....a....b.j.!j.t....a...t.i...~....~.......a....n....d.....~....h..y..s..i...~...a..!....t....h...e...r...a..~...y....e....x.j~....e....n....s....e....s..}....f...~....r.....a....~....r...~....s..~....e....c...t.i...v...e......s...t...~.....d...e....n...t...~...a...t...h...~...e...t...e........w....h.....~.. 
sustains an injury while participating in voluntary summer workouts conducted by an institution’s strenqth 
and conditioning coach with department=wide duties (see Bylaw 13.11.3.8) or while participating in 
..r-e...q..u-i...r-e...d......s...u-.m--m...e....r....a...t-h-~-e..t.j.~..~.~yi.~...~.~...~.y.!.~.j.~ J_J_,_~_,_~}_,. 

[13.2.8 renumbered as 13.2.9 unchanged.] 

13.2.91~0 Medical Expenses -- Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball and Football. In sports other than men’s 
basketball and football, an institution may finance medical expenses (including rehabilitation and physical therapy 
expenses) for a prospective student-athlete who sustains an injury while participating in voluntary summer 
workouts conducted by an institution’s strength and conditioning coach with department-wide duties (see Bylaws 
13.11.3.10 and 13.11.3.11). 

[13.2.10 through 13.9.11 renumbered as 13.2.11 through 13.2.12, unchanged.] 

Bylaws: Amend 13.11.3, as follows: 

13.11.3 Tryout Exceptions. 

[13.11.3.1 through 13.11.3.8 unchanged.] 

13.11.3.9 Required Summer Athletic Activities -- Mer~:s Basketball. In mee-:s basketball, a prospective student- 
athlete (freshman or transfer) who is enrolled in the institution’s summer term or terms may engage in required 
weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction for up to eight weeks (not required to be consecutive 
weeks). Participation in such activities is limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two 
hours per week spent on skill-related instruction. Participation is limited to the period of the institution’s summer 
term or terms (opening day of classes through last day of final exams) in which the prospective student-athlete is 
enrolled. 

13.11.3.9.1 Exception -- National Service Academies -- Incoming Freshmen -- Men~ Basketball. In mer;~ 
basketball, a national service academy may designate eight weeks (not required to be consecutive weeks) of the 
summer during which incoming freshmen student-athletes who are enrolled in required summer on-campus 
military training may engage in required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction. Participation in 
such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week 
spent on skill-related instruction. 

[13.11.3.9.2 unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 17.1.6.2.1, as follows: 
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17.1.6.2.1 Institutional Vacation Period and Summer. 

17.1.6.2.1.1 Sports Other than Championship Subdivision Football. In sports other than championship subdivision 
football, a student-athlete may not participate in any countable athletically related activities outside the playing 
season during any institutional vacation period and/or summer. Strength and conditioning coaches who are not 
countable coaches and who perform such duties on a department-wide basis may design and conduct specific 
workout programs for student-athletes, provided such workouts are vokmtary and conducted at the request of the 
student-athlete. 

[17.1.6.2.1.1.1 through 17.1.6.2.1.1.3 unchanged.] 

17.1.6.2.1.1.4 Summer Athletic Activities -- Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball, a student-athlete who is 
enrolled in summer school may engage in required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction for up 
to eight weeks (not required to be consecutive weeks). Participation in such activities shall be limited to a 
maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related instruction. An 
individual who is not eligible to use the exception to summer school enrollment (Bylaw 17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1) may 
participate only during the period of the institution’s summer term or terms (opening day of classes through last 
day of final exams) in which be the student-athlete is enrolled. 

17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1 Exception to Summer School Enrollment -- Academic Requirements -- .Men-:s Basketball. In 
men~ basketball, a student-athlete may participate in required summer athletic activities for up to eight weeks 
without being enrolled in summer school, provided the student-athlete has achieved a cumulative minimum 
grade-point average of 2.200 (based on a maximum 4.000 and as computed pursuant to institutional policies 
applicable to all students) and has successfully completed the following academic requirements based on the 
applicable number of full-time terms of enrollment: 

(a) After two semesters or three quarters: 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours; 

(b) After four quarters: 60 quarter hours; 

(c) After three semesters or five quarters: 45 semester hours or 75 quarter hours; 

(d) After four semesters or six quarters: 50 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific 
degree program; 

(e) After seven quarters: 58.33 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree 
program; 

(f) After five semesters: 62.5 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree 
program; 

(g) After eight quarters: 66.67 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree 
program; 

(h) After six semesters or nine quarters: 75 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific 
degree program; 

(i) After 10 quarters: 83~33 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree program; 

(j) After seven semesters: 87.5 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree 
program; 

(k) After 11 quarters: 91 ~67 percent of the course requirements in the student-athlete’s specific degree program; 
or 
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(I) After eight semesters or 12 quarters: completion of the student-athlete’s specific baccalaureate degree 
requirements (no minimum grade-point average required). 

17.1.6.2.1.1.4.1.1 Application to Transfer Student-Athletes -- .tVfe-n-~s Basketball. The exception to summer 
school enrollment does not apply to a transfer student-athlete until he or she has completed one academic 
year (two semesters or three quarters) of full time enrollment at the certifying institution. 

[Remainder of 17.1.6.2.1 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: Immediate 
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Supplement No. 4 

New NCAA Division I lnitiai- 
E[i ibi[ity Standards 

Review of Key Discussion Points and 
Request for Membership Feedback 

February 2013 

Key Discussion Points 
Since October 2011, significant feedback has been provided by 
the membership regarding the new initial-eligibility standards° 

Feedback has focused primarily on the sliding scale for 
competition° 

Feedback has included requests to modify the new standards° 

Feedback has resulted in continued discussion of the new initial- 
eligibility standards by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors, 
NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance and NCAA 
Division 1 Academic Cabinet. 



Core-Co~rse GPA Calculation 

Ensure the integrity of the core-course GPA calculation and the 
core-course progression requirement by specifying that only the 
"best" 16 core courses shall be used for core-course GPA purposes, 
effective August 1,2016. 

~ Scale 

Replace the adopted competition sliding scale with an 
sliding scale; OR 

intermediate 

Adopt a phased-in approach to the implementation of the 
competition sliding scale (i.e., current scale ÷ intermediate scale ÷ 
competition scale). 

 odification of Core-Course GPA Calculation 

Recommendation: 

¯ Amend Bylaw 14.3.t .2.6 to specify that only the "best" 16 core 
courses may be used to calculate the core-course GPA. 

Rationale for recommendation: 

~ The current legislation applied to the new standards (Bylaw 
14.3.1.2.6): 

, Allows the core-course GPA to be based on 16+ core courses; 

~ Permits PSAs to complete a large number of core courses in grade 12 to 
meet the sliding scale; and 

, May result in PSAs not meeting the intent of the core-course progression 
component of the new initial-eligibility legislation (i.e., 7/10/16). 



* Proposed revision would apply to aft PSAs. 

Modification of Sliding Scale for Competition 

intermediate S~idin Scale v. Ado~ Scale 

* Core-course GPA increase ,s re,afire ,o curren, scale and represents an approximation~ it is anticipated that both core- 
course grade-point averages and test scores vvi, t increase in response to the new standards~ 

Predicted first-year coflege GPA outcomes are based on data availabte for student-athletes he!d to current 
e/ig,bifity standards and correspond with ,he academic prof;Tes of those who meet the minimum competition standard. 



S~iding Sca~e Comparison 

Sample Coordinates for Competition: 

Request for Feedback 

Feedback should be submitted via the rulesworkin~ncaaoorc} 
email account using the feedback form, 

Feedback should be submitted not later than 

The Board of Directors will review and respond to feedback at its 
April 20t3 meeting. Action is anticipated. 



ATTACHMENT 

NCAA Division Initial-Eligibility Standard Review 

Proposed Sliding Scales 
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Men’s Basketball Preseason Practice Proposals 

Supplement No. 5 

Proposal Number: 2011-84-A 

Title: PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- MEN’S BASKETBALL -- PRESEASON PRACTICE -- ON-COURT 
PRACTICE - ELIMINATION OF 5 RM. START TIME ON FIRST PERMISSIBLE PRACTICE DATE 

intent: In men’s basketball, to eliminate the 5 p.m. start time on the first permissible practice date. 

Bylaws: Amend 17.3.2.1, as follows: 

17.3.2.1 Men’s Basketball. An institution shall not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions 
before ,6--tg;m:--e~ the Friday nearest October 15 (see Figure 17-2). 

Effective Date: August 1,2012 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 
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Proposa~ Number: 2011-85 

Title: PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- MEN’S BASKETBALL -- PRESEASON PRACTICE -- ON-COURT 
PRACTICE == 30 DAYS OF COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES WITHIN 40 DAYS PRIOR TO FIRST CONTEST 

intent: in men’s basketball, to specify that an institution shall not commence omcourt preseason basketball practice 
sessions prior to 5 p.m. on the date that is 40 days prior to the date of the institution’s first regular-season contest; 
further, to specify that an institution shall not engage in more than 30 days of countable athletically related activities 
prior to its first regular-season contest. 

Bylaws: Amend 17.3.2, as follows: 

17.3.2 Preseason Practice =- On=Court Practice. 

17.3.2.1 Men’s Basketball. An institution shall not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions 
before 5 p.m. on the FHday nearest ~"~^~,~, ~,v ~/~ Figure !7 2) date that is 40 days before the date of the 
institution’s first regular-season contest, An institution shall not engage in more than 30 days of countable 

[17.3.2.2 through 17.3.2.4 unchanged.] 

Effective Date: August 1,2012 

Date Printed: March 5, 2013 

Page 2 of 2 
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Amy Herman - Review 

From: 
To: 

Date: 
Subject: 
CC: 

"Huber, Kenneth" <khuber@ncaa.org> 
"aj schae@uncaa.unc, edu" <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
6/14/2012 6:56 AM 
Review 
"Cretors, Angle" <acretors@ncaa.org> 

Amy, 

Thank you for providin8 the information that I requested durin8 our telephone conversation on May 3, 20:[2. 

Based on the information you submitted to me on May :[6, 20:[2, it appears that no further action by the NCAA 

is warranted at this time. However, please be advised that if new information becomes available we will reopen 

this matter at that time. 

Your assistance is appreciated. Please contact me with any additional questions. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Huber 

Ken Huber 
Assistant Director of Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:[7/9:[7-6273 

Fax: 3:[7/968-5:[2:[ 

Email: khuber@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and 

privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and 

destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a 

person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 

~e:///C:/Users/aischae/AppData/L~cal/Temp/XPgrpwise/4FD98B~Buncathleticsuncaa~... 11/28/2012 



UNC Media Guide Verbia e 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

Amy Herman, jelworth@ncaa.orgKevin Best 
2012/06/25 19:38 
UNC Media Guide Verbiage 

TEXT. htm 

Jim, 

Please see below. Can you please confirm that the below language satisfies the requirement in 

our Infractions Report regarding information to be included in our Media Guide? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>>"Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu> 6/25/2012 7:30 PM >>> 

Amy, 

As discussed, this language will appear in the football media guide on page 6. This should satisfy 

the requirement in the Infractions Report. Please forward to the NCAA and confirm that this is 

acceptable. The media guide deadline is Wednesday. Thanks. 

Kevin 

The UNC football program is on probation until March 11,2015 for NCAA violations stemming 

from three areas - 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student-athletes and providing 

impermissible benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student-athletes by various 

individuals, including sports agents and their associates; 3) unethical conduct by a former 

assistant coach. The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of 

probation; three-year show-cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for 

the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 during three academic 

years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both 

the former tutor and a former student-athlete who served as an agent runner. 



Records 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 
2012/07/11 13:08 

Records 
Phone Records.xlsx, Outside Coaches Employment Roster.pdf 



er User Name Usage Category Date    Time ] Number Usage Type iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~ii~ii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Description    Origination Intl. Call Type 

TRi~I~A~TAFFO~D-ODC)M V~[~ 9/~)20~ ~;~ /404-~8-~ ~&W ] .................................................................................................................. ~;~i~ ~om~ " ~55 ....................................................................................................... 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 9/28/2011 7:46P /404-338-0114 M2MAIIow;CallWait PhoenixAZ Incoming 13/ 
TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 10/10/2011 10:03P~404-338-0114 N&W Durham NC Incoming 44 

TRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM Voice 1/21/2012 7:25P /404-338-0114 N&W Senoia GA Incoming 7 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 1/21/2012 7:25P /404-338-0114 N&W Senoia GA Incoming 7 

~~,~~~gLL ........................ ~~G~ ............................... ] 42~~b~5     ]~~:~5~l~:~a~:~a~         ] ~~ ................................... .......................................................... [ ~i~~~1,~~~ ........................................... ] ~a ...................................................... 

SYLVIA HATCHELL iVoice 4/17/2012 9:46P 404-338-0114 N&W;CallWait Chapel Hil NC Incoming 15 

................ ~.~.~.~.~.~..~.~.~.~.~.:.~.~...............[.~.~.~.~ ........................................................... ~.~.~.~.~.....~.~.~.L...~:~:~.~.~.......~.~.~’. ........................................................................ ................ R~L~.e.~....~.~ ....................... ~.~.~....~.~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. ~ 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 317-829-4449 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 16 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 4/30/2012 9:35P 317-829-4449 N&W;CallWait Durham NC Incoming 9 

TRACEY WILLIAMS ivoice 5/2/2012 5:18P 317-847-4475 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 5 

TRACEY WILLIAMS ivoice 5/2/2012 5:25P 317-847-4475 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 12 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM 
~oice 

5/5/2012 12:33P 404-338-0114 N&W 
+ 

Durham NC Incoming 5 

__ TRi~TA~FO~D-~ iVo~ce ~5/~ ~ ~04-3~-0~ ~W;Cai~Wa~ i Durham NC Incoming 4 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/12/2012 10:11A 317-847-4475 N&W Durham NC Incoming 20 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/12/2012 11:56A 317-847-4475 N&W Durham NC Incoming 26 

SYLVIA HATCHELL iVoice 404-338-0114 N&W Amelia Isl FL Incoming 9 

~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~::~ ?:?: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::?:?: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ?:?:?:?:?:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~::?:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ?:?: ~::~ ~ ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.2, High &?boo!, Preparatory School, or Two,Year-College Coaches, a 
member institution or emp!oyees of its athletics department mayemploy coaches outside of its 
athtetic program staff, provided: 
a) The coach receives compensation that is commensurate with the going rate for camp 

counselors of like teaching ability and camp experience; 
b) The coach is not paid on the basis of the value the coach may have for the employer because 

of h.is!her reputation or contacts with prospects; and 
c) Thld coach is not compensated based on the number of campers he/she sends to camp. 

Please complete the fo!!dwing chart in its entirety and submit to the Compliance Office at least 
one week prior to the first camp. 

SchooVl:~m 
Coach’s Name : 

Coached 
Camp Dates Duties Performed 

Pay Per Camp/ 
Total Pay 

Sport 

Compliance Office Signature Date 

Camp Director Signature Date 



IO’CAIN ,,"’ 

I.p_EARSON 

POTHIER 

RAFUSE 

RHYNE 

RHYNE 

RICHARD 

ROSS 

13 O0 

i 3 O0 

JONAS IYCOA 

MI CHAEL YCOA COACH 

YCOU I PRO-RATE lATH. STUDENT 

YCOU }PRO-RATE ¯ ~ ~AItf ST~ DENT 

SARRATT +AMY - YCOA 1300 " 

COACH 



" t Jo~ST NA~S 

I SNEAD 

I TALLON 

TEASLEY 

’ NAME I ELITE... I ELITE PAY !. PROFESSION 

CORNELIUS iYCOA a0O !COACH 

!YCOA 300 LANI CA 

~K_..~ ..................................................... _iYCOA aoo iHg COACH 
THRO~R ::aOHN ~YCOA ~24’0 J~COACH 

~IMOLL ~AS~NTE ~COA 300 COACH 

VANA YCOA 300 COACH 

W~FIELD I~MONT YCOA {350 ~HS COACH 



tB OWMAN ~STEPItI t YTR 142o’ r. ~TRAINER 

J ~COU ~ 220 FORMER ATHLETE 

¥COU PRO-RAT.E_....... .... ATH STUDENT 

,¥COU PRO-RATE . ATH STUDENT 

................ ~--------- .................... ................. ...... .....___1 ............ = .............................. 
.~.r_~u__.__u’"-~-" ............ ~zo - . ~2.~p_~._~% ......................... 

GRAVES NIKKI 

GRAYS OVESTER 

HIGH JANE 

HUNTLEY SHAY 

JACKSON iANTHONY IYCOA 220 

COACH 

REAL ESTATE 

ADMIN ASS’T 

TRAINER 

HSCOACH 

.iKOZLOWSKI /MARK . ~YCOA ~220 HS COACH 

,~LENZE ~JONATHAN ~YTR 475 

~YCOA 220 ~PRO PLA~R 

~MEEGAN ~CAROL [~COA 220 ~COACH 

~PEARSON ~ CANDACE ~YCOA ,220 . ¯ COACII 

~POTHIER HEATHER ....................... ~T.~__ 4~. ~. ~ ~E R 

~YOFF 220 " ¯ STUDENT 

YCOU PRO-RATE ~ATH STUDENT 

~ ~YCOU PRO-RATE ~ATH S~ UDENT 

~ iy.~ou 220 ~@T-U.~T ~JR 

VANA ~BRETT 220 ~ COACH 

~ WALDREP j_~ ~YCOA ~220 ... ~COACH 

~qLLOUGHBY " JJ.MUIE ~9.6_ ....... J.~.~9. ...................... .~HS COACH 

,I[6~. PRO-RATE A’~n STUDENT 



YCOU 220 

)N GAIL YCOA 

JONES YCOA 220 

iKOZLOWSKI MARK YCOA 220 

LEACH BRANDY YTR 

LENZE " JONATHAN YTR ~475 

STUDENT 

HS COACH 

HSCOACH 

ITRAINER 

MCCANTS 

MEEGAN 

iMOORER 

::NORTON 

PEARSON 

PITTMAN 

POTHIER 

.QUICK 

RHYNE 

RASHANDA YCOA 220 PRO PLAYER 

CAROL YCOA 220 COACH 

RAYNA. YTR ~TRAINER 

LAUREN YTR 1150 ~AINER 

DARRYL YCOA 1220 {HS COACH 

HEATHER YTR 
t425. " 

" _T~_R__AI__N__ER, 

_b_~A_~UANDA YCOA t 220 I COACH 

YOFF i 220 
" ISTUDENT 

tRONNIE YCOA ~50 fRETIRED 

SIMMONS WHITNEY 

SIMS KATRINA 

SNEAD CORNELIUS 

i.~ WILLOUGHBY IJAMIE 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

YCOU 22O 

YCOA 220 

~!~ 
220 

220 

.. 220 

,I~Y~~" 
250 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

~YCOU 

ATH STUDENT 

TEACttER 

iCOACH 

iSTUDENT 

!COACH 
!STUDENT 

:HSCOACH 

ATH STUDENT 

ISTUDENT 



~A~_~ETTE IYCOA ~{50 ~COACH 

AUSTIN ~EG~N ~YCOA 350 COACH 

BARJONA ~CHARY ~YCOA 300 COACH 

CAMPBELL i CRAIG 

CHEEK IDONNA 

COOLEY IPHYLLIS 

ITZPATRICK 

IHARDY ,, 
HIRES ¯ 

HOLMES 

JACKSON 

JACKSON 

JOHNSON 

JONES 

LAMONTE 

LENZE 

MCCANTS 

MEEGAN 

MOORER 

OTT 

PINKSTA_FF 

PITTMAN 

iPOTHIER 

RYAN 

SARRATT 

 

SIMS 

SMITH 

TALLON 

iWAKEFIELD 

[~WILLIAMS 

I JIM 

~ YC OU 

YST 

’:YCOU 
YST 

YCOU 

IYCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

OVESTER iYCOA 

AVAE t’YCOU 

CHYRSSANDRA ,i_yCO_A~ ........... 300 

WYNDELL IYCOA 300 

CRAIG ............ iyC.0A 

GAIL ~YCOA 

TERESA YCOA 

~ O-RATE " lATH STUDENT 

STUDENT 

300 COACH CLOVIS 

300 UNC STAFF: 

PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT ¯ 

ED. ADMIN 

250 :rUDENT 

250 ISTUDENT 

aoo 

300 I REAL ESTATE 

250 

HOMEMAKER 

HS COACH 

300 ,~:HS COACH 
¯ 

300 COACH 

~! ,2..5~ STUDENT 

~350 HS COACH 

3OO HS COACH 

DONALD YCOA 300 

JONATHAN i YTR 450 

RASHANDA i YCOA .300 

~CAROL !YCOA 350 

RAYNA YTR 

i DARRYL " ~YCOA {300 

~HEA~HER . ~R 400 

~LAQUANDA }YCOA 

._~RONNIE 

.~OU     ~PRO-RATE 

YCOA 3OO 

~ _IJS COACH 
~O PLAYER 

HS COACH 

JTR~NER 

}RETIRED 

,~ATH STUDENT 
’ATH STUDENT 
{RE~ ESTATE 

’: 
 .yo~Q=U_ ................ 

+ KATRI NA YC 0A 

.lad YCOA 

_IYCOA 

~.!_+ =A=.~.I_~. ...................... Y C O A 

!LAMONT 

WAYNE 

JAMIE 

...... YCOU { PRO-RATE 

~- COACH 

~STUDENT 

HS COACH 

HS COACH 

ATH STUDENT 

STUDENT 



LAST NAME i NAME ! IND1 .I INDIPAY I PROFESSION 



ALSTON 

AUSTIN 

mV- JONA 

ANNETTE 

MEGHAN 

ZACHARY 

YCOU 1150 

YCOU 

~= ....... YCOU 

ICHEEK IDONNA _dYST 

~ dYCOU 

~ITZPATRICK 

tHARDY .. ,~ 
HIRES 

JACKSON 

JACKSON 

JOHNSON 

JONES 

iLAMONTE 

NIKKI 

AVAE 

CHYRSSANDRA 

ANTHONY 

CRAIG 

GAlL 

TERESA. 

DONALD 

BRANDY 

MITCH 

YCOA 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

150 

PRO-RATE 

LEACH 

iLOWDER " 

500 

150 

YCOU 150 

YCOU 150 

YCOA 1150 

YCOU t150 

150 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YDAY 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YTR 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YTR 

YCOA 

YTR 

MEEGAN CAROL 

iOTT BRITTANY 

OWENS IRA 

PAVLOT MARIANNE 
 HI  IpS .............................................. l: COA 

~.ITT~N ~TRA~S 

~YCOA 

RHYNE RONNIE 

YOFF 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOU 

iYDAY 

YCOU 

YCOA 

!YCOA 

RYAN I,.PAULA 

SMITH ~AJ 

150 

~150 

j150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

!!50 
150 

150 

150 

i150 

PRO-RATE 

,t150 . 

COACH 

COACH 

COACH 

FORMER ATHLETE 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

UNC STAFF 

ATH STUDENT 

ED. ADMIN 

FORMERSTUDENT 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 

STUDENT 

COACH 

t!OMEMAKER 

HSCOACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 

,HSCOACH 

HSCOACH 

TRAINER 

HSCOACH 

PRO PLAYER 

COACH 

TRAINER 

COACH 

TRAINER 

COACH 

HSCOACH 

HSCOACt! 

COACH 

STUDENT 

RETIRED 

ATHSTUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

STUDENT MJR 

TEACHER 

HSCOACH 

;TUDENT 

COACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 





~ LAST NAME I NAME i SH ! ..... SHPAY i PROFESSION ~¢]_~ 

YCOU PRO-RATE ¯ ATH STUDENT ~ 7. ¯ 

ALSTON ANNETTE . YCOA 150 COACH ................ 

,:~. AUSTIN MEGHAN IYCOA ’150 COACH 

s~ONA i~;Z~ii~-~ ................ (~-8~ .......... i~;- ....................... CO~CH 

~Yco~    ~i~;~ ’ 

~C~OLEY 

[DAWKINS 

FAIN 

FITZPATRICK 

GRAVES 

HARDY 

iILG 

t JACKSON 

~JOHNSON 

IJONES 

~AMON~IEt 

ILEACH. : ~ 

LOWDER 

!MCCANTS 

MCEACHERN 

MEEGAN 

METTEN 

~OYER 
NORTON 

OWENS 

PAVLOT 

PHILLIPS 

PINKSTAFF 

PITTMAN 

PITTMAN 

ig~vIcg 

PHYLLIS 

¯ .~AO~UANDA 

CETERA 

I JIM 

NIKKI 

AVAE 

MINDY 

CRAIG 

DONALD 

IMITCH 
ANHANDA 

~JOE 

" CAROL 

CURTIS 

MATTHEW 

LAUREN 

IRA 

MARIANNE 

R__~_ ..................... ~RONNIE 

RYAN ~4~h 
SANTIMANO ~SACHA 

SIMS 

SMITH 

STOKES 

!YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

500 

]50 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

HS COACH 

FORMER ATHLETE 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

~°~ ADMIN 

~ RMER STUDENT 

!STUDENT 

JOHN YCOA 

CHELSEY YCOU 

[DARRYL .~.Q~_ ................... 150 HS COACH 

I TRAVIS YCOA I150 ItS COACH 

I~_.A~UANDA YCOA COACH 

........... YOFF ~150 ¯ 

YCOA 1150 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

YDAY 150 

YCOA 150 COACH 

150 STUDENT M JR 

IHS COACH 

............................... IYCO2 I]50 jSTUDENT_~ 
HEATH ;_Y_~.O_..A._ ............. P~00 ...................... ~ COACH 

STUDENT 

RETIRED 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

REAL ESTATE 

YTR 150 [TRX~R 
~coA 1~o COACH 
YDAY 150 ~TUDENT 

YCOA 150 HSCOACH 

YCOA 150 HS COACH 

~R TRAINER 

YCOA 150 HS COACH 

YCOA 150 PRO PLA~R 
. 

X~OA    ~ao ~s COACH 
.~.~.~ ............ ~ 150~ COACH 

YCOA ~50 COACH 

YCOA ~.~.~ ................... i .... COUNSELOR 

YCOA ~150 COACH 

150 COACH 



LAST NAME 

iSTOI -~S 

]~IMOLL 

TINCHER 

NAME SH I - SHPAY Io PROFESSION 

/ASHANTE 

I JOANNA 

~LLOUGHBY !~AMIE 

YOUNG [BOBBY 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YOFF 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOA 

i 150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

PRO-RATE 

150 

150 

150 

COACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH= 

ATH STUDENT 

STUDENT 

~TUDENT 

HSCOACH 



LAST NAME f NAME IND 2 i IND2PAY ~    ¯ PROFESSION 

¯ YCOU PRO-RATE fATH S~ UDENT 

~!~STON !ANNETTE YCOA 350 I COACH 

coActI YCOA 300 

I~OLDEN .~CASSANDRA ~~OA 800 HS COACH 

YCOU 250 FORMER ATHLETE 

. !CHEEK IDONNA _~_X,~ f 300 UNC STAFF 

l iYCOU PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

~ALEX !YCOA 800 HS COACH IDE LA FE .4, 
iYCOA 30o COACH DE LA FE ,IJULtE " 

~------~Y-C-OU 250 FORMER STUDENT 

~.YCOU ~ 250 " , STUDENT 

~L~g ......... gE .~ " YST ~400 ~MIN ASS’T 

HU~TLEY 
~SHAY- ~I’R ~R~NER 

~flACKSON ~ C RAIG YC OA 300 C OACH 

2so . STUD NT 

~L~ONTE DON~D YCOA .~ .~.~-~ ~b-X~ii"~ ’. 

~Q~O~ ..................... MITCH YCOA ~300 ~HS COACH 

" NETTEN 4~IS YCOA ~300 ?-bACH 

~ 
~_R ~MATTHEW ~YCOA 250 COUNSELOR 

ORTON LAUREN ~X~ ............... VOL TR~NER 

OTT BRITTA~ ~T$ .............. 400 TR~NER 

ONNS IRA YCOA 300 COACH 

PARUN~ DICKRAN. YCOA 300 COACH 

PHILLIPS JOHN YCOA 800 COACH 

PI NKSTAFF C HELSEY ~y~ ~E 

PITT~ DARR~ ~YCOA 300 HS COACH 

YOFF ~250 STUDENT 

RH~N~ _ ~.~ YCOA 300 RETIRED 

[~YAN ~PAULA ~b~X-~ ...................... ~~~ " / ~ RE~ ESTATE 



WAKEFIELD LAMONT YCOA 350 HS COACH 

YOFF 

YCOU 

~-L_~Y~I-!~BY ............ i JAMI E YC OA 

YCOU 

YCOU 

WRIGHT-GREENE 

250 STUDENT 

300 HS COACH 

PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

~250 STUDENT 

~= .......... _._: .................. i YCOU ¯                 250 STUDENT 

1CHANEL X~o._A ........................... ~~ .................... COACH 



Records 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 
2012/07/12 09:37 

Records 
Phone Records.xlsx, Outside Coaches Employment Roster.pdf 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 9/28/2011 7:46P /404-338-0114 M2MAllow;CallWait PhoenixAZ Incoming 13/ 
TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 10/10/2011 10:03P~404-338-0114 N&W Durham NC Incoming 44 

TRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM Voice 1/21/2012 7:25P /404-338-0114 N&W Senoia GA Incoming 7 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM Voice 1/21/2012 7:25P ~404-338-0114 N&W Senoia GA Incoming 7 

..................................................................... ~ .................................... ] .......................... ]...~ ........................................... ] ............................................... ~ .......................................................... [ .................................................................... ] ................................ ] ..................................................... 

SYLVlAHATCHELL ivoice 4/17/2012 9:46P 404-338-0114 N&W;CallWait ChapeIHilNC Incoming 15 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM lVoice 4/24/2012 11:59P 404-338-0114 N&W Durham NC ncom ng 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM lVoice 317-829-4449 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 16 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM lVoice 4/30/2012 9:35P 3/7-829-4449 N&W;CallWait Durham NC Incoming 9 

TRACEY WILLIAMS lVoice 5/2/2012 5:/8P 317-847-4475 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 5 

TRACEYWILLIAMS lVoice 5/2/2012 5:25P 317-847-4475 PlanAIIow Durham NC Incoming 12 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM 
~oice 

5/5/2012 12:33P 404-338-0114 N&W 
+ 

Durham NC Incoming 5 

TRi~TA~,O~D-~ i Vo~ ~)S/~ ~ ~0~3~-0~ ~W~C~i~W~ i ~ NC ~o~ 
TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM lVoice 5/12/2012 10:11A 317-847-4475 N&W Durham NC Incoming 20 

TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM lVoice 5/12/2012 11:56A 317-847-4475 N&W Durham NC Incoming 26 

SYLVIA HATCHELL lVoice 404-338-0/14 N&W Amelia Isl FL Incoming 9 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.2, High &?boo!, Preparatory School, or Two,Year-College Coaches, a 
member institution or emp!oyees of its athletics department mayemploy coaches outside of its 
athtetic program staff, provided: 
a) The coach receives compensation that is commensurate with the going rate for camp 

counselors of like teaching ability and camp experience; 
b) The coach is not paid on the basis of the value the coach may have for the employer because 

of h.is!her reputation or contacts with prospects; and 
c) Thld coach is not compensated based on the number of campers he/she sends to camp. 

Please complete the fo!!dwing chart in its entirety and submit to the Compliance Office at least 
one week prior to the first camp. 

SchooVl:~m 
Coach’s Name : 

Coached 
Camp Dates Duties Performed 

Pay Per Camp/ 
Total Pay 

Sport 

Compliance Office Signature Date 

Camp Director Signature Date 



L LAST NAME I        NAME        ~ ELITE ....I ELITE PAY 

YCO U       I PRO-RATE 

:~ALSTON ANNETTE YCOA 1300 

AUSTIN MEGHAN IYCOA }300 COACH 

~AN~S+ER %.: a. yCOA 13oo. 
BANNISTER TONY YCOA !300 COAC~ 

BARJONA ~C~RY YCOA ~300 COACH 

iBASALDU JOHN YCOA }300 COACH 

BO~AN STEPHI ~R }275 

~YCOU ~ 50    , 

~YCOU ~.~RO-RATE 
, ATH STUDENT c.~.~s ~c.~ lvcoa ~vo~ ¯ 

~ . WCOU ~PRO-RArE ~ATH STUBEN2 

}CURTIS JACQUES ¯ iYCOA a300 COACH 

DAVIS PATSY YST ’ ~ a00 RETIED 

[ YCOU {250 

{DU~ DEREK }YCOA 1VOL :HS COACH 

:GRA~S NIKKI ]YCOA }a00 COACH 

GRAYS OVESTER .. " ]}COA ~300 ~RE~ ESTATE 

IIIGH JANE {YST ~400- ~;ADMIN ASS’T 

HINTON 

JACKSON 

rCOA !300 

COACK ............................. 
iHSCOACH 

i STI.~ENT. 

~HS COACH 

COACH 



" t Jo~ST 

I SNEAD 

I TALLON 

TEASLEY 

THROWER 

]?IMOLL 

VANA 

,iW LLOUGt-~B¥ 

NAME I ELITE... I ELITE PAY !4 PROFESSION 

CORNELIUS iYCOA *OO !COACH 

LANICA !YCOA 300 

’iNIKKI ~.~YCOA 3OO 

300 

H~ COACH 

COACH 

COACH 

YCOA 300 COACH 

IAMONT 1YCOA 1350 IH8 COACH 

JAMIE ~COA 
~300 

ills COACH 
¯ 



!ALSTON - ~ANNETTE ~YCOA ~220 

}BO~AN ~STEPIII ...J.~TR ~25 ’ _~TRAINER 

~ 
~YCOU ~PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

~* . ~YCOU ~PRO-RATE ~ATH STUDENT 

........... ~.~.[~ O__=~ ................... 220 " 

GRAVES NIKKI 

GRAYS OVESTER 

HIGH JANE 

HUNTLEY SHAY 

JACKSON iANTHONY 

~=~_O_~    220 

+YCO~ +22o 
4OO 

.iYTR 400. 

....... 220 

COACH 

REAL ESTATE 

ADMIN ASS’T 

TR~NER 

HSCOACH 

~L+NZ+ +JONATHAN ++TR +Ta ~TR~NER 

i~ +YCOA +220 ~PRO PLA~R 

+MEEGAN ~CAROL +YGOA +220 
}COACH 

+NORTON ~UREN . jYTR. VOL +TRAI~R 

PITT~ 
D~RR~ {Y~9.A ........ ~9 ................... HS COACH 

............................................... +YOFF 220 " ¯ STUDENT 

YGOA 250 zRETIRED 

YGOU PRO-RATE +ATH STUDENT 

YGOU PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

~YCOU 220 ~@~$NT MJR 

~ ~:[~_~ ................. ~TRINA }YcOA ~220 ¯ TEACHER 

SNE~ )+CORNELIUS YCOA +220 

YCOA ~220 ~STUDENT 

VANA BRETT YCOA ~220 COACH 

WALDREP ~ YCOA ~.220 

YOFF ~250 tSTUDENT 

~LO~GH~Y ~+~m YCOA ~Z20 ills CO~C~ 
~ YCOU PRO-RATE 



YCOU 

PEARSON 

PITTMAN 

POTHIER 

!oQUICK 

RHYNE 

~ 
ILLOUGHBY 

CANDACE 

DARRYL 

HEATHER 

_b_5_~ UANDA 

RONNIE 

YTR I150 ~AINER 

YCOA 1220 IHS COACH 

YCOA ~220 ~COACH 

I JAMIE 

STUDENT 

RETIRED 

 

KATRINA 

CORNELIUS 

 YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

PRO-RATE 

220 

220 

220 

220 

220 

250 

220 

PRO-RATE 

~YCOU      ,~,m 

ATH STUDENT 

TEACttER 

iCOACH 

iSTUDENT 

!COACH 
!STUDENT 

:HSCOACH 

ATH STUDENT 

ISTUDENT 

YOFF 220 

YCOA 250 



 ~LXCOU . PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

~ANNE ]2 l~E YCOA 350 COACH 

!AUSTIN " ~MEGHAN ~YCOA 350 COACH 

STUDENT 

" ~CAMPBELL 
~ 

~Q~.~ CLQVIS ~CRAIG ........... ~YCOA 300 

  {YCOU PRO-RATE ,}ATH STUDENT 

~ ~YCOU 250 ~UDENT 

  ~YCOU 250 ~STUDENT 

~GRAYS OVESTER ~YCOA 300 

~RDY AV~ ~Ycov 250 

HOLMES ~:g ~;~ .......... 7 300 HS COACH 

JACKSON .~H.__.Q_~ ................... ~PA ¯ S00 

JAC~S0N ~.~__.,._, ., ~_~9_& +~oo C0AC~ 
"  ~XBAY ,~3~5~ STUDENT 

,JOHNSoNJOHNSON 
,        ~ ........... ~Y~b~ 135o HS COACH 

:HS COACH 

+CH+LS~Y                              " 

~aoo "~.HEATHER ~R 

"~’~ 

-1TR~NER 

~RUICK ~[..5.~UANDA :YCOA j.COACH 

YCOU     ~PRO-RATE ,~ATH STUDENT 

YCOU 250 . [~TUDENT MJR 

~+IM+ .... {.~:~;+~k ..... YC0A .............................. 
. ~SM+TH i~] .......... +CO+ a00 " ~_9_8_~H 

~J+~NI CA Y C OA 3 0 0 

~I2.,OUGHBY +{ J~IE YCOA .+ +p~ ++ HS COACH 
......... YCOU j PRO-RATE lATH STUDENT 

YCOU ~ 250 [~STUDENT 



LAST NAME i NAME ! IND1 .I INDIPAY I PROFESSION 



’ YCOU tPRO-RATE ATH STUDENT ¯ 

ALSTON ~NNETTE YCOA 

I ~ 
. COACH 

AUSTIN MEGHAN YCOA ~.5o.0_: ............................. COACH 

YCOU I150 FORMER ATHLETE 

YCOU 

YCOU 

ICHEEK DONNA ........... YST 

~ OO~L~E_Y~ IPHYLLIS 

AWKINS 

FITZPATRICK 

YCOU 

YST 

YCOA 

YCOU 

¥COU 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

150 

PRO-RATE 

500 

150 

150 

150 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

UNC STAFF 

ATH STUDENT 

ED. ADMIN 

I JIM YCOA 1150 

YCOU 1150 

FORMER STUDENT 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 

STUDENT 

HIRES 

JACKSON 

JACKSON 

JOHNSON 

JONES 

iLAMONTE 

LEACH 

ILOWDER " 

MCCANTS 

MEEGAN 

OTT 

OWENS 

PAVLOT 

PHILLIPS 

PINKSTAFF 

PITTMAN 

PITTMAN 

GAIL 

TERESA. 

DONALD 

BRANDY 

RASHANDA 

CAROL 

BRITTANY 

IRA 

MARIANNE 

:JOHN 

CHELSEY 

DARRYL 

TRAVIS 

RHYNE RONNIE 

RYAN 

IMS 

H 

ISTOKES 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YDAY 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YTR 

YCOA 

Y~OA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YTR 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YOFF 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOU 

!PAULA ........... YDAY 

[YCOU 

I~TRINA IXCOA 

_ .............. ~COA 

..i.PERR¥ YCOA 

YOFF 

~__~ ................................................. ~COU 

dWILLOUGHBY ~JAMIE YCOA 

150 

1!50 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

!15o 
150 

150 

t!OMEMAKER 

HSCOACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 

-HSCOACH 

HSCOACH 

TRAINER 

HSCOACH 

PRO PLAYER 

COACH 

TRAINER 

COACH 

TRAINER 

COACH 

HSCOACH 

HSCOACt! 

COACH 

STUDENT 

~:~o .................. RETIRED 

PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

PRO-RATE ATH STUDENT 

150 REAL ESTATE 

150 . STUDENT MJR 

15~_~Q TEACHER 

150 HS COACH 

150 ~TUDENT 

150 

150 

150 

COACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

,~150 STUDENT 





LAST NAME 
~. 

NAME SH } .... SHPAY 

                   YCOU 

ALSTON 

AUSTIN 

BARJONA 

BOLDEN 

BRELAND 

 

 

DAWKINS 

DEGRAFFENREID 

 

FAIN 

 . ................. PRO-RATE 

~MEGHAN ~YCOA 150 

!ZACHARY 1YCOA 150 

t.CASSANDRA ~Y~ OA :150 

 ~X~OU 

PHYLLIS 

~AqUANDA       ~A 

CETERA 
!YCOU 

BRANDON 

JIM 

 

FITZPATRICK 

 

GRAVES ~NIKKI 

IMINDY 

 

~JOHNSON 

~9~N~_~ TERESA 

~,~ON~[ E DONALD 

~LEACH ..~ " BRADY 

LO~ER 

IMCCANTS 

MCEACHERN 

~MEEG~ 

METTEN 

iNORTON 

OWENS 

iPAVLOT 

PHILLIPS 

PINKSTAFF 

PITTMAN 

PITTMAN 

~[~I~g 

 

RHYNE 

 

 

RYAN 

iSANTIMANO 

 

YCOA 

YCOU 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

PRO-RATE 

500 

]50 

150 

]50 

15o 

150 

150 

SIMS 

iSMITH 

 

!STOKES 

MITCH 

RASHANDA 

~OE 

CAROL 

CURTIS 

MATTHEW 

LAUREN 

IRA 

MARIANNE 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YTR 

YCOA 

YDAY 

YCOA 

¯150 

150 

150 

150 

ATH STUDENT 

COACH 
HS COACH 

FORMER ATHLETE 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

~ ~MIN 

~ RMER STUDENT 

IHs 
ISTUDENT 

COACH 

150 HSCOACH 

$c~8 .......... D~ ................. ~ co_ A_C__H_ 
YCOA 150 :HS COACH 

YTR TRAINER 

YCOA I50 iHS COACH 

YCOA 150 I PRO PLAYER ¯ 

YCOA 
{ 1~0 

YCOA {_.!.50 COACH 

YCOA 

YTR 

YCOA 

YTR 

250 

VOL 

150 

150 

COUNSELOR 

TRAINER 

COACH 

TRAINER 

CHELSEY : YCOU 150 
: " 

IDARRYL __ 

TRAVIS 

~UANDA 

 

RONNIE 

YCOA 150 

YCOA 150 

YCOA 150 

YOFF 150 

YCOA 1150 

HSCOACH 

HSCOACH 

COACH 

STUDENT 

i~ETIRE__._ __.p ........................ 

 

I  

PAULA 

SACHA YCOA 

 YCOU ............ : ........... L-/ 
" IgAT ~_4,..." . .[_Y._C O__Q_A_ 

IYCO2 
HEATH 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

YCOU PRO-RATE 

YDAY 15~ 

150 

150 

150 

150 

{150 

ATI~ STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

!REAL ESTATE 

COACH 

iSTUDENT MJR 

iTE CUER 
HSCOACH 

~TUDENT            ~ 

X~_Q_A. .............. !;~1~_5. ~ ...................... j COACH 



LAST NAME 

STOI -~S 

I~IMOLL 

I’INCHER 

 

 

~LLOUGHB¥ 

 

 

 
YOUNG 

NAME SH -SHPAY Io PROFESSION 

IASHANTE 

JOANNA "       .. 

         = ~ 

~
IBOBBY 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YOFF 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOU 

YCOA 

15o 

150 

PRO-RATE 

150 

150 

HSCOACH: 

ATH STUDENT 

STUDENT 

~TUDENT 

HSCOACH 



......................................... I . PROFESSION LAST NAME NAME 

  

ALSTON !ANNETTE 

BRELAND JESSICA 

  

 

CHEEK 

 

DE LA FE 

IND 2 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOA 

YCOA 

~b~oa 
YCOU 

YCOU 

IND2PAY 

PRO-RATE 

a~o 
~;;a ................. -COACH 
300 COACIt 

300 HS COACH 

250 FORMER ATHLETE 

ATH STUDENT 

ATH STUDENT 

UNC STAFF 

ATH STUDENT 

HS COACH 



.TINC~_~H_E_R_ ~5_NN_ A 

WAKED IELD ~AMONrl 

  

WILLOUGHBY JAMIE 

  

  

 

WRIGHT-GREENE 

YCOA 

YOFF 

YCOU 

YCOA 

YCOU 

350 

300 

.[250 

PRO-RATE 

HSCOACH 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

HSCOACH 

ATH STUDENT 

YCOU 250 STUDENT ..................... 

 YCOU 1250 
STUD.E_~T- 

CHANEL ~O._._A~. ........................ [,~,0,.,~ .................... COACH 



Update 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 
2012/07/20 16:06 
Update 

TEXT.htm, WBB Phone Records.xlsx 

Cindi, 

See attached for updated phone records. Also, the issue we discussed on the phone was reported 

on 6/4/12 through the Level II reporting process with the ACC. So I’m not sure if your staff has 

received it yet or not. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



919-428-7186 
IilRISHA SlAFFORD-ODOM ,iV°ice 9/4/2011 5:50P 404-338-0114 N&W 

i 
My~le Bea SC Incoming 155 

919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 9/28/2011 7:46P 404-338-0/14 M2MAIIow;CallWait PhoenixAZ Incoming 13 

919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 10/10/2011 10:03P 404-338-0114 N&W Durham NC Incoming 44 

919-428-7186 ilRISHASlAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 1/21/2012 7:25P 404-338-0114 N&W SenoiaGA Incoming 7 

919-428-7186 ITRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 1/21/2012 7:25P 404-338-0/14 N&W SenoiaGA Incoming 7 
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919-428-7186    iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 4/24/2012 11:59P    i404-338-0~14 N&W Durham NC Incoming 73 
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919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 4/30/2012 9:35P i317-829-4449 N&W;CallWait i Durham NC Incoming 9 

919-201-9Y45 i]RACEYWlLLIAMS ivoice 5/2/2012 S:lgP i317-84Z-4475 PlanAIIow i DurhamNC Incoming 5 

919-201-9745 iTRACEY WILLIAMS iVoice 5/2/2012 5:25P i3~7-847-4475 PlanAIIow i Durham NC Incoming 12 

919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/5/2012 12:33P i404-338-0114 N&W i Durham NC Incoming 5 

919-428-Y186 ilRISHASlAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/5/2012 1:39P i404-338-0114 N&W;CallWait i DurhamNC Incoming 4 

919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/12/2012 10:llA i3~7-847-4475 N&W i Durham NC Incoming 20 

919-428-7186 iTRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 5/12/2012 11:56A i317-847-4475 N&W i Durham NC Incoming 26 

919-201-9Y47 ~SYLVlA HATCHELL ~Voice 5/13/2012 3:47P 404-338-0114 ,N&W ,Amelia Isl FL ,Incoming , 
9 
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919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 6/13/2012 6:02P i317-847-4475 i Durham NC Incoming CL 9 

919-428-7186 ~IRISHASlAFFORD-ODOM ~Voice 6/17/2012 11:05P ~317-847-4475 N&W;CallWait ~ DurhamNC IncomingCL 22 

919-201-9747 ~SYLVlA HATCHELL ~Voice 6/20/2012 9:07P ~404-338-0/14 N&W;CallWait ~ Durham NC Incoming CL 15 

919-428-7186 ~TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 6/20/2012 9:43P ~317-847-4475 N&W ~ InglewoodCA IncomingCL 78 

919-428-7186 ~IRISHASlAFFORD-ODOM ~Voice 6/20/2012 1:57P ~404-338-0114 M2MAIIow ~ SanDiegoCA IncomingCL 1 

919-428-7186 ~TRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM ~Voice 6/20/2012 2:03P ~404-338-0/14 M2MAllow ~ San Diego CA Incoming CL 17 

919-428-7186 ~TRISHASTAFFORD-ODOM iVoice 6/20/2012 3:59P ~404-338-0114 M2MAIIow ~ San Diego CA Incoming CL 2 

9~9-201-9747 iSYLVlAHATCHELL ~Voice 6/21/2012 3:48P i404-338-0114 M2MAIIow 
i 

ChapelHiINC I .... ingCL 1 

6/22/2012 2:22P ~404-338-0/14 Chapel Hil NC Incoming CL 5 

iVoice M2MAIIow 

iVoice i404-338-0114 M2MAIIow 

i 
3178294449 

i 4043380114 

i 4043380114 

i 
4047318155 

i 4047318155 

i 4047318155 

i 
3178474475 

i 3178474475 

i 3178474475 

i 
3178474475 

i 3178474475 

i 3178474475 

i 
3178474475 

i 4047318155 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 i 1RISHA Sl~FFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 i 1RISHA Sl~FFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-201-9747 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-201-9747 i 1RISHA Sl~FFORD-ODOM 

919-201-9747 iSYLVIA HATCH ELL 

919-201-9747 iSYLVlA HATCH ELL 

919-201-9745 il RACEY WILLIAMS 

919-201-9745 iTRACEY WILLIAMS 

919-201-9745 iTRACEY WILLIAMS 

919-428-7186 i 1RISHA Sl~FFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

919-428-7186 iTRISHA STAFFORD-ODOM 

6/22/2012 2:34P 

6/22/2012 2:41P 

6/24/2012 10:48PM 

6/24/2012 12:40AM 

6/24/2012 12:19AM 

6/25/2012 11:10AM 

6/25/2012 11:08AM 

6/25/2012 08:30AM 

6/26/2012 04:42PM 

6/26/2012 04:29PM 

6/26/2012 09:52PM 

6/26/2012 08:37PM 

6/26/2012 08:43AM 

6/26/2012 04:22PM 

6/26/2012 08:39AM 

6/26/2012 08:44PM 

Chapel Hil NC 

Chapel Hil NC 

Incoming CL 1 

Incoming CL 1 

INCOMING 12 

INCOMING 10 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 1 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 21 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 3 

INCOMING 2 

INCOMING 3 



RE: Publicing Probation Information through Alumni 
Publication 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

"Elworth, Jim" <jelworth@ncaa.org> 
Amy Herman Joel McGormleyShep Cooper 

2012/07/23 09:34 
RE: Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

TEXT.htm, Mime.822 

Thank you Amy. This language, and the alumni magazine you have chosen for publication, are 

acceptable to the committee. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter, and please let me 

know ill can assist you in any other way. 

Jim Elworth 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 10:32 AM 

To: Elworth, Jim 

Cc: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Kathy Griggs; Lance 

Markos; Natalie Lutz; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans 

Subject: Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

Jim, 

Pursuant to Penalty #1 l(b), found on page 25 of UNC’s Public Infractions Report, I write to inform 

you that we have chosen the Carolina Alumni Review to satisfy the requirement that we annually 

publicize information about our probation in an alumni publication. 

Below is the text that will appear once annually, for the next three years, in that publication. 

"The UNC football program is on probation until March 11,2015 for NCAA violations stemming 

from three areas - 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student-athletes and providing 

impermissible benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student-athletes by various 

individuals, including sports agents and their associates; 3) unethical conduct by a former 

assistant coach. The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of 

probation; three-year show-cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for 

the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 during three academic 

years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both 

the former tutor and a former student-athlete who served as an agent runner." 

As required by the report, please respond with confirmation that this publication is appropriate and 

approved by the Committee on Infractions. 



Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Insurance Broker- Ronnie Kaymore 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

Amy Herman, Larry Gallo, Andre Williams, Corey Holliday, rnewman@ncaa.org 
2012/07/23 15:18 
Insurance Broker- Ronnie Kaymore 

TEXT. htm 

Rachel, 

I apologize in advance, as I’m certain there is someone else to whom I should direct this question. 

But I have your email address memorized. :-) Please feel free to pass on to someone else! 

We have a FB student-athlete who does not qualify for disability insurance through the NCAA’s 

program. Thus, he has sought out a policy from a different source, namely KPM Sports, CEO 

Ronnie Kaymore. 

Through discussions with both the s-a and Ronnie, it appears as though the s-a responded to a 

general email from Ronnie seeking clients. Ronnie has worked with the s-a to get the disability 

insurance, and we are now at the stage of the game where the s-a has to secure a loan. We have 

made sure the s-a knows that he is responsible for this step of the process on his own, and he 

cannot obtain assistance from Ronnie (per Bylaw 12.1.2.4.5). 

The reason I write to you is to see if you all have any information that might be helpful regarding 

Ronnie Kaymore or KPM Sports. While it all seems to be "above-board", and he seems to just be 

an insurance broker who is paid based on commission from policies he sells, we thought it 

important to check in with you to make sure that name doesn’t trigger any red flags from your end. 

Thanks for any assistance you can provide! Hope you and your family are doing great! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 



919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



RE: Call Today? 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

"Merrill, Cindi" <cmerrill@ncaa.org> 
Amy HermanLuAnn Humphrey 

2012/07/23 11:30 
RE: Call Today? 

TEXT.htm, Mime.822 

Amy, 

I spoke with LuAnn on Friday and she will be reaching out to you today via phone. She is currently 

on her way back to the office from a business trip. I have copied her on this email so she has your 

cell number and your availability. 

Thank you, 

Cindi 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: Merrill, Cindi 

Subject: Call Today? 

Cindi, 

Just making sure you’re going to be able to call me today sometime with some direction regarding 

my meeting scheduled for tomorrow. I have a lunch meeting and will be gone from 11:45a - 1:45p, 

but will then be in the office until about 4:30p. If you can’t reach me on my office line (919-962- 

7853), please call my cell (919-260-4669). 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 



Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



2 Phone Call Questions 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 
2012/07/24 22:14 

2 Phone Call Questions 

TEXT. htm 

Cindi, 

Wanted to follow up on the 2 questions (highlighted in yellow) on the updated phone call 

spreadsheet I sent you. I met with the WBB staff today, and Coach Stafford-Odum informed me 

that the 2 calls in question must have been incoming messages, as she did not speak to either of 

the identified prospects on the days noted on the spreadsheet. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Response to UNC Letter of Inquiry (53223) 
From: 
To: 

Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

Larry GalloBrad HostetterBeth MillerBubba 
CunninghamHolden_Thorp@unc.eduVince IIle, jbeall@ncaa.orgKathy 
GriggsLissa BroomeLance MarkosNatalie LutzPaul PoggeSylvia 
HatchelISamantha KirbyTom Timmermans 

2012/07/25 10:39 
Response to UNC Letter of Inquiry (53223) 

TEXT.htm, Shoot-A-Way.com Response.pdf, NC Chapel Hill 53223 inquiry.pdf 

Jane, 

Please see attached, and let me know if you have any further questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



July 25, 2012 

w,,v v,. t a~~e elblue.com 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Ms. Beall: 

I write in response to a letter of inquiry sent by you, via email, on July 20, 2012 (see attached). 

The individuals featured in the videos are no longer enrolled student-athletes. They are ivory 
Latta (2007 graduate), Martina Wood (2010 graduate), Trinity Bursey (2010 graduate), and 
Charlotte Smith (11995 graduate and former assistant coach). Based on information we received 
from Coach Sylvia Hatchell, this video was shot following the 2009-2010 season, after Trinity 
and Martina had completed their eligibility. 

Since these individuals were no longer eligible student-athletes bound by Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2 at the 
time the video was filmed and posted to the company’s website, we do not believe a violation of 
this legislation has occurred. 

Please contact me with any additional questions and concerns. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

/~ ~, 

Amy’H~rman 
Associate Director of Athletics 

enclosure 

Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of AthleticsiSWA 
Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



July 20, 2012 

Ms. Amy Herman 

Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear iMs. Herman: 

This is in regard to information that was reported to this office. 

Specifically, it was reported that, in videos posted to a basketball equipmem company’s 
website, there appear to be four women’s basketball student-athletes participating in a 
series of drills demonstrating a rebounding and shooting device, publicizing the fact that 
the institution’s team uses its equipment, which would be contrary to the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2. The company is Shoot-A-Way.com and the particular piece of 
equipment highlighted is the 8000 Series Gun. Head women’s basketball coach Sylvia 
Hatchell is also featnred; however, her presence and endorsement are permissible. 

In order that complete and accurate information is on file with the enforcement 
department, it would be appreciated if you would review this information and submit the 
results of your inquiw in writing. In responding, please provide a statement indicating 
whether the above information is accurate. In order to support your response, please 
provide: (1) a statement identifying the four women participating in the drill videos 
posted online; (2) a statement describing their status and/or relationship to the university; 
and (3) a statement indicating whether the institution believes it has violated NCAA 
legislation in this matter. 

I appreciate your assistance in the review of this matter. If you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 

JB:fj/53223 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. Jolm Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



RE: Website Request 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

"Cioroianu, Michael" <mcioroianu@ncaa.org> 
Amy Herman 

2012/07/25 09:59 
RE: Website Request 

TEXT.htm, Mime.822 

Not a problem. 

Hope you have a great day! 

Michael 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:58 AM 

To: Cioroianu, Michael 

Subject: RE: Website Request 

Ahhhhhh, that was too easy! Sorry for taking your time! 

Amy 

>>> "Cioroianu, Michael" <mcioroianu@ncaa.org> 7/25/2012 9:55 AM >>> 

Good Morning Amy, 

To delete a case from the system you need to open AMA Online and go to the "Request a Waiver 

or Reinstatement Tab" at the top of your screen. Once in there, you will see all of your saved or 

recently submitted applications. To the right of the specific case that you want deleted you will 

have 3 options: "edit", "delete" and "copy". Select delete and your case will be removed from your 

account. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need further assistance. 

Thank you, 

Michael Cioroianu 

AMA Online Support Team 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: WebServer User [mailto:www@vmdsxwo94. usi. net] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 4:03 PM 



To: amaonline 

Subject: Website Request 

Submitted: 16:2 7/24/2012 

By: Amy Herman 

Phone :919-962-7853 

Institution: UNC-CH 

Conference: ACC 

Case ID: 236205 

Email: ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Application: AMAON L IN E 

IP Address: 10.10.2.156 

Browser: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1 ; WOW64; rv: 14.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/14.0.1 

Description of problem: 

We found out today that we will not need to submit the waiver under this ID. Is there a way to 

eliminate it from our account? If you can do it from your end, great, but if there is something I need 

to do on our end, can you explain the process to me? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



RE: Twitter 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

"Zeller, Leeland" <lzeller@ncaa.org> 
Amy HermanBrad Hostetter 

2012/07/27 13:12 

RE: Twitter 

TEXT.htm, Mime.822 

Amy, 

The enforcement staff has asked questions and provided specific examples similar to the ones 

you mentioned below. Based on the discussions we have had with enforcement, both the patterns 

you describe below and the specific incident would all be violations of Bylaw 13.10.2. All of the 

situations described go beyond only confirming the institution’s recruitment of a prospective 

student-athlete. 

I haven’t been asked about many other similar situations and I don’t think the staff has been 

generally, either. All the way back in 2009, we were asked about coaches tweeting and including 

nicknames or catch phrases associated with prospects. We confirmed that was a problem and 

provided the standard response that anything beyond confirming the institution’s recruitment of a 

prospect is impermissible. 

We have also been asked about coaches tweeting about specific locations at which they are or will 

be recruiting. We have advised that general locations and even referring to specific high schools 

or junior colleges would be permissible. 

If you need more information, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Leeland Zeller 

Associate Director of Academic and Membership Affairs 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Phone: 317-917-6222 

Fax: 317-917-6991 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 2:37 PM 

To: Zeller, Leeland 



Cc: Brad Hostetter 

Subject: Twitter 

Leeland, 

I’ve spoken with both LuAnn Humphrey and Brad Hostetter about the Twitter content of one of our 

coaches, and we all determined that my next step was to reach out to you. It’s your lucky day!!! 

I think the best way for me to lay this out to you is to give you a description of some of the 

"patterns" of activity that our coach has taken to using, and then get your take on whether you 

believe they have crossed the line set by Bylaw 13.10.2. 

Pattern #1: 

Taking a PSA’s personal tweet and copying/pasting the tweet onto the coach’s own page within 

quotation marks. Occasionally, but not always, the coach will add a personal comment either 

before or after the quote. When doing this, the PSA is not "tagged" in the tweet. 

EXAMPLES: 

1) "What kind of shoe is this? I don’t even have to worry about fake Jordan’s at UNC!!!! 

pic.twitter.com/heyKP43f"--> *Crying laughing* 

2) I want to be at UNC, like RIGHT NOW!!" 

Pattern #2: 

Using the hashtag #oomFTH when talking about a PSA. "oomFTH" stands for One Of My Future 

Tar Heels. 

EXAMPLES: 



1) Fresh off the press, #oomFTH collected a Championship and MVP honors at Battle In The 

Boro!!! #ProudCoach 

2) Heard I missed some good stuff in TN. 40T’s...also a triple double from #oomFTHs!!! 

Those are the two patterns of activity that we see quite a bit of. Along with them, there is a specific 

incident that I would also like to get your take on: 

Specific Incident: 

Random fan says in tweet directed to PSA: "hope u have a gud trip up there and get a great feel 

for campus., altho it wud be nothing compared to #thehill.. enjoy tho Io1" 

Then our coach tweets to random fan and says: "Nice tweet!". 

When the random fan responds with: "which one?", 

The coach answers: "1 couldn’t RT, but reminding a special someone that KY AIN’T #thehill" 

In my conversations with Brad, he seemed to think that while these might not reach the point 

where they’ve crossed the line and must be reported as violations, it’s likely that your staffwould 

caution us against allowing our coaches to tweet in this manner, since the tweets are able to be 

connected to specific PSAs if one tries hard enough to do so. 

I did meet with our WBB staff yesterday, and the step we’ve taken for now is to require them to 

cease all such recruiting talk on Twitter until further notice. They, of course, say that they are not 

the only coaches who are utilizing these techniques, and I’m sure they will be working to provide 

me with other examples. 



So here’s what I’m asking, I guess! 

1) Do you believe that any of the above patterns/examples have crossed the line and need to be 

reported as violations? 

2) Have you heard of such techniques before? If so, what has been your standard response or 

suggestions on how to analyze such tweets? 

Additionally, I want to be sure you know that we are attempting to find out who "shaddy3" is so that 

we can send him/her a cease and desist letter informing him/her that he/she is now considered a 

booster and that he/she should immediately cease contact with PSAs, as continuing to do so will 

put us at risk for recruiting violations. 

I appreciate your help with this. 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 



919.962.6002 (fax) 

aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



RE: REQUEST FOR REVIEW 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

"DeWees, Cheryl" <cdewees@ncaa.org> 
Amy Herman, Larry GalloJoyce Dalgleish, Karen Martin 

2012/07/30 07:50 

RE: REQUEST FOR REVIEW 

TEXT.htm, Mime.822 

Larry, the NCAA does not have an individual record file concerning any past major infraction or 

penalty for Angela G. Reckart or Stephen A. Rubin. Thanks for checking with us. 

Cheryl 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 7:48 AM 

To: DeWees, Cheryl; Martin, Karen 

Cc: Amy Herman; Joyce Dalgleish 

Subject: REQUEST FOR REVIEW 

Chery &Karen: 

Good morning - I am hopeful that you had an enjoyable weekend. 

Would you please check out the following individuals for issues involving NCAA infractions: 

1. ANGELA G. RECKART (Coach of Track &Field/Cross Country) - Univ. of North Florida &The 

College of New Jersey 

2. STEPHEN A. RUBIN (Coach of Track &Field/Cross Country) - Case Western Reserve Univ.; 

Florida International Univ.; 

Washington Univ. (St. Louis); Univ. of Miami (FL); San Francisco City College 

Thank you very much for your assistance. Have a good day. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Cheryl: 

Thank you very much, and have a good day. I appreciate your help, as always. 

Take care, and be well! 

Larry 

>>>"DeWees, Cheryl" <cdewees@ncaa.org> 7/26/2012 12:50 PM >>> 

Larry, the NCAA does not have an individual record file concerning any past major infraction or 

penalty for the following individuals: Leah Wigger, Katrina Dowd, Amy Smith, Hubert Davis, Tony 

Baldwin, Roman Foore, Mark Van Alstyne, Nicole Hudson, Vince Ille or Paul Pogge. 

Thanks for checking with us. 

Cheryl DeWees 

Administrative Coordinator 

NCAA Committees on Infractions 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:15 AM 

To: DeWees, Cheryl; Martin, Karen 

Cc: Amy Herman; Joyce Dalgleish 

Subject: Request for Review 

Cheryl and Karen: 

I am hopeful that your summer is going well. I was just in Indy and it certainly was hot and dry. 

I have listed below a number of individuals for which I am requesting a review to determine if they 

were involved in any NCAA improprieties. They are as follows: 

1. LEAH WIGGER (Coach of Women’s Golf) - was a member of the LGPA Tour 

2. KATRINA DOWD (Coach of Women’s Lacrosse) - Univ. of Denver &Syracuse Univ. 

3. AMY SMITH (Coach of Women’s Gymnastics) - UCLA &Univ. of Missouri (Columbia) 

4. HUBERT DAVIS (Coach of Men’s Basketball) - 



5. TONY BALDWIN (Coach of Baseball and Softball) - softball at Univ. of Georgia; baseball at 

Michigan State Univ., Dartmouth Univ., &Butler Univ. 

6. ROMAN FOORE (Coach of Softball) - Appalachian State Univ. &St. Tomas Univ. (MN) 

7. MARK VAN ALSTYNE (Coach of Track &FId./Cross Country) - Univ. of North Florida 

8. NICOLE HUDSON (Coach of Track &FId.) - 

9. VINCE ILLE (Administrator) - Oklahoma Univ. (Norman), Univ. of Cincinnati, &Univ. of Illinois 

10. PAUL POGGE (Administrator) - Univ. of Denver 

Take care, and thank you very much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Records 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Cindi, 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.org, Vince Ille 
2012/08/02 11:15 

Records 

TEXT.htm, SH (7.23.12 - 7.29.12).xlsx 

See attached for the info you requested b/w 7/23/12 and 7/29/2012. There were no records on 

7/30 or 7/31 (team is on a foreign tour). Records from the earlier part of July won’t be accessible to 

us until 8/16 or 8/17. I will get them to you then. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Details for: 919-201-9747 

Anytime Minutes Used : 185 

Cycle ends: 08/22/2012 

Date Time 

7/29/2012 03:14PM 

7/28/2012 08:56PM 

7/28/2012 08:38PM 

7/28/2012 04:47PM 

7/28/2012 04:06PM 

7/28/2012 12:09PM 

7/28/2012 12:07PM 

7/28/2012 10:00AM 

7/28/2012 09:57AM 

7/28/2012 09:55AM 

7/28/2012 09:51AM 

7/28/2012 09:49AM 

7/28/2012 09:47AM 

7/28/2012 08:18AM 

7/27/2012 08:45PM 

7/27/2012 08:41PM 

7/27/2012 07:35PM 

7/27/2012 07:34PM 

7/27/2012 07:33PM 

7/27/2012 07:25PM 

7/27/2012 07:24PM 

7/27/2012 06:23PM 

7/27/2012 06:10PM 

7/27/2012 05:56PM 

7/27/2012 05:55PM 

7/27/2012 05:51PM 

7/27/2012 05:47PM 

7/27/2012 05:19PM 

7/27/2012 04:31PM 

7/27/2012 02:19PM 

7/27/2012 01:05PM 

7/27/2012 12:57PM 

7/27/2012 12:55PM 

7/27/2012 12:00PM 

7/27/2012 10:02AM 

7/27/2012 09:37AM 

7/27/2012 09:35AM 

7/27/2012 09:31AM 

7/27/2012 08:04AM 

7/27/2012 07:31AM 

minutes 

Number Minutes Description 

9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

9194753297 2 INCOMING 

9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

9198184257 3 RALEIGH 

86 1 VOICE MAIL 

9199625187 2 CHAPELHILL 

9199439004 2 DURHAM 

9193600319 3 CHAPELHILL 

9199296352 2 INCOMING 

8033817503 2 COLUMBIA 

4043920761 2 ATLANTA 

86 1 VOICE MAIL 

4102062939 2 CATONSVL 

9199600160 2 CHAPELHILL 

9193573520 1 INCOMING 

7048131424 5 GASTONIA 

9193573520 2 CHAPELHILL 

9194753297 1 DURHAM 

9199600160 1 CHAPELHILL 

4102062939 2 CATONSVL 

86 1 VOICE MAIL 

9192199535 1 INCOMING 

86 7 VOICE MAIL 

86 14 VOICE MAIL 

86 1 VOICE MAIL 

9192199535 4 RALEIGH 

9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

8034937200 5 INCOMING 

9192019745 12 INCOMING 

9192604669 3 INCOMING 

9199625187 3 CHAPELHILL 

9199600160 1 CHAPELHILL 

9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7048794767 12 INCOMING 

9197680542 8 INCOMING 

9192604669 9 CHAPELHILL 

9199626000 2 CHAPELHILL 

8434274174 3 NM¥RTLEBCH 

9192156875 2 INCOMING 

86 1 VOICE MAIL 



7/26/2012 10:30PM 9194287186 6 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 10:26PM 8505441754 4 TALLAHASSE 

7/26/2012 10:14PM 9194287186 6 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 10:11PM 9192604669 3 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 10:09PM 9194753296 2 INCOMING 

7/26/2012 10:03PM 9194753296 4 INCOMING 

7/26/2012 10:03PM 9194753296 5 DURHAM 

7/26/2012 10:02PM 9194287186 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 09:54PM 9194287186 5 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 09:44PM 8505441754 5 TALLAHASSE 

7/26/2012 09:42PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/26/2012 09:33PM 8643848019 4 SPARTANBG 

7/26/2012 09:31PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/26/2012 09:03PM 3178294449 27 INCOMING 

7/26/2012 07:38PM 9192019745 3 DURHAM 

7/26/2012 07:37PM 9192019745 1 DURHAM 

7/26/2012 07:35PM 9194753296 2 DURHAM 

7/26/2012 06:44PM 9199600160 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 06:42PM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 06:40PM 9199600160 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 06:35PM 8434218098 5 INCOMING 

7/26/2012 06:33PM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 03:39PM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 02:30PM 86 5 VOICE MAIL 

7/26/2012 02:29PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/26/2012 02:27PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/26/2012 12:45PM 9199625187 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 12:31PM 9198184257 1 INCOMING 

7/26/2012 11:37AM 9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 11:25AM 8432819901 12 NM¥RTLEBCH 

7/26/2012 11:21AM 9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 09:52AM 9199625187 24 CHAPELHILL 

7/26/2012 09:51AM 9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

7/26/2012 09:00AM 9193573520 8 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 09:32PM 9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/25/2012 09:31PM 9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/25/2012 08:10PM 9194072472 3 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 07:21PM 8643848019 5 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 07:09PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 04:45PM 5165359000 4 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 04:45PM 5165359000 1 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 04:04PM 9196270139 1 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 03:57PM 9198184257 4 INCOMING 

7/25/2012 03:04PM 86 1 VOICE MAIL 



7/25/2012 02:47PM 86 12 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 02:44PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 11:59AM 86 1 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 11:56AM 86 1 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 11:56AM 86 1 VOICE MAIL 

7/25/2012 09:26AM 9199625187 3 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 08:48PM 9192019745 1 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 08:47PM 9193573520 1 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 08:46PM 9192019745 2 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 08:38PM 9192019745 7 DURHAM 

7/24/2012 08:37PM 9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 08:32PM 9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 08:23PM 9193573520 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 05:33PM 9195442883 7 DURHAM 

7/24/2012 04:01PM 8033817503 4 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 03:53PM 9198184257 8 RALEIGH 

7/24/2012 03:51PM 9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

7/24/2012 09:16AM 9199625187 5 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 09:15AM 9193028530 1 RALEIGH 

7/24/2012 09:13AM 9199600160 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 09:11AM 9199290595 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 08:52AM 9194753297 3 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 08:29AM 9106407499 4 INCOMING 

7/24/2012 08:llAM 9106407499 1 WHITEVlLLE 

7/24/2012 07:49AM 9194753297 21 DURHAM 

7/24/2012 07:30AM 9194753296 3 DURHAM 

7/24/2012 07:28AM 9199625187 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/24/2012 07:25AM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/24/2012 12:10AM 9192019745 3 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 ll:52PM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/23/2012 07:46PM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/23/2012 07:23PM 9193573520 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 05:19PM 9194753296 2 DURHAM 

7/23/2012 04:52PM 9048030625 9 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 04:22PM 2062900572 1 SEATTLE 

7/23/2012 04:21PM 2062900572 1 SEATTLE 

7/23/2012 04:19PM 9194753297 2 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 04:18PM 2062900572 1 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 04:16PM 9194753297 4 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 04:06PM 9198184257 8 INCOMING 

7/23/2012 01:51PM 9194753297 1 DURHAM 

7/23/2012 01:49PM 9199625187 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 01:48PM 9194753296 2 DURHAM 

7/23/2012 01:22PM 8503841553 2 PENSACOLA 



7/23/2012 12:42PM 9199625187 3 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 12:38PM 9199429208 3 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 12:37PM 9193573520 1 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 12:36PM 9198184257 1 RALEIGH 

7/23/2012 10:25AM 9198184257 2 RALEIGH 

7/23/2012 09:45AM 9193573520 3 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 08:35AM 9199625187 2 CHAPELHILL 

7/23/2012 08:18AM 9194753296 6 DURHAM 



Level II Violation Re ort 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman 

cmerrill@ncaa.orgVince IIle 
2012/08/07 10:44 

Level II Violation Report 

TEXT. htm 

Cindi, 

See below for the information that was sent to the ACC back in early June. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sport(s) 

Basketball - W 

Individual(s) Involved 

Name (Title/Position) 

Trisha Stafford-Odum (AC) 

Prospective/Student- 

Athlete(s) Involved (PSAiSA) 

 

 

 (PSAs) 

3.10.8 

Bylaw(s) 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box2126 

Sui 

(What vic 

the violat 

~.C used 

~SAs as 

~er Twitt~ 

=SAs ar~ 

#raduate: 

mot signe 

nstitutior 

Staff disc 

violation 

"eview of 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Certification Request 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lance Markos 
Amy Herman, ec-processing@ncaa.orgktaylor@ncaa.org 

 16:10 
Certification Request 

TEXT.htm,  certification request.pdf 

Please accept this request for a certification on behalf of ), a 

volleyball PSA for the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Also, please note that we will be submitting an IEW on behalf of  and our IEW will be 

submitted as soon as the final certification is completed. She is currently sitting out of preseason 

practice while we work to resolve her eligibility situation. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



( ligibility enter 

Re: MEMBERSHIP/STUDENT REQUEST FOR FINAL ACADEMIC CERTIFICATION WITH DOCUMENTS ON 

¯ FiLE AT THE NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER 

To: NCAA Eligibility Center 

Please complete the following information, sign at the bottom (as applicable) and return this 

completed form to ec-Drocess_in~__.#__n_._c.a_a.or~ or fax to 317,968-5~.00. Incomplete or illegible forms will 

not be processed. 

 
(Student; name) ("Student") 

1104473679 
2.                                   (NCAA identification number) 

 
3.                   (Date of Birth) 

4. OqOq (Password or PIN) 

The un.dersigned hereby request that the NCAA Eligibility Center finalize the Student’s NCAA initial 

eligibility certification based on the documents currently on file with the NCAAEligibility Center. The 

undersigned understand, have been informed, and fully accept the risk, that completing the Student’s 

certification without all relevant educational records, and as otherwise requested herein, may render 

the Student a "non qualifier" for NCAA eligibility purposes. The undersigned understand that, at a 

minimum, non qualifiers are precluded from receiving athletic based financial aid and from practici.ng 

and competing at or with NCAA Divisions I and II athletic programs during the freshman year of college. 

A non qualifier status may also render the Student permanently ineligible for NCAA competition under 

certain athletic conference rules. Finally, the undersigned understand that, should the Student be 

rendered a non-qualifier, the institution noted below may or may not submit an initial eligibility waiver 

thereof on his/her behalf. 

In. consideration for processing this form as provided herein, the undersigned also agree to RELEASE 

AND INDEMNIFY the. NCAA Eligibility Center, the National Collegiate Athletic Association, and their 

respective affiliates, and the officers, employees and agents of each, from and against.a ny and all claims, 

actions, suits, procedures, costs, expenses, damages and liabilities including, but not limited to, 

attorney’s fees, arising from, or in any way related to, the submission of this form for processing and!or 

the finalization of the Student’s initial eligibility certification. 

Once this form has been completed and returned, as provided herein, and’the information above 

verified, the Student’s final academic certification will be placed in line for final review using the 

academic records currently on file with the NCAA EligibiLity Center. 



The undersigned acknowledge that they have read this form, and have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about the same, and that they are signing this form freely and voluntarily. The undersiF=ned 

understand that the request made herein for final academic certification will be based on the 

documents currently on file with the Eligibility Center and that completing the certification without all 

relevant educational records may render the Student a NCAA non qualifier. The undersigned certify that 

the Student is on the institutional request list of the member institution noted below, that the 

information provided herein is true and accurate in atl respects, and that the undersigned have properly 

executed this form by affixing their signatures in the appropriate signature blocks below. 

S~udent~           Date 

Signature of Parent/Guardian of Student Date 

(if Student is under the age of :18) 

Signature of Parent/Guardian of Student 

(if Student is under the age of 18) 

Date 

College name/Code: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~1t3162 

Signature: ~ _~._ j~,~--. __.~.~- ..... 

***Please return this form to e_.c-processin~@ncaa.or~ or fax to 317-968-51_00. 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 53146 
From: 
To: 

Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Secondary Infractions <secondaryinfractions@ncaa.org> 

Amy Herman, Beth Miller, Bubba Cunningham, holden@unc.edu, 
jswofford@theacc.org, Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
2012/08/16 09:46 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 53146 

TEXT.htm, NC Chapel Hill 53146.pdf, Mime.822 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA 

regarding the disposition of the case. If you have any problems opening or viewing this letter, 

please contact me at fjohnson@ncaa.org or 317-917-6013. 

Best regards, 

A. Faith Johnson 

Enforcement I Secondary Infractions 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

317-917-6013 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



August 15, 2012 

Ms. Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s June 18 report in 
response to your May, 29 submission to student-athlete reinstatement concerning a 
violation of NCAA rules involving assistant baseball coach Scott Jackson and 
prospective student-athlete  (AMA Online Case No. 216025). 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred, based on 
the following facts from the AMA Online summarization: 

During 2012 spring semester, baseball assistant coach had impermissible 
telephone contact with a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 
following the completion of PSA’s junior year in high school, which is 
contrary to the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.3.1. Specifically, assistant 
coach inadvertently placed a call to PSA May 1, 2012, while his cellular 
phone was in his pocket. Assistant coach was unaware call had been 
made and did not engage in any conversation with PSA. Upon review of 
his call history May 7, assistant coach noticed call to PSA and 
immediately contacted compliance office to report violation. 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondaw and that 
no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter. 



Ms. Amy Herman 
August 15, 2012 
Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Cory Grant 
Enforcement Staff 

CG:~/53146 

Ms. iLissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Ath lete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I 

 

Case ID: 225665 

Date: 06/26/2012 

A[:~[~.!!.c:a~!.!.!.[~..s.~!~utic~fi university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Division of Institution I 

Conferenoe 

Phone Num ber 919/962-6000 

re!~!.e_~__!o__t_!~!.~.r.~qu~.sj.t~ 2012-13 

NCAA ID 1109611020 

First Name  

Last Name  

Dateof Birth  

Gender Male 

 

Case Prio~’itization h-fformation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Cases are prioritized based on next date of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. 

Institution’sNextLoca~:k)nofCompetitionforthisSport Home 

Date of Initial Collegiate Enrolh~ent 0810112013 

Date of Initial Enrollm ent at Current Insitution (if different) 08/01/2013 



Case ~nformation 

that apply 

iiii ii Recru i1~ n g Su b-Case Types 
i iili 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations i ii 

All Requests 

Has the institution declared the student-athlete ineligible? Yes 

Does the institution need to report an NCAA secondary’ 
vielatien (level 1)s Yes 

What is the date of high school graduation? 0610112013 

intercollegiate corn petition does the student-athlete have 

Was the studenb~Mete recruited? Yes 

W~s the ~rtifying institutien one that recruked the student- 
~h~ete? Yes 

Li~t ~l institutiens wM@ r~mJited the ~tudanba~h~t~ (induding LSU,AI~ Rorid~ Clemson, NC 
certeS4 ng institut~o n) 

Will or has the student-athlete bean offered or received 
<hleti~i~y rel<ed fin~da~ ad? Yes 

What are the dates athleticaJly related financiaJ ad was e IA has been verb~ly offered for the 20~3-2054 
provided9 a~dem ic ye~ 

L~st aJl institutions offering er awad~ng athbt~cally re~ated Universi~ of North C~olin& Ch@el Hill, LSA, 

financ~ a~d 0nclud~ng cert~ng instkut~on) Al~& Florida Clemson, NC State 

List all collegi~e institutions the student-athlete ~ended 

Ter~Y~r Sch~ Name Bivisi~ Sch~lType Full/P~tTime C~peted? Pr~ticed? Re~ivedAid? 

Date~iolation o(:curred 05/30/2012 

Date violation was discovered 06/04/2012 



How was theviolation discovered? Director of Football Operations contacted the 
Com pliance Staff and notified them of the potential 
violation. Com pliance staff reviewed phone records 
when they becam e available on June 21, 2012 and 
confirm ed that the violation occurred. 

List all individuals involved in thevioiation Larry Fedora, Head Football Coach; Vic Koenning, 
Assistant Football Coach 

List any self=imposed institutional action a.ndYor cenference The football coaching staffwill be precluded from 
action calling PSA until Septem ber 15, 2012, two weeks after 

the next perm issible calling opportunity. 

Describe the facts associated with this request In preparation for the 2012 spring calling period, 
Coach Fedorawas given a list of prospects to whom 
he should place calls. Coach Koenning inadvertently 
approved the PSA being included on this list, even 
though he intended to call the PSA himself. Therefore, 
dueto the miscom m unication, Coach Koenning called 
the PSAon May 15, 2012, and Coach Fedora called 
the PSAon May 30, 2012, resulting in one 
im perm issible call. 

What Are any mitigating circumstances d~at should be N/A 

Rrovide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

Have~ou previously conta.c~ed any NCAA staff regarding ttnis 

Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations 

Whatwasthedate(s) oftheimpernlissiblereoruitingac~ivity’> May 30, 2012 

VVere there any benefits provided to the prospective student- 
athlete during the im perm issible recruiting actMty? No 

Was written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 
subsequently granted? No 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided written perm ission to contact the student=athlete 

prior to the violation o~urring? No 

Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff m em bet 
exceeded the perm issible num ber of telephone calls during a 

given week? (If yes, refer to the application of telephone call 
lira itations bylaw to determine whether rei nstatem ent is 

Case Do n 
(Maximum individual file size is 2 0MB.) Upload each document individually. 



Provide adoclJment(s)showing the folk)wing: :].)In 
chronological order, a list of the contestsidates of com petition in 

d~e ins@ution’s season 2) The schedule from [he se~on 
showing ~n which ~ntestsidates of ~)m petitk)n the student- 

athlete pa@cipated ~d 3) Of the th~ es the student-athlete 
~2_~dL.des~gnat~__~!~.~r he or ~.~_~_~_~..~li@b~e 

Reques~ Involving Recrui~ng~on~cts and Evaluations 

...... Reco~-~mer@ed £~ocumer~t~tior~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Provide awritten statement from thestudent-athlete describing 

Provide a wri~en statem ent(s)from any other indMduals 

~rovide ~y document~on not previously specified th~ 
substantiates any assertions m ade hn this request 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUST match the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Department ............................................................................................................................................................................... 



ii Buckley Statement- Student-Athlete ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

iiiii ...................................................................................  auckley, pdf 

~ ~ Upbaded on 06/25/2012 by Amy Herman 

Dow~sload Ur--Isigned Sigr--lat~.~re Docur:nents .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

institutional Authority Ou~.side ofA~.h letics Departm ent 
institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Departm ent 
Buckler Statem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Ssbsnission 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/25/2012 

Case ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................ _P__r_!!_~__a~. ~.~(~[~! Amy Herman (~schae@unc~unc.edu) 919-962-7853 

Additional contacts with avalid em all address from the Mem ber institution will receive selected e-m ails related to the case. 

Ernail Delivery First Narne Last Name Title E-mail Address 

Activity After Case Submission 



....... Res~}o~’~ses to Requests ~o~~ A(tditio~-~a~ ~’~i~o~~a~~ion ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



AMA- Online Signature Page 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Division: I 

C&se Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatement Request  

Case ID: 22-5665 

Date: 06/2512012 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Buckley Statement. i give my consen[to disclose to authorized representatives of this institu~on, its athletics conferenc~ (it any) and 
the NCAAany documents or informa~on pertaining to my NCAA eligibiii~. Additionally, I give my ~onsent to the NCAAto disclose my 
name and personally identifiable information from my education records to athird party (including but not lim ited to the m edia) as 
necessary to explain the NCAA dedsio~ reg&rding this waiver request without such disdosure constituting aviotation of my rights 
under the Family Educational Rights and PrivacyAcL 

Student-Athlete’s Name Student-Athlete Signature Date 

 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

As an. institutional representative, I am affirming that a Bud<ley Statement is not required for this case. I understand that the N.CAA may 
request a Bu~ley Statement if it is deemed necessary. 

Date 

Printed 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I Case ID: 224785 

 Date: 06/26/2012 

A[:~[~.!!.c:a~!.!.!.[~..s.~!~uti£fi university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Division of Institution I 

Confereno~ 

Phone Num ber 919/962-6000 
re!~!.e_~__!o___t_!~!.~.r.~qu~.t~ 2012-13 

NCAA ID 

First Name 

Last N am e 

Date of Birth 

G en der 

No 

1201774511 

 

 

 

Male 

 

Case Prio~’itization h-fformation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Cases are prioritized based on nextdate of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. 
i ii 

Institution’s Next Dae of Corn petition for this Sport 11/04/2012 i ii 



Plea~*.;e chec~: ~:{ll the Stu(ter%-Athlete Reir~state~~:~er~t Request sub-case types a~--~ co~--~t~o~--~s 
.......... tha-~ a~p~y ..... ~ 

Recru~tH~g 

:::: Recrui~ n g Su b~ase Types ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ :: :: 

~ ~ Contacts m~d Eva~uations ~ ~ 

~ ~ UnofficmlVisits ~ ~ 

....... Stu d e~-~t-- A-~h lete I~-~h:~ r ~mtio ~-~ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

All Requests 

Has the institLltion declared the student-athlete ineligible? Yes 

Does ~he ins~kution need to report an NCAA secondary 
violation (level l)? Yes 

What is the date o~ high school #r~u~tio,~? 0S/01/~0~ 
As of the date of subm itting this request, how many-seasons of 

intercollegiate ~m petition does the student-athlete have 
rem~n~ng? 4 

Was the stu dent- atMete recru ~ted? No 

Will or has [he student-~hlete been o[fered or received 
ath leticaHy rela*ed fi n an cml aid? No 

Ter~Y~r Seh~ Name Bivisi~ Sch~lType Full/P~tTime C~peted? Pr~tieed? Re~ivedAid? 

All Requests 

............................................................................ ~.~.yi o ~.~9_~_X~..d~X£[~- 06/13/2012 
How w~ the violation discovered? The viol~ion w~ dis~vered through the Com pli~ce 

.............................................................................................................................. st~ review of expense reports. 

bst~l indiv~du~s involved in thev~o~on C.D. Mock, HeadWrestling Coach; Ca~ Kol~, 
........................................................................................................................................................................ Assistant Wrestling Coach; , PSA;  

 PSA’s F~her 

L~st any se~fqm posed inst~tut~on~ ~t~on andor ~nferen~ The institution will ~unt the im perm issible ~ntact ~ 
a~on one of the 3 perm i~ed for the PSA’s senior year. 

....................................................................................................................................... Additionally, the institution will redu~ the remaining 



contacts by 1. Therefore, after July 1, 2012, the 
Wrestling coaches will have 5 recruiting opportunities 
remaining with PSAfor the 2012-2013 academicyear, 
and only 1 of those m ay be a contact. The Com pliance 
staff has rem inded all institutional coaching staff 
mem bers that restaurants on Franklin Street, though 
the street borders cam pus and houses several 
institutional facilities are off-lim its for unofficial visits 
as they are not considered to be "on-cam pus". 

Describe the facts associated with this request On June 6, 2012, at the conclusion of the PSA’s 
............................................................................................................................................. unoffidal visit, Coaches Mock and Kolat m et the PSA 

and his father at a restau rant located on Fran kiln Street, 
which is adjacent to cam pus and houses several 
institutional buildings. The PSA and his father paid for 
their own meals and departed campus immediately 
afterward. 

What are any mitigating circumstances that should be N/A 

considered when reviewing the request? 

Provide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

Contacts-- General Rule. 

Provide c~e num bets of any precedent relevant to this request SAR #36123 

Haveyou previously contacted any NCAA staff regardh~g this 
request? No 

Requests Involving Recruiling-Contacts and Evaluations 

What w~ the dp.te(s) of the im perm issible recru kh~g actMty? 06/06/2012 

Were there any--benefits provided to the prospective student- 
athlete during the h-n perm issible recruiting ~-.-~ivi~? No 

Was written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 
subsequently granted? No 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
ha}re provided written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 

prior to the violation o~urring? No 

Did the conta.c~ involve the first occasion when the staff member 
exceeded the perm issible num bet of telephone calls during a 

given week’.> (If yes, refer to the application or telephone call 
lira itations bylaw to determine whether reinstatem ent is 

required.) No 

Case Docu  - entatio n 
(Maximum individual file size is ~ OMB.) Upload each document individually. 

Required L} o c {.~ me r-~ t~-:~ti o r~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

..... All Requests ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................:~: ,:*:*:!:!: 



Provide a docLm~ent(s) showing the following: 1) In 
chronological order a list of the con[estsidates of corn petition in 

the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the season 
show~ng ~n which ~ntestsidates of ~mpetit~on the student- 

athlete participated ~d 3) Of the th~ es the studen bathle~e 
~m peted designate whether he or she w~s elig~Me or ineHgble No~ Applicable,docx 

Uploaded on 06/22/2012 by Amy Herman 

Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... : :: 

Provide awritten statement from thestudent-athlete describing 

Provide awritten statement(s) from any other indMduals 

Provide ~qy doct~m ent~k)n not previously specified that 

Signatu ’es 

....... Select Required Sigr~atoHes 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUST match the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Outside of Athletics Department 

 B u ckl eN,~0* 
Uploaded on 06/22/2012 by Amy Herman 



Download Ur~si,gned Si,gr~ature Oocumen:~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ 

Institutional Authority Outside ofAthleti~s Departrn ent 
Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Departrn ent 
Buckler S~.atem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Subn’ ission 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/25/2012 

..... Select Contacts for tLqs Case ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Primary Contact Amy Herman (ajschae@unca&unc.edu) 919-962-7853 

Seconda-y Contact 0 

....... Ad(titional Case Contacts .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Additional contacts with avalid em all address from the Mem ber institution will receive selected e-m ails related to the case. 

Email Delivery First Name Last Name Title E-mail Address 

Activity Afte ° Case Subnsission 

: ........... Respo~-~ses to Req~.~ests fo~° Additional I~-~formation .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : 



AMA- Online Signature Page 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hilt Division: I 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request  

Case ID: 224785 

Date: 06/22/2012 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Buckley ~atement. I £ive n~y consent to disdose to authorized representatives of this institution, its athleti~ confereno~ (if any) and 
the NCAAany documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. Additionally, I give my c~nsent to the NCAAto disclose my 
name and personally identifiable inform arian from my education records to a third party (including but not limited to the media) as 
n ece~sary to explain the NCAAdedsion regarding this waver requestwithout such disclosure c~nsfituting a violation ef my rights 
under the Family Educa[ionaJ Rights and Privacy Act. 

Student-Athlete’s Name Student-Athlete Signature Date 

 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

As an institutional representative, t am affirm ing that a Bud<ley Statement is not required for this case. I understand that the NCAA m ay 
request a Bud~ley Statement if it is deemed necessary. 

Date 

Printed’~ e 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I 

 

Case ID: 227065 

Date: 07/16/2012 

A[:~[~.!!.c:a~!.!.!.[~..s.~!~uti£fi university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Division of Institution I 

Conferenoe 

Phone Num ber 919/962-6000 
re!~!.e_~__!o__t_!~!.~.r.~qu~.t~ 2012-13 

NCAA ID 

First Name 

Last N am e 

Date of Birth 

G en der 

No 

1112714085 

 

 

 

Male 

 

Case Prio~’itization h-fformation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Cases are prioritized based on nextdate of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. : :: 

Date of Initial Collegiate Enrolh~ent 0810112014 

Date of Initial Enrollm ent at Current Insitution (if different) 08/01/2014 



Case  nformation 

that apply 

iiii ii Recru i1~ n g Su b-Case Types 
i iili 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations i ii 

All Requests 

Does the institution need to report an NCAAsecondary 
~ . Yes violation (level 1)~ 

....................................................... Wt} a~t~j£t__h e_ d_~e.£ f__h_(# b~ ~b_o_ 0__!..~La. g_~! 6t!£~_~_ 05/01/2014 

As of the date of subns itting this request, how m any seasons of 
h~tercol~egiate @m petition does the student-athlete have 

Will or has the studen~-~hle~e been offered or received 

List all collegi~e institutions the student-athlete ~ended 

Ter~Y~r Sch~ Name Divisim SchmlType Full/P~tTime C~peted? 

Case 

All Requests 

................................................................................ D.a~.X! O..!..a!!p~. o ccL!.[[e:,d. 06/19/2012 

H ow was the violation discovered? PSA texted Scott Forbes following the accidental call 
....................................................................................................................................... and asked him if he had intended to call. Scott Forbes 

im m ediately reported the violation to the Com pliance 

.............................................. [:!~t:.a)~!~.!odivi~!4.~!.:s._!.n~x£~!~,._ed in.~.~.){.!£.[a~!£!? Scott Forbes, Assistant Baseball Coach;  
, PSA 

, The call was placed inadvertently and no conversation List any self-im posed institutional actio n anti, or conferen ~ 
action took place, but the institution is reporting the violation 

........................................................................................................................................................................... out of an abundance of caution. Under the 
circumstances, the institution is seeking relief from the 
standard penalty, inasm uch as no recruiting advantage 



Describe the facts associated with this request Scott Forbes was at lunch and was talking on the 
........................................................................................................................................................................... phone to another individual. During the call, he 

received a text from PSA asking Coach Forbes if he 
had intended to call. When Coach Forbes looked at his 
phone, it showed a42-second call to PSA. Coach 
Forbes has no idea how the call was placed, other than 
that, since the PSA had called him the previous night, it 
is possible that his ear hit "Recent Contacts" and 
placed the call. No conversation ensued. 

WhaL are any relevant m itigating circumstances that should be 
considered when reviewing the request? 

Provide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

General REtie. 

Add Legislation or Interpretation 

Pro~ ide case hum bers of any precedent relevant to this request SA R ei nstatem ent Case #35303, #34~.01; Seco ndary 
....................................................................................................................................... Case#48664 

Haveyou previousJy contacted any NCAA statf reg~ding this 

Requests Involving RecruHing-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... 

........ ._W_ h_ at v~,~ as.__t_h_p _~t e:_(_s_ )___ _o_ f..t h...e___![~?.fi[ n_~_!_s_ s_! b.! e..E~E~!_!~!.~_~_.~! ~.!~~ 

were there any benefits provided to the prospective student- 

................................... 
Was written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 

Would the institution from which the student-a~hlete transferred 
have provided written permission to contact the student-athlete 

Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff m em ber 
exceeded the perm issible nurn ber of telephone calls durhqg a 

given week? (If yes, refer to the application of telephone call 
lira itations bylaw to determine whether reinstatem ent is 

Doc J  ’ entatio n 
(Maximum individual file size is ~ OMB.) Upload each document individually. 

....... Req~4i~e~ D ocu mentz-~tion ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

All Requests 



Provide a document(s) showing the following: 1) In 
chronological order a list of the contestsidates of corn petition in 

the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the season 
showing ~n which ~ntestsidates of ~mpetit~on the student- 

athlete participated ~d 3) Of the th~ es the studen bathle~e 
~m peted designate whether he or she w~s elig~Me or ineHgble KIo~ Applicable,docx 

Uploaded on 06/27/2012 by Amy Herman 

Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... : :: 

Provide awritten statement from thestudent-athlete describing 

Provide awritten statement(s) from any other indMduals 

Provide ~qy docum ent~k)n not previously specified that 

Signatures 

....... Select Required Sigr~atoHes 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUST match the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Outside of Athletics Department 

....................................................................... :S!.~n ato.,3{. Lissa Broom e (Ibroom e@em ail.unc.edu) 

.................................................. :S!gnato~, Lawrence R. Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Uploaded on 07/16/2012 by Amy Herman 



Oo~,vn~oad Ur~si,gned Si,gr~ature Oocumen:~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ 

Institutional Authority Outside ofAthletics Departrn ent 
Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Departrn ent 
Buckler S~.atem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Subn’ ission 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/27/2012 

..... Select Contacts fo~" tLqs Case ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Primary Contact Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 919-962-7853 

iiii Seconda-y Contact 0 

....... Ad(titional Case Contacts .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Addition~ ~nta~s with avoid em ail address from the Mem ber institution will receive seleGed e-m a ls related to the ~se. 

Email Delivery First Name Last Name Title E-mail Address 

Activity Afte ° Case Subnsission 

: ........... Respo~-~ses to Req~.~ests f~° Additional I~-~for~~tion .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I 

 

Case ID: 227065 

Date: 07/19/2012 

Decision PDF 

Deci.sio~’-~ for  

Decision 

Conditions 

Decision Rationale 

Case precedent 

................... A _c~e p ~e..d...D._~._e_ 07/19/2012 

................. ~.~p~ed By Amy Herman 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I 

 

Case ID: 234545 

Date: 07/17/2012 

A[:~[~.!!.c:a~!.!.!.[~..s.~!~uti£fi university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Division of Institution I 

Conferenoe 

Phone Num ber 919/962-6000 
re!~!.e_~__!o__t_!~!.~.r.~qu~.t~ 2012-13 

NCAA ID 

First Name 

Last N am e 

Date of Birth 

G en der 

No 

1207W14433 

 

 

 

Fem ale 

 

Case Prio~’itization h-fformation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Cases are prioritized based on next date of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. 

Institution’sNextLoca~:k)nofConnpetitionforthisSport Home 

Date of Initial Collegiate Enrolh~ent 0810112014 

Date of Initial Enrollm ent at Current Insitution (if different) 08/01/2014 



Case  nformation 

that apply 

iiii ii Recru i1~ n g Su b-Case Types 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations 

All Requests 

Does the institution need to report an NCAAsecondary 
~ , violation (level 1)’~ 

As of the dae of subm itting this request, how m any seasons of 
intercollegiate com petition does the student-athlete have 

Will or has the studen~-~hle~e been offered or received 

List all collegi~e institutions the student-athlete ~ended 

Ter~Y~r Sch~ Name Divisim SchmlType Full/P~tTime 

Case 

All Requests 

................................................................................ D.a~,y,! O..!..a!!p~. o ccu.[[e.,.d. 07/11/2012 

............................................................................ p.~._eoo_v_Lo_[~!! 0.[]_ w .as_..£!! S_o_co_v_~[~- 07/11/2012 
How was the violation discovered? PSA notifiedAssistant Coach Boo G illette that the 

....................................................................................................................................... coach had apparently pocket-dialed the PSA. Coach 
G illette im m ediately notified the Com pliance staff of 
the pocket dial. 

.............................................. [:(~t:~a)~!~.!odivi~!~.6!.:s._!~n~x£~!~,._ed in[(~..e:..}t,.(£~[a~!£!} Boo Gillette, UNCAssistant Softball Coach;  

, The call was placed inadvertently and no conversation List any self-im posed institutional actio n an@ or conferen ce 
action took place, but the institution is reporting the violation 

........................................................................................................................................................................... out of an abundance of caution. Under the 
circumstances, the institution is seeking relief from the 
standard penalty, inasm uch as no recruiting advantage 



Describe the facts associated with this request Boo Gillette was recruiting off-campus and received a 
voicemall from PSA in which the PSA notified Coach 
Gillette that the coach had called her. As the PSA is 
aware that she is not to receive phone calls yet, she 
wanted the coach to know that she had received what 
was, in all likelihood, an accidental call. Coach Gillette 
checked her call log, and saw that her phone had, 
indeed, dialed the PSA’s number. She surmises that 
since the PSA’s num ber had been in her Missed Call 
log, her phone must have accidentally dialed the 
numberwhilein her pocket or bag. 

What are any relevant rn itigating circumstances that should be N/A 

Provide cite(s> of applicable legislation or interpretation 

Telephone Calls -- 

~ Add Le_qjslatio n o r Interpretatio n 

Provide case hum bers of any precedent relevant to this request SA Reinstatem ent Case #35303, #34101; Secondary 

Have you previously contacted any NCAA staff regarding this 

Requests Involving Recruiling-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... 

What was the date(s) of the im perm issible recruiting actMty’~ 7/11/2012 

Were there any benefits provided to the prospective student- 
athlete during the im perm issible recruiting activity? No 

Was writ~.en pem~ ission to contact the studen[-athle~.e 
subsequently granted? No 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided writ.ten perm ission to contact ~.he student-atMete 

prier to the violation occurring? No 

Did the co n~.act involve ~he firs~ occasion when the staff member 
exceeded the perm issible num her of telephone calls during a 

given week? (if yes, rder to the ~3plication of telephone call 
lim i~.atio ns bylaw to determ i ne whether rei ns~.atem ent is 

Case Docu -   entatio 
(Maximum individual file size is lOMB.) Upload each document individually. 

All Requests 



Provide a docLm~ent(s) showing the following: 1) In 
chronological order a list of the contestsidates of corn petition in 

the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the season 
show~ng ~n which ~ntestsidates of ~mpetit~on the student- 

athlete participated ~d 3) Of the th~ es the studen bathle~e 
~m peted designate whether he or she w~s elig~Me or ineHgble No~ Applicable.docx 

Uploaded on 07/14/2012 by Amy Herman 

Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... : :: 

Provide awritten statement from thestudent-athlete describing 

Provide awritten statement(s) from any other indMduals 

Provide ~qy doct~m ent~k)n not previously specified that 

Signatu ’es 

....... Select Required Sigr~atoHes 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUST match the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Outside of Athletics Department 

....................................................................... :S!.~n ate.,3(. Lissa Broom e (Ibroom e@em ail.unc.edu) 

.................................................. :S!gnato~, Lawrence R. Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

 Bucklev.odf 
Uploaded on 07/16/2012 by Amy Herman 



Oo~,vn~oad Ur~si,gned Si,gr~ature Oocumen:~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ 

Institutional Authority Outside ofAthletics Departrn ent 
Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Departrn ent 
Buckler S~.atem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Subn’ ission 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 07/14/2012 

..... Select Contacts fo~" tLqs Case ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Primary Contact Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 919-962-7853 

iiii Seconda-y Contact 0 

....... Ad(titional Case Contacts .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Addition~ ~nta~s with avoid em ail address from the Mem ber institution will receive seleGed e-m a ls related to the ~se. 

Email Delivery First Name Last Name Title E-mail Address 

Activity Afte ° Case Subnsission 

: ........... Respo~-~ses to Req~.~ests f~° Additional I~-~for~~tion .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : 



Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I Case ID: 239906 

 Date: 07/24/2012 

A[:~[~.!!.c:t~!.!.!.[~..s.~!~uti£fi university of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Division of Institution I 

Conference 

Phone Num ber 919/962-6000 
re!~!.e_~__!o___t_!~!.~.r.~qu~.t~ 2012-13 

NCAA ID Student Information 
1. 1109587400  
2. 0910625614  

 

Cases are prioriSzed based on next date of competition and requests for expedited review 

Institl.~tion’s Next Date of Competition for this Sport 09/01/2012 

Institution’s Next Lo~tion of Competition for this Sport Home 

Does this case require expedited revi~,v? No 

Case 



iiii ii Recru ili rl g Su b-Case Types 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations 

All Requests 

Has the institution declared the student-athlete ineligible? Yes 

Does the institutien need to report an NCAAsecondary 
vielatien (level 1)~ Yes 

Case In fo~’n"~tio n 

All Requests 

........................................................................................... 
H ew was the violation discovered? Violations were discovered du ring a review of text and 

.................................................................................................................................................... phone messages uploaded into ACS m onitoring 
program. Because the Corn pliance staff did not begin 
utilizing this function inACS untilAugust of 2012, 
these text m essage and phone calls were in the first 
round of uploaded data. As a result, it took the 
Corn pliance staff several months to "clean up" the data 
and ultim ately confirm that violations existed in these 
c es. 

List all individu~s involved in the violation Marcus Berry, Director of Player Personnel; Charlie 
........................................................................................................................................................................... Williams, FormerAssistant Football Coach;  

, PSA#1;  PSA#2;  
 PSA#3; , PSA#4; , 

PSA#5; , PSA#6 

List any self-ira posed institution~ ~tion and/or ~nferen~ In response to the im perm issible text message sent to 
aGion PSA#4, the Football coaches were precluded from 

.................................................................................................................................................... sending written communication to, or initiating phone 
calls with, any PSA between the dates of July 1 
through July 7. Additionally, Marcus Berry has been 
advised not to respond to text messages or phone calls 
he receives from unknown numbers in thefuture, lest 
they be from prospective student- athletes. 

Describe the fags associated with this request PSA#Z: On 8/20/2011, Marcus Berry m issed a phone 
........................................................................................................................................................................ call from an unknown number (i.e., number not stored 

in his phone). In an attempt to identify the missed 
caller, he made 4 phone calls, all of which went to an 
unidentified voicem all, and also sent i text m essage to 
the num ber. When the caller identified himself, Marcus 
immediately terminated the contact. PSA#2: On 



8/16/2011, Marcus Berry m issed a phone call from an 
unknown num ber. He made 1phone call in r~turn. 
PSA#3: On 8/4/2011, Marcus Berry received atext 
message from an unknown number. Hesent i text 
m essage in retu rn and im m ediately term inated contact 
after the caller identified him self. PSA #4: On 
9/16/2011, Marcus Berry was attem pting to contact 
PSA to pick him up at the local airport for his official 
visit. After several attem pfs to call PSA’s cell phone (as 
perm ilted by Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1.1 (d)), Marcus sent 1 
text message to the PSA. PSA#5: On 811112011, 
Marcus Beny missed aphone call from an unknown 
num ber. He made i phone call in r~turn. PSA#6: On 
9/9/2011, Charlie Williams traded voicemall messages 
with PSA. After being unablelo connect, Coach 
Williams attem pted to send PSA an em nil through his 
smartphone, but, instead, mistakenly sent2 text 
messages to PSA in a back-and-forth exchange. The 
institution is seeking reinstatement only for PSAs #1 
and #2. PSAs #3 and #4were text message violations 
only, which are de m inim is and don’t affect the PSA’s 
eligibility. PSAs #5 and #6 signed NLIs with other 

Wh~ a~e any relevant m itigati3g cir(:u m stances that should be With PSAs #1, #2, #3, and #5, Marcus Berry was 

considered when reviewing the request? sim ply responding to m issed calls and text m essages, 
.................................................................................................................................................... just as m any of us do every day. Since Marcus is not a 

coaching staff m em ber and is not accustom ed to 
regularly receiving phone calls or text m essages from 
prospective student-athletes, hewas not focused on 
the fact that prospective student-athletes m ight be 
calling or sending him u nsolicited texls. Therefore, at 
the time, he thought nothing of returning the call and 
sending "Who is this?"-type text m essages. H owever, 
because such actions by our spolt-spedfic personnel 
result in inadvertent violations, Marcus has been 
instructed never to respond to text m essages or phone 
calls from un known callers without first searching for 
the numbers in the master recruiting database. It 
should be noted that, in the case of PSA#2, a local 
walk-on student-athlete who will be enrolling full-tim e 
this fall, the PSA’s contact information was not entered 
into the recruiting system at the tim e of Marcus’s return 
phone call- his profilewas not created until 8/21/2011. 
Thus, Marcus would not have been able to identify the 
num ber as one belonging to a PSA, even if he had 
searched the database in advance of returning the call. 
Additionally, in the case of PSA#1, the PSA’s profile in 
the recruiting database had only been created on 
8/1112011, just 9 days prior to the im perm issible 
calls;text. Thus, because the PSAwas just a rising 
junior at the tim e, it is likely that he had not been 
discussed at lenc~th by the coaches and su pport staff, 
thereby not giving Marcus reason to input his number 
into his cell phone. In the case of PSA#6, the assistant 
coach who texted in error is no longer em ployed by the 
institution. Additionally, the PSA subsequently signed 
an NLI with another institution. Therefore, no recruiting 
advantage was gained by the im perm issible, 
inadvertent text messages. Lastly, as stated earlier, 
these violations were uncovered during our 
Com pliance staff’s first round of uploading phone and 
text information into theACS system, which occurred 
in September of 2011 across all 28 of our sport 
programs. While this system will certainly enhance our 
m oniloring abilities in the realm of’elephone calls and 
text messages, there were certainly some unintended 
consequences of doing massive am ounts of uploading 
at one time. Because it tookwell over 6 months fo 
"dean up" the data across all 28 spolts and 
identify/investigate potential violations, we were unable 
to address these violations and im pose penalties on 
the coaching staff specific to the prospects in question 
prior to their signing of an NLI (in the cases of PSAs 
#4, #5, and #6) or prior to the PSA’s en rollm ent at 



UNC (in the case of PSA#3, who enrolled at UNC in 
Jan uary of 2012). Therefore, while we certainly 
acknowledge that the standard penalty in cases such as 
this is to ban com m unication with ALL prospects on a 
1-week- per- im perm issible caJl/text basis, we do not 
believe that this penalty is appropriate in this case, 
given the various factors involved. 

Type Division ID       Text Delete 
Bylaw I 13.4.1.2 Electronic 

Transmissions. 
Bylaw    I    13.1.3.4.1 Institutional 

Coaching Staff 
Members-- 

ii ii Add Leqislation or Interpretation 

Haveyou previously contacted any NCAA staff regarding this 

Requests Involving Recruiling-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... 

What was the date(s) of the irn perm issible recruiting activity? 8/4~2011, 8/11/2011, 811612011, 8/20/2011, 91912011, 

Were there any benefits provided to the prospective 

Was written permission to contact the student-athlete 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided wri[ten permission to contact [he student-athlete 

Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff member 
exceeded the perm issible hum her of telephone calls during a 

given week? (If yes, rder to the application of telephone caJl 
lim itations bylaw to determine whether rei nstatern ent is 

Case Docu -   enta.tio n 
(Maximum individual file size is 2 0MB.) Upload each document individually. 

All Requests 

Provide a document(s) showing the following: 1) In 
chronologica~ order, a Hst of the contests/dates of corn petition in 

the institution’s se~on 2) The schedule from the se~on 
show~ng ~n which ~ntestsidates of @mpe[i[~on the student- 

athlete participated and 3) Of the 
@m peted, designate whether he or shew~ eligible or inel~gble 



Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ~/~ 

ii i Provideawritten statementfrom thestudent-athletedescribing 

~ ~ Previde a wri~en statem ent(s)from any other individuals 

~ ~ Previ@ ~ny document~km not previously specified tha 

Signatu ’es 

...... Select Required Sigr~ato~ies ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUST match the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Outside of Athletics Department 

Sign~ory Lissa Broom e (Ibroom e@em aJl.unc.edu) 

Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics,Department ............................................................................................................................................................................... 

Signato=3 Lawrence R. Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Buckley Statement- Student-Athlete ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Uploaded on 06/2612022 by Amy Herman 

~:)ownload U~ssigned Sig~satu~’e Doc(~mer~ts .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

institutional Authority Outside ofAthletics Departm ent 



Institutional Authoritv Inside of Athletics Department 
Buckley Sl.atem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Subn’~ission 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/26/2012 

Activity At~¢e~° Case Subn~ission 

...... Respo~-~ses to Req~.~ests f(~° Additional I~-~for~~ation ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Test 



Case Prio~’itization Irfform~-Mon ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Cases are prioritized based on nextdate of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. : :: 

0810112013 

All Requests 

AS of the date of su bm itting th is request, how m any seasons of 
intercollegiate Gore petition does the student-athlete have 

W~ [he ~rtifving instiiuiion one that recruited the student- 

Lis~ ~ ~ns~i~u[~ons wMch recruked the sWden~-a[hlete (including Universi~ of North C~olinA Ch~el Hill, Duke, E~t 
................................................................................... ~(~.~.~g~jj~stitu~?.~}.. C~olinA Ma~l~d, GeorgiaTech, NC St~e, Rutgers 

Will or has [he student-~hlete been offered or received 

Wh~ ~e the d~es atMet~c~ly rel~ed fin~ci~ ~d w~ verb~ly offered 

List ~ h,stituiions offering or aw~ding a[hietic~ly rel~ed Universi~ of North C~olin& Ch~el Hill, see above 



List all collegiate institutions the student-athlete attended 

Term/Year School Name Division School Type Full/PartTime Competed? Practiced? Received Aid? 

Case #-~form~tion ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

All Requests 

Requests Involving RecruilJng-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... 

What was the date(s) of the im perm issible recruiting activity? 8/20/2015 

Were there any benefits provided to tt~e prospe~ve student- 
~ifiete during the h~ perm iss~b~e recruiting ~Xiv~ty? No 

WAs wri~en perm ission to contact the student-athlete 
subsequently granted? No 

Wou~d the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided wd~en perm iss~on to cont~t the student-~hlete 

pdor to [he viol<ion o~urdng? No 

Did the @nta~ h~volve the first oc~sion wt~en the staff member 
ex~eded th~erm ~ssibie hum bet o[ [e~ephone ~lls during a 

gwen week ~. (If yes, rder to the appi~catk)n of telephone call 
fimitat~ons bylaw to determine whether remst£ement is 

required.) No 

Case Docu n°: entatio n 
(Maximum individual file size is IOMB.) Upload each document individually. 

Provide adocumem(s)sho,Mng ~.hefollowing: ~)In 
chronological order, a. list of the contests/dates of corn petition in 

the institution’s season 2) Tt~e schedule from the se~on 
show~ng h’, which @rites[s/dates of @repetition the s~uden[- 

atMete participated and 3) Of the tim es the student-atMete 

Uploaded on 06/26/2012 by Amy Herman 



Signatu~°es 

Case Contacts and Subn~-~ission 

Conditions 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/26/2012 

Activity After Case Submission 

Test 



Cases are prioritized based on next date of competHion and requests for expedited review 

Institution’s Next Location of Corn petition for this Sport Hom e 

....... S tu d e ~-~ t-- A-~l~fl ere In fo r~"~dtio n .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

All Requests 

What is the date of high school graduation? 06/01/2012 

As or the dale of sub,,, kting [his request, how m~,y seasons of 
intercoibg~ate ~)m petitbn does the student-athlete have 

rem~nh~g? 4 

Was the stu dent- ~h ~ete recru ked? No 

wi~ o~ h~s th~ st~,~nt-~th~t~ U~ o~d o~ ~c~d 

Ter~Y~r Sch~ Name Divisi~ Sch~lType Full/P~tTime C~peted? Practiced? 

Case Info~’m~tion 

All Requests 

Were there any benefits provided to the prospe~ve student- 



Was written permission to contact the student-athlete 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided wri[ten permission to contact [he student-atMete 

............................................ p._[!.!#[ to the v!.!)_!_~_!_o_.,]...OCCU rrin q~- 

Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff m em ber 
exceeded [he perm issible hum her of telephone calls during a 

given week? (If yes, rder to the application of telephone caJl 
limitations bylaw to determine whether reinstatement is 

Case [)ocu -nentatio n 
(Maximum individual file size is 2 0MB.) Upload each document individually. 

All Requests 

chronological order, a list of the contests/dates of corn petition in 
the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the se~on 

showing in ~hich centests/dates of ~mpetit~on the student- 
<h~ete participated a~d 3) Of the tim es the student-<h~ete 

~m peted des~gnaie whether he or shew~ eligible or ineHgble Not Applic~le.docx 
........................................................................................................................................................................... Uplo~ded on 06/26/2012 by Amy Herman 

.... Requests Involving Recruiling-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... 

ii iiilii ii 

All Requests 

Case Contacts and Subn’ ission 



Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 06/26/2012 

Activity Aft÷~° Case Sub~~sissio~~ 



July 24, 2012 

P.O. BOX 

SMITH 

SKIPPER BOWLES DP.IVE (DELIVEr’Y) 

CttAPEL HILL, NC 275I5 

r~. 919.96z.6oec2 

F 919.962.6oo’z 

w ww.t.arheeiblue.com 

Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw 12,1,2.1,6, Preferential Treatment, Benefits, or 
Services. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Basketball Student-Athlete,  

, accepted a discount on a cell phone repair service based on her status as a student-athlete. 

On July 17t~, , a rising sophomore, contacted a local iPhone repair service to have her cracked 
iPhone screen replaced. When the employee arrived at  dotal room to do the repair and 
realized that  was a member of the women’s basketball team, he offered  a discount on 
the service. Unaware that this constituted a violation,  accepted the $15 discount. The violation 
was discovered when  tweeted about receiving a discount, m~d the tweet was read by a 
Compliance staff member. 

As a result of this violation, the Complim~ce staffhas reviewed preferential treatment regulations with 
 and wilt again stress this topic with all student-athletes at the upcoming fall compliance 

meetings. In addition,  was required to donate $1S to the charity of her choice, the Ronald 
McDonald House of Chapel Hill. Attached is a copy of the receipt showing this donation. 

Please contact my office with questions m~d concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Director of Athletics 

Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. I~issa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Woman Administrator 
Ms. Martina Ball:n, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Sylvia Harebell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



DOLLARS 
_g 



August 13, 2012 

P.O. BOX 2x2.6 

SMITH CE NTEI-k 

SKIPPEB- BOWLES DP.1VE (DELIVERY} 

CHAPEL IIILL, NC z75~5 

T 9~ 9.96:~.6ooo 

w w w. tarheelbtue.cora 

Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate AthIetic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

1 write to report two violations of NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2, Electronic" Transmission. In April of 2012, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach, Tracey Williams- 
Johnson, inadvertently posted a message on the public twitter profile of , then a junior 
prospective student-athlete (PSA), and also re-tweeted a picture of  and her sister , who is also 
a junior PSA. 

These violations were discovered during a Compliance staff review of coaches’ Twitter pages. When 
asked, Coach Wiltiarns-Johnson indicated that the message to  was intended to be sent via direct 
message, but that she had apparently made a technical error by instead posting it to  profile. With 
regard to the picture that was re-tweeted, Coach Williams-Johnson stated that while she had been 
attempting to save the picture to her desktop, she must have accidentally clicked on "Retweet". 

As a result of these violation, the Compliance staff has reminded the Women’s iBasketball staff of the 
importance of taking great care when navigating social media sites. In addition, the Women’s Basketball 
coaching staff will be prohibited from sending any recruiting correspondence to  tbr a tbur-week 
time period (August 12a’ through September 8th) and to  tbr a two-week time period (August 
/2th through August 25th). 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, ~ 

Law,ence R. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

Mr. t3rad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Ath letics Representative 
Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Woman Administrator 
Ms. Martina Ballen, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. Vince lille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 
Ms. Tracey Willimns-Johnson, Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach 















































Purpose: reconcile self perception with 
the perception of others 

Tools: Myers-Brigg, DiSC~ Johad 
Window 



Purpose: what do you want to 
accomplish? Where are you 
headed? How will you get there? 

Tools: Goal Setting, Career Ladder, 
Personal Networking Plan 



Purpose: identify individuals who 
provide support~ act as sounding 
board, share best practices, help 
trouble shooting 

Tools: mentor, advisory committee, 
kitchen cabinet 

w~th 



Purpose: pro-active 
development 

professional 

Tools: reading lists, websites, 
newsletters, journals, professional 
organizations, institutes~ conferences 
and conventions, training, certification 
informational interviews and 
shadowing 





Purpose: receive feedback on 
performance; identify strengths and 
possible areas for improvement 

Tools: performance evaluation 
instruments, action plan 







~q8 2952~ I dreamed of a firm dedicated to the 

p~actice of public relations and committed to 

client se~vice~ Toda~,~ we’re one of ttse la~est 

f~rms ~n the world, but our force has remained 

the same - del~ver~n~ outstandin~ results for 

clients," 

(I 920 - 20i :5~ 



About Edelman 



About Edelman 



Global Access 

United States 

Atlanta Orlando 

Austin Portland 

Chicago Sacramento 

Dallas San Francisco 

Houston Seattle 

Los Angeles Silicon Valley 

New York Washington, DC 

Canada & Latin Am 

Calgary Buenos Aires 

Montreal Mexico City 

Toronto Miami 

EIVIEA 

Abu Dhabi Frankfurt Munich 

Amsterdam Hamburg Paris 

Barcelona Istanbul Rome 

Berlin London Stockholm 

Brussels Madrid Warsaw 

Dubai Milan Zurich 

Dublin Moscow 

APAC 

Ahmedabad Hyderabad Pune 

Bangalore Jakarta Seoul 

Beijing Kolkata Shanghai 

Chennai Kuala Lumpur Singapore 

Delhi Melbourne Sydney 

Guangzhou Mumbai Taipei 

Ho Chi Minh City Pegasus Beijing Tokyo 

Hong Kong Pegasus Shanghai 





Education [ 20:~3 



Education [ 20 3 
Ct--tANGE AND OPPORTUNITY 

Digital Cha~-sges Everything 
Education is atl about transforming lives through 

information and relationships. So schooB and 

organizations must not underestimate the power of 

personalization and learn~n8 in social community~ 

What used to be a lecture ~s now a diatog, Students 

and alumni now expect 360-desree relationships 

instead of siloed communiques. Educators and 

organizations that understand this shift in 

engagement models w~l find greater success, 



Education [ 20:L3 
CHANGE AND OPPORTUNITY 

’~Creative Destruction" 
Virtually every education institution is grappling 

with change on a massive scale, and it is forcing 

unprecedented shifts in education models, funding°. 

access, policy and public support. Those schooB 

that are transparent in their public engagement fare 

best in this environment. 

Reputational Risk 
Even education organizations accustomed to 

unassailable reputations are being challenged to be 

nimble and responsive within an instant-. 

communication landscapeo Those that understand 

and anticipate this world are perceived as most 

credible° 





Edelman I Education 
~ Yale University 

School of Medicine 

Duke 

H F.ALT,H 









Edelman Capabilities in Education 





Services to Education Clients 

I:~eputation Managemer~t 
Crisis/vulnerability assessment 

Media relations 

Thouglqt leadership/executive visibility 

Brar~d Integration 
Brand management 

Creative design and campaign development 

Message platform development 

Competitive landscape anal~isis 

Digital Strategies 
,- Digital & social media strategies 

~ Crisis & issues monitoring 

~ Online influencer engagement 

~ Social community/management 



Services to Education Clients 

Consulting 
~ Organizational assessment 

~ Employee engagement 

~ Developmentifundraisin8 strategies 

Research 
~ Brand assessment 

~ Audience measurement 

~ Competitive landscape audit 

,- Messaging POVi share of voice / tone 

Public Affairs 
Influencer engagement 

Grassroots advocacy 

Public events / issues campaigns 



~UNlIVERSI’lTY OF 

NOTR.E DAME 

STRATEGY 

ti~emes of th:e i~:itiative, 



~ 1"~ become the "world’s henors college" by recruiting a world-class faculty and student body te 

an undevebped campus in a remote a~a of the world 
~ To de,hie the va~ue of ~bbal education and esLab~sh ~ts own leadership 

Te~ NYU Abu Dhabi’s story w~th emo[~ona~ and factua~ content~ wh~e £roundh~g ~[ ~n the 

~ Develop partnerships with allies from different stakeholder £roups, NGOs and third-party 

organizations to va~date the approach and demonstrate collaboration in the West and the 

Middle East 

* Bu]k~ a steady stream o[ commun~catk~ns at: d~e new cam~)us and in the virt:ua~ world, fl’orn 

newsletters and ~round-break~n£ ceremonies to lectures and panels 

~ En~a~e hqterna~ NYU audiences to stem misinformation and develop a corps of ambassadors 

RESULTS 

1he campa~£n contributed measuraM~’ to the ~round-up development of NYU Abu Dhab~’s 

commurficat~ons infrastructure, inctudh~£ plans for proactive and reactive media relations, a 

s p e a ke ~’s b u re a u~ ~ n [I u e n c e ~ e n ~a ~e m e n t:, a [a c u ky e x p e ~’t s ~) u re a u a n d d i!]~ta 

The team establh~hed a Facebook pa~e, d~tal newsletter and Salaam, the NYU Abu Dha~)~ 

to showcase minor campus developments and stories about the ~rowth of the university 

EdeMlan secu~’ed a ~eature story hi die Chronicle of H~her Education as wetl as a steady stream 

of cove~’a~e of p~’os~ect~w~ students seh~cl:h~ NYU Abu Dhab~ over Ivy Lea!~ue 

Human R~ghl:s Watch endorsed NYU Abu Dhab~’s partnership [r~ the Middle East as a ~new 

n~n~J~ standard," saying all other business projects "shouM folbw 

NYU Abu Dhabi recruited an ~nau£ura[ class [rom around the world and a~trac~ed 
students meeting h~ghe~ academic standards t:han at the ma~n campus 

S~:udents turned down Princeton, Harvard, Oxford and other e~ite schools to 

attend NYL] Abu Dhabi 



The. Ohio State Uniw.~rsity re,,’:endy inte~rate.d its Ad~zan(:ement offk:e wkh the addition of 

the AhJ~]i Assodat~on to ~he Ohio State Umvers~ty Foundation and Com~u~]icat~o~s 

offices. Edeh~an has been engaged to; 

- Undertake a comprehensive brand assessment 

- h~entify ~)esl:-m-dass messaging, marl~el:~ng and f{mdraismg mode~s 

.... Define a collaborative organizer[oRal struc[ure aRd operatk~ model 

S] RATEGY 

Concurrent research in Brand Positioning and Organizatienai Design wiil aliow the Ohio 
teams t:o look ~ ~he ho~!:k: ~eh~Uonsh~ps bebA, een ~he two~ arid h:k?n~ffy opporLtmR~es R~r 

hqtegrat~on and better brand engagement models across the d~vers Advancement units. 

More than 5,000 st~kehokders er!!i~ag,’-!d iF! research, e>:pk~ratkm ~nd defin~L~cn~[ phases 

work 

Finai recommendations on organizationai struct~Jre m-~d brand 9ositioning, including 

institutional equities, positioning statement and b~and activation recommendations 

delivered to Board o~ Trustees, 



In the wake of the largest crisis in recent higher education history--the 20:4 Jerry 

Sandusky scandal---- Penn Stale needed on--the--ground support to help address the 

sitznificant challenges facinL~ the school, from growing administrative mis[rust to concrete 

milestone..~; such as the release (if a majo~ inl:ernal inw_~stigation and NCAA sanc~:ions. 

Working directly with the UnNersity President and Board leadership, the Edelman team 

es[:ablished a "war room" on campers and dew~foped comprehensible and rh~orous p~annin!~ 

around the [egaJ proceedings, ~ntense media scruth~y, Freeh Report, NCAA sanctions, 

alumni reJat[ons, student affairs, and governance imperatives. 

Ede~man developed a web portal to proactive~y and transparently share crisis ~nformaL~on 

on h~gher education and jobs, and organized a med~a bureau to ensure that PSU 

accomplishments and initiatives that had nothing to do wRh the sports program ~ece~ved 

appropriate ~ttention ~nd recognition. 

Ede]man cond{](:~ed exhaustive trad~tk:mal and online mon~:or~ng ~:o identify ~ssues as they 

developed, and he~d numerous alumni surveys to gauge senth~ent as ~t evolved. 

RESUL~-S 

Alumni giving remained high; PSU had its second.-h[ghest year [or donat:ions m 20~..l-2012 

One year after the scandal, PSU saw its fourth h~ghest year ever for enroJ[ment 

Surveys indicated that six h~ ten alumni were aware of PSU’s efforts to improve how it 

works with children, there was no change in students’ satisfaction w~th their PSU 

experience before and af~:er the (:ris~s.. and alumni positi~ib7 to ~he school dropped only 

margmalJy 

There was no faculty attrition t~ed to the scandal 



Instill in pol:ent[;31 duke stud3~nts ;3 seri31e oF dosel aFfiri[l:y with the university. 

Make duke the desired desth~a~on amon~ ~ts accepted students, while enhandn~ the university’s ~eputation as an elke 

h~st~tut[on. 

Preserve duke’s re~utation as an exce~em under~radua~e institution fo~ow~n~ hitch-profile, ne~]at[ve publicity .... 

K[Iv INS}G}-=.[ 

¯ . Duke’s comb[ha[ion of youth, ati~ie,’_ic success and academic e×ceilence invigorated the [nsfi~u~[or~ and its studen[s. 

encour~in~ self d~scov~ry through ~cademics and re,]l woMd experienc~. 

PROGRAM IMPERATW}~S 

:" Cre;3ted ~’d[s3:ovel duke," a micK!-site l:li;3t received 5~4OO ~’[sh:s (from a po}~u~at~on of 4,OOO sl:udents~ in a month’s ~ime. 

Inspire a ~wo-way conversation between the school and ~ts key audiences by cre~tin~ forums ~or d~scussion online and 

in                                                                   person. 

pa~ents to ir~l:e~act with duke sl:udelll:s alld f~cu~t~’ d[recl:ly through online d~;~ts and persona] em;sqs. 

Duke !epol t3~d i[s s3~corid Mgher y’e:3r duk3~’s y:eld rate was the se3:3~md highes[ in sdi,u.oi h:story :rod the class 

record-hi@h SAT scores ~nd GPA’s 



Edelman was retained to position The Peabody Institute as one of the top musical conservatories in the country and to 
increase brand prestige among key publics, particularly the media and arts influencers. Conceive of and design a mark 
and a tag-line for the Pea body identity ("Music for the World" to play off Johns Hopkins University’s "Knowledge for 
the World"). 

O&~.C HVES 

Develop an extensive influencer database including business leaders, academics, key legislators, philanthropic 
organizations, corporate foundations, arts and humanities councils, artists and musicians. 

Position the grand reopening of The Peabody Institute as the opening of an institution that had formerly been 
closed off to the world. 

Execute an integrate campaign including direct mail, media and third-party outreach. 

Position Peabody Institute Director Robert Sirota as a cutting-edge leader in educating musical entrepreneurs 
among top-tier media. 

~ ~SL~’L~S 

Designed and produced a four-color information kit showcasing the new Peabody identity for distribution to media 
and key influencers. 

Executed a series of direct mailings from Dr. Sirota to the key infiuencers database with the goal of introducing the 
new Peabody and articulating his progressive views on the education of young musicians today. 

Conducted outreach to elite national media, arts media and Baltimore!Washington print and broadcast media. 
Scheduled desk-side briefings for Dr. Sirota with the Waft Street Journal, Today 5how, a nd the New York Times. 
Media outreach resulted in wide-ranging coverage on CBS’ 5undayMorning, and features in the Washin~2ton Post 
by Pulitzer Prize winning music critic Tim Smith; Baltimore Magazine, STYLE, WJZ-TV, WBAL-TVand the Baltimore 
Sun. 

Planned and executed a breakfast salon in Washington, D.C. attended by several Washington elites including 
representatives from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Heinz Family Philanthropies, and Robert Siegel, 
host of NPR’s "All Things Considered." 

Brokered a relationship between Dr. Sirota and Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts Dana Gioia. A 
similar meeting is pendin~ with Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities Bruce Cole. 

Planned and executed a symposium on the topic, Arts in Urban Revitalization. Panelists included New York Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg, Baltimore Mayor Martin O’Malley, Adam Gordon, editor of The NextAmerican City, #nd Dr. 
Sirot a.                                                                                                  ~~" ~,~ 



Buiiding on a pi~iiosophy of "public intellectual we~k7 use ti~eught 
leade,~ship, national media ~eia,:ions, OpiEd woH{ and seda~ rned~a as 

teo~s to fu~thel’ nationa~ 

Develop a d~gital pbt{’orm and s~a~egy, advising on new webs~te 

STUDIES and othe~:s. 

W~shmgton {).C 



U~ilize Presic]en~ Lee B~’llin~;<er as public ]:ace o] Coiumbh~ in tile city 

Edelman produced ~ dynamic Columbi~ University EBO Web sil.~ (i~ttp:ttcEBO,Coh;mbi~University edu) witi~ _’,’.a,O paf;<<:s ol 

RESU~]S 



.STONY BROOK 
UNIVE RSII?Y 

MEDICAL CENTER 

Restore trust iN the hospital from the community and hospital employees through aN 

increased transparency and new forms of communication 

C~arify the ro~e of Lhe Urwers~bT’s president h~ the teachh~g hosp~La~ !~over naNce model 

Help h~ti~l trust h~ the new medica~ ceNLer ~eadersh~p among hosp~ta~ iNflUeNcer~ and 

employees 

Develop appropriate messaging to respond to med~a at[acks, even whe~n blundered by privacy 

aRd regulab:~ry restrk:tions goverNiNg med~ca~ and patient commun~cat~om; 

r~A~" EGY 

EdelmaN created a broad media med~odology to ideNtif,/and disseminate hospital 

achieveme~nts among hospital irffluencers. The [eam recommended a broad spectrum of 

quality assuraNCe practices to puL in place and cotrlrr!u~icaLe to the public and influencers 

The hospital’s National accreditation was renewed without issue 

Third parLy e×perts., inclUdiNg aN iNdependeNdy commissioned "Blue RibboN" paNe~., reviewed 

and assessed the hospital, praising tlne quality of care 

CommuNity trust was restored IN the hospital and staff were re-eNgaged m the 

success, rallying behind ~ts new ~eaders 



~ALE-NEW HAVEN 
HOSPITAL 

~ Shift internal suloport of the emloloyees and board to support the hospital management in the 

wake of a ceaseless campaign agah~st the hospiLa~ administration by a national labor union 
~ SLem the tide of antagonistic puMic opinion and he~p ~eposition the health care institution 

w~dfin the med~a ~and~;cape and community as a trusted, e~hi(:a~ entity 

$I RA[ EGY 

~ Edelman built relationships with key reporters to ensur_~ that the h~3sp~t~]’s           ~ o~c’" e and 

messages were h~duded m p~anned reporting ~o improw~ the editor~a~ ~;~an~ of med~a 

~ 1he team engaged communky ~eaders and offered ms,de updates and poh~ts of v~ew 

RESULTS 
o Edelman generateci an editorial in the ~eg~on’s mos~: influen~:~al da~]y newspaper and 

addk~onal media coverage against the po~t~ca~ly-mot~vated, union-backed state legislation 

[a~geting the hospital 

The CEO garnered unan~moussupport from the bo~rd and employees to keep his job and 

move R~rwa~d. 
~ Cancer center permits were granted with support from the community 
~ The Hosp~ta~ en~oys a continued~ positive d~a~oL~ue w~th the ~eL~is~atare~ community and 

~oR~er critics and has rebuilt trust and mah~tained transparency with the communits~ 



[b demonstrate to policy makers and the genera] public the value that universities provide 

1o develop a new diabgue that would resto~ public trust in universities and demonstrate 

[heir cencrete benefits, while also positioning Yale University as a thought leader in educa[ion 

policy 

Increase the persuasiveness and credibility of Yale Unive~sity by joining with other research 

universities in order to spea~,: ~t4~h a single voice about the ~t, ays they affe(:~: communities and 

Dewbp a new way of ~alk~n£ abou~ the benefRs of umve~s~es, focused on economic £~ow~h 

and the concrete ~mpac~ on commun~t~es~ k~dividuaB and d~e country 

Ex~ens~vely tes~ all messa£es w~h key audiences ~e ensure they resonate and move the dia~ 

on puMic open,on 

Edelman brought together public and private universities to agree on core values that they 

would promote individually throughout their networks 

Edeh~an developed a new focus for research universities, centered on their Ion£--term h~pact 

and the (:u~:~va[~on of leaders for a[[ sectors of socieb7 

Pendin£ ~e~is~atbn on tuition controls and endowment spendh~£ was tab~ed or abandoned 

March - October 2008 

Kelly Rohrs 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 4:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmerm~J~unc.edtr~ 

Emails 

Here is what I have... 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brummett, Kelly <kbrummet ~ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:22 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Sample Itineraries 

~’hic}~ ~’e c:m m]k :~bo~t ~re~:ba~I% .\~ tl:ds time, !he~gb, yot~ m%, ~n:chase ~l:~e ~ii~.;I:~ and ~,,e c~t~ disc:t~ss co~dk~ns :rod proc:ed~n:e la~er ~bis week. 

&c ~,:ffem~c :rod Membe~shi? 
3179176543 

F~m~ Lance Narkos [mail~:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 08, 2013 3:27 PN 
To= grumme~, ~elly 
Subject~ RE: SamNe Itineraries 

He7 ~ell7, 

Talked to our travel a~ent and he said there were plent7 of other flight options. However, these made the most sense for two reasons. First, these are the most inexpensive 

and second, the7 ~et the PSA in through ttne most reasonable routin~ possible on the front end. 

As for the second question, I was thinl<in~ we’d start the visit at 9 am on the 22nd and conclude at 9 am on the 24th, takin9 the PSA to the airport at that time, if necessa~. 

Also< we have until about 4:30 to void the ticket out to not lose the fare. ThanksH 

Lance 

> > > "Brummett, Kelly" < kbru mmett@ncaa.org > 1/8/2013 2:22 PM > > > 

;[) (~n ],ot] It:awl ~<enl: cortf~t~ lfh~t th~s~ me th~ o@, two fii~;:hl: options? 

Ke]]7 gru~nruett 
As~i ~mnt Di~ecto~ 
Act~der~vc ~ud MembersbJ? Af’faJ~s 
~,I 7 917 054~, 

F~ml Lance Narkos [mailto:markos~uncaa,unc,edu] 
S~nt~ Tu~sdaT, }anua~ 08, 2013 11:32 A~ 
l~ Brumme~, Kell7 
Subject: Fwd: Sample Itineraries 

Hey Kelly, 

See attached the alternatives for our official visit flight t~mes. 

The file listed as number ~ is the same flight that we already sent you but if we book k live we’ve got the hold on for the previous itinerary I sent you, so the cost savings is 

about $2,000 for the same flight at this point. 

The file listed as number 2 gets her in about 4 hours later and the cost is almost $2,000 more at this point, Hopefully this helps us save some money while not rushing her 

through the visit, especially when part of her time will be spent intewiewing with our MBA program. 

If you need anything else, just let me know, ThanksH 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athle tics 
Phone: [919) 843-7259 
Fax: [919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edn 

> > > Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com> 118/2013 11:10 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

Take a look at the attached and give me a call. 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

UNL’ Ati~ivtic~. Dc..;)a~tn-:ent Lotsde~nJlk Center 

P{:; Box 

9~9-843-5580 Phone 

9~9-84B-5297 Fax 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you ace not the intended :eoipierR;, 

please notify the sender immediately by :eturn email, delete this message and destmov any copies. Any dissemination oz use of 

this infomaation by a pemson othez than the intended :ecipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 











Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 8:18 AM 

Kelly Brummett <kbrummetVv~mcaa.o~> 

RE: Phone Waiver - North Caacolina - 48-hour Period for Official Visit 

TEXTf.httn 

I did - still way too short of a weekend!! Hope your’s was good as well... 

Lance 

>>-~ "Brummett, Kelly" <kbrummett@ncaa.org> 1/18/2013 5:51 PM >>> 

Thanks for letting me know. Enjoy the weekend! Hopefully you have Monday ott[ 

Kelly Bmmmett 

Assistant Director 

Academic m~d Membership Affafirs 

317.917.6543 

P Please consider the environment betbre printing this e-mail. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, Janualy 18, 2013 4:37 PM 

To: Bmm,nett, Kelly 

Subject: Re: Phone Waiver - North Carolina - 48-hour Period for Official Visit 

Hey Kelly, 

Just wanted to let you know that this case was submitted through AMA Online this afternoon. Ifs case nulnber 320845. Thanks again and have a great weekend! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Universi~ of North Caacolina 

Depaxmlent of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Brummett, Kelly" <kbrummett@ncaa.org> 1/9/2013 2:07 PM >>> 

Lance, 

Per our conversation, via the phone waiver process, the sta£f gra~lted with conditions relief to allow your ins~titution to provide trmlsportalion to all intemationdl 

prospective stu&nt-athlete (PSA) prior to the start of the 48-hour period for an official visit. The rationale is included below. Per our phone waiver policies and 

pmcedure~ your inslitution ,nust ibllow up in tile next two business weeks by submitting a fonndt legislative relief waiver via the AiVLA. Online Case Mmlagement 

System (with signatures) explaining the circumstaxlces of the wmver request. When you submit your waiver request via AMA Online, please check the box indicating 
this was handled thiough the phone waiver process and indicate my name so the case is assigned to me to complete. Thm~k you for your assistance with this matter. 

DRAFT STAFF GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS: Staff granted the request on the condition that applicant institution [] s coaching s~fi’may only provide 



traa~sportation to PSA directly t~m flae airport to her hotel, withont delay. Recruiting activity once PSA arrives at flae hotel is prohibited until fl~e official visit begins the 

tbllowing morning. One-time waiver. Fnture simila~c reqnests may be denied. Based on PSA well-being a~d case precedent. Specifically, staffnoted: (1) Documented 

cost savings and limited availabili~ of flights; (2) PSA is traveling t?om Germmay mad will not arrive in locale of applicant institution until late aAternoon on Monday, 

January 21; and (3) PSA] s official visit will commence at 9:00 a.m. on Tnesday, January 22 and conclude at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, January 24. 

Thanks, 

KB 

Kelly Bmmmett 

Assistant Director 

Academic m~d Membership Affairs 

317.917.6543 

P Hease consider the environment betbre printing this e-mail. 

This ema~l and any’ attachments may contain NCz~\ confidential and privileged informalion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify" the sender im,nediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy a:ay copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and ,nay be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 3:23 PM 

Kelly Brummett <kbrummet~v~mcaa.o~> 

RE: Sample Itineraries 

TEXTf.httn 

Perfect - I’ll let our folks know and we’ll get the flight pmvhased. Thanks for your help, too’.! Talk to you soon. 

Lance 

>>> "Brummett, Kelly" <kbrummett@ncaa.org> 1/8/2013 4:21 PM >>> 

Hi Lance. Thanks for that intbmmtion. I mn in meetings until 5:00 today; however, I do not want to delay providing a restx~nse. The waiver will be approved with 

conditions, which we can talk about verbally. At this time, though, you may purchase the flight and we can discuss conditions and procedure later this week. 

I appreciate all your work ruth this waiver. 

Thanks, 

KB 

Kelly Brummett 

Assistant Direclx~r 

Academic and Membership Altidrs 

317.917.6543 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaaamc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 08, 2013 3:27 PM 

To: Brummett, Kelly 

Subject: RE: Sample Itineraries 

Hey Kelly, 

Talked to our travel agent and he said there were plenty of other flight options. However, these made the most sense for two reasons. First. these are the most 
inexpensive and second, they get the PSA in through the most reasonable routing possible on the front end. 

As tbr the second question, I was thinking we’d sIart the visit at 9 am on the 22nd and conclude at 9 am on the 24th, taking the PSA to the airtx)rt at that time, if 

necessaacy. 

Also, we have until about 4:30 to void the ticket out to not lose the fare. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> "Brummett, Kelly" <kbrummet~a)~ncaa.org> 1/8/2013 2:22 PM >>> 

Hi Lance’. Thank you for forwaacding. Couple of tbllow up ques~tions: 

1) Can you travel ageut confirm that these are the only two flight options? 

2) What time will the official visit begin on Tuesday, Jantm~" 22? And what time roll the official visit conclude on Thursday. Jmmau 24’? 

Thanks, 

KB 



Kelly Brummett 

Assistant Director 

Acade~nic a~d Membership 

317.917.6543 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 08, 2013 11:32 AM 

To: Brummett, Kelly 

Subject: Fwd: Sample Itineraries 

Hey Kelly, 

See attached the alternatives liar our olticial visit flight times. 

The file listed as number 1 is the same flight that we already sent you but if we book it live - we’ve got the hold on for the previous itinerau I sent you, so the cost 

savings is about $1,000 for the same flight at this point. 

The file listed as number 2 gets her in about 4 hours later and the cost is almost $2,000 more at this point. Hopefully this helps us save some money while not rushing 

her through the visit especially when part of her time will be spent interviemng ruth our MBA program. 

If you need anything else, j ust let me know. Thanks!! 

Lmlce 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Depaxtm~ent of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>~ Mike Pope <~MikePope@anthon~travel.com> 1/8/2013 11:10 AM >~ 

ttey Lance, 

Take a look at the attached and give me a call. 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

Anthony Travel 

UNC Athletics Department - Loudermilk Center 



344 Ridge Road 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919- 843- 5580 Phone 

919- 843- 5297 Fax 

North Amefica~ s Leading Travel Agency 

2010 World Travel Awards [] 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged informalion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 8, 2013 2:27 PM 

Kelly Brnmmett <kbrummet~.,ncaa.o~> 

RE: Sample Itineraries 

’IEXTf.httn 

Hey Kelly, 

Talked to our travel agent and he said there were plen~ of other flight options. However, these nmde the most sense for two reasons. First, these are the most 

inexpensive and second, they get the PSA in through the mos~t reasonable routing possible on the t?ont end. 

As for the second question, I was thinking we’d start the visit at 9 am on the 22nd and conclude at 9 am on the 24th, taking the PSA to the airport at "that time, if 

necessaxy. 

Also, we have until about 4:30 to void the ticket out to not lose the fare. Thanks’.! 

Lance 

>>> "Brnmmett. Kelly" <kbrummett(.@ncaa.org> 1/8/2013 2:22 PM >~ 

Hi Lance’. Thank you for forwarding. Couple of follow up questions: 

1) Can you travel agent confirm that these are the only two flight options? 

2) What time will the official visit begin on Tuesday, Januau 22? And what time will the official visit conclude on Thur~ay, January 24? 

Thank~ 

KB 

Kelly Brunlmett 

Assistant Director 

Academic and Membership Affairs 

317.917.6543 

P Please consider the envirotlmem before printing this e-mail. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:nmxkos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January. 08, 2013 11:32 AM 

To: Brummett, Kelly 

Subject: Fwd: Sample Itineraries 

tIey Kelly, 

See attached the alternatives for our offici~1 visit flight times. 

The file listed as number 1 is the same flight that we already sent you but if we book it live - we’ve got the hold on for the previous itinerary. I sent you, so the cost 

savings is about $1,000 for the stone flight at this point. 

The file listed as number 2 gets her in about 4 hours later and the cost is ~Jmost $2,000 more at this point. Hopefully this helps us save some money M~ile not rushing 
her through the visit, especiaJly when pea~t of her time will be spent interviewing with our MBA program. 

If you need an.vthing else, just let me know. Thanks!! 



],ance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Complim~ce 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Mike Pope <MikePope@anthon~ravel.cotn> 1/8/2013 11:10 AM >>> 

Hey Lance, 

Take a look at the attached and give me a call. 

Mike Pope 

Acco~mt Manager 

Anthony Travel 

UNC Athletics Depamnent - Loudermilk Center 

344 Ridge Road 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919- 843- 5580 Phone 

919- 843- 5297 Fax 

North America~ ] s Leading Travel Agency 

2010 World Travel Awards LI 

’][’his emaAl m~d any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged mt’onnalion. If you axe not the intended recipient, please notiff the sender i~nmediately 

by remm e~na~l, delete this message and destroy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegaJ. 



2013 NCAA Division I Softball Regional 
Team Travel information Form 

Please complete this form and fax or email to Lisa Peterson @ (541) 346-5031; 
/pete@uoregon.edu, by Monday~ May 13th, 2013. 

Name of institution 

Transportation 

Airport: Eugene 

AMine Carrier Name: 

Flight Number: 

Arrival in Eugene: 

Date: 

Local Ground Transportation: 

Bus Carrier Name: 

Portland (please circle one) 

Time: 

# of Buses/Vans: 

Person Responsible for 
Travel: 

Cell Phone: 

Head Coach: 

Cell Phone: 

Sports InformationDirector: 

Cell Phone: 

Athletic Trainer: 

Cell Phone: 

Team Administrator: 

Cell Phone: 

Please fax or email to Lisa Peterson, Tournament Director 
Fax - 541.346.5031 or email Ipete@uoregon.edu 

By Monday, May 13th, 2013 



2013 NCAA Division I Softball Championships 

Official Travel Party (28) 

Additional Credentials (5) 

Appendix A 

Please e-mail or fax this completed form to Lisa Peterson by 5 p.m. Pacific time, Monday, May 13. In addition, please 

hand-carry a copy of the form to the mandatory administrative meeting. Individuals listed on this form must be an 

institutional representative and will be at the championship in an official capacity. 

INSTITUTION: 

STU DENT-ATHLETE 

1. 11. 

2. 12. 

3. 13. 

4. 14. 

5. 15. 

6. 16. 

7. 17. 

8. 18. 

9, 19. 

10. 20, 

PARTICIPANTS: 

21. Head Coach: 

22. Asst. Coach: 

23. Asst. Coach: 

24. Asst. Coach: 

COACHES: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

OTHER STAFF (SID, manager, administrator): 

Title: Administrator 

Title: Trainer 

Title: SID 

Title: 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

ADDITIONAL CREDENTIAL (must have an official championship responsibility) 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

NCAA/4/18/12/ 
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SECTION 1 ,, iNTRODUCTiON 

Congratulations on advancing to the 2013 NCAA Division I Softball Championship. The information in this manual has been 

compiled for your convenience and to help teams prepare for the championship. 

SECTION 2 ’, NCAA MISSION STATEMENT 

The Championships and Alliances staff strives to govern competition in a fair, safe, equitable and sportsmanlike manner so that the 
experience of the student-athlete is paramount. This is attained by: 

Ensuring student-atMetes’ optimal experience. 

Executing championship events reflecting appropriate quality and values to/for stakeholders - student-athletes, administrators, 
member institutions, coaches, fans, broadcast partners, corporate champions/partners and sport committees. 

Coordinating all aspects of championships in an efficient, effective manner through common operating policies and practices, and 
using internal and external resources. 

Integrating championships with broadcast and corporate relationships in a manner that maintains rich tradition and decorum of such 
events. 

Assuring effective management of the business aspects of the operation. 

Enhancing the assets of the NCAA and their value by collaborating with internal and external expertise to achieve heightened 
exposure (e.g youth clinics, community programs, fan events, banquets, anniversaries, etc.) 

SECTION 3 o TOURNAMENT PERSONNEL 

Tournament Director: Lisa Peterson 

Work (541) 346-5329 

Cell: (859) 230-6757 

Email: !pete@uo[:egon.edu 

Sports Information Contact: Andy McNamara 

Work: (541) 346-2253 

Cell: (541) 543-0123 

Email: mcnamara@uore.gon.edu 

Ticket Manager: Jeff Stewart 

Work: (541) 346-5317 

Fax: (541) 346-5031 

Email: jeffreys@uoregon.edu 

Event Manager: Ashley Oberman 

Work: (541) 346-5500 

Cell: (541) 404-7917 

Email: amccrea@uoregon.edu 

Athletic Trainer: Molly Siefert 

Work: (541) 346 

Cell: (708) 822-1194 

Email: mseifert@uoregon~edu 

Facility Director: Bill Centrella 

Work: (541) 346-4492 

Cell: (541) 729-2987 

Email: wcentrel@uoregon.edu 

Drug Testing: Clay Jamieson 

Work: (541) 346-2258 

Cell: (541) 954-7682 

Email: cjamiesn@uroegon.edu 

Marketing & Promotions Director: Rachael Doyle 

Work: (541) 346-5690 

Cell: (503) 860-8560 

Email: rdoyle@uoregon.edu 

Equipment Manager: John Mitchell 

Work: (541) 346-0899 

Cell: (541) 580-1255 

Email: jmitchel@uore.qon.ed u 

Concessions: John Sargeant 

Work: (541) 346-5531 

Cell: (541) 968-2214 

Email: sargeant@uore.qon.edu 



SECTION 4-SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

The Administrative Meeting will take place Wednesday, May 15th at 4pm in the Media Workroom of Mac Court. Each team must have 
the Head Coach, Sports Information Director and an administrator (Director of Athletics, SWA, or administrator). Please bring your 
Complimentary Ticket List to the meeting as well as any questions you may have regarding the tournament. 

Practices are open to the general public and media. Representatives of other participating institution’s official traveling party may NOT 
attend. 

Practice times for Wednesday, May 15th, 2013 

Wisconsin 
BYU 
North Carolina 
Oregon 

11:00 a.m. - 12:00p.m. 
12:10 p.m. - 1:10p.m. 
1:20 p.m.- 2:20p.m. 
2:30p.m. - 3:30p.m. 

Game 1 - 3:00 p.m. Wisconsin vs. North Carolina 
Game 2 - 6:00 p.m. Oregon vs. BYU 

Friday, May 18 
Game 3- 11:00 am 
Game 4 - 2:00 p.m. 
Game 5 - 5:00 p.m. 

Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2 
Loser Game 1 vs. Loser Game 2 
Winner Game 4 vs. Loser Game 3 

Saturday, May 19h 
Game 6- 12:00 pm 
Game 7 - 3:00 p.m. 

Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 5 
Winner Game 6 vs. Lose[" Game 6 (if necessary) 

Institutional Policv. If a participating institution has a written policy against competition on a particular day for religious reasons, it 
shall submit its written policy to the governing sports committee on or before September 1 of each academic year in order for it or 
one of its student-athletes to be excused from competing on that day. The championship schedule shall be adjusted to accommodate 
that institution, and such adjustment shall not require its team or an individual competitor to compete prior to the time originally 

SECTION 4,5 WEATHER POLICY 
SEVERE WEATHER POLICY FOR TERMINATING PLAY 

The NCAA representative or designee at the site of competition should make contact with the local weather bureau and obtain a 
telephone number to contact the weather bureau in the event of severe weather. It is imperative that those involved in the 
administration of NCAA championship events adhere to the advisories and recommendations provided by the local meteorologists. 

The NCAA representative or designee should confirm the existence of the host institution or facility weather policy and determine 
what detection services are available. 

Appoint one individual to serve as a weather-safety person. This individual should use all resources available (i.e., local weather 
bureau, NCAA lightning safety guideline and electronic detection equipment, if available) to determine if play should be terminated. 

As recommended by the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports and the National Severe 
Storms Laboratory, consideration will be given to terminating play when the lightning is six miles away (flash-to-bang time of 30 
seconds or less). This is an accepted method to determine the threat of lightning in situations where other sources (such as 
technology and instrumentation) are not available. (Please refer to the attached memorandum that was sent to directors of athletics 
at all NCAA member institutions that explains the policy. In addition, a copy of the policy guideline has been attached.) 

If available, electronic detection devices shall be used as additional tools to determine the severity of the weather. However, 
information obtained from such devices shall not be used as the only source to terminate play. 

Lightning Safety. Information is available on the NCAAWeb site in the Sports Medicine Handbook. 



SECTION 5 ’, AWARDS--PARTiCIPATION 

Participant medallions will be given at regional and super regional sites to the non-advancing teams. Each non-advancing team will receive 
20 medallions (squad size). Participant medallions will be given at regional and super regional sites to the non-advancing teams. Each non- 
advancing team will receive 20 medallions (squad size). 

To order additional medallions, please go to http:t!\,w,h, vmtmrecognition.com/ncaai. 



SECTION 6 ’,CHAMPIONSHIP FORMAT 

Four-Team Regionals. The procedures outlined below shall be used in the conduct of all sixteen softball regional competitions. The 
regionals will be conducted for a three-day period. All regional competition should be completed no later than the Sunday prior to super 
regionals. [Exceptions (i.e., weather) may preclude the completion of competition by Sunday.] 

If the regular game schedule is altered because of weather or unforeseen circumstances, the following guidelines may be used and 
teams will be informed by the NCAA representative: (1) No more than three games by any one team will be scheduled in one day; (2) If 
possible, games will not be scheduled to begin prior to 9 a.m. or after midnight; (3) If competition cannot be completed Sunday, the last 
time to start a regional championship game (i.e., Games 6 and "if" 7) to complete regional finals is the Monday immediately preceding 
the super regional at 11:59 p.m. (4) If play is suspended before games 6 and 7 and the regional competition ceases, see the rain delay 
advancement formula (page 17) outlined in this handbook 
Prospective host institutions must submit recommended starting times for all games with the pre-bid materials for approval by the 
Women’s Softball Committee. 

Regional Competitions. The following procedure will be observed (games follow in chronological order- no exceptions to game order 
will be permitted): 
Day 1:      Game 1--No. 2 vs. No. 3 

Game 2--No. 1 vs. No. 4 
Day 2: Game 3--Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2 

Game 4--Loser Game 1 vs. Loser Game 2 
Game 5--Winner Game 4 vs. Loser Game 3 

Day 3: Game 6--Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 5 
Game 7--Winner Game 6 vs. Loser Game 6 (if necessary) 

In all four-team regional tournaments, Games 1, and 2 will be played on the first day; Games 3, 4 and 5 will be played on the second 
day; Games 6 and 7 (if necessary), will be played on the third day. 

Super Regional Competitions. The following procedure will be observed: 
Day 1: Game 1 
Day 2: Games 2 and 3 (if necessary) 

In all two-team super regional tournaments, Game 1 will be played on the first day; Games 2 and 3 (if necessary), will be played on the 
second day. Competition should be completed no later than the Sunday prior to the Women’s College World Series. [Exceptions (i.e., 
weather or television) may preclude the completion of competition by Sunday.] 

For all regional and super regional competition, the home team shall occupy the third base dugout, warm-up first and wear white 
uniform tops if it owns white uniform tops. The visiting team must wear a dark uniform top. The committee or its designee will 
resolve any conflict in the selection of uniforms. As a reminder, when teams play back-to-back games, they must be prepared to 
change uniforms, if necessary. By mutual agreement of the participating teams, teams playing back-to-back games may agree to 
stay in the same uniform color. Determination of uniform colors must be approved by the NCAA representative. Noncompliance 
with this policy may result in misconduct as outlined in the General Section of the Softball Championship Handbook. 

Preliminary Rounds and Finals. The home team for the first round of regionals, super regionals and finals (four games) will be the 
higher-seeded team. In subsequent games, the home team shall be determined according to the following formula: 

1. The games committee shall designate as home team the institution that has been home team the fewest times (regionals and 
finals are considered separately). 

If two teams have been home team an equal number of times but visiting team an unequal number of times, the team 
that has been the visitor most often shall be designated as home team. 

3. If two teams have been both home team and visiting team an equal number of times, and if the two teams previously met, 
the visitor in the initial game shall be the home team in the second game. 

If games between the same teams are back to back, the home teams shall be the visitor in the previous game regardless of the 
number of times either team have been home or visitors. 



5. If two teams have been both home team and visiting team an equal number of times, the team that was the visitor in 
its preceding game shall be the home team, unless both teams were the visitor in their preceding games. 

6. If the preceding formula does not prevail, the home team shall be the higher seeded team. 

7. When teams play back-to-back games, they must be prepared to change uniforms and dugouts, if necessary. 

The protest procedures are outlined in Rule 7 of the Softball 2012 and 2013 Rules and Interpretations book. 

SECTION 7 ,, CHAMPIONSHIP OPERATION 

No banners may be posted at the tournament other than the NCAA and approved media banners. Artificial noise makers, air 
horns, and electronic amplifiers are not permitted and shall be removed upon discovery. 

No warm-up tapes are permissible. Only band(s) and electronic scoreboard music will be used. The host institution will select and 
administer the music. Batter walk-up music is prohibited. 

If a team does not have a band present, it may provide a tape of the institution’s fight song to be played. 

The policies and procedures are outlined in Rule 9 of the Softball 2012 and 2013 Rules and Interpretations book. There is 
neither electronic communication nor videotaping from the dugout. 

Teams will receive specific detailed information regarding the evacuation plan at the administrative meeting. If there is any type of 
emergency while in the stadium, the NCAA representative and stadium officials will provide immediate instructions and will expect 
the full cooperation of everyone in your travel party. Team administrators will be the first line of communication provided time 
allows. 

Please review the plan with members of your travel parties upon 
receipt. 

The "Star-Spangled Banne¢’ shall be played before each session; if there is more than one session per day, the "Star-Spangled 
Banner" shall be played once per day (before the first session of the 
day). 

The NCAA Division I Softball Committee determined that although it was the intent of the committee to provide a consistent and 

equitable experience for all student-athletes participating in preliminary-round competition, facilities and other circumstances do not 

always allow for this consistency. The committee established principles for practice and pregame warm-ups which will be followed 

according to facility availability. 

Practice field available: All pregame warm-ups should take place on the practice field until the 24-minute on-field pregame 

protocol begins on the competition field. 

Batting Cages. If only one batting cage is available at the site, both teams will have equal time to its use prior to their game. The 

home team uses the batting cage first. The batting cage may be used while another game is in progress as long as it does not 

interfere with the game in progress. If two batting cages of equal quality are available, each team will use one cage each for warm- 

ups. 



Pre-.qame Protocol: If a practice field is available, team may warm-up on the practice field (equal amount of time for each team). 

After both teams have completed use of the batting cages and warm-up areas (use of those facilities is established by the NCAA 

representative and tournament director), it is permissible to move onto the game field area for warm up under the following 

conditions: 

[] The preceding game has ended and both participating teams have cleared the field and dugout area. 
[] Team equipment is stored in the dugout or along the outfield fence (or sideline fence in the outfield) so the grounds crew may 

water the entire infield area (including foul territory). 
[] Warm up prior to the designated warm-up time is limited to the outfield area nearest the team’s dugout until the grounds crew has 

left the field. 
[] If time remains after the grounds crew has completed its work, and prior to the start of the designated warm-up time, a team may 

field groundballs on the dirt in foul territory or fair territory behind first or third base in the outfield. 

During the 24-minute pregame protocol, each team is allowed five minutes for line drills and will complete line drills on the field at the 

same time. Home team along the baseline between third and second and the visiting team along the baseline between first and 

second. Outfield warm-up will take place in the respective (right or left field, leaving centerfield open as a--buffer!safety zone). Balls 

may be batted to outfielders. 

*Pitchers: Pitchers for the upcoming game may use the bullpen area while a game is in progress only when the bullpen area is not in 
use by either of the participating teams (i.e., both bullpens must be open for this opportunity to be used and the opportunity ends if 

either participating team desires to use a bullpen). 

The videotaping or filming of an opponent’s game is not permitted. Institutions are permitted to videotape championship 
competition by their teams or their individual student-athletes for archival, coaching or instructional purposes~ Each institution is 
permitted to use one camera and may videotape only that portion of the competition in which it participates, The videotapes may not 
be used for any commercial purposes. An institutional representative shall contact the event coordinator at the host site to arrange for 
camera space at that site. The host institution shall provide a comparable location for both competing teams. 

The NCAA Division I Softball Committee is responsible for the assignment of umpires to tournament sites. The NCAA Division I 
Softball Committee will work with the Softball Umpire Program to establish umpires at each site. 

Teams may only videotape their own games. Videotaping for scouting is above (Section 7.6). 

Participating teams may videotape only games in which they are a participant from centerfield. If centerfield is not 
available, the host institution will provide an area in which all teams have equal access. Teams may videotape any game at 
the site of competition from the video truck if the game is being broadcast. Teams, however, may not videotape and tape 
their own games from the video truck; they must choose one or the other. 

Recording from the dugout is PROHIBITED during NCAA postseason play. (See Rule 5.9.3 of the NCAA Softball Rules 
Book). 

Mounted Cameras. See A.R. 5.9.3 of the NCAA Softball Rules Book. 



SECTION 8 ’,, COIVIPETITION SITE 



McARTHUR COURT 
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

UNIVERSITY STREET 



o Outfield Dimensions 
Right 190 ft 
Center - 220 ft 
Left - 190 ft 

¯ Backstop, sideline and outfield fences - chain link 

~ Outfield Composition - native soil/grass 

~ Infield Composition -Clay Skinned Infield 

~ Concessions on site for purchase - Behind Home Plate and inside Mac Court 

~ Restrooms on site (permanent and portable) - 4 permanent in Mac Court, portables in left 

o Warm-up area - batting cages beyond right field fence, Grass beyond center field 

~ Dugouts are covered and enclosed - yes 

~ Bullpen areas--located along left field line (1) and right field line (1) just past each dugout. 

~ Batting cages--3 located in right center field beyond the fence 

~ Equipment provided for practice and warm-ups; two dozen practice balls in buckets, two hitting tees, protective screen in each 

batting cage. Screens and chalk will also be available. 

Each locker room will have towels, water, ice, drinks and a grease board. Security personnel will be stationed by the 
locker rooms during games. 
The team locker rooms are located in Mac Court, next to Howe Field. Please see the enclosed diagram. 

Wisconsin - Locker Room A 
North Carolina - Locker Room B 
BYU - Locker Room C 

Teams will be dropped off at the team entrance on University Street in front of McArthur Court (Mac Court). From there the buses 
will park at Matthew Knight Arena (1776 East 13th Street). If a team needs parking for vans or a car, we will provide a space on 
University Street next to Howe Field. 

Spectators can park on campus near 18th Ave. as well as in the neighborhood south of 18th Ave. In addition, meters are available on 
both University St and 18th Ave. 

P~i~i#~ ~ ~ 8~##~8 8ff iH ~ iS~ai~ 2~5~ i5 fr0nt of Mac COurt on university street. The entrance for participants is 
through the iron gate/driveway next to Mac Court. There will be signage for the designated entrance. 

Batting cages are available past the right center fence. In addition, there is a practice field, Howe Field Extension, located in far 
center field that can be used by all teams. The surface is grass and can be accessed from a separate entrance off of 18th Street or 
walking around the Howe Field fence. 

SECTION 9 ’, D~RECTIONS 

From I-5 North (Portland, Salem) 
Take exit 194B to merge onto 1-105 W/OR-126 W toward Eugene for 1.3 miles. Take exit 2 Coburg Rd toward downtown Eugene. 

Keep left at the fork, follow signs for Downtown Univ. of Org and merge onto Coburg Rd. After crossing the bridge, stay left and 

follow signs to University of Oregon, merging onto OR-126 BUS E/OR-99 S/Coburg Rd. Road turns into East Broadway/Franklin. 
Continue straight (East) for approximately 1 mile. Turn right onto Agate Street. Take the 3rd right onto 18th Avenue. Turn right onto 

University Street. Howe Field is on the right. 

From I-5 South (Medford, Rosebur,q) 
Take exit 191 (University of Oregon / Franklin BIvd) and merge onto Franklin Blvd / OR-126-BR W. Continue West for about 1 mile. 



Turn left onto Villard Street and then make the first right onto 15th Ave. Make the 3rd left onto Agate Street and then the first right 

onto 18th Ave. Make the right onto University Street and Howe Field will be on your right. 

Directions to Howe Field from the Holiday Inn Express and Courtyard by Marriott: 

¯ Start out going north on Hutton Street toward Beltline Road (.07 mi) 
¯ Take the 1st left onto Beltline Road 

Shari’s Restaurants in Gateway Marketplace is on the corner (0.1 mi) 

¯ Beltline Road becomes OR-569 West/Randy Pape Beltline. (0.3 mi) 
¯ Merge onto I-5 South toward Roseburg (1~5 mi) 
¯ Merge onto 1-105 West/OR-126 West via EXIT 194B toward Eugene. (1.3 mi) 
¯ Take the Coburg Road. exit, EXIT 2, toward Downtown. (0.1 mi) 
¯ Keep left to take the ramp toward City Center Mall/University of Oregon (0.3 mi) 
¯ Turn right onto Coburg Road (0.6 mi) 
¯ Take the OR-99 S ramp toward University of Oregon (0.1 mi) 
¯ Keep left at the fork in the ramp (0.03 mi) 
¯ Turn slight right onto Mill Street (0.09 mi) 
¯ Turn slight left onto E Broadway/OR-99/OR-126-BR. 
¯ Turn right onto Agate Street (0.4 mi) 
¯ Take 3rd right onto E 18th Ave. 
¯ Make a right onto University Street - Howe Field will be on the right. 

Directions to Howe Field from the Comfort Suites: 

Start out going west on Kruse way toward Hutton St (0.1 mi) 
Turn right onto Gateway St. (0.1 mi) 
Turn left onto OR-569 West/Randy Pape Beltline. (0.3 mi) 
Merge onto I-5 South toward Roseburg. (1.5 mi) 
Merge onto 1-105 West/OR-126 West via EXIT 194B toward Eugene. (1.3 mi) 
Take the Coburg Road. exit, EXIT 2, toward Downtown. (0.1 mi) 
Keep left to take the ramp toward City Center Mall/University of Oregon (0.3 mi) 
Turn right onto Coburg Road (0.6 mi) 
Take the OR-99 S ramp toward University of Oregon (0.1 mi) 
Keep left at the fork in the ramp (0.03 mi) 
Turn slight right onto Mill Street (0.09 mi) 
Turn slight left onto E BroadwayiOR-99iOR-126-BR. 
Turn right onto Agate Street (0.4 mi) 
Take 3rd right onto E 18th Ave. 
Make a right onto University Street - Howe Field will be on the right. 



SECTION 10,’ DRUG TESTING 

The NCAA is dedicated to fair and equitable competition throughout each round of championships and strongly supports the 
drug-testing program in orderto safeguard the health and safety of the participating student-athletes. 

Team Championships 
Immediately after any established NCAA cool-down period, a member of the drug-testing crew will notify student-athletes 
selected for drug testing. Each student-athlete will be instructed to read and sign the Team Championship Student-Athlete 
Notification Form. The notification form will instruct the student-athlete to report to the testing room within 60 minutes, unless 
otherwise directed by the crew member. An institutional representative must be present in the drug testing venue. 

Team Championships 
Each team is provided a post-game cool-down period. At the conclusion of the cool-down period, a member of the drug¯ testing 
crew will notify the student-athletes who have been selected for testing. Notification may take place in the locker room (if 
applicable) or on the field of play. If a selected student-athlete is scheduled to participate in any postgame news conference, 
he/she is required to attend the news conference first. The student-athlete will be escorted to the drug, testing area after 
all of his/her media obligations have been fulfilled. 

Team Championships 
If competition begins at 10 p.m. or later (local time), both teams will be given the option to defer testing until the next 
morning. If a team decides to test the next morning that determination must be confirmed by the institution no later than 
immediately following the contest. Once testing has begun, testing must be completed and cannot be deferred until the next 
morning. If deferred until the following day, the testing must begin no later than 10 a.m. (local time) at the original test site. 

Team Championships 
The institutional representative will be notified of drug testing no sooner than two (2) hours prior to the start of the game by the 
drug-testing crew chief. After the game, a member of the drug-testing crew will provide the institutional representative with 
the names of the selected student-athletes. 

If the student-athlete’s team must depart the championship prior to a student-athlete completing drug testing, an institutional 
representative must remain with the student-athlete. If the student-athlete and/or institution incur additional expenses because 
of the delay (e.g., hotel, transportation back to campus, etc.) the institution may request reimbursement from the NCAA 

Student-athletes are drug tested through urinalysis and must provide a specimen in view of a drug-testing collector of the 
same gender~ The length of the collection process depends on the student-athlete’s ability to provide an 
adequate specimen. If a student-athlete provides an adequate specimen immediately upon arriving in the drug-testing area, 
the entire process can be completed within 20 minutes. If the student-athlete is unable to provide an adequate specimen, t~d 
she must remain in the drug-testing area until one is provided. There is no maximum allotted time for a student-athlete to 
provide an adequate specimen. 



SECTION 11 - EOUIPIMIENT 

The Worth NC12L (.47 COR) is the official softball for the championship. Worth L.L.C. will supply bails for all 
championship rounds; no other softball shall be used. 

Championship softballs (7 dozen per regional site; 3 dozen per super regional site) will be sent from the manufacturer directly to 
the attention of the tournament director. If the softballs do not arrive by 5 p.m. Central time, the Tuesday prior to competition, 
please contact Sharon Cessna immediately at 317/917-6519, 317/966-6451 or scessna@ncaa org. 

Scuff during practice...each team one dozen 

Game balls should be available two hours prior to each game for each team. Each team should be asked to -scuffll game balls 
during practice. The balls to be scuffed should not be used for hitting practice. Scuffed balls should be returned to the NCAA 
representative prior to the teams’ leaving the field. 

One new game ball should be given to each team prior to the start of each game. The game ball should be returned to the 
umpire. 

Bats used in competition MUST appear on the NCAA Approved Softball Bat List. The bat list will be updated on the second 
Monday of January, March, April and July. You can access the list at ~w.sup.arbitersports.com. Additional lists will be 
posted when a manufacturer withdraws a bat model or the results of bat testing dictate assessing strikes and or removing a 
model. 

Coaches are reminded bats are to be checked prior to every game. Please provide umpires with a current bat list and highlight 
the bats your team will be using during each game. 

Bat Testing. Bat testing will be conducted daily during all NCAA Division I postseason rounds. The host will provide a WSU 
bat testing machine. 

SECTION 12 ~ EXPENSES/REIMBURSEMENT 

Each team is limited to 20 eligible players in uniform and an official traveling party of 28, including one sports information 
director. 

After a regional or super regional has begun, no changes may be made in a team roster for any reason. This procedure also will 
be followed at the finals, although the same players need not be designated for preliminary rounds and finals competition. 

The number of individuals in the dugout shall not exceed 27; if the host institution provides bat handlers, 28 individuals shall be 
permitted. 

An institution that is advised it is in violation of this regulation and does not promptly conform to it automatically shall forfeit the 
competition. There shall be no inordinate delay of the contest to allow a competing institution to conform to the rule. 

Transportation expenses will be provided for an official traveling party of 28 persons. 

Reimbursable ground transportation. For team championships, if the institution is located more than 50 round trip miles from the 
site of competition or the departure airport, or if the arrival airport is located more than 50 round trip miles from the site of 
competition, the institution is eligible for reimbursement of ground transportation costs. The NCAA will not reimburse actual l 
costs for ground transportation. Instead, a flat rate will be given to all eligible institutions. This amount may vary by 
championship, so please refer to the NCAA travel policies for specific details. The travel policies can be found at: http:fl 
wwwl .ncaa.org/finance/travelindex.html. 



SECTION 13 ,, LODGING 

The hotel for all three visiting teams will be: 

Wisconsin Hotel 
Courtyard by Marriott 
3443 Hutton Street 
Springfield, OR 97477 
Hotel Phone:    (541) 726-2121 
Contact: Liz Dahlager 
Direct: (541) 284-0636 
Idahlager@innsi.qhtmg.com 

North Carolina Hotel 
Holiday Inn Express 
3480 Hutton Street 
Springfield, OR 97477 
Hotel Phone: (541) 746-8471 
Contact: Liz Dahlager 
Direct: (541) 284-0636 
Idahlager@innsi.qhtmg.com 

BYU Hotel 
Comfort Suites 
969 Kruse Way 
Springfield, OR 97477 
Hotel Phone: (541) 746-5359 
Contact: Liz Dahlager 
Direct: (541) 284-0636 
Idahla.qer@innsi.q htm.q, corn 

Each team has 18 double/double rooms reserved beginning Wednesday night, May 16th. Please work directly with the hotel to 
finalize your accommodations. 

Per the NCAA Manual: Teams are obligated to stay at the host designated hotel. If an institution does not wish to stay at the 
designated hotel, it must contact the hotel by 2 p.m. PST Monday, May 14th and obtain a written release of the reserved rooms from 
hotel management or utilize the rooms for persons accompanying the official traveling party. 

Eugene Hilton 
Marriott Residence Inn 
Valley River Inn 

66 E 6th Ave, Eugene, OR 97401 
25 Club Road, Eugene, OR 97401 
1000 Valley River Way, Eugene, OR 97401 

(541) 342-2000 
(541) 342-7171 
(541) 743-1000 

SECTION 14 - MEDIA SERVICES 

All media requiring access to games for the 2013 Division I Women’s Softball Championship must go through the host institution 
sports information director. 

For the 2013 Women’s College World Series, all media should apply for a credential at www.ncaacomimedia. 

After each game, locker/team rooms will be open to the media for 15 minutes after the conclusion of the scheduled 10-minute 
cooling- off period. The timing of the cooling-off period begins when the coach enters the locker room after the game. 

A 10-minute cooling-off period is scheduled to allow a coach to meet with the student-athletes in the locker/team room after the 
game. This period begins when the coach enters the locker room after the game. Following the conclusion of the cooling-off 
period there will be a press conference for each team. The winning team will attend the press conference first, followed by the 
non-winning team. 

Coaches must report to the media room for postgame press conferences immediately following the cooling-off period. No coach 
may delay a press conference with the covering media to conduct an interview with a single newspaper, radio, or television entity 
except to conduct a short interview with the rights-holding television broadcaster. After completing the scheduled press 
conference with the media covering the championship, coaches and student-athletes may participate in one-on- one interviews. 

Each coach will participate in the postgame press conference with up to three student-athletes from each team. Media will be 
polled in the final minutes of the game for their choices of players to participate in the press conference. The names of the 
selected student-athletes will be communicated to the institution’s sports information director. If a student-athlete is requested, 
she MUST attend the postgame press conference. 

Please refer to the NCAA Broadcast Manual policies and guidelines that can be found at www.NCAA.comibroadcast. 



We have the ability to live stream the games through our website or the NCAA website. 

SECTION 15", MEDICAL 

In the event an ambulance is needed, Eugene EMS will be notified by calling 911. The event manager will work with the trainers 
and doctor assessing the medical emergency and lead them into the facility. 

For patrons needing medical attention and requiring an ambulance, the event manager will notify 911 and direct them to the 
situation. 

Certified athletic trainer(s) shall be available in the athletic training facility and assist the participating institutions’ sports medicine 
staff. Certified athletic trainer(s) shall be on site for each scheduled practice or contest. Physician(s) shall be on-call or on site 
for all practice and game days, depending on the sport. When applicable, the host institutions shall provide specialty 
physicians (e.g., dermatologists, orthopedic, ophthalmologist), dentist, x-ray technicians, emergency medical technicians 
(EMTs) or licensed massage therapists. 

Athletic Trainer 
Physician 
Drug Testing 

Molly Seifert (708) 822-1194 
Craig Davidson (541) 852-1290 
Clay Jamieson (541) 954-7682 

The NCAA has adopted legislation that requires all active member institutions to have a concussion management plan for their 
student-athletes. Participating institutions shall follow their concussion management plan while participating in NCAA 
championships. If a participating team lack appropriate medical staff to activate its concussion management plan, the host 
championship concussion management plan will be activated. 

The legislation notes, in part, that a student-athlete who exhibits signs, symptoms or behaviors consistent with a 
concussion shall be removed from athletics activities (e.g., competition, practice, conditioning sessions) and evaluated by a 
medical staff member (e.g., sports medicine staff, team physician) with experience in the evaluation and management of 
concussions; a student-athlete diagnosed with a concussion is precluded from returning to athletics activity for at least the 
remainder of that calendar day; and medical clearance for return to athletics activity shall be determined by the team physician 
or the physician’s designee from the student-athlete’s institution. In the absence of a team physician or their designee, the 
NCAA tournament physician will examine the student-athlete and will determine medical clearance. 

A concussion is a brain injury that may be caused by a blow to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the body with an "impulsivell 
force transmitted to the head. Concussions can occur without loss of consciousness or other obvious signs. A repeat concussion 
that occurs before the brain recovers from the previous one (hours, days or weeks) can slow recovery or increase the likelihood 
of having long-term p r o b I e m s. In rare cases, repeat concussions can result in brain swelling, permanent brain damage and 
even death. 

For further details please refer to the"NCAA Sports Medicine Handbook Guideline on Concussions" online at 
NCAA.org/health-safety. 



Hospitals: 

Sacred Heart 
1255 Hilyard Street 
Eugene, OR 97401 
(541) 686-7300 

Sacred Heart at River Bend 
3333 Riverbend Drive 
Springfield, OR 97477 
(541) 222-7300 

Urgent Care: 

Hours of operation: 9am - 9pro daily 

Closest to Campus: 
598 East 13th Avenue 
Eugene, OR 97401-4267 
(541) 636-3473 

Alternate Location Urgent Care: 
800 Coburg Road 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 
(541) 345-8760 

There will be a physician in attendance at each game and available during practice time if necessary. 

X-rays can be taken at the Casanova Athletic Center located at 2727 Leo Harris Parkway or at one of the local hospitals listed above. 

SECTION16 * PARTICIPANT EXPECTATIONS/GUIDEUNES 

Members of the coaching profession have certain inherent obligations and responsibilities to the profession, to the 
student-athletes and to all those with whom they come into contact. Coaches are expected to be role models who conduct 
themselves with integrity and high ethical standards at all times. 

The words and actions of a coach carry tremendous influence, particularly on the young people under his or her direction. It is, 
thus, imperative that he or she demonstrate and demand high principles of sportsmanship and ethical behavior. 

Misconduct. Misconduct in an NCAA championship is any act of dishonesty, unsportsmanlike conduct, unprofessional behavior 
or breach of law, occurring from the time the championship field is announced through the end of the championship that 
discredits the event or intercollegiate athletics. Each games committee shall hold an administrative meeting with the coaches of 
participating institutions to review and explain the policies related to misconduct. 
Failure to Adhere to Policies and Procedures. A governing sports committee may assess a financial penalty against an 
institution for failure of any of its representatives to adhere to the policies and procedures governing championships 
administration. 

Individuals employed by (or associated with) a member institution to administer, conduct or coach intercollegiate athletics and all 
participating student-athletes shall act with honesty and sportsmanship at all times so that intercollegiate athletics as a whole, 
their institutions and they, as individuals, shall represent the honor and dignity of fair play and the generally recognized high 
standards associated with wholesome competitive sports. 

The NCAA defines sports wagering as putting something at risk- such as an entry fee or a wager- with the opportunity to win 
something in return. The NCAA opposes all forms of legal and illegal sports wagering on college sports. Student, athletes and 
athletics administrators cannot place a sports wager for any NCAA-sanctioned sport. This includes wagering on the 
intercollegiate, amateur or professional level. 



A student-athlete involved in sports wagering on the student-athlete’s institution permanently loses all remaining regular° 
season and postseason eligibility in all sports. A student-athlete who is involved in any sports wagering activity that 
involves college sports or professional athletics, through Internet gambling, a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other 
method employed by organized gambling, will be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for at least one 
year. 

In championships in which a bracket format is used, student-athletes, coaches and administrators may not participate in bracket 
competitions where there is both a required entry fee and an opportunity to win a prize. Student-athletes and administrators may 
participate under current NCAA rules, in bracket contests where there is no entry fee but a possibility of winning a prize. Some 
NCAA member schools, however, have chosen to ban studentHathletes from participating in these types of bracket contests. 

The use of tobacco products is prohibited by all game personnel (e.g., coaches, trainers, managers and game officials) in 
sports during practice and competition. Uniform penalties (as determined by the applicable rules-making committees and sports 
committees with rules-making responsibilities) shall be established for such use. 

The use of tobacco products by a student-athlete is prohibited during practice and competition. A student-athlete who 
uses tobacco products during a practice or competition shall be disqualified for the remainder of that practice or 
competition. 

Rule 13.9 of the Softball 2012 and 2013 Rules and Interpretations book is also enforced during all rounds of the championship. 

SECTION 17 ~ SQUAD SIZE/TRAVEL PARTY 

The number of personnel permitted in the dugouts during postseason competition is 30. In addition, one media credential for the 
sports information director and two all-access credentials for institutional administrators will also be provided (total of 33 
credentials). Only the 33 credentialed personnel will be permitted in credentialed required areas (e.g. team warm-up areas, 
locker/team rooms, etc.). The squad size and official travel party will remain at 20 and 28 respectively. 

Each team is limited to 20 eligible players in uniform and an official traveling party of 28, including one sports information director. 

After a regional or super regional has begun, no changes may be made in a team roster for any reason. This procedure also will 
be followed at the finals, although the same players need not be designated for preliminary rounds and finals competition. 

An institution that is advised it is in violation of this regulation and does not promptly conform to it automatically shall forfeit the 
competition. There shall be no inordinate delay of the contest to allow a competing institution to conform to the rule. 

SECTION 18. TEAM TRAVEL/TRANSPORTATION 

SECTION 18,1 LOCAL/GROUND TRANSPORTATION 

Chatter Buses 

Experience Oregon 
Evergreen Stage Line 
Oregon Coachways Inc. 

(541) 343-2662 
(541) 688-6948 or (800) 322-7042 
(541) 481-4100 

Local Renta~ Vehicles 

Enterprise 810 W 6th Ave. Eugene, OR 97401 

Airport Renta~ Vehicles 

(All Available at Portland and Eugene Airports): 

Local Number Toll Free Number 

Alamo (541) 689-0015 (800) 462-5266 

(541) 344-2020 



Avis (541) 688-9054 (800) 331-1212 

Budget (541)463-0422 (800) 527-0700 

Enterprise (541) 689-7563 (800) 261-7331 

Hertz (541) 688-9333 (800) 654-3131 

National (541) 689-0015 (800) 227-7368 

The participating institution shall be completely responsible for making its own travel reservations in accordance with the 
following: 

The NCAA’s official travel agency for the tournament is Short’s Travel Management, wMch can be reached at 866/655-9215. 
Institutions can also enter travel manifest and other travel party information through the travel portal at 
Shortstravel.comincaachamps. 

The NCAA has adopted the following policies with respect to the travel and expenses incurred by the competing institution: 

Air Transportation° Participating institutions shall be required to make all air travel arrangements with the official travel 
agency for the approved travel party. The NCAA will pay the agency directly for such costs. Institutions who fail to use the 
official agency will not receive reimbursement for their travel. When reasonable commercial space for air travel is not 
available, chartered flights may be offered to the traveling institution. In this case, the cost of the chartered flight will be fully 
paid for by the NCAA, for the official traveling party. If reasonable commercial space is available but the institution 
chooses to travel by charter, the NCAA will only cover the cost of the commercial flight. The institution will be 
responsible for any additional cost for their chartered flight and will be billed by the official travel agency. In addition, the 
institution may choose to take additional travelers over the allowable travel party size. The cost for additional travelers must 
be paid by the institution. All charter arrangements must be made through the official travel agency. The NCAA travel 
department is responsible for making the determination of what should be considered reasonable options for the official 
traveling party. 

The NCAA will reimburse fees for checked baggage charged by commercial airlines. While we encourage you to take as 
few bags as necessary’, a maximum of two bags per person will be reimbursed. Fees for oversized or overweight bags will 
not be reimbursed. 

The NCi~A will not reimburse fees charged by the airlines to pre-assign seats, choose premium seats, or receive priority 
check-in. 

Hub Rule. If an institution is eligible to use air transportation to the site of the tournament game, and there is a major airport 
located within 150 miles of the tournament site, then the participating institution is required to fly into/out of that airport and 
utilize ground transport to and from the site of competition. This also applies if the originating airport is located within 150 
miles of the participating institution’s campus. This policy only applies when airfare is less expensive from the more distant 
airport. The NCAA travel staff may increase this mileage limit if circumstances warrant. 

Ground Transportation, Teams located within the designated mileage limit of the competition site are required to travel via 
ground transportation. Mileage reimbursement is calculated using the mileage calculator available through the online 
reimbursement system. 

Local transportation is not reimbursable by the NCAA and must be paid by the institution. Transportation between the team’s 
hotel and the competition or practice site is considered local transportation. Please see the NCi~A travel policies for the 
applicable mileage limits. 

For individual-team sports, when teams are required to travel by ground transportation to the site of competition or are 
eligible for reimbursement at the site, reimbursement will be provided at a rate of 50 cents per mile, per participant, not the 
actual cost of ground transportation. 

For team sports, when teams are required to travel by ground transportation to the site of competition or are eligible for 
reimbursement at the site, bus transportation will be provided through the NCAA charter bus transportation program. 

Charter Bus Transportation Program 



Participating institutions shall be required to make all ground transportation arrangements with the official NCAA provider, 
GO Ground Options. The NCAA will pay for the services directly. Institutions will not have to seek reimbursement for the 
ground transportation costs that are reimbursable under the NCi~A travel policy. For the charter bus costs that are not 
covered by the NCAA travel policy, an institution will have the option, at its own expense, to use the charter bus services 
contracted by GO Ground. Institutions will be required to pay for those self/ices at the time the reservations are made with 
GO Ground. 

The NCAA will pay the actual costs for charter buses. The number of buses paid for is determined by the travel party size for 
each sport. Per the transportation policies, the NCAA will reimburse the following: Teams that are required to drive to the 
site of competition: The NCAA will pay the actual costs of the bus for the round trip from campus to the site of 
competition, including all days at the site. 

Teams that fly to the site of competition: If campus is 25 miles or more from the departure airport, the NCAA will pay 
the cost of the airport transfers, both on departure and on return. 

If the arrival airport is 25 miles or more from the site of competition, the NCAA will pay the cost of the bus for the day the 
team arrives and the day the team departs, Any days in between are considered local transportation and are at the 
expense of the institution. 

If either of the legs described above are less than 25 miles, no costs will be paid by the NCAA since local 
transportation is at the cost of the institution. 

Institutions can contact GO Ground at 866/386-4951. Their online ground transportation portal can be accessed at 
,~¢ww.gochampionships.com The username and password is the same as that used for the Short’s Travel portal. 

4. Per Diem. Per diem will be paid for the allowable travel party. The per diem rate and allowable days can be found in the 
NCAA travel policies. 

5. Exl~ense Reimbursement. Team expense reports should be filed online through the Travel Expense System (TES). 

The Iogin information for the system is the same as that used for the Short’s travel portal. The system can be accessed at: 
https:i/webl ncaa.o%/TE:Siexecilogin?js=true. 

All institutions, including hosts, must complete the online reimbursement process in order to receive the appropriate 
reimbursement. 

Travel Exceptions. Be advised that if extraordinary circumstances may warrant an exception to the travel policies, you 
must contact the NCAA travel department for approval PRIOR TO making any travel arrangements. The travel group can be 
reached at 317/917-6757, or by e-mail at travel@ncaa.org. 

SECTION 19, TICKETS 

No complimentary tickets are permitted for NCAA championship competition. Each participating team is guaranteed the right to 
purchase tickets. 

Player Pass Gate If institutions wish to purchase tickets for their players, a player complimentary entrance must be available for 
those individuals to be admitted to the competition. 

All Seats in Howe Field are General Admission 
All Session Ticket Prices: 
$20 Adult 
$15 Student/Senior/Youth 

Single Game Ticket Prices: 
$7 Ad u It 
$5 Student/Senior/Youth 



*Children 1 and Under are admitted free. 

Each participating team is guaranteed a minimum of fifty tickets. The host must contact each institution with instructions for 
purchasing and returning these tickets. The host institution should have in place the ability to direct bill the visiting institutions for 
tickets purchased on consignment. If reserved seating is used, comparable seats must be made available to all participating 
institutions. The host institution must be notified of tickets that will not be used by the visiting team or additional ticket needs (by 5 
p.m. local time the Tuesday before competition). 

Athletic Ticket Office 1-800-932-3668 
Jeff Stewart (541) 346-5317 - office (503) 537-8305 - cell 

Will Call is located at the front entrance of Howe Field off of University Street. There will be signage 
to direct spectators to the location. 

SECTION 20, UNIFORMS 

Each competing team selected for the NCAA championship must bring two sets of uniforms of different colors. Tile home team 
shall wear white uniforms if it has white uniforms. The two teams must wear contrasting colors. As a reminder, when teams play 
back-to-back games, they must be prepared to change uniforms, if necessary. By mutual agreement of the participating teams, 
teams playing back-to-back games may agree to stay in the same uniform color. Determination of uniform colors must be 
approved by the NC,~A representative. Noncompliance with this policy may result in --failure to follow proceduresll as outlined in 
the NC AA Division I Manual. On the field, including the practice areas and the bench and dugout, each team is limited to eligible 
players in uniform and coaches, trainers and managers, all of whom shall be in appropriate team colors. 

Reference: Bylaw t2.5.4 in the NCAA Didsions I M, anuaL] 

A student-athlete may use athletics equipment or wear athletics apparel that bears the trademark or logo of an athletics 
equipment or apparel manufacturer or distributor in athletics competition and pre- and postgame activities (e.g., celebrations on 
tile court, preH or postgame press conferences), provided the following criteria are met. 

(a) 

(b) 

Athletics equipment (e.g., shoes, helmets, baseball bats and gloves, batting or golf gloves, hockey and lacrosse sticks, 
goggles and skis) shall bear only the manufacturer’s normal label or trademark, as it is used on all such items for s ale to the 
general public; and 

The student-athletes institution’s official uniform (including numbered racing bibs and warm-ups) and all other items of 
apparel (e.g., socks, head bands, T-shirts, wrist bands, visors or hats, swim caps and towels) shall bear only a single 
manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark (regardless of the visibility of the label or trademark), not to exceed 
2 1/4 square inches in area (rectangle, square, parallelogram) including any additional material (e.g., patch) surrounding the 
normal trademark or logo. The student-athletes institution’s official uniform and all other items of apparel shall not bear a 
design element similar to the manufacturer’s trademark/logo that is in addition to another trademark/logo that is contrary to 
the size restriction. 



SECTION 21 * HOST C~TY ~NFORFAATION 

S ERVi E 
BUDDHIST PRIORY 541-344-7377 
85415 TEAGUE LOOP RD EUGENE 

ISLAMIC SOCIETY 485-0899 
1856 W BROADWAY EUGENE 

CHABAD OF EUGENE 484-7665 
1307 EAST 19th AVE 

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSY of GOD, 541-688-4121 
815 IRVING ROAD, EUGENE OR 

SOUTH HILLS ASSY OF GOD, 541-343-4122 
3195 HILYARD STREET, EUGENE OR 

EMERALD BAPTIST CHURCH, 541-342-6559 
631 EAST 19TH AVENUE, EUGENE OR 

DANEBO OPEN BIBLE CHURCH, 541-689-9856 
1295 TANEY STREET, EUGENE OR 

EMERALD BIBLE FELLOWSHIP, 541-485-2301 
1855 CAL YOUNG ROAD, EUGENE OR 

OPEN BIBLE FELLOWSHIP, 541-689-9856 
1295 TANEY STREET, EUGENE OR 

OPEN BIBLE STANDARD, 541-343-4021 
2320 WARREN STREET, EUGENE OR 

WILLAMETTE BIBLE CHAPEL, 541-345-0686 
3290 DONALD STREET, EUGENE OR 

CATHOLIC CHURCH OF EUGENE, 541-688-1051 
1150 MAXWELL ROAD, EUGENE OR 

SAINT JUDE CATHOLIC, 541-344-1191 
4330 WILLAMETTE STREET, EUGENE OR 

SAINT THOMAS MORE UNIV 541-343-7021 
1850 EMERALD STREET, EUGENE OR 

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, 541-344-1425 
1166 OAK STREET, EUGENE OR 

UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN 541-344-1523 
3012 HENDRICKS HILL DRIVE, EUGENE OR 

WILLAMETTE CHRISTIAN 541-686-8651 
2500 WEST 18TH AVENUE, EUGENE OR 

CHURCH OF CHRIST, 541-344-7752 
1005 COBURG ROAD, EUGENE OR 

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST 541-341-3999 
2170 WEST 18TH AVENUE, EUGENE OR 

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS 541-686-9972 
1329 EAST 19TH AVENUE, EUGENE OR 

EPISCOPAL CH RESURRECTION, 541-686-8462 
3925 HILYARD STREET, EUGENE OR -4593 



CENTRAL LUTHERAN CHURCH, 541-345-0395 
1857 POTTER STREET, EUGENE OR 

FIRST UNITED METHODIST 541-345-8764 
1376 OLIVE STREET, EUGENE OR 

CASCADE PRESBYTERIAN 541-343-5538 
1166 OAK STREET, EUGENE OR 

SEVENTH-DAY ADV 541-342-1501 
90 LAWRENCE STREET, EUGENE OR 

Amici 
919 Kruse Way 
(At the Holiday Inn Eugene-Springfield) 
Springfield OR 97477 
541-284-0734 

Italian 

Beppe & Gianni’s Trattoria 
1646 E 19th Ave 
Eugene OR 97403 
541-683-6661 

Italian 

Bagel Sphere 
810 Willamette St 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-341-1335 

Breakfast/lunch bagels 

Big Town Hero 
2866 Crescent Ave Ste 106 
Eugene, OR 97408 
541-485-0908 

Sandwiches 

The Boulevard Grill 
2123 Franklin Blvd 
Eugene OR 97403 
541-686-2020 

Steaks, seafood and pasta 

Caf~Lucky Noodle 
207 E 5th Ave 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-484-4777 

Italian and Asian 

Caf~Yumm! 
1801Willame~e St 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-686-9866 

Mediterranean and East Asian 

Chapala Mexican Restaurant 
136 Oakway Center 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-434-6113 

Mexican 

Dickie Jo’s Burgers 
1079C Valley RiverWay 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-868-1271 

Burgers, shakes andfries 
201E 13th Ave 
Eugene, OR 97401 
541-636-4488 

Glenwood Restaurants 
1340 Aider St 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-687-0355 

Break~stilunch casualfood 

Hometown Buffet 
3000 Gateway St 

(at the Gateway Mall) 

Buffet dinning 



Springfield OR 97477 
541-746-3220 

Jimmy John’s 
3336 Gateway St, 
Springfield, OR 97477 
541-747-2000 

Johnny Ocean’s Grille 
114 Oakway Center 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-342-7994 

La Perla 
1313 Pearl St 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-686-1313 

March6 
296 E 5th Ave 
(At the Fifth Street Public Market) 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-342-3612 

Marie Callender’s Restaurant 
1300 Valley River Dr 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-484-7111 

McGrath’s Fish House 
1036 Valley River Way 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-342-6404 

McMenamins North Bank 
22 Club Rd 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-343-5622 

Mucho Gusto Mexican Kitchen 
67 Oakway Center 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-302-2325 

Oregon Electric Station 
27 E 5th Ave 
Eugene OR 97401 
541.485.4444 

Osteria Sfizio 
105 Oakway Center 
(at the Heritage Courtyard) 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-302-3000 

Outback Steakhouse 
3463 Hutton St 
Springfield OR 97477 
541-746-7700 

P.F. Chang’s Bistro 
124 Coburg Rd 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-225-2015 

Ring of Fire Restaurant 
1099 Chambers St 

Sandwiches 

Caribbean 

Italian!Neapolitan Pizza 

French 

American 

Seafood 

American 

Mexican 

American 

Italian 

American - Australian themed 

Chinese 

Thai 



Eugene OR 97402 
541-344-6475 

Shari’s Restaurant 
900 Beltline Rd 
Springfield OR 97477 
541-741-6044 

American 

Steelhead Brewing Company 
199 E 5th Ave 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-686-2739 

American 

Subway 
1304 Hilyard St 
Eugene, OR 97401 
541-484-6955 

Sandwiches 

Sweet Basil 
941 Pearl St 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-284-2944 

Thai 

SweetWaters on the River 
1000 Valley River Way 
(at the Valley River Inn) 
Eugene OR 97401 
541-743-1000 

American 

Track Town Pizza 
1809 Franklin Blvd 
Eugene OR 97403 
541-284-8484 

Pizza 

Recreation Sports 

Laurelwood Golf Course 2700 Columbia (541) 687-5321 

Camp Putt Adventure 
Golf Park (Miniature Golf) 

4006 Franklin Blvd. (541) 741-9828 

Emerald Lanes 140 Oakway Road (541)342-2611 

First Bowl Inc. 1950 River Road (541)688-1558 

Southtowne Lanes 2486 Willamette (541) 345-8575 

Museums 
Lane County Historical Museum 

Museum of Natural History 

U of© Museum of Art 

740W. 13th Avenue 

1680 E. 15th Avenue 

1430 Johnson Lane 

(541) 682-4242 

(541) 346-3024 

(541) 346-3027 

Movie Theatres 

Bijou Art Cinemas 

Cinema 17 

Cinemark Movies 12 
($1.50 movies all day) 

492 E. 13th, Eugene 

Gateway Mall, Springfield 

Gateway Mall, Springfield 

(541) 686-2458 

(541)746-5602 

(541) 741-1231 



Regal Cinemas Valley River Center, Eugene (541) 242-0580 

Shopping Centers 

5th Street Public Market 

Nike Store 

Gateway Mall 

Valley River Center 

Oakway Center 

296 East Fifth Aver, Eugene 

135 Oakway Rd., Eugene 

3000 Gateway, Springfield 

293 Valley River Center 

2350 Oakmont Way 

(541) 484-0383 

(541) 686-3141 

(541) 747-6294 

(541) 683-5511 

(541) 485-4711 



2013 NCAA Division I Softball Championships 

Official Travel Party (28) 

Additional Credentials (S) 

Appendix A 

Please e-mail or fax this completed form to Lisa Peterson by 5 p.m. Pacific time, Monday, May 13. In addition, please 

hand-carry a copy of the form to the mandatory administrative meeting. Individuals listed on this form must be an 

institutional representative and will be at the championship in an official capacity. 

INSTITUTION: 

STU DENT-ATHLETE 

1. 11. 

2. 12. 

3. 13. 

4. 14. 

5. 15. 

6. 16. 

7. 17. 

8. 18. 

9. 19. 

10. 20. 

PARTICIPANTS: 

21. Head Coach: 

22. Asst. Coach: 

23. Asst. Coach: 

24. Asst. Coach: 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

COACHES: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

OTHER STAFF (SID, manager, administrator): 

Title: Administrator 

Title: Trainer 

Title: SID 

Title: 

ADDITIONAL CREDENTIAL (must have an official championship responsibility) 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

Title: 

NCAA!4!18!12!SKC 



TIMING SHEET 

Appendix B 

Wisconsin vs. North Carolina 

Thursday May 16th, 3pm (PST) 

Game #1 

Event Pre-clame Time 

Gates Open 60:00 

Grounds Crew field prep. 24:00 

Line drills 17:00 

Umpires/coaches@ home plate 12:00 

National Anthem 10:00 

Team introductions 6:00 
(non-starters followed by starters) 

Time 

2:00 ).m. 

2:36 ).m. 

2:43 ).m. 

2:48 ).m. 

2:50 

2:54 ).m. 

1. Visiting team (lines up on baseline in front of dugout, facing dugout; first player lines up 
nearest home plate, with last person named lining up nearest first base). 

2. Home team (lines up on baseline in front of dugout, facing dugout; first player lines up 
nearest home plate, with last person named lining up nearest third base). 

3. introduction of umpires (stand behind home plate). 

Teams take field 2:00 2:58 p.m. 

Game begins 0:00 3:00 p.m. 



TIMING SHEET 

Oregon vs. BYU 

Event 

Grounds Crew field prep. 

Line drills. 

Umpires and coaches at home plate 

Team introductions. 

(non-starters followed by starters) 

Thursday May 16th, 6pm 

Game #2 

Pre-qame Time Time 

24:00 5:36 p.m. 

13:00 5:47 p.m. 

8:00 5:52 p.m 

6:00 5:54 p.m. 

Visiting team (lines up on baseline in front of dugout, facing dugout; first player lines up 
nearest home plate, with last person named lining up nearest first base). 

Home team (lines up on baseline in front of dugout, facing dugout; first player lines up 
nearest home plate, with last person named lining up nearest third base). 

3. Introduction of umpires (stand behind home plate). 

Teams take field 2:00 5:58 p.m. 

Game begins 0:00 6:00 p.m. 







"CHOICES" 
About .Alcohol 



Goals of this program: 



Other points of this program 



Athletics Alcohol/Other Drug Policy: 

Student-Athlete Handbook Online 

UNC Student Alcohol Policy 

University Alcohol Policy, the Department of Athletics has established restrictions regarding the purchase and 

consumption of alcoholic beverages. 

.Alcohol may not be purchased or consumed dudng team travel. 

¯ Alcohol may not be served or consumed during team functions. 

.Alcohol may not be purchased by administrators or coaches for con-sumption by student-athletes. 

Alcohol use may seem relatively harmless; however, excessive consumption of intoxicating beverages is strongly 

discouraged as it may have an adverse effect on your intellectual and athletic abilities. While you may feel a few drinks 

can’t hurt anything, it has often been found that after drinking, you are much more likely to place yourself in a situation 

that, with clear thinking, could have been avoided. Also, fair or not, the student-athlete is often the most visible in a group 

should trouble occur. 



Defend your position 

too much drinking can interfere in a student’s adjustment to college life, hurt grades and make your college kid more likely 

to be one of the nearly third of all college dropouts who leave school because of alcohol abuse.Binging may be most likely 

to occur in the first few weeks of college, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism notes, but the first six 

weeks of school are critical to a successful college career 



SO WHAT UT YOU? 

Take Pop ups 



Death: 1,825 college students between the ages of 18 and 24 die from alcohol-related unintentional injuries, including 

motor vehicle crashes (Hingson et al., 2009). 

Injury: 599,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are unintentionally injured under the influence of alcohol (Hingson 

et al., 2009). 

Assault: 696,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are assaulted by another student who has been ddnking 

(Hingson et al., 2009). 

Sexual Abuse: 97,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 are victims of alcohol-related sexual assault or date rape 

(Hingson et al., 2009). 

Unsafe Sex: 400,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 had unprotected sex and more than 100,000 students 

between the ages of 18 and 24 report having been too intoxicated to know if they consented to having sex (Hingson et al., 

2002). 



UPPERS 
(stimulants) 

Caffeine Nicotine 
Amphetamines- Ritalin, Adderall Cylert Dexadrine 
Cocaine 

DOWNERS 
(depressants) 

Downer 
Downer 
DEAD 

....................................................................... 

Alcohol 
Barbiturates (phenobarb, seconal) 
Tranquilizers & sleeping pills 

Benzos - Valium, Xanax, Klonopin, Librium, etc 
Non Benzos- Ambien, Halcion, Lunesta, Sonota 

SUPER DOWNERS - "opioids" or narcotics 
Morphine, Heroin, Codeine, Oxycodone, Vicodin, 

Fentanyl, Demerol, etc 
Methadone, Suboxone, Buprenorphine 

Arounderso 
(psychadelics 

mixed) 

Psychedelics - LSD, MDMA, Ecstasy 
Mescaline (peyote), Psilocybin (mushrooms), DMT 

PCP - animal tranquilizer depresses & hallucinate 
Marijuana (THC) 



At low doses, alcohol can be stimulating. 

At higher doses, people experience more depressant effects like fatigue, physical impairment, etc 



Typical BAC for 
Alcohol Poisoning Death 

Just Alcohol 0,33 
Or 

Alcohol plus "downer" 0,15 

What do you want...continuum? 

To hold a good buzz and not lose steam, it’s best not to push your BAC above about .05 



We don’t see the people who are being responsible 

What is your perception of college drinking? 

On average, when they do drink, college students report drinking... 



We don’t see the people who are being responsible 

What is your perception of college drinking? 

On average, when they do drink, college students report drinking... 







ANSWERS: 

19% of college students did not drink in past year 

1 in 4 Student Athletes choose not to ddnk 

When they do drink, 63% college students drink 4 or less per week 

55% of college students drink 4 or less per occasion 

On average, UNC students consumer 3 or less drinks per occasion 

86% of college ATHLETES reduce alcohol consumption during competitive season 



ANSWERS: 

19% of college students did not drink in past year 

1 in 4 Student Athletes choose not to ddnk 

When they do drink, 63% college students drink 4 or less per week 

55% of college students drink 4 or less per occasion 

On average, UNC students consumer 3 or less drinks per occasion 

86% of college ATHLETES reduce alcohol consumption during competitive season 



Drink more alcohol 

Drink more frequently 

¯ Have riskier behaviors including 
¯ Driving under the influence 
¯ More sexual partners 

............ ¯ Less contraceptive use 

Bren net & Swa n ik t ~Ou,, .1outha/of Ameti’can Coi/e.qe Health 



Male 

Contact Spo 

Team Sports 

Division 1 & 2 

Team Leaders 

Those not in com petitive season 

Division ! 

COULD DO AGREE/DISAGREE/UNSURE--then reveal?????? 





Many athletes under--,estimate the way in 
which alcohol use~ even a few drinks~ can 
nullify you~~ ha~d wo~k by e~asing the effects 
of you/~ wolkouts~ i~educing youl~ endu/~ance~ 

and compi~omising your mental game~ 

The structure of the athletic season sometimes lends itself to small windows of opportunity to "party" that can contribute to 

nights of heavy binge drinking or over-indulgence, ending in situations of regret, blackouts, legal problems, and 

sometimes team and university sanctions. 



The structure of the athletic season sometimes lends itself to small windows of opportunity to "party" that can contribute to 

nights of heavy binge drinking or over-indulgence, ending in situations of regret, blackouts, legal problems, and 

sometimes team and university sanctions. 



Also inhibits ability to learn new information 

Hampers ability to remember and retain information .... bic much memory formation happens during sleep 

Ddnking up to 6 hrs before you go to sleep can have impact on sleep cycles... 

When alcohol is in your body, it triggers the production of a substance in your liver that is directly toxic to testosterone. 

Testosterone is essential for the development and recovery of your muscles. As alcohol is absorbed through your 

stomach and small intestine and into your cells, it can disrupt the water balance in muscle cells, altering their ability to 

produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is your muscles’ source of energy. ATP provides the fuel necessary for your 

muscles to contract. 

Speeding the recovery of sore muscles and injuries is integral to optimal performance. On occasion when an athlete is 

injured and can’t perform they may see this as an opportunity to use alcohol. Alcohol is a toxin that travels through your 

bloodstream to every organ and tissue in your body, causing dehydration and slowing your body’s ability to heal itself. 



Consum ing 5 or m ore 
alcoholic beverages in 
one night can affect 
brain and body activities 
for up to 2 days. 

Oonsuming 5 or more in 
one night can affect 
brain and body activities 
for up to 8 days! 

Consuming five or more alcoholic beverages in one night can affect brain and body activities for up to three days 

Two consecutive nights of drinking five or more alcoholic beverages can affect brain and body activities for up to five days. 

Attention span is shorter for periods up to forty-eight hours after drinking. 

Even small amounts of alcohol BAC of .03 can persist for a substantial period of time after the acute effects of alcohol 

impairment disappear. 

Alcohol effects your sleep cycle by disrupting the sequence and duration of normal sleep, reducing your brain’s ability to 

retain information. For example, the REM stage of sleep is compromised after a night of drinking, which is vital to memory. 

The sleep deprivation also suppresses normal hormonal levels decreasing oxygen availability and consumption 

decreasing endurance. 



up to 

after 

True 

impairment may last 
24 to 36 hours 

usage? 

Because marijuana is stored in 
the body fat, its effects may be 
/ong /asting. it has been shown 
that performance ski//s can be 
impaired for as/ong as 24 hours 
after marijuana, which casts 
doubt on the common/y he/d 
be/ief that the socia/ use of 
marijuana the evening prior to an 

ath/etic event wi// not affect 
performance 

Because marijuana is stored in the body fat, its effects may be long lasting. It has been shown that performance skills can 

be impaired for as long as 24 hours after marijuana, which casts doubt on the commonly held belief that the social use of 

marijuana the evening prior to an athletic event will not affect performance 





"the beer will always be cold" 



IF you drink, the safest option is to 
KN 



"Hey Ba~ender..." 

Do you know how much is /~EALL k’in that drink? 



Standard Servings One Drink Equals 

1 oz (shot) of 100 proof liquor 

~/~ oz grain alcohol (everclear 198 proof) 



Did You; Know: The Lines on a Solo Cuip 

are Measurement Marks 





ROW AECOBOE WORKS;;;      ’ 



For MEN each standard drink raises 
the BAC by about .02-.025 

What would be the approximate 
blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 
a 200 pound male who drinks two 
standard drinks during the first hour 
of a party? 

.04 



For WOMEN each 
standard drink raises 
the BAC by about 
04-.05 





Women... 

o Have less body water 

=~::::::, H~:-!we less of the 
enzyme alcohol 
d e h y d r o g e n a. s e 

o Have more estrogen 

A Woman will absorb about 30% more alcohol into her bloodstream than a man of the same weight who has consumed 

an equal amount. 

An additional factor is hormone differences. Research suggests that the menstrual cycle and the use of any medication 

that affects the liver (because of the change in hormones) may intensify a woman’s response to alcohol. Women have 

been shown to develop their highest blood alcohol concentrations immediately before menstruating, and their lowest on 

the first day of menstruation 

Sexual Assault 

75% of women on campus who experience unwanted sex are under the influence. The majority of sexual assaults occur 

with an acquaintance. 

65% of the assaults take place in the males’ place of residence. 

60% of college women who get sexually transmitted diseases are under the influence. 

Many college men surveyed said they believe if a female has two or more drinks she will be more interested in having sex. 

(Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Other drug Prevention, 1999). 



%:::::~:::~:;~omen should never drink more than one drink 
per hour and should not exceed 2 per evening. 

Competitive drinking with the guys is dangerous 
and a female’s blood alcohol content can be 
double that of the male they are drinking with. 

¯ Plan your evening with your friends and watch 
out for each other. 

¯ Beer goggles are deceiving, you will want to see 
the person through your own eyes. 

¯ Remember alcohol is the number "1" date rape 
drug. 

¯ Be aware that there are students attending 
parties with the intention to have sex, pay 
attention to males/females that are pushing more 
drinks or are enthusiastic about getting you 
intoxicated. 

¯ Stay away form mixed punches or "jungle juice." 

¯ Don’t leave your drink unattended. 

¯ Never leave a friend alone who has had too much 
to drink. 
¯ Avoid a student who is insistent on getting you 

A Woman will absorb about 30% more alcohol into her bloodstream than a man of the same weight who has consumed 

an equal amount. 

An additional factor is hormone differences. Research suggests that the menstrual cycle and the use of any medication 

that affects the liver (because of the change in hormones) may intensify a woman’s response to alcohol. Women have 

been shown to develop their highest blood alcohol concentrations immediately before menstruating, and their lowest on 

the first day of menstruation 

Sexual Assault 

75% of women on campus who experience unwanted sex are under the influence. The majority of sexual assaults occur 

with an acquaintance. 

65% of the assaults take place in the males’ place of residence. 

60% of college women who get sexually transmitted diseases are under the influence. 

Many college men surveyed said they believe if a female has two or more drinks she will be more interested in having sex. 

(Higher Education Center for Alcohol and Other drug Prevention, 1999). 



Do you know your limit? 

Drinks 
in first 
hour 

APPROXIMATE BLOOD ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE 
Body weight in pounds 

100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 

.04 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 
Caution 

.08 ,06 .05 .05 .04 .04 ,03 .03 
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Your ability to drive safely is directly related to the percent of alcohol in your 
bloodstream. For drivers, one drink per hour is the lifesaving limit. 

: ~ "; 5OZ. 1.5 oz. 
distilled spirits = wine 

This card is furnished for your information by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission. The chart is only a guide. Each person’s 

response to alcohol will vary, based on individual tolerance for alcohol, food intake, fatigue, and other factors. A person’s driving can 

sometimes be impaired after one drink. Oregon needs you. Please don’t drink and drive. 

(rev. 04/04) 



Bio + Q/F ---Risk 
Adapted from ~ Lifestyle risk reduction model 
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Individual response to caffeine and other stimulants vary from person to person. 

A mix of alcohol and Caffeine can be a dangerous combination if you don’t know what you are getting. 

Listed are some potential risks that can arise when mixing alcohol and caffeine or drinking a pre-canned, mix of the two. 



A measured standard drink of rum and coke contains 30-40 mg. of caffeine. 

Red bull with one shot of vodka contains 80-160 mg of caffeine due to the added stimulants. 

One Joose or Four Loko is the equivalent of 3-5 standard drinks with 180 mg. of caffeine due to other stimulants. 

Added Stimulants to be aware of: 

,Caffeine (typically the amount of 2 1/2 cola drinks) 

*Guarana (caffeine-like stimulant from Brazil) 

,Taurine (stimulant) 

,Ephedrine (stimulant banned by the NCAA) 

*Bitter Orange Extract or Citrus Aurantium (stimulant banned by the NCAA) 

,Green Tea (stimulant) 

*Kola Nut (stimulant) 

,Ma Haung (stimulant) 

*Ginseng (stimulant) 

*Ginkgo Biloba (stimulant) 

,Mate (caffeine like) 

,Kava Kave (traditional Polynesian sedative) 



Caffeine Comparison. 

,~::i !;~                      . 

3 Ibs of 
250 mg Milk 7 cans of 
Caffeine 

Chocolate Classic 
Coke 











GET MOVIE CLIPS TO EXEMPLIFY LEVELS OF BAC??? What does his/her behavior look like...why??? 





Drunk Driving: 3,360,000 students between the ages of 18 and 24 drive under the influence of alcohol (Hingson et al., 

2009). 







At .3O 
,o l...iI~eiy to pass 

involur-~tar[ly 

~::::~ Possible to die from 
alcot-~ol poisoning 







Name two signs of alcohol 
overdose 

Symptoms of Alcohol Overdose 
0 U I°t c o y/s c i o L1S I°t @ S S 

o S I o w e d b r e a t h i n ~ 

o P a l e, b l u i s h c o m p I exi o r~ 

o Vom iting wi~:hout w~:~.~king 
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Thanks...GO Tar Heels 

Be Smart, Be Safe...Have a GOOD 



F~OIT~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Berkowitz, Steve <sberkowi@usatoday.com > 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 4:53 PM 

Public Records 

From USA Today: Open-records request 

June 16, 2013 

Regina Stabile 
Director of Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Office of University Counsel 
222 East Cameron Blvd., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #91105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY 

To Regina Stabile: 

Pursuant to the applicable open-records law(s), I am requesting copies of the following documents: 

1. The current contracts for the head football coach and the nine assistant football coaches reasonably 
expected to be employed in fall 20113, including but not limited to: 

¯ Amendments or addenda. 
¯ Documents, drafts or e-mail related to, or reflecting, intended compensation or known COLA 

raises not included in the contract. 
Documents reflecting current or intended compensation or benefits to any of the coaches 
from a third party. 

¯ If the head coach (or any assistant) is not covered by a contract, please provide the applicable letter of 
understanding or other document that outlines his compensation. 
¯ If the head coach (or any assistant) is employed on an at-will basis, please provide a list of each 
coach’s base sala~ and a copy of any document listing bonuses for which the coach is eligible, 
including the criteria for the bonuses and the amounts that would be paid. 
¯ If the contracts for any of these coaches are about to expire, please send the current documents and let 
me know when the 2013 contracts are likely to be available. 

2. The most recent Athletically Related Income statement (as described in NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2) for the 
head football coach and the nine assistant football coaches described above. This is also known as the Outside 
Income Report filled out by all athletic department personnel. 

If any of these records can be provided electronically, I would prefer that format. 

Please provide these records within the time allotted by relevant open-records laws (usually five business days), 
provide an explanation of when the records will be provided or a statement of the statutory exception 
authorizing the withholding of all or parts of these records. Please include the name and title of the person 
responsible for the denial. 



If there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in advance. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Steve Berkowitz 
Sports Proj ects Reporter 
USA Today, 2nd Floor 
7950 Jones Branch Drive 
McLean, VA 22180 
703-854-7605 
sberkowitz@u satoda¥.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jacob Kiper ~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
and beer 

PJD.j pg; S creenshot_2013 -07-04-18-16-48. png; S creenshot_2013 -07-04-18-20-30 .png; 

S creenshot_2013 -07-04-18-20-16. png 

follow the law? 

years of age. This morning, he was wimessed drinking beer on the beach. Why can’t 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: Status: Not Started 

Percent Complete: 0% 

Total Work: 0 hours 

Actual Work: 0 hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 6:53 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 

FW: Competitor Survey 

Presentation2.pptx 

Here is the first competitor analysis from         v    .o who will be spearheading this project. I have told him to 

maintain a focus on a handful of primary schools, then to compliment the analysis of their actions with research into 

what is being done by other BCS conference member institutions as well. 

Paul 

From:               [mailto:i             )gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:12 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Competitor Survey 

Mr. Pogge, 

I’ve attached a brief powerpoint of screenshots I’ve put together from different school websites. What I’ve found 
is a collection of communication/loyalty/ticket ideas that are being used. Some of them mirror what UNC may 
already be doing or things I know Carolina tried in the past. Not much of what I found feels especially "new" as 
I didn’t have much luck finding news stories or press releases. 

Frankly, I wasn’t entirely happy with my methods, so I’m going to rework it and try again. In the meantime, I 
thought I’d delver this to see what you thought. 

Would it be possible to put together a defined list of schools we should track? I’d like to try actively following 
social media accounts. Also, do you have SBJ access that is able to be shared? I might try a brief archive search. 

Also, here are 2 related stories you may have seen: 

http ://www.krqe~com/dpp/news/local/central/unm-shopping-naming-rights-for-the-pit 
http ://www. forb es. com/sites/iesselawrence/2013/07/01/dynamic-pricing-could-generate-5 mm-in-new-revenue- 
from-michican-ticket-sales/ 

Best, 









Weekly Web Special 







The University of Virginia Rewards 



Name the ~ell Contest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:36 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

FW: worthwhile read on giving killer presentations 

HBRJune 2013 How to Give a Killer Presentation.pdf 

Long but interesting. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Drue Moore <drue@winthropintelligence.com> 

Date: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: worthwhile read on giving killer presentations 

http://hbr.org/2013/O6/how-to-give-a-killer-presentation/ar/pr 

How to Give a Killer Presentation 

by Chris Anderson 

A little more than a year ago, on a trip to Nairobi, Kenya, some colleagues and I met a 12-year-old Masai boy named Richard Turere, who told us a fascinating story. His family 

raises livestock on the edge of a vast national park, and one of the biggest challenges is protecting the animals from lions--especially at night. Richard had noticed that placing 

lamps in a field didn’t deter lion attacks, but when he walked the field with a torch, the lions stayed away. From a young age, he’d been interested in electronics, teaching himself 

by, for example, taking apart his parents’ radio. He used that experience to devise a system of lights that would turn on and off in sequence--using solar panels, a car battery, and 

a motorcycle indicator box--and thereby create a sense of movement that he hoped would scare off the lions. He installed the lights, and the lions stopped attacking. Soon villages 

elsewhere in Kenya began installing Richard’s "lion lights." 

The story was inspiring and worthy of the broader audience that our TED conference could offer, but on the surface, Richard seemed an unlikely candidate to give a TED Talk. He 

was painfully shy. His English was halting. When he tried to describe his invention, the sentences tumbled out incoherently. And frankly, it was hard to imagine a preteenager 

standing on a stage in front of 1,400 people accustomed to hearing from polished speakers such as Bill Gates, Sir Ken Robinson, and Jill Bolte Taylor. 

But Richard’s story was so compelling that we invited him to speak. In the months before the 2013 conference, we worked with him to frame his story--to find the right place to 

begin, and to develop a succinct and logical arc of events. On the back of his invention Richard had won a scholarship to one of Kenya’s best schools, and there he had the chance 

to practice the talk several times in front of a live audience. It was critical that he build his confidence to the point where his personality could shine through. When he finally gave 

his talk at TED, in Long Beach, you could tell he was nervous, but that only made him more engaging--people were hanging on his every word. The confidence was there, and 

every time Richard smiled, the audience melted. When he finished, the response was instantaneous: a sustained standing ovation. 

Since the first TED conference, 30 years ago, speakers have run the gamut from political figures, musicians, and TV personalities who are completely at ease before a crowd to 

lesser-known academics, scientists, and writers--some of whom feel deeply uncomfortable giving presentations. Over the years, we’ve sought to develop a process for helping 

inexperienced presenters to frame, practice, and deliver talks that people enjoy watching. It typically begins six to nine months before the event, and involves cycles of devising 

(and revising) a script, repeated rehearsals, and plenty of fine-tuning. We’re continually tweaking our approach--because the art of public speaking is evolving in real time--but 

judging by public response, our basic regimen works well: Since we began putting TED Talks online, in 2006, they’ve been viewed more than one billion times. 

On the basis of this experience, I’m convinced that giving a good talk is highly coachable. In a matter of hours, a speaker’s content and delivery can be transformed from muddled 

to mesmerizing. And while my team’s experience has focused on TED’s 18-minutes-or-shorter format, the lessons we’ve learned are surely useful to other presenters--whether 

it’s a CEQ doing an IPQ road show, a brand manager unveiling a new product, or a start-up pitching to VCs. 

Frame Your Story 

There’s no way you can give a good talk unless you have something worth talking about. Conceptualizing and framing what you want to say is the most vital part of preparation. 

Find the Perfect Mix of Data and Narrative 

by Nancy Duarte 

Most presentations lie somewhere on the continuum between a report and a story. A report is data-rich, exhaustive, and informative--but not very engaging. Stories help a 

speaker connect with an audience, but listeners often want facts and information, too. Great presenters layer story and information like a cake, and understand that different 

types of talks require differing ingredients. 

From Report: Literal, Informational, Factual, Exhaustive...Research Findings 

If your goal is to communicate information from a written report, send the full document to the audience in advance, and limit the presentation to key takeaways. Don’t do a long 

slide show that repeats all your findings. Anyone who’s really interested can read the report; everyone else will appreciate brevity. 

Financial Presentation 



Financial audiences love data, and they’ll want the details. Satisfy their analytical appetite with facts, but add a thread of narrative to appeal to their emotional side. Then present 

the key takeaways visually, to help them find meaning in the numbers. 

Product~unch 

Instead of covering only specs and features, focus on the value your product brings to the world. Tell stories that show how real people will use it and why it will change their lives. 

VC Pitch 

For 30 minutes with a VC, prepare a crisp, well-structured story arc that conveys your idea compellingly in 10 minutes or less; then let Q&A drive the rest of the meeting. 

Anticipate questions and rehearse clear and concise answers. 

Keynote Address 

Formal talks at big events are high-stakes, high-impact opportunities to take your listeners on a transformative journey. Use a clear story framework and aim to engage them 

emotionally. 

...to Story: Dramatic, Experiential, Evocative, Persuasive 

Nancy Duarte is the author of HBR Guide to Persuasive Presentations, Slide:ology, and Resonate. She is the CEO of Duarte, Inc., which designs presentations and teaches 

presentation development. 

We all know that humans are wired to listen to stories, and metaphors abound for the narrative structures that work best to engage people. When I think about compelling 

presentations, I think about taking an audience on a journey~ A successful talk is a little miracle--people see the world differently afterward. 

If you frame the talk as a journey, the biggest decisions are figuring out where to start and where to end. To find the right place to start, consider what people in the audience 

already know about your subject--and how much they care about it. If you assume they have more knowledge or interest than they do, or if you start using jargon or get too 

technical, you’ll lose them. The most engaging speakers do a superb job of very quickly introducing the topic, explaining why they care so deeply about it, and convincing the 

audience members that they should, too. 

The biggest problem I see in first drafts of presentations is that they try to cover too much ground. You can’t summarize an entire career in a single talk. If you try to cram in 

everything you know, you won’t have time to include key details, and your talk will disappear into abstract language that may make sense if your listeners are familiar with the 

subject matter but will be completely opaque if they’re new to it. You need specific examples to flesh out your ideas. So limit the scope of your talk to that which can be explained, 

and brought to life with examples, in the available time. Much of the early feedback we give aims to correct the impulse to sweep too broadly. Instead, go deeper. Give more 

detail. Don’t tell us about your entire field of study--tell us about your unique contribution. 

Of course, it can be just as damaging to overexplain or painstakingly draw out the implications of a talk. And there the remedy is different: Remember that the people in the 

audience are intelligent. Let them figure some things out for themselves. Let them draw their own conclusions. 

Many of the best talks have a narrative structure that loosely follows a detective story. The speaker starts out by presenting a problem and then describes the search for a 

solution. There’s an "aha" moment, and the audience’s perspective shifts in a meaningful way. 

If a talk fails, it’s almost always because the speaker didn’t frame it correctly, misjudged the audience’s level of interest, or neglected to tell a story. Even if the topic is important, 

random pontification without narrative is always deeply unsatisfying. There’s no progression, and you don’t feel that you’re learning. 

I was at an energy conference recently where two people--a city mayor and a former governor--gave back-to-back talks. The mayor’s talk was essentially a list of impressive 

projects his city had undertakem It came off as boasting, like a report card or an advertisement for his reelection. It quickly got boring. When the governor spoke, she didn’t list 

achievements; instead, she shared an idea. Yes, she recounted anecdotes from her time in office, but the idea was central--and the stories explanatory or illustrative (and also 

funny). It was so much more interesting. The mayor’s underlying point seemed to be how great he was, while the governor’s message was "Here’s a compelling idea that would 

benefit us all." 

As a general rule, people are not very interested in talks about organizations or institutions (unless they’re members of them). Ideas and stories fascinate us; organizations bore 

us--they’re much harder to relate to. (Businesspeople especially take note: Don’t boast about your company; rather, tell us about the problem you’re solving.) 

Plan Your Delivery 

Once you’ve got the framing down, it’s time to focus on your delivery. There are three main ways to deliver a talk. You can read it directly off a script or a teleprompter. You can 

develop a set of bullet points that map out what you’re going to say in each section rather than scripting the whole thing word for word. Or you can memorize your talk, which 

entails rehearsing it to the point where you internalize every word--verbatim. 

My advice: Don’t read it, and don’t use a teleprompter. It’s usually just too distancing--people will know you’re reading. And as soon as they sense it, the way they receive your 

talk will shift. Suddenly your intimate connection evaporates, and everything feels a lot more formal. We generally outlaw reading approaches of any kind at TED, though we made 

an exception a few years ago for a man who insisted on using a monitor. We set up a screen at the back of the auditorium, in the hope that the audience wouldn’t notice it. At first 

he spoke naturally. But soon he stiffened up, and you could see this horrible sinking feeling pass through the audience as people realized, "Oh, no, he’s reading to us!" The words 

were great, but the talk got poor ratings~ 

Many of our best and most popular TED Talks have been memorized word for word. If you’re giving an important talk and you have the time to do this, it’s the best way to go. But 

don’t underestimate the work involved. One of our most memorable speakers was Jill Bolte Taylor, a brain researcher who had suffered a stroke. She talked about what she 

learned during the eight years it took her to recover. After crafting her story and undertaking many hours of solo practice, she rehearsed her talk dozens of times in front of an 

audience to be sure she had it down. 

Obviously, not every presentation is worth that kind of investment of time. But if you do decide to memorize your talk, be aware that there’s a predictable arc to the learning 

curve. Most people go through what I call the "valley of awkwardness," where they haven’t quite memorized the talk. If they give the talk while stuck in that valley, the audience 

will sense it. Their words will sound recited, or there will be painful moments where they stare into the middle distance, or cast their eyes upward, as they struggle to remember 

their lines. This creates distance between the speaker and the audience. 

Getting past this point is simple, fortunately. It’s just a matter of rehearsing enough times that the flow of words becomes second nature. Then you can focus on delivering the talk 



with meaning and authenticity. Don’t worry--you’ll get there. 

But if you don’t have time to learn a speech thoroughly and get past that awkward valley, don’t try. Go with bullet points on note cards. As long as you know what you want to say 

for each one, you’ll be fine. Focus on remembering the transitions from one bullet point to the next. 

Also pay attention to your tone. Some speakers may want to come across as authoritative or wise or powerful or passionate, but it’s usually much better to just sound 

conversationak Don’t force iL Don’t orate. Just be you. 

If a successful talk is a journey, make sure you don’t start to annoy your travel companions along the way. Some speakers project too much ego. They sound condescending or full 

of themselves, and the audience shuts down. Don’t let that happen. 

Develop Stage Presence 

For inexperienced speakers, the physical act of being onstage can be the most difficult part of giving a presentation--but people tend to overestimate its importance. Getting the 

words, story, and substance right is a much bigger determinant of success or failure than how you stand or whether you’re visibly nervous. And when it comes to stage presence, a 

little coaching can go a long way. 

The biggest mistake we see in early rehearsals is that people move their bodies too much. They sway from side to side, or shift their weight from one leg to the other. People do 

this naturally when they’re nervous, but it’s distracting and makes the speaker seem weak. Simply getting a person to keep his or her lower body motionless can dramatically 

improve stage presence. There are some people who are able to walk around a stage during a presentation, and that’s fine if it comes naturally. But the vast majority are better 

off standing still and relying on hand gestures for emphasis. 

Perhaps the most important physical act onstage is making eye contact. Find five or six friendly-looking people in different parts of the audience and look them in the eye as you 

speak. Think of them as friends you haven’t seen in a year, whom you’re bringing up to date on your work~ That eye contact is incredibly powerful, and it will do more than 

anything else to help your talk land. Even if you don’t have time to prepare fully and have to read from a script, looking up and making eye contact will make a huge difference. 

Another big hurdle for inexperienced speakers is nervousness--both in advance of the talk and while they’re onstage. People deal with this in different ways. Many speakers stay 

out in the audience until the moment they go on; this can work well, because keeping your mind engaged in the earlier speakers can distract you and limit nervousness. Amy 

Cuddy, a Harvard Business School professor who studies how certain body poses can affect power, utilized one of the more unusual preparation techniques I’ve seen. She 

recommends that people spend time before a talk striding around, standing tall, and extending their bodies; these poses make you feel more powerful. It’s what she did before 

going onstage, and she delivered a phenomenal talk. But I think the single best advice is simply to breathe deeply before you go onstage. It works. 

In general, people worry too much about nervousness. Nerves are not a disaster. The audience expects you to be nervous. It’s a natural body response that can actually improve 

your performance: It gives you energy to perform and keeps your mind sharp. Just keep breathing, and you’ll be fine. 

Acknowledging nervousness can also create engagement. Showing your vulnerability, whether through nerves or tone of voice, is one of the most powerful ways to win over an 

audience, provided it is authentic. Susan Cain, who wrote a book about introverts and spoke at our 2012 conference, was terrified about giving her talk. You could feel her fragility 

onstage, and it created this dynamic where the audience was rooting for her--everybody wanted to hug her afterward. The fact that we knew she was fighting to keep herself up 

there made it beautiful, and it was the most popular talk that year. 

Plan the Multimedia 

With so much technology at our disposal, it may feel almost mandatory to use, at a minimum, presentation slides. By now most people have heard the advice about PowerPoint: 

Keep it simple; don’t use a slide deck as a substitute for notes (by, say, listing the bullet points you’ll discuss--those are best put on note cards); and don’t repeat out loud words 

that are on the slide. Not only is reciting slides a variation of the teleprompter problem--"Oh, no, she’s reading to us, too!"--but information is interesting only once, and hearing 

and seeing the same words feels repetitive. That advice may seem universal by now, but go into any company and you’ll see presenters violating it every day. 

Many of the best TED speakers don’t use slides at all, and many talks don’t require them. If you have photographs or illustrations that make the topic come alive, then yes, show 

them. If not, consider doing without, at least for some parts of the presentation. And if you’re going to use slides, it’s worth exploring alternatives to PowerPoinL For instance, 

TED has invested in the company Prezi, which makes presentation software that offers a camera’s-eye view of a two-dimensional landscape. Instead of a flat sequence of images, 

you can move around the landscape and zoom in to it if need be. Used properly, such techniques can dramatically boost the visual punch of a talk and enhance its meaning. 

Artists, architects, photographers, and designers have the best opportunity to use visuals. Slides can help frame and pace a talk and help speakers avoid getting lost in jargon or 

overly intellectual language. (Art can be hard to talk about--better to experience it visually.) I’ve seen great presentations in which the artist or designer put slides on an 

automatic timer so that the image changed every 15 seconds. Fve also seen presenters give a talk accompanied by video, speaking along to it. That can help sustain momentum. 

The industrial designer Ross Lovegrove’s highly visual TED Talk, for instance, used this technique to bring the audience along on a remarkable creative journey. 

Another approach creative types might consider is to build silence into their talks, and just let the work speak for itsel£ The kinetic sculptor Reuben Margolin used that approach to 

powerful effect. The idea is not to think ’q’m giving a talk." Instead, think "1 want to give this audience a powerful experience of my work." The single worst thing artists and 

architects can do is to retreat into abstract or conceptual language. 

Video has obvious uses for ma ny speakers. In a TED Talk about the intelligence of crows, for instance, the scientist showed a clip of a crow bending a hook to fish a piece of food out 

of a tube--essentially creating a tool. It illustrated his point far better than anything he could have said. 

Used well, video can be very effective, but there are common mistakes that should be avoided. A clip needs to be short--if it’s more than 60 seconds, you risk losing people. Don’t 

use videos--particularly corporate ones--that sound self-promotional or like infomercials; people are conditioned to tune those out. Anything with a soundtrack can be 

dangerously off-putting. And whatever you do, don’t show a clip of yourself being interviewed on, say, CN N. I’ve seen speakers do this, and it’s a really bad idea--no one wants to 

go along with you on your ego trip. The people in your audience are already listening to you live; why would they want to simultaneously watch your talking-head clip on a screen? 

Putting It Together 

We start helping speakers prepare their talks six months (or more) in advance so that they’ll have plenty of time to practice. We want people’s talks to be in final form at least a 

month before the event. The more practice they can do in the final weeks, the better off they’ll be. Ideally, they’ll practice the talk on their own and in front of an audience. 

The tricky part about rehearsing a presentation in front of other people is that they will feel obligated to offer feedback and constructive criticism. Often the feedback from 

different people will vary or directly conflict. This can be confusing or even paralyzing, which is why it’s important to be choosy about the people you use as a test audience, and 

whom you invite to offer feedback. In general, the more experience a person has as a presenter, the better the criticism he or she can offer. 



learned many of these lessons myself in 2011. My colleague Bruno Giussani, who curates our TEDGIobal event, pointed out that although Fd worked at TED for nine years, served 

as the emcee at our conferences, and introduced many of the speakers, I’d never actually given a TED Talk myself. So he invited me to give one, and I accepted. 

It was more stressful than l’d expected. Even though I spend time helping others frame their stories, framing my own in a way that felt compelling was difficult. I decided to 

memorize my presentation, which was about how web video powers global innovation, and that was really hard: Even though I was putting in a lot of hours, and getting sound 

advice from my colleagues, I definitely hit a point where I didn’t quite have it down and began to doubt I ever would. I really thought I might bomb. I was nervous right up until the 

moment I took the stage. But it ended up going fine. It’s definitely not one of the all-time great TED Talks, but it got a positive reaction--and I survived the stress of going through 

it. 

Ultimately I learned firsthand what our speakers have been discovering for three decades: Presentations rise or fall on the quality of the idea, the narrative, and the passion of the 

speaker. It’s about substance, not speaking style or multimedia pyrotechnics. It’s fairly easy to "coach out" the problems in a talk, but there’s no way to "coach in" the basic 

story--the presenter has to have the raw material. If you have something to say, you can build a great talk. But if the central theme isn’t there, you’re better off not speaking. 

Decline the invitation. Go back to work, and wait until you have a compelling idea that’s really worth sharing. 

10 Ways to Ruin a Presentation 

As hard as it may be to give a great talk, it’s really easy to blow it. Here are some common mistakes that TED advises its speakers to avoid. 

1. Take a really long time to explain what your talk is about. 

2. Speak slowly and dramatically. Why talk when you can orate? 

3. Make sure you subtly let everyone know how important you are. 

4~ Refer to your book repeatedly. Even better, quote yourself from it. 

5. Cram your slides with numerous text bullet points and multiple fonts. 

6. Use lots of unexplained technical jargon to make yourself sound smarL 

7. Speak at great length about the history of your organization and its glorious achievements. 

8~ Don’t bother rehearsing to check how long your talk is running. 

9. Sound as if you’re reciting your talk from memory. 

10. Never, ever make eye contact with anyone in the audience. 

The single most important thing to remember is that there is no one good way to do a talk. The most memorable talks offer something fresh, something no one has seen before. 

The worst ones are those that feel formulaic. So do not on any account try to emulate every piece of advice I’ve offered here. Take the bulk of it on board, sure. But make the talk 

your own. You know what’s distinctive about you and your idea~ Play to your strengths and give a talk that is truly authentic to you. 

Chris Anderson is the curator of TED. 
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County: Orange 
Pop~lation: 57,233 

Area: 21.3 Miles 
Year Fou~ded: 1819 

Mayor: Mark Kleinschmidt 
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Southern Seaso~ - 201 S. Estes Dr.; 

(919)-929-7133 

Trader JIoe’s - 1800 E. Franklin St.; 

(919)-918-7871 
Harris Teeter - 116 W. Barbee Chapel Rd.; 

(919)-932-5020 
Harris Teeter - 1800 Martin Luther King Jr. 
Blvd.; Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (919) 968-0110 

Target - 8210 Renaissance Pkwy., Durham, NC 
Wa|mart - 12500 US 15-501 N., Chapel Hill, NC 

Fresh I~arket - 1200-A Raleigh Road; Chapel 

Hill, NC 27517 
Food LJo~] - 1720 North Fordham Blvd; Chapel 

Hill NC 27514; (919)967-2613; 
Food L~on - 1129 Weaver Dairy Road; Chapel 

Hill NC 27514; (919)929-0458 
Whol[e Foods - 81 South Elliott Road, Chapel Hill 

NC 27514; (919)968-1983 
Weaver Street Market - 101 East Weaver St., 

Carrboro NC 27510; (919)929-0010 
Weaver Street Market - 716 Market Street, 

Carrboro NC 27516; (919)929-2009 
Sam’s Club - 4005 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd, 

Durham NC 27707; (919)489-8160 
Super Target - 8210 Renaissance Parkway, 

Durham NC 27713; (919)425-0001 
5~per Target - 4037 Chapel Hill Blvd, Durham 

NC 27707; (919)765-0008 
Wa|mart - 5450 New Hope Commons, Durham 

NC 27707; (919)489-4412 



Home Depot - 3701 Mt. Moriah Road, Durham 

NC 27705; (919)419-0208 
Lowe’s - 4402 Fayetteville Rd, Durham NC 

27713; 919-206-4800 

Chapel Hill Cleaners - 422 W. Franklin St.; 
(919)-942-197 
A Cleaner World - 1129-P Weaver Dairy Road 
Syd’s Hair Shop - 108 W. Rosemary; 
(9191)-942-7606 
Chapel Hill Barber Shop o 123 W. Franklin St.; 
(919)-942-4864 
Campus Barber - 128 E. Franklin St. 
Cut Above Barber Shop o 1.11. N. Merritt Mill 
Rd. 
Chapel Hill Tire: (919)-967-7092 
Auto Pro to Call: (919)-967-2271 

Cart Mill Mall - 200 North Greensboro Street, 
Carrboro NC 27510; 919-942-8669; 
www.carrmillmall.com/ 
[lniversity Mall - 201 South Estes Drive, Chapel 
Hill NC 27514; 919-967-6934; 
universitymallnc.com/ 
The Shops at Eastgate - 1800 East Franklin 
Street, Chapel Hill NC 27514; 
www.shoppingeastgate.com/ 
New Hope Coramons - 5428 New Hope 
Commons Blvd, Durham NC 27707; 919- 
969-7301 
The Streets at Southpoint - 6910 Fayetteville 
Road, Durham NC 27713;        919-572- 
8808; www.streetsatsouthpoint.com/ 
Crabtree Valley Mall - 4325 Glenwood Avenue, 
Raleigh NC 27612; 919-787-2506 
www.crabtree-valley-mall.com/ 
Northgate Mall - 1058 West Club Blvd; Durham 
NC 27701; 919-286-3816; 
www.northgatemall.com/ 
Tanger Outlet Center - 4000 Arrowhead Blvd, 
Mebane NC 27302; 919-304-1520 
www.tangeroutlet com/mebane 
Carolina Premium Outlets - 1025 Industrial 
Park Drive; Smithfield, NC 27577 

Artisan Pizza Kitchen - 153 E. Franklin St.; 
(919)-929-9119 

35 Cbinese - 143 W. Franklin St.; (919)-968- 
3488 
ltalian Pizzeria Ill ~ 508 W. Franklin St.; (919)- 
968-4671 
Mediterranean Dell & Catering - 410 W. 
Franklin St.; (919)-967-2666 
Breadmen.~s (Breakgast) - 324 W. Rosemary 
St.; (919)-967-7110 
B SKI’S - The Wrap Redefined - 147 E. Franklin 
St.; (919)-969-9727 
Allen. and Son Barbecue- 6203 Millhouse Road; 
(919)-942-7576 
Buns - 107 N. Columbia Street; (919)-240-4746 
Cosmic Cantina- 128 East Franklin Street; 
(919)-960-3955 
Merritt’s Store & Grill -1009 S. Columbia St.; 
(919)-942-4897 
Chipotle - 301 W. Franklin St.; (919)-942-2091 
Carolina Cofl~e Shop - 138 E. Franklin st.; 
(919)-942-6875 
Sutton’s Drug Store - 159 E. Franklin St,; (919)- 
942-5161 
Monterrey Mexican Restaurant - 237 S. Elliott 
Rd.; (919)-969-8750 
McAlister’s DeN - 205 E. Franklin St.; (919)-969- 
1102 
Pita Pit - 115 E. Franklin St.; (919)-933-4456 
Bandido~s Mexican Caf~ - 159 E. Franklin St.; 
(919)-967-5048 
I Love NY Pizza - 106 W. Franklin St.; (919)- 
968-4224 
Top °this! - 161 East Franklin St.; (919)-240- 
7169 
35 Chinese Restaurant (Chinese Buffet) - 143 
W. Franklin St.; (919)-968-3488 
Time-Out Restaurant (Late Night)- 133 W. 
Franklin St.; (919)-929-2425 
Twisted Noodles (Thai) - 1800 E. Franklin St.; 
(919)-933-9933 
Lime & Basil (Vietnamese) - 200 W. Franklin 
St.; (919)-967-5055 

The Grille at Four Corners - 175 E, Franklin St.; 
(919)-537-8230 
Joe’s Joint - 161 E. Franklin St.; (919)-942-6060 
Jimmy John’s- 306 W. Franklin St.; (919)-968- 
7827 
Ye Olde Waffle Shoppe - 173 E. Franklin St,; 
(919)-929-9192 



Squid’s Restaurant, Market and Oyster Bar- 
1201 Fordham Boulevard; (919)-942-8757 
Fuse - 403 West Rosemary Street; (919)-942- 
9242 
Cholanad (Indian) ~ 308 W. Franklin St.; (800)- 
246-5262 
Crook’s Corner (OMy Dinner) o 610 W. 
Franklin Street; (919)-929-7643 
Vimala’s 
Curryblossom Caf~. 
(Indian) - 431 W. 
Franklin St.; (919)- 
929-3833 

764 Mark~n Luther ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
K~ng]r. ~lvd.; (919)-537-8167 
Sage CaN [Vege~arian) - 1129 Weaver Dairy 
ad.; 19 _9)-9 a-976  
K~po’s Greek Taverns - 431 W. Franklin St.; 
(919)-425-0760 
Nerlion (Singaporea~) - 410 Market St.; (919)- 
933-1188 
Tobacco Road Sports Caf~ - llla Environ WaN 
(919)-537-8404 
R&R Grill - 137 E. Franklin St.; (919)-240-4411 
Nei Asia~x - 143 East Franklin St.; (919)-537- 
8409 
West End Wine Bar - 450 W. Franklin St.; (919)- 
967-7599 
Trflussa la Trattor~a - 401 W. Franklin St.; 
(919)-967-0057 
Spanky’s Restaurant (Amerkan) - 101 E. 
Franklin St.; (919)-967-2678 
N~t (~ndian) - 504 W. Franklin St.; (919)-929- 
6188 
Carolina Brewery - 460 W. Franklin St.; (919)- 
942-1800 
Spanky’s - 101 E. Franklin St.; (919)-967-2678 
Sandwhkh - 407 W. Franklin St.; (919)-929- 
2114 
Top of the H~I.~ Restaurant & Brewery - 100 E. 
Franklin St.; (919)-929-8676 

411 West - 411 W. Franklin St.; (919)-967-2782 
Lantern (Asian) .... 423 W. Franklin St.; (919)- 
969-8846 
Bin Fifty~Four (Steak House) - 1201-M Raleigh 
Rd.; (919)-969-1155 

Elaine’s On Frankli~ (American) - 454 W. 
Franklin St.; (919)-960-2770 
Elements Of Chapel Hill (American) - 2110 
Environ Way, (919)-537-8780 
II Palio - 1505 E. Franklin St.; (919)-918-2545 
ONE restaurant (American) - 100 
Meadowmont Cir.; (919)-537-8207 
Taranti~ - 50160 Governors Dr.; (919)-942- 
4240 
Tal~llas - 456 W. Franklin St.; (919)-933-1177 

WCHL (1360AN) - Providing talk radio, news, 
and local sports coverage. 
The Daily Tar Heel .... The free independent 
student newspaper that serves the University 
and the town. 
Chapel Hill News-Village Advocate 

Cat’s Cradle - Nationally recognized live music 
club. 300 East Main St, Carrboro, NC 27510; 
(919)967-9053; www.catscradle.com/ 
Varsity Theater - Historic movie theater that 
now plays second-runs of major Hollywood hits 
along with classic features at a price of $3. 
Lumina Theater - Movie theater located at 620 
Market Street. 
The Carolina Basketball Museum- Popular 
tourist attraction with memorabilia highlighting 
the rich history of Carolina basketball. Located 
in the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center next to 
the Dean E. Smith Center. 
UNC Finley Golf Course - Beautiful 18 hole golf 
course with driving range and putting green. 
Student and faculty discount rates available. 
University N[all - Smaller mall with stores 
including Dillard’s and Foot Locker. 
Located at 201 S Estes Drive in Chapel Hill. 
The Streets at Southpoint - Larger mall with a 
movie theater located in Durham at 6910 



Fayetteville Street. 

Meraorial Hall - 114 East Cameron Avenue, 
Chapel Hill NC 27516; 919-843-3333 

www.carolinaperformingarts.org/aboutus/mem 

orial 

The ArtsCenter - 300 East Main Street #G, 

Carrboro NC 27510; 919-929-2787 
www.artscenterlive.org/ 

Lincoln Theater - 126 East Cabarrus Street, 
Raleigh NC 27601; 919-821-4111 

www.lincolntheatre.com/ 
The Carolina Theater - 309 West Morgan 

Street, Durham NC 27701; 919-560-3030 
www.carolinatheatre.org/ 

Durham Performing Arts Center - 123 Vivian 

Street, Durham NC; 919-680-2787 
www.dpacnc.com/ 

Koka Booth Amphitheater - 8003 Regency 

Parkway, Cary NC 27518; 919-462-2052; 
www.b oothamphitheatre.com/ 
Time Warner Music Pavilion at Walnut Creek 

- 3801 Rock Quarry Road, 
Raleigh NC 27610; 919-831-6400 

Raleigh Ampbitheater - 500 South McDovvell 

Streek Raleigh NC 27601; 
919-831-6400; v~w.raleigh-amphitheater.com/ 

Amerkan Tobacco H~stork D~strkt Blackwel~ 

Street - Durham NC 27701; 
919-534-6576; 

m~.americantobaccohistoricdistrict.com /inde 
x.html 

Durham Bulls Athletic Park - 409 Blackwell 

Street, Durham NC 27701 
919-956-2855; 
mv.durhambulls.com / sta dium / athleti c_park.h 

tml 
~BC Center - 1400 Edwards Mill Road, Raleigh 

NC 27607; 919-467-7825 

mv.rbccenter.com/ 

Balanced Movement Studio - 304 Weaver 

Street, suite 103 
Carrboro NC 27510; 919-942-0240; balanced- 

movement.com/ 
Community Center Pool - 120 South Estes 

Drive, Chapel Hill NC 27514; 

919-969-2790 
The Wellness Center at Meadowmont - 100 
Sprunt Street, Chapel Hill NC 27517; 

919-966-5500; www.uncwellness.com/ 
02 Fitness - 6118-F Farrington Road, Chapel Hill 

NC 27517; 919-354-3402; 

o2fitnessclubs.com/ 
Cbapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA- 980 Martin 
Luther King ]r. Blvd, Chapel Hill NC 27514 

919-442-9622; www.chcymca.org/ 
Triangle SportsPlex - 101 Meadowland Drive, 

Hillsborough NC 27278; 

919-644-0339; www.trianglesportsplex.com/ 

Bull City Running Group - Bull City Running 
Company, Durham; 
sports.groups.yahoo.com/group/bullcityrg/ 
Fullsteam Ahead.~ Run Club - Fullsteam 
Brewery, Durham; 
www.b ull ci tyrunnin g.c o m / e v e n ts /full ste am- 
ahead-run-club/ 
Carolina Godiva Running Club - Duke Forest, 
Durham; Park Drive, RTP; Camp Chestnut Ridge, 
Efland; American Tobacco Trail, Durham; 
Umstead Park 
www.carolinagodiva.org/ 
Mill Striders’ Running Club - The Wellness 
Center, Chapel Hill; Foster’s Market, Chapel Hill; 
www.millstriders.org/index.html 
Cardinal Track Club - 
www.cardinaltrack.com/home.html 
One Step Beyond Multi-Sport Coaching - 
www.osbmultisport.com/ 
Triangle Multisport Coaching/Training - 
www.trianglemultisport.com/home.html 
Fleet Feet Training Programs - 
~w.fleeffeetcarrboro.com/training 

Around Cmnpus Loop (2.05 miles) - 
www.usaff.org/routes/view.asp?rlD = 168255 
Glen Lennox Route (4.75 miles) - 
~w.usatf.org/routes/view.aspTrlD= 168250 
South Road Route (3.14 miles) - 
www.usaff.org/routes/view.aspTrlD= 168245 
Finley Golf Course (4.31 miles) - 
~w.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rlD = 168239 
Raleigb/gimgboul (2.67 miles) - 
~w.usatf.org/routes/view.aspTrlD = 168234 
Mid-Campus Route (1.51 miles) - 
~w.usaff.org/routes/view.asp?rlD= 168228 



Battle Park Trail (1.46 miles) - 
www.usatf.o rg / ro utes /vi e w.as p ?rl D=16 7 5 5 4 
15-50l/Laurel Hill (2.94 miles) - 
www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rlD= 168224 
UNC Cross Country (3 miles) - 
www.mapmyrun.com/routes/view/2612538 
Shamrock ~ Run (3.17 miles) - 
www.mapmyrun.com /routes /view /13 7 96890 
Tar Heel 4+ Miler (4.6 miles) - 
~v.endurancemag.com/eventproduction/TH 
0-2011/2011FF4MflerC ourse Map.p df 
Tar Heel 10 Miler - 
~.endurancemag.com/eventproduction/TH 
O- 2011/th l Ocourse_Rev.pdf 

Massage Envy- 1800 East Franklin Street, Suite 
2, Chapel Hill NC 27514 
919-442-0500; www.massageenvyrdu.com 
Massage Envy - 8202 Renaisssance Parkway 
Suite 111, Durham NC 27713 
919-493-3689; www.massageenvyrdu.com 
Healing Waters - 6813 Fayetteville Road, 
Durham NC 27713; 919-572-1710 
www.healingwatersb eauty.com/ 
Carrboro Yoga Compm~y - 200 North 
Greensboro Street, Carrboro NC 27510 
919-933-2921; www.mycyco.com/ 

Battleship North Caroli~a - 1 Battleship Road, 
Wilmington NC 28401; 910-251-5797; 
www.battleshipnc.com/ 
Biltmore Estate - 1 Lodge St, Asheville NC 
28803; 800-411-3812 
Blue Ridge Parkway - 
www.blueridgeparkway.org/index.php 
Cape Hatteras National Seashore and 
Lighthouse - Junction of US-64 and NC-12 
Nags Head NC; 252-473-2111; 
www.nps.gov/caha/index,htm 
Charlotte Notor Speedway - 5555 Concord 
Parkway South, Concord NC 28027 
704-455-3200; 
www.charlottemotorspeedway.com/ 
Cherokee Indian Reserw~tion - 498 Tsail Blvd, 
Cherokee NC 28719; 800-438-1601 
www.cherokee-nc.com/index.php 
Grandfather Mountain- 2050 Blowing Rock 
Highway, Linville NC 28646; 800-468-7325; 
grandfather.corn/ 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park - 
Cherokee NC entrance; 865-436-1200 
www.nps.gov/grsm/index.htm 
North Carolina Zoo - 4401 Zoo Parkway, 
Asheboro NC 27205; 800-488-0444 
www.nczoo.org/ 
Wright Brotl~ers National Memorial - Mile 
post 7.5 on US Highway 158, Kill Devil Hills NC; 
252-473-2111; www.nps.gov/wrb r/index.htm 



Festivals, Events 

Tar Heel Basketball 

Tar Heel Basketball 
Shamrock ’n Run 5K (Campus) 

Blue Sky Film Festival (Chapel Hill) 
North Carolina Comedy Arts Festival (Carrboro) 
Carolina Jazz Festival (Campus) 

Revolutionary War Living History Day 
(Hillsborough) 

March Madness 

Chapel Hill 5K Run for Relief (Campus) 

Zeta Franklin 5K (Campus) 
Greek Week 5K (Campus) 

Birdhouses on Parade (Carolina Inn) 

Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 

North Carolina Renaissance Faire (Knightdale 

NC) 
Azalea trail 

Pickle Festival (Mr. Olive NC) 
Civil War Re-enactment (Durham, Bennett Place) 
Durham Bulls 
Tar Heel 10 Miler & 4 Mile Run (Campus) 

Free cone day at Ben & Jerry’s (Earth Day) 

Full Frame Documentary Film Festival (Durham) 
Children’s Easter Egg Hunt (Chapel Hill) 

Orange County Community Egg Hunt (Carrboro) 

Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 

Durham Bulls 

Back Porch Music on the Lawn (American 
Tobacco Campus) 
Hillsborough Hog Day (Hillsborough) 

Greek Festival (Chapel Hill) 

UNC Spring Commencement (Campus) 

Roost Beer Garden (Pittsboro, Fearrington 
Village) 

Movies on the Green & Summer Music Series 

(Southern Village) 
Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 

Locally Grown Rooftop Music and Movies 

(Downtown Chapel Hill, Wallace Parking Deck) 
Durham Bulls 

Back Porch Music on the Lawn (American 
Tobacco Campus) 
Movies by Moonlight (Koka Booth 

Amphitheater) 

NC Symphony Summerfest (Koka Booth 
Amphitheater) 

American Dance Festival (Durham NC) 
Sweet Carolina Summer Concert Series 

(University Mall) 

Roost Beer Garden (Pittsboro, Fearrington 
Village) 
Summer Movie Express $1 admission (Regal 

Cinema) 

Movies on the Green & Summer Music Series 
(Southern Village) 

Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 
Locally Grown Rooftop Music and Movies 

(Downtown Chapel Hill, Wallace Parking Deck) 
Blueberry picking 
Durham Bulls 

Back Porch Music on the Lawn (American 
Tobacco Campus) 
Movies by Moonlight (Koka Booth 

Amphitheater) 
NC Symphony Summerfest (Koka Booth 

Amphitheater) 

American Dance Festival (Durham NC) 
Festival for the Eno (Durham City Park) 

10 X 10 X 10 Festival in the Triangle (The 

ArtsCenter) 
Sweet Carolina Summer Concert Series 

(University Mall) 
Independence Day Events - Entertainment & 

Fireworks (Chapel Hill Parks & Recreation 

Department), Family Celebration & Parade 
(Carrboro Recreation & Parks Department), Old- 

Fashioned Celebration and Band Concert 
(Preservation Society of Chapel Hill) 

Roost Beer Garden (Pittsboro, Fearrington 

Village) 
Summer Movie Express $1 admission (Regal 

Cinema) 

Fall Fest 



Movies on the Green & Summer Music Series 

(Southern Village) 
Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 

Blueberry picking 

Durham Bulls 

Back Porch Music on the Lawn (American 
Tobacco Campus) 

Beer-Bourbon-BBQ Festival (Koka Booth 
Amphitheater) 

Movies by Moonlight (Koka Booth 
Amphitheater) 

Bike Fest: the Rural Heritage Tour (Hfllsborough, 

Carolina Tarwheels Bicycle Club) 

Roost Beer Garden (Pittsboro, Fearrington 
Village) 
Summer Movie Express $1 admission (Regal 

Cinema) 

Summer Music Series (Southern Village) 

Fridays on the Front Porch (Carolina Inn) 

Tar Heel Football (Tar Heel Town) 
Durham Bulls 

Back Porch Music on the Lawn (American 
Tobacco Campus) 

Hopscotch Music Festival (Raleigh NC) 

Movies by Moonlight (Koka Booth 
Amphitheater) 

Esperanza 5K (Campus) 

Bull Durham Blues Festival (Durham) 

Carrboro Music Festival (Carrboro) 
Roost Beer Garden (Pittsboro, Fearrington 
Village) 

Homegrown Halloween on Franklin Street 

Tar Heel Football (Tar Heel Town) 
Pumpkin picking, hayride and cornfield mazes 

(Cedar Creek Farm) 
Midnight with Roy (Dean Dome) 

World Beer Festival (Durham NC) 
NC State Fair (Raleigh NC) 

Dozen Donut Dash (Campus) 
Get Heeled 5K Run & Family Walk (Campus) 

Halloween Hash Run (Campus Rec) 

Tar Heel Trot (Campus) 
Festifall Street Fair (Chapel Hill Parks & 

Recreation Department) 

Halloween Carnival (Carrboro Recreation & 
Parks Department) 

Halloween Pumkpin Fest! at Fearrington Village 

(Pittsboro) 
Voices from the Grave: Haunted Walking Tour of 

Old Cemetery (Preservation Society of Chapel 
Hill & Deep Dish Theater Company) 

Tar Heel Town 

Tar Heel Football (Tar Heel Town) 
Tar Heel Basketball 

Heels 4 Hope 5K Challenge (Campus) 
Eve Carson Memorial 5K for Education (Campus) 

Turkey Trot (Campus Rec) 

Carrboro Film Festival (Carrboro Century 

Center) 

Tar Heel Basketball 

Jingle Bell Jog (Campus Rec) 
Twelve Days of Christmas (Carolina Inn) 

Chapel Hill Holiday Tree Lighting (Chapel Hill) 

Holiday House Tour (Preservation Society of 
Chapel Hill) 

UNC Winter Commencement (Campus) 



50+ Must-Do Things in C hape[ Hi[[ (and 
Surrounding Area} 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Drink out of the Old Well on your first day to 

ensure good luck 

Go to a performance at the Forest Theater 

Walk past Silent Sam and learn the legend 

about whether his gun goes off or not 

Learn the verses to "Hark the Sound" - not 

just the chorus 

Attend a Carolina-Hopkins lacrosse game 

Treat yourself to a world-class performance 

at Memorial Hall 

See a revival at the Varsity Theater - like 80’s 

Week 

Enjoy a hamburger at Sutton’s Drugstore 

Attend a Carolina-Duke basketball 

Enjoy an afternoon of people watching at 

Weaver Street Market in Carrboro 

Experience Tar Heel Town and the Kenan 

Amphitheater on football Saturdays 

Find Cosmic Cantina in its tucked-away 

location and then indulge in a deluxe burrito 

Follow a guide from the Preservation Society 

of Chapel Hill on the "Walk This Way! Fact & 

Folklore Tour" 

Ring in the school year at Fall Fest 

Participate in Halloween on Franklin Street - 

or merely people watch 

See a show at Morehead Planetarium 

Stroll to Franklin Street for a swirl at Yogurt 

Pump 

Get tickets to a production at Playmaker’s 

Theater 

Debate a pit preacher - or at least watch them 

in action 

Feast on Carolina BBQ at The Pi~ The Q Shack 
or Allen & Sons 

Enjoy a night of acapella with the Loreleis or 

the Clef Hangers 

Treat yourself to ice cream from Maple View 

Farm Country Store 

Walk through the Coker Arboretum 

Run the Tar Heel 10 Miler... or any of the 

numerous 5Ks run on campus 
Start the basketball season off with Midnight 

Madness at the Dean Dome 

Order a heapin’ serving of shrimp and grits at 

Crook’s Corner 

Partake in the southern tradition of a 

breakfast biscuit at Neal’s or drive through at 

Biscuitville 

Consume a bowl of lasagna from Ratheskellar 

- if it ever re-opens 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 
48. 

49. 
50. 

Make plans for a southern Sunday meal at 

Mama Dip’s 

Run, bike or walk Laurel Hill 
Take advantage of the twilight greens fees at 

Finley Golf Course 

Grab lawn chairs or blankets for Locally 

Grown Summer Entertainment Series with 

rooftop music and movies at Wallace Plaza 

Enjoy Fridays on the Front Porch at The 

Carolina Inn 

Watch pedestrian traffic from the balcony at 

Top of the Hill 

Vini, vidi, vic wine tasting - Wednesday wine 

tastings at West End Wine Bar; Thursday 

tastings at Chapel Hill Wine Company; 

"Fridays Uncorked" at A Southern Season 

Take an afternoon swim in Kessing Outdoor 

Pool or Bowman Gray Indoor Pool - 

depending on the season 

Enjoy a meal at The Flying Burrito 

The Lumina at Southern Village offers 

outdoor movies during the summer 

See Chapel Hill from the Air Care helipad atop 

UNC Hospital 

Snack on the hush puppies at Squid’s while 

waiting for your meal 

Combine the local history and cuisine on 

Taste of Carolina Gourmet Food Tours or 

Triangle Food Tour 

Bike ride in the moonlight? Sign up for the 

Habitat for Humanity of Durham Bike Ride 

Run all three events in the Le Tour de 

Carrboro - Four on the Fourth (July 4), 

Carrboro 10K (October), "Double B" Gallop & 

Gorge 8K (Thanksgiving) 

Catch a game at the Durham Bulls Athletic 

Park on a Friday night just to see the 

fireworks 

See the Historic Durham Athletic Park as 

featured in the film Bull Durham 

Take a guided tour of the Old Chapel Hill 

Cemetery 

Experience a Dirty South Improv show 

Attend a "CLASS" at Southern Season in its 

kitchen stadium 

Participate in a "pub run" the Fleet Feet way 

Listen for the "Voices from the Grave" at the 

Old Chapel Hill Cemetery at Halloween 



Chapel Hill Magazine 
www.chapelhillmagazine.com/the-magazine 
Resources: dining, home & garden, people & places, arts & style, real estate, calendar 

City of Chapel Hill 
www.ci.chapel-hill.nc.us/ 
Resources: About Chapel Hill - arts & culture, community events, fast facts about 
Chapel Hill, history, neighbors, schools, shopping, theaters & restaurants, 
sustainability, UNC-Chapel Hill, housing, services, parking, bus; Departments & 
Services; News & Events 

Chapel Hill News 
www.chapelhillnews.com/ 
Resources: sports, entertainment, daybook calendars 

Chapel Hill/Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 
www.carolinachamber.org/aboutchcar/ 
Resources: About Chapel Hill & Carrboro - community profile, fun facts, local houses 
of worship, visitor links, education 

Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau 
www.chocvb.org! 
Resources: where to stay, dining, attractions, event calendar; Top 10 Things to Do 
with Summer Campers and Their Families 

Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership 
uavw.downtown chapelhill.com! 
Resources: dining, parking, entertainment, services, shopping 

Endurance Magazine 

www.endurancemag.corn! 
Resources: Calendar of Events; Fitness Directory 

Tar Heel Discounts and Perks 
hr.unc.edu!benefits!discounts-and-perks!index.htm 
Resources: discount programs that provide UNC employees access to some of the 
region’s best arts and entertainment, intercollegiate athletics action and other 
jewels - indoors and out.., employee discounts - electronics & wireless phone 
service; entertainment & recreation; food & restaurants; health & beauty; shops & 
services; travel 

Groupon - Raleigh/Durham 



www, groupon,corn! 
Resources: daily deals on local businesses 

Livin9 Social - Durham/Chapel Hill 
http:!!www.gro up on.com! 
Resources: receive via email one deeply discounted deal to use at local business 

The Independent Weekly 
www.indyweek.com/ 
Resources: Best of the Triangle results (lune); Things to Do 

The Daily Tar Heel 
www.dailytarheel.com/index.php/ 
Resources: diversions, events 

Sport Often 
www.sportoften.com! 
Resources: events calendar & registration, places to play, places to get gear, sports 
clubs, sports leagues, health clubs, outfitters, camps/training, parks 

Set- Up Even t 
www.setupevents.com/ 
Resources: event calendar & registration, coaching, volunteer 

City Search - Chapel Hill 
durham.citysearch.com/guide/chapel-hfll-ncTpublisher=seo google 
Resources: food & dining, personal services, health & medical services, home & 
garden, shopping 

Visit Chapel Hill with Carrboro & Hillsborough 

www.visitchap elhill.org! 
Resources: where to stay, dining, attractions, event calendar, for the media - major 

annual events 

Orange County/North Carolina 
www.co.orange.nc.us!RecParks!sports.asp 
Resources: Athletics - youth athletic leagues, youth instructional programs, 
camps/clinics, adult athletics; Recreation Programs - camps, classes, 
environmental/nature programs, special events, special populations, teens, youth; 
Locate a Park; Parks & Facilities; 

Town of Carrboro North Carolina 
www.ci.carrboro.nc.us!rp!default.htm 
Resources: Programs - athletics, special events, class for youth, just for teens, 
classes for adults, hikes and day trips, special recreation, summer camps; 
Community Events; Facilities - parks 



Chapelboro 
www.chapelboro.com! 
Resources: news & sports; scene around town, calendar, local buzz, town square 

Having been officially chartered in 1789 and first admitting 

students in 1795, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

is the oldest public university in the nation. Chartered by the 

North Carolina General Assembly, the University’s cornerstone 
was laid near the ruins of a chapel because of its central location 

within the state. The University of North Carolina has been 
consistently recognized among the highest ranked universities 

in the United States and is one of the original eight "Public Ivy" 
schools that provide an "Ivy League experience for a public 

school price." 

The University’s campus is informally divided into three 
regions, referred to as "North Campus, .... Middle Campus~" and 
"South Campus." ............................................................................................................... 
Old Well- A small neoclassical rotunda based on the Temple of Love in the Gardens 
of Versailles, it is located in the same location as the original well that provided 
water for the school. The well stands at the south end of McCorkle Place. 

Motley Morehead III, the benefactor of the prestigious 
Morehead Scholarship, the Bell Tower stands near Stadium 

Drive and Kenan Football Center. Traditionally, seniors have 

the opportunity to climb the tower a few days prior to May 

commencement. 
Silen~ Sam- The statue known as Silent Sam, located amongst 

the trees of McCorkle Place, was erected to honor those UNC 
students who died fighting for the Confederacy. 

Lenoir Dining Hall ~ All-you-can-eat dining hall located on the 
third floor of Lenoir Hall. There are a wide variety of options 

including Bistro, Rotisserie, World’s Fare, Vegetarian, Sushi Bar, 
and more. 

Monday - Thurs’dc~v -7 AM- 3 PM, 4.30 PM- 8:30 PM 

Friday -7 AM- 3 PM 
Saturdc{y -Closed 

Sundc~y - 5 PM- 8 PM ................................................................................................................ 
Rams Head Dining Center - This all-you-can-eat residential restaurant features the 

Chop House, Baraccas, Lean & Green, World’s Fare, the Diner, and Rolling Pin. 



Monday-- FHd~y -7 AM- 10 AM; 11 AM- 2 PM; 4:30 PM- 8 PM 
Satu~~dqy - Sundqy -10:30 AM- 2 PM; 5 PM- 8 PM 
Continental t~eakSbst (Satu~’dcg~ -Sunday)-9 AM- 10:30 AM 
Late N(qht (~’undqy - Thu~~sdqy)- 9 PM- Midnight 

Rams Head Recreatim~ Center (Fitness Center) 
Mon - Thu~s 6:00 AM- 12:00 AM 
Fri 6:00 AM- 9:00 PM 
Sag 12:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
~)otbafl Sat CLOSED 
Sun 12:00 PM- 9:00 PM 

Student Recreation Center (Fitness Center) 
Mort - Thur:s" 6:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
~>[ 6:00 AM - 9:00 PM 
Sat 9:00 AM- 6:00 PM 
*Foo~bafi Sc, g 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Sun 12:00 PM- 9:00 PM 

Woollen Gym 
MOrt - Thurs 6:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
Fr’i 6:00 AM - 9:00 PM 
Sat 12:00 PM- 6:00 PM 
*Footbafl Sat CLOSED 
Sun 12:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Fetzer Hall 
Mort -Thurs 6:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
Frf6:OOAM- 9:00 PM 
Sat 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM 
*Footbail Sat 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Sun 12:00 PM- 9:00 PM 

Asheville, NC 

Raleigh, NC 

Wilmington/Wrightsville Beach, NC 

Myrtle Beach, SC 

Hilton Head, SC 



Reportin  Guidelines for Incidents on Campus or that Relate to Athletics 

When you believe that harm is immineut or you believe that there is an immediate threat t~ 

someone’s safety, health, ~r security: 

1. Call 9-1-1 as soon as possible. 

2. After you have called 9-1 -1, contact your head coach to inform them of the situation. If you are 

uncomfortable talking to your head coach, contact one of your sport administrators as soon as 

possible. 

When yon believe that harm is uo~ imminent aug there is uo~ au immegia~e threat ~o anyoue’s safe~y, 

heMth~ or ~ecurity: 

Report the situation directly" to your head coach, who will then report the information per Departmental 

policy. If you are uncomfortable talking to your head coach, contact one of your sport administrators as 

soon as possible. 

What to expect when you report this information: 

One or more campus offices (including the Department of Public Safety, Student Affairs, the Equal 

OpportunityiADA Office, the Office of Human Resources, and/or the Office of University Counsel) may 

contact you to learn more about the sitt~ation. Please be truthful, forthcoming, and honest so that the 

appropriate offices on campus may address the situation in a timely mauner. 

you wish to remain anonymous when repo~ing or to have yonr repo~ stay confidential: 

For reports of harassment, discrimination, or sexual misconduct, you can make an anonymous report to the 

Equal OpportunityiADA Office at 919-966-3576. However, the Universfly may not be able to investigate 

an anonymous cmnplaint unless sufficient information is provided to enable the University to conduct a 

meaningful and fair investigation. The University may be precluded from taking strong disciplinary action 

in the absence of a uamed complainant. Students can also share concerns with the University’s Ombuds 

Office at 919-843-8204. 

Confidentiality can never be g~amnteed, but confidential reports can be made on the DPS website 

(http:iiwww.dps.unc.eduiFormsiSilem% 20Witnessisilentwitness.cfm). You may also contact the Chapel 

Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at 919-942-7515. 

Non-Retaliation Policy 

Please be reminded that retaliation directed towards awone who in good faith reports a concern is strictly 

prohibited and will not be tolerated. The Department of Athletics appreciates your assistance in maintaining 

a safe environment for everyone. 



When you encounter academic challenges, seek advice and assistance promptly from the 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) academic counselors, your 

professors, and your academic advisor. They are here to help you. 

When you have difficulty with a specific professor, your ASPSA academic counselors and 

academic advisors are here to help you. 

If you are having issues with a particular ASPSA tutor, you may contact your ASPSA 

counselor, the ASPSA Tutor Coordinator (Susan Maloy, who can be reached at 919-962- 

9892), or iDr. Michelle Brown, Director of ASPSA. 

Your academic advisor and your ASPSA academic counselors will be here to assist you ~vith 

scheduling, help you balance the demands on your time, and ensure that you are fulfilling 

the requirements for graduation and NCAA eligibility. 

University Career Services (located in Hanes Hall) can provide information and assistance 

in seeking internships or full-time employment. In addition, your head coach, Cricket Lane 

in Student-Athlete Services, or your sport administrators can be resources for you. 

Cricket Lane in Student-Athlete Services and Shelley Johnson in the Leadership Academy 

can help you connect with community organizations and service opportunities. In addition, 

the Carolina Student Union and the Campus Y sponsor many student organizations and 

activities that are engaged in public service and other forms of community engagement. 

Your Athletic Trainer and/or Team Physician can address your medical concern and either 

treat you or direct you for more specialized care if needed. You can also access Campus 

Health Services. When you have a medical issue or health concern, seek assistance 

promptly so that you can receive the most appropriate care. 

If you suspect your teammate has a medical issue that requires attention, inform your 

Athletic Trainer, Team Physician, the Director of Sports Medicine, and/or your coach. 



Your coaches, sport administrators, Athletic Trainer, and the University’s Ombuds Office 

can help you in these situations. Additionally, you can contact the Office of the Dean of 

Students. If you are concerned that an individual’s behavior poses an immediate threat to 

his/her safety or the safety of anyone else, call 9-1-1 immediately. 

If you are concerned about your coach’s behavior, you may consult with your sport 

administrators or the University’s Ombuds Office. If your concerns relate to harassment or 

discriminatory behavior, you may contact the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office and/or the 

Student Complaint Coordinator (919-843-3878). If you choose to notify anyone outside the 

Department, please also notify your sport administrator. 

If you live in on-campus housing, you can contact your Resident Advisor (R.A.) or the 

Community Director (C.D.) for your residence hall. For both on and off-campus students, 

you can seek assistance from your coaches, the University Ombuds Office, and/or the Office 

of the Dean of Students to address housing issues. 

Your coaches, Cricket Lane in Student-Athlete Services, Counseling and Psychological 

Services (CAPS), and UNC’s Sports Psychologist can find ways to help you connect with the 

campus and local community. They are here to support you. You can also find ways to get 

involved and meet other students with similar interests through participation in student 

clubs and organizations, the Campus Y, and service learning opportunities. 

Your coaches, Cricket Lane in Student-Athlete Services, Counseling and Psychological 

Services (CAPS), and the UNC Sports Psychologist can discuss ways you can address 

problems you may be having in your personal life. You may also talk to a member of the 

Office of the iDean of Students. 

If you encounter financial difficulty, consult the Student Financial Aid Office. In certain 

situations, the Department of Athletics can provide you with support from the NCAA’s 

Special Assistance Fund to help relieve some financial issues. 



If you believe that someone poses an imminent threat to the safety of self or others, call 9-1- 

1 immediately, then notify your head coach. If you do not believe there is an imminent risk 

of harm, inform your head coach so that they may work with the Department of Athletics 

and other offices on campus to address the situation. 

If you know of a potential NCAA rules violation, please notify the Compliance Office 

immediately. If you wish to remain anonymous when reporting the violation, you may do so 

on the Compliance website at www.compliance.unc.edn. 

If you are arrested, charged with an Honor Code violation, or become involved with 

any other situation in which you are alleged to have violated any law, rule, 

ordinance, policy, or other legislation (excluding minor traffic violations and 

parking tickets), you must notify your Head Coach immediately. 

Any student-athlete, coach, or UNC Athletics staff member may leave a situation at 
any time if he or she feels weather or other circumstances pose a safety threat. 

Should any individual choose to remove himself or herself from a particular 
situation for this purpose, they shall be free to do so without fear of repercussion, 

penalty, or retaliation. 

Department nf Public Safety 

()ffice ~ff Counseling and Psychologica~ Service,~ (CAPS) 

Office of ~he Dean of Students 

Un~versi~" ()mbuds Office 

Dr. M~chelle Br,_~wn, Director of ASPSA 

Dro Mari~ Ci~cca, Director ~ff Spor*~ Medici~le 

Cricket Lane, Assistant Aflfletic Director ~br Life Skills 

Mariefle Vangelder, Associa*c AD fi)r Compliance 

%1-1 in emerge~cy; 919-962~8100 i~l ~lon-emergen~’ 

919-966-3658 

919-966-4042 

919-843-8204 

919-962-9533 

91%966-6579 

919-843-73~3 

919-843-2040 

919-962-7853 

w biair(a~unc,cdu 

michellebrown@unc.edu 

cincca@emaiLunc,edu 

cricket@unc,edu 

~vangelder~’~nc.edu 



Se~lior Associate Athletic Director & Chief F’itmnciaI Officer 
Martina Ballen serves as UNC’s Senior Associate Director of Athletics for Business and 
as the department’s Chief Financial Officer. A 1980 UNC graduate, she has worked in 
the Department of Athletics since 1987. Ballen graduated from Carolina with a degree in 
Business Administration. She went on to earn her Master’s of Business Administration 
from Wake Forest in 1984. Ballen captained her high school basketball team and was 
elected homecoming queen both in high school and at UNG. Ballen was recognized in 
2011 with the Harvey Elliott Beech Outstanding Alumni Award. Ballen and her husband, 

have two sons, 

AssJst~.~t Athlet~,c Director/Marketing 
A member of the UNC staff since 1998, Michael Beale serves as Assistant Athletic 
Director for Marketing. Among his responsibilities are coordinating marketing efforts for 
football, men’s basketball, baseball and men’s and women’s golf; working with UNC’s 
multi-media partners on corporate sponsorships; and serving as a sport administrator for 
volleyball and baseball. A 1993 graduate of Elon, Beale earned his Master’s of Sport 
Administration degree from Ohio University in 1995. Beale is married to             , 
a 1994 UNC graduate. They have two daughters, 



Asst. At}fletic Di~ectot’iCommut~icatio~~s 
Kevin Best serves as UNC’s Assistant Athletic Director for Communications, a position to 
which he was promoted in 2012. In this role, he oversees the day-to-day operations of 
the Athletic Communications Office and is the primary media contact for the football 
program. He also serves as the secondary sport supervisor for the gymnastics team. In 
addition to his work at UNC, Best has served as the Information Manager at eight 
Olympic Games. A 1993 Carolina graduate with a political science major and business 
minor, Best and his wife, also a UNC graduate (1996), have a son, and a 
daughter, 

Mary E|l[en Bi~gham 
Head Nut~:qtionist 

Mary Ellen Bingham joined the UNC Sports Medicine staff in July 2010. As Sports 
Nutritionist/Dietitian, she works closely with UNC’s varsity athletic programs, providing 
sports nutrition education, menu planning, supplement review and individual nutrition 
counseling. Mary Ellen holds a BS in Nutrition from Boston University, where she was a 
member of their varsity women’s track & field team. She earned her Master’s Degree in 
Clinical Nutrition from New York University and completed her clinical training at the 
James J. Peters VA Medical Center in Bronx, NY. 



Direct:or of Smit]~ Center 
Angie Bitting serves as director of the Dean E. Smith Center, overseeing all events at 
the Smith Center and Koury Natatorium. After graduating from Carolina in 1986, Bitting 
interned in the UNC Athletic Communications office then worked in the Tar Heel 
baseball office for a year before moving over to the Smith Center. 

Dr. Miche[[e Brown 
Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Dr. Michelle Brown serves as Director of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes. She joined the staff in May of 2013. Brown came to Chapel Hill from Florida 
Atlantic University, bringing more than 15 years of experience in working with students 
as part of several academic support initiatives. Dr. Brown earned her Bachelor’s Degree 
in International Studies and French with magna cum laude honors in 1992 at West 
Virginia University, where she was an All-Conference volleyball player. Brown completed 
her Ed. D. in Educational Leadership: Higher Education Administration at Florida Atlantic 
University in 2002. 



D~’ecLo~" of At.}~]~etic O]:~e[’at:io[~s 
John Brunner, a member of the UNC staff since 2003, serves as Director of Event 
Management for Athletic Operations. In that position, which he has held since 2006, he 
oversees event management for football and Olympic sports. Prior to joining the UNC 
staff, he worked for the Rochester Raging Rhinos and as Assistant Director of 
Ticketing/Interim Director of Event Management at Cornell (2000-01). Brunner earned a 
B.S. in Sport Management with a minor in Finance from Ithaca College in 2001. He 
earned a Master’s in Sport Administration degree from UNC in 2003. Brunner and his 
wife , who serves as Executive Director of the Mia Hamm Foundation, have two 
daughters, 

Mike Bunting 
Assistant Athletic Director,’Facifity Planning & Management 

Mike Bunting serves as Assistant Athletic Director for Facility Planning and 
Management. A member of the UNC staff since 1990, he was promoted to his current 
position in 2006. Bunting graduated from UNC in 1989 with a degree in History. He and 
his wife,       , have two daughters, 



Director of Sports Medicine 
Dr. Mario Ciocca has served as a team physician at the University of North Carolina 
since 1996 and was appointed Director of Sports Medicine in January 2010. He is 
currently the head primary care physician for the football, baseball, and men’s soccer 
teams. Dr. Ciocca earned a B.S. in Biochemical Engineering from Columbia University in 
1989, where he was a member of the intercollegiate baseball team. He then received his 
MD in 1993 from New Jersey Medical School and completed his residency in internal 
medicine in 1996 and a sports medicine fellowship in 1998 at the University of North 
Carolina. Dr. Ciocca and his wife,     , have four children:                  and 

Ken Cleary 
Assistant Athletic D~rec[:oriNew Media 

Ken Cleary serves as Assistant Athletic Director for New Media. He has directed the unit 
since its creation in November of 2007. Prior to that time, he worked for the UNC Sports 
Marketing office on a part-time basis for six years. Cleary is a 1991 UNC graduate with a 
degree from the School of Journalism and Mass Communication. 



K~rlton Creecl~ 

Senior Associate Att:flet~c ~.)irectoriChief of Staff: 
Karlton Creech serves as Senior Associate Athletic Director, a position to which he was 
promoted in 2012. In this role, he serves as Chief of Staff for UNC Director of Athletics 
Bubba Cunningham. He also oversees the Department’s capital projects, human 
resources and facilities. Creech graduated from North Carolina State in 1995 with a 
degree in Political Science. Creech is married to a 1997 UNC graduate 
who played golf for the Tar Heels. 

E~ler~ Culler 

Assistant At-hletic D~rectoriFootball & O~ymp~c Sports Operations 
Ellen Culler, a member of the UNC staff since 1987, currently serves as Assistant 
Athletic Director for Athletic Event Management. In that role, she oversees home 
competitions for football and Olympic sports, as well as postseason NCAA and Atlantic 
Coast Conference events hosted by UNC. Culler worked in minor league baseball for the 
Single A Greensboro Hornets and Triple-A P, ichmond Braves before coming to Chapel 
Hill. She is a 1981 graduate of Salem College with a B.A. in History. 



Bubba Cunr~ingharn 
Athletic Director 

Lawrence R. (Bubba) Cunningham is the Director of Athletics at the University of North 
Carolina. Cunningham is in his 10th year as a Division I Director of Athletics. Bubba 
worked the previous 7 years as the A.D. for The University of Tulsa and was previously 
the A.D. for three years (from 2002-2005) at Ball State University. He was honored as 
the 2008-09 FBS Central Region Athletics Director of the Year, an award presented by 
the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics. Cunningham earned his 
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Business Administration, both from Notre Dame, in 
1984 and 1988, respectively. He played on the Irish golf team in 1982-83. Born in Flint, 
Michigan and raised in Naples, Florida, Cunningham and his wife, have four 
children: 

Execrative Associate Athletic Director 
Larry Gallo, Jr., a member of the UNC Department of Athletics since 1997, serves as Executive 
Associate Athletic Director. He is the Department’s lead sport administrator and also oversees 
campus and community relations, as well as special projects. Over the course of his career, Gallo 
has served as an academic instructor, chair of an academic department, assistant and head 
baseball coach (including for a period of time at Notre Dame), and has worked at every level of 
athletic administration. Gallo earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology from the University of 
Rhode Island in 1973. He went on to earn a Master’s Degree in Physical Education, Health, and 
Recreation in 1977. He played baseball for the Rams and was selected to the Yankee 
Conference All-Academic Team. In 1999, Gallo was elected to the University of Rhode Island 
Athletic Hall of Fame. Gallo and his wife, , are the parents of two sons, both UNC 
graduates. 



Se~ior Associate Athletic Director/Operations 
Glint Gwaltney, a 1992 UNC graduate and Carolina football letter winner, serves as 
Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations. A member of the Department staff 
since 1995, in his current role he oversees game day operations, postseason event 
management, information technology, and facility management for the Smith Center, 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center, and Koury Natatorium. He also is the administration’s 
point person for UNC’s sports medicine and strength and conditioning programs, as well 
as the equipment room, and Carolina’s Iongtime contract with Nike. Gwaltney played 
four years of football for the Tar Heels, earning second-team AII-ACC honors as a kicker. 
A three-time Academic AII-ACC selection, he graduated in 1992 with a degree in 
Business Administration. Gwaltney and his wife, Jen, have a daughter, Caroline, and a 
son, Cole. 

Send.or Associate A~:h]et~c D~rector 
Vince Ille, a member of the UNC Department of Athletics since July of 2012, serves as 
Senior Associate Athletic Director. In this role, he currently oversees UNC’s Compliance 
and Student-Athlete Development offices and is the Department of Athletics’ liaison to 
the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. Ille also assists with sport program 
oversight for the football program and is the primary sport administrator for men’s tennis 
and softball. Before UNC, Ille spent time in the Athletic Departments at the University of 
Illinois, University of Cincinatti, and University of Oklahoma. Ille earned a Bachelor of 
Business Administration degree from the University of Oklahoma in 1985 and a Master 
of Science in Sport Management degree from the University of Massachusetts in 
Amherst, Massachusetts in 1990. Ille and his wife, Karen, have two children (Jessica 
and Jennifer) and reside in Chapel Hill. 



S~eve K[rsch~er 

Se~:~ior Associate Athletic Director ~:or Comm m:~ications 
Steve Kirschner, a member of the North Carolina staff since 1990, serves as Senior 
Associate Athletic Director for Communications. He directs strategic communications for 
the Department of Athletics and oversees media relations and communications for the 
Tar Heel men’s basketball program. A 1988 graduate of the University of Connecticut 
with a B.S. in Sports Studies, Kirschner and his wife, Jeanne, have a son, Ryan, and a 
daughter, Emilie. 

Dr. Cricket 

Assistant Athletic Director/Life Skills 
Cricket Lane joined the North Carolina staff in 2003 and serves as Assistant Athletic 
Director for Student-Athlete Development. She was promoted the position of Assistant 
A.D. in January of 2009. Lane is responsible for Life Skills programing, which includes 
personal development, career development and community outreach, as well as the 
Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy program for first-year students, 
Carolina CREED. Lane came to UNC from Saint Francis University, where she served 
as Director of Multicultural Affairs in addition to leading Student-Athlete Development. 
She started her career at the University of Detroit, also working in Student-Athlete 
Development. Lane earned her undergraduate degree in psychology from George 
Mason, where she was a member of the track and field team. She went on to earn a 
master’s in counseling from the University of Detroit and a Ph.D. in counseling from 
Wayne State.Born in Washington, D.C., Lane is married to Jeff Eisen, who is the 
Director of Athletics at Mount Olive College. 



Dr~ Beth M~ll[e~° 

Senio~~ Associate Athletic Direct:orlSenior \~’Voma~ Administrator 
Dr. Beth Miller has served as Senior Associate Director of Athletics since 1995. She acts 
as UNC’s Senior Woman Administrator and also is the primary administrator for 13 Tar 
Heel programs: men’s and women’s cross country, men’s and women’s fencing, 
women’s golf, gymnastics, rowing, men’s soccer, men’s and women’s indoor and 
outdoor track and field, and volleyball. She focuses on the oversight of Carmichael 
Arena, special projects, and campus and community relations. Miller is a 1968 alumna of 
Appalachian State University with a B.S. in Health and Physical Education. She has a 
Master’s from ASU and earned a Doctor of Arts degree in Physical Education at Middle 
Tennessee State in 1974. 

Executive Director The Rams Club 
A member of the UNC Department of Athletics staff since 2001, John Montgomery 
serves as Executive Director of the Rams Club. In this role, he oversees the Rams Club, 
ticket sales and operations, and the Monogram Association. In 2009 Montgomery was 
named Division I Fundraiser of the Year by the National Association of Athletic 
Development Directors (NAADD). Montgomery is a 1981 graduate of Radford University. 
He earned a Master’s Degree in Sports Management from Western Illinois in 1985. 
Before joining the UNC staff, he led fundraising efforts at Radford, UNC Greensboro, 
and Southern Methodist University. Montgomery and his wife, Sharie, have two sons, 
Patrick and Ryan. 



Assista~:~t Athletic Director/Business & Finm:~ce 
Mike Perkins serves as Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations. In that role, 
he oversees the day-to-day operations of the Athletic Business Office. He also serves as 
the secondary sport supervisor for the Carolina softball program. A 1997 graduate of 
UNC Pembroke where he played baseball, Perkins earned a B.S. in Business 
Administration with a concentration in Accounting. 

Patti Pegge 
Associate At]~tJ[etic Director 

Paul Pogge joined the UNC staff in July of 2012 and serves as Associate Athletic 
Director. His responsibilities include: working with the General Counsel’s Office on legal 
issues affecting the Department; overseeing risk management initiatives, contracts and 
the UNC Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program; and serving as a sport 
supervisor for the women’s tennis team. Pogge came to UNC from the University of 
Denver, where he spent three years working in the areas of Marketing and 
Development. Before Denver, he spent a year and a half as a Football Operations intern 
for the Arizona Cardinals. He also interned with the Colorado Rockies, Denver Nuggets 
and Colorado Avalanche. Pogge graduated from the University of Notre Dame with a 
degree in Finance and went on to earn his Juris Doctorate from Notre Dame Law 
School. 



Til:~ Sabo 
Assistant Athletic D~rectori’]i’icket Operations 

A member of the UNC staff since 1998, Tim Sabo serves as Assistant Athletic Director 
for Ticket Operations, overseeing all aspects of ticket sales and operations. A 1997 UNC 
graduate with a double major in Sports Administration and History, he went on to earn a 
Master’s degree in Sport Administration from Carolina in 1999. Tim’s wife, Kathy, also is 
a UNC graduate, having earned degrees in 2000 and 2006. 

Senior Assodate Ad~ledc Dh’ector!F_,xternal Relations 
Rick Steinbacher serves as UNC’s Senior Associate Athletic Director for External 
Relations. In that role, he manages all of the Department of Athletics’ external affairs 
including: marketing, new media, communications and game day customer relations. 
Steinbacher has worked at UNC since 2000. He also is a long-time member of the Tar 
Heel Sports Network broadcast team and is currently the color analyst for UNC football 
broadcasts. Steinbacher graduated from Carolina in 1993 with a degree in Business 
Administration. He also played football at Carolina, starting 30 games at inside 
linebacker and earning third-team AII-ACC honors as a senior, when he captained a 
team that went 10-3. Steinbacher and his wife, Valerie, a 1989 UNC graduate, have two 
daughters, Donna and Kiersten. 



If any agent, financial advi sor, business manager, or any other professional representative 
or runner contacts you or someone affiliated with you, please call or email Paul Pogge at 

ppogge@unc, edu or 919-843-7690. 

The Department of Athletics has adopted a Severe Weather Policy to protect student- 
athletes, coaches, staff, fans, and other patrons. Please be advised of the following 

language: 
Any student-athlete, coach, or UNC Athletics staff member may leave a situation at any 
time ~f he or she feels weather or other circumstances pose a safety threat. Should any 

individual choose to remove himse~ or herself from a particular situation for this 
purpose, they shah be free to do so without fear of repercussion, penalty, or retaliation. 



Tar Heel Men’s Lacrosse 

Me~:~’s Lacrosse Coach 
Joe Breschi’s coaching philosophy is summed up in three words ¯ FAMILY ¯ ACADEMICS ¯ 
LACROSSE. Now in his fifth year as the head coach of North Carolina’s men’s lacrosse program, 
Breschi has installed that philosophy at every level of the program and its outreach to alumni, 
student-athletes and their families. On the field, in the classroom and in the community, North 
Carolina men’s lacrosse is achieving at the highest levels and the credit for that goes to Breschi, 
one of the brightest young minds in collegiate coaching circles. Breschi, a 1990 Carolina alumnus 
and former assistant coach for the Tar Heels, became the 12th head lacrosse coach in Carolina 
history on June 18, 2008. Breschi came to Chapel Hill from Ohio State where he had served as 
the head coach for the previous 11 seasons. A native of Baltimore, Md., and a 1986 alumnus of 
the Loyola-Blakefield School, Breschi compiled a 92-63 overall record in his 11 years at OSU 
along with a 34-18 regular-season Great Western Lacrosse League mark. Success at North 
Carolina came not only as a coach for Breschi, but also as a player. He was an AII-ACC selection 
in both 1989 and 1990 and was selected to play in the prestigious USILA North-South All-Star 
game in 1990. He was a first-team All-America pick on defense in 1990 and an honorable 
mention All-America in 1989. He was elected the sole team captain in 1990. Breschi and his wife 
Julie have five children, the late Michael Breschi, as well as four amazing daughters, Samantha, 
11, Abigail, 9, Lucy, 7, and Emily, 6 

Recent History 

Year W-L 
2007 10--6 
2008 8-.6 
2009 :1.2-6 
201.0 :1.3-3 
201.1. 111-6 
201.2 12-3 

Notable Alum~i 
Tom }-lmis -:1983-87 

1 .... 1-.. 1, Ryan Wade- qq % 
led Prossner--- 2002--05 
~]]y B~tt:er --- 2008--11 



Tar Hee  Swimming and Diving: 

Rich DeSe|m 

Coming off his most successful season to date, Rich DeSelm is now in his sixth year as the head 
swimming coach at the University of North Carolina after serving for one year as the chief 
assistant and head coach designate under former mentor Frank Comfort. The program has made 
great strides under DeSelm’s tutelage in the past five years. DeSelm had been a highly 
successful head coach at Davidson College and a long-time assistant at perennial Top 10 
program Florida before he assumed the full-time head coaching duties at Carolina on July 1, 
2007. In 2011-12, DeSelm was named ACC Women’s Coach of the Year. A team captain, first- 
team All-America and long-time assistant coach at Carolina, DeSelm earned his bachelor’s 
degree in business administration from UNC in 1978. He went on to earn a master’s degree from 
Duke University in 1988 in liberal studies. DeSelm attended high school in Jacksonville, Fla., 
where he graduated from The Bolles School. DeSelm and his wife, Tracy, a physician, have two 
children, Grant, 16 years old, a football player at Chapel Hill High School, and Claire, 14 years 
old, a talented junior level swimmer. 

Recent History 

2007 

2008 (:5-2 6-3 
2009 6-3 6-3 

2010 :10-:1 9- 2 

201 8-1 7-2 

2012 7-2 7-2 

Netab|e A|umni 
Norm Sper ~9~7 r.~ 

Harrison Merrill ---. 1963.-65 
Lauren Dupree- 1.977-80 
Eric Edcson - :198:1-84 

Cbrissy Niftier - ~995~. : ._ -:~o~° 

Chris~ Watk~ns - 2000-03 



Tar Heel Women’s Soccer 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Anson Dorrance has been the head coach of the North Carolina women’s soccer program since 
its inception in 1070, Dorranee has built and guided a well-oiled winning machine. Under his 
direction, the Tar Heels have collected national and conference championships at a stupendous 
rate, compiled an overall record staggering in its numerical verity, established records likely never 
to be approached and procured the esteem befitting a dynasty. It is this relentless attitude that 
has helped the Tar Heels win a mind-blowing 22(9 straight) of the 32 national championships that 
have been decided in the history of collegiate women’s soccer. Dorrance has been named 
national ~oaeh of the year for ~oaching both women and men. He earned women’s national 
honors in 1082, 1980, 1997, 2000, 2003 and 2000 and he was named men’s national coach of 
the year in 1087. Dorrance was also the head ~oa~h of the U.$. Women’s National Team from 
1980-94. He was the head ~oach of the 1001 World Cup Team, which won the gold medal. 
Dorran~e was born on April 0, 1951, in Bombay, India, and he is married to M’Liss Oary 
Dorran~e. The ~ouple celebrated their 38th wedding anniversary in August 2012.The couple also 
have three children Michelle, Natalie, and Donovan. 

Recent H~stoD" 

Year W-L 
2007 
2008 25<t_-2 (National Champions) 
2009 23-3-1 (National Champions) 
2010 19-3-2 
20111 1.3-5 
2012 17-.5-.2 (Nat{onal Champions) 

Notable Alumn~ 
Shannon Higgins ---1986,-89 

Kr{st{ne Lilly---.1989-92 
Mia I--iamro - :1989- 11.993 
Tisa Venturini -i 991.-94 
Cindy Parlow - 1.996-99 
Cat Reddick - 2000-03 
Tobin Hea% - 2006-10 



Larry Fedora 
Head Football Coach 

Larry Fedora, who led Southern Miss to the 2011 Conference USA championship, is in his 
second year as head football coach at the University of North Carolina. Fedora is the 35th head 
coach in UNC history and the 1 lth since the ACC was formed in 1953. The Southern Miss job 
was Fedora’s first head coaching assignment after excelling in the collegiate ranks as an 
assistant. He spent three seasons as the offensive coordinator at Oklahoma State from 2005-07 
where the Cowboys raised their rushing, passing and total offensive yards each year with Fedora 
at the helm. Prior to his stint at Oklahoma State, Fedora spent three seasons at Florida coaching 
the running backs and receivers. As a player, Fedora was a wide receiver at Austin College 
(1981-84) in Sherman, Texas. He helped lead the Kangaroos to the NAIA championship in 1981. 
He earned academic All-American honors in 1983, and honorable mention All-American in both 
1983 and 1984. Fedora is a 1985 graduate of Austin College, where he also received his Masters 
degree in 1986. He is married to the former Christi Wood, and the couple has one son, Dillon, 
and three daughters, Sydney, Peyton and Hallie. 

Recent History 

Year 

200/    4-8 

2008 
2009 8-5 
2010 8-5 
2011 7--6 
2012 

Notable Almm~i 
Don McCauley - 1968-70 

Lawrence Taylor-1977-80 
Dre Bly-1996-98 

]eft Saturday -1994-97 
Julius Peppers - 1998-2000 
jonathan Cooper- 2008-12 



Tar Hee  Men’s Basebal! 

~4iRe Fox 
Head ]gaseba]] Coach 

Having completed his 15th season as head coach at the University of North Carolina, Mike Fox 
has guided his alma mater to the most successful period in school history and firmly established 
the Tar Heels as one of the nation’s preeminent college baseball programs. Capped by six trips to 
the College World Series in the last eight years, Carolina has made 14 appearances in the NCAA 
Tournament in Fox’s 15 seasons in Chapel Hill. Fox, who ranks first among the game’s active 
leaders in career winning percentage, has been recognized by several outlets as one of the 
nation’s top coaches in recent years. Baseball America honored Fox as its national coach of the 
year in 2008, and Fox’s peers - the American Baseball Coaches Association - selected him as the 
Atlantic Region Coach of the Year in three of the last four seasons. Fox’s leadership and vision 
were instrumental in the construction of the $25.6-million Boshamer Stadium, which opened in 
2009 to rave reviews as one of the finest collegiate baseball facilities in the nation. The stadium 
underwent another updgrade this offseason with the installation of a state of the start video board. 
One of only six men to play in and then coach his alma mater to the College World Series, Fox 
has led Carolina to 12 consecutive trips to postseason play for the first time in school history. Fox 
came to Carolina after 15 seasons as the head coach at N.C. Wesleyan College in Rocky Mount, 
where he led the Battling Bishops to 14 NCAA Tournament appearances, eight Division III 
College World Series appearances and the 1989 NCAA Division III national championship. The 
56-year old native of Asheville, N.C., is a 1978 graduate of Carolina with a degree in physical 
education. He earned his Master of Arts in teaching at UNC in 1979. Fox and his wife, Cheryl, 
have a son, Matthew (26), and a daughter, Morgan (23). 

Recruit H~sto~, 
Year W-L 

2008 54<t_4 
2009 48-14 
2010 38-22 
2011 51-16 
2012 46-.16 
2013 59-.12 
Notable Alumni 
Surhoff--- 1983.-85 

Wait Weiss- i983-85 
Dusth~ Ack]~ey - 2007-09 

Harvey - 2008-2010 



Tar Heel Gymnastics 

Derek Galv~ n 
}-load Gymnast:~cs Coach 

Only the third gymnastics coach in North Carolina history, Derek Galvin has finished his 
32nd year in Chapel Hill. Galvin has been at the helm of the program since it became an 
NCAA sport in 1982. His programs combine the best of athletic and academic 
achievement every season. Over the last 11 years, Galvin’s Carolina program has 
experienced an explosion of success. The Tar Heels have won five East Atlantic 
Gymnastics League (EAGL) titles since 2002, including back-to-back championships in 
2010 and 2011. The Tar Heels also won league titles in 2002, 2005 and 2006. Galvin’s 
successes have been recognized with five EAGL coach of the year honors and three 
Southeast regional coach of the year awards. Most recently, he was the 2010 EAGL 
Coach of the Year after leading the Tar Heels to a come-from-behind victory at the 
championship meet. A native of Dublin, Ireland, Galvin graduated from Carolina with a 
psychology degree in 1976. Galvin and his wife, Debra, have two children. Both 
graduated from college in May 2003 - their son, Derek Sean, from UNC and their 
daughter, Ryan, from the University of Virginia. 

Year W-L 
2008 15-.6 
2009 16-.10 
2010 7J_2-6 
20i:1 7J_i-7 
2012 1.0<5 
2013 1.5-1.6 

Notable Alumni 
Coartney Bumpers - 2002-05 

An n a Wfl so n - 2001.- 04, 
Chr{stine Robella---200g-.07 

Olivia Trusty---2002--05 



Tar Heel Rowing 

Sarah Haaey 
Head Rowi~:~g Coach 

Sarah Haney, who has played key roles at every level of the UNC rowing program, is in 
her 1 lth season as the Tar Heels’ head coach. After serving as an assistant coach 
during the 2001-02 season, when she directed the Carolina novice squad, Haney was 
promoted to the program’s top position on July 19, 2002. Haney, a 1998 graduate of 
UNC, helped lobby for the rowing program’s elevation to varsity status at North Carolina 
and lettered on the school’s first varsity squad in 1997-98. She served as a volunteer 
assistant coach at UNC in the fall of 1998 while completing her undergraduate degree. 
Upon graduating with a double major in English and exercise and sports science, she 
joined the Carolina staff on a full-time basis. Haney is a graduate of Pinecrest High 
School, where she captained the volleyball, basketball and softball teams and played on 
a state championship volleyball team. She began rowing as a North Carolina sophomore 
and captained the UNC club team in 1996 and 1997.s for the spring of 1999. 

Notable Almm~i 
Eri~ Neppel- 199t~-01. 
Dana Peirce ,--- 1998-01 
Lisy Mclntee ---2005--08 



Tar Heel Women’s Basketball 

Sylvia Ha.tchel] 
F]ead Women’s Basketball Coach 

After over 1,000 career games and 36 seasons of coaching, it stands to reason that North 
Carolina head coach Sylvia Hatchell would belong to some exclusive clubs. She was inducted 
into the Women’s Basketball Hall of Fame in 2004. She is one of only four head coaches in 
Division I history to reach the 800-win plateau. She is the third-winningest active coach in the 
nation. She has been named national coach of the year three times and has led teams to at least 
20 wins 27 times, fourth-most nationally. While Hatchell keeps impressive company in many 
categories, she is also part of an exclusive club that features just one member. When UNC 
defeated Louisiana Tech to win the 1994 NCAA Championship, Hatchell became the first and 
only coach to lead teams to national championships at the AIAW, NAIA and NCAA levels. Those 
titles - the first two coming at Francis Marion - are the crown jewels in one of the most decorated 
coaching careers in women’s basketball history. Under her direction, the Tar Heels have won a 
national championship and eight ACC titles, compiled six 30-win seasons and claimed five ACC 
Player of the Year and five ACC Rookie of the Year honors. Hatchell graduated cum laude from 
Carson-Newman College, where she played basketball and volleyball. Hatchell’s husband, 
Sammy, is also a basketball coach. Formerly the all-time winningest coach at Meredith College in 
Raleigh, Sammy is currently the head coach at Cresset Christian Academy. The Hatchells have a 
22-year-old son, Van, a former all-state and Carolina men’s basketball player who is a recent 
graduate of UNC. 

Re~e~t Histo~2z 
Year 

2008 33-3 
2009 28-7 
201.0 :1.9-:1.2 
201.1 28-9 
201.2 20-11 
201.3 29-7 
Notable Alumn~ 

Erlana Larldns --- 2005--08 
Camille Little --- 2004--07 
Ivory Latta --- 2004--07 
Tracey Reid - 1.995-98 

Charlotte Smith- 1.992-95 



Tar Heel Women’s Tennis 

Head Women’s Tennis Coach 
Currently in his ninth season at the University of North Carolina and his 20th season overall as a 
collegiate head coach, Brian Kalbas has led the Tar Heels through one of the most successful 
runs in school history. Highlighted by the program’s first trip to the national semifinals in 2010 and 
its first NCAA tennis title in 2007, UNC has advanced to the NOAA Tournament all eight years 
under Kalbas. Kalbas served as head coach of William & Mary’s women’s tennis team for 11 
years before accepting the head coaching position at Carolina in the summer of 2003. At William 
& Mary, Kalbas posted a 214-85 overall record and was named the 1998 ITA National Coach of 
the Year. Kalbas was a four-time Colonial Athletic Association Women’s Tennis Coach of the 
Year, winning the honor in 1995, 1996, 1999 and 2002. He was recognized as the ITA Regional 
Coach of the Year four times during his tenure at W&M. Kalbas is a 1989 graduate of the 
University of Notre Dame, where he was a four-year varsity player, playing at the No. 1 and No. 2 
spots in singles. He was captain of the Fighting Irish men’s tennis team his senior year and 
received the most valuable player and sportsmanship awards from Notre Dame. Kalbas and his 
wife, 8uzanne, have two children, Sarah, 21, who is a junior at UNC Wilmington, and Joseph, 12. 

Recent History 
Year W~L 

2008 17-8 
2009 19--11 
2010 28--4 
2011 23--5 
2012 24-.6 
201.3 28-4 
Notable A[t~rnni 

Jem~ffe, r Ba]ent - 19784:J1. 
Kathy Barton- 1.981-84 

Gi~a Gobl[rsch - 1.9(~7-90 
Cicada Gm:~ey- 1990-93 

Al~sha Portnoy- 1990-93 



Levy 
l[-tead Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

The sixth-winningest coach in NCAA Division I women’s lacrosse history and the fourth- 

winningest active coach in the nation, UNC’s ,Jenny Levy is among the most accomplished 

coaches in the sport’s history. Levy has led the Tar Heels to eight appearances in the NOAA 

Tournament semifinals, including four in the last five years and the 2013 National Championship. 

In 2013 along wRh being coach of the national champions Inside Lacrosse and The IWLOA 

named her 2013 coach of the year. Levy’s teams are known for their consistently strong 

academic performances and community involvement in the Chapel Hill area. The Tar Heel 

women’s lacrosse team annually places a significant portion of its members on the AOC Honor 

Roll and Dean’s List. Meredith Newton won the inaugural NCAA’s [Elite 88 Award as the player at 

the 2010 NOAA semifinals with the highest cumulative grade point average. An outstanding 

women’s lacrosse player at the University of Virginia from 1988-92 and an assistant field hockey 

and assistant women’s lacrosse coach at Georgetown University from 1993-94, Levy was named 

as Carolina’s first-ever head women’s lacrosse coach in October 1994. She is a 1992 graduate of 

the University of Virginia with a BA in rhetoric and communications and was a member of the U.$. 

Women’s Lacrosse National Team in 1992-93 and again in 1995. While at Virginia she was a 
first-team All-America as a junior and senior, and was named the 1992 NCAA Attack Player-of- 
the-Year. She led Virginia in both goals and assists. In 2002, she was named one of the top 50 
players in ACC history. In 2005, she was inducted into the Greater Baltimore Chapter of the 
Lacrosse Hall of Fame. She is married to Dan Levy, a 1993 UNC graduate, who played lacrosse 
at Carolina for four years, starring on the 1991 NCAA championship team. The couple has three 
children - Ryan, Alec, and Kathryn. 

Year W-L 
2008 13-7 
2009 16-5 
2010 1%3 
201:1 15-6 
2012 15-.3 
2013 18-.3 (Nationa! Champ{ons) 

Notable Alum~ 
Brooke Crawfo~"d --- 1996--99 

]enn Cook- 2004-07 
Amber Fa}cone - 2006-09 

Ienn Russell - 200%i0 



Tar Hee~ Women’s Golf 

Head Wome~fs Golf Coach 
Jan Mann, a well-respected individual in collegiate women’s golf, is in her fourth year as head 
women’s golf coach at the University of North Carolina. Mann, a proven and experienced head 
coach, became the third head coach in Carolina history and took over the program July 2009. 
Mann was crowned the 2011 ACC Coach of the Year, the second time she has received that 
honor. She was also selected the 2005 ACC Coach of the Year when she was the head coach at 
Virginia. Mann was the first head coach at the University of Virginia from 2002-2007, establishing 
the inaugural women’s golf program there, with 2003-04 being its first year of competition.Mann’s 
teams participated in the NCAA Regionals in 2005, 2006 and 2007 advancing on to the NCAA 
Championships in 2005 and advancing an individual in 2006. Mann’s teams received 20 ACC 
academic honors and the Cavaliers were presented the ACC Sportsmanship Award in 2006. 
Mann served as the head women’s golf coach at UNC Wilmington from 1994-2002, taking the 
Seahawks to the NCAA Regionals for the first time in school history in 1998. Mann has also 
served on several NCAA committees. From 2000-04 she was an NCAA Regional Advisory 
Committee member and NCAA Division I Golf Committee Member, on which she served as chair 
in 2003-04. Mann was selected to coach the 2003 United States team during the U.S.-Japan 
Matches. She was on the NGCA Board of Directors, 2005-07; on the LPGA Coaches Advisory 
Committee, 2003-07 and on the USGA Intercollegiate Relations Committee, 2003-05. In 2000 
and 2001 she was chosen one of Golf Digest’s Top Teachers in North Carolina. Mann, a 
graduate of UNC Wilmington, was an accomplished golf professional and teacher before entering 
the coaching profession. Mann and her husband, John, have one daughter, Lindsay Badour, and 
two sons, John, and Robb. 

Yea++ 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 

Katie Peterson - 1986:89 
Kh++beiJy Byh+.+m - 1990:93 
~vlarcy Ne~,vto++ - 1997-00 
Ashley P++a++ge - 



HC Harlis Meaders 
}-lead Coach, Director of Track & Field/Cross Country 

Harlis Meaders returns to his alma mater in his first season as the head coach of the track and 
field and cross country programs. Meaders comes home after an 18-year stint at Florida State 
that saw him rise to the program’s associate head coach in 2004 while coaching the throwers and 
coordinating recruiting operations. Meaders is a 1992 graduate who competed in the discus, shot 
put, and 35-pound weight throw. While competing, he won back-to-back ACC outdoor titles in the 
discus in 1991 and 1992 as well as an indoor conference crown in the weight throw in 1992. 
Meaders was a high school All-America who became an NCAA and Olympic Trials qualifier while 
at UNC in addition to his three individual conference championships. He set the school record in 
discus, a mark that stood for 23 years. Meaders ranks second on the UNC all-time list with a 
discus throw of 186-10 (56.95 meters). Meaders was also a captain on the 1992 track team that 
won the ACC Outdoor title in the same year. Meaders began his coaching at Western Carolina 
where he spent three years as an assistant coach while earning his master’s degree in physical 
education. While there Meaders also instructed courses in the physical education department. He 
coached several Western Carolina track and field athletes to multiple Southern Conference 
individual titles. During his tenure at Florida State, Meaders helped the Seminoles win the U.S. 
Track & Field and Cross Country Coaches Association’s NCAA Division I men’s program of the 
year award for two consecutive years in 2011-12. In 2005, Meaders was named the East 
Regional Assistant Coach of the Year for his success with the Seminoles throwing corps. 

Ret:ent H~sto~T 
Year 

2008 

2009 

2011.0 

20:1.1. 

201.2 

2013 

Men’s ACC Women’s ACC 

Notable Alumni 
Sharon Couch - 1988-91 
Allen Iohnsor~--- ~ 9c~0 cv~ 

LaTasha Colander--Richardson -1995--98 
Shalane F~anagan--- 2000-03 



Tar Heel Fer cing 

P~o~ Mi]]e~° 
I-lead Fencing Coach 

Coach Ron Miller came to Carolina in 1967 as a physical education instructor. The Kentucky 
native, who grew up in Florida, brought knowledge of a sport virtually unknown to a southern 
campus bred on basketball and football. Not only did Miller impart that knowledge to countless 
students in physical education classes, he established and maintained the South’s dominant 
fencing program. Miller’s encouragement and charismatic coaching style were enough to lure 
athletes to the fledgling program that offered no scholarships or campus fanfare. The requisite 
hard work and dedicated effort that Miller demanded, however, gave rise to a unique skill in 
athletes drawn to the speed and discipline of fencing. Miller’s influence on his fencing squads 
parallels that of legendary basketball coach Dean Smith’s impact on former basketball players 
and coaches. Smith’s October 9, 1997, retirement left Miller as the most tenured coach at 
Carolina. More than just a Tar Heel hero, fencers from across the region and the nation have 
benefited from Miller’s talents through his involvement with the United States Fencing Association 
(USFA), the NCAA, the U.S. Olympic and World Fencing Teams and regional fencing clubs. 
Miller served as a coach for the U.S. Junior World Team in 1981 and was also the coach for the 
Senior World Championship Team in 1983. The 1987 Junior Pan American Team was also 
coached by Miller. From 1985-95, he served as the director of the USFA’s National Coaches 
College and from 1983-91 he was the director of the USFA’s National Junior Elite Summer 
Programs. Miller received his Bachelor of Science in Physical Education and Psychology from 
Florida State University in 1966. He received his Master’s in Physical Education from Eastern 
Kentucky University in 1967. Miller earned his Doctorate in Phys. Ed, Higher Ed., Guidance and 
Psychology from Carolina in 1974. Coach Miller was also awarded a "Maitre d’ Armes," in 1975. 



Tar Heel Wrestling 

}-bad Men’s W~:’estling Coach 
C.D. Mock, a 1982 Carolina graduate, is entering his 10th season as head coach of the University 
of North Carolina wrestling program. The 2005 and 2006 Atlantic Coast Conference Coach of the 
Year, Mock was named head coach on Sept. 30, 2002, and assumed the duties of head coach 
with the retirement of 30-year veteran Bill Lain following the 2002-03 season. In 1982, Mock 
became Carolina’s first NCAA champion and was one of the leaders of the Tar Heel team that 
finished fifth at the NCAA Championships. He finished that season a perfect 35-0 en route to the 
national title at 134 pounds and also received the prestigious Patterson Medal, which is 
presented to the UNC senior student-athlete that best demonstrates athletic excellence. Mock 
won three ACC titles while at Carolina and was a two-time All-America. He posted a career 
record of 108-9, good for a .923 winning percentage, which ranks third all-time in Carolina history. 
He also had a career record of 64-4 in ACC competition. Mock returned to his alma mater from 
Newtown, Pa., where he was the president of Equity Consultants Company and the wrestling 
coach at Council Rock High. In his first season back in Chapel Hill, the Tar Heels placed third in 
the ACC before posting a 14-5 mark and finishing second in the league in the 2001-02 season. 
Mock lives in Chapel Hill with his wife, Mickie, son, Corey, and daughter, Chelsea. Mickie is a 
UNC graduate and was a member of the gymnastics team. 

Recent Histo~T 
Yea]" W-L 

2008 11.0-6 
2009 11.3-9 
201.0 7-9 
201.1. 9-9-1 
201.2 6-14 
201.3 9-6 

Notable Alum~i 
Rob KoII - 1.984-88 

Doug Wyiand --- 1988.-90 
°]’,.[, laworsky---1992.-95 

Evm~ Sola - 2001--07 



Heel 

Head Sof~.:bal] Coach 
Donna J. Papa, head softball coach at North Carolina since 1986, has helped build Carolina 
softball into one of the top programs in the country. Papa’s Tar Heels continue to show 
improvement each season. Papa has led Carolina to the NCAA Tournament in 10 of the last 12 
years, and guided the Tar Heels to a school record for wins as Carolina went 50-12-1 in 2008 - 
hosting the first ever NCAA Regional at Anderson Stadium. UNC has had 14 consecutive winning 
seasons, with 10 of those including 40 or more wins during the campaign. Under her tutelage, 
Carolina has established itself as a perennial top-25 program, testimony that North Carolina 
competes at the highest levels on the field while excelling academically at one of the nation’s top 
universities. On Nov. 30, 2012, Coach Papa was inducted into the National Fastpitch Coaches 
Association Hall of Fame. One of the 20 winningest coaches in NCAA history, Papa joined the 
1,000th career win club during the 2011 season and did so in grand fashion as the Tar Heels 
blanked Florida State 4-0 on March 27. Carolina claimed the 2001 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Championship, five regular season titles and has played in the title game on three other 
occasions. Papa has been named ACC Coach of the Year five times - in 1996, 1998, 2000, 2008 
and 2012. Since coming to Chapel Hill in 1985, Papa has coached players to All-America 
seasons on 11 occasions and 56 players to All-Southeast Region honors. Prior to arriving in 
Chapel Hill, Papa spent two seasons as head volleyball and softball coach at Susquehanna 
University. Her 1985 softball squad compiled a 16-8 record, won its conference division and 
qualified for the Middle Atlantic Conference Championship. Papa is currently serving a two-year 
term on the National Fastpitch Coaches Association All-America Committee 

Receipt: 

Year 
2008 50-12-1 
2009 47-13 
2010 42-20 
2011 34-21 
2012 43-1.5 
2013 40-27t_ 

Ctlr~stine I<ubin- 71.993-96 
Brmldy Arthm: - 1995-9{~ 

I)anielle Spauldi~g- 2007-10 



Tar Heel Men’s Tennis 

Head Men’s Term]is Coach 
Under head coach Sam Paul’s direction, the University of North Carolina men’s tennis program 
continues to achieve significant milestones as he is now in his third decade of service to the 
University’s athletic program. With over 2,00 career victories at Carolina, Paul finished his 20th 
year as head coach and his 24th season at Carolina overall. A five-time ACC Coach of the Year 
selection, four-time ITA regional coach of the year and four-time ITA national coach of the year 
finalist, Paul also begins his 22rid overall year as a collegiate head coach, including two years at 
Richmond prior to coming to UNC. Paul is the winningest active coach in the ACC. Paul achieved 
his 300th victory on March 20,2011 when the Tar Heels defeated Wake Forest 4-3 in Winston- 
Salem, N.C. During his tenure as the head and assistant coach at North Carolina, the Tar Heels 
have won seven ACC championships, including the 1990, 1992 and 2002 tournament titles and 
the 1991, 1992, 1996 and 2004 regular-season championships. The Tar Heels have earned 
NCAA Tournament bids 20 of the past 21 seasons and the Heels have advanced to the national 
tournament in 18 of the 19 years in which Paul has been the head coach. Paul has mentored 11 
first-team All-Americas in his tenure as head coach since 1992,-94 to a total of 14 All-America 
awards, including a trio of two-time first-team All Americas. A 1982, graduate of Presbyterian 
College with a Bachelor of Science degree in applied psychology, Paul also played tennis for the 
Blue Hose for two years. He has a 1901 Associate of Arts degree with a concentration in 
business from Anderson ($.C.) College, where he played tennis as a freshman and 
sophomore. In 2008, Paul received the Bob Waters Award from Presbyterian College given to 
distinguished alumni of the institution. Coach Paul married Rebecca Dirksen, a Dartmouth 
College alumna and has a daughter Madeline. 

Recruit Histo~T 
Year W-L 

2008 21-5 
2009 :t_7<t_1 
2010 
2011 
2012    1.5-8 
2013    1.2-1.3 

Notable Air, toni 
Vic Seixas -1946-49 

Rich McKee -1971-74 
Dark1 Caldwell--- 1992--95 

Taylor Fogelman -- 2006,-09 



Tar Heel Volleyball 

Joe Sag~|a 
Head Volleyball Coach 

Head coach Joe Sagula finished his 31st season of coaching in 2011 as one of the most prolific 
winners in college volleyball today. The winningest coach in North Carolina volleyball history, 
Sagula has been at the helm for five of UNC’s ACC crowns and eight of its 13 NCAA 
appearances. Carolina has won more ACC titles - 11 - than any other program. Sagula has the 
most ACC wins of any coach in history with 224, and his five ACC titles rank second among ACC 
coaches. Along with the five ACC titles, Sagula has guided the Tar Heels to 11 top-three finishes 
in the league’s regular-season standings, including first-place finishes in 1998, 2000, 2002, 2005 
and 2008. In 14 seasons, Sagula led the Tar Heels to six appearances in the ACC championship 
match and 10 appearances in the ACC Tournament semifinals. During Sagula’s tenure at Penn, 
the Quakers won Ivy League titles in 1983, 1986 and 1989. Sagula was also named the Ivy 
League Coach of the Year four consecutive seasons. In addition to his duties with the women’s 
team at Penn, Sagula served as the head men’s coach from 1981-89. His record with the men, 
which competed at both the varsity and club levels, was 111-75 (.597). At the December 2002 
meetings of the American Volleyball Coaches Association in New Orleans, Sagula was elected 
president of the AVCA for a two-year term starting in January 2004. Sagula chaired the NCAA 
Division I All-America Committee for four years while at Penn and served four years on the AVCA 
Board of Directors as the Awards Chairman. A native of The Bronx, N.Y., Sagula earned his 
bachelor’s degree from the State University of New York, College at New Paltz in 1978. While 
there he earned three letters in volleyball, captaining the team his senior year. Sagula married the 
former Ingrid Weber in May of 2008 and the couple lives in Chapel Hill with their four dogs: 
Oscar, Lucy, Coach and Cate. 

Re~:e~ t: History 

Year W-L 
2008 15-16 
2009 22-II 
2010 15-16 
2011 25-.I0 
2012 24-9 
2013 26,-6 

Notabb Ah~mui 
Sharon German - 1985-89 

Laura Greene - 199%2002 
Emily McGee - 2009-11 
KayHe Gibson - 200%1:1 



Tar Heel Men’s Golf 

H;ead l~4en’s Golf Coach 
Andrew Sapp just finished his second year as the head men’s golf coach at the University of 
North Carolina. Sapp, the former men’s golf coach at the University of Michigan and a native of 
Raleigh, N.C., is the eighth head coach in Carolina history. In 2011-12, Sapp’s first year at the 
helm, the Tar Heels carded four top-five finishes and eight top-10 finishes. Carolina tied for fourth 
place at the River Landing Intercollegiate and placed fifth at the Seminole Intercollegiate, the USF 
Invitational and the Wolverine Intercollegiate. Sapp spent nine years (2002-03-2010-11) as the 
head men’s golf coach at Michigan. The Wolverines won the 2011 NCAA Central-Indiana 
Regional and tied for 10th place at the NCAA Championships. That marked Michigan’s fourth 
straight trip to the NCAA Regionals and second trip to the NCAA Championships. They finished 
third in match play at the 2009 NCAA Championships after placing sixth in stroke play. Sapp 
began his coaching career at Carolina as he was the assistant men’s golf coach to then head 
coach Devon Brouse for five years from 1993-94 through 1997-98. He assisted in all areas of the 
UNC program including teaching, practicing, scheduling and recruiting. Sapp helped lead the Tar 
Heels to 14 team titles and 12 individual medalist honors. He helped carry Carolina to five 
consecutive NCAA Championships appearances, including four top-20 finishes. With Sapp as an 
assistant, the Tar Heels captured two ACC Championships (1995, 1996) and were the runners-up 
twice (1994, 1997). He coached five All-Americas who were named to the team on six occasions 
and two academic All-Americas. A 1993 graduate of North Carolina, Sapp earned a bachelor’s 
degree in business administration while playing on the Tar Heel golf team for three years. He 
earned his master’s degree in sports administration in 1996 and conducted his master’s research 
in the area of academic enhancement for student-athletes. Sapp and his wife, Laura, have one 
son, Connor. 

Year ACC Finish 

2008 3 

2009 7m 

2010 9t~ 

201.1. 8~-~ 

2 01. 2 7 

2013 7 
Notable Alt~[ 

Davis Love III .... 1982-.85 

IV’lark Wilson - 1994--97 

Dust~n B~’ay- 200:1-04, 

~art~n []ret~ - 2004-07 



Tar Hee  Field Hockey 

Karen Shelton 
Head Field Hockey Coach 

Over the course of her 32 years in Chapel Hill, Karen Shelton has built one of the country’s finest 
field hockey programs at the University of North Carolina. Shelton took over as the Tar Heels’ 
head coach in 1981 and since then has led UNG to national prominence [n the form of six NGAA 
Championships, nine NGAA runner-up finishes and 30 winning seasons. Five times in the past six 
seasons, Shelton has led Carolina to the NCAA Championship game, claiming titles in 2007 and 
2009 and finishing as runner-up in 2010, 2011,2012. In 2009, Shelton led the Tar Heels to the 
program’s sixth national championship. She was named National Coach of the Year for the fifth 
time in her career and the second time in a three-year span. Shelton has been honored eight 
times as Atlantic Coast Conference Coach of the Year and has led the Tar Heels to a league-best 
16 ACC titles. Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Shelton spent the first 10 years of her life on Army bases 
across the country. She was in fifth grade when her father retired and the family - Shelton has 
four brothers and two sisters - moved to Pennsylvania, the cradle of field hockey. At West 
Chester State, Shelton played on three national championship field hockey teams and one 
national championship lacrosse team. Three times she was named field hockey’s national player 
of the year, a streak that has never been equaled. Shelton earned a bacheloCs degree in health 
and physical education in 1979, then spent one year as assistant coach at Franklin & Marshall 
College before coming to UNC. Shelton was a member of the U.S. National Team from 1977-84 
and started for the squad that won a bronze medal at the Los Angeles Summer Games in 1984. 
Shelton was U.S. Field Hockey’s Athlete of the Year in 1983. Shelton is married to Willie Scroggs, 
a senior associate athletic director at UNC who coached the Carolina men’s lacrosse team from 
1979-90, a span that included three NCAA titles. Their son, William, is a senior at Carolina and a 
member of the men’s lacrosse team. 

Recent History 

Year Wq, 

2007 2’-I--0 (National (.~hampions) 

2008 14-6 

2009 20-2 (Natio~al Champions) 

2010 22-2 

2011 23-.2 

2012 23-.3 

Notable Alumni 
Clndy Werley -- " c 9 
Leslie Lyness - 1.985-89 

Rachel Dawson- 2004-07 



Tar Heel Men’s Soccer 

Carlos Somoano 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 
Head Coach Carlos $omoaono just finished his second year at the helm of the North Carolina 
men’s soccer program after arguably the most successful season in school history. 8omoano 
became just the second first-year head coach in NCAA history to lead his team to a national 
championship as the Tar Heels posted a 21-2-3 mark en route to the 2011 NCAA title. For his 
efforts, $omoano was named the 2011 National Coach of the Year by Soccer America. The Tar 
Heels became only the second team in Atlantic Coast Conference history to claim the treble in a 
single year by winning the ACC regular season title, the ACC Tournament crown and the national 
championship. In addition to his national coach of the year honors, the ACC coaches also pegged 
$omoano the top head man in the ACC for 2011. $omoano joined former Carolina men’s coach 
and current Carolina women’s coach, Anson Dorrance, as the second coach to be named the 
ACC Coach of the Year in their first year on the job. While an assistant at Carolina, $omoano 
helped recruit six top 10 recruiting classes and watched over one of the most successful periods 
in school history. The Tar Heels advanced to three consecutive NCAA College Cups, including 
the 2008 National Championship game, and amassed a 118-52-27 record under $omoano’s 
watch. $omoano received a Bachelor of Science in biology (concentration in pre-medicine) from 
Eckerd College in 1092. He then earned a Master’s of Sport Management degree from the 
University of Richmond in August of 2000. $omoano earned four letters in soccer at Eckerd 
College and was a two-year team captain. $omoano is married to the former Martina Nedelkova, 
and the couple has two daughters and a son: Sofia Kathleen, Oabriela Martina, and Alexander 
Luis. 

Recent H~sto~, 
Year W-L 

2007 7-8-5 
2008 15-8-1 
2009 16-2-4 
2010 16-4-4 
2011 ~°~~_~ -.~ °~ -.~’2 (National Champions) 
2012 16-4-3 

Notab|e A|umni 
Derek Missimo--- 1987--09 

9’ 99 Eddie Pope - 3_9 .. 3-1..- 6 
Temoc Suarez - 1.993-96 

Kirk Urso - 2008-1.i 



Tar Heel Men’s Basketball 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach 
North Carolina native son Roy Williams just finished his 10th season as the head coach of the Tar 
Heels and 25th as a college head coach. Williams, a member of the Naismith Basketball Hall of 
Fame and College Basketball Hall of Fame, has led Carolina to national championships in 2005 
and 2009, another Final Four in 2008, Elite Eights in 2007, 2011 and 2012, five NCAA 
Tournament No. 1 seeds, seven Associated Press Top 10 final rankings, six ACC regular-season 
titles, two ACC Tournament crowns, five 30-win seasons and developed 13 first-round NBA Draft 
picks. ESPN, Sports Illustrated, Sporting News and Fox Sports named him the Coach of the 
Decade for 2000-2009. Williams led Kansas and Carolina to 33 NCAA Tournament wins in the 
2000s, eight more than any other coach. Over his final two years at Kansas and his first nine 
seasons at UNC, Williams has won 320 games and coached four National Players of the Year. 
He’s won 36 NCAA Tournament games and led teams to the Final Four five times in those 11 
seasons. On April 6, 2009, the Tar Heels beat Michigan State to capture UNC’s fifth NCAA 
Tournament title. In 2005, Carolina beat top-ranked Illinois to win Williams’ first national title. He is 
one of 13 coaches to win multiple national championships. Carolina is 28-7 in the NCAA 
Tournament under Williams, a winning percentage that is the highest for any coach with at least 
25 NCAA Tournament games at one school. In the last nine years, the Tar Heels have advanced 
to at least the regional final six times - no other school has more than four appearances in the 
Final 8 in that same span. The 2012 season marked the fifth time that Williams led Carolina to a 
No. 1 seed in the NCAA Tournament and his 10th No. 1 seed overall, the second-most in NCAA 
history. In fact, only four schools have been a No. 1 seed as often as Williams. Williams was born 
on August 1,1950. He and his wife, Wanda, a 1972 Carolina graduate, have a son, Scott, and a 
daughter, Kimberly. 

Re~e~t HistmT 
Year W-L 

2008 36--3 
2009 34--4 (Nat:kraal Cbampions) 
201.0 20-17 
201.1. 2943 
201.2 32-6 
201.3 25-11 

Notable Almmfi 
James Worthy 1980-82 
Micl~aeI ]ordan 1981-84 

Vh~ce Carter 1998-98 
Tyler Hansbrm@l- 2006-,09 
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Football Administrator Game Manager 

Michael Lipitz Adina Stack 

Senior Associate AD for Administration Assistant AD for Operations 

Office: (919) 515-4244 Office: (919) 513-1362 

Cell: (240) 355-5494 Cell: (919) 819-1834 
Email: michael_lipitz@ncsu.edu Email: adina_stock@ncsu.edu 

Game Administration 

Barry Joyce 

Associate AD for Facilities and Operations 

Football Office 

Dave Doeren 

Head Football Coach 

Office: (919) 515-7369 

Cell: (919) 868-7404 

Email: barryioyce@ncsu.edu 

Ray Brincefield 

Assistant AD for Facilities 

Office: (919) 513-0464 

Cell: (919) 819-0035 

Email: ray_brincefield @ncsu.edu 

Dernar Bonnemere 
Director of Game Operations 

Office: (919) 515-4505 

Cell: (919) 819-3515 

Office: (919) 515-2432 

Email: natalie_brincefield@ncsu.edu 

Bill Nayes 

Director of Football Operations 

Cell/Text: (919) 609-6951 

Email: wjnayes@ncsu.edu 

Athletic Communications 

Annabelle Myers 

Assistant AD for Athletic Communications 

Office: (919) 515-1181 

Cell: (919) 819-8302 
Email: annabelle_myers@ncsu.edu 

Email: demar_bonnemere@ncsu.edu 

Amy Si/verthorn 

Assistant Director of Game Operations 

Office: (919) 515-1387 

Cell: (919) 594-8492 

Email: alsilve3@ncsu.edu 

Ticket Office 

Brian Kelly 

Assistant AD for Ticket Operations 

Office: (919) 865-1432 

Cell: (919) 795-5028 
Email: brian_kelly@ncsu.edu 

Sports Medicine 

Phil Hedrick 

Head Football Athletic Trainer 

Office: (919) 515-3960 

Cell: (919) 795-6188 
Email: phil_hedrick@ncsu.edu 

Athletic Equipment 

Terry Cal/oway 

Football Equipment Manager 

Office: (919) 515-3956 

Cell: (919) 632-6047 

Email: ctcallow@ncsu.edu 

Cheerleading 

Harold Trammel 

Head Coach 

Cell: (919) 625-0099 

Email: harold_tram mel@ncsu.edu 

Band 

Dr. Paul Garcia 

NC State Director of Bands 

Office: (919) 513-4489 
Email: paul_garcia@ncsu.edu 

Video and Technology 

Hud Jordan 

Football Video Coordinator 

Office: (919) 513-2949 

Cell: (919) 909-5902 
Email: htjordan@ncsu.edu 

Visiting Athletic Director Liaison 

Chad Cannady 

Cell: (919) 819-1477 
Email: chad_cannady@ncsu.edu 
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DATE OPPONENT TIME 

August 31, 2013 

September 7, 2013 

September 19, 2013 

Louisiana Tech 
This Is Our State Day 

Richmond 
Military Appreciation Day 

Clemson (Thurs.)* 
Textile Bowl 

12:30 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

September 28, 2013 

October 5, 2013 

October 12, 2013 

October 26, 2013 

November 2, 2013 

November 9, 2013 

November 16, 2013 

November 23, 2013 

November 30, 2013 

Central Michigan 

Parents and Family Day 

@ Wake Forest* 

Syracuse* 

@ Florida State* 

North Carolina* 
Homecoming 

@ Duke* 

@ Boston College* 

East Carolina 
Hall of Fame Day 

Maryland* 

Education & Youth Sport 

Day/Wolfpack Club Day 

*ACC Opponent 

Bolded games are home events 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 
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General Information 

Carter-Finley Stadium has a capacity of 57,583. 

Prohibited Items & Behavior 

Animals* o Laser Pointers 

Artificial Noise Makers ~ Poles/Sticks for Flags/Signs 

Backpacks of all kinds* ~ Signs/Banners/Flags larger than 3’ x 2’ 

Bags larger than 14" x 14"* ¯ Sitting/Standing in the Aisles 

Bicycles ¯ Smoking** 

Coolers ¯ Stroller (large, non-collapsible; collapsible 

Food or Drink of any kind* strollers are permitted) 

Food or Drink containers (bottles, cans, ¯ Throwing Objects in stands or onto field 

thermos, etc.)* ¯ Umbrellas 

Ice Bags ¯ Video Cameras (hand-held still-cameras are 

Illegal Substances permitted) 

~ Weapons 

*Exceptions will be made for those with medical requirements or special needs. Diaper bags are 

permitted only if accompanied by an infant. 

Any other items deemed hazardous by stadium management. 

**Smoking is prohibited in Vaughn Towers, in the seating bowl, on the concourse and in restrooms. 

Violators of this policy will be ejected from the stadium. In an effort to accommodate all guests, smoking 

is permitted in newly designated smoking areas at Gates 1, 5 and 11. 

Physical Address 

Carter-Finley Stadium 

4600 Trinity Road 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

*For exact directions to Carter-Finley Stadium, please visit googlemaps.com and type in the address listed 

above. 

TEAMS 

From the West: 

-Take 1-40 East to the Wade Avenue Exit 

-Exit at Edwards Mill Road 

=Make a right off the exit onto Edwards Mill Rd. 

-Enter the stadium by making a left into Gate E 

-Go straight through the stop sign (You are now 

On Steve Stroud Way/East/West Connector) 

From the East: 

-Take 1-40 West to the Wade Avenue Exit 

-Exit at Edwards Mill Road 

=Make a left offthe exit onto Edwards Mill Road 
-Enter the stadium by making a left into Gate E 

-Go straight through the stop sign (You are now on 

Steve Stroud Way/East/West Connector) 

-Bear right onto the Field House Ramp, park at bottom 

2071.3 STATE FOOTBALL 
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Locker Room Facilities 

The visiting team locker room is located in the A.E. Finley Field House in the north end zone of Carter- 

Finley Stadium. The visiting team liaison is Eddie Gardner. He will meet your team upon your arrival at 

Carter-Finley Stadium. Eddie can be contacted at (919) 868-8525. 

NC State will provide all visiting teams with the following accommodations: 

Seventy-two (72) full-size lockers with two large shower/bathroom facilities at either end of the 

area 

A separate, private room for coaches and staff equipped with twelve (12) full-size lockers 

[] A visiting equipment room 

[] A training room 

In accordance with the ACC Policy, visiting team locker rooms will be accommodated with a minimum of 

the following: 

[] Four (4) five-gallon water coolers 

[] Dry erase boards with markers 

[] One-hundred (100) game programs 

[] One (1) pair of adjustable crutches 

[] One hundred and fifty (150) towels for Friday (day before game) workout 

[] Two hundred (200) towels for the game 

[] Soap for showers 

[] Table for water station 

[] One thousand (1,000) pounds of ice 

[] Eight (8) cases of Powerade 

[] Two (2) treatment taping tables 

[] One (1) hyrdocollator with four (4) hot packs 

[] Two (2) OSHA containers (one blood, one sharp) 

[] One (1) Exercise stationary bike 

[] Live game clock 

For inquiries regarding equipment truck deliveries, locker room setup and any special needs or requests, 

please contact Terry Calloway at (919) 515-3956 in the NC State Football Equipment Room. 

Sideline Communication Needs 

NC State is able to accommodate your requests for sideline communications. Please contact Terry 

Calloway, Football Equipment Manager, at (919) 515-3956 the week prior to your team’s departure. 

Sideline Heating and Cooling Systems 

Please contact Terry Calloway, Football Equipment Manager, at (919) 515-3956 for vendor information 

regarding sideline heater/cooling systems. 
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Visiting Athletics Director’s Suite 

The visiting Athletics Director’s Suite (Suite 250) is located on the west side of the stadium on the second 

floor of the Vaughn Towers. Directions to the Athletics Director’s Suite are provided below. 

From the Stadium West Parking Lot: 

If you would like to enter your suite before the stadium gates open, (1½ hours prior to kickoff), 

you can enter through Gate 4 of Vaughn Towers (open two hours prior to kickoff). 

If you choose to wait until the stadium gates open, you can enter the stadium at Gates 2, 3 or 4, 

then take the elevators to Level 2 of Vaughn Towers. 

From the north end zone (visiting team’s locker rooms): 

[] Go up the A.E. Finley Field House Ramp and then proceed to the left towards the stadium. You 

will be closest to Gate 1. Continue around the stadium (west) and you will arrive at the Vaughn 

Towers. Enter through Gate 4. 

Once you get in the elevators, go to the second floor. Your suite is Suite 250. 

Visiting Coaches’ Box 

The Visiting Coaches’ Box is located on the west side of the stadium on the fourth floor of Vaughn Towers. 

Please contact Ray Brincefield at (919) 819-0035 with your team’s dry line and telecommunication needs. 

Visiting Team Bench and Pre-Game Warm-Up Area 

The visiting team bench is located on the east side of Carter-Finley Stadium. Your pre-game practice area 

is shown on the following diagram (not drawn to scale). The field will be divided into 70-yard/30-yard 

segments until 45 minutes before game time. At that point, the field will be re-divided into two 50- 

yard/S0-yard segments until the 22-minute mark on the game clock. Then, the field will be cleared. 

1 
Visiting > 
Tea m 

Tunnel and 

Locker 

Rooms 

North End 

Zone 

/I 
Visiting Team Bench Area 

Visiting Team 

Warm-Up Area 

0 0 ~,0 

NC State 

NC State Bench Area 

Murphy I 
Center I 

NC 

State 

Tunnel 
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Parking Permits, Credentials, and Athletic Director’s Tickets 

Parking: 
¯ Directors of Football Operations will be sent: 

o One (1) Stadium Access Vendor parking pass for your equipment vehicle which will allow you 

to park outside your dressing/locker room in the A.E. Finley Field House. 

o Two (2) team bus parking passes located on A.E. Finley Field House Road, closest to the 

locker rooms. 

o One (1) additional bus parking pass will be provided for associated team or administrative 

personnel or guests. This bus will drop off passengers at the north end of the stadium and 

will be directed where to park. At the end of the game, this bus will be allowed back to pick 

up the guests. 
¯ Visiting Athletics Directors will be sent: 

o Six (6) parking passes (for cars or vans) for the Stadium West Parking Lot. Enter Gate C off of 

Trinity Rd. These spots are for VlP members of the visiting university and athletics staff. 

o Three (3) visiting band/cheerleading bus passes. A separate band letter will be included in 

the visiting AD’s packet with more parking information. 

[] Space is limited and will be strictly enforced. 

Credentials: 

[] Directors of Football Operations will be sent: 

o Sixty (60) bench area credentials to be worn by all persons not in game uniform. 

o Eleven (11) all-access bench area credentials will be used for the Visiting Coaches’ Box 

located on the fourth floor of Vaughn Towers on the west side of the stadium. This pass will 

also provide field access pre-game, post-game and at halftime. 

[] Visiting Athletics Directors will be sent: 

o Ten (10) passes for your Athletics Director’s party will be provided and sent directly to their 

office. These passes will allow access to the Visiting AD Suite located in Suite 250 in the 

Vaughn Towers, the field, and the north end zone where your team’s locker rooms are 

located. Any person in possession of a credential must be at least 16 years of age. 

Media: 
[] Annabelle Myers and the Athletic Communications staff will send out all football video 

credentials in a separate packet. 

Media credentials should be requested from the Asst. AD for Athletic Communications, 

Annabelle Myers, at (919) 515-2102. 

Police Escorts 

In accordance with conference policy, NC State will provide a police escort for all Visiting Teams for travel 

between the airport, Carter-Finley Stadium, and the team’s hotel both the day before and on game day. 

Please contact Lieutenant Boris Neal (919) 291-2036 of the Wake County Sheriff’s Office to arrange a 

police escort for your team, to notify him of your hotel reservation, the number of buses that you will 

have and your itinerary. In addition, Lieutenant Neal would like to speak with your bus drivers the night 

prior to the game. 

2013 STATE FOOTBALL 
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Video Personnel 

Visiting team video personnel will be met at the team bus drop-off location. NC State video will provide 

an escort with a Gator for equipment transportation to the filming locations. Please contact Hud Jordan, 

Football Video Coordinator, at (919) 909-5902 with any questions concerning video personnel on game 

day. 

Filming Locations 

The sideline location is on the fourth floor of Vaughn Towers. Visiting video is located next to the visiting 

coaches’ booth. The location is covered, but if windy, equipment could get wet - please plan accordingly. 

The location has AC electrical power and CAT 6 R J-45 Internet connection. 

The end zone location is on the fourth floor of the Murphy Center. The location is covered, but if windy, 

equipment could get wet - please plan accordingly. The location has AC electrical power and CAT 6 RJ-45 

Internet connection. 

From the Murphy Center, video highlights can be sent to other media locations. The feed is fiber to Micro 

Space uplink services. Visiting teams are responsible for making arrangements with Micro Space by 

contacting them at (919) 834-3265. 

Police Locations 

For your safety, numerous police and security officers are positioned around the stadium. A Campus 

Police Command Center Van will be located inside the stadium between Gates 4 & 5. Both during and 

after the game, Campus Police can be contacted at (919) 515-3000 or 911. 

Practice Requests 

Carter-Finley Stadium Game Field is unavailable for walk-through; however a practice field can be made 

available at Dail Football Practice Facility on the stadium grounds anytime from Noon to 6:00prn the day 

before the game. All practice requests must be directed to and confirmed with Ray Brincefield, Assistant 

Athletic Director for Facilities, at 919-819-0035 at least ten (10) days in advance. 

Band, Cheerleaders, and Mascot 

Please contact the NC State Director of Bands, Dr. Paul Garcia at (919) 513-4489, or by email at 

Paul_Garcia@ncsu.edu, if your band is planning to attend and for seating arrangements within the 

stadium. Also, please indicate on the visiting team questionnaire, provided with this guide, if your band 

plans to attend. 

Please contact the NC State Head Cheerleading Coach, Harold Trammel at (919) 625-0099 or by email at 

Harold_Trammel@ncsu.edu, if your cheerleaders and/or mascot are planning to attend and for game 

location information. Please also note on the visiting team questionnaire if your cheerleaders and mascot 

plan to attend. 

Post-Game Meal and Snack Information 

Post-game food deliveries should be directed to the visiting team locker room. This area is accessed 

through Gate E off of Edwards Mill Road. Stay straight through the stop sign and go down the A.E. Finley 

Field House ramp to the visiting team locker room area. NC State does ask that you have a representative 

meet the delivery person and that you notify Assistant Athletics Director for Operations, Adina Stock, the 

week of the game if you are having a delivery by calling her at (919) 513-1362. 
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Pre-Game 

Game Clock 
160:00 
150:00 

125:00 
105:00 
90:00 

75:00 

70:00 

65:00 

60:00 

50:00 

30:00 
25:00 
22:00 
20:00 
5:00 
3:00 
2:00 
0:00 

Agenda Item 

Replay Officials arrive/perform "pre-game checklist" with technician 

Arrive at Carter-Finley Stadium 2 ½ hours prior to kickoff 

Referee and crew are met by home team Game Day Manager 

Officials’ Meeting at Officials Locker Room 

Game Management Meeting in the North End Zone Media Room 

Referee visits Head Coach of visiting team 

Game balls delivered to officials’ dressing room/BJ 

Referee visiting Head Coach of home team 

Playclock and gameclock operators report to BJ/SJ 

Chain Crew captain meets with HL 

Early Officials’ Report to Field/crew decision 

Referee meets with Red Hat/BJ 

Teams begin warm-ups/R, Test call down phone 

Referee is miked by sound engineers for PA 

Microphone test 

Full crew on field; replay checks pagers and sideline assistants’ headsets 

Full Chain Crew meets with HL 

Teams leave the field 

Ball Retrievers report to SJ/FJ 

Captains brought to field by SJ/FJ 

Teams brought by LJ/BJ 

Coin Toss 

Kick-off 

Halftime 20:00 

5:00 

4:00 

0:00 

Teams clear field 

Captains brought to field 

Field cleared and replay re-checks equipment 

Begin second half 

105:00 Minute Meeting Attendees 

Game Day Manager 

Play Clock Operator 

Game Clock Referee 

Replay Officials 

TV Liaison 

Field Liaison 

Football Ops. Director (Both Teams) 

Stadium Command Representative 

TV Production 

Security 

EMS 

105:00 Minute Meeting Agenda items 

1. Game day management concerns 

2. Referee concerns 

3. Conference concerns 

4. TV issues 

5. Weather report/Procedures 

6. Emergency evacuation procedures and 

personnel 

7. Timing issues/Clock Malfunctions 

8. Heat malfunction plans 

9, Post game celebrations 

Location of the 105:00 Minute Meeting will be at the North End Zone Media Room 
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Contact: 

Mailing Address: 

FedEx: 

Phone: 

Cell: 

Will Call: 

Post-Game 

Press Conference: 

Annabelle Myers, Assistant Athletics Director for Athletic 

Communications 

NC State Athletic Communications 

Campus Box 8507 

Raleigh, NC 27695-8507 

NC State Athletic Communications 

Valentine Commons 

3101 Stanhope Avenue, Suite 300 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

(919) 515-1181 

(919) 819-8302 

The Media Will Call is at Gate 5 of Carter-Finley Stadium and opens 

three (3) hours prior to kickoff. For those that already have their 

credentials, Gate 5 is open three (3) hours prior to kickoff. 

The visiting team press conference is held in the A.E. Finley Field 

House (the visiting team locker room) on the north end of Carter- 

Finley Stadium. This is a secured area, and only individuals displaying 

game-issued credentials will be granted access. 
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Athletic Sports Medicine ~nformation 

Contact:                Phil Hedrick, Head Football Athletic Trainer 

Mailing Address: Murphy Football Center - Sports Medicine 

Campus Box 8504 

Raleigh, NC 27607-8504 

Physical (Overnight): Murphy Football Center - Sports Medicine 

4600 Trinity Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

Phone: (919) 515-3960 

Cell: (919) 795-6188 

Fax: (919) 515-8932 

Hospital Information 
If a player is injured to the extent that the injury requires a trip to the Emergency Room, he will be 

transported to Rex Hospital in Raleigh. 

Address: Rex Hospital 

4420 Lake Boone Trail 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

Emergency Room Number: (919) 784-1615 

Medical Center Phone: (919) 784-3100 

Directions from visiting team locker room: 

= At top of ramp, make a right onto Steve Stroud Way. 

[] At end of the road, take a right, followed by a turn to the next left onto West Chase. 

[] At stoplight, make a left onto Blue Ridge Rd. 

[] Go approximately 1½ miles and take a right onto Lake Boone Trail. 

[] At first stoplight, turn left into Rex Hospital campus. 

Rex Urgent Care of Caw 

Address:                1515 S,W. Cary Parkway 

Suite 130 

Cary, NC 27511 

Phone: (919) 387-3180 

Extra Numbers of Interest 

[] Wake County EMS - 911 

[] Tyler MacDonnell (Assistant Football Athletic Trainer) - (919) 795-6186 

[] Rob Murphy (Assistant AD for Sports Medicine) - (478) 951-7115 

[] Dr, John Rubino (Team Physician) -w: (919) 782-1806 
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Contact: Brian Kelly, Assistant Athletics Director for Ticket Operations 

Mailing Address: NC State Ticket Office 

Campus Box 8503 

Raleigh, NC 27695-8502 

Physical (Overnight): NC State Ticket Office 

Palisades Office Building 

5400 Trinity Rd., Suite 400 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

Phone: (9:~9) 865-:~432 

Cell: (919) 795-5028 

Fax: (9:~9) 865-1515 

Will Call: Visiting Team Will Call is located at Gate 5 and opens 1.5 hours prior to 

kick-off. 

Seat Locations: Sections :~, 9, ~L5, 25, 31 (see map on page 

Parking for Visiting Fans 

All parking around the stadium is for permit holders only. Cardinal Gibbons High School, located off of 

Edwards Mill Rd., has visiting parking and handicap parking, along with a handicap shuttle for ~15/car. 

General public parking is located in the Vet School parking deck and private, independently-run paid lots 

can be located at the West Chase Office Complex (Westchase Blvd. and Blue Ridge Rd.), Wade Office Park 

I (Edwards Mill Rd. between Trinity Rd. and Wade Ave.), and Trinity Park Office Complex (Trinity Rd. 

between Edwards Mill Rd. and Nowell Rd.). 

Parking is also available in the College of Veterinary Medicine Deck, located on Blue Ridge Rd. The passes 

are 515 and are available on a first-come, first-served basis, but are not guaranteed. Please visit 

www.gopack.com or call the NC State Ticket Office at (919) 865-1510 for availability. 

Additional bus parking for home and visiting fans will also be located at Cardinal Gibbons High School. 

Passes can be purchased on game day at Cardinal Gibbons for ~50/bus. 
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Level One Evacuation: Staying in the Stadium 

Fans will be instructed by the PA Announcer and the scoreboards to go to their cars and listen to 

101.5 
The Band and the Cheerleaders will be asked to go to their buses and wait for further instructions 

Both teams will go to their locker rooms on the NEZ side, if this is the side with the problem, NC 

State will go to the Murphy Center and the visiting team will go to their bus 

Officials will go to their locker room in the NEZ 

Media will be asked to report to the Murphy Center Media Room 

NC State Football Operations Staff will report to the incident command center which will be 

located in the NEZ Media Room 

Level Two Evacuation: Evacuate the Stadium and Parking Lots 

Fans will be asked to leave all parking lots 

Both teams will be escorted to the primary site (PNC Arena) or secondary site (Reynolds 

Coliseum) to wait on further instruction 

Officials will be escorted back to their hotels were they will wait on further instructions 

NC State Football Operations Staff will report to the PNC Arena or Reynolds Coliseum with the teams. 
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Dine-in Restaurants 

Amedeo’s Italian Restaurant 

3905 Western Boulevard 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-851-0473 

Contact: Jill Parker 

Backyard Bistro 

Full service restaurant and bar adjacent to the PNC 

Arena and Carter-Finley Stadium 

1235 Hurricane Alley Way 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-851-6203 

Contact: Eileen Johnson 

Blinco’s Sports Restaurant 

Quality home-made food and outstanding service 

6711 Glenwood Avenue 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

919-785-5060 

Contact: Jim Blinco 

East Village Bar and Grill 

Classic favorites in a ~friendly atmosphere 

1 Dixie Trail 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

(Corner of Dixie Trail and Hillsborough Street) 

919-821-9985 

McCall’s Bar-B-Que and Seafood 

Southern cooking 

10365 US Highway 70 W 

Clayton, NC 27520 

919-222%149 

Catering Needs: Contact Terry Tyner at 919-818- 

5005 

Midtown and Bar 115 (Midtown Grille) 

Metropofitan Cuisine 

4421-115 Six Forks Road Raleigh, NC 27609 

919-782-9463 

Outback Stea khouse 

Austrafian-inspired Steakhouse 

7500 Creedmoor Road 

Raleigh, NC 27613 

919-846-3848 

Outback Stea khouse 

Austrafian-inspired Steakhouse 

1289 Kildaire Farm Road 

Caw, NC 27511 

919-460-1770 

Contact Mary Perez at MaryPerez@outback.com 

Smithfield’s Chicken and BBQ 

7911 Fayetteville Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

919-661-9151 

Fast Food Restaurants Near Campus 

Bojangles’ 

1013 New Bern Ave. 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919-821-3735 

Bojangles’ 

3808 Western Blvd. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

919-644-8613 

Hardee’s 

2304 Gorman Street 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

919-233-8287 

Hardee’s 

5639 Hillsborough St. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

919-859-0607 

*Jimmy John’s (Delivery is available) 

2316 Hillsborough Street 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-828-3278 

KFC 

3928 Western Blvd. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

919-833-0448 

*Papa John’s (Delivery is available) 

2101 Avent Ferry Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

919-834-7272 

Subway 

2808 Hillsborough St. 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-834-7407 

Taco Bell 

3821 Western Blvd. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

919-851-9034 

*Which Wich (Delivery is available) 

Cody Lyon 

Director of Catering and Special Events 

919-810-6980 

Catering@wichoperators.com 
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Summit Hospitality Group Partners 

Crabtree Valley Courtyard 

3908 Arrow Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Phone: 9:L9-782-6868 

Fax: 919-881-9340 

Fairfield inn & Suites Raleigh Crabtree 

2201 Summit Park Lane 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Phone: 919-881-9800 

Fax: 919-881-022:L 

Fairfield inn & Suites Raleigh/Durham/RTP 

2750 Slater Road 

Morrisville, NC 27560 

Phone: 919-468-2660 

Fax: 919-481-0017 

Residence Inn Crabtree 

2200 Summit Park Lane 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Phone: 919-279-3000 

Fax: 919-782-1928 

Residence Inn Raleigh 

1000 Navaho Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

Phone: 919-878-6100 

Fax: 919-876-4117 

TownePlace Suites 

120 Sage Commons Way 

Cary, NC 27513 

Phone: 919-678-0005 

Fax: 919-678-0955 

Other Wolfpack Partners 

Crabtree Marriott 

4500 Marriott Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Phone: 919-781-7000 

Fax: 919-781-3059 

Contact: Leon Rimmey, Account Executive for team rates 

at 980-275-3639 or at leon.rimmey@marriott.com. 

DoubleTree by Hilton Raleigh Brownstone-University 

1707 Hillsborough Street 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Phone: 919-828-0811 

Fax: 919-834-0904 

Contact: Brian Brooks for team rates. 

Holiday inn Express 

3741 Thistledown Drive 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

Phone: 919-854-0001 

Fax: 919-854-0091 

Contact: Milton Hamilton or Heidi Sym for team rates. 

Sheraton Raleigh Hotel 

421 South Salisbury Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

Phone: 919-834-9900 

Fax: 919-833-1217 

Contact: Kevin Johnson for team rates. 
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Airport 

Raleigh-Durham International Airport 

2400 W. Terminal Boulevard 

Morrisville, NC 27560 

Bus Charter & Rentals 
Champion Coach 

Horizon Coach Line 

Triangle Rent-A-Car 

3730 Durham Chapel Hill Blvd. 

Durham, NC 27707 

Triangle Rent-A-Car 

5401 Hillsborough St. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

Triangle Rent-A-Car 

2901 Spring Forest Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

Thrifty Car Rental 

1009 Rental Car Drive 

Morrisville, NC 27623 

Theaters 

Carmike Blue Ridge 14 

600 Blue Ridge Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

Carmike 15 Theatre 

5501 Atlantic Springs Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

Colony Theaters 

5438 Six Forks Rd. 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

Crossroads 20 

501 Caitboo Ave. 

Cary, NC 27518 

Mission Valley Cinema 

2109-124 Avent Ferry Road 

Raleigh, NC 27606 

Raleigh Grand 16 

4840 Grove Barton Road 

Raleigh, NC 27613 

Attractions 

Adventure Landing 

3311 Capital Blvd. 

Raleigh, NC 27604 

Contemporary Art Museum 

409 W. Martin St. 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

Marbles Kids Museum 

201 E. Hargett Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

(919) 840-2123 

(864) 284-9000 

(919) 833-6060 

(919) 493-1078 

(919) 851-2555 

(919) 954-7330 

(877) 283-0898 

(919) 828-8007 

(919) 645-1111 

(919) 847-5677 

(919) 816-0220 

(919) 834-2233 

(919) 226-2013 

(919) 872-1688 

(919) 513-0946 

(919) 834-4040 

NC Museum of Art 

2110 Blue Ridge Road 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

NC Museum of History 

5 E. Edenton Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

Additional information located online at 
htt p://www, raleighcvb.o rg/ 

Places of Worship 

Church of the Good Shepherd 

121 Hillsborough Street 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

Colonial Baptist Church 

6051 Tryon Road 

Cary, NC 27518 

First Presbyterian Church 

120 W. Hargett Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

Friendship Baptist Church 

5510 Falls of Neuse Road 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

Good Shepherd Lutheran Church 

7000 Creedmoor Road 

Raleigh, NC 27613 

Highland United Methodist Church 

1901 Ridge Road 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

St. Raphael the Archangel Catholic Church 

5801 Falls of Neuse Road 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

Shopping Centers 

Cameron Village 

1900 Cameron St. 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Cary Towne Center 

1105 Walnut St., Suite 200 

Cary, NC 27511 

Crabtree Valley Mall 

4325 Glenwood Ave. 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Crossroads Plaza 

219 Crossroads Blvd. 

Cary, NC 27518 

North Hills 

4300 Six Forks Road 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

(919) 839-6262 

(919) 807-7900 

(919) 831-2000 

(919) 233-9100 

(919) 821-5750 

(919) 876-0585 

(919) 848-1573 

(919) 787-4240 

(919) 865-5700 

(919) 821-1350 

(919) 467-0145 

(919) 787-8993 

(919) 233-8087 

(919) 881-1146 
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Departure from the Game 
Please note the departure path for each gate is determined in cooperation with local 

law enforcement agencies to maximize safety and efficiency. 

Stadium Gate A-will depart by turning left onto Trinity Road. 

Stadium Gate B-vehicular traffic will depart by going straight onto Youth Center Drive 

for a minimum of 30 minutes after a game conclusion. From Youth Center Drive 

vehicular traffic is to turn right on Hillsborough Street then either left onto Powell Drive 

to Western Blvd. OR continue on Hillsborough Street to Western Blvd. After 30 minutes 

egress vehicular traffic from Gate B will be allowed to turn right onto Trinity Road or 

continue straight onto Youth Center Drive. 

Stadium Gate C-two lanes will be turned right onto Trinity Road. No right turn is 

allowed onto Edwards Mill Road from Trinity after the game. Rather this Trinity Road 

traffic is to either turn left onto Edwards Mill Road to Hwy, 54 and right to 1-40 or 

continue straight on Trinity Road to turn left onto Corporate Center Drive and turn right 

to 1-40. 

Stadium Gate E-Edwards Mill Road-three lanes will all turn right to Wade Avenue or 

Edwards Mill Road north. 

Stadium Gate F-Westchase Blvd.-two lanes will exit left on Blue Ridge Road and to 

Wade Avenue or Blue Ridge Road north. 

Faculty StafflVarsit¥ Lot-exit via the Stadium Parking Areas to Westchase Blvd. or to 

Gate A OR through the TX Lot, The roadway onto Trinity is blocked at this lot during 

egress due to the overload of Trinity Traffic during egress. 

Trinity Lot-follow the directional Staff to turn left onto Trinity Road. 

TX Lot-follow the directional Staff to turn left onto Trinity Road, 

Cardinal Gibbons Lot-follow the directional staff to exit the back of Cardinal Gibbons to 
Trinity Road and turn right to Hwy. $4 and 1-40, 
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FO0 I’BALL 
Visiting Team Questionnaire 

NC State Welcomes: 
Date of Game: 
Time of Game: 

Director of Football Operations 
Name: 

Phone (Office): 
Fax: 
Email: 

(Cell): 

Football Travel Coordinator 
Name: 

Phone (Office): 
Email: 

(Cell): 

Football Equipment Manager 
Name: 

Phone (Office): 
Email: 

(Cell): 

Ticket Operations 
Name: 
Phone (Office): 
Email: 

(Cell): 

Media Relations 
Name: 
Phone (Office): 
Email: 

(Cell): 

Video Personnel 
Name: 

Phone (Office): 
Email: 

(Cell): 

2013 STATE FOOTBALL 
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1. Mode of Transportation 
Date of Arrival in Raleigh: 
Time of Arrival in Raleigh: 
Airline/Flight#: 
Bus Company: 
Contact Name: 
Phone Number: 
Number of Buses: 
**(Maximum of 4 buses allowed per team in official travel party)** 

2. Hotel Information 
Name of Hotel: 
Contact Person: 
Hotel Phone Number: 

3. Police Escort Needs 
Please contact Lieutenant Boris Neal (919) 291-2036 of the Wake County Sherriff’s Office to 
arrange a police escort for your team. 

Will you be bringing law enforcement? If so, how many? 

4. Practice 
Carter-Finley Stadium game field is unavailable for walk-through; however a practice field 

can be made available at Daft Football Practice Facility on the stadium grounds anytime 

from Noon to 6:00pro the day before the game. All practice requests must be directed to 

and confirmed with Ray Brincefield, Assistant Athletic Director for Facilities, at 919-819- 

0035 atleast ten (10) day in advance. 

5. Game Day Arrival 
Team Arrival Time at Carter-Finley Stadium: 

**Please note that ALL buses must arrive together at Carter-Finley Stadium on game day. 
There is a limit of four (4) buses only. There will be NO exceptions.** 

6. Equipment 
Equipment Truck 

Company: 
Phone Number: 
Total Number of Equipment Vehicles: 

Size of each Equipment Vehicle: 
Stadium Arrival Information: 

In Raleigh: Date: 
Game Day: Time: 

Time: 

Sideline Heaters/Coolers 
Will your team be renting? 

Sideline Coolers: 

Sideline Heaters: 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Please contact Terry Calloway, Football Equipment Manager, at (919) 515-3956 for vendor 
information regarding sideline heater!cooling systems. 

2013 STATE FOOTBALL 
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7. Visiting Athletic Director’s Credentials 

Ten (10) credentials for your Athletic Director’s party will be provided and sent directly to 
their office. These passes will allow access to the Visiting AD Suite located in the Vaughn 

Towers, the field, and the north end zone where your team’s locker rooms are located. Any 

person in possession of a credential must be at least 16 years of age. 

Will your Athletic Director be attending? __ 

Will your Chancellor or University President be attending? __ 

8. Game Information 
Prior to the start of the game, when would you prefer to enter the game field? 

Please check one of the following: 

First (before NC State) Second (after NC State) 

Uniform colors: 

Head gear Stripe 

Jersey Numbers 

Pants Stripe 

9. Band and Cheerleaders 
Will your band be attending the game? Yes__ No 

Will you have cheerleaders at the game? Yes__ No 

10. Post Game Food Delivery 
Post-game food deliveries should be directed to the visiting team locker room. This area is 

accessed through Gate E off of Edwards Mill Road. Stay straight through the stop sign and 

go down the A.E. Finley Field House ramp to the visiting team locker room area. NC State 

does ask that you have a representative meet the delivery person and that you notify 

Assistant Athletics Director for Operations, Adina Stock, the week of the game if you are 

having a delivery by calling her at (919) 513-1362. 

Designated Representative: 

Name of Food Provider: 

Phone Number: 

Delivery Time: 

Please complete and return this questionnaire to: 

Atte ntion: 
Mail: 

Office: 

Cell: 

Fax: 

Email: 

Demar Bonnemere 
NC State Athletics- Operations 

Weisiger Brown Building 

2500 Warren Carroll Drive 

Box 8502 

Raleigh, NC 27695 

(919) 515-4505 

(919) 819-3515 
(919) 513-2935 
debonnem@ncsu.edu 
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UNC Health Care Partnership 

Carolina Coaches and Student Athletes are active partners with 
UNG HealthGare in many meaningful partnerships including: 

Roy Williams -Lineberger "Fast Break Against Cancer" 
Roy Williams - NABC Coaches vs. Cancer 
Larry Fedora - Coach for the Cure 
Larry Fedora - UNC Children’s Hospital, Coaches for Charity 
Sylvia Hatchell - Lineberger Gift and Blueberry Patch 
Bubba Cunningham, Roy Williams, Larry Fedora - SECU House 
Touchstone Energy / Burn Center / UNC Athletics Partnership 
"Basebald" for the Cure 
Burn Center Visits - Football,Women’s Lacrosse, Swimming & Diving, 
Track & Field 
Carolina Dreams - Baseball, Football, Men’s Tennis, Rowing, Swimming 
& Diving,Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse 
Children’s Hospital Ice Cream Social -Track and Field 
Children’s Hospital Kids’ Cart - Rowing, Swimming and Diving 
Children’s Hospital Visits - Baseball, Football, Gymnastics, Softball, 
Women’s Lacrosse 

Dance Marathon -Women’s Basketball,Women’s Soccer 
Turn it Pink Game - Football, Men’s Soccer, Swimming and Diving, 
Women’s Basketball,Women’s Lacrosse 
Lineberger Cancer Center Coach Appearances 
Lineberger Cancer Center Sponsorship - Rams Club 
Pediatric Oncology Visit - Women’s Lacrosse 
Pediatric Playroom Visit -Women’s Lacrosse 
SECU House Sponsorship - Rams Club 
Turn it Purple (Ovarian Cancer) Game - Softball 
UNC Health Care Employee Banquet - Smith Center 
UNC Hospitals Christmas Caroling -Women’s Lacrosse 
UNC Hospitals Easter Egg Delivery -Women’s Lacrosse 



UNC Health Care Partnership 

CURRENT T/~R HEEL SPORTS PROPERTIES P/~RTNERSHIP ELEMENTS 

Radio - Commercial Spots, Features & Interviews with UNC Health Care 

Representatives on the states, vide Tar Heel Sports Network 

¯ UNC Football & Men’s Basketball Game Broadcasts 

¯ Larry Fedora & Roy Williams Coach’s Shows 

Signage - I(enan Stadium I(id Captain Scoreboard Feature 

Print - Football & Men’s Basketball Game Program Ads 

Print - Football & Basketball Season Ticket Inserts 

Internet - Banner Advertising on GoHeels.com 

Television - Spots on the Larry- Fedora & Roy Williams Coach’s Shows 

Television/Signage - TV-Visible UNC Football & Men’s Basketball Backdrop 

Signage 

Invitations to Partner Events & Coach Participating in UNC Health Care Events 



UNC Health Care Partnership 

R 
I 
S 

Responsibility - Through the Power of Carolina Athletics, UNC 

Health Care will utilize a partnership to educate the North Carolina 

community about health care awareness and prevention. 

Innovation - Together we will form a partnership between a 

University’s Department of Athletics and Health Care System that is the 

benchmark for the rest of nation. A creative, hands-on approach will 

reach the fan base throughout the year with UNC Health Care’s message. 

Service - UNC Health Care and Carolina Athletics will serve the North 

Carolina community with a campaign to create awareness, aid in 

education and assist in prevention of avoidable health issues. 

E Excellence - Just as Carolina athletes strive for perfection on the 

field and in the classroom, a deepened partnership will provide a 

platform to celebrate the success and accomplishments of the UNC Health 

Care System. 

The most successful marketing relationships between Athletic 

Departments at flagship universities and their partner Health Care 

Systems consist of long-term commitments that average an investment 

of over $800,000 a~zuually. 
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NCAA, NCAA logo and NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION are 

registered marks of the Association and use in any manner is prohibited 

unless prior approval is obtained from the Association. 

The NCAA does not discriminate against any person regardless of 

race, color, national origin, education-impacting disability, gender, religion, 

creed, sexual orientation or age with respect to its governance policies, 

educational programs, activities and employment policies. 

NOTICE 
The information contained in this publication is provided as a service to 

college-bound student-athletes and does not constitute binding advice on 

compliance with NCAA rules and bylaws. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center tries to provide quality information, but because 

this document is provided in an updated electronic form online that is 

subject to change as needed, the NCAA Eligibility Center makes no claims, 

promises or guarantees a bout the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of 

the information contained in this publication. 

For more information, see eligibilitycenter.org or 2point3.org. 



How to use this Guide... 
The Guide addresses issues for three important groups of readers: 
~ High school students who hope to participate in college 

athletics at an NCAA Division I or II college or university; 
~ Parents and legal guardians; and 
~ High school counselors and athletics administrators. 

What is the NCAA? 
The NCAA, or National Collegiate Athletic Association, was 
established in 1906 and serves as the athletics governing body 
for more than 1,300 colleges, universities, conferences and 
organizations. The national office is in Indianapolis, Indiana, but the 
member colleges and universities develop the rules and guidelines 
for athletics eligibility and athletics competition for each of the 
three NCAA divisions. The NCAA is committed to the student- 
athlete and to governing competition in a fair, safe, inclusive and 
sportsmanlike manner. 

The NCAA membership includes: 
~ 346 active Division I members; 
~ 291 active Division II members; and 
~ 439 active Division III members. 

One of the differences among the three divisions is that colleges 
and universities in Divisions I and II may offer athletics scholarships, 
while Division III colleges and universities do not. 

C ei~ifi~a~i~nPro¢~i~g 
P.O Box 7 i36 

a nap~li 620~-7i~ 

U S~all~i~(~ll~iee) i 837/262i492 
In ~ e~ n a ~i ~n ~1~ all ~ ~ 7/223 0 ~ ~ 0 
Fa~i 3~ 7/~8-5 O0 

For more information about the NCAA or its members, please visit 
NCAA.org. 

What is the NCAA Eligibility Center? 
The NCAA Eligibility Center certifies the academic and 
amateur credentials of all college-bound student-athletes 
who wish to compete in NCAA Division I or II athletics. 

To assist with this process, the NCAA Eligibility Center staff is eager 
to foster a cooperative environment of education and partnership 
with high schools, high school coaches and college-bound 
student-athletes. Ultimately, the individual student-athlete is 
responsible for achieving and protecting his or her eligibility status. 

How to find answers to your questions 
The answers to most questions can be found in this Guide or by: 

Accessing the NCAA Eligibility Center’s resource page on its 
website at wwwx-.qi~3ibilityc~:-~~te~°~c~°~, clicking on "Resources" and 
then selecting the type of student you are (U.S., International or 
home school). You can then navigate through the resources to 
find helpful information. 
Contacting the NCAA Eligibility Center at the phone number on 
this page. 

In addition, if you are sending transcripts or additional information 
to the NCAA Eligibility Center or have questions, please use the 
following contact information. 



  ligibility 
enter 

Dear College-Bound Student-Athlete: 

This Guide has been designed to help you, your family and your high school administrators 
understand the NCAA initial-eligibility process and to prepare you for transitioning from high 
school to becoming an NCAA Division I or II student-athlete. 

With more than 1,000 colleges and universities across three divisions, NCAA schools offer a 
variety of academic and athletics programs to meet your needs. From the smallest college towns 
to the largest metropolitan cities, NCAA member schools provide the opportunity for education 
and growth in dynamic learning environments. With so many choices available, it is never too 
early to start doing your homework. Work closely with your high school counselors, talk to 
college admissions officers, listen to your parents and mentors, and then choose wisely. You will 
be glad you did. 

Your participation as a student-athlete will complement your academic education while teaching 
you life skills not available in the classroom. Growing as a person, both on and off the field, and 
getting your degree should be your top priority. This new phase of your life can be a wonderful 
experience if you work hard and prepare for it. 

As the"front porch" of the NCAA and the first stop on your way to becoming an NCAA student- 
athlete, the NCAA Eligibility Center continually strives to make your registration and certification 
experience positive and beneficial. The NCAA Eligibility Center encourages you, the student, to 
take an active role in this process. Take time to complete the registration yourself or jointly with 
your parents. As a future student-athlete, it is important that you become personally involved. 
The NCAA Eligibility Center is here to help you. Visit www.eligibilitycenter.org or contact the 
customer service staff at 877/262-1492 for assistance. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center 



Freshmen and Sophomores 
~ Start planning now! 
~ Work hard to get the best grades possible. 
* Most high schools have a List of NCAA Courses. Take classes 

that match your high school’s List of NCAA Courses. The NCAA 
Eligibility Center will use only approved core courses to certify 
your initial eligibility. 

~ You can access and print your high school’s List of NCAA 
Courses at www, eligibilii:yce~i:el,o%. Click the NCAA College- 
Bound Student-Athlete linkto enter and then navigate to the 
"Resources"tab and select"U.S. Students"where you will find the 
link for the List of NCAA Courses. 

~ At the beginning of your sophomore year, complete your online 
registration at 

~ If you fall behind, do not take short cuts. Classes you take 
must be four-year college preparatory and must meet NCAA 
requirements. 

Juniors 
* Register to take the ACT, SAT or both and use the NCAA Eligibility 

Center code"9999"as a score recipient. Doing this sends your 
official score directly to the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

~ Continue to take college prepratory courses. Double check to 
make sure the courses you have taken match your school’s List of 
NCAA Courses. 

~ Ask your high school counselor to send an official transcript 
to the NCAA Eligibility Center after completing your junior 
year. If you have attended more than one high school, the 
NCAA Eligibility Center will need official transcripts from all 
high schools attended. (The NCAA Eligibility Center does 
NOT accept faxed or emailed transcripts/test scores.) The 
NCAA Eligibility Center does accept transcripts electronically 
through Docufde/Parchment, Scrip Safe, ConnectEDU, National 
Transcript Center/Pearson Edustructure, USMO ET and Xap. 

* Before registering for classes for your senior year, check with your 
high school counselor to determine the number of core courses 
that you need to complete your senior year. 

Seniors 
, Take the ACT and/or SAT again, if necessary. The NCAA Eligibility 

Center will use the best scores from each section of the ACT or 
SAT to determine your best cumulative score. 

* Continue to take college-preparatory courses. 
e Check the courses you have taken to match your school’s List of 

NCAA Courses. 
* Review your amateurism responses and request final 

amateurism certifcation on or after April 1 (for fall enrollees) or 
October 1 (for spring enrollees). 

* Continue to work hard to get the best grades possible. 
* Graduate on time (in eight academic semesters). 
* After graduation, ask your high school counselor to send your 

fnal transcript to the NCAA Eligibility Center with proof of 
graduation. The NCAA Eligibility Center accepts transcripts 
electronically through Docufde/Parchment, Scrip Safe, 
ConnectEDU, National Transcript Center/Pearson Edustructure, 
USMO ETand Xa 

* Certifcations will only be ~erformed for student-athletes 
on an NCAA Division I or II institution’s request list. 



Online Registration 
The NCAA Eligibility Center has designed a website with you, 
the student-athlete, in mind. This is where you will find the tools 
and information you need to begin your college experience as a 
student-athlete. 

To register with the NCAA Eligibility Center, go online to 
www, eli~_~ibilitk’ce~~ter, oi’g and click the link to enter as an NCAA 
College-Bound Student-Athlete. To create an account, either click 
on the "New Account" button at the top right of the screen or the 
cell phone on the left side of the screen. 

";., ....... ;, .. ;:’. ., ,: ,"" ,5 , ~;~,, -. . .C,;~: , ; ........ .-.,, 

Account Cr~tion 

About Me 
In this section, you just need to pass along some quick facts about 
you--information such as your name, address, date of birth and 
gender. 

My Coursework 
You will need to enter the name and location of the high school 
you currently attend in this section. If you have attended more 
than one school (including summer school) during grades nine, 10, 
11 or 12, you will need to have that information ready as well. List all 
schools you previously attended. Make sure to include a//schools, 
regardless if you received grades or credits. If you attended ninth 
grade at a junior high school located in the same school system in 
which you later attended high school, do not list the ninth-grade 
school. You must also include information about whether you took 
any nontraditional courses, including online or credit recovery. 

My Sport 
In this section, you will select the sport(s) you plan to participate 
in atan NCAA Division I or II college or universiW. The NCAA 
Eligibility Center will also ask about the non-scholastic and/or club 
teams you have been a part of and events you have participated in 
during your high school career. 

Payment 
Your account will be eligible for processing once the registration 
fee has been paid (or submission of a fee waiver if you have been 
granted a waiver). You must pay online by debit, credit card or 
e-check. The registration fee is $70 for U.S., U.S.Territories and 
Canadian smdems (U.S.Territories include American Samoa, 
Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico and U.S.Virgin 
Islands); and $120 for all other international students. 

You are eligible for a waiver of the registration fee only if you have 
already received a waiver o~the SAT or ACT fee. (This is not the 
same as a U.S. state voucher.) You must have an authorized high 
school o~cial submit your fee waiver documentation online a~er 
you have completed your registration. If you have not yet been 
granted a fee waiver by SAT or ACT, you are not yet eligible for 
a waiver of the NCAA Eligibility Center registration ~e. 



As mentioned in the NCAA Eligibility Center Registration section of 
the Guide, you are eligible for a waiver of the registration fee only 
if you have already received a waiver of the SAT or ACT fee. (This is 
not the same as a U.S. state voucher.) You must have an authorized 
high school official submit your fee waiver documentation online 
after you have completed your registration. If you have not 
yet been granted a fee waiver by SAT or ACT, you are not yet 
eligible for a waiver of the registration fee. 

Below are the ACT and SAT fee-waiver eligibility requirements. 

ACT 
In order to be eligible for an ACT fee waiver, a student must meet 
one or more of these indicators of economic need: 

Family receives low-income public assistance; 
Student is a ward of the state; 
Student resides in a foster home; 
Student is homeless; 
Student participates in free or reduced-price lunch program at 
school; 
Student participates in federally funded TRIO Program such as 
Upward Bound; or 
Family income is at or below the Bureau of Labor Statistics Low 
Standard Budget. 

SAT 
You are eligible for consideration for an SAT fee waiver if you are: 

A United States citizen or a foreign national taking the SAT in the 
United States, Puerto Rico or U.S. territories and meets one or more 
of the following requirements: 

Is enrolled in a program for the economically disadvantaged 
(e.g., AVID or a TRIO program such as Upward Bound); 
Family’s annual income falls within the levels listed by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) for free or reduced-price 
lunches; 
Family receives public assistance; 
Family lives in federally subsidized public housing; or 
Is a resident in a foster home. 



You may not participate in more than three season of competition 
in your sport. To earn a fourth season, you must complete at least 
80 percent of your degree requirements before beginning your 
fifth year of college. 

If you want to receive athletics aid (scholarship), practice 
and compete during your first year, you must: 

¯ Graduate from high school; 
~ Complete these 16 core courses: 

~ 4 years of English~ 
~ 3 years of math (Algebra 1 or higher)~ 
~ 2 years of natural or physical science (including one year of lab 
science if offered by your high school)~ 

~ 1 extra year of English, math, or natural or physical science~ 
~ 2 years of social science; and 
~ 4 years of extra core courses (from any category above, or 
foreign language, comparative religion or philosophy)~ 

Note: Cour~s 

~ Earn a minimum required grade-point average in your core 
courses; and 

¯ Earn a combined SAT or ACT sum score that matches your core- 
course grade-point average and test score on the sliding scale 
(Br example, a 2.400 core-course grade-point average needs an 
860 combined SAT score). 

Time Limitation on Core Courses 
~ You must complete the 16 core-course requirement within four 

consecutive academic years (i.e., eight semesters) from the start 
of ninth grade. 

¯ Students graduating early (in less than eight semesters) must still 
meet core-course requirements. 

~ If you graduate on time from high school within four consecutive 
academic years (i.e., eight semesters) from the start of ninth 
grade: 
~ Prior to full-time collegiate enrollment, you may use one 

additional core-course unit completed within one year from 
the date of on-time graduation. 

~ You may complete the core course at a location other than the 
high school from which you graduated. 

~ You will be required to provide a transcript with grade and 
credit from this school. 

Division I Qualifier 
Being a qualifier enables you to be eligible to: 
~ Practice and compete for your college or university during your 

first year of college; 
~ Receive an athletics scholarship during your first year of college; 

and 
~ Play four seasons in your sport if you maintain your academic 

eligibility from year-to-year. 

Division I Nonqualifier 
As a nonqualifier, you will not be able to: 
~ Practice or compete for your college or university during your 

first year of college; or 
~ Receive an athletics scholarship during your first year of college, 

although you may receive need-based financial aid. 

Students Enrolling on or After August 1, 2016 
The initial-eligibility standards for NCAA Division I college-bound 
student-athletes are changing. Note: Cbflege-bound~mden~- 
dthtetes fi~’st ente~4ng a D~v~don ~ cd~eg~ or university on or dfter 
August L 201d, wfl~ need to mee~ new ~cademic ~equkemenLs in order 
to receive athletics dd (~dm/arship), prdcdce o~’compe~e during 

There will be three possible initial-eligibility outcomes: 
¯ Qualifier: May receive athletics aid (scholarship), practice and 

compete in the first year of enrollment at the Division I college or 
university. 

¯ Academic Redshirt: May receive athletics aid (scholarship) in 
the first year of enrollment and may practice in the first regular 
academic term (semester or quarter) but may not compete in the 
first year of enrollment. The student-athlete must successfully 
complete nine semester hours or eight quarter hours in the initial 
term at his/her college or university to continue to practice in the 
next term. 

¯ Nonqualifier: Cannot receive athletics aid (scholarship), practice 
or compete in the first year of enrollment 

Here are the new requirements: 
(For cot]ege-bound smdent~thtetes ~rst en~eflng ~ DMdon f {:ofle,ge or 
univerdty on or ~r August L 2016,) 
Qualifier must: 
~ Complete 16 core courses (same distribution as in the past); 

~ Ten of the 16 core courses must be completed before the start 
of the seventh semester (senior year) of high school. 

~ Seven of the 10 core courses must be English, math or natural 
or physical science. 

® Have a minimum core-course grade-point average of 2.300; 
~ Grades earned in the 10 courses required before the seventh 

semester are "locked in" for purposes of grade-point average 
calculation. 

~ A repeat of any of the "locked in" courses will not be used to 
improve the grade-point average if the repeat occurs after the 
seventh semester begins. 

¯ Meet the sliding scale of grade-point average and ACT/SAT score; 
and 

¯ Graduate from high school. 

Academic Redshirt must: 
* Complete the 16 core-course requirement; 
~ Have a minimum core-course grade-point average of 2.000; 
~ Meet the sliding scale of grade-point average and ACT/SAT score; 

and 
~ Graduate from high school. 

Student-athletes who fail to meet the required 10 core courses 
prior to the start of the seventh semester (seven of which must be 
in English, math, or natural or physical science), will be allowed to 
retake core courses in the seventh or eighth semester, which will 
be used in their academic certification for the purposes of meeting 
the academic redshirt requirements. 

Nonqualifier: Fails to meet the standards for a qualifier or for an 
academic redshirt. 



NCAA Divisior~ i S|i~iing S¢~i~ 

3.550 & above 400 37 
3.525 410 38 
3.500 420 39 
3.475 430 40 
3.450 440 41 
3.425 450 41 
3.400 460 42 
3.375 470 42 
3.350 480 43 
3.325 490 44 
3.300 500 44 
3.275 510 45 
3.250 520 46 
3.225 530 46 
3.200 540 47 
3.175 550 47 
3.150 560 48 
3.125 570 49 
3.100 580 49 
3.075 590 50 
3.050 600 50 
3.025 610 51 
3.000 620 52 
2.975 630 52 
2.950 640 53 
2.925 650 53 
2.900 660 54 
2.875 670 55 
2.850 680 56 
2.825 690 56 
2.800 700 57 
2.775 710 58 
2.750 720 59 
2.725 730 59 
2.700 730 60 
2.675 740-750 61 
2.650 760 62 
2.625 770 63 
2.600 780 64 
2.575 790 65 
2.550 800 66 
2.525 810 67 
2.500 820 68 
2.475 830 69 
2.450 840-850 70 
2.425 860 70 
2.400 860 71 
2.375 870 72 
2.350 880 73 
2.325 890 74 
2.300 900 75 
2.275 910 76 
2.250 920 77 
2.225 930 78 
2.200 940 79 
2.175 950 80 
2.150 960 80 
2.125 960 81 
2.100 970 82 
2.075 980 83 
2.050 990 84 
2.025 1000 85 
2.000 1010 86 u 

3.550 & above 400 37 
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3.500 420 39 
3.475 430 40 
3.450 440 41 
3.425 450 41 
3.400 460 42 
3.375 470 42 
3.350 480 43 
3.325 490 44 
3.300 500 44 
3.275 510 45 
3.250 520 46 
3.225 530 46 
3.200 540 47 
3.175 550 47 
3.150 560 48 
3.125 570 49 
3.100 580 49 
3.075 590 50 
3.050 600 50 
3.025 610 51 
3.000 620 52 
2.975 630 52 
2.950 640 53 
2.925 650 53 
2.900 660 54 
2.875 670 55 
2.850 680 56 
2.825 690 56 
2.800 700 57 
2.775 710 58 
2.750 720 59 
2.725 730 60 
2.700 740 61 
2.675 750 61 
2.650 760 62 
2.625 770 63 
2.600 780 64 
2.575 790 65 
2.550 800 66 
2.525 810 67 
2.500 820 68 
2475 830 69 
2.450 840 70 
2.425 850 70 
2.400 860 71 
2.375 870 72 
2.350 880 73 
2.325 890 74 
2.300 900 75 
2.299 910 76 
2.275 910 76 
2.250 920 77 
2.225 930 78 
2.200 940 79 
2.175 950 80 
2.150 960 81 
2.125 970 82 
2,100 980 83 
2.075 990 84 
2.050 1000 85 
2.025 1010 86 
2.000 1020 86 

Note: To compete’, in D~Wsion I, students ~’,nrotfing on or 

cou~:s~s, ~ 0 ofwhk:fi must b~ completed be~r~ the ,~art of 

to the~ ,start of the~ seven rh semester and the 
do ~,ot app~/~o ac{_.,denSc ~,~dshirts (GF),~ between 2,000-2.299), 



Any core courses used toward your initial eligibility must be 
completed prior to full-time collegiate enrollment. To be eligible 
to receive athletics aid (scholarship), practice and compete during 
your first year, you must: 
¯ Graduate from high school; 
~ Complete these 16 core courses: 

~ 3 years of English; 
~ 2 years of math (Algebra I or higher); 
~ 2 years of natural or physical science (including one year of lab 
science if offered by your high school); 

~ 3 additional years of English, math, or natural or physical 
science; 

~ 2 years of social science; and 
~* 4 years of additional core courses (from any category above, or 
foreign language, comparative religion or philosophy); 

¯ Earn a 2.000 grade-point average or better in your core courses; 
and 

, Earn a combined SAT score of 820 or an ACT sum score of 68. For 
individuals enrolling at a college or university in Puerto Rico, earn 
a combined Prueba de Aptitud Academica score of 730. 

Division II Qualifier 
Being a qualifier enables you to: 

* Practice and compete for your college or university during your 
first year of college~ 

~ Receive an athletics scholarship during your first year of college; 
and 

~ Play four seasons in your sport if you maintain your academic 
eligibility from year-to-year. 

Division II Partial Qualifier 
You will be considered a partial qualifier if you do not meet all of 
the academic requirements listed above, but you have graduated 
from high school and meet one of the following: 
¯ The combined SAT score of 820 or ACT sum score of 68; or 
~ Completion of the 16 core courses with a 2.000 core-course 

grade-point average. 

As a partial qualifier, you: 
Can practice with your team at its home facility during your first 
year of college; 
Can receive an athletics scholarship during your first year of 
college; 
Cannot compete during your first year of college; and 
Can play four seasons in your sport if you maintain your 
academic eligibility from year-to-year. 

Division II Nonqualifier 
You will be considered a nonqualifier if you do not 
meet qualifier or partial-qualifier requirements. 

As a nonqualifier, you: 

¯ Cannot practice or compete for your college or university during 
your first year of college; 

¯ Cannot receive an athletics scholarship during your first year of 
college, although you may receive need-based financial aid; and 

¯ Can play four seasons in your sport if you maintain your 
academic eligibility from year-to-year. 

Division III is the Association’s largest membership division, with 
more than 175,000 student-athletes and 439 member schools. 
Division III colleges and universities develop student-athlete 
potential through a holistic, comprehensive educational approach 
that includes rigorous academics, competitive athletics, and the 
opportunity to pursue other interests and passions on campus, 
in the community and beyond. Division III minimizes potential 
conflicts between athletics and academics through a prohibition 
on athletics-based financial aid, shorter playing and practicing 
seasons, a lower number of contests, a ban on redshirting and out- 
of-season organized activities, and a focus on regional in-season 
and conference play. 

Division III college-bound student-athletes are not certified by 
the NCAA Eligibility Center because Division III colleges and 
universities each set their own admissions standards. College- 
bound student-athletes should contact their Division III college or 
university of interest regarding policies on admission, financial aid 
and athletics eligibility. 



What is a Core Course? 

core course must: 
Be an academic course in one or a combination of these areas: 
English, mathematics, natural/physical science, social science, 
foreign language, comparative religion or philosophy; 
Be four-year college preparatory; and 
Be taught at or above your high school’s regular academic level 
(no remedial courses, those taught at a slower pace or those that 
cover less content). 

Not all classes you take to meet high school graduation 
requirements may be used as core courses. Also, courses 
completed through credit-by-exam will not be used. 

A high school course (e.g., Algebra 1, Spanish 1) taken in the eighth 
grade may be used if the course is on the student’s high school 
transcript with a grade and credit and if the course is on the high 
school’s List of NCAA Courses. 

Check your high school’s List of NCAA Courses located on the 
Resources page of the NCAA Eligibility Center website at 
www, eligibiltycet~tei~org or ask your high school counselor. 

Keep Track Of Your Courses, Units and Credits 
On pages 16 and 17 of this Guide, you will find the Divisions land 
II worksheets, which will help you keep track of your completed 
core courses, units, grades and credits you received for them, plus 
your ongoing core-course grade-point average. Generally, you 
will receive the same credit from the NCAA Eligibility Center as 
you received from your high school. Examples are provided in the 
English and math sections of both worksheets: 

1 trimester unit = 0.34 units 
1 semester unit = 0.50 units 
1 year = 1.0 unit 

Nontraditional Courses 

What are Nontraditional Courses? 
Nontraditional courses are those taught through the Internet, 
distance learning, independent study, individualized instruction, 
correspondence, computer software programs or other similar 
means. 

There are many types of nontraditional educational programs 
available to high school students. When considering an online, 
distance learning, correspondence or even a credit recovery 
program, there are several things to consider. However, the 
following themes should be kept in mind: 

All nontraditional courses must include ongoing access between 
the instructor and student, as well as regular interaction for 
purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing assistance. This 
may include, for example, exchanging of emails between the 
student and teacher, online chats, phone calls, feedback on 

assignments, and the opportunity for the teacher to engage the 
student in individual instruction. 
All nontraditional courses must have a defined time period for 
completion. For example, it should be clear whether the course 
is meant to be taken for an entire semester or during a more 
condensed time period, such as six weeks, etc. 
Nontraditional courses should be clearly identified as such on 
the high school transcript. 
NCAA rules require that all core courses are academic four- 
year college preparatory courses. Also, courses that are taught 
through distance learning, online, credit recovery, etc. need to be 
comparable in length, content and rigor to courses taught in a 
traditional classroom setting. 

A Note on Credit Recovery Courses 
Many high schools offer credit recovery or credit retrieval programs 
for students to receive credit for a course they previously failed. 
Some students take credit recovery to improve grades for courses 
that they took previously or to take courses for the first time to 
catch up. If your high school offers credit recovery, students need 
to make sure the following conditions are met: 

The credit recovery course must meet the NCAA legislated 
definition of a core course (including the nontraditional 
definition). This means that there must be required access 
and interaction between the student and the teacher for the 
purposes of teaching, evaluating and providing assistance. 
There must also be a defined time period for completion of the 
course. 
The credit recovery course must be comparable to the regular 
course in length, content and rigor. There are many examples 
in which the course the student failed was a rigorous, college- 
preparatory course, and the credit recovery course is taught at a 
lower level and lacks adequate rigor. 



The school must follow its credit recovery policies, whether the 
student is an athlete or not. The NCAA Eligibility Center may 
request the policy if necessary. 
The credit recovery course should be clearly identified as such on 
the high school transcript. 

Core-Course Grade-Point Average 

How Your Core-Course Grade-Point Average is 
Calculated 
The NCAA Eligibility Center will calculate the grade-point average 
of your core courses on a 4.000 scale. The best grades from classes 
taken on your school’s List of NCAA Courses will be used. Grades 
from additional core courses you took will be used only if they 
improve your grade-point average. 

To determine your quality points earned for each course, multiply 
the quality points for the grade by the amount of credit earned. 
Use the following scale: 

A- 4 points C- 2 points 
B- 3 points D- 1 point 

Remember 
The NCAA ~:}tigibility Center does not t.!se plus or minus grades 
when f}guri~sg youi~ core-course grade.-point average~ Fo~ example, 
g~ades of 8% 8 a~sd B-. w~ each be worth 3 quaBy po~nts~ 

Examples of total quality point calculation: 
¯ An A grade (4 points) for a trimester course (0.34 units): 

4 points x 0.34 units = 1.36 total quality points 
¯ An A grade (4 points) fora semester course (0.50 units): 

4 points x 0.50 units = 2.00 total quality points 
¯ An A grade (4 points) for a full-year course (1.00 units): 

4 points x 1.00 units = 4.00 quality points 

Special High School Grades and Grade-Point Average 
If your high school uses numeric grades (such as 92 or 93), 
those grades will be changed to letter grades (such as A or B). See 
your high school’s grading scale by pulling up your school’s List of 
NCAA Courses at www.eligibilitycer~ter.org. 

If your high school normally"weights"honors or advanced 
courses, these weighted courses may improve your core-course 
grade-point average. Your high school must notify the NCAA 
Eligibility Center of such weighting. To see if your high school has 
a weighted scale that is being used for calculating your core- 
course grade-point average, visit www, eligibitityo:enter, o~g for an 
explanation of how these grade weights are handled. Enter the site 
as an NCAA College-Bound Student-Athlete, click the"Resources" 
tab at the top, then click"U.S. Students"and navigate to the List of 
NCAA Courses link. You will then be able to search for your school’s 
information. 

Calculate Your Core-Course Grade-Point Average 
To calculate your estimated core-course grade-point average, 
divide the total number of quality points for all of your core courses 
by the total number of core-course units you have completed. 

Test-Score Requirements 

SAT and ACT Requirements 
You must achieve the required score on the SAT or ACT before 
your full-time collegiate enrollment. You must do this whether 
you are a citizen of the United States or of an international 
country. Also, state-administered ACT exams will be accepted 
by the NCAA Eligibility Center. You may take the national 
test given on one or more of the dates shown below. 

Remember 
All SAT and ACf scores ~-~st be reported to the NCAA Eligibility 
Ce~~.~e~ <:ti~’e<:~ly flom .~he testing agency, Test scores will [~e~ be 
accepted if i’eported o~~ a high schoo} transcript~ 

When registe~ing for the SAT or AC% input the NCAA Eligibi}ity 
Ce~~te~ code of 9999 to make sure the score is reported di~ect}y to 
the NCAA Eligibi}ity Cen.~e~, 

Prueba de Aptitud Academica (Division II} 
If you enroll in a Division II college or university located in 
Puerto Rico, you may use a minimum combined score on the 
Prueba de Aptitud Academica verbal and math reasoning 
sections of 730 to satisfy the test-score requirement. 

~anua~ y2 S; 20 i~ Febi~ a i 0i 
Mai~h8 20i A p~i 20i4 

Ma~ 3, 20i~ J u n e! 20~ 4 
~une 7, 20~ 4 

Taking Tests More than Once 
You may take the ACT or the SAT more than one time. If you take 
either test more than once, you may use your best subscore from 
different tests to meet the minimum test-score requirements. 
Here is an example of a student taking the SAT in October 2012 and 
December 2012: 

SAT (10/12) 350 470 820 

SAT (12/12) 420 440 860 
Scores used 420 470 890 

Your test score will continue to be calculated using the math 
and verbal/critical reading subsections of the SAT and the math, 
science, English and reading subsections of the ACT. The writing 
component of the SAT or ACT will not be used to determine 

r status. 



Students with Documented 
Education-Impacting Disabilities 

For academic eligibility purposes, the NCAA defines a disability as 
a current impairment that has a substantial educational impact on 
a student’s academic performance and requires accommodation. 
A student with an education-impacting disability (EID) must meet 
the same requirements as all other students, but may be provided 
certain accommodations to help meet those requirements. If you 
are a student with a diagnosed EID, you will need to let the NCAA 
Eligibility Center know about your EID only if you plan on using 
additional core courses after high school graduation (and before 
initial full-time collegiate enrollment) and you plan on attending 
an NCAA Division I college or university. It is important to note 
that a student with a documented EID must still meet all NCAA 
initial-eligibility requirements to receive athletics aid, practice and 
compete in the initial year of full-time collegiate enrollment at an 
NCAA Division I or II institution. 

For Division I initial-eligibility purposes, based on the approval 
of the documentation submitted, you are eligible to use up to 
three additional core-course units completed after high school 
graduation and within one year of high school graduation, 
provided you graduate on time within four consecutive academic 
years (8 semesters) with your class (as determined by the start of 
ninth grade). 

Division II student-athletes may use unlimited core courses 
completed after the start of grade nine and prior to initial full-time 
collegiate enrollment. 

Transcripts 
You should request for your high school counselor 
to send an official transcript to the NCAA Eligibility 
Center after completing your junior year. If you have 
attended more than one high school or took courses 
from more than one program, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
needs an official transcript from all high school(s) or 
program(s) attended. The NCAA Eligibility Center does 
not accept grades from one high school or program 
transcribed on another high school’s transcript. 

Sending transcripts through the mail can take a lot 
longer than you think, given the time it takes for mail 
to go from you to Indianapolis, Indiana and to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center office. Then, the processing of 
paper transcripts includes opening, stamping, coding, 
scanning, etc. E-transcripts are processed within 24- 
48 hours of receipt, which is more efficient for you. 

Please note that the NCAA Eligibility Center does not 
accept faxed or emailed transcripts; however, it does 
accept e-transcripts from the following providers: 

~ Docufide/Parchment; 
~ Scrip Safe~ 
~ ConnectEDU~ 
~ NationaITranscript Center/Pearson Edustructure~ 
" USMO ET;and 
¯ XAR 

Divisions I and II student-athletes with an EID may: 
¯ Use courses for students with EIDs that are designated on the 

high school’s approved List of NCAA Courses. 
® May take a nonstandard test to satisfy test-score requirements. 

Documenting Your EID 
In order to access the additional three core course accommodation 
for Division I listed above, you must submit the following 
documentation by mail, fax or email using the contact information 
on the next page. 

Current, signed documentation of your diagnosis (including test 
data) and/or recommendations from the treating professional 
(e.g., medical doctor, clinical psychologist or other qualified 
individual); and 
Current copy of your Individualized Education Program (IEP) or 
Section 504 Plan. If the high school did not provide an IEP or 504 
Plan, the high school must submit documentation describing the 
accommodations that were available for you or an explanation 
as to why accommodations were not provded. 

~ndud~,your NCAA ID n~.~mi:~e~ hom~ c~dd~ss, ~D~ohon~ ~un~L~ 4,rid 



NCAA Eligibility Center 
E iD Services 
RO, Box 7110 
Indianapolis, IN 46207-7110 

Fax: 317/968-5100 
Email: ec-processing@ncaa.org 

Once approved, you will be notified in writing and will be provided 
with additional information regarding what accommodations are 
available. 

Please note that NCAA academic requirements are the same 
for all students, including students with a documented EID. For 
additional information, including a cover sheet and the "Buckley 
Statement", which you may wish to complete to allow the 
NCAA Eligibility Center to speak to others about your EID status, 
please access the "Frequently Asked Questions for Students with 
Education-Impacting Disabilities" page at 
WWWoeligibilityce~ter.o~g. Enter the site as an NCAA College- 
Bound Student-Athlete, click the "Resources" tab at the top and 
then "U.S. Students." Navigate to the FAQs section. 

Nonstandard Tests 
If you have a documented EID, you may also take a nonstandard 
test to satisfy test-score requirements. Follow these guidelines: 
~ Register for accommodations per the directions described by 

SAT or ACT. 
, Follow procedures governed by SAT or ACT. (The test may not 

be administered by a member of your high school athletics 
department or any NCAA school’s athletics department.) 

~ If you take a nonstandard SAT or ACT, you may take the test on a 
date other than a national testing date, but you still must achieve 
the required test score. 

, Your high school counselor can help you register to take a 
nonstandard test. 

International Students 
If you are an International college-bound student-athlete or 
if you have received any secondary schooling outside of the 
United States, please refer to the Guide to 
S.~ar~ti~tis ~or Athletics ~-~li~_)ibility, located in the "International 
Students" section on the Resources page of the NCAA Eligibility 
Center’s website, wW~voeligibilit},cente~torg. 

All documents sent to the NCAA Eligibility Center become 
the property of the NCAA Eligibility Center and cannot be 
photocopied or returned. In special circumstances, when your 
country’s school or Ministry of Education issues only one set of 
official leaving exam results, transcript(s) or credential(s) after 
departure and will never provide additional copies, the NCAA 
Eligibility Center will return that set to you, only if you do the 
following: 

Include a pre-paid, self-stamped, pre-addressed envelope 
accompanying your documents. 

If no pre-paid, self-stamped, pre-addressed envelope 
accompanying the document(s) is included, or if the envelope is 
not pre-paid or pre-stamped, does not include a return address or 
a legitimate address and is thus incomplete, the document(s) will 
become the property of the NCAA Eligibility Center and will not be 
returned or photocopied. 

The GED 
The General Educational Development (GED) test may, under 
certain conditions, satisfy the graduation requirement, but f~ 
vdil not s~.~fy ~.:or.,.~--c~::~.~’~.,.~ gr,,:~d~..-po~nt ~:~ve~,g< core c ~"~"i~::u~um o~~ 
t~st-scom mqui~mem~s. Contact the NCAA Eligibility Center for 
information about GED submission. 

Home School Students 
Home schooled students who plan to enroll in an NCAA Division 
I or II college or university must register with the NCAA Eligibility 
Center and must meet the same requirements as all other 
students. Go to www, eligibilityce~~ter.o~9 and clickthe link for 
"NCAA College-Bound Student-Athletes" to enter. Students can 
then register or navigate to the "Resources" tab for additional 
home school student resources (i.e., Home School Checklist, Home 
School Transcript Example, and Core-Course Worksheets). 



This w~rksheet is pr~vided t~ assist y~u in m~nit~ring y~ur pr~gress in meeting NCAA initia~-e~i-qibi~ity standards. The NCAA Eligibility Center will determine 
your academic status after you graduate. Remember to check your hiqh school’s List of NCAA Courses for the dasses you have taken. Use the following scale: 

A = 4 qualitypoints; B = 3 qualitypoints; C = 2 qualitypoints; D = 1 quality point. 
English (4 years required) 

CourseTitle Grade = 

Example: English 9 A 

Total English Units 

Mathematics (3 years required) 

CourseZitle Grade 

Example: Algebra 1 B 

Total Mathematics Units 

Natural/physical science (2 years required) 

CourseZitle Grade 

Total NaturallPhysical Science Units 

Additional year in En~llish, mathematics or natural/physical science (1 year required) 

CourseZitle Grade 

Total Additional Units 

Social science (2 years required) 

CourseTitle ~i~dii X Grade 

Total Social Science Units 

Additional academic courses (4 years required) 

Course Title X    Grade = 



This W~rksheet is pr~vided t~ assist y~u in m~nit~ring y~ur pr~gress in meeting NCAA initid-e~igibi~ity standards~ The NCAA Eligibility Center will determine 
your ac~demic st~tus ~fter you gmduate. Remember to check your high school’s List of NCAA Courses for the d~sses you h~ve t~ken. Use the following scde: 

A = 4 qualitypoints; B = 3 qualitypoints; C = 2 qualitypoints; D = 1 qualitypoint. 

English (3 years required) 

Course Title X Grade 
Example: English 9 A 

Total English Units 

Nathematics (2 years required) 

CourseT t e X Grade 

Total Mathematics Units 

Natural/physica~ science (2 years required) 

Course Title X Grade 

Total Natural/Physical Science Units 

Additional years in English, math or natural/physical science (3 years 

Course Title                   iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~aii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii X Grade 

TotalAdditional Units 

required) 

Social science (2 years required) 

Course Title X Grade 

Total Social Science Units 

Additional academic courses (4 years required) 

Course Title X Grade 

Total Additional Academic Units 



If you want to participate in NCAA Division I or II athletics, you 
must also be certified as an amateur student-athlete. The NCAA 
Eligibility Center will determine the amateurism eligibility of all 
freshman and transfer student-athletes for initial participation 
at an NCAA Division I or II college or university. In Division III, 
certification of an individual’s amateurism status is completed by 
each college or university, not the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

When you register with the NCAA Eligibility Center, you will 
be asked questions about your athletics participation. The 
information you will provide, and along with any additional 
information requested by the NCAA Eligibility Center staff outside 
of the registration process, will be reviewed and a determination 
will be made as to whether your amateurism status should be 
certified or ira penalty should be assessed before certification. If 
a penalty is assessed, you will have an opportunity to appeal the 
decision on your behalf. 

The following pre-NCAA enrollment activities may be reviewed: 

1. Contracts with a professional team. 

2. Salary for participating in athletics. 

3. Prize money. 

4. Play with professionals. 

5. Tryouts, practice or competition with a professional team. 

6. Benefits from an agent or prospective agent. 

7. Agreement to be represented by an agent. 

8. Delayed initial full-time collegiate enrollment to participate in 
organized sports competition. 

9. Any financial assistance based on athletics skills or 
participation. 

Additional information regarding NCAA amateurism rules is 
available on the NCAA Eligibility Center’s website by logging on to 
the NCAA College-Bound Student-Athlete section at 
wwv,~.eli~ i bili~ce~.~e~,o~.c,!, th e n clicki n g on th e "Resou rces" ta b at 
the top of the page. 



Definition of a Professional Team 
In Divisions I and II, a team is considered professional for a college- 
bound student-athlete if it declares itself to be professional or 
provides any player more than actual and necessary expenses for 
participation on the team. 

Actual and necessary expenses are limited to the following: 

(a) Meals and lodging directly tied to competition and practice 
held in preparation for such competition; 

(b) Transportation (i.e., expenses to and from practice and 
competition, cost of transportation from home to training/ 
practice site at the beginning of the season and from training/ 
practice site to home at the end of the season); 

(c) Apparel, equipment and supplies related to participation on 
the team; 

(d) Coaching and instruction, use of facilities and entry fees; 

(e) Health/medical insurance, medical treatment and physical 
therapy; and 

(f) Other reasonable expenses (e.g., laundry money). 

Definition of Organized Competition 
In Division I, athletics competition is considered organized if 
any one of the following conditions exists (used during delayed 
enrollment evaluations): 

(a) Competition is scheduled and publicized in advance; 

(b) Official score is kept; 

(c) Individual or team standings or statistics are maintained; 

(d) Official timer or game officials are used; 

(e) Admission is charged; 

(f) Teams are regularly formed or team rosters are predetermined; 

(g) Team uniforms are used; 

(h) An individual or team is privately or commercially sponsored; 
or 

(i) The competition is either directly or indirectly sponsored, 
promoted or administered by an individual, an organization or 
any other agency. 

In Division II, athletics competition is considered organized if 
any one of the following conditions exist (used during delayed 
enrollment evaluations): 

(a) Competition is scheduled in advance; 

(b) Official score is kept; 

(c) Individual or team standings or statistics are maintained; 

(d) Official timer or game officials are used; 

(e) Admission is charged; 

(f) Teams are regularly formed or team rosters are predetermined; 

(g) Team uniforms are used; 

(h) An individual or team is privately or commercially sponsored; 
or 

(i) The competition is either directly or indirectly sponsored, 
promoted or administered by an individual, an organization or 
any other agency. 

Delays Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment and 
Participates in Organized Competition 
After high school graduation you have a certain amount of time 
(grace period) to enroll full time at a college or university. If you 
do not enroll on time you will lose one season of competition 
for each calendar year during which you continue to compete 
in organized competition. Please see the chart on the next 
page for specific time frames per sport in Divisions I and II. 



I i St U d e n t athlete ~ fi rs~ e n r oil in g full tim el. I( ~ .~tim e prior to ini~i a l full 

I co, e g e ~ no ~e r A u g u o~ o), ~i m ~co, ~t~ n r o,m ~ 
Men’s Ice Hockey and Skiing: ~ay no~ enter into contract, may no~ receive Yes 
expenses an~ may only compete on a pro~essional team i~the professional is 

not bein~ pai~ to be a member of the team. 

All Other Sports: Yes. Prior to enrollment may enter into a contract i~ not 
compensa~e~ above expenses, may not accept a salary from a professional 

team an~ may compete on a te~m so Ion~ ~s not compensate~ ~bove 
expenses. 

Men’s ice Hockey and Skiing: No Yes 

All Other Sports: Yes~ prior to initial full-time enrollment at a college or 

university. No, followin~ initial full-time enrollment at a college or university. 

(Effective August 1, 2013) Tennis: Yes. If it ~oes not excee~ ~ 0,000 per Yes 
calendar year an~ comes from the sponsor of the event. Once the ~ 0,000 

limit is reached, a~t~onal prize money may not exceed actual an~ necessary 
expenses an~ the expenses are provi~e~ by the sponsor o~ the event of the 

team in which ~he individual represents. 

All Other Sports: Yes. If it is ~oes not excee~ actual an~ necessary expenses 
and comes from an amateur team or sponsor of the event. 

EntersDraft Yes Yes 

Tryou~ wi{h a ~fe~ional Team Men’s Ice Hockey and Skiing and All Sports Subsequent to Initial Full-Time Yes 
Before l.ilial ~llegiale E.rollme.t Collegiate E.mllment: Yes. May receive actual and necessary expenses for 

one visit (up to 48 hours) from each professional team. Self-financed tryouts 
may be for more than 48 hours. 

All Other Sports Prior to Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment: Yes (unless the 
student is compensated above actual and necessary expenses). 

No No 
No No 

Enrollment and Parti~ipate~ in 2012): Must enroll full time at a colleqe or university during the first regular time at a college or university 
Organized Competition academic term, which occurs followin~ the six-month period after high school during the first regular academic 

graduation, term, which occurs following 
[i~yoO ~re ~E~rg~d ~i~b ~E(s) ~ the one-year period after high 
~pet~ ~d~ ~ ~!e, yo~ w~i! Men’s Ice Hockey and Skiing (for individuals enrolling full time on or after school graduation or will lose 
~iso ~ to ~ve ~ ~!~ye~ August I, 201 I): Any participation in organized competition during each one season of intercollegiate 

12-month period after your 21st birthday and before initial full-time enrollment competition for each calendar 
~ive~i~y.] in a college or university shall count as one year of varsity competition (no year during which you continue 

academic year-in-residence requirement), to participate in organized 
competition. 

All Other Sports (for individuals enrolling full time on or after August 2012): 
Must enroll full time at a college or university during the first regular academic 
term, which occurs following the one-year period after high school graduation 

or will lose one season of intercollegiate competition for each calendar year 
during which you continue to participate in organized competition. 

The chart above summarizes the Divisions I and II pre-enrollment amateurism rules. 



introduction 
College coaches must follow the rules outlined in this section. You 
are expected to follow these rules as well. 

Recruiting Terms 

Contact. A contact occurs any time a coach has any face-to-face 
contact with you or your parents offthe college’s campus and says 
more than hello. A contact also occurs if a coach has any contact 
with you or your parents at your high school or any location where 
you are competing or practicing. 

Contact period. During this time, a college coach may have in- 
person contact with you and/or your parents on or off the college’s 
campus. The coach may also watch you play or visit your high 
school. You and your parents may visit a college campus and the 
coach may write and telephone you during this period. 

Dead period. A college coach may not have any in-person 
contact with you or your parents on or off campus at any time 
during a dead period. The coach may write and telephone you or 
your parents during this time. 

Evaluation. An evaluation is an activity by a coach to evaluate 
your academic or athletics ability. This would include visiting your 
high school or watching you practice or compete. 

Evaluation period. During this time, a college coach may watch 
you play or visit your high school, but cannot have any in-person 
conversations with you or your parents offthe college’s campus. 
You and your parents can visit a college campus during this period. 
A coach may write and telephone you or your parents during this 
time. 

Official visit. Any visit to a college campus by you and your 
parents paid for by the college. The college may pay all or some of 
the following expenses: 
~ Your transportation to and from the college; 
¯ Room and meals (three per day) while you are visiting the 

college; and 
~ Reasonable entertainment expenses, including three 

complimentary admissions to a home athletics contest. 

Before a college may invite you on an official visit, you will have 
to provide the college with a copy of your high school transcript 
(Division I only) and ACT, SAT or PLAN score and register with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. 

Prospective student-athlete. You become a"prospective 
student-athlete"when: 
* You start ninth-grade classes; 
~ Before your ninth-grade year, a college gives you, your relatives 

or your friends any financial assistance or other benefits that the 
college does not provide to students generally; or 

Quiet period. During this time, a college coach may not have 
any in-person contact with you or your parents offthe college’s 
campus. The coach may not watch you play or visit your high 
school during this period. You and your parents may visit a college 
campus during this time. A coach may write or telephone you or 
your parents during this time. 

Unofficial visit. Any visit by you and your parents to a college 
campus paid for by you or your parents. The only expense you 
may receive from the college is three complimentary admissions to 
a home athletics contest. You may make as many unofficial visits 
as you like and may take those visits at any time. The only time you 
cannot talkwith a coach during an unofficial visit is during a dead 
period. 

Verbal commitment.This phrase is used to describe a college- 
bound student-athlete’s commitment to a school before he or 
she signs (or is able to sign) a National Letter of Intent. A college- 
bound student-athlete can announce a verbal commitment 
at any time. While verbal commitments have become very 
popular for both college-bound student-athletes and coaches, 
this "commitment" is NOT binding on either the college-bound 
student-athlete or the college or university. Only the signing of the 
National Letter of Intent accompanied by a financial aid agreement 
is binding on both parties. 

Recruiting Calendars 
To see a summary of recruiting calendars for all sports~ see pages 
22-24 of this Guide. You can also log on to NCAA.org and search 
for ’recruiting calendar’ in the search field. 

National Letter of Intent 
The National Letter of Intent (NLI) is a voluntary program 
administered by the NCAA Eligibility Center. By signing an NLI, 
the college-bound student-athlete agrees to attend the college 
or university for one academic year. In exchange, that college or 
university must provide athletics financial aid for one academic year. 

Restrictions are contained in the NLI itself. Read them carefully. These 
restrictions may affect your eligibility. 

If you have questions about the NLI, visit the website at 
v,~,w,~~atio~-l~l.-lette~:o~j or call 3] 7/223-0706. 



Summary of Recruiting Rules for Each Sport--Division I 

camps and questionnaires. ~ro~i~ foi ~ 
You may begin receiving 

recruiting materials June 15 

after your sophomore year. 

You may make calls to the ~Yo~ ~ ~k~ ~i!~ ~ ~ 

coach at your expense only. 

College coach can 

make unlimited calls 

beginning June 15 after 

your sophomore year. 

None allowed. 

None allowed. 

You may make an unlimited 

number of unofficial visits, 

except during a dead period. 

"You may receive 

brochures for camps 

and questionnaires. 

~You may make calls to the 

coach at your expense only. 

College coach cannot 

call you. 

None allowed. 

None allowed. 

*You may make an unlimited 

number of unofficial visits, 

except during a dead period. 

Allowed. 

You may begin receiving 

recruiting materials June 15 
after your sophomore year. 

Yo u m ay ma ke calls to th e 

coach at your expense, 

Unlimited. 

0ff ~a~pus~onla~l ~ Allowed beginning opening 

day of classes. Contacts 

other than April period may 

only occur at your school. 

Contacts in April may occur 

at your school or residence. 

- No contact on the day 

of a competition. 

- Contacts may not occur 

during the time of day when 

classes are in session. 

~_..~____ O~i~i ~i~i~ ! o (Beginning August I, 

2012) Allowed January 

I of your junior year. 

You may make an unlimited 

number of unofficial visits, 

except during a dead period. 

Septem bet 1 of your 

junior year. 

You may make calls to the 

coach at you r expense. 

Once from April 1-5 to May 

31 of your junior year. 

None allowed. 

None allowed. 

You m ay ma ke a n u n limited 

number of uno~cial visits, 

except during a dead period. 



Summary of Recruiting Rules for Each Sport--Division 

coach at your expense. 

Unlimited. 

You may m a ke o n l y o n e 
official visit per college 

and up to a maximum 

of five official visits to 

Division I colleges. There 

is no limit to official visits 
to Division II colleges. 

You may make an 

unlimited number of 
unofficial visits, except 

during a dead period. 

Up to seven times during 

your senior year. 

Unlimited number of 

contacts and evaluation 

the day after you sign 

an NU, written offer 

of admission and/or 

financial aid; OR the 

day after the college 

receives a financial 

deposit from you. 

A college coach may 

contact you or your 
parents/legal guardians 

(including evaluating 

you off the college’s 

campus) seven times. 

" You may make calls to the 
coach at your expense. 

~ U~li~i~ed ¯ Once per week 

............................................................................................................................................... ¯ Unlimited calls the day ~ M~ l~ H~y~ 

after you sign an Ukl, 

............................................................................................................................................... written offer of admission ~i~i~ A~ ~ 
and/or financial aid; OR 

the day after the college 

receives a financial 

deposit from you. 

............................................................................................................................................... Sunday following the last 

I 
Saturdayin November. 

~ YoO ~ ~ke ~!~ ~ ¯ Allowed beginning 

~i~i ~i~i~ ~ coii~ opening day of classes 

OOd aP ~O a oa~io#o your senior year. 

~f ~ ~i#i ~i~i~ to ’ ¯ You m ay m a ke o n l y o ne 

omdal visit per college 

i~li~i~6~i~i~i~ ’ and up to a maximum 

~ D!~i~!~ ii ~ii~, of five o~cial visits to 

............................................................................................................................................... Division I colleges. There 

is no limit to o~cial visits 
I to Division II colleges. 

¯ You may make an 

~iimi~ n~ ~ unlimited number of 

~ ~! ~!~!~; ~xc~ unomda~ visits, except 

’ ~P ~ ~eO ~i~ d~i~g " Up to six times during 
your senior year, 

Unlimited number of 

contacts and evaluation 

the day after you sign 

an NLI, written offer 

of admission and/or 

financial aid; OR the 

day after the college 

receives a financial 

deposit from you. 

A college coach may 

contact you or your 
parents/legal guardians 

(including evaluating 

you off the college’s 

campus) six times. 

One evaluation during 
September, October 

and November. 

Two evaluations-- 

April 15 through May 

31 (once to evaluate 

athletics ability and once 

to evaluate academic 

qualifications). 



Summary of Recruiting Rules--Divisions II and III 

Yo u may receive b roch u res for ca m ps 

and questionnaires at any time. 

A coach may begin sending you printed 
recruiting materials June 15 before 

your.junior year in high school. 

No limit on number of calls by college coach 

beginning June 15 before your junior year, 

You may make calls to the coach at your expense, 

A college coach can have contact with you or your 
parents/legal guardians off the college’s campus 

beginning June 15 before your junior year, 
No limit on number of contacts off campus. 

You may make an unlimited number of unofficial 

visits any time, except during a dead period. 

You may make official visits starting the opening day 

of classes your senior year. 
You may make only one official visit per college and up 

to a maximum of five official visits to Division I colleges. 

There is no limit to official visits to Division II colleges. 

Athletics scholarships are awarded by NCAA Divisions I and II 
colleges and universities. Division III colleges and universities do 
not award financial aid based on athletics ability, but you may be 
eligible to receive academic scholarships or need-based financial 
aid. It is important to understand several points about athletics 
scholarships. 

~bout ~thJetks sd~ok:~hips but does not #~dude ~/! Divisions i ~nd 

Does the NCAA award athletics scholarships? No. Individual 
colleges and universities award athletics scholarships, not the 
NCAA. Divisions I and II schools offer athletics scholarships. 
Division III colleges and universities offer academic scholarships 
and need-based financial aid only. NCAA colleges and 
universities provide more than $I .5 billion in athletics 
scholarships annually. 

Is an athletics scholarship guaranteed for four years ? At a 
minimum, an athletics scholarship must be a one academic 
year agreement. In Division I, colleges and universities 
are permitted to offer multi-year scholarships. Athletics 
scholarships may be renewed and the college or university 
must notify the student-athlete in writing by July 1 whether 
the athletics scholarship will be renewed for the next academic 
year. Individual colleges and universities have appeal policies for 
scholarships that are reduced or not renewed. 

What do athletics scholarships cover? Divisions I and II athletics 
scholarships are awarded in a variety of amounts. Colleges 
and universities are permitted to provide a student-athlete 
with tuition and fees, room, board and required course-related 
books. 

Can student-athletes receive other, non-athletics financial 
aid? Yes. Thousands of student-athletes benefit from academic 
scholarships and need-based aid, such as federal Pell Grants. In 
addition, in Division I, there is money available from the NCAA’s 
own Student Assistance Fund. Sometimes student-athletes 
cannot accept certain types of aid because of NCAA amateurism 
or financial aid requirements. You must report all scholarships 
you receive to your college financial aid office. Student-athletes 
and parents with questions or additional financial aid should 
check with the athletics department of the college or university 
or the college or university’s financial aid office. 

Do many high school athletes earn athletics scholarships? 
No, very few in fact. According to recent statistics, about 
two percent of high school athletes are awarded athletics 
scholarships to compete in college.This small number means 
high school student-athletes and their parents need to have 
realistic expectations about receiving an athleteics scholarship 
to play sports in college. Academic, not athletics, achievement 
is the most reliable path to success in life. 



Fall Sports Spring Sports 
~Cou~i~ a~b 
~Cou~ M ~1~ 

F ieldH~ke Wi G~I£ (M) 
F~ball(M) Ea~ro~e(W) 
S ~ ~ ~ e# (W)E a ~ro ~ ~e(M~ 

V oil e y b all~W)S # ft b all(W) 
Wa ~ e# P 616(M)Te ~ni ~(W) 

Swi mining a~d D i~i n giMi 
Ind6 Tra~ a nd~ield( 
In dO TraCk a ndEield(M) 



initial Eligibility Brochure 

You can find a checklist online at www.eligibilityce~te~:o~g by entering as an "NCAA College-Bound Student-Athlete" and 
then navigating to the Resources tab. After selecting what type of student you are (U.S., International or Home School), you 
will be able to download a copy of the initial-elgibility brochure. 











ATH LETICS DEPARTM ENT 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATION 

2012 2013 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DiRECTiON & INTENT 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

VISION 

~ 16% 

~ 29% 

~ 32% 

~6% 

~ 44% 

--7~3% --50% -25% -100% 100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM ENT 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     I~2013 

~ 51% 

Bl% 

~ 53% 

~ 54% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

3O% 
~ 52% 

35% 
~ 44% 

24% 

47% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

~ 21% 37% 

~ 4% 
~ 29% 

~.4.% 
~ 28% 

89% 
~ 88% : 

0% 25% 50% 75% 3.00% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM ENT 

CORE VALUES 
[] 2012 [] 2013 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

61% 
61% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM ENT 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

~24.% 

36% 

17% 
29% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

~ 8% 

24% 

58% 

12% 
34%, 

5O% 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

56% 

~ 12% 
50% 

67% 

~ 28% 

20% 
51% 

0% 25?4 50% 75% 100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM ENT 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

16% 
67% 

40% 

81% 

82% 

37% 
77% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

52% 
78% 

15% 
9494 

10% 
55% 

43% 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

30% 
75% 

~ 34% 

8394 

66% 

42% 
71% 

0% 2594 5094 75% 100% 





ADMIN ISTRATION 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATION 

2012 

-52% 

2013 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANiZATiONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION & INTENT 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

VISION 

~ 16% 

-3% [~ 

-9% [~ 

53% 

~ 1.9~ 

-25% 0% 25 



ADMIN ISTRATION 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

27% 

84% 

25% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

56% 
~ 62% 

24% 

~ 77% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

51%       72% 

41% 

0% 25?4 50?4 75% 100% 



ADMIN ISTRATION 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



ADMIN ISTRATION 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

63/o 

39% 

20% 
19% 

20% 

71% 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

59% 

80% 

49% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

58% 

74~ 

~i.-"~l 7% 

91% 

~ 13% 

0% 25% 50% 7S% 100% 



ADMIN ISTRATION 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & iNTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012     []2013 

61% 

76% 

66% 

79% 

GOALS 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

32% 

97% 

72% 
75% 

.l.7% 
50% 

43% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

57% 
80% 

~, 90% 
8290 

97% 

76% 

95% 

0% 25% 50% 7S% 100% 





BUSINESS OFFICE 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATION 

2012 2013 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DiRECTiON & INTENT 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

VISION 

7.9% 

62% 

75% -100% 100% 



BUSINESS OFFICE 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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BUSINESS OFFICE 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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BUSINESS OFFICE 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

~2012     ~2013 

1% 

~ 2% 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

12% 
11% 

30% 

86% 

45% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L£ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

24% 

70% 

65%i 
65%i 

18% 
12% 
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BUSINESS OFFICE 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012     []2013 

91% 

79% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

~ lg% 
65% 

97% 
97,7/o 

~ 2% 
35% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

12% 
40% 

~ 4g% 
71% 

84% 
56% 

36% 

76% 
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COACHES 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

87% 

~ 87% 

83% 

81% 

41% 
83% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

69% 

47% 

39% 

58% 

89% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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COACHES 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

84% 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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COACHES 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

~2012     ~2013 

~ ~2% 28% 

~ g% 

19/o 

26% 
49% 

25% 

~ 30% 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

59% 

~23% 

47% 

ORGANIZAYlONAL LEARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

72% 

~~35% 
78% 

76% 

68% 

56% 
58% 
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COACHES 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012     []2013 

34% 
78% 

62% 

87% 

85% 

94% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

82% 

83% 
78% 

54% 

2796 
91% 

54% 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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91% 
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87% 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

~2012     ~2013 
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~ 1% 3% 

~ 5% 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. ~ 7% % 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 

~16% 
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49% 

] 1% 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

V~SION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

1~2012 
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~ 25% 

28% 

[]2013 

~ 11% 
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COMPLIANCE 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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~25% 

5% 

~ 2% 
1% 
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COMPLIANCE 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

71% 

~ 2% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

] 1% 

] 1% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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COMPLIANCE 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

1% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

50% 

40% 

86% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

97% 

26% 
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COMPLIANCE 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

1% 

59% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

~ 2% 
3494 

~ 1% 
42% 

81% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

12% 

90% 
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12% 
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FACILITI ES 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     I~2013 

28% 

:1. 7 % 
~ 57% 

53% 
75% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

25% 
~ 44% 

1£% 
~ 40% 

44% 

24%                    65%i 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

~i..~ 25%                   64% 
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FACILITI ES 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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FACILITI ES 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

58% 

49% 

7 :l.% 
87% 

7 7% 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

4 7 % 

30% 
42% 

10% 
76% 

67% 

60% 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

76% 

54% 

63% 
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FACILITI ES 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012     []2013 

27% 
59% 

70% 
57% 

ROoz. 

30% 
69% 

61% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

34% 
56% 

42% 
84% 

~ 8% 
55% 

~ 8% 
42% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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FINLEY GOLF COURSE 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     I~2013 

~62% 

~ 85% 

90% 

68% 

74% 
95% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

44% 
~ 86% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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FINLEY GOLF COURSE 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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FINLEY GOLF COURSE 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

93% 

91% 

37% 
41% 

84% 
94% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

22% 
89% 

994 

95% 

72% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 
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FINLEY GOLF COURSE 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

61% 
92% 

96% 

~7% 
9~% 

959,1 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

65% 
95% 

75% 

65% 

% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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LEADERSHIP 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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LEADERSHIP 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

57% 
57% 

~ 1% 
~ 13% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

~ 7% 

j 2% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

~ 4% 



LEADERSHIP 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 
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~ 13% 
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LEADERSHIP 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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MARKETING & PROMOTIONS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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MARKETING & PROMOTIONS 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

19% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

% 
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MARKETING & PROMOTIONS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 
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MARKETING & PROMOTIONS 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

46% 

73% 

85% 

7 7% 

77% 

73z~ 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 47% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

64% 

46% 
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OPERATIONS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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OPERATIONS 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

:l.2% 

13% 

~9% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

1.4,o 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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OPERATIONS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~IARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 
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OPERATIONS 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTt~NT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

[]2012     []2013 

~ 4%     ,         ’ 55% 

~ 29% 

25% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

~ lg% 
2,2% 

~ 9% 
72% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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RAMS CLUB 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

................... 89% 

~ 321,/o 

4.1% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

28% 
~ 86% 

77% 

78% 

20%                       48% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 



RAMS CLUB 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

81% 
81% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 



RAMS CLUB 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 
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RAMS CLUB 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

, 

34% 

94% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

11% 
86% 

38% 

~0~o 

~ 7% 
62% 

~ I~                  53% 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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STU DENT-ATH LETE SERVICES 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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STU DENT-ATH LETE SERVICES 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

~ 5% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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~9% 
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STU DENT-ATH LETE SERVICES 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 
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STU DENT-ATH LETE SERVICES 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012     []2013 

72% 

75% 

~1 4% 
74% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

62..% 

~ 5% 
76% 

72% 

12% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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SPORTS SUPPORT STAFF 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

~ .............................. 
48%53% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

66% 

73% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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SPORTS SUPPORT STAFF 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



SPORTS SUPPORT STAFF 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

15% 
~ 24.% 

13% 

~ 4% 

29% 

31% 
41% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

33% 
,. 36% 

27% 
40% 

7594 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
36% 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~::~::~::~ 43% 
40% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

76% 

~ g94 

77% 

9% 

55% 

0% 25% 50% 73% 100% 



SPORTS SUPPORT STAFF 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

50% 
49% 

60% 
32% 

81% 

85% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

90% 
6% 

77% 
92% 

36% 
56% 

74% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

~ 85% 
89% 

67% 

88% : 

75% 

69% 
72% 
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CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

2012 

14% 

2013 

AGREEMENT [] 6% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANiZATiONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION & INTENT 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

VISION 
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SPORTS MEDICINE 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

9.3% 

96% 
------------------------------------ 96% 

96% 
9% 

94% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

94% 
98% 

............................................................. 94% 

97% 

97% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

83% 

82% 
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SPORTS MEDICINE 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

96% 
96% 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



SPORTS MEDICINE 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

19% 

96% 

23% 
89% 

91% 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

97% 

69% 

9% 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

~21%                          96% 

9% 

92% 

4.0% 
77% 
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SPORTS MEDICINE 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

CO/ 

93% 

74% 

GOALS & OBECT~VES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

~ 7% 

42% 
97,7/o 

95% 

76% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

20% 

88% : 
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

~2012     I~2013 

1% 

1% 

~ 2% 
1% 

~ 15% 

~ 6% 

82% 

92% 
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

J 1% 

28% 
28% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

~ 2% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

J 1% 
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 

1%; 
1% 

~1 4% 
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t 1% 
1% 
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.~ 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

I~2012 

[] 4% 

42% 

35% 

~% 

~2013 

~ 26% 
~ 9% 

9% 

1% 

~ ~.8% 

~ B1% 
~1 2% 

~ 2.2.,,o 

36% 
~ 16% 

76,’° 
5% 
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2012 2013 
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TICKET OFFICE 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     I~2013 

~....1 2 6%    4 5 % 

~ 2% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

37% 
~ 94-% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

33% 
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TICKET OFFICE 

CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

~ 4% 

~ 4% 

66% 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



TICKET OFFICE 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

~2012     ~2013 

~19% 

~6 10% 

32% 
47% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 32% 
~ 13% 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

27% 
63% 

21% 
52% 

3494 

~23% 

72% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L£ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

~24% 63% 

24% 

~ 7% 
% 

~ 20% 
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TICKET OFFICE 

STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~2012 

~ 6% 

| 1% 

31% 

31% 

~7% 

[]2013 

GOALS 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

32% 

56% 

~ 2% 
67% 

~ 5% 

~ 23% 
27% 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

0% 2596 5096 75% 100% 





ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE <2 YEARS 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATION 

2012 

1% 

~ 27% 

~ 15% 

7% 

11% 

14% 

2013 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANiZATiONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION & INTENT 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

VISION 

~ 14% 

~ 28% 

~ 32% 

49% 

~ 22% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE <2 YEARS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

~ 80% 

82% 

82% 
~ 86% 

65% 
83% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

70% 
72% 

54% 
73% 

90% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

91% 

54% 

--------------------------- 72% 

75% 

92% 
~ 93% 

100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE <2 YEARS 
CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

76% 
76% 

] 51% 

] 47% 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE <2 YEARS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

16%      35% 

13% 

32% 
34% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

23% 
~ 30% 

32% 

62% 

82% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L£ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

7596 

94% 

68% 

74% 
77% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE <2 YEARS 
STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

1~!2012     []2013 

44% 
90 % 

73% 

9O% 

49% 
93% 

97% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

95% 

82% 
93% 

32% 
97% 

29% 
70% 

~432~ 
52% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 

~ 64% 
85% 

~ 80% 
96% 

94% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 3-5 YEARS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

16% 
~ 74% 

~ S% 

56%~ 
72% 

~ 12% 
58% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

12% 
~ 64% 

38% 
~ 68% 

41% 

53% 

76% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

60% 

88% : 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 3-5 YEARS 
CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

: oZ 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 3-5 YEARS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~IARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 

5% 

~13% 

16% 
44% 

66% 

58% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 3-5 YEARS 
STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

18% 

49% 

87% 

86% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

44% 
84% 

51% 
78% 

1.7% 
9494 

16% 
71% 

67% 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 6-10 YEARS 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATION 
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[] 6% 

~9% 

2013 

CREATING CHANGE 

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION & INTENT 
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VISION 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 6-10 YEARS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

24% 

~23% 

~ 4~% 

70% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

~ 15%i 

~ ~23% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 6-10 YEARS 
CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 6-10 YEARS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

D2012     1~2013 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 6-10 YEARS 
STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

I~2012     ~2013 

~ 19% 
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~ :l.5% 

~! 4% 
65% 

72% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

34% 
i73% 

42% 
56% 

:l.7% 
89% 

1.4% 
29% 

3 7% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 11-20 YEARS 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABiLiTY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

AGREEMENT 

COORDINATION & iNTEGRATiON 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 11-20 YEARS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

53% 

39% 

20% 
~ 59% 

12% 
66% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

14% 
~ 58% 

24% 

58% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 11-20 YEARS 
CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 11-20 YEARS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

g% 29% 

~14% 

6O% 

12% 
5 i% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

~ 8% 
~, .... 42% 

~ 20% 
33% 

13% 
6694 

50% 

47% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 11-20 YEARS 
STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.~ 

[] 2012     [] 2013 

~ 5%    , , 
72% 

B4% 

79% 

83% 

~ 21% 
7~% 

32% 
84% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

~ 5% 
94% 

V~SION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.~ 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 20+ YEARS 

EMPOWERMENT 

TEAM ORIENTATION 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

CORE VALUES 

2012 2013 

AGREEMENT O% 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

CREATING CHANGE 37% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 20+ YEARS 

Most employees are highly involved in their work. 

Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available. 

Information is widely shared so that everyone can get the information he or she needs when it’s needed. 

Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact. 

Business planning is ongoing and involves everyone in the process to some degree. 

~2012     ~2013 

~ 44% 
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24% 

~~8 25% 

io% 
~ 23% 

Cooperation across different parts of the organization is actively encouraged. 

People work like they are part of a team. 

Teamwork is used to get work done, rather than hierarchy. 

Teams are our primary building blocks. 

Work is organized so that each person can see the relationship between his or her job and the goals of the organization. 

42% 
~ 44% 

26% 
28% 

15% 
~ 29% 

32% 

35% 

Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own. 

The "bench strength" (capability of people) is constantly improving. 

There is continuous investment in the skills of employees. 

The capabilities of people are viewed as an important source of competitive advantage. 

Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job.* 

~ 23% . 30% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 20+ YEARS 
CORE VALUES 

The leaders and managers "practice what they preach." 

There is a characteristic management style and a distinct set of management practices. 

There is a clear and consistent set of values that governs the way we do business. 

Ignoring core values will get you in trouble. 

[] 2012 [] 2013 

There is an ethical code that guides our behavior and tells us right from wrong. 

AGREEMENT 

When disagreements occur, we work hard to achieve "win-win" solutions. 

There is a "strong" culture. 

It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues. 

We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues.* 

There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things. 

COORDINATION & INTEGRATION 

Our approach to doing business is very consistent and predictable. 

People from different parts of the organization share a common perspective. 

49% 

It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts of the organization. 

Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization.* 

There is good alignment of goals across levels. 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 



ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 20+ YEARS 

The way things are done is very flexible and easy to change. 

We respond well to competitors and other changes in the business environment. 

New and improved ways to do work are continually adopted. 

Attempts to create change usually meet with resistance.* 

Different parts of the organization often cooperate to create change. 

D2012     1~2013 

16%            46% 

41% 

57% 

56% 

CUSTOMER ~:OCUS 

Customer comments and recommendations often lead to changes. 

Customer input directly influences our decisions. 

All members have a deep understanding of customer wants and needs. 

The interests of the customer often get ignored in our decisions.* 

We encourage direct contact with customers by our people. 

39% 

26% 

47% 

56% 

ORGANIZATIONAL L~ARNING 

We view failure as an opportunity for learning and improvement. 

Innovation and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded. 

Lots of things "fall between the cracks."* 

Learning is an important objective in our day-to-day work. 

We make certain that the "right hand knows what the left hand is doing." 

48Y, 

~24% 

48% 

51% 

33% 
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ATH LETICS DEPARTM E NT 

TENURE 20+ YEARS 
STRATEGIC D~RECTION & INTENT 

There is a long-term purpose and direction. 

Our strategy leads other organizations to change the way they compete in the industry. 

There is a clear mission that gives meaning and direction to our work. 

There is a clear strategy for the future. 

Our strategic direction is unclear to me.* 

~2012     ~2013 

13% 
46% 

50% 
34% 

74% 

:14% 
64% 

58% 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

There is widespread agreement about goals. 

Leaders set goals that are ambitious, but realistic. 

The leadership has "gone on record" about the objectives we are trying to meet. 

We continuously track our progress against our stated goals. 

People understand what needs to be done for us to succeed in the long run. 

27% 
53% 

71% 
59% 

1.7% 
9494 

~ 8% 
54% 

24% 

VISION 

We have a shared vision of what the organization will be like in the future. 

Leaders have a long-term viewpoint. 

Short-term thinking often compromises our long-term vision.* 

Our vision creates excitement and motivation for our employees. 

We are able to meet short-term demands without compromising our long-term vision. 
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81% 
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It’d be helpful to 8ive supervisors and other full-time employees more say and involvement in the Ion8 term plans of the Athletic Department. There 
are many thinss that 80 on with day-to-day operations and daily tasks that could be made easier or that could be improved with the say and 8uidance 
of some employees below the director level. 

No communication. 
Sincerely this university is at the top of the scale - I have worked at other schools. No comparison to it. We are fortunate. 
I like the direction we are headed, the chanses we have made, the shift in Athletic Department structure, the stratesic plans, and 8ettin8 people at 
least aware of what our mission is and how we want to 80 about our business is all very positive. Our prosram specifically really enjoyed the shifts 
made, as our new administrators did a 8reat job and were very helpful all year Ions. It was nice to have someone speakin8 on behalf of our prosram. 
I do think the past year held coaches accountable and the use of the stratesic plan helped everyone set direction for their prosrams. However, I also 
feel that more has been put on paper for accountability and expectations for each coach and their prosrams - and besides internal realisnment, 
other chanses also need to start to happen for people to buy in completely, most specifically, financial. 
Coaches are bein8 held accountable in many ways - which I am in favor of, but I also think prosrams need more resources. We have been successful 
without really bein8 on an equal playin8 field to our competitors - even within the ACC - so as chanses are bein8 made internally, I do think financial 

chanses also have to start bein8 seen. I do not have the answers, but we are spread really thin with 28 sports- and there has not been any real 
communication on what the plan is to remedy the financial shortcominss that we all experience. 
We are in phase :[ of many chanses which should help us to reach our ultimate 8oals. However, it is still very unclear how needs will be met which 
must be met to realistically meet those 8oals. There is still much confusion and we need clarity. 
:[. A common theme throushout the last couple of years was that UNC Athletics was 8ood, but not 8reat. However, the results do not bear that out. 
Carolina was a top :[0 athletic prosram in the Directors’ Cup before the stratesic plan and continues to be one. We were 8reat and, thankfully, we still 
are 8reat. That messase has not been communicated. Instead we are told we are only 8ood. That is not a 8ood messase for employees who always 
work tirelessly (at lower salaries) to improve the athletic department ....... 2. We have not chansed quickly enoush and many that have been impacted 
have not accepted new roles. The leadership needs to implement chanse and clearly define the roles of each person ....... 3. Morale is at an all-time 
low. Salaries are low, out of balance within individual departments and there is not much hope for chanse. 
Morale remains very low amon8 the rank-and-file employees. Chanses made last summer added to the already-too-larse class of hisher-level 
administrators while leavin8 mid- and lower-level employees feelin8 as unimportant, unappreciated and disillusioned as ever. Bubba Cunninsham 
promised real efforts to Bet every one of us a pay raise after he was hired, while knowin8 he had no authority to 8ive raises to most employees in the 
department (and many have not forsotten this fact). There is a lack of respect amon8 many mid-level employees for some of the hisher-level 
employees who seem under-qualified for their positions of authority. 
It appears that the stratesic plan is a 8ood idea in theory but the resources are not bein8 put into place for the 8oalsto be achieved. 
Communication is non-existent - somehow it’s 8otten worse in the last year or two, which seemed almost impossible 8iven how bad it was before. 
And trust is erodin8 quickly. This approach seems very thoushtfully conceived as a passive-a88ressive manasement stratesy desisned to create 
maximum discomfort; too bad it only seems to be workin8 on our most talented people. 
New and creative thinkin8 is 8ettin8 better but there has yet to be noticeable chanse. 



It seems to me that the organization is being run more like a business with money being the primary consideration, rather than putting our value on 
human resources. Politics is a primary factor. There does seem to be some interest on development of certain employees but not others. Politics is a 
primary factor leading to inequality. Hard work is not rewarded by the organization for all employees but only favored employees. I see evidence of 
cliques more than team building. Team building is encouraged for management, but not for all of the staff, with cliquish behavior promoting divisions 
and lack of utilization of valuable talents and skills of individuals that are not in the right cliques. Some get accolades while others do not. On 
performance evaluations, being told that management does not believe in outstanding performance, because one can always improve is an 
understandable theory. However, it does not give the employee any positive feedback for their improvement, hard work and achievement. 
There is a big lack of communication. 
I enjoy working here, but would like to move up at some point in the next couple of years. It seems like there should be plenty of room for 
advancement for some one in my position, but all I have ever heard is that no one is getting a promotion/raise for "the foreseeable future." Whatever 
that means, it doesn’t seem to help people’s motivation or determination to get the job done. And that sucks, to be honest. 
We have a very hard working Department with great people. Awesome place to work. 
Need more merit raises to motivate employees. 
The Department’s new vision and strategic plan when presented created an air of excitement and motivation that no longer exists. There is a sense 
that our "whole" has become "fragmented". The lack of communications and visibility has led to widespread morale issues, confusion, and loss of 
confidence in management. Things fall through the cracks because of a lack of understanding of the processes and the scope of projects, and because 
those with the necessary skills and knowledge to carry out projects out are not involved. It should not be an "us (employees)" versus "them 
(management)" environment .... Problems arise not because employees do not have the necessary skills, but because management does not learn 
about the skills of their employees and include them in the processes .... New employees are given assignments with no direction, and they forge 
ahead without learning the processes already in place or understanding how all the pieces fit together within both the department and the 
University. In addition, there are employees who were given new assignments who still do not have any idea what their role is, and are given no 
direction in those duties .... Change is not a bad thing. In fact it can be good and can rejuvenate what has become stagnant and comfortable, but the 
way change is affected will determine how it is accepted .... When employees are made to feel they are valued by management (part of the Disney 
philosophy), and are part of the process, then management will be successful and change will be easier to make .... Just as management says that 
employees need to accept change, management also needs to be willing to listen to employee concerns and feedback. Employees do not feel that 
their input matters anymore, nor that management cares about them .... The one constant that has made this a great program, and the one constant 
that has made this a great University, is the human element at all levels. Involve the employees, care about who they are, and encourage them in 
their careers, no matter what level they are. And, value them as people. For the people are our employees, our employees are (or should be) our 
strength, and our strength will help us succeed. As the Disney Institute believes, "our front-line is the bottom-line".... Management needs to 
communicate better and be more visible .... If we are to lead and inspire through Athletics, let’s not forget that this is not a corporation nor a 
professional athletic organization. We are part of a University, and not just any University, but THE University of the People, By the People, and For 
the People. Let us not lose sight of that. 



¯ The department spent a lot of time on coming up with a strategic plan and yes there is a new, short tagline of educating and inspiring. I know few 
people that really know what that means. It appears that one person spent a year gathering data and putting together a nice brochure but nothing of 
substance came of it. And the one person who seemed intimately involved has done nothing to improve his standing in the department, quite the 
opposite actually .... Overall, there is a greater divide in the department now than before between those with AD in their title and those without. The 
saddest part of the reorganization has been the continued bloating of the administration while the day to day needs go unmeet. The sports being 
divided up to more than one administrator is the lone shining light from the whole process .... There were such high hopes going into the evaluation 
process, but overall nothing has changed in the UNC culture or within the morale of the employees. 

¯ Strategy is clear and great, don’t know if everyone is buying in to make it happen? 
¯ I see positive change in direction trying to bring the entire department and all of its facets together to all be on the same page. 
¯ I think that the development of the strategic plan and the department reorganization were much needed changes and improvements to our vision 

and structure; however, some of the changes have led to confusion about roles and responsibilities; a lack of communication among the different 
levels; and concern about opportunities for growth and advancement. There is also concern that it seems to take a long time for decisions to be 
made by management. 

¯ I think the restructuring of the executive and senior staffs was a good change for the department. I think the new roles and responsibilities energized 
the staff members who maybe had done the same thing for a while. I would like to continue to see movement in the department where some 
opportunities for growth and development are made available to the next tier of workers. Those that are right below the senior staff level, who are 
looking to advance their careers. Increased responsibilities and exposure to different areas of the department can really help build a resume. 

¯ The business model cannot lose sight of the family atmosphere. 
¯ Place all employees for a given sport on the same accountability format - example: If a player does not succeed academically, there are 

repercussions. 
¯ Keep chopping and we will get it done!! 
¯ We have a mission; we need to have specific support for each area so we can reach our mission. What are the consequences if we do not meet our 

yearly goals, job, security, how much support will we be given to reach the objectives and the new mission. We have a vision, but need specific steps 
and financial support to reach the goals, which are very ambitious. 

¯ Real progress has been made since the change. We still lack continuity in communication, but our goals have been defined and our strategic plans are 
in place. Accountability soon to follow, thanks! 

¯ There is no reward for those who work hard. 
¯ Everyone needs to be empowered. 
¯ Some teams do not have the resources necessary to meet the strategic plan goals. This causes uncertainty about job security and overall weakens the 

way other people in the department view those teams because they are failing to meet clearly stated objectives. 
¯ Better communication and appreciation of what people do daily. Becoming too corporate. Not a family atmosphere. No balance between the two. 
¯ The Carolina Athletics Mission has been outlined and communicated. Now, how do we get there? 
¯ I enjoy the expectation of a top 3 ACC top 10 NCAA finish. However, I believe that the resources needed to accomplish this are lacking. While the 

administrative change has been welcome, and refreshing, taking those crucial steps in leveling the playing field for those of us "in the trenches" has 

been slow. 



¯ Find the balance between the business model and the educational model so that we are not a job but a service community and our primary focus is 
the educational experience afforded the Student-Athletes as opposed to customer service. 

¯ I have experienced a shift within the athletic department’s focus on the organizational culture and strategy for Carolina Athletics. Not that I felt there 
were significant short 

¯ comings in the department in the past, but attention to a more defined culture and strategy is more apparent now. The strategic planning process has 
been undertaken with an opportunity for input from everyone within the department. From my perspective this has enhanced the functioning of the 
department. It also seems to have raised the level of expectations and accountability within the department. 

¯ The organizational structure needs to be more open to communication, particularly when it comes to compliance. Earlier it was too laid back and 
now it looks so "stiff" you don’t feel comfortable talking to anyone. And I don’t feel things can change and communication can occur if you don’t even 
feel comfortable speaking to people. I understand being serious and being about work, but to the degree that you look down on others because they 
do participate in things like department play day (one day a year), it definitely becomes uncomfortable. 

¯ I am very excited to see what the future holds for this athletic department and glad to be a member of this team. 
¯ Strategy is sound, but lack of funding for budget and salaries make attainment questionable which weakens the culture. 
¯ We need an experienced employee in our field to oversee the equipment department. A Director of Equipment would give our department a voice at 

the table as well as respect within the department that has been lacking for years. Sports Medicine, Ticket Office, Operations, Academics, New 
Media, Marketing, and Facilities all have Directors or Associate ADs. There should be some reshuffling to make our department run better. 

¯ I think we have the right goals -just not carrying them out well. See too many employees who don’t have time to learn and prosper because they are 
working so hard to carry out their own jobs they don’t have time to attend meeting or seminars where they can learn. Too many people working too 
hard to cover for people who don’t want to work or don’t feel they need to "get their hands dirty" and actually help carry out the work as opposed to 

just supervising. 
¯ There are some areas where we are resistant to change, or tied to an "old-school" mindset. I know this current example is the university as a whole, 

not specifically athletics, but it seems very inefficient to me that we are still so stuck on using paper as a means of doing some of our check request 
preparation, expense reimbursements, cash advance paperwork, etc. A lot of this could be done electronically and it would be quicker to obtain 
signatures of coaches and administrators. It would be great if we were able to have a tiny amount of flexibility in our work schedules (I am 8-5; would 
love to shift to 730-430) but know some of the rigidness might come from state rules. Overall, great change in the leadership over the past year and it 
feels like we are on the right track. 

¯ I still feel that while leaders are putting all focus on the business aspect of our organization, the humanity side of our department should not be 
forgotten. Focus should be on both, and we will have a successful business, that staff love to work for. It’s a win-win. 

¯ We have done a good job of identifying our Mission, Values, Vision & Priorities, but have performed poorly in identifying how we will do that. A year 
ago, the lack of communication was identified as one of our biggest challenges; and it has likely worsened in the past year. We can talk about our 
strategies in a speech, but can we put them into action. The momentum from the strategic plan has stalled due to no new structure, creativity or 
engagement among all levels of the staff. I trust that Bubba knows where he wants to take us, but his senior leaders are failing to let their units know 
that path and their roles in taking that path. I have been inspired, but not educated. 

¯ Bubba is doing an outstanding job leading Carolina Athletics. 



¯ I am very optimistic on our future, but I believe morale of the department is low. I think communication within the department is lacking and there 
are a number of people that don’t understand their current role or the role of co-workers. I think our org chart and the assignment of responsibilities 
is hard to follow. To improve this, I would like to see all of the executive staff on the same page - sharing goals and pushing each other to be better. 
Put the organization (and the student-athletes) first. We all need to hold each other more accountable and demonstrate how we are focusing on 
Responsibility, Innovation, Service and Excellence. 

¯ There are good ideas from employees not in the organizational flow chart that are often not heard because there is no known outlet or forum to 
make them. Some of the low level employees are actually the people that hear constructive feedback from donors, fans and the public the most 
often. By and large these fans/public are too modest to formalize their suggestions to upper management of the Athletic Department. We often 
respond only to the most vocal donors whose opinions can reflect a narrow range of experiences .... In summary, you hear lots of feedback from 
people that never take the time to put their opinions, suggestions in writing. Large donors, while important, often don’t have the big picture view of 
what’s going on at a facility because they don’t have the same in-game experience of the average fan (in terms of seating, parking, concessions, 
concourse amenities). The opinions of donors are critical but shouldn’t be assumed to be all-encompassing! 

¯ I think individual departments have a clearer understanding of their direction but may be unsure as to the fit in the overall plan .... I am not sure who 
the "customer" was in a section of the survey - our customers are student-athletes, some divisions their customer may be the public, coaches, Rams 
Club members or somebody else. Difficult to answer "athletic department" as a whole question when asking more specific details. 

¯ As in any organization like ours there are strong and there are weak mid level administrators. Many of our constraints come from the University in 
general and we often have little control over these issues. The current Director of Athletics seems to have a good grip on the issues at hand and has a 
plan for us to succeed. 

¯ I believe the organizational changes made over the last year have greatly improved our efficiency. Shifting to smaller leadership groups has led to 
much better decision making, in my opinion. While everyone would like "a voice" in the process, this can lead to gridlock. Smaller groups of leaders 
representing the interests of others is the most effective form of government. 

¯ In my estimation there have been way too many meetings, and conference calls, and far too little action from the administration. Those of us who 
work with the athletes on a day-to-day basis have yet to see any measurable improvement in our quality of life measures. There is too little attention 
being paid to adequate salary improvements, continuing education funds, and providing an appropriate amount of full-time staff persons for each 
respective department .... Giving individuals supervisory roles is of little help to those being supervised if they do nothing to actually affect a positive 
change. Just because you’ve assigned someone a managerial role, does not necessarily make them a good manager. Helping those of us who are 
being managed, perform at a higher level, is their ultimate goal, and as of yet this has not been achieved .... The championships have been won, now 
start compensating those that are due. Too many of us have worked hard for far too long (without being vocal) without receiving a just reward. That 
is, unless, you are part of the administration. 

¯ There is a very high demand set for our department that does not correlate to the compensation. Across so many areas we can be compared to other 
schools in our conference and the nation on a performance level, but not on a compensation level. We are losing assistant coaches to other assistant 
positions. Support staff is out-numbered and underpaid -yet we are still performing well but there is no "thank you". There are no employee parties. 
There are no bonuses. Where is the incentive? Carolina is filled with motivated, hard working, prideful coaches who work hard and will do whatever 
it takes either way - why not show support by adding compensation or benefits to say thank you. Look at salaries across any other ACC team’s - look 
at the programs funding. There are many areas where we are not top 5, yet we are expected to perform that way? 



¯ This survey is difficult for me to successfully complete because I am somewhat isolated in my area of the department and therefore I can’t really 
address how things are handled outside of my area .... I do know that in my immediate area, "management" is very inconsistent. For example, my 
supervisor comes and goes as she pleases depending on when her supervisor is in the building .... I feel very much like the bottom rung of the ladder, 
and never know what’s going on in the rest of the department except when we get the emails with the strategic plans, or have the department-wide 
meetings. I know that other areas in the department have "briefing" type meetings that include everyone, so everyone is aware of some of the ideas 
being discussed by senior staff. This information never trickles down into my area .... Most of my responses to this survey were just based on what I 
see in the building where I work, since that’s all I have experience with. The coaches that I work with are phenomenal, highly motivated to achieve 
the goals in the strategic plan, and they definitely buy into the concept that we are all one team working together. 

¯ Even more communication across the organization. 
¯ I would like to see the department reward outstanding work and work ethic with more compensation (i.e., department heads given the ability to 

reward outstanding work). As it stands now we have to wait for the legislature to do across the board salary increases. Really not sure that is the 
case. Can departments heads do anything??? It makes it very difficult to support a family knowing that we are not even being compensated with cost 
of living increases. 

¯ The Strategic Plan has been instrumental in defining the long-term vision and goals for the Department. It has not, however, stimulated a greater 
work ethic in furtherance of its objectives. Carolina is a special place with numerous attributes that lend a natural competitive advantage. Such a 
phenomenon can be the proverbial "double-edged sword," however, as it can make people complacent. If each unit can elevate their performance 
and demand more of themselves and others, there is no reason we cannot exceed the goals articulated in the Strategic Plan. The Athletic Director, his 
Chief of Staff, and several other people he works closely with are starting to change a culture that became very ingrained over the years. Bubba’s 
leadership and investment into the professional development of others is outstanding. He needs more people in the department, especially in key 
leadership positions (as defined not necessarily by title, but by ability to influence) who support his efforts. There are not enough people who are "all 
in," but we are still making progress. I can only imagine the achievement of which we are capable if more people committed greater time and 
initiative. The leadership and Strategic Plan are in place that will bring Carolina to new levels of excellence. I have no doubt that the culture is slowly 
changing and that things eventually will begin being done in a way commensurate with or exceeding industry best practices. I look forward to more 
people embracing the challenge of finding innovative ways to make the Department better. Bubba’s vision is inspiring and Carolina Athletics has 
tremendous potential to be an industry and world leader in the future. 

¯ We need to practice what we preach. If we are going to lead, innovate, etc., we need to stop living/working in a bubble and move outside of what we 
have always done. 



¯ We’re clearly a department in transition. As we emerge from a stale and archaic way of doing things under the previous administration, we’re still 
struggling to shed some of the residual posturing, land grabs, distrust and overall inefficiency that ruled the day .... The strategic plan can ultimately 
prove to be a fantastic guideline for the department. Unfortunately, until we focus on basic operating fundamentals, many of its goals will be 

unachievable .... We need our departmental leadership to be active and present throughout the department. We need to resolve reporting structures 
and individual roles. We need to be quick decision makers and nimble executers. We need new employees to understand how, when and why we do 
things before suggesting changes. We need old employees to recognize there’s often a better way than the status-quo and embrace it. We need 
skeptics to help find answers rather than just ask questions. We need to get rid of dead weight. We need strong and frequent communication from 
the top of the department that’s more powerful than the negative and often wrong grapevine. When we have an outside party come in to help us 
with something, we should tell people why they’re here rather than have them guess it’s because they’re not doing their job .... No one should have 
expected a transition to be smooth. Our mission and vision can guide us. But we have to have leadership, trust and understanding to accomplish it. 

¯ We have created a strategic plan that defines 30,000 - 20,000 feet. We stopped there and did not do the hard work of defining below 20,000 feet. 
¯ Morale in the department continues to be less than it should - which leads to less inspired, fulfilling, and effective work. Morale is low for financial 

reasons, but more so for a lack of respect, inclusion and appreciation for workers, particularly those who "do" much of the work .... Communication 
from the leadership is poor and inconsistent which paints an inconsistent image of our leadership’s ability to lead .... So many significant decisions 
have been sitting out there for a long time (Sport supervision, unit reporting lines, what to do with low/non performing top staff and their resources, 
facility plans, etc.) and the delay, procrastination, and mismanagement of these decisions is strategically damaging the effectiveness of the ability to 
plan .... The new staff members who have been brought in have not effectively on boarded. Executive staff have been selected in a non-transparent 
manner and were introduced to the department after they already began working. Their roles and authority are ambiguous and their engagement 
and conduct has been divisive and destructive with little guidance for navigating the department, university, or community .... The decision to bring in 
key Rams Club Staff members, reward them with new titles and sport supervision, but then remove them has undermined the credibility of the 
decision making of our leadership and added to the confusion, anxiety and feeling that leadership has a few "chosen" ones who, not through merit or 
performance, are rewarded .... There’s still some hope that the direction will be improved, and positive, strategic decisions will be made. 

¯ Cannot say that I have really seen the Strategic Plan have any real impact. I have seen the mission statement within people’s email signatures but that 
is really the extent of it. Our organization is all over campus and that makes things hard but I don’t know if that is the only reason for my perceived 
lack of forward progress. 

¯ I feel like a lot of our comments from previous surveys went largely ignored or not addressed fully with staff members. 
¯ Facilities are not designed well to promote teamwork across departments. 
¯ Diversity in the athletic department 
¯ Communication more often about goals and how they are being measured and met. 



¯ Unfortunately, the reason that my survey results has worsened since last year is because of the potential and excitement provided by the strategic 
plan - followed by the lack of clarity surrounding the planned improvement and new strategic direction shown over the course of the last year.... I 
believe that there is an appetite to succeed and get better amongst staff members of Carolina Athletics; unfortunately, staff members don’t feel as 
though the direction is provided by the administrative leadership. There is little to no direction/communication provided from the top (executive 
staff) of the organization downward on our strategic direction. Ultimately, I believe that the organization should aspire to get to a place where middle 
management doesn’t need to wait for direction from upper management; however, we’re not in that place today .... Organizationally, we failed to 
capitalize on the excitement/acceptance of change surrounded by the hire of Bubba and the announcement of the strategic plan. Going forward, I 
feel as though the organization should better utilize these milestones to enact significant changes necessary for its improvement .... Carolina Athletics 
has been fortunate enough to have maintained a premier position and reputation in the college athletics industry for many years. Administratively, 
it’s my opinion that our reputation is diminishing and I firmly believe that we could separate ourselves by being KNOWN FOR SOMETHING. This could 
be the best fan experience, or technology implementation or facilities - the "what" isn’t as important as the fact that our organization can rally 
around tangible strategic direction. The strategic plan was a great start, but the action plan portion of Carolina Leads is where I feel as though the 
follow through has lacked. 

¯ Outstanding leadership and vision have led to confidence in decisions and a renewed vision of objectives and responsibilities. I enjoyed hearing Nido 
Quebein and would be interested in more guest speakers. 

¯ Change of vision has been powerful 
¯ Must commit to our core values - especially service and innovation, as we work to change our culture, we will encounter much resistance in these 

areas. Staff needs to understand expectations and we must move forward together. Change is hard but lots of change will need to take place if we 

want to excel at service and innovation. 
¯ While the strategic plan was rolled out in grand fashion, valid concern remains for the well-being of the culture of Carolina. There would seem to be 

ways to enhance the culture through initial recognition that what we have is, in fact, unique with acknowledged room to improve rather than 
attempting to change or tear down the culture by "borrowing" from or mimicking others. Our brand should be our brand- the Carolina brand, and 
yes, it should be THE BEST! Recognition that this is an educational institution rather than a corporation would also go a long way in restoring faith. 
Some strides have been made in improving communication; still, there feels to be a disconnect between the "inner circle" and a majority of the 
department. Appreciation from the former is essentially non-existent. Nonetheless, the department is filled with many committed, passionate and 
dedicated individuals who are proud to be part of the Carolina family and who will continue to support and learn from our current administration in 
hopes that morale will improve and success will be shared. Finally, a distinction needs to be made regarding professional development - there are 
those who eagerly seek professional development opportunities in order to advance their careers elsewhere and those who seek professional 
development opportunities in order to make Carolina better place. There is nothing wrong with either. 



August20,2013 

Randall Kerr 
Senior Producer, WRAL Investigates 
(919) 302-2287 
rkerr@wral.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Kerr: 

I write as a follow up to Karen Moon’s correspondence dated 6/10/2013. At that time, we provided public records 
that included correspondence responsive to Erin Hartness’ public records request seeking Julius Nyang’Oro’s 
and Deborah Crowder’s electronic mail correspondence during the following time periods: 

¯ "Emails for Deborah Crowder from May 2007 to August 2007, May 2008 to August 2008, and May 
2009 to August 2009" 

¯ "Emails for Julius Nyang ’Oro from July 1, 2011 until his separation from the University." 

The enclosed documents are being provided in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. In 
addition to the correspondence provided on 6/10/2013, I sent Ms. Hartness public records responsive to this 
request on 8/15/2012 about the 2011 summer session AFAM 280 course. The records reviewed for this 
remaining portion of the request consisted of electronic mail correspondence during the above-specified time 
periods that pertained to academic concerns in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies or to any 
specific course or courses even if an academic concern was not identified. The responsive public records are 
enclosed (previously provided records, as noted above, were not included again). 

We regret the delay in processing your request as we worked through a backlog of requests. 

Sincerely, 

Regina Stabile 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 

Enclosure 



~FO~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dale T. McKinley 

Wednesday, May 02, 2007 7:46 AM 

’Deborah Crowder’ 

Julius Nyang’oro 

greetings from Johannesburg ÷ online teaching for fall semester 

Hey DebbyiJulius, 

Warm greetings from south of the equator (although we’re heading into winter here, so the warmth is 
waning ... ). Things with me quite good - all the usual ’challenges’ of being an ’independent’ 
researcher and activist - still moving fo~’ard in most areas. Trust that the upcoming summer period 
is going to give you both a bit of a ’break’ and that all is well both personally and with the department. 

Just wanted to touch base on the online courses. Have now finished with AFRI265 for the spring 
semester - a small group of students but some of the best I have had in awhile - all is not ’lost’ with 
the younger generation!! I hope that there will be enough students for the AFRI370 course on offer 
this summer - I did ask Tyler Ritter at the Friday Center to send on some posters and a couple of 
students have already contacted me~ 

Go well. 
Love & struggle, 
Dale 

Dr, Dale T. ~lcKinley 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2007 12:35 PM 

Deborah Crowder 

[Fwd: Second session update] 

Second session update (3.15 KB) 



[This email is not out of order. It is an attachment to the previous email.] 

Jim Murphy <murphytj@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2007 9:27 AM 

Julius Nyang’Oro; Joy Kasson; Norris Johnson; Beth Kurtz-Costes; Sahar Amer; David 

Rubin; Gary Glish; Jim Murphy; Greg Gangi; Sharon James; David Stotts; Anne McKay 

Coble; Seth Reice; Beth Grabowski; John Stewart; William Ware; James Thompson; Gary 
Shaffer; Larry Band; Larry Benninger; Cla:y~on Koelb; Lloyd Kramer; Thomas Tweed; 

Claudia Gollop; Charles Peterson; Bob Proctor; James Ketch; Nalin Parikh; Emil Malizia; 

Daniel Gitterman; Michael Lienesch; Monica Rector; Patricia Parker; Kevin Guskiewicz; 
Adam Versenyi; Jan Yopp; Laura Gasaway; Mike Shanahan; Jane Burns; Randall 

Hendrick; Haipeng Shen; Jan 

Second session update 

Summer Administrators, 

Hope your summer is going well. The enrollment for second session has reversed a slight downward trend of the 

past few summers and has increased this year over last. We do not have billings numbers yet, but I believe we may not 

have any deficit from this session to make up in the first session next year before the fiscal year ends. 

REQUEST: It would be very helpful if you would have a staff person go into SIS and update the instructors for your 

summer courses. Some still have staff and old names that have been replaced. This would give us a better record, 

making some other related work easier. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Jim 

Jim Murphy 

CB # 3340 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

phone 9:19 966-4364 fax 9:19 962-2752 

email ’im mur h @unc.edu 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 21, 2007 4:42 PM 

Deborah Crowder 

[Fwd: first year student registration] 

first year student registration (2.08 KB) 



[This email is not out of order. It is an attachment to the previous emaik] 

Subject: 

Karen Gil <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:29 AM 

Julius Nyang’oro; Paul Leslie; John Akin; Larry’ Band; Lloyd Kramer; Evelyne Huber; 
pete_andrews@u nc.edu; howard_aldrich@unc.edu 

first year student registration 

As you know, first year entering students are registering for classes and having some difficulties. There are to too few 

seats given the demand for courses, especially in courses numbered 300 and below. Would you please review the 

enrollments in these courses in your Department and see if you can add a few more seats to some sections or another 

section to a popular course that is already filled? 

Thank you. 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Gillian T. Cell Distinguished Term Professor Professor of Psychology Senior Associate Dean for the Social Sciences College 

of Arts and Sciences CB # 3:100 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-9273 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

k~il@emailoUncoedu 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2007 1:56 PM 

Deborah Crowder 

Afri 266 

Afri 266.doc 



Afri 266: 

1. Critically analyze the development policy of an African country of your choice in 
relation to structural adjustment policies adopted in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Why is the existence of abundant natural resources such as oil and diamonds 
considered to be a curse rather than a blessing for many African countries? Please 
choose one Af¥ican country as an example to elaborate your answer. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 20, 2008 4:33 PM 

Deborah Crowder 

Black Nationalism 

Black Nationalism.doc 



Black Nationalism: AFAM 268 

Why was Malcom X such an impo~ant figure in the discussion of Black Nationalism in 
the 1960s? What influence did his work have on current discussions on Black Identity in 
the United States? 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 1:27 PM 

Deborah Crowder; Eunice Sahle 

[Fwd: Second Summer Session Enrollments] 

Second Summer Session Enrollmentsoeml (2.26 



[This email is not out of order~ It is an attachment to the previous email.] 

~FO~ 

Se~t: 

Subject: 

Jan Johnson Yopp <jyopp@email,unc,edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 10:55 AM 

jen321@email,unc,edu 

Second Summer Session Enrollments 

Dear Julius, 

I hope all is going well with you, 

I wanted to let you know that AFRI 416 has only 4 students enrolled at this point and is in danger of being canceled, 

Do you have any indication that the enrollment in that course will rise? Professor SaMe has good enrollment in her other 

class, 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919.962.8266 

Fax: 919.962o2752 

Walter Spearman Professor 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919o962.4083 

Fax: 919,962.0620 

" ’OL~L99~ @ em ail,u ncoed u 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ml~. emall.unc.edu 
Monday, August 03, 2009 4:44 PM 

Deborah Crowder 

Re: thanks 

Enjoy your Tuesday -- will you be heading to ? See you Wednesday. 

love back at you 

-T 

Quoting Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email,unc.edu>: 

> Hey. Thanks so much for the good work on the scheduling. It did take 

> several sessions, didn’t it? Art called at the last minute and said 
> they had meant to cancel the recitations but not the class so [ had to 

> add that one back in-but we still made our figures. It has been 

> faxed in so I don’t ever have to do that again 

>Thanks as well for my lantana. I am excited. I think I am going to 

> go ahead and take tomorrow off. I have at least hours I need to 

> take off--not likely to happen plus I think I get additional at the 

> end of the month. So I’ll be around on Wed. to tackle some more of 
> this stuff. Check on Travis for me, please. Love, Debby 

> 

> 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Waithera Karim-Sesay 
Tuesday, August 25, 2009 3:51 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Thank you, syllabus for Intro to Africa 

African Studies 101--Waitheraodoc 

Dear Debby, 
Thanks so much for all your help yesterday. I really appreciate. I am sending my intro to Africa syllabus now. I 
need 52 copies please. I will send the KiSwahili one shortly. For the Kiswahili one I only have 9 students. 
Thanks again. 
Have a great day, 
Waithera 

Waithera Karira-Sesay 



African Studies 1~)1: Introdnction to Africa 

Instructor: Dr. Waithera Karim-Sesay 
Email: 
Venue: GC 1005 

Fall 2009: MWF: 11:00-11:50 am 
Office: 201 Battle Hall ~ 9662588 
Office hours: M & W 3:00-4:00 & by appt. 

Course Description: 
This course presents an introduction to African histo~7, culture, and politics by drawing on 

i~tellectua| resources from the co~tinent, rIiqe course will provide you with crucial aspects and 

awareness about Conte:mpora~y At?ica m~d will encompass a ravage of approaches such as politics, 

culture and languages of the African continent. Language and culture is significant in learning abot~t 

Africa because the two concepts operate as a conduit to understanding how sociak politicak and economic 

institutions and processes develop: from kinship structures, the evolution of political offices, trade 

relations~ to the transfer of environmental knowledge~ The course will be endowed with the richness, 

complexity; and diversity of the African peoples, languages, m~d Geographical location. This course will 

prepare students to become self-aware, culturally’ competent, civically’ e~gaged, critical thinkers, and 

leaders in an increasingly borderless and global society. The course intends for students to develop 

criteria by which to evaluate and gain ea~ understanding of the socio-intellectual context within Africa. 

Course Objectives: 
Upon successful completion ofthe cot~rse, students will be able to: 

~ ~I~hink critically and become familiar with important events m Africm~ discourses. 
) Enhance and contribt~te to knowledge about Africa by critical assessment and application. 
;~ Learn the Geography of Africa as well as locate all the countries m Africa and spatial location. 
) Develop new conceptual, theoretical m~d empirical frameworks m~d broaden their global 

awareness as global citizens. 

Course Requirements: 
1. Thoughtftfl participation in class discussions is requi red of all students. In the spirit of intellectual 

curiosity; I strongly encourage you to critically’ analyze the texts m~d each other in a respectful way i~ 
the discourse of c~:itical thinking. I espouse that each text :is only a vehicle that the m~thor uses to 
express creativity and often articulate social and political commentaD~. Therefore students are strongly 
encouraged to voice their thoughts and opinions on the serious subject :matter presented. 
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2. Each student must lead and present on a current issue on Afiica utilizing digital technologies such the 

internet, BBC news, and newspapers. Copies nmst be made for eveu student in order to have an 

effective, interactive, and intellectual discussion (5rain). 
Note: If it is your week to lead discussion and you fail to attend class, your discussion grade will 

be lowered by one letter grade. 
3. Students will participate in interactive group work to explore issues impacting Africa. 
4. An African portfolio that incorporates issues and aspects of the continent is required of al~l students. 

Required Texts: Africa, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); I-low E,~roDe 

Ur~derde ~eiol)ed Ai?~ca, Walter Rodney (Howard Uni versity Press, 1981); 77~r~gs Igcd! ADart, Chin u a 

Achebe (Heinemann, 1962). 

MODE OF PEDAGOGY: 
,% Formal lectures, Power Point presentations, class discussions, guest speakers, use of digital 

technologies, the internet, and African nmsic to enhance and accelerate learning. 

African Audio iNews: 
BBC(http:tlw~w,bbc,co,uk. 

Voice of America (http:/iwww.voanews.com), 

Africa Guide Photos (http:/iwww.africaguide.com 

Atten dance: 
Students are expected to attend all classes and arc responsible for all the material and the assignments 
covered in class. Extensive pm*icipation in class discussion is expected and required. Frequent absences 
from class will make it impossible to master this material and wil! be reflected in grades. 
ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY. EACH ABSENCE RESULTS IN A LOSS OF TWO POINTS. 
NO UNEXC USED ABSENCES WILL BE ALLOWED. 
~" UNANNOUNCED QUIZZES WILL BE GIVEN THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER*~ 
~~ ~ALL CELL PHONES SHOULD BE TURNED OFF BEFORE COMING TO CLASS "~’ ~ ~ 

Accommodation for Student with Disabilities: 
Students who need accommodation for a disability are responsible for requesting that accommodation 

from the Office of iDisability Services and for noti~ing the instructor. 

INAPPROPIATE COMMENTS: This class constitutes of students who come from a variety of 

backgrounds. You may have feelings about particular issues. That is great!!!! However in my class, there 

is no room for remarks that show intolerance for the points of view of others. This course is based on an 

interactive, collaborative, team-building framework. A major goal of this course is to be a critical 

m~alytical thinker. That means creating ea~ environment that is conducive to higher learning and 

intellectual growth. 



GRADING BASIS: 

Attendance & participation. Students arc expected to attend all sessions, complete required 

readings, and participate in group assignments. Class attendance and discussion will be taken into 

accomlt. 

Reflection papers. This will be a collection of reflection/reaction papers to Ne assigned readings and will 

count for 10% of the grade. 

Group presentations. During the first class, students will sign up for teams that will be 

responsible for guiding discussion of the lecture topics. Temns will have an opportunity to meet and work 

on their approacheso Peffommnce of the Discussion Team will account for 20% of the course grade. 

Website project:. Students will create and present their website topic on any issue per~tainmg to Africa~ 

The website project presentation will count for 20% of the final grade. 

Evaluation Procedures: Scores: Examination Dates: 
Map quiz (Countries & Capitals) 5% Sepl lth 

Reflection papers: ~ ~o TBA 

Second quiz: 10% Oct 9th 

Midterm: 20% Oct 23~ 
Participation (Group Presentations) 20% Nov 1 

10/o Nov 30th Website project - o/ 

A[~rican po~[blio: 5% Dec 4N 

Final: 20% Dec 14 

100% 

Gradin~ Scale: 
93-100 A 80-82 B- 67-69        D+ 
90-92 A- 77-79 C+ 63-56 D 
87-89 B+ 73-76 C 60-62 
83-86 B 70-72 C- Below F 

AFRICAN PORTFOLIO: 
The Portfolio should contain the following sections: 

,/ A Recent Map of the spatial location of Africa. 
�" A Compilation of the richness and complexity of Ne diversity of the African continent. 
¯ / A page or two of what you have learned in class and how you have utilized the knowledge in 

understanding the continent of Africa. 
,,/ All work nmst be ~ped. 

Portfolios are due: December 12th 2009 
~÷’ Be creative! 

Note: Papers must be typed, double-spaced, stapled, and accompanied with covers. 



COURSE SCHEDULE 

(This schedule is subject to minor modifications) 

Aug 26th - Sep 4th 

Sep 9t~ -Sep 25th 

Oct 14tr’ -Oct 23rd 

Oct 23"d 

Oct 26tt* - Nov 6th 

Nov 9tr’ -Nov 20th 

Introduction to Africa 
Preconceived notions, Misunderstanding, ea~d Realities of 
Africa. (Martin and O’Meara, Ch. 1,2) 
A Geographical prologue to the African continent and 
countries (Martin and O’Meara: Ch. 2) 
Major themes such as culture and the intersectiou of 
language as condtrts of interpersonal relationships will be 
discussed. 
~ (September 7’~ No class) 

African history: The African l~ast 
The origins of hmnans (Martin and O’Meara, Ch.3) 
African kingdoms (Rodney, Ch. 3-4) 
Africa and Europe (Rodney, Ch. 3-4) 

iI~-~ First Quiz (Sep 11t~) 

African Societies and Cultures: the Past and Present 
Social & Economic life (Martin and O’Meara, Ch.9) 
Economy and Technology (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 10) 
African Syste:ms of Thought (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 11) 

{_~=~ Second Quiz 
~\No class 
African Religious: Religious Diversity in Africa. 
Indigenous Islam, Christiauity(Martm and O’Meara, 5) 
Rodney: 73-90 
Achebe, Iamgs Pal[ Apart (Begin reading :first V2). 
@Midtenn Exam 

Colonialism and the Struggle for Independence 
Conquest and Occupation (Martin and O’Meara, Ch. 7) 
Colonial role and Independence (Ch. 8 ). 
Achebe, Things Fall Apart (Second ~i) Discuss. 
Colonial legacy & the Impact colonialism had on the people 
of Africa (Rodney: 95-145; 149-201) 
African Politics~ Economics & Development 
African politics since Independence(Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 
18) The African Development Crisis (Martin & O’Meara, 
Oh. 20) 

Nov 23’’1- Nov 27th ~;N o class (Thanksgiving break) 

.... N~-{;--5~-~;--2--~-~--~~-~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Arts, Literature, and Pol~ular Culture 
African Art (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 12) 
Contempora~" African music (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 13) 
Popular Culture m u rbm~ Africa (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 14) 

Dec 14t~’ African Literature (Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 15). 
©Final Exam 



IFroll~: [Waithera karim-Sesay] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 5:37 PM 

To: Deborah Crowder 

Subject: Re: Thanks a ton 

Thanks so much. I will modi[}" the syllabus be%re the midterm I will move the MT then. I’m aware of the new 
generati on and their demands. Thanks again 

Have a great evening, 
Waithera 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Black~- er~7 

Fro)m: Deborah Crowder 
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 2009 17:21:10 -0400 
To: Waithera Karim-Sesay 
Subject: Re: Thanks a ton 
You are most welcome. We will go ahead and copy this as is since time is short. You may or may not want to 
consider moving the MT to either that Monday or the following Monday. It is hard but we ot:~en have trouble 
with people missing tests on the last day befbre any holiday. We are working on your paperwork and hopefully 
the chair will arrive in town shortly. See you tomorrow. Debby 

Waithera Karim-Sesay wrote: 
Hi Debby, 

Thanks so much. I really appreciate. You are very meticulous and I love it! So am I. I~l 

Best, 
Waithera 

Waithera Kar~m-Sesav (Ph.D) 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Waithera Karim-Sesay 

Tuesday, August 25, 2009 8:35 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Syllabus for Kiswahili 403 

Kiswahili 403odoc 

Hi Debby, 
Thanks again. Please make 11 copies for me. I really appreciate. 
Respectfully, 
Waithera 

WaRheraa Karim-Sesay 



CHUO KIKUU CI-L~ NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL 

IDARA YA MASOMO YA KIAFRIKA 

INTERMEDIATE KISWAHILI 
4~)3 

Mwalimu: Dr. Waithera KarimmSesay 
Email: 
Venue: GC 1009 

Fall 2009: MVVF: 2:00m2:50 am 
()ffice: 201 Battle Hall ~’~ 9662588 
Office hours: M & W 3:00-4:00 & by appt. 

Course Descrij~tion: 
This is an intermediate course that seeks to ground students in the fbunding principles of the 
ftmdamentals of the Kiswahili language as they have been used to describe social phenomena in a cultural 
context. The course will employ a vigorous complex use of Kiswahili concepts and gramm;{tical 
framework:s that will enhance an enriched articulation of the language. This course is designed to provide 
a better understanding of the Kiswahili language and the grammatical constructs that are embedded in the 
language. The course will emphasize on the development of critical thinking, listening, speaking, and 
writing skills as applied to foreign languages. A central focus of the course will be based on syntax, 
verbal, listening, written skills, and second language acquisition. The course will enco:mpass a range of 
approaches such as Swahili music, cultural artifacts, and culture in the context of the text. The course will 
be endowed with the richness, complexity, and diversity of the Swahili language and Geographical 
location. The course intends for students to develop criteria by which to evaluate and gain an 
understanding ofthe socio-intellectual context within which Kiswahili is conducted. 

Course Obiectives: 
Upon success:ful completion of the course, students will be able to: 

"I~hink critically and present brief reports in Swahili about eveD’day experiences. 
Identit}, articulate, and follow oral and written directions in Swahili. 
Be able to write elaborate letters to friends, family, or fellow students. 
Comprehend spoken and written messages on topics of personal interest, such as family’. 
Learn the Geography of Africa as well as locate all the countries in Africa and spatial location. 
Ascertain inforumtion from the interuet on various topics that pertain to the Swahili culture. 
Enhance and contribute to the Swahili language by critical assessment and application. 

Course Requirements: 
1. Thoughtful participation in class discussions is required of all students. In the spirit of intellectual 

curiosity, I strongly encourage you to critically analyze the text and each other in a respectful way 
in the discourse of critical thinking. 

2. Each student must lead and present a chapter in the required text. Copies must be made for eveD~ 
student :in order to ha~,~e an effective, interactive, and intellectual discussion (15-20ram). 
Note: If it is your week to lead discussion and you fail to attend class, your discussion grade will 
be lowered by one letter grade. 

3. Students will design and perform a skit in groups incorporating and utilizing the Swahili language 
using correct grammatical concepts and frameworks. 

4. A Swahili portfolio that incorporates all aspects of the course is required ofal~l students. 
5. Swahili language tables are mandatoD~ and are designed to increase competency and proficiency. 



Required Texts: 
Mugane, J. (1999). Tujifimze Kiswahili: Let’s learn Swahili. USA: Aramati Digital Technologies 
Publications. 

MODE OF PEDAGOGY: 
,~, Formal lectures, PowerPoint presentations, class discussions, guest speakers, use of digital 
technologies, the internet and Swahili music to enhance and accelerate Swahili learning. 

Kiswahili Electronic Resources: 
http:ihvww.aramati.org 
http://www.kamusiproj ect.org ~ ,.~ Website shoukt be used as a Swahili Online Dictionary ~. 

Swahili News~al~ers: 
Taifa-KenyaiKBC Online(http:/iwww.bbc.co.uk/swahili). 
GADOnet Cm*oons (http:/igadonet.com). 

Swahili Audio News: 
BBC(http :i/www.bbc.co.uk/swahilio 
Voice of America (http:iiwww.voanews.comiswahili 
Deutsche Welle (Voice of Germany). 
http :iiwww.dwelle.de/kiswahiliiaudio.html 

The Landscapg of Afr~ (Ke~y~ ~anz~ ~ Uganda); 
Africa Guide Photos (http:iiwww.africaguide.comilibraD~.htm). 

TECHNIQUES TO ENHANCE RAPID KISWAHILI LEARINING: 
<~Learn Swahili gram:mar :rules. Tip: Swahili is a very structured language, once the rules arc learned, the 
language is easy to learn. 
~>~Study the target language every day. Do not tU to study the whole language the night before. 
~Invest in a high-quality English/Swahili dictiona~’. 
~~Make your own flashcards when studying. 
~>’Listen to Swahili news on the intemet. 

Accommodation :for Student with Disabi|ities: 
Students who need accommodation for a disability are responsible for requesting that accommodation 
from the Office of Disability Smwices and for notifying the instructor. 

INAPPROPIATE COMMENTS: This class constitutes of students who come from a variety of 
backgrounds. You may have feelings about particular issues. That is great!!!! However m my class, there 
is no room for remarks that show intolerance for the points of view of others. This course is based on an 
interactive, collaborative, team-building framework. A major goal of this course is to be a critical 
analytical thinker. That means creating an environment that is conducive to higher learning and 
intellectual growth. 
Atten dan ce 
Students are expected to attend all classes and are responsible for all the material and the assignments 
covered in class. Extensive participation m class discussion is expected and required. Frequent absences 
from class will make it impossible to master this material and will be reflected in grades. If you miss a 
class, it is your responsibility to find out from members of your class what transpired in class. 
ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY. EACH ABSENCE RESULTS IN A LOSS OF TWO POINTS 
~UNANNOUNCED QUIZZES WILL BE GIVEN THROUGHOUT THE QUARTER~* 
~ALL CELL PHONES SHOULD BE TURNED OFF BEFORE COMING TO CLASS ~ ~ 
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Evaluation Procedures: Scores: 

Attendance 5 

10 Participation (Skits& iPresentations) 

Assigmnents: 10% 

Quizzes: 10% 

Swahili po~fblio: 5% 

Midtenn Exam: Oral ] 5% 
Written 15/o 

Final: Oral 15% 
Written 15% 

Examination Dates: 

Oct, 14th 2009 
Oct, ] 6th 2009 

Dec, 9th 2009 
Dec, 14t~ 2009 

100% 

Grading ScMe: 
Using the following point system, you will earn a grade based on yot~r fulfillment of course requirements. 

94-100 A 80-83 B- 69-67 D+ 
90-93 A- 79-77 C+ 66-63 D 
87-89 B+ 76-73 C <63 E 
84-86 B 70-72 C- 

SWAHILI PORTFOLIO: 
The Portfolio should contain the followin~ sections: 

,/ A Recent Map of the spatial location of Africa and Names of countries that speak Swahili. 
~/ A Compilation of the richness and complexity of the structure of the Kiswahili language. 
¢~ A page or two of what you have learned in class and how you have utilized the knowledge in 

nnderstanding the Kiswahili language. 
¢~ All work must be typed. 

Portfolios are due: Dec, 2"’~ 2009 
~~: Be creative! 

Note: Papers must be typed, double-spaced, stapled, and accompanied with covers. 



COURSE SCHEDULE 
(This schedule is subject to minor modifications) 

WIKI YA KWANZA: 
Agosti 26th -Septemba 4th 

Mwezi ~va Septemba 9th-18th 

SURA YA KUMI 
Modifier----ingi- ’many/a lot’. .................................. p.95 
Mo di fie r -i ng i n e - ~ an othe riothe r .............................. p. 96 
Word order: The noun phrase II ................................ p.98 
Vocabulary: Parts of the body ................................. p. 100 
SURA YA KUMI NA MOJA 
Reading Comprehension ........................................ p. l01 
Ufahm~m: iKioski ................................................... p. 102 
Formation of Associative ’of’ ................................... p o 104 
Vocabula~’: Business words and phrases ...................... p. 107 
Assignment # 1: p. 1133&1136 Due: 8/26 
SURA YA KUMI NA MBIL| 
Mazungumzo: Kt~safiri Mjini ................................... p. 109 
Ut?thamu: Mji wa Nairobi ........................................ po 110 
Adverbs ............................................................. p. 111 
Locatives ........................................................... p. 113 
Vocabulau: iNairobi City Neighborhoods ..................... p. 115 
Assigumeut # 2: p. 112&114 Due: 8/31 
~’~ Students in pairs will discuss reading m aterials, current 
issues, role-play situations i.e. request & receive info. 
~ aaribio la Kwanza---9i04 

.... ................................................................................................................................................................................... 
SURA YA KUMI NA TATU 
Reading Comprehension, Dar. na Mombasa ................... p. 117 
Uti~hamu: Mji wa Mombasa ...................................... p. 118 
Formation of-ore, all and o-ote ’any ............................ p. 120 
Word order III:Place:ment of ore& o’otc ....................... po 122 
VocabulaD< Class-(Ma) nouns ................................... p. 123 
SURA YA KUM! NA NNE 
iMazungumzo: Kuandika bama ................................... p. 125 
Question word ----pi- ~which’ . .................................... p. 131 
Vocabulary: Emotions & Terms of Endearment ............... p. 133 
Assignment# 3: p. 121p. 127, 129, &132 Due: 9/11 
~ Jaribio la Pili .... 9/16 
SURA YA KUMI NA TANO 
Ufahamu: Chai ....................................................... p. 135 
Relative marking on verbs ......................................... p. 139 
Negation ofthe relative/Relative amba-"thatiwhich’. .......... p. 141 
~ Jaribio la tatu ......... 1 t3/9 
SURA YA KUMI NA SITA 
Magari: Mamtu ....................................................... po 143 
The nasal classes 9/10 .............................................. p. 149 
Vocabulau: Transpm*atiou ......................................... po 149 
Assignment# 4: p. 142, 144 Due: 113/19 
@~: Ask students to classify the modes of trausportation and 
other city structures provided in the passage and to provide 
their plural forms in class. 
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~t 5 Oktoba 21 - 2.~h 

Oktoba 26~:~ -Novemba 6~ 

Novemba 16~’- 20*~’ 

Novemba 23"a-27t~ 
Novemba 30 
Disemba 2rid 
Disemba 14th 4:00p.m. 

MTII~-~NI WA I~-~TIKATI 

SURA YA KUMI NA SABA 
Kucheza Bao ........................................................ p. 151 
Sarufi ................................................................. p. 153 
SURA YA KUMI NA NANE 
Bara la Afrika ........................................................ p. 158 
Adjective formation ................................................. p. 160 
The Campas ........................................................... p. 162 
Vocabtda~’: Names of Cot~ntries ................................. p. 1[ 62 

Assignment # 5: p. 154 Due: 10/26 
SURA YA KUMI NA TISA 
Mazungt~mzo ....................................................... p. 163 
-Enye ~having’. ..................................................... p. 166 
-Enyewe ~itselfithemselves ........................................ p. 167 
Vocabulary: Swahili Adjectives .................................. p. 170 
SURA YA ISHIRINI 
~e Subjunctive verb: Shall/may/let ............................. p 174 
Negation of Subjunctive verbs .................................... p. 176 
Vocabulary: Names of food ....................................... p. 178 
SURA YA ISHIRINI NA MOJA 
The Verb: The type of verb root .................................. p. 182 
~e root vowels .................................................... p 183 
Verbal Exte~sions .................................................. p. 185 
Methali ............................................................... p. 189 
SURA YA ISHIRINI NA MBIL| 
Utan i .................................................................... p 191 
Causatives: ishiesh, lish/lesh, e~/iz ................................ p. 194 
Msamiati ............................................................... p. 199 
SURA YA ISHIRINI NA TATU 
Double prepositions ................................................ p.203 
Ufahamu: Mzee Kobe .............................................. p.204 
Conditional Marker-nge-. ......................................... p.205 
Regret Mad<er-ngali-o ............................................. p.206 
Negation of-nge-/-ngali- verbs .................................. p.207 

!1~~ Studems will engage in activities and simulate partkular 

social-cultural contexts of Swahili speaking people. 
~ Likizo ~ 
KUJIIBURUDISHA 

Students will perform their skits. 
Mtihani wa Mwisho 

(~ MWISHO WA MADARASA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

walter laundon < @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, July 07, 2011 5:51 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

McAdoo plagerism 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 
I am a recent graduate of UNC and have read the McAdoo paper in his lawsuit. 

Are you not concerned by the blatant plagiarism in that paper? In my undergraduate training papers were 
submitted through a program that checked for plagiarism. More than a third of that paper is strait from other 
sources a~d not quoted. 

Russell Laundon, PharmD 
UNC SOP class 2010 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Charlie Manuel < @hotmail.com > 

Friday, July 08, 2011 4:51 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

See attached link 

Doctor, 

From this link (http://~w~~sp~rtsbybr~~ks~c~m/unc-ad-defends~p~ayers~st~~en-w~rk~t~-ncaa~29775) how is it possible 
that this student pasted this class? How was he not caught for academic fraud? Do you even read these papers or teach? 
This is a black eye on our profession. This class sounds like a joke class for moronic athletes. How could you not even 
suspect a thing? 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Charles F. Manuel 
PhD. Applied Nuclear Physics 
Department Chair, Nuclear Engineering 
CFHU at West Chester 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly Parsons < @gmail.com > 

Friday, July 08, 2011 10:29 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

article 

Professor Nyangoro, 

Hope you’re doing well. My name is Kelly Parsons and Fm writing a sto~’ about plagiarism for the Daily Tar 
Heel. Could you answer a few questions for me? 

Thanks so much. 

Kelly Parsons 

Kelly Parsons 
Sports Editor 
The Daily Tar Heel 

(336) 817-9673 
@____kellyparsons 



Kelly Hanner <khanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 11, 2011 11:38 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

Fall 2011 Afri 521 Textbook Order 

]importance: High 

Dear Professor Nyang’oro, 

Please pardon this intrusion, but I see that you have not yet placed your Textbook Orders for your Fall 20:1:1 Afri 52:1 

course. We still have time to look for used copies of textbooks for your Fall 20:1:1 students. If you have decided that you 

will not be using any textbooks, please let us know. We will include this information in adherence to the HEOA federal 

requirement on our website 

You can place your order in one of 5 easy ways: 

:1} Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 

2) Fax your order to: (9:19) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan gfmorgan@storeounc.edu 

Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4} Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #:1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Best regards, 

Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com > 
Monday, July 11, 2011 4:16 PM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

News & Observer reporter trying to reach you 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 

I am a reporter for the News & Observer and I am trying to reach you about a paper that a student athlete, Michael 

McAdoo, presented to your SWAH  class in the Summer of 2009. As you probably know, it became the subject of an 

Honor Court hearing. 

I am trying to understand what happened in this case, since it appears the paper has a lot of material directly inserted 

from other sources, but the investigation appears to be only about proper footnoting and sourcing. 

I would appreciate it if you could contact me at the numbers below, or send me an email with instructions for the best 

way to reach you. 

Thanks very much for your time, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

The News& Observer 

(919) 829-4861 office 

 cell 

(919) 829-4529 fax 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K 
Thursday, July 14, 2011 4:45 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius £ 

from University Relations 

I’m in University Relations at Carolina, and I understand from your colleagues that you’re traveling and that the best way 

to reach you is via email. 

I just want to be sure you’re aware that the News and Observer - specifically reporter Dan Kane - is working on a story 

about student-athlete  and his alleged plagiarism of a paper for your class, I expect the story to be 

extensive and to appear on Sunday. I would be glad to tell you everything that I’ve learned about the story. I’ve gotten 

reports from several folks that Mr, Kane has interviewed, 

I’m not suggesting that you should or should not speak with him. But if you’d like to know more about it, I can certainly 

tell you what I know and then you can decide if you want to have a voice in the article, 

I believe that Mr. Kane’s deadline will be tomorrow (Friday) mid-day, 

If you would like to talk, my contact info is below. 

Nancy Davis 

Associate Vice Chancellor for University Relations 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-20~L:1 

Cell  



Stabile, Regina 

Thursday, July :14, 20:1:1 5:57 PM 

Nyang Ore, Julius E 

Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Please Read at First Opportunity 

Importance: High 

Dear Professor Nyang’oro - 

I am the University’s Public Records Officer, and I write to make you aware of public record inquiries made about your 

personnel file. Specifically, Dan Kane (a reporter with the News & Observer), has asked questions that under North 

Carolina statutes are public information - and we have provided public information to him (specifically, about your 

position as Chair, how long you have been with the department, and that you have not been suspended or demoted 

during your employment with the University}. See my correspondence below with him, and the preceding email 

correspondence he had with Kim Spurr (in the Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office). 

Mr. Kane has specifically asked University personnel for information about a student-athlete that is protected 

information under FERPA, and we believe his interest in you is related to that student-athlete. 

Mr. Kane has argued his opinion that University personnel should comment on information that is already publicly 

known through media articles, court documents or other public disclosures. However, such public knowledge does not 

diminish the University’s obligations under FERPA. Regardless if publicly known, we are not able to provide or discuss 

specific student education records or generalized scenarios presented to us that are based on a specific student 

education record without a student’s written consent or meeting one of the few exceptions under FERPA when a 

student’s written consent is not required. 

Should you receive inquiries from Dan Kane, or anyone else, there is no obligation for you to respond. If you do 

respond, please take care not to provide any student information protected under FERPA. In the event that you receive 

a public records request, please forward it to my attention. 

Sincerely, 

Regina 

Reg#~a Z Stabile, 
Director, lnsdtudonai Records and Repotting Compflance 

Office of University Counsel 
The Univers!fy 
I fO Bynum Hail. Ca~T(r;us Box 9f05 
222 East Cameron Avenue 

Dked Line. 919-843-?:930 
Main Office Line. 919-962-.12 !9 
~:~csh;’~ib. 9f9-843-1617 

IFrorn: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 5:10 PM 
To-" ’Dan Kane’ 
Subject; RE: Communications Request from the CoNege Website 



Dear Dan - 

I write to provide the public record information that you requested about Professor Julius Nyang’oroo Specifically, you 

wanted to know whether he had been suspended or demoted since 2009; and, if so whether any such action was for 

disciplinary reasons. In addition, you wrote that a dismissal would also be public record, as well as a dismissal letter for 

disciplinary reasons° 

Professor Nyang’oro is currently the Chair of the African and Afro-American Studies department. He has not been 

suspended or demoted during his employment with the University. 

Sincerely, 

Regina 

Regina J, Stabiie, 

Director, i#stitutiona~ Records and Repo¢ting Compliance 

Direct Line 9fg-843-fS:JO 

bla~n Office t.ine 919-962-!219 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Spurt, Kim Weaver 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:39 PM 

To: Dan Kane 

Cc: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: RE: Communications Request from the College Website 

Dan, regarding question #2, I am forwarding your request to Regina Stabile in our public records office. 

Kim Weaver Spurr (919) 962-4093 

Assistant Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine College of Arts and Sciences 

3021 Steele Building 

Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

spurrk@email.uncoedu 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http:iiwww.facebookocomiU NCoCollege 

Twitter: http:!!twitter.com/unccollege 

YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/U NCCollege 

..... Original Message 

From: Dan Kane [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 



Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 1:40 PM 

To: Spurr, Kim Weaver 

Subject: Re: Communications Request from the College Website 

Kim, 

Two other requests. 

1.)1 am trying to reach this professor and so far have not gotten a reply to phone messages and email. Could you help 

me locate him and talk to him? 

2.) has he received any suspensions or demotions since July 2009, and if so, were they for disciplinary reasons? As you 

know under the new personnel law, those are public record. If he is no longer with the university, and has been 

dismissed for disciplinary reasons, that too is public record, along with the dismissal letter. I don’t think any of this has 

happened, but I am trying to make sure. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

On 7/14/2011 12:12 PM, Spurr, Kim Weaver wrote: 

Dan: I will check on this and get back with you. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Weaver Spurr (919) 962-4093 

Assistant Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts& Sciences magazine College of Arts and Sciences 

3021 Steele Building 

Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

spurrk@email.uncoedu 

Web: http:!!college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://www.facebookocom/U NC.College 

Twitter: http:iitwitter.comiunccollege 

YouTube: http://youtube.com/user!U NCCollege 

..... Original IVlessage ..... 

From: Dan Kane [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 12:01 PM 

To: Spurr, Kim Weaver 

Subject: Communications Request from the College Website 

Kim, 

How long has Professor Julius Nyang,’oro been teaching at UNC Chapel 
Hill? And how long has he been the chairman of the African and 

Afro-American Studies Department? 



Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

The News& Observer 

(919) 829-4861 office 

(919) 829-4529 fax 



From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 11:24 AM 

To: Nyan90ro, Julius E 

Subject: Article 

Dear Julius, Fyi only, in case you did not see it, story on page 1 of Sunday News and Observer. No need to 

reply. Jonathan 

htt_L~: www.newsobserver.com ~1349691i’mcadoo~ ap_A~er~ca~eqook~bad~for.html 

BY DAN KANE - Staff Writer 

Last fall, UNC football player Michael McAdoo accepted the university honor court’s findings tha he had 
received impermissible help from a tutor who footnoted and sourced one of his papers. 

The ruling resulted in an "F" on the paper, placed him on academic probation for a semester and helped keep 
him off the football team last year. He’s also one of seven players who sat out the season as a result of an 
NCAA i nvestigation into allegation s of academic fraud and financial gi fts and tri ps from agents~ 

When McAdoo sought to return to the team this year, he was forced to make public the process that led to the 
honor court’s punishment. And it didn’t take long for the public spotlight to shine on something missed by the 
professor, the honor court, the athletics department and the NCAA: McAdoo had submitted a paper that was 
plagiarized from multiple sources, with many passages lifted word for word. 

The discovery produced more embarrassment for a university still reeling from its worst athletic scandal in 50 
years. This time, Athletics Director Dick Baddour had gone to bat for McAdoo to convince NCAA officials that 
he deserved reinstatement for what appeared to be a lesser, admitted transgression, only to realize afler~vard that 
the paper represented something worse. 

"This has been the most difficult year in the lives of everybody involved," Chancellor Holden Thorp said in an 
interview Thursday. "And this is another sad part of the whole episodes" 

McAdoo, a defensive end from Antioch, Tenn., declined to talk about his case after a hearing Wednesday in 
which a state judge refused to grant him an injunction so he could play football. 

The professor who assigned him the :paper, Julius Nyang’oro, who is also chairman of UNC’s Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies, is out of the country and could not be reached. 

B addour had testified to NCAA oft5 ci al s that McAdoo’s paper was "hi s work" B addour also could not be 
reached for comment. 

The 39 percent solution 

McAdoo’s paper first became an issue when the university discovered that he had gotten too much help from a 
tutor, Jennifer Wiley, who wrote the footnotes and the bibliography for him. That led to his removal from the 
team for the past season, and after the honor court’s decision, prompted the NCAA to declare him permanently 
ineligible. 



McAdoo filed suit this month to challenge the NCAA decision. He contends that his misconduct, as found by 
the honor court, does not rise to the level of a full ban from playing football for NCAA member colleges. 

Unlike honor court cases, state Superior Court proceedings are public, and that required McAdoo to produce the 
paper at the heart of the academic violations, as well as records of the honor court and NCAA proceedings. 
Message board commenters on Pack Pride, a sports website devoted to rival N.C State, seized on the paper, 
finding several examples of plagi a~J sin. 

The SportsbyBrooks news blog was the first to pick up on the controversy. 

In the 21-page paper, about the evolution of Swahili culture, McAdoo lifted large chunks of prose directly fi-om 
books and essays, and included one passage that appears to originate from various websites with little or no 
attribution. 

The News & Observer scanned McAdoo’s paper with an online plagiarism detection program, 
scanmvessav.com, and found that 39 percent of the content matched other material. Additionally, the program 
didn’t catch passages from a 1911 book, "The Future of Africa," which McAdoo used extensively in his paper 
without giving the author proper credit. 

Missing the plagiarism 

For more than 130 years, UNC-Chapel Hill students have pledged to abide by an honor code that forbids them 
from lying, cheating, stealing and other misbehavior. Those accused of violating the code go before a court of 
their peers who se~we as prosecutor, defense and judge, deci ding their academic fates in cl osed-door sessions. 

It is a process defended by students, faculty and administrators. 

The McAdoo case caused the university to acknowledge that the honor court does not have the anti-plagiarism 
programs to catch cheating - programs that are free on the Internet. Some academic departments do have the 
capability. 

Thorlp and other officials acknowledged that the honor court rarely investigates beyond the allegations brought 
to its attention. 

UNC histou professor Jay Smith said he is not surprised the honor court missed McAdoo’s plagiarism. He has 
been arguing for two years that the honor court system fails to get at the heart of the misconduct. 

He became a critic when he turned in a student for plagiarizing a paper in 2009. Smith had found four examples 
of copied passages, but at a hearing, the honor court’s prosecutor provided the evidence for only one example. 

As a result, the court’s panel could consider only that example. It found the student guilty, but the student 
appealed. The appellate panel, Smith said, threw out the charge on the grounds that it could have been an honest 
mi stake, something the panel might not have done if it had known there were three other examples. 

The experience convinced Smith that students do not have the time or expertise to handle complex misconduct 
cases. He also said the court is too often limited to considering the charges brought to it, rather than exploring 
the possibility that a more egregious offense occurred. 

Tha’s problem enough for cases involving non-ahletes, he said. But when an athletic department relies on the 
court to determine facts crucial to a key football player’s eligibility, he said that puts the university’s academic 



integrity at great risk. Student-athletes on UNC’s basketball and football teams help the university collect 
millions of dollars in television rights, ticket sales and licensing fees, creating pressure to keep athletes eligible. 

The athletics department puts "UNC’s credibility on the line without apparently doing the due diligence on the 
basic facts of the case," he said. "And I think that’s a very serious problem." 

The undergraduate honor court handles roughly 190 cases a year, and most students are found guilty - 90 
percent for the most recent academic year. Often students admit wrongdoing, eliminating an ex,identiax?~ hearing 
before a five-student panel. 

Earlier this year, Smith surveyed faculty about the honor court. While a strong majority favored the process, one 
surprising finding was that many faculty said they don’t use it. They are not identified in the survey, which was 
made public in April by the ..r..¢))...%.~3.~).~52~.:.~!!fg digital news sex~’ice produced by UNC journalism students. 

Reasons varied. While some faculty said the punishments were too harsh, many others said the court was being 
too lenient on cheaters. 

Several responses suggested preferential treatment for student-athletes by UNC officials or the honor court. 

"The evidence of cheating could not have been more obvious, and the excuse given was completely 
implausible," one wrote. "Also, this case dealt with a student-athlete, and I found the interventions from the 
athletics department asking that the case not be brought before the honor court unethical." 

More academic help 

Thorp said he wished someone in the university had caught the plagiarism in McAdoo’s paper befBre the 
Wolfpack fans did, but he also said the handling of McAdoo’s academic misconduct does not suggest the need 
for an overhaul of the honor court. 

He said there’s no need to put the plagiarism-catching technology in the hands of honor court prosecutors 
because they are not asked to do more than prove or disprove the allegations before them. 

He also did not back away from the university’s position that McAdoo should return to the team if the NCAA 
reverses itself about ruling him ineligible. The school has invited McAdoo to serve as a "student-coach" on the 
football team while he tries to convince a state judge to let him play. 

"He was tried by the honor court. He got a sentence and he served it," Thorp said. "So, if he wasn’t (a member 
of) the football team and this whole thing happened, this is exactly how we would have handled it." 

Thorp does believe, however, that some reform is needed. His fix is to do more to help them in the classroom. 

"We need to do a better job creating an environment where our student athletes have the resources and time so 
~hey can do their academic work." 

News researchers Brooke Cain and Peggy Neal contributed to this report. 

for.html#ixzz ! STFEca~ 



From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Sent: Friday, July 22, 2011 4:17 PM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: FYI 

Thanks Jonathan. Unavailable until school starts next month. 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Friday, July 22, 201:1 3:08 PM 

To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Subject: FW: FYI 

Fyio 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

International Programs, College of Arts and Sciences Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3~LO0 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3:100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9:19 962-:1:165 Fax: 9:19 962-2408 

Subject: FYI 

http://bl~gs.news~bserver.c~m/iteam/unc~pr~fess~r~back-h~me-sti~unavailab~e-~n.mcad~-p~agiarism 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Buell, Agatha 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 10:28 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius £ 

RE: Budget Cut 

Okay, I will cancel a class that we might have offered in Spring 20!2. If you want to actually cancel 

let me know. 

’s class, please 

lake care, 
Agatha 

Agatha B ueI~ 
Busi~ess Officer 

Departmen-~ of Public Policy 
217 Abemeth? Hall, CB #3435 

Departme~t of Af’rica~ &: Affo-Americm~ Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Umversi ty of North. Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
p. 919.9(~2.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 11:05 PN 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subje¢t: Budget Cut 

Hi Agatha: I think we need to take it out of our Instructional Budget. The impact of course will be cancelling one 
section/class. Does this work for our purpose? Cheers, Julius 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenner, Anne <abrenner@vilcom.com > 
Monday, August 01, 2011 6:37 PM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

WCHL News Call-in Interview Request 

Hello my name is Anne Brenner at the 1360 WCHL newsroom, We are interested in putting together a story about the 
Michael McAdoo case and would like to know if you could answer a few questions. Please give us a call on our newsroom 
phone line at (919) 967-8363, Thank you very much. 

-Anne Brenner 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 04, 2011 1:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

FORMAL NOT:ICE: Football Update 

Dear Carolina Colleagues and Students: 

My decision last week to ask head football coach Butch Davis to step down was difficult. I think it was the right decision, 

and I wanted to let you know why I made that call. 

Throughout the NCAA investigation of our football program, I said that we would take all accusations seriously and that 

we would face issues head on. We apologized, and we pledged that the athletic department and the University would be 

stronger as a result of the investigation. We have cooperated fully with the NCAA and we have moved deliberately, 

resisting the urge and pressure to make snap judgments. 

Early on, I thought that it was important to support Coach Davis and to allow time for improvements in the football 

program. But in the past few months, I became increasingly concerned about the damage being done to our University’s 

integrity. When we received the NCAA letter of allegations a month ago, I began to think about the need to make a 

change. After 50 years without any major violations, we are now facing nine allegations. And there are persistent 

questions about our commitment to academic integrity. In the final analysis, there wasn’t any one thing that tipped my 

decision. It was the cumulative effect of the football-related events of the past year on the University’s reputation. The 

only way to move forward and put this behind us was to make a coaching change to restore confidence in the University 

as well as our football program. 

The difficulty of my decision was compounded by cost (up to $2.7 million under the terms of Coach Davis’ contract - all 

of which will come from the athletic department) and timing (just before the start of training camp for the team). But 

the reputation of this University and the integrity of our football program have a value beyond any dollar figure or any 

timeline disruption. I am committed to maintaining our standing as one of the top public universities in the nation - both 

in academics and in athletics. 

Athletic Director Dick Baddour and I named Everett Withers, a member of the current staff, as the interim head football 
coach. His top priority is to help our student-athletes succeed on and off the field and in the classroom. Dick also 

announced his decision to step down as athletic director before his planned retirement later this year. He offered to 

leave his job sooner because he feels strongly that our ability to recruit a new head coach depends on having a new 

athletic director in place to make that hire. I agree with that and reluctantly accepted Dick’s offer. He will serve out his 

contract through next June, but will step aside and assume other duties when a new athletic director arrives. 

Right now, we’re putting together our response to the NCAA that’s due on September :19. Then we’ll go before the NCAA 

infractions committee on October 28. We need Dick Baddour with us when we go to Indianapolis to meet with the 

NCAA. There is no other person I would rather have by my side than Dick. 

One additional issue requires attention this year. I’ve talked to several faculty members recently, including new Faculty 

Chair Jan Boxill, about the role of the Honor Court. Jan has agreed to pull together a group of respected faculty members 

who will help us consider changes or improvements to the honor system. We have a long tradition of a strong student- 

run Honor Court, and of course, we’ll involve students and Student Government representatives in our analysis. 

Regardless of the situation with football, it just makes good sense to seek ways to improve our commitment to honor 

and integrity. 

I hope you’ll continue to support our student-athletes and the Tar Heel football team. They will play their hearts out, just 

like last year. 



Thanks to those of you I’ve heard from on this issue since it began. 

I’ll share more updates as developments warrant. In the meantime, best wishes for a great fall semester. 

Sincerely, 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nyang Ore, Julius E 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 3:04 PM 

Metz, Winifred F 
RE: Wonders of the African World - dvd 

Thanks Fred. Hope you are well. 

From-" Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 2:14 PM 
To-" Nyang Ore, Julius E 
Subject; Re: Wonders of the African World - dvd 

Hi- 
The 3 part series is here a~d available for use please let Louise (lflbm@~ma~l.unc.edu) know if you’d like it 
placed on resewe for your class. 
65q:)VD I ~? 145 

Best, 
Winifred 

On May 25, 20111, at 12:21 PM, Nyang Ore, Julius E wrote: 

Many, many thanks! Good to see you too. ’Fake care. 

From: Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 12:03 PM 
To: Nyang Ore, Julius E 
Subject: Wonders of the African World - dvd 

Hi- 
SO good to see you yesterday! I’m placing an order for this on DVD as you requested and will let you k~ow as 
soon as it is available for use. 

Winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 
Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
Undergraduate Library 
CB#3942 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
freddie~emailoUnC.edu 
919.962.4099 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Buell, Agatha 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 4:30 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Phone Message 

Hi Julius, 

Dan Kane from the News and Observer called for you. I said that I would send you his number- he would like to speak 

with you as soon as possible (although I doubt that you’ll actually be calling him back}. 829-486:~ or 8:~2-7895. 

I said that I did not know if you were in the country or around. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Deparanent of Public Policy 
217 Abemefl~y Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UniversityofNo~thCarolina 
ChapelHill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

919.962.5824 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com > 
Friday, August 19, 2011 10:14 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

interview request 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 

I am again requesting to interview you regarding classes you have taught involving UNC football players. I have 

information showing that you had accepted as a student an incoming freshman football player into a 400 level class in 

the summer session 2, 2007 term. I have called and left a note at your house and have not received a response. I also 

have called and emailed you on other occasions to talk about your teaching of . 

I have also become aware that a sports agent who used to work for UNC as an academic advisor and adjunct professor, 

was invited back this summer to teach an African American studies class. 

I would appreciate hearing from you. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

The News& Observer 

(919) 829-4861 office 

 cell 

(919) 829-4529 fax 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Erv Evans <ervplantguy@gmail.com > 

Sunday, August 21, 2011 6:33 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

shame 

I seems a real shame that you are hurting the value of African American studies by giving football players such a free 

ride. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Monday, August 22, 2011 9:40 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E~ Hildebrand, Reginald F; Lambert, Michael C; Kent, Adam S 
Your undergraduate course list 
AFAM.doc 

Dear Colleagwes: 
As mentioned in last week’s October 15 submission memo, I am attaching a listing of the undergraduate courses 
that appear in your section o[ the Undergraduate Bulletin. This list is provided ~}or planning purposes and does not 

need to be returned. If you wish to add, revise, or inactivate courses, please submit your requests ~:hrough 
ConnectCarolina’s course request approval system (C~XS) by October 15. 

EveU unit now has at least one designated "submitter" and one "approver" with access to CRAS. Please make sure 
that these individuals have completed the relevant training so i:hai: courses can move smooth]y througt~ the sysi:cm. 
The moratorium on cross-listing courses remains in effect. 

Best wishes, 

Nicholas Siedem:op 
Curriculum Coordi,~ai:or t:or U,~dergraduai:e Educatio,~ 

3(}18A Steele Building> CB# 350,-1- 
UniversW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Emml: nick_siedent op@unc.edu 
Phone: 919--962--5819 
Fax: 919--843--6557 

* * Co~lfidentialib~ notice: This email message, i~mh~ding a~ly attachments, is [br fl~e sole t~se of imcnded recipie~lt(s) and may 
contain confi&mtial a,~d. l?,~vileged intb~nation. A,~y unautho~a’d review, u.sc, disclosmc, or disu~butkm is pmhibii,cd.. * * 



AFAM 

50 First-Year Seminar: DeiCing Blackness (3). Blacl~less and whiteness as racial categories 
have existed in the [ Jnited States from the earliest colonial times, but their meanings have shifted 
and continue to shil’t. Over the semester we will attempt to define and redefine blackness in the 
United States. 

51 First-Year Seminar: Masquerades of Blackness (3). This course is designed to investigate 
how race has been represented in cinema historically with a emphasis on representations of race 
when blackness is masqueraded. 

53 First-Year Seminar: At’titan America~s’ Global Travel (3). This course examines the 
ways and reasons Al}ican Americans traveled across the United States and the world in the last 
80 years. Research project and oral presemation required. 

1 ~1 Black Experience to 1865 (3). An interdisciplinary com-se designed to provide a broad 
su,~’ey of the black experience in the America s with special en-,phasis on the 16th, 17th, and 18th 
centuries. 

102 Black Experience since 1865 (~). Special emphasis on postemancipation ctevelopments. 

19~) Topics i~ Afro:American Studies (3). Intensive analysis of a selected topic related to "the 
black experience. Topic will va~ with the instructor. 

252 Blacks in the West (3). An imerdisciplirmry course designed to prox, ide a broad su,~’ey of 
the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on postemancipation developments. 

254 Blacks in Lati~ America (3). The mcjori~~ of people of African descent in this hemisphere 
live in Latir~ _&nerica~ This course will explore various aspects of the black experience in Latin 
America. 

258 The Civil Rights Movemc~ (3). An examination of the struggle by black Americans for 
social.justice since World War II and of’the systemic responses. 

259 Black iatluences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the influence of African 
American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American mainstream culture. 

262 F~undations ~f Black Education (3). The first semester deals primarily wi{h sources of 
education tbr slaves and free blacks before the Civil War while the second semester addresses 
policy considerations underlying public education for blacks since the Cix, il War. 

263 Foundations of Black Ed~cation (3). Special emphasis on the post---Civil War period. 

266 Black Women in America (WMST 266) (3). An examination of the individual and 
collectix, e experiences of black women in America [:rom slave,3, to the present and the evolution 
of feminist consciousness. 



267 Afro-American Leadership Styles (3), From a vast mTay of leadership st?des students are 
expected to research a major figure and analyze his or her leadership behavior. Studies will 
examine critically the ideological and programmatic responses of black leaders to the socio- 
politico-economic problems of black people. 

2(;9 Black Nathmalism in the l_J~ited States (3). This conrse traces the evolution of black 
nationalism~ both as an idea and a movement, [?om the era of the American Revolution to its 
current Afrocentric expressions. 

274 African American PMitical Philosophy (PHIL 274) (3). See PHIL 274 t’or description. 

276 The African American in Mo~ion Pictures: 1900 to ~hc Present (3)0 This course will 
analyze the role of the African American in motion pictures, explore the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigate the ef[i~rts of African American actors and actresses to 

overcome these portrayals. 

278 Black Caribbeans in the l_h~ited States (3). This conrse will look at the experiences of 
black Caribbean irr~nigrants in the United States and ~he activities in which they participate, as 
well as their shil’~ing senses of their identities. 

280 Blacks ha North Carolina (3). This course is an over~iew of the black experience in North 
Carolina with special emphasis on Chapel Hill and Wilmington. 

285 At¥ican American Women ha the Media: identit?’, Politics, and Resistance (WMST 285) 
(3). See \\~V[ST 285 R>r description. 

287 Ai¥ican American Art Survey (ART 287) (3). See ART 287 for description. 

293 The A~¥ican Diaspora ha the Americas (3)° Ax~ interdisciplina~ su~ey of African 
descendant conmmnities and the development and expression of Africar~iblack identities in the 
context of competing definitions of diaspora. 

294 At¥ican Americans and Native Americans: E:~plorathms h~ Narrative, Identity, and 
Place (3). Interdisciplina~3, exploration of the interactions that characterized African American 
and Nati~e American lives in what is now the United States. 

297 Pan-Africanism i~ the Amerkas (3). Explores the philosopNcal and intellectual origins of 
Pan-Africanism in ~he Africa diaspora. 

304 Blacks ha Britaha and British North America to 11833 (3). This conrse looks at blacks in 
the British world to 1833, with partictflar attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that would 
eventually llmn the Dominion of Canada. 

34t~ Diaspora Art and Cultural Politics (3). Examines the socio-political dimensions of 

African diaspora art and cultm-e with a focus on Al?ican Americans in the 20th century. 



342 African American Religious Experience (ANTH 342, FOLK 342, RELI 342) (3). See 
RELI 342 12)r description. 

356 The Histo~’ of Hip Hop Culture {3). Examines the emergence and impact of Hip Hop 
music and culture and its broad influence in mainstream culture, as a global phenomenon and as 
a vehicle embo@ing tk)rmative ideas of its constituent commnnities. 

371 Emancipation in the New World (HIST 371) (3). See }lIST 371 for description. 

387 20th-CentuO’ African American Art (ART 387) (3). See ART 387 tbr description. 

392 Afro-America: Contempora~~ issues (3). This course will allow students to research, 
analyze, and engage some pressing political, economic, and social issues confronting black 
people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

395 Field Research in the Black Experience (3). Permission of the instructor. Individual 
research and practicnm. 

396 Independent Studies (1l-6). Permission of the insm~ctor. Independent stu@ projects 
defined by student and faculty advisor fi~r advanced under~aduate arid graduate students. 

398 Seminar in Afro-American Studies (3). An examination of the historical, philosophical, 
theoretical, and methodological isst~es underlying the field of Afro-American studies. ~;’or senior 
AbAM majors. Major research paper required. 

400 Racism: implications for Human Services (SOWO 400) (3). See SOWO 400 
description. 

408 Black Thought and Black intellectuals in the 19th and 20th Centuries (3). An 
examination of the principal intellectual trends in black litb during the 19th and 20th centuries as 
well as the life and work of the intelligentsia. 

412 The Black Press and United States Histoo’ (JOMC 342) (3). See JOMC 342 for 
description. 

422 Human Rights and Democracy in African Diaspora Communities (3). This course 
examines how questions of democracy and human rights have been conceptualized m African 
Diaspora conmmnities in the Americas and Europe. 

428 Bioethics in Afro-American Studies (3). Will examine the process involved in resolving 
moral dilemmas pertaining to people of the African diaspora. 

430 Comparative Studies in Culture, Gem|er, and Global Forces (AFRI 430, WMST 430) 
(4). See AFRI 430 for description. 



440 Race, Justice, and American Law (3). An analysis of the role of race in the United States 
through the examination of major conrt decisions and laws affecting African Americans and a 
critiq~e of the criminal jnstice system. 

474 Key Issues in Ai¥ican and Afro-American LinKages (AFRI 474) (3). For advanced 
~mdergraduates and ~_yad~ate students. This course is imended to explore theoretical and 
methodological issues concerning the historical li~ages between African and African America~ 
peoples. 

487 The Al¥ican impulse h+ African American Art (ART 487) (3). See ART +-1.87 for 

description. 

491 Individual Internships tbr AFAM Majors/Minors (1). Students work internships and 
develop an academic prRiect relating to their internship experience. Course can help students 

answer the question, What can ~ do with an AFAM or A};’]~ major? 

522 DuBois, Hm~,ard Thurman, and Malcolm X (3). Examines the ideas of the scholar W. E. 
B. DuBois, theologian Howard Thurman~ and political theorist Malcolm X Major issues will be 
concepttmlized from the distinct perspectives represented by those leaders. 

53~ Race, Cult-are, and Politics in Brazil (3), Examines race, culture, and politics in Brazil 
t?om historical and contempora~’ perspectives. Focuses on @namics of race, gender, class, and 
nation in shaping Brazilian social relations. 

550 The Black Chureh in America (3). A survey of the historical development of the black 
church in America, beginning &~ring the antebellnm period and contim~ing to the present day. 

554 Imagining Othen~ess in Visual Culture in the Americas (ART 554) (3). See ART 554 for 
description. 

5~0 The Harlem Renaissance (3). This course provides an overview of some of the outstanding 
themes of the Harlem Renaissm~ce through readings, prints and photographs, lectures, and class 

discussion. 

569 African American Women’s Histo~" (HIST 569, WMST 569) (3). See HIST 569 [i)r 
description. 

580 African American islam (RELI 580) (3). See I~LI 58(t for description. 

61g Vernacular Traditions in African American Musk (FOLK 6110) (4). See FOLK 610 for 
description. 

691H Honors Research I (3). Readings in Afro-American studies and beginmng of directed 
research on an honors thesis. Req~fired of all candidates for graduation with honors in Afro- 
American studies. 



692H Honors Research II (3). Completion of an honors thesis under the direction of a member 
of the faculty. Required of all candidates R)r graduation with honors in Afro-American studies. 

697 Black Arts and Black Aesthetics (3). The concept of the black aesthetic as it is manifested 
in black American perfomm~g, visual, literal,, and musical arts. 

AFRI 

50 First-Year Seminar: Kings, Presidents, and Generals: Africa’s Bumpy Road to 
Democracy (3)° An introduction to Africa’s modern history and politics with a special ll)cus on 
B~pes of leadership involx, ed in governmental restitutions. 

89 First-Year Seminar: Special Topics (3). Special topics course: content will va~7 each 
semester. 

101 Introduction to Africa (3)° Introduction to principal features of African ci~dlization through 
examination of geopolitical comext; historical themes; and selected social, political, economic, 
religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modem Africa. 

19t~ Topics in A~¥ican Studies (3). A seminar for junior majors in the cu~:iculum and others 
with some background in fhe sin@ of Africa. Discussion and research papers on one topic 

selected fi~r emphasis each semester; e.g., urbanization~ literature, etc. 

261 At¥ican Women: Changing Ideals and Realities (WMST 261) (3). Introduction to recent 
literature, theoretical questions, m~d methodological issues concerning sin@ of women in Africa. 
Topics include women in traditional socie~’, impact of colonial experience and modernization on 
African women. 

262 The Literature of Africa (3). An introduction to African literatt~re, in addition to 
substantive themes, we will identify, major stylistic characteristics of modem African literature 
with particular attention to the ways in which African language, literature, and traditional values 
have aff)cted modem writing. 

2(;3 African Belief Systems: Religion and Philosophy in Sub-Saharan Africa (3). The 
relationship between religion and socie~, in sub-Saharan Africa is explored through ethnographic 
and historical readings. The Nilotic, Bantu, and West African religious traditions are exarnir~ed in 
detail. 

2~4 Afl’ican Art and Culture (3). intro&~ction to the plastic a~s of st~b-Saharan Africa t~rcough 
stu@ of their relationship to the human values, institutions, and modes of aesthetic expression of 
select traditional and modem Aftlean societies. 

2(15 Africa in the Global System (3). A seminar that critically exmnines the historical and 
theoretical basis of the state’s centraliS~ in economic development in African countries. Relevant 

case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa~ 



266 Contemporary Africa: issues in Health, Population, and the Environment (3), A 
seminar that introduces students to non-Western perspectives and comparative study of 
ecological, social, m~d economic factors that ir, fluence the weltSre of contemporaU Afiican 
cormrmnities. Examination of famine~ population growth, arid health issues within the context of 
African cultural and social systems. 

296 independent Studies (1-fi). Permission of fhe instructor, independent stu@ proiect 
designed particularly in conjunction with overseas stu@. 

the world. The politics of music making in various historical settings will be explored. Prior 
musical experience is helpful, bm riot required. 

353 African Masquerade and RiPaal (ANTH 343, ART 353) (3). See ART 353 for 
description. 

368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). This course survey s contemporaU fomls of 
political conflict and protest in Africa. The nature, causes~ and consequences of these conflicts 
will be examined. 

370 Policy Pn~blems in African Studies (3). A seminar for senior m~ors and others with some 
background in "the sin@ of Africa. Lectures, readings, and research projects on one problem each 
semester concerning policy formation by Atiicm~ leaders or on United States----Africa policy 
issues. 

375 Politics of Cultural Production in Africa (3). Recoimnended preparation~ AFRI 101. 
Explores the role that the cultural realm plays in legitimizing~ reproducing, resisting, and 

tmcovering dominant structures of power in Africa. 

395 Field Research Methods h~ AtMcan Studies (3). Recommended preparation, AFRI 101. 
This course will prepare students to conduct field research in Al}ica by looking at how to write a 

proposal, how to get research pem~ission, and how to collect qualitative data. 

396 Independent Studies (1-6). Permission of the instructor. Indelpendent stu@ prqject defined 
by student az~d faculty advisor for advanced undergraduate and graduate students. 

416 Human Rights and Social Justice Movements in Africa (3). Recommended preparation, 
A[,RI 101. Examines key theoretical and philosophical debates on human rights azld explores 
how they have informed major themes of human rights struggles in Africa. 

421 Introduction *o the Languages of Africa (3). This course is an introduction to the 
languages of Africa. No linguistics background is required. Topics include classification, 
characteristic linguistic features of Africans languages, and their role in their respective societies. 



430 Comparative Studies in Culture, Gender~ and Global Forces (AFAM 430, WMST 430) 
(4). Permission of the instructor. Examines participatory development theo~’ and practice in 
Africa and the United States in the context of other inte~’ention strategies and with special 
attention to ctfltt~re and gender. Requires two to fot~r hours a week of corr~nunity ser,,~ice. 

453 Africa in the American Imagination (ART 453) (3). See ART 453 ibr description. 

45(/Senegalese Society and Culture (3). This course provides an over~,iew of Senegalese 
culture t;[~ough movies, literary works, and scholarly books and articles. The course examines 
the geography, population, ettmic composition, thoughts and religious beliefS, ai~s and music, 

polygamy, stares of women, and the impact of the tariqas or Sufi orders on people’s daily lives. 

474 Key Issues in African and Afro-American Linkages (AFAM 474) (3). See AFAM 474 
for description. 

480 E~rhnography of At¥ica (3). By examining ethnographic texts, students will learn about 
topics in African studies such as systems of thought, aesthetics, the economy, politics, social 

organization, identity, and the politics of representation. 

488 Contemporary Afl’ican Art (ART 488) (3). See ART 488 for description. 

520 Contempora~’ Sou~rhe~ AtMca (PWAD 520) (3). Recommended preparation, AFRI 101. 
Stu@ of the histo~?~, politics, and economic developmen~ of southern Africa in tile 20th century. 

521 Eas~ African SocieD~ and Environment (3). Recommended preparation, AFRI 101. Sin@ 
of the histo,3~, politics, and economic development of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzmlia in the 20th 

century. 

522 West Africa: Society and Economy h~ the 2Oth Cent°u~~ (3). Recommended preparation, 
~t@Ri 101. ]~nterdisciplinary course on 20th-century West Africa. Topics vm?, but are likely, to 

include demography and health, gender, urbanization, labor, religion and politics, and education. 

523 Central Africa: The Politics of Development (3). Recommended preparation, AFRI 101. 
Sin@ of tile postcolonial political economies of central African states~ with emphasis on the 
state’s role in development, the changing character of state---socieS~ relationships (including 
recent pressures for democratization), and the local impact of regional and global external 
linkages. 

524 North East Africa (3)° Recorr~nended preparation, A~:RI 101. This cot~rse covers the 
history of colonial governments between the end of World War 1I and the onslaught of 

decolonization (1919-1994) in nort;h East Africa and the region’s political sy stems thereafter. 

535 Women and Gender in African History (HIST 535) (3). See HIST 535 for description. 



54t! 21s~-Centu~~ Scramble for A~¥ica (3). Reco~mnended preparation~ AFRI 101~ Examines 

the 21st-century global competition liar At¥ican resources and compares it to the 19th-century 
’scramble for Africa.~’ Ma~ior actors include the European Union~ the United States, and China. 

550 The Challenges ~ffDemoeratie Governance in Africa (3). An in-depth examination of 
trends and theories on democratic go~,emance since the end of the Cold War, together with the 
implications of these trends and theories [’or Africa. 

(i110 African Studies Colloq~iura (3). This course will eqnip studems to critically mmlyze 
cutting edge issues concerning A[?ica today ff~rough readings, lectures, and research. For 
junior/senior AFRI majors and students with interest in Africa. 

691H H~n~rs Research i (3)° Readings in Afiican studies and begmr~ing of directed research on 
an honors thesis. Required of candidates for graduation with honors in Al?ican studies. 

692H H~m~)rs Research II (3). Completion of an honors thesis under the direction of a member 
of the facnl~~. Req~ired of candidates tk~r gradnation with honors in African studies. 

4111 Elementary Chichewa i (3). The course introduces the essential elements of the Chichewa 

language. Emphasis is on speaking and writing grammatically acceptable Chichewa and on 
aspects of central At~rican c~lture. 

41)2 Elementu~3~ Chiehewa II (3). Prereqnisite, CI IWA 401. Emphasis is on speaking and 
writing ,,rearomatically acceptable Chichewa to a proficiency level that will enable the student to 
live among the Chichewa-speaking people of central southern Africa. 

403 intermediate Chiehewa IiI (3). Prereqmsite, CHWA 402. Conti~med instruction in 
Chichewa following the materials introduced in CHWA 401 and 402. 

LGLA 

4111 Elementu~3~ I_Angala I (3). Intro&~ces the essential elements of Lingala strncture and 
vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing 
are stressed. 

402 Eleraenta~ Lingala Ii (3)° Prerequisite, L(?LA 101. Contim~es the introduction of the 
essential elements of I..ingala structure and vocabulary and aspects of At?ican cultures. Aural 
comprehension~ reading, speaking, and writing are stressed. 

4113 Intermediate Lh~gala III (3). This course increases language learning ability, 
communicative proficiency, and proficiency in the cultures of the Lingala-speaking people. 

404 IntermediaIe LingMa IV (3). This co~rse rein%rces language learning ability, 
communicative proficiency in the culture of the Linga]a-speaking people thro~gh gra&m] 



exposure to more challenging tasks~ with emphasis on poetry and prose reading, and creative 
writing. 

SWAH 

112 Intensi~,e Kiswahili 1-2 (6), The 112 course covers fhe material in fhe SWAH 401 and 402 
sequence in a single semester. 

234 Intensi~e Kiswahili 3-4 (6), Prerequisite, SWAH 112 or 402. The course covers the 
material in the SWAH 403 and 404 sequence in a single semester. 

401 ElementarF Kiswahili i (3), Introduces the essential elements of Kiswahili structure and 

vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing 
are stressed. 

402 E|ementaD’ KiswahiIi II (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 401. Continues the introduction of 
essemial elements of Kiswahili structure and vocabula,3, and aspects of African cultures. Aural 
comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing are stressed. 

403 intermediate Kiswahili iII (3). Third-semester Kiswahili, designed to increase reading and 
writing skills. Introduction of literature. Aural comprehension and speaking skills stressed. 

404 inCermediate Kiswahili IV {3), Prerequisite, SWAH 403. Fourth-semester Kiswahili, 
designed to increase reading and writing skills. Introduction of more compound structures. 
Emphasis on literature, including &ama~ prose and poet~?~, and creative writing. Aural 
comprehension and speaking skills stressed. 

41)5 Ad~;anced KiswaMli V (3). Prerequisite~ S%AH 404. This course is offered to stuclents who 

have completed SWAH 404. It is tat~ght in Swahili and aims at enabling students wifh 
go-ammatical and communicative competence. 

406 Advanced Plus KiswahiIi VI (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 405. Pemfission of the instructor for 

students lacking the prerequisite. This course reinR~rces and expands the grammatical, cultural, 
and communicative competence achieved in SWAIt 405. 

4~8 Swahili across the Curriculum Recitation (1). Prerequisite, SWAH 403. Permission of’the 
insm~ctor tk~r studems Jacking the prerequisite. Swahili recitation of[)red in conjunction with 
selected content courses. Weekly discussion and readings m Swahili relating to attached content 
courses. 

WOLO 

41)1 Elemental3~ WMof I (3). This course enables students who have no previous experience in 

Wolof to develop speaking~ listening and understanding, writing, and reading skills in Wolof. 
Students will also be exposed to Wolof culture. 



4112 Elernenta~ Wolof iI (3)° This course is for students who have already acqmred the basics 
of Wolof to reinforce their ability to learn speaking, listening and understanding, writing, and 
reading Wolof, Evidence of basic knowledge of \Volof is required. 

Intermediate Wolof III (3), This course is intended for learners who have alrea@ acquired 
Wolof proficiency in WOLO 401 and 402. It increases communicative proficiency and language 
learning ability as well as proficiency in cultures of the Wolof people. 

41)4 Intermediate WMof IV (3), Prerequisite, WOLO 403. Permission of the instructor for 

students lacking the prerequisite. This course reinforces students~ conmmnicative arid cultural 
skills via gradual exposure to increasingly challenging tasks. Reading poet13~ and prose, and 
introduction to creative writing will be stressed. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hartness, Edn <ehartness@wral,com > 
Monday, August 22, 2011 9:57 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius £ 

African Studies 

Professor Nyang Oro, 

I hope you are well. We are working on a story about the African Studies program at UNC. We’d like to speak to you 
about recent concerns raised involving athletes, We want to make sure that we are presenting all sides of the story. I can 
be reached by email or the cell number below, 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Erin Hartness 
Reporter 
WRAL-TV 
ehartness@wral, corn 
919-632-0071 (,cell) 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Buell, Agatha 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:57 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E; Julius Nyang’oro 

T][ME SENSITIVE - Julius, I need your help 

Hi Julius, 
As you know we were on the front page of the N&O again on Sunday. In relation to that, there is a public records 

request from University Relations for a syllabus for AFAM 428 - preferably from Summer II 2007, but they would like any 

syllabus that we can find from 2007 or more recently. I have been combing through the department files and haven’t 

come up with that syllabus. 

Do you possibly have a copy in your office flies or electronically? They need this today. Vm happy to look in your office 

if you want me to, just let me know. 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemefl~y Hall, CB #3435 

Depamn ent of African & Afro-American Stud ies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Jones <jonathan.9ojones@gmail.com > 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:45 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

AFRI 521 

Professor Nyang’Oro, 
I’m Jonathan Jones and I’m a student at UNC and a senior writer at the Daily Tar Heel. I was hoping I could sit 
in on your AFRI 521 class on Wednesday and also speak with you after the class. Would you be OK with this? 

Regards, 
Jonathan 

Jonathan Jones 
Senior Writer i The Daily Tar Heel 
(704) 890-4543 
Twitter: @jj ones9 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 10:57 AM 

Department listserv 

[afriafam] Syllabus 

Please email your syllabi to me today from Fall 2010 through Fall 2011. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: j.~.B.~}.~..!..(i}~.~.g!g.i.i[zg.~.~.:.~.~f:{. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
~ :ii~i sts.unc, eduiu?kl=323 (5 ~ 595.9555 gfc57e073 O(Sdgdd6c82d3. ezbgf~&~>,:T&i=afriaf%v~&o=2.~ 769; 24 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to <..~ ~ .}-.., 2:~ (:~ 1 ... ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 95558~%57e07306dgdd6c82635 e2b 8~(?>Ii stsew u~.c. ec u 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Harold M. Gutmann <HGutmann@heraldsun.com> 
Thursday, September 01, 2011 5:13 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Afro-American Studies department chair 

Professor Nyang’oro, 

My name is Harold Gutmann and I’m a reporter with the Durham Herald-Sun. I read that you resigned from your 

position as chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies and I was hoping to get a comment from you. 

My number is 9:17-446-7356o 

Sincerely, 

Harold Gutmann 

Staff Writer, UNC athletics 

The Herald-Sun 

2828 Pickett Road 

Durham, N.C. 

9:17-446-7356 (cell} 

www.heraldsun.com 



Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Thursday, September 01, 2011 5:47 PM 

Buell, Agatha; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Hall, Perry A; Nyang Oro, Julius E; Lisanza, 

Esther Mukewa; Fall, Alassane; Slocum, Karla; Selassie, Bereket H; Rucker, Walter C; 
Caldwell, Kia L; Boyd, Lydia C; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Pier, David; Regester, Charlene B; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Lee, Margaret Carol; Janken, Kenneth R; Seck, Mamarame; 

Fhunsu, Donato; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Porter, RoberL S; Lambert, Michael C 

Gil, Karen M; Jonathan Hartlyn (hartlyn@email.unc.edu); Reid, Dee 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN 

From-" Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: ’africa n-a nd-afro-a merica n-stu d ies-facu Ity@listserv.com’ 
Subject: ]:HPORTANT MESSAGE FROH THE DEAN 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of Dean Gil to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies. 

### 

Dear Faculty in African and Afro-American Studies: 

Academic issues have come to light related to some undergraduate classes in the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies. As dean of the College, I take these matters very seriously. We have been reviewing the facts and 

following appropriate procedures to understand these issues. 

write now to tell you that Professor Julius Nyang’oro has resigned his position as chair of the department, effective 

immediately. 

have appointed Professor Evelyne Huber to serve as interim chair of the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies, effective immediately. She is the Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science. She is also chair of the 

Department of Political Science and will continue in that position. She will oversee the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies during the review period, but she will not be involved in the review process. 

I want to assure you that the Department of African and Afro-American Studies continues to be important to the College 

and the University. This is why we want to fully examine the issues and seek solutions as needed. 

You may be approached by people who have questions about this. I remind you that student and personnel matters are 

confidential. 

If you have concerns or questions, I welcome your calls. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Gil, Dean 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-29793372-42699375@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of Reid, Dee 

< deereid @unc.edu > 
Thursday, September 01, 2011 5:59 PM 

africa n-and-afro-america n-studies-faculty 

Reid, Dee 
[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] FW: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE 

DEAN 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of Dean Gil to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies. 

### 

Dear Faculty in African and Afro-American Studies: 

Academic issues have come to light related to some undergraduate classes in the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies. As dean of the College, I take these matters very seriously. We have been reviewing the facts and 

following appropriate procedures to understand these issues. 

write now to tell you that Professor Julius Nyang’oro has resigned his position as chair of the department, effective 

immediately. 

have appointed Professor Evelyne Huber to serve as interim chair of the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies, effective immediately. She is the Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science. She is also chair of the 

Department of Political Science and will continue in that position. She will oversee the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies during the review period, but she will not be involved in the review process. 

I want to assure you that the Department of African and Afro-American Studies continues to be important to the College 

and the University. This is why we want to fully examine the issues and seek solutions as needed. 

You may be approached by people who have questions about this. I remind you that student and personnel matters are 

confidential. 

If you have concerns or questions, I welcome your calls. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Gil, Dean 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
<iul> 
affican-and-affo-american-smdies-faculty as: <a 
href=’’ mailto:JEN3 21 @ email, unc. edu" >JEN 3 21 @emai! .unc. edu <ia>. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of no_reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 01, 2011 6:39 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

:[NFORMAT:[ONAL: Statement from Chancellor Thorp 

Dear Faculty: 

Today we released a statement that I wanted you to have as well. You can find it posted on the University’s homepage, 

www.unc.edu, at the following link: 

http://uncnews.unc.eduicontentiviewi4725i107i 

As I said in the statement, 

I want to affirm the value we place on our African and Afro-American Studies department. This is an important area of 

study for a prestigious Southern university, and that makes it all the more important that we correct any problems that 

may exist within the department. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set 

your informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:iimy.unc.edu, and select "Update Personal 

Information". 



From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 9:55 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Afri 521 

Attachments: AFRI 521.doc 

Dear Plr. Gore: 
Could you please transmit the attached document to all my students in Afri 521? Thanks. 
9EN 



Fall 2011 

AFRICAN STUDIES 521 

Instructor: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Office: 101 Battle Hall 

CONTEMPORARY EAST AFRICA 

Office Hours: T & Th 9.30-11.30 

Course Description 

This course is an in-depth analysis of the political economy of five countries - 

Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania- countries which constitute the 

East African Community. These countries have an interesting history in terms of 

colonialism (Germany, Britain and Belgium) and in terms of recent events- war in 

the Great Lakes, genocide and electoral crisis. But they also form one of the best 

organized regional integration schemes in Africa (the East African Community). 

This course is an attempt to understand the region qua region, and the specific 

history of each country. 

Course Requirements 

Students are responsible for and must be prepared to discuss assigned readings at 

each class meeting, if you are unable to discuss the readings on a particular day, 

the instructor must be informed ahead of time. Class participation will account for 

10% of the final grade. Class attendance is mandatory. 

There will be a short term paper (10 pages), a mid-term and a final. 

Distribution of Grades 

Class Participation 10% 

Term Paper 20% 

Midterm Exam 30% 

Final Exam 40% 



UNC Honor Code 

UNC Honor Code is in effect in this course 

Pledge: The instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a 

pledge on all written work: ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 

unauthorized aid on this assignment.") 

Required/Recommended Books 

Regional Focus: 

Feiicia Arudo Yieke ed. East Africa: In Search of National and Regional Renewal 

Paul Kaiser and Wafula Okumu eds. Democratic Transition in East Africa 

Dani W Nabudere, Africa’s First World War: Mineral Wealth, Conflicts and War 

in the Great Lakes Region 

Burundi: 

Rene LeMarchand, Burundi: Ethnic Conflict and Genocide 

Kenya: 

Gavin KJtching, Class and Economic Change in Kenya 

Willy Mutunga, Constitution-Making From the Middle: Civil Society and Transition 

Politics in Kenya, 1992-1997 

Herve Maupeu, et.al, The Moi Succession: Elections 2002 

Angelique Haugerud, The Culture of Politics in Modern Kenya 

Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya 

Nicola Sawinson, The Development of Corporate Capitalism in Kenya 

Rwanda: 

Catharine Newbury, The Cohesion of Oppression 

Mahmood Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers 

Gerard Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis: History of Genocide 

Tanzania: 

John Iliffe, A History of Modern Tanganyika 

Andrew Coulson, Tanzania: A Political Economy 



Issa G Shivji, Let the People Speak! Tanzania’s Road to Neo-Liberalism 

Uganda: 

Mahmood Mamdani, Politics and Class Formation in Uganda 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle eds. Uganda Now: Between Decay and 

Development 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle edso Changing Uganda 

Class Schedule 

Part I: History of the Region 

Part II: History of the East African Community 

Part Ill: The Special Case of Rwanda and Burundi 

Part IV: Towards an Integrated East Africa 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Thursday, September 08, 2011 1:04 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Material needed 

Dear Julius, There is a public records request for syllabi from courses at the 200 level and higher in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies from June 1, 2006 to the present. I am asking you to provide copies of the syllabi for 

the courses you taught during this time period so we may satisfy this request. These syllabi should be delivered to the 

office of University Counsel in Bynum Hall. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3:[00 

Chapel Hill NC 2759%3]00 USA 

Email: hartl~n@unc.edu 
Office: 9:[9 962--:[:[65 Fax: 9:[9 962-.2408 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Library" Reserves Reading 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 i:01 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Reser~’es created for Afri521.001iFall 2011. 

Dear Instructor, 
We have processed the reserve materials you requested for Afd521oOO1iFall 20::[::[. 

To view your paper reserve items, click: 

http://webcat~Iib~unc-edu/search/a?searchtype::...r&searcharg=.afri~21&submit=.Search 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Reserves" on the library homepage and searching for your course. Please 

Note: The electronic items may not be viewable until a few days before the semester begins for copyright reasons. 

If there are any problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know. 

Thank you, 

Reserves Processing 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 

R.B. House Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 

reserve readin~(~unc.edu 
919.962,1355 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 14, 2011 5:49 PM 

Department listserv 

[afriafam] Latest Gazzette Story’ re: Our department 

See the following link: 
¯ ~ ~ ~ " .~ ..~ ..~.. .~ " 9.. Z..~ hit ~~ 9.-~,q..-~az, df 

perry 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: 

To unsubscribe click here: 
~:iiU sts.unc.eduiu?id=32361595.9555Sfc57e07306dSdd6cS2635e2bSti~&~=T&l=-afria~i~m&o=29gg 7754 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 



Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 17, 2011 12:43 PM 

Faculty 

Gore, Travis 
[corefac3287] Latest Newspaper Article 

Dear All, 
Here is a link to the latest N & O article about the department: 

~www, newsobserver.com~ 1494650~oclasseso html 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
.~!~.~.!.~.W.~c~.~.E~ N J,..~!.~.~,.~.~.~. 
~www.unc.edulde~afl~afam 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: 
To unsubscribe click here: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave~2990S054~43272070.08920g 1403608799ad28385bcS332c5 l(~)),listserv.unc.edu 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:24 PM 

Faculty 

[corefac3287] and here is the attachment 
Afri--Af--Am Department Policies 11 draft 2.doc.docx 

Sorry[! 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone~ (919) 962-3041 

fax~ (919) 962-0432 

ehuber@uncoedu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: jen321@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: 
http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=43272~7~.~882~8~L4~36~8799ad28386bc8332c51&n=T&~=c~refac3287&~=29927925~ or send 

a blank email to leave-29927925-43272070.0882081403608799ad28386bc8332c51@listserv.unc.edu. 



July 15, 2013 

DEPAB~.TMENT OF AFF~ICAN 

AFI~O - AMEI:~I CAN STUDIES 

~O~ BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 

CHAPEL HILL, NC ~7599=339~ 

919.966.5496 

919.96:z.:z694 

From: 

Re; 

Colleagues in African and Afro-American Studies 

Evelyne Huber, Interim Chair 

DRAFT of Department Poll ci es and Procedures 

There are many university and department policies, norms and/or conventions 
that may be difficult to find~ unclear, or unwritten. Here are some of the most 
important ones you need to be familiar with to function well here~ 

1. The Department office is normally open from 9 a.m to 6 p.m. (closed from 
12-1 p.m. for lunch). Please do not ask staffto keep the office open after 6 p.m. The 
Department provides basic supplies in reasonable amounts for professional purposes 
only. They are available in the main office in Battle Hall. Let Agatha or Travis know 
if you don’t see what you need Please write down on the list what you take. 

2. The Department pays reasonable photocopy costs associated with 
instructional purposes. The limit is 300 copies per semester. 

3. The Deparm~ent pays postage for reasonable amounts of professional first 
class and air mail correspondence. Take note of the requirements for how envelopes 
must be addressed within the United States in order for us to receive the Post Office 
discount (ALL CAPS NO PUNCTUATION OR SYMBOLS, DONT ASK WHY). 
Personal correspondence will only be mailed if it is already stamped; we do not have 
the staff support required to sort out professional from personal correspondence and 
to bill appropriately. Mail is sent twice a day, usually around 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. In 
order for mail to go out the same day, it has to be in our mail tray by 12:30 p.m 
Under state regulation, the Department cannot provide stationa15.¯ or postage for 
correspondence associ ated with partisan advocacy; it can do so for policy advocacy 
only if this is done strictly in a professional capacity. The Department can not 
normally pay for overnight, rash or express mail. 

4. For facuhy with standard teaching loads~ office hours of at least 3 hours a 
week should be posted and held; do let Travis know your office hours as the 
Department orifice is fi-equently called and asked about faculty office hours. 



5. Final exams are mandato~3: in undergraduate classes; final exams 
be moved from the date fixed by the Registrar, even if"all" students seemingly agree. 

6. Keep a record of your absences from class (if any) with an explanation, 
should it be needed at a later date; any unusual or prolonged absence (more than one 
class in a row), for whatever reason, should be noted and explained (via email is ok) 
to the Chair, preferably prior to its occurrence ..... obviously prior notification will not 
be possible in many circumstances such as an illness or accident. 

7. Course instructors may not leave the geographic area until their grades for 
the semester have been ,s’~bmitted in Connect Carolina a~d marked ~’Appro~,ed" 
~i~e instructor (~frecord; any requested deviation from thi s must be presented 
acl~’a, tce to the Chair. 

8. Student course evaluations are manda~oti>" for all courses. Evaluations are 
now done on line. Their results are made available (after semester grades have been 
turned in) to you, to the Department Chair, and to appropriate department review 
committees. 

9. All long distance calls within the United States are free. You are 
responsible for paying any international fees charged to your phone. 

10. The Department will pay for photocopying of your own manuscrilpts, and 
of your papers for presentation at professional conventions. 

II. For the following, different policies regarding use of funds may hold for 
department faculty with endowed chairs or research accounts and/or fixed-term 
faculty. 

Questions regarding university travel regulations may be directed to Haeran 
Miller. The College of Arts & Sciences provides normally up to $1,000 in travel 
funds for professional conferences where your name appears on the program. 
Recently, eligibility has been restricted to non-tenured faculty. Since these rules 
change with budget constraints, ask Haeran about the current n.tles before making 
travel plans. None of these funds can be used for personal travel or for recreational 
purposes (e.g., you travel to a convention which ends on a Sunday and you stay until 
Monday for personal purposes; the Sunday night hotel and associated per diem 
expenses cannot be billed to the university). College travel funds cannot be 
accumulated or "rolled over" into a subsequent year. Additional restrictions may 
occasionally apply. 

This year, we may receive some additional travel sulpport from the College. If 
you have travel plans to conferences where you are on the program, and you know 



that the normal College funds will not be sufficient, send me an email with an 
explanation of your need for additional tra’~el funds, and I shall serve as your 
advocate ~vith the Collegeo 

The university requires that all investigators (faculty, graduate and 
undergraduate students) car@ng out research on human subj ects receive prior 
approval of their procedures (to assure where appropriate that there is informed 
consent and that potential harm or risk to subjects is minimized)o Information on the 
university policy and procedures may be found at the web site of the Institutional 
Review Board for Academic affairs: !.~..t.11~2./../.1-.~.~.~!J.-.~2.h..:...u..1~..~.:.~...d....u.../..~.~!.&.~.a..iJ.-..~2...!.~..t....n.3.!. 
The procedure begins with the department level human sut~iects committee (does the 
department need one, or is chair approval sufficient?) 

All research grant proposals need to go through departmental and OSR 
(Office of Sponsored Research) approval before being submitted to funding agencies. 
OSR insists on IRB certification. 

There are important university policies of which you need to be aware 
regarding issues such as conflict of interest, illegal drugs, political activities 
(candidacy and office-holding), classified research, racial harassment, sexual 
harassment, amorous relations, computer use, and others. They are all available at 
!~.~...]~.k~.k~.k~2.u...~1.~.2~?..@...~!~.%..n..~.~.~..~.~(.~;..~..i.~?.i.~?.~:.j.~..t...n..~.!. and at ~:.kSLky..:.t.!~.~?.:.~.~..i..t.!/..R~!..i..c.~5~i. You may 
also want to read the uni’~,ersity’ s ’<Poli cy on the Privacy of Electronic Informati on" 
also a’~,ailable at www.unc.edu~. A general statement on personal use of 
university resources may be found at: www.ais.cmc.edc~ibusmaniactiactd?o126.html. 
Additional university guidelines regardi ng ~’acceptable use policy" of your ~C 
email address may be fk~und at: www.tmc.eduipolicv’iac~pol.l~tmI . 

There are also important university and department policies regarding tenure 
and promotion. University policies are available on-line; if you need a copy of 
department policies, please ask. 

You need to familiarize yourself with University and Department policies 
regarding undergraduate students. Exams and papers with grades on them cannot be 
left in hallways for students to pick up or be returned in a way which permits other 
students to see the grades; this is considered a violation of the ’~Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act" (FERPA). For more on FERPA (brief’~,ersion) and student 
privacy rights, see: ~web.unc.eduiofficialiFERPAinoliceStml. Note that 
final exams and/or papers not returned to students should be saved for three)’ea~:s~ 
before being placed in confidential recycling. Please also familiarize yourself with 
requirements for internships before you accept a student as academic superv’isor. The 
guidelines should be/will be on our departmental web site. 



Finally, don’t let small issues fester into big ones: communicate (in person, by email, 
by phone). I am generally in the ot:~ce M and W afternoons (when not in some 
meeting), and I am always happy to talk to you. If something urgent comes up, email 
generally works (put URGENT in the subject line). You may also t~7 to call me at 
home in such cases (932-1168; cell is 919-260-5656). 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Monday, October 10, 2011 10:39 AM 

Gore, Travis 
RE: Spring Classes 

Thank you, Sir. 

From-" Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 5:52 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, 3ulius E 
Subject; RE: Spring Classes 

Here it is! 

AFRI 521 001 LEC EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY 3:00PM 5:50PM W    Wilson 0202 

’~:RI 540 001 LEC 21STCENTURY SCRAMBLE 12:30PM 1:45PM TuTh KenanLabo B125 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent; Thursday, October 06, 2011 9:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Spring Classes 

Mr Gore: Please let me know my courses and times of teaching for the Spring semester. Thanks. JEN 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com > 
Friday, October 21, 2011 10:34 AM 

Nyan90ro, Julius E 

interview request 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 

I wanted to let you know that I am working on a story that is largely a recap of the long running investigation of the 

football program, which as you know has extended into your work and your department. The story is supposed to run 

Sunday. I would like the opportunity to talk to you about it if possible. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

The News& Observer 

(9:19) 829-4861 office 

(919) 829-4529 fax 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:18 AM 

Department listserv 

[afriafam] FW: Independent Study Students 

From-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:09 
To: hartly@unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Independent Study Students 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:02 AM 
To; hartln@unc.edu 
Co: Huber, Evelyne H; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; corefac3787@litserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Students 

Dear Dean Hartlyn: 

During our several meetings you told me you were committed to restoring the integrity of our department. I just 
downloaded from the internet a list of all faculty members and the independent students they have had. According to the 
records we went over, since 2007 I have had only had 4~ independent students, none of whom were male athletes. In 
fact, three of the fours students had two classes with me prior to doing an independent study and one had one dasss 
with me. Accoridng to the information given by the UNC to the News and Observei’on September 22, I had 6 male 
athletes as independent study students and a total of 11 independent students (2009-2010). Not only is this false 
information, but I feel that it challenges my integrity as a professor. I would very much like to see this information 
changed and republished. 

Reg rads, 

Margaret 



Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:56 AM 

Department listserv 

Huber, Evelyne H; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; afriafam@listserv.uncoedu 

[afriafam] FW: Independent Study Students 

Dean Hartlyn, 

My mistake, the information has been listed as having 13, not 11, independent study students between 2006 and 
Summer 2011, when [ only had 4. 

ML 

l=rom: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:02 AM 
To: hartln@unc.edu 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Gil, Karen M; Thorp, Holden; corefac3787@litserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Students 

Dear Dean Hartlyn: 

During our several meetings you told me you were committed to restoring the integrity of our department. ]: just 
downloaded from the internet a list of all faculty members and the independent students they- have had. According to the 
records we went over, since 2007 :[ have had only had at independent students, none of whom were male athletes. [n 
fact, three of the fours students had two classes with me prior to doing an independent study and one had one dasss 
with me. Accoridng to the information given by the UNC to the ~/~s and Obse,q/e/on September 22, [ had 6 male 
athletes as independent study students and a total of 11 independent students (2009-2010)o Not only is this false 
information, but I feel that it challenges my integrity as a professor. I would very much like to see this information 
changed and republished. 

Reg fads, 

Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: j..~!;}.:~..]...@..~!.~#j.!~.:.~.!.?..~L)Ld..~.. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
~~:ii~ists.unc.edulu?id323d 1595.9555 gf% 57e0730dd 8dd1~c~2635 e2b gfa& ~r---"[’&I----a~iafam& o---30154 i~ 21 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URI_. if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave~3015412] ~323(~1595.95558fc57e07306dgdd6cg2(~35e2bS~~lis~serv.ur~c~edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 25, 2011 12:26 PM 

Department listserv 
[afriafam] Independent Study 

Dear Kenneth and all, 

For some reason I can’t find the pdf file again, but I faxed a copy to Travis, so he will share it with you. 

Cheers, 

Nargaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: j..~i~.2d~.@..~.~i!.2~!.~)£~.~.@.. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
~~:ii~ists.unc.edulu?id323d ~ 595.9555 gf% 57e0730dd 8dd1~c~2635 e2b gfa& ~r---~[’&I----a~iafam& o---30154454 
(It may be necessaKv to cut and paste the above I_NI_. if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave~30154454~323(~1595.95558fc57e07306dgdd6cg2(~35e258~~listserv.ur~c~edu 



Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@ernail.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 9:57 PM 

Department listserv 

Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.uncoedu 

RE:[afriafam] Independent Study Report 

Dear Jonathan, 

I will be out of town until Sat. I can meet with you Monday afternoon or Tuesday. I really think several of us should meet 
with you since this is a public document that has implications for the entire department. At this point the department 
should know what is going on. We should not have to just "happen" to find information on the internet. How many of us 
will you agree to meet with? 

Margaret 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 9:29 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Co: Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listservounc.edu 
Subject: RE: Independent Study Report 

Dear Margaret, Since I received your email this morning, I have been looking into the circumstances surrounding the 
information provided to the media as a result of a public records request. This is not related to the College review. I 
have time available tomorrow morning between 9am and 11:45am and would be more than willing to meet with you to 
discuss what I know. Please call 962-1165 and advise what would be a convenient time for us to meet. If the morning is 
not com,’enient, whoever answers the phone can set up another time for us to meet. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

30nathan Hartlyn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associalc Dean :For Socia! Sciences and 

International Programs. College of Arts & Sciences 
K.J. Reckford ProFessor o:F Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

E~mil: ~3.[~.Y~:#.~?~2:.~;!~J.!! Tel: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 8:03 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Co: Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen N; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject= Independent Study Report 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

While you are thinking about how to respond to me, I just want to say that I think we as a department have to restore 
our own integrity, especially since after a long investigation we have to find out in the N and O that you have published 
information that is not correct about our deppartment I am requesting that you provide an official apology to us in the 
front page of the N and O and the Daily Tar Heel. If you don’t do this, I will personally inform both papers that your 
figures are not correct regarding our department. 

I promise you that we will do what is necessary to restore integrity to our department. 



Regards, 
Margaret C. Lee 

You are currently sub scrib ed to afriafam as: ~email, tm c. edtx. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
h~tt~ ://~istsxmc~edu/u?id=32.~6 ~ 595 95 5 5~f~:5 7eI) 73~(~d8dd(~c~2(~3 5e2b~fa&r~=~]~‘&]=af?iafam&~=3~ ~ 58132 
(It may be necessa~~ to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to 



Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 8:32 AM 

Department listserv 

Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.uncoedu 

[afriafam] FW: Independent Study Report 

Please forgive me if you are receiving this a second time. 

l=rom: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 25, 2011 8:13 AH 
To: Department listserv 
Co= Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject= RE:[afriafam] Independent Study Report 

Dear Jonathan, 

Perhaps I can make this a bit easier for you. It would be very presumptuous of me to assume a leadership role in the 
department that I have not been given by my peers. Therefore, I will not put myself in the position of meeting with you 
alone. If there are secrets to be kept, I will respect that. However, I will not be the lone keeper of those secrets. Thus if 
there are things to be said, please understand they should be said to all of us. 

That being the case, my major concern is with the document I discovered yesterday. I know there is incorrect information 
in the document about at least two of us. I’m sure my colleagues share my concern as to how the administration is 
distributing information to the wider public about us without first determining that the information is correct. I can’t 
possibly understand how the information about me has been so distorted given the amount of time I have spent with you 
going over each and every detail of my courses and independent studies. So I am sure I can speak for at least some of 
my colleagues in wondering what process you are using to collect, compile, and distribute information about the 
department. Perhaps the administration has forgotten that we are human beings and are highly affected by this 
investigation to the point that some people are not sleeping and/or are embarrassed to acknowledge in the community 
that we are faculty in this department. So when incorrect information is put out into the community this only makes our 
situation worse and we question your motives in this endeavor. Host of us are people of great integrity and would like for 
you to acknowledge this. One of the ways to do this is to make a public apology for the information that I uncovered 
yesterday. A meeting with a group of the faculty would also be in order to again explain the process of the investigation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Margaret 

From= Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent= Tuesday, October 25, 2011 9:29 PM 
To; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc= Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; RE: Independent Study Report 

Dear Margaret, Since I received your email this morning, I have been looking into the circumstances surrounding the 
information provided to the media as a result of a public records request. This is not related to the College review. I 
have time available tomorrow morning between 9am and 11:45am and would be more than willing to meet with you to 
discuss what I know. Please call 962-1165 and advise what would be a convenient time for us to meet. If the morning is 
not convenient, whoever answers the phone can set up another time for us to meet. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

Senior Associa;c Dean :for Social Scicnces and 



International Programs, College of Arts & Sciences 
K.J~ Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Buildi~g, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: ~!;~.[!;!511!~(~J2~!~:.~[!~ Tel: 919 962-1 165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 8:03 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
tCc: Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Report 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 

While you are thinking about how to respond to me, I just want to say that I think we as a department have to restore 
our own integrity, especially since after a long investigation we have to find out in the N and 0 that you have published 
information that is not correct about our deppartment. I am requesting that you provide an official apology to us in the 
front page of the N and 0 and the Daily Tar Heel. If you don’t do this, I will personally inform both papers that your 
figures are not correct regarding our department. 

I promise you that we will do what is necessary to restore integrity to our department, 

Regards, 
Margaret C. Lee 

You are currently subscribed to affi afam as: ~emaiI x:mc. eduo 
To unsubscribe click here: 

!~.t~.~.;.~.~(1i..~.~.~.~‘~.:.~!.~&..?.i.~.~.;}2;}.~}.1..‘.~.2.£.2~.5..‘.5....8.f~52 
(It may be necessa,7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to 



From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 2:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Conversations with the Deans 

Dear      : 
Many thanks for this invitation. Unfortunately I did not get in time. I hope you had a fruitful discussion with the deans. 
Regards, 
Julius Nyang’oro 

Seat: Thursday, November 03, 20:11 1:49 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Conversations with the Deans 

Dear Professor Nyang’oro, 

My name is and I am a majoring in African-American Studies and . My classmate 
, a African-American Studies and double-major, and I would first and foremost like 

to thank you and your colleagues for all that you do. We have thoroughly enjoyed our    years in this department and 
we have, thanks to many of you, learned to critically analyze and engage with the issues that have affected and still do 
affect African-Americans, Africans, and others across the diaspora. 

We recently met with Dean Karen Gil and Dean Jonathan Hartlyn to discuss the recent happenings within our 
beloved department. Our goals were simple: to gain a better understanding of the situation, to show them that students 
were invested in the department, to express our interest in being a part of the process, and to pitch an event idea that 
we had. The meeting went well and they both agreed to participate in the event that we have now entitled 
"Conversations with the Deans". They, alongside Interim Chair Evelyne Huber and members of the executive committee, 
will provide an overview of the review process, current developments, and any next steps that have been decided upon. 
Following the overview they will take questions from the audience. 

We would like to cordially invite you to attend Conversations with the Deans. It will be held on today, 
November 3’d, at 4:00 p.m. in Graham Memorial 039. Much of the frustration that we have heard has stemmed from 
individuals not having a clear understanding of what is going on and this is our attempt at addressing it. Our hope is that 
this event will be informative and beneficial to all students, faculty, administrators, and members of the general public 
that are present° We, as majors, stand with you and with this department and your attendance would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Please feel free to invite your students and other members of the community-. 

Thank you for your time and we hope to see you there, 

Sincerely, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Tuesday, November 08, 2011 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis 
RE: Summer School 

My apologies for the tardy response: 9.30. Thanks. 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 5:49 PM 
To-* Nyancj Oro, 3ulius E 
Subject: Summer School 

Hello Sir, 

Please let me know your preferred time and room for AFRI :[0.1. SSI by Tuesday Nov. 8th at 9amo 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:[9.966.5496 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Tuesday, November 08, 2011 4:05 PM 

Evelyne Huber 

RE: information 

Dear Evelyne: 

I will confirm this tomorrow (Wed). Thanks. 
Julius 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, October 28, 201:1 9:07 AM 

To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Subject: information 

Dear Julius, 
There has been a public records request for independent study courses in the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies for the period 2001-2006, comparable to the one for the period 2006-2011. This request includes information 

about the instructor of record, and the number of male basketball and football players enrolled. This request has 

nothing to do with the review of courses being carried out by the College. 

Jonathan asked me to review the data that the university pulled together with the executive committee and other 

department faculty, particularly those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate and to inform everybody of the 

upcoming release of this information. The deadline is next Thursday. 

He also asked me not to use email to distribute the draft information. 
So, I shall put a copy of this list into your mailbox by :1 p.m. today. 

Please review the information - and please note that the list is of the instructor of record, not the instructor of 

supervision. If you believe that the information for you is incorrect, please let me know. If you would like to talk, we 

could talk Monday from 3:30 p.m. on, Tuesday from 

4:45 p.m.on, and Wednesday again from 3:30 on in Battle Hall 102. 

Best, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc,edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 09, 2011 5:06 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Re: information 

Thanks, Julius, for getting back to me and confirming. 

Best, 
Evelyne 

On 11/9/2011 1:58 PM, Nyang Oro, Julius E wrote: 

> Dear Evelyne: 

> The record you left in my mailbox looks correct. 

> Thanks. 

>Julius 

> 

> 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@adouncoedu] 

> Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 9:07 AM 

>To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

> Subject: information 

> 

> Dear Julius, 

> There has been a public records request for independent study courses 

> in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies for the period 

> 2001-2006, comparable to the one for the period 2006-2011. This 

> request includes information about the instructor of record, and the 

> number of male basketball and football players enrolled° This request 

> has nothing to do with the review of courses being carried out by the College. 

> Jonathan asked me to review the data that the university pulled 

> together with the executive committee and other department faculty, 

> particularly those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate 

> and to inform everybody of the upcoming release of this information. 

> The deadline is next Thursday. 

> He also asked me not to use email to distribute the draft information. 

> So, I shall put a copy of this list into your mailbox by 1 p.m. today. 

> Please review the information - and please note that the list is of 

> the instructor of record, not the instructor of supervision. If you 

> believe that the information for you is incorrect, please let me know. 

> If you would like to talk, we could talk Monday from 3:30 p.m. on, 

> Tuesday from 

> 4:45 p.m.on, and Wednesday again from 3:30 on in Battle Hall 102. 

> Best, 

> Evelyne 

> 

> Evelyne Huber 

> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor Chair, Department of Political 

> Science University of North Carolina Campus Box 3265 Chapel Hill, NC 

> 27599-3265 



> phone: 919-962-3041 

> fax: 919-962-0432 

> email: ehuber@unc.edu 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc.edu 



~FO~ 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 
Thursday, November :17, 20:1:1 3::19 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts St Sciences 
Administrative Managers 

[asddd] Eunice Sahle to Chair African and Afro-American Studies 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all deans, directors and department/curriculum chairs in the 

College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

We thought you would like to know that Professor Eunice SaMe will become chair of the Department of African and 

Afro-American Studies effective January :1, 20:12. Here’s a link to our web story for details. 

~e.unc.edu~news-archive~inovem ber20:l:1iesahle 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen Mo 

Dean 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Tuesday, December 06, 2011 2:53 PM 
Seck, Mamaranqe 

RE: Hello 

See you then, Sir. 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 2:14 PM 

To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Julius: 

I will come to your office around 3:00PM. 

See you later, 

Mamarame 

From: Julius Nyang’oro [jen321@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 1:10 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: Hello 

Sir!Comrade Mamarame: 

Greetings/Salaam Aleykhum, Sir. I have a question for you. I am in the office on Tuesday up to 5 pm. Let me know. 

Shukran, 

Julius 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Tuesday, December 27, 2011 9:54 AM 

Gore, Travis 
RE: Book order 

Dear Mr Gore: 
1o No books for 521. Everything is on Reserve. 
2. Afri 101: Martin & O’Meara; Gordon & Gordon; A Grain of Wheat 
3. Afri ???? Scrambe: Materials used by Dr. Lee. 
Would you please leave a copy of Dr Lee’s previous syllabus for the coourse in my mail box? 
Regards, 
JEN 

From= Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 21, 2011 9:38 AM 
To; Nyang Oro, ]ulius E 
Subject-" Book order 

Hello Sir, 

Could you please remind me the books that you will need for your classes? I want to make sure everything is correct 

with the bookstore. If you could send me an email today that would be great. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:[09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:[9.966.5496 



Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Monday, Janua~, 09, 20:12 8:06 PM 

Library Media Resource Center 

Sable, Eunice N 
Request for films 

I would like to request the following films to be shown in my classes this week. The films will be picked up by my 
colleague Professor Eunice SaMe. 

"This Magnificent Cake" for Afri 101 and Afri 521 (Tuesday Jan 10, 2.00 pm and Wed Jan 11,3.00 pm) 
"Black Gold" for Afri 540 (Tuesday 12.30) 

Sincerely, 
Julius E Nyang’oro 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, Februa~j, 29, 2012 11:44 AM 

hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Afri 101 Exam 

2012Midterml01.doc 

Dear Ms Hopkins: 
Attached is the midterm for Afri 101. The exam should be returned to the Departmental office 105 Battle Hall. Thanks. 
Julius E Nyang’oro 



African Studies 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

Spring 2012 

Mid Term Examination 

Duration: ~L hr 

Please answer only one question, 

Critically examine the proposition by All A. Mazrui that the African family is the most enduring 

African institution. What evidence does he give to support his argument? Address this question 

comparatively and apply it to your assigned country, 

Or 

Discuss the spread of either Christianity or Islam in Africa by examining the regional variations of 

the expansion, How has either Christianity or Islam affected contemporary politics in your 

country? How has either religion related to the existence of African traditional religions? 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, Februa~, 29, 20:12:1:1:47 AM 

hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Afri :10:1 Midterm 
20:12 Midterm:10:1.doc 

Dear Ms Hopkins: 
Attached is the midterm for Afri 101. Please have the exam returned to the departmental office 105 Battle Hall. 

Thanks, 
.]uius Nyang’oro 



African Studies 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

Spring 2012 

Mid Term Examination 

Duration: ~L hr 

Please answer only one question, 

Critically examine the proposition by All A. Mazrui that the African family is the most enduring 

African institution. What evidence does he give to support his argument? Address this question 

comparatively and apply it to your assigned country, 

Or 

Discuss the spread of either Christianity or Islam in Africa by examining the regional variations of 

the expansion, How has either Christianity or Islam affected contemporary politics in your 

country? How has either religion related to the existence of African traditional religions? 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, Februanj, 29, 20]_2 2:32 PM 

Hopkins, Cynthia 

Afri :L01 Midterm 
20]~2 Midterm:Z0:Z.doc 

Dear Ms Hopkins: 
Attached is the midterm for Afri 101, Please have it delivered to the departmental office: 105 Battle Hall. Thanks. 
.]EN 



African Studies 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

Spring 2012 

Mid Term Examination 

Duration: ~L hr 

Please answer only one question, 

Critically examine the proposition by All A. Mazrui that the African family is the most enduring 

African institution. What evidence does he give to support his argument? Address this question 

comparatively and apply it to your assigned country, 

Or 

Discuss the spread of either Christianity or Islam in Africa by examining the regional variations of 

the expansion, How has either Christianity or Islam affected contemporary politics in your 

country? How has either religion related to the existence of African traditional religions? 



From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Sent: Thursday, March 01, 20:L2 3:01 PM 

Subject: RE: UNC Wrestling Open House 

Many thanks for the invitation. I will however be attending another engagement. Take care. 

From:                [                 ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2012 2:10 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, 3ulius E 
Subject: UNC Wrestling Open House 

Professor Nyang’oro, 

Tomorrow at noon, my wrestling team ,,viii be having an event at our new facility to kind of introduce it and let 
eveITone see it. My coach noted that there will be other professors at the event so I wanted to extend the 
invitation to you if you’d like to stop by and see our new facility! it is at Fetzer Gym on the corner of South and 
Raleigh road. Please don’t feel obligated to attend but if you are free it is a ve~, i~ice facility. 

Take care. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, March 07, 2012 2:57 PM 

McLendon, Claire Lund 
RE: Reserves updated for Afri521iSpdng 2012o 

Thank you very much. 

From= McLendon, Claire Lurid 
Sent: Monday, March 05, 2012 12:10 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject= Reserves updated for Afri52:[iSpring 20:[2. 

Professor: 

We have received the book "Let the People Speak" by Shivji. It is now available in the reserves reading room. Your 

reserve request submitted on 2/8/2012 should now be complete; please find all of your book reserves for this course 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, March 07, 2012 3:00 PM 

Library Reserves Reading 

RE: Inquiry: Course Reserve Renewal for Summer and Fall 2012 

From= Library Reserves Reading 
Sent: Monday, March 05, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, .Julius E 
Subject= :Inquiry: Course Reserve Renewal for Summer and Fall 2012 

Dear Julius E. Nyang’oro, 

This is an Undergraduate Library Reserves Course Inquiry about your material for AFRI52’I. 

Please let us know when you are next teaching this course by replying to this email. We will then make your 
reserve material available during the appropriate terms. 

(Select one of the following by typing an X within the box.) 

[] SUMMER 2012 (AFRI521) 

[] FALL 2012 (AFR1521) 

[] SUMMER and FALL 2012 (AFRI521) 

[] I am NOT teaching AFRI521 during any of the semesters listed, but I would like the 
library" to retain my reserve material until the next time I teach the course. 

[X ] Take my reserve material offAFTER this semester. I no longer need this list. 

[ ] Take my reserve material off reserve NOW. I no longer need this list. 

[ ] I am teaching AFRI521, but the course number has changed. 

New Course Number: 

Additionally, please contact us if you have any concerns with your list, if the status of your course 
changes, or if your course is canceled for the given semester. 

The above information is correct, to the best of my knowledge. I understand that the library will contact me with 
questions regarding my material 

J N March 7, 2012 
Initial and Date 

Thank you, 
UL Reserves 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Wednesday, March 07, 20].2 3:0:]. PM 

Library Reserves Reading 

RE: Inqui~,: Course Reserve Renewal for Summer and Fall 20:].2 

From-" Library Reserves Reading 
Sent: Monday, March 05, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject= :Inquiry: Course Reserve Renewal for Summer and Fall 2012 

Dear Julius E. Nyang’oro, 

This is an Undergraduate Library Reserves Course Inquiry about your material for AFRIt0t. 

Please let us know when you are next teaching this course by replying to this email. We will then make your 
reserve material available during the appropriate terms. 

(Select one of the following by typing an X within the box.) 

[] SUMMER 2012 (AFRIIOt) 

[] FALL 2012 ( AFRll0’! ) 

[] SUMMER and FALL 2012 (AFRI101) 

[] I am NOT teaching AFRI101 during any of the semesters listed, but I would like the 
library" to retain my reserve material until the next time I teach the course. 

[X ] Take my reserve material offAFTER this semester. I no longer need this list. 

[ ] Take my reserve material off reserve NOW. I no longer need this list. 

[ ] I am teaching AFRII01, but the course number has changed. 

New Course Number: 

Additionally, please contact us if you have any concerns with your list, if the status of your course 
changes, or if your course is canceled for the given semester. 

The above information is correct, to the best of my knowledge. I understand that the library will contact me with 
questions regarding my material. 

March 7, 2012 
Initial and Date 

Thank you, 
UL Reserves 



From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 

Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 20:12:1:19 PM 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

US policy toward Africa!Militarization 

Refugees ][ntLCivMil_im balanceopdf 

Class: As promised, here is the paper on US military policy in Africa. JEN 
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ABOUT REFUGEES INTERNATIONAL 

Refugees International a&ocates for lifesaving assistance and protection }br displaced people 
and promotes solutions to displacement crises° Based on our on-the-ground knowledge of key 
humanitarian emergencies, Refi2gees Z[nternational successfi211y pressures governments, interna- 
tional agencies and nongovernmental organizations to improve conditions for displaced people. 

Refiigees International is an independent, non-profit humanitarian advocacy organization 

based in Washington, DCo We do not accept government or United Nations funding, relying 

instead on contributions from individuals, fbundations and corporations. Learn more at 

wa~v.refugeesinternational.org. 
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In his introduction to the -002 National Securit~ Strate " President Bush said’ "America is ......... ~ ........ y ~ ~, .gy, ........... , ......... 

no’,," threatened less by conquering states than we are by failing ones." Failing states with weak 

state institutions struggle to deliver se>’ices to their population or to control corruption and 

are at risk of ongoing conflict. When these countries a~na into civil wa,; massive flows of 

refugees and large-scale human displacement lead to further regional and global instabili~’. 

There is broad agreement that combating today’s global threats requires a balanced, inte- 

grated approach with coordinated defense, diplomacy and development efforts. In practice, 

the Pentagon is large]v dictating America’s approach to £areign policy. The nation’s }Breign aid 

budget is too low; its civilian capacity to construct and carry out effective, long-term policies to 

rebuild states is too weak; interventions abroad are oRen unilateral when multilateral solutions 

could be more ef}~ctive; and the militars¢ which is well trained to invade counties, not to build 

them up, is playing an increasingly actiwe and well-funded role in promoting development and 

democracy. Even Defbnse Secretary Robert gates noted that U.S. soldiers co~duc~ing develop- 

ment and assistance ac~vities in countries where they }?equent]y don’t speak the language is 

no replacement fm the real thma - c~wlmn mvolvement and expertise. 

The rising military role in shaping U.S. g]obal engagement is a challenge to the next~ 

president. Foreign assistance represents less than one percent of the federal budget, while 

defense spending is zo%. The U.S. military has over ’-5 million unifbrmed active duW employ- 

ees and over m,mo civilian employees, while the Depar~ent of State has some 6,500 perma- 

nent employees. Although several high-level task forces and commissions have emphasized 

the urgent need to modernize our aid infrastructure and increase sustainable development 

activities, such assistance is increasingly being overseen by military institutions whose poli- 

cies are driven by the Global War on ’1?trot, not by the war against poverV, Beb, veen ,998 a~d 

agog, the percentage of Official Development Assistance the Pentagon control]ed exploded 

from 3.5% to nearly 22%, while the percentage controlled by the U.S. Agency for International 
- ,- o i , . .... " ~o o De~elopm._.nt (b SAI D) shrunk from 6)~ to 4o %. 

This civil-military imbalance has particular r~mifications for Africa, where Global W~r on Ter- 

ror imperatives do not address the continent s biggest needs tbr securi~ assistance. The U.S. 

is only h~lping four African counties trans}Brm their armies and s~curi~’ agencies into pro- 
fessional o~ganizations mat protect citizens rather than abuse them. Resources are allocated 

in a manner that does not reflect the continent’s most pressing priorities. For example, the 

U.S. has allocated $49.65 million fbr re~arming a z,ooo-s~ong Liberian army to deI>nd the 

four million people of that country. In contrast, it only plans to spend $~.~ million in zoo9 to 

help retbrm a ~64,ooo-strong army in the DR Congo, a country with 65 million people where 

Afr~cas firstwor]d~xar cla~medthehv~sofo;erfi;emdhonpeople. 

Two case stndies emphasize the problems inherent in the U.S. approach. Mi]itary dominance 

over reform programs in Liberia has resulted in a policy focused solely on restructuring Li- 

beria’s army by expensive private contractors, DynCorp and Pacific Architects and ~ngineers. 
Meamvhile, intelligence, judiciary, and prison agencies are sadly neglected. In the DR Congo, 

the State Department has played a very active role in facilitating dialogue among belligerents 

and is concerned about the humanitarian situation in the east, but the l)e~nse I)epartment is 

virtually ignoring the nation’s desperate need of military re~arm. As a result, an inadequately 

resourced security sector reform program has contributed, to the Congolese army becoming a 

major source ofinsecuri~" fbr civilian communities. 

U.S, CIVIL-MILITARY IMBALANCE FOR G[OBAL ENGAGEMENT: LESSONS FROM THE OPERA’rIONA[ LEVEL ~N AFR1CA 



influence over U.S. policy on the contlnent. Originally, AFRICOM was promoted as integra> 

ing military and civilian agencies for ’humanitarian assistance, civic action.., and response to 

natural disasters." After much criticism from African nations and the international humanitar- 

ian community, the new A FRICOM Commander is now emphasizing the va]ue the Command 

can add to the many U.S. military programs ah’eady operating in Africa. 

AFR:[COM should focus on hvo unashamedlv militar!/political roles that will stre~gthe~ 

peace and security, in Afi-ica: a) assisting A~?ican countries with defense sector reform; and b) 

supporting Africa’s regional organizations in building conflict management and standby force 

capacity. The Command’s legitimacy will ultimately be determined by its ahility to work with 

the African Tgnion and UN operations to address Africa’s principal security challenge .---mobi- 

lizin sufficient resources to rovide a secure stable and well- overned environment in which 

human ri hts are ~rotected and )romoted and where business can thrive Assistin with the ¯ g .... I~ ..... t .................... g ........................................................................................................................................................ 

coordination of security sector and peacekeeping assistance should be strongly emphasized 

in its mandate to help national gow_’rnments absorb the plethora of uncoordinated initiatives 

f?om various coalitions of donor countries. 

Another priority ~br AFR]COM should be to enhance peacekeeping capadty-building programs. 

As a matter of urgency, AFRICOM shou]d establish a core of civil-military expertise specifically 

related to UN peace operations in Africa. With the demand for African peacekeepers far out- 

stripping the supply of adequately trained and equipped fbrces, AFRICOM has the potential to 

increase the hum bet of train ed soldiers ~br TJ N or A U peace operations. 

AFRICOM could also enhance international cooperation for delivering more sustainable 

support to A~?ican efforts to establish peace and security. Instead of having three command- 

ers that deal with Africa as a third or fourth priority; an informed, consistent and col~erent 

engagement with Af?dca could be established. However, AFRICOM’s current meager budget 

for bilateral security coo eration falls t;ar short of what is needed to have true credibility and 

impact. Currently, no funds are allocated tbr security sector and governance capacity-huilding 

for African nations. Instead, funding is being requested fbr Global War on Terror priorities. 

While AFR]COM can improve engagement with African nations, more ef~.ctive non-military 

support is needed to provide the basic fsundations of stability that wou]d encourage refugees 

to return home and. ~ould meet Africa s ~n3nnous d.eYdopment challenges. Although the current 

administration is promoting a range ofinitiatives to redress the imbalance in U.S. instruments 

for global engagement, these are aimed at a "quick fix" for long-broken machinery. 

The next president must strengthen civilian professional capacity to carry out diplomatic and 
dewqo merit o erations More fundin~ is needed to address the current ~7 to ~ sDendin~ 

imbalance in stuffing and resources be~’een defi~nse and diplomaticideve]opment operations, 

and to reduce the use of contractors in f6reign assistance programs. A thorough assessment of 

both civilian and military capacities to achieve developmental goals must also be conducted. 

Doing a f~w things well in Afi-ica, and doing the right thing in Africa, can have a positive 

impact on 53 UN member states, help u.plift 80% of the world’s poorest people, and win 

friends and influence in the most under-governed continent in the world. If the establi sh- 

ment of AFRICOM, the strengthening of the State Department’s Africa Bureau and USAID 

programs in Africa can be seen to produce positive results, the effort cou.ld serve as a model 

for U.S. global engagement. 
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U,S. CIVIL-MILITARY IMBALANCE FOR 
G LOB ALE N GAG E M ENT: 

LE S S O N S FRO M THE O P ERATI O NAL LE’vT~IEL IN AF RI CA 

INTRODUCTION instruments spanning traditionally indepen- 

............... dent s~heres of diD]omacv, development, and 
..................................................................................................................................................... ln~ l~nD~[~s ~or i _cen[ c~or~s Dv [ne w.~. - 

ane omer oonor ~overnments to mIe~rare 
intelligence and others. :Moreover these e]e- 

mmr oeiense, Olplomanc, Gevelopmem, aug                ~:      ’                              ’ 
merits of engagement should be consciously 

omer pouches m engagmg weaK. mmng. arm 
........ " ~     " , ~ aligned so as to be mutually reinforcing2 

war-turn co[tn~rles 1~ me aeve~opmg worm 

~s clear: fragile states are not only a major In the U.S., the quest fbr policy coherence is 
development challenge" they are also seen ..... " .... .... 111~cfl more ~.]linCull- [~an in countries s~c~ as 
as a leading source oftransnational threats 

to global securiV~ From a humanitarian -, , -, .~ .... 
ana omer aonor countrl~s, me amount 

perspective one of the major concerns about- ’ governmem resources auocam~ mr oevelop- 
f:ragile states is the massive flows ofrefhgees 

" men~ aDO olplomacy is ~alrlV ~vell oa]ancea 
and the large-scale human displacement that 

results when these countries descend into 
, ~ aemnse spenmng awards mar o.me c~wnan 

agencies mr g~oDm e~gagemem oy a 

Policy makers have come to recognize that 
of approximately seventeen to one. Foreign 

the securiw, governance, and development 
assistance represents less than one percent 

of the federal budget, while de>use spe~d- 
challenges of &agile and f~iling states are 

interconnected. Experience suggests that ef- 
ing is ao%2 The U.S. military (including the 

fbrts to bolster, reform, or reconstruct weak 
Coast Guard} has over L5 million uniformed 

or failed states must simultaneously address 
active du~" employees, nearly a million more 

security and stability, good governance, and 
in the reserve forces, and over ~o,xoo civilian 

development needs. ’Tb do so effbctively 
employees.4 By contrast, the Department of 

requires a wide range of capabilities and 
State has some 6Goo permanent employees 
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serving in one U.S. carrier battle group, and 

less than the number employed in military 

bands. The U.S. Agency for International 

Development (USAID) has only z,ozz per- 

manent employees .--- a number said to be less 

than the number of lawyers working in DOD 

headquarters at the Pentagon. 

that the problems of poor governance, instabil- 

ity, and war-tom states require integrated, 

"3D" approaches (through merging or at least 

better coordinating deii~nse, dipbmacy, and 

development eftbrts), the Pentagon is largely 

dictating the doctrinal debate on how to 

stabilize and reconstruct failed st~teso There 

is not yet a strong political or interagency con- 

sensus on the rationale for U.S. engagement; 

the criteria that should guide U.S. involve- 

Giant arms manufacturers such as Lockheed 

Martin, Boeing, and Northrop Grumman 

have been the main beneficiaries of the Pen- 

tagon’ s ri sing expendi h~res.S Th e :Pentagon’ s 

fast-growing service contractors have equally 

been making fortunes. Contracted services 

extend t?om basic food and sanitation provi- 

sion to highly sophisticated services, such as 

the provision of security to U.S. personnel 

serving abroad. By the end of zoo6, there 

were about mo,ooo government contractors 

operating in Iraq, riot counting subcontractors 

- a total that was fast approaching the size of 

the U.S. military force there) 

The inflated deii~nse budget deprives civilian 

agencies of the resoua’ces tl~ey need to build up 

their own technical expertise and response ca- 

pabilities, respond to unibreseen contingencies 

and pro,,~de fbreign aid to fragile and post-con- 

flict states. While exaggerating the position of 

the Pentagon in the nation, s national security 

structure, the greatly skewed resource alloca- 

tions have led to an over-reliance on soldiers 

to conduct post-conflict activities - such as 

policing, governance reform and infrastructure 

development - that should logically be done by 

civil_inn agencies and actors. :’ 

merit; the scale of U.S. aspirations; the end 

state toward which prevention, stabilization 

and recon struction efforts should be directed; 

and tl~e means required to achieve success,s 

Achieving consensus will require strong 

leadersNp f?com the relevant civilian agencies 

of government, as well as strong guidance and 

support from tkle presidency arid file legislatane. 

While Africa has historically been of marginal 

strategic interest to America, the majori~" 

oftl~e world’s most fragile states are on that 

continent. However, the new UoS. concern 

fbr £ailed states is shaped by recent experi- 

ence in Afghanistan and Iraq, and resources 

allocated accordingly° Even where the State 

Department has a clear mandate and budget 

to engage in stabilization and reconstruc- 

tion tasks in Africa (such as security sector 

reform in Liberia, and support to the Af?dcan 

Union and the AU Mission in Sudan), core 

tasks are contracted out to private U.S. 

companies. The issues of State Department 

weakness and of military dominance of U.S. 

Africa policy come to the fore in the debate 

on the establishment of AFR:ICOM. 

US Military 
Active Duty Employees ....................................................................................... 1,500,000 

US Military 
Reserve Forces :~ 1,000,000 

US Military 
Civilian Employees ~ 10,100 

US Dept of State 
Permanent Employees ~ 6,500 

USAID 
Permanent Employees ~ 2,021 
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Commander of AFRICOM, presented before War did not, however, see reduced military 
the House and Senate Armed Services budgets resulting in some resources being 
Committees the first free-standing posture put towards increased aid, as hoped. 
s~tement on the U.S. security strategy for 
Africa. According to Ward: ~ While there was a peace dividend in the 

U.S., it was erased after September ~, zooL 
"AFRICOM is ioneerin a new wa’ for "~ U S militar" s endin remrned to Cold ..................................................................................................................................................... ,- p - g~ Y .... y P - g .... 
Unified Command to fi~fill its role in sup- War levels by zoo4 and in zoo6, spend- 
por~ng the securiff interests of our naSon, ing was 9 per cent higher in real terms 
From inception, AFRICOM was intended than in ~988.~ Between zoox and zoo7, 
to be a dif~brent kind ofcommand designed U.S. military expenditure increased by 
to address the changing sec~ib’ challenges ~39~ in real terms. Since zoox, Congress 

milit~r~ budget confronting the U.S. in the z~st cent~n3,, has provided the Department of De>nse 

i~ m~e ~han ~o 
We are integrath:~g interagency person- (DOZD) wire hundreds of hillions of dollars 
he1 into our struc~re ~o improve bo% %e in supplemental and annual appropria~ons 

}im~ high~ }ban planning and execmion of our duties. By for military operations in support of the 
incorporating interagency representatives war on terrorism. DOI)’s reported annual 
into o~ struc~e, we ~ql] provide be~er obligations I5r GWOT have shown a steady 
informed and more effective support to increase from about $o.z billion in fiscal 

S~a~e D~p~men~ 
ini~atives led by civilian Departments and year zoo~ to ahout $~39.8 billion in fiscal 
Agencies, such as me Depar~ent of State year zoo7. % continue GWOT operations, 
{DOS) and the U~S. Agency for Interna~ion- the President requested $~89.3 billion in 

milita~ foreign aid al I)evelopment (USA:[D)."9 appropriations fbr ZDOD in fiscal year zoo8. 
The United States’ commitments to GWOT 

~mbined2 Many humanitarian NGOs are highly critical will likely involve the continued investment 
of the new Command and are deeply con- of significant resources, requiring decision 
cerned by the role of AFRICOM in harness- makers to consider difficult trade-offs as the 
ing - or hi}acking - relief and development nation faces an increasing ]ong-range fisca] 
assistance to combat terrorism. This role is challenge. 
described by Robert- Kap]an as one in which: 

The supplemental appropriation to pay fbr 
"...through a combinaSon of small-scale the wars in A}~hanistan and Iraq would 
milib~ry strikes that- do not generate bad bring proposed mi]itary spending for FY 
pub]icie! and constant invoDement on the zoo8 to $647.z billion, the highest level of 
soft, humanitarian side ofmili~ry opera- military spending since ghe end of World 
tions, AFRICOM could rebuild the post-Iraq War II.~a Using official budget figures, 
image of the American soldier in the global William D. Hartung, provides the fb]lowing 
commons... AFRICOM ~q~ be about pick- useIh] comparisons: 
ing low-hanging terrorist fruit. The so-called 
long war - and particularly the work of A F- ¯ Proposed U.S. military spending ~br FY 
RICOM -~dll be re]engless and ]ow-ke> .... zoo8 is larger than military spending 

by all of the other nations in the world 

THE NATURE OF THE ~MBALANCE combined. 

The Cold War Peace Dividend: ¯ The FY 2008 m~litm:2 budget is more 

Foge~¢g Log~ ~o GWO~ than 3o times higher than all spending 
on State Department opera~ions and 

The Cold War years saw high spending on non-military tbreign aid combined. 
aid as well as defense, as each super power 
and their allies aided regimes t:riend]y to 
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The FY 2oo8 military spending The Perversion efAid ’ 

represents 58 cents out of every dollar 
spent by the U.S. government on dis- 
cretionary programs: education, health, 
housing assistance, international affa.irs, 
natural resources and environment, iustice, 
veterans’ benefits, science and space, 
transportation, training/employment and 
social services, economic development, 
and several more items. ~ 

By any conceivable measure, the United 

States is currently the most powerful country 

in the history of the world, Potential chal- 

lengers cannot even begin to rival its military 

power. The United States outspends China 

by about seven to one. China spends 3.9 per- 

cent of its GDP on defense; it would have to 

spend about z5 percent of GDP on def?nse if 

it were to begin to rival the United States. 

A smart security strategy must be compre- 

hensive and long-term to combat today’s 

global threats. However, despite its 

extraordinary and historica]ly unprecedented 

military preeminence, the United States has 

£ailed to reduce, to any significant degree, 

the endemic insecurity that prevails among 

the people of the world’s poorest nations 

- including those living in the kind of 

ing states’ that are seen as likely ’breeding 

grounds’ for terrorists. Approximately two- 

fii}.hs of the world population live in ’high- 

mortality deve]oping countries’ --- mainly 

located in sub-Saharan Africa and South-East 

Asia. ]in these countries, one-third of prema- 

ture death and disabi]ity results from four 

risk factors: being underweight; unsafe sex; 

¯ unsafb, water; sanitation and hygiene; and 

indoor smoke from fossil fuel. 

Sweden 

Denmark 

Netherlands 

Norway 

France 

Belgium 

Switzerland 

Finland 

United Kingdom 

Austria 

Germany 

Canada 

Ireland 

Australia 

Italy 

Portugal 

Japan 

G reece 

Spain 

United States 

0.48 

0.45 

0.4 

0.23 

0.2] 

0.2] 

0.19 

0.19 

0.15 

0.15 

0.]4 

0.12 

...... .0.11 

...... .0.11 

....... ,0.09 

....... . 0.07 

....... . 0.07 

......................................... 0.07 
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Thus, intelwentions to reduce hunger, improve ¯ Grants to NGOs and to domestic agencies 

the physical environment and reduce pover~, to support emergency relief operations: and 

are important means of improving the securiS’ 

of human ~ves. Furthermore, m comparisons .[echmca] co operation grants ~ h~ch I: ay 

....... , ..... ~ e~ ~" gr the s~rvic~s of nationals of the donor 
wnn mmm.ry ex-penmrure, me I: r _ "enuon ~ - 

s~ategies developed ~br me World Health countries. 

, ",, ¯.    z . . " ~    "( Orgamzat~on 1~ HO) and the Uruted Nat~ x~s 
, ’ ’ ,, In short, ~anv ~or~s o[ aid are not directed 

to achieve this at)~ear highly cost-ettective. For     ’ 
............. towaids poverty allevlatl 3n. F 3r example, m 

~xam~le it has bee~ es~mated that ~ n11111o~ ’ 
2 ~ ’., - .... 2006 Action Aid estimated ~ .., that Sa7 bil- 
l~ves could ~e saved anmmlly [or an mvestment ....... 

, lion --- roughly half ot global aid--- is phan- 
of $57 billion in basic health inten~en~ons in " 

tom aid,’ that is, i~ is no~ genuinely available 
Ma~ fo~ms ~ poor cotmtries, 

to poor countries to fight pover~." ~ T~chni- 

aid are not U.S. aid, in terms of percentage of GDP, cal assistance was singled out as a particular 

has almost always been lower than any other problem, with at least one quarter of donor 

di~e~e~ ~oward~      industrialized nation in the world, though       budgets being spent on consultants, research 

since aooo, its dollar amount has been me and training: 

highest. Moreover, if aid numbers are ad- 
~This is despite a growing body of evi- 

justed to include qualitative indicators of the 
dence._ that technical assistance is often 

efficacy of aid, as David Roodman has done, 
overpriced and ineffbctive, and in the 

then the U.S. ranks no higher than Greece 

and Spain.~ 
worst cases destroys rather than builds the 

capacity of the poorest countries... Donor 

In ~97o, official development assistance was funded advisers have even been brought 

understood as bilateral grants and loans on in to draft supposedly ’country owned’ 

concessional terms, and official contributions poverty reductionstrategms.- 

to multilateral agencies. However, a number 
The U.S. spends more on international 

of fhctors have led to a large decline in aid 
technical assis~nce than any other donor 

fl~at meets such criteria--- including tighter 
- almost half its officia] deve]opment assis- 

bud.ge~U constraints in richer countries dur- 

ing the ~98os; neo-]iberalism and structura] 
tance. The bulk of that thnding goes to U.S. 

consultants whose real expertise is often 
adjustment programs; and donors pu~ing a 

broader interpretation on what constita~.tes 
knowing how to adhere to comp]ex U.S. 

development assistance. Regarding the la~e~, 
procurement and administrative procedures 

expanded categories ~br official development 
rather than having knowledge of context, 

assistance include, for example: 
experience in the field, language ski]Is, or a 

long-term pover~, reduction orien~a8onY 

. Debt relief; Between ~998 and zoo6, reductions in 

U SAID direct-hire staffwere accompanied 
¯ Subsidies on exports to developing cotm~ies; by a sharp increase in tbreign assistance 

spending, with the result that aid disburse- 
. Food aid which disposes of agricultural ment per staffmember grew by 46 percent 

surpluses resulting from government to $2 million. USAD has consequently had 
subsidies; to reduce development expertise in favor of 

¯ Provision of surplus commodities of little 
general management skills. 

economic value; Z[n fiact, the U.S. has no coherent long-term 

. Administrative costs; 
foreign assistance strategy. As stated by the 

Secretary of Defense, 

. Payments for care and education of refu- 

gees in donor countries; 
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"The U,S. government has tried to meet pursued, a distinctively unilateral posture in 

post-Cold War challenges and pursue z~st 

century objectives ~dth processes and orga- 

nizations designed in the wake of the Sec- 

ond World War_.. The last major legislation 

structuring how America dispenses ~oreign 

assistance was signed by President Kennedy. 

Operating within this outdated bureaucratic 

superstructure, the U.S. government has 

sought to improve interagency planning and 

cooperation thro~.gh a varie~" ofmeans: new 

legislation, directives, of Sces, coordinators, 

’tsars’, authorities, and initiatiw_~s with vary- 

ing degrees of success. " 

Instead of modernizing the Cold \~;4ar era aid 

infrastructure, the U.S. administration has 

responded to each new global challenge by 

creating new ad hoc institutional arrange- 

ments alongside the old ones ---like the 

President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief 

(PEPFAR), the President’s Malaria initiative 

(PMI), the Millennium Challenge Corpora- 

tion (MCC), and the S tate/F BureauP Amer- 

ica’s foreign aid is now (mis)managed by an 

alphabet soup of no less titan fi}~y separate 

units within the executive branch, pursuing 

fifty, disparate and sometimes overlapping 

objectives ranging from narcotics eradica- 

tion to biodiversity preservation. Poor coo> 

dination and lack of integration means that 

U.S. agencies often work at cross purposes 

- something which is not lost on recipient 

countries that are already wary of the fact 

that the U.S. ties more aid to the purchase 

of American goods and services than any 

other donor. Of the more than $z.6 billion 

in aid that the U.S. reported to the OECD 

Development Assistance Committee for 

zoos, less than Szoo million was untied 

aid. If development aid is an important ele- 

ment of the U.So national security strategy, 

including "winning hearts and minds," then 

this sends precisely the wrong message. 

Effb.ctive aid requires the promotion of own- 

ership by recipient governments, alignment 

of aid under national plans, harmonization 

with other donors, and empowerment of the 

citizenry. Since zoo~, the United States has 

the pursuit of national security and fbreign 

and development policy. American policy 

places little emphasis on the need to har- 

monize UoS. approaches with those of other 

donors, or indeed to align these policies 

with the priorities of aid recipients. 

The principle of local ownership is under- 

mined by the UoS. appropriations process, 

which rewards agencies for delivering nar- 

rowly defined outcomes on a year-to-year 

basis and provides little space fbr hand- 

ing over controls to foreign states or their 

citizens. With the notable exception of the 

Millennium Challenge Corporation, U.S. 

deve]opment agencies are prohibited from 

committing funding over the long term, 

making it diftficult fbr operational agen- 

cies and recipient governments to plan.~° 

Similar1Z. rio major donor country makes 

less use than the U.S. does of recipient gov- 

ernments’ procurement or public finance 

management systems for its funding2~ Arid 

the U.S. ties more aid than any other donor. 

Several k~gh level task forces and commissions 

h ave reported on diffb.rent a spects of U.S. ai d 

effectiveness in recent years.= All emphasized 

the urgent need to modernize an aid infra- 

structure and fbr greater U.S. en gagement on 

development All called Jar eleva~ng develop- 

ment on a par with diplomacy and defense - 

and not fbr subordinating it to either. The 

United Kingdom provides an example of how 

this can be done. Besides being a fu~ cabinet 

department the U K Department fbr Interna- 

tional Development (DFID) is governed by 

the International Development Act, wkfich 

mandates that its tim& be spent "to support 

sus~inable development" This gives the 

Secretory of State for development near 

discretion over the use of those fimds. DF]1)% 

Public Semdce Agreement with the TreasuD, 

provides an additional constraint on the 

diversion of DFID resources, hy mandating 

that 9o percent of the depar~nent’s budget be 

spent on low-income countries - effectively 

restricting the lion’s share of DFH)’s aid to the 

poorest regions of Africa and Asia. ~ 
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of U.S. For¢ig~ Assls~anc~ 

The Pentagon has greatly increased and ex- 
panded its involvement into the realm of aid    25% 

activities that have traditionally been imp]e-    20% 

mented by civilian agencies and overseen by 
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.    15% 

The numhers speak tbr themse]ves: the        10% 

percentage of the Official Deve]opment As- 
sistance the Pentagon controls has exploded    5% 

from ~998 to zoo5, growing from 3.5% to      0% 

nearly zz%. while USAID’s percentage of 

ODA shrunk from 65% to 4o%. 

In 2oo5, President Bush established a new 

National Security Presidential Directive 

(NSPD-44)~ arid assigned to the Secretary of 

State responsibility to prepare for, plan, 

coordinate, and implement reconstruction 

and stabilization operations in a wide range 

of contingencies, ranging fi’om complex 

emergencies to failing and failed states, and 

war-torn societies. The of~ce is, theoretically, 

supposed to serve as the fbcal point fbr 

creating, managing, and deploying standing 

civilian response capabilities tbr a range of 

purposes, including to advance "internal 

security; governance and participation, social 

and economic well-being, arid iustice and 

reconciliation."~-s Where the U.S. military 

may be involved, the office is to coordinate 

with the Department of Defense to harmo- 

nize military and civilian involvement. 

The directive seems logical enough in con- 

cept, but application has proved extremely 

problematic - mainly because the civilian 

capacity office Federal government to imple- 

ment international policies and programs has 

eroded over the past twenty-five years. ’T’he 

Department of State is unable to provide even 

advisory support to essential governmental 

fhnctions in post-conflict states, while lld SA£D 

relies largely upon contractors to promote its 

various development objectives. Innate civil- 

ian agency capadty, there and elsewhere, to 

operate overseas is very, very thin. 

In a November 26, zoo7 speech, Secretary 

Gates explained that DOD has, by ~brce of 

circumstance, stepped into the breach: 

1998 2005 

"The I)epartment of I)ef~.nse has taken 

on many of (the) burdens that might have 

been assumed by civilian agencies in the 

past .... [F]orced by circumstances, our 

brave men and women in uniform have 

stepped up to the task, with field artillery- 

men and tankers building schools arid 

mentoring city councils --- usually in a 

language they don’t speak .... But it is no 

replacement for the real thing - civilian 

involvement and expertise." 

Secretary Gates lamented the gutting of"key 

instruments of America’s national power" 

and the withering of America’s ability to 

engage, assist, and communicate with other 

parts of the world which had been so impor- 

tam throughout the Cold War?~ Budgetary 

allocations are important, but money alone 

will not fix the problem wifl~out a substan- 

tive overhaul of strategy and policy - while 

fi2nding can be relatively quick]y allocated, it 

will take years to address the civilian deficit 

in human resources. 

The U.S. response to these problems for the 

foreseeable future, it seems, is to formalize 

the U.S. military’s present and tht~re roles 

in post-conflict reconstruction and state- 

building processes abroad. DOD Directive 

3ooo.o5 Militaq~ S~pportj%r S~abi!i~, 

Security, Z~ansition, and Reconstruction 

(SSTiR) Operations, dated November 28, 

2oo5, recognizes that dvilian Federal agen- 

cies lack capability to operate in high-risk 

environments, and establishes the policy that 

DOD shall give stability operations "prior- 

ity comparable to combat operations," and 
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that U.S. military forces sha]l be prepared to 

establish or maintain order when civilians 

cannot do SOo The major mission elements 

comprising SSTR are to: 

"Establish and maintMn a safe., secure 

environment; deliver humanitarian 

assistance; re(onstm~t critical infrastructure 

and restore essenfia~ services; support ~:o- 

nomic development; esNblish representa- 

five, effective governance and the ~fle of law; 
, ~o~ ¯ . ¯ a7 

and conduct sh at._.~ic communlcahons, 

According to the Secretary of Defense: 

"The objective is to synchronize DOD 

activities with those of other U.S. Govern- 

merit agencies and international partners 

in coherent campaigns that improve civil 

securit-g, promote ef]~b.ctive governance, 

and fbster economic stability. To achieve 

our national objectives, stability operations 

require uniV of purpose and synchro- 

nized, timely efJbrts in a]l dip]omatic, 

defense, and development activities to 

build partner capacity and address the 

causes of conflict."~ 

There is thus a clear danger that the DOD 

wi]l effectively bypass the United Nations 

and other multilateral instita~.tions at a time 

when global partnerships are most needed. 

The desire of the Departmen t of Defen se ibr a 

"unity of purpose" that uses all U.S. govern- 

ment agencies as "if)roe n:mltipliers" in the 

war on terror is further changing how civilian 

agencies operate. This trend is seen in the 

current U SAH) strategic plan, which tbcuses 

on "counterterrorism; weapons of mass 

destruction and destabilizing conventional 

weapons; security cooperation and security 

sector reform; conflict prevention, mitigation, 

and response: and transnational crime." 

The results of this strategy have been 

dubious. For example, the ’deve]opment’ 

programs funded under the rubric of the 

Trans-Sahara Counter Terrorism Partnership 

(TSCTP) have thus fhr been ]ittle more than 

a co]lection of initiatives cobbled together 

from various accounts, with little consider- 

ation of their strategic integration, sustain- 

ability, and long-term developmental imo 

pacts29 There are also increasing concerns 

that USAID intends to seek DOD fhnding 
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may indeed, already have occurred?° militarization of U.S. foreign assistance° 

Further, the Pentagon is seekingyetmore cel]entcooperation between DOD and DOS 

and cannot be used to rovide ecui merit "In m’ vie~,~ buildin~ ~artner ca~acitv 

su ~li~s and/or b’ainin to hui]d the ca aciW is a vital and ~durin military re~ uire- ...................................................................................................................................................... PI: ....... ~ g .... P , ......... g    ., -~ ¯ - 

of~oreignnaSonalmilitaq~Brces. Howeve~ ment---irrespecSveofthecapaciVofother 

Section ~zo6 of the zoos National Defense departments - and its authorities and 

Authorization Act (N DAA) created a unique 

three-year authority permitting DOD and 

State iointly to plan, execute, and oversee 

up to $1oo million annually in bilateral and 

regional military-to-mi]ita~ programs 

to develop foreign militaP/forces’ capacity 

to conduct counterterrorism operations or 

to support stability operations. Embassy coun- 

try teams and regional combatant commands 

jointly tbrmulate projects. As a ’dual-key’ 

program, the Secretaries of State and Defense 

nmst both approve the proposed projects2~ 

The DOD (with strong support from the 

funding mechanisms should reflect that 

really,. The Department of Defense would 

rio more outsource this substantial and 

costly security requirement to a civilian 

agency than it would any other key mili- 

tary mission." ~4 

Moreover; the DOD appears to think that 

countering terrorism (or criminal acts of ter- 

ror) is the exclusive preserve of the military, 

but it is happy for the Department of State to 

retain responsibility for training and equip- 

ping thousands of military peacekeepers 

urlder the Globa] Peace Operations Initia- 

Secretary of State) is now requesting Congress 

to authorize the ~Bui]ding Global Partner- 

ships Act of zooT," which would make 

permanent in ’IStle ~o the three-year pilot 

program establi shed under Section ~zo 6 

- arid would al]ow the DOD to spend up to 

$7~o million a year on training and weapons 

for militaries of its choosing. The proposed 

legislation would al]ow the Defense Depart- 

meat to bypass historic provisions within 

the Foreign Assistance Act~ that prevent as- 

sistance from going to countries that commit 

gross human rights violations, experience a 

mi]itary coup, engage in nuclear prolifera- 

tion, or condone human trafficking, child 

soldiers, or religious intolerance. Secretary 

Gates also wants to use Section ~zo6 money 

to support non-military forces, such as con- 

stabularg coast guard, border guards, and 

similar units. ~ 

In advocating for auff~ority and money for 

the DOD to support non-military security 

agencies, while also arguing against the 

fianding and execution of Section ~zo6 

activities by the State Department, Secretary 

tive - with most of these activities actually 

conducted by private contractors. 

F.xtant U.S. aid - whether delivered by r_)o D 

or DOS!USAID --- is not geared towards 

poverty reduction° The UoSo does not allocate 

its development aid on the basis of neutrality; 

it is concentrated around countries that are 

political allies in the "war on terror." 

According to the ~oo6 National Strategy 

for Countering Terrorism: 

"We will continue to prevent terrorists 

from exploiting ungoverned or under-gov- 

erned areas as safi~ havens - secure spaces 

that allow our enemies to plan, organize, 

train, and prepare for operations .... To 

further counter terrorist exploitation of 

der-governed lands, we will promote effec- 

tive economic development to help ensure 

long-term stability and prosperity."~s 

The U.S. now provides over half of its 

global aid to ~o countries alone, in con- 

trast to the ~ percent it a]locates among the 

world’s ~o poorest countries° The current 
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administration’s engagement with weak and 

failing states is motivated almost entirely by 

traditional national security concerns, ignor- 

ing the J3ct that a comprehensive strategy for 

security and stability also requires address- 

ing good governance and development. 

Development i s severely corn promi sed when 

short4erm security objectives are prioritized 

over longer-term poverty reduction goals. :It 

becomes very diftqcult to hold U.S. aid agen- 

cies accountable for poverty reduction results 

-- and recipients of U.S. development fund- 

ing know" that they can rely on a continuing 

flow of assistance regardless of development 

outcomes -- as long as they remain solely 

aligned with U.S. military objectives. 

In her testimony before the House Armed 

Services Committee on ~ April 2oo8, Sec- 

retary of State Condoleezza Rice highlighted 

the dangers of weak and f5iling states. She 

reminded the Committee that President 

Bush has designated the State Department 

as a national security agencg and that f5iled 

states "create holes in the fabric of the in- 

ternational system where ten’orists can arm 

and train to kill the innocent, where criminal 

nev, vorks can traftqc in drugs and people and 

weapons of mass destruction..." The Bush 

administration’s response to this challenge is 

’transfbrmational diplomacy’ --- a civi]ian-led, 

whole-of-government effort to "build and 

sustain a world of democratic, well-governed 

states that respond to the needs of their 

people, that reduce widespread poverty, and 

that conduct themselves responsibly in the 

international system."~’~ 

"[b address these challenges, the State 

Department’s FY ~oo9 budget request seeks 

to increase the size of the diplomatic corps 

with ~,~oo new" positions f?~r the Department 

of State and 3oo new" positions far the U.S. 

Agency for International Development.v 

"[’he Department of State has also launched a 

Civilian Stabilization Initiative with the aim 

of creating a rapid civilian response capabil- 

ity f?~r use in stabilization and reconstruction 

environments. The idea is that elements 

of this new team could be deployed along- 

side of the U.S. mi]itar3,; with international 

partners, or on their own. This is a good 

first step towards increasing civilian capac- 

ity, but such an initiative is still ad hoc and 

not a comprehensive response to structural 

deficiencies in the U.S. government. 
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The Clwl~an Stab~hzatmn Imt~at~;e ~ based teragency partnership ~s far from eqmtable, 

on the establishment of three tiers of civilian with permanent DO D employees outnum- 

response capabilities: an Active Response bering those of AID by a ratio of 75o:~. 

Corps of selected and specially trained 
diplomats and interagency federal employ- A recent RAND Corporation study con~rms 

~s" ~ c ..... --~b~ ~s’~ ........... ~’~ ............ ~ c-..-~,.,( that despite the common notion that ci~ i] 

~m lo ees" and a Civilian Reset e Cor,s capabilities and military power are equally , p y , v     p . 
,u. ~.. :~ k~ ....... : .~. c_..: ~, o~ ,.~,,~ 1, ~.,1 important to counterinsurgency operations 

-ve    o     - ~ " s ~ "    - w" the meager and infrequo~t bump-ups in go _,nm._.nt and civil ..ocmV personnel , lth .................. 

relevant specialized skill sets. Following a the State Depar~ent’s budget have been 

¯ . - - .. . -- . . dwarfed b massive increasesin Penta- decision to take actmn, the objective 
~he ~en{ able to deploy trai~ed a~d equipped Ac- gon spe~ding. The report notes that, ".., if 

tire Response Corps members to a conflict countering [Islamic] insurgency requires a 

U S ~n~agen~ zone within 48-7z hours of notification. The broad and balanced array of capabilities, the 

lar~er tbrce of S~andby and Civilian Reserve grim implication is that the United States 

Corps members could then be mobilized is ill equipped to counter the gravest threat 

from ~ui~bl~ ,M~h within two months. The President’s FYo9 it faces."~ The aumors estimate that the 

p~man~n~ DOD 
budget includes $248.6 mi]lion to launch United States would need to add thousands 

this capabiliW. of deployable civilian professionals and bil- 

lions more in targeted ~)reign aid to meet empl6ge~s °0}~um 
Secretary Rice has been a~ unashamed counterinsurgency needs. 

champion of the Building global Partner- 

ships Act and the extension and expansion However, generating a~d sustaining popular 

of the Section ~zo6 aumoriw. She is a]so and legislative support for such substantial 

pushing hard ~ar an extension and expan- increases in resources devoted, to develop- 

sion of Section ~2o7 authority, which would ment activities will require a broad consen- 

give the State Department mo~ey to deploy sus among the American people regarding 

diplomats in support of U.S. military forces, the importance of international development 

Whereas ~zo6 is a DOD-State Department to America’s interests as well as its values. 

program with DOD lead, Section ~zo7 is a Establishing a dedicated cabinet-leve] depart- 

State Department-DOD program with a DOS merit for foreign assistance and development 

lead. Congress authorized both programs effbrts -- a debate re-emerging withi~ policy 

through the Defbnse Department because circles in W3shington -- will not change the 

they meet important militaq requirements, trend towards harnessing aid in pursuit of a 

Section ~2o7 allows DOD to transfer up to militarized ~atio~al securiV in the absence 

$~oo million to the Department of SNte to of consensus on a global development policy. 

bring civi]ian expertise to bear a]ongside Structure should follow strategy, as form for 

the military. DOD and S~te are now jointly lows fimction. The debate over a cabinet lev- 

pushing Congress for a five-year extension of el department tBr international development 

Section ~zo7 and an increase in the authoriD’ should continue, but it must be informed by 

to Szoo million, robust discussions on a concrete and endur- 

ing strategy £ar sustained and meaning}hi 

Still, the Section ~zo6 and ~2o7 authorities foreign assistance. 

are ad hoc responses that will not provide a 

coherent structure to meeting the world’s The next U.S. adminis~ation will certainly 

development challenges. While Gates calls have to deal with urgent issues of strategy, 

the programs "terrific interagency partner- including the need to re-craf~ the National 

ships,"~8 the notion ofpartnership, implies Securiw Act of~947 for the 2~st century and 

an equitable relationship based on a balance perhaps, in tandem, to initiate an overhaul of 

of power and interests. The current U.S. in- the Foreig~ Assistance Act.4° 
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Egypt by far the primary beneficiaries ($Zo55 ential member of the Security Council, con- 

billio~ and $~ billion r~s ~ectiwl I)~s ~Re tinues to a rove mission a~r mission ..................................................................................................................................................... ...... 3 ....... t ..... Y) ..... t ...... PP ............ 
the rhetoric, it is dear that the counties of Africa while falling behind on its payments. 

sub-Saharan Africa - with a combined total Two weeks prior to his African visit, on 4 
- ¯ .. o - ~ ~ ~ - ) ,’-o - ’    -." of $3-5 million, or 0.08 N of the }, M ~, budget ~,ebruary zoo8, [ resld._.nt Bush impel fled a 

.... count f~r virtually nothing, number of Afl’ican countries emerging from 

war to peace by releasing a FY o9 budget 
Africa s proportional share of funded mill- ~ ....... ~ *~-~ -. 
tary training opportunities in the USA is peacekeeping --- asking for an amount that 
muchlarger According to the U S govern- . ~ ..... . ..    . - ...... was some $6~om short of what ~t will owe 

In i{~ dgi]~e ~6 ~nd ment, the International Military F.ducation to peacekeeping tbr EY 09, and that would 
and Training (IMET) program is a key com- bring America’s total arrears to the UN to 

a~d 8~mbai portent of U.S. security assistance, promof nearly Szbn. 

~e~m~i~m ~n 
ing regional stabiliW and dei~nse capabili- 

ties through professional military ~aining In its desire to find and combat terrorism 

~he DOD ha~ and education to students from "allied. and in Africa, the DOD has oriented its major 

friendly nations." The global sum allocated regional initiatives in North and East Africa 

O~i~n~ed i!~ ma~O~ to IMET in the FYo9 budget is $90,500,000 along counterterrorism lines, despite the 

- with ~5% of this designated for 45 African fact that the GWOT simply does not rank 

countries. However, there is no way to assess high on the list ofAi?ican securie! priori- 
~ NOgh ~nd Ea$i the positive effects of IMET on At?ican peace ties. Although these programs have involved 

and security (or for that matter, in combat- efforts to improve governance and security 
Africa ~l~ng ~un ing terrorism), and the program has been sector capaci~, their potential benefits have 

criticized in the past f~r training officers who been overshadowed by short-term, kinetic 

have served, despots like Mobum. Sese Seko operations conducted by U.S. military forces 

of Zaire. against suspected terrorists. 

The most - and most meaningfi,1 - ~nancial On January 7, 

support to African peace and securi~ cnr- AC-~3o gnnships45 attacked a convoy of 

rently provided by the U.S. is undoubtedly trucks moving through the Somali fishing 

the money it contributes to UN peacekeep- village of Ras I<ambo~i, ~ear the Kenyan 

ing. UN peacekeeping in A}?ica is at a his- border. The targets were Abu Taha al-Sudani, 

toric high today; accounting for 7o percent al-Qaeda’s leader in East Africa, and Saleh 

or more of the over ~zo,ooo blue helmets Ali Saleh Nabhan, o~e of~’o suspected 

authorized by the UN Securi~ Council opera, yes involved in the ~998 bombings of 

worldwide. The UN has increasingly proved the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. 

willing to i~tervene to help terminate civil According to local Somalis, and co~rmed 

wars and establish rule of law in Africa and by western diplomats and aid officials 

other places where the U.S. cannot or does Nairobi, a group of pastoralists were killed 
4 not wa~t to go. ~ ’Ib enable it to do so, the in the U.S. agack, a~d ~one of the dead was 

UN depends heavily on the U.S. picking up connected to al-Qaeda or the Islamic Courts. 

a little over a quarter of the cost of each mis- 

sion. This turnaround in UN engagement i~ The hu~t ~br Nabha~ and other suspects 

Africa remains absolutely critical to restoring continued and, on March 3, zoo8, a U.S. 

security on the continent. Whatever their submarine launched two Tomahawk cruise 

operational shortcomings, the UN and its missiles that struck near Dhoobleg a remote 

spedalized agencies command respect and Somali town some ~40 miles from the 
4 

support from almost every African govern- Kenyan border. ~ The strike was aimed at a 

merit and t?om all levels of African socieW. 44 "t?cilib~ where there were known terrorists" 
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Accordingtothelocal districtcommissioner, national peaceandsecurityaspartofa 

themissileshittwohouses, killingthreewom- multiosectoralapproachtopost-conflict 

en and three c}fildren and woundinganother security sector reform/ 

itbelievesNabhan oranyomerterroristsus- Somaliaisnottheonlycountrybeing 

Usingcruisemissilestotargetindividual andsecurityagenciesintoprofessional 

suspects at great risk of collateral damage organizations dedicated to protecting the citi- 

raises a host of moral ethical and b al zenrv rather than abusin them Civilian and 

issues thatareworthyoflengthydebate, democraticcontroloversecuritys~ructures 

Beyondsuchissues, however, theco~crete -includi~gam~edfbrces, police, securi~ 

numbersinthe President’s FYogbudget managementandoversightbodies, andjustice 

pointtoatotallackofconcernforsecuriqin andlawenforcementinstimtions-maynot 

Somalia - where the world’s worst humani- guarantee economic development, but they 

tarian crisis continues to fester ~cli sin are certainN a necessar," r~condition 

groundfbrthe U.S. militaryandits Ethio- (SSR) isan essentialparto[acomprehensive 

~.,~ .m~ ~. ~ .......... ~ ~,< ~.~ ..... ~.. :;~,.,.~:~. ~ post conflict peace-building process where 

e- o ~ 6 ’ - ’ - - ,, the refbrm program dorives f}om a compro- 

fiormin~ th~ Somali military into a nrof~s- hensive national defense and securi 

.,.:~?: 

]a 



also involves a corn rehensiw~ revi~w and " com lete ~fforts to transform the Liberian 

restructuring of intelligence services, the military into a pro~ssional ~’o thousand 

penitentiary, the judiciary, and other agen- member strong armed force that respects 

cies charged, in some way with preserving the rule of law and has the capacity to protect 

and promoting the saf~" and securi~" of the Liberia’s borders and maintain adequate 

state and its citizenry, securiD" in the country."49 While this support 

is much needed and in the interests of stabil- 
However, in realqit? war to peace tra~si- iP/in the West Afi’ican region, Liberia has a 
tions in At?ica, the process of securi~; sector total population of only fl~ree million people. 
reform - as supported by ~he international 

communiP/and bilateral donors - is ot~en 

far more rudimentary. R oRen is aimed sire- 

ply at the training and equipping of armed 

forces and police agencies, with little atten- 

tion or resources being devoted to the other 

components of the security system. 

The U.S. contribution to SSR in Africa is 

fi~nded through the Peacekeeping Opera- 

tions (PKO) account. As stated in the admin- 

istration’s budget request: "PKO funding 

provides security assistance to help diminish 

and resolve conflict .... address counter-ter- 

rorism threats, and, in the aftermath of con- 

flict, reforms military establishments into 

professional military }brces with respect far 

the rule oflaw:..o" The FY o9 request is for 

a modest $z47 million (down t?om a FYo8 

estimate of $z6~ million).4s Of this amount, 

$96.7~ million is dedicated to SSR activities 

in only f?)ur countries in Africa, in a manner 

that does not reflect at all the most pressing 

reform priorities on the continent. 

Its significance in terms of continental peace 

and security pales in comparison to that of 

the DR Congo --- a country the size of West- 

ern Europe with 6~ million people in over 

~oo ethnic groups - where Africa’s "first 

world war" has claimed the lives of over five 

million people and where over a million 

people have been displaced over the past year 

alone as a result of continued violence in the 

east. The DRC has a dysfunctional and real- 

integrated army of ~64,ooo - 8z times the 

size of that of I,iberia. "Yet the FY o9 request 

is for a paltry $~.,~ million, to "continue ef- 

ff)rts to reff)rm fl:~e military in the DR Congo 

into a force capable of maintaining peace 

and security:" ~° 
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UoS. SECURITY SECTOR REFORM Agreement .CI:A/ the populatmn and 

EFFORTS IN kl BERIA the transitional government were deeply 

mistrustful of law enforcement and mili 
Background .... 

officials. Pohce and m~htarv officers were not 

Fourtee~ years ofcM1 war d~splaced nearly regarded as a source of protect~on~ but rather 

one4hird of Liberia’s population and took as entities to be t~ared. 

 he  v  of pp ox ma <,  o,ooo peop> 
Prior to the outbreak of war in ~989, I.ibe- The interna~onal communi 

ria’s rulers had develo ~d s~’stems of arallel supporting a multidimensional transition 

e e s ~ from war to ea;e from militant m~srule and informal gov ~rnanc~ that sid~]ined and .~ .... P-’ :-;.~ ¯ :: .~ ..... ’.- 

hollowed-out state institutions. They virtually to rule of]aw. This support has coalesced 

subcontracted the management of state secu- around the United Nations Mission in 

rity and revenue resources t-o an informal Liberia (UNMII.). Established 

group of presidential associates - which led zoo3, UNMII. has helped to restore re]ative 

inevitably to the collapse of the state bureau- cahn to the country by supporting and over- 

cracy and security services, seeing the disarmament of over 

combatants; the disbandment of ~rmer 
A key feature of security institutions in armed factions; the partial restoration of 

Liberia was the gross abuse of human rights State authori~" in the counties; and the 
(often with impunity) by securiD’ person- launching ofa securiV sector refbrm pro- 

nel through torture, arbitrary arrests and gram. The Liberian government’s Interim 

killings, and the use ofof~cial powers tbr PoverD- Reduction Strategy (IPRS) priori- 

private gains. Not surprisingl~ by the ~me tized key development issues and challenges 
of the August zoo3 Comprehensive Peace into four pillars, namely: 
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some overlapping. Overarching responsibi]- 
z Revitalizino economic rowth ..... .... .~ - g     , ~t’! for developmg natmnal security st, ategy 

3" Strengthening governance and the rule of 
and polices is supposed to be vested in the 

law: and 
National Security Council (NSC), created on 

March ~z, ~999 by an Act of Legislature.> 

4. Rehabi]JNting inDastructure and delivering 
However, the I.iberian government has not 

basic services, yet produced, this long-awaited National 

SecuriV Strategy and supplementary legis]a- 

Significantly, national securiw is the first tion and policy documents. 

pillar. Responsibility (including financial 
~hg ON ha~ not support) fbr the reconstitution of lab _rm s ’ e " In the absence thereof; SSR has been hastily 

securig~ sector is shared be~’een the U.S. implemented wqthin the convoluted legal 
be~ effe~tig{ ~ ih~ 

government, which is leading the reform framework provided by the ~986 Constitu- 

b~d realm ~ of the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFI.); the tion of Liberia, the Comprehensive Peace 

Liberian government (Ministry of Defense Agreement (CPA} of zoo3, and United 

and Ministry of Justice); and UNMIL, which Nations Securiw Council Resolution ~5o9 

is implementing police refbrm. However, (2oo3). The CPA provides specific criteria 

~o~m a~d ha~ no{    the UN has not been efIbctive in the broad    }Br the restructuring of the Armed Forces of 

Liberia (AFL); in particular specifying that 
had }h~ ~n~p~ual realm of security sector reform, and has not 

had the conceptual framework or the means recruits would be screened with respect to 

framework ~ ~h~ to engage meaningfully in military transfof educational, professional, medical and fit- 

marion processes. As explained in the UN’s hess qualifications and prior history of 

m~a~ t0 engag~ Capstone Doctrine fbr peace operations: human rights abuses. Further. it stressed 

that the res~uctured army should reflect 
m~an~ngfully 

"Giwm their relatively short lifespan and regional balance within the country and that 

i~ m~i~a~ limited access to program fiends and spe- the AFI?:s mission shall be to defbnd Liherian 

cialist expertise, UN peacekeeping opera- "national sovereignb, and in extremis, re- 
tranSformatiOn tions are neither mandated nor resourced spond to natural disasters." It also identifies 

to engage in the long-term peace-building the UN, AU and other organizations fbr the 

activities required to achieve the objectives provision of staft; equipment and logistics, 

identified above. Other actors, both within and the U.S. as playing % lead role" in orga- 

and outside the UN system, normally nizing the restructuring program.~ 

undertake the bulk of this work."~’ 
UN Securi~, Council Resolution ~5o9 

SSR continues to slip into a systemic funding specifically stipulates that UNMIL shal] 

vacuum, while the Security Council contin- work with Liberia’s government to develop 

ues to mandate missions to do SSR work a civilian police training program and 

.... hoping that a "lead nation" wi]l step up restructure the Hberian m~htar,.’~ Although 

to the plate and provide both the leadership the CPA is specific about the rod of the 

and resources to refbrm the securi~" sector in the restructuring of the army, Resolution 

in host nations. For Liberia, the lead nation ~5o9 refers simply to ’qnterested States." 

has been the U.S. 
From August zoo3 to ~[anuary zoo6, the 

The fi~gal Framework CPA was the ma~or source of legal authori~’ 

for SSR in Liberia, and even suspended, parts 
Liberia’s post-war security architecture is 

of the Liberian Constitution. However, the 
characterized by redundanc}; inadequate 

inauguration of Mrs. E]len !ohnson-Sirleaf 
control, and incoherence. The present gov- 

in ]anuary 2006 has again made the Consfi- 
ernment inherited no fewer than ~5 separate 

tution of Liberia relevant to the process¢~ As 
agencies and structures tasked with a varieb, 
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Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of    While the GRC is supposed to lead. the devel- 

Liberia, the President "appoints members of 

the military from the rank of lieutenant or its 

equivalence arid above; and field marshals, 

deputy fie]d marshals and sheri~."~(~ 

There is obviously potential for debate and 

argument as to which of these three docu- 

ments is legally supreme, but there is broad 

agreement that the security sector should 

be reformed and transformed,s7 However, 

there are strong differences of opinion within 

I.iberian civil socieD; and some of the security 

agencies themselves, as to the nature and 

scope of reform - and the rationale behind it. 

The Conceptual Framework 

In view of the role played by ill-governed and 
predatoU securiD- institutions in the Liberian 
civil wars, the success and sustainability of 
rebuilding Liberia depends on a security 
sector that can operate effb.ctively, and within 
a framework of effective democratic control. 
Thus, the challenge before the national, 
regional, and international communities lay 
not just in rebuilding the I.iberian military 
and police force - but also in defining their 
new roles in the post-conflict society and en- 
suring effective oversight and management. 

According to the IPRS, the government’s 

medium-term approach is to ’% develop 

a national security strategy to guide secu- 

riD, sector reform, extend national security 

actions to ensure national safeD; security 

and peace as well as build national secu- 

riD, capabilities." The Governance Reform 

Commission (GRC), the Ministry of Defense 

(MoI)) and the Ministry of Justice (Moj) are 

supposed to lead this process. The IPRS also 

commits the government to developing a: 

"comprehen sive longeroterm operational 

and institutional security reform agenda°.. 

in order to rationalize various security 

forces, facilitate a change in culture of the 

security forces, define clear missions and 

tasks and ensure there are no duplications, 

overlap or conflicts of interest between 

security agencies."5~ 

opment of a national security strategF; it has 

not succeeded in moving the process forward 

at a satisfactory pace. The GRC has deep 

concerns about the legal fra mework fbr S S R 

and the roles of the various actors involved, 

arid how this is being interpreted arid appliedo 

F’or example, while the CPA provided fbr the 

U.S. to play a ]ead role in defense transform> 

tion, the GRC contends that the U.So SSR 

"[b.am is "muscling out everybody else" in the 

area of defense sector trans}brmation and 

that the U.S.-driven process does not suffi- 

ciently take into account the regional realities 

and security situation. In particular, defense 

(re)structuring is proceeding in isolation from 

the F.COWA S security architect~Jre, and does 

not seem to be based on a thorough analysis 

of the security dynamics of the Mano River 

Basin. ’:[-’he Chain:nan of the GRC, Dr. Amos 

SawTer"~9 contends that the AFI. is being 

organized according to an apparently threat- 

independent approach to defb.nse planning 

and structuring)° 

The Defense Act of ~956, which Darned 
Liberia’s defense policy, was extremely con- 
troversial and has been withdrawn by Presi- 
dent Johnson-Sir]eaf. SSR Program staff 
from the U.So subsequently assisted MoD 
staffwith the drafting of a new I,iberian 
National Defense Act, in coordination with 
and incorporating guidance from Minister 
of National Defi~nse Brownie Samukai and 

Minister of Justice Counselor Frances John- 
son-Morris. The draft Act, which is similar to 
the U.S. Title X, was completed by December 
zoo6, but it is still being debated and vetted 
by the Liberian legislature. According to Tom 
DempseF; who was on the £acu]ty of the SSR 
Program at the time, the draft Act "...delin- 
eated the responsibilities arid missions of 
the Liberian DeD.nse sector and established 
a solid foundation for civilian control and 
oversight of the Armed Forces of Liberia."~ 
]!-{oweve~; the G R C contends that the new" 
draft does not differ significantly from the 
old Defense Act, arid that there is a dear 
need to first develop a comprehensive secu- 
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defense policy which can ther~ be enacted in Corporat~orfs analysis of possible operational 

specific legislation. ~ contingencies also suggested a need for an 

additional capabilis, that would complete 
The GRC attributes delays ir~ the formulation arid ti~ to eff~ r currently larm~ d c£ abili .... ~ g ~ ~     -~ " p - ~c p~ 
a~d promulgation of a national securiD" ties: a mobile unit of the I.NP that can per- 
strategy and policy to a turf struggle be~’een ~Srm either in a law-en£arcement mode or 
the "security corr~munity," UNMIL, and the in combaL RAND therefore recommended 
GRC. Amos Sa~-/er explains this as f;~]lows: the establishment of a police quick-response 

"The securi~ community - including the 
unit (QRU) that would complement the 

regular police. Unlike the police support 
Ministry of Defense, the IGP, the SSR 

Team and the National Security Advisor 

- favors secrecy and ’opaqueness.’ UNMH~ 

(which takes the lead on police reform) 

feels that the UN Security Council is the 

legitimate authorit’! to provide direction to 

the SSR process and that UNMIL should 

therefore be the lead agency: The GRC 

sees security sector reform as part and 

parcel of human securig, policy and of the 

overall governance reform agenda which 

it leads." ~ 

In the absence of an authoritative and 

comprehensive National Security Strategy, 

and attendant legis]ation and policies, the 

only clear guidance for pursuir~g SSR ir~ 

Liberia remains the RAND Report, which 

is based on internationa] "best practices" 

arid clear, logical analysis rather than an 

depth understanding of Liberia and the West 

African region. The RAND Report’s general 

recommendatior~ is that Liberia’s capabili- 

ties architecture should respond to a security 

concept whereby (a) pub]ic safe~, and law" 

er~forcement are immediate cor~cerns, (b) 

the appearance oforganized armed internal 

opposition can be anticipated and prevented, 

arid (c} future external threats that may arise 

without long warning can be countered. 

The RAND Report rightly states that, even 

with foreign assistance, Liberia’s economy 

does not permit large forces/~4 and that the 

key to cost-effectiveness tbr Liberia’s security 

forces is to have complementary capabilities 

that cover the forces’ core security functior~s, 

possess the right qualities, and can be 

used flexibly. In addition to a reconstituted 

unit, which is meant to deal with civil unrest 

(e.g. riot control), the QRU would be capable 

of defeating organized armed threats, 

specifically where countering the ff)rmation 

of armed opposition forces wou]d extend 

beyond the capabilities of regular police, yet 

not warrant the domestic use of the army.6~ 

Role of’the new AFL and the 

Security Sector Reform Program 

In the absence of a valid National Defense 

Act, the RAND Report again provides the 

most credible direction for the establishment 

of a new army, beginning with a definition of 

the role and functions, as well as the pos- 

ture of the At:’I.. In particular, it notes that, 

"At present, non-state external and interna] 

threats are more likely thar~ threats from 

neighboring states. The size of the AFI. is less 

important than that it be superior in qualib’ 

and capability to foreseeable threats."~ 

Underpinning this RAND assessment is the 

logic that the size, structure, and fhnction of 

the new AFI. should be framed by financial, 

regiorml, arid historical concerns. According 

to a f?~rmer member of the SSR Program 

staff, the government of Liberia therefore 

er~visioned an ir~far~try force that was able 

to move quickly while at the same time pos- 

ing no threats to its neighboring countries. 

Rather than building a force with the capac- 

it’/to fight external threats, the new I,iberian 

government determined that the country 

r~eeded a force with the ability to patrol 

borders, control immigration, and manage 

crimina]i~,. Scan McFate elaborates: 
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"The fbrce must be postured so that it is 

strong enough to defend the integrity of 

the nation’s borders but not so strong that 

it threatens neighbors with its fbrceopro- 

jection capability: Its structure, equipment, 

and training must be appropriate to the 

fbrce’s mission (}br example, I,iberia does 

not- require F-~6 fighter ietS)o Perhaps 

most critically, the new securi~" fbrce must 

not be so large that the government can- 

not pay its salarieso Such a condition is a 

precipitant to civil war." r~7 

"[’he United States pledged $z~o million and 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

with the Interim Transitional Government 

of i[.iberia, fbrmalizing the U.S. role and 

commitment, through the Securi~" Sector 

Reform Program, to assist in demobilizing 

the existing Liberian military, recruiting and 

vetting recruits for an entirely new force, and 

then training, equipping and sustaining that 

fbrce unti] it was operational° 

The most controversial facet of the SSR 

Program is the framing of the national 

securi ty archi tec~ure by the R AIN I) Corpora- 

tion and the use by the U.S. Department of 

State of two private contractors to build it° 

DynCorp International has been contracted 

to provide basic f~acilities and basic training 

for the AFL, and Pacific Architects and En- 

gineers (PAE} won the contract fbr building 

some of the bases, for forming and struc- 

turing the AFL and its component units, 

and for providing specialized and advanced 

training, including mentoring of the AFFs 

fledgling officer and non-commissioned 

officer corps. DynCorp’s job is essentially to 

"recruit and make soldiers," while PAE is 

employed to "mentor and develop" them into 

a fi~lly operational fbrce. In addition to the 

contracted trainers, the U.S. European Como 

mand {EUCOM) is seconding eight active 

duty officers and non-commissioned oftScers 

to work alongside PAE in mentoring the 

AFL corr~manders. While EUCOM will pay 
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for these officers’ general service benefits, candidate’s physical fitness, literacy leve], 

PAE will provide them with accommodation health, and human rights record. This body, 

and vehicles, the Joint Personnel Board (JPB), is the final 

arbiter of who gets accepted and who gets 
The SSR Program has provided for the rejected, for training and service in the AFL. 
demobili zation of ~3,77° soldiers who served 

in the old AFI., allocating one-time payments The Government of I,iberia decided that the 

of between USSz85 and $4,3oo, depending new AFL will be trained according to U.S. 

on the se~ioriv/a~d length of service of de- Army doctrine, because this had been the 

mobilized personnel. The SSR Program also basis of the ~aining of the old AFI.. Every 

supported the demobilization of the MinistU soldier, irrespective of final mustering, is 

of National Defbnse, which had 400-450 first trained as a~ infantry rifleman during a 

personnel in its books, and the re~’aining of basic training --- Initial Entry Training (IET} 

select candidates. On March 2o, zoo7, ~9 course - which was ~ weeks long for the ini- 

civilian employees of the Ministry of Defbnse tial intake. The period has subsequently been 

graduated aRer completing ~7 weeks of train- reduced to 8 weeks by cutting three weeks 

ing offered by the U.S. Defense Department. of training time initially devoted to human 

rights training and education in civics and 
Recruitment and Training civil-military relations in a democracy. 

The SSR program subsequently supported 
These subjects have been dropped t?om the 

the MoD ~qth the recruiting and vetting of 
curriculum because of the high cost of basic 

an initial ~z,~oo applicants for service in the 
training. DynCorp instructors are all ~brmer 

new A FL. DynCorp designed, and contimies 
drill instructors from the U.S. Army or the 

to manage, the ongoing recruiting and vet- 
U.S. Marine Corps, or who have served, in 

ring program. Given the long civil war, acute 
their respective Corps Instruction Schools. 

sutt?ring of civilians, and the widespread 
Their average age is 39 years; they are the 

atrocities committed by all of the armed 
type of people who can command an excel- 

groups, the government of Liberia and the 
lent rate of remuneration in the private 

SSR Program established a number of stages 
securig~ industry in places such as Iraq and 

by which to screen recruits for the new Libe- 
Afghanistan. This drives up the DynCorp 

rian army. As explained by McFate: 
salary bill. "Daining in civic consciousness, 

"The goal of the recruiting, vetting, and human rights, and International Humanitar- 

training components of security sector Jan Law is therefore planned for a later stage 

refbrm is to achieve a fbrce that maintains of training, af~er soldiers are assigned to 

a proI>ssional ethos, respects the rule of permanent units. 

law, cultivates public service leadership, is 
The training program is much like the 

apolitical, and accepts civilian control with 
basic training presented in most armies; 

~ansparent oversight mechanisms."~’~ 
includes subjects such as personal hygiene, 

The vetting process has proved thorough, dril], weapons instruction, field crati, and 

There is concern for ensuring that the new land navigation. The }3cili~es are designed 

AEI. reflects a healthy regional and ethnic to accommodate a maximum of~o recruits 

(, and are fllncfional, but bv no means h~uri- balance, ~ and there has been a very strong 

emphasis on ensuring that those with a his- ous or extravagant. The basic weaponry pro- 

tory of committing human rights abuses are vided to the AFL is compatible with that of 

not admitted to the AFI.. A vetting council, other countries in the region - AK-47 assault 

comprised of a representative of the Min- rifles and R PG-7 rocket-propelled grenade 

istry of ])efbnse, Liberian civil socie~; and launchers’> 

the United States Embass?~ assesses each 
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The end state fbr the AF’L is a professional 

army "o.. modeled on U.S. Army doctrine, 

that will support the national objectives of 

the Government of Liberia. ";’~ ’T’he S S R Pro- 

gram plans to deliver, by September 2o~o, 

an AFL that will essentially be comprised of 

the 23rd Infhntry Brigade. ’T’he total planned 

strength of this brigade is z,ooo men and 

women -i46 officers and 1,854 enlisted 
ranks. The 23rd Infhntry Brigade wil] be 

commanded by a colonel and have a higher 

headquarter dement staffed by a total of 

~3 personnel. 

The constituent units, sub units, and sub- 

sub units ofthe brigade are planned as 

follows: 

o f,t and Znd Battalions ....... light infantry bat- 

talions each comprised of 68o soldiers, 

and organized into a battalion headqua> 

ters, three rifle companies and a combat 

support company° The rifle companies will 

each comprise a company headquarters 

and three rifle platoons. 

o An engineering company with a strength 

of 2.230. 

military police company with a strength 
of~oso 

o A Brigade Training Unit (BTU) with a 
strength of i6z. 

o The band platoon with 4° members. 

Whi]e the basic and specialized training of 

enlisted ranks and junior officers is well 

underway, there is clearly a gap when it 

comes to senior command positions in the 

AFL. Ideally; the appointment of the brigade 

commander, battalion commander and 

senior staff officers should have preceded 

the formation, activation, and operation- 

alization of the z3~d Brigade. The Brigade 
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such posts are filled by competent officers, not enough to see the SSR Program ~hrou~h 

However, ~t generally takes zo-3o years of to conclusion, but it came just ~n time to 

military training and experience to create a prevent the collapse of’the recruitment and 

good brigade commander, and the AFL is basic training program. The Department of 

being created from scratch. State would not allow the commencement o£ 

training tbr a f~rther in~ke until the money 
Funding and Resources to pay them was secured.>~According to a 

The SSR Program is funding every aspect of fbm~er senior DynCorp employee in I.iberia, 

the AFL (from bases and base maintenance the U.S. Department of State has been lax 

to uniforms and food during the initial train- in overseeing the process and promoting 

ing phase), except salaries.:’~ However, ac- an effSctive and sustained SSR program in 

~O 30 years ~ cording to the ODC, the SSR Program is not I.iberia; in particular, it has been unwilling to 

¯ ,, ~ ,, press Congress for increased funding.7s entirely a U.S. closed shop, as suggested 

mii~!a~ ira~ning by the GRC and some civil socieW interlocu- 
Weak and erratic f~nding is thus said to 

tots. There is a Defense Support Group ~or 
be the main cause of the slow pace of AFL 

Liberia, comprised of representatives of all 
development, with the time]ines specified 

~e~ a g~d interested donor governments, which meets in original contracts and agreed to with the 
quarterly in Monrovia. Assistance to the AFL 

Liberian MoD slipping badly.7~ Only 5% of 
br~gad~ ¢~mm~d~r, is being provided by other partners, some- the force had completed the basic lET course 

times making up ff)r shortfhlls in essential 
by August 2oo7.77 With the graduation of the 

and ih~ AF~ i~      areas where needs cannot be met by the U.S.    second intake on September 7, 2007, this 

te m due to funding limitations.~ 
figure increased to 32% {6o4 plus 4o band 

The funding for the SSR Program, including members). By the first week of February 

the DynCorp and PAF contracts, is provided zoo8, ~7% of the force had completed basic 

through the PKO budget, as well as fl~rough training; a~d by the first week of May 2008, 

IM ET (eight of the nine AFL officers who the figure was up to around 80% of the 

graduated in May zoo7, a~d ~’o AFL non- z,ooo troops. 

commissioned officers are current]y on 
Past delays in funding have significantly 

courses in the USA, at Fort Bragg and Fort 
increased the cost of basic ~:’aiMng tbr re- 

BenMng). Much has been said of the high 
cruits. As previously mentioned. DynCorp’s 

costs involved in standing up the AFL, with 
services are particularly expensive. In zoo7, 

the figure of Sz~o million having been 
the company employed 8z international staff 

contested by many as extremely high. The 
in I.iberia, as well as z39 I,iberian stall The 

truth is that the SSR Program was never 
thorough recruiting and vetting process, 

fully funded. Funding to date has fallen far 
including the services of expert investigators, 

short of this figure, and mo~ev has been 
was both time consuming and very expen- 

disbursed in dribs and drabs, 
sire. Like other State Department contracts, 

In the FY o7/o8 budget, fbr example, only the DynCorp contract has bee~ signed on 

$~3 million was appropriated. This was 
a "cost plus [overhead]" basis. Cost escala- 

followed by a further $~ million transfer tion for goods and services, including idle 

from the Fconomic Support Fund {F, SF) i~ personnel time due to late disbursement of 

June 2oo7 and by $45 million in the July funding, is therefore passed on directly to 

zoo7 supplemental budget voted for Liberia, the U.S. Government, and DynCorp has a 

although $5 million of this was allocated ff)r fixed "burn rate" tbr every month that it is 

the establishment of a Police Quick Reaction retained in Liberia. (The combined expenses 

Unit and $~ million for support to the LNP of DynCorp and PAE totaled $18 million in 

a~d Corrections Service. The remaining $3~ the first six months of ZOOT.)~8 
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UNMIL has also expressed concern about design of the new AFL (which it has agreed 
delays in establishing an operational AFL, 

because time flames for the drawdown and 

ultimate withdrawal of UNM IL forces are 

closely linked to AF’I. (and I,NP) capaci~ 

to assume responsibility I5r the territorial 

integrity of Liberia.> As the drawdown plans 

fbr the U NM I I. tbrce include benchmarks 

that are directly linked to AFL capaci~, 

delays in meeting SSR Program targets may 

well lead to additional expenses for the U.S., 

given the $72z million annual budget of 

UNMIL, of which the U.S. is assessed to pay 

nearly $~9o million.8° 

Transpare’nc}~ and Accountability 

I.iberian civil society groups and some 

government officials have complained of 

lack of transparency regarding the contract 

between the U.S. Department of State and 

DynCorpo (Little is said of PAE, probably 

because DynCorp is f~r more visible and 

in the media limelight.) The concerns are 

mainly about several controversies involving 

DynCorp in other countries,s~ perceived ]ack 

of performance by DynCorp in Liberia, and 

lack of consultation with Liberian stakehold- 

ers on the military transformation process. 

According to Pajibo and Woods, for example: 

"After more than two years in Liberia... 

DynCorp has not only fai]ed to train the 

z,ooo men it was contracted to train, it has 

also not engaged Liberia’s legislature or its 

civil society, in defining the nature, content, 

or character of the new army." ~" 

’:[’he U.S. response to such criticism, flora 

the Ofiqce of Defense Cooperation (ODC) 

Chief in Liberia, is broadly as follows: a) 

The details of the contracts with DynCorp 

and PAE may not be revea]ed, not even to 

the Government of Liberia, as it is against 

U.S. Federal Acquisition Regulations; b) 

The U.S. is providing gratis assistance to 

Liberia for the restructa~ring of its armed 

fbrces through an assistance package that 

the Liberian government has approved and 

accepted; c} The Government of Liberia is 

entitled to query and get information on the 

to) and on progress made in irnp]ementing 

agreed plans and on the quality of equip- 

ment and training provided to the AFL; and 

d} The U.So Govermnent, in turn, accepts its 

responsibility to deliver promised and agreed 

assistance though the SSR program, and to 

effectively oversee the services of the contrac- 

tors that it hires to do the job. 

The U.S. view is not shared by the GRC, 

which complains that the build-up of the 

AF’L is being done in a very insular way; one 

which pays lip-service to the concept of Secu- 

rity Sector Reform and which is not linked to 

a broader security sector policy. While inter- 

nationa] SSR guidelines call }br a consu]ta- 

rive process of security sector reform, there 

is strong resistance to a public discourse on 

security Dora the I.iberian authorities --- the 

Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Justice, the 

Presidency, and the K;P - as well as the SSR 

Program team. Liberians in genera] assume, 

because of the past, that security issues are 

secret in nature, and that they should not be 

discussed openly, s~ 

According to Sawyer, "the image of Dyn Corp 

creating an armed elite is disconcerting to 

many Liberianso" He recalls that in 

the U.S. Government spent $~oo million to 

train and equip the army of then president 

Samuel Doe, and adds that "every armed 

group that phmdered I,iberia over the past 

z:~ years had its core in these U.S.-trained 

AFL soldiers." s4 There is thus a fear that 

when the U.S. withdraws support for its 

SSR program and funding for the AFL, 

Liberia will be sitting on a time bomb - a 

well trained and armed fbrce of elite soldiers 

who are used to good pay and conditions 

of service, which may be impossible for the 

government of Liberia to sustain on its own. 

Outside of Europe, a multi-sectoral, whole- 

of-government approach to SSR may be con- 

ceptually valid, but unworkable in practice. 

In Africa, donor countries have generally not 

had the fortitude to see comprehensive pro- 
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ca ~acitv to im lement or sustain ambitious democratic ~rinci le of civil su~r~mac over ...................................................................................................................................................... I: -. , .... P ................... I: P ..... I: ...... Y 
overarching SSR programs. Nevertheless,    the m~litary. Indeed, ~n a country and region 
much more can be done to actually arrest in- where recent history has been shaped by 
securiD" within a conceptually and practically warlords and mercenaries, the U.S. I)epart- 
more modest program that }Bcuses primarily ment of State has shown remarkable insensi- 
on military and criminal justice reform. It tivity by sending in contractors to shape the 
is clear that both the UN and the U.S. have new army. 
made a start with police and military re%rm, 
but they have not done nearly enough to- Assis~nce with military reform is clearly 

wards accomplishing the SSR goals laid out 
in Resolution ~$o9 and the CPA respectively. 

Sierra Leone fhced similar, if not much 

larger and more urgent, SSR challenges than 

Liberia, The United Kingdom supported 

the enhancement of short- and longer-term 

securi~ in Sierra Leone through a program 

aimed at training, equipping and advising 

government securi~ tbrces, This program 

involved the integration of UK military 

advisors, serving British officers, into Sierra 

I.eone fbrces; close co-ordination with U N- 

AMSIL and the Sierra I.eone Police; and the 

enhancement of the combat- effectiveness of 

the fbrces through ongoing advice and train- 

ing. The UK advisors made sure that the 

armed forces were operationally proficient 

and capable of conducting effb.ctive joint pa- 

trols with UN forces, before UNAMSII. ~th- 

drew. The UK also seconded a senior British 

police oftScer to take charge as IGP; it set up 

an effective Office of National Security, and 

helped produce a comprehensive national 

securitT strategy and defense policy. 

The UI<’s e~brts in Sierra Leone stand in 

stark contrast to the U.S.’s SSR Program, 

which after two years amounted to little 

more than processing groups of admittedly 

we]l screened recruits through boot camp. 

The iob is being done by private contractors, 

by trainers who are all if)truer U.S. soldiers, 

but who have opted out of their national 

military and chosen a "paramilitary" occupa- 

tion with a stronger cash-work nexus. While 

contractors may be good at providing basic 

and even advanced infantry training, they are 

certainly not the ideal role models to instill 

best provided by active duty military person- 

nel who are direct]y accountable to the U.S. 

government. However, the narrow focus of 

the Liberia SSR Program - almost exclusive- 

ly on the AFI.-- is indicative of the lack of 

UoS. government civilian capacity to engage 

robustly and effectively in the other dimen- 

sions of SSR. There is clearly a need for a 

cadre of federal govermnent employees who 

can oversee police re%rm and help build 

local capaciVi in prison services, judicial 

services, intelligence services, border control, 

and customs and immigrations --- as well as 

within the appropriate legislative and de- 

partmental oversight mechanisms fbr these 

elements of the securiD, and justice sector. 
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SECURITY SECTOR REFORM EFFORTS insurgency campaign against recalcitrant 

IN THE DR CONGO 

With a population of 65 million and over 

zoo ethnic groups in a country that is one 

quarter the size of the United States, the 

Democratic Republic ofd~e Congo (I)RC) is 

a county with a very violent history, from 

the period of Belgian colonization to the 

3z years of ruthless dictatorship of Moburu 

Sese Seko. A massive inflow of rethgees in 

~994 from fighting in Rwanda and Burundi 
caused ethnic strif~ and civil war, spark- 

ing the overthrow of the Mobu~ regime in 

May ~997 by a rebellion backed by Rwanda 

and Uganda and f?onted by Laurent-D~sir~ 

Kabila. On ~o July ~999, the Lusaka Cease- 

fire Agreement was signed by the major 

parties involved in the war. 

A small UN observer mission was deployed 
to monitor the cease-fire in August ~999. 
This became the United Nations Mission 
in the I)emocratic Republic of the Congo 
(MONUC) in November ~999 -- a mission 
that, after many mandate adjustments over 
the ensuing years, eventually grew" into the 
largest and most expensive UN peace opera- 
tion ever deployed. Yet the Eastern part of 
the country has remained in turmoil to date, 
with rebel groups, financed in part by illegal 
extraction of resources, continuing to oper- 
ate with seeming impunity. Eight years after 
I.usaka and a year after democratic elections, 
the people of the Kiw,s are still at the mercy 
of thousands of armed belligerents fighting 
for and against the Congolese government, 
and often among themselves. The armed 
groups all }lave one thing in common. With- 
out exception, they have preyed offthe loca] 
population and committed gross human 
rights abuses. 

By zoo5 MONUC’s most important task was 

ensuring that national elections went ahead 

as planned for zoo6.ss To accomplish this task 

MONUC supported the newly-constit~ted 

Forces Arm&s ds la R@~b!iq~e Ddmocra~iq~e 

&~ Congo~ (FARDC) in prosecuting a counter- 

armed groups operating in the east. The 

campaign was at best partially successfu], 

but after the zoo6 elections, primary respon- 

sibiliv! for the intractable security problems, 

incomplete disarmament, demobilization 

arid reintegration (DDR) processes, and pro- 

tection cha]]enges in the eastern DRC was 

shifted from MONUC to the government 

of the DRC. President Kabila has set 2oo9 

as the target fbr fl:~e I)RC to take over full 

responsibiliV for the securit3; of the country. 

MONUC continues to ’support the transi- 

tion’ and to provide training and operational 

assistance to the government forces. 

Securi~, sector reform (SSR), especially 

military reform, is key to meeting the 

remaining disarmament and civilian 

protection challenges in the DRC. However, 

it has not been pursued with sufficient vigor 

to actually enhance security in the eastern 

Congo. Rather, an inadequately resourced 

and supported SSR program has contributed 

to the FARDC becoming a major source of 

insecurig, for civilian communities in fl~e 

east. While the U.So Department of State is 

concerned about the humanitarian situation 

in the east, and has played a very active role 

in facilitating dialogue among belligerents, 

the DRC seems to be a very low" priority fbr a 

Department of Defense that is preoccupied 

with GWOT priorities. 

Mifitar~ "integration" in the DRC 

While the U.S. government may be criticized 

for what it is doing in the realm of military 

reform in Liberia, it should be criticized 

mainly for what it is not doing in support 

of military reform in the DRC. Given the 

level of suffering endured by the Congolese 

people arid strategic importance of the DRC 

- not only in terms of minerals for the West 

and China, but also for the future stabilig, of 

the Great Lakes region and sub-Saharan Af- 

rica - the U.S. administration’s level of sup- 

port is shocking]y sma]l. Indeed, the FY 09 

request - for $.~4 million to "continue efforts 

to reffirm the military in the Democratic 
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2? 

Republic of the Congo into a ff~]’ce capable 

of maintaining peace and securiV"--- smacks 

of tokenism° 

In the absence of a strong lead nation, 

MON UC was unable to ral]y donor support 

for military reform, and it has become 

increasingly apparent that the Congolese 

government prefers bilateral agreements to 

meaningful international coordination, so as 

to extract as much as possible from individu- 

al donor countries. 

With the disarmament of all armed groups 

in the DRC far from complete, donor 

governments supported the bui]d-up of a 

new Congolese army through a process of 

integration of the disparate armed forces that 

were signatory to the April 2003 "Globa] and 

All-inclusive Peace Agreement" for the DRCo 

Thi s process, called brassage, was conceived 

as an emergency measure rather than stra- 

tegically-planned process of defense sector 

reff)rm. African mediators proposed the 

plan, which was supposed to begin with all 

armed forces regrouping under the authoriV 

of the Chief of General Staff. The creation of 

a number of infhntry brigades was planned 

to occur sequentially, beginning with a cen- 

sus of all combatants eligible for integration 

into the F’A R DC, ff)l]owed by disarmament 

at assembly points and transportation to 

orientation centers, where individuals could 

elect ff)r demobilization or a career in the 

integrated army. Those electing fbr military 

service were then to be organized into stan- 

dard brigades ofq,zoo troops and ~raining 

of the new brigades at six Centres de Brassage 

(CBRs), after which nine brigades would be 

deployed to the eastern provinces. A further 

nine brigades were also to be integrated and 

deployed ~o ~he rest of the country be~)re the 

elections in March 2006. 

Due to capacity- constraints, centers were not 

established for the identification ofcombat- 

arRs for khe DDR process° Consequently, 

the F’ARDC, supported by various donor 
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ing the combatants and transporting them 

directly to the CBRs, resulting in combat- 

ants bypassing the orientation centre phase. 

Individuals were grouped together and 

groups were topped up with new" arrivals 

until brigade strength was reached at which 

time the whole group entered a 45-day basic 

training program, upon comp]etion of which 

the group became a numbered "Integrated 

Brigade." Substantive training was sup- 

posed to take place @er the newly fbrmed 

brigades were deployed from the CBRs to 

the operational areas. The training of the 

first integrated brigade with assistance fi-om 

the Belgian government began in February 

zoo4 at the CBR in ZKisanganiff" While 

Belgian-run training was regarded as suc- 

cessful, the living conditions at the CBRs in 

Mishaki and Luberizi were so appalling that 

between March and August zooF an esti- 

mated z,.~oo out of 6,ooo troops assembled 

military staff in Kinshasa, and issues orders 

directly to his regional commanders and 

brigade commanders in the field. Not one 

written operational order has been issued, 

and there are no written administrative and 

logistic reports within the FARDCo Accord- 

ing to the MON UC Force Commander: 

"The national authorities, FA R DC and 

PNC [Congolese National Police], remain 

the leading perpetrators of human rights 

abuses in the country ...Until such time as 

the SecuriV Sector Reform (SSR) is effec- 

tively irr~plemented, the civilian population 

will remain at high risk of human rights 

violations at the hands of rebel groups and 

Congolese Law En~)rcement and Securiw 

Agencies."s¢ 

It is difficult to see how the Congolese 

government and those countries that assisted 

there deserted. 

.Brassag~ in the DRC was at most a process 

of amalgamation, rather than integration 

or even assimilation. The result of brassage, 

is a national army that is out of control, at 

least by democratic and professional military 

standards. Command and control are weak 

and unstructured. The army lacks cohesion 

and basic operational capability. FARDC 

exact%us and harassment of the local 

population continue in virmal]y all areas of 

deployment. Soldiers take their f~amilies with 

them on operations, where they often live in 

t~ar worse condition s tha n the thousands of 

displaced civilians. Government troops have 

been responsible ~)r serious human rights 

violations, including sexual violence, which 

remains rif~ in eastern DRC. Illicit taxing by 

government forces is ubiquitous. FARDC 

elements cooperate with the FD:I,R, the rem- 

nants of the Hutu farces that committed the 

genocide in Rwanda, who they are supposed 

to disarm, sharing looted items and taxes 

and the proceeds from gold and coltan min- 

ing operations. Serious criminal acts, such 

as murder and rape, go unpunished. 

with the process convinced themselves 

that cohesive, operationally proficient and 

combat et~i~ctive brigades could be fbrmed in 

such a short space of time. In most armies of 

the world, the formation of an ef~_~ctive pla- 

toon takes at least six months. The building 

of the smal], sing]e-brigade Liberian army 

is scheduled to take at least three years and 

the brigade will be thorough]y evaluated by 

the U.S.-sponsored SSR Program before it is 

operationally deployed° 

The Eugop~an Contgibution 

It is evident that real military reform in 

the DRC requires work on the base of the 

FARDC. Human resource management sys- 

tems must be developed and implemented, 

administrative and logistic systems created, 

new training schools and barracks built, etc. 

]!;or the past t~w years, the European Union 

(EU} has attempted to partner with the 

Congolese government in supporting such a 

process. Following an o~tScial request by the 

DRC government, the EU decided to estab- 

lish an EU advisory and assistance mission 

- the F.U Securib, Sector Reform Mission 

(EUSEC} in the DR Congo. The mission is 

intended to provide advice and assistance to 
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the Congolese authorities in charge of secuo the FARDC are officers; 44% are warrant 

riW while ensuring the promotion of policies officers arid non-commissioned officers; arid 

that are compatible with human rJghts and only ~o% are privates. According to EUSEC, 

international humaMtarian law. democra~c the FARDC should be reduced in number to 

standards, principles of good public manage- around 70,ooo personnel. 

merit, transparency and observance ofthe 

rule ofla~: The misMon was launched on While the Government of the DRC needs 

June 8,2005, with French General Pierre considerable help with defense restructur- 

Joana as head. ing and the build-up ofa prot~ssiona] army, 

there is a chronic lack ofinterna~onal fund- 

The first priority of E U S EC was to provide ing for such a process. The E U S EC team 

technical expertise to the GoDRC on issues consists of 49 personne] from ~? different 

of militaD7 command and control, budget- 

ary and financial management, training, 

accountancy and dealing with contracts and 

tenders. A project known as ’EUSEC FIN’ 

- aimed at setting up a chain of payment 

system for the FA R DC - was launched on 

December ~, 2oo5 to target one of the key 

weaknesses of the FARDC: the embezzle- 

ment of a considerable part of the soldiers’ 

salaries at various points in the chain of 

command, and the issue of’ghost soldiers’ 

on the military payrol]2° 

The hasis of the EUSEC FIN project is 

to separate the payment chain from the 

command chain, so that corrupt command- 

ers cannot he]p themselves at each level 

EU member states, but EUSEC cannot ac- 

cess any money at all from the European 

Commi ssion’s development a ssista n ce 

budget. Although it is widely accepted that 

security is a prerequisite for development, no 

fl~nding mechani sm has yet been tbund to 

convert this common wisdom into tangible 

funding f}~r the establishment of capable and 

sustainable defense ff)rceso 

MONUC and bilateral partners have 

therefore engaged in lowqevel capaci~, 

building rather than defense sector reform. 

MONUC has merely been holding the line, 

keeping a lid on the FARDC in attempt to 

prevent force disintegration and the wide- 

spread commission of human rights abuses, 

of command. The idea is to simplify; the 

payment procedure of salaries and reduce 

the risk of embezzlement offimdso EUSEC 

FIN involves the deployment of a number 

of international advisors in the chain of pay- 

ment system, down to brigade level units. 

EUSEC is also working on the compilation 

of an accurate biometric personnel database, 

which is a sine q~a non for improving human 

resources management. 

The current estimate is that there are 

~64,ooo members on the FARDC payroll 

(3o,ooo of them "ghosts"), and a further 

8o-9o,ooo individuals awaiting registration 

and brassage.9" There is an urgent need to 

demobilize approximately 4o,ooo redundant 

FARDC soldiers. More than 3o,ooo FARDC 

personnel are over 60 years of age, and there 

is rio rnilita~3, pension system in placeo The 

resu]tant army is bloated, and the military 

hierarchy is badly skewed --- about 33% of 

while using the FARDC to stabilize the 

eastern DRCo 

Real Commitment Needed 

The current situation of military real-integra- 

tion and ongoing insecurib, in the eastern 

DRC stems from a transition process that 

was fundamentally flawed. Elections were 

held with sub-national an:ned groups still 

operative, and long before the creation of 

a unified and integrated national military. 

Although securib, sector refbrm - or more 

pertinently defense sector transfbrmation 

- was acknowledged as the key to meeting 

the remaining disarmament and civilian 

protection challenges, it was not pursued 

with sufficient vigor to actually enhance 

securib, in the eastern Congo. Rather; an 

inadequately resourced and supported S S R 

program has resulted in the FARDC becom- 

ing a major part of the security problem ff)r 

civilians, rather than the solution. 
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Building new armed forces from ~he base up                                                                             ’ 

will require xo-x5 years of sustained etTort by 

the Government of the DRC as well as longo 

~erm and coordinated international support 

ff)r the effbrt. The IFRC does not so much 

need more technical mili~py assistance, in 

~he form of ~raining and equipment~ The 

real need is tbr assistance with military orga- 

nization, professional military socialization, 

and the institution of effective command 

and control However, there is a lack of 

international coordination and coopera8on, 

as well as a lack of coordination and coopera- 

tion among Congolese institutions on t}~ese 

issues. The heart of the matter is that there 

is a total lack of willingness to actually 

with S S R beyond the level ofrhetoric. 

The Congolese government and its interna- 

tional partners ---including the U.S.--- need 

to accept and deal with the reul need ~r 

assistance - ff~r military organization, profes- 

sional military education and socialization, 

and the institution of effective command 

and control lfa relapse into civil war is to be 

averted over the medium to long term, and 

the ongoing human rights abuses halted, ~he 

UN Securi~ Council, MONUC, the ~ZPi+2,"~ 

the European Union, the Contact Group, 

and others who are dabbling in military 

sistance to the DRC, must get a grip on the 

real challenges ofdeI~nse sector transforma- 

tion in the DRC and be prepared to commit 

resources for the long term. 
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COMMAND (AFRICOM) rem~inswidespreadthatAFRICOM isatool 

Unified and specified combatant commands the continent, and establish %rward bases to 
werefirstdescribedbystatuteinthe U,S. huntanddestroyne~vorkslinkedtoal-Qaeda. 

National Securi~Actof~947, and three such As one Nigerian journalistputs it: 

decades: European Command (EUCOM), "Energy supplies are concentrated in those 

Central Command CENTCOM and Pacific countries where a mix of internal social 

Command(PACOM)....OnOctober~,zooS, tensions, radicallslamismandanti-Amer- 

iD-asaUnifiedCommand, andserveasthe groundf6rmilitancyandterrorism. Oil 

DepartmentofDefenseleadforsupportto platforms, tankers, pipelines, expatriate 

~ wo~ke~ s and the who]~ mto rated mfl a 

responsible for implemen~ng U.S. £areign strucmre of the petroleum mdustryare 

U.S.%reignandsecurig~polidesthatplayed WhilethePentagonhasgonetogreat 

ou e l~noths to den a~ thin hut a desire to 

~ ........... "~ ~"’:-~’~ ~’ae"’s ..... s~:’":~-s "~ heln Africans heln th mselves m ~ts nubhc 

co ( e s that ke members of the Bush adtmmst~a 

alysts AFRK’OM is’ alongwith the intorven- tion, as we1] as some legislators and influen- 

tions in Iraq and Afghanis~n, another sign tial U.S. think tanks, have become more and 

that the U.S. is seeking ~o re-assert Ameri- more alan:ned by thegrowin~o effbrts .... of 

China to expand its access to energy supplies 
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and other resources from Africa arid to the thrust of its public diplomacy accordingly. 

enhance its political and economic influence 

throughout the continent. It is easy to assume, 

therefore, that AFRICOM is a response to 

these developments. 

Postur~ ~.d Promises 

The initial reaction of the Office of the 

Secretary for Defense to ADican concerns 

about AFRICOM was to disparage them. 

Senior officials such as Ryan Henry, Principal 

Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Polic~; 

denied what he described as myths, stating 

categorically that AFRICOM is not being 

established in support of the war on terror- 

ism, and that it will not be concerned with 

securing U.S. oil interests and!or countering 

Chinese influence in Africa. For example, 

in June zoo7, :Mr. Henry explained to the 

foreign press that: 

"The missions that AFRICOM will empha- 

size are those of humanitarian assistance, 

civic acdon ...and response to natural di- 

sasters .... [Tjhe depub, tbr the command_. 

will be a senior civilian from the State 

partment so that we can integrate with the 

diplomatic aspects .... [We] willalso have a 

large percentage of civilians from diftbrent 

parts of the U.S. government integrated 

into the command, because our e~gage- 

ment on the continent is one of diplomacy, 

of development and where we can be of 

assistance to Africa~s. And having an 

tegrated staffwill help us to do a better job 

in integrating with those other parts of the 

U.S, government’s engagement." 9~ 

The specter of integration was as unpalatable 

for humanitarians as it was for Africans, as 

there was dear ignorance of core humanitar- 

ian principles of Humanib; Impartialiv, 

Neutrally" and Independence. The observ- 

ance of these principles is essential in order 

to maintain the trust of all sides of a given 

conflict, and to maintain access to victims. 

while the DOD was co-opting the language 

and aims ofhun:~anitarianism fbr political 

and military purposes. The DOD eventually 

took note of such criticism, and has arrmnded 

Since his confirmation as AFRICOM 

Commander last September; General Ward 

has also done much to set the record 

straight, emphasizing not new and complex 

possibilities on the humanitarian and 

developmental front, but rather the value his 

Command can add to extant U.S. security 

assistance programs in Africa. 

In his April zoo8 statement to Congress 

on AFRICOM’s posture, General Ward 

outlined the ff)l]owing aims and objectives 

for the command, qn support of vital 

national interests": 

. to prevent attacks emanating from Africa 

against Americans, 

, to secure U.S. strategic access, and 

o to preserve unhindered movement along 

lines of communication in AFRICOM’s 

Area of Responsibi]ib,. 

’:[-b achieve these ends, AFRICOM will 

adopt a strategy of Active Security that will 

focus on establishing and sustaining reli- 

able partnerships while developing securi- 

ty partner capaciW at the theater, regional, 

and state levels..)~ Ward defined Active Se- 

curitT as "a persistent and sustained level 

of effort oriented on security assistance 

programs that prevent conflict and foster 

continued dialogue and development." The 

goal of Active Security is "to enable the 

work of Africans to marginalize the ene- 

mies of peace and prevent conflict, thereby 

enabling the growth of strong and just 

governments and legitimate institutions to 

support the development of civil societ- 

ies." General Ward added that "AFRICOM 

will contribute to this goal by employing a 

wide range of tools at its disposal - from 

conducting securiD, cooperation activi- 

ties to prosecuting combat operations.".)‘, 

Alff~ough it promises sustained African ca- 

paciS, building assistance, General Ward’s 

concept of Active Security is thus clearly 

driven by U.S. national securi%" interests 

and the imperatives of GWOT. 
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Two of th. U.S. m~]ltary s most slgmhcant nearly $8z mflhon m FY 2oo/, and 

African security cooperation programs - expected b recdw~ approximately $~oo 

Operation Enduring Freedomq~ans Sahara m~)lion annually from FY zoo8 through 
and the Combined o~nt Task Force-Horn of F~ 

Africa - carry a mandate direcdy linked to 

the GlohalWar on ~I~rrorism.¢~ Since their ¯ Africa Contingency Operations Training 

inception, these initiatives have p]aced U.S. and Assistance Program (aco a}. 
...... 2 ............... : ..... FF( ....... ~-:*~:0- - ~, -- -~ -- program which began operating in 2ooz 

c. ~ c ~~ v ’ ~, . is now part of the G]ohal Peace Operations 
~rame vorN o.~ ~e e~opmem, ~ong-~erm ......... . .... 

counterinsurgency, and a campaign to win Initiative (spo  . acora i~ omcially 
,,~,~.~, ..... ,~ ~,~. ,, ~,, ~,,~ ~ ¢ , ~ designed to provide training to African 

tions in North and East Africa have nonethe- military ff~rces to improve theh: abili~ to 

less relied on "kinetic:" military operations conduct peacekeeping operations. By FY 

~ommamd b~m~ focused on short-term objectives, such as zoo7, nineteen African countries were 

full~ ~p~a~i~nal those in Somalia discussed above, partidpating in the ACOTa 

is impossible to ascertain exact levels of 

Extant U.S. Securi~F Programs funding for ACOTA, since ib funding is 

in @ica subsumed within the budget for GPOI. 

AFRICOM is not being created entirely from . International Milita~ Education and 
~he ~mpl~men~ai~n scratch. When the command becomes fully T~ining Program (IMET). The IMET 

operational on October x, zooS, it will take program brings African mili~p/officers 
~¢a range ~ng~ over responsibiliv for the implementation of to military academies and other military 

i~g milRa~y, ~u~R~ a range of ongoing military; securiq coop- educational institutions in me United 
eration, and securib, assistance programs, States for pro~ssional training. Nearly 
which are funded through eimer the S~te all Afiican countries participate in the 
Department or the Defense Department. program. In FY 2006 x4,73x students from 

s~0~R~ ass~ance The U.S. provides military training to the African continent (excluding Egypt) par- 

pmg~am~; African military personnel through a m~de tkipated in IM ET at a cost of $r4.7 million. 
variety of training and education programs. 

In addition, it conducts military exercises . Foreign MilitaD~ Sales Program (FM S). 

in AJ?ica joint]y with African and European The FMS program sells U.S. mi]itary 

troops to provide training to others as well equipment to African counties; such sales 

as to train its own fbrces ff~r possible deploy- are conducted by the Defense Security 

ment to Africa in fl~e fhture. Extant programs Cooperation Agency of the Det~nse Depart- 

in Africa include the following: ~ ment The UoS. government provides bans 

b finance the purchase of virtually all of 
. Joint Combined Exchange Training (JCET) this equipment through the Foreign Mili- 

exercises, conducted primari]y by units ~ary Financing Program. but repayment 
of the UoS. Army Spedal Forces and the of these loans by African governments 
U.S. Army Rangers, to provide training almost a]wavs waived so that they amount 
experience both tbr Amerkan troops and to free grants. In FY zoo6, sub-Saharan 
tbr the troops ofAfrican countries. JCETs African countries received a total of nearly 
were conducted in zoo5 and 2oo7 as part 

$x4 million in FM F fimding, and the 
of Operation Enduring Freedom - ]~?ans- Maghreb countries of Morocco and Tunisia 
Saharan Counter-Terrorism Partnership received almost another Sz~ million; for 
(TSCTP) which now links the U.S. with FY zoo7, the Bush administration requested 
Mali, Chad, Niger, Mami~ania, Nigeria, nearly $~5 million J~r sub-Saharan Africa 
Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria. The TSCTP and Sz~ million for Morocco and Tunisia; 
received some $3x million in FY 2oo6, and fbr FY zoog, the administration 
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Saharan Africa and nearly $6 million 

fbr the Maghreb. 

Specifically. JTFAS was charged with con- 

ducting surveillance operations using the 

assets of the U.S. Sixth Fleet and to share 

intbnnation, along with intelligence col- 

lected by U.S. intel]igence agencies, with 

local military forces. 

African Coastal and Border Securi~’ 
Prograrn (ACBS Program). This program 

provides specialized equipment (such as 

patrol vessels and vehicles, communica- 

tions equipment, night vision devices, 

and electronic monitors and sensors) to 

Af?dcan countries to improve their abiliD" 

to patrol and defend their own coastal wa- 

ters and borders from terrorist operations, 

smuggling, and other illicit activities. In 

some cases, airborne surveillance and 

intelligence training also may be provide& 

~n FY 2006, the ACBS Program received 

nearly $4 million in FMF funding, and the 

Bush administration requested $4 million 

in FMF funding for the program in FY 

zoo7. No dedicated funding was requested 

fbr FY zooS, but the program may be 

N~val Operations in the Gulf of Guinea. 

Although American naval forces operat- 

ing in the Gulf of Guinea and other areas 

along Africa’s shores are formally under 

the command of the U.S. Sixth F’leet, and 

other U.S. NaW commands, AFRICOM 

will help coordinate naval operations along 

the Afi’ican coastline. For example, on 

October ~6, zoo7 the U.S.S. Fort McHenry 

began a seven-month deployment to the 

Gulf of Guinea. The amphibious dock 

landing ship serves as a platform for the 

Africa Partnership Station (APS) initiative, 

which aims to work cooperatively with 

revived in the future. 

Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa 

(CJTF-HOA) In October zooz, the U.S. 

Central Command played the leading role 

in the creation of this joint task fbrce that 

was designed to conduct nava] and aerial 

patrols in the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, 

and the eastern ]indian Ocean as part of 

the effbrt to detect and counter the activi- 

ties of terrorist groups in the region. Based 

at Camp I,emonier in Diibouti, long the 

site of a major French military base, the 

CJTF- HOA is made up of approximately 

L4oo U.S. military personnel (sailors, 

Marines, and Specia] Forces troops) that 

work with a multi-national naval force 

composed of American naval vessels along 

~th ships from the navies of France, Raly, 

and Germany, and other NATO alliesf-’° 

Joint Task Force Aztec Silence(JTFAS)o 
In December zoo3, the U.S. European 

Command created this joint task fbrce 

under the commander of the U.So Sixth 

Fleet (Europe) to carry out counter-ter- 

rorism operations in North and West 

Africa and to coordinate U.So operations 

U.S. and international partners in promot- 

ing maritime security in Western Africa. 

The Fort McHenry will serve as a "floating 

schoolhouse" to train ]oca] forces in port 

and oil-platform security, search-and res- 

cue missions, and medical and humanitar- 

ian assistance. 

’The APS initiative is the first U.S. opera- 

tion in the sub-region since the launch of 

AFRICOM in February zOO7o According to 

General Ward, the initiative, 

"provides a good example of what the new- 

ly established U.S. ADica Command is all 

about- as it relates to helping our partner 

nations on the continent of Africa build 

their capaciVi to better govern their spaces 

(and) to have more effect in providing for 

the security oftheir people.’ 

There can be little doubt that the extant 

programs, including the APS, will constitute 

the core of AFRICOM’s activities far the 

foreseeable future. This was indeed con- 

firmed during a press briefing at fl:~e African 

Union headquarters on November 8, zoo7, 

where General Ward concluded his statement 
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by reaf~rmmg that U.S. AFRICOM will and ofevaluatmg and updatmg such pro- 

sustain the activities that the three corn- grams to erasure their relevance, coherer~ce 

mands and our A~?ican f?ciends are already and e~t~ctiveness in enhancing the quali~, 

conducting together.’ ..... and quanti~" ofAfkican n’oops who are read- 

ily available for peace operations. 
However, a top priority for AFRICOM 

should be to enhance U.S. peacekeeping There are. however, a number of very real and 

capaciV-building programs. The demand for practical challerlges regarding AFRICOM’s 

African peacekeepers t~ar outstrips the supply abi]iV to deliver on the non-counter-terrorism 

of adequately ~ained and equipped forces, part of its mission, and to add the necessari 

capable of sustairling themselves for lengthy value to existing U.S. capacity-building pro- 

periods while deployed on UN and A U grams that (;eneral Ward has been promis- 

opera~ons, and AFRICOM is well-suited to ing. CapaciV-building is a long-term, reid- 

address this. Accordirlg to U.S. Ambassador tionship-based activity, rather tharl simply a 

to the UN Zalmay Khalilzad: men~ of trainings or skill-sets to be delivered. 

Human resources development is cen~al 
"The United States is committed to help- to any capacity building process~ Expert-led 
ing African s~tes increase their capaciV. practices have to be replaced by local training, 
Since zoo~, the Urliked S~tes has trained education and technical ~ansfer of know-how; 
over ?4,ooo A~?ican peacekeepers t?onn ~9 ~)r the aim of capacity bt~ild.ing is to nurture 
countries and has provided $375 million local ownership and to develop local compe- 
to increase global capacity for peacekeep- tences in order to break out of a vicious circle 
ing operations in Afiica and elsewhere, of dependency. In practice, however, irlterverl- 
Additionally we see an opportuniD" £or ers i~evitab]y attempt to transplant their own 
several African countries ~o increase their national systems, procedures and values to 
capaciD" f?)r combined and joint operations host-nation irlstitutions. Failure occurs when 
by s~essing interoperabili~, in equipment, the specificities of the recipient count,7 are 
training, and communications and build- either not correctly addressed, or ignored, 
ing prof?ssiona] relationships among of- suiting irl a bad copy of the initial model and, 
ricers of all Afi’ican nations. Steps such as in the long run, to its abandonment because 
these will erlhance overall AU peacekeep- of its lack of effectiveness. 
ing capaciD" and will be a f?)cus for the new 

U.S.-AfFican command (AFRICOM)."~°~ The problem fBr AFRICOM is that U.S. 

forces have rio recent experience as UN 
The numbers look impressive at first blush peacekeepers. Moreover, while U.S. tbrces 
.... but years of U.S. assistance to Afkica have deployed to Africa and worked with 
through ACRI, ACOTA and GPOI have not African militaries in different corltexts over 
produced a viable and credible indepen- the years, the U.S. military has ]ess exposure 
dent African peace operations capabiliS,, to and knowledge of Africa than many other 
Rather, these programs bring home the fact foreign militaries. Ex-colonial pow’ers such 
that real capaciV building is not a simple as France and the United Kingdom have 
"train and equip" quick fix. Africa needs a more military experience in Africa, both 
demonstrable commitment by AFRICOM combat and peacetime, than does the Urlited 
to provide long-term, sustainable support to States. AFRICOM therefore lacks the depth 
developing African peac_keeping capabilifi _s ofhistorical kno~ ledge, cu]tura] references 
for participating in UN peacekeeping, as well and local connections regional commarlds 
as African Union and regional operations, enjoy in other theaters of operation. 
AFRICOM holds the promise of joining 

up current U.S. military capacity-buildirlg Par~ of the delivery challenge will lie in 

programs such as (;POI, ACO~1fA. and IMET the time it takes to build AFRICO~’s staff 
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within the Command, and to fbrge lasting 

and meaningful relationships with African 

counterparts° This will take a good deal 

of time, and require suiScient dedicated 

financial and human resources to prove 

to Africans that the UoS. is serious about 

AF’RICOM’s capacity-building mandate. 

However, it is unclear at this point where 

these resources will come from. 

for the Command to successfully accomplish 

its full range of missions, especia]ly SSR and 

the building of real and sustainable African 

peacekeeping capacity,. Security-related pro- 

grams in Africa currently receive only about 

$z5o million a year. This level of funding 

is woefl~lly inadequate. While securiV is a 

prerequisite for development, U.So security 

assistance to Africa remains ineffective. It 

is both under fi~nded and skewed towards 

While the President’s budget provided flmds 

perceived partners in the war on terrorism. 

Africa’s principal security challenge is to 
to establish AFRICOM’s interim headquar- 

ters in Stuttgart, Germany]°’~ funds are not 

currently allocated to allow AFRICOM to 

play a more effective role as a security sector 

and governance capacity-building vehicle 

fbr African nations. General Ward has told 

the House Armed Services Committee that 

".°.building regional stability and security 

will take many years of sustained and dedi- 

cated effort. There is no conspicuous finish 

line. Therefore, enduring Congressional 

support is indispensable.",°s However, the 

focus of Genera] Ward’s pitch, like that of 

Secretaries Gates and Rice to the same corn- 

mittee a month later, was on entrenching 

and expanding Section zao6 authority, and 

was motivated with reference to the GWOT. 

Ward asked Congress specifically to: 

"Provide budgetary flexibility to Cornbat- 

a n t Corn manders a n d Amba ssadors, 

inc]uding making Section ~zo6 Global 

Train and Equip authority permanent and 

expanding it to meet the demand State 

and DOD have seen over the past three 

years o.. This authority is a vital element of 

the GWOT." ~°’~ 

General \~;tard made no mention of"ISt]e zz 

of the U.S. Code, which gives the Depart- 

merit of State authority for important tools 

for supporting military professionalism and 

security sector reform - like the Interna- 

tional Military Education and Training 

(IM ET) program, Foreign :Military Einancing 

(FMF), and Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). 

AFRICOM’s potential share of an expanded 

mobilize sufficient resources to provide a 

secure, stable, and we]l-governed environ- 

ment characterized by the Rule of La’,~; in 

which human rights and civil liberties are 

protected and promoted, and where business 

can thrive. All African countries fiace a capac- 

ity deficit in their institutions of state, and 

the state is too often a predator rather than a 

faci]itator. Since the ~96os, ADican armies 

have exhibited a tendency towards rapacious 

behavior; and the rebellions spawned in re- 

sponse have caused unimaginable suffering 

for civilians. To support defense sector trans- 

fbrmation in a manner that can be sustained 

over a long period, AFRICOM will need 

additional resources, as well as expertise. For 

example, only two officials in USAID have 

any knowledge of SSR or Disarmament, 

Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) 

programming. 

In the realm of defense sector reform, the 

importance of sustained external mentor- 

ing and commitment is well recognized and 

cannot be over-emphasized. The usefulness 

of a leadmation rather than multinational 

approach has been demonstrated by the 

UK in Sierra Leone, as has the allocation 

of sufficient financial resources to do the 

job properly. On the other hand, there are 

many examples of perverse consequences of 

short-term U.S. assistance to select African 

armies. AFRICOM should therefore demon- 

strate that it understands fl:~e role of military 

support wifl~in the broader sphere of Secu- 

rity Sector Reform (which includes the police 
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sustained support to defense transfi’)rmation three commanders a~at deal <m Africa as a 

in partner countries, and that it will have a third or fourth priori~¢ there is now a single 

secure funding mechanism to do so. four-star general who deals with the conti- 

nent as his first a~d only prioriV. The new 
AFRICOM’s current meager DOS budget command should therefore be welcomed by 
for bilateral security cooperation falls far Africans. Informed, consistent and coherent 
short of what is required ifAFR:[COM is to engagement is thr better than ad hoc U.S. 
have true credibiliD’ and impact. Without military engagement or retrenchment in Af- 
sufficient authority and resources for AF- tics. However, this simple benefit has been 
RICOM, it may we1] be "business as usual" overshadowed by U.S. public diplomacy that 
in Africa. Because of the length of budget emphasizes the "soft" side of AFRICOM’s 

and cohe~n{ cycles, corr~peting priorities, emerging mandate, at the same time as the U.S. 

~gagem~ni i~ fa~ 
crises, and its perceived lack of importance military conthmes with short-term kinetic 
compared to other regions, Africa usually operations, such as air strikes, in support of 
gets short changed. Absent the creation of a the GWOT. 
mechanism such as the UK Africa Conflict 

0 S milleD’ Prevention Pool, increases in foreign mili- Elements of the g]obal jihadi insurgency 

~ngag~m~ ~ 
tary financing (FMF), international military are no doubt present in several African 

education and training (£MET), and a sub- regions, and AER[COM rightly considers 

~e~re~men~ stantial increase in peacekeeping operations the neutralization ofthese elements one of 

(PKO) funding should be used to support its primary goals. However, this objective 

in Afr~a~ AFR ~C()M engagement initiatives. At the would be more consonant with broader U.S. 

same time, the State Department’s Africa goa]s in Africa and the proclaimed concept 

Bureau will need an increase in personnel to ~f acbve security if it were accomplished 

£acilitate coordination with AFRICOM and through partnering with African nations in 

to ensure }~ster processing of program and areas such as intelligence sharing, law en- 

spending proposals, forcement, and military cooperation, as well 

as through longer-term civilianqed effbrts to 
Such resource increases should help to ad- reduce poverb: promote development under 
dress the conspicuous imbalance that now the rule of law; and improve governance. 
exists be~veen the modest amounts current- IfAFRICOM continues to he justified to 
ly allocated to actual programmatic activities Congress primarily in terms of the GWOT. 
in Africa and the much larger cost projec- and if the U.S. military continues to conduct 
tions ~ar the estab]ishment and operation sporadic but dramatic military strikes on 
of AFRICOM. Unless substantial programs individuals suspected of terrorism --- while 
exist to justit) AFRICOM’s overhead costs, attempting to embed AFRICOM in a larger 
hard questions are likely to arise about the construct of humanitarianism and capaciD" 
gap between AFRICOM’s posture of"Ac- building--- African and domestic humanitar- 
tire SecuriD’" and the actual enhancement Jan opposition to the command is bound to 
of African securi~; through the delivery of grow s~:’onger. 
assistance programs that are appropriate, 

meaningfi~l a n d sustain a hle. A F R I COM’s legitimacy on the con tinen t, i11 

be ]argely determined by its abiliS, to work 
Potential for a Coh~siw Approach to @ica in collaboration with and close support of 

The establishment of AFRICOM and the the African Union, as well as with United 

transfer of geographica] responsibiliS, fbr Nations opera~ons in Africa. A]though 

Africa from EUCOM, CENTCOM, and African security needs are well defined and 

PACOM hold great promise ff)r a more articulated in the various conflict manage- 
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ment protocols of the African Union and Department and U SAI D need the capacity 

the Regional Economic Communities, these 

have hitherto not been well known by U.S. 

military staff. Indeed there has been a gen- 

eral and serious dearth of knowledge about 

the African continent among DOD officers, 

and AFRICOM presents the opportunity to 

develop a stable cadre of African area special- 

ists, officers who know Africa and how to 

interact constructively with Africans. Part of 

the delivery challenge will therefore ]ie in the 

and the will to engage robustly with their 

DOD counterparts in AFRICOM in the de- 

velopment and execution of this plan. 

time it takes to build true African knowledge 

within the Command, and to forge lasting 

and meaningfi~l relationships with Afl’ican 

counterparts. 

The African Union is increasingly working 

in close cooperation and often in tandem 

with the U N Department of Peacekeeping 

Operations. With the United Nations present 

in virt~mlly every corner of Africa, often in 

a peacebuilding or peacekeeping capacity, 

AFRICOM will not be able to operate 

long without intersecting in some way with 

UN activities. "[b the extent that AFRICOM 

is perceived as supportive of UN security 

and peacekeeping missions, international 

acceptance of AFRICOM will grow. Con- 

verse]?,, few things are as likely to undermine 

AFRICOM’s eff?ectiveness or its welcome 

in Africa as a perception that AFRICOM is 

working at cross-purposes with the United 
Nations.~°7 

IfAFRICOM is to overcome the ]egacy of 

nearly a year of negative hype and African 

opposition, and attract U.So budgetary sup- 

port, then much detail needs to be added to a 

new strategy, one backed by substance rather 

than rhetoric. ’IMk of"value added" is neces- 

sary but insufficient. General Ward and his 

AFRICOM staffneed to communicate a plan 

that provides evidence of a deep understand- 

ing of the African peace and security archi- 

tecture and illustrates in some detail exactly 

how the U.S. intends to support this through 

a varie~, of capacity-building programs that 

are coordinated and integrated, both within 

the U.S. Government and among Africa’s 

other internationa] partners. And the State 

In order to be effective in a capacity-build- 

ing role, A F R 1COM will need access to a 

predictable and substantial enough source of 

funding to allow for engagement in the kind 

of long-term interagency programming that 

may actual]y deliver meaningful results. 

However, any increased funding that may ac- 

true to the Command through DOD should 

be over-matched by the funding of State 

Department funding for Africa programs. As 

Senator Feingold warned last year, 

"..oWe need to ensure that [AFRICOM] will 

contribute to, not define, fl:~e U.S. Gov- 

ernment’s overal] strategy and objectives 

for the continent. We also need to make 

sure that the U.S. military’s activities 

and involvement on the continent do not 

overshadow, skew, or otherwise hinder our 

Government’s other key objectives .... We 

need to look at an equal]y aggressive plan 

to strengthen our diplomatic, develop- 

ment, humanitarian, and human rights 

work throughout the continent. This may 

include addressing how the Congress al- 

locates fimds--both to this new command 

and to the other departments and agencies 

that will make the spirit and intent of this 

command work. 
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United States could clearly wield fhr greater 

lower priority, if they are addressed at al]. 

Moreover, since 2ooI, the United States has 

pursued an increasingly unilateral posture in 

the pursuit of nations] security and foreign 

and development policy. American policy 

places little emphasis on the need to harmo- 

nize U.S. approaches with those of the UN 

and other donors, or indeed to align these 

policies with the priorities of local actors. 

The U.S. ties more aid than any other donor 

to the purchase of its own goods, it relies far 

more heavily on contractors tbr delivery; and 

it spends more on international technical 

sistance than any other donor, with the bulk 

of that money going to U.S. consultants. 

The U.S. military is moving rapidly to fill 

the vacuum created hy shrinking civilian 

capacity, in pursuit of short-term solutions 

to stabilization problems that do not address 

the vexing and enduring challenges f~c- 

ing the world’s billion most impoverished 

people. The desire of the Department of De- 

fense fbr a "unity ofeffbrt" that uses all U.S. 

government agencies as "force multipliers" 

in the war on terror is changing the ethos 

and manner in which weakened civilian 

agencies operate. The resultant militariza- 

tion of aid in an effort to prevail in the war 

against terrorism and in pursuit of national 

security objectives is unlikely to enhance 

either national security or the ability of the 

U.S. to achieve its fbreign policy goals. The 

history of counter-insurgency, as well as de- 

velopment theory and practice, points rather 

towards longoterm failure. 

Despite all the talk of "Smart Power," it is 

clear that the U.S. has not been very smart in 

influence per aid dollar spent by deploying 

its influence in trade, investment, debt, and 

financial policies in a deliberate manner 

towards achieving coherent rather than con- 

flicting obiectives abroad. For example, in 

the realm of agriculture, U.S. development 

and trade policies frequently work at cross 

purposes. 

While the current administration is pro- 

moting a range of initiatives to redress the 

imba]ance in U.S. instruments %r g]obal 

engagement, these efforts do not go far 

enough. They are aimed at a "quick fix" ff)r 

long-broken machinery, with the objective of 

getting the machinery running quickly and 

smoothly enough for all parts to engage in 

the overarching U.S. foreign policy objective 

- victory in the GWOTo Reform efforts point 

in the direction of fi~rther militarization of 

foreign policy, with the DOD championing 

the cause for increased funding for State and 

AID, and the State Department reciprocating 

all too willingly in the name ofinteragency 

cooperation and unity of effort in pursuit of 

’transIbrmational diplomacy.’ 

In both aid and diplomacy; a new U.S. com- 

mitment to multilateral global engagement 

.... especial]y through the UN and its various 

departments and agencies - would lend cre- 

dence to the notion that both development 

and the war against terrorism are g]obal 

challenges, and that America can work 

with a varieD" of allies to achieve its fbreign 

policy objectives. Where the UN intervenes 

in a peacekeeping role, it is time to think 

of the success or fhilure of such operations 
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also as UoS, successes or failures. WitJa the       RECOM M EN DATIONS                                                 ’ 

U.S. playing a dominant role in the Security 

Council and paying more than a quarter of 

the peacekeeping bill, this approach would 

be based as much on common sense as a 

new spirit of internationalism. 

The war in Iraq is hopefully the high water 

mark of post 9/iz U.So unilateralism in 

issues of international peace and security. 

As the presidentia] candidates campaign on 

the promise of change in Washington DC, 

and at least two on the promise of drawing 

down U.S. fbrces in lraq, attention must 

shift to post-Iraq policy, to a post-Iraq "peace 

dividend" and a commitment to use a good 

portion of this to substantial]y increase U.S. 

capacity for diplomacy and development. 

The development and ei~ctive imple- 

mentation of a comprehensive new global 

engagement strategy will require bipartisan 

po]itical consensus. It will require more than 

piecemeal adoption by various agencies and 

departments. It will ultimately depend upon 

strong presidential ]eadership, and regular, 

constructive consultation with Congress, in 

order to garner popular support and to rec- 

onci]e competing bureaucratic interests. 

Building bipartisan consensus to reinvent 

the way America engages with the rest of 

the world will not be easy. A single "suc- 

cess demonstrator" may well be the key to 

advancing the process. Africa is a relative]y 

low-cost investment fbr the U.S. and rein- 

venting Africa policy should not place undue 

demands on other budgetary priorities. 

Doing a few things well in Africa, and doing 

the right thing in Africa, can have a positive 

impact on ~3 UN member states, help up]ift 

8o% of the world’s poorest people, and win 

friends and influence in the most under-gov- 

erned continent in the wor]do In other words, 

if the establishment of AFRICOM, the 

strengthening of the State Department’s Af- 

rica Bureau and U SAID programs in Af?dca 

can be seen to produce really positive results, 

the effort could serve as a pilot project for 

the grander scheme of global engagement. 

The President, working ~fith Congress, 

must strengthen U.S. civilian professional 

capacity to carry out dip]omatic and 

development operations to improve efforts 

to build stable, prosperous democracies. 

Benchmarks should be set for a]locating 

funding to address the current ~7 to ~ 

spending imbalance in staffing and 

resources between defiense and diplo- 

m aticidevelopment operations, and for 

rolling back the over-reliance on contrac- 

tors to deliver on fbreign assistance 

programs. 

The next President should conduct a 

thorough assessment of both civilian 

and military capacities to advance national 

goals as a step toward modernizing the 

National Security Act and the Foreign 

Assistance Act. 

The President and Congress should 

mandate a thorough review of U.S. Afi:ica 

policy and then provide sufficient funding 

and manpower resources to the Depart- 

ment of State to strengthen its Africa 

bureau to engage regionally as well as 

bilaterally in Africa; to provide direction 

ff)r civilian capacity building programs in 

the governance and securiVi sectors; and 

to support African peacekeeping opera- 

tions and regional conflict management 

mechanisms. 

Beyond counter-terrorism efforts, AF RICOM 

should focus on two roles to strengthen 

peace and security in Af?ica, namely 

a) assisting African countries with 

defense sector reform; and b) supporting 

Africa’s regiona] organizations in building 

conflict management and standby force 

capacity° These roles will require both 

State Department and DOD involvement 

and collaboration. 

Until a review of civilian and military 

capacities is conducted and an overall 

if)reign aid strategy is developed, 

Congress should defer the permanent 
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substantialincreaseinfunding(from sub-regionalorganizationsinAfricalack 

$~ooto$75omillion) ff)rtheDeparm~ent thecapacitytoana]yzeandabsorbthe 

ofDef~nseSection ~zo6 trainorequip plethoraofuncoordinatedassismnceini- 

program, toensurefullCongressional tiatiw~semanatingfromvariouscoalitions 

oversightandcompliancewiththet%reign ofdonorcountries. AFRICOMwouldhe 

repressivegowmm~ents~ liaisonandcoordinationbetweenAfrican 

The DepartmentofDefense should multiplepeacekeepingand securi~ 
develop, in concertwith State and AID. a capacity building ’~ar~ners’ " 

dra~ strategy paper that explains exactly 

how AFRICOM’s role in securi~ sector , 

reform supports the U.S. development 

and good governance goals. With a clearly 

articulated strategy, AFRICOM will be bet- 

ker positioned to convince Congress that 

a consistent level of fimding dedicated to 

Africa is needed to permit the U.S. to take 

a longer-term view on developrnerR needs, 

holistic security sector reform, sustained 

engagement with partner nations, and in 

building peace and security capacity more 

effbctively. 

AFRICOM’s p]anning should take into 

account the African Union’s detailed plans 

for the establishment of an African Standby 

Force (AS F) by zo~o. The Command’s 

plans should incorporate some of the 

detail of the African Union’s ASP Policy 

Framework Document and its Roadmap 

for Implementation. 

The President and the Congress should 

provide funding and support for security 

sector reform and AFRICOM’s mission 

should prioritize those processes and pro- 

grams that have been dearly identified by 

t]’le UN Secretary-General as an essential 

prerequisite tbr successflll war to peace 

transitions and to permit the drawdown 

and ultimate withdrawal of expensive 

peace operations in Africa. 

Coordinating security sector and peace- 

keeping assistance should be a priority in 

AFRICOM’s mandate. A lack of coor- 

dinated international donor support fbr 

SSR in the DRC threatens that country’s 

AFRICOM should create, as a matter of 

urgency, a core of civil-military expertise 

within the Command staff fbr construc- 

tive engagement with and support to UN 

peace opera~ions in Africa - particularly 

in those dimensions of operations where 

expertise and resources are sadly lacking 

yet absolutely essential for stabilization 

and reconstruction - like DDR and Rule 

of Law. 

Th e Admini stration should work with 

Congress to create a [ransparenL irRer- 

agency budget-building process fbr 

AFRICOM to allocate the money to imple- 

ment a comprehensive U.S. milRary and 

political strategy in Africa. This process 

should involve the Department of State 

and khe Country Teams, USAID, the 

Commander A F R K:OM, the Joint Staff, 

and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
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L~ST OF ACRONYMS 

ACOTA Afi-ica Contingency Operations Training and Assistance 

ACRI African Crisis Response Initiative 

A F L An:n ed Forces of H beria 

AF’RZ[COM U.S. Africa Command 

APS Africa Partnership Station 

ASF African Standby Force 

BTU Brigade Training Unit 

CB R Ce~tres de Brassage 

CENTCOM U.S. Central Command 

CJTF-HOA Combined Joint ’15sk Force-H:orn of Africa 

CPA Comprehensive Peace Agreement 

DDR Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration 

DFID UK Department for International Development 

DRC Democratic Republic ofthe Congo 

F’.COWAS Economic Community of West African States 

ESF’ ECOWAS Standby Force 

EUCOM U.So European Command 

EUSEC European Union Security Sector Reform Mission 

EUSEC FIN European Union Securi~, Financial Mission 

FARDC Forces Arm@s de 

(Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo) 

FDLR Forces Dimocratiques de Libdration 

(Democratic Liberation Forces of Rwanda) 

FMF Foreign Military Financing 

GPOI Global Peace Operations Initiative 

GRC Governance Reform Commission 

GWO’T Global War on ~l:b~rror 

lET Initial F.ntry ~Daining 
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IGP Inspector General of Police 

I M ET International Military Education and ~[?aining 

IPRS Interim PovertT Reduction Strategy 

JPB Joint Personnel Board. 

LNP Liberia National Police 

MCC Millennium Challenge Corporation 

MONUC Mission. des Nations Unies en R@~bliq~e D&nocratique du Congo 

(UN Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo) 

NATO North Atlantic Trea%’ Organization 

NDAA National Defense Authorization Act 

NSPD National Securi~" Presidential Directive 

ODA Oflficial Development Assistance 

O DC Office of Defense Cooperation 

OECD Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

PACOM U.S. Pacific Command 

PAP Pacific Architects and Engineers 

P E P FA R President’s F.mergency Plan for AI DS Relief 

PKO Peacekeeping Operations 

PMI President’s Malaria Initiative 

PNC Congolese National Police 

QRU Quick Response Unit 

S S R Security Sector Refbrm 

SSTR Stability, Security, ’~[5:’ansition, and Reconstruction 

TSCTP Trans-Saharan Counter Terrorism Partnership 

UNAMSIL United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone 

UNMIL United Nations Mission in I,iberia 

USAID UoS. Agency for International Development 

WHO World Health Organization 
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3o    Corresno~dence ~rom [ames Bishop V ce Pros - ,, i 

z~l Leo Hinderv 
~ Section xso6 authority h~itJa]l, provided fi~nds ........ " ’~.    : . .    ’. 

1o [hc l-’en fig-n 1o [ram stud <’qulp ruth firy and ’. 
_ : .     .    .            cornrmss]oners," 

Dol ce forces m Iraq and A~@hali staN wlthouz                          . . 

.......................................................................... State Debarment involvement it was later ..... 
~ 

(~ . " ~ ,    " , 
¯ _ .... uS to<)rnm~ssmn on ~ teip~ng to ~rmance the 

State De,ailment concurrence, of training and ........ 

equippmg other countries, includmg Algeria, 4~ U.S. Government, SummaO, and HighSghts 
Chad, Dominican a~p~b*i< maon¢~i~, n~b~non, >*~r~io,~Z aj~V~i~ Functio~ Uo, Fiscai Year 
Morocco N get a )ak stan Pa ~ama Senega ,oo Bud,et 
Sri I.anka, Ti?aihnd, Tunisia, and ,%<men. In 

FYzoo~, DOD and State oint]y ;approved 8 47 A zoo~ kAND Corporahon study iouna that 

n-~ "’~ram¢ :n -t~ count-d~ s tot" in’- -oorox:mat~b l IN-led t~a iot>b n ld ng of[or s are more suo 

$IOOM In )oo~ ~c ?to rams w~-~e "~ ?)roved u ~e~,.fill ..................................................................................................................................................... ¯ - ¢,.9I -g ...... II - 
47 countries, at a tote cost of-$zSoM 

American-led effb~s. Since the sta~ of the 
" " US-led wars in Af~qanistan and Irao. the UN 

" ~te Foreign Assistance Ac, of mo~ p’Am gi~es has quietiv assumed responsibiiity for manag- 
the l)epartment of State primacy over how and ing a growing number of conflicts not only 
widen to provide military assistance to go:reign in ADica but worldwide. The flare-up in Haiti 
governments. Over the last 46 years, Congress in zoo4 and the July zoo6 fighting between 
has added conditions to the FAA that require the Israel and Hezbollah, ~or exam Dle. were both 
State Department to consider the recipient state’s mitigatcd by scnding UN peacckecpers, vwry 
record on human rights and democrac)¢ befbre ~ew of whom wero ~rom ~he Unfed Sta ~es Of 
disbursing rniiitaD~ aid. Congress deliberately the over 9o,ooo UN troops and police that were 
phced the responsibility fbr providing rniiitaD~ deoloved to 
assistance with ti?e S bte Department in order to were American. 
ensure that assistance is granted in accordance 
with lon~ P--m U S foreign ")o~;c~" ~o-~ 44 Mark Be]lamv Kathleen }Iicks and J. Stephen 

MorrJson, 
3s Robe~ M. Gates, ’TbstJmony befbre the House March zoo& http:llwww.csis.or~Icomponent/ 

Armed Se>’ices Committee, ~5 April zoo& op cir. option,com csis2progj!task,view/id, ndo! 

s4 ~bid. ,~s The AC:-*3o is basically a hercules 
.     . . transpo*~ plane fitted with an awesome array 

35 O S. Goveril~ent. Nationa~ S’tra~e~,~br Counte~ng r. - ~ oi armament rangmg IroIri zornm V~ican 
..... cannons and ,to:ram bofo:rs cannons ~o zo5 mm 

~6 ~ r l-n~ no,Isle C~nd~l ~a [Ti<-e ~ ~t:m ~ v howitzers and a 24 mm Gatling gun that can fire 

oe Po re the { {o c, se Arm ed S ewices Co mm utee L 80 o rou t~ d., pcr m <n a .e. T}?,_, it,_ po~ ~ r o< <h< 

hearing on "Building Partners}tip Capacity and AC-*3o is devastating. 

the Development of the Interagency Process," 

~5 Aprii zoo& 
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46 °rhe’-.rbmai~awk is a ]ong-range subsonic cruise 

missi]eforattackingbmdtargets. Itisapproxi- Paper, IMF CountryReportNo. o7/6o, Febmary 

mate]y zo fbet ]ong, and weighs around "~,ooo zoov, p 3 

. ..... .... ,- ~ ,. Amo~ ,~a~%,_~ was d~,_ I rcs~den,o~ ,h~ In ..... 
; ~    ~7 ~.q’~- ~:,~h A .... ~,,-1~ + "n Gover~lment of National Unityn I.fl)eda ~rom 

[housand ions o:[ comen,lona] exp~ostves. 

47 U.S. Government, F~scal Year zoo9 Budget dent75ylorattemptedto murderbAm andhis 

Request, o~ cir. p 4qo colleague. ConmanyWesseh of’the Center 

t~-rrorism program (I:ARSI)inEast Africa, and nanceRe~o:tmCommission, Mon:ro,da, z~Au>,st 
multi-hteralpeacekeepingandregional stability zoo7. 

-to-- am~ in ~" m’-3i- ’)~ Thomas A. Demps%¢ Security Sector Refbrm 

49 U.S. Government, Fisca.lYear zoo9 Budget Defense, unpublishcdinformation papcr, ~7 

as D~rector 

Principles and Guidelines. Capstone Doctrinc 

Government of’I.iberia, An Act to establish the 

National SecurffyCouncflofthe Repubi~cof 

55 A:t~Jc]e XXXV SecJon ~(e) of the CPA states ti3at: 

StatutesandotheriawsofL~befia, af’fi’ctedas 

aresultofth~sAgreement, shallbedeemedto tingin Post-Conflict Environments, Military 

berestoredwiththeinaugurationoftheeiected Review, Juiy-Aug~stzoo7, pSz. 

Arficb~ <~ ani <~ [e~ ogthc Consfituqot; oclt .......................................................................... 
? ¯ ~ .t ¯ ~n ~ At presen* no s ngle e~mc ~roup makes up 
t.epuonc oi hlocrla, ~9,,o. " 

securit" sector refbrm must cons,der the extent , Sergeant Major bp~ke i<oDens (UbMC retired), 

to whi~ the constitution too must be reformed, t)~rector oFTrammg, Camp Ware, Monrovm, 

...... 7 ]6rlenng Dy LleU.toila~t %o]o~eJ W]l]l[{i~ ~Vyat< 
consitutJot}a]backing and c]ar fftc~.li-nffor a]] .... Moilrovia 

present Constitution encourages abuse of power, 
especiai]y by the PresJde:qt who appoints 
a]]y ai] the leaders o~’these security apparatus. 
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> The Govemment of Liberia (Ministry of Defense) and_ @) trammg and operahonai~zahon o~ the 

~ resoons%,le h,r pa in ~ @e mor~fffiv,~ta~ o~-~ i]rst and second Armed Forces o~Liberia batm]~ 

mem)~--s oQhc A ~’I acco~din.~ *o ~o--ced ~n a o~s by SeVember z~o5 s~d Seokmber zooo 

scsles ran~in o from l ~S $ 9 o fi-~r a pfiva ~e ~ o $ ~7o re spectiveib U N S ecu rity Court cii, FKteenth 

:or a Sergea,lbMa~o:[: ~"tis compares we]J to the p~ogress report of the Secretary-Gcme~a] o~ the 

basic monthly sa]a~ fbr the civi] servants, whkh United NatJous Mission in Hberia, S/zoo7/479, 

is $io per month. Interestin~jy, ai] members of" 8 August 

¯ e Band are paid at a rate of $z~o per month 
~., P , .      ~’ * . , . ’ ~ For example there are conkoversies around 

-~ff- . - ’ ~ ~ ..’% ~- - ~.. -", ’% DynCorp i]ym~ m~ssio~s to crad~cate coco 
tralnln~ receive a salal%~ o~ ~4 D untli su crl tlIrie as , 

.... " in Colombia. However. the company really 
they gra(ruate as r~tlemen. . " shook the DeacekeeDmg conmmm tv m 

73 For example the UK has of K-red to train compa- when Kathryn Boikovac, a UN Police Officer, 

ny grade o@cers and has seconded an advisor (a flied a lawsuit in Britain against DynCorp for 

~euten’mt "-o o~ad t~ th~ m’~ram 7~ ~ o@c~r firing her after she reoorted that DynCorp oolke 

is currently assistmg the Ministry of" Defbnseo trainers in Bosnia were paying for prostitutes 

William M. Wyatt op cir. and participating m sex 

the DynCorp employees were Ibrced to resign 

.... prosecu ted. since they en oyed imm anity from 
75 7Neohone interview wJt~ Andv Michels. former 

prosecuho[l m Bosma. 
nea(i o~ DynCorp’s Security Reform tearn in 

l~}ong ~{ r Liberim Dis~strou s t[ r /d?i~ ~ Foreign 
7~ DynCorp oo£~passg~mentin~ )e’ainAu- D ~ ~ ~ ~- ’ ~ " ~ ’’[ ~    " " >oncy m boo_as, zo ~my zoov. nttp://tpmorg/ 

gust zoo> Accordirp to DynCorp. delays in the 
. ¢.~ ~ .... - . iplJtxt/44z7 

starz or me program were premcazea Dy ce:qam 
actions of the nat%no1 government includin~ 8~ Amos Sawyer o9 cit. 

the slow pace o{’vo]untary relocation ofdvflJans 
................................................................................ ~ " ’ & Ik d 

~ D nCor)’o~k ~ )ssi.mm~m it" Jber a n 8s The elect onswerea huge log s ka ac~omp] sh- 

An ~u s t 2 o o < me nt. M ON U C fact] i ta ted the re o istra rio t~ of 

some z5 m~ihon people througnou~ the count~i, 
W,]ham M. Wyatt op ~1~. as we~i as the road, air and river transpo~ of 

ballots. 7Ne first and second round of’Presi- 

border re ponsib i t es kut that d.)es not enta 1 
~9 October zooS’ lnOtrect Senatorml etect~ons ~< ooo peacekeepers " Sim larly, Jacou~s Kie n ’ 

Y’ . . " ~ ~ " ’ o~a ~o January zoo7: and indirect Gubernatorial 
t ae former U N Secretary Genera’s Soecial ~    , 

. , *, .. elechons z7 ] ~.n nary zoo7). 
Representame ~n nmena, suggested snorUy otter 

taking up his post that Liberia should abolish 86 Armed Forces of’the Democratic Republic of 

its army altogether, and that Liberia could make Co*po the name used fbr 9ie Congolese national 
d~wi+hadcccn p-]irc @rre)ndawcl -+ratqeJ - "g "c + o -~ - ,," -e    - : c-- ........... . .................... army ,nn_e &._ k egmmng ~f th_ transition. 
border security force of 6oo to qoo men. 

87 U.S. Government, Nscal Year zoo9 Budget 
so Ac~"rd no t~ fh~ latest 3N a~sessment the "~ce 

of the drawdown process should be 1inked to the 

........................................................................................................................................ %11 a~r , co b ~cnr mxks ~a~ ccr ~ ieqof of 8:a Internation~I trainkp s ~ oft wa~ rovkled to K o,~ ig " re -e~ ~ r ’:~) "~rp .... - ...... ~ -,PP~    ~P ~, - 

their deployment to the counties, as w:’li as .......... " ’ ~ .... . .... . 
.... .... Directive o~/o7 on Protection of Civiiia~s in the 

buHoin~ ofpo]lce mtrastmcture by December - - 
Democratic Reoublic of Congo. MONUC OpsSo 

ZO[O; e) ilnallZatlon oI the national secur1[v 
...... " o~/o7 ~o March zoo7, 

strategy and arcmtecture and their m~plementa-              ’ 

tion throughout the co retry by December zooS; 
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V]assenroot, H U Support to the Democratic States milita® command fbr Afi’ica, http:i!www. 

Republic of’Congo, Brussels, iRRI-KIIB, zooG. af’ricafiles.org/article.asp?ID=~64t8 

There is no system in place for validating the to .... The CjTi:-t tOA provided intelligence to Ett-,’iopia 

ta] number of personnd ser~dng in the FARDC. in support of its ip, vasiop, of" Somalia in hnuary 

soo7 and ,,sea mib:a ry £~.cilities in D]fl, ou 
%an~e ’*he 3K and the’ U~A pius Angola "md "-’ ’{ ’     ~ ~"     - ’    c-" * " -- ~ ~ ¯ *~ ’ " " ’ ....... - ~ ~,mlopla, aria Aenya ~o munm i~s own a~mCK~, 

. ~ ¯      . .         the Council of Is]amic Courts in Soma]is in LJ.~.. SCCU rlty inh<es[s o~ [~c A~rlcan cont1~enl 
+ r          ,       1          "                     Januaiw and I me of zoo’7. bare b~,he, to been ox erseen ~y three &ffcrent                  - " - -           ’ 

combatant commanders: the c-mmauder of the ~z -~,-,~- t,,u~ k~-~ M~< ~-,~ ’~ c ~ m,-,,~ c~r r 
~,uropean ~)mmand, based m Stopgap, Germany, Afi’ica Command US S Fort McHenW to work 
has b~en respons bb for No~*h Africa and ¯ ~ ~., -# - .~ - ~ - .......... w~ m west ~:tncan, *: ar:~pean nauons, ~merlcan 
nquch ofsub-Saharan Africa the commander o# "c c ~ ~ ¢ e _ ~w -~’ ~,~ rw-- g~-+ 

Central Command, located in %mpa, Florida, b~’r zoov " 
with primary responsibility fbr the Middle East ’ 

ha~ had o ~.~ s~ght over the t torn o~ Am~a, o_nd ~ tess {~omerenc. by {~ ener~l X~ ~mo_rn E. X~ ard, 

the commander of Padfic Command, located in African Un~on Building, Add~s Ababa, Ethiopia, 

l~,anda o~ the ~ cst ~,,aa, o~ Am,,a. ~c,A til,,]e.aap. 

N~gena Countr}~ .~mfofGumea and , Statement by Zakmay Khah~z~u, U.S. I’ermanent .................................................................................................................................................... , 
AFR~COM Af}ica New~ zz November zoo’~ Renre¢#n~ative in th# On#n Deba> ,~n Strem~h- 

Ryan ~ et~ty Ptm~tp~l Dtpiy lit der Sic . .i_: ", " ~= .... e-~ t-" _.x _ ~ e.- Regional Organizations inthe Security Council 
retaryo~ Defense fo:r Iohcy. State uepart- Aptq] ~6 ~oog 

zoo7. http:!iw~a~eucem.mi]ia@icemitran- ~o4 $50 million in zoo7 and nearly $57 re.Lion 

scrbtzz~oi,]unzoov.asp fbr zoo8. 

Statement of’General William E. Ward, LISA, m5 Staternent of’General William E. Ward, USA, 

Commander, United States AFrica Command, Commandcr, United States Africa Command. 

befiT~re the t touse Armed Scn4ces Comm]ttec on bcfore thc t Iouse Armed Services Committce on 

~3 March zooS, pp 8-9. G March zooS, p ~8. 

ib~d, pp.7-& Empnas~s added. ~ .... 

CI:NTCOM established CjTF-HOA in l~ te zoo2, .o7 Ma:rk Beihm>: Kath]een Hides, and j. Stcphen 

to disrupt the flow ofjihadis from the Middle Morrison. St:rengthening AFRICOk, Fs Case, 

East to East Africa in the wake of the invasion March 05, zooS. h ttp://’~,vw.csis.org/compo- 
of Af~j~amstan. it soon became clear, however, nent/o~tion,com csis ~rog{/task,viewii&~oo/ 

¯ , - ~ . ? ¯ .,~ ~. ~ - % , ontanay~i~ financing and coordinationin 

;-~c’-o~-’’ ~ nn ~ ¯ .k _ r’¢- areas where coiiaboration between the three de- a~a moue.~t to De aaare~,smg ute root _auses - 
tk~* "l~r~ed ~h’~d~¢" g~e ~nl~,~:~ ¢" }{~r¢-h~ndd payments can add value to UK conflict m’even- 

.    , ..... -, ~    , , ¯ . out in a jomtiv aoreed UK Sub-Saharan Art,ca 

and ffie Fmu’re >fU S qecuriW Polic -m Af?ica Strategy ~)r Conflict Prevention. The ACPP 

"~    ~ ¢-     ~+" ;;w s" ¯ ./ +~ " " MOD spent arouud Jhom ~Novem ~e. zoo7, n J:p:/t ~,vvw.,~t:rateg~csdmesm- " - -.,    ¯ 

s i~ u e army mi / )d Fgle<il-’ U B 8 2 ~ pd f .......... ~ ~" ~," .9 Senator Russell Feingoid, @cation ofa U.S. 

Africa Command, Congressional Record, j 
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:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-31418730-50903633@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of Reid, Dee 

< deereid @unc.edu > 
Friday, May 04, 2012 12:17 PM 

africa n-and-afro-america n-studies-faculty 

[african.-and--afro--american.-studies--faculty] jail--college--faculty] Course Reviews 

The enclosed message from Dean 6il is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

In response to concerns about a sub-set of courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, the Dean’s 

Office conducted two thorough reviews - one involving courses in the department, the other to assess College-wide 

independent study practices. Both reviews have been completed. 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is an integral and important part of the College of Arts and 

Sciences. The department’s talented and dedicated faculty make many contributions to the University’s research, 

teaching and service mission. The issues uncovered in the department relate to a sub-set of courses, a very small portion 

of the curriculum. The courses in question appear to be linked to two persons: one who left the University in 2009 and 

the other who will leave effective July :1, 20:12. 

As a result of these reviews and follow-up actions, the policies of the department and the College have been 

strengthened to ensure consistent standards for academic excellence and integrity. 

Because many of the course issues occurred during summer sessions, the Summer School is also enacting new policies, 

practices and strategies to monitor summer teaching assignments. 

Department Review 

Two senior associate deans conducted a thorough review of courses in the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies over a four-year period ending last summer. The deans interviewed more than 20 people and reviewed 

instructor course responsibilities, grade rolls and change-of-grade forms. The review revealed a number of courses that 

had been offered in independent study format with little or no faculty contact. The deans also found irregularities in the 

conduct of some independent study courses as well as unauthorized signatures on several grade forms. The 

overwhelming majority of these irregularities took place prior to the Fall 2009 semester. 

The courses in question involved both athletes and non-athletes, and there was no evidence that athletes were treated 

differently than the other students. 

The report recommends that academic credit and course grades assigned to students enrolled in these courses not be 

changed. There is no fair and consistent way to reconsider these students’ grades, especially since nearly three years 

have elapsed since the bulk of the irregularities described in the report took place. University policies do not require that 

student work be preserved for more than one year. 

The irregularities discovered through this review compromised the educational experience of some of our students, but 

they have ended. Under new departmental leadership and with support from the department faculty, new policies and 

procedures are now in place. We are confident that as a result, the department and the College will emerge stronger in 

teaching, research and service in this vital area of study. 



New College-Wide ~ndependent Study Policies and Procedures 

A task force of the Administrative Boards has reviewed independent study practices across the College. We have 

accepted the ..t.9.~tk.....f..9.r...c.....e:...[..e:..!.:..9.~!~!.e:...n...~Jg.!~.Lg..n..~ and will begin implementing new policies in the fallo 

The Dean’s Office also has reviewed teaching assignments and independent study enrollments across the College and 

has found no significant problems beyond those identified in the departmental review mentioned above. 

In summary, we have taken these matters very seriously. We worked diligently to uncover the problems, and to ensure 

they are not ongoing or likely to recur. 

Excellence and integrity have always been at the heart of our academic mission as a leading public university. Upholding 

consistent standards is essential to that mission and to the success of all of our students. 

Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil 
Dean 

-- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-faculty as: afiicar~-al:~d-afro-americai~-smd{es-facuk~istserv,m~c.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
<iul> 
african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty as: <a 
href=’’mailto:JEN32] @email.unc.edu">JEN321 @email,unc,edu</a>. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 04, 2012 4:26 PM 

Department listserv 

[afriafam] UNC post on reports reviewin9 courses in African and Afro-American studies 
and independent studies in the College of Arts and Sciences 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find below one of the pieces from the Dean’s office. I will be sending another piece shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

IFrom," Reid, Dee 
Sent: Friday, Hay 04, 2012 4:21 PH 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: UNC post on reports reviewing courses in African and Afro-American studies and independent studies in 
the College of Arts and Sciences 

This link from UNC News Services goes to a short story providing context for the reports, links to both reports, a message 
from the dean to faculty, and statements from the chair of the University’s Board of Trustees and Chancellor Holden 
Thorp. 

~u ncnews,unc.edu~viewi5298j68i 

Hike HcFadand 
University Relations 
919-962-8593 
mike mcfadand(~unc,edu 



~rom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email~unc.edu> 
Friday, May 04, 2012 4:31 PM 

Department listserv 

[afriafam] Two list of courses (43 and 9 courses in the report) 
(Sent to faculty) List of 45 Irregular Courses--1.pdf; Sent to faculty noo 2) List of 9 

Aberrant Courses,pdf 

Importance: High 

Dear Colleagues, 

See attached lists of courses. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently sub scrib ed to afriafam as: ~:~)email, tm c. edtx. 
To unsubscribe click here: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-314203 :~ 9-~23~51595,9555gfc57e07~06dgdd6cg2~535e2bgfa(~Iistserv,~mc.ed~ 



UNC-CH College of Ar s Sciences 

2006-2007 SS 1 2007 AFAM 428 001 

2006-2007 SS 1 2007 AFAM 697 001 

2006°2007 SS 12007 AFRI 520 001 

2006°2007 SS 12007 AFRI 521 001 

2006°2007 SS II 2007 AFAM 269 001 

2006°2007 SS II 2007 AFAM 398 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFAM 428 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFAM 697 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFRI 266 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFRI/AM 474 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFRI 520 001 

2007-2008 Fall 2007 AFRI 523 002 

2007-2008 Spring 2008 AFRI 266 001 

2007-2008 Spring 2008 AFRI 520 001 

2007-2008 Spring 2008 AFRI 521 001 

2007-2008 Spring 2008 SWAH 403 001 

2007-2008 SS 1 2008 AFAM 398 001 

2007-2008 SS 1 2008 AFAM 428 001 

2007-2008 SS 12008 AFRI 266 001 

2007-2008 SS 12008 AFRI 520 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 AFAM 392 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 AFAM 428 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 AFAM 474 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 AFRI 266 001 

2008-200!) Fall 2008 AFAM 269 001 

2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFAM 428 001 

2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFAM 697 001 

2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFRI 266 002 

2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFRI 521 001 

2008-2009 Spring 2009 AFAM 428 001 

2008-2009 Spring 2009 AFAM 474 002 

2008-2009 Spring 2009 AFAM 697 001 

2008-2009 Spring 2009 AFRI 520 001 

2008-2009 SS 1 2009 AFAM 398 001 

2008-2009 SS 12009 AFAM 428 001 

2008-2009 SS 1 2009 AFAM 474 002 

2008-2009 SS 12009 AFRI 266 001 

2008-2009 SS 12009 AFRI 520 001 

2008-2009 SS II 2009 AFAM 398 001 

2008-2009 SS II 2009 AFAM 428 001 

2008-2009 SS II 2009 AFAM 474 001 

2008-2009 SS II 2009 AFAM 697 001 

2008-2009 SS II 2009 AFRI 266 001 

2010-2011 Fall 2010 AFAM 428 001 

2010-2011 SS II 2011 AFAM 280 001 



U~C-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
9 Aberrant Co~Jrses in African and AfrooArr=erican Studies 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 AFAMI02 001 

2006-2007 SS II 2007 SWAH403 001 

2007-2008 SS 1 2008 SWAH402 001 

2007-2008 SS 1 2008 SWAH403 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 SWAH403 001 

2007-2008 SS II 2008 SWAH404 001 

2008°2009 Spring 2009 AFAM102 003 

2008°2009 SS II 2009 AFAMI02 001 

2008°2009 SS II 2009 SWAH403 001 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wrakcom > 
Monday, May 07, 2012 3:47 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 

WRAL-TV Request 

Professor Nyang Oro, 

I hope you are well. 

We are very interesting in hearing your side of the story about the accusations involving the African American Studies 

Department. Would you be willing to sit down and explain to us what happened? We think it’s important to hear from 

all sides. 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Efin Hartness 
Reporter 

WRAL-TV 

ehartness@wral.com 

919-632-0071 (,cell) 



~rom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Wednesday, May 23, 20:12 4::10 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 
FW: CBC:: SPECIAL Report 

Independent Study Task Force Report.pdf; Review of courses AFAM.pdf; ASPSA Final 
Report :1 September 20:l:1.pdf; CBC E-News 5.2:1.:12.pdf 

Hi UNC Black Faculty, in an effort to keep you in the loop, here are the latest communications from the Caucus, 

apologize if you are receiving this information in duplicate. 

if you are not a member, please consider joining us! www,unc,eduicbc 

Let me know if you have any feedback or questions regarding the SPECIAL report activities, 

ttarambe, 

debby 

Chak, Carolina g~ack Caucus 

9~9,843,0335 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:19 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc,edu 
Subject: CBC: SPECIAL Report 

Hi Caucus members. I want to give you an update of the latest happenings regarding the response to the "Review of 

courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, College of Arts and Sciences." (See attached} 

1. Reg Hildebrand’s (African and Afro American Studies Associate Professor} response to the university community: 

htt : www.dail tarhe~l.com index, h article 201~ 05 findin.~ deliv~r a heav blow to unc de artment 



Thanks to Valerie Ashby (Chemistry), Larry Campbell (Chemistry), and Reg Hildebrand who joined me in a 

meeting with a subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee yesterday afternoon. This subcommittee was 

charged by the chair of the faculty, Jan Boxill, "to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

problems in African American Studies." Needless to say, we are concerned with the purpose and possible 

implications of another university entity seeking additional information from the department. We passionately 

and successfully shared our perspective, insight, and ideas on the next steps for faculty council and the 

administration to consider for their report back to the Faculty Executive Committee° We were informed that 

"the subcommittee was convened in response to a large number of faculty requests after the release of Bobbi 

Owen’s report on Independent Studies and Jonathan Hartlyn and Bill Andrews~ report on the African and Afro- 

American department." The subcommittee members are Professors Steven 13achenheimer (Microbiology and 

Immunology), Michael (3erhardt ILaw School), and Laurie Maffly-Kipp IReligious Studies). The three primary 

subcommittee tasks (paraphrased) are to: :~) review all reports (including the three attached documents) 

relevant to this situation and meet with the authors of those reports to discuss their processes and findings, 2) 

identify questions or gaps in knowledge that remain regarding events, systems, practices, or structures that 

might have allowed or facilitated the troubling breaches of academic integrity, and 3) create a plan for next 

steps. [Please email me if you would like a brief summary of our comments to the subcommittee.] 

o 

Let me know if you have any questions, feedback or concerns. 

UBUNTU! 

Thanks. 

Hararabe, 

debbv 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

9~9.843o0336 



Report Aori~ 10,, 20~2 

Task ~erce g4~embers: Allen Anderson (Music}, De bora:h Jones (Ps~’cho/o~], 

a~d Comparative Literature & Undergraduate Educat:~on}~ Da~ielie Heider [~om~ce Languages 

[French] and Linguistics, C~ass of 2012), 8obb~ Owen, Chair (Dramatic.A~ & 

Meetings: September: 27, November ~10, November 22, 20~ ~anuary 12,, 20!2; with the 
Administrative .Board of th~ College of g~s: and Sdences and t:he Administrative Board of the Gener-a~ 

Februa~ 2& 20~2: March t5, 20~2; w}th Adm~nislrative Boards, April l& 20~2~ 

Pre~e~s: [t~ a letter da¢.ed SeDtembe~ 9, 201]~ Korea G~% Dean of the Cotiege of A~s and Sde~es, 

requested that 8obM Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Underg.radua~e ~ducat~on~ ask the 

Adm~nistragve 8oard of ~he College of A~s and Sdences to develop gu~id.e~:nes for undergraduate 

~hose from depa~me~ts where ~ndependent stud~ ~s well established, geg~an[n8 ~ late .September 

201]:, the tas~ force beg:a~ deve~opin~ guide~k~es ~or ~ndepe ndent study that wou~d ~ndude ~he 

fol/ow;n~ :information: 

2~ Conditions under which a~ adore (approved} traditional course m~gh[ be taught ~n a differant 

format (such as d~re~te.d readings, :~ndependent study), 

s~.~bm~tt.ed for a permanent cot~rse ~umber, 

The task f~rce reviewed current U:n:iversit’V poiides concer~ing inde:pende.~t study .courses, as w,e[~ as 

expiating pro~oco~s re~ated to e~ro~me~t and ass~g~me~ of faculty to independent studies cou~ses~ The 

membe~.s a~s:o s~udied en:ro~l~ts and grades for the Fa~ .2011 sere ester for those undergraduate 
s-tude~t~ enrol~led i:~ course sections broadly defined ~n the Sta~dard Course Numbering System as 

"indepe~defit s~ud~ for undergraduates," 

The members o~ the task force expressed stro~g s~pport for the benefits of independent study, 

undergraduate research, and hor~ers thes~s courses for u~dergrad~ates, a~d a~so for the value of 



could be usefu.~ across the campus, The task fopc~ was careful to make ~t ~le~ that its 

un~e~g~aduate research and to graduate w}t~ honors or h~ghest honors- both of which are va~uab[:~ 
e~pede~ces at t~e h~art of the mission of a research un~vers~tv~ At the same t~me they ac:k~ewl~dsed 

North Carolina at Chape~ Hi/~ combined w~th faculty turnover, retirements, aed new hires, make 

impo.~a~t to have -and fo[~ow ~n a co~s~stent ma:nner -.g~idelines for undergraduate independent 

[he following recommendations concerning independent study were deve[.oped: 

w~th the instructor :should be recorded ~ a forma~ ~eami~g contraG for independent studies, 

syllabus fo~ a regular ~e~ure or seminar ~ourse (ke~., effo~ expec~ed~, meet:trigs w~t~ the 

pto~ess. L.~m~t~ should be p~a~ed on the numbe~ of ~ndependent studies that a faculty mem~jer 
should supervise ~n each term, and act:i~e (a~reved} ~ourse~ should not be taug.ht ~n an 

~ndependent study or d~rected readings foam.at un:less unusual drcumstances axe:st. Standard 

member, althouSh the lim;ts for counting independent studies toward gradeatio ~ sho~d not 

include registration for a~ honors thesis. How.e~er. ~eg~stration for an honors thes~s ~:hould 

~o~form to one of the two models currently in use at the Uni:~ersity, 

$:peda~ Tepi(:s. Special topics co{.~rses should not be seen as independent st{~d~ies. Sometimes 

generally be offered more tha~ twice as special topics courses~ A ~ou~se descdpt.ion and/or 
tentative sVtlabus sho~:~d be made available pdo~r to the registration period so that students can 

make mo~e ~n~ormed choices about ~hese courses. 

followed, not oh~y i~ the College of Ar~s =and Sciences~ bu~ a~so ¢ampus--.w~de, Th~s wilt 

necessitate renumbedng some courses, expand~n8 those numbers ~hat are to be used 

rese~ed ~:equences, and e~ab[ish~n8 spec~ic numbers to ~dent.i~, :ir~ternsMps and so.ice 



Report 

The task fo~ce reviewed [~e ~o!~owi{~g mateda:ls; 

1. Curre~u pt~toc.ols related to enrollment .and assignment of faculty ~o irldepe.nde~t 

courses in the College of Arts a~3d Scion:cos and ~n Professiona~ Schools with undergraduaLe 

~egree programs; 

.Z Ex~s~h~ po.l~des relate~ to indepe~de~t stud.y; 

3.~ Fall 201~ en~oll~ent.s for 2,355 st.~de~ts ~n 421 courses numbered be~w 700 and 

patterns in them/’ 

FoRy-two units respo~ded with copies of their protoeoiB used for ]#dependent ,studies. Among the 

m~st elab~ra~e o~es- those containing carefu!~V a~i,~ulated guidetir~es and forms - were p~otocoB 

some kind of process ~n p~ace for Jn:depende:nt stud~es, suave more informa~ than other£ Some 

d~.d not have a process at a~; ~n a few cases some units developed one as a result of the request The 

minimum guidelines that the task force r:ec~wnmeeds should be used throughout the College of 

a~d Sde~ces. 

07/01/07) states: "All UNC cam puses must ensure that every course offered fo~ acade~n~:c credit 

adheres to the standard of a m#~}mum of 750 scheduled .m~nutes of ~nstructio~al time or t’he 

equ~va~lent per credit: hour. The: time ma~, ~ncl~de required examination periods, but may ~ot ~ndude 

study days." ~m~[icatio~s of this policy .statement for the (:ampus ~nclude the fo~ow~ng: 

Instructional contact minutes: for o~te credit hour = 750 ~.it~utes (12o5 hours); for three credit 

ho~s = 2250 mi~ut.es (37.5 hours} 
~For independent study, an equivMent is necessary. UN.C Genera~ Adm}nist~at~on, UNC~Chapel 
Hill and t~e ~edera[ defi~tion of c~edit hour sped~/that an equ[va~eat amount of work m~gt 

be established for .courses where the: contact minutes do not ap ply}, among them laboratories, 
i~temsh~ps, studio work, and independent stud~es~ 

The 201I--2012 edition of the Under#redu#te Bufledn notes that "The University offers a va[iety of 

independent study exper~er~ces for students, Such coup:sos, including d#ected readings and research 

they may m eke in div~d~a~zed contra~s for work under the supew~sioa of a member of the permane~t 
facu:kV at the depa~me~t/curd.culum level, For information about ~ndepeadeat studies courses i~ 

their maj~rs~ students should :o.~sult the d~rector of under~raduate stud~e~ ;n their major depa~ment 



or curriculum" (po 53). Accordin~ to this statement, qndependent s~ud~! e×periences" serves as an 

taken :it~ any one semester," and that such work: should be supervised .by member’s of the facult% The 

such courses and how these c~urses fit into major/minor requiremeats~ That an individualized sVliabu.s 
is provided ~s assumed.~ s#~e one would be available for any other course offered by the Universitv. 

University Policy Memorandum #4~ ’tStandard .Course Numbed~gSys1~em,°’ last revised September 

2006 (See Appendix C), re,;ewes a series of numbers for ~ndependen~ study and related courses, 

i90, 290,390 U~dergraduate Speci:ai Topics Courses 

195~ 295, 395 Undergraduate Research Courses 

196, 29.8, 396 U~dergra.duate lr~de~ende~t Studv/Readin~ Courses 

:~.99:, 299, ~99 Undergraduate E~pedm~nta~ Offerings 

49& 596, 696 U~ndergraduate/Graduate !~dependent Stud’y/Readir~ Courses 

499., 599, 699 Un~e~graduate/Gra.duate Exped~entaJ Offerings 

691H, 69~H, 69BH, an4 694H Senior (Undergraduate) F!ohors Thes}S 

Final e.xaminat~or~s are reqt~ired in all undergraduate courses of[erad at the: UnJve:~sJt% i~dudin~ 

indepe~de~t studies., Pabe 397 ef~he 2011.~.20!2 Unde~g~’~du~te Bulletin states: "Undergraduate 

Recent po!:ides cor~c.er~ing the definitio~ af credit hours also have a bearing or~ independent study 

courses at the Univers.it% UN~Chapei Hi~J accepts the definitJo.l~ from the U.S. Depa~f#.ent of 

Education., subsequently adopted by the Southern Assodatto~ of Colleges and Schools (SACS), which 

acc:red~ts the U~iversit% O# February i0, 20Z2, the Faculty Co~nd~ adopted BesoJutio~ 20~2-1., ’qJNG 

Chapel Hilt Crea~ Hour Poiic;/’ (See Appendix B}, Th e resolution ~r~cludes the following statements 

whi=eh reference ~depe~dent stud~ies and related coursework: 

"$e~i~or~ $o The U~iversity of North Carolina at CRape[ Hil~ hereb,/adopts the Federal Definition 

of a Credit Hour Ide~cr~bed in 34 CFR 600°2, effective July :!.~ 20:1:~} as foil~ows: 

~r~ a:ccord with federal re~ulat:io~s, a credit .ho~3r ~s an amount of work represented 
{[~te~ded ~earn~ o[~:tcomes a~d verified by evidence of student achieve.taunt that 

two hours out of class student work each week for app[o×imatel¥ f~fteen weeks for 



one semeste~ o~ trimester hour of credit, or ten to twelve ~,~eeks for o~le quarter 

hou~ of ~:~redit, o:r the equivalent amo:Lmt ofwo:rk ove~ a diffe~e~r~t amount oftime~ or 

At least an equivale:nt amount of work as outlined in item ! above-for other 

a~ademi~: actMties as established by the institution including laborato~s/work, 

internships, pra~ic.a,o studio w~rk, and eth.~er academic work: leading to the awai’d of 

c¢edit hours:°~ 

The new federal potio/cow, rains t~o elements relevant to independent study c’ou~’ses~ F~rs~ the 

two hours out of class student work"’ mares ~t dear that ~tu~e~t~= sheul~ e~e~ te de~ete a mf#~mum 

s:tanda~d applies ~o a~[ courses,, ~ndudta~ "labor.atoPf w~rk, ~nternsMps, pratt,:ca, ~tud~o work, and 

other academic work lead~n~ to the award of =cred~ hours?" 

Students .approved to do an nde~e~dent study are e×pected to he self-motivated and 

di~e~ed~ They should ex#e~ t~ spe~d at ~eas~ three hours per week per credit hour 

~Fhe task fotce~.s review of Fatt 20i~ registrations did no~ raise concer:~s regardi~8 the pattern of 

~he time of the ~en~u~, a total of 2,3S5 ~t~der~t~ e~olted ~n 42~ courses, numbered below 
defined ~ ~’he Standard Course Numbed~ System as ~’~ndepende~t S~ud:~es~" A tota~ of 2,330 

e~aminat~o:~ revealed the 

course ~e~tent~ level at ~vhic=h the course ~ tau~.ht, o~ the format of the course. Each sylta~us should 

¯ contain asse:ssmen~ ~n~brmat~on that mu~t be fo~l.awed, even for ~ndepe~dent st~dv~ 



The task force considered whe~:h~r pass/(~ail was appro~ria:te f~r inter~ships, men, toted u ndergradu.ate 

research, service learning, and trad;tio~a~ h}dependent stud’t:, It was derided that ~et-ter grades were 

~propriat~ ~n these cases, except when a depaRmen~ w~shed to provide such a co~rse on a pass!fail 

pas~/fai!,) 

o Adopt standard usage fo~ the fo~ow~ng terms, which are at present o~en used 

~nt.e~’changeab~ly: Trad}t;o~al ~de~endent Study~ Di~’e~ted R.ead~n.gs, Me,toted/Directed 

Research, Honors Thesis, ~nternsh~ps, ~e~d Work (aka Field Research), Pra~ica, Servi~e 

Learn.~ng, 5pedat Topics; and .Exper~me:nta! Courses (as defined in Appendix 

(see contents for contra~ in Appendix D}~ The con~r.act can b:e com#ieted as a paper 

p~ocess but wouM ~deally be a dib~tal template w~th routing by e:lectron:ic mea~s 

the o~ig~nator to the app:rover(s) and back. The ~earn~n8 contra~t would establish 

~ The learnk~g cow, tract st;pulates the expe~e~ number of hot.~rs per week of work 

expected :from the st.udent; the number o~ required mee¢in~s between course 

instru~or an~ student .during the term; reading and writing ass~g~m~nts (and 

due dates for t::hem}~ assessment informer:ion speci~n.g how the final g~ade 

the learning contract.. When a depa~ment cRair ~s ~nvo]ved. the Senior 

eo~tr.a~, b~t may not e~iminate items from the template. 

~ The faculty member ~s required to e~ablish a regular meeting schedule w~th the 

student doling the independent study: for example, o.ne hour per week or two 

hours eveP~ othe~ week. {The specified hou~s co~lld a~so be spread o:u~ ove~ the 

contact betw~e~ a faculty member and a student must be ma~#ta~ed 

the beginning and end of 

end of the f~.rst week of classes ~n a fall or sp:riu~ semester (or the eq.uivale~t 

date ~1 each summer 

~ The D~rector o~ Undergrad~ate Studies and the Cha~ of a Depa~men~ or 

Curriculum ~ave an ~mport:ant responsibility to review ~ndependen¢ study 

~eam~ng co~tractS carefully, and to mona}tot t~e number of students being 

supe~’ised by individual faculW mem:ber~ and wi~:h~n e~tab~shed research groups 

~ their pa~¢u~.ar administrative unit, 

o C.reate %e~ions" of a ~o~rse for each faculty member ~n a debarment/curriculum 

:su~ervis~n~trad~t~iona~ ~ndependent ~tudie~, ~nternsMps, mer~tored resea~rch, dire~ed 



readings, etc~ (Separate sections t:~r individual faculty members atready exist at ~he 

graduate level, makiag it a familiar me~hod [o 

Restric~ the number of students a fa~utt~ member may su~e~,ise d~udng a semes~:er or 

summer sess}o~ to a maximum of two stud.e~ts in traditional ]ride:pendent study 

courses, d~re~ed read~ngs~ or me~:~tored research. Facult~ members are expected to 

supervise :honors thesis, ~nde:pendent studies~ d~rected readings, a~d./or mentor~d 

r~search, a~l of wh ic~ occur above and beyond their standard course assignments. The 

~im~tat~on on the ~umber of students supe~v:ised does not apply to: 

~ormal research methods courses, ~uch as ANTe/FOLK 675 

Me~heds ~in Phonetics .a=nd Laboratory Phonology," each of which is taught 

accord~n~ to the standard class t~me format. A syllabus serves as the ~eam~ng 

contrac~ for these courses, which tradit~onalb haw not bee:n cons~d.ered to be 

~findependent 

or another ~acul[v member {i~n the latte~ case, such service ~s 

of their eorma~ teach[as respons~b.i~des), As with t~e formal ~eseatch m~thods 

cour~es~ a syllabus serves as the te~rr~ing contract for these ceurses.~ ,which 

~radit~oaa~y have hot been co~si~d~r~d to :be ’~]~ndepe~dent ~ud~. 

Faculty research ~ab~rat~des, researc~ ~ro~rams, or established research groups 

in depar~meets where stude~ts are pa~ o~ a research tea~, ~However, 

involved in mentored re~earch at the UNC Lineb:erger Comp:rehen~ve Cancer 

Ce~ter. The individual ~eambg contract, fiowever~ sti~ apptbs; faculty members 

responsibilities, fo~ a smal~ ~umbe~ of u~der~aduate students pur~uie~ the 

same reading fist. The ~ndb~du.al bam[ng contrast still applies. 

Restrict offering active (approved) lecture or seminar courses as an indepe~:~de~t study~ 

ut~ed for th~s purpose (~ee Appe~d~x E] provided that all approv:ab are ob~a~ned~ 

Undergraduate Cerd~uta., Reg~.stration for a traditbna~ ~ndependent study tn ~he 

depaRme~t d the ~udent’s me}or {under th~ College-w~de guidelines above) m~ght also 

be possible, Examples ofap:propr~at.e use of this format include: 

An i.ndMdual.st{~dent needing a spedf~c course for graduation that ~s cot ~ke]y to 

be o~ered in the immediate future~ 



course needed for ~raduat~on due to residence: ~a~ f~om campus ~such as in 

No~o~s The~fis, Honors Caroti~na has ~ Iong~.standing program o~ senior homors thes~s wo~r.k~ a 

’~h~ffest honors~’~ The task force recomme[~ded that: ~eg~st~at~o~ for ~onors theses shoul~ 

follow one of two ~ormats: 

I~ Depa~ments s~:hedule a two-semester semor thes~s sequence tauAht by a member of the 

faculty who serves as~h¢ depa~ment’s honors director. In the Depa~ment of Hist.o:ry~ for 

instan=ce, those courses are HI.ST 69~:H a#~ 692H~ In this f~rm:at: 

o The course size ~s ~enerallV between 20 and 20 students,. 

o A sV~[abus ~s provided o~ the ~rst day of d~sses. 

o The course is among the courses be~g offered by the depa~ment as honors courses. 

another faculty member, it is ~n addition to h~s or her standard cou~:se teachi~ 

respons:.~l~t~es, 
o Each student enrolled {n ~he senior tbes~s courses a~so has a faculty ~dv~ser whose 

scho~aHy expertise e~com #asses the student’s ~ese~rch top,c. Secv~ee as a tbes;s adv~se~ 

~s aa i.mpoAant ~espo~s~bil~ty but ~s ~enera!~V in a.dd~t~on to the standard course 

assignments of an ~ndMdual faculty member~ 

2~ E~c.h faculty member su~erv~.s~ng an honors thes~s ~s assigned a se~tio~ of the course[sL In 

th~s format: 

o A ~eam~ng contra~ s~m~lar to the iedepe~dent studV contract shou:ld be developed and 

used. 

o Superv~sh~/ad~4s~n@ an honors thesis ~n an ~mpo~ant re.spo~~s~bil~tV but B .genes’ally ~n 

addition to the ,~tandard course: assignments of an in~Vidual faculty memben 

’qwe~ve hou~s of g~aded independent ~udv credit may be counted toward g.raduat~mn, tho~gh 

no more ~ha~ six hou~:s may be taken in any o~e semester" {20.~-20~.2 Undecqredua~e Bu~tedn~ 

o Exclude t:he six-hour ~eg~.stratio[~ (~o th#ee~e~edit cou¢:ses) for honors from this total, 

Students ~nr,o~l ed -fu~Ft~me in supervised student teach~ng~ ~n an approved study abroad 

o R~se tRe ~m~t w~tMn a Fall or Spring semester from 6 to $2 cre~[ hou~rs. Some students 

have course work that takes place Compl.etely in off-campus sites:, for exampie student 

teaching ~nd off.,campus ~.ntemships, Some of the practica and ~nternsh[p courses ~!or 

which st~den.ts can cur~endy register and ea:m credit are for ~2 hours, (Note that the 

feSeral definit:~on of ful~t~me enrollment ~s 12 credit bourse} 

o This change wot~ld have to be approved by the Facu~t~ Cound[ through ~ts Educations] 

Pol{cy Committee, a~et wMch the Unde~gt#du#te Bu~edn Would be revised to 

~ncorporate th~s new poiicy:, 



~.O be ndependent Spe¢i:al~ Topi~s. Special ~:opics courses should :not be consfdered ~ " 

offer t~mely courses or develop new ones}, top~cs courses should be avoided for ~on~te~ m 

o .Limit the n~.m~ber of times the same speda~ top~cs course can be offered to no ma~e 

tha~ two occurret~ces~ (Such a i:~mitation wou~¢] be similar rathe #olic~ devebped for 

firstlyear semina~cou~es numbered 89. 

o Re.quire secondary t~.:~.les tot a~! s~cia:t topics courses when they are established in the 

Co~nectCaro~ina ~;ystem, and make a course description and/or tentative 

ava~iab~e prior to the registration period, so that st~dents m~,ht make more ~nformed 

for majors and rumors: for example, a~provin8 courses based on their variable con:tent 

o Remind departments/curn’cd a that s.oeda~ to~cs courses cannot ~ulh.~ 

Edt.~cat}on requireme~~ts because of their variabie content, t.~ee 

~ L~.~ ,Z£,.,...~.[....t.f.::~]~ ::..... ~f~f:~?t::{YT::::: at htt.p://www,unc.,edu/dep,.s/~.~c/F,~cu~tv~ Gun 
o Add 490, 590, a~d 690 to the c~rr~th/ "’- :’-v~ ~. ~, ~          a ~d 390] far 

reserved for 8~aduate.--~e~e~ s nec~a~ top .c.~ courses], 

C) should be f~llowed~ not on~y in the College of Arts and Scie~ces~, but also ca.mpus-w}de.. The 

fo~]owing recommendations are intended for the U.nfve~sity Registrar to impUre:merit with the 

o The sequence of numbers for ~pec~ai topics courses should be e~panded to 490~ 590~ 

and 690, in orderto accommodate s~eda~ to~ics ~ourses that can enro~ both 
undergraduate and @raduate ~udents, 

o The sequence of numbe~ currently [~sed for undergraduate and graduate ~’ex~erimenta~ 
offe6ngs~’ should be e~m.inated a~d ~ep:~posed~ These cot~rses are a~-~s.~y specia~ 
top~cs courses. Vew few depa~ments (Anthropology. Oty and Reg~o.na~ Plann~n.8, and 

the~{ e~pedmemta~ courses as "specie! top~cs’~ ~ourses. 

o A ser~es of aura burs should be identified - and used ~ fo~’ ~nternsMps and service 

~eami:~ (The task force recommends use of the repurposed expedme~tai numbers}~ 
More det:a~ed a~a~ysis may be r~uired, but task force members recommend the 

fo~lowin~: 
Proposed }nternsMp numbers: 299~ 499, and 699. (Note that severs[ 

depa:~ments use numbers e~din~ w~th 9.3, and that additbnal analysis is 

~ecessary by the University R~g~strar prior to renumberin~ any courtesy) 



. Proposed sewice learning m~mbers: i99 399, and 599. 

The ~eque~ce of numbers for undergrad~ate reseat:oh co~.~rses should be exp:m~ded to 

495., 595~ and 6~5. The ~eserved numbers for ~nde~raduate research do not identify 
courses that have a research ba~s, nor do they indicate courses taught for ohe hour of 

credit, three hours of credit, or variable credit. 

cot~rses that ar~ resear~h-~tensive~ leavi~:g the reserved numbers ending ~n 95 for those 

~ou~ses spedfically Pelated to :undergraduate re sears:h, 

~mple~e~-tat~ 
1.. [he task force recomme~ds that this report be provided to the ~ducatio~al Policy 

Comm~ee for ~ts review~ and that ~ts ~-e~ornmendat~o~s be considered ~o:r possib~ 

adopt:io~ campus-wide, 
2~ The task force recognizes that some of the recomme~datie~s w~} require the 

ones~ ~reation of ~ew e~ect~onic forms; and the ~unch~ng of a communications 

~e~s should be made to ~mp~ement as many of the te¢ommendat:ions of the task fe~:ce as 
poss~Me by th~ beginning of th~ FalJ 2022 semestec with the remainder being 

by the sta¢~ of the Fall 20~3 semester.. Fer e~ample: 
o The elements ofthe independent ~dy teaming co~tracL including the 

process., do net require a.~ electronic form to be ~mplemented~ A paper form can be 

o Revising the Standar~ Course Numbering System .should occur as soo~ as possible to 
avoid addling to the con[us~on in ~:ourse numbert.ng that: a~ready exBts, 

Renumbedng courses may ~ake add~ona! time t,o a~compl~ish campus-w~de, but pta~s for 

p~oje~ ceu[d be developed ~n summer 20~2~ 

10 



~P, dependent study provides a mechanism for a student to work o:n a specific topic with a faculty 

member for academic cred~L Topics a~ focused rather than ~e~}eral and are typically tl}ose 

generaUy pursued in ~chedu~ed course~ A fina~ wd~ten pa~e~ (the ~andard used for courses 

Gen,era~ Ed~cat~on requ~:re,me~ts ~s a mM~mum often pages)~ ~epor~ or a~st~c product ~s 

[east three hours of ~ndependent work per ~eek B required fo~ each unit of credit, 

Independent study is e~;anized under five categories: T~ad}tional I~depe~dent St:ud% Directed 

Readings, Dtrected and/or Men, toted Undergraduate Research, ~aternsh]p/Pra~icu:m, and Honors 

Thes~s: 

7?dditJonef lndep~ndentS~udy: The pursuit of a topic of interest by a student [~eneraI~y in their 

major or mi~nor), unde.r the supervision of a facuky member with expertise related to the topic. 

Examples: 

H~ST 29.6 }ndepeede~t Studies in H~story 

MATH 290 Directed Exp~o.ratio~ in Mathematics 

Dimc’~d Reeding.~: Systematic analysis of an approved bit~liosraphy in ~he student"s area of 

interest. 

Examples: 

ART i396 Directed Readings ~n A~ 

B~OL 296 D#ect.ed Read~ngs in 

SLAV 244 D~tected Readff~s 

~xamples combining categories ~t a~d 2: 
ANTH 395 ~ndependent Reading or Study in Anthropology 

SOC 396 Independent Study and Read#}g in Sociology 

Directed und/or Mentored Undergredunte Rose,re.hi lnvest~gative, fact~find~ng work supervised by 

a ~brar% or in other pla~es ~n which research a(2:MW takes place. 

Examples: 

CHEM 395 Research in Chemistry for Undergraduates 
FtREN g96 Research for Advanced French Stude~nts 

GEOG 295 Undergraduate Research in Geography 

PSYC 395 Independent Research in 

]nte~t~,$.h~p~/Proctfca: Supervised work experience d~signed to give students first~hand knowledge 

oft:he prae.~ice of a discipline. In a pra~ticum students are likely to be supervised bV faculty 



cou ra~es th:em to 

EXamples: 
AMST 397 i ntemsh~p i n Ame d:ca n S~ud i es 

COM P 392 P~ac~:~ 
DRAM 395 :Professional Theatre L~bor~tory 

H~ST 297 Intemsh 

of~ fulbtime fa~u!ty su~ervis:or~ is responsible for des~gnm:g and :comp~eLn~ a research pro~t or 

serv~ce .- us~atly off-campus - with instruction and reflection in orde~r to enrich the ~e~rn~ng 

e~:pe:r~ence, teach cMc responsibility, and stren~he~ com:m:un~t~es. 

Examples: 

COMM 668H The Ethnographic (Re)T~rn 
DRAM 288 Theatre for Soda~ ,Change: Lat~na/o Performance Trad{t~o~s 

HB~HE ~10 APPLES Alternative Spring Break 

PSYC 294 .Service Learning in PsychoJogy 

A placeholder course that 
there may be oab/occas~ona:l demand, or (2) to develop new co:urse.s~ ~n the ~atter case, the 
depa~m.ent/curdculum should apply for a pe~’manent number for the new course aAer it has been 

offered twice as a 
"Experimental Course/’ 

Examples: 
ANTH ~99 Exper~men.ta~ Course 

ENTS 490 SpedM Topics t~ E~v~ro.nmeata~ Sde~ce and Stud}es 

FOL~ 690 Studies 
GEOL 390 Sped.at Problems in Geology 

HIST .490 Special Topics 
PSYC 499 Current Topics ~n Psychology 
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The ~acultv Council e~acts: 

Se~t}e~ :L The Unh,’ers;b! of ~torth Carelk~.a a~ Chapel Hi~/hereby orientsthe Fede~at Oefk:fftion of a Credit Hour 

Idescdbed in 34 CFR 600.2, effective JutV :L 2011} :as follows: 

federal regulations, a credit ho~ is ar~ a~eunt of work reflrese~ed ~n ~r~tended ~ea~m~g outcomes and 

re:rifled by evidence of.student ach~evemen~ the{ is an ins~.itutional~y established equiva~e:r~y that 

reasonably app[ox.~mates: 

1. Not less %ha~ of~e hour of classroom mr direct faculty instruction a:nd a minimum of two hours 

out o~ class s~udent work each week fo r approxfma~e~y fifteen weeks for o me semester er 

amount of wo~k o~er a d~ff~re~t: amount of time, or 

At least, an equ;valent amount of work as outlined in item :[. above for otlhe:r academic 

w~rk.~ and other academ~:c work leading to the award of credit hours, 

~e~ion 2o This credit ~hou.r poticy.app}ies ~o all courses at all :leve~s {g~a~uate~ professienal, arid ur~de~g~aduate) 

regardless of the mode of deliver" ~ndudit~g, but not limited to, se~f~-paced, o~fine, hy:brid, lecture, sem~aq and 

~abora[of~ Academic un:its are .responsiMe for ensufin8 that credit hours ate awarded on}y for work that: meets 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~ill adheres to the Carnegie unit for c:onta~:t time (750 

minutes for each .credit away:deal} ff~ i:ts o~dal A~ca~emic Calendar 

requirements ~d ac.cred:~tat}o~ sta~da=rds related to c~eS~t hours s~euld be recorded ia a U~ver~ty 

Po~ Morner’endue (:UPM)maintained bv the bnivers~ Re~.strar. 

others re~’y o~ ~he commor~ ~:urrency of academ}c credit ~o support a wide range of 

credits as ~ measure of student academic engagement as a basis of award~]g fb~andal aid," 

t~ i~ noted that Fedora! regulatio:ns provide inst}tutions with come flexibi~iW to take i~to ~on~ide~at}on 
alternative de~.[very methods~, types of ~oursework~ mea~ureme:~t~ of ~udent work, academk calendars, 

does not dilate pa~cu~a~ amounts of classroom ~me versus oubo~dass stude~ work~ Credits may be 
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a specified amoun~ Of scademic~y e~gaged t:ime, The bssi~: ~equilemet~t is that a credit ho~r ~reaso~ab!y 



This memora~dum ~s intended to clarify the standard .course m.m~ber~ svsTem a~d to poi~t 

out some Variations and limitations, 

All courses authorized for degree credit must ~e n~mbered accordin~ to :~uide~nes 
established by the University,. The r~um~ed~g schemes may vary bv acagem~c unit and ma’i 

chanAe over time, 

Courses pdmar!ly for first and second year undergraduates 

Courses primarily for t~h~rd and fourth year undergraduates 

Courses for adva:t~ced u~}dergraduates and graduate students 

Seminar and Research courses for graduate stude~ts 

Numbers reserved fo~ spec~a[ ~ategofies of reSists’at:ion 
~** h~terdBcip]hlary courses for u~derg:rad and graduate stude:~ts 

academic units should centa~ the Univers{ty Registrar for the next valid number when establishing 
these courses, Course must involve two or more campus schools/academic units to qualifi/for 

inte~disd~nar~ 

~ OOO@O9 Reserved for University 

~ 0S0~89 F~rst,-Yea:r 
~ 009~9:9 Ur~dergraduate Lev~ Courses 

¯ ~9& 29& ~90 Uodergradua~e Specia~ [opics Courses 

¯ &gs, 2:9~, ~9~ Undergraduate Research Courses 

¯ ~96~ 296, ~95 U~derg~aduate Independent Study/Reading Courses 

~ $99, 299, 399 Unde~raduate Experimental 

~ 400~9 C.~urses for advanced undergraduates and graduate students 

¯ 49~, 598, 696 U~derg~ad~ate/G~aduate ladeper~dent StudWRead:i~g Courses 

¯ 499, 599, 599 Undergraduate/Gr.aduate Exp:erimenta~ Offerings 

.~ 69~H.,. 692H~ 69~H., 594~ Sen~or (Undergraduate) Ho~ors Thes~s 



890-899 Graduate Special Topic 

900~99~ Graduate Research 

La~ua~:e Ce~r~s sho~[d be numbered ~a th~s manner:; ~01,~02 and 401, 402 ~ Beginn~n~ 

requireme~t 

F~rst part of a series of Courses, or ar~ adv~[~ced course 

Second part of a series of coup\sos 

Th~rd pa~t of a series of courses, or correspondence course 

Denotes e~ec~e cred~it for the D.e~ta~ Schoe~ 

Ho,~ors course or course for advanced students 

Cred~t-bea~:ing ~aboratory co~rse 

~ Open to majors 

Denotes a review co[.~rse 

Denotes ~o g~aduate credit, Satisfies l~ngu~e r~adtng k~ow~edge examination. For 

Credit..beadng laborato~ course 

lnterdisd~ii:~a~ course 

A~phabetic suffixes are Jimited to o~e. More than o:ne soffi× and h,fphenated course numbers are 

i~compatible with the system r~ow ~n use. A course .number .sho~d not be reass~g~ed to 

another course having a d~ffere~t conten~ u~til at least five years a~er the previous course 
wa~ taught. Th~s is to .~reve~t the same course number from appead~ twice o~ a student’s 

record represent~n~ tWO different courses. 
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Note: This ~,~ntract eventually wil! be developed as an e~ectrenic tP~rm that can be customize,:! .and 
routed, This is a ~is~ of minimum contents and cont~i:ns areas where pull down menus would be useful, 

INDEPENDENT STUDY [LEARNING CO~TRACT [department name} [course #] 

Prerequisites: [each ,3epto ~is~s here.} 

{Note that faculty members are restricCed to no more t:han two students per semester or summer 

session, ) 

Student Appticant*s Name: PI:D: 

Date of Application: Credit Hours: (each dept lists range) 

.S_=emester .R_~esteLd: FALL~ [~ SPRING !::] SUMMER I ~ SUch. 

Class: I:tRST YEAR [~ SOPHOMORE t_-...1 .JUNIOR ~ S~N/OR 1~ 

Cur~e~t GPA: MAJOR OVERALL 

Prerequisite(s):. [COURSE ESTER[YEAR GRADE 

:Email: Phone#: 

Name:                                 ~mait: 

COURSE CONTENT: Please describe the course requirements (.or attach a svIIabus containing ALL these 

required elements). This is considered a ~on~rac~ between the in~ru~o~ (advisor/SpOnsor) and the 

student. Deviations from th~s contract should be updated a~d documented to the extent possible by 

the instructor and student. 

a) Hours per week {e,g. 9 hours per week :if 3 credit hours}: 



Meeting requirements 

Readin~ ass.~.gnments {and due dates,, if reformat}: 

Written assignments (pa~e ~equi~ements/Iimits and due dates, ~f re~evant): 

O~her assignm~ts (p~ease describe): 

Other information: 

I Jhave read the responsib}lities oft.he i~struct:or a~d a.gree to undertake these responsibilities. 

Student Date 

APPROVED AS iS 

REQUIRES MORE tNEORMATION ( ro~dde detai~s and retu¢# to instruGor a~d student} 

NOT APPROVED {provide rationale:) 

SchooltDe~artmentlProgram ndependent Study Coordinator 

* If the fnd~pendent: Study Coordinator is r~ot d~e Departme~tiCurdculum C~air; the Director of 

U~dergraduate Studies (PUS), or a~othe~ Facti.JtV Designee of the Chair, then the Cha~ or the PUS 

must also approve this co:~tra~. 

Th}s appl}cat}on fo~ ~ndependent Study has been rev:~e~ed, The p:roposa~ ~s 

APPROVED AS ~S 

REQU~RE.S MORE ~NFORMATION {p~’ovide details a~d return to }r~st:ru~e~ a:r~d $tude~t} 

NOT APPROVED (provide rationale} 

Date 

~ tithe Chair is the student’s Inde:pendent Study instructor, this form should be st6ned by the Cha r s 

Senior Associate Dea~, 

Note: Departments should maintain c,o pies of this contract for a m i nimum of two years. 



Appendix ~ 

Tutorial ~r~deper~der~t Study 







William L A~d~ 

Associate De~ for F~e A~s 



"I"ihe Universit:y a~d the National Collegiate Athletic Associations (NCAA) begat~ 
investigat~oa .i:~a June 2010 with. regm’d ~:o i~.fom~Nfon t~at ~dicated severai fbotball etudes> 
athletes Dv;i received impem:~issibl.e ext~ ~e~efits, [n that investigatioa, the University 
discovered and self;reported ~:o Ne NCAA av~adem~e iss,~es rela~i~g ~o a i:0m~ea: stt~den~.-tu~or artd: 
academic 

[r~ November~ 2010, the NCAA r~.~led a stadeni:-athlel:e permanently h~eligible to play 
foo~;~a11. On h~ly 1,20I 1~ ~he st~:~der,>ahlete .~Ied a tawst~it against the U~a~versi~y an.d NCAA 
seeking reir,s~em~mt to t~e {earn. A:ttached ,.o ~lae complaiat was a pap~::r with a cover sheet 
indicm~ng ~.ha~. tb.e pq?er hM beer, s~.~bmffted for a Swahili 403 cla~s: Professor Julius 
Nym?g’oro’s r~arae was on the paper as the insm.~ctor~ A week taIer, t}~e med~a wideIy repo~ed 
muItiple examp!es of apparma~ piagiari~m {n t~e now publiety avNlabIe pape.r. 

ltn A~agus,, 201 !, {he Ur~iver~ity rece}ved a media req~eat for h~%rmat%n regard{r~g 
s,~.den*~athlc~*es and co~rses in ~}~e Depara~aem of Af}iear~ and Afro~7~erican Studies, 
particularly including ’the comse AFAM 428 taught by Prol~ssor Nym~g’om, CIrm}r of the 
Departmem of A:fiJcan and Afro-American Studies, ia S~.~mmer Session I!, 200% As repo~eA 
a subseq uent ~aews a~icle, a repo~er t~ad receive& from an u~mamed soarce, what was said 
a pa~iaI ~ranscript ~br a former fooibNI ~ude~ .athlete who tkst e~xoiied N L~C~Ch~pel Hitt 
that term, The docu.meN p~:~bt:~shed i~:~ Ne newspaper i.~xdica~ed Nat the stude~t~athlete had 
AFAM 428 i~ Summer Sessio~ It, 2007, a~d received a B+~ l*: also showed {hat 1xe subseqtma~ty 
enrolled ~n En.glish t00, Basic Writing~ i~?. tt~e FNI. 2007 semester. 

The Un.iversity notified the NCAA becau.~e new issues had been identified tha i.avolved 
smden>atNetes. A.~ internal worki.,~g grot~p composed of Jack Evans, gorr~er :[Ecuity 
represe~ative~ Jonathan i-{a~Iy~a., an:d Le,~l~e Sm~hm, Uialversity Com~seI. was t.brme& 
woceeded to review relevant documents inclt~d~r~g records of student course worl,;.~ It fo~..used. 

pa~ ~.~ .~u,aL m~ stwden,t~att*~etes wt~o had taken multiple c.c~.~, see ~ ~l.hm ,t3.e DeI_~a~ t.m~::~t, The 
group also interviawed a sample of stude~?ts a:~d Depar{meat .Nc~gty, No insm~ce was l:bur~d of a 
st.ude,~t receiving a grade who had ~:tot sub.mit~:ed written work, No evidence i~.d.icated that 
smdent,athiet.es :received more favorable treatment than am.dents wI-to were not a.thle~es, 
addition., 1~o i:~-ffo~}a.t~o~ was f0m~d t’.o indicate {ha. the Deparmae~:~t perso,mel i~vol:ved h~ t~ese. 
courses r~,c,~ ed a tang~lA~ b~et~t a~ an~ k,t~.d, b<.yo.nd t.he~ s~:dard I~.m~crs~3, 
However., serious course an.omNies wm-e ide~!~i~ed, 
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])~..an G~ aEc .a~eept~,d 1[~ ~oI.~,srso, NYa~t~. g oro s ~slgna~o~: as department Chair ~. n Aug~,s~ 
2011. 

At the same ~ime as fl~e cteparm-~ert~ review bega-~, Dean GiI also chm:ged Bobbi Owe~, 
the Sen~or Associae Dem~ ibr Undergrad~mte E&~cation, and @~e Admi~.istratfve Boards of tt~e 
College to ~view Co!Iege-wide policies and practices on independent studi~s and direct~ 
read~.ngs co~rses. SpeNfieNiy, s~’te, asked tt~e cemeNt:tee m m~ke recommeMafion~ regarding (t) 
expectatio~s conce.ming student assignments and contact, he,as with pwfbs~ors or teachimg 
assistants it, i,~de~de,~t study cov~rses, (2) conditions a~d approval processes i:b~: a course 
approved as a tecmre or seminar course to be c}e.livered in a~ alternative fb~:ma, mad (3) the 
process by wl~ich a comrse taken as independent study or directed reading is sffbmitted to the 
Admin.istrafive Boar;~ %r review £o~ approvN as a permm~ent com-se wifl~ {~s owls, assigned 
~mmber, 

The Depa.rm~em of Africal an.d A.t}’o~Amer~ca~ Steadies ir~ t!-~.e ColIege of Ar~s and 
Scie~,~s emerged in ~ 997 from t~.e C~msicutm~ in African ~d At?o~American Smdk~s, 
Curric~1~m was form.ed i~ 197%80 by mergi.ng tl~e CM~icN.um 
I969. and the Cm’ric~km~ ia Afro~.Ameriean Studies, estabtislaed in I97Z ~Ulius Nyang’oro 
joined a~e fi~tcul~ty in 1988, &Nr~d the Ct~rrict~tam begimai~g ir~ t 992, was appointed Departmem 
CI~air m 1997, a~:~.d was reappoimed it? 2002 ~d again in 2007, and served 
2011. Evetyr~e H~:~ber, Depart~me~a~ Chair of PolR~ca!: Science, was h~mediaIely appointed as 
Interim Ctaair ~f tI~e Depamn.em of At~ican. a~d.Afi’~-~American. Studies. O~ Janaa3, L, 2012, 
Etm ~ce Sat:de, a fa:cul.ty memE~r in ~l~e depamne~at since 200t ~Sth a joi~?t ~ppoim:men~ in the 

The depm~ment emTemly l~as 15 t<:~mred and tenare~t~xck professors, i’r~c~ding 4 
proii:ssors, 8 assoc:iate pro!~ssol:s, ~md 3 a~sistant pro~?ssors, It~ addition, -it gas 1 se,~ior 
tect~m~r and 5 lecturers, o,~e of whom hotd~ the title of a~ne{, assi~ta~i proI~ssor. 
Dm:i ng the period offffis review t}~e depart:me~:~t had two staff members: Agatha Buell, 
~Se depamnent manager, who.}o:ined the .s~aEf i~~ ~:he s~:m~mer 2010 and S. Tra~ds Gore, 
s~.*ad eni serviee~ speciaIist~ who )oined l:l~e d.epartmen{;, in August, 200t TI~e ~>rmer 
depa~xmea~ m~aa.ger; Dek~m~h Crowder, l~";],d va~o~s positions {a the depa~raent for 30 
yea~s, fi’om be~ a.ppo~a~me~:~.t as depa~,ment s~creta~y .m I979 umil h~r r~tiremeat as 
de.partme~’.~1, admi.Nstrative support associate i~, September 2009, Adam Kern se~’ved as 
interim depa:rtme~:,, manager betwe.e~’~. Ms.. CrowdeF s retiremem a~d Ms. Buett’s a~ival. 
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The depa~.n:tent ~.s a~ in~egra~ and important pa~ of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. l~s tolerated and dedicated facc~lt~’ make maw co~tributio~.s to t~e University’s 
research, teaclfing~, and service missions. The departmem: has over 95 declared majors 

enrolls thousaads of students .each year i,~ its c~n’i.m.fla ia the study of Africa, ff, e 
Aft%an diaspora ~md the Ati’~can-Ame~icar~ expe~ence, and in its language programs, 

de, emaine those courses in which anomalies or irregtafarities existed, if any; 
identify poss~Ne pat,eros and explanations; 
recommend ~bllow~up actions and measures as apwowiate; 
provide ir~itia,I recommendations regarding policies m~-d proeednms to wevem any 
identified .anoma!ies or irregularNes from oec:urring m 

Ha~lyn as~d A~drews obtained from the Of~Soe oft~e Registrar a~i gr~e rolI~ a~d ohange 
of grade forms (COGs) fbr co~raes Iis~ed i~ ~he Depar*ment ~%m smnmer 2007 fl~ougb summer 
20I !, and so~.ed ~hem by h.~s~rac,~or and mnn. The review included courses iang~t i~ At?lear> 
America.~a Studies (AFAM), AflJcm3 Smdies (AFRD, Swahili (SWAH), Linga!a (LING) and 
Wolof (WOLO}.~ It also hachaded comirmh~g educat.~on course sections in these s,aNec, ts offered: 
by Ne depaAment’~ main teaching Ncuhy Nmugh the Friday Cemer for Confi:tming Educaion. 

Hartlyn and. Andrews, o~ in a tTew cases Hai~Iy~ alone., interviewed al! t5 tenu>:d 
mad tenure-track department facuhy~ as well as aa adjunct [5cuky member who has .taught 
freq~entty in fine department, flm department’s senior Iecmr/¢~:o arid its 5 ~ecturers. C:~rreN 
depamnenz s~aff were also asked, to provide i;nfom~a~iono Severa! people were 
interviewed more tha.r, once to c~a.rK}~ questions that emerged during or following tSeir 
initiaI iatervie~a~s. 

Ti~e review commiil~ee made the fo]Ic~wing l~ndings regarding coi~rse~ off}red i~~ the 
~ ~ ’ Aincm~. and Afro.Amenca,~ 

oi:~fered by ~he Dep~tmen~ from :summe~ 2007 ~h~:ough summer 20t i; wfl~ a to~al of !4,234 

From s~:~m.me,, 2007 thro:~fi.}~: summer 2009~ 9 Of ~iaese 6 l 6 courses(8 d ~rir~g S~immer 



ewde~ac, e ~hat stude~1s com.pleted wril~e~? work. iln t~ese courses, submitted it to ~he department 
and received gr~de, s, °b~A no evidence that the facuIty member listed as inst’ra;~to~ of record or 
other facNty m.eniber ac~uat?y .supervised {he cou:rse and graded "the work. aI~h~t, gh grade rolls 
were sigr~ed and s~bmitted. "the Swahili .403 course rei}re~ced above u:~de{.~,Backgro-cmd 
Context" was one of these 9 

~n this same period from s~m,n.es 20ff7 throx~gh samme:r 2009. ~ ad.di.tio.~:~al 43 courses 
(29 during summer sessions) with a co.liecfive total of 599 reentered students were sigh{~r 
aberr~t, as deiS~:~ed above, or were tau~h,= irseg~&~dy, by which we me~: the i?astructor 
provided an a~sig~e~t a~d evidently graded the resulta~t pa~er, b~_,t engaged in limited or no 
classroom or othe~ instructional contact, with students~ Pro~ssor Nyang’oro was lismd as Ne 
i~s~rucmr of record or his name was iisted o~a the grade roils [br each of these 43 con~es~ 

"r~e review c~~mmittee fo~:md ,~’2., ab~:r~ant, eo~rses offered aftea" St~mmc~~ Sessio~ ~L 2009. 
c{?urses (I daring a :summer Sessi<~m) wi~:~h a eo~ecti~’e t<~al of 28 regis,e~d students may 
been taz.~ght ~rreg~da@ (~s defined above) after Summea" Session H, 2009. Pro~?ssor 

Nyang~oro was tinted as h~strttcmr of record fbr both cour~8. 

As r~oted above, the h~te.mat worMr~g greup hM ~bund ~hat smdems epx’o!ted i~. the 
aben:ant and irregularly tm@t cot~.rses comNeted WTii~en wo~, such as abstracts m~d rese:arch 
papers, and s~bmit~ed Nis work for a co~¢se g~.de~ The work in these cases was typ}cNly 
submitled ~o depar~mentN admini~trath~e s~aff, eithea, in. person or via emaiL Stu.den~s who 
submiAed Nis work ~ceived finn course g/aden. N~ ins,m?.ce was fou~.d of a student recehdng a 
g~ade who had ~aot submit*~ed ~it{.e.** woN, However. because of timited records and fl~e passage 
of time. it was not possible to review ~he work of ol~ stnde~l~s in eve~, course, 

.... ’ ......... ~dentff~, ~rve~x d~.e hm~ts oi avmlable :evide~ce~ we were ur~abIe 1.o: .... ’ 
w~:itte~a work artd submitted t~e. assigned grades in tlae aberrm~t courses or 
~he irregular co~:trses. 

t~’~i~ndi,,~ 2: From Sv~mmer Session [, 2007 tb,~ough St~mmer Sessio~. I!, 2009; grade ro[Is 
fbr 9 courses wR}~ 59 registered ~taden/:~, noted in Fh~d~g t~ ~,ere s~bm[tt~d to the ONce of 
Registr~ with fhc:~flb, sig~amres thN appear to be fbrged. The ~Scugy mea~be~s whose 
appear on tlgose grade rolls stNed ~hat %ey did n.o~ ~each ~he courses i~ q~esdon and Nat 
s/gn.amres on the submitted docume~ats are ~x~t in their handwriting ............. several Nculty 
members aIso identified unasthorized ¢ha:n.ge of grade f~n~s submitl:ed m courses fix which 
facut.b,~ member was li.smd correctIy as hastruc, or of record. No grade rolls with awanNorized 
Nca~ty sigt~atures were id~nt.ifled ~r c.o~ses taught after Su~mer Session II, 2009. Except fbr 
one disputed case, ao m~authorized daa~ge of grade forms were identified by departg.m:~t faculty 
fbr courses ,au gh* affer Summer .Sessio.~ :II~ 2009. 
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were pmsmnably ~aught by ~f{%rent instructors of supervision. This practice made 
diNc.ul:~ ibr the review emmnittee m dete:rmine precisely whirls, facuhy member 
s~pervised each indepe.,~dent stud g student i.n que.~tion. In a ~mm.ber of cases, ff was 
impossible ,:o ma~eh d~firff.~ively a par*ieular ~udent win a }aeutV membe, r who 
remembered sapervi.smg ff~at~ student’s work, eve~ ifthe i:hculty member remembered 
working with ottmr smde.n.ts lis~ed on t:he o~ficial co~arse grade re11. The depaamem: 
a!so had =o po[~ei.es lim:itff~g %e mm~b~’ ofindependmat slztdy st~Ments a 
member co:aid work wi*h in may given sem.es,er or defining how much 
interaction ~a, as expected in courses ~augN in a~ independent, study ~brmat 

7?,’,qpo~,ary Grad~,.s, UNC~ChapeI Hill ins,ructo~s are permitted to mssign temporary 
grades a~ *he end era semester when a student has made re.g~lar progress in a corn-so, 
buL for reasons .acceptaNe lo tl~e instruc~o~, has not fully completed tl~e required 
coursewo~k by g~e end of Ibe semes{:er. In such eases, lhe s*~dent: is expected 
complete and provide ~he course work to the instructor in a timely m~mer 
wffh tmiversib’ policy.. TDough the summer 200% gr;-~de re}Is ~br independent study 
and other courses ~istNg J,alius Nyang’om as the official insux~.c;to~" of record and 
grade rolls wi~h his signature (au, horized or not) had a strikingly high percentage of 
temporary ~ades (2.6%}~ which were stfbsequently eom~erted m permanem grades via 
change of N-ado %rms. We were unable to confirm in every instance who conveAed 
,he grades or Ng,~ed Ne Change of g~ade fom~s. In addiffon, in several c~ses 
pe~airffng m i~dependent ~tu@ .grade rolls for which oNer Ncuity members were 
!~,teO as mstrac.ion. ~f ~eo~d: it i~ tmdear who autl~orized the conversion of 
mmpon~u grades to permanem: g~’ades, as ~he in~auctors of supervis~om when they 
could be identified, could no~ c.onsistenIIy attest to ~heir hav~ng au%orized tI~e 
assigmnenI of the permanenl grades. 

U~,?a**~gko,~gzed Grade Cha~ge;> in reviewing official grade roils for courses ~hey had 
taught or for which :they were llst~d as of~oiai instructor of record, several facuky 
members dis~rted grade changes made on grade n~IIs submitted by i~e Depal~mem 
offi.ee :{br transmittal i:o the Of 6ce of No Regi~trar. The~e ~bcuffy members siNed that: 
’~hey had m?t aut~mrized such grade eh~mges, nor were tgey ~aware of wl~o provided 
suc:h autfi~riza6on. No unauffmrized grade cha~ges on o~SciN, grMe roils were 
identified after Summer Session H, 2009~ 

l~7,,dfng 4: [nsut~Scie.m mechanism.s of aceountabiIity within the deparm, ent, the 
number of smdeni~ irr~’olved, poorrecoM keepfi-~g., the passage of 6.me, a~d fim absence :o;f clear 
policies, such .as a policy ,~;peIling out the responsibilities of facuhy members supervising 
independenI study com’ses, stymied fl~e review committee’s efl:h~Xs m identi~, those respo~siNe 
for ma.m~gorized mibmission of grade ro1[:s and una~.thv~rized changes to grade 

Findi,~g 5: Testimony Dora various faculty members sugges,ed tffwi, given .~a:x 
departments! adminis{m6ve practices, a department adminis*raim:" woutd ha.re the means and 
~)pport~mity ~.o crea~e irreguIar courses; to encore:age and faci}ffate student en:rotlmem in 
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iladepe~:~dem study or dfix~cted readirig courses: a~d~ prior to ~he Fall 20 ! 0 imptemefxtation of a 
new computed.zeal student records sys~:ej~, to a~bmit oK~cia! paper grade ro~Is ~o the OH%e of the 
Registrar. Atl key paperwork :relaeed tx~ depa~:mem course reg~stratio{x.s axd g~de rolts flowed 
(tirsctI~ fhrough the. depm~me~at ~tminia.rator’s ha~.ds to the Office of Ne Regi.stmr. 

Deborah (Debbie) Crowder~ the lor~go, term admfisist.rao," %," the department., retired in 
September, 2009, No aberrant courses o~ uaauthorized grade ro!l cha~oges were fo,~M for any 
courses tat~ght aRer Summer Ho 2009° 

Ms. Crowder decl.h~ed requeas for i~*erviews~ and t~e~" re~irem~.-.nt limits the U~:~iversity’s 
abilib, m compel t~er cooperations. Without leer ~ea~imow or additional evide,~ce, Ms~ Cmwder’s 
role i~ the irregulm:itie~s ide~tified here caanot be determi,~ed definitively. 

Iv’imgi~g 7: No evider~ce emerged duri~ag ~he review tha~ d[re¢,Iy implicates a~y It:acuity 
or staff other that~ po~.m~tiNIy P~oi~ssor Nym~g’ero or Ms. Crowde~" ~ the creation of abe~’a~t or 
irregularly taught courses, or in recording or Char~gmg smden~ gades ba Nose courses. 

Persormd Matters and Recommendations 

Bo~t~ member~ of the re:view committee ihave beer~ profe.sso~:s a, the U~bgersitv :[br over 
i5 years a~d have serve~t as depa~men~ c~:~Nr~ i~a the College orals a~,d Sciences, We m~ 
deeply disturbed by what we ~ave learned i~:~ the .cm~se of o~ review~ Our review h.as Exposed 
mmaerous violations of pro~ssiona~ m~st. af~:cting the relationship of f~cuIW m~d smdem:s and 
the rela.~ff.o~Si~ips among facu1~y cotleag~.~es in Nis depa~men.t. These violations have 
undermiaed the educationN experie~ee ~fa mm~ber of studet~ts, [mve the potential to generate 
ma’Rmt~ded doubt a,~d mistms~: reward Ne depamne~t and its faculty, mad could harm the 
academic repuratioa of tim U.~iversky. 

&d,~,.~:s Ny~vg ’oro. White n.o evi.denc.e was uncovered that i~dicaed 
Nym~:g’aro promoted ~:l~e off~ring of c, bee,~am eo~~ses d~ri~ag tBe period e~d.iag with 
Snmme~ Sessioa lI~ 2009, he bear~ responsibility as Deparmaent Chair for t~e g~ave 
mistakes made d:u:ring his walcg, As ~o~ed above, Professor Nyan.g’oro resigned 
positioa as Depam~er~t Chair ie Aug:ast, 20! I~ and a new Depa~Xmer~.t C~Nr has 
assmned office~ Pwfessor Nyar~gk~ro is retir~ng from the University effective July 
2012. 

bo    Debot,a]~ C,’owder, As note~i above~ we were una.ble to determi’ne defini-tively ghe 
role of Ms, Crowder i~ the iss~es ide~.~;ified i~ ~his .report. The aberram courses ider~tifled 
here and several o~!~er identified irregularities were po~sible i~argely as a result of 
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ftmctions delegated, or assigned to Ms. Crowder as department administrator and stopped 
upola her retirement in September, 200% Given Ms. Crowder’s retirement in 2009, there 
is no fi~rther action the review committee can recommend in her case. 

The Department of PuNic Safety was contacted regarding the irregularities identified by 
the review, with particular emphasis on the submission to the Office of the Registrar of 
unauthorized signatures or, in some cases, what appear to be forged signatures. In consultation 
with the District Attorney and State Bureau. of Investigation, it ~vas determined th.at the activities 
described in this report, even if assigned to one or more specific individuals and proved true 
beyond a reasonable doubt, did not give rise to criminal liability. 

2. Recommendations g,,itl~ regard to policies and p~’actices. 

Following the resignation of Pro t~ssor Nyang’oro as Department Chair, the faculty of the 
Department of African and A±¥o-American Studies, uMer Professor Huber as interim 
Department Chair and currently under Professor Sable as Department Chair, initiated and has 
contitmed a process of evaluating gaps in the department’s policies and procedures and of 
establishing and implementing new ones, in consultation with Senior Associate Dean Jonatl~an 
Hartlyn~ 

In the Fall, 2011, th.e departme~.t compIeted and began implementing a new set of 
requirements and procedures regarding independent study courses and has implemented more 
rigorous procedures regarding the submission of grade rolls and change of grade forms. This 
spring term, the departmer~t has continued a review of departmental policies regarding 
departmental governance structures and instruction and instructors at all levels, in light of 
university and college regulations and best academic practices, and in appropriate consultmion 
with administration officials. ’the policies and procedures that have been addressed or are being 
addressed in the department’s review and revision of its instructional practices include, but are 
not limited, to: 

a. Grades and grade proxies; 
b. Authority and procedures for submitting change of grade forms; 
c. Grade protests and. grade changes; 
do The use of temporary AB and IN grades; 
eo Independent study courses during the academic year and summer sessions; 
f. Oversight of pedagogical formats appropriate to the size, level, a~ad r~ature of courses; 
go Approval processes for providing courses in independent study format; and 
h. Monitoring of department course listings and instructors of record during the 

academic year and during summer sessions. 

The department’s review and revision of policies and procedures are also ~%cusing on the 
following: 

a. Recognizing and developing departmental governance structures that ensure faculty 
involvement, oversight, and accom~tability for decision-making; 
b. Prescribing the role and responsibilities of the Department Chair and other facutty who 
assume leadership roles at the behest of the chair; and 
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co Proscribing the roles and respo~lsibilit%s of all staff in the departme~,~t, 

’Yl~e review eommkte, e reeommm~d.s that fhe D~pa~:mm~t Chair submit a sk~te~offth.e- 
d~part, me~t r~poA to the Se~ior Associate Dea.~ b~%~e the begi~ming of academic year h:~ 
Fall 2012 tba summar{zes the restdtg o~ file depatme~lt’s review a’nd revision of polities and 
procedures and that i~.%rms Ne CoIlege of m~y diffic{dties arising ~om depa~mental polities 
mid procedmoes or any other pr.oblemswith govemm~.ee, Ncu]!:y per:tbm~ance ar ~st:m.c~:%n of 
which the ColJege shoNd be aware. 

As with al~ other units in floe College of A~:s and Sciences, the department will also 
~mplernent recommendations p:ut fi?rward by the Dean of the Coitege based on the review of 
College-wide polic..ies and pract~ce~ on independent studie~ arid did, acted readk~ga courses which 
took place under t}m direction of Bobbi Owen, SeMor Associate Dear! for Undergraduate 
Education, av,.d ~he Admi~istrafiv’e Boa:Ms of the Col~ege. 

Furthermore. we recommend that the rdevam findings ia tl:ds rep{~rrt be shared with the 
Dean of the Summer Schoo! since all courses d~aring summer sessions are administ.ered it~o~agh 
tlae %~mmer School, rather tlm,~ the College of Arts as~d Sciences. 

regard 

The review committee recommends ~hat academic credit and course gn:ades assigned to 
students on:rolled :h~ Ne corn-sos discussed ~:n ~[fis repo~’t sho~M r~ot be c~an.ged. Oive~:~. NN 
ah~oa: three yea:s have elapsed since ~i~e bNk og tl~e ~rreg~flarifies described in Ne mpo~ rook 
place, I~here is r~o fhir a:r~d eonsisien~ wa’y to reconsider ~te perm~em g~ades assigned to these 
stude~ts. Utfiversky policies do not reqaire that student work be preset:red for more thm~, one 
year,. 

Whiie prese;ntmg this repo-~ inas ca:~vb,l and }mparfial a manner- as possiNe, we e~mot 
~xmeJude without ~mphasizing the acute d~sma.y ~hat we, as UNC~Chapel Hili Nc:ulg, 1%It. as we 
uncovered ~he pract~ee~ s~tm~ma,’ized here. We regre! ~lx{* we cannot assign wkh compie~e 
c~: .~i.~de.~c~ {l~e responsibitiU lbr ,he tmpro.t~ssionat and i~ some cases professionalIy une%icgl 
actions m~covered by our in.-vest~gation. We are convinced, tha, m ma~y i~astaaces :noted ia this 
repoF~, the educaionN experience of some stm~n/s as we.lI as their ~:cess to facu~1ty i~struefion 
and constfltatio~ was compromised %~: a period of severM years, Wbic8 coukl exm~d before 
2007, the st~)ax ofghe period examined i~ our repoa. The evidet~ce we reviewed indicates J’~a 
between 2007 and 20II: ~:te van m~}ori~y of eoarses o~I?md in the Department of African and 
A.fro~Americ~. Studies were .~o~ compromised in the ways outlined in this ret~: Yet the 
unpro.[~ssiona~ or ,unethical ac/ior~s m~te.d in this ceport risk damaging the professiona! 
reputa%ns of the fac,ilt? i~ the Depam~em. of Affica~ and Afro-Amerlcan Studies as a whole. 

We have been hea~ened. neve~:~hetess, by ,~e demnai~atio,a :of colleagues within the 
Depa~:men~ of Af~ican. a.r~d Afro-America~ Studies to ~.der~ake the re~brms necessaryto m:~sure 
that m{s{akes of tbe pan will ~,ot be to~emted~ With new d.epar~me~.~al leadership and 
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fi:om the departmem .fac~l~:y~ buttressed, by ~ew policies. O:ocedures, a~d active facuhy 
govem.ance~ ~his de~gtme~< we believe~ wi~t emerge s~o~ger i.~. ~eac~g~ researe~ and: servbe 

this vital area of s[ady.. A.s College-wide policies arid practices regaNing independent smd.y 
~md retread courses and issues are regt~l~:ized RJlowing Ne ctm’e~t he.view, alt College facNty 
SImald u~derstand ~;he purposes an.d expectations of these kinds ofco~rses, N spite of the harm 
do~:~e, we applm~d the maxo~ positive changes that prombe to be the permanent legac.y of:this. 



Academic Support Program fi)r Student-Athletes (ASPSA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Planning Process 

September 1, 2011 

During the 2010-20111 academic year, a strategic planning process for the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA) was led by John Blanchard, Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Services and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art. The relocation of ASPSA 
scheduled for August 2011 into a new 30,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art Center for Student-Athlete 
Excellence where student-athletes will have access to the space, technology, and support needed to excel in 
Carolina’s increasingly competitive academic enviromnent, was the prime motivator for undertaking a planning 
process. In addition, the July 2010 NCAA investigation into agent-related activities of several student-athletes 
on the football team was expanded in August 2010 to include an investigation into alleged academic 
misconduct~ This alleged misconduct involved student-athletes on the football team as well as a tutor/mentor 
employed at one time in the ASPSA making an assessment of the program, focusing on its mission, staff, and 
resources including space and budget even more timely. 

The committee (see Appendix A) met on November 5 and December 3, 2010, and February 15, March 1, March 
29, and April 19, 2011. Two sub-groups also met: Eileen Parsons led a group focused on support services and 
Harold Woodard led one focused on staffing patterns in this and similar programs. In addition, senior 
undergraduate Jordan Allyne consulted ~vith fellow student-athletes and shared information she received from 
them with the group. The notes and draft reports fi-om each of these areas may prove useful as implementation 
of recommendations by the planning committee is considered and explored in more depth. 

Student-athletes pl ay an im portant role in the University, but the tim e demands of participating in athleti cs and 
representing the University are significant. The University has both a responsibility and an obligation to 
provide student-athletes with access to high quality academic support services. In our discussions, we have 
recognized that there is wide variation in the academic backgrounds and preparation of student-athletes and that 
the services needed by them differ. Thus, one of our recommendations is that the ASPSA consider whether 
services should be delivered based on academic preparedness, rather than exclusively on a team-by-team basis~ 
Some student-athletes require more attention than others and when that focus is needed may va~~. 

The following recommendations are meant to include student-athletes who are well-prepared for college as well 
as those less well-prepared for college and to stren~hen an already strong program staffed by professionals 
whose goal is academic success for eve~, student-athlete at Carolina. Our goal in setting forth these 
recommendations is not to be too prescriptive, but rather to suggest areas where we believe b enefi ci al changes 
could be made. In our view, ASPSA would benefit from the following: 

1. Develop and share the vision° Developing a vision for the academic development and success of all 
student-athletes that is shared by ASPSA staff, team coaches, the Department of Athletics, and student- 
athletes, among others; 

2. Collaborate with other units serving ~ndergrad~ates. Actively participating in the University’s 
network of academic support services to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA; 

3. Revitalize the Faculty Advisory Committee. Utilizing the ASPSA advisory committee which should 
be revitalized with a commitment to systematic and on-going program evaluation and assessment, 
serving as a sounding board for programming, and providing advice on day-to-day issues as well as 
long-term planning; 



4. Increase the ASPSA Staff. Increasing the size of the current staff and considering the unit structure to 
be consistent with University guidelines and to more effectively support the academic development and 
success of student-athletes at all levels including special admission cases and services for those student- 
athletes who find themselves on academic probation or below some other academic performance 
threshold; developing a new approach to coordinating and supervising tutoring and mentoring; 

5. Condnct a Program of Assessment and Evalnation. Developing and conducting annual assessments 
of all programmi ng provi ded to student-athl etes in coordi nation with the A SP SA Faculty Advi sory 
Committee; 

6. Review Admissions. Clarig~ing and stre~gthem~g the role of the ASPSA in the admission of student- 
athletes as well as the relationship between ASPSA and coaches during the recruiting process. 

Recom me~dations 

Develop and share the vision. Developing a clear and shared vision for the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes irrespective of sport is important. Degree completion, development of 
academic skills, attainment of learning goals, and the realization of each student’s academic potential is 
the University’s goal for each student-athlete~ A shared vision for the academic development and 
success of all student-athletes involves a commitment by all parties in the University community, 
including faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, family members, fellow students, advisors and 
counselors, ASPSA personnel, and even fans. 

Academic success for student-athletes must continue to reflect Carolina’s tradition of excellence 
(including but not limited to retention and graduation) when student-athletes are studying for class as 
well as when they are on the t5 el do Coaches and members of A SPSA’ s professional staff should have 
the same definition of academic success and recognize that it may be necessa~, at some specific times 
for some individual student-athletes to be in trai~ting for classroom purposes instead of for their sport. 
Put another way, in appropriate cases ASPSA-sponsored academic activities may be required, even if 
they occasionally interfere with athletic-related acti’~,ities. Coaches and ASPSA staffnmst be partners 
in this effort and reach mutually agreeable decisions. In rare circumstances when this does not occur, 
the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and the Senior Associate Athletics Director fBr 
Student-Athlete Services will be involved. 

This shared vision will be articulated in a policy that informs academic expectations and subsequent 
decisions with respect to student-athletes. For example, some athletic departments in other research 
universities have instituted a point system. If student-athletes accumulate a certain number of points for 
actions that undermine their academic progress (e.g., missed tutoring session, failing grades on 
assignments) then tim e i s m ade available in student-athletes’ schedules for them to rebound 
academically before such actions lead to undesirable academic statuses (e.g., academic probation). 

A shared vision for the academic development and success of student-athletes might also in’~,olve the 
development of a completion-to-degree plan but also an individualized academic de’~elopment plan that 
evolves with the student-athlete’s progress. A formal developmental plan could be created by 
generating semester, monthly, and weekly calendars to help student-athletes manage and monitor 
academic workloads over the course of four (or more) years. Working with their academic advocate - 
their ASPSA academic counselor .... who has adequate authority to negotiate with their coaches what is in 
their best academic interests, the academic success of student-athletes could be enhanced. 



Collaborate with other units serving undergraduates. The ASPSA should utilize University services 
when and where possible to create a ,s~’xtem or nea4’ork of academic support services that could 
supplement seI~ices provided by ASPSA. The University has numerous offices and programs that 
provide academic assistance and support including the Writing Center, Disabilities Services, the 
Learning Center and its Academic Success Program for Students with LDiADHD, an Academic 
Advising Program, the North Carolina Health Careers Access Program, the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, and University Career Ser~,’ices, among many others. 

When time allows, student-athletes should avail themselves of the numerous opportunities provided to 
all students. The professional staff of ASPSA should be actively engaged with these offices and centers 
to supplement what can be provided within ASPSA. The demands placed on student-athletes make 
access to these other program s difficult, but changes could be made to help student-athletes become 
even more effectively integrated into the University environment. 

a. The Summer Bridge Program could be explored for ways in which it might be adjusted so 
matriculating student-athletes from small and/or rural communities in North Carolina could 
benefit from it during the summer before their first year. 

b. The SCORES program for football student-athletes is conducted during the second summer 
session for first-year students. The ASPSA and the Office of Student-Athlete Development 
could collaborate on ways to fBcus the program more on academic skill s, rather than on life 
skills. 

c. The ASPSA, coaches, and the Department of Athletics should embrace the importance of 
student-athletes participating in other University programs for undergraduate students, such as 
undergraduate research and international experiences, which are part of the Carolina culture. 
The participation of student-athletes in these experiences should be tracked and publicly 
celebrated. In so much as it is possible, the University commitment to having undergraduates 
patti ci pate in First Year Seminars, undergraduate research, international activities, experiential 
education, service learning opportunities, etc. should extend to student-athletes. 

d. The Office of Disability Services, the Academic Success Program for Students with LD and 
ADHD (housed in the Learning Center), and the ASPSA staff should work together with student- 
athletes to develop creative ways for them to advocate for themselves when a documented 
disability provides them with access to the services mandated under federal law. 

e. The professional staff members of the ASPSA are not academic advisors by job description or 
training which means that making use of the Academic Advising Program on a regular basis is 
critical. As with all undergraduate students at Carolina, the primary academic advisor in Steele 
Building is assigned based on intended major, along with secondary advisors (in their major 
departments, for their minors and related activities). The professional staff in the ASPSA has 
related responsibilities to document academic progress for NCAA compliance purposes, but this 
responsibility is distinct from that provided by the primary academic advisor. 

f. The ASPSA staff and coaches should encourage student-athletes to take full advantage of other 
programming provided by the Department of Athletics (for example, the Carolina Leadership 
Academy, Career Development, Life Skills Seminars, and compliance activities). 

Revitalize the Facu|ty Advisory Committee. There has been a faculty advisory committee for the 
ASPSA since the late 1980s which has been an important resource for the professional staffin the 
program, in recent years, it has met less often and new members have not been appointed when 
departures have occurred A vigorous advisory committee, consisting of tenure-track and fixed-term 
faculty, as well as some appropriate full-time professional staff (EPA non-faculty) members would be a 
useful asset~ The committee meetings should be posted and open as is the case for all other University 



committeeso Some members of this review committee have indicated a willingness to participate on an 
adviso~7 committee and it would be helpful to have them help guide the implementation of the 
recomm endati ons in thi s repopt. 

Committee members should be alppointed by the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduae Education to 
staggered terms. Organizational support should be provided by the Director of ASPSA who would be 
an ex officio (voting) member. The Associate Dean and Director of the Center for Student Success and 
Academic Coun seling (C S SAC) and the Seni or Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete 
Se~a,’ices would also be ex officio (voting) members, as would the chair of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee. The advisor, committee should define its role and expectations and hold meetings on a 
regular basis (perhaps twice a semester and once each summer for a total of five times each year). This 
format would be consistent with other advisory committees at Carolina. 

Among the items the advisory committee could consider would be ways to address the impact of 
curricular changes for undergraduates such as ENGI_, 1105 which will be implemented in Fall 2012, 
academic standards (for example, the impact of probation on student-athletes), and the mechanisms for 
program evaluation and assessment. 

Increase ASPSA Staff. It is necessary to increase the staff size in ASPSA and consider its 
organizational structure. The ASPSA is staffed with dedicated and accomplished professionals. Their 
schedules requi re that they rotate through study h all on nights and weeken dso Th ey are accountabl e to 
numerous constituencies: coaches, the public, faculty, staff, students, current student-athletes and 
recruits. They must also maintain a professional distance from the student-athletes they serve. 
Assigning Academic Counselors team-by-team has advantages but may also lead to duplicative services 
and complex reporting lines. It is clear, however, that coaches for each team need a reliable and 
consistent contact within ASPSA This tension should be addressed in the light of the recent Bain report 
(now embodied in Carolina Counts) about eftScient business processes that resulted in recommendations 
concerning spans and layers necessitating restructuring in many offices across campus to meet the 
recommendation of having 4-7 direct reports per supe~isor. 

In the context of ASPSA restructuring and redefining position descriptions, this approach might suggest 
a reallocation of staff resources based on the support needs of the students. Some student-athletes are 
admitted to the University with academ ic deft ci enci es (for exampl e reading level, writi ng experience, 
and computational skills) putting them at a disadvantage in classroom settings with other enrolled 
students at Carolina where the average academic credentials have improved dramatically in the past 10 
years. It is an injustice to these matriculated student-athletes if they are not provided with skilled 
professionals to help mitigate these disadvantages. The academic support sewices provided to those 
students most in n eed sh ould b ecom e more speci al ized and use th e more va~J ed approaches th at have 
been shown to be effective in facilitating student learning The A SPSA staff should include 
Reading/Writing/Learning specialists who can assist with the development of cognitive skills. 

National standards suggest that a ratio of I to 25 is the appropriate case-load for students who need the 
most academic supporto Therefore, to appropriately address the needs of the 100-1125 current student- 
athletes who fall into this high-need category, it is necessary to have 4 to 5 tall-time professionals 
working in this area. There are some members of the ASPSA staff who are already working with this 
group of students, but there are not 4 full-time professionals devoted to these students. Although it may 
be necessar?, to phase in new specialized personnel over time, at least one full-time professional should 
be hired as soon as possible. Papt-time staffmay also be useful in this area. The associated costs may be 



off,set in part by using clerical support personnel for functions such as textbook and computer 
distribution, where appropriate and where advanced degrees are not required. 

Professional staff members also need to participate in professional development activities as much as 
possible, to stay current with developments in their profession and for personal growth as well. Some 
of this can occur on campus and some professional development would be on a regional and/or national 
level. 

in addition, the reliance on tutors for access to content-specific course material necessitates hiring a fi~ll- 
time tutor coordinator who is responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, supervising, and evaluating 
tutors. In addition, the full-time tutor coordinator could help with access to the array of sep,~ices 
available throughout the University and conduct exit interviews when tutors leave the program to ensure 
continuing compliance with NCAA regulations. All fiAl-time staff would continue to rotate through the 
hours of study hall with some night and weekend presence (and perhaps travel with teams) expected. 
Permissible assistance by tutors on subject matter learning, test preparation, and assistance with writing 
assignments should be clearly outlined and consistent with UNC-Chapel Hill and NCAA standards. 
Any disagreement over what constitutes academic fraud should not result in jeopardizing student- 
athletes’ athletic eligibility so this is an area worthy of considerable attention. 

a. Tutors. Tutors should be people with relevant academic experience, such as graduate students, 
retired University faculty, and/or current and former public school teachers who would undergo 
consistent professional development. These skilled, knowledgeable, and experienced 
individuals would employ a variety of methods in one-on-one sessions, small groups, and 
whole-group instruction as well as offer targeted academic programming during summer months 
and during breaks. The exhaustive training and supervision needed suggests that tutors who can 
work more than 8 or 10 hours per week provide distinct advantages. Hiring tutors with 
consi derable backgroun d in the sci ence of I earning as well as content knowl edge would also 
increase the expertise necessa~, to work effectively with student-athletes at all stages of their 
development. This strategy might have an impact on the number of undergraduate students 
serving as tutors. The tutor coordinator should be in the best position to identif~y tutors making 
effective use of the budget allocated for this purpose. In addition, the annual assessment and 
evaluation process should help guide these decisions. Tutors should be hired across sports using 
their content experti se wherever needed. It may be appropriate to hire both subj ect-matter tutors 
as well as writing tutors. The tutors who assist student-athletes with writing assignments should 
receive essentially the same training as the staff of the Writing Center. Appropriate ASPSA 
staff can implement the Writing Center tutor training model which the Writing Center will 
provide. 

b. l~Ientors. Mentors assist with the development of study and time-management skillso The 
current program, which uses primarily undergraduate Education m aj ors as mentors should be 
redesigned. It may be more appropriate to use graduate students, part-time staff, and others (for 
example retired faculty and staff) in this role than undergraduates. During the program’s 
redesign, it is appropriate to consider whether these mentors should also engage in subject 
matter tutoring and provide writing assistance. Until a new format can be designed and 
implemented, many of the services provided by mentors could be absorbed by the f~Al-time 
ASPSA staff, by tutors, and by the Reading/Writing/Learning specialists. Redesigning this 
program may also be an appropriate task for a new tutor coordinator to undertake. 

4. Conduc{ a Program o~" Assessmen{ a~d Evaluation. As with all units at the University, following the 
guidance of its major accreditation body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), the 



ASPSA should incorporate a system of program evaluation into its operation in order to retain servi ces 
that work and revise those that are less effective. At present, student-athlete eligibility, team and 
individual GPAs, the NCAA Academic Progress Rate, the NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate, and 
degree completion rates serve as indicators of ASPSA effectiveness. Though useful, these indicators are 
limited in providing information (e.g., program strengths, areas that need improvement) that will inform 
program decisionso Systematically collected data on program processes and outcomes are scarce 
making the establishment of a formal evaluation system usefulo Such a system would include, but not 
be limited to, (a) documenting clear goals for student-athlete academic development, (b) articulating 
program operations with respect to these goals, (c) setting program benchmarks and criteria for success, 
(d) systematically collecting data on services, service deliver,, and outcomes, (e) and the regular 
conduct of both formative (e.g., every two years) evaluations conducted by the professional staff of 
ASPSA and summative (e.g., every []ve years) by parties external to ASPSA. 

in addition, the accomplishments of student-athletes should be tracked and compared to the student 
body. Comparisons could be made concerning entering SAT, BE (by-examination credit based on AP 
or IB scores) credit, and class rank scores, as well as their progress toward graduation via GPA, 
retention and graduation rates, participation in Study Abroad and Undergraduate Research, etc. These 
benchmarks would be helpful when requesting additional staff members and for legitimate celebrati on 
of the success of Carolina’s student-athletes. 

Revieu~ Admissions. The ASPSA is not directly involved with the recruitment of student-athletes 
beyond informing recruits about ASPSA services during visits to the facilities (and similar activities 
such as hosting a faculty breakfast on recruiting weekends). The ASPSA is involved, however, on a 
day-to-day basis with student-athletes once they matriculate. Given this experience and expertise, 
ASP SA personnel can offer a valuable perspective on whether a student-athl ere being recruited is 
capable of succeeding academically at Carolina - both to coaches and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions - and whether the University has the strategies and personnel in place to foster such 
success. 

To be effective, the role of the A SPSA in the admi ssion of student-athletes should continue to be valued. 
The Director of the ASPSA currently advises both the faculty subcommittee on athletics admissions (a 
subcommittee of the Undergraduate Admissions Adviso~?~ Committee) and the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, which makes the final decision about all applicants. Partly as a result of this consultation 
the number of cases considered by the subcommittee and those approved by the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions have declined over the last ten years. This consultative role is appropriate and the ASPSA 
is encouraged to continue to provide detailed and unbiased advice about the capacity of prospective 
student-athletes to succeed academically at the University. This advice should take into account the 
whole of the prospective student-athlete’s personal circumstances and educational profile, as well as the 
priority that his or her coaches will assign to academic pursuits and the capacity of ASPSA to provide 
appropriate support. 

Student-athletes play an important role in the University and deserve access to high quality academic support 
services regardless of their academic background and preparation. ASPSA provides valuable services to 
student-athletes and has the appropriate goal of academic success for every student-athlete at Carolina. This 
report provides a set of recommendations formed by a group of faculty, university and athletics administrators, 
academic support personnel and student-athletes to make the ASPSA even stronger and more effective in 
providing academic support to student-athletes. 



APPENDIX A 

Planning Group Roster 

Kim Abels, Director of the Writing Center 

Jordan Allyne, Undergraduate Student-Athlete (2011 ) and president of the Student-Athlete Advisoo" Council 

(SAAC) 

John Blanchard~ Senior Associate Athletics Director for Student-Athlete Sea;ices (Co-chair) 

Lissa Broome, Wachovia Professor of Banking Law m the School of Law, Faculty Athletics Representative to 

the NCAA and the ACC, ex-officio member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. and ex officio member of the 

sub-co:mmittee on Athletics Adm i ssion s of the Undergraduate Admissions Adwiso~y Committee 

Glynis Cowell, Senior Lecturer, Department of Ronmnce Languages, member of the Faculty AdviseD’ Committee 

for ASPSA, and :member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Lloyd Kramer. Chair and Professor, Department of Histo~T, facul~ member at large 

George Eensing. Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature, member oft he Faculty 

Committee on Athletics 

Bill McDiannid, Dean. School of Education, faculty member at large 

Layna Mosley, Professor, Department of Political Science, faculty member at large 

Peter iMucha, Chair and Professor, Department of Mathematics, :faculty member at large 

Bobbi Owem Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art, and chair of the Undergraduate Admissions 

AdviseD Committee (Co-chair) 

Eileen Parsons, Associate Professor, School of Education, member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Steve Reznick~ Profi:ssor, Departn~ent of Psychology, Chair of the Faculty Co:mmittee on Athletics and :member 
oftt~e sub-committee on Athletics Admissions of the Undergraduate Admissions AdviseD Committee 

Deborah Stroman, Lecturer-advisor, Department of Exercise and Support Science, faculty member at large 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director of the Center fbr Student Success and Academic Counseling 
(CSSAC) to whom the ASPSA director reports 

Ex Officio Members (Colleagues and Resources): 

Brent Blanton, Associate Director of the ASPSA 
Joe BreschL Head Lacrosse Coach 
Beth Bridger Associate Director of the ASPSA 
Paula Goodman, Administrative Manager, Undergraduate Education 
Susan Maloy, Assistant Athletics Director for Athletics Certification and Eligibility 
Robert iMercer, Director of the A SPSA 
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Our vision is o university community thot consistently 

end enthusiasticolly J:osters, supports ond celebrotes 

the ochievement o,f Block employees ot the University 

o,f North Carolino at Chopel Hill. 

~ 
W hat a greet close to a cheflenging yet 

wonderful year! Thanks to all who 

attended the Tuesday, April 24 "Dinner & 

Dialogue" event. The ~eflewship was super 

$pedel A ward winners: DeVett# Holmen-Nesh, Larry @mpbefl, end Nekenge 

Rebertsen for the# consistent dedication end s@pert e[ the @ucus. Visit the 

CBC site for the super photos: 

h~p://www, un¢. edu/¢b¢/en~ oL th~ye#Q sodol20~2.html 



Advocacy will continue throughout the summer. We will keep continue to 

communicate, as necessary, with the CBC membership regarding the 

university-related responses to the Department o:Aj:rican and A~{ro- 

American Studies Report and other CBC matters o~{ concern. Have a great 

summer! 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2? f :-o f2 t A L~a Upda#.;t: 

D~kir~2 summe.r school 

Help.# We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! @ The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo~unc,edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride 

$5 members and $:10 non-members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http:iiwwwounc.edu/cbc 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs. Kudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination! So if you 

are aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus 

calendar, http:!!www.unc.ed u/cbc!su bmit_event.html 



~B~ B~T 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or 

them to OJ at ..o..L.PI...L.c~..h..9..:c.L~L.u.s]..c.....~..d....u..,. We need to collaborate and 

support our IT associates. 

refer 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-does, etc.) in your 

unit or department, We wish to welcome them to the university, Send information and your 

good news to: ,.c.’...b...c.’.!.!!.f...o...~h....u...0..c.’..,..:c.L.d....u.. 

. Duke University Opens l~×hibit on the History of the 

Portrayal of Africans Americans in Film - Duke University Libraries is 

now showing an exhibit documenting the portrayal of African Americans in film. 

The exhibit, entitled "From Blackface to Blaxploitation: Representations of African 

Americans in Film," includes still shots from films from the Thomas Cripps 

Collection and the African Americans in Film Collection held by Duke University. The curators of the 

exhibit note that "the ways in which the motion picture industry has portrayed African Americans 

over the vast majority of the 20th century have evolved in a more positive direction; nevertheless, 

these portrayals have continued to be fraught with controversial images and stereotypical 

messages." The exhibit is being shown until July 29 in the hallway of the Rare Books Division at Duke. 

Many of the photographs in the exhibit can be seen online at 

htt~Z/exhibits.librar .duke.edu exhibits show africanamericansinfilm 

Faculty and Staff at UNC are invited to submit a proposal to present at the Annual Diversity 

Workshop for Faculty (August 16) "Teaching So Everyone (:an Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?" Presentations should be interactive and focus on the impact of race in the classroom 

through curriculum, instruction, or specific projects or strategies. For more details, including proposal 

forms and deadline for submission, please visit www.unc.edu/diversity/facworkshop.htmo Questions? 

Contact Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom@email.unc.edu or (9:19) 962-6962o This Workshop is 
sponsored bv the Office of the Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Center for Faculty 

Excellence, The Center for Dramatic Arts and The EEO/ADA Office. 

~ Preserve our history! Southern Roots, Enduring Bonds: African American 

Families in North Carolina will be on view in the Southern Historical Collection 
(Wilson Library 4th floor) through July :1, 20:12. This exhibit launches the African 

American Family Documentation Initiative in the Southern Historical Collection (SHC). 

The exhibit includes photographs, letters, and documents from the newly acquired 

Lewis Family Collection. Pioneering broadcaster J.Do Lewis was N.C.’s first African 

American radio announcer, hired at WRAL in :1947. For nearly five decades, he was a 

leading local figure on radio and television, including as host of "Teenage Frolic," a 

popular weekly dance program that debuted in :1958 on WRAL television. Contact Holly Smith 

(.!~.£...s..g].!!~.!~...C..~....e:..g].!:.~.!.!.:..U..0...c:.:.?.....()..U.} for more details. 



= DPAC- http://wwwodpacncocom/events 

Sunday, June 17th - Multiple Grammy¢~ award-winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

renowned for her soaring alto vocal range, Baker launched her career in 1986 with 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy~-~ Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". She is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

2012. 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and 
diversity efforts on college campuses = http://www,jbheocom/racialgap/ 

New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://wwwolocogov,/folklife/civilrights/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement° The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in 

libraries, museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across 

the country. 

Ten African Americans Named to the American Academy of Arts and 

Sciences 

Founded in 1780, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences {AAAS) is one of [he nation’s most prestigious 

honorary societies. It has a membership of more than 4,000 scholars from a wide variety of academic disciplines 

including all the natural sciences. Its membership includes at least 200 Nobel Prize winners and more than 50 

winners of a Pulitzer Prize. This year, 220 new fellows were elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

The academy does not release any information on the race or ethnicity of its membership. But through an analysis of the list of new 

fellows conducted by JBHE, it appears that :10 of the 220 new members are Black. Thus, African Americans make up 4.5 percent of the 

new members. 

(L to R) Top row: Emery Neal Brown, Colin 

Dayan, Kenneth C. Frazier, Vincent Lamont 

Hutchings, and Jerry Pinkney. Bottom row: 

Griffin Platt Rodgers, Kara Walker, Anthony 

Welters, David Brian Wilkins, and Ernest 

Wilson 



Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Fuji-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

institutions (Database) - This database shows the number of full-time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fail of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http:/!chronicle.com!artide!RaceEthnicity-of!129099!?inl 

Are Teachers Lavishing Black Students With Too Much Praise? A study led by Kent 
D. Harber, an associate professor of psychology at Rutgers University, concludes that public school 

teachers "under challenge" Black students by providing them more positive feedback than they give 

White students for work of equal merit. Researchers gave a poorly written essay to 113 white 

middle-school and high school teachers. The essay was written by the researchers but subjects were 

told it was written by either a White, Black, of Hispanic student in a writing class. The subjects were 

told to critique the paper and that their review would be given directly to the student. The results 

showed that the teachers displayed a "positive feedback bias." The teachers provided more praise 

and less criticism if they thought that the student who wrote the essay was Black or Hispanic. Dr. 

Harber says, "The social implications of these results are important° Many minority students might 

not be getting input from instructors that stimulates intellectual growth and fosters achievement. 

Some education scholars believe that minorities underperform because they are insufficiently 

challenged -- the ’bigotry of lowered expectations’ in popular parlance." 

Study Finds Students’ Attitudes on Race Change for the Worse During Their 

College Years - A paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational 

Research Association in Vancouver, British Columbia, finds that students are less concerned about 
promoting racial understanding when they are seniors than when they were freshmen. Researchers 

surveyed students at six liberal arts colleges and 11 universities at the beginning of their first year. 

The students were asked to rate on a scale of i to 4, "How important to you personally is helping to 

promote racial understanding." (A rating of 4 would be a very high commitment to promoting racial 

understanding.) The same students were asked the same question at the end of their first year and 

again when they were seniors. Overall figures without regard to the race of students showed that 

30.5 percent of all respondents thought promoting racial understanding was less important to them 

after one year in college. Only :~7.3 percent of those surveyed reported that racial understanding was 

more important to them. The results found that for White students, the average response dropped 

from 2.47 at the beginning of the freshman year to 2.32 at the end of the first year. There was only a 

very slight reduction between the end of the first year and the response of White students when 

they were seniors. For Black students, the score for entering students of 3.26 dropped to 3.18 at the 

end of the first year and to 2.95 when they were seniors. The study was authored by Jesse D. Rude 

and Gregory C. Wolniak of the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago and 

Ernest T. Pascarelia, the Mary Louise Petersen Professor of Higher Education at the University of 

Iowa. The authors conclude that "a college education does not automatically bestow more open 

attitudes on issues of race and ethnicity, and postsecondary institutions can take actionable steps to 

create campus environments that foster more positive racial attitudes." 

Download the paper at 

http:!!www.norc.org!PDFs!AE RA%20Annual%20Meeting/Racial%20Attitude%20Change%20during% 

20the%20College%20Years%20(AERA%202012).pdf 



Welcome! Darius Dixon, the new housekeeping director for UNC. Dixon 

states, "1 believe in people. People are our greatest asset and what we have to do is 

listen to them." 

Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker (pictured 

in yellow sweater) was introduced to the 

university in a reception by Dean Karen Gil on 

May ~L8. Dr. Parker has been appointed the 

Director of Diversity Initiatives for the College 

of Arts and Sciences. Parker, associate 

professor of communication studies, will advise 

the dean and senior associate deans, and work 

with department diversity liaisons on initiatives 

that will enhance the recruitment, retention 

and advancement of faculty from diverse 

backgrounds. "1 am thrilled to have the opportunity to assist the Dean in crafting and implementing a 

vision for faculty diversity that will energize our collective vision of institutional excellence. Through 

our efforts we can change the conversation about diversity." Visit the college’s diversity website at 

http:!/college.unc.edu/diversity! 

~ Congratulations Faculty Election Winners! Dr. Heather Williams- 

Social Sciences Division and Shauna Collier - Faculty Council (University Libraries 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson Library invites you to participate in the 

A~,,ican-American Family DocMmeneatioa Iaiti~tive. Help us tell all our stories. Here are ways to help: 

Place family records in the archive for preservation and research. Tell others (friends, family, churches 

and local organizations) about the initiative. Raise awareness of the importance of collecting and 

preserving our history by hosting events and meetings. Make a donation. Also included in the initiative 

is the exhibit Southern Roots, Endurin¢ Bonds: ~ricon Americon Fomifies in North d%roiinc6 on view in 
the Southern Historical Collection (4th floor) through July 

http ://www.lib°unc°edu/bl~s/afam/index.php/african-american~familV-d~cumentati~n-initiative/ 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY-Would you like to make a 

difference in the life of a young person and close the achievement gap at 

the same time? Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate needs someone like you. 

BRMA seeks caring, creative volunteers to support a young person in our 

program. Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate students have a 95% high school 

graduation rate and ~00% of the graduates have gone on to post-secondary 



education° To learn about the process to become a mentor, email brma@chccs.k12.nc.us or call Graig 

Meyer 919-918-2170. www.blueribbonmentors.org 

Has your child or student experienced the death of a loved one? Heroic Journey is an Outward 

Bound adventure designed to provide support to high school teens grieving the death of a loved one. 

This is a week-long course offered in some of the most beautiful parts of North Carolina designed to 

help teens discover the strength they have inside to face the challenges ahead. And from the time you 

arrive, you learn that you are NOT ALONE. HJ is committed to providing as many scholarships as 

possible and there are approximately 30 spots available on three different Heroic Journey courses this 

summer. Please visit this page for more information, http://www.ncobs.org/programs/wilderness- 

expeditions/heroicjou rney 

HJ doesn’t want to turn anyone away... If you know of anyone who may be interested in being a 

student on a Heroic Journey course, please call the HJ admissions line at 866-282-6262 xl. 

Visit the institute of African 
American Research’s Website for 

Announcements - The IAAR’s website 
serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and grant opportunities in 

African American and African diaspora studies in every discipline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news- 

a n d-eve nts!a n n o u n ce m e nts 

Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action - By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 

likely to hear a case involving the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 

consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them. At least five other states don’t 

use race, either, http://www.app.com/article/20120306/NJNEWS18/303060090/Students- 

orga nize-against-state-laws-ba nning-affirmative-action?odyssey=nav I head 

poficies in North Corofin~, 

Duke University Gets Two Firsts- 1) Paula McClain to Be the First 
~ 

African American Dean of a School at Duke University- She was 

named dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate 

education at Duke University, Dr. McClain is a professor of political science at Duke and is 

the former chair of the university’s Academic Council. 2) Alex Swain, a born-and-bred 

Durhamite who has become the university’s pre-eminent student leader is the first 

African American student government leader. Read more: The Herald-Sun - Local student 
makes it to the top ..h....t...t...p...~,./.....h....e:...r...a...L.d...‘.s..!~.!.1:...c....~..!.~/....v..!...e.~.....w../...f..L4.!.~...‘.%t...~.....r..Y./...:L.~....4..:.9....~.9....4....:.~.....1..../...a....r..t...!...c..!.#.:.~.9.&&!: 

student-ma kesqbto-the-top_ 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

A S~EC~AL than~¢ ~a~ ~:o our~riend~ a~ CPA~ The C~C en]o~ a wonder~u~ performance b~ ~he A~in 

http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/ 

i2 New Work 

11 Worid P~em~e~es ~ 3 U~S~ P~em~e~es 

Carolina Performinq Arts seeks to change Jives by 

creating and presenting exceptional arts experiences, 

and connecting them to the surrounding community. 

We’re making history by collaborating with artists and 

academics alike to present our most ambitious season 

to date. 



Carolina Club offers a Special Membership for fellow Campus colleagues! CC is the dining 

and social Club for UNC employees, conveniently, located in central campus on Stadium 

Drive. Through June 1st, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with no 
initiation fee. As a welcome gift members will also receive a $100 dining credit. Low 

monthly dues start at $28 and UNC Faculty, and Staff can enjoy many, great benefits such 

as complimentary coffee and pastries each morning, and free snacks between 

appointments. Dine and host with weekday lunch service including a full menu, or a $10 

quick-service soup, salad & sandwich bar. Join the Caucus at the Club! 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



From the "Warming the Heart" file- Honorable Joe L, Webster shares from his blog,,, 

the CBC today/! www.uncoedu/~:b~: 



To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

usaafricadialogue@googlegroups.com on behalf of Toyin Falola 

<toyinfalola@austin.utexas.edu > 

Sunday, May 27, 20]_2 9:2]~ AM 

dialogue 

USA Africa Dialogue Series --The Julius Nyango’ro Matter 

Julius Nyango’ro.docx 

As people have made comments without evidence, here is the oflScial university report on the matter 

Review of courses i~ the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies, College of Arts and 

Sciences 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

and 
William L. Andrews 

Senior Associate Dean for Fine Arts and Humanities 



May 2, 20112 



The University and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began an investigation in 
June 2010 with regard to information fl~at indicated several football student athletes had received 
impermissible extra benefits. In that investigation, the Universi~T discovered and self-reported to the NCAA 
academic issues relating to a former student-tutor and academic mentoro 

In November, 2010, the NCAA ruled a student-athlete permanently ineligible to play football. On 
July 1, 2011, the student-athlete filed a lawsuit against the University and NCAA seeking reinstatement to 
the team. Attached to the complaint was a paper with a cover sheet indicating that the paper had been 
submitted for a Swahili 403 class: Professor Julius Nyang’oro’s name was on the paper as the instructor. A 
week later, fl~e media widely reported multiple examples of apparent plagiarism in the now publicly 
available papero 

In August, 201I,the Universi .tv, received a media request for information regarding student-athletes 
and courses in the DepmTtment of African and Afro-Americm~ Studies, pmTticularly including the course 
AFAM 428 taught by Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 
in Summer Session II, 2007. As reported in a subsequent news article, a reporter had received, from an 
unnan~ed source, what was said to be a partial transcript for a former football student athlete who first 
enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill that term. The document published in the newspaper indicated that the student- 

athlete had taken AFAM 428 in Summer Session II, 2007, aa~d received a B+. Italso showed that he 
subseqt~ently enrolled in English I00, Basic Writing, in the Fall 2007 semester. 

Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn questioned Professor Nyang’oro about these issues. 
Professor Nyang’oro stated that he did not teach the Swahili 403 course. He conjectured that a former 
department manager may have played a role m making that course and possibly others available. 

The Univers%~ notified the NCAA because new issues had been identified that involved student- 
athletes. An internal working group composed of Jack Evm~s, former facul~T athletics representative, 
Jonathan Hartlyn, and Leslie Strohm, University Cotmsel, was formed. It proceeded to review" relevant 
documents, including records of student course work. It focused, m particular, on student-athletes who had 
taken multiple courses within the Department. The 
group also interviewed a sample of students and Depamnent faculty. No instance was found of a 
student receiving a grade who had not submitted written work. No evidence indicated that student- 
athletes received more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes. In addition, no information 
was found to indicate that the Department personnel involved in these courses received a tangible benefit of 
an5’ kind, beyond their standard Universi~, compensation. However, serious course anomalies were 
identified. 



The Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Karen Gil, immediately launched a thorough inquiry 
and requested that it cover the four-year period commencing summer 2007 and running through summer 
2011. Dean Gil charged Hartlyn and Senior Associate Dean William k. Andrews to conduct a comprehensive 
review of all courses taught in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies during this 
timeframe. This report, and its findings and recommendations, conclude the review. 

Dean Oil also accepted Professor Nyang’oro’s resignation as department chair on August 

30, 2011. 

At the same time as the department review began, Dean Oil also charged Bobbi Owen, the Senior 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and the Administrative Boards of the College to review 
College-wide policies and practices on independent studies and directed readings courses. Specifically, she 
asked the committee to make recommendations regarding (1) expectations concerning student assignments 

and contact hours with professors or teaching assistants in independent stn@ courses, (2) conditions and 

approval processes for a course approved as a lecture or seminar course to be delivered in an alternative 
format, and (3) the process by which a course taken as independent sin@ or directed reading is submitted to 
the Administrative Boards for review for approval as a permanent course v~4th its ov~q~ assigned number. 

The Departrnel~t of Africm~ and Afro-American Studies 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences emerged 
in 1997 from the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies. The Curriculum was formed in 1979-80 
by merging the Curriculum in African Studies, established in 
1969, and the Curriculum m Afro-American Studies, established m 1972. Julius Nyang’orojoined the faculty 

in 1988, chdred the Curriculum beginning in 1992, was appointed Depamnent Chair in 1997, and was 
reappointed m 2002 and again in 2007, and secv, ed until his resignation in 

201 I. Evelyne Hnber, Depm:tment Chair of Political Science, was immediately appointed as Interim 

Chair of the Department of African m~d A£ro-American Studies. On JanuaD, ~ 2012, Eunice Sable, a 

faculty member in the department since 2001 with a joint appointment in the Curriculum in Global 
Studies, was appointed as Department Chair for a five-year term. 

The depamnent currently has 15 tenured and tenure-track professors, including 4 professors, 
8 associate professors, and 3 assistant professors. In addition, it has 1 senior lecturer and 5 lecturers, 
one of whom holds the title of adjtmct assistant professor. 
During the period of this review the department had two staff members: Agatha Buell, the 
department manager, who joined the staff in the summer 2010 and S. Travis Gore, student services 
specialist, who joined the department m August, 2001. The former department manager, Deborah 
Crowder, held various positions in the department for 30 years, from her appointment as department 
secrelary m 1979 until her retirement as department administrative support associate in September 
2009. Adam Kent served as interim department manager between Ms. Crowder’s retirement and Ms. 
Buell’s arrival. 



The department is m~ integral and irr~portant part of the College of Arts and Sciences. Its 
talented and dedicated faculty make many contributions to the University’s research, teaching, and 
service missions. The department has over 95 declared majors and enrolls thousands of students 
each year in its curricula in the study of Africa, the African diaspora and the African- 
Americm~ experience, and in its language programs~ 

Review Process 

On September 2, 2011, Hartlyn and Andrews {the "review committee") commenced fl~eir 
comprehensive review of all courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies from Summer 
Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2011. Dean Gil’s charge was to: 

determine those courses in which anomalies or irregularities existed, if an},; 
identify possible patterns and explanations; 
recommend follow-up actions and measures as appropriate; and 

provide initial recommendations regarding policies and procedures to prevent m~y identified 
anomalies or irregularities from occurring in the furore. 

I-tartlyn and Andrews obtained from the Office of the Registrar all grade rolls and change of grade 
forms (CO(N) for courses listed in the Depamnent from summer 2007 through summer 
20[[, and sorted them by instructor and term. The review included courses taught in African American 
Studies (.adCAM), African Studies (AFRI), Swahili (SWAH), Lingala (LING) and Wolof(WOL0). 1 It also 
included continuing education course sections in these subjects offered by the department’s main teaching 
faculty through the Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

Hartlyn m~d .amdrews, or m a few cases Hartlyn alone, interviewed all 15 tenured and tenure- 
track depmTtment faculty, as well as an adjunct facul~ member who has taught frequently in the 
department, the department’s senior lecturer, and its 5 lecturers. Current department staff were also 
asked to provide information. Several people were 
interviewed more than once to clarify questions that emerged during or following their initial 
intervi evvs~ 

Findings 

The review committee made rite following findings regmTding courses offered in the I)epartment 
of African and Afro-American Studies from Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 
2011. 

Fir~dir~..q ~: Office of the Registrar records indicate that a total of 616 courses were offered by 
the Department from summer 2007 through summer 2011, with a total of 14,234 registered students {as 
of census date). 

From summer 2007 through summer 2009,9 ofthese 616 courses (8 during summer sessions) with 
a collective total of 59 registered students were found to be aberrant: there is 

The department started offering Chichewa (CHWA) co~rses o~]y recently~ and enrollments remain 



evidence that students completed written work in these courses, submitted it to fl~e department and received 
grades, but no evidence fl~at the facul~" member listed as instructor of record or any oilier facul .~, member 
actually supervised the course and graded the work, although grade rolls were signed and submitted. The 
Swahili 403 course referenced above under "Background and Context" was one of these 9 courses. 

In this same period from summer 2007 through summer 2009, an additional43 courses (29 during 
summer sessions) ruth a collective total of 599 registered students were either aberrm~t, as defined above, 
or were taught irregularly, by which we mean: the instructor provided an assignment and evidently graded 
the resultant paper, but engaged m limited or no classroom or other instructional contact with 
students. Professor Nyang’oro was listed as the instructor of record or his name was listed on the grade 
rolls for each of these 43 courses. 

The review committee found no aberra,~t courses offered af~er Summer Session II, 2009. Two courses 
(I during a summer session) with a collective total of 28 registered students m<’,; have been tm@¢ 
irreg~larly (as defined above) after Summer Session II, 2009. Professor Nyang’oro was listed as instructor of 
record for both courses. 

As noted above, the internal working group had found that students enrolled in the aberrant and 
irregularly taught courses completed wTitten work, such as abstracts and research papers, and submitted this 
work for a course grade. The work in these cases was Upically submitted to depmTtmental 
administrative staff, either in person or via emaiL Students who submitted this work received final course 
grades. No instance was found of a student receiving a grade who had not submitted written work. However, 
because of limited records mid the passage of time, it was not possible to review the work of all students in 
eve~’ course. 

Given the limits of available evidence, we were m~able to identify who evaluated the written work 
and submitted the assigned grades in the aberrant courses or in some instances in the i~Tegular courses. 

Finding2: From Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2009, grade rolls for 9 courses 

with 59 registered students, noted in Finding [, were submitted to fl~e Office of the Registrar udth faculty 

signatures that appear to be forged. The faculty members whose names appear on those grade rolls stated 
that they did t~ot teach the courses in question and that the signatures on the submitted documents are not in 
their handwriting, in addition, several faculty, members also identified unauthorized change of grade forms 
submitted in courses for M~ich the faculB, member was listed conTectly as instructor of record. No grade 
rolls ruth unaufl~orized facul .tw. signatures were identified for courses taught after Summer Session 1I, 
2009. Except for one disputed case, no ua~authorized change of grade forms were identified by department 
faculg* for courses taught after Summer Session II, 2009. 

Finding 3: Lax DepmTtmental administrative oversight and practices enabled irregularities in 
several areas, frustrating the review committee’s efforts to reconstruct exactly v~<hat transpired. 



instructor of record on an official grade roll multiple independent study students who were presumably tau.ght 
by different instructors of supervision. This practice made it difficult tbr the review" committee m determine 
precisely Mlich facul~ member supervised each independent stu@ student in question. In a number of cases, it 
was impossible to match definitively a particular student with a facul~ member who remembered supervising 
that student’s work, even if the faculty member remembered working ruth other students listed on the official 
course grade roll. The department also had no policies limiting the number of independent study students a 
f~aculty member could work with in may given semester or defining how much faculty-student interaction was 
expected in courses taught in an independent study formm. 

b. Tempo~aO, G~ades. UNC-Chapel Hill instructors are permitted to assign temporal), grades at the 
end of a semester when a student has made regular progress in a course, but, for reasons 
acceptable to fl~e instructor, has not fully completed the required coursework by the end of the 
semester. In such cases, the student is expected to complete and provide the course work to the 
instructor in a timely manner consistent ,,’~th university policy. Through the summer 2009, grade 
rolls for independent stu@ and other courses listing Julius Nyang’oro as the official instructor of 
record and grade rolls with his signature (authorized or not) had a strikingly high percentage of 
tempora%~ grades (26%), which were subsequently converted to permanent grades via change of 
grade forms. We were unable to confirm in eve~?~ instance who converted the grades or signed 
the change of grade formso In addition, in several cases pertaining to independent study grade 
rolls for which other faculvy.,- members were listed as instructors of record, it is unclear who 
authorized fl~e conversion of temporaD~ grades to permanent grades, as fl~e instructors of 
supervision, when they could be identified, could not consistently attest to their having authorized 
the assignment of the permanent grades. 

Unautho~4zed Gracle Changes. In reviewing official grade rolls for courses they had taught or 
for which they were listed as official instructor of record, several faculvy., members disputed grade 
changes made on grade rolls submitted by the Department office for transmittal to the Office of 
the Registrar. These faculty members stated that they had not authorized such grade changes, nor 
~vere they aware of M~o provided such authorization. No unauthorized grade changes on official 
grade rolls were identified after Summer Session II, 2009~ 

Finclin9 4: Insufficient mechamsms of accountg/bility within the depamnent, the large number of 
students involved, poor record keeping, the passage of time, and the absence of clear policies, such as a 
policy spelling out the responsibilities of faculty members supervising independent study courses, stymied 
the review committee’s efforts to identi~" those responsible for unauthorized submission of grade rolls and 
tmauthorized changes to grade fbrms. 

Findir~g 5: Testimony from various faculty members suggested tha, given lax departmental 
administrative practices, a department administrator would have the means and opportumty to create 
irregular courses; to encourage and facilitate student enrollment in 



new computerized student records systern, to submit official paper grade rolls to the Office of 
the Registrar. All key paperwork related to department course registrations and grade rolls 
flowed directly through the departrnent administrator’s hands to the Office of the Registrar. 

Deborah (Debbie) Crowder, the long-term administrator for the depamnent, retired 
in September, 2009. No aberrant courses or unauthorized grade roll changes were found 
for any courses taught after Summer H, 2009. 

Ms. Crowder declined requests for interviews, and her retirement limits the 

University’s ability’ to compel her cooperation. Without her testhnony or additional evidence, 

Ms. Crowder’s role in the m’egularities identified here cannot be detem~ined definitively,. 

Finding 6: As Department Chair and Ms. Crowder’s supe~;isor, Professor Nyang’oro 

gave Ms. Crowder extensive authority and responsibilities. The existence and persistence of 
the irregularities point, at a minimum, to his inadequate supervision of Ms. Crowder and his 
failure to provide appropriate oversight or follow-up of departmental practices. 

Finding 7: No evidence emerged during the review that directly implicates any t~acul~ 
or staff other than potentially Professor Nyang’oro or Ms. Crowder in the creation of 
aberrant or i~egularly taught courses, or in recording or changing student grades in these 
courses. 

Personnel Matters and Recommendations 

Both members of the review committee have been prot~ssors at the University for over 
15 years and have served as department chairs in the College of ~axts and Sciences. We 

are deeply disturbed by what we have learned in the course of our review. Our 

review has exposed numerous violations of professional trust, aff~ecting the relationship of 

faculty and studems and the relationships mnong ti~culty colleagues in this departrnent. 
These violations have undermined the educational experience of a nurnber of students, have 

the potential to generate unfounded doubt and mistrust toward the department and its 

faculD~, and could harm the academic reputation of the UniversiD~. 

Personnel Matters 

a.     ,,~#us z\~’ang’o~v. While no evidence was uncovered that indicated Professor 
Nyang’oro promoted the offering ofabert~m courses during the period ending 
with Summer Session II, 2009, he bears responsibility, as Department Chair for the 
grave mistakes made during his watch. As noted above, Professor Nyang’oro 
resigned his position as Department Chair in August, 2011, and a new Department 
Chair ihas now 
assumed office. Professor Nyang’oro is retiring fi-om the Universi~,~ effective July 1, 

2012. 



b.    Deborah Crowder. As noted above, we were unable to detem~ine definitively the 
role of Ms. Crowder in the issues identified in this report. The 
aberrant courses identified here and se~Teral other idemified irregularities were 
possible largely as a result of 



upon her retirement in September, 2009. Given Ms. Crowder’s retirement in 2009, there 
is no further action the review committee can recommend in her case. 

The Department of Public Safety was contacted regarding the irregularities identified by the review, 
with particular emphasis on the submission to the Office of the Registrar of unauthorized signatures or, in 
some cases, what appear to be forged signatures. In consultation with fl~e District Attorney and State Bureau 
of Investigation, it was determined fl~at the activities described in this report, even if assigned to one or more 
specific individuals and proved true beyond a reasonable doubt, did not give rise to criminal liabilityo 

Recommendations with regard to policies and practices. 

Following fl~e resignation of Professor Nyang’oro as Department Chair, the facul~ of the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies, trader Professor Huber as Interim Department Chair 
and currently trader Professor Sable as Department Chair, initiated and has continued a process of 
evaluating gaps in the department’s policies and procedures and of establishing and irr~plementing new 
ones, in consultation with Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn. 

I~ the Fall, 2011, the department completed mid began implementing a new set of requirements and 
procedures regarding independent stu@ courses and has implemented more rigorous procedures regarding 
the submission of grade rolls and change of grade forms. This spring term, the department has continued a 
review of depmTtmental policies regarding departmental governance structures and instruction and instructors 
at all levels, in light ofuniversiD" and college regulations and best academic practices, and in appropriate 
consultation with administration officials. The policies and procedures that have been addressed or are being 
addressed m the department’s review and revision of its instructional practices include, but are not limited, to: 

a. Grades and grade proxies; 

b. Authori~ and procedures for submitting change of grade forms; 

c. Grade protests and grade changes; 
d. The use of temporary, AB and IN grades; 

e. Independent study courses during the academic year and summer sessions; 

f. Oversight of pedagogical formats appropriate to the size, level, and. nature of courses; 
g. Approval processes for providing courses in independent stu@ format; and 

h. Monitoring of department course listings and instructors of record during the academic 
year and during summer sessions. 

The department’s review and revision of policies m~d procedures are also focusing on the following: 
a. Recognizing and developing departmental governance structures that ensure faculty 
involvement, oversight, mid accountability for decision-making; 
b. Prescribing fl~e role and responsibilities of the Department Chair and oilier faculD" who assume 
leadership roles at the behest of the chair; and 



c. Prescribing the roles and responsibilities of all staff in the department. 

The review committee recommends flint the Department Chair submit a state-of-the department 
report to the Senior Associate Dean before the beginning of academic year in rite Fall, 2012 that 
summarizes the results of the department’s review and revision of policies and procedures and that informs 
the College of any difficulties arising from departmental policies and procedures or any other problems 
with governm~ce, facul~ performance or instruction of which the College should be aware. 

As with all other units in the College of Arts and Sciences, the department will also implement 
recommendations put forward by the Dean of the College based on the review of College-w~de policies and 
practices on independent studies and directed readingcourses which took place under fl~e direction of Bobbi 
Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, m~d the Administrative Boards of the College. 

iFurthermore, we recommend that the relevant findings in this report be shared with the Dean of the 
Summer School since all courses during summer sessions are administered through the Summer School, 
rather than the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Recommendations with r~r~ard to student work 

The review committee recommends flint academic credit and course grades assigned to students 
enrolled in the courses discussed in this report should not be changed. Given that almost three years have 
elapsed since the bulk of the irregularities described in the report took place, there is no fair and consistent 
w’ay to reconsider the permanent grades assigned to these students. University policies do not require that 
student work be preserved for more than one yearo 

Conclusion 

While presenting this report in as careful and impartial a manner as possible, we cannot conclude 
without emphasizing the acute dism~7 that we, as UNC-Chapel Hill facul~’, felt as we uncovered the 
practices summarized here. We regret that we cannot assign with complete confidence the responsibili~" for 
the unprofessional and in some cases professionally unethical actions uncovered by our investigation. We 
are convinced that, in maw instances noted in this report, the educational experience of some students as 
well as their access to faculD" instruction and consultation was compromised for a period of several years, 
which could extend before 
2007, the start of the period examined in our report. The evidence we reviewed indicates that 
between 2007 and 2011 the vast majority of courses offered in the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies were not compromised in the wws outlined in this report. Yet the m~professional or 
unethical actions noted m this report risk damaging the professional reputations of the faculty in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies as a whole. 

We have been heartened, nevertheless, by the determination of colleagues within the Department of 
African and Afi-o-American Studies to undertake the reforms necessmT to ensure that mistakes of the past 
will not be tolerated. With new departmental leadership and support 



from the department faculty, buttressed by new policies, procedures, and active faculty governance, this 
department, we believe, will emerge stronger m teaching, research, and service in this vital area of 
study. As College-wide policies and practices regarding independent stu@ and related courses and issues 
are regularized following the current review, all College facul~ should understand the purposes m~d 
expectations of these kinds of courseso In spite of the harm done, we applaud the many positive changes 
that promise to be the permanent legacy of this. investigation. 
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B~ek~’otmd and Context 

The University and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began an 
investigation in June 2010 with regard to information that indicated several football student- 
athletes had received impermissible extra benefits. In that investigation, the University 
discovered and self-reported to the NCAA academic issues relating to a former student-tutor and 
academic mentor. 

In November, 2010, the NCAA ruled a student-athlete permanently ineligible to pl~ 
football. On July 1,2011, the student-athlete filed a lawsuit against the University and NCAA 
seeking reinstatement to the team. Attached to the complmnt was a paper with a cover sheet 
indicating that the paper had been submitted for a Swahili 403 class: Professor Julius 
Nyang’oro’s name was on the paper as the instructor. A week later, the media widely reported 
multiple exan~ples of apparent plagiarism in the now publicly available paper. 

In August, 20H, the University received a media request for information regarding 
student-athletes and courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 
particularly including the course AFAM 428 taught by Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the 
Department of Africma and Afro-American Studies, in Summer Session II, 2007. As reported in 
a subsequent news article, a reporter had received, from an unnamed source, what was said to be 
a partial[ transcript for a former football student athlete who first enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill 
that term. The document published in the newspaper indicated that the student-athlete had taken 
AFAM 428 in Summer Session II, 2007, and received a B+. It also showed that he subsequently 
enrolled in English I00, Basic Writing, in the Fall 2007 semester. 

Senior Associate Dean Jonatha~ Hartlyn q~estioned Professor Nyang’oro abo~t these 
issues. Professor Nyang’oro stated that he did not teach the Swahili 403 course. He conjectured 
that a former department manager may have pl~ed a role in making that course and possibly 
others available. 

The University notified the NCAA because new issues had been identified that involved 
student-athletes. An internal working group composed of Jack Evans, former faculty, athletics 
representative, Jonathan Hartlyn, and Leslie Strohm, UniversiD" Counsel, was fbrmed. It 
proceeded to review relevant documents, including records of student course work. It fbcused, 
in particular, on student-athletes who had taken multiple courses within the Department. The 
group also interviewed a sample of students and Department faculty. No instance was fbund of a 
student receiving a grade who had not submitted written work. No evidence indicated that 
student-athletes received more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes. In 
addition, no information was found to indicate that the Department personnel involved in these 
courses received a tangible benefit of any kind, beyond their standard University compensation. 
However, serious course anomalies were identified. 
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The Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, iKmTen Gi], immediately launched a 
thorough inquiD7 and requested that it cover the four-year period commencing summer 2007 and 
running through summer 2011. Dean Gil charged Hartlyn and Senior Associate Dean William L. 
Andrews to conduct a comprehensive review of all courses taught in the Department of African 
and Afro-American Studies during this timeframe. This report, and its findings and 
recommendations, conclude the review’. 

Dean Gil also accepted Professor Nyang’oro’s resignation as department chair on August 

30, 2011~ 

At fl~e same time as the department review begins, Dean Gil also charged Bobbi Owen, 
the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate iEducation, and fl~e Administrative Boards of 
College to review College-wide policies and practices on independent studies and directed 
readings courses. Specificg~lly, she asked the committee to make recommendations regarding (1) 
expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with professors or teaching 
assistants in independent stu@ courses, (2) conditions and approval processes for a course 
approved as a lecture or seminar course to be delivered in an alternative format, and (3) the 
process by which a course taken as independent study or directed reading is submitted to the 
Administrative Boards for review for approval as a permanent course with its ovxca assigned 
number. 

The Depa~ment of 2-’ffl’ican and Afro-American Stt~dies 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies in fl~e College of Arts and 
Sciences emerged in 1997 from fl~e Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies. The 
Curriculum was formed in 1979-80 by merging fl~e Curriculum in African Studies, established in 
1969, and the Curriculum in Afro-American Studies, established in 1972~ Julius Nyang’oro 

joined the facul .~.- in 1988, chaired the Curriculum beginning in 1992, was appointed Department 
Chair in 1997, m~d was reappointed in 2002 and again in 2007, and served until his resignation in 

201 ~. Evelyne Huber, Department Chair of Political Science, was immediately appointed as 
Interim Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. On January ~!~ 2012, 
Eunice Sable, a faculW." member in the department since 2001 w4th a joint appointment in the 
Cuniculum in Global Studies, was appointed as Department Chair for a five-year term. 

The department curremly has 15 tenured and tenure-track professors, including 4 
professors, 8 associate professors, and 3 assistant professors~ In addition, it has 1 senior 
lecturer m~d 5 lecturers, one of whom holds the title of adjunct assistant professor. 
During the period of this review the department had two staff" members: Agatha Buell, 
the department manager, who joined the staff" in the summer 2010 and S. Travis Gore, 
student services specialist, who joined the department in August, 2001. The former 
department manager, Deborah Crowder, held various positions in the department for 30 
years, from her appointment as department secreta~* in 1979 until her retirement as 
department administrative support associate in September 2009. Adam Kent served as 
interim department manager between Ms. Crowder’s retirement and Ms. Buell’s arrival. 
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The department is an integral and important pm:t of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Its talented and dedicated faculty make many contributions to the UniversibT’s 
research, teaching, and ser~dce missions. The departmem has over 95 declared majors 
and enrolls fl~ousands of students each year in its curricula in the study of Africa, the 
African diaspora and the African-American experience, and in its lm~guage programso 

Review Process 

On September 2, 2011, Hartlyn and Andrews (the "review committee") commenced their 
comprehensive review of all courses in the Department of Africm~ a~d Afro-American Studies 
from Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2011. Dean Gil’s charge was to: 

determine those courses in which anomalies or irregularities existed, if any; 
identi~~ possible patterns and explanations; 
recommend follow-up actions and measures as appropriate; and 
provide initial recommendations regarding policies and procedures to prevent an5, 
identified anomalies or irregularities from occurring in the future. 

Hartlyn and Andrews obtained from the Office of the Registrar all grade roils and change 
of grade forms (CO(N) for courses listed in the Department from summer 2007 through smnmer 
20II, and sorted them by instructor a~d term. The review included courses taught in African- 

American Studies (AF.a&,I), African Studies (AFRI), Swg/hili (SWAH), Lingala (LING) and 

Wolof(W~OL0). l It also included continuing education course sections in these subjects offered 
by the department’s main teaching faculty through the Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

Hartlyn and Andrews, or in a few cases Hartlyn alone, interviewed all 15 tenured 
and tenure-track department faculD, as well as an adjunct faculty member M~o has taught 
frequently in the department, the department’s senior lecturer, m~d its 5 lecturers. Current 
department staff were also asked to provide information. Several people were 
interviewed more than once to clarifiy questions that emerged during or following their 
initial interviews. 

Findings 

The review committee made the following findings regarding courses offered in the 
Department of African m~d Afro-American Studies from Summer Session I, 2007 through 

Summer Session II, 201 l. 

Fir~ctir~9 ~: Office of the Registrar records indicate that a total of 616 courses were 
offered by fl~e I)epartmer~t from summer 2007 through summer 201 I, ~vith a total of 14,234 
registered students (as of census date). 

From summer 2007 through summer 2009,9 ofthese 616 courses (8 during summer 
sessions) with a collective total of 59 registered students were fotmd to be aberrant: there is 

The depamnent started offering C1-~ichewa (CHWA) courses only recently, a~d eurollments remain low. 
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evidence that students completed written work m these courses, submitted it to the department 
and received grades, but no evidence that the faculg* member listed as instructor of record or any 
other f:aculty member actually supervised the course and graded the work, although grade rolls 
were signed and submitted. The Swahili 403 course referenced above under "Background and 
Context" was one of these 9 courses. 

In this same period from summer 2007 through summer 2009, an additional43 courses 
(29 during summer sessions) wifl~ a collective total of 599 registered students were either 
aberrant, as defined above, or were ta~,~,,l~t~ irregularly’, by which we mean: the instructor 
provided an assignment and evidently graded the resultant paper, but engaged in limited or no 
classroom or other instructional contact with students. Professor Nyang’oro was listed as the 
instructor of record or his name was listed on the grade rolls for each of lhese 43 courses. 

The review committee fotmd no aberra,,t courses offered after Summer Session II, 2009. 
Two courses (~ during a summer session) ruth a collective total of 28 registered students may 
have been ta~,~,,l~t~ irregularly’ (as defined above) after Summer Session II, 2009. Professor 
Nyang’oro was listed as instructor of record for both courses. 

As noted above, ~he internal working group had found fl~at students enrolled in the 
aberrant and irregularly taught courses completed ~qi~ten work, such as abstracts and research 
papers, and submitted this work for a course grade. The work in these cases was typically 
submitted to departmental administrative staff; eifl~er in person or via email. Students who 
submitted this work received final course grades. No instance was fouald of a student recei,,’ing a 
grade who had not submitted written work. However, because of limited records and the passage 
of time, it was not possible to review the work of all students in e~,ery course. 

Given fl~e limits of available evidence, we were unable to identi~* who evaluated the 
written work and subrni~*ed the assig~ed grades in the abe~Ta~t courses or in some instances in 
the irregular courses. 

Findinft 2: From Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2009, grade rolls 
for 9 courses v,;ifl~ 59 registered students, noted in Finding ~, were submitted to the Office of the 
Registrar w,~fl~ facul~ signatures that appear to be forged. The faculty, members M~ose names 
appear on those grade rolls stated that they did not teach the courses in question and that the 
signatures on the submitted documents are not in their handwriting. In addition, several faculty, 
members also identified tmauthorized change of grade forms submitted in courses for which the 
faculty, member was listed correctly as instructor of record. No grade rolls with unauthorized 
faculD" signatures were identified for courses taught aider Summer Session II, 2009. Except for 
one disputed case, no tmauthorized change of grade forms were identified by department faculty 
for courses taught after Summer Session II, 2009. 

FirMi~9 3: Lax Departmental administrative oversight and practices enabled 
irregularities in several areas, frustrating the review committee’s efforts to reconstruct exactly 
wha, transpired. 
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Im/e),~endeni Study Courses. It was the department’s practice to list trader a single 
instrnctor of record on an official grade roll mnltiple independent study students who 
were presumably taught by different instructors of supev~ision. This practice made it 
difficnlt for the review committee to determine precisely which faculty., member 
supev~ised each independent stn@ student in questiono In a number of cases, it was 
impossible to match definitively a particular student ruth a faculty member who 
remembered supervising that student’s work, even if the faculty member remembered 
working with other students listed on the official course grade roll. The department 
aIso had no policies limiting the number of independent stu@ students a faculty 
member could work with in any given semester or defining how much faculty-student 
interaction was expected m courses taught in an independent stu@ format. 

"]’empora~7 Grades. [INC-Chapel Hill instructors m:e permitted to assign tempora~ 
grades at the end of a semester M~en a student has made regular progress in a course, 
but, for reasons acceptable to the instructor, has not fully completed the required 
coursework by the end of the semester. In snch cases, the student is expected to 
complete m~d provide the course work to the instructor in a timely manner consistent 
with university policy. Through the summer 2009, grade rolls for independent study 
and other courses listing Julius Nyang’oro as the official instructor of record and 
grade rolls with his signature (authorized or not) had a strikingly high percentage of 
temporary grades (26°/;), M~ich were subsequently converted to permanent grades via 
change of grade forms. We were unable to confirm in eveD instance who converted 
the grades or signed the change of grade formso In addition, in several cases 
pertaining to independent stn@ grade rolls for which other facnlty members were 
listed as instructors of record, it is unclear who authorized the conversion of 
temporary grades to permanent grades, as the instructors of super~,ision, when they 
could be identified, could not consistently attest to their having authorized the 
assignment of the permanent grades. 

Unauthorized Grade Cha,~ges. In reviewing official grade rolls fbr courses they had 
taught or for which they were listed as official instructor of record, several facults’ 
members disputed grade changes made on grade rolls submitted by the lDepartment 
office for trm~smittal to the Office of the Registraro These facul .~, members stated that 
they had not authorized such grade changes, nor were they aware of who provided 
such authorization. No unauthorized grade changes on official grade rolls were 

identified aider Summer Session II, 2009. 

Finclin9 4: Insufficient mechanisms of accountabili~, within the department, the large 
number of students revolved, poor record keeping, the passage of time, and the g/bsence of clear 
policies, such as a policy spelling ont the responsibilities of faculty., members supervising 
independent stu@ courses, s~.’mied the review committee’s efforts to i denti~" those responsible 
for unaufl~orized submission of grade rolls m~d unauthorized changes to grade tbrms. 

Fir~clir~_q 5: Testimony from various faculty members su~.ested that, given lax 
departmental administrative practices, a department administrator would have the means and 
opportunity to create irregular courses; to encourage and facilitate student enrolhnent in 
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independent study or directed reading courses; and, prior to the Fall 2010 implementation of a 
new computerized student records system, to submit official paper grade rolls to the Office of the 
Registrar. All key paperwork related to department course registrations and grMe rolls flowed 
directly through the department administrator’s hands to the Office of the Registrar. 

Deborah (Debbie) Crowder, the long-term administrator [br the department, retired in 
September, 200% No aberrant courses or unauthorized grade roll changes were found [br any 
courses taught a[~er Summer II, 2009. 

Ms. Crowder declined requests for interviews, and her retirement limits the University’s 
ability to compel her cooperation. Without her testimony or additional evidence. Ms. Crowder’s 
role in the irregtflarities identified here cannot be determined definitivel~,. 

Finding 6: As Depamnent Chair and Ms. Crowder’s supervisor, iProfessor Nyang’oro 
gave Ms. Crowder extensive authority m~d responsibilities. The existence and persistence of the 
irregularities point, at a minimum, to his inadequate sttpervision of Ms. Crowder and his failure 
to provide appropriate oversight or follow-up of departmental practices. 

Finding 7: No evidence emerged during the review that directly implicates any faculty 

or staff other than potentially Professor Nyang’oro or Ms. Crowder m the creation of aberrant or 
irregularly taught courses, or in recording or changing student grades m these courses. 

Personnel Matters and Recommendations 

Both members of the review committoe have been prolSssors at the University for over 
15 years and have served as department chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences. We are 
deeply disturbed by what we have learned in the course of our review. Our review has exposed 
numerous violations of professional trust, affecting the relationship of facuky and students and 
the relationships among facuky colleagttes in this department. These violations have 
undermined the educational experience of a number of students, have the potential to generate 
unfounded doubt and mistrust toward fl~e department and its faculty, and could ham~ the 
academic reputation of the University. 

1, Personnel Matter~ 

a.     du#u.~ z\~’ang’oro. While no evidence was uncovered that indicated Professor 

Nyang’oro promoted the oft~ring of aberra~,t courses during the period ending with 
Summer Session II, 2009, he bears responsibility as Department Chair for the grax;e 
mistakes made during his watch. As noted above, Professor Nyang’oro resigned his 
position as Depamnent Chair in August, 2011. and a new Department (;hair has now 
assmned office. Professor lNya~g’oro is retiring from the University effective July 1. 

2012. 

b.      Debo,~:¢h (]’rowder. As noted above, we were unable to determine definitively the 

role of Ms. Crowder m the issues identified in this report. The aberrant courses identified 
here and several other identified irregularities were possible largely as a resuk of 
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funct-ions delegated or assigned t-o Ms. Crowder as department administ-rator and stopped 
upon her retirement m September, 2009. Given Ms. Crowder~s retirement in 2009, there 
is no further action the review committee can recommend m her case. 

The Department of Public Safe~ was contacted regarding the irregularities identified by 
fl~e review, with particular emphasis on the submission to the Office of the Registrar of 
tmaufl~orized signatures or, in some cases, M~at appear to be forged signatureso In consultation 
witt~ the District Attorney and State Bureau of Investigation, it ~vas determined that the activities 
described in this report, even if assigned to one or more specific individuals and proved true 
beyond a reasonable doubt, did not give rise to criminal liabili~.5. 

Recommendations ~’~ith regard to policies and practices. 

Following the resignation of Professor N)’ang’oro as Department Chair, fl~e faculg, of the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies, under Professor Huber as Interim 
Department Chair and currently under Professor Sable as Department Chair, initiated and has 
continued a process of evaluating gaps in the department’s policies and procedures and of 
establishing and implementing new ones, in consultation x~4th Senior Associate Dean Jonathan 
I--tarflyn. 

h~ the Fall, 2011, the department completed and began implementing a new set of 
requirements and procedures regarding independent study courses and has implemented more 
rigorous procedures regarding the submission of grade rolls m~d change of grade forms. This 
spring term, the department has continued a review of departmental policies regarding 
departmental governance structures and instruction and instructors at all[ levels, in light of 
tmiversiB, and college regulations and best academic practices, and m appropriate consultation 
w,~fl~ administration officials. The policies and procedures that have been ad&essed or are being 
addressed in the department’s review and revision of its instructional practices include, but are 

not limited, to: 

a. Grades and grade proxies; 
b. Anti, orig." and procedures for submitting chm~ge of grade forms; 
co Grade protests and grade changes; 
d The use oftempora~" AB and IN grades; 
e. Independent stu@ courses during the academic year and summer sessions; 
f. Oversight of pedagogical ~brmats appropriate m the size, level, and nature of coarses; 
g. Approval processes for providing courses in independent stu@ format; m~d 
h. Monitoring of department course listings and instructors of record during the 

academic year and during summer sessions. 

The department’s review and revision of policies and proce&~res are also focusing on the 
following: 

a. Recognizing and developing departmental governance structures that ensure faculty, 
involvement, oversight, and accountability for decision-making; 
b. Prescribing the role and responsibilities of the Department Chair and other faculty who 
assume leadership roles at the behest of the chair; and 
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c. Prescribing the roles and responsibilities of all staff in the department. 

The review committee recommends that the Department Chair submit a state-of-the- 
department report to the Senior Associate Dean before fl~e beginning of academic year in the 
Fall, 2012 that summarizes the results of the department’s review and revision of policies and 
procedures m~d that informs the College of m~y difficulties arising from departmental policies 
and procedures or any other problems with governance, faculty performance or instruction of 
M~ich the College should be aware. 

As w’ith all other umts m the College of Arts and Sciences, the department will also 
implement recommendations put forward by the Dean of the College based on the review of 
College-wide policies and practices on independent studies m~d directed readingcourses which 
took place under the direction ofBobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for l~hadergraduate 
Education, and the Administrative Boards of the College. 

Furthermore, we recommend that the relevant findings in this report be shared with the 
Dean of the Summer School since all courses during summer sessions are administered through 
the Summer School, rather than the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Recommendations with regard to student work 

The review committee recommends that academic credit and course grades assigned to 
students enrolled in the courses discussed in this report should not be changed. Given that 
almost three years have elapsed since the bulk of the irregularities described in the report took 
place, there is no fair and consistent way to reconsider the permanent grades assigned to these 
students. University policies do not require that student work be preserved for more thm~ one 
year. 

Conclusion 

While presenting this report in as careful and impartial a manner as possible, we cannot 
conclude wifl~out emphasizing the acute dismay that we, as UNC-Chapel Hill facul .~,, felt as we 
uncovered the practices summarized here. We regret that we cannot assign w~fl~ complete 
confidence the responsibility for the unprofessional and in some cases professionally tmethical 
actions uncovered by our investigation. We are convinced that, in many instances noted in this 
report, the educational experience of some students as well as their access to faculg* instruction 
and consultation was compromised for a period of several years, which could extend before 
2007, the start of the period examined in our report. The evidence we reviewed indicates that 
between 2007 and 2011 the vast majority of courses offered in the Department of Africm~ and 
Afro-American Studies were not compromised m the ways outlined m this report. Yet the 
tmprofessional or unethical actions noted m this report risk damaging the professional 
reputations of the facul~." in the Department of African m~d Afro-American Studies as a whole. 

We have been heartened, nevertheless, by *t~e determination of colleagues within the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies to ur~dertake the reforms necessary to ensure 
that mistakes of the past w’ill not be tolerated. With new departmental leadership and support 
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from fl~e depmTtment facul~’, buttressed by new policies, procedures, and active facul~7 
governance, this department, we believe, will emerge stronger in teaching, research, m~d service 
m this vital area of study. As College-wide policies and practices regarding independent study 
and related courses and issues are regularized following the current review’, all College faculty 
should tmderstand the purposes and expectations of these kinds of courses. In spite of the harm 
done, we applaud the many positive changes that promise ~o be the permar~ent legacy of this. 
investigation. 
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:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

usaafricadialogue@googlegroups.com on behalf of Kwabena Akurang-Parcy’ 

< ka pany@hotmail,com > 

Sunday, May 27, 20]_2 1/L:12 AM 

usaafricadialogue@googlegroups.com 

RE: USA Africa Dialogue Series -- The Julius Nyango’ro Matter 

I have been the one who has posted the allegations in "The Ct~onicle of Higher Education" that 
deal with Prof. Julius Nyango’ro on USA Africa Dialogue. It is clear and incontrovertible, 
exemplified by my accompanying comments, that my intentions were not mischievous. Of course, I 
had not seen the official report; relied on newspaper accounts re-published by the "Chronicle," 
which in so many ways, is a credible source of infbrmation. I believe that thousands of Cba’onicle 
subscribers who have not seen the official report, what Oga Falola implicitly states as the at~thentic 
evidence, may have arrived at negative, ~fnot "criminalizing," conclusions, at least, from the 
standpoints of their comments. For th~s reason, Prof. Nyango’ro or h~s representatives may have to 
write a strong rebuttal note to the "Chronicle." In tNis digital age, a hard-won reputation can be lost 
via click of a button! 

Kwabena 

From: toyinfalola@austin.utexas.ed u 
To: USAAfricaDialog ue@googlegrou ps.com 
Subject: USA Africa Dialogue Series - The Julius Nyango’ro Matter 
Date: Sun, 27 Nay 2012 13:20:31 +0000 

As people have made comments without evidence, here is the official university report on the matter 

Review of courses in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies, College of Arts and 

Sciences 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

and 
William I_.. Andrews 

Senior Associate Dean for Fine Arts and Humanities 



May 2, 2012 



Backgro~md and Context 

The Universi~7 arid the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began an investigation in 
June 2010 with regard to information that indicated several football student athletes had received 
impermissible extra benefits. In that investigation, the University discovered and self-reported to the NCAA 
academic issues relating to a former student-tutor and academic mentor. 

In November, 20~10, the INCAA ruled a student-athlete permanently ineligible to play footballo On 
July 1,2011, the student-athlete filed a lawsuit against the University and NCAA seeking reinstatement to 
the team. Attached to the complaint was a paper with a cover sheet indicating that the paper had been 
submitted for a Swahili 403 class: Professor Julius Nyang’oro’s name was on the paper as the instructor. A 
week later, the media widely reported multiple examples of apparent plagiarism in the now publicly 
available paper. 

In August, 20II, the University received a media request for information regarding student-athletes 
and courses in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, particularly including the course 
AFAM 428 taught by Professor Nyang’oro, Chair of the Department of Africm~ and Afro-American Studies, 
in Summer Session II, 2007. As reported in a subsequent news article, a reporter had received, from an 
unnamed source, what was said to be a partial transcript for a former football student athlete who first 
enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill that term. The document published in the newspaper indicated that the student- 

athlete had taken AFAM 428 in Summer Session II~ 2007~ and received a B+. Italso showed that he 
subsequently enrolled in English i100, Basic Writing, in the Fall 2007 semester. 

Senior Associate Dean Jonathan I--Iartlyn questioned Professor iNyang’oro about these issues. 
Professor iNyang’oro stated that he did not teach the Swahili 403 course, t-te conjectured that a former 
department manager may have played a role m making that course and possibly others available. 

The Universi~" notified the NCAA because new issues had been identified that involved student- 
athletes. An internal working group composed of Jack Evans, former faculU a,hletics representa,ive, 
Jonathm~ Hartlyn, and Leslie Strohm, Universi~ Counsel, was formed It proceeded to review relevant 
documents, including records of student course work. It focused, in particular, on student-athletes who had 
taken multiple courses within the Department. The 
group also interviewed a sample of students and Department faculty. No instance was found of a 
student receiving a grade who had not submitted written work. No evidence indicated that student- 
athletes received more favorable treatment than students who were not athletes. In addition, no information 
was found to indicate that the Depamnent personnel involved in these courses received a tangible benefit of 
an5’ kind, beyond their standard Universi~ compensation. However, serious course anomalies were 
identified. 



The Dem~ of the College of Arts and Sciences, iKaren Oil, immediately launched a thorough inquiry 
~md requested that it cover the fbur-year period commencing summer 2007 and running through summer 
2011. Dean Gil charged Hartlyn m~d Senior Associate Dean William [_. Andrews to conduct a comprehensive 
review of all courses taught in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies during this 
timeframe. This report, and its findings and recommendations, conclude the review. 

Dem~ Gil also accepted Professor Nyang’oro’s resignation as department chair on August 
30, 2011. 

At the same time as the department review began, Dean Gil also charged Bobbi Owen, the Senior 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and the Administrative Boards of the College to review 
College-wide policies and practices on independent studies and directed readings courses. Specifically, she 
asked the committee to make recommendations regarding (1) expectations concerning student assignments 

and contact hours with professors or teaching assistants in independent study courses, (2) conditions and 
approval processes for a course approved as a lecture or seminar course to be delivered in an alternative 
format, and (3) the process by which a course taken as independent study or directed reading is submitted to 
the Administrative Boards for review for approval as a permanent course w~th its own assigned number~ 

The Department of African m~d Afro-~4anerican Stt~dies 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences emerged 
in 1997 from the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies. The Curriculum was formed in 1979-80 
by merging the Curriculum in African Studies, established in 
1969, and the Curriculum in Afro-American Studies, established in 1972. Julius Nyang’orojoined the faculg~ 

in 1988, chaired fl~e Curriculum beginning in 1992, was appointed Department Chair in 1997, and was 
reappointed in 2002 and again in 2007, and served until his resignation in 

201 I. Evelyne Huber, Depm:tment Chair of Political Science, was immediately appointed as Interim 

Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. On January ~i~ 2012, Eunice Sable, a 

faculty member m the department since 2001 wdfl~ a joint appointment m the Curriculum in Global 
Studies, was appointed as Department Chair ff)r a five-year term. 

The department currently has 15 tenured and tenure-track professors, including 4 professors, 
8 associate professors, and 3 assistant professors. In addition, it has 1 senior lecturer and 5 lecturers, 
one of whom holds the title of adjunct assistant professor. 
During fl~e period of this review the department had two staff members: Agatha Buell, the 
depm:tment manager, who joined the staff in the summer 2010 and So Travis Gore, student services 
specialist, who joined the depamnent in August, 2001. The former department manager, Deborah 
Crowder, held various positions in the department for 30 years, from her appointment as department 
secretary in 1979 until her retirement as department administrative support associate in September 
2009. Adam Kent served as interim department manager between Ms. Crowder’s retirement and Ms. 
Buell’s arrival. 



The department is an integral and important pratt of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
talented and dedicated faculty, make many contributions to the University’s research, teaching, and 
service missions. The department has over 95 declared majors and enrolls thousands of students 
each year in its curricula in the stud?, of Africa, the African diaspora and the African- 
Americ~ experience, and m its language programs. 

On September 2, 2011, Hartlyn and Andrews (the "review committee") commenced their 
comprehensive review of all courses in the Depamnent of African and Afro-Americml Studies from Summer 
Session I, 2007 through Summer ,~ess on Ill, 2011. Dem~ Gil’s charge was to: 

determine those courses in which anomalies or irregularities existed, if any; 
identify possible patterns and explanations; 
recommend follow-up actions m~d measures as appropriate; and 

provide initial recommendations regarding policies and procedures to prevent any identified 
anomalies or irregularities from occurring in the fu.ture. 

Hartlyn and Andrews obtained from the Office of the Registrar all grade rolls and change of grade 
forms (CO(N) for courses listed in the Depamnent from summer 2007 through summer 
20[[, and sorted them by instructor and term. The review included courses taught in African American 
Studies (AFAM), African Studies (AFRI), Swahili (SWAH), Lmgala ([_,[NG) and Wolof(WOL0). 1 It also 
included continuing education course sections in these subjects offered by the department’s main teaching 
facul~ through the Frida~v (;enter for Continuing Education. 

Hartlyn and Andrews, or in a few cases Hartlyn alone, interviewed all 15 tenured and tenure- 
track department faculD’, as well as an adjunct facul~ member M~o has taught frequently in the 
department, the department’s senior lecturer, and its 5 lecturers. Current department staff were also 
asked to provide information. Several people were 
interviewed more than once to clarif}~ questions that emerged during or following their initial 
interviews. 

The review committee made the following findings regarding courses offered in the Department 
of African m~d Afro-American Studies from Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 
2011. 

Fir~dir~.9 :t: Office of the Registrar records indicate that a total of 616 courses were offered by 
the Department from summer 2007 through summer 2011, with a total of 14,234 registered students (as 
of census date). 

From summer 2007 through summer 2009,9 &these 616 courses (8 during summer sessions) with 
a collective total of 59 registered students were fotmd to be aberram: there is 

The department started offering Chichewa (CHWA) co~rses only recentlv, and enrollments remain 



evidence that students completed written work in these courses, submitted it to the department and received 
grades, but no evidence that the faculty member listed as instructor of record or any other faculty member 
actually supervised the course and graded the work, although grade rolls were signed and submitted. The 
Swahili 403 course referenced above under "Background and Context" was one of these 9 courses. 

In this same period from summer 2007 fl~rough summer 2009, an additional43 courses (29 during 
summer sessions) with a collective total of 599 registered students were ei~/~er aberrant, as defined above, 
or were la~¢gl, t irregm’a@, by which we mean: the instructor provided an assigmnent and evidently graded 
fl~e resultant paper, but engaged in limited or no classroom or other instructional contact with 
students. Professor Nyang’oro was listed as the instructor of record or his name was listed on t~le grade 
rolls for each of these 43 courses. 

The review committee found no aberrant courses offered after Summer Session II, 2009. Two courses 
(I during a summer session) with a collective total of 28 registered students may have been tat~ght 
irreg~tlar!3’ (as defined above) after Summer Session II, 2009. Professor Nyang’oro was listed as instructor of 
record for both courses. 

As noted above, the internal working group had fotmd that students enrolled in the aberrant and 
hregularly taught courses completed x~tten work, such as abstracts and research papers, and submitted this 
work for a course grade. The work in these cases was typically submitted to departmental 
administrative staff, either in person or via email. Students who submitted this work received final course 
grades. No instance was fotmd of a student receiving a grade who had not submitted WTitten work. However, 
because of limited records and the passage of time, it was not possible to review the work of a!~’ students in 
every course. 

Given the limits of available evidence, we were unable to identiPy who evaluated the written work 
and submitted the assigned grades in the aberrant courses or in some instances in the irregular courses. 

Findi~9 2: From Summer Session I, 2007 through Summer Session II, 2009, grade rolls for 9 courses 

with 59 registered students, noted in Finding I, were submitted to file Office of the Registrar with faculty 
signatures that appear to be forged. The faculty members whose names appear on those grade rolls stated 
that they did not teach the courses in question and that the signatures on the submitted documems are not in 
their handwriting. In addition, several faculty members also identified unauthorized change of grade forms 
submitted in courses for M~ich the facul~ member was listed correctly as instructor of record. No grade 
rolls with unaufl~orized facul .tv. signatures were identified for courses taught after Summer Session 1I, 
2009. Except for one disputed case, no unauthorized change of grade forms were identified by department 
facul~- for courses taught after Summer Session II, 2009. 

Finclin9 3: Lax Departmental administrative oversight and practices enabled irregularities in 
several areas, frustrating the review committee’s efforts to reconstruct exactly what transpired 



instructor of record on an official grade roll multiple independent study students who were presumably taught 
by different instructors of supervision. This practice made it difficult for the review" committee to determine 
precisely Mlich facul~7 member supervised each independent stu@ student in question. In a number of cases, it 
was impossible to match definitively a particular student with a facul~ member who remembered supervising 
that student’s work, even if the faculty member remembered working ruth other students listed on the official 
course grade roll. The department also had no policies limiting the number of independent study students a 
t:aculty member could work with in may given semester or defining how much faculty-student interaction was 
expected in courses taught in an independent study format. 

I’e,~porary Grades. UNC-Chapel Hill instructors are permitted to assign temporary grades at the 
end of a semester when a student has made regular progress in a course, but, for reasons 
acceptable to the instructor, has not fully completed the required coursework by the end of the 
semester. In such cases, the student is expected to complete and provide the course work to the 
instructor m a timely manner consistent with university policy. Through the summer 2009, grade 
rolls for independent study and other courses listing Julius Nyang’oro as the official instructor of 
record and grade rolls w’ith his signature (authorized or not) had a strikingly high percentage of 
temporau grades (26%), which were subsequently converted to permanent grades via change of 
grade forms. We w’ere ramble to confirm in every instmme who converted the grades or signed 
the chm~ge of grade forms. In addition, in several cases pertaining to independent study grade 
rolls for which other faculty members were listed as instructors of record, it is mmlear who 
authorized the conversion of temporau grades to permm~ent grades, as the instructors of 
supervision, when they could be identified, could not consistently attest to their having authorized 
the assignment of" the permanent grades. 

g~Na~ahor*zed Grade C¢,a~,ges. In reviewing official grade rolls for courses they had taught or 
for which they were listed as official instructor of record, several faculty members disputed grade 
changes made on grade rolls submitted by the Department office for transmittal to the Office of 
the Registrar. These faculty members stated that they had not authorized such grade changes, nor 
were they aware of who provided such authorization. No unauthorized grade changes on official 
grade rolls were identified after Summer Session II, 2009. 

Findi~9 4; Insufficient mechanisms of accotmtability within the department, the large number of 

students involved, poor record keeping, the passage of time, and the absence of clear policies, such as a 
policy spelling out the responsibilities of faculty members supervising independent sin@ courses, stymied 
the review committee’s efforts to identi~ fl~ose responsible for unauthorized submission of grade rolls and 
unauthorized changes to grade forms. 

Finding & Testimow from various facul .~. members suggested that, given lax departmental 
administrative practices, a department administrator would have the means and opportunib" to create 
irregular courses; to encourage and facilitate student enrollment in 



new computerized student records systern, to submit official paper grade rolls to fl~e Office of 
the Registrar. All key paperwork related to department course registrations and grade rolls 

flowed directly through the departrnent administrmor’s hands to the Office of the Registrar. 

iDeborah (Debbie) Crowder, the long-term administrator for the department, retired 
in September, 2009. No aberrant courses or unauthorized grade roll changes were found 
for any courses taught after Summer II, 2009. 

Ms. Crowder declined requests for interviews, and her retirement limits the 

University’s abilky to compel her cooperation. Wkhout her testimony or additional evidence, 
Ms. Crowder’s role in the irregularities identified here cannot be determined definitively. 

Finding 6: As Department Chair and Ms. Crowder’s supervisor, Prot~essorNyang’oro 
gave iMs. Crowder extensive authority and responsibilities. The existence and persistence of 
the irregularities point, at a minimum, to his inadequate supervision of iMs. Crowder and his 
failure to provide appropriate oversight or follow-up of departmemal practices. 

Finding 7: No evidence emerged during the review that directly flnplicates any fa.culD~ 
or staff other than potentially Professor Nyang’oro or Ms. Crowder in the creation of 
abenant or irregularly taught courses, or in recording or changing student grades in these 

courses. 

Personnel Matters and Recommendations 

Both members of tlhe review committee have been professors at the Universky for over 
15 years m~d have served as department chairs in the College of Arts a~d Sciences. We 

are deeply disturbed by what we ihave learned in ~he course of our review. Our 

review has exposed numerous violations of professional trust, affecting the relationship of 
facul) and students and the relationships among faculD~ colleagues in this department. 

These violations have undemfined the educational experience of a number of students, have 
the potential to generate unfounded doubt and mistrust toward the department and its 

facul~, and could harm the academic reputation of the University. 

Personnel Matters 

a.     ,~hdius z\~’aug’oro. While no evidence was uncovered that indicated Professor 
Nyang’oro promoted the offering ofaber,~n¢ courses during the period ending 
with Summer Session II, 2009, he bears responsibility as Deparm~ent Chair for the 
grave mistakes made during ibis watch. As noted above, iProfessor Nyang’oro 
resigned his position as Department (;hair in .August, 2011, and a new Department 
Chair has now 
assumed office. Professor Nyang’oro is retiring from the Universi~, effective July 1, 
2012. 



b.    Deborah Crowder. As noted above, we were unable to detem~ine definitively the 
role of Ms. Crowder in the issues identified in this report. The 
aberrant courses identified here and se~Teral other idemified irregularities were 
possible largely as a result of 



upon her retirement in September, 2009. Given Ms. Crowder’s retirement in 2009, there 
is no further action *he review commi*tee can recommend in her case. 

The Department of Public Safe~7 was contacted regarding the irregularities identified by the review, 
with particular emphasis on the submission to the Office of the Registrar of unauthorized signatures or, in 
some cases, what appear to be forged signatures. In consultation with the District Attorney and State Bureau 
of Investigation, it was determined that the activities described in fl~is report, even if assigned to one or more 
specific individuals and proved true beyond a reasonable doubt, did not give rise to criminal liability.’. 

Recommendations ~’ith regard topolicies and practices. 

Follovdng the resignation of Professor Nyang’oro as Department Chair, fl~e faculty of fl~e 
Department of Africm~ and Afi:o-American Studies, under Professor Huber as Interim Department Chair 
and currently trader Professor Sable as Department Chair, initiated and has continued a process of 
evaluating gaps in the department’s policies and procedures and of establishing and implementing new 
ones, in consultation ,,~4th Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn. 

In the Fall, 2011, the department corr~pleted and began implementing a new set of requiremems and 
procedures regarding independent study courses and has implemented more rigorous procedures regarding 
fl~e submission of grade rolls and chm~ge of grade formso This spring term, the department has continued a 
review of departmental policies regm:ding departmental governance structures and instruction and instructors 
at all levels, in light oftmiversi~* and college regulations and best academic practices, and in appropriate 
consultation with administration officials. The policies and procedures that have been addressed or are being 
addressed in fl~e depamnent’s review and revision of its instructional practices include, but are not limited, to: 

a. Grades and grade proxies; 
b. Authority and procedures for submitting change of grade forms; 
c. Grade protests and grade changes; 
d. The use of temporau AB and IN grades; 
e. Independent stu@ courses during the academic year and summer sessions; 
f. Oversight of pedagogical formats appropriate to the size, level, and nature of courses; 
g. Approval processes for providing courses in independent study format; and 
h. Monitoring of department course listings and instructors of record during the academic 

year and during summer sessions. 

The department’s review and revision of policies and procedures are also focusing on the following: 
a. Recognizing and developing departmental governance structures that ensure faculty 
involvement, oversight, and accountabiliD" for decision-making; 
b. Prescribing *he role and responsibili*ies of the Department Chair and o,her facul,y who assume 
leadership roles at the behest of the chair; and 



c. Prescribing the roles m~d responsibilities of all staff in the department. 

The review committee recommends that the Department Chair submit a state-of-the department 
report to the Senior Associate Dem~ before the beginning of academic year in the Fall, 2012 that 
summarizes the results of the department’s review and revision of policies and procedures a~d that informs 
the College of any difficulties arising from departmental policies and procedures or any other problems 
with governance, faculty performm~ce or instruction of which the College should be aware. 

As ~4th all other units in the College of Arts and Sciences, the department vvill also implement 
recommendations put forward by the Deat~ of the College based on the review of College-wide policies a~d 
practices on independent studies and directed readmgcourses which took place m~der the direction of Bobbi 
Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and the Administrative Boards of the College. 

Furthermore, we recommend that the relevant findings in fl~is report be shared with the Dem~ of fl~e 
Summer School since all courses &~ring summer sessions are administered through the Summer School, 
rather than the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Recommendations with regard to student work 

The review" committee recommends that academic credit and course grades assigned to students 
enrolled in the courses discussed in this report should not be changed. Given that ahnost three years have 
elapsed since the bulk of the irregularities described in the report took place, there is no fair a~d consistent 
wk’,, to reconsider the permanent grades assigned to these students. University, policies do not require that 
student work be preserved for more than one year. 

Concl~lsion 

While presenting this report m as careful and impartial a manner as possible, we carm.ot conclude 
without emphasizing the acute dism~ that we, as UNC-Chapel Hill faculb’, felt as we uncovered the 
practices summarized here. We regret fl~at we cannot assign with complete confidence the responsibilib" for 
the unprofessional and in some cases professionally unethical actions uncovered by our investigation. We 
are convinced that, in many instances noted in this report, the educational experience of some students as 
well as their access to faculty instruction m~d consultation was compromised for a period of several years, 
which could extend before 
2007, the start of the period examined in our report. The evidence we reviewed indicates thm 
between 2007 and 2011 the vast majority of courses offered in the Department of Africm~ and Afro- 
Americm~ Studies were not compromised in the w~\’r’s outlined in this report. Yet the tmprofessional or 
ua~ethical actions noted in this report risk damaging the professional reputations of the faculty in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies as a whole. 

We have been heartened, nevertheless, by the determination of colleagues within the Department of 
African and Afro-Americm~ Studies to undertake the reforms necessary." to ensure that mistakes of the past 
will not be tolerated. With new departme~ltal leadership and support 



fi:om the department faculbT, buttressed by new policies, procedures, and active faculb" governance, this 
department, we believe, will emerge stronger in teaching, research, and service in this vital area of 
study. As College-wide policies and practices regarding independent study and related courses m~d issues 
are regularized following the current review, all College faculb7 should tmderstand the purposes and 
expectations of these kinds of courses. In spite of the harm dotm, we applaud the mm~y positive changes 
that promise to be the permanent legacy of this. investigation. 

Toyin FNola 
Department of History" 
The University of Texas at Austin 
1 University Station 
Austin, TX 78712-0220 
USA 
512 475 7224 
512 475 7222 (fax) 
http://www~toyinfNolaocom 
www,utexasoedu/conferences/africa 
htt~le,com/~orubaaffairs 
htt ~ rou /USAAfricaDialo ue 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the "USA-Africa Dialogue Series" moderated by Toyin Falola, 
University of Texas at Austin. 
For current archives, visit htt ~ou s. oo ~e~comi rou USAAfdcaDialogAg 
For previous archives, visit ~www,utexas,eduiconferencesiafdca~;indexohtm} 
To post to this group, send an emai[ to USAAfricaDia[ogue@googlegroups.com 
To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to USAAfricaDialogue- 
unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the "USA-Africa Dialogue Series" moderated by 
Toyin Falola, University of Texas at Austin. 
For current archives, visit ...h...t..t..p...]../.g.r..9..~.~.p..g..g.9....c~‘g!.~L~2c.?.~1./.~g.r...%t1~2~!~...L.)..~.:~.:~..f..‘..r.i~.~k.!;..).i.k!..9g~.~. 
For previ ous archives, vi sit ~.~.g.~i~(~.i~.%i~2~,~:N~.i~.:.gt~.~.~g~.911~2~1~.~.~.~.~)~i.%.&~i.~.n...~.~?X:)111~!. 
To post to this group, send an email to USAAfricaDialogue@googlegroups.com 
To unsubscribe t~rom this group, send an email to USAA[?ricaDialogue- 
unsub scribe@googlegroups, corn 



From: Walsh, Brian V <bvwalsh@illinois.edu> 

Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 11:04 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: FW: 

Altach: IMAGO 185.j pg 

I figured you would like to see the new addition to our’ tailgates this year.,. We will also have a TV and satellite [eed so Nancy can lust hang--out at the [ai[gate 

day.,,, It ~s 6x12, ~ w~l~ ~eed to put shebes ~n but regardless.., there ~s qu~te a b~t of room. 

Universi& of llfinois 

! 700 ~outh Four#} 
Ch~mp{~ig~% !flinois 61820 

Dkect: 21[ 7- 2~N- 5295 

gax: 2! Z. 265-8222 

www.fiqhtinqillinLcom/cm~s 

H.2~[N OIS. OUR STATE. OUR TEAM. 

F~m: Walsh, Nancy Josephine 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:12 PN 

To: Walsh, Brian V 
Subject: 

Sent from my Verizon Wi~eless Phone 









Todd France 

Mark Paschal 



Damarius Bilbo 

Drew Rosenhaus 

Jason Rosenhaus 



Michael Katz 

Michael Johnson 

Robert Bailey 



Ron Butler 

Tony Fleming 

Kurtis Stewart 



Peter Schaff er 

Rod ~lson 



~nd~ Alilcent 

AJ Machado 

JT Johnson 



Mike Rowan 

Jason Yorker 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 4:33 PM 

Stratton, Rachel K <rkstmt@emml.unc.edu-~; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.unc.edu-~; Hughes, Pamela B. <pbhughe@live.unc.edu>; 

Jungclas, Grace Elizabeth <Nungcla@live.unc.edu~; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; PalmajiaJ~, Scott qscottp@unc.edu>; 

Doran, Abbey Joy <adoran@unc.edu-~ 

aail.com’; Mitchell, Catherine <cemitch@live.unc.edu>; Shoa£ Cm~eron (Cameron Shoaf@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu); 

Bo]dwin, Richm’d Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu> 

FW: Caxolina Softball phone list - one correction 

13-14 phone list.pdf 

From: Domina, Julie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Amy Ray Sugg; brownese@optonline.net; @gmail.com; chandless@sbcglobal.net; Cindy Kelly; @bellsouth.net; Donna Batten; 

@aol.com; Eddie & Kim Scarboro; j @yahoo.com; yahoo~com; Jim Ferraro @verizon.net); @att.net; Julie Ferraro 
0 @verizon.net); Kendra Lynch family; @yahoo.com; @yahoo.com; @comcast.net; @gmail.com; @yahoo.com; Robin 
Rosen @aol.com); @verizon.net; sfuller@bwsplaw.com; @bellsouth.net; Steven Rosen ( @yahoo.com); @yahoo.com; 
Teresa@cocentral.com; tfuller@shelterinsurance.com; @aol.com 
Subject: RE: Carolina Softball phone list - one correction 

Oops I had a parent name ~.rong...here is the updated version 

From: Domina, Julie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 3:49 PM 
Te: Papa, Donna .]; Amy Ray Sugg; ’brownese@optonline.net’; ’ @gmail.com’; ’chandless@sbcglobal.net’; Cindy Kelly; @bellsouth.net’; Donna Batten; 

@aol.com’; Eddie & Kim Scarboro; @yahoo.com’; @yahoo.com’; Jim Ferraro 0 @verizon.net); @att.net’; .~ulie Ferraro 
Kendra Lynch family; @yahoo.com’; ’ @yahoo.com’; ’phnysatt@comcast.net’; ’ @gmail.com’; @yahoo.com’; 

Robin Rosen @aN.com); ’ @verizon.net’; ’sfuller@bwsplaw.com’; @bellsouth.net’; Steven Rosen @yahoo.com); 
@yahoo.com’; ’Teresa@cocentral.com’; ’tfuller@shelterinsurance.com’; @aol.com’ 

Subject: Carolina Softball phone list 

P~lease see the attachment. 

Thanks. 



F~om: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Carter, Andrew <acarter@newsobserver.com > 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:41 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

public records request 

07~L0unc-fats-thomas-communication.pdf 

Hi, Regina ... 

Please see the attached records request for communication among athletic department officials about 
Haydn "Fats" Thomas. Thanks so much. 

-Andrew 



July 10,2013 

Regina Stabile 

Director, Institutional Records 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

222 E. Cameron Ave., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Ms. Stabile, 

I am a reporter with The News & Observer and the Charlotte Observer. Pursuant to the state open records law, N.C. 

Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, we request copies of the following: 

--Any communication, including handwritten notes, letters and/or electronic communication, among UNC athletic 

department employees between May 25, 2013 and July 10, 2013 that references an individual named Haydn "Fats" 

Thomas. We request copies of communication that include both Thomas’ full name or parts of his name (i.e. "Fats" 

or "Thomas") and also request any communication that refers to Hadyn "Fats" Thomas by one of his aliases. 

We agree to pay any reasonable copying fees, but request that copies of these documents be sent electronically, if 

possible. If that is not possible, I am available to pick up these documents in person. If you choose to deny this 

request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory 

exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all portions of otherwise exempt material. 

Please be advised that we are prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy necessary to obtain access to the requested 

records. I would note that violation of the open records law can result in the award of reasonable attorney fees, 

which you may be held personally liable. See N.C. Gen. Star. Sec. 132-9(c). 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me via email (acarter@newsobserver.com) or phone (919.923.8235) with any 

questions. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Carter 

The News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

215 S. McDowell Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

acarter@newsobserver.com 

919.923.8235 
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...received his B.S. from Mr. Saint Mary’s University in 1975 and his J.D. from the University of Baltimore School of Law in 1978. He is a member of the 

West Virginia and Federal Bar. From 1978 to 1983 Tony was the Assistant to the Dean at the University of Baltimore School of Law. In 1978 Tony founded 

Eastern Athletic Services (EAS). In his 30 plus years of representing players in the NFL, Tony has negotiated numerous cutting edge deals for EAS Clients. 

These include: Pro Bowler, NFL MVP and Super Bowl Champion Michael Strahan (DE-New York Giants), Pro Bowler Kyle Vanden Bosch (DE-Tennessee 

Titans; Detroit Lions), Pro Bowler Scott Mitchell                                          Super Bowl Champion Sean Landeta (P-New York Giants), 

Pro Bowler Karl Mecklenburg (LB-Denver 

Directors at Susquehanna Bank. In addition 

Tony has been an faculty member at 

and at his alma maters Tony has b 

Award. Together with the EAS 

EDWARD G~ 
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York Giants). His experience on 

B:ILL~ CONATY 
...has 15 years experience in the NFL between 

Virginia Tech from 1992-1996. In his senior year he was 

with thq 

EAS team 

vital to 1 
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~ cl 

igl~ 
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the 18th 

then s~ as 

m NFL agent, Noel has 

York Giants), Jeremy 

), Pro Bowler Jason 

(OC-Clevela~d~B~owns; New 
lives and careers. 

two-tlme all Big East offensive lineman for 
All-American by the Sporting News. After graduation in 

1996, Billy signed a contract as a rookie free agent with the Buffalo Bills. Following the 2001 season he was selected for USA Today’s All-Joe Team that 

recognizes "over achievers who do not get the recognition they deserve". In 2002, EAS negotiated a million dollar contract for Billy, making him the highest 

paid back-up lineman in the NFL. After playing six seasons with the Bills, he signed with the New England Patriots in 2003 before suffering an injury and 

eventually signing with the Dallas Cowboys. The following year was spent with the Minnesota Vikings and his final season was with the Arizona 

Cardinals in 2005. In all, Billy played nine seasons for five different organizations and seven different coaching staffs. Shortly after retiring, he received his 

NFL agent certification while attending Rutgers School of Law and is admitted to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. His experience and contacts 

from his playing days are a huge asset to EAS and its clients. 



ARIZONA CARDINALS 
Matt Shaughnessy DE 
Ear! Wafford OG 

HOUSTON TEXANS 
Ryan Griffin 
Ben Jones 

TE 
OC 

ATLANTA FALCONS 
Andrew Szczerba 

BALTIMORE RAVENS 
DeAngelo Tyson 

TE 
OAKLAND RAIDERS: 
lack Crawford 

Moore 
DE 
LB 
OCIOG 

EAGLES 
DE 

i Edw .in 

DALLAS 
Andre Smith 

S 

DENVER BRONCOS 
Rob:e~ Aye~ 

GREEN BAY PACKERS 
Robeff Francois LB 
Jamari Lattimore LB 

Chris Snee* 

NEW YORK JETS 
Dalton Ereeman 
Dennis Landor 

OG 

oc 
OT 

OG/OC 
OT 
oc 

Abraham* DE 
Jake Schum .................. ...... P: 
Reggie Wells OL 
Jamaal Westerman LB 

i Bobb e Williams OG 

* Denotes Pro Bowler 



S~per $20 million 
$19 mi!!io~ 
$19 million 

NF:L p ~,aymg careers,: T~ese are !~us.~. a few examp!es~ o~f how we have he~ped o~r: p~yers 



RECENT~ CONTRACTS NEGOTIATED: BY EAS;,,, 

blHd side, This has 
~e NFL, 

$3;6; ~!!ion dea! to protect the.. 

Trent 

The 
~i!ion 

Bow! p!ayer wi!! receive 

C~;ag~ Bea~s~ ~nte~; Adam. PodiesK ~ 20ii, si~ed a 5 year: $i0 miiiioa free agent deak He becomes the:.. 
fo~ highest paid punter: in the NFL and received the se.co~d !.argest bo~us pa;:kage, at t/he posi~or~ ~ NFL 
history 



EAS CLIENTS SELECTED SINCE THE !999 
Round:: 5th Round: 

OT; Washin~on Redskins 
Bears 

2ad Roun& 

4th Round: 



2012 
PLAYER 

Ben Jones 

Jack Crawford 

DeAngelo Tyson 

Matt Conrath 

Andrew Szcz 

2013. 

Sio 

Sh 

Ryan C- 

Emmett Cleary 

Dalton Freeman 

Abry Jones 

Brad Madison 

Brent Russell 

Brice Schwab 

Matt Stankiewitch 

Camden Wentz 

POSITION 

Offensive 

De! 

D~ 

Long Snap[ 

Defensive Tackle 

Offensive Tackle 

Center 

Guard/Center 

SCHOOL 

Georgi 

UConn 

Boston 

Georgia Southern 

Arizona State 

Penn State 

North Carolina State 

ROUND DRAFTED/TEAM 

4th (99th overall): Houston Texans 

;8th overall): Oakland Raiders 

Baltimore Ravens 

S 

o Bears 

Texans 

,olis Colts ................ 

York Jets 

Jacksonville Jaguars 

CFA: Kansas City Chiefs 

CFA: Chicago Bears 

CFA: Tampa Bay Bucs 

CFA: N.E. Patriots 

CFA: Minnesota Vikings 



CONTRACT REVIEWS .... 
~S makes ¢~tin~a! reviews 

MARKET~NG . 

DA~%TO-DAY NEEDS 



(404) 668-6570 

1999 1s~ 

2012 4t!~ 



1999 
Retired 

Running: Back:::::::: ...... 
Round Pick: SL Louis Rams 



l~m: 

Orchard ParL. NY 
(716;) 648~1800 

T~pa, FL 33607 
(813) 870-2700i 



Ethan Albright 

Richie Anderson 

Carlton Bailey 

Mike Barber 

Kurt Beathard 

Geno Bell 

Dave 

Gennaro DiNapoli 

Ferrell Edmunds 

Moe 

James Jenkins 

ohnson 

Former EAS: C!iiieni s; 

Brad Oates 

Osborne 

David Shula 

Rod Smith 

Jerald Sowell 

Strahan 

Lerud 

Jim 

Andre 

Billy Conaty 

Tom Condon 

Mark D’Onofrio 

Jauron Dailey 

Qadry Ismail 

Brad Jackson Bart Oates 

.~k Saleh 

Rich Seubert 

Jamie Sharper 

Walker 

Alvin Walton 

Steve::W~tson 

Gabe Wiikins 

Frank Winters 

BOLD = Former Pro Bowler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aol.com 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: confidential.. 

athleticplanning-baylor.ppt; planning_worksheet-Baylor.doc 

lets discuss in am...please do not forward this .... nothing here confldential...but still need to keep in=house, h 





October 

Strategic 
19, 2007 
Planning 



!. Purpose 

[] Is it written? 

[] Does it define 
your athletics 

boundaries within which 
department operates? 



Purpose (cont.) 



Purpose (cont.) 

[] Does it define the market? 

[] What is the scope of outreach? 

[] Does it include the concept of service as 
part of the purpose or mission statement? 



!!. Environmental Analysis 

Have you included the national trends that affect 
the department? 

[] Have you included the state and;Iocal~trends that 
affect the department? 

[] Have you identified the trends unique to your 
department? 

~.....:~ Alumni base 
’,.....:,, Historical and emerging financial support 
’,.....:,, Average attendance at sports events 



Environmental Analysis (cont.) 

Have you included your most significant 
competitors? 

~::::::::::~ Which are growing 

~[::::::::::~,Which are declining 

~[::::::::::~’, What are the successful ones doing 



!!!. Strengths and knesses 



IV. Functional Analysis 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Financial Analysis (cont.) 
’,i:i:i:i:i~i What tools would be beneficial in analysis? 

[] Do you have pro forma statements for profit centers? 
~::::::~ Sportswear shop, licensing agreements, ticket sales, 

fundraising, etc. 

[] Do you have a cash budget? 

[] Do you have a capital budget? 

[] Has a ratio analysis been prepared? 

[] Do you understand the time value of money? 

[] Do you understand and use break-even analysis? 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Financial Analysis (cont.) 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ii::::::ii Have you analyzed current i a,~;~,cial poli~i~is? 
[] Do you have cash policies? ..... ’:~ .............. ,,,::i~i~i~!~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 

[] How are accounts 
[] Do you control inventory 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Financial Analysis (cont.) 
~[::::::::::~’, Do you have viable debt retirement plan? 

Do you periodically carry out a unit-by-unit 
and sport-by-sport cost-benefit analysis? 
Do you have effective 
measures in place? 
What is a synopsis of 
situation? 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Accounting analysis 
i~::::::::i~Analysis of current accounting policies 

[] Depreciation procedures 

[] Tax considerations 

[] Decentralized/centralized o 

[] Responsibility accounting 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Accounting analysis (cont.) 
~[::::::::::~’, Tools beneficial in analysis 

[] Have you established short and long-range budgets? 
[] Do you perform variance analysis 
[] What costing methods are used 
[] Do you perform contribution margin analysis 

~,~::::::::::i~Are their adequate controls, especially cash at 
events? 

i~::::::::::i~ What is your synopsis of the current 
accounting situation? 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Market analysis 
~i:::::::::i’, Have you established marketing policies? What you 

will and will not do? 
[] identify consumers 
[] identify competitors 
[] Product: type, demand, position 
[] Distribution and location of facilities 
[] Pricing and revenues 
[] What promotion (advertising and selling) are you using 

~:::::::::~i What is your synopsis of the current marketing 
situation? 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Management analysis 
~i:::::~’, Do you have a planning system? How does it 

work? 
~i:::::~iAre people/resources properly assigned? 
~::::::::::~’, Is control centralized or decentralized? 
’,~:::::~i~What staff needs do you have? 
~i:i:i~i~’,Are controls in evidence? What are they? 
~::::::::::~ Is there a motivation or morale problem? 



Functional Analysis (cont.) 

Management analysis (cont.) 
’,i:i:i:i:i~i Is strategy defined? What is the current strategy? 

~:::::::::~’, How efficient are operations? 

~i:::::::::i’, Is there a thorough and effective system for the 
evaluation of members of the management team? 

[] Promotion, raises, remedial action tied to their evaluations 

~i:i:i:i:i:i’, What is the synopsis of the current management 
situation 



V. Other Selected Areas 
Analysis 

of 

Computer systems 
~i:i:i:i?, Do you have a viable computer system in place? 
~i:::::::::i~ In what areas will it be used? 

[] Season ticket holder lists 
[] Mailings 
[] Financial systems 
[] Information systems 
[] Inventory control 
[] Fund-raising 
[] Payroll 
[] Other 



Other Selecte Areas 
Analysis (cont.) 

of 

laws affecting the athletics 

liability, 
issues 



Vl. Objectives 

[] 

[] 

Are the objectives in key results areas? 

Are the objectives specific, measurable, 
and for a set time frame with responsible 
individuals indicated? 
Are their intermediate 
and long-term objectives? 



VII. Strategies 

[] Do you have appropriate strategies for the 
achievement of each objective? 

Explain. 



Questions???? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 5:04 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: contract 

UNC-CH - USC Updated Allotments as of 10-10-13.pdf 

From: Katherine Johnson [mailto:KJohnson@charlottesports.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:59 PM 

To: Will Webb; Steinbacher, Rick; WADDELL, CHARLES 
Cc: Angela Davis 
Subject: RE: contract 

Rick and Charles, 

Hope you both are having a great week! 

Please see attached an updated addendum of the ticket allotments to your neutral site game agreements with us. The 

allotments were updated due to the fact that the total capacity club seats revenue (the first red line item) was initially 

not included in the total capacity-all areas revenue at the very bottom of the spreadsheet. Therefore, $903,840.00 was 

added to reach the total revenue of $1,721,415.00. I apologize for this initial oversight on our end. Please direct any 

questions or concerns regarding the ticket allotments or revenue to Will or our Director of Ticket Operations, Angela 

Davis, cc’d on this email. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I KJOHNSON@CHARLOqq-ESPORTS.ORG 

From: Katherine Johnson 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Will Webb; ’Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu)’; ’WADDELL, CHARLES’ 
Subject: RE: contract 

Rick and Charles, 

Please see attached the updated agreement part 2. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



Katherine 

*********PLEASE NOTE MY EMAIL ADDRESS HAS CHANGED********* 

K JOHNSON @CHARLOTTESPORTS.ORG 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I KJOHNSON@CHARLO~FESPORTS.ORG 

From: Katherine Johnson 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Will Webb; Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu); WADDELL, CHARLES 
Subject: RE: contract 

Rick and Charles, 

Please see attached the updated agreement. Once again, unfortunately, I will have to send in two separate emails due 

to the file size. 

Please let me know if you need anything additional or have any questions or concerns! Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Katherine 

*********PLEASE NOTE MY EMAIL ADDRESS HAS CHANGED********* 

K JOHNSON @CHARLOTTESPORTS.ORG 

KATHERINE JOHNSON I ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR 

P (704) 644-4047 I KJOHNSON@CHARLO~-ESPORTS.ORG 

From: Will Webb 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick (r!ckste!@email.unc.edu); WADDELL, CHARLES 
Cc: Katherine Johnson 
Subject: contract 

Katherine will break it down and email it in 2 or 3 pieces. 

Thanks 



*********PLEASE NOTE MY EMAIL ADDRESS HAS CHANGED********* 

WWEBB@CHARLOTTESPORTS.ORG 

WILL WEBB I EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

P (704) 644-4048 I M (704) 534-1613 I WWEBB@CHARLO13-ESPORTS.ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLO13-E, NC 28210 

WWW.CHARLO13-ESPORTS.ORG I WWW.ACCFOOTBALLCHARLOTTE.COM I WWW.BELKBOWL.COM 
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Summary: 

A group of faculty at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is trying to ensure that the 

university’s grade A athletes have the resources to make A grades. 

The Athletic Reform Group, an organization composed of UNC faculty, issued a statement Thursday 

expressing concerns about topics ranging from student athlete academics to head injuries. The group 

was founded in the wake of UNC’s 2011 academic scandal, in which several high-profile athletes were 

found to be enrolled in classes that either did not meet regularly or did not exist. 

"A large segment of [the student-athlete] population is horrifically underprepared for college 

academics," Southall said. 

Southall noted that there is pressure to give athletes grades they do not deserve instead of expecting 

them to be at the same academic level as other students. 
"It puts me in a position to have to challenge my own professionalism, integrity, ethics and values," 

Southall said 

Article Link: 
http~//www.dukechr~nic~e.c~m/artic~es/2~13/1~/22/unc~facu~ty~ca~~~ath~etic-impr~vements 
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Summary: 
In a broader, more philosophical setting, perhaps Woodall’s prosecution will bring to the forefront, at 

last, a national discussion about today’s student athletes. Are the NCAA’s rules governing what they can 

accept and what they can’t too rigorous? Should they be paid? Should the realities of 2013 force an 

overhaul of our expectations of schools that stand to make huge sums of money off the talents of 

amateur athletes? 

Woodall has a tough road before him, but so do the rest of us. The sooner we begin navigating this 

complicated world, the better for schools, administrators and, most of all, the athletes themselves. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~r~ckym~untte~egram~c~m/~pini~n/~ur-vie~s/unc~scanda~~p~ints~br~ader~questi~ns- 

2199727 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Thread: Leslie McDonald parking ticket.(Arthur Ratliff & Julius 

Ratliff with Raymond Felton and Sean May 

Posted: 10/21/2013 12:59 PM 
One of Ratliff’s really good friends is former UNCheat woman’s basketball player Kenya McBee(twitter 

handle "ayooslime33). As I was strolling through her twitter I found that she’s friends with Rodney 

Blackstock. 
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Posted: Yesterday 8:05 AM 

pj hairston’s mom is friends with rodney blackstock on facebook 

Posted: Yesterday 9:13 AM 

I am shocked that UNC is ok with the arrangement Ratliff has living in the house managed by an NFL 

agent who is so tightly tied to the scandal. 

Posted: Yesterday 10:34 AM 

I think UNC has had no choice but to self report. This kicks the NCAA into gear. Also heard from a source 

I trust that PJ and his mother refused to turn over financial does to the NCAA. I expect this to possibly 

take a while to shake out. 

Posted: Yesterday 11:05 AM 

So let me connect some dots. This Ratliff character works closely with the UNC basketball team in some 

fashion. Is good friends with the owner of the Range Rover that McDonald was caught in on his own 

youtube video. He also lives in a $400,000 house owned by a Sports Agent? And is friends with shady 

UNC boosters (dentist) providing gifts to UNC basketball players? 
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Summary: 
Jackson State said late Tuesday night that its losses over canceling its homecoming game Saturday could 

cost the school and the city millions and that it "plans to pursue litigation against Grambling State and 

others," which could cause Grambling even more headaches. 

Grambling President Frank Pogue told the University of Louisiana System board that oversees the 

historically black college that "it’s a rarity for any athletic team to come together to abandon their 

commitment to an institution by walking off the field. It’s a very unique experience. But we’re using this 

as an opportunity of learning, a teachable moment." 

Pogue said he’s used the national attention Grambling has received as a way to highlight campus 

academic and facility needs and that the complaints lodged by football players about inadequate 

facilities are symptomatic of larger financial troubles on campus. 

The university, like all public colleges around Louisiana, has been hit with repeated budget cuts from the 

state since 2008. Lawmakers and Gov. Bobby Jindal have stripped $690 million in state funding from 

higher education, a 48 percent reduction. Tuition increases have only partially filled the gap. 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/9864598/gramb~ing-f~~tba~~-dispute-draws-attenti~n- 

cuts 

Summary: 
After having his first player ejected because of a targeting violation, Meyer took exception to both the 

interpretation of the rule that led to the disqualification of cornerback Bradley Roby and the heavy loss 

that accompanies the flag after reviewing the hit and consulting with officials over the weekend. 

Meyer is now suggesting that the rule itself might need a second opinion. 

"1 think that the NCAA and everybody is going to want to look at that rule," Meyer said during his weekly 

news conference Monday. "Ohio State is very concerned about player safety. We have gone to the nth 

degree with adjusting practice. Any rule for the safety of players, no question we support it. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~~c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/98595~~/~hi~~state-urban.meyer.wants.2nd-~~~k. 

targeting-rules-ejections 
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Summary: 
On Oct. 29, the Division I Board of Directors and Presidential Advisory Group will hear presentations 

from several groups that have ideas for improving how Division I works. 

Each of the nine groups will provide a general overview of its vision for the division, and the 

presentations will be followed by discussion with the board and advisory group. The conversations are 

expected to guide decisions about the upcoming Division I Governance Dialogue, a town-hall meeting 

planned for all Division I members. That meeting will take place Jan. 16-17 in conjunction with the 2014 

NCAA Convention in San Diego. 

Coaches’ Associations 
Collegiate Commissioners Association (CCA) 

Athletics Directors Groups 

Faculty Groups 

Knight Commission 

National Association for Athletics Compliance 

Student-Athlete Advisory Committee 

Women’s Administrators 
Ethnic Minority Administrators and Faculty 

The presidents will hear the presentations Oct. 29 and reconvene for discussion during the regularly 

scheduled board meeting Oct. 30. The Dialogue agenda will be constructed based on information from 

the presentations as well as feedback from a governance re-design survey sent to many in the 

membership. Survey responses are due by Nov. 15. 

Division I members who want to attend the dialogue event must register through the NCAA Convention 

registration site and choose "Division I Governance Dialogue Only" in the first menu. No cost is 

associated with attending the dialogue, other than lodging and travel. Hotel rooms at the convention 

rate are available to dialogue attendees. Space at the hotels is limited, so attendees are urged to 

register early. 

Article Link: 
http~//www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/ncaa/res~urces/~atest +news/2~13/~ct~ber/gr~ups+t~+ 

discuss+governance+ideas+with+di+board 

Summary: 
Louisville associate head coach Clint Hurtt faces NCAA sanctions as a result of his involvement with 
Nevin Shapiro during Hurtt’s time as an assistant coach at Miami. In a press conference on Tuesday, 

athletic director Tom Jurich announced that Hurtt will remain a part of the Cardinals’ coach staff despite 

a two-year show-cause penalty. 
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"1 think the appropriate thing to do is to keep him," Jurich said. "He made a mistake as a young man, and 

I think he wants to make it right." 

Article Link: 
http://www.~bssp~rts~~~m/~~~~egef~~tba~~/eye~~n-~~~~ege~f~~tba~~/24122672/~~uisvi~~e~ad-jurich- 

supports-assistant-clint-hurtt-despite-ncaa-penalties 

Up Allies 

Summarv: 
Branch believes the end is near for the NCAA, predicting it will start to crumble with the launch of the 

four-team College Football Playoff in 2014. With the influx of more television money, Branch said, the 

major conferences will be even less inclined to share their riches with smaller schools that make up the 

majority of the NCAA’s membership. And if the big schools don’t break away first, then Branch predicts 

the courts will eventually deal the final blow to the cartel. 

"This model is not sustainable," Branch said. "Quite frankly, the NCAA is in for trouble. Not so much 

because people are waking up to injustice to it, but because it’s structurally unsound in other ways... It 

takes longer for things like documentaries to shift people." 

Article Link: 
http://www.buzzfeed~c~m/j~e~anders~n/ncaa-ab~~iti~nist-tay~~r-branchs~civi~-rights-cam paign-keeps 

Summary: 
Patrick Miller’s status for upcoming games remains a mystery.The right tackle has missed the past two 

games with what’s only been described as "off-field issues." When asked about Miller’s status for this 

weekend’s game against FAU, head coach Gus Malzahn said, "not sure yet." 

Just what the issue or issues are that’s keeping Miller off the field has not yet been detailed. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://coil egefoot ball talk. n b cs p o rts. co m/2 013/10/2 2/off-fi e ld-i s s u e-co u ld-cost-a u b u r n-its-sta rti n g-rt- 

for-third-straight-game/ 
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Sumrnar¥: 
Maryland assistant coach Dalonte Hill was arrested this past Sunday for driving under the influence, 

along with four other charges. 

This is not the first time or the second time Hill has been arrested for driving under the influence. 

As a member of the staff at Kansas State in 2008, and earlier in his time with Maryland in 2011, Hill was 

arrested for driving under the influence. 

The other charges were: attempting to drive a vehicle while impaired by alcohol; attempting to drive a 

vehicle while impaired by controlled dangerous substance; attempting to drive a vehicle while impaired 

by drugs or alcohol or alcohol and drugs; and failure to control vehicle speed on highway to avoid 

collision. 

Hill will take a leave of absence from the Maryland basketball program effectively immediately, but has 

not been removed from the staff. 

To further the issues surrounding Hill, he was ostensibly good friends and very close with Curtis Malone, 

the man who was arrested in DEA heroin investigation and co-founder and president of the D.C. Assault, 

an AAU basketball program. 

dui-to-ta ke-leave-of-absence-effective-im mediately/ 

Sumrnar¥: 
The No. 56 recruit in the Class of 2013, Macon has not yet been cleared to play by the NCAA, leaving 

open the possibility that he could be deemed a non-qualifier. That means he would take the Ben 

McLemore route, sitting out the 2013-2014 season, unable to practice until the second semester, as he 

works to get his grades up. 

The Dominion Post reported Macon was attending a hearing in magistrate court for his sister, Mekiiah, 

who had been arrested for malicious wounding. Macon reportedly became upset, went into the hallway 

and hit something loud enough to disrupt court. 

Officers told Macon, a freshman, to calm down but he exited the building and continued yelling. After he 

crossed the street and continued yelling, officers arrested him for disorderly conduct. 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k~nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~13/1~/22/~est~virginias~e~ijah~mac~n-hasnt~been~ 

cleared-but-he-has-been-arrested/ 
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Summary: 
A few hours before Clemson hosted Florida State Saturday night, a curious internet rumor arose 

claiming that Tigers quarterback Tajh Boyd had amassed over $80,000 in gambling debts by betting on 

NFL games. While the rumor didn’t come from the most reputable site, the allegations were brought up 

at Clemson’s Tuesday media conference, and both Boyd and Clemson coach Dabo Swinney quickly shot 

down the rumors. 

"1 don’t know where that came from," Boyd said. "Honestly, I don’t really watch NFL games. I only get 

two games. It was kind of shocking." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/tajh-b~yd-dab~-swinney-sh~~t-d~wn-b~yd-gam bling- 

200340520--ncaaf.html 

Summary: 
The Pac-12 has officially reprimanded and fined Oregon defensive coordinator Nick Aliotti for comments 

he made about Washington State following the Ducks’ 62-38 win last week. 

Aliotti will have to pay the conference $5,000. 

"The Pac-12 has specific rules that prohibit our coaches from making public comments about officiating, 

and this prohibition specifically includes comments that create doubts about the credibility of the 

Conference’s officiating program," Pac-12 commissioner Larry Scott said. "His comments also showed a 

lack of support for the Pac-12’s policies on Sportsmanship and Standards of Conduct, which call for our 

coaches to treat opponents with respect." 

Article Link: 
http://sports.ya hoo.com/blogs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/pac-12-fines-oregon-nick-aliotti-com ments- 

washington-170707658--ncaaf.html 
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Summary: 
About a year ago, Ohio State backup quarterback Cardale Jones sent out this incredibly thoughtful (read: 

dumb) tweet that made the rounds on the Internet: 
"Why should we have to go to class if we came here to play FOOTBALL, we ain’t come to play SCHOOL, 

classes are POINTLESS" 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/infam~us-~hi~-state-tweet-ends-~~e-miss-textb~~k- 

173609574--ncaaf.html 

Summary: 
In the second installment of the Owls Striving for Excellence speaker series, special guests, Jay Crawford 

and Jay Harris of ESPN, joined Mr. Marc Williams to speak to Temple’s student-athletes about the world 

of social media, amongst other topics. 

As the conversation switched gears to the issues surround social media, the main take away was to be 

sensible about the content you wish to post and do not abuse the platforms. Mr. Crawford and Mr. 

Harris both agreed that collegiate athletes cannot simply be denied the option to use social media 
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simply because of what they may do or say. 

However, this led to the discussion of "self-branding". With every action we take, word we speak, or 

piece of clothing we put on, we are constantly developing our own brand as a representation of who we 

are. Mr. Crawford and Mr. Harris drove home the idea of thinking before you push send on any social 

media platform, because what you post is directly projected onto the "billboard" for your life. 

Article Link: 
http://www.owlsports.com/news/2013/lO/21/GEN_1021130817.aspx 

Summary: 
The University of Richmond Athletics department will host their first Social Media Night on Saturday, 

November 2nd at Robins Stadium during Spider football’s game against CAA opponent Albany. 

A special ticket package is available for fans that follow Spider Athletics on Facebook and Twitter. The 
$15.00 package includes a game ticket, Social Media Night t-shirt and entry to a pregame social hour, 

which will feature food and social media activities. An online code to purchase the package can be found 

on our Facebook page. 

Additionally, several fans will have the opportunity to serve as Spider Reporters during the game. A 

contest will be held on Spider Athletics social media to select these individuals. Spider Reporters will 

watch the game from the Richmond press box and engage on social media with the Spider community 

throughout the night. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.richmondspiders.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OE M_ID=26800&ATCLID=209288537 
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Summary: 
Officials from the Big 12 and the Dallas Cowboys expect a record crowd of more than 80,000 people will 

attend the Final Four when it’s played at AT&T Stadium in Arlington. 

Commissioner Bob Bowlsby and Cowboys vice president Charlotte Anderson said at the Big 12’s annual 

media day Tuesday that they anticipate breaking the mark for a national semifinal of 75,421 set during 

the 2011 Final Four in Houston. 

expect-reco rd-crowd-fi n a l-fo u r 
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Summary: 
Thanks to "unprecedented" self-imposed sanctions, the Miami Hurricanes escaped additional harsh 

penalties from the NCAA as the Nevin Shapiro scandal presumably drew to a close Tuesday. 

Miami will not face any additional bowl bans, clearing the way for the No. 7 Hurricanes (6-0) to 

participate in the postseason this year. Miami will lose nine scholarships total over the next three years, 

and the entire athletic program has been placed on three years’ probation. 

Additionally, the men’s basketball program will lose three scholarships. Former Miami coach Frank 

Haith, who is now at Missouri, will be suspended five games. Former assistant coaches Jorge Fernandez 

(basketball), Clint Hurtt (football) and Aubrey Hill (football) will receive two-year show-cause penalties. 

Miami had already self-imposed bowl bans over the last two years, keeping the Hurricanes out of the 

ACC title game in 2012 as well. Those self-imposed sanctions, along with cooperation during the 

prolonged NCAA investigation into widespread allegations, helped Miami avoid major penalties. 

Article Links: 
http~//www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/ncaa/res~urces/~atest +news/2~13/~ct~ber/university+ 

of+miami+lacked+institutional+control+resulting+in+a+decade+of+violations 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/-jid/986~775/miami-hurricanes-av~id-b~w~-ban-~~se-nine- 
scholarships-part-ncaa-sanctions 

http://www.nytimes.c~m/2~13/1~/23/sp~rts/miami-av~ids-further-b~w~-ban-in-ncaa-pena~ties.htm~ 

htt p ://m s n .foxs p o rts. co m/coll egefoot ball/sto ry/m ia m i-h u rrica n es-avo id-wo rst-of-n ca a-pe n a Ity-coll ege- 

football-t02213 
http://www.sportsonearth.com/article/63252696/ 

USC not happy:-http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~13/1~/22/miami-hurricanes-usc- 

trojans-pat-haden/3151145/ 

Summary: 
Miami President Donna E. Shalala: "The Committee on Infractions report closes a challenging chapter in 

the history of the University of Miami. I am grateful to our coaches, staff and student-athletes for their 

dedication to the University and to intercollegiate athletics. I also want to thank Atlantic Coast 

Conference Commissioner John Swofford for his steadfast support. Finally, I want to apologize to the 

Hurricane family, as we have asked for your patience, faith and support during a difficult time. Thank 

you for standing with us." 

Athletic director Blake James: "Our honest and committed efforts to address these allegations have 

made us stronger. We have already taken many proactive steps to ameliorate any concerns, and we will 

continue to improve in all areas. Now it is time we look ahead and work diligently to support our 

student-athletes." 
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ACC commissioner John Swofford: "I’m pleased that this case has finally been brought to conclusion and 

that the University of Miami can now move forward. As I’ve said all along, Miami’s cooperation 

throughout this process, under the tremendous leadership of President Donna Shalala, should be 

commended, and I’m glad the NCAA recognized and appreciated the self-imposed efforts that were at 

such a significant level." 

Miami coach AI Golden: "1 want to sincerely thank our student-athletes and their families who, not only 

stood with the University of Miami during this unprecedented challenge, but subsequently volunteered 

for the mission. They shouldered the burden, exhibited class and exemplified perseverance for 

Hurricanes everywhere." 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/_/id/62022/acc-miami-statements-on-ncaa-ruling 

Summary: 
What is the biggest lesson learned throughout this whole process? 

B J: We have to do a better job of recognizing things as a program and communicating our compliance 

expectations and needs as a program. It’s a situation where I recognize we have to do a better job 

educating our student-athletes, our coaches, our fans, everyone involved. At the end of the day, we 

have to have people understand the importance of being in compliance with the association’s rules. 

There isn’t a guy out there that wants to sit out a game and we’ve had a number of them who had to do 

it because of these violations. There’s not a guy out there who wants to sit out a bowl game or an ACC 

championship opportunity because of these types of violations. We want everyone to recognize the 

actions of a few can have a tremendous impact on a program. That’s what we’ve had to deal with for 

the last three years. All of us have been under that cloud of uncertainty. To get to today is a relief and 

one we’re looking forward to moving full speed ahead. 

Having said all that, how do you prevent something like this from happening again? 

B J: Education, communication. It’s getting everyone to understand that everyone’s wearing the 

compliance hat. We can’t look at the compliance staff and say hey, it’s their responsibility. We have look 

at it and say it’s all our responsibility whether it’s a donor at a restaurant or at a club, wherever it is. If 

it’s student-athletes, trainers, academic advisors, whoever it is we have to all recognize the compliance 

hat needs to be on at all times. That’s something that’s important that we understand going forward. I 

think it is but it’s something I’ll keep pounding home because we need to make sure that it is. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/b~~g/acc/p~st/-/id/62~67 /qa-miami~ath~etic~direct~r-b~ake-james 
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Summary: 
The organization has all but jumped the shark now, gone from tough guy, greaser Fonzie to geeky, 

unintimidating Arthur Fonzarelli. 

A pillow toss of a penalty. 

What’s changed isn’t the schools or the cheating or the apologies. What’s changed is the NCAA. 

It needs an emergency therapy session in Oz -- to find its courage, brain and heart -- or it’s about to lose 

its purpose and perhaps its existence. Already sports power brokers are clamoring to find a way to 

reorganize the organization, if not secede from it altogether. 

Except every time the NCAA opens its figurative mouth these days, it only reiterates what a bungled 

organization it has become. 

From the confusion and inconsistencies of hardship waiver decisions to the Penn State penalty mea 

culpa penalty do-over, to this debacle, it is a shadow of its former stern, decision-making self. 

The NCAA has made bold promises and hearty proclamations about its upcoming convention, teasing 

that we could see some major reform to the organization in the not-so-distant future. 

It better hope so because otherwise, instead of jumping the shark, it might just get eaten by a few of 

them. 

Article Links: 
http://espn.g~~c~m/c~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/9862923/miami-pena~ty-just-sh~ws-again-ncaa-~~st~way 

http://msn.f~xsp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/st~ry/t~~th~ess-miami-sancti~ns-sh~w-ncaa-p~wer~ess-mark- 

emmert-booster-scandal-102213 
http://sp~rtsi~~ustrated.cnn.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/news/2~131~22/miami-hurricanes-ncaa-sancti~ns/ 

http://www.~atimes.c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/usc/~a-sp-1~23-usc-f~~tba~~-2~131~23,~,52~1436.st~ry 

http://www.sp~rtingnews.c~m/ncaa-f~~tba~~/st~ry/2~13-1~-22/miami-ncaa-sancti~ns-embarrassing- 

donna-shalala-nevin-shapiro-scholarships 

Summary: 
The announcement that the NCAA would take away only three football scholarships and one basketball 

scholarship in each of the next three seasons came as a whimper, not a bang. No, the banging 

presumably came from USC, where officials dealing with the NCAA-mandated loss of 10 scholarships per 

year are slamming their heads against the wall. 

The difference, very simply, is that Miami cooperated and USC didn’t. Miami’s top officials moved to 

investigate and USC’s didn’t. 
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"We don’t do a great deal of comparative analysis," Banowsky said. But the message the committee sent 

in the Miami case, when compared to USC, is clear. Banowsky, in explaining the scholarship penalties, 

described the university’s self-imposed penalties as "significant" and "unprecedented." 

From its assortment of punishments, the NCAA pretty much went with time served. Miami announced 

its self-imposed penalties, which included a two-year bowl ban, and reduced official visits, recruiting 

evaluations and available contact days, in 2011, so long ago that the university already has completed 

them. 

The NCAA withdrew the tainted evidence, and Banowsky said the evidence had no effect on the case 

because the committee never saw it. However, it did extend the life of a case already made lengthy by 

more than 100 witness interviews. It also squirted a shot of jaundice into the public eye. 

Article Links: 
http://espn.g~.~~m/~~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/Jid/9863~77 /the~ncaa~c~ear~~~ser~miami~case-usc~agree 

http://www.sbnati~n.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/2~13/1~/22/ 4865834/miami-ncaa-sancti~ns-mark-emmert 

Summary: 
Former Miami coach Frank Haith, who is now at Missouri, has been suspended five games for his role in 

the Nevin Shapiro scandal, the NCAA announced Tuesday. 

In addition, the Hurricanes’ men’s basketball program will lose one scholarship annually over the next 

three years and former assistant Jorge Fernandez will receive a two-year show-cause penalty. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9862272/miss~uri-tigers~c~ach-frank-haith- 

suspended-five-games-ncaa 

http://a bcnews.go.com/Sports/wireStory/ncaa-hands-haith-game-suspension-miami-20647349 

http://newsobserver.com/2013/10/23/3305066/linda-robertson-nevin-shapiro.html 

Summary: 
If Pearl got a three-year show-cause penalty for lying to the NCAA that’s so severe that the mere 

anticipation of it cost him and his staff their jobs, why did former Miami coach Frank Haith -- now the 

head coach at Missouri -- only get a five-game suspension for allegedly lying to the NCAA about 

something far worse than a cookout? 

The most important thing you need to know is that the NCAA made a "factual conclusion" that Haith 

changed his story multiple times about why he issued unusual "advanced checks" to three assistants. 
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Bruce Pearl got a three-year show-cause penalty for lying to the NCAA about a cookout while Frank 

Haith got nothing more than a mostly meaningless five-game suspension for lying to the NCAA about 

money the NCAA "factually concluded" was designed to keep a booster quiet about an alleged major 

recruiting violation. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egebasketba~~/eye-~n-c~~~ege-basketba~~/2 4122356/h~w-can-frank- 

haith-get-this-penalty-and-bruce-pearl-get-that-penalty 
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2012 UNC-CH Research Funding 
$767 Million 

Brought in $391 million of $767 million in research dollars 
Ranked 9th nationally in NIH funding 
Oliver Smithies, recipient of the 2007 Nobel Prize 
Science Magazine 2011 Breakthrough of the Year: 

Dr. Myron Cohen and his HIV/AIDS research 



Comparative Size of 
NC Medical Schools 
(based on tota! MD students) 

UNC: NC’s largest teaching program 
In 2012, trained 2,250 students 
- 690 MDs 
- 724 Fellows and Residents 
- 595 Basic Science PhDs and Masters 
- 132 Professional Degrees 
- 111 Undergraduates 

180 new physicians annually 
New satellite campuses in Charlotte and 
Asheville 
44 percent of licensed physicians trained at 
UNC 



97,750 admissions & >2,050,000 visits 

1,935 staffed beds (2,081 licensed) 
>3000 physicians on medical staff 

>17,500 employees 

>234,500 ER visits 

>72,500 surgeries 

>11,218 births 



Medical 
Foundation 
~$70M in 
annual 
inflows 

AHEC 
~$45M in annual 
funding 



Parallel 2012 Strategic Plans for SOM and UNC HCS 

Team science across disciplines 
to change medicine in our state, 
nation and world 

Highest quality and most 
advanced medical care 

21st Century medical school 
curriculum and facility to provide 
needed physicians in NC and 
beyond 



cardiology $75 mi~ion 

C hil d re ni s $50 million 

82 Other Units $257 million 

Other units include: 
¯ 9 basic science departments 
° 18 additional clinical 

departments 

32 additional centers 
15 other affiliated centers 
8 programs 



~enta~ Health 





Story Byerley, MD, MPH, FAAP 

Vice Dean; Education 
Associate Professor; Pediatrics 
Vice C/~air, Education 



Vision: To be the nation’s leading public school of medicine 

Scholarships and Student Support: $31 Million 

Medical Education Building: $15 Million 

Innovation in Teaching $6.4 Million 



Strategic Goals 

Restructure curriculum for 21st century students 

Invest in infrastructure to ensure continued training of 
new physicians 

Optimize student recruitment and admissions to provide 
physicians needed for NC and the nation 





Keeping our best in NC: Recruitment, Merit and Need-Based Scholarships 

US faces a physician shortage by 2025 
Recruiting top students is a priority 



Providing students with a state-of-the-art learning environment 

Need building to accommodate 220 students by 2017 
Need spaces to facilitate new teaching curriculum 
Estimated building cost: $100 to $120 million 



Sanders Scholars Program 
Innovation in Education Fund 
Teaching Professorships 



Lisa A. Carey, MD 

Richardson ~nd tViariiyr~ Jacobs Pfeye~ Disdr~guished 
Professor for Breast Cancer IResea~d~ 

Division Chie{ Hematology and Oncotogy 
Physidanqn~Chie{ Nord~ Carolir~a Cance¢ Hospita! 



Cancer does not discriminate. It touches us all. 



To make progress, we must work together. 



Leading Cancer Science 

Early Detection - World’s first CNT breast 
tomosynthesis machine 

Improved Diagnosis- World leader in RNA 
genomics 

Personalized Treatment- Developing new 
targeted cancer drugs 





With your help, we can lead the country in: 

Personalized Cancer Care 
Cancer Genomics 
Immunotherapy 
Drug Development 



With your help, no one will ever have to leave 
North Carolina to get the very best cancer care. 

Expanding clinical research program 
Novel patient support services 
Disease specific clinical programs 
Cancer prevention initiatives 



With your help, we can recru# and retain the 
nation’s top cancer researchers, physicians 

and fellows. 





Cam Patterson, MD, MBA, FACC, FAHA 

Ernest arid Hazel Cr~Lge Distinguished Pro~essor 
Divisior~ Chie~ Cacdiology and Assodate Chair, Research 
Associate Dean~ Heatt~ Care Entreprer~eurship 
Physidanqn~Chie{ U£C Centre for Hea£ and Vascula¢ Care 



No. 1 cause of death and disability in the U.S. 



Clinical Excellence: Lifeline Gold Level Recognition Award 
from the American Heart Association 

World=class training programs 

UNC McAIlister Heart Institute: International leader in 
cardiovascular research 



Cardiovascular Research: $40 million 

Center for Prevention of Cardiac Sudden Death: $20 million 



o Cardiac regeneratio~ 

for athero~c~erosi~ 

¯ A~gioge~esis therapies 



New technologies to prevent SCD 

, State-wide registry to track SCD 

Access to SCD prevention strategies 

SCD drug development strategies 







Wesley Burks, MD 

Pro~essor and Chai£, Depattment of Pediatrics 
Physician-in~Chie~ N. C. Children’s Hospita~ 
Cumen Distinguis/~ed Professor of Pediattfcs, UNC Schoo; of Medicine 





C~inica~ Care E~ui~t Upon An 
Enterprise of Tradition 

F~esearch to Treat Children Now 
and Change Lives Forever 

/~_dvocating For Generations 
Locally and Globally 

Educationa~ Innovations 
Connecting our Past, Present 



Bring treatments to NC children earlier 
Pan-university opportunities for scientific collaboration 





Centers of Excellence and cross-disciplinary programs 
Address state’s most complex pediatric health needs 
Ensuring world-class care for NC 



Address need for 
pediatric subspecialists 
nationally 

Innovative ways to 
teach and learn 

New paradigm of care, treatment and policies 
Training in underserved rural areas and internationally 





Myron So Cohen, MD 

Associate Vice Chancellor For Global Health 
Yeargan-Bate Eminent Disdnguisl~ed Professor of Medicine, Microbio!og}/ and 

tmmunology~ and Public Health 
DiyectoF, Institute For Global Health and £~fecdous Diseases 

Chie~ Didsior~ of Infectious Diseases 
Director:, Cer~ter ~or infectious Diseases 



Harness the resources of the entire university to solve global 
health problems, reduce the burden of disease, and train the 

next generation of global health leaders. 











With investment, the Institute is poised to have a 
significant positive impact on the health of 

people around the world. 



Debbie Co Dibbert 

President, The Medical Foundation of NC, Into 









PLACEHOLDER: PATIENT VIDEO CLIP 









From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Giardina, Ma~ <mgiardina@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:25 PM 

Subject: December Dead Period Reminders 

Attach: December.zip 

Good afternoon, 

December dead period reminders are attached. They can also be found on the ACC Intranet. Log in information is below: 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Mary 

Director of Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Corfference 
45~L2 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
m¢iardina@theacc.or¢ 
O: 336-359-4680 I C: I F: 336-369-0065 

http ://intra net.theacc.org 

Log-In: accinfo@theacc.org 

Password: member 









Subject: Richard Worrell - Nonthwestern Mutual 
Location: FB Career Development 

Start: 2/17/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 2/17/2014 3:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





February 4, 2014 

Julia Sims 
jsims@wral.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Ms. Sims: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated July 10, 2013, in which you wrote seeking copies of University records~ 
Specifically, you requested for the time period "May 1, 2013" to July 10, 2013, "all emails to and from Bubba Cunningham, 
Roy Williams, Steve Kirschner and Chancellor Holden Thorp, Chancellor Folt and the chancellor’s office regarding: PJ 
Hairston[;] Leslie McDonald[;] Fats Thomas[;] Haydn Thomas[;] Hayden Thomas[;] Thomas Haydn[;] Rodney BJackstock[;] 
Derrick Parker Jr[;] Catinia Farrington[;] NCAA[;] Improper benefits[i] Rental cars[;] Parking citations[;]" and "Men’s 
basketball team." 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. This request 
has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

Sincerely, 

Zach J. Orth, J.D. 
Public Records Specialist 

ZJO/dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Twitter < n-ohoonp =hapnn.hap.rqh-d0ecb@postmaster.twitter.com > 

Saturday, May 04, 20:Z3 2:56 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Do you know Jason Andrews, Eric Hoots and Dijana Kunovac on Twitter? 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve 
Monday, June 03, 2013 1:57 PM 

U N CAA- Everyo ne 
Ho%day to retire, Frederick re-joins Tar Heels (men’s bb) 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNiVERSiTY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNiCATiONS 

MONDAY, JUNE 3, 2013 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (stevekir~ch~er~, 919-475-2695) 

JOE HOLLADAY TO RETIRE AFTER 20 SEASONS ON ROY WILLIAMS’ STAFF; 
BRAD FREDERICK RETURNS TO UNC 

CHAPEL HILL - Joe Holladay, one of college basketball’s most widely respected coaches, is retiring after 20 

years and 594 wins as a member of Roy Williams’ staffs at the University of North Carolina and University of 

Kansas. Holladay recenth/finished his fourth season as Director of Basketball Operations after a :[6-year stint 

as assistant coach. 

Former Vanderbilt assistant coach Brad Frederick, who played for the Tar Heels from 1996-99, is Carolina’s 

new Director of Basketball Operations. 

Holladay, 65, came to Chapel Hill in April 2003 and was part of the Tar Heel staff for :[0 seasons, during 

which time UNC won two NCAA championships, played in three Final Fours, won six Atlantic Coast Conference 

regular-season championships and two ACC Tournament titles. The Tar Heels amassed an overall record of 

282-78 over the last 10 years, finishing in the Top 10 in the final AP poll seven times. 

"1 am ecstatic for Joe and know that I have been extremely fortunate to have him as part of our staff for 

these 20 years," says Williams. "He is one of the best coaches and finest human beings I have ever been 

around. He was a security blanket for me in good times and bad. I knew I could always count on seeing his 

smile no matter the situation. It will be a huge challenge for us to replace all that Joe did for our program and 

the University. Kansas, UNC and all the players and coaches at both universities are so fortunate that he was 

part of their lives for so long. I will miss him tremendously both professionally and personally, although I know 

he is looking forward to watching the Tar Heels for many years to come." 

Holladay worked closely with the Tar Heel big men, including national players of the year Tyler Hansbrough 

and Sean May. Eighteen of Holladay’s players were selected in the first round of the NBA Draft and he helped 

recruit future first-round picks Hansbrough, Ty Lawson, Wayne Ellington, Tyler Zeller and Kendall Marshall. He 

worked with 29 first-team academic all-conference honorees in the last :[6 years. 

Kansas went 312-7:[, won six conference regular-season championships and three Big 12 Tournament 

titles, and played in two Final Fours during his tenure in Lawrence. 

"These last 20 years have been a remarkable journey with Coach Williams," says Holladay. "He’s the best 

college basketball coach in America, not just in terms of winning games but the first-class way in which he runs 



a program. It’s been such an honor to work with him. I appreciate the opportunity he gave a high school coach 

from Jenks, Oklao; it’s been a fantastic 20 years. I could not have worked for a better person on or off the 

court. Coach has meant so much to my family and me. 

"It’s hard to put into words how much I have enjoyed the young men and their families who have played 

for us. I have also enjoyed working with the other assistant coaches, the basketball office staff, University 

administration and the staff at the Smith Center. 

"l am looking forward to spending more time with my kids, grandkids and wife, Roi, who has been such an 

important part of my career the last 44 years. I’ll also be following the Tar Heels and the young men we have 

coached. 

"l also want to thank everyone in Chapel Hill and throughout the UNC community who have made Roi and 

I so welcome. We love living here and will continue to make Chapel Hill our home." 

Williams hired Holladay at Kansas prior to the 1993-94 season after 23 years as a high school coach, 

teacher and administrator. A 1969 graduate of the University of Oklahoma, Holladay was a standout guard 

and team captain for the Sooners. 

He went to Kansas after working :13 years as head coach and eight years as athletics director at Jenks 

(Okla.) High School. In 1998 Holladay was inducted into the Oklahoma High School Coaches Association Hall of 

Fame, and in 2002 he was inducted into the Oklahoma Basketball Coaches Association Hall of Fame. 

Frederick joined the UNC varsity as a sophomore in Dean Smith’s final season as head coach and also 

played two years under head coach Bill Guthridge. The Tar Heels went 86-2:1 in those three seasons. He played 

in 70 games and was part of UNC teams that won the 1997 and :1998 Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament 

titles and NCAA East Regionals and reached two Final Fours. 

"I’ve known Brad for 25 years," says Williams. "He’s been like a part of my family going back to our years in 

Lawrence. The fact that he played at and graduated from Carolina makes it an easy decision to add him to our 

staff. He knows he has big shoes to fill, but I am confident our players, coaches and staff will truly enjoy 

working with him. We are excited to have him back in Chapel Hill." 

Frederick began his coaching career in 2000 in Nashville, Tenn., at Vanderbilt when Kevin Stallings became 

the Commodores’ head coach and has remained on Stallings’ staff for the past 14 seasons. In 2012-13, 

Frederick had the longest tenure of any assistant coach in the Southeastern Conference. 

Vanderbilt reached the NCAA Tournament six times, including five of the last seven years, and made two 

trips to the Sweet 16. In 2012, the Commodores won the SEC Tournament, the school’s first SEC title in 60 

years. He helped coach three SEC Players of the Year and NBA players Festus Ezeli, John Jenkins and Jeffery 

Taylor, 

"1 am both thrilled and honored to be returning to the Carolina basketball program and UNC community," 

says Frederick. "The opportunity to work for Roy Williams, a Hall of Fame coach, and his excellent staff is 

something I have always wanted to do. My family is excited to be in Chapel Hill and I am anxious to get 

sta rted. 

"1 also want to thank Coach Kevin Stallings and everyone associated with the Vanderbilt basketball 

program for all they have done for me. I had a wonderful 14 years in Nashville and will always cherish my time 



there." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:19) 962-7258 office 

 cell 

stevekirschner@uncoedu 

GoHeels,com 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve 
Wednesday, June 05, 2013 2:21 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Time to take college presidents out of sports? 

Time to take college presidents out of sports? 

By AARON BEARD 
AP Sports Writer 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) - Holden Thorp is packing up after nearly five years as chancellor at the University of 
North Carolina, preparing for his next job as provost at Washington University in St. Louis. 

It’s no accident he’s leaving a school that regularly plays for national titles at the NCAA’s highest level to one that 
competes at its lowest. 

Thorp’s done with big-time college sports, and if he had his way, other school presidents would be finished with 
them, too. Many leaders just don’t have the training to handle a major athletics program, he argues. 

It’s a message that may resonate with administrators at institutions that have lately felt the sting of scandals tied to 
athletics. 

"1 feel great compassion for my colleagues that are getting caught up in this," Thorp said. "My main concern in this, 
and the reason I’ve been saying what I’ve been saying, is I’m worried about the people who are my friends. But 
also worried about the institutions that are having their leadership diverted in this way." 

Thorp will resign from his alma mater with its 18,000 undergraduates at the end of June to work at Washington 
(about 6,000 undergrads) after spending most of the past three years dealing with a withering array of NCAA and 
athletics-related problems. They dominated his time, despite the fact that - at least when he took the job - he was a 
novice in the business of athletics. 

He’s come to the conclusion that presidents should step aside and let their athletic directors handle the job. 

"Either we put the ADs back in charge and hold them accountable if things don’t work," Thorp said in April during a 
campus forum, "... or let’s be honest and tell everyone when we select (presidents) to run institutions that run big- 
time sports that athletics is the most important part of their job." 

Sports have certainly created enormous problems for several top college administrators. 

- Ohio State University president Gordon Gee announced he was retiring Tuesday, after The Associated Press last 
week published remarks he made mocking Notre Dame, Roman Catholics and the Southeastern Conference during 
an athletic council meeting in December. Previously, during a 2011 scandal, Gee joked he was worried then-football 
coach Jim Tressel, who admitted to breaking NCAA rules, would dismiss him. 

- Rutgers University president Robert Barchi and the school have faced fierce criticism over the hiring of incoming 
athletic director Julie Hermann, who was accused of being verbally and emotionally abusive by players on the 
Tennessee volleyball team she coached in the 1990s. That came after the school fired men’s basketball coach Mike 
Rice for throwing balls at his players and berating them in practice. In the aftermath of Rice’s ouster, former athletic 
director Tim Pernetti also resigned. 

- At the University of Miami, president Donna Shalala has spent nearly two years dealing with an NCAA 
investigation of allegations that booster Nevin Shapiro provided thousands of dollars in improper benefits to 
Hurricanes athletes. She’s publicly criticized the NCAA’s probe, saying the school had been "wronged" and that the 
programs have "suffered enough" through self-imposed sanctions. 



- And, at Penn State University, former president Graham Spanier faces charges of perjury and concealing child sex 
abuse allegations involving former assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky in a scandal that ended the long tenure 
of Joe Paterno and led to unprecedented sanctions from the NCAA. 

Murray Sperber, a critic of commercialization in college sports, wonders why presidents don’t stumble more often 
when it comes to overseeing a realm that is often foreign to them. Most come from the academic side and make 
their way through the administrative ranks that exist as separate worlds from athletics on a college campus, he said. 

"If you put me in charge of the Atomic Energy Commission, I would get in trouble," said Sperber, an author and a 
visiting professor at the University of California, Berkeley’s graduate school of education. "1 wouldn’t know what to 
say. It’s so inevitable that I’m kind of amazed nobody just stands up and says, ’Look, these presidents don’t know 
anything.’" 

The idea of presidential control in athletics took hold with the recommendations of the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics in the early 1990s. 

The commission was created by what was then the Knight Foundation in 1989, after a string of college sports 
scandals created a sense that athletic departments had gotten out of control and threatened schools’ academic 
integrity. The commission noted in one report that 57 of the 106 schools then competing at the highest level of 
sports had been penalized by the NCAA in the 1980s, along with reports of athletes taking courses like "recreational 
leisure." 

Putting the school president at the center of reform efforts was a key part of what the commission advocated. 

"The Knight Commission’s message remains that presidential responsibility for all elements of university life doesn’t 
stop at the entry, of its stadiums, arenas and playing fields." Amy Perko, the current executive director of the Knight 
Commission said in a statement Tuesday. 

"As long as college sports are part of the academic enterprise, it’s the president’s job to ensure that its sports 
programs reflect the university values." 

While Perko said presidents don’t need to manage the daily operations of an athletic department, she said more 
must be done "to better educate governing boards and new and aspiring presidents about their roles and 
responsibilities for athletics oversight." 

Welch Suggs Jr., a former associate director for the Knight Commission, said the problem is more about 
determining the role of college athletics than a question of whether the presidential-control model is flawed. 

"If it’s to be a big-time American spectacle, like the NFL or Major League Baseball, then no way," said Suggs, now 
an associate professor of journalism at the University of Georgia. "It makes absolutely no sense for academic 
leaders to be in charge of it. But if you want it to be a part of higher education and a function of the collegiate 
experience, someone has to make sure people in athletics know they’re part of the educational process and not just 
a commercial business." 

Thorp certainly understands the difficulty finding that balance. 

In his first two years, he thought athletics "was the least of my worries" after the Tar Heels men’s basketball, 
women’s soccer and field hockey teams each won national championships. 

Everything changed when the NCAA launched an investigation into improper benefits in the football program in the 
2010. That soon expanded to academic misconduct involving a university tutor, then got worse with findings of fraud 
and no-show classes in an academic department with significant athlete enrollments. 

At the height of the scrutiny, Thorp said the problems regularly dominated his time and diverted his focus from 
running the school. 

And, now, after he’s probably had enough experience to handle college sports and all its problems, he’s eager for to 
step away from it. 

As for the Knight Commission, Thorp said the two sides will agree to disagree. 

"We don’t have a commission that tells us not to trust the dean of medicine to run the hospital, but we do have a 
commission that tells us not to trust the ADs to run athletics," he said. "It doesn’t make any sense." 



Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate AoD. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

(919) 475-2695 cell 

stevekirschner~a unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Subject: Hairston 

Date: T:hursday, June 6, 20~[3 12:33:42 PM £astem Daylight T~me 

F~om: K~rschrmr, Steve 

To~ Thorp, Ho[d~n, McFar[and, M[cha~ 8, Moon, Karen g 

8CQ Thorp, Horde% McFar[and, M~chae[ 8, Moo~, Karea g 

June 6, 2013 
i2:15 

"Coach WNiams and (director of athletics) Bubba Cunningham are aware of a situation that 
took place last evening with PJ, Hairston. We’re curremly looking into it to gather the facts, We 
will issue a statement when we have enough informaLion to do so,." 

Steve Kirschner 
UNve~sity of North Carolina 

Se~ior Associate A,D, for Communications 

(919) 962~7258 office 
{9J.9) 475~2695 ce!l 
st:m, ekirschner@ u nc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Friday, June 07, 2019 10:51 AM 

Best, Kevin S, 
FW: Statement regarding PJ Hairston 

l}ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University, of North Carolina 

From: Daniel Carp [danhcarp@gmail,com] 
Sent= Friday, June 07, 2013 10:36 AM 
To= UNC Athletics Director; ‘.%k.~i!~5~.c.~!3~.n..~¢....r~!~)~L~1.c....a.~‘.a..~:~.u..~.n.~..c.~:~¢....d.~1 
Subject= Statement regarding PJ Hairston 

Mr. Cumdngham and Mr. Kirsch~er- 

Hope all is well. I’m the sports editor at The Chronicle at Duke University. I was wondering either if Mr. 
Cunningham, Coach Williams or PJ Hairston had any comment regarding his recent arrest and the allegations 
that a gun was present at the scene. 

Thank you very much for your time, 

Dani el Carp 
Duke University Class of 2015 
(610) 715-2521 



From: UNC Athletics Director 

Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 10:53 AM 

To: jim 

Subject: RE: PJ Hairston 

Dear Janis, 

Thank you ve~ much %r your note regarding PJ. We are certainly co~cerned about PJ and will do all we can 
to support him in the hopes that he makes better choices in the future. 

Thanks for the note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

From: jim @ec.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 7:48 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: PJ Hairston 

I was a licensed clinical addictions specialist until I retired in 2006 from the JFK ADATC in Black Mountain, NC. I 

am now 70 and living in Wilmington, NC. I worked with substance abusers for 34 years, and I feel strongly that 

society has been very punitive toward those who abuse marijuana. In the case of PJ Hairston, the best 

recourse for the university and for Mr. Hairston is to send the message that he needs treatment, not 

punishment, and that he be given this opportunity to redeem himself. 

Janis Phillips 

(9::[0) 632-5:197 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Friday, June 07, 2013 10:54 AM 

philip drake 

RE: PJ Hairston 

Dear Mr. Drake, 

Thank you for your note and thoughts. We are continuing to gather information and will make a determination 
at the appropriate time. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

l~ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North CarNina 

From= philip drake [philip.d.drake@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20:t3 z~:z~3 PH 
To: UN¢ Athletics Director 
S~bject: PJ Hairston 

My t~other has a degree from UNC, I do as well, and my Father 
is a professor Emeritus is as well. The Butch bavis incident 
caused me deep shame for my University for the first time in 
the 49 years of my life. Painful to the core, especially because I 
knew it was going to happen. You cannot imagine how it felt 
because you have no previous ties with UNC. I emailed 
regularly with Chancellor Thorp. hick gaddour was less 
responsive. 

Mr dunningham, we were all kids once, but we did not all play 

basketball at the most revered Athletic School in the land. Do 

what you know is right: dismiss Hairston immediately but don’t 

throw his life away. Help him find another place to play. 



Please help restore UNC to what it should be...rather than let it 
degrade into what it should not. 

Thank you, 

PDD 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Paula Fullerton <paulasf2@aokcom> 

Saturday, June 08, 2013 2:44 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

Use of basketball training facilities 

Dear Mr. Cunningham, 

I was very heartened to see that the UNC Men’s Basketball training facilities are not restricted to use by the men’s 

basketball team. There are Instagram photos circulating on the Internet showing PJ Hairston and the 2 non-UNC young 

men that were arrested with him lounging in the hot tub in that training facility. As a NC taxpayer that lives in close 

proximity to the Dean Dome, this would be a terrific opportunity for my son (also a college student athlete) to use while 

at home this summer. 

Please tell me how to get access for my son to this facility for which my taxes support. As I said, it is heartening to know 

the UNC Athletic Department is generous with the use of its beautiful facilities. 

Paula Fullerton 
4512 Rollingwood Drive 

Durham, NC 27713 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Totty Totty <tototty@students.ussa.edu > 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 1:23 AM 

Thorp, Holden 

Re: Thank You - ACC and SEC Senior Level Managers’ Perceptions Survey 

Dear I)r. I-tolden "I-’horp, 

Thank you once again for finding time out of your busy schedule to participate in this survey. I sincerely 
appreciate you for affording me the oppommity to include you in this study. As noted in my previous emails, 
this survey is part of my Doctoral Dissertation, entitled "An Analysis of Senior Level Managers’ Perceptions of 
the Roles and Responsibilities of Senior Woman Administrators, Associate ,athletic Directors, and Assistant 
,Athletic Directors at NCAA Division I Institutions in the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), and the 
Southeastern Conference (SEC)." 

Thank you for your patience and understanding for my numerous emails during the ipast three weeks appealing 
for your response to the survey. I appreciate all your contributions. The survey will still be open for a few more 
days, and close by Sunday, June 16, 2013 to afford you additional opportunity to participate, if you have not 
already completed the survey. I hope you will be able to find the time to help me by providing your response in 
the next few days. 

Feel free to click on either of the links below to take the survey, i sincerely appreciate your suppo,t and 
commitment to sharing your valuable insight on spot management. 

Any questions or concerns about the study can be addresses by contacting the researcher, Totty O. Totty, at 
678-438-5779 or ~etett ~ts,~sa,ed~, or the Chair of Doctoral Studies at the United States Sports 

Academy, Dr. Fred Croma~ie, at 2~ 1-626-3303 or L.romar[l( [L.sa.eou. 

Please click on any of the links below to access the survey, and please click to submit: 

~s:iiwww.research.netisiYNGCZBP USSA ACC and SEC-Senior-Level-Mar~a~ers-Perce_ptior~s-Survev 

<a hret’-=-" ~.~ s :iiwww. research, nel~/siYN GCZBF !...1S S~,% _ACC ~m~ (~ SEC-Seni or4.o evel-Man aL4ers-Perc%~fi on s~ 
Survey’> 



Thank you again for your participation, and for your leadership! 

Sincerely, 

Totty O. Totty 

UNITED STATES SPORTS ACADEMY 

One Academy Drive 

Daphne, A L36526 

Cell Phone:678-438-5779 

Fax: 251-626-3874 

E-mail: tototb_:_@students.ussa.edu 

Alternate E-mail: TOTTYTOTTY712@GMAIL.COM 

http://www, ussa. edu 

On Thu, Jun 6, 2013 at 12:34 AM, Totty Totty <.t..9....t..(.~.t...t.2:.~{)...}..~.~.~:~.{.~1?..t....s.‘.:...~..~.~k.:.~g!.~.~:> wrote: 

Dear Dr. I-tolden "I-’horp, 

Thank you for finding time out of your busy schedule to participate in this survey. I sincerely appreciate you for 
affording me the opportunity to include you in this study. This is also to follow up with a second friendly 
reminder, appealing for your participation in this sup,,ey which is part of my Doctoral Dissertation. It is entitled: 
"An Analysis of Senior Level Managers’ Perceptions of the Roles and Responsibilities of Senior Woman 
Administrators, Associate Athletic Directors, and Assistant Athletic Directors at NCAA Divi sior~ I Institutior~s 
in the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), and the Southeastern Conference (SEC)7’ 

i am extremely interested in the responses from all senior level managers, male and female. Thank you again if 
you have already completed the survey, and if you are still planning to offer your contribution, i hope you will 
have the time and opportunity to help me by completing the survey in the next week. 

At your convenience and easy access, you can click on either of the links below to take the survey. I sincerely 
appreciate your support and commitmem to sharing your valuable insight on spot management. 



Any questions or concerns about the study can be addresses by contacting the researcher, Totty O. Totty, at 

.2 ............ i..~ ......... 7.....7.. -":;~ , ~ s, ~ o7S-4..~S-57 ~ :) or tmtmtt~mtsmSSaoedU, or the Chair of Doctoral Studies at the United States Sports 

............ tl....:..:...;.;: Croma i.@u sa.cdu. Academy, Dr. Fred Cromartie, at ~.. 1-6z6-33t.~ or ~ ~ " ~ S "" ~ 

Please click on any of the link below to access the survey, and please click to submit: 

Thank you again %r your participation, and for your leadership! 

Sincerely, 

ToW O. ToW 

UNITED STATES SPORTS ACADEMY 

One Academy Drive 

Daphne, AL 36526 

Cell Phone: 678-438~5779 

Fax: 251-626-’3874 ................................................ 

E-mail : tototts£~T)stt~dents~ussa.edu 

Alternate E-mail: 

On Mort. May 1_,, 2.)1.~ at 3:44 AM, Totty Tottv <totott~students.ussa.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. Holden Thorp, 



This is part my Doctoral Dissertation, focused on the ACC and SEC athletics programs. As a fellow educator, I 
am sure you appreciate the importance of research to the athletic profession, and I sincerely hope you will help 
me in this endeavor and contribution. 

I am a Doctoral candidate at the United States Sports Academy, Daphne, Alabama, and I am appealing %r your 
participation in this survey. The study is entitled: "An Analysis of Senior Level Managers’ Perceptions of the 
Roles and Responsibilities of Senior Woman Administrators, Associ ate Athleti c Directors, and Assi stant 
Athletic Directors at NCAA Division I Institutions in the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), and the 
Southeastern Conference (SEC)." 

Your answers will remain anonymous by design. Specifically, upon completing of the survey and submitting 
your responses, all will be emailed to a third party email account to protect the identity of your e-mail, 
Institution, and name. The link to the World Wide Web-based survey is below, and should take, approximately 
20 minutes to complete. 

After collecting and compiling the information, we will share the results with you, your athletic director, or 
both, upon request. 

Any questions or concerns about the study can be addresses by contacting the researcher, Totty O. Totty, at 
678-438-5779 or totot~y~d)s~demSo~Ssmed~, or the Chair of Doctoral Studies at the United States Sports 

Academy, Dr. Fred Cromartie, at 251 -~2~-~.~0,~ or (.A (.. 113d1[ tl,a  ussaoed 

Thank you for your time, i sincerely appreciate your dedication and contribution to education. 

Please click on the link below to access the survey, and please click to submit: 

Sincerely, 

Totty O. Totty 



UNITED STATES SPORTS ACADEMY 

One Academy Drive 

Daphne, AL 36526 

Cell Phone: 678-438-5779 ................................................ 

Fax: 25I-62(5-3874 

~ :iiwww~ ussa. edu 

Totty O. Totty 
UNITED STATES SPORTS ACADEMY 
One Academy Drive 
Daphne, ’AL 36526 
Cell Phone: 678-438-5779 
Fax: 251-626-3874 
E-mail: totot~v (i~students. u ssa. edu 
Alternate E-mail: TOTTYTOTTY7 ] 2~,GMA[L,COM 
~? :iiwww. tissa, edu 

Totty O. ToW 
UNITED STATES SPORTS ACADEMY 
One Academy Drive 
Daphne, AL 36526 
Cell Phone: 678-438-5779 
Fax: 251-626-3874 
E-mail : totot~.~:~)students~ussa.edu 



Attachments: 

Hostetter, Brad < bhostetter@theacc.org > 

Monday, June 17, 2013 8:58 AM 

Charles W. Steger; Donna Shalala; Eric Barron; G.P. "Bud" Peterson; Thorp, Holden; 

James F Barker; James Ro Ramsey; Mark A. Nordenberg; Nancy Cantor; Nathan O. 

Hatch; Randy Woodson; Rev. John L Jenkins; Richard Ho Brodhead; Teresa Ao Sullivan; 

Wallace D. Lob; William P. Leahy; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eowise01@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry, Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. 

Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syroedu); Nicholas 

Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cobofsu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 

(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James 

(bjames@miamioedu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham 

(bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich 

(drad@clemson.edu); Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); 
Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick.l@nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson 

(kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Mike Bobinski 
(mbob@gatech.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fSuoedu); Ron Wellman 

(wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu)~ Tom Jurich 
(jurich @louisvilleoed u) 

Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, Kds; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, 

Shamaree; Koone, Katie; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara 

Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); 

Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane 
Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (joStrawley@miamioedu); Jody Mooradian 

(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vtoedu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umdoedu); 

Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboyoZ@ndoedu); Renee Mo 

Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa 

Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Carly 

Padseau (cadyopariseau@bcoedu); Carrie Doyle (carde_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy 

Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric Baumgartner 

(embSp@virginia.edu); Edease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner 0bodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry" 

(jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Cams (,john@gocards.com); Marcus Wilson 

(mmwilson@umd.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); 

Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfuoedu) 

Override Voting Period for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B is Open 

Prop 11-3-B.PDF 

Importance: High 

Colleagues: 

See below Yo~: t’ne notification of and instruction,s Yo~: t’ne override vod~g period this week. As a reminder, p]ease noti~ 
me (via emai~ or pi~one call ~7~:om the P~esiden~ m FAR) of~you~: mstimtio~al vote by th~ e:~d o~’the day 
)~:{~} so tlae cont:crence omce caa appropriately consider its vote by tlae deadline. 



Please note tha~ a ~’Yes" vote ~i-~vors the ovemde and s~pports allowing c~rmnt scouting ru~es ~o remain in p~ace. A ’~No~ 
vot~ opposes tho overrid~ aad s~ppor~s ~h~ ba~ on liv~ sco~ing Also~ oac~ a vo~e ~s cast, the PresidontiCha~cdlor and 
Athletics Director will be notified of the vote via emaJI. Ins~imtions and contbrences may modi~, their votes during ti~e 
voting period when the polls are open; however, ~he most recent vote cast as off p.m. Eastern time on Friday, June 21, 
wilI be considered the final vote. ~e time of the ~ast vote will be recorded, as well as the name and position ofli~e person 
who cast the vote on behalf of the institution or coa ference~ 

Please ]let me kaow if you have any questions. 

Brad [-:tostetter 
Seaior Associate Commissioner 
ComplianceiGovemanceiHuma~ Rcso~rces 
Aflaatic Coast Conference 

Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 

Subject: Override Voting Period for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B is Open 

TO: Division I CCA and CCACA members. 

The ovenJde voting period for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B opened today at 112:011 a.m. Eastern time and ends at 
5 p.m Eastern time on Friday, June 21. Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B prohibits off-campus, in-person scouting of 
future opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future opponents participating in the same tournament 
at the same site or the same double header event at the same site. 

Only active Division I institutions and conferences in good standing are permitted to vote. 

LSDBi serves as the platform for the override vote. To participate in the override vote, users must be granted 
access to the "Proposal" tab in LSDBi by their single-source sign-on administrator. To cast an override vote for 
an institution, go to the :’Proposals" tab and click on :’Division I Proposals." Then click on the appropriate link 
[Override Vote (June 117, 20113 to June 21, 2013)] in the ~Torms" section. 

When voting, please note that a "YES" vote means "~hat you would like to override Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B 
and you do not support the iprohibition of off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same 
season) except for scouting future opponents participating in the same tournament at the same site or the same 
double header event at the same site. A "NO" vote means that you support RWG-11-3-B and the prohibition of 
off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future opponents 
participating in the same tournament at the same site or the same double header event at the same siteo 

For the override to be successful, a five-eighths maj ority of those voting nmst vote in favor of the override. For 
example, if only 150 institutions and conferences cast votes, at least 94 (5/8 of 150 is 94) of them must vote yes 
on the override for the role to be rescinded. Abstentions are the equivalent of an institution or conference not 
casting a vote. 

Please note that the designation of delegate form will no longer be required, but presidents and chancellors are 
expected to designate the person who will cast the official vote for their campus. Individuals selected to cast an 



institution’s vote should confirm their access to the "Proposal" tab in LSDBi with the single-source sign-on 
administrator on their campus. For conferences, the commissioner may designate the individual who will cast 
the override vote. 

For additional information on the override voting process, policies and procedures, and the histou of Proposal 
No. RWG- l I-3-B, see the information contained in LSDBi on the override voting page. 

Please note that a similar email has been sent to the Top 5 (CEO, FAR, AD, SWA, Compliance Coordinator) at 
all Division I institutions. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Jackie. 

Director of Division [ 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
317/917-6930 
317/917-6808 (fax) 
j.g.c.:..~a.~.~!?...e.,..]..]..@.~x..c.,.~a ~:.,:!.r.g 

SNpping/Overnight Address: 
1802 Alonzo Watford St. Drive 
Indianapolis, indiana; 46202 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA cont]dential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~ the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



RWG 11-3-B 

Proposa~ Number: RWG-11-3-B 

Title: ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- SCOUTING OF OPPONENTS -- IN-PERSON SCOUTING PROHIBITED 

Intent: To prohibit off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future 
opponents participating in the same tournament at the same site orthe same double header event at the same site. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.6, as follows: 

11.6 L,;mitations on Scouting of Opponents. 

11.6.1 ~asketbe#~---F-ootbelF-at-}d--Wome~-:s---Ve#eybal7 __O___f__f___-____c___a__.m___p___u___s___, In-Person Scouting Prohibition. 
,~,,~,o, ,,~ Off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season} is 

prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 11.6.1.1. 

11 ~6~ 1~ 1 Re9~#a~-#~ease~.Teer..~a~meet.s;~..E...x....c...e...p.t..j~.~.....n..~.-..r.~D~ubIe-Header Events or .Pest-seasee Tournaments. An 
~’~*~"’" .......... ÷~’ ........... ~ .... ~-’-~~,,’-~ ~*~ coaching ................. .,, ~,,.,.~ ...... ~, ...................... institution’s staff to oc 

#~deipa~-#:---~:~-}der---et-~#-eir-e~met-~ees~---t.~-~e--iedi~qd~a] may scout future opponents also participating in the same 
tournament at the same site or, in ~u~, the same double-header event at the same site, ,,,~h^,,÷ 

--l---1-;-&--~-,2-P--er~- ~as#}~--V-idee ...... P..e.st.se~see:-#~basketb~#~d~weme~. ~ s~ve~eyba~fe#ew~t.~se~tiee~ef~y~stse~e 

#~6:~2~Re~e~ar~~e~see~eF~Pest-se~see~Teer~e~me~Ae~i~t#~#ie~may~#ay~t~e~e~pe~}ses~ef~membeF~ef~#s 

ie--tt~e--same-~:e~F~-~a-me~t--at.-t-~e--ea-me--s-ite=. 

e t t~ e F s--w # e-t F a ve t.-v~, i t- ]-}---tN e--ie d-i-~-id t-~ a !--#}-tN e--s a-m e--re-t~-ie/÷-to-t.]-} e-e it-e-a F e---~ o t--e o-~-s ] d e ¢ed--to-t.} a v O--F e e e i v e d. 

Date Printed: May 17, 2013 

Page 1 of 2 



RWG 11-3-B 

-s e F-~: iee s ;---t~ re v Me d--#~ e-in s t-it ~ t ie n---F e q ~ e s d ~--t tte--~q d e e--f~ ay s--~ e--fee s--e F-o~ f~ e ~ s e s--r-e J a ted---t e--o b t a in i :-N--t tte--~q d e e--o f 

s t e :f--m e mbe :--is--pe: m i # e d--to--r-e e e i-ve-pro s-s-b o x---ti~-ke ts-e:---ea m f~ 1~ m e ~ ta :y-t ~ eke t-s--f:o m--e ~--o p p e~-e e t--re ~-t~ e--f~ ~ r-t~ o-se--o: 

Effective Date: August 1,2013 

Rationale: As a result of the Presidential Retreat in August 2011, the Rules Working Group was formed and charged 
with reviewing current Division I rules with a view toward reducing the volume of unenforceable and inconsequential 
rules that fail to support the NCAA’s enduring values, and emphasizing the most strategically important matters. This 
proposal is part of a package recommended by the Rules Working Group designed to accomplish those objectives. In 
the interest of simplicity and consistency, it is appropriate for one rule regarding scouting to apply to all sports. In most 
cases, video of future opponents is readily available either through institutional exchange, subscription to a recording/ 
dubbing service or internet sites accessible to the general public. 

History 
Aug 15, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Jan 19, 2013: Board of Directors, Sponsored 

Jan 19, 2013: Board Review, Adopted 

Jan 20, 2013: Adopted, Override Period; Start of Override Period 

Mar 20, 2013: Adopted, Override Period; End of Override Period; (Number of Override Request = 94) 

Mar 20, 2013: Based on the receipt of at least 75 override requests, the Division I Board of Directors will reconsider 
RWG Proposal No. 11-3-B during its May 2 meeting. 

May 02, 2013: Board Review; Board of Directors upheld adoption. Membership override vote to be scheduled for 
June 2013. 

Date Printed: May 17, 2013 

Page 2 of 2 



From: BobLee <BobLee@bobleesays.com> 
Date: June 17, 2013, 1:21:24 PM EDT 
To: Friend ofBobLee <blsays@att.r~et> 
Subject: PJ in Hitler’s Bunker 

Ya know an incident has taken root when "a Hitler’s Bunker YouTube" is made for it. 
PJ Hairston’s Mess is now "in Hitler’s Bunker" ..... 

http ://col legesptm .comiacc/d~ keivid eo-Fan-creates-ri diculo~s-hid er-learns-of-p-j -hai rstonsarrest- 
spoof 

Oh My!!! 

i don’t recall EVER seeing one of these that didn’t bring a smile ..... 

+++++++ 



Faith English <fenglish@ncaa.org> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 3:27 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; jswofford@theacc.org; Thorp, Holden; Vangelder, 

Marielle A; Miller, Beth 
University of North Carolina, Chapel HIll -- 

NC Chapel Hill     .pdf; ATT00001.c 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA regarding the 
disposition of the caseo If you have any problems opening or viewing this letter, please contact me at 
fen ~li sh~~:~)ncaa, orq or 317-917-6013. 

Best regards, 

A. Faith English, 

Coordinc~or o[ En~orcement / Secon&~r~ h!frac~ions 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

One NCAA Plaza 

PoOo Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:17-9:17-60~3 



June 17~ 2013 

Telephone;: 3171~31?~6222 

tndiar~apc, lis~ !~idi~na 4,6:~02 

Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
DI rector of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear iMr. Cunningham: 

This is in reference to your April 19, 2013, report to Christopher S. Strobel, NCAA 
director of e:n:forcement ~br seconda~ infiactions concerning a violation of NCAA rules 
involving                     coach,             and a prospective student athlete, 

Please note that the :matter has been reviewed i:n accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4~ and it was determined that a violation occurred m that 
during the            semester, an                             coach {AC) sent a 
text message to a prospective student-athlete (PSA)~ which is contra~~ to the provisions 
of Bylaw 13.4.1.2. Specifically, on         , PSA sent a text message to AC while 
visiting a current student athlete on campus. AC, under the belief that PSA had 
submitted her enrollment deposit, thought he was allowed to reply to PSA with a text 
:message. Violation was discovered when AC contacted the compliance office for 
verification of submission of the enrollment deposit, and he found that it had not yet been 
submitted. In that regard it was determined that the case should be classified as 
seconda~ and that no further action should be taken by the NCAA enforcement staff in 
the matter. 

Your cooperation m~d assistance in the reviex~, of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

..... .,’,,’~M~,’~ " 4z’~f~ .... ,;. ............... 

Laura Fink 
Enfomement 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broo:mc 
Ms. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chm~cellor H. Holden Thorp 
Ms. Marielle vanOelder 



Faith English <fenglish@ncaa.org> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 3:57 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; jswofford@theacc.org; Thorp, Holden; Vangelder, 

Marielle A 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill-- 55262 

NC Chapel Hill 55262.pdf; ATT00001.c 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA regarding the 
disposition of the caseo If you have any problems opening or viewing this letter, please contact me at 
fen ~li sh~~:~)ncaa, orq or 317-917-6013. 

Best regards, 

A. Faith English, 

Coordinc~or o[ Enforcement / Secon&~r~ h!frac~ions 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

One NCAA Plaza 

PoOo Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:17-9:17-60~3 



Jane 17~ 2013 

Telephone;: 3171~31?~6222 

tndiar~apc, lis~ !~idi~na 4,6:~02 

Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
DI rector of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel I--till, North Carolina 27515 

Dear iMr. Cunningham: 

This is in reference to your April 29, 2013, report to Christopher S. Strobel, NCAA 
director of e:nforcement ~br seconda~ infiactions concerning a violation of NCAA rules 
involving academic counselor for and prospective student- 
athlete 

Please note that the :matter has been reviewed i:n accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4~ and it was determined that a violation occurred in that 
during the           semester, an academic counselor for               (AC) sent a 
text message to a prospective student-athlete (PSA)~ which is contrary to the provisions 
of Bylaw 13.4.1.2. Specifically, on        . PSA sent a text message to AC to request a 
copy of her transfer credit evaluation. AC responded to her text because she had verbally 
committed during their previous meeting, so he thought it was permissible for him to do 
so. Violation was discovered a week later when AC mentioned m the compliance office 
that he would send PSA a text message for further transfer informatiom was told he could 
not do so, and then alerted the compliance office of the fact that he had sent PSA a text 
message the week before. In that regard it was determined that the case should be 
classified as seconda~~ and that no further action should be taken by the NCAA 
enforcement staff in the matter. Please note that relief from the standard penalty was 
granted in these circumstances. 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Fink 
Enforcement Staff 

LF:fe/ 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Ms. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DibbeR, Doug <doug_dibbert@unc.edu> 
Monday, June 17, 2013 5:01 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

Assume you’ve seen this.o.and where did we first here that ADs need a greater role? 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
,--,~,- 1.s 201::~. ~:i-0{:-’, ,,-,, ,,~’,.- ~!!} 

NCAA President to Form Council of Athletic Directors 

BvRACHEL BACHMAN 

ORLANDO, Fla.--Operating the National Collegiate Athletic Association has long been like sailing a large ship--a rush to one approach followed by a lurch to 
another. NCAA president Mark Emmert said Saturday that it’s time for a shift toward empowering those close to the action: athletic directors. 

Enlarge Image 

Close 

Associated Press 

NCAA president Mark Emmert speaks during a luncheon in April. 

Emmert agreed Saturday morning to form a council of 10 athletic directors who would meet regularly with him and his senior staff, starting in July, he said in a 
Saturday interview with The Wall Street Journal. The idea is to leave few~r decisions about things like recruiting rules in the hands of busy college presidents and 
more with the athletic directors who work with coaches and their assistants. The agreement came during Emmert’s visit here to speak to the National Association 
of Collegiate Directors of Athletics. 

"It’s clear right now where the association has gone, it’s pushed the pendulum too far in one direction," Emmert said in the interview. "And it really has cut athletic 

directors out of the national discussion." 

A mid-1990s shift in NCAA structure empowered university presidents to manage college sports. But some athletic directors and coaches say presidents are too 
far removed from the highly complex of athletic departments that sometimes generate $100 million in annual revenues to create effective day-to-day policy. 

Emmert’s acknowledgment Saturday that NCAA governance had strayed too far from athletic directors came as he and the NCAA face mounting criticism for 

eveQ/thing from a top-down management sbile to upheaval in the NCAA’s enforcement division as detailed in a story in the current issue of Sports illustrated. 

Emmert said he "skimmed" the story, which centered on a case in which a former University of Miami booster said he lavished cash, cars and junkets on more 

than 100 Hurricanes athletes over most of the decade of the 2000s. In February, Emmert admitted that a staff member had improperly obtained evidence in the 

case, a revelation that prompted the departure of then-enforcement head Julie Roe Lach. In recent months, several experienced enforcement-staff members have 
left the department or retired. 

On Saturday, Emmert denied the notion that either the enforcement staff or the NCAA was in crisis. "That’s just inaccurate," he said. A Miami spokesman declined 

to comment on the case. 

Emmert declined to comment on the specifics of the Miami case, about which the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions met Friday in Indianapolis in a late-stages step 
before the NCAA announces its ruling, expected this summer. The school already has served seF-imposed punishment including two bowl-game bans. Miami 
officials have said those steps should be sufficient. 

Emmert acknowledged "significant difficulty inside of enforcement because of the Miami case. It did lead to a variety of changes that we had to put in place. But 

the fact that we are holding people accountable for behavior, and the fact that we needed to change some of our policies and practices there is not an indication of 
disarray. It’s simply an indication that the organization is dealing with issues that are in front of it. I think that’s a normal, healthy process." 

He denied an allegation in the SI story that he was too involved in NC~A enforcement cases. 



"The only involvement I’ve ever had in any of the infractions cases has been to communicate to a president what their status was in process," Emmert said. "The 
presidents, me and my predecessors of the association, have never been directly involved in those cases." 

The derisive characterization of Emmert by unnamed NCAA staff members as "King of the Press Conference" in the SI story ’e,as "funny," Emmert said. He added 
that the NCAA’s board of directors "has asked me to be more open and engaged with the media and the public on NCAA issues. I don’t apologize for that." 

He also aimed to push through numerous reforms when he took over as president in 2010. But efforts under Emmert to slash the number of pages in the [~CAA 
rule book--such as in eliminating restrictions on the size of each school’s recruiting staff--prompted backlash among coaches and athletic directors worried about 
the repercussions. Some also said they weren’t adequately consulted. 

Emmert asserted that the NCAA has achieved significant reforms in raising academic standards for athletes and has excelled at one of its core functions: running 

championship events. 

Write to Rachel Bachman at rachel.bachman@wsj.com 

Copyright 2012 Dow Jones & Company, lnc. All Rights Rese~ed 

This copy ~s for your persona~, non-commerc~a~ use only. Distribution and use of tMs mater~a~ are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law. For 

non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit 

vwvw.djreprints.com 

Douglas S. Dibbert ’70 
President 
The University of North Carolina 
General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB 9180 
Stadium Drive 
P.O. Box 660 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
doug_dibbert@unc.edu 
(919) 962a7050 - phone 
(919) 962a0010 - fax 
ht_~):ffalumni.unc.edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Tuesday, June :]_8, 2OZ3 :]_2::]_7 PM 

DONALD WILLIAMS 
RE: Mr. Steve Kirschner 

Dear Mro Williams, 

Thank you veB~ much for your note. You certainly have provided great service to the State of North Carolina, 
and we appreciate all that you have done. 

Please know that the PJ Hairston case is certainly not over, but we do not have all of the facts surrounding that 
evening. Both Steve Kirschner and I have children and understand exactly what you are saying, but we do want 
to be fair to all involved and gather all of the facts before we make determinations about thi s young man’s 
future. 

Again, thanks for your considered thougtt~tfulness in your email. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba (:unningham 

Director of Athleti¢s 
The University of North Carolina 

From-" DONALD WILLIAMS [dowill@bellsouthonet] 
Sent: Sunday, 3une 09, 2013 11:35 AN 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: RE: Mr, Steve Kirschner 

Mr. Cunningham 

I realize and appreciate you are working hard to restore the trust and good name enjoyed for so many years by 
Tar heel athletics. That is why I decided to do something unusual (for me) and actually write someone about my 
opinions. 

I am a retired Law Enforcement officer with 32 years service from one of the larger municipal agencies in NC. 
The last 20 were as a member of the senior staff and the last 9 of that as Commander of our Special 
Investigations Divi sion.(SlD). 

The SID includes the Narcotics Unit. This unit investigated maj or drug cases usually involving the sale & 
distribution of 
cocaine, heroin, meth., and the diversion of pharmaceuticals. 

Of the 3000+ arrests made, we made it a point to ask those being charged with their first major felony narcotics 
offense how they became involved in drags. About 90% indicated they started with marijuana with friends and 
things progressed from there. 



Police agencies could certainly make better use of the money and manpower resources used on misdemeanor 
marijuana arrests but for one thing. It is the reason law enforcement in NC has opposed legalizing marijuana 
every time it comes up. 

We know t¥om the experience and tragedies we have seen where young people (including many promising 
athletes) have destroyed their lives because simple marijuana use is so often a dooxaa~ay to serious drug use. 

I realize many people try or use marij uana and do not pass through the doorway to harder drugs, but I just think 
it unwise for a Major University to totally ignore the fact that so many young people DO pass through that door 
and ruin their lives and often the Jives of their families. 

This is why I have a problem with the comment made by Mr. Steve Kirschner that P. J. Hairston’s arrest for 
simple possession and driving without a license amounts to no more than a jaywalking citation. It makes 
me wonder how many future high school or freshman university students will remember that when it comes 
down to making that choice when they are offered that first marijuana joint or pill or have to decide on that first 
joyride. I do not think he would feel that way if it were his child involved either. 

i realize UNC lost several players to the NBA (i wish they would make the ent~5" age 21 so the students would 
at least have a chance to obtain a degree) and P. J. will be a key player for Coach Williams and the school, but I 
hope you both will consider a little more than a few hours of extra practice as punishment and maybe require 
him to visit some area middle and high schools and let them know the potential consequences of what he did, 
and that it is a little more serious than "j aywalking". 

I really hope the rental vehicle he was driving is not being paid for by some well meaning alumni and that the 
weapon found will turn out not to be his. I feel he is a good young man who made a youthful immature decision 
and I would like to belie’~,e this experience will be something that will make him mature a little faster and 
realize how much his decisions can effect others. 

Thank You for your time and best wishes in your endeavors. 

Don Williams 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David P. McKnight @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, June :19, 20:13:12:33 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

The Omaha Wall 

..... Forwarded Message 
From: David P. McKnight @yahoo.com> 
To: David McKnight @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:37 AM 
Subject: The Omaha Wall 

One Tournament Is Better Than Two 

McKnight’s Editorial Essays 
In the Sports Den 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 

DURHAM, N.C.-When it comes to the summer celebration of the College World Series, one 
tournament would be better than two. The "separate brackets" format now in place for Omaha’s CWS 
detracts from the diversity of the field of eight college baseball teams and the happy-go-lucky "mix- 
and-mingle" academic and socializing traditions previously associated with the tournament back when 
you had the possibility of playing more different schools in seeking to advance to the finals. 

Take North Carolina and N.C. State for example. Here are two schools less than an hour apart in 
North Carolina and both members of the Atlantic Coast Conference which are now paired up for the 
second time in three rounds in Omaha, each having won once and lost once and, worst of all, facing 
the regrettable scenario of one being sent home by the other like they’re going to relish hearing about 
that all next year! 

Following their next game against each other Thursday, N.C. State will have played North Carolina, 
UCLA and North Carolina. North Carolina will have played N.C. State, LSU and N.C. State. 

For either the Wolfpack or the Tar Heels, the College World Series will end Thursday with a loss to 
a neighboring in-state rival from the same athletic conference. Now these local and regional "rivalry 
games" are great during the regular season, and in the case of Carolina and State, there was another 
matchup (an 18-inning marathon) in the ACC tournament in Durham, which has now been followed 
up with two more meetings halfway across the country in Nebraska. 

One of these two teams will return home having played two of its three CWS games against a 
familiar rival in the same region of its own home state-hardly a thrilling jaunt into the fields of 
intriguing competition against great baseball programs from different parts of this country~ How can 
this be? 

We are in this situation because the College World Series is now not one but two tournaments, 
each involving only four teams, with a bonus round of playoffs awaiting the ultimate winners of each 
bracket to decide the NCAA’s baseball championship. It was better in previous years when you had 



one true eight-team tournament and might see three different schools if you made it through three 
rounds of play. 

There is no Berlin Wall during President Obama’s visit to Berlin this week as there was when 
Presidents Kennedy and Reagan went there. But now there’s an Omaha VVall at the College World 
Series because if the NCAA gets a chance to put commercialization and over-professionalism ahead 
of stimulating and wholesome athletic competition in a setting and a structure enhancing love of 
country, the joy of learning and mutual respect among supporters of public and private institutions of 
higher learning across the land, chances are they are going to do it. 

Maybe Obama should go to Omaha. 

Even if "Mighty Casey" wanted to work toward a master’s degree or a Ph.D. during the fall and 
spring semesters, he might still come to bat and strike out even amidst the friendly crowds which 
come together in good faith in the American heartland each June. And say, if you were going to a 
baseball party, wouldn’t you rather have the opportunity to meet seven new friends instead meeting 
one new one and nodding politely to an old one? 

Mr. and Ms. CWS, tear down the Omaha Wall! 

-DAVID P. McKNIGHT 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Ernrnert < noreply@qemailserver.com > 
Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:08 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

2013 NCAA Division I Governance Survey 

June 19, 2013 

Col l eagues: 

Division I intercollegiate athletics has evolved tremendously over recent decades with an increasingly 
heterogeneous set of needs, resources, structures, and philosophical differences. It’s important that we examine 
how we govern ourselves and ensure that our ultimate model matches the demands of the 21st century on our 
enterprise. 

To that end, The Division I Board has requested a review of Division I governance to examine not only the 
formal structures and decision-making bodies, but also the processes by which legislative issues move through 
the system, and, equally important, the culture of participation, involvement, communication and trust. To assist 
in this effort, the Association has engaged Jean Frankel of Ideas for Action LLC. Jean has worked with the 
NCAA enough to have a working knowledge of the issues and challenges we face in governing intercollegiate 
athletics. She has already begun a series of conversations with the Division I community and is continuing to 
solicit input. 

To engage the broader Division I membership, Jean has prepared a web survey for which this email serves as 
your invitation to participate and submit your confidential response. We hope that you will do so and also take 
Jean up on the option to schedule a follow-up conversation once you have completed the survey. If you have 
already completed the survey, we appreciate your feedback. If you have not yet had a chance, thi s survey should 
take no more than 10 minutes to complete. Please do not open the survey until you are able to complete it in one 
sitting, as closing and re-opening the survey may cause you to be locked out. Please complete the survey by 
Friday, June 28, 2013. 

Thanks in advance for your time and participation in this critically important effort. We will keep you informed 
as we move through thi s process and have results to share. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 
Take the ’ ~w ................................ .S..~!5..~ .... 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 
http s :,’ / nc aa. q ualm c s. comi’¢,~ RQualtn c s SurveyEng~ nei~ Q___.S S =b kGw4XXfTwRDDxz___._ pD., CKnc SEelEQB &.___.= 1 

Sincerely, 



Nathan Hatch 

Chair, Division I Board of 
Directors 

Mark Em mert 
President, NCAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, June 20, 20/L3 4::]-3 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

SPECIAL ED[T~[ON - NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

The process of placing a prospective student-athlete 
on an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the 
NCAA Eligibility Center of your request for an 
academic certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center 
standard of operation for initial review of a case is 10 
business days or less once the case is on an active 
NCAA Division I or II IRL and is "Ready to Process- 
Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all documents 
(i~e~, final high school transcript, transcripts from aft 
high schools attended, test scores, assignment 
completion dates, no outstanding academic tasks) 
have been received. Actual performance for the 2012- 
13 academic year reflects that 95 percent of cases 
were processed within seven (7) business days~ 

To avoid last-minute emergencies, prospective 
student-athletes are encouraged to submit all 
transcripts, test scores and complete all academic 
tasks as soon as possible. While the NCAA Eligibility 
Center encourages member institutions to allow the 
certification process to work within the normal standard 
of operation, it recognizes that under certain 
extenuating circumstances, it may be necessary to 
request an exception to the normal service standard. 



Effective immediately, the "automated" Academic 
Certification Request Program should be used to 
request a review when an expedited decision is 
needed due to a specific evenL Please note this 
request program is not available for International, 
split file, or home school cases. Click here for 
complete details and instructions on the new request 
process. 

Beginning this year, the status of cases which do not 
meet initial-eligibility requirements, but do meet NCAA 
Division I or II "obvious" or "automatic waiver" criteria, 
will be released as "Nonqualifiers". Read More 

Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
Int’l. Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 317!968-5100 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 
removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jack Diamond <jackonfire.l@grnail.corn > 
Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:30 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

Please congratulate your boosters 

With SACS choosing to "monitor" but not "warn", it appears that your boosters, coaches and athletes have 
gotten away with the perfect crime. 

In the future, whistleblowers won’t bother, since even iron-clad evidence will not be acted upon by the NCAA 
or SACS. 

I seem to recall you were going to institute some changes that would "make national news" until Roy Williams 
put you in your place. 

I hope Ms. Folt knows what she is getting into. I doubt that Dartmouth is controlled by its boosters and coaches 
the way UNC-CH apparently is. 

Sincerely, 
Jack Diamond 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Benjamine < breid@carltonfields.com > 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:38 PM 

Thorp, Holden 

FW: Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency Decision 

If only the NCAA would be so generous. 

Benjamine Reid 
Attorney at Law 

Miami Tower 
100 S.E. Second St., Ste. 4200 
Miami, Florida 33131-2113 
Direct: 305.539.7222 I Cell: 305.205.2780 

From: FYI Carolina [mailto:FYICarolina@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:30 PM 
To: Reid, Benjamine 
Subject: Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Having trouble viewing [his ernail? 

Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Dear Carolina Cornmunib~: 

Over the past year, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Conm~ission on Colleges (SACSCOC) has 
been reviewing the l Tniversity’s eomp]iar~ee with accreditation req uirerner~ts in light of past aeadetNe 
irregularities in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Earlier today, I was notified that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has decided not to sanction the Universiiyo 

The Universib,~ remains fully accredited and in good standing with SACSCOC. We will be asked to provide a 
monitoring report by next °June on eor~tinued progress with our academic procedures ir~ tk~e department. 

We are very pleased with this decision. Throughout this process, the University has been treated tMrly by 
SACSCOC. We have provided information, responded to at1 questions, taken necessary actions, and 
documented the comprehensive reforms ttmt we have put in place over the past two years because of issues 



related to tlne un professional and ux~etlnieal actions of two ti~rmer departmen t empl oyees. 

We are confident the sweeping etmnges we have made, b&sed on tt~e results of sever~ internal arid 
independent, outside re,Sews or investigations, w~l pre~nt any recurrence of these irreg~arities. 

For more information about SA(~SCOC and tlnis issue, visit the l Tnive~sity s 

As a foux~ding member of SACSCOC, we are eornxNtted to an accreditation process, led by colleagues from our 
peer campuses in the region, that ensures aeeo~tability and strong academe standards. Under Chancellor 
Folt’s leadership, I’m confident that Carolina will bring our response to SACSC()C to a sueeessf~fl conclusion. 

Sinee~’elg, 

~folden Thorp 



Subject: 

Hostetter, Brad < bhostetter@theacc.org > 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 5:09 PM 

Charles W. Steger; Donna Shalala; Eric Barron; G.P. "Bud" Peterson; Thorp, Holden; 

James F Barker; James Ro Ramsey; Mark A. Nordenberg; Nancy Cantor; Nathan O. 

Hatch; Randy Woodson; Rev. John I. Jenkins; Richard Ho Brodhead; Teresa Ao Sullivan; 

Wallace D. Lob; William P. Leahy; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eowise01@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. 

Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syroedu); Nicholas 

Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cobofsu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 

(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake Janqes 

(bjames@miamioedu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Craig 

Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@clemsonoedu); Daryl Jo Gross 

(djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbdck.1 

@nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin 

White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Mike Bobinski (mbob@gatech.edu); Randy Spetman 

(rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson 

(spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich 0urich@louisville.edu) 

Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, Kris; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, 

Shamaree; Koone, Katie; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara 

Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); 

Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane 
Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian 

(mooradjo@bcoedu); Lisa Rudd drudd@vtoedu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umdoedu); 

Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee M. 

Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@~¢.edu); Theresa 

Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatechoedu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsuoedu); Carly 

Padseau (cady.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carde_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy 

Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Crai9 Anderson (craig.anderson@miamioedu); 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric Baumgartner 
(emb8p@virginia.edu); Edease Wagner Esq. (edeasem@syroedu); Jerome Rodgers 

0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner 0bodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 

(jmcurry@adminofsu.edu); John Cams 0ohn@gocards.com); Marcus Wilson 

(mmwilson@umd.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); 

Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 

RE: Override Votin9 Period for Proposal No. RWG--11-3--B is Open 

As a :~’olIow ~p to me email below, Ii wa~ted to let you k~ow fl~e ~:est~lts related to the override vote on Proposal No, RWG 
l l-3-B. The clear m~iority ofconfcrcl~ce membe~:s arc st~ppo~ing the over~qde (8-4 ofcm:mnt members and 11-4 
including fhturc members). Th.erci~o:re, the co:n:ference office will cast its vote to support t[~e overr:ide o:f 1 I-3-B. Thank 
you t~)r your help by submitting your positions to me. ~ hope eve~To~e is e~}oying their s~mmer and let me k~ow if you 
have aw q~estio~:~.s. 

Brad }!-Iostettcr 
Se~io~: Associate Commissione~: 



CompIia,nceiGovemanceiH~man Resot~rces 
Atlantic Coast Confi~rence 

From= Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2013 8:58 AM 
To: Charles W. Steger; Donna Shalala; Eric Barron; G.P. "Bud" Peterson; H. Holden Thorp; James F Barker; James R. 
Ramsey; Mark A. Nordenberg; Nancy Cantor; Nathan O. Hatch; Randy Woodson; Rev. John I. Jenkins; Richard H. 
Brodhead; Teresa A. Sullivan; Wallace D. Loh; William P. Leahy; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise 
(eowise01@louisville.edu); 3anie Hodge (hodge@demson.edu); Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Lissa L. Broome 
(Ibroome@email.unc.edu); Nartha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); 
Michael 3. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ 
(pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); RobeR TaggaR 
(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan 
Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James (bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham 
(bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); Daryl J. Gross 
(djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick.l@nd.edu); Jim Weaver 
(weaverj@~R.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Mike Bobinski 
(mbob@gatech.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson 
(spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich 0urich@louisville.edu) 
Co: Swofford, 3ohn; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, Kris; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, Sham:tee; Koone, Katie; 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbarOclemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bethmiller@unc.edu); 
Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar 
0silar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller 0m2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley 0.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Moor:allan 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@v±.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); 
Missy Conboy (conboy.lOnd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smccloskOvt.edu); 
Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig 
Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); Dan Barkholomae (dbaRholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric Baumgarkner 
(embBp@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers 0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); ,}ill 
Bodensteiner 0bodenstOnd.edu); Jim Curry 0mcurryOadmin.fsu.edu); John Cams (john@gocards.com); Marcus Wilson 
(mmwilson@umd.edu); Narielle vanGelder (mvangelder@unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@demson.edu); Tim Parker 
(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Subject: Override Voting Period for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B is Open 
Importance: High 

Colleagues: 

See below for the notifica~ioa of m~d iastmctions for the overcidc voting period this week. As a rcmir~dcr, please notify 
me (via emai~ or phone call f~om the President or FAR) ofyot~r insfitutio~ml vote by fl~e end of the day W~N~a5 JN{~ 

Please note that a ~%es" vote fas,’ors the override and supports allowing current scouting roles to rema.ia in place. A ~No’~ 
vote opposes [l~e override and supports the ban on live scouting. Also, once a vote is cast, the Preside~tiChance~lor and 
Athletics Director will be notified of the vote via cmail. Instimtioas aad conferences may modi~~ their votes during the 
voting period ~vhe~ the polls are opera however, the most recent vote cast as of 5 p.m Eastern time on Friday, Jtme 21, 
will be considered t:hc final vote. The t:ime of the last vote wilI be recorded, as welI as the nxme and posidon of ~he person 
who cast fl~c vote oa behalf of the institution or conl~rcnce. 



Please let me M~ow if you ha~,~e any quest:ions. 

Semor Assocmte Commissior~er 
Complia~ceiGovemancei}-k~man Resot~rces 

Phone: 
Fax~ 336-369-0065 

Subject: Override Voting Period for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B is Open 

TO: Division I CCA and CCACA members. 

The override voting ipefiod for Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B opened today at 12:01 a.m. Eastern time and ends a 
5 p.m. Eastern time on Friday, June 21. Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B iprohibits off-campus, in-person scouting of 
furore opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future opponents participating in the same tournament 
at the same site or the same double header event at the same site. 

Only active Division I institutions and conferences iu good standing are permitted to vote. 

LSDBi serves as the plat%rm for the override vote. To participate in the override vote, users must be granted 
access to the "Proposal" tab in LSDBi by their single-source sign-on administrator. To cast an override vote for 
an institution, go to the "Proposals" tab and click on "Division I Proposals." Then click on the appropriate link 
[Override Vote (June 17, 2013 to June 211, 2013)] in the "forms" section. 

When voting, please note that a "YES" vote means that you would like to override Proposal No. RWG-11-3-B 
and you do not support the prohibition of off-campus, in-person scouting of furore opponents (in the same 
season) except for scouting future opponents participating in the same tournament at the same site or the same 
double header event at the same site. A "NO" vote means that you support RWG-11-3-B and the prohibition of 
off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) except for scouting future opponents 
participating in the same tournament at the same site or the same double header event at the same site. 

For the override to be successful, a five-eighths majority of those voti,,g must vote in favor of the override. For 
example, if only 150 institutions and conferences cast votes, at least 94 (5/8 of 150 is 94) of them must vote yes 
on the override for the rule to be rescinded. Abstentions are the equivalent of an institution or conference not 
casting a vote. 

Please note that the designation of delegate form will no longer be required, but presidents and chancellors are 
expected to designate the person who will cast the official vote for their campus. Individuals selected to cast an 
institution’s vote should confirm their access to the "Proposal" tab in LSDBi with the single-source sign-on 
administrator on their campus. For conferences, the commissioner may designate the individual who will cast 
the override vote. 

For additional informaion on the override voting process, policies and procedures, and the histou of Proposal 
No. RWG- 11-3-B, see the information contained in LSDBi on the override voting page. 



Please note that a similar email has been sent to the Top 5 (CEO, FAR, AD, SWA, Compliance Coordinator) at 
all Division I institutions. 

if you have any questions, iplease let me know. 

Thanks. 

Jackie. 

Director of Division I 

NCAA 

P.O, Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN ~6206-6222 

317/9~7-6~0B ~fax) 

Shipping/Overnight Address: 
1802 Alonzo Watford St. Drive 
Indianapolis, indiana; 46202 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 11:01 PM 

Ille, Vince 
Re: USA Today 

That was fast 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPho~e 

On Jun 20, 2013, at 9:48 PM, "I1]le, Vince" <il]le(~:~)ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Note the words used in the URL below. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 11:09 PM 

Ille, Vince 
Re: USA Today 

Interesting. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPho~e 

On Jun 20, 2013, at 9:48 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille;~:~)ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Note the words used in the URL below. 



June 2I, 2013 

Jason 

"The NCAA and its member schools are con~i~uously engaged in effo4s to educate, monitor, investigate and rope4. We 
do not commen~ o~ cemp~iar~ce issues or ihe .re#orbed aclMties of ~:he NCAA3 

Steve Kirsch~er 
University of Noah Carolina 
Senior A~sc~ciate A,D, for Communications 

(919) g62.-7258 o~ce 
@19) 475~2695 cell 
steveki 
GoHeeis,com 



Subject: FW: urgent media request re;: UNC athtete under investigation 

Friday~ June 2~o 2013 2:O2:40 PM ~ast~:rn Da¥!~ght T~me 

Kirsct~ner, Steve 

Schuettpelz, ~r~ :C, McFarland, M~c~ael 8 

Can you p~ea.se reply with our standard response? ~f you :believe ~t should 
be modified due to the nature of the request, we can discuss. Thanks. 

From’. Jason MclnWre 
Sent: Friday/, J~.Jne 2t, 20~3 12:25 PM 
To: Ma~os, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; ~u~aa.upc.edu.; ~ile, 
Subject: urgent med}a request re; UNC athlete under 

Good afternoon 

! My ~ame is Jase~ Mdntyre a~d I’ve been tryir~g to reach mwone in the UNC 

~’m the editoroi#.-cMef of 8iS Lea8 Sports, a website that covers sports 
and the media, I’m wdtin8 a story TODAY about e UNC athlete who ~s u~der 

~ ~vest~satio~ b~ the NC~, My sources te~l me t~he NCAA met with t~e 
~ athlete’s mother 1-11~ WEEK and ~ was to~d the UNC compliance office ~s 

~: aware of the situat~o~ 

~’m seek~n~ comment or a state~ent e~ther v~a ema~l or phone as soon 

~:~ possible, 

~ ]aso~ Mch~tyre 

~ 917-370-7202 

PS ~ Here’s some background on the website if you’re u~famitiar with it:: 

!::i }j~orts~tust~ated.cnn~2OOS!wr~ters/r~cha~d de~tscht03/~2/ead.d 

~:~ ~://www,a~es,cem 2010 0602 s 
40A26FOAODB2D£A6CS~0E4£BS0 



Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve 
Friday, June 21, 2013 4:36 PM 

UNCAA-Compliance; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Men’s Basketball; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

McFadand, Michael B~ Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moon, Karen B~ Pickeral, Robbi; Chancellor; 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
NCAA ]:nvestigating Link Between Hairston and Agent Rodney Blackstock 

NCAA Investigating Link Between UNC’s PJ Hairston and Agent 
Rodney B[ackstock 
All,, College Basketball,, Douchy Agents, Shady McShadyJason Mc[ntyre,.,i==.====~,~:~:~ ::i!:1 ~:~:i:. :?.:0"~ :?=,~ ,=I:: =~ ’%~=m= 

1Fhe NCAA has opened an investigation into NotCh 

Carolina guard PJ Hairston’s connection with NBA agent Rodney B{ackstock, Big Lead Sports has 
[earned~ 

According to a source, an NCAA investigator met with a University of North Carolina compliance officer 
this week regarding the relationship between the Tar Nee{s’ [eadh~g scorer from {ast season and 
B{ackstock,. who p~ayed atUNC-Greensboro a decade ago. B[ackstock was in the news recently when it 
was revealed that he paid the AAU coach of Kansas star Ben McLemore thousands of doIJ.ars "on behal, f 
of sports agents and finanda{ advisers" who were courting t4cLemoreo 

Emily Potter, the NCAA’s associate director of public and media relations said via emafi: ’ft is our 
policy to not comment on current, pending or potentia{ investigations." 

The UNC compliance officer who took part in the meeting with the NCAA didn’t return an emai[ or 
phone ca([, but said through schoo{ spokesperson Steve Kirschner, "The bICAA and its member schools 
are continuously engaged in efforts to ed~cate, monitor, investigate and report° We do not comment on 
compIJance issues or the reported activities of the NCAA~" 

Hairston, like B{ackstock,. is from Greensboro, and a source te[(s Big Lead Sports the two have known 
each other for years, and became m~lch closer ~.ast year" when Hairston emerged as North Carol.ina’s 
best p{ayer. 



the stands safutinS Hoirston after Pg dunked durb~S predame warmups ~n the North Carolina ProoAm 

summer ~eadue in 2012o The sotute is at the 4:02 mb~ute mark of this video°] 

B[ackstock was fn Hawaii when the Tar ~ee[s traveled there in November 2~012 for the ~aui Invitational[, 
and l[n agent/runner drc[es, he l[s wl[del[y regarded as Hairston’s "gatekeeper," as in, to get to Hairston, 
you have to go through Bl[ackstocko Hal[rston’s mother and Bl[ackstock are friends on Facebook, and up 
until recently, there was a photo of them together at the ~aui Invitational 

A source said the NCAA had pl[anned on speakl[ng wl[th Hal[rston*s mother, Wendy Mai[ey, thl[s week. 

Next week, Nairston wfi[ be l[n Colorado Springs, participatl[n8 l[n the World University Games Training 
Camp. 

Hafrston, a 6~foot-6 shooting guard with un~l[mited range, [ed the Tar Hee[s in scoring with 14o6 ppg [ast 
season, but decided not to declare for the NBA draft. His decision to stay in Chape~ Hill[ 
instantl[y vaul[ted UNC into the 2014 Final Four discussion. 

But earl[ier this month, Hairston was arrested with two friends in nearby Durham when a traffic stop 
turned up a smal[i amount of marijuana. Later, a gun was found outside the car. The vehicle ~afrston 
was driving was a 201 3 G~C Yukon, but neither the rental[ agency nor the po[fce are wf[[fn8 to reveal 
the name of the renter° 

Is Bl[ackstock the man who rented the Yukon? 9.ight now, the only people who know the answer to that 
are ~ertz,. the police, the University of North Carolina and possibly, the NCAAo 

If Bl[ackstock is linked to the vehicle, lit could potentia[l[y be a damaging Mow to hl[s el[igl[bi[ity l[n 2013o 
2014 ~ according to the NBA Prayers Association, B[ackstock l[s a certified agent. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

 cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 



GoHeels.com 



Hostetter, Brad < bhostetter@theacc.org > 

Friday, June 21, 2013 5:59 PM 

Charles W. Steger; Donna Shalala; Eric Barron; G.P. "Bud" Peterson; Thorp, Holden; 

James F Barker; James Ro Ramsey; Mark A. Nordenberg; Nancy Cantor; Nathan O. 

Hatch; Randy Woodson; Rev. John L Jenkins; Richard Ho Brodhead; Teresa Ao Sullivan; 

Wallace D. Lob; William P. Leahy; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eowise01@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. 

Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syroedu); Nicholas 

Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cobofsu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 

(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James 

(bjames@miamioedu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Craig 

Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@clemsonoedu); Daryl Jo Gross 

(djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbdck.1 

@nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin 

White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Mike Bobinski (mbob@gatech.edu); Randy Spetman 

(rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson 

(spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (jurich@louisville.edu); Barbara Kennedy- 

Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; 

Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athleticsopittoedu); 
Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer 

Strawley (joStrawley@miamioedu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd 

(Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu)~ Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner 

(rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel 

(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau 

(carlyopariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); Dan 

Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athleticsopittoedu); Eric Baumgartner 

(emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

0rodgers@athleticsogatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner 0bodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 
(jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Cams (john@gocards.com); Marcus Wilson 

(mmwilson@umd.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A; Stephanie EIlison (saellis@demson.edu); 

Tim Parker (tparker@vtoedu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 

Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff~ Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, Kris; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, 

Shamaree; Koone, Katie 
FW: Results of override vote 

All 

See below o~:~ ~he results oft~e ovemde vote. 
adopted. 

Have a good weeke~d. 

The ovemde failed and RWG Proposal No. 1 I-3-B will be m~plemen:t:ed as 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 



CompIia.nceiGovernanceiHuman Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

From= Campbell, Jackie [mailto:jgcampbell@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Amy Huchthausen; Bernadette McGlade; Beth DeBauche; Bob Bowlsby; Britton Banowsky; Carolyn Schlie Femovich; 
Craig Thompson; Dennis Farrell; Dennis Thomas; Doug Elgin; Doug Fullerton; Duet Sharp ; James Eo Delany; Jamie 
Zaninovich; Jeff Hurd; Swofford, John; John famarino; Jon Steinbrecher; Jonathan B. LeCrone; Karl Benson; Kyle B. 
Kallander; Larry Scott; Nike Aresco; Nike Slive; Noreen Norris; Patty Viverito; Richard J. Ensor; Robin Harris; Ted 
Gumbart; Thomas E. Yeager; Tom Burnett; Tom Douple 
Cc= Berst, David; Emmer~, Mark; Remy, Donald; Isch, Jim; Lennon, Kevin; Archuleta, Henry; Arredondo, Frank; Banker, 
Natthew; Barker, Ron; Batterson, Kathleen; Booker, Sherri; Boyce, Keri; Boyer, Matt; Bradbury, Nan,,; Brown, Shamaree; 
Burgemeister, Natt; CampbelI-NcGovern, Carolyn; Charles, Elliott; Church, Barbara; Condaras, Jennifer; Connors, Scott; 
D’Antonio, Joseph; Edge, Pladon; Flores, David; Fulton, Ginger; Gantt, Edgar; Gary Walter; Grimes, Gil; Halstead, 
Christine; Hawley, Chad; Henry, Carolayne; Heppel, Jennifer; Holzman, Lynn; Hostetter, Brad; Hurlbut, Connie; Judy 
MacLeod; Keene, Kathy; Kenny, Kerry; King, Doug; Larsen, Myndee Kay; Lawler, Will; Natthew Singer; McDonald, 
Stephanie; NcHugo, Negan; Nike Hagen; Monteabaro, Erica Satterfield; Nontgomery, Sherika; Nulvenna, Mary; 
Nynarski, Jackie; Nadolski, Jaynee; Pasque, Ed; Philippi, Rob; Price, Erik; Redmond, Jill; Sankey, Greg; Schank, Kenny; 
Sharpe, Mike; Stills, Sonja; Swaffer, Plelissa; Tammy Newman; Torain, Angle; Vincent Pierson; Viverito, Patty; Webb, 
Kelly; Wilhemi, Sarah Arens 
Subject= Results of override vote 

TO: Division I Commissioners. 

The override voting period for Proposal No. RWG-$$-3-B has closed. The override vote failed. Only 

55.2 percent ($54) of those voting supported the override. A 5/8 (62.5%) majority vote is necessary 

to carry the override vote. 

Therefore, in-person, off-campus scouting is prohibited in all sports, except in limited circumstances. 

The results are posted on LSDBi. 

Jacl<ie. 

Director of Division [ 
NCAA 
P.O, Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
317/917-6930 
317/91%6808 (fax) 
j.gg.~.~.~h~.~/~.~.g.~<.9.rg 



Shipping/Overnight Address: 
1802 Alonzo Watford St. Drive 
indianapolis, Indiana; 46202 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: [[lie, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:19 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: RE: PJ Hairston 

Blackstone or Blackstock? 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:07 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: PJ Hairston 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: June 22, 2013, 5:5:~:30 PM EDT 
To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <!.?.!~.!.?.!.?.&.£@...e:..g2!:.~.!.!.:..~L&.£:..?.~!..~).> 

Subject: Fwd: PJ Hairston 

Were you quoted accurately? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect: PJ Hairston 
From: "Mitchell, Mandy" <.N.~).i.!?.~.~.~!.~..(..a..2.~(.r.~}:!..:.~.~).N.> 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <.~..t.)?..X~?.~.i.!:...s..£!3.~!~t..r..@.L~.~.~.:.¢~!:L~> 
CC: 

Steve, 

We are trying to confirm the comments Bubba Cunningham made to the N&O yesterday about PJ 

Hairston’s relationship with Rodney Blackstone and the communication with the NCAAo We tried to 

catch up with Bubba yesterday in Omaha, but he was in a suite we didn’t have access to. I know you 

were likely not there when he made the comments but can you ask him if they are accurate? 

"The NCAA has been communicating with UNC about a case involving Rodney Nackstock. " 

Thank you, 

Mandy Mitchell 

WRAL 



Sports Anchor/Reporter 

9~[9-6~[8-2480 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 8:04 PM 

Kirschner, Steve 
Re: PJ Hairston 

That quote is not accurate. The quote in the N&O is accurate, 

"We’ve been aware of the McLemore-Blackstock case since May 4/’ Cunningham said, referring to the date when USA 

Today published its story about Blackstock’s payments to McLemore’s AAU coach. "And we’ve been doing research and 

finding as much information about that situation as we can to ensure that we don’t have any issues associated with 

that." 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

<: ................... : ......................... 72 .......................... On Jun 22, 2013, at 5:51 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" st:evek~rschner~ unc.edu> wrote: 

Were you quoted accurately? 

........ Original Message 
Subj ect: PJ Hairston 
From: "Mitchell, Mandy" 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(@mc.edu> 
CC: 

Steve, 

We are trying to confirm the comments Bubba Cunningham made to the N&O yesterday about PJ 

Hairston’s relationship with Rodney Nackstone and the communication with the NCAA. We tried to 

catch up with Bubba yesterday in Omaha, but he was in a suite we didn’t have access to. I know you 

were likely not there when he made the comments but can you ask him if they are accurate? 

"The NCAA has been communicating with UNC about a case involving Rodney Blackstock. " 

Thank you, 

Mandy Mitchell 

WRAL 

Sports Anchor/Reporter 

919-618-2480 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Tuesday, June 25, 20:13:1:1:44 AM 

BILLY MOSS 

RE: punishment 

Dear Mro Moss, 

Thank you ve~ much for your note and some of your thoughts. 

The University is committed to outsta~ding students in every way. When i~dividual students make poor 
choices a~d decision, s, it is regrettable and harmful. However, the vast majority of our students are outstanding 
representatives of the University. 

I disagree with many of your statements in your email. However, I did want to reply. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

l}ubba (::unningham 

Director of Athleti¢s 
The University of North Carolina 

From." BILLY MOSS [billandbarbara@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 6:53 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: punishment 

Hi Bubba 
First of all I have been a UNC fan for all my 63 years, and have been proud of it. But lately some of 
the athletes have done embarrassing things to the university. I can not believe, that after all the 
publicity, sanctions, embarrassment, and penalties that were handed the university because of the 
football allegations with the agents, that a basketball player would turn around and do the same thing. 
I feel he should be kicked off the team just for that reason, not even counting the drug and driver’s 
license ordeal. 
It use to be that UNC never had these type players, they went to Maryland, UNLV, and schools like 
that. I think we should re evaluate our recruiting program, and stay away from these type of players. 
You can tell what type a person that some one is, after several visits. Dread locks, tattoos, and ear 
rings are just trouble down the road. That is one thing that Dean Smith always accomplished, he had 
neat, clean looking, gentlemen type players, not the type that looked like they just got out of jail. 
It seems that the type of players that we recruit now, that they think they are so good that they can go 
pro any time. We have lost our whole team early several times in the last 10 years, and lost several in 
the last 4 or 5 years that were not ready to go, especially Kendall Marshall. Now with Bullock gone, 
and Hairston doing his thing, we lose most of our offense again. We need to recruit some white blue 
collar players like Hansbrough was, and like the players that Duke gets~ Duke may lose a player now 
and then, but not the whole or half the team at a time. We need some white players, who will stay in 
school, play for the university, and not for themselves. 



If this type of foolishness continues, I may just have to change my pulling to another team, and I have 
talked with many UNC fans that feel the same way. We need players that are for the university and 
the fans, not looking cool with dreadlocks, ear rings, and tattoos. That stuff is causing a lot of the old 
school fans to even quit following the team. I have a daddy, some uncles, etc that have always 
followed UNC, always talking about the good old days, but they are now just sick of the "jail 
house cool look" that seems to be the important thing to the athletes now. And that thing with the big 
hair sticking out from underneath the foot ball helmets, you should do something about that, that is 
sick. That is an image thing, and it has nothing to do with football. As a matter of fact, that player is 
more than likely to be thinking about what everybody else is thinking about his hair, instead of 
concentrating on what he is suppose to be doing on the field. Please e-mail me back with your 
feelings on this situation, 
Thanks 
Billy 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Jacob Kiper @hotmail.com > 

Monday, July 01, 2013 10:33 AM 

Chancellor 

UNC basketball violations 

Brintopng; brintcity.jpg; Bullets Fatsdpg; Fats Bullets.jpg; Fats guns.jpg; Fats Kendall 

Marshall.png; Fats Marijuanadpg; Fats picture.jp9; Hairston Greg Little.prig; Henson 

BrintcityNY.png; Henson Fats conversationopng; John Henson cars Fats.prig; Leslie 

McDonald Chris Neal.jpg; Leslie McDonald Fats.prig; McDonald Fats conversation.pn9; 

McDonald phone violationopng; mcdonald_fats_phonedP9; more talks.png; 

pastorchrisnealdpg; Terrelle Pryor.png; Timm Harrington Brint Hayesdpg 

The man who rented the 2013 GMC Yukon from Hertz for UNC basketball player P3 Hairston is Hayden 

"Fats" Thomas. Thomas is a convicted felon who has a long legal history. Thomas has a history of dealing 

with illegal drugs and weapons. In fact, Thomas has a court date today over drugs and weapons 

charges. Hayden Thomas has quite a reputation around the Triangle Area. Mr. Thomas is known as 

"Durham’s biggest pimp and drug dealer." 

Outlines the December arrest: 
htt : WWWohera[dsun.com news [oca[news~Policeqog 

Past history of arrests: 

me=th&searchFirstName=~&listur[=p_a~e[istoffendersearchresuffs&[ist~e=:~ 

Hayden Thomas was also involved in the Duke lacrosse rape case: 

httpz~hacked ba nnedandlockeddo.,,as#oUcg4Vvk3s Q 

h tt~2L!s :1, zeta boa rds,co m t’Liest, o oo~ 

h ttA~Z/d u rha mwonde rJa ndo b[o ~&~p... it-matte rs. htm[ 

The rental with Hertz has been :~00% confirmed. 

As of last night, Hayden Thomas only had about ::[20 followers on Twitter, but a good percentage of those 
Twitter followers are UNC Tar Heel athletes.,, basketball and football, Hayden Thomas also interacts on 

Twitter with UNC athletes that do not follow him. The Twitter account is @Fats315. it has been confirmed 
that @Fats315 is the Twitter account on Hayden Thomas, 

Here is a brief list of some of the people Thomas is Tweeting with: 

Wesley Saunders 

Grog Little 



Terre~ Pryor 

Tim Harrington 

Dexter Strickland 

Jordan Hall (Ohio State} 

Leslie McDonald 

John Henson 

Harrison Barnes 

Kendall Marshall 

PJ Hairston is also a follower on Hayden Thomas on Twitter. 

have screen shots of the entire ~ist of "Followers" for Thomas... including severa~ UNC athletes. 

Twitter conversations between Thomas and Leslie McDonald and John Henson date back to April and March 

2022_. dangerously close to time periods in which they were still competing for UNC basketball Common 

sense says they had an established relationships while they were actively playing. 

Thomas Tweeted a picture of very expensive cars to John Henson. Why? 

~There is a Twitter conversation in which Leslie McDonald openly admits to being given a phone as an 

impermissible benefit. 

Tweets also show UNC athletes in relationships with very shady characters that involve an "expensive 

lifestyle." Why would UNC athletes be involved with such individuals while still in college at UNC? One of 

these individuals is "Pastor Chris Neal." 

Mr. Thomas also has pictures of him with large amounts of illegal drugs and weapons. 

I know that Hayden Thomas will end up deleting his Twitter account as soon as possible, but we have lots of 

screenshots for when that happens. 

~ just thought you’d ~ike a~ of the detai~s. 

Sincerely, 

--Jacob Kiper 



h~elping 

,,me pack 

J ~o h n_ H e ’,n~ o n _ Yo u d o I:o o k i ke t h 8 t 

g u y wh,o plays foir C a r,oli n a 

DJ B~obbyDr~ake (i:,.,i:: 

T i m e t o g et re a d y if y~o u h ave n’t st a rt ed 

a lr~e a d y ~ D o ~o r s a t ~] 0 ~ G ~et t h e re a t 1 0 ~ 1 5 ,, 

#Longbranch 

RT E L L E,d a n n i ~ ,o h s h it.,, i m ay n,eed 











@MARCEAUWINSTON bringing my 

C~O U S N Dj T r i’n i 9 o o~9 wkys dc rad i~o 

H is g o’,n n a s pin fo r u g u ys f:o r ] 5 rain s if 

is ok wiith u 

@KButter5 everything is fancy in az 

You az rig ht ? 

Ev~e n t h o u g h g O’N N 8 m a ke 

u s b la c k b u s in es s men b ro ke 

Th at d a m n M i c h e lie k n d a ma ke you 

wa n n a g ve it all u p 







P,J N a i r st o ~ 

Tay:) 

Foiiow @MacTrife 

MikeSty~zz SSMG 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jacob Kiper @hotmail.com > 
Tuesday, July 02, 2013 4:20 PM 

Chancellor 

NCAA violations/Dental Foundation 

Chancellor, 

I think you may want to ask the UNC Dental Foundation for their payment/transaction records with the North 

Carolina Oral Health Institute. I think someone within UNC’ Dental has been "accidentally" giving money to 

the North Carolina Oral Health Association. 

The North Carolina Oral Health Association is a sham operation.., for which the agent is by Hayden "Fats" 

Thomas. This is :[00% confirmed. This is the same Hayden Thomas that rented the Yukon for UNC basketball’s 

PJ Hairston. 

I think money is being laundered from UNC Dental Foundation to Hayden Thomas and associates through the 

North Carolina Oral Health Association... under the guise of money going to the North Carolina Oral Health 

Institute. 



vincent wingate @nc.mcom > 
Saturday, July 06, 2013 7:11 PM 

Chancellor 

Dear Chancellor, 

I would like to advise you to remove PG 

htt~ ://wwwhtt~) :iiwww.newsobse~ver.com/2013/0 7 /05/3012 72 7 ifelomwho~ented~carqn~ 
h a i rst o n. htm ln ews o bs e ~ve r. co mi2013/07/05/3012727ire Io n -w h o~ re n te d ~ ca r- in - h a i ~sto n. ht m l 



Subject: 

vincent wingate @nc.mcom > 
Saturday, July 06, 2013 7:32 PM 

Chancellor 

whargrove@brookspierce.com; bhyde@pittcomanagementocom; plclay@mit.edu; 

Caudill, Walter Lowry; dcurtis@curtismedia.com; Gardner, Alston; 
pgrauer@bloomberg.net; KLandis@plexuscap.com; slerner@bluehillgroup.com; 

sallie.shuping.russell@blackrockocom; Feliciaowashington@klgates.com; Leimenstoll, 

Will; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Greene, Heather West 

PJ Hairston 

Dear Chancellor, 

Congratulations on obtaining tl~e UNC chancellor’s position. My son went to UNC and I love this school, but the past few 
years have made me very unhappy with the way the school has dealt with their academic scandals. 

This recent arrest of RJ. Hairston in a vehicle rented by a questionable character with 43 grams of marijuana and 
a 9 mm gun continues the same UNC athletic department story. It seems in America that athletic departments 
are bigger than the university’s primary mission of education. In my opinion you have to decide now’, whether 
you are bigger than the athletic department (basketball program) or not. I wish Bill Friday was still alive as he 
would give you very sage advice. This is a defining moment for you as chancellor ~ would suggest to you that 
P.J. Hairston should be suspended from the basketball program until he has gone through the judicial process. If 
he is guilty of serious offenses he should loose his basketball scholarship. Some would argue he should loose 
his basketball scholarship now, having made some very bad decisions as to who he associates with. 

Sincerely, 
Vincent Wingate 



Subject:: fyi, USA Today story on PJ 

Dates Saturday, July 6~ 20~3 8:SS:~S PM Eastern Daylight Time 

~ro~: Ki~sch~e~, Steve 

To; Moon, Karen B, Schuettpe~lz, Erin C, McFadand, M~chae~ B 

Second renta   ink:s UNC’s PoJo 
H irston t:o Haydn Tho[ as 

STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

~easo~ 

Nor[h Caroli~a"s leading scorer last basketball 

season, R.J. Hairston, was cited for spe.edir~g May 13steve 

while driving a Hertz rental car that was paid for by a 

woman wh~ shares a Durham address with Haydn 

Thomas, a convicted felon whose: rented sports util~y 

vehicle Hairston was driving when he was arrested 

last month. 

Hairston was cited for speeding while driving a 2012 

Chevrolet Camaro SS v¢ith Virginia license plates, a 

Durham County District Cou~t clerk said, The 

Camaro was paid for by a woman namedJ Catinia 

Farrington, whose Durham address matches that of 

Thomas, accord}~g to the Hertz receipt ot3tained by 

USA TODAY Sports. 

~REVIOUSLY: N.C. man says he rented car 

Hairston was driving 

The license plates on the Camare that Hairston was 

driving match the ones on the rental receipt for 

Farrington, as does the make and model of the 

vehicte, And the address Far[ington lists on the rental receipt matches the address 

Thomas lists on his voter registration, 

Thomas told USA TODAY Sports on Wednesday that he did not know Hairston., who 

was arrested June 5 on possession of marijuana charges whi}e ddving a 20t3 GMC 

Yukon that Thomas rented. Thomas said that he rented the Yukon for himself and that 

a friend, Miykae~ Faulcon of Dur:ham, had borrowed the car to go to a store when the 

arres~ occurred, Thomas said in a telephone intePview that Hairston foI!owed him on 

Twitter only because "1 promote parties." 



Thomas said W~dnesday that neither the NCAA nor officials from North Carolina had 

reached out to him to talk wit[~ him about his relationship with Hairston. He added tha~ 

he is not a Univers~#y d NoAh Carolina athletic booster nor is he connected to a spo~s 

agent. 

Farring~on rented the Camaro from April 25 through June I7, a period of 54 days, 

according to the rental receipL Farrington was bil~ed 

Calls to Thomas and Fardngton on Saturday were not immediately returned. 

Hairs{on is due in court in Durham on Aug. 2 for the speeding ,charge, according to the 

citation. He was stopped on Durham~Chapel ~4i1~ Bird, for drMng 54 m~:h in a 45 mph 

zone, the clerk said. 

The police repo~t: from Hai~ston’s June 5 arres~ revealed that a 9-miflimeter handgun 

and a magazine with nine ro~nds d ammunition were seized during a t~a~c stop that 

led to Hairston’s arrest on possession of mar~uana charges., Three cigars and a plastic 

baggie that contained a hal#ounce d marijuana also were se~zed~ 

Durham Police public information officer Kammie Micha:e~ had said by phone that the 

pistol, magazine and ammunition were att found outside the vehicle: 

Hairston, 20, was driving Fau~con and Carlos Sanford in the ~ilver Yukon, according to 

the police repa~, A!~ three were arrested and charged with drug possession, Nairston 

also was charged with drMng without: a license. 

Hairston, Fai31con and .Sanford were each released on $t ..000 unsecured bonds, 

Thomas said he knew Faulcon from "partying at clubs." Thomas said he did not own 

the gun that was seized, and also that the marijuana found in the cat was not his. 

Thomas rented the Yukon at 10 p,m, June2 at the Hertz: location, at Raleigh Durham 

~ntemational Airpod;, and the cat was returned at f0:30 p,m. June 5. Thomas was 

charged $I261,64, according to the receipL The ~icense plate number on the rental 

receipt matches the one listed on the Durham (N,C.) police report of Hairston’s armrest, 

as does the year, make and model of the vehicle, 

Thomas has bad numerous run-ins with the Iaw dating back to 2002. In 2006, he was 

convict:ed on the felony charge of accessing camputers. He has a~so p!eaded goitt¥ to 

four counts d possession of drug paraphernalia. 

University ~f North Carolina 

Sen~or Associate A,D,o for Com~uni:cations 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

admin@donbrownbooks.com 
Sunday, July 07, 20:13 9::10 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Re: PJ... 

Thanks for the reply. Have a great evening and see you soon, 

Don 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <!2..~.!2.!2.{:!~L.G..~....e....E].;.~.!.!.:..~L.n....(;.:..e....~!..~p 

Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2013 4:56pm 

To: "admin@donbrownbooks.com" <admin@donbrownbooks.com> 
Subject: Re: P J... 

Thanks. Appreciate your support. We need to fully understand the facts before he make some decisions, but in any 

event PJ needs to make better decisions. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 7, 2013, at 2:44 PM, ~ donbrownbooks.com <admin~donbrownbooks.com> wrote: 

> Hi Bubba, 
> 

> I hope you’re summer is going well, and personally I can’t wait to get down to Columbia and shock the college football 

world in about five weeks. It’s almost that time. I got a chance to see the team’s Charlotte scrimmage, and we’re gonna 

have quite a few offensive weapons, even without Gio. 

> 

> Turning to the PJ Hariston situation, as usual, I think the N&O is trying to make a mountain of a molehill. I’m enclosing 

for your review a post that I wrote on IC defending PJ and UNC. Thought you might find it somewhat useful -- 

particularly the background on how Coach Smith handled the arrest of King Rice back in the 1990s. Of course, here we 

don’t have anything beyond minor misdemeanor charges at a routing traffic stop. 

> 

> I have all the confidence in the world that both you and Roy will handle this matter professionally. 

> 

> Hope to see you soon. 

> 

> All the best, 
> 

> Don Brown 

> Charlotte 
> 

> 

> DonBrown wrote: 
> 



> You guys are making a mountain out of a molehill° The kid was driving a car...IT’s not illegal to drive a car. It’s not like 

he was taking cash from a booster, being paid a salary by a pooster, or using a booster’s debit card.., as apparently has 

been happening at least one other nearby ACC school that nobody wants to talk about (the debit card part). Get a grip 

and refocus your fire at what some of the schools’ practices are, rather than fret over much ado about nothing. 

> 

> Not like we have an accusation of a felony or anything like that. 

> 

> And for those who sanctimoniously wonder WWDD.o I’ll remind you that when King Rice got arrested for fighting, 

thrown in Jail, that Dean went and got him out of jail, and then over the fingerpoiting advice of those who said he should 

not play, or even be suspended, Dean turned around and started him against Maryland the very next day. When we got 

beat by Maryland in and important ACC regular season game, and when Richard Vinroot called Dean into question for 

starting an playing King Rice, especially when he had played so horribly, Dean said "Richard, I care more about King 

Rice’s self-esteem for the rest of his life than one stupid ACC basketball game." 

> 

> And for those of you who think UNC should "issue a statement," I could not disagree with you more. One the very 

biggest mistakes that Thorp made was that he was unnecessarily Iooselipped with the press, calling one apologetic press 

conference after another. Thorp threw gasoline on a fire by bad judgment. All that was unnecessarily damaging to the 

University because Thorp was too anxious to blab. 

> 

> Meanwhile, NCAA investigations were going on at GT and IVliami, and you didn’t hear a peep out of either until it was 

all over. Like we say in the Navy, "loose lips sink ships." UNC owes no public statements to anyone over this any more 

than it owes any public statements over any other student who has had a misdemeanor brush with the law, and there 

are hundreds of them. 
> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:17 AM 

Kirschner, Steve; Cunningham, Bubba 

FW: Athletic Department question 

From: Sims, Julia [JSims@wral,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 0% 2013 10:15 AM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Athletic Department question 

Mr. Cunningham- 

I am a reporter with WRAL-TVo We are continuing to follow the PoJ. Hairston case. While I know you probably can’t 

speak about his case specifically, I would like to speak to you on camera about the standards and expectations you have 

for student-athletes. Also, after the football issue- how are you approaching this issue differently? 

Please let me know if you will be available to do an interview. Thank you- 

Julia Sims 

WRAL-TV 5 

(cell) 919-410-5498 

(office) 919-821-8988 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Floyd < @yahoo.com > 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:36 AM 

Chancellor 

Robert 

Chancellor Folt: 

As a 1989 graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill, I have to ask you why  is still in school. ]He degrades my 
diploma. Enough said. 

Sincerely -- 
Robert FI oyd.’89 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kerry" Rake < rake1997@alumni.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 1:15 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

PJ Hairston 

I am writing because I would like to know if there are any plans to conduct a press conference regarding PJ 
Hairston’s various alleged misdeeds. The last thing we need is another scandal, and the silence from the 
university and the athletic department does not make us look good. I stand by Coach Williams and our 
university, but I am incredibly concerned. Should these allegations be proved, the best thing we can do is to cut 
Mr Hairston loose. We do not need this---no basketball win/loss record is worth this. 

Kerry Rake 
r...a.g~.Lg...9...7..C~...aJ,~:~N~;.~m~.;...e...d..,..u.., 
Class of 1997 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:29 PM 

janet riggsbee 

RE:  

Dear Ms, Riggsbee, 

Thank you ve~ much for your note. 

I understand your points, but I do want to be fair to the student involved Once we gather full and complete 
information, decisions will be made at that time. 

Thanks for your continued interest and support. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

[~ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

From; janet riggsbee [pndcake@hotmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, July 08, 2013 5:58 PM 
To; UNC Athletics Director; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne 
Subject;  

I am UNC graduate-class of 1978. Please remove  from the UNC Basketball team immediately. 

think that it is crucial that a strict line be drawn in what will be tolerated from our Student/Athletes! 
. is an embarrassment to the University and the Basketball program. 

He was tully aware of where he was, who he was associating with, and that what he was doing was illegal. 

Please do not let this linger. Please remove him from the team immediately. Please make an example of this 
situation for the remaining Athletes in any sport at UNC- of what we will and will NOT tolerate! 

Thank you for your attention. 

Janet Riggsbee 
BS-RDH ’78 



From: Kevin No FitzGerald [kmfitzgerald@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:38 AN 
To= UNC Athletics Director; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject= FW: for tr approval 

Please see Tom’s input, 

From: Tom Ross 
Sent= Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:06 AN 
To: Kevin N. FitzGerald 
Subject: RE: for tr approval 

See attached 

Thomas W, Ross 

President of the University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2688 Chapel Hill, NC 275:15--2688 

91..9M962-9000 (Office) 

9t9-.843-.9695 (Fax) 

..t..~......m..L~..##..@..n....~.~:.t...h...c.:.a..L.~.!!...n...a....?~..d...L4 

From= Kevin M. FitzGerald 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 6:56 PM 
To: Tom Ross 
Subject: Fwd: for tr approval 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@uncoedL~> 
Bate: July 9, 2013, 18:46:33 EDT 
To: "Kevin M. FitzGerald" <kmfitzgerald@northcarolina.edu> 
Subject: FW: for tr approval 

One tweak from Carol reflected below, Otherwise, we will go in morning, 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent= Tuesday, July 09, 2013 6:16 PM 
To= Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject; for tr approval 

BUBBA 



"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts 

related to a student member of our men’s basketball team° We take these matters very 

seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due 

diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details 

surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are 

still gathering information, learning information from other sources and will not comment until 

that time when we believe we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts 

show mistakes in judgment and/or action, I know Coach Williams will take and support the 

appropriate disciplinary measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and it is 

upon that principle on which Coach Williams and the department operate each and every day, 

The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until 

we are confident that we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that 

and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.Do for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

 cell 

stevekirschner(~3 ur~Coe{~u 

GoHeels,com 



BUBBA 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts 

related to a student member of our men’s basketball team. We take these matters very 

seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due 

diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details 

surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are 

still gathering information, learning information from other sources and will not comment until 

that time when we believe we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts 

show mistakes in judgment and/or action, ~ Coach Williams will take and I will support the 

appropriate disciplinary measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and it is 

upon that principle on which Coach Williams and the department operate each and every day. 

The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until 

we are confident that we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that 

and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 



Subject: Re: for tr approva~ 

Date: Wednesday, Ju!y 10, 2013 8:58:46 AM Eastern Daylight Time 

Fro~; Kh’schner, Steve 

Te: Schuettpe[z, Erin C 

Got It, thanks 

Unless I hear different from 8ubba~ ~ pla# to send arouB:d &O:30 th:~s 

That ok with you? 

Steve ~K[rscb~er 
U~[vers[ty of No~b 

[919) 962~7258 office 
(919) 475~2595 cel~ 
stevek~rschner@unc.ede 

Fr~: <Schuettpe~z% 
Date: Wednesda% Juty ~0,, 2013 8:39 AM 
To:: Steve K~rschner 
$uNect: Fwd: for tr approva~ 

~egin forwarded message: 

Please see Tom’s input:° 

Tom Ross 
Wednesday~ ~u[y 10~ 2013 8:0,5 AN 

Kevin N:, Fi~Gerald 
8~j~: RE: for tr approval 

See attached 

Thomas Wo Ross 
President of the UniversitV of North Carolina 
PO 8ox 2688 Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 



(Fax} 

S~bje~: Fwd: for tr app~ova~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

O~e tweak from Carol reflected below, =Otherwise, we wi!l go in morning:. 

Frerm Kirschner, Steve 
Tuesday, July 09,, 20t3 

Schue~peiz~ Erin C 

BUBBA 

"The athtetic department compliance staff and ~ are full’,/aware of recent 

media accounts related to a student member of our men’s basketball team. 
We take these matters very seriously a~d are looking into these reports and 
the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to 

comment on the individuals involved o~r the detai~s surrou#ding these reports 
untie we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still 
gathering information, learning information from other sources and will not 
comment until that time when we believe we have a stron~ grasp of each 
individuaI situation. Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and!or 
action, I know Coach Williams will take and support the appropriate 
disciplinary measures, 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to 

all of us and it :is upon that principle on which Coach Williams and the 

depa[tment operate each a~d every day. The most respo~sib~e course of 
action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are 
conf~ent that we have the facts to do .so, I appreciate everyone’s 
understanding of that a~d we will bring these matters to resolution as soon 

as possible." 



Steve 
Uni~,ersity of North 
Se~ior ~sociate AoD, fo,~- Communication~ 

(919) 952~--7258 office 



Subject: Re: for tr app,’oval 

Date: Wednesday, Ju!y ~0; 20:~.3 9:30:4g AM Eastern Daylight Time 

From: K~rschner, Steve 

To~ ScRuettpe~z, Edn C 

Chapel Hill - University of North Ca.~olina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham: has: issued the foliowing 

sta~:-ement: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and [ are fully awa~’e of recent media accounts related to student 

members of our men’s basketball team° We take these matters ver~, sedousIy and are to.ol~ing into these reports and 
the ~nferences they contain with al~ due d~ltge~sce. I~ is my practice not to comment on t~e i~dMdusls ~nvolved or the 
details surrounding these repo~s until we have suffident underst:and~ng of the facts involved. We are st~l gathering 
~nformation, learning ~nformat~on from other sources, ~nd we w~ll not comment until we have a strong ~grasp of each 
~ndivh~ua~ situation. Where the facts show mistakes ~n ~ud~ment: and/or actions, Coach {Roy} Williams w~ll take and ~ 
w~ll support the app~-opriate d~sdpl~naP~ measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the prindple on which 
Coach Williams and the athletic departme~t operate each :and every da~¢. The most respo~sibte co[~rse of action, 
h~)wevec is to wkhhold judgment a[~d cotangent until we are confident we have the facts to do so, ~ appreciate 
everyone’s understanding of that and we w~[I bring these matters to resolution as soon as ~oss;b[e/’ 

Steve Kirschae:r 
U ~n ire rs ity of N o rth Ca roli ~ a 

Senior Associate A,D. for Communicati:ons 

962--7258 off~ce 
~el! 

stevekirschner@unc~edu 
GoHee}socom 

From: <Schuettpetz>, E:dn Schuett:pelz 

Oate~ Wednesday~ July &0~ 20~3 9;29 AM 

To: Ste~e K~rschner <stevek~rsch~er@unc,edu> 
$~jee~ Re: for tr approva~ 

On Ju~ 10, 2013, at 8:58 AM,: "Kirschner,, Steve" <stevek_k,scibee[@u#_ci_e#~> wrote: 



Unless I hear different from Bubba, 1 plsn to. send around ~0:30 this 

That ok with you? 

U:~ivetsity of Nortl~ Caroilina 

Senior Associate A~D, for Comm[micatio~s 

From.’ <SchuettpeIz>, E~in Schuettpe~z 

Date: Wed~esda% Ju~y ~0, 2023 8:39 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Please see Tom’s inpuL 

"Tom Ross 
Wednesday~ 3uJy ~0, 20~3 8:06 AN 

Kevin M. FitzGerald 

See attached 

Thomas W, Ross 
President oft:he Ur~iversity of North Ca~rolina 
PO Box 2688 Chapel HiII, NC 275~5-2588 

9:19~962~9000 (Office) 
9Z9-843-9695 (Fax} 
tamross~no~hcaro~na.edu 

:F~e~ Kevin ,qo Fi~Gerald 



Se~ Tuesday, July 09, 20:[3 6:56 PM 
Torn R~ss 

Sabje~ Fwd: for tr 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

One tweak from Carol reflected beilow, Otherwise, we will go in 
morning~ 

Fro~: Kirschner, :Stew~ 

To~ Schue.~pelz, Edn C 

BU~BA 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware 

of recent media accounts related to a student member of our 
men’s basketbalI team° We take t}]ese matters very seriously and 
are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain 
with all due diligence, it is my practice not to comment on the 
individuals invoIved or the details surrounding these reports until 
we have sufficient understanding of the facts involve& We are 
still gatherin8 information, learning information from other 

sources and will not comment unti~ that time when we beIieve 
we have a strong grasp of each individual situation, Where the 
facts show mistakes in judgment and!or action, I know Coach 
Williams will take and suppoR the appropriate disciplinaw 

measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount 

concern to aH of us and it is upon that principle On which Coach 
WHHams and the department operate each and every day. The 
most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold 
iudgment and comment untit we are confident that we have the 
facts to do soo I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and 
we wili bring these matters to resolution as .soon as possible/’ 

Steve KJrsch#er 



Uniwrsity af Noah Carolina 



Subject: another final 

draft 

Wedr~esday, July 10, 2013 £:37:27 AM Eas[erm Daylight Time 

Kirschner, Steve 

Cunningham, Bubbm, I~e, V~nce, Schuettpelz, Er~n C 

Chapel Hill --~ Universiey of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Qmningham has issued 
the followi~g statement: 

*’The athletic department compliance staff and I are: f~liy aware of recent media accounts 
related to our men’s basketbal~ team~ We take these: matters vew seriously and are Iooking into 
these reports: and the :inferences tl~ey contair~ wi~h all due diligence, It is my practice ~.ot to 
comment on the individuals ir~volved or the details sa:rrou:nding these reports unt~l we have 
sufficient: u~derstandi~ag of tge facts ir~volved, We are s~ill gathering information, learning 
information from other sources, and we will not commm~t m~til we have a strong grasp of each 
individual situation~ Where the facts show mistakes i~ judgment and/or actions:, Coach (Roy) 
Williams will take and I witl support the appropr:{ate d.isciplinaw :measm’es. 

The integrity of the University of North Caroli~-~a is of paramoun~ concern to all of us and is the 
principle on which Coach Williams a~d the athletic department operate each and every day. 
The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until 
we are confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate evewone’s understanding of that and 
we will bring these ma~e:rs to resolution as soon as possible.’* 

Steve girschner 

University o{ Noah Carolina 

Se,~ior As:soc:iate A.D. for Communicatioas 

(919) 962-7258 office 

 cell 
stevekirscb~er@ u~coedu: 
GoHee!s,com 



Cunningham, Bubba 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:31 PM 

MelLewis 

Norton, Molly 

Re: FWIW .... I liked it. 

Thx. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Or~ Jul 10, 20:13, at 2:55 PM, "MelLewis" <reel331 @art.net> wrote: 

Bubba: FWIW .... ][ like today’s announcemento 

Mel 

POSTED TO "Faust" Column at BSays @ 2:30 PM Wed... 

1L,TpDATE: Bt:~bba has i ss~ed a press release on Wed noon .... B obLee comments .... 
Bubba s~id ...... CLICK: 

BobLee’s Comments: Since no one really knows how deep a hole we are looking at with this 
pile o’ crap .... For Bubba to say UNC is, in effect, waiting for this to bottom out is not a bad 
announcement. Whatever young PJ’s fate will be .... a few more days/weeks will not change that. 

IF this were in-season and UNC were delaying action so as to have PJ eligible for "a big 
game" tomorrow it would be VERY different. Delaying dropping the hammer now doesn’t 
change anything. "This" is, alas, only likely to get worse regardless. IF UNC had "ruled" 
immediately after the first report (as many demanded) all this subsequent odious crap with Fats 
might not have emerged. How deep is this pile o’ crap ???? Who knows? Meanwhile young Mr 
Hairston can ponder his fate and his fi~ture~ ALL OPTIONS are still available to [!NC ergo I 
support Bubba’s comments today. 

+++++++ 

<BLLogoLITTLEST.jpg> 

Enioy wwwoBobL:eeSays.com 



MelLewis 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com > 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 12:01 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Google Alert - Bubba Cunningham 

Web new result ~or Bubba Cunr~ingham 

UNC attfletic director Bubba Cmming]~am said the ~miversity is still gathering facts about the controversy sun’mmding P.J~ Hairstm~ 
ROBERT WILLETT 

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more. 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
Manat~ your alerts. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com > 

Wednesday, July :10, 20:13:12:0:1 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Google Alert - Bubba Cunningharn 

News 5 new results for Bubba Cunningham 

~_ tatem~nt Re: BasketbaI] 

~ubba Cunningham S~tement Re: Basketball. UNC Medm Relations. July 10, 2013. Tweet. Share. Chapel ~Jll -UnJversib’ of 
No~h Carolfl~ Director of Athletics Bubba Cunn~ngham has ~ssued the fMlow~ng stalement: "The athletic department compliance 

CHAPEL HILL~ N.C.. North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham said Wednesday the school is gathering information on 

potential improper con&~ct by members of the men’s basketball team a month after the drug arrest of leading scorer P.J, Hairston. 

Hairston Lhfi~ed To Convicted Felon 

_At the time, Ninth Carolina spo~ts information director Steve Kirsctmer told ESPN.com in an email that UNC coach Roy Williams 
and att~etic director Bt~bba Cmmingham were "aware" of the situation and would "issue a statement when we have enough 

Will the "Far Heel s ever learn? ..................................................................................................... 

The school’s athletics director, Bubba C~nningham, cmffirmed that the NCAA is also looking into possible ties between Hairston 
and Greensboro resident RodnW Blackstock, who has been accused of gNi~g $10,000 to tim AAU coach of thiner Kansas guard 

Given recent histou and the black eye from which those m Carolina blue are s011 recovering, Williams, attfle0c director B~bba 
Cum~ingham and new chancellor Carol Folt should seriously consider a preemp0ve strike that sends Hairston packing permanently. 

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more. 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
Manacl~ your alerts. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com > 

Wednesday, July :10, 2013 4:39 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Google Alert - Bubba Cunningham 

News 4 new results ,rot Bubba Cunningham 

With the scandal surrounding PJ Hairston, North Carolina’s leading scorer a season ago, growing by the day, North Carolina attfletic 
director Bubba Cunnh~gham finally addressed the situation in a statement on Wedncsdw morning. ~’~The athletic department 

After weeks of institutional silence, North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cu nningham issued a statement Wednesday rega~fiing 
the increasingly tenuous slams of slat Tar Heels guard P.J. Hairston. Cunningbam acknowledged the gravity of the 

UNC AD: school sti~I ’lookh~g into’ cbcumstances arou,~d Hairston. Thomas case 

Noah Camli~q at~etics director ~bba Cu~i~gRam released a statement Wednesdw morning outli~flng the school’s cu~’ent stance 
on the PJ. Haimto~/}iwdn "F*s" Tho~ms car-rental saga. And, w~le Cm~ngMm doesn’t use Hairstods ~me~ R’s fairly 

However on Wednesday, U~fiversib~ o:[" North Carolina Director of Athletics B~bba Cu~i~gRam said in a statement that the attflefic 

departmenl is aware o:[" reports surrounding their men’s basketball team. "We take these matters very seriously and are ..° 

This as-it-happens Google Alert is brought to you by Google. 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
Manac~ your alerts. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:33 PM 

Folt, Carol Lynn 

Fwd: DeCourcy 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPho~e 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirsch~er(i~!unc,eclu> 
Date: July 10, 2013, 4:01:02 PMEDT 
To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@~email.~mc.ed~> 
Subject: DeCourcy 

1. It has been over a month since P.J. Hairston was arrested, and yet 
UNC is still fact-gathering in the case. How poorly have the Tar 
Heels handled this situation? 

DeCourcy: There have been lots of calls for Hairston to be suspended 
indefinitely while North Carolina~or, perhaps more on point, USA Today~ 
investigates the situation. Carolina could do that, but would accomplish 
what, exactly? 

Hairston is not currently enrolled in summer school at UNC, so he couldn’t 
work out with the coaches, anyway. So if he’s suspended today, he’s 
suspended from nothing. We’ve all seen hundreds of these offseason 
suspensions when an athlete encounters some sort of trouble and then, 
when the games begin, there they are playing games again. 

Hairston continues to put Roy Williams and the entire university" into an 
untenable position. In Williams’ case, he dealt with Hairston prior to the 
NBA draft declaration deadline and no doubt explained what he would gain 
with another year of college basketball. To cut him loose now, before any 
resolution has developed with Hairston’s legal issues, would be to renege 
on all of those conversations. 

However, Hairston’s lack of circumspection ultimately might force Carolina 
to act. A school whose athletic department can afford no more damaging 
publicity now is dealing with a star basketball player who reportedly was 



driving an expensive rental car--more than once--that he did not pay for 
himself. That’s at least as problematic for UNC as the marijuana 
possession charges and traffic violations confronting Hairston. 

Thursday morning, UNC athletic director Bubba Cunningham released a 
statement that summed up the university’s approach: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent 
media accounts related to our men’s basketball team. We take these 
matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences 
they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the 
individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have 
sufficient understanding of the facts involved. VVe are still gathering 
information, learning information from other sources, and we will not 
comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where 
the facts show mistakes in judgment andlor actions, Coach Williams will 
take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures. 

"The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to 
all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic 
department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of 
action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are 
confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s 
understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon 
as possible." 

It’s more important where Hairston stands regarding the various problems 
he has created for himself, and how Carolina reacts to all that, as of the 
start of fall-term classes. UNC goes back to school Aug. 20. That’s a little 
more than a month. Rushing the issue might please the media, but serves 
no greater purpose. 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
 cell 

stevekirschner(~mc~ed~ 
GoHeels.com 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com > 

Wednesday, July :10, 20:13 9::15 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Google Alert - Bubba Cunningham 

News 6 new results [or Bubba Cunningham 

UNC AD B~bba Cmmi~gl~am addresses PJ I-{airston 

Nmlh Caroli~m alNetic director Bubba Cunningham [ms fi~mlly issued an official s~tement mgaNing the ongoing controversy 
involving baskcNall s~r P.J. Hairston. He didn’t say ~tmch. But at least he did acknowledge that the school’s a&tfiNslration 

Though North Carolina men’s basketball coach Roy Williams has rcfnsed on multiple occasions to talk about the growing number of 
allegations snrrounding Hairston, attfletic director Bubba Cunn ingham addressed the situation Wednesday in an official 

UNC AD addresses PJ Hairston sa~a with %m~aI statemer~t 

UNversib, of Noah Caroli~m pmsideN Bubba C~nni~gham issued a stateroom Wednesday mor~ng regarding the saga su~ounding 
Tar Heels fom, ard P.J. Hairsmn. Hairston was stopped in Durham, N.C., on June 5 and subsequemiy a~ested along with m,o 

North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham says the school is gathering in~brmalion on potential improper conduct by 
members of the men’s basketball team a month after the drug arrest of Hairston. Cunningham’s statement Wednesday, J~fly 10, 2013 

Chapel Hill ........ Amid the ongoing turmoil s~rroundi~g P.J. HairstOno the rising junior guard who was Nmlh Caroli~m’s leading scorer 
last season, universiU athletic director Bubba Cmmi~lgham earlier today said UNC was still gathering information and ._ 

UNC AD: ’Sdll ~ fac£s’ abot~t Hairstor~ case 
::5." it:i:/::, ii. ::::: iixw :!.: ii:: .~.i:~~. 
Chapel Hill. N.C. -- University of North Caroli~ta at Chapel Hill Athletic Director Bubba Cun~ingham said m a statement 
Wednesday tt~at the school is "still gathem~g infommtion" in response to media reports about possible inappropriate conduct by men 

This as-it-happens Google Alert is brought to you by Google. 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
...M.....a..!L.a..g..e.. your alerts. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Wednesday, July 10, 20:13 :]_0:32 PM 

Wade Hargrove 

Re: Statement 

Thx. Hope you’re well. 
We need to get out of the ditch. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of AtNetics 
University of North Carolina 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 3:18 PM, "Wade Hargrove" <WHARGROVE~~)ierce.com> wrote: 

Agree...something needed to be said on behalf of the University._and gubba said exactly the right thing. 

Couldn’t have said it: better myself. 

Wade 

Brooks Pierce 
.1_600 Wells Fargo Capit:ol Center 

.1_50 Faye~X:evil[e St:reeL 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

T 91.9-834-92~ 6 

F 336-232.-92.1_6 

From: MelLewis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:55 PN 
To: Bubba Cunningham 
$~bjeet: FW[W .... [ liked it. 

Bubba: FWIW .... I like today’s announcement. 

Mel 

POSTED TO "Faust" Column at BSays @ 2:30 PM Wed... 

[JPDATE: Bubba has issued a press release on Wed noon .... BobLee comments .... 
B~bba said ...... CLICK 

BobLee’s Comments: Since no one really knows how deep a hole we are looking at with this 
pile o’ crap .... For Bubba to say UNC is, in effect, waiting for this to bottom out is not a bad 
announcement. Whatever young PJ’s fate will be .... a few more days/weeks will not change that. 

IF this were in-season and [,,"NC were delaying action so as to have PJ eligible for "a big 
game" tomorrow it would be VERY different. Delaying dropping the hammer now doesn’t 



change anything "This" is, alas, only likely to get worse regardless. IF UNC had "ruled" 
immediately after the first report (as ma~y demanded) all this subsequent odious crap with Fats 
might not have emerged. How deep is this pile o’ crap ???? Who knows? Meanwhile young Mr 
Hairston can ponder his fate and his future. ALL OPTIONS are still available to UNC ergo I 
support Bubba’s corarae~ts today. 

+++++++ 

<imageool.jpg> 

IEnioy wwwo Bob LeeSaysocom 

+++++ 

MelLewis 

me~33~@att,net 

Confidentiality Notice: 

The information contained in this e-mail transmittal is privileged and confidential intended for the 
addressee only. If you are neither the intended recipient nor the employee or agent responsible for 
delivering this e-mail to the intended recipient, any disclosure of this information in any way or taking of 
any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, 
please notify the person transmitting the information immediately~ 

This e-mail message has been scanned and cleared by MailMarshal SMTP, 



Cunningham, Bubba 

Wednesday, July 10, 20:Z3 10:35 PM 

MelLewis 

Norton, Molly 

Re: FWIW .... I liked it. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On Jul 10, 20113, at 10:34 PM, "MelLewis" <reel33 l~,att.net> wrote: 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 10:30 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <b.~.i!?i!2~.g~.@..~g~.~i!.:.:~!.~.~.:.f4.~.:~!.> wrote: 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athl etics 
University of North Carolina 

On Jul 20113, at 2:55 PM, "MelLewis" <meI331 (?~att.net> wrote: 

Bubba: FWIW .... ~ like today’s announcement. 

Mel 

POSTED TO "Faust" Column at BSays @ 2:30 PM Wed... 

UPDATE: Bubba has issued a press release on Wed noor~ .... BobLee 
GOIllD’I el"l t S 

B~bba said ...... CLICK 

BobLee’s Comme~ts: Since no one really knows how" deep a hole we are 
looking at with this pile o’ crap .... For Bubba to say UNC is, in ef*~ct, waiting for 
this to bottom out is ~ot a bad annou~cement. Whatever young PJ’s fate will be .... 
a few more days/weeks will not change that. 

IF this were in-season and UNC were delaying action so as to have PJ eligible 
for "a big game" tomorrow it ~vould be VER’Y different~ Delaying dropping 



the hammer now doesn’t change anything "This" is, alas, o~]y likely to get worse 
regardless. IF UNC had "ruled" immediately after the first report (as many 
demanded) all this subsequent odious crap with Fats might not have 
emerged. How deep is this pile o’ crap ???? Who kno~vs? Meanwhile young Mr 
Hairston can ponder his fate and his furore. ALL OPTIONS are still available 
to [iNC ergo I support Bubba’s comments today. 

+++++++ 

< BLLogoLITTLEST,jpg> 

+++++ 

MelLewis 

@art,net 

<BLLogoLITTLEST.jpg> 

+++++ 

~elLewis 

~@att,net 



Subject: Fritz Russ for Lunch @ Brixx 
Start: 2/19/2014 11:45 AM 
End: 2/19/2014 1:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Fritz Russ for Lunch @ Brixx 
Start: 2/19/2014 11:45 AM 
End: 2/19/2014 1:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Fritz Russ for Lunch @ Brixx 
Start: 2/19/2014 11:45 AM 
End: 2/19/2014 1:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Fritz Russ for Lunch @ Brixx 
Start: 2/19/2014 11:45 AM 
End: 2/19/2014 1:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Men’s Soccer Admissions Meeting 
Carlos and Beth Miller 
2/17/2014 10:00 AM 
2/17/2014 11:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Men’s Soccer Admissions Meeting 

Location: Carlos and Beth Miller 
Start: 2/17/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 2/17/2014 11:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



University of Georgia Athletic Association 

August 15, 2011 

Dr. Earl Suttle 
Leadership Success International, LLC 

Dear Dr. Earl, 

Just wanted to say "thank you" ~br your outstanding presentation 
to our staff last week. You certainly made an impression on everyone, 
and the positive vibes you created will last with our staff for maw 
many days, months, and years. You knocked it out of the park! 

Take care, good luck in the future, and am sure we’ll be seeing 
you in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Director of Athletics 
University of Georgia Athletic Association 

Office of the Director of Athletics 
Butts-Mehre Heritage Hall, Suite 425, 1 Selig Circle, Athens, Georgia 30602 

P.O. Box 1472 - Athens, Georgia 30603-1472 
www.georgiadogs~com 



Rich~r’d J. McKay 

May 11, 2012 

To Whom It May Concern, 

The Atlanta Falcons had the recent privilege of hosting Dr. Earl Suttle for one of his 
motivational and inspiring training experiences. Through a really good mix of humor, motivating 
insights, music, and fun exercises, Dr. Suttle kept us fully engaged, interested, and entertained. The 
feedback from our associates was extremely positive and Earl has made a lasting impact on our 
family of businesses. We have put the tools he provided to use and embraced the importance of 
celebrating successes and lifting up our fellow co-workers. 

As a long-time contributor to the development of NFL players and staff, Dr. Suttle’s 
messages wil inspire you to be the "best you can be" in every role of your life, It is with great 
satisfaction that we recommend Dr Suttle. You will certainly not be disappointed. 

Sincerely, 

RJM/sbb 



Dan Beebe Group helps progressive leaders establish a culture that is safe and productive, built on trust and open 
conm~unications. We provide assessments and training related to harassment, discrimination, retaliation, wrongful 
termination, hostile work environments, and sex abuse. Our neutral, third-party professionals--~vith backgrounds in 
athletics, hLn-nan resources, risk management, leading complex organizations and la~v----create transparency and the 
safe avenues that can best identify these workplace misconduct issues as well as those involving fiscal improprieties, 
drug and alcohol abuse, and violation of organizational rules. 

Risks 

The university must uphold its moral and legal duties to protect its students, employees and other persons associating 
with the athletics department from harassment, discrimination, retaliation, sex abuse and other wrongdoing. As 
national media coverage of recent allegations highlights, universities and athletics programs £ace tremendous 
misconduct risks, a perceived lack of transparency, and lack of outside objective risk management prevention effbrts. 

Those in the less-poxverful positions, whether employees or students, who may kaxow of illegal or improper behavior 
can be too intimidated to speak out unless there is independent verification and training about the issues and safe 
avenues of reporting. Relying solely on internal can~pus personnel and outside legal counsel to address ~vorkplace 
conduct issues is problematic in that they can be perceived (fairly or not) as having a vested interest in protecting 
themselves and the university. Such an approach can stifle information that can be acted upon and resolved prior to 
legal action and/or public notoriety. In addition, if there are problems, it is more credible that outside experts validate 
the measures taken by the university to protect everyone involved with the athletics department. \Ve xvork closely 
with a client’s htnnan resource and legal personnel to protect the institution and all who are connected to it. 

Shortfalls in addressing these human relations risks result in substantial financial costs, including the loss of donor 
support, reduction in ticket sales, expenses related to investigations, settlements, defense and litigation costs, and 
increased insurance premiums for employment practices liability and sexual abuse/misconduct. Organizations also 
t;ace the risk of disgruntled employees, or others connected with the athletics programs, who make false or 
exaggerated claims xvell after alleged incidents occurred. 

Beyond the legal and financial risks, an institution may never recover from the damage to reputation, trust and 
respectability these crises may bring. 

Se~wices 

Assessments. Dan Beebe Group’s experts provide an independent assessment to validate the policies and 
procedures that are effective and functioning and to recommend adjustments to further protect you against 
risks. Our assessment includes: 

o 

o 

o 

Detailed examination of the university’s policies and procedures to ensure they are up-to-date with 
current statutory, compliance, and training best practices. 

On-site confidential interviews to determine the level of understanding and confidence that those 
connected to your department (e.g., employees, student-athletes and voltmteers have regarding the 
department’s personnel policies, procedures and practices. 

Assessment findings and recommendations delivered to decision makers in xvnting and/or verbally 
to enhance policies and programs that minimize these risks. 

Training. We provide training t-or all administrators, employees, coaches, students-athletes and others 
affiliated with the athletics department to explain risks, reporting processes, and provide a forum for 

{PAGE } 



answering specific questions mad responding to problems or wrongdoing. Our expertise about these issues 
combined with our vast experience in sports gives us an ability to fully relate to coaches, student-athletes and 
administrators in the unique world of intercollegiate athletics. 

Advocacy. Dan Beebe Group can setwe as your advocate by: 

o Helping to refute claims or perceptions of lack of traa~sparency, cover-up or negligence should a 
problem occur by describing the extent to which your athletics program protected everyone 
associating with the department by engaging a third-party to provide assessments and training. As 
independent experts, we may provide more credibility and transparency in the public and legal arenas 
than internal personnel and outside legal counsel, who may be perceived as conflicted. 

o Using our extensive experience and expertise working xvith insurance and re-insurance companies’ 
underwriting and risk control departments to advocate for reduced premiums based upon the 
athletics depamnent’s retention of the Dan Beebe Group as objective experts to prevent wrongdoing 
and mitigate legal exposures. 

Leadership 

Our consulting tea*n, led by its three partners, brings a keen tmderstanding of intercollegiate athletics as well as 
expertise in the exa*’nination, development, enhancement and implementation of risk management policies, practices 
and training programs in complex organizations. The partners are: 

Dan Beebe, J.D. -Among the many accomplishments in his 30-year career in athletics, Dan Beebe has served as 
Commissioner of the Big 12 and Ohio Valley Conferences and as an NCAA Director of Enforcement. As 
commissioner of two Division I conferences, he oversaw all aspects of conference governance and operations 
including marketing, championships, television, media relations and all officiating programs. Dan’s expertise 
distinguishes the Da*~ Beebe Group with his understanding of athletics operations and the interrelation an~ong those 
connected to sports organizations--administrators, coaches, players, media, governing boards and other stakeholders. 
Dan’s experience and credibility in athletics fosters an environment of trust and open commtmication xvhen 
conducting onsite risk management assessment interviews and training various constituency groups xvithin sports 
organizations. Dan holds a bachelor’s degree from California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, where he was 
captain of the football tean~. He earned his law degree from the University of Cali[brnia Hastings College of the Law. 

MichaeIMcCall, J.D. -For more than 17 years, Mike McCall has provided employment practices, sexual abuse and 
misconduct risk assessments and training to a variety of complex for-profit and nonprofit organizations across the 
country, including universities, colleges, pro sports franchises, secondaU schools, healthcare agencies, emergency 
services organizations, religious institutions a*~d municipalities. Mike is a recognized industry expert with employment 
practices liability and sexual abuse insurance providers. He often is engaged as an authority for employers that have 
experienced a severe loss or high number of claims in order to assess policies and practices and make risk 
management and underwriting recommendations. Mike is the author of the "Employment Practices Resource 
Manual," and has developed axed facilitated training programs on conducting investigations of work-related 
misconduct. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, he studied law at Oxford University in Great Britain and received his law 
degree from the University of Oklal~oma College of Law. 

Mark Thompson -Mark Thompson was a high school and college football coach t-or 25 years and trained numerous 
players who eventually played in the National Football Lea5nae including Nell Lomax, Clint Didier, Drew Bledsoe and 
Peter Sirmon. For more than two decades, he also owned and operated a successful insurance and risk management 
agency. For the last 17 years, he has specialized in providing employment practices liability training axed consultation 
to a variety of organizations, including universities, colleges, pro sports franchises, secondary schools, educational 
services districts, transportation companies and financial institutions. Mark also brings extensive experience training 
and developing risk management solutions to address teacher-to-student and student-to-student harassment, 
discrimination, bullying, violence and sexual misconduct. Mark has a bachelor’s degree from \’¢hitman College in 
Walla Walla, Washington, where he played [botball. 



Regional Rules 

Registration for the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars opens in early March (this is a change 
from recent years). The Regional Rules Seminars will be conducted May 20-23 in Atlanta, 
Georgia and June 3-6 in San Diego, California. The Regional Rules Seminar schedule grid and 
session descriptions will be available through the registration system and on the Regional Rules 
Seminar Web page at 

2014 Regional Rules Seminar Highlights: 

Emphasis on fundamental legislative training, advanced application scenario-based 
presentations and navigating the academic and membership affairs processes. 

Opportunities to engage ~vith department representatives outside of academic and 
membership affairs. 

Opportunities to provide feedback on issues of national significance~ 

Questions about the Regional Rules Seminars should be directed to academic and membership 
affairs staff or re~ionah~ales@ncaa_or~. 



CCACA Student-Athlete Reinstatement Committee Update 

The Division I Student-Athlete Reinstatement Committee met in Indianapolis 
December 3-4, 2013. The committee updated its guidelines specific to determining 
the valuation of impermissible housing and transportation benefits as it relates to 

violations involving multiple individuals. The committee also amended its policies 
and procedures to reflect that all appeals should include: (1) rationale statement 
within the Requests!Self-Reports Online (RSRO) appeal textbox noting why the 
reinstatement staff’s decision should be modified or overturned by the committee; 
and (2) a letter in support of the appeal from an individual who has primary 
responsibilities outside of athletics and has authority to sign-off on an initial request 
through RSRO (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative). 



Academic Performance Program Reminders 

Postseason Access and APP Penalties. 

This serves as a reminder to the Division I membership that the 20113-114 APR data submitted in 
the fall 2014 marks the end of the transition to the new APP penalty structure and access to 
postseason competition for all institutions except those identified by the NCAA research staff as 
limited resource. A team with a multiyear APR below 930 is ineligible for postseason 
competition. Limited filters will be applied to confirm whether or not the team will lose access 
to postseason. However, effective with the 2015-16 postseason, there is no longer an 
improvement filter the first time a team is subject to postseason ineligibility. A filter that 
considered a two-year average of 940 was in place only during the transition period. 

Transition for All Institutions (To Access Postseason Competition): 

Transition for All Institutions (To avoid APP Penalties): 



Transition for Limited Resource Institutions: 

Limited-resource institutions, defined as teams in the bottom 15 percent of all Division I member 
institutions in resources (using the same formula the committee uses for other purposes), 
excluding all Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) institutions, are afforded a slightly longer 
transition to the 930 benchmark and/or an opportunity to have improvement evaluated slightly 
differently if they meet certain requirements. 

In order to access these reviews, the institution must have developed a meaningful APR 
Improvement Plan that meets a set of criteria established by the NCAA Division I Committee on 
Academic Performance. 

Transition for Limited-Resource Institutions: 



Please contact Katy Yurk at kyurk@ncaa.org or Andy Louthain at alouthain@ncaa.or~ with any 
questions. 



Did you kno~v that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigations estimates that more than $2.5 
billion is illegally wagered on March 
Madness each year? Did you know that 
some sports wagering industry experts 
estimate the number to be as high as $7-10 
billion annually? Did you kno~v that last 
year it was reported that wagering at Nevada 
sportsbooks on March Madness had 
surpassed wagering on the Super Bowl? 
(March Madness Bettin~ Now Tops Super 
Bowl; USA Today~ March 27, 2013) With 
March Madness on the horizon, please 
remember that NCAA bylaws prohibit 
participating in March Madness bracket 
pools, fantasy leagues or the like where 
something is put at risk (i.e., money, entry 
fee or tangible item) for the opportunity to 
win something. This prohibition applies to 
all student-athletes, athletics administrators, 
conference office staff members and 
institutional staff members who have 
responsibilities within or over the athletics 

department. The NCAA enforcement staff would like to stress the importance of educating all of 
these individuals about this prohibition. In this regard, the enforcement staff has created a Don’t 
Bet On It poster (see a small version to the left) for institutions to display in its athletics facilities 
and on campus. The poster can be printed in two sizes (8.5" x 11" and 11" x 17") and can be 
found on NCAA.org in the Resources section of the Enforcement Sports Wagering page or at the 
following link: Don’t Bet On It March Madness Poster. 



NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves 
Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 20.9.8.1 (Basketball). Jannary 17, 2014. The NCAA 
Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket waiver to 
allow Division I institutions that already scheduled more than four basketball contests during the 
20113-114 academic year against institutions that are not members of Division I to exceed the four- 
game legislated limit. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted that institutions in year one 

of reclassifying to Division I membership are permitted by Division I conferences to compete 
against conference members, ~vith the contests counting toward basketball teams’ Ratings 
Percentage Index. The subcommittee also noted the widespread misapplication of the legislation 
by Division I membership, and that conferences and institutions became aware of the potential 
conflict during the 20113-14 basketball season. Institutions that exceed the four-game limit would 
be subject to restricted membership. Given the timing, institutions would either have to forfeit 
contests to avoid violating the legislation, or knowingly violate the legislation and request a 
waiver from the Administration Cabinet after the season concludes. Finally, the subcommittee 
noted that the waiver applies only to those institutions that already had scheduled more than four 
basketball contests against institutions that are not members of Division I, and men’s and 
women’s basketball teams may not exceed the maximum number of institutional contests. The 
waiver is a one-time request, future similar requests may be denied and conferences and 
institutions must educate institutional staff on the legislation in question. See Case No. 571791 
in Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) via the search tab. 



_~_pdate on Division I Abridged Manuals 

In October 2013, abridged Division I sport-specific and constituent-specific Manuals were made 
available to download in PDF at ww’~wncaapublications~com. The abridged NCAA Division I 
Manuals contain key provisions of Division I legislation that are most likely to be accessed by 
those involved in a particular sport (e.g., coaches) or in particular institutional administrative 
positions (i.e., chancellors and presidents, athletics directors and senior woman administrators, 
and faculty athletics representatives). For your information, the chart below indicates the 
number of each of the abridged Division I Manuals that were downloaded as of February 1, 
2014. Your feedback regarding the abridged manuals is welcomed in order to help determine 
whether to continue to provide such publications in the future. The staff is exploring ways to 
make the publications available on a quarterly basis and to provide them in other electronic 
formats (e.g., ePub, Mobi). Please provide your feedback to Leeland Zeller at lzeller@ncaa_org. 

Publication Downloads 

ADs and SWAs 60 

Chancellors and Presidents 25 

Faculty Athletics Representative 26 

Baseball 61 

Men’s Basketball 57 

Women’s Basketball 35 

Women’s Bowling 6 

Cross Country & Track and Field 32 

Women’s Equestrian 3 

Fencing 8 

Field Hockey 3 

Football 67 

Golf 29 

Gymnastics 6 

Ice Hockey 8 

Lacrosse 11 

Rifle 7 

Women’s Rowing 11 

Women’s Rugby 3 

Women’s Sand Volleyball 5 

Skiing 2 

Soccer 27 

Softball 21 

Swimming & Diving 12 

Tennis 21 

Volleyball 20 

Water Polo 2 

Wrestling 6 



Institution Providing Expenses Related to Delivery of a Prospective Student- 
Athlete’s Transcript and Test Score. 

Date Published: February 7, 2014 
Type: Official Interpretation 
Item Ref: 1 

The committee determined that it is permissible for an institution to provide expenses 
(e.g., transcript fee, express delivery charges) for a prospective student-athlete’s 
institution to send his or her academic transcript to the institution or the NCAA Eligibility 
Center and to pay the fee for a prospective student-athlete’s ACT or SAT score to be sent 
from the testing agency to the institution, provided the prospective student-athlete has 
signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or 
financial aid or the institution has received his or her financial deposit in response to its 
offer of admission. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.2.1 (offers and inducements -- general 
regulation) and 113.15.2.11 (ACT and SAT scores); Official Interpretations (4/6/94, Item 
No. 4) and (4/13/90, Item No. 9), which has been archived; and a staff interpretation 

(12/20/13, item a), which has been archived.] 



Educational Columns: Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the 

membership with the correct appfcation of legislaaon andJor interpretations by providing 
clarifications, reminders and examples. The); are based on legislaaon and official and staff 

interpretations appfcable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot 
topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are based 

remain appfcable. Educational cohtmns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of 
issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address timely issues. 

Electronic Transmissions, Social Media Platforms and Recruiting. (I) 
Date Published: February 10, 20114 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

NCAA Division I member institutions are reminded that an athletics department staff 
member’s personal website or social media profile [or personal page on any site (e.g., 
%vitter, tumblr, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram, LinkedIn)] may include 
information related to the institution’s athletics program, subject to the same restrictions 
applicable to an institution’s athletics website. Accordingly, a personal site may contain 
information not created for a recruiting purpose (e.g., game scores, season updates, 
facility updates, information regarding the coaching staff or current or former student- 
athletes). However, it is not permissible to include information about or directed toward 
a specific prospective student-athlete or to post video or audio materials directed toward 
prospective student-athletes generally unless such content is produced by the institution’s 

official admissions or student-services office and available to all students or is not created 
for a recruiting purpose (e.g., intew’iews with current student-athletes or game highlights 
targeted to a general audience). 

Institutions should note that the legislation governing publicity, correspondence and 
electronic transmissions is also applicable to an athletics department staff member’s 
personal website. For example, a member institution or athletics department staff 
member may not comment publicly about a prospective student-athlete, other than to 
confirm recruitment, before the prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter 
of Intent (NLI) or an institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, or prior 
to receipt of the student-athlete’s financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of 
admission. The institution is also precluded from commenting in any manner as to the 
likelihood that a prospective student-athlete will sign with that institution and may not 
publicize (or arrange for the publicity of) a prospective student-athlete’s visit to campus, 
including any camp or clinic held on the institution’s campus, before the prospective 
student-athlete has signed a NLI, the institution’s written offer of admission and/or 



financial aid or prior to receipt of his or her financial deposit in response to the 
institution’s offer of admission. Further, an athletics department staff member may not 
promote or endorse a prospective student-athlete’s team or coach, or an athletics facility 
that is primarily used by prospective student-athletes. 

Finally, institutions should note, in sports other than basketball and men’s ice hockey, all 
forms of electronically transmitted correspondence to a prospective student-athlete, other 
than electronic mail (traditional email, and other communication through electronic 
services and applications comparable to traditional email in which a message is sent 
directly to another individual) and facsimile, are prohibited until after the prospective 
student-athlete signs a NLI or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial 
aid or after the institution has received a financial deposit in response to the institution’s 
offer of admission. Examples of prohibited electronic correspondence include, but are 
not limited to text messages, instant messages, SnapChat and comments on a prospective 
student-athlete’s wall or page. 

In basketball and men’s ice hockey, any type of electronically transmitted correspondence 
(e.g., e-mail, facsimile, instant message, text message, SnapChat, etc.) may be sent to a 
prospective-student athlete, provided the correspondence is sent directly to the 
prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or legal guardians) and is private 
between the sender and recipient. Once a prospective student-athlete signs a NLI or an 
institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or after the institution receives 
a financial deposit from the prospective student-athlete in response to the institution’s 
offer of admission, the institution may communicate publicly with that prospective 
student-athlete. 

The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership 
with the application of the legislation governing use of social media. 

Question No 1: Is it permissible to send correspondence to a prospective student-athlete 
using email equivalent functions that are available on social media platforms? 

Answer: Yes. Email is not limited to traditional email services provided by an 
institution, website or Internet service provider. Permissible email communication 
extends to communication through electronic services and applications comparable to 
traditional email in which a message is sent directly to another individual. Accordingly, 
it is permissible for an athletics department staff member to send electronically 
transmitted correspondence to a prospective student-athlete using a service that permits a 
private message to be sent between only the sender and recipient in a manner comparable 
to traditional email (e.g., Twitter "direct message," Facebook messenger, Instagram 
Direct, etc.). Any pictures or audio/video clips included in such messaging cannot be 
created for a recruiting purpose or must fit within a specific category of institutionally 
produced audio/video materials expressly permitted under the recruiting materials 
legislation that may be provided via e-mail attachment or hyperlink. Electronically 
transmitted correspondence through other services or applications that may be directed to 
a specific individual but are accessible to other users of the service or application (e.g., 



Twitter "@replies" or "mentions," Facebook wall-to-wall feature) are not considered an 
email equivalent. Finally, institutions should note that whether a permissible form of 
electronic communication occurred is based on the mode of communication used, not on 
how a service stores or catalogs the communication after the communication ends. 

Question No. 2: In sports other than basketball and men’s ice hockey, may institutional 
staff members use a service or software to convert an email into a text message or other 
prohibited form or electronically transmitted correspondence? 

Answer: No. Further, to the extent an athletics department staff member is aware that a 
prospective student-athlete is receiving a permissible form of electronic communication 
in an impermissible format (e.g., receiving email as text messages), such electronic 
transmission is prohibited. 

Question No. 3: May a coach or other institutional staff member and a prospective 
student-athlete connect via social media (e.g., "friend" each other on Facebook, "follow" 
each other on Twitter) prior to the first permissible date to provide recruiting materials? 

Answer: Yes, provided the only communication to the prospective student-athlete is an 
electronic notification automatically generated by the social media platform (e.g., the 
platform notifies a prospective student-athlete that he or she has received a friend 
request) and the coach or other institutional staff member does not include any additional 
language in either the request or the reply. Once connected, all limitations governing 
recruiting correspondence, electronic communication and publicity remain in effect until 
the prospective student-athlete has signed a NLI or the institution’s written offer of 
admission and/or financial aid or the institution has received his or her financial deposit 
in response to its offer of admission. 

Question No. 4: May a coach or other athletics department staff members communicate 
publicly with or about a prospective student-athlete on a social media platform? 

Answer: A coach or other athletics department staff member may not communicate 
publicly with a prospective student-athlete until the prospective student-athlete has signed 

a NLI or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or the institution 
has received his or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission. Prior to that 
time, public communication with or about a prospective student-athlete is contrary to the 
publicity legislation. Further, a coach or other athletics department staff member may not 
publicly reference the name, nickname or other personally identifiable information (e.g., 
address) of a prospective student-athlete, other than to confirm recruitment of the 
prospective student-athlete, nor may a coach or athletics department staff member 
forward or republish identifiable information generated by a prospective student-athlete 
(e.g., "retweet"). 

Question No. 5: May a current student-athlete and a prospective student-athlete connect 
and communicate via a social media platform at any time and publicly communicate with 
or about a prospective student-athlete? 



Answer: Yes, provided the communication does not occur at the direction of a coach or 
other athletics department staff member and the communication does not relate to the 
prospective student-athlete’s recruitment (e.g., a student-athlete may not publicly 
comment on a prospective student-athlete’s verbal commitment, a student-athlete may not 

post any information that would publicize a prospective student-athlete’s visit to campus), 
including information that was initially generated by the prospective student-athlete (e.g., 

"retweet"). 

Question No. 6: May a coach or other athletics department staff member connect and 
communicate publicly with a prospective student-athlete’s coach or team via a social 
media platform at any time? 

Answer: Although it is permissible to connect and communicate with a prospective 
student-athlete’s coach via private communication at any time, coaches and other athletics 
department staff members are not permitted to make any public comment that promotes 
or endorses any prospective student-athlete’s coach or team, or an athletics facility that is 
primarily used by prospective student-athletes. 

Question No. 7: May a coach send a generic good luck or congratulatory message which 
mentions a specific high school on social media (e.g., a tweet on Twitter or a Facebook 
wall post that states, "Good luck, City High School, during the 2013 soccer season! ")? 

Answer: No. Such messages would constitute an endorsement of the high school. 

Question No. 8: If an athletics department staff member’s son or daughter is a 
prospective student-athlete, is it permissible for the staff member to send a good luck or 
congratulatory message in which the son or daughter’s high school or team is mentioned 

(e.g., "Congrats to my daughter, Suzie, and the Central High volleyball team on winning 

the conference tournament this weekend! ")? 

Answer: Yes; however, the staff member is not permitted to comment specifically on 
any other prospective student-athlete on the team unless the prospective student-athlete 
has signed a NLI or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or the 
institution has received his or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission. 

Question No. 9: If an athletics department staff member has a pre-existing relationship 
with a high school coach, is it permissible for the staff member to send a good luck or 
congratulatory message mentioning the coach’s name (e.g., "Congrats, Coach Smith, on 
your 400th career victory! Proud of you, my friend.")? 

Answer: No. This would constitute an impermissible endorsement of the mentioned 
coach. 

Question No. 10: May an athletics department staff member post a tweet commenting 
on a particular facility used by prospective student-athletes (e.g. "Great ballgame at 
Township High School. One of the best high school baseball fields in the country!")? 



Answer: No. While it is permissible for an institutional staff member to publicly post 
genetic information on a social networking website including locations visited (e.g., visit 

to a high school or town, attending a contest), comments made about a specific 
prospective student-athlete, coach, high school or athletics facility that is primarily used 

by prospective student-athletes are not permissible~ 

Question No. 11: May an institutional staff member post an individual photograph of a 
prospective student-athlete taken during a camp or clinic on the institution’s campus to 
the staff member’s microblog, personal website, institutional website, social networking 
or other social media site? 

Answer: Although it is permissible for a picture of a prospective student-athlete taken 
while visiting the institution’s campus, including attendance at any camp or clinic held on 
the institution’s campus, to be used in permissible publicity and promotional materials 
such as press releases, media guides or camp brochures, an individual or "staged" 
photograph of a prospective student-athlete cannot be posted to any of the above 

platforms prior to the prospective student-athlete signing a NLI, an institution’s written 
offer of admission and/or financial aid or receipt of his or her financial deposit in 
response to the institution’s offer of admission. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 11.3.2.8 (promotion or endorsement of a prospective 
student-athlete’s team, coach or athletics facility), 13.4.1.4 (electronic transmissions), 
13.4.11.4.1 (exception -basketball and men’s ice hockey), 13.4.11.4.2 (exception -- 

electronic transmissions after commitment), 13.10.2.1 (comments before commitment), 
13.10.2.4 (prospective student-athlete’s visit), 13.10.2.7 (photograph of prospective 
student-athlete) and 13.10.3 (publicity after commitment); official interpretation (3/14/07, 
Item No. 2); staff interpretation (09/09/13, Item No. b) and staff interpretation (12/05/13, 

Item No. a)] 
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M EM BERSHIP PORTAL ENHANCEM ENT 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is pleased to announce 
another enhancement to the Member Institution 
Portal. In order to improve the transparency regarding 
where a case stands within the academic certification 
process, two new status designations, in addition to 
the current "In Process" and "Under Review" status 
designations, will appear under the "Academic Cert" 
column of the Student Details Report page. The two 
new status designations are "Secondary Review" and 
"HS Decision Pending". Click here for additional 
information and a description of each status. 

AMATEURISM CERTIFICATION UPDATES 

The amaturism certification staff has provided updates 
this month regarding: 

1. Multiple-tiered education systems; 
2. Official school-stamped documents; 
3. IRL cycles; and 
4. Decisions for both Divisions I and II. 

The National 
Association for 

Athletics 
Compliance 

Read More 

HOM E SCHOOL NEWSLETTER 
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On January 22, 2014, the first issue of the Home 
School Newsletter was sent to prospective student- 
athletes who are currently registered with the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. This newsletter includes links to all 
the information a home school student-athlete needs 
to help him/her through the NCAA initial-eligibility 
process. One of those links is to the Home School 
Checklist, which is the first step in the process. This 
checklist provides everything a prospective student- 
athlete needs to have for the evaluation process. In 
addition, the newsletter provides links to the 
Core-Course Worksheet and the Frequently Asked 
Questions documents on www.elig~. 

Issues of the Home School Newsletter will be archived 
on the Resources page of the High School portal; 
however, if you would like to subscribe to the Home 
School Newsletter, please email 
ec-homeschool@ncaa_org, and you will be added as a 
subscriber. 

CUSTOM ER SERVICE REM INDERS 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
reminders this month regarding: 

1. Duplicative Courses; 
2. Credit by Exam; 
3. Maximum Credit Courses; and 
4. Amateurism Certification Requests. 

Read More 

DID YOU KNOW? 

As part of the NCAA Eligibility Center’s continuing 
outreach and education efforts, more than 5,000 high 
schools have been contacted by phone to inform 
school administrators about NCAA Division I Initial- 
Eligibility Standards, which are scheduled to go into 
effect in 2016. The NCAA Eligibility Center has 
received positive feedback about this project and 
plans to continue this effort. This project has also 
allowed the NCAA Eligibility Center to remind school 
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administrators of the importance of maintaining their 
List of NCAA Courses and improve awareness 
regarding available resources. 

TOOL TIP 

Need to add or delete a sport from your IRL activation 
list? Adding or deleting a sport on the Member 
Institution Portal is easy. Simply select the IRL tab. 
Your institution’s currently selected sports will appear 
on the left side of the screen. To deactivate one or 
more of the sports, click the "De-Activate" link for the 
sport. Deactivated sports are listed to the right and 
may be activated by clicking the "Add Sport" link for 
the sport. You can access a tutorial on this process 
by clicking here. 

Contact Info 

Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
Int’l. Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 317/968-5100 

Subscribe 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 
removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email. 
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(~e!igibility nter Membership Portal Enhancement 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is pleased to announce another enhancement to the 
Member Institution Portal. In order to improve the transparency regarding where a case 
stands within the academic certification process, two new status designations, in 
addition to the current "In Process" and "Under Review" status designations, will 
appear under the "Academic Cert" column of the Student Details Report page. The two 
new status designations are "Secondary Review" and "148 Decision Pending". 

"In Process". Academic certification staff is reviewing the case. Once the 
review is complete, the case record is updated and is pending a possible quality 
control review. A case will remain "In Process" for no more than two business 
days and then be released with one of the following outcomes: a preliminary 
academic certification with or without a newly assigned task(s), a final 
certification, or a status change to one of the other three status designations. 
Please note, a preliminary academic certification decision that, after being 
released, meets the Division I and/or II Early Academic Qualifier (EAQ) 
parameters, will switch to a final academic certification for the specific division 
the following night after it is released (i.e., a preliminary case "In Process" 
starting at 11 a.m. on Tuesday is released at 1 p.m. on Wednesday will switch to 
EAQ-approved Wednesday night). 

"Secondary Review" (new). The academic certification case is escalated within 
academic certification for issue-specific secondary review (e.g., post-graduate 
coursework identified, post-graduate test scores identified, illegible high school 
transcripts, changes to course/grade/credit identified on high school transcripts). 
This review will be completed within five business days, after which the case will 
be released with one of the following outcomes: a preliminary academic 
certification with or without a newly assigned task(s), a final certification, or a 
status change to one of the other three status designations. 

"HS Decision Pending" (new). The academic certification case is pending 
resolution of an issue related to a high school or program (e.g., student attended 
a school or program with no List of NCAA Courses). This may mean the NCAA 
Eligibility Center has the information necessary to make a decision, and the 
decision is pending. It also may mean that the NCAA Eligibility Center has done 
all it can with an issue, and is awaiting information/action/response from the high 
school. This status will remain until a decision has been made regarding the 
school/program or issue. Click here for additional information regarding how to 
check the status of a pending high school or program 

"Under Review". The academic certification case review is escalated for a 
unique situation (e.g., PSA Review). While the goal is the expedited review and 
release of all cases, in these unique scenarios where there are numerous factors 
out of the NCAA Eligibility Center’s control, this review status has no completion 
service standard. However, once it has been released, the case will have one of 
the following outcomes: a preliminary academic certification with or without a 



Portal Enhancement 
Page No. 2 

newly assigned task(s), a final certification, or a status change to one of the other 
three status designations. 



(~e!igibility nter Amateurism Certification Updates 

Due to the previous responsibility being placed on the membership to verify 
academic credentials for purposes of exhausting an expected date of high school 
graduation for students that attend secondary school in a multiple-tiered 
educational system, the contingent amateurism certification program will n__9_o 
longer be offered. Click here for a list of countries that most likely have a 
multiple-tiered educational system. 

Prospective student-athletes will need to have official school-stamped documents 
sent through the mail to the International academic certification staff for review. 
For questions regarding the academic credentials required, please email the 
International staff at ec-international@ncaa.orq or call on the membership phone 
line at 877/544-2950. 

If a prospective student-athlete was on your 2012-13 Institutional Request List 
(IRL) cycle and he/she deferred enrollment to 2013-14, remove the prospective 
student-athlete from the 2012-13 IRL cycle and add him/her to the 2013-14 IRL 
cycle. This well help the amateurism staff prioritize their case reviews. 

When looking at a prospective student-athlete’s certification, if there is a decision 
for only one division and a decision is needed for both, please contact the NCAA 
Eligibility Center to inform it that the prospective student-athlete is on Divisions I 
and II IRLs and requires a certification for both. 



(~e!igibility nter Customer Service Reminders 

Reminders about Duplicative Courses. When two courses are deemed to be 
duplicative in content, only one of the courses may be used in an academic 
certification. The course used in the evaluation is the one with the higher grade. 
It is important to watch for possible duplicative courses, especially (but not 
exclusively) when students transfer high schools or repeat a year in high school. 
Common examples of duplicative courses are comparing the college preparatory 
math progression at one school or between multiple schools. For example, 
"Algebra r’ and "Integrated Math r’ can be the first course in the college 
preparatory math progression and they would be considered duplicative. If the 
student takes both courses, the NCAA Eligibility Center will use the best grade 
achieved. Similarly, "English r’ is duplicative with "Freshman English"; "Physical 
Science" is duplicative with "Integrated Physical Science" and "Geometry" is 
duplicative with "Math 2". Also, "Honors" level courses are considered 
duplicative with a regular level course with the same name. For example, 
"Biology Honors" is duplicative with "Biology". AP or IB courses are not 
considered duplicative with the regular or honors level course. For example, 
"Chemistry" is not duplicative with "AP Chemistry". 

Credit by Exam, Courses which receive "credit by examination" are not usable 
for NCAA purposes. Watch for designations on transcripts that may indicate the 
grade and credit were achieved by examination. 

Maximum Credit Courses. Several English elective courses may receive a 
maximum of one unit of credit even if the student takes two different courses and 
is awarded credit for both by the high school. This applies even if the courses 
appear on a school’s List of NCAA Courses. Examples include: "Speech 1" and 
"Speech 2"; "Drama 1" and "Drama 2"; "Reading 1" and "Reading 2"; "Creative 
Writing" and "Creative Writing 2"; and "Journalism 1" and "Journalism 2". As with 
duplicative coursework, the NCAA Eligibility Center will use the course or term 
with the higher grade. Please note that the NCAA Eligibility Center makes every 
effort to provide awareness to these courses on the List of NCAA Courses. 
However, not all courses that fall into this category are noted accordingly. 

Amateurism Certification Request. At this time of year, the NCAA Customer 
Service Center often hears from prospective student-athletes and parents who 
have been told they must immediately "complete or finalize their amateurism 
process." Unfortunately, they are trying to do so earlier than the system will 
allow. As a reminder, prospective student-athletes enrolling fall 2014 will be able 
to request final amateurism certification no earlier than April 1. Prospective 
student-athletes will have completed the amateurism questionnaire during the 
registration process. So long as the registration is complete, a prospective 
student-athlete may sign a National Letter of Intent and participate in official 
visits. If the Student Details Report states "Incomplete Web Entry" under the 
amateurism link, the sports participation section (questionnaire) is incomplete. 
Please share this information with your coaching staff. 
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NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
Information Standards, Guidelines and Directives 

The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief (SLR), formerly 
the NCAA Division I Management Council Administrative Review Subcommittee (ARS) was 
created in 1993 as a response to the membership’s desire for more rules flexibility. This group 
consists of a subcommittee of the NCAA Division I Legislative Council (formerly the NCAA 
Division I Management Council) that reviews the application of NCAA legislation in cases 
where the circumstances are extraordinary in nature (NCAA Division I Bylaw 5.4.1.3). In April 
2008, as a result of the transition to the new Division I governance structure, the Administrative 
Review Subcommittee was renamed the NCAA Divi sion I Legislative Council Subcommittee for 
Legislative Relief. The equivalent waiver committees in Divisions II and III are the NCAA 
Division II Committee for Legislative Relief (CLR) and the NCAA Division III Management 
Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief (SLR). 

Subcommittee Authority. 

At its October 2003 meeting, the Legislative Council approved the subcommittee’s 
recommendation affording the subcommittee authority to waive the application of a rule when 
the circumstances of the case do not fit the intended consequences of the rule, even when the 
result could be a temporary rule change. The subcommittee received endorsement from the 
Legislative Council for a shift in the philosophy of the legislative relief process affording the 
subcommittee with the authority to waive legislation, prior to Legislative Council input, ~vhen 
circumstances arise that do not seem to be an intended consequence of legislation (i.e., the strict 
application of the rule based on its intent seems "overreaching" given the fact situation) even if 
granting such a waiver will essentially result in a temporary rule change in these limited 

instances. 

Some potential guidelines for the subcommittee ~vhen considering such an issue are below: 

Minimal to no competitive or recruiting advantage will result from the waiver being 
granted. 

Student-athletes collectively benefit from the granted waiver (as opposed to a select 
group of student-athletes benefiting at the cost of others). 

3. The activity being prohibited from the rule appears to be an unintended consequence. 

The subcommittee believes that implementing any widespread, long-term changes should 
ultimately be accomplished through the legislative process. However, with the alteration of the 
timeline of the current legislative process and the less bureaucratic, more responsive philosophy, 
the subcommittee believes that short-term relief may be provided to student-athletes ~vhen 
circumstances meet the proposed guidelines. Further, the subcommittee ~vould continue to 
review any adopted guidelines with the Legislative Council and, if the Legislative Council were 
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not supportive, those legislative relief waiver cases decided in accordance with the guidelines 
would be archived. 

Bylaw 13. 

Local Sports Clubs [Bylaws 13.11.2.4 and 13.11.2.4.1] -Information Standards. 

During its October 2002 meeting, the subcommittee approved information standards for 
institutions requesting to waive the local sports-club legislation. If an institution is seeking a 
waiver on behalf of a prospective student-athlete to allow participation in local sports clubs 
beyond the permissible 50-mile limitation, the following information must be submitted: (1) 
Documentation of other opportunities (if any) for clubs that exist within the 50-mile radius; or 
(2) Other opportunities outside the 50-mile radius without institutional involvement. If there are 
other club opportunities available to the prospective student-athlete within the 50-mile radius, the 
request will be denied unless extenuating circumstances are presented, ff an institution is 
seeking a waiver on behalf of one of its coaches to participate in a local sports club that does not 
meet the legislation, the following information must be submitted: (1) Documentation of the 
extenuating circumstances that caused the waiver to be submitted; and (2) An indication of the 
time frame of the coach’s continued involvement with the club team. If the institution is seeking 
a waiver to permit the coach to continue with a club indefinitely or for a substantial amount of 
time, the request will be denied. Lastly, in all local sports-club requests, the subcommittee will 
require documentation from the institution indicating whether the institution is recruiting the 
involved prospective student-athlete and whether it is willing to abstain from recruiting the 
prospective student-athlete if the waiver is granted. 

Summer Basketball Leagues [Bylaws 13.18, 13.18.1] - Guideline. 

At the January 2003 Management Council meeting, the legislation was amended to require that 
participants on nonscholastic teams be legal residents of the state in which the team is located or 
a geographically adjoining state and not more than a total of three prospective student-athletes 
from adj oining states may participate on any one nonscholastic team. 

During its April 2003 meeting, in preparation for the possibility of future Subcommittee for 
Legislative Relief requests seeking to waive this legislation, the subcommittee has consulted 
with the chair of the NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Issues Committee and approved the 
following guideline: relief from the strict application of the legislation should be granted only in 
situations in which no permissible team exists that will allow a prospective student-athlete the 
opportunity to participate in any NCAA-certified event. 
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Bylaw 14. 

Graduate Student Transfers [Bylaw 14.1.8.1] - Information Standards. 

During its March 2010 meeting, the subcommittee adopted the follo~ving information standards 
for ~vaivers of Bylaw 14.1.8.1 for those student-athletes transferring for the 2007-08 academic 
year or thereafter : 

1. A letter from previous institution (e.g., athletics director, faculty athletics representative, 
president) stating it does not object to the student-athlete being immediately eligible. 

2. Documentation from the appropriate academic authority that the student-athlete has been 
accepted into a specific graduate program at the institution he or she wishes to transfer to. 

3. Documentation indicating whether the specific graduate degree is available at the 
previous institution. 

4. A statement from the student-athlete detailing the reasons for the transfer. 

5. A statement related to the student-athlete’s status on the team at the previous institution. 

Delayed Enrollment Legislation [Bylaws 14.2.3.2, 14.2.3.2.1, 14.2.3.2.2, 14.2.3.2.2.2 and 
14.2.3.5] - Guidelines, Information Standards and Directives. 

1. Waivers Involving Military Service. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its September 2013 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
revised the relief that can be provided for ~vaivers involving Bylaws 14.2.3.2.1 
(delayed enrollment - sports other than men’s ice hockey, skiing and tennis) and 
14.2.3.2.2 (tennis) for student-athletes who became subject to the legislation 
during his or her participation in military service. This guideline does not apply 
to relief of Bylaws 14.2.3.2.2.11 (matriculation after 20th birthday - tennis) and 
14.2.3.5 (participation after 21 st birthday - men’s ice hockey and skiing). 

Specifically, the subcommittee agreed relief should be provided for the season(s) 
of competition that a student-athlete became subject to under Bylaws 14.2.3.2.1 
and 14.2.3.2.2-(a) and the year-in-residence requirement provided the student- 
athlete’s participation in organized competition occurred during the 
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student-athlete’s participation in military service and the student-athlete was not 
designated as exceptional or elite-athlete status as defined by the student-athlete’s 
home country. The subcommittee agreed in cases in which a student-athlete’s 
participation in organized competition occurred during the student-athlete’s 
participation in military service and the student-athlete was not exempt from 
military obligations to participate in the student-athlete’s sport or the student- 
athlete did not satisfy his or her military obligation by representing the country in 
athletics competition(s), relief should be provided for the season(s) of competition 
and the academic year-in-residence requirement. Additional mitigation or 
extenuating circumstances unrelated to the assertion of military service shall be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if relief is warranted. This change 
is effective February 1, 2014, for any student-athlete initially enrolling as a full- 
time student at a Division I institution on, or after, August 1, 2013. The 
subcommittee noted staff could provide full relief (i.e., season(s) of competition 
and year in residence requirement) from the delayed enrollment legislation when 
the following information or circumstances are presented for cases involving 
military service: 

(1) Military service must be supported by obj ective documentation; 

(2) The service must occur immediately after the student-athlete’s completion 
of high school (as defined and required in the rule) and the student-athlete 
must enroll as a full-time student at a collegiate institution at his or her 
first opportunity once he or she is released from military service; and 

(3) The participation may only be of an amateur nature and there can be no 
amateurism violations as a result of the participation (e.g., prize money, 
contract, professional competition). 

Specifically, the guidelines only apply to training and competition that occurs 
while a student-athlete is fulfilling his or her military service. No relief shall be 
provided if a student-athlete subjects himself or herself to the legislation either 
prior to enlistment in the military and/or after the student-athlete is discharged 
from military service (regardless of whether the student-athlete had an 
opportunity to enroll at the time of discharge). Thus, following graduation from 
high school, a student-athlete must begin his or her military service prior to 
becoming subject to the legislation and must cease all competition on being 
discharged from military service in order to receive protection under the 
guidelines. 
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In regard to a student-athlete who has received exceptional or elite-athlete status 
in the military,, the subcommittee agreed relief could only be provided for the 
season(s) of competition that a student-athlete became subject to under Bylaws 
14.2.3.2.1 and 14.2.3.2.2-(a); however, no relief may be provided by the staff for 
the academic year in residence. If the student-athlete was exempt from military 
obligations to participate in the student-athlete’s sport or the student-athlete 
satisfied his or her mandatory military obligation by representing the country in 
athletics competition(s) (i.e., exceptional or elite-athlete status as defined by the 
student- athlete’s home country,), the subcommittee agreed that relief could only 
be provided for the season(s) of competition that a student-athlete became subj ect 
to under Bylaws 14.2.3.2.1 and 14.2.3.2.2(a); however, no relief may be provided 
by the staff for the academic year in residence. Additional mitigation or 
extenuating circumstances unrelated to the assertion of military service shall be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if relief of the academic year in 
residence is warranted. This change is effective February 1, 2014, for any 
student-athlete initially enrolling as a full-time student at a Division I institution 
on, or after, August 1, 2013. The subcommittee noted staff could consider partial 
relief (i.e., season(s) of competition) from the delayed enrollment legislation 
when the following information or circumstances are presented for cases 
involving elite-athlete status for student-athletes participating in military service: 

(1) Military, service must be supported by objective documentation; 

(2) The service must occur immediately after the student-athlete’s completion 
of high school (as defined and required in the rule) and the student-athlete 
must enroll as a full-time student at a collegiate institution at his or her 
first opportunity once he or she is released from military service; and 

(3) The participation may only be of an amateur nature and there can be no 
amateurism violations as a result of the participation (e.g., prize money, 
contract, professional competition). 

Specifically, the guidelines only apply to training and competition that occurs 
while a student-athlete is serving in the military. No relief shall be provided if a 
student-athlete subjects himself or herself to the legislation either prior to 
enlistment in the military and/or after the student-athlete is discharged from 
military service (regardless of whether the student-athlete had an opportunity to 
enroll at the time of discharge). Thus, following graduation from high school, a 
student-athlete must begin his or her military service prior to becoming subject to 
the legislation and must cease all competition on being discharged from military 
service in order to receive protection under the guidelines. 
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b. Information Standards. 

(1) 

(2) 

Military service must be supported by objective documentation (e.g., 
service enlistment date, service discharge date, attendance report that 
includes all leave time taken by the student-athlete to practice, train and/or 
compete in his or her sport); 

Date of high school graduation as determined by the NCAA Eligibility 
Center. [Note: If the individual never received an amateurism certification 
from the NCAA Eligibility Center, then the institution must determine the 
date of high school graduation as defined and required in Bylaws 
14.2.3.2.1 and 14.2.3.2.2 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Certification that the individual’s participation since graduation from high 
school was amateur in nature. There can be no amateurism violations as a 
result of the individual’s participation (including during the one-year grace 
period); 

Documentation related to the amount of competition the individual 
participated in during each year that the student-athlete was subject to the 
legislation. This documentation must include the actual dates of 
competition on which the individual competed as opposed to the dates of 
the scheduled events in which the student-athlete competed; 

Documentation that the individual immediately enrolled as a full-time 
student at a collegiate institution at his or her first opportunity on being 
discharged from military service. [NOTE: The guidelines specify no 
relief will be provided if the student-athlete continues to compete after 
being discharged from his or her military service and prior to initial 
enrollment]; 

Documentation confirming whether the student-athlete did not or did not 
receive exceptional or elite-athlete status while enlisted in the military; 
and 

(7) Additional documented mitigation (e.g., circumstances outside of the 
individual’s or institution’s control), if any, related to why relief is 
warranted from Bylaws 14.2.3.2.1 and 14.2.3.2.2. 
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Bylaw 14.2.3.5 (participation after 21st birthday - men’s ice hockey and skiing). 

Directive. 

At the October 2000 meeting, the subcommittee issued a directive to deny 
requests to waive Bylaw" 14.2.3.5 in light of historical intent of the legislation and 
a defeated legislative proposal to exempt competition associated with 
international military selwice from the 211st birthday rule (even if the international 
military service was mandatory). The staff published an article in the November 
20, 2000, edition of The NCAA News regarding the subcommittee’s policy. The 
subcommittee reaffirmed its October 2000 directive regarding military service 
during its March 2010 meeting and noted that it applies to all situations under 
Bylaw 14.2.3.5, including the legislative changes effective August 1, 2010, 
related to men’s ice hockey and skiing. 

3. Common Assertions for Relief. 

Guideline. 

During its March 20110 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed the most common 
assertions submitted as a basis for relief for waiver requests involving Bylaws 
14.2.3.2.1 (delayed enrollment - sports other than men’s ice hockey, skiing and 
tennis), 14.2.3.2.2 (delayed enrollment - tennis), 14.2.3.2.2.2 (matriculation after 
20th birthday - tennis) and 14.2.3.5 (participation after 21 st birthday - men’s ice 
hockey and skiing). The subcommittee noted that the most common assertions 
submitted as mitigation are as follows: 

The student-athlete participated in a minimal amount of competition or the 
type of competition was not of the caliber that should subject a student- 
athlete to the use of season(s) of competition; 

(2) The student-athlete is an international student and/or did not have 
knowledge of the amateurism legislation, delayed enrollment legislation or 
NCAA rules in general prior to participating in competition resulting in 
the use of season(s) of competition; 

(3) The institution discovers that the student-athlete is subject to the use of 
season(s) of competition after the student-athlete enrolled and began 
competing at the institution; and 
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(4) The student-athlete relied on misinformation from various NCAA 
coaching staff members or the applicant institution’s coaching staff during 
the recruitment process and/or was not informed of the legislation. 

The subcommittee agreed that while it will continue to review requests on a case- 
by-case basis, the assertions in and of themselves will not likely result in relief 
from the legislation without the demonstration of extenuating or extraordinary 
circumstances. 

The subcommittee noted the primary analysis for such waiver requests shall focus 
on the circumstances outside of the student-athlete’s control (e.g., specific event 
that necessitated the delay such as a financial hardship or the death of a family 
member) that necessitated the individual’s delayed collegiate enrollment. 
Specifically, the staff and committee will evaluate the duration of time that the 
mitigation impacted the student-athlete’s ability to enroll (e.g., chronology of 
events), what circumstances have changed related to the specific event (e.g., how 
has situation improved or changed) and whether or not the student-athlete initially 
enrolled at his or her first opportunity after the mitigation was remedied. 

Initial-Eligibility Issues [Bylaw 14.3] - Guidelines. 

During its October 2000 meeting, the subcommittees reviewed situations where institutions were 
seeking an additional season of competition or attempting to change a student-athlete’s 
certification as a partial qualifier or a nonqualifier. The subcommittee determined that since 
another body exists to address initial-eligibility violations, the Subcommittee for Legislative 
Relief should not review these cases. The subcommittee determined that it would no longer 
review requests to waive Bylaw 14.3 with the exception of Bylaw 14.3.4, inasmuch as there is no 
body in place to review the transfer aspect of the initial-eligibility legislation. 

Transfer Year-in-Residence Legislation [Bylaw 14.5] - Information Standards, Guidelines 
and Directives. 

Assertions of Misinformation. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its July 2004 and April 2008 meetings, the subcommittee reviewed case 
precedent and affirmed the continued application of the October 1999 information 
standards in cases involving assertions of misinformation. The subcommittee also 
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affirmed that the staff should continue to include consideration of other factors 
including student-athlete welfare, competitive advantage, fairness, academic 

record, the intent of the rule and additional circumstances outside the control of 
the student-athlete and/or institution. The subcommittee reviewed whether relief 
is appropriate for circumstances when the sources of academic misadvisement are 
coaching staff members from a two-year institution, an NCAA institution or an 

NAIA institution. The subcommittee determined that it would review these 
circumstances on a case-by-case basis but were inclined to deny. The 
subcommittee also reviewed whether a student-athlete’s initial-eligibility status 
should be taken into consideration for 2-4 transfers and determined that it would 
review requests on a case-by-case basis, but did acknowledge the difference 
between nonqualifiers and qualifiers. 

The subcommittee approved the following guidelines in regards to assertions of 
misinformation: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In cases where the misinformation provided by the previous four-year 
institution led to the student-athlete being ineligible and applicant 
institution can document that the student-athlete would have been eligible 
had he or she attended applicant institution directly, relief should be 
provided (e.g., 2-4-4 transfer). 

In cases where the student-athlete relied in good faith on the academic 

misinformation and had correct information been provided, it was 
determined that the student-athlete could have met the necessary transfer 
requirements, and, but for the misinformation, he or she could have been 
eligible, relief should be provided. In situations involving misinformation, 
if the student-athlete is not eligible at any Division I institution, regardless 
of the misinformation received, the request should be denied provided the 
request for relief is solely based on the misinformation. 

In cases where the misinformation cannot be documented and absent other 
extenuating circumstances, the subcommittee directed the staff to deny 
these cases. 

b. Information Standards. 

The staff presented a report on cases involving misinformation/inaccurate advice 
from institutional administrators and proposed new information standards for 
these types of waivers. The subcommittee determined that if an institution is 
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claiming misinformation as a mitigating circumstance, the following must be 
included in the request: 

The institution must submit a written statement of explanation from the 
person or persons responsible for or accused of providing erroneous 
information, which summarizes the information given to the student- 
athlete. 

(2) If available, contemporaneous documentation demonstrating the 
misadvice (e.g., notes, phone logs, etc.). 

(3) Written statement from the student-athlete in question demonstrating 
whether the student-athlete, in good faith, relied on the erroneous 
information to his or her detriment. The statement should also include a 
chronology of events. 

The subcommittee required that if the applicant institution benefits (waiver 
request is granted) as a result of misinformation, a lack of information or 
institutional error in which a student-athlete(s) is detrimentally impacted by the 
actions of institutional personnel, then the chancellor or president of the applicant 
institution will be notified by letter from the staff detailing the chronology of the 
institution’s/individual’s actions. A member of the staff or subcommittee may call 
an institution’s chancellor or president to provide notice regarding the institution’s 
plans to prevent future instances of misinformation/error when an institution has 
submitted multiple waiver requests involving misinformation, a lack of 
information or institutional error that has detrimentally impacted a student-athlete. 

o Assertions of Injury/Illness. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its January 2004 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
reviewed case precedent and affirmed the October 11999 information standards for 
assertions of injury or illness. The subcommittee also approved the following 
guidelines: 

If the institution is unable to provide documentation to substantiate the 
injury or illness, the case should be denied. 
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(2) If the institution does provide documentation substantiating the injury or 
illness and the injury or illness necessitated the transfer, the case should be 
granted. If the institution provides documentation substantiating an injury 
or illness, but the injury or illness is ancillary to the facts and thus does not 
relate to the need to transfer, the case should be denied. 

During its September 2012 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed waiver requests 
submitted for student-athletes in sports that cannot use the one-time transfer 
exception that involved an asserted injury or illness to the student-athlete or a 
family member as the primary basis for relief. The subcommittee reviewed the 
common circumstances submitted for such waiver requests and instructed the staff 
to continue revie~ving such requests on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the 
subcommittee noted relief of the transfer year-in-residence legislation should be 
considered when the following circumstances are appropriately documented: 

(1) Nature of Injury or Illness. Staff should consider relief of the legislation 
for circumstances involving a medically documented debilitating injury or 
illness (including mental illness) to a student-athlete’s immediate family 
member (e.g., mother, father, sibling, child, legal guardian) creating 
dependency on the student-athlete; 

(2) Student-Athlete’s Responsibilities Related to the Care of the Family 
Member. Staff should consider relief of the legislation when the student- 
athlete can demonstrate he or she is providing on-going, care-giving 
responsibilities to the individual(s) who is injured or ill. Additionally, the 
applicant institution must be within a 100-mile radius of the student- 
athlete’s injured or ill family member’s home; 

(3) Chronology of Events. Staff should consider relief of the legislation when 
the chronology of events supports the necessity for the student-athlete to 
transfer. The student-athlete must transfer within or immediately after the 
academic year once becoming aware of the injured or ill family member’s 
diagnosis, change in medical condition or family circumstances; and 

(4) Terminal Illnesses. The subcommittee has instructed staff to review 
requests, on a case-by-case basis, involving an injury or illness to a family 
member that has been diagnosed and documented as terminal (i.e., 
individual has less than a year to live) but does not meet the requirements 
of the previous guidelines. 
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b. Information Standards. 

During its September 2012 meeting, the subcommittee adopted the following 
standards for situations in which a waiver of legislation is requested and the 
mitigation provided by the institution involves an injury or illness: 

(1) The institution must submit written documentation from the professional 
who diagnosed the family member’s condition; 

(2) The institution must provide contemporaneous medical documentation 
from the treating professional clearly stating how the injured or ill family 
member is debilitated; 

(3) A letter from the student-athlete explaining the need for relief from the 
legislation; and 

(4) The institution must submit a statement from the director of athletics and 
faculty athletics representative confirming the student-athlete will be 
permitted to depart from the team in order to fulfill care responsibilities 
for the injured or ill family member and ensuring the coaching staff is 
supportive of the student-athlete’s departure from the team. 

o Transfers of Male Student-Athletes Due to Notice of Pregnancy/Birth of his Child. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its October 2010 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief noted 
that, for waiver requests of Bylaw 14.5.5.1 (four-year college transfers) involving 
transfers of male student-athletes from one four-year college to another four-year 
college due to the pregnancy or birth of a child, relief may be provided if: 

(1) A male student-athlete transfers from one four-year institution to a second 
four-year institution at the first opportunity after learning of the mother’s 
pregnancy or transfers at the first opportunity after the birth of the child; 

(2) The male student-athlete will share in the day-to-day responsibilities of 
caring for the child; and 

(3)    The previous institution supports the waiver request. 
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Assertions of Financial Hardship. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its January 2004 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed case precedent and 
affirmed information standards for assertions of financial hardship and the 
directive to deny requests involving a transfer for financial reasons in which the 
documentation is not provided to meet the information standards. Further, the 
subcommittee indicated that the information standards should require the financial 
hardship to be a result of a specific incident. The subcommittee noted that when a 
student-athlete’s transfer is the result of a specific event causing a financial 
hardship and supporting objective documentation is provided, relief from the 
transfer year in residence may be considered. 

Information Standards. 

During its October 2009 meeting, the subcommittee revised the information 
standards for situations where the institution requests a waiver of the transfer- 
residence requirement when the student-athlete’s previous transfer was 
necessitated by financial considerations, due to the parents’ financial difficulties: 

(1) The institution must submit documentation of the cause of the financial 
hardship (e.g., bankruptcy, lay-of’t; illness, etc.). 

(2) The institution must demonstrate that the financial difficulty has a direct 
link to warranting relief from the legislation (e.g., student-athlete is forced 
to transfer to work and support family). 

(3) Detailed chronology of events related to the financial hardship. For 
example (this is not an exhaustive list): 

(a) Date when hardship onset. 

(b) Date student-athlete became aware of the hardship. 

(c) Date student-athlete initiated transfer process from original 
institution (e.g., requested permission to contact). 

(d) What circumstances, if any, have changed related to the financial 
hardship? 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(11) 

(12) 

Cost of attendance at previous institution and applicant institution. 

Actions, if any, student-athlete took to remain at the original institution 
(e.g., update Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), apply for 
additional student aid). 

Documentation demonstrating student-athlete’s total financial aid situation 
at the previous institution and applicant institution (e.g., loans student- 
athlete was eligible for, loans student-athlete accepted, amount of athletics 
aid, other financial aid). 

Contributions student-athlete’s parent(s) or legal guardian(s) paid toward 
student-athlete’s education at the previous institution and applicant 
institution, if any. 

Student-athlete’s responsibilities, if any, related to providing financial 
support for his or her family. 

Statement from previous institution indicating position on the waiver (e.g., 
support or oppose). 

Student-athlete’s academic status at the time of departure from the 
previous institution (e.g., good academic standing and progress-toward- 
degree requirements). 

Student-athlete’s anticipated graduation date from applicant institution. 

Other factors influencing the student-athlete’s decision to transfer (e.g., 
playing time, coaching change, pursuit of different academic degree 
program). 

Assertions of Academic and Athletics Reasons. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its January 2004 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed case precedent and 
affirmed the continued application of the October 2000 academic and athletics 
directives regarding transfer waiver requests. However, the subcommittee 
directed the staff to continue to review requests on a case-by-case basis for 
extenuating circumstances, which may warrant relief from the transfer legislation. 
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b. Information Standards. 

The subcommittee adopted the following information standards for transfers for 
academic reasons: 

(2) 

The institution to which the student-athlete is transferring will be required 
to acquire a letter noting that it offers the desired program and that the 
student-athlete has completed the necessary prerequisite courses for 
admission into the program. 

Provide a statement from the institution noting that the student-athlete has 
the necessary credit hours to meet progress-toward-degree requirements at 
the institution. 

(3) A copy of the student-athlete’s academic transcripts from all previous 
institutions attended. 

(4) If transferring due to academic discontinuation and the student-athlete 
does not meet the criteria of the one-time transfer exception, the institution 
shall include a letter from the dean or appropriate academic authority at 
the original institution documenting that the program has been 
discontinued. 

c. Directive. 

The subcommittee directed the staff to deny cases under the following asserted 
athletics reasons: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Student-athlete transfers because the degree program does not meet his or 
her academic expectations. 

The institution or the student-athlete is unable to provide documentation 
supporting the transfer for academic reasons. 

The student-athlete transferred for academic reasons on more than one 
occasion. 

(4)    The student-athlete transferred to change majors. 
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Transfer-Residency Requirement Due to Institutional Denial of Transfer Release - 
Directive. 

During its October 2002 meeting, the subcommittee reaffirmed its directive regarding 
waiver requests of the one-time transfer legislation when an NCAA institution has denied 

a one-time transfer release to a student-athlete. The subcommittee did not believe it 
should overturn these types of decisions and that the staff should deny these cases during 
the staff’s first review of the case on behalf of the subcommittee. The subcommittee 
directed the staff to continue to monitor situations where student-athletes transfer from a 
NAIA institution to an NCAA institution without a release and report back to the 
subcommittee regarding whether a legislative change is warranted. 

Assertions Involving Diagnosed Education-Impacting Disabilities - Information 
Standards and Guidelines. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its October 2000 meeting, the staff provided the committee with an 
ove~’iew of cases processed where an education-impacting disability, was 
included in the request. The staff informed the committee that it has reviewed 

two main types of cases, one where the education-impacting disability resulted in 
the need for relief and another where the education-impacting disability is not a 
direct factor in the request for relief. 

Information Standards. 

The committee adopted the following information standards for cases in which an 
education-impacting disability necessitates the need for a waiver: 

The institution must submit a copy of the student-ahlete’s professional 
diagnosis. 

(2) A statement from the student-athlete regarding his or her disability and its 
relation to the desired request for relief. 

In a transfer situation, the applicant institution must demonstrate whether 

the student-athlete needed accommodations that were unavailable at the 
previous institution and whether they are available at the applicant 

institution. 
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Assertions Student-Athlete was "Run Off" by Previous Institution. 

During its September 2012 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief discussed 
the relief that can be provided for waivers involving Bylaw 14.5 (transfer regulations) in 
which an institution asserts that the student-athlete was "run off" by his or her previous 

institution. 

a. Guidelines. 

The subcommittee approved the following guidelines in regard to assertions of 
run off: 

(1) In cases in which a student-athlete is run off by the previous institution, 
relief should be provided if the student-athlete was othe~wv’ise eligible for 
use of the one-time transfer exception but could not use the exception due 
to a previous transfer (eg., 4-4-4 transfer) or the student-athlete 
participates in a sport that is not eligible for the one-time transfer 
exception per Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10 (a) (one-time transfer exception). 

(2) If applicant institution is unable to document that the student-athlete was 
run off by his or her previous institution, or if the previous institution does 

not support the waiver request, the case should be denied. 

Information Standards. 

The subcommittee adopted the following information standards for transfers 
asserting run off: 

(1) Documentation demonstrating that the student-athlete would not have had 
the opportunity to return to the previous institution’s team for reasons 
outside the control of the student-athlete. 

(2) 

(3) 

A written statement from the applicant institution indicating that the 
student-athlete is in good academic standing and meets all 
progress-toward-degree requirements at applicant institution. 

A written statement from the student-athlete’s previous institution 
indicating that the previous institution supports the waiver request. 
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Death of an Immediate Family Member. 

a. Guidelines. 

During its September 2013 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief 
reviewed case precedent involving assertions of the death of an immediate family 
member and approved the following guidelines: 

(1) If the institution is unable to provide documentation to substantiate the 
death of an immediate family member, the case should be denied. 

(2) If the institution does provide documentation substantiating that the death 
of an immediate family member necessitated the transfer, the case should 
be granted. If the institution provides documentation substantiating the 
death of an immediate family member, but the death is ancillary to the 
facts and thus does not relate to the need to transfer, the case should be 
denied. 

During its September 2013 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed waiver requests 
submitted for student-athletes in sports that cannot use the one-time transfer 
exception that involved an asserted death of an immediate family member as the 
primary, basis for relief. The subcommittee reviewed the common circumstances 
submitted for such waiver requests and instructed the staff to continue reviewing 
such requests on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the subcommittee noted relief 
of the academic year of residence legislation should be considered when the 
following circumstances are appropriately documented: 

(1) Immediate Family Member. Staff should consider relief of the legislation 
for circumstances involving the death of an immediate family member 
(e.g., mother, father, sibling, child, legal guardian); 

(2) Student-Athlete’s Support System. Staff should consider relief of the 
legislation when the student-athlete transfers to an institution that is within 
a 100-mile radius of an immediate family member; and 

(3) Chronology of Events. Staff should consider relief of the legislation when 
the chronology of events supports the necessity for the student-athlete to 
transfer. The student-athlete must transfer within or immediately after the 
academic year of the immediate family member’s death; 
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b. Information Standards. 

The subcommittee adopted the following standards for situations in which a waiver of 
legislation is requested and the mitigation provided by the institution involves the death 
of an immediate family member: 

(1) The institution must submit documentation of the immediate family member’s 
death (e.g., death certificate, obituary); and 

(2) A letter from the student-athlete explaining the need for relief from the 
legislation. 

Requests to Waive Eligibility for Institutional Financial Aid Legislation [Bylaw 14.5.5.41 - 
Guideline. 

During its March 2010 meeting, the NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance 
Cabinet requested that the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief consider the following guidelines 
while reviewing waiver requests for Bylaw 14.5.5.4 (four-year college transfers - eligibility for 
institutional financial aid): 

Barring mitigation, student-athletes should remain engaged in academic activities and 
complete the final academic term of enrollment at the previous institution. 

Consideration should be given to the type of eligibility requirement not satisfied by the 
student-athlete (e.g., NCAA, conference, institutional). 

Mitigating circumstances asserted by the institution should correspond to the specific 
deficiency presented by the student-athlete. 

Mitigation cited in the waiver request should be outside the control of the student-athlete 
and the institution. 

The subcommittee noted waiver requests involving assertions of misinformation or a lack 
of information from institutional personnel (e.g., compliance, financial aid office, 
coaching staff member) will be analyzed on a case-by-case basis; however, the 
subcommittee is inclined to deny such requests. The subcommittee also noted that relief 
may not be available even if the institution can demonstrate that, but for the 
misinformation or lack of information, the student-athlete could have rectified his or her 
academic deficiency prior to transferring to the certifying institution (e.g., enrolled in 
summer school). 
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Requests to Waive Outside Competition Legislation [Bylaw 14.7.1] - Directive. 

Men’s Lacrosse: MintoCup and Mann Cup. During its October 2006 meeting, the Subcommittee 
for Legislative Relief determined that based on the extended history of the Canadian Minto Cup 
and Mann Cup (since 11901 ), the small number of student-athletes participating each year (four to 
six) and the amateur nature of the competition, relief via the waiver process could be provided as 
long as the student-athletes are missing no more than two days (i.e. 48 hours) of class and/or 
campus time (including weekends). The subcommittee determined that minimizing the amount 

of missed class time is consistent with the intent of the legislation and the overall principle that 
student-athletes should miss minimal class and/or campus time due to outside competition 
occurring during the regular academic year. 

Bylaw 15. 

Retroactive Financial Aid [Bylaw 15.3.1.3] - Guideline. 

During its October 2002 meeting, the subcommittee approved the following guidelines for the 
staff to consider in evaluating retroactive financial aid cases: (1) Prior to the student-athlete 
commencing the academic work, it was agreed on by the student-athlete and the coaching staff, 
financial aid officer or other involved institutional administrator that the student-athlete would 
receive financial aid for the credit hours; and (2) Except for an administrative error or lack of 

communication, the student-athlete would have received the aid. 

Period of Award (One-Year Period) and Assertions Involving Misinformation or 
Misapplication of the Legislation [Bylaw 15.3.3.1] - Guideline. 

During its March 2010 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief reviewed case 
precedent and determined that cases involving assertions of misinformation or a lack of 
information from institutional personnel (e.g., compliance, financial aid office, coaching staff 
member) for waivers of Bylaw 15.3.3.1 would be analyzed on a case-by-case basis; however, the 
subcommittee is inclined to deny. 

Bylaw 17. 

Baseball Varsity Squad-Size Limitation and Incapacitating Injury or Illness [Bylaw 
17.2.8.3] - Guideline. 
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During its September 2013 meeting, the Subcommittee for Legislative Relief revised the relief 
that can be provided for waivers involving Bylaw 17.2.8.3. Specifically, for waiver requests of 
Bylaw 17.2.8.3 (varsity squad size limitation, championship segment) involving assertions of an 
incapacitating injury or illness to a student-athlete who is a counter, the Subcommittee for 
Legislative Relief adopted the follo~ving guidelines: 

For waiver requests of Bylaw 17.2.8.3 (varsity squad size limitation, championship 
segment) involving assertions of an incapacitating injury or illness to a student-athlete 
who is a counter, the subcommittee noted prior to the date of the first scheduled contest 
in the championship segment an institution may replace a student-athlete who suffers an 
incapacitating injury or illness and is unable to compete in any further countable 
athletically related activity for the remainder of the academic term, on the 35-man roster 
for the spring championship segment with a nonscholarship student-athlete who is/has 
participated with the baseball team during the nonchampionship segment; however, an 
institution may not re-award the injured student-athlete’s athletics aid to the newly added 
nonscholarship student-athlete or any other participants. 

Assertions must be supported by documentation demonstrating the incapacitation, injury 
or illness (e.g., date of onset, prognosis, date of surgery, physician’s statement, 
rehabilitation plan). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~; Pogge, Paul <pv~gge@unc.edu>; Ballen, Marina K <mballen@unc.edu>; MontgomeD’ John (Rams) 

<john@mmsclub.com>; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: IVLA_TERIALS for Athletics Financial Transparency Working (koup Videoconference 2/25/14 

2-24-14 FINAL - Introduction and Charge from the President (Section I).doc; ATT00001.htm; 2-24-14 FINAL Institutional Control 

(Section II).doc; ATF00002.htm; 2-24-14 FINAL Current Financial Reporting Requirements (Section III).doc; ATT00003.htm; 2-24- 14 
FINAL - Existing Financial Data and Anals~ical Tools (Section IV).docx; ATT00004.htm; 2-24-14 FINAL - Associated Entities (Section 

V).docx; ATT00005.htm 

FYI. 

B ubba Cunninglm~n 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Cmolina 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "UNC Athletics Director" <bubba.cunninghmn~unc.edu> 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: F~V: MATERIALS for Athletics Financial Transparency V¢orking Group Videoconference 2/25/14 

From: James W. O’Rourke [iworourke@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February. 24, 2014 10:45 AM 

To: UNC Athletics Director, Cobb, Chmlie; comphefi@ecu.edu: dbmoose~)ncsu.edu; dspease@uncc.edu; Dubois, Phil; iwicker~nccu.edu; 

iody.smith@uncg.edu ; Jonathan C. Pruitt; ’Jordan, Rhonda’; Hertz, Kath~yn M; Kathy Jones; Keadey, Stephen; michelle lee~ncsu.edu; Niswander, 

Rick; Robert Pompey - North Cmolina A&T State University (~pompev(~ncat.edu); sarah.edwards@uncc.edu; srbrownin~@email.wcu.edu : Thomas 

C. Shanahan; trontos,~ecu.edu 

Cc: Ruth A. Brill; Karin Szypszak 

Subject: IVIATERIALS for Athletics Financial Transparency Working Group Videoconference 2/25/14 

Dear Members of the Athletics Financial Transpaxency Working Group, 

Our next meeting is tomorrow, Tuesday, February 25, from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. via video-conference. If you plan to participate by video and need 
assistance, please contact the individual for your campus listed on the previously distributed Campus Video Cont~rence Contacts Sheet. For those who 

will participate via conference ca~l, the call-in number is 

Attached to this e-~nafil are the fina] dra£t sections of the Working Group’s report: (I) Introduction and Chmge from the President, (II) Ins~titutional Control 

and Goveruance; (III) Current Financia] Reporting Requirmnents; (IV) Existing Data and Anab~tical ’Fools; and (V) Associated Entities. Please review 
these materiaJs before our meeting tomorrow, and be prepared to discuss any further substantive revisions before we finalize our report to President Ross. 

James W. O’Rourke 
Higher Education Law Fellow 

ONce of Legal At][~rs 

IYNC General Administration 

iworourke,~+~northcarolina.edu<mailto:iworourke(~norflacaxolina.edu> 

Frown: Ruth A. Brill 

Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 3:28 PM 

To: bub~.cunningham~unc.edu: Cobb, Charlie; comphefi~)ecu.edu: dbmoose(~ncsu.edu; dspease~uncc.edu; Dubois, Phil; iwicker~)nccu.edu; James 
W. O’Rourke; iodv.sn~ith,@~uncg.edu ; Jonathan C. Pruitt; ’Jordan, Rhonda’; Kate Henz; Kathy Jones; keadev~unc.edu ; michelle lee~ncsu.edu: 

Niswander, Rick; Robert Pompey - North Carolina A&T State University (rpompev~ncat.edu); sarah.edwards~uncc.edu; 

srbrowning~,~email.wcu.edu ; Thomas C. Shanahan; trontos,~ecu.edu 

Subject: REMINDER: Athletics Financial Transparency Working Group Videoconference: FebruaU 25, 2014 

All, 

This is a reminder that the Athletics Financial Transparency Working Crro up will meet again on February 25 t?om 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm, via video- 
conference in Conference Room B. If you plan to participate by video and need assistance, please contact the individual for your campus listed on the 
attached Campus Video Conference Contacts Sheet. For those who will paxticipate via conference call, the call-in number is 

Matefidls for the meeting will be sent next week. 

Ruth Ann Brill, Executive Assifftant 



Ottice of Legal Alt?~J~rs ] UNC General Administration<http://www.northca~colina.edu/> 

P.O. Box 2688 ] Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515-2688 

(919) 962.4588 (direct)] (919) 962.0477 (fax) 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 11, 2002 11:12 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTiSTRYoUNC.EDU> 

> Date: Thu Apr :[:[, 2002 $0:48::[8 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "’bmcswain@email.unc.edu’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: 

> 

> http:/!www.news-record.com!sports!acc!boone:[:[.htm 

> <http://www.news-record.com/sports/acc/boone:[:[ohtm> 

> 

> 

> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April :18, 2002:10:58 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: 

i agree 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTiSTRYoUNCoEDU> 

Date: Thu Apt 18, 2002 10:32:49 AM US/Eastern 

To: "’burgess’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

This takes the cake! kOk! tarheelblue.fansonly.com!._02aaa.html 

http://tarheelblue.fansonly.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/O41702aaaohtml 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 30, 2002 12:41 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTiSTRY.UNC.EDU> 

> Date: Thu May 30, 2002:1:1:55:46 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "’bmcswain@email.unc.edu’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: 

> 

> This is a response from Thad about an article he wrote over a year ago. 

> Great stuff! 
> 

> Thad Williamson on the "Blame Game" 
> 

> Thanks, 4C, it’s nice that someone remembers an Internet piece over a 

> year old! 

> 

> I don’t disagree with ATH that the Roy situation was the worst goof 

> Smith/Guthridge/Baddour made. There may have been excessive faith in 

> personal loyalty to Smith operative in this case. I don’t know enough 

> about what Roy specifically had said to Smith and Guthridge to make 

> them think he would come to pass judgment on Roy. But it is pretty 

> clear they did think he would come and that decisions were made with 

> that scenario in mind. i can see why it was tough for Roy to leave 

> Kansas though. Roy not coming may turn out to be a blessing in 

> disguise if Doherty goes on to become a very successful coach. But his 

> not coming certainly meant that Smith (and 

> Guthridge’s} vision for how the transition would work out did not come 

> to pass. 

> 

> The people who led Carolina basketball for all those decades were 

> flawed people who made mistakes from time to time. To me, 

> understanding that makes their record even more remarkable and worthy 

> of appreciation. 

> 

> But while I definitely think fans should be patient with 

> coaches/players about wins/losses and tolerant of some decisions that 

> don’t work out as intended, it’s important to re-emphasize and clarify why I think that. 

> 

> It’s not simply because I think fans should defer to the authority and 

> superior of knowledge of coaches, though that is part of it; it’s not 

> simply because I’ve been a lifelong Carolina fan and also want to be 

> able to think the best about UNC, though that’s also part of it; and 

> it’s not simply because Smith!Guthridge had such an excellent track 



> record in which the successes far outweighted the blemishes, although 

> that’s part of it too. 

> 

> But the biggest reason is because I had absolute confidence in the 

> quality of the program those two guys ran, in terms of how people were 

> treated, the experiences student-athletes had, the impact they had on 

> the people they interacted with. 

> 

> Those qualities made me want to root for those guys to do well. And it 

> gave one a compelling reason to hope that Carolina did well, beyond 

> the fact that they are "our team," "our school," etc. The moral value 

> of Carolina winning all those years, in so far as there was any, is 

> that it allowed those good people and good teachers to keep their jobs 

> and continue to influence people in a positive way. 

> 

> The reason I say this now is simply bic I do think the key issues 

> around the program have changed quite a bit since a year ago. The key 

> question right now is the quality of the relationships Coach Doherty 

> and his players have, and that has been called into question. You 

> don’t have to believe any of the rumors, or even any of the things 

> that players and ex-players have said, you just have to believe 

> Doherty himself, who has acknowledged there is room for improvement, 

> and said that the Boone transfer was a wake-up call. 

> 

> If those relationships improve, Carolina certainly could be poised for 

> a big recovery over the next two years from last season--I’m as 

> excited about anyone as the talent coming in this fall. But if there 

> are further splinters in the boat over the next year, more defections, 

> then Carolina’s ability to be competitive at a high level would be 

> severely damaged in the short term and possibly for substantially 

> longer. 

> 

> Even worse, it will not be as easy (for me at least) to cheer for 

> Carolina with as much enthusiasm if there are doubts about the climate 

> within the program, how people feel they are treated, etc. 

> 

> Anyway, how fans should respond to this situation is a tough question. 

> I certainly hope fans continue to support the team as most did last 

> year no matter what the WiL record. But the key issue at the moment 

> isn’t about W!Ls, or the play of the team, but about something most of 

> us have no hope of having enough information to judge with a great 

> deal of confidence-namely internal team dynamics. 

> 

> How should concerned Carolina fans respond to this situation, over 

> which we have no control and usually only second-hand or fragmentary 

> information to judge? 

> 

> Three things come to my mind. First, the coach is ultimately 

> responsible for the climate in the program--note I’m not saying "to 

> blame", but responsible for making any needed changes. 

> 

> Second, in my view, it’s important to remember that the coach is there 

> for the sake of the players, for the sake of leading, helping, guiding 



>them; just as the teacher is put in her position for the sake of 

> helping students, just as we have a President for the sake of the 

> citizens, just as a pastor is there for the sake of the congregation. 

> 

> The experience of the players has to be the ultimate benchmark of any 

> program. (I think Dean Smith would agree to this very readily.) If you 

> don’t value players’ experiences and make them the ultimate benchmark, 

> then you are running a basketball factory, a pro team, not something 

> that should be part of an educational institution or something that is 

> related to any educational mission. 

> 

> This does not mean of course that players have to like their coaches 

> all the time, or not be pushed or prodded, but it does mean that there 

> should be an unquestioned climate of respect. And for me it means that 

> if players have serious concerns about a program’s climate, then they 

> should be taken seriously. 

> 

> The third thought is that I really strongly feel that fans should 

> refrain from bashing players or ex-players because they have happened 

> to speak their minds. Unless you have walked a mile in their 

> moccasins, unless you have been through the experiences they have been 

> through, fans don’t have the basis for judging whether or not such 

> players’ comments are warranted, appropriate, or fair. Because some 

> players have said things no one wants to hear is not sufficient reason 

> to slam them. Getting things out in the open can be the first step to 

> correction and healing, in fact. 

> 

> This doesn’t mean one has to accept what any given player says as 

> gospel truth either, obviously, everyone is coming from a particular 

> perspective° 

> The perspective of the players though to me does carry an extra moral 

> weight, since as I said before I think their experiences should be the 

> benchmark for judging a program, and also because the entire culture 

> and power structure of college sports strongly militates against 

> players ever speaking out in a critical way. 

> 

> Hopefully, the present issues can be resolved. I think most Carolina 

> fans want to have a program in which players are treated (and feel 

> they are being 

> treated) well but also in a way which promotes healthy growth and 

> development; a program in which the coach learns and gets better every 

> year; and a team that is competitive at the highest level most of the 

>time. 

>That’s 
> certainly what I want, and I also think we have a smart enough coach 

> and talented enough players coming in for all that to happen if the 

> internal issues are resolved/improvedo 

> 

> At the same time, I’m more concerned about the program than I’ve ever 

> been, and feel a bit like Yoda in Episode I1: "Future unclear." :) 

> 

> As Ben has said repeatedly, I think what happens in the next year is 

> very, very important, on the court but even more so off the court. 



Until then, the way I’m approaching this is to sincerely hope for the 

best and support the players and the coaches, but also remember Bob 

Dylan’s line aimed at would-be pundits and prognosticators: 

"Don’t speak too soon for the wheel’s still in spin." 

best, 

Thad 
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CHAPEL HILL ::~ The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, followed all season by persistent 
rumors of another wave of player discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming maj ority of its dirty laundry out 
of the mainstream media for the last tBur months. That was, and remains, nothing short of amazing 

The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina program, including parents and ex-coaches of 
current and former players, shared details of the Tar HeelsNJ internal problems with the C(2 Sports Journal in 
recent weeks and months. Speaking on the condition of anonymity, each painted their version of third-year 
UNC coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar Heels. 

The biggest news :: whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will be the driving force behind that 
decision ~ is still to come. 

All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk as just a bunch of baseless rumors, j ust 
another media-created work of fictiono Hardly. Any I_~C tans who bought into those convenient explanations, 
often personally attacking various mainstream writers tBr their rather benign articles along the way, have 
needed a realib~ check for a long time. Well, it, s time. 

[There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are you kidding me?~, one parent of a current 
UNC player said. [If you believe the (player) quotes and (positive)things you~,e seen in the paper, youl~re 
crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for their teammates, those kids have kept m ost of this to 
themselves and their families and close friends. Most (family members) have, too, but this is getting ridiculous. 

[i could fill a book :: not with what I think or what I heard, but what I saw" with my own two eyes, what my son 
and I have experienced, what other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. What 
(Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up to what he said, time after time after time ~:~ his 
(verbally) abusive behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises over and over again. I 
don~ trust him, and I know (many of the players) don~ trust him 

[Things have been terribly wrong beta~,~een the players and the coaches for (too long) now. What does it say 
about a coach when even his best players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 
restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent a great university with great basketball tradition 
:~ and the~re not happy’? Thati~s all I keep hearing from my son and the other players: Nobody~s happy. 
They can~’It stand the coach. How are these kids not happy? 

[What my son has been through is unbelievable. It, s been hell :: absolute hell. it hurts me to say this, because 



my son and I have great respect for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else Carolina 
basketball has represented, but we,re at the point where we,re counting the days until itNls over (with 
Doherty), and that, s really, really sad.,, 

There[{{{{is more ~ much more :: and, depending on how things unfold during the remainder of the season, a 
number of parents and ex-coaches may be sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC 
basketball with the mainstream media. 

[I~ll tell you the same thing I~>’e told a half-dozen other writers: Call me back after the end of the season,,, 
another parent said. [If things aren,t handled properly by then, f~ll speak to you on the record, you,ll be able 
to use my name, and I~lll tell you everything you want to know. Out of respect for the program, I want to give 
them one more opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors.,~ 

Relationship Issues Most Important 

Meanwhile, several sources in and around the North Carolina athletic department confirmed the most popular 
speculation of fans and media in recent weeks: Although Doherty~s three years include a late-season collapse 
(2000-01), the worst season (8-20) in school history (2001-02), the third-longest Big Four losing streak (14) in 
history and this year~s largely disappointing performance, the decision to dismiss or retain the coach will rest 
largely on a review of his relationships with his players. 

On the surface, at least, that doesn~it bode well for Doherty. The coach deserv’es credit for a lot of positive 
things since his return to his alma mater: an intense, unquestioned work ethic; a polished, iprot~ssional style of 
public interaction with fans and media; a youthful charm that connects with many youngsters and parents on the 
recruiting trail; an impressive ability to identify? top talent; and one star-studded (Raymond Felton, Sean May, 
Rashad McCants) recruiting class. However, taken as a whole, close personal relationships clearly have not 
been his strong point. 

Even during his one year a Notre Dame, where Doherty got hi s first head coaching position, the coach 
alienated several players. One, point guard Martin inglesby, said the best thing that happened to him during his 
career with the Fighting Irish came when Kansas coach Roy Williams turned down the UNC job three years 
ago, ultimately leading to Doherty~s hiring in Chapel Hill and Mike Brey~s arrival in South Bend. According 
to sources close to the Notre Dame program, guard Matt Carroll also bristled at Doherty~s style. Irish star Troy 
Murphy generally had very, positive things to say about Doherty, although Murphy said the coach~s [emotional 
roller-coaster~ often left him exhausted. 

Two seasons ago, after Doherty was named naional coach of the year in his UNC debut, senior center Brendan 
Haywood had good things to say about the coach. But star guard Joseph Forte called Doherty [a factor~ in his 
decision to turn pro after his sophomore year, saying he experienced [quite an adj ustment,, from the more 
grandfatherly styles of Guthridge and prep coach Morgan Wootten. (Urban legend alert: The [Doh threw a ball 
at Joseph~s head in practice~ story never happened.) According to several sources, fbotball players Ronald 
Curry and Julius Peppers also told friends and teammates that the coach was a key factor in their decisions not 
to return to the basketball team the following season. 

[(Doherty is) a big guy, a loud guy, and some people don~t like the idea of a 6-7 coach yelling in your face all 
the time and calling you this and that,~, Forte told the Sports Journal last year. [I try’ to focus on the positives 
about it ,-~ he helped make me a better player in some ways, and I guess he got me prepared for just about 
anything another coach might try to do ~ but that doesn~k mean i liked it. I didn~t.,~ 

[(Forte and Peppers) had pretty big egos, so maybe they would have clashed with a lot of younger coaches,,, 
one parent said. [Ronald is the nicest, easiest guy in the world, wouldn~ say a bad word about anyone, and he 
told my son: KThere~s no way I~11 play for (Doherty) again.~ What does that tell you?,, 



Over the course of the following year, three more players transferred ~-~ center Neil Fingleton and guards Adam 
Boone and Brian Morrison ~ and at least two others, Jackie Manuel and Jawad Williams, had to be talked into 
staying Later, Manuel and Williams publicly stated that they would transfer if things didn~ change during the 
2002-03 season. Stories still conflict about Morrison~s reasons for leaving, but Fingleton told teammates and 
friends of his intense personality clash with Dohert5~, and Boone~[{s father described with frustration and disgust 
the [lack of respect,, present in the UNC program under Doherty. 

This season, numerous sources confirmed an incident first reported in the ACC Sports Journal months ago, in 
which fBrmer UE’qC assistant Phil Ford (still a broadcaster and fund-raiser at the university) interx~ened when 
players~ frustrations reached a point where they were considering a practice walk-out ~ [it was a cry for help,,, 
one parent said ~ as a sign of protest against Doherty. Subsequent mainstream newspaper articles touched upon 
Fordl~s role as a frequent intermediary between the players and coaches, as well as parents~ somewhat critical 
observations about their sons~ experiences at Carolina. 

[What you,ve seen (in the newspapers) is only the tip of the i ceberg,~, a source close to the team said. 
[You,re probably going to see a lot more (unpleasant articles) in the next few weeks, and even then it, s only 

going to be a small part of the iceberg. [] 

Parents of team members report serious complaints from almost ever?, scholarship player on this year~s team. 
As of late Febmar?; nobody was aware of any transfer ultimatums, although they usually come after a season is 
over. Sources said May, in particular, was happy with most things at UE’qC (especially his teammates) but 
nevertheless is a leading candidate to transfer ~-: possibilities include Indiana, Louisville, Purdue and Texas Tech 
~ unless his father hears what he wants to hear after the season. 

Perhaps the strangest aspect of this stop3," is Dohertyl~s view of the universe around him According to sources 
close to UNC, the coach i s aware of many mistakes he has made over the last three years, and heNts aware of 
many of the people he has affected. But many said they believe he,ll be surprised to learn the extent of the 
unhappiness around him. When the coach made his famous [ask the players,, comment to the media earlier this 
season in an attempt to defend himself, perhaps he wasn~k grandstanding Maybe he truly believes that their 
uninhibited comments wouldn~t be damaging. If that~ls the case, he may be in for a disappointment. 

[All of these kids are going to Phil Ford and Bill Guthridge and Dean Smith to "~,oice their complaints, and that 

means they.re not going to Matt Doherty for some reason,[] a parent said. [He knows people are unhappy, but 
it woul dn~[t surprise m e at all if h e~s downplayi ng it or mi sinterpreting it. Hi s ego is so b i g th at he~s changed 
North Carolina from a family situation to a Kme~l situation, t--Ie just doesr~ get it.[] 

Decision Time: Analysis Paralysis? 

In late February and early March, several sources close to UNC conf~rmed that no final decision had been made 
regarding Doherty~s future. At the same time, a source familiar with the process confirmed that attorneys had 
drawn up buyout papers ~-~ with three years remaining on his contract, the coach would be due $510,000 under 
"~he terms of the deal ~ just in case university decision-makers decide to take that road. 

Here, again, things are hair?,. Chancellor James Moeser is not the most powerful or decisi’~,e leader UNC has 
had, and until recently (when forced to address the DoheW situation) he has had his hands full with non-sports 
matters. Athletic director Dick Baddour, a UNC lifer whose intentions have never been in question but whose 
job security now is, also lacks wide-ranging support in the university community and has not proven himself as 
a strong decision-maker (see Doherty, Carl Torbush, Roy Williams, Larry Brown, Frank Beamer, etc.) in the 
two revenue sports. Baddour again is under heavy pressure from fans and alumni who see him (fairly or not) 
mainly as the man who took over a near-perfect (Dean Smith, s historic consistency and Mack Brown, s 10- 
win seasons) fBotball-basketball combination in 11997 and has since overseen a number of major 



disappointments on the field and some embarrassing moments off it. 

Smith, the widely loved and respected godfather of Carolina basketball, is in an extremely awkward position. 
He went on the record with some controversial statements three years ago, saying it was time to look outside the 
family when Williams, Brown and George Karl didn~{t work out as Guthridge~ls replacement, but he (like 
Ford) has been extremely supportive of Doherty since his hiring. Smith and Doherty said they have met 
regularly, often discussing tactics and opponents, but Smith speciiSed that they never addressed the hot-button 
.~ . ~ ~ ........ said that, as someone who wasn~’t issue of the day~ Dohertv s relationships with his players Smith essentially 

in the locker room, he didn~ feel comfortable commenting on such matters. 

Some interpreted Smith,s recent public statements as a huge vote of confidence for Doherty, and some 
headlines e~,~en said as nmch, but absolutely nobody who knows Smith well went that far with their 
interpretations. Smith, wholes famous for choosing his words as carefully as anyone in ACC history, said little 
more than this on the subject: He supports the UNC coach (assumedly whomever that might be at any given 
time) and always willo Du~Jng a pleasant Q-and-A session, Smith also repeated versions of a specific phrase :~ 
[as long as you have your players with you~ ~ that rang true in many ears, and he generally avoided language 
specifically directed toward Doherty. 

According to sources familiar with the situation, Moeser and Baddour went back and forth in late February and 
early March with their views on the Doherty decision. Apparently, only recently did the administrators hear 
more detailed versions ~ from Ford, another key figure who has been working hard to help Doherty, and others 
~ of the complaints behind the scenes. Meanwhile, nobody claimed to know what was going through the mind 
of Smith, who may be torn between his intense love for Carolina basketball and his famous loyalty to former 
players. 

[(IVloeser and Baddour) are paralyzed by this decision right now,,, one source said. lit seems like they can talk 
themselves into firing (Doherty) one day, then talk themselves out of it the next day. (Smith) is the wild card 
here. If he speaks f’orcefi~lly, eve~’one will listen. If he defers, as he often does, anything can happen.,, 

Almost eveD~one agrees that Doherty made some positive strides this season, in response to previous criticisms, 
as he showed improvement in handling his apparently significant anger-management issues. There weren~k as 
many emotional eruptions. There were fewer profanity-laced tirades in practice, at halftime and after games. 
There were fewer destructive personal confrontations, although he had his battles with McCants in particular. 
There was less demeaning language and more constructive criticism. According to players, after losses this 
season, the coach sometimes told them how much he loved them, how much he appreciated their effort. 
Sometimes, he wept. 

Moeser, Baddour and/or Smith are staring right in the eye at what some see as a difficult decision. They have on 
their hands a young coach who is in only his fourth year as a head coach, his third at UNC. He obviously loves 
Carolina basketball, and he works extremely hard He~s an alum, a former Smith player, part of the family. In 
his area of greatest weakness, he has made at least some improvement. 

At the same time, Doherty has shown an obvious pattern of alienating players, their parents and even former 
Carolina players, and he continued to do so to some le’~el this season. Some observers with extensive basketball 
backgrounds have questioned his coaching ability. Nobody is absolutely certain if key players will transfer or, 
like last year with Manuel and Williams, somehow be convinced to give it one more try. On the recruiting trail, 
high school seniors (see David Padgett) and juniors already are mentioning his job security as a reason to look 
elsewhere. Under Doherty~s watch, the second-winningest program in the nation has become the fourth-place 
program in its own state. If he stays, it undoubtedly will be under a cloud of uncertainb,. 

Therein lies UNC~s Doherty decision. 



And that, s no rumor 
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NEWS BEHIND RUMORS: 

BiG, BIGGER, BIGGEST 

March 10, 2003 

CHAPEL HiLL - The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, followed all season by persistent 

rumors of another wave of player discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming majority of its dirty laundry 

out of the mainstream media for the last four months. That was, and remains, nothing short of amazing. 

The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina program, including parents and ex-coaches 

of current and former players, shared details of the Tar Heels’ internal problems with the ACC Sports 

Journal in recent weeks and months. Speaking on the condition of anonymity, each painted their version of 

third-year UNC coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar Heels. 

The biggest news - whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will be the driving force behind that 

decision -is still to come. 

All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk as just a bunch of baseless rumors, 

just another media-created work of fiction. Hardly. Any UNO fans who bought into those convenient 

explanations, often personally attacking various mainstream writers for their rather benign articles along the 

way, have needed a reality check for a long time. Well, it’s time. 

"There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are you kidding me?" one parent of a 

current UNO player said. "if you believe the (player) quotes and (positive) things you’ve seen in the paper, 

you’re crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for their teammates, those kids have kept 

most of this to themselves and their families and close friends. Most (family members) have, too, but this is 

getting ridiculous. 

"[ could fill a book - not with what [ think or what [ heard, but what [ saw with my own two eyes, what my 

son and [ have experienced, what other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. 



What (Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up to what he said, time after time after 

time - his (verbally) abusive behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises over and over 

again. [ don’t trust him, and [ know (many of the players) don’t trust him. 

"Things have been terribly wrong between the players and the coaches for (too long) now. What does it say 

about a coach when even his best players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 

restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent a great university with great basketball 

tradition ~ and they’re not happy? That’s all [ keep hearing from my son and the other players: Nobody’s 

happy. They can’t stand the coach. How are these kids not happy? 

"What my son has been through is unbelievable. It’s been hell - absolute hell. It hurts me to say this, 

because my son and [ have great respect for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything 

else Carolina basketball has represented, but we’re at the point where we’re counting the days until it’s 

over (with Doherty), and that’s really, really sad." 

There’s more - much more - and, depending on how things unfold during the remainder of the season, a 

number of parents and ex-coaches may be sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC 

basketball with the mainstream media. 

"1’11 tell you the same thing I’ve told a half-dozen other writers: Call me back after the end of the season," 

another parent said. "If things aren’t handled properly by then, [’11 speak to you on the record, you’ll be able 

to use my name, and [’11 tell you everything you want to know. Out of respect for the program, [ want to 

give them one more opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors." 
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NEWS BEHIND RUMORS: 

BIG, BIGGER, BIGGEST 

March 10, 2003 

CHAPEL HILL The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, 

followed all season by persistent rumors of another wave of player 

discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming majority of its dirty 

laundry out of the mainstream media for the last four months. 

That was, and remains, nothing short 

of amazing. 

The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina 

program, including parents and ex-coaches of current and former 

players, shared details of the Tar Heels internal problems with the 

ACC Sports Journal in recent weeks and months. Speaking on the 

condition of anonymity, each painted their version of third-year UNC 

coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar 

Heels. 

The biggest news whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will 

be the driving force behind that decision is still to come. 

All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk 

as just a bunch of baseless rumors, just another media-created work of 

fiction. Hardly. Any UNC fans who bought into those convenient 

explanations, often personally attacking various mainstream writers 

for their rather benign articles along the way, have needed a reality 

check for a long time. 

Well, its time. 

There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are 

you kidding me?one parent of a current UNC player said. If you believe 

the (player) quotes and 

(positive) things youve seen in the 



paper, youre crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for 

their teammates, those kids have kept most of this to themselves and 

their families and close friends. 
Most (family members) have, too, 

but this is getting ridiculous. 

I could fill a book not with what I think or what I heard, but what I 
saw with my own two eyes, what my son and I have experienced, what 

other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. 

What (Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up 

to what he said, time after time after time his (verbally) abusive 

behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises 

over and over again° I dont trust him, and I know (many of the 

players) dont trust him. 

Things have been terribly wrong between the players and the coaches 

for (too long) now. What does it say about a coach when even his best 

players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 

restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent 

a great university with great basketball tradition ~ and theyre not 

happy? Thats all I keep hearing from my son and the other 

players: Nobodys happy° They cant stand the coach. How are these kids 

not happy? 

What my son has been through is unbelievable° Its been hell absolute 

hell. It hurts me to say this, because my son and I have great respect 

for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else 

Carolina basketball has represented, but were at the point where were 

counting the days until its over (with Doherty), and thats really, 

really sad. 

Theres more much more and, depending on how things unfold during the 

remainder of the season, a number of parents and ex-coaches may be 

sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC basketball 

with the mainstream media. 

III tell you the same thing lye told a half-dozen other writers: Call 

me back after the end of the season,another parent said. If things 

arent handled properly by then, III speak to you on the record, youll 

be able to use my name, and III tell you everything you want to know. 

Out of respect for the program, I want to give them one more 

opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors. 

Relationship Issues Most Important 

Meanwhile, several sources in and around the North Carolina athletic 
department confirmed the most popular speculation of fans and media in 

recent weeks: Although Dohertys three years include a late-season 

collapse (2000-01), the worst season (8-20) in school history 

(2001-02), the third-longest Big Four losing streak (14) in history 

and this years largely disappointing performance, the decision to 

dismiss or retain the coach will rest largely on a review of his 

relationships with his players. 



> On the surface, at least, that doesnt bode well for Doherty. The coach 

> deserves credit for a lot of positive things since his return to his 

> alma mater: an intense, unquestioned work ethic; a polished, 

> professional style of public interaction with fans and media; a 

> youthful charm that connects with many youngsters and parents on the 

> recruiting trail; an impressive ability to identify top talent; and 

> one star-studded (Raymond Felton, Sean May, Rashad McCants) recruiting 

> class. However, taken as a whole, close personal relationships clearly 

> have not been his strong point. 

> Even during his one year at Notre Dame, where Doherty got his first 

> head coaching position, the coach alienated several players. One, 

> point guard Martin Inglesby, said the best thing that happened to him 

> during his career with the Fighting Irish came when Kansas coach Roy 

> Williams turned down the UNC job three years ago, ultimately leading 

> to Dohertys hiring in Chapel Hill and Mike Breys arrival in South 

> Bend° According to sources close to the Notre Dame program, guard Matt 

> Carroll also bristled at Dohertys style. Irish star Troy Murphy 

> generally had very positive things to say about Doherty, although 

> Murphy said the coachs emotional roller-coasteroften left him 

> exhausted. 
> 

> Two seasons ago, after Doherty was named national coach of the year in 

> his UNC debut, senior center Brendan Haywood had good things to say 

> about the coach. But star guard Joseph Forte called Doherty a factorin 

> his decision to turn pro after his sophomore year, saying he 

> experienced quite an adjustmentfrom the more grandfatherly styles of 

> Guthridge and prep coach Morgan Wootteno (Urban legend alert: The Doh 

> threw a ball at Josephs head in practicestory never happened.) 

> According to several sources, football players Ronald Curry and Julius 

> Peppers also told friends and teammates that the coach was a key 

> factor in their decisions not to return to the basketball team the 
> following season. 

> 

> (Doherty is) a big guy, a loud guy, and some people dont like the idea 

> of a 6-7 coach yelling in your face all the time and calling you this 

> and that, Forte told the Sports Journal last year. i try to focus on 

> the positives about it he helped make me a better player in some ways, 

> and I guess he got me prepared for just about anything another coach 

> might try to do but that doesnt mean i liked it. I didnt. 

> 

> (Forte and Peppers) had pretty big egos, so maybe they would have 

> clashed with a lot of younger coaches,one parent said. Ronald is the 

> nicest, easiest guy in the world, wouldnt say a bad word about anyone, 

> and he told my son: ~Theres no way ill play for (Doherty) again.What 

> does that tell you? 

> 

> Over the course of the following year, three more players transferred 

> center Neil Fingleton and guards Adam Boone and Brian Morrison and at 

> least two others, Jackie Manuel and Jawad Williams, had to be talked 
> into staying. Later, Manuel and Williams publicly stated that they 

> would transfer if things didnt change during the 2002-03 season. 



Stories still conflict about Morrisons reasons for leaving, but 

Fingleton told teammates and friends of his intense personality clash 

with Doherty, and Boones father described with frustration and disgust 

the lack of respectpresent in the UNC program under Doherty. 

This season, numerous sources confirmed an incident first reported in 

the ACC Sports Journal months ago, in which former UNC assistant Phil 

Ford (still a broadcaster and fund-raiser at the university) 

intervened when playersfrustrations reached a point where they were 

considering a practice walk-out it was a cry for help, one parent said 

as a sign of protest against Doherty. Subsequent mainstream newspaper 

articles touched upon Fords role as a frequent intermediary between 

the players and coaches, as well as parentssomewhat critical 

observations about their sonsexperiences at Carolina. 

What youve seen (in the newspapers) is only the tip of the iceberg, a 

source close to the team said. 

Youre probably going to see a lot more (unpleasant articles) in the 

next few weeks, and even then its only going to be a small part of the 

iceberg. 

Parents of team members report serious complaints from almost every 

scholarship player on this years team. As of late February, nobody was 

aware of any transfer ultimatums, although they usually come after a 

season is over. Sources said May, in particular, was happy with most 

things at UNC (especially his teammates) but nevertheless is a leading 

candidate to transfer possibilities include Indiana, Louisville, 

Purdue and Texas Tech unless his father hears what he wants to hear 

after the season. 

Perhaps the strangest aspect of this story is Dohertys view of the 

universe around him. According to sources close to UNC, the coach is 

aware of many mistakes he has made over the last three years, and hes 

aware of many of the people he has affected. But many said they 

believe hell be surprised to learn the extent of the unhappiness 

around him° When the coach made his famous ask the playerscomment to 

the media earlier this season in an attempt to defend himself, perhaps 

he wasnt grandstanding. Maybe he truly believes that their uninhibited 

comments wouldnt be damaging° 

ifthats the case, he may be in 

for a disappointment. 

All of these kids are going to Phil Ford and Bill Guthridge and Dean 

Smith to voice their complaints, and that means theyre not going to 

Matt Doherty for some reason,a parent said. He knows people are 

unhappy, but it wouldnt surprise me at all if hes downplaying it or 

misinterpreting it. His ego is so big that hes changed North Carolina 

from a family situation to a ~mesituation. He just doesnt get it° 

Decision Time: Analysis Paralysis? 

in late February and early March, several sources close to UNC 

confirmed that no final decision had been made regarding Dohertys 



> future° At the same time, a source familiar with the process confirmed 

> that attorneys had drawn up buyout papers with three years remaining 

> on his contract, the coach would be due $510,000 under the terms of 
> the deal just in case university decision-makers decide to take that 

> road. 
> 

> Here, again, things are hairy. Chancellor James Moeser is not the most 

> powerful or decisive leader UNC has had, and until recently (when 

> forced to address the Doherty 

> situation) he has had his hands 
> full with non-sports matters. Athletic director Dick Baddour, a UNC 

> lifer whose intentions have never been in question but whose job 

> security now is, also lacks wide-ranging support in the university 

> community and has not proven himself as a strong decision-maker (see 

> Doherty, Carl Torbush, Roy Williams, Larry Brown, Frank Beamer, etc.) 

> in the two revenue sports. 

> Baddour again is under heawt 

> pressure from fans and alumni who see him (fairly or not) mainly as 

> the man who took over a near-perfect (Dean Smiths historic consistency 

> and Mack Browns 10-win 

> seasons) football-basketball 
> combination in :1997 and has since overseen a number of major 

> disappointments on the field and some embarrassing moments off it. 

> 

> Smith, the widely loved and respected godfather of Carolina 

> basketball, is in an extremely awkward position. He went on the record 

> with some controversial statements three years ago, saying it was time 

> to look outside the family when Williams, Brown and George Karl didnt 

> work out as Guthridges replacement, but he (like Ford) has been 

> extremely supportive of Doherty since his hiring. Smith and Doherty 

> said they have met regularly, often discussing tactics and opponents, 

> but Smith specified that they never addressed the hot-button issue of 

> the day: Dohertys relationships with his players° Smith essentially 

> said that, as someone who wasnt in the locker room, he didnt feel 
> comfortable commenting on such matters. 

> 

> Some interpreted Smiths recent public statements as a huge vote of 

> confidence for Doherty, and some headlines even said as much, but 

> absolutely nobody who knows Smith well went that far with their 

> interpretations. Smith, whos famous for choosing his words as 

> carefully as anyone in ACC history, said little more than this on the 

> subject: He supports the UNC coach (assumedly whomever that might be 

> at any given time) and always will. During a pleasant Q-and-A session, 

> Smith also repeated versions of a specific phrase as long as you have 

> your players with youthat rang true in many ears, and he generally 

> avoided language specifically directed toward Doherty. 

> 

> According to sources familiar with the situation, Moeser and Baddour 

> went back and forth in late February and early March with their views 

> on the Doherty decision. 

> Apparently, only recently did the 

> administrators hear more detailed versions from Ford, another key 

> figure who has been working hard to help Doherty, and others of the 



complaints behind the scenes. 

Meanwhile, nobody claimed to know 

what was going through the mind of Smith, who may be torn between his 

intense love for Carolina basketball and his famous loyalty to former 

players. 

(Moeser and Baddour) are paralyzed by this decision right now, one 

source said° It seems like they can talk themselves into firing 

(Doherty) one day, then talk themselves out of it the next day. 

(Smith) is the wild card here. If he speaks forcefully, everyone will 

listen. If he defers, as he often does, anything can happen. 

Almost everyone agrees that Doherty made some positive strides this 

season, in response to previous criticisms, as he showed improvement 

in handling his apparently significant anger-management issues. 

There werent as many emotional eruptions. There were fewer 

profanityqaced tirades in practice, at halftime and after games~ 

There were fewer destructive personal confrontations, although he had 

his battles with McCants in particular. There was less demeaning 

language and more constructive criticism. 

According to players, after losses this season, the coach sometimes 

told them how much he loved them, how much he appreciated their 

effort. Sometimes, he wept~ 

Moeser, E~addour and/or Smith are staring right in the eye at what some 

see as a difficult decisiom They have on their hands a young coach 

who is in only his fourth year as a head coach, his third at UNC. He 

obviously loves Carolina basketball, and he works extremely hard. Hes 

an alum, a former Smith player, part of the family. In his area of 

greatest weakness, he has made at least some improvement. 

At the same time, Doherty has shown an obvious pattern of alienating 

players, their parents and even former Carolina players, and he 

continued to do so to some level this season. Some observers with 

extensive basketball backgrounds have questioned his coaching ability. 

Nobody is absolutely certain if 

key players will transfer or, like last year with Manuel and Williams, 

somehow be convinced to give it one more try. On the recruiting trail, 

high school seniors (see David 

Padgett) and juniors already are 

mentioning his job security as a reason to look elsewhere. Under 

Dohertys watch, the second-winningest program in the nation has become 

the fourth-place program in its own state. If he stays, it undoubtedly 

will be under a cloud of uncertainty. 

Therein lies UNCs Doherty decision. 

And thats no rumor. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 11:53 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on-i scomm ercial.com > 
Date: Wed Mar 12, 2003 09:47:59 AM US/Eastern 
To: <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

http :iiwww.wilmin ~tonstar.comiappsipbcs. dll/article? Site-WM&Date-20030312&Category-NEWS& ArtNo-3 
03120380&Ref=AR&Profil e---- 1005 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, March 14, 2003 9:06 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Q&A with Dave Glenn 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Thu Mar 13, 2003 11:53:5::[ PM US/Eastern 
To: Kyle York <kyle_york@unc.edu>, Robert Peele @hotmail.com>, 

David Sheets <davidsheets@bobbarker.com>, David Ham 
<dham@CooperSquare.com>, David Tinson @hotmail.com>, Michael 

Wintrob @hotmail.com>, Shawn Rogers <shawnr@subpop.com>, 

Brian Mesibov <brianmesibov@mvalawocom>, Dale Herman 
@mindspringocom>, Kevin Best <kbest@mail.uncaaouncoedu>, 

Barry Svrluga <bsvrluga@nando.com>, Adam Lucas @nc.rr.com> 

Cc: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu>, "JJ. Carter" 

@yahoo.com>, "Neiman, John" <jneiman@bradleyarant.com> 

Subject: Q&A with Dave Glenn 

http:!/northcarolina.theinsiders.com!2!99084.html 

Matt Bowers 

UNC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919} 962-2123/1376 

(919) 962-06:12 (fax) 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 18, 2003 9:47 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Here is the e-mail guy talking about it 

Untitled attachment 03192.txt; Untitled attachment 03195.txt; Untitled attachment 

03198.htm; Untitled attachment 03201.txt; Untitled attachment 03204.htm; Untitled 
attachment 03207.txt 

std919 
RS Freshman 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

(3/17/03 9:1~:4~ pro) CarohnaMlke, 

I appreciate your sincerity, but perhaps we should leave the players alone until 
after their game/season? Not hating on you.., just think about it from their 
perspective. I’m not sure Pd want to answers from people I dofft know. 
However, it was nice of him to reply. 
Edited ~: s~d9/~ at: 3/7 503 9:14:51 pm 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



carolinaMike 
All-American 
(3/] 7/03 9:22:22 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

"BUT THATS NOT UP TO US IT’S UP TO THE HEAD PEOPLE SO WE’RE 
LEAV~G IT L."~P TO THF_.M[" 

Sounds like the decision ultimately won’t be made by the players...I hope 
they’ve been allowed to provide their input to the powers that be. 

carolinaMike Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 
All -Amer~ can 
(3/17/03 9:29:07 pro) std919, not one of them has replied, "Leave me alone, you whacked-out Tar 

Heel groupie loser. 

But I wouldn’t blame them if they did! 

carol inaMi ke 
All-American 
,.~/17/03 { " " 

Re: Email Q & A ~vith a current UNC player 

"for some to pretend that they are not concerned about winning, just the kids, 
and then keep screaming for his head when there APPEARS to be no problem 
with their relationship wreaks of hypocri sy." 

LBA, great point. 



~,arch~aM~k~, Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 
All-American 

.sv ~¢/~: 9:42:06 pro) acmeoyster, what’s your point? Since rm in a de%nsive mode, are you caning 
me a liar’? 

std919 ...................... 

RS Freshman 
(3/17/03 9:43:37 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

The kids are also smart enough not to send replies that would cause a PR 
nightmare. I’m sure they’re well versed on how to respond. More than likely 
they just won’t respond if they dcn t have anything positive to say. This person 
was nice enough to respond and was positive. 

deadheel .............................. 

Starter 
(~ ,,,-,,p~ c~.44: pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

yeah seems a pretty canned response and also very doubtful than any player 
would e-mail a random person something damaging like "god i can’t wait until 
that a-hole is gone", whether they love him or hate him they have pretty much 
given canned responses when asked and i would expect nothing less, would be 
dissapointed if they were airing dirty laund~, through e-mail 

caroli naMike 
All-American 

.->/.l ,,ic..~ 9:47:04 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

I don’t view it as a canned response...it wasn’t overly positive...and the player 



I was surprised to get that much candid opinion, to be honest. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

VolloB 
Starter 
(3:1 ;/t.~ 10:19:28 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

Sound advice fi*om STD-919. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:10 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Head Basketball Coach at UNC 

Untitled attachment 03216.txt; Untitled attachment 03219.txt; Untitled attachment 

03222.htm; Untitled attachment 03225.txt 

J udy R. Speas 
Quality Assurance Unit at 
2 7~ d. Alexander Drive 
P. O. Box 12014 
Research Triangle Park~ NC 27709 

(919) 549-2589 
(919) 549-2387 (fax) 
judy. speas@bayercropscience, corn 



untitled attachment 03216.txt 

Begin forwarded message: 

<excerpt><bold>From: <ibold>"Judy speas" 
<<judy.speas@bayercropscience.com> 

<bold>Date: <ibold>Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:31:08 AM US/Eastern 

<bold>To: <ibold>bmcswain@email.unc.edu 

<bold>subject: </bold>Re: Head Basketball coach at UNC 

<smaller>Thought you might fired the following rumors interesting°°. 

<ismal I e r></exce rpt> 

Page 1 



untitled attachment 03219,txt 

<excerpt> 

<fontfamily><param>Times New Roman<iparam> 

<ifontfamily><color><param>8080,0000,8080<iparam><smaller> 
Forwarded by Judy Speas/MOTVOiUSiBcsiBAYER on 03/25/2003 08:30 AM 

<ismaller><icolor> 

</excerpt> 

Page 1 



[Attachment titled "Untitled attachment 03222,htm"] 

Page ! of 1 

"David & Angie Ward", 

03/24/2003 08:25 PM 

Please respond to "David & Angle Ward" 

To: "Judy Speas" <judy.speas@bayercropscience,com> 

Subiect: Re: Head Basketball Coach at UNC 

file///C iUsersirstabil eiA ppData/Local~ficrosof~iWi ndows/Temporary%20Internet%20File... 



<excerpt> 

untitled attachment 03225.txt 

<fontfamily><param>Times New Roman<iparam><smaller>Hey Judy, 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Thanks for sending a copy of your letter" to Moeser. Here are 
some more nuggets from the rumor mill: 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>- scott May met with Moeser and told him that sean was gone 
if Doherty stays 

- The Raleigh N&O is going to break a big story after the UNC season 
about the way Doherty treats players in practice, supposedly the N&O 
has talked to a lot of players’ parents, and Jonathan Holmes 

- Top 3 prospects for the coaching job are Roy, Bill self, and Larry 
Brown. Very long story about Roy,but there is a new A.D. at Kansas 
(not Brad Frederick’s dad anymore) and Roy has expressed interested to 
UNC. Dean apparently wants Larry Brown, who is then supposed to hire 
Phil Ford as an assistant, and hand the reigns to him after a few 
years. 

- Bill self has a $500,000 buyout clause in his contract at Illinois 
for every school except carolina (every school except carolina would 
have to pay Illinois for self), self negotiated those terms for his 
Illinois contract extension, after our 8-20 season last year~ 

- Baddour has guaranteed retirement after June or July of this year, 
so he could just keep his mouth shut and let Moeser handle things. 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>That’s the word on the street, we’ll see how the guys do 
against wyoming tonight, which is on the radio right now. 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Have a good day! 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Angie 

<ismal I er> 

<ifontfamily><iexcerpt> 

Page i 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:37 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@maiLuncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:44:0:1 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fy 

h ttp :/!www.slweekly.com/editorial!2002/feat_2002- :1:1- :14.cfm 

Matt Bowers 

UNC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

(9:19) 962-2123/:1376 
(9:19) 962-oa~_? {fax) 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:37 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: new poop sheet article 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58::16 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: new poop sheet article 

> 

> new poop sheet article quotes below (taken from IC message boards) 

> http://pub227.ezboard.com/finsidecarolinafrm15.showMessage?topicID=874 

> 5.topi 

>C 

> 

> 

> ,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

> through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

> ,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

> issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years. Even 

> the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

> everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

> the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

> was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

> educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
> that, s a good thing.%o 

> 

> The former player quote: "We had some bad days, but lots and lots of 

> great days .... For me, the relationship with the coaches was one of the 

> best parts. 

> I don,t think these kids can say the same thing.%o 

> 

> That’s the saddest part of this. There’s a whole generation of 

> Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

> they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

> their entire lives not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

> some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

> teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

> relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don’t think 

> these kids can say the same thing. 

> 

> Ford also has been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott 

> May, Sean,s father, who is known to have reservations about Sean 

> continuing his career under Doherty. Several college coaches confirmed 

> being contacted about a possible May transfer. 



,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

schools) 
discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

said. 

,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
just because a guy stays that he,s happy° (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

to stay anyway° That (2000-0:1) team was the most unhappy winning team 

I,ve ever seen ~ how can you be unhappy when you,re winning :18 in a 

row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave° 

,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

try to surviveo%o 

This third group defied all logic and numerous published reports "~ all 

involving critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy 

parents ~ and continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy 

was some kind of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly 

to the generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and 

coaches this season, in the apparent (and historically ridiculous) 

belief that players and coaches are more than happy to share 

controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public during 

the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ from 

both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them ~ if the many 

unpublished anti-Doherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We, re just trying to 

think about basketball. That, s what we love to do, and that,s what 
we, re focusing on right now.%o 

With Baddour firmly entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently 

unwilling to budge, many influential Carolina supporters ~ and at 

least one key player, s father "~ went directly to Moeser with their 

complaints immediately before and after the ACC Tournament. Other 

players, parents also spoke of hoping to meet or speak directly with 

the chancellor. 

In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of March Madness, 

Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

chancellor had the situation under control. 



End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:38 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: also from same issue, different article 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58:26 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: also from same issue, different article 

> 

> To Vitale?s table came the imposing figure of Brad Daugherty, the 

> former UNC and NBA star and now an often-acclaimed analyst. Daugherty 

> is just as nice a man as Vitale. He likes everybody, and everybody 

> seems to like him. 

> Vitale 
> asked Daugherty what is happening with Sean May, the North Carolina 

> freshman who broke his fifth metatarsal on Dec. 27 and had not yet 

> returned to action. 
> 

> ?He could have played three weeks ago,? Daugherty said, ?but his dad 

> (Scott, the exqndiana All-American) won?t let him.? 

> 

> Vitale asked why. He was advised that the elder May is being 

> extra-cautious and doesn?t care much for embattled third-year UNC 

> coach Matt Doherty, who recently had relieved some of the mounting 

> pressure on him by beating Duke. 

> Daugherty also volunteered that he had seen Roy Williams recently, 

> that Roy doesn?t see eye-to-eye with his athletic director at Kansas, 

> and that if the Tar Heels elected to dump Doherty, Williams now would 

> be interested in the UNCjob he turned down three years ago. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ...... End of Forwarded Message 

> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:42 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: new poop sheet article 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58::16 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: new poop sheet article 

> 

> new poop sheet article quotes below (taken from IC message boards) 

> http://pub227.ezboard.com/finsidecarolinafrm15.showMessage?topicID=874 

> 5.topi 

>C 

> 

> 

> ,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

> through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

> ,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

> issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years. Even 

> the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

> everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

> the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

> was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

> educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
> that, s a good thing.%o 

> 

> The former player quote: "We had some bad days, but lots and lots of 

> great days .... For me, the relationship with the coaches was one of the 

> best parts. 

> I don,t think these kids can say the same thing.%o 

> 

> That’s the saddest part of this. There’s a whole generation of 

> Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

> they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

> their entire lives not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

> some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

> teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

> relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don’t think 

> these kids can say the same thing. 

> 

> Ford also has been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott 

> May, Sean,s father, who is known to have reservations about Sean 

> continuing his career under Doherty. Several college coaches confirmed 

> being contacted about a possible May transfer. 



,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

schools) 
discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

said. 

,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
just because a guy stays that he,s happy° (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

to stay anyway° That (2000D0:1) team was the most unhappy winning team 

I,ve ever seen ~ how can you be unhappy when you,re winning :18 in a 

row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave° 

,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

try to surviveo%o 

This third group defied all logic and numerous published reports "~ all 

involving critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy 

parents ~ and continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy 

was some kind of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly 

to the generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and 

coaches this season, in the apparent (and historically ridiculous) 

belief that players and coaches are more than happy to share 

controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public during 

the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ from 

both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them ~ if the many 

unpublished anti-Doherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We, re just trying to 

think about basketball. That, s what we love to do, and that,s what 
we, re focusing on right now.%o 

With Baddour firmly entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently 

unwilling to budge, many influential Carolina supporters ~ and at 

least one key player, s father "~ went directly to Moeser with their 

complaints immediately before and after the ACC Tournament. Other 

players, parents also spoke of hoping to meet or speak directly with 

the chancellor. 

In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of March Madness, 

Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

chancellor had the situation under control. 



End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 12:15 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: Latest Poop Sheet story’ 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaaounc.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 2~2~:34:06 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: Latest Poop Sheet story 

> 

> Here’s the latest, in case you haven’t seen it: 

> 

> Dave Glenn’s first follow-upo 

> 

> DOHERTY DECISION 

> STILL COMPLICATED 

> 

> March 24, 2003 
> 

> CHAPEL HILL ~ In late March, with the North Carolina basketball team 
> still alive in the NIT, Carolina administrators and fans generally 

> fell into one of three categories on the topic of embattled third-year 

> coach Matt Doherty. 

> The first group was led by UNC athletic director Dick Baddour, the man 

> who hired Doherty in 2000 and a man whose future as the AD in Chapel 

> Hill appears intimately tied to the coach,s survival. Members of this 

> group understand the serious tensions that remain between the coach 

> and many of his players and their families, and they realize that the 

> 2002-03 season represents the third year in a row ~ or the fourth, 

> counting Doherty, s one year at Notre Dame ~ that behind-the-scenes 

> problems have disrupted his program. They often emphasize that, even 

> according to most players and some parents, the coach has improved his 

> handling of these personal relationships to some degree. 

> 

> ,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

> through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

> ,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

> issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years. Even 

> the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

> everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

> the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

> was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

> educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
> that, s a good thing.%o 



This first group believes other factors demand that Doherty be 

retained for at least one more season, despite the obvious problems. 

They see a beloved alum whose public persona ~ young (41), handsome, 

polished, professional, funny, articulate, friendly ~ is a perfect fit 

for Carolina basketball. 
They 

see an extremely hard-working and welFintentioned former player who, 

as a fourth-year head coach, should be permitted some significant 
growing pains. 

They see the obvious improvement on the court, from a program-worst 

8-20 disaster last season to a possible 20-win campaign this year. 

(UNC was 
18-15 

at press time, with the possibility" of four more victories in the 

NIT.) They see a youthful roster devoid of top-flight talent in the 

junior and senior classes, and they see lots of big-time players 

(Raymond Felton, Sean May, Rashad McCants, Jawad Williams) who signed 

with the Tar Heels under Doherty, s watch. At the very least, this 

group thinks the coach should have at least one season with a roster 

made up entirely of his own signees, and the first time that can 

happen is next year. 

The second group disagrees, and a handful of prominent boosters are 

particularly extreme (privately, so far) in their vehement criticism 

of the current state of Carolina hoops. Some in this camp have harsh 

observations about Doherty from a purely basketball standpoint, but 

most are primarily concerned about what they see as the persistent 

unhappiness of the players. 

They point to the necessity of constant involvement from former UNC 

player/assistant and current university fundraiser Phil Ford, who has 

counseled numerous players again this season and even helped talk at 

least one out of quitting the team earlier this year° Ford also has 

been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott May, Sean,s 

father, who is known to have reservations about Sean continuing his 

career under Dohertyo 

Several college coaches confirmed being contacted about a possible May 

transfer. 

,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

schools) 
discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

said° 

,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
just because a guy stays that he,s happy. (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

to stay anyway. That (2000-01) team was the most unhappy winning team 

I,ve ever seen ~ how can you be unhappy when you,re winning 18 in a 

row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave. 

,,That, s the saddest part of this. There,s a whole generation of 



> Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

> they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

> their entire lives "~ not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

> some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

> teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

> relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don,t think 

> these kids can say the same thing. 

> ,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

> your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

> have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

> problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

> want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

> at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

> try to surviveo%o 

> The third group consisted almost entirely of (understandably) 

> out-of-the-loop fans and boosters, because every single UNC 

> administrator, coach, ex-coach and player knew better by March, even 

> those who previously were in the dark or in denial. This third group 

> defied all logic and numerous published reports ~ all involving 

> critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy parents - and 

> continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy was some kind 

> of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly to the 

> generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and coaches 

> this season, in the apparent (and historically 

> ridiculous) belief that players and coaches are more than happy to 

> share controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public 

> during the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ 

> from both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them ~ if the 

> many unpublished anti-Doherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

> parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

> 

> ,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

> work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We, re just trying to 

> think about basketball. That, s what we love to do, and that, s what 
> we, re focusing on right now.%o ,,(The players) consider ourselves a 

> family, and we like to keep things in the family,%o senior guard 

> Jonathan Holmes said earlier this season. 
> ,,During 

> the season, everything we do is about the team, and it doesn,t help 

> the team to create distractiOnSo%O 
> 

> Moeser Steps Under Microscope 

> 

> This third group of Carolina fans generally held the same na0ve 

> beliefs in 
> 200:1 and 2002, often viciously attacking media members and fans who 

> dared to suggest that Doherty, s first two UNC teams also had 

> significant problems behind the scenes. In the end, of course, those 

> in-season whispers proved absolutely true, although it was only after 

> those seasons that multiple players (Jason Capel, Joseph Forte, 

> Manuel, Williams) and parents (of Adam Boone, Williams) publicly 



confirmed what had been denied by some of those same individuals all 

season long. Several other former UNC players, including Ronald Curry, 

Nell Fingleton and Julius Peppers, also have told friends that Doherty 

was a significant factor in their decisions to leave the team with 

eligibility remaining. 

,,(Doherty) drove those kids insane last year,%o Gall Hillman-Williams, 

Jawad, s mother, told the Wilmington (NoCo) Star in March. ,,He drove 

them nutso%o 

,,If I can,t say anything good about a person, I won,t say anything at 

all,%o one anonymous parent told WRAL-TV of Raleigh in March. ,,I,m not 

saying anything about Matt Doherty.%o 

,,What my son has been through has been unbelievable,%o one parent told 

the ACC Sports Journal in March. ,,It, s been hell, absolute hell. It 

hurts me to say this, because my son and I have great respect for Dean 

Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else Carolina 

basketball has represented, but we, re at the point where we, re 

counting the days until it,s over (with Doherty), and that,s really, 

really sad.%o 

In the WRAL story, one long-time booster called this year, s situation 

,,a crisis,%o and a former player said he,d be ,,shocked%o if every UNC 

underclassman returned next season. Another former player suggested as 

many as three or four players might transfer. In their public comments 

this season, the Carolina players routinely have denied transfer 

plans° 

At this point, more than a dozen parents have been contacted by 

various media outlets, including the ACC Sports Journal, and only one 

has been quoted with specific, on-the-record comments about the 

positive nature of the relationship between the player (freshman 

forward David Noel) and Doherty. Numerous media sources said there has 

been absolutely no attempt to withhold pro-Doherty information on this 

matter, and that every parent who has been willing to address the 

issue has admitted that significant player-coach tensions remain at 

UNC. 

Just as public reports of the UNC turmoil gained momentum, so did the 

pressure mounting on UNC chancellor James Moesero With Baddour firmly 

entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently unwilling to budge, many 

influential Carolina supporters ~ and at least one key player, s father 

~ went directly to Moeser with their complaints immediately before and 

after the ACC Tournament. Other players, parents also spoke of hoping 

to meet or speak directly with the chancellor. 

Moeser, who arrived at Carolina in August 2000, ideally prefers to 

defer to his AD as much as possible on most sports matters but 

certainly is well-educated on the world of big-time athletics. He 

arrived at UNC after serving as the chancellor at football powerhouse 

Nebraska for four years, and he holds degrees from college superpowers 

Texas (undergraduate, master, 

s) and Michigan (doctorate). Prior to his stint at Nebraska, he served 



as a professor and/or administrator at Kansas, Penn State and South 

Carolina. 

Just two months ago, Moeser was effusive with his praise for Baddour, 

the AD at UNC since June :1997. Since then, the chancellor has been 
bombarded with extremely strong opinions (pro and con) about Doherty, 

and Moeser may have wondered why problems in the basketball program 

were reaching his office for the third year in a row, or why Baddour 

seems to have such a one-sided view of the situation, or why some 

recent media reports came as a surprise to so many important people at 

Carolina. Generally speaking, influential people don,t like surprises, 

especially those of a negative nature. 

Meanwhile, contrary to persistent rumors, no decision had been made on 

Doherty,s future as the Tar Heels, season continued. Internet reports 

that insisted upon some sort of ,,done deal,%o in which the coach was 

either retained or bought out in a big meeting prior to the ACC 

Tournament, ultimately proved false. Baddour was quoted before, during 

and after the tournament in support of Doherty, and several sources 

close to the program confirmed that no decision will be made until 

after the season. 

In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of IVlarch Madness, 

Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

chancellor had the situation under control. Ford and Dean Smith ~ 
still out of the spotlight, and still nobody claims to know what he, s 

thinking - again met with Scott May, as did Doherty on a separate 

occasion. All must have been interesting conversations, but nobody was 

talking publicly in the immediate aftermath. 

Stay tuned. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, June 20, 2003 12:49 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Fw: well, here is a start 
mcswain----rtf.rtf 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@morriscommercial.com> 

> Date: Fri Jun 20, 2003 10:07:10 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: Fw: well, here is a start 

> 

> Burgess, 

> Thad has started an article and I wanted to see what you thought about 

> what he has written so far..I think it’s very good_Let me know, Gary 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Thad Williamson" < @earthlink.net> 
> To: <ghill70@juno.com> 

> Cc: <ghill@morriscommerdal.com> 

> Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 11:52 PM 

> Subject: well, here is a start 

> 

> 

>> hey Gary, 

>> 

>> let me know what you think. It’s just a start, any good ideas or 

>> stories would be great, what would be needed is a lot of good quotes 

>> from as many players as possible...Warren M, one or two from the 

>> current team, etc. 
>> 

>> I’m gone until Monday afternoon, probably will not be able to check 

> email 
>> 

>> later-- 

>> Thad 



Where does the inner most heartbeat of the North Carolina basketball program lie? In the 
spacious Smith Center locker rooms, where Tar Heel players prepare each game night to 
represent a proud tradition, listen to coaches’ enjoinders to get after it at halftime, and then 
exuberantly celebrate victories or quietly absorb painful losses, all before an ever-watchful 
media horde? Or perhaps in the wood-panel intensive head coach’s office, where over the past 17 
years four successive transplanted Kansans have plotted game strategies, badgered potential 
recruits, regaled visiting j ournalists, and counseled and caj oled players? 

Those are two excellent guesses. But a third strong candidate lies not in the Smith Center, 
or even on the university campus, but on the well-shaded front porch of a flat-level house in the 
Briarcliff area of Chapel Hill. That’s where you can find long time basketball team academic 
advisor Burgess McSwain holding court for visitors-visitors who might be anyone from a 
current player or coach, to a former Tar }-][eel from a decade ago, or simply a close t¥iend of the 
program. 

If Dean Smith and the head coaches who follo~ved him represent the public face of 
Carolina basketball, McSwain represents the often unnoticed inner pulse of the program: simply 
put, McSwain and her fellow academic advisors are the people who put the "student" in 
"student-athlete." For over 20 years, McSwain has been there at eve~5" step of the process for 
UNC’s men’s basketball players, from matriculation to graduation: Helping players select 
courses, making sure they stay on track with assignments, helping prepare for exams-in some 
cases (such as Michael Jordan and Vince Carter), encouraging (or if need be, browbeating) her 
charges to get their academic work done so as to be able to earn their college degrees~ 

The principal scheduled interaction between McSwain and the players comes in the form 
of a two hour study hall held each weekday while school is in session (including summer 
school). But McSwain’s devotion extends far beyond that day in and day out commitment, and 
closer into the role of 24/7 counselor: meeting a player coming home from a road trip at 
midnight to help prepare for an upcoming test, or flying (as was the case with Michael Jordan 
during the summer of 1983) out of state to help a player involved with the U.S. national team get 
their work done. 

McSwain is more than just an academic gum, however: she is also a counselor and 
confidante of her players, and, at times, an advocate for them as well. "I don’t work for the head 
basketball coach," McSwain notes. "I work for the players-my responsibility is to help them 
meet their goals, which is getting a degree." [or something like that] 

But how can pl ayers under the time and stress pressures of big-time college basketball, 
and with all the adulation and temptation that goes with being a basketball player in Chapel Hill, 
carve out the time and energy to actually do their academic work? Not by being left to their own 
devices, but by being constantly reminded of their responsibilities. That’s where McSwain comes 
in. 

McSwain has a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks bluntly, tells it like 
it is, and doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to get a player’s attention. But 
underlying that tough sheriff style is an unquestioned concern [Br the well-being of the players 
and appreciation for their needs. In working with players, many of whom have lacked the 
academic background and preparation enjoyed by most Carolina students, McSwain takes a 
realistic attitude towards how long players can be expected to concentrate after a long day of 
class and practice, how much studying they are likely to do, and what kind of students most will 



becomeo At the same time, McSwain is unrelenting in insisting the players do their work-and 
that they can and should gain meaningful knowledge in their college classes. 

That combination of educational commitment and concern and understanding for the 
uni que situation of recruited scholarship athletes has led McSwain to forge lasting, tight 
relationships with countless players (and, not infrequently, their appreciative parents). 

QUOTES HERE 
McSwain has actually tutored athletes at UNC since 1959 when she began working with 

football (?) players for $2 (?) an hour as a graduate (?) student in education (?). The iSrst 
basketball player McSwain worked with was two-sport athlete Charles Waddell in the early 
1970s. In 1982, McSwain took over primary responsibility for overseeing the academic 
performance of the basketball team, after a national championship hangover caused several 
returning players on that team to temporarily lose sight of their academic goals. Although 
McSwain is regularly thanked by outgoing seniors at the annual team banquet, she has 
deliberately stayed out of the limelight, refusing to have her picture published in the annual 
media guide and refusing almost all media requests. McSwain believes that giving too much 
attention to an academic advisor sends the wrong message-when players do the work they are 
supposed to do and earn their degrees, it is above all their own accomplishment-and might 
undermine the academi c cont5 dence of pl ayers. 

Since j oining the basketball program full-time, McSwain has gotten to know the off-court 
personalities of Carolina’s on-court stars about as well as anyone, short of the coaches and the 
players’ parents. McSwain is a vast reposito~~ of information about the inside workings and 
personalities of the program, and can tell stories about former players and their activities that 
would make Dean Smith blush in a heartbeat. When players made mistakes in their academic or 
social lives, McSwain knew about-sometimes before Dean Smith or Bill Guthridge, sometimes 
things that Smith and Guthridge never found out about at all. Dra~ving her cue ti-om the idea that 
her job is to work for the athletes, not the basketball coach, McSwain became someone players 
could talk to in confidence with absolute trust. 

That role was never more important than this past year, when McSwain played an 
instrumental role in holding together a program that was too often splitting at the seams behind 
the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall frustrated or simply bewildered by 
some of the tactics of former coach Matt Doherty, McSwain was there to listen-and to make sure 
that the players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. (McSwain was among those last 
December who talked the team out of a contemplated practice walkout.) 

The challenge of playing a part in guiding a group of young mean through a tumultuous 
season was just one of the challenges McSwain took on this past winter-the other was colon 
cancer. Weakened by chemotherapy sessions in late March, McSwain still found the energy to 
meet ~vith Athletics Director Dick Baddour to discuss the climate in the basketball program in 
Baddour’s end-of-season review and to confirm some of the concerns noted by players. So close 
is the relationship between McSwain and this group of players that Melvin Scott, Rashad 
McCants, and the rest of the Tar Heel team agreed to appear publicly at the press conference 
announcing Doherty’s resignation only when McSwain agreed to stand with them. 

Whatever you think about the events associated with Doherty’s departure, know this: the 
situation almost certainly would have been much messier and much uglier if not for the role of 
behind the scenes people like Burgess McSwain in holding a sinking ship together. 

And whatever you think about the many accomplishments of Carolina basketball on and 
off the court over the last several decades, also know this: it wouldn’t have been possible without 



people like Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, and Roy Williams, but it also wouldn’t have been 
possible without devoted people like Burgess McSwain working tirelessly behind the scenes to 
help make the ideal of a student-athlete and the ideal of a program that cares about players as 
people, not just performers, a reality. 

McSwain will never have an arena named after her, or win a national award for what she 
has done, or get anything near the public recognition which her contributions to Carolina 
basketball merit (though maybe one day, the Athletic Department will see fit to christen a 
Burgess McSwain Academic Study Hall). Her satisfaction in her job has been truly that of the 
teacher’s>ioy in seeing young men push themselx~es and learn more than they thought possible, 
and joy in seeing talented but 18 year olds grow up before her eyes, and gratification in from 
time to time getting a note from a parent of a former player thanking her for her tough but caring 
tutelage. 

[add close depending on what the actual circmnstances are] 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 18, 2003 11:43 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fw: latest version 

july17--burgess.rtf 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@morriscommercial.com> 

> Date: Fri Jul 18, 2003 11:26:53 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.uncoedu> 

> Subject: Fw: latest version 

> 

> 

Original l~4essage ..... 

> From: "Thad Williamson" @earthlink.net> 
> To: <ghill@morriscommercialocom> 

> Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2003 5:37 PM 

> Subject: latest version 

> 

> 

>> comments welcome...you can see it’s a totally different style than 

>> the first one. 
>> 

>>THad 



Michael Jordan was born to fly, Antawn Jamison was born to rebound, and Phil Ford and 
Raymond Felton were born to play point guard Burgess McS~vain, on the other hand, was born 
to teach. 

"I loved to play school when I was a little girl," recalls McSwain, now in her fifth decade 
of providing tutoring and academic counseling to UNC athletes. "I was always teaching 
somebody something, and didn’t even realize I was doing it." 

That love for teaching eventually led McSwain to cross paths with Jordan, Jamison, Ford 
and Felton----as well as every other Carolina men’s basketball player over the past two decades. 
For a generation, McSwain has been a driving force behind the historically high graduation rate 
at UNC, a figure revered by players (and their parents) yet almost invisible to the general public. 

"She’s just an institution," says recent graduate Will Johnson~ "She is an integral part of 
the program. Anybody that came here and played here or coached here knows Burgess and 
knows how important she is." 

"She’s demanding, she wants us to be in class each and eveD¯ day, and to study when 
we’re not playing ball," adds j unior guard Melvin Scott. "She’s like a morn figure, and to have 
that you’re in college while you’re a~vay from your real parents, you can’t go ~vrong." 

McSwain, a native of Morganton, got her start working with athletes in 1962, when a 
friend suggested that she tutor Carolina football players for $2.00 an hour. McSwain, who 
received an undergraduate degree from UNC and went on to due graduate work in education at 
both UNC and Duke, has seen the evolution of Carolina’s academic advising system for athletes 
from ad hoc tutoring arrangements to a ~vell-staffed, highly professional operation. "It was 
different when I started," notes McSwain. "You could get a football ticket for $2, and you sit in 
the first five ro~vs. All I did was tutor. They didn’t have such a things as academic counselors, 
they just provided tutoring for kids that needed it." 

McSwain enj oyed the teach and continued to work, primarily with the football team, 
throughout the 1960s and 1970s while also teaching history at St. Thomas More School. During 
the 1970s she started tutoring members of the basketball team, working with players such as 
Charles Waddell and Ford. 

In 1982, Waddell, who was running the basketball study hall while earning his master’s 
degree, recommended McSwain to coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge, and McSwain soon 
began working with the basketball team on a full time basis. 

Or more accurately---more than full time. During the season, McSwain expects to be on 
call virtually round-the-clock "Sunday always used to be my hardest day--there ~vas usually no 
practice and no game, and you had to make hay while you could," says McSwain. 

Not infrequently, McSwain met players with pressing academic needs late into the night. 
"I remember in 1987, we played Notre Dame away and Ranzino [Smith] had a biology exam the 
next day," recalls McSwain. "So I watched the game, took a nap, and then went to the Smith 
Center and waited until 2 a.m for them to get back so they could study." 

"She’d work any hours," notes Guthridge. "She’s given so much time----I don’t know how 
else to describe it other than devotion and love of the players and of the basketball program You 
couldn’t pay her by the hour." 

Late-night cramming is often necessary given the players’ hectic schedule, but McSwain 
and the other academic advisors aim to keep players as organized and as cognizant of their 
academic responsibilities as possible. "I make a master calendar at beginning of year showing 



when every class has a test or a paper due, and then who is in that class," says McSwain. "I 
make them all the players turn in all their syllabi; then they each make their own calendars with 
their own dates, and I go through that with them." 

During the year the core of the advising program consi sts of a study hall which meets at 
least two hours a night every "school night"----that is, Sunday through Thursday. During this time, 
players can study on their own or receive individual attention from a rotor. 

McSwain says a pragmatic approach to helping players learn is necessary. "If you’re not 
getting through, if something’s not working, then you have to try something else. I had one kid 
who could only learn if he was in motion, so some times we would drive around and learn, or he 
would come on my swing and study. I had another player who had to learn the all capitals in 
Afi-ica, so he made up a rap song, and learned it that wayo" 

But McSwain blends that pragmatism with several tried-and-true methods. First, players 
are told as sternly as possible as freshmen that they need to be at study hall on timeo Second, 
players are encouraged to review their lecture notes from each class at least once a week. Third, 
McSwain usually begins study hall each evening by asking the players what they learned in their 
classes that day, with a view that talking about the subject material facilitates retentiono "If you 
can get them to review their notes and talk about what they did in class," observes McSwain, 
"that makes all the difference in the world." 

Players say that McSwain takes a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks 
bluntly, doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to get a player’s attention, and lets 
people know where they stand. "She just isn’t scared of anyone," says Johnson. "If you weren’t 
doing what you needed to do, whether you were the star player or sit on the bench she let you 
know it~ She tells it like it is and doesn’t hold anything back, and I think anyone can respect 
that." 

McSwain is well aware of the ~videspread public skeptici sm about how much learning 

athletes at big-time schools takes place, but is fiercely defensive of UNC’s approach. "I tell 
people who ask me about that that it’s not a sham at Carolina," says McSwain. "I can’t say what 

happens a others schools, but at Carolina, while we may spoon-feed them a little bit, they go in 
and take their own exams and write their own papers. We don’t do their work %r them." 

At the same time, McSwain says, she will do anything it takes to help the players learn 
what they need to know."I don’t see how it could be wrong to teach them about the battle of 

Gettysburg, for instance. When you are trying to make them learn the material so that they can 
analyze and spit it back to the professor, there’s not anything wrong with that." 

McSwain credits former head coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge with establishing 

the correct priorities ~vhich allo~ved her to do her job success%llyo "The players al~vays came 
first with me and always came first with Bill and Dean," says McSwain. "With the Carolina 
basketball program, the players came first, and I had 100% support with anything I wanted to do. 
Both of them wanted the players to graduate at all costs-you never know when they might break 
their legs and never be able to play again. If someone really needed to study, they would excuse 
them. Academics came first and practice came second." 

Guthridge says that having a trusted person as an academic tutor was in turn an 
invaluable help to the coaching staff. "It was very important to know that we had Burgess, that 
she knew" the rules, and how devoted she was to the players. She knew what she could do and 
couldn’t do as a tutor, so we had more confidence in her than going hit-or-miss with a tutor here 
or there who might not know the rules.". 

In the past year, McSwain had to confront a challenge of a different sort than helping 



student-athletes prepare for an exam. Last fall, McSwain was diagnosed with cancer and entered 
into chemotherapy. "I cried when I heard the news, I made her upset because I made her c~7," 
recalls Scott. "It was very tough, because she is a big part of our college lives." 

Despite the illness, McSwain did her best maintained her usual level of dedication to the 
players, and played an instrumental role in holding together a program that was too often 
splitting at the seams behind the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall 
frustrated or upset with some of the tactics of former coach Matt Doherty, McSwain was there to 
listen--and to make sure that the players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. 

"When we needed someone to talk to about problems on or off the court, someone you 
could trust, we went to her," says Scott. "If we weren’t sure if you could trust the coaches or 
other people, we could go to her, and know that she was going to tell the troth and have our best 
interests in mind." 

"When she felt good enough to come around, the guys could talk to her-anybody on our 
team can go talk to her about anything, " says Johnson. "I don’t know" what would have happened 
if she hadn’t been here-she’s just unique. Our guys are her life, and she wouldn’t have it any 
other way." 

McSwain’s health reached a low point near the end of the season in mid-March, with 
fi-equent trips to the hospital. Weakened by chemotherapy, McSwain still found the energy to 
meet with Athletics Director Dick Baddour to discuss the climate in the basketball program in 
Baddour’s end-of-season review and to confirm some of the concerns noted by players. 

"She’s my inspiration here. I don’t think anyone at that age would pull through that like 
she did," says Scott."But she lives for us. She felt like she couldn’t leave us, and that’s what I 
respect about her. She loves us l:Br us, not because we can put the ball through the hoop, but for 
US.~’ 

McSwain’s health has improved steadily since the spring, and in July she felt well enough 
to leave Chapel Hill for the first time in nearly a year to attend Antawn Jamison’s wedding in 
Charlotte and re-unite with numerous former players. McSwain says moments such as those 
provide her with the most gratification: 

"Watching them succeed---there’s not enough money in the world that could replace that 
feeling," says McSwain. "It’s a great feeling to see them get an A when they’ve never got one 
before, or when they graduate, or when their mothers find out they’re going to graduate." 

McSwain plans to continue tutoring and teaching with the basketball team as long as her 
health allows. This fall the basketball tutoring operation will undergo a re-organization with the 
arrival of Wayne Walden from the University of Kansas, who worked as an academic adviser for 
15 years under Roy Williams in Lawrence. 

McSwain hopes that the new arrangement will allow her to focus more energy on 
teaching. No one expects that she could relinquish the role of "team mother," however, even if 
she wanted to-and McSwain leaves little doubt that her passion for teaching and its satisfactions 
is as strong as ever. 

"They come in here as little boys at 18 and leave as men," says McSwain of her chargeso 
"That’s the fun thing. And then to see them later doing well in their professions, being a minister, 
or selling pharmaceuticals, or playing pro ball, and then to see their children--those are the 
moments you treasure." 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 21, 2003 8:27 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: the latest--take a look 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Thad Williamson @earthlink.net> 

> Date: Mort Jul 2:1, 2003 03:32::17 PM US/Eastern 

> To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: the latest--take a look 

> 

> Hi Burgess, 

> 

> here’s the latest version...please take a look and see if you like how 

> I handled the part about Matt or if you see anything else that is a 

> problem. Once I get the OK from you I will submit it as a first draft 

> to the editor 
> 

> best, 

> Thad 
> 

>      Michael Jordan was born to fly, Antawn Jamison was born to rebound, 

> Phil Ford and Raymond Felton were born to play point guard. 

> Burgess McSwain, on the other hand, was born to teach. 

>      "1 loved to play school when I was a little girl," recalls McSwain, 

> now in her fifth decade of providing tutoring and academic counseling 

> to UNC athletes. "1 was always teaching somebody something, and didn’t 

> realize I was doing it." 

>      This love of teaching eventually led McSwain to cross paths with 

> Jordan, Jamison, Ford and Felton-as well as every other Carolina men’s 

> basketball player over the past two decades. For a generation, McSwain 

> has been a driving force behind the historically high graduation rate 

> at UNC, a figure revered by players (and their parents) yet almost 

> invisible to the general public. 

>      "She’s just an institution," says recent graduate Will Johnson. 

> "She is an integral part of the program. Anybody that came here and 

> played here or coached here knows Burgess and knows how important she 

> 

> "She’s demanding, she wants us to be in class each and every day, and 

> to study when we’re not playing ball," adds junior guard Melvin Scott. 

> "She’s like a mom figure, and to have that while you’re in college 

> when you’re away from your real parents, you can’t go wrong." 

>      "1 wouldn’t have made it through college without Burgess," says 

> former center Kris Lang. "Honestly, I wouldn’t have made it through 

> without her--she helped me in every single class. She’s a very smart 



> lady, and she looked out for us a lot." 

>      McSwain, a native of Morganton, got her start working with athletes 

> in the early 1960s, when a friend suggested that she tutor Carolina 

> football players for $2o00 an hour. McSwain, who received an 

> undergraduate degree from UNC and went on to do graduate work in 

> education at both UNC and Duke, has seen the evolution of Carolina’s 
> academic advising system for athletes from ad hoc tutoring 

> arrangements to a well-staffed, highly professional operation° "It was 

> different when I started," notes McSwain. "Anyone could get a football 

> ticket for $2, and sit in the first five rows. All I did was tutor. 
> Carolina didn’t have such a thing as academic counselors, the coaches 

> just provided tutoring for those who that needed it." 

>      McSwain enjoyed the tutoring and continued to assist athletes, 

> primarily the football team, throughout the 1960s and 1970s while also 

> teaching history at St. Thomas More Elementary School and in area 

> public schools. During the 1970s she started tutoring members of the 

> basketball team, working with players such as Charles Waddell and Ford. 

>      In 1982, Waddell, who was running the basketball study hall while 

> earning his master’s degree, recommended McSwain to coaches Dean Smith 

> and Bill Guthridge. McSwain’s soon began working with the basketball 

> team on a full time basis°° 

> Or more accurately, a more than full time. During the season, 

> McSwain expects to be on call virtually round-the-clock. "Sunday 

> always used to be my hardest day--there was usually no practice and no 

> game, and you had to make hay while you could," says McSwain. 

>      Not infrequently, McSwain met players with pressing academic needs 

> late into the night. "l remember in 1987, we played Notre Dame away 

> and Ranzino [Smith] had a biology exam the next day," recalls McSwain. 

> "So I watched the game, took a nap, and then went to the Smith Center, 

> where I waited until 2 a.m. for them to get back so we could study." 

>      "She’d work any hours," notes Guthridge. "She’s given so much time--I 

> don’t know how else to describe it other than devotion and love of the 
> players and of the basketball program. You couldn’t pay her by the 

> hour." 

> Late-night cramming is often necessary given the players’ hectic 

> schedule. McSwain and the other academic advisors aim to keep players 

> as organized and as aware of their academic responsibilities as 

> possible to keep panic situations to a minimum. "1 make a master 

> calendar at the beginning of the year showing when every class has a 

> test or a paper due, and then who is in that class," says McSwain. 

> make all the players turn in all their syllabi; then they each make 

> their own calendars with their own dates, and I go through those with 

> them." 

> During the year the core of the advising program consists of a study 

> hall which meets for at least two hours a night every "school 

> night"--that is, Sunday through Thursday. During this time, players 

> study on their own or receive individual attention from a tutor. 

>      McSwain says a pragmatic approach to helping players learn is 

> necessary. "If you’re not getting through, if something’s not working, 

> then you try something else. I had one kid who could only learn if he 

> was in motion, so some times we would drive around and learn, or he 
> would come and sit on my swing and study. I had another player who had 

> to learn the all capitals in Africa, so he made up a rap song, and 



> learned it that way." 

>      "Burgess understands the need to make the information accessible and 

> use good examples that they can understand," says Catherine Frank, who 

> has helped tutor basketball players in freshman composition for over a 

> decade. "She knows how to take difficult material and make it relevant 

> to them." 

> But McSwain blends that pragmatism with several tried-and-true 

> methods. First, as freshmen players are told, as sternly as possible, 

> that they must be at study hall on time. Second, players are 

> encouraged to review their lecture notes from each class at least once a week° 

> Third, McSwain usually begins study hall by asking the players what 

> they learned in class that day, on the view that talking about the 

> subject material facilitates retention. "If you can get them to review 

> their notes and talk about what they did in class," observes McSwain, 

> "that makes all the difference in the world." 

> McSwain’s efforts and skills as a teacher have won the respect of 

> numerous UNC faculty members who regularly teach student-athletes. 

> "Most of the administration and faculty have found Burgess’s approach 

> very refreshing in the sense that she does not baby-sit the athletes, 

> but rather she pushes them to respond to the demands of the academic 

> requirements," says Julius Nyang’oro, professor and chair of the 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies. "Burgess has a clear 

> sense of what a teacher needs to do to convey the key concepts that 

> need to be understood.. She is another transmission belt in the 
> teaching process." 

>      Players say that McSwain takes a decidedly old-school approach to 

> her job: she speaks bluntly, doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise 

> when necessary to get a player’s attention, and lets people know where 

> they stand. "She just isn’t scared of anyone," says Johnson. "If you 

> weren’t doing what you needed to do, whether you were the star player 

> or sat on the bench she’d let you know it. She tells it like it is 

> and doesn’t hold anything back, and I think anyone can respect that." 

>      McSwain is well aware of the widespread public skepticism concerning 

> how much learning actually takes place among athletes at big-time 

> schools. She is fiercely defensive of UNC’s approach. "1 tell people 

> who ask me that it’s not a sham at Carolina," says McSwain. "1 can’t 

> say what happens at others schools, but at Carolina, while we may 

> spoon-feed them a little bit, they go in and take their own exams and 

> write their own papers. We don’t do their work for them." 

>      At the same time, McSwain says, she will do anything it takes to help 

> the players learn what they need to knowo"l don’t see how there could 

> be a wrong way to teach them about the battle of Gettysburg, for 

> instance. When you are trying to make them learn the material so that 

> they can analyze it and give it back to the professor, there’s no 

> wrong way to teach.." 

>      McSwain credits former head coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge 

> with establishing the correct priorities which allowed her to do her 

> job successfully. "The players always came first with me and always 

> came first with Bill and Dean," says McSwain. "With the Carolina 

> basketball program, the players came first, and I had 100% support 

> with anything I wanted to do. Both of them wanted the players to 

> graduate at all costs--you never know when they might break their legs 

> and never be able to play again. If someone really needed to study, 



> they would excuse them. Academics came first and practice came second." 

>      Guthridge says that having a trusted person as an academic tutor was 

> in turn an invaluable help to the coaching staff. "It was very 

> important to know that we had Burgess, that she knew the rules, and 

> how devoted she was to the players. She knew what she could do and 

> couldn’t do as a tutor, so we had more confidence in her than going 

> hit-or-miss with a tutor here or there who might not know the rules." 

>      In the past year, McSwain has had to confront a challenge of a 

> different sort than helping student-athletes prepare for exams. In 

> mid-December, McSwain was diagnosed with a potentially 

> life-threatening case of colon cancer and entered into chemotherapy. 

>"1 cried when I heard the news-I made her upset because I made her 

> cry," recalls Melvin Scott. "It was very tough, because she is a big 

> part of our college lives." 

> o     Despite the illness, McSwain did her best to maintain her usual 

> level of dedication to the players, and played an instrumental role in 

> holding together a program that was too often splitting at the seams 

> behind the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall 

> frustrated or upset with some of the tactics of former coach Matt 

> Doherty, McSwain was there to listen-and to make sure that the 

> players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. 

>      "When we needed someone to talk to about problems on or off the 

> court, someone you could trust, we went to her," says Scott. "if we 

> weren’t sure if you could trust the coaches or other people, we could 

> go to her, and know that she was going to tell the truth and have our 

> best interests in mind." 

> "When she felt good enough to come around, the guys could talk to 

> her--anybody on our team can go talk to her about anything, " says 

> Johnson. "1 don’t know what would have happened if she hadn’t been 

> here-she’s just unique° Our guys are her life, and she wouldn’t have 

> it any other way." 

>      McSwain’s health reached a low point near the end of the season in 

> late March, with frequent trips to the hospital. Players visited as 

> often as they could, and Doherty, who has stayed in touch with McSwain 

> since his April :~ resignation, asked listeners on his weekly radio 

> show to keep McSwain in their thoughts° 

>      "1 was by her house or visiting in her room at the hospital a lot," 

> says Phil Ford. "I’ve known Burgess for most of my life, and I wanted 

> to try to support her any way I could.. We all know that if it was one 

> of us she’d be there supporting us." 

>      Later that month, still weakened by chemotherapy, McSwain found the 

> energy to comply with a request from Athletics Director Dick Baddour 

> to discuss the climate in the basketball program with him as part of 

> Baddour’s end-of-season review. So close is the relationship between 

> McSwain and the current team that the players consented to attending 

> the press conference announcing Doherty’s resignation only when 

> McSwain agreed to sit with them° 

>      "She’s my inspiration here. I don’t think anyone at that age would 

> pull through that like she did," says Scott."But she lives for us. She 

> felt like she couldn’t leave us, and that’s what I respect about her. 

> She loves us for us, not because we can put the ball through the hoop, 

> but for us." 

> McSwain’s health has improved steadily since the spring. After 



> completing a second round of successful chemotherapy in early July, 

> she felt well enough to attend Antawn Jamison’s July :12 wedding in 

> Charlotte and re-unite with numerous former players. McSwain says 

> moments such as those provide her with the most gratification: 

>      "Watching them succeed-there’s not enough money in the world that 

> could replace that feeling," says McSwain. "It’s a great feeling to 

> see them get an A when they’ve never got one before, or when they 

> graduate, or when their mothers find out they’re going to graduate.~’ 

>      McSwain plans to continue tutoring and teaching with the basketball 

> team as long as her health allows. This fall the basketball tutoring 

> operation will undergo a re-organization with the arrival of Wayne 

> Walden from the University of Kansas, who worked as an academic 

> adviser for :15 years under Roy Williams in Lawrence. 

>      McSwain hopes that the new arrangement will lighten her 

> administrative load and allow her to focus more energy on teaching. No 

> one expects that she could relinquish the role of "team mother," 

> however, even if she wanted to-and McSwain leaves little doubt that 

> her passion for teaching and its satisfactions is as strong as ever. 

>      "They come in here as little boys at :18 and leave as men," says 

> McSwain of her charges. "That’s the fun thing. To see them later doing 

> well in their professions, as a minister, or selling pharmaceuticals, 

> or playing pro ball, and then to see their children-those are the 

> moments you treasure." 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 09, 2003 9:32 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Thought you might like this 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary P Hill Jr." <ghill70@juno.com> 
l)ate: Mon Sep 08, 2003 08:27:29 PM US/Eastern 
To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Thought you might like this 

Looking better ever5, day 
By Mike DeCourcy - SportingNews.com 

in the five months since leaving as the head coach at North Carolina, Matt Doherty has moved to a new" home, 
taken family vacations, searched around for work as a basketball analyst and played a fair amount of golf. And 
every day, he appears more attractive as a head coaching candidate. 

It’s not what Doherty has done lately. It’s what he hasn’t done that others have. His programs at Notre Dame and 
then Carolina had no NCAA compliance issues. He does not drink alcohol, so he never encountered the 
circumstances that felled Iowa State’s Larr57 Eustachy and Alabama football coach Mike Price. Doherty was 
asked to leave Carolina ostensibly because some of the players found him to be mean. 

Thus it is easy to picture his name appearing on just about every athletic director’s short list when the flood of 
Division I jobs begins next spring. 

For many ahletic directors, the goal in the hiring :process has been "winning the press conference" -- getting a 
guy who will excite the local media and make the administration look smart. Now, with all that has happened in 
college sports, it may be more important to hire somebody who won’t cause those in charge to lose their jobs. 

"I’ve stayed, hopefully, on the straight and narro~v," Doherty says. ’Tin no~v an experienced head coach at 41~ 
I’ve ~von some games. I do believe I could add great value to a program Hopefi~lly, an athletic director can see 

that." 

Doherty spent a few day, s last month at a coaches’ retreat in Los Angeles. There, he listened to speeches from 
Jim Boeheim of Syracuse, Ben Howl and ofUCLA and Eric Musselman of the Golden State Warriors. Doherty 
also met some athletic directors and increasingly influential headhunters. He had wanted to attend this event in 
previous years, but there never ~vas time -- the week of the retreat had always been a family vacation time~ "I’ve 
had plenty of family vacations this year," Doherty says. 

He has moved to Charlotte, where he has friends from a previous stay and his wife’s family is nearby. Doherty 
was pleasantly surprised when some of his new neighbors, immune to Carolina fever, asked him what he does 
for a living. 

Doher~ plans to take some business courses and hopes to do some TV work. But he definitely figures he’ll 
return to coaching next season. 



When Doherty arrived at North Carolina in 2000 after one year at Notre Dame, the program was a mess. 
What Dean Smith had built was crumbling. The roster was overloaded with players who were better 
suited for mid-major programs. Doherty got the best out of’the few talents: Brendan Haywood and Joseph 
Forte, as well as football players JUlius Peppers and Ronald Cuny. The 2000-01 team was ranked No. 1 in early 
Februa~7 and shared the ACC regular-season title with eventual national champion Duke. In three of his four 
years combined at Notre Dame and North Carolina, Doherty’s teams improved on the record from the previous 
season. 

When this year’s Tar Heels storm into the top 10 and flirt with the Final Four, new coach Roy Williams will be 
presiding. Williams’ genius for coaching offense will make them better, probably better than they would have 
been under the previous staff. But there also is plenty of talent. Doherty and his staff recruited evexy Tar Heel 
who will contribute this winter. 

There’s little doubt the coaching change will be cited as the catalyst for North Carolina’s improvement as this 
season develops. Doherty will have to live with that, but he also will know the part he played in the resurgence. 

And not long after it’s over, he should have a new team to coach. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 09, 2003 1:36 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Your bio 

Burgess Murphy McSwain, a Morganton, North Carolina native began her career in Carolina athletics by 
tutoring student athletes while at the University. Four decades later she is still tutoring Carolina student athletes. 
The last twenty odd years Burgess has been associated mainly with Carolina basketball. Her official title is 
Associate Director of the Academic Support Center. Burgess lives with her widowed tether, Daniel Murphy and 
her two Clavier King Charles Spaniels, Brandy Nan and Lillie Langt~. 

Begin fBrwarded message: 

From: Matt Bo~vers <mbowers@mail .uncaa.unc.edu> 
loire: Tue Sep 09, 2003 110:511:39 AM US/Eastern 
T(~: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your bio 

Burgess: 

really need to flesh out your bio. Yours will be positioned between Marc’s and Wayne’s on a page, and both 
of ~heirs are significantly longer than yours. 

Below is Marc’s, and I’ll send you what’s in Wayne’s bio when I get it. Will you please provide me with some 
more information on your education, etc.? 

Thanks for your help. 
-mb 

Marc Davis is the head trainer for the University of North Carolina men’s basketball team, a position he has 
held since the 1977-78 season. 
Davi s received his Bachelor of Science degree in physical therapy from the University, of North Carolina in 
1974. After graduating from Carolina, he worked as a physical therapist at Danville Memorial Hospital in 
Danville, Va., from October of 1974 to May of 1975. He began his current tenure on the sports medicine staff 
at Carolina in July of 1975. 
The 52-year-old Davis, a native ofWihnington, N.C., and alumnus of New Hanover High School, is a member 
of the American Physical Therapy Association and the National Athletic Trainers Association. 
He was the recipient of the award for the outstanding physical therapist of the year ~:Br 1998 by the North 
Carolina Physical Therapy Association. 
Davis’ duties at Carolina consist of providing physical therapy and athletic training services to Carolina athletic 
teams. In addition to the men’s basketball team, he also works closely with the football team and he serves as 
head trainer for the men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams. 
He also provides similar services to members of the general student body who are recommended to him by 
Student Health Service physicians. Davis also works with the basketball coaching staffto coordinate team 
travel. 
Davis is married to the former Paula Gee. They have a 14-year-old daughter, irma Consuelo. 



Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Comnmnications 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9119) 962-2123/1376 
(9 ] 9) 962-06 ] 2 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 10, 2003 1:58 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begi n for~varded m essage: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on:i scomm ercial.com > 
Date: Wed Sep 10, 2003 10:58,:38 AM USi~astern 
To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Ouietl,/, ~, heels Turning At UNC For (Jontroverslal Baddour Extension 
By Dave Glenn, ACCSports.com 
September 8, 2003 

CHAPEL HILL ~ John Bunting may be facing a tough third year as UNCles football coach, but another big 
question in Tar Heel Country these days is whether athletic director Dick Baddour will be back after his 
contract runs out next June. 

If such a decision were let:~ up to the rank-and-file Carolina fans, Baddour would have no chance of getting an 
extension. His popularity outside the university community remains low, despite the fuzzy feelings that 
surrounded the recent hiring of Roy Williams to take over the troubled UNC basketball program. Some 
important boosters were outraged at the ADds handling of the Carl Torbush disaster, the Matt Doherty 
embarrassment and other recent events, and Baddour remains a popular target of criticism on sports-talk radio 
and internet message boards. When he was introduced during a ceremony at a football game in Kenan Stadium 
this season, he was summarily booed. 

importantly, however, Baddour continues to get wide-ranging support from the people who matter most: UNC 
chancellor James Moeser, many Board of "Frustees members, even the difficult-to-please Carolina faculty. 

Under similar circumstances ~--~ heavy high-level support for an AD whose accomplishments may not outweigh 
his mistakes, and whose name and influence are barely heard or felt outside the Triangle ~ Duke very quietly 
gave Joe Alleva a five-year extension earlier this year, without even a word of public discussion or debate. 
(Could that possibly happen at any other school in the ACC?) Alleva~s critics point out the sad state of the 
Blue Devils~l football and baseball programs, among other things, but university decision-makers apparently 
were pleased with his performance since his hiring in 11998. 

A re UNC off] ci al s h oping for the same hush-hush scenafi o to unfold b ehi nd th e scenes in Ch apel Hi ll, or are 
they simply unaware of, isolated from or disinterested toward the dissenting opinions of Baddour that come 
from so many long-time supporters? 

A 37-year employee of the state university system who already is eligible for the maximum lifetime pension, 
Baddour appeared on his way to retirement during the turbulent Doherty days and, particularly, after the 
botched firing of the three-year basketball coach. Sources said he even offered to resign at one point fbllowing 
the Doherty debacle, which temporarily cast the proud Carolina program as a national laughingstock. 

But two subsequent events seemingly have renewed Baddour, who recently said he still enjoys his work and 



isn,t yet ready to retire, and reports are circulating in Chapel Hill that Moeser is prepared to recommend a 
contract extension for the 59-year-old AD to the Board of Trustees. 

[I think he,ll get approval and will be back for three more yearso Dick has a lot of support in certain circles,,, 
said one UNC administrator, referring to Moesel~s unflagging and sometimes curious praise of his athletic 
director. 

[I still enjoy my job, I still see many challenges in my job and I still enjoy working for this great university,-" 
Baddour said [I~m not one of those people who wakes up every day dreaming of a retirement where I~m 
playing golf or doing something else many people associate with retirement~ I like where I am right now.-, 

The first event that buoyed, and perhaps saved, Baddour was the hiring of Williams. While insiders insist that 
former UNC coach Dean Smith spent most of the time coaxing Williams to take the j ob he turned down three 
years ago, Baddour correctly has been credited with giving Williams enough time to wean himself away from 
Kansas. 

[Dick knew he had to get Roy, or he would have been gone the next day,,, one trustee said. [No one would 
have had to tell him to move out of his office. He would have done it on his own.,~ 

So Baddour rolled the dice by waiting on Williams, the UNC alum, whom he has known for more than 30 
years. Even though Baddour and Smith wanted beloved former player Phil Ford back on the coaching staff, they 
did not make that a condition of Williams~ hiring because they were ati-aid he wouldn~{t take the job under 
those terms. 

The second thing that raised Baddoul~s stock in some circles was how he and Moeser stood up to the ACC 
expansionists. Wanting to sustain the universityl~s [culture,, :-~ which may be a code word for basketball :-~ 
Baddour and Moeser reverted to their original no "~,ote and, together with Duke and Virginia, blocked the 
ACC~s original plan to take Miami, Boston College and Syracuse into the league. 

Tha gave them brownie points with those alumni who always want what basketball wants and enhanced 
Baddour~s and Moeser~s standing with the dissenting faculty senate, which saw the league~s oft-criticized 
expansion el’forts as an example of the unsightly money-rules-all approach to college athletics. The Board of 
Trustees even passed a resolution specifically commending Baddour and Moeser for the manner in which they 
represented UNC throughout the expansion processo 

Ironically, though, the blocking of BC and Syracuse led directly to the conference taking Virginia Tech, a good 
school with a strong football program but not a desirable candidate according to any of the financial proj ections. 
That scenario actually was far worse for Carolina, s long-term football prospects ~-~ would you rather recruit 
against a next-door neighbor that~s jumping to a revitalized ACC or stuck in a watered-down Big East? :--, and 
probably will mean less TV money, as well, for all of the schools. 

At best, the UNC alumni and fan bases are largely split over Baddour, who is considered a highly competent 
administrator and detail man but not a strong, forceful leader with a visiona~ plan for the future. Basically, 
he~s viewed as a good No. 2 guy, which he was while handling compliance and operations for 11 years under 
John Swofford. Nobody with a clue on either side of the discussion questions Baddour~s intentions, 
intelligence, dedication, integrity or love for the university. 

Baddour~s supporters say he has made all of the tough personnel decisions, balanced the department, s budget 
for five straight years, maintained the strong Olympic sports programs and stabilized football and basketball 
with two popular alum coaches who appear to be solidly in his corner. As a trained political animal (his brother 
Phil was in the state legislature for years), he also knows how to appease faculty leaders and certain Rams Club 
heavies. 



Baddou~{~s detractors pull out a much longer list: 

He let Mack Brown get away to Texas in December 1997 without much of a fight, reportedly while making the 
infamous statement that [football will never be as big as basketball,, at UNC. Baddour denies some aspects of 
BrownWs version of the coachWs departure, including that particular statement. 

When B addour couldn~ hold fbrmer Georgia coach Jim Donnan to hi s word to take the job, he hired 
uninspiring defensive coordinator Carl Torbush the next day to lead a top-five program that went straight 
downhill. 

He relied on Smith,s assurances that Williams was coming in 2000 and did not have an adequate Plan B when 
Williams remained at Kansas. He then hired the inexperienced Doherty without f~Aly checking him out. 

He allowed Doherty to bring his own staff from Notre Dame and then didn,t oversee the second-year coach 
closely enough during his first two years, when Doherty was alienating players, parents, alumni and support 
personnel~ 

t--Ie fired, re-hired and fired Torbush again in another ugly public incident. Then he nearly hired no-name Gau 
Darndl from Western Michigan to succeed Torbush after Virginia Tech~s Frank Beamer reneged on his 
commitment to come, but ultimately was influenced by a contingent of former players who favored Bunting. 

He and Moeser embarrassed themselves and the university with how the Doherty decision, albeit necessau, was 
handled, culminating with an evasive public press conference that perpetuated the perception of weak 
leadership at Carolina. 
Now, after seven years as the athletic director, Baddour would like to stay on for another term, which his track 
record does not appear to warrant. Did one marquee hiring undo all of the problems that have occurred under 
his watch? When the time comes, can he deliver an infBrmed and objective evaluation of the struggling football 
program? 

Since hiring Williams, Baddour has been under less pressure with fans and, especially, the many donors who 
once wanted his head. Basketball clearly is back in good hands, and to many of those long-time disciples of 
Smith~ that, s all that really counts at Carolina. 

Baddour is personally popular with many influential people who know he has dedicated an adult life. of service 
to his alma mater and, at this point, would rather let him stay on than have another m~ior UNC athletic figure 
shown the door. 

Thus, at the core of the Baddour debate is the timing 

With Williams back and Bunting still garnering solid support, this would seem to be the perfect scenario for a 
retirement with honor. The university could make a solid case for his having done a good job during a tough, 
transitional period in UNC athletics. He could step down gracefully, with a six-figure income for the rest of his 
life. 

No one would get fired No one would get smeared in the media. There wouldn~k be another year of negative 



speculation overshadowing the program. Even some of BaddourWs strongest supporters and closest fliends 
donWt argue with the notion that it is a perfect time for a change. 

For its next athletic director, UNC could seek new blood and a new perspective on how to deal ~vith 28 sports 
operated on too little money. Carolina could look for a person with more stature and power in college athletics 
who can fight for its slice of the ACC~s new 11- or 12-piece pie over the next 10 years, a person who can bring 
consensus to a divided following 

An extension for Baddour would do little to unifY/the fr~actured C~rolina constituency and rebuild U~vCEs 
eroded national image. Instead, it likely would l~ad onb to more ~ ears of speculation over ho~v long he,ll be in 
the job and who his successor will be. 

In the end, of course, that doesn~t mean it won,t happen. 

Mi ami, Tech Lift Graduati on Rates 

GREENSBORO ~ The ACC[~s members-to-be, Miami and Virginia Tech, may not help the league~s 
basketball record, but, according to the latest NCAA records, they will improve the graduation rates. 

In football, the sport that enabled them to gain votes from seven of the nine present league members ~-~ North 
Carolina and Duke voted no ~ the t~vo national powers were both ahead of the national average for the class that 
matriculated in the fall of 1996. They were slightly below the four-class graduation average, which generally is 
a better indicator because it takes into account a much larger sample of 
student-athletes. 

If there was a surprise in the new numbers, it was that North Carolina had the worst graduation record in 
football for the entering class of 1996-97, which finished the NCAAWs six-year window this spring. 

Duke, Virginia and Wake Forest had the highest graduation rates of the student body, for both the 1996-97 
group and the four-class total. The percentages do not vary at any of those schools, where the Blue Devils 
graduated 93 percent, Virginia 92 percent and Wake Forest 87 percent. Among all student-athletes, Duke 
graduated 89 percent over four classes, UVa 81 percent and Wake Forest 76 percent. 

It is in this area that I_~C, for years a regular in the NCAA~s 70-percent club in football, looked the worst. The 
Tar Heels were fourth-highest in the student body with 80 percent graduates, but they were at only 64 percent 
for athletes from that 1996-97 class. One reason for the precipitous decline was because a woeful 35 percent of 
the players signed by Mack Brown in 1996 got their degrees. That was the worst record for UNC since the 
NCAA began keeping graduation records. 

Brown, of course, lef~ %r Texas after the 1997 football season, and he was followed by Carl Torbush and now 
John Bunting Not surprisingly, a lot of players l ef~ for a varieb¯ of reasons, leading to a graduation rate that 
looked as if it belonged in the SEC. Carolina athletic director Dick Baddour agreed the numbers were very 
disappointing but insisted they did not represent any trend. 

Over the four-class period, Ii~ i(2 graduated 53 percent in football, two points ahead of the overall NCAA 
average. In men~s basketball, ~vhere year after year Dean Smith graduated virtually everybody (including 
managers, which he counted in his own statistics), the Tar Heels had a 55 percent mark 

N.C. State, which often hid in academic embarrassment when Jim Valvano coached basketball and a variety of 
people headed the football program, showed an improvement in the most recent NCAA numbers. In football, 
though, State,s graduation rate of 44 percent for the 1996-97 class was the second-worst in the ACC and well 
bel ow that of Miami and Virginia Tech. 



StateWs four-class mark in football of 47 percent not only was below the national average of 51 but ahead of 
only Georgia Tech (39 percent) in the conference. The Wolfpack did improve in basketball, ~vhere Herb Sendek 
coached Les RobinsonWs recruits (75 percent), but that raised the four-class mark to only 44 percent. Still, that 
was higher than Georgia Tech (27 percent), Ma~land (27), Clemson (29) and Florida State (33). The national 
a~,~erage in men~s basketball for that period was 36 percent. 

Miami and Virginia Tech actually looked ve~, good against the ACC numbers. The Hurricanes graduated 65 
percent of their students and 51 percent of the athl etes in the 1996-97 entering cl ass. The Hokies had an overall 
graduation rate of 74 percent fBr the same year and 70 percent of all athletes. 

In football, Miami graduated 55 percent of the 1996-97 crop, which beat only Mary~land (53), State and UNC. 
The national a’~,erage on the gridiron was 54 percent for that year. In the four-class numbers, the Miami average 
was 53 percent, two points abo’~,e the national norm. That tied UNC and Clemson and was ahead of Ma@and 
(50), Florida State (49), N.C State and Georgia Tech. 

At Virginia Tech, football graduated 63 percent of the 1996-97 class and 49 percent over four classes, leaving 
the Hokies in the middle of the pack in both categories. Miami, at 78 percent for tour classes, actually had the 
best graduation rate of all these schools in basketball, while Virginia Techl~s 63 percent would have placed it 
third, behind the Hurricanes and Duke. 

While the ACC presidents and chancellors recruited Miami and Virginia Tech to help football and perhaps lead 
to a league championship game, they brought in schools with better than as;erage marks academically. 

That~s an area where North Carolina used to excel but has slumped badly, and where State has improved from 
awful to mediocre. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 16, 2003 11:15 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: hey Burgess-<ouple of questions 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Thad Williamson @earthlink.net> 

> Date: Wed Oct ::[5, 2003 03::18:22 PM US/Eastern 

> To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: hey Burgess--couple of questions 

> 

> Hi Burgess, 

> 

> Great seeing you over the weekend--thanks so much for coming to the 

> talk especially. 

> 

> Just had a couple of questions related to the CHN article and another 

> possibility. The editor said that you had met with a photographer last 

> week, and that he hoped to get a picture of you with a couple of 

> players at media day-are you going to be around for that? That sounds 

> like a great idea to me if you will not already be in Michigan. Once 

> they get a good picture they are ready to 

> 

> Second, I’m going to re-write the end of the article to reflect the 

> latest health news-q will send you a copy of that when it’s ready to 

> make sure it’s accurate. 
> 

> Third, and feel free to say no to this, my editor at Inside Carolina 

> wants me to write a 2nd article/column focused on you for the print 

> version of the magazine (not for the Internet), to come out in 

> December. It would be a different kind of article and shorter than the 
> CHN piece, and of course I’d let you see it and make sure it’s okay. 

> said it would depend on whether you approved or not° Whatever you 

> think is best is fine with me, just let me know. (the editor wants to 

> know pretty soon so he can plan.) 

> 

> Thanks and take care-- 
> 

> Thad 
> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 17, 2003 9:04 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: <no subject> 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mailouncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu Oct 16, 2003 01:48:05 PM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu>, Adam Lucas <alucas@tarheelmonthly.com> 
Subject: FW: <no subject> 

We Interrupt This Program 

By Jeff Bradley 

ESPN The Magazine 

Sunday~ October 12 

Updated: October 12 
2:24 PM ET 

Matt Doherty call s them "kids." 

It’s not a rip or even a subtle dig. It’s simply coach-speak, as in, "Our kids played hard tonight" or "I’m proud of 
our ki ds" or "Remember, they’re just ki ds." Yet coming out of Doherty’s mouth now, it sounds different. "I love 
all those kids," he says. "And I’m looking forward to watching them play this year. Really, they’re all good kids. 
I’d like to leave it at that." 

Again, there is no sarcasm in Doherty’s words. Irony’? Maybe. Because there is reason to believe these "kids" -- 
especially the talented sophomore trio of Sean May, Rashad McCants and Raymond Felton -- were man enough 
to get Doherty fired last spring. Fairly or not, they are perceived by Doherty loyalists as the inmates who ran the 
asylum. Fairly or not, they’re the saboteurs who wiped out the last vestiges of the "old" North Carolina, Dean 
Smith’s program. 

The kids insist that’s not how it went down. Felton even says he feels sorry for Doherty. But they also say it 
doesn’t matter anymore. Midnight Madness is here again, and it’s time to regroup with touchy-feely new coach 
Roy Williams. "Some harsh things have been said about Carolina over the past two years," Williams says. "And 
the bitter, public way Matt’s time ended here didn’t help. i don’t want to dwell on it, but I also have to 
understand these players are vulnerable. We need to restore a feeling that everyone is pulling together." 

In a world of student websites and alumni e-mail lists, where scuttlebutt gets out faster than a frat boy can suck 
beer through a funnel, that’s a tall order. Fair or not, these kids have been branded as malcontents. And the label 
will stick until they prove that what they were man enough to tear down, they are now man enough to rebuild. 

TF~Y USED to flaunt "different" around here. Played it up big that Tar Heel hoops was as much about 



teamwork and hustle and sportsmanship as it was about winning. This is the place where Smith would grab a 
microphone at the scorer’s table and tell students to stop waving their arms behind the backboard, because "We 
don’t do that." This is the place where Michael Jordan would go the length of the court for another of those 
tongue-out, rock-the-baby, spread-the-I egs-and-fly j ams, then diligently poi nt to the teamm ate who di shed him 
the ball some 94 feet earlier, as if to say, "Great look, man." The next week, Smith would highlight MJ’s gesture 
-- not the dunk -- on his TV show. 

Was it contrived, even disingenuous at times? Was it ever. But this was Carolina basketball, free of controversy, 
free of dissension, free of histrionics. No one around here could have imagined it ever being any other wayo 
Carolina ~vas different. 

Then the Tar Heels started losing. ’After 31 consecutive seasons of 20-plus wins and 27 consecutive trips to the 
NCAA Tourney -- including nine Final Fours and two national titles -- all it took was 36 losses in two seasons 
to reveal that, deep down, North Carolina was just like every other hoops-crazy school. You can take all those 
cute touchstones and stuff’era if you can’t hang with State, Wake and ..~ well, let’s not talk about dad-gum 
Duke. 

it is so easy now to pinpoint the date that UNC stopped being different. On July 11, 2000, the Tar Heels hired 
Doherty to replace Bill Guthridge, the longtime assistant who coached the team to two Final Fours in the first 
three years after Smith retired. Everyone knew Carolina turned to Doherty because he was family: a four-year 
letterman and a key player on Smith’s ’82 title team. Everyone also knew he wasn’t the first choice. He got the 
job only after Williams, the man everyone assmned ~vas next in line, decided he loved his Kansas players too 
much. 

It is so easy now to find fault with the choice. Doherty was way too green: he’d been a headman for all of one 
year, at Notre Dame. He was a sideline screamer, an emotional wreck, a guy who couldn’t relate to today’s 
players. He was nafve, even stupid, for replacing all of the assistant coaches and office staff who were linked to 
Smith. 

But it is also so easy now to forget that Doherty was the AP National Coach of the Year in 2001, his first year in 
Chapel Hill, as the Tar Heels went 26 !! 7, knocking off Duke at Cameron and finishing tied for first in the ACC. 
As for his sideline antics, his foul tongue that could be heard in the Dean Dome’s expensive seats, his weeping 
after a home win against Wake Forest? Well, back then it was called refreshing, a nice change from the staid old 
regime. Different even~ 

JAWAD WILLIAMS laughs and says, "Honestly? I didn’t think last year was that bad." Williams is a junior, a 
member of the group the Carolina faithful refer to as "the lost class," because of the way last year’s freshmen 
immediately stepped over them. He’s heard what May and McCants have said about how bad it was under 
Doherty, how the coach never stopped berating them over every little thing, how terrible a place Chapel Mill 
had become. Stuff like ... 

"I was so unhappy," May says. "There was so nmch hatred in our locker room. It was like Coach Doherty had a 
split personality, i love the man offthe court. He’s a great person. But it was hard to play for him. It’s not like he 
treated us like animals, but there’s a line of respect he crossed. If I’d known he was going to be that type of 
coach, I’d never have come here." 

And from McCants: "You don’t come to Carolina and think you’re going to go through hello The worst thing 
was having a meeting with Coach eve~3~ day about my personality. Coach would talk about how he didn’t think 
my teammates liked me because I don’t smile enough. Stop being yourself, that’s basically what he was saying 
That bothered me." 

So what does Jawad the elder statesman say? "I_,ast season was nothing. Those guys should ha~,’e been here %r 8 



He’s fight. Things actually began to unravel during Doherty’s second season After getting to lead the likes of 
Vince Carter, Antawn Jamison, Brendan Haywood and Joseph Forte, Guthridge had handed Doherty the keys to 
a car running dangerously low on gas. When Forte decided to take his game to the NBA after his sophomore 
season in 2001, the handwriting was on the wall. But even the writing didn’t say 8 -- 20, with home losses to 
setups like Hampton and Davidson and an embarrassing one-point win over Binghamton, also at home. 
Grumbling became booing, and booing became empty seats. Doherty knew what had to be done. He had to 
sign the kind of high school players who could step in and win ~Jght now. He got three: Felton, a smooth 6’1" 
point guard from South Carolina who’d bled Tar Heel blue hi s whol e life; McCants, an athl etic 6’4" scorer from 
Asheville; and May, the 6’9", 260-pound son of former Hoosiers great Scott May. 

"My dad wanted me to go to Texas Tech, to play for Coach Knight," says May, who grew up in Bloomington. 
"But Coach Doherty made a big impression on me. When I got down here, I said to some of the guys, ’Coach 
Doherty is the reason I’m here. He’s awesome.’ And they said, ’Just you wait and see.’ Turns out the coach was 
not the same guy who recruited me." 

Early success masked the brewing turmoil. The young Heels won their first five games and took the preseason 
NIT crown by beating Kansas and Stanford. But Doherty was riding his freshmen hard -- McCants about his 
defense and moodiness, May about his eating habits and shooting. "He told me I’ll never be as good a shooter as 
my dad, which I probably won’t," May says. "He’d say, ’I should’ve taken Wayne Simien [of Kansas] instead of 
you.’ I know he was trying to break me down to build me tap, but with me, all that does is make me wor~" more. 
i started thinking, ’There’s no way I can play for him.’" 

The coach did make one positive comment to the kid, which proved to be prophetic. "The one guy we can’t 
afford to get hurt is you," May recalls Doherty telling him last fail. Two days after Christmas, in the middle of a 
65-56 loss to Iona, May broke his left foot -- and with it went the promise of a turnaround season. After that, the 
only thing in Chapel Hill that piled up quicker than ACC losses were rumors about the growing rif~ between 
Doherty and his players. Not even a win over Duke to finish the regular season could get the Heels invited to 
the Dance. And even that momentax5" success was overshadowed by Doherty’s involvement in an on-court 
shouting match with Blue Devils assistant Chris Collins. "Fiery" and "refreshing" were now "anger 

Issues. management" - "" 

By the time !~C bowed out of the NIT, losing at home to Georgetown in the third round, the media had the 
Dean Dome on stakeout. One by one, players were called in to meet with athletic director Dick Baddouro "You’d 
get out of your car, and a reporter would jump out from his and start asking questions," May remembers. "It was 
a circus." The rumor was that there would be mass transfers if Doherty stayed. In a matter of days, Baddour 
announced that the coach had resigned, emphasizing it was "not a result of the number of wins and losses." That 
only fueled speculation that the players had run their coach out of town. 

The three sophomores say it’s not that simple. May insists, "I know I did not get him fired." McCants says, 
"Coach and I didn’t see eye to eye from the first practice on, but I would have come back and played for him, no 
problem." And Felton? By most accounts he’s never said a cross word about anyone and was only lumped in 
because he happened to be part of Doherty’s penultimate recruiting class. "It takes a lot before I’m like, ’Man, 
I’m tired of this.’ I was happy when Coach Doherty was here." 

ROY WILLIAMS has his own version: "If Sean May doesn’t get hurt, Carolina makes the Tournament and I’m 
still in Lawrence." instead, he’s sitting in his Chapel Hill office, messages piled four inches high on his desk. 
The coach apologizes for the bags under his eyes; he’s slept six hours in the past four days. "Recruiting four 
states," he offers in explanation. He clearly doesn’t yet feel comfortable in this chair, and it’s for a variety of 
reasons, none having to do with the ~:act that some players he wanted have committed elsewhere. 



Coach Smith, who still has an oflqce downstairs, has asked Williams repeatedly if he’s happy to be back at 
Carolina, where he was a Smith assistant for 10 years. "I’m not sure I’ll ever be able to use that terminology, 
’happy,’" Williams says. "Leaving Kansas was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do. If I’d known how difficult it 
was going to be to tell my team and the recruits, I don’t think I would have done ito" 

Williams has always worn his heart on his sleeve, and he has often been mocked for it. But his soft touch is 
exactly what the North Carolina family needs now. He’s reached out to Doherty, who served as one of his KU 
assistants for seven years and is hoping to do TV work this fall. "I care about him deeply," Williams says. He’s 
met just a few times with the players, to let them air out feelings and to tell them they begin with a clean slate, 
but that’s been enough to soothe some lingering wounds. "He’s upfront and honest and calm," says McCants. 
"We need that." Adds Felton, "People are a lot happier around here." 

At 10 p.m. on Oct. 117, the new coach will host Late Night With Roy Williams Think of it as a re]launch for this 
storied program. And then the real rebuilding begins. "When I walk out on that court, I’m going to tD, to 
understand that they haven’t trusted people as much as they should," he says of his team. "I coach by 
encouragement. When I get on them, I want it to be useful. I sense that these players are hungry, not just to win, 
but to f~el good about themselves. 

"The love of Carolina basketball is still there. It’s the respect that needs to be restored. I mean, we can hug each 
other and tell everyone how much we love each other, but the bottom line is we have to win." 

There’s one tradition Williams has ah-eady brought back: Carolina Basketball Family Reunions. In campus 
pickup games this summer, the new guard and the old guard tore up the Dean Dome. The moment wasn’t lost on 
"~he kids. "Last year, hardly any of the guys came back to play," May says. "This year, Kenny Smith, Sam 
Perkins, Rick Fox, Rasheed Wallace and Antawn Jamison showed up. It makes you feel so much better to be 
here. For me, it was a sign. We’re ready to hang some banners, ready to be Carolina again." 

Ready for something different. 

article appear, s" in the Oct. 2 7 ixsue of E£)~r Tl~e ~Wagazine . 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 30, 2003 11:34 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: the article for the December issue-draft 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Thad Williamson @earthlink.net> 

> Date: Thu Oct 30, 2003 03::1:1:29 AM US/Eastern 

> To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: the article for the December issue--draft 

> 

> Hi Burgess, 

> 

> This is a draft of the other article for Inside Carolina...they go 

> into production real early for the Dec. issue, so it has to be ready a 

> month ahead of time. Anyway, it’s a little different from the Chapel 

> Hill News piece, shorter mainly and less quotes, but when you get time 

> let me know if it is okay by you. 

> 

> thanks-- 

> Thad 
> 

> Where does the inner most heartbeat of the North Carolina basketball 
> program lie? In the spacious Smith Center locker rooms, where Tar Heel 

> players prepare each game night to represent a proud tradition, listen 

> to coaches’ enjoinders to get after it at halftime, and then 

> exuberantly celebrate victories or quietly" absorb painful losses, all 

> before an ever-watchful media horde? Or perhaps in the wood-panel 

> intensive head coach’s office, where over the past :17 years four 

> successive transplanted Kansans have plotted game strategies, badgered 

> potential recruits, regaled visiting journalists, and counseled and 

> cajoled players? 

>      Those are two excellent guesses. But a third strong candidate lies 

> not in the Smith Center, or even on the university campus, but on the 

> well-shaded front porch of a flat-level home in the Briardiff area of 

> Chapel Hill. That’s where you can find long time basketball team 

> academic advisor Burgess McSwain holding court for visitors-visitors 

> who might be anyone from a current player or coach, to a former Tar 

> Heel from a decade ago, to a close friend of the program. 

>      If Dean Smith and the head coaches who followed him represent the 

> public face of Carolina basketball, McSwain represents the often 

> unnoticed inner pulse of the program: simply put, McSwain and her 

> fellow academic advisors are the people who put the "student" in 

> "student-athlete." For over 20 years, McSwain has been there at every 

> step of the process for UNC’s men’s basketball players, from 

> matriculation to graduation: Helping players select courses, making 



> sure they stay on track with assignments, helping prepare for exams-in 

> some cases (such as Michael Jordan and Vince Carter), encouraging (or 

> if need be, browbeating) her charges to get their academic work done 

> so as to be able to earn their college degrees. 

>      McSwain is more than just an academic guru, however: she is also a 

> counselor and confidante of her players, and, at times, an advocate 

> for them as well. "A lot of guys on our team are dependent on Burgess," 

> notes recent graduate Will Johnson° "She tells it like it is and lets 

> you know where you stand, and I think anyone can respect that." 

>      How can players under the time and stress pressures of big-time 

> college basketball, and with all the adulation and temptation that 

> goes with being a basketball player in Chapel Hill, carve out the time 

> and energy to actually do their academic work? Not by being left to 

> their own devices, but by being constantly reminded of their 

> responsibilities. That’s where McSwain and her fellow academic 

> advsiers come in. 

> McSwain has a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks 

> bluntly and doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to 

> get a player’s attention. But underlying that tough sheriff style is 

> an unquestioned concern for the well-being of the players and 

> appreciation for their needs. In working with players, many of whom 

> have lacked the academic background and preparation enjoyed by most 

> Carolina students, McSwain takes a realistic attitude towards how long 

> players can be expected to concentrate after a long day of class and 

> practice, how much studying they are likely to do, and what kind of 

> students most will become. At the same time, McSwain is unrelenting in 

> insisting the players do their work-and that they can and should gain 

> meaningful knowledge in their college classes. 

>      McSwain credits Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge for taking the academic 

> part of the program seriously. "Academics came first. If someone 

> really needed to study, they would excuse them from practice," 

> says McSwain. "Academics came first and practice came second-that was 

> the Carolina way. In fact I’m the one that got them back practicing 

> during exam time because I thought it helped them to do something else 

> besides studying°" 

>      McSwain has actually tutored athletes at UNC since the early :[960s 

> when she began working with football players for $2 an hour as a 

> graduate (student in education. In :[982, McSwain took over primary 

> responsibility for overseeing the academic performance of the 

> basketball team. 

> Since joining the basketball program full-time, McSwain has gotten to 

> know the off-court personalities of Carolina’s on-court stars about as 

> well as anyone, short of the coaches and the players’ parents. 

> McSwain is a vast repository of information about the inside workings 

> and personalities of the program, and can tell stories about former 

> players and their activities that would make Dean Smith blush in a 

> heartbeat. When players made mistakes in their academic or social 

> lives, McSwain knew about itD-sometimes before Dean Smith or Bill 
> Guthridge, sometimes things that Smith and Guthridge never found out 

> about at all. Drawing her cue from the idea that her job is to work 

> for the athletes, not the basketball coach, lVlcSwain became someone 
> players could talk to in confidence with absolute trust. 

>      That role was never more important than this past year, when McSwain 



played a key role in holding together a program that at times teetered 

on the edge of a meltdown. "Mainly I listened and supported the kids," 

says IVlcSwain. "1 was always just trying to make them feel good about 

themselves." 
But the challenge of playing a part in guiding a group of young men 

through a tumultuous season was just one of the challenges McSwain 

tool< on this past winter-the other was colon cancer. Diagnosed in 

December, McSwain underwent chemotherapy in February, which weaked her 

health to a near life-threatening situation. Players, coaches, and 

friends of the program visited McSwain’s hospital room in a steady 

stream, fearing the worst. 

But McSwain pulled through, and accompanied the players to the 

fateful press conferences last April announcing the departure of Matt 

Doherty and the arrival of Roy Williams. In the past six months her 

health has continued to improve steadily, and has returned to her 

duties full speed this fall, alongside a newly hired academic 

counselor from Kansas University, Wayne Walden, who followed Williams 

to Chapel Hill. 

McSwain plans to continue teaching as long as her health allows. 

Her satisfaction continues to be that of the teacher’s: taking 

pleasure in helping others mature and reach their goals° "It’s a great 

feeling to see them get an A, or when they graduate, or when they 

realize that they could do it on their own," says McSwain. "When Jerry 

Stackhouse told me had passed that biology class and was going to 

graduate, or when Phil Ford promised he wasn’t going to cry at his 

senior game and then went out there and bawled like a baby-those are the good feelings." 

The many accomplishments of Carolina basketball on and off the court 

over the last several decades wouldn’t have been possible without 

people like Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, and Roy Williams° 

But it also wouldn’t have been possible without devoted people like 

Burgess McSwain working tirelessly behind the scenes to help make the 

ideal of a student-athlete and the ideal of a program that cares about 

players as people, not just performers, a reality. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 05, 2003 11:44 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on-i scomm ercial.com > 

l)ate: Wed Nov 05, 2003 11:00:55 AM US/Eastern 
To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Spurrier said to be looking at return to collegiate play, 

By J.D. Moss Cavalier Daily 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (U-WIRE) -- Halfway into a disappointing season, public rumblings have emerged 
over whether Redskins coach Steve Sparer will stay in Washington after this season. According to an 
anonymous source close to the University of Florida athletic department, Spurrier will likely leave the NFI_, and 
return to the collegiate ranks, citing the University of North Carolina as his likely top choice. 

Exploratou discussions have occurred between those close to Spurrier and those close to North Carolina, 
according to the source, though North Carolina denied this. 

"There is no truth to that rumor," said Kevin Best, North Carolina assistant director for media relationso "It’s 
absolutely false." 

Spurrier spent 12 years as coach at Florida, his ahna maer, before signing a five-year, $25-million contract with 
the Redskins in January 2002. He guided the Redskins to a 7-9 mark last year, but the team is only 3-5 this year. 
Spurrier has voiced frustration to former colleagues with both Redskins owner Daniel Snyder and the NFL, 
according to the source. 

The Redskins could not be reached for comment. 

Should Spurrier end up with the Tar Heels, he would take over a struggling program that is just :1-7 this year 
under third-year head coach John Bunting Bunting, who is under contract through 2008 at his alma mater, is 
just 11-19 overall and his predecessor, Carl Torbush, was fired after three seasons with a 116-18 mark. Within 
the Carolina football community, questions have been raised as to Bunfing’s job security, but Athletic Director 
Dick Baddour told the News & Observer Oct. 11 that he expects Bunting to return next year. 

If this scenario played out, the Tar Heels would likely announce plans to either renovate 76-year-old Kenan 
Stadium or build a new stadium in an effort to rejuvenate their football program and give Spurrier the necessary 
facilities to raise it among the nation’s elite. 

Spurrier does have experience coaching in the ACC, having coached three years at Duke before going to 
Florida. Spurrier is the only Duke coach since 1965 to post a career winning record, compiling a 20-13-1 



record. Spurrier does not have interest in returning to Duke because of the dift]culty of building a top-tier 
program there, according to the source. 

Both Spurrier and Bunting are expected to finish the current season with their respective teams. 

(C) 2003 Cavalier Daily via U-WIRE. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Sunday, November 30, 2003 5:51 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Rashad story 
McCants 20--23odoc 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Sun Nov 30, 2003 02:27:06 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Rashad stoD" 

Burgess: 

Take a look at the attached story that Adam Lucas wrote about Rashad. I think it reveals a lot about him and 
why he is the way he is. However, you know him a lot better than I do. I was hoping you’d read this and let me 
know if there’s anything you think he wouldn’t like so we can fix things before it goes to press. 

Thanks. I’ll talk to you soon about travel with this new group, etc. 
-mb 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9119) 962-2123/1376 
(9 ] 9) 962-06 ] 2 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



This is a story about Rashad McCants, so: you know what to expeeto 
There wil.1 be the description of his phenomenal basketbalI abilities; and there 

be the quotes ~om some of Ns old coac~hes descriN~g him as moo ~, ~md there wilt be 
the cu~ent tear, ales stmggli.ng to get through to Nm, a~,d them will be McCaats roiling 
h.~s eyes an.d fi:owrg~g and maybe even p.outi~ag a 

Ther~ s,~ll be all of m.o~,e tl~Ngs~ But there may also be a littte bit more. 
~ ou re r~ot going t~ ~mw Rashad McCmats aw be~er at ~h.e end of tNs 

because he’lI tell yon right now ~.hat he’s hard to get to ~ow. "I don.’t really ope~ t~p to a 
~ot of people," he’s saying~ ;’People m’e going to thiN; Niags regardless of if~hey’re true 
or net. Fm always going m have th~ perception of being a~ogmat or cocky. Fm not going 
to chamge the way ~ act so Fm not going to c.s.aase the way people tt~ about: me2’ 

So he’s not going to let you get to I~m.ow him, and he’s ce~Nnly not goi~g to let 
some writer with a rope recorder and a aotepad get to ~mw Nm. He is ~Rashad McC~ts, 
~d he knows that w~’iters write what they wa~t to ~ite, and more oRen t.haa not: when he 
reads about himself the stories contain words like ternF er~n~ntN or ~’prima drama." 

So he m~gN toil Ns eyes whe~. you’re talking to him, might stare off into the 
dlst~ce rather than. look you iu tlae eye, 

Does ~h.~t :mean tt~t you kno~ h~m ? 
Tell you wl~.a:~. You ~.ec 

Withot~t basketbalt,.~ "~ there~    ~ is :no Rashad McCantso~     s Hie has been so good. at the 
entire identity is wrapped ~p in 94 tket of ha.rdwoodo ~a~ s so gmne for so Ion.g tlm~ his -’ " ~ 

right there i.n his baby book, rig)~~ there in the pha’ase James McCant~ wro~e to describe 
his so~ shortly d*er R~.had was born on September 25~ 1984. Most parents ~,~’ite abot~t 
their baby’s smite, about hah" coIor or cry1.ng or t~a:ving a parent’s features. Not J~es 
MeCants. James McCants lmew something abot~:t his sor~, ~d this is what be wrote in 
~hat baby book: 

"The ~aext Michael Jord~m. 
His father wili tell yoa now that t~e was just: kidding a.round.. Bt~* doesn’t it have to 

memo. something? Days afte:r his birth, before he could dribble or &ink, Rasl~ad McC~m~s 
x~<’as, basketball. Basketball was Rashad. 

You w~l: to stump people about Rashad McCm~s, ask fhem wha* he would be if 
t~e wasn’t a basketbNI player. 

’%h~m~, I don’t ~ow," says his 
’;I don’t Nink I can imagine that," says Deva~ AIIen, one of his closes~ 

Ras and [,as always been a basketball player." 
It’s true, he has. As a Md, Ns dad would ~ke him to fhe gym three times a 

James woul~d be o~ one end of~he basketball cou~ playNg basketbalI with the adnlts. 
~sl~ad would be on ~he other end piaying with ,he Mds. By the time Ms so~-, was 12, 
J.m~es McCan.ts told Rashad that h.e was :{~66~gdod.f0? the o~her k.~.ds, that he had to play 
the me~a’s game. 

Not evewone agreed. McC?m~ts v,;as cut from tlis eiN~th-grade team at Asheville 
Middle Schoo!. Not put o~a fine: j’~ior v£sit)~-<~utright lek off ~he roster. The *:amily got 
tim transfer.red to Erwin Middle so he cotfl.d play hoops Nere, but l~e missed the ~yout 
deadlNe by one day. ~am: year he played tee leagu.e basketba11, 6e eqnivale~t of Baby 
Bonds moonlightiag i~a a eh~:ca~ soItball IeaN~e 



~. ~e stiI1 got: film fbotage of that,i’ tfis dad says with. a smile. ~He was fly~n~ over 
everybody, He took over the place, I ~old Nm figN then, ~No mo~e F laying with kids for 
yOgk ~ ~ 

~shac McC~ts, age 13, was no lon.ger a k~ ~ 
~ " w~ho watched him play basketball, who This ca~.e as no s~rp~se to tho~e 

just by loo~g that this player was a m~ Th.e t?ame McCm~s has now, ~he o~e that le~:s 
Nm play equally as effectively i~a the paim Ks on, the perimete~ despi~e standing just 6- 
foo>4, diN~’t just happen i~ coI1ege. He’s been ~hat s~rong since early N his high schooI 
days, Thm’s an. asset, axmfher p~t of fl~e package fl~at etmb!ed Nm to dominate most 
scho~:~ ’ ~I. compefi’~ion, But when a/. 5~yea>old looks like a man, plays like a man, an~d has 
m~’scles~ l~ke a m~, he nms~ be a man, right.? 

Not always. 
"When he first came to us was he 15 years old," says Rod Seaford, the president 

of the Charlo~e Royals AAU orgarfiza~ion, a ~emaa McCm:~s played for during ~wo 
smm~a~s~ was a baby mad he Iooked like a~a Ado~fis. He looke~d like he does v, ~o ~ He 
had the body of a professional attflete at the age of 15. 

"He was a mma phy’sieatly, so the ex!~ectatio~ ~= tt~at he s goi~ag to act Iike a 
We had to keep remi,~ding ourselves tba~. he was going to make mis~N(es an.d that he was 
a typical kid, even though, he di&a’t look like one." 

McC~,s played one seaso~ for the Royals wl~le still living in. Asheville 
plwing for E~-,~,in .High Sch.ooI. A* Erwi~, head coach Vma AtIen suddenly fo,md Nmself 
blessed with a player who could play every position or, the floor. Me ~anIs came off the 
bench during %e first couple weeks of ~he season, bn~ eventual.Iy earned a st~g 
position. ~¥3~en Allen designed the E~fin fi, ll~cou~ press, he designmed his s~ar ~estmaan 
as the last maa burly, a position usuaiIy oec~pied by the center. On paper, it looked a little 
silly. Drying games, ~t looked like genius. 

we let Nm romn the back of the press back ~here, All:er~ sav~. "The other 
te~n would thfi~: flaey had a Iw~p, a.nd he would send i~ back a~d ~he~ we’d be on the 
fast break. Tha was j~,st incredible, because Fd never semi. an.yone who could do that. He 
had great 

His fi’e:sM~m~ ~ason, s~- - McCants btoeked a staggering 62 shots. He blocked over 
100 during his ~vo-year Erwin cm’eer, but was struggling in ~ environment {hat 
vduc: ba&etbalI as much as he di& He was ali basketball, NI ~]e time. ~d E~d.n was all 
basketball tbr abom m~o months out of ~he yem’. Ofl~eason. on-cou~ workouts were 
discouraged, wNeh for McCa~ts was li2e oxygen deprivation. 

He played a sm~ner with. the Royals, d~ring wNch Iris paren, s or ~other rel.aive 
drove Nm ~om Ash~ ~lle to Charlo~e every S~turday and S~day for practice Nr eight 
straight weeks, A te~nma~e o~ that squad was Wes Miller, a poi~t guard who had just 
completed his first seaso:~a N New Hm~pton Prep, a prep school in. New 

’~It~s very i.~tense: there mad it’s not ~aa,. ~v.~iI*D~o ~n to %e public," Miller says. 
"But ~ think it’s the best: tfigh school basketball league in the country. There ~e s~x to 
eight teams every year with eight or N.ae Division I players on their reran." 

Workovtts a~e encouraged, ~o1 discouraged. BasketbatI m~d books are two of~be 
only releases in what cm~ othm~ise be a solitary existe,~ce. MiI1er ~md McCants roomed 
together for two years, ~d ~is is where you’re supposed to read {bat the sub,~ban white 
Md from Chmlotte who spent all fo~ of his high school ye~s at: privae schools had 



tro~able getting alor~g with the moody--------~rem.ember, he: l~.as to be d.esc.fibed as moody~ ....... 
black k.id t}om .Asgeville. 

So what happens? 
They cliek i~mq~edia~ely and become close friends. 
Explaining ~t~e:i~ .t}iendship is baffling from the o~ttside but simple fi’om, fl~e inside, 

Tgeg bo~5 love ~e g~ne so much.," sa~,~s Miiler’s father, Ke~a. w[~o hosted McC~ts in. 
I~is home ~ ......... ~a munerous occas~.ons. "The’i both ha:re a real passion for 

We lo~’e players wb.o wm~t. to win, don’t we? We love to watch them dive .o~l 
floor, scrape their elbows, scrap for rebounds again.st bigger players, We 1ore them. We 
tail them compete.tots o~ w~n~or:,...’" Cm:oIina histov is ftdI of them~Oeorge Lynch, 
Sl:~m:~.mo~?.d Williams, Michael Jordtm., 

Add RashadMc,..:~ts~(~    ’ in that category and somett~ing just doesn"t seem fight~ 

McCants isn’t a"eompet~tc~m~ " r    "He’s a ’~qaiRer?’ D~dn.’     ’t yon watch %e tape from 
1.ast year? 1_ ~dn’t yot~ see Nm sit~ing on the bench win a ~:owel o~’er t~s t~ead? We l~ave 
already labeled him. ~he judgmen.t is made, the verdict read, Put him over t~ere in the 
comer wit~ ~t~e other h~ead cases like Cli~i)rd Rozier, We’ll elaeer for him when. lae’s 
scori~ag 28 points agaNst Duke, but we don."t ~ave *t~ like him, 

On.Iy t~ere is this problem., an:d tlae problem is mm the peop!e wtao know him best 
sa.>’ we are wrong, 

"i coaclaed him for fl~ree .’~ " " "" .... ’ ¯ x*ea.~s, says C.l,f1: g~gbt, the Charlo~e Royds head 
coach &~rNg M~Cm~{s s ten.ure with the te~, ~’I can see bow ~e: can be mis:inte~reted. 
The biggest ~ing yon have to u~derstand aboat his personality is tha he wan~s to please 
everybody. He wants someone ~o be l~appy wi:~h eve,>~bing t~e does. ~nen ~ae "dfi~Ns 
not pleasing people, he’s like most teenagers~he sulks, Thief’s wb.at tee~aagers do. I had a 
whole tem~_ oftt~em last year," 

This is not %e time to rehash ~ge 2002-03 season, But. let it be knnw~ tha:t there 
no doffgt---~one at alt-----t:bat McCmats was made well aware t~,at he was :not pleasing 
people last year. A:~d wha,. taappe,~s the~? He suIks, 

"Watchin.g on TV, I thought he looked great at fl~e beg~ming of the yem;" Miller 
says. "Bnt as ~he season went o:n he.}~st didn’~t look comfo~able."’ 

How often, Wes, have yon seen Rasl~ad McCm~ts not look comN~Xable on a 
basketball 

N~ 

Before you strain yourself applyi_r~g tt~.e b.alo, m~ders~and this:: Rashad MeC~mts is 
not perfect. 

He has the t~abit of doing some madde~aing thing:~.;, He rarely looks reporters in. the 
eye whe~a *:hey question him aider a game. He stares straight ab.ead, picking a spot on th.e 
floor m~d becoming i~tentl.y £bcused o~ 
usually ~:hen a reporter asks l~a ~ a question h.e doesn ~ hke m~d he gives the offending 
w~iter a took like he has just suggested th~:{: MeCants t~e up bal.let~ 

It does ~ot: t&e reporters lon.g to m&e a judgment----~on N.is year’s *emn, Se~. 
May is the "designated quotable player" =m~d [~y mon.d Felton is the de~,gna~:ed gent 
story’~so MeC~ts became the" des~g~a,ed m.oody p!ayer. There m’e ggm:~.es wb.e:~, he 



scores over 20 poims and is le~:t largely alone by tl~e press N the postgame locker morn 
wt:dle I~ge crowds gardner around May, w~m t~as a gift for speaking plaiNy to reporte~s~ 

.McCm~ts has a habit of doing things ~hN make it obvious thN he knows he is big- 
thne. For example, h.e somm.imes answers Ns ceil phone N class. WNle we love players 
who are big~time whe..~, ttr~ey are on the coup, we w~t ttmm to ac~ INe a typical chemSstry 
.m~ior outsid~ of the Smith Center. So when McCm?ts Nc.ks up Ns phone in. the middle of 
class, it doesn’t ,~e much imagination to picrmre the smde.nt si~5~g next to Nm telting a 
t}iend, vdm Wtls a friend, Who tetls a frie~d, and pre~y soon everybo@ knows that 
Rasl~ad McC~.ts thinks he is so m,.mh bering" 

cIass. 
And ,here is this: sometimes McC~ts, honestly, ~a~ly acts lNe a jerk. 
~I’ve *old Nm that Nere ~e ~imes he is ore: on the com~ whe~a he acts 1Ne a jerk," 

Devan Alien says. ~"He’lI miss a couple shot:s mad then he stm*s pro, ring," 
What does h.e say? 
"He knows 
Rashad McCa~ts ~ows what you thi~ of him., He ~ows Ns NciaI expressions 

provoke alI sorts ofdiset~ssion~ He tmows some of his -teammates s~mggled 
Nm &~ing Ns ~esM~an season~ He is not oblivim~s, despim Ne perceNion that he lives 
in Ns own world. What t~appens, Not@~, is Nat he almost reNses to help N.N perce.ptio~ 

%~en R comes ~o baltic, i~ shoN&’t .come down m whether they like m~ wlaen 
!~ m. on l;he c~~," he says. "~laey know v&a~ I’m capable o.f. R shouldn’t ma~er wheNer 
I smile a~er t pass tlaem ~tae bN12’ 

TiNs is Ne problem. Others see a difI~zrent Rashad McC~ts, a fim~Ioving Nd w:h.o 
Ken Miller fo~adly recalls was ~eat win kids and a close N~ddy ofo~e of Miller’s 
ymmger sons, Matt, who is six years yotmger t~a~a McCcmts. But you’re: n~t goi~ag to see 
Nat Rashad McC:a~ts. If you try, t~e’II make st~re to close you off. 

Pee Wee Gash is tel.ling you a siory~ R’s abo~t six years ago and Gash, a former 
mammate of McCm~ts at Erwin. wlao n~w plays for Buzz Peterson at Tem~essee, is a the 
movie "Titanic" win McC~ts add several other buddies. "Tit;mic," ~dth its sweeping 
love s~ory and ti~y pi~o music, was no~ exactly &sigtmd ti~r 15~ye~x--old males. So 
w}-~ile on. screen Ne ship is si~k~r~g, rig~t N the exact momem it cracks in t~Nf and plm~ges 
into the icy oce~, Gash and his ~ieMs are Iau.gb~ng~ Probably r~ot yo~r reac~:~.on m that 
scen~, bug y~’re not a 16~yea~-old male, 

~He’s pretty sensitive abont cegai~ tNngs," Gash says~ "When. you watch a movie 
~ih Nm, it will much trim ~b:r reM. At ’Tit~.ic,’ we ~re Mi lau~fing~ A~d I loo~ed ~ver 
at Nm ~d lae was reaI.ly quiet~ He looked like 

See, tiffs is good st~:ff. TMs is fine kind of starry that you can use to demonstrate 
that Rashad McCams is a :ten I~mn~ being ~th feelittgs. TNs is a pm’t of.Rashad 
McCants ttmt people need to know 

So the next time yot~ see hi.m, you ask Nm abom it. Ask Nm wt~ai he t~ougN of 
the movie "Titanic," ask Nm if it affeeXed Nm N all 

"NaSa," ge says wiN. a dismissive shrug. ~I t~ou.ght R was stupid2’ 
~Gaich is why yo,..~ ask Gash again~m~e you sure the movie had ~ impact o~ 

McCm~s? 
"Ye~," Gash says. ~I looked over a~ Nm d~ri.ng thin sc~ne N~d h.e sNd, *I just 

can’~ believe wl~a’ s laappening~ ’" 



This ~s Rashad McCant~.< Tiffs is a person who has bee:t-, expected to be a 
basketball legend sirme h.e was a baby in a erib~ a person who has looked like a m~ s~ce 
before he *ook driver’s ed. TNs is a person who does no* have feelings, or a* ieas~ any 
tha, do not pe~ain to ~he game of baske~balI, His gm~e. H~s liJ~. 

He has trust issues, as he fredy admits. 
"You c~’t mist most people:," MeC~ts says. ~You’ll ge:t burned, grad I lmow 

fi’om experience?’ 
At E~*#in,~ McC~mts was t~e VpicaI high school basketba!l st~-----~k~ow~ by 

everyone, a popular student, more ~:iends tlaam a kid ~N bubble g~m~ for the emire class. 
~q~en he le~ %r New Hampto~., he discovered he did~’* i~ax~e q~fite ~ many frie~ds ~s he 
ttmught. Close buddies, like the sta~ing quarterback for t~e *botbat~ team, di&~’t talk to 
him for two ye~s after his ~r~s*izr. You k.~aow how it feeIs when a close fri:eM 
di.sappe~s ~om your life, how it mN(es you wmader if you wasted alI *hat time with 
them? What ~appens if a whole sch~ol sud.deNy disappears t}om your life? 

tf you’~re Rashad McC~s, you remember it. You retreat within yo-urseE You 
don’t iet ~yone get to k~aow yot~, eve~ teanmmtes o~ one of ,tae most popular college 
b as~etball teams i~. the worl& Experts will tell yo~ Na one halN~k of a person win 
mast issues is a person who does no~ m~e regular eye contact, fem"ful of engaging with 
someone who might bum them. So .maybe yo,.~ don’t took strangers in ~he eye quite as 
muck 

You keep a close circIe o.f t, mm s ~ha~ r~ely changes. You m’e rarely jovial 
you ~e in. u.nfamiliar circmnam~.ces, You play basketball, ~he one t~g: that has always 
made everyone love you, except for those ~w mo~hs dining tlae 2002~03 season. 
m&e nice gestures, but you do them fi~ ways *h.at ~e not seen by the ger~eral punic. 

"Laa year, ai11 wanted was to see ~he Da.ke~C~olma g~ me," ~a~ s Dewm 
"It was 5ght before my bit~hdw m~d I really wanted to see that game. But t never said 
ae.y~tgng to Rashad abom it. I he T ~esday before the game at C~eron, h.e called me 
asked if! warn to go m~d left me these great tickets behind the 

Rashad McCmats knows %at t[,ere ~e th.ose people out there wlm oNywam to get 
to lmow him ~ order to get: a basketball ~icket or a.r~ m~:tograph, tlaey can sell on. eBa.. His 
te~nmates Mmw it, too. But for the most part:, ~he:ir immediate assumption t~pon: meeting 
someone ~ew is %at this new person w~mts to be a ~fien.d. McC{ nts is differm~.t. For 
the ~aediate thought is tt~at *I~s person wants to take advm~.tage of him, and tin, it they 
p:rove o~herwis~-wNch is a lengthy p:rocess~-t~e’s going to assume the worst. 

Underneath that distrustful veneer, tb.ere is rumored to be an engaging, fkiendly 
person, Those who know Nm well talk about his sense of lmmor and kds loyalty. 

..... ’ assov~ate d~rev.or of the done t~is for a tong time," says B~gess McSwain, C~otma s .... ’~ " 
academic sUpp.o~ center, who has been im,olved primarily with the basketball team for 
over 20 years., ne s: one of the easies* kids Pve trod to work with. He is                                                     we.." r2"..~ poh~e ’+ ...... ~,d 
very b~ighL" 

This is a sto~ about Rashad McCants, so you k~ow vzhat to expect. 
Don’t you? 



February 27, 2014 

Jay Smith 
Professor of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jaysmith@email, unc.edu 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated July 23, 2013, in which you wrote seeking copies of University records. 
Specifically, you wrote: 

"1 would like to ask for any emails exchanged between Burgess McSwain and Deborah Crowder 
between 1993 (depending on how far our records go back) and 2003." 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. The existing 
public records responsive to your request are enclosed. 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http;//policies.unc.edu/po!!£!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

..,....~....,~.~-~ 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 11, 2002 11:12 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTISTRYoUNC.EDU> 

> Date: Thu Apr :[:[, 2002 $0:48::[8 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "’bmcswain@email.unc.edu’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: 

> 

> http:/!www.news-record.com!sports!acc!boone:[:Lhtm 

> <http://www.news-record.com/sports/acc/boone:[:[ohtm> 

> 

> 

> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April :18, 2002:10:58 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: RE: 

i agree 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTISTRYoUNC.EDU> 

Date: Thu Apt 18, 2002 10:32:49 AM US/Eastern 

To: "’burgess’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

This takes the cake! LOL! tarheelblue.fansonly.com!.,,O2aaa.html 

http ://tarheelblue.fansonly.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/O41702aaaohtml 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 30, 2002 12:41 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Hill, Gary" <gary_hiII@DENTISTRYoUNC.EDU> 

> Date: Thu May 30, 2002:1:1:55:46 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "’bmcswain@email.unc.edu’" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: 

> 

> This is a response from Thad about an article he wrote over a year ago. 

> Great stuff! 
> 

> Thad Williamson on the "Blame Game" 
> 

> Thanks, 4C, it’s nice that someone remembers an Internet piece over a 

> year old! 

> 

> I don’t disagree with ATH that the Roy situation was the worst goof 

> Smith!Guthddge!Baddour made. There may have been excessive faith in 

> personal loyalty to Smith operative in this case. I don’t know enough 

> about what Roy specifically had said to Smith and Guthridge to make 

> them think he would come to pass judgment on Roy° But it is pretty 

> clear they did think he would come and that decisions were made with 

> that scenario in mind. I can see why it was tough for Roy to leave 

> Kansas though. Roy not coming may turn out to be a blessing in 

> disguise if Doherty goes on to become a very successful coach. But his 

> not coming certainly meant that Smith (and 

> Guthridge’s} vision for how the transition would work out did not come 

> to pass. 

> 

> The people who led Carolina basketball for all those decades were 

> flawed people who made mistakes from time to time. To me, 

> understanding that makes their record even more remarkable and worthy 

> of appreciation. 

> 

> But while I definitely think fans should be patient with 

> coaches/players about wins/losses and tolerant of some decisions that 

> don’t work out as intended, it’s important to re-emphasize and clarify why I think that. 

> 

> It’s not simply because I think fans should defer to the authority and 

> superior of knowledge of coaches, though that is part of it; it’s not 

> simply because I’ve been a lifelong Carolina fan and also want to be 

> able to think the best about UNC, though that’s also part of it; and 

> it’s not simply because Smith!Guthridge had such an excellent track 



> record in which the successes far outweighted the blemishes, although 

> that’s part of it too. 

> 

> But the biggest reason is because I had absolute confidence in the 

> quality of the program those two guys ran, in terms of how people were 

> treated, the experiences student-athletes had, the impact they had on 

> the people they interacted with. 

> Those qualities made me want to root for those guys to do well. And it 

> gave one a compelling reason to hope that Carolina did well, beyond 

> the fact that they are "our team," "our school," etc. The moral value 

> of Carolina winning all those years, in so far as there was any, is 

> that it allowed those good people and good teachers to keep their jobs 

> and continue to influence people in a positive way. 

> The reason I say this now is simply bic I do think the key issues 

> around the program have changed quite a bit since a year ago. The key 

> question right now is the quality of the relationships Coach Doherty 

> and his players have, and that has been called into question. You 

> don’t have to believe any of the rumors, or even any of the things 

> that players and ex-players have said, you just have to believe 

> Doherty himself, who has acknowledged there is room for improvement, 

> and said that the Boone transfer was a wake-up call. 

> 

> If those relationships improve, Carolina certainly could be poised for 

> a big recovery over the next two years from last season--I’m as 

> excited about anyone as the talent coming in this fallo But if there 

> are further splinters in the boat over the next year, more defections, 

> then Carolina’s ability to be competitive at a high level would be 

> severely damaged in the short term and possibly for substantially 

> longer. 

> 

> Even worse, it will not be as easy (for me at least) to cheer for 

> Carolina with as much enthusiasm if there are doubts about the climate 

> within the program, how people feel they are treated, etc. 

> Anyway, how fans should respond to this situation is a tough question. 

> I certainly hope fans continue to support the team as most did last 

> year no matter what the WiL record. But the key issue at the moment 

> isn’t about W!Ls, or the play of the team, but about something most of 

> us have no hope of having enough information to judge with a great 

> deal of confidence-namely internal team dynamics. 

> 

> How should concerned Carolina fans respond to this situation, over 

> which we have no control and usually only secondnhand or fragmentary 

> information to judge? 

> Three things come to my mind. First, the coach is ultimately 

> responsible for the climate in the program-note I’m not saying "to 

> blame", but responsible for making any needed changes. 

> Second, in my view, it’s important to remember that the coach is there 

> for the sake of the players, for the sake of leading, helping, guiding 



>them; just as the teacher is put in her position for the sake of 

> helping students, iust as we have a President for the sake of the 

> citizens, just as a pastor is there for the sake of the congregation. 

> 

> The experience of the players has to be the ultimate benchmark of any 

> program. (I think Dean Smith would agree to this very readily.) If you 

> don’t value players’ experiences and make them the ultimate benchmark, 

> then you are running a basketball factory, a pro team, not something 

> that should be part of an educational institution or something that is 

> related to any educational mission. 

> 

> This does not mean of course that players have to like their coaches 

> all the time, or not be pushed or prodded, but it does mean that there 

> should be an unquestioned climate of respect. And for me it means that 

> if players have serious concerns about a program’s climate, then they 

> should be taken seriously. 

> 

> The third thought is that I really strongly feel that fans should 

> refrain from bashing players or ex-players because they have happened 

> to speak their minds. Unless you have walked a mile in their 

> moccasins, unless you have been through the experiences they have been 

> through, fans don’t have the basis for judging whether or not such 

> players’ comments are warranted, appropriate, or fair. Because some 

> players have said things no one wants to hear is not sufficient reason 

> to slam them. Getting things out in the open can be the first step to 

> correction and healing, in fact. 

> 

> This doesn’t mean one has to accept what any given player says as 

> gospel truth either, obviously, everyone is coming from a particular 

> perspective° 

> The perspective of the players though to me does carry an extra moral 

> weight, since as I said before I think their experiences should be the 

> benchmark for judging a program, and also because the entire culture 

> and power structure of college sports strongly militates against 

> players ever speaking out in a critical way. 

> 

> Hopefully, the present issues can be resolved. I think most Carolina 

> fans want to have a program in which players are treated (and feel 

> they are being 

> treated) well but also in a way which promotes healthy growth and 

> development; a program in which the coach learns and gets better every 

> year; and a team that is competitive at the highest level most of the 

> time. 

> That’s 
> certainly what I want, and I also think we have a smart enough coach 

> and talented enough players coming in for all that to happen if the 

> internal issues are resolved/improvedo 

> At the same time, I’m more concerned about the program than I’ve ever 

> been, and feel a bit like Yoda in Episode I1: "Future unclear." :) 

> As Ben has said repeatedly, I think what happens in the next year is 

> very, very important, on the court but even more so off the court. 



Until then~ the way I’m approaching this is to sincerely hope for the 

best and support the players and the coaches, but also remember E~ob 

Dylan’s line aimed at would-be pundits and prognosticators: 

"Don’t speak too soon for the wheel’s still in spin." 

best, 

Thad 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@EMA[[LU NC.EDU > 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 1:11 PM 

dacrowde@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Fwd: Entire Story 

Begi n for~varded m essage: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on-i scomm ercial.com > 
Date: Tue Mar 11, 2003 01:04:10 PM US/Eastern 
To: <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Entire Sto~’ 

CHAPEL HILL ::~ The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, followed all season by persistent 
rumors of another wave of player discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming maj ority of its dirty laundry out 
of the mainstream media for the last tBur months. That was, and remains, nothing short of amazing 

The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina program, including parents and ex-coaches of 
current and former players, shared details of the Tar HeelsNJ internal problems with the C(2 Sports Journal in 
recent weeks and months. Speaking on the condition of anonymity, each painted their version of third-year 
UNC coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar Heels. 

The biggest news :: whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will be the driving force behind that 
decision ~ is still to come. 

All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk as just a bunch of baseless rumors, j ust 
another media-created work of fictiono Hardly. Any I_~C tans who bought into those convenient explanations, 
often personally attacking various mainstream writers tBr their rather benign articles along the way, have 
needed a realib~ check for a long time. Well, it, s time. 

[There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are you kidding me?~, one parent of a current 
UNC player said. [If you believe the (player) quotes and (positive)things you~,e seen in the paper, youl~re 
crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for their teammates, those kids have kept m ost of this to 
themselves and their families and close friends. Most (family members) have, too, but this is getting ridiculous. 

[i could fill a book :: not with what I think or what I heard, but what I saw" with my own two eyes, what my son 
and I have experienced, what other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. What 
(Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up to what he said, time after time after time ~:~ his 
(verbally) abusive behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises over and over again. I 
don~ trust him, and I know (many of the players) don~ trust him 

[Things have been terribly wrong beta~,~een the players and the coaches for (too long) now. What does it say 
about a coach when even his best players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 
restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent a great university with great basketball tradition 
:~ and the~re not happy’? Thati~s all I keep hearing from my son and the other players: Nobody~s happy. 
They can~’It stand the coach. How are these kids not happy? 

[What my son has been through is unbelievable. It, s been hell :: absolute hell. it hurts me to say this, because 



my son and I have great respect for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else Carolina 
basketball has represented, but we,re at the point where we,re counting the days until itNls over (with 
Doherty), and that, s really, really sad.,, 

There[{{{{is more ~ much more :: and, depending on how things unfold during the remainder of the season, a 
number of parents and ex-coaches may be sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC 
basketball with the mainstream media. 

[I~ll tell you the same thing I~>’e told a half-dozen other writers: Call me back after the end of the season,,, 
another parent said. [If things aren,t handled properly by then, f~ll speak to you on the record, you,ll be able 
to use my name, and I~lll tell you everything you want to know. Out of respect for the program, I want to give 
them one more opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors.,~ 

Relationship Issues Most Important 

Meanwhile, several sources in and around the North Carolina athletic department confirmed the most popular 
speculation of fans and media in recent weeks: Although Doherty~s three years include a late-season collapse 
(2000-01), the worst season (8-20) in school history (2001-02), the third-longest Big Four losing streak (14) in 
history and this year~s largely disappointing performance, the decision to dismiss or retain the coach will rest 
largely on a review of his relationships with his players. 

On the surface, at least, that doesn~it bode well for Doherty. The coach deserv’es credit for a lot of positive 
things since his return to his alma mater: an intense, unquestioned work ethic; a polished, iprot~ssional style of 
public interaction with fans and media; a youthful charm that connects with many youngsters and parents on the 
recruiting trail; an impressive ability to identify? top talent; and one star-studded (Raymond Felton, Sean May, 
Rashad McCants) recruiting class. However, taken as a whole, close personal relationships clearly have not 
been his strong point. 

Even during his one year a Notre Dame, where Doherty got hi s first head coaching position, the coach 
alienated several players. One, point guard Martin inglesby, said the best thing that happened to him during his 
career with the Fighting Irish came when Kansas coach Roy Williams turned down the UNC job three years 
ago, ultimately leading to Doherty~s hiring in Chapel Hill and Mike Brey~s arrival in South Bend. According 
to sources close to the Notre Dame program, guard Matt Carroll also bristled at Doherty~s style. Irish star Troy 
Murphy generally had very, positive things to say about Doherty, although Murphy said the coach~s [emotional 
roller-coaster~ often left him exhausted. 

Two seasons ago, after Doherty was named naional coach of the year in his UNC debut, senior center Brendan 
Haywood had good things to say about the coach. But star guard Joseph Forte called Doherty [a factor~ in his 
decision to turn pro after his sophomore year, saying he experienced [quite an adj ustment,, from the more 
grandfatherly styles of Guthridge and prep coach Morgan Wootten. (Urban legend alert: The [Doh threw a ball 
at Joseph~s head in practice~ story never happened.) According to several sources, fbotball players Ronald 
Curry and Julius Peppers also told friends and teammates that the coach was a key factor in their decisions not 
to return to the basketball team the following season. 

[(Doherty is) a big guy, a loud guy, and some people don~t like the idea of a 6-7 coach yelling in your face all 
the time and calling you this and that,~, Forte told the Sports Journal last year. [I try’ to focus on the positives 
about it ,-~ he helped make me a better player in some ways, and I guess he got me prepared for just about 
anything another coach might try to do ~ but that doesn~k mean i liked it. I didn~t.,~ 

[(Forte and Peppers) had pretty big egos, so maybe they would have clashed with a lot of younger coaches,,, 
one parent said. [Ronald is the nicest, easiest guy in the world, wouldn~ say a bad word about anyone, and he 
told my son: KThere~s no way I~11 play for (Doherty) again.~ What does that tell you?,, 



Over the course of the following year, three more players transferred ~-~ center Neil Fingleton and guards Adam 
Boone and Brian Morrison ~ and at least two others, Jackie Manuel and Jawad Williams, had to be talked into 
staying Later, Manuel and Williams publicly stated that they would transfer if things didn~ change during the 
2002-03 season. Stories still conflict about Morrison~s reasons for leaving, but Fingleton told teammates and 
friends of his intense personality clash with Dohert5~, and Boone~[{s father described with frustration and disgust 
the [lack of respect,, present in the UNC program under Doherty. 

This season, numerous sources confirmed an incident first reported in the ACC Sports Journal months ago, in 
which fBrmer UE’qC assistant Phil Ford (still a broadcaster and fund-raiser at the university) interx~ened when 
players~ frustrations reached a point where they were considering a practice walk-out ~ [it was a cry for help,,, 
one parent said ~ as a sign of protest against Doherty. Subsequent mainstream newspaper articles touched upon 
Fordl~s role as a frequent intermediary between the players and coaches, as well as parents~ somewhat critical 
observations about their sons~ experiences at Carolina. 

[What you,ve seen (in the newspapers) is only the tip of the i ceberg,~, a source close to the team said. 
[You,re probably going to see a lot more (unpleasant articles) in the next few weeks, and even then it, s only 

going to be a small part of the iceberg. [] 

Parents of team members report serious complaints from almost ever?, scholarship player on this year~s team. 
As of late Febmar?; nobody was aware of any transfer ultimatums, although they usually come after a season is 
over. Sources said May, in particular, was happy with most things at UE’qC (especially his teammates) but 
nevertheless is a leading candidate to transfer ~-: possibilities include Indiana, Louisville, Purdue and Texas Tech 
~ unless his father hears what he wants to hear after the season. 

Perhaps the strangest aspect of this stop3," is Dohertyl~s view of the universe around him According to sources 
close to UNC, the coach i s aware of many mistakes he has made over the last three years, and heNts aware of 
many of the people he has affected. But many said they believe he,ll be surprised to learn the extent of the 
unhappiness around him. When the coach made his famous [ask the players,, comment to the media earlier this 
season in an attempt to defend himself, perhaps he wasn~k grandstanding Maybe he truly believes that their 
uninhibited comments wouldn~t be damaging. If that~ls the case, he may be in for a disappointment. 

[All of these kids are going to Phil Ford and Bill Guthridge and Dean Smith to "~,oice their complaints, and that 

means they.re not going to Matt Doherty for some reason,[] a parent said. [He knows people are unhappy, but 
it woul dn~[t surprise m e at all if h e~s downplayi ng it or mi sinterpreting it. Hi s ego is so b i g th at he~s changed 
North Carolina from a family situation to a Kme~l situation. He just doesr~ get it.[] 

Decision Time: Analysis Paralysis? 

In late February and early March, several sources close to UNC conf~rmed that no final decision had been made 
regarding Doherty~s future. At the same time, a source familiar with the process confirmed that attorneys had 
drawn up buyout papers ~-~ with three years remaining on his contract, the coach would be due $510,000 under 
"~he terms of the deal ~ just in case university decision-makers decide to take that road. 

Here, again, things are hair?,. Chancellor James Moeser is not the most powerful or decisi’~,e leader UNC has 
had, and until recently (when forced to address the DoheW situation) he has had his hands full with non-sports 
matters. Athletic director Dick Baddour, a UNC lifer whose intentions have never been in question but whose 
job security now is, also lacks wide-ranging support in the university community and has not proven himself as 
a strong decision-maker (see Doherty, Carl Torbush, Roy Williams, Larry Brown, Frank Beamer, etc.) in the 
two revenue sports. Baddour again is under heavy pressure from fans and alumni who see him (fairly or not) 
mainly as the man who took over a near-perfect (Dean Smith, s historic consistency and Mack Brown, s 10- 
win seasons) fBotball-basketball combination in 11997 and has since overseen a number of major 



disappointments on the field and some embarrassing moments off it. 

Smith, the widely loved and respected godfather of Carolina basketball, is in an extremely awkward position. 
He went on the record ~vith some controversial statements three years ago, saying it was time to look outside the 
family when Williams, Brown and George Karl didn,t work out as Guthridge~ls replacement, but he (like 
Ford) has been extremely supportive of Doherty since his hiring. Smith and Doherty said they have met 
regularly, often discussing tactics and opponents, but Smith speciiSed that they never addressed the hot-button 
,~ . ~ ~ ........ said that, as someone who wasn~’t issue of the day~ Dohertv s relationships with his players Smith essentially 

in the locker room, he didn~ feel comfortable commenting on such matters. 

Some interpreted Smith,s recent public statements as a huge vote of confidence for Doherty, and some 
headlines even said as nmch, but absolutely nobody who knows Smith well went that far with their 
interpretations. Smith, wholes famous for choosing his words as carefully as anyone in ACC history, said little 
more than this on the subject: He supports the UNC coach (assumedly whomever that might be at any given 
time) and al~vays willo During a pleasant Q-and-A session, Smith also repeated versions of a specific phrase :~ 
[as long as you have your players with you~ ~ that rang true in many ears, and he generally avoided language 
specifically directed toward Doherty. 

According to sources familiar with the situation, Moeser and Baddour went back and forth in late February and 
early March with their views on the Doherty decision. Apparently, only recently did the administrators hear 
more detailed versions ~ from Ford, another key figure who has been working hard to help Doherty, and others 
~ of the complaints behind the scenes. Meanwhile, nobody claimed to kno~v what was going through the mind 
of Smith, who may be torn between his intense love for Carolina basketball and his famous loyalty to former 
players. 

[(Moeser and Baddour) are paralyzed by this decision right now,~ one source said. lit seems like they can talk 
themselves into firing (Doherty) one day, then talk themselves out of it the next day. (Smith) is the wild card 
here. If he speaks forcefi~lly, eve~’one will listen~ If he defers, as he often does, anything can happen.~ 

Almost eveB~one agrees that Doherty made some positive strides this season, in response to previous criticisms, 
as he showed improvement in handling his apparently significant anger-management issues. There weren~k as 
many emotional eruptions. There were fewer profanity-laced tirades in practice, at halftime and after games. 
There were fewer destructive personal confrontations, although he had his battles with McCants in particular. 
There was less demeaning language and more constructive criticism. According to players, after losses this 
season, the coach sometimes told them how much he loved them, how much he appreciated their effort. 
Sometimes, he wept. 

Moeser, Baddour and/or Smith are staring right in the eye at what some see as a difficult decision. They have on 
their hands a young coach who is in only his fourth year as a head coach, his third at UNC. He obviously loves 
Carolina basketball, and he works extremely hard He~s an alum, a former Smith player, part of the family. In 
his area of greatest weakness, he has made at least some improvement~ 

At the same time, Doherty has shown an obvious pattern of alienating players, their parents and even former 
Carolina players, and he continued to do so to some le~el this season. Some observers with extensive basketball 
backgrounds have questioned his coaching ability. Nobody is absolutely certain if key players will transfer or, 
like last year with Manuel and Williams, someho~v be convinced to give it one more try. On the recruiting trail, 
high school seniors (see David Padgett) and juniors already are mentioning his job security as a reason to look 
elsewhere. Under Doherty~s watch, the second-winningest program in the nation has become the fourth-place 
program in its own state. If he stays, it undoubtedly will be under a cloud of uncertainb~. 

Therein lies UNC~s Doherty decision. 



And that, s no rumor 



~ro~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 1:12 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Here is part of it 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@morriscommercial.com> 

Date: Tue Mar 11, 2003 11:41:36 AM US/Eastern 

To: <bmcswain@emailounc.edu> 

Subject: Here is part of it 

NEWS BEHIND RUMORS: 

BiG, BIGGER, BIGGEST 

March 10, 2003 

CHAPEL HiLL - The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, followed all season by persistent 

rumors of another wave of player discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming majority of its dirty laundry 

out of the mainstream media for the last four months. That was, and remains, nothing short of amazing. 

The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina program, including parents and ex-coaches 

of current and former players, shared details of the Tar Heels’ internal problems with the ACC Sports 

Journal in recent weeks and months. Speaking on the condition of anonymity, each painted their version of 

third-year UNC coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar Heels. 

The biggest news - whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will be the driving force behind that 

decision -is still to come. 

All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk as just a bunch of baseless rumors, 

just another media-created work of fiction. Hardly. Any UNO fans who bought into those convenient 

explanations, often personally attacking various mainstream writers for their rather benign articles along the 

way, have needed a reality check for a long time. Well, it’s time. 

"There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are you kidding me?" one parent of a 

current UNO player said. "if you believe the (player) quotes and (positive) things you’ve seen in the paper, 

you’re crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for their teammates, those kids have kept 

most of this to themselves and their families and close friends. Most (family members) have, too, but this is 

getting ridiculous. 

"[ could fill a book - not with what [ think or what [ heard, but what [ saw with my own two eyes, what my 

son and [ have experienced, what other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. 



What (Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up to what he said, time after time after 

time - his (verbally) abusive behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises over and over 

again. [ don’t trust him, and [ know (many of the players) don’t trust him. 

"Things have been terribly wrong between the players and the coaches for (too long) now. What does it say 

about a coach when even his best players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 

restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent a great university with great basketball 

tradition ~ and they’re not happy? That’s all [ keep hearing from my son and the other players: Nobody’s 

happy. They can’t stand the coach. How are these kids not happy? 

"What my son has been through is unbelievable. It’s been hell - absolute hell. It hurts me to say this, 

because my son and [ have great respect for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything 

else Carolina basketball has represented, but we’re at the point where we’re counting the days until it’s 

over (with Doherty), and that’s really, really sad." 

There’s more - much more - and, depending on how things unfold during the remainder of the season, a 

number of parents and ex-coaches may be sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC 

basketball with the mainstream media. 

"1’11 tell you the same thing I’ve told a half-dozen other writers: Call me back after the end of the season," 

another parent said. "If things aren’t handled properly by then, [’11 speak to you on the record, you’ll be able 

to use my name, and [’11 tell you everything you want to know. Out of respect for the program, [ want to 

give them one more opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors." 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 2:11 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Here is the rest of the sto@, 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Jeff Langenderfer <jlangenderfer@campbell.berry.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar ::[:1, 2003 0:1:33:08 PM US/Eastern 
> To: burgess <bmcswain@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

> Subject: Here is the rest of the story 

> 

> NEWS BEHIND RUIVIORS: 

> BIG, BIGGER, BIGGEST 
> 

> March I0, 2003 
> 

> CHAPEL HILL The big news is that the North Carolina basketball team, 

> followed all season by persistent rumors of another wave of player 

> discontent, somehow kept the overwhelming majority of its dirty 

> laundry out of the mainstream media for the last four months. 

> That was, and remains, nothing short 

> of amazing. 

> 

> The bigger news is that numerous sources close to the Carolina 

> program, including parents and ex-coaches of current and former 

> players, shared details of the Tar Heels internal problems with the 

> ACC Sports Journal in recent weeks and months. Speaking on the 

> condition of anonymity, each painted their version of third-year UNC 

> coach Matt Doherty and his behind-the-scenes handling of the Tar 

> Heels. 
> 

> The biggest news whether or not Doherty will be retained, and who will 

> be the driving force behind that decision is still to come. 

> 

> All year long, some attempted to spin the persistent water-cooler talk 

> as just a bunch of baseless rumors, just another media-created work of 

> fiction. Hardly. Any UNC fans who bought into those convenient 

> explanations, often personally attacking various mainstream writers 

> for their rather benign articles along the way, have needed a reality 

> check for a long time. 

> Well, its time. 
> 

> There are still people who think this is just a bunch of rumors? Are 

> you kidding me?one parent of a current UNC player said. If you believe 

> the (player) quotes and 

> (positive) things youve seen in the 



paper, youre crazy. Out of respect for the program, out of respect for 

their teammates, those kids have kept most of this to themselves and 

their families and close friends. 
Most (family members) have, too, 

but this is getting ridiculous. 

I could fill a book not with what I think or what I heard, but what 
saw with my own two eyes, what my son and I have experienced, what 

other players have said in my presence, what their parents have said. 

What (Doherty) has said, and how he has repeatedly failed to live up 

to what he said, time after time after time his (verbally) abusive 

behavior toward the players, his failure to live up to his promises 

over and over again° I dont trust him, and I know (many of the 

players) dont trust him. 

Things have been terribly wrong between the players and the coaches 

for (too long) now. What does it say about a coach when even his best 

players are unhappy? They play 35 minutes a game, eat at five-star 

restaurants, travel first-class, stay at the nicest hotels, represent 

a great university with great basketball tradition ~ and theyre not 

happy? Thats all I keep hearing from my son and the other 

players: Nobodys happy° They cant stand the coach. How are these kids 

not happy? 

What my son has been through is unbelievable° Its been hell absolute 

hell. It hurts me to say this, because my son and I have great respect 

for Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else 

Carolina basketball has represented, but were at the point where were 

counting the days until its over (with Doherty), and thats really, 

really sad. 

Theres more much more and, depending on how things unfold during the 

remainder of the season, a number of parents and ex-coaches may be 

sharing their eye-opening comments about the state of UNC basketball 

with the mainstream media. 

III tell you the same thing Ive told a half-dozen other writers: Call 

me back after the end of the season,another parent said. If things 

arent handled properly by then, III speak to you on the record, 

be able to use my name, and Ill tell you everything you want to know. 

Out of respect for the program, I want to give them one more 

opportunity to straighten this out behind closed doors. 

Relationship Issues Most Important 

Meanwhile, several sources in and around the North Carolina athletic 
department confirmed the most popular speculation of fans and media in 

recent weeks: Although Dohertys three years include a late-season 

collapse (2000-0:1), the worst season (8-20) in school history 

(200:1-02), the third-longest Big Four losing streak (:14) in history 

and this years largely disappointing performance, the decision to 

dismiss or retain the coach will rest largely on a review of his 

relationships with his players. 



On the surface, at least, that doesnt bode well for Doherty. The coach 

deserves credit for a lot of positive things since his return to his 

alma mater: an intense, unquestioned work ethic; a polished, 

professional style of public interaction with fans and media; a 

youthful charm that connects with many youngsters and parents on the 

recruiting trail; an impressive ability to identify top talent; and 

one star-studded (Raymond Felton, Sean May, Rashad McCants) recruiting 

class. However, taken as a whole, close personal relationships clearly 

have not been his strong point. 

Even during his one year at Notre Dame, where Doherty got his first 

head coaching position, the coach alienated several players. One, 

point guard Martin Inglesby, said the best thing that happened to him 

during his career with the Fighting Irish came when Kansas coach Roy 

Williams turned down the UNC job three years ago, ultimately leading 

to Dohertys hiring in Chapel Hill and Mike Breys arrival in South 

Bend. According to sources close to the Notre Dame program, guard Matt 

Carroll also bristled at Dohertys style. Irish star Troy Murphy 

generally had very positive things to say about Doherty, although 

Murphy said the coachs emotional roller-coasteroften left him 

exhausted. 

Two seasons ago, after Doherty was named national coach of the year in 

his UNC debut, senior center Brendan Haywood had good things to say 

about the coach. But star guard Joseph Forte called Doherty a factorin 

his decision to turn pro after his sophomore year, saying he 

experienced quite an adjustmentfrom the more grandfatherly styles of 

Guthridge and prep coach Morgan Wootten. (Urban legend alert: The Doh 

threw a ball at Josephs head in practicestory never happened.) 

According to several sources, football players Ronald Curry and Julius 

Peppers also told friends and teammates that the coach was a key 

factor in their decisions not to return to the basketball team the 
following season. 

(Doherty is) a big guy, a loud guy, and some people dont like the idea 

of a 6-7 coach yelling in your face all the time and calling you this 

and that, Forte told the Sports Journal last year. I try to focus on 

the positives about it he helped make me a better player in some ways, 

and I guess he got me prepared for just about anything another coach 

might try to do but that doesnt mean I liked it. I didnto 

(Forte and Peppers) had pretty big egos, so maybe they would have 

clashed with a lot of younger coaches,one parent said. Ronald is the 

nicest, easiest guy in the world, wouldnt say a bad word about anyone, 

and he told my son: ~Theres no way III play for (Doherty) again.What 

does that tell you? 

Over the course of the following year, three more players transferred 

center Neil Fingleton and guards Adam Boone and Brian Morrison and at 

least two others, Jackie Manuel and Jawad Williams, had to be talked 
into staying. Later, Manuel and Williams publicly stated that they 

would transfer if things didnt change during the 2002-03 season. 



> Stories still conflict about Morrisons reasons for leaving, but 

> Fingleton told teammates and friends of his intense personality clash 

> with Doherty, and Boones father described with frustration and disgust 

> the lack of respectpresent in the UNC program under Doherty. 

> This season, numerous sources confirmed an incident first reported in 

> the ACC Sports Journal months ago, in which former UNC assistant Phil 

> Ford (still a broadcaster and fund-raiser at the university) 

> intervened when playersfrustrations reached a point where they were 

> considering a practice walk-out it was a cry for help, one parent said 

> as a sign of protest against Doherty. Subsequent mainstream newspaper 

> articles touched upon Fords role as a frequent intermediary between 

> the players and coaches, as well as parentssomewhat critical 

> observations about their sonsexperiences at Carolina. 

> What youve seen (in the newspapers) is only the tip of the iceberg, a 

> source close to the team said. 

> Youre probably going to see a lot more (unpleasant articles) in the 

> next few weeks, and even then its only going to be a small part of the 

> iceberg. 

> Parents of team members report serious complaints from almost every 

> scholarship player on this years team. As of late February, nobody was 

> aware of any transfer ultimatums, although they usually come after a 

> season is over. Sources said May, in particular, was happy with most 

> things at UNC (especially his teammates) but nevertheless is a leading 

> candidate to transfer possibilities include Indiana, Louisville, 

> Purdue and Texas Tech unless his father hears what he wants to hear 

> after the season. 

> 

> Perhaps the strangest aspect of this story is Dohertys view of the 

> universe around him. According to sources close to UNC, the coach is 

> aware of many mistakes he has made over the last three years, and hes 

> aware of many of the people he has affected. But many said they 

> believe hell be surprised to learn the extent of the unhappiness 

> around him° When the coach made his famous ask the playerscomment to 

> the media earlier this season in an attempt to defend himself, perhaps 

> he wasnt grandstanding. Maybe he truly believes that their uninhibited 

> comments wouldnt be damaging. 

> If thats the case, he may be in 

> for a disappointment. 

> All of these kids are going to Phil Ford and Bill (3uthridge and Dean 

> Smith to voice their complaints, and that means theyre not going to 

> Matt Doherty for some reason,a parent said. He knows people are 

> unhappy, but it wouldnt surprise me at all if hes downplaying it or 

> misinterpreting it. His ego is so big that hes changed North Carolina 

> from a family situation to a ~mesituation. He just doesnt get it. 

> Decision Time: Analysis Paralysis? 

> In late February and early March, several sources close to UNC 

> confirmed that no final decision had been made regarding Dohertys 



> future° At the same time, a source familiar with the process confirmed 

> that attorneys had drawn up buyout papers with three years remaining 

> on his contract, the coach would be due $510,000 under the terms of 
> the deal just in case university decision-makers decide to take that 

> road. 
> 

> Here, again, things are hairy. Chancellor James Moeser is not the most 

> powerful or decisive leader UNC has had, and until recently (when 

> forced to address the Doherty 

> situation) he has had his hands 
> full with non-sports matters° Athletic director Dick Baddour, a UNC 

> lifer whose intentions have never been in question but whose job 

> security now is, also lacks wide-ranging support in the university 

> community and has not proven himself as a strong decision-maker (see 

> Doherty, Carl Torbush, Roy Williams, Larry Brown, Frank Beamer, etc.) 

> in the two revenue sports. 

> Baddour again is under heawt 

> pressure from fans and alumni who see him (fairly or not) mainly as 

> the man who took over a near-perfect (Dean Smiths historic consistency 

> and Mack Browns :[0-win 

> seasons) football-basketball 
> combination in :1997 and has since overseen a number of major 

> disappointments on the field and some embarrassing moments off it. 

> 

> Smith, the widely loved and respected godfather of Carolina 

> basketball, is in an extremely awkward position. He went on the record 

> with some controversial statements three years ago, saying it was time 

> to look outside the family when Williams, Brown and George Karl didnt 

> work out as Guthridges replacement, but he (like Ford) has been 

> extremely supportive of Doherty since his hiring. Smith and Doherty 

> said they have met regularly, often discussing tactics and opponents, 

> but Smith specified that they never addressed the hot-button issue of 

> the day: Dohertys relationships with his players° Smith essentially 

> said that, as someone who wasnt in the locker room, he didnt feel 
> comfortable commenting on such matters. 

> 

> Some interpreted Smiths recent public statements as a huge vote of 

> confidence for Doherty, and some headlines even said as much, but 

> absolutely nobody who knows Smith well went that far with their 

> interpretations. Smith, whos famous for choosing his words as 

> carefully as anyone in ACC history, said little more than this on the 

> subject: He supports the UNC coach (assumedly whomever that might be 

> at any given time) and always will. During a pleasant Q-and-A session, 

> Smith also repeated versions of a specific phrase as long as you have 

> your players with youthat rang true in many ears, and he generally 

> avoided language specifically directed toward Doherty. 

> 

> According to sources familiar with the situation, Moeser and Baddour 

> went back and forth in late February and early March with their views 

> on the Doherty decision° 

> Apparently, only recently did the 

> administrators hear more detailed versions from Ford, another key 

> figure who has been working hard to help Doherty, and others of the 



complaints behind the scenes. 

Meanwhile, nobody claimed to know 

what was going through the mind of Smith, who may be torn between his 

intense love for Carolina basketball and his famous loyalty to former 

players. 

(Moeser and Baddour) are paralyzed by this decision right now, one 

source said. It seems like they can talk themselves into firing 

(Doherty) one day, then talk themselves out of it the next day. 

(Smith) is the wild card here. If he speaks forcefully, everyone will 

listen. If he defers, as he often does, anything can happen. 

Almost everyone agrees that Doherty made some positive strides this 

season, in response to previous criticisms, as he showed improvement 

in handling his apparently significant anger-management issues. 

There werent as many emotional eruptions. There were fewer 

profanity-laced tirades in practice, at halftime and after games. 

There were fewer destructive personal confrontations, although he had 

his battles with McCants in particular. There was less demeaning 

language and more constructive criticism. 

According to players, after losses this season, the coach sometimes 

told them how much he loved them, how much he appreciated their 

effort. Sometimes, he wept. 

Moeser, Baddour and/or Smith are staring right in the eye at what some 

see as a difficult decision. They have on their hands a young coach 

who is in only his fourth year as a head coach, his third at UNC. He 

obviously loves Carolina basketball, and he works extremely hard. Hes 

an alum, a former Smith player, part of the family. In his area of 

greatest weakness, he has made at least some improvement. 

At the same time, Doherty has shown an obvious pattern of alienating 

players, their parents and even former Carolina players, and he 

continued to do so to some level this season. Some observers with 
extensive basketball backgrounds have questioned his coaching ability. 

Nobody is absolutely certain if 

key players will transfer or, like last year with IVlanuel and Williams, 

somehow be convinced to give it one more try. On the recruiting trail, 

high school seniors (see David 

Padgett) and juniors already are 

mentioning his job security as a reason to look elsewhere. Under 

Dohertys watch, the second-winningest program in the nation has become 

the fourth-place program in its own state. If he stays, it undoubtedly 

will be under a cloud of uncertainty. 

Therein lies UNCs Doherty decision. 

And thats no rumor. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 11:53 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on-i scomm ercial.com > 
Date: Wed Mar 12, 2003 09:47:59 AM US/Eastern 
To: <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

http :iiwww.wilmin ~tonstar.comiappsipbcs. dll/article? Site-WM&Date-20030312&Category-NEWS& ArtNo-3 
03120380&Ref=AR&Profil e---- 1005 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, March 14, 2003 9:06 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Q&A with Dave Glenn 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Thu Mar 13, 2003 11:53:5::[ PM US/Eastern 
To: Kyle York <kyle_york@unc.edu>, Robert Peele @hotmail.com>, 

David Sheets <davidsheets@bobbarker.com>, David Ham 
<dham@CooperSquare.com>, David Tinson @hotmail.com>, Michael 

Wintrob @hotmail.com>, Shawn Rogers <shawnr@subpop.com>, 

Brian Mesibov <brianmesibov@mvalawocom>, Dale Herman 
@mindspringocom>, Kevin Best <kbest@mail.uncaaouncoedu>, 

Barry Svrluga <bsvrluga@nando.com>, Adam Lucas @nc.rr.com> 

Cc: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu>, "JJ. Carter" 

@yahoo.com>, "Neiman, John" <jneiman@bradleyarantoCOm> 

Subject: Q&A with Dave Glenn 

http://northcarolina.theinsiders.com/2i99084.html 

Matt Bowers 

UNC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919} 962-2123/1376 

(919) 962~06:12 (fax) 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 18, 2003 9:47 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Here is the e-mail guy talking about it 

Untitled attachment 03192.txt; Untitled attachment 03195.txt; Untitled attachment 

03198.htm; Untitled attachment 03201.txt; Untitled attachment 03204.htm; Untitled 
attachment 03207.txt 

std919 
RS Freshman 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

(3/17/03 9:1~:4~ pro) CarohnaMlke, 

I appreciate your sincerity, but perhaps we should leave the players alone until 
after their game/season? Not hating on you.., just think about it from their 
perspective. I’m not sure Pd want to answers from people I dofft know. 
However, it was nice of him to reply. 
Edited ~: s~d9/~ at: 3/7 503 9:14:51 pm 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



carolinaMike 
All-American 
(3/] 7/03 9:22:22 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

"BUT THATS NOT UP TO US IT’S UP TO THE HEAD PEOPLE SO WE’RE 
LEAV~G IT L."~P TO THF_.M[" 

Sounds like the decision ultimately won’t be made by the players...I hope 
they’ve been allowed to provide their input to the powers that be. 

carolinaMike Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 
All -Amer~ can 
(3/17/03 9:29:07 pro) std919, not one of them has replied, "Leave me alone, you whacked-out Tar 

Heel groupie loser. 

But I wouldn’t blame them if they did! 

carol inaMi ke 
All-American 
,.~/17/03 { " " 

Re: Email Q & A ~vith a current UNC player 

"for some to pretend that they are not concerned about winning, just the kids, 
and then keep screaming for his head when there APPEARS to be no problem 
with their relationship wreaks of hypocri sy." 

LBA, great point. 



~,arch~aM~k~, Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 
All-American 

.sv ~¢/~: 9:42:06 pro) acmeoyster, what’s your point? Since rm in a de%nsive mode, are you caning 
me a liar’? 

std919 ...................... 

RS Freshman 
(3/17/03 9:43:37 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

The kids are also smart enough not to send replies that would cause a PR 
nightmare. I’m sure they’re well versed on how to respond. More than likely 
they just won’t respond if they dcn t have anything positive to say. This person 
was nice enough to respond and was positive. 

deadheel .............................. 

Starter 
(~ ,,,-,,p~ c~.44: pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

yeah seems a pretty canned response and also very doubtful than any player 
would e-mail a random person something damaging like "god i can’t wait until 
that a-hole is gone", whether they love him or hate him they have pretty much 
given canned responses when asked and i would expect nothing less, would be 
dissapointed if they were airing dirty laund~, through e-mail 

caroli naMike 
All-American 

.->/.l ,,ic..~ 9:47:04 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

I don’t view it as a canned response...it wasn’t overly positive...and the player 



I was surprised to get that much candid opinion, to be honest. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

VolloB 
Starter 
(3:1 ;/t.~ 10:19:28 pro) 

Re: Email Q & A with a current UNC player 

Sound advice fi*om STD-919. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:10 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Head Basketball Coach at UNC 

Untitled attachment 03216.txt; Untitled attachment 03219.txt; Untitled attachment 

03222.htm; Untitled attachment 03225.txt 

J ud]i R. Speas 
Quality Assurance Unit at ~!!!i;aye~" C~roii::~:Sc~ie~sce 
2 7~ d. Alexander Drive 
P. O. Box 12014 
Research Triangle Park~ NC 27709 

(919) 549-2589 
(919) 549-2387 (fax) 
judy. speas@bayercropscience, corn 



untitled attachment 03216.txt 

Begin forwarded message: 

<excerpt><bold>From: <ibold>"Judy speas" 
<<judy.speas@bayercropscience.com> 

<bold>Date: <ibold>Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:31:08 AM US/Eastern 

<bold>To: <ibold>bmcswain@email.unc.edu 

<bold>subject: </bold>Re: Head Basketball coach at UNC 

<smaller>Thought you might fired the following rumors interesting°°. 

<ismal I e r></exce rpt> 

Page 1 



untitled attachment 03219,txt 

<excerpt> 

<fontfamily><param>Times New Roman<iparam> 

<ifontfamily><color><param>8080,0000,8080<iparam><smaller> 
Forwarded by Judy Speas/MOTVOiUSiBcsiBAYER on 03/25/2003 08:30 AM 

<ismaller><icolor> 

</excerpt> 

Page 1 



[Attachment titled "Untitled attachment 03222,htm"] 

Page ! of I 

"David & Angie Ward" @earthlink.net> 

03/24/2003 08:25 PM 

Please respond to "David & Angie Ward" 

To: "Judy Speas" <judy.speas@bayercropscience,com> 

Subject: Re: Head Basketball Coach at UNC 

/ ,~ OX 0/ file:///C:iUsersirstabileiAppData/Locai~licrosof~iWindov, s/Temporary ~ ;20Ir~ternet~o20File... 



<excerpt> 

untitled attachment 03225.txt 

<fontfamily><param>Times New Roman<iparam><smaller>Hey Judy, 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Thanks for sending a copy of your letter to Moeser. Here are 
some more nuggets from the rumor mill: 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>- scott May met with Moeser and told him that sean was gone 
if Doherty stays 

- The Raleigh N&O is going to break a big story after the UNC season 
about the way Doherty treats players in practice, supposedly the N&O 
has talked to a lot of players’ parents, and Jonathan Holmes 

- Top 3 prospects for the coaching job are Roy, Bill self, and Larry 
Brown. Very long story about Roy,but there is a new A.D~ at Kansas 
(not Brad Frederick’s dad anymore) and Roy has expressed interested to 
UNC. Dean apparently wants Larry Brown, who is then supposed to hire 
Phil Ford as an assistant, and hand the reigns to him after a few 
years. 

- Bill self has a $500,000 buyout clause in his contract at Illinois 
for every school except carolina (every school except carolina would 
have to pay Illinois for self), self negotiated those terms for his 
Illinois contract extension, after our 8-20 season last year~ 

- Baddour has guaranteed retirement after June or July of this year, 
so he could just keep his mouth shut and let Moeser handle things. 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>That’s the word on the street, we’ll see how the guys do 
against wyoming tonight, which is on the radio right now. 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Have a good day! 

<ismal I er> 

<smaller>Angie 

<ismal I er> 

<ifontfamily><iexcerpt> 

Page i 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:37 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:44:0:1 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: Fy 

http:/!www.slweekly.com/editorial!2002!feat_2002-:1:1-:14.cfm 

Matt Bowers 

UNC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

(9:19) 962-2:123/:1376 

(919) 962-06:12 (fax) 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:37 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: new poop sheet article 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58::[6 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: new poop sheet article 

new poop sheet article quotes below (taken from IC message boards) 

http://pub227.ezboard.com/finsidecarolinafrm 15oshowMessage?topicID=874 

5otOpi 

>C 

,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years° Even 

the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
that, s a good thing.%o 

The former player quote: "We had some bad days, but lots and lots of 

great days .... For me, the relationship with the coaches was one of the 

best parts. 

I don,t think these kids can say the same thing.%o 

That’s the saddest part of this. There’s a whole generation of 

Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

their entire lives not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don’t think 

these kids can say the same thing. 

Ford also has been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott 

May, Sean,s father, who is known to have reservations about Sean 

continuing his career under Doherty. Several college coaches confirmed 

being contacted about a possible May transfer. 



,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

schools) 
discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

said. 

,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
just because a guy stays that he, s happy. (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

to stay anyway° That (2000-0:1) team was the most unhappy winning team 

I,ve ever seen *" how can you be unhappy when you,re winning :18 in a 

row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave° 

,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

try to surviveo%o 

This third group defied all logic and numerous published reports ~ all 

involving critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy 

parents ~ and continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy 

was some kind of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly 

to the generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and 

coaches this season, in the apparent (and historically ridiculous) 

belief that players and coaches are more than happy to share 

controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public during 

the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ from 

both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them ~ if the many 

unpublished anti-Doherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We, re just trying to 

think about basketball. That,s what we love to do, and that,s what 
we, re focusing on right now.%o 

With Baddour firmly entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently 

unwilling to budge, many influential Carolina supporters ~ and at 

least one key player, s father "~ went directly to Moeser with their 

complaints immediately before and after the ACC Tournament. Other 

players, parents also spoke of hoping to meet or speak directly with 

the chancellor. 

In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of March Madness, 

Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

chancellor had the situation under control° 



End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:38 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: also from same issue, different article 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 
> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58:26 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: also from same issue, different article 

> 

> To Vitale?s table came the imposing figure of Brad Daugherty, the 

> former UNC and NBA star and now an often-acclaimed analyst. Daugherty 

> is just as nice a man as Vitale. He likes everybody, and everybody 

> seems to like him. 

> Vitale 
> asked Daugherty what is happening with Sean May, the North Carolina 

> freshman who broke his fifth metatarsal on Dec. 27 and had not yet 

> returned to action. 
> 

> ?He could have played three weeks ago,? Daugherty said, ?but his dad 

> (Scott, the ex-lndiana All-American) won?t let him.? 
> 

> Vitale asked why. He was advised that the elder May is being 

> extra-cautious and doesn?t care much for embattled third-year UNC 

> coach Matt Doherty, who recently had relieved some of the mounting 

> pressure on him by beating Duke. 

> Daugherty also volunteered that he had seen Roy Williams recently, 

> that Roy doesn?t see eye-to-eye with his athletic director at Kansas, 

> and that if the Tar Heels elected to dump Doherty, Williams now would 

> be interested in the UNCjob he turned down three years ago. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ...... End of Forwarded Message 

> 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 9:42 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: new poop sheet article 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003 08:58::[6 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: new poop sheet article 

new poop sheet article quotes below (taken from IC message boards) 

http://pub227.ezboard.com/finsidecarolinafrm 15oshowMessage?topicID=874 

5otOpi 

>C 

,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years° Even 

the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
that, s a good thing.%o 

The former player quote: "We had some bad days, but lots and lots of 

great days .... For me, the relationship with the coaches was one of the 

best parts. 

I don,t think these kids can say the same thing.%o 

That’s the saddest part of this. There’s a whole generation of 

Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

their entire lives not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don’t think 

these kids can say the same thing. 

Ford also has been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott 

May, Sean,s father, who is known to have reservations about Sean 

continuing his career under Doherty. Several college coaches confirmed 

being contacted about a possible May transfer. 



,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

schools) 
discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

said. 

,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
just because a guy stays that he, s happy. (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

to stay anyway° That (2000-0:[) team was the most unhappy winning team 

I,ve ever seen *" how can you be unhappy when you,re winning :[8 in a 

row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave° 

,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

try to surviveo%o 

This third group defied all logic and numerous published reports ~ all 

involving critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy 

parents ~ and continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy 

was some kind of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly 

to the generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and 

coaches this season, in the apparent (and historically ridiculous) 

belief that players and coaches are more than happy to share 

controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public during 

the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ from 

both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them ~ if the many 

unpublished antiDDoherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We, re just trying to 

think about basketball. That,s what we love to do, and that,s what 
we, re focusing on right now.%o 

With Baddour firmly entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently 

unwilling to budge, many influential Carolina supporters ~ and at 

least one key player, s father "~ went directly to Moeser with their 

complaints immediately before and after the ACC Tournament. Other 

players, parents also spoke of hoping to meet or speak directly with 

the chancellor. 

In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of March Madness, 

Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

chancellor had the situation under control° 



End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 25, 2003 12:15 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: Latest Poop Sheet story’ 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 

> Date: Tue Mar 25, 2003:12~:34:06 AM US/Eastern 
> To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@emaikunc.edu> 

> Subject: FW: Latest Poop Sheet story 

> 

> Here’s the latest, in case you haven’t seen it: 

> 

> Dave Glenn’s first follow-up. 

> 

> DOHERTY DECISION 

> STILL COMPLICATED 

> 

> March 24, 2003 
> 

> CHAPEL HILL ~ In late March, with the North Carolina basketball team 
> still alive in the NIT, Carolina administrators and fans generally 

> fell into one of three categories on the topic of embattled third-year 

> coach Matt Doherty. 

> 

> The first group was led by UNC athletic director Dick Baddour, the man 

> who hired Doherty in 2000 and a man whose future as the AD in Chapel 

> Hill appears intimately tied to the coach,s survival. Members of this 

> group understand the serious tensions that remain between the coach 

> and many of his players and their families, and they realize that the 

> 2002-03 season represents the third year in a row ~ or the fourth, 

> counting Doherty, s one year at Notre Dame ~ that behind-the-scenes 

> problems have disrupted his program. They often emphasize that, even 

> according to most players and some parents, the coach has improved his 

> handling of these personal relationships to some degree. 

> 

> ,,(Administrators) know they have some very serious issues to work 

> through here,%o one source close to the athletic department said. 

> ,,There has been more communication (among UNC officials) on these 

> issues (in March) alone than there was in the last three years. Even 

> the people who were angry (to learn of the continued problems) ~ 

> everyone realized there were some problems, but some were surprised by 

> the severity of the problems ~ agreed that (the recent controversy) 

> was a good thing. Now that everything is on the table, people can make 

> educated decisions rather than uninformed decisions. In most cases, 
> that,s a good thing.%o 



> 

> This first group believes other factors demand that Doherty be 

> retained for at least one more season, despite the obvious problems. 

> They see a beloved alum whose public persona ~ young (4:1), handsome, 

> polished, professional, funny, articulate, friendly ~ is a perfect fit 

> for Carolina basketball. 
> They 

> see an extremely hard-working and welFintentioned former player who, 

> as a fourth-year head coach, should be permitted some significant 

> growing pains. 

> They see the obvious improvement on the court, from a program-worst 

> 8-20 disaster last season to a possible 20-win campaign this year. 

> (UNC was 
> 18-15 
> at press time, with the possibility of four more victories in the 

> NIT.) They see a youthful roster devoid of top-flight talent in the 

> junior and senior classes, and they see lots of big-time players 

> (Raymond Felton, Sean May, Rashad McCants, Jawad Williams) who signed 

> with the Tar Heels under Doherty, s watch. At the very least, this 

> group thinks the coach should have at least one season with a roster 

> made up entirely of his own signees, and the first time that can 

> happen is next year. 

> 

> The second group disagrees, and a handful of prominent boosters are 

> particularly extreme (privately, so far) in their vehement criticism 

> of the current state of Carolina hoops. Some in this camp have harsh 

> observations about Doherty from a purely basketball standpoint, but 

> most are primarily concerned about what they see as the persistent 

> unhappiness of the players. 

> They point to the necessity of constant involvement from former UNC 

> player/assistant and current university fundraiser Phil Ford, who has 

> counseled numerous players again this season and even helped talk at 

> least one out of quitting the team earlier this year° Ford also has 

> been in regular damage-control conversations with Scott May, Sean,s 

> father, who is known to have reservations about Sean continuing his 

> career under Dohertyo 

> Several college coaches confirmed being contacted about a possible May 

> transfer. 
> 

> ,,I think what a lot of fans are missing is that NCAA rules (requiring 

> a one-year period of ineligibility for transfers to other Division I 

> schools) 
> discourage a lot of unhappy kids from leaving,%o one former UNC player 

> said° 

> ,,There have been a lot of transfers, but fans shouldn,t think that 
>just because a guy stays that he,s happy. (Williams and Jackie Manuel) 

> even admitted they were extremely unhappy last year, but they decided 

> to stay anyway. That (2000-0:1) team was the most unhappy winning team 

> I,ve ever seen ~ how can you be unhappy when you,re winning :18 in a 

> row? ~ but most of those guys stayed. There are a lot of unhappy kids 

> on this year, s team, but that doesn,t mean they, II leave. 

> 

> ,,That, s the saddest part of this. There,s a whole generation of 



Carolina basketball players who wake up every day knowing that what 

they experienced was one of the greatest, most positive things in 

their entire lives ~ not just the basketball, the whole thing. We had 

some bad days, but lots and lots of great days, with our coaches, our 

teammates, other students, Franklin Street, everything. For me, the 

relationship with the coaches was one of the best parts. I don,t think 

these kids can say the same thing° 

,,If, as a coach, one of the best things you have going for you (in 

your relationship with your players) is the NCAA transfer rule, you 

have some serious problems on your hands. Every coach has some 

problems with some players, but this is ridiculous. These kids should 

want to stay because of their coach, not despite their coach° Playing 

at Carolina is something you should look forward to, not something you 

try to surviveo%o 

The third group consisted almost entirely of (understandably) 

out-of-the-loop fans and boosters, because every single UNC 

administrator, coach, ex-coach and player knew better by March, even 

those who previously were in the dark or in denial. This third group 

defied all logic and numerous published reports ~ all involving 

critical quotes, some anonymous, from angry or unhappy parents - and 

continued to insist that the entire Doherty controversy was some kind 

of media-generated conspiracy. These folks clung tightly to the 

generally positive or evasive comments of the UNC players and coaches 

this season, in the apparent (and historically 

ridiculous) belief that players and coaches are more than happy to 

share controversial behind-the-scenes details with the general public 

during the season. This group will be in an absolute state of shock ~ 

from both the severity of the remarks and the sources of them - if the 

many unpublished anti-Doherty comments offered by Carolina players, 

parents, ex-players and ex-coaches reach the public forum. 

,,We aired our dirty laundry once before (last summer), and that didn,t 

work out too well,%o Williams said in February. ,,We,re just trying to 

think about basketball. That,s what we love to do, and that,s what 
we, re focusing on right now.%c, ,,(The players) consider ourselves a 

family, and we like to keep things in the family,%o senior guard 

Jonathan Holmes said earlier this season. 
,,During 

the season, everything we do is about the team, and it doesn,t help 

the team to create distractiOnSo%O 

Moeser Steps Under Microscope 

This third group of Carolina fans generally held the same na0ve 

beliefs in 
200:1 and 2002, often viciously attacking media members and fans who 

dared to suggest that Doherty, s first two UNC teams also had 

significant problems behind the scenes. In the end, of course, those 

in-season whispers proved absolutely true, although it was only after 

those seasons that multiple players (Jason Capel, Joseph Forte, 

Manuel, Williams) and parents (of Adam Boone, Williams) publicly 



> confirmed what had been denied by some of those same individuals all 

> season long. Several other former UNC players, including Ronald Curry, 

> Nell Fingleton and Julius Peppers, also have told friends that Doherty 

> was a significant factor in their decisions to leave the team with 

> eligibility remaining. 

> 

> ,,(Doherty) drove those kids insane last year,%o Gall Hillman-Williams, 

> Jawad, s mother, told the Wilmington (N.C.) Star in March. ,,He drove 

> them nuts.%o 
> 

> ,,If I can,t say anything good about a person, I won,t say anything at 

> all,%o one anonymous parent told WRAL-TV of Raleigh in March. ,,I,m not 

> saying anything about Matt Doherty.%o 

> 

> ,,What my" son has been through has been unbelievable,%o one parent told 

> the ACC Sports Journal in March. ,,It, s been hell, absolute hell. It 

> hurts me to say this, because my son and I have great respect for Dean 

> Smith and Bill Guthridge and Phil Ford and everything else Carolina 

> basketball has represented, but we, re at the point where we, re 

> counting the days until it,s over (with Doherty}, and that,s really, 

> really sad.%o 

> 

> In the WRAL story, one long-time booster called this year, s situation 

> ,,a crisis,%o and a former player said he,d be ,,shocked%o if every UNC 

> underclassman returned next season. Another former player suggested as 

> many as three or four players might transfer. In their public comments 

> this season, the Carolina players routinely have denied transfer 

> plans. 

> 

> At this point, more than a dozen parents have been contacted by 

> various media outlets, including the ACC Sports Journal, and only one 

> has been quoted with specific, on-the-record comments about the 

> positive nature of the relationship between the player (freshman 

> forward David Noel} and Doherty. Numerous media sources said there has 

> been absolutely no attempt to withhold pro-Doherty information on this 

> matter, and that every parent who has been willing to address the 

> issue has admitted that significant player-coach tensions remain at 

> UNC. 
> 

> Just as public reports of the UNC turmoil gained momentum, so did the 

> pressure mounting on UNC chancellor James Moeser. With Baddour firmly 

> entrenched in Doherty, s camp and apparently unwilling to budge, many 

> influential Carolina supporters ~ and at least one key player, s father 

> ~ went directly to Moeser with their complaints immediately before and 

> after the ACC Tournament. Other players, parents also spoke of hoping 

> to meet or speak directly with the chancellor. 

> Moeser, who arrived at Carolina in August 2000, ideally prefers to 

> defer to his AD as much as possible on most sports matters but 

> certainly is well-educated on the world of big-time athletics. He 

> arrived at UNC after serving as the chancellor at football powerhouse 

> Nebraska for four years, and he holds degrees from college superpowers 

> Texas (undergraduate, master, 

> s) and Michigan (doctorate}. Prior to his stint at Nebraska, he served 



> as a professor and/or administrator at Kansas, Penn State and South 

> Carolina. 
> 

> Just two months ago, Moeser was effusive with his praise for Baddour, 

> the AD at UNC since June :1997. Since then, the chancellor has been 
> bombarded with extremely strong opinions (pro and con) about Doherty, 

> and Moeser may have wondered why problems in the basketball program 

> were reaching his office for the third year in a row, or why Baddour 

> seems to have such a one-sided view of the situation, or why some 

> recent media reports came as a surprise to so many important people at 

> Carolina. Generally speaking, influential people don,t like surprises, 
> especially those of a negative nature. 

> 

> Meanwhile, contrary to persistent rumors, no decision had been made on 

> Doherty,s future as the Tar Heels, season continued. Internet reports 

> that insisted upon some sort of ,,done deal,%o in which the coach was 

> either retained or bought out in a big meeting prior to the ACC 

> Tournament, ultimately proved false. Baddour was quoted before, during 

> and after the tournament in support of Doherty, and several sources 

> close to the program confirmed that no decision will be made until 

> after the season. 
> 

> In the most recent events during UNC, s own version of IVlarch Madness, 

> Moeser asked at least one parent to delay a decision on his son,s 

> future until after the season and reassured the parent that the 

> chancellor had the situation under control. Ford and Dean Smith ~ 
> still out of the spotlight, and still nobody claims to know what he, s 

> thinking - again met with Scott May, as did Doherty on a separate 

> occasion. All must have been interesting conversations, but nobody was 

> talking publicly in the immediate aftermath. 

> 

> Stay tuned. 

End of Forwarded Message 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, June 20, 2003 12:49 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Fw: well, here is a start 
mcswain----rtf.rtf 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@morriscommercial.com> 

> Date: Fri Jun 20, 2003 10:07:10 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: Fw: well, here is a start 

> 

> Burgess, 

> Thad has started an article and I wanted to see what you thought about 

> what he has written so far..I think it’s very good_Let me know, Gary 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Thad Williamson" <thwilliamson@earthlink.net> 
> To: <ghill70@juno.com> 

> Cc: <ghill@morriscommerdal.com> 

> Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 11:52 PM 

> Subject: well, here is a start 

> 

> 

>> hey Gary, 

>> 

>> let me know what you think. It’s just a start, any good ideas or 

>> stories would be great, what would be needed is a lot of good quotes 

>> from as many players as possible...Warren M, one or two from the 

>> current team, etc. 
>> 

>> I’m gone until Monday afternoon, probably will not be able to check 

> email 
>> 

>> later-- 

>> Thad 



Where does the inner most heartbeat of the North Carolina basketball program lie? In the 
spacious Smith Center locker rooms, where Tar Heel players prepare each game night to 
represent a proud tradition, listen to coaches’ enjoinders to get after it at halftime, and then 
exuberantly celebrate victories or quietly absorb painful losses, all before an ever-watchful 
media horde? Or perhaps in the wood-panel intensive head coach’s office, where over the past 17 
years four successive transplanted Kansans have plotted game strategies, badgered potential 
recruits, regaled visiting j ournalists, and counseled and caj oled players? 

Those are two excellent guesses. But a third strong candidate lies not in the Smith Center, 
or even on the university campus, but on the well-shaded front porch of a flat-level house in the 
Briarcliff area of Chapel Hill. That’s where you can find long time basketball team academic 
advisor Burgess McSwain holding court for visitors-visitors who might be anyone from a 
current player or coach, to a former Tar }-][eel from a decade ago, or simply a close t¥iend of the 
program. 

If Dean Smith and the head coaches who follo~ved him represent the public face of 
Carolina basketball, McSwain represents the often unnoticed inner pulse of the program: simply 
put, McSwain and her fellow academic advisors are the people who put the "student" in 
"student-athlete." For over 20 years, McSwain has been there at eve~5" step of the process for 
UNC’s men’s basketball players, from matriculation to graduation: Helping players select 
courses, making sure they stay on track with assignments, helping prepare for exams-in some 
cases (such as Michael Jordan and Vince Carter), encouraging (or if need be, browbeating) her 
charges to get their academic work done so as to be able to earn their college degrees~ 

The principal scheduled interaction between McSwain and the players comes in the form 
of a two hour study hall held each weekday while school is in session (including summer 
school). But McSwain’s devotion extends far beyond that day in and day out commitment, and 
closer into the role of 24/7 counselor: meeting a player coming home from a road trip at 
midnight to help prepare for an upcoming test, or flying (as was the case with Michael Jordan 
during the summer of 1983) out of state to help a player involved with the U.S. national team get 
their work done. 

McSwain is more than just an academic gum, however: she is also a counselor and 
confidante of her players, and, at times, an advocate for them as well. "I don’t work for the head 
basketball coach," McSwain notes. "I work for the players-my responsibility is to help them 
meet their goals, which is getting a degree." [or something like that] 

But how can pl ayers under the time and stress pressures of big-time college basketball, 
and with all the adulation and temptation that goes with being a basketball player in Chapel Hill, 
carve out the time and energy to actually do their academic work? Not by being left to their own 
devices, but by being constantly reminded of their responsibilities. That’s where McSwain comes 
in. 

McSwain has a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks bluntly, tells it like 
it is, and doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to get a player’s attention. But 
underlying that tough sheriff style is an unquestioned concern [Br the well-being of the players 
and appreciation for their needs. In working with players, many of whom have lacked the 
academic background and preparation enjoyed by most Carolina students, McSwain takes a 
realistic attitude towards how long players can be expected to concentrate after a long day of 
class and practice, how much studying they are likely to do, and what kind of students most will 



becomeo At the same time, McSwain is unrelenting in insisting the players do their work-and 
that they can and should gain meaningful knowledge in their college classes. 

That combination of educational commitment and concern and understanding for the 
uni que situation of recruited scholarship athletes has led McSwain to forge lasting, tight 
relationships with countless players (and, not infrequently, their appreciative parents). 

QUOTES HERE 
McSwain has actually tutored athletes at UNC since 1959 when she began working with 

football (?) players for $2 (?) an hour as a graduate (?) student in education (?). The iSrst 
basketball player McSwain worked with was two-sport athlete Charles Waddell in the early 
1970s. In 1982, McSwain took over primary responsibility for overseeing the academic 
performance of the basketball team, after a national championship hangover caused several 
returning players on that team to temporarily lose sight of their academic goals. Although 
McSwain is regularly thanked by outgoing seniors at the annual team banquet, she has 
deliberately stayed out of the limelight, refusing to have her picture published in the annual 
media guide and refusing almost all media requests. McSwain believes that giving too much 
attention to an academic advisor sends the wrong message-when players do the work they are 
supposed to do and earn their degrees, it is above all their own accomplishment-and might 
undermine the academi c cont5 dence of pl ayers. 

Since j oining the basketball program full-time, McSwain has gotten to know the off-court 
personalities of Carolina’s on-court stars about as well as anyone, short of the coaches and the 
players’ parents. McSwain is a vast reposito~~ of information about the inside workings and 
personalities of the program, and can tell stories about former players and their activities that 
would make Dean Smith blush in a heartbeat. When players made mistakes in their academic or 
social lives, McSwain knew about-sometimes before Dean Smith or Bill Guthridge, sometimes 
things that Smith and Guthridge never found out about at all. Dra~ving her cue ti-om the idea that 
her job is to work for the athletes, not the basketball coach, McSwain became someone players 
could talk to in confidence with absolute trust. 

That role was never more important than this past year, when McSwain played an 
instrumental role in holding together a program that was too often splitting at the seams behind 
the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall frustrated or simply bewildered by 
some of the tactics of former coach Matt Doherty, McSwain was there to listen-and to make sure 
that the players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. (McSwain was among those last 
December who talked the team out of a contemplated practice walkout.) 

The challenge of playing a part in guiding a group of young mean through a tumultuous 
season was just one of the challenges McSwain took on this past winter-the other was colon 
cancer. Weakened by chemotherapy sessions in late March, McSwain still found the energy to 
meet ~vith Athletics Director Dick Baddour to discuss the climate in the basketball program in 
Baddour’s end-of-season review and to confirm some of the concerns noted by players. So close 
is the relationship between McSwain and this group of players that Melvin Scott, Rashad 
McCants, and the rest of the Tar Heel team agreed to appear publicly at the press conference 
announcing Doherty’s resignation only when McSwain agreed to stand with them. 

Whatever you think about the events associated with Doherty’s departure, know this: the 
situation almost certainly would have been much messier and much uglier if not for the role of 
behind the scenes people like Burgess McSwain in holding a sinking ship together. 

And whatever you think about the many accomplishments of Carolina basketball on and 
off the court over the last several decades, also know this: it wouldn’t have been possible without 



people like Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, and Roy Williams, but it also wouldn’t have been 
possible without devoted people like Burgess McSwain working tirelessly behind the scenes to 
help make the ideal of a student-athlete and the ideal of a program that cares about players as 
people, not just performers, a reality. 

McSwain will never have an arena named after her, or win a national award for what she 
has done, or get anything near the public recognition which her contributions to Carolina 
basketball merit (though maybe one day, the Athletic Department will see fit to christen a 
Burgess McSwain Academic Study Hall). Her satisfaction in her job has been truly that of the 
teacher’s>ioy in seeing young men push themselx~es and learn more than they thought possible, 
and joy in seeing talented but 18 year olds grow up before her eyes, and gratification in from 
time to time getting a note from a parent of a former player thanking her for her tough but caring 
tutelage. 

[add close depending on what the actual circmnstances are] 
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Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 18, 2003 11:43 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Fw: latest version 

july17--burgess.rtf 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@morriscommercial.com> 

> Date: Fri Jul 18, 2003 11:26:53 AM US/Eastern 

> To: "burgess" <bmcswain@emaiLunc.edu> 

> Subject: Fw: latest version 

> 

> 

Original l~4essage ..... 

> From: "Thad Williamson" <thwilliamson@earthlink.net> 
> To: <ghill@morriscommercialocom> 

> Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2003 5:37 PIVI 

> Subject: latest version 

> 

> 

>> comments welcome...you can see it’s a totally different style than 

>> the first one. 
>> 

>> THad 



Michael Jordan was born to fly, Antawn Jamison was born to rebound, and Phil Ford and 
Raymond Felton were born to play point guard Burgess McS~vain, on the other hand, was born 
to teach. 

"I loved to play school when I was a little girl," recalls McSwain, now in her fifth decade 
of providing tutoring and academic counseling to UNC athletes. "I was always teaching 
somebody something, and didn’t even realize I was doing it." 

That love for teaching eventually led McSwain to cross paths with Jordan, Jamison, Ford 
and Felton----as well as every other Carolina men’s basketball player over the past two decades. 
For a generation, McSwain has been a driving force behind the historically high graduation rate 
at UNC, a figure revered by players (and their parents) yet almost invisible to the general public. 

"She’s just an institution," says recent graduate Will Johnson~ "She is an integral part of 
the program. Anybody that came here and played here or coached here knows Burgess and 
knows how important she is." 

"She’s demanding, she wants us to be in class each and eveD¯ day, and to study when 
we’re not playing ball," adds j unior guard Melvin Scott. "She’s like a morn figure, and to have 
that you’re in college while you’re a~vay from your real parents, you can’t go ~vrong." 

McSwain, a native of Morganton, got her start working with athletes in 1962, when a 
friend suggested that she tutor Carolina football players for $2.00 an hour. McSwain, who 
received an undergraduate degree from UNC and went on to due graduate work in education at 
both UNC and Duke, has seen the evolution of Carolina’s academic advising system for athletes 
from ad hoc tutoring arrangements to a ~vell-staffed, highly professional operation. "It was 
different when I started," notes McSwain. "You could get a football ticket for $2, and you sit in 
the first five ro~vs. All I did was tutor. They didn’t have such a things as academic counselors, 
they just provided tutoring for kids that needed it." 

McSwain enj oyed the teach and continued to work, primarily with the football team, 
throughout the 1960s and 1970s while also teaching history at St. Thomas More School. During 
the 1970s she started tutoring members of the basketball team, working with players such as 
Charles Waddell and Ford. 

In 1982, Waddell, who was running the basketball study hall while earning his master’s 
degree, recommended McSwain to coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge, and McSwain soon 
began working with the basketball team on a full time basis. 

Or more accurately---more than full time. During the season, McSwain expects to be on 
call virtually round-the-clock "Sunday always used to be my hardest day--there ~vas usually no 
practice and no game, and you had to make hay while you could," says McSwain. 

Not infrequently, McSwain met players with pressing academic needs late into the night. 
"I remember in 1987, we played Notre Dame away and Ranzino [Smith] had a biology exam the 
next day," recalls McSwain. "So I watched the game, took a nap, and then went to the Smith 
Center and waited until 2 a.m for them to get back so they could study." 

"She’d work any hours," notes Guthridge. "She’s given so much time----I don’t know how 
else to describe it other than devotion and love of the players and of the basketball program You 
couldn’t pay her by the hour." 

Late-night cramming is often necessary given the players’ hectic schedule, but McSwain 
and the other academic advisors aim to keep players as organized and as cognizant of their 
academic responsibilities as possible. "I make a master calendar at beginning of year showing 



when every class has a test or a paper due, and then who is in that class," says McSwain. "I 
make them all the players turn in all their syllabi; then they each make their own calendars with 
their own dates, and I go through that with them." 

During the year the core of the advising program consi sts of a study hall which meets at 
least two hours a night every "school night"----that is, Sunday through Thursday. During this time, 
players can study on their own or receive individual attention from a rotor. 

McSwain says a pragmatic approach to helping players learn is necessary. "If you’re not 
getting through, if something’s not working, then you have to try something else. I had one kid 
who could only learn if he was in motion, so some times we would drive around and learn, or he 
would come on my swing and study. I had another player who had to learn the all capitals in 
Afi-ica, so he made up a rap song, and learned it that wayo" 

But McSwain blends that pragmatism with several tried-and-true methods. First, players 
are told as sternly as possible as freshmen that they need to be at study hall on timeo Second, 
players are encouraged to review their lecture notes from each class at least once a week. Third, 
McSwain usually begins study hall each evening by asking the players what they learned in their 
classes that day, with a view that talking about the subject material facilitates retentiono "If you 
can get them to review their notes and talk about what they did in class," observes McSwain, 
"that makes all the difference in the world." 

Players say that McSwain takes a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks 
bluntly, doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to get a player’s attention, and lets 
people know where they stand. "She just isn’t scared of anyone," says Johnson. "If you weren’t 
doing what you needed to do, whether you were the star player or sit on the bench she let you 
know it~ She tells it like it is and doesn’t hold anything back, and I think anyone can respect 
that." 

McSwain is well aware of the ~videspread public skeptici sm about how much learning 

athletes at big-time schools takes place, but is fiercely defensive of UNC’s approach. "I tell 
people who ask me about that that it’s not a sham at Carolina," says McSwain. "I can’t say what 

happens a others schools, but at Carolina, while we may spoon-feed them a little bit, they go in 
and take their own exams and write their own papers. We don’t do their work %r them." 

At the same time, McSwain says, she will do anything it takes to help the players learn 
what they need to know."I don’t see how it could be wrong to teach them about the battle of 

Gettysburg, for instance. When you are trying to make them learn the material so that they can 
analyze and spit it back to the professor, there’s not anything wrong with that." 

McSwain credits former head coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge with establishing 

the correct priorities ~vhich allo~ved her to do her job success%llyo "The players al~vays came 
first with me and always came first with Bill and Dean," says McSwain. "With the Carolina 
basketball program, the players came first, and I had 100% support with anything I wanted to do. 
Both of them wanted the players to graduate at all costs-you never know when they might break 
their legs and never be able to play again. If someone really needed to study, they would excuse 
them. Academics came first and practice came second." 

Guthridge says that having a trusted person as an academic tutor was in turn an 
invaluable help to the coaching staff. "It was very important to know that we had Burgess, that 
she knew" the rules, and how devoted she was to the players. She knew what she could do and 
couldn’t do as a tutor, so we had more confidence in her than going hit-or-miss with a tutor here 
or there who might not know the rules.". 

In the past year, McSwain had to confront a challenge of a different sort than helping 



student-athletes prepare for an exam. Last fall, McSwain was diagnosed with cancer and entered 
into chemotherapy. "I cried when I heard the news, I made her upset because I made her c~7," 
recalls Scott. "It was very tough, because she is a big part of our college lives." 

Despite the illness, McSwain did her best maintained her usual level of dedication to the 
players, and played an instrumental role in holding together a program that was too often 
splitting at the seams behind the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall 
frustrated or upset with some of the tactics of former coach Matt Doherty, McSwain was there to 
listen--and to make sure that the players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. 

"When we needed someone to talk to about problems on or off the court, someone you 
could trust, we went to her," says Scott. "If we weren’t sure if you could trust the coaches or 
other people, we could go to her, and know that she was going to tell the troth and have our best 
interests in mind." 

"When she felt good enough to come around, the guys could talk to her-anybody on our 
team can go talk to her about anything, " says Johnson. "I don’t know" what would have happened 
if she hadn’t been here-she’s just unique. Our guys are her life, and she wouldn’t have it any 
other way." 

McSwain’s health reached a low point near the end of the season in mid-March, with 
fi-equent trips to the hospital. Weakened by chemotherapy, McSwain still found the energy to 
meet with Athletics Director Dick Baddour to discuss the climate in the basketball program in 
Baddour’s end-of-season review and to confirm some of the concerns noted by players. 

"She’s my inspiration here. I don’t think anyone at that age would pull through that like 
she did," says Scott."But she lives for us. She felt like she couldn’t leave us, and that’s what I 
respect about her. She loves us l:Br us, not because we can put the ball through the hoop, but for 
US.~’ 

McSwain’s health has improved steadily since the spring, and in July she felt well enough 
to leave Chapel Hill for the first time in nearly a year to attend Antawn Jamison’s wedding in 
Charlotte and re-unite with numerous former players. McSwain says moments such as those 
provide her with the most gratification: 

"Watching them succeed---there’s not enough money in the world that could replace that 
feeling," says McSwain. "It’s a great feeling to see them get an A when they’ve never got one 
before, or when they graduate, or when their mothers find out they’re going to graduate." 

McSwain plans to continue tutoring and teaching with the basketball team as long as her 
health allows. This fall the basketball tutoring operation will undergo a re-organization with the 
arrival of Wayne Walden from the University of Kansas, who worked as an academic adviser for 
15 years under Roy Williams in Lawrence. 

McSwain hopes that the new arrangement will allow her to focus more energy on 
teaching. No one expects that she could relinquish the role of "team mother," however, even if 
she wanted to-and McSwain leaves little doubt that her passion for teaching and its satisfactions 
is as strong as ever. 

"They come in here as little boys at 18 and leave as men," says McSwain of her chargeso 
"That’s the fun thing. And then to see them later doing well in their professions, being a minister, 
or selling pharmaceuticals, or playing pro ball, and then to see their children--those are the 
moments you treasure." 
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Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 21, 2003 8:27 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: the latest--take a look 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Thad Williamson <thwilliamson@earthlink.net> 

Date: Mort Jul 2:1, 2003 03:32::17 PM US/Eastern 

To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
Subject: the latest--take a look 

Hi Burgess, 

here’s the latest version...please take a look and see if you like how 

I handled the part about Matt or if you see anything else that is a 

problem. Once I get the OK from you I will submit it as a first draft 

to the editor 

best, 

Thad 

Michael Jordan was born to fly, Antawn Jamison was born to rebound, 

Phil Ford and Raymond Felton were born to play point guard. 

Burgess McSwain, on the other hand, was born to teach. 

"1 loved to play school when I was a little girl," recalls McSwain, 

now in her fifth decade of providing tutoring and academic counseling 

to UNC athletes. "1 was always teaching somebody something, and didn’t 

realize I was doing it." 

This love of teaching eventually led McSwain to cross paths with 

Jordan, Jamison, Ford and Felton-as well as every other Carolina men’s 

basketball player over the past two decades. For a generation, McSwain 

has been a driving force behind the historically high graduation rate 

at UNC, a figure revered by players (and their parents) yet almost 

invisible to the general public. 

"She’s just an institution," says recent graduate Will Johnson. 

"She is an integral part of the program. Anybody that came here and 

played here or coached here knows Burgess and knows how important she 

"She’s demanding, she wants us to be in class each and every day, and 

to study when we’re not playing ball," adds junior guard Melvin Scott. 

"She’s like a mom figure, and to have that while you’re in college 

when you’re away from your real parents, you can’t go wrong." 

"1 wouldn’t have made it through college without Burgess," says 

former center Kris Lang. "Honestly, I wouldn’t have made it through 

without her-she helped me in every single class. She’s a very smart 



> lady, and she looked out for us a lot." 

>      McSwain, a native of Morganton, got her start working with athletes 

> in the early :1960s, when a friend suggested that she tutor Carolina 

> football players for 52°00 an hour. McSwain, who received an 

> undergraduate degree from UNC and went on to do graduate work in 

> education at both UNC and Duke, has seen the evolution of Carolina’s 
> academic advising system for athletes from ad hoc tutoring 

> arrangements to a well-staffed, highly professional operation° "It was 

> different when I started," notes IVlcSwain. "Anyone could get a football 

> ticket for 52, and sit in the first five rows. All I did was tutor. 
> Carolina didn’t have such a thing as academic counselors, the coaches 

> just provided tutoring for those who that needed it." 

>      McSwain enjoyed the tutoring and continued to assist athletes, 

> primarily the football team, throughout the 1960s and :1970s while also 

> teaching history at St. Thomas IVlore Elementary School and in area 

> public schools. During the :1970s she started tutoring members of the 

> basketball team, working with players such as Charles Waddell and Ford. 

>      In :[982, Waddell, who was running the basketball study hall while 

> earning his master’s degree, recommended McSwain to coaches Dean Smith 

> and Bill Guthridge. McSwain’s soon began working with the basketball 

> team on a full time basis°° 

> Or more accurately, a more than full time. During the season, 

> McSwain expects to be on call virtually round-the-clock. "Sunday 

> always used to be my hardest day--there was usually no practice and no 

> game, and you had to make hay while you could," says McSwain. 

>      Not infrequently, McSwain met players with pressing academic needs 

> late into the night. "1 remember in :[987, we played Notre Dame away 

> and Ranzino [Smith] had a biology exam the next day," recalls McSwain. 

> "So I watched the game, took a nap, and then went to the Smith Center, 

> where I waited until 2 a.m. for them to get back so we could study." 

>      "She’d work any hours," notes Guthridge. "She’s given so much time-q 

> don’t know how else to describe it other than devotion and love of the 
> players and of the basketball program. You couldn’t pay her by the 

> hour." 

> Late-night cramming is often necessary given the players’ hectic 

> schedule. McSwain and the other academic advisors aim to keep players 

> as organized and as aware of their academic responsibilities as 

> possible to keep panic situations to a minimum. "1 make a master 

> calendar at the beginning of the year showing when every class has a 

> test or a paper due, and then who is in that class," says McSwain. 

> make all the players turn in all their syllabi; then they each make 

> their own calendars with their own dates, and I go through those with 

> them." 

> During the year the core of the advising program consists of a study 

> hall which meets for at least two hours a night every "school 

> night"--that is, Sunday through Thursday. During this time, players 

> study on their own or receive individual attention from a tutor. 

>      McSwain says a pragmatic approach to helping players learn is 

> necessary. "If you’re not getting through, if something’s not working, 

> then you try something else. I had one kid who could only learn if he 

> was in motion, so some times we would drive around and learn, or he 
> would come and sit on my swing and study. I had another player who had 

> to learn the all capitals in Africa, so he made up a rap song, and 



> learned it that way." 

>      "Burgess understands the need to make the information accessible and 

> use good examples that they can understand," says Catherine Frank, who 

> has helped tutor basketball players in freshman composition for over a 

> decade. "She knows how to take difficult material and make it relevant 

> to them." 

> But McSwain blends that pragmatism with several tried-and-true 

> methods. First, as freshmen players are told, as sternly as possible, 

> that they must be at study hall on time. Second, players are 

> encouraged to review their lecture notes from each class at least once a week° 

> Third, McSwain usually begins study hall by asking the players what 

> they learned in class that day, on the view that talking about the 

> subject material facilitates retention. "If you can get them to review 

> their notes and talk about what they did in class," observes McSwain, 

> "that makes all the difference in the world." 

> McSwain’s efforts and skills as a teacher have won the respect of 

> numerous UNC faculty members who regularly teach student-athletes. 

> "Most of the administration and faculty have found Burgess’s approach 

> very refreshing in the sense that she does not baby-sit the athletes, 

> but rather she pushes them to respond to the demands of the academic 

> requirements," says Julius Nyang’oro, professor and chair of the 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies. "Burgess has a clear 

> sense of what a teacher needs to do to convey the key concepts that 

> need to be understood.. She is another transmission belt in the 
> teaching process." 

>      Players say that McSwain takes a decidedly old-school approach to 

> her job: she speaks bluntly, doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise 

> when necessary to get a player’s attention, and lets people know where 

> they stand. "She just isn’t scared of anyone," says Johnson. "If you 

> weren’t doing what you needed to do, whether you were the star player 

> or sat on the bench she’d let you know it. She tells it like it is 

> and doesn’t hold anything back, and I think anyone can respect that." 

>      McSwain is well aware of the widespread public skepticism concerning 

> how much learning actually takes place among athletes at big-time 

> schools. She is fiercely defensive of UNC’s approach. "1 tell people 

> who ask me that it’s not a sham at Carolina," says McSwain. "1 can’t 

> say what happens at others schools, but at Carolina, while we may 

> spoon-feed them a little bit, they go in and take their own exams and 

> write their own papers° We don’t do their work for them." 

>      At the same time, McSwain says, she will do anything it takes to help 

> the players learn what they need to knowo"l don’t see how there could 

> be a wrong way to teach them about the battle of Gettysburg, for 

> instance. When you are trying to make them learn the material so that 

> they can analyze it and give it back to the professor, there’s no 

> wrong way to teach.." 

>      McSwain credits former head coaches Dean Smith and Bill Guthridge 

> with establishing the correct priorities which allowed her to do her 

> job successfully. "The players always came first with me and always 

> came first with Bill and Dean," says McSwain. "With the Carolina 

> basketball program, the players came first, and I had 100% support 

> with anything I wanted to do. Both of them wanted the players to 

> graduate at all costs--you never know when they might break their legs 

> and never be able to play again. If someone really needed to study, 



> they would excuse them. Academics came first and practice came second." 

>      Guthridge says that having a trusted person as an academic tutor was 

> in turn an invaluable help to the coaching staff. "It was very 

> important to know that we had Burgess, that she knew the rules, and 

> how devoted she was to the players. She knew what she could do and 

> couldn’t do as a tutor, so we had more confidence in her than going 

> hit-or-miss with a tutor here or there who might not know the rules." 

>      In the past year, McSwain has had to confront a challenge of a 

> different sort than helping student-athletes prepare for exams. In 

> mid-December, McSwain was diagnosed with a potentially 

> life-threatening case of colon cancer and entered into chemotherapy° 

>"1 cried when I heard the news--I made her upset because I made her 

> cry," recalls Melvin Scott° "It was very tough, because she is a big 

> part of our college lives." 

> o     Despite the illness, McSwain did her best to maintain her usual 

> level of dedication to the players, and played an instrumental role in 

> holding together a program that was too often splitting at the seams 

> behind the scenes. When players came from practice to study hall 

> frustrated or upset with some of the tactics of former coach Matt 

> Doherty, McSwain was there to listen-and to make sure that the 

> players didn’t do anything rash, and didn’t fall to pieces. 

>      "When we needed someone to talk to about problems on or off the 

> court, someone you could trust, we went to her," says Scott. "if we 

> weren’t sure if you could trust the coaches or other people, we could 

> go to her, and know that she was going to tell the truth and have our 

> best interests in mind." 

> "When she felt good enough to come around, the guys could talk to 

> her-anybody on our team can go talk to her about anything, " says 

> Johnson. "1 don’t know what would have happened if she hadn’t been 

> here-she’s just unique° Our guys are her life, and she wouldn’t have 

> it any other way." 

>      McSwain’s health reached a low point near the end of the season in 

> late March, with frequent trips to the hospital. Players visited as 

> often as they could, and Doherty, who has stayed in touch with McSwain 

> since his April :~ resignation, asked listeners on his weekly radio 

> show to keep McSwain in their thoughts° 

>      "1 was by her house or visiting in her room at the hospital a lot," 

> says Phil Ford. "I’ve known Burgess for most of my life, and I wanted 

> to try to support her any way I could.° We all know that if it was one 

> of us she’d be there supporting us." 

>      Later that month, still weakened by chemotherapy, McSwain found the 

> energy to comply with a request from Athletics Director Dick Baddour 

> to discuss the climate in the basketball program with him as part of 

> Baddour’s end-of-season review. So close is the relationship between 

> McSwain and the current team that the players consented to attending 

> the press conference announcing Doherty’s resignation only when 

> McSwain agreed to sit with them. 

>      ~’She’s my inspiration here. I don’t think anyone at that age would 

> pull through that like she did," says Scott."But she lives for us. She 

> felt like she couldn’t leave us, and that’s what I respect about her. 

> She loves us for us, not because we can put the ball through the hoop, 

> but for us." 

> McSwain’s health has improved steadily since the spring. After 



> completing a second round of successful chemotherapy in early July, 

> she felt well enough to attend Antawn Jamison’s July 2~2 wedding in 

> Charlotte and re-unite with numerous former players. McSwain says 

> moments such as those provide her with the most gratification: 

>      "Watching them succeed-there’s not enough money in the world that 

> could replace that feeling," says McSwain. "It’s a great feeling to 

> see them get an A when they’ve never got one before, or when they 

> graduate, or when their mothers find out they’re going to graduate.~’ 

>      McSwain plans to continue tutoring and teaching with the basketball 

> team as long as her health allows. This fall the basketball tutoring 

> operation will undergo a re-organization with the arrival of Wayne 

> Walden from the University of Kansas, who worked as an academic 

> adviser for :15 years under Roy Williams in Lawrence. 

>      McSwain hopes that the new arrangement will lighten her 

> administrative load and allow her to focus more energy on teaching. No 

> one expects that she could relinquish the role of "team mother," 

> however, even if she wanted to-and McSwain leaves little doubt that 
> her passion for teaching and its satisfactions is as strong as ever. 

>      "They come in here as little boys at 2~8 and leave as men," says 

> McSwain of her charges. "That’s the fun thing. To see them later doing 

> well in their professions, as a minister, or selling pharmaceuticals, 

> or playing pro ball, and then to see their children-those are the 

> moments you treasure." 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 09, 2003 9:32 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Thought you might like this 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary P Hill Jr." <ghill70@juno.com> 
l)ate: Mon Sep 08, 2003 08:27:29 PM US/Eastern 
To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Thought you might like this 

Looking better ever5, day 
By Mike DeCourcy - SportingNews.com 

in the five months since leaving as the head coach at North Carolina, Matt Doherty has moved to a new" home, 
taken family vacations, searched around for work as a basketball analyst and played a fair amount of golf. And 
every day, he appears more attractive as a head coaching candidate. 

It’s not what Doherty has done lately. It’s what he hasn’t done that others have. His programs at Notre Dame and 
then Carolina had no NCAA compliance issues. He does not drink alcohol, so he never encountered the 
circumstances that felled Iowa State’s Larr57 Eustachy and Alabama football coach Mike Price. Doherty was 
asked to leave Carolina ostensibly because some of the players found him to be mean. 

Thus it is easy to picture his name appearing on just about every athletic director’s short list when the flood of 
Division I jobs begins next spring. 

For many ahletic directors, the goal in the hiring :process has been "winning the press conference" -- getting a 
guy who will excite the local media and make the administration look smart. Now, with all that has happened in 
college sports, it may be more important to hire somebody who won’t cause those in charge to lose their jobs. 

"I’ve stayed, hopefully, on the straight and narro~v," Doherty says. ’Tin no~v an experienced head coach at 41~ 
I’ve ~von some games. I do believe I could add great value to a program Hopefi~lly, an athletic director can see 

that." 

Doherty spent a few day, s last month at a coaches’ retreat in Los Angeles. There, he listened to speeches from 
Jim Boeheim of Syracuse, Ben Howl and ofUCLA and Eric Musselman of the Golden State Warriors. Doherty 
also met some athletic directors and increasingly influential headhunters. He had wanted to attend this event in 
previous years, but there never ~vas time -- the week of the retreat had always been a family vacation time~ "I’ve 
had plenty of family vacations this year," Doherty says. 

He has moved to Charlotte, where he has friends from a previous stay and his wife’s family is nearby. Doherty 
was pleasantly surprised when some of his new neighbors, immune to Carolina fever, asked him what he does 
for a living. 

Doher~ plans to take some business courses and hopes to do some TV work. But he definitely figures he’ll 
return to coaching next season. 



When Doherty arrived at North Carolina in 2000 after one year at Notre Dame, the program was a mess. 
What Dean Smith had built was crumbling. The roster was overloaded with players who were better 
suited for mid-major programs. Doherty got the best out of’the few talents: Brendan Haywood and Joseph 
Forte, as well as football players JUlius Peppers and Ronald Cuny. The 2000-01 team was ranked No. 1 in early 
Februa~7 and shared the ACC regular-season title with eventual national champion Duke. In three of his four 
years combined at Notre Dame and North Carolina, Doherty’s teams improved on the record from the previous 
season. 

When this year’s Tar Heels storm into the top 10 and flirt with the Final Four, new coach Roy Williams will be 
presiding. Williams’ genius for coaching offense will make them better, probably better than they would have 
been under the previous staff. But there also is plenty of talent. Doherty and his staff recruited evexy Tar Heel 
who will contribute this winter. 

There’s little doubt the coaching change will be cited as the catalyst for North Carolina’s improvement as this 
season develops. Doherty will have to live with that, but he also will know the part he played in the resurgence. 

And not long after it’s over, he should have a new team to coach. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 09, 2003 1:36 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Your bio 

Burgess Murphy McSwain, a Morganton, North Carolina native began her career in Carolina athletics by 
tutoring student athletes while at the University. Four decades later she is still tutoring Carolina student athletes. 
The last twenty odd years Burgess has been associated mainly with Carolina basketball. Her official title is 
Associate Director of the Academic Support Center. Burgess lives with her widowed tether, Daniel Murphy and 
her two Clavier King Charles Spaniels, Brandy Nan and Lillie Langt~. 

Begin fBrwarded message: 

From: Matt Bo~vers <mbowers@mail .uncaa.unc.edu> 
loire: Tue Sep 09, 2003 110:511:39 AM US/Eastern 
T(~: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your bio 

Burgess: 

really need to flesh out your bio. Yours will be positioned between Marc’s and Wayne’s on a page, and both 
of ~heirs are significantly longer than yours. 

Below is Marc’s, and I’ll send you what’s in Wayne’s bio when I get it. Will you please provide me with some 
more information on your education, etc.? 

Thanks for your help. 
-mb 

Marc Davis is the head trainer for the University of North Carolina men’s basketball team, a position he has 
held since the 1977-78 season. 
Davi s received his Bachelor of Science degree in physical therapy from the University, of North Carolina in 
1974. After graduating from Carolina, he worked as a physical therapist at Danville Memorial Hospital in 
Danville, Va., from October of 1974 to May of 1975. He began his current tenure on the sports medicine staff 
at Carolina in July of 1975. 
The 52-year-old Davis, a native ofWihnington, N.C., and alumnus of New Hanover High School, is a member 
of the American Physical Therapy Association and the National Athletic Trainers Association. 
He was the recipient of the award for the outstanding physical therapist of the year ~:Br 1998 by the North 
Carolina Physical Therapy Association. 
Davis’ duties at Carolina consist of providing physical therapy and athletic training services to Carolina athletic 
teams. In addition to the men’s basketball team, he also works closely with the football team and he serves as 
head trainer for the men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams. 
He also provides similar services to members of the general student body who are recommended to him by 
Student Health Service physicians. Davis also works with the basketball coaching staffto coordinate team 
travel. 
Davis is married to the former Paula Gee. They have a 14-year-old daughter, irma Consuelo. 



Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Comnmnications 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9119) 962-2123/1376 
(9 ] 9) 962-06 ] 2 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 10, 2003 1:58 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begi n for~varded m essage: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on:i scomm ercial.com > 
Date: Wed Sep 10, 2003 10:58,:38 AM USi~astern 
To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Ouietl,/, ~, heels Turning At UNC For (Jontroverslal Baddour Extension 
By Dave Glenn, ACCSports.com 
September 8, 2003 

CHAPEL HILL ~ John Bunting may be facing a tough third year as UNCles football coach, but another big 
question in Tar Heel Country these days is whether athletic director Dick Baddour will be back after his 
contract runs out next June. 

If such a decision were let:~ up to the rank-and-file Carolina fans, Baddour would have no chance of getting an 
extension. His popularity outside the university community remains low, despite the fuzzy feelings that 
surrounded the recent hiring of Roy Williams to take over the troubled UNC basketball program. Some 
important boosters were outraged at the ADds handling of the Carl Torbush disaster, the Matt Doherty 
embarrassment and other recent events, and Baddour remains a popular target of criticism on sports-talk radio 
and internet message boards. When he was introduced during a ceremony at a football game in Kenan Stadium 
this season, he was summarily booed. 

importantly, however, Baddour continues to get wide-ranging support from the people who matter most: UNC 
chancellor James Moeser, many Board of "Frustees members, even the difficult-to-please Carolina faculty. 

Under similar circumstances ~--~ heavy high-level support for an AD whose accomplishments may not outweigh 
his mistakes, and whose name and influence are barely heard or felt outside the Triangle ~ Duke very quietly 
gave Joe Alleva a five-year extension earlier this year, without even a word of public discussion or debate. 
(Could that possibly happen at any other school in the ACC?) Alleva~s critics point out the sad state of the 
Blue Devils~l football and baseball programs, among other things, but university decision-makers apparently 
were pleased with his performance since his hiring in 11998. 

A re UNC off] ci al s h oping for the same hush-hush scenafi o to unfold b ehi nd th e scenes in Ch apel Hi ll, or are 
they simply unaware of, isolated from or disinterested toward the dissenting opinions of Baddour that come 
from so many long-time supporters? 

A 37-year employee of the state university system who already is eligible for the maximum lifetime pension, 
Baddour appeared on his way to retirement during the turbulent Doherty days and, particularly, after the 
botched firing of the three-year basketball coach. Sources said he even offered to resign at one point fbllowing 
the Doherty debacle, which temporarily cast the proud Carolina program as a national laughingstock. 

But two subsequent events seemingly have renewed Baddour, who recently said he still enjoys his work and 



isn,t yet ready to retire, and reports are circulating in Chapel Hill that Moeser is prepared to recommend a 
contract extension for the 59-year-old AD to the Board of Trustees. 

[I think he,ll get approval and will be back for three more yearso Dick has a lot of support in certain circles,,, 
said one UNC administrator, referring to Moesel~s unflagging and sometimes curious praise of his athletic 
director. 

[I still enjoy my job, I still see many challenges in my job and I still enjoy working for this great university,-" 
Baddour said [I~m not one of those people who wakes up every day dreaming of a retirement where I~m 
playing golf or doing something else many people associate with retirement~ I like where I am right now.-, 

The first event that buoyed, and perhaps saved, Baddour was the hiring of Williams. While insiders insist that 
former UNC coach Dean Smith spent most of the time coaxing Williams to take the j ob he turned down three 
years ago, Baddour correctly has been credited with giving Williams enough time to wean himself away from 
Kansas. 

[Dick knew he had to get Roy, or he would have been gone the next day,,, one trustee said. [No one would 
have had to tell him to move out of his office. He would have done it on his own.,~ 

So Baddour rolled the dice by waiting on Williams, the UNC alum, whom he has known for more than 30 
years. Even though Baddour and Smith wanted beloved former player Phil Ford back on the coaching staff, they 
did not make that a condition of Williams~ hiring because they were ati-aid he wouldn~{t take the job under 
those terms. 

The second thing that raised Baddoul~s stock in some circles was how he and Moeser stood up to the ACC 
expansionists. Wanting to sustain the universityl~s [culture,, :-~ which may be a code word for basketball :-~ 
Baddour and Moeser reverted to their original no "~,ote and, together with Duke and Virginia, blocked the 
ACC~s original plan to take Miami, Boston College and Syracuse into the league. 

Tha gave them brownie points with those alumni who always want what basketball wants and enhanced 
Baddour~s and Moeser~s standing with the dissenting faculty senate, which saw the league~s oft-criticized 
expansion el’forts as an example of the unsightly money-rules-all approach to college athletics. The Board of 
Trustees even passed a resolution specifically commending Baddour and Moeser for the manner in which they 
represented UNC throughout the expansion processo 

Ironically, though, the blocking of BC and Syracuse led directly to the conference taking Virginia Tech, a good 
school with a strong football program but not a desirable candidate according to any of the financial proj ections. 
That scenario actually was far worse for Carolina, s long-term football prospects ~-~ would you rather recruit 
against a next-door neighbor that~s jumping to a revitalized ACC or stuck in a watered-down Big East? :--, and 
probably will mean less TV money, as well, for all of the schools. 

At best, the UNC alumni and fan bases are largely split over Baddour, who is considered a highly competent 
administrator and detail man but not a strong, forceful leader with a visiona~ plan for the future. Basically, 
he~s viewed as a good No. 2 guy, which he was while handling compliance and operations for 11 years under 
John Swofford. Nobody with a clue on either side of the discussion questions Baddour~s intentions, 
intelligence, dedication, integrity or love for the university. 

Baddour~s supporters say he has made all of the tough personnel decisions, balanced the department, s budget 
for five straight years, maintained the strong Olympic sports programs and stabilized football and basketball 
with two popular alum coaches who appear to be solidly in his corner. As a trained political animal (his brother 
Phil was in the state legislature for years), he also knows how to appease faculty leaders and certain Rams Club 
heavies. 



Baddou~{~s detractors pull out a much longer list: 

He let Mack Brown get away to Texas in December 1997 without much of a fight, reportedly while making the 
infamous statement that [football will never be as big as basketball,, at UNC. Baddour denies some aspects of 
BrownWs version of the coachWs departure, including that particular statement. 

When B addour couldn~ hold fbrmer Georgi a coach Jim Donnan to hi s word to take the j ob, he hired 
uninspiring defensive coordinator Carl Torbush the next day to lead a top-five program that went straight 
downhill. 

He relied on Smith,s assurances that Williams was coming in 2000 and did not have an adequate Plan B when 
Williams remained at Kansas. He then hired the inexperienced Doherty without f~Aly checking him out. 

He allowed Doherty to bring his own staff from Notre Dame and then didn,t oversee the second-year coach 
closely enough during his first two years, when Doherty was alienating players, parents, alumni and support 
personnel~ 

He fired, re-hired and fired Torbush again in another ugly public incident. Then he nearly hired no-name Gau 
Darndl from Western Michigan to succeed Torbush after Virginia Tech~s Frank Beamer reneged on his 
commitment to come, but ultimately was influenced by a contingent of former players who favored Bunting. 

He and Moeser embarrassed themselves and the university with how the Doherty decision, albeit necessau, was 
handled, culminating with an evasive public press conference that perpetuated the perception of weak 
leadership at Carolina. 
Now, after seven years as the athletic director, Baddour would like to stay on for another term, which his track 
record does not appear to warrant. Did one marquee hiring undo all of the problems that have occurred under 
his watch? When the time comes, can he deliver an infBrmed and objective evaluation of the struggling football 
program? 

Since hiring Williams, Baddour has been under less pressure with fans and, especially, the many donors who 
once wanted his head. Basketball clearly is back in good hands, and to many of those long-time disciples of 
Smith~ that, s all that really counts at Carolina. 

Baddour is personally popular with many influential people who know he has dedicated an adult life. of service 
to his alma mater and, at this point, would rather let him stay on than have another m~ior UNC athletic figure 
shown the door. 

Thus, at the core of the Baddour debate is the timing 

With Williams back and Bunting still garnering solid support, this would seem to be the perfect scenario for a 
retirement with honor. The university could make a solid case for his having done a good job during a tough, 
transitional period in UNC athletics. He could step down gracefully, with a six-figure income for the rest of his 
life. 

No one would get fired No one would get smeared in the media. There wouldn~k be another year of negative 



speculation overshadowing the program. Even some of Baddou~s strongest supporters and closest fliends 
donWt argue with the notion that it is a perfect time for a change. 

For its next athletic director, UNC could seek new blood and a new perspective on how to deal with 28 sports 
operated on too little money. Carolina could look for a person with more stature and power in college athletics 
who can fight for its slice of the ACC~{s new 11- or 12-piece pie over the next 10 years, a person who can bring 
consensus to a divided following 

An extension for Baddour would do little to unifY/the fr~actured C~rolina constituency and rebuild U~vCEs 
eroded national image. Instead, it likely would l~ad onb to more ~ ears of speculation over how long he,ll be in 
the job and who his successor will be. 

In the end, of course, that doesn~t mean it won,t happen. 

Mi ami, Tech Lift Graduati on Rates 

GREENSBORO ~ The ACC~s members-to-be, Miami and Virginia Tech, may not help the league~s 
basketball record, but, according to the latest NCAA records, they will improve the graduation rates. 

In football, the sport that enabled them to gain votes from seven of the nine present league members ~-~ North 
Carolina and Duke voted no ~ the two national powers were both ahead of the national average for the class that 
matriculated in the fall of 1996. They were slightly below the four-class graduation average, which generally is 
a better indicator because it takes into account a much larger sample of 
student-athletes. 

If there was a surprise in the new numbers, it was that North Carolina had the worst graduation record in 
football for the entering class of 1996-97, which finished the NCAA~s six-year window this spring. 

Duke, Virginia and Wake Forest had the highest graduation rates of the student body, for both the 1996-97 
group and the four-class total. The percentages do not vary at any of those schools, where the Blue Devils 
graduated 93 percent, Virginia 92 percent and Wake Forest 87 percent. Among all student-athletes, Duke 
graduated 89 percent over four classes, UVa 81 percent and Wake Forest 76 percent. 

It is in this area that !~C, for years a regular in the NCAAWs 70-percent club in football, looked the worst. The 
Tar Heels were fourth-highest in the student body with 80 percent graduates, but they were at only 64 percent 
for athletes from that 1996-97 class. One reason for the precipitous decline was because a woeful 35 percent of 
the players signed by Mack Brown in 1996 got their degrees. That was the worst record for UNC since the 
NCAA began keeping graduation records. 

Brown, of course, lef~ %r Texas after the 1997 football season, and he was followed by Carl Torbush and now 
John Bunting Not surprisingly, a lot of players l ef~ for a variety.¯ of reasons, leading to a graduation rate that 
looked as if it belonged in the SEC. Carolina athletic director Dick Baddour agreed the numbers were 
disappointing but insisted they did not represent any trend. 

Over the four-class period, Ii~ i(2 graduated 53 percent in football, two points ahead of the overall NCAA 
average. In men~s basketball, where year after year Dean Smith graduated virtually everybody (including 
managers, which he counted in his own statistics), the Tar Heels had a 55 percent mark 

N.C. State, which often hid in academic embarrassment when Jim Valvano coached basketball and a variety of 
people headed the football program, showed an improvement in the most recent NCAA numbers. In football, 
though, State,s graduation rate of 44 percent for the 1996-97 class was the second-worst in the ACC and well 
bel ow that of Miami and Virginia Tech. 



StateWs four-class mark in football of 47 percent not only was below the national average of 51 but ahead of 
only Georgia Tech (39 percent) in the conference. The Wolfpack did improve in basketball, ~vhere Herb Sendek 
coached Les RobinsonWs recruits (75 percent), but that raised the four-class mark to only 44 percent. Still, that 
was higher than Georgia Tech (27 percent), Ma~land (27), Clemson (29) and Florida State (33). The national 
a~,~erage in men~s basketball for that period was 36 percent. 

Miami and Virginia Tech actually looked ve~, good against the ACC numbers. The Hurricanes graduated 65 
percent of their students and 51 percent of the athl etes in the 1996-97 entering cl ass. The Hokies had an overall 
graduation rate of 74 percent fBr the same year and 70 percent of all athletes. 

In football, Miami graduated 55 percent of the 1996-97 crop, which beat only Mary~land (53), State and UNC. 
The national a’~,erage on the gridiron was 54 percent for that year. In the four-class numbers, the Miami average 
was 53 percent, two points abo’~,e the national norm. That tied UNC and Clemson and was ahead of Ma@and 
(50), Florida State (49), N.C State and Georgia Tech. 

At Virginia Tech, football graduated 63 percent of the 1996-97 class and 49 percent over four classes, leaving 
the Hokies in the middle of the pack in both categories. Miami, at 78 percent for tour classes, actually had the 
best graduation rate of all these schools in basketball, while Virginia Techl~s 63 percent would have placed it 
third, behind the Hurricanes and Duke. 

While the ACC presidents and chancellors recruited Miami and Virginia Tech to help football and perhaps lead 
to a league championship game, they brought in schools with better than as;erage marks academically. 

That~s an area where North Carolina used to excel but has slumped badly, and where State has improved from 
awful to mediocre. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 16, 2003 11:15 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: hey Burgess-<ouple of questions 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Thad Williamson <thwilliamson@earthlink.net> 

Date: Wed Oct ::[5, 2003 03::18:22 PM US/Eastern 

To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
Subject: hey Burgess--couple of questions 

Hi Burgess, 

Great seeing you over the weekend--thanks so much for coming to the 

talk especially. 

Just had a couple of questions related to the CHN article and another 

possibility. The editor said that you had met with a photographer last 

week, and that he hoped to get a picture of you with a couple of 

players at media day-are you going to be around for that? That sounds 

like a great idea to me if you will not already be in Michigan. Once 

they get a good picture they are ready to go. 

Second, I’m going to re-write the end of the article to reflect the 

latest health news-I will send you a copy of that when it’s ready to 

make sure it’s accurate. 

Third, and feel free to say no to this, my editor at Inside Carolina 

wants me to write a 2nd article/column focused on you for the print 

version of the magazine (not for the Internet), to come out in 

December. It would be a different kind of article and shorter than the 
CHN piece, and of course I’d let you see it and make sure it’s okay. I 

said it would depend on whether you approved or not. Whatever you 

think is best is fine with me, just let me know. (the editor wants to 

know pretty soon so he can plan.) 

Thanks and take care-- 

Thad 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 17, 2003 9:04 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: FW: <no subject> 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mailouncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu Oct 16, 2003 01:48:05 PM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu>, Adam Lucas <alucas@tarheelmonthly.com> 
Subject: FW: <no subject> 

We Interrupt This Program 

By Jeff Bradley 

ESPN The Magazine 

Sunday~ October 12 

Updated: October 12 
2:24 PM ET 

Matt Doherty call s them "kids." 

It’s not a rip or even a subtle dig. It’s simply coach-speak, as in, "Our kids played hard tonight" or "I’m proud of 
our ki ds" or "Remember, they’re just ki ds." Yet coming out of Doherty’s mouth now, it sounds different. "I love 
all those kids," he says. "And I’m looking forward to watching them play this year. Really, they’re all good kids. 
I’d like to leave it at that." 

Again, there is no sarcasm in Doherty’s words. Irony’? Maybe. Because there is reason to believe these "kids" -- 
especially the talented sophomore trio of Sean May, Rashad McCants and Raymond Felton -- were man enough 
to get Doherty fired last spring. Fairly or not, they are perceived by Doherty loyalists as the inmates who ran the 
asylum. Fairly or not, they’re the saboteurs who wiped out the last vestiges of the "old" North Carolina, Dean 
Smith’s program. 

The kids insist that’s not how it went down. Felton even says he feels sorry for Doherty. But they also say it 
doesn’t matter anymore. Midnight Madness is here again, and it’s time to regroup with touchy-feely new coach 
Roy Williams. "Some harsh things have been said about Carolina over the past two years," Williams says. "And 
the bitter, public way Matt’s time ended here didn’t help. i don’t want to dwell on it, but I also have to 
understand these players are vulnerable. We need to restore a feeling that everyone is pulling together." 

In a world of student websites and alumni e-mail lists, where scuttlebutt gets out faster than a frat boy can suck 
beer through a funnel, that’s a tall order. Fair or not, these kids have been branded as malcontents. And the label 
will stick until they prove that what they were man enough to tear down, they are now man enough to rebuild. 

TF~Y USED to flaunt "different" around here. Played it up big that Tar Heel hoops was as much about 



teamwork and hustle and sportsmanship as it was about winning. This is the place where Smith would grab a 
microphone at the scorer’s table and tell students to stop waving their arms behind the backboard, because "We 
don’t do that." This is the place where Michael Jordan would go the length of the court for another of those 
tongue-out, rock-the-baby, spread-the-I egs-and-fly j ams, then diligently poi nt to the teamm ate who di shed him 
the ball some 94 feet earlier, as if to say, "Great look, man." The next week, Smith would highlight MJ’s gesture 
-- not the dunk -- on his TV show. 

Was it contrived, even disingenuous at times? Was it ever. But this was Carolina basketball, free of controversy, 
free of dissension, free of histrionics. No one around here could have imagined it ever being any other wayo 
Carolina ~vas different. 

Then the Tar Heels started losing. ’After 31 consecutive seasons of 20-plus wins and 27 consecutive trips to the 
NCAA Tourney -- including nine Final Fours and two national titles -- all it took was 36 losses in two seasons 
to reveal that, deep down, North Carolina was just like every other hoops-crazy school. You can take all those 
cute touchstones and stuff’era if you can’t hang with State, Wake and ..~ well, let’s not talk about dad-gum 
Duke. 

it is so easy now to pinpoint the date that UNC stopped being different. On July 11, 2000, the Tar Heels hired 
Doherty to replace Bill Guthridge, the longtime assistant who coached the team to two Final Fours in the first 
three years after Smith retired. Everyone knew Carolina turned to Doherty because he was family: a four-year 
letterman and a key player on Smith’s ’82 title team. Everyone also knew he wasn’t the first choice. He got the 
job only after Williams, the man everyone assmned ~vas next in line, decided he loved his Kansas players too 
much. 

It is so easy now to find fault with the choice. Doherty was way too green: he’d been a headman for all of one 
year, at Notre Dame. He was a sideline screamer, an emotional wreck, a guy who couldn’t relate to today’s 
players. He was nafve, even stupid, for replacing all of the assistant coaches and office staff who were linked to 
Smith. 

But it is also so easy now to forget that Doherty was the AP National Coach of the Year in 2001, his first year in 
Chapel Hill, as the Tar Heels went 26 !! 7, knocking off Duke at Cameron and finishing tied for first in the ACC. 
As for his sideline antics, his foul tongue that could be heard in the Dean Dome’s expensive seats, his weeping 
after a home win against Wake Forest? Well, back then it was called refreshing, a nice change from the staid old 
regime. Different even~ 

JAWAD WILLIAMS laughs and says, "Honestly? I didn’t think last year was that bad." Williams is a junior, a 
member of the group the Carolina faithful refer to as "the lost class," because of the way last year’s freshmen 
immediately stepped over them. He’s heard what May and McCants have said about how bad it was under 
Doherty, how the coach never stopped berating them over every little thing, how terrible a place Chapel Mill 
had become. Stuff like ... 

"I was so unhappy," May says. "There was so nmch hatred in our locker room. It was like Coach Doherty had a 
split personality, i love the man offthe court. He’s a great person. But it was hard to play for him. It’s not like he 
treated us like animals, but there’s a line of respect he crossed. If I’d known he was going to be that type of 
coach, I’d never have come here." 

And from McCants: "You don’t come to Carolina and think you’re going to go through hello The worst thing 
was having a meeting with Coach eve~3~ day about my personality. Coach would talk about how he didn’t think 
my teammates liked me because I don’t smile enough. Stop being yourself, that’s basically what he was saying 
That bothered me." 

So what does Jawad the elder statesman say? "I_,ast season was nothing. Those guys should ha~,’e been here %r 8 



He’s fight. Things actually began to unravel during Doherty’s second season After getting to lead the likes of 
Vince Carter, Antawn Jamison, Brendan Haywood and Joseph Forte, Guthridge had handed Doherty the keys to 
a car running dangerously low on gas. When Forte decided to take his game to the NBA after his sophomore 
season in 2001, the handwriting was on the wall. But even the writing didn’t say 8 -- 20, with home losses to 
setups like Hampton and Davidson and an embarrassing one-point win over Binghamton, also at home. 
Grumbling became booing, and booing became empty seats. Doherty knew what had to be done. He had to 
sign the kind of high school players who could step in and win ~Jght now. He got three: Felton, a smooth 6’1" 
point guard from South Carolina who’d bled Tar Heel blue hi s whol e life; McCants, an athl etic 6’4" scorer from 
Asheville; and May, the 6’9", 260-pound son of former Hoosiers great Scott May. 

"My dad wanted me to go to Texas Tech, to play for Coach Knight," says May, who grew up in Bloomington. 
"But Coach Doherty made a big impression on me. When I got down here, I said to some of the guys, ’Coach 
Doherty is the reason I’m here. He’s awesome.’ And they said, ’Just you wait and see.’ Turns out the coach was 
not the same guy who recruited me." 

Early success masked the brewing turmoil. The young Heels won their first five games and took the preseason 
NIT crown by beating Kansas and Stanford. But Doherty was riding his freshmen hard -- McCants about his 
defense and moodiness, May about his eating habits and shooting. "He told me I’ll never be as good a shooter as 
my dad, which I probably won’t," May says. "He’d say, ’I should’ve taken Wayne Simien [of Kansas] instead of 
you.’ I know he was trying to break me down to build me tap, but with me, all that does is make me wor~" more. 
i started thinking, ’There’s no way I can play for him.’" 

The coach did make one positive comment to the kid, which proved to be prophetic. "The one guy we can’t 
afford to get hurt is you," May recalls Doherty telling him last fail. Two days after Christmas, in the middle of a 
65-56 loss to Iona, May broke his left foot -- and with it went the promise of a turnaround season. After that, the 
only thing in Chapel Hill that piled up quicker than ACC losses were rumors about the growing rif~ between 
Doherty and his players. Not even a win over Duke to finish the regular season could get the Heels invited to 
the Dance. And even that momentax5" success was overshadowed by Doherty’s involvement in an on-court 
shouting match with Blue Devils assistant Chris Collins. "Fiery" and "refreshing" were now "anger 

Issues. management" - "" 

By the time !~C bowed out of the NIT, losing at home to Georgetown in the third round, the media had the 
Dean Dome on stakeout. One by one, players were called in to meet with athletic director Dick Baddouro "You’d 
get out of your car, and a reporter would jump out from his and start asking questions," May remembers. "It was 
a circus." The rumor was that there would be mass transfers if Doherty stayed. In a matter of days, Baddour 
announced that the coach had resigned, emphasizing it was "not a result of the number of wins and losses." That 
only fueled speculation that the players had run their coach out of town. 

The three sophomores say it’s not that simple. May insists, "I know I did not get him fired." McCants says, 
"Coach and I didn’t see eye to eye from the first practice on, but I would have come back and played for him, no 
problem." And Felton? By most accounts he’s never said a cross word about anyone and was only lumped in 
because he happened to be part of Doherty’s penultimate recruiting class. "It takes a lot before I’m like, ’Man, 
I’m tired of this.’ I was happy when Coach Doherty was here." 

ROY WILLIAMS has his own version: "If Sean May doesn’t get hurt, Carolina makes the Tournament and I’m 
still in Lawrence." instead, he’s sitting in his Chapel Hill office, messages piled four inches high on his desk. 
The coach apologizes for the bags under his eyes; he’s slept six hours in the past four days. "Recruiting four 
states," he offers in explanation. He clearly doesn’t yet feel comfortable in this chair, and it’s for a variety of 
reasons, none having to do with the ~:act that some players he wanted have committed elsewhere. 



Coach Smith, who still has an oflqce downstairs, has asked Williams repeatedly if he’s happy to be back at 
Carolina, where he was a Smith assistant for 10 years. "I’m not sure I’ll ever be able to use that terminology, 
’happy,’" Williams says. "Leaving Kansas was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do. If I’d known how difficult it 
was going to be to tell my team and the recruits, I don’t think I would have done ito" 

Williams has always worn his heart on his sleeve, and he has often been mocked for it. But his soft touch is 
exactly what the North Carolina family needs now. He’s reached out to Doherty, who served as one of his KU 
assistants for seven years and is hoping to do TV work this fall. "I care about him deeply," Williams says. He’s 
met just a few times with the players, to let them air out feelings and to tell them they begin with a clean slate, 
but that’s been enough to soothe some lingering wounds. "He’s upfront and honest and calm," says McCants. 
"We need that." Adds Felton, "People are a lot happier around here." 

At 10 p.m. on Oct. 117, the new coach will host Late Night With Roy Williams Think of it as a re]launch for this 
storied program. And then the real rebuilding begins. "When I walk out on that court, I’m going to tD, to 
understand that they haven’t trusted people as much as they should," he says of his team. "I coach by 
encouragement. When I get on them, I want it to be useful. I sense that these players are hungry, not just to win, 
but to f~el good about themselves. 

"The love of Carolina basketball is still there. It’s the respect that needs to be restored. I mean, we can hug each 
other and tell everyone how much we love each other, but the bottom line is we have to win." 

There’s one tradition Williams has ah-eady brought back: Carolina Basketball Family Reunions. In campus 
pickup games this summer, the new guard and the old guard tore up the Dean Dome. The moment wasn’t lost on 
"~he kids. "Last year, hardly any of the guys came back to play," May says. "This year, Kenny Smith, Sam 
Perkins, Rick Fox, Rasheed Wallace and Antawn Jamison showed up. It makes you feel so much better to be 
here. For me, it was a sign. We’re ready to hang some banners, ready to be Carolina again." 

Ready for something different. 

article appear, s" in the Oct. 2 7 ixsue of E£)~r Tl~e ~Wagazine . 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 30, 2003 11:34 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: the article for the December issue-draft 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Thad Williamson <thwilliamson@earthlink.net> 

> Date: Thu Oct 30, 2003 03::1:1:29 AM US/Eastern 

> To: bmcswain@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: the article for the December issue--draft 

> 

> Hi Burgess, 

> 

> This is a draft of the other article for Inside Carolina...they go 

> into production real early for the Dec. issue, so it has to be ready a 

> month ahead of time. Anyway, it’s a little different from the Chapel 

> Hill News piece, shorter mainly and less quotes, but when you get time 

> let me know if it is okay by you. 

> 

> thanks-- 

> Thad 
> 

> Where does the inner most heartbeat of the North Carolina basketball 
> program lie? In the spacious Smith Center locker rooms, where Tar Heel 

> players prepare each game night to represent a proud tradition, listen 

> to coaches’ enjoinders to get after it at halftime, and then 

> exuberantly celebrate victories or quiethi absorb painful losses, all 

> before an ever-watchful media horde? Or perhaps in the wood-panel 

> intensive head coach’s office, where over the past :17 years four 

> successive transplanted Kansans have plotted game strategies, badgered 

> potential recruits, regaled visiting journalists, and counseled and 

> cajoled players? 

>      Those are two excellent guesses. But a third strong candidate lies 

> not in the Smith Center, or even on the university campus, but on the 

> well-shaded front porch of a flat-level home in the Briarcliff area of 

> Chapel Hill. That’s where you can find long time basketball team 

> academic advisor Burgess McSwain holding court for visitors-visitors 

> who might be anyone from a current player or coach, to a former Tar 

> Heel from a decade ago, to a close friend of the program. 

>      If Dean Smith and the head coaches who followed him represent the 

> public face of Carolina basketball, McSwain represents the often 

> unnoticed inner pulse of the program: simply put, McSwain and her 

> fellow academic advisors are the people who put the "student" in 

> "student-athlete." For over 20 years, McSwain has been there at every 

> step of the process for UNC’s men’s basketball players, from 

> matriculation to graduation: Helping players select courses, making 



> sure they stay on track with assignments, helping prepare for exams-in 

> some cases (such as Michael Jordan and Vince Carter), encouraging (or 

> if need be, browbeating) her charges to get their academic work done 

> so as to be able to earn their college degrees. 

>      McSwain is more than just an academic guru, however: she is also a 

> counselor and confidante of her players, and, at times, an advocate 

> for them as well. ’~A lot of guys on our team are dependent on Burgess," 

> notes recent graduate Will Johnson° "She tells it like it is and lets 

> you know where you stand, and I think anyone can respect that." 

>      How can players under the time and stress pressures of big-time 

> college basketball, and with all the adulation and temptation that 

> goes with being a basketball player in Chapel Hill, carve out the time 

> and energy to actually do their academic work? Not by being left to 

> their own devices, but by being constantly reminded of their 

> responsibilities. That’s where McSwain and her fellow academic 

> advsiers come in. 

> McSwain has a decidedly old-school approach to her job: she speaks 

> bluntly and doesn’t hesitate to cajole or chastise when necessary to 

> get a player’s attention. E~ut underlying that tough sheriff style is 

> an unquestioned concern for the well-being of the players and 

> appreciation for their needs. In working with players, many of whom 

> have lacked the academic background and preparation enjoyed by most 

> Carolina students, McSwain takes a realistic attitude towards how long 

> players can be expected to concentrate after a long day of class and 

> practice, how much studying they are likely to do, and what kind of 

> students most will become. At the same time, McSwain is unrelenting in 

> insisting the players do their work-and that they can and should gain 

> meaningful knowledge in their college classes° 

>      McSwain credits Dean Smith and I~ill Guthridge for taking the academic 

> part of the program seriously. "Academics came first. If someone 

> really needed to study, they would excuse them from practice," 

> says McSwain. "Academics came first and practice came second-that was 

> the Carolina way° In fact I’m the one that got them back practicing 

> during exam time because I thought it helped them to do something else 

> besides studying°" 

>      McSwain has actually tutored athletes at UNC since the early 1960s 

> when she began working with football players for $2 an hour as a 

> graduate (student in education. In ~[982, McSwain took over primary 

> responsibility for overseeing the academic performance of the 

> basketball team. 

> Since joining the basketball program full-time, McSwain has gotten to 

> know the off-court personalities of Carolina’s on-court stars about as 

> well as anyone, short of the coaches and the players’ parents. 

> McSwain is a vast repository of information about the inside workings 

> and personalities of the program, and can tell stories about former 

> players and their activities that would make Dean Smith blush in a 

> heartbeat. When players made mistakes in their academic or social 

> lives, McSwain knew about it--sometimes before Dean Smith or Bill 

> Guthridge, sometimes things that Smith and Guthridge never found out 

> about at all. Drawing her cue from the idea that her job is to work 

> for the athletes, not the basketball coach, McSwain became someone 

> players could talk to in confidence with absolute trust. 

>      That role was never more important than this past year, when McSwain 



played a key role in holding together a program that at times teetered 

on the edge of a meltdown. "Mainly I listened and supported the kids," 

says McSwain. "1 was always just trying to make them feel good about 

themselves." 
But the challenge of playing a part in guiding a group of young men 

through a tumultuous season was just one of the challenges McSwain 

tool< on this past winter-the other was colon cancer. Diagnosed in 

December, McSwain underwent chemotherapy in February, which weaked her 

health to a near life-threatening situation. Players, coaches, and 

friends of the program visited McSwain’s hospital room in a steady 

stream, fearing the worst. 

But McSwain pulled through, and accompanied the players to the 

fateful press conferences last April announcing the departure of Matt 

Doherty and the arrival of Roy Williams. In the past six months her 

health has continued to improve steadily, and has returned to her 

duties full speed this fall, alongside a newly hired academic 

counselor from Kansas University, Wayne Walden, who followed Williams 

to Chapel Hill. 

McSwain plans to continue teaching as long as her health allows. 

Her satisfaction continues to be that of the teacher’s: taking 

pleasure in helping others mature and reach their goals° "It’s a great 

feeling to see them get an A, or when they graduate, or when they 

realize that they could do it on their own," says McSwain. "When Jerry 

Stackhouse told me had passed that biology class and was going to 

graduate, or when Phil Ford promised he wasn’t going to cry at his 

senior game and then went out there and bawled like a baby-those are the good feelings." 

The many accomplishments of Carolina basketball on and off the court 

over the last several decades wouldn’t have been possible without 

people like Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, and Roy Williams. 

But it also wouldn’t have been possible without devoted people like 

Burgess McSwain working tirelessly behind the scenes to help make the 

ideal of a student-athlete and the ideal of a program that cares about 

players as people, not just performers, a reality. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 05, 2003 11:44 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: 

Begin for~varded message: 

From: "Gary Hill" <ghill@m on-i scomm ercial.com > 

l)ate: Wed Nov 05, 2003 11:00:55 AM US/Eastern 
To: "burgess" <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 

Spurrier said to be looking at return to collegiate play, 

By J.D. Moss Cavalier Daily 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (U-WIRE) -- Halfway into a disappointing season, public rumblings have emerged 
over whether Redskins coach Steve Sparer will stay in Washington after this season. According to an 
anonymous source close to the University of Florida athletic department, Spurrier will likely leave the NFI_, and 
return to the collegiate ranks, citing the University of North Carolina as his likely top choice. 

Exploratou discussions have occurred between those close to Spurrier and those close to North Carolina, 
according to the source, though North Carolina denied this. 

"There is no truth to that rumor," said Kevin Best, North Carolina assistant director for media relationso "It’s 
absolutely false." 

Spurrier spent 12 years as coach at Florida, his ahna maer, before signing a five-year, $25-million contract with 
the Redskins in January 2002. He guided the Redskins to a 7-9 mark last year, but the team is only 3-5 this year. 
Spurrier has voiced frustration to former colleagues with both Redskins owner Daniel Snyder and the NFL, 
according to the source. 

The Redskins could not be reached for comment. 

Should Spurrier end up with the Tar Heels, he would take over a struggling program that is just :1-7 this year 
under third-year head coach John Bunting Bunting, who is under contract through 2008 at his alma mater, is 
just 11-19 overall and his predecessor, Carl Torbush, was fired after three seasons with a 116-18 mark. Within 
the Carolina football community, questions have been raised as to Bunfing’s job security, but Athletic Director 
Dick Baddour told the News & Observer Oct. 11 that he expects Bunting to return next year. 

If this scenario played out, the Tar Heels would likely announce plans to either renovate 76-year-old Kenan 
Stadium or build a new stadium in an effort to rejuvenate their football program and give Spurrier the necessary 
facilities to raise it among the nation’s elite. 

Spurrier does have experience coaching in the ACC, having coached three years at Duke before going to 
Florida. Spurrier is the only Duke coach since 1965 to post a career winning record, compiling a 20-13-1 



record. Spurrier does not have interest in returning to Duke because of the dift]culty of building a top-tier 
program there, according to the source. 

Both Spurrier and Bunting are expected to finish the current season with their respective teams. 

(C) 2003 Cavalier Daily via U-WIRE. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

burgess < bmcswain@email.unc.edu > 

Sunday, November 30, 2003 5:51 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fwd: Rashad story 
McCants 20--23odoc 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Sun Nov 30, 2003 02:27:06 AM US/Eastern 
To: Burgess McSwain <bmcswain@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Rashad stoD" 

Burgess: 

Take a look at the attached story that Adam Lucas wrote about Rashad. I think it reveals a lot about him and 
why he is the way he is. However, you know him a lot better than I do. I was hoping you’d read this and let me 
know if there’s anything you think he wouldn’t like so we can fix things before it goes to press. 

Thanks. I’ll talk to you soon about travel with this new group, etc. 
-mb 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9119) 962-2123/1376 
(9 ] 9) 962-06 ] 2 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



This is a sto~o about Rashad McCm~ts, so you know~ wha{. Io 
There wit! be ~he description of his phen~mmml basketl~alll abilities~ and ~he.re 

be the quo~e:s ~}om some of Ns old coaches desc~ibi~g him as ~moody]’ and there wilt be 
~.he cu~enl:/ea~.ma~e~ sm~gglNg to get ~:g,ough to him, and Nero wil! be McC~at8 mlti~ag 
his eyes a~d fi:ov,¢~ng and maybe even p.o~ti~g a 

There "v~,~l[ be all of those thNgs. But {here may Nso be a [ittle bit more. 
Yon/re r~ot. going ~o Mmw Rashad McC~ts aw better at tge end of ins story., 

beca~se ge’lI ~e.ll yot~ rigN n~w {:hat t~e’s hard to ge~ to k~mw. ~q do~.’t rosily open N? m a 
tot ofpe0ple,,’ he’s s<~’i,~g: ~Peop[e ~’e goi,}g m thi.~ %ings re~ardIess of if~hey’re true 
o:r noL Pro. ahvays goi.a~g ts.~ have the perc.eptioa of being mogm~t or cocky. Fm n~,t going 
to cNmge t~e way I ac{ so I’m not going ~o cha~ge %.e way people tt~ ab.om me2’ 

So .he’s not going ~o let you get to kaow him, and he’s ce.~Naly not goi~g 
some writer with, a tape :~ecorder ar~.d a .~otepM get to k~3.ow Nm. He is R~had 
at~d he knows ~ha~: w~’iters-w~:ite whN they wa~t to ~ite, ~md more o~:en l~hm~; ~m~. whet~ he 
reads abo~t himself tM stories contain words {ike ~’tempe~mnental" or prima do:m~a. 

So he ~ggN roll Ms eyes whe~ you’re tNMa:g to him, might stare effi~o the 
distance rather Nar~ ~ook you in the eye. 

Does that .me~. that you ~mow 
Tell you what. You d.ecidv:. 

Withou, ba.sketball, there is no Rashad McCm~tSo He has bem~. so good a:t the 
gmne fbr so !on.g tha~ his emi.re iden*Ry is v~apped ~xp i~ 9~ ~et of hardwood. Says 
right %ere. in k~s baby book, righ:{ fl~e.re in. the pDase James McCa~ts wrom to describe 
Ns sm~ sho~ly ~ter :t~ashad was born on Sep~eraber 25~ 1984. Mos~ p~en.ts ~¢ite 
their baby’s smite, abo~:~.t bah" ceIor or c~ryiag or havNg a .D~e~.t’s fea:t~res. Not 
McCNRs, James McCm~ts .Mmw somethit~g abom Ns sos. ~d ~his is what be ~vro~e 
that baby book: 

"The next Michae! 
.His father will tell you now thN he w:~ just Mdding armmd. Bt~ doesn’t it have 

mem:~, someth~h~g? DWs al~r his b:~,t~, before he coatd dribNe or &ink, Rashad McCan~s 
was basketbNk BasketbNI was 

You want m stump .pe0Ne aboN Rashad McCm’,ts. as.k them. whN he would be 
he wasn’t a: basketbN1 p~ayer; 

~}-[~~m’~, ~ dot~’t tmow]’ says his father. 
~t don’t Ni~k I ca~ imagh~e ~mt," says Devm, AIIea~. one of Ns Ooses~ 

~Nasha.d has always bee~a a baske~al.t player/" 
R’s ~e, he .has. As a kid, Ns dad wouad t~e Nm to the gym ~N~ee times a week. 

James wo,~Id be on one e.~ad of the basketball eou~ pla:yNg basketbaII win the 
Rasliad would boon the oNer e~ad piaying w~h the kids. By t[’,e time Ns so~a w~ 12, 
J:ames McCa~:ts mid Ra:shad Nat he was ~sd~g0od N?th~ ?~~her.Nds, that he had to play in 
the men’s game~ 

Not everyoae agreed. McCmats was cut from his eighths-grade m~n at Ashevi]le 
Middle School, Nt-~t put on Ne j~aaior vars~t~*~-~mt.right lef~ og~he ms~er. The f~ily got 
him trm~sfer:red to Erwin MNdle so he c{~Nd play ~hoops them~ but he missed the 
dead, No by one &y. Tha~ ye~" he pfayed m=~ leagt~.e basketball, Ne eqnivale~t of Ban:y 
Bonds moonli.gh~g h~ a cht~ch soAbal~ league. 



"1’re s~ill got l~.lm tk~o~age .of that," t~ dad sws wi-th a smile. *’He was .t3ying over 
everybody. He took over Ne p.~ace. I told him rigl~t the,.~,: ~No toore playing wi:th kids for 

~asga.d McC~ts, age 1.3~ was ,m longer a 
T[~a came as m~ su~-~:~se ~o tho~e w.ho watched him play b~ketbaIl~ who 

:~as~ by took~g ~h-at this pl%ver was a man~ T.he fi:ame McC~s h~ aow~ the o.~e that 
Nm play equal.ly as effectively N the pai~.~t as m~. tlae perimeter despite stm-~dNg j:,~s-t 6- 

d,s)~s. ThN’s m?. asset, a~other p~t office package ttm, enabled him to dominate most high 
school compmit}on. But whe.~ a 15-yea>old ~ooks like a man, plws like a man, and has 
m~scles like a mm~, he m~s~ be a man~ 

Not O:ways. 
~When he girst c~e to us t~e was 15 years old," says Rod Seafong the president 

of the Chm~Io~e Royals AAU orgm~fiza~on, a ~eam McCm~s played for dmS~-~g two 
s~mm’~zr~. "He was a baby a:~d he Iooked like ma AdoNs~ He looked like Be does m’~w. He 
had ~e body ofa wofessional mNete m ~.e age of 

"He was a m:a:~ playsiedly; so th.e expec.ta~io,~ is t1~at Be’s going Io act like a man. 
We hM to keep rer~:dnding o~selves ~h.a~. he wins going to make m~s~&es ~.d ~?N h.e was 
a ~:~ica~ M:d~ even Noug.h .he di&~’t look like one?’ 

MeCm-~ts ph~yed one seasor~ ~br tI~e R~yNs vd~le still livNg in Asheviile grad 
playing ~Sr Erwin High School. At Erwin, ~ead coacl~. Vma Allen s~.~ddm~ly found Nm.self 
blessed MN a player ,V~o co~iid play every position oa ~he floor. McCa~,S came 

posi~ion. ~¥]~en Alten desired t{~.e Er, fi.n .N.I1<:om-t Ness. he d.esig,~Ned .his star frest~an 
as the IaA man bael~, a position usuNty occupied by tt~e center. O~. p~per:, it looked a 
s[lly. D~u’i~g game.s, it looked .like genius. 

"We~d let him roman tl~e back of the press bad~ there," A.~ier~ says. "The other 
te~m~ would thi~k they had a lay~p, and tin woutd send i~ back a~d tihen we’d be .on the 
Ns~ breN< T~at was j~s, i,mredibte, because I’d never see.~, awone w[~o eotgd do tha*. He 
had N’ea~ Sming." 

His f~’esN~an season, McCants blocked a staggering 62 sho~s. He Nocked over 
100 during Ns ~vo.-year Erwin c~eer, bin was struggiing in a~ envi~onmem t.hat 
value basketbN1 as muct~ as he did. He was a!~ baske~baIL N[ t}~e time, and E,~vi~ was all 
basketball .tier abot~t two months <~at of ihe year. Off, season on-coup: workot,ts we:re 
disco~ar~ed, wN.eg .*br McCa~ts was like oxygen deprivation. 

He played a stu~mer with the Royal.s~ during w~ich t~is pm’en% or ~m.other relative 
drove Nm Dora Asheville to CgarDtte eveL~" SatuMay ~d S~day for practice for eight 
s~aight weeks. A tem~m~.ate o~ tlia* squad was Wes MHler, a point guaN who had j 
completed his first: ~eason N New Hampton Prep, a NeP schoo! in New .E:~gland. 

~R’s very intense ~?~ere a~d i~s not tha~: welI~Dmw~ to the public," .Miller says. 
":B~,t [ th~r~ i’t’s the bes~ Ngh school basketball ~eague i.r~ the tom, try. There ~e six ~o 
eigJ~t ~eams every year win dgb{ or ni~ae Divisio,a I players on their 

Workot~ts ~e encouraged, ,no1 discouraged. BaskeibalI and books are two of%e 
only releases ~n w:hat ca~ o~ibe~’ise be a soi~tary existe~ce. Militer and McCants roomed 
together f~ two years, a~d ~}~is is where you’:re supposed {o mad ’{t~at Ne subu,i)a~, w.hite 
Md from Ch~Iotm wire spent ali im" of his high school years a,. private schools had 



t~ro~able getting ator~g witt~ {he moody--~--remember~ b.e has to be described as m.oo@~- ..... 
bIack kid :i~om Ashevilte. 

So w:ha~ h~ppe~s? 

They cI~ck i~ed~ateIy a~d become close fi’ieads. 
ExplNning ~hek friendship ~s baNing ~om fl~e omside bm sin~pIe ~om the h-~side~ 

*~They hoN love the gz~ne so much.,’~ says Mitler’s £atlqer, Kea, who hosted McC~.ts 
Ns }~ome on mut~erous occasions. ~They both hav.e a real passion for 

We low plkve.rs ~,~v~o want k~ win, don’t we? We love to watch ~:hem dive on 
floor, scrape tbei~" elbows, scrap for rebomads again.st Ngger players. We love them. we 
call them "compe~itors" or %vaNor,s2’ C~olina Nsm~" is Nil of them~eorge Lynch, 
Sh.mnmond Willi~s, Michael 

Add Rast~ad McCm~ts in. that cm.egow and sometl~i~ag.)~st doesn’t seem 
Lyach, Wi!liams, Jordan., .~md MeCan.ts? 

McC~ats isn’t a %om.pefitor2’ He’s a ~quRter." Di&~.’t vo~:watch Ne tape from 
I~ year? Didn’~ yoa see hi:m sitting on Ne be,~eh w.i~a a towel ove:r Ns head? We b~ave 
already labeled ~.m. The judgmem is made, the veNiet read. Pu~ h~m ove~’ the:re m 
comer wit}~ the ofl~er head cases like Clifford Rozier. We’ll cheer fbr Nm when. 
scoring .28 poini:s a.gah~st D~Ne, but we don.’t have m like 

O~iy there is this problem, and Ne p~oblem is Nat ~he people who Mmw Nm bes~ 
say :we are wrong, 

~l~ coached him ~br %.tee y~rs," says Cli~ t~fight, {he Cl~m’.Io~e RoyNs head 
coach dtIrJ~g MeCm~ts"s tense with ~he return. ~I can see h:ow he can be mi~i~terp~eted. 
T~he biggest thi~g you have to undersIa~d ab.o~t his pe.rso~aliIy is tlaat he w~~s to please 
everybody. He wants someoae ,o be happy with evez)’Ni:r~g fie does. When he tN,~s he’s 
no, pleasing people, he’s like most me~agers~b~e s~fiks. "I’hN~s wh.N ~e~ager~ do. l had a 
wtmle ~em~a of*hem I.ms~ year2~ 

TNs is not Ne time to :rehash tt~e- 2002-03 season.. B~t. let it be kn.mvn Nat fl~ere 
ao doubt--~one at a[t---~ha/McCaats was made well a:ware that he was m-~t pleasing 
people .}ast year. A:mt ~bat ha~ppens th~n? He 

~’Watchin.g on TV; ~ thong}at he I~x)ked great at the beg~fing of the year," Miller 
says. ~’B~t as tim seasot~ wet~t o:n he.~:ast didn"t Iook comfo~able2’ 

How often, Wee, have yma see~ Rashad McCm~ts .not look comtTo~.able on a 
baske%all comet? 



scores over 20 points and is left largely a!or~e by the press i~ the pos~game locker room 
wNIe ~ge cmwd~ gafl~e~ aroma8 May, Who h~ a gift. I~r speaki~g p~ai~g3, to 

M~eCmats h~ a laabit of doing ~h:ings ~mt make it obvions thN tw knows he is big~ 
time. For e:~ample: h.e some~m~es ~m:~we~s Ns eel] phm.ae N ~taas. WNIe we love plaFers 
who are big~time wt~e,g, they m’e ~,~ ~Be co~m, we w~m~ them to ac* like a =~yp{cal 
.m~jor omside of~he Smith Ce:~er. So when McCa~ts Ncks up Ns phone in~he middle 
class, i~ doe~n"t ~e m~ch imagination to picture {he st~den~ si~Ng next m Nm telling a 
.~Yiead, who tells a .friend~ Who tetts a friend, and pretty soot~ everybo@ knows Nat 
Rasbad McCams thinks he is so muc~ be~m" thm~ ev.e~o~e rise ~haI he can t~e coils i~ 

And there is this: sometimes MeCam:s, honestly, ~’~y acts lNe a 
~’I’ve mldNm that Nere ~e times he i~ out on the cou~ when he ac~s ].Ne a 

Devm~. Alien says. ~He’~I miss a eouple sho~s a~ad tl~en he s~a,~s pouiing." 
WhN does h.e say? 
"He k~ows it." 
Rashad McCa~ts kno~vs what you th}~ of ~im. He k~ows his latin 

provoke all sorts of disct~ssio~.. He knows some of his teanu~aes straggled to relam to 
him dm’ing Ns ~esNnan season. He is not oblivio~s, despite lhe .perc~N:ion I~hat he lives 
in Ms o~. world. What ~appens, thor@, is that he unrest tenses m .help ~hat 

%~qma it comes to baaIe, it sh(mlda’t come down :i:o wl~ether ~hey like me when 
Pro. on~ae cot~," he says. "f]aey know v&at Pm c~apabte of. It shm~tda", ma~er whether 
I smile a~er t pass them the 

"K~s ~s %e proNe:re. Others see a difl~ent Rashad MeCat~{s, a fm>lov:ixig Md v£ao 
Ke~ Milter fon.d.ty recalJs w~a~ ~eat wifl~ kids ~d a cloae b~ddy of o:ne 
yom~ger so~:~.s, Matt, who is s~x y.em~ younger thaa McC~ts. But you’re not going to see 
that R.ashad MeCa~ts. If yot~ try, he’ll make st~e m close you off 

Pee Wee Gash is ~e.t.ling yot.~ a s~ory, it’s about six years ago grad Gash, a fo~:aer 
te~amare ofMcCa.~t~ a~. E~’wi~. who now plays for Buzz Pe4erson at Tem~essee, is at the 
movie "Tittle" with McC~ts and several ~ther b~diea. "Ti~mfic]’ vdth its sweeping 
~ove s~ory a~nd ti~y piano .music, was ~mt exactly desig,md fi?r 16-yea>old males. 8o 
while o~. s~een the ship is si:n}~g., right at the exac~ .mom:e~. it cracks in hMf and 
into the :icy oee~, Gash and N.s friends are laugN~ag. Probably not yoga reaction to Nat 
scene, but yo~?re not a 16~ye~-oM male. 

"He’s pretty se~sifive .abo~t cegam things," Gash sWs, ~%4~he.n you watc.h a movie 
~th him, it ~tI. tou.ch hkn ibr real, At ~TRame,’ we were all ta~,ghi.ng. ~d I looked over 
at }~ ~d he was really quiet. I-{e Iooked like he was aboutto 

See, this is good st~ff~ This is fl~:e ki~:~d of smV 1hat y<m can v~se to demons~xa,.e 
¯ that Ra.shad McCams is a teat hmn~ beir~g wSth t?e/i.r~gs~ This is a pa~ of Rashad 
McCa~ts tgat people need to 1mow abo~a~ 

So fl~e .next time yot, see him, you. ask Nm gbout i:t. Ask Nm what he tb~oug.bt of 
the movie "Titanic," ask him if R ~gfec.ted him at 

~*Nah,’~ he says with. a dism~ssive Shrug. *~[ No~.ght it was smp:id." 
~&iCh N why yon ask Gash again:~are you s~xe the movie had ~ impact o~ 

MeCants? 
~’Yez&,’~ Gash says. ~I $ooked over at Ktm d~ring that scene m’~d h.e said, ~I 

can’t believe what’s 



This is Rashad MeCanis,. Tl.~is is a pet’so~ who has been expected to be a 
bask:e~balI legend since he was a baby in a crib, a.persoa who has looked [ike a m~ since 
before he rook d~iver’s ed. This ia a perso~ who does not have ibelings, or at Ieas~ any 
1:b~t. do no, portal= to the g~e ofbasketbalL His game, ’.His life, 

[q~ has trust issues, as he fredy admits, 

A~ E~vin, McCm~ta was the typicN N.gh school basketbNl st~---know~a by 
ev~ryo~e, a popNm~ student, too:re Ne~ds tha~ a kid with bubble gum for the enfi~e 
W}~en he le~ for New Hampton., ia~ disco~red he d.id:~ft ha.re qt~te ~ many f~:ienfis as he 
~hoRgN. Close buddies, like ~he sta~ing quarterback for tlae football mam~ diSaft talk 
him fro" two ye~s after his ~ra~afer, You k:~aow how k feels whoa a dose irrim~d ~tdenly 
disappeara from your Iife~ how it rodeos yo~ wonder if you wasted all that time 
them? What happens ~ a wh~)Ie sch.oo~ sudde~i[y disN~pem:s ii’om yeu~ life.? 

K york’:re RasBad McC~ts, you remmnb~r ~t Nora retreat witNt~ yourse~ll 
don’t let ~yo.n.e ge~ m ~ow yo~t~ even teammates o~ one of the most popular college 
basketball teams in. the wo~Id. Experts will tell yon tha oi~.e hal~n~k of a pe~vson with 
ma~ iss~es is a pe~’son-~&o does not m~e regular eye contact, f~a:ful of engaging with 
someone who ~,fight bum {hem,. So maybe ym~ don’t Look ~-trangers in Ne eye qui~e as 

You keep a dose circle of.friends ~hN r~ely O~anges. YOu are~ .r~e.ly joviaI 
you are in unfamitia.r ci~a:umst~.ees, Yon pIay basketball, the one t[~g that ~as 
made .everyone love you~ exe~N for those few monNs d~dng ~he 2002~03 season, Yon 
m~e n~c=e gestures, ~u~ you do :~h~ma in way~: that ~e not seen by fl~e get, era1 publie. 

~Las~. year, ~I i. waa~e8 was to see the D~Yke~Caroiina game," sWs Deva~ 
~’It was Ng.h~ before my bit~day ~d ~ reaUy wanted to see that game, B~gt t never sNd 

. .ailed me ~d aw~l~g to Rashad abo~t k, The Tuesday bet~re the game at Cameron~ he c ~ ~ 
asked ifI wan~ ~o go m~d 1eft me these great tickets beNnd the bench.,’~ 

Rashad McC~ts knows ttaat ~he~ ~e Nose people ot~t. there ~vho o~fly w;m~ m ge~ 
to know k~m N. order to get a basketbNI ~ic.~:e~ or aa~ aatograph they c~. set1 on. eBa3< His 
,canNes ~mw it, too. But for Ne mos~. par~, their immed{ate a.ssumNion ~po~ meeting 
someone :new is Nat t~is new person w~mts to be a fi%nd. McCants is diff~re.nXx For 
l:he i.~aedia~ thot@~t is fl~at tN~ person wan.ts to take Mv,mtage of t~m, and un~:il 
.prove o~he~wise---wNch is a Im~gNy F~;oee~s---he’s going to .asa~m~.e the worst. 

Underneath thN distrust.t’t~I veneer, there is rmnored ~o be m~ engaging, friendly 
:p.c~so~. Those who .know him well tMk: about his sense of.tremor and Ns loyaaty. "I’ve 
done tNs for a long time," says Bt~r,.gess McSwain, C~’otina’s associNe director of the 
academe m~ppo~ center, who has bee~ :involx, ed primm’By with Ne basketbN1 team for 
over 20 ye4~s. ~He~s o~ae of~he easiesl: kids Pve had to work wi%. He is veK~~ poli~e ~md 
vea"y DigD?~ 

This is: a sm~3~" about Rashad McC~mts, so yo~ k:now whN to expem.. 
Don’~ you? 

























Kurtis Stewart 

















Marvin Austin dismissed, Greg 
Little and Robert Quinn ruled 
ineligible 

Austin dismissed, Little and Quinn ruled 
ineligible 

By Aa~,or~ Taub~. (i 0/13fi 0 1:04am) 

The investigation into 

the North Carolina 

football program 

continues, but the 

college athletic careers 

of Marvin Austin, Greg 

Little and Robert Quinn 

have come to an end. 

FEATURED MEDIA: 

/ The Daily Tar Heel 
DTH photo illustration by Kelly McHugh, 

Adam Schifter, Lauren McCay and Lauren 

Vied. 









CALL PAUL: POGGE 

CALL PAUL POGGE 

CALL PAUL POGGE 









Subject: 

Location: 

Invitation: UNC/Bluechip Meeting - 9AM @ Wed Mar 26, 2014 9am- 10am (Steve Kennedy) 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center - AD conference room 

Start: 3/26/2014 9:00 AM 

End: 3/26/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Meeting Status: Accepted 

Required Attendees: Steve Kennedy; Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Neal Girandola; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey 
L; Steinbacher, Rick 

Resou rces: Emie Williamson Athletic Center- AD conference room 

more 
details 

UNC/ 
Bluechip 
Meeting 

9AM 
Wednesday, 
March 
26 
at 
9:00am 
works 
for 
Rick, 
Co rey, 

Vince, 
and 
Bubba. 

The 
meeting 
will 
ta ke 
place 
in 
the 
AD 
conference 
room 
located 
on 

the 
second 
floor 
of 



the 
Ernie 
Williamson 
Athletic 
Center 
(450 
Skipper 
Bowles 
Drive, 
Chapel 

Hill, 
NC 
27514). 
There 
is 
a 
gated 
parking 
lot 
adjacent 
to 
our 
building. 
Please 
pull 
up 
to 
the 
guardhouse 
and 
gate 
and 
dial 
236 
on 

the 
keypad. 
Our 
receptionist 
will 
let 
you 
into 
the 
parking 
lot. 
If 
you 
have 
any 
questions 
about 
directions 
or 
parking, 

can 
be 
reached 
at 
919 

928 

4779. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Wed 
Mar 



26, 
2014 
9am 

10am 

Tree 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center - AD 

conference room (m~_~p~ 

Cs endar Steve 
Kennedy 

Steve Kennedy. o~ a~" e~ 

mbnorton@unc.edu 
bubbac@unc.edu 
Neal Girandola 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu 
cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu 
ValRick 

Going? 
Yes 

N~o 
more 
o£p_tions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blancha~l ~ohn@gametgi.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:11 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Vin McCa~ti~ey <Vmccafficey@ga~netgi.com> 

Thas~ks 

2014 gpc pitch mmch unc intro.pdf 

Bubba and Vince, 

Tha~ks lbr meeting with Vin and me yesterday. We appreciate your time a~d interest in Gmne Theo~ Crroup and we are excited about the prospect of working 

together to further serve Carolina student-athletes. 

As discus~d Mter the formal paxt of yesterday’s time together, I will coordinate for Vince both a joint meeting with the point person for our services at Michigm~ State 

and a demonstration of our software. 

I have attached an electronic version of our piesentation for your use and for you to share with anyone you deem appropriate. 

Thanks again for meeting ruth us. We look forwm~t to continued interaction. 

All the best, 

John 



to GTG 

Game 

Group 

Game 
Theo 
Group 
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Comprehensive SA Developm 
Job 

Placement 

Academic and 
Learning 

Assessments 

Athlete 
Identity 

Transition 

Career 
Development 

Personal and 
Leadership 

~ Development 

Coaching 
Assessments 



Personality 

Learning 

Leadership 

Athletic Identitv 

Coaching / Intangibles 

Assimilation 

Leadership 

Career 

Transition 

o 

o 

Job Placement 

Assessment 

eLearning 

Mentoring 



College Customers 

CONFIDENTIAL 



First-ever, 
employer 

Exclusive 
athletes 

private student- 
network 

for GTG Collegiate 

athlete 

student- 

Hundreds of internships 
positions specifically ava 
network of candidates 

and full time 
ilable for GTG 

Designed to be 
Plan Collegiate 

an extension of Game 



,,,,,Sample Employer Customers 

JONES ~LANG 
LASALLE 

CREDIT SUISSE 

CONFIDENTIAL new for 2014 



Coming soon oo owhere yo ur SA~ s want to wo 



Vin McCaffrey - CEO - Greenville, NC 

~ Former student-athlete basketball player at Lehigh University. MBA from 

Indiana University. Professional experiences in sales, consulting, business 

development and strategy. 

John Blanchard - Managing Partner, College Athletics Division - Chapel Hill, NC 

Former student-athlete football player at Stanford University. Recently 

retired Senior Associate, UNC-CH. Highly regarded industry professional that 

launched first leadership development program at UNC-CH. 

Pete Seymour - Managing Partner, Chief Technology Officer - Greenville, NC 

Successful former CEO, team leader, senior developer and technology 

architect with experience in the analysis, design, and development of web- 

based IT solutions. 

Matthew Blackmon - Lead Developer - Greenville, NC 

Experienced applications developer with proven experiences in building 

highly scalable web platforms. 

Kevin Davis - Corporate Development - Dallas, TX 

lllinois undergrad, Indiana MBA. Career development and marketing 

executive with outstanding network and market credibility 

Robbie Shaw - Partner, Director of Corporate Sales - Greenville, NC 

Former student-athlete at UNC-CH. Extensive network in the corporate 

marketplace 

Steve Farnau - Director of Corporate Sales - Greenville, NC 

Former student-athlete swimmer and former swim coach at the University of 

Illinois. Extensive experience with student-athletes and donors. 

JD Wyborny - Account Management / Operations = Greenville, NC 

Former student-athlete at Dennison University and M BA from ECU. 

Professional experiences in operations, marketing and sales. 

Leasa Mclntosh - Experienced Recruiter- Denver, CO 

A seasoned recruiter whose background consists of 20 years in the recruiting 

and placement industry. Leasa is a proud graduate of Texas A&M University 

and is an active tri-athlete and marathon participant. 

Keturah Mayberry - Accounting and Finance - Greenville, NC 

ECU undergraduate, bachelor of science accounting major in her 2nd year at 

ECU’s master of science for accounting. In charge of bookkeeping, financial 
analysis and forecasting.                       CO N F I D E NTIA L 

Advisory Board 

Paul Hartzell - Advisory Board Chair 
Former MLB baseball player and runner up 
Rookie of the Year. Current F500 business 
executive. 

Gordon Whitener - Advisory Board, College 
Marketplace 

Former President and CEO of Host 
Communications sold to IMG to form IMG 
College. Former President and CEO of Action 
Sports Media sold to Learfield Sports. 

Judi Grutter- Advisory Board, Assessment 
A recognized authority on assessment in 
academic and career counseling. Author of 
the Strong Interest Inventory Interpretive 
Report and Strong and MBTI Career Report. 
A recipient of the national career 
development association’s career counselor 
of the year award. 

Nathan Wiita - Assessment Adviser- Atlanta, GA 
Former Lehigh student-athlete and Georgia 
Tech PhD. Expertise in assessment 
development and facilitation. 

Kevin Shea - Technology Adviser - Princeton, NJ 

Villanova undergrad and MBA. IT director at 
F50 healthcare company in charge of 
interactive marketing design and 
implementation. 

Dr. Andrew Herdman - Content Development - 
Greenville, NC 

Professor in the school of business at ECU. 
Former HR leader in corporate America with 
expertise in leadership development and 
management. 

Merrill Mason - Lawyer, Smith Anderson 



Contact Information 

John Blanchard 

ioh n@___ga metgi.com 

919.475.2687 

G~me 
Th÷o 
Group 



University of North Carolina at C~apel Hill 

Recommendation for Priority Registration for Fall Semester 2014 

ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE OFFICE OF THE 

REGISTRAR NO LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2014 

Name of Student Group C heerleading 
60 Total Number of Current Participants in the Group.          Number Recommended for Priority Registration 

(L~rge Gr~mt~s sttould be sub-divided ~r i#.s~a~ee, St#dent Atttietes ,~’~ould be sa~ed l9, ~port.) 

Official Submitting Recommendation Browrl Waiters 

eho.e Number (919) 225-3025 email 

42 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Attach this cover form to the materials 

Include a list of the students you are recommending 
¯ Name and PID 
¯ Classification (Fr, So, Jr, SO 
¯ Does each recommended student travel for competition? (Y or N) 

Include the rationale for requesting early registration appointments for your 
students. In response to requests from past participants, the Committee is providing the 
following list of types of information the Committee has used in past reviews: 

Are all students on the list affected the same way by the scheduling issues 

Are there required activities that make it difficult for students to schedule 
courses between 8 am and 5 pm, Monday-Friday? Please include information about 
scheduling labs during those hours but also outside of those hours if it is applicable. 

Are your students required to take any specific coursework for their 
activity? When are those courses offered? 

Why are practices scheduled when they are scheduled? Are there issues 
related to availability of facilities? Is this a temporaD~ situation? 

* Do members of the cohort participate in all activities or do they rotate? 

¯ Do your students have a required study table? When? 

Is this a competing season? How are demands on students different during 
competing and non-competing semesters? 

ff submitting for an athletic team, include the Fall 2014 Schedule for Required 
Practice and Competition with travel itineraries, ff not submitting for an athletic team, 
please include as much information as possible about scheduled mandatory, events and time 
restrictions on your students’ schedules. 

Include a sample student weekly calendar. When you mark large blocks of time for weights 
or conditioning, etc., indicate how much time is required. 

Vl. ff you are not requesting early registration appointments for all students in your group, 
please include the rationale for the students included in the request. 

In your submission of information, please be as detailed as possible. Remember that the 
PRAC members have va~ing levels of knowledge about your students’ activities. The members will 
review only the information given to them and will have to use their best judgment if there is a lack 
of information. 



NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance. 

NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance February Teleconference. 

The Committee on Academic Performance met via teleconference February 12, 2014. 
The full report from the February teleconference can be accessed by following this path 
on www.ncaa.org: 

Division I --~ Committees --~ Committee on Academic Performance --~ February 
2014 CAP Report 

Facilitating Learning and Achieving Graduation and Graduation Risk Overview 
Update. 

Initiated by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors and the NCAA Presidential Task 
Force on the Future of Division I Intercollegiate Athletics in 2006, then endorsed by the 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet in February 2009, Facilitating Learning and 
Achieving Graduation (FLAG) is a web-based program designed to assist institutions in 
identifying and supporting risk factors that create potential graduation barriers for 
student-athletes. 

Last spring, approval was received for the development of a technology portal that would 
serve as a single point of entry and process for all NCAA institutions on academic-related 
matters. As the staff has developed concepts for the academic portal, there has been 
emphasis on incorporating more tools and functionality for member institutions to assess 
and evaluate their academic performance. In light of the academic portal project, the 
staff has recognized an opportunity to better use the functionality of FLAG within the 
academic portal. 

Academic Portal Technology Initiative. 

Work has begun on the development of a technology portal that would serve as a single 
point of entry and process for all NCAA institutions on academic-related matters. The 
main benefits of such initiative include: 

Creation of a more user friendly module for institutions that would create a single 
"home" for all information that an institution would need to navigate NCAA 
academic-related processes. 

Creation of a more robust sharing of data with other NCAA applications, 
especially Compliance Assistant. 



3. Increased and improved access to academic 
conferences. 

4. Compilation of four systems into one system. 

Impacted Programs. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

information and reports for 

NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) data collection. 

Graduation rates data collection (all divisions). 

Head Coaches APR Portfolio. 

NCAA Division II Academic Tracking System. 

NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) penalty waivers. 

APR data verification, adjustments and corrections. 

APP data reviews. 

APR Improvement Plans. 

Feedback to date has been secured from the membership through 12 teleconferences and 
an in-person focus session. If you have any questions or would like to provide feedback 
on this project, please contact project coordinators Andy Cardamone 
(acardamone@ncaa.org or 317/917-6557) and/or Birth T. Nguyen (bnguyen@ncaa.org or 
317/917-6613). 



Division I Student-Athlete Reinstatement 

Sports Wagering Reminder 

We see sports waging violations spike during March basketball tournament time. Please remind 
student-athletes: "Don’t Bet on it." Please call Mark Strothkamp or AMA interpretive staff if a 
potential violation arises. 

The starting point for sports ~vagering violations are listed below as part of the guidelines of the 

NCAA Division I Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. 

Bylaw 10.3.1 (Sports Wagering Violations). 

Violations occurring on or after August 1, 2012. 

a. In situations where a student-athlete triggers the legislated minimum penalty of 
Bylaw 10.3.2, cases should be reviewed on an individual basis to determine if a 
withholding penalty beyond the one-year withholding is required. (June 2006, 

affirmed May 2013) 

b. In situations where a student-athlete has not triggered the legislated minimum 
penalty of Bylaw 10~3.2, the following conditions will be applied for all sports- 
wagering violations (dollar value is amount wagered or risked): 

(1) $25 or less = no withholding. 

(2) Greater than $25 to $100 = 10 percent withholding condition. 

(3) Greater than $100 to $300 = 30 percent withholding condition~ 

(4) Greater than $300 to $500 = 50 percent ~vithholding condition. 

(5) Greater than $500 = sit-a-seasonicharge-a-season withholding condition. 

In cases where the impermissible sports-wagering activity greatly exceeds $500, 
the committee directed the student-athlete reinstatement staff to consider whether 
additional ~vithholding, including permanent ineligibility, may be appropriate. 
(December 2011, affirmed May 2013) 

c. In addition, when a student-athlete receives winnings associated with any sports- 
wagering activity, the student-athlete must make repayment of full value received. 
(December 2011, affirmed May 2013) 
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General Reminders 

Amateurism Certification and NCAA Bylaw 12~1.1.1~3~ (Eligibility for Practice or 
Competition). 

Beginning April 1, 2014, fall 2014 enrollees will have the opportunity to request final 
amateurism certification. Remember, the NCAA Eligibility Center processes amateurism 
cases based on enrollment date. Please remind your fall enrollees to review the 
information they are submitting to ensure its accuracy, paying specific attention to the 
enrollment period, the sports-participation choices and responses to the questions in the 
"My Sports" section. Tutorials on ho~v to request amateurism certification are available 
on both the Member Institution Portal resources page and the student resources page 

(www. eligibilitycenter, org). 

The NCAA amateurism certification staff communicates with prospective student- 

athletes via email. To minimize delays in certification, please make sure the email 

address that was used during registration is current. You can view the email address for a 

prospective student-athlete on the "PSA Detail Report" page of the Member Institution 

Portal. 

NCAA Bylaw 14.2.4.2.1 (Review of Denied Waiver). 

As a reminder, when submitting a Hardship Waiver Appeal, please include 
documentation from the conference office explaining why the hardship waiver was 
denied and a statement supporting that the case be forwarded to the NCAA for review. 

Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO). 

Please remember that all student-athlete reinstatement and waiver requests must be 
submitted through RSRO. In addition, please have the involved student-athlete(s) sign 
the Buckley Statement that generates from the RSRO system given it includes the 
student-athlete(s) name(s), case number and is directly connected to the facts of the 
submission. 

http://documentcenter.ncaa.orgicc/sar/Document LibraryiMernbershipIr~[’ormation/D[ CCACA/DivisionICCACAUpdate(March 2014)iJH:tas.docx 



NCAA Division I Committee on Institutional Performance 
February 19-21, 2014, Meeting Update 

The goals of the NCAA Division I Institutional Performance Program (IPP) are: 

1. To provide active Division I member institutions with information that will assist with decision 
making on campus; 

2. To support institutions with enhancing the student-athlete experience through the concept of 
continuous improvement; and 

3. To provide consolidated data through an online management tool for chancellors, presidents 
and other thought leaders on campus. 

The charge of the NCAA Division I Committee on Institutional Perfomaance is: 

1. To focus the new program on the student-athlete experience; and 

2. To streamline the program and reduce institutional burden. 

Committee actions and discussion from the February 2014 meeting: 

Spectrum of Accountability Measures. As part of the committee’s charge, the NCAA 
Division I Board of Directors asked the committee in January 2013 to create a spectrum of 
accountability measures for the new program. The following concepts are what the comlnittee 
discussed in regard to this charge. The Board will review these concepts in August 2014. 

Required data submission. The comlnittee would require all active Division I 
institutions to submit data in the areas of academics, fiscal and inclusion on an annual 
basis. This was approved by the Board in Januaiy 2013. Student-athlete experience data 
submission will commence in fall 2014. 

Chancellor/president sign-off The committee would require all active Division I 
chancellors/presidents to annually review the data provided by the NCAA regarding their 
institution. 

Broad-based campus review. The committee would require broad-based review with 
regard to all data provided by the NCAA to the institution. The committee would require 
this review by the "Top 5" of an institution, which includes the chancellor/president, 
director of athletics, senior woman administrator, faculty athletics representative and the 
compliance coordinator. 

Once-in-four-years inclusion review. The committee would require a once-in-four- 
years inclusion review to be effective fall 2015. 
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IPP Implementation Timeline. The committee recommended the new program be developed 
in two phases: 

Phase I will begin fall 2014 with data collection in the areas of academics, fiscal and 
inclusion. The Phase I build will conclude fall 2015 with the collection of data in the 
area of student-athlete experience and the once-in-four-years inclusion revie~v. 

Phase II will start with a review of the program based on its initial year and will include a 
needs assessment to determine what elements the membership would like incorporated 
into the program in the future. 

Outreach Initiatives. The NCAA staff provided an update to the committee from 
chancellor/president campus visits and student-athlete experience outreach visits conducted 
during summer and fall 2013 and those outreach initiatives scheduled for spring 2014. 

The staff visited more than 50 campuses in fall 2013, which resulted in more than 1,000 
total respondents, including 700 student-athletes providing feedback. 

Education Plan and Design Update. The committee received an update on the design of the 
IPP education plan, including development content. The goals of the education plan are to 
maximize efficiency, create a high level of comfort using the IPP online management tool and 
promote a clear understanding of possible next steps for the membership. The committee 
endorsed the concepts presented and encouraged the staff to proceed as planned. 

Technology Update. The committee received an update from the staff on the status of the IPP 
online management tool. As part of this update, the committee viewed and used a beta version 
of the online tool. The committee confirmed the schedule and structure for the IPP pilot during 
spring 2014, and that it will make a final review of the online management tool at its July 2014 
meeting in preparation for the release of IPP data in fall 2014. 

The NCAA staff will be conducting two webinars specifically for conference office personnel to 
update them on the details of the most recent committee meeting and the current state of the IPP 
development, it is the committee’s intent that conference offices ~vill be able to assist the committee 
and staff in preparing member institutions for the rollout of the IPP. These webinars have been 
scheduled for: 

¯ 2 to 3:30 p.m. Eastern Time Tuesday, March 25; and 

¯ 1 to 2:30 p.m. Eastern Time Tuesday, April 15. 

Please contact Troy Arthur (tarthur@ncaa.org, 317/917-6473), Andy Louthain (alouthain@ncaa.org; 
317/917-6216) or Steve Clar (sclar@ncaa.org; 317/917-6572), staff liaisons to the committee if you 
have questions. 

D~cumentLibrary/N~AM~ivisi~nIInsti~u~i~na~Pcr~brmancePr~gram/Deve~pm~n~/~CA~AM~nth~yUpdates/March2~14C~A~Aupda~e(~PP)/mjz:jb/~31114 



New Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) Features Releasing This Month 

Later this month, in response to user feedback, RSRO will have some new features. The new 
features include the ability to change the primary and secondary contact in a submitted case and 
to set preferences in the case management and home tabs. Also, in the Home tab’s message 
section, the newest messages will now appear at the top of the list and a "select all" option has 
been added to enable users to delete messages more quickly. An announcement will be posted to 
RSRO once these, and the other new features, are released. 

Alongside the release of the new features will be a change in the email address used to send 
RSRO notifications. Once the RSRO features are released, RSRO notifications will begin 
coming from _r___s___r____o__@__n____c____a____a__:___o__~_2g instead of ~L@____o_____d2~@___n____c___a____a__:___o__rg. This change will make it easier to 
know when you receive an RSRO notification. To ensure you continue to receive RSRO 
notifications, you are encouraged to add rsro@ncaa.org to your email application’s whitelist 
(e.g., safe senders list). 

If you have any questions, or to request a complete list of the RSRO features being released this 
month, please email _r___s___r____o__@__n____c____a____a__:___o___r_g 
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"The NCAA Inclusion Forum brings together intercollegiate athletics leaders passionate about 
improving the educational and professional environment for student-athletes, coaches and staff. 
Sessions engage on a broad range of topics related to policy, research and best practices for 
racial and ethnic minorities, women, international student-athletes, LGBTQ and disability-access 
to sport." 

Location: Orlando, FL at the Walt Disney World Swan & Dolphin on Disney Property 
Dates: May 1 - 3, 2014 (For travel purposes, the Inclusion Forum will begin Thursday, May 1 at 
12:45 p.m. EST and end Saturday, May 3 at 5 p.m. EST.) 

A few of the speakers and session topics include: 

¯ Kwame Anthony Appiah - internationally acclaimed author of The Honor Code: How 
Moral Revolutions Happen 

° Amy Herman- The Art of Perception, former Head of the Frick Collection Education 
department and Ted Talks speaker 

¯ First Wave Spoken Word and Hip Hop Arts Learning Community 

° Pat Griffin - LGBTQ Inclusion and Religion 

° Janet Judge - Title IX and OCR Sexual Harassment and Violence guidance 

¯ Jeff Orleans, Judy Sweet and members of the Gender Equity Task Force hold a town 
hall meeting 

° Student-Athletes and Mental Health 

° Disability Sport Best Practices 

° Social Media Discrimination Prevention 

° Title IX Compliance 

¯ Women and the Media 

¯ Diversity Leadership Strategies for Conferences and SAAC 

° Working with Chief Diversity Officers 

To register for the NCAA Inclusion Forum, please visit: 
https:iiw~’.planningpoint.netiV2iRegistrationsiindex.cfm?EventID=2091. 



2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars 

Registration for the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is open. The Regional Rules 
Seminars will be conducted May 20-23 in Atlanta and June 3-6 in San Diego. Regional Rules 
Seminar registration, schedule grid and session descriptions are available on the Regional Rules 
Seminars Web page, w~wwncaa.org/regionalrules. 

Highlights for the Regional Rules Seminars: 

Sessions mn from Tuesday morning through Friday morning and include all Association- 
wide programming being presented on Tuesday and all three divisions having sessions on 
Wednesday. 

National office presence with representation from academic and membership affairs, 
enforcement, administrative services, communications, Sports Science Institute, National 
Letter of Intent (NLI) and the Eligibility Center. 

Sessions are being categorized to assist attendees based on their experience and expertise: 
fundamental introduction, advanced application, national office dialogue and institutional 
best practice dialogue. 

Presentation materials will be available prior to seminars for attendee review and 
preparation. 

Questions about the Regional Rules Seminars should be directed to the academic and 
membership affairs staff or _r___e__gi____o__~__a__!_~_~_~___e____s_@_~__c____a__~:___o____r_g 



Leadership Training and Teambuilding Activities with Physical Components. 

Date Published: March 6, 2014 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: a 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that bona fide leadership training 
and/or teambuilding activities, conducted as part of life skills programming, that include 
physical components incidental to the leadershipiteambuilding exercise (e.g., carrying a 
teammate) may occur at any time (in season or out of season). Such physical activities 
are not countable athletically related activities as long as they are separate and 
distinguishable from normal practice or strength and conditioning activities, occur only 
on an infrequent basis and neither tactical nor technical instruction related to the student- 
athletes’ sport is provided. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 11.7.1.1.1 (countable coach), 16.3.1.2 (life skills 
programs), 117.02.1 countable athletically related activities, 117.1.6.1 (daily and weekly 
hour limitations-- playing season), 17.1.6.2 (weekly hour limitations-- outside the 
playing season) and 17.1.6.2.1 (institutional vacation period and summer); staff 
interpretations (5/4/12, Item No. A) and (5/31/12, Item No. A) which has been archived] 

Contact with a Committed Prospective Student-Athlete at His or Her Educational 
Institution. 

Date Published: March 6, 2014 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: b 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that a coaching staff member may 
not have contact with a prospective student-athlete who has signed a National Letter of 
Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or for whom the 
institution has received a financial deposit in response to its offer of admission at his or 
her educational institution outside of a contact or evaluation period (or a recruiting period 
in men’s basketball). In addition, if a coaching staff member visits a prospective student- 
athlete’s educational institution and has contact with no prospective student-athletes other 
than a committed prospective student-athlete, then the visit counts as an evaluation for all 
prospective student-athletes in that sport at that educational institution. The staff noted 
that, in football, any visit to a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution during 
a contact period counts as a contact for all prospective student-athletes in that sport at the 
educational institution. 



[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.02.4.1 (evaluation activities during contact 

period -- football), 13.02.5 (periods of recruiting activities), 13.02.12.1 (exception -- after 
commitment) and 13.1.7.1 (visit without contact to prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution)] 

o Use of an Institution’s Facilities for Physical Activities by a Group that Includes 
Prospective Student-Athletes. 

Date Published: February 28, 20114 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: b 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that noncoaching staff members 
without sport-specific responsibilities and representatives of an institution’s athletics 
interests may perform their regular j ob responsibilities incidental to supervising the use of 
the institution’s facilities while the facilities are in use for physical activities by a group 
that includes prospective student-athletes (e.g., security, operating the scoreboard, third- 
party vendors staffing ticket booth or concession stands, field maintenance). However, a 
countable coach or noncoaching staff member with sport specific responsibilities may not 
be involved in the conduct, promotion or administration of the event, including 
supervising the use of the institution’s facilities, regardless of the nature of his or her 
regular job responsibilities. 

[References: NCAA Division I Byla~vs 11.7.1.1.1 (countable coach), 11.7.1.1.1.1.1 
(exception-- noncoaching staff member with sport-specific responsibilities), 13.11.3.2 
(activities not involving institution’s staff)] 

4. Departure for Foreign Tour Competition Prior to an Official Vacation Period. 

Date Published: Februa~)T 28, 2014 
Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: d 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined it is permissible for student- 
athletes to depart for a foreign tour prior to the start of the institution’s official vacation 

period, provided all participating student-athletes have completed their classes or exams 
and no special arrangements are made to rearrange classes or exams. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaw 17.28.1.2 (timing of tour); and a staff 
interpretation (12/2/08, Item No. a), ~vhich has been archived] 



Conference Championship in the First-Half-of-Season Calculation for Hardship 
Waivers in Team Sports. 

Date Published: February 28, 2014 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: c 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that, in team sports, a conference 
championship is counted as one contest or date of competition in determining the first 
half of the season for hardship waivers, regardless of the number of days or games 
involved in the championship. If the calculation is based on scheduled contests or dates 
of competition, the conference championship is counted as one contest or date of 
competition if it appeared on the institution’s schedule prior to the first scheduled contest 
or date of competition; however, if the calculation is based on completed contests or 
dates of competition, the institution must have participated in the conference 
championship. 

[Reference: NCAA Division I Bylaw 14.2.4.3.4.1 (first-half-of-season calculation --team 
sports)] 

6. Calculation of Time Limits for Athletically Related Activities. 

Date Published: February 26, 2014 
Type: Staff Interpretation 
Item Ref: a 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed that daily and weekly hour 
limitations and the one day off per week requirement do not apply when a preseason 
scrimmage/exhibition game in field hockey or soccer or an alumni match in women’s 
volleyball occurs prior to the institution’s first day of classes or the first scheduled contest 
or date competition, whichever is earlier. 

[Reference(s): NCAA Division I Bylaws 17.1.6.3.5 (preseason practice); 17.1.6.4.3 
(preseason practice); 17.1.6.1 (daily and weekly hour limitations -- playing season); 
17.8.3.1 (exception -- scrimmage/exhibition games), 17.19.3.1 (exception -- 
scrimmage/exhibition games); 17.24.3 (first date of competition -- women) and official 
interpretation (6/18/91; Item No. 4) 



Educational Columns: Educational column,s" and hot topics are intended to assist the 

membership with the correct app#caaon of legislation and:or interpretations by providing 
clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff 
interpretations app#cable at the time of pub#cation. Therefore, educational columns and hot 

topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are based 

remain app#cable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of 
issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in order to address timely issues. 

Leadership Training and Teambuilding Activities with Physical Components. (I) 
Date Published: March 7~ 20114 
Item Ref: 1 

Educatioual Columu: 

The following questions and answers are intended to assist NCAA Division I member 
institutions in applying the March 6, 2014, staff interpretation. 

Question No. 1: May coaching staff members observe and/or participate in bona fide 
leadership training and/or teambuilding activities, including those with physical 
components, at any time? 

Auswer No. 1: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities 
conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components incidental 
to the activity- may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically 
related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or 
strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical 
nor technical instruction related to the student-athlete’s sport is provided. 

Question No. 2: May coaching staff members provide instruction or facilitate bona fide 
leadership training and/or teambuilding activities, including those with physical 
components, at any time? 

Answer No. 2: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities 
conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components incidental 
to the activity may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically 
related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or 
strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical 
nor technical instruction related to the student-athlete’s sport is provided. 



Question No. 3: Must an outside instructor or facilitator of bona fide leadership training 
and/or teambuilding activities that include physical components be counted against the 
limit on the number of countable coaches for the sport? 

Answer No. 3: 
instructor does 
athlete’s sport. 

No, provided any physical component is incidental to the activity and the 
not provide any tactical or technical instruction related to the student- 

Question No. 4: In bowl subdivision football, must an outside instructor or facilitator of 
bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities that include physical 
components be counted against the limit of five strength and conditioning coaches? 

Answer No. 4: No, provided any physical component is incidental to the activity and is 
not done for the purpose of performing strength, flexibility, or conditioning activities. 

Question No. 5: May the NCAA Student Assistance Fund (SAF) be used to fund bona 

fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities conducted as part of life skills 
programming that include physical components incidental to the activity? 

Answer No. 5: Yes, subject to any applicable conference or institutional policies 
regarding the use of SAF. 

Question No. 6: What is meant by "infrequent" in the context of bona fide leadership 
training and/or teambuilding exercises that include physical components? 

Answer No. 6: There is no set number of occasions associated with the term; however, 
"infrequent" was intentionally used instead of "occasional" ~vhich is commonly found in 
permissive legislation. The purpose of using "infrequent" rather than "occasional" is to 
affirm that such activities should not occur very often. 

Question No. 7: May bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities that 
include physical components occur during the summer? 

Answer No. 7: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities 
conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components incidental 
to the activity may occur at any time. Such activities are not countable athletically 
related activities as long as they are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or 
strength and conditioning activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical 
or technical instruction related to the student-athlete’s sport is provided. 

Question No. 8: Is there a geographical limitation on where bona fide leadership 
training and/or teambuilding activities with physical components may occur? 

Answer No. 8: No. 



Question No. 9: May an institution require student-athletes to participate in bona fide 
leadership training and/or teambuilding building activities that include physical 
components at any time? 

Answer No. 9: Yes. Bona fide leadership training and/or teambuilding activities 
conducted as part of life skills programming that include physical components incidental 

to the activity are not considered countable athletically related activities as long as they 
are separate and distinguishable from normal practice or strength and conditioning 
activities, occur only on an infrequent basis and neither tactical nor technical instruction 
related to the student-athlete’s sport is provided. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 11.7.1.1.1 (countable coach), 11.7.2.1.1 (weight or strength 
coach), 16.3.1.2 (life skills programs), 16.11.1.9 (student assistance fund), 17.02.1 
countable athletically related activities, 17.1.6.1 (daily and weekly hour limitations -- 
playing season), 17.1.6.2 (weekly hour limitations-- outside the playing season), 
17.1.6.2.1 (institutional vacation period and summer) and staff interpretations (5/4/12, 
Item No. a) and (5/31/112, Item No. a) which has been archived] 

NCAA Division I Football Summer Athletics Activities. (I) 
Date Published: Februai~T 13, 2014 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

The follo~ving questions and answers are intended to assist the membership in applying 
NCAA Division I legislation as it relates to summer athletics activities in football. 

Question No. 1: Does the eight-week period for required summer athletics activities 
need to coincide with the designated eight weeks for the summer conditioning period? 

Answer: Yes. Except for this eight-week period, all remaining days from the conclusion 

of the academic year and the institution’s reporting date for preseason practice shall be 
considered student-athlete discretionary time. 

Question No. 2: When may an institution begin to conduct summer athletics activities 
with its football student-athletes? When must summer athletics activities end? 

Answer: Summer athletics activities may begin the day following the institution’s spring 
commencement exercises. Summer athletics activities must end by the start of the 
preseason. Note that unless a student-athlete meets the exception to the summer-school 
requirement, workouts are only permissible during the time period (term or terms) in 
which the student-athlete is enrolled, which includes only the time from the opening day 
of classes through the last day of final exams for each applicable term. 



Question No. 3: Is it permissible for football student-athletes to engage in both 
voluntary and required activities during this eight-week period? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 4: Is it permissible to conduct required summer athletics activities the 
week before finals and during the final exam period of the summer term(s)? 

Answer: Yes, if those weeks fall within the eight-week period designated by the 
institution. 

Question No. 5: May coaches be present during and/or conduct weight training and 
conditioning activities that are part of the eight hours per week of required summer 
athletics activities? 

Answer: Yes, provided only football student-athletes participating in the eight hours per 
week of required summer athletics activities are present. 

Question No. 6: If a coach engages in film revie~v with a student-athlete at the student- 
athlete’s request during the eight week period, must the time count toward the eight hours 
per week limitation and toward the week’s permissible two hours of film review? 

Answer: Yes. If a coach is present for film review, the activity is not considered 
voluntary. Therefore, only a football student-athlete participating in the eight hours per 
week of required summer athletics activities may participate and the activity must count 
toward the student-athletes eight hours per week limitation and toward the student- 
athlete’s permissible two hours of film review for the week. 

Question No. 7: If an institution has multiple summer sessions, do the eight weeks of 
required summer athletics activities have to be continuous? 

Answer: No. The eight weeks do not have to be consecutive or continuous. However, 
unless a student-athlete meets the exception to the summer-school requirement, workouts 
are only permissible during the time period (term or terms) in which the student-athlete is 
enrolled, which includes only the time from the opening day of classes through the last 
day of final exams for each applicable term. 

Question No. 8: Are there exceptions for the sew-ice academies for situations when their 
student-athletes are assigned to summer work at a location (e.g., military base) that is 
separate from the service academy? May the coaching staff conduct workouts with those 
student-athletes assigned to another area of the country? 

Answer: If a student-athlete is enrolled in a summer-school session, or meeting an 
exception to the enrollment requirement, it is permissible for the coaching staff to 
conduct workouts at the assigned location. 



Question No. 9: Must incoming student-athletes (freshmen and transfers) sign the drug- 
testing consent form before participating in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. Summer drug testing is part of the previous academic year testing. 

Question No. 10: Must an incoming student-athlete be certified as eligible to practice in 
order to participate in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. ll: Are institutions required to provide student-athletes any days off 
during the eight weeks in which they are participating in required summer athletics 

activities? 

Answer: No. There is no requirement to provide a day (or days) off during the eight 
weeks of required activities. However, student-athletes are limited to a maximum of 
eight hours per week, with not more than two hours per week spent on film review. 

Question No. 12: May an institution conduct required summer athletics activities on a 
vacation day during the summer? 

Answer: Yes. However, the activities must count toward the eight hours per week 
limitation and any film review must also count toward the week’s permissible two hours 
of film review. 

Question No. 13: May student-athletes participate in unlimited hours of countable 
activities with their coaches during an institutional vacation period (e.g., Memorial Day, 
Independence Day) while engaging in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No, a student-athlete engaging in required summer athletics activities is limited 

to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on 
film review-. 

Question No. 14: May, a student-athlete who has been certified as a nonqualifier 
participate in required summer athletics activities during the summer prior to initial full- 
time enrollment at the certifying institution? 

Answer: Yes, provided he is enrolled in summer school and the activities are conducted 
during the time period (term or terms) in which the student-athlete is enrolled, which 
includes only the time from the opening day of classes through the last day of final exams 
for each applicable term. 

Question No. 15: If a student-athlete was certified as a nonqualifier during the academic 
year, when may he begin to engage in required summer athletics activities after the year 
in residence? 



Answer: Such a student-athlete may begin to participate in required summer athletics 
activities the day following the institution’s spring commencement exercises, provided 
the student-athlete is enrolled in summer school or meets the exception to summer school 
enrollment. 

Question No. 16: Does a student-athlete’s temporary certification period begin when he 
starts participating in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 17: May a student-athlete who is enrolled in consecutive summer-school 
sessions during the same summer (e.g., the first and second summer-school sessions) 
engage in required summer athletics activities during the time in between sessions? 

Answer: Only student-athletes who met the exception to summer-school enrollment at 
the end of the preceding regular academic term (e.g., spring semester, spring quarter) 
may engage in required summer athletics activities between terms. 

Question No. 18: How does the required summer athletics activities legislation apply to 
an institution that offers only one summer session, and the session lasts less than eight 
weeks? 

Answer: Prospective student-athletes (freshmen or transfers) are only permitted to 
participate in required athletics activities during the time period (term) in which the 
student-athlete is enrolled, which includes only the time from the opening day of classes 
through the last day of final exams for the term. Continuing student-athletes would be 
subject to the same application as prospective student-athletes unless they meet the 
appropriate provisions of the exception to summer-school enrollment. A continuing 
student who meets the exception may continue to engage in any remaining portion of the 
eight weeks of required summer athletics activities until the day before the first day of 
classes for the fall term. 

Question No. 19: May coursework from an early summer-school session (e.g., first four- 
week session) from that same summer be considered when determining whether a 
student-athlete is meeting the exception to the summer-school requirement for the 
remaining weeks of the required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. In order to meet the exception to summer-school enrollment, the student- 
athlete must have successfully completed the applicable academic requirements by the 
end of the preceding regular academic term (e.g., spring semester, spring quarter). 

Question No. 20: May remedial, tutorial or noncredit courses be used to satisfy the 
requirements of the exception to summer-school enrollment? 

Answer: Yes, provided such courses meet the requirements of NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.4.4. 



Question No. 21: Must a student-athlete who has just completed four semesters or six 
quarters have declared a degree program (and have completed 50 percent of the program) 
in order to meet the exception to summer-school enrollment? 

Answer: No. Pursuant to Bylaw 114.4.3.11.7, a student-athlete must designate a degree 
program prior to participation in competition that occurs during or immediately before 
the third year of enrollment. Further, pursuant to Bylaw 14.4.3.1.7, during the first two 
years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits acceptable toward any of the 
institution’s degree programs. Therefore, a student-athlete may fulfill the 50 percent 
requirement based on credits acceptable toward any of the institution’s degree programs. 

Question No. 22: Must a student-athlete who has just completed eight semesters or 12 
quarters have completed all of the baccalaureate degree requirements for the student- 
athlete’s specific degree in order to meet the exception to the summer-school enrollment 
requirement? 

Answer: Yes. After completing eight semesters or 12 quarters, a student-athlete who 
has not completed all of the baccalaureate degree requirements for his specific degree 
must be enrolled in summer school in order to participate in summer athletic activities. 

Question No. 23: May an institution provide room and board to returning student- 
athletes to participate in required summer athletics activities if the individuals are not 
enrolled in summer school? 

Answer: No. It is not permissible to provide room and board to student-athletes who are 
not enrolled in summer school. Room and board may be provided, pursuant to Bylaw 
15.2.8, to student-athletes who are enrolled in summer school. 

Question No. 24: May an institution provide training table meals to student-athletes who 
are participating in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 25: Is it permissible to provide entertainment to student-athletes who are 
participating in required summer athletics activities? 

Answer: No. Bylaw 16.7 does not apply to summer athletics activities. 

Question No. 26: Is it permissible for a student-athlete to engage, either concurrently or 
separately, in both required summer athletics activities in football and permissible 
practices for a foreign tour? 

Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is eligible to participate in both activities. 
However, if a student-athlete is only eligible for either the foreign tour or the required 
summer activities in football, he may only engage in the activity for which he is eligible. 



[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.11.3.10 (required summer athletic activities -- national 
service academies -- incoming freshmen), 14.02.15.1 (academic year of residence), 
14.1.4.1 (content and purpose), 14.3.4 (residence requirement -- nonqualifier), 14.3.5.1 
(participation prior to certification), 14.4.3.1.7 (hours earned or accepted for degree 
credit), 114.4.3.4.4 (remedial, tutorial and noncredit courses), 115.2.8 (summer financial 
aid), 116.5.2 (permissible housing and meals), 16.7 (entertainment in conjunction with 
practice or competition), 16.8.1 (permissible expenses for practice and competition), 
17.1.6.2.1.5.1 (summer athletic activities -- football), 17.1.6.2.1.5.3 (exception to summer 
school enrollment -- academic requirements - basketball and football), 17.1.6.2.1.5.3.1 
(application to transfer student-athletes), 17.1.6.2.2 (skill instruction -- sports other than 
baseball and football), 17.11.6.3.3 (definition of week), 117.1.6.3.6 (vacation periods and 
between terms), 117.9.6 (out of season athletically related activities), 17.9.6.1 
(conditioning activities - bo~vl subdivision), 17.9.6.2 (conditioning activities - 
championship subdivision), 17.9.6.5 (summer practice), 17.28.1.4 (foreign tour 
eligibility of student-athletes), 17.28.1.4.1 (incoming-student participation) and 17.28.1.5 
(practice limitation)] 

Football Official Visits -- Meals and Lodging of Prospect-Aged Siblings. (I) 
Date Published: February 12, 2014 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Division I member institutions are reminded that, during an official visit in football, an 
institution is permitted to provide meals for up to four family members accompanying a 
prospective student-athlete on an official visit. Further, it is permissible for a prospect- 
aged sibling of the prospective student-athlete to be among the four family members who 
receives meals, even if he or she is being recruited by the institution. Provided no 
recruitment of the prospect-aged sibling occurs during the visit, receiving the meals will 
not trigger an official visit for the sibling. Ho~vever, providing lodging for a prospect- 
aged sibling is subject to a different standard. If a prospect-aged sibling that is being 
recruited by the institution stays as an additional person in the same room as the 
prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents, spouse or legal 
guardians, then an official visit would trigger for the prospect-aged sibling, regardless of 
whether any additional costs result from the additional occupant or whether recruitment 
of the sibling occurs during the visit. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.02.13.1 (recruited prospective student-athlete), 13.6.7.7 
(meals on official visit), 13.6.7.7.2 (exception-meals-football) and 13.6.9 (lodging for 
additional persons), and a staff interpretation (112/5/13, Item No. b)] 
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ACADEMIC CERTIFICATION REQUEST 
PROGRAM 

The process for submitting an urgent or standard 
academ ic certification req uest using the Academ ic 
Certification Request Program has changed. Effective 
immediately, it is no longer necessary to complete and 
save individual forms and upload through the "Upload 
Documents" feature. Please follow the instructions to 
access the new online submission. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT BEST 
PRACTICES 

Now that the Contingent Certification Program is no 
longer available for Amateurism Certification, here are 
the recommended practices for international 
prospective student-athletes that meet the following 
scenarios. Read More 

INTERNATIONAL ACADEM IC 
CERTIFICATION CUSTOM ER SERVICE 

The international academic certification staff 
(international staff) is working toward delivering earlier 
advisement capability improvements for the 
membership in the area of international recruiting. 
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However, even as those ongoing improvements are 
explored and pursued for future enrollment cycles, the 
NCAA Eligibility Center would like to highlight the 
advisement services currently offered today and 
ensure that the membership is leveraging all currently 
available resources. Read More 

I NITIAL-ELIGI BI LITY WAIVERS 

As prospective student-athletes approach the 
conclusion of the academic year, please note the 
im portance of cond ucting on-cam pus academ ic 
evaluations, which provide a proactive opportunity to 
identify potential issues (e.g., failed courses, 
duplicative coursework, nontraditional programs) and 
advise prospective student-athletes to rectify initial- 
eligibility deficiencies prior to initial full-time collegiate 
enrollment. 

VISIBILITY TO ARCHIVED NUM ERIC 
GRADING SCALES 

Beginning the week of March 3, member institutions 
will have visibility to high schools’ archived numeric 
grading scales. Currently, only a high school’s most 
recent grading scale is visible on the school’s List of 
NCAA Courses. This change only impacts schools 
with numeric grading scales, and only those schools 
that have changed their numeric grading scales at 
some point from the 2006-07 academic year and 
forward. Read More 

AMATEURISM: THE MORE YOU KNOW 

The amateurism certification processing staff has 
provided some helpful information this month 
regarding: 

1. Updating the NCAA Eligibility Center on any 
additional information you may have regarding a 
prospective student-ath lete; 

2. Correct recruiting cycles; and 
3. Final amateurism certification requests. 
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Read More 

NCAA INCLUSION FORUM 

The NCAA Inclusion Forum brings together 
intercollegiate athletics leaders passionate about 
improving the educational and professional 
environment for student-athletes, coaches and staff. 
Sessions engage on a broad range of topics related 

to policy, research and best practices for racial and 
ethnic minorities, women, international student- 
athletes, LGBTQ and disability-access to sport. Read 
More 

CUSTOM ER SERVICE UPDATES 

The NCAA Customer Service Center believes that 
great service means never having to call us! To that 
end, the NCAA Customer Service Center continues to 
work behind the scenes on a number of projects to 
stop problems before they happen. Click here to view 
some highlights of the proactive efforts the customer 
service staff has completed in recent months. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is open to receiving 
feedback on its processes or case management 
in general via ecinfo@ncaaoorg (per the policy 
posted on the Member Institution Portal).ln 
response to the regulatory review, it was 
recommended that the NCAA Eligibility Center 
remind the membership of its options for 
providing feedback all through the year, not just 
during the annual survey time. 

Divisions I and II conference offices may initiate 
contact with the NCAA Eligibility Center staff for 
questions about specific accounts, NCAA 
Eligibility Center policies and procedures, or to 
request conference visits through the NCAA 
Eligibility Center Conference Contact program. 
Please email ecinfo@ncaa.or.q for additional 
information or program details. 

3 of 3 3/17/2014 7:30 PM 
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The process of placing a prospective student-athlete on an Institutional Request List 
(IRL) informs the NCAA Eligibility Center of your request for an academic certification. 
The NCAA Eligibility Center standard of operation for initial review of a case is 10 
business days or less once the case is on an active NCAA Division I or II IRL and is 
"Ready to Process-Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all documents (i.e., final 
high school transcript, transcripts from all high schools attended, test scores, 
assignment completion dates, no outstanding academic tasks) have been received. 
Actual performance for the 2012-13 academic year reflects that 95 percent of cases 
were processed within seven (7) business days. 

To avoid last-minute emergencies, prospective student-athletes are encouraged to 
submit all transcripts, test scores and complete all academic tasks as soon as possible. 
While the NCAA Eligibility Center encourages member institutions to allow the 
certification process to work within the normal standard of operation, it recognizes that 
under certain extenuating circumstances, it may be necessary to request an exception 
to the normal service standard. 

The automated Academic Certification Request Program may be used to request a 
review when an expedited decision is needed due to a specific event. Please note this 
request program is not available for International, split file, or home school cases. 

Option 1: Standard Request: If the case meets one or more of the events criteria (a- 
e) below, is RTP-F and a review is needed within three (3) business days, a 
standard request form may be submitted. Please note, the request should be 
submitted no more than three days before the date of the event. 

Travel/Competition; 
Out of Practice Days; 
Mid-year Enrollee; 
Summer School; or 
Foreign Tour. 

Option 2: Urgent Request: If the case meets one or more of the events criteria (a-f) 
below, is RTP-F and a review is needed within one (1) business day, an urgent 
request form may be submitted. Please note, the request should be submitted no 
more than one day before the date of the event or deadline. 

Travel/Competition; 
Out of Practice Days; 
Mid-year Enrollee; 
Summer School; 
Foreign Tour; or 
Imminent Deadline (e.g., registration, financial aid). 

Important Reminders: 
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The case must be "Ready to Process-Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all 
documents (i.e., final high school transcript, transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, assignment completion dates, no outstanding academic 
tasks) have been received. 
Forms are submitted electronically via the Member Institution Portal on LSDBi 
and will be uploaded directly to the prospective student-athlete’s account. Once 
the form is accepted, the date and time of receipt will be reflected in the Student 
Activity Log. Please note that incomplete or illegible forms will result in delays or 
the inability to process the request. Forms should be completed in their entirety. 
Detailed directions are below. 

Select "Request Academic Certification" from the "Resources" tab on the NCAA 
Eligibility Center Member Institution Portal menu bar. 

Tl"ere are no pooled al-~r’o~_ll-~,,:_etl:~el-~i:_s in this subject area at this time 

Enter the search criteria for the prospective student-athlete you wish to request 
or simply enter the NCAA ID, click "Go Search" and select the student. 

need to hold down t’he cor~trol key (Ctd} ~or each ~lecl-ed item after the ~]rst one. 

~s Bs sket~at~ 

Mens Cross Count~, 
~ns Rc 

Mens Lacresse 

.~£.q~:~..~s~£~:,. .................................... 

-- Select $1~orl 

[: Seiec[ All 

[: Un:select All 
Select All Men’s sports 

Pick the appropriate "Request Type" (Urgent or Standard) from the drop down 
box at the bottom of the screen. Be sure to read the form to ensure the account 
meets the criteria for submission. Click "Submit" to access the form. 
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If the account meets the criteria for submission, the selected form will appear. If 
the account does not meet the criteria, you will receive an error message. 

Fill in the boxes with the appropriate information. If there are additional details 
you would like the NCAA Eligibility Center to know, please provide them in the 
"Notes/Additional Information" box. 

Click Submit. Your request will be automatically delivered to the NCAA Eligibility 
Center for review and processing. 

Additionally, the prospective student-athlete’s Student Activity Log will note the 
successful upload of document(s): 
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If possible, a final decision will be released and posted on the Member Institution Portal 
within the timeframe for the option chosen (Urgent or Standard). If during the initial 
review it is determined additional information, documentation, or clarification is 
required, academic tasks will be assigned to the student. Should secondary or 
special review be required, the case will remain on hold. 

This pro.qram is available for reqular domestic cases only. International, split-file 
(which include International and domestic academic records), and home school cases 
may not be requested through this program. 

This program is not intended to eliminate interaction between member institutions and 
the NCAA Customer Service Center staff. Should your institution have questions about 
International or home school accounts, or for account-specific or procedural help, the 
NCAA Customer Service Center is available Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. Eastern time at 877/544-2950. Inquiries regarding International and split-file 
cases may be made through ec-international@ncaa.orq. 
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Now that the Contingent Certification Program is no longer available for Amateurism 
Certification, here are the recommended practices for international prospective student- 
athletes that meet the following scenarios: 

United Kingdom or education in a British-patterned educational system: 
Since examination results are released by all exam boards in August, 
prospective student-athletes should contact their appropriate examination board 
(AQA, OCR, EDEXCEL, Cambridge, OFQUAL, etc.) and request that a 
"Candidate Statement of Provisional Results" be sent to a third-party (the NCAA 
Eligibility Center) as soon as available. Please note that a request to send 
results to a third-party takes roughly 28 business days for the exam boards to 
complete. In addition, please note the provisional results must come through the 
mail and cannot be faxed or emailed. 

Caribbean educational system: 
When released (CSEC or CAPE provisional results), prospective student-athletes 
should contact the CXC (Caribbean Exam Council) authority at 
https://www.cxc.orq/node/7396 and request that their official results be sent 
directly to the NCAA Eligibility Center. Please note that school-stamped copies 
of Provisional Result Statements that have been issued by CXC (and sent 
through the mail) are also acceptable. 

= 

Ireland: 
For the Irish Senior Certificate, prospective student-athletes should send (via 
email) their State Examination website Iogin information to the NCAA Eligibility 
Center. The NCAA Eligibility Center will verify the results online at 
http://www.examinations.ie/index.php?l=en&mc=ca&sc=sor. Please note that 
since these results are typically not available until mid-August, the website Iogin 
access is the quickest way for a prospective student-athlete to provide the NCAA 
Eligibility Center with his/her results. Also, prospective student-athletes should 
email ec-international@ncaa.orq only after the results are available online and 
should include his/her NCAA ID number in the subject line of the email. 

= 

International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma: 
The IB diploma results are issued roughly around the first week of July each 
year. Prospective student-athletes should email their IB Iogin information 
(usemame and passcode) to ec-international@ncaa.orq and the NCAA Eligibility 
Center staff will verify the diploma results via the IB website: 
https://candidates.ibo.orq/index.cfm?event=authnHandler.showLoqinForm 

General Reminder 

If a prospective student-athlete’s pending examination results are not available until late 
summer, please contact the NCAA Eligibility Center’s international academic 
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certification staff as soon as possible to discuss the timing and whether there are any 
other outstanding academic issues. Please note that it is important to verify that the 
prospective student-athlete is completing necessary examinations to avoid late summer 
surprises. 

Critical Reminder for Athletics Administrators and Admissions Officers 

Under no circumstances should an international prospective student-athlete be issued a 
Form 1-20 with the expectation of financial support from the athletics office before the 
prospective student-athlete has been certified as a final qualifier or is determined to be 
a partial qualifier in Division II by the NCAA Eligibility Center. If the prospective student- 
athlete is deemed a nonqualifier and cannot financially support attending the member 
institution, then the prospective student-athlete’s Form 1-20 is fraudulent and the 
subsequent student visa obtained is illegal. Illegally obtaining a student visa and 
entering the United States is contrary to U.S. immigration laws. Further, if the 
prospective student-athlete is encouraged to travel to the United States prior to 
receiving a final academic certification decision under the guise of the fraudulently 
obtained student visa, then the member institution may be held responsible and the 
prospective student-athlete removed from the United States. 

Please call the international academic certification staff with any questions at 877/544- 
2950 (press option 1 for international) or email at ec-intemational@ncaa.org. 
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 

The international academic certification staff (international staff) is working toward 
delivering earlier advisement capability improvements for the membership in the area of 
international recruiting. However, even as those ongoing improvements are explored 
and pursued for future enrollment cycles, the NCAA Eligibility Center would like to 
highlight the advisement services currently offered today and ensure that the 
membership is leveraging all currently available resources. 

The international staff currently provides general advice regarding country educational 
systems and credentials, whether it is instigated from questions about a specific country 
or whether it is instigated from questions about a prospective student-athlete from a 
specific country. However, the membership should not expect student-specific 
advisement, when the student has not registered. In addition, the membership should 
not expect student-specific advisement based on unofficial documents or when no 
documents are available. 

The international staff is still unable to perform preliminary evaluations for international 
prospective student-athletes (excluding non-Quebec Canadian prospective student- 
athletes) at this time, which includes going over courses, grades and credit that are 
listed on academic credentials. However, the international staff provides cursory 
reviews of student-specific scenarios when the following has occurred: (1) the 
prospective student-athlete has registered (thus providing educational history, timeline 
and expected enrollment period); and, (2) the international staff has received official 
academic credentials (transcripts; leaving exam results). 

The international staff’s goal is to create an accurate, efficient, reliable, transparent and 
predictable international academic certification system that can best regulate and serve 
the membership’s wants and needs with minimal risk. For this reason, the international 
staff focuses on general country advisement when reliable information is absent and 
student-specific advisement when reliable information is present. 

All advisement questions and country-specific consultations are available via 
international academic certification customer service (via phone 877/544-2950 or ec- 
international@ncaa, org). 

Below is a listing of all the available resources including links: 

Guide to International Academic Standards for Athletics Eli~ 
htt p://www, ncaapu blications, com/productdown Ioads/I S 1314.pdf 

International FAQs 
http://fs.ncaa.orq/Docs/eligibi|ity_center/Student Resources/International Student FAQ 
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International Recruitinq Tips 
http://fs, ncaa. orq/Docs/elicj!~!!!~y center/E CMIP/Academ ic Certification 
cruiting_T!ps for Intl PSA.pdf 

International/Re 

Questions Coaches Should Ask in International Recruitinq 
http://fs, ncaa. orq/Docs/eliqi~i!i~y center/E CMIP/Academ ic Certification 
uestions to Ask When Recruiting Intl PSA.pdf 

International/Q 

Academic Tips for Top 5 International Countries 
http://fs.ncaa.orq/Docs/eliqibility center/ECMIP/Academic Certification 
ademic Tips for TO# 5 Most Recruited Countries,pdf 

I nternational/Ac 

Interactive Map with Credentials by Country 
http://fs.ncaa.orqlDocs/elic~!~!!!~y center/International Information/Intl Map.html 

These links are located on the Member Institution Portal under the Resources tab in the 
"Academic Certification - International" section: 

International Academic Certification - New Task! "Academic Documents Needed 
for Purposes of Amateurism Review" 

For international prospective student-athletes from multi-tiered educational systems who 
are academic qualifiers based on a first or second tier of graduation, the following task 
will be assigned for documents needed to exhaust the expected date of high school 
graduation: 

’The review of your amateurism status requires an expected date of 
high school graduation to be established. This date (established by 
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the NCAA Eligibility Center) is determined based on your initial 
enrollment in year 9, and the academic credentials achieved. The 
following academic documents are needed (when available) in 
order to finalize your expected date of high school graduation: 
(Insert name of documents needed here) The NCAA Eligibility 
Center must receive official school stamped copies of these 
certificates/diplomas (through the mail). 

THIS TASK WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY MARKED AS 
"COMPLETE" WHEN THE INFORMATION IS RECEIVED.’ 
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NUMERIC GRADING SCALES 

Beginning the week of March 3, member institutions will have visibility to high schools’ 
archived numeric grading scales. Currently, only a high school’s most recent grading 
scale is visible on the school’s List of NCAA Courses. This change only impacts 
schools with numeric grading scales, and only those schools that have changed their 
numeric grading scales at some point from the 2006-07 academic year and forward. A 
school whose List of NCAA Courses shows no grading scale is one that reports letter 
grades on its transcripts. 

With this new visibility, all numeric scales will show a default date of 2006-07. This is 
true for schools that have not changed their scale, or have not reported a change to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. If a school has had a change in its numeric grading scale since 
2006-07, you will see the applicable scales with the corresponding effective dates. If 
the date of a grading scale is more current, but there is no corresponding numeric scale 
prior to the current scale, it is most likely that the school converted from letter grades to 
a numeric scale. Any other gaps in numeric scale effective dates would indicate a 
change back and forth from letter grades to numeric grades. For example, if a visible 
numeric scale shows effective dates of 2010-11 through the present, this indicates a 
letter grade scale was in effect through the 2009-10 academic year before a numeric 
scale was adopted. 

It is important to note that scales in the NCAA Eligibility Center database are only as 
current as schools provide to us. Below you will find instructions on how to navigate this 
new process. 

After selecting a specific prospective student-athlete’s "PSA Detail Report," click on the 
name of the high school listed for that student (it will be displayed as a hyperlink). 

Then click the tab at the top titled "Grading Scale" to view the high school’s grading 
scale. 
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The amateurism certification staff welcomes any additional information you would 
like to provide that may be helpful in the amateurism certification review for your 
prospective student-athlete. For example, if calling the NCAA Eligibility Center 
regarding an amateurism certification, it is helpful to let the staff know if your 
prospective student-athlete has previously enrolled at any college or university. 
Many times the prospective student-athlete has not indicated this in the 
registration. 

Please be sure your prospective-student athlete is on the correct recruiting cycle. 
This will help the amateurism certification staff prioritize its case reviews. For 
example, if he/she is enrolling fall 2014, please add him/her to the 2014/15 
Institutional Request List (IRL) cycle. 

Beginning April 1, fall 2014 enrollees will have the opportunity to request final 
amateurism certification. Remember, the NCAA Eligibility Center processes 
amateurism cases based on enrollment date. Please remind your fall enrollees 
to review the information they are submitting to ensure its accuracy, paying 
specific attention to the enrollment period, the sport-participation choices and 
responses to the questions in the "My Sports" section. 

As a reminder, the amateurism certification staff communicates with prospective 
student-athletes via email. To cut down on delays in certification, please make sure the 
email address that was used during registration is current. You can view the email 
address for a prospective student-athlete on the "PSA Detail Report" page of the 
Member Institution Portal. 
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nter NCAA INCLUSION FORUM 

The NCAA Inclusion Forum brings together intercollegiate athletics leaders passionate 
about improving the educational and professional environment for student-athletes, 
coaches and staff. Sessions engage on a broad range of topics related to policy, 
research and best practices for racial and ethnic minorities, women, international 
student-athletes, LGBTQ and disability-access to sport. 

Location: 

Dates: 

Orlando, Florida at the Walt Disney World Swan & Dolphin on Disney 
Property 
May I 3, 2014 (for travel purposes, the Inclusion Forum will begin 
Thursday, May 1 at 12:45 p.m. Eastern time and end Saturday, May 3 at 5 
p.m. Eastern time.) 

A few 

o 

o 

of the speakers and session topics include: 
Kwame Anthony Appiah - internationally acclaimed author of The Honor Code: 
How Moral Revolutions Hapj3en. 
Amy Herman - The Art of Perception, former Head of the Frick Collection 
Education department and Ted Talks speaker. 
Pat 6tiffin - LGBTQ Inclusion and Religion. 
Janet Judge - Title IX and OCR Sexual Harassment and Violence guidance. 
Jeff Orleans, Judy Sweet and members of the Gender Equity Task Force hold a 
town hall meeting. 
First Wave Spoken Word and Hip Hop Arts Learning Community. 
Student-Athletes and Mental Health. 
Disability Sport Best Practices. 
Social Media Discrimination Prevention. 
Title IX Compliance. 
Women and the Media. 
Diversity Leadership Strategies for Conferences and SAAC. 
Working with Chief Diversity Officers. 

To register for the NCAA Inclusion Forum, please visit: 
https:/Iwww.planninqpoint.net/V2/Registrationslindex.cfm?EventlD=2091. 



~e !igibility 
nter CUSTOMER SERVICE UPDATES 

The NCAA Customer Service Center believes that great service means never having to 
call us! To that end, the NCAA Customer Service Center continues to work behind the 
scenes on a number of projects to stop problems before they happen. Here are some 
highlights of the proactive efforts the customer service staff has completed in recent 
months: 

Academic certification or registration issues: 
1,150 outbound calls to request the information identified as missing during a 
prospective student-athlete’s preliminary review. 
1,750 unmatched test scores have been matched to the correct student 
accounts. 

¯ 875 cases which had a registration error creating a "universal school" 
placeholder have been corrected. 
Contact has been made with hundreds of high schools to inform them their List 
of NCAA Courses may need to be updated based on preliminary review 
analysis. 

High school review issues: 
¯     Over 300 "not cleared" high schools that have not responded to requests for 

information have been contacted. 
Research continues on schools without Lists of NCAA Courses to find contact 
information to initiate the high school review process. 

Amateurism issues: 
Over 100 member institutions have been contacted to verify enrollment period 
and IRL cycle mis-matches. 

National Letter of Intent (NLI) outreach: 
Just underway...the NCAA Customer Service Center will reach out to hundreds 
of NLI signees who have missing transcripts or test scores in an effort to 
complete preliminary evaluations. 

Division I legislation - education and outreach: 
The NCAA Eligibility Center continues its call campaign to educate high school 
administrators about the NCAA Division I initial-eligibility legislation changes 
scheduled for 2016 implementation. To date, the NCAA Eligibility Center has 
contacted over 7,000 high schools with details about the new standards. 

What other ideas do you have? Please send your suggestions for future proactive 
projects to ecinfo@ncaa.org. 



From: Melissa Katz                ~]gmail.com> 
Date: October 2, 2013 at 1:34:44 AM EDT 
To: < _m_y__a__~! g_e_l_d__@_e__~__a___i__l__:___u__~Lc__:__@_u__> 
Subject: Public Records Request 

October 2, 2013 

Marielle vanGelder 

UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751427599-910 

RECORDS REQUEST 

Dear Marielle vanGelder: 

This is a public records request for the following documents concerning student-athletes for the 2012-13 
and 2013-14 school years, pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, chapter 132 section l(b) of 
the North Carolina General Statute. I am seeking policies, guidelines and agreements that apply to all 
student-athletes as well as those that apply to individual varsity teams. I am not asking for information 
concerning club teams. I prefer to receive the documents in electronic format. If any of the requested 
records are publicly available online, please send the link and remove them from this request. 

1. Student-athlete codes of conduct. 

2. Policies and/or guidelines concerning student-athlete social media activity or public statements, 
including any penalties for infractions. 

3. A blank copy of student-athlete agreements that reference social media activity or public statements, 
including scholarship or participation agreements. 

4. A blank copy of student-athlete privacy waivers. 

5. A copy of documents included in student-athlete scholarship or participation packets that reference 
social media activity or public statements. 

6. A blank copy of requests for student-athlete social media username or password OR A blank copy of 
requests for student-athletes’ social media usernames and passwords 

7. Contracts or other agreements with vendors that include monitoring of student social media activity. or 
public statements. 



8. Records identifying university employees whose responsibilities include monitoring of studem social 
media activity or public statements. This includes job descriptions for all four staff members in the 
Compliance division of the University of North Carolina athletics department as well as all seven staff 
members of the New- Media division of the University" of North Carolina athletics department. 

9. Documents that reference the number of athletes who have incurred sanctions as a result of violations 
of school or team social media policies and/or guidelines. 

10. Policies and/or guidelines from the athletic conference that reference social media activity or public 
statements. 

11. Policies and/or guidelines for social media activity or public statements that apply to other categories 
of students besides student-athletes. 

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and please include 
the proper custodian’s name and contact information. 

I request a fee waiver. I am a student journalist working on a project for class and for Capital News 
Service, a newswire at the University of Mauland that serves newspapers, radio and television stations in 
the Washington D.C. region. If the fees are not waived, please notify me if they exceed $5. 

I would request your response within 10 business days. 

If you deem some of the information private under the law, I request that you redact it, cite the exemption 
and provide the remainder of the document. If you withhold any records in entirety., I request that you 
identify." each one and cite the statutory exemption for doing so. If my request is denied in whole or part, I 
ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Katz 

Student Journalist at Capital News Service 

University of Mauland 

6801 Preinkert Drive, APT:7301A 

College Park, MD 20740 

908-208-2146 
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Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:43 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC 

Journal of Sport and Social Issues-2013-Southall-O193723513498606.pdf; Method to March Madness_Southall et al.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From= daren lucas <~ 

Reply-To; daren luc~ 

Date; Wednesday, April z, zu14 at 1U::~b AlVl 

To; "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, James Dean <james dean@unc.edu>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject= Fw: UNC 

..... Forwarded Message .... 

From: "SOUTHALL, RICHARD" <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 
To: daren lucas @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:37 AM 
Subject: Re: UNC 

Just a short follow up. I would recommend you forward your analysis to Chancellor Folt at the earliest opportunity. I would also suggest you forward the same to Dan Kane with the 

News & Observer. I suggest you also contact Paul Barrett at Bloomberg. I watched the HBO segment, but could not from a screen-shot conduct an analysis of the data. I was 

watching on my iPhone, so I wasn’t spending time doing research. Since I’ve not heard back from UNC’s IRB or general counsel, we will not conduct any analysis of the data until 

informed we can. My role as co-investigator was going to be conducting a secondary review of the data~ CSRI was going to utilize our network of faculty experts to bring in experts 

from around the country to conduct this analysis. We have not done so, since I have not heard from the UNC IRB office that such analysis is approved under the revised IRB 

application. Since I was not involved in the initial screening of any athletes (it is my understanding such initial screening was done under the auspices of the U NC athletic 

department), I have made no comments re: the efficacy of Ms. Willingham’s data. If U NC’s athletic department contracted for the screening of these athletes, I assume they were 

aware of the results from the time the data were obtained. 

Some additional thoughts and then I have to leave for a talk at our law school. 

1. Exceptions are the basis of the entire corporate college sport enterprise. That is the reason why the NCAA developed the sliding scale - to 
handle the increasing number of exceptions to admissions standards. 

2. I would recommend you forward your qualitative data re: doctors who were admitted with 500 SATs, to both Chanclelor Folt and the N & O. This is important to frame the 

discussion and insure that we do not unfairly stereotype the players identified in Ms. Willingham’s data. I am sure these doctors would be glad to come forward and discuss 

how they overcame their backgrounds and are now successful physicians. Doing this would be a great service. In addition, since you have a great deal of background - 

having worked at UNC for such a long time - I think your perspective would be valuable. 

3. From my discussions with current and former UNC players, the exceptions are simply that -exceptions. But they are numerous enough that we cannot simply ignore them 

as exceptions and say, "If they simply apply themselves they can become doctors and lawyers..." What has not - unfortunately - occurred to this point is an accounting of 

where these exceptions are now. What jobs do they currently hold? How many are doctors and how many are working at minimum wage jobs? 

4. However, while Bingler v. Johnson may have at one time been relevant, I don’t think the NLRB ruling applies to "academic" scholarships. 

I would point you to the following from Bingler. (I’ve added the bold and underlined emphases.) 

"If teaching, research, or other services are required of all candidates (whether or not recipients of scholarships or fellowship grants) for a particular degree as a condition to 

receiving such degree, such teachin6, research, or other services shall not be re6arded as part-time employment within the meaning of this paragraph." 

(A) Conditions for exclusion. 

The grantor of the scholarship or fellowship grant is -- 

(i) an organization described in section 501(c){3) which is exempt from tax under section 501(a), 

The amount of the scholarship or fellowship grant excluded under subsection (a)(1) in any taxable year shall be limited to an amount equal to $300 times the number of 

months for which the recipient received amounts under the scholarship or fellowship grant during such taxable year, except that no exclusion shall be allowed under 

subsection (a) after the recipient has been entitled to exclude under this section for a period of 36 months (whether or not consecutive) amounts received as a scholarship or 

fellowship grant while not a candidate for a degree at an educational institution (as defined in section 151(e)(4)). 

§ 1.117-4. Items not considered as scholarships or fellowship grants. 

The following payments or allowances shall not be considered to be amounts received as a scholarship or a fellowship grant for the purpose of section 117: 

(c) Amounts paid as compensation for services or primarily for the benefit of the grantor. (1) Except as provided in paragraph (a) of § 1.117-2, any amount paid or allowed to, 

or on behalf of, an individual to enable him to pursue studies or research, if such amount represents either compensation for past, present, or future employment services or 

represents payment for services which are subject to the direction or supervision of the grantor. 

(2) Any amount paid or allowed to, or on behalf of, an individual to enable him to pursue studies or research primarily for the benefit of the grantor. 

However, amounts paid or allowed to, or on behalf of, an individual to enable him to pursue studies or research are considered to be amounts received as a scholarship or 

fellowship grant for the purpose of section 117 if the primary purpose of the studies or research is to further the education and training of the recipient in his individual 



capacity and the amount provided by the grantor for such purpose does not represent compensation or payment for the services described in subparagraph (1) of this 

paragraph. Neither the fact that the recipient is required to furnish reports of his progress to the grantor, nor the fact that the results of his studies or research may be of some 

incidental benefit to the grantor shall, of itself, be considered to destroy the essential character of such amount as a scholarship or fellowship grant." 

If big-time college sport (BTCS) is truly educational in nature, then college-sport status-quo advocates have nothing to worry about. The NLRB, the 9th Circuit, and eventually the 

Supreme Court will get it "right." If, on the other hand BTCS is primarily an industry designed to produce market-based revenue for everyone but the labor [profit-athletes], and 

results in billions of dollars accruing to the major stakeholders - except the profit-athletes, then taxing direct employment compensation and donations is the ethical thing to do. 

I don’t think the NLRB ruling is directly relevant to GIAs (as educational awards). Much more relevant is the not-for-profit status of athletic departments and associated athletic 

associations. I RS - via Congressional committees - scrutiny of these entities (and U BIT implications) is - in my opinion - much more likely moving forward. However, the N LRB 

ruling is very narrow in its focus and does not mean that all college athletes would become employees. In addition, I do not think the ruling has any direct Title IX implications (Title 

Vll, yes, but Title IX, no.). 

More likely, I think is that real costs will be reduced in non-revenue sports. And when that happens, we will have more club and Dill level teams, which of 
course will be the end of the world, because having the golf team fly all over the country and to the Caribbean is a key to their "education." 

I think we need are honest discussions regarding the true nature of the collegiate sport corporate enterprise, and dispassionate application of labor and antitrust law. 

Instead of operating from the premise that we must protect a mythology (I.e., Collegiate Model of Athletics) - see the attached articles, perhaps we should answer the following 

questions: 

¯ Is the enterprise legal or illegal? 
¯ Is the enterprise exploitative of any athletes involved? 

If we apply the laws of the U.S. and find the system is illegal, and using any of the most common ethical frameworks [deontology, teleology or existentialism, ethics of care] we 

determine the system is exploitative and immoral, should we continue simply because we "like" the games and enjoy cheering on "our tribe"? 

That’s the analysis I ask my students to conduct. In my college sport class, we do not operate from the assumption that BTCS is right or wrong, good or bad, or authentic or 

inauthentic. We conduct an analysis and come to a conclusion based on an analysis using one or more theoretical frameworks. If that’s what you mean by "cooler" heads, then we 

totally agree. 

I hate to self cite:), but I’ve attached two articles in which colleagues and I analyze BTCS. I would appreciate your feedback. I also would enjoy you forwarding your thesis proposal 

and defense. I always enjoy analyzing the collegiate model. 

Enjoy your week and I look forward to seeing you at the CSRI Conference. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http://csri-sc.org! 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell:  

Emaih southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 23-25, 2014 csriconference.org 

Office hours: 
Tuesday- 2:45-5:00pm 

Wednesday- l:00-3:00pm 

Other times by appointment 

From: daren lucas. " 

Reply-To: daren 

Date: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 at 8:11 PlVl 

To: Richard Southall <southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Cc: "ridpath @ohio.edu" <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC 

Richard, 

Thanks for the reply. 

Given your comments, I will assume your team at USC did not analyse her data as you suggested you would. 

As my nature has always been to fully immerse myself in topics that interest me ..... I could share many from 26 years in 



sports management .... I didnt some investigating of my own. 

Last month, I ordered a set of SATA documentation including the manual and fully familiarized myself with the contents. 
I then went to respected learning specialists and that 30-year veteran (who by the way spent 14 of them at UNC) to fully 
understand what should take place in a complete evaluation. I then coupled that with expectations from English 100 and 
offerings from the UNC Learning Center website. I wanted to fully understand what a profile should look like. 

When the HBO tease piece was released there was shot of a page of her data. In slo mo, I was able to reproduce a 
good portion of the page. From the orientation and sorting, I could fairly surmise this was the first page and represented 
the worst of the worst, if you will. 

I will be interested to see the UNC external reviews because I was shocked at the lack of data and inaccuracy of her 
analysis (I was able to reproduce the 8% number she quoted CNN). Again, this is an unofficial review of one educated 
man, but I will wager that this research will be completely and wholly invalidated on objective terms. 

If that turns out to be the case, I will also wonder your take as a co-investigator. I am happy to share my findings in any 
manner you like, if interested. And by the way, I am also fairly familiar with UNC’s IRB process. 

As to a finding that some would have been deemed "at risk", that is not new news to me....as you are aware, the UNC 
BOG, BOT and faculty subcommittee on admissions has for many years allowed a small number of exceptions ...... at all 
UNC system schools. To find this number of kids over 9 years in a list does not surprise me. 

It doesnt surprise me specifically because as a young staffer at UNC in 1989, I was charged with creating an analysis of 
football players from 1978-1988 (SAT, UNC progress, etc). Anecdotally, I could show you several doctors who had 
incoming SAT’s in 500’s (not surprisingly they are African American, from small rural towns in NC and from single- 
parent homes). Coupled with 13 years working at UNC and as a former player being close to football, I have perhaps 
one of the best views of UNC football admissions over a 20 year period. 

So if the net result is she identified exceptions, then I fail to see the point. I am happy to show College Board data for 
NC and correlations between household income and SAT scores ..... particularly SAT Writing scores that got this 183 
person cohort started to begin with. And while you or David probably didnt spend much time on the Admissions data 
presented you, an analysis would show that athletes make up a small percentage of overall UNC enrollees with SAT’s 
below 1000. Wonder who all of those other kids are? 

As to your labor discussion, you will probably not be surprised that I have views on that as well. In 1984, there was also 
a movement seeking to unionize college athletes. As football players at UNC, we met with them and heard the pitch. We 
also heard counter arguments from those at the UNC Law School. I also heard them from a family friend who worked as 
a labor attorney and sometime NFL/MLB agent. 

Also, while at Ohio U, I took several law classes thinking I might become an agent myself. I also wrote my masters 
thesis proposal on the 1986 Tax Reform Act and the effects on college athletics. There were two pressing concerns, 
deductibility of gifts to athletic fund-raising groups and taxation on athletic scholarships. There was controversy 
regarding Bingler vs. Johnson. 

While times and money have changed, I do not think the fundamentals have changed. I hope, as a former athlete and 
someone who in 1984 supported the full cost of attendance, that this NLRB ruling provides a forum for negotiation and 
stops there. I firmly believe that unionization and employee status would set in motion a dramatic negative set of 
unintended consequences. The most punitive being taxation of scholarships of all kinds. There is roughly $1B spent on 
D-1 scholarships and FICA, SS and Medicare would eat $130M right out of the gate. No one wins from that. 

Whats worse, I believe a free market system will create 25 highly compensated football players, 30 the same and force 
30 walk ons. 85 is still going to be 85 ..... zero sum game. So there will be a few winners and a lot of losers. 

I hope cooler heads prevail. 

Thanks for your time. 

Daren 

From: "SOUTHALL, RICHARD" <_S___o___u__t_[!__a_!J_@_h__[ALn__,_s_’__c_=_e___d_~!> 
To: Daren Lucas @yahoo.com> 

Cc: "ridpath@ohio.edu" <ridpath@ohio.edu> 



Sent: Tuesday, April 1,2014 6:11 PM 
Subject: Re: UNC 

Thanks for getting back in touch. 

My original comments pretty much sum up my current assessment of the situation. Ms. Willingham’s research has not been invalidated and the 
university seems to be much quieter in its tone. I hope Ms. Willingham’s forthcoming meetings with Chancellor Folt and UNC Board of Governors (I 
have heard these meetings are forthcoming, but I don’t know any specifics.) are fruitful. 

I think what occurred at UNC-CH and OU and OSU and UT and... (you get my drift... :) are the logical and expected consequences of two 
competing and incongruent organizational cultures or institutional logics - education and commerce - that intersect in big-time college sport. I think 
UNC-CH is moving slowly toward a position that will basically accept the validity of Ms. VVillingham’s fundamental point - some (not all) athletes 
admitted to UNC-CH (and to universities across the United States) did not possess the reading and writing skills to succeed. As a result, 
accommodations were made - including no-show classes. The original "sin" in all of this is the admissions process. The players may have 
been "correctly and rightly" admitted, but the "special" admissions process was simply a pretense to get top-flight players on-campus to support 
the corporate college sport enterprise. To think the process is correct and right is to ignore the economic and political realities of big-time college 
sport. The admitted players in question were viewed as "migrant workers" by the university and the athletic department. These workers were and 
are brought to our college campuses to support the college-sport enterprise by generating sufficient revenue to pay for the opportunities for all of 
the expenditure athletes in all the sports we celebrate... 

I hope that now that the NLRB has applied the law - correctly and rightly - we can move forward in addressing the fundamental mythology of the 
Collegiate Model of Athletics. 

While all news is local, the situation at UNC-CH is not, and will not be, my primary focus. It is simply the most current example in what has been - 
and will remain - a series of fictions designed to prop up a fundamentally immoral collegiate model. 

Hope my comments provide some additional context. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
http://csri-sc.or.q/ 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 
Cell:  
Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 
April 23-25, 2014 csriconference.or,q 

Office hours: 
Tuesday - 2:45-5:00pm 
Wednesday - 1:00-3:00pm 
Other times by appointment 

From: Daren Lucas           ~)yahoo,com> 
Date: Tuesday, April l, 20:14 at 5:47 PM 
To: Richard Southall <southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: UNC 

Dr. Southall, 

Given that nearly 3 months has passed, I wonder your feedback on Mary’s research. 

Thanks. 

Daren 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <[[_d__p__a__t___h__@£__h_)__o__:__e___d____u_> 
Date: January !~ 9n1~ 
To: daren lucas 
Subject: RE: UNC 



Darr~-_~[~ I would prefi:~r [~ol: to be on [:he message:~ boards because as t afT~ sure you agree, mo5[ on [:hose boards are pretty ~rrationaL biased and probably not 

inclined ~o have a profess~ona~ conversat~on~ I have no ~ssue with UNC and bare no connection other than I have had sLadents and classmates work there and ~ 

have gone to conferences and brought wrestling teams to CH (you and ~ act[JaZZy met a couple th~es when I was there). I want to be dear-q wou~d be say~ng the 

same things about Duke and NC State ~f anything Hke tMs happens, or ~s happening there, and the evidence ~s there. My track record is unambiguous, I am 

unbiased on this and I haw~ e~en come ou~: against my own aims mater (:ok)ratio State on athletic [ssues and f certainly speak up here at Ohio. t do not care 

because U N(: is a symp~:on~ of ]arger ~ssues that t continue to address and fight agak~st. [ understand your passion for your a~ma mater and your be]~ef in its 

integrity and Lbe Carolina Way.----but ] see an institution thaL lost ~t way [~ke so many other’s have unt~[ Lbey can show me Lbey d~dn"t (somethb~g they have noL 

done a great ~ob at so far)~ I w~[I leave the message board postings up to you----~L ~s your prerogative and [ certainly cannoL [:orce you not to do ~t, but I prefer 

intellectual discussion and not biased rants that refuse to look at the whole picture m~d refuse to believe that LiNG dM m~yth~ng wrong. It doesn’t matter if 

everyone ~s do~ng ~t, and I am certain many are. UNC was doing it, m~d l just th~nk one of our better public institutions should be better than that and lead the way 

as ~t purported to be doing for so many years. 

With that be~n~ sa~d ~ wanted some more info on Mary’s research because Lbat is one area ~ cannot answer w~th ful~ certainty or confidence as I ~ndicated before~ ~ 

know what ] believe, buL that ~s ~rre~evant to the facts~ ~ contacted Dr. R~chsrd Southa]~ at South Carolina (he ~s a former UNC ~:aculty nlember and Ms wife still 

works there) and he is very familiar with the facts of Mary’s research. ~ asked h~m to respond to some of your assertions. Here ~s h~s response (I do tMnk the idea of 

yo~ coming to the CS£~ conference ~s a great idea to share data and thoughts while engagh~g h~ an intellectual debate on th~sq ~ook forward to hearing your 

thoughts): 

Dr Sou~:hal~’s comments: 

~ The fact book summary data are ~rre~evant to tMs discuss~on~ Mary’s claims are noL genera]~zaMe to the overall student body~ She looked at a very specific 

sample. She makes no da~ms about the relationship of these subjects ~o Lbe overall UNC sLudent population. To br~n~ th~s data ~nto the d~scuss~on is a 

~ogica~ flaw and evades the ~ss~e. The efficacy of Mary’s research may be commented upon by anyone~ Has the 30-year veteran seen the data set? Until such 

th~e, anyone can believe anv[h~ng they want. ~ have had the da~:a set ~orwarded to nle. (:oHea~ues w~th (:SR~ plan to analyze ~:he data, ul:~Hz~n~ a provided 

code book and the Scho~as~:~c Ab~i[~es Tes[ [or Adults [SATA] Examiner’s Manual & TOC: Test of Or[hographk: E:ompe[ence. 

~ The c~sinls Mary has made pu#Hcly (CNN, etc~) have noLbb~g to do w~Lb En~sb 100. Her claims are re]evsnL ~o Lbe tested ~reading ~eve]s" of subjecLs. Their 

ped:ormance in English 100 ~s ~rre~evant to their "Lested" reading ]eve~s prior ~o or at the t~me of admission. Mr~ Lucas, ss do many others --- ~nclud~n~ NCAA 

staff, and some researchers --- makes, what I consider a sampling error by aggregath~g "profit atMetes" w~th "expenditure atMetes" and the general student 

population. Th~s --- as most stat~stic~m~s note --wi]~ tend to normalize the data and any resu]ts~ In other words, an ~so~ated epidemic occurring in one part of 

the world, w~H become much less "significant" when ~t becomes ag~rega~:ed w~th health data [rom around [he entire worM. 

e Re: the noth:~n of doubl~n~ reading speed and comprehension: We should congratulate Mary and [he [.earnk~g Cen[er for doubl~n~ reading ~evels from 4th 

Grade to 8th Grade (for college studenLs?). However, th~s ~ncrease b~ read~n~ scores does not nl~dgate the fact thsL a DISPROPORTIONATELY LARGE NUMBER 

of pro~:~batMetes (of the 182 athletes [~n the data set forwarded to me .-- ~ coded and assigned my own subject numbers] only Lbree were expenditure- 

atMetes) re~ated to the overall student body at UNC-CH are admitted with significantly ~ower reading ~evels. Regardless of whether Mary’s research ~s 

shoddy, unethh::al, etc. the ques[~on remains., ~Are the read~ng levels of special.-admi[ pro~ib-athle~:es, s~gn~[~can~:lV lower than ~:he read~n~ leve~s 

of ~’norma]~y" adm~:[ed U NC-(:H stude]~l:s to whofT~ Mr. Lucas re[ers?" That ~s the fundamental quesl:h:~n. 

e To his fina~ point: For the admitted atMetes who read at 4th-gth grade ]eve~s and were pushed through a "Communications" major (~nc~udin~ paper classes) 

and graduated with s degree ~:rom UNC-CI-LaRd now cannot find meaningful employment relsLed to their UNC-CH degree._l ~uess, "some kids dont (s~c) cut 

~t. Surv~va~ of the fittest." 

~ hope UNC "fights back" by insuring aH admitted students h~ve ~n EQUAL access to m~d education, something that was affirmed as a const~t~tiona~ right by the US 

Supreme (:our[ ~ ~954, 3.9S5 ~n ~-]to~,~ v. ~-]o¢~rd qf Educodot~. 

Please attribute my remarks to me and invite Mr~ I.ucas to contact me. Tell him, however, that I am just beginning classes, have our 4th Annual NCAA D-I Men’s and 

Women’s Basketball Report to get out this month, am hosting a screening and panel discussion of "Schooled: The Price of College Sports~’ next Tuesday on our 

campus, and have ~0 research projects and manuscripts upon whk:h I am fi~cused. 

Abo, ~nvil:e hkn to a~tend the 7th Annua~ O:~nference on College Spor~ ht[p://csriconference.orgihome/m~d submk an abstract: ~f he would ]~ke. You ha~e the 

for papers, so feel free Lo send to h~m. ~ would enjoy d~scuss~ng this issue w~th hkh in an open forum at any Lime. 

A[so,poinL out to him I was coord[naLor of the UNC SporL Admk~istration Master’s Program [:or 5 years and that rny partner (Deb} is styli a [:acuity member at UNC. 

We are very familiar with the UN(: culture, both ath]etical~y m~d academically. 

Doc R 

B. David R~dpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Assodate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

(:o--Editor, Youmr~l ~f tssu~Ps in ~r~~rcol~gi~t~ 

Adjunct Faculty, Univer~et of Boyr~’ut~}, Ge~rm~ny 

CSC OOZe, College of Business 

Athens, QH 

7~]0-593-9496 (0) 

7 

twitter (~Ddrridpath 

www,oh~o,edu ¯ www.sportsad,ohio.edu 

Ta~nted G~ory: Marshall Un~vers~:y., The NCAA, and One Man’s F~ght for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

Blog at 

Ohio Univers~[y Expert D~rectow b-~ZZ~:~h~:~-~MZ-Ms-~-Zm-¢~g-Z~E~-~Z~b-~-~-~b-~£~-e~-~-~g-~-~-~g-~-~-~A~2-~-9-~Z~-~-~ 
The best student-centered ]earnh~g experience 

in America 

~= daren lucas [ma~lto ~#yahoo,com] 
SeBtl Wednesday, ~anua~ ~5, 20~ ~:~ PM 
Te~ Ridpath, Dave 
$~jeCt= Re: UNC 



Dave, thanks for the thorough response, will ponder what you have provided. 
DL 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu> 
To: damn lucas < 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:37 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC 
My responses are below--I always welcome other opinions regardless whether I disagree or not. 
Dave 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 
Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 
Co-Editor, Joumal of Issues in Intercoflegiate Athletics 
Faculty Fellow, Center for College Affordability and Productivity 
Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 
CSC 001 C, College of Business 
Athens, OH 45701 
740-593-9496 (O) 
740-593-9342 (F) 

n(~pam(cq.on~o.e(~u 
twitter @drridpath 
www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at ~___w__,_t__a_i__n__t__e___d__g!__o___ry__b___o___o___k_,__c___o____m__ 
BIog at 
-b---d---a--v--Ld--r-Ld-@~-a-~-u--t---h---~--r--s---x-p--r---e-~-s-~‘-c---~-~--m-- 
Ohio University Expert Directory http:/iwww.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpert.cfm?formid=1822088&pageid=2057126 
The best student-centered learning experience 
in America 

From: daren lucas [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: UNC 

Dave, 
Hope this email finds you well. It’s Damn Lucas, OU Sports Ad class of ’88 and UNC class of ’87. 
Much has been of UNC lately, even by you on ESPN last night. 
Given that you are probably not that close to UNC and that how I understand how shows like OTL work, I thought I would 
pass along some facts that you may not know. They are probably not known by many, since UNC has been woefully 
silent in defending what should be defended. 
Personally I would love to see their defense and I am much closer to this than you may know. The lack of transparency is unconscionable. UNC could 
really help itself by releasing all of the data with regard to AA studies, all emails with Crowder, JN, Jenifer Wiley, etc. Explain why athletes were directed to 
these courses, was it used for eligibility etc. etc. This can all be done without violating FERPA regulations, yet not doing this has raised more questions 
than answers and UNC only has itself to blame. Not having these questions answered and the NCAA not investigating have put UNC and the entire process 
in an awful spot. Any intimation that this was not athletic academic fraud by definition is wrong and UNC and NCAA saying it is not when they have 
punished others for less is a travesty. I have personal experience in this, including a case that mirrors exactly what allegedly happened at UNC. The NCAA 
said it was academic fraud in that case, but not this one. Even handed and consistent punishment is all I am asking for--yet the NCAA destroys what little 
credibility it has by not investigating and UNC attempts to whitewash it (lets not forget the false statements that athletics went to faculty senate about these 
classes that were later refuted). Again UNC has not helped itself here and can do much by fighting back as you say. Thus far they are their own worst 
enemy. 

Let me start by saying, that as a former UNC football player, any athlete who cheats or takes money deserves whatever 
fate they bring on themselves. No defense from me. 
Good to hear although I do think athletes deserve a stipend and ability to capitalize on their marketing rights. 

Now comes Mary Willingham and Dan Kane these 183 athletes that Mary has supposedly researched. Kids that were 
admitted correctly and rightly. Sham research. Flawed notions of illiteracy and UNC-sponsored culture to admit unworthy 
students. 
Maybe not unworthy students overall--but bringing in athletes to win games at the expense of their education--very plausible. 

Consider these facts from the UNC Fact Books .... published annually since 1986. 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admired over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (.1%) 

- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 

- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admired annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 

- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not 
some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that 
has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" students ..... you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of 
students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it 
does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC admired only 248 total 
students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 
20% of the total population to 7%. I also understand the average incoming SAT of this year’s football team was 



over 1,000 and has been in the mid-900’s the last several years. 
This is all great data and I hope you have shared it. It does not excuse bringing in even one athlete who is not capable of college level work 
without proper remediation (this is why I support freshman ineligibility), it does not support eligibility maintenance just to keep kids on the 
court or field, and it is not education when we do that--it is living a lie. 

Much of Mary’s rhetoric has focused on her research. You might find it interesting that a 30 yr Academic Counseling 
veteran at another school told CNN her work was "shoddy, unethical and not thorough." Mary has focused alot of 

attention on English 100 and the Learning Center that supports students in those classes. ALL of her comments have 
been focused on the entry of students not exit. 
I can’t comment directly on Mary’s research because I have not seen all of it, but you might find it interesting that several top scholars who I respect, who 
are widely published and respected throughout the world think the exact opposite. I won’t doubt the qualifications of the 30 year academic counseling 
veteran, but right now I am going to listen to the ones that have the academic credentials to evaluate the research. I would be interested in seeing this 
rationale. 
Evaluating entry is exactly what needs to be done and that is why we do it--we can’t bring students to campus and give them a full time job, pull them out 
of class for travel, games, practice etc. and expect them to succeed as a normal student. Let’s not forget the paper by McAdoo that became public and he 
was well beyond entry. I agree that there should be an exit evaluation, but what are we doing bringing unprepared kids to campus? It encourages fraud and 
things like AA studies. I would ask the counselor if she participated in eligibility maintenance or real education? Maybe exit studies would not be that 
flattering? 
YOU see, this 30 year veteran espoused that complete research would have considered EVERY student who took that 

class over the 9 year period and factored initial testing, a period of remediation and follow up testing. Its this follow up 
testing that dictates a portion of your English 100 score. 

So lets talk about English 100. It is my understanding that nearly 1200 students have taken this class in the last 9 years. 
So her athlete cohort only represents only 15% of the students, who by admissions standards, have similar credentials. 
Woeful research test group, if your premise is kids at these entry levels probably dont belong. 
You ask how students have fared in this class. Well myedu.com has stats on the last 280 students. 81% made A or B. 
Another 13% made C. But lets focus on the 81%. They were then turned to the general population with full 
endorsements. The Learning Center where Mary works touts "doubling and tripling" of reading speed and 
comprehension. So by most accounts, English 100 WORKS! 
So lets apply some math. 81% of 183 athletes means 148 or so (given reasonable distribution) moved on with full 
endorsement. So that leaves another 35 athletes over a 10 year span that probably struggled and likely didnt make it. 
Noticed the 5-yr football roster trends lately? UNC probably admitted 105 football players on average in 5 classes....that 
means roster attrition of 20 on average. Sounds about right. Some kids dont cut it. Survival of the fittest. 
So what is my point in contacting you. Well, UNC is going to fight back. I hope that as you consider future comments on 
UNC that you will take these facts into account but also reach out to UNC to explore more. 
I would say see above and I will let the experts test her research beyond me. You should share your feelings with UNC personnel, and write your own 
articles. Challenge Dan Kane to a public debate on this--but be prepared he has great information. Also encourage UNC to help themselves by releasing 
all data and information regarding the relationship and alleged conspiracy with JN, Crowder, and AA studies, and athlete admission standards. Numbers 
are great, but if there is even one athlete being let in under false terms and given a sham education it is wrong. The evidence I have seen, that goes well 
beyond what is public, show a disproportionate trend of UNC doing this, specifically in AA studies, for athletes in FB and MBB to gain eligibility and 
circumvent the educational process. There are things that can be done such as intense remediation and ineligibility but the one and done culture which the 
NCAA supports and has colluded on has made the entire system an academic sham. To think UNC is immune from that is a stretch and the AA studies 
evidence is overwhelming in my view that UNC violated its principles for athletic success. If you think that did not happen, that is fine. That is what I think 
happened based on what I know, the evidence, years of experience, talking to former UNC athletes and ACC personnel. You seem to either agree that the 
AA studies situation was wrong and I assume you recognize the athletic involvement, and the fact that direct knowledge does not matter in NCAA parlance. 
That standard is should have known--as the NCAA told me so many years ago and what they have used to punish others. 
So my issues are the entire investigative process (including having Marcus Wilson involved), the NCAA taking a flawed report at face value and not 
conducting an academic fraud investigation, the sham of AA studies and athletic involvement which violates NCAA rules including providing incomplete and 
inaccurate information to the NCAA regarding the fraud, the whitewashing of that entire episode, refusing to release information that can confirm or refute 
charges, lying about seeing Mary’s data before, criticizing her data without a full independent analysis. Failure to acknowledge to relationship of JN, 
Crawford and AA studies and the athletic department, the NCAA not using the should have known standard at a minimum when they have used it for others 
in much lesser cases and the strong likelihood that UNC, like so many others, admitted underprepared athletes, used eligibility maintenance, and did not 
deliver on the promise of an education for the sole purpose of winning games etc. etc. 
That’s a lot--but certainly demonstrates that UNC has at the very least gotten in the mud as so many others to win a few games and I just expected more 
from a prestigious institution. If only half of this is true is a major institutional and NCAA problem and it not being treated as such is a travesty. 
However--I will listen to anything you provide. I may not agree in the end and I am awaiting multiple analyses of Mary’s data before I say for sure what I 
think. I know what I believe now and I support Mary--mainly for her courage in the AA studies debacle and bringing that sham to light. We can agree to 
disagree and I appreciate you keeping it professional. This is my research area and I will continue speaking out on subjects like this. Unfortunately it is UNC 
today but might be NC State tomorrow or some other school and that is why I advocate a complete overhaul because the entire current NCAA model is a 
sham and must be changed. 
I am always available to talk. 

Thanks for your time. 
Daren 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Wilfert, Mary’ <mwilfert@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, August 01, 2013 11:26 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

RE: NCAA 16.5o2-(g) - Cytosport Products with Polylactate 
16 5 2 g update 07--12--10odocx 

Marielle, 
][he original membership inquiry to me was for the Cytosport Cytomax Energy Drops, which contained the proprietary 

ingredient "all)ha-[.~-poly]~actate", and upon review was deemed impermissible, as it does not meet the intent or the 
criteria of the legislation -to allow institutions to provide nutritional supplement products according to permissible 

classes, and that contain no impermissible dietary supplement ingredients. ][here may be others products from this 

manufacturer that contain impermissible ingredients, but this is the one I was asked to review. 

Attached is the last informational column on the issue of how to apply Bylaw :16.5.2.g which restricts what nutritional 

supplement products an institution may provide to its student.-athletes. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Mary Wilfert 

Associate Director, NCAA Sport Science Institute 

317-917-63:19 

From: Vangelder, Harielle A [mailto:mvangeld@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Wilfert, Mary 
Subject: RE: NCAA 16o5.2-(g) - Cy±osport Products with Polylactate 

Hi Mary .... 

just wanted to follow up on my question below° Can you provide any clarification? Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962--6002 

mva n~(~ u n toed u 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, 3une 28, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: ’mwilfert@ncaa.org’ 
Subject: FW: NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytosport Products with Polylactate 

Good Morning Mary- 



Please see the email below from our Sports NutritioniSto Can you confirm that her interpretation of which Cytosport 

products are permissible is accurate as it: relates to the email distributed by the Pac-:127 We want to confirm to be safe. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9.1.9} 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

From= Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Sent-" Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:52 PM 
To= Vangelder, Narielle A 
C¢." Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject= RE: NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytospor~ Products with Polylactate 

Thank you for this email, Marielleo 

It is my understanding that the actual Cytosport product that this email is talking about is "Cytomax" but their Muscle 

Milk Collegiate shakes and bars do not contain Polylactat:e. 

Currently we do not provide any teams with Cytomax but we do use Muscle Milk Collegiate formula products. 

Please let me know if you find this to be impermissible. 

Thank you, 

Mary Ellen 

Nlary Ellen Bingharn NIS, RD, CSSID 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Cell (919) 448-6663 
BinghamPl@email,unc,edu 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
Thursday, 3une 27, 2013 6:33 PM 

UNCAA_SportsNed 
Gallo, Jr., Larry" A.; Timmermans, Tom; Narkos, Lance N; ]:lie, Vince 

Subject: FW: NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytosport Products with Polylactate 

Good Evening .... 

Please see the email below thai: was sent from the ACC on behalf of the Pac-.1.2 regarding Cytosport Products that 

contain Polylactateo Because the product apparently contains Amino Acid, it is not a permissible supplement which can 

be provided to our student-athleteso Below you will find an NCAA Educational Column on the issue. 



Let us know if you have any questions or concerns° 

Thank youo 

MarieJle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9.1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
!~.y!o.g£ !. _d.. _e. L@ ..u_ ..n_ £: £ ..d_ ..~ 

From." ..C....C....A....C.....A..:..(‘.aj...k..@.!i.‘.%t..£@..a...c..~&..2..,...~....r.cJ [...m.....aj!..t....~..LC.....C....%...C....A..:.t....aj..k..@[i%.%.p...a..£~..2..:...~...r.9] On Behalf Of Erik Price 
Seat," Thursday, 3une 27, 20:[3 2:03 PM 
To: CCACA~tNk~ac-12,or9 
Sub~e~t." [CCACA] NCAA 16.5.2-(g)- Cytosport Products with polylactate 

All: 

At the suggestion of one of our schools, i want to let yot~ know that the NCAA believes the above product contains an anaino 
acid, and is therefore not considered a permissible supplement that institutions are permitted to provide to S-As. 

Please let your nutrition, sports medicine and training room staft~ know about this development because there’s apparently been 
a lot of debate about it this past spring. 

Questions and concerns about: this can be addressed to the NCAA’s MaD’ Wilfert. 

Erik P. 
Pac-12 

Educational Column 

2003 Column No. 8 - Bylaw i[6.5.2 - (g) Nutritional Supplements (I) 

Date Published: April 14, 2003 

Item Ref: 2003 Column No. 8 

Educational Column: 

Division I institutions should note that during its July 26, 2000, meeting, the NCAA Division I 

Academic!Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet Subcommittee on Legislative Review and Interpretations agreed that 

it is not permissible for an institution to provide any nutritional supplement/ingredients to its student- 

athletes, unless the supplement/ingredient is a nonmuscle-building supplement and is included in one of the 

four classes identified specifically in Bylaw :16.5.2-(g) {i.e., carbohydrate!electrolyte drinks, energy bars, 

carbohydrate boosters, and vitamins and minerals). The following is a list of examples of permissible and 

nonpermissible nutritional supplements/ingredients as developed by the NCAA Competitive Safeguards and 

Medical Aspects of Sports Committee (CSMAS). The list below is not exhaustive but should assist institutions in 

determining the types of nutritional supplements/ingredients that may be provided to student-athletes. 

Permissible NonpermJssible 



Vitamins and Minerals 
Energy bars 

Calorie replacement drinks (e.g., Ensure, Boost) 

Electrolyte replacement drinks (e.g., Gatorade, 

Powerade) 

Amino Acids 
Chrysin 

Condroitin 
Creatine!creatine-containing 

compounds 

Ginseng 

Glucosamine 
Glycerol 

HMB 

I~carnitin 

Melatonin 

Pos-2 
Protein powders 

Tribulus 

The subcommittee, at the recommendation of the CSMAS, also determined that a supplement that contains 

protein may be classified as a nonmuscle-building supplement provided it is included in one of the four 

permissible categories, does not contain more than 30 percent of its calories from protein (based solely on the 

package label) and does not contain additional ingredients that are designed to assist in the muscle-building 

process (see examples of nonpermissible supplements/ingredients). Nutritional supplements containing more 

than 30 percent of its calories from protein are classified as muscle-building supplements and may not be 

provided to student-athletes. 

To assist the membership in calculating the percentage of calories from protein contained in a particular 

supplement, the subcommittee noted that one gram of protein equals four calories° Therefore, the 

percentage of calories from protein contained in a nutritional supplement may be calculated by multiplying 

the number of grams of protein per serving by four and dividing the product by the total number of calories 

per serving. For example, a nutritional supplement that contains :120 total calories per serving and nine grams 

of protein per serving would contain 36 calories from protein (i.e., 9 grams x 4). Therefore, the percentage of 

calories from protein would be 0.3 or 30 percent (i.e., 36 calories from protein/:120 total calories). 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~7 the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~authorized and may be illegal. 



Nutritional Supplements - 10 Years After 

It’s been a decade since NCAA Proposal No~ 11999-72, introduced by the Pacific-10 Conference 
(PAC-10), was adopted in 2000 as NCAA Division I Bylaw 16.5.2g Nutritional Supplements. 
The new legislation intended to ipermit institutions to assist student-athletes with calorie and fluid 
replacement lost through athletics participation by deflating what classes of supplement 
produc~s (and not food) schools were permitted to provide ~ their s~udent-a~hletes. The 
original bulletin and an educational column (May 23, 2005) clarified the legislation and its 
application. This article will reiterate how to apply the legislation, identi~" some additional 
examples of impermissible supplement ingredients, and present what we’ve learned in the past 10 
years about supplement products and what part they may play in student-athlete health and 
safety. 

There were two major goals behind the original legislation: to end the growing practice of 
institutions providing so-called ’~muscle-building" supplements (e.g., creatine); and to decrease 
student-athlete exposure to dietary supplement products that are not well regulated. Research 
has demonstrated that some supplement products readily available over-the-counter (and now 
intemet) can contain ingredients banned by the NCAA or be contaminated with banned 
substances, intentionally or unintentionally. NCAA student-athletes have tested positive for 
banned substances and lost eligibility using dietary supplements purchased legally. 

What was not intended by the legislation was for supplement products to replace meals or be 
provided for performance enhancement purposes. To meet the intent, the legislation identified 
four classes of permissible nutritional supplement products: carbohydrate boosters (beverages), 
electrolyte drinks, energy bars (i.e., carbohydrate as energy source) and vitamins and minerals. 
The NCAA legislation addresses only "nutritional supplements", i.e., products that contain a 
dietary supplement ingredient or identify as a dietary supplement, and does not address food or 
beverageso (The U.S. government identifies ’~dietary supplements" as vitamins, minerals, herbs 
or other botanicals, amino acids, and other substances, or their constituents, intended to 
supplement the diet.) The four permissible classes constitute the complete inventory of 
supplement products institutions can provide to their student-athletes. By defining the four 
permissible classes, the legislation in essence ruled out any product containing added dietary 
supplement ingredients other than vitamins and minerals. An official interpretation (July 26, 
2000) of the legislation also provided that a permissible supplement product would contain no 
more than 30 percent of total calories from whole protein sources, as identified in the 
ingredients. "Proprietary proteins" or other ingredients not fully identified render the product 
impermissible under this legislation. Amino acids identified as added ingredients are not 
permissible. 

In addition to restri cting the provi sion of nutriti onal supplem ents, an offi ci al i nterpretation (June 
28, 2000) of the legislation cla~JlSed that it is not permissible for an institution or an institutional 
staff member to sell or arrange the sale of impermissible supplements to student-athletes. 



Ten Years After 
July 12, 2010 
Page No. 2 

As noted in the educational column (May 23, 2005), member institutions interested in providing 
a nutritional supplement product (not food**) to their student-athletes are responsible for 
reviewing the product label to determine if it fits into one of the four permissible classes, 
whether the product contains any impermissible supplement ingredients or any banned 
substances, whether the product contains no more than 30 percent of calories from protein, and 
otherwise whether it meets the intent of the legislation. A product’s label will define total 
calories and grams of carbohydrate, protein and fato In order to determine percentage of calories 
from protein, multiply the number of grams by four and divide that number by the total calories. 

Some additional examples of impermissible supplement ingredients follow: 

Taurine 
Green Tea extract 
Rhodiola Rosea 
Gamma-aminobuB~ric acid (GABA) 
Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) 
Diosgenin 
Ecdysterone 
Hoodia Gordonii 

NOTE: any product with any added dietary supplement ingredient that is not a vitamin or 
mineral renders the product impermissible to provide. 

It should also be noted that the NCAA encourages student-athletes to achieve their desired 
nutritional status for health and performance by consuming a variety of foods in amounts that 
accommodate their activity level. Student-a~hletes wt~o t~ave questions or experience 
nutritional deficits should consnlt a registered sports dietitian to address their particular 
nutritional needs. Certified sports dietitians are members of the American Dietetic Association 
and can be identified via 5~,::55::5~,2~!ig.a.dRg,.~?J2g. 

In the intervening 10 years since Proposal No.    1999-72 became legislation, the 
nutritional/dietary supplement landscape has dramatically changed, with thousands of new 
supplement products introduced to the public with claims unsubstantiated by independent peer 
reviewed scientific research, and marketed to athletes as beneficial to health and performance 
with little or no legitimate support for such claims. It bears repeating that dieta~, supplement 
manufacturers are not required to prove purity, efficacy or safety prior to going out on the 
market, and student-athletes have lost eligibility by relying on assurances from store clerks and 
others unauthorized to do so that products are safe, when in fact some of these products do 
contain NCAA banned ingredients. In addition, some companies have developed products 
specifically marketed to the collegiate athletics population, and liberally promoted as ~’NCAA 
compliant", it should be noted that the NCAA does not res,iew, approve or endorse any 
supplement product, and no supplement product should be marketed as "NCAA compliant". If a 
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member institution desires to provide any supplement product, it is the responsibility of the 
institution to review and assure the product meets the criteria of the applicable legislation. 
Manufacturers will not be provided a product review and approval. 

Through its Sports Medicine Handbook and Drug Education and Testing Program materials (see 
www.ncaa.orgiheallh~safet2 ), the NCAA advises institutions to encourage student-athletes to 
rely on food instead of supplement products, and to check out any supplement with the 
appropriate athletics staff prior to use. By following the letter and the spirit of NCAA policies 
on the provision of nutritional supplements and banned substances, member institutions meet 
their obligation in providing a healthy and safe environment for all NCAA student-athletes. 

** NCAA Bylaw 16.5.2~h~ (Fruits, Nuts and Bagels) became effective August 2009, making it 
permissible for an institution to provide fruits nuts and bagels to a student-athlete at any time. 
This legislation addresses the provision of food as opposed to the prox;ision of nutritional 
supplement products, and, along with other meals legislation, should not be confused with 
16.5.2.g. 

NCAA Contact: MaE,~~ Wilfevt, Educational Affairs 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
July 12, 2010                  l~,~W:rhb 



~FO~ 

Se~t: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Barrett, Elaine <ebarrett@ncaa.org> on behalf of Gavitt, Dan <dgavitt@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:59 PM 

NCAA Division :[ Men’s Basketball Release 

2013-14 Principles and Procedures.pdf; Changes to Principles and Procedures News 

Release.pall; ATT00001.c 

Hello everyone; I trust all is well with each of you° 

Please see the attached news release detailin~.~ the chan[~es to bracketin~.~ principles that were recently adopted by the 

Division I Men’s Basketball Committee° This release will go out to the media at :1:45 pomo EST so we ask that yo~ do not 

share this information with anyone for about 45 minutes. 

Also attached you will find the updated principles and procedures, which outlines the selection, seedintg and bracketing, 

process, ]his document has permanent placement on NCAA.com. 

Finally, I will be conductin~g a live chat: abo~Jt the subject at: :1,:t. a.m. EST Friday on CBS Sports.corn, should anyone be 

interested in following: that. 

Best:, 

Dan Gavitt 

Vice President of Men’s Basketball Championships 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w): 

(f}: 3:L7-.9:LT-6857 



2013-14 NCA~A DIVISION I HEN’S BASKETBALL CHAHPIONSHIP 
PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES FOR ~=STABLISHING THE BRACKET 

There are three phases to the process: 

Select the 36 best at-large teams; 

Seed the field of 68 teams; and 
/~/ace the teams into the championship bracket, 

The Selection, Seeding and Bracketing process for the Division I Hen’s Basketball 
Championship adheres to the following principles: 

The committee endeavors to achieve reasonable competitive balance in each region 

of the bracket; 

The committee selects the 36 best teams not otherwise automatic qualifiers for their 
conference to fill the at-large berths, There is no limit on the number of at-large teams 
the committee may select from one conference; 

A committee member ("member") shall not be present during any discussion regarding 
the selection or seeding of a team the individual represents as an athletics director or 
commissioner; 

A member is permitted to answer only general, factual questions about teams in the 
conference the individual represents; 

At no point in the process shall a member vote for a team the individual represents as 

an athletics director or commissioner; 

All votes will be by secret ballot. 

The Principles and Procedures are part of a comprehensive annual re~;iew of the 

year’s championship. This document was revised and approved by the Division 
Men’s Basketball Committeer Summer 2013, and witt be in effect for the 20~4 
championship. 

DIVISION I HEN’S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP ~, PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING THE BRACKET 



Among the resources available to the committee 
are complete box scores, game summaries and 
notes, pertinent information submitted on a 
team’s behalf by its conference, various 
computer rankings, injury reports, head-to-head 
results, chronological results, Division :][ results, 
non-conference results, home, away and neutral 
results, rankings, polls and the NABC regional 
advisory committee rankings. 

Prior to the selection meeting, each 
committee member receives an "initial ballot" 
comprised of two columns listing all eligible 
Division :1: teams in alphabetical order. 

Each committee member will submit the ballot 
by a designated time on the first full day of 
selection meetings: 

a. :In the first column, each member shall 
identify not more than 36 teams that, in 
that member’s opinion, should be 
large    selections (AL) in the 
tournament based upon play to date, 
regardless of whether the team could 
eventually represent its conference as 
the automatic qualifier. 

b. Tn the second column, each member 
shall identify all teams that should 
receive consideration (C) for an at- 
large berth. There is no minimum or 

maximum limit in the second column; 
however, only teams meriting serious 
consideration should receive votes. 

2. Any team receiving all but two of the eligible 
votes in Column :[ (AL) is moved into the 
tournament field as an at-large selection. 

3. The committee will form an "under- 
consideration" board consisting of an 
alphabetical listing of teams that: 

a. Received at least three votes in either of 
the columns of the initial ballot but did 
not receive enough votes to be an 
large team; or 

b. Won or shared the regular-season 
conference championship, as determined by 
the conference’s tie-break policy where 
applicable. This does not include teams 
that won or shared a division title but were 
not the regular-season conference 
champion. 

4. A team may be removed from the "under- 
consideration" board at any time if it receives 
all but two eligible votes. 

5. A team may be added to the "under- 
consideration" board at any time provided it 
receives at least three eligible votes. 

6. Verbal nominations are permitted. 

:~. The committee then begins evaluating those 
teams on the "under-consideration" board. 

2. Each committee member will select the best 
eight teams from the "under-consideration" 
board, in no particular order, to be added to 
the at-large field: 

a. When 20 or more teams are under 
consideration in "list" ballots, each member 
shall select eight teams; 

b. When 14 to 19 teams are under 
consideration, each member shall select six 
Lea ms; 

c. When 13 or fewer teams are under 
consideration, each member shall select 
four teams, 

3. When 24 or fewer teams remain in the pool of 
teams (during the selection or seeding 
process), a member may not participate in 
"list X teams" votes if a team he or she 
represents as a commissioner or athletics 
director is included in the "pool." 

4. The eight teams receiving the most votes 
comprise the next at-large ballot. 

5. Committee members then rank the eight 
teams, using a "ranking" scoring system (i.e., 
the best team is valued at one point). 



6. The four teams receiving the fewest points 
shall be added to the at-large field. The 
other four teams will be held for the next 
ballot. 

7. Each committee member then submits a list of 
the best eight teams remaining on the "under- 
consideration" board to be added to the at- 
large field. The four teams with the highest 
vote totals are added to the teams carried 
over from No. 6 to comprise the next at- 
large ballot. 

8. Steps No. 5, 6 and 7 will be repeated until all 
at-large berths are filled° 

]~f a team fails to be included among the 
four teams receiving the fewest points (Step 
No. 6) for two consecutive "rank" ballots, it 
shall be returned to the "under- consideration" 
board, without prejudice. 

At any time during the process, the number of 
teams eligible to receive votes may be 
increased or decreased by the chair if 

circumstances warrant. Further, the chair has 
the option to revise the number of teams 
from four to two to be moved into at- large 
berths per No. 6. 

11. A team may be removed from the at-large 
field by a vote of all but two of the eligible 
votes. Such a team would be returned to 
the "under-consideration" board, without 
prejudice. 

12. At any time during the process of selecting the 
at=large teams, the committee may elect to 
begin seeding the teams (Section ]:]~). This 
allows the committee to proceed while 
allowing time for results of games played 
during selection weekend. 

The committee will create a "seed list" (i.e. rank 
of the teams in "true seeds" 1 through 68) which 
reflects the relative qualitative assessment of the 
field in descending order, and is used to assess 
competitive balance of the top teams across the 
four regions of the championship. The seed list 
reflects the sequential order with which teams 
will be placed in the bracket. Once the "seed list" 
is finalized, it remains unchanged while the 
bracket is assembled. 

]~mportantly, various principles may preclude a 
team from being placed in its "true" seed position 
in the bracket. 

Pr r f r in 

Each committee member will submit a list of 
the best eight teams, in no particular order, 
from teams that are in the tournament as 
automatic qualifiers or at-large selections: 

a. When 20 or more teams remain to be 
seeded, each member shall list eight 

b. When :[4 to :[9 teams remain, each 
member shall list six teams; 

c. When 13 or fewer teams remain, each 
member shall list four teams. 

Note: When 24 or fewer teams remain to be 
seeded, a member may not participate in "list X 
teams" baflots if a team he or she represents as a 
commissioner or athletics director is included in 
the "pool. " 

2. The eight teams receiving the most votes 
comprise the next seed list ballot. 

3. Committee members rank the eight teams 
from No. 1, using a "ranking" scoring system 
(i.e., the best team is valued at one point). 

4. The four teams receiving the fewest points 
are moved onto the seed list in ascending 
order of vote total. The other four teams are 
held for the next rank ballot. 

5. Each committee member then submits a list of 
the best eight remaining teams that are in 
the tournament as automatic qualifiers or 
large selections. The four teams with the 
highest vote totals are added to the teams 
carried over from No. 4 to comprise the 
next seed list ballot. 

6. Steps No. 3, 4 and 5 are repeated until all 
the teams are seeded. 

7. After a team has been voted into the seed 
list, it may be moved by a simple majority of 
eligible votes. This "scrubbing" of the seed 
list allows the committee to affirm true seed 
accuracy throughout selection weekend and 
ultimately, in the bracket. 



8. round. The committee is not obligated to assemble 
the seed list in sequential order. For example, 
the committee may use the procedures to 
determine the fourth quadrant of teams at any 
time. 

Sixteen levels are established (i.e., the seeds, I 
through 16) in the bracket that cross the four 
regions, permitting evaluation of four teams 
simultaneously on the same level. Teams on 
each seed line (No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, etc.) should 
be as equal as possible. 

Each region is divided into quadrants with four 
levels in each, permitting the evaluation of four 
different sections within each region against the 
same sections in each of the other regions. 

The committee will assign all four teams in each 
bracket group (seeds 1, 16, 8, 9), (4, 13, 5, 12), 

(2, :[5, 7, ~L0), (3, :[4, 6, :[1) to the same second- 
!third-round site. There will be two "pods" at each 
second-/third-round site which may feed into 
different regional sites. 

Each of the first four teams selected from a 
conference shall be placed in different 
regions if they are seeded on the first four 
lines, 

Teams from the same conference sha~! not 
meet prior to the regional final if they played 
each other three or more times during the 
regular season and conference tournament, 

Teams from the same conference shall not 
meet prior to the regional semifinals if they 
played each other twice during the regular 
season and conference tournament, 

Teams from the same conference may play 
each other as early as the third round if they 
played no more than once during the regular 
season and conference tournament. 

Any principle can be relaxed if two or more 
teams from the same conference are among 
the last four at=large teams selected to the 
field to participate in the First Four. 

The last four at=large teams selected to the field, 
as well as teams seeded 65 through 68, will be 
paired to compete in first-round games on 
Tuesday and Wednesday following the 
announcement of the field. (The final at-large 
team selected will be paired with the second-to- 

last AL section; the third-to-last AL selection vso 
the fourth-to-last selection; seed 65 vs. 66; seed 
67 vs. 68). 

The winners of the first-round games will advance 
to a second-round site to be determined by the 
committee during selection weekend. :][n the 
event a first-round site is also a second- and 
third-round site, the winners of first-round games 
may be assigned to that site, regardless of the 
days of competition. 

Teams will remain in or as close to their 
areas of natural interest as possible. A team 
moved out of its natural area will be placed in the 
next closest region to the extent possible. If two 
teams from the same natural region are in 
contention for the same bracket position, the 
team ranked higher in the seed list shall remain 
in its natural region. 

A team will not be permitted to play in any 
facility in which it has played more than 
three games during its season, not including 
conference post-season tournaments. 

A host institution’s team shall not be 
permitted to play at the site where the 
institution is hosting, However, the team may 
play on the same days when the institution is 
hosti ng. 

Teams may play at a site where the conference 
of which it is a member is serving as the host. 

A team may be moved up or down one (or in 
extraordinary circumstances) two lines from 
its true seed line (e.g., from the 13 seed line to 
the :[2 seed line; or from a :[2 seed line to a :13 
seed line) when it is placed in the bracket if 
necessary to meet the principles. 

Procedures for PlacinQ the Teams into th~ 
Bracke_______~t 

To recognize the demonstrated quality of such 
teams, the committee shall not place teams 
seeded on the first four lines at a potential 
"home-crowd disadvantage" in the second 

NCAA DIVJ[S][ON I HEN’S II~ASKETI}ALL CNAHPIONSHIP ¯ PRINC][PLES AND PROCEDURES FOR ESTABL][$HING THE I}RACI(ET ¯ 

1. The committee will place the four No. 1 seeded 
teams 1 through 4 in each of the four 
regions, thus determining the Final Four 
semifinals pairings (overall 1 vs. 4; 2 vs. 3). 



The committee will then place the No. 2 
seeds in each region in true seed list order° 

3. The committee will then place the No. 3 
seeds in each region in true seed list order. 

4. The committee will then place the No. 4 
seeds in each region in true seed list order. 

After the top four seed lines have been 
assigned, the committee will review the 
relative strengths of the regions by adding the 
"true seed" numbers in each region to 
determine if any severe numerical 
imbalance exists. Generally, no more than 
five points should separate the lowest and 
highest total. 

]:n "true seed" order, the committee then 
assigns each team (and, therefore, all 
teams in its bracket group--e.g., seeds :[, 8, 
9, 16) to second-!third-round sites. 

7. The committee will then place seeds Nos. 5-:[6 
in the bracket, per the principles. The four 
teams assigned to the seed line, 5 
through 16, will have the same numerical 
value. 

:[. If possible, rematches of non-conference 
regular-season games should be avoided 
in the First Four and second round. 

2. ]if possible, after examining the previous 
two    yea rs’    brackets,    teams    or 
conferences will not be moved out of 
its natural region or geographic area an 
inordinate number of times. 

3. ]:f possible, rematches from the previous 
two tournaments should be avoided in the 
second round. 

Several independent elements are combined to 
produce the RP]:. These elements are a part of 
the statistical information that may or may not 
be utilized by each member in any manner they 
choose. 

The RPI is one of many resources/tools available 
to the committee in the selection, seeding and 
bracketing process. Computer models cannot 
accurately evaluate qualitative factors such as 
games missed by key players or coaches, travel 
difficulties, the emotional effects of specific 
games, etc. 

Beginning each January, the NCAA will release 
the official RP:I: on a weekly basis at 
.w__ .W__’,~_ ,__r)_c__a__a__ ,_._c__o_._m__, 

Each committee member independently evaluates 
a vast amount of information during the 
process to make individual decisions. It is these 
qualitative, quantitative and subjective opinions -- 
developed after hours of personal observations, 
discussion with coaches, directors of athletics 
and commissioners, and review and comparison 
of various data -- that each individual ultimately 
will determine their vote on all issues related to 
selections, seeding and bracketing. 

The individual components (i.e., windoss record, 
opponents" record, opponent opponents" record, 
where the game is played) of the RPI in and of 
themselves, are important in the evaluation 
process. 



SEED LTST 

The cor~r~ittee will create a "seed list" (i.e. rank of the tear, s in "true seeds" ~ 

the ~our regions o~ th~s ~io~i championship. Additionally, the seed list re~lects 

TRUE SEED 
1 

7 

13 

~5 

20 

23 

26 

29 

3~ 



~5 

First Four 

First Four 

First Four 

First Four 



FOR ~,IN~_.DIATE RELEA SE 
Thursday, Mlgust 1, 2013 

CONTACT: 
David Woflock 
NCAA Championships and Alliances 
Media Coordination and Statistics 
3 ] 7/917-6 ] 20 

N~_.N’S BASKETBALL COMMITTEE CHANGES 

BRACKETING GUIDELINES FOR DIVISION I TOURNAMENT 

INDIANAPOLIS---The Division I Men’s Basketball Committee has altered the guidelines tbr placing 

teams in the bracket of the men’s basketball tournament. The change is based on [~edback from NCAA schools, 

conferences and the National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC), along with a desire to protect the 

integrity of the overall seed list. 

One of the chm~ges addresses how soon teams from the stone conference can play each other in the 

mumamem, which will be based on the frequency with which fl~ey met during the regular season and postseason 

conference touma~ilent. 

~is means that teams fiom the same conference that played only once during the season can now ~hce 

each other as early as the third round of the championship. Subsequently, teams fivma the same league that met 

twice during Ne year will not pomntially play each oNer until the regional semifinNs. Also, roams from the 

same league that played each other three times during the course of the season c~not play until the regional 

ch~pionship gm~e. 

The previous guidelines did not allow more than two teams from a leagne to be in the stone region 

unless nine or :more teams were selected fio:m one con/~mnce. This has only occurred twice in Ne history of the 

championship (Big East with 11 teams in 2011 and nine in 2012).Under the new principles, each ofNe mp ~bur 

roams selected from a conference will be placed in separate regions, only if Ney are seeded on the first four 

lines. This replaces the pm~ciple that separated the top three teams from a league regardless of the roams’ 

placement within Ne bracket. 



"It is important we avoid file top teams from leagues receiving multiple bids to the tournament from 

playing one another when they fire seeded in the first q~adrant," sad Ron Wellman, char of the Division I 

Men’s Basketball Committee and director of athletics at Wake Forest University. "But after those first four lines 

are seeded, we want to reman as true to the seed lines as possible. Too often we have had to move teams up and 

down a line because ~,e ha~,~e been limited by our principles on teams from the sane league. These changes 

give us permissions we have not had previously." 

There have been 18 instances in championship histo~~ of a conference placmg seven or more temns 

the tournament, with 12 of those coming since 20070 iDuring the same timeframe, an average of ten teams per 

year have moved ~p or down at least one lme on the bracket. 

"Some of the movement has been a result of t~dng to place teams in the First Four the past three years 

but much of it has been caused by conference-related restrictions," sad Wellman. "We have seen teams go from 

8-line to the 6-line and ~,e have had severn brackets that saw as many as 13 temns move up or down one lme. 

This has an impact on a number of remus, not just the teams that are moved, iNow ~,e have gi~,~en ourselves 

added flexibility and permissions. We’ll certainly atte:mpt to a~oid league :matchups, bn.t we are going to honor 

the overall seed list and keep :more teams on the lines they belong based on the committee’s evalualion and 

voting. Our research included reconstructing brackets from the last few years and the new principles have 

significantly reduced, find in some cases completely eliminated, teams moving from their seed." 

The committee also Ntered an additional consideration for rematches of non-conference regular-season 

games. Those will be avoided in the First Four and in the second round, if possible. To give itself even more 

flexibility, the committee may relax any principle in the event that two or more teams from the same league are 

among the last four at-large teams selected to the :field and thus will participate in the First Four. 

"As part of our :mission, this committee will always try to improve the process," Wellman said. 

believe these changes do just that." 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, August 0:1, 20:13 2:23 PM 

Markos, Lance M 
NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

The process of placing a prospective student-athlete 
on an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the 
NCAA Eligibility Center of your request for an 
academic certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center 
standard of operation for initial review of a case is 10 
business days or less once the case is on an active 
NCAA Division I or II IRL and is "Ready to Process- 
Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all documents 
(i.e., final high school transcript, transcripts from all 
high schools attended, test scores, assignment 
completion dates, no outstanding academic tasks) 
have been received. Actual performance for the 2012- 
13 academic year reflects that 95 percent of cases 
were processed within seven (7) business days. Read 
More 

The NCAA Eligibility Center would like to remind all 
member institutions of the importance of ensuring that 



their prospective student-athletes are activated under 
the correct Institutional Request List (IRL) recruiting 
cycle. 

The recruiting cycle reflects the academic year during 
which the prospective student-athletes plan to 
enroll. Accordingly, fall 2013 and winter/spring 2014 
prospective student-athletes need to be activated on 
the 13-14 recruiting cycle, which is currently set as the 
default. Read More 

The International academic certification staff has 
provided some reminders: 

1~ ISRC Advisory Opinion Form is now available; 
2. Member institution calls are now being taken 

live; and 
3. August results for exam-based countries. 

Read More 

On July 15, 2013, the NCAA launched an enhanced 
initial-eligibility waiver (IEVV) application via 
RequestslSelf-Reports Online (RSRO) to improve the 
efficiency of the IEW process by ensuring complete 
and accurate information at the time of submission, 
thus minimizing additional requests for information or 
documentation, Read More 

The 2013-14 Prospective Student-Athlete PL~ 
Review Trigger List and Process Directive, as well as a 
"Fre~ Asked Questions" document, are available 
on the Member institution Portal (via LSDBi). Please 
note that if a testwscore trigger is present and an 
inquiry is submitted to the testing agency, questions 
regarding the timing, status or potential outcomes of 
the review process should be directed to the testing 



agency. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center wishes to provide 
additional clarification in response to inquiries it has 
received regarding test-score inconsistencies (inquiries 
submitted to the testing agency). As a reminder, when 
an inquiry is sent to the testing agency, the institution 
will be notified by email. Notification to the prospective 
student-athlete is provided through the task process. It 
is important to note that a test-score inquiry, by itself, 
will not prohibit the prospective student-athlete’s final 
academic certification from being release& Once the 
NCAA Eligibility Center receives notification from the 
testing agency regarding the initial inquiry, member 
institutions, which were originally notified, will be 
informed of the result or response by email. The 
prospective student-athlete will receive this response 
or result notification through the task process. If a 
member institution activates a prospective student- 
athlete to its IRL after the initial test-score inquiry, the 
member institution is still able to see a record of the 
inquiry and any response through the student’s task 
records. For additional information about this process, 
including the Test-Score Inconsistency scale, please 
see the article regarding PSA Review in the July 2013 
newsletter. 

The amateurism certification staff has provided some 
important reminders regarding completion of 
International academic tasks and the "Not Certified-No 
Response" status. Read More 

The customer service staff has provided reminders 
regarding the following topics: 

1. "Automatic Waiver Approved" status; 
2~ Completion of tasks; and 
3. Best Practices - High School Document 



Submissions. 

Read More 

The International academic certification staff has 
received numerous requests for samples of documents 
from various countries. The following databases 
provide sample documents for most countries around 
the world. Please note a subscription is required to 
these databases~ Institutions should check with their 
admissions offices to see if they are subscribed. If so, 
they may be able to add you as a user to the 
subscription. 

1. Naric; and 
2. AACRAO Edg2. 

’¢¢nen a prospective student-athlete registers with the 
NCAA Eligibility Center, he/she is able to choose the 
fee waiver option in the payment section. Once this 
option is chosen, the student is informed of the fee 
waiver requirements (in order to receive an NCAA 
Eligibility Center fee waiver the student must have 
been eligible for an SAT/ACT registration fee waiver) 
and directed to his/her current high school. The 
primary contact from that high school will need to 
attest to the fee waiver through the High School Portal 
at www.eli~. The high school can 
submit fee waivers for any current or graduated 
students from that school and can still submit a fee 
waiver even if a prospective student-athlete has been 
enrolled in college full time. VVhen a student has a fee 
issue on hislher account, the final academic decision 
will not be visible if an academic certification has been 
performed; and the prospective student-athlete will not 
be able to request his/her final amateurism 
certification. 



Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
International Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 3171968z51 O0 

Click here to subscribe. 

if you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’c~ick here to be 
removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Thursday, August 01, 2013 9:35 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

NCAA Financial Report Approved as submitted - University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill 

This e-mail is to notify you that our review has been completed of your institution’s financial report for hosting Regionals 

competition of the 20:12-:13 Division I Baseball Championship. Therefore, please remit a check in the amount of 

$87,409°80 to the following address: 

NCAA 

Accounts Receivable 

PoOo Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

On behalf of the NCAA Division I Baseball Committee, thank you for your commitment to both NCAA championship 

competition and the participating student-athletes. 

You can print or view your financial report at -~Lt-!;~?--~-/--/----w-----e--~-!2---1-:-:--n----~;-~L~--.-9--~:g-/--{::.-!]-!:~--~-~-~-!:#-!-~j-° If you have any questions, please 

contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

Chad Tolliver: (317) 9:17-6706 

Dennie Poppe: (3:17) 9:17-6509 

Damani Leech: (3:17) 917-6629 

Nate Flannery: (317) 9:17-6222 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, August 02, 2013 9:57 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; ahernandez@ncaa.or9 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, August 02, 2013 10:09 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; ahernandez@ncaa.or9 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, August 04, 2013 7:09 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

The Division I Men’s Basketball Committee has altered the guidelines for placing teams in the bracket of the men’s basketball 
tournament. 

Frequently asked questions about changes in the NCAA enforcement program. 

New enforcer#e~t prograr~ tougher~ r~ore efficient 
New fundamental changes in the enforcement structure take effect Aug. 1. 

The Record (August 2013) 
The Record (August 2013) 

PROP grants D~I, ~ a de~ay o~ court ~arkings 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request from the Division II and III Management Councils for a one-year 
delay until the 2014-15 academic year in regards to the requirement of having court markings, which help define the lower- 
defensive box in women’s basketball. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
INon~inatio~s sought for comn~it~ee vacancies 
The NC~A is seeking nominations to fill several committee vacancies in the coming weeks 

A~g~st 2013 EWG Report 
As a result of the continued efforts of the Working Group on Collegiate Model Enforcement, this report contains one 
informational item 

NCAA Master Calendar 

@2012 NCAA 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 ::[:36 PM 

To: ’White, Matthew’ 
Subject: RE: 

Perfect - thanks!! 

From: White, Matthew [maiito:mwhite~] 
Seat; Monday, August 05, 2023 1:34 PM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject," RE: 

Lance, 

That’s good news, t pulled up      account and don’t see that they’ve been imaged yet. I’ll keep going in to check and 

can let you know once they’re in his account, 

Matthew White 

C/ion t Relations 

Phone: 317-917-6347 

IFrora: Ma rkos, La nce M [.03.#.i!.t~;..~#.!i~%@#.~!#.i.!.,.~.0.~.,.%!.~!.] 
Sent: Nonday, August 05, 2013 1:01 PN 

White, Na~hew 
Su~ect: 

Hey Matt, 

Spoke with       HS about an hour or two ago and they said they would re-send the information, both via fax and 

email. Any chance it’s arrived and can be processed? Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compl~ance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 



Phone: (91.9) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~7 the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~muthorized and may be illegal. 



Frora: NCAA Championships < NCAAChampsnewsDl@ncaa org > 

Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:34 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Division I Championships News - August 2013 

’.."o viers, ~’.. o..’~lir~e vers~or~ of this em~it, click here, 

Division I Championships News 

August 2013 Edition 

This communication is emailed to all Division I athletics directors, senior 
woman administrators, sports information directors, conference 
commissioners, con*~rence senior woman administrators and head coaches of 
the applicable sports, based on contact information in the NCAA director, 
(membership database). This serves as the primary correspondence related to 
NCAA championships matters; continue to check individual sport pages at 
NCAA.org throughout the season. 

The next edition of Championships News will be distributed Monday, 
September 9 and the first Monday of the month thereafter. Please take 
note of the information regarding NCAAconnect detailed under General 
Championships Information. 

For a quick reference to sport-specific information contained within, select any 
of the following: 

Worn en* s Basketball 
Women’s Bowling 
Men’s and W ome~’s Cross Country 
Me~’s a~d wom~n ~. Fencing 
F~e~d Hockey 
Football 
Women’s Golf 
Me:tY s Gymnastics 
Metl’ s Lacrosse 
Women~ s Lacrosse 
Me,~’s a,~d Women’s Rifle 
Women’ s Rowh~g 
Men*s and Women’s Skiing 
Me~’s a~d Women*s Soccer 



. Men~s and Women’s Swimming and Diving 
o Men~s and Women’s ~ndoor and Outdoor Track and Field 
. Women~s Volleyball 
. Wrestlin~ 

General Championships Information 

inteut to bid dne August 9! As a reminder, intent to bid declarations 
are due not later than August 9! Log into championships.ncaa.org to 
submit your bid intentions and materials. More information and 
resources are available at www.~caa.or~ibids. 
UPDATED - Miscouduct and Failnre to Adhere to Policy and 
Procedure Process and New Fine Structure Beginning FaR 2013. 
The Cabinet/Championships Committees approved the Misconduct and 
Failure to Adhere to Policy and Procedure Process Outlines and the 
new fine structure. Please use the link provided to connect to the 
process outlines listed under Championship Resources: Misconduct and 
Failure to Adhere to Policies and Proced~res. ....................................................................................................................................................... 

Sports 

Women’s Basketball 

The NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Committee has adjusted the 
+i~gi.gE?..14!.....h....%.s.’..t..i....n2gz~..%t!i£~...n.3.+Ln...t. for the 2014 championship. 

Women’s Bowlin~ 

Preseason teleconference to review playing rules scheduled for mid- 
September. Exact dates, times and dial-in information to be provided in 
the September edition of the Chain pion ship News. 

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country 

TFRRS-XC is now available for the 20113 cross country season~ Teams 
are required to register and update their roster prior to their first 
competition. Detailed accounted information and instructions for 
registering and updating team rosters can be found online at 
www~tffrs~org (select the link for Meet Director and the tab for Cross 
Count12r.0~ Additional information will be included in the Pre 
Championships Manual, which will be available in September. 
Committee annual meeting report now available 

Men’s and Women’s Fencin~ 

2013 Men’s and Women’s Fencing Committee Annual Report is now 
available on the ~..{~.dK/:\..!~.g*!.~i*!g..~.~!?.~.)!g.]!~.!!g~. NOTE: proposed 
changes will not become official until they are reviewed and passed by 
the D][ Championships and Sports Management Cabinet (DI Cabinet) 
during their September 10-11 meeting Further communication will be 



sent regarding their decision on these proposals. 

Field Hockey 

Schedules must be submitted by August 7. Rosters should be entered 
prior to the team’s first contest. Specific X~vI[I_, reporting instructions 
and deadlines will be distributed to sports information directors in mid- 
August. 

Football 

.,.S.’..~..I).,.~J,:!JA>. must be submitted by August 7. R.c st{,rs should be entered 
prior to the team’s first contest. Specific XML reporting instructions 
and deadlines will be distributed to sports information directors in mid- 
August. 
To view an educational video regarding the new rule that a player will 
be disqualified from the game if he commits a targeting foul, please 
click !).g?.r.~. it includes an introduction by Kirk Herbstreit of ESPN and 
is directed to student-athletes. 

Women’s Golf 

The report of the July 8-110, 20113 committee’s annual meeting report, 
~vhich includes date formul a and format recommendations for the 2015 
championships, will be available on the sport specific membership side 
of }~5~5~2~.~!:.’.a..:.~Eg not later than Wednesday, August 7th. 
The 2013 Fall Hard Card will be available on the sport specific 
membership side of www.t~caa.org not later than Wednesday, August 
7th. 

.,,’ len s 

The NCAA Division I Men’s Lacrosse Committee 
~enda is now available. 

Wolnen*s Lacrosse 

The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel recently approved several 
rules changes [~r final implementation as proposed by the NCAA 
Women’s Lacrosse Rules Committeeo To review these rules changes, 
please click !.?..~2~.. 

and Women’s Rifle 

Chan,es in policy and procedures for the 2013-14 NCAA rifle season 
and championships are available in an online memo posted on the 



~.[~SS:..~i.~.~..!.~?,f!.~.i.!lg...R.~?,g?~? of www.n caa. org 
2013-14 NCAA rifle rules modification document and USA Shooting 
Rules that will be used for the 2013-114 NCAA ~Jfle season are also 
available by clicking here. 
Detailed information regarding the 2013-14 NCAA score reporting 
iprocess will be iposted ]).)?.r.~ in mid-August. 

Women’s Rowin~ 

Committee annual meeting report now available ordine. 

Men’s and Women’s Skiing 

The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Skiing Committee recently approved 
several rules changes at its annual meeting. Before the NCAA Playing 
Rules Oversight Panel considers the rules changes for final 
implementation, you have the opportunity to provide feedback but 
cli cki ng 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer 

Men’s 

Men’s 

Schedule,~ must be submitted by August 7. Ro,~ter,~ should be entered 
p~Jor to the team’s first contest. Specific XML reporting instructions 
and deadlines will be distributed to sports information directors in mid- 
August. 

and Women’s Swimmin~ and Diving 

The 2013-14 and 2014-15 men’s and women’s swimming and diving 
!ig.!.~.~...g.~!!g~.~ are now available. 
Division I committee annual meeting report and j oint committee 
meeting report available onlir~e. Significant discussions items for 
Division I included the use of track style starting blocks at 
championships, deck pass allotment, pool availability and review of the 
new selections process. 
Quali~dng standards for 2013-114 academic year available 

and Women’s indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

Committee annual meeting report now available ordine. 

Women’s VolievbMl 

To watch the 2013 Rules Information Video, please click here. 
Sche&des must be submitted by August 7. Rosters should be entered 
prior to the team’ s first contest. Specific XML reporting instructions 
and deadlines will be distributed to sports information directors in mid- 
August. 

Wrestling 



During the 2013 annual meeting of the NCAA Wrestling Committees, 
the postseason selection criteria that will be used to select the referees 
for championship assignment (regionals, finals) across all three 
divisions was established. Please click here for more information. 

The NCAA will conduct in-person clinics %r wrestling referee 
certification purposes this fall. Please click here for more information. 

In.[brmation referenced in this email must be accessed on the membership 

portion of NC.4A.org; a login (email and password) must be established for 
access. If you have any problems logging in, please contact 

webhel~des[~(ig~qcaa, orgo[br assistance. 

If you have a~ questions or would like to have someone added to the 
distribution list, please contact us at N L.AAcham~sn~.~ sD~(a,~caa, org. 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: ’White, Matthew’ 
Subject: RE: 

Cool - got a voicemail from them and they said it’s been faxed. Scanner is down for them but hopefully an email will 

come along by tomorrow morning as a back up, 

Hope your 2:30 went well!! 

From: White, Matthew [mailto:mwhite@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 1:34 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Lance, 

That’s good news, t pulled up      account and don’t see that they’ve been imaged yet. I’ll keep going in to check and 

can let you know once they’re in his account, 

Matthew White 

C/ion t Relations 

Phone: 317-917-6347 

From-" Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 1:01 PM 
To; White, Matthew 
Subject: 

Hey Matt, 

Spoke with       HS about an hour or two ago and they said they would re-send the information, both via fax and 

email. Any chance it’s arrived and can be processed? Thanks!! 

Lance 

Director of Compl~ance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

This email and any attachme~ts may cow, rain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
fi~tended recipient, please noti~, the seceder immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegalo 



Mitchell, Betty (Enf Contractor) < bmitchell@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, August 06, 2013 8:57 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Vangelder, Marielle A; holden@unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, 

Beth; jswofford@theacc.org 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill-- 

NC Chapel Hill     .pdf; ATT00001.c 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA regarding the 
disposition of the case. If you have any problems opening or viewing this letter, please contact me at 
fen eli sh[~:~)ncaa, orq or 317-91%6013. 

Best regards, 

Betty G. Mitchell (En~ Contractor) 

Administrative Coordinator of Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Assodat~on 

One NCAA Plaza 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-.6222 

Phone: 



August 2, 2013 

fel~-~hon~; 317/917o~222 

Shipping/Overnight Ad#ress: 

Mr. Lawrence Curmingham 
FaculI?" Athletic Representative 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Mr. Cunnmgham: 

This is in reference to your November 2~ 2012, report to Christopher S. Strobel, 
NCAA director of enforcement for secondar3." infractions, concerning a viola:don of 
NCAA rules revolving                         coach                and a 
representative of the institution’s athletics interests. [ apologize fbr the delay in 
processing this matter. 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.9.8 and 19.11, and it was determined tha, a violation occurred in 
that during          2012,                         coach       pemlitted a 
representative of the institution’s athletics interests (booster) to accompany him to a 

tournament at Which was recruiting, which is contra~ to the 
provisions of Bylaw 13.1.2.4. Specifically, on        2012,    traveled 
to recruit at                             taking place in              . Booster 

accompanied on the trip. believed that it was 
permissible to travel v~4th booster to observe prospective student-athletes compete but 
it was impermissible for     to sit with booster while recruiting While at the 

sat in the section assigned for college 
coaches while booster sat in the general seating area. Violation was discovered when 

that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as Level III and that 
no further action should be taken by the NCAA enforcement staff in the matter. 



Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
August 2, 2013 
Page 2 

Your cooperati on m~d assistance in th e rexTiew of thi s case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

A. Faith English 
Coordinator of Enforcement 
for Secondar?." Infractions 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Ms. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 
Ms. Marielle vanGelder 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 06, 2013 9:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 20113 9:54 AM 

To: ’Marz, Matthew’ 
Subject: RE: 

He’ll be in touch soon, I’m sure. He should iust have his 
; we counseled him about it going in to January. Thanks for following up!! 

La n Ce 

l=rer~; Marz, Matthew [mailto:mmarz@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 06, 2013 9:37 AM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Lance, 

Thank you for following up. Our certification team has determined that his expected date of high 
school graduation is December I will send some questions to to obtain information concerning his 
competition this year, which would be after his grace period absent prior full-time enrollment. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Matt 

From; Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.uncoedu] 
$e~t; Monday, August 05, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Marz, Iqatthew 
S~bject: RE: 

HeyMatt, 

How’s it going? Just wanted to follow up to see if you need anything else for         amateurism file. We’re 

currently in the process of submitting an    for his academics due to his transfer from         to         for HS 

and just wanted to make sure we end up clean on the amateurism front, too..J~st: let: me know if you need anyt:hing 

from our end. Thanks!! 

La n Ce 



Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athle tics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
ma~’kos@)emailoUn c,edu 

From: Marz, Ma~hew [mailto:mmarz~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: 

Lance, 

Thank you for your follow up. The information is very helpffd. As you recall, the relevant exception, 14.2.3.2.1. is a 
very limited exception intended only for 

It does appear that the                           are the 
It is absolutely essential that each and every competition that the PSA competes in prior to the 

is a competition that could, on its own, directly qualify him for those It would 
not sufficient if the simply "required" the PSA to compete in specific events in order to continue to be 
considered as a potential Each event must be an actual opportunity for the PSA to 

A strict reading of the exception supports your understanding that once he qualifies for the 
he would need to stop         competitively in that specific event until the 

he has already 

It is also important to note that any further competition after the 

because at that point 

Thank you again for your follow up. At this point, the safest thing for 
the events that he competes in hereafter is in fact an event that could 

to do would be to obtain proof that each of 

Regards, 

Matt 

Matthew Marz, Assistant Director of Amateurism Certification 

National Collegiate Athletic Association Eligibility Center 



P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

317-223-0757 

317-968-5103 (fax) 

mmarz@ncaa_oLg (email) 

l=rom; Lance Harkos [maiito:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Tuesday, January 22, 2013 12:35 PN 

Narz, Natthew 
Subject; Fwd: 

Hey Matt, 

How’s it going? Just got some follow-up on the PSA who we spoke about last week. Below is 

some information from our coach on . In addition, we have the ever common letter from 
specifically for      . I’ve also got the standard              attached, which I found on their 

website. 

My take is that once he qualifies, he’d need to stop         competitively in that specific event until            for 

the              but that these would be permissible provided we can gain some understanding of the specific 

events he may be qualifying for at the While these aren’t listed 

anywhere on the                 website - they only provide              for any and all - the standards to gain 

entry in to the tryouts are posted online. 

Do you have any thoughts from your end? Either way, just wondering if you think we’re heading in the right direction or 

not. 

Lance 

Lance Mar!~es 
Director of Co mplia:nce 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Att~letics 
Phone: (91.9) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
~.0.}~.}~.~...@!..~ }3.~.~.=.~ }3.~,.~.}:~ 
> > > 1/22/2013 10:00 AM > > > 

Lance: 
Attached is a letter from 

isa 

teams by using a 

probability of making the 

and a breakdown of the      and purpose for         in these 

for . His versatility dictates that he attempt to qualify for future 

so that he can economize his attempts and heighten his 

and, ultimately, be in a position to vie to make 



It appears the rules for                 are such that, at some point (around           ) he must re--qualify for 

future (20~L4) opportunities. This renders as void and impermissible any achieved prior to that point. Thus, the need 

for additional after that date. As you know, a must be used for these purposes as 

are impermissible. 

Below are the 

entered in a 

coach° 

and events       his coach and                 wish to    . Of most urgency is that he is 

How is this to be sorted out? ~[ feel ~[ need to communicate back to       and his 

Thanks, 



Sincerely, 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and 

privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient~ please 

notify the sender i~m~ediately by return email, delete this message and 

destroy any copies° Any dissemination or use of this information by a 

person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



Se~t: 
To: 

Subject: 

Morrissey, Adam <amorrissey@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, August 06, 2013 6:18 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Parrott, Sandra C. 
RE: 

Hi Marielle, 

and 

the league was approved based on that information° Division I student-athletes are not permitted to play in this league 

since        was the last day it was certified, 

Adam Morrissey 

Enforcement Coordinator 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

3:1.7/9:1.7-6035 (phone) 

317/917-6073 (fax) 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [mailto:mvangeld@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 ~:30 PH 
To: Morrissey, Adam 
Subject: FW: 

Hello Adam - 

Are you able to provide any information regarding the league in question below and the dates of league certification? 

We have not heard back from Sandy and our SA would like to participate, if possible. 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9.1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@uncoedu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: ’sparrott@ncaa.org’ 
Subject: 

HiSandy- 

I hope this finds you well. One of our SA’s is participating in the 

. According to the certification document on NCAA.org, the league is certified through 



2013. The league operators have told my SA that the league is certified through          . We have precluded him 

from any further participation, but wanted to verify with you that the league certification did actually expire 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
!~..v..~...n..g~!...d....e..E.~L.u....n...~.~..~..d....~ 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~authorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Britton, Jack <jbdtton@ncaa.org > 

Wednesday, August 07, 2013 9:56 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
RE:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Hi Lance, 

I received the information. 1 need to reach out to him to verify if he had a written agreement as he originally ~ndicat:ed ~n 

the registration. If there is a written agreement with the advisor, I will need a copy. 

Thank you for all of your help. 

Jack 

~ro~ Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Tuesday, July 30, 2013 10:16 AH 
To~ Briton, Jack 
9~bje~t= RE:           - NC~ Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

He~ Jack, 

Just wanted to make sure you got      reponses and see if there ~s a need for any follow-up. Hopefully we’ve got what 

he needs to get him wrapped up, Just let me know ~f ~ can help, Thanks~ 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phoebe: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos~¢~ emaiI.m~coedu 

From: Britton, Jack [..r..n....a.~i!..t....~..;.j..b....r.i..L.L~..!]~!~)..~..c....a..‘.a...:..~....r.~] 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:#,6 AM 
To: 
Co: Plarkos, Lance PI 
Subject:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Dear Mr.    : 

Hi, my name is Jack Britton and I will be serving as your amateurism case manager. Thank you for registering with the 

NCAA Eligibility Center. We have received your application and need to obtain additional information in order to 

complete your amateurism review. 



Further, you have the opportunity to enlist the help of the athletics department compliance staff of University of North 

Carolina to assist you in this process. It is not necessary for you to work with an institution, but that option is available 

to you. Please do not forward this email or discuss contents of this email with the        coaching staff of a NCAA 

institution or your        "advisor". 

Please answer below questions via reply email regarding your "advisor" relationship with 

Advisor contact information: 

a. Please provide email address for            at 

during the NCAA Eligibility Center registration process: 

who you listed as your advisor 

2o Advisor communication with 

a. Did your advisor have any direct communications with any 

to and during the         )? If yes, please list all     : 

on your behalf (including prior 

b. Did you list your advisor on any team questionnaires? If yes, please list all : 

c. Did your advisor discuss your signability, including a signing number, with any 

prior to and during the         )? If yes, please list all     : 

(including 

3o Advisor relationship with you: 

a. Please explain, in detail, how you first met and decided to use 

preparation for your college/           career: 

as your advisor in 

b, Provide a detailed description of all services provided to you by your advisor and the subject matter of 

your conversations: (example: discussions regarding your signabifity number, continuing in school versus 
signing a professional contract., contract o[_fers,     questionnaires, medical history, performance, etc.) 

c. Estimate the number of times you and your advisor have: 

:1. Talked by phone: 

2. Met in person: 

Indicate if you been in communication with your advisor by: (put yes/no,for each) 

:1. Email: 

2o Texting: 

3. Twitter: 

4. Facebook: 

Did your advisor provide anything to you or your family with any of the following? (put yes/no for each 
and iJ: yes, please explain in detail what was provided) 

:1o Meals: 

2. Transportation to a showcase or event: 

3. Expenses related to a tryout: 

4° Gifts (event tickets, electronics, etc.): 

4. Follow-up for "advisor" questions from NCAA Eligibility Center registration: 

During the registration process, you provided the following information: (Your responses appear in RED) 



-Has the student ever signed an agreement with this advisor that they would serve as an agent if student signed a 

contract? 

-Was the agreement with the student’s advisor a verbal or written agreement? 

-Would the advisor have received a portion of the student’s signing bonus if student had agreed to sign a professional 

contract? 

What date (month!day!year) did you reach a verbal agreement with to serve as your agent if you signed 

a contract? 

Please provide a detailed description of the terms of the verbal agreement: (Please explain in as much 

detail as possible) 

What percentage of your signing bonus would your advisor have received had you signed with an 

? 

PLEASE NOTE: NCAA Regulations require you to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA regarding 

your amateur status and activities. Failure to provide truthful information may jeopardize your eligibility at NCAA 

member institutions. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Please send this information immediate!~, so that 

our staff may continue to process your case. Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Britton 

Amateurism Certification Team 
NCAA Eligibility Center 

jbritton@ncaa.or~ 
Fax 3:17 968 5:103 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, August 07, 2013 11:32 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Financial Report Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Your financial report for hosting the Super Regionals(3 day) of the Division I Baseball championship has been received 

by" the NCAA. You can print or view your financial report at http://webloncaa.org/champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

ChadTolliver: (317) 917-6706 

DenniePoppe: (317) 917-6509 

DamaniLeech: (317) 917-6629 

NateFlannery: (317) 917-6222 

When you submit your Financial Reports (within 60 days of the championship event) to the NCAA, please do not send 

any form of payment Once the championship administrator and the accounting administrator have reviewed the report, 

another e-mail will be sent to the submitter and the Athletic Director with the final payment arrangements. The only 

exceptions to this would be any championships with compendium terms requiring preliminary payments prior to 

accounting review of the financial report. 



From-" Villas, Chrism/[mail~o:cvillas@~caa.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 3:57 PM 
Subject: Sending on behalf of Mark Lewis 

g~I~olECI." Vid~.o 6;a~ ~M(.~,iCLC at~d El.ect~oa~:io Arts 



Christy Villas 
Executive Assistant for Mark Lewis 

EVP Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 
(~v): 3] 7-9117-6267 
(c): 317-364-1222 
(f): 317-917-6857 



[Attached to email above from Christy Villas sent 8/7/2013 3:57 PM.] 

ViA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AND ELECTR)N1C MAIL.. 

Mr. (.morge Py.ne 
Pre.sidem 
L ~G Sports & Entertammem 
767 5fla Avemm 
New York. New York 

Mr. Joel .Linzner 
Executive Vice President. Basiness & LegaI Afl~irs 
Electronic Arts 
209 Redwood Shores Pkwy. 
Redwood City, CNifornia 94065 

Dear George m’~.d Joe1: 

As I have discussed with each of you..= the put,pose of this Ic~ter is to c{m[~.~ the 
smms of ~he National ColIegia~e Athletic Associmicm (NCAA) imellectual 
prope~y (IP)~icensing agreements wi~f~ Electronic Arts (EA)entered 
behalf’ of the NCAA II=’ough the Collegiate I.Ace~sing Company (.CLC)~ 
a.f~lia, e of tMG C:ollege. As you bmow, tI~.e cu~en, c{~l.Ieg~a~e *~o~ba[l video 
game license agreement between EA, CLC~ and other parties wi[~ expire 
June 30. 2014. making the just relc.~scd NCAA Football 14 game the ias~ ~o be 
covered by thN contracL 

We understand that EA already has determi~ed that it will not ofti:::r an exa:ension 
of the collegiate basketball ~ieense~ However, there haw been e×pressioas oF 
interest by both of your organizations R>r er~tering a new contract l:br t~:ttm*e 
collegiate i~:~otball games. 

The NCAA understa~:~ds that a greav deal of work must occt.,~" ibr any future games 
because of changes related to the tec5n~logy of fuIure, game systems. As such we 
wmaI Io forma~Iy ~mtit!y you of o’~:~r decision regarding NCAA ii.censing of our IP 
in furore games con, empIated by 

We spem a grea~ deal of time eo~~sid.eri~g ~his :ma.tte,’,. and our conclusion i.s n.m to 

review the NCAA’s [P license ia colmecdon witt~ the EA collegiate football video 

~e~l~muado~I of the game. The c~rrent bti.siness climate does not ju:st:i:!}’ the ’ ~ ~" 



Mr~ George Pyne 
Mr. Joel Li~z~aer 

Page N~:~ 2: 

NCA.A’s [P license, although we remain co~afiden{ thai there will be jL~dicial va.lidatior~ of our 
legal position [;or the games covered by ~he current contract° 

As such, the NCAA wiI~ no~. extet~d the licensi~g of its [P to EA in co:~mection wifl~ the 
pro&~etion ofa college t’ootball video game. Thus. the NCAA Fomball 14 video game will be 
the last game i~a which NCAA i.a~ellecmal p.mpe.~y wilt be included. 

For ciari:tw EA and [MG are both awa~:e that 
NCAA FOOTBALL mark and ~eIated IP cft~c, ive January 1. 2014. We l~ave a~so detem~.ined 
that the NC.AA will n.o~ extend the NCAA FOOTBALl. [P {ice.ase witlh EA in connectima witI~ 
vi.deo game, Thus. NCAA Foo~baIl 14 will also be the last video game containing NCAA 
FOOTBALL 

Please :k~-~ow tlha ~ihis decision, was no~ ~:eached ligI~1iy, Again we t~e:It it: was in the best interests: 
of all involved to make the decision :~ow so as to minimize disrup:fion to yot~r plaani~g processes 
for ~m future, ’We trus~ you wiil 
princ;ipals represenI:ed of ~ge NCAA’ 

President of 
! Aiiiances 

Keith Martin 

Donaid Remy 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:59 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

NCAA Financial Report Approved as submitted - University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill 

This e-mail is to notify you that our review has been completed of your institution’s financial report for hosting Super 

Regionals(3 day) competition of the 20~L2-:13 Division I Baseball Championship. Therefore, please remit a check in the 

amount of $79,736°64 to the following address: 

NCAA 

Accounts Receivable 

PoOo Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

On behalf of the NCAA Division I Baseball Committee, thank you for your commitment to both NCAA championship 

competition and the participating student-athletes. 

You can print or view your financial report at http://web:loncaa.org/champs_bido If you have any questions, please 

contact the administrator(s} of your championship listed below. 

Chad Tolliver: (317) 9:17-6706 

Dennie Poppe: (3:17) 9:17-6509 

Damani Leech: (3:17} 9~L7-6629 

Nate Flannery: (317) 9:17-6222 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Britton, Jack <jbfitton@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:35 PM 

Markos, Lance M 
FW:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Hi Lance, 

Wo~ld yo~ be free to disc~ss tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

Jack 

Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 4:58 PN 
To: Bfitton, 3ack 
Co: markos@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re:           - NC~ Eligibili~ Center Amateurism Review 

Mr. Britton, 

Respectfully, 

On Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 9:58 AM, Britton, Jack ~" " "’: .... *~~mcaa. or~.-- wrote: 

Dear Mr, 

Thank you for your email, To follow-up: 

During the registration process, you provided the following information: (Your responses appear in RED) 

-Has the student ever signed an agreement with this advisor that they would serve as an agent if student signed a 
contract? 

Would you please provide me with a copy of your written agreement. Please send via reply email attachment. 

Sincerely, 



Jack Bd~ton 

Sent-" Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:12 PM 
To-" Britton, Jack 
Co; markos@email,unc,edu 
Subject: Re:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Mr. Britton, 

I have included my answers below in Blue 

Respectfully, 

On Fri, Jul 19, 2013 at 10:46 AM, Bfitton, Jack <j!.~2..r.i...t..t...9.~..~g.~.g.:..c.?.Dg> wrote: 

Dear Mr. 

Hi, my name is Jack Britton and I will be serving as your amateurism case manager. Thank you for registering 
with the NCAA Eligibilib" Center. We have received your application and need to obtain additional 
information i~ order to complete your amateurism review. 

Further, you have the opportunity to enlist the help of the athletics department compliance staff of University of 
North Carolina to assist you in this process. It is not necessary for you to work with an institution, but that 
option is available to you. Please do not for~vard this email or discuss contents of this email with the 
coaching staff of a NCAA institution or your        "advisor". 

Please answer below questions via reply e:mail regarding your "advisor" relationship with 

Advisor contact information: 

a. Please provide email address for             at 
your advisor during the NCAA Eligibility Center registration process: 

who you listed as 



2. Advisor communication with 

a. Did your advisor have any direct communications with any 
(including prior to and during the          )? If yes, please list all 

on your behalf 

b. Did you list your advisor on any 
o . 

team quest~onnal~es, Ifye~, please list all 

c. Did your advisor discuss your signability, including a signing number, with any 
(including prior to and during the          )? If yes, please list all 

3. Advisor relationship wRh y95: 

a. Please explain, in detail, how you first met and decided to use 
in preparation for your college           career: 

as your advi sor 

b. Provide a detailed description of all services provided to you by your advisor and the subject 
matter of your conversations: (example: discussions regardmg your si~nabi#O, m~mber, 
co~t#ming i~ school versus signi,~g a pr(~/i’ssio~al coruract, confract (~’rs, ques#onnaires, 
medical history, !)etJbrmance, e~c.) 

c. Estimate the number of times you and your advisor have: 

Talked by phone: 

Met in person: 

d. Indicate if you been in communication with your advisor by: (/mlyes/~o.f!)r eaclO 

Email: 

" T rig ~. ex I1 ~ 

3. Twitter: 

4. Facebook: 

e. Did your advisor provide anything to you or your family with any of the following? (put 
yex~iv~jbr each and if yes, please explain #t detail what was provided) 

Meals: 

Transportation to a showcase or event: 



3. Expenses related to a tryout: 

4. Gifts (event tickets, electronics, etc.): 

4. Follow-ul~ for "advisor" questions from NCAA Eligibility Center registration: 

During the registration process, you provided the following information: (Your responses appear in RED) 

-Has the student ever signed an agreement with this advisor tha they would serve as an agent if student signed a 
contract? 

-Was the agreement with the student’s advisor a verbal or written agreement? 

-Would the advisor have received a portion of the student’s signing bonus if student had agreed to sign a 
professional contract? 

a. What date (month/day/year) did you reach a verbal agreement with to serve as your agent if 
you signed a     contract? 

b. Please provide a detailed description of the terms of the verbal agreement: (_Please explain 
as" much detail as possible) 

c. What percentage of your signing bonus would your advisor have received had you signed 
with an            ? 

PLEASE NOTE: NCAA Regulations require you to provide complete and accurate information to the 
NCAA regarding your amateur status and activities. Failure to provide truthful information may 
jeopardize your eligibility at NCAA member institutions. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Please send this information immediately 
so that our staff may continue to process your case. Thank you for your assistance and I look fBrward to 
hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 



Jack Britton 

Amateurism Certification Team 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

Fax 317 968 5103 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and pris;ileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthoTized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Revenue Distribution < revenuedistribution@ncaa.org > 

Friday, August 09, 2013 11:49 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

NCAA 2012-13 Grants In Aid Fund Distribution 

MEMORANDL~ 

TO: Commissioners of Selected Division I Conferences. 

FROM: David D. Lafiosca 
Managing Director of Financial Operations and Controller. 

SLNJECT Grants-in-Aid Fund 

In accordance with the plan approved by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors, $125.5 
million was set aside in the 2012-113 general operating budget for payments to Division I 
institutions according to the number of athletics grants-in-aid each of them awarded during 
the 2011-12 academic year. 

Accordingly, payments from the national office will be transmitted via electronic funds 
transfer directly into the bank account previously provided. 

Each institution received valuation points for each athletics grant-in-aid (or portion thereof) 
awarded in sports in which the NCAA conducts championship competition or grants awarded 
in sports identified in NCAA Bylaw 15.5. Each valuation point is worth approximately 
$274.75. 

Please note this year’s point value is less than last year, due to a calculation change for the 
revenue equivalency award, which now includes all athletic aid, to align with Division I 
Manual, Bylaw 20.9.1.2.1. In referencing the squad lists, aid that is listed in the Other 
Countable Aid column is countable toward minimum requirements for meeting the financial 
aid requirements. In summaIT, the number of revenue equivalency award increased overall, 
there by decreasing the valuation point amount. 

A chart showing the total valuation points and amounts being sent for each school is located 
on the NCAA Web site. Our Web site address is www.~caa.or~. Once logged-in, the char~ is 
located under Governance > Finance, insurance and Travel > Revenue Distribution Request/Reporting 
Forms. 

For the 2015 Grants-in-Aid Revenue Distributions (distributed summer of2015): 
Revenue Equivalencies obtained within the NCAA Financial Reporting System (due January 
15, 2015) will be used going forward in the calculati on for the annual NCAA Grants-in-Aid 
Revenue Distribution allocation. Submission of the revenue equivalencies and squad lists in 
mid-May of each year via the NCAA Revenue Distribution System will no longer be 



required. Further information regarding these changes will be forthcoming. 

Question s regarding the grants-in-ai d di stri bud on sh ould be di rected to Andrea Worl ock, 
assistant director of accounting, at 317/917-625~, or email: awol lock,~.~ncaa.or~ 

DDLiAFW:dja 

CC: Chief Executive Ofricers 
Directors of Athletics 
Senior Compliance Admini strator 
Senior Woman Administrators 

Selected NCAA Staff 

] 
] 

] of Selected Division ][ Institutions 

700 West W~shing’:.:o¢.. Street, indk-’,n~polis, :~N 46204 

Click 13¢.!:g-. to be r,-smoved from this 

Click here to vie;s, our t5ri~/~-~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Revenue Distribution < revenuedistribution@ncaa.org > 

Friday, August 09, 2013 11:49 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

NCAA 2012-13 Grants In Aid Fund Distribution 

MEMORANDL~ 

TO: Commissioners of Selected Division I Conferences. 

FROM: David D. Lafiosca 
Managing Director of Financial Operations and Controller. 

SLNJECT Grants-in-Aid Fund 

In accordance with the plan approved by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors, $125.5 
million was set aside in the 2012-113 general operating budget for payments to Division I 
institutions according to the number of athletics grants-in-aid each of them awarded during 
the 2011-12 academic year. 

Accordingly, payments from the national office will be transmitted via electronic funds 
transfer directly into the bank account previously provided. 

Each institution received valuation points for each athletics grant-in-aid (or portion thereof) 
awarded in sports in which the NCAA conducts championship competition or grants awarded 
in sports identified in NCAA Bylaw 15.5. Each valuation point is worth approximately 
$274.75. 

Please note this year’s point value is less than last year, due to a calculation change for the 
revenue equivalency award, which now includes all athletic aid, to align with Division I 
Manual, Bylaw 20.9.1.2.1. In referencing the squad lists, aid that is listed in the Other 
Countable Aid column is countable toward minimum requirements for meeting the financial 
aid requirements. In summaIT, the number of revenue equivalency award increased overall, 
there by decreasing the valuation point amount. 

A chart showing the total valuation points and amounts being sent for each school is located 
on the NCAA Web site. Our Web site address is www.~caa.or~. Once logged-in, the char~ is 
located under Governance > Finance, insurance and Travel > Revenue Distribution Request/Reporting 
Forms. 

For the 2015 Grants-in-Aid Revenue Distributions (distributed summer of2015): 
Revenue Equivalencies obtained within the NCAA Financial Reporting System (due January 
15, 2015) will be used going forward in the calculati on for the annual NCAA Grants-in-Aid 
Revenue Distribution allocation. Submission of the revenue equivalencies and squad lists in 
mid-May of each year via the NCAA Revenue Distribution System will no longer be 



required. Further information regarding these changes will be forthcoming. 

Question s regarding the grants-in-ai d di stri bud on sh ould be di rected to Andrea Worl ock, 
assistant director of accounting, at 31%917-625~, or email: awol 

DDLiAFW:dja 

Chief Executive Ofricers 
Directors of Athletics 
Senior Compliance Admini strator 
Senior Woman Administrators 

Selected NCAA Staff 

] 
] 

] of Selected Division ][ Institutions 

700 West Washington Street, ind~anapo~s~ ~N 46204 

Click 11£!1@. to be r,-smoved from this 

Click here to vie;s, our t5ri~/~-~cy policy, 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, August 09, 2013 9:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Markos, Lance M 
Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers/edit!       to view the application. 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 7:09 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

~)ivision I board asks membership to help streamline structure 
The Division I Board of Directors wants a more transparent, responsive, participative and streamlined governance structure, and 
it wants the Division i membership to help them design it at Janua~¥’s convention. 

Three new schools reclassified into the Football Bowl Subdivision, two conferences added. 

Row#~g committee proposes new regional a~ignments 
The Division I Rowing Committee has proposed new regional alignments which will keep all conference members in the same 
region beginning with the 2013-14 academic year. 

Skiing committee recommends change to scoring format 
The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Skiing Committee recommended a change to the scoring format where only the top 30 finishers 
in alpine and Nordic events beginning in the 2013-14 academic year. 

Division ~I~ Guide to Strategic Athletics Communication on Campus 
After a year-long effort, the CoSIDA Working Group is excited to present the Division III Guide to Strategic Athletics 
Communication on Campus. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Time,inn for Fi~ing NCAA Division I Governance/Cabinet/Committee Vacancies 
Timeline for Filling NCAA Division I Governance/Cabinet/Committee Vacancies 

201:}-14 Division ~ Compliance Forms 
The 2013-14 compliance forms for Division I have been posted and are now available The compliance forms database is also 
updated and available for 2013-14 

Sickle Ce~ Trait ~ Newborn screening request information for each State 
Sickle Cell Trait - Newborn screening request information for each State 

Ru~es Working Group Question a~d Answer Document -- Updated March 11, 2013 
This document contains questions and answers to assist the NCAA membership in its understanding of select NCAA Working 
Group on Collegiate Model - Rules proposals 

Health and Safety ;2013-1~ Materials 
NCAA sickle cell trait education and resources have been updated for 2013 Additional information pertaining to the NCAA drug 
testing program is also available 



NCAA Maste¢ C~e~d~r 

2012 NCAA 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 12, 2013 7:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L 

Markos, Lance M 
Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:05 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M;jbeall@ncaa.org 
Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 
Monday, August 12, 2013 9:18 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:19 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Monday, August 12, 2013 9:34 AM 

’Beall, Jane’ 
RE: IEW 
IEW_Directive_2013--14.pdf; ~EW_Best Practices=pdf 

Thanks Jane -- I appreciate ito If you guys need anything else from us on 

the year is treating staff ok... 

Lance 

just give me a shout, Hope the start of 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 
markos@ emafl.unc.edu 

From: Beall, Jane [mailto:jbeall@ncaa,org] 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:08 AM 
To-" Markos, Lance M 
Subject: IEW 

Hi Lance, 

I have received the IEW for           and will let you know if additional information or documentation is 

necessary. Please note that staff has seven calendar days following the receipt of a complete case file to issue a 

decision. I have also attached a copy of the IEW Directive and Best Practices documents for your information. 

Pease let me know if you have any questions, 

Best regards, 

Jane 8eall 
Eligibility Center 

NCAA 
P.O, Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
(2,27) 927-6729 (phone) 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 



copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



NCAA Eligibility Center 
Academic Review Team 

InRial-EligibilRy Waiver Directive 

Overview. 

The legislated initial-eligibility standards in NCAA Bylaw 14.3 (freshman academic 
requirements) establish a minimal level of academic achievement necessary for a student- 
athlete to be eligible to receive athletically related financial aid, practice and compete in the 
initial year of t~.~ll-time collegiate enrollment at a Division I or II institution. If a student- 
athlete fails to satis~, the legislated initial-eligibility standards, the presumption is that the 
student-athlete is not academically prepared for the rigors of athletics competition and/or 
practice in the initial year of *’nil-time collegiate enrolhnent. However, there may be 
instances where a student-athlete does not meet the legislated initial-eligibility standards 
but has demonstrated academic preparedness to succeed at a Division I or II institution in 
the i niti al year of full-time collegiate enrolhnent. 

The purpose of the initial-eligibility waiver (~W) process is to provide relief from the 
normal application of the legislated initial-eligibility standards in cases where objective 
evidence demonstrates that relief is warranted. This directive outlines the required 
documentation, information considered (e.g., mitigating circumstances) and the approach 
for analyzing IEWs and reaching decisions. Institutions seeking an W__.W on behalf of a 
student-athlete must present evidence and information outlined in the directive. 

Division II smdent-ahletes initially enrolling full time in a collegiae institution on or after 
August l, 20113, are required to present 16 core courses (increased from 14). The effective 
date of this requirement was delayed more than five years following its adoption (January 
2008). As a result, lack of awareness and/or failure to appropriately advise student-athletes 
regarding the increased requirement may not be viewed favorably in the IEW process. In 
addition, effective August 1, 2016, Division I student-athletes will be required to meet 
increased initial-eligibility requirements for competition, including a core-course 
progression and a minimum 2.300 core-course grade-point average (GPA). The 20116 
standards reinforce the importance of academic readiness for Division I student-athletes. 
Thus, there is a high threshold to receive full relief in the W_.W process. 

Initial-Eligibility Data Analysis. 

The legislated initial-eligibility standards are based on the extensive review and analysis of 
longitudinal data regarding student-athlete academic success. Similarly, the W__.W process 
will take into account a data-based analysis of a student-athlete’s likelihood of academic 
success in the initial year of full-time enrollment based on the student-athlete’s core-course 
GPA, core-course units, standardized test score and other academic factors. NCAA staff 
will use this research-based academic formula as part of its analysis of IEW requests to 
determine whether relief is warranted. 



2013-14 Initial-Eligibility Waiver Directive 

Academic Review Team 

Page No, 2 

IEW Submission/Required Documentation. 

All IF_,W requests must be submitted via Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO [formerly 
AMA Online]). An ~W application will be considered complete when the institution has 
submitted N_J.~ required information, documentation (e.g., student-athlete statement, letter of 
explanation from the institution, evidence supporting mitigation) and signatures via RSRO. 
In addition, the case file will be considered complete when the institution has submitted 
any additional information or documentati on requested by staff. 

4. Academic Criteria. 

Considered. In addition to the data-based analysis, NCAA staff may consider the 
foll o~ving components of a student-athl ete’s pre-enrol]meru academic record: 

(2) 

Core-course GPA, standardized examination scores and core courses; 

Residual ACT or SAT examinations administered on campus or subject-area 
examinations (e.g.~ SAT Subj ect Tests); 

(3) College courses completed prior to initial fi~ll-time collegiate enrollment; 

Note: Such coursework will not outweigh the student-athlete’s high school 
academic record. 

(4) Institutional placement examinations; 

(5) The history, timing and progression of completed core courses during the 
student-athlete’s high school enrollment; 

(6) For international student-athletes from examination-based countries, year-to- 
year performance as indicated on official transcripts; 

Note: Such performance will not outweigh the student-athlete’s performance 
on leaving examinations. 

(7) Honors or advanced-placement courses taken during high school; 

(8) Trending of academic performance throughout high school; 

htlp:i/documentc enter.no aa. org/msaaiama/Initial Eligibility;~Oirectivei2013-1 ~-l/IEW.__.Directiv ¢__.2013-14.__.05222013___DH: d:it 



2013-14 Initial-Eligibility Waiver Directive 
Academic Review Team 

Page No. 3 

(9) Coursework completed prior to grade nine (e.g., Algebra 

(lo) 

Note: Such coursework may be considered even if the student-athlete’s high 
school did not award graduation credit for the course, provided the transcript 
verifies successful completion of the course and the student-athlete 
progressed in the subj ect area~ 

Post-eighth semester (e.g., preparatory school) coursework; __a____n_d_. 

Note: Such coursework will not out~veigh the student-athlete’s academic 
performance during the core-course time limitation. 

Other elements of a student-athlete’s academic record, as determined by staff on 
a case-by-case basis. 

Not Considered.    The follo~ving academic credentials, including academic 
performance in such coursework or standardized examinations, will NOT be 
considered as part of ~W analysis: 

(l) Coursework that does not satisfy the legislated definition of a core course; 

(2) Coursework invalidated in the prospective student-athlete review process; 

(3) Coursework completed after initial full-time collegiate enrollment; __a__~ff_ 

Note: IEW decisions will not be reconsidered based on academic 
performance follo~ving initial full-time collegiate enrollment (e.g., 2013 fall 
term) [see Section No. 7]~ 

(4) Standardized exams taken after initial full-time collegiate enrollment, except: 

(a) Standardized examinations taken due to a challenge fiom the testing 
agency regarding the validity of a previous test score; and 

(b) Standardized examinations taken by a nonrecmited international student- 
athlete who initially enrolls full time in an international collegiate 
institution that does not require an ACT or SAT examination for 
admission [see Section No. 6-(d)-(1 

htlp:i/documcntcenter.ncaa, org/msaaiama/Initial Eligibility;7Oirectivei2013-l~-l/IEW.__Directiv ~__.2013-14.__.05222013___DH: d jr 



2013-14 Initial-Eligibility Waiver Directive 
Academic Review Team 

Page No. 4 

5. Staff Decisions. 

In analyzing W__~Ws, the staff will weigh the student-athlete’s academic record against the 
deficiency and the mitigating circumstances asserted for the student-athlete’s failure to 
satis~7 the legislated initial-eligibility standards. 

Approvals. The staff is granted the authority to fully approve (athletically related 
financial ai d, practice a~td competition) JEWs, as follows: 

When a student-athlete’s academic record (based on NCAA data analysis) 
reflects a level of academic achievement that clearly demonstrates academic 
preparedness (e.g., minimal core-course deficiency, 3.000 core-course GPA and 
1000 SAT or 85 ACT) for college-level work; or 

(2) "But-For" Mitigation. 

When mitigating circumstances are presented such that "but for" those 
circumstances, it is clearly evident that the student-athlete would meet initial- 
eligibility requirements. 

Partial Approvals. The staff is granted the authority to partially approve (athletically 
related financial aid amt~?)r practice) IEWs, as follows: 

(1) Athletically Related Financial Aid and Practice. 

(a) When a student-athlete’s academic record (based on NCAA data analysis) 
projects a likelihood of academic success during the initial year of full- 
time collegiate enrollment; a~d 

(b) Mitigating circumstances impacted the student-athlete’s ability to meet 
initial-eligibility requirements (but do not rise to the level of "but-for" 
mitigation). 

(2) Athletically Related Financial Aid Only. 

(a) When a student-athlete’s academic record (based on NCAA data analysis) 
does not project a likelihood of academic success during the initial year of 
full-time collegiate enrollment, but mitigating circumstances impacted the 
student-athlete’s ability to meet initial-eligibility requirements; or 
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When a student-athlete’s academic record (based on NCAA data analysis) 
projects a likelihood of academic success during the initial year of full- 
time collegiate enrollment, but mitigating circumstances are absent, 
insufficient or do not tie directly to the deficiency. 

The staff is granted the authority to deny IEWs, as follows: 

When a student-athlete’s academic record (based on NCAA data analysis) does 
not project a likelihood of academic success during the initial year of fall-time 
collegiate enrolhnent; _q~ 

Mitigating circumstances are absent, insufficient or do not tie directly to the 
student-athlete’s deficiency. 

5~ifigating Circumstances. 

All mitigating circumstances asserted in an IEW request are analyzed to determine whether 
those circumstances directly impacted the student-athlete’s ability to satisfy initial- 
eligibility requirements and ~vhether the mitigating circumstances were partially or [’ally 
within the student-athlete’s control. The larger the deficiency a student-athlete presents, the 
more significant and compelling the mitigation must be in order for staff to provide relief in 
the IEW process. Core-course GPA deficiencies reflect the entire academic record and will 
be analyzed most stringently. The following mitigating circumstances are often asserted as 
part of an IEW request (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Personal Hardship~ 

Staff may approve an lEW when circumstances tha contributed directly and clearly 
to a student-athlete’s failure to satis~ initial-eligibility requirements are presented. In 
such scenarios: 

(2) 

The circumstances must be out of the student-athlete’s control; 

The circumstances must involve the student-athlete, the student-athlete’s family 
members, or an individual or individuals with whom the student-athlete has an 
exi sti ng tel ati on ship; a~d 

Docmnentation must clearly demonstrate that the circumstances had a direct 
impact on the student-athlete’s ability to satisfy initial-eligibility requirements. 
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Lost Academic Opportunity. 

If a student-athlete loses an academic opportunity (e~g, a full academic term or terms) 
due to extenuating circumstances (e.g., incapacitating injury or illness, extreme 
financial difficulty, civil unrest, natural disaster), staff may consider coursework 
replacing the lost opportunity, even if such coursework is completed outside the core- 
course time limitation. 

co Reclassification. 

If a student-athlete’s grade level is reclassified, causing the student-athlete to repeat a 
year or more of school, and the student-athlete subsequently completes coursework 
outside the core-course time limitation, staff may approve an IEW, provided: 

(1) The student-athlete’s reclassification resulted in the successful completion of 
post-eighth semester coursework that would rectify the deficiency; 

(2) The institution recruiting the student-athlete did not have an opportunity to 
advise the student-athlete to attempt to rectify the core-course deficiency within 
the core-course time limitation; a~d 

(3) The student-athlete’s ()__._~_)__,____~f_i__q_i___e__~_~y, despite the reclassification, is one core- 
course unit or less. 

Student-athletes who do not meet the deficiency threshold, despite the 
reclassification, but would rectify the deficiency with the inclusion of post-eighth 
semester coursework, may be considered f~r partial IEW relief~ 

international Student-Athletes. 

Test-Score Time Limitation. 

When an international student-athlete t~Jggers initial f~ll-time enrolhnent at an 
international collegiate institution that does not require an SAT or ACT 
examination for admission and, therefore, the student-athlete is not able to 
present a standardized test score within the test-score time limitation, staff may 
approve an IEW, provided: 

(a) The student-athlete did not have any recruiting contact with an NCAA 
institutional staff member prior to initial full-time enrollment in the 
international collegiate institution; 
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(b) The student-athlete achieved the minimum required test score on the initial 
ACT or SAT examination attempt; arJd 

(c) The student-athlete meets all other initial-eligibility requirements. 

(2) Academic Curriculum/Track. 

(3) 

If an international student-athlete attends secondary school in a country that 
does not require a subject area (e.g., social science) that is required fbr initial- 
eligibility purposes, or the country’s educational system requires students to 
choose an academic track at an early age (e.g., 13 or 14) and the chosen track 
does not require a subject area that is required for initial-eligibility purposes, 
staff may approve an IEW, provided: 

(a) Theinstimtion can document: 

The country does not require an academic subject that is required for 
initial-eligibility purposes; or 

ii. The country’s educational system requires students to choose an 
academic track at an early age (e.g., 13 or 114) and the chosen track 
does not require a subj ect area that is required for initial-eligibility. 

(b) The student-athlete presents a core-course deficiency of two units or less 
in social science or natural or physical science and has not failed any 
courses or exams in the applicable subject area (e.g., student-athlete does 
not sit for the social science General Certificate of Secondary Education 
examination and fails year nine geography or history); 

Late recruitment or nonrecruited status prevented the institution from 
having a timely opportunity to advise the student-athlete to minimize or 
rectify the core-course deficiency; a~d 

(d) The student-athlete meets all other initial-eligibility requirements. 

Split Files. 

The term "split file" refers to a student-athlete who graduates from an 
educational system other than the one in which he or she began secondary 
school. In many cases, these student-athletes are reclassified when they move 
to the United States; howes,er, split files must meet the same initial-eligibility 
standards as all other student-athletes. In reviewing IEWs for split files, the 
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staff may consider the reclassification criteria in Section 6-(c) (if applicable), as 
well as the following: 

(a) Whether the student-athlete had control over the reclassification; 

(b) The academic year (e.g, January to December) of the student-athlete’s 
home country and the timing of the move; 

(c) Whether the student-ahlete was appropriately placed in a grade level or 
graduation track based on the documentation/academic records available; 

(d) Whether the reclassification was based on a language barrier; ar, d 

(e) The strength of the student-athlete’s overall academic record 

If a student-athlete’s diagnosed EID is asserted as mitigation, the institution must 
submit full and complete documentation required in RSRO (e.g., current, signed 
documentation of diagnosis from the treating professional, letters of 
assessment/recommendation, student-athlete statement that addresses the impact of 
the disability on academic performance, current copy of the student-athlete’s 
Individualized Education Program [IEP] or Section 504 Plan, letter from the 
institution’s Office of Disability Services speci~qng accommodations [if the SA has 
voluntarily disclosed his or her diagnosed disability], nonstandard ACT or SAT 
examination results, academic support plan). 

In addition to the required documentation, staff may consider: 

(l) The timing of the diagnosis; 

(2) Trending of the student-athlete’s academic performance prior to and after tt~e 
diagnosis and any accommodations were received; 

(3) Whether the student-athlete used accommodations available as part of the 
student-athlete’s IEP or Section 504 Plan; 

(4) Performance on nonstandard ACT or SAT examinations; 

(5) The student-athlete’s ability to enroll in courses taught at the regular academic 
level and/or whether the student-athlete’ s high school has approved core courses 
for students with an EID; 
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(6) The student-athlete’s progression in a specific subject area; 

(7) The student-athlete’s ability to enroll in an academic track that leads to on-time 
graduation; .__a____n_d_ 

(8) Other information, as determined by staff on a case-by-case basis. 

Misadvi sement/Lack of A dvisem ent. 

Misadvisement or lack of advisement by an institution or high school is not, by itsel*; 
sufticient mitigation to warrant full IEW relief; however, in cases where a student- 
athlete presents a minimal core-course deficiency (as opposed to a core-course 
GPA/test-score deficiency), staff will weigh the misadvisement or lack of advisement 
against the academic record and the deficiency to determine whether the supporting 
documentation c/ea@, demonstrates that the student-athlete would have satistied 
initial-eligibility requirements absent the misadvisement or lack of advisement. 

Institutional Misadvisement/Lack of Advisement. 

In all IEWs asserting institutional misadvisement or lack of institutional 
advisement, the following documentation must be submitted: 

(a) A written statement of explanation from the person(s) responsible for the 
misadvisement or failure to advise; 

(b) Contemporaneous documentation ofthemisadvisement; 

(c) A written statement from the student-athlete demonstrating reliance, in 
good faith, on the institution’s advisement; 

(d) The institution’s recruitment history of the student-athlete; a~td 

(e) A written plan regarding actions to avoid subsequent misadvisement or 
lack of advisement, including, but not limited to: 

Education sessions with coaches and other personnel who have a 
role in advising prospective student-athletes; 

ii. Early placement of student-athletes on the Institutional Request List; 

111. Conducting preliminary evaluations to ensure a timely opportunity to 
advise prospective student-athletes to complete additional core 
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courses and/or standardized exams prior to initial full-time 
enrollment; and/or 

More careful evaluation of the prospective student-athlete’s 
transcripts to ensure courses appear on the high school’s list of 
NCAA-approved core courses. 

(2) High School Misadvisement/Lack of Advisement. 

Assertions of high school misadvisement or lack of advisement should be tied to 
a student-athlete’s nonrecmited status. In all ~Ws asserting high school 
misadvisement or lack of institutional advisement as mitigation, tile following 
documentation must be submitted: 

(a) A ~vritten statement of explanation from the person(s) responsible for the 
misadvisement or failure to advise; 

(b) A written statement from tile student-athlete demonstrating reliance, in 
good faith, on the erroneous information; arid 

(c) Documentation to support that the high school advised the student-athlete 
regarding high school graduation requirements, as opposed to NCAA 
initial-eligibility requirements (if applicable). 

Nonrecruited Status/Late Recruitment. 

Nonrecruited status or late recruitment is not, by itself; sufficient mitigation to 
warrant full ~W relief; however, nonrecmited status or late recruitment may impact 
whether a student-athlete repeats core courses, takes additional standardized exams or 
attempts to rectif~¥ a deficiency prior to initial full-time collegiate enrolhnent. In such 
cases, nonrecruited status or late recruitment will be weighed against the academic 
record and the deficiency to determine whether relief is warranted. 

Please note that nonrecruited status or late recruitment will not be considered 
mitigation for a student-athlete’s academic performance and will not be persuasive for 
student-athletes who enrolled in a sufficient number of core courses but did not 
perform at a level necessau to meet initial-eligibility requirements. In addition, a 
student-athlete’s awareness of initial-eligibility requirements, despite nonrecruited 
status or late recruitment, may be considered in the IEW analysis. 
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Mitigation Not Considered Persuasive. 

The follo~ving circumstances and/or assertions may not be viewed in a light most 
favorable to the institution and student-athlete (may not be all inclusive): 

(1) Restrictive high school grading scale and/or high school rigor; 

(2) Conference rules or high school policies; 

(3) Size of the deficiency; 

(4) Issuing an 1-20 to an international student-athlete prior to the final academic 
certification being released by the Eligibility Center; 

(5) Student-athletes who have a reasonable opportunity to rectify the deficiency 
prior to initial full-time enrollment (e.g., early high school graduates, foreign 
tours, summer-school enrolhnent as a recipient of athletics aid); 

(6) High school misadvisement for a recruited student-athlete; 

(7) An Eli) for a student-athlete who received and/or had accommodations 
available throughout high school; _qt~ 

(8) International student-athletes taking the ACT or SAT examination in English. 

Reconsideration Requests. 

The institution may request reconsideration of an IEW decision based on new information 
that was not reasonably available at the time of the original decision. The staff has 
discretion to determine whether this threshold has been met. If staff reconsiders a decision, 
staff shall enter a new decision into RSRO and the institution shall have 30 days from 
receiving notice of the new staff decision to request an appeal. Please ~tote ¢hat x~@~~4~i/I 
~.~.....~:~.~.~:.....~.....~2..~:~.~.....~....~.....~.....~.~-~q~:~.~1~..~:....~~.~....~~.~. 
.[~llo~i~N i~itial f~l’[-time co~qe~iam enrollment (e.~ 2013 i~,q term). 

Appeal Requests. 

The institution has 30 days after receiving written notice of a staff decision to submit an 
appeal request via RSRO ("Withdraw/Appeal/Reconsider" tab). Please note that neither 
the institution nor the student-athlete may participate on the appeal teleconference, and the 
subcommittee decision is iSna] and binding. 
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2~13-14 Initial-Eligibility Waiver (IEW) Best Practkes 

Key Questions Prior to IEW Submission: 
Has the SA enrolled rill time at a two-year college? 
c. If so, submit a two-year college transfer waiver. 

" IEW relief does not change qualifier status. 
Does the student-athlete (SA) have a reasonable 
opportnnity to rectify the deficiency? 
c) It" so, absent mitigating circumstances (e.g., financial 

hardship), advise the SA to rectify the deficiency. 
" Submitting an IEW should be a last resort. 

* Did the SA fail any" courses in high school? D grades? 
,~ Recruitment    histoly/tim eline? Official visit? 

Prelimina~~ evaluation? Advisement:? NLI? 
Did any mitigating circumstances outside of the SA’s 
control impact the SA’s academic performance? 
o Does the mitigation tie directl.v to the deficiency’? 
c) Is the mitigation supported by documentation? 
Did the SA’s previous academic pert~rmance (e.g., 
failed courses) lead to enrollment in nontraditional 
courses that were deemed not core? 

~ Are call mitigating circumstances being asserted’? 
,~ When was the final academic certification released’? 

c. Timely!complete :filing - efficient processin!! 

IEW Submission Checklist: 
Complete waiver application, including signatures, via 
Requests!Self-Reports Online (formerly AMA Online); 
Documentation supporting all mitigation; 
SA statement addressing the facts and mitigation, 
including the impact on academic performance; 
Letter :from the institution that explains the facts and 
circumstances and includes a detailed timelme (e.g., 
recruitment history, advising, mitigating circumstm~ces). 
o Wherever possible, include specific dates. 
Educational ladder of all high schools/academic 
program s (academic year, grade level, dates atlended)o 
Academic support plan (if core GPA below 2.300). 

IEW Analysis: 
Staff and the subcommittees apply the IEW directive, 
which is approved annually by the NCAA Division I 
Academic Cabinet and the NCAA Division I1 Academic 
Requirements Committee. 
Staff weighs the academic record, including a data- 
based analysis ot" the SA’s likelihood of academic 
success, against the deficiency and the mitigation 
presented tbr the deficiency. 
The larger the deficiency, the more significant m~d 
compelling the mitigation must be to receive relief. 

Academic Criteria: 
.(_~.(_?~i_.@_-_r_e_._d_: components of academic record prior to 
initial full-time collegiate enrolhnent (e.g., core courses, 
core GPA, ACT/SAT exams, college courses, honors or 
AP courses, post-eighth semester coursework). 

, N._o_.t___._c_.o__~_~_i_.d__~_:_e_.c_!: courses deemed not core or invalidated, 
courses/exams after full-time collegiate enrollment. 

Decisions: (IEW relief does not change qualifier status) 
Approve (athletics aid, practice and competition); 
Partially approve - athletics aid and practice; 
Partially approve - athletics aid only; or 
Deny. 

Case Precedent: 
~ Not binding; however, case precedent from the 2013-14 

academic year may be most persuasive. 

CORE COURSEiGPA DEFICIENCY 

Core-Course Deficiency: 
, Identif.v failed courses and associated mitigation. 
, Recrmtment histoIy?    Preliminao~ evaluation’? 

Advisement to rectify prior to full-time enrollment? 

Reflection of the SA’s entire high school academic 
record; analyzed most stringently’; identi~~ D/t" grades. 

Focus on mitigation for the SA’s academic perfonnanceo 

Postgraduate coursework (e.g., preparatory school, 
summer school, college courses prior to enrollment) will 
not outweigh the SA’s first eight semesters. 

MITIGATION 

~l_.i_t_.i_gg_t_~RO__4.-_X_!~.a_l_Z_s_~_s- (ask "why" the SA is deficient) 

What’s the deficiency? What’s the mitigation? Do they 
tie together? Is the mitigation documented? 

Must be outside the SA’s control and tie directly to the 
deficiency; analyze trending of academic peffolvnance. 

Reclassification/iRel~eating a Year or More of School: 
Analyze why the SA repeated a year or more of school. 
SA’s on!y deficiency must be one core-course unit or 
less, despite the reclassification, to be fillly approved. 

International Student-Athletes: 
Evaluate using the NCAA Guide ~o international 
Academics Slandar&’jbr Athletics Eli,gib~l~y. 
Issue 1-20 after final academic ce~ification is release& 
Consider whether the SA chose an academic track eaxly 
in secondary school or whether ~he country requires all 
subject areas required for initial-eligibili~ purposes. 
Anab~ze year-to-year academic peffom~ance on 
transcripts for SAs who present leaving exams. 

Misadvisement,’%ack of Advisement: 
By itself, will not be considered "but-for" mitigation. 
If assertion relates to nonlraditional courses, analyze 
why the SA needed to enroll in such courses. 
High school misadvisement/qack of advisement should 
be tied to nonrecruited statt~s. 



Nonrecmited Status/Late Recruitment: 
By itself, will not be considered "but-for" mitigation. 
Most persuasive for minimal deficiency that could have 
been rectified prior to enrolhnent, unless the deficiency 
is due to academic perfo~vnance (cog., F grades). 
Lack o:[‘ m~roacness regarding initial-eligibility standards 
is not persuasive mitigation for academic performance. 

Education-Impacting Disability (EID): 
Definition: 
o For academic eligibility purposes, the NCAA defines 

a disability as a cmTent impairment that has a 
substantial educational impact on a student’s 
academic performance and requires accommodatiom 

Note: not eve~?;one with a diagnosed condition is 
disabled by it, and not all disabilities result in a 
substantial limitation or impairnaent (that 
requ#~es accommoda,’~on). 

Most Common E1Ds for SAs: 
o Learning Disabilities/Disorders; 
o Attention Deficit Hyperactivi~T Disorder; 
o Mental Health Disorders (e.go, major depressive 

disorder, adjustment disorder with anxiety or 
depressed mood, post-traumatic stress disorder); 

o Medical Conditions; 
o Deaf/Hard of Hearing; 
o Autism Spectrum Disorders. 
Role of an Institution’s DisabiliW Office: 
o Confirm     disability,     identi~    reasonable 

accommodations and help manage the NnctionN 
limits of the disability on campus. 

Reasonable Accommodation: 
o A modification or adjustment to a course, program, 

service, facilib,, or activib, that enables qualified 
persons with disabilities to hax, e an equal oppormni~" 
to demonstrate their ability. Accommodations do not 
guaramee success but they provide equal access. 

o __(__;_~m__m___~__Kx__~t_~_p!_c__~.: 
~ Less than full-time enrollment; extra time on 

examinations!assignments; reduced-distraction 

setting (quizzes or examinations); alternative 
textbooks; note taker; priority registration; sign 
language interpreter. 

, Disclosure: 
o The decision a,td responsibiliO~ to disclose belongs 

to the individual. Because concern about 
discrimination is prevalent some students decide not 
to disclose their documentatiom even if that means 
:forfeiting needed accommodations. 

Required Documentation for IEW Submission: 
o Current, signed documentation of the diagnosis 

(including test data) and/or recommendation(s) from 
the tteating professional (e.g., medical doctor, 
clinical psychologist, other qualified individual); 

" Note: required even if provided by the SA 
during the Disability-Status process. 

o Letter(s) of assessment/recommendation from 
principal, guidance counselors and/or teachers; 

o SA statement that addresses the impact of the 
documented disabilib~ on academic performance; 

o Current copy of the SA’s individualized Education 
Program (IEP) or Section 504 Plan. If the high 
school did not provide an IEP or Section 504 Plan, 
the high school must submit documentation 
describing the accommodations that were available 
to the SA or an explanation as to w.hy 
accommodations were not provided; 

o If the SA has voluntarily disclosed his or her 

documentation to the institution’s Office of Disabilib" 
Sea, ices (ODS), provide a letter (on letterhead) from 
ODS that specifies the approved accommodations; 

o If the SA has ever attempted a nonstandard ACT or 
SAT exmn, provide the letter from ACT or SAT that 
specifies the approved accommodations, as well as 
the dates and scores for each nonstandard exam: and 

o Academic support plan that specifies the academic 
se~s~icesiaccountability (e.g., tutoring, study hall, 
academic advising, meetings with counselors, 
learning specialists or academic support staf[’) that 
the institution will provide the SA during the initial 
year o:f enrollment; must be signed by the SA and the 
individual with academic oversight. 

EID as Mitigation: 
o Analyze trending of academic performance prior to 

mad alter the diagnosis/use o:f accommodations. 
o Less persuasive if SA received and/or had 

accommodations available throughout high school. 
o Without: ODS letter speci~mg accommodations, 

max relief is partial approval for athletics aid onlyo 

Division II: 
, Focus on mitigation :[’or the academic performance, not 

lack of awareness or advisement regarding the increase 
to 16 core courses, effective August l, 2013. 

, Given the increase to 16 core courses, staff may 
consider partial approval for athletics aid only for 2013 
graduates who meet 2012-13 partial qualifier (PQ) 
requirements but not: 2013-14 PQ requirements. 

RECONSIDERATIONS, APPEALS AND TEST- 
SCORE CANCELLATIONS 

Reconsideration Requests: 
Must be based on new information that was not 
reasonab/y ax, ailable at the time of the original decision. 

, IEW decisions wi~ ~ot be reconsidered based on 

Appeal Requests: 
, Must be submitted within 30 days of receiving written 

notice @ia RSRO) of the staff decision. 

If a test score is canceled, the SA% final academic 
certi:fication will be updated and any previous 
decision :[‘or the SA shall be rendered moot; however, 
the institution may re-submit an IEW for the SA. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Vaughn < sportsponsorhship@ncaa.org > 
Monday, August Z2, 2013 10:08 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
NCAA Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form Reminder 

IA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

TO: 

MEMORANT) I_~ 

Directors of Athleti cs and Sen i or Compli ance Admini strators 
of NCAA Member institutions. 

August 12, 2013 

FROM: Michdle Vaughn 
Assistant Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: Reminder Notice Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms. 

Reminder regarding your Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form submission due August 
15. 

The NCAA Institution Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms shall be submitted 
electronically for the 2013-114 academic year. The forms are available only through the 
Single-Source Sign-On System. The single-source sign-on administrator for your institution 
needs to provide appropriate users access to the form by adding it to their list of assigned 
applications via the Applications Account Maintenance Tool. 

The login screen can be accessed via the membership side of NCAA.org by users once access 
has been granted through the Single-Source Sign-On System. Users should see the "Sport 
Sponsorship and Demographic Forms" link under their list of assigned applications in the My 
Application Links box on the user’s homepage. Users will log in with their personal email 
and password which is the same email and password used to log into the membership side of 
NCAAoorg. Institutional iT)s and passwords are no longer used for thi s form 



Updates to the i~structions and frequently asked questions will lead users through the process 
of entering demographic, personnel and sports sponsorship information. The new look to the 
sport list will assist users in determining if sports have been updated successfully or 
not. Additionally, there are questions pertaining to the member’s regional accreditation and a 
request to identify some additional staff on campus. Finally, report functionality was moved 
to the submit tab to prompt users to complete the process by printing a report and submit@~g 
the final completed form to the national office. 

FrequentB~ Asked 

Eligibility for postseason events (i.e., championships) will be compromised and penalty fees 
may apply if you fail to submit the required information by August 15, 2013. 

p,o, Box 6225:, lnd~an~o~is, IN 462.06 

Cik:k ~!@..~.q to be lemov,~d from t~s ma~l~ng ~st, 

Cl~ck here l:o v~ew our privacy policy, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Vaughn < sportsponsorhship@ncaa.org > 
Monday, August Z2, 2013 10:08 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form Reminder 

IA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

TO: 

MEMORANT) I_~ 

Directors of Athleti cs and Sen i or Compli ance Admini strators 
of NCAA Member institutions. 

August 12, 2013 

FROM: Michdle Vaughn 
Assistant Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: Reminder Notice Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms. 

Reminder regarding your Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form submission due August 
15. 

The NCAA Institution Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms shall be submitted 
electronically for the 2013-114 academic year. The forms are available only through the 
Single-Source Sign-On System. The single-source sign-on administrator for your institution 
needs to provide appropriate users access to the form by adding it to their list of assigned 
applications via the Applications Account Maintenance Tool. 

The login screen can be accessed via the membership side of NCAA.org by users once access 
has been granted through the Single-Source Sign-On System. Users should see the "Sport 
Sponsorship and Demographic Forms" link under their list of assigned applications in the My 
Application Links box on the user’s homepage. Users will log in with their personal email 
and password which is the same email and password used to log into the membership side of 
NCAAoorg. Institutional iT)s and passwords are no longer used for thi s form 



Updates to the instructions and frequently asked questions will lead users through the process 
of entering demographic, personnel and sports sponsorship information. The new look to the 
sport list will assist users in determining if sports have been updated successfully or 
not. Additionally, there are questions pertaining to the member’s regional accreditation and a 
request to identify some additional staff on campus. Finally, report functionality was moved 
to the submit tab to prompt users to complete the process by printing a report and submitting 
the final completed form to the national office. 

Instructions 

Frequent[,/Asked 

Eligibility for postseason events (i.e., championships) will be compromised and penalty fees 
may apply if you fail to submit the required information by August ] 5, 2013. 

Th~s ema~l ~,s’as sent by: 
P,O, Box 625?2, lnd:an:~po:is, IN 46206 

C~k:k ~!9..E.~ to be ~emov,~d from th~s 

C~ck here to v~e~,,~ eu~ pd~acy 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Vaughn < sportsponsorhship@ncaa.org > 
Monday, August Z2, 2013 10:08 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form Reminder 

IA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

TO: 

MEMORANT) I_~ 

Directors of Athleti cs and Sen i or Compli ance Admini strators 
of NCAA Member institutions. 

August 12, 2013 

FROM: Michdle Vaughn 
Assistant Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: Reminder Notice Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms. 

Reminder regarding your Sport Sponsorship and Demographic Form submission due August 
15. 

The NCAA Institution Sports Sponsorship and Demographic Forms shall be submitted 
electronically for the 2013-114 academic year. The forms are available only through the 
Single-Source Sign-On System. The single-source sign-on administrator for your institution 
needs to provide appropriate users access to the form by adding it to their list of assigned 
applications via the Applications Account Maintenance Tool. 

The login screen can be accessed via the membership side of NCAA.org by users once access 
has been granted through the Single-Source Sign-On System. Users should see the "Sport 
Sponsorship and Demographic Forms" link under their list of assigned applications in the My 
Application Links box on the user’s homepage. Users will log in with their personal email 
and password which is the same email and password used to log into the membership side of 
NCAAoorg. Institutional iT)s and passwords are no longer used for thi s form 



Updates to the instructions and frequently asked questions will lead users through the process 
of entering demographic, personnel and sports sponsorship information. The new look to the 
sport list will assist users in determining if sports have been updated successfully or 
not. Additionally, there are questions pertaining to the member’s regional accreditation and a 
request to identify some additional staff on campus. Finally, report functionality was moved 
to the submit tab to prompt users to complete the process by printing a report and submitting 
the final completed form to the national office. 

Eligibility for postseason events (i.e., championships) will be compromised and penalty fees 
may apply if you fail to submit the required information by August ] 5, 2013. 

Ciick .~2.¢.t1~. to forwald this r’..-i£~ilb>::.l with your persor~ai mess£~ge, 

T~is ema~ was sent by: N~i~i~ 
P,O, Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

C~k:k ~!9..E.q to be ~emov.~d from t~s ma~l~n9 ~st, 

C~ck here to ’~ew eu~ pdx~acy policy, 



Marz, Matthew <mmarz@ncaa.org> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 11:16 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
RE: NCAA Amateurism Certification Process 

Thank you for your responses. I have a few more questions: 

1. Were any potential team participants eliminated from any further consideration for the 
team as a result of Ms low at any of the following ? If so, please identify" the 

or that were 
eliminated in eacl~ 

2~ Was the 

3~ Were you competing as a member of the 
indicate the event or events~ 

Your assistance is appreciated. 

Regards, 

the final tryout for the team? 

team in any of the above events? If so, please 

Matthew Marz 
NCAA Eligibility Center 

From: 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2013 7:11 PM 
To: Marz, Matthew 
Co." markos@email.unc.edu 
Subject; RE: NCAA Amateurism Certification Process 

Matthew, 
Here is the updated Version. And the answer to question 2 would be 

else. 
Sincere[ey, 

¯ Let me know if you need anything 



From: mmarz~ncaaoor,g 

To: 

CC: ma rkos~(~bemaiJ.unc.edu 

Date: Thu, 8 Aug 20:13:12:54:32 -0400 

Subject: RE: NCAA Amateurism Certification Process 

Thank you for your email. Please provide the following additional information: 

The actual dates that you personally competed during each of your 
2013. 

2. Were any potential 
team as a result of his poor 

or 

Thank you again for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Matthew Marz 
NCAA Eligibility Center 

competitions that occurred after January 1, 

team participants eliminated from any fur[her consideration for the 
at the                    ? If so, please identify the 

~:ror~: 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 20::[3 9:58 PH 
To: Marz, Matthew 
Subject: RE: NCAA Amateurism Certification Process 

Matthew, 

Hope this information is sufficient. 

Sincerely, 

From: m ma rz~rd) ncaa oorg 

To: 

CC: markos~email.Uncoedu 

Date: Tue, 6 Aug: 20:1:~ 09:47:20 -0400 

Subject: NCAA Amateurism Certification Process 

Thank you again for your previous responses concerning the NCAA Amateurism Certification Process. We need a little 
more information to complete your review. Please provide the following the following information for all of your 
competition in the spor[ of                  after January 1,2013: 

1. The name and date of the or other competition in which you competed. 

2. The event organizer, including the person to contact with any questions about the event and that person’s title, 
phone number and email address; 

3. The level/division/class that you competed in; Please indicate whether the competition was national team 
competition, or a tryout for a national team; and 



4. Did you receive any prize money? If so, please provide the following information:. Were any expenses or benefits 
provided to you? If so, please provide the following information: 

a. The nature and amount received, and the name of the person or entity that provided the expenses or benefits; 

b. Please provide the total amount that you spent in order to compete in the event; and 

c. Did you pay a fee in order to participate in the event? If so, please specify the amount that you paid. 

Your assistance is appreciated. 

Regards. 

Matthew Marz 
NCAA Eligibility Center 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 

copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 12, 2013 11:27 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; arohlman@ncaa.org 
Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Britton, Jack <jbdtton@ncaa.org > 

Monday, August 12, 2013 1:31 PM 

Markos, Lance M 
RE: SAR contact for Case 

My goal is to get back with you this afternoon, t don’t want you having to contact the general AMA line. 

From= Harkos, Lance H [mailto:markos@email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 12, 2013 1:04 PPI 
To= Britton, Jack 
Subject= RE: SAP, contact for    Case 

We might not be able to bring him to school this weekend with all of this hanging out there, especially since it’s 

permanent as a starting point, Would like to know that this situation wouh.t be dealt with more fairly than that,.. 

From= Britton, Jack [mailtoYbritton~ncaa,or ] 
Se~t= Monday, August 12, 2013 12:04 PN 
To: Harkos, Lance H 
Subject; SAP, contact for    Case 

Lance, 

I am still working on getting you the right person to get in touch with. I will contact you once I have info. 

Thanks, 

Jack 

Jack Britton 

Amateurism Certification Team 
NCAA Eligibility Center 

jbritton@ncaa,org 
Fax 317 968 5103 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged in%rmation. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any disseraination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Playing Rules and Officiating <rulesinterp@ncaa.org> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 4:32 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

2013-14 NCAA Wrestling Weight Management Program° 

TO: Conference Commissioners, }lead Wrestling Coaches, Directors of Athletics, Senior 
Compliance Administrators and Head Athletic Trainers of NCAA Institutions that Sponsor 
Wrestling, 

Information for the 20] :3-114 season NCAA Wrestling Weight Management Program is now 
available. Please find the packet by clicking 

Thank you, 

Click .~.9.<9 to forward this m~iting wit.t’.. ’/our 

C~ck here [o be removed 1:tom th~s 

C~ck hel’e ~o v~ew our pri,/acy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Markos, Lance M 
Monday, August Z2, 20:L3 5:33 PM 

’Britton, Jack’ 
RE: SAR contact for Case 

Just talked to her - thanks. And managed to actually dig up 3 cases in the system, so got some insight there too. 

Lance 

From-" Britton, Jack [mailto:jbritton@ncaa.org] 
Seat: Nonday, August 12, 2013 4:58 PN 

To: Markos, Lance N 
Subject; RE: SAR contact for    Case 

Lance, 

Danielle Ghiloni would be the best person for you to speak with° Danielle is SAR’s main liaison to the amateurism team 

and knows that will you will be reaching out to her. 

3~7 917 6538 

[hanks, 

Jack 

From-" Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Nonday, August 12, 2013 1:04 PN 
To: Britton, Jack 
Subject; RE: SAR contact for    Case 

We might not be able to bring him to school this weekend with all of this hanging out there, especially since it’s 

permanent as a starting point° Wouk] like t:o know that this situation would be dealt with more fairly than that... 

From; Britton, Jack [mailto:britton r~ncaa,or ] 
Sent-" Nonday, August 12, 2013 12:0~ PH 
To; Harkos, Lance H 
SubjeCt," SAR contact for    Case 

Lance, 

I am still working on getting you the right person to get in touch with. I will contact you once I have info. 

Thanks, 

Jack 

Jack Britton 



Amateurism Certification Team 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

jbritton@ncaa.or~ 

Fax 3:17 968 5:~03 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and iprivileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~7 the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:01 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:04 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:56 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:57 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:14 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; ebiloon@ncaa.org 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:15 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

:Initial Contact with :Institution 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:13 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

:Initial Contact with :Institution 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, August Z3, 20]L3 3:08 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Drug Education and Drug Testing 

Each year, the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) reviews NCAA drug-education 
and drug-testing policy and recommends changes to the NCAA drug-testing protocol. Included in the 2013 mailing sent to the 
director of athletics, compliance coordinator and head athletic trainers were: 

2013-14 NCAA Drug-Testing Program Book 

This annually published book contains the NCAA banned drug classes, NCAA drug testing program and protocols, 
medical exceptions process, ATOD educaiton guidelines and best practices for instiutional drug testing. 

2013--t4 NCAA Bar, ned Drug Classes Educatior~al Flier 

This document is attached to each student-athlete’s consent form and contains the l~st of NC~& banned drug 
classes, drugs and procedures subject to restrictions, NCAA nutritionalidietapy supplements warning and some 
examples of NC~, banned substances in each drug class. 

2013 NCAA D~ug Policies Brochu~e 

A two-page resource highJigthing NC~ drug policies and information about suplements, banned drugs and 
available resources; including information related to the Resource Exchange Center (REO), the official NCAA 
resource for questions regarding dietary/nutritional supplements, medications and banned substances. 

C, affek~eiE~ergy Drink Poster 

Share this resource with your student-athletes as a flier or poster to alert them about overconsumption of caffeine. 

In addition, the compliance coordinator received two physical copies of the NCAA Banned Drug poster and 100 copies of the Drug 
Policy brochure to disseminate to new student-athletes. Online versions of these resources are located here. 

Roles and responsibilities to support NCAA drug testing, 
NCAA regulations define the roles and responsibilities of member institutions to support NCAA drug 
testing, under NCAA Bylaw 3.2.4.7. Drug testing is considered a compliance responsibility and is 
best supported through a team effort at the campus administration level. Though sports medicine 
staff may be an integral part of the team, drug testing is not a medical issue; assigning primary drug 
testing administrative duties to sports medicine staff may interfere with medical coverage roles and 
responsibilities. 

Additional information about the NCAA drug education and drug testing programs, including educational resources, and procedures 
for appeals and medical exceptions to the use of banned drugs can be found at o~’~,,,,,.I t,o./-~ ,.org~q.~£M-~...tt .,~ Questions related to 
these issues may be directed to Mary Wilfert, Associate Director, Sport Science Institute at 317-917-6319 or ,,,,,,,,,tIl~.r k~d~c,_~a.~ rg. 



Share this e-mai~: I[    1    JFollow us on Twitter @NCAA_SSI 

Ix,O, ~ox ~222, Indianapoiis, tN 

Click here to be ~emow.-’d From this mailing JisL 

Click here to vie’~s, ou~ t~i~/~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, August Z3, 20]L3 3:08 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

NCAA Drug Education and Drug Testing 

Each year, the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) reviews NCAA drug-education 
and drug-testing policy and recommends changes to the NCAA drug-testing protocol. Included in the 2013 mailing sent to the 
director of athletics, compliance coordinator and head athletic trainers were: 

2013-14 NCAA .Drugqesting Program Book 

This annually published book contains the NCAA banned drug classes, NCAA drug testing program and protocols, 
medical exceptions process, ATOD educaiton guidelines and best practices for instiutional drug testing. 

2013--14 NCAA Bar, ned Drug Classes Educational Flier 

This document is attached to each student-atMete’s consent form and contains the list of NCAA banned drug 
classes, drugs and procedures subject to restrictions, NCAA nutritional/dietary supplements warning and some 
examples of NCAA banned substances in each drug class. 

2013 NCAA Drug Policies Brochure 

A two-page resource highJigthing NC~ drug policies and information about suplements, banned drugs and 
available resources; including information related to the Resource Exchange Center (REO), the official NCAA 
resource for questions regarding dietary/nutritional supplements, medications and banned substances. 

C, aff,-~t~,..,I...r/-~%,V Drink Poster 
Share this resource with your student-athletes as a flier or poster to alert them about overconsumption of caffeine. 

In addition, the compliance coordinator received two physical copies of the NCAA Banned Drug poster and 100 copies of the Drug 
Policy brochure to disseminate to new student-athletes. Online versions of these resources are located 

Roles and responsibilities to support NCAA drug testing. 
NCAA regulations define the roles and responsibilities of member institutions to support NCAA drug 
testing, under NCAA Bylaw 3.2.4.7. Drug testing is considered a compliance responsibility and is 
best supported through a team effort at the campus administration level Though sports medicine 
staff may be an integral part of the team, drug testing is not a medical issue; assigning primary drug 
testing administrative duties to sports medicine staff may interfere with medical coverage roles and 
responsibilities. 

Additional information about the NCAA drug education and drug testing programs, including educational resources, and procedures 
for appeals and medical exceptions to the use of banned drugs can be found at ~,~,,,,/~,~,. ;,o./-~ ,.or~’..’Vg_= Questions related to 
these issues may be directed to Mary Wilfert, Associate Director, Sport Science Institute at 317-917-6319 or ’w fe t@ ~caa or...’.! 



Chck he~e ~e be ~emoved l:~e~r~ th~s rTl~g 

C~k:k b.eJ:,@, to v~ew our privacy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:50 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:53 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Other 

Please log into Requests!Self-Reports Online--Case Management for a message that has been delivered to you regarding 

Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:44 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2013-14 NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation 

To vie’¢~, ~r’.. o..’~lir~e vers~or~ of this em~it, click here, 

Information related to NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation is now available 
on the NCAA website. All materials regarding this mailing can be accessed by clicking on 
the following link: 

NCAA Di,A sion I POPL 

(You may need to copy and paste the link into your Interact browser if clicking on the link 
does not automatically connect you.) Please note you will need to log-in to the membership 
side of~E~:.~y..:..n....c..g/..4.:.~Eg to view the Division I POPL. Please note this is the only 

notification you will receive concerning this mailing 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national of~ce 317/9117-6222 if you have any 
questi ons. 

The email addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should forward any corrections to the list to Michelle Vaughn 
(mvaughn(i~;ncaa or~) in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you. 

Ciick here to .~orwerd this m~,iling with your t:,’.e-’.rsonei n’..e-’.ss~,ge-’.. 

P,O, Box ~:~,,~:2, tr~d~r~epo~s, IN 46206 

C~ick here to be removed from tMs m~ng I~st, 

Click here to viers, our privacy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:44 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

2013-14 NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation 

To vie’¢~, ~r’.. o..’~lir~e vers~or~ of this em~it, click here, 

Information related to NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation is now available 
on the NCAA website. All materials regarding this mailing can be accessed by clicking on 
the following link: 

NCAA Di,A sion I POPL 

(You may need to copy and paste the link into your Interact browser if clicking on the link 
does not automatically connect you.) Please note you will need to log-in to the membership 
side of~E~:.~y..:..n....c..g/..4.:.~Eg to view the Division I POPL. Please note this is the only 

notification you will receive concerning this mailing 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national of~ce 317/9117-6222 if you have any 
questi ons. 

The email addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should forward any corrections to the list to Michelle Vaughn 
(mvaughn(i~;ncaa or~) in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you. 

Ciick here to .~orwerd this m~,iling with your t:,’.e-’.rsonei n’..e-’.ss~,ge-’.. 

Th~s ema~ was sent by: 
R,O, Box ~:~,,~:2, tr~d~r~epo~s, IN 46206 

C~ick here to be removed from tMs m~ng I~st, 

Click here to viers, our privacy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:26 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2013-14 NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation. 

This notice is being resent due to some recipients having difficnlty accessing |ink. 

Information related to NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation is now available 
on the NCAA Web site. All materials regarding this mailing can be accessed by clicking on 
the following link: 

NCAA Division I POPL 

(You may need to copy and paste the link into your internet browser if clicking on the link 
does not altomatically connect you.) Please note you will need to log-in to the membership 
side of 2:£}::£:ff.J?.~.i~fL~i~!~g to view the Division I POPL. Please note this is the only notification 
you will receive concerning this mailing 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national ofiqce 317/9117-6222 if you have any 
questions. 

The email addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should forward any corrections to the list to Michelle Vaughn 
(mvau~hn@nc~aa,or~0 in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you. 

This ,~ma~ was serif by: N(;&& 

P,O, Box 6222, Ir~d~ar~apo~s~ IN 46206 

Click here to vie;s, our t5riw~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:26 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

2013-14 NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation. 

This notice is being resent due to some recipients having difficnlty accessing |ink. 

Information related to NCAA Division I Publication of Proposed Legislation is now available 
on the NCAA Web site. All materials regarding this mailing can be accessed by clicking on 
the following link: 

NCAA Division I POPL 

(You may need to copy and paste the link into your internet browser if clicking on the link 
does not altomatically connect you.) Please note you will need to log-in to the membership 
side of 2:£}::£:ff.J?.~.i~fL~i~!~g to view the Division I POPL. Please note this is the only notification 
you will receive concerning this mailing 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national ofiqce 317/9117-6222 if you have any 
questions. 

The email addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should forward any corrections to the list to Michelle Vaughn 
(mvau~hn@nc~aa,or~0 in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you. 

This ,~ma~ was serif by: N(;&& 

P,O, Box 6222, Ir~d~r~apo~s~ IN 46206 

Click here to vie;s, our t5riw~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Markos, Lance M 
Thursday, August :15, 2013:12:52 PM 

’Beall, Jane’ 
RE: Notice of Staff Decision 

Perfect - that’s what I kind of thought but wasn’t sure. Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beall, Jane [mailto:jbeall@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 

Subject: RE: Notice of Staff Decision 

Hi Lance, 

I would recommend leaving the decision as is and not accepting at this point - I believe that leaves the reconsideration 

option available on your end. 

Keep me in the loop and hopefully we’ll resolve this quickly for you! 

Best, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August :15, 20:13:11:3::[ AM 

To: Beail, Jane 
Subject: FW: Notice of Staff Decision 

Hey Jane, 

I should’ve asked you this on the phone when we talked to the other day - if I click Accept on         waiver right now, 

we can still work on duplicative coursework with the EC core course team to try to get him down to one course without 

closing our opportunity for full relief, correct? 

Or should I just wait until we see if we can get him down to one course deficient and then request re-consideration? 

Just wondering what works best from your end. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (9:19) 843-7259 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 



markos@emailouncoedu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: nobody@ncaa.org [mailto:nobody@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:41 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case . Log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online \"Case 

Management\" for further information. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



Se~t: 
Subject: 

Villas, Christy <cvillas@ncaa.org > 
Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:59 PM 

Sending on behalf of Mark Lewis - Targeting Foul Video 



Christ}, Villas 
Executive Assistant for Mark Lewis 

EVP Championships and Alliances 

NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6267 
(c): 3117-364-1222 
(~: 317-9117-6857 

This email and any atachments may contain NCAA confidential and iprivileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rohlman, Anne <arohlman@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 9:10 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

RE: PTD Waiver -            - 

Hi Marielle, 

Thanks for your work on the additk)nal information request. I’m going to review the documents th~s morning, and 

hopefully ~ can take it to the team this afternoon. ~’ll keep you updated as anything happens. 

Best, 

Anne 

Fro~ Vangelder, Marielle A [mailto:mvangeld@email.unc.edu] 
5e~t~ Thursday, August 15, 2013 7:35 PM 
Te~ Rohlman, Anne 
Subject: ~D Waiver -           - 

Hi Anne- 

Just an FYI that we got everything we had uploaded and submitted for 

still get it reviewed tomorrow? 

Thank you for all of your assistance. 

Marielle 

PTD Waiver. Any chance we can 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~authorized and may be illegal. 



Markos, Lance M 
Friday, August 16, 2013 12:04 PM 

’Britton, Jack’ 
RE:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Hey Jack, 

I’m in - already passed along the good news. FeeJ flee to 8ive me a shout.°. 

Lance 

From: Britton, -lack [mailto:jbritton@ncaa.org] 
Sent-" Friday, August 16, 2013 11:20 AN 
To: ; Harkos, Lance N 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Mr, 

Thank you for your help with the amateurism process. I appreciate you providing clarification on the previous 

information you provided. 

}"our amateurism is now Final Certi~for Division I cmd Division tl 

For any further questions related to your amateurism review, please let me know. 

For any questions related to how many seasons of eligibility you have or transfer regulations, please consuk with the 

compliance officer at the school you plan on attending. 

For any questions related to academic matters (tran.scrip%, test .scor~.s, rnotricuk~tion letter.s, etc.), please contact our 

Customer Service team for assistance: 

~ Customer service hours ~ :[0 a.m. to 5 pomo Eastern time Monday through Friday° 

~ ToIFfree phone number (UoS. callers} -. Customer service line .- 877/262-.:[492 

~ Phone number (international callers} - Customer service line - 3~L7/223-0700 

Best of luck, 

Jack Bdtton 

Se~t: Thursday’, August 15, 2013 1:02 PM 
To: Britton,.lack; markos@email,unc,edu 
Subject: Fwd:           - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Mr. Britton, 



Respectfully, 

.......... Fopwarded message .......... 
From: 
Date: Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 4:58 PM 
Subj ect: Re:             - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 
To: "Bfitton, Jack" <j)~ritto~(@~caa.or~> 
Cc: 

Mr. Britton, 

Respectfully, 

On Wed, Aug 7, 2013 at 9:58 AM, Britton, Jack ~~~?,~:~caa.or~> wrote: 

Dear Mr. 

Thank you for your email, To follow-up: 

During the registration process, you provided the following information: (Your responses appear in RED) 

-Has the student ever signed an agreement with this advisor that they would serve as an agent if student signed a 
contract? 

Would you please provide me with a copy of your writt:en agreement° Please send via reply email att:achment. 

Sincerely, 



Jack B~i~ton 

~: rom: 
Se~t: Tuesday, 3uly 23, 2013 8:12 PM 
To: Briton, 3ack 

Subject: Re: - NCAA Eligibility Center Amateurism Review 

Mr. Britton, 

Respectfully, 

On Fri, Jul 19, 2013 at 10:46 AM, Britton, Jack <:.i!2.gi..!~.~)~.@..E~.~.~?~.:.~?rg> wrote: 

Dear Mro 

Hi, my name is Jack Britton and I will be serving as your amateurism case manager. Thank you for registering 
with the NCAA Eligibility Center. We have received your application and need to obtain additional 
information in order to complete your amateurism review. 

Further, you have the opportunity to enlist the help of the athletics department compliance staff of University of 
North Carolina to assist you in this process. It is not necessary for you to work with an institution, but that 
option is available to you. Please do not for~vard this email or discuss contents of this email ~vith the 
coaching staff of a NCAA institution or your        "advisor". 

Please answer below questions via reply e:mail regarding your "advisor" relationship with 

Advisor contact information: 

a. Please provide email address for             at 
your advisor during the NCAA Eligibility Center registration process: 

who you listed as 

2. Advisor commnnicatio~ with 



a. Did your advisor have any direct communications with any 
(including prior to and during the          )? If yes, please list all 

on your behalf 

b. Did you list your advisor on any 
o . 

team questionnaires, If yes, please list all 

c. Did your advisor discuss your signability, including a signing number, with any 
(including prior to and during the          )? If yes, please list all 

3. Advisor relationship with you: 

a. Please explain, in detail, how you first met and decided to use 
in preparation for your college/           career: 

as your advi sor 

b. Provide a detailed description of all services provided to you by your advisor and the subject 
matter of your conversations: (example: discussions regardi~g your si~abi/iO, m~mber, 
co~t#mi~g i~ school versus signi,~g a pr(~/i’ssio~al coruract, confract (~’rs, ques#onnaires, 
medical history, performance, etc.) 

c. Estimate the number of times you and your advisor have: 

1. Talkedby phone: 

2. Met in person: 

d. indicate if you been in comnmnication with your advisor by: ~z)utyes/nofor each) 

Email: 

T rig ex D ~ 

3. %vitter: 

4. Facebook: 

e. Did your advisor provide anything to you or your family with any of the following? (~put 
yex~o f!)r each and (f ),es, please explain #t detail what was provided) 

1~ Meals: 

2. Transportation to a showcase or event: 

3. Expenses related to a t~,out: 



4. Gifts (event tickets, electronics, etc.): 

4. Follow-up for "advisor" qnestions from NCAA Eligibility Center registration: 

During the registration process, you provided the following information: (Your responses appear in RED) 

-Has the student ever signed an agreement with this advisor that they would serve as an agent if student signed a 
contract? 

-Was the agreement with the student’s advisor a verbal or written agreement? 

-Would the advisor have received a iportion of the student’s signing bonus if student had agreed to sign a 
professional contract? 

a. What date (month/day/year) did you reach a verbal agreement with to serve as your agent if 
you signed a     contract? 

b. Please provide a detailed description of the terms of the verbal agreement: (Please explain 
as much detail as possible) 

c. What percentage of your signing bonus would your advisor have received had you signed 
with an            ? 

PLEASE NOTE: NCAA Regulations require you to provide complete and accurate information to the 
NCAA regarding your amateur status and activities. Failure to provide truthful information may 
jeopardize yonr eligibili~" at NCAA member institutions. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitae to contact me. Please send this information immediate,{v 
so that our staff may continue to process your case. Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to 
hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Britton 



Amateurism Certificatio~ Team 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

Fax 3 ii 7 968 5103 .............................................. 

This email and any attachme~ts may cow, rain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
i~tended recipient, please noti~, the seceder immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any 
copies~ Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Friday, August 16, 2013 12:12 PM 

’Marz, Matthew’ 
FW: 

-- NC:AA eligibility letter.pdf; .vcf 

Fror~: 
Se~t: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:01 AH 
To: Lance Harkos 
Co-" 
Subject: 

Lance: 

Attached is a letter from and a breakdown of the and purpose for in these 

is a versatile and talented rising star for . His versatility dictates that he attempt to qualify for future 

teams by using a variety" of so that he can economize his attempts and heighten his 

probability of making the and, ultimately, be in a position to vie to make multiple 

It appears the rules for                 are such that, at some point (around       2013) he must re-qualify for 

future (2014) opportunities. This renders as void and impermissible any achieved prior to that point. Thus, the need 

for additional after that date. As you know, a must be used for these purposes as 
are impermissible. 

Below are the 

entered in a 

coach. 

and events       his coach and                 wish to    o Of most urgency is that he is 

How is this to be sorted out? I feel I need to communicate back to       and his 

Thanks, 



Sincerely, 



From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:46 PM 

To: ’arohlman@ncaa.org’ 

Subject: RE: PTD Waiver - - 

Hi Anne - 

I apologize for not returning the call directly, but 1 had to leave for a meeting and wanted to make sure I was 
able to get back to you prior to the end of the day~ 

Regarding                    - 

According to 

When we received the 

From an institutional perspective, 

I will return to the office later this evening to check voicemail, but if you need additional clarification please feel 
free to email and 1 will be able to access it from here. 

Thank you! 

Madelle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 

Sent from my iPhone 

From= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent." Thursday, August 15, 2013 7:35 PM 
To-" ’arohlman@ncaa.org’ 
Subject: PTD Waiver -           - 

Hi Anne- 

Just an FYI that we got everything we had uploaded and submitted for 

still get it reviewed tomorrow? 

Thank you for all of your assistance. 

PTD Waiver. Any chance we can 

Marielle 



Marielle Ao vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc,edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 
Friday, August 16, 2013 6:59 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Other 

Please log into Requests!Self-Reports Online--Case Management for a message that has been delivered to you regarding 

Case No. 



~FO~ 

Se~t: 
Subject: 

Villas, Christy <cvillas@ncaa.org > 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:02 AM 

Sending on behalf of Mark Lewis - Targeting Fouls 

*NOTE .... Live lit~ks referenced in the Memora~dum are located at the bottom of this email. 





WH?block~D=926629 

Christy Villas 
Executive Assistant for Mark Lewis 

EVP Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 4(5206-6222 
(w): 317-917-6267 
(c): 317-364-1222 
(f): 317-917-6857 
cv i l 1 a s!5~V?,~ac aa. 

This email and any attachme~ts may co~tain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient please notif}" the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nli@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:14 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Vangelder, Marielle A 

One of your institution’s NL]: signees has submitted an NL]: release request 

Director of Athletics and Compliance Offi ce: 

One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request. Please go to the NCAA Eligibility 
Center member institution portal in order to login to view the :pending NLI release request and to complete your 
institution’s section which requires a decision of a complete release, no release or lifting the NLI recruiting ban. 
Please note this process has to be completed within 30 days of receipt of this email by the director of athletics or 
designee. The N~_,I office will grant a compl ere release for failure to comply with thi s 30-day respon se deadline. 
Should you need an extension or have questions, please contact the N~_,I Office at 317/223-0706 or 
NLI@ncaa.org 

You can click [!¢~1g. to view the pending NLI release request. This link may take you to the NCAA Connect login 
page if you have not already entered LSDBi today. 

Online NLI Release Tt~torial for I~3stitmion 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:20 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:22 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Sports Wagering Staff <sbdckell@ncaa.org > 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2013 NCAA Spor~s Wagering Conference 

The Sports Wagering Conference is a 
program developed by the NC ’~L& 
enforcement staff to bring awareness 
to sports wagering issues prevalent in 
today’s society. By bringing in experts 
in. the sports wagering field such as 
law enforcement representatives; 
problem gambling councils and others, 
the goal of the conference is to help us 
better educate and investigate with 
respect to these issues. 

2013 Sports Wagering 
Conferenee 

October 8 and 9, 2013 
NC~% National Office 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

There is ~o registratio~ ~eeo 
To register cm~tact 
S~za~.n.e BriekeH at, 
sbrickell@~eaaoorg 

Space is li:mited 

so register early° 

Schedu,~e el.Events 

2’~.esda~ October 8 

1 to 5p.m. Discussions will include: 
Sports wagering infractions cases. 



.[tands on creation of sports wagering education ideas. 

Reception 5:15 to 7 p. m. -- NC%~A [-Iall of Champions 
Light hors d’oeuvres will be served. 

Wednesda~ Oc~oSer 9 

&30 to 1:30 p.m. Discussions will include: 
i%ternationaI perspective of online sports wagering and the global sports wagering market. 

Li[8 Lessons: The Dangers of Gambling and Sports I,~%,geringo 
Developing relationships with institutional counseling services. 

Best practices regarding sports wagering education, and monitoring. 

A block of ho~el rooms is available for the nights of October 7 and 8 at a cos~ of $I:~7oBB per night. 

Please ~ollow instructions below to secure a room reservation, 
Reservations in this block of rooms must be made no later than September 

Call the Fairfield ~nn & Suites Indianapolis Downtown at 866/704-26~8 - Group Code SWSSWSB or go online at 

Book K~g~oom at F~rf~e~d ~n & S~es ~d~a~o~s Down~own for ~~ 

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott - indianapolis Downtown 

501 West Washington Street 

indianapolis, indiana 46225 

Ciick here {o ~o.."ward ~his rm:_@ing wi~h yeu.." persona~ 

R,O, Sox 6222, ~nd~anslpo~s, ~N 46206 

C~ck here to be removed from th~s 

CHck J3~.~.~. to v~ew our privacy polk:y, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Sports Wagering Staff <sbdckell@ncaa.org > 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

20!3 NCAA Spor~s Wagering Conference 

The Sports Wagering Conference is a 
program developed by the NCAA 
enfbrcement staff to bring awareness 
to sports wagering issues prevalent in 
today’s society. By bringing in experts 
in. the sports wagering field such as 
law enforcement representatives; 
problem gambling councils and. others, 
the goal of the conference is to help us 
better educate and investigate with 
respect to these issues. 

2013 Sports Wagering 
Conference 

October 8 and 9, 2013 
NC~% National Office 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

There is ~o registratio~ ~eeo 
To register cow, tact 
S~za~.n.e BriekeH at, 
sbrickeH@~eaaoorg 

Space is li:mited 

so register early° 

Schedu,~e el.Events 

T~esda~ October 8 

1 to 5p.m. Discussions will include: 
Sports wagering infractions cases. 



.[tands on creation of sports wagering education ideas. 

Reception 5:15 to 7 p. m. -- NC%~A [-Iall of Champions 
Light hors d’oeuvres will be served. 

Wednesda~ Oc~oSer 9 

&30 to 1:30 p.m. Discussions will include: 
i%ternationaI perspective of online sports wagering and the global sports wagering market. 

Li[8 Lessons: The Dangers of Gambling and Sports I,~%,geringo 
Developing relationships with institutional counseling services. 

Best practices regarding sports wagering education, and monitoring. 

A block of ho~el rooms is available for the nights of October 7 and 8 at a cos~ of $I:~7oBB per night. 

Please ~ollow instructions below to secure a room reservation, 
Reservations in this block of rooms must be made no later than September 

Call the Fairfield ~nn & Suites Indianapolis Downtown at 866/704-26~8 - Group Code SWSSWSB or go online at 

Book K~g~oom at F~rf~e~d ~n & S~es ~d~a~o~s Down~own for ~~ 

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott - indianapolis Downtown 

501 West Washington Street 

indianapolis, indiana 46225 

Ciick here {o ~o.."ward ~his rm:_@ing wi~h yeu.." persona~ 

R,O, 8ox 6222, ~nd~anslpo~s~ ~N 46206 

C~ck here to be removed from th~s 

CHck J3~.~.~. to v~ew our privacy polk:y, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 
Tuesday, August 20, 2013 6:28 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Other 

Please log into Requests!Self-Reports Online--Case Management for a message that has been delivered to you regarding 

Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nli@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:13 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Vangelder, Marielle A~ Vangelder, Marielle A 

NLI release ~equest has been received by the NLI Office 

The NM release request has been received by the NM Office. You and the NLI signee will receive a fBllow-up 
email from the NLI Office confirming the NM release stares. This release status will also appear in the student’s 
record in the NCAA Eligibility Center member institution portal. If your institution did not release the signee, 
he/she does have the oppommity to appeal to the NLI Committee. You will be notified should this occur. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nli@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:46 AM 

Cunningham, Bubb< Vangelder, Marielle A; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Your institution’s NLI release decision has been posted 

Your institution’s NLI release decision has been posted to the student’s record. You can view and/or print the 
release f’orm in the NCAA Eligibility Center’s member institution portal. Click here 

All communication to the student about the NLI release request has occurred through the online release process. 
You are not required to provide any other documentation to the student. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:27 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Broome, Lissa L 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 
Friday, August 23, 2013 9:36 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Other 

Please log into Requests!Self-Reports Online--Case Management for a message that has been delivered to you regarding 

Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.or9 

Friday, August 23, 2013 2:07 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information° 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

NCAA Playing Rules and Officiating <rulesinterp@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 2:35 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

NCAA Soccer Red Card Notification and Depository. 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

August 23, 2013 

TO: Registered NCAA Soccer Referees. 

FROM: Colleen Bruley, chair 
NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rnles Committee 

Ken Andres, secreta~r-rules editor 
NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer iRules Committee. 

SUBJECT: Soccer Red Card Notification and Depositor’. 

This is to inform you of enhancements that have been made to the red card reporting system, mid the 
creation of a deposito~" for red card reports that will be m~ailable for the 2013 soccer season. This was 
done primarily as a response to the conferences’ requests for this iype of info~raation last season. 

When a referee submits a red card report, the system will send ml email notification of the report to you, 
the conference commissioner mid the director of athletics of the offender’s institution, in addition, a 
deposito5~ of red card reports has been created and provides conferences access in order to monitor 
misconduct in the sport of soccer. 

The red card report form is still available on the Center Circle ArbiterSports hub at 
~:iir~caasoccer.arbiterst?or~s~com under the Forms heading. To access the form you will need to use: 

User name: referee@ncaa.org 
Password: nc@@referee 

The system is tied to the NCAA membership database, which will take a moment for NCAA institutions to 
download once NCAA Men’s Soccer or Women’s Soccer is selected. 

Thank you for your attention to this critical development. Please direct questions regarding the depositoLa; 
to Ashlee Ferguson 0~{).~gR~!.!2~;i!~!k:.~g. ) at lhe NCAA national office and rules questions to Ken 



Andres, secretary-rules editor, at ~..m.!d.i!2s~..~)..c.’.’.a.~.s.!:~::~glg~.~@..:.c..o...m.... 

CBiKA :af 

Selected Directors of Athletics 
Me~’s and Women’s Soccer Head Coaches 
Men’s and Wome~’s Soccer Rnles Committee 
Selected NCAA Staff Members 

Click hete ~o be removed ~om this maitin~ 

Click .b.#j:..e., to view our [~riw~cy policy, 



~rom~ 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

ec-international <ec- ntemat ona @ncaa org> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:40 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
RE: 

Re: 

Thanks lance! 

E   abeth Selle ’  
Assistant Coordinator 
N(:AA Eligibility (:enter 

Academic Certification-international 

(317}223-0700 
ec~ntemational ncaa,or 

Fax: (317}968-5100 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

P.O. Box 7136 

Indianapolis, IN 46207 

U.S.A, 

For overnight packages please use the phvsical address: 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

1802 Alonzo Watford St. Dr. 
Indianapolis, [N 46202 

UoS.A. 

~*P[ease be sure to always include the students :tO Digit NCAA 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:35 AM 
To-" EC-Processing 
Cc: ec-international 
Subject: 

Please find the attached email with additional information for 
will hopefully have information from his HS 
evaluate them for duplicitaveness. 

from his HS in . We 

soon in order for the core course review team to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks[! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of’ Athletics 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Cunningham, Bubba; Markos, 

Lance M 
Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests/Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGeldero 



Phone: (91.9) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~7 the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~muthorized and may be illegal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa org > 

Sunday, September 01, 2013 7:15 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

OI Women’s Golf Committee recommends format chanpe to championship 
The Division I Women’s Golf Committee has recommended a change to the format of the championship that h~cludes match play 
beh~g used as the way to determine the national team champion, starting in 2015. 

The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request to allow the West Coast Conference to use experimental instant 
replay rules during its conference tournament in 2014. 

PROP approves format scor#~g change in skiing 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a change to the scoring format where only the top-30 finishers in alpine and 
nordic events will be awarded points beginning in the 2013-14 academic year. 

Top 30 Woman of the Year nominees announced; first Para~ympic st~dent-ath~ete honored 
Thirty women, selected from a group of more than 450 nominees, have been chosen as the top 30 honorees for the 2013 NCAA 
Woman of the Year award 

Street drug testing and team physician requirement at the heart of the council’s debate 

LATEST ~E~BERSH~P UPDATES 
2013-14 ~CAA Drug~Testing I~edica~ Exceptions Procedures 
Institutions must follow these procedures to request an exception for use of a medically prescribed banned drug 

2013_;~014 NCAA Year Roared Om~g Testing Site Coordinator ~an~al 
The NCAA conducted 10,973 drug tests during the 2009-10 on Division I and Division II campuses during the academic year 
and summer months This manual should be used as a resource for athletic administrators for planning and executing a 
successful onsite drag testing collection 

August 7 NCAA Executive Committee Report 
August 7 NCAA Executive Committee Report 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2012 NCAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, September 03, 2013 1:27 PM 

Markos, Lance M 
NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

The process of placing a prospective student-athlete 
on an Institutional Request List (IRL) informs the 
NCAA Eligibility Center of your request for an 
academic certification. The NCAA Eligibility Center 
standard of operation for initial review of a case is 10 
business days or less once the case is on an active 
NCAA Division I or II IRL and is "Ready to Process- 
Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all documents 
(i.e., final high school transcript, transcripts from a~l 
high schools attended, test scores, assignment 
completion dates, no outstanding academic tasks) 
have been received. Actual performance for the 2012~ 
13 academic year reflects that 95 percent of cases 
were processed within seven (7) business 
days. Read More 

The Member Institution Portal Resources page has a 
very helpful document for member institutions who are 
or plan to recruit international prospective student- 



athletes. Click here to view the document and forward 
this link to your coaches who are recruiting 
internationally. 

*Starting in October, please begin contacting the 
NCAA Eligibifity Center to assure the proper 
documentation is being submitted for international 
prospective student-athleteso The NCAA Eligibility 
Center has an overwhelming amount of universities 
calling on National Letter of Intent (NLI) students for 
the very first time in August 2013 for the fall 2013 
semester. This dalogue between your university and 
the NCAA Eligibility Center on international 
prospective student-athletes should begin early, and 
often. * 

A majority of international amateurism decisions 
require an established date of graduation to determine 
the seasons of competition a prospective student- 
athlete has available in hislher sport. In order to 
establish an expected date of high school graduation, 
official school stamped transcripts must be submitted 
to the NCAA Eligibility Center. As a reminder, these 
cannot be faxed, emailed, or scanned. Read More 

The 2014-15 enrollment class is only one year 
away. The most important variable at this stage in the 
initial-eligibility process is accuracy during registration 
with the NCAA Eligibility Center. Accuracy prevents 
any misinformation that could potentially delay an 
academic certification review the following 
summer~ Misinformation via an inaccurate registration 
could prevent the case from being reviewed or cause 
unnecessary work, thus delaying the process. Even if 
a prospective student-athlete has already registered, 
please encourage him/her to revisit hislher account to 
review the information, check any open tasks, and 
ensure all information is correct. Encouraging 
prospective student-athletes to take ownership in their 
initial-eligibility process can mean saving days to 
weeks of time because the case can be processed to 
completion the first time it is reviewed. 



Coursework taken through online programs are 
becoming more common as many states require high 
school students complete at least one virtual course to 
graduate. Currently, Virginia, Idaho, Alabama, Florida, 
and Michigan have legislation requiring virtual 
education for graduation, and many school districts 
have similar requirements including those in Georgia, 
Tennessee, and Wisconsin....R.....e.....a.....d........M......o...r....e.. 

institutional Request List (IRL) Cycles and 
Enrollment Periods. As the school year 
begins, please verify that prospective student- 
athletes are on the correct IRL cycle. If there 
are prospective student-athletes no longer 
enrolling at your institution, please remove them 
from your IRL. This allows for more timely 
reviews by the amateurism certification staff. 
Any prospective student-athletes deferring their 
enrollment to January 2014 should log in to their 
NCAA Eligibility Center accounts and update 
their enrollment period. 

Graduation Dates, All prospective student- 
athletes, both first-time enrollees and transfer 
student-athletes, need their expected date of 
high school graduation determined by the 
academic certification staff in order to receive 
an amateurism decision. Please make sure 
prospective student-athletes are sending in all 
requested academic documents to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided a 
few reminders regarding: 

1. Cases that are "Ready-to-Process-Final"; 
2. Completion of tasks; 



3~ "Universal School" designation on student’s 
account; 

4. Tracking numbers for overnight packages; and 
5. Member institution toll-free number. 

Read More 

It is a new academic year and time to make sure your 
institution’s Contact List is up to date. It is easy to 
update and maintain your NCAA Eligibility Center 
contacts by logging in to the Member Institution 
Portal. From the Member Institution Portal, select 
"Resources" at the top of the page. From the drop- 
down box, click on "View/Update Contacts ". Please 
make sure your contacts are correct and contain the 
current titles, email addresses and phone 
numbers. This information is important to keep 
updated to ensure that those individuals on the 
Contact List can contact the NCAA Eligibility Center 
with questions regarding your prospective student- 
athletes. 

Did you know the enrollment period a prospective 
student-athlete reports in their NCAA Eligibility Center 
registration is their first, full-time enrollment into a 
Division I or II institution and does not include 
enrollment into a two-year college, NAIA or Division 
institution? The NCAA Eligibility Center only reviews 
amateurism for a student who enrolls full time at a 
Division I or II institution in fall 2007 or later. To avoid 
delays in processing a student’s amateurism, ensure 
your prospective student-athletes have the correct 
enrollment period listed on their account! 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 
removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email. 



Click .b.#.L.e., to view ota~ priw~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackie Campbell <jgcampbell@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, September 03, 2013 7:16 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Governance Redesign ]input ]invite 

Message se~lt on behalf of Preside~lt Nathan Hatch~ chair of the 
NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

In July, you received a "Save the Date" email message concerning a Division I Dialogue that is scheduled 
during the January NCAA Convention in San Diego. In August, the Board of Directors approved a plan 
for soliciting, evaluating and acting on a governance structure redesign, and a Board Steering Committee 
on Governance has been appointed to guide this effbrt. 

A s part of the process of developing the JanuaD~ agenda, the Board and Presidential AdviseD, Group will 
meet together in October and have invited representatives of several stakeholder groups to participate in 
that meeting. In addition, please note that the representatives of those groups along with institutional 
representatives, conference offices, chairs of Division I councils, cabinets and committees are receiving 
this email in an effort to solicit input on the future structure and process through responses to questions 
found at the following link-- redesigndivisionone~o 

Information collected by following instructions at this site before November 15 will be used to assist: the 
Board and its steering committee to develop the final agenda [br the Governance Dialogue on JanuaD; 16 
aaad 17, 2014, in San Diego. Straw votes will be taken m JanuaD; to determine areas of consensus and 
disagreement. If strong consensus for one particular path is noted in January, proposals could be 
formulated for broad membership consideration in the spring and a Board vote in April 2014. If clear 
consensus is not apparent, the Board could call for votes of all Division I member schools at a special 
business session in the summer of 2014. 

The Division I Board of Directors seeks a more transparent, responsive, participative and streamlined 
Division I Governance Structure. The Board hopes that you will assist by registering your" (or the group 
yon represent) views regarding solutions that will ensure a future structure that properly engages the 
membership and fully informs Division I decision makers. 

We hope to see you in San Diego. 

This ema~[ was se~?t by: NCAA 

Click !19..Lq to be removed from tl-,is mailing list, 

Click here to wew cur privacy policy, 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 12:18 PM 

To: ’White, Matthew’ 
Subject: RE: 

And thanks for yot~r help on 

Lance 

Frorm" White, N atthew [.~La..i.!~..o...;.!~?...w...!~.i~..e...@.%..a....a..:...oj;.g] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 9:23 AM 
To; Markos~ Lance M 
Subject-" 

Lance, 

Sorry I missed your call.., we are freakin8 SLAMMED already.., ush. I pulled up      account thoush and it does show 

that we’ve rec’d the updated questionnaire yesterday afternoon. I’m 8oin8 to send another email over there to make 

sure they know it’s student-specific so I’ll let you know as thinss happen! 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 9:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 9:57 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:09 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom; thouston@ncaa.org 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:11 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

:Initial Contact with ]Institution 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:26 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 06, 2013 11:14 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Reply 

You have received a reply in response to one of your cases. Please log-on to Requests!Self-Reports Online for more 

information. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
Friday, September 06, 2013 1:47 PM 

’Houston, Taurian’ 
RE: SAR Request 

[hank you ]aurian! Have a great weekend. 

Marielle 

Marielle Ao vanGelder 

Associate At:hlet:k: Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962--7853 

Fax: (9:1.9) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Houston, Taurian [mailto:thouston@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-" SAR Request 

Marielle, 

Per our phone conversation, the Student Athlete Reinstatement committee voted to approve the case involving of 

student athletes. You will be receiving further notification regarding the decision in RSROo If you should 

have any questions, please feel free to reach out. Have a wonderful day 

Taurian C. Houston I Academic & Membership Affairs I National Collegiate Athletic Association 
PoOo Box 6222 I Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 I 317/917-6222 I thouston@ncaa.org 

This email and a~y attachments may contai~ NCAA confidemial and privileged information. If you are ~ot the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, September 08, 2013 7:17 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

The Record {September 2013} 
The record (September 2013) 

D~ ~eaders to bear from membership in October on possible structure cba~ges 
To further its pursuit of a structure that more effectively supports student-athletes, Division I leaders will hear in October from 
eight different groups with an interest in improving the way the division works. 

OI Women’s Golf Committee recommends format change to championship 
The Division I Women’s Golf Committee has recommended a change to the format of the championship that includes match play 
being used as the way to determine the national team champion, starting in 2015. 

The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request to allow the West Coast Conference to use experimental instant 
replay ~ules during its conference tournament in 2014. 

PROP approves format scori~g change in skiing 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a change to the scoring format where only the top-30 finishers in alpine and 
nordic events will be awarded points beginning in the 2013-14 academic year. 

LATEST N~EN~BERSH~P UPDATES 
Division I ~embership h~formatio~ 
Division [ Membership Information 

Division I Academic Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

DI Admi~istratio~ Cabinet agenda a~d materials fo~ Septem~e~ 19 Teleco[~fe[e~ce 
DI Administration Cabinet agenda and materials for September 19 Teleconference 

D~v~s~on I Rec~t~ng and Athletics Pe~sonne~ ~ssues Cabinet 
NC~ Division I Recruiting Cabinet Home Page 

Division ~ Awa~ds, Benefits, Expenses an~ F~a~c~a~ Aid Cabinet 
NC~A Division ~ Student-Athlete Awards, Benefits and Financial Aid Cabinet Home Page 

D~v~s~on ~ Footbal~ ~ss~es Committee Duties & 
Division I Football Issues Commi~ee Duties & Responsibilities 



NCAA Maste¢ C~e~d~r 

2012 NCAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 09, 2013 8:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

:[lie, Vince 
Monday, September 09, 2013 10:46 AM 

’mzonder@ncaa.org’ 

FW: 
20130814105649365.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:14 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: 



~vI.~; Debo, ab. C~ c~ ~ de 

I would appreda~e the 0ppor~ardty ~o dLscuss your observations regarding ~t3.e management 

and ope~ation o{ fhe L]epa:rtm:en~ of Afdc~m and A~:ro=Americm~ S~udies while you were 

employed by ~be University, I am asking yot~. to consider nmethag w~th me or a 

~epresen~affve of my office~ 

As {he Chancellor, it: is importm-~ {Sat I seek all available ~fc~rmation regarding ~he 
problems flaal: were d] ~covered Spedfieal.13:5 1 would like go gain a grea{er understanding of 

yo,~.r role~ *l’her~ have been :m~merous ~views of the depar~en% but none of fl~.ose reviews 
cond~.,c~ied or commissioned by fhe University had the benefit of your pe~sormi viewpoinf. 
[{ would be he12fuI ~o m.e personaIly and {o {he university commm~<~ to hear your 
perspec~ve. 

Carol L. Fo].[ 

~7 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

:[lie, Vince 
Monday, September 09, 2013 10:46 AM 

’mzonder@ncaa.org’ 

FW: signed receipt 

20130815163230599.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 

Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: signed receipt 

Signed receipt, 





~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wolf, Karen < kwolf@ncaa.org > 

Monday, September 09, 2013 10:46 AM 

Timmermans, Tom 
Legislative Relief Phone Waiver - UNC-Chapel Hill 

Tom - 

Per our conversation, via the phone waiver process, the staff granted relief for applicant institution’s            team 

to send flowers to a PSA’s        The PSA was not recruited by the institution and had not signed a National Letter of 

Intent, but had been actively involved with the institution’s            team as a result of her                . The 

rationale is below. Per our phone waiver policies and procedures, your institution must follow up in the next two 

business weeks by submitting a formal legislative relief waiver via the Requests/Self-Reports Online System (with 

signatures) explaining the circumstances of the waiver request. When you submit your waiver request via RSRO, please 

check the box indicating this was handled through the phone waiver process and indicate my name so the case is 

assigned to me to complete. Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 

STAFF GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS [9/5/13]: Other: The value of the floral arrangement and/or card must not exceed 

SlO0. Case precedent. Student-athlete well-being. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

Karen Wolf I Academic and Membership Affairs I NCAA I PO Box 6222 I Indianapolis, IN 46206 I 317-917-6222 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and :privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~7 the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~authorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IIle, Vince 
Monday, September 09, 2013 10:46 AM 

’mzonder@ncaa.or9’ 

FW: Deborah Crowder 

From-" Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 7:40 PN 
To-* :[lie, Vince; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
St~bject: Fwd: Deborah Crowder 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vick, Brian" <.~2.k~:i...~.‘.!.~‘~{i~i!.}~.~:i.!‘.!.i..{}~....m...}.*.?.?.~.~..1.!..~*).....c.~.g~!.~‘> 
Date: September 5, 2013, 7:27:52 PM EDT 
To: "Chancellor(~)tmc.edt~" <Chancellor@u~c.edu> 
Subject: Deborah Crowder 

Chancellor Folt, 

I am an attorney with Williams Mullen in Raleigh and am representing Deborah Crowder in 
connection with the issues that have arisen over the past several years with respect to her tenure 
as the department manager for the Afro-American Studies Department at UNC. Ms. Crowder 
has asked me to let you know that she has received your recent correspondence and, although she 
appreciates your desire to speak with her, she must respectfully decline your request at this 
time. If this should change in the future, I will let you know. If you have any questions 
regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me. 

Brian 

Brian Vick 
Williams Mullen 
301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1700 
P.O. Box 1000 (27602) 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
T 9119.981.4023 
F 9119.981.4300 
bvi ck(i)),willi am smullen, corn 
www.williamsmt~lle~.com<~:iiwww.williamsmt~lle~.comi> 



Sign up for legal email alerts here<h~_~,~:iiwww.wil[iamsmul[en.comiresourcesisi~>. 

NOTICE: InfBrmation contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietar?/.T and is 
subj ect to attorney-client privilege and work product confidentiality. If the recipient of this 
transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transmitted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 



From: NCAA Championships < NCAAChampsnewsDI@ncaa.org > 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Division I Championships News - September 2013 

To vie;’~, a¢.. o..’~lir~e ve~s~or~ of this emait, click here, 

Division I Championships News 

Sop*ember 2013 Edition 

This communication is emailed to all Division I athletics directors, senior 
woman administrators, sports information directors, conference 
commissioners, conference senior woman administrators and head coaches of 
the applicable sports, based on contact information in the NCAA directory 
(membership database). This serves as the primary correspondence related to 
NCAA championships matters; continue to check individual sport pages at 
NCAA.org throughout the season. 

The next edition of Championships News will be distribnted Monday, 
October 7 and the first Monday of the month thereafter. Please take note 
of the information regarding NCAAconnect detailed under Geueral 
Championships Intbrmation. 

For a quick reference to sport-specific information contained within, select any 
of the following: 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
Women~ s Bowling 
Men’s and Women’s Cross Country 
F~e~d Hockey 
F’ootba~l 
Men’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 
Men’s and Women’s Rifle 
Men~s and Women’s Skiing 

~Vo~e~’ s Soccer 



. Men~s and Women’s Swimming and Diving 
o Men~s and Women’s ~ndoor and Outdoor Track and Fidd 

. Wom~n~sVo~ 

. Me~s WaterPo~o 

. Wrestli:a~ 

General Charnr~ionshi|~s Information 

Bids due! As a reminder, all bid materials must be submitted via the bid portal 
(championships.ncaa.org) not later than 11:59 p.m. Eastern time, September 

Sports 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

Attention All Coaches- The required rules video will be posted on 
ArbiterSports.com beginning October 1st with a deadline of completion 
by November 6. More details and instructions will be sent directly to 
your conference offices at the end of September for distribution to all 
coaches. 

Women’s Bowlin~ 

Preseason web teleconferences will be conducted to review pertinent 
information regarding playing rules and officiating on Se0tember 17 
and 18. Both calls will be conducted a{ 6 [~.m. Eastern time. Dial-in 
information can be accessed here. 

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country 

TFRRS-XC is now available for the 2013 cross countu season. Teams 
are required to register and update their roster prior to their first 
competition Detailed accounted information and instructions for 
registering and updating team rosters can be found online at 
www.tffrs.org (select the link for Meet Director and the tab for Cross 
Count12r. 0~ 
DEADL]INE: Results from all meets must be submitted to TFRRS-XC 
by midnight Eastern, one day after the completion of a contest. 

Field Hockey 

2013 automatic qualification and play-in game match-ups available 
online. 
DEADLINE: The first XML deadline is Monday, September 9. 
Specific repo~ing instructions ff~r staff sti cs and results ~vere emailed in 
a memo to spoAs information directors on August 19. For reference, the 



memo and instructions can be accessed here as well. 

Football 

October 1 ..... Pre-Championships Manual will be available here. The 
manual will contain policies and procedures governing the 
administration of the championship. 
DEADLI|NE- October 1.: 
i.!i!i..9...r....m, due from Commissioners of AQ conferences. 
XML files should be reported immediately after each contest. Specific 
reporting instructions for statistics and results were emailed in a memo 
to sports information directors on August 19. For reference, the memo 
and instructions can be accessed here as well. 

~ ~[en s Golf 

Committee annual meeting report is available 
DEADLIINE - October 1 - Golfstat registration and roster forms are 
due. 
REMINDER .... When hosting a tournament, you must report scores to 
Golfistat using one of the online options. Tournaments must be 
registered in order to be used tbr selection purposes. 

Women’s Golf 

2013 Fall Hard card now available at 
DEADLINE - October It - Golfstat registration and roster forms are 
due. 
REMINDER - When hosting a tournament, you must report scores to 
Golf star using one of the online opti ons. Tournaments must be 
registered in order to be used for selection purposes. 

~ ~[en s and Women’s Rifle 

Detailed information regarding the 2013-14 NCAA online score 
reporting process will be posted ~!~.r.g in early September. 
DEADLINE - Friday~ September 27: Roster and season schedule 
must be submitted via the NCAA online score reporting system ( 
www. ncaa. orgiri fl escores). 
Monday’s (starting September 30) - all scores from matches shot the 
previous week must be entered into the NCAA online score reporting 
system. 

Men’s and Women’s Skiing 

Committee annual meeting report is available here. 

Men’s Soccer 

October 1: Pre-Championship Manual will be available. The manual 
will contain poli ci es and procedures governing the admini stration of the 
championship. 



DEADLINE: The first XML deadline is Monday, September 9. 
Specific reporting instructions for statistics and results were emailed in 
a memo to sports infbrmation directors on August 19. For reference, the 
memo and instructions can be accessed here as wello 

Women’s Soccer 

October 1: Pre-Championship Manual will be available. The manual 
will contain policies and procedures governing the administration of the 
championship. 
October 1: Preliminary round bid materials will be available online 
through October 25. 
I)EADL~INE: The first XML deadline is Monday, September 9. 
Specific reporting instructions for statistics and results were emailed in 
a memo to sports information directors on August 19. For reference, the 
memo and instructions can be accessed t~ere as well. 

Men’s and Women’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 

Important ini-’ormation and deadlines regarding swimming times 
database, roster management and results reporting is available online. 
DEADIANE - September 18: Team i~fl’ormation changes due. 
DEADLINE - September 20: ~{~:.9.~!~?.L.~.@.!~..~.%~..~?~!~ and updates due. 
DEADLINE: Results must be submitted within 72 hours after the ......................... 

completion of a competition. 
The 2013-14 and 2014-15 men’s and women’s swimming and diving 
roles changes are now available 
ONcials’ application fbr the 2014 championships is available he~, and 
the deadline for all applications is Wednesday, October 9. 
Quali*~dng standards for 2013-14 academic year available 
Division I committee annual meeting repo~ and joint committee 
meeting repo~ available o~lit, e. Significant discussions items for 
Division I included the use of track style starting blocks at 
champi onsbi ps, deck pass allotment, pool availability and review of the 
new selections process. 

Men’s and Women’s indoor and Ontdoor Track and Field 

Qualifying criteria for indoor and outdoor track and field available 
REMINDER: Indoor track and field facility Indexing Conversion 
Summa~, and Calculator available here. 
REMINDER: Pole vault box collar shall be in place no later than 
December 1. Details available here. 

Women’s Volleyball 

DEADL]INE: The first XML deadline is Monday, September 9. 
Specific reporting instructions for statistics and results were emailed in 
a memo to sports infbrmation directors on August 19. For reference, the 
memo and instructions can be accessed here as well. 



Men’s Water Polo 

Score Re~instructions Now Available (system available 
September 16). 
DEADLI{INE- September 29: Schedule submissions due. 
October 1: ~ig.:.{~].!.!~.~.!~i.9.~.!~i2..~!~.{~).~!.~!. will be available. The manual 

will contain policies and procedures governing the administration of the 
championship. 
The Men’s and Women’s Water Polo Rules Subcommittee is now 
accepting ..r..t...~!..~.}...g)k.~gg..p....r...c2.p...(.Ls.3].~. Deadline is November 1, 2013. 

Wrestlin~ 

2012-13 }~.gig!.!~4..~.g*!.!?~g.gg!.g*!.g...!:.!32!?g*;.{~g!. In%rmation Now Available 

(initially di stributed August 24). 
2013-14 Wrestling Referee/Rules Clinic information available here. 
Please note, it is a requirement for institutions to use registered 
officials. The list of registered officials will be posted and updated 
periodically !3.g?..r..~. 

Champs and ANances staff contact information. 

Information referenced in this email must be accessed on the membership 
portion of NOlA.org; a login (email and password) must be established for 

access. If you have any problems logging in, please contact 

we/~/~el ~ncaa, or ,.far assistance. 

[f you have any questions or would like to have someone added to the 

distribution list, please contact us at 

P,O, Box 6222, ~ndh~mapo~s, ~N 46206 

Cl~<:k here to vie>~ <~u~" p~qvacy policy, 



McNeely, Kathleen <kmcneely@ncaa.org > 

Monday, September 09, 2013 5:27 PM 

’j swofford @t heacc.or9’ 

’williamJeahyol@bc.edu’; ’jbarker@clemson.edu’; ’president@duke.edu’; 

’ebarron@admin.fsu.edu’; ’bud.peterson@gatech.edu’; ’randy_woodson@ncsu.edu’; 
’bkirwan@usmd.edu’; ’dshalala@miami.edu’; Folt, Carol Lynn; 

’presi d ent.sull iva n @vi rgini a.ed u ’; ’ste9 er@vtoed u’; ’hatch @wfu.ed u ’; 

’brad.bates@bc.edu’; ’drad@clemson.edu’; ’kwhite@duaa.duke.edu’; 
’vfuchs@admin.fsuoedU’; ’mbob@gatech.edu’; ’d_yow@ncsu.edu’; ’kevina@umd.edu’; 

’bjames@miami.edu’; Cunningham, Bubba; ’cklge@virginiaoedu’; ’weaverj@vt.edu’; 

’wellmanr@wfu.edu’; ’jody.mooradian.l@bc.edu’; ’kbarbar@clemson.edu’; 

’jsilar@duaa.duke.edu’; ’vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu’; ’twenzel@athleticsogatech.edu’; 

’michelle_lee@ncsu.edu’; lebihara@umd.edu’; ’j.strawley@miami.edu’; Miller, Beth; 

’jm2y@virginiaoedu’; ’smcclosk@vt.edu’; ’wNkerbg@wfuoedU’; ’Ca@opariseau@bc.edu’; 

’saellis@clemson.edu’; ’chartmann@duaa.duke.edu’; ’jmcurry@fsuoedu’; 

’sengel@athletics.gatechoedu’; ’carrie_doyle@ncsuoedu’; ’giddings@umdoedu’; 

’mmwilson@umd.edu’; ’craig.anderson@miamioedu’; Vangelder, Marielle A; 

’embSp@virginia.edu’; ’tparker@vt.edu’; ’hairstct@wfu.edu’; Lafiosca, David; Gingerich, 

Tamara 

NCAA Division ]: Student Assistance Fund Correction 

ACCopdf 

NfE.,MORANT) U~,I 

TO: John Swofford 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

FROM: Kathleen T. McNeely 
Vice President of Administration 

and Chief Financial Offi cer. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Student Assistance Fund Correction 

The NCAA Division i revenue distribution for Student Assistance Fund calculation is based partially on the 
grants-in-aid distribution. Subsequent to the correction implemented for grants-in-aid originally distributed on 
August 9, 2013, the NCAA has corrected the Student Assistance Fund distribution sent to conferences on 
August 29, 2013. 

Atlantic Coast Conference received insufficient funds, and therefore $67,541 will be wired to your bank 
account on file no later than Thursday, September 12th. 

Attached is a list of your institutions’ distribution details, based on the final, corrected outcome. 

If you have any fi.~rther questions, please contact Tamara Gingerich, associate director of accounting, at 
317/917-6439 or tgingefich@ncaa, org. 



KTM:bar 

Presidents 
Directors of Athletics 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Senior Woman Administrators 
Selected NCAA Staff 

] 
] 
] of Atlantic Coast Conference 
] 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCiATiON 
Student Assistant Fund Recalculation 

REVISED Grant and Sport information for l~ember institutions 
Conference with institution Detail Report 

FY 2011-2012 

Boston College $ 
Clemson University $ 
Duke University $ 
Florida State University $ 
Georgia Institute of Technology $ 
North Carolina State University $ 
Syracuse University $ 
University of Maryland, College Park $ 
University of Miami (Florida) $ 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill $ 
University of Notre Dame $ 
University of Pittsburgh $ 
University of Virginia $ 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University $ 
Wake Forest University $ 

Totals $ 

Revised SAOF Revised SAF Total 

4O6 
295 
384 
304 
185 
369 
312 
449 
205 
489 
450 
297 
453 
351 
202 552.00 

5,158,449.00 

724.00 $ 38,014.00 
772.00 $ 53,692.00 
238.00 $ 41,216.00 
124.00 $ 67,790.00 
045.00 $ 38,095.00 
980.00 $ 59,754.00 
923.00 $ 61,322.00 
312.00 $ 50,312.00 
159.00 $ 49,580.00 
272.00 $ 84,558.00 
615.00 $ 47,934.00 
271.00 $ 65,430.00 
828.00 $ 53,381.00 
634.00 $ 51,140.00 

$ 36,575.00 
$ 798,793.00 

$ 444,738.00 
$ 349,464.00 
$ 425,454.00 
$ 371,914.00 
$ 223,140.00 
$ 429,734.00 
$ 374,245.00 
$ 499,624.00 
$ 254,739.00 
$ 573,830.00 
$ 498,549.OO 
$ 362,701.00 
$ 507,209.00 
$ 402,774.00 
$ 239,127.00 
$     5,957,242.00 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:16 AM 

ec-processing@ncaa.or9 
ec-international@ncaaoorg 

Syllabus .doc; Syllabus (1).doc 

Please find the attached email with additional information for 

is in addition to the course information from his HS in that was sent in on 
have the courses reviewed to see if they are actually duplicative or not° 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

from his HS in . This 
:13. We are looking to 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ ema~l.unc.edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Markos, Lance M 
Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:33 PM 

’Beall, Jane’ 
RE: Notice of Staff Decision 

Hey Jane, 

Just wanted to circle back with you on                    We were able to get an extra half credit for his 

courses today from the HS review team, so he is now only one credit short. Full approval now? Just let me know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beall, Jane [mailto:jbeall@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Notice of Staff Decision 

Hi Lance, 

I would recommend leaving the decision as is and not accepting at this point - I believe that leaves the reconsideration 

option available on your end. 

Keep me in the loop and hopefully we’ll resolve this quickly for you! 

Best, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 20:13 11:31 AM 

To: Beail, Jane 
Subject: FW: Notice of Staff Decision 

Hey Jane, 



I should’ve asked you this on the phone when we talked to the other day - if I click Accept on         waiver right now, 

we can still work on duplicative coursework with the EC core course team to try to get him down to one course without 

closing our opportunity for full relief, correct? 

Or should I just wait until we see if we can get him down to one course deficient and then request re-consideration? 

Just wondering what works best from your end. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (9:19) 843-7259 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

markos@email,unc.edu 

..... Original Message 

From: nobody@ncaa.org [mailto:nobody@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, August :14, 20:13 8:4:[ AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case . Log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online \"Case 

Management\" for further information° 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:41 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

SS]I Newsletter, Vol 1, ]issue 4 

view ~.~ r.. 

Volume 1 I Issue 4 I September 2013 

For the first time, there is universal consensus that athletes who are diagnosed with concussion must not return to play or practice 
that day, and must receive clearance from a clinician with concussion experience before returning to play. While this consensus 
seemingly provides a concrete plan when an athlete suffers a concussion, there are no objective biomarkers to diagnose 
concussion. Thus, concussion remains a clinical diagnosis based on subjective symptoms coupled with physical exam findings and 
ancillary test results. Readmere ... 

Combine proper nutrition with physical training, conditioning, mental preparation, optimal sleep habits and commitment, and athletes 
are well on their way to successful careers. However, with a multi-billion dollar dietary supplement industry marketing new 
specialized sports nutrition products, many student-athletes fall prey to choosing dieta[¥ supplement products over whole 

foods and fluids. Re~d mot÷ _~ 

On the first day of practice after a summer break, 41 members of a Division I swim team unknowingly 
began a series of intense physical exertions before their usual two hours of swimming. The drill was to 
complete as many push-ups as possible in one minute, followed by as many body squats as possible 
in one minute, with the sequence repeated for 10 minutes. Other upper body workouts continued on 
the second and third days, along with swim practice. Starting on the second day and continuing on 
subsequent days, several swimmers - men and women - were subjected to severe pain, swelling, 
limited motion of the triceps and pectoral muscles and dark urine. All were hospitalized All went home 
in three to six days as their symptoms subsided, and all returned to college swimming. Read me~xe o_ 

Recognizing that the success of injury surveillance programs would not be possible without athletic trainers, the Datalys Center has 
initiated several programs to thank athletic trainers for their decades of support in the prevention of injuries through participation in 
injury surveillance. Re~d more ... 



supplements to meet nutrient needs, most athletes on a 
balanced diet consume more than adequate nutrients. 
Athletes interested in dietary supplements need to be 
aware that the risk of contamination and poor 
manufacturing practices increase the chance of 
inadvertently putting your eligibility at risk by consuming 
banned supplements. To better understand dietary 
supplements, click the image. ...................................................... 

Many schools have been seeking an online sickle cell trait educational 
module for student-athletes. The NCAA Sport Science Institute has 
produced a new, free online course that student-athletes can complete 
on their own time. Student-athletes can then email you confirmation of 
course completion. This course is not mandatory, but can be taken by 
any student-athlete in all three divisions. Read mo~’e.._ 

Share this Newsletter ~[.~:iiiil]i~ Follow us on Twitter 

~]~..:~R for th~ SSI 

Click .t).¢.!:9. to forv~,ard this maiiiru~i with your personal message, 

P,O, Box 6222, ):ltdif~lt~[~otis, :IN 46206 



Ciick ~1.~.!:~. ~:~ t:~-s remove{I f~x~m this mailin~:i iisL 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:38 PM 

Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:19 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Lance Markos. 



Markos, Lance M 
Friday, September 13, 2013 10:44 AM 

’ecinfo@ncaa.org’ 

Hi Nathalie, 

Just got off the phone with Tammy and she mentioned that I should just shoot you an email on           i’m looking 

to keep him Pending for the next day or two, in to early next week, because we are getting ready to submit a waiver for 

him but don’t anticipate it being ready until Monday at the earliest. Looks like he’s in line to get pulled any time now 

and just wanted to make sure he doesn’t go Final today or Monday. Is that something you can help out with? Just let 

me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ emafl.unc.edu 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 7:26 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

NCAA Program Hub launches Sept. 15 
On Sept. 15, the NCAA’s scholarships, awards and programs will begin operating for the first time out of a single, centralized 
registration system aimed at simplifying the interaction with those systems for national office staff and the NCAA membership. 

The Record (September 2013) 
The record (September 2013) 

DI ~eaders to hear from membership in October on possible structure changes 
To further its pursuit of a structure that more effectively supports student-athletes, Division I leaders will hear in October from 
eight different groups with an interest in improving the way the division works. 

DI Women’s Golf Committee recommends format change to championship 
The Division I Women’s Golf Commi~ee has recommended a change to the format of the championship that includes match play 
being used as the way to determine the national team champion, starting in 2015. 

West Coast Conference can #nplement baseba~ #~stant replay ru~e 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request to allow the West Coast Conference to use experimental instant 
replay rules during its conference tournament in 2014. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Division 1 Academic Cab#~et 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

Division I Legislative Counci~ Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Blanket Waivers 
Division I SLR Blanket Waivers 

Division I Recruiting and Athletics Personne~ ~ssues Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Recruiting Cabinet Home Page 

Division [ Awards~ Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Student-Athlete Awards, Benefits and Financial Aid Cabinet Home Page 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2012 N CAA 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:17 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Broome, Lissa L 

Markos, Lance M 
Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Convention <convention@ncaa.org > 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:26 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

2014 NCAA Convention and Division I Governance Dialogue - Registration Now Open 

Click here to register for the Division I Governance 
Dialogue or the NCAA Convention. Register early to 

reserve your hotel roo~! 

NCAA CONVENTION JANUARY ~LS-~L8 
DIVISION I GOVERNANCE DIALOGUE JANUARY 

SAN DIEGO~ CALIFORNIA 

The Division ][ Governance Dialogue will be held ]anuar~ 16-17 at 
the San Diego Convention Center, in conjunction with the 2014 
NCAA Convention. All Division :I members are invited to 
participate in this event, but must ~3~i~te~’. Division :[ 
members can register for the Dialogue alone or the full 
Convention (allowing access to Convention programming in 
addition to time Dialogue). 

October 14 (fee will increase as of 
October 15) 

All Convention and Dialogue attendees are responsible for the 
cost of their own travel and lodging. Hotel rooms at the 
Convention rate are now available to Dialogue attendees. 
~9i,~ter ~ew to book your hotel room, as space in time 
Convention hotels is limited. 

For more information about the Division I Governance Dialogue, click here. 

Visit the ~I(:AA Ce~~e~tier~ web page for more Convention details, including a preliminary Convention 
schedule. 

If you no longer wish to receive additional NCAA Convention-specific emails, please 



"T’l~is email was sent by: ~ 
700 West Ws.stsing.~o~: Street~ Yndianapolis, ):F,J 46204 

Click !!9.Le. to be lemow-sd from tl’,is mailing list, 

Click here to ’#~ew cur p~ix~acy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
Monday, September 16, 2013 11:52 AM 

~Houston, Taurian’ 
RE: SAR Request 

Hi Taurian ..... 

hope this finds you well. 

I have one additional student-athlete from a different team who needs to go through reinstatement related to the 

issue. Would you like me to submit a separate case for him or wo~ld it be better to add him to the case which was 

already reviewed? 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Madelle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-.6002 
mvangek]er@~mc.edu 

From= Houston, Taurian [mailto:thouston@ncaaoorg] 
Se~t: Friday, September 06, 2013 1:36 PH 
To: Vangelder, Harielle A 
$~bject: SAR Request 

Marielle, 

Per our phone conversation, the Student Athlete Reinstatement committee voted to approve the case involving of 

your        student athletes. You will be receiving further notification regarding the decision in RSRO. If you should 

have any questions, please feel free to reach out. Have a wonderful day 

Ta~riaa C, Hoasto~ I Academic & Membership Affairs I National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 I :Indianapolis, Indiana 46206~6222 I 317/917~6222 I .L...h....o....L!&t...o...0.~!..n....c...a....a...&.r.g 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notif}" the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:30 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; sbritsch@ncaa.or9 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:27 PM 

Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Regionals of the Division I Women’s Basketball championship has been received 

by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org/champs_bid. If you need to make any changes, 

please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

TinaKrah: (317) 917-6503 

JeffJarnecke: (317) 917-6229 

MeredithCleaver: (317) 917-65:10 

EbonyStrong: (317) 9:17-6:186 

AnuchaBrowne: (3:17) 917-6805 

FayeBrown: (317) 917-6054 

JenniferChow: null 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:21 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; ]:lie, Vince 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lori Thomas <lthomas@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:16 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 

To vie’~’~, ~’.. o..’~line version of this em~it, click here, 

N’LEMORANDUM 

September :17, 20:13 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Directors of Athletics ] 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 

-- at NCAA Member Institutions. 

FROM: Jacqueline Singh 
Director for the Office of Evaluation and Program Excellence. 

SUBJECT: 2013- ] 4 NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Nominations. 

This is to announce that nominations are now being accepted for the 2013-14 NCAA 
Postgraduate Scholarship program for fall sports. Nominations can be submitted via the 
Postgraduate Scholarship online submission system. For access to the online nomination 
system click the following link 

The online nomination system is completely electronic and is linked to the NCAA national 
offi ce. The Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) or FAR designee initiating the 
nomination process must use the institution’s organizational identification and password to 
log in to the online nomination system. The organizational identification and password are 
also used by institutions to submit their annual sports sponsorship requirements to the 
NCAA. Please contact your institution’s director of athletics or compliance coordinator for 
the organizational identification and password if you do not have it. 

Important dates for the 2013-14 NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship program are listed below. 

Guidelines to determine qualified student-athletes to nominate and nomination instructions 
can be found at www,ncaa.or~. (access requires member log-in and registration into NCAA 
Connect). 

Minimum qualifications include: 

¯ The student-athlete nmst have an overall undergraduate minimum cumulative grade-point 
average of 3.200 on a 4.000 scale. 

* The student-athlete must be in at least hi s or her final season of athletics eligibility for the 
sport they are nominated or will no longer be utilizing any remaining athletics eligibility. 

The student-athlete must have performed with distinction as a member of the varsity team 



in the sport in which the student-athlete is being nominated. 

¯ The student-athlete must intend to continue academic work beyond the baccalaureate 
degree and enroll in a graduate degree program on a part- or full-time basis at an 
academically accredited graduate or degree-granting professional school. 

An institution may nominate a total of five male and five female student-athletes each sports 
season, if your institution wishes to nominate more than five individuals per gender, please 
discuss your request with the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship liaison. 

The NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship program provides up to 174 scholarships to student- 
athletes at member institutions annually. Up to 58 scholarships per sport season will be 
awarded to student-athletes participating in fall, winter and spring sports, 29 for men and 29 
for women. The NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship amount is $7,500. Each award recipient 
will receive a one-time award to be applied toward postgraduate study in an academically 
accredited graduate degree program 

Thank you for your support of the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship program. If you have any 
questions, please contact me or Lori Thomas at 317-9117-6683 or at lthomas(Z~ncaax-~r~,. 

Please note the deadline time change below. 

Fall sports nomination period opens: Monday, September 16 
Fall sports nomination deadline: January 15, 2014, by 5 p~m. EST 

Winter sports nomination period opens: January 30, 2014 
Winter sports nomination deadline: March 31, 20114, by 5 p.m. EST 

Spring sports nomination period opens: April 15, 2014 
Spring sports nomination deadline: June 16, 2014, by 5 p.m. EST 

PO Box 6222, Ind~an~-~o~:s, IN 462.06 

C~ck ~!9..E.~ to be ~emov,~d from t~s 

C~ck here to v~ew cur privacy 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lori Thomas <lthomas@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Directors of Athleti cs 
Seni or Woman Admini strators 

-- at NCAA Member Institutions. 

FROM: Jacqueline Singh 
Director for the Office of Evaluation and Program Excellence. 

SUBJECT: 20:13-:14 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Nominations. 

The nomination process for the distinguished 2013-14 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay 
Scholarships is now open. Online nominations must be submitted not later than Wednesday, 
January 15~ 2014~ by 5 pro. EST. 

The Walter Byers Scholarship Program provides one male and one female student-athlete a 
$24,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding undergraduate achievement 
(minimum of 3.5 cumulative grade point average) and :potential for success in postgraduate 
study in their chosen careers. The scholarship may be renewed for a second year. 

The Jim McKay Scholarship Program :provides for one male and one female student-athlete a 
$10,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding academic achievement 
(minimum of 3.5 cumulative grade point average) and potential to make a maj or contribution 
in the sports communications indust~,. 

For access to the online nomination system click the following link 

Should you have any questions regarding these two scholarship programs please contact Lori 
Thomas at 317-917-6683 or at lthomas(~ncaa 

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

JS:lmt 

Ciick ~?A!:~ .~o forward .~his m~iling wi~h your 

Ttsis a-’.ns~it was sen.~ by: 
PO Box 6222, lr~diaw~apotis, :{N 46206 



Click ]]..e.,.[9 to bm i-~-’,n-]oved f[om this n]~iling list. 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:38 PM 

To; ’Mathis, Ryan’ 

Subject: RE: 

You’re the man. ]hanks!! 

From: Mathis, Ryan [mailto:rmathis@ncaaoorg] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:38 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Lance, 

have someone calling you here in about 2 minutes. 

From: Harkos, Lance M 
Sent," Tuesday, September :[7, 20:[3 :[2:24 PN 
To: Mathis, Ryan 
Subject: 

Hey Ryan, 

Anything good on           ? i’m not interested in having him miss practice today because the certification team 

goofed, so we’ll need to have something here in the next 30 minutes. Should be able to get those two       classes 

added or I can get the IEW filed with duct tape since I’m now adjusting for a 3 credit deficiency (for the time being) 

instead of ::[ credit. 

Let me know what you can get out of cert. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos~a) emaiI.tmcoedu 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Markos, Lance M 
Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:08 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; kcarlson@ncaa.org 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: ’Carlson, Kara’ 
Subject: RE: IEW - 

Hey Kara, 

Thanks for the update° 

Lance 

.Just: let me know when you need anyt:hing from me and we’H knock it out, Thanks again!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-72,59 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc,edu 

From: Carlson, Kara [mailto:kcarlson@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 20:[3 4:09 PH 
To: Markos, Lance M 
St~bject: IEW- 

Hi Lance, 

I have received the IEW for           and will let you know if additional information or documentation is 

necessary. Please note that staff has seven calendar days following the receipt of a complete case file to issue a 

decision. If you need anything from me, my direct line is 317/223-0755. 

Pease let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Rata Carlson 
Assistant Director 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

P.O. Box 7110 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Fax: 317-968-5103 

NCAA Questions? Calf 877-262-2492 or Email ecin(o@ncaa, or~ 

To learn about the new 2015 academic standards ~o to WWWo2pO~nt.3, orq 



This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidentia! and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be ilIegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Markos, Lance M 
Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:56 PM 

dlentz@ncaa.org 

Hey David, 

Was wonderin8 if your staff had a chance to dig up an NCAA ID number on 

discussed on Monday. Just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

our we 

Lance Markos 
Director of’ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ em.ail.unc.edu 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:03 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Broome, Lissa L 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:06 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Sports Wagering Staff <sbdckell@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:24 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Don’t miss the 2013 NCAA Sports Wagering Conference! 

2{}13 

October 8 and 9, 2013 
NCAA National Office, Indianapolis, Indiana 

There is no registration feeo 
To register contact Suzanne Brickell at ~~a, or,,. 

Thins year’s eve;{;~ts 

¯ {~adh, Bet, the Jase~ M.cG~iga.~ Ste.rv 

Robert McGuigan, father of Jason McGuigan, will share his family’s sto*7 and the tragic event that changed his life forever. 
On Thursday, June 26, 2003, Robert McGuigan was at home when he received a call from his son’s best friend who said his 

son’s house was on televi sion. Robert would eventually find out from Dane County Sheriff s Office deputies that hi s son, 
Jason, and his two roommates were murdered over a sports wager that was supposed to have taken place. 

Key.~ete Lu~cheo~: M.ark Lippare~i 

Mark Lipparelli is the former Chairman of the Nevada State Gaming Control Board (NSGC). In 20111, Mark was named to 
an Advisom, Panel on S........................‘...............................................................p~rts Wa~erin~ to the International Olvm ic Committee. Prior to his ~__~_~?_~___~_~_~2~)_[}: ............ 



Mark held various positions with the gaming industu’s leading technology companies and led organizations, which developed 
indust~ leading products used by casinos worldwide. Mark is a frequent speaker and writer for international industo~ trade 

shows and conferences, and is frequently quoted in national press, trade publications and local media in relation to his 
indust~, expertise. Mark will share his experience in both the public and private gaming industry and his view on how 

technology and social media will continue to revolutionize the gaming and sports wagering indust~,. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 violations involving athletics administrators and coaches. 

Compliance administrators from institutions located in the State of Nevada will share their best practices regarding 
sports wagering education and monitoring. 

Please ~oi~ow instructions below to secure a hotel room reservation° 

F~i~ield inn & Suites by Marriott - I~dianapoiis I~owntow~ 

501 West Washington Street, IndianapNis, indiana 46225 

Call 866/704-264g - Group Code SWSSWSB or go online at: 

Box 62~2~ t(p..diap..~poiis~ £N 46206 

Click h9£9 to be removed .@ore this mailing list, 

Click .hg.!2e. [o view ou< p~qvscy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Sports Wagering Staff <sbdckell@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:24 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Don’t miss the 2013 NCAA Sports Wagering Conference! 

2{}13 

October 8 and 9, 2013 
NCAA National Office, Indianapolis, Indiana 

There is no registration feeo 
To register contact Suzanne Brickell at ~~a, or,,. 

Thins year’s eve;{;~ts 

¯ {~adh, Bet, the Jase~ M.cG~iga.~ Ste.rv 

Robert McGuigan, father of Jason McGuigan, will share his family’s sto*7 and the tragic event that changed his life forever. 
On Thursday, June 26, 2003, Robert McGuigan was at home when he received a call from his son’s best friend who said his 

son’s house was on televi sion. Robert would eventually find out from Dane County Sheriff s Office deputies that hi s son, 
Jason, and his two roommates were murdered over a sports wager that was supposed to have taken place. 

Key.~ete Lu~cheo~: M.ark Lippare~i 

Mark Lipparelli is the former Chairman of the Nevada State Gaming Control Board (NSGC). In 20111, Mark was named to 
an Advisom, Panel on S........................‘...............................................................p~rts Wa~erin~ to the International Olvm ic Committee. Prior to his ~__~_~?_~___~_~_~2~)_[}: ............ 



Mark held various positions with the gaming industu’s leading technology companies and led organizations, which developed 
indus%~ leading products used by casinos worldwide. Mark is a frequent speaker and writer for international industo~ trade 

shows and conferences, and is frequently quoted in national press, trade publications and local media in relation to his 
indust~, expertise. Mark will share his experience in both the public and private gaming industry and his view on how 

technology and social media will continue to revolutionize the gaming and sports wagering indust~,. 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 violations involving athletics administrators and coaches. 

Compliance administrators from institutions located in the State of Nevada will share their best practices regarding 
sports wagering education and monitoring. 

Please ~oi~ow instructions below to secure a hotel room reservation° 

F~i~ield inn & Suites by Marriott - I~dianapoiis I~owntow~ 

501 West Washington Street, IndianapNis, indiana 46225 

Call 866/704-264g - Group Code SWSSWSB or go online at: 

Ciick h@.[9 ":,:o forw~rd ":,:i~is m~-’.iling with your persots~i mess~-:ge, 

P,O, Box 6222, Indianapolis, tN 46206 

Click h9£9 to be removed from this mailing list, 

Click .h~’j:.e. to view ou< p~ivacy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:14 AM 

Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:36 PM 

’Carlson, Kara’ 
Vangelder, Marielle A 

Additional Info 

plan for future certifications.pdf 

Hey Kara, 

See attached for the additional information you requested. 

let me know. Thanks!! 

Hopefully this is sufficient but if you need anything else, just 

Lance 

Lance Markes 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



September 19, 2013 

NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Waivers Committee 
NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indimmpolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Committee: 

Please accept this additional information in support of the waiver of NCAA initial-eligibiliu 
requirements for Mr. , a student-athlete for the at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). 

During the academic year, when it was identified the Mr.       was taking online classes through 
High School, it was not clearly understood what measures would need to be 

taken in order to ensure that the courses would be acceptable per NCAA non-traditional course 
legislation. Classes taken directly through             were acceptable, however those administered 
by       HIS were later deemed to not be acceptable per the high school review team. In the future, 
UNC will work to address school-level approval issues at the time they appear. While student-specific 
issues are not reviewed following the original evaluation by the Eligibili~ Center until after the student 
graduates, the school-specific issues may be addressed at any time. In addition, the need to review 
already approved programs administered by other high schools is understood and, as this practice 
becomes more prevalent, something that we roll be better able to identiB! and address in a timelier 
manner. 

If you have any questions, please contact my office. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

cc: Marielle vm~Gelder, Associate Athletics Director 



From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:53 PM 

To: ’Carlson, Kara’ 
Subject: RE: 

Great - thanks Kara!! 

Fro~= Carlson, Kara [mailto:kcarlson@ncaaoorg] 
Seat= Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:4,8 PN 
To-" Markos, Lance M 
Subject= 

Hi Lance, 

NCAA staff has approved the initial-eligibility waiver for          . Thus, the SA may practice, compete and receive 

athletically related financial aid during the initial year of full-time enrollment. An email from Requests and Self Reports 

Online has been sent to provide notice that a staff decision has been reached. Upon receiving the email, please log into 

RSRO, select the case and view the "Decision" screen to accept the staff decision. In the meantime, you may use this 

email as documentation of the staff decision. We wish     the best both academically and athletically. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Kara Carlson 
Assistant Director 

NCAA Eligibility Center 

P.O. Box 7110 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Fax: 317-968-5103 

NCAA Questions ? Carl 877-262-1492 or Emaii ecinfb@nc~, or~ 
To learn about the new 2016 academic standards go to ..w.....w....~2:.:~#:!p...[.r..L!5.3..:.p...r..2. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 
Friday, September 20, 2013 7:54 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 20, 2013 9:25 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Lance Markos. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Friday, September 20, 2013 9:33 AM 

’Marz, Matthew’ 

RE: 

Hey Matt, 

Just circling back on and his amateurism certification. See the attached for a letter from 
along with that were requested. Hopefully this’ll wrap up per the 

used for the previous six months before he got to UNC. If you need anything else, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

he 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.un.c.edu 



[Th.is message is not out of order, it was attached to the message above,] 

Thursday, September :19, 20:13 3:24 AM 

Markos, Lance M 

schedule ,xisx 

Hi Lance, 

I am writing to confirm that           competed in a number of                             in 

year, outlined in the attached spread sheet and           allowed him to qualify for the 

Without these he would not have being permitted to enter 

earlier this 

I hope that will continue to be able to similar events in the future to post for the 

If you require any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards 



[Th.is message is not out of order, it was attached along with with th.e message above.] 

~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:22 PM 

Markos, Lance M 

RE: 
Tee - NCAA eligibility letter 2,pdf 

Hi Lance, 

See attached letter. 

Please let me know if you require any further information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 20 September 2013 1:08 AN 

Subject: RE: 

Hey      , 

Thanks so much for putting this together for Three quick things from my end and I think we can wrap this up. 

First, I also have 

me know° 

in the             in    - would this event also help him qualify, 

? If so, could you add that to the list along with the required     ? If not, just let 

Second, would any in any of these events qualify for the 

if they ? If so, could you include that in your letter? If it was lust applicable to 

state that? Whatever the case is, just add that to your letter. 

, could you 

And third, would you mind throwing all of this on to 

be as official as possible when I send it: to the NCAA. 

letterhead and emailing it my way? I just want it to 

you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Lance Marl~os 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
rna rkos~ emailoUnC.e~/t~ 

F:ror~: 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:24 AM 

To: Plarkos, Lance PI 
Co: 
Subject: 

Hi Lance, 

I am writing to confirm that           competed in a number of                             in 

year, outlined in the attached spread sheet and           allowed him to qualify for the 

. Without these he would not have being permitted to enter 

earlier this 

I hope that will continue to be able to similar events in the future to post for the 

If you require any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me, 

Kind regards 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 7:24 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

Division I~ Charnpionsl~ips Co~ittee examines bracketing principles 
The Committee plans to weigh the fiscal implications of bracket expansion in the future. 

Division ~l~ Champions~ips Committee ~pdates 
Highlights from the most recent Division Ill Championships Committee meeting. 

New format approved for Division ~ women’s golf Championship 
The Division I ChampionshipslSports Management Cabinet reviewed a format recommendation fiom the Division I Women’s 
Golf Committee and approved the use of a stroke play/match play format that would provide for the use of match play to 
determine the national team champion, starting in 2015. 

The Division I Championships!Sports Management Cabinet adopted a policy to specify that the NCAA will pay expenses for all 
play-in contests in championships and that all teams in the bracket will be considered participants in the championship, including 
those teams participating in the play-in contests. 

Women’s Basketball White Paper Su~mit to take place Monday 
A who’s who list that includes conference representatives, campus athletics administrators, women’s basketball head coaches, 
an on-court official, television executives and other stakeholders are set to gather for the NCAA Women’s Basketball White 
Paper Summit Monday in Indianapolis. 

Mo~e News 

LATEST ~E~BERSH~P UPDATES 
2013~14 NCAA Drug~Testing Progra~ Appea~s Process 
To appeal the penalty for a positive NCAA drug test, institutions should follow this process 

NCAA 2013-14 Championship Drug~Testing Site Coordinator Manua~ 
NCAA 2013-14 Championship Drug-Testing Site Coordinator Manual This information should be used as a resource for 
institutions or organizations hosting an NCAA post-season championship 

Division ~ Arnateuris~ Fact~Finding Co~ittee 
Main Page to the Division I Amateurism Fact-Finding Committee 

Division I Recr~iti~g and Athletics Personne~ issues Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Recruiting Cabinet Home Page 

Division I Penalty Structure Matrix 2013-14 
Division [ Penalty Structure Matrix 2013-14 

September 2014 Repor~ 
The September Report from the Disivision I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet Meeting is now available on NCAA org 

NCAA Division [ Academic Progress Rate APR [~proven~ent Plan Resources 
APR Improvement Plan Resources 



Division ~ Amate~lds~n Cabi~et 
The June 2012 teleconference materials have been posted 

NCAA Master 

© 2013 N CAA 



Mitchell, Betty (Enf Contractor) < bmitchell@ncaa.org > 

Monday, September 23, 2013 8:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Folt, Carol Lynn; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, Beth; 

jswofford@theacc.org; Markos, Lance M 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill-- 

NC Chapel Hill     .pdf; ATT00001.c 

Please note that this case was processed as secondary and the decision was rendered in accordance with the 
provisions of the previous enforcement structure. This electronic letter is the only notification you will receive 
from the NCAA regarding the disposition of the caseo If you have questions or need additional information, 
please contact A. Faith English at ~?.~!g!.i..~i[?.!..’.i~.~!g?.~).~]::.~).gg or 317-917-6013. 

Best regards, 

Betty G. Mitchell (En.f Contractor) 

AdminLstr~tive Coordin~tor of Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

One NCAA Plaza 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:t.7-9:t.7-6534 



July 30, 2013 

fel~-~hone: 317/.q17o~222 

Shipping/Overnight Ad#ress: 

Mr. Lance Markos 
Di rector of Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear iMr. Markos: 

This is m reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s March 8, 2013, 
report in response to your Februau 27, 2013, submission to student-athlete reinstatement 
concerning a violation of NCAA rules involving                student-athlete 

(Requests/Self-Reports Online Case No. )0 

Please note that the :matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was detem~ined that a violation occurred, based on 
the facts from the Requests/Self-Reports Online summarization. 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondao," and that 
no timber action should be taken by the NCAA enfbrcement staff m the ma~er. 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case arc appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Chappcll 
Enforcement Staff 

PC:fe/ 

Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunnmgham 
Chancellor Carol FoE 
Ms. Beth Miller 
Mro John Swofford 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lori Thomas <lthomas@ncaa.org > 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:00 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Scholarship Announcement 

NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement 
:Postgraduate Scholarship for 

Careers in Athletics 

This is to announce that applications are now being accepted for the 2014-15 Ethnic Minority 
and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate Scholarship. The scholarships are for ethnic 
minorities and women interested in pursuing an advanced degree in a sports-related field. 

The NCAA awards 13 scholarships to ethnic minorities and 13 scholarships to women 
college graduates who will be entering their initial year of postgraduate studies. The one-time 
$7,500 scholarships are non-renewable grants awarded once per school year. 

Awardees of the scholarship must be entering their initial year of postgraduate studies during 
the 2014-15 academic year and have been accepted into a sports administration or other 
program that will help the applicant obtain a career in intercollegiate athletics. Awardees 
must be a full-time student at all times while using the award 

The application deadline is Monday, December 16. Applicants can apply using the NCAA 
Program Hub submission system. For access to the online submission system, you may log 
onto ~.~s :i/web ]l ~r~caa. o~: ~./(: RSiexecil o~. 

Official transcript(s) must be uploaded into the system, not later than December 16, in order 
for the application to be considered. 

Thank you for your support of the NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement 
Scholarship. If you have any questions, please contact Lori Thomas at lthomas(@lcaa.org or 
317/917-6683. 

was sent by: N~AA 



Click he~e to be ~emoved ~om this maiti~g list, 

Click .l~?.!:e., t:o view o(~ [~riw~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iwolf@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:07 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2014 NCAA Division ]:Wrestling Championships - Ticket Request 

TO: Selected Athletics Directors of NCAA Institutions that Sponsor Division I Wrestling. 

The University of Oklahoma and the Oklahoma City All Sports Association are pleased to host the 20114 NCAA 
Division I Wrestling Championships, March 20-22, at Chesapeake Energy Arena in Oklahoma City. The 
purpose of this communication is to provide information pertaining to institutional ticket requests for the 
champioi~ships. 

As a reminder, under the new process for allocating seat locations, all institutions will have access to purchase 
seats in the lower bowl. The number of seats allocated to each institution will vau and will depend on the 
institution’s finish at the 2013 NCAA Division I Wrestling Championships. For the 2014 championships, 
approximately 9,200 tickets will be available for institutional purchases. Each institution that submits a request 
for tickets will be allotted a maximum number of seats in the lower bowl as noted below. All other seats within 
the institution’s allotment will be located in the upper level of the venue. 

Minimum Number of 
2013 Place Finish 

Lower Bowl Seats 

I to 10 120 
11 to 20 18 
21 to 30 10 

31 to 40 8 

411 to 50 6 

51 to 77 4 

Due to the stroi~g demand for tickets, we ask that you give careful consideration to your ticket request. Ticket 
needs for any student-athlete who qualifies from your institutio~ must be handled out of your ticket 
allocati on o When all ocati ng ti ckets, the committee will attempt to accomm odate the total number of tickets 
requested; however, if the number of tickets requested by all institutions exceeds the number of tickets available 
for institutional purposes, then the number of tickets allocated to each institution may be reduced, in this 
instance, the maximum number of seats in the lower bowl will be adjusted accordingly. 

Following the determination of each institution’s allocation, institutions will be notified and invoiced [~r that 
allocation. Each institution will be financially responsible for a miniraurn of 80 percent of the tickets 
allocated. Institutions have until Januau 3, 2014, to cancel up to a maximum of 20 percent of their 
allocation. Written notification regarding the cancellation must be submitted to Loft Wolf (!.}?:.c.2.1..~)2?..~2.~..c..;.a..g.:..(.~,;g) at 



the NCAA National Office by the Januau 3 deadline. Payment for the remaining tickets must be received 
by aannary 17. Tickets will not be mailed to your institution nntil payment has been received. 

ONLINE TICKET RI~QUEST PROCESS 

Login Instructions: When you first click the link below, you will need to begin to type your institution’s name 
and then you must select it from the drop-down list. After clicking on the wrestling logo, you will be asked to 
log in to your account. You will need to select "I am an Existing User" and enter the email address you 
received this ticket offer at or your NC A A institutional l ogin/ID number. If you are unsure of your password, 
click the "I forgot my password" link and instructions for resetting your password will be sent to the email 
address referenced above. 

Click HERE to request your tickets. You mnst snbmit your institntional request by 5 pomo Eastern time, 
Friday, October 18. 

An all-session ticket includes six individual sessions and, based on location, three ticket price levels are 
available at $215, $185 and $150. Your allocation may be located in one or more of the price levelso If your 
institution does not wish to have any seats in the lower bowl, please noti~, Ms. Wolf (lw -~l~:mmor~0 of this at 
~he time your request is submitted. Please note that completing an online ticket request does not guarantee that 
your institution will receive the requested number of tickets. You will receive a final confirmation of the 
number of tickets allocated to your institution by November I. 

In order to facilitate institutional tickets sales, we request your cooperation in adhering to the following 
schedule. Failure to do so could result in a financial penalty per NCAA Bylaw 31.1.11. 

October 18: Deadline to submit online ticket request. 

November 1: NCAA to confirm ticket allocations and invoice institutions for tickets. 

aannary 3:    Institutions must notify the NCAA via email (lwo~~\g~)ncaa.or¢,) if they wish to return up to a 
maximum of 20 percent of their ticket allocationo 

Jannary 17: Deadline for receipt of payment for tickets. Failure to meet this deadline may result in a 
financial penalty. 

Late Febr~ary: Tickets shipped to institutions. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Wolf at 317/917-6514 or !.}~!S?!.f.@.*!.~.g.:.9.rg. We look forward to 
seeing you in Oklahoma City. 

FREOUF, NTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 



Q: Where do I go to request tickets’? 

A: Please visit 

Q: I type in my institution’s name, but all I get is a blank screen. 

A: You are required to select your institution’s name from the dropdown menu. Once you begin to type the 
first few letters of your institution’s name, the dropdown menu will appear. Please note that it takes a few 
seconds for the menu to generate, but it will appear. You will not be directed to the correct ticket offer if you 
simply type in the name and hit enter. 

Q: Am I considered an existing user or a new user? 

A: Each Dix;ision i institution has an account that has been created for it, so you are an existing user. You may 
log in using your institutional loginilD number or the athletics director’s emai] address and password. 

Q: I am t~ing to log in and it says that the offer is restricted. 

A: The account that has been created is tied directly to the athletics director’s email address. This was done 
intentionally so that all ticket requests for any NCAA championship are housed with the institution and not with 
several individuals at each institution. Therefore, a ticket manager or other individual may submit the ticket 
request, but it must be done by logging in with either the institutional loginiID number or the athletics director’s 
email address and pass~vord 

Q: i have entered my email address and selected the "I forgot my Password" link, but I never received the new 
password 

A: Refer to the issue above. The athletics director’s email address must be used as the offer is tied to his/her 
email address. If the athletics director is unsure of his/her password, the "I forgot my Password" link should be 
used and instructions for generating a new password will be sent to the athletics director’s email address. 

Q: I am the one responsible for our institution’s ticket requests, is it possible to have the email address on the 
account switched to my email address? 

A: No, the account will remain under the athletics director’ s email address. Please refer to the two prior 
issues. 

Q: The system is asking me to answer several security questions in order to generate a new password, but I 
either don’t kno~v the answers to the questions or it says my answers do not match those on fileo 



A: If you receive this message and have ~o way of determining what the a~swers should be, please email Ms. 
Wolf at Iwolf(~aa.or~, in order to reset the account’s password. Your athletics director will recei’~e an email 
in structing him/her to reset the pass~vord 

Q: Will there be an opportunity to purchase additional tickets in the event that our institution has a student- 
athlete who does not qualify for the championships until March’? 

A: Yes, a limited quantity of tickets is being held [Br ~late qualifiers." The late-qualifier ticket request form 
will. be distributed in March. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:00 PM 

Timmermans, Tom 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: NCAA Division :[ Academic Performance 

Program 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 

Thank you for your work to date inputting the required NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) data. As a 

reminder, this data must be submitted to the NCAA six weeks from the start of the institution’s fall classes. Based on 
information supplied by your institution, your institution’s data is due within seven days. This is simply a courtesy 

reminder email to all of the institution’s APP users of this upcoming due date. 

As a reminder, the legislated penalty for not submitting the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate and Academic 

Performance Census data by the deadline is to render all of the institution’s teams and student-athletes ineligible for 

postseason competition. 

If the institution has mitigating circumstances that prevent it from meeting the designated deadline, an extension of the 

deadline may be submitted to the NCAA using the institutional Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi) 

website: To access the website, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from 

the My Applications section. Click on the "Academic Performance Program" tab, and then select the "APP Data Deadline 

Extension Form" to complete the online extension request. Additional instructions are provided on this website. 

Please do not reply to this email. If your institution believes it has already submitted the data, please contact the NCAA 

staff: 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 
mdejulio@ncaa,org bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Again, this message is simply a reminder of the due date. If your institution is aware of the deadline and working on 

final updates to your data before submission, the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance appreciates 

your efforts. 

Thank you. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:00 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: NCAA Division :[ Academic Performance 

Program 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 

Thank you for your work to date inputting the required NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) data. As a 

reminder, this data must be submitted to the NCAA six weeks from the start of the institution’s fall classes. Based on 
information supplied by your institution, your institution’s data is due within seven days. This is simply a courtesy 

reminder email to all of the institution’s APP users of this upcoming due date. 

As a reminder, the legislated penalty for not submitting the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate and Academic 

Performance Census data by the deadline is to render all of the institution’s teams and student-athletes ineligible for 

postseason competition. 

If the institution has mitigating circumstances that prevent it from meeting the designated deadline, an extension of the 

deadline may be submitted to the NCAA using the institutional Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi) 

website: To access the website, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from 

the My Applications section. Click on the "Academic Performance Program" tab, and then select the "APP Data Deadline 

Extension Form" to complete the online extension request. Additional instructions are provided on this website. 

Please do not reply to this email. If your institution believes it has already submitted the data, please contact the NCAA 

staff: 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 
mdejulio@ncaa,org bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Again, this message is simply a reminder of the due date. If your institution is aware of the deadline and working on 

final updates to your data before submission, the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance appreciates 

your efforts. 

Thank you. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zonder, Michael <mzonder@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:24 PM 

Ille, Vince 

RE: AFAM 

Follow IJp Nag: Follow up 

Nag Status: Completed 

Virlce,, 

You are correct in your assessment resarding the situation involving the AFAM department. Thank you for the time and 

effort that you and others working with you on campus have devoted to engaging with these issues° The cooperation 

exhibited by Chancellor Folt and her staff is especially appreciated. 

PJease contact me should you have any other questions regarding this matter. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:36 PH 
To: Zonder, Nichael 
$~bject: AFAP1 

Mike, 

As you know, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and NCAA enforcement staffhave engaged in 
regular and ongoing communication regarding issues pertaining to the institution’s department formerly known 
as African and Afro-American Studies. This has included all of the various internal and external reviews and 
reports, as well as media coverage. It is my understanding that, based on the available information, no 
additional investigation regarding these issues is being contemplated by the NCAA enforcement staff, nor does 
the staffbelieve that any modification of the infractions case that ~vas completed on March 12, 2012 is 
necessary o Can you please confirm or correct this assessment? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 



This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unautho~-ized and may be illegal. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:16 PM 

’Marz, Matthew’ 

RE: 

Hey Matt, 

Figured I’d try it one more time. 

Lance 

Hopefully it gets through this time. Thanks!! 

Lance Markes 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



ITi]is message is n.ot out of o~’de~" it was attach.ed to tl~e message above.] 

~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Thursday, September :19, 20:13 3:24 AM 

Markos, Lance M 

schedule ,xisx 

Hi Lance, 

I am writing to confirm that           competed in a number of                             in 

year, outlined in the attached spread sheet and           allowed him to qualify for the 

Without these he would not have being permitted to enter 

earlier this 

I hope that will continue to be able to similar events in the future to post for the 

If you require any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards 



[This mess~-~ge is not out of order, it was also attached to the message above.] 

Se~t: 
To: 

Attachments: 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:22 PM 

Markos, Lance M 

RE: 

- NCAA eligibility letter 2.pdf 

Hi Lance, 

See attached letter. 

Please let me know if you require any further information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 20 September 2013 1:08 AN 

Subject; RE: 

Hey      , 

][hanks so much for putting this together for Three quick things from my end and I think we can wrap this up. 

First, I also have 

me know° 

in the             in    - would this event also help him qualify, 

? If so, could you add that to the list along with the required     ? if not, just let 

Second, would any in any of these events qualify for the 

if they ? If so, could you include that in your letter? If it was lust applicable to 

state that? Whatever the case is, just add that to your letter. 

, could you 

And third, would you mind throwing all of this on to 

be as official as possible when I send it: to the NCAA. 

letterhead and emailing it my way? I just want it to 

you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Lance Marl~os 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
rna rkos~ emailoUnC.e~/t~ 

F:ror~: 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:24 AM 

To: Plarkos, Lance PI 
Co: 
Subject: 

Hi Lance, 

I am writing to confirm that           competed in a number of                             in 

year, outlined in the attached spread sheet and           allowed him to qualify for the 

. Without these he would not have being permitted to enter 

earlier this 

I hope that will continue to be able to similar events in the future to post for the 

If you require any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me, 

Kind regards 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hanner, William <whanner@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:38 PM 
Hanner, Willianq 

2013-14 Coaches Officiating Video 

MEMO Head Coaches Officiating Videoopdf 

Good afternoon, 

Please see the attached memo regarding access for the Head Basketball Coach to view the 2013~14 Coaches Officiating 

Video. Please make sure that after selecting your Division and Conference Affiliation you type your institutions name 

into the required box. Best of luck with your 2013-14 season. 

Sincerely, 

William Hanner 
Assistant Coordinator of Men’s Basketball Championships 

NCAA P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46202-6222 

(w):317/917-6490 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

September 26, 2013 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Primary Conference Contacts for NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s 
Basketball. 

Brad Taylor 
Assistant Director of the Division I Men’s Basketball Chmnpionship 

Tma Krah 
Director of the Division I Women’s Baskefball Championship. 

2013-14 N CAA Officiating Website Access and Officiating Video 
Viewing Requirements. 

The 2013-14 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Basketball Rules Changes and Officiating 
Areas of Concern videos will be available online through the NCAA officiating website 
managed by ArbiterSportso These videos summarize the 2013-14 rules changes and 
outline the areas of concern using video clips for clarification. Head men’s and women’s 
basketball coaches will receive complimentary access to the officiating website to view 
the video and stay informed throughout the year. Each head coach must view the video m 
its entirety to comply with NCAA rules. The video will be available for coaches to view 
Friday, September 27 with the deadline to complete of Wednesday, November 6, 2013. 

WoK[len ~ 

Video 

To ensure we are able to verify that each head coach completed watching the rules video 
in its entirety please instruct them complete the Guest Book sign-in :form at the start of the 
video. 

Please contact either of us at 3171917-6222 if you have any questions or concerns. Tha~k 
you in advance for your assistance. 

TKiBLT:kc 

cc: NCAA Division I Conference Commissioners, Athletic Directors and Head Coaches 
Selected NCAA Staff" Members 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

ajschae@uncaaounc.edu 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org/waivers/edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:17 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:36 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; ]:lie, Vince 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Markos, Lance M 
Friday, September 27, 20:13 4:47 PM 

’Britsch, Susan’ 
RE: Waiver request - 

Hey Susan, 

I’m hoping to have everything to you early next week.         was going to knock her part out and I’ve got the bones 

of mine ready to go. Hopefully we’ll have it knocked out soon. Thanks and have a great weekend!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of’ Compliance 

University, of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 

From: Britsch, Susan [mailto:sbritsch@ncaa,org] 
Sent; Friday, September 27, 20:13 9:24 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Waiver request - 

Hi Lance, 

I hope all is well - thanks for updating the grid in the system. 

Just a quick reminder that we will need a short, signed statement uploaded in the system from both you and the SA 

explaining the reasons for the deficiency to issue the final decision -standard documentation per the directive. 

Let me know once they have been uploaded and we can move forward. 

Thanks! 

Susan Britsch 
Assistant Director 
~NCAA [ Academic and Membership Affairs 

Phone: 317~917-6597 

Email: sbritsch@ncaa~org 

~ Ple.-c~se consider the ~nv~ror~ment bef,:,re ~:~rh-~t~n9 th~s emt~L 



This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidentia! and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be ilIegal. 



NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 7:11 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

Executive Committee to gradually restore Penn State scholarships 
Due to Penn State’s continued progress toward ensuring athletics integrity, the NCAA Executive Committee is gradually 
restoring football scholarships the university lost because of sanctions more than a year ago. 

Rules reform contin~es on new path 
Late last month, a group of athletics directors, senior woman administrators and compliance practitioners representing all 
subdivisions of Division I gathered in Indianapolis to take the next step toward shaping the next phase of rules reform. The 
approach was a new one intended to bring together those who think about the rules on a high level and those who must apply 
them daily. 

Sumreit gat~ering provides step to t~e fut~re of wor~en’s basketbal~ 
Participants in the Women’s Basketball White Paper Summit came out with a consensus opinion that the Women’s Final Four 
should be moved a weekend later with a Friday-Sunday format and that the top 16 seeds should host first- and second-round 
games for future Division I Women’s Basketball Championships. 

The Division II Membership Committee and Management Council Subcommittees reviewed information related to several 
schools’ standing in the membership application process. 

Division I~ Championships Committee exar~#~e~ bracketing principles 
The Committee plans to weigh the fiscal implications of bracket expansion in the future. 

More News ,~:~ 

LATEST [~IE[~IBERSHIP UPDATES 

NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

Division ~ AmateMrism Cabinet 
The June 2012 teleconference materials have been posted 

MEMBERSHIP APPUCAT~ON FORMS 
NCAA Membership Application Forms 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2013 N CAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ghiloni, Danielle <dghiloni@ncaa.org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:00 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Re: Voicemail 

Marielle, 

Thank you for reaching out to me. I had an initial question regarding the bylaw citation in the case, however, that case 

was assigned to another reinstatement staff member since I will be out on business travel this week. She will be in 

contact with you shortly. 

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Danielle Ghiloni 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:34 AM 

’dghiloni@ncaaoorg’ 

Voicemail 

Good Morning Danielle- 

I’m sorry I missed your call on Friday. I left you a voicemail this morning, but realize you will be out of the office this 

week. Please let me know if there is anything you need from UNC relative to one of our pending SAR cases. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu<mailto:mvangelder@unc.edu> 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:51 PM 

Vangelder, Marieile A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kevin Lennon <k ennon@ncaa org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:15 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

NCAA Student-Athlete Likeness Litigation: NCAA awaitin9 information about reported 

settlement by EA, CLCflMG and plaintiffs’ counsel, 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

September 30, 2013 

TO: Chancellors a~d Presidents ] 
Directors of _Atkdetics ] 
Faculty." Athletics Representatives ] 
Semor Compliance Admi~istrators ] 
Semor Wonmn Administrators ]. 

of Institutions Sponsori~g 
NCAA Division I Sports 

FROM: Kevin Lmmon 
Vice President of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Student-Athlete Likeness Litigation: NCAA _Awaiti~g I~fforrnation About Reported 
Settlement b3’ EA, CLCilMG and Plaintiffs’ Counsel. 

Electrm~ic Arts (EA), Collegiate Licensing Compaw (CLCiIMG), and plaintiffs’ counsel am~ounced a proposed 
settlemem of the NCAA Studem _Athlete Likeness Litigation (O’Barmon a~d Keller). TNs action would lead to 
the dismissal of EA and CLCiIMG if the proposal is accepted by the Court. Some in the membership have 
asked about potential impact on tNs proposal on member institutions and student-athletes. The NCAA has not 
been provided tt~e proposed terms of settlement, so we caunot provide you with the answers to ym~r q~estions at 
this point. We have been asking for the terms to be provided to the NCAA by’ the other parties, but they have 
refused to provide tNs reformation to the NCAA. You may contact EA and/or CLCflMG to request the 
setdemem terms and to discuss potential impact upon your institution and student-atNetes as it relates to 
specific agreements your institution may have with them. We will update you when we are in a position to 
provide you guidance. 

KCL:dks 



This ~-smait was se~?, 
P,O, Box 6222, ]:~:di~:apoiis, ]N 46206 

Click 13~.!1~’. to be r,-smoved from this maiti~l list, 

Click here to vie’~s, ou~ tbri~/~-~cy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:42 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: APP Data Confirmation 

This email serves as notification that your institution’s NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP} data has 

been submitted to the NCAA. The NCAA staff is in the process of validating the data and once this process has been 

completed, an email will be sent to all of your institution’s APP users regarding the next steps in the process, confirming 

the data’s accuracy and requesting APR corrections and adjustments. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions regarding NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate data can be directed to 

the NCAA staff. 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

9~L3/397-7668 33~7/9:17-66:[3 

mdejulio@ncaa,org    bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Thank you. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:42 AM 

Timmermans, Tom 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: APP Data Confirmation 

This email serves as notification that your institution’s NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP} data has 

been submitted to the NCAA. The NCAA staff is in the process of validating the data and once this process has been 

completed, an email will be sent to all of your institution’s APP users regarding the next steps in the process, confirming 

the data’s accuracy and requesting APR corrections and adjustments. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions regarding NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate data can be directed to 

the NCAA staff. 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

9~L3/397-7668 33~7/9:17-66:[3 

mdejulio@ncaa,org    bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Thank you. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:42 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill: APP Data Confirmation 

This email serves as notification that your institution’s NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP} data has 

been submitted to the NCAA. The NCAA staff is in the process of validating the data and once this process has been 

completed, an email will be sent to all of your institution’s APP users regarding the next steps in the process, confirming 

the data’s accuracy and requesting APR corrections and adjustments. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions regarding NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate data can be directed to 

the NCAA staff. 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

9~L3/397-7668 33~7/9:17-66:[3 

mdejulio@ncaa,org    bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Thank you. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 i0:04 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 i0:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:41 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom; thouston@ncaa.or9 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:43 PM 

Markos, Lance M 
NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

The academic certification staff has provided some 
updates this month regarding: 

1. Final certifications; 
2. Preliminary certifications; 
3. Early academic qualifiers; and 
4. Midyear enrollees (winter/spring 2014). 

Read More 

1. Be sure your prospective student-athlete is on a 
current Institutional Request List (i.e., 13114 
cycle). 

2~ Be sure your prospective student-athlete has 
entered the correct enrollment period. 

3. Be sure your prospective student-athlete 
includes al_jl sports participation information (i.e., 
club teams, expenses, prize money/awards 
etc~). 

4. On international cases, be sure your 



prospective student-athlete completes al__[I 
academic tasks. *Please note: the vast majority 
of international cases pending review are still 
missing this information° Click here to learn 
why this is important. 
Be sure your prospective student-athlete enters 
any previous full-time enrollment at ~n~! college 
or university (startlend dates) in the Education 
tab of the student’s "My Planner" page. 

To ensure that your PSA can compete this year, 
be sure he or she has requested final 
amateurism. Please note: One-third of fall 2013 
enrollees have not yet requested final 
amateurism~ 
As a reminder, beginning October 1, midyear 
enrollees can request final amateurism 
certification. The correct enrollment period for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling midyear 
is winter/spring 2014. 
At this time of year you may have late additions 
to IRLs and prospective student-athletes who 
are late registrants. Please allow one day after 
a prospective student-athlete has been added 
to the IRL or completed his/her amateurism 
questions before contacting the amateurism 
certification staff. If the prospective student- 
athlete has competition that day, contact the 
NCAA Eligibility Center customer service 
staff to request expedited review. Due to the 
amount of time a review may take, the 
amateurism certification staff cannot guarantee 
a decision by the time of competition. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
some reminders regarding: 

1. Academic certification processing; 
2~ IRL management; and 



3. Academic Certification Disclaimer. 

Read More 

Student-completed vs. NCAA Eligibility Center- 
completed tasks : Do you know how to determine 
whether a task must be completed by the student 
through hislher account on www.eli~center.orc[ or 
by the NCAA Eligibility Center? If the task states "This 
task will be automatically marked as ’Complete’..." the 
NCAA Eligibility Center will complete this task once the 
appropriate information is received (this usually occurs 
with the "SATIACT score" and "Official transcript 
needed" tasks). If this language is not present at the 
bottom of the task, then it is the student’s responsibility 
to complete the task once the needed information has 
been requestedlsent. Prevent delays in academic 
certification reviews by having your prospective 
student-athletes mark their tasks as complete once the 
required information is sent! 

How Courses Appear on a Transcript vs. the List of 
NOAA Courses: A frequently asked question is 
whether a course on a high school’s List of NCAA 
Courses is the same as the course on a student’s 
transcript. Ideally, course titles should mirror that 
which is present on the transcript. Not all changes are 
necessary, however. A resource available on the 
High School Portal explains the general rule of thumb. 

Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
Int’l. Callers: 3t7/22%0700 
Fax: 317/968-5100 

Click here to subscribe, 



If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 
removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your emai[ 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 01, 2013 5:07 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:50 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 03, 20:13 8:30 AM 

Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 

Management\" for further information, 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 03, 20:/L3 8:35 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional ~[nformation 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Lance Markos. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 03, 20:13:10:43 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Request for Additional :Information 

Additional information is needed for Case No. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lori Thomas <lthomas@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, October 03, 2013 3:53 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA-AFCA 2014 Future Football Coaches Academy 

October 3, 20113 

TO: Directors of Athletics ] 
Senior Woman Administrators ] -- of NCAA Member Institutions. 
Student-Athlete Affairs Administrators ] 
NCAA Head Football Coaches] 

FROM: Justin Paysinger 
Assi stant Director of Leadership Development. 

SUBJECT: 2014 NCAA and ’~CA Furore Football Coaches Academy. 

The 2014 NCAA and AFCA Future Football Coaches Academy (FFCA) application is nov,, 
open. Please feel free to forward this inform ati on along to any [Botball student-athletes who 
have recently completed their collegiate eligibility, graduate assistants, or first or second year 
coaches in your program. Keep in mind that coaches can be no more than three years 
removed from college graduation. 

FFCA is an educational opportunity where individuals who have recently completed their 
collegiate eligibility, and have a desire to enter the college football coaching profession, will 
learn about and explore football coaching careers with a primaD, focus on intercollegiate 
athletics. 

FFCA will take place Janua~, 12-14, 2014, in Indianapolis, Indiana in conjunction with the 
American Football Coaches Association convention. During the academy, participants will 
be educated on aspects of securing, managing and excelling as a coach at the intercollegiate 
level as they: 

Consider ho~v their personal values intersect with football coaching opportunities. 
Understand how behavioral styles impact individual effectiveness as a football coach. 
Gather information on personal growth and development within entD, level football 
coaching positions. 
Gain a realistic view of the role of an entD, level football coach in collegiate athletics. 
Examine the viability of pursuing a career as a football coach. 
Netw’ork with football coaching professionals from NCAA member institutions. 



Additionally, recognized football coaches and leaders will sewe as mentors to the participants 
addressing issues on a more personal basis and introduce them to fellow coaches and the various 
aspects of the American Football Coaches Association’s convention. 

All applicants must submit a resume (including two professional references) and a personal 
statement net later than Ne~’ember 11~. The selection process will be competitive as only 30 
individuals will be selected to participate in the academy. Therefore, in the personal statement, 
applicants need to ensure they discuss, in detail, the following: 

Why do you want to attend FFCA? 
What do you hope to gain from your experience at FFCA? 
How will this academy help as you begin your coaching cmTeer? 
What will be your philosophy a~d approach for developing your foofball student-athletes 
to ensure these yotmg men are prepared for life once their football career ends? 

To submit an application for the 2014 NCAA Future Football Coaches Academy, please visit to 
N(?AA Program Hub apply. Please contact me with any questions or concerns at 317/917-6036 
or ~~,oro-. CIick~r~’,toviewa .pdfversion of this information. 

JWP:lm 

PO go× 6222, ~[r:diar:apolis, IN 4.6206 

here to be r~moved from this ma~i~ I~st, 

C~ck here to v~e~, our prW~cy policy, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, October 06, 2013 7:16 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

D[[[ review: Reducing non-perfor~ance enhancing drug penalty 
At the 2014 Convention, the Division III membership will vote on legislation that would change the penalty for a first-time positive 
marijuana test at NCAA championships to the next 50 percent of the season of competition. 

Division ~l Chan~pionships Committee discusses selection criteria irnp~en~entation 
The Division II Championships Committee discussed how to implement new policies for the standardization of selection criteria 
used in determining postseason participants. 

Levinson named Wo~en’s Basketball Secretary~Ru[es Editor 
Jon Levinson has been hired as the NCAA secretary-rules editor of women’s basketball. He will shadow current SRE Debbie 
Wil[iamson for a year then take over for the 2014-15 season. 

Executive Committee to gradually restore Penn State scholarships 
Due to Penn State’s continued progress toward ensuring athletics integrity, the NCAA Executive Committee is gradually 
restoring football scholarships the university lost because of sanctions more than a year ago. 

Rules reform continues on new path 
Late last month, a group of athletics directors, senior woman administrators and compliance practitioners representing all 
subdivisions of Division I gathered in Indianapolis to take the next step toward shaping the next phase of rules reform. The 
approach was a new one intended to bring together those who think about the rules on a high level and those who must apply 
them daily. 

More News ,~:~ 

LATEST [~,SE[~,SBERSHIP UPDATES 
Division I Legislative Cou~ci~ 
NCAA Division I Legislative Council Home Page 

Division ~ Legislative Counci~ Subcorn[~ittee for Legislative Relief B~anket Waivers 
Division I SLR Blanket Waivers 

D~ Leadership Cotincil agenda and supplen~ents for October 23~24, 2013, ~eeting 
DI Leadership Council agenda and supplements for October 23-24, 2013, Meeting 

Coaches Recruiting Certification Test For I~stitutio~ Compliance Staff/Test Proctors 
Updates to the 2013-14 Division I New Legislation Summary 

2012-13 Web-Based Institutional Manua~ for NCAA Division ~ Academic Progress Rate In~provernent P~a~s 
Instructions on how to create and or updated an NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Improvement Plan 

Division I Amateurism Cabinet 
The updated June 20t3 teleconference report has been posted 

NCAA Division [ Academic Progress Rate APR #~proven~ent Plan Resources 
APR Improvement Plan Resources 



NCAA Division ~ Academic P~og~ess Rate h~p~oven~ent P~an 20i3~i4 R÷q~i~en~ents 
The first section of this document outlines the standards by which APR Improvement Plans will be reviewed to determine if an 
institution has implemented its improvement plan submitted for the previous academic year The second section of this document 
outlines the minimum requirements for a new or revised APR Improvement Plans 

NCAA Master 

2013 NCAA 



~Fo~n: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Convention <convention@ncaa.org > 

Monday, October 07, 2013 9:00 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Convention Early Registration Ends October 14th 

EARLY REGISTI~ATION ENDS OCTOBER 14! 

Click he~°e to register for the NCAA Convention, 

On October 15, the 2014 NCAA Convention registration fee for NCAA members 
increases from $250 to $375. Register to,lay! 

The registration fee includes one ticket to the Welcome Reception, Delegates Reception, 
Association Lunch and Delegates Breakfasts. In addition, attendees will have the 
opportunity to receive one ticket to the Keynote Luncheon and Honors Celebration on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 

PRELIIVlINARY OVERVIEW OF THE CONVENTION SCHEDULE OF EVENTS: 

WEDNESDAY~ 3ANUARY :[5 
Association-Wide Menu Sessions 

(continue Thursday) 
Keynote Luncheon 
Welcome Reception 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16 
Association Lunch and Program 
Opening Business Session 
Delegates Reception 
Division :[ Governance Dialogue 

(continues Friday) 

FRIDAY ~ANUARY ~L7 
Delegates Breakfast 
Division Programming for Delegates 
Reception for Presidents and Chancellors 
Honors Celebration 

SATURDAY, JANUARY :lL8 
Delegates Breakfast 
Division I Board of Directors 
Division I]: Business Session 
Division ][II Business Session 

Registration for the Division :[ Governance Dialogue continues through the NCAA Convention registration 
site, As a reminder, those registering for only the Dialogue will not have access to the full menu of 

Convention programming and events. Dialogue attendees are encouraged to register early to reserve a 
hotel room, 

A preliminary Convention schedule is available at ".&~t:~.&O.%~:..,.¢!:!:~iX~¢!~:h’~.O.~{’.¢-,..¢.... 

The San Diego Hilton Bayfront and San Diego Marriott Marquis and Marina will serve as time headquarter 
hotels for the 2014 NCAA Convention. Additional sleeping rooms may be available at the Omni San Diego 
Hotel and Hilton San Diego Gaslamp Quarter. 



Visit time NC&A Co~z~,~~ti~ web page for more Convention details! 

you no longer wish to receive additional NCAA Convention-specific emails, please click 
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From: NCAA Championships < NCAAChampsnewsDI@ncaa.org > 

Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:33 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Division I Championships News - October 2013 

’.."o vie;z, ~’.. o..’~lir~e ~e~s~or~ of this em~it, click here, 

Division I Championships News 

October 2013 Edition 

This communication is emailed to all Division I athletics directors, senior 
woman administrators, sports information directors, conference 
commissioners, conference senior woman administrators and head coaches of 
the applicable sports, based on contact information in the NCAA directory 
(membership database). This serves as the primary correspondence related to 
NCAA championships matters; continue to check individual sport pages at 
NCAA.org throughout the season. 

The next edition of Championships News will be distribnted Monday, 
November 4 and the first Monday of the month thereafter. Please take 
note of the information regarding NCAAconnect detailed under General 
Championships Information, 

lYor a quick reference to sport-specific information contained within, select any 
of the following: 

Mete’ s Basketball 
Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Bowling 
Men’s and Women’s Cross Coventry 
Men’s and Women’s Fen.c~ng 
F~e~d Hockey 
Football 
Mer~’ s @mr~astics 
Men’s Ice Hockey 
Me~’s m~d Women’s Rifle 
Me~’ s Soccer 



Women~ s Soccer 
Metz’s arid Women’s Swimmi% and Diving 

Men’s and Women’s Tennis 
Wome~s VdleybaI~ 

Men’ s Water Pd o 
Wonderers Wa~er Polo 
Wrestling 

General Championshii~s Information 

Site selection finalists announced! The finalists f~r each 
championship included in tt~e recent bid process will be announced 
Wednesday, October 30. Visit ~.~3.3..:.9.~g~.i..;~.~. or ~.~3.3..:.~:?.N. for more 
information. 

Additional bids needed. The NCAA is soliciting additional bids for 
the following championships in the current bid process (2014-15 
through 2017-18). To submit a bid, visit ..!i..h..!L.m...Ei..9..~.~.!!i.p...~.:.E.c.i.@:..9...r.g by 
October 18. 
-Cross Country Regionals ..... all years. 
-Skiing Championships - 2018. 

Adding a Preliminary-Round Bid. To submit a preliminau-round bid 
in the NCAA Championships Bid and Profile System, make sure you 
are on the Home tab and click "Start Bid" under the "Championships 
Available for Bidding" section. You will then be able to submit a 
budget and a facility information form. Some institutions have saved or 
submitted a budget by going directly to the Budget System tab. While 
your budget will be in the system, it will not give you an option for the 
facility information form that is also required. 

Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet. September 
report now available at the following link on ~5:i~5:i~Si:.,!.c.i.@:.:.9...r.g. 

Automatic Qualification: A~.~Iicati onideclaratio~ %rms for the 2014- 
15 academic year will be available to conferences October 14. The 
submission deadline for all sports is Februau 1, 2014. 

Notification of Conference Automatk Qualifier (to be completed by 
conference commissioner): Complete the online form to notif}" the 
NCAA sport committee and national office of your conference’s 
automatic qualifiers for 2013-14 championships. 

Membership Ticket Offers: All membership ticket requests will again 
be posted online at ncaa.orgitickets or by clicking .!:~:::.,.~:~)~ii.. More 
detailed information regarding sport-specific ticket offers will come 
directly from the NCAA and deadline reminders will be posted in 
upcoming newsletters. Information regarding ticket requests for the 
2014 NC AA Men’ s and Women’ s Fi hal Fours will be communicated to 
the membership in late October. Also as a reminder, ticket requests for 
the 2014 NCAA Division I Wrestling Championships are due by 5 p.m. 



Eastern time, Friday, October 

Sports 

Men’s Basketball 

NOTICE .... A marketing administrator at every Division I institution 
should have received an email September 10 from the NCAA regarding 
the launch of the 2.)1.~-14 NCAA Men’s Basketball Campus Activation 
Assistance Program, which includes a $2000 promotional allowance for 
each school, as well as other promotional resources, if your school did 
not receive the email, please contact the NCAA at 

and Women’s BasketbM! 

The 2013-14 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Basketball Rules Changes 
and Ot:ISciating Areas of Concern videos are available online through 
the NCAA officiating website managed by ArbiterSports. Each head 
coach must view the video in its entirety to comply with NCAA rules. 
The deadline for coaches to view the video is Wednesday, November 6, 
2013. The women’s video can be accessed here. 
And the men’s video is available here: 
Bid specilScations for 201%2020 Men’s and Women’s Final Fours are 
now available on www.ncaa.o~:gibids or by logging in to the NCAA 
Championships Bid and Profile System at 
.~..t..t..~...~.]/.~..h..k1~.p..i..;.~.~.~.!3.i.~...~.:.~3.i~:~.~.a..:..;.~1~g. Declaration of intent to Bid form for 
each championship is due by 5 p.m. Eastern Friday, October 11. 
DEADL~{NE ..... OCTOBER: 18: Sci~edules should be submitted to the 
stadsdcs site. SIDs received specific instructions via email on October 
1. 

Women’s Bowlin~ 

Events that implement the experimental lane maintenance rule are 
asked to complete a corresponding feedback survey for the committee’ s 
review next year. The survey is accessible by clicking }>Xg. ¯ 
To access the 2013-14 preseason memorandum that includes a playing 
rules notification and deadlines for this season’s forms and results, 
please click here. 
The deadline to submit your team’ s entire schedule in the NCAA online 
score reporting system is October 15 or 14 days prior to the start of 
your season, whichever is earlier. The link to access the system is 
(Note: You must be logged in to wwwmcaa.org for the link to 
function .) 
The deadline to submit your 2013-14 schedule certification form is 
October 15 or 14 days prior to the start of your season. The link to 
access the form is here. 

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country 



The pre-championships manual is now available on the Division I cross 
country landing page on NCAA.org Click here to access the manual, 

Men’s and Women’s Fencing 

The 2013-2014 season and championships update memo up can be 
f’oun d HERE. 
Please note date and rules changes that have taken effect for this year, 
An updated i!~.9..}y.¢!...)~.@.~!g...~.!2g!~.~ is now available. 
2014 ~gJ:~i~kf~.~..~J.~;.¢~..f~.X~f!:...d.~g.~. are now available, 

N~vember l: The 20113-2014 National Collegiate Men’s and Women’s 
Fencing Pre-championships Manual will be available~ The manual will 
contain policies and procedures governi ng the adm ini stration of the 
championships. 

Field Hockey 

~{....2~.:Q~..a.~.)I~...Q.~!s.)!.p...N..~I..~!A~..~!:..’ now available. The manual will contain 

poli ci es and procedures governing the admini stration of the 
championship, 
Host ~era~io~s Mam~d (preliminau rounds and finals) is now 
available. 

~2..{~{.~. are now being accepted, Click ~.~.~.¢ for the prelimina,T round bid 
checklist. 
The NCAA Division I Sports~’~ana~ement Cabinet has approved 
thnded play-in games and a new bracket structure effective at the 2013 
championship. Please review Section 2~3 and Appendix A of the Pre- 

2 ............... ).2 ............. .............................. (kamg :to~s{~ Man~aI for more information. 
SELECTIONS C~-~ANGE: The selection show is Sunday, November 
10, at 10 pro. Eastern time on www.ncaa.com. 

Football 

EXTENDED DEADLINE ..... OCTOBER 118 ..... ~)ervisor of Officials 
Cow,tact Informatio~ form due ~?om Commissioners of AQ eligible 
coni~rences. 
Mm~day, Oet~ber 7: ;~£~2g!l~.9.~.g.~..).~.0g~L@..t~...~.~.tJ:...N.}g.g.g~..~J..}. tBr hosting 
~preliminau-round competition will be available. 

~g.:.{~.~!~.!.!!>~.9.!.!~}!i.~?...~:~.{~.~!.!~. now available, The manual contains policies 
and procedures governing the administration of the championships, 
DEADIANE - November 18: Deadline to submit proposed budget and 
bid materials for hosting preliminau-round competition, 

~ ~en s Gymnastics 

November 4: Deadline for coaches to enter team schedules in to the 
f~]i........~I ro~.ter,com.72. .................................. system, 

Men’s ice Hockey 



Starting Monday, October 7 .... Scores from all matches shot the 
previous week must be entered into the NCAA rifle online score 
reporting system (www~ncaa.orgiriflescores) the Monday [~llowing 
each match. 
October 14: ;!~!2~?..-..Q!.?.~.~.?.?.p..i~..c.~!~...h..i.12~.....N..’..[..g...n...t!.g..1. will be available. The manual 
will contain policies and procedures governing the administration of the 
championships~ 

Men’s Soccer 

October 14: Bid materials for hosting preliminary-round competition 
~vill be available. 
Dead,lithe - October 28: Deadline to submit bid materials for 
preliminaD,-round competition. 

Wolllen’s Soccer 

October 7: Bid Materials for hosting preliminary-round competition 
will be available. 
De~d]i~le - Oc,ober 25: Deadline to submit bid materials for 
preliminary-round competition. 
.!~!2~..-...Q!!~.~!l~i...c.?.~3...s...h..~i~.1;?....~!..~!!?.~..~!j.. is now" available. 

Men’s and Women’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 

List of hotel s for men’ s champi onships availabl e ~!.~.~9.. 
Li st of hotels for women’ s championships available here. 
De~d]i~e - No~,ember 8: Deadline to apply to host a Championships 
Qualification Meet. Criteria for hosting are outlined on the application, 
available here. 
Important information and deadlines regarding swimming times 
database, roster management and results reporting is available 
Deadl/ine: Results must be submitted within 72 hours after the 
completion of a competition. 
The 2013-14 and 2014-15 men’s and women’s swimming and diving 
roles changes are available 
Officials’ application for the 2014 championships is available ..h..~.~!.g..., and 
the deadline for all applications is Wednesday, October 9. 

Men’s mid Women’s Tennis 

March 28: Lineup fom~s will be available. Deadline to submit is 5 p.m. 
Eastern time, April 28. 

Women’s VolievbMl 

October 15: Bid Materials for hosting preliminary-round competition 
will be available. 



that uniforms must be compliant with NCAA rules. 

Men’s Water Polo 

The NCAA Division I Sports/Management Cabinet has approved 
funded play-in games and new bracket structure effective at the 2013 
champi onshi po Click here for informationo 
Remi~der: Weekly results must be submitted every Sunday by 6 p.m. 
(local time) beginning Sunday, October 6, through December 1 via the 
online score ~;stem. 

The NCAA Division I SportsiMan%ement Cabinet has approved 
funded play-in games and new bracket structure effective at the 20114 
championship. Click h.!~3?, for information. 

Wrestlin~ 

2014 Championship ticket memo is located !)..~?.r..¢.. 
2014 Championship season information memo will be posted 
October 100 

Information r£ferenced in this email must be accessed on the membership 

portion of N(~4A.org; a login (email and pass,,ord) must be esmblished fbr 
access. If you have any problems logging in, please cow, tact 
,~a’. ca(~ or ~ for assistance. 

If you have any questions or ,,ouM like to have someone added to the 
distribution list, please contact us at 

P,O, Eox 6222, tr~d~ar~apo~s, IN 46206 

C~ck here to be re,proved from th~s 

CHck J3~.r.~. to v~ew our pNvacy polR:y. 



Cooper, Karen < KCooper@ncaa.org > 
Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:55 PM 

marc@unr,edu; rlundin@unr.edu; davec@unr.edu; dknuth@unr, edu; 
danieLklaich@nshe.nevada.edu; jhoward@une.edu; csm:~¢h@une.edu; kallen@uneoedu; 

DLEIGHTON@UNEoEDU; dripich@une.edu; rhellert@necoedu; rgregoire@nec.edu; 
eledy@nec.edu; Irunksmeier@nec,edu; mperkins@nec,edu; jnewcomb@nec.edu; 

heather.barber@unh.edu; presidentSoOffice@unhoedu; marty.scarano@unhoedu; 

tom,wilkins@unh.edu; michelle.bronner@unh.edu; abeardsley@newhaven,edu; 

leamesty@newhaven.edu; rsalters@newhavenoedu; skaplan@newhaven.edu; 

dchin@newhavenoedu; cvigue@newhaven,edu; kheaton@njcu,edu; jarroyo@njcuoedu; 

adefazio@njcu.edu; shenderson@njcu,edu; ]:thor@njcu,edu; schug@njit,edu; 

joelos.bloom@njit.edu; timothy,camp@njit.edu; kaplan@adm.njit.edu; 

misieg@oak, njit.edu; jsmikle@njit.edu; cliffan@tcnj,edu; clarkk@tcnj.edu; 

pogueg@tcnj.edu; rbgit@tcnj.edu; fmercog@unmoedu; unmpres@unm.edu; 

pkrebs@unm,edu; dsheyka@unmoedu; bova@unmoedu; ruggiero@unm.edu; 
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tydunkel@nmsu,edu; jthomas@nmsu,edu; maroth@nmsu,edu; boston@nmsu,edu; 

president@nmsuoedu;jpIotkin@unooedu; dmorel@Unooedu; president@uno.edu; 

jludwiko@uno.edu; Robinsos@newpaltz.edu; studente@newpaltz,edu; 

sharpj@newpaltz.edu; savardb@newpaltz.edu; president@newpaltzoedu; 

hooperr@newpaltz,edu; dierides@cnr, edu; mantonaccio@cnr,edu; 

9efthalitsides@cnr, edu; jhuntington@cnr.edu; hcrocker@cnr, edu; cdoughty@nyit,edu; 

ebrown01@nyit.edu; mperr:y’03@nyit.edu; jimper01@nyitoedu; spolidor@nyit.edu; 

janice,quinn@nyu,edu; christopher, bledsoe@nyu,edu; jmb14@nyu.edu; daf5@nyu.edu; 

j ohn.sexton @ nyu.ed u; bwhl@ nyu.ed u; Em ily.bi kowski @ newberry.ed u; 
sid,parrish@newberry.edu; josh,manck@newberry.edu; Matthew.finley@newberry.edu; 

mscherrens@newberry.edu; lindsay.graham @newbury.edu; 

hannah.mccarthy@newbury.edu; jessica.gould @newburyoedu; 

katherine.greene@newbury.edu; deborah.mael@newbury.edu; RoseD@newmanu.edu; 

hansont@newmanu.edu; carroccin@newmanu.edu; rohlederm@newmanu.edu; 
trilliv@newmanu.edu; pryorj@newmanuoedu;jbs@niagara.edu; sbutler@niagara.edu; 

president@niagara.edu; sdooley@niagara.edu; dthornton@niagaraoedu; 

larry.howell@nicholls.edu; dobee.plaisance@nichollsoedu; RoboBernardi@nichollsoedu; 

andrew.kearney@nicholls.edu; clyde.verdin@nicholls.edu; pete.divito@nichols.edu; 

kristan.mallet@nicholsoedu; charlie.robert@nichols.edu; meganonocivelli@nichols.edu; 

Susan.Engelkemeyer@nichols.edu; cbanks@nsu.edu; slcornish@nsu.edu; 

president@nsuoedu; mmichalec@nsu.edu; mlmiller@nsu.edu; amtucker@nsu.edu; 

tdvardaman@una.edu; mdlinder@una.edu; Sports:[nformation@una.edu; 
jlmorrison@una.edu; wgcale@una.edu; plroden@una.edu; aponder@unca.edu; 

jcone@uncaoedu; hholt@unca.edu; mgore@uncaoedu; tbme@unca.edu; 

hiltone@ncat.edu; bmhollow@ncat.edu; highsmig@ncat.edu; kalouisv@ncat.edu; 

jfails@ncatoedu; debra.saunders-white@nccu.edu; les@nccu.edu; ehthomas@nccu.edu; 

iwicker@nccu.edu; kserba@nccu.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu; 

annabelle_vaughan@ncsu.edu; randy_woodson@ncsu.edu; sam_pardue@ncsu.edu; 

d_yow@ncsu.edu; jthompson@ncwcoedu; clewis@ncwc.edu; jgray@ncwc.edu; 

ccarson@ncwc.edu; ngoins@ncwc.edu; rcrich@ncwc.edu; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, 

Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Folt, Carol Lynn; Kirschner, Steve; Vangelder, Marielle A; 

JWROSE@uncc.edu; scott.byrd@uncc.edu; kgwhites@unccoedu; pdubois@uncc.edu; 

jleak@unccoedu; tewhites@unccoedu; Ipbrady@uncgoedu; dlwyrick@uncq.edu; 
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patrick.sterk@uncp.edu; kyle.carter@uncp.edu; jeff.frederick@uncp.edu; 
todd.anderson@uncpoedu; jenna.davisson@uncp.edu; dick.christy@uncp.edu; 
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jahigh@northcentral.edu; president@northcentral.edu; aimeadow@northcentral.edu; 

tfmeadow@northcentral.edu; DANIELLA.IRLE@ATH LETICS.U N DoEDU 
FW: New from NCAA Research - Research Extra Point 

bdayXPfinal2opdf 

The NCAA research staff introduces ResearcI~ Extra Poi~t, a periodic one-page summary that highlights 
interesting college athletics research t]ndings in a concise and visual formato These updates connect research on 
NCAA athletics (and sometimes raw data for further exploration) with current events, trends and changes 
occurring on NCAA campuses. We encourage you to check out each edition of Research Extra Point as it is 
released. 

The current Research Extra Point, ’°Tilde birtl~da~2 effec~t in col/l~eg& a~:hletics", (attached) examines whether 
youth sports age-cutoffs impact who ends up becoming a college student-athlete (spoiler: The effect appears to 
exist in certain NCAA sports). Previous Research Extra Points have examined: 

¯ Da~a on whether colleg_e_ strident-athletes across division view themselves more as students or athletes, 
¯ 

A new Research Extra Point will be published every couple of weeks. Future topics include new information 
on student-athlete drug use, gambling concerns among men’s gol*~rs and trends in transfer behavior among 
men’s and women’s basketball student-athletes. Want to be notified when a new Research Extra Point is 
available? Click here to subscribe. 

Enjoy and be sure to follow @NCAAResearch on %vitter! 

Todd A. Petr 
NCAA Managing Director of Research 

317-917-6305 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged in%rmation. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



rth lay effect in college athletics 
Previous studies have noted elite athletes worldwide in sports including ice hockey, soccer, 
tennis and baseball have birth dates that cluster in certain periods of the year. It is believed this 
occurs because the oldest children in each grade or youth sports age group are more likely to 
be deemed "talented" than their less physically and/or emotionally developed peers, and are 
subsequently given access to enhanced coaching, training and competition. 

42% 

38% 

34% 

30% 

26% 

22% 

Sept. - Dec. 

Percentage of birthdays by month 

Female student=athletes vs. overall population 

----~ Pop. overall 

Soccer N Tennis ::i::i::i::i Ice hockey 
Basketball ~i~i~i~i Softball 

Jan. - April May - Aug. 

Male student=athletes vs. overall population 
42% 

Do we see any evidence that this effect per- 
sists into college? Yes, in certain sports. The 
birthday" effect is more pronounced for men 
than women, and is especially conspicuous in 
men’s and women’s ice hockey, men’s tennis, 
baseball and softball. In each of those sports, 
we see higher proportions of birthdays just af- 
ter traditional youth system age cutoffs (these 
are the oldest children in their youth sports 
age groups). 

In a number of other men’s sports (for exam- 
ple, football and basketball), the effects ap- 
pear smaller but favor those who are oldest at 
their grade level (school entry cutoff dates are 
in/around September in a majority of states). 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:15 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 
Management\" for further information. 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:19 PM 

Ibroome@email.unc.edu; Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~rom: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

diwbkb < D:[WBKB@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, October 08, 2013 9:07 PM 

UNC Athletics Director 

Miller, Beth; Culler, Ellen B 
2014 NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Championship -- UNC 
North Carolina.pdf; 2014 PREL:[M][NARY ROUND HOST ][NFORMAT]:ON.pdf; 2014 Key 

Contact Form.xls; ATT00001oC 

Importance: High 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Greetings Prospective Host, 

Please see the attached letter and information as it relates to your bid to host the 20:14 Division I Women’s Basketball 

Championship, 

NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Staff 



Box 6222 

Te!ephene: 

1P~ Alonzo Warlord S[: Drive 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

October 8, 2013 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Bttbba: 

Congratulations! This is to officially’ noti~, you that University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill has been selected by the NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Committee and 
approved by the NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet as a host 
institution for the 2014 NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Championship First and 
Second Rounds. Competition ~,ill take place between the dates of Saturday, March 22, 
2014 and Tuesday, March 25, 2014. The Division I Wo:men’s Basketball Committee will 
determine the game dates and times at your site during their fall meeting October 21-23, 
2013. 

The NCAA’s formal announcement of this site selection will be made public via 
www.ncaa.com and through other traditional and social media outlets Wednesday’, October 
9, No announcements should be made prior to this time. 

Attached is important information regarding hosting this championship. If you have any 
questions, do not hesitate to contact me 0ncleaver~a;nc~-m.org, 317/917-6510) or Rachel Kay 
(~!~?~!.~!!.%~?=.~!i!:g, 317/917-6549)~ 

Thank you :for serving as a host of the 2014 NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball 
Championship. We look forward to working with you and your staff in preparation for the 
championship. 

Sincerely. 

iMeredith A. Cleaver 
Associate Director, 

Championships and Alliances - Operations 

IMAC:RAK 

Division I Wo:mcn’s Basketball Committee 
Selected NCAA Staff 



20~L4 PREUMINARY ROUND HOST iNFORMATiON 

Save the Date - Tournament Managers Teleconference - Our NCAA staff will conduct an 

introductory teleconference on Wednesday, October 23 at 3 p.m. ET, conference call: 866/590- 

5055, access code: 3L502113. Please email Meredith Cleaver (mcleaver(~ncaa.or~) if you cannot 

attend. 

Key Contacts - Complete the attached key contacts excel spreadsheet and email to Rachel Kay 

(~) as soon as possible, but no later than Friday, October 18. In the mean time, 

please have your tournament manager email their contact information or vCard to Rachel as 

soon as possible so we can begin communication with them immediately. 

Site Visit/Planning Calls - If your site has been selected for an official NCAA site visit, you will 

receive a Doodle survey asking you to provide your staff’s availability (tournament manager, 

facility liaison, media coordinator, marketing liaison and lodging liaison) over the next few 

months for members of our staff to make an in-person site visit. Site visits typically begin 

around noon on Day ~ and end around noon on Day 2. We will also be sending a Doodle survey 

to schedule a planning call with your staff and ours in January or February if your site is not 

selected for a site visit. At very least, we would like for the tournament manager, facility liaison, 

media coordinator and marketing liaison to participate on the call. 

Collaboration Zone {"CZ"} - The CZ is our main form of communication and sharing of 

information between our NCAA women’s basketball staff and our hosts. Tournament managers 

and key personnel will receive an email invitation from the CZ after we have received your key 

contacts. Please encourage your personnel to act upon the invitation as it will expire two weeks 

after it is received. 

5. Host Operations Manual - An electronic version of the Host Operations Manual will be posted 

on the CZ no later than Tuesday, October 29 and one printed copy will be shipped to the 

tournament manager for arrival no later than Friday, November 8. 

NCAA/9!30!13!MAC 





~Fom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Markos, Lance M 
Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:02 PM 

’ecinfo@ncaa.org’ 

UNC-Chapel Hill January enrollees 
UNC--Chapel Hill January 2014 enrollees.xlsx 

EC staff, 

Attached is the list of our likely January enrollees for this upcoming winter. Don’t anticipate any of them competing 

during the break and am hopeful that they’ll primarily be early qualifiers anyway. Could have one or two more kids at 

some point but I’ll pass the word along if I get any new information. If you have any questions or need anything else 

from me, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markes 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



Name 

UNC January 20~[4 Enrollees 

ECID# Sport 



Already a qualifier - just amateur status remaining 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October :10, 20:13 3:59 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 

Management\" for further information, 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October :10, 20:13 3:59 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lattice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:49 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

NCAA SS:[ Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 5 

Volume 1 I Issue 5 I October 2013 

The primary function of a football helmet is to protect against catastrophic brain injury and skull 
fracture. Member institutions need to take a cautious approach with regard to helmet changes, and 
assure that every player’s helmet is fitted properly. The ’Helmet Off’ Rule is an important component of 
helping to assure player safety in college football. Read m~:~’e ... 

Doping refers to the use of performance-enhancing drugs and has always been a part of sport: 
whenever there is a combination of competition and rules of engagement, there are competitors who 
seek a competitive advantage. Just as we make decisions about the rules and equipment of sport, we 
also make decisions to deter doping in sport. ~.*ea¢f mo~.~ ... 

The health and well-being of student-athletes is the primary focus of all athletics departments. However, 
we need to ask ourselves if we are taking the necessary steps to help ensure that programming 
intended to promote student-athlete health and wellness are effective. Re#d more 



The NCAA is a nonprofit association committed to providing more than 450,000 student-athletes with 
academic and athletic opportunities. As a higher education association, it serves more than 1,200 
higher education schools and conferences through a governance structure of Divisions I, II and III. The 
NCAA’s nonprofit status is designated through IRS 501(c)(3) status as an association that has an 
educational affiliation. This affiliation occurs through the NCAA’s commitment to academics and 
student-athlete success in the classroom and is a vital part of the association mission. Predominantly, 
the expenses of the association are allocated to initiatives that support member institutions and student- 
athletes. R÷~dmore ,,, 

Student-athlete safety in pole vaulting has been a chief concern for the NCAA in recent years. In partnership with USA Track & Field 
and the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS), the NCAA Sport Science Institute has taken significant steps 
to keep pole vault studentlathletes safe. Re;~d mo~e o_ 

Compared to the student body, collegiate student-athletes have 
been found to drink more and do so more often than the general 
collegiate student population. When consumed in excess, often 
referred to as binge drinking, the social and physical 
repercussions can be especially detrimental to student-athletes. 
Re~d mo~e o_ 

Click the image to learn the effects of alcohol on 
atMetic performance. 



Share this Newsletter Follow us on Twitter 

Ciick here to fo~wald this m~ilb~.::.l with yo~tr pe~sor~ai mess~ge, 

P,O, Box 6222, Ind~an:~po~is, IN ,16206 

C~ck here to be ~emov,~d from t~s 

C~ck here to ’#~e~,v eu~ privacy 



:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, Annie (Research Contractor) <akearns@ncaa.org > on behalf of Research 

Proj ects < resea rch p roj ects @ nca a.org > 

Friday, October 11, 20:[3 4:19 PM 

Research Projects 

NCAA Drug & Gambling Education and Drug Testing Survey 

Greetings! 

The NCAA health and safety staff, in conjunction with the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical 

Aspects of Sports, surveys the membership biennially to gather information on institutional drug education and drug 

testing programs as well as feedback on current and proposed NCAA drug testing policies. This information is not only 

instrumental in policy and resource development, but is also used to develop alcohol and other drug prevention 

resources for the NCAA membership. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

This year we’re also interested in learning if your institution offers a gambling education program, and if so, a little about 

that program. We anticipate that the survey will take just approximately :10 minutes to complete. We ask that you 

submit only one response perinstitution. 

Results from the study will be kept in strict confidence and will be reported only in aggregate° Your specific responses 

will never be attributed to your institution. The survey is completely voluntary and you may stop participation at any 

time. 

The survey may be accessed at the following link: NCAA Drug & Gamblin& Education and Dru~ 

If you have any questions regarding survey content or submission, please contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at 

akearns@ncaa.orgo We request that you submit your completed survey not later than Friday, November :1, 

20:13. Questions regarding NCAA drug education and testing programs can be directed to Mary Wilfert, NCAA health 

and safety staff, at mwilfert@ncaa.orgo 

Thank you for your participation! 

This email and any attachme~ts may co~tain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
i~tended recipient, please noti~, the seceder immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any 
copies~ Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 7:13 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

Coaches could send unlimited text messages and other forms of electronic communications if a recruiting rule proposed by the 
Rules Working Group is approved in January by the members who serve on the Division I Legislative Council. 

The Record (October 2013} 
The Record (October 2013) 

Oivision I~ committee addresses preseason scouting 
The Division Ill Interpretations and Legislation Committee recommended altering a proposed rule change regarding scouting 
limitations at its Sept 26-27 meeting in Indianapolis. 

S~bcommittee proposes new footba~ ~ecmitin9 ru~es 
Division I football coaches could have both new recruiting rules and increased access to their student-athletes in the summer if a 
group of rules changes is adopted by the Board of Directors later this month. 

Cl-~ampio~s~ips staff receives more tha~ 1,900 bids to ~ost events 
The NCAA Championships and Alliances staff has received t ,948 bids in across all divisions that will eventually be awarded to 
more than 500 preliminary and final host sites for the 2014-15 through 2017-18 academic years. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Divisio~ I Membership h~formation 
Division [ Membership Information 

MEMBERSHIP APPUCAT~ON FORMS 
NCAA Membership Application Forms 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2013 NCAA 



~FO~ 

Se~t: 

Subject: 

Jones, Holly <hjones@ncaa,org> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:03 AM 

2013 NCAA Division :[ Graduation Success Rate Release Date 

MEMORANDUM 

October :14, 20:13 

TO: Chancellors and Presidents ] 
Conference Commissioners ] 
Directors of Athletics :] of[~stitutions Sponsoring 
Faculty Athletics Representatives ] NCAA Division I Sports 
Senior Compliance Admini strators ] 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 
Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

FROM: Stacey Osburn 
Director of Public and Media Relations 

Azure Davey 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

2013 NCAA Divi sion [ Graduation Success Rate Release Date. 

The public version of NCAA Division I Graduation Success Rate and Federal Graduation Rate Reports and 
aggregate data for the 2003-06 cohort will be released at 11 a.m. Eastern time Thursday, October 24. The 
information that will be released October 24 will be made available to member institutions and conferences 
Tuesday, October 22. Campuses continue to have access to their institutional graduation reports through the 
NCAA graduation rates data collection system, which is available via the single-source sign-on system. Please 
check your data prior to the release date and let us know if there are any issues. 

The release will include a searchable database that allows member institutions, media and :public to conduct 
searches by various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). 

As you prepare for the public release of this i~fformation, NCAA public and media relatio~s staff and academic 
team members are available to assist you or respond to local media questions~ Please contact or direct media 
inquiries to: 

Stacey Osburn 
Director of Public and Media Relations 
317/917-61129 
sosburn~:i) ncaa org 

Please contact the following NCAA staff members if you have any questions regarding the release of any 
graduation rates data: 



MariaDeJulio Binh Nguyen 
Research Contractor Associate Director of 
9113/397-7(568    and Membership Affairs 

md~ 317/91%6613 

Academic 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supporting and implementing the 
NCAA’s academic reform efforts. 

BTN:hrj 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notit}¯ the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Pogge, Paul 

Tuesday, October :15, 20:13:12:54 PM 

’Burch, Edgar’ 

RE: Uniform ,Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Thanks, Edgar, Talk to you soon. 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:54 PH 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: 31e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Great! 

Please use the dial-in information below. 

USA Toll-Free: 1-888-251-2909 

Access Code: 5522645 

Have a great week. 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto: o eC®UnCoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:34 PH 
To: Burch, Edgar 
Cc: 3le, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Edgar, 

That worksgreat, 

Thanks, 

Paul 

We will call you then, What: number works best? 

From: Burch, Edgar [...m.....a..i!..t....~...:...e....b..~!.!Lc....h...(~..[1.c...a....a...~...~..!Lq] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:29 PH 
To: Pogge, Paul 

C~: :[lle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

Does 10am on Monday, Oct:ober 2:].~:t: work? 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto: o eC®UnCoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PH 
To: Burch, Edgar 



Cc." 111e, Vince 
Subject= RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

That sounds great, Edgar° We will wait to hear from ¥OUo 

Paul 

l=rom: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch{~] 
Seat= Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject= RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

PauF 

Thanks for the quick response. Let me check Naima’s availability and I will get back to you. 

Thanks- 
Edgar 

From:Pogge, Paul[maflto: o e.~unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:58 AM 
To= Burch, Edgar 
Co: 3[lie, Vince 
Subject= RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Edgar, 

Great to hear from you and thank you for your email, t am free all morning on Monday before :1:1:45 Eastern 

Time. Would you and Naima be available for a call then? I have also copied UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Vince file on this emai[, as he and l work closely on these matters. I think it: would be beneficial to have V~nce on the ca[~ 

as well. 
~ look forward to talking with both of you soon. 

S~ncerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Butch, Edgar [.~#.i!.~2;..¢.}2~!.[~.b.~!.!!.c.,.#.#.~.~[~q] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:56 AM 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman 

Baker. I work in the Washington DC based NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with 

the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its 

efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I 

believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique perspective that you have in 

dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, 

the national office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the 

Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on 

our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 



I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson 

(Deputy General Counsel - who will also be participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward 
in your memo. 

Thanks- 
Edgar 

Edgar Butch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 
One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: (202) 293-3050 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and any attachme~ts may cow, rain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notit}" the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies~ Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, Annie (Research Contractor) <akearns@ncaa.org > on behalf of Research 

Proj ects < resea rch p roj ects @ nca a.org > 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:57 PM 

Research Projects 
2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Request for Feedback 

Dear Administrator: 

We invite you to participate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service survey. Your feedback is very important as 

your comments will be used to evaluate and enhance the procedures and processes used in serving you, our 

customer. Your information will be strictly anonymous. There will be no way to link your survey responses back to you 

or your institution. 

Your participation is voluntary, and you need to answer only the questions that pertain to your experiences. The survey 

is a one-time submission and should take no longer than 20 minutes. If you receive the survey more than once, please 

complete it only one time per person. Please feel free to forward the survey to those on your campus who have 

worked with the NCAA Eligibility Center during the past calendar year, 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday, November :1. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please 

contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at akearns@ncaa.org. 

You may access the survey at the following link: 2013 NCAA Eli~Center Surve~ 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information, If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notit}" the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies~ Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, Annie (Research Contractor) <akearns@ncaa.org > on behalf of Research 

Proj ects < resea rch p roj ects @ nca a.org > 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:10 PM 

Research Projects 
2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Request for Feedback 

Dear Administrator: 

We invite you to participate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service survey. Your feedback is very important as 

your comments will be used to evaluate and enhance the procedures and processes used in serving you, our 

customer. Your information will be strictly anonymous. There will be no way to link your survey responses back to you 

or your institution. 

Your participation is voluntary, and you need to answer only the questions that pertain to your experiences. The survey 

is a one-time submission and should take no longer than 20 minutes. If you receive the survey more than once, please 

complete it only one time per person. Please feel free to forward the survey to those on your campus who have 

worked with the NCAA Eligibility Center during the past calendar year, 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday, November :1. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please 

contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at akearns@ncaa.org. 

You may access the survey at the following link: 2013 NCAA Eli~Center Surve~ 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information, If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notit}" the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies~ Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:51 PM 

Timmermans, Tom 
APP Data Submitted to NCAA 

The NCAA staff has reviewed and validated your institution’s recently submitted NCAA Division I Academic Performance 

Program (APP) data. The next steps in the process are to confirm that the data are correct and/or make any corrections 

and request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) adjustments. The institution has 14 calendar days to 

complete these steps in the process. 

<b>Corrections:<ib> 

In order to review your APP data for accuracy, please enter the APP data collection system, and after logging in, click on 

the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a button "Institution APR Report" which allows 

you to view the preliminary APR data. 

Please review this information carefully and ensure that all information is correct. If you have changes or corrections to 

the data, these corrections may be submitted in the APP data collection system. After logging in, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab and then click on the "Submit Corrections" button. Additional 

instructions are available on this website. Only the NCAA staff may make changes to APP data. Changes must be 

requested no later than 14 calendar days from the date of this email. 

If all of the APP data are accurate, click on the "No Corrections to Data" button. DO NOT click this button until your 

institution is ready to confirm the accuracy of the data. Once your institution has completed the correction phase of the 

data collection process or the correction phase has expired, your institution will have access to its APP Penalty Report, if 

any teams are subject to a penalty. <b>This is official notice to your institution of a penalty>/b>. 

<b>APR Adjustments:<ib> 

Additionally, at this time, your institution has the opportunity to request any APR adjustments. These adjustments may 

be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi) website. To access the website, log in to 

NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data Adjustment Request Form." Additional 

instructions are available on this website. The institution has 14 calendar days from the date of this email to submit APR 

adjustment requests. 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. After logging into the APP system, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this emaik Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Data</b> 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 
mdejulio@ncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 



<b>APR Adjustments</b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 

arohlmanOncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 

<b>Level-One and Level-Two Penalties and Waivers</b> Katy Yurk 

317/917~6506 

kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Thankyou. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:51 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

APP Data Submitted to NCAA 

The NCAA staff has reviewed and validated your institution’s recently submitted NCAA Division I Academic Performance 

Program (APP) data. The next steps in the process are to confirm that the data are correct and/or make any corrections 

and request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) adjustments. The institution has 14 calendar days to 

complete these steps in the process. 

<b>Corrections:<ib> 

In order to review your APP data for accuracy, please enter the APP data collection system, and after logging in, click on 

the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a button "Institution APR Report" which allows 

you to view the preliminary APR data. 

Please review this information carefully and ensure that all information is correct. If you have changes or corrections to 

the data, these corrections may be submitted in the APP data collection system. After logging in, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab and then click on the "Submit Corrections" button. Additional 

instructions are available on this website. Only the NCAA staff may make changes to APP data. Changes must be 

requested no later than 14 calendar days from the date of this email. 

If all of the APP data are accurate, click on the "No Corrections to Data" button. DO NOT click this button until your 

institution is ready to confirm the accuracy of the data. Once your institution has completed the correction phase of the 

data collection process or the correction phase has expired, your institution will have access to its APP Penalty Report, if 

any teams are subject to a penalty. <b>This is official notice to your institution of a penalty>/b>. 

<b>APR Adjustments:<ib> 

Additionally, at this time, your institution has the opportunity to request any APR adjustments. These adjustments may 

be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi) website. To access the website, log in to 

NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data Adjustment Request Form." Additional 

instructions are available on this website. The institution has 14 calendar days from the date of this email to submit APR 

adjustment requests. 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. After logging into the APP system, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Data</b> 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 
mdejulio@ncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 



<b>APR Adjustments</b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 

arohlmanOncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 

<b>Level-One and Level-Two Penalties and Waivers</b> Katy Yurk 

317/917~6506 

kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Thankyou. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:51 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

APP Data Submitted to NCAA 

The NCAA staff has reviewed and validated your institution’s recently submitted NCAA Division I Academic Performance 

Program (APP) data. The next steps in the process are to confirm that the data are correct and/or make any corrections 

and request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) adjustments. The institution has 14 calendar days to 

complete these steps in the process. 

<b>Corrections:<ib> 

In order to review your APP data for accuracy, please enter the APP data collection system, and after logging in, click on 

the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a button "Institution APR Report" which allows 

you to view the preliminary APR data. 

Please review this information carefully and ensure that all information is correct. If you have changes or corrections to 

the data, these corrections may be submitted in the APP data collection system. After logging in, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab and then click on the "Submit Corrections" button. Additional 

instructions are available on this website. Only the NCAA staff may make changes to APP data. Changes must be 

requested no later than 14 calendar days from the date of this email. 

If all of the APP data are accurate, click on the "No Corrections to Data" button. DO NOT click this button until your 

institution is ready to confirm the accuracy of the data. Once your institution has completed the correction phase of the 

data collection process or the correction phase has expired, your institution will have access to its APP Penalty Report, if 

any teams are subject to a penalty. <b>This is official notice to your institution of a penalty>/b>. 

<b>APR Adjustments:<ib> 

Additionally, at this time, your institution has the opportunity to request any APR adjustments. These adjustments may 

be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi) website. To access the website, log in to 

NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data Adjustment Request Form." Additional 

instructions are available on this website. The institution has 14 calendar days from the date of this email to submit APR 

adjustment requests. 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. After logging into the APP system, click on the 

"Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this emaik Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Data</b> 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 
mdejulio@ncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 



<b>APR Adjustments</b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 

arohlmanOncaa.org 

Binh Nguyen 

317/917-6613 

bnguyen@ncaa.org 

<b>Level-One and Level-Two Penalties and Waivers</b> Katy Yurk 

317/917~6506 

kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Thankyou. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October :17, 20:13:10:33 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A; ]:lie, Vince 

Notice of Staff Decision 

An NCAA staff decision has been rendered on Case 

Management\" for further information, 

Log on to Requests!Self-Reports Online \"Case 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:40 AM 

Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Marielle A~ ][lie, Vince 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 

Thank you, 

Requests!Self-Reports Online 

has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 7:12 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

More than 463,000 student-athletes took part in NCAA sports in 2012-13. 

Jason Church will receive the NCAA inspiration award at January’s NCAA Convention. 

JoAn Scott has been named the NCAA’s managing director for the Division I men’s basketball championship. 

Thomas Nelson, a water polo student-athlete at Princeton University, takes his talents from one coast to another. 

Maine Maritime Academy failed to monitor the creation and awarding of four scholarships that considered athletics participation 
as a criterion, according to findings by the NCAA Division Ill Committee on Infractions. In total, nine student-athletes received 
more than $5,000. NCAA rules do not allow Division Ill schools to consider athletics when determining a student’s financial aid. 
Because the school did not oversee the creation and administration of the scholarships and did not educate campus personnel 
about NCAA rules, Maine Maritime also failed to monitor its financial aid program. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Division I E~o~rd of Directors ~ger~da ~n~ materials for October 30, 2013, r~eeting 
Board of Directors agenda and materials for October 30,2013, meeting 

Division I Legislative Counci~ 
NCAA Division I Legislative Council Home Page 

NCAA Division [ Com[f~ittee on Acader~ic Per~or~a[~ce Reports 
Committee Reports 

~EMBERSH~P APPUCA~’~ON FOR~S 
NCAA Membership Application Forms 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2013 N CAA 



~FO~ 

Se~t: 

Subject: 

Jones, Holly <hjones@ncaa,or9> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:33 PM 

2013 Graduation Success Rate Release Date 

MEMORANDUM 

October 22, 2013 

TO: Chancellors and Presidents 
Conference Commissioners 
Directors of Athl etics ] of Institutions Sponsoring 
Faculty" Athletics Representatives ] NCAA Division I Sports 
Senior Compliance Administrators 
Senior Woman Administrators 
Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

FROM: Stacey Osburn 
Director of Publi c and Media Relations 

Azure Davey 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: 2013 Graduation Success Rate Release Date. 

As a reminder, the NCAA national office will announce the Graduation Success Rae (GSR) and Federal 
Graduation Rate data for the 2003-06 cohort for all Division I institutions as part of the annual NCAA Division 
I Academic Performance Program release at I I a.m., Eastern time, Thursday, October 24. The NCAA will 
distribute and post online a press release with links to the graduation data at this time. The release will also 
include a searchable database that will allow member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by 
various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). 

The information that will be released October 24 may" be found at the following links. Please note these data 
are considered confidential until they are released by the NCAA. 

GSR and Federal Graduation Rate (please click on links below): 

GSR Searchable :~[)a~abase 

Trends in GSR and Federal/Grad~atio~ Rates PowerPoi~t 

GSR Ret~ort - Overall Dhdsb~ I 



GSR Repori - Divisior~ I 

Federa~ Graduation R~te Report .... Footba~ Bow~ S~bdiv~on 

Federa~ Gradua~Rm Ra~e Rep+~rt -Divisim~ ~ 

As you ~prepare for the release of this information to the media and ~public, the NCAA ~public and media 
relations staff and academic and membership af~hirs team members are available to assist you or respond to 
local media questions. Please contact or direct media inquiries to: 

Stacey Osbum 
Director of PuNic and Media Relations 
017/917-612) 

Please contact the following NCAA staff members if you have any questions regarding the release of any 
graduation rates data: 

Maria DeJulio 
Research Congactor 

913/397-7668 
mde~?.,~caa.org 

Binh Nguyen 
Associate Director of Academic 

and Membershi~p Affairs 
317/917-6613 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in supposing and implementing the 
NCAA’s academic reform efforts. 

BTN:h0 

This email and any atachments may contain NCAA confidential and iprivileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:01 PM 

Culler, Ellen B; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; Cunningham, Bubba 

FW: Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Field Hockey] 

From: automated_email@ncaa.org [automated_email@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 4:54 PM 

To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 Division Field Hockey] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the First and Second Rounds of the 2013-14 Division I Field Hockey championship has 

been received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http:iiwebl.ncaa.orgichamps_bid. If you need to 

make any changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

LindaGodby: (317) 917-6507 

MaryBerdo: (317) 917-6555 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:38 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Bid Selected - Budget approved with modifications 

This message is to notify you that you have been selected as a host for the 20~L3-:14 Division I Women’s Basketball First 

and Second Rounds competition. You will receive additional information from the championship staff regarding the 

selection. 

Following the competition, the financial report for the event must be completed online using this system: 

http:iiweb:l.ncaa.orgicham ps_bid. 

Please note that all competition hosts are subject to a final audit upon submission of the financial report. It is required 

that you retain all receipts for your records. If you need to make any changes, please contact the administrator(s) of 

your championship listed below. 

TinaKrah: (3:17) 9:17-6503 

JeffJarnecke: (3:17) 9:17-6229 

MeredithCleaver: (3:17) 9:17-65:10 

EbonyStrong: (3:17) 9:17-6:186 

AnuchaBrowne: (3::[7) 9:17-6805 

FayeBrown: (3:17) 9:17-6054 

JenniferChow: null 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:46 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Women’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Second and Third Rounds of the 20::[3-::[4 Division I Women’s Soccer championship 

has been received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http:!!web:[.ncaa.org!champs_bid. If you need to 

make any changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (3~L7) 9:[7-65::[9 

LauraPeterson: (3::[7) 9:[7-4677 

JoshLogan: (3:[7) 9:[7-6222 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:55 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Women’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the First Round of the 2013-:[4 Division I Women’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org!champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (3~L7) 9:[7-651:[9 

LauraPeterson: (31:[7) 9:[7-4677 

JoshLogan: (3:[7) 9:[7-6222 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:58 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Women’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Quarter-Finals of the 20:13-:14 Division I Women’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org!champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (3~L7) 93~7-65:19 

LauraPeterson: (3:17) 9:17-4677 

JoshLogan: (3:17) 9:17-6222 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 7:11 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

NCAA seeks UoSo Supreme Court review in Keller*EA Sports decision 
The NCAA this evening filed a petition asking the U.S. Supreme Court to review the decision of the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Keller v. Electronic Arts Inc. 

D~ Management Council takes no position on football, basketba~ proposa~sDl~ Managen~ent Counci~ takes no position 
on football, basketba~ proposals 
Determines membership should determine whether to support the legislation in Convention vote 

D~ Management Council takes no position on football, basketba~ proposals 
Determines membership should determine whether to support the legislation in Convention vote 

D~ Management Council ponders coaches census answers 
Responses from coaches on the Division II Membership Census raised discussion during the Management Council’s fall 
meeting about why coaches’ answers differed significantly from other university peer groups. 

D~ Management Council ponders coaches’ census answers DI~ Management Counci~ ponders coaches census answers 
Responses from coaches on the Division II Membership Census raised discussion during the Management Council’s fall 
meeting about why coaches’ answers differed significantly from other university peer groups. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
NCAA Division I and Association Wide Committee Vacancies 
NCAA Division I and Association Wide Committee Vacancies 

NCAA Division II and Association Wide Coml~ittee Vacancies 
NCAA Division II and Association Wide Committee Vacancies 

Division I Academic Cafbinet 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

Division I Legislative Counci~ 
NCAA Division I Legislative Council Home Page 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2013 N CAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:17 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Men’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the First Round of the 2013-14 Division I Men’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org/champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s} of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (317) 917-6519 

JoshLogan: (317) 917-6222 

MarieScovron: 317-917-6494 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:59 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Men’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Second Round of the 2013-14 Division I Men’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org!champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (317) 917-6519 

JoshLogan: (317) 917-6222 

MarieScovron: 317-917-6494 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 11:13 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Men’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Third Round of the 2013-14 Division I Men’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org/champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (317) 917-6519 

JoshLogan: (317) 917-6222 

MarieScovron: 317-917-6494 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 11:37 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Proposed Budget Submission - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill [2013-14 

Division I Men’s Soccer] 

Your proposed budget for hosting the Quarter-Finals of the 2013-14 Division I Men’s Soccer championship has been 

received by the NCAA. You can print or view your budget at http://webl.ncaa.org/champs_bid. If you need to make any 

changes, please contact the administrator(s) of your championship listed below. 

SharonCessna: (317) 917-6519 

JoshLogan: (317) 917-6222 

MarieScovron: 317-917-6494 



:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, Annie (Research Contractor) <akearns@ncaa.org > on behalf of Research 

Proj ects < resea rch p roj ects @ nca a.org > 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:33 PM 

Research Projects 

REMINDER: 2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Request for Feedback 

Dear Administrator: 

Two weeks ago, we invited you to participate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service survey. If you already have 

completed the survey, THANK YOU! If you have not yet had a chance to take the survey, we encourage you to do so. 

Your feedback is very important as your comments will be used to evaluate and enhance the procedures and processes 

used in serving you, our customer. 

Your information will be strictly anonymous, and your participation is voluntary. There will be no way to link your survey 

responses back to you or your institution. The survey is a one-time submission and should take no longer than 20 

minutes. You need only to answer the questions that pertain to your experiences° If you receive the survey more than 

once, please complete it only one time per person. Please feel free to forward the survey to those on your campus 

who have worked with the NCAA Eligibility Center during the past calendar year, 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday, November :1. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please 

contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at akearns@ncaa.org. 

You may access the survey at the following link: 2013 NCAA Eli~Center Survey 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged in%rmation. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin W. Paysigner <jpays nger@ncaa org> 
Monday, October 28, 2013 3:19 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2014 NCAA and NFL Coaches Academy - Application Open 

October 28, 2013 

TO: Cont’erence Commissioners ] 
Directors of Athletics ] 
Senior Woman Achnmistrators ] 
Head Football Coaclhes ] 

-- of NCA;~ Membership Institutions. 

FROM: Justin W. Paysmger 
Assistant Director of Leadership Development. 

$1 [BJECT: NCAA and NI)’I Coaches Academy Application Available. 

The application for the 2013 NCAA and NFL Coaches Academy (Coaches Academy) 
is now available t}~r all intercollegiate position coaches and coordinators. 

The Coaches Academy is a program designed to provide partmipants with the 
opportunity to gain M~owled.ge and insight into the world of coaching~ Paatnering 
together, the NCAA and ~I. have initiated this effort to broaden the perspectives of 
active and t}~rmer players, as well as current intercollegmte coaches, about wha* ~t takes 
to be an effective coach at the collegiate and professional levels. 

Active a~d fom~er NFL players as well as position coaches, coordinators and assistant or 
associate head coaches at NCAA member institutions will learn about and explore the 
progression of t}~otball coaching ca.reers m~d matriculation. This unique academy will 
educate and train pa,ticipants on topics such as co~rununicating with campus 
constituents, the importm-tce of building the right cutmre fl)r the overall success of 
student-athletes, budget management, coaching strategies and other aspects of coaching 
at the intercollegiate level. 

The 2014 NCAA and NFL Coaches Academy will take place February 13-15, 2014 
m Phoenix, Arizona at lt~e Hyatt Regency Phoenix. There are no registration fees to 
attend aad the Coaches Academy will provide lodging, meals, m~d progrmn materials. 
The o~fly cost to the participanl shall be lravel costs and hotel incidenlals~ 

The selection process will be competitive as only a tom1 of fhiW intercollegiate coaches 
will be selected to participants m the academy. Applications will be asked to submit a 
resume and perso~al s~.tement. In the personal statemenL applicants need to ensure they 
discuss, in detml, the fi~llowing: 

Why do you want to attend the 201,-I Coaches Acade~w? 

Wha* do you ihope to ga.in flom yore experience at the Coaches Academy? 

What inspired you to pursue a career in coaching? 

What is your philosophy for developing your football student-atNetes to 
ensure fl-~ese young men are prepared for life once their fomball career ends? 

To submit an application fl)r the 20 l 4 NCAA and NFL Coaches Academy, please visit 



NCAA [~rog~ram Hub to apply. All application materials must be submitted by’ Friday, 
No~’ember 22, 2~113 to be considered. (If you ihave not logged-in to tt~e NCAA Program 
t tub, £]J~:]~..].~’.d};. fbr instructions on t~ow to register.) 

]f you ha~e any questions or need additional inii)~mation please contact Justin Paysinger 
at 317/917-6036 or 

JWP: ses 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

NCAA.com < ncaa@mail.ncaa.com > 
Monday, October 28, 2013 4:06 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2014 Women’s Final Four Ticket Process 

2014 Women’s Final Four Ticket Process I View Online 





Mitchell, Betty (Enf Contractor) < bmitchell@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:47 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Vangelder, Marielle A; Folt, Carol Lynn; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, 

Beth; jswofford@theacc.org 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill-- 

NC Chapel Hill     .pdf; ATT00001.c 

Please note that this case was processed as secondary and the decision was rendered in accordance with the 
provisions of the previous enforcement structure. This electronic letter is the only notification you will receive 
from the NCAA regarding the disposition of the caseo If you have questions or need additional information, 
please contact A. Faith English at ~?.~!g!.i..~i[?.!..’.i~.~!g?.~).~]::.~).gg or 317-917-6013. 

Best regards, 

Betty G. Mitchell (En.f Contractor) 

AdminLstr~tive Coordin~tor of Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

One NCAA Plaza 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:t.7-9:t.7-6534 



October 28, 2013 

ShigpingiOverr~igh~Address: 

Ms. Marielle vanGelder 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel t-till, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. vanGelder: 

This is m reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s November 2, 
2012, report in response to your July 25, 2012, submission to student-athlete 
reinstatement concerning a violation of NCAA rules involving 

coach                , and 
prospective student-athletes (Requests/Self-Reports Online Case No. 

). 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred in 
that and a 
coach sent text messages and returned phone calls from six prospective 
student-athletes (PSAs 1,2,3,4,5 and 6), which is contrary to the provisions of Bylaws 
11~7~1~2, 13.1.3.4.1, 13.1.3.1, 13.4.1.2. Specifically,     missed a phone call from 
an unknown number and in m~ attempt to identify the caller he made four phone calls 
and one text message to the number, then identified the caller as PSA1 and 
stopped contact immediately, missed a phone call from another unknown 
number and made one phone call to the number before realizing that it was the 
number of PSA2.      then received a text message from an unknown number and 
sent one text message m return and immediately terminated the contact after 
number was identified as belonging to PSA3.      then was attempting to contact 
PSA4 to pick him up at the local airport for his official visit, and after several 
attempts to call the PSA, he sent one text message,       then received another 
missed phone call fi’om an unknox~ number and made one phone call in return 
before realizing that the number belonged to PSA5.      then traded voicemails with 
PSA6 and after being unable to contact him, tried to send an email from his phone but 
accidentally sent a text message instead. In that regard, it was determined that the 
case should be classified as secondary and fl~at no further action should be taken by 
the NCAA Enforcement staff in the matter. 

However, please note that PSA5 is ineligible for intercollegiate competition at the 
institution until his eligibility, is restored by the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement 
staff. All student-athlete reinstatement requests should be filed via the RequestsiSelf- 
Repo~s Online Case Management System. Please note, when submitting a request 
fbr reinstatement you will need to provide a copy of this decision le~er. If you have 
any questions regarding the online submission of your remsta,ement request, those 
should be directed to webhelpdesk@ncaa.org. 

N a ~ ~ o n a t C o ~ ~ ~ g i a t e ~ t h I e t:i c A s s o i ~ t i o n 



Ms. iMarielle vanGelder 
October 28, 20113 
Page No. 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Paul Chappell 
Enfbrcement Staff 

PC:re/ 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
l~,h. La~qence Cunningham 
Chancellor Carol Folt 
Ms. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Travel <travel@ncaa,org > 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:25 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2013-14 NCAA Championships Travel Policies and Procedures 

:M;~MORANI) UM 

October 29~ 2013 

TO: Divisions I, II and III Directors of Athletics. 

FROM: Jum-dta I.. Sheely 
Director o1: Travel and Insurance. 

S!~orECT: 2(!13-14 NCAA Championships Travel Policies and Procedures. 

In the 20 l 2-13 fiscal year, the Association spent more than $49 million on transportation of student-alhletes and personnel 
to NCAA c:hampionships. This is the single largest expense category related to NCAA c:hampionships. (liven that expenses 
for travel continue to increase, it is imperative ~hat we be mindfifl of transportation challenges facing intercollegiate athletic s 
as we strive for s~bilization in this area. 

As in previous years, to assist with managmg our travel costs, t:he Association :has an agreement wilh Shozt’s Travel 
Management, through whom all champions:hips air travel mnst be arranged. Tt~ey can be reached at 8¢X;/�155-9215. Please 
note, air lravel not booked t:~rough Short~s will not be reimbursed by t:he Association. 

:In addition, the NCAA :has a.n agreement with (1(:) Ground to provide ground transportation fi)r all team 
championships. Again, all reimbursable charter bus lranspo~lion will be billed dircclly to the Association, so institutions 
participating in team championships are required to use GO Ground for all charter bus needs. They cm-t be reached at 
866/386-4951. Any reimbursable chazter bus usage not arranged ~tuough GO Ground will not be reimbursed. 

The NCAA travel policies are available online at ~ww.ncaa.org ¯ ()ace you ha~;e logged in to fhe membership sectiom click 
on Championships and then choose Travel and Reimbursement I~ti~mmtion. The only changes to travel policies for 2013~ 
14 are: 

:Mileage reimbmsement increases to 53 cents per mile for all divisions. 

Division II and Division I11 per diem increases to $95 per day. 

We look lbnvard to working with you and your staff in ~he coming months~ As always, if you have any questions about 
championship travel, please con’act us at 317/917-6757, or by email at trav@~ncaa.org. 

,r[.S:ckr 

co: Senior Woman A&ninistrators 
C onference C ommissioners 

Ciick ~?.~!:.e., to .%rwarc: this mP, iling wids your t:,’.ersonai n’..essP, ge, 

Ttsis a-’,ns~it was sent by: 
Box ~:~.~:2, £r~di~w~-_~poiis~ :{N 46206 

Click !:]e.,.(9 to be removed from ttsis m~iting list. 



nobody@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:06 PM 

Vangelder, Marieile A 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit 

https:/!ama.ncaa.org!waivers!edit!       to view the application. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:07 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

This email serves as notification that your institution has indicated that it has no corrections to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Performance Program (APP} data or has completed submission of all corrections to its data. If this indication 

was made in error, please contact the NCAA staff: 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 

mdejulio@ncaa.org bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Your institution is still within the 14 calendar day period to request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) 

adjustments. These adjustments may be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi} 

website. To access the website, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from 

the My Applications section. Click on the "Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data 

Adjustment Request Form." Additional instructions are available on this website. 

You may view your APR and Penalty Report(s) on the APP data submission website. <b>This is official notice to your 

institution of any penalties. <!b> 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. To access the APP data program log in to NCAA.org using your email 

and password and select the APP application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Adjustments<!b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 
arohlman@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-One and Level-Two PenaltiesandWaivers<ib> Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 
kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> 

Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Please note, institutions with a team(s) with a multiyear APR below 930 are required to develop an APR Improvement 

Plan and submit it to the NCAA national office electronically via the online submission system by November 1: To access 

the system, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the APR Improvement Plan application from 

the My Applications section. 



Questions about APR Improvement Plans may be directed to the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff member 

listed below: 

Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 

kyurk@ncaa,org 

Thank you, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:07 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

This email serves as notification that your institution has indicated that it has no corrections to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Performance Program (APP} data or has completed submission of all corrections to its data. If this indication 

was made in error, please contact the NCAA staff: 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 

mdejulio@ncaa.org bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Your institution is still within the 14 calendar day period to request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) 

adjustments. These adjustments may be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi} 

website. To access the website, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from 

the My Applications section. Click on the "Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data 

Adjustment Request Form." Additional instructions are available on this website. 

You may view your APR and Penalty Report(s) on the APP data submission website. <b>This is official notice to your 

institution of any penalties. <!b> 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. To access the APP data program log in to NCAA.org using your email 

and password and select the APP application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Adjustments<!b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 
arohlman@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-One and Level-Two PenaltiesandWaivers<ib> Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 
kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> 

Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Please note, institutions with a team(s) with a multiyear APR below 930 are required to develop an APR Improvement 

Plan and submit it to the NCAA national office electronically via the online submission system by November 1: To access 

the system, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the APR Improvement Plan application from 

the My Applications section. 



Questions about APR Improvement Plans may be directed to the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff member 

listed below: 

Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 

kyurk@ncaa,org 

Thank you, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:07 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

This email serves as notification that your institution has indicated that it has no corrections to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Performance Program (APP} data or has completed submission of all corrections to its data. If this indication 

was made in error, please contact the NCAA staff: 

Maria DeJulio Binh Nguyen 

913/397-7668 317/917-6613 

mdejulio@ncaa.org bnguyen@ncaa.org 

Your institution is still within the 14 calendar day period to request any NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) 

adjustments. These adjustments may be requested through the Legislative Services Database for the Internet (LSDBi} 

website. To access the website, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the LSDBi application from 

the My Applications section. Click on the "Academic Performance Program" tab and then select "APP APR Data 

Adjustment Request Form." Additional instructions are available on this website. 

You may view your APR and Penalty Report(s) on the APP data submission website. <b>This is official notice to your 

institution of any penalties. <!b> 

If the institution has no APR adjustments to request, the institution may indicate this in the APP data program and 

bypass this phase of the data collection process. To access the APP data program log in to NCAA.org using your email 

and password and select the APP application from the My Applications section. Click on the 

"Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. If the institution has no adjustments to request, click on the "No 

Adjustment Requests" button. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions about making APR adjustment requests or APP penalties may be directed to 

the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff members listed below. 

<b>APR Adjustments<!b> 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6662 
arohlman@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-One and Level-Two PenaltiesandWaivers<ib> Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 
kyurk@ncaa.org 

<b>LeveI-Three Penalties and Waivers<!b> 

Andrew Louthain 

317/917-6216 
alouthain@ncaa.org 

Please note, institutions with a team(s) with a multiyear APR below 930 are required to develop an APR Improvement 

Plan and submit it to the NCAA national office electronically via the online submission system by November 1: To access 

the system, log in to NCAA.org using your email and password and select the APR Improvement Plan application from 

the My Applications section. 



Questions about APR Improvement Plans may be directed to the NCAA academic and membership affairs staff member 

listed below: 

Katy Yurk 

317/917-6506 

kyurk@ncaa,org 

Thank you, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:47 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

The NCAA research staff has completed the corrections your institution recently submitted to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic Performance Census (APC) data. The next step in the process is for your 

institution to confirm that the corrections have been made to your data. Please review this information carefully and 

ensure that all information is correct. 

After verifying that all information is correct, please enter the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) 

data system, and after logging in, click on the "Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a 

button titled "Institution APR Report" which allows you to download a preliminary APR report. 

Institutions will not be able to proceed to the next phase until after the NCAA Division I Board of Directors meeting 

October 27. In addition, your institutionts penalty report will not be available until after this meeting, institutions 

should continue to submit corrections and adjustments similar to prior years and should check back at a later date for 

your penalty report. If your institution has a team subject to penalties, you will be able to request a waiver of the 

penalty. 

Please contact me with any questions regarding your institution’s APR data. 

Thank you. 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 

mdejulio@ncaa.org 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:47 PM 

Timmermans, Tom 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

The NCAA research staff has completed the corrections your institution recently submitted to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic Performance Census (APC) data. The next step in the process is for your 

institution to confirm that the corrections have been made to your data. Please review this information carefully and 

ensure that all information is correct. 

After verifying that all information is correct, please enter the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) 

data system, and after logging in, click on the "Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a 

button titled "Institution APR Report" which allows you to download a preliminary APR report. 

Institutions will not be able to proceed to the next phase until after the NCAA Division I Board of Directors meeting 

October 27. In addition, your institutionts penalty report will not be available until after this meeting, institutions 

should continue to submit corrections and adjustments similar to prior years and should check back at a later date for 

your penalty report. If your institution has a team subject to penalties, you will be able to request a waiver of the 

penalty. 

Please contact me with any questions regarding your institution’s APR data. 

Thank you. 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 

mdejulio@ncaa.org 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:47 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

The NCAA research staff has completed the corrections your institution recently submitted to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic Performance Census (APC) data. The next step in the process is for your 

institution to confirm that the corrections have been made to your data. Please review this information carefully and 

ensure that all information is correct. 

After verifying that all information is correct, please enter the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) 

data system, and after logging in, click on the "Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a 

button titled "Institution APR Report" which allows you to download a preliminary APR report. 

Institutions will not be able to proceed to the next phase until after the NCAA Division I Board of Directors meeting 

October 27. In addition, your institutionts penalty report will not be available until after this meeting, institutions 

should continue to submit corrections and adjustments similar to prior years and should check back at a later date for 

your penalty report. If your institution has a team subject to penalties, you will be able to request a waiver of the 

penalty. 

Please contact me with any questions regarding your institution’s APR data. 

Thank you. 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 

mdejulio@ncaa.org 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

automated_email@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:47 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Division ]: Academic Performance Program 

The NCAA research staff has completed the corrections your institution recently submitted to its NCAA Division I 

Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic Performance Census (APC) data. The next step in the process is for your 

institution to confirm that the corrections have been made to your data. Please review this information carefully and 

ensure that all information is correct. 

After verifying that all information is correct, please enter the NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) 

data system, and after logging in, click on the "Corrections!Adjustments!Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains a 

button titled "Institution APR Report" which allows you to download a preliminary APR report. 

Institutions will not be able to proceed to the next phase until after the NCAA Division I Board of Directors meeting 

October 27. In addition, your institutionts penalty report will not be available until after this meeting, institutions 

should continue to submit corrections and adjustments similar to prior years and should check back at a later date for 

your penalty report. If your institution has a team subject to penalties, you will be able to request a waiver of the 

penalty. 

Please contact me with any questions regarding your institution’s APR data. 

Thank you. 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 

mdejulio@ncaa.org 



:Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, Annie (Research Contractor) <akearns@ncaa.org > on behalf of Research 

Proj ects < resea rch p roj ects @ nca a.org > 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:49 AM 

Research Projects 

REMINDER: NCAA Drug & Gambling Education and Drug Testing Sur~,ey 

Two weeks ago you received a request for feedback regarding your institution’s drug and gambling education programs 

as well as your institution’s drug testing program. If you have already had a chance to complete the survey, THANK YOU! 

If you have not yet had an opportunity, the health and safety staff, in conjunction with the NCAA Committee on 

Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, strongly encourages you to do so. This information is 

instrumental in policy and resource development and is used to develop alcohol and other drug prevention resources for 

the NCAA membership. 

We anticipate that the survey will take just approximately 10 minutes to complete. We ask that you submit only one 

response per institution° Results from the study will be kept in strict confidence and will be reported only in 

aggregate° Your specific responses will never be attributed to your institution. The survey is completely voluntary and 

you may stop participation at any time. 

The survey may be accessed at the following link: NCAA Drug&Gambling Education and Drug Testing Survey 

If you have any questions regarding survey content or submission, please contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at 

akearns@ncaa.org. We request that you submit your completed survey not later than Friday, November 1, 

2013. Questions regarding NCAA drug education and testing programs can be directed to Mary Wilfert, NCAA health 

and safety staff, at mwilfert@ncaa.org. 

Thank you for your participation! 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
u~authorized and may be illegal. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
NCAA Division I Override Period Expires Sunday, December 29 

Information related to the current NCAA Division I legislative override period is now 
available on the NCAA website under Legislation and Governance, Rules and Bylaws, 
Legislative Actions and Issues, and Division i. it may also be accessed by clicking on the 
following link: 

Override Period Expires Sunday~ December 29 

Note: This requires you to login to ncaa.org 

Please contact Leela~d Zeller at the NCAA national office 317-917-6222 if you have any 
questions. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you are listed as one of the recipients for this 
information (either listed recipient or carbon copy recipient). 

[The e-mail addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your instituti on should forward any correcti ons to the l i st to Mi chell e Vaughn 
(.~.~g.~.~gt!~)!)~i~:!!£g.~L.c).~g) in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you, 

Ciick b.~!:.e., .~o .~orward .~his m~iling with your t:,’.e-’.rsonai n’..e-’.ss~ge-’., 

TMs eme~ was sent by: 

P,O, Box ~:~,~:2, ~r~d~r~apo~s~ IN 46206 

C~ck here to be removed from th~s 

C~ick here to v~ew our privacy policy. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis < gdavis@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:40 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAA Division I Override Period Expires Sunday, December 29 

Information related to the current NCAA Division I legislative override period is now 
available on the NCAA website under Legislation and Governance, Rules and Bylaws, 
Legislative Actions and Issues, and Division i. it may also be accessed by clicking on the 
following link: 

Override Period Expires Sunday~ December 29 

Note: This requires you to login to ncaa.org 

Please contact Leela~d Zeller at the NCAA national office 317-917-6222 if you have any 
questions. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you are listed as one of the recipients for this 
information (either listed recipient or carbon copy recipient). 

[The e-mail addresses used for this distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership 
database and your instituti on should forward any correcti ons to the l i st to Mi chell e Vaughn 
(.~.~g.~.~gt!~)!)~i~:!!£g.~L.c).~g) in NCAA academic and membership affairs. 

Thank you, 

Ciick b.~!:.e., .~o .~orward .~his m~iling with your t:,’.e-’.rsonai n’..e-’.ss~ge-’., 

TMs ema~ was sent by: 

C~ck here to be removed from th~s 

C~ick here to v~ew our privacy policy. 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Division ]: Women’s Basketball <womenfftickets@ncaa.org > 

Tt]ursda:?, October 31, 2013 4:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

2014 NCAA Women’s Final Four Tickets/Salute/Hotel 



Deal Lawrence R.: 

I am pleased to extend an invitation for you to purchase 2014 NCAA 
Women’s Final Four game tickets. 

You also have the opportunity to purchase tickets to the 2014 Women’s 
Final Four Salute Presentation. The Salute Presentation is a unique 
opportunity that celebrates the four participating teams and student- 
athletes. Hotel accommodations may also be reserved upon completion of 
your ticket order by clicking on the hotel logo at the bottom of the ticket 
confirmation page. 

]:nstitutional or conference ticket requests for each of the 89 NCAA 
championships should be placed via our ONLI:HE ~OI~TAL. Enter your 
institution/conference name in the search bar and select the name from the 
drop down list (refrain from using the Enter key). You will then be directed 
to a site where you should select the logo of the sport for you would like to 
purchase tickets. You may continue to visit this site to order tickets for any 
of the 89 championships while supplies last. Final Four ticket orders must be 
placed no later than :1.1:59 p.m., Eastern time Friday, November 

When placing your order, you will be asked to Iogin. Enter the email address you received this ticket offer at and your 
password. If you can’t remember your password, then click the"I forgot my password" link. You will enter your email 
address again and then will be directed to answer security" questions and enter a new password. If you have difficult}, 
with the questions, please e-mail f..-.:~.b.~f.:-:!.-!:~:!:~..~-L!-:£G~!~!:G~:!:i~i~Lf..-.:9:.!!:-! from your e-mail address and type password reset in the 
subject line. You will receive further instructions on resetting your password shortly thereafter. If you have other 
questions, please contact those listed below. 

WOF~EN’S FIHAL FOUR T~CI(ET$/$ALUTE 

Trina Simerly 

317/917-6516 

~imerl~ncaa,oro 

WOMEN’S FIHAL FOUR HOTEL ACCOmmODATIONS 

Ebony Strong 

317/917-6186 

estron~ 

look forward to you joining us for the 2014 Women’s Final Four! 

For more information and a detailed schedule of events, log onto www.NCAA.com. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Emmert 
NCAA President 

Please note: Tickets may be used only for b~e pe,~onal or profess~bnaf #~terest~ of t~ose receiving tickets. They may not 
be used ~q any commercial or promotional activities (e.g., auct/bns, dra~,ings, half~ime shooting contests, sweepstakes~ 

eta:). The offer of resat’e or a~tua/ resale of dckets at a price above ~gce vaiue is prohibited. 

700 W. Washk~gton Street~ £nd~f~napo~s, ~N 46206 

C~ck h.~.~:¢, to b~ r,~mowd ifore th~s mm~m~ 

C~ck here ~o v~e;~, o~r prwacy policy, 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Division ]: Men’s Basketball <dimbkbtickets@ncaa,org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 5:19 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

Purchase Your 2014 NCAA Men~s Final Four Tickets! 

SAL : 
am pleased to extend an invitation to you to purchase 2014 NCAA Men’s Final Four game tickets. 

You also have the opportunity to purchase tickets to the 2014 Men’s Final Four Salute 

Presentation. The Salute Presentation is a unique opportunity that celebrates the four participating 

teams and student-athletes. 

Institution ticket requests for each of the 89 NCAA championships should be placed via at 

www,ncae,org~’tiekets. Enter your institution’s name in the search bar and select the name from the 

drop down list (refrain from using the Enter key)~ You will be directed to the site where you should 

select the logo of: the sport for which you would like to purchase tickets, You may continue to visit this 

site to order tickets for any of the 89 championships while supplies last. Final Four ticket orders must 

be placed no Later than 11:59 pore,, Eastern time Friday, November 22. 

When placing your order, you will be asked to Iogin. Enter the email address to which you received this 

ticket offer and your password. If you do not remember your password, please click the "1 forgot my 

password" link. You will enter your email address again and then will be directed to answer security 

questions and enter a new password. If you have difficulty, please 

email ~...s.~.q.!]:~.(~.~t~:!.~.~E!~!X.~q~. from your email address and type password reset in the subject 

line. You’ll receive further instructions on resetting your password shortly thereafter. If you have any 

other ticketing questions, please contact Jason Sabatino. (ext. 6631~ email: ~). 

Hotel information for the Men’s Final Four can be found by CL~CKING HERE. Please contact Fan 

Experiences (407/244-1247; emafl: fanhousin~erienCes~¢om) with any questions. 

I look forward to you joining us for the 2014 Men’s Final Four! 

For more information and a detailed schedule of events, visit www,NCAA,eo~!FinaIFour 

All the best, 

Mark Emmert 



NCAA President 

Please note: Ticket and hotel offers may be used only for the personal or professional interests of those 

receiving the offer. They may not be used ~q any commercial or protnodonal activities (e.g.~ auction& 

~rawLng~, ha~*i~z~e shootL~ contests, sweepstake~ etcJ. 20~4 NCAA DI Me,q~ ~na/’ Four dckets ~’i,’~ be 

distributed ~ia ~sh Seats. For ~z~ore infor~flation on Fia~ Seats d~qitai rickets return to ncaa.org~*ickets 

and enter your institudon~ name and the 20~4 NCAA Flash Seats FAQ document ~’? guide you 

the details. 

Click here to be ~e..moved from this ..m~ilir~,t list, 

Click !].e.,.i:..e... to view our plivacy policy. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect < NCAAconnect@ncaa.org > 

Sunday, November 03, 2013 7:17 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A 
NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

LATEST NEWS 

With her time on tl~e line, Jaylee Brown I~e~ps anotl~er ~Jnner 
Jaylee Brown, a cross-country runner at Division II Northern Michigan University, was not afraid to help an opponent in need 

Northwestern’s James ~ontgomery earns celebrity wit~ his sc~o~arship 
To date, nearly 1 million viewers have watched the YouTube video of Northwestern basketball student-athlete James 
Montgomery and his family learning that he would receive a full scholarship his senior year. 

Nainline and Division I1~ Presidents Counci~ discuss array of health and safety issues 
NCAA Chief Medical Officer Brian Hainline joined the Division III Presidents Council during its fall meeting to discuss team 
physicians and football helmet use, among other topics. 

Division ~l Presidents Counci~ opposes e×er~pt contest legislation 
The Division II Presidents Council voted to oppose membership-sponsored legislation that would allow two contests each year 
to be exempt, provided they are part of a conference challenge event. 

~at-side video review rule available in wrest~#~g 
With the 2013-14 wrestling season underway, fans of the sport should look for new rules in effect, including the optional use of 
the mat-side video review rule. 

More News 

LATEST ~E~BERSH~P UPDATES 
Report of the NCAA Division ~ Wome~’s Basketba~ ~ssues Committee September 30 ~ October 2, 2013 Meeting 
Report of the NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Issues Committee September 30 - October 2, 2013 Meeting 

NCAA Division I Override Period Expires Sunday December 
DELETE Adopted Proposals Override Memo 

NCAA Master Calendar 

© 2013 NCAA 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibility Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org > 

Monday, November 04, 2013 7:30 AM 

Markos, Lance M 
NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

The NCAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the 
Thanksgiving holiday Thursday, November 28 and 
Friday, November 29. Normal business hours will 
resume Monday, December 2. The website and 
Member Institution Portal will remain functional during 
this time. 

The academic certification staff has provided both 
domestic and international student reminders this 
month regarding: 

1. Official high school transcripts; 
2. Proof of high school graduation; 
3. Proof of high school graudation exception; 
4. Proof of high school graduation letter; 
5. Items that do not satisfy the proof of graduation 

requirement; 
6~ Missing educational documents; and 



7. Unregistered students. 

Read More 

The amateurism certification staff has provided 
updates this month regarding: 

1~ Spring 2014 enrollees; 
2. Fall 2014 enrollees; and 
3. Sports participation information. 

Read More 

In order to provide better visibility to the high school 
review process, the NCAA Eligibility Center is 
changing the way some schools appear on the NCAA 
Eligibility Center website: specifically, schools that do 
not respond or send incomplete responses to the 
review questionnaire and required 
documentation. Read More 

As a reminder, cases which do not meet initial- 
eligibility requirements but do meet NCAA Division I or 
II "obvious" or "automatic waiver" criteria are released 
as "nonqualifiers" or potentially "partial qualifiers" 
(Division II only). In these cases, the term "Automatic 
Waiver Approved" will appear in the waiver section 
found in the "PSA Detail Report" on the Member 
Institution Portal. Student-athletes with "Automatic 
Waiver Approved" status are eligible for aid, practice 
and competition. In prior years, these cases were 
released as "Final Qualifiers" with a designation of 
"Waiver Approved" in the waiver section for the 
division(s) for which the waiver is approved. This 
change maintains consistency in the treatment of all 
cases that have a deficiency waived and aligns with 
NCAA legislation. Click here to review the Division I 
Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale Index and here to review 
the Division II Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale Index. 



Division II institutions are reminded that under NCAA 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.1~1~2~1 [submission of final 
transcript(s)], an institution must submit a final high 
school transcript(s) (official or unofficial) to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center by November 15 following a student- 
athlete’s initial full-time enrollment for any student- 
athlete who is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the 
early academic certification exception. 

The customer service staff provided reminders this 
month regarding: 

1. Mid-year enrollees; 
2. IRL management; and 
3. Ensuring high schools have a List of NCAA 

Courses~ 

Read More 

Member institutions can view the courses used in a 
prospective student-athlete’s certification by running a 
report from the Search Student Details page. Click the 
link to find out how. Read More 

Summer school coursework taken after a prospective 
student-athlete’s junior year in high school may be 
considered for inclusion in a preliminary academic 
review. Many high schools provide transcripts at the 
end of the regular school year. If you know a student 
has taken summer school coursework between the 
junior and senior year, please encourage him or her to 
ask the school to provide an updated transcript to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. 



Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
Int’l, Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 317/968-51 O0 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 
removed from this mai~ing list’ link in the footer of your emaiL 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Playing Rules and Officiating <rulesinterp@ncaa.org> 

Monday, November 04, 2013 11:20 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

NCAA Clarifications and Interpretation for Diving Facilities. 

VIA ELECTIRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

November 4, 2013 

TO: Head Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving Coaches and Directors of Athletics of NC±~ 
Member institutions. 

FROM: Brian Gordon, secretary-rules editor 
NCAA Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving Rules Comm ittee. 

SUBJECT: Clarifications and Interpretation for Diving Facilities. 

i have received a number of calls and emails regarding some updates in the currem playing rules that 
covered diving facilities and conduct of diving events during NC.~\ competition, i wanted to repb~ with 
some clarifications and in one case an interpretation so that there is an understanding of what the diving 
facility section is actually stating. 

1. In NCAA Rule 1-1-4-a and 1-l-4-b (page 10), there is a reference to a September 1, 1996 date as it 
pertains to architectural plans of a facility’. That date is only in reference to the size of the :facility- as stated 
in these two sections of the rules book -it does not refer to the depths and plmnmets. As stated in both 
pa’agraphs, "recommended dimensions for diving t3cilities a’e specified on this page m~d the tbllowing 
pages." The diving chart is a standalone piece of i~’ormation and not part of the above with the September 
1, 1996 date. 

2. The NCAA Recommended Dimensions tbr Diving Facilities chart was updaed this year with 
recommendatto~s_[br co,Lz~et~t~on. The Swirmning & Diving Rules committee updated this chart for the 
first time since 1991 based upon the dimensions recommended by FINA. While FINA only" made a 
handful of changes last July at their Technical Congress, they had previousb~ made changes over the past 
22 years since we had updated our chart and all those changes are included in the new recommended 
dimensions. It is the Committee’s intent to provide a fair competitive environment within the rules, but at 
all times provide a s~e environment for all student-athletes to compete in. Please keep in mind that the 
chart is a recommendation, not an absolute requirement: for conduct of NCAA diving events in regular or 
post-season competition. 



3. In reading NCAA rule 1-4-1-c (page 16), to clm’i[~r questions being asked, the change in the dimensions 
and requirements affects only those facilities built after the September 1, 2013 when the new tales 
book/changes went into effect as it pertains to this rule. Existing facilities are still "grandfathered" by the 
old rules book’s dimension of at least 11 feet (3.35m):for 1-meter competition and 12 :feet (3.66m) :for 3- 
meter competition. The intent was not to require existing facilities to have to undergo structural changes 
to their diving areas to comply with the rule, but for new :facilities to be required to meet the new 
dimensions of 11 feet, 2 inches (3.40m) for 1-meter and 12 feet, 2 inches (3.70m) for 3-meter competition. 

4. Finally, upon advice of NCAA Legal Counsel, "the NCAA reminds you that you should conduct all of 
your competitions in accordance with local and state laws and regulations, and that the NCAA playing 
rules do not supplant or supersede those laws or regulations. Should you identi~ any inconsistencies or 
tensions between local law and the NC,~\ playing rules, you should bring them to the NCAA’s attention." 

If you still have questions regarding the above clarification aJad interpretation, please feel :free to contact 
)44-3)41. me at ~.%~?~.~?.!}.~7..,:,~i?~[.~?.~r~. or by calling (518) c c 

BG:af 

cc: Men’s m~d Women’s Swimming and Diving Rules Committee 
Selected NCAA Staff Members 



~FO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nobody@ncaa.org 

Monday, November 04, 2013 1:10 PM 

Vangelder, Marieile A; Timmermans, Tom; ahemandez@ncaa.org 

Notice of Case Status Change 

There has been a staus change for Case 
information. 

Please log on to Requests/Self-Reports Online for further 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufano, Sharon <stufano@ncaa.org > 

Monday, November 04, 2013 1:59 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 

ACTION REQUEST -- NCAA Convention Memorial List 

TO: Conference Commissioners, Directors of Athletics, Sports Information Directors at NCAA 
institutions. 

FROM: Sharon Tufano, NCAA committee coordinator. 

As has been the tradition, during the opening business session at the 2014 NCAA Convention in San 
Diego, the NCAA will honor athletics staff members and student-athletes who died during this past 
year. The NCAA will recognize individuals who have died by listing their names in the NCAA 
Convention program, along with scrolling the names and a moment of silence during the opening 
business session. Your assistance is needed to create a complete and accurate memorial 
list. Below is a link to an NCAA website where you can enter the name of any individual(s) from your 
conference or institution who died this past year. The NCAA publishes the names of current or 
former staff members, and student-athletes who were current student-athletes at the time of their 
deaths. 

The deadline for submitting names for inclusion in the NCAA Convention program is 
November 27, 2013. 

Link to Memorial Resolutions website: 
ht_~p://webl, ncaa. orq/m em orialienter.szA~ 

The NCAA publishes notification of deaths online as a regular feature, if during the year you would 
like to have a notification published, please send the information to transactions@_ncaa.or% 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. If you have any questions please contact me. 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and iprivileged information. If you are not the 
imended recipient, please noti~, the seceder immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegalo 



IFrom: NCAA Championships < NCAAChampsNewsDZ@ncaa.org > 

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Division I Championships News - November 2013 

To vie;’~, a¢.. o..’~lir~e vers~or~ of this emait, click here, 

Division I Championships News 

November 2013 Edition 

This communication is emailed to all Division I athletics directors, senior 
woman administrators, sports information directors, conference 
commissioners, conference senior woman administrators and head coaches of 
the applicable sports, based on contact information in the NCAA directory 
(membership database). This serves as the primary, correspondence related to 
NCAA championships matters; continue to check individual sport pages at 
NCAA.org throughout the season. 

The next edition of Championships News will be distributed Monday, 
December 2 aud the first Monday of the month thereafter. Please take 
note of the information regardiug NCAAconnect detailed under General 
Championships Intbrmation, 

For a quick reference to sport-specific information contained within, select any 
of the following: 

Mete’ s Basketball 
Women~ s BasketbaI1 
Me,% and Women% Cross Countu 
Men’s and Worn en’ s Fenci,~g 
i[qeld Hockey 
FootbMI 
Men’s Gymnastics 
Wome~’s (}ym~mstics 
Men’s Ice Hockey 
Worn on’ s Ice Hockey 
Men’ s Lacrosse 



Men’ s Soccer 

Men’s and Wome~’s Swimming and D~vh~g 
Me,~s a,~d Women’s Tennis 
Men’s and Wo:men~s Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 
Men’ s Volleybal~ 
Women’s Volleyball 
Men’s Water Polo 
Wrestli ng 

General Championships Information 

Site selection finalists announced! The finalists for 82 NCAA 
championshilps in academic years 2014-15 through 2017-18 are now 
available ]:-[~.. Mark your calendars for December 11 as the final 
hosts are announced in a selection show on NCAA.com 
Feedback ~eeded~ After your pa~icipation in an NCAA championship 
this year, be on the lookout fbr a su~,ey where your feedback is 
welcomed so that we can continue to enhance your championship 
experience. 
Procedure Process and New Fine Structure Beginning Fall 2013. 
The Cabinet/Championships Committees approved the Misconduct and 
Failure to Adhere to Policy and Procedure Process Outlines and the 
new ~ne structure Please use the link provided to connect to the 
process outlines listed under Championship Resources: Misconduct and 
Failure to Adhere to Policies and Procedures. 
No~ifica~io~ of Conference Automatic QuMifier (to be completed by 
conference commissioner): Complete the online form to noti~ the 
NC A A spo~ corn mittee and national office of your con*~rencds 
automatic qualifl ers for 2013-14 champi onships. 

Sports 

Men’s Basketball 

. Playing Rules and Officiating Communication Points available 

Women’s Basketball 

The 2013-14 NCAA Women’s Basketball season is upon us and we 
would like to share the updated [~.~f..t..;..P....r.~.g!i..c.~.gL..G.:’..!L.m...~..:~:J.@..g~g~....m...~.~..*. 
document with you. We created this document last year in an effort to 
provide consistent information to all division I institutions. This 
document gives pertinent rule changes that will affect your table crews 
for this season. We will continue to update thi s docmnent and share it at 
the beginning of eveu basketball season. 

and Women’s Cross Country 

DEADLINE: R~sult~. from all meets must be submitted to TFRRS-XC .......................... 

by midnight Eastern time, one day after the completion of a contest. 



The TFRRS-XC system will be used to track results as a basis for 
selections, so institutions must ensure that all results are properly 
submitted. 
National Championships Patti ci pant Mam~aI Now Available. 
November 16, 3 p.m. Easter~ time: .~.~i[.~?.!~i..~).~...~.~.~?.~.!?..~.:.~?.~!~!L 

and Women’s Fencin~ 

..P....r..¢zQ..h..!L.m...p..i.~.O,~.!3.i.l?..~..;.~:J..’.4.~3.~..’.4.!. is now available. The manual contains 
policies and procedures governing the administration of the 
championships. 
REMINDER: The deadline for submi ssion of rosters to the o~line score 
~~stem is November 27 ~ A $200 fine will be issued to 
institutions failing to submit their complete rosters (names and power 
ratings) by this date. The online system will be reopened December 6 
for institutions to make necessary changes to their roster throughout the 
season. 

Field Hockey 

November 10, 10 p.m. Eastern time: Selection announceme,~t. 
Pre-Championship Mamml is now available. The manual contains 
policies and procedures governing the administration of the 
championship. 
Host Operations ~!~f~.X!~,~:f~.~ (preliminau rounds and finals) is now 
available~ 

Football 

Deadline - November 18 - Bid materials to host preliminary-round 
games of the 2013 NCAA Division i Football Championship. 
Snnday, November 24, 11:30 a.m. Eastern time: 2013 NCAA 
Division I Football Championship selection show on ESPNU. 

Men’s Gymnastics 

Pre-Cham~) Mal:mal is now available. The manual contains 
policies and procedures governing the administrati on of the 
championship. 
November 18: Deadline for coaches to enter team schedules in to the 

i~21....27.>.i~1 roc~ter.,,om:2 .............. sv~tcm2.:~...?. ......... 

Women~s Gymnastics 

Clarification for NC.-~A V~, omen s Gymnastics Rules Modification 
available by contacting the women’s gymnastics rules interpreter 
Chrvstal Cholle>Nortono 

Ice Hockey 

Pre-Cham~ 1ManuaI will be available by November 1.1. The 
manual contains policies and procedures governing the administration 



of the championships. 

Women’s Ice Hocke~- 

Pre-Cham~ Manual will be available by N ovember 11. The 
manual contains policies and procedures governing the administration 
of the championships. 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Play-in games schedule. The cabinet adopted a policy to specie7 that 
the NCAA will pay expenses for all play-in contests and that all teams 
in the bracket will be considered participants in the championship, 
including those teams participating in the play-in contests. Schedule 
and sample bracket available here. 

Soccer 

November 18, noon Eastern time: 

Wonl erl’s Soccer 

Important Dates: 
o Selection show: November l I at 4:30 p.m. ET on NCAA.com 
o First Round: November 15, 116 or 17. 
o Second/Third Rounds: November 22 or 24 
o Quarte~-t]nals: November 29 or 30 

~ ~[en s and Women’s Swimmin~ and Divin~ 

2013-14 Pre Championships Manual available 
List of hotels for men’s championships available 
List of hotels for women’s championships available !.!~.~.~. 
Deadline ..... November 8: Deadline to apply to host a Championships 
Qualification Meeto Criteria for hosting are outlined on the application, 
available here~ 
Important information and deadlines regarding swimming times 
database, roster management and results reporting is available 
Deadline: Results nmst be submitted within 72 hours after the ......................... 

completion of a competition. 
The 2013-14 and 2014-15 men’s and ~vomen’s swimming and diving 
rules changes are available ~.~?~!~.i.!?.~?.. 

and Women’s Tennis 

regarding experimental formats. 

Men’s and Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

DEAIDL~N E: Teams must submit a roster of eligible student-athletes 
(~1~’FRRS login required) prior to the first competition of the indoor track 



and field season. 
DEADLINE: Results from all meets must be submitted to TFRRS by 
midnight Eastern time, one day after the completion of a contest. Late 
or incorrect submissions will result in a fine. 
Quali*~ing criteria for indoor and outdoor track and field available 
REMINDER: Indoor track and field facility indexing Conversion 
Summary and Calculator available 
DEADLINE ..... December 1: Pole vault box collar shall be in place. 
Details available here° 

Men’s Volleyball 

~ l[Jpd~ted Play-In Game memo now" available on !.?..~?.gk.:.9..r.g 

Women’s Volleyball 

Deadline - November 12 -Bid materials to host first- and second- ............................................. 
round games of the 20113 NCAA Division I Women’s Volleyball 
Championship. 
Selections: 9:30 p.m Eastern time, Sunday, December 1 on ESPNU. 
If you are interested in being a site rep for preliminaDT rounds, complete 
fOF~TL 

Rules Interpretation Newsletter available here. 

Men’s Water Polo 

Pre-Championship Manual is now available. The manual contains 
policies and procedures governing the admini stration of the 
champi onshi p, including the new play-in game formato 
ReminderWeekly results must be submitted eve*T Sunday by 6 p.m. 
(local time) through December 1 via the .(.~,!!..{..~3.g?.....s.’.!2c.?...r..g..!-.)?.~?.g!!~i..~g....s.52}..t.g?...n.L 
December l, approximately 11 p.m. Eastern time: ~.g!.g.g.~4i.9.!.! 
am~ouncement. 

Wrestling 

Coaches ranking determination %rm for commissioners will be posted 
here. Completed forms must be returned to Heidi Wurster at 
i[?.~5~.~:j2~.~j2!~i~.~!~?.~?~.A:?j2g by December 13. 
Current list of registered officials will be posted 

Information referenced in this email must be accessed on the membership 

portion of NCAA.org; a login (eraail and password) must be established fbr 
access. ~.’[ you have any problems logging in, please contact 

~ebhe~desl~(a~ncaa. org.[br assistance. 

,~" you have any questions or wouM like to have soraeone added to the 
distribution list, please contact us at NC.4A c hamd~s news D ~(a ~caa, org. 



P,O, Be)× 6222, ]~r’..diar’..~p~)iis, ~}~ 46206 

Click here to be remow-’,d .~rom this mailksg list 

Click here t~:~ "dew ~:~ur priwcy policy, 



Attachments: 

Wolf, Lori < Iwolf@ncaa.org > 

Monday, November 04, 2013 3:50 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Sabo, Tim 

Wolf, Lori 
Ticket Allocations for the 2014 NCAA Division I Wrestling Championships -- University 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chesapeake Energy Arena.jpg; 457 North Carolina.pall; ATT00001.c 

Attached is an invoice indicating the number of tickets, as well as the seat locations, allocated to your institution for the 
2014 NCAA Division I Wrestling Chm~pionships at the Chesapeake Energy Arena in OklaJ~oma City. Also attached is a 
facility diagram fbr your rct~erenceo Due to the high de:mand :for tickets again this year, any restitution that requested :more 
than 30 tickets, but less than 400, was subject to a 40 percent reduction in their overall request. Any institution that 
requested more than 400 tickets was subject to a 50 percent reduction in their overall requesL Your institution was 
allocated 30 tickets. 

As a reminder, an all-session ticket includes six individual sessions m~d, based on locaion, three ticket price levels arc 
available at $215, $185 and $150. Your allocation may be located in one or more of the price levels. 

Each institution is financially responsible for a minimum of 80 percent of the tickets allocated. Institutions hm,’e 
until January 3, 2014, to cancel up to a maxi:mum of 20 percent of their allocationo Written notification regarding the 
cancellation must be submitted to me (!!~:52!.~!g{:’.~,!~k:.~).~2g) at the NCAA National Office by the January 3 
deadline. Payment for the remaining tickets must be received by January 17. Tickets are scheduled to be shipped 
Janumy 28, but will not be sent to your insti~a~tion until payment has been :received. 

If you choose to pay by check, please make the check payable to the NCAA and send it to :my attention at the address 
noted on the invoice. Yot~ also have the option to pay by credit card by accessing the Veritix customer portal by clicking 
HERE. Please note that the login information is the same that was used to submit your initial ticket request. 

Any tickets returned to the NCAA by the JanuaD: 3 deadline will be redistributed equally to institutions seeking additional 
tickets, up to the original requested number. 

Please remember that ticket needs lbr any student-athletes who qualify from your institution :must be handled out of your 
institutional ticket allocation. A limited number of tickets are being held for student-athletes who may not quali~ for the 
championships until March. The late-qualifier ticket request form will be distributed in March. 

The NCAA is pleased to announce the introduction of t~vo new programs, in conjunction with PrimeSport, the 
official ticket and hospitality provider of the NCAA, for the wrestling championships. Please share the 
information below with your fans as you begin the ticket allocation and distribution process. 

NEW FOR 2014 - NCAA*~ TIICKET IEXCHANGE~’~- BUY AND SELL OFIFIC~AL TICKETS 
This yeaL college wrestling fans will be able to buy and sell tickets with other fans quickly and easily in a safe, secure and 
NCAA approved maNetplace. Ticket holders who are unable to attend a session, or find their NCAA wrestler eliminated 
prior to the finals, have a place to safely sell their tickets. Buyers can be assured that the tickets are authentic and 
guaranteed, even if a session is sold ore. The NCAA reminds fm~s d~at purchasing tickets from secondary, unauthorized 
vendors may resuk in fraudulent purchases. Fans are encouraged to purchase tickets from NCAA member institutions and 
companies authorized by the NCAA to sell or resell chm~pionship tickets. For more information on the NCAA Ticket 
Exchange, please visit 

NEW FOR 2014 - THE NCAA EXPERIENCE*~- OFFICIAL TIICKET & HOSPFFALITY PACKAGES 



Enhance your championships experience at the 2014 NCAA Men’s Wrestling Championships with The NCAA 
Experience offScial ticket and FAN hospitality packages available from PrimeSporL the Official Ticket and Hospitality 
Provider of the NCAA! Official FAN hospitality packages arc available with or without tickets to the session ofyot~r 
choice, and include access to the FAN hospitality event with light hors d’oeuvres, cash bar and an appearance by a 
legendary NCAA wrestler! For more info~rnatio~ on The NCAA Experience, please visit 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Tha~ks. 
Lori 

Lori Wolf 
Coordir~ator, Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
I~dianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 
(w): 317-917-6514 
(c): 317-987-8078 
lwolft%,,~caa.org 
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:013 SMG, All rights reserved, 
!TE: Map not to scale, Stage size and relation to seating not: exact, Subje~ to change, 



INVOICE 
Account Number: 457 

Invoice Date: 11/4/2013 

University of NoAh Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Lawrence Cunningham 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Ernie VMlliamson Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

UNITED STATES 

bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu 

.Mail: 

Lori Wolf 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

__o_~__e_r__n_]g_b_t_ 
i1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

ilndianapolis, IN 46202 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 
Wrestling 
Championships 

Admissions 113 R 20 - 24 Adult $215.00 $1,075.00 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 5 Admissions 113 S 20 - 24 Adult $215.00 $1,075.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 10 Admissions 309 G 10 - 19 Adult $185.00 $1,850.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 10 Admissions 309 H 10 - 19 Adult $185.00 $1,850.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 Wrestling Processing 1 $10.00 
Fee 

Amount Due: $5,860.00 

Amount Paid: $0.00 

Amount Scheduled: $0.00 

Balance Due: $5,860.00 



FFO~: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Zonder, Michael <mzonder@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:31 AM 

]:lie, Vince 
RE: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 

Flag Status: Completed 

Vince,, 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop, I appreciate it, 

Things are going very well here at the moment. You’ve heard correctly that we’ll be just about fully staffed shortly. The 

only significant position that’s still a ways away from being filled is the managing director spot for development, as the 

hiring team decided to reopen the posting a lit:tie while ago. I hope N[ is going just as well for you in Chapel Hill. 

Mike 

From; 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, November 04, 2013 7:28 PM 
To= Zonder, Michael 
S~bje¢t= FW: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Mike, 

Just to keep you informed... If you have a~y questions about any i~formation in or related to the messages 
below, please just let me know. 

Hope things are going well there. I’ve heard you all might be fully staffed again soon? If so, I’m guessing that 
will help smooth things out for eve~7one there. Thanks again for your help. 

Vince 

From; Moon, Karen B 
Sent= Monday, November 04, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Cunningham, Bubba; Kirschner, Steve; McFarland, Michael B; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Gil, 
Karen M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Yopp, Jan Johnson; Derickson, Christopher P; Reid, Dee; Ille, Vince 
(::¢= Pickeral, Robbi; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject= FW: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at ChapeJ HiJl 

(9:19} 962-gS95 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent= Monday, November 04,, 2013 3:4-3 PM 



To." ’Kane, Dan’ 
Subject." RE: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Dan: 

Regarding the emails you are asking about, I think it’s important for context to review the information that you have 

received from the University and General Administration since last summer: 

On July 12, I indicated that you had received all email correspondence between the University and the NCAA 

during the time period you had requested related to African and Afro-American studies. The NCAA received 

unrestricted access and was fully informed about all of the internal and external reviews and investigations, 

including those conducted by Governor Martin and Baker Tilly. Those statements are accurate, and I stand by 

them. 

On July/L8, Joni Worthington’s email to you said that President Ross asked for and received from the University 

copies of all documents compiled in response to your request for email correspondence involving Nyang’oro and 

Crowder. She told you that he received about 680 pages of documents, most of which did not relate to student- 

athletes. Those documents were provided to the Orange County District Attorney. We can confirm what she told 

you then that the campus made the NCAA aware of the full set of documents, and, at President Ross’ direction, 

offered to share with them the content of all of the documents related to student-athletes. 

Last week, Vince Ille, the chief compliance officer in the Department of Athletics, wrote to you and said that "all 

known issues have been addressed and resolved" related to African and Afro-American studies and his 
department’s ongoing communications with the NCAA. 

I don’t have any additional information to share and have checked with the appropriate University officials who I can 

think of on this. None of them are willing to tall< to you about this issue for your story. 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 

Sent." Nonday, November 04, 20::[3 12:06 PN 
To." Noon, Karen B 
Subject." Re: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Thanks Karen~ 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 9:59 AM, Moon, Karen B <kal:en_ j~:~oon(i)}unc,edu> wrote: 

Dan: thanks for your voice message and the email below. I will be back in touch° 

Karen 

Karen Moon 



Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

~962-8595 

~Fro~: Kane, Dan [mai~t~:.d....k....a.~.n....e...@..n....e....w...~..~....b..‘.s....e..~.e....r..~..c....~..!~?] 
Sent; Friday, November 01, 2013 11:10 AM 
To; Moon, Karen B 
Subject; Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Karen, 

As you know, I am working on a story based on the most recent release of records to me. This is a sto~, about 
the fact that days aider I had received email correspondence from UNC showing the back and forth between 
Julius Nyang’oro, Deborah Crowder and academic advisers in the ASPSA and the Steele Building, all that 
information was shipped to the NCAA. 

This was not told to me before publication of the sto~,. Instead, you had told me (paraphrasing here) that all 
investigators had access to this information. You had also said this information was "nothing new." 

Gow Martin has since told us that he did not see these emails. The UNCBOG review panel did not see them 
eithero Now it appears the NCAA had not seen them -- and is interested in them. 

Furthermore, a review" of the correspondence between UNC and the NCAA, as provided to us, show’s no 
indication this information was provided to the NCAA before June 7. There is also no indication the NCAA 
received roughly 100 pages of emails we had sent to UNC as part of our story that ran Sept. 30 showing 
academically-challenged freshmen football players being placed in these ’paper’ classes. 

I have sought explanaions from UNC, and included you in this request. I was told that Vince Ille would 
respond He did not until I asked why I had not heard from him. He then sent an email that is largely non- 
responsive. It only confirms that Jaimee Lee continues to work for ASPSA, but even then, does not identi~, 
which sport or sports she is now responsible for. 

I understand according to your voice mail that you are not in the office today, but back Monday. I would 
appreciate it if you and Mr. Ille and any others who can shed light on what happened with this correspondence, 



as well as what was going on in the ASPSA program, would either call me or set a time for me to come to the 
university to meet in person. 

I hope you had a good weekend, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Kane, Dan <dkane~ewsobserver.com> 
Date: Thu, Oct 31, 2013 at 1:19 PM 
Subj ect: Re: interview request regarding NCAA notification 
To: "Ille, Vince" <i.!,!.~?.@.~.~?.~.:.~.~!> 
Cc: "Kirschner, Steve" <..s..t..~E.~!.{i...r..~.~..h....~.~!..!~{~.g.~!.c.L~?...d..g.> 

Vince, 

Thank you for your reply. I appreciate that you have confirmed that Jaimee Lee is still an academic counselor 
for the ASPSA and that you acknowledge communications with the NCAA regarding the academic fraud 

There still remain questions unanswered, such as whether the emails you sent to the NCAA had been provided 
before. I have not seen evidence of them being sent before June 7. As you may know, Andrew Carter and I have 
requested and received correspondence between the university and the NCAA for many months. 

The best way to answer these questions is to talk to me on the iphone or in iperson, which ever works best for 
you. You can contact me at the numbers provided or email me with a good time to talk. 

I have also left you a phone message to this effect. 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



9I 9-829~486I office ................................................ 

91 !)-812-7895 cell ................................................ 

On Thu, Oct 31, 2013 at 11:57 AM, Ille, Vince <i.!,!.~?.{q).3;.8.~.:.~.{~!> wrote: 

Mr. Kane, 

Representatives of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Athletics Compliance Office and NCAA 
employees engage in regular and ongoing communication. I can personally attest to such communication 
regarding issues pertaining to the institution’s department formerly known as African and Afro-American 
Studies for the time period beginning July 25, 2012, which was my first day of employment here. The 
communication included records, reports, results of internal and external reviews, and media coverage. All 
known issues have been addressed and resolved. 

I hired Jackie Thurnes to be my Assistant Compliance Coordinator while i was employed at the University of 
illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Jaimie Lee is currently employed by ASPSA. 

hope you are having a good day, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:32 PM 
To: II{e, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Vince, 

A couple corrections in my request. The emails I referred to in the second case were published in a sto~, dated 
Sept. 30, 20112, not nearly a year ago~ And ifI read Jaimie Lee’s email correctly, I’ve also misspelled her name 
below. My apologies to her. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

.......... Fopa~arded message .......... 
From: Kane, Dan 
Date: Tue, Oct 22, 20113 at 12:06 PM 
Subject: interview request regarding NCAA notification 
To: ilIe@m~c.edu 

Vince, 

I recently received records I had requested involving communications between UNC and the NCAA. 

Among them is an email exchange between you and Michael Ponder, an NCAA enforcement official, in which 
you have sent him the roughly 50 pages of email correspondence involving Deborah Crowder, Julius Nyang’oro 
and academic advising staffs. 



I would ]like to ta]lk to you about your discussion with Michael before sending the records, as we]ll as confirm 
whether or not this was the first time the NCAA had received them. I a]lso wou]ld like to know if you or anyone 
e]lse in the athletic department has had any further conversations with the NCAA about these records. 

Along the same ]lines, nearly a year ago, The N&O shared records such as emails and other correspondence 
regarding ath]letes taking "paper" c]lasses. Those records included emails indicating that ASPSA staff knew the 
c]lasses weren’t challenging and that "guys are in this c]lass for a reason -- at risk, probation, struggling students 

I do not reca]ll seeing any e’~,idence that these records were forwarded to the NCAA. If they were, cou]ld you 
p]lease tel]l me when and to whom as we]ll as what, if any, other action you tool; upon receiving them. 

There is also an email in this recent batch, dated June 12, between you and Jackie Thurnes in which you and she 
are discussing j ob opportunities. I would ]like to ask you about that as well. I didn’t rea]lize that you both worked 
in compliance at the University of Illinoi s for an overlapping period of time. 

Fina]lly, I would like to confirm that Jaimee Lee is still an academic counselor for the ASPSA, and in what 
capacity, such as what sports does she hand]leo 

Let me know what wou]ld be a good time to ta]lk. I am working on deadline. 

hope you are haxdng a good day, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

91{ 9~829-48(>1 off’ice 

91 !)-812-7895 cell ................................................ 



9I 9-829-486I ................................................ 

919~829-48(>1 

919-829-4861 ................................................ 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 



copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Tufano, Sharon <stufano@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:32 AM 

@gmaikcom 

Townsend, Jenn; Cunningham, Bubba; Folt, Carol Lynn; Preston, Stacey; Cooper, Becky; 

Miller, Monica 
ACTION REQUIRED -- NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award Information 

Today’s Top Ten RSVP Form.docx; 2014 Honoree Guest Hotel Reservation .- how 

to.docx; ATT00001.c 

Importance: High 

Dear Ms. Brooks, 

Congratulations! The NCAA Honors Committee has selected you as a recipient of an NCAA Today’s 
Top 10 Award. This award recognizes your success on the field or court, in the classroom and in the 
community. The award will be presented to you at the Honors Celebration on January 17, 2014. 

You will receive additional details leading up to this event. For now, here’s what you can anticipate. 

NCAA Honors Celebration 
Friday, January 17, 2014 
Hilton San Diego Bayfront 

At the Honors Celebration Awards Dinner, you and the other award recipients will be honored before 
an audience of approximately 850 representatives of NCAA member institutions and athletic 
conferences. A representative from your alma mater will present your award on stage. Your 
accomplishments will be featured in a professionally produced video during the program hosted by 
master of ceremony Jack Ford, an Emmy-award winning broadcast journalist and former student- 
athlete. During the awards dinner, you will be seated at a reserved table with your guests and 
representatives of your school. 

Preliminary Honoree Schedule 
In addition to the awards dinner, other activities planned for honorees on January 17, 2014 are: 

Time Event Who should attend 

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 Honoree Luncheon Honorees only 

p.m. 

12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Honors Celebration Honorees and institution award 
Rehearsal presenters only 

1:30 to 2 p.m. Scheduled Honoree Honorees and credentialed 
Interviews media only 

5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Honoree Reception Honorees, their guests, and 
institution representatives 
only 

6:30 to 9 p.m. Honors Celebration Honorees, their guests, and 



9 to 10 p.m. 

Awards Dinner 

Dessert Reception 

institution representatives; 
audience is approximately 850 

Honorees, their guests, and 
institution representatives; 
audience-honoree meet/greet 
reception 

Honors Celebration Tickets 

The NCAA provides you up to six (6) complimentary tickets to the Honors Celebration Awards Dinner 
and Dessert Reception as follows: one (1) honoree ticket, one (1) ticket for your institution’s 
representative and up to four (4) tickets for your personal guests. You should contact your alma 
mater to coordinate your guest list and return the enclosed Honoree and Institution RSVP 
Form to the NOAA by November 22, 2013. 

Travel 
So that you may participate in the Honors Celebration, the NCAA is pleased to provide you the 
following: 

Coach-class domestic airline travel for you and your guest, or reimbursement for your auto mileage; 
hotel expenses (two-night hotel stay at the Hilton San Diego Bayfront, room and tax only); pre- 
arranged ground transportation in Grapevine, Texas; per diem during your stay; and up to six (6) 
complimentary Honors Celebration dinner tickets. 

=- Honoree flight and hotel reservations must be completed by November 22, 2013: 
The NCAA provides complimentary roundtdp coach airfare for you and your designated guest 
to San Diego. To receive these complimentary, arrangements, you must book your flight and 
hotel through Short’s Travel. A representative from Short’s Travel will contact you in the near 
future to arrange your air travel and overnight accommodations. Please plan to arrive at the 
hotel in San Diego, California no later than the morning of Friday, January 17, 2014. 

=- Flight and hotel reservations for your additional guests: 
Beyond one guest, all additional guest travel is at the guest’s expense. Your additional guests 
are welcome to book their air travel through Short’s Travel. If your additional guests need 
overnight accommodations, hotel rooms at the Hilton San Diego Bayfront are available for a 
limited time and can be reserved through the NCAA Convention registration site at 
htLps:iiwwwLplanninc~point~ net/Events/2014N CAACO NVE NTIO N. ~tnen going to the 
registration site, they should click "Honors" to access the Honors Celebration room block and 
then register as "Honors FriendslFamilyllnstitutional Representative." Because hotel rooms for 
the Honors Celebration are limited, your guests are urged to book their hotel rooms no later 
than November 22, 2013. Payment at the time of their flight and hotel booking will be 
requested. Attached is a document regarding how guests should reserve hotel rooms or 
request assistance with air travel reservations. Please feel free to share the attached 
instructions with your family and friends. 

NCAA Contacts 
From this point forward, you will be working with Becky Cooper from the NCAA communications team 
on the many aspects of your participation in the awards celebration. You can reach Becky at (o) 
3171917-6801; (c) 3171446-5756; or bcoo~ncaa.or% A secondary contact is Monica Miller who 
can be reached at (o) 3171917-6577; (c) 317/354-5747; or mmiller@ncaa.o%. Please keep them 



apprised of your current contact information so we may reach you by your preferred means leading 
up to the Honors Celebration in January. 

Other representatives of the NCAA will also be in contact with you over the next several weeks to 
prepare for the Honors Celebration. These individuals include NCAA communications staff; the 
NCAA’s travel partner, Short’s Travel; and the company producing the Honors Celebration, BI 
Worldwide. These individuals are charged with ensuring the overall success of the Honors 
Celebration and will need your prompt response on various deliverables. 

The NCAA will issue a press release announcing the Today’s Top Ten Award winners in early 
November~ In an effort to create the greatest news impact, we request that your school and 
representatives refrain from issuing any related communication until the NCAA release has posted to 
NCAA.org. If you have any questions regarding the NCAA 9ress release, please contact Meghan 
Durham at mdurham@ncaa.orcj. 

Once again, congratulations! We look forward to celebrating your achievements in San Diego, 
California on January 17, 2014. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Tufano 

CO: Chancellor Carol Folt 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Ms. Jenn Townsend 



Honors Celebration 

TODAY’S TOP 10 AWARD 
HONOREIE AIND [NSTITIU TION 

RSVP FORM 
January 17, 2014 ® San Diego, California 

Hilton San Diego Bayfront 

Honorec’s Name: 

Honorce’s Telephone Number: 

Honoree’s Fax Num ber: 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Honoree" s Emai] address: 

The NCAA provides each honoree one (1) ticket for the honoree, four (4) complimentary tickets for their 
personal guests, and one (1) complimentary ticket for an institutional representative to attend the Honors 
Celebration. Honorees should contact their institution to coordinate guest lists and communicate if they are 
not using all six (6) complimentary tickets. 

NAME RELATIONSHIP TO HONOREE 

I. Honoree 

2. Institutional representative 

3. 

4. 

Any additional notes: 

Pl~~. 2013 to: 

Beck), Cooper 
Assistant Coordinator 

NCAA 
Email address: bcooper@ncaa.org 

Telephone: 317/91%6801 FAX: 317/917-6856 



Honors Celebration 

As an honoree, your Honors Celebrat}on guests who are not sharing your hotel room are 

tespons}ble for making their own ~’eservation fo~" overnight accommodat}onso Your guests will 

~.~se the NCAA Conve~]t~on registration s~te to make their hotel reservation; however, they will 

be reserv~8 hote~ room(s} and requesting a}r t~avel (if app,}cable) for the Honors Celebration 

oni~, Each guest needin8 a hotei room w~i need to compiete th~s p~ocess, ~f shar}ng a ~oom. 

only one of the ind~v~d~.~a~s in each room needs to complete the registration process. 

The Honors Celebration is held dur}ng the NCAA Convention }n San Diego, Californ}a, The San 

Diego Hilton Bayfront will be the headquarters for the Honors Celebration. The rate ~s $t99 per 

room per ~ght p~us occupancy tax ~:or s~ng~e a~d douMe occapancy. Add}donal charses w~J~ be 

~ncurred [o~" triple o~" quad occupancy, 

We recommend that your guests res~-~"~-’,..~<e their hotel room early to guara~stee space in the San 

Diego }--liltot~ Bayfi"onl:o Resep,;atiot~ requests may be waitlisl:ed based on availability, We ask 

that all @..~ests reserve their rooms prior to November 22. 

To register as at} Honors £eleb~"ation family, friend or at} inst}tutiot}al rep~’esentative~ go to: 

htt ointone 

On the 20.t.4 NCAA Convention registrar}or} page, cl}ck ............................................................................................................................. 

Click F de ~-~d s/ilsa m i~y/l~’~stit~tio ~-~a ~ Rep~ese~-~tatB~e 

C~ck "O:mt~r~ue" throagh to the next page. 

Your g~.~est{s} will then be directed to the registration 

where they wiJJ compJete the pai~>4e~ to reserve a room for 

the Honors Ce~ebrat~on at their own expense. 

There are mult}ple pages {personal information, air travel 

hotel, at~d payment} that they will need to complete to 

fi~sh the reserva’don process for overnight 

accommodat}ons. 

Also, any g~.~ests that will not need hotel ~’eservatior~s but 

will need t}ckets to the awards di~sner need to be listed on 
you~" ticket request form o~~ must contact Becky Cooper 

(bcoo..    p e r @ ~caa~ . or~},.~, or Monica Miller ( m mille r @ ~caa.o re}. 



~Fom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Zonder, Michael <nqzonder@ncaa.org > 

Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:05 AM 

]:lie, Vince 

McFadand, Michael B; Kirschner, Steve 
RE: 
draftresponse.docx; University Statement on NCAA and Academic ]:ssues August 31 

2012odoc 

Follow Up l:lag: Follow up 

Flag Status: Completed 

Thanks, Vince. I appreciate the notification, 

Mike 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: Zonder, Michael 
(:c: McFarland, Michael B; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: FW: 

Mike, 

We will be releasing the emails that you and I exchanged in September 2013. I thought it would be best to 
provide you this notification in writing since it is possible some may refuse to acknowledge we have 
communicated appropriately in the past by other means. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks 
for your help. 

Vince 

From= McFarland, Michael B 
Sent= Tuesday, November 05, 2013 10:14 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please noti~, the sender immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized and may be illegal. 



DRAFT ONLY 

Dan~ 

The University cannot speak for the NCAA or any other investigative body. As Vince ille told 
you last week, his office and NCAA employees have regular, ongoing communications, 
including about the records, reports, results of internal and external reviews and investigations, 
and news media coverage on issue such as this matter. 

You have asked about supporting documentation for Mr. Ille’s statement. Please see the attached 
email dated September 26, 2013 - which is not part of a timeframe you have previously 
requested 

addition, for complete context, I am again providing the University’s statement from August 
1, 2012, about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the African and Afro- 

Ameri can studi es department. It made clear that University oft5 ci al s woul d conti hue to keep the 
NCAA informed as developments warrant. It is attached. 

By the way, I misstated Ille’s title; he serves as senior associate athletic director and his duties 
include overseeing compliance. 

There is no correspondence regarding President Ross’ oral directive, which dates back to late 
June. I don’t have an exact date. 

Karen 



STATEMENT 

Friday, August 31, 2012 

University statement on NCAA role in review of academic issues 

In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in 
the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill is providing the following information: 

’~The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues 
involving student-athletes in African and Afro-American Studies courses on August 24, 20111. 
We asked the NCAA to j ,in us in our investigation of these issues, and they agreed to do that. A 
member of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several times in the fall of2011 
and participated throughout the investigation. 

With the NCAA enforcement staff, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie 
Strohm, Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, and former faculty athletics representative 
Jack Evans interviewed faculty and staff in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies, academic support counselors, and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the 
department. 

Based on the j oint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of 
current NCAA rules or student-athlete eligibility issues related to courses in African and Afro- 
American Studies. As a result, the NCAA did not add any allegations or include this issue during 
the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the Committee on Infractions~ 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil subsequently commissioned a review of courses in 
African and Afro-American Studies. In May, the University publicly issued that report and 
provided it to the NCAA. 

On Aug 23, 2012, University Counsel Leslie Strohm and Senior Associate Dean Jonathan 
Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The NCAA staff reafiqrmed to University 
officials that no NCAA rules appeared to have been broken. 

University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant." 

Department of AtMetics contacts: Steve Kirschner, (9119) 962-7258, 
skirschne@uncaa~unc~edu; K evin Best, (919) 962-8916, kbes@.~uncaa~unc~edu 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul 

Tuesday, November 05, 2013 5:30 PM 

Burch, Edgar 

Re: UAAA follow-up 

Sounds great. Thanks very muck 
Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Burch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, November 05, 20:13 5:27 PM 

Pogge, Paul 

RE: UAAA follow-up 

Great! Let me check the schedules of everyot~e else and circle back with you. 

"l~hanks~ 

Edgar 

From: Pogge, Paul [.gLa..i.!.t...o...;..p.R.o..g.g..e....@..u....n....c...&d....u..] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 05, 2013 4:55 PN 
To: Burch, Edgar 
Subject-" RE: UAAA follow-up 

Edgar, 

k was great to meet you in. person. Thanks very much £or the email. I’d be happy to have a 
conferer~ce call if you’d all ~ike to do that. The afternoon of t~ext Thursday, November 14 and 
morning of Friday, November 15 are good t~r me. 

Thanks -veo~ much, 

Paul 

From; Burch, Edgar [!31~i.!J~%#.#.~.[C.b..@...0.~;~3.#.,.#.%] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 05, 2013 4:05 PN 



To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: UAAA follow-up 

Paul- 

I hope you are doing well. it was a pleasure meeting you in person during the UAAA meeting in 
Chicago. I am really glad that you were able to attend! As you know, it is imperative to hear 
from NCAA members to ensure that the Act provides the necessary safeguards and protections 
fbr student-athletes and membership institutions. 

I was wondering if you thought it might be beneficial to have a conference call with Naima, 
Joyce, Rachel Newman Baker and i. We want to be certain that the national office supports the 
ideas and expresses the concerns that exist on campus as we continue to revise the UAAA. 

Let me know. 

Edgar 

Edgar Butch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: (202) 293-3050 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person 
other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



dwiley@ncaa.org 

Thursday, November 07, 2013 3:15 PM 

Blanton, Brent S 
Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba;jswofford@theacc.org; Broome, Lissa L 

APP APR Adjustments decision (Waiver    ) 

Dear Brent Blanton: 

The NCAA academic and membership affairs staff, by authority of the Division I Committee on Academic Performance 

Subcommittee on Data Collection and Reporting discussed the institution’s request for adjustments to the calculation of 

its 20:13 NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) and have determined the following: 

(l)The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are approved: 

(2) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are partially approved: 

None 

(3) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are conditionally approved: 

None 

(4) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are denied: 

None 

To review the decision rationale, any conditions and the type of relief provided go to the following Web site to view the 

adjustment decision report: 

https : / iweb :1.ncaa.org/LS DBi/ exec/homepage 

Please note to review this report you will need to input your institution’s username and password. 

If your institution wishes to appeal this decision, it must submit its appeal electronically via the LSDBi waiver portal not 

later than five-calendar days after you have received this e-mail notification of the staff’s decision. If your institution 

chooses to submit an appeal, the subcommittee will conduct a separate review of the request. Please note that the staff 

will forward its initial recommendation and the justification for its recommendation to the subcommittee. 

If your institution does not wish to appeal any APR adjustment decisions, you will need to complete the data submission 

process by logging back into the APP data collection site at the following link: 

https://web :1.ncaa.org/APP 

From this location, enter your institution’s username and password, then click on the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty 

Waivers" tab. From this location please click on the "Adjustments will not be appealed" button. If any of your 

institution’s teams are subject to APP penalties, you will then have the opportunity to request a waiver via the online 



waiver application° If you have no teams subject to APP penalties, you will have completed the APP submission process 

for this academic year. 

Once completed, your president or chancellor will receive an e-mail that the institution’s APR Report and APP Penalty 

Report for 2013 are final and are available APP Data Collection Web site. 

To review your institution’s updated APR Report and NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program penalty report go 

to the following web site: 

https://webl.ncaaoorg/APP 

Please contact me at 317/917-6222 if I may be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

DeAnna Wiley 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donald Remy <dremy@ncaa.org > 

Thursday, November 07, 2013 4:14 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba 
Draft Legislative Proposal regarding Division 

Division i Colleagues: 

We recently became aware of a draft legislative proposal being circulated on Capitol Hill 
titled the Student Athlete Bill of Rights. Some of you have already come to us with 
questions about this proposal, and so we would like to share what we know at this time. 

The draft proposal would amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to mandate that 
institutions that receive $10,000,000 or more in income from media tights for their athletics 
program be subj ect to the following requirements: 

Provide equivalent institutional aid and academic support to student-athletes who lose 
their athletic scholarship due to an athletic-related illness or inju~q or being 
involuntarily dismissed from an athletic program without cause. This would be 
provided for up to five years or until completion of an undergraduate degree; 
Provide equivalent institutional aid for up to one year to student-athletes who have 
exhausted their athletic eligibility but remain in good academic standing, unless their 
sports team has a graduation success rate above 70 percent; 
Provide institutional aid to cover medical expenses for all low-income student- 
athletes, as defined in the legislation, and for all student-athletes that have suffered an 
athl etic-related inj ury or illness; 
Annual baseline concussion testing; 
A formal heating process when disciplina7 actions are being considered that may 
result in the loss of an athletic scholarship; 
Grant or deny student-athletes’ requests to transfer to another institution within seven 
business days; and 
Conduct life skills and financial workshops for student-athletes. 

It is important to note that this legislation is still a draft. An actual bill has not yet been 
introduced, so some of the provisions could change. It is also important to note that this 
proposal is not the first of its kind: A similar proposal was signed into law in California in 
September 2012. 

We understand that this draft proposal would only apply to a portion of our Division I 
members. However, we wanted to share this more broadly in case you get contacted by your 
congressional office or hear about this in the press. As you are aware, the NCAA and its 
membership provide more than $2 billion in full or partial scholarships to student-athletes 
each year. We will continue to educate members of Congress and their staffs on the man,/ 
~..e...~.~.S....~.~,.~.~.e..~.~tr.~?~t~:~.~f~.~.~...~.C.,.~.~:.~ and on our commitment to empowering student-athletes to 
be successful on the field, in the classroom and in life. 

Some form of this legislation may be introduced in the next couple of weeks. We will keep 



you posted on any developments. Please do not hesitate to cow, tact me or Abe Frank, 
Managi~g Director of God, eminent Relatio~s, at our Washingto~, D.C. office at 
a~ia~k(iz.~caa.o~ ~ or (202) 293-3050, if we can provide any additional information or 
assistance. 

Donald Remy 
NCA.-k Executive Vice Preside~t of 

Law, Policy and Governance & Chief Legal Officer 
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April 16, 2014 

Michael R. Epperly 
Legal Counsel, Investigator & Consultant 
Risk Management Associates, Inc. 
4000 WestChase Blvd., Suite 350 
Raleigh, NO 27607 
(919) 834-8584 
mepperly@rmasecurity.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Epperly: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated January 25, 2012, in which you wrote seeking copies of University 
records. Specifically, you requested: 

All printed and electronic records in the possession, custody or control of the University of North Carolina (UNC), 
that refer or relate in any way to social media monitoring or any other work previously or currently being performed 
for UNC by Varsity Monitor or www.varsit,!monitor.com (hereafter "Varsity"). This includes but is not limited to 
records relating to offers, proposals, counter-offers, contracts or agreements for the sale of goods, contracts or 
agreements to perform or provide services, contracts or agreements for the sale of software, written or electronic 
correspondence related to any of the foregoing, and written or electronic correspondence between anyone acting 
for or on behalf of UNC and anyone acting for or on behalf of Varsity. 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. This request 
has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
httpj/policies.unc.eduipo!!£!es~public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Eric W. Butler, JD!MBA 
Contract Attorney 

EWB/dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



S~bject: 

Attachments: 

Channing Pons <channing@varsitymonitor.com > < channing @varsitymonitor.com > 

Saturday, July 30, 20:[1 7:41 PM 

Amy Herman 
From Chan Pons "NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means 

For Your School"] 

TEXTohtm; untitled-[2]; untitled-J3] 

Amy Herman! 

It’s been a Ion8 time and I’m probably guessing you are not expecting an email from the Pons twins! How the heck are 

you?! I had no idea you were the Associate Director of Compliance at Chapel Hill until just recently. That’s big time! 

know you have probably had your hands full this past year. I hope you are doing well? I occasionally see updates from 

Beth on fbook and she seems to be doing great. 

The reason why I’m reaching out to you is because Corby and I are investors/partners in a start up software company 

called Varsity Monitor (Corby lives in LA and I live in Charleston SC). Basically in a brief summary we assist/help 

university athletic departments monitor their athletes social media channels (twitter, Facebook, YouTube, BIogs, 

and comply with NCAA in this area. We have a comprehensive solution of monitoring social media platforms and 3rd 

party sources, archivin8 screen shots and storing content, and educating university compliance departments. Our goal is 

to help athletic departments protect their athletes, the university, and take the burden off compliance departments. In 

light of the NCAAs recent investigative surge around social media we feel that our product and consultation can provide 

the assurance that universities are doing their due diligence to meet any inquiry. 

If your available, I wanted to invite you to attend one of our webinars that demonstrates our capabilities. We already 

have had schools like Ohio State and the University of Oklahoma participate in presentations just this past week and 

have shown serious interest. If this is of interest, below is the invite and you can also go to our website and sign up as 

well. If nothing else we would be very curious to get your thoughts and expertise to see if you find this of real value. 

Our feedback so far has been extremely favorable. 

Anyway, sorry for long message° Congrats once again on your position, that’s very impressive and let us know what you 

think if you don’t mind? 

All the best 

-Chan 

Channing Pons 

Varsity Monitor 

Director of Business Strategy 

channin~monitor,com 

202-380-6099 

Please remove text above this line. 

NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School 



> Please join us for an informational webinar and question/answer session with Sam Carnahan, President of 

VarsityMonitor a leading firm in social media monitoring and compliance solutions for University Athletic Departments. 

In this webinar we will review what constitutes social media, the threats, as well as what "monitoring" social media 

means. Learn more at www.varsit~monitor.com. 
> Register for a session now by clicking a date below: 

> Mon, Aug 1, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Tue, Aug 2, 2011 12:00 PM - 

> 1:00 PM EDT Wed, Aug 3, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Once registered 

> you will receive an email confirming your registration with 

> information you need to join the Webinar. 

> System Requirements 

> PObased attendees 

> Required: Windows® 7, Vista, XP or 2003 Server Madntosh®-based 

> attendees 
> Required: Mac OS® X 10.5 or newer 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Channing Pons <channing@varsitymonitor.com > < channing @varsitymonitor.com > 

Sunday, July 31, 20:[1 :[:19 PM 

Lance Markos; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Amy Herman 
"NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School" 

TEXTohtm; untitled-[3]; untitled-J2] 

> 

> Amy Herman! 

> 

> It’s been a long time and I’m probably guessing you are not expecting an email from the Pons twins! How the beck are 

you?! I had no idea you were the Associate Director of Compliance at Chapel Hill until just recently. That’s big time! I 

know you have probably had your hands full this past year. I hope you are doing well? I occasionally see updates from 

Beth on fbook and she seems to be doing great. 

> The reason why I’m reaching out to you is because Corby and I are investors!partners in a start up software company 

called Varsity Monitor (Corby lives in LA and I live in Charleston SC). Basically in a brief summary we assist/help 

university athletic departments monitor their athletes social media channels (twitter, Facebook, YouTube, BIogs, ectooo) 

and comply with the NCAA in this area. We have a comprehensive solution of monitoring social media platforms and 

3rd party sources, archiving screen shots and storing content, and educating university compliance departments. Our 

goal is to help athletic departments protect their athletes, the university, and take the burden off compliance 

departments. In light of the NCAAs recent investigative surge around social media we feel that our product and 

consultation can provide the assurance that universities are doing their due diligence to meet any inquiry. 

> If you’re available, I wanted to invite you to attend one of our webinars that demonstrates our capabilities° We 

already have had schools like Ohio State, Stanford, and the University of Oklahoma participate in presentations just this 

past week and have shown serious interest. If this is of interest, below is the invite and you can also go to our website 

and sign up as well. If nothing else we would be very curious to get your thoughts and expertise to see if you find this of 

real value. Our feedback so far has been extremely favorable. 

> Anyway, sorry for long message. Congrats once again on your position, that’s very impressive and let us know what 

you think if you don’t mind? 

> 

> All the best 

> 

> -Chan 

> 

> Channing Pons 

> Varsity Monitor 

> Director of Business Strategy 

> ~.h..~..a.~.n.~.n.~!~.~:!~!~..v.~..r.~!~.t..~.~£.~.~:!~!~.t..~.r.:~ ~...m... 
> 202-380-6099 

>> Please remove text above this line. 

>> NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School 



>> Please join us for an informational webinar and question!answer session with Sam Carnahan, President of 

VarsityMonitor a leading firm in social media monitoring and compliance solutions for University Athletic Departments. 

In this webinar we will review what constitutes social media, the threats, as well as what "monitoring" social media 

means. Learn more at --~------W--~--~----~---v-~:a-~::s-~!~-t-y-~--m---~-9-~!~-t-9~-~:~-~--~-~,. 

>> Register for a session now by clicking a date below: 

>> Mon, Aug 1, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDTTue, Aug 2, 2011 12:00 PM - 

>> 1:00 PM EDT Wed, Aug 3, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Once registered 

>> you will receive an email confirming your registration with 

>> information you need to join the Webinaro 

>> System Requirements 

>> PC-based attendees 

>> Required: Windows® 7, Vista, XP or 2003 Server Macintosh®-based 

>> attendees 
>> Required: Mac OS® X 10.5 or newer 



Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.uncoedu> 

Tuesday, August 02, 2011 1:08 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: VarsityMonitor Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you Sam° We have always learned from the shortcomings of others, it’s only fair for others to learn from ours. So 

it is understandable to use our situation in your presentation. As you can imagine, we are discussing these matters at 

length but have not determined an official course of action. We will keep your service in mind going forward° 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC Department of Athletics 

9:19-962-9892 (office) 

9:19-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 8/2/20:1:1:12:37 PM >>> 

Susan 

Thank you for attending our webinar, and I hope you understand our use of UNC in the slide content. We do not wish to 

make any claims or assertions regarding what is going on with the NCAA, but only what has been purported by the 

NCAA. 

I have attached the slides to this email for your reference. 

We would love to speak to you further about how VarsityMonitor can work for UNC. Please contact me with any 

questions° 

Sincerely, 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 

973 464 9574 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total :1050:1:10bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

VarsityMonitorPresentation.pdf ( ht~ : archive02.uncaa.UnCoedU 7:[3827369c:19426e.5670d2d7:1e3ffF75 )Mon, 3:1 Oct 

20:1:1:12:37:29-0400:1050:1:10bytes 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:32 PM 

Susan Maloy 

Amy Herman; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm 



lThis email is not ouL of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve 
created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town 
next week as well if another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~[].LL#.;.ZZ.~.~..‘.t#..c#..b.#.~.~,..c~Z~#~N.~Z~#..~.i~:N~..QZ~.~.~.#~.~.3.~&~£.~ 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, September 30, 2011 9:52 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



IThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to the previous message.] 

Thanks! 

Catch you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, September 29, 2011 7:25 pm 
To: <,~.b.~:.!.5.@.~i~..r:~.!.~.¥.m.9.~!!.~.9.b..¢~.ED. > 
Cc: "Larry Gallo" <.~.~.b.g.~.!.!.~.~..~.~!~.~.~.~..M.!3..G..~.~.~!>, "Lance Markos" 

< 
Ma Ioy" <S..~?.~?.~.J~.g.@.U.~.C.~.~..~.~!..~.C.~.~.~..U>, "To m Ti mmerma ns" 
<.~Lg3.g).~.!i[~?.~?.~3.~.@.~,!..g!.~.~..~.~J..0.g.~.~.~..U.> 

>, "Susan 

Chris, 

Thanks for thisinfo. I plantotalkto Mr. Baddourtomorrow morning... 

Below are the email addresses for the folks that were in the meeting today: 

Amy Herman: a~schae@uncaa,unc,edu 
Susan Maloy: sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu 

Lance Markos: markos(~uncaa,uncoedu 
Tom Timmermans: t[mmermans@uncaa,unc,edu 

Hope to be in touch soon! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of’ North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae{:~i::’~:~~caa.~mc.ed~:~ 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor,com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 



We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. :In the meantime, 
we’ve created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, :[’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~/www, fa ceboo ko co mi~leiVa rsi- Plon/100003018361696 



INOTE: The individuals included in this most recent message were all incklded on each prior message of this message trail.] 

~0~: 

Sent: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, September 30, 2011 1:46 PM 

Amy Herman; chris@varsitymonkor.com 

Dick Baddour; Lance Markos; 
Tom Timmermans 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXT.htm 

; sam@varsitymonitorocom; Susan Maloy; 

Sounds like a very good plan, and pleased to hear that it is moving forward quickly for the 90-day trail. 

Thank you to all for your work in putting this in motion. 

Take care, and have a good weekend. 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

St. Associate Director of Athletics 

>>> <chris " vars~ monitor,corn> 9/30/20~i 1:22 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Sounds terrific. We look forward to getting started! 

Catch you next week° Enjoy the weekend. 

Regards, 

Chris 

chris@varsitymonitor.com 
cell: 908 723 3602 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, September 30, 201:1 :[0::13 am 

To: <chris~monitor.com> 
Cc: "Larry Gallo" <ath aL~o.C~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

< .~.E..a..!:J..<.~.~.~...@....!~.!3.£ ~.&,...kL.n...£:..e:...d....kp, < 
Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaaoUncoedu>,<sam @varsit~monitor.com> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <...s...L?....m.....a..!...o..L.@..~!q..c...a..~.:..KB.£:.?:...(:!..q>, "Tom 

Chris, 

I got the go-ahead this morning, so I am in the process of beginning to collect the Twitter and Facebook handles of our 

student-athletes from our coaches. I have asked them to get the info to me by next Wednesday. Many will, some 

won’t, but at least we’ll be able to get it rolling. 



Thanks again for the offer of the 90-day trial. 

Department in the future. 

Tall< to you next week°°. 

Amy 

Mr. Baddour is definitely interested in seeing how this might assist our 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa,unc,edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 



< chds@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Saturday, October 01, 2011 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is riot out of order. It was attact~ed to tile previous ~nessage.] 

Amy, 

If you have it, we need the number, but the profile id is helpful as well if that’s all you have. We can 
also find your athletes by name if you don’t have anything else. 

Best, 
Chris 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Fri, September 30, 201:[ 6:18 pm 
To: <.g.~3.[!.~.@.~#..r:#j.~.¥.B~.#.~}.}.~.#.L,..~.83. > 

Chris, 

Random question for you. What is is from FB addresses that you need? For example, my page 

is: 

h~.~.~..~. Z/.?~. ~:’!.~.~..~. #.~.b.r~.~.~.~. c.Q.ceZ 

So is it the        that you need, or is it the profile id number that shows up on some pages, 
like my sister-in-law, for example: 

~/www.facebookocorn/~?id = 
with the             ~ 

Or is it either one? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of’ North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor,com> 9/29/20:[1 3:31 PM >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, 



we’ve created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, :[’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~/www, fa ceboo ko co mi~leiVa rsi- Plon/100003018361696 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:38 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: VarsityMonitor Facebook 

TEXT.htm; UNC FB Monitoring 

No problem! I think we’re friends now! :-) 

I just sent Chris an email with a question. Will attach it here for you, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 10/4/2011 12:36 PM >>> 

Amy 

Hello. I tried to accept your friend request, but when I clicked over it said no active requests. So I found you on 

facebook and sent a friend request from our UNC VarsityMonitor page. Please let me know if you received it. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam(~v~onitor,com 



IThis email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Sent: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 
Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:35 PM 
chris@varsitymonitor.com 

UNC FB Monitoring 

TEXT.htm 

Chris, 

I’m thinldng about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site° Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess I’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919,962.7853 (office) 

919,962,6002 (fax) 

>>> <..q..h....r.!.~.~..v..9..r.~]..t...y....m...~..n..]..t...9..r.:...q.9...~].> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 





Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 07, 2011 10:33 AM 

chris@varsitymonitor.com; sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Larry Gallo; Lance Markos;           ; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm; Ram Rules: PLEASE READ - "Friend" UNC Compliance! 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an email out to all of our student-athletes asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So 

you might start getting inundated with requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter handles to send to you. Hope to get it to you on Monday. 

Attached is the email [ sent to our student-athletes (just FYI). 

Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

9 ] _s_.c...[!.9 ~.~{._u..o.~.9.{:!.....u._0._c...~id._.u.. 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous ~nessage.1 

"Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > < ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 07, 20~[1 10:37[ AM 

Ram Rules: PLEASE READ - "Friend" UNC Compliance! 

TEXT.htm 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If this message is not displayed properly: !.~Lt....t.‘~..;./../..!.!.D..k...‘.s..‘.~.~..~.~!..~.#...a..[.!.<...e...t.‘.~.e.~..~.: 

428.com/HtmlView,ashx?emailid 

This message includes the following attachments:[Download Attachment: SociaINetworkingPolicy_:[:1874.docx] 

,Hi! This is Amy in the UNC Compliance Office. We hope you’re wrapping up a great week of classes and are 

excited about the weekend!As you know, the Department of Athletics has a Social Network Monitoring Policy (attached 

for your reference). Through this policy, we require that sport staff members regularly monitor the social networking 

sites of our student-athletes. One of the ways we are going to be doing this is through a centralFacebook and Twitter 

page that will assist us electronically.In order to do this, however, we mustrequire that each of you "friend" the 

followingFacebook page. The web addressto do so is:http:iiwwwofacebook.comipeopleiVarsi- 

Mon/:10000301836:[696For those of you that have Facebook accounts, we ask that each of you go to this link and click 

on "Add Friend" in the top right corner. That’s all you have to do - we’ll take it from there!PLEASE COMPLETE THIS TASK 

NO LATER THAN WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER :12TH.Thanks for yourassistance with this.Your coaches areaware that this is 

taking place, and they will be in touch with you should you fail to "friend" this site by next Wednesday. Feel free to 

contact us with anyquestions or concerns.Have a great weekend !Amy HermanAssodate AD for ComplianceUNC Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this: ~links.onmarketer-. 



Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:51 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: UNC FB Monitorin9 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good to me! Thanks so much... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 10/4/2011 12:44 PM >>> 

Amy 

Its a great question - we have our privacy settings set to friend of a friend. That means the content is filtered on our 

page so that only people who are friends with the person, will show the results. So my wall, for example will be 

different for every person who visits, based on who their friends are. This should ensure privacy. 

I also want to let you know that we are worldng on a refinement in our solution/technology that will not require 

friending, but will enable the athletes to merely allow us to access their pages, without friending etc. 

The value here is increased privacy, while we gain even deeper access to their content, privacy settings etc. I hope to 

launch that before our trial expires as well, so you can see how we are evolving to meet the demands of the 

marketplace. 

How does that all sound? 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitk!monitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <...a..j~..c....h.....a....e......@....~L.r3f~.~...a..:...u....n....c..:....e.~...d....u..> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 9:34 am 

To: <chris(~bvarsit~vmonitor.com> 

Chris, 

I’m thinking about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site. Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess i’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 



Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc,edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/20:1L1 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 

another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 

Chris 

htt~~~booLcom ~eo [e Varsi-.MonilOOOO301836~L696 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 6:06 PM 

Amy Herman 
sam @varsitymonitOroCOm 

RE: UNC FB Monitoring 

TEXTohtm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

HiAmy, 

Hope Sam answered your question, Thanks for cc’ing him - he is our tech lead for our integrations at 
this point, so please do continue to cc him on set-up related questions! 

Hope you enjoyed the day. Look forward to chatting with you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 

Subject: UNC FIB Monitoring 
From: "Amy Herma n" 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2051 9:34 am 
To: <.g]3£{.&@.>#..[#jj;.y:.~.g0.!j;.gL,..~gQ3. > 

Chris, 

I’m thinking about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and 
asking them Lo "Add Friend" on the site. IBefore ][ do that, though, I want Lo be sure that the 
page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the setting such that the wall is entirely 
private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes Lo all be able to go in and 
view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Non. Does that make 
sense? I guess I’m just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the 
student-athletes once they request (and you all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962,7853 (office) 
9] 9,962.6002 (fax) 

> > > <g.[!.E!.,...£..@.Y.9£,.%..].~Y..[I!9.Q].~gG.g.9.0~] > 9/29/2011 3:31 PM > > > 
Amy and Sue, 

Tt was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. [n the meantime, 
we’ve created the UNC VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or [ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, [’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face to face meeting is beneficial° 





"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 3:56 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: List of words 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, we have keywords for every category, from depression to alcohol and drug use, and of course agents, boosters, 

money etc. If you can give us names, places etc that will enhance our focus on the monitoring. 

Thanks 

Sam 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: .‘.%a..!3~....@....y..~.a...~:..?...!.t..~....m....9...~.!.t...9..!:.:..c.....q.~3. 

Sent: Tue, Oct ~L~L, 20%~L ::[8:::[4:0~L GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: List of words 

Can you send us the list of words that you guys use as a standard? That might help us to come up with other ones we’d 

like to add? 

Amy 



[NOTE: The ir~divid~ials included ir~ this most recent message were all incl~ided or~ each prior message of this message traiI.] 

Sent: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 9:10 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Larry Gallo; Lance Markos;           ; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm 

This all sounds good to me, Sam. Thanks! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19.962.7853 (office) 

9:19,962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymon[tor,com> 10/11/2011 2:04 PM >>> 

Amy’ 

There are a few things we can do. If we can monitor if ever a post or tagged photo including the name "hawkez" occurs 

on any athletes page and report that to you. 

Additionally, we can try to friend this user, but its unlikely they will accept, but even the attempt will create awareness 

of the fact that we are "watching" which may’ cause him to stay away from the athletes. 

Lastly, we can do periodic checks to see if any of your athletes friends include hawkez. 

As we have discussed before, there are always ways to slip through the cracks but I think this 3 pronged approach can 
give you a comfort level he is nowhere near your athletes. What is your take? 

Sam 



........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 11, 2011 10:23 am 
To: "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.uncoedu>, "Lance Markos" 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Thanks, Sam. One thing that I know of off the top of my head, but we’ll work to put together a list of local flair that we’d 

like to add. 

Are you able to monitor whether any of our student-athletes are "friends" with certain folks on FB? The individual we’re 

concerned with has the FB ID "hawkez". Actually, you can probably track this by going to his page from the Varsi Mort 

log-in if there are any "mutual friends" on the right-hand side? We would like to know if any of our student-athletes 

ever "friend" this individual. 

Compliance crew, start creating a list of words/establishments/etc, that we’d like to add to the monitoring list. You can 

send them to me and I’ll compile and send to Sam° 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/11/2011 1:09 PM >>> 

Amy, if you have any keywords, local establishments or boosters you want to add to our monitoring, please let me 

know. 

Thanks 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Sent: Tue, Oct 11, 2011 16:52:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

That works great for us! Thanks so much - we’re eager to see how this works! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 10/11/2011 10:48 AM >>> 

Amy 



We have started monitoring and setting up the twitter accounts etco We will likely have your first report on Thursday. 

that acceptable? Thanks again for your time in helping us get this setup. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Mon, October 10, 2011 7:28 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitorocom> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@unCaaoUncoedu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Sam, 

See attached. The only group we’re missing are FB IDs for the Everyone else is accounted for! 

Those spots that are blank in the spreadsheet just means that the s-a doesn’t have such an account. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need anything else from me° Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaaounc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/10/2011 9:08 AM >>> 

Amy, 275 athletes have friended up on facebook, at the end of the day, we will send you a list of who has friended us, so 

you can follow up with those who have not. In the interim, please send over the list of athletes and twitter IDsiaccounts 

when you can. 

if you have any questions, please let me know 



Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 10:51 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks, Sam! May the requests continue to roll in! 

Amy 

I’ll get you the list on Monday of all of our student-athletes... 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/7/2011 12:22 PM >>> 

Amy and Team 

I wanted to let you know that the friend requests are coming in very well, early on, and we have started the process of 

accepting° On Monday we will provide you a report of who has friendedinot friended so we can work directly on getting 

100% acceptance. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

973 464 9574 

wwwNarsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 7:33 am 
To: <chris@varsitymonitOroCOm>,<sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

<marl<os@uncaaounc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an email out to all of our student-athletes asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So 

you might start getting inundated with requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter handles to send to you. Hope to get it to you on Monday. 

Attached is the email I sent to our student-athletes (just FYI). 



Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919o962o6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitorocom> 9/29/20:1:1 3:3:1 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 

another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 

Chris 

http://www.facebook.com/people/Varsi-Mon/100003018361696 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 11:35 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Message 
TEXT.htm 

Got your message° Tomorrow is fine! No rush at all! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19.962.7853 (office) 

9:19.962o6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, October 17, 2011 10:09 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: University of North Carolina Daily Social Media Report 

Text.htm 

OK, we’ll see how it evolves and adjust as we see fit. 

Good night! 

Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/17/2011 10:05:29 PM >>>Yes, that is how it works, but its open for 

modification based on your feedback. 

Have a great night 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Tue, Oct 18, 2011 01:08:07 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Re: University of North Carolina Daily Social Media Report 

Thanks, Sam. I think this formatting of the report is appropriate, so I think we move forward with it° So your staff is 

going through the pictures manually and deciding what might be inappropriate or indicate a potential extra benefits 

violation? is that how it works? And, essentially, you deemed the two below to be the only ones over the weekend that 

were seemingly inappropriate? (I agree with you, by the way!). 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/17/2011 5:30 PM >>> 

Amy, below is the daily facebook photo report. I want to say that over the weekend, nothing critical popped up 

(possibly due to the knowledge of the monitoring), but still wanted you to see this report and let me know if it meets 

your expectations. 

If it does, we will do this daily for you along with the facebook and twitter monitoring. 

I know this is step by step, but once we get going and on the same page, it will flow smoother. 

Thanks again for your time. 



Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Social Media Photo Report 

© 2011 Varsity Monitor - The Social Media Monitoring Solution Built to Exceed NCAA Guidelines. All Rights Reserved. 

Unsubscribe by clicking here. To view this email in your web browser, click here. 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, October 17, 2011 11:40 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



[This e~nail is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Great! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herma n" < #j.~g.!3.#..#.@.U.!3.g.#.#..,.#..Q~.,.#.#..# > 

Date: Mon, October 17, 2011 8:33 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 

OK. Let’s see what it looks like today and we’ll go from there! 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 10/17/2011 11:21 AM >>> 
yes, it is. This first example was not typical, as I noted in the email, but I sent it to you for a 
sense of scale, the report you will get later today will be much much more concise. 

And yes, we can segement etc, however, that is usually setup post trial, due to the nature of 
the work involved. But we will obviously deliver to you what you need to review our services, 

so lets see how this week goes and then discuss that option. 

Let me know if you have further questions, 

Sam Carnahan 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herma n" <&i.~.!!#.~.!,’.~.U.!!g.#.#..,.#..Q..c.,.~..#.£!.M 

Date: Non, October 17, 2011 8:12 am 
To: <sam@varsitymonitor, com> 

Ididgetit! Was just glancing through it with Lance. lagree. LONG! :-) 

Are we able to get the report broken into sports? I feel like Chris said something 

about us (Compliance) getting a big report, but then us also being able to have the 
sport-specific reports sent to the sports’ monitors so that they can be responsible for 
reviewing what comes back from you all? ]:s that possible? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <,_.£.9.[)3.!~.y.9.[,?_!..~y..E0.Q..Q].~Q.[.~.<.9.0~> 10/17/2011 10:54 AM >>> 
Great, thanks! did you get my first report on Friday, any thoughts? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
F ro m: "Am y H e r m a n" < &i~.~.b.#.~.t:~.U.!:).~.#.#.,.U.!:!.c...,.#.~!.~;. > 

Date: Mort, October 17, 2011 7:50 am 
To: "Sa m C a rn a h a n" <...s..#..~.~#.~.#..C#j.~;2:.~3.~.~j.[9[,g.9.~ > 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu>, "Lance Markos" 

< markos@uncaaounc,edu >,                < 
Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.uncoedu>, "Tom Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

>, "Susan 

Sam~ 



See attached! This is likely a work in progress, but it will be a start, and :i’ll 
send you more if we think of any. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Sa m Ca r n a h a n" < ~#..~:]..@.~#..!:5.i.~.Y.!:~.Q.!3.i.~.g.E~..¢~.~:]. > 10i 11/2011 1: 09 P M > > > 
Amy, if you have any keywords, local establishments or boosters you want 
to add to our monitoring, please let me know. 

Thanks 

Sam 

Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam1~varsit monitor.corn 

Sent: Tue, Oct 11,2011 16:52:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

That works great for us! Thanks so much - we’re eager to see how this works! 

Amy 

> > > <~monitor.com > 10/11/2011 10:48 AM > > > 
Amy 

We have started monitoring and setting up the twitter accounts etc. 
We will likely have your first report on Thursday. :Is that acceptable? 
Thanks again for your time in helping us get this setup. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

Sam, 



See attached. The only group we’re missing are FB ]:Ds for 
the              Everyone else is accounted for! 

Those spots that are blank in the spreadsheet just means 

that the s-a doesn’t have such an account. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need anything 

else from me. Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > < %].!}3.@.y.~].!;.,.s.iLy.£:@..I.Lt~£~£=.g.~.!}3 > 10/10! 2 011 9: 0 8 A M 
>>> 
Amy, 275 athletes have friended up on facebook, at the end 
of the day, we will send you a list of who has friended us, so 
you can follow up with those who have not. :In the interim, 
please send over the list of athletes and twitter ][Ds/accounts 
when you can. 

If you have any questions, please let me know 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herman" <~~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, October 07, 20:tl 10:51 am 
To: <.~..~..@.~:~..[~].![g.!;L~?.r!!.~;.9.[~.£~.~.~. > 

Thanks, Sam! May the requests continue to roll in! 
][’11 get you the list on Monday of all of our student- 

athletes... 

Amy 

> > > < S.~S.!]].@Xa.ESJ.~.Y.~.9..Q.i:~[.JS.~.~ > 1 O/7/2 011 12: 2 2 
PM >>> 
Amy and Team 



]: wanted to let you know that the friend requests 
are coming in very well, early on, and we have 

started the process of accepting. On Monday we 
will provide you a report of who has friendedinot 
friended so we can work directly on getting 100% 
accepta nce. 

]:f you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to 

contact us. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitor, com 
973 464 9574 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial 

below 
From: "Amy Herman" 
< .~ j.5.~.!].~.~..~.[].~.~.~.~..~!.0.~L..¢.~.~. > 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 7:33 am 
To: < ~.!:U::i.,.s...~.~f~}.:~;.y.g:~.9.0.i..~g..[~..¢~.B:]. >, 

< .,.s...~.[]:~<~.~.~ f~}.:~;.~.g:~.~.~.!.:~;.g..[~..¢ r2.[7]. > 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" 
<.~.~.!].g.~.!J.~.~.~!.~.~.~.~3..~.~!..D.¢.~.~.~..~.>, "La n ce 

Markos" 

<.!3!~.[~.~.~.@.~.!!..c...~.~3.,.~..~.¢,.%!.~.>, 
<                           >, "Susan 
Maloy" <sbmaloy~)uncaa,unc,edu>, "Tom 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans~)uncaa,unc,edu > 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an 

email out to all of our student-athletes 
asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So you 
might start getting inundated with 
requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter 
handles to send to you. Hope to get it to 

you on Monday. 

Attached is the email I sent to our student- 
athletes (just FYI)o 

Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 



Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > < 
9/29/2011 3"31 PN >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your 
team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you 
as soon as we get the green light. In the 
meantime, we’ve created the UNC VPl 
facebook page for you that can clicked on 
below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we 

can be of further assistance. As a reminder, 
][’11 be in town next week as well if another 
face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting 

sta rted ! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~’~www,facebook.com~ 
~!Varsi-Hon/lO0003018361696 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:02 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: More Names for our Search 

TEXT.htm 

think we should, better safe than sorry. 

We will add them tomorrow 

Have a nice evening 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Wed, Oct 19, 2011 01:35:55 GMT+00:00 
Subject: More Names for our Search 

Sam, 

See attached. The first 2 tabs include names of our tutors, who have been specifically told not to "friend" our student- 

athletes. Do you suggest that we add their names (maybe just last names?) to our keyword list? 

Don’t worry about Tab 3. Those are study hall monitors, not tutors, so we don’t really care if they are "friends" with our 

student-athletes. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919,962.7853 (office) 

919o962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 10:29 PM 

chris@varsitymonitor.com 

RE: UNC monitoring - feedback? 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, Chris! So far, so good° I think the next thing we need to get squared away is to see what student-athletes haven’t 

"friended" Varsi Mort. Sam mentioned this to me, so I believe he’s got someone working on it. We appreciate you ali’s 

efforts. The amount of work you put into the reporting is obvious! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 10/19/2011 8:10 PM >>> 

Amy, 

How are you? I hope this finds you well! 

I’m checking in to see how you are feeling about our service. I’m looking forward to your feedback. 

Hope we are meeting or exceeding what you’re looking for. 

Cheers, 

Chris 

908 723 3602 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 5:06 pm 

To: <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks, Chris[ 

>>> <chds@varsitymonitor.com> 10/4/2011 6:06 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 



Hope Sam answered your question. Thanks for cc’ing him - he is our tech lead for our integrations at this point, so please 

do continue to cc him on set-up related questions! 

Hope you enjoyed the day. Look forward to chatting with you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 

Subject: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 9:34 am 
To: <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 

Chris, 

I’m thinldng about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site° Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess I’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaaounc.edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 



Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

http://www.facebookocom/people/Varsi-Mon/100003018361696 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:30 AM 

Amy Herman 

Facebook Friend Status 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

%~e have 472 facebook friends from UNC athletes, and according to your records, there are 606 athletes 
who have a facebook page. [ will provide you a list of those athletes who have, thus far, friended us so 

you can be in contacty with the 100+ who have not. 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 

~mon]tor,com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:35 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Friend Status 

Text.htm 

No worries. I’ve got our intern just adding a first name column to ours so that we can sort accordingly. She types pretty 

fast, and I did the first :100 for her, so we’ll knock it out probably quicker than the time you’ll have spent trying to find an 

"automated" solution! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> :10/20/20:1:1 4:08:52 PM >>> 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous ~nessage.] 

No worries. I’ve got our intern just adding a first name column to ours so that we can sort accordingly. She b/pes pretty 

fast, and ][ did the first 100 for her, so we’ll knock it out probably quicker than the time you’ll have spent trying to find 

an "automated" solution! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 10/20/2011 4:08:52 PM >>> 
We are working on it. Found a few options online, but translating them into practice is proving more 
difficult. Once we figure it out, Ill let you know to save you time! 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herman" <aschae(iOuncaa,Uncoedu> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:55 pm 

To: < .~ ~3..~)..~).~ ~..[:}.!.!;.¥.~.).9.0.}.~;.9.£,..~ ~.O3. > 

:I’ve got to think there’s a way, but I’m not smart enough to figure it out! 

>>> <$.~.[~?.~.g.~.!:.,.s..j.~y..Cr].9.Oj.~gg.~.g.9.[~?> 10/20/2011 3:43 PM >>> 
Sorry about that, I am researching for an easy way in excel, if I find something, I will send it 
your way asap. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Friend Status 
Fro m: "Amy Herma n" < ~j~.~.!?.~3.~.{.~.~.!?.~.~.~.,.~..0..c...,.~.~..~ > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:20 pm 

To: <sa m@va rsitymonitor,com > 

Thanks, Sam. Unfortunately, we can’t make that name formatting switch very easily on 
this end, either, so we’ll do the legwork and compare the lists on this end. Appreciate 
your help! 

Amy 

Attached is a list of the athletes who are currently friends on facebook with varsity 
monitor and are being monitored. I tried to compare this list to the athlete list you 
gave me, so you could only see the athletes who are NOT friended, but the format of 
that file was last name. first name and the way we export data from facebook is 

firstname lastname. 

If you can provide me with a list of athletes first name last name, we can do the 
comparison for you to save you time and show only the athletes who are not friended 
with Varsity Monitor. 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 



973 464 9574 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: uric picture report 
From: "Amy Herma n" <.aj.5.~.!).a.~..@..~D.~.a.a.~..~.B~.~.@.~.#.> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 2:39 am 
To: 

Sounds good, Thanks! 

> > > <5.&~.@}La.ESJ£Y.8SQ.8.i.LQ.!I~.~.Q.~.> 10/20/2011 12:08:58 AM > > > 
Amy 

[ did not see any photos today that were of a concerning nature. In the event 
that we do not identify photos of that nature, we will not send an emailo 

Have a good night. 

Sam 

H+ SecureStor Stored: total 65528bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Current Friends,xlsx Wed, 18 3an 2012 09:18:48 -0500 

Size 
65528bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:39 PM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Friend Status 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

It became a challenge, Iol. Hope that helps. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 1:36 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 
Cc:              <                    > 

Oh, okay! l’ii puii off the case then! Thanks! 

>>> <$.a.!.D.@.Y.~.ES.!£Kff].9..8.!~£~.~.!.K~> 10/20/2011 4:34:18 PM >>> 
Amy, I got it all sorted out, but some of the facebook names don’t match up with the roster 
name, nicknames etc, so it might be best at this point for you to review to find out the missing 
pa rti 

Hope this saved you some time! 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herma n" <~3j.8~.b.~3.@.!~@.D.!:).g.~.~3..~.Ka..c...~..{S.~..~ > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:55 pm 

To: < 5.a.!33.@.~:.a.r:.s]£xo3.9..aJ£~.!:.~£~.!33 > 

I’ve got to think there’s a way, but I’m not smart enough to figure it out! 

>>> <~monitor.com> 10/20/2011 3:43 PM >>> 
Sorry about that, Z am researching for an easy way in excel, if Z find something, I will 

send it your way asap. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Friend Status 
F ro m: "Amy H e r m a n" < a}..s..5.!].~.£@.~.Bs.a.a.~..~!.B.£~..¢.~.~. > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:20 pm 
To: < s.a.[.~£]~xa.%i.:~.y.K@.B.J.~.~:.~£e.[]:~ > 

Thanks, Sam. Unfortunately, we can’t make that name formatting switch very 
easily on this end, either, so we’ll do the legwork and compare the mists on this 
end. Appreciate your help! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsibzmonitor.com> 10/20/2011 10:18 AM >>> 
Hi Amy 

Attached is a mist of the athletes who are currently friends on facebook with 
varsity monitor and are being monitored. :[ tried to compare this list to the 



athlete list you gave me, so you could only see the athletes who are NOT 
friended, but the format of that file was last name, first name and the way we 
export data from facebook is firstname lastname, 

If you can provide me with a list of athletes first name last name, we can do 
the comparison for you to save you time and show only the athletes who are 
not fdended with Varsity Monitor, 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 
sa m@va rsitymonitor,com 

973 464 9574 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: unc picture report 

From" "Amy Herman" <:~buncaa,u~qc,edu> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 2:39 am 
To: <~monitor,com> 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

>>> <$.~.J].@.~i#.!I$.i.LV...[D.QQ.i.~.9.<,.f4.9.F]> 10/20/2011 12:08:58 AM >>> 
Amy 

I did not see any photos today that were of a concerning nature, In 
the event that we do not identify photos of that nature, we will not 
send an email. 

Have a good night, 

Sam 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 65528bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
~.~...¢:.~!.t:f:.~.~..~.t:i.~.~:~.cJ~.,.~.[~.~. Wed, 18 .]an 2012 09:18:48 ~0500 

Size 
65528bytes 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 59932bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Fri¢nds,xlsx Wed, 18 .]an 2012 $5:34:24 -0500 

Size 
59932bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 10:26 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached, to the previous mesaage.] 

Give me a moment to re-run the report, I think some of the "numbers" got mixed up when coverted to 

PDF. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 
From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:19 am 
To: < sa m~)va rsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks for this. I see            at the 14% in the red of the pie graph, but I can’t figure 

out who is the large blue portion of the pie graph? Am ]: reading it incorrectly? 

>>> <$.@.!.D.!).Y.~.ES.!~?Z.E~.Q..~?.!~.r:.~.g.Q.~> 10/20/2011 7:42 PM >>> 
Chart of relative twitter useage. 

Sam 

N+ SecureStor Stored: total 151374bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Athlete Usea~ Wed, 18 Jan 2012 18:42:58 ~0500 

Size 
151374 bytes 



10/19/2011 7:00 I-]M to 10/20/2011 7:12 PM 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 10:39 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Great! Thanks so much! 

>>> <sam@varsJtymonitor.com> 10/21/2011 10:37 AM >>> 

Amy, 

Thanks to your insight, we found a limitation in the way the charts are presented, as it doesn’t give a full key of all 

twitter users. Our apologies for this inconveniece. 

We will make the necessary edits to our technology, and in the interim, I will email you the most active twitter users in 

lieu of the chart. 

We should have this fixed soon, thanks again for the insight and feedback. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam C~varsitymonitorocom 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:19 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks for this. I see           at the 14% in the red of the pie graph, but I can’t figure out who is the large blue 

portion of the pie graph? Am I reading it incorrectly? 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/20/2011 7:42 PM >>> 

Chart of relative twitter useageo 

Sam 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 151374bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

UNC Athlete Useage.pdf ( http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/abSbf5a9f533735218a16c49fe3793ae )Wed, 18 Jan 2012 

18:42:58 -0500151374bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: UNC tweet chart 

TEXT.htm; UNC Twitter Chart.PNG 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

Attached is the chart, with all athletes shown and the number of tweets we collected from them as 
potentially an issue. It currently includes all athletes, even those with 0 concerning tweets. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: UNC tweet chart 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:56 am 

To: <~monitor.com> 

Great, thanks! 

>>> <$~.~7].~.Y.~.!I$].~K[D.9.0.i.~fA[.~.¢.Q.[.D> 10/21/2011 10:43 AM >>> 
Yesterday - Top Twitter Activity 

To clarify, the above represents the number of tweets we filtered, as potentially inappropriate. 
All the actual inappropriate tweets are included in the daily report. We will have the char~ 

fixed up soon, sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 





< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 11:27 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: UNC tweet chart 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.I 

My pleasure 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: UNC tweet chart 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~£!?~..~.@.U.!?£~.a.~.#..QC.~.#.~..~ > 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 8:22 am 
To: <sam@varsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks, Sam, for being so receptive! 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 10/21/2011 11:20 AM >>> 
Amy 

That is great feedback, and part of this trial is to define the program to work best for UNC. We 
will work over the weekend to make some adjustments to give you the data you are looking 

for: 

Total Number of Tweets by Athlete 

Total Number of Tweets Flagged By Varsity Monitor 

and the corresponding details. 

Thanks Amy. Its a real pleasure working with you and UNC on this project. 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitOroCOm 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: UNC tweet chart 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,uncoedu> 
Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 8:17 am 
To: 

Here’s my take. If the purpose is to know who are the most regular tweeters, then 
maybe it would be most helpful to just have a chart that identifies the total number of 
tweets for each s-a in a day? Or, if that’s not possible with your system, then just a 

list of the number of tweets that were actually flagged by your system for each 
student-athlete? For the ones who don’t have any flagged tweets, it doesn’t do much 

for me to have their names with the zeros (like on the latest chart). Rather, ][ think 
you could take the zeros out so it’s easier to see who actually had flagged tweets. The 
pie chart looks nice, but ]: don’t really think it’s serving that important of a purpose, at 
least for me. ]usta list with a number would work fine for me (similar to the one you 

sent earlier before you got the chart figured out). 

Take all of that for what it’s worth! 

Amy 

> > > <#.#..Q?.@.~#.!]#.!.#g.[!]£[!!.~.#f.,.£#.~.D.> 10/21/2011 11 : 01 AM > > > 
Let me know if this chart is useful and if you would like us to continue to provide it to 
you. 



Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: UNC tweet chart 
F ro m: "Am y H e r m a n" < ~J~.~.!].~.~.~.~.~:).~.~.~.~..~!.D..~..~.~.~. > 

Date: Fri, October 2::[, 20::[::[ 7:56 am 
To: < ~.~.~.]3.~.Y:.~.%!.:~.Y.~).9.~..!.~.~I.~.~.~.~]3 > 

Great, thanks! 

>>> <sam~)varsitymonitor,com> 10/21/2011 10:43 AM >>> 
Yesterday - Top Twitter Activity 

To clarify, the above represents the number of tweets we filtered, as 
potentially inappropriate. All the actual inappropriate tweets are included in 
the daily report. We will have the chart fixed up soon, sorry for the 
inconvenience. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitorocOm 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:38 AM 

Amy Herman 
chris@varsitymonitor.com 

RE: New Twitter Handle 

TEXTohtm 



[This email is not ou.t of order. I1 was attached to the previous message.] 

Hi Amy 

Sure, we can hold off, T understand the concern and sensitivity of the upcoming hearing. I will also 
send over the draft for review. We really appreciate it. 

Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Nlessage ........ 
Subject: RE: New Twitter Handle 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Non, October 24, 20:[:[ 7:34 am 
To: <.~..D3..~.~..~:.~.!.~.¥.D39.D.!.~.~.D..~.E! > 

Yes, Sam, ][~d be happy to be a reference. One caveat, though. If you could hold off on 
sharing my name until next week (after our hearing this Friday), ]:’d appreciate it! 

And you can certainly send me a draft of the press release. I will need to show it to my AD to 

be sure he’s okay with it. We would likely want that to happen after the hearing, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > <~.E!.~.~.~.E~.i:~.D:!9.D.i~.!:.~.~.~!.!~> :[0/24/20:[ :[ 9"25 AN > > > 
Amy, 

T would like to ask, T know its only been a few weeks, but if you are happy with our service and 

support, if you might be willing to be a reference for us for other clients looking to talk to 
people we work with? 

We would also like to publish a press release regarding UNC using VPI during this pilot program. 
]:f you are amenable to that as well, let me know :[ will send you the draft for review. 

]: should have the reports for you shortly. 

Thanks so much. 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, October 24, 2011 2:59 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: ICON STUD]lOS 
TEXT.htm 

OK, thanks! 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> :~0/24/2011 12:01 PM >>> 

Amy 

This happened at another client, and is included in the social media report. ICON studios tries to give athletes free 

twitter wallpapers to promote themselves, but it would likely be a violation, so I would contact the coaches etc and 

make them aware. 

They actually developed the wallpaper for the athlete at our other school, but when they saw our tweet records they 

were able to keep the athlete from using it. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitorocom 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, November 04, 2011 9:48 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Friend Status - Facebook 

Text.htm 

Sounds great! Thanks, Sam[ Have a wonderful weekend. 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/4/2011 9:40:44 AM >>> 



lThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to tlne previous message.] 

Sounds great! Thanks, Sam! Have a wonderful weekend. 

>>> <sam@varsitymoNtor.com> 11/4,/2011 9:40:44 AN >>> 
Amy 

We had over ::[05 friend requests over the last week, on Monday I will send an updated 
friend list so you can see if there is anyone left who has facebook but has not friended. 

Also, Ohio State, LSU and/or Oklahoma may be in touch for references, I appreciate your 
time on that, 

All the best, 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, November 04, 2011 2:01 PM 

sam @varsitymonJtorocom 

Re: status update 

TEXT.htm 

No problem, I know it will be nice to have power back! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> :1:1/4/2011:1:54 PM >>> 

Amy 

Great news, I should have power again by midnight° 

thank you for working with us during this outage. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Starting Monday we will be back to our normal reporting structure, 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, November 09, 2011 8:56 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Varsity Monitor - Trial 

TEXT.htm 

All of that sounds great, Sam. Thanks... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/8/2011 10:53 PM >>> 

Amy 

Thanks for your reply, and please know we are not worried about expediting things, I just wanted to get a lay of the 

land. We will work with you throughout to accomodate UNC’s needs, and not our own. 

With a new AD, clearly he has many tasks, especially relating to football, and as you know, the NCAA findings will not 

only affect UNC and Varsity Monitor, but our industry in general. We are clearly as interested as you are in finding out 

what the NCAA will come down with, as it relates to social media° 

In the interim, I will work on pricing so you can have that in your back pocket, but again, this is a privaledge for us to 

serve UNC, and look forward to continuing to do so. 

Lastly, Jennfer Vining-Smith from Notre Dame may be in touch, she mentioned she knew you well, and as they consider 

next steps with us, I offered you up as a reference. It is much appreciated. 

I look forward to continuing to work with you to customize the solution to meet your needs, and we will deal with next 

steps as the time comes° 

Have a great night, and thank you for the Idnd words regarding our service° 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor - Trial 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, November 08, 2011 6:53 pm 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks for your email, Sam. So far, I think the trial is going great[ i’m very appreciative of your super quick responses to 

my sometimes-annoying, i’m sure, requests. 

Here’s where we are, or at least where l, personally, see that we are right now. 



Our new Director of Athletics officially starts next Monday° Since numbers 1, 2, and 3 on his priority list are going to be 

hiring a new Football Coach, I’m not sure how long it will be before I will be able to bring this issue to him. Additionally, 

we expect to hear back from the Committee on infractions at the end of December or beginning of January and, of 

course, part of that will be an answer to the big question about what the expectation of monitoring is for social 

networking. 

With both of these situations "out there", I’m afraid our decision on whether to continue past the trial is likely going to 

have to be a last-minute one. I know you would love to have a decision before then, but, unfortunately, there are too 

many unknowns for us to commit. 

That said, I really can’t think of anything you all could be doing better! And I do think it would be helpful for us to have 

an estimate from you in terms of what the monthly cost would be for us to essentially get the same service we are 

getting now (text and photo monitoring for ~800 student-athletes, no archiving). With an estimate, I will at least have 

all I need to take it with me to our Senior Staff to determine if it’s a monitoring step we believe we need to take. 

Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919o962.7853 (office) 

919.962,6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/8/2011 3:27 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Hello again, hope your voice is feeling better. 

We are a little more than 30 days into our 90 day free trial, and I just wanted to see if you had any comments, 

recommendations for enhancing the program further to customize to meet your needs. Also, wanted to confirm we are 

delivering on your expectations. 

In our effort to stay ahead of the process, making sure if you do select to continue with Varsity Monitor after Dec 31, 

that we have all necessary documents etc in your hands ahead of time. Please do let me know when you would like to 

see our agreements so you can have the necessary people review them° 

It’s been great working with you, we look forward to an even better next 60 days! 



Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:36 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Updated Friend Status 

TEXT.htm 

Awesome. Thanks so much! 

>>> <sam@varsitL/monitor.com> 11/10/2011 10:27 AM >>> 

Amy 

See attached list of updated friend list, as of 10:15 AM EST November 10, 2011. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 

#.~...m....!~L.v..~..r..-.s.!..t.,.Y..!31 £.~..~.!!..t:~!.r..,..c.,.~...m... 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 88682bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

UNC Friend List ~ November 2011.xlsx ( ~archiveO2ouncaa.unc.edu[bc12debSd5241bSc663bd71..cd667e888 )Wed, 
08 Feb 2012 10:27:22 -050088682bytes 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Wednesday, November 09, 2011 8:53 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Updated "Friend" List? 

TEXT.htm 

rip, you will have the list tomorrow am 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Nov 10, 2011 01:44:57 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Updated "Friend" List? 

Hey, can you send me an updated list of Varsi Mon’s friends? We need to see how many are "out there" that haven’t 

done this yet... And you don’t need to do any comparison to our list for us. We actually have gotten them re-ordered in 

first, last name order, so it should be pretty easy for us to check on the outliers once we get the list from you. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 12;17 PM 

sarn @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: 
TEXT.htm 

Agreed. But we donk want them to think that we now think we had a duty back in 2009/2010 to be doing this sort of 

monitoring, if you know what I mean. 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/16/2011 12:16 PM >>> 

side note: you never know with the NCAA, but we hope working with Varsity Monitor would be a positive step in their 

eyes .... 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc,edu> 

Date: Wed, November 16, 2011 10:14 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitorocom> 

We have hired our new AD. He started this past Monday! I don’t know how he would feel about such a release. My gut 

tells me that he might be wary, since the Committee on Infractions still has our case and might weigh anything that 

we’re doing in their decision-making. But I’m certainly happy to run it by him to get his take on it. 

Why don’t you go ahead and send it over to me and I’ll run it up the flagpole and see where it takes us... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/16/2011 12:05 PM >>> 

hi Amy 

Question, I have the press release I want to have UNC consider allowing us release, but do you currently have an AD? Or 

are you waiting for the new AD to be hired/start? 

sorry for the intrusive question, just curious how approvals on this would go, and if its even worth sending over at this 

time. 

Thanks 

Sam 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 20:[:[ 6:50 AM 

< sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Re: Couple of Things 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Sam ! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 16, 2011, at 10:18 PM, "<sam@varsitymonitor.com>" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> wrote: 

> Amy, 

> 

> I had not seen that image on my wall, as we don~t use our own wall as the monitoring method-we leverage the news 

feeds and other syndicated content methods. 

> 

> That is a byproduct of the spam I sent you an email on before, I apologize for that being on the page and you having 

been subjected to that. 

> 

> I have deleted the post, and appreciate you bringing this to my attention. 

> 

> Regards 

> 

> Sam Carnahan 

> sam @varsitymonitor.com 
> 

Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Couple of Things 

> From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

> Date: Wed, November 16, 2011 6:59 pm 

> To: <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

> Sam, 
> 

> Have you gotten a friend request from ? He says he’s sent one, but he’s not showing up on your friend 

list yet. 

> 

> If you haven’t, can you send him one? 

> 

> http://wwwofacebook.com/profileophp?id= 

> 

> Also, I think you probably had to "like" the picture that’s on the Varsi Mort page in order to get the info and send it to 

me, but can you delete it off the page now? I don’t like seeing it when I go to the page to check on friend status! And at 

least 1 s-a has decided it’s funny to comment on it. 

> 

> Thanks[ 
> 

> Amy 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:42 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: question 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of o~der. It was attached to the p~evious message.] 

That sounds great, thank you Amy. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: question 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Tue, November 22, 2011 8:39 am 

To: <sam@varsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks for this information about the cost estimate, Sam. I definitely believe that our coaches 
are appreciating the support with this monitoring task, and :[ also think that it’s doing it’s job of 
helping ours-a’s learn to think twice about what they’re posting. So I’m very pleased with the 

service to date. 

When the time comes, I’ll share this information with Bubba (our new AD) and the rest of our 
senior staff so that we can determine if this is a step we want to take in the future. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family, as well! 

Amy 

When it comes time to consider VM as your vendor, we will come in around $800imonth for the 
full solution you are current getting. 

My question is, have you found our service to be time saving for the staff, coaches etc. We 
pride ourselves on being a highly efficient solution, and our pricing is designed to reflect the 
labor savings as well as technology costs in providing what we dOo 

It is our absolute intent to become your preferred social media monitoring vendor, now and 
many years from now, so I guess as we head into that period of discussion on next steps, I 

want to understand if we are providing that efficiency vs. your other/previous methods of 
monitoring. 

All the best. 

Sam Carnahan 



Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 1:26 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: question 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, when the time comes, we are more than happy to come down to campus and meet with you, Bubba and staff 

again. Its would be our pleasure. 

Thanks again 

Sam Carnahan 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam@varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Tue, Nov 22, 2011 15:39:36 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: question 

Thanks for this information about the cost estimate, Sam. I definitely believe that our coaches are appreciating the 

support with this monitoring task, and I also think that it’s doing it’s job of helping our s-a’s learn to think twice about 

what they’re posting. So I’m very pleased with the service to date. 

When the time comes, I’ll share this information with Bubba (our new AD) and the rest of our senior staff so that we can 
determine if this is a step we want to take in the future. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family, as well! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/21/2011 12:05 PM >>> 

Amy 

When it comes time to consider VM as your vendor, we will come in around S800/month for the full solution you are 

current getting. 

My question is, have you found our service to be time saving for the staff, coaches etc. We pride ourselves on being a 

highly efficient solution, and our pricing is designed to reflect the labor savings as well as technology costs in providing 

what we do. 

It is our absolute intent to become your preferred social media monitoring vendor, now and many years from now, so I 

guess as we head into that period of discussion on next steps, I want to understand if we are providing that efficiency vs. 

your other/previous methods of monitoring. 

All the best. 



Sam Carnahan 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:25 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 

that is perfect thanks! 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <~j#...c:.[)..a...:e:....&.~..g..~.!~9..~.:..~:!.B..c:.:.?:...(:!..~:!.> 

To: Sam Carnahan <samCr~varsitymonitor.com> 

Sent: Mon, Nov 28, 2011 18:17:13 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Re: Varsity monitor 

How about 11a tomorrow? I will have to leave by 11:30a, but it shouldn’t take that long? 

Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/28/2011 1:16 PM >>> 
im tied upooooany time this afternoon/tomorrow? 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <#.~.~#...c...h...:a...?....@..~.[~£9:...~.Lu....n....c..,.£..d....u..> 

To: sam~monitor,com 

Sent: Mort, Nov 28, 2011 18:06:42 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Varsity monitor 

Sure! Can you call me now? I have to leave around 1:30p for a meeting, but have some time if you have a minute now... 

919-962-7853 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/28/2011 12:21 PM >>> 

Amy 

Some good news regarding Varsity Monitor and wanted to chat with you. Would you have time for a 10 minute chat 

sometime this afternoon or tomorrow? 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 10:55 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: 11a 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is r~ok ou.t of order. It was attaclned to the previous message.] 

973 464 9574 

Call screening :) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: lla 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: -Fue, November 29, 2011 8:54 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 

Hey, can I call you instead of you calling me? I tend to screen my calls around here these 

days, so that will keep me from accidentally screening you. 

What’s your number? 

Amy 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:33 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: 11a 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached, to the previous mesaage.] 

Thanks again for the call today. I will work on an agreement for you to review, far in advance of your 
next senior management meeting. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: lla 

From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, November 29, 2011 8:54 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Hey, can ]: call you instead of you calling me? I tend to screen my calls around here these 

days, so that will keep me from accidentally screening you. :-) 

What’s your number? 

Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, November 29° 2011 B:01 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Updated Friend List 

TEXT.htm 

Of course! No rush at allo Just wanting to see how we’re doing... 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/29/2011 3:00 PM >>> 

Sure thing. Ill get it to you tomorrow, if that is ok. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Updated Friend List 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, November 29, 2011 12:59 pm 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Hey there! Can you send me an updated list of Varsi Mon’s "friends" when you get a chance, please? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, December 01, 2011 8:55 AM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Friend List 

TEXT.htm 

np 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Dec 1, 20:[:[ :[3:.50:47 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Friend List 

I know you sent me the latest friend list yesterday, but I thJnl< I deleted the email, and now I can’t find it in my trash. Can 

you send it again? 

SORRY. 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, December 01, 2011 1:23 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Twitter 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, and it changes daily, ill run a report. Good thing is we typically catch the content anyway, but it is important to 

know who is and isnt complying. 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Dec 1, 201::[ 18::[4:15 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Twitter 

Are there any student-athletes who have private Twitter accounts that you haven’t been able to get access to? 

Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, December 07, 2011 6:07 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re; Friend Requests 

Text.htm 

Yes, I got ito I have not sent it to legal counsel yet, but plan to before our staff meeting on the 14th. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/6/2011 10:53:21 PM >>> 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Yes, I got it. I have not sent it to legal counsel yet, but plan to before our staff meeting on the 14th. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/6/2011 10:53:21 PM >>> 

Did you receive the contract I sent over for review? I expect many revisions by your counsel. 

Have a good night 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Friend Requests 
From: "Amy Herman" <a~schae(5Ouncaa,uncoedu> 
Date: Tue, December 06, 2011 8:20 pm 

To: <~monitor.com> 

Thank you so much, 

Good night, 
Amy 

> > > <~.~.[?3.@.g.~.!i&!.~Y..[71~..O.!.~!.L~.g.~?.[?3> 12/6/2011 10:06 PM > > > 
Amy - our job is to do the leg work for you. We will begin work on this tomorrow. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Friend Requests 
From: "Amy Herman" <a~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, December 06, 2011 7:09 pm 
To: <~monitor,com> 

Sam, 

We’re getting close to having everyone "friended", but there are about 20 s-a’s that 
we’re struggling to get taken care of, Could you send friend requests to these s-a’s to 
see if they will accept them? There’s a chance they don’t check their emails, but they 
might just automatically respond to a friend request, 

Let me know if you would prefer to just give me the log-in info for Varsi Mon. I’m 
happy to do this task myself! 

Thanks, 
Amy 



S~bject: 

Amy S. Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu> 
Wednesday, December 14, 2011 6:11 PM 
sam @varsitymonitorocom 
Re: NY Times (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Thursday, December 22nd. 

During my absence, I will have limited opportunities to respond to email. If I am not able to respond during this time, 

will do so upon my return to the office. 

Have a great day! 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

UNC Athletics 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/14/11 18:11 >>> 



IThis email is not o~lt of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

The NY Times contacted us regarding a story on social media monitoring and the 
NCAA, Clearly, UNC came up and they asked if ][ could faciliate an interview, either on or off 

the record, with the writer, 

]: told him ]: don’t think UNC would be interested in commenting until, at least, your answer 

from the NCAA was delivered, but also told him I would ask, 

Let me know if you would be interested in speaking with him, 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:27 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Varsity Monitor Agreement 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not ou[ of order. It was attached to the previous message,] 

Great news!!!!!! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor Agreement 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~£!:}.~..~.@.~.!:}.£~3.~..~.#..0.~.~.#.~..~ > 

Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 6:25 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Sam, 

We discussed this at Sro Staff this morning, and the consensus seemed to be in support of us 

moving forward, assuming we can come to resolution on some of the legal edits that will have 

to be made to the contract in order for us, as a state institution, to sign. Our legal counsel is 
reviewing, and we will, in the coming weeks, send the document, with proposed changes, back 

to you for your review. There will also be some hurdles to get through with our Purchasing unit 
on-campus, but it’s nothing that I foresee being a huge issue. 

So, while I’m not sending a signed contract back to you, I hope it’s at least good news that the 
idea of continuing with your service seemed to resonate with our St. Staff. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@ur~caaouncoedu 

>>> <89.!.~.@Xg.LSJbLOO.goJ~gL.{9.03> 11/30/2011 3:28 PM >>> 
Amy 

Here is our agreement, showing the $100 through end of June, $800 a month thereafter, with 

10% prepayment discount. 

Please take your time to review, but we really look forward to continuing to offer our service Lo 

UNC. 

Reg a rd s 

Sam Carnahan 
sa m@va rsitymonitor, com 
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VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto, (re*~rred to 
collectively hereinafter as the "Agreement"), effective [Month] [Dayil, 20    (hereinafter the 
~"Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware limited 
liability company, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York, 
New York 10016, and [ | (hereinafter "Client"), having a place of 
business at ............................................................................................................................... sets forth the terms and conditions of Varsity 
Monitor’s provision of Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

SERVICES. 
Varsity" Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive services 

in support of Client’s NCAA obligations to oversee and monitor student athletes, including 
requirement to "adequately and consistently" monitor social media activities (collectively 
referred to hereinafter as the "Services:" 

1.1    Social Media Account Monitoring, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of Subj ect A’~hletes’ social media accounts, using both automated and manual tools to 
identi~, inappropriate, illegal, unethical or other content that may require Client’s attention in 
accordance with NCAA regulations (hereinafter "Suspicious Content"). Suspicious Content 
shall be defined in consultation with Client and in accordance with its policies. 

1.2 Broad Social Web Monitoring, which involves monitoring the worldwide web, 
including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, for mention of 
Client’s Subj ect Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or provide perspective on 
NCAA compliance issues. 

1.3    Prompt Reporting of Suspicious Content, with such alerts and/or reports 
provided to Client’s Authorized Personnel in a time and manner to which the parties shall 
reasonably agree. 

1.4    Social Media Guidelines and Education, ~vhich shall include one (1) web based 
training at Client’s location of Client’s athletes, coaches, and administrative and education 
personnel regarding social media best practices. 

1.5    A Designated Account Representative and/or other contact persons shall be 
assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely notification, 
response and follow-up to Reports and Client issues. 

1.6    Additional Services, which may include additional Best Practices training(s) 
and/or consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of social media policies, 
may be agreed to from time to time by the parties at an additional fee. Varsity Monitor also may 
develop supplemental or complementa,?~ services, distinct from normal updates and revisions to 
the Services above, which may be offered to Client. Any additional services shall be subject to 
an Addendum to be attached to this Agreement, and the general terms and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be incorporated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT. 
2.1    Identification of Subject Athletes. Client shall timely provide Varsity Monitor 

with a list of Subject Athletes to be monitored with the Services, and shall regularly update the 
list as agreed by the parties (previously and hereinafter referred to as "Student Athletes"). 
Varsity Monitor shall have no obligation to perform Services relating to individuals not 
designated by Client. 

Va~rsity Monitor Se~wices Agreeme~t 



2.2 Authorized [,rsers. Client shall identify in writing to Varsity Monitor those 
speciiqc administrators and coaches authorized to access the Sets, ices and receive reports and 
alerts regarding Subject Athletes~ Client further warrants and represents that it shall take all 
necessary steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel shall use only the unique user 
name and password assigned to them, and that Client and its Authorized Personnel shall 
safeguard and protect the user names and passwords from disclosure to or use by others. Client 
shall promptly notii~v Varsity Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user names 
and/or passwords is being utilized by anyone other than the individual to whom they were 
assigned. Client acknowledges that it shall be responsible *Br ensuring that all its Authorized 
Personnel abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Serviceso 
Any act or omission of any such Authorized Personnel, relating to use of the Service or access to 
the Varsity Monitor Weblpage, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of Client for any and all 
purposes (including, without limitation, if such act or omission gives rise to a breach or default 
under this Agreement). 

2.3    L"nauthorized L."se. Except t:Br the Licensed Use, set t:Brth in Section 5~1 below, 
Client may not display, copy, download, store, reproduce, transmit, distribute, resell or otherwise 
commercially exploit any part of the Services or information obtained therefrom, including any 
news articles, data or other information accessed from the Service, in any format or through any 
technology or media now existing or hereafter developed. 

2.3    Cooperation. Client shall cooperate with Varsity Monitor to enable Varsity 
Monitor to carry out its duties and obligations under this Agreement, and acknowledges that such 
cooperation is essential to the performance of the Serviceso Client further agrees that Varsity 
Monitor shall not be liable for any deficiency in performance that results from Client’s failure to 
cooperate. 

3.0 FEES AND PAYMENT. 
3.1    Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a mon’~hly fee for use of the 

Sea;ices in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Adde~dtm~ 1 (hereinafter 
~’~Service Fees"). Any fee for Additional Services performed by Varsity Monitor shall be in 
accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates for such service(s) at the time they are 
available, and shall be set forth with any specific terms and conditions of such service in a 
subsequent Addendmn. 

3.2 Payrnems. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1, Client shall pay in advance 
to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in the Term, no later than the first day of such 
month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). If any Sers~ice Fee payment for any month of the Term is 
made after the fifteenth (l 5th) day of such month, then Client agrees to pay interest at the rate of 
1.5% per month on the unpaid balance of such invoice. 

3.3    Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 
Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the Services 
under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Services, then such taxes shall be billed to and 
paid by Client. This Section does not apply to taxes based on Client’s income. 

TERM, TER~IINATION AND SIJSPENSION. 
4.1    Term. This Agreement shall have an initial term not to exceed June 30, 20112 

commencing on the Effective Date, and shall automatically renew for successive one (l) year 
tennso 



4.2    Termination. Either part}, may terminate this Agreement if a default by the other 
party under this Agreement remains uncured for more than thirty (30) calendar days after the 
defaulting party is notified in writing of the default, including, but not limited to, the failure of 
Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by Section 3.2~ If this Agreement is 
terminated for any reason, Client shall immediately pay Varsity Monitor for all Services 
rendered through the date of termination, and all license(s) granted for use of the Services and all 
Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages and related data shall automatically terminate. 
The provisions of Sections 3.2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.0, 7.0, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.1, 9.2, and 111.2 shall survive 
termination of this Agreement. 

4.3    Suspension. Varsity Monitor may immediately suspend Services, or terminate 
this Agreement (and the license(s) granted and the Services provided hereunder) at any time if 
Client (i) makes any use of the Services or Varsity Monitor Webpages or data other than for the 
Licensed Use, or (ii) breaches any of its other duties and obligations hereunder, including, 
without limitation, payment of Service Fee. In event of such occurrence, Varsity Monitor may 
suspend Services with or without notice, and may terminate this Agreement in accordance with 
Section 4~2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.11    Rights in Varsity Monitor Technology. The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive property of Varsity Monitor and/or 
its third-party partners (hereinafter "Varsity Monitor Technology"). Subject to Varsity Monitor’s 
right to terminate this Agreement under Section 4.2, or suspend Services under 4.3, and 
limitations under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsity Monitor grants to Client a non-transferable, non- 
exclusive license to use the Varsity Monitor Technology and related services solely fBr uses 
reasonably related to Client’s obligations under the NCAA to monitor activities of Student 
Athletes (previously and hereinafter referred to as "Licensed Use"). 

5.2    Copyrighted and Trademarked Material. The contents of the Varsity Monitor 
Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may" link from the Varsity" 
Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material 
(collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are protected under both United States and 
foreign copyright, trademark and other laws~ All such Material is the property of Varsity 
Monitor, its business partners, or other third parties that supply such content. The compilation 
(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is 
the exclusive property of Varsi~, Monitor and/or its partners, and may be protected by U.S. and 
international copyright laws. Unauthorized use of any of the Material may violate copyright, 
trademark, and other laws. 

5~3    Client shall not, at any time, assert any o~vnership rights in the Varsity Monitor 
Technology, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any 
of the software comprising or in any way making tip a part of Varsity Monitor’s Technology. 
Furthermore, Client shall retain all copyright, trademark, service-mark and other proprietaxs" 
notices contained in the original Material on any copy made of the Material. Client may not sell 
or modi6, the Material, or reproduce, display, publicly perform, distribute, or otherwise use the 
Material in any way for any public or commercial purpose. 

6.0 THIRD PARTY I~IATERIALS, 
The Ser~ices include internet links from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages and/or 

websites maintained by third parties (hereinafter the ’~Third Parties"). If any such Third Parties 



prevent access to any of the webpage(s) to which links are provided from the Varsity Monitor 
Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor from the links on the Varsity Monitor Website, or 
otherwise restrict access to such third-party webpages, then Varsity Monitor may change, add or 
discontinue any of the affected links or other features of the Service at any time without prior 
notice to Client. 

in addition, Client hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Third Parties may, at their 
discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter the content of a webpage 
maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that because Varsity 
Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor is not responsible for the 
availability of such external websites or resources, and does not endorse and is not responsible or 
liable for any content, advertising, products, or other materials on or available from such 
websites or resources. Client further acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be 
responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused 
by or in connection with use of or reliance on any such content, goods or services available on or 
through any such website or resource. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. 
THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE (AND 

EACH WEBPAGE), AND T~ INTER~T WEBSITES MA~TA~D BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
EITt-~R EXP~SS OR IN, IPLIED.    TO TI)-~ FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSITY MONITOR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FI~SS FOR A PARTICULAR PEN_POSE 
AND NON-1NFR1NGEMENT. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN Tt-~ SERVICES, MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FR£E, THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CO~CTED, OR 
THAT THIS SERVICE, OR TF~ SERVER THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE, ~ FR~E OF 
VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT 
WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE OR THE 
RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS ~ THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY 
SITES IN- TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTN%SS, ACC!~.ACY, T~,IELINESS, REMABIMTY 
OR OTF~RW’ISE. CLIENT ASSUN~S ALL RISK OF ERRORS AND/OR OMISSIONS IN 
TF~ SERVICES, INCLUDING T}-~ TRANSMISSION OR TRANSLATION OF 
INFORMATION. 

8.0 LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1    Limitation of Liability. VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR 

ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER, 
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, W~THER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUT)ING ~GMGENCE, STRICT LIABIMTY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE MMITED 
TO DIRECT, PROVEN D?dMAGES IN AN ?dMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS, Tt-~ ?dMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY CLIENT FOR Tt-~ SERVICES FOR 
FIRST MONTH OF THE TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN:" 

THIS SECTION 8.1, IN NO EVENT SHALL VARSITY MONITOR OR ITS AFFILIATES OR 
\,qENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITI\,~, INCIDENTAL, 

SPECIAL, CONSEQ!~NTIAL OR OT~R DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY 

-4- 



WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE USE OF THE SERVICES OR WITH THE DELAY OR 
INABILITY TO USE THE SERVICES, OR FOR ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED 
THROUGH T~ SERVICES, OR OTHE_,RWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF TEE__, 
SERVICES, WHF_.THF_.R BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT MABIMTY OR 
OTt-~RWISE, EVEN IF VARSITY MONITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES OR 
VENDORS, HAS BEEN .M)VISED OF Tt-~ POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 Indemnification. Client shall at all times defend, indemnif}~ and hold harmless 
Varsity Monitor, its off?cers, directors, afiSliates, and the successors and assigns of each of the 
foregoing (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") from and against, and pay and reimburse the 
Indemnified Parties for, any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, out of-pocket costs 
or expenses (including interest, penalties and reasonable attorney’s fees and expense incurred in 
~he investigation or defense of any of the same, or in asserting any of their respective rights 
hereunder) arising out of or resulting from any claim, action, suit or other administrative or 
judicial proceeding that is instituted by a third party (collectively, the "Third Party Damages") 
relating to any alleged act or omission of Client, its employees, subcontractors or agents in the 
performance of the activities contemplated hereby, Client’s authorized or unauthorized use of the 
Sea;ices and Materials obtained therefrom, or any failure by Client to abide by any of the 
warranties or obligations set forth herein. 

8.3    Rig~t ~ Defend. If a third party asserts any claim against an Indemnified Party 
for which Client is responsible under this Section 8.2, then (a) Varsity Monitor shall give Client 
written notice promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such claim and shall 
permit the Client (at Client’s expense) to assume the defense of any claim or any litigation 
resulting therefrom; provided that the failure by Varsity Monitor to give such notice shall not 
relieve the Client of its indemnification obligations under this Section, except to the extent that 
such ikdlure results in a failure of actual notice to Client and, as a result, Client is materially 
damaged; (b) counsel selected by Client to conduct the defense of such claim or litigation shall 
be reasonably satisfactory to Varsity Monitor; and (c) any Indemnified PaW may participate in 
(but not control) such defense at its sole expense~ Without Varsity Monitor’s express written 
consent, Client shall not, in the defense of any such claim or litigation, consent to the enter of 
any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides for injunctive or other non-monetary 
relief affecting any Indemnified Party or that does not include as an unconditional term thereof a 
release from all liability with respect to such claim or litigation to all Indemnified Parties by the 
claimant or plaintiff; 

9.0 DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
9.1    Ma~datory Arbitration. Except actions for injunctive and other equitable relief 

which may be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction at any time, if any dispute arises 
between Varsity Monitor and Client pertaining to this Agreement, such dispute shall be 
submitted to arbitration before a single arbitrator selected in accordance with the then-prevailing 
Rules of Commercial Arbitration of the American Arbitration Association. The arbitration 
proceeding shall take place in New York, New York, or such other location as Varsity Monitor 
and Client may mutually agree. Notwithstanding any contrary provision in the Rules of 
Commercial Arbitration of the American Arbitration Association, Varsity Monitor and Client 
shall be entitled to discover" in any arbitration proceeding, including reasonable document 
requests, interrogatories, and depositions, all subject to the control of the arbitrator. In 
determining the scope and scheduling of discove~T, the arbitrator shall be guided by (a) the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and (b) the interest of the parties in obtaining an expeditious 



resolution of any dispute that is the sut~iect of the arbitration proceeding. The arbitrator shall not 
contravene or van, in any respect any of the terms or provisions of this Agreement. The award 
of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the parties, and judgment upon any award 
rendered therein may be entered and enforced in any court of competent jurisdiction, including a 
Supreme Court of the State of New York. 

9.2 Ent’orcement Expenses and Attorneys’ Fees. In the event of any arbitration (or 
enforcement of an arbitration award) between the parties concerning performance or non- 
performance (or other breach) of either party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either 
party seeks injunctive or other equitable relief against the other, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to be reimbursed by the other paw for the costs and expenses (including, but not limited 
to, reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred or paid by the prevailing party in such arbitration or other 
action. 

FORCE MAJE 
Varsity Monitor is excused from any failure or delay in performance of responsibilities 

otherwise required by this Agreement for any cause beyond its reasonable control. Such causes 
include, without limitation, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes, civil disturbances, disruption of 
telecommunications, transportation, utilities or necessa~" supplies, governmental action, 
computer viruses and incompatible or defective equipment, soi~ware or services not supplied by 
Varsity Monitor. 

11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
11.1 E~tire Agreement° This Agreement, together with its Addenda, constitutes the 

entire agreement between Varsity Monitor and Client with respect to the subj ect matter hereof, 
superseding all prior agreements, proposals, representations, communications and negotiations, 
written or oral, and shall be binding upon, and for the benefit of, Varsity Monitor and Client, and 
their respective legal representatives, successors, and assigns~ 

11.2 Governing Law, and Jurisdicti~no This Agreement shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard for its conflicts 
of law rules, in addition to the provisions of Section 9, Client consents to, and agrees that Client 
is subj ect to, the jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of the State of New York with respect 
to any actions in equity brought by Varsity Monitor against Client. 

11.3 Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, superseded or 
canceled, and none of the terms, provi sions, covenants, representations, warranties or conditions 
may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by both Varsity Monitor and Client, or 
in the case of waiver, by the party waiving compliance. 

11.4 Waiver. No waiver by either party, whether by conduct or otherwise, of any 
obligation, breach or default under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any other 
obligation, breach or default of the same or any other nature. 

11.5 Assignment. Neither party may, without the prior written consent of the other 
party, assign or transfer this Agreement or any duty or obligation expressed herein, except by 
merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of such party’s assets. 

11.6 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart 
copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument. 



I1.8 Severabilityo If an arbitrator or court of competent jurisdiction j udges any 
provision of this Agreement to be invalid, that j udgment shall not affect the remainder of thi s 
Agreement. 

11 ~7 Section Headings. The section and other headings contained in thi s Agreement 
are for reference purposes only and shall not control or affect the construction of this Agreement 
or the interpretation thereof in any respect. 

IN WFFNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be signed 
and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date. 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

SAMUEL CARN AHAN 
CEO 

[CLIENT] 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

-7- 



ADDENDIJM 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee of $100. 

For services reordered between July 1, 2012 and Ju~e 30, 2013, client agrees to pay a service fee 
of $800 per month. If, at the start of this sepdce period client pays in full, a 10% discount on t~e 
total service will be applied. 

-8- 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:27 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: NY Times 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

you too! 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: NYTimes 
From: "Amy Herman" < 

Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 6:17 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Thanks. Merry Christmas! 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > <~#..D).(@.~.#..[5.!.~.g!?2~?.D.!.~;.9.!i,.£~.Q!> 12/14/2011 6:32 PM > > > 
enjoy your time away. I will miss our daily exchanges... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: NYTimes 
From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 4:31 pm 
To: "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor,com> 

Yes, please do. Sadly, my computer will be coming with me... 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <Sa.[J2L@Xa.r:S!.t;X!?39.!)!.[;#.g,.~R~?.> 12/14/2011 6:29 PM >>> 
Thanks so much! Should I send the reports to you while you are away? 

Original message 

From: Amy Herman <dschae,’~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam,’~varsit monito~:com 

Co: Steve Kirschner <skirschner@5.mcaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Dec 14, 2011 23:20:00 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: NY Times 

Sam, 

You are correct that we do not wish to comment until after the NCAA ruling. At that 



point, they can contact Steve Kirschner, our Assoc AD for Athletic Communications, to 

obtain an interview with a UNC representative if they wish. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae,:¢:’~mcaa.l~c.ed 

> > > <.~.~.!:@.@!k~!l..s..[ff2.~.9.Q.i!Qr:.g.Q!):! > 12/14/2011 6:11 PM > > > 
Amy 

The NYTimes contacted us regarding a story on social media monitoring and 
the NCAA. Clearly, UNC came up and they asked if I could faciliate an 
interview, either on or off the record, with the writer. 

I told him I don’t think UNC would be interested in commenting until, at least, 
your answer from the NCAA was delivered, but also told him I would ask. 

Let me know if you would be interested in speaking with him. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 



Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 8:38 AM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Daily Reports 

TEXT.htm 

great news, enjoy.your time away .... 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Fri, Dec 16, 20:1:1 13:18:.5:1 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Daily Reports 

Thanks, Sam. I’m not sure when you sent this email - yours have been going to my spam folder lately, for some reason, 

and I don’t catch them until the next morning. 

Our legal counsel will need some time to make recommended verbiage changes to the contract, and, with the holidays, 

it might be a bit longer, but they’re working on it, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/14/2011 11:24 AM >>> 

Amy 

We are dealing with a security issue on facebook with the unc account, it should be resolved shortly and then we will 

reconvene daily reports. You will definitely get a report today. 

Our apologies, but facebook is ever changing (and without notice!) 

Any feedback on the contract? No rush, just let me know. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, December 23, 2011 8:55 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: N FL reference 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good! 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> i2/23/2011 12:02 AM >>> 

Amy 

Great news, the NFL wants to contact you for a Varsity Monitor reference! I truly appreciate you taking the time to 

share your experiences with them, 

As you know, pricing varies for different clients, based on volume of athletes, archiving etc, and for that reason, please 

so not disclose the UNC pricing to the NFL - if asked. Thank you so much. 

Have a Merry Christmas. 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:43 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Varsity Monitor Agreement 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

Happy New Year. 

Great news about the NFL, I am excited for you to speak with them, they are looking to better 
understand how schools use the product, our quality of service etc. It’s an exciting opportunity for us, 
and I am so appreciative of you taking the time to speak with them on our behalf. 

Regarding the agreement, also great news. Anything you need from us to help make it a single-source 

agreement or other verbiage you require just let me know, we will work with you every step of the way,. 

Thanks again, on to a great 2012! 

Sam 

........ Original Nessage ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Nonitor Agreement 
From: "Amy Herma n" <.#}5.g~.!).#.#..@..ND.g~.~.#.,..#.[}.~.,.~.#.#.> 

Date: Tue, January 03, 20:[2 7:30 am 
To: <.~#..[33.@X#..[:~j.~X[~.#.[].!.:~;.#.!::,.£~.(D. > 

Sam, 

Happy New Year! 

Couple of things... 
T have a call at :[p today with the folks from the NFL. Just thought I would let you know. 

Also, I will be talking with our Purchasing folks this week about what we need to do to make 
the contract work. T believe it’s at a cost level that we have to either bid it out or figure out a 

way, to sole-source it, so ][ might be coming back to you to help with some verbiage in that 
regard (sole-sourcing is the ideal way, to push it through). I will also have to add some 
comments to the contract, per our legal office, so it’s my goal to make some progress on that 
this week. Just wanted you to know that now that the holidays are over, we’ll be working on it. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

> > > <Sa.ff]..@.X~..!:Sj.~..Y..!:~.~.!3.i.~.9.£~.£~.83.> 11/30/20 :[ 1 3: 28 PM > > > 
Amy 

Here is our agreement, showing the $100 through end of June, $800 a month thereafter, with 
10% prepayment discount. 

Please take your time to review, but we really look forward to continuing to offer our service to 

UNC. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 
sa.~.@.~.a.~£y.~~.~ 
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Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, Janua~7 12, 2012 2:15 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Sole-Source and Contract ]:nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Will do, thanks Amy. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Jan 12, 2012 18:56:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

Sam, 

I’m working on the contract stuff... 

We’re going to have to try to go through the process of trying to sole-source this service. But, to do that, I’m going to 

need information from you regarding what makes Varsity Monitor unique (compared to the other companies that 

monitor social media). 

I’m hopeful that you have a document that identifies these things, since I’m doubting this is the first time this has been 

brought up by a state institution! If so, and you could send it to me on Varsity Monitor letterhead, I would greatly 

appreciate it. 

Also, I’ve asked our legal counsel’s office to work up the contract in a "track changes" format so that you can see the 

parts that we’re going to have to have changed, per institutional policy and state law. I hope none of it is too much of a 

sticking point, but most of the legal jargon is so far above my head that it’s hard for me to know what’s a big deal and 

what’s not! So when I get that back from them, I’ll forward it on to you. 

Thanks for your help and your patience! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7859 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, Janua~7 12, 2012 9:41 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Sole-Source and Contract ][nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Excellent. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 02:::[7:39 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: RE: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

Sam, 

I think this is perfect. Thank you so much. I’ll let you know if our Purchasing Office thinks we need anything else on 

this... 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> ::[/12/2012 3:57 PM >>> 

Amy 

We certainly want to get this right, can you review the attached and let me know if it is sufficient. If not, we will rework 

it, as we all want to ensure this is a sole-source. 

Thank you so much. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, January 12, 2012 1:~:56 am 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Sam, 

I’m working on the contract stuff... 

We’re going to have to try to go through the process of trying to sole-source this service. But, to do that, I’m going to 

need information from you regarding what makes Varsity Monitor unique (compared to the other companies that 

monitor social media). 



I’m hopeful that you have a document that identifies these things, since I’m doubting this is the first time this has been 

brought up by a state institution! If so, and you could send it to me on Varsity Monitor letterhead, I would greatly 

appreciate it. 

Also, I’ve asked our legal counsel’s office to work up the contract in a "track changes" format so that you can see the 

parts that we’re going to have to have changed, per institutional policy and state law. I hope none of it is too much of a 

sticking point, but most of the legal jargon is so far above my head that it’s hard for me to know what’s a big deal and 

what’s not! So when I get that back from them, I’ll forward it on to you. 

Thanks for your help and your patience! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, January 20, 2012 10:25 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Fw: Varsity Monitor ~[nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Will do. Thanks! 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 1/20/2012 9:44 AM >>> 

Great - and thanks for the help. We are making some changes to try to ensure this never happens again. 

That said, we were in the process of cleaning it out - if you could return the most recent friend file - which we will send 

over - and just identify anyone who is no longer on the roster, that will enable us to clean it out on your behalf quite 

easily. 

Thanks again, have a great weekend. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Fw: Varsity Monitor Info 

From: "Amy Herman" <~(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, January 20, 2012 7:41 am 

To: <sam~monitor.com> 

Sam, 

See below. Looks like our academic staff was successful! 

Given the potential that we might have to do this again someday, it might be a good idea for us to clean up the list a bit 

and get rid of "friends" that are no longer s-a’s. Not sure the best way to do so, but we’ll figure out a way. Can you send 

me the latest list of the friends? 

Thanks! 

Amy 

>>> Susan Maloy 1/20/2012 9:34:55 AM >>> 

Looks like we’ve done it. We had to skip two. Some of the pictures are impossible. Fun little exercise! HA! 

At what point are we de-friending students who have exhausted eligibility? 

Susan 

>>> Amy Herman 1/19/2012 2:33 PM >>> 



>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> ::[/~L8/2012 8:49 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Facebook, as part of their standard security checks, is requiring me to identify "friends" of mine on the 

..~)....N....~.~..¢~.~...a...~..?...!..t.~..~]..~...[).!.t....~..£:..c.....~..[~]. facebook page. This is something I am not readily able to do on my own. 

We can do this together via screen share when you are back in the office, or if you wanted you could 

Login to facebook with 

unc~bvarsitymonitoRcom pw: 

It will take you through a standard security check of identifying athletes. Once that is done, I will have unrestricted 

access. 

I apologize for this, but facebook is unpredictable and clearly the account has come under scrutiny. I appreciate your 

help. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam d~/arsitym onitor.com 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 7:21 PM 

Amy Herman 
Varsity Monitor - Accounts 

TEXT.htm 



IThis email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

To address some recent changes to the Facebook TOS and to enhance our monitoring solution, we are 
changing the way we connect to users facebook accounts. We have also enhanced how we review the 
public FIS information for potential violations. 

If you can, please send over a roster list with FB UP, Ls so we can run some testing and get prepared to 
launch the advanced solution. If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 
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THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto,, (referred 
to coUectivety hereinafter as, the °’Agreement"), effective February 16o 2012 (hereinafter 
the "Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity l’~or~itor, a Delaware 
limited £abi~ company, having its p~ac~ of bus#~ess at 353 Lex~r~gton Ave, 14th 
New York. New York 100t6, and The University of Noah Carolina at Chape~ Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletes (here~n:affer "The C~ient"), having a place of business at 450 
Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill NC 27599, sets foAh the terms and conditions 
Varsity Monitor’s provls~o:n of Soc~a~ Med~a Monitoring Sew~ces to CJ~e,nt. 

1.e SERVICES, 
Varsity Monitor sha}l provide Client with the fo!lowi:ng suite of comprehensive 

services ~n support of C:lieet’s desire to oversee and recruiter student-athletes, including 
socia~ media activities (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Sew~ces:" 

mo~itor~ng of Cl}ent’s Student~A[h~etes’ so~a~ media accounts, using both automated 
sad manua~ too~s to ident~ conte~t that may ~equire Client’s atteRtion in accordance 
w~th NCAA regulation~ or University Pol}cy (herei~a~er *’Suspicious Conte~(~’). 
Suspicious C:o[~tent sha~ be defined ~n consu{tation with C.tie~t and in accordance with 
~ts po~c~es~ 

1~2 Broad See:~a~ Web #oaitori~g, which ~vo~ves mo~tor~ng the worldwide 
web, ~#c~ud~ag but not ~imi:ted to re~ated soc~a=l med~a accouhts~ b~ogs, media out~ets, for 
mendo~ of Client’s Subject Athletes by third paAies, which may implicate, reveal or 
provide perspective on NC~. comp~an~ issues. 

repoAs provided to C~ent’s Authorized Perso:nne~ in a t~me a~d manner to which the 
paRSes ~ha:l~ reasonably agree. 

1,4 So.cia~ ~e~ia Guide!~es a~d ~d~catien, w:h~ch sha~ ~nc:lude one (1) 
web based t[.a~ni~g at Cfient’s ~ocatio~ of C~ienfs studen~ath~etes, coaches, and 
administrative and education personnel regarding soc~al media best practices. 

!.5 A D.es~g:~ated Account Representative and/or other contact persons 
shat~ be ass}gned to Client to facilitate and coordinate ~he G~ices and te ass~ure t~me~y 
notification, response and fo~ow~up to Rope:As and C~ie:nt issues, 

1..6 A~dit~ena~ So.ices. which may ~nc.lude add~t:~ona~: Best Practices 
training(s) and/or consultation by Vars~ Monitor ~n the devetopmen~ or updat}ng of 
seciaI media p.o%~es may be agreed to from t~me to t~me by the paAies at a~ add~t;ona~ 
fee::~ :. Varsity Monitor a~o may develop supplementa} .............. services, 
dis~tinot from norton; updates and rev:~}or~s to the So.ices:: above, which may be offered 
to C~.~eRL Any add~tJona~ sewices sha~ be sub~e~ to aft Addendum to be a~ached to 
th~s. Agreement, and the ~enera~ [erms and conditions d tMs Agreement ~ha~ be 
incorporated ihere~n. 

DUTIES OF CLIENT, 
2.1 |der~tificatJor~ ef Studer~t-Athletes, Ctier~t shall timely provide Varsity 

Monitor with a iist of student-athletes to be monitored with the Services, a:r~d shall 
regu;arty update the lis¢ as agreed by the parties° Varsi~ Monitor shal~ have no 



obligation to per-form Services re:fating: to individuals not designated by C~iento 
2.2. Authorized User:s, C~ient shall identify in wdtir~g t~ Varsity Monitor those 

specific administrators and coaches nut.hot,zeal to access the Se~ices and :receive 
rep.o~s a~d ate~ re~arding Student~A~n~ete~ C~ie~t fu~her warrants and [ep~esents 
that ~t s.ha~ take al~ :necessa~ s~eps to assure that each of ~ts Authorized Personne~ 
shaft ~se only the unique user name and password assigned to h~m/her, and that Ciien.t 
an:d ~ts Authorized Personne~ sha~ safeguard and protect the us~:r names and 
password8 from d~sclosure to or use by others. C{~e#t sha~ p~ompt~ not~t~ Varsity 
M.on}to~ if C~ent k~ows or believes that an~ of such user names and/or passwo~d.s ~s 
being utilized by anyone other than the i#d~vidua~ to whom they were assigned, Ct~e~t 
acknowledges that it sba~ be responsible for ensurir~g that al~ its Author;zed Perso~ne:l 
abide by the C~ent8 oh! garcons under th~ Agreemeet in their use of the Sewices, Any 
a~ o:r om~ssio~ of any such Authorized Pe[so~et, re~a~ing to use of the Sew~ce or 
acces.$ te the Varsity Monitor Webpage shal~ be deeme# to be the act or omission of 
C~ent for any and a~ purposes (~c~udi#g, w~thout ~m~tat{o~, if such act or om~ss~on 
g}ves rise ton breach er default u~.der this Agreement)~ 

2.3 ~a~tho~r~zee Bse~ Except for the UoeRsed Use.. set forth ~n Section 5.! 
below, C~e~t may hot disp{ay, copy, down{cad, store, reproduce, traRsmit, d~stribute, 
rese{~ or ot=he~e commerc~al~’ e~:ploit any pa~ of the .Sew~ces or ~nfo~m:at~o~ obtained 
therefrom, ~clud~Rg any news aAic~es data or other ~formaflo# accessed from the 
Se#zice, in any format or threugh a~y ~ech~o~ogy or media now existing or he~ea~e[ 
develope& 

2~4 Cee~eratio#~ The P.aA~es sha~l cooperate w~th each other to carry out the 
respective d~tJes and obl~gations under this A~reement. and acknowledges that such 
cooperation }s essential to the per[ormaace of the Sewices. Client fuAher agrees that 
Vars~ Mo~tor sha~ ~ot be ~ab~e for any deficiency ~n pe#orma~ce that results frem 
Ct~e~t’s failure: to c:oope:ra~e. 

3,0 FEES AND 
3.i Se~ce Feed, Client sha~l pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for use of 

the Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, a~ached hereto as Ad#e~d~m 
(hereinaRer "Sew~ce Fees")., Any fee for Add~tiona{ Servers pedo~med by Va[s~ty 
MonSter sha~ be in accordance wi~ Vars~ Mohi:tor’s standard rates for such se~ce(s) 
at the t~me they a~ avaitaMe, and sha]~ be set fo~h with any specific terms and 
co:nd~tion.s of such serd~ce in a subsequent Addendum. 

3..2 Pa:y.~nen~. Unless: stated otherwise on Addendum t. Client shal~ nay 
advance to Varsi~ Monitor ~he Se~ce Fee for each month in: the Te~m. no later than 
the first day d ~uch month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). tf any Se~ce Fee payment for 
any month of the Term ~s made after t~e fi~eenth (15th) day d such month, then Client 
agrees to pay ~nterest at the rate of 1.5% per month on the unpaid balance d such 

3.3 Ta~e:s.. Sew;ce Fees ~nder th}s Agreement do not fnclude taxes: ~f Varsity 
Mon~tor ~s requiCed to pay sales, use, proped:y, value-added or o[her taxes based on ~he 
SedUces under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Sew~ces. then such taxes 
be b:i~led to and paid by C~ient. This Sect:ion does not a£ply to taxes based o~ C!~ent’s 
i~co:me~ 



2012 commencing on the Effe~ve Date. an~ may be renewed for successive one (1) 
year terms upon the mutual wdtten ag~emen~ of the PaA~es~ 

4.2 Te~iaatioa. Either pa~ may ~erm~nate th{s Agreement if a de~autt by 
the o~her pa~y under th~s Agreement remains uncured for more than th~y (30) 
days: a~er the ddau.~ng pa~y is not}fled ~ writing of the de~au~t, including, but ~ot 
~m~ted to, the failure of C~ent to pay Se~dce Fees by the Due Dates as provided by 
Sect~o~ 3,2. Either PaAy may terminate this Agr~ment on 10 days’ pdor written notice 
in the event that the other PaAy e~gages in conduct which is unetMca~, un~a~u~ or 
a~verse to the reputation of the tem~iaa~:i~g Pa~y; provided, however, that such 
must state w~th sufficient detail the pa~icula.r co,duct giving rise to the notice of 
termination a~d the basis for a~dbut~g such co,duct to ~he ~emterm~nat~g Par~. 
this Agreement ~s terminated for a#y reason, C~ent sha~ pay Varsi~ Monitor for 
Sew~ces rendered through the date of termination w~thin 30 days of ~he da~e 
terrain.athos, and if Ct~e~t has paid ~ advance for sew~ces t.he~ Varsity Monitor shaft 
issue a pro rata refund ,~t:hin 30 days of the date of the termination. AI~ ~icense(s} 
granted for use of the Sew~ces and al~ C~ent access to the Varsi~ Monitor Web.pages 
ned: re~ated data sha~ au&omat~ca~y terminate upon the date of termination o~ th~ 
Agreement. The provis~o~s of Sections 3.2, &3, 5.& 6.0, 7,0, &l, 8.2, 8.3~ 9~1, and &2 
shaft survive termi~ation d th~s A~eeme#t. 

terminate tMs Agreement (and the ~ce~se(s) granted and the Sewices provided 
hereunder) at a~y time if Client (~) makes any use of the Sewices or Va[s~ Monitor 
Webpages or data other Cha~ for the Ucensed Use~ ~r (i~) breaches any of its othe~ 
duties and obligations hereunder. ~nclud~ng, w;thout ~m~tat~on, paymen[ of Sew~ce Fee. 
C~ie~t may immediateJy suspend Sell,cos, or terminate th~s Agreemeet at any time 
Varsky Mon:ito~ (~)~a~ls to appropriately mo~tor and promptly provide repo~.s on Student~ 
AtMe~es; (i~) breaches co#fident~a~ty~ including use d C!~ent’s name ~n vio~atio~ 
Section 5.4; or (i~i) breaches d any ef its other duties and obligations hereunder~ ~n the 
event C:lient suspends Sew;cos u~der this Section C~ent shal~ not be requir~ to pay 
for Sew~ces for the #erred of t~me of the suspension, ~n the event of such occu~ren~, 
e~the:r Rady may suspend Services with not;co, and may termihate th~s Agreement 
accordance with So.crOon 4.2, 

PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5..1 Rie~hts in Va~s~ Monitor Te~hne!.e~y. The Sew cos compdse sol, are 

applications and web solutions that are the so~e and exclusive property of Varsity 
:Monitor and/or ~ts th~d~paAy pawners (hereinafter "Varsity Monito~ Technology ;. 
Sub~ect to Varsi~ Montto ~ tight, to terminate th~s Agreement under Section 4.2 or 
suspend Son, ices under 4.3 and ~im~tat.ions under Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Varsity Monitor 
grants to Ci~eot a oemtransferabte nomexc~usive t;cense to use:the Varsity Monitor 
Technology and re~ated se~i:c~s solely for uses reasonably ~e~ated :to C~ie~t"s des~re ~o 
monitor activities of Student~Ath:tetes (previously and.=her~~a~er referred to 
as ~’Li~n.sed Use’*}. 



Monitor Website (including webpages) and att webpages to which CIie~t may link from 
the Varsity Monitor Website, such as text, graphics~ images., logos, button icons. 
software and other materiat (coIIective~y ref~erred to ~hereina~er as ~he ~Material"), are 
protected under both U:n~ted States a~d foreign copyright, [radema~k and other laws. Att 
such Material is the p~ope~y of Varsity Monitor. :.it~ busm.ess pawners, or other third 
part~es that. supply such content. The comp~tation (meaning the collectio~, arrangement 
and assembly) of all content and Material on ~he Webs~te is the exclusive properly d 
~ars~ty Mo~tor an.d/or its paAners~ and may be protected by U.S. and 
copyright laws, Unauthorized use of a~y of the Matedal may v~otate copyright. 
trademark:, and other taws. 

5.3 Client shal~ not, at any time. asse~ aay ownership dghts 1~ the 
Monitor Technology.~ and sha~l no~ a~empt to decipher, decompile, disassemble 
reverse engineer any of the sol, are comprising or ~n any way making up a pa~ of 
Varsity Monitor’s Technology, Fu~he~more, Client :shaft retain all copyright, trademark. 
so.ice-mark and other propteta~y not~s contained in tRe origina~ Mateda~ on any 
copy made of the Material Client may not $e~t or modi~ the MatedaL or reproduce. 
d~splay publicly pedo~, distribute~ or otherwise use the Material in any way fo~ any 
public or commerc~a~ purpose. 

5..4 Use of Client’s: Name. Vars~, ~fon~tor s:ha’lJ not use the e>:~stence ef this 
Agreement or C~ient’s name, ~o9~, images o~ trademarks as a par of any marketing 
commercia~ adveAising without pr or wr~tte~ approva~ of the Uni~,ersity. Requests to use 
~t ent s name. ~ogo, ~mages or trademarks should be di#ected to the C~ent’s Off~ce 
Tradematk~ and L~censin#~ 

:THIRD PARTY MATER}IAL$~ 
The Services in:cIude intern et: tir~ks from the Va~i~ Monitor Web:site to webpages 

andlor weUsites maintained by third padies (hereinafter the ’~hird PaAies")~ ~.lf any: 
such Third Pa~ies~ .prevent access to any of ~be webpage(s)to which ~nks are provided 
from the Varsity Men,tot Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor f~om the ~mk:s on the 
Varsity Monito~ Website,= or othe~ise ~estrct a~ess to :such third~pa~ webpages, 
then Varsity Monitor may change, add or d~scont~nue any of’the affected l~nks o~ other 
featu:~es of the Sew:~ce at any time without ~rior not:ice to Client. 

tn addition, C~ient hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Thi~d PaAie:s may, 
at their discretion and w~thout prier notice~ remove a webpage or aite~ t~he content of a 
web,age ma~nta:ned by such Third PaAy~ C!~e:nt: fuAher acknowledges and agrees that 
because Varsity Monitor has no control over such s~tes and resource:s~ Varsity Men,tot 
~s not responsible for the availability d such exSernal :webs~tes o~ ~esources, and does 
not endorse and ~s t~ot responsiMe or I~a:bte for any conte}nt~ adveAising, ~roducts, 
or other materials on :or a:vai~ab~:e from such websites or resources. Otient ~her 
acknow!edg.es and agrees that Varsity Mo:niter shall net be responsible or liabte, directty 
or ~ndi~rectiy, for any damage or toss caused or aIteged t:o be caused by or in connect:~on 
w~th use of ot re~ance on any such con~ent,: goods or sell,cos available on or through 
any such web,ire or resource.: 

7~e DISCLAIMER OF WA!RRANTIES, 



THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBStTE 
(AND EACH WEBPAGE)o AND THE INTERNET WEBS~TES MAINTAINED BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EX[ENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSFCY MONITOR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT UMtTED TO, 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PART~CU:LAR 
PURPOSE AND NONqNFRINGEMENT, VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WAR:RANT 
THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SERVICES, MATERIALS AND 
PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR~FREE, THAT DEFECTS W~LL 
BE CORRECTED, OR THAT THIS SERVICE. OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES tT 
AVAILABLE, ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. 
VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS 
REGARDING THE USE OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS ~IN 
THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY SITES IN TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTNESS, 
ACCURACY TIMELINESS, RELIAB1LFFY OR OTHERWISE EXCEPT THAT VARSITY 
MONITOR ACKNOWLEDGES ~TS RESPONStB.IU~.~¢ TO APPROPRIATELY 
MONITOR AND PROMPTLY PROVIDE REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO 
CLtENT. CLIENT ASSUMES ALL RISK OF ERRORS AND/OR OMISSIONS IN THE 
SERVICES, INCLUDING THE TRANSMISSION OR TRANSLATION OF 
~NFORMATION. EXCEPT THAT VARSITY MONITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS 
OWN NEGLIGENCE OR INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION. 

8o0 LIIVIiTATiONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEt~NIF|CAT|ON, 
8.~ L~mitat~ion of L:iBbi}ityo VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE L~AB~L~TY FOR 

ANY C~M, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR ~PENSE FROM ANY CAUSE ~AT~;OEVER, 
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACT~O:N, WHETHER ~N CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, STR}CT L~ABILt~ OR OTHERWISE., SHALL BE 
LiMiTED TO D~RECT~ PROVEN DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR 
ALL SUCH CLAIMS THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID :BY CLIENT FOR THE 
SERVICES. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 8.t, tN NO EVENT SHA.UL 
VARS~ MONITOR OR ~TS AFFiLiATES OR VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
D~RECT, ~ND~RECT, PUNITIVE, iNCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR 
OTHER DAMAGES ARiSiNG OUT OF, OR ~N ANY WAY CONNECTED W~TH, THE 
USE OF THE SERV~C:ES OR WiTH THE DELAY OR ~NABIL{7Y TO USE THE 
SERWCES~ OR FOR ANY INFORMATION OBTAfNED THROUGH THE SERViCES, 
OR OTHERWISE ARtS~NG OUT OF THE USE OF THE SERVICES, WHETHER 
B. SED ON CONTACT. TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN 
VARSI~ MONITOR, OR ANY OF ~TS AFFILIATES OR VENDORS, HAS BEEN 
ADVISED O~ THE POSSIBILI:~ OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 Inde~ifi~:at~o~, Varsity M~nitor sha~l at all times defend, }ndemn.iN and 
~o~d harmless C~nt. }ts o~cers, di~ectors~ affi~l~ates~ and the su~essors and assigns 
each of the foregoing (eetlectively. the tndemn~fie.d Pa~:s ) from and against, and pay 
and reimburse the Indemnified Panics for. any and a~ liabilities, obligations, 
damage8 out of:pocket costs o~ expense8 (mc~ud~n9 ~nterest, penalties and 
a~:orney’s fees and expense incu~ed ~n the irwestigation or defense of any of the same, 
or in asse~.~ng any d their res~ec:tive rights hereunder) arising out of or resut:t~ng from 



any ciaim~ action, suit or ocher administrative or }udiciat proceeding that: is instituted by a 
third pa~ty (collect]’¢ely, the "Third Party Damages") relating t.o any alleged ac~ or 
omission d Varsity Monitor, ~ts e:mp~oyees, subcontractors or agents i.n the pedo~mance 
of the activities contemplated hereby. Client agrees to be tespor~si#~e ~or its own 
neg!~gence in the performance of the actMties contemplated hereby. 

8.3 Right t~ Defend, If a ~hird pa~y asseds any claim that ~mpI~cates Client’s 
respons:ibilities under Section 8.2, then (a)Varsity Monitor s:halt give C~ient wri~en 
not~.ce promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such c~aim and shalt 
permit ~he C~ient (at C~ent’s expense) to assume the defense ef any c~a~m or any 
litigation resulting therdromt provided that the failure by Va~i~t Monitor to g~w such 
notice shatt not relieve the Client of its obligations under Section 8.2. except to the 
extent that such faJ~ure results in a faiture of actuat notic~ to Client and as a result, 
Client l.s matedalty damaged; and (b) any Indemnified Pa.~ may pa~icipate in (but not 
control) such defense at its sole expense, Without Varsity Monitor’s express wri~en 
consent. Ctient shall not, ~n the defense d any such cIaim or litigation, consent to the 
ent~ d any judgment or enter into any settlement that p~ovides for injunctive or other 
non*monetary re~d affecting Vars~t:}( M:on;~:e[ or its o~cers, direc{ors., a~iates and the 
successors and assigns of each d ~he foregoing or that does not i~c~ude a re,ease trom 
a~ t~abi~ity with respect to such c~a~m or ~JfigatJon to Varsibi Moni~o~ by the claimant 
plaintiff. 

IDISPUTE RIE$OLUTION, 
9.1 E~fe~cereer~t Expenses an.d Atter~ey.s’ Fees~ /n the event of any 

disp/Jte between th~ pa~ties concerning performance or nonperformance (or other 
breach) of either party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either party .seeK8 
injunctive or other equitable relief against the other, the pre’vaiIing party may be entitted 
to be reimbursed by the other parCeL for the costs and e×penses (including, but ~ot 
limited to,, reasonable .attome!cs’ fees) incurred or paid by the prevailing party in such 
action if so ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction. 

~!0o0 FORCE ~AJEUREo 
Varsity Monito~ is excused from any faiture or delay in performance of 

responsibilities othei~vise ~equired by this Agreement for an~ ,cause beyond its 
reasonable control, Such causes i~clude, ~itho~ I~mitat~on, fires., floods, storms. 
ea~hquak:es, civil: disturbances, disruption of tetecomm~n~cat~ns, t~anspo~ation, 
uti~ities or necessa~ supplies, gove:rnmental action, computer ~iruses and incompatible 
or d.e~ecti~ze e.quipment~ sol, are or sewices not suppI~ed by Vars~ Monitor 

!l,e GENERAL PROVISIONS, 
~. 1.1 Em~i~’e Ag~eer~e~t. Th:i8 Agreement. together with its Addenda and the 

purchase order issued by the C!~ent, constitutes the entire agreement beb~en 
Monitor and Client with respect to the subject ma~er hereof, superseding ait prior 
agreements, ~roposals~ r~presentations, communications and negotiations, wri~en or 
ora~, and s:hat~ be binding upo:n, and for the be:nefit of, Varsity Monitor and C~e.nt, 
their respective ~ega~ r,e~resentatives, s.uccessors, and ass;gns. 

1 1.2: Amend~eat. This Agreer~ent may not be amended, modified, 
superseded or caracoled, and .none of the terms, prov~sions, cove:hunts. [ep#esentations~ 



warranti~ or conditions may be wai~ed, except :by a written instrument executed by 
both Varsity Monitor and C~ient, or in the: case of waiver~ by the party waivi~g 
compliance,. 

11.3 Waive:r. No waiver by either pa~, whether by conduct or othe~se, d 
any obl~ athos, breach or default under th~8 Agreemen~ s.ha~ constitute a waiver of any 
other obligation, breach or defauJt of the same or any other nature. 

11..4 As.s~e:~t. Norther paAy may, without the prior wri~en consent of the 
other paRy,~ assign or transfer th:Js Agreement or any du~ or obligation expressed 
herein, except by merger, reorganization, consolidation or ~ale d a~ or substa:n~ially a]~ 
~f such pa~’s asset~, 

11~5 Co:u~terp.a~s. This Agreement ~may be executed i~ oae or more 
counterpaA cO#~es., each of which shat~ be deemed to be an or~:g~nai, but a~ of which 
together shal~ cohst~tute one and the same ~strument, 

11..6 Set, crabbier-y. ~f a couR d competent jurisdiction ~udges any provision of 
[h~s Agree:meat to be ~va~id, that judgmeat shal~ not affect the [emaiader of th~s 
Agreement. 

11,7 $ection Hea~8~ngs. The section and other headings contained in th}s 
Agreement are :fo~ reference £urpo:ses only and sha~ not contro~ or affect the 
cons~ructio:n of th~$ Agreement or the ~nterpretat~on thereof ~n any respect. 

1 t..8 ~otices. Any no~ices required by th~s Agreement shatl be ~ent to each 

~OR VARSITY MONITOR: 

Samuel Car~ahan 
CEO 
Vars~y Morfitor, LLC 
353 Le×irlgto~’~ Ave:, !:4th floor 
New Yarki Ne~z York !0016 

FOR: CLIENT: 



IN WITNESS WHEREOFI each of the PaAiss has caused ~his Agreement t:o be signed 
and delivered by :its: du~y authorized representative a:s of the: Effective Date~ 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

By: 
SAMUEL CARNAHAN: 
CE:O 

CLIENT 



FEE SCHEDU!LE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a I time service fee 
of $100. 

For services rendered between Ju~y 1,201.2 and June 30, 2013, c~ient: agrees to pay a 
~ervice fee of $800 per month. If, at the start of this service period c~ient pays in fl.~t~, a 
10% d~scount on the tota! se~ce wi~! be applied. 



REQUEST FOR QUOTATION 
Reques~ed D~ivery O~: 



l ~ O0 LOT 

FOR BID.~ 
SA~@VA~.SIT~ON ITOR. ¢0~ 

@ $~ _____.._P£E MOM~ PLUS 10% EARLY 

ORDER AT A LATER DATR~ 



£A 

£A 

~ ~E LN ~7~ F~R SPECIA~ I~$TRU~T~ON$ ~ 

J~NE 3@, ~1~; PLEASE PAY IMME~IAIELY, 

JULY 

BISC~NT)~ F~NDS WI~LL ~E 

ATTACHE~, 



{9!9) 843- 

:No~epad 20!2-02~21 Send a~t PO cop es ~o Aaron York n the A~hl~c Bus~nes~ Office 

Deliver Te Ka~ GfN~ Chape~ Hill, NO USA 27514 

t5 Bs~e~ Rd, 

~tamd ng .Order 

P~ce +Tax ~ A~unt UPO Type 

1 ~ ~ ,0 ~ ~ch secia~ med~a MonRodng Se,wic~ though June ;~0. $100,00 100~00 ~f 901~0~3909 Norton 

uu~e 30. 201,., (12 montt ~s aI. $800 per month 
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massive amount:s of da~a provided during a dNly review ~’ ~ocia:l networki~N s~ms fbr 

aot simply a soffw~re vm~dor. R~por-ts are customized as requested by the 
Through visuai anatysis {~,o,. tagging or ~ext mv:iew}~ Va~iiy Monffor is enabled by its 
tectmology to identi@ p~sted photos/videos that wo~ld be of concern to ~m 



Varsity Monitor engages in the business of social media monitoring for athlete policy, NCAA, 
or behavioral violations through their individual use of social media websites and applications, 
such as facebook and twitter. While other companies may purport to provide similar services, 
Varsity Monitor stands alone and is a unique service based on the following factors: 

Human Filtering: In addition to our proprietary monitoring technology that compiles the content 
for review by the Athletics department, Varsity Monitor reviews all content and filters it manually 
before distribution to UNC. This ensures efficiency by the staff in the review of the potential 
social media violations. 

Data Archiving: Varsity Monitor archives all social media content for a period of 7 years for 
further review or analysis by the UNC staff. 

Sentiment Analysis: Varsity Monitor reviews all content for intent/meaning, provided 
increased awareness of questionable content. 

Full Administrative Support: We are not a software vendor, but a full service solution = the 
only one of it’s kind. We provide full administrative support, including the addition/removal of 
athletes, customized keywords and customized reports/alerts to meet the daily needs of the 
UNC athletic department. 

Proprietary Technology: Our technology was designed specifically to address the unique 
needs of monitoring and filtering the data from hundreds of student athletes in real time. This 
software is not used by any other party and is unique to Varsity Monitor in both how it does the 
monitoring, the frequency and most importantly the filtering. 

Photo Reporting: Our technology enables us, not through the use of tagging or text review, 
but through visual analysis to identify" posted photos/videos that would be of concern to UNC 
athletics. This is a significant time saver, and the way we review and report on this content is 
unique to Varsity Monitor. 



~RS ~NFORA~,ATJON: 
t~ ~rder t~ comp,y wit.~ Intern~! Revenue See,,i~ (Ins) ~eg~t~on~, ~e ~re r~u~re,~ to ~bta~ yoL~r S~c~ S~ur~ty N~m~r 

ECU~,tTY 

CONTACT 

R~tT 

Vendor Name:: 

5~PLOYER JO NUMBER 

Co~tac~ Ram,e: Sam Carnah,a~ 

I CERTIFYTHAT (~) I AM DULY AUTHORIZED TO COMPLETE, THg,,~ FORM; (2) THE LEGAL ORGANt~ 

AND T~ ~DENTtF~CA ~ON NUMBER ~HOWN ON THIS FOR~ ARE CORRECT, AND ~3) I AM NOT ~UBJECT TO 
BACKUP W~HHOL~NG, AN ORiGiNAL S~GNA TURE gS REQMRED BY THE 

CEO 

T~TLE DAT~ 



April 16, 2014 

Jack Dickey 
Deadspin.com 
210 Elizabeth Street, 4th Floor 
New York, NY 10012 
(203) 533-9309 
dickey@deadspin.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Dickey: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated April 6, 2012, in which you wrote seeking copies of University records. 
Specifically, you requested: 

, Any contract the school has with Varsity Monitor, Inc. 
¯ Any email communication beb,~een athletic department employees and Sam Carnahan, the C.E.O. of Varsity 
Monitor, or any of its other employees 
¯ Any documentation of the services Varsity Monitor provides to Carolina 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. This request 
has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http;/Ipolicies.unc.edu/po!!c!es[public-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 

Eric W. Butler, JD/MBA 
Contract Attorney 

EWB/dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



S~bject: 

Attachments: 

Channing Pons <channing@varsitymonitor.com > < channing @varsitymonitor.com > 

Saturday, July 30, 20:[1 7:41 PM 

Amy Herman 
From Chan Pons "NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means 

For Your School"] 

TEXTohtm; untitled-[2]; untitled-J3] 

Amy Herman! 

It’s been a Ion8 time and I’m probably guessing you are not expecting an email from the Pons twins! How the heck are 

you?! I had no idea you were the Associate Director of Compliance at Chapel Hill until just recently. That’s big time! 

know you have probably had your hands full this past year. I hope you are doing well? I occasionally see updates from 

Beth on fbook and she seems to be doing great. 

The reason why I’m reaching out to you is because Corby and I are investors/partners in a start up software company 

called Varsity Monitor (Corby lives in LA and I live in Charleston SC). Basically in a brief summary we assist/help 

university athletic departments monitor their athletes social media channels (twitter, Facebook, YouTube, BIogs, 

and comply with NCAA in this area. We have a comprehensive solution of monitoring social media platforms and 3rd 

party sources, archivin8 screen shots and storing content, and educating university compliance departments. Our goal is 

to help athletic departments protect their athletes, the university, and take the burden off compliance departments. In 

light of the NCAAs recent investigative surge around social media we feel that our product and consultation can provide 

the assurance that universities are doing their due diligence to meet any inquiry. 

If your available, I wanted to invite you to attend one of our webinars that demonstrates our capabilities. We already 

have had schools like Ohio State and the University of Oklahoma participate in presentations just this past week and 

have shown serious interest. If this is of interest, below is the invite and you can also go to our website and sign up as 

well. If nothing else we would be very curious to get your thoughts and expertise to see if you find this of real value. 

Our feedback so far has been extremely favorable. 

Anyway, sorry for long message° Congrats once again on your position, that’s very impressive and let us know what you 

think if you don’t mind? 

All the best 

-Chan 

Channing Pons 

Varsity Monitor 

Director of Business Strategy 

channin~monitor,com 

202-380-6099 

Please remove text above this line. 

NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School 



> Please join us for an informational webinar and question/answer session with Sam Carnahan, President of 

VarsityMonitor a leading firm in social media monitoring and compliance solutions for University Athletic Departments. 

In this webinar we will review what constitutes social media, the threats, as well as what "monitoring" social media 

means. Learn more at www.varsit~monitor.com. 
> Register for a session now by clicking a date below: 

> Mon, Aug 1, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Tue, Aug 2, 2011 12:00 PM - 

> 1:00 PM EDT Wed, Aug 3, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Once registered 

> you will receive an email confirming your registration with 

> information you need to join the Webinar. 

> System Requirements 

> PObased attendees 

> Required: Windows® 7, Vista, XP or 2003 Server Madntosh®-based 

> attendees 
> Required: Mac OS® X 10.5 or newer 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Channing Pons <channing@varsitymonitor.com > < channing @varsitymonitor.com > 

Sunday, July 31, 20:[1 :[:19 PM 

Lance Markos; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Amy Herman 
"NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School" 

TEXTohtm; untitled-[3]; untitled-J2] 

> 

> Amy Herman! 

> 

> It’s been a long time and I’m probably guessing you are not expecting an email from the Pons twins! How the beck are 

you?! I had no idea you were the Associate Director of Compliance at Chapel Hill until just recently. That’s big time! I 

know you have probably had your hands full this past year. I hope you are doing well? I occasionally see updates from 

Beth on fbook and she seems to be doing great. 

> The reason why I’m reaching out to you is because Corby and I are investors!partners in a start up software company 

called Varsity Monitor (Corby lives in LA and I live in Charleston SC). Basically in a brief summary we assist/help 

university athletic departments monitor their athletes social media channels (twitter, Facebook, YouTube, BIogs, ectooo) 

and comply with the NCAA in this area. We have a comprehensive solution of monitoring social media platforms and 

3rd party sources, archiving screen shots and storing content, and educating university compliance departments. Our 

goal is to help athletic departments protect their athletes, the university, and take the burden off compliance 

departments. In light of the NCAAs recent investigative surge around social media we feel that our product and 

consultation can provide the assurance that universities are doing their due diligence to meet any inquiry. 

> If you’re available, I wanted to invite you to attend one of our webinars that demonstrates our capabilities° We 

already have had schools like Ohio State, Stanford, and the University of Oklahoma participate in presentations just this 

past week and have shown serious interest. If this is of interest, below is the invite and you can also go to our website 

and sign up as well. If nothing else we would be very curious to get your thoughts and expertise to see if you find this of 

real value. Our feedback so far has been extremely favorable. 

> Anyway, sorry for long message. Congrats once again on your position, that’s very impressive and let us know what 

you think if you don’t mind? 

> 

> All the best 

> 

> -Chan 

> 

> Channing Pons 

> Varsity Monitor 

> Director of Business Strategy 

> ~.h..~..a.~.n.~.n.~!~.~:!~!~..v.~..r.~!~.t..~.~£.~.~:!~!~.t..~.r.:~ ~...m... 
> 202-380-6099 

>> Please remove text above this line. 

>> NCAA Now Requiring Social Media Monitoring - What This Means For Your School 



>> Please join us for an informational webinar and question!answer session with Sam Carnahan, President of 

VarsityMonitor a leading firm in social media monitoring and compliance solutions for University Athletic Departments. 

In this webinar we will review what constitutes social media, the threats, as well as what "monitoring" social media 

means. Learn more at --~------W--~--~----~---v-~:a-~::s-~!~-t-y-~--m---~-9-~!~-t-9~-~:~-~--~-~,. 

>> Register for a session now by clicking a date below: 

>> Mon, Aug 1, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDTTue, Aug 2, 2011 12:00 PM - 

>> 1:00 PM EDT Wed, Aug 3, 2011 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT Once registered 

>> you will receive an email confirming your registration with 

>> information you need to join the Webinaro 

>> System Requirements 

>> PC-based attendees 

>> Required: Windows® 7, Vista, XP or 2003 Server Macintosh®-based 

>> attendees 
>> Required: Mac OS® X 10.5 or newer 



Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.uncoedu> 

Tuesday, August 02, 2011 1:08 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: VarsityMonitor Webinar 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you Sam° We have always learned from the shortcomings of others, it’s only fair for others to learn from ours. So 

it is understandable to use our situation in your presentation. As you can imagine, we are discussing these matters at 

length but have not determined an official course of action. We will keep your service in mind going forward° 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility UNC Department of Athletics 

9:19-962-9892 (office) 

9:19-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 8/2/20:1:1:12:37 PM >>> 

Susan 

Thank you for attending our webinar, and I hope you understand our use of UNC in the slide content. We do not wish to 

make any claims or assertions regarding what is going on with the NCAA, but only what has been purported by the 

NCAA. 

I have attached the slides to this email for your reference. 

We would love to speak to you further about how VarsityMonitor can work for UNC. Please contact me with any 

questions° 

Sincerely, 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 

973 464 9574 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total :1050:1:10bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

VarsityMonitorPresentation.pdf ( ht~ : archive02.uncaa.UnCoedU 7:[3827369c:19426e.5670d2d7:1e3ffF75 )Mon, 3:1 Oct 

20:1:1:12:37:29-0400:1050:1:10bytes 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:32 PM 

Susan Maloy 

Amy Herman; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm 



lThis email is not ouL of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve 
created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town 
next week as well if another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~[].LL#.;.ZZ.~.~..‘.t#..c#..b.#.~.~,..c~Z~#~N.~Z~#..~.i~:N~..QZ~.~.~.#~.~.3.~&~£.~ 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, September 30, 2011 9:52 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



IThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to the previous message.] 

Thanks! 

Catch you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, September 29, 2011 7:25 pm 
To: <,~.b.~:.!.5.@.~i~..r:~.!.~.¥.m.9.~!!.~.9.b..¢~.ED. > 
Cc: "Larry Gallo" <.~.~.b.g.~.!.!.~.~..~.~!~.~.~.~..M.!3..G..~.~.~!>, "Lance Markos" 

< 
Ma Ioy" <S..~?.~?.~.J~.g.@.U.~.C.~.~..~.~!..~.C.~.~.~..U>, "To m Ti mmerma ns" 
<.~Lg3.g).~.!i[~?.~?.~3.~.@.~,!..g!.~.~..~.~J..0.g.~.~.~..U.> 

>, "Susan 

Chris, 

Thanks for thisinfo. I plantotalkto Mr. Baddourtomorrow morning... 

Below are the email addresses for the folks that were in the meeting today: 

Amy Herman: a~schae@uncaa,unc,edu 
Susan Maloy: sbmaloy@uncaa,unc,edu 

Lance Markos: markos(~uncaa,uncoedu 
Tom Timmermans: t[mmermans@uncaa,unc,edu 

Hope to be in touch soon! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of’ North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae{:~i::’~:~~caa.~mc.ed~:~ 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor,com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 



We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. :In the meantime, 
we’ve created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, :[’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~/www, fa ceboo ko co mi~leiVa rsi- Plon/100003018361696 



INOTE: The individuals included in this most recent message were all incklded on each prior message of this message trail.] 

~0~: 

Sent: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, September 30, 2011 1:46 PM 

Amy Herman; chris@varsitymonkor.com 

Dick Baddour; Lance Markos; 
Tom Timmermans 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXT.htm 

; sam@varsitymonitorocom; Susan Maloy; 

Sounds like a very good plan, and pleased to hear that it is moving forward quickly for the 90-day trail. 

Thank you to all for your work in putting this in motion. 

Take care, and have a good weekend. 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

St. Associate Director of Athletics 

>>> <chris " vars~ monitor,corn> 9/30/20~i 1:22 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Sounds terrific. We look forward to getting started! 

Catch you next week° Enjoy the weekend. 

Regards, 

Chris 

chris@varsitymonitor.com 
cell: 908 723 3602 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, September 30, 201:1 :[0::13 am 

To: <chris~monitor.com> 
Cc: "Larry Gallo" <ath aL~o.C~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

< .~.E..a..!:J..<.~.~.~...@....!~.!3.£ ~.&,...kL.n...£:..e:...d....kp, < 
Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaaoUncoedu>,<sam @varsit~monitor.com> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <...s...L?....m.....a..!...o..L.@..~!q..c...a..~.:..KB.£:.?:...(:!..q>, "Tom 

Chris, 

I got the go-ahead this morning, so I am in the process of beginning to collect the Twitter and Facebook handles of our 

student-athletes from our coaches. I have asked them to get the info to me by next Wednesday. Many will, some 

won’t, but at least we’ll be able to get it rolling. 



Thanks again for the offer of the 90-day trial. 

Department in the future. 

Tall< to you next week°°. 

Amy 

Mr. Baddour is definitely interested in seeing how this might assist our 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa,unc,edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 



< chds@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Saturday, October 01, 2011 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is riot out of order. It was attact~ed to tile previous ~nessage.] 

Amy, 

If you have it, we need the number, but the profile id is helpful as well if that’s all you have. We can 
also find your athletes by name if you don’t have anything else. 

Best, 
Chris 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Fri, September 30, 201:[ 6:18 pm 
To: <.g.~3.[!.~.@.~#..r:#j.~.¥.B~.#.~}.}.~.#.L,..~.83. > 

Chris, 

Random question for you. What is is from FB addresses that you need? For example, my page 

is: 

h~.~.~..~. Z/.?~. ~:’!.~.~..~. #.~.b.r~.~.~.~. c.Q.ceZ 

So is it the        that you need, or is it the profile id number that shows up on some pages, 
like my sister-in-law, for example: 

~/www.facebookocorn/~?id = 
with the             ~ 

Or is it either one? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of’ North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor,com> 9/29/20:[1 3:31 PM >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, 



we’ve created the UNC VN facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or ][ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, :[’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~/www, fa ceboo ko co mi~leiVa rsi- Plon/100003018361696 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:38 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: VarsityMonitor Facebook 

TEXT.htm; UNC FB Monitoring 

No problem! I think we’re friends now! :-) 

I just sent Chris an email with a question. Will attach it here for you, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 10/4/2011 12:36 PM >>> 

Amy 

Hello. I tried to accept your friend request, but when I clicked over it said no active requests. So I found you on 

facebook and sent a friend request from our UNC VarsityMonitor page. Please let me know if you received it. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam(~v~onitor,com 



IThis email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Sent: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 
Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:35 PM 
chris@varsitymonitor.com 

UNC FB Monitoring 

TEXT.htm 

Chris, 

I’m thinldng about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site° Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess I’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919,962.7853 (office) 

919,962,6002 (fax) 

>>> <..q..h....r.!.~.~..v..9..r.~]..t...y....m...~..n..]..t...9..r.:...q.9...~].> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 





Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 07, 2011 10:33 AM 

chris@varsitymonitor.com; sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Larry Gallo; Lance Markos;           ; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm; Ram Rules: PLEASE READ - "Friend" UNC Compliance! 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an email out to all of our student-athletes asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So 

you might start getting inundated with requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter handles to send to you. Hope to get it to you on Monday. 

Attached is the email [ sent to our student-athletes (just FYI). 

Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

9 ] _s_.c...[!.9 ~.~{._u..o.~.9.{:!.....u._0._c...~id._.u.. 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous ~nessage.1 

"Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > < ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 07, 20~[1 10:37[ AM 

Ram Rules: PLEASE READ - "Friend" UNC Compliance! 

TEXT.htm 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If this message is not displayed properly: !.~Lt....t.‘~..;./../..!.!.D..k...‘.s..‘.~.~..~.~!..~.#...a..[.!.<...e...t.‘.~.e.~..~.: 

428.com/HtmlView,ashx?emailid 

This message includes the following attachments:[Download Attachment: SociaINetworkingPolicy_:[:1874.docx] 

,Hi! This is Amy in the UNC Compliance Office. We hope you’re wrapping up a great week of classes and are 

excited about the weekend!As you know, the Department of Athletics has a Social Network Monitoring Policy (attached 

for your reference). Through this policy, we require that sport staff members regularly monitor the social networking 

sites of our student-athletes. One of the ways we are going to be doing this is through a centralFacebook and Twitter 

page that will assist us electronically.In order to do this, however, we mustrequire that each of you "friend" the 

followingFacebook page. The web addressto do so is:http:iiwwwofacebook.comipeopleiVarsi- 

Mon/:10000301836:[696For those of you that have Facebook accounts, we ask that each of you go to this link and click 

on "Add Friend" in the top right corner. That’s all you have to do - we’ll take it from there!PLEASE COMPLETE THIS TASK 

NO LATER THAN WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER :12TH.Thanks for yourassistance with this.Your coaches areaware that this is 

taking place, and they will be in touch with you should you fail to "friend" this site by next Wednesday. Feel free to 

contact us with anyquestions or concerns.Have a great weekend !Amy HermanAssodate AD for ComplianceUNC Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this: ~links.onmarketer-. 



Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:51 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: UNC FB Monitorin9 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good to me! Thanks so much... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 10/4/2011 12:44 PM >>> 

Amy 

Its a great question - we have our privacy settings set to friend of a friend. That means the content is filtered on our 

page so that only people who are friends with the person, will show the results. So my wall, for example will be 

different for every person who visits, based on who their friends are. This should ensure privacy. 

I also want to let you know that we are worldng on a refinement in our solution/technology that will not require 

friending, but will enable the athletes to merely allow us to access their pages, without friending etc. 

The value here is increased privacy, while we gain even deeper access to their content, privacy settings etc. I hope to 

launch that before our trial expires as well, so you can see how we are evolving to meet the demands of the 

marketplace. 

How does that all sound? 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitk!monitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <...a..j~..c....h.....a....e......@....~L.r3f~.~...a..:...u....n....c..:....e.~...d....u..> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 9:34 am 

To: <chris(~bvarsit~vmonitor.com> 

Chris, 

I’m thinking about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site. Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess i’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 



Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae@uncaa.unc,edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/20:1L1 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 

another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 

Chris 

htt~~~booLcom ~eo [e Varsi-.MonilOOOO301836~L696 



< chris@varsitymonitorocom > <chris@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, October 04, 2011 6:06 PM 

Amy Herman 
sam @varsitymonitOroCOm 

RE: UNC FB Monitoring 

TEXTohtm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

HiAmy, 

Hope Sam answered your question, Thanks for cc’ing him - he is our tech lead for our integrations at 
this point, so please do continue to cc him on set-up related questions! 

Hope you enjoyed the day. Look forward to chatting with you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 

Subject: UNC FIB Monitoring 
From: "Amy Herma n" 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2051 9:34 am 
To: <.g]3£{.&@.>#..[#jj;.y:.~.g0.!j;.gL,..~gQ3. > 

Chris, 

I’m thinking about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and 
asking them Lo "Add Friend" on the site. IBefore ][ do that, though, I want Lo be sure that the 
page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the setting such that the wall is entirely 
private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes Lo all be able to go in and 
view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Non. Does that make 
sense? I guess I’m just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the 
student-athletes once they request (and you all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962,7853 (office) 
9] 9,962.6002 (fax) 

> > > <g.[!.E!.,...£..@.Y.9£,.%..].~Y..[I!9.Q].~gG.g.9.0~] > 9/29/2011 3:31 PM > > > 
Amy and Sue, 

Tt was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. [n the meantime, 
we’ve created the UNC VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or [ if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, [’11 be in 
town next week as well if another face to face meeting is beneficial° 





"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 3:56 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: List of words 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, we have keywords for every category, from depression to alcohol and drug use, and of course agents, boosters, 

money etc. If you can give us names, places etc that will enhance our focus on the monitoring. 

Thanks 

Sam 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: .‘.%a..!3~....@....y..~.a...~:..?...!.t..~....m....9...~.!.t...9..!:.:..c.....q.~3. 

Sent: Tue, Oct ~L~L, 20%~L ::[8:::[4:0~L GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: List of words 

Can you send us the list of words that you guys use as a standard? That might help us to come up with other ones we’d 

like to add? 

Amy 



[NOTE: The ir~divid~ials included ir~ this most recent message were all incl~ided or~ each prior message of this message traiI.] 

Sent: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 9:10 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Larry Gallo; Lance Markos;           ; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

TEXTohtm 

This all sounds good to me, Sam. Thanks! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19.962.7853 (office) 

9:19,962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymon[tor,com> 10/11/2011 2:04 PM >>> 

Amy’ 

There are a few things we can do. If we can monitor if ever a post or tagged photo including the name "hawkez" occurs 

on any athletes page and report that to you. 

Additionally, we can try to friend this user, but its unlikely they will accept, but even the attempt will create awareness 

of the fact that we are "watching" which may’ cause him to stay away from the athletes. 

Lastly, we can do periodic checks to see if any of your athletes friends include hawkez. 

As we have discussed before, there are always ways to slip through the cracks but I think this 3 pronged approach can 
give you a comfort level he is nowhere near your athletes. What is your take? 

Sam 



........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 11, 2011 10:23 am 
To: "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.uncoedu>, "Lance Markos" 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Thanks, Sam. One thing that I know of off the top of my head, but we’ll work to put together a list of local flair that we’d 

like to add. 

Are you able to monitor whether any of our student-athletes are "friends" with certain folks on FB? The individual we’re 

concerned with has the FB ID "hawkez". Actually, you can probably track this by going to his page from the Varsi Mort 

log-in if there are any "mutual friends" on the right-hand side? We would like to know if any of our student-athletes 

ever "friend" this individual. 

Compliance crew, start creating a list of words/establishments/etc, that we’d like to add to the monitoring list. You can 

send them to me and I’ll compile and send to Sam° 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/11/2011 1:09 PM >>> 

Amy, if you have any keywords, local establishments or boosters you want to add to our monitoring, please let me 

know. 

Thanks 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Sent: Tue, Oct 11, 2011 16:52:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

That works great for us! Thanks so much - we’re eager to see how this works! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 10/11/2011 10:48 AM >>> 

Amy 



We have started monitoring and setting up the twitter accounts etco We will likely have your first report on Thursday. 

that acceptable? Thanks again for your time in helping us get this setup. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Mon, October 10, 2011 7:28 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitorocom> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@unCaaoUncoedu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Sam, 

See attached. The only group we’re missing are FB IDs for the Everyone else is accounted for! 

Those spots that are blank in the spreadsheet just means that the s-a doesn’t have such an account. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need anything else from me° Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaaounc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/10/2011 9:08 AM >>> 

Amy, 275 athletes have friended up on facebook, at the end of the day, we will send you a list of who has friended us, so 

you can follow up with those who have not. In the interim, please send over the list of athletes and twitter IDsiaccounts 

when you can. 

if you have any questions, please let me know 



Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 10:51 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks, Sam! May the requests continue to roll in! 

Amy 

I’ll get you the list on Monday of all of our student-athletes... 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/7/2011 12:22 PM >>> 

Amy and Team 

I wanted to let you know that the friend requests are coming in very well, early on, and we have started the process of 

accepting° On Monday we will provide you a report of who has friendedinot friended so we can work directly on getting 

100% acceptance. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

973 464 9574 

wwwNarsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 7:33 am 
To: <chris@varsitymonitOroCOm>,<sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" 

<marl<os@uncaaounc.edu>, < 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an email out to all of our student-athletes asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So 

you might start getting inundated with requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter handles to send to you. Hope to get it to you on Monday. 

Attached is the email I sent to our student-athletes (just FYI). 



Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919o962o6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitorocom> 9/29/20:1:1 3:3:1 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below° 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 

another face to face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 

Chris 

http://www.facebook.com/people/Varsi-Mon/100003018361696 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 11:35 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Message 
TEXT.htm 

Got your message° Tomorrow is fine! No rush at all! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19.962.7853 (office) 

9:19.962o6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, October 17, 2011 10:09 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: University of North Carolina Daily Social Media Report 

Text.htm 

OK, we’ll see how it evolves and adjust as we see fit. 

Good night! 

Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/17/2011 10:05:29 PM >>>Yes, that is how it works, but its open for 

modification based on your feedback. 

Have a great night 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Tue, Oct 18, 2011 01:08:07 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Re: University of North Carolina Daily Social Media Report 

Thanks, Sam. I think this formatting of the report is appropriate, so I think we move forward with it° So your staff is 

going through the pictures manually and deciding what might be inappropriate or indicate a potential extra benefits 

violation? is that how it works? And, essentially, you deemed the two below to be the only ones over the weekend that 

were seemingly inappropriate? (I agree with you, by the way!). 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/17/2011 5:30 PM >>> 

Amy, below is the daily facebook photo report. I want to say that over the weekend, nothing critical popped up 

(possibly due to the knowledge of the monitoring), but still wanted you to see this report and let me know if it meets 

your expectations. 

If it does, we will do this daily for you along with the facebook and twitter monitoring. 

I know this is step by step, but once we get going and on the same page, it will flow smoother. 

Thanks again for your time. 



Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Social Media Photo Report 

© 2011 Varsity Monitor - The Social Media Monitoring Solution Built to Exceed NCAA Guidelines. All Rights Reserved. 

Unsubscribe by clicking here. To view this email in your web browser, click here. 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, October 17, 2011 11:40 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
TEXT.htm 



[This e~nail is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Great! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herma n" < #j.~g.!3.#..#.@.U.!3.g.#.#..,.#..Q~.,.#.#..# > 

Date: Mon, October 17, 2011 8:33 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 

OK. Let’s see what it looks like today and we’ll go from there! 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 10/17/2011 11:21 AM >>> 
yes, it is. This first example was not typical, as I noted in the email, but I sent it to you for a 
sense of scale, the report you will get later today will be much much more concise. 

And yes, we can segement etc, however, that is usually setup post trial, due to the nature of 
the work involved. But we will obviously deliver to you what you need to review our services, 

so lets see how this week goes and then discuss that option. 

Let me know if you have further questions, 

Sam Carnahan 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herma n" <&i.~.!!#.~.!,’.~.U.!!g.#.#..,.#..Q..c.,.~..#.£!.M 

Date: Non, October 17, 2011 8:12 am 
To: <sam@varsitymonitor, com> 

Ididgetit! Was just glancing through it with Lance. lagree. LONG! :-) 

Are we able to get the report broken into sports? I feel like Chris said something 

about us (Compliance) getting a big report, but then us also being able to have the 
sport-specific reports sent to the sports’ monitors so that they can be responsible for 
reviewing what comes back from you all? ]:s that possible? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <,_.£.9.[)3.!~.y.9.[,?_!..~y..E0.Q..Q].~Q.[.~.<.9.0~> 10/17/2011 10:54 AM >>> 
Great, thanks! did you get my first report on Friday, any thoughts? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
F ro m: "Am y H e r m a n" < &i~.~.b.#.~.t:~.U.!:).~.#.#.,.U.!:!.c...,.#.~!.~;. > 

Date: Mort, October 17, 2011 7:50 am 
To: "Sa m C a rn a h a n" <...s..#..~.~#.~.#..C#j.~;2:.~3.~.~j.[9[,g.9.~ > 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu>, "Lance Markos" 

< markos@uncaaounc,edu >,                < 
Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.uncoedu>, "Tom Timmermans" 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

>, "Susan 

Sam~ 



See attached! This is likely a work in progress, but it will be a start, and :i’ll 
send you more if we think of any. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Sa m Ca r n a h a n" < ~#..~:]..@.~#..!:5.i.~.Y.!:~.Q.!3.i.~.g.E~..¢~.~:]. > 10i 11/2011 1: 09 P M > > > 
Amy, if you have any keywords, local establishments or boosters you want 
to add to our monitoring, please let me know. 

Thanks 

Sam 

Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam1~varsit monitor.corn 

Sent: Tue, Oct 11,2011 16:52:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 

That works great for us! Thanks so much - we’re eager to see how this works! 

Amy 

> > > <~monitor.com > 10/11/2011 10:48 AM > > > 
Amy 

We have started monitoring and setting up the twitter accounts etc. 
We will likely have your first report on Thursday. :Is that acceptable? 
Thanks again for your time in helping us get this setup. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

Sam, 



See attached. The only group we’re missing are FB ]:Ds for 
the              Everyone else is accounted for! 

Those spots that are blank in the spreadsheet just means 

that the s-a doesn’t have such an account. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need anything 

else from me. Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > < %].!}3.@.y.~].!;.,.s.iLy.£:@..I.Lt~£~£=.g.~.!}3 > 10/10! 2 011 9: 0 8 A M 
>>> 
Amy, 275 athletes have friended up on facebook, at the end 
of the day, we will send you a list of who has friended us, so 
you can follow up with those who have not. :In the interim, 
please send over the list of athletes and twitter ][Ds/accounts 
when you can. 

If you have any questions, please let me know 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Facebook link for UNC VM trial below 
From: "Amy Herman" <~~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, October 07, 20:tl 10:51 am 
To: <.~..~..@.~:~..[~].![g.!;L~?.r!!.~;.9.[~.£~.~.~. > 

Thanks, Sam! May the requests continue to roll in! 
][’11 get you the list on Monday of all of our student- 

athletes... 

Amy 

> > > < S.~S.!]].@Xa.ESJ.~.Y.~.9..Q.i:~[.JS.~.~ > 1 O/7/2 011 12: 2 2 
PM >>> 
Amy and Team 



]: wanted to let you know that the friend requests 
are coming in very well, early on, and we have 

started the process of accepting. On Monday we 
will provide you a report of who has friendedinot 
friended so we can work directly on getting 100% 
accepta nce. 

]:f you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to 

contact us. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitor, com 
973 464 9574 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Facebook link for UNC VM trial 

below 
From: "Amy Herman" 
< .~ j.5.~.!].~.~..~.[].~.~.~.~..~!.0.~L..¢.~.~. > 

Date: Fri, October 07, 2011 7:33 am 
To: < ~.!:U::i.,.s...~.~f~}.:~;.y.g:~.9.0.i..~g..[~..¢~.B:]. >, 

< .,.s...~.[]:~<~.~.~ f~}.:~;.~.g:~.~.~.!.:~;.g..[~..¢ r2.[7]. > 

Cc: "Larry Gallo" 
<.~.~.!].g.~.!J.~.~.~!.~.~.~.~3..~.~!..D.¢.~.~.~..~.>, "La n ce 

Markos" 

<.!3!~.[~.~.~.@.~.!!..c...~.~3.,.~..~.¢,.%!.~.>, 
<                           >, "Susan 
Maloy" <sbmaloy~)uncaa,unc,edu>, "Tom 

Timmermans" 

<timmermans~)uncaa,unc,edu > 

Chris and Sam, 

Wanted you to know that I just sent an 

email out to all of our student-athletes 
asking them to "friend" Varsi Mon. So you 
might start getting inundated with 
requests. I hope you do, at least! 

We’re finalizing our list of FB and Twitter 
handles to send to you. Hope to get it to 

you on Monday. 

Attached is the email I sent to our student- 
athletes (just FYI)o 

Thanks! Have a great weekend! 

Amy 



Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > < 
9/29/2011 3"31 PN >>> 
Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your 
team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you 
as soon as we get the green light. In the 
meantime, we’ve created the UNC VPl 
facebook page for you that can clicked on 
below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we 

can be of further assistance. As a reminder, 
][’11 be in town next week as well if another 
face Lo face meeting is beneficial. 

Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting 

sta rted ! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

~’~www,facebook.com~ 
~!Varsi-Hon/lO0003018361696 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:02 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: More Names for our Search 

TEXT.htm 

think we should, better safe than sorry. 

We will add them tomorrow 

Have a nice evening 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Wed, Oct 19, 2011 01:35:55 GMT+00:00 
Subject: More Names for our Search 

Sam, 

See attached. The first 2 tabs include names of our tutors, who have been specifically told not to "friend" our student- 

athletes. Do you suggest that we add their names (maybe just last names?) to our keyword list? 

Don’t worry about Tab 3. Those are study hall monitors, not tutors, so we don’t really care if they are "friends" with our 

student-athletes. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919,962.7853 (office) 

919o962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 10:29 PM 

chris@varsitymonitor.com 

RE: UNC monitoring - feedback? 

TEXT.htm 

Hey, Chris! So far, so good° I think the next thing we need to get squared away is to see what student-athletes haven’t 

"friended" Varsi Mort. Sam mentioned this to me, so I believe he’s got someone working on it. We appreciate you ali’s 

efforts. The amount of work you put into the reporting is obvious! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 10/19/2011 8:10 PM >>> 

Amy, 

How are you? I hope this finds you well! 

I’m checking in to see how you are feeling about our service. I’m looking forward to your feedback. 

Hope we are meeting or exceeding what you’re looking for. 

Cheers, 

Chris 

908 723 3602 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 5:06 pm 

To: <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks, Chris[ 

>>> <chds@varsitymonitor.com> 10/4/2011 6:06 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 



Hope Sam answered your question. Thanks for cc’ing him - he is our tech lead for our integrations at this point, so please 

do continue to cc him on set-up related questions! 

Hope you enjoyed the day. Look forward to chatting with you soon. 

Regards, 

Chris 

........ Original Message 

Subject: UNC FB Monitoring 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, October 04, 2011 9:34 am 
To: <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 

Chris, 

I’m thinldng about sending out the link below to our student-athletes in a mass email and asking them to "Add Friend" 

on the site° Before I do that, though, I want to be sure that the page is a private one. In other words, do you all have the 

setting such that the wall is entirely private only to your staff? I guess I don’t want the student-athletes to all be able to 

go in and view each other’s stuff because they will all be "friends" with Varsi Mono Does that make sense? I guess I’m 

just wondering what the page will look like to the general public and to the student-athletes once they request (and you 

all accept) the friend request. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaaounc.edu 

>>> <chris@varsitymonitor.com> 9/29/2011 3:31 PM >>> 

Amy and Sue, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and your team today! 

We look forward to starting a trial with you as soon as we get the green light. In the meantime, we’ve created the UNC 

VM facebook page for you that can clicked on below. 

Please don’t hesitate to call Sam or I if we can be of further assistance. As a reminder, I’ll be in town next week as well if 
another face to face meeting is beneficial. 



Thank you, we’re looking forward to getting started! 

Go Heels, 
Chris 

http://www.facebookocom/people/Varsi-Mon/100003018361696 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:30 AM 

Amy Herman 

Facebook Friend Status 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

%~e have 472 facebook friends from UNC athletes, and according to your records, there are 606 athletes 
who have a facebook page. [ will provide you a list of those athletes who have, thus far, friended us so 

you can be in contacty with the 100+ who have not. 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 

~mon]tor,com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:35 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Friend Status 

Text.htm 

No worries. I’ve got our intern just adding a first name column to ours so that we can sort accordingly. She types pretty 

fast, and I did the first :100 for her, so we’ll knock it out probably quicker than the time you’ll have spent trying to find an 

"automated" solution! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> :10/20/20:1:1 4:08:52 PM >>> 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous ~nessage.] 

No worries. I’ve got our intern just adding a first name column to ours so that we can sort accordingly. She b/pes pretty 

fast, and ][ did the first 100 for her, so we’ll knock it out probably quicker than the time you’ll have spent trying to find 

an "automated" solution! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 10/20/2011 4:08:52 PM >>> 
We are working on it. Found a few options online, but translating them into practice is proving more 
difficult. Once we figure it out, Ill let you know to save you time! 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herman" <aschae(iOuncaa,Uncoedu> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:55 pm 

To: < .~ ~3..~)..~).~ ~..[:}.!.!;.¥.~.).9.0.}.~;.9.£,..~ ~.O3. > 

:I’ve got to think there’s a way, but I’m not smart enough to figure it out! 

>>> <$.~.[~?.~.g.~.!:.,.s..j.~y..Cr].9.Oj.~gg.~.g.9.[~?> 10/20/2011 3:43 PM >>> 
Sorry about that, I am researching for an easy way in excel, if I find something, I will send it 
your way asap. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Friend Status 
Fro m: "Amy Herma n" < ~j~.~.!?.~3.~.{.~.~.!?.~.~.~.,.~..0..c...,.~.~..~ > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:20 pm 

To: <sa m@va rsitymonitor,com > 

Thanks, Sam. Unfortunately, we can’t make that name formatting switch very easily on 
this end, either, so we’ll do the legwork and compare the lists on this end. Appreciate 
your help! 

Amy 

Attached is a list of the athletes who are currently friends on facebook with varsity 
monitor and are being monitored. I tried to compare this list to the athlete list you 
gave me, so you could only see the athletes who are NOT friended, but the format of 
that file was last name. first name and the way we export data from facebook is 

firstname lastname. 

If you can provide me with a list of athletes first name last name, we can do the 
comparison for you to save you time and show only the athletes who are not friended 
with Varsity Monitor. 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 



973 464 9574 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: uric picture report 
From: "Amy Herma n" <.aj.5.~.!).a.~..@..~D.~.a.a.~..~.B~.~.@.~.#.> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 2:39 am 
To: 

Sounds good, Thanks! 

> > > <5.&~.@}La.ESJ£Y.8SQ.8.i.LQ.!I~.~.Q.~.> 10/20/2011 12:08:58 AM > > > 
Amy 

[ did not see any photos today that were of a concerning nature. In the event 
that we do not identify photos of that nature, we will not send an emailo 

Have a good night. 

Sam 

H+ SecureStor Stored: total 65528bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Current Friends,xlsx Wed, 18 3an 2012 09:18:48 -0500 

Size 
65528bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:39 PM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Friend Status 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

It became a challenge, Iol. Hope that helps. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 1:36 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 
Cc:              <                    > 

Oh, okay! l’ii puii off the case then! Thanks! 

>>> <$.a.!.D.@.Y.~.ES.!£Kff].9..8.!~£~.~.!.K~> 10/20/2011 4:34:18 PM >>> 
Amy, I got it all sorted out, but some of the facebook names don’t match up with the roster 
name, nicknames etc, so it might be best at this point for you to review to find out the missing 
pa rti 

Hope this saved you some time! 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Friend Status 
From: "Amy Herma n" <~3j.8~.b.~3.@.!~@.D.!:).g.~.~3..~.Ka..c...~..{S.~..~ > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:55 pm 

To: < 5.a.!33.@.~:.a.r:.s]£xo3.9..aJ£~.!:.~£~.!33 > 

I’ve got to think there’s a way, but I’m not smart enough to figure it out! 

>>> <~monitor.com> 10/20/2011 3:43 PM >>> 
Sorry about that, Z am researching for an easy way in excel, if Z find something, I will 

send it your way asap. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Friend Status 
F ro m: "Amy H e r m a n" < a}..s..5.!].~.£@.~.Bs.a.a.~..~!.B.£~..¢.~.~. > 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 12:20 pm 
To: < s.a.[.~£]~xa.%i.:~.y.K@.B.J.~.~:.~£e.[]:~ > 

Thanks, Sam. Unfortunately, we can’t make that name formatting switch very 
easily on this end, either, so we’ll do the legwork and compare the mists on this 
end. Appreciate your help! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsibzmonitor.com> 10/20/2011 10:18 AM >>> 
Hi Amy 

Attached is a mist of the athletes who are currently friends on facebook with 
varsity monitor and are being monitored. :[ tried to compare this list to the 



athlete list you gave me, so you could only see the athletes who are NOT 
friended, but the format of that file was last name, first name and the way we 
export data from facebook is firstname lastname, 

If you can provide me with a list of athletes first name last name, we can do 
the comparison for you to save you time and show only the athletes who are 
not fdended with Varsity Monitor, 

Thanks! 

Sam Carnahan 
sa m@va rsitymonitor,com 

973 464 9574 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: unc picture report 

From" "Amy Herman" <:~buncaa,u~qc,edu> 

Date: Thu, October 20, 2011 2:39 am 
To: <~monitor,com> 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

>>> <$.~.J].@.~i#.!I$.i.LV...[D.QQ.i.~.9.<,.f4.9.F]> 10/20/2011 12:08:58 AM >>> 
Amy 

I did not see any photos today that were of a concerning nature, In 
the event that we do not identify photos of that nature, we will not 
send an email. 

Have a good night, 

Sam 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 65528bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
~.~...¢:.~!.t:f:.~.~..~.t:i.~.~:~.cJ~.,.~.[~.~. Wed, 18 .]an 2012 09:18:48 ~0500 

Size 
65528bytes 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 59932bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Fri¢nds,xlsx Wed, 18 .]an 2012 $5:34:24 -0500 

Size 
59932bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 10:26 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached, to the previous mesaage.] 

Give me a moment to re-run the report, I think some of the "numbers" got mixed up when coverted to 

PDF. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 
From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:19 am 
To: < sa m~)va rsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks for this. I see            at the 14% in the red of the pie graph, but I can’t figure 

out who is the large blue portion of the pie graph? Am ]: reading it incorrectly? 

>>> <$.@.!.D.!).Y.~.ES.!~?Z.E~.Q..~?.!~.r:.~.g.Q.~> 10/20/2011 7:42 PM >>> 
Chart of relative twitter useage. 

Sam 

N+ SecureStor Stored: total 151374bytes~ 

File Name Expiry Date 
UNC Athlete Usea~ Wed, 18 Jan 2012 18:42:58 ~0500 

Size 
151374 bytes 



10/19/2011 7:00 I-]M to 10/20/2011 7:12 PM 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 10:39 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Great! Thanks so much! 

>>> <sam@varsJtymonitor.com> 10/21/2011 10:37 AM >>> 

Amy, 

Thanks to your insight, we found a limitation in the way the charts are presented, as it doesn’t give a full key of all 

twitter users. Our apologies for this inconveniece. 

We will make the necessary edits to our technology, and in the interim, I will email you the most active twitter users in 

lieu of the chart. 

We should have this fixed soon, thanks again for the insight and feedback. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam C~varsitymonitorocom 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: forgot attachment - varsity monitor 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:19 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks for this. I see           at the 14% in the red of the pie graph, but I can’t figure out who is the large blue 

portion of the pie graph? Am I reading it incorrectly? 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 10/20/2011 7:42 PM >>> 

Chart of relative twitter useageo 

Sam 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 151374bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

UNC Athlete Useage.pdf ( http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/abSbf5a9f533735218a16c49fe3793ae )Wed, 18 Jan 2012 

18:42:58 -0500151374bytes 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: UNC tweet chart 

TEXT.htm; UNC Twitter Chart.PNG 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

Attached is the chart, with all athletes shown and the number of tweets we collected from them as 
potentially an issue. It currently includes all athletes, even those with 0 concerning tweets. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: UNC tweet chart 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 7:56 am 

To: <~monitor.com> 

Great, thanks! 

>>> <$~.~7].~.Y.~.!I$].~K[D.9.0.i.~fA[.~.¢.Q.[.D> 10/21/2011 10:43 AM >>> 
Yesterday - Top Twitter Activity 

To clarify, the above represents the number of tweets we filtered, as potentially inappropriate. 
All the actual inappropriate tweets are included in the daily report. We will have the char~ 

fixed up soon, sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 





< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Friday, October 21, 2011 11:27 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: UNC tweet chart 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.I 

My pleasure 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: UNC tweet chart 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~£!?~..~.@.U.!?£~.a.~.#..QC.~.#.~..~ > 

Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 8:22 am 
To: <sam@varsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks, Sam, for being so receptive! 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 10/21/2011 11:20 AM >>> 
Amy 

That is great feedback, and part of this trial is to define the program to work best for UNC. We 
will work over the weekend to make some adjustments to give you the data you are looking 

for: 

Total Number of Tweets by Athlete 

Total Number of Tweets Flagged By Varsity Monitor 

and the corresponding details. 

Thanks Amy. Its a real pleasure working with you and UNC on this project. 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitOroCOm 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: UNC tweet chart 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,uncoedu> 
Date: Fri, October 21, 2011 8:17 am 
To: 

Here’s my take. If the purpose is to know who are the most regular tweeters, then 
maybe it would be most helpful to just have a chart that identifies the total number of 
tweets for each s-a in a day? Or, if that’s not possible with your system, then just a 

list of the number of tweets that were actually flagged by your system for each 
student-athlete? For the ones who don’t have any flagged tweets, it doesn’t do much 

for me to have their names with the zeros (like on the latest chart). Rather, ][ think 
you could take the zeros out so it’s easier to see who actually had flagged tweets. The 
pie chart looks nice, but ]: don’t really think it’s serving that important of a purpose, at 
least for me. ]usta list with a number would work fine for me (similar to the one you 

sent earlier before you got the chart figured out). 

Take all of that for what it’s worth! 

Amy 

> > > <#.#..Q?.@.~#.!]#.!.#g.[!]£[!!.~.#f.,.£#.~.D.> 10/21/2011 11 : 01 AM > > > 
Let me know if this chart is useful and if you would like us to continue to provide it to 
you. 



Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: UNC tweet chart 
F ro m: "Am y H e r m a n" < ~J~.~.!].~.~.~.~.~:).~.~.~.~..~!.D..~..~.~.~. > 

Date: Fri, October 2::[, 20::[::[ 7:56 am 
To: < ~.~.~.]3.~.Y:.~.%!.:~.Y.~).9.~..!.~.~I.~.~.~.~]3 > 

Great, thanks! 

>>> <sam~)varsitymonitor,com> 10/21/2011 10:43 AM >>> 
Yesterday - Top Twitter Activity 

To clarify, the above represents the number of tweets we filtered, as 
potentially inappropriate. All the actual inappropriate tweets are included in 
the daily report. We will have the chart fixed up soon, sorry for the 
inconvenience. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 
~monitorocOm 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:38 AM 

Amy Herman 
chris@varsitymonitor.com 

RE: New Twitter Handle 

TEXTohtm 



[This email is not ou.t of order. I1 was attached to the previous message.] 

Hi Amy 

Sure, we can hold off, T understand the concern and sensitivity of the upcoming hearing. I will also 
send over the draft for review. We really appreciate it. 

Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Nlessage ........ 
Subject: RE: New Twitter Handle 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Non, October 24, 20:[:[ 7:34 am 
To: <.~..D3..~.~..~:.~.!.~.¥.D39.D.!.~.~.D..~.E! > 

Yes, Sam, ][~d be happy to be a reference. One caveat, though. If you could hold off on 
sharing my name until next week (after our hearing this Friday), ]:’d appreciate it! 

And you can certainly send me a draft of the press release. I will need to show it to my AD to 

be sure he’s okay with it. We would likely want that to happen after the hearing, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > <~.E!.~.~.~.E~.i:~.D:!9.D.i~.!:.~.~.~!.!~> :[0/24/20:[ :[ 9"25 AN > > > 
Amy, 

T would like to ask, T know its only been a few weeks, but if you are happy with our service and 

support, if you might be willing to be a reference for us for other clients looking to talk to 
people we work with? 

We would also like to publish a press release regarding UNC using VPI during this pilot program. 
]:f you are amenable to that as well, let me know :[ will send you the draft for review. 

]: should have the reports for you shortly. 

Thanks so much. 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, October 24, 2011 2:59 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: ICON STUD]lOS 
TEXT.htm 

OK, thanks! 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> :~0/24/2011 12:01 PM >>> 

Amy 

This happened at another client, and is included in the social media report. ICON studios tries to give athletes free 

twitter wallpapers to promote themselves, but it would likely be a violation, so I would contact the coaches etc and 

make them aware. 

They actually developed the wallpaper for the athlete at our other school, but when they saw our tweet records they 

were able to keep the athlete from using it. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitorocom 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, November 04, 2011 9:48 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Friend Status - Facebook 

Text.htm 

Sounds great! Thanks, Sam[ Have a wonderful weekend. 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/4/2011 9:40:44 AM >>> 



lThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to tlne previous message.] 

Sounds great! Thanks, Sam! Have a wonderful weekend. 

>>> <sam@varsitymoNtor.com> 11/4,/2011 9:40:44 AN >>> 
Amy 

We had over ::[05 friend requests over the last week, on Monday I will send an updated 
friend list so you can see if there is anyone left who has facebook but has not friended. 

Also, Ohio State, LSU and/or Oklahoma may be in touch for references, I appreciate your 
time on that, 

All the best, 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, November 04, 2011 2:01 PM 

sam @varsitymonJtorocom 

Re: status update 

TEXT.htm 

No problem, I know it will be nice to have power back! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> :1:1/4/2011:1:54 PM >>> 

Amy 

Great news, I should have power again by midnight° 

thank you for working with us during this outage. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Starting Monday we will be back to our normal reporting structure, 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, November 09, 2011 8:56 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Varsity Monitor - Trial 

TEXT.htm 

All of that sounds great, Sam. Thanks... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/8/2011 10:53 PM >>> 

Amy 

Thanks for your reply, and please know we are not worried about expediting things, I just wanted to get a lay of the 

land. We will work with you throughout to accomodate UNC’s needs, and not our own. 

With a new AD, clearly he has many tasks, especially relating to football, and as you know, the NCAA findings will not 

only affect UNC and Varsity Monitor, but our industry in general. We are clearly as interested as you are in finding out 

what the NCAA will come down with, as it relates to social media° 

In the interim, I will work on pricing so you can have that in your back pocket, but again, this is a privaledge for us to 

serve UNC, and look forward to continuing to do so. 

Lastly, Jennfer Vining-Smith from Notre Dame may be in touch, she mentioned she knew you well, and as they consider 

next steps with us, I offered you up as a reference. It is much appreciated. 

I look forward to continuing to work with you to customize the solution to meet your needs, and we will deal with next 

steps as the time comes° 

Have a great night, and thank you for the Idnd words regarding our service° 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor - Trial 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, November 08, 2011 6:53 pm 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Thanks for your email, Sam. So far, I think the trial is going great[ i’m very appreciative of your super quick responses to 

my sometimes-annoying, i’m sure, requests. 

Here’s where we are, or at least where l, personally, see that we are right now. 



Our new Director of Athletics officially starts next Monday° Since numbers 1, 2, and 3 on his priority list are going to be 

hiring a new Football Coach, I’m not sure how long it will be before I will be able to bring this issue to him. Additionally, 

we expect to hear back from the Committee on infractions at the end of December or beginning of January and, of 

course, part of that will be an answer to the big question about what the expectation of monitoring is for social 

networking. 

With both of these situations "out there", I’m afraid our decision on whether to continue past the trial is likely going to 

have to be a last-minute one. I know you would love to have a decision before then, but, unfortunately, there are too 

many unknowns for us to commit. 

That said, I really can’t think of anything you all could be doing better! And I do think it would be helpful for us to have 

an estimate from you in terms of what the monthly cost would be for us to essentially get the same service we are 

getting now (text and photo monitoring for ~800 student-athletes, no archiving). With an estimate, I will at least have 

all I need to take it with me to our Senior Staff to determine if it’s a monitoring step we believe we need to take. 

Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919o962.7853 (office) 

919.962,6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/8/2011 3:27 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Hello again, hope your voice is feeling better. 

We are a little more than 30 days into our 90 day free trial, and I just wanted to see if you had any comments, 

recommendations for enhancing the program further to customize to meet your needs. Also, wanted to confirm we are 

delivering on your expectations. 

In our effort to stay ahead of the process, making sure if you do select to continue with Varsity Monitor after Dec 31, 

that we have all necessary documents etc in your hands ahead of time. Please do let me know when you would like to 

see our agreements so you can have the necessary people review them° 

It’s been great working with you, we look forward to an even better next 60 days! 



Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:36 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Updated Friend Status 

TEXT.htm 

Awesome. Thanks so much! 

>>> <sam@varsitL/monitor.com> 11/10/2011 10:27 AM >>> 

Amy 

See attached list of updated friend list, as of 10:15 AM EST November 10, 2011. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 

#.~...m....!~L.v..~..r..-.s.!..t.,.Y..!31 £.~..~.!!..t:~!.r..,..c.,.~...m... 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 88682bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

UNC Friend List ~ November 2011.xlsx ( ~archiveO2ouncaa.unc.edu[bc12debSd5241bSc663bd71..cd667e888 )Wed, 
08 Feb 2012 10:27:22 -050088682bytes 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Wednesday, November 09, 2011 8:53 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Updated "Friend" List? 

TEXT.htm 

rip, you will have the list tomorrow am 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Nov 10, 2011 01:44:57 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Updated "Friend" List? 

Hey, can you send me an updated list of Varsi Mon’s friends? We need to see how many are "out there" that haven’t 

done this yet... And you don’t need to do any comparison to our list for us. We actually have gotten them re-ordered in 

first, last name order, so it should be pretty easy for us to check on the outliers once we get the list from you. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 12;17 PM 

sarn @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: 
TEXT.htm 

Agreed. But we donk want them to think that we now think we had a duty back in 2009/2010 to be doing this sort of 

monitoring, if you know what I mean. 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/16/2011 12:16 PM >>> 

side note: you never know with the NCAA, but we hope working with Varsity Monitor would be a positive step in their 

eyes .... 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc,edu> 

Date: Wed, November 16, 2011 10:14 am 
To: <sam @varsitymonitorocom> 

We have hired our new AD. He started this past Monday! I don’t know how he would feel about such a release. My gut 

tells me that he might be wary, since the Committee on Infractions still has our case and might weigh anything that 

we’re doing in their decision-making. But I’m certainly happy to run it by him to get his take on it. 

Why don’t you go ahead and send it over to me and I’ll run it up the flagpole and see where it takes us... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/16/2011 12:05 PM >>> 

hi Amy 

Question, I have the press release I want to have UNC consider allowing us release, but do you currently have an AD? Or 

are you waiting for the new AD to be hired/start? 

sorry for the intrusive question, just curious how approvals on this would go, and if its even worth sending over at this 

time. 

Thanks 

Sam 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 20:[:[ 6:50 AM 

< sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Re: Couple of Things 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Sam ! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 16, 2011, at 10:18 PM, "<sam@varsitymonitor.com>" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> wrote: 

> Amy, 

> 

> I had not seen that image on my wall, as we don~t use our own wall as the monitoring method-we leverage the news 

feeds and other syndicated content methods. 

> 

> That is a byproduct of the spam I sent you an email on before, I apologize for that being on the page and you having 

been subjected to that. 

> 

> I have deleted the post, and appreciate you bringing this to my attention. 

> 

> Regards 

> 

> Sam Carnahan 

> sam @varsitymonitor.com 
> 

Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Couple of Things 

> From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaaounc.edu> 

> Date: Wed, November 16, 2011 6:59 pm 

> To: <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

> Sam, 
> 

> Have you gotten a friend request from ? He says he’s sent one, but he’s not showing up on your friend 

list yet. 

> 

> If you haven’t, can you send him one? 

> 

> http://wwwofacebook.com/profileophp?id= 

> 

> Also, I think you probably had to "like" the picture that’s on the Varsi Mort page in order to get the info and send it to 

me, but can you delete it off the page now? I don’t like seeing it when I go to the page to check on friend status! And at 

least 1 s-a has decided it’s funny to comment on it. 

> 

> Thanks[ 
> 

> Amy 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:42 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: question 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of o~der. It was attached to the p~evious message.] 

That sounds great, thank you Amy. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: question 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Tue, November 22, 2011 8:39 am 

To: <sam@varsitymonitorocom > 

Thanks for this information about the cost estimate, Sam. I definitely believe that our coaches 
are appreciating the support with this monitoring task, and :[ also think that it’s doing it’s job of 
helping ours-a’s learn to think twice about what they’re posting. So I’m very pleased with the 

service to date. 

When the time comes, I’ll share this information with Bubba (our new AD) and the rest of our 
senior staff so that we can determine if this is a step we want to take in the future. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family, as well! 

Amy 

When it comes time to consider VM as your vendor, we will come in around $800imonth for the 
full solution you are current getting. 

My question is, have you found our service to be time saving for the staff, coaches etc. We 
pride ourselves on being a highly efficient solution, and our pricing is designed to reflect the 
labor savings as well as technology costs in providing what we dOo 

It is our absolute intent to become your preferred social media monitoring vendor, now and 
many years from now, so I guess as we head into that period of discussion on next steps, I 

want to understand if we are providing that efficiency vs. your other/previous methods of 
monitoring. 

All the best. 

Sam Carnahan 



Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 1:26 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: question 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, when the time comes, we are more than happy to come down to campus and meet with you, Bubba and staff 

again. Its would be our pleasure. 

Thanks again 

Sam Carnahan 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam@varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Tue, Nov 22, 2011 15:39:36 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: question 

Thanks for this information about the cost estimate, Sam. I definitely believe that our coaches are appreciating the 

support with this monitoring task, and I also think that it’s doing it’s job of helping our s-a’s learn to think twice about 

what they’re posting. So I’m very pleased with the service to date. 

When the time comes, I’ll share this information with Bubba (our new AD) and the rest of our senior staff so that we can 
determine if this is a step we want to take in the future. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family, as well! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/21/2011 12:05 PM >>> 

Amy 

When it comes time to consider VM as your vendor, we will come in around S800/month for the full solution you are 

current getting. 

My question is, have you found our service to be time saving for the staff, coaches etc. We pride ourselves on being a 

highly efficient solution, and our pricing is designed to reflect the labor savings as well as technology costs in providing 

what we do. 

It is our absolute intent to become your preferred social media monitoring vendor, now and many years from now, so I 

guess as we head into that period of discussion on next steps, I want to understand if we are providing that efficiency vs. 

your other/previous methods of monitoring. 

All the best. 



Sam Carnahan 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 1:25 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Varsity monitor 

TEXT.htm 

that is perfect thanks! 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <~j#...c:.[)..a...:e:....&.~..g..~.!~9..~.:..~:!.B..c:.:.?:...(:!..~:!.> 

To: Sam Carnahan <samCr~varsitymonitor.com> 

Sent: Mon, Nov 28, 2011 18:17:13 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Re: Varsity monitor 

How about 11a tomorrow? I will have to leave by 11:30a, but it shouldn’t take that long? 

Amy 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 11/28/2011 1:16 PM >>> 
im tied upooooany time this afternoon/tomorrow? 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <#.~.~#...c...h...:a...?....@..~.[~£9:...~.Lu....n....c..,.£..d....u..> 

To: sam~monitor,com 

Sent: Mort, Nov 28, 2011 18:06:42 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Varsity monitor 

Sure! Can you call me now? I have to leave around 1:30p for a meeting, but have some time if you have a minute now... 

919-962-7853 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/28/2011 12:21 PM >>> 

Amy 

Some good news regarding Varsity Monitor and wanted to chat with you. Would you have time for a 10 minute chat 

sometime this afternoon or tomorrow? 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 10:55 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: 11a 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is r~ok ou.t of order. It was attaclned to the previous message.] 

973 464 9574 

Call screening :) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: lla 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: -Fue, November 29, 2011 8:54 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitorocom > 

Hey, can I call you instead of you calling me? I tend to screen my calls around here these 

days, so that will keep me from accidentally screening you. 

What’s your number? 

Amy 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:33 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: 11a 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached, to the previous mesaage.] 

Thanks again for the call today. I will work on an agreement for you to review, far in advance of your 
next senior management meeting. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: lla 

From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, November 29, 2011 8:54 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Hey, can ]: call you instead of you calling me? I tend to screen my calls around here these 

days, so that will keep me from accidentally screening you. :-) 

What’s your number? 

Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, November 29° 2011 B:01 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Updated Friend List 

TEXT.htm 

Of course! No rush at allo Just wanting to see how we’re doing... 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitorocom> 11/29/2011 3:00 PM >>> 

Sure thing. Ill get it to you tomorrow, if that is ok. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Updated Friend List 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, November 29, 2011 12:59 pm 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Hey there! Can you send me an updated list of Varsi Mon’s "friends" when you get a chance, please? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, December 01, 2011 8:55 AM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Friend List 

TEXT.htm 

np 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Dec 1, 20:[:[ :[3:.50:47 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Friend List 

I know you sent me the latest friend list yesterday, but I thJnl< I deleted the email, and now I can’t find it in my trash. Can 

you send it again? 

SORRY. 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, December 01, 2011 1:23 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Twitter 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, and it changes daily, ill run a report. Good thing is we typically catch the content anyway, but it is important to 

know who is and isnt complying. 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Dec 1, 201::[ 18::[4:15 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Twitter 

Are there any student-athletes who have private Twitter accounts that you haven’t been able to get access to? 

Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, December 07, 2011 6:07 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re; Friend Requests 

Text.htm 

Yes, I got ito I have not sent it to legal counsel yet, but plan to before our staff meeting on the 14th. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/6/2011 10:53:21 PM >>> 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Yes, I got it. I have not sent it to legal counsel yet, but plan to before our staff meeting on the 14th. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/6/2011 10:53:21 PM >>> 

Did you receive the contract I sent over for review? I expect many revisions by your counsel. 

Have a good night 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Friend Requests 
From: "Amy Herman" <a~schae(5Ouncaa,uncoedu> 
Date: Tue, December 06, 2011 8:20 pm 

To: <~monitor.com> 

Thank you so much, 

Good night, 
Amy 

> > > <~.~.[?3.@.g.~.!i&!.~Y..[71~..O.!.~!.L~.g.~?.[?3> 12/6/2011 10:06 PM > > > 
Amy - our job is to do the leg work for you. We will begin work on this tomorrow. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Friend Requests 
From: "Amy Herman" <a~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, December 06, 2011 7:09 pm 
To: <~monitor,com> 

Sam, 

We’re getting close to having everyone "friended", but there are about 20 s-a’s that 
we’re struggling to get taken care of, Could you send friend requests to these s-a’s to 
see if they will accept them? There’s a chance they don’t check their emails, but they 
might just automatically respond to a friend request, 

Let me know if you would prefer to just give me the log-in info for Varsi Mon. I’m 
happy to do this task myself! 

Thanks, 
Amy 



S~bject: 

Amy S. Herman <a]schae@uncaa.uncoedu> 
Wednesday, December 14, 2011 6:11 PM 
sam @varsitymonitorocom 
Re: NY Times (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Thursday, December 22nd. 

During my absence, I will have limited opportunities to respond to email. If I am not able to respond during this time, 

will do so upon my return to the office. 

Have a great day! 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

UNC Athletics 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/14/11 18:11 >>> 



IThis email is not o~lt of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

The NY Times contacted us regarding a story on social media monitoring and the 
NCAA, Clearly, UNC came up and they asked if ][ could faciliate an interview, either on or off 

the record, with the writer, 

]: told him ]: don’t think UNC would be interested in commenting until, at least, your answer 

from the NCAA was delivered, but also told him I would ask, 

Let me know if you would be interested in speaking with him, 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:27 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Varsity Monitor Agreement 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not ou[ of order. It was attached to the previous message,] 

Great news!!!!!! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor Agreement 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~£!:}.~..~.@.~.!:}.£~3.~..~.#..0.~.~.#.~..~ > 

Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 6:25 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Sam, 

We discussed this at Sro Staff this morning, and the consensus seemed to be in support of us 

moving forward, assuming we can come to resolution on some of the legal edits that will have 

to be made to the contract in order for us, as a state institution, to sign. Our legal counsel is 
reviewing, and we will, in the coming weeks, send the document, with proposed changes, back 

to you for your review. There will also be some hurdles to get through with our Purchasing unit 
on-campus, but it’s nothing that I foresee being a huge issue. 

So, while I’m not sending a signed contract back to you, I hope it’s at least good news that the 
idea of continuing with your service seemed to resonate with our St. Staff. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@ur~caaouncoedu 

>>> <89.!.~.@Xg.LSJbLOO.goJ~gL.{9.03> 11/30/2011 3:28 PM >>> 
Amy 

Here is our agreement, showing the $100 through end of June, $800 a month thereafter, with 

10% prepayment discount. 

Please take your time to review, but we really look forward to continuing to offer our service Lo 

UNC. 

Reg a rd s 

Sam Carnahan 
sa m@va rsitymonitor, com 
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VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto, (re*~rred to 
collectively hereinafter as the "Agreement"), effective [Month] [Dayil, 20    (hereinafter the 
~"Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware limited 
liability company, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York, 
New York 10016, and [ | (hereinafter "Client"), having a place of 
business at ............................................................................................................................... sets forth the terms and conditions of Varsity 
Monitor’s provision of Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

SERVICES. 
Varsity" Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive services 

in support of Client’s NCAA obligations to oversee and monitor student athletes, including 
requirement to "adequately and consistently" monitor social media activities (collectively 
referred to hereinafter as the "Services:" 

1.1    Social Media Account Monitoring, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of Subj ect A’~hletes’ social media accounts, using both automated and manual tools to 
identi~, inappropriate, illegal, unethical or other content that may require Client’s attention in 
accordance with NCAA regulations (hereinafter "Suspicious Content"). Suspicious Content 
shall be defined in consultation with Client and in accordance with its policies. 

1.2 Broad Social Web Monitoring, which involves monitoring the worldwide web, 
including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, for mention of 
Client’s Subj ect Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or provide perspective on 
NCAA compliance issues. 

1.3    Prompt Reporting of Suspicious Content, with such alerts and/or reports 
provided to Client’s Authorized Personnel in a time and manner to which the parties shall 
reasonably agree. 

1.4    Social Media Guidelines and Education, ~vhich shall include one (1) web based 
training at Client’s location of Client’s athletes, coaches, and administrative and education 
personnel regarding social media best practices. 

1.5    A Designated Account Representative and/or other contact persons shall be 
assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely notification, 
response and follow-up to Reports and Client issues. 

1.6    Additional Services, which may include additional Best Practices training(s) 
and/or consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of social media policies, 
may be agreed to from time to time by the parties at an additional fee. Varsity Monitor also may 
develop supplemental or complementa,?~ services, distinct from normal updates and revisions to 
the Services above, which may be offered to Client. Any additional services shall be subject to 
an Addendum to be attached to this Agreement, and the general terms and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be incorporated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT. 
2.1    Identification of Subject Athletes. Client shall timely provide Varsity Monitor 

with a list of Subject Athletes to be monitored with the Services, and shall regularly update the 
list as agreed by the parties (previously and hereinafter referred to as "Student Athletes"). 
Varsity Monitor shall have no obligation to perform Services relating to individuals not 
designated by Client. 

Va~rsity Monitor Se~wices Agreeme~t 



2.2 Authorized [,rsers. Client shall identify in writing to Varsity Monitor those 
speciiqc administrators and coaches authorized to access the Sets, ices and receive reports and 
alerts regarding Subject Athletes~ Client further warrants and represents that it shall take all 
necessary steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel shall use only the unique user 
name and password assigned to them, and that Client and its Authorized Personnel shall 
safeguard and protect the user names and passwords from disclosure to or use by others. Client 
shall promptly notii~v Varsity Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user names 
and/or passwords is being utilized by anyone other than the individual to whom they were 
assigned. Client acknowledges that it shall be responsible *Br ensuring that all its Authorized 
Personnel abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Serviceso 
Any act or omission of any such Authorized Personnel, relating to use of the Service or access to 
the Varsity Monitor Weblpage, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of Client for any and all 
purposes (including, without limitation, if such act or omission gives rise to a breach or default 
under this Agreement). 

2.3    L"nauthorized L."se. Except t:Br the Licensed Use, set t:Brth in Section 5~1 below, 
Client may not display, copy, download, store, reproduce, transmit, distribute, resell or otherwise 
commercially exploit any part of the Services or information obtained therefrom, including any 
news articles, data or other information accessed from the Service, in any format or through any 
technology or media now existing or hereafter developed. 

2.3    Cooperation. Client shall cooperate with Varsity Monitor to enable Varsity 
Monitor to carry out its duties and obligations under this Agreement, and acknowledges that such 
cooperation is essential to the performance of the Serviceso Client further agrees that Varsity 
Monitor shall not be liable for any deficiency in performance that results from Client’s failure to 
cooperate. 

3.0 FEES AND PAYMENT. 
3.1    Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a mon’~hly fee for use of the 

Sea;ices in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Adde~dtm~ 1 (hereinafter 
~’~Service Fees"). Any fee for Additional Services performed by Varsity Monitor shall be in 
accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates for such service(s) at the time they are 
available, and shall be set forth with any specific terms and conditions of such service in a 
subsequent Addendmn. 

3.2 Payrnems. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1, Client shall pay in advance 
to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in the Term, no later than the first day of such 
month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). If any Sers~ice Fee payment for any month of the Term is 
made after the fifteenth (l 5th) day of such month, then Client agrees to pay interest at the rate of 
1.5% per month on the unpaid balance of such invoice. 

3.3    Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 
Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the Services 
under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Services, then such taxes shall be billed to and 
paid by Client. This Section does not apply to taxes based on Client’s income. 

TERM, TER~IINATION AND SIJSPENSION. 
4.1    Term. This Agreement shall have an initial term not to exceed June 30, 20112 

commencing on the Effective Date, and shall automatically renew for successive one (l) year 
tennso 



4.2    Termination. Either part}, may terminate this Agreement if a default by the other 
party under this Agreement remains uncured for more than thirty (30) calendar days after the 
defaulting party is notified in writing of the default, including, but not limited to, the failure of 
Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by Section 3.2~ If this Agreement is 
terminated for any reason, Client shall immediately pay Varsity Monitor for all Services 
rendered through the date of termination, and all license(s) granted for use of the Services and all 
Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages and related data shall automatically terminate. 
The provisions of Sections 3.2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.0, 7.0, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.1, 9.2, and 111.2 shall survive 
termination of this Agreement. 

4.3    Suspension. Varsity Monitor may immediately suspend Services, or terminate 
this Agreement (and the license(s) granted and the Services provided hereunder) at any time if 
Client (i) makes any use of the Services or Varsity Monitor Webpages or data other than for the 
Licensed Use, or (ii) breaches any of its other duties and obligations hereunder, including, 
without limitation, payment of Service Fee. In event of such occurrence, Varsity Monitor may 
suspend Services with or without notice, and may terminate this Agreement in accordance with 
Section 4~2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.11    Rights in Varsity Monitor Technology. The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive property of Varsity Monitor and/or 
its third-party partners (hereinafter "Varsity Monitor Technology"). Subject to Varsity Monitor’s 
right to terminate this Agreement under Section 4.2, or suspend Services under 4.3, and 
limitations under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsity Monitor grants to Client a non-transferable, non- 
exclusive license to use the Varsity Monitor Technology and related services solely fBr uses 
reasonably related to Client’s obligations under the NCAA to monitor activities of Student 
Athletes (previously and hereinafter referred to as "Licensed Use"). 

5.2    Copyrighted and Trademarked Material. The contents of the Varsity Monitor 
Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may" link from the Varsity" 
Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material 
(collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are protected under both United States and 
foreign copyright, trademark and other laws~ All such Material is the property of Varsity 
Monitor, its business partners, or other third parties that supply such content. The compilation 
(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is 
the exclusive property of Varsi~, Monitor and/or its partners, and may be protected by U.S. and 
international copyright laws. Unauthorized use of any of the Material may violate copyright, 
trademark, and other laws. 

5~3    Client shall not, at any time, assert any o~vnership rights in the Varsity Monitor 
Technology, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any 
of the software comprising or in any way making tip a part of Varsity Monitor’s Technology. 
Furthermore, Client shall retain all copyright, trademark, service-mark and other proprietaxs" 
notices contained in the original Material on any copy made of the Material. Client may not sell 
or modi6, the Material, or reproduce, display, publicly perform, distribute, or otherwise use the 
Material in any way for any public or commercial purpose. 

6.0 THIRD PARTY I~IATERIALS, 
The Ser~ices include internet links from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages and/or 

websites maintained by third parties (hereinafter the ’~Third Parties"). If any such Third Parties 



prevent access to any of the webpage(s) to which links are provided from the Varsity Monitor 
Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor from the links on the Varsity Monitor Website, or 
otherwise restrict access to such third-party webpages, then Varsity Monitor may change, add or 
discontinue any of the affected links or other features of the Service at any time without prior 
notice to Client. 

in addition, Client hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Third Parties may, at their 
discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter the content of a webpage 
maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that because Varsity 
Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor is not responsible for the 
availability of such external websites or resources, and does not endorse and is not responsible or 
liable for any content, advertising, products, or other materials on or available from such 
websites or resources. Client further acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be 
responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused 
by or in connection with use of or reliance on any such content, goods or services available on or 
through any such website or resource. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. 
THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE (AND 

EACH WEBPAGE), AND T~ INTER~T WEBSITES MA~TA~D BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
EITt-~R EXP~SS OR IN, IPLIED.    TO TI)-~ FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSITY MONITOR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FI~SS FOR A PARTICULAR PEN_POSE 
AND NON-1NFR1NGEMENT. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN Tt-~ SERVICES, MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FR£E, THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CO~CTED, OR 
THAT THIS SERVICE, OR TF~ SERVER THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE, ~ FR~E OF 
VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT 
WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE OR THE 
RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS ~ THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY 
SITES IN- TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTN%SS, ACC!~.ACY, T~,IELINESS, REMABIMTY 
OR OTF~RW’ISE. CLIENT ASSUN~S ALL RISK OF ERRORS AND/OR OMISSIONS IN 
TF~ SERVICES, INCLUDING T}-~ TRANSMISSION OR TRANSLATION OF 
INFORMATION. 

8.0 LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1    Limitation of Liability. VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR 

ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER, 
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, W~THER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUT)ING ~GMGENCE, STRICT LIABIMTY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE MMITED 
TO DIRECT, PROVEN D?dMAGES IN AN ?dMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS, Tt-~ ?dMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY CLIENT FOR Tt-~ SERVICES FOR 
FIRST MONTH OF THE TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN:" 

THIS SECTION 8.1, IN NO EVENT SHALL VARSITY MONITOR OR ITS AFFILIATES OR 
\,qENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITI\,~, INCIDENTAL, 

SPECIAL, CONSEQ!~NTIAL OR OT~R DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY 

-4- 



WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE USE OF THE SERVICES OR WITH THE DELAY OR 
INABILITY TO USE THE SERVICES, OR FOR ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED 
THROUGH T~ SERVICES, OR OTHE_,RWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF TEE__, 
SERVICES, WHF_.THF_.R BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT MABIMTY OR 
OTt-~RWISE, EVEN IF VARSITY MONITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES OR 
VENDORS, HAS BEEN .M)VISED OF Tt-~ POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 Indemnification. Client shall at all times defend, indemnif}~ and hold harmless 
Varsity Monitor, its off?cers, directors, afiSliates, and the successors and assigns of each of the 
foregoing (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") from and against, and pay and reimburse the 
Indemnified Parties for, any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, out of-pocket costs 
or expenses (including interest, penalties and reasonable attorney’s fees and expense incurred in 
~he investigation or defense of any of the same, or in asserting any of their respective rights 
hereunder) arising out of or resulting from any claim, action, suit or other administrative or 
judicial proceeding that is instituted by a third party (collectively, the "Third Party Damages") 
relating to any alleged act or omission of Client, its employees, subcontractors or agents in the 
performance of the activities contemplated hereby, Client’s authorized or unauthorized use of the 
Sea;ices and Materials obtained therefrom, or any failure by Client to abide by any of the 
warranties or obligations set forth herein. 

8.3    Rig~t ~ Defend. If a third party asserts any claim against an Indemnified Party 
for which Client is responsible under this Section 8.2, then (a) Varsity Monitor shall give Client 
written notice promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such claim and shall 
permit the Client (at Client’s expense) to assume the defense of any claim or any litigation 
resulting therefrom; provided that the failure by Varsity Monitor to give such notice shall not 
relieve the Client of its indemnification obligations under this Section, except to the extent that 
such ikdlure results in a failure of actual notice to Client and, as a result, Client is materially 
damaged; (b) counsel selected by Client to conduct the defense of such claim or litigation shall 
be reasonably satisfactory to Varsity Monitor; and (c) any Indemnified PaW may participate in 
(but not control) such defense at its sole expense~ Without Varsity Monitor’s express written 
consent, Client shall not, in the defense of any such claim or litigation, consent to the enter of 
any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides for injunctive or other non-monetary 
relief affecting any Indemnified Party or that does not include as an unconditional term thereof a 
release from all liability with respect to such claim or litigation to all Indemnified Parties by the 
claimant or plaintiff; 

9.0 DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
9.1    Ma~datory Arbitration. Except actions for injunctive and other equitable relief 

which may be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction at any time, if any dispute arises 
between Varsity Monitor and Client pertaining to this Agreement, such dispute shall be 
submitted to arbitration before a single arbitrator selected in accordance with the then-prevailing 
Rules of Commercial Arbitration of the American Arbitration Association. The arbitration 
proceeding shall take place in New York, New York, or such other location as Varsity Monitor 
and Client may mutually agree. Notwithstanding any contrary provision in the Rules of 
Commercial Arbitration of the American Arbitration Association, Varsity Monitor and Client 
shall be entitled to discover" in any arbitration proceeding, including reasonable document 
requests, interrogatories, and depositions, all subject to the control of the arbitrator. In 
determining the scope and scheduling of discove~T, the arbitrator shall be guided by (a) the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and (b) the interest of the parties in obtaining an expeditious 



resolution of any dispute that is the sut~iect of the arbitration proceeding. The arbitrator shall not 
contravene or van, in any respect any of the terms or provisions of this Agreement. The award 
of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the parties, and judgment upon any award 
rendered therein may be entered and enforced in any court of competent jurisdiction, including a 
Supreme Court of the State of New York. 

9.2 Ent’orcement Expenses and Attorneys’ Fees. In the event of any arbitration (or 
enforcement of an arbitration award) between the parties concerning performance or non- 
performance (or other breach) of either party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either 
party seeks injunctive or other equitable relief against the other, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to be reimbursed by the other paw for the costs and expenses (including, but not limited 
to, reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred or paid by the prevailing party in such arbitration or other 
action. 

FORCE MAJE 
Varsity Monitor is excused from any failure or delay in performance of responsibilities 

otherwise required by this Agreement for any cause beyond its reasonable control. Such causes 
include, without limitation, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes, civil disturbances, disruption of 
telecommunications, transportation, utilities or necessa~" supplies, governmental action, 
computer viruses and incompatible or defective equipment, soi~ware or services not supplied by 
Varsity Monitor. 

11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
11.1 E~tire Agreement° This Agreement, together with its Addenda, constitutes the 

entire agreement between Varsity Monitor and Client with respect to the subj ect matter hereof, 
superseding all prior agreements, proposals, representations, communications and negotiations, 
written or oral, and shall be binding upon, and for the benefit of, Varsity Monitor and Client, and 
their respective legal representatives, successors, and assigns~ 

11.2 Governing Law, and Jurisdicti~no This Agreement shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard for its conflicts 
of law rules, in addition to the provisions of Section 9, Client consents to, and agrees that Client 
is subj ect to, the jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of the State of New York with respect 
to any actions in equity brought by Varsity Monitor against Client. 

11.3 Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, superseded or 
canceled, and none of the terms, provi sions, covenants, representations, warranties or conditions 
may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by both Varsity Monitor and Client, or 
in the case of waiver, by the party waiving compliance. 

11.4 Waiver. No waiver by either party, whether by conduct or otherwise, of any 
obligation, breach or default under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any other 
obligation, breach or default of the same or any other nature. 

11.5 Assignment. Neither party may, without the prior written consent of the other 
party, assign or transfer this Agreement or any duty or obligation expressed herein, except by 
merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of such party’s assets. 

11.6 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart 
copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument. 



I1.8 Severabilityo If an arbitrator or court of competent jurisdiction j udges any 
provision of this Agreement to be invalid, that j udgment shall not affect the remainder of thi s 
Agreement. 

11 ~7 Section Headings. The section and other headings contained in thi s Agreement 
are for reference purposes only and shall not control or affect the construction of this Agreement 
or the interpretation thereof in any respect. 

IN WFFNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be signed 
and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date. 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

SAMUEL CARN AHAN 
CEO 

[CLIENT] 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

-7- 



ADDENDIJM 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee of $100. 

For services reordered between July 1, 2012 and Ju~e 30, 2013, client agrees to pay a service fee 
of $800 per month. If, at the start of this sepdce period client pays in full, a 10% discount on t~e 
total service will be applied. 

-8- 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 8:27 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: NY Times 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

you too! 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: NYTimes 
From: "Amy Herman" < 

Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 6:17 pm 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Thanks. Merry Christmas! 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > <~#..D).(@.~.#..[5.!.~.g!?2~?.D.!.~;.9.!i,.£~.Q!> 12/14/2011 6:32 PM > > > 
enjoy your time away. I will miss our daily exchanges... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: NYTimes 
From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, December 14, 2011 4:31 pm 
To: "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor,com> 

Yes, please do. Sadly, my computer will be coming with me... 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <Sa.[J2L@Xa.r:S!.t;X!?39.!)!.[;#.g,.~R~?.> 12/14/2011 6:29 PM >>> 
Thanks so much! Should I send the reports to you while you are away? 

Original message 

From: Amy Herman <dschae,’~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam,’~varsit monito~:com 

Co: Steve Kirschner <skirschner@5.mcaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Dec 14, 2011 23:20:00 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: NY Times 

Sam, 

You are correct that we do not wish to comment until after the NCAA ruling. At that 



point, they can contact Steve Kirschner, our Assoc AD for Athletic Communications, to 

obtain an interview with a UNC representative if they wish. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae,:¢:’~mcaa.l~c.ed 

> > > <.~.~.!:@.@!k~!l..s..[ff2.~.9.Q.i!Qr:.g.Q!):! > 12/14/2011 6:11 PM > > > 
Amy 

The NYTimes contacted us regarding a story on social media monitoring and 
the NCAA. Clearly, UNC came up and they asked if I could faciliate an 
interview, either on or off the record, with the writer. 

I told him I don’t think UNC would be interested in commenting until, at least, 
your answer from the NCAA was delivered, but also told him I would ask. 

Let me know if you would be interested in speaking with him. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 



Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 8:38 AM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Daily Reports 

TEXT.htm 

great news, enjoy.your time away .... 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Fri, Dec 16, 20:1:1 13:18:.5:1 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Daily Reports 

Thanks, Sam. I’m not sure when you sent this email - yours have been going to my spam folder lately, for some reason, 

and I don’t catch them until the next morning. 

Our legal counsel will need some time to make recommended verbiage changes to the contract, and, with the holidays, 

it might be a bit longer, but they’re working on it, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 12/14/2011 11:24 AM >>> 

Amy 

We are dealing with a security issue on facebook with the unc account, it should be resolved shortly and then we will 

reconvene daily reports. You will definitely get a report today. 

Our apologies, but facebook is ever changing (and without notice!) 

Any feedback on the contract? No rush, just let me know. 

Sincerely 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, December 23, 2011 8:55 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: N FL reference 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good! 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> i2/23/2011 12:02 AM >>> 

Amy 

Great news, the NFL wants to contact you for a Varsity Monitor reference! I truly appreciate you taking the time to 

share your experiences with them, 

As you know, pricing varies for different clients, based on volume of athletes, archiving etc, and for that reason, please 

so not disclose the UNC pricing to the NFL - if asked. Thank you so much. 

Have a Merry Christmas. 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:43 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Varsity Monitor Agreement 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

Happy New Year. 

Great news about the NFL, I am excited for you to speak with them, they are looking to better 
understand how schools use the product, our quality of service etc. It’s an exciting opportunity for us, 
and I am so appreciative of you taking the time to speak with them on our behalf. 

Regarding the agreement, also great news. Anything you need from us to help make it a single-source 

agreement or other verbiage you require just let me know, we will work with you every step of the way,. 

Thanks again, on to a great 2012! 

Sam 

........ Original Nessage ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Nonitor Agreement 
From: "Amy Herma n" <.#}5.g~.!).#.#..@..ND.g~.~.#.,..#.[}.~.,.~.#.#.> 

Date: Tue, January 03, 20:[2 7:30 am 
To: <.~#..[33.@X#..[:~j.~X[~.#.[].!.:~;.#.!::,.£~.(D. > 

Sam, 

Happy New Year! 

Couple of things... 
T have a call at :[p today with the folks from the NFL. Just thought I would let you know. 

Also, I will be talking with our Purchasing folks this week about what we need to do to make 
the contract work. T believe it’s at a cost level that we have to either bid it out or figure out a 

way, to sole-source it, so ][ might be coming back to you to help with some verbiage in that 
regard (sole-sourcing is the ideal way, to push it through). I will also have to add some 
comments to the contract, per our legal office, so it’s my goal to make some progress on that 
this week. Just wanted you to know that now that the holidays are over, we’ll be working on it. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

> > > <Sa.ff]..@.X~..!:Sj.~..Y..!:~.~.!3.i.~.9.£~.£~.83.> 11/30/20 :[ 1 3: 28 PM > > > 
Amy 

Here is our agreement, showing the $100 through end of June, $800 a month thereafter, with 
10% prepayment discount. 

Please take your time to review, but we really look forward to continuing to offer our service to 

UNC. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 
sa.~.@.~.a.~£y.~~.~ 



Expiry Date 
Tue, 28 Feb 20:[2 :[5:34:24 -0500 

Size 
43332bytes 



Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, Janua~7 12, 2012 2:15 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Sole-Source and Contract ]:nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Will do, thanks Amy. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Thu, Jan 12, 2012 18:56:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

Sam, 

I’m working on the contract stuff... 

We’re going to have to try to go through the process of trying to sole-source this service. But, to do that, I’m going to 

need information from you regarding what makes Varsity Monitor unique (compared to the other companies that 

monitor social media). 

I’m hopeful that you have a document that identifies these things, since I’m doubting this is the first time this has been 

brought up by a state institution! If so, and you could send it to me on Varsity Monitor letterhead, I would greatly 

appreciate it. 

Also, I’ve asked our legal counsel’s office to work up the contract in a "track changes" format so that you can see the 

parts that we’re going to have to have changed, per institutional policy and state law. I hope none of it is too much of a 

sticking point, but most of the legal jargon is so far above my head that it’s hard for me to know what’s a big deal and 

what’s not! So when I get that back from them, I’ll forward it on to you. 

Thanks for your help and your patience! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7859 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, Janua~7 12, 2012 9:41 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Sole-Source and Contract ][nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Excellent. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: sam @varsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 02:::[7:39 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: RE: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

Sam, 

I think this is perfect. Thank you so much. I’ll let you know if our Purchasing Office thinks we need anything else on 

this... 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> ::[/12/2012 3:57 PM >>> 

Amy 

We certainly want to get this right, can you review the attached and let me know if it is sufficient. If not, we will rework 

it, as we all want to ensure this is a sole-source. 

Thank you so much. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sole-Source and Contract Info 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, January 12, 2012 1:~:56 am 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

Sam, 

I’m working on the contract stuff... 

We’re going to have to try to go through the process of trying to sole-source this service. But, to do that, I’m going to 

need information from you regarding what makes Varsity Monitor unique (compared to the other companies that 

monitor social media). 



I’m hopeful that you have a document that identifies these things, since I’m doubting this is the first time this has been 

brought up by a state institution! If so, and you could send it to me on Varsity Monitor letterhead, I would greatly 

appreciate it. 

Also, I’ve asked our legal counsel’s office to work up the contract in a "track changes" format so that you can see the 

parts that we’re going to have to have changed, per institutional policy and state law. I hope none of it is too much of a 

sticking point, but most of the legal jargon is so far above my head that it’s hard for me to know what’s a big deal and 

what’s not! So when I get that back from them, I’ll forward it on to you. 

Thanks for your help and your patience! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 95620bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 

VarsityMonitor Unique Offeringopdf ( 
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Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, January 20, 2012 10:25 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Fw: Varsity Monitor ~[nfo 

TEXT.htm 

Will do. Thanks! 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor.com> 1/20/2012 9:44 AM >>> 

Great - and thanks for the help. We are making some changes to try to ensure this never happens again. 

That said, we were in the process of cleaning it out - if you could return the most recent friend file - which we will send 

over - and just identify anyone who is no longer on the roster, that will enable us to clean it out on your behalf quite 

easily. 

Thanks again, have a great weekend. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Fw: Varsity Monitor Info 

From: "Amy Herman" <~(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, January 20, 2012 7:41 am 

To: <sam~monitor.com> 

Sam, 

See below. Looks like our academic staff was successful! 

Given the potential that we might have to do this again someday, it might be a good idea for us to clean up the list a bit 

and get rid of "friends" that are no longer s-a’s. Not sure the best way to do so, but we’ll figure out a way. Can you send 

me the latest list of the friends? 

Thanks! 

Amy 

>>> Susan Maloy 1/20/2012 9:34:55 AM >>> 

Looks like we’ve done it. We had to skip two. Some of the pictures are impossible. Fun little exercise! HA! 

At what point are we de-friending students who have exhausted eligibility? 

Susan 

>>> Amy Herman 1/19/2012 2:33 PM >>> 



>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> ::[/~L8/2012 8:49 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Facebook, as part of their standard security checks, is requiring me to identify "friends" of mine on the 

..~)....N....~.~..¢~.~...a...~..?...!..t.~..~]..~...[).!.t....~..£:..c.....~..[~]. facebook page. This is something I am not readily able to do on my own. 

We can do this together via screen share when you are back in the office, or if you wanted you could 

Login to facebook with 

unc~bvarsitymonitoRcom pw: 

It will take you through a standard security check of identifying athletes. Once that is done, I will have unrestricted 

access. 

I apologize for this, but facebook is unpredictable and clearly the account has come under scrutiny. I appreciate your 

help. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam d~/arsitym onitor.com 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 7:21 PM 

Amy Herman 
Varsity Monitor - Accounts 

TEXT.htm 



IThis email is not out of order, It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

To address some recent changes to the Facebook TOS and to enhance our monitoring solution, we are 
changing the way we connect to users facebook accounts. We have also enhanced how we review the 
public FIS information for potential violations. 

If you can, please send over a roster list with FB UP, Ls so we can run some testing and get prepared to 
launch the advanced solution. If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 9:49 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, that would be great. Thanks so much. Sorry I didn’t give you a heads up about it. This is the first I’ve heard of the 

ban,,. 

Amy 

Do you need us to monitor if is still tweeting? 

Let me know so we can adjust our reporting accordingly. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, January 30, 2012 9:44 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Invoice 

TEXT.htm 



[Tl~is email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message,] 

No problem. At least they make it easy for you. 

;) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Invoice 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Mon, January 30, 2012 7:42 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor,com > 

Sam~ 

Making progress on the purchasing side, but still working with legal on the contract wording,,, 
In the meantime, can you send me an invoice for the $100 from now to end of fiscal year? 
Have to have that to start the purchase req, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919,962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@lmcaa4mc,edls 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, January 30, 2012 9:59 AM 

Amy Herman 
invoice - Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 
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Varsity Monitor, LLC 
15 Essex Road 
Essex Fells, NJ 07021 

Contact: 
Sam Carnahan 
973-464-9574 
sam@varsitymonitor.com 

 NVO CE 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
UNC Athletic Department 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Invoice # 00060001 

nvoice Date 01/30/2012 

Due Date 02/10/2012 

Self/ice Payment of Social Media Monitoring Services through June 100.00 1,00 100.00 

30, 2012 as per agreement 

NOTES: Full payment of services through June 30, 2012. 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:48 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Roster List 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

No problem, thanks Amy. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Roster List 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~}~£!3.~..~.@..~.!3.£~.~..~.#..0.g.~.~.£1.~ > 
Date: Mon, January 30, 2012 8:39 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor,com > 

Thanks for the explanation, Sam. [ didn’t mean to sound so negative - I’m sure we aren’t 
giving you all "happy thoughts" lately with our S-L-O-W process of getting the contract moving 
along, either... 

Again, I appreciate you taking the time to explain "how this works", if you all think it’s the 
best step for your business, I trust you! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
91 g,g62,6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~ncaa,m~c,e&~ 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 1!30!2012 10:28 AM >>> 
Amy, 

No reason to have unhappy thoughts - a few comments. 

UDiligence - has a poor reputation due to its technology and service. First, it doesn’t own its 
technology so its unable to customize it to the needs of its clients, they way VM does. 
Secondly, they don’t filler the content, so you will get endless alerts of irrelevant content - 
something our review process avoids - so while technically yes there is a connected FB app, the 
service and solution is nothing like any other competitor - most specifically Udiligence. 

Regarding the app, its just like friending someone - in terms of process, but adds a layer of 

protection. Social media and social media law/Terms of Use are ever changing with no real 
definition - but one thing that is certain is the use of an APP not only helps determine 
permission while giving us unprecedented access to the SA accounts, but also gives the SA a 
better sense of privacy. Your SA are comfortable with VM, so ]: do not feel the app will have 
any issues. 

As for getting the work re-done, we know the students social media pages, they know the 
Universities stance on VM, and they have all complied previously. ][ won’t BS you and say it will 



be simple, but I am certain we can work together to make it quicker and easier than the past. 

We respect working with UNC and hope our honesty and upfront nature regarding this topic & 
necessary changes are appreciated. We certainly wish we did not have to change our initial 
methods, but its for the benefit of enhanced monitoring, increased SA privacy, and University 
protection. 

Let me know if you have further questions. 

Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Message 
Subject: RE: Roster List 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, ]anuaQl 30, 2012 8:09 am 

To: <~monitor.com> 

AIright. ]is that the method used by UDiligence? :[ haveWt heard the best reports 

about it, though :[ don’t know the details on how it works. 

What does it involve the student-athletes doing upfront? As you know, it was quite a 
process getting them all to "add" you as a friend, so the thought of going through that 

process again with a different task doesn’t give me happy thoughts this morning! 

Amy 

>>> <$.~..~!I).Y.~.!$J.~.Y.mQ.DJ.~.Q.D.~.~..03.> 1/30/2012 10"03 AM >>> 
Yes, we still have that information - but for everyone’s protection and best practices - 
we are moving away from friending and into the new best practice of connecting our 

app to the social media accounts. Enables us to clearly articulate what we are doing 
and get express permissions from the athletes° 

:[ will work on the roster list and get any missing information added to it, so you have a 
complete list. 

Thanks Amy 

Sam Carnahan 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Roster List 
Fro m: ~’ Amy He rma W’ < ~j~.~.b~.e.@.~.~:!~.~.~.~..~!.D..~..~.~.~J. > 
Date: Mort, January 30, 2012 8:00 am 
To: < $.~.D3.~]~.~.~.%iJ;.Y.D3.9.DJ.~.[I~.~.~.D3 > 

Sam, 

I’m attaching our most recent roster list. You’ll see that the Change in Status 
column lists the dates that certain student-athletes left the team. 

Those coded as G or W no longer need to be tracked. However, those as C, 
D, E, or Q might still be enrolled, and maybe receiving aid, so ~ think it’s a 
good idea to keep them on your list. 



Does your new process no longer involve them "friending" your page? ]:t 
doesn’t appear as though your page exists any longer? There are some for 
whom we don’t have their FB codes entered in the spreadsheet (e.g., 

), b/c we saw on your Varsi Non page as friends, so we didn’t go in and 
enter their codes. :[ hope you still have access to that info? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
9] 9,962~6002 (fax) 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 11:02 AM 

sam @varskymonitorocom 

Re: University of North Carolina Daily Social Media Report 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png; IMAGE.gif; [MAGE.jpeg; [MAGE.gif_I; :[MAGEgif_2 

Ha! Miracles DO happen... 

This will make you happy. 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor.com 

(htt ~2.com t ~ ~ iu dli /I" ) 

Social Media Report 

January 31, 2012 

No Questionable Social Media Content 

© 2011 Varsity Monitor - The Social Media Monitoring Solution Built to Exceed NCAA Guidelines. All Rights Reserved. 

Unsubscribe by clicking here ( ..b..t....t.‘~...:..//...v..:*~..r.~it.‘.y..~..?.!3i.t.‘2..<:.~.L?....a...t...?.Z~.~.~.~!L.s~1~.d.~i~:!L.~2~.~i!.!~.!~.d. ). To view this email in your web 

browser, click here(htt :iivarsit monitor.createsend2.com t r e iu dli I/ ). 

(htt~~om t r i iu dli l i ) 



[This e~nail is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Amy 

This will make you happy. 

Sam Carnahan 
sam@varsitymor~itor,com 

Social Media Report 

January 31, 2012 

No Questionable Social Media Content 

~,~:) 2011 Varsity Monitor - The Social Media Monitoring Solution Built to Exceed NCAA 

Guidelines, All Rights Reserved, 

Unsubscribe by ~]J~k![).g..b.#.[~4, -[o view this email in your web browser, 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Sunday, February 05, 2012 9:26 PM 

sam@varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Sam, 

I’ve got a call tomorrow afternoon at lp with our legal counsel to go over some edits to the contract that they are 

suggesting° I hope to be able to get a marked up version to you by Tuesday. Once we get the contract part figured out, I 

plan to take it to our AD one last time to make sure he’s ready to take the step forward (and essentially sign on for at 

least a year). I’m hoping we hear back from the NCAA soon, which might play a factor in his ultimately decision, as wello 

Can we wait to talk until after I get the contract back to you? I don’t think I could share much of anything of value 

before that time. 

Amy 

>>> <.?..~...m....~...v..~..r.~.!..t:y..!~...o..!~.!..t:~..r..~.~.9..~.~.> 2/3/20:[2 3:47 PM >>> 

Amy 

How are you? Can we schedule some time next week to discuss how we are moving forward with FB monitoring? 

I know you screen calls, Iol, so please let me know what day/times are open for you. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam@varsitymonitor.com 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, Februa~7 06, 2012 2:56 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Contract 
TEXT.htm 

Thought I’d give you an update. Our legal counsel hopes to get some edited text back to me by tomorrow afternoon. At 

that point, we have to send it to Purchasing to review to make sure we’ve covered all of the institutional issues before 

sending it back to you for comment. I would hope that wouldn’t take long, so my goal is to get you the marked-up 

contract by the end of this week... 

Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, Februa~7 06, 2012 3:54 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

W9 
TEXT.htm 

Sam, 

We need a copy of your W9 to get you in our system for payment. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Monday, FebruaPy 13, 2012 11:06 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Contract Edits 

TEXT.htm; Marked Up VM Contract.docx 

Well, I still haven’t heard back from our Purchasing Office regarding if there are any additional edits to be made to the 

contract (besides the ones required by our University Counsel). So I’m going to go ahead and send it to you for your 

review, with the understanding that if Purchasing ever responds, there might be other changes that need to be made. 

But I’m guessing the lion’s share of the edits are included in the attached from our lawyers. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I’m sure you will, and I’m sure I’ll have to forward them on to legal 

counsel for an explanation! But I’m hopeful we can work through this fairly quickly (I know you are, too). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962o7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~~uncaa.unc.edu 



VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

TIIIS SERVICES AGREEN,~NT, mid any addendum attached hereto, (retOrted to 
collectively hereinafter as the ’~Agreement"), effective [Month] [Day], 20.__ (hereinafter the 
"Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware limited 
liability compaw, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York, 

New Yo~k 10016~ and [. .] (hereinafter "Client"), having a place of 
bt~siness at , sets forth the terms and conditions of Varsity 
Monitor’s provision of Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

SERVICES. 
Varsity Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive services 

in support of Client’s N(;A,,’:~----<-~;,1-i~,~t-i~-~:!~[~ to oversee and monitor student:----athletes, 

including ~ ~,~ :: ".., : social media activities 
(collectively refc~ed to hereinafter as the ~"Services:"’ 

1.1    S~eial Media Acc~unt M~mit~rNg, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of [:2.]i~:!l~.~..S~[~].g:!?~[f-~[ee4--::Ath~etes" social media accounts, using both a~tomated and 
manual tools to identit~v "~’x ¯ / :: ~ontent that may require 

Client’s attention in accordance with NCAA regulations 
~ Suspicious Content’). Suspicious Coment shall be def~ined in consultation with Cliem and 
accordance with its policies. 

1.2    Br~ad S~cial Web M~nito~ng, which involves monitoring the x~rldwide web, 
including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, 
Cliem’s S~l~ject Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or provide perspective on 
NCAA compliance issues~ 

1.3    Preempt Rep~rting ~f Suspich~us C~nte~t, with such alerts and/or repots 
provided to Client’s Authorized Persormel in a time and manner to u~-~ich the parties shall 
reasonably agree. 

1.5    A DesignNed Account Represe~tati~e and!or other contact persons shall be 
assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely notification, 
response and follow-up to Reports and Clien~ issues. 

1.6    Ad~litional Se~ices, aNich may include additional Best Practices training(.s) 
and/or consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of social media policies, 
may be agreed to IYom time ~o ~ime by the parties at an additional the. Varsity Monitor also may 
develop s~xpplemental or complementary se~ices, distinct from normal updates and revisions to 
the Services above~ which may be off, red to Client. Any additional se~ices shall be sutliect to 
an Addendum to be attached to this Agreement, and fhe general te~ns and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be inco~orated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT. 
2.1    Identificathm ~f ;~Igjea~--Si-~de~Ath|etes. Client shall timely provide Varsity 

Monitor with a list of S~[:{}ee:t---.~.!~.!~9.~f!::.,.v-\thletes to be monitored with the Se,~ices, and shall 
regularly update Ne list as agreed by the parties ~~hereinafter referred to as 
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~"Student: Athletes")~ Varsity Monitor shall have no obligation to perform Services relating to 
individuals not designated by Client. 

2.2    Authori~.ed Users. Client shall identit~~ m writing to Varsib~ Monitor those 
specific administrators and coaches authorized to access the Services and receive reports and 
alerts regarding S~k-li~et---~f~.g2l~.z::!kthletes. Client further wa~ants and represents that it shall 

take all necessa~ steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel shall use only the unique 
user name and password assigned to ~?:~.r.~?:,:~,~t!:~ and that Client and its Amhorized Perso~mel 

shall safeguard and protect the user names and passwords fiom disclosure to or use by others~ 
Client shall promp@ notify Varsity Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user 
names and/or passwords is being utilized by anyone other than the individual to whom they were 
assigned. Client acknowledges that it shall be responsible fbr ensuring that all its Authorized 
Personnel abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Services. 
Any act or omission of a~~ such Amhorized Personnel, relating to use of the Se~ice or access to 
the Varsi~- Monitor ~ ebt age, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of Client %r am~ and all 
purposes (including, without linvtation, if st~ch act or orNssion gives rise to a breach or default 
trader this Agreement). 

2.3    Unauthorized Use. Except for the I,icensed Use, set fSrth in Section 5. ~ below~ 
Client may not display, copy, dowNoad, store~ reproduce~ transrnit~ distribute, resell or otherwise 
commercially exploit any part of the Services or intk~rmation obtained ~heret?om, including any 
news a~icles, data or other information accessed [?om the Se~ice, in any tbrma~ or through any 
technology or media now existing or hereafter developed. 

2.,-~ C~operati~. ~I’he Parties shall cooperate with each other ~ 
to ~-~ah~e---~a~:si-t-y---N-%~i-~:---~,~---car~v out i-~---~...~i~.~?~:~?~!2~:....duties and obligations under this 

Agreement, and acknowledges that such cooperation is essential to the perfo~nance of the 
Services~ Client further agrees that Varsity Momtor shall not be liable %r any deficiency in 
per%~ance that results [?om Clien~’s t3ilure to cooperate. 

FEES AND PAYMENTo 
3.1    Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for t~se of the 

Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Addendum 1 (hereinafter 
’ Se~,;ice Fees"). An?, fee for Additional Ser~,ices per%rmed by Varsib~ Monitor shall be in 
accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates for st~ch service(s) at the time they are 
available, and shall be set forth with aW specific temps and conditions of st~ch service in a 
subsequent Addendum. 

3.2    Payments. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1~ Clien~ shall pay in advance 
to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in the Term, no later fhan the first day of such 
month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). If any Service Fee payment for any month of the Term is 
made after the fifteenth (~ 5th) day of such month, then Clien~ agrees to pay interest at the rate of 

~ .5% per month on the unpaid balance of such invoice. 
3.3    Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 

Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the Services 
under this Agreement, or on Client"s use of the Sern~ices, then such taxes shall be billed to and 
paid by Client. This Section does not apply to taxes based on Client"s income. 

4°0 TERM, TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION. 
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Term. This Agreement shall have an initial tem~ not to exceed June 30, 2012 
commencing on the Effective Date, and ~’~-a-~:~--K~2h~...a~,~m~i~-a:~y-renew£~. tbr successive one 

4.2    Term~atio~. Either party may te~ninate this Agreement if a default by the o~er 
party under this Agreement remains uncured tbr more than thiW (30) calendar days after the 
detlaulting par~ is notified in writing of the de*Sult, including~ but not limited to, the tlailure of 
Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by Section 3.2. 
terminate thi:~ ~reernent on [0 &~vs’ prior written notice in tl-~e event that the otSer Part~Z 

~ rise to tl-~e notice of termmation and the basis .for attributin~ such conduct to the non~ 

[£2J!!K!![K!S..~!~[}(.:....If ~his Agreement is terminated [br a~)’ reason, Clien~ shall 
Varsib~ Monitor tk~r all Services rendered tMough the date of 

~ rata retired within 30 d;.v~ of the date o£ the termination aAll license(s) granted ~r 
use of the Se~ices and all Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages and related data shall 
automatically terminate t!t2on the ,:late or" ~ermination of tl~e A~reement The provisions of ./ .............................................. : ......... ,.,........,.......,.,....,.......,......,.,.....,..,..,......., ......... :.... 

Sections_? ~ ~ 3.3., 5.3, 6.0, 7.0~ 8~1.8.2., 8.3, 9.1, and’      ().~r~ ~shall survive termination of 
this Agreement. 

4.3    Suspe~siou. Varsib~ Monitor mas~ immediately suspend Services, or terminate 
this,h~eement, (and the license(s*, ,.granted and the Services provided hereunder) at am~. time if 

Client (i) makes a~%~ use of the Services or Varsity Monitor Webpages or data other than fbr the 
Licensed Use, or (ib breaches any o[" its oOaer duties and obligations hereunder, including, 

without limitation, payment of Service Fee. 

terminate this A~reernent at any tin-~e if Varsity Monitor ~ fi-~ils to ~~ monitor and 

[,~ib~I~.[~.~...f~K~(~...iIL..E~f?~fif?~L..f?~...~.~.~)~.~f~iL.~.~.;....9I~ {iii) breaches of any of its other duties and 

~].~<~av fbr Services fbr the $~eriod of tirne of the sc~spension. In the event of such 
occu~ence, tz~-s~---[~,,-t~,~r~i-t~,~i~£~l..[)gf:b;, may suspend Se~’ices wkh ~,--s~-i-t:[~e~,~,-.notice, and may 
terminate this Agreement in accordance with Section 4.2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.1    Rights in Varsi~’ M~itor Technology° The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive properb~ of Varsib~ Momtor and/or 
its third-party partners (hereinafter ~Varsity Monitor Tec~mology"’). Su[liect to Varsity Monitor’s 

right to resinate this Agreement under Section 4.2, or suspend Services under 4.3, and 
limitaions under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsib~ Monitor grants to Client a non-transt~rable, non- 
exclusive license to use fl~e Varsib~ Monitor Technolo~" and related ser~,ices solely %r uses 

reasonably related to Client’s eN-i~-a-~-i~,~s--~,~de~:-41-~e-:N~,~-Adesire to monitor activities of Student- 
Athletes (previously and hereinafter ret~rred to as ~I..icensed Use"). 

5.2    C~pyNgh~ed a~d Trademarked Material. The comems of the Varsi~ Monitor 
Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may li~ t¥om the Varsity 
Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material 
(collectively re%fred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are protected under both [ lnited States and 
foreign cowrighh trademark and other laws. All such Material is the property of Varsity 
Monitor, its business parmers, or o[her third pastes that supply such content. The compilation 
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(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is 
the exclusive property of Varsity Monitor and/or its parmers, and may be protected by [ J.S. and 
international copyright laws. Unauthorized use of m~y of 4~e Material may violate copyrigh~ 

tradcrnark~ and other laws~ 
5.3    Client shall not, at any time, asse~ any ownership rights in the Varsity Monitor~ .... ’~~~ 

TecN~oJog?,, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer 
of the software comprising or in any way making up a part of Varsity Monitor’s Tec[mology. 
Fu~them~ore, Client shall retak~ all copyright, trademmk, service-mark and other proprietary 
notices contained in the original Material on any copy made of the Material. Client may not sell 
or modi@" 4~e Material, or reprod~ce, display, publicly perfo~n, distrib~te, or othe~s, ise use the 
Material in ans, way %r any public or conm~ercial pug~ose. 

4orc.c.men~ or Client~ name 1<,oo imagoes or ~r~demarks as a -,ar~ <,f am,’ marke~ino 
f:...~ ............. ,..,....,........,...............,.....,,.......,,,........,........,..,,......,....,,....,.,................,...,...................,.,,.....,,,............’’,.,,,.,......,........,.,...........,........,.,..,....~.... ........ 

~.~.~.~:~:~]a]....{~1.5:.~i~]~?g...~:~j~.~;...~?~:.~.~:....~<~:.~:~:~?~...{~2~?~:~5~a~...sz~...:~?~....1~.~j~5~:~:~5~:.~.......~:~.~:~...g~....~ 
~ ~orma~e~: Font~ Not Bold 

6.0 THIRD PARTY MATERIALS. 
The Services include interact lirnks from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages and/or 

websites maintained by third pastes (hereinafter thc "~Third Parties"). if any such Third Parties 
prevent access to aW of the webpagel.s) to which links are provided from the Varsity Monitor 
Website, charge a fee to Varsi~.? Monitor from the links on the VarsiS~ Monitor Website, or 
otherwise restrict access to such fhird-pa~y webpages, fhen Varsity Monitor may change, add or 
discontinue any of the affected links or other features ol" the Service at any time without prior 
notice to Client. 

In addition, Client hereby ackr~owledges and agrees that such Third Pm~ies may, at their 
discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter fhe content of a webpage 
maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that because Varsity 
Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor is not responsible %r the 
availability of such external websites or resources, and does not endorse and is not responsible or 
liable for any content, advertising, pro&~cts, or other materials on or available from such 
websites (Jr resources. Client l’urther acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be 
responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, %r any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused 
b~, or in connection wifh use of or reliance on m~y st~ch content, goods or services available on or 
through any such website or resource. 

7.0 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. 
’I’}t~ b(La.TERIALS, THE SERVICES, Tt~, VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE (AND 

EACH WEBPAGF,), AND THE INTERNET WEBSITES MAINTAINED BY THIRD 
PARRIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KINJ), 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 

PURSUANT TO APPJi,ICABJi,E LAW, VARSITY MONITOR DISCLAIMS AI..I.. 
WARR ANTIES, EXPRE S S OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, B[ IT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED 
\V~ff~ff~NTIES OF b~RCILANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUfCPOSE 
.anND NON-INFRINGEMfffNT. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WAI~,ANT THAT 
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FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN TIlE SERVICES, NL~VI’ERIALS AND PRODUCTS WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED, OR 
THAT THIS SERVICE, OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE, ARF FREE OF 
VIRUSES OR OTHER HAI~X@’UL CO~,~ONEN’FS~ VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT 
WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS RbfGARDING THE USE OR THE 
RES[~.TS OF T}~ USE OF THE MATERIALS ~ THIS SERVICE OR ~ TttIRD PARTY 

SITES IN TEI~MS OF THEIR COI~CI’NESS, ACCUf~CY~ TIN~LINESS, I~LL~ILI’FY 
OR OTHERWISE~ I[~IXCXPT ~l}[tAT VARSH’Y MONITOR ACKNOWI,ED()KS 
RESPONSIBILITY TO APPROPI£~ATELY MONITOR AND PROMffI’LY PROVIDE 
REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO CLII{NT.    CLIENT ASS[~,~S ALL RISK OF ........................................................................................................................................................ 

ErrORS ~ND/OR OMISSIONS IN T}~ SERVICES, INCLUDING ’I’}~ TI~NSE,HSSION 
OR TRANSI..ATION OF INFORMATION, EXCEPT TttAT VARSITY MONITOR ..................................................................................................................................... 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS OWN NI,;GI.IGENCE OR INTENTIONAl. 
?~,I~ SRI~PRE SENT A TION. ........................................................................ 

8.0 L][MITATIONS OF ILIABILIT¥ AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1l    Limitation of Liability. VARSITY M()NITOR’S FNTIRE LIABILITY FOR 

ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAM~,GE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WttATSOEVER, 

REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEG1..IGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED 

TO DI~CT~ PROVEN DAh,~GES 1N AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS, THE ~&,IOUNT ACTLL~LY PAID BY CLIENT FOR THE SERVICES t[:~R 
~:~.~:~:...N~N:.[:.~..[...~F:..:.[:.~..[.~.~...:.~:.~.~.M..~:@:...:~.:~4~g...A~:~.[.~.~.N:.R EXCEPT AS SET FORTH 

TIIIS SECTION 8.1, ~ NO EVENT SHALL VARSITY MONITOR OR ITS AFFILIATES ()R 
VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ~NY DII~CT, INDI~CT~ PUNITIVE, INCIDENT_~, 
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY 
WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE USE Oh THE SERVICES OR WITH THE DELAY OR 
~ABII,ITY TO USE THE SERVICES~ OR FOR ANY ~ORMATION OBTA~D 
THROUGH THE SERVICES, OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF 
SERVICES, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT I..IABILITY OR 
OTHERWISE, EVYN IF VARSITY M()NTITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFYII,IATES OR 
VENDORS, HAS BEEN ADVISED OF TttE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2    ~de~i~eation. ~;;[-X~a-~--Vmsit~ Monitor shall at all times defend, inderrmif~, and 
hold harmless ~:a~:-si-t(~---M~-~ma,~]~i~!~, its oflScers, directors, affiliates, and [he successors and 
assigns of each of the %regoing (collectively~ the "Indemnified Parties") t~om and against, and 
pay m~d reimburse the indenmified Parties for, aW and all liabilities, obligations, losses, 
~mages, out of-pocke~ costs or expenses (includNg interest, penalties and reasonable aRorney’s 
fees and expense incm~ed in the investigation or defense of any of the same, or in asse~ling a 
of their respective rigNs hereunde~ arising out of or resnlting from any claim, action, suit or 
other a&ninistrative or judicial proceeding that is instituted by a third party (collectively, the 
"Third Pa~y Damages") relating ~o any alleged ac~ or omission of C~-a~:~£~i~fd...~:~!?£, its 
employees, subcontractors or agents m the per%finance of the activities contemplated hereby~ 

1 :a i-1 ~ ~: e--l:~,-~¢ ~ ~ ~-~ ~-4 e--a ~> i ~--: by--a F+--~,~~- -t:~ e--; ~-~m: a m ~ e s-~ ~ ~ :--~,¢ g 1-i t~ ~ 4-~ ~-~ s--s e ~-4 ~ ~4 h--~’~e ~ e-i ~ ~.....~]~i~.~..~fZ~.~.~ 
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8.3    Ri~t to De~?nd. if a third party asserts any claim a~ains*= 
~.~:..w.b~d.>~gi~n~...i.‘>.~s~n.‘~bi~.~.~...~.~.D.~...~]~2:~..1ig.~?~z~>.~2~1.1~.{~>.......under ~Ns--Section 8.2, 
then (a) Varsi~~ Monitor shall give Client writte~ notice promptly at~er Varsi~ Monitor has 
actual M~owledge of such claim and shall permit the Client (at Client’s expense) to assume the 
defense of any claim or any litigation resulting theret~om; provided that the t~ilure by Varsity 
Monitor to give such notice shall not relieve the Client of its m&~a-~m~-agi<:~n--obligations under 

~Section..~.:~., except to the extent that such failure results in a failure of actual notice to Client 
and~ as a result, Client is materially damaged; -~ 

any Indemnified Par~ may participate in (.but not control) such det}nse at its sole expense. 
Without Varsity Monitor’s express written consent, Client shall not, in the delkmse of any such 
claim or litigation, consent to the entU of any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides 
R~r i~junctive or other non-monetary relief aftL~cting aW----~;~n-m-i-~:i~g4~,~-~4y---)~’~.~!~}2~,;~.~2~{ 

does not include ~ ~ :~ . ~.:- ~ a release fiom all liability with respect to such 
claim or litigation to a-l-b4~’~en-~-~-i4ied:4~a~:~i~-~}(~.~!i~2~2~p~!~?~? by the claimant or plaintiff’. 

FORCE MAJEUREo 
Varsi~.; Monitor is excused fiom any failure or delay in performance of responsibilities 

otherwise required by this Agreement t~r any cause beyond its reasonable control. Such causes 

include, without limitation, tires, floods, storms, earthqwakes, civil disturbances, disruption of 
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teleconmmnications, transportation, utilities or necessary supplies~ gove~m~ental action, 
computer viruses and incompatible or del;ective equipment, software or services not supplied by 

Varsib~ Monitor. 

11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
11. ] Entire Agreement. This¯&greement,, together~ with its Addenda, constitutes the 

entire agreement between Varsi)~ Monitor and Client with respect to the suhiect nmtter hereof, 
superseding all prior agreements, proposals~ representations, con~nunications and negotiations, 
written or oral, and shall be binding upon, and l~)r the benefit of, Varsib~ Monitor and Client, and 

their respective legal represematives, successors, and assig~s~ 

11.~.8. Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, superseded or 
canceled, and none of the temps, provisions, covenants, representations, warranties or conditions 
may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by both Varsity Monitor and Client, or 
in the case of waiver, by the par~y waiving compliance. 

11.}.4- Waiver. No waiver by either parb% whether by conduct or othenvise, of any 

obligation~ breach or default under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any other 
obligation, breach or default of the same or any other nature~ 

1 l.,j:6 Assignment. Neither pa~y may, without the prior written consent of the other 
parb~, assign or transt}r this Agreement or any dub~ or obligation expressed herein, except by 
merger, reorganization~ consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of such g arty s assets. 

1 l.!(:; Ceunte~mNs. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart 
copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument 

11.!g SeveraMlity. If ~a cou~ of competent jurisdiction judges m0~ 
provision of this Agreement ~o be invalid, that judgment shall not aftk~ct ~he remainder of this 
Agreement 

11.~; SeeIio~ Headings. The section and other headings contained in this Agreement 

are for re[}rence purposes only and shall not conu-ol or affect the construction of this Agreement 
or the interpretation thereof in any respect. 

~<~lo~S~ .... ~Forma~e~: Font Not Bold 



....................................................................................................... 

............................................................ 

.................... 

IN WITNF, SS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused [his Agreement to be signed 
and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date. 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

By : 

SAMUEL CAI~NAI~La.N 
CEO 

[CLIENT] 

Name: 

Title: 
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ADDENDUM 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee of $ 100. 

For services rendered between July 1~ 2012 and June 3(~ 2013~ client agrees to pay a service fce 
of $80( per month. If, at t}~e sta~t of this service period client pays m full a 10% discount on the 
total service will be applied. 
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< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, FebruaPy 13, 2012 11:11 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Contract Edits 
TEXT.htm 



lThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to tlne previous message.] 

Ill takea look, we will get throughLhis! Thanks Amy. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Contract Edits 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~C.!:].~..~.@.~.!:].C.~.~..~.#..0.C.~.~.~..~ > 

Date: Mort, February 13, 2012 9:06 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Well, I still haven’t heard back from our Purchasing Office regarding if there are any additional 
edits to be made to the contract (besides the ones required by our University Counsel). So I’m 
going to go ahead and send it to you for your review, with the understanding that if Purchasing 

ever responds, there might be other changes that need to be made. But I’m guessing the 
lion’s share of the edits are included in the attached from our lawyers. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I’m sure you will, and I~m sure I’ll have to 
forward them on to legal counsel for an explanation! ButI’m hopeful we can work through this 
fairly quickly (I know you are, too). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 
~ schae@lmcaa,m~c,edl~ 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, FebruaPy 13, 2012 12:25 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Contract, Updated 

TEXT.htm 



IThis email is not out of order. It ~vas attached to the previous message.] 

Great news! Thanks 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Contract, Updated 
From: "Amy Herman" < 

Date: Mon, February 13, 2012 10:22 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Sam, 

Turns out I guess all I had to do was send it to you to get some response° lust got off the 
phone with Purchasing. They made a couple of minor tweaks to the contract (though you’ll 
probably be hard-pressed to even find them), so attached is the version we need you to look 
through, 

Also attached is a form that you need to complete to get into our Vendor system. It’s this 
form, plus a copy of the W-9, that we need for that process. 

Making progress! It feels nice to be officially putting this back into your hands for the next 

step! Been sitting with me for TOO LONG! 

Amy 

Associate All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scha e@~mcaaom~.coed~ 



VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

TIIIS SERVICES AGREEN,~NT, mid any addendum attached hereto, (retOrted to 
collectively hereinafter as the ’~Agreement"), effective [Month] [Day], 20.__ (hereinafter the 
"Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware limited 
liability compaw, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York, 

New Yo~k 10016~ and [. .] (hereinafter "Client"), having a place of 
bt~siness at , sets forth the terms and conditions of Varsity 
Monitor’s provision of Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

SERVICES. 
Varsity Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive services 

in support of Client’s N(;A,,’:~----<-~;,1-i~,~t-i~-~:!~[~ to oversee and monitor student:----athletes, 

including ~ ~,~ :: ".., : social media activities 
(collectively refc~ed to hereinafter as the ~"Services:"’ 

1.1    S~eial Media Acc~unt M~mit~rNg, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of [:2.]i~:!l~.~..S~[~].g:!?~[f-~[ee4--::Ath~etes" social media accounts, using both a~tomated and 
manual tools to identit~v "~’x ¯ / :: ~ontent that may require 

Client’s attention in accordance with NCAA regulations 
~ Suspicious Content’). Suspicious Coment shall be def~ined in consultation with Cliem and 
accordance with its policies. 

1.2    Br~ad S~cial Web M~nito~ng, which involves monitoring the x~rldwide web, 
including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, 
Cliem’s S~l~ject Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or provide perspective on 
NCAA compliance issues~ 

1.3    Preempt Rep~rting ~f Suspich~us C~nte~t, with such alerts and/or repots 
provided to Client’s Authorized Persormel in a time and manner to u~-~ich the parties shall 
reasonably agree. 

1.5    A DesignNed Account Represe~tati~e and!or other contact persons shall be 
assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely notification, 
response and follow-up to Reports and Clien~ issues. 

1.6    Ad~litional Se~ices, aNich may include additional Best Practices training(.s) 
and/or consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of social media policies, 
may be agreed to IYom time ~o ~ime by the parties at an additional the. Varsity Monitor also may 
develop s~xpplemental or complementary se~ices, distinct from normal updates and revisions to 
the Services above~ which may be off, red to Client. Any additional se~ices shall be sutliect to 
an Addendum to be attached to this Agreement, and fhe general te~ns and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be inco~orated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT. 
2.1    Identificathm ~f ;~Igjea~--Si-~de~Ath|etes. Client shall timely provide Varsity 

Monitor with a list of S~[:{}ee:t---.~.!~.!~9.~f!::.,.v-\thletes to be monitored with the Se,~ices, and shall 
regularly update the list as ageed by fhe parties ~:~,~~ .’.. - w 
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!:!Smden~ A4[~L~a:s!:!)~ Varsity Monitor shall have no obligation to perform Services relating to 
individuals not designated by Client. 

2.2    Authorized Users. Client shall identit~~ m writing to Varsi~ Monitor those 
specific administrators and coaches authorized to access the Services and receive reports and 
alerts regarding g~k-~i~t---~.~2~.z::!kthletes. Client further wa~ants and represents that it shall 

take all necessa~; steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel shall use only the unique 
user name and password assigned to ~?J.~.~?[~:~tL and that Client and its Amhorized Perso~mel 

shall safeguard and protect the user names and passwords fiom disclosure to or use by others~ 
Client shall promp@ notify Varsity Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user 
names and/or passwords is being utilized by anyone other than the individual to whom they were 
assigned. Client ach~owledges that it shall be responsible fbr ensuring that all its Authorized 
Personnel abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Services. 
Any act or omission of a~~ such Authorized Personnel, relating to use of the Se~ice or access to 
the Varsi~- Monitor ~ ebt age, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of Client %r am~ and all 
purposes (inch_~ding, without linvtation, if st~ch act or orNssion gives rise to a breach or default 
trader this Agreement). 

2.3    Unauthorized Use. Except for the I,icensed Use, set fbrth in Section 5. ~ below~ 
Client may not display, copy, dowNoad, store~ reproduce~ transrnit~ distribute, resell or otherwise 
commercially exploit any part of the Services or inR~rmation obtained theret?om, including any 
news a~icles, data or other inR~rmation accessed [}om the Se~ice, in any tbrmat or through any 
technology or media ~ow existing or hereaRer developed. 

2.,-1~g Cooperati~. ~I’he Parties shall cooperate with each other ~ 
to e-,}ah~e---g~a~:si-t-y----N-%,}i-~,~:---4,:>---carEv out i-~---~...~i{~.~?~:~?!~52~:....duties and obligations under this 

Agreement, and acknowledges that such cooperation is essential to the perfo~nance of the 
Services~ Client further agrees that Varsity Momtor shall not be liable %r any deficiency in 
per%~ance that results [}om Client’s thilure to cooperate. 

3.0 FEES AND PAYMENTo 
Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for t~se of the 

Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Addendum 1 (hereinafter 
’Se~dce Fees"). An?, fee for Additional Ser~,ices per%rmed b?, Varsity Monitor shall be in 
accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates fbr st~ch service(s) at the time they are 
available, and shall be set forth with aW specific temps and conditions of st~ch service in a 
subsequent Addendum. 

3.2    Payments. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1~ Client shall pay in advance 
to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in the Term, no later fhan the first day of such 
month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). If any Service Fee payment for any month of the Term is 
made after the fifteenth (~ 5th) day of such month, then Client agrees to pay interest at the rate of 

~ .5% per month on the unpaid balance of such invoice. 
3.3    Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 

Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the Services 
under this Agreement, or on Client"s use of the Ser~ices, then such taxes shall be billed to and 
paid by Client. This Section does not apply to taxes based on Client’s income. 

4.0 TERM, TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION. 
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Term. This Agreement shall have an initial tem~ not to exceed June 30, 2012 
commencing on the Effective Date, and ~’~-a-~:~--K~2h~...a~,~m~i~-a:~y-renew£~. tbr successive one 

4.2    Term~atio~. Either party may te~ninate this Agreement if a default by the o~er 
party under this Agreement remains uncured tbr more than thiW (30) calendar days after the 
detlaulting par~ is notified in writing of the de*Sult, including~ but not limited to, the tlailure of 
Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by Section 3.2. 
terminate thi:~ ~reernent on [0 &~vs’ prior written notice in tl-~e event that the otSer Part~Z 

~ rise to tl-~e notice of termmation and the basis .for attributin~ such conduct to the non~ 

[£2J!!K!![K!S..~!~[}(.:....If ~his Agreement is terminated [br a~)’ reason, Clien~ shall 
Varsib~ Monitor tk~r all Services rendered tMough the date of 

~ rata retired within 30 d;.v~ of the date o£ the termination aAll license(s) granted ~r 
use of the Se~ices and all Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages and related data shall 
automatically terminate t!t2on the ,:late or" ~ermination of tl~e A~reement The provisions of ./ .............................................. : ......... ,.,........,.......,.,....,.......,......,.,.....,..,..,......., ......... :.... 

Sections_? ~ ~ 3.3., 5.3, 6.0, 7.0~ 8~1.8.2., 8.3, 9.1, and’      ().~r~ ~shall survive termination of 
this Agreement. 

4.3    Suspe~siou. Varsib~ Monitor mas~ immediately suspend Services, or terminate 
this,h~eement, (and the license(s*, ,.granted and the Services provided hereunder) at am~. time if 

Client (i) makes a~%~ use of the Services or Varsity Monitor Webpages or data other than fbr the 
Licensed Use, or (ib breaches any o[" its oOaer duties and obligations hereunder, including, 

without limitation, payment of Service Fee. 

terminate this A~reernent at any tin-~e if Varsity Monitor ~ fi-~ils to ~~ monitor and 

[,~ib~I~.[~.~...f~K~(~...iIL..E~f?~fif?~L..f?~...~.~.~)~.~f~iL.~.~.;....9I~ {iii) breaches of any of its other duties and 

~].~<~av fbr Services fbr the $~eriod of tirne of the sc~spension. In the event of such 
occu~ence, tz~-s~---[~,,-t~,~r~i-t~,~i~£~l..[)gf:b;, may suspend Se~’ices wkh ~,--s~-i-t:[~e~,~,-.notice, and may 
terminate this Agreement in accordance with Section 4.2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.1    Rights in Varsi~’ M~itor Technology° The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive properb~ of Varsib~ Momtor and/or 
its third-party partners (hereinafter ~Varsity Monitor Tec~mology"’). Su[liect to Varsity Monitor’s 

right to resinate this Agreement under Section 4.2, or suspend Services under 4.3, and 
limitaions under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsib~ Monitor grants to Client a non-transt~rable, non- 
exclusive license to use fl~e Varsib~ Monitor Technolo~" and related ser~,ices solely %r uses 

reasonably related to Client’s eN-i~-a-~-i~,~s--~,~de~:-41-~e-:N~,~-Adesire to monitor activities of Student- 
Athletes (previously and hereinafter ret~rred to as ~I..icensed Use"). 

5.2    C~pyNgh~ed a~d Trademarked Material. The comems of the Varsi~ Monitor 
Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may li~ t¥om the Varsity 
Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material 
(collectively re%fred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are protected under both [ lnited States and 
foreign cowrighh trademark and other laws. All such Material is the property of Varsity 
Monitor, its business parmers, or o[her third pastes that supply such content. The compilation 
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(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is 
the exclusive property of Varsity Monitor and/or its parmers, and may be protected by [ J.S. and 
international copyright laws. Unauthorized use of m~y of 4~e Material may violate copyrigh~ 

tradcrnark~ and other laws~ 
5.3    Client shall not, at any time, asse~ any ownership rights in the Varsity Monitor~ .... ’~~~ 

TecN~oJog?,, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer 
of the software comprising or in any way making up a part of Varsity Monitor’s Tec[mology. 
Fu~them~ore, Client shall retak~ all copyright, trademmk, service-mark and other proprietary 
notices contained in the original Material on any copy made of the Material. Client may not sell 
or modi@" 4~e Material, or reprod~ce, display, publicly perfo~n, distrib~te, or othe~s, ise use the 
Material in ans, way %r any public or conm~ercial pug~ose. 

4orc.c.men~ or Client~ name 1<,oo imagoes or ~r~demarks as a -,ar~ <,f am,’ marke~ino 
f:...~ ............. ,..,....,........,...............,.....,,.......,,,........,........,..,,......,....,,....,.,................,...,...................,.,,.....,,,............’’,.,,,.,......,........,.,...........,........,.,..,....~.... ........ 

~.~.~.~:~:~]a]....{~1.5:.~i~]~?g...~:~j~.~;...~?~:.~.~:....~<~:.~:~:~?~...{~2~?~:~5~a~...sz~...:~?~....1~.~j~5~:~:~5~:.~.......~:~.~:~...g~....~ 
~ ~orma~e~: Font~ Not Bold 

6.0 THIRD PARTY MATERIALS. 
The Services include interact lirnks from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages and/or 

websites maintained by third pastes (hereinafter thc "~Third Parties"). if any such Third Parties 
prevent access to aW of the webpagel.s) to which links are provided from the Varsity Monitor 
Website, charge a fee to Varsi~.? Monitor from the links on the VarsiS~ Monitor Website, or 
otherwise restrict access to such fhird-pa~y webpages, fhen Varsity Monitor may change, add or 
discontinue any of the affected links or other features ol" the Service at any time without prior 
notice to Client. 

In addition, Client hereby ackr~owledges and agrees that such Third Pm~ies may, at their 
discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter fhe content of a webpage 
maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that because Varsity 
Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor is not responsible %r the 
availability of such external websites or resources, and does not endorse and is not responsible or 
liable for any content, advertising, pro&~cts, or other materials on or available from such 
websites (Jr resources. Client l’urther acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be 
responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, %r any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused 
b~, or in connection wifh use of or reliance on m~y st~ch content, goods or services available on or 
through any such website or resource. 

7.0 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. 
’I’}t~ b(La.TERIALS, THE SERVICES, Tt~, VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE (AND 

EACH WEBPAGF,), AND THE INTERNET WEBSITES MAINTAINED BY THIRD 
PARRIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KINJ), 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 

PURSUANT TO APPJi,ICABJi,E LAW, VARSITY MONITOR DISCLAIMS AI..I.. 
WARR ANTIES, EXPRE S S OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, B[ IT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED 
\V~ff~ff~NTIES OF b~RCILANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUfCPOSE 
.anND NON-INFRINGEMfffNT. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WAI~,ANT THAT 
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FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN TIlE SERVICES, NL~VI’ERIALS AND PRODUCTS WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED, OR 
THAT THIS SERVICE, OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE, ARF FREE OF 
VIRUSES OR OTHER HAI~X@’UL CO~,~ONEN’FS~ VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT 
WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS RbfGARDING THE USE OR THE 
RES[~.TS OF T}~ USE OF THE MATERIALS ~ THIS SERVICE OR ~ TttIRD PARTY 

SITES IN TEI~MS OF THEIR COI~CI’NESS, ACCUf~CY~ TIN~LINESS, I~LL~ILI’FY 
OR OTHERWISE~ I[~IXCXPT ~l}[tAT VARSH’Y MONITOR ACKNOWI,ED()KS 
RESPONSIBILITY TO APPROPI£~ATELY MONITOR AND PROMffI’LY PROVIDE 
REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO CLII{NT.    CLIENT ASS[~,~S ALL RISK OF ........................................................................................................................................................ 

ErrORS ~ND/OR OMISSIONS IN T}~ SERVICES, INCLUDING ’I’}~ TI~NSE,HSSION 
OR TRANSI..ATION OF INFORMATION, EXCEPT TttAT VARSITY MONITOR ..................................................................................................................................... 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS OWN NI,;GI.IGENCE OR INTENTIONAl. 
?~,I~ SRI~PRE SENT A TION. ........................................................................ 

8.0 L][MITATIONS OF ILIABILIT¥ AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1l    Limitation of Liability. VARSITY M()NITOR’S FNTIRE LIABILITY FOR 

ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAM~,GE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WttATSOEVER, 

REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEG1..IGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED 

TO DI~CT~ PROVEN DAh,~GES 1N AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS, THE ~&,IOUNT ACTLL~LY PAID BY CLIENT FOR THE SERVICES t[:~R 
~:~.~:~:...N~N:.[:.~..[...~F:..:.[:.~..[.~.~...:.~:.~.~.M..~:@:...:~.:~4~g...A~:~.[.~.~.N:.R EXCEPT AS SET FORTH 

TIIIS SECTION 8.1, ~ NO EVENT SHALL VARSITY MONITOR OR ITS AFFILIATES ()R 
VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ~NY DII~CT, INDI~CT~ PUNITIVE, INCIDENT_~, 
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY 
WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE USE Oh THE SERVICES OR WITH THE DELAY OR 
~ABII,ITY TO USE THE SERVICES~ OR FOR ANY ~ORMATION OBTA~D 
THROUGH THE SERVICES, OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF 
SERVICES, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT I..IABILITY OR 
OTHERWISE, EVYN IF VARSITY M()NTITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFYII,IATES OR 
VENDORS, HAS BEEN ADVISED OF TttE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2    ~de~i~eation. ~;;[-X~a-~--Vmsit~ Monitor shall at all times defend, inderrmif~, and 
hold harmless ~:a~:-si-t(~---M~-~ma,~]~i~!~, its oflScers, directors, affiliates, and [he successors and 
assigns of each of the %regoing (collectively~ the "Indemnified Parties") t~om and against, and 
pay m~d reimburse the indenmified Parties for, aW and all liabilities, obligations, losses, 
~mages, out of-pocke~ costs or expenses (includNg interest, penalties and reasonable aRorney’s 
fees and expense incm~ed in the investigation or defense of any of the same, or in asse~ling a 
of their respective rigNs hereunde~ arising out of or resnlting from any claim, action, suit or 
other a&ninistrative or judicial proceeding that is instituted by a third party (collectively, the 
"Third Pa~y Damages") relating ~o any alleged ac~ or omission of C~-a~:~£~i~fd...~:~!?£, its 
employees, subcontractors or agents m the per%finance of the activities contemplated hereby~ 

1 :a i-1 ~ ~: e--l:~,-~¢ ~ ~ ~-~ ~-4 e--a ~> i ~--: by--a F+--~,~~- -t:~ e--; ~-~m: a m ~ e s-~ ~ ~ :--~,¢ g 1-i t~ ~ 4-~ ~-~ s--s e ~-4 ~ ~4 h--~’~e ~ e-i ~ ~.....~]~i~.~..~fZ~.~.~ 
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8.3    Ri~t to De~?nd. if a third party asserts any claim a~ains*= 
~.~:..w.b~d.>~gi~n~...i.‘>.~s~n.‘~bi~.~.~...~.~.D.~...~]~2:~..1ig.~?~z~>.~2~1.1~.{~>.......under ~Ns--Section 8.2, 
then (a) Varsi~~ Monitor shall give Client writte~ notice promptly at~er Varsi~ Monitor has 
actual M~owledge of such claim and shall permit the Client (at Client’s expense) to assume the 
defense of any claim or any litigation resulting theret~om; provided that the t~ilure by Varsity 
Monitor to give such notice shall not relieve the Client of its m&~a-~m~-agi<:~n--obligations under 

~Section..~.:~., except to the extent that such failure results in a failure of actual notice to Client 
and~ as a result, Client is materially damaged; -~ 

any Indemnified Par~ may participate in (.but not control) such det}nse at its sole expense. 
Without Varsity Monitor’s express written consent, Client shall not, in the delkmse of any such 
claim or litigation, consent to the entU of any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides 
R~r i~junctive or other non-monetary relief aftL~cting aW----~;~n-m-i-~:i~g4~,~-~4y---)~’~.~!~}2~,;~.~2~{ 

does not include ~ ~ :~ . ~.:- ~ a release fiom all liability with respect to such 
claim or litigation to a-l-b4~’~en-~-~-i4ied:4~a~:~i~-~}(~.~!i~2~2~p~!~?~? by the claimant or plaintiff’. 

FORCE MAJEUREo 
Varsi~.; Monitor is excused fiom any failure or delay in performance of responsibilities 

otherwise required by this Agreement t~r any cause beyond its reasonable control. Such causes 

include, without limitation, tires, floods, storms, earthqwakes, civil disturbances, disruption of 
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teleconmmnications, transportation, utilities or necessary supplies~ gove~m~ental action, 
computer viruses and incompatible or del;ective equipment, software or services not supplied by 

Varsib~ Monitor. 

11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
11.1 Entire Agreement. This¯/’~greement,, together with its 

!?:~t~;..}~!~t?:~t~!:.~.,’/~:..!i[?:~;..~;~.]~.~:~?:!:, constitutes the entire agreement between Varsity Monitor and Client 
with respect to the subject matter hereo[ superseding all prior agreements, proposals~ 
representations, communications and negotiations, written or oral, and shall be binding upon, and 
for the benefit of, Varsi~" Monitor and ClienL and their respective legal representatives, 
successors, and assigns. 

-t-4-:-2 ......... 

11.~,~ Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, superseded or 
canceled, and none of the te~ns, provisions, co~enants, representations, wm~anties or conditions 
may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by bo~h Varsky Monitor and Client, or 
in the case of waiver, by the pard~ waiving compliance. 

11.~}.4 Wai~er. No waiver by either party, whether by condt~ct or otherwise, of any 
obligation, breach or defatdt under this Agreement shall constitme a waltzer of any other 
obligation, breach or det3ult of the same or any other nature. 

11.~. Assi~ment. Neither par~" may, without the prior written consent of the other 
pmty, assign or transfer this Agreement or any duty, or obligation expressed herein, except by 
merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale o[" all or substantially all of such par)~’s assets. 

11.:~.6 C~n~erpaNs. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counte~ml 
copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument~ 

11 .[:2g. Se~-erability. If a~-a~;g~t-~:at~,--~-~:-~..court of competen~ jurisdiction judges any 

provision of this Agreement to be im~alid~ that judgment shall not aff)ct the remainder of this 
Agreement. 

11.27. Section Headings. The section and other headings contained in ~his Agreemen~ 
are R~r retk~rence pu~oses only and shall not control or afDc~ the construction of ~his Agreemen~ 
or the inte~[pretation thereof m any respect. 

V arsit~ i[\,~oni~ol.. ] ,] ,(,~ ................................................................................................................................ ~ ~.Not[:orm~tted: Fo~t’ Not BoldBold 

ADDRE S S ................................................... 
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- l:ormatte~l: Fonb Not 8old ..................... ~,::.~:.~:~:~.~:~ ....... ( .................................... : ........................................................... ~ 

............................................................ 

IN WITNFSS \VI{EREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be signed 

and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date. 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

By: 
SAM[ YEL CARNAHAN 
CEO 

[CL][ENT] 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 
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ADDENDUM 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee of $ 100. 

For services rendered between July 1~ 2012 and June 3(~ 2013~ client agrees to pay a service fce 
of $80( per month. If, at t}~e sta~t of this service period client pays m full a 10% discount on the 
total service will be applied. 
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91 9.962.9463 
91! 9.962.62711 

VENDOR MASTER FILE RECORD DATA FORM (Updated 9.25.2009) 

IRS INFORMATION: 
In order to comply with Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations, we are required to obtain your Social Security Number 

(SSN) or Federal Tax Identification Number (TIN/EIN) to satisfy IRS Form 1099 reporting requirements. Failure to provide 

this information may subject all payments made to you to the 3t% backup withholding as required by the IRS. 

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box below. For individuals, this is your SSN. For sole proprietors you must show your 

individual name, but you may also enter your business or ’doing business as’ name. You may use either your SSN or 

For partnerships you must show the name filed first on the partnership papers. For other entities, it is your EIN. 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER EMPLOYER ID NUMBER 

1-F -I 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 

REMIT TO: ORDER FROM: SANE AS REMIT TO 

Vendor Name: Vendor Name: 

Contact Name: Contact Name: 

Address t : Address 1 : 

Address 2: Address 2: 

Phone: Fax: Phone: Fax: 

E-Mail: E-Nail: 

Website: Website: 

TYPE OF BUSINESS: 

Individual/Sole Proprietor Partnership Corporation 

HUB INFORMATION: (OWNERSHIP OF ~Jt% OR GREATER BY THE FOLLOWING) 

Minority Women Disabled 

S~ZE OF BUS~NESS: 

Small ( < 500 employees) Large ( > 500 employees) 

Other 

NiA 

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT INFORMATION: (THIS IS THE METHOD OF PAYMENT PREFERRED BY THE 
UNIVERSITY) *When submitting completed form, please attach an imaged voided check. 

Bank Name: 

Routing #: Account #: 

Email for ACH remit advice: 

I CERTIFY THAT (1) I AM DULY AUTHORIZED TO COMPLETE THIS FORM; (2) THE LEGAL ORGANIZATION AND 
TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER SHOWN ON THIS FORM ARE CORRECT, AND (3) I AM NOT SUBJECT TO 
BACKUP WITHHOLDING. AN ORIGINAL SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED BY THE IRS. 

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:19 PM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Agreemeent 
TEXT.htm 

Great news, I appreciate you taking the time to talk with them...have a good night! 

Feel free to share my contact info. 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sam Carnahan <sam@varsib/monitor.com> 

Sent: Thu, Feb 16, 2012 03:13:00 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Agreemeent 

Just that they want to know how our experience has been. They just sent an email asking if we could talk. 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 2/15/2012 10:05 PM >>> 
Thanks, what did Auburn say, if you don’t mind... 

Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~gt~ncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sam Carnahan <sam~monitor.com> 

Sent: Thu, Feb :16, 20:12 0:1:59:45 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Agreemeent 

That’s awesome! I also got an email from Auburn today asking me to call them to discuss. I will do that tomorrow... 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <.?.....*~...m...~!~...v..~..r..‘.s.!..t...y..[]~..?..~.~!.!..t.‘#2..r.:..c.~.2...m...> 2/15/2012 8:52 PM >>> 

Sure can, I will also reply with more detail on education options tomorrow 

Thanks Amy...also we got the nfl, thank you very much! 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <~uncaa.t~nc.ed~> 

To: samd#varsit monitor.corn 

Sent: Thu, Feb 16, 2012 01:47:59 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Agreemeent 



Are both of these products that are done on an individual% own time? 

Sounds like the s-a one is for sure, but what about the administrator one? 
I would love to take a look at them if it’s something I can preview. WeYe always looking for ways to educate, so 

exciting to have these options! 

don’t think we can finish the contract up until we get that form I sent you and the W-9, Can you forward those to me? 

Amy 

>>> <sam~monitor.com> 2/14/2012 2:31 PM >>> 

Amy, the contract length sounds good - I figured that was the case, just wanted to confirm. 

As for education, I welcome your feedback. We have 2 products related to education 

1. is a webinar with your key administrators etc to give them the takeaways needed to discuss with the student athletes 

- essentially an hour long do!don’t list that they can use as sound bites when talking with their players. 

2. The second is coming soon with the launch of VarsityMonitorUniversity.com 

- it is an online course on social media best practices etc designed for athletes - its about 1.5 long, they take the course, 

take a test, and we provide you with attendance etc records. Its an easy and free (for monitoring clients) way to educate 

students on social media and am curious if you think that may be of interest for your SAs. 

Again, both services are free with a monitoring agreement, and look forward to your comments. 

As for the agreement, we are ready to sign once its final. No changes. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Agreemeent 

From: "Amy Herman" <~schae(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, February 14, 2012 11:18 am 

To: <sam ~¢~varsitymonitor.com> 

Sorry for not being clear with that comment. I was talking about Section 1.4, where it talked about you providing I web- 

based training at our location for our s-a’s, coaches, and other personnel regarding social media best practices. I hadn’t 

remembered you mentioning an education session, so I was just wondering what it consisted of. That’s it! 

And, about the length of the contract, barring any service issues, as you stated, we are definitely planning on using your 

service through the 2012-13 fiscal year (at a minimum). The institution just doesn’t like to have "automatically- 

renewing" contracts, so we needed it to be stated as a !-year-at-a-time deal. I don’t know yet if we will pay for the 12- 

13 year out of our 2012 or 2013 fiscal year budget, but the plan (I believe) is for us to pay it all upfront (by/around July 1, 

2012) so that we can get the 10% discount. 

Does that sound acceptable? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



>>> <sam@varsit~!monitorocom> 2/14/20:12 9:02 AM >>> 
I reviewed the changes, I saw one comment from you that said "what is this°?" 

but I wasn’t sure what you were referencing - it was in the beginning by the section with Education. Please advise. 

Other than that, I would have liked the contract to be through 2013, but I understand how these things need to be 

drafted up, as long as we are worldng with the expectation - barring issues with our service, that you intend to continue 

into 2013o 

Please let me know your question and then I am good with the agreement overall. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 9:35 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Agreemeent 
TEXT.htm 



[Tills email is not out of o~der. It was attached to the p~evious message.] 

We can come to campus, but typically its via a webinar or series of webinars 

Sam 

........ Original Message 

Subject: IRE: Agreemeent 
From: "Amy Herman" < 
Date: Thu, February 16, 2012 7:26 am 

To: <sam@varsitymonitorocom > 

For the administrator one, do you come to campus, or is it delivered via a web-based program? 

For the student athletes, we do think it would be done on the SA own time, only because of the 
sheer number of athletes and the easy of implementing the online education solution. 

For administrators, we can do either, but what we did for the University of Nebraska, as an 
example, was get everyone in charge of social media for the dept!teams together and we 
prepared for them a social media overview and best practices (sound bites) presentation for 
them to have the tools necessary to speak to the SA about social media use throughout the 
year. It also armed them with the necessary education to address the possible violations 
!issues we collect via the monitoring. 

Both are included, what are your thoughts? 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Agreemeent 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Wed, February 15, 2012 6:47 pm 

To: < .5 #..O3..@.~:#..[:#.!.#.¥.D.!9.E!!.~;9.L,..~#..O3. > 

Are both of these products that are done on an individual’s own time? Sounds like the 
s-a one is for sure, but what about the administrator one? I would love to take a look 
at them if it’s something I can preview. We’re always looking for ways to educate, so 
it’s exciting to have these options! 

I don’t think we can finish the contract up until we get that form I sent you and the 
W-9. Can you forward those to me? 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor,com> 2/i4/2012 2:3i PM >>> 
Amy, the contract length sounds good - ~ figured that was the case, just wanted to 

confirm. 

As for education, I welcome your feedback. We have 2 products related to education 

1, is a webinar with your key administrators etc to give them the takeaways needed to 
discuss with the student athletes - essentially an hour long do!don’t list that they can 



use as sound bites when talking with their players. 

2. The second is coming soon with the launch of )Z.~.!i&i.b!..~:~].~.Qi.~D.~:.~.[].i.Y.g.C~J.~.~.¢.~.[~3.- it is an 

online course on social media best practices etc designed for athletes - its about 1.5 
long, they take the course, take a test, and we provide you with attendance etc 
records. ]:ts an easy and free (for monitoring clients) way to educate students on 
social media and am curious if you think that may be of interest for your SAs. 

Again, both services are free with a monitoring agreement, and look forward to your 

comments. 

As for the agreement, we are ready to sign once its final. No changes. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Agreemeent 
From" "Amy Herman" <~~uncaaoUnCoedu> 

Date: Tue, February 14, 2012 11:18 am 

To: < .~.~..~.~).~:~..~:~.!.~)Z.~3.~.D.!.~.~.~:.~.G.9.~.~. > 

Sorry for not being clear with that comment. ]: was talking about Section 1.4, 
where it talked about you providing 1 web-based training at our location for 
our s-a’s, coaches, and other personnel regarding social media best practices. 

][ hadn’t remembered you mentioning an education session, so ]: was just 
wondering what it consisted of. That’s it! 

And, about the length of the contract, barring any service issues, as you 

stated, we are definitely planning on using your service through the 2012-13 
fiscal year (at a minimum). The institution just doesn’t like to have 

"automatically-renewing" contracts, so we needed it to be stated as a 1-year- 
at-a-time deal. T don’t know yet if we will pay for the 12-13 year out of our 
2012 or 2013 fiscal year budget, but the plan ([ believe) is for us to pay it all 

upfront (by/around ]uly 1, 2012) so that we can get the 10% discount° 

Does that sound acceptable? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > <5.#..Q].£’@.Sf.a.ES.i£}Z.D3.£~.D.i.~.~.!::,.~S.O..Q].> 2/14/2012 9: 02 AM > > > 
I reviewed the changes, 3[ saw one comment from you that said "what is this?" 
but I wasn’t sure what you were referencing - it was in the beginning by the 
section with Education. Please advise. 

Other than that, ]: would have liked the contract Lo be through 2013, but ]: 
understand how these things need to be drafted up, as long as we are 
working with the expectation ~ barring issues with our service, that you intend 

to continue into 2013. 

Please let me know your question and then ~ am good with the agreement 

overall. 

Thanks 



Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 10:11 AM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: varsity monitor forms 

TEXT.htm 

No problem - I’m happy to help! 

>>> <.?..9...m_.{~...vir.~j..t:y..!~!99.!..t:~..r..,..c.,.£%LT?.> 2/16/20:12 10:07 AM >>> 

Thanks, and also thanks for taking time to talk to Auburn. Means a lot. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: varsity monitor forms 

From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Thu, February :16, 20:12 8:03 am 
To: < ~.9.~!...@....v..9..<~!..t...Y....m...Z.n..!..t...9...<.,.Zg..~3.> 

Okay, I’ll let you know if we need anything else. Next step is getting the contract signed. I asked our folks if we need 

originals or if scanned copies are fine° I’ll be in touch° 

Amy 

Here is a digitally signed W-9 which has worked for other clients as well as the form you requested. The form, when 

edited it, the formatting changed a bit, but the content is there. Hope its acceptable. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 



[This email is not out of order. It was a.ttaclned to the previous message.] 

1 

I 
?ROCU REMENT Services 

ONTRACT SERVICES TEA5~ 

04 AIRPORT DRIVE, Suite 2700 

;hapei Hill, NC 27599-~ i00 
TFP :/i~g’X~’TgLUN C.EDU / MD S 

’( tc 9~ .:)1. 9, :)62,. 4 ~3 
919,962,6271 

VENDOR MASTER FiLE RECORD DATA FORM {Updated 9.25.2009) 

IRS INFORMATION: 
In order to comply with Internal Revenue Service ORS) regulations, we are required to obtain your Social Security Number 
(SSN) or Federal Tax Identification Number (TINiEIN) to satisfy IRS Form 1099 reporting requirements. Failure to provide this 
information may subject all payments made to you to the 31% backup withholdin9 as required by the IRS, 

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box below. For individuals, this is your SSN. For sole proprietors you must show your individual 
name, but you may also enter your business or ’doing business as’ name. You may use either your SSN or EIN. For partnerships 
you must show the name filed first on the par[nership papers. For other entities, it is your EIN. 

EMPLOYER ID NUMBER SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 

I CONTACT INFORMATION: 
REMIT TO: ORDER FROM: SAME AS REMIT TO 

Vendor Name: Vendor Name: Varsity Monitor, LLC 
Contact Name: Contact Name: Sam Camahan 
Address 1: Address 1:15 Essex Road 
Address 2: Address 2: 
City: State: Zip: City: Essex Fells State: nj Zip: 07021 
Phone: Fax: Phone: 973=464=9574 Fax: 
E-Mail: E-Mail: sam@varsitymonitor.com 
Website: Website: www.varsitymonitor.com 

TYPE OF BUSINESS: 

I Individual/Sole Proprietor I    Partnership 
HUB INFORMATION: {OWNERSHIP OF 51% OR GREATER BY THE FOLLOWING) 

I Minority           I    Women 
SiZE OF BUSINESS: 

I Small{ < 500 employees~ Large ( > 500 employees) [ 

Other 

N/A 

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT INFORMATION: {THIS IS THE METHOD OF PAYMENT PREFERRED BY THE 
UNIVERSITY) *When submitting completed form, please attach an imaged voided check. 

1 

I 

1 

Bank Name: 

Routing #: ~,ccount #: 

Email for ACH remit advice: 

! CERTIFY THAT (1) t AM DULY AUTHORIZED TO COMPLETE THIS FORM; (2) THE LEGAL ORGANtZATiON 
AND TAX iDENTiFiCATION NUMBER SHOWN ON THiS FORM ARE CORRECT, AND (3) ! AM NOT SUBJECT TO 
BACKUP WITHHOLDING. AN ORiGiNAL SIGNATURE iS REQUIRED BY THE tRS. 

CEO 2/~ 6/2012 

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE 



(Rew October 2004) 

Department of the Treasury 
Internai Revenue Service 

Request for Ta×payet Give form to the 
requester. Do not 
send to the IRS. 

Name (as reported or! your income tax return) 

Varsity Monitor LLC 

Business name, if different from above 

r------i Individual/ 
[~] 

r------i r------i [~]                                     Exempt from backup Check, appropriate box: L____] Sole proprietor Corporation L____] Pa~rlersh,p L____] Other ~ ............................ withho,ding 

Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.) Requester’s name and address (optional) 

15 Essex Road 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

City, state, and Z~P code 

Essex Fel~s, NJ 07021 

List account number(s) here (optional) 

~ Taxpayer Ment~ficat~on Number (TIN) 

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on Line 1 to avoid Social security number 
backup withholding. For individuals, this is your social security number (SSN}. However, for a resident ...... 
alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the Part I instructions on page 3. For other entities, it is 
your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a TtN on page 3. or 

Note. If the account is in more than one name, see the chart on page 4 for guidelines on whose number Er~p~oyer identification number 
to enter. ~.. 

Under penalties of perjury,, I certify that: 

1 The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and 

2. I am not subiect to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has 
notified me that I am no longer subject to backup withholding, and 

3. I am a U.S. person (including a U.S. resident alien). 

CertiScation instructions. You must cress out item 2 above i[ you have been notified by the IRS [hat you are currently subject to backup 
withholding because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. 
For mortgage interest paid, acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement 
arrangement (IRA), and generally, payments other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the Certification, but you must 
provide your correct TIN. (See the instructions on page 4.) 

Si~r~ Signature of 
Here u,s. person t~ Date 

Purpose of Form 
A person who is required to file an information return with the 
IRS, must obtain your correct taxpayer identification number 
~rlN) to report, for example, income paid to you, real estate 
transactions, mortgage interest you paid, acquisition or 
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or 
contributions you made to an IRA. 
U.$, person, Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person 
(including a resident alien), to provide your correct TIN to the 
person requesting it (the requester) and, when applicable, to: 

1~ Certify that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are 
waiting for a number to be issued), 

2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, 
or 

3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a 
U.S. exempt payee. 

Note. If a requester gives you a form other than Form W-9 to 
request your TflV, you must use the requester’s form if it is 
substantially similar to this Form W-9. 

For federal tax purposes you are considered a person if you 
are: 

® an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United 
States, 
¯ a partnership, corporation, company, or association 
created or organized in the United States or under the laws 
of the United States, or 

e any estate (other than a foreign estate) or trust. See 
Regulation section 301.7701-6(a) for additional information. 

Foreign person, If you are a foreign person, use the 
appropriate Form W-8 (see Publication 515, Withholding of 
Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Entities). 

Nonresident alien who becomes a resident alien, 
Generally, only a nonresident alien individual may use the 
terms of a tax treaty to reduce or eliminate U.S. tax on 
certain types of income. However, most tax treaties contain a 
provision known as a "saving clause." Exceptions specified 
in the saving clause may permit an exemption from tax to 
continue for certain types of income even after the recipient 
has otherwise become a U.S. resident alien for tax purposes. 

If you are a U.S. resident alien who is relying on an 
exception contained in the saving clause of a tax treaty to 
claim an exemption from U.S. tax on certain types of income 
you must attach a statement that specifies the following five 
items: 

1. The treaty country. Generally, this must be the same 
treaty under which you claimed exemption from tax as a 
nonresident alien. 

2. The treaty article addressing the income. 

3. The article number (or location) in the tax treaty that 
contains the saving clause and its exceptions. 

Cat. No. 1023iX Fomn W-9 (Rev. i0-2004 



Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2004) Page 2 

4. The type and amount of income that qualifies for the 
exemption from tax~ 

5. Sufficient facts to justify the exemption from tax under 
the terms of the treaty article~ 

Example° Article 20 of the U~S.=China income tax treaty 
allows an exemption from tax for scholarship income 
received by a Chinese student temporarily present in the 
United States. Under U.S. law, this student will become a 
resident alien for tax purposes if his or her stay in the United 
States exceeds 5 calendar years. However, paragraph 2 of 
the first Protocol to the U.S~-China treaty (dated April 30, 
1984) allows the provisions of Article 20 to continue to apply 
even after the Chinese student becomes a resident alien of 
the United States. A Chinese student who qualifies for this 
exception (under paragraph 2 of the first protocol) and is 
relying on this exception to claim an exemption from tax on 
his or her scholarship or fellowship income would attach to 
Form W-9 a statement that includes the information 
described above to support that exemption. 

If you are a nonresident alien or a foreign entity not subject 
to backup withholding, give the requester the appropriate 
completed Form W-8. 

What is backup withholding? Persons making certain 
payments to you must under certain conditions withhold and 
pay to the IRS 28% of such payments (after December 31, 
2002). This is called "backup withholding." Payments that 
may be subject to backup withholding include interest, 
dividends, broker and barter exchange transactions, rents, 
royalties, nonemployee pay, and certain payments from 
fishing boat operators. Real estate transactions are not 
subject to backup withholding. 

You will not be subject to backup withholding on payments 
you receive if you give the requester your correct TIN, make 
the proper certifications, and report all your taxable interest 
and dividends on your tax return. 

Payments you receive will be subject to backup 
withholding if: 

1. You do not furnish your TIN to the requester, or 

2. You do not certify your TIN when required (see the Part 
II instructions on page 4 for details), or 

3. The IRS tells the requester that you furnished an 
incorrect TIN, or 

4. The IRS tells you that you are subject to backup 
withholding because you did not report all your interest and 
dividends on your tax return (for reportable interest and 
dividends only), or 

5. You do not certify to the requester that you are not 
subject to backup withholding under 4 above (for reportable 
interest and dividend accounts opened after 1983 

Certain payees and payments are exempt from backup 
withholding. See the instructions below and the separate 
Instructions for the Requester of Form W-9. 

Penalties 
Failure to furnish TIN. If you fail to furnish your correct TIN 
to a requester, you are subject to a penalty of $50 for each 
such failure unless your failure is due to reasonable cause 
and not to willful neglect. 

Civi~ penalty for false information with respect to 
withholding. If you make a false statement with no 
reasonable basis that results in no backup withholding, you 
are subject to a $500 penalty. 

Criminal penalty for falsifying information. Willfully 
falsifying certifications or affirmations may subject you to 
criminal penalties including fines and/or imprisonment. 

Misuse of TINs. If the requester discloses or uses TINs in 
violation of Federal law, the requester may be subject to civil 
and cdminal penalties. 

Specific  nstructions 

Name 

if you are an individual, you must generally enter the name 
shown on your social security card. However, if you have 
changed your last name, for instance, due to marriage 
without informing the Social Security Administration of the 
name change, enter your first name, the last name shown on 
your social security card, and your new last name. 

If the account is in joint names, list first, and then circle, 
the name of the person or entity whose number you entered 
in Part I of the form. 
Sole proprietor. Enter your individual name as shown on 
your social security card on the "Name" line. You may enter 
your business, trade, or "doing business as (DBA)" name on 
the "Business name" line. 

Limited liability company (LLC}. If you are a single=member 
LLC (including a foreign LLC with a domestic owner) that is 
disregarded as an entity separate from its owner under 
Treasury regulations section 301.7701-3, enter the owner’s 
name on the "Name" line. Enter the LLC’s name on the 
"Business name" line. Check the appropriate box for your 
filing status (.sole proprietor, corporation, etc.), then check 
the box for "Other" and enter "LLC" in the space provided. 

Other entities, Enter your business name as shown on 
required Federal tax documents on the "Name" line. This 
name should match the name shown on the charter or other 
legal document creating the entity. You may enter any 
business, trade, or DBA name on the "Business name" line. 
Note. You are requested to check the appropriate box for 
your status (individual/sole proprietor, corporation, etc.). 

Exempt From Backup Withholding 
If you are exempt, enter your name as described above and 
check the appropriate box for your status, then check the 
"Exempt from backup withholding" box in the line following 
the business name, sign and date the form. 

Generally, individuals (including sole proprietors) are not 
exempt from backup withholding. Corporations are exempt 
from backup withholding for certain payments, such as 
interest and dividends. 
Note. If you are exempt from backup withholding, you 
should still complete this form to avoid possible erroneous 
backup withholding. 
Exempt payees, Backup withholding is not required on any 
payments made to the following payees: 

1. An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a), 
any IRA, or a custodial account under section 403(b)(7) if the 
account satisfies the requirements of section 401(f)(2), 

2. The United States or any of its agencies or 
instrumentalities, 

3. A state, the District of Columbia, a possession of the 
United States, or any of their political subdivisions or 
instrumentalities, 

4. A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions, 
agencies, or instrumentalities, or 

5. An international organization or any of its agencies or 
instrumentalities. 

Other payees that may be exempt from backup 
withholding include: 

6. A corporation, 



Form W-9 {Rev. i0-2004) Page 3 

7. A foreign central bank of issue, 

8. A dealer in securities or commodities required to register 
in the United States, the District of Columbia, or a 
possession of the United States, 

9. A futures commission merchant registered with the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 

10. A real estate investment trust, 

11. An entity registered at all times during the tax year 
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, 

12. A common trust fund operated by a bank under 
section 584(a), 

13. A financial institution, 

14. A middleman known in the investment community as a 
nominee or custodian, or 

15. A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or 
described in section 4947. 

The chart below shows types of payments that may be 
exempt from backup withholding. The chart applies to the 
exempt recipients listed above, 1 through 15. 

IF the payment is for... THEN the payment is exempt 
for.. o 

interest anci dividenci payments All exempt recipients except 

Broker transactions 

for 9 

Exempt recipients 1 through 13, 
Also, a person registered under 
the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 who regularly acts as a 
broker 

Barter exchange transactions Exempt recipients 1 through 5 
and patronage dividends 

Payments over $600 required Generally, exempt recipients 
to be reported and direct 1 through 7 ~ 

sales over $5,000 i 

~See Form I099--MISC, Miscellaneous Income, and its instructions. 

However, the following payments made to a corporation (inciuding gross 

proceeds paid to an attorney under section 6045(0, even if the attorney is a 

corporation} and reportable on Form 1099-MISC are not exempt from 
backup withhoiding: medical and health care payments, attorneys’ fees; and 

payments for services paid by a Federal executive agency. 

Part !. Taxpayer identification 
Number (TIN) 
Enter your TiN in the appropriate box. if you are a resident 
alien and you do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN, 

li our TIN is your IRS individual taxpayer identification number 
TIN). Enter it in the social security number box. If you do 

not have an ITIN, see How to get a TIN below. 

If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EIN, you may 
enter either your SSN or EIN. However, the IRS prefers that 
you use your SSN. 

If you are a single-owner LLC that is disregarded as an 
entity separate from its owner (see Limited liability compan~v 
(LLC) on page 2), enter your SSN (or EIN, if you have one). If 
the LLC is a corporation, partnership, etc., enter the entity’s 
EIN. 

Note. See the chart on page 4 for further clarification of 
name and TIN combinations. 

How to get a T~No If you do not have a TIN, apply for one 
immediately. To apply for an SSN, get Form SS-5, 
Application for a Social Security Card, from your local Social 
Security Administration office or get this form on-line at 
www.socia/security.gov/online/ss-5.pdf. You may also get this 
form by calling 1-800-772-1213. Use Form W-7, Application 
for IRS Individual Taxpayer Identification Number, to apply 
for an ITIN, or Form SS-4, Application for Employer 
Identification Number, to apply for an EIN. You can apply for 
an EIN online by accessing the IRS website at 
www.irs.go~;/businesses/and clicking on Employer ID 
Numbers under Related Topics. You can get Forms W-7 and 
SS-4 from the IRS by visiting www.irs.gov or by calling 
1 ~800-TAX-FORM (1 ~800~829-3676). 

If you are asked to complete Form W-9 but do not have a 
TIN, write "Applied For" in the space for the TIN, sign and 
date the form, and give it to the requester~ For interest and 
dividend payments, and certain payments made with respect 
to readily tradable instruments, generally you will have 60 
days to get a TIN and give it to the requester before you are 
subject to backup withholding on payments. The 60-day rule 
does not apply to other types of payments. You will be 
subject to backup withholding on all such payments until you 
provide your TIN to the requester. 

Note, Writing "Applied For" means that you have already 
applied for a TIN or that you intend to apply for one soon. 

Caution: A disregarded domestic entity that has a foreign 
owner must use the appropriate Form WcS. 



Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2004) Page 

Part ll. Certification 
To establish to the withholding agent that you are a U.S. 
person, or resident alien, sign Form W-9. You may be 
requested to sign by the withholding agent even if items 1, 4, 
and 5 below indicate otherwise. 

For a joint account, only the person whose TIN is shown in 
Part I should sign (when required). Exempt recipients, see 
Exempt From Backup Wifhholding on page 2. 

Signature requirements. Complete the certification as 
indicated in 1 through 5 below. 

1, Interest, dividend, and barter exchange accounts 
opened before 1984 and broker accounts considered 
active during 1983. You must give your correct TIN, but you 
do not have to sign the certification. 

2. Interest, dividend, broker, and barter exchange 
accounts opened after 1983 and broker accounts 
considered inactive during 1983. You must sign the 
certification or backup withholding will apply. If you are 
subject to backup withholding and you are merely providing 
your correct TiN to the requester, you must cross out item 2 
in the certification before signing the form. 

3. Real estate transactions, You must sign the 
certification= You may cross out item 2 of the certification. 

4. Other payments. You must give your correct TIN, but 
you do not have to sign the certification unless you have 
been notified that you have previously given an incorrect TIN. 
"Other payments" include payments made in the course of 
the requester’s trade or business for rents, royalties, goods 
(other than bills for merchandise), medical and health care 
services (including payments to corporations), payments to a 
nonemployee for services, payments to certain fishing boat 
crew members and fishermen, and gross proceeds paid to 
attorneys (including payments to corporations). 

5. Mortgage interest paid by you, acquisition or 
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, 
qualified tuition program payments (under section 529), 
IRA, Coverdell ESA, Archer MSA or HSA contributions or 
distributions, and pension distributions. You must give 
your correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the 
certification= 

What Name and Number To Give the 
Requester 

For this type of account: Give name and SSN of: 

1. Individual The indivictual 

2. Two or more individuals ~joint The actual owner of the account 
account) or, if combined funds, the first 

individual on the account ~ 

3. Custodian account of a minor The minor 2 
(Uniform Gift to Minors Act) 

4, a. The usual revocable The grantor-trustee ~’ 
savings trust (grantor is 
also trustee) 

b. So-called trust account The actual owner ~ 
that is not a legal or valid 
trust under state law 

5. Sole proprietorship or The owner :3 
single-owner LLC 

For this type of account: Give name and EIN of: 

6. Sole proprietorship or The owner 3 
single-owner LLC 

7. A valid trust, estate, or Legal entity ~ 
pension trust 

8. Corporate or LLC electing The corporation 
corporate status on Form 
8832 

9. Association, club, religious, The organization 
charitable, educational, or 
other tax-exempt organization 

10. Partnership or multi-member The partnership 
LLC 

11. A broker or registered The broker or nominee 
nominee 

12. Account with the Department The public entity 
of Agriculture in the name of 
a public entity (such as a 
state or local government, 
school district, or prison) that 
receives agricultural program 
payments 

1List first and circle the name of the person whose number you furnish. If 

oP, iy one person or’, a joint account has an SSN, that person’s number must 
be furnished. 

*Ch’cie the minor’s name and furnish the minor’s SSN. 

3You must show your individual name and you may also enter your business 

or "DBA" name on [he second name line. You may use either your SSN or 
EIN (if you have one). If you are a sole proprietor, IRS encourages you to 
use your SSN. 

List first arid circie the name of the legal trust, estate, or pension trust. (Do 

not furnish the TIN of the personal representd[ive or trustee unless the iegai 

entity itself is not designated in the account title.) 

Note, If no name is circled when more than one name is 
listed, the number will be considered to be that of the first 
name listed. 

Privacy Act Notice 
Section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code requires you to provide your correct TIN to persons who must file information returns 
with the IRS to report interest, dividends, and certain other income paid to you, mortgage interest you paid, the acquisition or 
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or contributions you made to an IRA, or Archer MSA or HSA. The IRS 
uses the numbers for identification purposes and to help verify the accuracy of your tax return. The IRS may also provide this 
information to the Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation, and to cities, states, and the District of Columbia to carry 
out their tax laws. We may also disclose this information to other countries under a tax treaty, or to Federal and state agencies 
to enforce Federal nontax criminal laws and to combat terrorism. The authority to disclose information to combat terrorism 
expired on December 31, 2003. Legislation is pending that would reinstate this authority. 

You must provide your TiN whether or not you are required to file a tax return. Payers must generally withhold 28% of taxable 
interest, dividend, and certain other payments to a payee who does not give a TIN to a payer. Certain penalties may also apply. 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:54 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Contract 

TEXT.htm; Final Contract.docx 

Sam, 

I added in names, addresses, and dates° If you can make sure I got everything right and then print, sign, and scan back 

to me, that would be great, Then I will do the same on our end and get it scanned back to you when it’s complete, 

Amy 



VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto, (re*erred to 
collectively hereinafter as the "Agreement"), effective Februau 16, 20112 (hereinafter the 
~"Efiective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware limited 
liability company, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York, 
New York 10016, and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of 
Athletics (hereinafter "The Client"), having a place of business at 450 Skipper Bovdes Drive, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599, sets forth the terms and conditions of Varsity Monitor’s provision of 
Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

SERVICES. 
Varsity Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive services 

in support of Client’s desire to oversee and monitor student-athletes, including social media 
activities (collectively referred to hereinat:~er as the "Services:" 

1.1    Social Media Account Monitoring, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of Client’s Student-Athletes’ social media accounts, using both automated and 
manual tools to identify content that may require Client’s attention in accordance with NCAA 
regulations or University Policy (hereinafter "Suspicious Content"). Suspicious Content shall be 
defined in consultation with Client and in accordance with its policies. 

1.2 Broad Social Web Monitoring, which involves monitoring the worldwide web, 
including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, for mention of 
Client’s Subj ect Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or provide perspective on 
NCAA compliance issues. 

1.3    Prompt Reporting of Suspicious Content, with such alerts and/or reports 
provided to Client’s Authorized Personnel in a time and manner to which the parties shall 
reasonably agree. 

1.4    Social Media Guidelines and Education, ~vhich shall include one (1) web based 
training at Client’s location of Client’s student-athletes, coaches, and administrative and 
education personnel regarding social media best practices. 

1.5    A Designated Account Representative and/or other contact persons shall be 
assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely notification, 
response and follow-up to Reports and Client issues. 

1.6    Additional Services, which may include additional Best Practices training(s) 
and/or consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of social media policies, 
may be agreed to from time to time by the parties at an additional fee. Varsity Monitor also may 
develop supplemental or complementa,T services, distinct from normal updates and revisions to 
the Services above, which may be offered to Client. Any additional services shall be subject to 
an Addendum to be attached to this Agreement, and the general terms and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be incorporated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT. 
2.1    Identification of Student-Athletes. Client shall timely provide Varsity Monitor 

with a list of student-athletes to be monitored with the Services, and shall regularly update the 
list as agreed by the parties. Varsity Monitor shall have no obligation to perform Services 
relating to individuals not designated by Client. 



2.2 Authorized [,rsers. Client shall identify in writing to Varsity Monitor those 
speciiqc administrators and coaches authorized to access the Sets, ices and receive reports and 
alerts regarding Student-Athleteso Client further warrants and represents that it shall take all 
necessary steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel shall use only the unique user 
name and password assigned to him/her, and that Client and its Authorized Personnel shall 
safeguard and protect the user names and passwords from disclosure to or use by others. Client 
shall promptly notii~5! Varsity Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user names 
and/or passwords is being utilized by anyone other than the indi’~,idual to whom they were 
assigned. Client acknowledges that it shall be responsible ~r ensuring that all its Authorized 
Personnel abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Serviceso 
Any act or omission of any such Authorized Personnel, relating to use of the Service or access to 
"~he Varsity Monitor Weblpage, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of Client for any and all 
purposes (including, without limitation, if such act or omission gives rise to a breach or default 
under this Agreement). 

2.3    L"nauthorized Use. Except t:Br the Licensed Use, set t:Brth in Section 5~1 below, 
Client may not display, copy, download, store, reproduce, transmit, distribute, resell or otherwise 
commercially exploit any part of the Services or information obtained therefrom, including any 
news articles, data or other information accessed from the Service, in any format or through any 
technology or media now existing or hereafter developed. 

2.4    Cooperation. The Parties shall cooperate with each other to carry out the 
respective duties and obligations under thi s Agreement, and acknowledges that such cooperation 
is essential to the performance of the Services. Client further agrees that Varsity Monitor shall 
not be liable for any deficiency in performance that results from Client’ s failure to cooperate. 

3.0 FEES AND PAYMENT. 
3.1    Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for use of the 

Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Addend~m 1 (hereinafter 
"Se~ice Fees"). Any fee for Additional Services performed by Varsity Monitor shall be in 
accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates for such service(s) at the time they are 
available, and shall be set forth with any speciiqc terms and conditions of such service in a 
subsequent Addendum 

3.2 Payments. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1, Client shall pay in advance 
to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in "~he Term, no later than the first day of such 
month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). if any Service Fee payment for any month of the Term is 
made after the fifteenth (15th) day of such month, then Client agrees to pay interest at the rate of 
1.5% per month on the unpaid balance of such invoice. 

3.3    Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 
Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the Services 
under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Services, then such taxes shall be billed to and 
paid by Client. This Section does not alpply to taxes based on Client’s income. 

4.0 TER[~I, TERNi][NAT~[ON AND SU SPENSION. 
4.1    Term. This Agreement shall have an initial term not to exceed June 30, 2012 

commencing on the Effective Date, and may be renewed for successive one (1) year terms upon 
the mutual written agreement of the Parties. 

4.2    Termination. Either party may terminate this Agreement ifa default by the other 
party under this Agreement remains uncured for more than thirty (30) calendar days aider the 



defaulting party is notified in writing of the default, including, but not limited to, the failure of 
Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by Section 3.2. Either Party may 
terminate this Agreement on 10 days’ prior written notice in the event that the other Party 
engages in conduct which is unethical, unlawful or adverse to the reputation of the terminating 
Party; pro~,dded, howe~,Ter, that such notice must state with suftScient detail "the particular conduct 
giving rise to the notice of termination and the basis for attributing such conduct to the non- 
terminating Party. If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, Client shall pay Varsity 
Monitor for all Services rendered through the date of termination within 30 days of the date of 
termination, and if Client has paid in advance for services then Varsity Monitor shall issue a pro 
rata refi.md within 30 days of the date of the termination. All license(s) granted IcBr use of the 
Services and all Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages and related data shall 
automatically terminate upon the date of termination of the Agreement. The provisions of 
Sections 3.2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.0, 7.0, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.1, and 9.2 shall survive termination of this 
Agreement. 

4.3    Suspension. Varsity Monitor may immediately suspend Services, or terminate 
this Agreement (and the license(s) granted and the SerxTices provided hereunder) at any time if 
Client (i) makes any use of the Services or Varsity Monitor Webpages or data other than for the 
Licensed Use, or (ii) breaches any of its other duties and obligations hereunder, including, 
without limitation, payment of Service Fee. Client may immediately suspend Services, or 
terminate this Agreement at any time if Varsity Monitor (i) fails to appropriately monitor and 
promptly provide reports on Student-Athletes; (ii) breaches confidentiality, including use of 
Client’s name in violation of Section 5.4; or (iii) breaches of any of its other duties and 
obligations hereunder. In the event Client suspends Se~,;ices under "this Section, Client shall not 
be required to pay for Services for the period of time of the suspension, in the event of such 
occurrence, either Party may suspend Services with notice, and may terminate this Agreement in 
accordance with Section 4.2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.11    Rights in Varsity Monitor Tect~nology. The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive property of Varsity Monitor and/or 
its third-party partners (hereinat~er "Varsity Monitor Technology"). Subj ect to Varsity, Monitor’s 
right to terminate this Agreement under Section 4~2, or suspend Secv’ices under 4.3, and 
limitations under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsity Monitor grants to Client a non-transferable, non- 
exclusive license to use the Varsity Monitor Technology and related services solely for uses 
reasonably related to Client’s desire to monitor activities of Student-Athletes (previously and 
hereinafter referred to as ’:Licensed Use"). 

5.2    Copyrighted and Trademarked Material. The contents of the Varsity Monitor 
Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may ]link from the Varsity 
Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material 
(collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are protected under both United States and 
foreign copyright, trademark and other laws. All such Material is the property of Varsity 
Monitor, its business partners, or other third parties that supply such content. The compilation 
(meaning the collection, arrangement and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is 
the exclusive property of Varsity, Monitor and/or its partners, and may be protected by U.S and 
international copyright laws. Unauthorized use of any of the Material may violate copyright, 
trademark, and other laws. 



5.3    Client shall not, at any time, assert any ownership rights in the Varsity Monitor 
Technology, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any 
of the software comprising or in any way making up a part of Varsity Monitor’s Technologyo 
Furthermore, Client shall retain all copyright, trademark, service-mark and other proprietary 
notices contained in the original Material on any copy made of the Material. Client may not sell 
or modi~}" the Material, or reproduce, display, publicly perform, distribute, or otherwise use the 
Material in any way for any public or commercial purpose. 

5.4    l_Jse of Client’s Name. Varsity Monitor shall not use the existence of this 
Agreement or Client’s name, logo, images or trademarks as a part of any marketing or 
commercial advertising without prior written approval of the Universityo Requests to use 
Client’s name, logo, images or trademarks should be directed to the Client’s Office of 
Trademarks and Licensing. 

THIRD PARTY I~lb~TERIALS. 
The Se~qces include intemet links from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages and/or 

websites maintained by third parties (hereinafter the "Third Parties"). If any such Third Parties 
prevent access to any of the webpage(s) to which links are provided from the Varsity Monitor 
Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor from the links on the Varsity Monitor Website, or 
otherwise restrict access to such third-party webpages, then Varsity Monitor may change, add or 
discontinue any of the affected links or other features of the Service at any time without prior 
notice to Client. 

in addition, Client hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Third Parties may, at their 
discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter the content of a webpage 
maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that because Varsity 
Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor is not responsible for the 
availability of such external websites or resources, and does not endorse and is not responsible or 
liable [Br any content, advertising, products, or other materials on or available from such 
websites or resources. Client further acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be 
responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused 
by or in connection with use of or reliance on any such content, goods or services available on or 
through any such website or resource. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARtL~kNTIES. 
THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE (AND 

EACH WEBPAGE),    AND    T~    INTER~T WEBSITES    MA~TA~D BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" A~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIN’T), 
EITt-~R EXP~SS OR IMPLIED. TO T}-~ FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSITY MONFI’OR DISCLAIMS .ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
AND NON-INFRINGEMENTo VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THF. 
FUNCTIONS CONTA~D 1N THE SERVICES, MATERIALS ANT) PRODUCTS WIM_. BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FR£E, THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CO~CTED, OR 
THAT THIS SERVICE, OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE, ~ FR~E OF 
VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT 



WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE OR THE 
RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS IN THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY 
SITES IN TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTN%SS, ACCUTZACY, T1MEI_,~ESS, RELIABILITY 
OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT THAT VARSITY MONITOR ACKNOWLEDGES ITS 
R~SPONSIBILITY TO APPROPRIATELY MONITOR AND PROMPTLY PROVIDE 
REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO CLIENT. CL~NT ASSUMES ALL RISK OF 
ERRORS AND/OR OMISSIONS IN THE SERVICES, INCLUDING THE TRANSMISSION 
OR TRANSLATION OF INFORMATION, EXCEPT THAT VARSITY MONITOR IS 
RESPONSIBLE    FOR ITS OWN    NEGMGENCE OR ~TENTIONAL 
MISREPRESENTATION. 

8.0 LIMITATI{ONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1 IAmitation of Liability. VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR. 

ANY CLALM, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER, 
~GARS)LESS OF Tt-~ FORM OF ACTION, WFtETHER IN CONTtL&CT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED 
TO DIRECT, PROVEN DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS, THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY CLIENT FOR THE SERVICES EXCEPT 
AS SET FORTH ~ THIS SECTION 8~ 1, ~ NO E\,~NT SHALL VARSITY MONITOR OR 
ITS .ad:’FILIATES OR VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTt-~R DAMAGES ?d~SING OUT OF, 
OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE USE OF THE SERVICES OR WITH THE 
DELAY OR INABILITY TO USE THE SERVICES, OR FOR ANY INFORMATION 
OBTAIN%D THROUGH THE SERVICES, OR OT~RWISE ARISFNG OUT OF T~ USE 
OF THE SERVICES, WHET~R BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT MABILITY OR 
OTt-~RWlSE, EVEN IF VARSITY MONITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES OR 
VENDORS, HAS BEEN ?d)VISED OF Tt-~ POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 indemnification. Varsity Monitor shall at all times defend, indemnify and hold 
harmless Client, its officers, directors, affiliates, and the successors and assigns of each of the 
foregoing (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") from and against, and pay and reimburse the 
Indemnified Parties for, any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, out of-pocket costs 
or expenses (including interest, penalties and reasonable attorney’s fees and expense incurred in 
"~he investigation or defense of any of the same, or in asserting any of their respective rights 
hereunder) arising out of or resulting from any claim, action, suit or other administrative or 
judicial proceeding that is instituted by a third party (collectively, the "Third Party Damages") 
relating to any alleged act or omission of Varsity Monitor, its employees, subcontractors or 
agents in the per*brmance of the activities contemplated hereby. Client agrees to be responsible 
for its own negligence in the performance of the activities contemplated hereby. 

8.3    Right ~o Deleted. If a third party asserts any claim that implicates Client’s 
responsibilities tinder Section 8.2, "~hen (a) Varsity Monitor shall give Client written notice 
promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such claim and shall permit the Client 
(at Client’s expense) to assume the defense of any claim or any litigation resulting therefrom; 
provided that the failure by Varsity Monitor to give such notice shall not relieve the Client of its 
obligations under Section 8.2, except to the extent that such failure results in a failure of actual 
notice to Client and, as a result, Client is materially damaged; and (b) any Indemnified Party may 
participate in (but not control) such defense at its sole expense. Without Varsity Monitor’s 
express written consent, Client shall not, in the defense of any such claim or litigation, consent to 



the entr?, of any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides for injunctive or other non- 
monetary relief affecting Varsity Monitor or its oft:]cers, directors, affiliates and the successors 
and assigns of each of the foregoing or that does not include a release ti*om all liability, with 
respect to such claim or litigation to Varsity, Monitor by the claimant or plaintiff~ 

9.0 DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
9.1    Enforcement Expenses and Attorneys’ Fees. In the event of any dispute 

between the parties concerning performance or non-performance (or other breach) of either 
party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either party seeks injunctive or other equitable 
relief against the other, the prevailing party may be entitled to be reimbursed by the other part}, 
for the costs and expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred or 
paid by the prevailing party in such action if so ordered by a court of competent jurisdictiono 

FORCE MA,IEURE. 
Varsity Monitor is excused &ore any failure or delay in performance of responsibilities 

otherwise required by this Agreement for any cause beyond its reasonable control. Such causes 
include, without limitation, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes, civil disturbances, disruption of 
telecommunications, transportation, utilities or necessary, supplies, governmental action, 
computer viruses and incompatible or defecti’~,e equipment, software or services not supplied by 
Varsity Monitor. 

GENERAL PROVISION So 
11.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with its Addenda and the purchase 

order issued by the Client, constitutes the entire agreement between Varsity Monitor and Client 
with respect to the subj ect matter hereof, superseding all prior agreements, proposals, 
representations, communications and negotiations, written or oral, and shall be binding upon, and 
for the benefit of, Varsity Monitor and Client, and their respective legal representatives, 
successors, and assigns. 

l 1.2 Ame~dme~. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, superseded or 
canceled, and none of the terms, pro’~,isions, covenants, representations, warranties or conditions 
may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by both Varsity Monitor and Client, or 
in the case of waiver, by the party waiving compliance. 

11.3 W~iver. No waiver by either party, whether by conduct or otherwise, of any 
obligation, breach or default under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any other 
obligation, breach or default of the same or any other nature. 

11.4 Assignment. Neither party may, without the prior written consent of the other 
party; assign or transfer this Agreement or any duty’ or obligation expressed herein, except by 
merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of such party’s assets. 

11.5 Com~terparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart 
copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument. 

11.6 Severabilityo Ifa court of competent jurisdiction judges any provision of this 
Agreement to be invalid, that judgment shall not affect the remainder of this Agreement. 

11.7 Section Headings. The section and other headings contained in this Agreement 
are for reference purposes only and shall not control or affect the construction of this Agreement 
or the interpretation thereof in any respect. 



Notices. A~y notices required by this Agreeme~t shall be sent to each Party as 

FOR VAR SITY MONITOR: 

Sanmel Carnahan 
CEO 
Varsity Monitor, LLC 
353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor 
Ne~v York, Ne~v York 10016 

FOR CLIENT: 

Amy Herman 
Associ ate Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

IN WITNESS Wt-~OF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be signed 
and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date. 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

SAMUEL CARNAHAN 
CEO 

[CLIEN T! 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

Amy Herman 

Associate ~AA) for Compliance 



ADDENDIJM 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee of $100. 

For services reordered between July 1, 2012 and Ju~e 30, 2013, client agrees to pay a service fee 
of $800 per month. If, at the start of this sepdce period client pays in full, a 10% discount on tl~e 
total service will be applied. 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 2:51 PM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Contract 
TEXT.htm; U NC-Va rsityMonitorContract Final.pall 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.[ 

Here you go! 

Thanks Amy 

Sam 

........ Original Nlessage ........ 
Subject: Contract 
From: "Amy Herman" <~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Thu, February 16, 20:~2 10:54 am 
To: <~monitor.com> 

Sam, 

]: added in names, addresses, and dates. If you can make sure ]: got everything right and then 
print, sign, and scan back to me, that would be great. Then I will do the same on our end and 
get it scanned back to you when it’s complete. 

Amy 



VARSITY MONITOR SERVICES AGREEMENT 

THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto, (referred 
to collectively hereinafter as the "Agreement"), effective February 16, 2012 (hereinafter 
the "Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity Monitor, a Delaware 
limited liability company, having its place of business at 353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, 
New York, New York 10016, and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil~ 
Department of Athletics (hereinafter "The Client"), having a place of business at 450 
Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, sets forth the terms and conditions of 
Varsity Monitor’s provision of Social Media Monitoring Services to Client. 

1.0 SERVICES. 
Varsity Monitor shall provide Client with the following suite of comprehensive 

services in support of Client’s desire to oversee and monitor student=athletes, including 
social media activities (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Services:" 

1.1 Socia~ Media Account Monitoring, which includes ongoing, real-time 
monitoring of Client’s Student-Athletes’ social media accounts, using both automated 
and manual tools to identify content that may require Client’s attention in accordance 
with NCAA regulations or University Policy (hereinafter "Suspicious Content"). 
Suspicious Content shall be defined in consultation with Client and in accordance with 
its policies. 

1.2 Broad Social Web Monitoring, which involves monitoring the worldwide 
web, including but not limited to related social media accounts, blogs, media outlets, for 
mention of Client’s Subject Athletes by third parties, which may implicate, reveal, or 
provide perspective on NCAA compliance issues. 

1.3 Pron~pt Reporting of Suspicious Content, with such alerts andlor 
reports provided to Client’s Authorized Personnel in a time and manner to which the 
parties shall reasonably agree. 

1.4 Socia~ Media Guidelines and Education, which shall include one (1) 
web based training at Client’s location of Client’s student-athletes, coaches, and 
administrative and education personnel regarding social media best practices. 

1o5 A Designated Account Representative andlor other contact persons 
shall be assigned to Client to facilitate and coordinate the Services and to assure timely 
notification, response and follow=up to Reports and Client issues. 

1.6 Additional Services, which may include additional Best Practices 
training(s) andlor consultation by Varsity Monitor in the development or updating of 
social media policies, may be agreed to from time to time by the parties at an additional 
fee. Varsity Monitor also may develop supplemental or complementary services, 
distinct from normal updates and revisions to the Services above, which may be offered 
to Client. Any additional services shall be subject to an Addendum to be attached to 
this Agreement, and the general terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be 
incorporated therein. 

2.0 DUTIES OF CLIENT, 
2.1 Identification of Student-Athletes. Client shall timely provide Varsity 

Monitor with a list of student-athletes to be monitored with the Services, and shall 
regularly update the list as agreed by the parties. Varsity Monitor shall have no 



obligation to perform Services relating to individuals not designated by Client. 
2.2 Authorized Users. Client shall identify in writing to Varsity Monitor those 

specific administrators and coaches authorized to access the Services and receive 
reports and alerts regarding Student-Athletes. Client further warrants and represents 
that it shall take all necessary steps to assure that each of its Authorized Personnel 
shall use only the unique user name and password assigned to him/her, and that Client 
and its Authorized Personnel shall safeguard and protect the user names and 
passwords from disclosure to or use by others. Client shall promptly notify Varsity 
Monitor if Client knows or believes that any of such user names andlor passwords is 
being utilized by anyone other than the individual to whom they were assigned. Client 
acknowledges that it shall be responsible for ensuring that all its Authorized Personnel 
abide by the Client’s obligations under this Agreement in their use of the Services. Any 
act or omission of any such Authorized Personnel, relating to use of the Service or 
access to the Varsity Monitor Webpage, shall be deemed to be the act or omission of 
Client for any and all purposes (including, without limitation, if such act or omission 
gives rise to a breach or default under this Agreement). 

2.3 Unauthorized Use. Except for the Licensed Use, set forth in Section 5.1 
below, Client may not display, copy, download, store, reproduce, transmit, distribute, 
resell or otherwise commercially exploit any part of the Services or information obtained 
therefrom, including any news articles, data or other information accessed from the 
Service, in any format or through any technology or media now existing or hereafter 
developed. 

2.4 Cooperation. The Parties shall cooperate with each other to carry out the 
respective duties and obligations under this Agreement, and acknowledges that such 
cooperation is essential to the performance of the Services. Client further agrees that 
Varsity Monitor shall not be liable for any deficiency in performance that results from 
Client’s failure to cooperate. 

3,0 FEES AND PAYMENT, 
3.1 Service Fees. Client shall pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for use of 

the Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, attached hereto as Addendum 1 
(hereinafter "Service Fees"). Any fee for Additional Services performed by Varsity 
Monitor shall be in accordance with Varsity Monitor’s standard rates for such service(s) 
at the time they are available, and shall be set forth with any specific terms and 
conditions of such service in a subsequent Addendum. 

3.2 Payments. Unless stated otherwise on Addendum 1, Client shall pay in 
advance to Varsity Monitor the Service Fee for each month in the Term, no later than 
the first day of such month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). If any Service Fee payment for 
any month of the Term is made after the fifteenth (15th) day of such month, then Client 
agrees to pay interest at the rate of 1.5% per month on the unpaid balance of such 
invoice. 

3.3 Taxes. Service Fees under this Agreement do not include taxes; if Varsity 
Monitor is required to pay sales, use, property, value-added or other taxes based on the 
Services under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Services, then such taxes shall 
be billed to and paid by Client. This Section does not apply to taxes based on Client’s 
income. 



4.0 TERM, TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION. 
4.1 Term. This Agreement shall have an initial term not to exceed June 30, 

2012 commencing on the Effective Date, and may be renewed for successive one (1) 
year terms upon the mutual written agreement of the Parties. 

4.2 Termination. Either party may terminate this Agreement if a default by 
the other party under this Agreement remains uncured for more than thirty (30) calendar 
days after the defaulting party is notified in writing of the default, including, but not 
limited to, the failure of Client to pay Service Fees by the Due Dates as provided by 
Section 3.2. Either Party may terminate this Agreement on 10 days’ prior written notice 
in the event that the other Party engages in conduct which is unethical, unlawful or 
adverse to the reputation of the terminating Party; provided, however, that such notice 
must state with sufficient detail the particular conduct giving rise to the notice of 
termination and the basis for attributing such conduct to the non-terminating Party. If 
this Agreement is terminated for any reason, Client shall pay Varsity Monitor for all 
Services rendered through the date of termination within 30 days of the date of 
termination, and if Client has paid in advance for services then Varsity Monitor shall 
issue a pro rata refund within 30 days of the date of the termination. All license(s) 
granted for use of the Services and all Client access to the Varsity Monitor Webpages 
and related data shall automatically terminate upon the date of termination of the 
Agreement. The provisions of Sections 3.2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.0, 7.0, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.1, and 9.2 
shall survive termination of this Agreement. 

4.3 Suspension. Varsity Monitor may immediately suspend Services, or 
terminate this Agreement (and the license(s) granted and the Services provided 
hereunder) at any time if Client (i) makes any use of the Services or Varsity Monitor 
Webpages or data other than for the Licensed Use, or (ii) breaches any of its other 
duties and obligations hereunder, including, without limitation, payment of Service Fee. 
Client may immediately suspend Services, or terminate this Agreement at any time if 
Varsity Monitor (i) fails to appropriately monitor and promptly provide reports on Student- 
Athletes; (ii) breaches confidentiality, including use of Client’s name in violation of 
Section 5.4; or (iii) breaches of any of its other duties and obligations hereunder. In the 
event Client suspends Services under this Section, Client shall not be required to pay 
for Services for the period of time of the suspension. In the event of such occurrence, 
either Party may suspend Services with notice, and may terminate this Agreement in 
accordance with Section 4.2. 

5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5.1 Rights in Varsity Monitor Technology. The Services comprise software 

applications and web solutions that are the sole and exclusive property of Varsity 
Monitor andlor its third-party partners (hereinafter "Varsity Monitor Technology"). 
Subject to Varsity Monitor’s right to terminate this Agreement under Section 4.2, or 
suspend Services under 4.3, and limitations under Sections 2.2 and 2.3, Varsity Monitor 
grants to Client a non-transferable, non-exclusive license to use the Varsity Monitor 
Technology and related services solely for uses reasonably related to Client’s desire to 
monitor activities of Student-Athletes (previously and hereinafter referred to 
as "Licensed Use"). 

5.2 Copyrighted and Trademarked Material. The contents of the Varsity 



Monitor Website (including webpages) and all webpages to which Client may link from 
the Varsity Monitor Website, such as text, graphics, images, Iogos, button icons, 
software and other material (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Material"), are 
protected under both United States and foreign copyright, trademark and other laws. All 
such Material is the property of Varsity Monitor, its business partners, or other third 
parties that supply such content. The compilation (meaning the collection, arrangement 
and assembly) of all content and Material on the Website is the exclusive property of 
Varsity Monitor and/or its partners, and may be protected by U.S. and international 
copyright laws. Unauthorized use of any of the Material may violate copyright, 
trademark, and other laws. 

5.3 Client shall not, at any time, assert any ownership rights in the Varsity 
Monitor Technology, and shall not attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or 
reverse engineer any of the software comprising or in any way making up a part of 
Varsity Monitor’s Technology. Furthermore, Client shall retain all copyright, trademark, 
service-mark and other proprietary" notices contained in the original Material on any 
copy made of the Material. Client may not sell or modify the Material, or reproduce, 
display, publicly perform, distribute, or otherwise use the Material in any way for any 
public or commercial purpose. 

5.4 Use of Client’s Name. Varsity Monitor shall not use the existence of this 
Agreement or Client’s name, logo, images or trademarks as a part of any marketing or 
commercial advertising without prior written approval of the University. Requests to use 
Client’s name, logo, images or trademarks should be directed to the Client’s Office of 
Trademarks and Licensing. 

6.0 THIRD PARTY MATERIALS. 
The Services include internet links from the Varsity Monitor Website to webpages 

andlor websites maintained by third parties (hereinafter the "Third Parties"). If any 
such Third Parties prevent access to any of the webpage(s) to which links are provided 
from the Varsity Monitor Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor from the links on the 
Varsity Monitor Website, or otherwise restrict access to such third-party webpages, 
then Varsity Monitor may change, add or discontinue any of the affected links or other 
features of the Service at any time without prior notice to Client. 

in addition, Client hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Third Parties may, 
at their discretion and without prior notice, remove a webpage or alter the content of a 
webpage maintained by such Third Party. Client further acknowledges and agrees that 
because Varsity Monitor has no control over such sites and resources, Varsity Monitor 
is not responsible for the availability of such external websites or resources, and does 
not endorse and is not responsible or liable for any content, advertising, products, 
or other materials on or available from such websites or resources. Client further 
acknowledges and agrees that Varsity Monitor shall not be responsible or liable, directly 
or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection 
with use of or reliance on any such content, goods or services available on or through 
any such website or resource. 

7,0 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES, 



THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBSITE 
(AND EACH WEBPAGE), AND THE INTERNET WEBSlTES MAINTAINED BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSITY MONITOR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. VARSITY" MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT 
THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SERVICES, MATERIALS AND 
PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, THAT DEFECTS WILL 
BE CORRECTED, OR THAT THIS SERVICE, OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES IT 
AVAILABLE, ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. 
VARSITY" MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS 
REGARDING THE USE OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS IN 
THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY SITES IN TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTNESS, 
ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, RELIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT THAT VARSITY 
MONITOR ACKNOWLEDGES ITS RESPONSIBILITY TO APPROPRIATELY 
MONITOR AND PROMPTLY PROVIDE REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO 
CLIENT. CLIENT ASSUMES ALL RISK OF ERRORS ANDIOR OMISSIONS IN THE 
SERVICES, INCLUDING THE TRANSMISSION OR TRANSLATION OF 
INFORMATION, EXCEPT THAT VARSITY MONITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS 
OWN NEGLIGENCE OR INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION. 

8,0 LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNiFiCATION. 
8.1 Limitation of Liability. VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR 

ANY CLAIM, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR EXPENSE FROM ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER, 
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE 
LIMITED TO DIRECT, PROVEN DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR 
ALL SUCH CLAIMS, THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY CLIENT FOR THE 
SERVICES. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 8.1, IN NO EVENT SHALL 
VARSITY MONITOR OR ITS AFFILIATES OR VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR 
OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF, OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH, THE 
USE OF THE SERVICES OR WITH THE DELAY OR INABILITY TO USE THE 
SERVICES, OR FOR ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED THROUGH THE SERVICES, 
OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE SERVICES, WHETHER 
BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF 
VARSITY MONITOR, OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES OR VENDORS, HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 Indemnification. Varsity Monitor shall at all times defend, indemnify and 
hold harmless Client, its officers, directors, affiliates, and the successors and assigns of 
each of the foregoing (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") from and against, and pay 
and reimburse the Indemnified Parties for, any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, 
damages, out of-pocket costs or expenses (including interest, penalties and reasonable 
attorney’s fees and expense incurred in the investigation or defense of any of the same, 
or in asserting any of their respective rights hereunder) arising out of or resulting from 



any claim, action, suit or other administrative or judicial proceeding that is instituted by a 
third party (collectively, the "Third Party Damages") relating to any alleged act or 
omission of Varsity Monitor, its employees, subcontractors or agents in the performance 
of the activities contemplated hereby. Client agrees to be responsible for its own 
negligence in the performance of the activities contemplated hereby. 

8.3 Right to Defend. If a third party asserts any claim that implicates Client’s 
responsibilities under Section 8.2, then (a) Varsity Monitor shall give Client written 
notice promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such claim and shall 
permit the Client (at Client’s expense) to assume the defense of any claim or any 
litigation resulting therefrom; provided that the failure by Varsity Monitor to give such 
notice shall not relieve the Client of its obligations under Section 8.2, except to the 
extent that such failure results in a failure of actual notice to Client and, as a result, 
Client is materially damaged; and (b) any Indemnified Party may participate in (but not 
control) such defense at its sole expense. Without Varsity Monitor’s express written 
consent, Client shall not, in the defense of any such claim or litigation, consent to the 
entry of any judgment or enter into any settlement that provides for injunctive or other 
non-monetary relief affecting Varsity Monitor or its officers, directors, affiliates and the 
successors and assigns of each of the foregoing or that does not include a release from 
all liability with respect to such claim or litigation to Varsity Monitor by the claimant or 
plaintiff, 

9,0 DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 
9.1 Enforcement Expenses and Attorneys’ Fees. In the event of any 

dispute between the parties concerning performance or non-performance (or other 
breach) of either party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either party seeks 
injunctive or other equitable relief against the other, the prevailing party may be entitled 
to be reimbursed by the other party for the costs and expenses (including, but not 
limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees) incurred or paid by the prevailing party in such 
action if so ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction. 

10.0 FORCE iVlAJEURE. 
Varsity Monitor is excused from any failure or delay in performance of 

responsibilities otherwise required by this Agreement for any cause beyond its 
reasonable control. Such causes include, without limitation, fires, floods, storms, 
earthquakes, civil disturbances, disruption of telecommunications, transportation, 
utilities or necessary supplies, governmental action, computer viruses and incompatible 
or defective equipment, software or services not supplied by Varsity Monitor. 

11.0 GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
11.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with its Addenda and the 

purchase order issued by the Client, constitutes the entire agreement between Varsity 
Monitor and Client with respect to the subject matter hereof, superseding all prior 
agreements, proposals, representations, communications and negotiations, written or 
oral, and shall be binding upon, and for the benefit of, Varsity Monitor and Client, and 
their respective legal representatives, successors, and assigns. 

11.2 Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended, modified, 
superseded or canceled, and none of the terms, provisions, covenants, representations, 



warranties or conditions may be waived, except by a written instrument executed by 
both Varsity Monitor and Client, or in the case of waiver, by the party waiving 
compliance. 

11.3 Waiver, No waiver by either party, whether by conduct or otherwise, of 
any obligation, breach or default under this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of any 
other obligation, breach or default of the same or any other nature. 

11.4 Assignment. Neither party may, without the prior written consent of the 
other party, assign or transfer this Agreement or any duty or obligation expressed 
herein, except by merger, reorganization, consolidation or sale of all or substantially all 
of such party’s assets. 

11.5 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more 
counterpart copies, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which 
together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

11.6 Severabi~ity. If a court of competent jurisdiction judges any provision of 
this Agreement to be invalid, that judgment shall not affect the remainder of this 
Agreement. 

11.7 Section Headings. The section and other headings contained in this 
Agreement are for reference purposes only and shall not control or affect the 
construction of this Agreement or the interpretation thereof in any respect. 

11.8 Notices. Any notices required by this Agreement shall be sent to each 
Party as follows: 

FOR VARSITY MONITOR: 

Samuel Carnahan 
CEO 
Varsity Monitor, LLC 
353 Lexington Ave, 14th floor 
New York, New York 10016 

FOR CLIENT: 

Amy Herman 
Associate Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be signed 
and delivered by its duly authorized representative as of the Effective Date, 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

By: 
SAMUEL CARNAHAN 
CEO 

CLIENT 

By: 

Name: Amy Herman 

Title: Associate AD for Compliance 



ADDENDU~ 1 
FEE SCHEDULE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a 1 time service fee 
of $100. 

For services rendered between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013, client agrees to pay a 
service fee of $800 per month. If, at the start of this service period client pays in full, a 
10% discount on the total service will be applied. 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, February 17, 2012 12:36 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Another :invoice 

TEXT.htm 

Alright. Now I need an invoice for the first year of the contract. Sheesh, will it ever end?!? :-) 

And I think we’re going to pay all upfront, so if you can make the invoice for the :10% discounted amount, that would be 

great! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19.962,7853 (office) 

9:19.962.6002 (fax) 

~~uncaa~unc,edu 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Friday, February 17, 2012 2:02 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Re: Varsity Monitor ~[nvoice 

Text.htm 

You, too! 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <.,.s.#.!3%.@....v..#.[~..[.t..~....m...9..~.[.t.....o..!~.,..£..q.~3.> 2/:[7/2052 1:50:$0 PM 

>>> >>>Thanks Amy We will get you this on Monday, 

Have a great weekend 

Sam 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: .‘.%~..!3%.@....v...~.a...~:..?...!.t..~....m...9...n...!.t.....~..!:.:..£..q.~3. 

Sent: Fri, Feb ~L7, 20:L2 ::[8:$9:00 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Varsity Monitor Invoice 

Sam, 

More details on what the invoice needs to include. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Kathy Griggs 2/::[7/20:[2 ::[2:48 PM >>> 

Looks like we need to have invoice include the ::[0% discounted rate and probably should get they to include "for 

discount to apply, need pre-payment on or before moidateiyear"o thanks and let me know if you have any questions. 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, FebruaPy 20, 2012 9:26 AM 

Amy Herman 

RE: 
TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Will do. Thanks Amy. 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: 
From: "Amy Herma n" < ~j.~g.!:~.~..~.@.U.!:~.g.~.~..~.#..Q~.~.#.~..~ > 

Date: Mort, February 20, 20~2 7:19 am 

To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Oh, awesome! a great guy, and Cricket’s great, too! 

We’ve already got the $100 invoice, so this one just needs to be for the next year. And if it can 
include the information about how it’s :[0% off for the pre-pay discount, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <5.#.K).@.~.0.!:,...q.i.LY.Q3.O..Qi.~C.~.~.[~3> 2/20/20:[2 9:i0 AM >>> 
Cricket Lane and former player, who I believe helps out or works with 

It was a fun weekend. 

I will work on your invoices today - just to confirm they want 2 invoices - one through June one 
after 3une, or do they just want it all rolled up into :[? 

Thanks Amy, 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: 
From" "Amy Herman" <~uncaa,uncoedu> 
Date: Sun, February 19, 20:[2 7:17 pm 
To: <~monitor, com> 

Oh yeah? Who’d you meet?!? 

>>> "Sam Carnahan" <.-.s..Aff~.£’@.Sf.#.ES.i£}Z.D3.#!.D.i.t~.#.!::,.5.9.£).> 2/:[9/20:[2 9:09:58 PM >>> 
Hey Amy, got to meet a few members of unc athletics this weekend in Dallas, at 
the nfl ncaa professional development summit, nice to meet new team members! 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Monday, FebruaPy 20, 2012 5:28 PM 

Amy Herman 

RE: Question 
TEXT.htm 



[Ttlis ernail is riot out of order. It was attached to the previous message.] 

Thank you! 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Re: Question 
From: "Amy Herman" < 

Date: Non, February 20, 2012 3:27 pm 

To: < sa m~)va rsitymonitor.com > 

Haven’t yet. Will let you know when I do! 

>>> <~monitOroCOm> 2/20/2012 4:55:09 PM >>> 
Hi Amy 

Did you catch up with Auburn? I was going to reach out, but since they were being proactive, 
didn’t want to touch base until you spoke, - thanks for letting me know. 

Have a great night. 

Sam 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 10:43 AM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Auburn 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attacEed to the previous message.1 

Thanks for the update, - we should have an update on the new FB process end of this week, I really 
appreciate the update 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Auburn 
From: "Amy Herman" <a~schae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, February 21, 2012 8:39 am 

To: < sa m~]va rsitymonitoro¢om > 

Just talked to Jared White, who is a GA on Auburn’s compliance staff. 

We ended the conversation with him saying he’d love to check in with me again once the new 
system is in place and running (speaking of moving away from the "friending" process and into 
your new process) to see how it’s working for us. I told him middle-to-end of March would 
probably be good. 

Speaking of that, you and I need to have a conversation to see when you’re going to be putting 
that new system into place and what ][ need Lo do to get all of our student-athletes connected 
with it so that we’ve got full coverage. What’s your Limeline on that? 

Amy 

Associate All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

~ scha e@~mcaaom~.coed~J 



Amy H~rman <a~schae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, February 2~ 20~2 g~24 PM 

sam @varskymonitorocom 

Re: Invoice - Attached 
TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Sam ! 

>>> <sam@varsit~/monitor,com> 2/2:[/20:~2 2:34 PM >>> 

Amy 

Hereisthe 2012-2013invoice-let me know ifyou need anything further, 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

~.~.~.!~.X~£~!~3.~2.~. 



Varsity Monitor, LLC 
15 Essex Road 
Essex Fells, NJ 07021 

Contact: 
Sam Carnahan 
973 464 9574 
sam@varsitymonitor.com 

 NVO CE 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
UNC Athletic Department 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~nvoice # 00060002 

nvoice Date 02/21/2012 

Due Date 07/01/2012 

Service Full Payment of Social Media Monitoring Services from July 8640.00 1.00 8,640.00 

1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 

NOTES: Contract amount is $9,600. By paying in full, as per the contract, Varsity Monitor is providing a 10% discount 
which is reflected in the invoice total. 

Subtotal 8,640.00 

Total 8,640.00 

Amount Paid 0.00 

$8i6  0 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:54 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Varsity Monitor/FB 

TEXT.him 

Yes, we’re hoping for resolution very soon, as well. 

Meredith had asked me who our contact is - I don’t even really know what she was going to ask you to do! But I 

appreciate your willingness to help, whatever it is she’s asking! 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor,com> 2/29/2012 5:14 PM >>> 
Ok, thank you Amy. 

Also, I got a message from Meredith Petschauer, happy to help out, 

I know you can’t really respond to this, but it has been a long time, I hope the NCAA finalizes with you soon, just in the 

interest of being able to move on. Seems very arbitrary how long they take. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor/FB 

From: "Amy Herman" <~schae(@uncaaounc.edu> 

Date: Wed, February 29, 2012 3:09 pm 

To: <sam @varsitymonitor.com> 

He’s coming at 2:30p. 

>>> <..%a..!3Z..@....v....a..!:f~..!.t..~...m...Z~!..t.....q.[:..~.9..~].> 2/29/20:12 5:02:23 PM >>> 

Amy 

Here is the mockup of the new athlete registration page that includes the new process to authorize the facebook app. 

See attached. 

We are in the process of migrating servers at Amazon and should be able to show you the live version tomorrow. 

If you don’t mind, what time is the Auburn rep coming to visit, as I will try to get the migration done in time? 



Let me know what you think? 

Thanks again Amy! 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitymonitor,com 



< dwight@varsitymonitorocom > <dwight@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, March 01, 2012 12:16 PM 

Amy Herman 
Welcome to Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous messaged 

Hello ~ay Herman; 

Your Athletic Dept has asked Varsity Monitor to work with them on Social 

Network compliance° 

Please click on the link below to register with Varsity Monitor 

http:iiec2-50-l12-54-71.us-west- 
2.compute.amazonawsocom:SOiRegisteriRegUser?state=L9CgeWNpsoHESibrurGZEP7 
?ty%2b4WLviCF6mdjXaveYF%2fDBTiPiyng%3d%3d 

Thank You 

Varsity Honitor 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Thursday, March 01, 2012 12:40 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: FB / Athlete Registration 

TEXT.htm 



[Tills email is not out of o~der. It was attached to the p~evious message.] 

great - thanks, glad it was easy for you. 

Have a great day 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: FB / Athlete Registration 
From: "Amy Herma n" < #].~g.!:}.#..~.@.#.!:}.g.#.#..,.KQ.~.,.~.g~..# > 

Date: Thu, March 01, 2012 10:37 am 
To: < sa m@va rsitymonitor.com > 

Okay! Done° That was pretty simple! ][ will share this info with Auburn this afternoon°.° 

Amy 

>>> <S.a.!.~.@.Y.~.£S.!:~K83.9..8.!:~£~£9.B~> 3/1/2012 12:09 PM >>> 
Amy 

]:n a few minutes you will get an email from ~..~.i.~.~3.~.~]~.~:.a.!:Si..~Y..~].9.8.i£~£~.~£~]:~ with a link to register 

your social media accounts. 

We are still finalizing a few things = namely 

the from email address (it will come from S~.£~.~£~@.~!.a£...s..i.~.X~£~.~3J.~.9.~:.,£~..~.) 

The email copy ~ we will work with you on what it should say 

The overall design ~ you will the location of the UNC logo, as well as some other small issues 
are being ironed out as we speak 

The facebook app itself ~ will have our logo etc on it by the weekend° 

Once you get this email, click the link and on the page 

click to register your facebook account 

add a dummy twitter ID or click no witter account 

click done and it will register the data. 

That is the process of how we willonboard student athletes information -and we are in the 
process of expanding the social networks we collect this data from. 

This is also the process you can freely share with Auburn, if you want to. 

We are working on it daily, hopefully launch it next week - so your feedback is very welcome - 
good and bad 

Thanks Amy 

Sam Carnahan 



~0~: 

Sen~: 
To: 

"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Thursday, March 01, 2012 3:04 PM 

Amy Herman 
Re: FB / Athlete Registration 

TEXT.htm 

Awesome news, thanks so much! 

..... Original message 

From: Amy Herman <@.;...c:...h.:a...~.¢~..~..~:!.~:.a..~.:..~:!.~..c:.:..?...~:!..~:p 

To: sam ~bvarsitymonitor,com 

Sent: Thu, Mar 1, 2012 19:59:08 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: FB / Athlete Registration 

Just finished with Jared from Auburn. He seemed excited about the information and is going to take it back to his boss, 

Rich McGlynn. 

Just wanted to give you an update! 

Amy 

>>> <.?...,~...m....~...v...,~.[~.!..t...y..!~]...o..!~.!..t..2[.:.~[.~..~.~.> 3/1/2012 12:09 PM >>> 

Amy 

In a few minutes you will get an email from --d-----w--ig*!1-t---@-!-v--g:!--r-~-!--t--y---r319-!1!--t-~--r--~-c-‘-9----m--" with a link to register your social media 

accounts. 

We are still finalizing a few things - namely 

the from email address (it will come from su~ort@varsitymonitor.com) 

The email copy - we will work with you on what it should say 

The overall design ~ you will the location of the UNC logo, as well as some other small issues are being ironed out as we 

speak 

The facebook app itself ~ will have our logo etc on it by the weekend. 

Once you get this email, click the link and on the page 

click to register your facebook account 

add a dummy twitter ID or click no witter account 

click done and it will register the data. 



That is the process of how we will onboard student athletes information - and we are in the process of expanding the 

social networks we collect this data from. 

This is also the process you can freely share with Auburn, if you want to. 

We are worldng on it daily, hopefully launch it next week - so your feedback is very welcome - good and bad 

Thanks Amy 

Sam Carnahan 



"Sam Carnahan" <sam@varsitymonitorocom> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 

Monday, March 05, 2012 10:48 AM 

Amy Herman 
Re: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Great news, thanks Amy and thanks for all the references! 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Herman <~j#...c...[)...a...9.~....&.~..g..~.~!...c.9..~:..~:!.B..c...:.?.~...~:!..~:!~> 

To: sam ~bvarsitymonitor.com 

Sent: Mort, Mar 5, 2012 15:35:21 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor 

Yes, the purchase order has been signed and sent in, so I don’t know where we are in the process. Maybe the check is 

being cut? I’ll check in and find out... 

Amy 

>>> <samd~varsitymonitor.com> 3/5/2012 9:34 AM >>> 

Hey Amy 

At this point, do you have everything you need for the contract etc? 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, March 06, 2012 10:50 AM 

Mark T Sillman 

Amy Herman 
RE: Request for Quote from UNC-CH 

TEXTohtm; image001..jp9 



[This email is not out of order. It was attached to the previous ~nessage.1 

Hey Mark, no problem. We will print this off and get it back to you shortly. 

Thanks again 

Sam Carnahan 
sa m@va rsitymonitor,com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Request for Quote from UNC-CH 

From: "Sillman, MarkT" <mark sillman@unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, klatch 06, 20:L2 8:35 am 
To" "~monitOroCOm" <~monitor.com> 

Cc: Aaron York <~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Sorry this did not go out yesterday because I was out of the office. Please fill out the RFQ and 

return it to me as soon as possible so that I can process the purchase order for payment. 

Thanks 

Mark 

Mark Thomas S i]lman 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Purchasing Services 

:[04 Airport Drive, Suite 2700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1~00 

9~9-962-9463 

9~9-962-627~ fax 



Am:>, Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 10:54 AM 

sam @varskymonitorocom 

Re: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Sam, 

I’ll tall< to our AD about this after the dust settles... 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitk!monitor.com> 3/13/2012 I0:00 AM >>> 

Hi Amy 

There has been a tremendous amount of press about the UNC situation and how it relates to social media. Your AD 

recently commented: 

I fully understand about how you don’t want to address VM directly as that would imply a failure to monitor in the past, 

but am curious if, once the dust settles, if UNC would be willing to provide a testimonial, or allow us to post a press 

release or something to the effect that UNC currently uses VM to maintain oversight on the social media activities of all 

the SA’s. 

If not, no big deal - as you know, we greatly appreciated all of your support and references, we just know there are folks 

trying to tie this story to VM being ineffective- which is clearly not the case, as this all is based before we were engaged, 

but let me know. 

Thanks Amy, 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11:40 AM 

Steve Kirschner 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Fwd: Varsity Monitor - Daily Tar Heel 

TEXTohtm 

Steve, 

See below° Please advise. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <..s.9.!~.~..v..9.[..s..L[~.~f~.gj...[.9.[.=~.9.[I!> 3/13/2012 5:37 PM >>> 

Amy 

See below° I have not and will not reply to his request, but felt you may want to share this with media relations - and if 

they wanted us to comment, we will be happy to do so and do so in congruence with your media relations angle on this 

whole thing. 

Keep me posted, but wanted you to know so media relations can take the lead, and/or, choose not to reply° 

Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Contact Form Submission from Brandon Moree 

From: <sale.~~les ~varsit monitor.corn> 
Date: Tue, March 13, 2012 1:58 pm 
To: ...s.~.!..e= ~<!~Lyir.~.!..t.,y..[~!9.9.!..t:.9..r.:.£ 2...m.." 

Name: Brandon Moree 

Email: @gmaiLcom 

Comments: My name is Brandon Moree and I am the Assistant Sports Editor at the Daily Tar Heel, the independent 

student newspaper for the University of North Carolina. I’m trying to reach someone at Varsity Monitor for details on 

the relationship with the university. I can best be reached by phone and my number is (336) 957-0500. I look forward to 

hearing from someone at Varsity Monitor. 

Thank you for your time, 

Brandon Moree 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 12:01 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: Varsity Monitor - Daily Tar Heel 

TEXT.htm 

Can you call me real quick when you get a chance, please? 

>>> <sam@varsiL~/moniLor.com> 3/:13/20:12 5:37 PM >>> 

Amy 

See below. I have not and will not reply to his request, but felt you may want to share this with media relations - and if 

they wanted us to comment, we will be happy to do so and do so in congruence with your media relations angle on this 

whole thing. 

Keep me posted, but wanted you to know so media relations can take the lead, and/or, choose not to reply° 

Thanks 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Contact Form Submission from Brandon Moree 

F ro m: ’~<--s--:a-.!.&-s-.-@.!~.&-r-~.!.-t-y-.-%--~J1!.-t.Z-r.-~.-c-‘.9.---m--.~...~L~i~:![#.~..@.-v---:aJ1-s-.Lt~.~2~.[Z[.~9.!Z~9.~3.> 

Date: Tue, March :13, 20:12 1:58 pm 

To: salesC~)varsit monitor,corn 

Name: Brandon Moree 

Comments: My name is grandon Moree and I am the Assistant Sports Editor at the Daily Tar Heel, the independent 

student newspaper for the University of North Carolina. I’m trying to reach someone at Varsity Monitor for details on 

the relationship with the university. I can best be reached by phone and my number is (336) 957-0500. I look forward to 

hearing from someone at Varsity Monitor. 

Thank you for your time, 

Brandon Moree 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Sunday, March ~[8, 2012 2:59 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

Re: FY]~ - [nstagram 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsitymonitor.com> 3/:Z6/20~L2 :Zl:00 AM >>> 

We are working on integrating instagram API into our solution, in the meantime, we will keep a review of these sites 

manually to make sure nothing inappropriate is posted. 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 19, 2012 4:29 PM 

Amy Herman; sam@varsitymonitor.com 

RE: Fwd: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 

Mr. Carnahan, 

I wanted to follow-up and make sure you had received the RFQ for B662337 from our purchasing office last week, it 

should have been emailed to your address by now. Once that is returned, we can issue the purchase order. Please let 

me know if you have not seen the email from the UNC Purchasing office yet, Thanks. 

Aaron York 

UNC Athletic Business Office 

919-962-5196 (office) 

919-962-0125 (fax) 
a_yo rkcb~ u ncaa,u nc,ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 3/6/2012 8:56 AM >>> 

Aaron, 

See below. Maybe they can re-send? 

Amy 

>>> <.s..9..!~...C.~y..9..[.s...!.L.2.~][~.~!..[.o...r..:.!g...[[!> 3/6/2012 8:55 AM >>> 

No I have not, can you find out when it was sent. 

Thanks Amy 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Varsity Monitor 

From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschaeC~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Tue, March 06, 2012 6:50 am 
To: < ~<a.....m....f~...v...a....r.~.!..t..3.~!..q.9.!..t.2..r.:..%r..<~.~.> 

Sam, 

See below. Have you received this to fill out? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



>>> Aaron York 3/6/2012 8:34 AM >>> 
Amy, 

It appears the RFQ has been emailed to the following address: 

sam ~varsitymonitor.com 

Once that is filled out and returned to the UNC purchasin8 office, then we should be able to cut the PO. 

Aaron York 

Athletic Business Office 

962-5196 

a_~vork~b uncaa.uncoedu 

>>> Amy Herman 3/5/2012 8:16 PM >>> 

Thanks, Aaron! 

>>> Aaron York 3/5/2012 4:49 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I’ll be back in the office in the morning, I can check on Jt then. I’m pretty sure we have sent the req up to purchasing, but 

I don’t recall what day that was last week. 

Aaron 

>>> Amy Herman 3/5/2012 10:35 AM >>> 

Aaron, 

Are you able to see where the Varsity Monitor deal is in the process? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <samC~varsit~!monitor.com> 3/5/2012 9:34 AM >>> 
Hey Amy 

At this point, do you have everything you need for the contract etc? 

Thanks 

Sam Carnahan 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Tuesday, March 27° 2012 1:51 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: Fwd: Facebook Privacy 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, Sam ! This confirmed my thoughts on the matter. 

Amy 

>>> <sam@varsiL~/moniLor.com> 3/27/2012 12:54 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

No, we certainly do not request passwords or anything that may jeopardize the integrity of the social media accounts. 

The issue comes down to access - if you request a password, you can then post on the students behalf, delete content, 

review direct(private) messages, talk to friends etc as if you were that person. That is something that should never 

occur, and we do not engage in any of that activity. 

The Varsity Monitor process has an approved Facebook application that the student provides permission to view their 

wall posts, photos, and status updates. We review that information to look for possible violations, behavioral/eligibility 

etc as well as possible friend connections (businesses, teams, agents, boosters). 

In doing this, we cannot contact anyone, access the account, or do anything to compromise the integrity of the social 

media account - we merely scan the content to which we have access to, and provide any indiscretions to the UNC 

compliance department. 

hope this clears things up, I’m open for a call if you wish further clarification. 

Regards 

Sam Carnahan 

sam @varsitLTmonitor.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Facebook Privacy 

From: "Amy Herman" <a~schaeC~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, March 27, 2012 9:16 am 
To: < ~..:a.....m....f~...v...a....r.~.!..t...y..~!..q.!!!..t.2..r.;..c:£~!~.> 

Sam, 

See below. This is our Gymnastics assistant coach. I have heard from others about this, as well, but I don’t believe your 

system "crosses this line", since we don’t require our s-a’s to give us passwords. But I figured you probably have a more 

formal answer prepared, so I’m hoping you could share it with me, so I can share it with our coaches!student-athletes. 



Thanks, 
Amy 

>>>PennyJernigan< 

HiAmy, 
> 3/27/20:12 12:05 PM >>> 

You may have already heard about this-- today Facebook officially took a position on companies requiring employees to 

submit their facebook information. The part that got my attention was the Facebook user agreement: "You will not let 

anyone access your account, or do anything that may jeopardize the security of your account." 

Facebook’s "Statement of Rights and Responsibilities," which users must agree to, includes this rule: "You will not share 

your password, (or in the case of developers, your secret key), let anyone else access your account, or do anything else 

that might ieopardize the security of your account. 

This may be a legal issue for universities as well. Requiring our student-athletes who use Facebook to provide access to 

their accounts by coaches, Compliance and VarsityMontior, may be a violation of this facebook policy. It also creates a 

liability issue by not only compromising the students’ information, but their "friends" information. 

Take a look and let me know your thoughts. 

Penny 

Penny Jernigan 

Associate Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

PoOo Box 2:126, Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9::[9.539.8494 (m) 
www.tarheelblue~com 

www~LbOOkocom unc~ mnastics 



Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.uncoedu > 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:52 PM 

sam @varsitymonitorocom 

RE: RFQ 
TEXT.htm 

Ohhhhhhh, yes... 

>>> <sam(.~. varsit~/monitor.com> 3/29/2012 12:51 PM >>> 

No, hopefully we are all good now, Gotta love bureaucracy, 

Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: RFQ 

From: "Amy Herman" <~a~‘?~c~!~e~f~u~n~c~.~‘~a~:~r~c~;~?~(J~> 

Date: Thu, March 29, 2012 9:45 am 

To: <sam (~w~rsitymonitorocom> 

Okay, thanks! Just wanted to be sure there wasn’t something I could do to help! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> <~monitor.com> 3/29/2012 12:45 PM >>> 

It was confusing at first, but we mailed it back. Wasn’t 100% sure what he wanted, thought we emailed what he 

needed, but then discussed it and mailed it the other day. Sorry for the delay. 

Sam 

........ Original Message 

Subject: RFQ 

From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschaeC~uncaa,unc,edu> 

Date: Thu, March 29, 2012 9:40 am 
To: < .?...a.....m....f~...v...a....r.:s..!..t...y..~!..q.!!!..t.2..r.:..c.,..?!~.> 

Sam, 

Our Business and Purchasing Offices are indicating that they’re having a hard time getting a completed RFQ from you, Is 

there something I can do to help? We can’t do the Purchase Order until we get that part taken care of. 

Thanks, 



Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2~L26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~schae~]uncaa.unc,edu 



< sam@varsitymonitor.com > <sam@varsitymonitor.com > 

Tuesday, April 03, 2012 2:41 PM 

Amy Herman 
RE: Varsity Monitor 

TEXT.htm 



[This email is riot out of orden It was attached to the previous message.] 

I do, and its expected, I appreciate your references as well, and we are also trying to maintain a 
relatively low profile too, to avoid any additional attention on our clients, 

Regards 
Sam 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Varsity Monitor 
From: "Amy Herman" <a_jschae@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Date: Tue, April 03, 2012 ::[1:38 am 

To: <~monitor.com> 
Cc: "Steve Kirschner" <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sam, 

I’ve kept this email in my inbox so as not to forget your request. At this time, we, as a 
Department, are not interested in providing a testimonial or participating in a press release on 
this matter. Given the press attention that social media monitoring in general, and our policy 
specifically, are already receiving, I don’t believe we’d be interested in adding fuel to the fire. 
That said, I will continue to speak to entities that would like a referral for you all, as :[ have in 
the past. I hope you understand our position on this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hil, NC 27515 

919,962.7853 (office) 

9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> <$9.!.D.~].Kg.E~]~K~.9.D.!~gL.{9.[~> 3/13/2012 i0:00 AM >>> 
Hi Amy 

There has been a tremendous amount of press about the UNC situation and how it relates to 
social media. Your AD recently commented: 

htt ~:ii~sat,I / B’Ufh 

I fully understand about how you don’t want to address VM directly as that would imply a 
failure to monitor in the past, but am curious if, once the dust settles, if UNC would be willing 
to provide a testimonial, or allow us to post a press release or something to the effect that UNC 
currently uses VM to maintain oversight on the social media activities of all the SA’s. 

If not, no big deal - as you know, we greatly appreciated all of your support and references, we 

just know there are folks trying to tie this story to VM being ineffective- which is clearly not the 



case, as this all is based before we were engaged, but let me know. 

Thanks Amy, 

Sam Carnahan 
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THIS SERVICES AGREEMENT, and any addendum attached hereto,, (referred 
to coUectivety hereinafter as, the °’Agreement"), effective February 16o 2012 (hereinafter 
the "Effective Date"), and entered into by and between Varsity l’~or~itor, a Delaware 
limited £abi~ company, having its p~ac~ of bus#~ess at 353 Lex~r~gton Ave, 14th 
New York. New York 100t6, and The University of Noah Carolina at Chape~ Hill 
Depa~ment of Athletes (here~n:affer "The C~ient"), having a place of business at 450 
Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill NC 27599, sets foAh the terms and conditions 
Varsity Monitor’s provls~o:n of Soc~a~ Med~a Monitoring Sew~ces to CJ~e,nt. 

1.e SERVICES, 
Varsity Monitor sha}l provide Client with the fo!lowi:ng suite of comprehensive 

services ~n support of C:lieet’s desire to oversee and recruiter student-athletes, including 
socia~ media activities (collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Sew~ces:" 

mo~itor~ng of Cl}ent’s Student~A[h~etes’ so~a~ media accounts, using both automated 
sad manua~ too~s to ident~ conte~t that may ~equire Client’s atteRtion in accordance 
w~th NCAA regulation~ or University Pol}cy (herei~a~er *’Suspicious Conte~(~’). 
Suspicious C:o[~tent sha~ be defined ~n consu{tation with C.tie~t and in accordance with 
~ts po~c~es~ 

1~2 Broad See:~a~ Web #oaitori~g, which ~vo~ves mo~tor~ng the worldwide 
web, ~#c~ud~ag but not ~imi:ted to re~ated soc~a=l med~a accouhts~ b~ogs, media out~ets, for 
mendo~ of Client’s Subject Athletes by third paAies, which may implicate, reveal or 
provide perspective on NC~. comp~an~ issues. 

repoAs provided to C~ent’s Authorized Perso:nne~ in a t~me a~d manner to which the 
paRSes ~ha:l~ reasonably agree. 

1,4 So.cia~ ~e~ia Guide!~es a~d ~d~catien, w:h~ch sha~ ~nc:lude one (1) 
web based t[.a~ni~g at Cfient’s ~ocatio~ of C~ienfs studen~ath~etes, coaches, and 
administrative and education personnel regarding soc~al media best practices. 

!.5 A D.es~g:~ated Account Representative and/or other contact persons 
shat~ be ass}gned to Client to facilitate and coordinate ~he G~ices and te ass~ure t~me~y 
notification, response and fo~ow~up to Rope:As and C~ie:nt issues, 

1..6 A~dit~ena~ So.ices. which may ~nc.lude add~t:~ona~: Best Practices 
training(s) and/or consultation by Vars~ Monitor ~n the devetopmen~ or updat}ng of 
seciaI media p.o%~es may be agreed to from t~me to t~me by the paAies at a~ add~t;ona~ 
fee::~ :. Varsity Monitor a~o may develop supplementa} .............. services, 
dis~tinot from norton; updates and rev:~}or~s to the So.ices:: above, which may be offered 
to C~.~eRL Any add~tJona~ sewices sha~ be sub~e~ to aft Addendum to be a~ached to 
th~s. Agreement, and the ~enera~ [erms and conditions d tMs Agreement ~ha~ be 
incorporated ihere~n. 

DUTIES OF CLIENT, 
2.1 |der~tificatJor~ ef Studer~t-Athletes, Ctier~t shall timely provide Varsity 

Monitor with a iist of student-athletes to be monitored with the Services, a:r~d shall 
regu;arty update the lis¢ as agreed by the parties° Varsi~ Monitor shal~ have no 



obligation to per-form Services re:fating: to individuals not designated by C~iento 
2.2. Authorized User:s, C~ient shall identify in wdtir~g t~ Varsity Monitor those 

specific administrators and coaches nut.hot,zeal to access the Se~ices and :receive 
rep.o~s a~d ate~ re~arding Student~A~n~ete~ C~ie~t fu~her warrants and [ep~esents 
that ~t s.ha~ take al~ :necessa~ s~eps to assure that each of ~ts Authorized Personne~ 
shaft ~se only the unique user name and password assigned to h~m/her, and that Ciien.t 
an:d ~ts Authorized Personne~ sha~ safeguard and protect the us~:r names and 
password8 from d~sclosure to or use by others. C{~e#t sha~ p~ompt~ not~t~ Varsity 
M.on}to~ if C~ent k~ows or believes that an~ of such user names and/or passwo~d.s ~s 
being utilized by anyone other than the i#d~vidua~ to whom they were assigned, Ct~e~t 
acknowledges that it sba~ be responsible for ensurir~g that al~ its Author;zed Perso~ne:l 
abide by the C~ent8 oh! garcons under th~ Agreemeet in their use of the Sewices, Any 
a~ o:r om~ssio~ of any such Authorized Pe[so~et, re~a~ing to use of the Sew~ce or 
acces.$ te the Varsity Monitor Webpage shal~ be deeme# to be the act or omission of 
C~ent for any and a~ purposes (~c~udi#g, w~thout ~m~tat{o~, if such act or om~ss~on 
g}ves rise ton breach er default u~.der this Agreement)~ 

2.3 ~a~tho~r~zee Bse~ Except for the UoeRsed Use.. set forth ~n Section 5.! 
below, C~e~t may hot disp{ay, copy, down{cad, store, reproduce, traRsmit, d~stribute, 
rese{~ or ot=he~e commerc~al~’ e~:ploit any pa~ of the .Sew~ces or ~nfo~m:at~o~ obtained 
therefrom, ~clud~Rg any news aAic~es data or other ~formaflo# accessed from the 
Se#zice, in any format or threugh a~y ~ech~o~ogy or media now existing or he~ea~e[ 
develope& 

2~4 Cee~eratio#~ The P.aA~es sha~l cooperate w~th each other to carry out the 
respective d~tJes and obl~gations under this A~reement. and acknowledges that such 
cooperation }s essential to the per[ormaace of the Sewices. Client fuAher agrees that 
Vars~ Mo~tor sha~ ~ot be ~ab~e for any deficiency ~n pe#orma~ce that results frem 
Ct~e~t’s failure: to c:oope:ra~e. 

3,0 FEES AND 
3.i Se~ce Feed, Client sha~l pay Varsity Monitor a monthly fee for use of 

the Services in accordance with the Fee Schedule, a~ached hereto as Ad#e~d~m 
(hereinaRer "Sew~ce Fees")., Any fee for Add~tiona{ Servers pedo~med by Va[s~ty 
MonSter sha~ be in accordance wi~ Vars~ Mohi:tor’s standard rates for such se~ce(s) 
at the t~me they a~ avaitaMe, and sha]~ be set fo~h with any specific terms and 
co:nd~tion.s of such serd~ce in a subsequent Addendum. 

3..2 Pa:y.~nen~. Unless: stated otherwise on Addendum t. Client shal~ nay 
advance to Varsi~ Monitor ~he Se~ce Fee for each month in: the Te~m. no later than 
the first day d ~uch month (hereinafter the "Due Date"). tf any Se~ce Fee payment for 
any month of the Term ~s made after t~e fi~eenth (15th) day d such month, then Client 
agrees to pay ~nterest at the rate of 1.5% per month on the unpaid balance d such 

3.3 Ta~e:s.. Sew;ce Fees ~nder th}s Agreement do not fnclude taxes: ~f Varsity 
Mon~tor ~s requiCed to pay sales, use, proped:y, value-added or o[her taxes based on ~he 
SedUces under this Agreement, or on Client’s use of the Sew~ces. then such taxes 
be b:i~led to and paid by C~ient. This Sect:ion does not a£ply to taxes based o~ C!~ent’s 
i~co:me~ 



2012 commencing on the Effe~ve Date. an~ may be renewed for successive one (1) 
year terms upon the mutual wdtten ag~emen~ of the PaA~es~ 

4.2 Te~iaatioa. Either pa~ may ~erm~nate th{s Agreement if a de~autt by 
the o~her pa~y under th~s Agreement remains uncured for more than th~y (30) 
days: a~er the ddau.~ng pa~y is not}fled ~ writing of the de~au~t, including, but ~ot 
~m~ted to, the failure of C~ent to pay Se~dce Fees by the Due Dates as provided by 
Sect~o~ 3,2. Either PaAy may terminate this Agr~ment on 10 days’ pdor written notice 
in the event that the other PaAy e~gages in conduct which is unetMca~, un~a~u~ or 
a~verse to the reputation of the tem~iaa~:i~g Pa~y; provided, however, that such 
must state w~th sufficient detail the pa~icula.r co,duct giving rise to the notice of 
termination a~d the basis for a~dbut~g such co,duct to ~he ~emterm~nat~g Par~. 
this Agreement ~s terminated for a#y reason, C~ent sha~ pay Varsi~ Monitor for 
Sew~ces rendered through the date of termination w~thin 30 days of ~he da~e 
terrain.athos, and if Ct~e~t has paid ~ advance for sew~ces t.he~ Varsity Monitor shaft 
issue a pro rata refund ,~t:hin 30 days of the date of the termination. AI~ ~icense(s} 
granted for use of the Sew~ces and al~ C~ent access to the Varsi~ Monitor Web.pages 
ned: re~ated data sha~ au&omat~ca~y terminate upon the date of termination o~ th~ 
Agreement. The provis~o~s of Sections 3.2, &3, 5.& 6.0, 7,0, &l, 8.2, 8.3~ 9~1, and &2 
shaft survive termi~ation d th~s A~eeme#t. 

terminate tMs Agreement (and the ~ce~se(s) granted and the Sewices provided 
hereunder) at a~y time if Client (~) makes any use of the Sewices or Va[s~ Monitor 
Webpages or data other Cha~ for the Ucensed Use~ ~r (i~) breaches any of its othe~ 
duties and obligations hereunder. ~nclud~ng, w;thout ~m~tat~on, paymen[ of Sew~ce Fee. 
C~ie~t may immediateJy suspend Sell,cos, or terminate th~s Agreemeet at any time 
Varsky Mon:ito~ (~)~a~ls to appropriately mo~tor and promptly provide repo~.s on Student~ 
AtMe~es; (i~) breaches co#fident~a~ty~ including use d C!~ent’s name ~n vio~atio~ 
Section 5.4; or (i~i) breaches d any ef its other duties and obligations hereunder~ ~n the 
event C:lient suspends Sew;cos u~der this Section C~ent shal~ not be requir~ to pay 
for Sew~ces for the #erred of t~me of the suspension, ~n the event of such occu~ren~, 
e~the:r Rady may suspend Services with not;co, and may termihate th~s Agreement 
accordance with So.crOon 4.2, 

PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
5..1 Rie~hts in Va~s~ Monitor Te~hne!.e~y. The Sew cos compdse sol, are 

applications and web solutions that are the so~e and exclusive property of Varsity 
:Monitor and/or ~ts th~d~paAy pawners (hereinafter "Varsity Monito~ Technology ;. 
Sub~ect to Varsi~ Montto ~ tight, to terminate th~s Agreement under Section 4.2 or 
suspend Son, ices under 4.3 and ~im~tat.ions under Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Varsity Monitor 
grants to Ci~eot a oemtransferabte nomexc~usive t;cense to use:the Varsity Monitor 
Technology and re~ated se~i:c~s solely for uses reasonably ~e~ated :to C~ie~t"s des~re ~o 
monitor activities of Student~Ath:tetes (previously and.=her~~a~er referred to 
as ~’Li~n.sed Use’*}. 



Monitor Website (including webpages) and att webpages to which CIie~t may link from 
the Varsity Monitor Website, such as text, graphics~ images., logos, button icons. 
software and other materiat (coIIective~y ref~erred to ~hereina~er as ~he ~Material"), are 
protected under both U:n~ted States a~d foreign copyright, [radema~k and other laws. Att 
such Material is the p~ope~y of Varsity Monitor. :.it~ busm.ess pawners, or other third 
part~es that. supply such content. The comp~tation (meaning the collectio~, arrangement 
and assembly) of all content and Material on ~he Webs~te is the exclusive properly d 
~ars~ty Mo~tor an.d/or its paAners~ and may be protected by U.S. and 
copyright laws, Unauthorized use of a~y of the Matedal may v~otate copyright. 
trademark:, and other taws. 

5.3 Client shal~ not, at any time. asse~ aay ownership dghts 1~ the 
Monitor Technology.~ and sha~l no~ a~empt to decipher, decompile, disassemble 
reverse engineer any of the sol, are comprising or ~n any way making up a pa~ of 
Varsity Monitor’s Technology, Fu~he~more, Client :shaft retain all copyright, trademark. 
so.ice-mark and other propteta~y not~s contained in tRe origina~ Mateda~ on any 
copy made of the Material Client may not $e~t or modi~ the MatedaL or reproduce. 
d~splay publicly pedo~, distribute~ or otherwise use the Material in any way fo~ any 
public or commerc~a~ purpose. 

5..4 Use of Client’s: Name. Vars~, ~fon~tor s:ha’lJ not use the e>:~stence ef this 
Agreement or C~ient’s name, ~o9~, images o~ trademarks as a par of any marketing 
commercia~ adveAising without pr or wr~tte~ approva~ of the Uni~,ersity. Requests to use 
~t ent s name. ~ogo, ~mages or trademarks should be di#ected to the C~ent’s Off~ce 
Tradematk~ and L~censin#~ 

:THIRD PARTY MATER}IAL$~ 
The Services in:cIude intern et: tir~ks from the Va~i~ Monitor Web:site to webpages 

andlor weUsites maintained by third padies (hereinafter the ’~hird PaAies")~ ~.lf any: 
such Third Pa~ies~ .prevent access to any of ~be webpage(s)to which ~nks are provided 
from the Varsity Men,tot Website, charge a fee to Varsity Monitor f~om the ~mk:s on the 
Varsity Monito~ Website,= or othe~ise ~estrct a~ess to :such third~pa~ webpages, 
then Varsity Monitor may change, add or d~scont~nue any of’the affected l~nks o~ other 
featu:~es of the Sew:~ce at any time without ~rior not:ice to Client. 

tn addition, C~ient hereby acknowledges and agrees that such Thi~d PaAie:s may, 
at their discretion and w~thout prier notice~ remove a webpage or aite~ t~he content of a 
web,age ma~nta:ned by such Third PaAy~ C!~e:nt: fuAher acknowledges and agrees that 
because Varsity Monitor has no control over such s~tes and resource:s~ Varsity Men,tot 
~s not responsible for the availability d such exSernal :webs~tes o~ ~esources, and does 
not endorse and ~s t~ot responsiMe or I~a:bte for any conte}nt~ adveAising, ~roducts, 
or other materials on :or a:vai~ab~:e from such websites or resources. Otient ~her 
acknow!edg.es and agrees that Varsity Mo:niter shall net be responsible or liabte, directty 
or ~ndi~rectiy, for any damage or toss caused or aIteged t:o be caused by or in connect:~on 
w~th use of ot re~ance on any such con~ent,: goods or sell,cos available on or through 
any such web,ire or resource.: 

7~e DISCLAIMER OF WA!RRANTIES, 



THE MATERIALS, THE SERVICES, THE VARSITY MONITOR WEBStTE 
(AND EACH WEBPAGE)o AND THE INTERNET WEBS~TES MAINTAINED BY THIRD 
PARTIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, 
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EX[ENT PERMISSIBLE 
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE LAW, VARSFCY MONITOR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT UMtTED TO, 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PART~CU:LAR 
PURPOSE AND NONqNFRINGEMENT, VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WAR:RANT 
THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SERVICES, MATERIALS AND 
PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR~FREE, THAT DEFECTS W~LL 
BE CORRECTED, OR THAT THIS SERVICE. OR THE SERVER THAT MAKES tT 
AVAILABLE, ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL COMPONENTS. 
VARSITY MONITOR DOES NOT WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS 
REGARDING THE USE OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE MATERIALS ~IN 
THIS SERVICE OR IN THIRD PARTY SITES IN TERMS OF THEIR CORRECTNESS, 
ACCURACY TIMELINESS, RELIAB1LFFY OR OTHERWISE EXCEPT THAT VARSITY 
MONITOR ACKNOWLEDGES ~TS RESPONStB.IU~.~¢ TO APPROPRIATELY 
MONITOR AND PROMPTLY PROVIDE REPORTS OF SUSPICIOUS CONTENT TO 
CLtENT. CLIENT ASSUMES ALL RISK OF ERRORS AND/OR OMISSIONS IN THE 
SERVICES, INCLUDING THE TRANSMISSION OR TRANSLATION OF 
~NFORMATION. EXCEPT THAT VARSITY MONITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS 
OWN NEGLIGENCE OR INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION. 

8o0 LIIVIiTATiONS OF LIABILITY AND INDEt~NIF|CAT|ON, 
8.~ L~mitat~ion of L:iBbi}ityo VARSITY MONITOR’S ENTIRE L~AB~L~TY FOR 

ANY C~M, LOSS, DAMAGE, OR ~PENSE FROM ANY CAUSE ~AT~;OEVER, 
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACT~O:N, WHETHER ~N CONTRACT, TORT 
INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, STR}CT L~ABILt~ OR OTHERWISE., SHALL BE 
LiMiTED TO D~RECT~ PROVEN DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED, FOR 
ALL SUCH CLAIMS THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID :BY CLIENT FOR THE 
SERVICES. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 8.t, tN NO EVENT SHA.UL 
VARS~ MONITOR OR ~TS AFFiLiATES OR VENDORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
D~RECT, ~ND~RECT, PUNITIVE, iNCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR 
OTHER DAMAGES ARiSiNG OUT OF, OR ~N ANY WAY CONNECTED W~TH, THE 
USE OF THE SERV~C:ES OR WiTH THE DELAY OR ~NABIL{7Y TO USE THE 
SERWCES~ OR FOR ANY INFORMATION OBTAfNED THROUGH THE SERViCES, 
OR OTHERWISE ARtS~NG OUT OF THE USE OF THE SERVICES, WHETHER 
B. SED ON CONTACT. TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN 
VARSI~ MONITOR, OR ANY OF ~TS AFFILIATES OR VENDORS, HAS BEEN 
ADVISED O~ THE POSSIBILI:~ OF DAMAGES. 

8.2 Inde~ifi~:at~o~, Varsity M~nitor sha~l at all times defend, }ndemn.iN and 
~o~d harmless C~nt. }ts o~cers, di~ectors~ affi~l~ates~ and the su~essors and assigns 
each of the foregoing (eetlectively. the tndemn~fie.d Pa~:s ) from and against, and pay 
and reimburse the Indemnified Panics for. any and a~ liabilities, obligations, 
damage8 out of:pocket costs o~ expense8 (mc~ud~n9 ~nterest, penalties and 
a~:orney’s fees and expense incu~ed ~n the irwestigation or defense of any of the same, 
or in asse~.~ng any d their res~ec:tive rights hereunder) arising out of or resut:t~ng from 



any ciaim~ action, suit or ocher administrative or }udiciat proceeding that: is instituted by a 
third pa~ty (collect]’¢ely, the "Third Party Damages") relating t.o any alleged ac~ or 
omission d Varsity Monitor, ~ts e:mp~oyees, subcontractors or agents i.n the pedo~mance 
of the activities contemplated hereby. Client agrees to be tespor~si#~e ~or its own 
neg!~gence in the performance of the actMties contemplated hereby. 

8.3 Right t~ Defend, If a ~hird pa~y asseds any claim that ~mpI~cates Client’s 
respons:ibilities under Section 8.2, then (a)Varsity Monitor s:halt give C~ient wri~en 
not~.ce promptly after Varsity Monitor has actual knowledge of such c~aim and shalt 
permit ~he C~ient (at C~ent’s expense) to assume the defense ef any c~a~m or any 
litigation resulting therdromt provided that the failure by Va~i~t Monitor to g~w such 
notice shatt not relieve the Client of its obligations under Section 8.2. except to the 
extent that such faJ~ure results in a faiture of actuat notic~ to Client and as a result, 
Client l.s matedalty damaged; and (b) any Indemnified Pa.~ may pa~icipate in (but not 
control) such defense at its sole expense, Without Varsity Monitor’s express wri~en 
consent. Ctient shall not, ~n the defense d any such cIaim or litigation, consent to the 
ent~ d any judgment or enter into any settlement that p~ovides for injunctive or other 
non*monetary re~d affecting Vars~t:}( M:on;~:e[ or its o~cers, direc{ors., a~iates and the 
successors and assigns of each d ~he foregoing or that does not i~c~ude a re,ease trom 
a~ t~abi~ity with respect to such c~a~m or ~JfigatJon to Varsibi Moni~o~ by the claimant 
plaintiff. 

IDISPUTE RIE$OLUTION, 
9.1 E~fe~cereer~t Expenses an.d Atter~ey.s’ Fees~ /n the event of any 

disp/Jte between th~ pa~ties concerning performance or nonperformance (or other 
breach) of either party’s obligations under this Agreement, or if either party .seeK8 
injunctive or other equitable relief against the other, the pre’vaiIing party may be entitted 
to be reimbursed by the other parCeL for the costs and e×penses (including, but ~ot 
limited to,, reasonable .attome!cs’ fees) incurred or paid by the prevailing party in such 
action if so ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction. 

~!0o0 FORCE ~AJEUREo 
Varsity Monito~ is excused from any faiture or delay in performance of 

responsibilities othei~vise ~equired by this Agreement for an~ ,cause beyond its 
reasonable control, Such causes i~clude, ~itho~ I~mitat~on, fires., floods, storms. 
ea~hquak:es, civil: disturbances, disruption of tetecomm~n~cat~ns, t~anspo~ation, 
uti~ities or necessa~ supplies, gove:rnmental action, computer ~iruses and incompatible 
or d.e~ecti~ze e.quipment~ sol, are or sewices not suppI~ed by Vars~ Monitor 

!l,e GENERAL PROVISIONS, 
~. 1.1 Em~i~’e Ag~eer~e~t. Th:i8 Agreement. together with its Addenda and the 

purchase order issued by the C!~ent, constitutes the entire agreement beb~en 
Monitor and Client with respect to the subject ma~er hereof, superseding ait prior 
agreements, ~roposals~ r~presentations, communications and negotiations, wri~en or 
ora~, and s:hat~ be binding upo:n, and for the be:nefit of, Varsity Monitor and C~e.nt, 
their respective ~ega~ r,e~resentatives, s.uccessors, and ass;gns. 

1 1.2: Amend~eat. This Agreer~ent may not be amended, modified, 
superseded or caracoled, and .none of the terms, prov~sions, cove:hunts. [ep#esentations~ 



warranti~ or conditions may be wai~ed, except :by a written instrument executed by 
both Varsity Monitor and C~ient, or in the: case of waiver~ by the party waivi~g 
compliance,. 

11.3 Waive:r. No waiver by either pa~, whether by conduct or othe~se, d 
any obl~ athos, breach or default under th~8 Agreemen~ s.ha~ constitute a waiver of any 
other obligation, breach or defauJt of the same or any other nature. 

11..4 As.s~e:~t. Norther paAy may, without the prior wri~en consent of the 
other paRy,~ assign or transfer th:Js Agreement or any du~ or obligation expressed 
herein, except by merger, reorganization, consolidation or ~ale d a~ or substa:n~ially a]~ 
~f such pa~’s asset~, 

11~5 Co:u~terp.a~s. This Agreement ~may be executed i~ oae or more 
counterpaA cO#~es., each of which shat~ be deemed to be an or~:g~nai, but a~ of which 
together shal~ cohst~tute one and the same ~strument, 

11..6 Set, crabbier-y. ~f a couR d competent jurisdiction ~udges any provision of 
[h~s Agree:meat to be ~va~id, that judgmeat shal~ not affect the [emaiader of th~s 
Agreement. 

11,7 $ection Hea~8~ngs. The section and other headings contained in th}s 
Agreement are :fo~ reference £urpo:ses only and sha~ not contro~ or affect the 
cons~ructio:n of th~$ Agreement or the ~nterpretat~on thereof ~n any respect. 

1 t..8 ~otices. Any no~ices required by th~s Agreement shatl be ~ent to each 

~OR VARSITY MONITOR: 

Samuel Car~ahan 
CEO 
Vars~y Morfitor, LLC 
353 Le×irlgto~’~ Ave:, !:4th floor 
New Yarki Ne~z York !0016 

FOR: CLIENT: 



IN WITNESS WHEREOFI each of the PaAiss has caused ~his Agreement t:o be signed 
and delivered by :its: du~y authorized representative a:s of the: Effective Date~ 

VARSITY MONITOR, LLC 

By: 
SAMUEL CARNAHAN: 
CE:O 

CLIENT 



FEE SCHEDU!LE 

For services rendered through June 30, 2012, client agrees to pay a I time service fee 
of $100. 

For services rendered between Ju~y 1,201.2 and June 30, 2013, c~ient: agrees to pay a 
~ervice fee of $800 per month. If, at the start of this service period c~ient pays in fl.~t~, a 
10% d~scount on the tota! se~ce wi~! be applied. 



REQUEST FOR QUOTATION 
Reques~ed D~ivery O~: 



l ~ O0 LOT 

FOR BID.~ 
SA~@VA~.SIT~ON ITOR. ¢0~ 

@ $~ _____.._P£E MOM~ PLUS 10% EARLY 

ORDER AT A LATER DATR~ 



£A 

£A 

~ ~E LN ~7~ F~R SPECIA~ I~$TRU~T~ON$ ~ 

J~NE 3@, ~1~; PLEASE PAY IMME~IAIELY, 

JULY 

BISC~NT)~ F~NDS WI~LL ~E 

ATTACHE~, 



{9!9) 843- 

:No~epad 20!2-02~21 Send a~t PO cop es ~o Aaron York n the A~hl~c Bus~nes~ Office 

Deliver Te Ka~ GfN~ Chape~ Hill, NO USA 27514 

t5 Bs~e~ Rd, 

~tamd ng .Order 

P~ce +Tax ~ A~unt UPO Type 

1 ~ ~ ,0 ~ ~ch secia~ med~a MonRodng Se,wic~ though June ;~0. $100,00 100~00 ~f 901~0~3909 Norton 

uu~e 30. 201,., (12 montt ~s aI. $800 per month 





~’~ ~’~ " ~ "~ ~ ....... "’~<~" ~. ~ <" ~-~ +’" - .... ~- ’’ +~’" 5 

massive amount:s of da~a provided during a dNly review ~’ ~ocia:l networki~N s~ms fbr 

aot simply a soffw~re vm~dor. R~por-ts are customized as requested by the 
Through visuai anatysis {~,o,. tagging or ~ext mv:iew}~ Va~iiy Monffor is enabled by its 
tectmology to identi@ p~sted photos/videos that wo~ld be of concern to ~m 



Varsity Monitor engages in the business of social media monitoring for athlete policy, NCAA, 
or behavioral violations through their individual use of social media websites and applications, 
such as facebook and twitter. While other companies may purport to provide similar services, 
Varsity Monitor stands alone and is a unique service based on the following factors: 

Human Filtering: In addition to our proprietary monitoring technology that compiles the content 
for review by the Athletics department, Varsity Monitor reviews all content and filters it manually 
before distribution to UNC. This ensures efficiency by the staff in the review of the potential 
social media violations. 

Data Archiving: Varsity Monitor archives all social media content for a period of 7 years for 
further review or analysis by the UNC staff. 

Sentiment Analysis: Varsity Monitor reviews all content for intent/meaning, provided 
increased awareness of questionable content. 

Full Administrative Support: We are not a software vendor, but a full service solution = the 
only one of it’s kind. We provide full administrative support, including the addition/removal of 
athletes, customized keywords and customized reports/alerts to meet the daily needs of the 
UNC athletic department. 

Proprietary Technology: Our technology was designed specifically to address the unique 
needs of monitoring and filtering the data from hundreds of student athletes in real time. This 
software is not used by any other party and is unique to Varsity Monitor in both how it does the 
monitoring, the frequency and most importantly the filtering. 

Photo Reporting: Our technology enables us, not through the use of tagging or text review, 
but through visual analysis to identify" posted photos/videos that would be of concern to UNC 
athletics. This is a significant time saver, and the way we review and report on this content is 
unique to Varsity Monitor. 



~RS ~NFORA~,ATJON: 
t~ ~rder t~ comp,y wit.~ Intern~! Revenue See,,i~ (Ins) ~eg~t~on~, ~e ~re r~u~re,~ to ~bta~ yoL~r S~c~ S~ur~ty N~m~r 

ECU~,tTY 

CONTACT 

R~tT 

Vendor Name:: 

5~PLOYER JO NUMBER 

Co~tac~ Ram,e: Sam Carnah,a~ 

I CERTIFYTHAT (~) I AM DULY AUTHORIZED TO COMPLETE, THg,,~ FORM; (2) THE LEGAL ORGANt~ 

AND T~ ~DENTtF~CA ~ON NUMBER ~HOWN ON THIS FOR~ ARE CORRECT, AND ~3) I AM NOT ~UBJECT TO 
BACKUP W~HHOL~NG, AN ORiGiNAL S~GNA TURE gS REQMRED BY THE 

CEO 

T~TLE DAT~ 



How to attend a Webex Webconference 



You’re going to get an email inviting Vou to attend a 
Webex session. It will sav "Meeting Invitation" in the 
Subject line. 



Open the email and it will look like this. Then double 
click on the embedded URL under "To join the online 
meetint~. 1. Go to:". 



¯ You’ll be taken to a site that looks like this. Enter your 
name then your email address and click "Join". 



You will be prompted to download the Active X component, which is the 

Meeting Manager. This is what allows us to see each others documents 

and desktops. Approve the download. 



Meeting In Progl’ess 

¯ The pal~e will chanl~e to this .... Don’t close this pal~e...it will chanl~e 
into the Webex GUI next! 



Here is the Webex GUI (Graphic User Interface) 
Your name will be in the Participants pane. 



To join by telephone, a dialog box will pop up... type in 
your area code and number in the box next to the 
American flag. Then click on the "Call Me" button. 



The box will close and your telephone will ring. 
Answer it and the Webex lady will tell you that 
you have to press "1" to be added to the 
conference. Please stand by. 



If you are calling in by phone from outside the domestic 
U.S., to the right of the American Flag is a down arrow. Click 
on it and a list of all the worlds nations are listed. 



¯ For example, if you are connecting from the United 
Kingdom, scroll down until you see the UI( flag. (:lick on it. 
That will tell Webex the country code. 



Then type in your phone number in the space next to the UK flag and click 
on "Call Me". Your phone will ring asking you to press "1" to join the 
conference. You will now be onto the Webex global audio bridge and will 
be able to hear everyone else in the conference. 



Notice that next to vour name there is a little 
telephone icon. When Vou speak, it flashes! 



To join using the PC audio, click on 

"Test speaker/microphone" A headset with microphone is 
recommended in order to avoid echo and feedback. 



Click on "Test" to test your speakers. You should hear a pleasant tone. Your speakers are working 
fine, If you don’t hear the tone check to make sure your speakers are turned up and working. 

Then speak out loud and as you speak you will see the meter deflect to the right, That means that 
your microphone is working well. 

Then click on "Call Using Computer". 



You’ll now see a headset icon next to your name 
in the participant panel. 



If you have a webcam, you’ll see a webcam icon next to 
your name. Use your mouse to select it then click on it. 



¯ We’ll now see your webcam! 



¯ If you wish to see everyone full screen, click on 
the expansion box. 



You will now see your image full size. If there are other 
webcams, you’ll see them below the bigger image above. 



® 

Whom ever talks, that is the imaBe that will appear in the bib window. 

It’s important for all far end attendees to keep their microphones muted 
so random audio noises don’t keep chanBinB the picture. 



To return to the main screen, click on the 
screen icon in the upper right hand corner 



At the appropriate time, the host will click on "End Meeting". You may 
now hang up your phone or if you are using headsets, you may remove 
them. 



¯ For WebEx 24/7 technical support: 866-229-3239 

¯ Call this number if you have any trouble joining the conference. 







Subject: Culbreth Middle School Graduation 
Start: 6/12/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 6/12/2014 10:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 
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Subject: Tobacco Road Social Outing 
Start: 5/1/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 5/1/2014 7:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
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2014 TENNIS 
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(c)iiiiii iiiegwaltn~y@uncaaunc edu 

Vince Ille 919.962.6000 (iiii)iiiiiii iiiiii~lilei@unicaai!ii~nc.edu 

Mar~Kimmel~iiiiiiiiiii 919 96~ii0084 (o) i iimkimmel@fineedu 

(Practice Contac0 ................. 
:2 ...... . drewp@email, unc. edu 
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9:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

10:30 AM 

11:15 AM 

3:30 elm 

6:00 PM 

8:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

...... Sout~ Carolina Prac{ic~ : ......... 

N~rthCar~inaPractice(W~men)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!~!!iiiiiiiii~ 
VCUPractice ................................................... 

Women’s Coaches Meeting iilConei~iKenfieI!!~ii~Tennis Center 

South Carolina Practice 

Women’s Firgt Round# 1 Georgia State vs. Te~essee 

-Women’sFirst Round #2 Virginia ComNonwe~lth vs. 

North Camlina 

12:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

, Men;s Coaches Meeting Cone-N~Id Tennis Center 

~!~ ~ ~ ~ S6~ih Carolina State vs. 
North Carolina 

Women’s Second Round 

Gates Open 

Men’s Second Round 
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The Athletic Training staff would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to The 
University of North Carolina for the NCAA Women’s and Men’s First and Second Round 
Tennis Championships. As you prepare to travel with your respective tennis team we 
would like to let you know what will be available to you when you arrive in Chapel Hill. 
The main treatment area will be #~L Up in the Coae~Kenfield Tennis Center. The 
athletic training room will o~n a~ ieast 90 minutes pfi~ ~Q ~he start of competition 
a nd will include ice, ice ba~ hvdro¢ollator and an electrical ~im u la tion/u Itra sou nd 
unit. We will also h~y~ c~utches; splints and an AED available should there be a need 
for any of these ite~s~ A physician will also be present or on call d~i~q the matches 
and an EMS cr~ ~ill be on call. If you have a non-emergency si~uati~9 or any special 
needs after h~s; please call Head Athletic Trainer Sally Mays for assistance at 

o~ any one of the Tennis Athletic Trainers listed on the followin~ ~age. 

Our main ~hletic training room, located in The Stallings-Evans S~s Medi~ipe Center, 
will be o~5 by request only. The main athletic training room is equipDed wi~h 
additional ~odalities including whirlpools and a member of our s~aff will be h~ppy to 

escort y~ ~here if you so desire. Please call to arrange ~ea~men~ ~imes shoui~ you 
wish to ~ ~,is facility. ...................................... 

Inclemen~ weathe~ will be monitored by W~athe~ Data, ,~nc. apd the S~ff A~l~ic 
Trainer, Sally Mays, will have the weathe~ pager at all~imes. Please, refer to,he 
subseque~ ~niversi~ policy on severe weathe~ and lightning safeW=for the ~oper 
evacuation 6~ ~he even~ site. .................................................... ................................................ 

If you will no~ ~ ~raveling ~ith a certified ~51~ic ~aine~; ~ ask th~ ~6u call us in 
advance so we ~ ~e sure to have sufficient help to assist your te~ ~f that is the 
case, we also ask ~5~ ~ou ~rovide us with wdEen documenta~i~ ~ any treatments 
that your athletes m~ ~ If you have any other spe~i~ ~ :or requests please 
contact us at 919-962’206~ :: 



Sally Nays ::~iiiii~AT iiiiATC 

UNC Hi~i~!~iitals 
101 M~!ning!iDrive 
Chapdiiiii~ilili iiiiiNC 27514 
Rite NiRiiiiDrug Store 
1219 ii~i~leiigh Road 
Chap~iiiiii~ilili iiiNC 275 lii~ ......... ~ii 
Hour~iiiiiiii~ii!iiia:im. =:9:00p.m,il~     :~ ....... 

General Patientiiiiilnfoiiiiiiiiiigiiiigiii96~ii~4311 
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The University of North Carolina subscribes to the Weather Data, Inc. Sel~rice. 
When a storm containing lightning approaches the vicini~T of the UNC campus, 
the weather se~s’ice pages the Sports Medicine pagers with the specific 
information. A member of the UN~ :Te~i:f!:&,~!:~fic Training Staff ~vill be 
wearing the weather page~: durifig ~l practice sesgi~ns aod matches and can be 
reached at the phone numbers Iisted on the pre~ious pa~ 

If weather in*b~oation is needed to help with practice oV event ~Ianning, please 
contact Carri~ R~be~ino Shearer or Sally Mays so a caI1 can be ini~!ated to the 
Weather Dat~Service for forecasting. Weather atasp~ed,etlons~re excellent 
for irmnin~{ weather events, but long-range forecasts ~e e~uivalent {~the Na- 
tiona  Weat e  Se , ice or the local television meteorologist fore  st calls 
for thundershowers, call Carrie Rubertino Shearer or Sally Mays fo~ an ~ date 
before g~!ng out to practice and once at the practice site make sure co nica- 
tion de~i~s are operational before beginning practice 

If the w~ather becomes a concern during practice or durin~ the matches th~m- 
selves, th~ meet officials or operations staff will notify you Whe~ ligh~lng is 

0 miles away, all 
remove t~mselves from the tennis courts and go into the indoor facility. The 
matches through 
the area and ih~ ~losest lightning i~ ~6~ the ~O~il~ ~adiusi M~et officials 
o r t h e o p e r a ti6~ ~ ~t aft will notify you w hen it is safe to retu ~ y o u r v e n u e 
or if match pla~ ~ill resume in the indoor facilityi ..... : 
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Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott 
RDU Airport/Brier Creek 
10040 Sellona St. 
Raleigh, NC 27617 ..... ............ 
Sa le s M a n ager: Lesl ie Br~an 
919.234.4946 .... .................... 
FFBC.sm@cmchot~l~!~m ....... 

From RDU to F~iffield Inn & Suites: From the airport teFminals follo~ ~igns to 
Airport Blvd~ ~om Airport Blvd. follow signs for Aviation Pkwy N ramp t6 ~;540/US-70. 
Turn right QELo Globe Rd. Take the first right to stay onto Globe Rd~ Take fi~st right 
o to 
From hotel to Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center: Head East on Sellona St: ~u~h ~eE onto 
Globe Rd~ ~um lee Lo stay on Globe Rd. Take first lee onto Aviation Pkwy Mer0~ onto 
1-540 W ~d follow signs for 1-40 W, Merge onto NC-54 ~ia Exit 273A toward ~h~l Hill. 
Turn le~ ~Lo Friday Center Drive. ~rom there follow signs to C~ne Kenfield~ 

Embassy~ites .... : ................. ............................ 
ealeigh/D~[ham eesorch Triangle Park 
201 Harriso~ ~ Bo~leva~d 

NC, .............. 

lauren.siegel@jqh.c .... ..... 

From RDU to Embassy S~it~ ~ NW ~ Te~ih~l B:lvd, slight left to stay on 
Terminal Blvd. Continue on Airpo~ B:I:~ ~B~fi fi~ ht::::~b merge onto 1-40 E toward 
Raleigh, take exit 287 for Harrison Ave. Keep right at the fork. Turn right onto N. 
Harrison Ave. Turn Right onto Harrison Oaks Blvd. 

From hotel to Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center: Turn right onto Harrison Oaks Blvd. 
Turn left onto Weston Pkwy. Turn left onto N Harrison Ave. Turn left to merge onto T- 
40 W. Merge onto NC-54 via Exit 273A toward Chapel Hill. Turn left onto Friday Center 
Drive. From there follow signs to Cone-Kenfield. 
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Breadman’s 919.967,7110 

224 W. Rosemary Street 

Caf~ Carolina and Bakery 919,945.8811 
601 Meadowmont Village 

Brixx Wood Fired Pizza 919.929.1943 

501 Meadowmont Village 

Carolina Brewery 919.942,1800 

460 W. Franklin Street 

Dip’s Country Kitchen 919,942.5837 

405 W: Rosemary Street 

The Loop 919.969.7112 

1800 E. Franklin Street (Eastgate Shopping Center) 

1663 919.969i2157 

At Sheraton Chapel Hill; 1 Eurpoa Drive 

411 West 919.967.2872 

411 W. Franklin Street 

5panky’s Uptown 919.967.2678 

101 E. Franklin Street 

Squids Restaurant 919,942.8757 

1201 Hwy= 15-501 Bypass 

Top of the Hill 919.929.8676 

100 E, Franklin Street 

Tyler’s Restaurant & Taprrom 919.929,6881 

102 E, Main Street, Carrboro 

McAlister’s Dell 

205 E~ Franklin Street 

Mellow Mushroom 

3!0 W: Franklin Street 

Nantucket G rill 

5925 Farrington Road 

R&R Grill 

137 E. Franklin Street 

919~969,1102 

919.929.1941 

919,402.0077 

919.240.4411 

Bojangles 919.489,5942 

[B]SKI’S 919.969.9727 

Chick-fiI-A 919.968,0126 

Firehouse Subs 919.969:4212 

Italian Pizzeria III 919,259,4671 

Jersey Mike’s 919.918.7827 

Jimmy John’s 919.968.7827 

Papa Johns 919,932.7575 

Brigs 919,544.7473, 
4900 NC Hwy 55, Durham 

Pa nero Bread 919.544.8360 

6702 Fayetteville St., Durham 

Champps Americana 919.361,3393 

8030 Renaissance Pkwy #885, Durham 

McAIlister’s Dell 919.806,3354 

6807 Fayetteville St. #117, Durham 

Mez 919.941. I630 

5410 Page Rd., Durham 

PF Chang’s 919.294.3131 
6801 Fayettevilie St., Du rha m 

Ted’s Montana Grill 919.572,1210 

6911 Fayetteville St., Durham 

Angus Barn 919,781.2444 
9401 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh 

Capitol City Chophouse 919,484.7721 
151 Airgate Drive, Morrisville at RDU 

Maggiano’s Little Italy 919,572.0070 

8030 Renaissance Pkwy #890, Durham 

Ruth’s Chris Steak House 919,361.0123 

7007 Fayetteville Rd, Durha m 

The Cheesecake Factory 919,206.4082 

8030 Renaissance Pkwy #950, Durham 

M o e’ s Southwest G ril I 919.544.6637 
6807 Fayetteville St., Durham 

Southpoint Mall Food Court 

The Streets at Southpoint, Durham 

Movies at Timberlyne 919,933.8600 Streets at Southpoint, 140 Exit 276 Finley Golf Coruse=UNC 919.962.2349 

120 Eubranks Road, Chapel Hill University Mall, Estes Dr, & 12,501 Finley Golf Course Road, Chapel Hill 

Southpoint Cinema 919,226.2000 EastgateShopping~ E. Franklin Street 

1-40 Exit 276 University Square, W, Franklin Street 

9 
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NEHGS is excited to offer a research 
bundle for beginning genealogists. The 
Family Discovery Package makes a great 
gift for a loved one, or even for yourself. 

This special $99 offer includes: 
¯ 1.5 hours of research conducted by 

NEHGS experts 
¯ One-year subscription to 

AMERICAN ANCESTORS magazine 

¯ l~ootsMagic genealogy software 

¯ Two day passes to the NEHGS library 
in Boston 

"You provided our family with a tremendous asset -- 

preservation of out history.... Thanks )br the valuable 

service you provide." 

Order online at 
www.AmericanA ncestors, org /f dp 
or call 617-226-1233 
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a publishing imprint of NEHGS 

specializing in compiled genealogies that 
advance the Society’s mission to collect, preserve, 
and interpret materials to document and make 
accessible the histories of families in America 

For more than a decade, Newbury Street Press 
(NSP) has published Family histories of note- 
worthy contribution to the genealogical canon. 
Our expert staffworks with authors to publish 

books of enduring interest to Families, genealo- 
gists, and historians. 

If you have been compiling your family’s genealogy 
and are thinking about having it published, please 
consider Newbury Street Press. 

To learn how to submit a manuscript proposal, 
inquire about funding for NSP books, or obtain 
general information about NEHGS publications, 
contact Scott Steward, Director of Publications 
(scott.steward@neh2s. 0~l~; 617-226-1208). 

Tax-deductible donations to NEHGS help support 
this important publishing program. 

NE\VBURY STREET PRESS 

New England Historic Genealogical Society 
99-101 Newbury Street 

Boston, MA 02116-3007 
l~v.AmericanAncestors, org inewbury-street-press 



SUPPORTING COLLABORATION FOR RESULTS 

F INDING AND PORING THROUGH HISTORICAE RECORDS IS PART OF THE GREAT ENJOYMENT 

ofgenealog?: However collaborative et~brts -- yours as well as our own -- lead to some 
of your best discoveries and breakthroughs! 

In this vein, the New England Historic Genealogical Society is always providing new and 
enhax~ced ways to connect our members with our team of experts.Whether offbring online 

communication through u,ww.AmericattAncestors.org or opportunities for face-to-face inter- 

action, our goal is to provide you access to the best M~owledge and expertise m the field. 
For a third time, our groundbreaking Family History Day collaboration with 

Ancestry.corn was a perfect example of a partnership between major genealogical providers 

that offers great benefits to genealogists. In Tarrytown, NewYork, in March, more than 800 
family historians of every skill level were able to connect with more than thirty members 

of the NEHGS team. Our biggest "away" program ever, it also highlighted the t~act that our 
professional scope extends well beyond New England.You may not have known it but -- 

NEHGS is the largest and most comprehensive society ~br NewYork genealogy! We were 
pleased to offer hundreds of one-on-one consultations and a host of informative lectures 

and special workshops -- all invaluable genealogical networking opportunities fi)r hundreds 
of t?iends, both new and old. 

Other ways of sharing in~brmation in- 
dude our free Vvbekly Get,ealo£ist e-news- 

letter, daily discussion on the NEHGS 
Facebook page, and the work of our 

Online Genealogist. These and maW 
other services combine to keep us deeply 

connected with our constituents -- pro- 
viding continuing opportunities to share 

questions and observations, research tech- 
niques and tips, database intbrrnation, 

event scheduling, and publication reviews. 
Only through your support is NEItGS 

able to provide these and a score of other 
valued services. Please consider an Annual 

Fund donation at this time. Genealogy is 
a collaborative et~brt -- together we can 

make great strides and advance the great 
history of America and her peoples. 

\Vith best regards, 

D. Bremo,, Simot~s 

th’esideut and CEO 
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I N THIS ISSUE OF AMERICAN ANCESTORS, WE ARE 

pleased to present an in-depth feature by geneti- 

cist Dr. Bryan Sykes. Dr. Sykes recounts how his ge- 
netic studies led him -- rather unexpectedly -- into 

the genealogical world, and shares highlights from his 
new book, DNA USA: A Genetic Portrait qf America, 

which was partia~y researched at NEHGS and fea- 
tures some member and staff profiles. One of those 

studied was Christopher 
....... ~:=~:==:~ C. Chad, our genetics col- 

umn editor and Newbury 
Street Press Gene~ogist. 

Chris provides his per- 
spective in "My Journey 

in Autosomal Testing" on 
page 46. 

I first met Dr. Sykes 

in 2002, soon after read- 
ing his book, The Seven 

Daughters of Eve:’lhe Science 

Lynn Betlock H~icl, Reveals Our Genetic 
Ancestry (2002), which I 

found to be quite acces- 
sible for a history-minded person like me. I was suf- 

ficienOy intrigued to have my matrilineal DNA tested 
through his company, Oxford Ancestors; I descend 

from Helena. Now, ~ust ten years later, I am amazed 
at the rapid development of gene~ogical applications 

for genetic testing. Reading Dr. Sykes’s account, I feel 
particularly fortunate to have been a gene~ogist dur- 

ing these pioneer days, and am eager to see what w~ 
be next. 

Stormier often provides opportunities fbr taking a ge- 
nealogical search on the road. In the June 20 HTeekly 

Genealo£ist enewsletter, our survey question asked 
readers about their plans for the sunm~er. Of the 2,700 

respondents, 70% anticipated travel for genealogical 
purposes, with 62% visiting libraries, archives, histori- 

cal societies or cemeteries; 40% touring an ancestral 
city or town; and 30% meeting with relatives who 

share their genealogical interests. 
Genealogical travel offers the chance not only to re- 

search particular ancestors but also to gain more gen- 

eral knowledge about the local or national context of 
our ancestors’ lives. A wide range of activities can set 

the stage for thinking historically. In late June, I took 
my two eight-year-olds to Fort Ticonderoga in New 

York’s Adirondacks. In a truly breathtaking setting, we 

absorbed plenty of knowledge that could not be con- 
veyed in aW book. While there, I noticed about fifty 
people wearing "Welles Thomas" family reunion shirts 

and asked whether they had an ancestral connection to 
the fort. The answer was no. Their common ancestor 

had lived in Pennsylvania, and for decades the group 
had gathered every five years, from coast to coast, both 

to renew familial ties and to explore another part of 

the country. 
A l&’eekly Genealo£ist reader, Charlene Goddard-Lyle 

of Boxborough, Massachusetts, also shared her plans 

to connect with her family’s past. "As a Civil War his- 
torian ’geek,’ every year I follow the footsteps of the 

regiments of my relatives across battlefields, xg/ith re- 
search books, regimental battle maps, compiled mili- 

tary service records, laptop, camera -- and a willing 
husband -- the search of ’hallowed ground’ truly 

brings the military experience of my great-grandpar- 
ents and their t:amilies into focus. This year will com- 

memorate the Battle of BoonsboroiSouth Mountain, 
Maryland, fought September 14, 1862, as part of the 

1862 Antietam Campaign. \Ve will be accompanied 
one day with a gmide -- since much of this land is still 

in private hands -- and spend the other days on our 
own. There is trtily something mystical in seeing the 

same hills and horizons ,vhile walking the land the}~ 

to(), walked." 
An article by Anne Kaufman, "flitting the 

Genealogical Trail: Researching the Cooke,White, and 

Robbins Families from Massachusetts to Iowa," offbrs 
highlights from three of her trips and provides useful 

advice for the genealogical traveler. And several other 
articles in this issue were enhanced by journeys to an- 

cestral towns and cities. Grant Itayter-Menzies trav- 

eled to Nolna;ich, Connecticut; Bill Griffeth, his wif;e, 
Cindy (Haas) Griffeth, and her brother Bill Haas ex- 
plored Coventry. England; and Katherine Dimancescu 

visited Mystic, Connecticut. A change in place and 
perspective sometimes makes all the difference. 

In this issue, we are also pleased to introduce a new 
colunm written by Suzanne M. Stewart, which will 

feature cases solved by her Research Services team. 

Happy genealogical trails! 

Lynn Betlock 

.,¥lana£in£ Ediwr 
magazine@nehgs.org 
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Joshua Gee’s captivity narrative 

I particularly enjoyed Beth Bower’s article in the 
latest issue ["’Captivity with ye Barbarous Turks’: 

Seventeenth-Century New Englanders Held Hostage," 

AMEP.ICAN A>aCESTOP.S, 13 (2012) 2:18--24], as I de- 
scend from Joshua Gee. Do you know if a reprint of 

the Narrative of Joshua Gee is available? I would love to 
obtain a copy. 

Tom 3,lerritt 

Saint Charles, Illinois 

Editor’s note: The Narrative of Joshua Gee of 
Boston, Mass.,While he was captive in Algeria of 
the Barbary Pirates, 1680-1687 (Harford, Conn.: 

l~Za&worth Atheneum, 1943) is available online at 
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/ucl.32106009752160. 

Telling "the epic story of French- 
Canadian immigration" 

Michael E Dwyer’s article "The Path to Edward Bird" 
[A~,aE~c~ A~qCESTO~S, 13 (2011) 2: 28--32] is a ~:antas- 

tic piece of detective work.This type of careful, pains- 

takingly researched reconstruction is the only way I 

can think of to piece together anything like a true his- 

tory of French-Canadian migration and immigration, 

inVermont or elsewhere. 

This is important because it is largely a lost history. 

It’s a truism inVermont that anyone who bragm about 

being % 5th or 6th generation Vermonter" is inevi- 

tably referring to Yankee ancestors. Over time, many 

French-Canadian Vermonters have lost their family’s 

history. Some, particularly those with Anglicized names 

(like Ed~vard Bird), had an ancestor who at some point 

actively sought to abandon it. The result is that most 

Vermonters -- of all ethnicities -- have little sense of 

the epic story of French-Canadian immigration and 

its impact. Thanks to Michael D,aTer’s t;ascinating ar- 

ticle we now know a little more -- not just about one 

individual, but of the process through which French- 

Canadians transformed themselves. 

Prof. Keuin Thornto~ 

Department of ttistorB University of Vermont 

My great-great-grand~:ather, Charles (C. C.) Coop, 

was said to be born March 8, 1847. He died October 

1,1930. Charles appears in the 1870 census living alone 

in Nevada. t te was first married in t tollister, Caliibrnia, 

in 1872 to Lydia Burbank Hinckle> Charles then ap- 

pears in nine different censuses between 1880 and 1930, 

moving from California to ~Zashington to Oregon. He 

married a second time following Lydia’s death in 1883 

in The Dalles, Oregon, to Irene Phebe Hall. 

He consistently claimed that he was born in 

Pennsylvania, his t~ther in England, and his mother in 

Wales, yet I cannot find him in the 1850 or 1860 cen- 

sus. ~amily stories report that Charles was English. He 

had five children ~vho lived to adulthood and, when 

asked as adults where their ~;ather was born, all had dif- 
ferent answers that did not include Pennsylvania. One 

son was Abraham Booth Coop, and I was told in child- 
hood that Charles ~vas related to William Booth of the 

Salvation Arm?: 
Michael Barwn 

Portland, Oregon 

My brick wall is the origin of my ancestor Aaron 

Knapp (the eldest), of Taunton, Mass. He appears 
in Taunton records from 1653 to 1664. His will was 

recorded in Plymouth, November 2, 1674. I am look- 
ing for his birthplace and parents. 

Richard Knapp 

Ot,erland Park, Kansas 
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On April 20, 2012, NEttGS hosted its annual dinner at the Four Seasons Itotel in Boston. The guests of 

honor, former Governor Michael Dukakis and his wife, Katharine ("Kitty"), were presented a book of their 

thnfily history with a fore~vord written especially for the occasion by President Bill Clinton, and both spoke 

poignantly about their recent travels to Greece, Hungary, France, and Germany researching their t~m~ilies.The 

event also t~atured the international book launch ofDNgd U&~t:A Gettetic Portrait of America, by keynote speaker 

Bryan Sykes. Proceeds from the event supported the Society’s 

Com’tecti~tg Families, Advartci~tg History capital campaign. 

Top 1@: Guesls q¢ honor Michael arid Kitty Duhahis ~uith 
NEIIGS Presidet~t and CEO D. Brentot~ Simor~s. Middle left: Ulla 

Plougma~d, l,.ey~o~e spea~er Br),a~ S),kes, m~d councilor Meriu,ether 

Schmid. Bottom left: Cout~cilor t~’rat~ces Burnham, it~comit~g chair- 
ma~ Dapid Bur~ham, a~d chairman Eric Schultz ~*4th Michael 

Duhahis. TOp right: Epent Chair Susan Sloan, trustee emeritusjoht~ 

Cabot u,ith Carroll Cabot, artd_[oan artd Henr), Lee. Bottom right: 

7i’ustee Elizabeth Goddard tuith com~cilors Lytm 7?owbridge,.Judith 

Halseth, and Priscilla Gree~lees, mtd trustee emeritus {4/)’lliam 
Fowle~ at the Patron receptiort at Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers. 
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Top 1@: P~dence Crozie~ Carroll Cabot, Kitt?, and Michael 

Dukakis, m~stee William Crozie~ and Joan Kenned?,. Bottom 

l@: Kitt?, Dukakis q{fectionatel?, 2reets sl)ecial 2uest John W. 

Sears. Bottom middle: Alison Small with trustee Peter Small 

and Marianne Carbine. Bottom right: Councilor Deborah Hale 

and trustee Harold I~ach. 
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Christopher Child and Scott Steward. 

New Lowell genealogy wins two awards 

NEHGS is proud to announce that The Descendants 

of du~o~e .John Lowell of Newburyport, Massachusetts 

(Newbury Street Press, 2011) has won the 2012 

National Genealogical Society Award for Excellence: 

GeneMo~" and Family History Book and the grand 

prize in the 2012 Connecticut Society of GeneMogists 

Literary Award Contest. Authors Scott C. Steward 

and Christopher C. Child were honored at the recent 

NGS Conference and the CSG Annual Meeting and 

will be featured in the upcoming issue of Connecticut 

Genealogy News Mongside a review of their book. 

The Descendants ~Ju~ge dohn ~well ~ Newbur~port, 

Massachusetts, represents the first full treatment of the 

Lowe~ family since Dehnar R. Lowe~’s 1899 geneM- 

ogW and comprises more than one thousand entries for 

heads of fa~lies. To learn more about the book, visit 

~,w. A m erica nA n ces tors. oU. 
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New from NEHGS 

A Family Becoming Amen�an, Volume 2 Fotsy 
Hard ~ ~ ~ pp iii~ ~ ~ (m m~i ~ $’~ i i i i 

F~eniere/Frenye D~vi~ Wats~u Kru~ 

............. Some Descendants of Roger Billings ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

o~ Dorchester Massachusetts 
ak~ ~ ~ ~ 

area~area~aran~Daren~s tro Deaimii ~emne 

and dmd at Dorchester m ~683 She presents ~he ~am~ 
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Mary Rich "Polly" Ewing, 1914-2012 

Mary Rich "Polly" Ewing, a resident of Denver, 

Colo., and an NEHGS member for nearly thirtT years, 
died March 1, 2012, age 97. Greatly interested in the 

Society’s well:are, she served on the Council from 2004 
to 2006 and became a Life Member in 2008. She was 

a member of the NEHGS Charles Ewer SocietT for 
Lifetime Giving and in 2006 established the E~ving 

Fund to help the Society meet its financial goals. For 

many years, she was a regular participant in our Salt 
Lake City tours and "Come Home to New England" 
programs. She was a member of several lineage societ- 

EMPLOYEES O~ ~HE YEAR ies, and traced her ancestry to early families of Cape 

Cod and Dover, N.IE 
Mrs. Ewing was born in Newton, Mass., September 

OBITUARIES 

Joan Ferris Curran, 1926-2012 

Joan Ferris Curran, CG, longtime NEttGS officer and 

nationally known genealogist, died at her home in 

Kansas CiD; Mo., May 19, 2012, age 85. Mrs. Curran, 

known to all as "Jo," joined the Society in 1977. She 

served in a varletT of capacities, including trustee, 

1979-84 and 1987-90; vice president, 1984-87; sec- 

retary, 1991-94; second vice president, 1994-95; and 

councilor, 2003-7. She participated in numerous edu- 

cational events, including annual "Come t tome to New 

England" programs; research trips to Washington, D.C., 

the British Isles, and elsewhere; and, most notably, the 

~mnual trip to Salt Lake City, which she attended for 

a record thirty-three years from the program’s incep- 

tion in 1978 (see NEW ENeSaN> ANCESWORS 6 [2005], 

4:11--12 for her own comments after twenty-sL,( years 

of these sojourns). In addition, she was a member of the 

NEttGS Charles Ewer Sociew for Litbtime Giving. 

Mrs. Curran was active in various genealogical or- 

ganizations, including the Board for Certification 

of Genealogists. She wrote or edited ten genealogi- 

cal volumes, including compiled family histories and 

Family tlis~ot3,: A Legao,’ for Your Grandchildreu (1996) 

and NumberitN Your Genealogy: Basic Systems, Complex 

Families, and international Kin (1999). 

She was born in Waban, Mass. ,July 2,1926, daughter 

of CyrusS~ale and Gretchen (Salsich) Ferris. She attend- 

ed Smith College and graduated from the University 

of Wisconsin. In 1950 she married Charles Edward 

Curran, and moved to Kansas City in 1952. She is sur- 

vived by a son and daughter and four grandsons. 

16, 1914, the daughter of Wesley Everett and Mary 

Scribner (Rand) Rich, and was raised in Middlesex 
County, Conn., and Falmouth, Mass. After graduation 

from Sweet Briar College and the Katherine Gibbs 
School, she ~vorked as an executive secretary. In 1952, 

she married George M. Wiles, who died in 1978. In 
1980, she married John C. Ewing, who died in 1993. 

Mrs. Ewing is survived by a step-daughter, three step- 
grandchildren, two sisters, t~vo brothers, and many 

nieces and nephews and grand-nieces and nephews. 

Isabel Brown Wilson, 1931-2012 

Isabel Brown ~ilson, a Houston, Texas, philanthropist, 

and member of the NEHGS Charles Ewer Society ~br 

Lifetime Giving, died in Houston March 27, 2010, age 

80. She was born in Houston June 13, 1931, a daughter 

of George Ruths and Alice Nelson (Pratt) Brown, and 

graduated from Saint Mary~ Hall in San Antonio and 

from Sufith College, where she majored in art history. 

After graduation in 1953, she entered the management 

training program at Manufacturers’ Trust Company in 

New-York, the first woman to be enrolled in the pro- 

gram. Later she moved to \Vashington, D.C., where she 

was a personal assistant to Lyndon B.Johnson, then mi- 

noriw leader of the U.S. Senate. She later returned to 

Houston, becoming a journalist far The Houstort Post. 

Mrs. xX/’ilson initiated a book on her family, to be 

published by Newbury Street Press: The Ancestors and 

Descendants ~ George Rufus Brown and Alice Nelson 

Pratt, compiled by Christopher C. Child, Patricia Law 

Hatcher, and Kelvin L. Meyers. 

Mrs. Wilson married first at Middleburg, Va., May 

11, 1963, James Vernon Mathis. They divorced in 

1968. She married second at Houston April 2, 1971, 

xX/511ace Stedman \Vilson. Besides her husband, she is 

survived by her two sons from her first marriage; four 

grandchildren; a step-daughter and step-son; two step- 

grandchildren; and one sister. 
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An InterPiew with DaPid H. Burnham 
NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE NEHGS BOARD 

A T THE A~’mL 2012 NEItGS ANN~:AL .’¥IEETING, 

David H. Burnham of Bosto~ u,as elected Chair ~the 

Society," Boad of ~’ustees, succeedin~ Eric B. Schuhx, 
who had served in that position since 2008. Makin£ the 

announcement, Mort#on (~by) DeS. I&kbh, Chairman ~ 

the NEHGS Trustee Nominating Committee, thanked 

&huhz for h# though~ul and aaiue leadership, e~ecially 

as Chair ~ the Society," capital campaign, Connecting 

Families, Advancing Histow, which has succeso’[hlly 

raised over $38 milliom "Eric has been a gtvat leader 

and advocate for NEHGS during th# period of signf- 

cam growth. We now u,elcome David with his emhusiastic 

support (artd dedication to the~hture (th# wonde~hl 

organization." 

David # CEO and founder of Burnham Rosert Group 

in Boston and London. His compmty researches what 

empirically, d~3rentiates superior pe{’[brmers f’om average 

pe~ormers in a host ~ roles and industries. BR G delivers 

leadership and sales development programs, executive coaching, psychological aud competence assessmertt_[br sertior leadership 

positions, a~td orgmtization strategy e~,aluations. BRG~" clients include Accenture, CVS/Catvmark, Fidelity htuestments, 

Morgan Stanley, Lloyds Banking Group, Royal Bank of Scodand, the British Government ~ Prime Min#terk Qfce, and 

many others. 

Additionally, David has been oft the facuhies (Harvard Business School, the Austrian Institut f~r Unternehmeno’i~hrung 

(Vienna), the Austmlimt htstitute for Management, the University ~ South Florida, and the U~ti~ersity ~ Hawaii - East 

l&kst Cente~ He # ~brmerpresidertt aud CEO (publicly traded httermedia Systems Corp. artd former Board Presidertt ~ 

the Boston Children," Museum. His educatio~t includes an MBA from Harvard Business School, u.,hetv he ,u,~s a HTillard 

Prescott Smith Fellom He has been a member qf NEHGS since 1975, as well as a Trustee and Councilor. David and h# 

,~fie Fran, a member ~ NEHGS since 2003 and a current Council member, live in Cohasset, Massachusetts, and are both 

active geuealog#ts. 

How did you get started in genealogy? 

Growing up in Boston, I remember as a teenager 

going to the NEHGS headquarters, then located at 

Ashburton Place. There was always talk at home 
around the dinner table about "t~amily history’ with 
my grandparents. They had a great interest in histo- 

ry, which I fbrtunate]y continue. They enjoyed tell- 
ing stories about our English ancestors, their arrival 

in America in the early seventeenth century, and how- 
their lives intersected with history. 

What can you tell us about your early family 

history, and that of your wife, Fran? 

My Burnham roots can be traced back to the ~630s in 

County Essex, England. The family came to America 

during the Great Migration on the ship Any, el Gabriel, 

which sank during a well-chronicled storm off 

Pemaquid Point in Maine in 1635. Three Burnham 

brothers, Deacon John, Thomas, and Robert, all ship- 

builders from County, Essex, survived. From Maine 

they set out for Salem, their original destination, but 

stopped at Chebacco (now- called Essex), which, with 

its shipbuilding industD; reminded them of home. 

Many members of my t;amily continue to reside in 

Essex, Massachusetts. 

One of Fran’s most notable ancestors, her great- 

great-grandt;ather, Alfred George Tcbault (1811-1894), 

settled inVirginia.A physician, Dr.Tebault was married 
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three times and had twenty-two children; of the eleven 

sons, all privately educated, nine also became physi- 

cians. An elegant man with a keen academic mind, 

Tebault helped found theVirginia Medical Society. 

Fran is the longest-serving Overseer of Plimoth 

Plantation -- since 1990. She was installed as Emissary 

representing Southwark Council, London, to the 

Mayflower 20/20 Celebration. She is a Life Member 

of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts and the 

Society of Mayflower Descendants, and a member 

of the Colonial Dames in the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts. 

Both Fran and I spent considerable time living in 

England, which gave us the wonderful opportunitT 

to research our earliest ancestors first-hand. \Ve both 

served in the Peace Corps in Africa and learned the 

importance of fa~mly storytelling through oral history. 

Both of these experiences contributed significantly to 

our deep interest in family history and the importance 

of knowing your background in relation to the world 

today. 

What are some of the opportunities and 

challenges you see facing NEHGS? 

My wife and I were married in Trinity Church in 

Copley Square, Boston, where there’s a quote in the 
front of the church which summarizes our philosophy 

of genealogT: The "l?uth Will Set )cbu Free. We interpret 
that to mean: the more you know about yourself and 

your family, its background and history, the more you 
will understand yourself and your role in current so- 

ciety. As the largest, oldest, and most respected family 
history research library; NEHGS has a long-standing 

responsibility to work with its members and friends to 
provide the necessary tools to document and under- 

stand their origins. In the last ten years, the amount 
of available sources tbr t;amily history research has 

grown exponentially, and NEHGS must provide our 
constituents with the very best research opportunities 

(Internet, DNA, and staff expertise) to support these 
eft])rts. 

Having grown up with a strong background in oral 

histor> I believe NEHGS should continue to encour- 
age families "to talk," and record and conserve as maW 
stories as possible "before it’s too late."~X~riting down 

~:anaily stories is one thing, but recording them direct- 
ly from the source captures the subtle nuances of the 

story in a way the written word cannot. 

One of the challenges for the fiature of NEttGS is to 

maintain at the highest level the first-rate professional 

staff for which the Society is so well regarded, as well 

as to encourage and support younger people to enter 

this growing field. 

Managing our growth to remain the leader in our 

field, and meeting the accompanying financial chal- 

lenges, will always be a necessity. We must continue 

to provide outstanding personal customer service to 

our friends and members and encourage them to in- 

clude NEttGS among their top two or three chari- 

table priorities. 

You mentioned the importance of outreach to other 

communities. How can NEHGS accomplish this? 

Our country has always been known as a cultural and 

genealogical melting pot.V, Ze are, both historically and 

currentl?; as culturally diverse a nation as can be found. 
As a non-profit chartered in 1845 "to serve the public 

good," we must make every effort to partner with a 
wide range of ethnic communities and organizations 

to help these groups discover their own roots. Our ed- 
ucational and research expertise must continue to ex- 

pand beyond our New England constituents through 
ever-greater web services, live programs, and seminars 

across the county. 

How can the Society’s Trustees and 

Councilors best serve the Society? 

In the year ahead, the Trustees, Council members, vol- 

unteers, and staff will be actively engaged in "vision- 

ing" the future of NEttGS through the develop- 

ment of its fifth strategic plan. Under the direction of 

Brenton Simons, our President and CEO, we Trustees 

and Councilors will serve as ambassadors and the "ears 

and eyes of the Society," working to understand the 

current state of the field of genealogy, the needs of 

our members, and how NEItGS can continue to be 

the leader in its field in the years ahead. Each of us 

needs to continue to provide the Society with its all- 

important financial support and work to introduce 

new members to our growing family. 

Frannie and I feel so fortunate to be inw)lved in this 

wonderful organization at a time ~vhen people are re- 

alizing, more and more, the importance of the concept 

of"t;amily" and knowing your ~;amily roots. 

-- &even L. Solomon 
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Boston Programs 
WRITING AND PUBLISHING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY SEMINAR - PART I 

Saturday, September 15, 2012, 9-4:30 p.m. 

If you are ready to turn your family history research into a publication, join the experts at NEHGS to learn 

best practices in publishing your findings. NEHGS offers guidance on writing and publishing your family his- 
tory project in this two-part seminar.Xgrorkshops in Part 1 include defining your project, writing in genealogical 

format, working with images, and adding narrative to your genealogy. Part 2, to be held on February 23, 2013, 
will delve into the editorial process and book production, and offers a chance to meet with publishers/printers 

and consult with experts. Space is limited. 

Tuition: $110 for Part I, includes a light breakfm, and all program materials. 

WEEKEND RESEARCH GETAWAY 

FALL-- RESEARCHING FEMALE ANCESTORS 

October 18-20, 2012 

Uncover the wealth of materials available to researchers at the NEHGS Library at 99- 

101 Newbury Street during this \Veekend ILesearch Getaway. The program features ex- 
tended libraW hours, individual consultations, group meals, and themed lectures. Space 

is limited. 

Tuition (does not include Iodgit~g): $300; single days $ I I0 each. 

UNCOVERING VOICES FROM THE BACK STAIRS 

Wednesday, NovemberT, 2012, 6-Sp.m. ¯ NEHGS, 99-101 Newbury St., Boston, Mass. 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012, 1-3 p.m. ¯ Lyman Estate, Waltham, Mass. 

Although domestic servants made everyday life in grand homes possible, their identities and roles within the 

household have long been hidden. Jennifer Pustz, Museum Historian at Historic New England and author of 
Voices from the Bach Stairs, illustrates the diversitT of domestic service in New England over the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries by focusing on servants’ lives at Castle Tucker, 1Loseland Cottage, and the Codman Estate. 

Archival materials illustrate the lives of servants and relationships with their employers. 

Following this lecture, Marie Daly, Director of the Library at NEHGS, demonstrates how anyone can research 
their family histor> including hard-to-trace ancestors such as servants, immigrants, and members of the working 

class. She will highlight both online and on-site research venues, identifying sources that can help piece together 
?Tour family story. Co-sponsored with Historic New England. 

Free to NEHGS members and Historic New England members, $5 twnmembers 

Ma ~w~ regi~{~ ti~ fo~ 6~{~ ~g~ 6~ ~ ~ 6 ~duca~ibn@n~hgs b 
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SALT LAKE CiTY RESEARCH TOUR 

October 28-November 4, 2012 

Visit the world’s largest library for genealogy, and t~m- 
fly history as NEHGS returns to Salt Lake City 

our thirty-fourth annual tour. Daily activities include 
indMdual consultations with NEHGS genealogists, 

lectures, and other special events. Space is limited. 

"lhition (includes seven n{@ts’ lodgin~ at the Salt Lake 

Plaxa Hotel): single, $1,550; double (shared lo@i~tg IPith 

another loartMpanO, $1,350 per person; double with non- 

researchin~ guest, $1,850; commuter (~o lo@ing), $775. 

g h arl {!~ar ~,)r {~ ~ ~va~i6 a~ a ex~ ~ ~vou m ~ mb ~rs~!>~ ~O~P6 n ar ~iva 
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The Online Genealogist Answers Your Questions by David Allen Lambert 

Can you tell me what "ult." means in the 
following sentence: "Died Walker County, Ga., 
on the 26th ult., Mr. William Richardson..."? 

"Ult." is an abbreviation for the Latin word ultimo, 
meaning "last"-- as in a date the preceding month. In 
your example, Mr. Richardson died on the 26th of the 
previous month. 

Can you tell me how to find records or information 

on a family business that no longer exists? 

Saginaw Typesetting Company, in Saginaw, 

Michigan, was founded by my great-grandfather. 

The company~ records may no longer exist, but you 

should contact the Historical Society of Saginaw 

County (wtv~v.casdemuseum.org/) -- it may have records 

or further information on the business.You should also 

search business and city directories for the company 

and determine when it last operated. Once you have 

a date, you can look for articles in the local newspaper 

about the business closing. Searching Google Books is 

also worthwhile: I searched for "Saginaw Typesetting" 

and "Michigan" and found a 1936 edition of Pri~ti~ 

7?ades Blue Book which listed Saginaw Typesetting 

Company’s proprietor, address, telephone number, and 

date of establishment (1918).Although I didn’t find any 

listings for the company on eBay at present, you might 

want to set up a saved search.You never know when 

business memorabilia might come up for auction. 

My great-great-grandfather, Russell Charles 

Wyatt, was the captain of the ship Kenduskeag 

that worked out of Bangor, Maine, and New 

Haven, Connecticut, from about 1850 to 1875. 

Where can I find the records of this ship? 

I suggest contacting the Bangor Museum and Center 

for History, and Mystic Seaport in Mystic, Connecticut. 

The Mystic Seaport website (http://librar)/.mystic 

seaport, o~o~/iuitiative/V£l/ISearch. ~) allows users to per- 

form searches by ship name and shipmaster for the 

years 1857 to 1900. Results are linked to images of 

pages t?om ship registers, and can provide information 

on a ship’s date and place of construction, port, owner, 

dimensions, and more 

My grandfather served with the 6th Regiment of 
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry from 1861 to 1865. I 
was told that in his later years he was a resident at 
the "Fitch Home," which I understand was for retired 
Civil War veterans and their orphaned children. 
I am hoping you might know something of the 
institution’s history and the location of its records. 

Fortunately, the Connecticut State Library holds the 

records of the Fitch Home, and has made a database 

of 2,300 "Deceased Veterans Discharge Files," for the 
years 1882 to 1936, available online at u~ww.cslib.or2/ 

fitch.asp. Each file contains the veteran’s name, unit, 

residence, date of admission, and pension certificate 

number. Other information (if known) includes date 

of death, burial details, and pension payments to the 
Home. A limited number of files also include corre- 

spondence, some personal histor}~ discharge papers, 
application forms, and other records. According to 
the website, Fitch’s Home ~br Soldiers and Orphans, 

also known as the Noroton Home, located in Darien, 
Connecticut, was established by Benjamin Fitch for 
soldiers and the children of soldiers and was dedicated 

July 4, 1864. In 1887, the State assmned control and 
renamed the home Fitch’s Home for Soldiers.This t~a- 

cility closed when a ne~v veterans’ home and hospital 

opened in Rocky Hill, Conn., in 1940. ~ 
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F VER SINCE MY BC OK, ,~.AXO~\S~ [ IKINGS AND CELTS, 

~ on the genetic history of Britain and Ireland, was 

punished in 2006, I had thought of writing a simi- 
lar genetic treatment of the United States. In Saxo~& 

~’k/~£s and Cdu’, I relied entirely on the accurate his- 
tories revealed by those two stalwarts of genetic ge- 

nealogy, mitochondrial DNA (mDNA), which is in- 

herited exclusively through the maternal line, and its 
mirror image, the Y chromosome, which traces the 
paternal line. Both had been wonderthl instruments 

with which to dissect the genetic composition of the 
inhabitants of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. 

However, I did not think these tests would do quite 

so well in the U.S., where the fundamentals of the 
genetic make-up are radically different. Whereas 
Britain has been settled over the last 10,000 years 

almost exclusively by genetically similar arrivals from 
different parts of Europe, America has seen the conver- 

gence of peoples with three very different continen- 
tal origins: the ancestors of Native Americans many 
thousands of years ago; then, in only the last five 
hundred years, immigration from Europe and Africa. 

by Brym~ Sykes 

While a lot could be, and has been, done with mDNA 
and Y chromosomes, to do justice to this complexity I 

needed a new technology, one that would look at the 
myriad other segments of DNA inherited from our 

ancestors. When that technique, called "chromosome 
painting," was developed in 2009, I realized that this 

was the new genetic method that I had been waiting 
for, and immediately started to plan how I was going 

to compose a genetic portrait of America. But there 
was another angle I wanted to explore, and that was 

how DNA has been used by American genealogists 
in the ten years since genetic testing became widely 

available to members of the public. I am going to delve 
into both aspects in the course of this article. 

The enthusiasm with which genetics has been tak- 
en up by the genealogical community, particularly in 

America, has truly astonished me. However, as you 
will see, the academic work that underpinned this very 

practical application was far from a smooth progression 
from theory to practice.The key to the work’s success is 

the very good correlation that exists between surnames 

and Y chromosomes. Of course, both surnames andY 
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chromosomes are passed ]~Y0112 ~;ather to son, so a corre- 
lation should hardly have been a surprise. Except that it 

was. I remember a conversation I had in the mid-1990s 
with my friend and colleague Dr. Mark Jobling of the 

Genetics Department at the University of Leicester in 
England. Mark is one of the pioneers who discovered 

some of the first genetic markers on the Y chromo- 
some, and his department will be forever famous as 

the birthplace of genetic fingerprinting, discovered by 
Mark’s colleague Dr. Alec Jeffreys. I was working with 

Mark on a comparison of theY chromosome composi- 
tion of the inhabitants of the Cook Islands in Eastern 

Polynesia. A t;ew years earlier, I had found that virtually 
all Cook Islanders had mitochondrial DNA that could 

easily be traced to parts of Indonesia and New Guinea, 
and was also shared by indigenous Polynesians from as 

t;ar afield as Hawaii and New Zealand. 

However, Mark and I soon found that what was true 
for mitochondrial DNA was not true for the Y chro- 

mosome, and that a third of male Cook Islanders car- 
ried European Y chromosomes instead. So Mark and 
I started talking about surnames and Y chromosomes, 

against a background of our experience of theY chro- 

mosome as a disrupter of orderly breeding patterns. 
Add to that disruption the overall influence of the high 
rate of non-paternity among modern f;amilies (some- 

times as high as 10%) revealed by Alec Jeffreys’s ge- 
netic fingerprinting technique, and perhaps we could 

be forgiven for not discovering the link between sur- 
names and Y chromosomes several years earlier. Both 

Mark Jobling and I, and Alec Jeffreys too, had toyed 
with the idea of researching the genetics of our own 

surnames, but had never done anything about it, so 
sure were we that the non-paternity rates would be 

too high to retain any link between the two. 

NEHGS President and CEO Brenton Simons, known as 

Atticus Finck in DNA USA, discovered ke had Native 

American DNA, likely inherited from a Mohawk ancestor: 

The DNA USA research team: Rickad S}&es, Bryan 

Sykes, and UIla Plougmand. 

Only when, a few years later, I had a good reason 

to find whether I was related to another Sykes did I 
find how wrong we had all been. I had been invited 

to take part in a seminar with the directors of a major 
pharmaceutical company, who were considering the 

potential of genetics for their future business direction. 
The chairman was Sir Richard Sykes and, naturally 

enough, the people organizing the seminar asked me if 
Sir Richard and I were related. "Not as far as I know" 

I replied, and that was that. But I did wonder, and took 

a DNA brush along with me to get a sample from Sir 
Richard.To my surprise, when I compared hisY chro- 

mosome fingerprint to mine, they matched exactly: So 

we were related after all, descended from a common 
ancestor, perl~aps the original Mr. Sykes. I followed up 

by recruiting, as DNA donors, 100 other male Sykeses 
fi’om the phone books of West Yorkshire, and fi)und 

that 60% of them also shared what I was soon calling 
the "Sykes"Y-chromosom e. 

There were many surprising thin~ about the result, 
not ]east to surname expert Dr. George Redmonds, 

who had thought there would have been several inde- 
pendent Sykes branches in \Vest Yorkshire, where the 

name is most frequent, and where George also lives. 
What the result showed me was that Mark Jobling, 
Alec Jeffi-eys, and I had all been wrong about the non- 

paternity rate. In order to retain the 60% surname/Y 

chromosome association the average non-paternity rate 
since the name started (which George Redmonds dis- 

covered was around 1290) conld only have been just 
over 1%, far lower than we three had assumed. That 
low historical non-paterniw rate was the key to making 
genetics a too] of genuine practical use for genealogists. 

Not being a genealogist, I was not really aware of the 
practical importance of this discovery, but my outlook 

was to change very t;ast. Within days of the publication 
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of the paper announcing the Sykes restilts, in April 2000, 
the lab was swamped with requests from members of 

the public asking us to help with their own genealogi- 
cal research. The scientific paper had a fair amount of 

press coverage in Britain, including an appearance on 
breakt;ast television where I remember sharing the sot~ 

with the world chess champion, Garry Kasparov, and, 
in complete contrast, a man who could balance on a 

coconut using Ol’ily his thumbs. In the lab we had to 
decide how to respond and we soon realized that we 

must develop a proper mechanisna to cope with the 
unexpected demand. We set up Oxfbrd Ancestors that 

same week, hired a technician and began taking orders 
for bothY chromosome and mitochondrial DNA tests, 
the first company in the world to do so. 

My friendship with the New England Historic 

Genealogical Society began a year later.When my first 
non-specialist book, The Seve~ Daughters of Eve: The 

Science That Repeals Our Genetic Ancestry, was published 
-- and just prior to its U.S. promotional tour in July 

2001 -- I was invited to speak at the NEHGS confer- 

ence in Farmington, Connecticut. My invitation had 
been arranged by Meriwether Schmid, who had been 
on one of George Redmond’s f:amous genealogy, tours 

when I gave a short talk to the group in Canterbury. 
Here was serendipity at work again. If the Sykes sur- 

name had been from anywhere butYorkshire, I would 
have never gotten to know George, nor Meriwether, 

nor the Society. 
Since that time I have been a great admirer of U.S. 

genealogists in general, and NEHGS in particular, 
and the way in which the genealogical field grasped 

a complex academic subject and transformed it into 
an almost routine adjunct to their own specialty.As an 

academic, I am extremely gratified to find that a labo- 

ratory discovery, initiated only by curiosity, has fbund 
such a widespread practical application. 

The sharing of Y chromosome fingerprints within 

a surname, indicative of a common ancestry~ is even 
more marked in the U.S. than in Britain.The reason is 

that only a small sample of British surnames crossed the 
Atlantic.Whereas a dozen genetically distinct branches 

of a surname may exist in Britain, only one or two 
branches may have gone to America and, importantly, 

prospered. I first encountered this phenomenon with 
a small project that we did with the Lockwoods. For 

several years Lockwoods in the U.S. had traveled to 
Britain in search of their ancestors. The problem was 

that there were two present-day concentrations of the 
name in England. One was around Ipswich, Suffolk, 

while the other was in Yorkshire, close to HalR:ax. U.S. 
Lockwoods searching for traditional genealogical con- 

DNA testi~;g has become a sta;;dard featmv at family 

reuniom. 

nections had no clues as to which of these areas to 
concentrate their efforts.When we were asked fbr help, 

Oxford Ancestors sampled LockwoodY chromosomes 
from both regions and found a strong genetic con- 

nection for the U.S. group with the Lockwoods from 
Suffolk but not Yorkshire.Within a few weeks we had 

identified, through DNA, the ancestral origin of U.S. 
Lockwoods, enabling f:amily genealogists to concen- 

trate on one region and not waste time on the other. 
Since those early days, genealogists, led by the U.S., 

have developed the application of genetics to new 
heights. I did my original Sykes study using only five 

Y chromosome markers. But nob far more markers 
are available and in routine use. It is now very easy for 

anyone to have their DNA tested at a reasonable price 

(considering the complexity of the analytical process), 
whether through Oxford Ancestors or one of the host 

of other companies that have emerged in the last ten 

years. Several user-friendly books have been published 
that guide readers through the process of genetic test- 

ing, often using real-life examples. It has been a privi- 
lege to watch these developments as they occur, and I 

cannot help smiling at the thought of our first stum- 
bling efforts in the early stages of discovery. 

As I have mentioned, my active interest in the genet- 
ics of America had to wait for the development of the 

technique of chromosome painting, pioneered by the 
Californian biotech compaW 23andMe. Using up to 

a million genetic markers distributed throughout the 
human genome, chromosome painting identifies in any 

individual the continental origin of segments of DNA 

on all 22 "autosomes" (the scientific name ~br all chro- 
mosomes apart from X andY). In chromosome paint- 
ings, these autosomes are colored green (African), or- 

ange (Native American), or blue (European). I thought 
it would be t:ascinating to explore what this technique 
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DNA USA 
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cotfld reveal in Americans, but I had to stay focused in 

such a large and genetically diverse country. I chose to 
concentrate on three groups -- European Americans 

whose ancestors had arrived in the seventeenth centu- 
ry, Native Americans, and African Americans.’gqth the 

invaluable help ofNEHGS, I had an overwhelming re- 
sponse to my appeal for DNA volunteers in September 

2009 when I arrived to begin fieldwork. 
\Vhereas the genealogical community in the United 

States has embraced genetics, the same cannot be said 

of all Americans, as I discovered when I visited three 
Indian reservations: Cheyenne, Navajo, and Hopi. 
There the reaction is the complete opposite, and with 

good reason. European and American scientists rushed 

to use DNA tests to explore the origins of Native 

American tribes, but without asking them. Often us- 
ing blood samples taken fbr medical research programs, 

the scientists imagined that Native Americans would 
be.just as curious about their own origins as Europeans 
were, and that using DNA fi)r this purpose was per- 

fectly reasonable. As one scientist later admitted, "The 

way people operated at the time, it didn’t cross awone’s 
mind -- we didn’t mean to be evil and we are more 

careful now." Issues of consent aside, the fundamental 
difficulty is that the creation myths of most Native 

American tribes do not place their origins in Siberia, as 
do the genetic results.They believe that their ancestors 

have always lived in America. It is now easy to under- 
stand the very negative reaction Native Americans had 

to being told, on evidence from blood samples taken 
fi)r other reasons, that their creation myths are wrong. 

The reaction of African Americans is different again. 
Genetic ancestW testing which reveals an African ori- 

gin has been enthusiastically taken up, as it establishes a 

link to an African ancestor, usually along the maternal 
line, that has never been available through traditional 
records. Many African Americans have used this tech- 

nologT" to trace a possible homeland for this matri- 

lineal ancestor and visited the identified region, with 

very positive results. 

Nowhere in the UiS. has genetics been adopted by 

genealogists with more gusto than in New England. 

I wondered whether there was also a hidden ances- 

try alongside the region’s very obvious English and 

European origins. In all parts of the world in which 

I have worked, whenever Europeans have settled in a 

region already occupied by indigenous people, a sig- 

nificant flow- of genes were passed from one to the 

other.The most mobile of these genetic transfers is the 

replacement ofindigenousY chromosomes with those 

of the newcomers. I have seen this scenario most clear- 

ly in Polynesia and in the British Isles, where NorseY 

chromosomes echoViking invasion and settlement. For 

South America one study showed that more than 90% 

of Y chromosomes among indigenous Amerindians in 

one region of Colombia were introduced from either 

Africa or Europe. In these regions, the intrusion was 

minimal on the maternal side, as shown by the indig- 

enous origin of almost all of the mitochondrial DNA. 

The mechanism is both clear and obvious. Incoming 

men were mating with indigenous women. 

So what about New England? I wanted to discover 

whether, among New Englanders who conld trace 

their ancestors’ arrival to the earliest settlements, I 

could find any evidence of the interbreeding which 

was commonplace in similar circumstances elsewhere. 

In the simplest terms, this interbreeding would have 

appeared as segments of orange among the otherwise 

blue chromosome portraits of my New England vol- 

unteers. How much did I find? None at all! I was very 

surprised indeed by this result, perhaps the most sur- 

prising -- if not the most colorful -- of my research 

results for DNA USA. I can only conclude that either 

early European settlers in New England and the indig- 

enous population had only minimal "mating contact," 

or that any resulting offspring were always adopted 

and brought up by the Native Americans. 

Although I tbund no traces of indigenous an- 

cestry in New Englanders, I did find an example in 

early New York. This was NEHGS President Brenton 

Simons -- as described as his alter ego Atticus Finch 

(in DNA USA all my volunteers had Hollywood char- 

acter pseudonyms), in this (abridged) extract: 

Like M1 my volunteers from the Society, Atticus Finch 

knew an enormous amount about his own long New 

England ancestry. It was dominated by English and Dutch 

immigrants, most of whom had arrived in America in 

the mid- to late-1600s. Among them was Corndis van 

Slyck, born near Utrecht in the Netherlands in 1604. 

Cornclis prospered and, in 1664, obtained a deed to 

land at Schenectady further up the Hudson Rivcr. This 
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was Mohawk territory and Cornelis became a trusted 

intermediary between the Dutch settlers and the 

Indians. His skill as an interpreter and as a negotiator was 

evidently appreciated on both sides as the Mohawks also 

gave Cornelis some land at Cohocs, a ~w miles down 

the Hudson from Schenectady. 

It was during the course of this work that he met and 

married Ots-Toch, the daughter of a filll-blooded 
Mohawk woman and a French woo&man and trader 

named Jacques ltertel. Ots-Toch became very well 

known in her time and, like Pocahontas, smoothed 

relations bctwcen the early colonists and the Indians. 

Atticus Finch’s line of descent came through Cornclis 

van Slyck and Ots-Toch’s son Jaques, and, fiom there, 

through six generations of Dutch and five generations 

of English Americans. His ancestry was a web of inter- 

secting lines that went right back to the chys before the 

Pilgrim Fathers arrived in 1620. 

The question that was on Finch’s mind was whether 

he had inherited any of Ots-Toch’s DNA. I knew the 

chances were dim. There were twelve generations be- 

tween Ots-Toch and Attlcus Finch, and thirteen be- 

tween him and her mother, the flail-blooded Mohawk. 

With, on average, a two-*bld dilution at eveW generation 

there certainly wasn’t going to be much Indian DNA 

left in Atticus. I worked out that wc might expect one 
two-thousandths of his DNA to be tiom Ots-Toch.And 

that is an average figtlre with enormous variation. The 
two champions of genetic genealog> mitochon-&ial 

and Y-chromosome DNA, would have shown a clear 
~esult as they are not d~luted by DNA exchanges. But 

neither of them would work with Atticus Finch’s gc- 

neaJo~ because, first1> Ots-Toch was a woman and so 
did not have aY-chromosome to pass on and, secondly, 

her mitochon&ial line would not have got beyond her 

son Jacques since, as a man, hc would not have passed his 
mitochond~ial DNA to his daughter, Lydffa Van Slyke, 

who was Atticus’s ancestor. So any faint chance of find- 
ing a genetic link was through testing his entire genome 

and looking for any tiny remnants of Native American 
DNA that had survived in his ancestors. It was al~vays 

going to be a long shot, but well worth a go. In no time 

Atticus Finch’s DNA ~vas o,1 its way to the lab. 

In the final chapter of DNA USA I reveal the results 

of the genetic tests on my volunteers. The ~bllowing 

extract also introduces another theme of the book, the 
cooperation between genes fi*om very ditibrent ances- 

tral origins, a cooperation not always reflected in our 
dealings as individuals. 

I can only conclude [fi’om my research in New 

England] that, if there were any intermixing between 
early New Englanders and the indigenous tribes living 

around Plymouth and Cape Cod, the ofl~pring would 

have stayed within the Indian tribes rather than being 

absorbed into the English settlements. The single ex- 

ception is Atticus Finch [whose Native ancestor lived 

in New Netherland]. His portrait shows a tiny fleck of 
orange at the end of his chromosome 9. Atticus, if you 

recall, had reason to believe he was descended on his 

t~ather’s side fiom Ots-Toch, the daughter of a Mohawk 

mother and a French ~ther. Although I cannot prov-c 
it beyond any doubt, I think it is very likely that the 

speck of orange in Atticus’s chromosome portrait 

really is the genetic legacy that he inherited directly 
from Ots-Toch and her Mohawk mother. The t~act that 

the portraits of my other New England volunteers 

were all uni~brmly European blue throughout makes 
me think that the little bit of orange in Atticus Finch’s 

portrait is genuinely from his Mohawk ancestor. After 
twelve generations of doubling dilution, there was 

never going to be much left of her DNA in Atticus’s 

genome and the single fragment is about all I would 

have expected. 

One of the attractions that drew me to the chromo- 

some portraits, as w-ell as their visual impact, is that it is 

easy to look up which genes correspond to particular 

chromosome se~ncnts. The Human Gcnomc Project 
located all our genes to fixed points along the chro- 

mosomes, so it is a simple task in Atticus Finch’s case 

to discover which genes have come down to him from 

Ots-Toch. This would identify the parts of Atticus’s 

body that are running on Mohawk DNA. Among sev- 

eral genes at the end of chromosome 9 (where the test 

had located a Native Americml fiagment) with tlankly 

obscure functions, there is one that is familiar to all of 
us.This is the gone which controls our blood group, de- 

ciding whether vvc arc Group A, B,AB or O.\Vc all have 

two copies of this gone, one from each parent, and in 

Finch’s case one of them has been inherited fiom Ots- 

Toch while the other has come from a European ances- 

tor on his mother’s side of the t~amily. Both Mohawk 

and European genes are working together to decide 

Atticus Finch’s blood group, and since he is fit and well, 

it looks as though they arc doing a good job. 

It is a sobering thought that while individuals from 

different ethnic backgrounds and origins may not al- 

ways get along, the DNA from different ancestries 

within each cell has to cooperate. All our genomes are 

built up from segments of DNA inherited from myriad 

ancestors from different parts of the world, and nowhere 

is this complexity more obvious than in America. ~ 

BRYAN S3t’KES, p@ssor of human genetics at Oafod 

Uni~,ersit}; pioneered the use of DNA in exploring the 

human past. lie is also the founder and chairman of Oxford 

Ancestors (www.OxfordAncestors.com), which helps 

individuals explore their genetic mo~s usin2 DNA. He is 

the author of Saxons, Vikings, and Celts, The Seven 

Daughters of Eve, and Adam’s Curse. tle was the recipient 

of the NEHGS Idfetime Achie~,ement Award in 2012 



b7 Grant HaTte>Menzies 

T WO YEARS AGO, [ BEGAN TO RESEARCH DESCENDANTS 

of people enslaved by my maternal grandmother’s 

Southern ancestors. I had wondered about them since 

childhood as I listened to my grandmother’s memories 

of elderly relatives from her childhood who had grown 

up being waited on by slaves. I wanted to know what 

had happened to those slaves and their children. 

I had often taken consolation in knowing that at 

least one of my grandmother’s lines, tracing back to the 

Bushnell family of Norwich, Connecticut, had escaped 

the slavery endemic throughout the rest of my ances- 

try. For me, the idea of slavery in New- England was 

like imagining Scarlett O’Hara aboard the Mal~flower. 

Then I had cause to change my thinking. While 

Googling my eighth great-grandfather, the bespec- 

tacled, silver-buttoned Captain Benajah Bushnell 

(1681-1762), I happened upon The Drock Story and 

Drock Descendants, research papers produced in 2005 by 

Donald~~. L. Rod@ and Daryl D’Angelo, with infor- 

mation from Virginia (Rouse) Macauley and Mildred 

tVeagle.[~1 These papers detail the authors’ descent from 

an African slave named Guy Drock. A blacksmith, 

Drock died in Norwich in 1787. Google had led me to 

him because Drock had a special connection to Benajah 

Bushnell. In fact, Drock belonged to Captain Bushnell. 

In Mary E. Perkins’s Old Houses of the Amient Town of 

Norwich (1895), I read that "in the eighteenth century, 

there was hardly a Norwich household that did not 

own one or more slaves." Miss Perkins wasn’t kidding.[2] 

I discovered that almost all of my Connecticut ances- 

tors had owned slaves.This family legacy didn’t stop at 

the Mason-Dixon line after all. 

One of the tragedies of slavery is the anonymity 

of those whose bondage helped owners leave lasting 

legacies. Although slaves made possible the wealth to 

have portraits painted, send sons to university, and 

found fortunes, these slaves remain mostly faceless, 

robbed once of freedom and again of personhood. 

Guy Drock’s story ot};ered me real insight into the life 

of one enslaved New England man. 

Guy’s first known documented appearance was on 

July 31, 1742, when "Guy, Servant Boy of Benajah 

Bushnell," was brought for baptism in Norwich’s 

Congregational Church.I~l The antebellum Southern 

practice ()fusing the term "boy" for an adult male slave 

was uncommon in colonial New England; in 1742, 

GUY probably was a boy, with a suggested birth year of 

about 1730. In the 1720s Captain Bushnell had owned 

another slave, Robin.Was Guy Robin’s son, or had Guy 

arrived from West Africa via the Caribbean slave trade 

route? We know Guy’s patrilineal DNA was derived 

from Cameroon or Benin.I41 And the surname he as- 

sumed -- Drock -- while unlike any in the Norwich 

area, is similar to Darock, a place name in that region 

of western Africa. 

If Guy did come from Africa, perh aps his story echoed 

that of another Norwich slave close to his age. Enslaved 

to the wealthy Lathrop family, Primus had a gentle spirit 

and a brilliant memory for the Bible -- as well as for the 

trauma of his boyhood capture in Senegal.According to 

an account published in 1824 by Norwich native Lydia 

Sigourney, his father perished on the voyage to New 

York, and Primus survived to be sold into slavery, never 

fbrgetting the sight of his sick mother weeping as white 

slavers kidnapped him from their village, or the sound of 

his father’s d~ving words in the ship’s hold.{~1 

The 1742 church register lists slaves, such as "Negro 

Cuffe" and "Dina, Servant Gift," as well as white 

Above: The Guy Dmck House, Nom,ich, Connecticut. The house -- fidly colonial under its Victorian veneer -- was built 

by Guy Drock in the 1750s. Photo courtesy of Keith Ripley. 
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children baptized at the same ceremon}:-We know 
fi’om dave narratives collected by Boston abolitionist 

Benjamin Drew in the 1850s that Southern slaves were 
seldom educated in religion, let alone baptized.Iq Yet 

a century earlier Norwich blacks were baptized with 
whites, and the Lathrops’ Primus was often consulted 

for his encyclopedic knowledge of the Bible when 
white Congregationalists couldn’t remember their 

chapter and verse -- scenes hard to imagine in South 
Carolina orVirginia.I~l 

Even so, a different version of paternalism existed in 
New England slavery, based on the belief that a white 

master could judge what was best for a slave’s body 
and soul. Once received into baptism,"slaves were wel- 

comed into the churches as members where they were 

assigned to sit with their owner’s t~mfily or in special 
pews reserved in the rear for slaves," writes Dr. Peter 
Hinks.Thus a slave became part of a f;ami]y unit con- 
trolled by the male head of the household.Isl The high 

number of Norwich slave baptisms in the spring and 
surmner of 1742, however, may have been motivated 

by a Christian revival movement then sweeping all of 
the colonies. The Great Awakening emphasized salva- 
tion on personal terms and the concept of individual 

responsibilit}: The movement may have awakened the 
moral consciences of some slaveholders, encouraging a 

sense of paternalistic duty to their slaves. Perhaps these 
influences motivated Bushnell to have Guy baptized.Iq 

These years were crucial to Captain Bushnell’s faith, 
since he shifted allegiance from the Congregational to 

the Episcopal church. According to Norwich histori- 
an Frances Caulkins, between 1742 and 1750 Captain 

Bushndl and several prominent Nolavich men raised 
funds to erect an Episcopal church on land donated by 

Bushnell. Episcopacy had arrived in Connecticut in 
1722, writes Miss Caulkins, "though it was first intro- 

duced by the 1Lev. Mr. Muirson, a missionary from the 
’Society, fbr the Propagation of the Gospel in fbreign 

parts,’ at Stratford, in 1706." I~q The SocieD’, better known 

as the SPG, was fbunded in 1702. Its charter included 
the mandate to evangelize among slaves and Native 
American peoples. Members of the SPG believed that 

slaves’ humanity should be respected, yet most Society 
fathers insisted that God had ordained some to serve 

and some to rule and no mortal man shotild interfere. 

Thus could the SPG justiiS~ slavery, on Co&ington 
Plantation, the organization~ estate in Barbados, where 
with breathtaking iroW Christianized slaves were 

branded on the chest with the word "Society" so as to 
be immediately identifiable should they escape.I~1 

We don’t know if the Bushnells were members, but 
the t;amily supported the SPG in a material way. Five 

The 1759 bill �sale tmn.ferrittg the ow~wrship qf Guy Dmck.fivm 

Be~tajah Bush~tell to Sarah Powers. Noruqch laird records, Normich, 

Conttecticut. Image courtesy of the author. 

years after Captain Bushnell’s death in 1762, his widow 
Zerviah (Leffingwell) Bushnell, from a slave-holding 

family herself, donated land for a house for the SPG 
missionary.I~el 

On June 8, 1759, when Guy would have been about 
thirD’, Captain Bushnell sold him to Sarah Powers, as 

described in the bill of sale: 

These may Certify all Persons whom it IIlay Concern 

that I Benajah Bushnell of Norwich in the County of 

New London & Colony of Connecticut have sold my 

Negro Man Named Guy unto her who was called Sarah 

Powers of Newport on Rhode Island, now called Sarah 

l)rock of Norwich in Connecticut having Received 

of the Said Sarah Two Ycars of her Service with some 

money; for which I acknowledge myself therewith 

~hlly Satisfied and Contented and \Varrant Secure and 

Defend the Said Negro to the aforesaid Sarah as be- 

ing my own proper Estate and free and Clear from 

any Demands of any Person or Persons Whatsoever: In 

Witness whereof I have hereunto Set my hand this 8th 

Day of June 1759 - Benajah Bushnell 

In presence of us Joseph Tracy, Benin Dennis, David 

Hosmer[~3] 

No one knows Sarah’s race.Yet while Guy is always 

referred to as "Negro Man, Guy," Bushnell’s reference 
to Sarah is what it would be for any white individual 

-- i.e., with no mention of her ethnicity. 
Was Sarah also employed in the Bushnell residence? 

Or did she encounter Guy by chance elsewhere?~hat 
brought her to Norwich? \Vhen did Guy and Sarah 

marry? The answers are not known. Based on Norwich 
land records concerning the Drock estate, the authors 
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of the Drock research papers suggest the couple had 
at ]east four children: Simon, Guy, Sarah, and Polly.[14] 

A white woman having a relationship with a black 
slave in colonial Connecticut was not unknown. 

Lemuel Haynes (1753-1833) was born in Hartford to 

a slave father and white indentured servant mother; the 
latter was fired and never acknowledged her son. As 
a preacher Haynes advocated harmony between races, 

and lived his precepts by marrying a white woman who 
proposed to him.II-~1 The scandal of Haynes’s parents’ re- 

lationship is in stark contrast to Sarah’s apparently sanc- 
tioned eN)rt to free Guy so they could live together as 

man and wife.YZet little is known about the motivations 
behind the sale of Guy Drock, and, at the very least, the 

relationship between Guy and Sarah was subject to the 

complicated legal effects of slavery and ownership. 
Connections between Bushnells and Drocks contin- 

ued fi)r some years. Guy~ house and Nacksmith shop 

sto od on Bushnell property, near the lot Z erviah Bushnell 
deeded to the SPG. After Zerviah’s death in 1770, her 
daughter Zerviah (Bushnell) Holden sold the land to 
Guy and Sarah fbr a mere £..1 .I~qAnd a new generation 

of Bushnell descendants assisted a new generation of 
Drocks. In 1788, a year a~er Guy~ death, his son Simon 

purchased property in Newport, New Hampshire, from 
Isaac Tracy, Jr., Captain Bushndl’s grandson.I~:l 

On March 29, 2012, accompanied by municipal his- 
torian Dale Plummet, I met Drock descendants Don 

Rod@ and Daryl D’Angelo in Norwich. According 
to P]ummer, who had researched Guy Drock’s limb, our 

meeting was likely the first in over two centuries be- 
tween Drock and Bushnell descendants in Norwich, 
where the t~amilies first converged.I~sl Together we vis- 

ited Norwichtown’s slave cemetery; we found Zerviah 

Bushnell’s gravestone, its angel’s ~ace smiling through 
the gloom beneath Christ Episcopal Church; we stood 

at the north door of the Leffing~vell House, where slaves 

were said to have been auctioned in colonial times;I~91 
we examined Guy Drock’s bill of sale; and we paused in 

front of a little yellow house.just up the hill from Ci~ 

Hall. While few remnants remain in Nolavich of the 
prosperous Bushndl family, the Dmck house still stands. 

A plaque in front reads, "Former slave, Guy Druck [sic], 

a blacksmith, built the house at 76 Church Street in the 
1750s. His skills were renowned and actively sought by 
shipbuilders ~br components such as anchors." 

In Norwich, far from Southern cotton fidds and slave 
cabins, I faced a different kind of slavery in my New 

England ancestry: The 1759 bill of sale revealed much 
to me about the human interactions of my Connecticut 

ancestors and those they enslaved. While the relation- 
ship of Guy Drock with Captain Bushnell was still that 

of slave to master, theirs was not the classic pattern. In 
Norwich less than twenty years before the American 

Revolution, a black slave and a free -- likely white -- 
woman were allowed to build a life together (albeit at a 

price). That scenario was a page in the history of New 
England slavery I had definitely not expected to find. 
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M Y WIFE CINDY’S PATERNAL GR2~NDMO~IHER,JENNIE 

Mae, was a Pickering. Her family extends 

back roughly 400 years, from the gold fields of 
Deadwood, South Dakota, through the rolling hills of 

Susquehanna, Pennsylvania, and finally to the shores of 
Salem, Massachusetts, to the immigrant John Picketing 

(c. 1615-1657).Ill 
In 1651 ,John Pickering built a home fi)r his family 

on what is now 18 Broad Street in Salem, a house that 
still stands in modified fi)rm, and is still owned and oc- 
cupied by John Pickering’s descendants.The Picketing 
House is the oldest continuously occupied home by a 

single family in the United States. 
John Pickering’s unknown origins have long frus- 

trated genealogists. He was obviously En~ish. The 
Picketing name emerged from the moors of North 

Yorkshire in the eleventh centur,v, and gradually spread 
out over the rest of England. But John’s birthplace 

was unknown. A mammoth three-volume study of 
the family in 1897, The Pickerin2 Genealogy: Beiu~ art 

Accouut of the First 7?~ree Generations qf the Pickerin2 
Family of Salem,I21 began with this sentence: 

iNTo connection between any family of Pickerings in England 

and John Picketing of Salem has as yet been established; 

and, in fact, no spedal e~ort has been made to discover such 

a connection. 

The book theorized that John was born in Yorkshire, 
an assumption based on "family tradition." And some 
Picketing descendants have tried to connect him to 

Sir Gilbert Pickering (1611-1668) of Titchmarsh, 
Northamptonshire, a confidant of Oliver Cromwell. 

But no documentation ever emerged that proved 
John’s birthplace or a relationship with Sir Gilbert. In 

short, the origins ofJohn Pickering of Salem have long 
been one of American genealogT"s sturdiest brick walls. 

But we may have found a crack in that wall with 
the help of two documents. First, an entW in a well- 

known Boston-based notaw’s 1650 record book; and 
second -- and most intriguing -- a previously un- 
known 1632 English lease agreement recently uncov- 
ered by Cindy’s brother in the archives of a museum 

in England’s~est Midlands. If both documents refer to 
the same Pickering familF; and I’m going to show why 

we strongly believe they do, then we may have begun 

to solve this long-standing mystery. 
In 2009, my brother-in-law, Bill Haas, decided that 

we should try to scale the John Pickering brick wall 

Bill was relatively new to genealogy and he had yet 

to lose the optimism net- researchers enjoy befi)re it 

begins to fade after years of encountering false leads 
and dead ends. 

I was skeptical. This was, after all, a very old brick 
wall. Plenty of well-qualified genealogists had no 

doubt already attempted to scale it without success, 
but I played along. Our first step was to familiarize 

ourselves with John Pickering. 

He first appeared in Salem town records in February. 

7, 1637:"Jno. Picketing, Carpenter granted to be inhab- 
itant.’’pl A year later, in 1638,John Picketing was com- 
missioned by the town to build a meetinghouseIq and in 

March 1644, he was hired to keep a bridge in repair.Isl 

A family Bible, quoted in "lhe Picketing Genealo2y, 

stated that John married his wife Elizabeth in 1636. 
They had four children: John Jr. and Jonathan, who 
grew to manhood, and two daughters who died as in- 

Fants. In 1651John Picketing completed construction 

of the house he built fi)r his fi~mil,v, and lived there 

AboPe: Detail qf "~lhe South Prospect of the City qfl Coventry in l~arwickshire," 1731. Benjamin Pool< comp., 

Coventry: Its History and Antiquities (1870), 80. 
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until his death in 1657.When Elizabeth died in 1662, 
John and.Jonathan inherited the Picketing House.I61 

During our early research Bill Haas found this enn’y, 
dated August 25th, 1650, in Aspinwall’s Notarial Records: ~1 

John Pickeriny, of Salem did co~tstitute .glr. Thomas Potter 

q[" Childsmore his Attorney for him & in his name & to his 

use to enter & take possession of a certain house neere the 

Newy, ate in Coventry & the same to possesse & e,~oy f~r he 

use of the said John Picketing (beiny, h# proper possession) 

until fltrther order taken thereabout. Giviny, him power to 

commence &prosecute an), action at law against any that shall 

hinder or interrupt him in the possession qf the said house. 

~i]]iam Aspinwall was the Suffolk County Clerk 
from 1644 to 1651, and thankfully his daily records 

have survived intact and have been an invaluable re- 
source for generations of genealogical researchers. 

Bill and I exanalned a map and found that 
"Childsmore" (modern spel]ing Cheylesmore) is a dis- 

trict in Coventry. As it happened, Cindy, Bill, and I 
were traveling to England in February of 2010 with 

other NEHGS members to attend a genealogical con- 
ference in London, so we added a side trip to Coventry 

to do some research. 

We found that Coventry, Warwickshire, is a remark- 
ably resilient city that has seen its share of economic 

booms and busts over the last six hundred years. It is 

perhaps most ffamous for the legend of Lady Godiva 
and her eleventh-century horseback ride in the alto- 

Detail of "Andent map of Co~,entry," 1610; the earliest known 

map of tke city. "Muck parke Streete" is indicated b}~ number 63; 
"Netv gate" by 62. Benjamin Poole, comp., Coventry: Its History, 

and Antiquities (1870), 68. 

gether through its streets. After visiting local churches 

and libraries, we learned that all of Warwickshire’s vital 

records had recently been collected in a new research 

center in the Herbert Museum.[~] We set up camp 

there and explained to the staffwhat we were seeking. 

Cindy was handed a roll of microfilm with old bap- 

tismal records, and Bill was ushered to another part of 

the library. Almost immediately Cindy fbund a record 

for a John Picketing born in Cheylesmore in 1615.I91 

(The family Bible quoted in The Pickering Ge~ealoy, y 

cited the same birth year for John Picketing of Salem). 

The microfilm record turned out to be an entry, in 

the International Genealogical Index compiled by the 

Mormon Church. While the IGI plays a valuable role in 

the work of the Church, some submitted entries aren’t 

supported by obvious primary sources. V~le ~bund that 

to be the case here, and so, ~vhile ~ve ackno~vledge the 

existence of this record, we decided not to use it to sup- 

port our case. 

Forty-five minutes later, Bill Haas reappeared and 

announced that he had also found something. After 

conducting a thorough computerized search of the 

Herbert’s archives he discovered a lease agreement dat- 

ed June 15, 1632. A staff member retrieved the origi- 

nal document, which Bill briefly studied and photo- 

graphed. The abstract read: 

Whereby, in consideration of (BP)7/IO/-, John 
Picketing (of Coventr}; carpenter) lets to Thomas Lole 
of Barnacle, Warwickshire, yeoman) a messuage and 

garden on the eastern side of Much Park Street within 
New Gate (formerly two messuages and t~vo torts or 
gardens which the former occupies: to be held £br ten 
years at 12d. per annum. 

Cindy remembered that the pastry, shop where 
we had eaten breakfast that morning was located on 
Much Park Street.V, Ze hurried out of the museum and 

found that the shop was indeed at the corner of Earl 
and Much Park Streets. The three of us walked south 

on Much Park and found that the street extended 
only 250 yards before it dead-ended, g~e had hoped 

to come upon the New Gate mentioned in Aspinwall 
and in the newly discovered lease agreement, but it 

was nowhere to be found. We learned later that most 

of Coventry’s gates were torn down long ago. After 
taking a few photographs, we went back to the mu- 
seum to review our findings. 

~e now had two documents      the entry in 
Aspimvall’s Notarial Records and the lease agreement 

which mentioned a piece of property, owned by a 
John Pickering. But did both documents refer to the 

same piece of property? 

\Vhen we returned to the United States, I emailed 
Bill’s photo of the original lease agreement to NEHGS 
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Joh~t Picketing descendants Bill ttaas and Cindy ttaas 

Gr[~eth in Coventry. Photo by Bill Grffeth. 

researcher Rhonda McClure, and she sent back a tran- 
scription of this difficult-to-decipher document. 

Here is the critical passage in the lease agreement 

that described the property owned by John Pickering 

of Coventry: 

lycing and being in the Citric of Coventry in a Certayne 

Streete there called [Much]parke 

[Str]eete on the East Line of the same Streete within 
the new gate 

And here, once again, is how Aspinwall’s Notarial 

Records described the property owned by John 
Picketing of Salem, Massachusetts: 

¯.. a certain house neere the Newgate in Coventry. 

Where exactly was this New Gate?We found a 1610 
map of Coventry online that showed it on Much Park 

Street, roughly fifty yar& south of where the street 
currently dead-ends. 

Could two unrelated John Pickering~ have owned 

separate parcels of land near New Gate in the tiny 

Cheylesmore district of Coventry at roughly the same 

time? Possible, yes -- but not likel>Vee believe the two 
documents refer to the same piece of property. 

Next we wondered about the identity of the John 

Pickering who leased the propert> If John Picketing 

of Salem was indeed born around 1615, we felt he 
would have been too young at seventeen to have ex- 
ecuted such an agreement. After we returned to the 

United States, Bill Haas found a record online for a 
"John Picketing, carpenter"-- the same description 

used on the lease agreement -- who served on a jury 
in Coventry in 1607.I~q At the very least, this addition- 

al record establishes the existence of a "John Picketing, 
carpenter" who would have been old enough to lease 

property in 1632. 

Was John Picketing the Coventry carpenter related 
to John Pickering, carpenter, of Salem? We believe he 

was; our theory is that they were father and son. In 
1650, when the younger John Picketing of Salem ap- 

pointed the Coventry attorney to secure the property 
near the New Gate, the most logical conclusion is that 

the younger man’s Father had recently died, leaving the 
son in control of the properW. (We should point out 

that a search of English probate from that time did not 
turn up a record fbrJohn Pickering.) 

Have we found the definitive proof necessary to dis- 
mantle this formidable brick wall? That remains to be 

seen. But we believe that together the lease agreement 
and Aspinwal]’s entW make a strong case that .John 

Picketing of Salem was from Coventry, England. The 
brick wall may still be standing, but we believe we have 

struck a blow that has left it teetering precariously.And 
I have learned from my brother-in-law that brick walls 

should not always be viewed as dead-ends but rather 
as opportunities. ~, 
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Hitting the 
Genealogy Trail 

Researching the 
Cooke, White, and 

Robbins Families from 
Massachusetts to Iowa 

by A .he Kantian 

"You asked me to tell you about the Coat of Arms that I still have. It is not qf the Robbins family but of my mother’s, the 

WT~ites, ... and consists of the Arms of the l/Vashburn, Sexto~ts and Whites each coat qf arms but retired and is inscribed ’the 

United Arms of the VVashbur,, Sextons and l~ites.’ I have it framed at home.., our anceswrs came over i, the Mayflower 

and landed or settled at Rocky Hill near Hartford I believe in 1620." 

-- From a letter written February 19, 1898 by G. Collier l~obbinsI~l to his niece Cora Fracker. 

T HE EXCERPT ABOVE IS FROM A WORN LETTER 

given to me in 1976 by my grandmother, Helen 

(White) Mull (1900-1990), along ~vith a box of old 
documents and instructions to "join the D.A.R." 

Dutifully I did, but this letter haunted me for years as 

I wondered who those Mayflower ancestors might be. 
Thanks to genealo~" search engines, I eventually 

identified Sarah (~’hite) Robbins (1794-1870) as my 

great-great-great-grandmother and then connected 
her lineage to Mayflower passenger Francis Cooke. 

Spurred on, I set out to learn more about these an- 
cestors, especially Sarah and her husband, Joshua 

Newcomb Robbins (ca. 1791-1837). I was curious to 
visit the places where these ancestors lived and travel 

the route that, over many generations, led to Muscatine, 

Iowa, where I was raised. 
~ith the letter as my guide, I began my genealogical 

travels. Along the way I gained insights about my an- 
cestors and about researching "on the road."As I share 
my journey, I have included tips that may assist others. 

TIP #1: Create a location time line. Using birth, 
marriage, and death dates, plot where your ances- 

tors lived during milestone events. 

¯ TIP #2: Map out your ancestors’ trail. Depending 

on your available tim e, consider dMding the j our- 

ney into separate trips.What you learn from each 

trip will help you prepare for the next part of your 

journey. 

My three week-long trips took me from Plymouth 

to Bridgewater, Massachusetts (2007); Rocky tlill, 

Connecticut, to Tro> New York (2009); and Tro> 
Missouri, to Muscatme, Iowa (2011). 

TRIP #1: Plymouth to Bridgewater, Massachusetts 

(Francis Cooke~, Jane Cooke~, Elizabeth Mitchell~, 

Joseph Washburn~, Edward Washburns) 

With the letter~ reference to the ~/la?flower, my first stop 

was Plimoth Plantation, the living histoW museum. At 
the Cooke cottage role players portrayed Francis Cooke, 

his wife Hester, their daughter Jane, and a neighboring 
young man named Experience Mitchell. Turning to 

Jane, I exclaimed, "Jane, I am delighted to meet you. 1 
am your tenth-generation granddaughter." "Oh my, that 
cannot be -- I am not yet betrothed," she responded. 

"Oh, you will marW this fine gentleman Experience 
Mitchell," I replied. "OMy if I allow it," retorted her 

£,ther, Francis Cooke. 
Leaving Plymouth, I followed the descent from Jane 

Cooke through the Mitchell andWashburn ffamilies to 

Plympton, Dt~xbury, and Bridgewater, Mass. 

Above: George Collier Robbins, drca 1905. Courtesy qf Dick Walls. 
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¯ TIP #3: Make a list of local historical societies, 
libraries, and courthouses, including addresses, 

phone numbers, email addresses, websites, and 
hours. MaW ~;acilities may be closed on certain 

days, have limited hours, or be available only by 
appointment. Summarize what you hope to find 

at each location. Bring paper copies of key in- 
formation, since they are easier for others to read 

and take into file rooms. Remember that not 
everything is available on the Internet; the Old 

Bridgewater Historical Societ}; for example, has 
numerous files on various Washburn Families that 

can be found only there. 

The Boston ttistorical Society has a drum that was 

beat at the battle of Bunker Hill and ~vas made by John 

Robbins. It is now in the memorial hall of the old state 

house of Boston. 

On the old stage road from Hartford to Middletown, 

just outside of the village of Rocky Hill, stands the old 

mansion of John Robbins, built A.D. 1767, date over 

the doorway and it was kept as a tavern during the 

Revolutionary days. George Washin~on stopped there 

on his journey through Connecticut.The old site is still 

preserved in the family. Its devise was an equestrian rep- 

rcsentation of the Duke of Cumberland. Mansion is still 

well preserved. I saw the old signboard that had been 

pierced w-ith bullets during the Revolution. 

¯ TIP #4: Develop a list of people, such as local 

historians, who may be helpful in your search. 
Contact them well in advance of your visit to al- 

low sufficient time for information to be gathered. 
Some historians and institutions require advance 

notice for research requests or have a waiting list 
for queries. Follow up with a call or email a week 

before you plan to be in the area. 

TRIP #2: Hartford, Connecticut to Troy, New York 

(Noah Washburn~, Sarah Washburn7, Sarah White9 

My second trip began with Jane (Cooke) Mitchell~ 
\Vashburn descendants in Connecticut. Noah’,Vashburn 

(1740-1814) and his wi~ 

Bathsheba Sexton (1741/42- 
1829) settled in Hartford.Their 
daughter Sarah (1770-1818), 

born in Hartford, married 
Consider’grhite (1763-1837), 

thus explaining the united 

\Vashburn-S ext on-\Vhite coat 
of arms fi*om the letter. Sarah 
and Consider’s daughter, Sarah 

xX/’hite (1794-1870), was pre- 

sumably born in HartR)rd but 
raised in Troy, N.Y., where, in 

1812, she married Joshua N. 
Robbins (aft. 179(I-1837) of 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

G. Collier Robbins also 

wrote in his 1898 letter about 
his Robbins ancestors and his 

own genealogical travels in 
Connecticut. 

When in Rocky Hill I visited 

the old Ancestral Homestead 

and the village graveyard and 

counted the tombstones of Robbi~s was the grm~dfather qfjoshua N. Robbi~s. 
over tvvo hundred Robbins. 

Photo courtesy of Sue Lat~g. 

The author Pisited the 2raPestot~e of l~er m~cesto~ 

Nath,miel Robbi~s (I 708-1783), at Ce~ter 
Cemetery i~ Rocky tIill, Cotmeaicut. Nathm£d 

This portion of the letter led me to Wethersfield 

and Rocky Hill, and then I went to Pittsfield and 
Troy, where Joshua N. Robbins was born and married. 

A final stop at the gravesites of Consider and Sarah 
(~ashburn) xX/’hite in the Bottskill Baptist Church 

graveyard in Greenwich, N.Y., completed the trip. 

TIP #5: Contact caretakers at the cemeteries you 

plan to visit in advance.They may be able to locate 
the plot, provide a map, or take you to the site. 

They might also share historical details about the 
cemetery or types of grave markers. 

TIP #6: Immerse yourself 

in the communities that 

you visit. Eat at local res- 

taurants and, if possible, stay 

at historic inns. Talk with 

residents and ask questions. 

You will learn more about 

the local history from peo- 

ple who live there now: I 

enjoyed staying at the Silas 

W RobbinsI~l House in 

V, Zethersfield, and reading 

Elizabeth George Speare’s 

The l~Zitch of Blackbird Po~d 

(1958), set in Wcthersfield 

in 1687. 

TRIP #3: Troy, Missouri, 

to Muscatine, Iowa 

(Amelia Robbins~, Amelia 

Ament~°, William L. 

Muff ft., William L. Muff 

III~- my father) 

The third segment of my 

journey began in Missouri, 

where Joshua and Sarah 

(White) Robbins settled after 
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A detail from the Sexton-l/Vashbum- 

White family tree referred to in G. Collier 

Robbins’s 1898 letter. The char~ was 

likely created in the late nineteenth cemu- 

ry by Fraltcis (Frank) Caldwell Robbing; 

G. Collier Robbins’s sort. The symbols 

do not represent an}~ q~icial family coat of 

arms or crest but clearly indimte a passion 

for genealogy. Courtesy of Cecilia H/ells 

Robbit~s Doyle, George Collier Robbit~s’s 

great-gmnddaugh~e~ attd reproduced 

by her husband, Dan Doyle. 

leaving New York. The 
following excerpt from 

the 1Lobbins letter ex- 

plains their typical migra- 
tion pattern. 

My ~ther’s f~mily started 

w-ith an emigrant party 

f~rom Pittsfield, Mass., in 

1819, taking horses, cov- 

ered wagons, bedding, etc. 

to the Alleghany River 

near the present city of 

Titusville, PA. There they 

cut down trees, whip- 

sawed them into lumber, 

and built flatboats, put- 

ring horses and wagons on 

board they floated down 

the Alleghany River into 

the Ohio, then down to 

~vherc Cairo now stands, 

then the men cut down 

trees along the river bank 

and w-ith ropes, horses, 

men and women and chil- 

dren pulled the boat up the 

river by hand. When they 

arrived at St. Louis, then a 

small village with rail font- 

es around the houses, there 

they separated, some going 

to Illinois and elsewhere. 

My ~Sther’s t~amily, with a 

few others, still went up 

the river (Mississippi) and 

to St. Charles. There they 

abandoned their boats and 

traveled to the hills of what 

is now Lincoln Count}:... My ~thcr setded in Lincoln 

CounW and laid out the town ofTro~; Mo., the CounW 

Seat, and named it in compliment of my mother who 

was fiom Troy, NewYork. 

TIP #7:Visit courthouses and town halls for land 

transactions, court cases, wills and probate, and vi- 

tal records. At the Lincoln County Courthouse I 

discovered that Joshua tLobbins, one of the promi- 

nent founders of Troy, Missouri, ~vas also one of 

the first residents charged with violation of the 

Blue Laws, "Sabbath-breaking" and "suffering li- 

quor to be drunk." 

TIP #8: Attend a meeting of the local historical 
or genealogy society if you can. Members may be 

as interested in learning from you as you are from 
them. 

¯ TIP #9: Utilize city directories, census records, 
maps, newspapers, and local histories to fill out 

your ancestors’ lives. 

Newspaper advertisements revealed that Joshua owned 

several dry goods stores, an inn and tavern, and a finej ew- 

dry. and watch shop. His death notice in the Springfield, 

Illinois, Sa!tgamo.lournal on October 22, 1837 reported 

that he died "In St. Louis, on Monday the 18th inst. af- 

ter a long spell of sickness . .. leaving a large faufily and 

many friends to mourn his untimely end .... " 

I discovered how Sarah supported her family after 

Joshua’s death; the 1840 St. Louis city directory lists a 

boarding house run by Mrs. l~obbins on 2 S. Chesmut, 

and the 1840 census shows Sarah Robbins as head 

of household for several young children and twenty 

males between the ages of 20 and 40.An 1849 fire de- 

stroyed this waterfront neighborhood (now the site of 

the Gateway Arch), which may explain why, in 1850, 

Sarah lived ~vith a son in Iowa Cit}; Iowa. In 1860 she 

lived with another son in Dubuque, Iowa, and, in 1870, 

she lived with a daughter in Muscatine, Iowa -- so my 

genealogical journey came fi~ll circle. 

TIP #10: Follow up with people you met during 

your travels. Thank them for their assistance and 
send them any information that might be useful 
to them. 

At?er your trip, you can sit back and savor the memo- 

ties. As for me, my next "trail trip" may follow the 
Robbins tZami]y route along the Allegheny, Ohio, and 

Mississippi Rivers fi-om NewYork to Missouri. ~, 

Notes 

~ G. Collier IZobbins was George Collier Fkobbins (1823-1907), 

the brother of the author’s great-great-grandmother, Amdia 

(P,_obbins) Ament. He was a silver miner in Nevada and Utah, a 

j eweler, and mayor of Portland, Oregon, from 1860 to 1862. He 

wrote a series of articles entitled"The Pioneer Fkel’niniscences of 

George Collier tLobbins"published in 1911 in 77ae lZacificMot, th- 

ty Magazine. Part I of IV appears in the June issue, pp. 654-60; 

http : / /archive. org /stream /pacificmot, thlyaO lu,oodgoog #page /,, 7 6 4 / 

mode/2up/search/654.The remaining parts can be found in the 

July, August, and September 1911 issues. Robbins wrote his let- 

ter while living in San Diego, California, where he died in 1907. 

~ Silas-W. Robbins’s great-grandfather was a brother of the au- 

thor’s ancestor Joshua P..obbins (1739/40-1796). 

DR. ANNE KAUFMAN is all associate p@ssor of education 

at Augsburg College in Mim~eapolis, Mitmesota. Her email 

address # kaufman@augsburg.edu. 
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by Katherine Dimancescu 

MAGNIFYING 
A LIFE 
Researchin2 
Captain.John E Appelman 

F OR M,,’,NY YEARS,JOHN E APPELMAN WAS SIMPLY THE 

name of an ancestor on a headstone in the Ehn 

Grove Cemetery in Mystic, Connecticut. Carved onto 

John’s headstone was his birth and death information: 

he was born in Wolgast, Prussia, on March 14, 1784, 

and died on May 8, 1869. An American flag placed 

beside his headstone paid tribute to his service to his 

adopted country. Beside John lies his wife, Matilda 

(Noyes) Appelman (1793-1845), mother of their 

eleven children, and some of the couple’s children and 

grandchildren..John and Matilda’s graves are situated 

to look across the Mystic River towards the Greek 

Revival home on Gravel Street where the couple lived 

from the house’s construction in 1837 until the ends 

of their lives. 

On an unusually warm afternoon in January 2012, 

with the bicentennial oftheV~lar of 1812 t;ast approach- 

ing, I stood before John’s grave and realized how little 

I knew of him beyond the barest details. I vowed to 

uncover more, so he would not remain simply a name 

on a headstone. 

The drums of war beat close to home: 

Captain John and the War of 1812 

The first resource that helped me was ,Ulatilda’s Letters, 

a book my grandparents gave me in 1995 for a "~hm- 
ily tree" project in eighth-grade history. As a thirteen- 
year-old I tried my best to make sense of the names, 

dates, and information presented in its pages but lacked 
the context to make sense of much of the material. 

Matilda’s Letters" was compiled and printed in 1974 

by Barbara (Trueblood) Abbott, another descendant 

of John and Matilda. Having inherited t;amily records 

from her mother, Louisa Hazen (Morgan) Trueblood, 

Barbara transcribed these documents, which included 

recollections of John’s life and letters by his daughter, 

Matilda (Appelman) Williams, an ancestor Barbara and 

I share.A statement in Barbara’s 1974 preface resonat- 

ed with me in 2012: "History begins at home, and in 

the reading of the origins of oneself, one cannot help 

but begin to gain an insight into history.’’I~l 

John emigrated from Wolgast around 1805, and he 

arrived in the United States when the fledgling nation 

was about to defend its hard-won independence. By 

the time the War of 1812 began,John had settled into 

life in Mystic and married a local gM, Matilda Noyes. 

In Matilda’s Letters I learned some details of John’s ser- 

vice in the ~ar of 1812, from his March 11, 1869, obit- 

uary:John Appelman was aboard the Hero, a sloop built 

in Mystic by Captain E. Packer, when it recaptured 

one of its sister sloops, the Fox (also built by Captain 

Packer), which had been seized by the British.I21 

The obituary described the initial capture of the Fox, 

% Mystic vessel which was returning, in command of 

Capt. Jesse Crary, in the spring of 1813, home from 

some southern port laden with a cargo of corn. She 

was a fast sailor, and the British knew it. The enemy 

therefore planned a successful surprise, capturing the 

Fox and cargo but releasing her crew. With this t;ast 

sailing prize well manned, the British managed to cap- 

Above:John Appelman’s headstone, Elm Grove Cemetery, Mystic, Connecticut. 



Cat)~ain_lokn Aiopelman’s 1837 kouse on Grovel Street in Mystic, Cotmecticut. 

ture twenty-seven sail of vessels, in the short space of 
two weeks .... Capt. Appelman by his coolness and 

pluck contributed not a little to the success of the ex- 
pedition [to retake the Fox].’’DI 

Returning to ancestral territory: 

Visiting Mystic, Connecticut 

Rereading Matilda’s Letters in early 2012 encouraged 

me to visit Mystic -- to find whatever traces of the 
early nineteenth century had survived into the twenty- 

first. I found not only John’s home for 32 years (still 
a private residence), but also his grave. I am fortunate 

that much of historic Mystic has been preserved, so I 
now have a more accurate impression of John’s world. 

Trying to piece together John’s life without visit- 
ing Mystic would have felt incomplete -- his choice 

of bride, his war service, and his life in the United 
States were shaped in many ways by the town and its 
inhabitants. 

Batten down the hatches: 

The great gale hits Mystic 

At the Mystic River Historical Society in Mystic, I 
~)und another episode that further illuminated John’s 

life. A typed document told the dramatic stoW of the 
Appelman family’s narrow escape when a great gale 

swept through Mystic on September 22, 1815. John, 
then thirw, Matilda, six months pregnant (with a 

daughter, Matilda, my great-great-great-great-grand- 

mother), and a visitor, were fi)rced to leave their water- 
side home and "wade waist deep to the home of Capt 
Amos Cli~}.’’I41 Mystic, and John’s property especially, 

suffered terrific damage. John’s sloop, Driver, 

"broke away fi’om the wharf near the Ranger, 

was driven up the river, striking Captain 
Appelman’s house with her flying jib-boom, 

and passing on, at last stopped in a cornfield, 
her bowsprit sticking into an apple tree near 

where Horace Clift’s house now stands.’’I-~1 

Returning to native shores: 

Searching for Appelmans in Wolgast 

The Mystic River Historical Society archives 

also contained a copy of a July 24, 1929, let- 
ter written by Hiram H. Appelman, a de- 

scendant of John who lived in Manchester, 
New Hampshire.\Vriting to a cousin, Hiram 

reported on the trip he took to Germany to 
research Appehnans: "\Vhen I was inWolgast, 

I looked over the church records where my 

great grandfatherlq was said to be a minis- 
ter, and I likewise visited the cemetery, but 

in neither case did I get aW information concerning 

the Appelmans. I had an interpreter with me as I could 
find only three persons in \Volgast who understood 
the English language.’’~1 Discovering that Hiram’s 

1929 research trip was unsuccessf~l was of interest -- 

and will likely infbrm my expectations for f~rther re- 
search on John’s European ancestr> 

The Swedish sea captain 

~X[ith the words "born in ",X~olgast, Prussia" carved 
on John’s headstone, his birthplace seemed straight- 
forward. (Wolgast is located on the Baltic coast of 

present-day Germany.) But the Indian & Colonial 

Research Center in Old Mystic led me to an unex- 
pected fact: in one of their recor&, John was called 

a Swedish captain. I researched his birthplace and 

learned that when John was born in 1784, ~olgast 
belonged to a small portion of Pomerania acquired 
by Sweden in 1660. xX/blgast did not become part of 

the Prussian-ruled Province of Pomerania until 1815. 

~X&en John arrived in the United States about 1805, 
he was a Swedish immigrant. 

Learning that John was born a S,vedish citizen 

prompted me to review the U.S. federal censuses on 

Ancestr>com, and the 1860 census did indeed list a 
birthplace of Sweden for John "Appleman," age 78, a 
resident of Groton, Connecticut. Isl Finding that the 

ancestor I had always considered to be German was 
actually Swedish was a personal genealogical turning 

point.This discovery showcased for me the importance 
of consulting a variety of sources. One new source can 

(continued on page 54) 
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Introducing, 
Western M ss chusetts Families in 1790 

A LTttOUGtt MANY EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS 

colonial Families have been well covered in print, 

the sons and daughters of those Families who moved 

west are often lost to genealogists. The first stop 

on their migratory path was often in the woods of 

Western Massachusetts, so with this pattern in mind 

Christopher C. Child of NEHGS and Michael J. 

Leclerc conceived the H~’stern Massachusetts Families in 

1790 project.The goal of the project has been to iden- 

tify where these families came from and, in many cases, 

where their children went -- and to document each 

Fact as accurately as possible. 

In many respects, Western Massachusetts is a differ- 

ent world from Boston and its environs. In the ru- 

ral towns of Berkshire, Hampshire, Hampden, and 

Franklin Counties, researchers can easily depart from 

the paved road in pursuit of a cemetery or family Farm. 

Looking at the area via the satellite view on maps. 

2oogle.com,Western Massachusetts appears to be mostly 

green forest, probably much of it rugged terrain, ex- 

cept for the major towns. 

The history of the western part of the state reveals 

two patterns of settlement. The English early traveled 

north up the Connecticut River, past the Falls above 

Windsor, and founded Springfield in 1636. Compared 

to Eastern Massachusetts, settlement occurred slowly: 

Northampton was formed in 1654, Hadley in 1659, 

Hatfield in 1670, and Deerfield in 1673. Even 

Westfield, on a tributary of the Connecticut River, was 

not settled until 1660. Areas at higher elevations on 

both sides of the river, and especially in the Berkshires, 

were not populated until well into the next century. 

Not until 1753 did the district of Southampton be- 

come the first to split from Northampton, and only in 

by Helen Schatvet Ullm,mn, CG, FASG 

1763 did~X[ilbraham become the first town to separate 

from Springfield. 

Hampshire County., incorporated in 1662, included 

the entire colony west of the ~Zorcester area to the 

ill-defined New York boundary. Having traversed the 

western forests and mountains during the French and 

Indian Wars, former soldiers tbund attractive possibili- 

ties west of the Connecticut River. Local settlers were 

wary that the Dutch and New Yorkers might try to 

stake claims to the east.Thus, on the Housatonic River, 

which was useful fbr floating timber downstream but 

not for transportation, Sheffield became a town in 

1733. Stockbridge followed in 1734, and Pittsfield was 

formed in 1761, the year Berkshire County was fi- 

nally created from Hampshire. Franklin and Hampden 

Counties were not separated from Hampshire until 

1811 and 1812. So in 1790, Western Massachusetts 

consisted of only Hampshire and Berkshire Counties. 

Compiling the family sketches 

In 2008 NEHGS members were invited to submit 

sketches similar to those in earlier "Families in 1790" 

projects, such as the ten-volume (to date) series titled 

Maine Families in 1790. The response was enthusias- 

tic. Accounts of some 250 Families arrived, most via 

email. Of those sketches, Michael and Chris selected 

about sixty, tbr publication in print, trying to represent 

as many towns as possible and focusing on families not 

already treated in print.To ensure the accuracy of the 

content, a small army of volunteers "Fact checked" ev- 

ery sketch by reviewing each source cited.The sources 

could generally be located in the NEHGS library or 

on the Internet. Other references had to be double- 

checked by the authors. 

Above: Detail of plate 33,.john Palairet, Bowles’s Universal Atlas (London: Bowles and Carve~ c. 1795). 
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Only then did actual editing begin. Each sketch was 

~qth the NEHGS library and microfilm at our dis- 

posal, and with more and more sources now digitized 

and available via the Internet, we added information 

when we could. MaW of these children moved farther 

west, to New York or the Midwest, or even north into 
Vermont. 

Besides the standard primary sources -- from vital 
records to deeds -- the compilers of the sketches some- 

times themselves possessed old family records, Bibles, 
letters, and collections compiled by earlier researchers. 

Our authors had often visited cemeteries and court- 
houses looking fi)r further details about these ancestors. 

X~e hope that this level of detail, especially on chil- 
dren, will help family historians connect lines and ex- 

pand their knowledge of where forebears lived, and 
when and where they migrated. Anyone tracing ances- 

tors in the area can use the cited sources as a jumping- 
off point for further research. Even if no fi~mily in your 

ancestry is treated in one of these sketches, try check- 
ing the book’s index fi)r a town where an ancestor 

lived.Then look at the sketch(es) set in that town, and 
pay special attention to the notes to see the sources of 

information. Two kinds of sources that were not of- 

ten used in these accounts are town records, such as 
nalnutes of town meetings and financial records, and 
coun~ court records. These sources, which may in- 

clude interesting material, are not generally available at 
NEHGS but are on Family HistoW Library microfilm. 

Now that HTestern Massachusetts Families in 1790 

is off the press, we are continuing to edit additional 

sketches. A few have already been posted online on 

our website, AmericanAncestors.or~, and more will fol- 
low over time. ~ 

HELEN SCHATVET ULLMANN, CG, FASG, associate editor 

of tke Register, edited all of tke 1790 sketckes in tke new 

volume. She kas publisked several books witk Newbury 

St~vet Press and NEHGS, and contributed articles to various 

genealwjcal journals. 
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Surprising,  Superb 
by Gary Bwd Roberts 

WISH TO HONOP-. TIlE I)[AMON! JlJBILEE ()Ia ~IJEEN 

Elizabeth I1 by bringing to the attention of members 

and academic scholars a section of the Society’s holdings 

that is superb but seldom used. These volumes, several 

thousand in number, cover the European nobilitT and 

gentr?; largely of France, Germany, Austria, Spain, Italy, 

the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Poland, 

and Russia. Our British volumes were often donated 

by American genealogists associated with the Society, 

probably including Joseph Lemuel Chester, Henry 

FitzGilbert Waters, J. Gardner and Elizabeth (French) 

Bartlett, GeorgeAndrews MoriartyJr.,Walter G oodwin 

Davis, Clarence Almon Torre); and especially Arthur 

Adams. Our European collection, acquired mostly 

since the 1980s, was given largely by John Hutchinson 

Cook (see NEItGS NEXUS 11 [1994]: 148), whose 

interests centered on Latin and Catholic countries but 

included much else. German material was donated 

by C. Frederick Kaufholz (NEHGS NEXUS 4 

[1987]: 116-17 and NEW ENGLAND ANCESTORS 9 

[2008] 2:47). I established a fund in the late 1980s to 

purchase contemporary British and European works 

and reprints; other contributors to my fund include 

James Ross Mellon 11 and Peter G. Parkhurst. 

Major Continental sets in our collection, often 

ten or more volumes each, include -- as noted in 

my newly reissued 2004 work, The Best Ge~ealogical 

Sources it~ Prir~t (2012, hereafter Best Sources), xv-xxi 

(from a prefface on genealogical progress since 2004), 

63-67, 85-87, 121-24. 372-73,423-24 -- Anselme 

and Aubert de la Chesnaye-Desbois on France (both 

original editions and reprints) plus Courcelles, Jougla 

de Mor6nas (these four are basically peerages, of both 

robe and sword) and Les Seize Quartiers [to great-great- 

grandparents] Gd~dalogiq¢~es des Capetie~s (all French 

kings and male-line descendants, plus wives); and 

Europaische Stammtafel~ (now- twenty-eight volumes, 

covering Germany and the Low Countries especially), 

Ge~ealo2isches Ha~dbuch des Adds (now 150 volumes), 

L’A llemag~w Dy~astique, 

Deutsche Geschichte it~ 

Geschleaerbuch (over 200 

Next are Pompeo Litta, 

Familiglie Celebri Italia~e 
(15 vols., 1818-63, 1902- 

12), mammothly oversize 

with glorious color Nustrations; Wurzbach on the 

Austro-Hungarian empire (60 volumes, 1856-91, 

on fihn); Elgenstierna on Sweden (9 vols., 1925-36); 

Dworzaczek on Poland (Ge~walo~ia, 2 vols., 1959);and 

Sousa on Portugal (20 vols., 1946-55). We also own 

four of the six series ofAh~w~t@l~ Ber~hmter Deutsche~ 

and half or more of Fern5ndez de Bethencourt on 

Spain (vols. 1-3, 8-10) and Ikonnikov on Russia 

(21 vols., 1937-58); Toumanoff on Armenia, Georgia, 

and Albania; Sturdza on Greece; Rfidt-Collenberg 

on Crusader £amflies; ~eber on Italian and Spanish 

£~milies who have produced cardin~s or popes 

(6 vols.); and Settipani on Byzantium and antiquity. 

Further descriptions of these compendia; annual 

registers of nobility for various countries; works on 

all descendants (to date or tbr so many generations) 

or a~ ancestors (often ten or more generations) of 

various kings; and studies on the ancestry of modern 

royal spouses appear in both Best Sources and "Royal 

and Noble Genealogy" by John Insley Coddington 

in Get~ealogical Research: Methods a~d Sources, Ist ed. 

(1960). My work also describes the two major English- 

language journals covering this field ~ Fou~datio~s 

and The Ge~ealogist (American). 

The above compendia gener~ly treat princely or 

noble (and newly ennobled) ffamilies in all m~e lines. 

Daughters are listed, with spouses, but usury follo~ved 

only when a title passes to descendants. Covered in these 

works is a vast array of notable figures or ffamflies ~ 

(1) Cardinal Richelieu, ducs de la Rochefoucauld 

Abope: l~Vilhelm Karl Prir~z ~,o~ Ise~,~burg,, Mein Ahnen: Ahnentafel nebst Register und Quellennach~veisen 
(Leipzig, Verlag Degetter & Co., bth. Oswald Spoh~ 1925). 
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and Saint-Simon (men of letters), 
Montcalm of Canada, Mirabeau, 

Lafayette, and Talleyrand among 
revolutionary figures and diplomats, 

de Tocqueville (the writer on 
America) and Empress Eug~nie, 

from France; (2) Goethe and the 
poet Clemens Brentano, Metternich 

and Bismarck, (Prussian) generals 

von Moltke and von LudendortT, 
airmen von Zeppelin and yon 
Richthofen, and Austrian generals 

yon Starhemberg (who defeated the 
Turks at the Siege of Vienna in 1683) 

and ~allenstein of the Thirty Years’ 
V¢ar, from Germany or Austria. 

Among Spaniards are "Grand 
Inquisitor" Cisneros,Armada leaders 

Santa Cruz and Medina-Sidonia, 
the duke of A]ba and Count-Duke 

of Olivares (statesmen) and the 

Cosimo de’Medici (1389-1464), 

called "Pater Patriae," Florentine 

leade~ and great-grandfather of Popes 

leo X and Clement VII. Famiglie 

Celebri Italiane, vol. 2 (Milano, 

1825). 

"Richelieu. "JOh~ L. Stoddard, 
John L. Stoddard’s Lectures, vol..5 

(1906), 37. 

wife of HernSn CortN, conqueror of Mexico; and 

among Italians, St. Thomas Aquinas, Orsini, Colonna, 

de’ Medici, Borgias, Castiglione and various 
Renaissance popes (for Orsini, de’ Medici, Leo X, 
and Paul III, see my Notable Kin, Volume One [1998], 

34-44). The list continues: Czartoryski, Poniatowski, 
Sapieha, Lubomirski, Potocki and Zamoyski of 

Poland, man}, descended from Scottish Gordons of 
Huntly (see NEHGS NEXUS 14 [1997]: 157-59, 16 
[1999]: 202); Oxenstierna, de la Gardie, yon Fersen, 

and Bie]ke of Sweden (see Foundations 2 [2006-9], 
5:253-76); and Tolsto> Pushkin, and Turgenev among 
great Russian writers (Tolstoy, statesman Sergei, Count 

~qtte, and anarchist Peter, Prince I~-opotkin, were 
descendants of aunts of Michael III, the first Romanov 

czar.). 
Most French, German, Austrian, 

and Spanish figures above, plus 
Polish t~milies with Gordon 

ancestry, are descendants of High 
Medieval (1200-1400) Plantagenet 

kings of England, Capetian kings of 

France, and Hohenstaufen German 
emperors, as are several hundred 
immigrants to the American 

colonies (see my Royal Descents of 

600 Immigrants, hereafter RD600 

[2004], most recently reprinted, 
with additions, in 2010). For many, 

perhaps most, Americans with 
colonial ancestW and often a royal 

descent, these European nobles are 
among our twelfth- to twentieth 

cousins -- and certainly the easiest 
distant kinsmen to trace. Such 

tracing, for the figures above plus 
several hundred others, has been 
nay goal in the two volumes of 
Continental charts in The Mowbray 

Conneaion, 112y life’s work (see Best 
Sources, chapters 20 and 29). 

The European sources I have 
used, for the last twenty-five years 

ahnost entirely at NEHGS, not 
only link millions of Americans 

to the European nobility and 
gentry., but should also, I believe, 
interest biographers, demographers, 
historians of Europe and the 

European-derived world, sociologists 
interested in class fbrmation and 

evolution, and anthropologists 
studying European culture, inter-marriage patterns, and 

migrations. Not only European kinship but also much 
of European history may be studied, better understood, 

and personalized to one~ own ancestry, by using this 
extraordinaW collection. For Continental research, 

before 1985 I often needed to visit the NewYork Public 
Library, Library of Congress, or Family History Library 

in Salt Lake City. Such visits are still useful, but now 
largely fbr unexpected surprises. 

Two further topics: Ancient ancestry 

and noble cousins 

The Hohenstaufen Philip of Swabia, usually called 

"King of the Romans," son of Frederick Barbarossa, 
married h’ene, daughter of Byzantine Emperor Isaac II 

Angelos (d. 1204). In a recent and 

brilliant Foundations article (3 
[2009-11], 5:349-90, esp. 370), 
Don C. Stone and Charles R. Owens 

persuasively argue that Irene’s 
mother was a Tornikes descendant 

of early kings of Armenia, with 
possible descents from Cyrus II 

"the Great," King of Persia, the first 
Ptolemys and Cleopatras of Egypt 

(but not the wife of Mark Antony) 
and even a first cousin of the Greek 

historian Thucydides (disclaimer: I 
helped edit this article). Margaret 

of France, second wife of Edward I, 
King of England, d. 1307, and 
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Isabella of France, wife of Edward II, 
were both descendants of Philip 

and Irene. 
The modern study of ancient 

genealogy, probably first came to 
American attention with a 1947 

Register article (101:109-12, by the 
late David Humiston Kelley), which 

suggested a Roman senatorial 

line fbr Charlemagne (for this 
lineage’s latest revision see E L. 
\Veis, V~z. L. Sheppard, Jr., William 

R. Beall, and Kaleen E. Beall, 

Ancestral Roots of Certai~ American 

Colouists, 8th ed. [2004], 171, line 
180). Later discoveries, 1947-75, 
were summarized by Sir Anthony 
Richard VCagner in Pedigree a~d 

Progress (1975), chapter 3, "Bridges 

to Antiquity," and accompanying 

Leo Tolstoy, circa 1897. Librar)~ of 

Co~g~vss Prints and Pkotograpks 

Division, H/askiugton, D. C. 

charts on pp. 163-202. Christian Settipani resurveyed 

the field in Nos Anc&res de I’Antiquitd (1991) (and 

note "Saint William, King David, and Makhir: A 

Controversial Medieval Descent" by Nathanid Lane 

Taylor, in The American Geuealogist 72 [1997]: 205- 

23). Don Stone prepared annotated pedigrees linking 

medieval, Dark Age (400-800), and various ancient 

cultures in Some Andent and Medieval Descents of 

Edwad I of England (1995-96; see Best Sources, 372-73), 

with periodic pre-2011 updates. Settipani presented 

further conclusions on Byzantine families in Gontinuitd 

des ~lites a Byzance dural~t des Si&les Obsa~rs (2006), 638 

pp., and Don is compiling a new edition of his work, 

incorporating discoveries through 2011, under another 

title. 

The two paragraphs above describe the extent back 

in time to which Western -- European, British and 

often American -- ancestry can be traced. Genealogical 

scholars have not, however, linked early xcVestern rulers 

to ancient China, Korea, or Japan. 

In college and graduate school I was surprised and 

excited to discover that many European nobles are 

our twelfth- to twentieth cousins, only several degrees 

more distant than New England-derived eighth 

to twelfth cousins or the traceable kindred of the 

American South. Using some of the French, German, 

and other sets above, I was often able to trace the full 

known ancestry, fbr seven or eight generations, of any 

noble, from prince to seigneur (French, "lord [of]") or 

even v0n (German, "of noble family") prominent in 

"Grand Europe." This last is my name for the Europe 

of about 1500 through 1900, which then "ruled the 

world." This gentry and nobilitT 
have declined or collapsed in the 

last century, but many of their 
leaders, for Americans with largely 

colonial ancestry, are among our 
closest    traceable    non-British 

cousins. I invite readers to pick a 
~avorite European figure, consult 

encyclopedias or the Internet to 
find whether he or she was noble 

or of a landowning gentry family, 
and then trace possible kinship in 

the Society’s library. 
European nobilities are generally 

organized by country, and for 
each country covered in only one 

or a few sets of books available 

at NEHGS (and these books are 
usually arranged alphabetically 
by t;amily surname or title). Thus 

tracing kinship to a favorite European figure can be 
much easier than you might expect -- and genealogical 

terms in most European languages are quickly learned. 
From riftT years of intermittent research I offer 

three examples below -- Cardinal Richelieu, villain 
of Tke Tkree Musketeers, a Plantagenet descendant 

who initiated France’s dominance of Europe from 
"Sun King" Louis XIV through Napoleon; Prince 

Metternich, Austrian statesman, Hapsburg descendant, 
and conservative, even reactionary, leader of post- 

Napoleonic Europe, 1815-48; and Tolstoy, the Russian 
novelist, seer, cousin of czars, and possible inspiration 

for the European "Left." Each line begins with a 

couple in RD600 and is documented from Society, 

collections (with some Ikonnikov volumes used at 
the NewYork PuNic Library). Ancient genealogy and 

noble European cousins suggest a double stretch for 
American genealogy and research -- vertical (how 

tar back in time) and horizontal (to cousins distant in 
both kinship and geography). 

1. Henry, III, King of England, d. 1272 = Eleanor of 

Provence 
2. Beatrix of England = John II, Duke of Brittany 

3. Marie of Brittany = Guy III de Chfitillon, Count 

of St. Pol (for 1-3 see RD600, 378) 

4. BeatrLx de Chfitillon = John (Jean) of Flanders, 
Vicomte de Chfiteaudun 

5. Margaret of Flanders = William [Guillaume] I de 
Craon, Seigneur de la FerrY-Bernard 

6. Guillaume II de Craon,Vicomte de Chfiteaudun 

= Jeanne de Montbazon 



7. Margmerite de Craon = GuyVIII, Seigneur de 
la Rochefi)ucauld 

8. Catherine de la Rochefoucauld = tVrangois de 

Chaunay, Seigneur de Chandenier 
9. Anne de Chaunay = Jean de Rochechouart, 

Seigneur de Jars 
10.tVrangois de Rochechouart, Seigneur de 

Chandenier = Blanche d’Aumont 

11.Antoine de Rochechouart, Seigneur de Saint- 
Amand = Catherine de Faudoas-Barbazan 

12.tVrangoise de Rochechouart = Louis I du Plessis, 

Seigneur de Richelieu 

13. Frangois III du Plessis, Seigneur de Richelieu = 
Susanne de la Porte 

14.Armand Jean du Plessis, Cardinal-Duke de 
Richelieu (1585-1642) 

6. Elizabeth, Countess of Nassau-Siegen, great- 

niece ot%Villiam the Silent, Prince of Orange, 

d. 1584, 1st Stadholder of the Netherlands, and 
sixth in descent from Casimir IV, King of Poland, 

and Elizabeth of Austria, daughter of Albert II 

(Hapsburg), Holy Roman Emperor, d. 1439, and 

Elizabeth of Bohemia (RD600, 90) 
= Christian, Count of Waldeck-Wildungen 

7. Maria Magdalena, Countess of\Valdeck- 
~ildungen = SimonVII, Count of Lippe 

8. Sophie Elizabeth, Countess ofLippe = George 

William, Count of Leiningen-Westerburg 

9. Juliana Eleanor, Countess of Leiningen- 
~esterburg = Franz Ferdinand, Count 
Metternich-’gqnneburg-Beilstein 

10. Dietrich Philip Adolf, Count Metternich- 
"gqnneburg-Bei]stein = Maria Francisca, Baroness 

Schenk yon Schmittburg 
11 .Johann Hugo Franz, Count Metternich- 

Winneburg-Beilstein = Clara Louise Elizabeth, 
Baroness yon Kesselstadt 

12. Franz Georg Karl Joseph Johann Nepomuk, 
Prince Metternich-\Vinneburg-Beilstein = 

Beatrix Antonia Aloysia, Countess yon Kageneck 
13. Clemens ~X~enzel Nepomuk Lothar, Prince 

Metternich-Winneburg (1773-1859) 

20.Anastasia Romanov, niece of another Anastasia 
Romanov, wife of Ivan IV, the Terrible, Czar of 

Russia; aunt of Michael III, the first Romanov 
Czar; descendant of Russian hero Alexander 

Nevsk> Grand Prince ofKiev andVladimir; and 
20th (and 21st) in descent from Wladislaw I, King 

of Poland, d. 1102, by Judith of Germany, daughter 
of Henry III, Holy Roman Emperor (RD600, 

511-12) = Boris, Prince Lykov-Obolensky 

2 l.Elena, Princess Lykov-Obolensky = Fedor, Prince 
Khvorostinine 

22.Anastasia, Princess Khvorostinine = Youri, Prince 
Odoevsky 

23.Vassili, Prince Odoevsky = Maria, Princess 
Lykov-Obolensky 

24.Ivan, Prince Odoevsky = Praskovia, Countess 
Tolstoy 

25.Varvara, Princess Odoevsky = Dimitri, Prince 
Troubetskoy 

26.Ekaterina, Princess Troubetskoy = Nicholas, 
Prince Volkonsky 

27.Maria, PrincessVolkonsky = Nicholas, Count 
Tolstoy 

28.Leo, Count Tolstoy (1828-1910) ~, 

Sources 

Richelieu: lc P~rc d’Anselmc, Histoire de la Maiso** Royale de 

France, des Pairs . . . (1726-33, reimpression 1868, repr. of latter, 

1968), 4:334-35 (du Plessis), 392-93 (la Rochcfoucauld), 

(1726-33, rcpr. 1968), 4:656-58, 662-63 (Rochechouart), 

8:570-72 (Craon), 2:743-44 (Flanders of Chateaudun), 

6:106-7 (Chfitillon of St. Pol); Detlev Schwcnnicke, Europaiscl.w 
Stammt@I,, Ncue Fol£e (hereafter ES2), Band 2 (1984), Tafeln 

18 (Brittany), 83 (England). 

Metternich: ES2, 4 (1981): Tafcln 49-_50 (Metternich), 32 

(Leiningen-\Vcsterhurg), 1 (1980): Tafcln 115-16 (Nassau- 

Dillenburg and Nassau-Siegen); Franz, Baron yon Loringhoven 

and Dctlcv Sch~vennicke, Ewvpaische Stammtqfeln [old series], 5 

(1978),Tafcln 32 (Lippe), 47a (TValdeck-’gqldungen). 

Tolstoy: ES2, 3, part 5 (2004), Tafcln 897 (Lykov-Obolensky), 

911-12 (Odoevsky),24 (2007),TaIbln 137 (Romanov), 153,164 

(Troubetskoy), 25 (2007), Tafcln 36-37 (Tolstoy), and Nicola 

Ikonnikov, La Noblesse de Russie, 1st ed. (at least 11 vols., 1933- 

40), 2nd ed. (26 vols., 1957-66), esp. sections on Volkonsky and 

Khvorostinine. 

European nobles important in American history and covered in 
RD600 include Baron von Steuben (p. 90). La Fayette (91-92, 
145-48), Count yon Fersen (128; he also planned the failed 
escape to Varennes of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette), and 

Rochambeau (257) of the American Revolution; Count N. L. 
yon Zinzendorf, thunder of the Moravian Brotherhood and 

sometime resident of Pennsylvania, where he lef~ descendants 
(248-52); rocket scientist Wcrnher (Baron) yon Braun (102-3) 
and United Nations head Dag Hammarskj61d (23, son of a 
Swedish prime minister); and even Audrey Hepburn (255-56), 
daughter of a Belgian baroness. 

GARY BOYD ROBERTS is senior tvsearch scholar emeritus 

at NEtIGS. 
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Obtaining Dual U.S.-Irish Citizenship by Suzanne M. Stewart 

NEHGS Research Services -- st,fled by Director Suzanne M. Stewart, a research services assistant, five.full-time research- 

ers, and two part-time researchers -- is ready, willing, and more than able to kelp you with your resea~vk. The team can begin 

research, organize data for lineage society applications, find necessary proofs, and break through brick walls. Each issue qf 

AMERICAN ANCESTORS will now feature a Research Services case stud)~. For more iqformation about Research Services, visit 

www. Am ericanAncestors, org/research-services/. 

D OUGLAS SCHUMANN WROTE TO RfESEARCH 

Services asking for help in obtaining dual citi- 

zenship in the U2S. and Ireland. Although Douglas was 

born in the United States, as was his mother, he was 
eligible for dual citizenship because his grandmother 

had been born in Ireland before December 31, 2004. 
His grandmother was born Teresa Agnes Judge about 

1886, and he needed us to locate her birth record. 
Douglas knew that Teresa had immigrated to the 

United States in 1901, married \Villiam E. Dunlop in 

Meriden, Connecticut, in 1909, and died in 1916, three 
months after the birth of Douglas~ mother. Douglas 

provided us with a copy of Teresa’s marriage certificate, 
which gave her age as twenty-three (placing her birth at 

about 1886), listed her birthplace as Ireland, and provid- 
ed the names of her parents, Michael and Mary (Leach) 
Judge. Unfortunately, Teresa’s Connecticut death record 

did not list her place of birth m Ireland and gave her 
father’s name as Patrick Judge and her mother’s name 

as unka]own. Douglas also provided us with a year of 
birth (1877) and a birthplace in either County Leitrim 

or Counvy Roscommon for Teresa’s brother, Patrick, 
and noted County Leitrim as a possible place of birth 

fbr Teresa’s sister, Ellen. Finall}~ Douglas supplied a death 
record for Teresa’s mother, Mary Ann (Leech) Judge, 

who died in Meriden on 2 July 1903; her birthplace 

was Ireland. Teresa’s father likely did not irmnigrate. 
~e started our search with the Leitrim Genealogy 

Centre, which holds civil registration recoRts from 
1864 to 1920.[q We looked for Teresa Agnes Judge, 

born circa 1880 to 1890, but could not find a civil birth 
record tbr her.We also tried to locate a marriage record 
for her father, Michael Judge, but were unsuccessful. 

We then searched Judge birth records from 1870 
to 1890, looking for Teresa’s siblings, and located the 

~bllowing: 

¯ Margaret Judge, daughter of Michael Judge, 

farmer, and Maryann Leeche, born 4 May 1873 

at Dergraw (County Roscommon), recorded 

at Leitrim Civil Registration District, County 
Leitrim; informant was Bridget Leeche. 

Patrick Judge, son of Michael Judge and Mary 
Anne Leeche, born at Dergraw, I March 1877, 

registered at Leitrim Civil Registration District; 
infbrmant was Michael Judge. 

Ellen Judge, daughter of Michael Judge and M.A. 

Leeche, baptized 4 June 1880 at Kiltoghert 
Roman Catholic Church, County Leitrim. 

Next, we searched the website of the Roscommon 
Genealo~~ Centre, which includes digitized and tran- 
scribed versions of all of the indexes of 

civil registration records in CountT 

Roscommon from 1864 to 1900, 
and transcriptions of numerous 

Roman Catholic parishes. 

We located the birth or bap- 
tismal recor& of four chil- 

dren born to fathers named 
Michael Judge, but not to 
mothers with a variation 

of the name Mary Leach, 

and none of the ~bllowing 
four children match the 
known siblings of Teresa 

Judge: Frances Judge, child 

of Michael, baptized 1871; 
Patrick Henry Judge, son of 

Michael, born and baptized 
1873; Julia Judge, daughter 

of Michael, baptized 1881; and 
Mary Agnes Judge, daughter of 

Michael, born and baptized 1883. 

Both the Leitrim Genealogy %resa Agnes 
Centre and Rosco,~unon Geneal- (~ludge) Dmtlop, 
ogy Centre are hosted by the site 1886-1916. 
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Rootslreland.p] Through that site, 

searches can be performed on all 

digitized and transcribed civil regis- 

tration and church records hdd by 

individual county genealogT centers. 

We next looked for civil birth or 

baptism records fbr any child with 

the surname Judge born to a Father 

named Michad and a mother with 

the surname Leach/Leech/Leeche/ 

Leache -- but could not locate any 

additional matches. 

Ellen Judge, Teresa’s sister, was 

baptized 4 June 1880 at Kiltoghert 

Roman Catholic Church, County 

Leitrim. Roscommon Genealogy 

Centre has transcribed the Kiltoghert 

Roman Catholic Church records 

from microfilms of the originals, but 

we could not locate other entries for 

Teresa’s thwe children am pictured in this October 11, 1937, wedding 

photograph. Standing, Marion is second.~om the left; Ra}~ is on the right; 

and DorothF the bride, is seated. Dorothy (Dunlop) Schumann was born in 

_June of 1916, three months before "lFresa died. 

this family. 

Michael and Mary Ann (Leach) Judge lived on the 

border of the counties of Roscormnon and Leitrim -- 

and on the boundaries of Roman Catholic dioceses. 

The Kiltoghert Church and other Roman Catholic 

churches in County Leitrim are part of the diocese of 

Ardagh and Clonmacnoise.I41 The parish of Kiltoghert 

borders the diocese of Elphin, which includes par- 

ishes in County Roscommon. The National Library 

of Ireland maintains a list of all Roman Catholic 

parish registers on microfilm, arranged by diocese.I~l 

Since only one child of Michael Judge was baptized at 

Kiltoghert, we theorized that, based upon the ffamily’s 

location, Michael Judge baptized his children in mul- 

tiple churches, and possibly in different dioceses. Both 

the Leitrim and Roscommon Genealogy Centres have 

transcribed baptism records from these dioceses, but 

we could not find a baptismal record for Teresa Judge 

or other children born to Michael and Mary Ann 

(Leach) Judge. 

Next, we ordered the civil birth records of Patrick 

Judge and Teresa Judge from the Ireland Civil 

Registration Office. The office supplied the official 

long-formbirth certificate for Patrick Judge, [6] but did 

not have a circa 1886 birth record forTeresaJudge or a 

female Judge born to Michael&|ohn/James Judge and 

Mary Ann Leech. 

Since the informant on Mary Ann (Leach) Judge’s 

death certificate was John Leech of Meriden, 

Connecticut, we checked local city directories and es- 

tablished that only one John Leach/Leech resided in 

Meriden at the time of her death. On Rootsiwland.ie, 

we located two baptism records which proved John 

,vas the brother ofMaW Ann (Leach)Judge, and con- 

firmed that the siblin~ were both children of James 
Leach and Bridget McGuire of County Roscommon. 

o Mary Ann Leach, baptized at Ardcarne Parish, 
Cootehall District, County Roscommon, 10 

June 1845, daughter of James and Bridget Leech 

[Roman Catholic] ~71 

° John Leech, baptized atArdcarne Parish, Cootehall 

District, County Roscommon, 1 October 1854, 
son of James Leech and Brigid McGuire [Roman 

Cath olic] Isl 

Since John Leech listed the parents of his sister Mary" 

Ann (Leach) Judge as James Leech and Bridget McGuire, 

and we know that Michael and Mary Ann (Leach) 

Judge had children born at County Roscommon, the 

Mar}, Ann Leach baptized on 10 June 1845 is almost 

certainly the mother of Teresa Agnes Judge. A search of 

the indexed church recor& at the County Roscormnon 

Genealog3, Centre website revealed that James Leach 

married, at probably County Roscommon, before 1845, 

Bridget McGuire, lq and that the couple had nine chil- 

dren, of whom Mary Ann was the oldest, all baptized at 

Ardcarne Parish in County Roscommon.I~°l 

While searching County" Roscommon records for 

the Leach ~mily, we established that Mary Ann Leach 

was the only recorded girl with that name in the 1830s, 

1840s, and 1850s. We then searched fi)r her marriage 

record prior to 1873 -- since Margaret, the oldest child 

we had fi)und for Michad and MaryAnn (Leech)Judge, 

was born at Dergraw, County Roscommon, 4 May 

1873. Only one indexed Mary Ann Leach married in 
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County Roscommon prior to 1873, but her spouse’s 

surname was not Judge. We nevertheless ordered this 

abstract, which proved very sig-nificant: 

Mary Anne Leech of Daragra (Dergraw), daughter of 

James Leech, married Michael Bwheny, age 28, ~Srm- 

er, of Daragra (Dergraw), son of Michael Breheny, at 

Cootehall Roman Catholic Church, Boyle Civil Parish, 

CounW I<oscommon, 13 Februaw 1871, witnesses 

Patrick Horan and Anne Murry.I~q 

According to More Irish Families, an Irish surname 
stud?; the Gaelic surname Breheny could be alternated 

with its English translation, Judge: "Many examples 
occur in the birth registrations for Co. Sligo and north 

Roscommon of a f;amily using Judge and Breheny 
indifferently’I~l 

Michael Breheny ~vas likely the son of Michael 
Brehany and Winifred Kenny, baptized at Athleague, 

Comity P~oscottunon, 9 September 1844, the only 

County P~oscommon Michael Brehen,v born to a 
father of the same name about 1843 to 1845.I~31 

Discovering the use of the Gaelic version of the 

surname proved to be a major breakthrough in this 
case. The children of Michael and Mary Ann (Leach) 

Judge who had seemingly been missing in the 
Roscommon and Leitrim records were found un- 

der the surname Brehany/Breheny/Brehenny/etc.: 
Mary Breheny (13 April 1872), Margaret Brehenny 

(5 May 1873), Elizabeth Breheny (4 April 1875), and 
Patrick Breheny (24 February 1877) were baptized at 

Cootehall Roman Catholic Church, Ardcarne Parish, 
County Roscommon.I~q Bridget [Delia] Breheny was 
born at Leitrim, County Leitrim, 3 February 1884.I~sl 

And most significantly, we located both the indexed 

civil birth and baptism records for "Teresa Breheny." 
The baptismal record shows that Teresa BrehaW was 

baptized at Kiltoghert Roman Catholic Church, 
County Leitrim, 6 September 1886, daughter of 
Michael Brehany and Mary Anne Leech of Leitrim.I~q 

The civil registration, from the Ireland Civil 

Registration Office, states Teresa Breheny was born 
12 September 1886 [sic] I~vl at Leitrim, County Leitrim, 

daughter of Michael Breheny, a f;armer of Leitrim, and 

his wife Mary Anne Breheny.I~sl 
With the Irish birth and baptism records of Teresa 

Breheny, a.k.a.Judge, in hand, Douglas Schumann ap- 
plied for dual Irish citizenship, which tie received on 
July 19, 2012. ~, 

Notes 

~ http://leitrim.wotsireland.ie. 

2 Indexed civil birth record, http://leitrim.wotsireland.ie. 

3 htlp://ifl!flwotsireland.ie. 

4 um~v.ardaghdiocese.org/pageg.html. 

s u~t,u~.nli.ie/en/parish_re2iswr.aspx" 

~’ Patrick Judge civil birth certificate (1877),long-form certified 

civil birth record, registration no. 8777231, Office of the lKeg- 

istrar General, R oscommon 

: Mary, Ann Leech abstracted baptism record (1845), Ardcarne 

Parish, Cootchadd District, County, IZosconm~on, County 

Roscommon Genealogy, Centre, http://roscommon.rootsireland.ie. 

s John Leech abstracted baptism record (1854),Ardcarne Parish, 

Cootehall District, County Roscommon, County Roscommon 

Genealogy Centre, http://wscommon.wo~sireland.ie. 

9 Based upon baptism of daughter Mary Ann on 10 June 1845. 

~0 Abstracted baptism records, Ardcarne Parish, Cootehall 

District, County lKoscommon, County Rosconnnon Geneal- 

ogy Centre, hup://wscommon.wotsireland.ie. 

~1 Michael Breheny and Mary Anne Leech, abstracted civil 

marriage record (1871), County Roscommon Genealogy 

Centre, h tip://wscom mon. roolsireland, ie. 

~ Edward MacLysaght, More hish Families, A Neu, Revised arid 

Enlary, ed Edition of More hish b~milies, incorpomtin2 Supplement to 

irish b~mities (Portland, Orc.:Irish Academic Press, 1996), 40. 

t3 Michael Brchcny, abstracted church baptism record (1844), 

County Roscommon Genealogy Centre, http://wscommon. 

wo~sireland, ie. 

~4 Abstracted church baptism records, County Roscommon 

Genealogy Centre, http://roscommon.rootsimtand.ie. 

~s Bridget Breheny, indexed civil birth record (1884), County 

Leitrim Genealogy Centre, hup://leitrim.rootsiretand.ie. 

~(’ Teresa Brehany, indexed church baptism record (1886), 

County Leitrim Genealogy Centre, h~tp://leitrim.molsimland.ie. 

~: Eileen M. O’ Duill and Steven C. ffbary-Smyrl, Irish Civil 

Rc,~istratiort -- Vffhere Do I Start? (Dublin: Council of Irish 

Genealogical Organisations, 2000), 24, 34. By 1880, Irish 

parents were fined if they did not report a child’s birth within 

three months. If parents failed to report the birth in time and 

could not afIbrd tt~e fine, they would often register a later birth 

date. Given the discrepancy between her birth and baptism, 

Tcresa’s parents did not report her birth on time. Babies were 

t),pically baptized one to two days after birth, but by the late 

1880s mortality rates were failing and her parents might have 

delayed the baptism by a few weeks. Tercsa’s actual birth date 

was probably two to twenty-eight days prior to her baptism. 

is Teresa Breheny civil birth certificate (1886), long-form certi- 

fied civil birth record, registration no. 11135210, Office of the 

Registrar General, Roscommon. 

SUZANNE M. STEWART is diwctor of Research Services at 

N~THGS. She can be reached at Suzanne.Stewart@nehgs.org 

or 617-226-1242. 
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My Journey in Autosoma! Testing by Christopher Challender Child, aka "Itarry Lime" 

H AVING FOLLOWED DNA TESTING FOR ALMOST TWO 

decades, I was intrigued by the concept of 

autosomal testing, which could provide an "ancestry 
painting" of all my genetic origins -- not just my, 

matrilineal or patrilineal lines. Earlier autosomal tests 
introduced the subject but the results were criticized; 

now- 23andme.com, with the longest history of reliably 
performing this test, displays autosomal results easy tbr 

the layperson to understand. I was eager to be tested. 
Years ago, my Y-chromosome was tested through 

familytree&m.com, and I discovered I had the predict- 
ed Hapologroup RIBIa2 (about 9,500 years old and 

very common throughout Europe), consistent with my 
patrilineal ancestor Benjamin Child (1631/2-1678), 

who was baptized in Cotesbach, Leicestershire, moved 

to London, and immigrated to Roxbury, Massachusetts, 
in the late 1640s. Several other descendants of Benjamin 

Child (or of several agnate immigrant cousins) also have 
the sameY-chromosome markers. 

\Vhen Dr. Bryan Sykes came to NEt tGS to undertake 

research fbr his book, DNA USA: A Genetic Portrait of 
Ameria~, I wanted to talk to him about DNA. I knew 

from my own genealogical research that about half of 
my ancestry is from England (via immigrants to New 

England in the 1600s and to Virginia in the 1600s and 

1700s), with slightly over 25% from Germany (through 

immigrants to Pennsylvania and Virginia in the 1700s), 
and the remainder Irish (irm~figrax~ts to Pennsylvania in 

the 1840s), with a few Scots-Irish, Scottish, ~X[elsh, and 
French mmfigrant ancestors, who had a£o irmmgrated to 
New England. I was tested with one of Dr. Sykes’s kits, 
and I eagerly awaited my results. 

The report gave me a Y-chromosome with an 
even more defined sub-group, Rlblb2ala2, part of 

Rlblb2, the most common haplogroup in V~Zestern 
Europe. This result was not surprising, as the previous 

testing of myY-chromosome had a similar result. My 
mtDNA Haplogroup was Ilal, which seems to have 

spread through northern Europe. My earliest known 

matrilineal ancestor (Mrs. Sarah Martha [Smith] Shake, 
whose origins I do not know-) was born in Virginia 
about 1793; her husband, and the next three genera- 

tions of spouses in that line, were all German. 

My "Ancestry Painting" reported my genetic make- 
up as 99% European and I% African. This surprising 

African ancestry was along the top part of autosome 
7, indicating inheritance from otily one parent. I im- 

mediately wondered whether I had an early African 
American ancestor, or derived this ancestry from a 

European, as is true for Dr. Sykes himself. 
I ordered two additional tests - Ibr my I?tther and 

my mother’s brother. My uncle’s test would identit}~ 
theY-chromosome haplogroup of my maternal grand- 
t~ther, which my mother would not share. I first re- 
ceived my father’s test results. He had my same 

Y-chromosome haplogroup (Rlblb2ala2), and his 
mtDNA haplogroup was H5a (characterized by 

Bwan Sykes in The Se~e~ Daughters of Eve as Helena), 
common in many parts of Europe. My father’s earliest 

known matrilineal ancestor, Mrs. Mary E.Young Peltz, 
was born in Philadelphia in 1823, and I believe she 

was German. My father’s "Ancestry Painting" results 
showed him 100% European. I then waited for my 

uncle’s results. 

My uncle’s mtDNA results were the same as mine 

(Ilal), and his Y-Chromosome haplogroup, I1, was 
most common in northern Europe. My mother and 

uncle’s earliest known patrilineal ancestor, Stacy 
Challender, was born in New- Jersey in 1775 and is 

thought to have been English or Scottish. Given my 
test results and those of my father, l presumed that my 
uncle would have a small amount of African ancestry. 

Representations of autosomes 7 and 9.7he gray portiott of 

autosome 7 i~tdicates I% African mtcestry in the tests of 

the author and his mother. The gray portion of autosome 9 

shows" the "less tha~t 1% Asiat~ a~tcestr)/" in the test of the 

author’s uncle. The dark portiot,s indicate Europemt amestry. 

(continued on page 56) 
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Funeral Home Records in the 
R. Stanton Avery Special Collections by Timothy G. X. Salls 

O N MARCH 1, 2012, THOMAS R. \Vn2cox, JR., 

NEHGS vice president and chief operating 

officer, informed the staff that he had placed two 

successful bids in an auction of Printed and Manuscript 

African Americana by the Swarm Galleries of New 

York. NEHGS was alerted to the auction by NEHGS 

Councilor and Harvard University Professor Henry 

Louis Gates, Jr. One item is a lithograph of portraits 

and biographical sketches for the officers of the Third 

North Carolina United States Infantry commanded 

by Col. James H.Young during the Spanish-American 

War, the first African American regiment organized 

and entirely officered by African American men.Ill 

The second item is a recoRt book for the Gaines 

Funeral Home of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which 

joins several other sets of funeral home recor& within 

the Society’s manuscript collection. A survey of funeral 

home records held by NEHGS, and the data typically 

~bund within them, will illustrate the value of this 

source for genealogists. 

Gaines Funeral Home records, 1929-1934 (Mss 1080) 

The Gaines Funeral Home was established by George 

W. Gaines in 1919 in the historic~flly African American 
Homewood section of Pittsburgh. The Gaines Funeral 

Home is the longest-operating African American- 
owned business in western Pennsylvania. In 1923, the 

funeral home was moved to the former Mount Ararat 
Baptist Church at 220 Auburn Street in Pittsburgh ~ East 

End and was known as "the Funeral Church." George 
Gaines died in 1953, leaving his widow; Julia (Hurst) 

Gaines, to continue the business with their son George 
"Toby" Gaines. Mrs. Gaines yielded primary control of 

the funeral home to her son in the 1980s, but continued 
as a part owner until her death in 2006. Toby Gaines 

moved the business to a new Facility" in Penn Hills in 

berculosis; funeral services were held at St James African 
Methodist Episcopal Church with internment at the 
Allegheny CemeterF: Mattie Walker was born March 

13, 1885, in Port Republic,Virginia, daughter o f Charles 
Allen and Allmonia Taylor, both born in Virginia." The 

make, model, and cost of the casket are also listed, as are 
the embalming, burial vault, hearse, auto limousines to 

cemeter}~ and other fees. 

W. E Tomlinson Co. Records, 1902-1998 (Mss 1083) 

The ~( E Tomlinson Company; established by Wilbur 

E Tomlinson (1856-1940), was located at 336 Main 
Street in Danbury, Connecticut. The records held by 
NEHGS consist of twenty volumes of 300 pages each 
and ten volumes of 600 pages each. A typical entry 

is that created for Frank John Kubicek, a clerk born 
December 9, 1913, in Danbur> who died December 
24, 1932, at Danbury Hospital from a gunshot wound 

and was buried December 27, 1932. His father, Frank 
Martin Kubicek, was born in Hungary and his mother, 

Anna Kovac, in Czechoslovakia. Additional infi)rma- 
tion includes fees for the casket, funeral cars, cemetery 

service, etc. 

contained in a single 300-page ledger. A sample entr> 

from a record created Septelnber 4, 1929, is as follows: Gaines Funeral Church with.five cars and drivers, c. 

"housewife Mattie Walker, spouse of Henry "gralker. 1939. Teenie Harris" Photograph Collectiort, 1920-1970, 

Mattie died September I, 1929, m Pittsburgh, Pa., oftu- Carnegie Museum qfArt. 
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RECORD OF FUNERAL 

An entry from the Gaines F, neml Ho~ne ledger for 

Charles l/Villiam Wells FraMeg who was born in Afiica in 

1856, worked as an "herb sjoedalist," and died October 31, 

1929, in Pittsburgh. ~Ylss 1080. 

John C. Freeland Funeral Home 

records, 1960-1978 (Mss 919) 

The funeral home established by John C. Freeland was 
located at 91 ~%st Street in Danbury; Connecticut. 
The records held by NEIIGS consist of three archival 

boxes of loose sheets arranged alphabetically by sur- 

name.The following data are from a typical entr}~ cre- 
ated May 21, 1976, for Joseph DeFazio, son of Frank 

and Isabella (--) DeFazio, who was born September 

13, 1900, in Decollatura, Province of Cantanzaro, 

Italy, and died May 21, 1976, at the Danbury Pavilion. 
Joseph, a retired hatter for the John W. Green Hat 

Co., was the husband of Marie (Paola) DeFazio. The 
date and place of his funeral and the burial location 
within St. Peter’s Cemetery are also noted. The back 

of the form lists information on survivors, including 

his wife, son Bernard J. DeFazio, and daughters Linda 
DeFazio and Frances McPhee, all of Danbury, daugh- 

ter Isabelle Jennings of Bethel, sister Rose Gigliotti of 
Uruguay, and sister Emily DeGrazia of Italy. Records 

with similar details cover individuals born in Ireland, 
CzechoslovaMa, Greece, and Lebanon. 

Wyeth Funeral Home Records, 1858-1964 (Mss 223) 

Benjamin Franklin Wyeth (1846 1909)joined with 

Henry A. Wyeth to form Wyeth Brothers in 1895 in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In 1904, Benjamin Wyeth 
bought Henry’s share of the business, renaming it 

Benjamin E \Vyeth, Undertaker. When Benjamin E 
Wyeth died in 1909, his sons Benjamin Franklin 

Wyeth Jr. and Henry D.Wyeth continued the business. 
In the mid-1930s the name was changed to gryeth 

Funeral Service.The business was the oldest of its kind 
in Cambridge. This collection contains eight bound 

volumes (each with bet~veen 288 and 500 pages) and 
thirty-eight folders with loose sheets. The following 

data are from a typical entry, created for unmarried 
physician Mary Parker, who died April 8, 1920, of can- 

cer in ~Xzaltham, Massachusetts. Mary Parker, daughter 

of Alfred ~. Parker (b. Providence, K.l.) and Clara 
Hallett (b. South Dennis, Mass.), was born September 
14. 1872, in Yarmouthport, Massachusetts. Mary’s fu- 

neral service was held at the Church of New Jerusalem 
in Cambridge on April 11, 1920, and she was buried 

the next day in Yarmouthport. Occupations of other 
individuals served by this business include students, 

professors, physicians, clergymen, writers, musicians, 
clerks, salesmen, bookkeepers, and printers. 

All funeral home recor& are an important data source 

for genealogists and social historians, but ledgers from 
funeral homes within a particular ethnic community 
are especially valuable.As with many records, the valid- 

ity of the data depends upon the informant’s knowl- 
edge. If the name is known, the infbrmant should be 

noted so the credibility of the source can be evaluated. 

The reliability, of a human source should be judged 

on his or her competence, impartiality; and proxim- 
ity in time and place to the event. Interesting and full 

examples were chosen for this article, but the amount 
of biographical data in any given account ranges from 

none to sparse to complete. Generally, funeral home 
records are an excellent example of genealogically im- 

portant corporate records    a useful complement to 
obituaries, death certificates, probate, and other docu- 

ments created at the end of a life. ,~ 

Note 

~ This lithograph will be pictured in an article by Grace Friary 
in the autu~m~ 2012 issue of Antiqnes and Fine Art Ma£aMne. 

TIMOTHY G.X. SALLS iS ~nat~ager of manuscript collections 

at NEHGS. 
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From the Diary of Hedwiga Regina (Shober) Gray, 
October 1860 

by Robert Shaw 

H EIOWIGA REGINA SttOBI~;R, DAUGItTER OF SAMUEL 

Lieberknhn and Mary Ann (Bedford) Shober, 

was born at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on December 
24, 1818, and married physician Francis Henry Gray 
in Philadelphia on July 10, 1844. The couple had five 

children: Francis Calley (b. 1846), Mary Clay (b. 1848), 
Sanmel Shober (b. 1849), Reginald (b. 1853), and 
Morris Gray (b. 1856).[1] Hedwiga (Shober) Gray died 

in Boston, Massachusetts, on January 17/18, 1885. 

Hedwiga (Shober) Gray kept diaries from 1860 un- 

til December 28, 1884, less than a month bel%re her 

death; this excerpt from the first volume recounts the 

visit of the Prince of Wales (later King EdwaRt VII) 
to Boston in October 1860. Spelling and grammatical 

errors in the original text have been retained. The 
transcriber’s notes and occasional corrections are with- 

in [brackets]. Hope Gray of Boston, Mass., donated the 
diary to NEHGS on June 28, 1971. 

Note 

~ Edward Gray, PViltiam Gray of Lynn, Massach~setts and Some 
of His Descendants (Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., 1916), 21,26. 

WEDNESDAY [OCTOBER] 17 

The Prince of reales entered Boston this p.m. -- An 
escort ofImlitary & officials meeting him at Mr 

Amos Lawrence’s at Longwood. Dr. G. [the diarist’s 

husband] took Fanny Anna & all our children to Mr 

Fred. Bradlee’s to see him pass. - I did not go, not 
!cnowing whether we could get in there, and feeling 

too tired with my drive to Cambridge this morn- 
ing, and round of calls there, to endure standing long 

in the press of the street.They had a good look at 
him & gave him a hearty cheer. An exciting week 

we have of it - MondaF; I was out shopping all the 
morning, drove to Pine Bank after dinner taking 

little Morris between us in the chaise.Tuesday - took 
him with me in horse cars to Charlestown to see 

the Misses Buchannan. Met Miss Letitia in the cars, 
which quite relieved me, as I know nothing about 

C. and rather dreaded exploring there to find them 
- Had a nice call there -Young Mr B. took Morris 

round the Monument, to his great delight.\Ve dined 
at Mother Gray’s -- After tea Dr. G. piloted us all, 

Farm> Anna, 3 Clays and all our children but Mor- 
ris down to the hill on the Common to see the great 

Lincoln & Hamlin torch light procession.The throng 
was i,]unense, but we got a good stand fbr the tall 

ones and held up the little ones on "Lady to London 
seats"! Rege mounting his papa’s shoulders, with legs 

round Dr’s throat had a fine look out over all heads. 

The blazing mass of light on the Parade ground, vivid 
with every colour, marching & counter marching 

there as they fell into line, while along every mall & 
street came other long lines all converging there - the 

spirited music accompanying eveW company - the 
blaze of splendid rockets &c with their incessant 

changes of fit~hl, flickering glare, making the wild- 
est weirdest effects of light on overhanging trees & 

upturned faces & all the lurid canopy like the smoke 
over a battle field - made a scene of marvelous beau- 

ty. Later in the night it passed our Mt.Vernon Corner 
to Hancock St. It was an hour & 12 naln. in passing 

- many had dropped off- tbr at starting it took 1½ 
hours to pass any given point.All the children, even 

Morris, were up to see it - but got back to bed in 

a few minutes, tired out. One club, instead of walk- 
ing in ranks of four went in double file, serpentining 
from side to side of street thus 4&,~; having lamps of 

every colour the et~bct was like the changes of a great 
kaleidoscope. 

To night the "Bell & Everett" have made a similar 

demonstration, quite as beautiful, though much less 
numerous in rank taking only 40 minutes to pass - 

They were unpunctual too in starting - we waited at 
Win. Gray 2 hours betbre they came in sight round 
Walnut St., And had scarcely got home when they 

began to file up Bowdoin St., having passed the 

Revere House where the young Prince stepped out 
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on the balcony in an- 

swere (sic) to the vocifer- 
ous cheering.We had a 
fine view from our back 

windows of the long line 
filing up Bowdoin St. to 

Ashburton. Our neigh- 
bour "Edmands" illu- 

minated his house quite 
splendidly - and several 

others lighted up.The 
procession was wound up 

by a huge "bell" on a tmn- 
bril - having a full, but 

quite lugubrious tone, the 
regmlar stroke of which 

our boys say toll’d the 
knell of the hopes of 

their partT killed at the 
recent Pennsylvania election. 

Thursday- October 18t~l- 

Pages fiom Hedwiga Regina (Shobe*9 Gray~" diar): 

Took Aunt Eliza after breakfast round to Rebecca’s to 
learn some new crochet stitch - as we were coming 

away R. said "it was too bad that her brothers were 
both going to the ball without a lady - if I would 

only go with her, ~ve might sit and look on for an 
hour or two;"- I told her my "old corn colour 

could be worn over a small hoop and a head-dress of 
crimson feathers, and my Fayal lace shawl to cover 

the inadequacies of my dress, would do well enough 

to crush into a seat there - no-one would notice 
us in the blaze ofloyalt}; to say nought of splendid 
dress - we’d go! if her brothers had not made other 

arrangements since she saw them at breaktCast. But 
they had ere her message reached them invited oth- 

ers - and just as ~vell too for we should have looked 

dowdy! But could I afford such indulgences I could 
have greatly enjoyed going there.The Prince passed 
up Bowdoin St. at 12½ o’clock to his reception by 

the governor, at the state house.The cortege (6 or 8, 

4 horse barouches) was preceded by 12 mounted po- 
licemen on white horses with blue saddle-cloths -- 
At the State H. were received by a military escort and 

passed between double files up the front steps to the 
Hall.They drove so rapidly by here that by the time 

I brought my glass to bear the prince had passed giv- 
ing me a glimpse of his nose and his shoulders!! Our 

street & house was crowded - our yard ~vall manned 

by the boys and their young friends, whom Fanny 
charged to give him a good cheer - Frank insisted it 
was more courteous to cheer him by the title he had 

chosen Ibr himself in this country, "Lord P,.enfi-ew" 

-- accordingly when he led offwith the voice of a 
young Stentor, "3 cheers for Lord P,_enfi-ew" in which 

the boys all joined with a will, the Prince quite 
started to bo~v, and looked much amused!! As soon 
as he passed every body scattered, to rush to some 
other friends house - myself, Mary & Morris going 

to Mrs Gordon making our way with much difficulty 
to her back door.There we had a fine vie~v, but from 
an upper window, so his Face was again lost, under his 
military hat. He ~vore the uniform of a British colo- 

nel I believe[.] "Ere saw- him come down the side steps 
& mount his horse to ride to the review followed 

of course by his suite and the Govermnent officials. 
Ite sat his horse well - quite self-possessed though 

the centre of all eyes, yet modest and unpretending. 
~e had early dinner at Mother Gray’s - and hurried 

to Wm. G.’s office in Court St., where we should 
have had a fine view of the whole cortege, returning 

from the review to State House for collation - but 
the cro~vd had collected so densely we could not get 

there with all the children and Dr. mounted them on 
a wall where they had a good lookout, and I came 

home very tired, and amused myself watching the 

excited crowds hurrying in every direction. 

-- Aider tea, the children went with me to their 
UncleWm’s to see the ladies dressed for the ball. It 

was 7½ o’clock - the hairdresser who promised for 

6, had not come; such a distressment - I arranged, 
~vith much diffidence of my ability in such matters, 
the flowers in Kate’s hair -- not at all to my own 
satisfaction, but the others said they looked well & 

she looked very pretty in her pink silk.Then I tried 

~vith inexpert hands to do Fanny’s hair - but to my 

relief the hair dresser came at last, had been at work 
since 8 in the morning, without any dinner, and had 
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four more places to go to yet. 
Some ladies had their hair dressed 

early¯ in the preceding day. Fanny 
looked sweetly - in tucked French 

nmslin - very simple as became 
her youth - with lovely flower in 

her hair. Spite of all delays they got 
off about 9 o’clock[.] The prince 

entered at 10½. Every thing went 
offwell - He selected maW of 

his partners himself, and showed 
a discriminating eye for the pretty 

faces - and an utter indifference 
or rather ignorance that many of 

them were not of"first families"(!) 
To him no doubt we were all 

commoners or rather plebeians 
alike! The ball broke up about 

4 a.m. at which time he left.The 
supper and its decorations were 

splendid, but the draperies of the 
dancing hall were too dark & 

heavy. In the midst of the crowd & 
bustle this morning, while we were 

waiting for the Prince to pass who 
should arrNe but Fred Gray from 

Princeton - to stay with us while 
his mother’s house was so full of 

company. 

Friday Oct. 19th 

Anna & Fanny passed the morn- 

ing at Cambridge for the Prince’s 
reception there - and had several 

opportunities of seeing him quite near.Their father 
was invited by the President Felton & Prof. Agassiz 

both, to the collation, and was duly introduced. He 
has done so liberally by Harvard, it would have been 

strange had he not been bidden to the occasion.The 
students cheered first the "Prince of\Vales"- and 

after wards gave 3 hearty cheers for the royal "Oxford 
Student." Mother Gray’s guests left her to-day - and 

she passed the day here - telling us in the evening 

it was the 51~t anniversary of her wedding day! The 
girls came home at 4 p.m. tired out, to a cold dinner 
and early bed -Tonight the Prince visits the Public 

Library - he returned from Cambridge by way of 
Bunker H~ll. I wish I could have gone to the Musical 

Festival for him yesterday, where 1200 public school 
children sang Holmes beautithl words of welcome to 

"God Save the Queen". He has happily had glori- 
ous autumn weather - may it outlast his stay - but it 

looks lowering now.The Harvard Collation was not 
at President Felton’s house so Mrs. Fe. did not have 

Primed Ephemera Collection 

Por~olio 66, Folder 20. Library qf 

Congress, Rare Book and Special 

Collections Division. 

to "go hang herself" as one of her 
gentleman friends, a grave protbs- 

sor too is said to have advised her 
doing, when she flew in despair to 

him for counsel, on hearing the 
Prince had accepted for self and 

suite, the President invitation to 
dine with him! 

Saturday October 20~h 

The girls, girl-like are wild about 
the Prince naturally enough, I 

should have been so at their age - 
and even now was so carried away; 

as to let them beguile me down 
to Bowdoin Square amidst all the 

crush to see the Prince’s departure; 
and I did really get a good look at 

him this time. A boyish face with 
well cut features but effeminate 

- a retreating forehead and chin - 

the jaw very wanting in strength. 
Very like the picture of the Bruns- 
wick Georges but more refined 

- but a very pretty fellow withal. 
Modest to shyness apparently but 

with a gentlemanly self-possession 
- and unpretending dignity of 

manner very pleasing.We stood 
on the curb-stone, protected from 

the rabble by Dr. Morland, (without 
whom I should never have stood 

it) and a few elderly gentlemen 
who gathered round.- But even a 

rabble in Boston is orderly -As one of the gents, re- 
marked, there was "a wide difference between a Bos- 
ton crowd & a NewYork or Philad. mob!"Amongst 
the luggage was a huge bundle of rough walking 

sticks, relics of Niagara &c.- on seeing which one of 
the rough men around "thought there would be tall 

walking in England, when all them sticks got there!" 
The Prince rose to his thll height fbr an instant to 

return the salute of his escort with a bow -- and 
that was about the last we saw of him. He wore a 

gray travelling coat & stovepipe hat. He left liberal 
]argesses to the domestics of the hotel &c &c and the 

papers state covered his hotel bills, in N.York, Philad. 
and here, with $10,000 at each place! If princes travel, 

it must be en prince, with regal liberality: ~, 

ROBERT SHAW iS assistant archivist at NEHGS and 

assistant ediwL~br /~MERICAN ANCESTORS. 
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Seen Elsewhere: New York-Related Articles in 
2010-2011 Issues of Some Non-New York Journals 

compikd by Henry B. Hoff 

T HIS ANNUAL FEATURE BEGAN IN THE FIRST ISSUE OF 

The NYG&B Newsletter (Spring 1990) to high- 
light New York genealogical and historical articles 

possibly unknown to readers. Each installment covers 
two years, so late-published journals may be included; 

the list below covers 2010-2011, and is continued 

[~’O111 AMERICAN ANCESTORS 12 (2011) 3 : 54. The next 
"Seen Elsewhere" will cov-er 2011-2012. Photocopies 
of articles for personal research can be obtained (for a 

fee) from the NEHGS Research Services. 

NOTES: .!fi no dry or county is mentioned in the tide of 

the article or @erwards, the article relates to various coumies, 

usually upstate. For long article~; only the pages concerned 

with New }brk are cited. Serialized articles are not normally 

mentioned in the following yea~ even when subsequent in- 

stallmenB" also concern New Yorkers. 

The New England Historical and 
Genealogical Register, vol. 165 
. Frederick C. Hart,Jr.,"Reuniting the Family of 

Lt. John \Vaterbury (1753-1829)," 44-52 (Jan. 

2011) [NewYork City] 
. Eben’gr. Graves,"Rebecca (Hollister) (Goslee) 

(Buel) Hitchcock, Third~ife ofJohn Hitchcock 
of New Mil~brd and Kent, Connecticut," 115-20 
(April 2011) [Washington Co.] 

. Edward J. Harrison,"Elias~ Shevalier, Immigrant to 

Connecticut: His Origin and Migration," 173-82 
(July 2011) [Dutchess Co.] 

¯ David Allen Lambert,"Non-Massachusetts Probates 
Recorded in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, to 

1799," 287-92 (Oct. 2011) [includes NewYork] 

American Ancestors Journal, 2011 
(pnblished with the October issue of the Register) 

. Marian S. Henr>"John and Mary (Berberich) 

Hans, Nineteenth-Century Immigrants in Upstate 

NewYork," 358-67 [Monroe Co.] 
. Harold Henderson,"William Berry (1753- 

1839) and His Children and Grandchildren in 

Massachusetts and New York," 368-78 [Rensselaer 
and Allegany Cos.] 

Kim A. Taylor, "Reconstructing a Passenger List 

for the Pearl: Scottish Highlanders to the Mohawk 

Valle?;" 379-85 
Henry B. Hoff, "NewYorkers in 1717," 386-87 

American Ancestors, vol. 12 

. Barbara Cook Barnes,"A Connecticut Pioneer 

Family in Ohio’s Western Reserve," 21-26 (Winter 

2011) [Cayuga Co.] 

. Rebecca Rector,"Researching Art & Craft:Allen 

Holcomb and His Daughter Collata Holcomb," 

37-39 (Winter 2011) [Otsego Co.] 

. Timothy G. X. Salls, "The Pulsifer Family Papers," 

46-47 OvVinter 2011) [Columbia Co.] 

. Christopher A. Brooks,"Using the James Riker 

Papers in the Manuscripts and Archives Division 

of the NewYork Public Library," 52-53 (’,X~inter 

2011) 

o She]lee A. Morehead,"A Genealogist’s Guide 

to Seventh Day Baptists," 23-27 (Spring 2011) 

[Rensselaer, Allegany, and Steuben Cos.] 

o Oliver Popenoe, "Smashing a Brick Wall- And 

Uncovering the History of Jean Papineau," 43-45 

(Spring 2011) [New York City and Orange Cos.] 

. John Blythe Dobson,"Tracing the Origins of New 

Netherlanders in Continental Europe," 52-54 

(Spring 2011) 
° Henry B. Hoff, "Navigating NewYork Probate," 

54-56 (Fall 2011) 

The American Genealogist, vols. 84-85 
. John C. Brandon and Leslie Mahler,"The English 

Ancestry of Joan Barton,Wife of Richard~ Smith 

of Narragansett, Rhode Island," 84:257-64 (Oct. 

2010) [New Amsterdam] 
. Barbara J. Mathews,"Sorting Out Two Men Named 

Charles Goodrich Born in 1720 in Connecticut, 

and Their\Vives," 84:300-7 (Oct. 2010) [Columbia 

Co.] 
o Todd A. Farmerie, "William A. Haswell of 

Tuscarawas County, Ohio: A Scion of the Albany; 
NewYork, Haswell Family," 85:37-43 (Jan. 2011) 
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ttenry Z Jones,Jr.,"Some Newly-Discovered 

German Origins for the Palatine Families of New 

York-1710," 85:46-62 (Jan. 2011) 

Francis J. Sypher, Jr., "The Family of Leonard2 

Lewis of Dutchess County, NewYork: A Revised 

Account," 85:63-67 (Jan. 2011) 

The Genealogist, vol. 25 

o Michael Thomas Meggison and R. Andrew 

Pierce,"Some Descendants of Timothy Bush of 

Connecticut,Vermont, and Western New York," 

34-55 (Spring 2011); 233-56 (Fall 2011) 

o John Bradley Arthaud, "John4 Millington of 

Bennington Count};Vermont, and HerMmer 

County, NewYork," 98-128 (Spring 2011); 147-68 

(Fall 2011) 
¯ DanW. Olds,"Stephen Simmons (1765-1835), 

from Connecticut to Illinois: A Revolutionary 

Soldier and His Family," 177-86 (Fall 2011) [St. 

Lawrence and Greene Cos.] 

National Genealogical Society Quarterly, vol. 99 

¯ Brenda Dougall Merriman,"DirkjeVanalstine, 

Dorothy Porter, Dorcas Carroll: One and the Same 

~X~oman?" 115-24 (June 2011) [Mbany Co.] 
° Teri D. Tillman, "Using Indirect Evidence and 

Linguistic Ability Analysis to Trace Polin Ries 

of New Orleans," 245-74 (Dec. 201~) [Seneca, 

Ontario, and NewYork Cos.] 

° Nancy A. Peters,"Using Indirect Evidence to Find 

In-Laws for Conrad Peters of Monroe County, 

NewYork," 28]-93 (Dec. 20~ 1) 

o Mary L. Mall,"The Usefulness of School Records: 

Uncovering Roberta Dyer Howard’s Story," 303-6 

and inside front cover (Dec. 2011) [Saratoga Co.] 

NGS Magazine, vol. 37 

Harold Henderson, "Evidence: Will You Answer 

~X~hen Genealogical Opportunity Knocks?" 42-44 

(April-June 2011) 

\Vanda T.\Villiams, "Unraveling a Family Mystery 

One Archival Clue at a Time," 50-52 (April-June 

2011) [Kings Co.] 

Robert Erland,"Who IS That Witness?" 56-58 

(April-June 20] ~) [Suffolk and Kings Cos.] 

John Philip Colletta, "How TypicalWereYour 

Ancestors? Carl Ludwig Richter and NewYork 

City’s ’Little Germany,’" 29-37 (July-Sept. 2011) 

Jean \Vilcox Hibben, "Getting Family History 

Information through the Back Door," 29-32 (Oct. 

-Dec. 2011 ) 

Harold E. Hinds,Jr., "Reflections on Researching a 

Personal Family History," 62-63 (Oct. -Dec. 2011) 

[Essex Co.] 

Mayflower Descendant, vols. 59-60 
. Len Travers, "Jabez Fitch Diary, January to June 

1788," 59:85-90 (Winter 2010) [Columbia Co.] 
o Christopher Chal]ender Child andJ. Ke]seyJones, 

"The Family of John and Esther (Daggett) Franklin 

of Tioga Co., Penn., and Steuben Co., N.Y.: A John 
Billington Line," 60:158-78. 

Vermont Genealogy, vol. 16 

. Jane Belcher,"Three Generations of Men Named 

Benjamin Gould," 267 (Fall 2011) [Niagara Co.] 
¯ George\V.Varne?;"~X~illiamWakefield of Ashford 

and ~X~oodstock, Conn., and Brookfield,Vt.," 

292-301 (Fall 2011) 

Connecticut Ancestry, vols. 53-54 
° Frederick C. Hart,Jr.,"William Hoyt of Norwalk, 

Connecticut, and Some of His Descendants in 
Wayne Co., NY," 53:105-10 (Feb. 2011) 

. Kenneth ~X~. Rockwell, "The Family of Reuben 

Rockwell, born ca. 1778 at Ridgefield, 
Connecticut," 54:1-5 (Aug. 2011) [Tompkins Co.] 

. Kenneth W. Rockwell, "The Family of Benjamin 
~XZilson of Ridgefield, Connecticut," 54:6-11 

(Aug. 2011); 53-60 (Nov. 2011) [Westchester and 
Saratoga Cos.] 

. Patricia R. Reed,"The Never-Ending MysteW of 
Josiah? Canfield’s Ancestry’ 54:61-66 (Nov. 2011) 

° Betty Lou Malesk> "Two Benjamin Beldings 
Linked by a Saw Pit," 54:91-93 (No> 2011) 

[Westchester Co.] 
. Patricia L. Haslam,"Richard Patrick/Partrick 

(c. 1698-1765+) of Norwalk, CT, and North 
Salem, NY," 54:95-96 (Nov. 2011) 

The Connecticut Nutmegger, vols. 43-44 
. Kathryn Smith Black,"Some Additions and 

Corrections for’Samuel~%hburn of Bridgewater, 

Massachusetts, and Staflbrd, Connecticut, and His 

Descendants,’ inVol. 43,219-41," 43:336 (March 

2011) 
° Susan L. Bingler,"Moses, Son of Solomon 

\Vashburn," 44:260-66 (Dec. 2011) 

The Detroit Society for Genealogical 
Research Magazine, vol. 74 
° Rachel ScherfLevine and John Bradley Arthand, 

"The Jeremiah and Sarah (Millington) Clark 
Family of Shaftsbury, Vermont, Onondaga Count> 
New- York, and Clarkston, Michigan," 68-71 

(Winter 2011) 

Avotaynu, vol. 27 
Alan Steinfeld, "1917 New York and Connecticut 
Military Censuses and hwentories," 3:39-41 (Fall 

2011) 



Der Kurier, vol. 29 
o Bob Greiner,"1797 List Shows Contributors to 

NYC Lutheran Churches," 1:1, 3-5 (March 2011) 

The Family Tree Searcher [Gloucester 
Genealogical Society of Virginia], vol. 15 
o John S. Maddaus,"The History of a Book -- From 

Essex, England, to Hempstead, Long Island, to 

Gloucester, Virginia," 3:20-26 (Dec. 2011) 

Early American Studies, vol. 9 
o Mark Meuwese,"The Dutch Connection: New 

Netherland, the Pequots, and the Puritans in 

Southern New England, 1620-1638," 295-323 
(Spring 201 I) 

Sabine Klein, "’They t lave Invaded the \Vhole 
River’: Boundary Negotiations in Anglo-Dutch 

Colonial Discourse," 324-47 (Spring 2011) 
Kim Todt,"Trading between New Netherland and 

New England, 1624-1664," 348-78 (Spring 2011) 

~NRY B. HoFF, CG, FASG, is editor of the Register. 

unlock a whole new door to the past, and revise a pre- 

viously accepted narrative of an ancestor’s life. 

Reflections 

Without the genealogical resources available at lo- 

cal historical societies and within the book and let- 

ters of fellow Appelman descendants, Captain John E 

Appelman would have remained a shadowy and dis- 

tant figure. Learning new f2~cts about John, which both 

illuminated his lit;e and corrected a misinterpretation, 

showed that even 143 years after his death, the po- 

tential exists to uncover information about John’s life. 

My search for John E Appelman has only begun, and 

I welcome opportunities to learn more about his lit;e 

and legacy: ~ 

Notes 

~ Barbara Trueblood Abbott, ?~4atilda’s Letters (Old Greenwich, 

Conn.: priw~tely printed, 1974), 5. 

~ Ibid., 12. 

~ Ibid. 

4 "Captain John Appleman." Kimball Collection, Mystic Riw:r 

Historical Society, Mystic, Connecticut. Folder of material do- 
nated by CarolW. Kimball in December 2006. 
s Abbott, A4atilda’s Letters, 129. 

~’ Johan Jacob Appelman, the father of John E Appelman. 

7 Letter to Anna Larrabee, Clermont, Iowa, t?om Hiram H. 

Appelrnan, dated July 24, 1929, Mystic River Historical Society, 
Mystic, Connecticut. 

s Different sources have recorded John’s surname as "Appel- 

man" or "Appleman." 

I~7~THERINE DIMANCESCU is an author who resides i~ 

Massachusetts. She receiped a BA in history from De~iso~ 

g~£versity and was awarded master’s degrees in international 

relations from the University of l&’estminster, London, and the 

London School of Economics and Political Sdence. tier.first 

book, The Forgotten Chapters: My Journey into the 

Past, a personal narrative chroniclittg her genealqo~ ical research 

and the discovery of many early A merican ancestral toots, will 

be published later this yeat: 

least twenty-one. (See Norwich Probate Court, Book 4A, 88.) 
Record of sale of Simon’s portion of his father’s estate in Nor- 
wich Land Office Records, Book 28, 135. 

~5 Douglas Harper,"Slavery m Rhode Island": tv~,w.slaPenorth. 

corn/rhodeisland, h tin. 

~6 Dr. QuintardTaylor et al.,"BlackPast.org,Remembered & 

claimed": unvu~ blackpast, org / ? q-aah /haynes-lemuel- 1753-1833. 

~7 The Drock Story [note 1], 14-15. 

~8 Dale S. and John M. Plurnmer, ffail Hill Historical andArchitec- 
rural Surv’ey (Norwich: Norwich Heritage Trust and Connecti- 
cut Historical Commission, 1984): http://p4~wst:~ocus.ws.goP/ 
do~>’/NRHP/Tb.vt/99000431.p~f and LiPi~L~ Places: www.livin£- 

19 laces, co m / (2 T/New_Lo n do n_ Co u n ty /No rwich_ Ci ty /ffa il_Hitl_ 

Histori%District. ktmL 

~9 PerMns, Old Houses of tke Antient Town of Norwich [note 2], 67. 

NEHGS member GRANT HAYTER-MENzIES iS the 

author of several no~ed biographies. Amo~g his upcoming 

projects, he is planning to write a biography of Elder 

l~Villiam Brewste~: 
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GENEALOGIES 
IN PROGRESS 
Please refer to page 56 for submission 

bmidelin es. 

GENEALOGIES 
RECENTLY 
PUBLISHED 
Burr 
The Descendants of Jehu Burr (~.1600--- 

c. 1654) & 3!liss Cable (c. !600--? ),Volume 
2, Ellwood Count Curtis (Cedar Falls, 
Iowa: Galactic Press, 2012). Softcovcr, 920 
pp. + xii, index of people, index of places, 
full-page color photos of more than 170 

tombstones. John Burr and his wife wcrc 
early citizens of Fairfield, Connecticut. 
Generation six. Female lines are followed. 
Addition~ volumes will be available soon 
for later generations. $~48.50 (U. S. ship- 
ping included) Available from E. C. Curtis, 
145 Smelt Drive, Cedar Falls, IA 506] 3; 
u~vm~enea!o£),centraL net. 

Bush 
~e Families ~ffohn and ffane (Dsbugh) Bush 
and their son Peter Bush ~ Franklin County, 
New~brk, Michad Rudy (1Ou.com: 2012). 
Hardcover, 134 pp. Traces three gen- 

erations of descendants of John Bush, a 
Revolutionary War pensioner, in Canada 
and NewYork State. Available *}om ~< 
hdu.com. 

Foote 

The Descendants of Nathauiel Foote (!592- 

1644) & Elizabeth Demi~g (!595-1683), 

Volumes 1 & 2, by Ellwood Count Curtis 

(Cedar Falls, Iowa: Galactic Press, 2012). 

Hardcover, 935 pp. ~ xii, index of people, 

index of places, and full-page color photos 

of tombstones.This five generation geneal- 

obw. updates of & adds to previous Footc 

genealogies. Female lines are followed. 

Additional volumes will bc available soon 

for later generations. $97.50 the set (U. S. 

shipping included) Available from E. C. 

Curtis, 145 Summit Drive, Cedar Falls, IA 
50613; w~v~tz genealog),central.net. 

Haskell 
Itaskells iu North America - Descendants of 
HZilliam Haske!l and Elinor Foule Through 
Five Geuerations, Richard E. ttaskell and 
Richard K. Hascall (Bangor, Maine: t taskell 
Family Association,20~2).tIardcover, 309 
pages, index and preface on the origin of 
the t taskcll surname.The book is based on 
the extensive HFA genealogical database 
and collects what is known of the first five 
generations of t Iaskells m North America. 
$49.95, plus $5.30 shipping. Available from 
http://haske![,{hmil?’.org; Haskdl Family 
Association, 30 Griffin Rd., Bangor, ME 
0440 l ; geuealqgist@haskel~hmily, o~. 

Mulhern, Gillespy 
Genealo2y qf Alice (~,1ulhern/ Gillespie) Hogan 

(1855;-19!5) and Her Relatives in Nashua, 
~\r.H. and Whitneyville, ,A4aine, James Francis 

Hogan (Nashua, N.H.: the author, 2012). 
3-ring binder, 122 pp., illustrations. A ge- 
nealo~~ with biographies of two Gillespys, 
two Mulherns, and wvo Hogans. Includes 
outline descendant trees of Dennis 
Gillespie (about 180 names; Daniel Gear> 
with about fifty-five names), and Robert 
Hillgrove, St. (about forty-m~o names).Also 
contains the recently published baptismal 
and birth records of Austin Hogan, St., and 
three of his siblings. $17, plus $6 shipping. 
Available from James Hogan, 51 Pine Hill 
Ave, Nashua, NH 03064; 603-882-5687. 

Multiple Surnames 
Assodated Daughters of Early American 
~’tches Roll (Ancestors, Kimber[y Ormsby 
Nagy (Salt Lake City,, Utah: Family 
t ~eritagc Publishing, 2012). t ~ardcover, ~ 52 
pp., index.This book contains in~brmation 
on more than 300 people who were ac- 
cused, tried, or convicted of witchcraft in 
seventeenth-century American colonies. 
Three generations of genealogical in- 
formation is included ~br many of those 
profiled. $50, plus $5 shipping, payable to 
ADEA~~. Available from Kimberly Nagy, 
1251 Oak Hill Dr., Downers Grove, IL 
605 ~ 5-1151 ; adeaw@yahoo.com. 

OTHER BOOKS & 
CDs RECENTLY 
PUBLISHED 
East Longmeado~; Mass. 
Faith of Our Fathers: A History of the 

Fi~:~t Five Churches in East Longmeado, v, 

3,lassachusetts, Merle Woodard Safford (East 
Longmeadow, Mass.: Footprints Publishing, 
20~2). Softcover, xxii + 277 pp. Index, il- 
lustrations, photographs. 1st edition limited 
to 500 copies. How the Rc[brmation and 
Martin Luther influenced the separation 
of two Massachusetts towns in 1894. $25. 
Available from Merle W. Safford 108 Apple 
Blossom Lane, East Longmeadow, MA 
01028. 

SprinMe, SprenMe, Sprankle 

Michael £~ringle (&}~ri, dele, £~re,~le, £~renkle) itt 

Pe~ms?’lvania:An Evidence Based Reconstn~ction 
qf his Lfe and Land, 1724-1831, Donna 

Bingham Munger (Ydm, Washington: 

Brydon Research, 2012). Softcover, 136 

pp. Notes, index, photos, maps. Based en- 

tirdy on original records and including over 

sLxty copies of deeds, maps, wills, estate in- 

ventories, and &awings, the book presents 

an accurate history of Michael Springle~ 

(Sprinkle, Sprengle, Sprenkle) life and land. 

Available from amazon,com. 

FAMILY 
ASSOCIATIONS 
Delano 

The annual Dclano Kindred Reunion 

will bc held September 14-15, 2012, in 

Fairhaven, Mass. For ti~rther information 

please contact Muriel C. Cushing, 605 Via 

Tunis Drive, Punta Gorda, FL 33950, 941 - 

505-8408; email jqash J 620@omcast.net, or 

visit wunv’, delauokindred.us. 

Rice 

The Edmund Rice (1638) Association will 

hold its Annual Meeting and Reunion 

September 21-22 at the Hampton Inn, 

Natick, Mass. Descendants of Edmund are 
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ticipate in DNA studies. Contact infi~@ 

edmu,d-rice.or2 or visit http://edmund-rice. 

or~/for further information. 

D N A S T U D I E S 
I P RO G R E S S 

The Grosvenor DNA project seeks m~e 
descendants of Grosvcnor [amilics who 

immigrated to America. Wc hope to: dis- 

cover common nMe ancestors associatcd 

with the Grosvenor surname; trace geo- 

graphic origins of the Grosvenor surname; 

arid connect Grosvcnor researchers with 

con!iIlon ancestors. For Inorc inforInation, 

flmilytreed, a.com /sm ,ame- search- resnlts, aspx 

?s’l)pe=eq&Searctmame2 

However, he was 0% African, more than 99% European, 

and less than 1% Asian. This portion of Asian DNA 

was only along the lower part of Autosome 9, indi- 
cating this ancestry came from only one parent. (The 
location of this Asian DNA was in the exact same area 

as for"Atticus Finch," also profiled in DNA UNA, who 
had a documented descent from a Native American 

ancestor in NewYork in the 1600s). 
I found these results for nW uncle surprising, but 

thought of a possible explanation- that one of my ma- 
ternal grandparents had 1% (or more) African DNA, 

mid either the same grandparent or my oth- 
er maternal grandparent, had less (or more) 

than 1% Asian DNA. These two grandparents 
passed the Asian DNA to their son and the 

African DNA to their daughter (and perhaps 
also the Asian DNA, although this daughter 

did not pass it to me). I needed to have my 
mother tested. 

x,Vhen I received my mother’s results, we 

found the same mtDNA as both me and 

my uncle, tter "Ancestry Painting" results 
showed 0% Asian, 99% European, and 1% 

African. Iter African DNA was in the exact 
same spot as my own, so my earlier theory 

was correct. I inherited exactly the same 
amount of African DNA as my mother. 

At this point I know my African DNA Colnes 

through one of my mother’s parents, as does an even 

smaller amount of Asian DNA. However, since both of 
my grandparents died years ago, no more DNA testing 
will now give further results. However, I will certainly 

remember these results ~vhen I research my maternal 
ancestors in the future. 

CHRISTOPHER CHALLENDER CHILD is a g, enealogist for 

the Newbury Street Press and genetics editor Of AMERICAN 

ANCESTORS. 

THE ANCESTRY OF CHARLES II, KING OF 
ENGLAND: A MEDIEVAL HERITAGE 

[Twelve Generations] 

by Nell D. Thompson and Charles M. Hansen 

2012, hardcover, vii + 428 pp., index, $35.00 postpaid. 

The king’s ancestry displays a sweeping cross-section 
of the major royal and noble families of medieval 
Europe. A carefully documented study. 

Order from (checks payable to): Charles M. Hansen, 
25 Rodeo Ave. 22, Sausalito, CA 94965 
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Diane Rapaport 

On-Site New England Research 

and Lineage Society Applications 

Q u illPen Historica l. corn 

We are full-time, professional 

genealogists who conduct research in 

the places your ancestors actually lived. 

There is no question that online 

resources have a place in genealogical 

research - but they will never match or 

replace in-depth, on-site investigations. 

You really have two choices: 

Pay a researcher to review the same 

library microfilm and databases you 

can access yourself... 

Or, hire a proven genealogist who 

walks the same streets your 

ancestors once did. 

We are professional genealogists and we 

know that finding your ancestry requires 

far more than the click of a mouse. 

Genealogy Research 
Retracing Your Ancestors’ Footsteps 

Jo Graham, FSA Scot 
Edinburgh, Scotland 

www.scottis hge n ea Iogist.co. u k 

ealog¥.com 

iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~:i’~ Genealogy Research 

~iiiiiiii!! iiii~i~ .... 
Who DO YOU Think You Are? 

andAncestors in theAttic 

Copyright 2012 - Stephanie Hoover -All Rights Reserved 



:::::~iiiiiiiiiii~:~: ::::~:aping modern American genealogical research and standards. 

Assessing, evaluating, striving to write clearly, and leading a reader 

to a conclusion are skills I can apply to just about an_l/job." 

JULIE MICHUTKA, BU certificate awarded 2009 

Program in 

GENEALOGICAL 
SEARCH 

The latest technologies and 
research methods 

Best practices based on the 

Genealogical Proof Standard 

Preparation for certification 

through the Board for 

Certification of Genealogists® 

Next start dates for classroom and 
online programs are in January 2Ol3. 

To request 

information, 
please scan the 

code, visit our 

website, or call. 

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution. 



New York 
at 

resources 
your fingertips! 

Explore statewide resources through NEHGS 
the largest genealogical society for NewYork research, with 

extensive library collections 
¯ staff genealogists specializing in NewYork research 

¯ major online databases 
¯ new articles and books 

¯ guided research tours in Albany, NewYork 

Must-have New York books Essential New York databases 

New York State Probate Records 
A Genealogist’s Gtfide to Testate and 
Intestate P~cords. Second Edition 

Recently updated, this essentiaJ guide pro- 
vides genealogists with the latest tools -- 

Abstracts of~gills. Adnfins. and Guardianships in 
NY State. 1787 1835 
Abstracts ofNewYork County Wills. 1662 1801 
Albany County Deeds. 1630 1894 
Long Island Cemetery Inscriptions. 1652-19l 0 
New Netherland Connections and practical advice    ibr locating New 

° Ne~vYork Genealogical and Biographical Record York State probate records fi’om the past 

30~ years. 7 x I0, 216 pp., softcover $24.95 ¯ Parents and Witnesses at Baptisms in the Reformed 

Dutch Church. 1639 1730 

The Settlers of the Beekman Patent ¯ Parish Register of All Saints Church. 1824 1862 
Dutchess County New York ¯ Settlers of’the Beckman Patent (Dutchess COLll-lty) 

Discover more than 1.300 families who settled in the Beek- 

man Patent--an important crossroads fbr many early New Focus on New York 
England families migrating ~est. 10 vols. ~ww available, sur- 

e, ames Abbott-Rogers. 6 x 9. 900-1250 pp. per vol., hardcover, This A merican Ancestors magazine column explores many 

~85 eacl~. Vols. I 10 also available on CD. ~180 aspects of New York genealogy and history. NEIIGS 

members may read all past Focus on New York col- 
New York Essays: Resources for 
the Genealogist in New York State 
Outside New York City 

This book presents 29 essays about a wide 
range of genealogical and historical topics, 
from how to obtain vital records in New 
York State to summaries of settlements. 
6 x 9. xiii + 320pp., sof~cove~ $I7.95 

umns. and browse our archive, at America~,Ancesto~s.o~ 

American-Ancestors-magazine. 

... and thousands of compiled 
genealogies, manuscripts, and 

source records for all of New York! 
To order, call NEHGS toll-free at 1-888-296-3447 
or visit www.AmericanAncestors.org/store. 



Founded in 1927 by Anne Colman Moody, 

The Sons and Daughters of the First Settlers of 

Newbury is a genealogical society intent on the 

preservation of the history of Old Newbury and 

the pioneer families that created ourYankee com- 

munity. If you are descended from a Newbury 

head of household before 1700 you are eligible to 

become a member. 

For more information visit 
www.. sonsanddaughtersofnewbury. 

or write to 

Sons & Daughters 

Membership 

PO BOX 444 

Newburyport, MA 01950-0544 

Family trees 

Historic photographs 

Record books, diaries, ephemera 

Marriage and mourning documents 

Portraits and other art on paper 

Scrapbooks and albums 

Letters and other manuscripts 

Indentures and commissions 

Historic maps and deeds 

Architectural and landscape plans 

Preserving heritage collections since 1973 
N EDCC is committed to the Code of Ethics and 6uidelines for Practice of the 

American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works. 

The Descendants of 

Jehu Burr & Miss Cable, Volume 2 
Volume 2 contains generation six of these founders of Faifield, Connecticut. 
it includes biographical material & fun page color photos of tombstones. 
Female lines are followed. Generation seven is in preparation. $oftcover, 
920 pages, $148.50, including shipping. 

Hardcover genealogies: 

Benjamin AtweN & His Wife Man/* 
Rev. Adam Blackman & His Wife Jane* 

John Curls & Elizabeth Hutchins, 1 2n~ Ed.* 
Nathaniel Foote & Elizabeth Deming 1&2" 
Moses Fargo St. & His Wife Sarah* 
The Greenlee Family of Delaware 

Softcover genealogies: 

John Beach & His Wife Man/* 
Joseph Boles & His Wife Mary * 
Richard Booth & Elizabeth Hawley * 
William Burritt & His Wife Elizabeth, 2 
William Chapel & His Wife Christian* 
David Copp & Obedience TopNff 
Edmund Dolbeare 
Thomas Fairchild & His Wives, 2 ed.* 
Philip Groves & Anna Smith* 
Brothers Adam & John Hurd * 
Josiah Root Sr. & His Wife Susannah 
Rober~ Seabrook & Alice Goodspeed * 
Henry TomNnson & His Wife Alice, 2 ed. * 
John Vibber Sr. & Johanna Williams 
John Wickwire Sr. & Man/Tonge* 
William Wilcoxson & His Wife Margaret * 

Features: Detailed source references 
Extensive biographical information 
Female lines of descent 

Prices include shipping in the USA. Order from: 

343 pages $63.50 
1,500 pages 163.50 

583 pages 111.50 
935 pages 97.50 
468 pages 68.50 
461 pages 61.50 

381 pages $58.50 
287 pages 37.50 
221 pages 43.50 
186 pages 38.50 
439 pages 54.50 

73 pages 20.00 
96 pages 36.60 

300 pages 46.00 
235 pages 47.00 
137 pages 37.50 
256 pages 34.00 
142 pages 34.00 
351 pages 77.50 
181 pages 28.50 
392 pages 47.50 
593 pages 87.50 

* Co/or phons of ~mbs~nes 
Tomb~ones and inscriptions 
Comprehensive bibliographies 
indexed by people and place 

E. C Curtis, 145 Summit Drive, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 

See our website for more details www.,qenealogycentral.net 

Contact us at ccurtis@.qenealo.qycentral.net 

If you wish to honor your Ancestors who were born in the 

New Ensland Colonies before July 4, 1776, 

Consider joinin8 the 

NATIONAL SOCIt: I ’Y’ SONS OF 

COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND 

For information on activities and 

elisibility requirements, contact 

Col. Robert D. Pollock USAF (ret) 

Resistrar General 

3504 Wilson Street 
City of Fairfax, VA 22030-2936 

www.nsscne.org 

Ruy A. Cardoso 
Certified Genealogist 

Focusing on New England ancesto~ 
with easy access to Boston-area repositories 

Member, Association of Professional Genealogists 

www.newenglandcousins.com 



THE GENEALOGIST 
See www.fasg.org 

Volume 26 published in 2012 

Subscriptions (US) are $25.00 per calendar year 
(two issues and index). Checks payable to: American 
Society of Genealogists. Order from: 

The Genealogist-A 
c/o Jane Fletcher Fiske, 44 Stonccleave Road, 

Boxford, MA 01921-2293 
[jancffiske@gmail.coml 

Zephyr Pre eB anon Studio 
Specializitag h~ tlhe care and 

preservation of your 

treasured textiles 
i.ncR~ding: 

dwistenin~ and wedding gowns, 
qtfilts~ s~mpleEs, embroideries° 
s~oes, d~esses. 1lags and ea~ets 

www.zepbyrp~vservafion~eom 
Ze:p!~:y~pres(~)gmai!.eom:       5:1 8-96i,0250 

The THOMAS BONNEY Genealogy 
Descendants of Thomas Bonney who came over 

on the Hercules from San&vich, England, 

to Duxbury, Massachusetts, in 1634. 

4700 Name Index. All cities and towns indexed. 

Copyright g) 1983 

Price: 854.95 

($57.70 to Massachusetts residents) 

RICHARD W. BONNEY 
373 High Rock St., Needham, MA 02492-1539 

The American Genealogist 
[TAG] 

fouMed 1922 by Dot~ald Lit~es_lacobus 

An independent, quarterly journal dedicated to the elevation of 

genealogical scholarship through care:gully documented analyses 

of genealogical problems and through short compiled genealogies 

Volume 85 published in 2011 

Edited by 
DAVID L. GREENE, FASG 

ROBERT CHARLES ANDERSON, FASG JOSEPH C. ANDERSON II, FASG 

$40.00 (US) annually; two years $75.00 
three years $100.00 

Note:All subscriptiot~s be2it~ tPith the.lammry t~umber 

THE AMERICAN GENEALOGIST 
Dept. NEA, RO. Box 398, Demorest GA 30535-0398, USA 

ww~v.americangenealogist.com 



Full transcription of original 
manuscript record book of the 
First Rhode Island Regiment 
(the Black Regiment); includes 
enlistment records of over 5oo 
soldiers, with details of each 
man’s age, height, complexion, 
hair color, occupation, birth place, 
residence and enlistment data. 

~ Hardcover, fully indexed. S25 



.. Prev~e’,~’tPe J~a"£ 20!2 {ssue 0f The 

NEW IN OUR ELIBRARY: The Female Descendants of Elder 

William Brewster, the Mayflower pilgrim, compiled by Miss 

Emma C. Brewster Jones and comprising 7,000 pages. 

The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society 

36 West 44th Street, 7th floor ¯ New York, NY 10036-8105 

mail@nygbs,org ¯ 212-755-8532 ¯ www.newyorkfamilyhistoi!/,org 

We have replaced our website with a 

brand new one that is easier to use and 

enriched with expanded content, 

~" Read one of our original guides to using 

Maps, Newspapers, Repositories and other 

New York resources. 

{S Choose from dozens of Research Aid articles that 

have been brought up to date by the original authors. 

Scroll through a digital book in the Collections of The 

NYG&B Society or the WPA’s Historical Records Survey. 

~" Check our New York Family History School 

calendar for a program in your area. 

The NYG&B is the most authoritative source 

for research on New York families and families 

with New York connections. Founded in 

1869, it is the largest genealogical society in 

New York and the only one that is state-wide. 

Use the code NYHUB to save $10 when you join. 

Image: Home page to the new NYG&B website, 

www. newyo rkfamilyhisto ry.org 



MEMBERSHIP LEVELS 

Research, $79.95: Access to all areas of the AmedcauAt~cestors.or2 website; access to premium databases 
such as the Early American Newspapers and 19th Century U.S. Newspapers; subscriptions toAMe>IC!~N 
ANC~STOP, S and 7he New England Histodad and Genealogical Register: unlimited use of the Research 
Library (including rare books and manuscripts) in Boston; discounts on research services and sales. 

Family, $99.95: All benefits listed above for up to three persons in a fh,~fily living at the same address. 

Friend, $125: Family membership plus fit~ceen-mhmte tutorial/tdeconference. 

Associate, $250: Family membership plus thirw-minute tutorial/ 
tdeconference. 

Supporter, S500: Associate benefits plus one-year subscription to the 
Great .,¥liy, ra~ion Newsletter Online. 

Benefactor, $7~0: Fa,~fi]y membership, plus six~-minute tutoria!! 
teleconference, and one-year subscription to the print version of the 
Great Migration Newslette~ 

Patron, $~,~00: Family membership plus ninety-minute tutorial/ 
teleconference, one-year subscription to the print version of the Great 
Migration Newsletter, and one family gift membership. 

kife Membership, $3,000: Individual Member benefits, plus a 3½- 

hour consultation with a genealogist, a sterling member lapel pin, 
a personalized Member Certificate, a one-year subscription to the 

................... print version of the Great [vlign~tion Newsletter, a one-year subscrip- 
~ I~-_~arch S~q~ . 

tlon 1o the Great ~iigration Newslater Online. Must be at least 62 

years of age to be eligible. 

Life Benefactor, $6,000: Life Member benefits as described above 
with no age restriction. 

All levels above the Family membership carry tax benefits. See our 
website, Ivww.AmericanAncestors.or2, or contact Member Services at 
1-888-296-3447 for details. 

For i~formation about institutional at;d subscription memberships, please 

contaa Member Services. 

From Facebook friend A nne Fresia 

Drawing, byJean Powers, NEHGS. 
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Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Culbreth Chorus". 
5/22/2014 7:00 PM 
5/22/2014 8:00 PM 
Busy 

(noNe) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Culbreth Chorus". 
5/22/2014 7:00 PM 
5/22/2014 8:00 PM 
Busy 

(noNe) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Culbreth Chorus". 
5/22/2014 7:00 PM 
5/22/2014 8:00 PM 
Busy 

(noNe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Letter from Pac- 12 Presidents 

Letter frown Pac- 12 Presidents.pdt:, ATT00001 .ht~n 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "DiAmico, Cecelid’ <cdiamico@theacc.or~ > 

To: "C~rolyn Calldt~an (cmc(dbvi~ginia.edu)" <cmc(dbvi~ginia.edu>, "Elaine Wise (el~ne.wise~louisv’ille.edu)" <elo~ne.mse@louis~dlle.edu>, "Janie Hodge 

(hod~e~)clelnson.edu)" <hod~e~)clemson.edu>, "L~xry Killough (lanw, ~vt.edu)" <larrv(~it.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email.unc.edu>, 
"Martha Putallaz PhD (puta]laz~duke.edu)" <putallaz~dnke.edu~, "Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins(&miami.edu)" <mdawldns~miami.edu>, "Michael J. 

Wasylenko (mjwasvle~,~syr.edu)" <miwasvle~r.edn>, "Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe~cob.fsu.edn)" <pperrewe(~cob.fsu.edu>, "Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia(~nd.edu)" <pbellia~nd.edn>, "Reggie DesRoches (reginald.descoches~ce.gatech.edu)" <reginald.desmches(~ce.gatech.edn>, "Richard D 

Carmichael (cam~ich~.2Zwft~.edu)" <caxmicha(~wfu.edu~, "Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart~bc.edn)" <robert.taggart~bc.edn>, "Roby B. Sawyers 

(roby sm~),ers@ncsu.edu)" <robv sawyersSb~ncsu.edtr~, "Sam Paxdne (stun pardue@ncsu.edu)" <~m pardue@ncsu.edu>. "She AnnAllen 

(sue.bidsmtp@chbe.gatech.edu)" <sue.bidstrupSb~chbe.gatech.edw~, "Su~n Albrecht (saa01 (a)pit~t.edu)’’ <saa01@pitt.edu>, "BlaJ~e James 

(bjames~mia~ni.edu)" <bjames~mia~ni.edu>, "Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu)" <brad.bates(a)bc.edn>, "Crmg Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edn)" 

<ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Dan RadaJaovich (drad(a)clemson.edu)" <drad@clemson.edn>, "Daryl J. Gross (digross~b~svr.edu)" <digross(a)svr.edn>, 

"Debbie Yow (d vow~ncsu.edu)" <d yow(dbncsn.edu>, "Jack Swarbfick (swarbrick.l~nd.edu)" <swarbrick.l(~nd.edu>, "Kevin White 
(kwhite~duaa.duke.edu)" <kwhite~duaa.duke.edu>, "Cumlinghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Mike Bobinski (mbob~)gatech.edu)" 

<mbob~gatech.edn>, "Ron Wellman (wellmat~a~wfu.edu)" <wellmanr~42u.edu>, "Stan Wilcox (swilcox2@fsu.edu)" < swilco:~@fsu.edu>, "Steve 

Pederson (spederson~athletics.pitt.edu)" <spederson(~athletics.pitt.edu>, "Tom Jurich (tom(dbgocards.com)" <tom(dbgocards.com>, "Whit Babcock 

(wbabcock(~vt.edn)" <wbabcock((~vt.edu> 

Co: "Swofibrd. John" <jswoltbrd(~theacc.org>, "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter~theacc.org> 

Subject: Letter from Pac-12 Presidents 

The attached is sent on behalf of Commissioner Swoltbrd. Thanks. 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Landscaper 
5/24/2014 9:30 AM 
5/24/2014 10:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lake 
7/17/2014 12:00 AM 
7/19/2014 12:00 AM 
Out Of Office 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lake 
7/17/2014 12:00 AM 
7/19/2014 12:00 AM 
Out Of Office 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lake 
7/17/2014 12:00 AM 
7/19/2014 12:00 AM 
Out Of Office 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lake 
7/17/2014 12:00 AM 
7/19/2014 12:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Post Participation Care 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 6/20/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 6/20/2014 4:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Post Participation Care 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 6/20/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 6/20/2014 4:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 







Sickle Cell Trait Policy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Health Services - Division of Sports Medicine 

I. Introduction 
o Sickle cell disease is a mutation in hemoglobin which in turn affects 

the shape of red blood cells 
o Those with sickle cell trait have only one abnormal gene from one of 

the parents and usually have normal red blood cells 

o During intense exertion or exertion at extreme conditions, those with 
sickle cell trait can change the shape of the red cells from round to 
quarter-moon or "sickle." This change, exertional sickling, can pose 
grave risk for some athletes. 

o Exertional sickling causes a blockage of the blood vessels resulting in 
damage to multiple organs including muscle causing ischemic 
rhabdomyolysis, the rapid breakdown of muscles starved of blood. 

o Sickling can begin in 2-3 minutes of any all-out exertion 
o Heat, dehydration, altitude, and asthma can increase the risk for and 

worsen sickling, even when exercise is not all out. 
o Collapse due to exertional sickling is a medical emergency and death 

can occur quickly 
o Due to the above risks, it is important to know the sickle cell trait 

status of all athletes. 
II. Testing 

o Mandatory for all athletes participating with the varsity teams 
(varsity athletes, try-out athletes, and practice athletes) 

o Athletes need to report to CHS at least 48 hours prior to participation 
to guarantee completion of Sickle Cell Trait (SCT) testing 

o Athletes may submit previous test results as proof of SCT status. 
o Athletes trying out for a team will be responsible for payment of 

sickle cell trait testing 
o Testing is done with a rapid screening test and if positive, should be 

confirmed with hemoglobin electrophoresis 

o Waiver 
[] Athlete must meet with and get approval by the following 

individuals 
o Team Physician 



Director of Sports Medicine 

o Representative of the Compliance Office 

[] Excuses of convenience will not be allowed 

o Positive test results do not disqualify an athlete from participation. 

III. Management of SCT Positive Athletes 

o Communication 

[] Notification (in writing) to the team’s staff athletic trainer(s), 

the Director and Associate Director of Sports Medicine by 

team physician. 
[] Notification (in writing) to appropriate personnel by staff 

athletic trainer 

Sport specific coaches (head coach, asst coach, grad asst 

coach, volunteer coach, etc) 

Strength and conditioning coaches 

~ Graduate student athletic trainers for the specific sport 

~ Staff athletic trainers should carbon copy (cc) Amy 

Herman of the compliance office when notifying 

coaches of those athletes who have been diagnosed 

with sickle cell trait in the Fall and Spring semester after 

pre-participation physicals have been completed. 

[] For SCT athletes under the age of 18, the team physician will 

call parents/guardians to discuss the condition, the university’s 

policy, and answer all questions 

[] For SCT athletes over the age of 18, the team physician will 

highly recommend that the medical staff be allowed to 

communicate with the athlete’s parents/guardians to discuss 

the condition, the university’s policy, and answer all questions. 

[] If a SCT athlete does not give permission to the team physician 

to discuss this condition with his/her parent/guardian, the 

athlete must sign a statement affirming that request prior to 

participation. 

[] Athlete (and parent/guardian if under 18) will sign that the SCT 

Positive Form stating that the policy was explained and 

questions were answered. 

o Prevention 
[] Avoid timed conditioning tests especially in the preseason 

when appropriate acclimatization hasn’t occurred. All SCT 



athletes will be removed from participation in preseason 

conditioning tests. 

[] Acclimate to onset of conditioning or lifting programs by 

modifying and monitoring individual athletes programs 

[] Undergo a graduated conditioning program each season 

before return to sport activity. 

[] Manage/limit/monitor participation in conditioning drills 

SCT athletes may be excluded from timed conditioning 

tests (e.g. timed mile, timed serial sprints, beep test). 

They may choose to participate in the drill but will not 

be held to a required time. 

No sustained exertion without breaks 

~ SCT athletes, who participate in sports that require 

repetitive high speed sprints and/or interval training 

(activities that induce high levels of lactic acid), should 

be allowed extended recovery between repetitions. 

[] Hydrate before, during, and after all activity 

[] Manage/limit/monitor participation during very hot or humid 

conditions 

[] Manage/limit/monitor participation when new to altitude 

(~5000 ft.). 
¯ Decrease training intensity. 

¯ Have oxygen tank available. 

[] Manage/limit/monitor participation after any illness, especially 

those involving nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea where hydration 

may be an issue. 

[] Manage/monitor SCT athlete if they have asthmatic condition, 

if they are experiencing asthmatic symptoms or atmospheric 

conditions present increased stressors for breathing issues. 

[] Manage/limit/monitor participation after sleep loss. 

[] A member of the sports medicine staff has the right to remove 

an athlete at any time due to concerns of possible exertional 

sickling 

[] SCT athletes need to understand the importance of staying 

conditioned over prolonged breaks from their organized 

varsity workouts to prevent deconditioning. 

[] Coaching Guidelines 



Never use negative feedback when coaching SCT 

athletes. Always focus on positively worded statements. 

o Any concerns about a SCT athlete’s performance/effort 

should be referred to the team’s athletic trainer. 

Conditioning Guidelines 

[] Adjust the work/rest cycle to accommodate for environmental 

(heat, altitude) or personal (illness, asthma, hydration)issues. 

An adequate rest time is necessary in managing SCT athletes. 

Adjustments to actual rest time should be made based on 

recommendations from the athletic training staff based on the 

specific activity being performed. 

[] No punitive conditioning for SCT athletes 

[] Medical staff and coaches should collaborate to determine 

individual progressions for sports with SCT athletes. 

Practice/Game Guidelines 

[] The team physician, staff athletic trainer and the athlete will 

meet prior to the SCT athlete’s participation to discuss and 

document sport specific issues related to management of SCT 

athletes during practices and games that are not addressed by 

the statements listed above regarding conditioning. 

Management decisions will be communicated to the athlete 

and all appropriate coaches. 

[] Sport specific management guidelines for SCT athletes should 

be sent to the team’s coaching staff, the strength and 

conditioning coaches, and the Director of Sports Medicine 

Management of Symptoms 

[] The SCT athlete will report all symptoms immediately to the 

athletic trainer or coach. 

[] The medical staff and coaches should have a low threshold for 

removal of SCT athlete from activity. 

[] Discontinue activity at onset of symptoms (e.g. cramping, pain, 

swelling, weakness, tenderness, fatigue, shortness of breath, 

abdominal pain) or difficulty completing repetitions. 

[] Any SCT athlete that is identified as struggling or performing 

below standard by a coach will be removed from the drill. 

[] Have an oxygen tank available during all conditioning sessions, 

practices, and games that are being covered by an ATC. 



C) 

C) 

Oxygen tank should also be available when athletes begin 

participating in different climate conditions (i.e. altitude, heat) 

they have not had proper alimitization. 

[] Following removal from participation 

o Check Vital Signs 

¯ Cool the athlete, if necessary. 

~ Continue self hydration as able. 

~ Administer high-flow oxygen (if available) preferably 

with a non-rebreather face mask. Oxygen may be 

applied by MD or ATC (with physician orders). 

Activate emergency action plan (EAP) for any signs and 

symptoms related to decreased mental capacity or vital 

signs. 

Communicate SCT status to EMT’s and ER physicians so 

this will be included in their evaluation and treatment 

plan. 

Return to Play following Removal from Participation 

[] Must be cleared by team physician 

[] Monitor return to athletic participation 

Education for Coaches 

[] Director of Sports Medicine or an assigned representative will 

review the basics of SCT and the above policy with the 

coaches. 





Employment 

~ 255 Full-Time Employees 

~ 21 Head Coaches 

~ 250-300 Students & Temps 

2 



Preparing, Educating and Inspiring our Student-Athletes to be Champions 
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http://www.goheels.com/media Porta I/player.dbml?&db_oe m_id=3350&id=2381105 
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We Develop World-Class Leaders for a Lifetime of Service and Success 
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Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Softball Newcomers Lunch @ R&R 
8/17/2014 11:30 AM 
8/17/2014 12:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Blue 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Softball Newcomers Lunch @ R&R 
8/17/2014 11:30 AM 
8/17/2014 12:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Blue 



Subject: Softball Newcomers Lunch @ R&R 
Start: 8/17/2014 11:30 AM 
End: 8/17/2014 12:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Bubba - Performance Review 
Start: 7/14/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 7/14/2014 12:00 F~M 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 
Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 7/11/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 7/11/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 
Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 7/11/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 7/11/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 
Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 7/11/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 7/11/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 3:15 PM 
End: 7/7/2014 5:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 7/7/2014 5:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 7/7/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 8:00 AM 
End: 7/7/2014 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 8:00 AM 
End: 7/7/2014 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Conference Call w Rick 
7/6/2014 3:00 PM 
7/6/2014 4:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Conference Call w Rick 
Start: 7/6/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 7/6/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Marielle RE Training Table 
Start: 7/15/2014 10:15 AM 
End: 7/15/2014 11:15 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Marielle RE Training Table 
Start: 7/15/2014 10:15 AM 
End: 7/15/2014 11:15 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Marielle RE Training Table 
Start: 7/15/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 7/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Marielle RE Training Table 
Start: 7/15/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 7/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Top Programmable softkeys - 6 programmable keys that support up to I 0 

functions (2 pages). Default functions: 

1 : SERVICES - Enhanced i~atures. Services Menu 

~,C] ~X~-.~ 2: DIRECTORY - Displays up to 200 names 

~ ~--._L) 3: CALLERS LIST- Access to last 200 calh~ received 

~CI (XX]~%.; 4: INTERCOM- Intercom functionally 

5 - 10 (Page 2): None - program as ~equked 

Goodbye: 
Ends call or exits a 

Options: 
Services and settings "’-. 

Hold: 

Places a call on hold. 

To retrieve held call, 

press the line key with 

the flashing light 

Access dialed numbers        -" -" 

list Press twke to .... 

Volume: 

Adjusts volume for 

hanciset, headset, 

speakerphone and 

ringer 

Bottom Softkeys 

- 6 programmable 

support up to 20 funo- 

,I Defa@t functions 

dial the number 

XFER- Transfers active 

Contact your system 

administrator for more 

~:: k[’can°r call.be Additiona~located on linestop 
........ %::. p[ogrammabie keys, 

:Speakerphone: 

for hands free or 

headset operation (see 

audio mode setting) 

Navigation keys: 

~’~I~ to scroll through menu or messages on 

the screen. 

~ ll~ to view different line/call appearances, 

in Options List, keys allow you to exit or enter 

the current option 

If editing entries: 

~11 erases the character; 

~ sets theoption. 

Mute: 

Mutes the handset, headset, 

or speakerphone 

~:’~~:"~::’~’~:~ key. Lift the handset, press the Line key or 

Dial the number from the keypad, 

Lift the handset for handset operation or press the 

Line key or ~""~’~"~ ......... ., .~ key for hands free operation. 

To end the call replace the handset or press 

Redia~ 
Press f~"ii:"°~:~....~,:.~.~..~ key twice to call the last dialed recently dialed number. Press the key once 

to access the list of recently dialed numbers, use ~, to scroll through. 

Call mute 
Press ’~.,~c.~.~ ~ ~ key to mute the handset, headset, or speakerphone, 

Call Hold and Resume 

~.~-N:.::;f~.,‘} To put a call on hold, press ~...~...::.:.~o.,~ key when connected to the call. 
~..,-.:.io~:...,.~ 

To retrieve the call, p~ess ~L...:::~::,.,~.~ key again or press the Line key where that call is 

being held. 

Call Wansfe~ 
i, Press T~ansfe~ key- this places the current call on hold. 

2. Dial the number of the person you want to transfer the call to. 

::i. To transfer the call before the other person answers, press Transfer key before the 
receiving end answers~ 

4.. Or, wait until the person has answered before completing the transfer by pressing 

Transfer key again. 

During a regular call press Conf key. 

Dial the person you want tojoin your call or press the Line key where the other person 

is being held. 

Once this person has answered press Conf key again to establish the 3-way call. 

For detailed in formation please check the phone User Guide located at www.aastratelecom.com 



Call Fo~’wa~ding 
Your phone supports different types of Call Forwarding: All, Busy, and No Answer. Your 

system can also support additional configuration options. Please check with your system 

administrator or the phone User Guide for additional details. 

Press {~]~?x"’i~ key during ringing without picking up the handset to send the incoming 

call directly to voicemaiJt 

CaHe~s List 
Press Callers key. Press V and ~ to move through list. 

To dial the displayed number just lift the Handset or press ~:"C:;?"~ or any Line key. 

Press (allers key to cancel. 

To create a speed dial 

Press and hold a programmable key or keypad key, then enter contact’s Name and 

number. 

Or press ~, ~~]~ key and go to Preferences->Speed Dial Edit. 

To use the speed dial 

To dial a contact assigned to speed dial, press the corresponding programmable key or 

press and hold the keypad key for 3 seconds. 

To edit a speed dial 

i.. Press ~,::-:;~i~ key and go to Preferences-, Speed Dial Edit. 

:i!!.. Select the programmable key or keypad key where the speed dial is currently 

configured. 

Press the Voice Mail~ key that your System Administrator set up to access voicemaiL 

Press ~’~’:!P~ key to toggle the audio between speakerphone, handset and headset 

(where applkabJe). 

Phone LockiUn~ock 

Phone can be locked to prevent unauthorized use 

i. Press k~Sc\S key~ 

2 Select Phone Lock and press Enter. 

::k Press ~ to set the phone to lock. 

::L "H~one £s ~ocked"is displayed on the screen. 

Only numbers defined under the Emergency D~al Plan can be d~aled while the phone is 

locked. 

To unlock the phone 
i. Press ~::~ key. 

2. Enter your User password (default: 22222) and press Ente~, 

:L The phone unlocks. 

Press the "~::~£~@{~ZZ:.’. keys to adjust handset, headset, and speakerphone volume during 

a call. Pressing these keys in JdJe adjusts the ringer volume. 

To set the volume level for the Headset microphone: 

~. Press ~i~ key and select Preferences-> Set Audio -> Audio Mode-> Headset Mic 

Yolume. 

.]:~. Use ~ to select Low, Medium or High (Default: Medium). 

3. Press Set. 

Ri#g To~es 

To select a different Ring Tone 

¯ i. Press ~, ~~Z:]~ key and select Preferences -> Tones -> Ring Tone. 

i,! Select the preferred ring tone (Tone 1 through Tone 5, or Silent). 

Please contact your system administrator for instructions. 

You can customize additional options using the phone Web Interface. Please contact 

your system administrator for instructions~ 

Optional feature that must be configured by the system/service admiI:istrator. Particulars and menu options 

may vary Feature may operate differently, please contact your system administrator for details, 

For detailed in formation please check the phone User Guide located at www.aastratelecom.com 



Subject: NC Sec of State Reps 
Start: 7/11/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 7/11/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call back Tripp Phillips 
Start Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Due Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Status: Status: Not Started 
Percent Complete: 0% 
Total Work: 0 hours 
Actual Work: 0 hours 



Subject: Call back Tripp Phillips 
Start Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Due Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Status: Status: Not Started 
Percent Complete: 0% 
Total Work: 0 hours 
Actual Work: 0 hours 



Subject: Call back Tripp Phillips 
Start Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Due Date: Friday, July 11,2014 
Status: Status: Not Started 
Percent Complete: 0% 
Total Work: 0 hours 
Actual Work: 0 hours 



Subject: Bubba: Meeting RE Football 

Location: EWAC2 
Start: 7/30/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 7/30/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Carolina Athletics Kickoff meeting 

Location: Blue Zone Concourse Club 
Start: 8/19/2014 7:30 AM 
End: 8/19/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Carolina Athletics Kickoff meeting 

Location: Blue Zone Concourse Club 
Start: 8/19/2014 7:30 AM 
End: 8/19/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Carolina Athletics Kickoff meeting 

Location: Blue Zone Concourse Club 
Start: 8/18/2014 8:00 AM 
End: 8/18/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Welcome Reception for all athletes 
BZ Upper Club 
8/16/2014 4:00 PM 
8/16/2014 5:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Welcome Reception for all athletes 
BZ Upper Club 
8/16/2014 4:00 PM 
8/16/2014 5:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Welcome Reception for all athletes 

Location: BZ Upper Club 

Start: 8/16/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/16/2014 5:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Welcome Reception for all athletes 
Start: 8/16/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/16/2014 5:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



CFO mailing list 

CFO@lists.northcarolina.edu 

http:iilists.northcarolinaoeduimailmanilistinfoicfo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cmmiugham@uuc.e&~> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 10:01 AM 

Laue, Cricket <cricket@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW: Media Trainiug Players 

Tem-Nichelle Bradley Bio.pdf, OUR SERVICES.pdf; PlaygroundPR Capabilities Deck.pdf 

From: Terri (PPR) [terri@playgroundpr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2024 9:40 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Media Training Players 

Bubba, 

Good morning. The football season is rapidly approaching and that means UNC players, the most visible brand ambassadors for the school will be having to answer 

questions on a national stage, are they ready? The most grimace worthy image is of a young college student not being able to adequately articulate himseff. From 

the words, to simple inflection and accents, it all really does matter. I wanted to take the opportunity to introduce myself and my company to you. My name is 

Terri-Nichelle Bradley and I am the principal of Playground Public Relations. With expertise in total market communications as well as multicultural engagement 

our success has been our ability to raise our clients’ visibility. We have had clients featured on CNN, local news throughout the US, Lucky Magazine, Black 

Enterprise, Fox Business News, and a whole host of other outlets. 

Our agency is a full service PR agency that works with clients who goal is to engage African American audiences. From our POV, while UNC is not specifically 

engaging African American audiences, it does need to engage its roster of predominately African American players. We offer media training for individuals from 

the Fortune 500 executive to the small morn and pop business owner. One aspect of our work is working with students on managing their brand both online and in 

person. We are expert media trainers, who the students can relate to. We’d be excited to work with your student athletes, particularly the African American young 

men, on image, articulation and presence for media interviews, and social media do’s and don’ts. We are mothers that take a nurturing approach to media training 

by creating a safe environment for the young men to learn what to do and what not to do. 

I have taken the liberty of attaching my bio, our capabilities deck, and our services. Please let me know if you have availability and interest to chat. 

All the best, 

Terri-Nichelle 

Terri-Nichelle Bradley 

Principal- Playground Public Relations 

P: 404.916.3352 

,;-ir~zagi~-~.: ~.o~,~,~.’,~.~r~i~ies ,~.’,~i,,".,d~k.~i~% ~;~.~her~’~k:~li)~, ......... .~ .~. x ~ ~ -.~ %,, ............ wwwap.....~t~la roundpr:com 

Twitter: @playgroundpr_ 



PLAYGROUND 



PLAYGROUND 



P LAYGRO:UN D 
P U i~ L } C R E~ L A ~ I O N S 





PLAYGROUND i~ i~::~: We consistently engage morns mindfully, ’~: 

authentically 
and holistically 

ii:i:i:i:i:i:~i Research based strategies 

~::::::~ Out of the box strategic thinking, out 
i~ ======================= ......... of the sa nd box tactical executions................. ...... 

We are great at what we do because we 
are passionate about what we do and 

t h e a u die n ces t h at we re a c h ! 





PLAYGROUND 

OUR APPROACH 



PLAYGROUND 

PILLARS OF ENGAGEMENT 

EVALUATE ENGAGE 

Engage 

At Playground, that starts with simply having 

a conversation. Perhaps it’s an introduction 

to a brand or organization, or maybe it’s 

about pushing restart. This is where we talk 

about the issues that resonate and 

opportunities for dialogue and sharing. 

Empower 
So your brand has listened, and shared, now 
empower them. These moms want a voice 
and they want to be heard. We’ll create the 
opportunity for your brand. 

Excite 

If there was a 5th P in the marketing mix, it 

would most certainly be philanthropy. Study 

after study has shown consumers support 

brands that give back. Aligning your brand 

with a cause or an event that your brand is 

passionate about is integral to creating 

excitement during your outreach efforts. 

ENLIST 

EXCITE 

............... EMPOWER .............. 

Enlist 
Now that your community of stakeholders 
has gone through the cycle of engagement, 
they also organically enlist, or we encourage 

them to act as brand ambassadors and 
advocates. 

Evaluate 
At Playground PR we believe in delivering 
quantifiable results and metrics on the 
impact of a PR or marketing campaign. 



PLAYGROUND 

OUR SERVICES 

PR & Strategic Communications Planning 

Crisis Inoculation/Plan Development & Implementation 

Media Relations 

Social Media 

~,~i=~,,~ Blogger Relations 

7b Social Media Management 

Mobile Marketing 

Experienta I/Lifestyle Marketing 

Partnership Development 

Influencer Activation 

G r a s s r o o t s M a r ke t i n g 

Festivals & Tradeshows 





PLAYGROUND 

WHAT ARE CAQs? 

Community Awareness Quotient 

What stakeholders know about a brand 

What stakeholders think of a brand’s commitment to their interests and 
its investment in their community 

3. Community Allegiance Quotient - 

How stakeholders feel about a brand and their loyalty to it 



PLAYGROUND 

WHAT WE KNOW 
FOR SURE... 



PLAYGROUND 

The Sphere ot intluence these morns wield is undeniable and indisputable. African American 

women are at the forefront of fashion, music, and societal trends. The power of influence these 

morns possess translates simply to impact. Depending on a brand’s CAQ that can either be a 

blessing or a curse. 

Buying Power 
She is the gatekeeper to the trillion dollars annually spent in AA market annually 

Wants the best and will spend money on it if she trust the brand 

African-American women spend 80% more on cosmetics annually and nearly twice as much on 

skin care products than general market women do annually 

Influential Power 

~:i.i.i.i.l.i. Social Media 

AA’s continue to over-index on social media platforms 

AA’s leverage platforms such as Instagram and Vine far more than their counterparts 

Texting and text apps like BBM and Groupme are heavily leveraged by AA moms 

::.~.~.~.~.~i Where she goes others follow 

WOM and grassroots marketing has tremendous impacts 

Toppling Power: 

Hell hath no fury 

¢~:i:~:. AA moms prove again and again their ability to assemble, mobilize and activate for or 

against a cause or a brand 







CROSS SECTION OF COMMONALITIES 



PLAYGROUND 

OUR PLACEMENTS 

RADIO 

TODAY 



~~OU~D Brands we have worked on 

A VEE COR~ORATDN PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTS INC. 

NBC .~U NIVERSAL 
oxygen 



PLAYGROUND 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
PRINCIPAL 

TERRI-NICHELLE BRADLEY 

404.916.3352 

T£RR~@PLAY@ROU~DPRo¢OM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 11:24 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu-* 

I~W: Media Training Players 

Tem-Nichelle Bradley Bio.pdf, OUR SERVICES.pdf; PlaygroundPR Capabilities Deck.pdf 

Do you two believe that the training and advice we provide our students is effective? Can you please let me know your thoughts anct,’or concerns? Thanks for your 

help, 

iD :.:.:: : 

F~m: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent= Wednesday, July 26, 2024 20:02 AM 

To= Lane, Cricket; 1lie, Vince 
Subject= ~: Media Training Players 

From: Terri (PPR) [terri@playgroundpr.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:40 AM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject-" Media Training Players 

Bubba, 

Good morning. The football season is rapidly approaching and that means UNC players, the most visible brand ambassadors for the school will be having to answer 

questions on a national stage, are they ready? The most grimace worthy image is of a young college student not being able to adequately articulate himself. From 

the words, to simple inflection and accents, it all really does matter. I wanted to take the opportunity to introduce myself and my company to you. My name is 

Terri-Nichelle Bradley and I am the principal of Playground Public Relations. With expertise in total market communications as well as multicultural engagement 

our success has been our ability to raise our clients’ visibility. We have had clients featured on CNN, local news throughout the US, Lucky Magazine, Black 

Enterprise, Fox Business News, and a whole host of other outlets. 

Our agency is a full service PR agency that works with clients who goal is to engage African American audiences. From our POV, while UNC is not specifically 

engaging African American audiences, it does need to engage its roster of predominately African American players. We offer media training for individuals from 

the Fortune 500 executive to the small mom and pop business owner. One aspect of our work is working with students on managing their brand both online and in 

person. We are expert media trainers, who the students can relate to. We’d be excited to work with your student athletes, particularly the African American young 

men, on image, articulation and presence for media interviews, and social media do’s and don’ts. We are mothers that take a nurturing approach to media training 

by creating a safe environment for the young men to learn what to do and what not to do. 

I have taken the liberty of attaching my bio, our capabilities deck, and our services. Please let me know if you have availability and interest to chat. 

All the best, 

Terri-Nichelle 

Terri-Nichelle Bradley 

Principal- Playground Public Relations 

P: 404.916.3352 

E: 

Twitter: @playgroundpr_ 



Subject: Meeting RE Training Table 

Location: Montgomery’s office 

Start: 7/21/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/21/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting RE Training Table 

Location: Montgomery’s office 

Start: 7/21/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/21/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick~ Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick~ Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick~ Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:30 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick, Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:30 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick, Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:30 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick, Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:30 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 
Rick, Vince, P~ul, and Corey, 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the Hitl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AufiusL ~8th for the dinner’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Rep? 
Start: 8/18/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Unit Meeting: Compliance 
Disney 
8/6/2014 9:00 AM 
8/6/2014 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Unit Meeting: Compliance 

Location: Disney 

Start: 8/6/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 8/6/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 







Subject: Unit Meeting: SA Development 
Location: Disney 

Start: 8/4/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/4/2014 2:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Tar Heels 4 Life Meeting 

Location: Bubba & Marielle 
Start: 7/18/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 7/18/2014 3:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Tar Heels 4 Life Meeting 

Location: Bubba & Marielle 
Start: 7/18/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 7/18/2014 3:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



~ i Points 

2 2oos so 
3 2006 27 

4 2007 24 

5 2008 18 

6 2009 28 

7 2010 24 

8 2011 i 31 

9 2012 2o 
i0 2013 i 52 



~ i Points 

2 2oos o 
3 2006 25 

4 2007 0 

5 2008 0 

6 2009 50 

7 2010 0 

8 2Oll i so 
9 2012 50 

10 2013 i 50 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 
3 2006 

4 2007 40 
5 2008 34 

6 2009 

7 2olo 52 
8 2011 i 22 

9 2012 S 

10 2013i 0 



~ i Points 

2 2oos ~o 
3 2006 30 

4 2007 12 

5 2008 20 

6 2009 0 

7 2010 0 

8 2011 i 48 

9 2012 0 

10 2013 i 29 



~ i Points 

2 2oos o 
3 2006 0 

4 2007 0 

5 2008 0 

6 2009 0 

7 2010 0 

8 2Oll i o 
9 2012 0 

10 2013 i 0 



i Points 

200s 53 
2006 68 

2007 74 

2008 29 

2009 44 

2olo s 
2011 i 34 

2o12 o 
2013 i 0 



-~ 
i Points 

2 200s 66 
3 2oo6 8o 
4 2007 59 

5 2008 53 

6 2009 61 

7 2010 17 
8 2oll i o 
9 2012 0 

~0 2013 i 21 



i Points 

2oos o 
2006 0 

2007 

2008 25 

2009 25 

2010 5 

2o11 
2012 0 

2013i 0 



~ i Points 

2 2oos o 
3 2006 0 

4 2007 0 

5 2008 0 

6 2009 25 

7 2010 25 

8 2011 i 45 

9 2012 25 

10 2013 i 0 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 60 
3 2006 13 

4 2007 2s 
5 2008 100 
6 2009 25 

7 2OlO lOO 
8 2Oll i 9o 
9 2012 90 

10 2013 i 90 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 28 
3 2006 

4 2007 

5 2008 38 

6 2009 33 

7 2010 34 

8 2011 i 36 

9 2012 3s 
i0 2013i 51 



i Points 

2oos o 
2006 45 

2007 53 

2008 20 

2009 72 

2010 36 

2o11 i 70 
2012 68 

2013 i 45 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 31 
3 2006 51 

4 2007 51 

5 2008 30 

6 2009 0 

7 2010 

8 2Oll 
9 2012 0 

10 2013i 22 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 2s 
3 2006 90 

4 2007 90 

5 2008 83 

6 2009 78 

7 2020 SO 

8 2011 i 78 

9 2012 so 
10 2013 i 83 



~ i Points 

2 2oos lOO 
3 2006 50 

4 2007 73 

5 2008 83 

6 2009 100 

7 2010 0 

8 2011 i 73 

9 2012 73 
10 2013 i 50 



i Points 

200s 73 
2006 83 

2007 83 

2008 73 

2009 50 

20~0 25 
2011 i 64 

2o12 o 
2013 i 50 



i Points 

2oos s9 
2006 26 

2007 39 

2008 39 

2009 47 

2010 39 

2o11 i s3 
2012 0 

2013 i 39 



i Points 

2oos 40 
2006 32 

2007 47 

2008 4s 
2009 48 

2olo 60 
2011 i 62 

2012 62 
2013 i 44 



~ i Points 

2 2oos so 
3 2006 25 

4 2007 25 

5 2008 25 

6 2009 50 

7 2010 SO 

8 2Oll i o 
9 2012 50 

10 2013 i 25 



i Points 

2oos o 
2006 

2007 44 

2008 42 

2009 54 

2010 54 

2o11 
2012 55 

2013i 65 



i Points 

200s 73 
2006 64 

2007 64 

2008 50 

2009 50 

2010 83 

2011 i 73 

2012 64 

2013 i 73 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 2s 
3 2006 64 

4 2007 50 

5 2008 64 

6 2009 50 

7 2020 SO 

8 2oll i so 
9 2012 64 
10 2013 i 0 



~ i Points 

2 2oos 6o 
3 2006 30 

4 2007 60 

5 2008 60 

6 2009 90 

7 2010 83 

8 2011 i 83 

9 2012 60 
10 2013 i 100 



i Points 

2oos o 
2006 0 

2007 60 

2008 25 

2009 60 

2010 60 

2011 i 25 

2012 25 

2013 i 60 



~ i Points 

2 200s 64 
3 2006 73 

4 2007 200 

5 2008 64 

6 2009 200 

7 2020 200 

8 2022 i 64 

9 2o22 64 
10 2013 i 100 



~ i Points 

2 2oos o 
3 2006 0 

4 2007 0 

5 2008 0 

6 2009 0 

7 2010 0 

8 2Oll i o 
9 2012 0 

10 2013 i 0 



"~ 
i Points 

2 2oos 2s 
3 2006 73 

4 2007 50 

5 2008 0 

6 2009 90 

7 2010 83 

8 2011 i 83 

9 2012 loo 
10 2013 i 73 



Subject: Update software! 
Start: 7/21/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 7/21/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 







Subject: Update software! 
Start: 7/21/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 7/21/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Drug Testing Meeting 
Start: 7/30/2014 10:30 AM 
End: 7/30/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lunch with Sam Paul 
7/23;2014 12:00 PM 
7/23/2014 1:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Lunch with Sam Paul 
7/23;2014 12:00 PM 
7/23/2014 1:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 





Subject: Call with BKD 
Start: 7/27/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 7/27/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 

1-866-212-0875 

143690# 



Subject: Call with BKD 
Start: 7/27/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 7/27/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Bubba’s Office 
7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
7/24/2014 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Bubba’s Office 
7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
7/24/2014 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Bubba’s Office 
7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
7/24/2014 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Bubba’s Office 
7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
7/24/2014 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Location: Bubba’s Office 
Start: 7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 7/24/2014 6:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Football Team - Policy Meeting 
Stone Center 
7/31/2014 4:00 PM 
7/31/2014 5:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Football Team - Policy Meeting 
Location: Stone Center 
Start: 7/31/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 7/31/2014 5:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Student Athlete Policy Meeting 
Location: Smith Center 
Start: 8/20/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/20/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Student Athlete Policy Meeting 
Location: Smith Center 
Start: 8/21/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/21/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Student Athlete Policy Meeting 
Location: Smith Center 
Start: 8/20/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/20/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Big Hitters Event 

Location: Practice and Dinner 
Start: 8/13/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 8/13/2014 9:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: ~e, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Big Hitters Event 

Location: Practice and Dinner 
Start: 8/13/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/13/2014 9:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Senior Staff Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/18/2014 12:00 PM 
8/18/2014 1:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Senior Staff Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 8/18/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Senior Staff Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 9/8/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 9/8/2014 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Senior Staff Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 9/8/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 9/8/2014 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Senior Staff Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 9/22/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 9/22/2014 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/30/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/30/2014 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/30/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/30/2014 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recur rellce; 

Meeting w Rick 
7/30/2014 1:00 PM 
7/30/2014 4:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Meeting w Rick 
7/30/2014 1:00 AM 
7/30/2014 4:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/31/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/31/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football: Meet the Heels 
Location: Starts @ 4 
Start: 8/2/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 8/2/2014 6:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football: Meet the Heels 
Location: Starts @ 4 
Start: 8/2/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 8/2/2014 6:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football: Meet the Heels 
Location: Starts @ 4 
Start: 8/2/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 8/2/2014 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Football Scholarship Meeting 
Bubba and Marielle 
8/7/2014 9:00 AM 
8/7/2014 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Head Coach Celebration @ Bul~ba’s House 
Start: 8/23/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/23/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Head Coach Celebration @ Bul~ba’s House 
Start: 8/23/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/23/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Head Coach Celebration @ Bul~ba’s House 
Start: 8/23/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/23/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Head Coach Celebration @ Bul~ba’s House 
Start: 8/23/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/23/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Increased Engagement ~        ~ 

level of Engogemen~ High 

Rick 

Disney Story 

Early 1990s, Universal Studios, Cruise Lines, Las Vegas :> Families 

Michael Eisner, Frank Wells, Judson Green 

New Way of Doing Things - Performance Excellence - Focused on Internal Culture and Customer Service 

7 years later, tripled revenues, expanded into many new parks and business (ABC, ESPN) 

Corporate & Sports Clients 

Apply the same principles they used in the early ’90s 



1000s of corporate clients (Haagen Dazs, Humana, Air Force, BMW, Siemens) 

Super Bowl, NBA All Star Game, Many NFL & NBA Franchises, numerous college ath depts (Az State, Mich St, UNC) 

Common sense, not common practice 

Jim Collins books, Built to Last, Good to Great, Great by Choice 

Go slow when you can, go fast when you must 

Fanatical Discipline, Empirical Creativity, Productive Paranoia 

Getting a large organization aligned behind a defined culture and common practices that deliver great service and 

therefore better business results 

Chain of Service Excellence 

Leadership / Employee / Customer Engagement => Business Results 

Two Year Engagement 

Phase 1 

Understand the Insights, Get to Know UNC, Introduce Disney Insights 

Phase 2 

Adapt Disney Best Practices 

Phase 3 

Operationalize in to Action 



Rick 

Disney Story 

Early 1990s, Universal Studios, Cruise Lines, Las Vegas => Families 

Michael Eisner, Frank Wells, Judson Green 

New Way of Doing Things - Performance Excellence - Focused on Internal Culture and Customer Service 

7 years later, tripled revenues, expanded into many new parks and business (ABC, ESPN) 

Corporate & Sports Clients 



Apply the same principles they used in the early ’90s 

1000s of corporate clients (Haagen Dazs, Humana, Air Force, BMW, Siemens) 

Super Bowl, NBA All Star Game, Many NFL & NBA Franchises, numerous college ath depts (Az State, Mich St, UNC) 

Common sense, not common practice 

Jim Collins books, Built to Last, Good to Great, Great by Choice 

Go slow when you can, go fast when you must 

Fanatical Discipline, Empirical Creativity, Productive Paranoia 

Getting a large organization aligned behind a defined culture and common practices that deliver great service and 

therefore better business results 

Chain of Service Excellence 

Leadership / Employee / Customer Engagement => Business Results 

Two Year Engagement 

Phase 1 

Understand the Insights, Get to Know UNC, Introduce Disney Insights 

Phase 2 

Adapt Disney Best Practices 

Phase 3 

Operationalize in to Action 



Subject: Department Substance Use and Abuse Meeting 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 8/14/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/14/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Department Substance Use and Abuse Meeting 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 8/14/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/14/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Scholarship Meeting with Bubba and Marielle 
Start: 8/8/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/8/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Scholarship Meeting with Bubba and Marielle 
Start: 8/8/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/8/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Conference Call 
8/1/2014 1:00 PM 
8/1/2014 2:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Conference Call 
8/1/2014 1:00 PM 
8/1/2014 2:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Conference Call 
Start: 8/1/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/1/2014 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

NC Sec of State 
8/6/2014 1:00 PM 
8/6/2014 2:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

NC Sec of State 
8/6/2014 1:00 PM 
8/6/2014 2:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

NC Sec of State 
8/6/2014 1:00 PM 
8/6/2014 2:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: NC Sec of State 
Start: 8/6/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/6/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: James Spurling - Walk Through South Box 
Start: 8/7/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 8/7/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: James Spurling - Walk Through South Box 
Start: 8/7/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 8/7/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Events Aloncj a Journey - 

PHASE 1 Understanding insights (Listening) 

° September, 2013: Two day discovery visit 

° October, 2013: Report out of discovery 

December, 2013: Two day leader alignment workshop with executive team 

° January, 2014: Keynote presentations 

All Athletic Depa rtment Staff 

All Head Coaches 

Student Athlete Advisory Committee 

Rick 

Our Interaction with Disney - 

A series of events along a journey 



Events Aloncj a Journe~z - 

PHASE 2 Adapt New Best Practices (Talking) 

° Cross Unit Work Teams Established 

Rick 

Our Interaction with Disney - 

A series of events along a journey 



To engage our employees in a discussion about our Common Purpose (Mission) 

and to learn the Best Practices we can use 

for organizationa~ growth and development linked to our Strategic Plan. 

Cross-Functional Team Approach 
with diversity across units, experiences, tenure, gender, race 

Desired Behaviors 
Ken Mack (Rams Club) 

Brent Bianton (Academics) 

Chelsea Pemberton (Rowing) 

Stephen Boyd (Business Office) 

Eric Morabito (Tickets) 

James Spurling (Facilities) 

Kathy Duffy (Facilities) 

Britta Williams (Rams Club) 

Elizabeth Lancaster (Event Mgmt) 

Pete Chalfin (Administration) 

Exec Team: Mike Bunting 

Care & Recognition 
Shelley Johnson (Leadership Academy) 

Mike Perkins (Business Office) 

Marissa Young (Softball) 

Dave Lohse (Communications) 

Jason Freeman (Equipment) 

Joyce Dalgleish (Human Resources) 

John Brunner (Event Mgmt) 

Jaci Field (Facilities) 

Carly Dressier (Compliance) 

Exec Team: Martina Ballen 

internal Communication 
Matt Terrell (Rams Club) 

Marielle vanGelder (Compliance) 

Abel Sanchez (Diving) 

Kathy Griggs (Administration) 

Tony Tucker (Marketing & Football) 

Matt Bowers (Communications) 

Mary Ellen Bingham (Sports Med) 

Laura Escobar (New Media) 

Jordan Plumblee (Marketing) 

Exec Team: Larry Gallo 

Matt 



Events Aloncj a Journe~z - 

PHASE 2 Adapt New Best Practices (Talking) 

° Cross Unit Work Teams Established 

¯ Weekly Meetings 

¯ March, 2014: Two day work team sessions 

° June, 2014: Work team recommendations 

Draft June 3rd, Final June 23rd 

Rick 

Our Interaction with Disney - 

A series of events along a journey 



Events Aion~ a Journey_ - 

PHASE 30perationalize New Best Practices into ACTION 

¯ July 28th, 2014 - Executive Team Meeting 

° July 31st, 2014- Senior Team Briefing 

° August 4th, 5th, 6th -- Unit Meetings 

¯ August 12th & 13th -- GameDay Leader Training and Fronfline RolIOut Sessions 

"Ca rolina GameDay" 

° August 19th -- Carolina Athletics Kickoff Meeting 

° August 20th -- Coaches Meeting 

¯ Mid October, 2014 - Executive Team & Work Teams Check In Session 

Rick 

Our Interaction with Disney - 

A series of events along a journey 



Strong Pride & Loyalty 

Subcultures, Disjointed, SILOS 

Opportunity to better engage, value and support one another 

Status Quo / Resistance to innovation 

Need for more transparency, inclusion, communication & (advance & respectful) planning 

Seem to be "waiting around to implement" CAROLINA LEADS 

Scandal and media fatigue (internal & external) 

Salary stagnation and its significant negative impact on staff morale 

Social events are not always well designed for all staff 

Need more opportunities for professional growth & departmental interaction 

Executive Team & Head Coaches not well connected with the administrative staff 

"Us vs. Them" 

Rick 

Our Interaction with Disney - 

A series of events along a journey 



Disney Institute model: 
¯ Adapting best practices based on the Disney 1990s story 
° Corporate & Sports Clients 
° Common sense, not common practice 
° Chain of Service Excellence 

Rick 

Disney Story 

Early 1990s, Universal Studios, Cruise Lines, Las Vegas => Families 

Michael Eisner, Frank Wells, Judson Green 

New Way of Doing Things - Performance Excellence - Focused on Internal Culture and Customer Service 

7 years later, tripled revenues, expanded into many new parks and business (ABC, ESPN) 

Corporate & Sports Clients 

Apply the same principles they used in the early ’90s 

1000s of corporate clients (Haagen Dazs, Humana, Air Force, BMW, Siemens) 

Super Bowl, NBA All Star Game, Many NFL & NBA Franchises, numerous college ath depts (Az State, Mich St, UNC) 

Common sense, not common practice 

Jim Collins books, Built to Last, Good to Great, Great by Choice 

Go slow when you can, go fast when you must 

Fanatical Discipline, Empirical Creativity, Productive Paranoia 

Getting a large organization aligned behind a defined culture and common practices that deliver great service and 

therefore better business results 

Chain of Service Excellence 

Leadership / Employee / Customer Engagement => Business Results 

Two Year Engagement 

Phase 1 



Understand the Insights, Get to Know UNC, Introduce Disney Insights 

Phase 2 

Adapt Disney Best Practices 

Phase 3 

Operationalize in to Action 



Disney Insights- 

° Overmanage: 

be intentional where others 
are unintentional 

Communicate internally as 

intentionally as you do 

externally 

Rick 

Three of the Disney Insights we learned this fall include - 

Overmanage 



Disney Insights- 

Quality Service Philosophy 

Internal & External 

Service 

Rick 

Quality Service Philosophy 

UNC MISSIONDISNEY COMMON PURPOSE 

We educate and inspire through athleticsWe create happiness 

UNC VALUESDISNEY SERVICE STANDARDS 

R.l.S.E.Safety, Courtesy, Show, Efficiency 



Disney Insights- 

¯ Shifting the levels of engagement to the right 

Rick 

Engagement Curve 



Work Team Recommendations: 

° Desired Behaviors (5 recommendations) 

° Care & Recognition (29 recommendations) 

° Internal Communication (7 recommendations) 

Shelley 





Considerations 

Overview of Process 

Context 

Overview of Recommendations 

Analysis of Recommendations 

Impact 

Shelley 



What Needs To Be Communicated: 
* Priorities 
° Staff Responsibilities 
° Departmental Protocols 
° Fact Sheets 
° Meeting Minutes 

" Personnel Changes 
° Staff Contact Info 
° Events 
° Announcements 

Shelley 



Potential Means of Communications: 
¯ Enhanced Employee Communication (i.e., blog, forum) 
° Multi-Facility Monitor System 
° Email/Text Update System 
° Formal Onboarding/Knowledge Process 
¯ Intentional Behavior from Staff 
¯ Employee Forum 
° Unit-Based Best Practices 
° Personal & Social Interaction 
¯ Training Table 
¯ Social Committee 
° Continuing Education Seminars (staff taught) 

Shelley 



Shelley 



Shelley 



° Celebrate and recognize the work teams 

° Publish all recommendations with next steps and owners of the next steps 

Some of these need more study & vetting, all will be reviewed 

° Charge all individuals and units with adopting the Desired Behaviors immediately 

Executive Team & HR to explore incorporating them into annual review process 

Adopt as soon as possible department wide: 

RISE Awards (C&R) 
Communicate AD’s schedule & priorities (C&R) 

Standing Committee for Care & Recognition (C&R) 

Enhanced Employee Communication (i.e. intranet, j:drive, blogs, etc. (IC) 

RISE Vision: Multi Facility Monitor System (IC) 

Email / Text Update System (IC) 

Formal OnBoarding Process (C&R & IC) 

Assign Executive Team Members (Liaisons and functional heads) to work directly with 

Champions to finalize each roll-out plan for the department wide initiatives 



Ken 



Subject: Donna Papa Performance Review 
Start: 8/11/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/11/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Donna Papa Performance Review 
Start: 8/11/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/11/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Donna Papa Performance Review 
Start: 8/11/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/11/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Donna Papa Performance Review 
Start: 8/11/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/11/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick and Corey re: Football Issues 
Start: 8/6/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/6/2014 7:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick and Corey re: Football Issues 
Start: 8/6/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/6/2014 7:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Ct~apel Hill ]<:}wn O~dina~ces and State Laws 

Alcohol Laws a~~d Off--,Campus Paf!4:y Reminders 

Examples of Poo~~ Off--,Campus Decision,--Makin~ and 

~;. t-.’,,, e Cop,,,seq uelsces 





,, 





















Know and ~-espect their 
community expectations 
(which may be diffe~ent than 







::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~==== ..... diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!~ ........................................... 





Northside & Pine Knolls 
NeighbOrhood Conservation 

Districts 



~unteasonably loud noise, 

nifh%%ime" which may inte~"fe~"e 
~-esidents may be cBa~-~ed witB a violation~ 

Examples include: yellin£ and shouting~ loud patties~ 
hon?s~ sound ampl~~icat.ion equipment, and extet~o~- 
and mobile speake~s~ 

Sound systems (includin~ within vehicles} that can be 











:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......................................... 





cor~fe~-ence}., the same football studenb.att",,,lete was 

s’.x,/stem ~ 

.......................................... 





























~ ..., ~ ~ ~ .,,...., ~ ,~ 

as legal advice and sBou/d not substitute 
speakin~ with an atto~ney on any ~nd~v~dua~ 
c~cumstances~ 



Subject: Review Evans and Lee docs 
Start Date: 
Due Date: 
Status: Status: Not Started 
Percent Complete: 0% 
Total Work: 0 hours 
Actual Work: 0 hours 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/15/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/15/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



MIME-Version: 1.0 Content-Type: multipartirelated; bounda13~=’’- .... NextPart 01D01 AI B.3F3A7820" This document is a Single File Web Page, also known as a Web Archive file. If 
you are seeing this message, your browser or editor doesn’t support Web Archive files. Please download a browser that supports Web Archive, such as Windows® Intemet Explorer®. ---- 
--= NextPart 01D01A1B.3F3A7820 Contenl-Location: file:///C:/A7319AE6i89ED1897-7E85-4663-B21A-54C88921AE5F.htm Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-prinlable Content- 
Type: textihtml; charset="windows-1252’’ 

Subject: = Mario Ciocca 

Start: = 8/15/2014 8:30 AM 

End: = 8/15/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 

==; 
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Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Zac Selmon - Strategic Plan Tracking 
8/15/2014 10:00 AM 
8/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Zac Selmon - Strategic Plan Tracking 
Start: 8/15/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 8/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



UNC STUDENT ATHLETE FUELING STATION 



UNC FUELING STATION 

In view of the new NCAA legislation, allowing schools to provide more food to 
student athletes, we would like to create a new "Fueling Station’ for the student 
athletes at UNC. We recognize the increased nutritional needs of our student 
athletes and the importance of proper nutrient timing to maximize muscle 
recovery and optimize performance. 

DETAILS: 

Location: One of the bars on the 3rd floor, Concourse Club in the 
Blue Zone, Loudermilk Center. 

Days/Time: Mondays- Fridays. 7am-11:30am. Approx. 35 weeks 

Oversight: UNC Sports Nutritionists 
o Write the menu for which products will be offered 
o Create nutrition education regarding how to effectively utilize 

the fueling station to meet individual needs 
o Provide assistance to Rocky Top with sports nutrition interns to 

help staff the fueling station during high traffic times. 

Operation: Rocky Top Catering 
o Ordering, purchasing, receiving, prepping all items, and 

cleaning and maintaining the station 
o Serving food and drinks to student athletes 
o 1 FTE from RockyTop Catering 

Costs:      Total: $250,000 for the 2014-2015 school year 
o $20,000 to Rocky Top Catering to operate the station 
o $5,000 for an additional refrigerator for the bar 
o $225,000 for food and drinks, educational materials 

Nutrition:    Sample items to be offered will provide high quality 
protein, carbohydrates, healthy fats, vitamins, minerals 
and antioxidants to supplement their meals 

o Nuts, trail mix 
o Fresh fruit 
o Greek yogurt 
o String cheese 
o Beef jerky 
o Hard boiled eggs 
o Hummus & pretzels 
o Bars 
o Shakes 
o Chocolate milk 
o Veggie cups (carrot sticks, bell peppers, etc) 
o Peanut butter 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Financial Aid Agreements - Bubba and Marielle 
8/18/2014 9:00 AM 
8/18/2014 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/18/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 5:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/18/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 5:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: PGPA - Vince, Steve, BP and Jen 
Location: Steve’s Office 
Start: 9/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 9/16/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: PGPA - Vince, Steve, BP and Jen 
Location: Steve’s Office 
Start: 9/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 9/16/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: PGPA - Vince, Steve, BP and Jen 
Location: Steve’s Office 
Start: 9/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 9/16/2014 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: PGPA - Vince, Steve, BP and Jen 
Location: Steve’s Office 
Start: 9/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 9/16/2014 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Welcome Back Picnic 
Boshamer 
8/25/2014 7:00 PM 
8/25/2014 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Welcome Back Picnic 
Boshamer 
8/25/2014 7:00 PM 
8/25/2014 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Welcome Back Picnic 
Boshamer 
8/25/2014 7:00 PM 
8/25/2014 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Welcome Back Picnic 
Boshamer 
8/25/2014 7:00 PM 
8/25/2014 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Meetings with Mario Ciocca and Corey Holliday 
Start: 8/25/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/25/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meetings with Mario Ciocca and Corey Holliday 
Start: 8/25/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/25/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meetings with Mario Ciocca and Corey Holliday 
Start: 8/25/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/25/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Jeff Janssen Telephone Call 
8/22/2014 10:30 AM 
8/22/2014 11:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Jeff Janssen Telephone Call 
Start: 8/22/2014 10:30 AM 
End: 8/22/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Dana Gelin 
Location: Rambassado~s - Career Development issue 

Start: 8/26/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/26/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Dana Gelin 
Location: Rambassado~s - Career Development issue 

Start: 8/26/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/26/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MSOC v UCLA 
Start: 8/31/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/31/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MCOC v UCLA 
Start: 8/31/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/31/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Friday’s on the Porch @ Carolina Inn 
Start: 8/29/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 8/29/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Friday’s on the Porch @ Carolina Inn 
Start: 8/29/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 8/29/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/3/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 9/3/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/3/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 9/3/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/15/2014 11:30 AM 
End: 9/15/2014 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/28/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 8/28/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/28/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 8/28/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/28/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 8/28/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Post Eligibility Scholarship Meeting 
Bubba, Lissa and Marielle 
9/12/2014 3:30 PM 
9/12/2014 4:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Post Eligibility Scholarship Meeting 
Location: Bubba, Lissa and Marielle 
Start: 9/12/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 9/12/2014 4:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football Team Presentation 
Start: 9/11/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 9/11/2014 8:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football Team Presentation 
Start: 9/11/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 9/11/2014 8:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football Team Presentation 
Start: 9/11/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 9/11/2014 8:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Jann Mann - Slots 
Start: 9/10/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 9/10/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Jeff Janssen call 
Start: 9/12/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 9/12/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call with Joe 
Start: 9/12/2014 9:30 AM 
End: 9/12/2014 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
RecurreRce: 
Categories: 

Chris Dedckson to ca~l 
9/12/2014 11:00 AM 
9/12/2014 11:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
RecurreRce: 
Categories: 

Chris Dedckson to ca~l 
9/12/2014 11:00 AM 
9/12/2014 11:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Chris Derickson to call 
Start: 9/12/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 9/12/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meet MWR candidate 
Start: 9/16/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 9/16/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/2/2010 5:21:07 PM 

Subject: Staff Meeting 

Location: AC 213A 

Start: 2/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/2/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/27/2010 3:22:51 PM 

Subject: call Susan to schedule an Appt for THIS WEEK 

Start: 3/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

4/8/2010 2:10:37 AM 

Subject: Conference 

Start: 4/22/2010 

End: 4/24/2010 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

9/14/2010 9:55:27 PM 

Subject: Conference registration 

Start: 9/16/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Register for conference in SC by the end of today 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

9/22/2010 2:44:30 PM 

Subject: Athletic Meeting 

Location: 5th Floor Pope Box 

Start: 9/27/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Lunch wi]] be served. Invited by Dick Baddour. 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/28/2011 12:33:01 AM 

Subject: Hawaii 

Location: Hawaii 

Start: 6/13/2011 1:30:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2011 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Hawaii 
June 13 to 18th 2011 

Kauai Island, Hawaii $1050 (Delta) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/17/2011 1:33:33 PM 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Subject: All Staff Meeting 

Start: 8/17/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(3rd FL Pope Box) 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for student Athletes 
University of North carolina-chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/17/2011 1:33:33 PM 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Subject: All Staff Meeting 

Start: 8/17/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(3rd FL Pope Box) 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for student Athletes 
University of North carolina-chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

12/1/2011 8:22:11 PM 

Subject: Go home ;-) 

Start: 12/1/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

12/1/2011 8:24:06 PM 

Subject: Have a great weekend!! 

Location: Office 

Start: 12/2/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/2/2011 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/8/2012 4:49:36 PM 

Subject: Wake up 

Start: 1/8/2012 7:15:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2012 8:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/15/2012 4:45:06 AM 

Subject: Testing 

Start: 2/15/2012 4:45:00 AM 

End: 2/15/2012 5:45:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/15/2012 4:45:42 AM 

Subject: Testing 2 

Start: 2/15/2012 4:50:00 AM 

End: 2/15/2012 5:50:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/24/2012 9:55:38 PM 

Subject: Record car mileage for Dp 

Start: 3/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/6/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

5/13/2012 9:11:51 PM 

Subject: Happy Mother’s Day 

Start: 5/13/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 

6/8/2012 9:08:29 PM 

Subject: Get food 

Start: 6/8/2012 9:35:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2012 10:35:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



This message is sent to you b~ LawNewswatch 

and  4erno Writing Techniques for 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will look at some key legal writing 
concepts applicable to a variety of documents that paralegals 
draft on a regular basis, including emails, memoranda and 
discovery. Good legal writing is a skill that can be learned, and 
comes through practice and multiple drafts. 

You will leave the program with a basic review of grammar and 
other writing strategies, dispel some myths about rules you 
thought were rules in elementary school (but no longer apply), 
and will feel much more confident in attacking and successfully 
completing any legal writing assignment that you are given. This 
audio conference will be helpful for you, as good writing is good 
writing, across all practice areas. 

AGENDA 

Overview of Legal Writing 

Types of Legal Writing 
Planning Strategies ~ Audience and Purpose 
Characteristics of a Good Legal Document 
Emails 
Memos 
Other Paralegal Documents 
Organizing Your Discussion 

Basic Writing Strategies 

Short Writing Strategy Presentation 
Use of Organizational Tools and Transitions 
Strategies for Emails, lvlemos and Other Legal Documents 

Questions and Answers 

WHO SHOULD ATT~ND 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other legal 
professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

Heather E. Ridenour, American University Washington College 
of Law 
David H. Spratt, American University Washington College of Law 

Heather E. Ridenour 
~ Joined the Washington College of Law faculty in 2008 as 
director of the Legal Analysis Program and legal rhetoric 
professor 
~ Previously worked with the Academic Support Program at 
Texas Wesleyan Law School as an instructor of academic 
support and legal writing specialist 
~ Previously had a probate and guardianship practice and was 
the guardianship auditor at the Tarrant County Probate Court, 
working under Judge Patrick Ferchill 
~ Active in taking pro bono guardianship cases 

Tele¢o~ferences 

Legal Ethical Issues 
Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 - 11:00 am 
Reqistration: $129.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$198,00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 = 1:00 pm 
Reqistration: $129.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$198.00 
Learn More 

False Claims Act Update 

Dec. 6~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Executory Contracts 
Under Bankruptcy 

Dec. 7, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
3udgments 

Dec. 8, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



~ Member of the Legal Writing Institute and frequently speaks 
on legal writing and academic support issues 

~ Graduate, cum laude and associate editor and articles editor 
on the Texas Wesleyan Law Review, Texas Wesleyan University 
School of Law 

David H. Spratt 
~ Prior to joining the Washington College of Law faculty in 
2006, taught legal writing and research at the George 
Washington University School of Law, legal analysis and writing 
at Concord School of Law, and legal methods at the Washington 
College of Law 
~ Founding partner of Schwartz & Spratt, PLC, a family law firm 
in Fairfax, Virginia 
~ Previously worked as an associate at the Law Office of Betty 
A. Thompson, Ltd., and at The Lewis Law Firm, in the area of 
family law 
~ Past chair of the Virginia Bar Association, Domestic Relations 
Section and the Northern Virginia Regional Advisory Committee 
~ Regularly writes a column, Writer,s Block, in the Virginia Bar 
Association News 3ournal 
~ Member of the Legal Writing Institute and frequently speaks 
on legal writing issues 
~ B.A. degree in government and psychology, The College of 
William and Mary 
~ Graduate, summa cum laude, American University Washington 
College of Law 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ !0-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
.~278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 = 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 

Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
~;268,00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 
Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 



Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 

Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
~;268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ° TN * 37203 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, 
December 8th at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 

MST, 12:30 PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. 
The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Fundamental Mansgement Skills for 
Smart Supervisors 
December 7 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Keys to Negotiating the Merger and 
Acquisition Process 
December 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Facebook Fired: Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
December 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

5 Proven Tools That Help Attorneys 
Double Their Referrals in 90 Days Or 
Less 
December 15 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

An Overview of the M and A Transaction Process 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, December 8th at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

In this uncertain economy, completing a successful Merger and Acquisition transaction can be 
daunting task. Buyers and sellers are increasingly sawier than ever before. Join David Sanders, Vice 
Chair of the Transactional & Securities Practice Group at Foley & Lardner LLP, as he shares critical 
strategies and techniques for successfully completing the M & A transaction process from start to 
finish. Regardless of your experience level with M & A transactions, you will want to participate in this 
program to learn which strategies are most effective in sealing the deal. 

The comprehensive program is designed to provide the answers you need for questions that you 
might be afraid to ask. Learn how to anticipate challenges and pitfalls as you navigate the M & A 
process and this uncertain economy. 

In this comprehensive 60-minute presentation, you will learn: 

How to identify a deal partner 
Vvhen to get your attorney involved in the process 
How to commence negotiations with a deal partner 
The essential terms of a confidentiality!non-disclosure agreement, term sheet, letter of intent, 
and purchase agreement 
The critical steps of the due diligence process and why it,s important 
What your role and your attorney’s role are in the process 
How to manage and protect your intellectual property 
What to expect during the purchase process and closing 
Tips on how to integrate the new business and its employees 

~ David S. Sanders is a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP. He is 

vice chair of the firm ~s Transactional & Securities Practice, and a member of the Commercial 
Transactions & Business Counseling, Private Equity & Venture Capital and Real Estate 

Practices, as well as the Sports, Medical Device and Emerging Technologies Industry Teams. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 

Newswatch, 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500 ° Nashville ° TN * 37203 
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For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the most 

frequently filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of issues for employers 

and affects every part of the employment process - from hiring to 

recordkeeping, and time off to termination. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z~ Halpern and Michael S. Katzen 

review "hot button" issues under the ADA and provide practical guidance on 

how employers can deal with many of these difficult situations. 

This presentation w[ll cover the following topics and include specific examples of 

real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

¯ The ADA Amendments A~ 

¯ The ADA and mental impairments 

¯ Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive process 

¯ Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

¯ Applying performance and conduct standards 

¯ Drugs and alcohol issues 

¯ Undue Hardship 

¯ Direct Threat 

¯ Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

.lules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law Advisors, 

a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with offices in New 

York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, human 

resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before establishing 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior level human 

resources and employment law roles within major corporations. He was Senior 

Director of Employee Relations and employment law counsel at Random House, 

Inc., the senior employment attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its 

affiliated companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael $, Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 

2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he received 

his I.D. with a concentration in labor and employment law. Michael regularly 

counsels employers on a wide range of workplace issues, including disability 

discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, retaliation, and wages 

and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the firm’s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

Behavioral Based 
Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use 

MS-Excel as a 

Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $24900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $33800 

Learn More 

How to Successfully 

Use Social Media for 

Hiring 

and Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews - 

How to Handle 
Employee Fear, Anger 

& Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session p]us 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Arizona’s Exemptions 

to Employment at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 
Registration: $19900 

Registration - Session plus 

CI) Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for 
Dealing with Nonunion 

Employee 

Terminations in 
Washington: 

Understanding 

Exceptions to 

Washington’s 



www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

Jules Z. Halpern: :hal ern hal ernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

LO~$T~$ 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required for 

phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before 

the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt and 

which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You will also 

receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Registration: $19900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 
Employers Under the 
Americans 
With Disabilities Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 
Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors - 

And How to Avoid 

Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Re~istratiun: $24900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs’ Attorneys 

Are Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Re~istratiun: $21900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront - and Stop - 

Unacceptable 

Employee Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registratiun: $21900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 
Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $278.00 

L earn More 

Job Rotation &, Cross- 
Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan 

for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $308.00 

L earn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs 

With 
Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

L earn More 

How Can End-of-Life 



Planning Resources 

Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

Learn More 

HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: 

Translate Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of an 
ERISA Fiduciary 
Dec. 21, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

Newswatch , 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 . Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am ~4T~ 10:00 am 

LengLh: t hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Contracts govern the basic business and commercial 
relationships for most of us; yet for many the basics of contract 
law remain a mystery. 

There is often misinformation about such simple questions as ’Is 
a handshake enough?’ or ’Do all the boilerplate terms of a 
contract really matter?’ This audio conference will address these 
and many more issues surrounding the formation and 
enforcement of contracts. 

AGENDA 

What Is a Contract? 

Basic Elements 
Oral or Written 
Must Be Definite 
What Is Not a Contract? 

How Are Contracts Made? 

Negotiations 
Agreement on Terms 
Written Contracts 
Oral Contracts 
Invoices, Purchase Orders and Other Forms 

Why Are Contracts Legally Enforced? 

Benefit or Bargain 
Fairness 
Purpose Legitimate 
Your Word Is Your Word 

Do All Terms in a Contract Matter? 

Price and Quantity 
Quality 
Implied Terms 
Boilerplate 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal assistants 
and attorneys. 

FACULTY 

Sean R. Smith, Taylor English Duma LLP 

Sean R. Smith 
~ Attorney with Taylor English Duma LLP, in Atlanta 
~ Represents companies and individuals in a multitude of 
different areas of litigation and alternative dispute resolution 
~ Tried multiple actions in state and federal courts in Georgia 
and surrounding states, including a representation of Time Inc., 
which was noted as one of the 15 significant defense verdicts in 
the country in 1996 
~ Represented numerous clients in appeals in both state and 
federal court 
~ Advises clients on an ongoing basis regarding various methods 
of avoiding litigation and making litigation more effective and 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 
Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17~ 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $19g,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 



efficient when it is necessary 
~ A.B. degree, magna cum laude, Harvard College 
~ J.D. degree, with honors and Order of the Coif, University of 
Chicago 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

R~G%ST~R 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teieconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec, 30, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teieconference ~ 
$268,00 
Learn More 

forward this invitation to coB~eagues who m~y benefit froth {>articipati~0 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, December 
21 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (pending approval) 

1.5 hours of HRCI credit 

1.5 hours of CPE credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guarantee& 

5 Proven Tools That Help Attorneys 
Double Their Referrals in 90 Days Or 
Less 
December 15 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Social Media Tools for Accountants 
December 16 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Understanding the Impact of Wall Street Reform 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, December 21 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

The financial services industry is currently undergoing the most impactful regulatory overhaul since the 
Great Depression. The changes set forth in the legislation are complex (and the ramifications costly), 
so it is critical that you begin to understand the serious implications of this legislation on your 
company and your clients. This comprehensive webinar is designed to answer your questions about 
the recent changes in legislation related to the foreclosure documentation crisis, Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform Act, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and significant litigation and 
regulatory updates concerning Truth in Lending Act (TILA), Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 
(RESPA) and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). 

This program will cover the major changes enacted by the legislation and how to prepare your 
business. 

this comprehensive 00-minute presentation, you will learn about: 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 

Reform & Anti-Predatory Lending Highlights 
o Mortgage Loan Origination 
e Mortgage Standards 
o ,]High-Cost[1 Mortgages 
o Servicing Standards 

Establishment of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Structure 
Objectives 
Rulemaking Authority 
Enforcement Authority 

Foreclosure Documentation Litigation and Regulatory Activity 

Litigation and Regulatory Updates on Key Financial Services Statutes 

Fair Credit Reporting Act 
Truth In Lending Act 
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 

Your Presenters: 

~ M atthew McGuire is a partner in AIston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, where his 
practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation, and the defense of 

class actions. He has been acknowledged by his peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America 
for commercial litigation (2007-2008). He is currently a vice chair of the Trial Techniques Committee 
of the ABA’s Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section. 

~ A Ntra Goodman Royster is an associate in Alston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, 
where her practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation and the 

defense of class actions. She has litigated disputes including consumer, insurance and business tort 
litigation matters in state and federal courts across the country. Ms. Royster is admitted to practice in 
North Carolina, Virginia and the District of Columbia. She is a member of the American Bar 
Association, the National Bar Association and the North Carolina Bar Association. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials will be provided after the 
evenL 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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2010 

Time: 2:00 pm ET (1:00 pm (2% 12 noon ~,IT, 1.1.:00 am 

Length: 60 minutes 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $30S,00 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Employee handbooks are your first line 

of defense against the myriad of potential employment-related 

lawsuits your company faces. A good one will stand up in court 

and protect your company. But a poorly drafted one - 

containing lawsuit-provoking buzzwords, confusing language or 

other unnecessary verbiage that limits your flexibility - is a 

dream come true for a plaintiff’s lawyer. 

Learning the 10 most common mistakes companies make in 

drafting handbooks - and how to correct them -- will help you 

avoid legal pitfalls. For example, an airtight employee handbook 

will allow you to manage employee expectations, reducing 

confusion about applicable policies. It will also provide a defense 

against lawsuits provoked by employees who claim they didn’t 

know about reporting procedures, or that the company had 

inadequate procedures. 

This legally-based "Best Practices" presentation will give you the 

practical tools you need to understand: 

Why handbooks are so important. 

The buzzwords employers include in their handbooks that 

can create liability. 

How an employer can draft a legally sound handbook in a 

manner that is both consistent with the law and provides 

maximum flexibility to administer policies according to 

legitimate business needs. 

What the courts have said when they examine handbooks 

Practical ways to avoid liability and manage employee 

expectations about the policies 

Melissa Fleischer, Esq,, is the Founder and President of HR 

Learning Center LLC, a human resources consulting firm 

specializing in employment law. Her firm provides training 

seminars and consulting on workplace and HR issues. Ms. 

Fleischer is a management-side employment attorney with over 

20 years experience and is nationally recognized as an expert in 

her field. 

Ms. Fleischer is a frequent lecturer on employment law topics 

including seminars and workshops on Anti-Harassment Training, 

FMLA/ADA Training and Workplace Violence Prevention Training. 

Ms. Fleischer is also a Chapter Editor for the new FMLA Treatise 

that has been recently published by BNA. She is a member of 

SHRM and adjunct faculty providing employment law training for 

the Professional Development Center of SUNY/Westchester 

Community College in Valhalla, NY. 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $308,00 

Te~eco~feren<:es 

En~ployee Ter~inaLion~ 

i~ Wash~gton~ 

E~p~oy~e~t~At~W~l 

Do<:Lr~ne 

Registration= 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Re~ordinq= 

$268,00 
Learn ~ore 

E~ployers L~nder the 

An~ericans With 

Registration - Session 

Only; ~lgS.00 

Registration - 

Plus CD Re~ordin~= 

$289,00 
Learn More 

~ost Court,non Mistakes 

~ade By 40~L(k} P~an 

Sponsors - And How ~o 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$338.00 
Learn More 

Confront - and Stop - 

~acceptab~e E~p~oyee 

Behav~o~ 

Registration= 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording= 

$308,00 
Learn Hore 

Dec° ~L~ 2010 

Registration: $209,00 
Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278,00 
Learn More 

3oh RoLation L~ Cross- 

Traipsing: A Step-by-~3Lep 

P~an ~or ~aki~g it Work 

Dec, 16~ 2010 

~egistration: $219.00 
~ewistration - Session 
plus CD Recording: 
S308,00 
Learn Hore 



Deciaion Makin9 Lea~e 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Mow Can End+of~Life 
~a#~ing Resources 

Dec, :17~ 20:10 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

M R 8ud~leting 

Translate Your Goa~s 

Dec, 20~ 2010 

~ew~s~ra~on - Session 
p~us CD 
S268,00 
Learn More 

Reqistration - Session 
Only: $219,00 

Reqistration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 
$319.00 
Learn More 

Lin~it Taxes and Liability 

Registration - Session 
Only: $219,00 
Registration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 
$319.00 
Learn More 

3an~ :~9~ 20:1:~ 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$308.00 
Learn More 

E~nploy~ent Litigation: 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn Hore 

Please ford, yard this invitation to co~ea~}ues who ~nay benefit fro~ participating, 

Newswatch ¯ 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 . Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 1.0:00 am PT) 

LengLh: t hour 30 m]r~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Titles are often subject to outstanding interests and claims, 
some genuine but others unsubstantial or baseless. What types 
of defects, liens and encumbrances impair the title to real 
estate? When, as the result of tangible matters revealed by a 

search and examination of the title, is the title unmarketable? 

Learn what to look for when reviewing the title commitment, 
and what endorsements are currently available that provide 
coverage against a spectrum of title risks. Under what 
circumstances will title insurance be available to insure against 
mechanics liens, judgment liens, tax liens and other recurring 
statutory liens? This audio conference will discuss and compare 
practical pre-closing solutions to real estate title problems 
involving sellers, buyers and lenders. 

Boundary Issues 

Ascertaining and Reconciling Overlapping Descriptions 
Fences and Adverse Possession 
Surface and Subsurface Encroachments 
Interpreting Land Surveys 

Highways and Public Roads 

Vehicular Access and Abutter’s Rights 
Encroaching Buildings and Structures 
Trees and Vegetation 

Railroad Rights of Way 

Fee Simple or Easement? 
Establishing Succession in the Absence of Title Records 
Rights of Abutting Owners 

Easements 

Express, Implied and Prescriptive 
Utility Easements 
Access Easements 
Licenses Distinguished 

Restrictive Covenants 

Types of Covenants, Conditions and Limitations 

Role of Statutes of Limitations That Bar Enforcement 

Achieving Mortgage Priority 

Statutory Liens 

Construction Loans 
Future Advances and Mortgage Extensions 
Title Tnsurance Coverage: What’s Available 

Mortgage Foreclosure 

Te~eco~fe~ence~ 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 
Re~listration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 

Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 



~ Omitted Liens and Procedural Defects That Impair Post- 
Foreclosu re Titles 
~ Short Sales and Deeds in Lieu of Foreclosure: Special 
Considerations 
~ When Bankruptcy Coincides 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Loan and title 
officers, closing agents, real estate brokers, branch managers 
and other banking professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

Duane H. Wunsch, Fidelity National Title Group, Inc, 

Duane H. Wunsch 
~ Vice president and state counsel for Fidelity National Title 
Group, Inc.~s Wisconsin office 
~ 30 years of experience as in-house underwriting and claims 
counsel 
~ Frequent lecturer to both attorney and nonattorney customer 
groups 
~ Regularly conducts training sessions for title and escrow staff 
~ J.D. degree, Emory University 
~ B.A. degree, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

~ Can be contacted at dwunsch@fnf.com or 262-796-3852 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&.A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Reqistration,, $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD-" $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Registration-’ $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 
Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration-’ $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, December 
30 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

~, 1.0 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hours of CLE credit-approved in TN (ask 
about obtaining credit in other states) 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

5 Proven Tools That Help Attorneys 
Double Their Referrals in 90 Days Or 
Less 
December 15 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Social Media Tools for Accountants 
December 16 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Common Pitfalls Associated with 
Independent Contractor StatusLive Webinar 

Thursday, December 30 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

Starving for tax dollars, the IRS, U.S. Department of Labor and multiple state authorities ~:i Confused? 
are aggressively enforcing independent contractor misclassification cases. Your ¯ 
company could be liable for fines, back wages, payroll taxes, unemployment taxes and 
more if authorities determine you are engaging workers unlawfully under independent contractor 
guidelines. 

As widely reported in the press,"The Internal Revenue Service and 37 states are cracking down on 
companies that try to trim payroll costs by illegally classifying workers as independent contractors, 
rather than as full employees." Now is the time to protect your company from liability by ensuring that 
your independent contractors are properly classified. 

Part-time work, consulting engagements, job-sharing and short-term positions are increasingly 
common in today’s recessionary climate. But that doesn’t relieve you of the costly and complex 
obligations of the employee relationship. In a year filled with numerous tax changes and new 
regulations, which could possibly be repealed or revised, one thing remains certain: The IRS plans 
to flag employers for audit should they issue both a 1099 and W-2 to the same identification 
number. Be prepared to recognize the differences between your employee or independent 
contractor by attending this informative webinar. 

will learn: 

Attend this event to become familiar with the following: 
The Twenty Common Law Factors (IRS’s field test) 
The Costly Consequences of Misclassifications of Employees 
Safe Harbor Rules 
Proceedures to Obtain Determination of Worker Status 
Famous Case Studies 

Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, E.A. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an enrolled agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment & Labor Issues, 
Pensions, Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. 
Marcia has served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of 
Miami School of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials wil! be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 1.0:00 am PT) 

LengLh: t hour 30 m]r~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Titles are often subject to outstanding interests and claims, 
some genuine but others unsubstantial or baseless. What types 
of defects, liens and encumbrances impair the title to real 
estate? When, as the result of tangible matters revealed by a 

search and examination of the title, is the title unmarketable? 

Learn what to look for when reviewing the title commitment, 
and what endorsements are currently available that provide 
coverage against a spectrum of title risks. Under what 
circumstances will title insurance be available to insure against 
mechanics liens, judgment liens, tax liens and other recurring 
statutory liens? This audio conference will discuss and compare 
practical pre-closing solutions to real estate title problems 
involving sellers, buyers and lenders. 

Boundary Issues 

Ascertaining and Reconciling Overlapping Descriptions 
Fences and Adverse Possession 
Surface and Subsurface Encroachments 
Interpreting Land Surveys 

Highways and Public Roads 

Vehicular Access and Abutter’s Rights 
Encroaching Buildings and Structures 
Trees and Vegetation 

Railroad Rights of Way 

Fee Simple or Easement? 
Establishing Succession in the Absence of Title Records 
Rights of Abutting Owners 

Easements 

Express, Implied and Prescriptive 
Utility Easements 
Access Easements 
Licenses Distinguished 

Restrictive Covenants 

Types of Covenants, Conditions and Limitations 

Role of Statutes of Limitations That Bar Enforcement 

Achieving Mortgage Priority 

Statutory Liens 

Construction Loans 
Future Advances and Mortgage Extensions 
Title Tnsurance Coverage: What’s Available 

Mortgage Foreclosure 

Te~eco~fe~ence~ 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 
Re~listration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 

Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 



~ Omitted Liens and Procedural Defects That Impair Post- 
Foreclosu re Titles 
~ Short Sales and Deeds in Lieu of Foreclosure: Special 
Considerations 
~ When Bankruptcy Coincides 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Loan and title 
officers, closing agents, real estate brokers, branch managers 
and other banking professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

Duane H. Wunsch, Fidelity National Title Group, Inc, 

Duane H. Wunsch 
~ Vice president and state counsel for Fidelity National Title 
Group, Inc.~s Wisconsin office 
~ 30 years of experience as in-house underwriting and claims 
counsel 
~ Frequent lecturer to both attorney and nonattorney customer 
groups 
~ Regularly conducts training sessions for title and escrow staff 
~ J.D. degree, Emory University 
~ B.A. degree, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

~ Can be contacted at dwunsch@fnf.com or 262-796-3852 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&.A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Reqistration,, $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD-" $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Registration-’ $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 
Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration-’ $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 
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Employment Litigation: How to Avoid It. How 
to Settle It. How to Win 
Sponsored by Park Avenue Present.ations 

iTbursday, January 20, 2011 

iTirne: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 arm MT, 10:30 am PT) 

ikength: 90 minutes 

iRegistration - Session Only: $198,00 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration 

of FMLA, WC, 

$199.00 

Re.qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

iRegistration- Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

i 
Disability and 

COBRA 

Dec 7, 2010 

i~" ~] ~{ ~ .,"~ ~% ~ O V [.’! ~ V:~ [.’! ~½’~ Registration: 

i    Employment litigation can be stressful, risky, bad for morale and 

idisruptiveto your business. Lawsuits are also overwhelmingly expensive 
i(all too often, unnecessarily so) and are generally best to be avoided. 
iThis Webinar discusses steps you can take to reduce the risk of employee 
ilitigation and, where litigation is unavoidable, maximize your chances of 
iprevailing at trial or reaching a resolution as quickly, efficiently and cost- 
ieffectively as possible. 

i David Ebert, a partner with the Ilew York law firm ][ngram Yuzek Gainen 

iCarroll & Bertolotti, LLP, has been litigating complex commercial disputes 

land employee claims@on behalf of both employees and employers@for 24 

iyears. Having guided clients through the expense, uncertainty, 
ifrustration and @highs and lows@ of litigation, he has focused increasingly 

iin recent years on offering creative and practical solutions to business 
iowners, executives, in-house lawyers and HR professionals on handling 
iemployee disputes and claims, with a strong emphasis on litigation 
iavoidance and early settlement. 

Payroll Compliance 

Update: Year End 

2010 an P reparing 

for 2011 Dec 7, 

2010 

Re.qistration: 

$219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $30800 

Learn More 

Why employees sue 

Family and Medical Leave Act, Americans with Disabilities Act, and 

other federal and state statutes that govern employment 

Employee handbooks 

Employee confidentiality/non-compete agreements 

Employee files and documentation 

Mechanics of terminating employees 

Separation Agreements 

Good reasons to litigate and good reasons not to litigate 

Document retention 

E-Discovery and Emails @ a goldmine for them, a landmine for you 
(and vice-versa) 

Managing your lawyer and the lawsuit 

When, why and how to settle 

Business owners, executives, HR professionals and in-house counsel who 

iwant to learn practical ways to avoid employee litigation and, where it is 
iunavoidable how to put yourself in the best position to succeed in the 

lawsuit. 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU 

Need to Change to 

Sustain Morale and 

Productivity 

Dec 7, 2010 

Re~qistration: 

$219.00 

Re.qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $30800 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally 

Sound Policy for 

Social Media. 

Cell Phones and 

Text Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: 

$219.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin.g: $308.00 

Learn More 

Requirements for 

Providing E-Forms 

W-2 and W-2c 

Dec 8, 2010 



David G. Ebert 

[ngram Yuzek Gainen Carroll & Bertolotti, LLP 

250 Park Avenue - 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10177 

212.907.9603 debert@inqramllp.com 

~" .~’; L ,~ .1",: © .,"~ }" ,~ ~’{ ,<’~ ~ <’, ,~ <’<~V~{ ~ ~*.~ E ~%"~ 

90 minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not 

"-equired for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be 

~rovided shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an 

~mail which is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 

in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before 

[he webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

(llot available outside the US or Canada) 

Re~qistration: 

$19900 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin : 268,00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ 

Exemptions to 

Employment at Will 

Dec 8, 2010 

ReRistration: 

$199,00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin : 268,00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The 

Next Evolution 

Dec, 9, 2010 

Registration: 

$199,00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~q: $268,00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively 

Use MS-Excel as a 

Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: 

$249.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully 
Use Social Media 
for Hiring and 
Retention 

Dec 9, 2010 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 
$198.00 
Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Complaint 

Investigation 

Interviews Z Howto 

Handle Employee 

Fear, Anger & 

Deception 

Dec 9, 2010 

Registration: 

$249.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Arizona’s 

Exemptions to 



Employment at Will 

Dec 10, 2010 

Registration: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $26800 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec 13, 2010 

Registration: 

$199.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for 

Dealing with 

Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington: 

Understanding 

Exceptions 

toWashington’s 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues 

for Employers 

Under the 

Americans With 

Disabilities Act 

Dec, 14, 2010 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.oo 
Reclistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common 

Mistakes Made By 

401 (k) Plan 

Sponsors [] And 

How to Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: 

$249.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin : 338.00 

Learn More 

Employee 

Handbook Pitfalls: 

10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs[] Attorneys 



Are Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Re.qistration: 

$219.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin¢!: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront u and Stop 

[] 

Unacceptable 

Employee Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Reqistration: 

$219,00 

Re,qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $308,00 

Learn More 

Status 

Classification: 

Exempt vs. 

Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Re~qistration: 

$209.00 

Re.qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin¢l: $27800 

Learn More 

Job Rotation & 

Cross-Training: A 

Step-by-Step Plan 

for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Re~qistration: 

$219.00 

Re.qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~q: $308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce 

Unemployment and 

Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making 

Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Reqistration: 

$199.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin.q: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-oF 

Life Planning 

Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Reqistration: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 



Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: 

Translate Your 

Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec 20, 2010 

Reglistration: 

$199.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin.q: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Re~qistration - 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 831900 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec 21, 2010 

Re~qistration - 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business 

Entity - How Owners 

Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Re~qistration ~ 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

~stration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $31900 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. 32!2 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 ° Nashville ¯ TN ° 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Le jal Ethica  Essues 

Time: I.:00 pm ~.T (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT~ 1.0:00 am 

LengLh: t hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Ethical issues present themselves in all aspects of an attorney’s 
professional life. Knowledge of these ethical standards will assist 
you in properly representing a client and at the same time 
protect you from the adverse consequences of a violation of 
the ethical standards. This audio conference will provide an 
overview of typical ethical issues affecting the various areas of 
the practice of law, and how to address and resolve those 

issues. 

Client Relations 

¯ Scope, Competence and Diligence 
¯ Communication 
¯ Confidentiality 
¯ Generally 
° Attorney-client Privilege 

Conflicts 

° General Rules for an Existing Client 
° Former Clients 
° Prohibited Transactions 

Organization as a Client 

° General Issues 
° Criminal and Fraudulent Acts 

Declining or Terminating Representation 

Ethical Rules of Advocacy 

Meritorious Claims 

° Candor Toward the Tribunal 
° Fairness to Opposing Counsel 
° Impartiality and Decorum 

Ethical Rules of Negotiations and Relations With Nonclients 

¯ Truthfulness 
° Generally 
¯ Negotiating 
° Communications 
° Unrepresented Parties 
° Respect for Third Parties 

WHO SHOAL{) ATTenD 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed for 
attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit from 
attending. 

FA(::U LTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall &. McCarthy 

Iohn A. Snow 
° Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law firm 

Te~eco~fe~e~ces 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 



of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
* Focuses on general civil litigation involving commercial 
transactions, construction, natural resources, professional 
malpractice, employment, products liability and intellectual 
property 
, Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
, Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 
Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
* B~A. degree, Brigham Young University 
, J.D. degree, cum laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott~com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

* CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ° TN * 37203 

This ernail was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Workplace Privacy@Wh t l r p oyers Need to 

Sponsored by Park Aven~Je Presentations 

iThursday, January 27, 2011 

iTime: 12:30 pm ET (11:30 am CT, 10:30 am HT, 9:30 am PT) 

iLength: 90 minutes 

!Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

iRegistration -Session Plus CD Recording: $308.00 

.2010 was a year of significant developments in workplace privacy. Litigation in 
~tate and federal courts, state legislation, and federal agency actions have 
ied to increased protections for employee privacy. These developments 
require employers to carefully consider and, as necessary, revise their 

iworkplace privacy policies and procedures. In addition to their responsibility 
ifor U.S.-based employees, the global economy and consolidation of 
,~dministrative functions often require U.S. in-house counsel and HR specialists 
ito provide support of company employees worldwide. Supporting personnel 
3utside the U.S. requires a basic understanding of foreign workplace privacy 
requirements, which are often significantly more stringent that those in the 

]-his webinar is presented by Boris Segalis, a partner at InfoLawGroup LLP in 

iNew York, and Jan Dhont, a partner at the law firm of Lorenz in Brussels. Mr. 

iSegalis and Mr. Dhont specialize in privacy, data protection and information 

imanagement. They both have significant experience advising clients in myriad 
iindustries on workplace privacy issues. 

Overview of relevant privacy laws 

Employee moni[orirKi 

o Expectation of privacy in the workplace 

o Electronic communications policies 

o Recent state and federal court decisions 

Background screening 

o Use of consumer ~eports by employers 

o Notice obligations under the FCRA 

e State laws tha~ limi[ the use of consumer reports 

o Background screening of employees and suppliers from the EU 

perspective 

Social networking in the workplace 

o Pros and cons 

o Blogging as a job 

o I’~LRB acUon to pro~ec[ employee@s Facebook commen~s 

Data security issues 

o Employers@ obliga[ions [o safeguard employee data 

o ]information security bl’eaches 

International workplace issues 

o Employee data as @personal information@ 

,’; Restrictions on collection, use and disclosure of employee data 

o Transfer o[ employee da~a f~om fo~ei~ln jurisdictions (including the 

EU) to the U,S, 

o Conflicts between U,S. discovery requirements and foreign data 

protection laws 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration ~ Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan, 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: ~219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 

Everything You Need to 

Know 

Jan. 19, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It. How to Win 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration ~ Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

iCompliance and HR leaders, and in-house counsel. 

iBoris Se~Jalis 



]an Dhont 

Boris Segalis 

Boris Segalis is a partner at InfoLawGroup LLP, a law firm specializing in 

privacy, information security, technology and intellectual property. Mr. 

Segalis counsels clients on a broad range of privacy and information security 

issues, including in the areas of financial privacy, security and fl’aud 

~revention; information security breaches; online and mobile marketing; 

~ehavioral tracking; e commerce; product development; employee monitoring 

and internal investigations; payment card systems; and government 

programs. 

~an Dhont 

]an Dhont, a partner in the Brussels, Belgium law firm of Lorenz, specializes in 

privacy and data protection law and information technology law. He has broad 

experience in providing privacy compliance solutions for the pharmaceutical, 

insurance, banking, direct marketing, travel, recruitment and telecom 

industries. Mr. Dhont has been recommended by the Legal 500 EMEA 2007 

edition. Mr. Dhont also advises national and international clients on EU 

regulatory matters, including product regulation, product liability and 

:ommercial transactions. 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert, 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

.presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

For phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $308.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Vould you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

L_n___f__o___@_p___a__{]_k__’_e__v__!_[}~!__e_£_4 E #__s_#_[}__[_’_a__t_j__o_£[~_~_£_o__[£[. 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch * 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 . Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch, 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, January 6 
at 1:00 pm EST (12:00pro CST, 11:00am MST, 

10:00am PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

SamNe policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketin.q Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner, 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pro-approved for recertification credit. 

A Step-by-Step Guide to Dealing 
with Substance Abuse in the Workplace 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, January 4th at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

Is Your Company At Risk? Of the estimated 19.3 million current illicit drug users, 12.9 million (66.6 

%) were employed either full or part time, according to the US Dept. of Health and Human Services. 
This shocking statistic means that your company faces a serious threat of substance abuse among 
your employees. 

Are You In Compliance with the Law?. Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act specifically 

permits employers to ensure that the workplace is free from the illegal use of drugs and the use of 
alcohol, and to comply with other federal laws and regulations regarding drug and alcohol use. At the 
same time, the ADA provides limited protection from discrimination for recovering drug abusers and 
for alcoholics. 

Managing employees is difficult enough, but it can get even dicier when those employees have 
substance abuse problems. Prevent your managers from the legal pitfalls that can trip them up when 
handling Substance Abuse in the workplace. Find out when drug users are protected by the 
ADA and what your supervisors should do to manage these substance abuse issues to 
prevent legal liability. 

In this practical 60-minute webinar presented by attorney Melissa Fleischer, you will learn: 

How to manage workplace substance abuse issues 
Misconceptions that may lead to discrimination against employees with substance abuse 
problems 
How employment discrimination laws protect disabled workers with substance abuse problems 
Which workers with substance abuse issues are protected by the ADA 
How to distinguish between a current drug addict and a recovering drug addict 
Do [~s and Don ~ts in applying performance standards to such disabled employees 

Methods to stay within the law when dealing with employee drug and alcohol abuse 
What resources may be available for managing substance abuse issues. 

Presenter 

~ M elissa Fleischer is an employment law attorney with many years experience. She is President 
and Founder of HR Learning Center LLC. Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented 

numerous clients in employment discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment 
law and human resource training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as 
sexual and unlawful harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor 
relations. She is nationally recognized as an expert in her field. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those vvishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials vvill be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This messaqe is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ENEFIT~ 

This audio conference includes a basic overview of the ethical 
rules that effect the estate planner in every day practice. With 
an attorney’s busy schedule, it is difficult to remain current on 
rules that direct and govern the fundamental duties an attorney 
encounters while serving the needs of the client. 

This program will touch upon the most frequent rules and issues 
that an attorney engaged in estate planning needs to know. 
Topics covered will include duties of communication, 
confidentiality, conflicts, scope of representation, obligations 
and dealings with third-parties, among other things. Knowledge 
of the rules of conduct not only benefit your relationship with 
your clients, it also protects the attorneys from claims for 
inappropriate behavior. 

Duties of Communication 

Confidentiality 

Conflicts 

Scope of Representation 

Obligations and Dealings With Third-Parties 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys engaged in 
estate planning who want to have a fundamental overview of 
the ethical rules that govern the conduct routinely engaged in 
by the practitioner, 

FACULTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

John A. Snow 
~ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law 
firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
~ Focuses on general civil litigation involving commercial 
transactions, construction, natural resources, professional 
malpractice, employment, products liability and intellectual 
property 
~ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
~ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 
Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
~ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 
~ i.D. degree, cure laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual, 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

Te~eco~fe~e~ces 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn Hore 



(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CBC 
~ CFP (Pending) 
@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration: 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please fo~’w~’d this invitatio~ to colleagues who ~V be~efit f~om I~artici~ati~g. 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This messaqe is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ENEFIT~ 

This audio conference includes a basic overview of the ethical 
rules that effect the estate planner in every day practice. With 
an attorney’s busy schedule, it is difficult to remain current on 
rules that direct and govern the fundamental duties an attorney 
encounters while serving the needs of the client. 

This program will touch upon the most frequent rules and issues 
that an attorney engaged in estate planning needs to know. 
Topics covered will include duties of communication, 
confidentiality, conflicts, scope of representation, obligations 
and dealings with third-parties, among other things. Knowledge 
of the rules of conduct not only benefit your relationship with 
your clients, it also protects the attorneys from claims for 
inappropriate behavior. 

Duties of Communication 

Confidentiality 

Conflicts 

Scope of Representation 

Obligations and Dealings With Third-Parties 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys engaged in 
estate planning who want to have a fundamental overview of 
the ethical rules that govern the conduct routinely engaged in 
by the practitioner, 

FACULTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

John A. Snow 
~ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law 
firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
~ Focuses on general civil litigation involving commercial 
transactions, construction, natural resources, professional 
malpractice, employment, products liability and intellectual 
property 
~ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
~ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 
Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
~ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 
~ i.D. degree, cure laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual, 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

Te~eco~fe~e~ces 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn Hore 



(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CBC 
~ CFP (Pending) 
@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration: 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please fo~’w~’d this invitatio~ to colleagues who ~V be~efit f~om I~artici~ati~g. 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Advert~s.~men t 

This rnessaqe is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: :~:00 pm ET (~.2:00 pm CT, tt:00 ~m MT, :~0:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

One of the challenges for any criminal defense attorney is 
convincing jurors from the beginning of the case that the 
defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty, and that the 
burden of proof is on the prosecution, not the defendant. 
Constant publicity in the media, and in political campaigns, 
about the necessity to ’crack-down on crime’ makes this more 
of a challenge than ever. Prosecutors often make the challenge 
greater by getting out-front early with press conferences and 
’perp-walks’, exposing the defendant to negative publicity, 
especially in high-profile cases. 

This audio conference will look at ways defense counsel can 
preserve the presumption of innocence in the mind of potential 
and actual jurors, both before the trial and during the trial. 
Courtroom strategies will be discussed, as well as permissible 
public relations and media tactics. 

The presenters are both experienced in handling high-profile 
criminal cases. Doug 3ones is a former U.S. Attorney who re- 
opened the case of the 1963 bombing of the 16th Street Baptist 
Church in Birmingham, Alabama, and successfully prosecuted 

and convicted two former Ku Klux Klansmen for that crime. He 
also coordinated the federal and state task force that led to the 
indictment of Eric Robert Rudolph, who ultimately pled guilty to 
four terrorist bombings. Since leaving the U. S. Attorney’s office 
and joining the Haskell Slaughter firm, .tones has defended a 
number of high-profile criminal cases~ foe Mays, a lawyer with 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, has more than 20 years 
experience defending white-collar criminal cases in such areas 

as antitrust, securities fraud and tax evasion. 

Importance of the Presumption of ~nnocence 

¯ The Constitutional Presumption 

¯ The Practical Importance at Trial 

The Presumption Under Fire 

¯ Media Assumptions 

¯ Sensational Reporting 

¯ Political and Campaign Pressures 

Prosecution Tactics 

¯ Press Conferences and Announcements 

¯ ’Perp-Walks’ 

¯ General Media Comments 

Possible Defense Responses 

¯ Press Conferences 

¯ General Media Comments 

¯ Media Appearances by Counsel and Clients 

¯ Avoiding the ’No Comment’ Trap 

Gag Orders 

¯ When to Seek 

¯ When and How to Avoid 

Tactics in the Courtroom 

Tele¢o~ference~ 



¯ Stressing the Presumption 

o Voir Dire 

o Opening 

o Examination of Witnesses 

o Closing 

o Rule 29 Motions 

Relation Between the Presumption and the Burden of 

Proof 

Preserving Presumption-Based Error for Appeal 

WHO SHOULD 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. 
Paralegals and other legal professionals may also benefit from 
attending. 

G. Douglas Jones, Haskell Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC 
Joseph B. Mays Jr., Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

G. Douglas Jones 

Served as U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of 

Alabama from 1997 until 2001, and joined Haskell 
Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC, in 2008 after practicing 
for several years with a Birmingham litigation specialty firm 

Represents individual, institutional and corporate clients in 

complex civil and criminal litigation, with particular 
concentrations in class actions, securities litigation, 

white-collar criminal defense, False Claims Act and 
whistle-blower litigation, environmental litigation and 
employment discrimination matters 

Represented individual and corporate defendants and 

targets in high-profile white-collar litigation in both federal 
and state courts and has represented both individual 
plaintiffs and plaintiff classes in complex securities and 
annuities litigation, as well as in other complex litigation 
and investigation matters 

Awarded the 15th Anniversary Civil Rights Distinguished 

Service Award by the Birmingham Civil Rights Jnstitute 

Presenter across the country at civil rights history 

workshops, law schools, Jnns of Court and continuing legal 
education seminars 

Profiled by numerous national publications, and regularly 

provides legal commentary on local and national media 
programs such as 60 Minutes, Good Morning America, CNN 
Headline News and other television and radio programs 

Recognized in Alabama Super Lawyers each year since 

2008 and is listed in The Best Lawyers in America in 
commercial litigation, bet-the-company litigation and 

criminal defense: white-collar 

Alumnus of Leadership Birmingham and was named in 2009 

by the Alabama Supreme Court to the Advisory Committee 
on the Alabama Rules of Evidence 

Member of the American Bar Association; the Alabama 
State Bar; the Birmingham Bar Association; the National 
Association of Former U.S. Attorneys, board of directors, 
2007 to present; National Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers, board of directors, 1993 to 1994; Alabama 
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, board of directors, 
1993 to 1994; advisory committee on the Alabama Rules 

of Evidence American Association for Justice; the Alabama 
Association for Justice, executive committee, 1995 to 
:[997 and 2001 to present; Board of Governors, :[992 to 
1994; the American Constitution Society and the Trial 
Lawyers for Public Justice 

J.D. degree, Cumberland School of Law, Samford 

University; B.A. degree, The University of Alabama 

Can be contacted at 205-834-9829 or gdj@hsy.com 

Joseph B. Mays Jr. 

Partner with the law firm of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings 

LLP 

Focuses on business and commercial litigation, especially 

antitrust and competition, professional liability, insurance, 

and white-collar crime and Qui Tam defense 



Tried more than a dozen cases to jury verdict in the last 

decade and has also been involved in numerous arbitration 
proceedings 

Recognized by Alabama Super Lawyers in the field of 

business litigation, 2009 

Extensive experience representing major accounting firms 

Involved in the trial of at least four accounting 

malpractice cases 

Received the Walter P. Gewin Award from the Alabama 
State Bar in 1997 for his contribution to continuing legal 
education 

Member of the American Bar Association, the Alabama 
State Bar and the Birmingham Bar Association 

B.A. degree, Tulane University; M.A. degree, Cornell 

University; 3.D. degree, The University of Alabama School 
of Law 

Can be contacted at 205-521-8433 or jmays@babc.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Advett~s.emen t 

This messaqe is sent to you b~, LawNewswatch 

Lengd~: t hour 30 mir~utes 

Registration; 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Congress has finally passed an Estate Tax bill! For all the questions it 

answers, it also creates several uncertainties. Attend this audio 
conference and get an understanding of what is in this bill and how it 
changes your client’s estate plans. 

Register today to get the information you need to help your clients 
minimize their estate tax liabilities. 

AGEndA 

Historical Perspective on Estate Tax 

Timing issues 

New Exemption Amount and Rate 

inflation indexing 

2511(c) Uncertainty Eliminated 

2010 Transition and Election Concerning Carryover Basis 

Deadlines for 2010 

Gift and GST Tax Considerations for 2010 

Portability of Unused Exemption 

Reunification 

2011 Gifts to Bolster Seed Gifts; increased Exclusion and Note Sale 
Transactions 

Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts 

Qualified Personal Residence Trusts 

Formula Clauses and Bequests 

Charitable Giving 

Probate and Executor Fees 

Planning and Drafting for Years After 2012 

The New Estate Tax Numbers 

WHO SHOULD ATTIE~NI~ 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, estate 
planners, presidents, vice presidents, CFPs, accountants, 
finance directors, business owners and managers, controllers 
and CFOs. 

FA~ U LTV 

Martin M. Shenkman, CPA, M.B.A., J.D., Martin M. Shenkman, P.C. 

Martin M. Shenkman, CPA, M.B.A., J.D. 

= Attorney in Paramus, New Jersey, and New York City 

Upcoming 

Teleconferences 

Funding Trusts in Estate Planning 

Jan. 6, 2011 

Re#istration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $276.00 

Learn More 

Dynamic E-Discovery Tips for 

Paralegals 

Jan. 12, 2011 

Reqistration: $20900 

Registration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $27600 

Learn More 

IRA and Qualified Plan Distributions 

Jan. !2, 20!1 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $266.00 

Learn More 

California E-Discovery Rules: Still in 

Their Infancy 

Jan 13, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $268.00 

Learn More 

GASB 51 : Accounting Standards for 

Intangible Assets 

Jan. 14, 2011 

Registration: $179.00 

Reflistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $248.00 

Learn More 

Drafting Document Retention Policies 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $278.00 

Learn More 

Responding to the New Estate Tax 

Bill 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration: $19900 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $26800 

Learn More 

Avoiding Waiver of the Attorney- 

Client Privilege 

Jan 20, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $268.00 

Learn More 

Medical Records Update for 

Paralegals: Releases, Retention and 

Confidentiality Requirements 

Jan. 21, 2011 

Re#istration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $268.00 

Learn More 

Bankruptcy Basics for Paralegals 

Jan 25, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $268.00 

Learn More 

8 issues When Doing Business or 

Contracting With Native American 

Tribes 



Focuses on estate planning and administration, tax planning and 

corporate law 

Named by Worth Magazine as one of the Top 100 Attorneys 

Named by CPA Magazine as one of the Top 40 Accountants 

Source for numerous financial publications 

Written 38 books and more than 800 articles 

CPA in New Jersey, Michigan and New York 

B.S. degree, Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania 

M.B.A. degree, University of Michigan 

J.D. degree, Fordham University School of Law 

Can be contacted at 201-845-8400 or 

shenkman@shenkmanlaw.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

(sponsored by" Lorman Education Services) 

CFP (Pending) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

for states that have already been approved) 

CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration= $199,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD= $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Jan. 26, 20!1 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

CD: $278.00 

Learn More 

Please fo~’wa~’d this invita~:ion ~:o colleagues who ~’~y ber~fit from 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ° TN * 37203 

This ernail was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click h~re to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, January 6 
at 1:00 pm EST (12:00pro CST, 11:00am MST, 

10:00am PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

SamNe policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketin.q Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner, 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pro-approved for recertification credit. 

A Step-by-Step Guide to Dealing 
with Substance Abuse in the Workplace 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, January 4th at 1:00 pm EST 
(12:00pm CT, 11:00am MT, 10:00am PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Is Your Company At Risk? Of the estimated 19.3 million current illicit drug users, 12.9 million (66.6 

%) were employed either full or part time, according to the US Dept. of Health and Human Services. 
This shocking statistic means that your company faces a serious threat of substance abuse among 
your employees. 

Are You In Compliance with the Law?. Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act specifically 

permits employers to ensure that the workplace is free from the illegal use of drugs and the use of 
alcohol, and to comply with other federal laws and regulations regarding drug and alcohol use. At the 
same time, the ADA provides limited protection from discrimination for recovering drug abusers and 
for alcoholics. 

Managing employees is difficult enough, but it can get even dicier when those employees have 
substance abuse problems. Prevent your managers from the legal pitfalls that can trip them up when 
handling Substance Abuse in the workplace. Find out when drug users are protected by the 
ADA and what your supervisors should do to manage these substance abuse issues to 
prevent legal liability. 

In this practical 60-minute webinar presented by attorney Melissa Fleischer, you will learn: 

How to manage workplace substance abuse issues 
Misconceptions that may lead to discrimination against employees with substance abuse 
problems 
How employment discrimination laws protect disabled workers with substance abuse problems 
Which workers with substance abuse issues are protected by the ADA 
How to distinguish between a current drug addict and a recovering drug addict 
Do [~s and Don ~ts in applying performance standards to such disabled employees 

Methods to stay within the law when dealing with employee drug and alcohol abuse 
What resources may be available for managing substance abuse issues. 

Presenter 

~ M elissa Fleischer is an employment law attorney with many years experience. She is President 
and Founder of HR Learning Center LLC. Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented 

numerous clients in employment discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment 
law and human resource training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as 
sexual and unlawful harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor 
relations. She is nationally recognized as an expert in her field. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those vvishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials vvill be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Onlv: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

This webinar presented by noted labor and employment lawyer Robert G. 
Brody will alert managers and executive team members to what you@re doing 
to cause unionization right now; how to recognize the signs that a union is at 
your door; how unionization can hurt your business; and what you can do to 
maintain a union-fl’ee environment. You also will learn about the union 
machine@s latest strategies to attack your company. Finally, Mr. Brody will 
review your right to fight back. 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Using Human Capital 

Analytics to Maximize the 

Value of Your Workforce 

]an. 6, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Managing Employees’ Pre- 

Existing Conditions: 

Strategies for Reducing 

Injury Losses 

]an. 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqjstration - Session DJus 

CD Recordinq; $268.00 

Learn More 

Positive employee relations - the key to union avoidance 

How unions can destroy your business - higher wages are the least of 

your worries 

Strategic decisions that can beat the union before it even begins its 

attack. 

Key personnel policies you need to have in place NOW. 

Change to Win and the AFL-CIO - the Union Machine@s strategies for 

2011 

Union Authorization Cards - the beginning of the end 

Your team@s right to free speech in the workplace 

Recognizing early warning signs of union activity 

Staying Union-Free - whose job is it? 

Executives and managers at any company that is or might be facing 

unionization, particularly manufacturers, financial firms, Tiers 1 and 2 

suppliers, and health care facilities. 

Robert G. Brody is the founding member of Brody and Associates, LLC, a 
i labor and employment law firm which represents management, founded in 
1997. Before founding Brody and Associates, Bob was a Managing Partner for 
one of the largest management labor and employment law firms in the United 

i States, Jackson Lewis. 

Bob has been in private practice for over twenty-five years. He has 
represented both public and private sector entities across the United States. 
He works in all industries and with companies that are leaders in their own 

i industry, as well as with developing companies. In addition to providing daily 
counsel to management on labor and employment issues, such as the new 

i health care legislation, ADA, FMLA, workplace violence and alternative dispute 
i initiatives, Bob represents employers before federal, state and local civil rights 
i agencies and in court. 

Payroll Cards: Today, 

Tomorrow and the Future 

3an. 11, 2011 

._E___e_g j__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n___ :___~ _e___s__s_ Lo___n_. 

Q__n_[~_:___&_2__O_%_Q 9. 
._E___e_g _i__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n____-___~ _e_ #__s_ Lo___n__ ~ J__u__s_ 

CD Eecordi nq_~ _ f _2_ _7_ _ _8_ :_ _0_ _ _0_ 

.L_.e_a_En___.N_o__re_ 

Do’s and Don’ts for 

Internal Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

3an. 12, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law Update 

for Florida Employers 

]an. 12, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

A New Approach to 

Employee Paid Voluntary 

Benefits 

3an. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

2011 Affirmative Action 

Compliance Update 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Re~]istration - Session 

Only; $199.00 

Req[strat[on - Session Plus 

CD Recordinc[: $268.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 



Bob presents seminars nationally and locally on labor and employment law 
and related topics. He has been quoted and published in national publications 
and appears as a guest T.V. commentator on contemporary labor and 
employment law issues~ Bob is a contributor to some of the leading treatises 
in his field, including How Arbitration Works; The Developing Labor Law; and 
Employment Discrimination Law. Bob has also had numerous labor and 
employment law articles published on the Internet and in periodicals. 

Robert G. Brody 
Brody and Associates, LLC 
Emaik rbrody@brodyandassociates.com 
Website: www. brodyandassociates.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 

Everything You Need to 

Know 

Jan. 19, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 

How to Avoid It. How to 

Settle It. 

How to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration- Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations.com 

Understanding 

Employment Practices 

Liability Insurance 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Onlz; $199.00 

g__e_ g Ls__Lr__a__t_ Lo_ j~ __: ___S___e__s__sj__o__n___ p__ Lu___s. 

Establishing Affordable 

Short-Term Disability 

Plans 

Jan. 21, 2011 

CD Recordi nq_~ _~__2_7___8_:__0___0_ 

.L_.e_ a__r_n___ .M_ o__r e_ 

How to Set Pay Ranges 

That Are Fair and Effective 

Jan. 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the 

Workplace 

Jan. 25, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 

Tougher Summary 

Judgment 

Standard for Employment 

Discrimination Cases: The 

Implications of Gossett v. 

Tractor Supply Company 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Essentials of California 
Wage Garnishment Laws 
Jan. 26, 2011 

Q__nJ _,L :___~__1___9__9__: 9_Q 
_R___e_.~Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo___n___:___s___e__s__s_j__o__n___p__Lg__s. 
. _C_ _ _D_ _ _ _ _R__ _e_ _ _c_ _o_ _r_ _d_ j_ _n_ .~ _:_ _ _ .S_ _2_ _ _6_ _ _8_ : _ _0_ _0_ . 



Texas Wage Garnishment 

.]an. 27, 2011 

_R___e_g j__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n___: __~ _e___s__s_ Lo___n_. 

Q__n_L~_:___i_~__9___%_Q 9. 
_R___e_c] j__s_t _r_a_t_ j__o_n___ :_~ _e__% _s_ Lq _n___g J__u_s_ 

CD Recordi nql _ ~ _ _2_ _6_ _ _8_ :_ _0_ _ _0_ 

Learn More 

North Carolina Wage and 

Hour Act 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 

Employers Need to Know 

.]an. 27, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for 

Internal Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

.]an. 28, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 

Social Security Disability, 

Medicare and Workers’ 

Compensation Settlements 

.]an. 31, 2011 

_R___e_g j__s__t £ _a__t_ j__o__n___: ___S__e___s__s_ Lo___n_. 

Q__n_[~_:___i_2__O___%_Qg. 
._R___e_gj__s_t_r__a__t_j__o__n___:___~_e_9__s_[9__n___gJ__u__s_ 

CD Recordi nql _ ~ _ _2_ _7_ _ _8_ :_ _0_ _ _0_ 

.L_.e_ a__r_n___~ o__r e_ 

Employment Decisions and 

Social Media - What Can 

an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Q__nJ _,~::___% _1___9__8__= 9_Q 

_R____e_.~ Ls_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t_ L 9__n___: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n___ p_[ g__s. 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

T 
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This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

Corporations 

Time: I:00 pm El (12:00 pm CT, ii:00 am M’I’, I0:00 am PT) 

Length: I. hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CO: $288.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

As more U.S. companies view global markets as a necessity to 
survive and to grow, more U.S. companies own foreign 
subsidiaries to conduct foreign operations. Whether you are a 
growing multinational company with subsidiaries all over the 
globe, or a small, closely-held company that owns a Canadian 
subsidiary, you will have to file IRS Form 547~ for every foreign 
corporation that you own. 

Although an information return, the Form 5471 is the place the 
IRS starts when auditing U.S. businesses that own foreign 
corporations. As a result, the proper preparation of the Form 
5471 will offer the opportunity to document your planning and 
make that planning audit proof. In this audio conference, you 
will learn the law behind and the mechanics of how to prepare a 
Form 5471. New enforcement policies of the IRS with respect to 
failure to file Forms 5471 will also be addressed. 

Determining the Proper Category of the Filer Which 

Involves an Analysis of Subpart F Rules 

Understanding the Currency Translation Rules for 

Schedules C, E and F 

Determining Earnings and Profits for Schedules H and .I 

Determining the Nature and Amount of Inter-Company 

Transactions, Which Must Be Properly Reported on 

Schedule M 

This audio conference is designed for accountants, tax 
managers, accounts payable professionals, bookkeepers, CFOs, 
controllers, enrolled agents, business owners and managers, 
presidents, vice presidents, CEOs, business and financial 
analysts, risk managers, operations managers, consultants and 
attorneys. 

Adam R. Konrad, Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 
Robert 3. Misey 3r., Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 

Adam R, Konrad 
@ Member of the Business, International and Tax Departments 
of Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c: in Milwaukee 
@ Assists clients in a wide range of industries with international 
tax and business matters such as mergers and acquisitions, 
transfer pricing and export benefits 

@ Studied international law at Universit@ Paris I Panth@on- 
Sorbonne, Paris, France, and Bucerius Law School, Hamburg, 
Germany 
@ i.D. and LLM. degrees in international and comparative law, 
Cornell Law School 
@ Can be contacted at 414-298-8737 or 
akonrad@reinhartlaw:com 

Up¢omimg 

Due Diligence 
Considerations for 
Participation Loans 

Jan, 11, 2011 
Registration: $249,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318.00 
Learn More 

Form 990 and Unrelated 
Business income 
Jan, 11, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

The Foreclosure 
Documentation Crisis: A 
Discussion Focused on 
identifying and 
Addressing the Real 
Exposure 

Jan. 13, 2011 
Registration: $249,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318,00 
Learn More 

Partnerships and 

Section 704(c) 
Jan, 14, 2011 
Registration: $19g,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Recent Developments in 
Remote Deposit Capture 

Jan. 19, 2011 
Registration: $249,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318,00 
Learn More 

Partnerships and 

Section 704(c) 
Jan, 21, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

1099 Reporting of 
Payments to Attorneys 
and Other Third-Parties 
Jan. 24, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 



Robert J. Misey Jr. 

~ Shareholder in Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c.~s Tax and 
International Departments, and co-chair of the International 
Department 

@ Focuses on international taxation and tax controversies 
@ Works with a wide range of clients from a variety of 
industries, including manufacturing, service, energy, retail and 
entertainment 
~ Previous legal experience includes nine years as an attorney 
for the IRS 
~ Published numerous articles and writer of the books U.S. 
Taxation of International Income and International Provisions of 
the Tax Reform Act of 2004, both published by CCH 
@ I.D. and M.B.A. degrees, Vanderbilt University 
~ LL.M. degree in taxation, with high distinction, Georgetown 
U niversity 
@ Can be contacted at rmisey@reinhartlaw.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ AIPB 
@ CFP (Pending) 
@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ CPE 
@ Enrolled Agents 

@ IAPP 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit. 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD; $288.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding the 
Apportionment Rules 
for Service-Based 
Businesses 
Jan, 25, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD-" 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Forbearance Agreement 

Funda mentals 
Jan. 27, 2011 
Registration: $249.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318.00 
Learn More 

For-Profit and Nonprofit 
Joint Ventures in Tough 
Economic Ti rues 
Jan. 27, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Online Collection 
Techniques-" Do’s and 
Don’ts 
Jan. 28, 2011 
Registration; $219.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding Property 
Taxes in Illinois 
Jan. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Sales and Use Tax 
Determination 
Headaches 
Jan. 31, 2011 
Reqistration; $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Please ~orward this i~vitation to co~eag~a~s who ~nay benefit ~ron~ participating~ 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 

This ernail was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, January 
26 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$249. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Suppo~t@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

Sample forms and policies for your employee 
handbook 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
January 19 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Getting Serious about Employee 
Engagement 
January 20 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Maximizing Your Recruiting Efforts with 
Linkedln 
January 25 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Dress Code Nightmares: Piercings, 
Tattoos and Fashion Faux-Pas in the 
Workplace 
January 26 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Handling Sensitive Dress Code Issues Without Getting Sued 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, January 26 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

Can you require an employee to hide their tattoos?                        ~ 
Can you legally require an employee to take out their tongue ring during work 
hours? 
Does a dress code mandating facial hair and other grooming policies invite a race 
discrimination claim? 

Today, plaintiffs are using traditional discrimination concepts to push the envelope in making claims 
of lifestyle discrimination based upon sexual orientation, gender-identity, physical appearance, 
pornography, piercings, tattoos, smoking and other borderline privacy!personal issues. 

A server at a restaurant was fired because of the tattoos on his wrists, and he was 
eventually rewarded with $150,000 in damages. 

Employers must find a happy medium between requiring appropriate dress among your employees 
and respecting their legal rights. It is critical to establish a balance between conservative workers 
who favor more formal business attire and those who want the freedom to wear their lifestyle choices. 

In this comprehensive 90-minute presentation you will learn: 

How to Change Your Company Dress Code (or institute one) Without Causing a Revolt 
Exactly VVhat to Say to a Smelly Employee 
How to Handle Provocative Clothing (and what word not to use) 
Where Dress Codes and Discrimination Claims Meet (and how to avoid them) 
How Far You Can Go in Prohibiting Offensive Slogans on WorkersD Clothes 
How to Deal with Transgender Dress-Related Issues 
Where the Legal Line is Drawn When You Have Separate Dress Codes for Men and Women 
How to Tailor Your Dress Code to Fit Workers in Different Types of Jobs- From the 
Warehouse to the Corner Office 
Details You Should Include in Your Written Appearance Policies 
How to Effectively Communicate Your Dress Code Expectations to Workers 
Dealing with Employees Who Consistently Push the Dress Code Envelope 

SPECIAL BONUS: Registrants will receive a downloadable copy of Dr. Joni Johnson’s recently 
published book entitled, "How to Deal with Tattoos, Piercings, Fashion Faux-Pas and other 
Workplace Dress Code Nightmares without Getting Sued or Ticking OffYour Employees" 
addressing employee appearance in the workplace. This executive report is a practical, 
comprehensive guide to dealing with dress code issues in the workplace. It is designed to give you 
everything you need to design, implement, and get buy-in for your office dress code. 

You r Presenter 

~ D r. Joni _E_. Johnston is the founder and CEO of WorkRelationships, a corporate training and 
consulting company specializing in workplace mental health problems as well as employee 

conduct issues including workplace harassment, workplace violence, and effective 
discipline!termination. Dr. Johnston has been preforming human resource seminars for professional 
groups and industry associations since she founded her interpersonal risk management firm in 1991. 

Dr. Johnston writes a monthly column for HR.Com and HRGateway, serves on the advisory board of a 
European-based HR publication, and has served as an independent expert in numerous employment 
lawsuits. She is the author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Psychology and Appearance Obsession: 
Learning to Love the Way You Look. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials wil! be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, February 3 

at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 
PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

The Foundation of Healthcare Security: 
Policies Procedures, and Other 
Documentation 
February 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Wage and Hour Enforcement: 2011 and 
Beyond 
February 3 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Creating Effective Employee Handbooks 
February 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Trusts as Loan Parties 
February 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Understanding the New Regulatory Agenda and 
Enforcement Activities 

Live Webinar 

Thursday, February 3 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

More than two years into the Obama Administration, the U=S. Department of Labor,s Wage and Hour 
Division r.s ambitious regulatory and enforcement agenda is in full and is now operating with hundreds 
of new investigators. 

In this practical live presentation, you will learn about: 

New Interpretations from the Division:is enforcement office 
The Divisionr =s regulatory agenda - what issues are on it, when they are expected to be 
addressed, and what you can do about it 
Discover which industries are being targeted for enforcement activities 
The Divisionr =s partnership with the American Bar Association 
Recent legal briefs filed by the Departmentrls Office of the Solicitor 

Join Seyfarth Shaw attorney Alexander J. Passantino as we discuss this and other wage and hour 
~ssues in our 60-minute webinar. 

~i Alexander J Passantino Alexander J. Passantino the Bush Administration’s former head of the U.S. 
Department of Labors Wage and Hour Division, will guide you through 

enforcement priorities and the Division’s regulatory agenda that could land your company in trouble if 
appropriate steps are not taken. 

Prior to joining the Washington office of Seyfarth Shaw LLP, Mr. Passantino served as the Acting 
Administrator of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division from December 2007 to 
end of the Bush Administration. 

Mr. Passantino led the federal agency that interprets and enforces the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA), the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), the Davis-Bacon Act, the Service Contract Act, 
and numerous other federal statutes on behalf of roughly 135 million workers in 7.3 million workplaces 
around the country. Mr. Passantino was named Deputy Administrator for the division in October 2006. 
He first joined the U.S. Department of Labor in November 2005 as a Senior Policy Advisor to the 
Assistant Secretary for the Employment Standards Administration= 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those vvishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials vvill be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 
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Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

Work force managers and human resources personnel are 

consistently challenged with myriad rules and regulations that 

affect day-to-day operations. While many of these regulations 

are necessary to protect the interests of workers, they can be 

cumbersome, and failure to comply with the requirements can 

lead to costly penalties for the organization. This seminar will 

provide participants with the most current updates of major 

legal issues in the work force. Experts will provide instruction 

and discussion that will allow participants to understand the 

legal requirements in work force management and protect their 

organizations from costly litigations and legal proceedings. 

¯ Discuss the requirements and impacts of current 

ADA/ADAAA provisions under Public Law 110-325 

¯ Zdentify the provisions of the Family and Medical Leave 

Act (FMLA) 
¯ Describe the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards 

Act relating to wage and hour compliance 

¯ Discuss the benefits and limitations of using arbitration in 

the settlement of employee disputes 

¯ Recognize the elements of an effective collective 

bargaining process 

¯ Compare the differences between temporary labor, 

contractors, and consultants when supplementing the full- 

time work-force 
¯ Analyze statutory trade secret law (Uniform Trade 

Secrets Act) and bilateral contracts with employees 
¯ Examine actions required in Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

compliance 
¯ Identify the essential elements of a compliant 

anonymous reporting program 
¯ Appraise the importance of factors necessary to avoid 

discrimination lawsuits 
¯ Explain how to conduct effective workplace investigations 

This seminar is designed to provide training for managers, 

supervisors, team leaders, and HE professionals who are 

interested in legal requirements associated with managing the 

work force. Attorneys, accountants, and other professionals 

representing clients on employee and employment matters also 

will benefit from the seminar. 

Upcoming 
conferences 

Satisfying OFCCP’s 

Internet Applicant Rules 

Feb. 1, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only; ~209~OO 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordin£[; ~278.00 

Learn More 

Cut Costs and Tncrease 

Productivity: Using Shared 

Services and Common 

Paymaster 

Feb. 2, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session p~us 

Learn More 

Self-funded vs. Fully 

Insured Health Plans: 

Options to Consider 

Amidst Healthcare 

Reform 

Feb. 2, 2011 

Registration - Session plus 

Evaluating Your Third- 

Party Administrator: Are 

You Getting What You’re 

Paying For? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: ~;199,00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: ~2S8,00 

Learn More 

Employment Decisions 

and Social Media: What 

Can an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

ReqistraLion - Session 

Only: $$98.00 

P,~Aistratiorl - Session PILls 

CD Recording: $289.00 

..L__e_.a___r_r3___~ [ .o__r: ~. 

Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

Serious Health Conditions 

Under the FMLA 

Feb. 4, 2011 

._R___e_gistration - Session 

Only: 

CD Recording: $27S.0D 

Interaction of Health Care 

Reform with Other Laws 

Feb. 7, 2011 

._R___e_gistration - Session 

CD Recording: ~27S.0D 



Intersection of Illinois 

Employment and 

Immigration Law 

Feb. 8, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration = Session p~us 

CD Recording: 

Learn More 

Georgia Employment 

Legislation Update 

Feb. 8, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: 9199.00 

Registration = Session p~us 

CD Recording: 9268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Theft and 

Fraud: Protect Your 

Company from Losses Big 

and Small 

Feb, 9, 2011 

Rep~!stration: 9219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CO Recording: 9308=00 

Learn More 

How to Monitor Worker E= 

mail, ~M, Blogs and 

Znternet Activity = and 

Avoid Lawsuits 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration: 9219,00 

._R___e_ g_i__s__t__r__a__t_i_ 9_& _-____S__e__s___s_i__o___n__ p_Lu_ p. 

CD Recording: 9308,00 

Telecommuting: The Next 

Wave of Wage and 

Hour Litigation 

Feb, 9, 2011 

Registration = Session 

Registration - Session plus 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 

Terminating a Workers’ 

Comp Claimant 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: ~209.00 

Registration = Session plus 

CD Recording: 9278.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Does it 

Make Sense For Your 

Company? 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Turning Around 

Employees Who Need an 

Attitude Adjustment 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration: 9219.00 

Ee_ ~ !_s__t__r__a__t__Lo_ ~___=___9__e__s__s__Lo__n__ ~_!_~ _s_ 
CD Recording: 9308.00 

What’s Recordable and 

What’s Not: Legal Update 

on OSHA 300/301 Logs 

and More 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration = Session plus 

Learn More 

Complying with Wisconsin 

Wage and Hour Laws 

Feb. 11, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration = Session plus 

Learn More 



Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

Feb. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session p~us 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Satisfying OFCCP’s 

Znternet Applicant Rules 

Feb. 15, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration = Session p~us 

CD Recording: 

Learn ~ore 

Defending Ohio Workers’ 

Comp Claims 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session p~us 

Learn Hore 

Job Safety Analysis: A 

Step-by-Step, Time- 

Saving Plan for Getting 

Them Done Right 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $30B.00 

Learn Hore 

Bullying in the Workplace: 

Uncovering the Hidden 

Costs and Handling the 

Legal Pitfalls 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration: $249,00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Fundamentals of an 

Employee Recognition 

Program 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only; ~199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

Learn Hore 

Understanding ROTH 

Accounts in 401(k), 403 

(b), and 457(c) 

Feb. 18, 2011 

._R___e_gistration - Session 

Only: $19g.00 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Bedbug Invasions in the 

Workplace: Are You at 

Risk 

Feb. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session plus 

Social Networking in the 

Workplace: Legal 

Principles, State of the 

Art Policies and Emerging 

TSSUeS 

Feb. 22, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $19g.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.06 

Learn Hore 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 



Terminating a Workers’ 

Comp Claimant 

Feb. 23, 2011 

Registration = Session 

Only: ~209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: ~;278.00 

Learn Hore 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Hatrix 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Registration = Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: ~268.00 

Employee Horale: What 

Crushes it; What Hakes it 

Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Registration: $219,00 

CD Recording: ~;309.00 

Effective Strategies to 

Document Employee 

Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 

Registration = Session 

Registration - Session plus 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 

Injuries as Your 

Workforce Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

._R___e_gistration - Session 

CD Recording: ~268.00 

Employee Wellness: How 
to Create a Program that 
Achieves High 

March 1, 2011 

Registration - Session 

~_~ j:~_;___~_~:~_~_~_0__~ 

Hisclassifying 

Independent Contractors 

and Student ~nterns: The 

Invisible Workforce 

Hatch 2, 2011 

Registration = Session 

Only; ~199.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: ~299.00 

Exempt v. Nonexempt -- 

Can You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

Hatch 3, 2011 

~_~j:~_;___~_~_,p_~_:_0__~ 
~tis~ra~i~n - Se,~ion Plus 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union- 

Free Environment 

Through Positive 

Employee Relations 

- An Introduction to 

Strategic Concerns 

and Strategies 

2011 
Registratio~ - 

$ 98,oo 



Registration - 
Session Plus 

CD Recording: 
$289,00 
Learn More .......................................... 

The Ten 
Commandments 
of an ERISA 
Fiduciary 
March 10, 
2011 
Registration - 

$219.oo 
Reqistration - 
Session Plus 

CD Recording: 

Learn More 

How to 
Successfully 
Use Social 
Media for 
Hiring and 

Retention 
Mar. 17, 2011 

Session Only: 
~198,00 
Registration - 
Session Plus 
___C_____D_______R_____e____c____o____r____d____i___n___g_.’__ 
$289,oo 
Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

L 
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This rnessaqe is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Basics of Trust Administration 

Time: ~.:00 pm £T (12:00 pm 

LengLh: t hour 30 m~r~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will provide an overview of basic 
principles of trust administration under U.S. law, including 
powers and duties of trustees; relations with beneficiaries; 
removal and replacement of trustees; the use of directed 
trustees, protectors and investment managers, etc., to ’slice 
and dice’ trustee powers; probate court involvement in trust 
administration; and concepts in fiduciary accounting and income 
tax reporting. 

This program will focus on general concepts and principles 
shared by the laws in most U.S. states with some examples of 
the considerable deviations that written trust instruments can 
make from state law. The materials will provide citations to the 

Uniform Trust Code and to the laws of two non-UTC states, 
New York and Indiana, to illustrate each general principle or 
issue. 

This audio conference will be a useful introduction to trust 
administration principles or a refresher course in those principles 
for professionals who work more with trusts, or who may be 
called upon to advise clients about the design and drafting of 
trusts and the selection of trustees. 

Terminology: Settlor (or Grantor), Trustee and 

Beneficiaries 

Ten General Principles for Trust Administration and 

Managing the Trustee-Beneficiary Relationship 

Rules One and Two: Read the Trust Instrument and Read 

the Trust Instrument 

Rule Three: Read the Substantive State Law 

Rule Four (for Lawyers): Who Is Your Client? 

Initial Appointment of the Trustee(s), Selection of 

Trustees and Trustee Acceptance of the Trust 

General Fiduciary Duties of Trustees 

Powers of Trustees 

Relations Between Trustees and Beneficiaries 

Relations Between Trustees and Third-Parties 

Rights or Powers Reserved by or to the Settlor of a Trust 

Early or Final Termination of a Trust 

Fiduciary Accounting Principles for Trusts 

Overview of Trust Income Tax Reporting Under Federal 

Law 

Trustee Succession (Resignation, Removal, Replacement) 

Involvement by Probate Courts in the Administration of 

Tr u st s 

Multiparticipant Trusts and the Use of Trust Protectors, 

Trust Advisors, Directed Trustees, Committees and 

Investment Managers 

WHO ~HOUUD ATTEt~D 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, accountants, 
trust administrators, trust officers, bankers, enrolled agents, 
financial planners and trust operations officers, 

FAC U LTY 

Practical Implications of 
Metadata: To Scrub or 
Not to Scrub ... To Mine 
or Not to Mine 
Feb. 3, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 8, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Antitrust and the Bowl 
Championship Series: 
Will There Be an 
Intervention? 

Feb. 9~ 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Best Practices in Digital 
Evidence Management 

Feb. 9, 2011 
Reqistration: $99.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$168.00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 10, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Federal Cases From 
Pleading to 3udgment 
for Paralegals 

Feb. 17, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Re~listration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 23, 2011 



3effrey S. Dible, Frost Brown Todd LLC 

Jeffrey S. Dible 
~ Principal estate planning lawyer at the Indianapolis office of 
Frost Brown Todd LLC 
~ Special concentration in estate planning, estate and trust 
administration, probate court litigation and tax law 
~ Fellow of the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel 
~ Certified in Indiana as a trust and estate lawyer by the 
Indiana Trust and Estate Specialty Board 
~ Lectures frequently on estate planning, trust drafting, and 
estate and trust administration 
~ Represented trustees and beneficiaries in court proceedings 

for the amendment, reformation or termination of trusts, or for 
the settlement of trust administration disputes 
~ Past chairperson of the Indiana State Bar Association,s 
Taxation Section and received a presidential citation from the 
Indiana State Bar Association in 2002 
~ Member of the Probate Review Committee of the Indiana 
State Bar Association 
~ Immediate past chairperson of the Estate Planning and 
Administration Section of the Indianapolis Bar Association, 2010; 
and vice president of the Estate Planning Council of Indianapolis 
~ J.D. degree, magna cum laude and Order of the Coil, Indiana 
University School of Law 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CBC 
~ CFP 
~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn Hore 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278,00 
Learn Hore 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Please fo~’w~’~’d khis i~vikakio~ ko ~,o~le~gue~ who ~’~¥ bench:it fror,~ participating, 
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Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Do’s and Don’ts for 
Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 Internal 

Investigations of 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Employment Issues 

dan 28 2011 

Registration - 

t,,~&v~.~’,~," m ~ - -, --, .......... Session Only: 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the ~10 Commandments~ that must be observed by 

a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a fiduciary to act and 

i what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and the US 

Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1, Know when you become an ERXSA plan fiduciary. 

2. Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the extent 
prudent and feasible. 

3. Make sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a ~$ection 404(c)~ plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your plan is 
deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 

5. Obey the ER~SA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with ~procedural prudence.~ 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely basis. 

9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding ERISA 
matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming private real 
estate and equity funds for the institutional investment market. He counsels 
plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and many of the largest real estate 
fund managers on ERISA and fund formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and prior to 
that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, ]anofsky & Walker in New York. Prior to 
practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he advised Equitable and 
its investment management subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in 
the investment of ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey 
Ballantine. 

Anthony A, Dreyspool, Esq. 
anthonydreyspool@d reyspool-law.com 
http: //www,dreyspool-law.com 

$20900 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Interrelationship 

Between Social 

Security Disability, 

Medicare and 

Workers’ 

Compensation 

Settlements 

Jan 31, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment 

Decisions and 

Social Media - What 

Can an Employer 

Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $28900 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: 

Does it Make Sense 

For Your 

Company? 

Feb 10,2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

i presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

ADA: "Hot Button" 

Issues 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 



for phone-only partidpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkavenuepresentations,com. 

Session Plus CD 

Recordincj: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying 

Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: 

The Invisible 

Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

~stration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordin.q: $289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a 

Union-Free 

Environment 

Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations -An 

Introduction 

to Strategic 

Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Re,qistration - 

Session Only: 

$19800 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289,00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This n~ess~ge is sent to you bV HRNewswatclt~ 



Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Reqistration -Session PkB CD Recordinq: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the ~10 Commandments~ that must be observed by 

a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a fiduciary to act and 

i what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and the US 

Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1, Know when you become an ERXSA plan fiduciary. 

2. Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the extent 
prudent and feasible. 

3. Make sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a @Section 404(c)@ plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your plan is 
deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 

5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with @procedural prudence.~ 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary dub/. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely basis. 

9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding ERISA 
matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming private real 
estate and equity funds for the institutional investment market. He counsels 
plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and many of the largest real estate 
fund managers on ERISA and fund formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a par[her with DLA Piper, and prior to 
that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in New York. Prior to 
practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he advised Equitable and 
its investment management subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in 
the investment of ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey 
Ballantine. 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

ADA: "Hot Button" 

Issues 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying 

Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: 

The Invisible 

Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn Mo~ 

Maintaining a 

Union-Free 

Environment 

Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations -An 

Introduction 

to Strategic 

Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

i Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
anthonydreyspool@d reyspool-law.com 
http: //www.dreyspool-law.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

i presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 



for phone-only partidpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkavenuepresentations,com. 
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Key Issues in Hezzanine Debt 
Financings 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $318,00 

Mezzanine loans will play an increasingly important 
role in meeting the financing needs of companies in 
the coming years. With the tightening of leverage 
multiples for senior debt, a growing number of 
companies and equity sponsors are turning to 
mezzanine debt as a solution to their capitalization 
requirements. 

This audio conference will provide you with an in- 
depth understanding of the key issues associated 
with the structuring and documenting of mezzanine 
financings. The program will help you understand 
unique features which distinguish mezzanine debt 
from other forms of financing and the variety of 
contexts in which mezzanine loans are commonly 
employed. 

The audio conference will survey the key terms in 
legal agreements attendant to mezzanine financings 
and help prepare the participant to successfully 
navigate the critical issues which arise in the 
negotiation process. 

Key Aspects of Mezzanine Debt 

Basic Structure and Terms 
Diligence Focus 
Board Seats vs. Board Observer Rights 
Typical Providers of Mezzanine Loans 

Major Inter-creditor Issues 

Secured vs. Unsecured Mezzanine 
Blockages and Standstills 
Permitted Amendments 
Bankruptcy 

Equity Co=Investments and Warrants 

When and How Each Are Used 
Anti-Dilution Adjustments and Carve Outs 
Puts and Calls 

Negotiating the Registration Rights Agreement 

Piggyback vs. Demand Registration Rights 
Indemnities 
Expense Provisions 



Key Terms of Shareholders Agreements 

Voting Rights 
Transfer Restrictions 
Tag and Drag Rights 
Financial Reporting 

This audio conference is designed for presidents, vice 
presidents, branch managers, loan officers, loan 
department personnel, credit and collection 
managers, business executives, accountants and 
attorneys 

Hark A, Kromkowski 
¯ Partner with McGuireWoods LLP 

Philip 3, Perzek 
Q Partner in the Chicago office of IVlcGuireWoods LLP 
and a member of the firm’s Debt Finance Department 

* 90=minute seminar (Travel=Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Tnformation" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
Q CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration; $249,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch o PMA Gonference Management ° POB 2303 ° Falls Church ° VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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US Supreme Court won’t hear Jets fan’s appeal of 
lawsuit over ’Spygate’ 
WASHINGTON - The United States Supreme Court said Monday it 
won’t review a decision throwing out a lawsuit stemming from the 
New England Patriots’ 2007 "Spygate" scandal.The high court refused 
to revive a New York Jets fan’s class-action lawsuit against their 
football archrivals and coach, Bill Belichick.Carl Mayer, a lawyer in 
Princeton, N.J., known for filing legal actions against New Jersey 
politicians, ... 

2011-03-07 11:10:14 Yahoo! Canada 

US Supreme Court won’t hear challenge to "In God 
We Trust" on US currency 

WASHTNGTON - The Supreme Court will not hear an atheist’s latest 
challenge to the U.S. government’s references to God. The court on 
Monday refused to hear an appeal from Michael Newdow, who says 
government references to God are unconstitutional and infringe on 
his religious beliefs. This appeal dealt with the inscription of the 
national motto "Tn God We Trust" on U.S. coins and currency. An 
appeals ... 
2011-03-07 15:11:59 New Glasgow Evening News 

US Supreme Court says inmate on Texas death row 
.......................................................... 

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that an inmate on 
death row in the state of Texas can pursue his legal claims to crime= 
scene evidence that he says may show he is innocent. The court’s 
narrow, 6-3 ruling Monday means that Hank Skinner will be not 
executed in the near future while his legal case continues. But the 
decision will not necessarily result in Skinner winning the right to 
perform ... 

2011-03-07 09:43:57 Q 107 

US Supreme Court won’t review drug patent deal 
WASHINGTON, March 7 (Reuters) - The U.S. Supreme Court declined 
on Monday to review whether patent settlements by drug companies 
that pay rivals to delay production of generic drugs violate federal 
antitrust law. The justices refused to review a U.S. appeals court 
ruling that upheld the dismissal of a legal challenge over Bayer AG 
paying Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd’s Barr Laboratories to 
prevent ... 
2011-03-07 09:28:42 Sharenet 

Supreme Court to rule on copyright protections for 
.f_o__r_e__ig__n_____w___o____r_k_s_ 
[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; JURIST news 
archive] on Monday granted certiorari [order list, PDF] in Golan v. 
Holder [docket; cert. petition, PDF] to determine the copyright 
status of foreign works that used to be in the public domain. Section 
514 of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act of 1994 (URAA) [text] 
restored copyright protection to thousands of foreign works that had 
previously ... 

, 2011-03-07 12:10:15 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

Law Firm Recruiters Rank Best Law Schools 
Harvard or Yale? Which is better? It’s a perennial question for 
prospective students picking a law school to attend. Currently, Yale 
University occupies the top spot in the U.S. News. But now Harvard 
University has something to crow about. In the first ever ranking of 
law schools by hiring officials at the country’s top law firms, the 

Boston school has beaten out its archrival in New Haven, Conn .... 
2011-03-07 08:20:23 US News & World Report 

Health On The Hill Transcrip~t~’~u~d~g~e~d~e~r~s~F~e~d~ 
Appeal In Health Law Challen~le 
Topics: Politics, Health Reform Two different funding approaches to 
keep the government operating beyond March 18 ’ when the current 
continuing resolution expires ’ are likely to come before the Senate 
this week, but neither is expected to hit the 60 vote threshold 
needed to pass the chamber, setting the stage for negotiations 

between the House and Senate. Meanwhile, a Florida District Court 
judge ... 

2011-03-07 14:17:16 Kaiser Health News 

Top Georgia court upholds state’s voter ID 
Georgia’s top court has upheld a state law that requires voters to 
show photo identification before they cast ballots. The Georgia 



Supreme Court’s 6-1 decision Monday is the latest court ruling to 
conclude that the rules are constitutional. The decision found the 
2006 law was a "minimal, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory 
restriction." Georgia attorneys said the measure is needed to prevent 

voter fraud, ... 
2011-03-07 09:06:04 Town Hall 

Hinnesota’s buy=American law comes with 
unintended consequences 
If you’re a public agency funded by American tax dollars, you use 
some of that money to support home-grown businesses and help 
create American jobs. But in the case of a year-old Minnesota law, 
the reality isn’t so clear-cut, as good intentions have run into thorny 
details. What could be more patriotic? If you’re a public agency 
funded by American tax dollars, you use some of that money to 
support ... 

2011-03-07 11:29:36 Grand Forks Herald 

DALLAS--(EON: Enhanced Online News)--Kendall Law Group, led by 
former federal judge Joe Kendall, is investigating TomoTherapy Inc. 
(NASDAQ: TOMO) for shareholders in connection with the proposed 
acquisition by Accuray Inc. The national securities firm’s 
investigation seeks to determine whether TomoTherapy and its Board 
breached their fiduciary duties by entering into the agreement 
without properly ... 
2011-03-07 11:05:46 EON 
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guyin  and Sellin  LLCs and 
Partnerships 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $288,00 

With the enormous increased popularity of limited 
liability companies as a vehicle of choice for 
conducting business it is not hard to understand that 
such alternative entities, together with partnerships, 
are more frequently becoming the subject of merger 
and acquisition transactions. 

A failure to appreciate the unique differences 
between these vehicles and the more recognized and 
familiar corporate form, with respect to ownership, 
governance and tax issues, could result in the 
practitioner making well-intentioned, but erroneous 
decisions in a number of areas that could leave his or 
her client exposed, without the benefits of the 
transaction that were expected, or subject to 
unintended tax consequences. 

This audio conference will identify some of the major 
differences between the corporate model and 
alternative entity model, and specific issues to 
address and pitfalls to avoid when structuring the 
purchase and sale of an equity interest in an 
alternative entity, such as a partnership or limited 
liability company taxed as a partnership. 

Unique Comparative Differences of the Entity 

Formation 
Governance 
Ownership 
Taxation 

Impact of Nature of Entity on Deal Decisions 

Deal Structure 
Tax Structure 
Conditions Precedent 
Participations of Owners 
Buying Majority vs. 100 Percent 

Due Diligence 

Operating Agreement and Amendments 
Claims and Liabilities 
Representations and Warranties 
Claims on Ownership Tnterests by Others 

Tax Considerations 



¯ Tax Consequences to the Seller 
¯ Amount of Gain or Loss, Including Role of Liabilities 
¯ Capital Gain vs. Ordinary Income 
¯ Handling ’Profits Interests’ of Service Providers 

¯ Allocation of Income Mid-Year, ’Close the Books’ 
Method vs. Pro Rata Daily Allocation Method 
¯ Buyer Tax Considerations 
¯ Step-Up in Tax Basis, the Section 754 Election 

¯ Section 708(b)(1)(B) Deemed Terminations 
¯ Buyer Inherits Seller’s Capital Account and Other 
Attributes 

This audio conference is designed for accountants, 
attorneys, presidents, vice presidents, controllers, 
tax managers, business owners and managers, 
finance executives, bookkeepers and enrolled agents. 

James C. Hood, Nixon Peabody LLP 
Christian M. HcBurney, Nixon Peabody LLP 
Daniel W. Sklar, P.C., Nixon Peabody LLP 

James C, Hood 
¯ Partner in the Manchester, New Hampshire, office of 
Nixon Peabody LLP 
° Focuses in the areas of corporate governance; 

restructuring, acquisitions; mergers; debt and equity 
financing; shareholder dispute resolution; joint 
venture formation and distribution arrangements, 
domestically and internationally; limited liability 
company formation; and strategic partnerships 
¯ General counsel to medium-to-large closely owned 
companies 

¯ Member of the committee that drafted and assisted 
in the passage of New Hampshire’s current Business 
Corporations Act and Limited Liability Company Act 
¯ Recognized in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 
Lawyers for Business 2010 for corporate work; The 
Best Lawyers in America 2007 to 2010, copyright 
2009 by Woodward/White, Inc. of Aiken, S.C.; 
recognized as a New England Super Lawyer in 
business and corporate law based on a peer-review 
survey by Boston Magazine, 2007 
¯ I.D. degree, Georgetown University 
¯ B.A. degree, University of New Hampshire 
° Can be contacted at jchood@nixonpeabody.com 

Christian M, McBurney 
° Partner in the Washington, D.C., office of Nixon 

Peabody LLP 

¯ Focuses in the area of federal income taxation, with 
particular emphasis on tax planning for partnership 
and corporate transactions 
¯ Practice emphasizes IRS and state tax 
controversies and litigations 
° Admitted to practice in the District of Columbia, 

Virginia, Maryland, and New York 
¯ LL.M. degree, Georgetown University Law Center 
° I.D. degree, New York University School of Law 
° B.A. degree, Brown University 

¯ Can be contacted at 
cmcbu rney@nixon pea body.com 

Daniel W, Sklar, P,C, 
¯ Senior counsel in the Manchester, New Hampshire, 
office of Nixon Peabody LLP 
° Focuses on all aspects of financial restructuring and 

bankruptcy with extensive experience in the area of 
corporate law and commercial transactions 
° Represented debtors, trustees, secured creditors, 

committees, stockholders, lessors and senior 
executives in large Chapter 11 cases around the 
country for more than 20 years and involved in a 
number of international insolvencies 
° Listed in The Best Lawyers in America since 1989, 

recognized for exceptional standing in the legal 
community in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 



Lawyers for Business for bankruptcy work and 
recognized in Chambers USA in previous years, and as 
a New England Super Lawyer in bankruptcy and 
creditor/debtor rights based on a peer-review survey 
by Boston magazine, 2007 
¯ Adjunct professor of law at Franklin Pierce Law 
Center, teaching a course on bankruptcy and 
reorganization 
¯ LL.M. degree, Boston University Law School 
° 3.D. degree, cum laude, Boston College Law School 
° B.A. degree, University of Pennsylvania 
° Can be contacted at dsklar@nixonpeabody.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
° CPE 
° Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration; $219,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD-" $288,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Employment Litigation’ How to Avoid It. 
How to Settle It. How to Win It. 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Only: $195.00 

Rep~istration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Employment litigation can be stressful, risky, bad for morale 

and disruptive to your business. Lawsuits are also 
overwhelmingly expensive (all too often, unnecessarily so) 

and are generally best to be avoided. ThisWebinar 

discusses steps you can take to reduce the risk of employee 

litigation and, where litigation is unavoidable, maximize your 
chances of prevailing at trial or reaching a resolution as 

quickly, efficiently and cost-effectively as possible. 

David Ebert, a partner with the New York law firm Ingram 
Yuzek Gainen Carroll & Be~tolotti, LLP, has been litigating 

complex commercial disputes and employee claims~on behalf 

of both employees and employers~for 24 years. Having 
guided clients through the expense, uncertainty, fl’ustration 

and ~highs and lows~ of litigation, he has focused 
increasingly in recent years on offering creative and practical 

solutions to business owners, executives, in-house lawyers 

and HR professionals on handling employee disputes and 
claims, with a strong emphasis on litigation avoidance and 

early settlement. 

Sales Compensation 

Design: Retaining and 

Motivating A High- 

Performance Sales Force 

Mar. i0, 2011 

_R___e_gi_s_Lr__&tj__o__n___:___&e___s__s_Lo__n_. 

Q_n_[~_: __1_2__0___9_,_Q 9. 
_R___e_ g j__s_Lr__&t_ j__o__n____-___~ _e___s__s_ Lo___n____P_!_u__s_ 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Mar. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Conflict Management 

Strategies 

Mar. 15, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

* Why employees sue 

* Family and Medical Leave Act, Americans with 

Disabilities Act, and other federal and state statutes 

that govern employment 

* Employee handbooks 

* Employee confidentiality/non-compete agreements 

* Employee files and documentation 

* Mechanics of terminating employees 

* Separation Agreements 

Good reasons to litigate and good reasons not to 

litigate 

* Document retention 

* E-Discovery and Emails ~ a goldmine for them, a 

landmine for you (and vice-versa) 

* Managing your lawyer and the lawsuit 

* When, why and how to settle 

Change Management: A 

Five-Part Plan for Leading 

in a Transition 

Mar. 15, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Hot Topics in Wage and 

Hour Law in New Jersey 

Mar. 16, 2011 

Registration - Session 

QnJ~; $1~9,oQ 
R#qistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq; $268.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher 

Overtime Enforcement 

Under the Obama DOL 

Mar. 16, 2011 

_R___e_gj__s_Lr__a__t_i__o__n___z__&e___s__s_Lo___n___p_J__u__s_ 

_C_D___B__e_c_ 9__r__d_i _n_ g_:___% _3_ 9__8__, _0___0_ 
L.%a_r_n___~_qr_e_ 

Paid Time-Off Banks: Can 

They Save You Time, 

Money, and Headaches? 

Mar. 17, 2011 

Reqistration: $219,00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308,00 

Learn More 

Business owners, executives, HR professionals and in-house 

counsel who want to learn practical ways to avoid employee 
litigation and, where it is unavoidable, how to put yourself in 

the best position to succeed in the lawsuit. 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

Mar. 17, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 
Only: $198.00 



David G. Ebert 

Ingram Yuzek Gainen Carroll & Bertolotti, LLP 

250 Park Avenue - 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10177 

212.907.9603 d ebe!t ~-o~!ncl!-a m!!LP, corr! 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and Internet, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 

Internet access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 

your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in 

and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 

hours before the webinar. 

Reqisltration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqisltration - Session Plus CD Re¢ordinq: $259.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

L__e_.a_C.O__.~_.o_c ~. 

Workers’ Compensation: 

Return to Work Issues 

Mar. 17, 2011 

Reqjstration - Session 

Only: .$ 209~O0 

Reqjstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq~ ~;278.00 

Learn More 

Using Travel Policy to 

Control Costs 

Mar. 18, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

How to Handle Travel Pay 

Legally 

Mar. 21, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating, 

This messaqe is sent to yo~ by HRNewswatch 
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US Supreme Court to hear fair use case 
The US Supreme Court is set to examine the constitutionality of a 
federal statute that restored copyright protection to many foreign 
public domain works since its introduction in the 1990s, reports 
Publishers Weekly. The Court issued a writ of certiorari this week in a 
10=year old legal case which challenges the 1994 amendment to the 
Copyright Act, known as the Uruguay Round Amendments Act. Email 
Link ... 
2011-03-08 18:44:04 Bookseller Publisher 

The U.S. Supreme Court has let stand a ruling that drug companies 
can pay rivals to delay production of generic drugs without violating 
federal antitrust laws. Reuters Health Information ... 
2011-03-08 18:35:50 Medscape 

PA Supreme Court Upholds PGCIB Casino Licensing 

Decision for Valley Forge Convention Center 

PR Newswire HARRISBURG, Pa., March 8, 2011 HARRISBURG, Pa., 
: March 8, 2011/PRNewswire-USNewswire/-- The Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court today affirmed the licensing decision made in 2009 by 
the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board to award Valley Forge 
Convention Center Partners, L.P. a Category 3 slot machine license. 
The Valley Forge Convention Center has 488 hotel rooms on 850,000 
square feet of property ... 
2011-03-08 17:32:04 Philadelphia Business Journal 

decency zero 
March 2 was a good day at the U.S. Supreme Court for the First 
Amendment, but it was a horrible day for common decency. The 
court upheld the odious Westboro Baptist Church’s right to display 
hate-filled signs at the funerals for members of the military. Members 
of Westboro Church, the bully pulpit for the Fred Phelps family of 
Topeka, Kan., have picketed nearly 600 funerals in the past 20 
years, ... 
2011-03-08 20:17:17 Lawrence Journal-World 

Alaska tribes win adoption court case 
FAIRBANKS ’ The Alaska Supreme Court has ruled that tribes share 
jurisdiction with the state in most child custody issues, providing the 
second major victory for tribal sovereignty advocates in the past five 
months. The state’s highest court ruled Friday that federally 
recognized Alaska Native tribes ’are not necessarily precluded from 
exercising inherent sovereign jurisdiction’ to initiate child ... 
2011-03-08 16:34:52 Fairbanks Daily News-Miner 

Harine’s Dad Vows to Defy Westboro Church on 
Court Costs, Lawyer Says 

WASHINGTON - The father of a Marine killed in Iraq won’t pay the 
nearly $100,000 in court costs charged by Westboro Baptist Church, 
which picketed his son’s 2006 funeral, in the wake of his 
unsuccessful lawsuit against the group, his lawyer said. "We’re not 
just going to write them a check," Sean Summers, lawyer for Albert 
Snyder, said Friday. "We’re going to make them work for it." The 
Supreme Court ... 
2011-03-08 16:44:09 Capital News Service 

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. The Arkansas Senate has voted to expand a state 
law protecting reporters from divulging sources to include television 
stations and websites. The Senate voted unanimously on Tuesday to 
add TV stations and Internet news sources to the state’s media 
shield law. Under current law, editors and reporters for any 
newspaper, periodical, radio station or newspaper are not required 
to... 
2011-03-08 16:49:59 Columbus Republic 

iPractice Group accused of violating securities law 
Nashville-based iPractice Group has agreed to stop seeking potential 
investors in Colorado after that state’s securities commissioner 
provisions there. On Monday, Colorado Securities Commissioner Fred 
loseph entered a final cease-and-desist order against iPractice, 
which is currently raising funds to aimed at small physician practices. 
, iPractice violated Colorado securities law by cold-calling at ... 
2011-03-08 16:49:23 Nashville Business 3ournal 



The Post talks to lawyer Erin HcIBee of Harvard 
Lawyer Erin HcBee specializes in estate planning and elder law. 
Harvard ’ Of all the avenues open to new lawyers, Erin IVIcBee knew 
that some paths just did not interest her. HcBee, who watched her 
lawyer father wrangle with tough and stressful cases, found her 
niche in estate planning and elder law. Her biggest satisfaction is 
that she is able to help families navigate the often emotionally 
fraught ~.. 
2011-03-08 16:29:35 Wicked Local Harvard 
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TEN COMMANDMENTS OF AN ERISA 
FIDUCIARY 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am 

PT) 
Length: 90 minutes 

, Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

i Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Maintaining a 

Union-Free 

Environment 

Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations - An 

Introduction 

to Strategic 

Concerns and 

Strategies 

~%#}’.’~.}~NA~ ~"~"z~’*"*~’~*’~’~’*’s" "~ 
Mar. ~0, 201~ 

&,~-,~&~P ~ ~,~ Registration- 

Session Only: 

$~98.oo 
The ERISA plan fiducialT is subject to ~lally rules and regulations. Registration - 
This weblnar will explore the ~1o Conunandn~ents~ that must be Session Plus CD 
obsetwed by a plan fiduciary, including ~aowlng how ERISA expects a Rec0rdinq : 
fiduclaxT to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable $289.00 
legal standards. Learn More 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and the 
US Departnlent of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The lO Conunandments of an ERISA Fiducia~T 

Know when you become an ERISA plan fiducla*T. 

Mlocate and delegate your fiducia~T responsibility to the extent 
prudent and feasible. 

Make sure your 4o1(k) plan qualifies as a ~Sectlon 4o4(c)~ plan. 

~ow about the plan assets regulation and whether your plan is 
deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 

Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

Aet with ~procedural prudence._ 

Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary duty. 

Remit employee eontrlbutlons to your plans on a timely basis. 

Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

~ Hippoerates said, "First, do no harm." 

Sales 
Compensation 
Design: Retaining 
and Motivating 

A High- 

Performance Sales 

Force 

Mar. 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Reclistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

Mar. 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$219.oo 
Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq, 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding 
ER][SA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming 
private real estate and equity funds for the institutional investment 
market. He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and many 
of the largest real estate fund managers on ERTSA and fund formation 
matters. 

Conflict 

Management 

Strategies 

Mar. 15, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199.oo 
Reoistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and prior 
to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in New York. 
Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERTSA attorney for The 
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he 
advised Equitable and its investment management subsidiaries on all 
legal requirements involved in the investment of ERISA plan assets. He 
began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
a nthonyd reyspool@dreyspool- law.com 
http: i/www.d reyspool- law.com 

Change 

Management: A 

Five-Part Plan for 

Leading in a 

Transition 

Mar. 15, 2011 

Reqistration : 

$219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and ][nternet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 



session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 
[nternet access is not required for phone-only participants. 
The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
/our receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 
24 hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $2:~9.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordincl~319.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at: one of our webinars or can you suggest: any webinar 

t:opics t:hat: would be of int:erest: t:o you? Please let: us know at: 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



I 

Daubert Hot[ons: Challenging 
[xpert Opinions 

Registration," $199.00 

Registration - Tele¢onference plus CD: $268,00 

Since the U.S. Supreme Court decided Daubert v. 

Herrell Dow Pharmaceuticals in 1993, the federal law 
governing expert testimony has undergone a radical 
transformation. The courts of most states have also 
now adopted Daubert to some extent. Every litigator 
needs to understand the impact of Daubert and its 
progeny. Used properly, Daubert can be a powerful 
tool for excluding expert evidence. 

This audio conference will give you the ammunition 
you need to challenge opposing expert testimony. 
You will learn the basic concepts of the law governing 
admissibility of expert testimony, and get practical 
and concrete advice on how to bring and defend 
expert witness challenges under Daubert. This audio 
conference will explore the strategic question of 
when you should consider challenging expert 
testimony, as well as the tactical issue of how to 
prepare a case for such a challenge. 

Understanding Daubert 

Can the Theory Be Tested? 

Peer Review and Publication 
Potential Rate of Error 
General Acceptance 
Additional Factors Adopted by Some Courts 

Daubert in the Courts 

Scope of Federal Case Law 
State Law Some General Trends 

Daubert in Practice 

When Should a Challenge Be Considered? 
The Mechanics of a Challenge 
Tactical Considerations 

This audio conference is designed primarily for 
attorneys. Paralegals and other legal staff may also 
benefit from attending~ 



G, Brian 3ackson, Miller & Martin PLLC 

G. Brian Jackson 
¯ Member of the law firm of Miller & Martin PLLC in 
Nashville, Tennessee 
¯ National litigation practice includes extensive 
experience offering and challenging expert witness 
testimony 
¯ Participated in Daubert proceedings in federal 
multidistrict litigations and other state and federal 
courts 
¯ Lectured and written articles on the laws of 
evidence as they apply to expert testimony 
° Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America since 

2007 
¯ Presented seminars and teleconferences on this 
topic for several organizations 
° Graduated, Vanderbilt University Law School and 

associate editor of the Vanderbilt Law Review 
¯ Can be contacted at bjackson@millermartin.com or 
6:[5-744-8505 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute QSu~ session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

° CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management * POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Former Chief Justice and Supreme Court Judge face 
corruption allegations 
Former Chief Justice of of the Supreme Court Abdulla Saeed has 
denied allegations of corruption after a case against him and another 
former Supreme Court, Ali Hameed, were filed with Anti Corruption 
Commission (ACC). Abdulla Saeed is currently a judge on the new 
Supreme Court bench, and was the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court during the constitutional interim period. Local radio station 
SunFM ... 
2011-03-16 13:17:34 Minivan News 

N,C, Supreme Court upholds restrictive ballot access 
law 
The N.C. Supreme Court has upheld the state laws that give North 
Carolina the second most restrictive ballot access requirements in 
the nation. The justices ruled 5-1 that they were ’not persuaded’ 
that ballot access is a ’fundamental right,.’ ’Indeed, ballot access 
rights, though distinct from voting rights, are central to the 
administration of our democracy,’ said Justice Patricia Timmons- 

: Goodson, .,. 
2011-03-16 15:12:03 Examiner.corn 

Wyoming Supreme Court upholds Daves conviction 
L_B___S__~ 
A Laramie man who was convicted in October 2009 for kidnapping 
and raping his ex-wife lost an appeal to the Wyoming State Supreme 
Court on Monday. Donald Ray Daves, 47, formerly of 466 N. Pierce, 
lost an appeal challenging his conviction of four counts of first- 
degree sexual assault. Daves also was convicted of five counts of 
use of a firearm while committing a felony and one count each of ... 
2011-03-16 11:03:44 Laramie News 

Roundtable: Supreme Court ruling on Westboro 
Baptist Church’s funeral protests 
What’s your opinion of the Supreme Court ruling that the First 
Amendment protects the Westboro Baptist Church’s protests of 
military funerals? Court right to defend free speech I’m skeptical of 
the brief ’sound bite’ or ’bumper sticker’ summaries of Supreme Court 
decisions. This particular decision (Snyder vs. Phelps, et al, March 2, 
2011. Look it up) is a case in point. The Court maintained the 
First ... 
2011-03-16 10:46:37 Galesburg.com 

Harper confirmed to Connecticut State Supreme 
Court 

Judge Lubbie Harper, Jr. waits to be announced as a nominee to the 
Connecticut Supreme by Connecticut Gov. Dannel P. Malloy at a 
news conference at the Legislative Office Building in Hartford, Conn., 
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 2011. Yellow Pages Find whatever you’re 
looking for with Totally Local Yellow Pages Search provided by 
Iocal.com HARTFORD, Conn.’ Lawmakers on Wednesday confirmed 
Judge Lubbie Harper 
2011-03-16 15:51:48 Norwich E~ulletin 

US states accuse polluting power stations of "public 
.~_~_i .s__a__.n__..c_~_~.’_ 
New York State Attorney General files brief to Supreme Court in 
attempt to curb emissions from five fossil fuel companies Six 
American states and the city of New York have this week urged the 
Supreme Court to uphold their right to sue five of the most polluting 
utilities and force them to reduce carbon emissions, on the grounds 
their power stations are causing a "public nuisance" by releasing ... 
2011-03-16 12:01:29 BusinessGreen 

Insurance Contract Law Reform: Recent 
Developments and the Road Ahead 
In OUr September 2010 issue of Insurance and Reinsurance Review, 
we reported on the Law Commission’s proposed amendments to the 
duty of good faith as set out in Issues Papers 6 and 7. The Law 
Commission has since published a summary of responses to both 
papers and also two further Issues Papers: Issues Paper 8, The 
Broker’s Liability for Premiums: Should Section 53 be Reformed?; and 
Issues Paper ... 
2011-03-16 15:51:53 Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge 

White House: Don’t Fast Track Virginia’s Health Law 
Challenge To Supreme Court 



Topics: Insurance, Health Reform, States, Politics Because the 

measure’s individual mandate does not take effect until 2014, 
Administration lawyers are arguing that there is "no persuasive 
reason" to speed the Supreme Court’s consideration of this lawsuit. 
The Hill: Administration: Supreme Court Shouldn’t Hear Health Law 
Case Just Yet There is "no persuasive reason" to fast-track Virginia’s 
challenge ... 
2011-03-16 13:45:39 Kaiser Health News 

AARP Fights to Repeal Discriminatory Unemployment 
~rnsurance Law 
Bipartisan Bill Would Repeal Law that Reduces Unemployment Benefits 
to Social Security Recipients SPRINGFIELD, Ill. "IV]any older adults in 
Illinois Illinois AARP is supporting legislation, Senate Bill 144 
sponsored by Senator Heather Steans "We need to end this age 
discrimination right now," said Representative Karen May "After years 
of legislative stalemate, it’s time to bring relief to the thousands ... 
2011-03-16 11:49:40 PR Newswire 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

March 17, 2011 

Strategic Follow-up: ’]’he Key to Getting the Job 

$5.95 [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?lh wjn5dxdab&e~1104854378974&s~C143&e 001VOTTPgrcsmowx Vu9uPlF3BrgfbUulz- 

3 iwMkI t3Jl S PI02 f Stmh3PkqZ61mMR98AWvRt IkG W09L SCdkIt4wSMCBI pt-h I 15i6 Xvkcs7sji2ORVLxBFvyA7a N YGQdDOPd2XvTpePzVi a ei 0i 16Fs 17C12~r4bIZh 0I tL ] 

(Instant I)ownload) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTT[’3~rcsmrdeRsx58yXt;%gPI22w7pf’tcguPmqezm4C7uZsdTvaEhSq- 

tthbcBTPVAhbrORzM1Boe77STErMLRga2 uUnkJLIeOx6 - 

]b;yn6mGqriI2MggT IDsQ(iNm~.~jSmikl]xWYBcVdTPPzqTM47tnlYgScRPazlOCrYm@mjMvi9OwXFYy 0e9D5wKSX kyNucvt]umS9N6niTQcrri[tmWttg ] 

(]nstantDownload) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~in5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPyrcsmrdeRsx58yXtt]b;gPI22w7pficguPtuqezm4C7uZsd7vaEhSq- 

tthbcBTPVAhbrORzM1Boe77STErMLRga2 uUnkJLIeOx6 - 

Eyn6mGqriI2MggT ~DsQGi’~)n~\~jSmiklix~/YBcVdTPPzqTM47tnlYgScRPazlOCrYmq5mjMvi9Ow~2~ 0egD5wKSX ~’NucvHumS9N6ni7QcmHmWHg 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 

Our Website [ht~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’.’llr~zjn5cL~zdab&et 1104854378974&s~143&e 001VOTTf~’rcsmr4NCP5cLqHeMXl~nH0mlmQ7Xes7UdBr -t0m4KJivVpoGqnS5dm-cSPrr~zK- 

L oEMpg YvT¥Cpe0sc IPZHp d2w $3 T SK9nub, k-L\~’02mn0 ByaB q~5!VcUbL25vkTL] 

Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?llr win5ckxdab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTI~rcsmq I2 8¥V2esE2DLNK6Fz;o7bHISug zzt220h4B6sZue-s9CloiVi2fD1Bq- 

Zs\rf)p15vIYuRTKp uAagb aGblEySY5 v7V3Xres4h9fLix.~LGzDBPWcklV6n4GseGztirTU4QL2zd6piciRLssUwMS-9] 

Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

lit win5cLxdab&ct l104854378974&s~4143&e ~V~TTr~rcsru~E~JV~YyX~‘z7dB7cxsUi~np4agwB~uZMTVZRr~Rk23~vVBBvvrchvi3tX~seEs\~vs~6~a~er9G4z4g88Sa~N~w~U~ 

-q Q4s d0py-Rth~NYcsxXn-uncdpwz5 ACyrk3R~IvLh4 ] 

Career Development Resources[http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et l104854378974&s~4143&e 001VOTTPyrcsmp5gz41-Sm~Ah VrFW kU6M3y61~IVTkMomES B -3vd4xQYnTaI- 

uQlzqDD-9Q7QiTUzo3rWfFqei4fx4HZe-SdZK1xS0pD8241FN20Ms5ZRIswoSCSiqbDBkTl~ahl oiTRB13ne9tUV~rkO6vF-AnoH-SyRnqruszl3LFwSBkSI4NSQ ] 

Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.coru/sa/fwtf.isp?m 1103508747574&a 1104854378974&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 

Find us on Facebook [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp’.’ 

lit wjn5cLxdab&el 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPyrcsmpXZ)CLX6SGri9ox~K6ATAitnSX4pwkXf~ehHCE2zvpI Pcf4n9RrN’~%dYoobY5uXZzLOXm5PDcX2ranSu4T2bHB OegoCl~rPQD( 

-ESwOsv4s62 JKulI~-ZCL6RXqlNZOXqq4h-y04qe70Xq0KzMfpXa6pR-wUdFHvvNmrgQ sXLxfFg ] 

Featme Article 

Being Out of Work Is Hard, Getting Back to Work Can Be Harder 
By Debra Donston-Miller 
The Ladders 

After nearly two years of unemployment, Rob Smith finally got a job offer. It was 
with a mixture of joy, relief, sadness and fear that he accepted it. 

One recent Sunday night he went to Facebook and updated his status He wanted to 
mfonn friends and family who had fbllowed his two years of unemployment that his 
ordeal was ending. He also shared some ra~v emotions. 

"Anxious and excited about returning to a full-time job tomorrow fbr the first time 
in 23 months. YIKES[[[" 

Excitement, j oy and relief" ~vill be understandable to most of us. BUt amxiety, sadness 
andfear?.. (More)[http:L/r20rs6.net/’tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPyrcsmn-szlBGV5fSr94xH-- 
YLrbsdepGY~XrFZlZepj xodC5 stL 113 eO 8FHNIcLp?’D~gLrN~P;Vj HC2eOhi1547’IVl]n9~xD3yR1KAoq6TL44E6tEkr 88pGD SmLP7IOi"~E JVqXXvv;VTgsumaAl~6cP IgT1QbZ)~V~N 1 tOHz2K1D- 
ELn45EAmwGlcVWIT5 eNCHvhSIt] 

New Job Listings 



Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, March 17th, include positions as an athletic director, 
athletic trainer, marketing, recreation, media relations, and much more. To view 
these positions and more, click on the in&vidual links below or go to our website 
atwwwsportscareers~nsutute.com [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?l[r win5dxdab&et l104854378974&s~4143&e 001VOT]7t:~,rcsmr4NCP5cLqHeMXUhH0mlmO7Xes7Ud[Jr- 
t0m4KJlvVpoGqnS5 dm -c 8Pm73( -L oEMp~ Y¥~[\,Cpe0sclPZ tip d2wS 3 T SKgnu hk -LWF02~m0 B~/’uB q fWe UN~25vk ’~] 

Athletic Director-MaryvilleUniversity (MO)[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPvrcsmq [2 8W2esE2DLNK6Fzto7bHISu~ zzt220h4B6sZue- 
s9CloiV~2fl~)lB~-ZsVPprwIYuR~I~p uAa~b aGblt::vSY5 v7V3Xres4h9f[~N~[I~(izDBPV~’eklV6n4GseGztir~IV4©Ulzd6piciRLssUwMS-9] 

Assistant Director of Athletics [’or Annual Giving - Umversity of the Pacific [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTla~’rcsmrIMSa~nG wYOIMmsBw’fkMyxKXu- 

VdF.9CY5ckgCRs~Atn S7NzSPYr BL7seIluCqtOxTdEZhV~,lSRC60YlkX[~s6zCXV6uA2U88idXe4uecigfIfiRVwKDIYh[30Wz zrtY[’~SFUae~ 

Athletic Director -Broward County PuNic Schools (b-L) [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e ~1V~TT~/rcsmr3sLYphr5hE1D[I‘~k4~‘xNwLJet~2wsR3‘~q~9UDeDF~Kq~,~aZanqxkrScXqI)nND~I~GqN DXlNtJRsOe7~/-vFfhtIqu- 
wAc I)Pl.J 1LScZ~ULpL~aRvUhW6XI6M~sMY~D2~/.u6[~‘8LxuT2~Ui8II4-(Iioa~/.kp56IoiYnSCrb[~fm[IrtpXWoA ] 

Executive A ssi stant to the General Counsel - NCAA [http://r20 rs 6. net/tn, i sp ? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e ~1V~TT~rcsmr3sLYphr5hE1D[I‘~k4~‘xNwLJet~2wsR3‘~q~9UDeDF~Kq~,~aZanqxkrScXqI)nND~I~GqN DXlNtJRsOe7~/-vFfhtIqu- 
wAc I)PI.J 1LScZ~ULpL~aRvUhW6XI6M~sMY~D2~/~u6[v8LxuT2~Ui8II4-(Iioa~/~kp56IoiYnSCrb[~fm[IrtpXWoA ] 

Development Coordinator - Eastern Illinois University [http://r20.rs6net/tnjsp? 
[lr ’alin5dxdab&et l104854378974&s~143&e ~V~T~,~T~vrcsmoympYAzVw1eB3Z7pkS2ZW~tR~fXZTzxiQdGsaiKrIVAm~uwBAqvVFwsF1wXVy2BBYi [)Naz9hhSc3qW.[j9s34qGC’vDBo2qhl 
-XEtqG OtsSgAGwRc6ajA6bb4C3A ] 

Athletics and Extracurricular Manager - Excel Academy Charter School (East Boston, 
MA) [http:~,’r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTI~-rcs~FzPeF- C’*~IbBRi9 Lx7XK1TYi6xiD KEXZE42T~p0OU5n44v2cJdGbnR-6bGYlxp2aJullTdhN0- 

c eMAACM939 Jkigv50DuOxlNpQ3MAtDL K66iX,~,~kzgDRqXUr5gArn 1W5RXvSWdc¥chJh5MObQ G704feXPSN2 J4c ] 

Assistant Facilities Manager (Recreation) - L-niversi~ of Virginia [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e O01VOTTPvrcsmrbCj7bgDuzAVXJm3vcKAGyGcIYSRisH6rjaC’g~olIBrCdlr n3Y MSZ14qit7YsPnkw5u0C83ODlsk s3fQX’*%J72qjB5RPgk2T9- 
3kH54kC1FKSj YCfODgL 7f01jRACvZQEGV4NQnc5cHMFz~’QK?!iD-sn~X2SxRZhUNsHXNX6EziX~ 1F 1FbJ6Gk-0 S2YaGYV~oOZt~bE~oL~U6j 1J~l~ 1V] 

Coordinator of Athletic Development & Special Events - L-niversi~ of the Pacific 

[http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTl~rcsmoppFcn qYvpG9p6T-Sq5- 

ZH8 qERtg’~bvuNuDL 573ivOkIegResJtl~)iaKCZFzY93213nKGqpArcXpqd6R7Yi6meX¢~RhTaMcbzLLkQ YtDeOD-i2oXVJDL sblDQAPoaNrHOBRnigDs-ovlhsA ] 

Coordinator of Intrarrmrals and Club Sports - Keene State College [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5cL’~dab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTI~rcsmoBTgiOwdrn0SEDVindc72IGQWBqEYVrxgUqI2iNPm2CFosMoE1XaEs72L xwX~YD2e 2qM- 

hz hinWaOiS12kVfvuoVvF c7dhuIiiNoqlEURvIwGn2vfUa-xAoXdzavNMpvI5xdukF61wN\’TE &~I5TPoK] 

Manager, Ticket Office - Harvard Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5c.Lxdab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e ~V~TT~5~rcsrr~C~-~IyJpcvDm2Ji93~rXsjxwEb9raY5VAkZhGqBTGNifKTj5~BZpr~fGl5\Vzkq~5v~Q~6e3v KNf2W572aHH7jT~VVv~143qrXoa’~ 
-cOyNmoW7AlgwL O 8zlPLxRe~iolY7bel2rapTPfcAAVuVjLcyj 59WDaptUiC04x7g 1S Jx~vgf3RDyk-B -NQOrxSxvgOpiXJVgEEl’aa~AqI5 ceC7c6Iw ] 

Athletic Academic Cotmselor - The University of Memphis [http:/ir20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 

llr wjn5cL’~dab&e~l104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTI~’rcsmpL~6Yjb3KvY3dpb5B1OxlcldlEOPt6ZplUIHFT 3rNldhgq2G eX2N~L5pXVV95o6hihbYyRvl~’HOHiGQ0qrc~56z zn\rV~Io0S5hKEtB 

-2~{9MzGPrRkp 1 hlMHGs~gk 160-3 JIfWML ~£~flogfJB dCyekF 1N6c 0- SGQo- 5’~EO\~Qt~CgI~zjEaDY~S -~tiGvisK0~EDYc ] 

Softball Coach/Media Relations - University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llrm~vinSdxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e ~V~TT~.rcsmrgQ5DNqBIeMJNIgW4D~JwV2C3i~TrVmh2~YGafaL~7~-S~vviGFwirrquUatEfIiWCZ- 
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Media Relations/Marketing Graduate Assistants (2 positions) - University, of Central 
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Coordinator of Aquatics - Northern Arizona Universi~z [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
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Season Ticket Sales Academy - Vanderbilt University- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr Wil~5dxdab&e~ 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTt~-rcsmr3TCnfubhkASJTMxtxlcFkUz3vklSoMBNWI1DqQ2Vv FZ6LhUarSzSkDOOGaulF4VFqsch7Tt;V4Owa@PORu6NxbsKvKLz.rbI 

Assistant Director of Academic Support - Villanova University- [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr ~vin5ckx:dab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e ~V~TT~:N.rcsmrRr~J(~M~V~IZisWVA7Y~r~6za8dKLuqHbbzLYzUHbzLwavd3K2xmB-Y2z~iV~v~t~U3psS- 
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Assistant AD for Marketing - University of Alabama at Birmingham [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp? 
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avcrCiLopoUSK ut XeXpm[’pV5u2B 3 c9 SWLx[-kNu216~ SULbxBP JuP6a RnU~.JIoC Azo5 uQ 

Sports Inlbrmation Internship -F.mbu-Ridd]e University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VO~VPPs:rcsmr4iJQqprY zTup~pvwLridKmK8IIJ-~EZ~9~ctV6vs3~‘9D~h~a~-iUNn~5F,R9WfMtahP~2wUMAi~rDpGGTVCB~Yx- 

K ttlM96Lrb6Ovq)iG8 EC tIMnWS~v 17pD3 Vs-2xI t2Z -P~dNh3ZXUwux[34w ] 

Graduate Assistants - Eastern New Mexico University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr ’aljn5dxdab&e~1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPyrcsmoD[gJIBgxVF, mLvnXoBaDJi00xK3AvAjQ4aSv- 
2ueM3ciO4Aw7afzegcEtts6QO 1-NJSfdnl B5Z9m4uuya2ett 7jj4b6eaSm3N)vJc EivI-Bmlv0eR0qLFTG RGnzSbKPdqs372uJdYk YQ76iP[~FJIhECxOb8 bpmBPldPyGB npha K4U7iZeNv[ I~Xh[ga] 

Associate Director of Sports Performance - Purdue Umversity [http:~/r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?lk win5cLxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTF~rcsmqRWIATOrBweAC7WJiN78scCC9t- 

5hkott,N~AXthATieEJFKvbf1,’~v, Ovw2-X EBY5CChTtvlMN79pwrW1iiGcRiOKM6 SRIii~101_J42KlpOT4aRG7w2zT4egUmtISpU3pS3PAi49hwWZDi~ ] 

Assistant Director of Annual Giving - Stanford Umversity [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tnisp? 

[lr win5dxck~b&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTPvrcsmrdeRsx585:XtlO1YSDdrJFlcFSU LRZ],ss,7B161xDmqJc996nesc17rR32fSBD6aNXaX7xR2tP0RBRZckO0ooBttVXUCP~F3kNNhv! 

Athletic Communications Internships (2 positions) - tIapCard Universi~" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lir win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTT[’~rcsmphIwo’~’- 
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Academic Coach - Kentucky State UniversiW [http://r20rs6net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5d× dab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTb’5,rcsmqnxs7erqw[~’XDBqc Y3 zKIP~,mClhNw[~b VvGef8 VLcH211WnWw7eDuV~ZRD2pU0 [~’Zh3]X&VfJPin 1UV2wvpBnFnrE- 

98nVTOZiBaDRbBCAOB VCR-r3zS]M\©×IX5xbqkQD.O-HB~2HOFnd3~dqmDgLDVD.ba2h-07[~hh4 ] 

Assistant Director of Basketball Academic Advising - Umversity of Minnesota [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dx&~b&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTb’~/rcsm~0- 
WtP,;~;OG9¥7eh~d~’IYqvtXRbg2C3ZHSUKUk-,,EYPaIrMmlr6 RZ35,cN49WF5qBdRW92coG04aA2-:,I~-DrfrY ©3IISM-RqpTgtlBBpdit;%I~’-obRrHDiJSkOzl:PocOwrN7pPS[Bc4AvI~XzoA ] 

Director of Marketing and Promotions - Utah State Universi~" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104854378974&s 4143&e 001VOTTI~’rcsmr4XeHAaIgha5sw3iOvZDTB~vhStCSpw vbaXs, i-AZZP3aEOQM2re-- 
AHflNSxs6bNAAVJ7SLFrhsll9azLKGx cmdaXnLXleOfuUcUN0fiXhNsePfrqSt~KKubK9tgRE-OExx7oVz4zv2uQ ] 

Quote 

"Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make 
a new ending." 
~ Maria Robinson 
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How FMLA, ADA and Workers’ 
Compensation Laws Work Together 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Using Travel Policy to 

Control Costs 

Mar. 18, 2011 
~--e-~-~-~-t--r-~-t--!--~--B---~---~--e--~--s-!--~--~----~--~-~-Y-;--~-&~-~-~---~--~. Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

~--e-~-~-~-t--r-~-t--!--~--B---~---~--e--~-s--L~--B--~-~-#-~--~--~--e--££-r---d--~-~--~--~-~-~-~-~---~---~-. Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 
WEBINAR DESCRIPTION Learn More 

It is often difficult to determine where the FMLA begins and the 
ADA ends. Throw workers@ compensation law into the mix and 
an employer may not know what rules apply. An understanding 
of how these three laws work together can help human 
resource professionals and in-house counsel better manage 
employee leaves and save their organizations money. 

In this webinar, you will learn what impact the FMLA has on 
workers@ compensation absences, how the ADA is related to 
workers@ compensation law and what benefits can be 
achieved by understanding how these laws work together and 
independently. 

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED 

Running of FMLA leave while a worker is out on 

workers@ compensation leave 

How to handle and apply accrued leave while a worker is 

out on workers@ compensation leave 

The differences between medical documentation 
entitlement under the FMLA, ADA and workers@ 
compensation law 

How the offer of light duty affects FMLA leave and 

workers@ compensation benefits 

The differences and similarities between being disabled 

under workers@ compensation laws and the ADA 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Human Resource executives and managers, in-house counsel 
and business owners will find this webinar to be of great 
interest as they try to comply with employment laws that may 
seem difficult to reconcile. 

FAC U LTY 

Steven J. Luckner is a Partner of the law firm of Coughlin Dully 
LLP focusing on the defense of cases involving allegations of 
wrongful discharge, sexual harassment, age, race, sex, 
religious, disability discrimination, whistle-blower and other 
statutory claims. Mr. Luckner also has experience in the 
defense of wage and hour claims under both the Federal Fair 
Labor Standards Act and various state laws. 

Mr. Luckner prosecutes and defends cases involving post- 
employment restrictions, unfair competition, breach of fiduciary 
duty and trade secrets. Mr. Luckner also has experience in the 
cutting-edge issues associated with the Federal Computer 
Fraud and Abuse Act and how that Act and other state 
computer fraud statutes relate to the management of 
employer-employee relationships in the digital age. 

In addition to his litigation practice, Mr. Luckner routinely 

advises human resource professionals, in-house counsel and 

business owners on day-to-day employment issues including 

leaves of absence, reasonable accommodations, reductions-in- 
force, and employee discipline. He regularly assists employers 

through reductions-in-force and in responding to employment 
audits from State and Federal agencies. Mr. Luckner also 

How to Handle Travel 

Pay Legally 

Mar. 21, 2011 

R#qistration - Session 
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Should You Contribute 

Non-Cash Assets to Your 

Company’s Defined 

Benefit Pension Plan? 

~ssues and Answers 

Mar, 22, 2011 
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Plus CD Recordinq~ 

~289.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Leave Abuse: How 

to Stop It 

Mar. 23, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Managing Employees 

Who Can’t Work: 

Understanding 

and Applying Leave Law 

in Ohio 

Mar. 23, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Responding to an EEO 

Charge 

Mar. 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

MS Excel 2007 Tips, 

Tricks and Shortcuts 



conducts independent investigations for employers in relation 

to complaints of sexual harassment, discrimination, whistle 

blowing and other employee issues. 

Education: 

Tulane Law School (J.D. 1996) 
Executive Editor, Sports Lawyers Journal (1995-1996) 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro (B.A. 1992) 

Steven J. Luckner, Esq. 

Coughlin Duffy LLP 

350 Mt. Kemble Avenue 

[Vlorristown, NJ 07962 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

¯ 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and Internet. 
¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
¯ Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 

Internet access is not requh’ed for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 

your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in 

and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 

hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only." ~198,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Re¢ordinq: $289.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or 

can you suggest any webinar topics that would be of 

interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations,com, 

That Save Time and 

Boost Productivity 

Mar. 23, 2011 
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FMLA Intermittent Leave: 

New Tools to Combat 

Abuse 

Mar. 24, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$338.00 

Learn More 

Utilizing Mobile and On- 

Site Medical Clinics to 

Reduce Health Care 

Costs 

Mar. 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

I-9 Crackdown- Will Your 

Company Be Next? 

Mar. 29, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices in 
Managing FMLA Leave 
Mar. 29, 2011 
R#qistration - Session 
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SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

US Supreme Court Declines to Hear Appeal of 

Federal Reserve Ruling 

The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal that sought 
to stop the U.S. Federal Reserve from disclosing details about its 
emergency loans to banks during the financial crisis in 2008. The 
Clearing House Association had asked the high court to reverse a 
federal appeals court ruling that required disclosure of the lending 
records. The Obama administration had opposed the appeal, as ... 
2011-03-21 15:06:39 Hawaiian Reporter 

US government opposes Hicrosoft in Supreme Court 

patent lawsuit 

The U.S. government is opposing Microsoft in a $290 million Supreme 
Court patent-infringement case in which the software giant is 
pushing for a change to the way patents are determined to be valid 
or invalid. The Feds join 21 other parties that have filed amicus 
curiae, or ’friend of the court,’ briefs in support of i4i Inc., a 
Toronto-based company that is suing Microsoft for allegedly using its 
patented ..~ 

: 2011-03-21 13:42:34 seattlepi,corn 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

executed after lawyer missed paperwork deadline 
WASH][NGTON - The U.S. Supreme Court will decide whether a 
convicted man can be executed after his lawyers missed a 
paperwork deadline in the appeals process. The court agreed on 
Monday to hear an appeal from Cory Maples. He is on death row on a 
murder conviction after his trial lawyers allegedly ... 

2011-03-21 10:56:11 Brandon Sun 

US Supreme Court Won’t Hear Hiss. Case Appeal 

Winding Convicted Of Kidnapping, Sexual Battery Email Print 
JACKSON, Miss. -- The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an 
appeal from James Winding, who was convicted in Adams County in 
2003 of kidnapping and sexual battery. Winding was sentenced to 30 
years in prison. Prosecutors said the sexual assault took place on 
Sept. 28, 2002, in rural Wilkinson County. They said Winding had 

abducted the... 
2011-03-21 13:49:36 16 WAPT 

WaI-Hart Sex-discrimination Case Headed to the 
Supreme Court 
T n 2001, a lawsuit was launched against Wal=Mart by Brad Seligman, 

civil rights attorney. Betty Dukes, named as the lead plaintiff, worked 
as a cashier in a Pittsburg, CA WaI-Mart, and said she had problems 
with a female supervisor. She claimed that even after several years 
of working there, she was denied chances to advance, even though 
she received good reviews on her performance. The suit’s goal ... 
2011-03-21 16:27:21 3D 3ournal 

Supreme Court won’t rule on Eminem’s iTunes case 
The US Supreme Court on Monday declined to rule on a Universal 
Music Group appeal of Eminem’s digital royalty win. Tts gesture 
upheld a Uinth Circuit Court of Appeals decision that said Eminem’s 
contract with FBT Productions entitled him to a 50 percent cut of 
any digital sales, including iTunes and Amazon MP3. Universal had 
argued that it could give him the same 12 percent as with CD 
sales ....... 
2011-03-21 13:00:04 ElectFonista 

10 Law Schools That Receive the Host Applications 
_,_,_,_,.___..._,__.__._._,_,_,___.._,_.,,_,. 
Applications to law schools rose in 2010, as more people turned to a 
legal education for a potential career path or a temporary buffer 
against the ongoing economic turmoil. Law schools received about 
87,900 applications last year, up from 86,600 in 2009 and 83,400 in 
2008, according to the Law School Admission Council, Tnc. But the 
perennially top=ranked schools in U.S. News’s rankings of were not ... 
2011-03-21 14:10:53 Yahoo! News 

Guidebook Argues that Small Law Firms Can Benefit 

Lawyers already have enough to worry about when they step foot 
into their office or the courtroom each day: will their client be 
unruly, will the judge grant the continuance date and will the flies 
that were supposed to arrive last week finally be sitting on their 
desk. According to legal technology insiders, for small law firms, 



technology can be just as strong an asset as a good defense as 
technology ,,. 
2011-03-21 11:36:50 TMC Net 

News - Tom Harkin defends mandatory spendin¢] 
Sen. Tom Harkin says he’s open to changes in the health care law if 
problems come up ’ but the money automatically provided by the law 
isn’t one of them. The roughly $105 billion in mandatory 
appropriations for the law, the Iowa Democrat said, is no different 
from the farm subsidies that run from year to year on federal funds 
that are also provided automatically. Some House Republicans ’ 
including _. 

2011-03-21 15:54:47 Trust for America’s Health 
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Top 10 Drafting Issues in LPs and 
LLCs for Land Owners and 

Developers 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

The world of private real estate investment has, over 
a number of years, been dominated by the use of 
limited liability companies and limited partnerships as 
the preferred entities of choice. This is because of 
the flexibility and flow-through tax treatment 
associated with these entities, as well as their liability 
protection. 

However, unlike corporate organizational documents, 
the ability to grab the perfect off-the=shelf form for a 
limited liability company or limited partnership is not 
available. There is a need to tailor the agreement 
between the parties of a real estate deal with 
thought and care because of all the contractual 
provisions that the agreement entails, including 
funding the operation, allocation and distribution of 
profit, management and operational issues, and 
buy/sell and exit strategies. 

This audio conference will focus on the top 20 issues 
that are often unaddressed or inadequately 
addressed by practitioners in putting together real 
estate transactions, 

The program will focus on practical alternatives to 
the various issues that can be raised in putting 
together a real estate transaction. While real estate 
transactions will be the focus, many of the tips will 
be appropriate for any kind of limited liability company 
or limited partnership business that you or your 
clients may find themselves in. 

Capital Issues 

¯ Failure to Adequately Address the Need for 

Additional Cash and the Consequences of 
Noncontribution 
¯ Failure to Address How Dilution and Buy-Outs Work 

When Capital Is Disproportional to Profit Percentages 

Management Issues 

¯ Failure to Address How to Deal With Deadlock 
¯ Failure to Deal With Noncompetition and Business 
Opportunity Doctrines 
¯ Failure to Properly Deal With Indemnity Provisions 



Allocations and Distributions 

¯ Failure to Address the Post-Tax Nature of a 
Contribution and Pre-Tax Nature of a Distribution 
When Structuring Priority Returns 
¯ Failure to Address the Need for Cash to Pay Pass- 
Through Tax Liabilities 
¯ Failure to Cause Capital Accounts to Track the 

Economics of the Deal 

Buy/Sell Issues 

¯ Failure to Deal With Assignee Status of Transferees 
Where the Assignee Is Not Admitted as a Partner 
¯ Failure to Build Back Doors or Exit Plans for Partners 

This audio conference is designed primarily for 
attorneys. Controllers, CFOs, accountants, estate 
and financial planners, developers, contractors, 
paralegals, and other legal staff may also benefit from 
attending. 

,leffrey A. Markowitz, Miles & Stockbridge P.C. 

3effrey A. Markowitz 
¯ Principal in the Baltimore, Maryland, office of Miles & 
Stockbridge P.C. 
¯ Practice emphasizes all aspects of sophisticated tax 
areas, including corporate, partnership and 
international taxes, and provided tax and business 
structuring advice on strategic joint ventures and real 
estate transactions 
¯ Frequent lecturer in the area of choice of business 
entity, including the use of limited liability companies; 
and served on two ad hoc committees of the 
Maryland State Bar dealing with revisions to the 
Maryland General Partnership Act and the Maryland 
Limited Partnership Act 
¯ Adjunct professor of law at the University of 

Baltimore School of Law 
¯ Speaker and writer of several publications related to 
the area of tax and choice of entity, including, 
"Drafting Limited Liability Company Operating 
Agreements," Southeast Business Tax Forum, 
Taxation of Business Transactions, Atlanta, Georgia, 
May 27, 20~.0 

¯ Member of the American Bar Association, Section of 
Tax, Corporate Tax Committee; the Maryland 
Advanced Tax Institute, chair, 2000; the Maryland 

State Bar Association, Section of Taxation, chair, 
2003; the Maryland State Bar, Committees on Revised 
Uniform Partnership Act 1997 and Revised Uniform 
Limited Partnership Act 2002 
¯ Received the Excellence in Teaching Award, 2009 
from the University of Baltimore 
¯ Best Lawyers, 2011 Baltimore Lawyer of the Year in 
Tax Law 
¯ 3.D. degree, cure laude, Order of the Coil and 
research/projects editor of the Villanova Law Review, 
Villanova School of Law; B.S. degree, summa cure 
laude, Beta Gamma Sigma and Phi Kappa Phi, 
Villanova University 
¯ Can be contacted at 4~.0-385-3523 or 
j ma rkowitz@milesstockbridge.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
~" Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 



teleconferences 

¯ CFP 
¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
¯ CPE 
¯ NALA 
¯ NFPA 

Click here forthe"Detailed CreditInformation" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Don’t Let Borrowers or Guarantors 
Turn the Tables: Assessing and 
Avoiding Lender Liability Claims 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $318,00 

SBA lending affords banks and other lending 
institutions with the opportunity to finance 
commercial loans to small businesses and at the same 
time secure a loan guarantee from the federal 
government. While the program can be quite 
profitable, it’s not without its risks. 

Compliance with SBA regulations is mandatory to 
ensure success and profitability. With numerous 
changes occurring to the program during the last 
year, it is critical to understand the new regulations 
and the way to make the SBA loan programs work for 
you. 

SBA Lending in General 

Loan Programs - 7(a), 504 and Express 
General Eligibility Requirements 
Lender Participation - GP, CLP and PLP 

Documenting the SBA Loan 

Loan Authorization 
SBA Required Forms 
Other Key Documents 

Closing and Funding the SBA Loan 

Due Diligence 
Proving Borrower’s Injection 
Tracking Loan Proceeds 

Recent Legislation and Regulatory Changes 

Impact of the 2020 Small Business .lobs Act 
Recent Regulatory Changes 
Hot Topics 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal 
assistants and attorneys. 



Kimberly A. Rayer, Esq., Starfield & Smith, P.C. 

Kimberly A. Rayer, Esq. 
¯ Attorney with the law firm of Starfield & Smith, P.C. 

¯ Extensive experience representing banks and 

financial institutions in connection with commercial 
financing transactions, including loans offered through 
the SBA loan programs 
¯ Performs SBA eligibility reviews, documents and 
closes loans, and advises on guaranty purchase 
matters 
¯ Admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey and the Federal District 
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 
¯ Hember of the Philadelphia Bar Association and the 
National Association of Government Guaranteed 
Lenders 
¯ Named a Pennsylvania Rising Star by Philadelphia 
Hagazine for 2010 
¯ Graduate, Drexel University and James E. Beasley 
School of Law, Temple University 
¯ Can be contacted 215-542-7070 or 
krayer@starfieldsmith.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
~" Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ Bankers 
¯ CBC 
¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit ]Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $249,00 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 9:36 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-Weekly 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NO Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

Good afternoon, 
We will NOT meet tomorrow but resume our normal first and third Tuesday meeting rotation next week. March was unusual because 
of all of the committee business but hopefully next month will return some regularity to our schedule. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding, 
Brent 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, April 7 at 
1:00 pm EST (12:00pm CST, 11:00am MST, 

10:00am PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229~ 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
S u pport (~..avant resou rces.com 

~, Complimentary audio t~cording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Sample forms and policies for your employee 
handbook 

~, Live question and answer session 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

The Art of Leading: 3 Strategies for 
Optimum Productivity and Accountability 
April 5 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

New Protected Classes and How to 
Avoid Violations 
April 7 at 1:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Understandin.q and Followin¢! the Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act 
April 12 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner, 

This program has been pre-approved for ! 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

How the New Protected Classes Affect 
Your Workplace Policies and Practices 

Live Webinar 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 at 1:00pro ET 
(12:00pm CT, 11:00am MT, 10:00am PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

GINA: HR and Managers need to be prepared for potential litigation that will result from the passage 

of the new Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act that prohibits discrimination based on a new 
protected class Ogenetic information ~. This webinar will provide best practices to avoid violation of 
this new federal law as well as practical methods to ensure compliance. 

Credit History: The EEOC has employee and job applicant credit and background checks in its 
enforcement cross hairs. At least two employers have been sued by the agency, and over 20 states 
are proposing laws to banish or restrict the practice. 

In addition, you will learn about the EEOC ~s focus on Family Responsibilities Discrimination as 
well as some of the other new protected classes under state and local laws and how these new 
protected classes affect your policies and practices in the workplace. This webinar will discuss the 
recent amendments to the FLSA set forth in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act that 
require employers to provide [lreasonable break time L; to nursing mothers and its state counterparts 
that often prohibit discrimination and harassment based upon requesting this ~reasonable break 
timed to express milk at work. Understand the steps you need to take to minimize legal risks 
associated with potential discrimination against these new protected classes. 

In this 60-minute webinar, you will learn: 

What Discrimination is prohibited by GINA 

How to Ensure Compliance with GINA 
Recent Cases and Complaints Filed under GINA 
EEOC~s Focus on Family Responsibilities Discrimination 
Could Caregiver Status be a new protected class? 

Credit History as a Protected Class 
Gender Identity as a Protected Class 
Nursing Morns as a Protected Class 

This live presentation will teach you how to avoid violation of GINA, family responsibilities, credit 
history and other new protected classes. 

~ M elissa Fleischer is President and Founder of HR Learning Center, LLC. As an employment 

law attorney, Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented numerous clients in employment 
discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment law and human resource 

’ training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as sexual and unlawful 
harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor relations. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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FTC’s Red Flags Rule: Everything 

You Need to Know 
Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, May S, 2Oll 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

I-9 Crackdown- Will Your 
Company Be Next? 
Mar. 29, 2011 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 
._E__e_._qLs__t__r__a__t_Lo__Q__:___S___e__s__s__Lo___n- 

_o_nJ_~:_:___.s_~__%8__,9__o_ 
Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: ~308,00 ._E__e__qLs__t__r__a__t_Lo__Q__:___S___e__s__s_j__o__0____p_[g__s. 

L__e_.a_ r_. _n__.N_.o_ r_.e_. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

The Federal Trade Commission,s Identity Theft Red Flags 
Rule went into effect on December 31, 2010. Despite this 
deadline, many organizations are still uncertain as to 
whether the Rule applies to them and what their 
compliance obligations are with respect to developing an 
identity theft prevention program. Compliance with the Rule 
is further complicated by the fact that the Rule does not tell 
a company what its identity theft prevention program must 
include, but merely sets forth the process that 
organizations have to follow to establish their own specific 
program. 

This webinar is presented by Boris Segalis, a partner at 
InfoLawGroup LLP, a law firm specializing in privacy, 
information security, technology and intellectual property. 
Mr. Segalis is a noted privacy law expert. He has written 
extensively about the Red Flags Rule and advised clients in 
a variety of industries on compliance with the Rule. Mr. 
Segalis will help organizations determine whether they are 
subject to the Red Flags Rule and will review what steps 
they must take to implement the Rule~s requirements. The 
presentation will cover the text of the regulation, federal 
agency guidance and newly-enacted legislation that limits 
the Rule~s application. The webinar will provide guidance 
to organizations regarding the steps they must take to 
comply with the Rule, including the development, 
implementation and ongoing administration of an identity 
theft prevention program. Finally, Mr. Segalis will review 
enforcement of the Rule by federal agencies. 

AGENDA 

Scope of the Red Flags Rule 
o Overview of the Red Flags Rule 

o Which Financial Institutions Are Subject to the 

FTC~s Jurisdiction? 
o Determining Whether Your Organization Is a 

~Creditor~ 
o Understanding ~Covered Accounts~ 
o New Legislation 

o Enforcement Deadlines 
Compliance with the Red Flags Rule 

o Determining Your Organization,s Obligations 

Under the Rule 
o Developing and Implementing a Written Identity 

Theft Prevention Program 

o Administering the Program 
Enforcement Expectations 

o FTC~s Position on Red Flags Enforcement 
o Red Flags Enforcement Experience of Financial 

Institutions 

Best Practices in Managing 

FMLA Leave 

Mar. 29, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: ~$ 209~O0 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq~ $278.00 

Learn More 

Handling Unclaimed 

(Abandoned) Wages: 

Prepare Now for 

Compliance Crackdown 

Mar. 29, 2011 

Reqistration: $219,00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308,00 

Learn More 

Managing and Motivating 

the Seven Most 

Challenging 

Types of Employees 

Mar. 29, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

When Employee Bloggers 

Attack: Responding to 

Negative Employee 

Comments on the Web 

Mar. 30, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD RecordincL; $268.00 

Learn More 

Leave Law for the Texas 
Employer: Interaction 
Between State and Federal 
Law and Strategies for 
Successfully Managing 
Employee Leave Issues 
Mar. 30, 2011 
_R___e_g_i__s__t_r__a__t_i__o__n___z__&e___s__s_Lq_n_. 
._O___n_[z_: __&_~__9___%__0___0. 
._R___e_ g_i__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n____-___~ _e___s__s_ Lo___n____P_!_u__s_ 
_C_ _D___B__e_c_ 9__r__d_ Ln_ g_:___% _2_6_ _8__~ _0___0_ 
L.e__a_En___~_o_r_e_ 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Compliance leaders and in-house counsel at financial 

institutions, service providers to financial institutions, and 

entities that offer credit or participate in credit decisions 

(including managers of retailers that offer private label or 

store-branded credit cards), 

New York Leave Law 

Mar. 30, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 



FACULTY 

Boris Segalis 

Boris Segalis is a partner at InfoLawGroup LLP, a law firm 

specializing in privacy, information security, technology and 

intellectual property. 

Mr. Segalis counsels clients on a broad range of privacy and 

information security issues, including in the areas of 

financial privacy, security and fraud prevention; information 

security breaches; online and mobile marketing; behavioral 

tracking; e commerce; product development; employee 

monitoring and internal investigations; payment card 

systems; and government programs 

With respect to compliance with the Red Flags Rule, Mr. 

Segalis has counseled financial institutions, multinational 

diversified organizations, airlines, national insurance 

companies and large retailers on determining relevant 

compliance obligations and developing and implementing 

identity theft prevention programs. 

Mr. Segalis has written and spoken extensively on the Red 

Flags Rule. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERV~rEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and Internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 

Internet access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 

event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in 

and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 

hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $308,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or 

can you suggest any webinar topics that would be of 

interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations.com, 

Using Incentives to Reduce 

Injuries and Enrich Your 

Safety Culture 

Mar. 30, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Handle Travel Pay 

Legally 

Mar. 31, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Making Workplace 

Diversity Work for You 

Mar. 31, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.0 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 

How to Avoid It. How to 

Settle It. How to Win It. 

Apr. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordincj_; ~319.00 

.L .e__a_.r_ n___ .M__o_ r_e_ 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Apr. 14, 2011 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and 

Private EquityFunds: How 

to Avoid the ERISA Trap 

May 5, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jun. 2, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $289.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $348.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

ii!:.’.~i ?:i~i :.=~; i::; ;::~:: :% .??.ii !:i:i:1%:i:::;. 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

State asks Supreme Cour~ to step in, halt restraining 
order 
The Walker administration went directly to the state Supreme Court 
on Thursday to get it to lift an order blocking implementation of a 
controversial measure that sharply curtails public employee 
bargaining rights, telling the high court that a Dane County judge 
unconstitutionally overstepped her authority. With an open meetings 
lawsuit over the measure still months away from a decision, lawyers 
for ... 
2011-04-07 18:39:41 Capital Times 

Error Gives Prosser Lead :~n Wis, Supreme Court 
Race 
(NewsCore) - WAUKESHA, Wis. -- An error in counting ballots in 
Waukesha County gave incumbent Justice David Prosser a lead in 

what had been a nail-biter of a race for his seat on the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court, the Waukesha County Clerk Kathy Nickolaus said 
Thursday. Nickolaus said the error occurred on election night when 
votes from one city, Brookfield, were omitted from the total vote for 

: the county .... 
2011-04-07 19:07:09 MyFox Detroit 

A US federal court of appeals confirmed conviction 
........................................................... 

A US federal court of appeals has confirmed the conviction of former 
Enron CEO Jeffrey Skilling and ordered hearings to set a new 
sentence. The appeals court for the Texas region reviewed the case 
in light of a Supreme Court decision in June 2010 invalidating an 
aspect of Skilling’s conviction of conspiracy to defraud shareholders. 
Skilling, sentenced in 2006 to 24 years in prison, and Enron 
founder ... 
2011-04-07 18:21:32 938 LIVE 

IA: House overwhelmingly rejects changes in 

appointment process for appeals court 

in Crime & Courts,Legislature,Politics & Government Only six members 
of the Iowa House voted to consider a plan that would let the 
governor appoint whomever he or she wants to serve on the Towa 
Court of Appeals. Tt would havereplaced the current system in which 
a 15-member Judicial Nominating Commission submits three names to 
the governor and the governor must choose one of the three 

nominees for ... 
2011-04-07 16:51:50 Radio Iowa 

Firm Business Models Should Evolve 

Print There were 16 law firm mergers and acquisitions in the U.S. in 
the year’s first quarter, and the biggest one saw the 3,500=lawyer 
megafirm DLA Piper bring in Australian affiliate DLA Phillips Fox and its 
600 lawyers. ’Although we expect 2011 to be a rebound year for law 
firm mergers, it’s still too early to conclude that the market is back,’ 
says Ward Bower, a principal at law firm management ... 
2011-04-07 17:55:22 ABA Journal 

Texas Senate strengthens anti-stalking law 

The Texas Senate passed a bill Thursday to strengthen the state’s 
anti-stalking law. Tt clarifies that stalking is not necessarily the same 
offense over-and-over, but may include a number of different 
actions that show a threatening pattern. [t also expands the 
definition of stalking to include actions targeting a victim or the 
victim’s current dating partner. Email Share Share! News Video 
School ... 
2011-04-07 18:19:29 KVUE News Online 

Alaska Leqislature urqes law of the sea treaty 

ratification 

Seafood.com News is a premium seafood industry daily service that 
incorporates the broadest possible news-gathering network to 
provide up-to=the minute market information and breaking news. The 
Seafood.com News service provides a comprehensive daily snapshot 
of vital industry information for seafood producers, sellers, importers, 
brokers, traders, distributors, buyers, foodservice and retail ... 
2011-04-07 18:54:52 Seafood.com News 

An ~:dea Worth Pursuing. 
Over the course of the past few years T was privileged to serve as 
the American Bar Association’s Advisor to the National Conference of 



Commissioner’s on Uniform State Law’s Drafting Committee on 
Amendments to the Uniform Common Tnterest Ownership Act 
(NCCUSL). The NCCUSL was founded in 1892 for the purpose of 
providing states with non-partisan, well conceived and well drafted 
legislation that ,.. 
2011-04-07 16:02:12 South Florida Sun-Sentinel 

Barry Bonds trial: Closing arguments over, case 
goes to the jury 

Home run king Barry Bonds is being tried on charges he lied to a 
federal grand jury when he said he never knowingly took steroids. 
Follow Mercury News reporter Howard Mintz’s account of the trial in 
this live blog from the San Francisco courtroom, During the trial’s 
lunch break, check the Barry Bonds section for a special live chat 
with sports columnist Mark Purdy, 3:50 p.m.: Prosecutor: "Every 
athlete .,, 
2011-04-07 18:13:39 Contra Costa Times 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, April 11,2011 7:58 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TENZI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campai~n.r20.constantcontactcom/render?llr ~vin5dxdab&v 0014VpJP4e0eJTf2KrcLs3RNdLa-U0s7R2ElvzVv3U~2bd 7IIPkE-wBplqXRii909qrnmYSOiUEaYpollMSuplxX- 
COLFFzT0nB 81XNTskl ZuUvVozE04z-vffrQ%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 11,2011 

Job Search Book 

"Your book and your jobs blog are great[ I used the book to prepare for a job that 
was listed on your biog and got it!! Now we are doing well and employed, thanks 
for all you do Dr. G" 

-Sara Jones 

Rec Sports 

Universi~" o17 Washington 

$29.95 [https://www.paypal.con~,c~i-bir~,webscr’?cmd s-xclick&hosbed button id 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJN’[~SFO016fwSENEASPuKBepjzFIJxZySaYsrvtvotn4B-0u5(18q0ch31~mG- 
HsQxAwZ1BhlpPV09E3vld A.xzDJ3WE SUV~r6h7NGe5 d89 -hQDTt4fLPn88wSLQrLuEoCtrdBZ43LrrflVDpqgKJ-BO3GpLx4czB 8V:~Fllg40Qu-X SiZhp5KRngjuVMfXvj ~n9- 
iSsUa Yq~vDI3 aRjBbLrUa TAVs6Mk] 
- E-book 

Library Adoption 

Forward this e-newsletter to your librarian and suggest that they adopt this book 
so that your students have an opportunity to learn the latest techniques in sports 
career development. To receive a library order fom~ Click Here [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cL’;dab&e~ 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agYVtlKJNL3uRYVma68yTSpvPMsqp65rVVJV~rw JHF 1 vEzBqpFL’cKYKCD-IpAj Kirrff’c3-ESpXpEDKi4Qj sMSyBZflw0-sO7WnaKOLgUp- 
tuPIt0FYZzpAg7WOaA1LlgCEL MJ~45w~v~jubMiCO2aIUvVN~FHrwqpyAd4h C-0HI02zz5QbMZ1QpSnQO88Ck4hwMGWlgJCbVi~]. 

8 Steps to Inte~Aewing Success 
Interviewing Image [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~iin5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e ~52agWt~KJN3rqnWAe~Fqjx\~i\VzjjdusEK~Dd4Epu7HvfJ2ecFsL~gTf~\~SBNX~Nc~BhXZW~zBnGUwb~eKt 8MLKI2ZSL~IPX4f 6oa3W0; 
-sQUGGeOM08ZbspYxI22t~5E3kUOwcsPk Wrffiizvrk7VtSJ D2Gg-D~J~’~KKsybWQSltwz7QiN~Km~,cA1AHDzSarffX2a4uiucQruKbAu] 

$9.95 [t~ttp:i,’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~iin5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e ~52agWt~KJN3rqnWAe~Fqjx\~i\VzjjdusEK~Dd4Epu7HvfJ2ecFsL~gTf~\~SBNX~NcIBhXZW1zBnGUwb~eKt 8MLKI2ZSL~IPX4f 6oa3W0; 
-sQUGGeOM08ZbspYxI22t~5E3kUOwcsPk Wrffiizvrk7VtSJ D2Gg-D~J~’~KKsybWQSltwz7QiN~Km~,cA1AHDzSarffX2a4uiucQruKbAu] 

(Instant Download) 

Join our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact com/email jsp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s -4143&e 001152a~WtlKJNkl 1EBuEsQ0rlFmO 9y4ZVPVs39JaiVEvlkTklLrr.rOM GmzGi7Hu2t2jTnYMibw dPGJCcczoV3i3HTyOGCLo4tffrs~¢,,2VIAJPsQV4~N~ 
Job Listings [http://r20rs6.netitn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~¥VtlKJNJKZnW1W36xS1Kd4w9gzKNSQu3x7 9OSLxNOoGilrgmPcMcCXeFZOBL- 
KcU95XDdAd Yagg2XdFAqN84nLrNwTVu 0d 1 pD1Cy2zAV 1Pl~Kooi 3 oiSuPR~,2tK2 05Y JI3tb76A0mZcSXisSE7AOaa~naDm2W2 ] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net~’tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJP ubaY2POfVdcQ7C9ml- 
6dlRBaVoqI a eepl5YRNvq6d619sl~rblIHcEf~" MPMhHS9Yw5tUD4kitFvlz~IkviVTOgAiAQBkttiuZKNSFmlSoNpSQFx3XTdB I~EN3ciHef~,SEVOQi6XNHp5WYXPJGiXAHiFpu~QA ] 
Career Development Resources [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr~’in5ckx:dab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJON2k2Wc3u~lNm~lpwwqpdSvwpDtiCSxkPGJe 2BaAU0qJSOZ5cYVIFqCrag7XsX~RiRpOR0bTJyGtoiN38xoTN0iAdXYLZI61H5(~ 
Forwardto aFriend [http:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1105109893702&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&e~ 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agYVtlKJMZGrCa6UiJF1Ufi~nNQbUAeQEmceANSyrKiJOcHqJICKpasmlHKpFgv~NUdXpqEUAzdGQH3011DTix!dinOyFoRTHD54ds 
-uT2 zh°tpGQ zza3iOZ YAKwmo7gRyO 6R0 JGRB~rB e910 oz4fU ] 

Feature Article 

Five Waste-of-Time Job Search Activities 



by Caroline ML. Potter, 
Yahoo! ttotJobs 

Time is money -- whether you’ve got a job or not. While it may be tempting to chase 
down every possibility when you’re searching for work, don’t. Many can lead you 
down a blind alley -- where you may lose the contents of your wallet. 
A ]k~cused search using tried and true methods, especially networking, will lead 
to your next j ob, not tactics that smack of desperauon 
Avoid these five job-hunting "don’ts" that will yield the poorest of results, according 
to leading workplace advisor Liz Ryan...(More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. isp’.’ 

llr~¢in5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s~4143&e 001152aCWtlKJNsJKv~,\’~Pro2RiLv2LtrXaK62cpgX84 hRiccS~veVsZSuI-ibZp635Z64 lkPrnJ63evX185X9DiSTcgi9pdlMKI~glF,4hHOOzlQiHSA- 
7SLw3nQPhS9sIbrsibaaibzVPnbchOU gLtWmWMwk01tiigNuB6eldZ2wFvpJtMrofR~,~eirA ] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 1 lth, include a ticket manager in the NBA Developmental 
League, an assistant athletic trainer, an Associate AD, a high school AD, a Sports 
Infom~ation Director, an Assistant AD, an intern, and much more. To view these 
positions and more, click on the individual lirf~s below or go to our website at 
www. sportscareersinstitute, com [http:i/r 20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
lit win5dxdab&e:~ 1105109893702&sM143&e 001152a~WtlKJN~K11EBuEsQ0rlFmO 9v4Z~;~PVs39Ja2~LrMkTklLErOM OmzOi7Hu2t2iTn’~_rMib~v dPGJCcczoV3i3HTyOGCLo4uFsYVF~L~JPsQV4gN~ 

Director of Campus Recreation- Universi~ of Dayton [http :i/r20.rs6.net/tn. i sp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKYNUOqFRBZ3BanbfVTGNShqldqrzlTr92HSfiwYZSERcl51~’2ciTF’WS- 
M~tkeV6 vSi4ssRiCii TomH~clL 0iNv.Di z~vhWu3 CVrdclTsrI-1VclJ9L1DHwbbl~OwSclkhTEN1 aE801LfFdvgDBzB YGvG5Z3 GW] 

Athletic Director - Evansville Vanderburgh School [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&e~l105109893702&s 4143&e 001152aaWtlK~’lZ2k9b 21OsDAFcl5f~tk6pD2F W9HOAhDFEX-TAStnJwdNcl20 YVAiLOs7Osh-O 3iZEw S909LT~W- 
a600WEVIsbPra46z0 JOWE JI- 8wBLI~mL 3uZ3 CHbLOzDIB 1 vIsV1GFN1 lq~facl YJ 1 pcvWwo435N~KSClvcTcHZOOkEDXnvJSwcra4J~ ] 

Director of Youth Development - YMCA (S~trater, SC) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJOO1COTRYfcPfXks2b~4~sg2F2b0P0rrt3X0elCQqalgRfgAs-w221 lq~KQtkl’otk704AOXAcIDTeC- 
ItsNla ZG4a2aKDSUcmt lrOZ5GIKANql mVqOYEmuZ3cuOWOOYUsiMCV~r\VodSMmjnn4Kcn3z3Y wZtTakEeKHhLe5PsVYPX5x6Qzlh94-kpSu6P9X0gS’2X.STFOO 18SQIS1JqT- 
UO5NvvHcGwI~Ln7 Bbm7j3JAngNqQgcOQyM~ViIdzzqfpzyqJjTgl Ma5Yg ] 
Communication Assistants (2 Positions) - The Big East Conference [ht~://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKPNBxZv©fubArh38DFTLP- 
kJhyse69PeNsiC fFoFKORRTIiVh jKctc26a8XVWtaea~zSTz¥VY5TnFDSIZV~HLApKrAAX9T~VNsXwVhBvGbU4kNIYkLSUsk~DYgc©7LuShHYEq2Zd6zzw ] 
Marketing Assistant - Florida Citrus Sports [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

llr~,ln5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJOdZP5eyNYaiDPXKKo2IutlcsKePSn qX©ZwTph5JDWcpgCiLzT3Vx9Udq2hZOC2dplv~DKvH9ewLuLtAk2- 
LvCS~Obc38sLxxG1D5xiykXocLoV4BStJlhdX.G6NowG\rbBuZ~HVG5FxiNIGwvBeNwRhiaXFU duVdpc ] 
Academic Advisor - Illinois State University [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJPL5trBzhlqi0J1JziVfocRhC]Luhd- 
Ts6qnmOeyB YllJiTTlna~wYPl2 JrARFB YINK,©ESv7Lv-6UAgxc Ja’¢~85A-iZCanuM~uB g0PahsAhI28r3to YGt 1B ©Fnrat34qI ] 
Assistant Professor - Western Carolina Universi~z [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ;vjn5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJO4KiSn5pPsOW- 
5WvJBMtyAw4~{¥SV~pvohcVgD NNm-2ZDCP&dbF~C2R~n5RzI3JYy89j TeTBEYd3nkEoGCCPSrt2wloEJLWqVvMHBYORd-A- 
A6I nIC4RgCDq~qTM2DtiD~T7BdCrdrmp3r\~3Zgpubz2gHHqj~8ggcDd3HDTI~z‘2KJnXFyE~guT3muz3vHQpBZ3BXXLt5ZDdeqDZn5 lg9an6vSsMvKHqTTSiXxtUBwmbrt23pN148Ag 
-XeFQ GVc ZNZhX.sDDYV0w ] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - North Georgia College and State University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn jsp? 
llr ;vjn5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4143&e ~1~52agWt~KJNCt2IwqVv~Ix~nU~8RrBcCG13n97HzwSITQ~uIy~h7gaIW6J~hQj~j9ARq2CuE~aS1uTQP~9p~8L~c~gu4~6reb9DIG8Kb2iK~SJrc 
-vtgVPsv-0HoFTLS2 TRRyslx~nznQNbyMoxoQf7d uXSAopco ] 
Associate Athletic Director - To;vson University [http:/ir20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr ;vin5dxdab&et 1105109893702&sM143&e 001152a~WtlKJPpGv,,,f6f0- 
xlvso20690XFV;vHBCZ YgtkYAB Tb JLWHPqvStbM~ktbpUKJq33 ]DchWxXGJix-LkkK9sBxPa 8uWt- 
ukRgOvlL2e HTFToP4vNHA1WasSGI tJRx4iptHSpdLbmB2 N3ZlrccPiPeObi4KG4Lt3k2maAclY ] 
Sports Club Coordinator - Virginia Tech [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~vin5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJNvOsakK13s9TPeF- 
pYBJSikhT~b4 GLT\Vn30BbcMzTwzK4a68dUtulmjXvUdlnr9MZqXHH1B-tlMf6E1812t-m-eVro~R5b()0 MHOlzaXCK2qnZV 10 LS6dasxc6Otc36W4JKalPgKwThzlcSU10Oi] 
Sr Associate AD for Compliance - Georgia State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

llr~vin5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~¥VtlKJM5sE03pdu2s2JV 5ZJFpv7uBZz3 hvlC77~5nGp9IU-oY7zSHNOzBOOq~’v~VxuN94bR6zAomlSOZwr)vbNPDsO- 
17oSVDOdsZ45kCzba0cTv3ObH12kie~eSN32MvCSnbM1nevL00s--Vri~ ] 
ttead ’]’rack Coach/Asst. S;D - tIanover College [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

lh win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJNNkain7dWqb3w2qSM5OXgjOes2Wu5la07ZvOK~IhZo oxluZm6pbVX~ldple82te~[\,7B~Fr~’W QilNSEPTaWh~SE0pcCHIV3 
-CxNoBxNKt5Jzdl CX.¢~pN9H-7hMG7GZC62iqEuS6nNcE~ ] 
Assistant Director of Development - University of Kansas [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105109893702&sM143&e ~152a~Wt~KJP~/KUNpLZcRG6c3t~dWx~u~[~xwVmN~MaEiLs~iCpNI~pII~/5JJ4ZP~x35V~FCXtC~W71[~K3I~SinK7efvu3VIp~if9Sc5~dSArSKK~’~ 
-j4DpDziv~D.G~/s5Bf wl5Ekl&el-Xz lwV5EOAhc4kmKr0TOCJAtU3k5w~ ] 
Intern, Intramural Sports and Summer Camps - Miami Universi~ (OH) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
l[r wjn5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtIKJNlk~XPwgKetSFaSMkJhG8 0D.cUkCz0M51cgM6fG-glMnLNtVv~[£X-TO3Z71}~zGloX4ebz]~uAWiQIdUuApYVgg3 5L- 
vsXWXs9yaazuZ2QbHz-GgA Y BF2GmhF MvmC 8 ot 0qgNe2~gbbHBL fR - 
40vaDeEm76pcQTfAiMrgvktt]X,iX’~DdsX7Kmcq5q7sY9K83D.7VSdJpkx Bz4qRdBjvaDzIrl.YP6cUswjcCpUQEdS0udt2M85[ yt50aqOzJPUItyI~jnKEefdhlu.t~oPdGg ] 

Assistant AID :For Compliance and Academics -Rowan Umversity [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtIKJN9WZSDiE6DKm]-)48N©SDCeUdI4}_~R4~DCpvCo0sDhin¥iCBm-xK JbdNL r,~’atP()-Iqr0F5tLYSwTzJLpJd7PSo~-9-]~.- 

nvW13BK3alZOrrsSdsaTgi3s©lvlFphn3aUR2ttMtoutltLOw ] 

Head Athletic Trainer - Pacific Lutheran University [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJNE3XDx0T4uSpt"m5iKqA@/l~7qu.t’FSx- 
RuAbvMgN5BpixDrwK8R4~wRqn~-VvcBoRU~PY~mY~J]~::L876M~BX~9qB3NpkuYodsB1TR~I)R2~SBphU 5ttZ3sa1Cl~,~’N1NtK3wa63WCmiuT9tXMA ] 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - Umversity of Connecticut [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJPq3- 
WttaVv4nCw61DSUGk6MqpWN’~, ¥1~‘~-cF3BucVf~‘52NqqntA9XiMZ[fnNkaGAe8cY4csw~wBZhW5ka9xTYGu©r~cxCnLE]3eqDsbL¥iQk8kcuK7wGBuJQmN(~YTxI’~WsQ~peS~B5MGh~ ] 

Marketing & Ticket Sales Assistant - University’ nfRhode Island [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKYMnl3a5pnus4ocivBTI, QDu]Rv[INnPywtRSIADi0d2ZGTyADa 2TJptd0r(,)p7uSMgFaivlU]~,Tq)FXgalZtUgqdLOfl;gD- 

bBp7k62tTa7PTwRCBvTYBdh6Rv3-oglIKXv]~wUJW7zXdlbRaw ] 

Executive Director - The Fiesta Bowl [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn. isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJPYl~2~r 1 c0bO 1S28bYGn0OwV3Y4MO9gnEx xkgrnxtrzSI5qSmIXx4zvVacIAHvlN85Pi.qfft4HZ s7Q0gefoBeo0tpuKfQS1CnUdqh4kiJ 

-BUo 3AbmipxHRff~LxL FLXdKPC 38 opZA ] 

Associate Athletics Director for Development - Tennessee Tech University [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~¢in5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKJOZZb5-drR)~I- 
iPgBSX52KC1MOL~fTikA2K\~V-FbXqszO ie7fJbJ~VVAqKrrf10738dXt~s:U0zFAXaZ3xrHrngd~k3zmlVOcZYPkzikc7LTKUTdCJnKMwp~QWZ 0fLy BRaSvwB%’25zNiYzQ ] 

St. Associate Athletic Director for Internal Operations - Old Dominion Universi~" 



[http://r20.rs6.neb’misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152a~WtlKJNgsEaMyu7pT7 quq6xDtIvSBXOY4CEMc3bb2U OGCt]~VXTrPap- 

45ngo SgEOISAC Fp’~’Q S 12cZQIA CFUo RkH 10iCUOCz4~ 7V 1 s 1Gii ,v el ["fhb6 YkuXG bZiK-sQuJY20aK Ycc]Ia.e6CL’~’wZL~w ] 

Director of Fund Raising - University of New Hampshire [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&e~1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlK.rMMq-UN1Dw- 

VLI~’J~:~DIrcYJcliRP6beSdhucKy B3393biaff)~vNnTEkSJVqI S×I2a~DMY[~9D~X~7i*/~mhvQYCJ6dF~bNK27~UwTweJaS8n3psn4pANNLn~8~sRT5LL4‘VWVZQFwn~8~k- 
k5kv15i DdA2Pl~’h~ JrZa×4 ] 

Intern for New Media - University of Toledo [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

l[r Wil~5dxdab&et 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152agWtlKK)Hm49U~/EtMKc3cb~Fdev[S0mwZbwYpeztoS [IJX0109uTFJPakG’~,qPc4Xv6iK~/’tP5UYYWVqwZZ6ez[3P-YK5- 
BXSvBBMNFr FvVRg5rKVirrm~LIhXiHk6doO~PL YiYii]ZpHckXp2Oq iQ ] 

Fimess Coordinator - CSU San Bcrnardino [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit win5~xdab&e:~ 1105109893702&s 4143&e 001152aaYVtlKJOp3JfGFSJPA1DwPCtxFRDx01X7skCZP55vOr5cEgc3HSInEeYVb- 
t~FuBMTfqFGIa37n¥FWQwdLpd~t7FFFZAxnnR3gCtmr~%~2HiQZTYtN~S~/sZ8NpR2fi~394HL~SH-tV~q-~b3Myax4zQAuAl~t~UOui] 

Quote 

Action is the %undational key to all success. 
-Pablo Picasso 
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Strategic Follow-up: ’]’he Key to Getting the Job 

$5.95 [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?Hr wjn5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-fir5~hwemY5iyJSFz3G BcKhP04aAOBSIiorlq16Q4twD(iU5eoOI- 

vrq 2G ~;LdTMPZLyS 2EDI tPQZr YT~t~0-q sz7i ~HLaK~i e~04bwCH ViiX~b]LCnoelh[3 zu876v~5~ Rv3 -k ~)xLG q Jrbx ~RUFAJ] 

(Instant I)ownload) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?lk wjn5~$ab&et 1105160469634&s~143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er5Ahy6Zfax~d7Vzs 1KQTnugywco36 8 lwk ePpafuo80g~FqOc0a VA q3 wCWESKF~)C SsaexUYJCt IhNJ sgA~I)bNOCOUx S6rb Ej J0PJ~50 Y4Oj M7po Eo6E JzU4k7j dKZ2xat~,nZI YrC~II~b hbPl 

-dwktt2e QVGImqYHFVCZxVr TngbBYldJp’]MJlwovg ] 

(Nstant Download) [http://r20.rs6.net/~jsp?lh wjn5dxdab&et l105160469634&s~143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er5Ahy6Zfax~d7Vzs 1KQTnugywco36 81wkePpafuoS0g~FqOc0aVAq3wCWESKF~)CSsaexUYJCt IhNJsgA~I)bNOCOUxS6rbEj J0PJ~50 Y4Oj M7poEo6EJzU4k7jdKZ2xat~,nZIYrC~II~bhbPl 

-dw~2e QVG~q~VCZxVr TtNbBYloUpTu~wovg ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lift, s... 
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mTNvNGZ Y5cXb64Zxz3 SF081~vVZUvlSrq eEb6sdcH fWCE 8 VcsYw~v-xuOHsX6m 1ZL 1AfgS 80z-F] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp?llr~in5&xdab&e~llO5160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er5AhyXi6e0~a~’0iqJ1Gg4M1BEFG2cwiZL6oOKIrOdHvmYVc~vokoZwoquGeALks3OqXGHVV59M a5\~KMpv6iH9ghpH~CzprEhi4PYVcqxfyO HcDNyMKfr)4YVGztZuGCkW4hyHJ S 1L¢ 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~vin5cL’;dab&e~llO5160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5AhzfOsMnp Brn5GEJA121N~]R1RZ24M1 Gxiw6WX Tk7ivZMrsr41Pil13rJc-tv84s551c,~QGfSC-vIaxvn-83DZcxki92QH3AXzynmoIc EeaI-~’vlzexLiV~tlz- 
xSX2Oe7YAVCBilXMr]-~ff~OyqOruQRr~ff:7 SzedvddkUQ8 ] 
Career Development Resources [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr wjr~Sdxdab&et l105160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5AhzbLrN9JwSCeDBSGW tUSc4VDim3vA4PTSCo~X3~cisxzSrd 9eCQneg0XTJRH3qHg,~mglRSwJH~IIoXHHlhmv2hI~xDXK94t~Lw-x- 
tTe3sI-LxU59Q31VEqr~ffKZF uY7SoRC6s 93FQa6FycL’vIa-omyHDKkyzI2LxAPE9xPBItAk~NgYOLHX6AQ 
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-z E-PRCA ] 

Feature Article 

Understand the Mind of the InterviewerThe job interview process is really just a 
series of approvals and referrals 

By Dan Coughlin 

The Ladders 

Ultimately you want a job, but broken down to its elements, what you really ;vant 
is a series of approvals The job intel~ie;v process isn’t about convincing someone 
to hire you - not until the final stage, anyway - it is about convicing each individual 
along the process to approve you to advance to the next stage. And there are more 
people ;vho can influence your ability to reach the next stage than you think. 
. (More)[http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er 5AhzL1AATLRdObNwSG Y5FMPxfV5UrRMdasiGv6 STqrFh50oT52pcGfilc~JOuPtorI S Y 1 h6 STcsguav~,)ESqCwxBRLblUPEi oNiAxd S I8 lwv lcAdxKFHybiEeWUSTqzuOTzs Wun~fUZa5V496~ 
-A KS6UB SpUJJABt-31ffrw 

New Job Listings 

Ne;v Jobs Listed for today, April 14th, include positions in recreation, marketing, 



compliance, operations, sports information, ticketing, and much more To view these 
positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to our website at 
www.sportscareersinstitute.com [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp?llr win5cgxdab&eFl105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-Er5AhwQvr3t[~’CBP1TWU(-,)6drASlfVtPol45TdlAa5H-hQKt23- 
m’INvNGZ Y5c Xb64Zxz~3 S F08lw VZUvl Srq eEb6s4c tI f\7~’C][~;8 Vcs Yww-xuO tlsX6m 1Z]~, 1Af~S 80z- F]. 

Assistant Director for Marketing and Promotions - Washington State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

][~;r5AhxXT-LZKvX47sMGtIl Y1URhWJzD~A2NN~Wiq6em~Sf7f~bu~Inc~Yh7tDX-o~1I~Ft63ihk3hQkS~TMZri6NZB~‘~UednY68l~rt9h~f7QJN~6o6h BwzZu9zT5bSmZ3- 

m20dtfl,EqdtCGNzp~/’8 k~/I[~’iZSDW6Zb6tIiAirw ] 

Men’s Basketball Coach/Sports Itfformation Director - Central Wyoming College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr~¢in5&xdab&e~1105160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5Ahzfc92 ttlcPE 8PSxV94IH3iI~KxiN’FuAv5 f~3Xk4ShKUVA\rlvgW1BF JitSThlQ 1 hWAQHloMDzDh0b p SQtr~x- 
wcHdpXL 8 QOeeU3WJiVEJo3olEiff6mCU5 dtCXwOHk2bXlr Ya JhZDPeNUa c7ivQ ] 

Athletics Facilities and Operations h~tern- Universi~ of Connecticut [http:/ir20.rs6.netim.isp?llr win5&xdab&ct 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5AhxvcLE5FplXlq61u3bGAJog 8Po656z2qwz7E50 gVOJilqypb62VIiBRzOtJ 3n67ULX9TGtDz82Fav~Ni(-’Hi6mbWiSvuJFh3YMno157E\VkdE0kI 5elLGqzSXbyH9957i-FSu4ELRDqzd6w ] 

Senior Associate Athletic Director for Corapliance - Georgia State University [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1105160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5Ahw Jnapl’ff’TstMo qWZDNwraNfsTxuj GXQy-C3 SnOy5 o AB 1 pEKTFSnq9bvuJT6ooDuXTPmeCC73BBKO JAkr 1 @3rTYiySrrtA 1N6hhYf5s-11Q5OOrSuSNLzGwx-r~L 8j4SAecV4sPDbg- 
nzDF47bbyQxlXlgD,,905 ~riVOrhO396-zdET-At qHXHX6sO 5N9YTTC5LEnVX¢2v~Sptr2m6dUAXAeDOOPF4TeV7TW3uRg S 710CIqld2xSodAsill oDhUNA8 IdnlJxDL904ok7C1- 
f2246tiGypU5uDjnhXvnff~OlTdQafydAg61LbObgZGj npI~PIIjNkNp42zGTROdE86MaM dlcx51Y, L’~b] 

Educational Coordinator -University of Tennessee [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr xvin5dxdab&ct 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-Er5Ahx-Ey7dDLxSOvKkuS3KMDUzVg~,,Ewg2iXLf- 
878st\VVGr~xZnsW4NqSc x9X¥FsN8~G~AAr~Mk~bxvTlDI~XcHBwbLp~dfqt~TXa2KdLJv8NDFBI~me7Vn~NQ~NTMaJrU8FNGpyF3GAYJ4Mg ] 

Business Strategy Analyst - Stardord University [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr xvjn5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er 5AhzZmUtp SgxYI 1 ~ z0EbP8 SyT9RK2wuGzFZ78 OQiiORrlHc aS 189UhOsQcrr~cr SEFYVOTuMZ iwYqAaqssj 9CCtcGf~’- 

8OUAXteqSR7wsrCSL~’eSbPdVXeSX6ctUdQ5JHSbsZZbeXTJrgdvLn’~xJoE6CdNA nx56cxv6qSNQ9s2XKQ2ecS0sbQokixm7Vu~\~ilpU2qobwaSQYG2ma-rsVxPzENK18BzS2RT4a0g ] 

Marketing Assistant - Marquette Universi~ [htto://r20.rs6.net/tn.iso?llr win5&xdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5AhzFhidVAmSp~22 D7fX2v~Pllox l~Oiie9JclB7kO1TiBvUA601elrXaibdL-ZSsxvdkCKn’m~OsoLNwCOilk09iW z4 L5AAYdADSclErFzgao5fGAw5Xf 1Ho3i3B-h488 <lPeR31d41SttDlccp.xv ] 

Director of Leadership Development for Student-Athletes - St. John’s University 
[http:/ir20.rs6.net,’tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-Er5AhzJPNAXA)iGQsxDGKS 8aPA0ojmSlxT-juzt~Srnh73Y1MFF483EhL~,~-7uYfoHzpdSS7y7GTTy3KsqY3- 
FQNe0kekSRPqdlobdCcpUlmzJB6jcZL~\,TWGRORkrldSJJBHfOIPCSbWBBkFZ EwYE8RfXF8W¥VxVt9aBA2~1~3eX2~2Ru~MnRFbt~MskAb~U7iV2~wW87b8mT3i~n9SwpWfS@I~J ocxI2 
-hus6eimkAt 7s2tk;vTQ YzJd JaDGX5xhGPucdcBj xSMvSUeiODhi 9j GDRFm;vxn9ivlhRUx0MgQ1GYV9] 

Video Productions Assistant - University- of Io;va [http://r20.rs6.net~’tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-Er5AhzPROSuCuVmAg- 
X14MOky, SYomlNi7kilr~4A c[\,IYOBLljR3tCRPm0SH~V~hlsvo GRxs-7Rr5UxYV-XZh~Krrp6YPi620ntZIziXVQ04cNFIvS7pvei9CI x0OTFVmLaimKpdpunTuXv9u4*a ] 

Athletics Development Internship - Ohio University- [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZilN-Er5AhwBolXCF- 
yobv9;v3~6ugciYUCfK sStiLUT,~G91x,~@qpvlOaJS3jMsg1TJiCOBQOQDkbzYBJausnBG9dNAJx 88MeSuNrVaJt2UvMGlfqaYqpX~Gix,TVvlEWtTN 3PVToHwW,,,fPd ,,,nZCmvsg ] 

Facility and Event Operations - LSU [http:/ir2Ors6.net/tn.jsp?llrm;vjn5dxdab&e~1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er5AhwPgBSY6FdWfdM7YgXSLgLrFQU4rt2cPJA Rt2~r)EZi~anaGxcE InLzCNqfp NEM~/MHtAL6966xa87GC2¥NI-LX37xNUxN(-,O5\WupkU41MnWXrPl¥oX0uF17DB06JVSOW JvEen~/H6xoQpCR 

Deputy Director of Athletics - Towson University- [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-Er5ANKWLXmWi 0BXvd- 
XdnN~/JhITntuuNGN mRk6rE3XKwB¥4Jlq9@xHJZY4qiFDm94o3Jn ~VtWKIOvii7A~B~iJ~k~XkL7\7~WXGJ~H9C7I-EaEHa2JsLms@\~4fLVGRE~(,)3V8~8aAdpU~WeIGv‘~ ] 

Ticket Office Intern - East Carolina University [http://r20.rs6.neV’tn.jsp?lhma, ln5dxdab&e~1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZilN-Er5AhzflKNd- 
A8Wvv136irazgS~9bDTdjEm7XveKedIi~U~KkvzpnIZJN2Rw9XbC6n3iE74zLbF~k~ieEC3yf~8XZ~Vv2~Q7hHgU2fP‘ffvrd9~W1~FfPqiwz3z~tL~,)~eAs8Rx7nv75cq2EaxRXvYg ] 

Outdoor Adventures Coordinator - Umversity of Ne;v Hampshire [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er 5Ahv5iENpzu9C59HbxuvmOgOnSVHD6ThazRc 6aoRnnl~efoOGhkYOUwX5tRlhs0 - 
V4mhzCsA.+kJS4o’SHRC(ONszAkY6fl9D91cb3MltZz TrcBkLGn<CA5YfllkhlB73q61JeSvf5Ililz kIdF~7iw0XpL] 

Assistant Director of Marketing - Duquesne University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&sM143&e 001ZiiN- 
Er5AhvtS"fePhh3Thld’i080bJFXx,¢VMRG\q,:Kv362nX kDSsXJdXdnAWwiOnZR3VGM3aDhdeXO7KCxB oDfOzlFvGP6nZcEX3cL6xwZDD9LniVliWvAEvMfBCliP(~)R1GCSZ6RlvkSEiAOIKu0TI 

Major GiRs O~Ticer - San Jose State University [htt~:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 11051604~59634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-[gr5AhwoBtsl~t~2[3z2xJpC’~,- 
EhRqiMXWdq[~vTQpiTra~WVBfw6[Xs~cW[~MEi4IUA~A~IY6m~XqMWfzZAJix-~mt7-Pa5~vNi69xN~5~qhzc2w9t qMT.zdl khq6oIdKi2LXRs55X/instAeir[vA ] 

Visiting Assistant Professor of Sport Studies - St John Fisher College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5d×dab&e~1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

fir5AhyuK]~ fiUA6hbpxcBdVV]137 23d9JX[R-9ff:~EDIN×14hu4UPQQ3wC-W4[~vo6zvZe GA82NII wTEttT2JK5IGLQM71Tub4DH4cOXo4T05XF.w- 

h l euRHtlfc W stM0 RxTfl vph3y Yv[ ty i6cMLdVR 7tIDQ1YUtIIJCALg8 I~j T ln q jC iL 1 J eQ F dv dKrBCcEk 8m "~vVIBsFho X~{I q ZL3S Nb U RuDI 7DITutVXtImG v PTtlRb WeC-9GhMT- 

BgKq4hgak×2cQV-] 

Ticket Office Intern - Umversity of Maryland [http:~/r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr *vin5&xdab&et 1105160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN- 

]~;r5Ahwi3ibDnknMOOVRmlfkPz 4f7Alr1OGh4sYwIIqRF’mu9usW66y7EqCf mkn63D3ienGWTbXQihCuabzt;nwudziSkXuCbPD28BBT01vd3Kw[’QKqVv~[lGyZFny[ly3Eer- 
g3ZTJ ,t3uE0mrctt37GXRu7FGGB JJO5EcbBsuSSqo ] 

Director of Recreation, Intramurals and Club Sports - John Carroll University [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5&xdab&et 1105160469634&s~4143&e 001ZiiN-]~;r5Ahw2KoSF - 

OziplX XXDt;rZ9-qPZOqF1KfOSqeUxicGGd~bskwi~N5~JTuvAm574’INxr3L[[~H6itShf9ztQ~3xt~eNYg5V52nQGbF,wUuwrB1 F~’peoeF6ygMhCxKb- 
AQBPbDKpuW2~p6V5YGTK[~DPuTORrvsie5pd nrr EdGqR w ] 

Academic Counselor - University of Connecticut [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN-fir5Ahxs-ppx7LFl94eQNWq9- 

WiJ9HO,vCWXe awi1hUI)NX8qyzqWIN7Ys7II67x2Ap~uQ15qww6ziX2T~DZIEBSXsau~FK~GzoGheth‘vI6]-)W×Apuhp~f2wcXrMIIOKZSe4hF~fmRU lkeFaChtpYA ] 

Athletic Academic Advisor - Towson University [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

Er5AhzxXrbeNhusdZhrTl.~XplcYAN<Z9~0esrT5y MNqq 0A~ Se2WVhZuDsb 1 iZYvnw~Lhkb BKJCB9B2 fn- 

W3f6.9VoGtIDqe7bUcGclI~rt9hNOJTve Hz_sBrOnANI,IqUCdl LvMrSSB2avkJNwTOWw ] 

Graduate Assistant Positions in Recreation (3) -University of Houston [http:~/r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105160469634&s 4143&e 001ZiiN- 

F.r5Ahx’~’qe0m6o2 Nbfat J[ 117a8 GeaUO A YkttU YUIJrwSkRIsESZ V480 zuixnbDRmLvt Utrn(,)w3 SCuMiQZEB Y\Vl2uJhwMdR 3Z3 PaP 1CcAd941 knIVEah9Ww TqlTI- 
\X~Tw5td2nk35~NLAEgkVpEY3 TdC1T-fiVS"7xQ0] 

Quote 

"Modesty is a shining light; it prepares the mind to receive knowledge, and the 
heart for truth." 



--- Madame Guizot 
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Supreme Court Hears Landmark Greenhouse Gas 
Case 
04/20i2011SustainableBusiness.com News The US Supreme court 
heard oral arguments yesterday in a lawsuit that could have major 
ramifications on efforts to curtail greenhouse gas emissions in the 
US. pits five major power companies and the federally run Tennessee 
Valley Authority (IVA) against a group of states that want to limit 
coal-fired power plant emissions. The case originated in 2004, 
when ... 
2011-04-20 12:19:42 Sustainable Business 

The Supreme Court Argument in Hicrosoft v. i4i: Will 
the Court Lower the Burden for Proving Patent 

Invalidity in Infringement Litigation? 
The much anticipated oral arguments in Microsoft Corp. v. i4i Ltd. 
took place at the Supreme Court yesterday, April 18, 2011. The 
question on all of our minds is whether theSupreme Court will change 
the burden of proof for parties alleging patent invalidity in 
infringement litigation from a clear and convincing standard to a 
preponderance of the evidence standard? Did yesterday’s 
proceedings bring ... 
2011-04-20 11:06:54 Practising Law Institute 

Subscri be / Unsubscri be 
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Columbia Rules that the Presump~i~ A~]ainst 

Extraterritoriality Applies to Government RICO 

Claims - IVlayer Brown 

Keywords: extraterritorial claim, RICO claim, DOJ, BATCO In 
November of 2010, we reported that the US Supreme Court’s 
reasoning in Morrison v. National Australia Bank Ltd. regarding 
extraterritorial jurisdiction has been used in two cases to limit private 
RICO claims. In Cedeno v. Intech Group, Inc., the court (SDNY) 
dismissed a RICO claim brought by a foreign plaintiff against a foreign 

defendant ... 
2011-04-20 11:36:03 Mondaq 

A Conversation with Sandra Day O’Connor, former Associate 3ustice 
of the US Supreme Court Page contents > Podcasts I Twitter I CPD 

Department of Law public conversation Time: 12-1pm Venue: Sheikh 
Zayed Theatre, New Academic Building Speaker: Sandra Day 
O’Connor Sandra Day O’Connor is an American jurist who was the 
first female member of the Supreme Court of the United States. 
Iustice O’Connor was ... 
2011-04-20 13:13:54 London School of Economics 

How a federal court battle in Vermont could recast 

nuclear power (The Christian Science Honitor) 
’ A utility company has challenged a state’s sovereignty over nuclear 

power plants within its borders, in a case whose eventual outcome 
could ripple across the nation. The owner of the Vermont Yankee 
nuclear power plant ’ a subsidiary of New Orleans-based Entergy 
Corporation ’ sued Vermont yesterday in federal court, to prevent 
the state from forcing the 39-year-old power plant to cease 
operation next ... 
2011-04-20 10:28:36 Yahoo! News 

Westboro case 
WASHINGTON Maryland lawmakers introduced three state and federal 
bills in the past five weeks to strengthen restrictions on picketing 
funerals. The measures are meant to protect families from the 
distress that led Albert Snyder to file a lawsuit against the anti-gay 
Westboro Baptist Church after it picketed his son’s March 2006 
military funeral in Westminster. The bill passed by the Maryland ... 

2011-04-20 16:01:16 SoMdNews.com 

WASHINGTON ’ The Supreme Court has ruled that a federal law 
intended to protect the religious rights of prison inmates bars most 
lawsuits that seek money from states that violate the law. The court 
said in a 6-2 decision Wednesday that inmates may file suit to force 
states to change their policies, but without the threat of monetary 
damages that might cause states to speed those changes. The 

Obama ... 
2011-04-20 10:42:24 Idaho Statesman 



Court: No uner~ployment for e×cessively-absent 

employee 

It’s not a very good idea to test your company’s absentee policy by 
being absent. That’s the upshot of a decision from the Minnesota 
Supreme Court today. The Court ruled that you can be fired for 
excessive absenteeism, even if your company has a progressive 
discipline policy on the subject. It ruled in the case of Ronald Stagg, 
who was fired by a group home for troubled youth. The company for 
which ... 
2011-04-20 12:49:39 Minnesota Public Radio 

NRA Chief Says Re-Electing Obarna Threatens Guns 
.~j_g__h__t___s_. 
LITTLE ROCK- The chief executive officer of the National Rifle 
Association said in a talk here Tuesday he worries about the future 
of gun rights if President Barack Obama is re-elected and makes 
more nominations to the U.S. Supreme Court. "T believe that the 
Second Amendment hangs by one vote, and this 2012 election could 
break the back of it one way or the other," said Wayne LaPierre, the 
association’s .., 
2011-04-20 13:58:15 Southwest Times Record 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, April 28 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00pro CST, 1:00pm MST, 
12:00pro PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approval pending) 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guarantee& 

Independent Contractor Misclassification 
April 21 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

MullJ-State Emp~ers: Drafting[ 
Employee Handbooks 
April 26 at 1:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Conducting International Background 
Checks 
April 28 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Tackle Your Email Inbox with Outlook 
May 3 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Best Practices, Trends and Legal Compliance 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, April 28 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, l:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Employers have long recognized that conducting due diligence on new hires is a mission 
critical task. Firms cannot afford to be sidetracked by employee problems such as workplace 
violence, theft, false resumes, embezzlement, harassment or trumped-up injury claims. Employers can 
be the subject of lawsuits for negligent hiring if they hire someone that they should have known, 
through the exercise of due diligence, was dangerous, unfit or unqualified. 

However, with the mobility of workers across international borders it is no longer adequate to conduct 
these checks just in the United States. A significant percentage of the population consists of 
~mmigrants. In addition, an increasing number of workers have spent part of their professional career 
abroad. With business gong global, U.S. firms are having to staff up offices internationally as well. The 
number of countries from which employers seek additional information about applicants is expansive, 
and includes India, China, Philippines, France, Germany, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Australia, Japan, 
Canada, among others. 

This seminar will introduce employers to international background checks, including the 
legal, practical and cultural challenges employers face when obtaining information outside 
of the U.S. Among the topics covered are the ins and outs of international criminal records, 
terrorist databases, and whether background checks are needed on applicants with a visa. 
Also covered will be international employment and education verification, and how to protect against 
fake international degrees. Special emphasis will be placed on data protection and privacy including 
the rules of the European Union and Canada. Employers will learn that although international 
screening can be challenging, there are ways to help hire the best regardless of the country involved. 

Learning Objectives: 

Learn why international background checks are becoming an important tool for employers 
Understand the tools that are available and the limitations to international background check 
Learn the legal and privacy aspects of checking international credentials 

Presenter 

~ L ester S. Rosen is an attorney at law and President of Employment Screening Resources 
(www.ESRcheck.com), a national background screening company located in California that 

has been accredited by the National association of Professional background Screeners (NAPBS).. 
He isthe author of, ~The Safe Hiring Manual-Complete Guide to Keeping Criminals, Imposters and 
Terrorists Out of Your Workplace, [] the first comprehensive book on employment screening. He has 
also written, []The Safe Hiring Audit, [] published in 2008. 

This event vvi!l be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 
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Utah Attorney General Asks US Supreme Court to 
Hear Highway Cross Case 
clarion memorial installtion (UHPA photo) (Salt Lake City, UT) - Utah 
Attorney General Mark Shurtleff asked the US Supreme Court 
Wednesday to decide whether fallen state troopers can be honored 
with memorial crosses placed on state land. American Atheists, ]nc. 
sued the Utah Highway Patrol Association and claimed the crosses 
violate the First Amendment by establishing a religion. ’With two 
simple ... 

2011-04-21 17:46:18 KCSG 4 

Supreme Court Case on Carbon Emissions: Polluters’ 

Game of 3 Card Monte Continues 

Tags: activist judgesamerican electric powerclimateClimatePolitics & 
LegislationSCOTUSstatessupreme court commentsPosted April 21, 
2011 by Peter Lehner with 2 reads Peter Lehner, Executive Director, 
New York City Tuesday the Supreme Court heard oral argument in 

American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut. In the case, six states 
and several other plaintiffs claimed that the nation’s five largest 

: greenhouse ... 
2011-04-21 15:27:56 The Energy Collective 

How the Legal Fight Over 1-90 Light Rail Could Come 

................................................... 
As mentioned earlier, the Washington State Supreme Court this 
morning slapped down Bellevue developer Kemper Freeman’s attempt 
to block light rail from being built over Interstate 90. The decision 
was 7-2, and while that might seem like a definitive end to this 
debate, when you get into the language of the decisions (here’s the 
majority, concurrence, and dissent ) there’s a pretty clear path 
2011-04-21 14:46:55 Stranger 

High court asked to reinstate FCC indecency policy 
WASHINGTON The Obama administration is asking the Supreme Court 
to reinstate a policy that allows federal regulators to fine 
broadcasters for showing nudity and airing curse words when young 
children may be watching television. In court papers filed Thursday, 
the administration is seeking the high court’s review of appeals court 
rulings that threw out the Federal Communications Commission’s 
rules ... 
2011-04-21 16:16:33 Charlotte Observer 

Apparently when the Supreme Court ruled 8 to 1 in March that the 
Westboro Baptist Church had a constitutional right to protest military 
funerals, regardless of the deplorable nature of the protests, 
lawmakers decided it was their turn to attempt to redefine the 
Constitution. The Topeka-based church attracted public attention 
after holding boisterous protests at the funerals of fallen U.S. 
military .=. 
2011-04-21 16:56:48 New American 

Federal judge in N.31, dismisses lawsuit brought by 2 
men seeking to block U,S, health care reform 
TRENTON ’ A federal judge in New Jersey has dismissed a lawsuit 
brought by two men who sought to block the federal health care 
reform law. In a ruling made public today, U.S. District Judge Freda 
Wolfson said Nicholas Purpura and Donald Laster Jr. lacked standing 
to challenge the measure. The pair filed the lawsuit themselves in 
September. It claims the 2010 federal law should be overturned 
because ... 
2011-04-21 17:49:22 Somerset Reporter 

..L-.~....~.p~h9.J.e..~i...n-..L..a-..w-~..L..e-t-s..~..L.9..~.b...b..y.i.~-~9.~g~ Disclosu re at 
SFWM D 

$1.1 billion agency attracts lobbyists whenever a contract is at issue 

Barbara Petersen, Eric Buermann, First Amendment Foundation, 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Herschel Vineyard, 
Jeb Bush, Lobbyists, Melissa Meeker, Morrison Pump Company, News, 
Nicolas Gutierrez, Randy Smith, Rick Scott, SFWMD, Sheryl Wood, 
South Florida Water Management District, Government South Florida 
Water ... 
2011-04-21 14:52:45 Sunshine State News 

You Dante Say," Defense for Former Giaxo Lawyer 
Balks at ’HeW References 
FEDERAL PROSECUTORS and defense attorneys in the case of the 



indicted former in-house lawyer for GlaxoSmithKline are sparring over 
whether state ethics rules for attorneys can be entered into 
evidence. According to letters written this week by both sides to 

U.S. district court judge Roger Titus in Greenbelt, Maryland, 
prosecutors intend to introduce North Carolina ethics rules when the 
criminal trial ... 
2011-04-21 16:36:30 Corporate Counsel 

s~eroids (~euters) 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) Roger Clemens’ top lawyer on Thursday 
revealed his likely strategy to fight charges that the pitching ace lied 
to Congress when he said he had not taken performance-enhancing 
drugs -- his main accuser is himself a liar. Brian McNamee, a former 
trainer for the retired baseball legend, is expected to be a star 
witness for U.S. prosecutors as they try to prove Clemens lied to 
congressional ... 
2011-04-21 17:48:16 Yahoo! News 
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This event will be held on Thursday, May 5 at 
3:00pro EST (2:00 CST, 1:00 MST, 12:00 PST). 
The event lasts 90 minutes. Live Webinar + 
Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides, Labor 
Negotiation Toolkit cost is $399 - Click Here to 
Order Full Webinar + Materials 

Webinar-Only cost is $229= Register Here for 
Webinar Only. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guarantee& 

Mul’d-State Employers: Drafting 
Employee Handbooks 
April 26 at 1:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Conducting International Background 
Checks 
April 28 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Maintaining the Upper Hand in Collective 
Bar.qaining 
May 5 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

View this announcement on the web 

Winning Strategies for Labor Negotiations 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, May 5 at 3:00 pm ET 

(2:00 CT, 1:00 MT, 12:00 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

Collective bargaining of labor contracts remains the law of the land and is an inconvenient reality for managers at 
thousands of companies,organizations and governmental agencies. But that DOES NOT mean unions have the 
automatic upper hand at the bargaining table. 

Armed with knowledge, strong managers approach the bargaining process without fear of pitfalls and keep their 
companies on a strong financial footing. 

This 90-minute training and toolkit program for HR professionals, legal counsel and labor relations specialists provides 
insider knowledge and proven written tools that can mean the difference between winning and losing in the intense labor 
negotiation process. 

90=minute webinar, you will learn about: 

Overview of the Bargaining Process: Understanding the NLRB framework, rules, regulations, rights, and 
obligations of the respective parties 

How to Prepare For Negotiations: Selecting your bargaining committee and spokesperson; developing your 
initial proposals, the involvement and training of your management/supervisory team; 

Preparing For The Potential Strike: Why it is always better to be prepared. 

Implications of Contract Expiration: How the contract[~s expiration can affect certain obligations such as the 
duty to arbitrate, union security, and dues check-off. 

Impasse: What it is, how to avoid it, how to break it, and what you can do if it exists. 

LABOR NEGOTIATION TOOLKIT (not included for "webinar-only" participants): 

Collective Bargaining Worksheet - An Excel file that assists in testing possible cost allocations for economic 
items. 

Strike Plan - A Word document providing a road map for possible strike action. 

Union Vulnerability Audit - A checklist and procedure for assessing potential weakness at other facilities for 
union organizing. 

Collective Bargaining Sample Proposals for key contract clauses. 

Letter Templates for responding to union requests for negotiations and responses to information requests. 

Positive Employee Relations - Making a Union Irrelevant to Your Employees - a training guide for supervisors 
for maintining a union free environment. 

Supervisory Checklist - assists in determining who is and is not a Section 2(11) supervisor= 

WEBINAR PRICING: 

$399 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides, Labor Negotiation Toolkit 

$229 - Live Webinar Only 

Your Presenter 

Brent Ballow has over 20 years of legal experience in the area of labor and employee relations matters as an 
employment law attorney. He has successfully negotiated numerous collective bargaining agreements, regularly 

gives advice on the administration of those agreements, and has been responsible for over 50 representation or 
decertification elections. He is a fi~quent speaker and trainer throughout the country on labor and employment issues, 
including the ADA, the FMLA, Privacy in the Workplace, Discrimination Laws, Labor Relations, and Wage and Hour 

Laws. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view the 
presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only participants= A copy of the 
presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Ave.- Nashville, TN 37210 - 615-752-2373 
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S Co po ationsx How to Avoid Common and 
Often OveHooked Pitfalls (Simple to Complex) 

Registration: 

Registration - Te~econference plus CD: $288,00 

As many practitioners will attest, there are many pitfalls 

when S corporations are involved. 

This live audio conference will identify the most common 
pitfalls, such as not properly maintaining earning 
accounts, ineligible shareholders, the one class of stock 
principle, invalid or missing S Corporation elections, and 
built-in gain. You will not only learn how to identify these 
pitfalls, but you will also receive practical tips on dealing 
with them. 

Not Properly Maintaining Earning Accounts 

¯ Review the Five Earning Accounts of an S Corporation 

¯ The Importance of the M-2 Schedule 

¯ Reconciling M-2 to Retained Earnings and Shareholder 

Basis 

¯ Calculating E&P 

Ineligible Shareholders 

Who Is and Who Is Not an Eligible Shareholder? 

Ways to Guard Against Eligible Shareholders 

Violating the One Class of Stock Principle 

Definition of Principle 

Straight Debt Safe Harbor 

What Violates the Principle? 

Invalid or Missing S Corporation Election 

What Constitutes a Proper Election? 

How to Cure a Missing or Invalid Election 

Built-In Gain 

Defining B.I.G. 

How to Reduce or Eliminate B.I.G. 

How to Plan for B.I.G. 

Common Unavoidable B,I.G, Items 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

CEOs, presidents, vice presidents, CFOs, controllers, 

attorneys, financial planners, business owners and 

enrolled agents. 



Daniel J. Gibson CPA, E.A., EisnerAmper LLP 

Kimberly L. Mumme, EisnerAmper LLP 

Bonnie Trochim, CPA, EisnerAmper LLP 

Daniel J. Gibson CPA, E.A. 

¯ Tax partner in the Bridgewater, New Jersery, office of 

EisnerAmper LLP 

¯ 27 years of experience in public accounting, the last 25 

of those years with EisnerAmper LLP 

¯ Works extensively with individuals and small to 

medium-sized businesses in a wide range of industries 

providing accounting, tax and consulting services 

¯ A large portion of his practice consists of dealing with S 

corporations and partnerships 

¯ Certified public accountant and an enrolled agent 

¯ Member of the New Jersey Society of Certified Public 

Accountants, the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants and the National Association of Enrolled 

Agents 

¯ Graduate, University of Scranton and attended 

graduate studies at Bernard Baruch College 

¯ M.Tax. degree, Golden Gate University 

¯ Can be contacted at daniel.gibson@eisneramper.com 

Kimberly L. Mumme 

¯ Manager in the Tax Department of the Bridgewater, 

New Jersery, office of EisnerAmper LLP 

¯ 23 years of experience in accounting, with 14 years in 

public accounting at EisnerAmper LLP and nine years in 

private accounting as the CFO for a central New Jersey 

petroleum company 

¯ As CFO of this medium-sized family-owned business, 

she was responsible for business issues pertaining to 

banks and the company’s banking relationships, 

employee benefits, payroll, insurance and legal matters, 

in addition to issuing financial statements and preparing 

all the tax work 

¯ Works with small to mid-sized family-owned 

organizations in a variety of industries providing 

accounting, consulting and tax services 

¯ Experienced in all phases of tax compliance and 

planning, including high net worth individuals, corporate, 

partnerships and trusts 

¯ Works closely with the officers in client-related matters 

handling taxing entity correspondence, federal and state 

audits, and tax liens 

¯ Degree in accounting, Rider University in Lawrenceville, 

New Jersey 

¯ Can be contacted at 

kimberly, mu mme@eisneramper.com 

Bonnie Trochim, CPA 

¯ Manager in the Tax Department of the Bridgewater, 

New Jersery, office of EisnerAmper LLP 

¯ ,Certified public accountant with 25 years of 

experience in accounting and taxation, and works 

primarily with individuals and small businesses in a wide 

range of industries 
° Prior to joining EisnerAmper LLP, worked at a large 

international accounting firm and a small accounting firm 
° Frequently teaches workshops for the New Jersey 

Small Business Development Centers 
° Past adjunct professor at Rutgers University in New 

Brunswick, and also an accounting graduate 
° Member of the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants, and the New Jersey Society of Certified 

Public Accountants 

¯ Can be contacted at bonnie.trochim@eisneramper.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconference 



¯ AIPB 

¯ CFP 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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UCC Article 9 Update 

Registration; 

Registration - Te[econference plus CD: $318,00 

The revisions to Article 9, which generally became 

effective in 2001, substantially changed the law. Now, 

with a few years of experience, the case law is 

beginning to emerge and develop, and practitioners are 

beginning to identify issues not contemplated by the 

original drafting committee. 

As a result, a Joint Review Committee was formed and 

has recommended changes to Article 9 that are 

expected to be approved this summer. In addition to 

learning about the proposed changes we will review 

significant cases, including those that serve as 

reminders to be diligent in times of financial stress. 

Joint Review Committee Proposed Changes 

Perfection by Filing 

The Importance of the Debtor Name 

The Limits of Standard Search Logic 

The Registered Organization Name Issue 

Individual Name Issues and Cases 

Proposed Legislation: Joint Review Committee 

Individual Names: Alternative Proposals 

Clarification of Organization Name 

Other Filing System Proposals 

Fractionalization and Recharacterization: Commercial 

Money Center Case 

What Is Fractionalization and Why Should We Care? 

Joint Review Committee Response 

Characterization of Notes: Highland Capital Case 

Instrument vs. Security 
Joint Review Committee Response 

Other Joint Review Committee Proposals 

Scope of Article 9 

Grace Periods When Debtor Merges or Moves 

Clarification of Enforcement Rights and Duties 

Clarification of What Constitutes Control 

Mortgage Cases 

The Mortgage Follows the Note 

Courts Seek to Save Defrauded Consumers 

Bright-line Rules 

Priority Rules 

Nonwaivable Rights and Duties 

’Trafficking’ in Financing Statements 

Intercreditor Issues 



¯ Collection by Junior Secured Party 

¯ Protection of Transferees 

¯ Other Filing Issues 

¯ Secured Party Name 

¯ Service Company Errors 

¯ Vehicles 

¯ Held in Inventory 

¯ Accessions/Tires 

¯ Control Must Be Fully Documented - and Exercised 

¯ Fixtures 

¯ Scope of Proceeds 

¯ Enforcement 

¯ Impact of Trademarks 

¯ Enforcement of Control Agreement Against 

Intermediary 

¯ Web Sales 

¯ Cumulative Remedies 

¯ Common Sense 

¯ TOUSA and General Growth 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 

presidents, vice presidents, branch managers, loan 

officers, loan department personnel, credit and collection 

managers, controllers, directors, accountants and real 

estate professionals. 

Darrell W. Pierce, Dykema Gossett PLLC 

¯ Member of Dykema Gossett PLLC in Ann Arbor, 

Michigan 

¯ Focuses on corporate and commercial transactions, 

particularly those governed by the Uniform Commercial 

Code 

¯ More than 25 years of experience in the practice of 

corporate and commercial law 

¯ Represents lenders and borrowers in commercial 

finance transactions 

¯ Served on the Article 9 Study Committee and the 

Article 9 Drafting Committee as the chair of the Article 9 

Filing Project 

¯ Frequent lecturer on Uniform Commercial Code issues 

¯ A.B. degree, Dartmouth College 

¯ J.D. degree, University of Michigan Law School 

¯ Can be contacted at 734-214-7634 or 

dpierce@dykema.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconference 

¯ CBC 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit :Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 
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Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

A power purchase agreement (PPA) is a vitally important 

component of a renewable energy project for buyer and 

seller alike. For the project developer or owner selling 

the electricity, the PPA provides the long-term revenue 

stream needed to secure financing for the project. For 

the utility buyer, the PPA ensures the buyer will have the 

renewable generation available to apply toward meeting 

its renewable portfolio standard (RPS). As the nation 

continues to focus on spurring renewable energy 

development, knowing and understanding the intricacies 

of a PPA is becoming increasingly important. 

The PPA creates a long-term relationship between 

parties. It will control the transaction for years to come, 

including key terms and conditions regarding price, 

environmental attributes, project construction timelines, 

termination, and damages. These terms and many 

others can be heavily negotiated prior to the signing of 

the PPA in order to allocate risks between both parties. 

As the renewable energy community continues to grow, 

these negotiations are becoming more and more 

sophisticated. 

This course is designed for developers of renewable 

energy projects, those working at electric utilities, and 

other professionals in the energy industry who want an 

in-depth understanding of a renewable energy PPA. It 

will cover the major provisions included in all PPAs and 

highlight the considerations and terms specific to 

renewable energy technology. The course will also 

describe key points for negotiation from both the buyer’s 

and seller’s perspectives. 

¯ Review the importance of a PPA for both buyers and sellers 

of renewable electricity, including a discussion on the impact 

of state and federal regulations 

¯ Describe key terms and conditions in a renewable energy 

PPA and discuss the terms that are renewable-technology- 

specific 

¯ Discuss risk allocation of technical challenges specific to 

wind projects 

¯ Explain the implications of differing state regulations on 

biomass PPAs 

Upcoming 

conferences 

The ~[mpact of 
Dodd-Frank on 
Enerqv Markets 
Washington, DC 
Apr. 26-27, 2011 

Refininq 101 
Calgary, Alberta, CN 
Apr. 27-28, 2011 

Montney/Horn 
River infrastructure 
Finance & 
Development 
Summit 
Calgary, Alberta, CN 
Apr. 27-29, 2011 

Fundamentals of 
Shale Gas: Le~lal, 
Policy, and 
Environmental 
Challen(Jes 
Denver, CO 
Apt. 28-29, 2011 

Electric Utility 
Contracts for Non- 
Lawyers 
Denver, CO 
Apr. 28-29, 2011 

Best Practices in 
Enerqy Risk 
Analytics 
Chicago, IL 
May 2-3, 2011 

Caribbean 
Renewable Enerqv 
Finance 
Hontego Bay, 
Jamaica 
May 2-3, 2011 

Economic and Cost 
Realities of Nuclear 
Project 
Development 
Rockville, MD 
Nay 2-3, 2011 

Nuclear Power 
Desiqn Basis 
Rockville, MD 
May 3-4, 2011 

LIDAR for NERC 
Compliance and 
Line Manaqement 
Live Web 
Conference 
May 5, 2011 

Proba bilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA) 
Rockville, MD 
Hay 5-6, 2011 



Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

Geopolitics of 
Energy 
Washington, DC 
May 10-11, 2011 

NERC Compliance 
2,0: Ensurinq 
Reliability of the 
Future Bulk Power 
System 
Washington, DC 
May 11-12, 2011 

Utility Finance 101 
Houston, TX 
May 12-13, 2011 

Reactive Power, 
Voltage Stability, 
and Control 
Houston, TX 
May 12-13, 2011 

Energy Project 
Manaqement Best 
Practices 
Houston, TX 
May 16-17, 2011 

In-Depth 
Introduction to 
Electricity Markets 
Calgary, Alberta, CN 
May 16-17, 2011 

Combustion and 
Boiler 
Fundamentals 
Houston, TX 
Hay 16-17, 2011 

Resource Planninq 
Under Competing 
Requlatow and 
Operational 
Constraints 
Atlanta, GA 
May 16-17, 2011 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Idaho couple appeals to U.S. Supreme Court in fight 
against EPA land ~rab 
Damien M. Schiff Attorney Pacific Legal Foundation 
dms@pacificlegal.org Washington, D.C.; February 24, 2011: The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency blindsided Chantelle and Michael 
Sackett, of Priest Lake, ID, several years ago when it suddenly told 
them it considers their small parcel to be ’wetlands,’ and that the 
federal government ’ not the Sacketts ’ controls the property. The 
agency also ... 
2011-04-22 13:29:36 Pacific Legal Foundation 

Hawaii Supreme Court to name reapportionment 

head 
HONOLULU The Hawaii Supreme Court is stepping in to pick a leader 
of the group charged with redrawing election district lines after it 
failed to agree on a chairperson itself. The court announced 
Thursday it’s accepting applications from the public for the position 
heading the Hawaii Reapportionment Commission. The commission is 
evenly divided between members appointed by Republican and 

: Democratic ... 
2011-04-22 10:50:16 Columbus Republic 

Mason Inman: The Climate Post: Blockbuster 
............................................................. Fizzle 
Posted: 04/22/11 11:08 AM ET React Follow Donald Trump, Clean 
Energy, Energy, Gas Prices, Gulf Oil Spill, Obama , Oil, 
Greenhouse Gases, Supreme Court Greenhouse Gases, Climate, 
Epa, Green News share this story Get Green Alerts Submit this story 
digg reddit stumble A "blockbuster" court case that’s been wending 
its way through the courts for ... 
2011-04-22 10:49:07 Huffington Post 

Public employee unions in Virginia fight the goodfight 
SubscribeSponsor an Examiner Do you like this Article? The furor in 
Wisconsin over the power of public employee unionism has cast the 
debate over public sector unions into the national spotlight. 
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker and his Republicans passed 
legislation that curtailed public employee unions in a traditionally 
strong union state. The legislation banned public employees from 
collective bargaining ... 
2011-04-22 12:07:07 Examiner.corn 

for airplanes over home 
Pacific Legal Foundation (916) 419-7111 www.pacificlegal.org 
McKinleyville, Calif.; 3anuary 24, 2010: A McKinleyville family is being 
illegally denied a routine home-improvement permit from Humboldt 
County unless they agree to an overflight easement above their 
home. So charges a lawsuit just served on county officials by 
attorneys with Pacific Legal Foundation. Donor-supported PLF is the 
leading ... 
2011-04-22 13:29:35 Pacific Legal Foundation 

Military faces challenge to malpractice shield 
BRADENTON, Fla. Veterans groups and military families are fighting to 
change a law that protects military doctors and nurses from 
malpractice lawsuits. The decades-old law prevents military 
personnel and their families from suing the government for injuries 
that relate to their service. A 1950 Supreme Court ruling has been 
interpreted to mean that includes injuries suffered in military 
hospitals .... 
2011-04-22 12:03:45 Charlotte Observer 

wi n n i ng~L..R-.~..~.~..p.p..e-n-.h-e.L.m...[..s..~..S-~....q~.t.~.h.~..F..L~..r.j.d&#.#.~8!£g 
Wins Best of Bloc]s Award from Sun=Sentinel 
Focused on issues of the people and produced for the people, 
Oppenheim Law’s South Florida Law Blog was picked by the people as 
one of South Florida’s elite. People want to know what’s happening 
"from the trenches" in real estate and Attorney Roy Oppenheim 
reports it, no holds barred. South Florida voted, and The South 
Florida Law Blog came out on top in the category of Best Business 
and Technology ... 

2011-04-22 11:26:45 PR-USA.net 

Medical Marijuana Law Awaits Governor Gregoire’s 
Signature 
New medical marijuana bill one step closer to becoming law. STATE 



HOUSE NEWS RELEASE -- With bipartisan support, the Senate 
concurred with the House of Representatives on a bill aimed at 
clarifying Washington’s law on the medical use of cannabis. The 
bipartisan measure was introduced by Sen. Jeanne KohI-Welles, D- 
Seattle, and co-sponsored by Sen. 3erome Delvin, R-Richland. "This 
is huge step forward ... 
2011-04-22 ii:33:53 KEPR-TV 

bargaining rights 
Posted: By- bio Jemail Most Popular Stories cwright@fox41.co NEW 

ALBANY, TN (WDRB Fox 41) ’ Tndiana Governor Mitch Daniels has 
signed a bill that will limit the collective bargaining rights of teachers 
unions, and it will have an immediate impact it will have on one local 
district. New Albany Floyd County teachers are facing layoffs and 
budget cuts, and they say this new law will cause even more ... 

2011-04-22 13:34:44 Fox41.com 

WATCH: Obar~a Sa.K_s_. Sradle.y______M__a___~_~_i__~g___’____B!9____k_9______T___h___e__ 
, .L__ .a__ .w.__.’_ 
President Barack Obama said Pfc. Bradley Manning broke the law 
following a fundraiser in San Francisco, Calif. on Thursday, Forbes 
reports . The suggestion the president made was caught on camera 
during an impromptu and casual conversation regarding the Army 
private suspected of giving classified information to WikiLeaks~ While 
it is difficult to make out all of what the president had to say ... 
2011-04-22 12:00:46 Huffington Post 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, April 26 at 
1:00 pm EST (12:00pm CST, 11:00am MST, 

10:00am Psr). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

¯ Complimentary audio recording of the event 

¯ Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

¯ 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

¯ Sample forms and policies for your employee 
handbook 

¯ Live question and answer session 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

MullJ-State Employers: Drafting 
Employee Handbooks 
April 26 at 1:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Conducting International Background 
Checks 
April 28 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Tackle Your Email Inbox with Outlook 
May 3 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Maintaining the Upper Hand in Collective 
Barqaininq 
May 5 at 3:00pm EST 
Reqister now 

Re.qulating Employee Use of Smart 
Phones 
May 10 at 3:00pm EST 
Reqister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for ! 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Drafting Workplace Policies and Procedures for Multi-State 
Businesses 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 at 1:00pro ET 
(12:00pm CT, 11:00am MT, 10:00am PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Nothing can trip up employers more than having to comply ’with multiple state employment laws 
due to the fact that they operate in multiple locations nationwide. Learn how to ensure that you are in 
full compliance with each state’s laws as a multiple state employer. Become aware of the policies with 
which you need to be especially careful when drafting your employee handbook due to the huge 
differences between states on laws dealing with particular issues. 

In this 60 minute on-line live multiple state laws for employers webinar geared to HR Professionals 
and those responsible for drafting employee handbooks, you will learn: 

Best Practices for Dealing with Multi-State Laws for Employers 
Tips for Covering all Laws in all States in which you Operate 
Policies That Cause Problems for Multi-State Employers 
Trouble Spots: Multi-State Laws for Employers 
Handling Employees V~qo Work Remotely: V~hat Laws Apply 

Presenter 

~ M elissa Fleischer is President and Founder of HR Learning Center, LLC. As an employment 

law attorney, Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented numerous clients in employment 
discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment law and human resource 

training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as sexual and unlawful 
harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor relations. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

April 25, 2011 

Strategic Follow-up: ’]’he Key to Getting the Job 

$5.95 [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5cLxdab&e~l105279323221&s 4143&e ~AoFa~7Yspmf[IzN~i~Ew32NYh8~wm\VkUyibxhxAB8w8GsK8f¥VRQKLSuiNQG~X3N][~;KaWdBLl9K~nPUx~bWMz~T7UdMJ [’2apSDiSR~zU- 
n]26f2A9C(iri6Pp0(MkYgQX KI IusifQ’~,JcI~’4rWm7 YEVVJN9J2 ~;iiPm7xw] 

(Instant Download) 

Job Search Book 

Proven Resume and Interviewing Strategies that will separate you from your competition. 
Getting ttired In College Sports will g~ve you the edge you need to compete in the 
job search process Get the job of your dreams in college sports with this step-by-step 
job search process from former Division I athletics director, Dr. tIoward Gauthier, 
who has over 25 years of experience in college athletics 

Print Book- $29.95 [https://w~vw.pagpal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ] 

(Click To Purchase) [https:/iwww.paypal.corr~Jcgi-bir~Jwebscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ] 

F>Book-$24.95 [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmev-b F1T~w5R3OhYVK~PL~fAZHdJt~-~oswJbr2cdw-12\rDBabllSR- 

K6ibHYevAlhi’~]cL 8 Q JA3m2fN2Z.~’L’vlqiWX5KJc -52aCV 16FtNAO68 Yc 8KY212 ~INrUxtlkl PNNIi 1Uqb ShdndhBgiA ] 

(Instant Download) 

(Click To Purchase)[http:i/r20.rs6.neVtn.isp?llr win5c.Lxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmev-b F1T~¢5R3Oh\~z.2p~PL~’~’fAZHd~tRoswJbr2cdw-12~;~DBablISR- 

K6 ibHYevAlhixq~L 8 Q JA3m2fN2ZAVZMq jWX5KJc -52aCV 16FtNAO68 Yc 8KY21"~ -rM2X-rUxtlkl PNNIi 1Uqb ShdndhBgiA ] 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [t~ttp:i,’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1105279323221 &s~4143&e 001AoFa07YsprrffnyiuK9OmDD56 MqYysS~5~f5YDtYCN taGUN~JyH~VubiY27Y3MGhNo4hL~JC’0jgHvO266VGRIhglY0uzDevgkrQWHaZcQi’, 
-NxgEr~aG0 LX5d3 DBFcJj JYuPaas Y0©ywbyAkezmRFCwyBg2kbB Stub-wrdpzlZ05 JCiEPDfbDisscGLONl~,zd~gEfqB O3nT0j 8 SF2cy aAD02kg 

(Instant Download) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1105279323221 &s~4143&e 001AoFa07YsprrffnyiuK9OmDD56 MqYysS~5~f5YDtYCN taGUN~JyH~VubiY27Y3MGhNo4hL~JC’0jgHvO266VGRIhglY0uzDevgkrQWHaZcQi’, 
-NxgEr~aG0 LX5d3 DBFcJj JYuPaas Y0©ywbyAkezmRFCwyBg2kbB Stub-wrdpzlZ05 JCiEPDfbDisscGLONl~,zd~gEfqB O3nT0j 8 SF2cy aAD02kg 

Join our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact com/email jsp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e ~A~Fa~7Yspmc42iKK55WS5ZG3eMpuCLv~x~CSTbsXNn~89GEK6pFLVY8~3~pI4VJGSt6td45¥VnS- 
zqHBfsYkTAOaO oL1UsTt 3mlRzz0iUs3kJOXLX l-N1 mfVgSB ] 
Job Listings [http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr Wln5dxdab&e~l105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmdlMdb50tlUhEYC@PAJzTFLdHqqUbSC3Ox0RgChNQkCUtr- 
8d3KdKklwMbI~XYYVTSI6AQ nwSplFlyecD~,~CTkJrBIi6ephl-XfXX 9wEuMDB5nPY9pAcffiv6hJCXilSwFqr~vO~GBnsSvwz~oqcBKm] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~in5dxdab&e~1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmeTirHq99EyRQpq- 
g QEFc 7mPbtnVug)KcWvFdw 1ZXPDoN~ 8bpZAq5 -Dktm4Sp59H39UKNkXN5vP4 0R8 Vazsi 1GPG3mk0ec YKmVGnd TKc JerbGPt~BHGISNowk3wJra 12vDp2d 10ebg0rbCl~xw9Cm0- 
sx3ZKYbaJPDE~ 

Career Development Resources [http://r20rs6.netitn.jsp?llr ~vin5dxdab&e~l105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YsprnfthSXEdQYuEWPgATp9-cSPE©tqCUoKza£-cL NH-Uutt- 
j211DwPPpgSNMK6dzNluBSZ5rtI)2aPCV@9sTENRVNaiioLnTxqDVhsO35 JKf~4dRJALLVfKsiCvPm!PB 40.rMP0pXSSXSAlphExEYHe-TRA-Pl4qspwQ3puFziq0g ] 
Forwardto aFriend [http:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1105279323221&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~:~jn5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmdg6VG~vFDJXoqpPjUI-U00JcmJ3HKAOiCxavIizMrdBhD- 
REGNZxr4xKRTnA7mBbn8 -ZpOEU~Ivt72oKGAmnt 8xtIIU-swP0m2v- 8mqwLlZ2HEs2xt otuQH Lix,]ij 1 ~vMb SgSmShdg7 1L- 
C4vcJZXCtX85Clc3FHOHACt9hUOb9kazRqlVIisYVUuq4TRXN TOpro ] 

Feature Article 



Identifying your skills 

By Alison Maxwell, 

USATODAY corn 

So, you have a fierce bowling game, and there’s no one who beat you at Monopoly. 
But what are your marketable skills? And how can you successfully present them 
on your resume? 

Try reading the help-wanted ads, says Regina Pontow, author of Writing Proven Resumes: 
Strategies That Increase Salaries and Change Your Life. Pomow advises students 
to collect 10 to 20 ads and underline skills they require. 

"This way students can start seeing the main categories of skills they need to market 
and they" can pick up the wording and verbage that is used," she says. 

Linda Conklin, a career coach at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
suggests making a list of things that come easily to you..(More) [http://r20.rs6net/m.jsp? 
l[r Wjl~5dxdab&e~1105279323221&s~143&e ~A~Fa~7YspmeWanQ~dK~{2~‘JRQfdx~IVtrrsCgMQQtga~/~[{fxtZ6zqZGY[LhA2ZVs7CTctUyWaVdL[3jt5dwrp~gxczm7~{NhNzGwr 
7P~pIWvCKP qI~ ttrrVg2UmnR VURRqaxI)Icg7mT3ROBB4SUBpg MdbeBM7~,’~VBI~92ZAiZNI~ 89cbgSj M1Z590 swQ qwbI8 lbFTCLFN3 a9 -Lr KcC51y[~’CRw[ tItg 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, April 25th, include positions in ticket operations, parks 
and recreation, marketing and promotions, assistant commissioner, as a high school 
athletic director, a sports itfformation intern, a faculty member in Sports A&ninistration, 
and much more. To view- these positions and more, click on the individual litf~s 
below or go to our website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
lit win5&xdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmc42iKK55WS5ZG3eMpuCLvoxlCSTbsX_~ny89GEK6pFLVYSO3 fioflpI4VJGSt6td45WnS- 
zqHB fs’~q~TAOaO oL fUsTt 3rrflRzz0IL%3kJOXX 1 -N1 mfVgSB ]. 

Assistant VP for Athletics - Queens College ofNY [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr w]n5dxdab&ct 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmcpW92zoTBI9xr- 
yMJJ65oKI~lsMzLpTVVPYVGAQmsiKoiBOD1B0}rvVO0~/y DLegYxQoCW2’~" Vmdt38E~Ex9txVJwcDRGafz32M2i~Six342b~d6KgDsVy~ac9~9I~wXUQkH~3R3~NxQqVy~uqTtsdCeHKv~a~3~ 

Coordinator of Programs (Student Support Group) - Boston University [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmd0ErZJzRWaW2tc0aKdlPITL1A1L32slkAFMk- 
o67z7tb@TTAFAbjG1CaRSi’~WnhRlxD3eP~iiGtgOJbgEo04yzGkgpDlar7U2K 122n~iNo 1 zRV?~cvoIdh7i~4oXgbcL5gmR4G3hOSm7cqi9bO7bllND9M1 qvPj- 

Facility/Event Management Internship - University of Michigan [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?lh~vin5&xdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmd5IEQ~rKP, m4RUf- 
REUJrxR~c~kS~v~cG7bamzn~ZNUYzaJ9K2tTU9~Is‘v~wEUS‘~JahcD6h448SX38vYKa~Z~2iL~mtn~erJc~AehTc~k~(~CEGT~eaR9 i-a5SbPTJsT2hhTt.~C4f~F~ ] 

Park and Recreation Specialist - Fairfax County (VA) [http:~,’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1105279323221 &s 4143&e 001AoFa07YsptrffPpXu3uTprkiEEzVV~K6i’~E4Jr6h6TgvU3dzghWSxzpdf6ff’TIt~G- 
xt33u2uJYtCAZ3k0 mTIrvV9C71g[ihGupDXsK6hzf633TPtCf6Sbsfy Pt-cQuXsmP’TblLU -t2G - 
F6GRpLylmXIa51B 0ss9kD9moxDKU6KraaKTVRp 87hmWvtvM3 G9qjNOhsW2uTwgCFx313g\~VI6GORCxrmQ 8NqhBb6T7VInSPw~eOOEg~3,~LxOBDfwO JYT%XAhS - 
dj SZO045SN58oS3H 1 N11Ntg ] 

Director of Athletics Marketing & Promotions - James Madison University [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp? 
llr win5dxd~nb&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmf0i6VHcPkFSLrPI_~wOFLiV48qh-C qVGa6TZFY4qohri3yzr<)\£ahtZZMfUMqoqahY0caSn7Rs4a2Okze2UxFPT33ftEV7k()xvWbK 

Assistant Athletic Director - Loudoun County Public Schools (VA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr wj~5dxdab&et l105279323221&s~143&e 001AoFa07YspmcdHYQii6cOHTrW6Ia4Q6PrKSEV2cJ d4SPU7MODdypa-MoC2OYVyluE6CtzSQSd- 
3VhCnMbEreleihseHixEdJIBNZr0Zc2iRRUv3KKhXYeN19VwI-9JLcj TuM3yhg42OPio woDueWtsMjxL25Oujmq5-0slUv84uGYb2~v-12wmolaC2-- 
8RKPApCC Dct9yJtSH\~T~qHzDGs~8~v~T~HSqI6Qy4VLxUEAQK~Nd3YwdMtU7bVEnF~6Jc4~czEi3X~K5vhgeYn2qjGsX~JZIL/kE~v~M\VYa8 ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Colorado State University [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr win5dxd~nb&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmfTiLN~qUiplNltPtPJYY6dzWu5PNOVVql~XIuzV58ApFALHcFf~YxuZ21bM GCOFv17hzpM~4TBSi326rhHaZilSRlmZkiH0tDGIsGF 
-re ~vkNqi7w ] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Football Operations - Ball St~nte University [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmegKTgbJBiseDzitlV1- 

sCqSsS9zOi2z76 d 1 rGSrIBMp01Cbuhw2LRWarZ35 gPZ5 IRO 05vNi g0XBOCgiYBmS 2hry~ QTVaIV~TQtIAX6khPHK9a3HAyP, Hgnu 5 Vwa5 fzSMdNbCPlbn()5X~a t Jg 

Athletic Director - East Grand School District (CO) [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmcwvavmAYEI6CvaeVsHPEY5- 
LE,E<LncBCuAnMSvkLIJ1Bf~QPJbh3WON<~5 hilel7wV1KWDuZa5RzaNY sCsLn~sNiZUQo<)GNfPiRx-GCn9r9hJSOE-bU4Vv91 McglOatlOR5BWHqAZAXMaFGwKCeElaKumJoURE- 

TFFR33BWzOemA ] 

Director of Parks and Recreation - City of College Station (TX) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspme88boteqlvdTexP0eAC\’iulyShpR5MLuR mhSKnalHevtNn, rJCSrWbKYOhhqMOAR4blpGSNj~vZ54riNFmKNyPNhHd63JyAJkC 
-jetcDaUtyUGaRSqYY15qj dwh~zkd1k~Rq-A4w~hCF~T~pn~KNI8A~J29p~R7aDYgb~infJ8gqU~JkBZeKgQ~-RjIe~N2kLL~CVX~vQw~GweFu~DkQYHcm8v~tr5FD~5VB7GrULGM2X 35UA ] 

Assistantprofess~rofSportsManagementandMarketing-Marsha~Unk~ersity[http:~/r2~.rs6.net/tnjsp?~h‘ wjn5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspml~GieO- 

v X 1 m gA3vj s 2 i e PCQ c cLj 0 Ct"I ]I)N Y7y Y- V 6 svXN72B J C OL a uWP 58 s dQ 6H [~’ug 3 P xy hp Go (2 c R618 y G d i Y MAF s b x5PMKDkPJOhilkkbkUIkUUlztK hp h EzVV[~" o udV’v~y R4a- 

q Y43ND75 zNmp N\EP YC c X[3 Ij B s~y2 e drL [~.Nt 4MAv2 K 27kU g N R7 I~i B s R 2zqg x e75 e EmnTB Y A SyF5wyfPQPDk]p J8 (36- I rU3 F bPmu!R5 TOL- 

MIIPsd979Q78 V pIbLTNZ~,EV3].IJm5Z4CN7 f JbJ Y IpoRoRgPkPRKDG P9j 11 TCMo5 YZLVan3Mt 7fPC4WTkpFJSpl G Q c- 

LcsG2c9sBNI~’Bvq2r[ID][{4[uv08hkk~ OYW[~’SP2mpxp50IcJnRialMK58 reYdQu4asVApfOHabs DSJMb2[lP01Zqw3CiXPRyBOp2614e25kbrOJSfo-vlfM9gYk2"~iop62ypk0tm’~ERgb~{RN~nW] 

Ticket Sales Representative - Atlanta Hawks [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmd87Fe71iCF- 

i Y273 GXc5 T5crZ~01CFdkiGKE/~7[3 PB YCI Y’~’NNmbnp l.Jw2izTr95muk[{2vScFN_~mg2Z549QbiqiVK{lVb Ja 11Edhv4t I3 bIb6Vt 6c 0i7CDvI0tF86OTcxSuRqv2ibUPa 1TUAuf271H89qh0f49tt ~pA - 

uq0c ] 

Director of Business and Operations - ’]’he West Coast Conference [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmeRlsbNJeYi9KYrh6D5uUdKWR5d9dlLhS BkwQVIkKiFfJz[’uhON~L~dL5tmRiz.~3v, VxGOo3QUNXGFxtZq3RQuS517qr~0~[ZgMI 

-N K5tIy4CScGqa ][{H ] 

Assistant Professor of Sports Marketing and Administration - Northern State University 
[http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~l105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspmcihPYGp6GfteKUkJsl- 



Y9zkSxWs54UB7C 5io0rugiRDMv L720hTuvs3TLOXdzpaYFJeAR~Z0h55SiLlda6KeSIHNI&~CPbASNtlu-7CN54VDTejZg[Yz’IP[Ls- 
LgL uWyvIt20HOmueX[3j mqypUd8 sfx600B V(X.TP#?j Q tZ t6t~’H 81Mg7 bj ITdEoFC9 Y Rd76rFdwlb0DWwznaS dj B -uK~dgJTWyG umSHqI-Q 1Lagt,NVBislSNtt-w9t:[~I-~i J2R~X- 
hwhsZP6rlauqU5×aN[4J139L NYd7L?~’nVKtS~jM7bh27KONg ] 

Aquatics Intern - Villanova University [http://r2Ors6net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e ~01AoFa~7Yspmd¥5iBnk7Gsc])ES~I[VaI~‘ZXY3Vi2FSee~LiclmDIqhknGv~ITA4z1~QiqN5~xVi~3oFb~ixNW2~9~UPw1M~KC4Z4T©CoGI~" Lkfz 03z[ 

Director of Women’s Basketball Operations - Virginia Tech [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr ~in5&xdab&e~1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmc68UJcU Me(iQ7ugO4blIIp- 
A[6 V2 [nNFdyTsc 8s7hQ DZMvbW-S69au[~’~&JG0yrTQ 1 It’tJ 1 S2ar5RB[R[~’I2g02ENehYBTr5Ig0P- 
h 5 b Afo 80 Wy B z6 Z xyO h sb S s ",~F C 5 x @4015 c S C62~ fl~ 7v P~ np U R 5 Nmtx35 I~Vn 6pO VB 9 XP Fh Yr o Evy E n2 Cub Oj t140 hQ O fo 7U J Y 95 B qyh 11 ifz Yy B 7 At vM2 Hi 3 ~ ~IyG Uvi as 5 v A g S 1 a c a r~91Cv S K o K q a eC B s r X\ 

Assistant Comruissioner - The Su~nnit League [http:i/r20.rs6.net/m.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspr~ffVzYsx6qTnTYqsRFeu4x- 

Y36pALubeYV9MfOvpHSiRsa4ziq LX@~P~IQdx~/es~RCgGuB6f- 

QKaUvIOwdBUgiIXXodAafSE7iVUB9t~B 5’~DbHqThqoJuJ4viXiIg2KsaqAvLLNLKUXB5gODZwYVL-YrC ¥c 11 pRtMzio81QkDY ] 

Sports Information Internships - Tetmessee Tech University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~1105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07YspraeGPM- 
TL~9eCiHd4nOV¥c~wbPm5BLTkXqR2dUqNaeP5S5189e4ZXQh V~;2Np5B~4sbp6iL8upGUSLV~xJRu8iUpdgxmi~agpcAni~MA~q9kX~xfSN¥8~fVIpJh4TZa6RqY-kgW8~\~‘4kWMw ] 

Health and Fitness Specialist - University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~in5ckxdab&et l105279323221&s~143&e 001AoFa07YspmdFHcZrS99VnYQ grggO wlvHqiqF~VLu mOcALce3WTDSfO¥OpFt~-ECgkaJat- 
hAKC3R3BMzX2HR 104GGkffJza5 S~,~WrrAClzEKkr~waU2ixUGBs\VN0~N ~0B 8wBL~GF02~JrOv~TmtW-Tt Jhb4] 

Ticket Sales - Seattle Storm (;\’2N~BA) [htCp://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh~jn5&xdab&et 1105279323221&s~4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmc~/4Ni YO fmSqTwBx9QASA2z2iI~-b- 
TcsR0dacwSNdRXWYlr5D2eFTNWXZWDo49hA67q93R4bla7A-RkvKUcgli7 g2eiev5iiVnYocNPN~LLqmL~DA2 -SP3Y60OH 5r2hdQbxdH63HDZ2mJ2LAuBKo145eNSEtVHA ] 

Coordinator of Media and Operations - United States Olympic Committee (CA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5dxdab&e~l105279323221&s 4143&e 001AoFa07Yspmd 67FA0s3DTF OSrulnKeajgAH9LWPHHCau;\,}I1L9g6xJrazfCZOXoUQU7G1Y2yr~’rlJA7YiL- 
N~v,9~7gHFZfa7pgL‘dN48vz~‘~/wDLDCbJpUApKz~‘~IDf~Cb~jgaSAKUtIDvRbS6vD95At6LvMnKibVv5~HVQh\VEkz~V6qzXQiXnTDtmwaFpZ9bGoiTXgE7n5MsAXcaxat3\rD6wLIbIsLmEV 
-x5Mu8 TuVTeCqo 8 olD7Fo9PJISfnoZf0CI3 ezV0bB0 HRICDA] 

Executive Director - "x~rMCA (Cincinnati) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1105279323221&s~4143&e 001AoFa07YspradC5H3bpnvDiteXS~pHCRw9ci6- 
i pJD 1 PXPFHZOZPVoOQ5ASvBGSb&WGVrYoETmftxFSD6cNqubQOC~Ln-6czl cEK12cG2ZcvzViI60k55XSpZ9gY3tAdVIHGWpvGLeJ2zlbFMLJeR6ylWaFO3aSI3tV- 
~39L~\4mKIqqSUG5TNkUi7tAi~RaS4BR~Myb~Ef4Wr6tG9RHNxrD~tWZM‘TK3~T~2rcug~eTnyVJz~Ua~tHEMV2n~zV~q~ dkL@fiSyQuEAJZiQQTcxCKL4 ] 

Ticket Operations Internship - Stockton Ports [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxd~nb&et l105279323221&s~143&e 001AoFa07YspmcJqx5sJKaloksRxC1OSOVLYm3WsSuVz5CLkSbSOFiMF- 
okLVCXtb5;VNZz2kUA%vFDiibX4©lODIql9tBqSEkr4oYcei6tos 1Dmv3pGcUweRk0MZgc2dToW~VZ~vFt S S sYbnspxJY-oSPZL5ofFGzkFZq98Lle2dJal<vOg2RemJsn~ ] 

Quote 

Success is going from failure to failure without a loss of enthusiasm. 
Winston Churchill 
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U oSo Tax Treaties: What You Need 
to Know 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Te~econference plus CD: $288.00 

The United States has concluded tax treaties with more 

than 65 countries. Treaties impact nearly every aspect of 

cross-border business, including the threshold of activity 

required to assert taxing jurisdiction, the rates of 

withholding tax applied to cross-border payments, the 

tax treatment of certain types of entities and the 

information to be disclosed among treaty partners. 

This live audio conference will explain how to determine 

a client’s eligibility for treaty benefits, the operation of 

certain commonly found treaty provisions, and the forms 

U.S. and foreign taxpayers must complete to obtain 

treaty benefits. 

Why Treaties? 

Sources of Law 

U.S. Treaty Network 

Process of Ratification 

Technical Explanations and Other Guidance 

Treaties vs. Legislation 

Common Treaty Provisions 

¯ Residence (And Treatment of Fiscally Transparent 

Entitles) 

¯ Business Profits and Permanent Establishments 
¯ Personal Services Income 
¯ Dividends, Interest and Royalties 
¯ Gains From the Disposition of Property 
¯ Income From Real Property 
¯ Associated Enterprises 
¯ Limitation on Benefits 
¯ Nondiscrimination 
¯ Mutual Agreement Procedure 
¯ Exchange of Information 

Disclosure of Treaty-Based Return Positions 

Specific Requirements 

Waiver of Disclosure Requirements 

Disclosure Requirements Under Foreign Law 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

tax managers, CFOs, controllers, enrolled agents, 

business managers and owners, presidents, vice 



presidents, CEOs, executives, bookkeepers and 
attorneys. 

Amy E. Arndt, Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 

Adam R. Konrad, Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 

Amy E. Arndt 

¯ Member of the Business, International and Tax 

Departments of Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 

¯ Extensive knowledge in amending agreements to 

comply with I.R.C. section 409A and drafting executive 

compensation arrangements 

¯ Assists clients with legal services such as entity 

formation and organization, mergers and acquisitions, 

tax-exempt organizations, and international tax 

¯ Analyzed and advised clients with regard to several 

limitation on benefits articles in U.S. tax treaties 

¯ J.D. degree, University of Wisconsin Law School 

¯ Can be contacted at 414-298-8300 or 

aarndt@reinhartlaw.com 

Adam R. Konrad 
° Member of the Business, International and Tax 
Departments of Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. 
¯ Assists clients in a wide range of industries with 
international tax and business matters such as mergers 
and acquisitions, transfer pricing and export benefits 
¯ Interned with the German competent authority 
¯ Studied international law at Universit~ Paris I 
Pantheon-Sorbonne in Paris, France, as well as at 
Bucerius Law School in Hamburg, Germany 
° 3.D. and LL.M. degrees in international and 

comparative law, Cornell Law School 
° Can be contacted at 414-298-8737 or 

akonrad@reinhartlaw.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration: $219,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Covenants Not to Compete and Trade 
Secrets 

Re~listration - Te~econference plus CD: $278,00 

This live audio conference will provide an overview and 

general principles of the law and legal theories related to 

protecting competitive business interests and confidential 

business information - one of the fastest growing areas 

of intellectual property law outside of traditional patent, 

copyright and trademark concerns. 

You will learn about covenants not to compete, non- 

solicitation agreements, confidentiality and nondisclosure 

agreements, trade secret protection and 

misappropriation, the Uniform Trade Secrets Act and 

state trade secret statutes, the doctrine of inevitable 
disclosure, reverse engineering, developing a trade 

secret protection program, assignments of inventions by 

current employees, and associated state law claims often 

involved in trade secret and noncompetition lawsuits. 

This live audio conference will explore litigation and client 

counseling strategies, with practical application of legal 

theories to typical situations confronted in this rapidly 

developing area of law. 

Covenants Not to Compete 

Legal Requirements 

Blue Penciling Doctrine and Severability Clauses 

New Employee vs. Current Employee 

Defining Competition 

Choice of Law and Forum Selection 

Movement Toward Statutory Construction 

Hultistate Drafting Concerns 

Non-solicitation Agreements 

Legal Requirements 

Primary Differences With Covenants Not to Compete 

Questions and Answers 

Trade Secrets 

Definition 

Uniform Trade Secrets Act 

Common Law Restatement (First) of Torts 

Identification and Misappropriation 

Trade Secrets vs. Merely Confidential Information 

Reverse Engineering 

Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine 

Trade Secret Protection Programs 

Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreements 

Assignment of Inventions Agreements 

Litigation Zssues 



Cease and Desist Letters 

Typical State Law Claims 

Declaratory Judgments 

Injunctive Relief 

Motion for Temporary Restraining Order 

Motion for Preliminary Injunction 

Interlocutory Appeals and Mootness 

Discovery and Expedited Discovery 

Protective Agreements and Orders 

Damages 

Settlements 

Questions and Answers 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 
attorneys. Legal staff may also benefit from attending, 

Kenneth P, Carlson, Jr., Constangy, Brooks & Smith, LLP 

¯ Managing member with Constangy, Brooks & Smith, LLP 

¯ Practices employment law and litigation, trade secret 

and unfair competition litigation, drafting employment and 

noncompetition agreements, and wage and hour issues 

¯ Listed as a North Carolina Super Lawyer 

¯ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America 

¯ Consistently named to Business North Carolina’s annual 

Legal Elite for employment law 

¯ Certified mediator with emphasis on mediating 

employment-related disputes, covenants not to compete 

and trade secret issues 

¯ Adjunct professor at Wake Forest University School of 

Law 

¯ J.D. degree, Wake Forest University School of Law 

¯ Master’s degree, Yale University 

¯ Can be contacted at 336-721-6843 or 

kcarlson@constangy.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

° CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 
° NALA 

¯ NFPA 
° Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

I~e~istrat!on: 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 
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.~i SmartDraw 

Download SmartDraw 

Free Download 

Organize ~onr Ideas with 

a Mind Map 
The key to successful manageme~t is 

getting tNngs organ~zed----~deas, people, 

and pro~ects----Jn order to get the work done 

on tme and under budget. 

And there’s no better way to get organized 

than with a mind maF This ~4Zorking 

~n~~rter article shows you how. Below, 

you’l~ ~earn: 

1. Why to use a mind map 

2~ How to create a mind map, and 

3. How to use a mind map to manage 

projects 

Other Articles 
i~ This Series 

[] PDF Format 

i.~.i Organize Your Ideaswith a Mind Map 

A mind map is a visual outline with the 

central box as the top-level ~dea, topks as 

bu/ets below it, subtopks as e~ements of 

each bu/et, and so 

A mind map is a very efficient way to 

record ideas during a brainstorming session 

and to organize them into a coherent pbn, 

afterwards. 

Why use a mind map instead of an outline? 

I~qind maps are better than outlines because: 

They are easier to read than bu/eted lists 

They are better for brainstorrnh~g 

They are much more interesting than bullets when presenting your ~deas ~n 

PowerPoi~t@ presentaion 

They are much more spatialy efficient since you can branch out your ideas 

hor~zontaly (fats grow mostly vertk:aly) 

Mind maps ~et you see what you’re tNnki%; buteted fats don’t convey 

ideas with the same ~evel of clarity as a m~nd map 

Let’s use the launch of a new product as an example: 



This product is going to be ha~dled by a reseller cham~el, The big topics are: 

Recruiting the resellers 

Iraining them 

Creating sales collaterals they ca~ use 

Generating customer leads for them 

Using PR to increase awareness about the product 

We took the original list a~d expanded o~ each node with a few increasingly 

specified subtopics; here’s how our mind map appears in outline format: 

~ Go to [~%rket Plan 

o PR 

¯ Press Releases 

¯ Hire Ager~cy 

¯ Press Tour 

c, Lead Generation 

¯ D~rect Nail 

¯ Print Ads 

c, Product Collaterals 

Data sheet 

¯ Web sJ~e 

¯ E-maiB 

¯ Print Ads 

o Sa~es Training 

Reseler 

¯ Video 

o Recruit Reselers 

¯ E-mail to Hst 

¯ Call ~eads 

See how we have much mere space to get information across when we use a 

mind map? Now we’re going to take it one step further, 



You can keep iterating through subtopics until you have covered the full set of 

possible topics. A bulleted list with this much content would become ~ess and ~ess 

~eg~b~e, b~t a mi~d map remains manageable. 

:[n our example, we used a mind map ~o identify all ~he work involved in our 

product launch plum 

The next step, to ac~ualbt get these projects done, is to: 

Convert your mind map into an actionable project plan. 

Each of the main topics in our map can be considered a top-level task in a 

product launch project. The subtopics are sub-tasks. The mind map can then be 

considered a blueprint for comple~i~g ~he project, 

To get the project s~arted and manage it through comple~ion, we need ~o view 

the tasks in the context of a project plum Here’s how: 

Make each box in your mind map a line item in the second column of your project 

chart. Use the first column to number your tasks and sub-tasks as shown below. 

Then add start dates and task duratio~s. 

SmartDraw converts your mind map to a project chart automatically with a single 

mouse-click. You can also toggle between mind map and project chart v~ews for 

easy editing. 

Ideally~ i~ should take no more time to make a mind map tha~ it takes to make an 

outline in a word processoG and rearrangi~g one should take even less time. Your 

mind mapping software should: 

Automatically format ~he map for you - drawing lines and adding boxes in 

response to simple comma~ds 

Allow you to add new topics and subtopics without requiring you to take 

your hand off the keyboard 

Allow you to easily move topics and subtopics around with the mouse 

Several programs, including SmartDraw, meet these criteria, but only SmartDra~ 

automates the conversion of a mind map into a project plan. 
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LLC:s: Recent Developments 
Current 3:ssues 

Registration; 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Most businesses these days are formed as LLCs, so it is 

essential for tax professionals to stay up-to-date on 

developments affecting the use of LLCs. There have been 

some tempting recent innovations, such as series LLCs 

and L3Cs, but are they being oversold? 

Are other recently developed techniques being 

underused or misused? This live audio conference will 

keep you abreast of many of the most pressing and 

controversial issues facing LLCs. It will help you use LLCs 

more effectively, and avoid some errors that, in the 

experience of the faculty, are all too common. 

Compensating LLC Members 

¯ Equity-Based Compensation, Including an Update on 

’Carried Interests’ 

¯ Employment Tax: LLCs vs. S Corporations 

New Kinds of LLCs 

Proposed Regulations on Series LLCs 

Is There a Benefit to Using ’L3Cs’? 

LLC Deal Structures 

Preserving EINs in Mergers and Conversions 

Recent Trends 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

presidents, vice presidents, controllers, business owners 

and managers, finance executives, brokers, tax 

managers, enrolled agents, bookkeepers and attorneys. 

Saba Ashraf, McKenna, Long & Aldridge LLP 

L. Andrew Immerman, Alston & Bird LLP 

Saba Ashraf 

Tax practice group leader at McKenna, Long & Aldridge 

LLP 



¯ Chair of the Tax Committee of the American Bar 

Association, Business Law Section 

¯ Recognized as one of America’s Leading Lawyers for 

Tax Law by Chambers USA 

¯ Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America 

¯ Speaker on corporate and partnership tax issues at 

forums, including the American Bar Association, the 

Atlanta Tax Forum, Southeastern Business Tax Forum and 

the Tax Executive Institute 

¯ Tax partner with Alston & Bird LLP in Atlanta 

¯ Immediate past chair of the Tax Committee of the 

American Bar Association, Business Law Section 

¯ Former chair of the Partnership and LLC Committee, 

State Bar of Georgia 

¯ Co-wrote, Georgia LLC Forms and Practice Manual 

¯ Recognized as one of America’s Leading Lawyers for 

Tax Law by Chambers USA 

¯ Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America 

¯ Frequent speaker and author on tax issues at various 

foru m 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

.C._!.i__c_..k___.h__.e._r_.e__ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advertisement 

llegistration," 

Registration - Te~econference plus CD: $268.00 

Premises liability claims and lawsuits are ever-increasing 

nationwide. Understanding the legal issues and what is 

involved in preparing one of these matters will help you 

manage the risk of accepting and litigating a premises 

case as a plaintiff or a defendant. 

Types of Cases 

Slip/Trip and Fail Cases 

Dangerous Condition Cases 

Criminal Activity Cases 

Duty Owed 

Status of Plaintiff 
Owner/Possessor Responsibility 

Notice 

Actual 
Constructive 

Investigation 

Site Visit Checklist 

Witness Interview 

Issue Determination 

Expert Selection 

Use of Codes 

Relevance 

Review of Ordinances and Regulations 

Standard of Care 

Discovery 

Written 
Testimonial 
Statements, Sworn and Unsworn 
Depositions 

Depositions 

Purpose 

Outline 

Ask the Question Now 

Objections 



This live audio conference is primarily designed for 
attorneys. Claims adjusters, risk managers, and business 
owners and managers may also benefit from attending. 

Richard M. Sebek, Esq., Banker Lopez Gassler P.A. 

Richard M. Sebek, Esq. 

¯ Shareholder at the law firm of Banker Lopez Gassier 

P.A. in Tampa, Florida 

¯ Practice areas include long-term care litigation, medical 

malpractice, products liability, premises liability, admiralty 

and maritime matters, wrongful death litigation and 

insurance litigation 

¯ Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale-Hubbell 

Law Directory and is listed in The Best Lawyers in 

America, 2005 to 2010 

¯ Named a Super Lawyer in 2010 and recognized as one 

of Florida’s top lawyers in health care by Florida Monthly 

Magazine 

¯ Admitted to practice in all Florida federal courts, as well 

as the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals 

¯ Member of the American Bar Association, The Florida 

Bar, the Florida Defense Lawyers Association, the 

Defense Research Institute, the Maritime Law Association 

and the Southeastern Admiralty Law Institute 

¯ B.S. degree, with honors, U.S. Coast Guard Academy; 

J.D. degree, with honors, Stetson University 

¯ Can be contacted at 813-222-1121 or 

rsebek@ ban kerlopez.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have ah’eady been approved) 

¯ PAC E 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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N,Y,’s highest court to hear appeal on rabbi’s 
extradition 

N.Y.’s highest court to hear appeal on rabbi’s extradition New York 
State’s highest court, the Court of Appeals, has agreed to hear a 
case requesting the release of documents relating to the sexual 
abuse case involving Brooklyn Rabbi Abraham Mondrowitz. Attorney 
Michael Lesher had asked Brooklyn District Attorney Charles Hynes to 
release the documents in the fall of 2007 under the Freedom of 
Tnformation ..~ 
2011-05-11 18:10:10 Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles 

Federal Court Hears Challenges to Health Care Law 
A federal appeals court heard oral arguments Tuesday in two cases 
challenging President Barack Obama’s health care law. Tt was the 
first time the law’s constitutionality has been heard on the appellate 
level. Related Fla. Judge’s Ruling ’Most Significant Step Yet’ to Ending 
ObamaCare, Says Group Obama Admin Connects with Faith Leaders 
on Health Care Reform GOP Healthcare Repeal Bill Passes in House ... 

2011-05-11 13:24:32 Christian Post 

GOP-Ap__pointed Judges 
Topics: Health Reform, Politics As news outlets were chewing 
overTuesday’s hearing on the health law, the next appeal panel, with 
twoRepublican-nominated judges,was announced. The Hill: Cuccinelli 
Sounds Upbeat On Healthcare Challenge Despite Legal Drubbing The 
next appeals court to hear challenges to the law will be the 6th 
Circuit Court in Cincinnati on June 1. The judges ... have a much 
different ... 
2011-05-11 15:07:58 Kaiser Health News 

Miss, Jury’s $322NI Asbestos Verdict is Largest in US 
History 

Is asbestos litigation back in the spotlight? A $322 million jury verdict 
in Mississippi, the largest asbestos verdict in U.S. history, has 
pushed the envelope. Plaintiffs and plaintiff’s attorneys are cheering 
- while attorneys for chemical companies are reeling. Thomas Brown 
Jr., 48, was awarded the sum after he prevailed against Chevron 
Phillips Chemical (CP Chem) and Union Carbide Corporation .... 
2011-05-11 12:33:51 Findlaw Corporate Counsel 

The Second Amendment and People Who Have Been 
:l~ndicted 
(Eugene Volokh) May someone be barred from possessing a gun 
simply because he has been indicted for a felony? The U.S. 
Attorney’s office for the Southern District of Alabama so argues. 
Here’s their entire argument (citations to Heller omitted): In Heller, 
the Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment provides an 
individual with a right to possess and use a firearm for lawful 
purposes, such ... 

2011-05-11 14:46:49 FavStocks 

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (Legal Newsline) - The California Supreme Court 
says two physical injuries can, in some circumstances, be considered 
"qualitatively different" for purposes of determining when the 
applicable statute of limitations period begins to run. The Court was 
asked by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit to answer 
two questions: - Under California law, when may two separate ... 

2011-05-11 17:15:28 LegalNewsLine.corn 

The Bin Laden Killing Was Perfectly Legal : Heritage 
Foundation 
Building an America where freedom, opportunity, prosperity, and civil 
society flourish~ Founded in 1973, The Heritage Foundation is a 
research and educational institution’a think rank’whose mission is to 
formulate and promote conservative public policies based on the 
principles of free enterprise, limited government, individual freedom, 
traditional American values, and a strong national defense. We ... 
2011-05-11 14:10:18 Town Hall 

Boeing Whistleblower Firing Decision Hay Cut Off 
News Leaks 
May 11 (Bloomberg) -- Two Boeing Co. auditors in 2007 thought they 
found weaknesses in the security of the firm’s financial reporting 
data. They complained, setting off a chain of events that may chill 
whistleblower leaks to news outlets. Nicholas Tides and Matthew 



Neumann say they told Boeing it might be violating the Sarbanes- 
Oxley investor-protection law by urging them to say data controls 

were ... 
2011-05-11 17:35:05 BusinessWeek 

The U,S, Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit asks tough questions of 
the Commonwealth of Virginia’s right to sue to overturn the Patient 
Protection &Affordable Care Act and appears to sympathize with the 
Obama administration’s arguments on the law’s substance. 
MASSDEVTCE ON CALL ’ Federal judges yesterday got a chance to 
question the Virginia’s arguments for overturning the health care 

reform law .... 
2011-05-11 13:14:16 MassDevice 
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Will Texas Supreme Court Settle Same-Sex Divorce 

Debate? 

Liberty Institute Asks High Court to Review Same-Sex Divorce Cases 
DALLAS "The district judges’ rulings granting same-sex divorces 
illegitimately overturned the will of more than two million Texans and 
their elected officials," said Kelly Shackelford Liberty Institute is 
asking the Texas Supreme Court to review a case originating in 
Dallas In the Dallas In the Austin "The question of how a state 
defines ._ 
2011-05-12 10:53:11 PR Newswire 

Court may rule on US stand on Jerusalem 

WASHINGTON: The long-simmering issue over whether Israel’s capital 
is officially in Jerusalem ’ a diplomatic precedent that would 
effectively enable the Jewish state to annex the disputed city ’ is 
now being considered by America’s highest court. The case, involving 
a young Israeli-American, could serve as a landmark in Israeli- 
Palestinian relations.Eight-year-old Menachem Binyamin Zivotofsky 

has 
: 2011-05-12 15:23:10 Arab News 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 
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AEP drafts rate cut but will argue against it 

American Electric Power would cut customer bills by $115 million 
under a proposal released by the company yesterday to comply with 
a recent court ruling taking issue with certain charges. In a twist, 
the utility is also asking the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio not to 
approve the plan because it wants more time to argue that the 
previous charges were justified. The proposal is an attempt to ... 
2011-05-12 11:19:15 Columbus Dispatch 

Richmond Federal .:ludges Hear Health Care Reform 

Law Appeals 
(Metro) A newly released poll finds Democrat Tim Kaine and 
Republican George Allen statistically tied in the 2012 race for a 
Virginia Senate seat. The Public Policy Polling survey gives Kaine a 46 
to 44-percent advantage, but that is within the four point margin of 
error. If Tea Party favorite Jamie Radtke defeats Allen for the GOP 
nomination, Kaine outpolls her by 49 to 33-percent. If 
Congressman ... 
2011-05-12 13:23:40 WCHV 

’ Event for Ruffin planned at courthouse 
A week of events connected to the opening of the new Augusta- 
Richmond County Judicial Building and John H. Ruffin Jr. Courthouse 
will culminate May 22 in a celebration of Ruffin’s life, organizers say. 
Wednesday, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas will speak 
at the dedication of the new courthouse. The following Sunday, 
Georgia Supreme Court Justice Robert Benham and Georgia Court of 
Appeals ... 
2011-05-12 11:48:31 Augusta Chronicle 

Romney Confronts His Political Weakness: The Hass. 
Health Law 
Topics: Insurance, Politics, Health Reform, Medicare, Medicaid Mitt 
Romney,GOP presidential hopeful, delivered a speech today detailing 
what was right about the Massachusetts health reform plan that 
became law while he was governor, what is wrong with thefederal 
health lawthat was enacted last year and what he would doto bring 
change to the health system.He spoke at the University of Michigan 
Medical ... 
2011-05-12 16:15:12 Kaiser Health News 

Wisc, vs Hinn, open meeting law 
(05/11/2011) By Theres been a standoff in the state of Wisconsin 
over legislation that would lift certain union bargaining powers, a 
battle thats cast a spotlight on the state, and most recently brought 
attention to the sorts of laws governing government business. The 
story has been chock full of lively action Democrat lawmakers 
absconding to Illinois to avoid the quorum necessary to take a 
vote ... 
2011-05-12 15:43:21 Winona Post Online 

Law Firm Says ’Unfortunate Hisunderstandin~" Led 

To DOIVlA Reversal 

DOMA, Defense of Marriage Act, Paul Clement Share Send to a 
friend! To email: Your Name: Your email: The head of the 
Washington office of the law firm that backed out of an agreement 



to defend the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) on behalf of House 
Republicans is offering new details on the firm’s high-profile reversal. 
It was an "unfortunate misunderstanding" between King & Spalding’s 
3. Sedwick "Wick" ... 
2011-05-12 13:44:46 Talking Points Memo 
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This event will be held on Thursday, May 19 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00pro CST, 1:00pm MST, 
12:00pro PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Draftinq Effective Employee Handbooks 
May 12 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Latest Developments in Drafting 
Enforceable Non-Competes 
May 17 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Dept. of Labor Crackdown on Unpaid 
Interns 
May 18 at 3:30pm EST 
Re~ister now 

Practical Approaches to Using Facebook 
for Recruiting 
May 19 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

View this announcement on the web 

Using Facebook as an Effective Recruiting Tool 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, May 19 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Did you know that Facebook has over 600 million users worldwide and 3 out of 4 US internet users 
visit Facebook every month? With that amount of traffic, it goes without saying that a majority of your 
employees and potential employees are using Facebook. And many employers are figuring out how 
to use this social network for recruiting purposes D without turning into stalkers or breaking any rules! 

A 2010 Social Recruiting Survey by Jobvite revealed that over 50% of employers are using 
Facebook in some way for recruiting. Do you know how to best connect with potential candidates on 
Facebook? Is your company using some of the powerful options that Facebook provides for 
employment branding and engaging with current and potential employees? 

In this informative 90-minute webinar, you will learn 7 approaches to using Facebook for recruiting 
and will gain a stronger understanding of how to get the most out of this powerful networking and 
recruiting resource. 

will learn how to: 

Develop a strategy for recruiting using Facebook 
Find candidates and share your job opportunities 
Interact effectively with those who express interest in your company or jobs 
Determine if a Personal or Professional profile is best or a Company or Careers Page 
Create compelling content to inform and engage candidates & employees 
Manage the time commitment necessary 
Leverage the social graph and involve your employees in sharing job opportunities 

This live presentation will teach why and how to use Facebook to maximize your recruiting 
efforts. 

Presenter 

~ J ennifer McClure is President of Unbridled Talent, LLC a Cincinnati based consulting 
firm providing services to clients in the areas of attracting, recruiting, developing, and 

retaining key talent in their organizations. Jennifer is passionate about working with clients to 
improve their strategies in the areas of finding, attracting, recruiting, retaining and developing 
talent. An active participant and user of a variety of social networks and social media, Jennifer 
has been named a Top 10 Employment BIogger to Follow by Monster.com, one of the Top 25 
Most Influential Online Recruiters and has been ranked as one of the Top 25 HR Pro’s to Follow 
on Twitter. She writes frequently about a variety of talent management topics on her 
blog Unbridled Talent and is a regular contributor to the widely read talent management blog, 
Fistful of Talent. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing 
to view the presentation on their persona! computers. A copy of the presentation and 
downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 
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Advertisement 

L 

obese Pop  at o  

Registration," $:~99.00 

Registration - Te~econferonce plus 

Contemplating moving to another state or have a client 
considering an interstate move, or even another country? 
In today’s mobile society, an increasing number of people 
find themselves relocating, yet many do not consult their 
estate planning attorney to consider the impact the laws 
of their new domicile state may have on existing estate 
plans, 

Careful attention must be paid to the laws of the new 

and former domiciles in formulating an appropriate estate 

plan. This live audio conference will emphasize the 

different estate planning issues that should be 

considered when planning an interstate move. 

Property Rights 

¯ Community Property vs. Common Law Jurisdictions 

¯ Spousal Rights and Elections 

¯ Homestead Laws 

¯ Joint Tenancy, Tenants by the Entirety and Tenants in 

Common 

¯ Pre- and Post-Nuptial Agreements 

¯ Ancillary Documents 

Zntestacy vs. Testacy 

Validity of Will 

Fiduciary Selection 

Probate Process 

Probate Variations 

Use of Living Trusts 

Use of Entities to Avoid Probate 

Trust Residence 

Estate, Inheritance and Income Tax Issues 
Trustee Selection 
Trust Situs 
Asset Protection 
Rule Against Perpetuities 
Decanting vs. Merger vs. Division 

Foreign Estate Planning 

In-Bound 
Use of Off-Shore Trusts and Companies 
Gifts Before Establishing Residency 
Local Origin, Law 



Definition of Domiciliary 

U.S, Tax on Resident vs. Non-Resident 

Out-Bound 

Expatriation Law 

Laws of Other Countries 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 
estate planners, accountants, presidents, vice 
presidents, CFOs, controllers, business owners and 
managers, tax managers, financial planners and enrolled 
agents. 

Scott A. Bowman, Proskauer Rose LLP 
lohn M. Collins, Haynes & Boone, LLP 

Lisa !~1. Stern, Proskauer Rose LLP 

Scott A. Bowman 

¯ Attorney at Proskauer Rose LLP, in the Boca Raton, 

Florida, office 

¯ Practice focuses on all areas of estate planning and 

private client tax, including international aspects 

¯ Serving as Trust and Estate Fellow in Real Property, 

Trust and Estate Law Section of the American Bar 

Association 

¯ Regular speaker and writer, including speaking events 

for RPTE and Tax Sections of the American Bar Association 

and publication in ACTEC Journal and Trust & Estates 

Magazine 

¯ LL.M. degree in tax, University of Florida; J.D. degree, 

with honors, University of Florida; M.A. degree, with 

highest honors, University College London; B.A. degree, 

magna cure laude, Furman University 

¯ Can be contacted at sbowman@proskauer.com or 561- 

995-6141 

3ohn M. Collins 
° Partner at Haynes and Boone, LLP 

¯ More than 30 years of experience in several areas of 

tax practice, including estate planning, family wealth 

planning, charitable organizations, and employee 

benefits and executive compensation matters 

¯ Recognized as one of the best trusts and estate 

lawyers in Dallas by D Magazine, 2008 to 2009 and 

multiple prior years; a Texas Super Lawyer by Texas 

Monthly Magazine, 2007 to 2010; and listed in the Best 

Lawyers in America in Employee Benefits Law and Trusts 

and Estates, 2009 to 2011 

¯ J.D. degree, with honors, University of Texas; B.A. 

degree, with honors, Duke University 

Lisa t4. Stern 
° Senior Counsel in the New York office of Proskauer Rose 

LLP 
° Practice emphasizes all aspects of estate planning, 

estate and trust administration and estate- and trust- 
related litigation 
¯ 2011 to 2012 John S. Nolan Fellow of the American Bar 
Association Section of Taxation 
¯ Vice-chair of the Fiduciary Income Tax Committee of the 
American Bar Association Section of Taxation, member of 
the Estate and Gift Tax Committee and the Real Property, 
Probate and Trust Law of the American Bar Association 
Section of Taxation, the Estate and Gift Tax Section of the 
Bar of the Association of the City of New York and Estate 
Planning Council of New York City 
¯ J.D. degree, St. John’s University School of Law; LL.M. 
degree in tax, New York University 
¯ Can be contacted at Istern@proskauer.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 



¯ CFP 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Re~listration: $199.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating, 
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Intellectual Property 101: Acquisition 
and Ownership of Patents, Trademarks, 

and Copyrights 
Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $30S,00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker@s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar0 

Strategies for Managing 

Your Company’s Global 

Benefits Program 

May 16, 2011 

Reqistration : $209.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iCompanies frequently find themselves in the unenviable position of 
ihaving paid tens of thousands of dollars or more for the creation of 
iintellectual property rights in their inventions, creations and brands 
ionly to find that they are not the owner of the intellectual property 
ibut a mere licensee. This has severe implications on the companies’ 
lability to utilize and profit from the intellectual property they paid to 
icreate. Intellectual property laws of the United States typically vest 
ititle to inventions and creations with the actual human creator, so 
ithis webinar will explore some exceptions and how to assure that 
iintellectual property ownership rights vest with the companies that 
ipay for their creation. 

iEach broad category of intellectual property protects different 
iaspects of a company’s goods and services, with the categories 
ioccasionally overlapping on the same product. Also, rights in each 
icategory of intellectual property are acquired differently. This 
iwebinar by noted intellectual property attorney Kyle Elliott explores 
ieach category in detail, their acquisition, what each category 
icovers, what they don’t cover, and when to and not to use them. 

AGENDA 

~- What are patents, trademarks, and copyrights and what does 
ieach protect? 

i- How do you acquire ownership of patents, trademarks, and 
icopyrights? 

i- What are the benefits of federally registering copyrights and 
itrademarks? 

i- What is required to enforce intellectual property rights against 
iinfringers? 

i- What are the questions to ask to determine if you should file a 
ipatent? 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

iBusiness owners and executives and in-house counsel will find this 
iwebinar to be a valuable introduction to intellectual property law 
iand the practical application of the law to your business. 

FAC U LTY 

iKyle L, Elliott 
Partner, Spencer Fane Britt & Browne LLP 

iKyle Elliott, a licensed patent attorney and certified mediator, 
iearned a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of 
iKansas (1990). Since graduating from the University of Kansas 
iSchool of Law in 1992, Mr. Elliott has devoted his career exclusively 
ito Intellectual Property law. He is an experienced Iitigator, has 
inegotiated and closed multiple patent, trademark, and copyright 
ilicensing agreements; and worked on the acquisition of exclusive 
irights involving a wide range of technology, including industrial 
icoatings, biobased polymers, software, telecommunications, medical 
idevices, filtration, semiconductors, agriculture, and food processing. 
iHe has also developed trade secret programs and worked with 

Religious Accommodations 

in the Workplace 

May 17, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

3ob Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

May 17, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating Legally Sound 3ob 

Descriptions: The Ultimate 

Business Shield 

May 18, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Social "Not" Working - Are 

Your Employees Taking an 

Extra 

Lunch Break? 

May 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~,289.00 

Learn More 

ADA Compliance Strategy 

and ADAAA Final 

Regulations 

May 19, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Excel 2007 Pivot Tables: A 



many clients to resolve patent infringement. Mr. Elliott also conducts 

mediation of patent, trademark, and copyright disputes. 

Mr. Elliott is admitted to the Bar in Missouri, Kansas, and California. 
He is also admitted to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 

Circuit; U.S. District Court, Western District of Missouri; U.S. District 
Court, District of Kansas; and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 

Kyle L. Elliott, Esq. 

Spencer Fane Britt & Browne, LLP 

1000 Walnut Street, Suite 1400 
Kansas City, MO 64106-2140 

Direct Phone: 816-292-8150 

E-mail: kelliott@spencerfa ne.com 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and 

Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

~ Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet 

access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the event. 

Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt 

and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. 

You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGISTER 

Smarter Way to Crunch 

Data 

May 19, 2011 

Reqistration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Document Retention and 

Destruction: What Human 

Resource Professionals 

Must Know 

May 19, 2011 

Registration : $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278:00 

Learn More 

Creating a Payroll Manual: 

Putting Your Procedures 

Into Writing 

May 20, 2011 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar, 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can 

you suggest any webinar topics that would be of interest to 

~ou? Please let us know at info@parkavenuepresentations.com, 

Claims Management 

Techniques in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Cases 

May 23, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference p/us CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 



Only: $219~00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

May 25, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Legal and Practical 

Implications of 

Implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference p/us CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Paperless HR: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and Private 

Equity 

Funds: How to Avoid the 

ERISA Trap 

June 1, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

]un. 2, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $289.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $348.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How to 

Create a Program that 



Achieves High ROI 

Jun. 7, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Eeqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

June 7, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Abuse: How You Can Curb 

It 

Jun. 15, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Tax Law Changes for 

Closely-Held Businesses: 

How You Can 

Save Money 

Jun. 15, 2011 

P, eqistration - Session Plus 

Book and CD: $229.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This message is sent to you by HRNewsw~tch 
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FMLA Intermittent Leave Abuse: How 
You Can Curb It 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $~.98.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $2S9,00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker@s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar0 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

Employers sometimes find themselves between a rock and a hard 
place when it comes to providing intermittent leave under the 
federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), Employers need to be 
able to run their businesses effectively and smoothly which means 
having their workforce at work on a regular basis, 

At the same time, they need to recognize the FMLA~s requirement 
to provide intermittent leave to employees who qualify for it, which 
can sometimes result in an administrative and operational 
challenge, especially where an employee is abusing his or her 
leave, What can an employer do about a pattern of Monday and 
Friday absences of an employee taking intermittent FMLA leave, 
for instance? What documentation should that employer demand 
from the employee in such a situation? 

AGENDA 

What have the courts said about when FMLA intermittent 

leave may be taken; 

May an employee have a continuous FMLA absence andtake 

intermittent leave for the same FMLA absence? 

Religious Accommodations 

in the Workplace 

May 17, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Job Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

May 17, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating Legally Sound Job 

Descriptions: The Ultimate 

Business Shield 

May 18, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ADA Compliance Strategy 

and ADAAA Final 

Regulations 

May 19, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Distinguishing between a legitimate need for intermittent 

FMLA leave and abuse of intermittent leave; 

Knowing what questions to ask and documentation to obtain 

to help minimize abuse; 

Drafting effective handbook policies and procedures to help 

minimize FMLA abuse; 

What recourse does an employer have when an employee 

fails to adhere to Company policies with respect to FMLA 

leave and/or abuses FMLA leave? 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Business Owners 

Excel 2007 Pivot Tables: A 

Smarter Way to Crunch 

Data 

May 19, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Document Retention and 

Destruction: What Human 

Resource Professionals 

Must Know 

May 19, 2011 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

COOs and CFOs 

Human Resources Directors and Managers 

Other decision makers in an organization regarding personnel 

decisions 

Creating a Payroll Manual: 

Putting Your Procedures 

Into Writing 

May 20, 2011 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

FACULTY                                                                    Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 



Lisa IBrauner, a partner in FSB FisherBroyles LLP, specializes in 

employment law, counseling and representing private and public- 

sector employers in a broad range of matters. Ms. Brauner brings 

more than fifteen years~ experience as an employment litigator 

and legal advisor. As an expert in employment law, Ms. Brauner 

)rovides realistic risk assessments and creative approaches to 

)roblem-solving for her clients. 

Ms. Brauner@s expertise includes all aspects of the employment 

relationship, including litigation avoidance, reductions-in-force, 

lawful hiring and terminations, disability and religious 

accommodation issues, and compliance with federal, state and 

local statutes. Ms. Brauner also advises clients on recordkeeping 

requirements, including necessary documentation relating to the 

hiring of New York employees, and on issues relating to electronic 

payment of wages and payroll debit cards. 

Ms. Brauner trains managers and employees on a wide variety of 
critical topics including compliance with federal, state and local 
laws affecting the workplace such as employment discrimination, 
harassment and retaliation. 

Ms~ Brauner is a frequent presenter on workplace law-related 
matters and is a prolific author of employment law-related articles. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and 

Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

~ Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet 

access is not requh’ed for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the event. 

Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt 

and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. 

You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGISTER 

* *The CD will contain the speakerCs presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar, 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can 

you suggest any webinar topics that would be of interest to 

~ou? Please let us know at info@parkavenuepresentat!ons_com, 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration : $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278=00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

May 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Legal and Practical 

Implications of 

Implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Rec4istration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Paperless HR: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and Private 



Equity 

Funds: How to Avoid the 

ERISA Trap 

June 1, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Social Media Policy for Your 

Company~Best Practices 

Jun. 2, 2011 

P.eqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jun. 2, 2011 

Ee#istration - Session 

Only: $289.00 

Ee#istration - Session Plus 

CD Eecordinq: $348.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How to 

Create a Program that 

Achieves High ROI 

Jun. 7, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD P.ecording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

June 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Learn More 
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Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Ntoryboard  g 

Registration; 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Creating your case story. It’s the most important thing 
trial counsel can do to help jurors see - and then vote - 
their way. Spoiler alert for attorneys: chronology is not a 
story, 

But how can counsel create the best stories? We will first 

review the elements of a good story, then discuss the 

story-creating technique called mind-mapping, 

culminating in the powerful organizational tool of 

storyboarding - the creation of your handful most 

important story images, the images you want to be 

impossible for your jurors to shake. 

You will come away from this live audio conference with 
fresh ideas and concrete proven techniques to create the 
most important feature of your trial presentation: your 
case story. 

Power of Story 

Elements of Story 

Mind-Mapping: Creativity for the Legal-Logic Hind 

Storyboarding 

Questions and Answers 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 
legal assistants and attorneys. 

Richard P, Matthews, 3uryology 

Richard P. Matthews 
¯ Principal trial consultant of Juryology, located in San 
Francisco 
¯ Member of The State Bar of California and works 
nationwide 
¯ Impressive background of litigation and negotiation to 
his trial consulting 
¯ Expertise encompasses issue analysis, thematic 
message and communication strategy, all types of focus 
group research, communication and presentation 
strategy, story and frame development, voir dire and 
juror selection, courtroom presentation skills, and post- 
verdict juror research 
¯ Highly regarded negotiation expert, having worked with 
Fortune 100 companies, and applies this negotiation 
expertise to maximizing the possibilities in the settlement 
process as well as in the courtroom 



¯ Innovated the use of focus group results at mediations 

and in negotiations to achieve better settlements in a 

shorter time than clients had experienced without them 

¯ Appeared on national television and in major 

publications offering commentary on high profile trials 

¯ Addressed thousands of lawyers, professionals, 

executives, and students at some of the world’s largest 

and fastest-moving companies 

¯ Writes at www.Juryology.com, a blog for trial attorneys 

and others who make decisions about litigation 

¯ J:D. degree, University of Oregon School of Law 

¯ Can be contacted at Rich@]uryology.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ NALA 

¯ NFPA (Pending) 

¯ Paralegals 

.C_.I_! .c_k__h__e_._re_. for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Re~listration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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Orgauize Tour Team wi~h 
a Team Chart 
Teams work more effectively when the 

roles and responsibilities of each member 

are dearly understood, This ]s where 

organization charts and team charts can 

~ea[~y help, 

How b use and create them is ~he subject 

of this Working 5matter article. In it you’ll 

learn : 

1. How to use an org chart 

2. How to crea~e an org char~ 

3. How to use a team chart, and 

4.. How to make a team chart 

i.~.i Organize Your Team with a Team Chart 

A top-down organization is easily 

represented by the classic organization 

char~: 

i.~.i Topdown organization 

Note, in the organization chart above, ~t~a~ the title of d~e position comes first, 

and the incumbent (the person filling this position) secon& Sometimes a person 

may fill more than one position, particularly ~n a smaller organization. For example, 

the CEO may abe fil[ the role of CFO. ]f this is the case, two positions w[l~ have 

the same h~cumbenL 

[[i~ii Collectionofpositions] 

You should think of your organization as a collection of position, s, ~ot a collection 

of people. Taking this approach leads to a much more bgk:al organizatio~ than 

star~ng w~th people. 

Each position should be defined with a tide and job description tha~ describes: 

The goa~ of the positio~ 

Why is there such a position? What do you want the incumbent to 

accomplish? 

What actMfies is th~s £os~tmn accountable for? For what actMtiCs is th~s 

position the "go-to-.guy" ~f sometNng goes wrong? 

When tWs seems unclear because a pos~tbn may be d~rected by severa~ 

d~fferent managers~ ask "who sets th~s posit~or£s sahry?" 



The top-down organization and accompanying job description is an invaluable 

for assigning accountability in your organization, An organization chart i<.~ the ideal 

way to communicate it, 

Creating a ~op-down organization chart is very easy if you have software 

designed for this purpose. 

Add the box for the top-level position and type the title and name into it. 

Add a box for each of the positions that report to the top-level position and type 

the title and name of the incumbent, Connect the boxes with lines representing 

reporting relationships as shown below (good software will automatically draw the 

connecting lines for you), 

Add boxes for each of the positions that report to the second.-level positions and 

SO 

Like the company as a whole, teams work more effectively when the roles and 

responsibilities of each member are clearly understood. The best way to make this 

absolutely clear is with a team chart: 

[ Xi Team organization example 

The person with overall responsibility for the project is the center, The other team 

members surround them, each with a set of their own responsibilities. Tearns 

working on a specific proiect are often drawn from many different branches of the 

top-down organization; th~s ~s unimportant. Their role in a top-down organization 

~s secondary to their role in the team. For example, ~n the product release team, 

Carlos Sanchez, the VP el: Sales, is responsible for recruiting rese[[ers under the 

direction of 3ack Cheam, the VP of ~arketing, who is leading the project-even 

though they are peers in the top-.down organization. There may be other project 

teams where these roles are reversed. 



When selecting software to create these chatts~ make sure the application meets 

the followk~, time-saving criteria: 

]~t automatically formats the chart for you---adding lines and adding boxes in 

response to simple commands 

lit allows you to add new positions without ~equiring you to take your hand 

off the keyboa~d 

~t allo,~vs you to easily move ~opics and subtopics a~ound with the mouse 

][r~ additior~ to meeting all these criteria, SmartDraw is the only program that 

you to make both ty, pes of cha~ts. 
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Advert isincl 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

Winkievoss twins to take Facebook case to US 

Supreme court 

Boston: The Winklevoss twins are taking their legal case against 
Facebook founder and their former Harvard classmate Mark 
Zuckerberg to the US Supreme Court after a federal appeals court 
today declined to review an earlier legal challenge from them~ The 
Supreme Court is the final legal option open to Cameron and Tyler 
Winklevoss, who allege that Zuckerberg stole their idea for the social 
networking ... 
2011-05-17 12:55:37 Daily Bhaskar 

US Supreme Court Win for Schindler Corp. 

Well, Gotshal and Manges won an important victory in the United 
States Supreme Court today for our client, Schindler Elevator Corp., 
in a case interpreting the public-disclosure bar of the False Claims 
Act (FCA). The case was closely watched by the business 
community and was of considerable importance to companies that do 
business with and receive payments from the federal government. A 
former employee ... 

: 2011-05-17 14:04:39 Weil Gotshal & Manges 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

Supreme Court: No warrant needed if police discern 
destruction of evidence 
Police do not need a search warrant if, after knocking on a closed 
door and announcing their presence, they discern that evidence of a 
crime is being destroyed on the other side, the US Supreme Court 
ruled Monday. In an 8-to-1 decision, the high court sought to clarify 
an exception to the Fourth Amendment"s requirement that police 
obtain a court-authorized search warrant before entering a 
private ... 
2011-05-17 13:31:03 Yahoo! News 

Supreme Court refuses terror sus~oects’ case 

alleging CIA torture 

The US Supreme Court on Monday turned away an appeal by five 
foreign nationals seeking to reinstate a lawsuit claiming they were 
kidnapped and tortured overseas at the direction of the Central 
Intelligence Agency. The high court acted without comment. The 
case involved the US government’s use of the so-called state 
secrets privilege to have certain lawsuits immediately thrown out of 
court when they ... 
2011-05-17 13:31:02 Yahoo! News 

Hicroso~t v. i4i - Awaiting a Burdensome Decision by 

Tn the Microsoft Corp. v. i4i, the Supreme Court must determine 

whether the burden of proof for parties alleging patent invalidity 
should be changed from a dear and convincing standard to a 
preponderance of the evidence standard. Oral arguments took place 
on April 18, 2011 and t he Court’s decision is expected by the end of 
June 2011. While we wait for this potentially precedential opinion, 
Garth ... 
2011-05-17 16:18:15 Practising Law Institute 

Old Political Foes Take to the Field as Legal 

Scrimmage Continues 

This is Part 1 of 3 in a special report on the NFL lockout. It is a 
gridiron battle being played out in the courtroom. The Eighth Circuit 
Court of Appeals has ruled the NFL lockout can continue through the 
appeals process, until the next court hearing on June 3. That means 
the continuing legal scrimmage pitting owners against players will 
continue, with the dominating issue being how they split billions .... 
2011-05-17 13:29:57 FOXNews,com 

Schwarzeneqqer IVlay Not Be the Leqal Father Savs 
Celebrity Attorney Andree Taylor 

Schwarzenegger the biological father, but not the legal father Taylor 
Solano &, Associates Online PR News’ 17-May-2011 ’Schwarzenegger 
May Not Be the Legal Father, Though He is the Biological Father, 
Says Celebrity Attorney Andree Taylor ’It’s actually an old Roman 
Law which finds its place in modern California Law. Schwarzenegger 
may be the biological father but not the legal one.’ Arnold 
Schwa rzenegger’s ... 
2011-05-17 15:33:52 Online PP. News 

’On the Record’s’ Legal Panel on the IHF Sex 

.A._s__s_a___uJ t___..C_.a__..s_ .e_ 



Take Our Poll(web polls) Newsletter Sign Up Get Greta’s daily update, 
with all the latest videos, news, and commentary from her blog! 
Enter your e-mail address below to sign up now. Browse Slideshows 

Previous Slide Next Slide Random Pics...Check Them Out Slideshow 1 
of 30 Browse Posts Connect With Greta What I’m Reading Previous 
Slide Next Slide Recommended Previous Slide Next Slide 
Entertainment General ... 
2011-05-17 11:35:05 FOXNews.com 

Ventas Prevails in Appeal against HCP; Court 

Affirmed _~106,11vl Jury Verdict in Venta’s Favor 

Symbols: HCP, VTR Tags: Posted in: Legal, News Ventas, Inc. 
(NYSE: VTR) today announced that the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit has unanimously affirmed the $101.6 
million jury verdict in Ventas’s favor in the Company’s lawsuit against 

HCP, Inc. (NYSE: HCP) for tortious interference with business 
expectation arising out of the Company’s acquisition of Sunrise 
Senior Living REIT ... 
2011-05-17 11:42:57 E~enzinga.com 

JpIvlorgan Has More Litigation Than Expected Irt 
’Every Area’ -Bloomberg 
Benzinga Staff Writer Symbols: JPM Tags: Posted in: Legal, News (c) 
2011 Benzinga.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be 
published in its entirety or redistributed without the approval of 
Benzinga .... 
2011-05-17 11:42:58 Benzinga.com 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, May 24 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00 CST, 1:00 MST, 12:00 PST). 

The event lasts 60 minutes. The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
S u pport(~.avant resou rces.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Latest Developments in Drafting 
Enforceable Non-Competes 
May 17 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Dept. of Labor Crackdown on Unpaid 
Interns 
May 18 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Practical Approaches to Usin¢l Facebook 
for Recruiting 
May 19 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Trade Secrets in a Post-Wiki Leaks 
World 
May 24 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 

Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Safeguarding The Company Jewels 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, May 24th at 3:00 pm ET 

(2:00 CT, 1:00 MT, 12:00 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

A key element of any misappropriation of trade secrets case is demonstrating that the company has 
taken reasonable measures to protect the information. There is no bright line rule for what steps are 
enough in protecting confidential information. However, there are some well accepted practices such 
as having confidentiality agreements with employees and business venture partners. With the 
explosion of the Internet, and viral dissemination of information as we saw through WikiLeaks, 
businesses have even more reasons to proactively protect their trade secrets. 

This program will address the important steps that businesses and their legal counsel should take to 
try and address the risks of social media for company trade secrets. 

In this 60-minute webinar, you will learn: 

Confidentiality agreements and how trade secrets are being defined 
Social media policy and personalized training of employees 
Reducing the risk of trade secret information being leaked through informed 
employment practices 
Identifying leaks of information when they occur on the Internet 
Things that companies can do to increase their odds of Winning a trade secrets case 

You r Presenter 

~ Michelle_ Sherman is a former partner at Sheppard Mullin who took one year away to be a Los 
Angeles County Assistant Public Defender where she further sharpened her trial skills and won 
all her jury trials. Ms. Sherman returned as special counsel in the Business Trial and 

Government Contracts Practice Groups in the firm’s Los Angeles office where she specializes in 
complex litigation matters, white collar!criminal defense, and advising companies on social media 
legal issues. She is the head of the Social Media Industry Team, and is editor and contributing author 
to the Firm’s Social Media Law Update biog. 

This event vvi!l be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Advertisement 

ADA Compliance Strategy and 
Final Regulations 

ADAAA 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

To contact Park Avenue Presentations, call (222) 772-2424. 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Onlv: $:L98.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: ~2S9.00 

For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have 

comprised the most frequently filed charges with the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission. The Americans with 

Disabilities Act presents a myriad of issues for employers and 

affects every part of the employment process - from hiring to 

recordkeeping, and time off to termination. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and 

Michael S. Katzen review ~hot button~ issues under the ADA 

and provide practical guidance on how employers can deal with 

many of these difficult situations. 

This presentation will cover the following topics and include 

specific examples of real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

The ADA Amendments Act 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Excel 2007 Pivot Tables: A 

Smarter Way to Crunch 

Data 

May 19, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Document Retention and 

Destruction: What Human 

Resource Professionals 

Must Know 

May 19, 2011 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Payroll Manual: 

Putting Your Procedures 

][nto Writing 

May 20, 2011 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the 

interactive process 

Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

Applying performance and conduct standards 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

~stration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

FACULTY 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 



Jules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern 

Employment Law Advisors, a law firm representing 

management in workplace matters, with offices in New York 

City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee 

relations, human resources policies and programs, and legal 

compliance. Before establishing Halpern Employment Law 

Advisors, Jules held various senior level human resources and 

employment law roles within major corporations. He was 

Senior Director of Employee Relations and employment law 

counsel at Random House, Inc., the senior employment 

attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its affiliated 

companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law 

Advisors since 2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra University 

School of Law where he received his J~D. with a concentration 

in labor and employment law. Michael regularly counsels 

employers on a wide range of workplace issues, including 

disability discrimination, family medical leave, sexual 

harassment, retaliation, and wages and hours. Michael is the 

managing attorney of the firm,s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

www.halpernadvisors,com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-582-7200 

Jules 
Z, Halpern : j__h__a__[p__e_li_n___@_h___a__[p___e_£_n___a__d__Y__Ls___o__r__s__~_c__g___m_" 

Michael S. Katzen: __m__k__a__t___z__e__0_@__h___a__[p__e_!_n_a__d__y_i__s_o__r_&~£g_~. 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 

Internal access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 

event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 

your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in 

and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 

hours before the webinar~ 

Registration - Session Only: $:~98.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

Re istration: 219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

May 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Legal and Practical 

Implications of 

Implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Re istration : 199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or 

can you suggest any webinar topics that would be of 

interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations,com. 

Paperless HR: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and Private 



Equity 

Funds: How to Avoid the 

ERISA Trap 

June 1, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Social Media Policy for Your 

Company~Best Practices 

Jun. 2, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jun. 2, 2011 

Registration - Session 

ReaistratJon - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $348.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How to 

Create a Program that 

Achieves High 

Jun. 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

June 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

Confidence in Congress and Supreme Court Drops to 

Lowest Level in l~any Years 

NEW YORK (Logo: 
http://photos.prnewswire.com/prnh/20100517/NY06256LOGO ) Based 
on all the responses to this poll we calculate the Harris Confidence 
Index. This year, the Index has fallen to 48, from 53 last year and 54 

in 2009. This is the lowest since the Index stood at 44 in 2008, the 
last year of the Bush administration. These are some of the results 
of The Harris Poll of 1,987 adults surveyed _. 

2011-05-18 11:30:10 PR Newswire 

The Garner Transcripts: That v. Which, and Other 

Supreme Court Writing Tips 
In late 2006 and early 2007, legal writing guru Bryan Garner stealthily 
interviewed eight of the nine then-sitting Supreme Court justices to 
glean their thoughts about writing and advocacy. He had done the 
same in dozens of taped interviews with lower court judges, 
academics and writers over the years as raw material for his popular 
legal writing seminars. Realizing that he had something close to _. 

: 2011-05-18 09:12:56 LegalTirnes.com 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

Indiana Court Oka~__s____~!!_e_g__a_!___P_o__!i__c_e____E___n___t___r_Le___s__ 
For centuries a person’s home has been considered his castle. This 
fundamental liberty was recognized in the Magna Carta and later in 
our own Bill of Rights. After all, our Founding Fathers fought a war 
for independence from the British for routinely violating these 
cherished and long-recognized rights. The Fourth Amendment is not 
ambiguous in its meaning; clearly stating that ’[t]he right of the ... 
2011-05-18 12:45:00 Atlanta 3ournal And Constitution 

So You IHake a Few Dollars, StubHub makes a Few 
~.~..!La~r.~.s..~.s..h..~....u..!..d.~.c..hi~£a.~..~..~..e..~.e...t.~.t.~.~..~..w.....e...t.~.z...t.~.s..~..8.~kz 
Lawyers from the city of Chicago and StubHub Inc. stood before the 
Illinois Supreme Court Tuesday and argued a case whose results 
could transform Chicago’s ticket-selling industry. The current price of 
a ticket to a sporting event, concert, or theatrical performance in 
Chicago includes a 12 percent amusement tax: the city gets 9 
percent and Cook County 3 percent. But there’s a large secondary 
ma rket ... 
2011-05-18 13:28:23 Chicago Reader 

Carvinq out class=action exceptions 
In a case that began with a disgruntled cellphone customer, the U.S. 
Supreme Court has made it harder for groups of consumers or 
employees to band together to seek damages from corporations. 

. Because the decision involved a federal statute, not the 
Constitution, Congress can - and should - overrule the court. Almost 
a decade ago, Vincent and Liza Concepcion entered into a sales 
contract with AT&T Mobility ... 
2011-05-18 13:24:31 Tri-City Herald Online 

Best Legal Department 20:1.1 Winner; Google 
Spend time with the energetic crew at Google Inc., and the word 
"disrupt" comes up a lot. Google’s businesses tend to do that to the 
traditional marketplace, and Googlers (as they call themselves) make 
no apologies. In fact, they use the word with pride-sounding like 
1960s protesters determined to shake the Establishment. The 
company’s lawyers often find themselves in the thick of it-before, 
during, ... 
2011-05-18 13:52:33 Corporate Counsel 

Verizon Communications suffered a legal setback having to do with 
claims on video-on-demand technology patents. The telco had been 
sued by interactive TV and cloud video system vendor ActiveVideo 
Networks for alleged infringement on the patents in question, and 
Verizon had responded with a countersuit against ActiveVideo and 
one of its customers, Cablevision Systems. However, a federal judge 
has ruled ..~ 
2011-05-18 13:48:34 Connected Planet 

Gender Imbalance: Declining Numbers of Women at 
Law Schools 
Have we been complacent about the supply line of women in the 
legal profession? Didn’t we all assume that women make up around 
50 percent of the students in the nation’s law schools--particularly 
in the top schools? That’s just not true. According to statistics 



compiled by Poets & Qants, a terrific site devoted to MBAs, female 
enrollment at the top law schools lags behind men (hat tip: ABA 
Blog) .... 
20~.I-05-~.8 13:5~.:5~. Corporate Counsel 

The sweeping property insurance changes ahead for Florida buoyed 
the insurance industry and upset consumer advocates . New 
property insurance law Gov. Rick Scott on Tuesday signed SB 408 
into law on Tuesday. Among other things, the law: ’ Allows insurance 
companies to limit sinkhole coverage to primary structures. ’ Allows 
insurance companies to increase rates by up to ~.5 percent to cover 

reinsurance ... 
20~.2-05-~.8 09:02:40 h’~iarni Herald 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, June 8 
at 3:00 pm EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 

12:00pm PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantt~sources.com 

¯ Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

¯ Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

¯ Live question and answer session. 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Practical Approaches to Using Facebook 
for Recruiting 
May 19 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Trade Secrets in a Post-Wiki Leaks 
World 
May 24 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Facebook Firing - Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

The Power of Link Building for Lawyers 
June 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

Getting to the Top of Google 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, June 8 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pro MT, 12:00pro PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

The competition for getting to the top of Google, Yahoo! and Bing for any term related to the legal 
industry is highly competitive! Attorneys spend millions of dollars every year on Pay Per Click (PPC) 
and banner advertisements trying to drive more traffic to their website. Far too often it comes down to 
how much money a law firm has to spend on PPC to outbid their competition. How are small law firms 
and solo practitioners supposed to compete when attorneys are spending $20 to $100 per click for 
keywords? 

If you’re thinking, [lthere must be a better way! ,1 then this webinar is for you! You will discover a little 
known secret of how hundreds of attorneys are rapidly increasing their website rankings in 90 to 120 
days through building targeted links back to their websites. 

In this 60-minute webinar, you will learn: 

One of the fastest ways to get your website blacklisted by Google (make this mistake at your 
own peril) 
Link building on the low downObuilding links on a shoe string budget 
What an ~inbound link[~ is and why Google loves them 
The metric Google uses to determine if a link is good or worthless 
Why you should almost never pay for a link 
Selecting the right keywords to go after 
The benefits of being atthe top of the rankings 
Which directories are worth paying for...and which ones are not 
The top 5 questions you must ask before you hire any link building company 

You r Presenter 

Stephen Fairley is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

In 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 
professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in small law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 
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Prepackaged Bankruptcies: 

$249.00 

Re~listration - Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

With the cost of bankruptcies soaring prepackaged 

bankruptcies have become increasingly popular as a fast, 

cost effective method to achieve the advantages of 

various bankruptcy protections while not being mired in 

protracted proceedings whose outcome is often 

uncertain. 

However the road to a prepackaged bankruptcy is not 

without its pitfalls and attorneys, creditors and investors 

need to know the requirements, negotiating strategies 

and current developments in this fast changing area to 

reap the maximum benefits of this form of strategic 

financial and operational restructuring. 

Elements of Prepackaged Bankruptcies 

Prepackaged vs. Pre-Negotiated Bankruptcies or Out-of- 

Court Restructurings 

Advantages and Pitfalls 

Strategies for Debtors and Creditors 

Elements of Plan Support and Lock up Agreements 

Pre-Packs as Facilitating Section 363 Sales 

Claims Trading as Impacting the Ability To Effectuate a 

Pre-Pack Bankruptcy 

Current Issues in Pre-Packs - The Automotive Cases 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 

presidents, vice presidents, branch managers, loan 

officers, loan department personnel, credit and collection 

managers, controllers, business executives, accountants 

and real estate professionals. 

Dennis .1, Drebsky, Nixon Peabody LLP 

Daniel W. Sklar, P.C., Nixon Peabody LLP 

Dennis J. Drebsky 

¯ Partner at Nixon Peabody LLP 

¯ Practice areas include business litigation, financial 

restructuring and bankruptcy, and investment 

partnership litigation 

¯ Concentrates on commercial and bankruptcy litigation 

and often retained for his skills as a negotiator 

¯ Handles acquisitions and sales of companies in Chapter 

11, as well as nonbankruptcy workouts and 

reorganizations 

¯ B.B.A. degree in business and public administration, 

magna cum laude, City College of New York; I.D. degree, 

Cornell University 



Daniel W. Sklar, P.C. 
¯ Partner at Nixon Peabody LLP 
¯ Focuses on all aspects of financial restructuring and 
bankruptcy with extensive experience in the area of 
corporate law and commercial transactions 
° Represented debtors, trustees, secured creditors, 

committees, stockholders, lessors and senior executives 
in large Chapter 11 cases around the country for more 
than 25 years, and involved in a number of international 
insolvencies 
¯ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America since 1989; 
recognized for exceptional standing in the legal 
community in Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers 
for Business for bankruptcy work; recognized in 
Chambers USA in previous years, and as a New England 
Super Lawyer in bankruptcy and creditor/debtor rights 
based on a peer-review survey by Boston Magazine, 
2007 
¯ Adjunct professor of law at Franklin Pierce Law Center, 
teaching a course on bankruptcy and reorganization 
¯ LL.M. degree, Boston University Law School; J.D. 
degree, cum laurie, Boston College Law School; B.A. 
degree, University of Pennsylvania 
° Can be contacted at dsklar@nixonpeabody.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CBC 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 
° CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Cloud Computing - What You Need to 
Know 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219o00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar~. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

Cloud computing has emerged as one of the fastest-growing 
segments of the information technology industry. While 
outsourcing a company,s data to the cloud creates enormous 

value for businesses and drives down costs, it also creates 
significant business, legal and reputational risks. 

This webinar, conducted by two noted intellectual privacy 
lawyers, Boris Segalis and David Navetta, will explain the legal 
risks that businesses face in seeking to leverage the cloud and 
suggest ways to address these risks. Tt will also offer guidance 
to cloud computing providers on what they can do to help allay 
their customers~ fears and increase their competitiveness by 
proactively addressing these legal risks. 

AGENDA 

Claims Management 

Techniques in Workers’ 

Compensation Cases 

May 23, 2011 

R~cz~Lra~jon ; ~ 199~00 
Reqjstr~jou : 

Teleconference plus CD: 

.L_ e_ _a_ r__n___H _o_ r__e_. 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

._R__e_._q Ls__Lr__a__t_ Lo___n_ ;__:~_ L _9__9__:__0__0_. 

_R___e_ALs__t__r__a__t_L_o___n___: 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration : $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

The Benefits of Cloud Computing 

The Risks of Cloud Computing 

o Control risks 

o Security risks 

o Privacy risks 

o Compliance risks 

o Reputational risks 

Addressing the Risks of Cloud Computing 

o Security and privacy compliance 

o Jurisdiction and cross-border data transfer 

o Cloud vendor management 

o Cloud contracting 

o Could computing �,Bill of Rights@ 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Business owners, IT and financial executives and in-house 
counsel will benefit from this informative webinar. Executives of 
companies that provide cloud services and the ability of their 
customers to review documents remotely will learn valuable 
information from this program, 

FACULTY 

Boris Segalis, Esq. 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

E_e__qLL~ L_rA_t j_ _o_ _n_ _ : _ _ _& _2_ Z _9__ ,_ Q _ _O_ 

._E__e__g j__s_t__r__a__t_ j__o__n____-____S__e__s___s_ Lo__r2 _ #_ Lu__s_ 

CD Recordinq2 .~_308.00 

Boris Segalis is a partner at Information Law Group LLP, a law firm 
specializing in privacy, information security, technology and 
intellectual property, Mr, Segalis counsels clients on a broad range 
of privacy and information security issues, including in the areas of 
financial privacy, security and fraud prevention; information 
security breaches; online and mobile marketing; behavioral 
tracking; e commerce; product development; employee monitoring 
and internal investigations; payment card systems; and 
government programs, 

David Navetta~ Esq. CIPP 

How to Successfully Use 
Social Media for Hiring and 
Retention 
May 25, 2011 
_R_e_ g_ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo_n__: ___S___e__s__sj __o__n_. 
._O___nJ:L:___& L9_8__,_0___0_ 
_& _e_ gLs__t__r__a__t_Lo_n_: ___S___e__s__sj __o__n____P__Lu_ A 
._C___D___&_e__c_=_o_r__dj__n_g_ :___~__2___8__9__=0__0_. 
.L_ e_. _a_ r__n___H _o_ r__e_. 

Legal and Practical 



David Navetta is one of the Founding Partners of the Information 
Law Group. Mr. Navetta focuses on technology, privacy, 

information security and intellectual proper~y law. He is also a 
Certified Information Privacy Professional through the 

International Association of Privacy Professionals. Mr. Navetta has 

enjoyed a wide variety of legal experiences that have provided 
him with a unique perspective and legal skill set, including work at 

a large international law firm, in-house experience at a 

multinational financial institution, and an entrepreneurial endeavor 

running his own law firm. 

Mr. Navetta has spoken and written extensively about the legal 

risks and issues associated with cloud computing. Mr. Navetta has 

represented companies of all sizes in cloud computing transactions 
and has negotiated with some of the largest and most 

sophisticated cloud providers. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVZEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and 

Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet 

access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the event. 

Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt 

and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. 

You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319,00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar0 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

implications of 

implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconl:erence plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Paperless HE: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and 

Private Equity Funds: How 

to Avoid the ERISA Trap 

3une 1, 2011 
_R___e_ _q Ls__t__r__a__t_L_o___n__: _ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ i _o_ _0. 

._o___n_jz_:___&_2_Z_9__~_0__Q 

_P,___e_ ~ Ls__t__r__a__t_L_o___n___: ___S___e__s__s_i_o__n____P__L_u___s. 
._C___D___&_e__c_=_o_r__dj__n_.g_ :__A_3__Lg__=__0__0_. 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

3un= 2, 2011 

_o___n_ L¥_:___& _2__s___9__~_0___0_ 
~_e_g_Ls__tr__a__t_l_o___n___=___s___e__s__s_Lo_~___P__!_u_A 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can 
you suggest any webinar topics that would be of interest to 
,ou? Please let us know at info.@parkavenuepresentations.com, 

Employee Wellness: How 

to Create a Program that 

Achieves High ROI 

3un. 7, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

3une 7, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Learn More 

Whistle Blower Reform for 

the Financial Industry: 

What You Should Be Doing 

Now 

3un. 14, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Abuse: How You Can Curb 

It 

3un. 15, 2011 

CD Recordinq_:_ .~_289.00 

Tax Law Changes for 

Closely-Held Businesses: 

How You Can Save Money 



June 15, 2011 

Eeq!stration - Session Plus 

Book and CD: $229.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Whistle Blower Reform for the Financial 
Industry: What You Should Be Doing 

Now 
Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

iRegistration - Session Only: $219,00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar,, 

Creating a Payroll Manual: 

Putting Your Procedures 

Into Writing 

May 20, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iFinancial firms face significant new risks for SEC enforcement action 

ienergized by the new whistleblower provisions of the Dodd-Frank 

iAct. These provisions have special impact on financial firms more 
ithan other types of businesses because of their extensive 

iregulatory obligations under the securities laws. Firms need to 

iinform themselves now on the new terms and take appropriate 
jaction internally immediately. 

What are the whistleblower provisions of Dodd-Frank? 

What is the proposed SEC interpretation of those provisions? 

Why do these provisions pose special risk for financial firms of 
all types? 

What should the financial firm be doing to adjust to this new 
law and regulatory action? 

What are the key terms of the SEC’s proposal to consider in 
creating internal policies and procedures? 

What alternative internal whistleblower structures can the 
firm implement? 

Key HR issues to consider 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

In-house counsel, compliance officers, HR officers and risk 
imanagement officers of financial firms, such as broker-dealers, 

investment advisers, fund managers and other securities firms and 

iinsurance and bank holding companies with securities activities. 

FAC U LTY 

iMargaret Paradis is a securities partner in the Washington DC office 

Morris Manning & Martin LLP focused on the regulation of 

isecurities activities of financial firms, including the changes being 
iimplemented under the Dodd-Frank Act. She regularly counsels 

ifinancial firms on compliance with the requirements imposed on 

isecurities offerings, fund activities and broker-dealer operations 

iwithin securities, insurance and banking holding companies. She 
iworks with clients to complete risk assessments and create and 

iimplement appropriate risk management policies and procedures to 
icontrol regulatory, reputation and other risks. 

iShe has over 25 years experience advising financial firms on 

isecurities regulatory requirements. Her practical and informed 

iperspective is based on several years both as outside counsel, but 

ialso as in-house counsel and a CCO for global asset management in 

iglobal firms. 

Claims Management 

Techniques in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Cases 

May 23, 2011 

Reqistration : $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Re istration- 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 



Margaret Paradis, Esq. 

Morris, Manning & Martin LLP 

1333 H Street NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
Telephone: 202-216-4106 

Email: mparadis@mmmlaw.com 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and 

Internet, 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

~ Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet 

access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the event. 

Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt 

and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. 

You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only: $219o00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can 

you suggest any webinar topics that would be of interest to 

~ou? Please let us know at info@parkavenuepresentations.com, 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

May 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Legal and Practical 

Implications of 

Implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

Registration : $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268 ~00 

Learn More 

Paperless HE: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and Private 

Equity 

Funds: How to Avoid the 

ERISA Trap 

June 1, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

]un= 2, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Onl~ ~289.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $348.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How to 

Create a Program that 

Achieves High ROI 

Jun. 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 



Only: $198~00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

June 7, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Abuse: How You Can Curb 

It 

]un. 15, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Tax Law Changes for 

Closely-Held Businesses: 

How You Can 

Save Money 

]un. 15, 2011 

Registration - Session Plus 

Book and CD: $229.00 

Learn More 

Intellectual Property 101: 

Acquisition and Ownership 

of Patents, Trademarks 

and Copyrights 

Jun. 21, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00~. 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordin~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Drugmakers can’t be sued on overcharge: 
Supreme Court 

WASHINGTON (Reuters)’The U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday ruled 
that a group of large pharmaceutical companies cannot be sued by a 
California county for allegedly overcharging for prescription drugs in 
violation of federal law. By an 8-0 vote, the justices overturned a 
U.S. appeals court ruling that the county with its medical facilities 
could sue because it was a direct beneficiary of the pricing 
agreements ... 

2011-05-19 16:16:46 Business Insurance 

United States: The Supreme Court Speaks On The 
Remedies For Benefits Description Mistakes - 
McDermott Will & Emery 
Article by Wilber H. Boles, Nancy G. Ross and Chris Scheithauer 
Comment I View All Comments In vacating and remanding a district 

court and U.S. Court of Appeals decision in favor of a plaintiff class 
of beneficiaries of the CIGNA Pension Plan, the Supreme Court of the 
United States reached three conclusions that have significant 
repercussions for benefit plan sponsors and benefit plan litigation .... 
2011-05-19 12:12:11 Mondaq 

US state court: Medical pot users can have guns 
The Oregon Supreme Court has ruled that people in the state with 
medical marijuana cards can also carry concealed weapons. The 
court ruled Thursday that a federal law barring criminals and drug 
addicts from buying firearms does not excuse sheriffs from issuing 
concealed weapons permits to people who qualify, including those 
who hold medical marijuana cards. The woman who had brought the 

case, retired ... 
2011-05-19 12:29:23 WLOX 

Appeals court nomination blocked 
WASHINGTON--Senate Republicans Thursday blocked a vote on the 
nomination of University of California-Berkeley law professor Goodwin 
Liu to the federal appeals court in San Francisco, making Liu the first 
judicial nominee appointed by President Obama to be successfully 

filibustered. Democrats failed to come close to the 60 votes needed 
to override the filibuster, with just one member of the GOP ... 
2011-05-19 14:36:33 Hampton Roads Daily Press 

Ill, court blocks lawsuit on underage drinking 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. The Illinois Supreme Court had some reassuring 
news Thursday for parents whose teenage children throw parties and 
lie about whether their guests will be drinking alcohol. The court 
blocked a lawsuit that sought to hold a couple liable for a drunken- 
driving death after a party at their home. Teens drank at the party 
even though the parents had forbidden it. Eighteen-year-old 
Daniel ... 
2011-05-19 17:25:49 Columbus Republic 

Sex offender registry not retroactive, court rules 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ’ A requirement that sex offenders in Kentucky 
register their address with law enforcement cannot be enforced 
retroactively, which means a Lexington man is wrongfully in prison for 
failing to register, the state’s Supreme Court ruled Thursday. In a 5- 
2 split, the high court found that anyone convicted of a sex offense 
before 1994 cannot be forced to give their address to law 
enforcement ... 
2011-05-19 15:18:08 Cincinnati Enquirer 

A national initiative to reverse the Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens 
United decision ’ which some say gave corporations a blank check to 
buy elections ’ is coming to Boulder. A City Council member wants to 
place a referendum for the effort on the local ballot, and a former 
Green Party presidential candidate will be in Boulder and other 
Colorado cities this week to stump for the initiative. In Citizens ... 
2011-05-19 12:43:45 Boulder Weekly 

Strauss-Kahn bailed for $/. million 

Ex=IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn has been granted bail on home 
detention. DOMINIQUE Strauss-Kahn will spend one more night at 
Riker’s Island prison but is expected to be free to live with his wife in 
a Manhattan apartment after a New York state Supreme Court judge 
granted him bail. Judge Michael Obus ordered Mr Strauss-Kahn, 62, 
who resigned as managing director of the International Monetary 



Fund ... 
2011-05-19 17:13:22 Daily Telegraph AusLralia 
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Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

As of today, 49 jurisdictions have adopted UPMIFA as law 

and the Uniform Act is presently pending in an additional 

jurisdiction. In most of the United States, attorneys 

representing nonprofit institutions and those who donate 

to them and their endowment funds are governed by 

new state law which replaced the Uniform Management 

of Institutional Funds, which had been the law in 47 

states since ~.972. 

This live audio conference helps you cope with a new set 

of legal requirements. In this currently challenging 

economy, the UPMIFA provides nonprofit institutions with 

the legal authority to make prudent expenditures despite 

having endowment funds which have asset value below 

their original or historical dollar value, underwater funds. 

Learn how new spending rules requiring application of 

the seven factors of prudence change the legal 

landscape for all nonprofit institutions. 

Learn how to draft around UPMIFA, conform to the new 
legal requirements and deal with the new and very 
different auditing requirements for financial statement 
preparation. Learn how to modify or eliminate outmoded 
and wasteful restrictions that hinder operations and 
effective spending policies for nonprofits. 

UPMIFA Introduction 

History - Including UMIFA 

Economic Impact 

Terminology 

Endowment Restrictions 

Use Restrictions 

Quasi Endowment 

UPMIFA Changes 

Elimination of Historical Dollar Value 

Changes in Prudent Spending Policy 

Release or Modification of Restrictions 

UPMIFA Accounting Rules 

° FSP-FASB 117-1 

¯ Permanently Restricted Funds and Other Asset 

Classifications 

¯ Spending From Underwater Funds 

Enactment 



¯ 49 Jurisdictions Already Have UPMIFA as Enacted Law 
¯ Legislative Action Is Pending In One State In 2011 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

attorneys, executive directors, officers, board members, 

controllers, CFOs, tax managers and enrolled agents. 

Barry C. Hawkins, Shipman & Goodwin LLP 

Barry C. Hawkins 

¯ Partner in the office of Shipman & Goodwin LLP, in 

Stamford, Connecticut 

¯ Uniform law commissioner and chairman of the drafting 

committee for Uniform Prudent Management of 

Institutional Funds Act 

¯ Chairman of UPMIFA Enactment Committee of Uniform 

Law Commission 

¯ Practice emphasizes all aspects of real estate, 

commercial finance, construction and real estate 

litigation, environmental and land use, and alternative 

dispute resolution 

¯ Speaker on topics relating to the areas of real estate 

and Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds 

Act 

¯ Writer of several publications related to real estate and 

UPMIFA 

¯ Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale-Hubbell 

Law Directory 

¯ Chambers USA, America’s Leading Lawyers in the area 

of real estate 

¯ Best Lawyers in America~ in the area of real estate law 

¯ Connecticut Super Lawyer£~3 in the area of real estate 

¯ Vice president of the Connecticut Bar Association; 

president-elect on July i, 2011 

¯ J.D. degree, University of Virginia School of Law 

¯ B.A degree in history, with honors, Bowdoin College 

¯ Can be contacted at 203-324-8104 or 

Bhawkins@goodwin.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Znformation" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration." $~.99.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 
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Maintaining a Union-Free Environment 
in Your Workplace 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $19S,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

i WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

This webinar presented by noted labor and employment lawyer 
Robert G. Brody will alert managers and executive team members 
to what you,re doing to cause unionization right now; how to 
recognize the signs that a union is at your door; how unionization 
can hurt your business; and what you can do to maintain a union- 
free environment. 

You also will learn about the union machine,s latest strategies to 
attack your company. Finally, Mr. Brody will review your right to 
fight back. 

TOPICS TO BE COVERED 

Positive employee relations -the key to union avoidance 

How unions can destroy your business - higher wages are 

the least of your worries 

~ Strategic decisions that can beat the union before it even 

begins its attack. 

~ Key personnel policies you need to have in place NOW. 

~ Change to Win and the AFL-CIO - the Union Machine,s 

strategies for 2011 

~ Union Authorization Cards - the beginning of the end 

® Your team@s right to free speech in the workplace 

. Recognizing early warning signs of union activity 

. Staying Union-Free - whose job is it? 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Executives and managers at any company that is or might be 

facing unionization, paF~icularly manufacturers, financial firms, Tiers 

i and 2 suppliers, and health care facilities. 

FAC U LTY 

Robert G. Brody is the founding member of Brody and Associates, 
LLC, a labor and employment law firm which represents 
management, founded in 1997, Before founding Brody and 
Associates, Bob was a Managing Partner for one of the largest 
management labor and employment law firms in the United States, 
Jackson Lewis, 

Bob has been in private practice for over twenty-five years. He has 
represented both public and private sector entities across the 
United States. He works in all industries and with companies that 
are leaders in their own industry, as well as with developing 
companies. In addition to providing daily counsel to management 
on labor and employment issues, such as the new health care 
legislation, ADA, FMLA, workplace violence and alternative dispute 
initiatives, Bob represents employers before federal, state and 
local civil rights agencies and in cour[. 

TELECO~EE~E~CE~ 

Claims Management 

Techniques in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Cases 

May 23, 2011 

Reci~tr~j~D [ $19 ~ QO 

Reqjstration - 

_T_ _ _e_ Le_ _ _c_ _o_ _ _n_ _f_ _e_ _r_ _e_ _ _n_ _c_ _e_ _ _ ~ Lu___s____C___D__:. 

~_.2_ 6__8__=_0__.0_ 

.L__e_..a_ r_.n___. _M_..o_ r_.e_ 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How 

to Manage Manipulative 

Employees 

May 23, 2011 

._R___e_ _q Ls_ ! E _a__t_ Lo___n__:___% _Z___9__%0___0_. 

1_2__6__~:__0__0_. 
._Le_ a___r n___M. _o__r~ 

Wage and Hour Update: 

Overtime Concerns with 

Mobile Devices 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront and Stop 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

ERISA Litigation Avoidance 

Strategies: Plan Now, Win 

Later 

May 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Fire Without Fear: What 

Every Manager Needs to 

Know 

May 25, 2011 

B__e_ ~i__s__t_La___t j__o__n__:__!_2__l___9_ ~__0___0_ 

._R_ _e_ _g j _s_ _t_ £ _a_ _t_ to_ _ _n_ _ _ _-_ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _ _s_i_Q_ _n_ _ £:! Lu_ _s_ 

CD Recordinqz _f_3__0___8_:__0_0_ 

Learn More ........................ 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

May 25, 2011 

B__e_ g_Ls_ Lr__a_t j__o__n___: ___S___e__s__sj _9__n_. 

Q__nJ:~_:___%!9__~:__o___o_ 
B__e_ g_t _s_ Lr__a__t j__o__n___: ___S__e_.__s__s_ Lo_ _n_ _ _ _P_ j_ _u_ _s_ . 

._c_ R___g__e__c_:_o_ E _dj __n_ g_: ___% _2_8__%0___0_. 



Bob presents seminars nationally and locally on labor and 
employment law and related topics. He has been quoted and 
)ublished in national publications and appears as a guest T.V. 
commentator on contemporary labor and employment law issues. 
Bob is a contributor to some of the leading treatises in his field, 
including How Arbitration Works; The Developing Labor Law; and 
Employment Discrimination Law. Bob has also had numerous labor 
and employment law articles published on the Internet and in 
)eriodicals. 

Robert G. Brody 
Brody and Associates, LLC 
Telephone: (203) 965-0560 
Email: rbrody@brodyandassociates.com 
Website: www. brodyandassociates.com 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVZEW 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and 

Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet 

access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the event. 

Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt 

and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. 

You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Reqistration = Session Only: ~198.00 

Registration = :Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

* *The CD will contain the speaker,s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can 

you suggest any webinar topics that would be of interest to 

~ou ? Please let us know at Ln__f__o_@_~__a__r_k__a__y__e__0__u___e_~___£_e__s___e___n__t_#_[[~O_~_~£_0!, 

Legal and Practical 

Implications of 

Implementing a 

4-Day Work Week 

May 25, 2011 

B__e_g_Ls_t_r_a___ti__o_n__:__&Lg__2~__o_o_ 
._R__e_ _q i_s__t__r__a__t_[_o___n___:. 

I__e_[_e___c__o_n__f__e_r__e_n__c__e_=_#__Lu___s____C___D__:. 

.s_.2_ ~__8__=_0__.0_ 

,L__e_..a_ r_.n___. _N_..o_ r_.e_ 

New York Leave Law 

May 26, 2011 

Req!stration: $199.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Paperless HR.: How to Stay 

in Compliance When Going 

Green? 

May 26, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD R.ecordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 

in Hedge Funds and 

Private Equity Funds: How 

to Avoid the ERISA Trap 

3une 1, 2011 

Reqistration ~ Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration ~ Session Plus 

CD R.ecordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy - What 

Employers Need to Know 

3un. 2, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reczistration = Session Plus 

CD Recordinq; ~319.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How 

to Create a Program that 

Achieves High ROI 

Jun. 7, 2011 

._R__e__qistration - Session 

_o___n__Lz;__:~_~__9___8_~__o__o_. 
._R__e__qistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinql _&_2__8___9_~__0_0_ 

Terminating Employees 

without Lawsuits 

June 7, 2011 

Req!stration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Learn More 

Whistle Blower R.eform for 

the Financial Industry: 

What You Should Be Doing 

Now 

Jun. 14, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Abuse: How You Can Curb 

It 

3un. 15, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Tax Law Changes for 



Closely-Held Businesses: 

How You Can Save Money 

3une 15, 2011 
Eeqistration - Session Plus 

Book and CD: $229.00 

Learn More 

Making Workplace 

Diversity Work for You 

3un. 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Intellectual Property 101: 

Acquisition and Ownership 

of Patents, Trademarks 
and Copyrights 

]un. 21, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Cloud Computing - What 

You Need to Know 

]un. 22, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

On12:$219.00 

Reqjstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: ~319.00 

Learn More 
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United States: Supreme Court Creates A Pathway 
To Avoid Class Action Litigation = Barnes 8= 

Article by Barnes &Thornburg’s Litigation Group Comment I View All 

Comments A new U.S. Supreme Court decision holding that 
individuals can waive the right to participate in a class action as part 
of an arbitration agreement has the potential to limit the availability 
of class action treatment for commercial and consumer disputes. Tn 
AT&T Mobility LLC v .... To read the full text of this article you ... 
2011-05-20 08:31:29 Mondaq 

AIR: State Supreme Court hears oral arguments in 

Arkansas News Bureau LTTTLE ROCK ’ Opponents of a coal-fired 
power plant under construction in southwestern Arkansas failed to 
exhaust available remedies before the state Public Service 
Commission before going to court, an attorney for Southwestern 
Electric Power Co. argued today before the state Supreme Court. An 
attorney for the Hempstead County Hunting Club, which opposes the 
plant, argued that 
2011-05-20 08:32:26 Arkansas News Bureau 

US state court= Teen’s life prison sentence OK 
MADISON, Wis. - ludges can sentence 14-year-olds to life in prison 
without parole in homicide cases, Wisconsin’s state Supreme Court 
ruled Friday in upholding a life sentence for a man who participated 
in a gruesome homicide when he was a teenager. In a case watched 
by psychiatrists, family advocates and defence attorneys, the 
Midwestern state’s top court found that neither the U.S. nor the 

Wisconsin ... 
2011-05-20 13:07:47 MSN Canada 

Victim’s family welcomes Supreme Court: decision 
against killer 
A jury found him guilty of double murder more than 20 years ago, and 
today the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld David Lee Sanders’ death 
penalty. Reporter: Gabriel Roxas Email Address: 
GabrieI.Roxas@wkyt.com Victim’s family welcomes ruling on convicted 
killer Font Size: A jury found him guilty of double murder more than 
20 years ago, and today the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld David 
Lee Sanders’ death ..~ 
2011-05-20 09:12:36 WKYT 

AK: Alaska Supreme Court suspends former US 
Attorney Shea’s law license for 25 months 
The Alaska Supreme Court has suspended the law license of former 
U.S. Attorney Wevley Shea, finding "clear and convincing evidence" 
that he violated professional rules of conduct .... 
2011-05-20 10:06:02 Juneau Empire 

The Supreme Court denies Virginia Attorney General Ken CuccinellJ’s 
motion to move the state’s case against the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act’the health care reform law’directly to the high 
court, bypassing appeals courts. On April 25 the Supreme Court 
denied certiorari to Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli’s 
challenge to the Obama administration’s Patient Protection and 
Affordable ... 
2011-05-20 11:50:12 Psychiatric News 

ACLU THREATENS N,J, HIGH SCHOOL WITH LEGAL 
ACTION OVER GRADUATION AT CHRISTIAN- 
OWNED SITE 

Does the ACLU have a viable case? A New lersey high school with a 
70=year tradition of hosting graduation ceremonies in a historic 
auditorium is standing firm against legal threats from the American 
Civil Liberties Union, which claims the event violates the separation 
of church and state because of the Christian=owned site’s religious 
displays. For generations, graduates of Neptune High School ... 
2011-05-20 12:49:00 590 KLBJ 

IIVIore legal talks on release of former IMF leader 

NEW YORK Defense lawyers and prosecutors are due back in court 
on Friday afternoon to discuss arrangements for the former head of 
the International Monetary Fund. He was being held at Rikers Tsland 
in the meantime. Under the expected arrangement, armed guards will 



watch over him at an apartment rented by his wife. He will also be 
monitored electronically. The 62-year-old Strauss-Kahn has been 
behind ... 
2011-05-20 13:08:48 Bellingharn Herald 

James Michael Richards UPDATE 11:05 a.m.: Public defender Kristi 
Sanders asked the judge to declare a mistrial in James Richards’ case 
after a juror sent text messages this morning to a legal assistant in 
the Boulder County District Attorney’s Office. Boulder District Judge 
D.D. Mallard denied that request, saying that while the contact was 
somewhat concerning, it doesn’t warrant a mistrial .... 
2011-05-20 13:09:48 Boulder Daily Camera 
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US Supreme Court upholds order to cut California 
prison ~opulation by more than 30~000 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - The U.S. Supreme Court ruled Monday that 
California must drastically reduce its prison population to relieve 
severe overcrowding that has exposed inmates to increased 

violence, disease and death. The decision, however, doesn’t mean 
the prison gates will swing open in an uncontrolled release. The high 
court’s decision calls on the state to cut the population to no more 

than 110,000 ... 
2011-05-23 19:14:09 Macleans Online 

Supreme Court takes no sides in stealth plane case 
WASHINGTON (AFP) The US Supreme Court on Monday refused to 
take sides in a dispute between the Pentagon and aerospace giants 
Boeing and General Dynamics over a canceled contract to build a 
stealth aircraft. After a 20-year court battle, the Supreme Court 
justices ruled unanimously that the Pentagon had the right to 
withhold sensitive evidence as "state secrets" it wants to prevent 
from being presented 

: 2011-05-23 20:53:26 Yahoo! News 

Subscri be / Unsubscri be 

Contact Us 

US high court rejects Guantanamo appeal 
The US Supreme Court has turned down an appeal from Guantanamo 
detainees who fear they may be tortured or jailed if they are 
released from the US naval base in Cuba.The justices on Monday 
rejected a plea from dozens of detainees who say they should have 
30 days advance notice to challenge their transfer to countries 
where they have a reasonable fear of torture, or even continued 
confinement.Iustices ... 
2011-05-23 21:07:22 West Australian 

Supreme Court 

Two hospitals are taking their legal battle against the reopening of 
Pascack Valley Hospital to the state Supreme Court, saying the 
state health commissioner’s call for a new hospital in Bergen County 
is "unlawful and unprecedented." In a strongly worded suit, The 
Valley Hospital in Ridgewood and Englewood Hospital and Medical 
Center claim politics are at play and asked the court to stop the 
Health ... 
2011-05-23 21:16:41 North 3ersey.com 

Herbal Firm Denied Supreme Court Hearing Over 
Cancer Claim 
ALREADY REGISTERED? PLEASE LOGIN User Name (email address) 
Password Remember Me PURCHASE OPTIONS Purchasethis article for 
$50.00 to get online access for 30 days via My profile. Options 
include: Rolling 90 day online archive Print issues Email Alerts with 
the latest headlines Optional 365 day online archive After your first 
Iogin with your user name and password, select "Remember Me" and 
in the ... 
2011-05-23 23:15:33 Health News Daily 

Lethal Analyst: :Entent has to be proven for ]essica 

Tata to stand trial for murder 

HOUSTON As grand jurors this week consider the case of a deadly 
day care center fire, legal analysts say the murder charges may not 
stick if the grand jury doesnt think there was intent. "They’re trying 
to get the crime of child abandonment, of neglect of a child, they’re 
trying to stack that together and say it led to a murder, KHOU 11 
News Legal Analyst Gerald Treece said about the Jessica Tara ... 
2011-05-23 20:07:49 KHOU 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, June 2 at 
1:00 pm EST (12:00pm CST, 11:00am MST, 

10:00am PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

¯ Complimentary audio recording of the event 

¯ Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

¯ 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

¯ Sample forms and policies for your employee 
handbook 

¯ Live question and answer session 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

Trade Secrets in a Post-Wiki Leaks 
World 
May 24 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Facebook Firing - Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

The Power of Link Buildin.q for Lawyers 
June 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for ! 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Avoiding the Legal Pitfalls of Electronic Recordkeeping 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 at 1:00pro ET 
(12:00pm CT, 11:00am MT, 10:00am PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Many companies are considering or moving towards having a paperless r.HR Departmentr_ ~ 
Not only are you transitioning to electronic records, but your paper backup files will soon be a 
thing of the past. HR records can become an important line of defense if you are audited by 
federal agencies, local or state agencies, so it is critical to have the documents you need to stay out 
of legal trouble. 

Understand the steps you need to take to minimize legal risks when making the switch to a paperless 
HR system. 

In this 60-minute webinar, employment attorney Melissa Fleischer will walk you through practical 
techniques and examples to protect your company when deciding whether or not to go paperless. 

You will learn about: 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Switching to a Paperless HR Department 
Legal Issues of Going Paperless 
Protecting Your Company from Litigation Once You Go Paperless 
E-Discovery O VVhatOs Expected When the Courts Demand Documents 

How to Make the Transition Easier and Protect your Company from Liability During the 
Transition to a Paperless HR Department 
Strategies for Implementation of a Paperless HR Department 
Document Retention - Implications for Electronic Records 
Laws regarding Paperless Pay and Direct Deposits 
Communicating the Transition to Paperless Pay and Papedess HR to your workforce 

This live presentation will teach you how to avoid the top mistakes that employers and supervisors 
make when terminating employees. 

~ M elissa Fleischer is President and Founder of HR Learning Center, LLC. As an employment 
law attorney, Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented numerous clients in employment 
discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment law and human resource 

training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as sexual and unlawful 
harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor relations. 

This event vvi!l be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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.~iI SmartDraw 

Download SmartDraw 

Free Download 

Other Articles 
in This Series 

[] PDF Format 

l~Ianage Your Work with a 
Proiect Chart 

Prelects get completed on time--and under 

budget----only when every task involved, 

and the time it takes to do them, is 

properly identified and tracked, 

[he best way to do this is with a project 

chart, Using proiect charts to get things 

done is the subject of this Working Smarter 

article. In it you’ll learn: 

How to first scope out your proiect 

with a mind map 

2. How to create a proiect chart 

3, Hew to use your project chart to 

more effectively manage your work 

::[:+:]:: Gantt chart examples 

Projects get completed on t~me when you 

can identify every task hwo~ved, how long 

each task w~H take, a~d who w~H be 

responsible for each one, The easiest way 

to ~dentify aN the tasks involved is w~th a 

m~sd map. 

As our example, we’ll use a go-to-market 

plan. 

It is dil:ficuJt to estimate the length ef complex tasks like these~ It ~s much eas~er 

to accurately estimate the ~ength of a smaller, s~mp~er task, 

:S@%~ 2.. S~r::u@k t~.~:~:~ <:o~mq~:~de/4 t~.~sb:.:s: B-@:;:, :~;:~::~:~.~:~:~ 
Simply expand your mind map to ~nclude al~ the sub-tasks for each, 

Once you have ~dentified all the tasks ~n your project, the next step is to apply 
th~eframes and task dependencies w~th a project chart, Here’s how: 

Nake each box m your mind map a ~ine i~em in the second column o~your pro~ect 

chart. Use the first column to number your tasks and sub-tasks as shown bebw. 

SmartDraw converts your mind map te a project chart automatically with a single 

mouse-click. You can also toggle between mind map and project chart vie~., for 



easy editing,) 

:!:!=:~:<:,ii::? 2, As:sui=i]iw~= ii.=:=:,~?~gi~:ii~=~=~. ~i:=r:== =~:=:=.:~=~==~::.ii-~ 

Fake each of the simple tasks and enter the amo~mt of time (m (lays) each wilJ 

take in the "Duration" column (Software you use to create the chart should 

change the length of the bar automatically)~ 

If several tasks are assigned to the same person and they can’t work on more 

than one effectively at the same time, start each of their tasks after they finish 

the one before, 

If a task can’t start until another is complete, make sure you don’t schedule it to 

start until the earlier task is complete, 

The software you use should automaticaJly caJcuJate the end date o1: each task 

based on the mm~ber of working days required to complete it, 

/J i~: d.~:::~: .::::: .. S ii"r .~:~:: ~ .::::: .. 

A project chart sheuld be a "living document" that is regularly updated and 

referred to by everyone working on the project, Once work has begun on the 

project, monitor the completion of each task and adjust ~he schedule accordingly. 

Be sure to share your updated chart with the entire team so that everyone has 

the "big picture" of how th~ngs are 

A~though projec~ cha~ts can be crea~ed w~h a word p~ocessor or spreadsheet 

program, software that inck~des ~eatures specific to project chart creation 

save you time and make creating and updating your chart eas~er~ Here are three 

key features to look fo~: 

~., The ability to start with a mind map and automatically generate a project 

ci~art 

2. Automatic ad,iustment of task bars when dates are changed 

3. The ability to export chart to common file ferrnats For easy sharing 
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US Supreme Court rejects Neb, bank killer appeal 
A man who helped carry out one of the deadliest botched bank 
heists in U.S. history will remain on death row, following a 
Supreme Court decision. The high court on Monday rejected 
Sandoval’s appeal without comment. The ruling backs a decision last 
year by the Nebraska Supreme Court, which upheld Sandoval’s death 
sentence. Sandoval and two other men were each sentenced to 
death for killing ..~ 
2011-05-24 18:38:41 Columbus Telegram 

population by more than 30,000 
Los Angeles A sharply divided US Supreme Court ordered California 
Monday to reduce its prison population by more than 30,000 inmates, 
nearly a quarter of those incarcerated, saying the overcrowding in 
the state’s prisons violates the Eighth Amendment ban on cruel and 
unusual punishment. The 5-to-4 ruling in the case, Brown v. Plata, 
upheld a ruling from a three-judge panel in California that called ... 

2011-05-24 15:30:45 Yahoo! News 

Gov. Chris Christie says the state must comply with the state 
Supreme Court ruling today that orders an additional $500 million be 
provided to the former Abbott school districts for the coming year 
but laid responsibility for doing so in the lap of the Legislature. Gov. 
Chris Christie discusses Tuesday’s Abbott ruling during a morning 

news conference. Christie, in a Statehouse news conference, ... 
2011-05-24 14:03:56 Asbury Park Press 

Supreme Court Sends Boeing Case Back to Lower 
Courts 
Brian Glaser ContactAII Articles Corporate Counsel Twitter del.icio.us 
Digg Reddit Google Bookmarks Newsvine LinkedIn Mixx Stumbleupon 
Aircraft company Boeing and the U.S. government keep finding 
themselves in news stories together. In addition to the ongoing 
tussling amongst the Washington State company, the National Labor 
Relations Board, and the United States Congress (see "NLRB in 
Congressional ... 
2011-05-24 17:23:53 Corporate Counsel 

Appeals court unsure whether it has authority to 
rule on health care law 
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Virginia is questioning whether it has 
the authority to rule on the constitutionality of the federal health 
care reform law. The three-judge panel, all Democratic appointees, 
said the Anti-]~njunction Act, which prohibits decisions on tax law 
before taxes are collected, could bar the court from ruling on the 
challenge to the law’s individual mandate. The judges are 
reviewing ... 

2011-05-24 16:07:24 Senior rvlarket Advisor 

With the Uptick in Private Sector Hiring, Cutting- 
~E~d~g~e~R-e~c~u~i~t~i~n~g~a~n~d~H~i~r~i-n~g~T-~J~s~ ~_~___~ ~ 9_m_p_~___~ ~g_~_!. 
Problems 
New and Effective Candidate Selection Techniques, lncluding Social 
Media, Carry Legal Risks, as Do Tactics Employers "Could Have Used 
but Didn’t" -- Four Steps Can Help Avert Legal Headaches, Says Dr. 

David P. ]ones, Author of Million-Dollar Hire and President of Growth 
Ventures, lnc. NEW YORK, NY--(Marketwire- May 24, 2011) - With 
job openings growing, hiring is on the increase -- March 2011 
alone ... 
2011-05-24 13:29:47 IVlarket Wire 

TiVo results jump thanks to legal settlement 
A screen shows Internet services available through an broadband- 
connected TiVo digital video recorder at the Consumer Electronics 
Show in Las Vegas, Nevada January 5, 2006. REUTERS/Steve Marcus 
NEW YORK (Reuters) - TiVo Inc (NasdaqGS:TIVO - News), which 
makes digital video recorders, reported a quarterly profit, reversing a 
year ago loss, thanks to the blockbuster patent settlement it 
reached ... 
2011-05-24 16:07:33 Yahoo! Canada 

’Hiding’ mum of Arnie’s love child seeks legal help 
The woman, who has not been seen by her neighbors at her 

Bakersfield, California home since news broke that she had a love 
child with Arnold Schwarzenegger, has reportedly hired a lawyer to 



fight unflattering reports about her. The woman, who has not been 
seen by her neighbors at her Bakersfield, California home since news 
broke that she had a love child with Arnold Schwarzenegger, has 
reportedly ... 
2011-05-24 15:53:57 AndhraNews.net 

Samsung must show ceil phones to Apple in legal 
brouhaha 
Samsung Electronics has been ordered to turn over five of its not- 
yet-released mobile phones to Apple, reports the "Courthouse News 
Service" (http:/!macte.ch/YxXXw). Sitting in Federal Court in San 
Jose, Judge Lucy Koh ruled that Apple deserves the quick production 
of cell phone samples three months earlier than usual in the litigation 
process, though she drew the line at requiring testimony from ... 
2011-05-24 14:32:18 MacTech Magazine 

Hasks? Guns? What’s Legal in the Bail Bond 
Profession 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -- There are several of them in downtown 
Jacksonville alone - bail bonding companies. Their function is to put 
up bail money for people who have run-ins with the law, but after 
two bail bondsmen were shot by police, one fatally, new questions 
are being raised about the profession. ’q"ve been upset. My 
sympathy goes out to these families," said Ann Teague, who 
oversees the Jacksonville ... 
2011-05-24 16:17:46 First Coast News 

Evidence from a Legal Settlement with Countrywide 

NBER Program(s): CF PE We investigate whether homeowners 
respond strategically to news of mortgage modification programs. We 
exploit plausibly exogenous variation in modification policy induced by 
U.S. state government lawsuits against Countrywide Financial 
Corporation, which agreed to offer modifications to seriously 
delinquent borrowers with subprime mortgages throughout the 
country. Using a ... 

2011-05-24 13:59:52 National Bureau of Economic Research 
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High court’s ruling on California prisons could spark 
nationwide overhaul 
ATLANTA -- The U.S. Supreme Court decision that ordered California 
to drastically reduce its prison population to relieve severe 
overcrowding could encourage some states with bloated corrections 
systems to overhaul tough-on-crime policies that have led to stiffer 
sentences, law enforcement officials and experts said. The court’s 5- 
4 ruling Monday concluded the reduction of about 33,000 inmates 
was ... 
2011-05-25 12:44:39 Vacaville Reporter 

Big US Banks Face IVlore Exposure to State Laws 
The federal regulator of the largest U.S. banks will have less power 

to shield these national banks from state consumer financial laws, 
under a proposal released Wednesday. The changes to the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency rules are required by last year’s 
Dodd-Frank financial oversight law. Critics of the OCC charge that in 
the run-up to the 2007-2009 financial crisis, the agency was too ... 

2011-05-25 11:08:43 CNE~C 

On May 3, Donald Beaty petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to tell 
the justices that he should not be put to death today because of his 
rights under the U.S. Constitution and the Ten Commandments. 
Arizona Death Row In a carefully handwritten motion, he wrote: ’God 
(himself) sets an example of protecting such life, when Cain killed his 

brother Abel, God did not take Cain’s life, instead God sent Cain ... 
2011-05-25 14:58:36 Tucson Citizen 

Our Opinion: Bye-Bye, Fourth Amendment Part 1]~ 
The Indiana Supreme Court on May 12 ’ in a decision that notably 
affects only Indiana, but sets a dangerous precedent for other 
states to follow ’ ruled 3-2 in the case of ’Barnes v. Indiana’ that 
people have no right to resist police officers who enter their homes 
illegally without a warrant or consent. No, this is not an error of 
miscommunication. As hard to believe as it may be, we quote 
lustice ... 
2011-05-25 11:24:45 Sun Telegraph 

How to Succeed in Corporate Law as a Woman 
InsideCounsel honors seven women in law who demonstrate 
committment to advancing empowerment of women in corporate law. 
May 24, 2011 By Kayleigh Roberts, Ashley Trent On May 24, 
InsideCounsel honored seven women general counsel and law firm 
partners who have demonstrated a commitment to advancing the 
empowerment of women in corporate law. At the Transformative 
Leadership Awards dinner, ... 
2011-05-25 12:58:45 Inside Counsel 

Watchdogs Warn Congress That Soliciting For Super 

PACS Breaks Law 

Campaign Contributions, Campaign Donations, Campaign Finance, 
Campaign Legal Center, .]ames Bopp lr., PACs Share Send to a 
friend! To email: Your Name: Your email: Two good government 
groups are warning members of Congress that soliciting donations for 
"Super PACs" would be illegal. In a letter to members of the House 
and Senate, Campaign Legal Center President Trevor Potter and 
Democracy 21 ... 
2011-05-25 14:29:40 Talking Points 1’4emo 

Bill Raising Individual Taxes, Cuts Business Taxes UPDATED: 2:38 pm 
EDT May 25, 2011 LANSING, Mich. -- Gov. Rick Snyder has signed a 
sweeping tax proposal he says is key to his efforts to improve 
Michigan’s economy. The legislation cuts overall business taxes by 
about $1 billion in the fiscal year starting Oct. 1 and $1.7 billion the 
following year. It replaces the Michigan Business Tax with a ... 
2011-05-25 14:24:28 WNEM 

BB&T and Law Office of Russel Lazega host legal 
analy_s___t_ Hark Eig.larsh 
Eiglarsh captivates the audience with his presentation Law and 
’financial’ order were the themes of the day when BB&T and the Law 
Office of Russel Lazega, PA co-hosted an Aventura Marketing Council 
Chairman’s Roundtable luncheon featuring renowned criminal defense 
attorney Mark Eiglarsh ’ annually named one of Florida Trend’s’Legal 



Elite.’ AMC chair Cliff Schulman of Weiss, Serota, Helfman helped _. 
2011-05-25 13:07:01 l~4iami’s Community Newspapers 

New Law .lournal column launched 
Leading legal publication New Law.lournal has published the first of 
its new specialist Data Protection and Freedom of Information Law 
columns, written by Partner Tom Morrison. New Law 3ournal is a 
leading weekly magazine covering developments in civil law across 
cases, legislation, court procedure and practice. Tom has been on 
hand to provide comments on developments in the publication’s 
News section ... 
2011-05-25 13:44:22 P.ollits 

Wilmette lawy~[ g~Bty in massive tax dodg~ 
A prominent lawyer from Wilmette is among four people convicted by 
a jury in New York of mail fraud in a massive multibillion-dollar tax- 
shelter case that featured a parade of wealthy Americans from 
across the country who testified about how they dodged taxes 
through the complex investment scheme the defendants created, 
Paul M, Daugerdas, 60, former head of the Chicago office of the 
Jenkens & Gilchrist ... 
2011-05-25 14:13:19 Chicago Sun-Times 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, June 9 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 
12:00pm PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

SamNe policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approval pending) 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Facebook Firing - Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Paperless HR: Avoiding Legal Trouble 
When Making the Switch 
June 2 at 1:00pm EST 

Re.qister now 

The Power of Link Building for Lawyers 
June 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Reclister now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Best Practices, Trends and Legal Compliance 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, June 9 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Employee problems are caused by problem employees. This session will help employers 
and HR professionals AVOID bad hires in the first place by practicing due diligence in their 
hiring programs, 

Spending a great deal of time and energy to select the best hire quickly goes down the drain if an 
employer fails to exercise due diligence to ensure the candidate is for real. Without exercising due 
diligence, there is a near statistical certainty that a firm will hire someone with fake education or 
employment credentials or even an unsuitable criminal record. Even one bad hire can create a legal 
and financial nightmare, including workplace violence, unqualified workers and time wasted in 
recruiting and hiring the wrong person. Negligent hiring is one of the fastest growing areas of 
employment litigation. 

In this interactive session, learn legally-complaint best practices to keep a business productive and 
out of court, including how to obtain and utilize criminal record and background information on job 
applicants. Get updated on the recent trend, best practices and legal developments, Hear about 
cutting edge issues, such as the dangers of misusing social networking sites and the EEOC 
approach to the use of criminal records and credit reports. Learn steps a firm can take immediately 
to avoid a bad hire. 

Learning Objectives: 

Learn Why Background Checks and Due Diligence have become Mission Critical for 
Employers 
Understand the Importance of Federal Laws including the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), 
discrimination laws and the impact of state-specific rules and regulations 
The Basics of a Negligent Hiring Lawsuit and Defenses that Work and Do Not Work 
Get Acquainted with Cutting Edge Issues such as the new EEOC focus on Criminal Records, 
Credit Reports, and the use of Social Networking Sites 
Learn How to Spot Fraudulent Employment and Education Credentials 
Steps your Organization Can Take Today to Implement a Legally-Compliant Program and to 
Hire the Best Employees 

Presenter 

~ L ester S. Rosen is an attorney at law and President of Employment Screening Resources 
(www.ESRcheck.com), a national background screening company located in California that 

has been accredited by the National association of Professional background Screeners (NAPBS). 
He is the author of, "The Safe Hiring Manual-Complete Guide to Keeping Criminals, Imposters and 
Terrorists Out of Your Workplace," the first comprehensive book on employment screening. He has 
also written, "The Safe Hiring Audit," published in 2008. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available. A copy of the 
presentation materials and webinar recording will be provided after the event. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 
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Attach: 

"Martha Pendergrass" <mjpender@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:40 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[epro so.users] Small Order Process Update #4 

TENTI’.httn 

To: eProcurement Purchasers and Order Approvers 
From: Martha Pendergrass, Director of Procurement Services 

Please find attached the latest Small Order Process Update. This email ~vill also be sent to the Business Managers list Please folavard and circulate as appropriate 

iX/It SecureStor Stored: total 299781 bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/603fc7e52ad53 le64eSca5ctbd94b53d 
File Name: SOP Update 4.pdf 
Exptry Date: Wed, 24 Aug 2011 09:40:34 -0400 
Size: 299781bytes 



Registration: 

Registration - Te~econference plus CD: $268.00 

Many estate planners who are asked about family limited 

partnerships or family limited liability companies do not 

understand the reasons for forming these entities in the 

planning process. They also are not clear on what is the 

current status of statutory and case law concerning the 

continued use of these entitles. 

This live audio conference will help you learn to identify 

when the use of this entity for a particular client situation 

is warranted and what steps to take to maintain or 

correct an existing family entity to comply with recent 

changes in the law. This program will also explain the 

various valuation issues for gift and estate tax purposes, 

and asset protection benefits with the use of these 

entities. 

Family limited partnerships and family limited liability 
companies have come under recent scrutiny and attack 
by the IRS. Failure to properly create or maintain these 
entities can result in significant tax losses. Failure to 
consider the use of these entities can result in significant 
lost tax savings and other non-tax benefits, 

This live audio conference is critical to ensure your 
continued use of family limited partnerships and family 
limited liability companies meets the new tax and legal 
requirements. 

Benefits of Using FLPs and LLCs 

Choice of Family Business Entity for Estate Planning 

Purposes 

Planning Issues 

Recent Cases Affecting FLPs and LLCs 

Formation and Maintaining the Entity Issues 

Valuation Issues 

Asset Protection Issues 

Recently Released IRS Settlement Guidelines 

Repair or Dissolve Existing FLPs 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 
estate planners, accountants, presidents, vice 
presidents, CFOs, controllers, business owners and 
managers, tax managers, financial planners and lenders, 

Maria M. Castner, CPA, Moss Adams LLP 



Maria M. Castner, CPA 

¯ Senior tax manager at Moss Adams LLP 

¯ 28 years of experience in public accounting providing 

consultative tax services that reflect the understanding of 

clients’ industry and business strategy 

¯ Assists clients in resolving tax-related issues and helps 

them achieve their business objectives 

¯ Accounting degree, Oklahoma Christian University 

¯ Can be contacted at 505-830-6200 or 

marla.castner@ mossada ms.com 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 
over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

° CFP (Pending) 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

,C._!,i__c_,.k___.h__e._r_.e__ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Arizona illegal immigrant law uphelded by US 
Supreme Court 
The United States Supreme Court has upheld a law in the state of 
Arizona which gives his court the power to shut down businesses 
that employ illegal immigrants. In a five to three decision the 
Supreme Court rejected arguments by businesses, civil right groups 
and the Obama that the Arizona law is against federal constitution. 

2011-05-26 16:39:26 Now Public 

Supreme Court rules witness tampering law requires 
likelihood of communication 
[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; JURIST news 
archive] Thursday ruled [opinion, PDF] in Fowler v. United States 
[Cornell LII backgrounder] that under a federal witness tampering 
statute [18 USC 1512(a)(1)(C) text] the government must show 
there was a reasonable likelihood the witness would communicate 
relevant information to federal officers. Charles Fowler was convicted 
of killing ... 

: 2011-05-26 15:27:54 JUR~[$T’s Paper Chase 
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Daniels’ decision 

For The News-Sentinel Some say Gov. Mitch Daniels disappointed a 
waiting nation when he ended his presidential contender striptease. 
Most take his claim of refusing to go ’the full Monty’ due to family 
concerns at face value. I think other breaking news may have 
advised modesty on Mitch’s part. That breaking news is Barnes vs. 
State, the Indiana Supreme Court’s recent split decision ordering 
the ... 
2011-05-26 17:41:13 News Sentinel 

Nabarro named top A:I:I~ Law Firm in Growth 
Company Awards 20:~ :~ 
Media > Nabarro news > Nabarro has been named AIM Lawyer of the 
Year at the Growth Company Awards, in a coup for the firm’s 
corporate team. This comes as the latest Hemscott Corporate 
Adviser tables show Nabarro achieved the best overall performance 
of Q1 2011 gaining three new AIM clients (Pentagon Protection PIc, 
Real Office Group PIc and ValiRx PIc). The firm now has 32 AIM 
clients including a number ... 

2011-05-26 16:10:14 Nabarro 

Lowenstein Sandier Plays Key Role in Four of 20 
Largest Bankruptcy Filings of 2011 

Lowenstein Sandier represented major stakeholders in four of the 20 
largest bankruptcy filings so far in 2011, according to Bankruptcy 
Week, a publication that compiles data on publicly traded companies. 
The debtors’ revenue totaled nearly $3.3 billion, according to pro- 

. bankruptcy petition filings. Lowenstein’s representations include: 
Unsecured creditors committee of Borders Group, Inc., ranked ... 
2011-05-26 16:47:42 Lowenstein Sandier PC 

DeL j~d~g~e~a~s~k~e~d~t~b~!~c~k~8~a~s~s~e~y~E~r~g~ deal 
WILMINGTON, Del. The shareholders claim that if the $7 billion deal is 
allowed to close, their derivative claims will be lost, and the Massey 
directors will be allowed to escape responsibility for leaving the 
company so damaged that they were forced to sell it to Abingdon, 
Va.-based with by Alpha Natural Resources at a discount in an effort 
to shield themselves from liability. "Alpha in no way ... 
2011-05-26 18:14:32 Wichita Eagle 

Bingham Helps Einhorn I~ake Nlets Dea~ 
The New York Mets announced Thursday that hedge fund manager 
David Einhorn was selected as the team’s preferred partner in a $200 
million deal for a minority, non-operating investment in the baseball 
franchise. Einhorn, who is the head of New York-based hedge fund 
Greenlight Capital, turned to a legal team well-versed in professional 
sports transactions. Bingham McCutchen corporate partners John ... 
2011-05-26 16:00:05 American Lawyer 

Governor Dayton signs 32 bipartisan bills into law 
Following the adjournment of the 2011 Legislative Session, Governor 
Mark Dayton today signed 32 bills into law, in addition to the 
Omnibus Liquor Bill, which was also signed today. The bill numbers, 
and brief descriptions of each are listed below: Chapter 43, SF 

779/HF 1017, which authorizes the Commissioner of Administration to 



convey surplus state land in Goodhue County to the City of Red 
Wing .... 
2022-05-26 28:59:49 Office of the Governor of Minnesota 

Pre=trial diversion law ~]ets revision 
A pre-trial diversion was an option for first time offenders charged 
with misdemeanor and felony crimes.Last week a bill was passed into 
law by the Tennessee Senate and House of Representatives that 
revised the law to where defendants charged with any felony, sex 
crime or DUI are no longer eligible for iLThe new law also adds the 
clause that anyone with a previous felony or Class A or B 
misdemeanor ... 
2021-05-26 25:29:49 Leaf Chronicle 

Ex-senator Edwards to face criminal charges 

Mr John Edwards, the once=ascendant trial lawyer who became a 

senator and twice ran for President of the United States, indicated 
on Wednesday that he would fight any criminal charges that he 
misused his campaign funds to cover up an extramarital affair. The 
Justice Department is planning to charge Mr Edwards with violating 
campaign finance laws. Prosecutors say he used money that should 

have been .~. 
2022-05-26 28:44:40 Today Online 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, June 8 
at 3:00 pm EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 

12:00pm PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantt~sources.com 

¯ Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

¯ Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

¯ Live question and answer session. 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Facebook Firing - Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Paperless HR: Avoiding Legal Trouble 
Vvhen Making the Switch 
June 2 at 1:00pm EST 

Reqister now 

The Power of Link Building for Lawyers 
June 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

Getting to the Top of Google 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, June 8 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pro MT, 12:00pro PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

The competition for getting to the top of Google, Yahoo! and Bing for any term related to the legal 
industry is highly competitive! Attorneys spend millions of dollars every year on Pay Per Click (PPC) 
and banner advertisements trying to drive more traffic to their website. Far too often it comes down to 
how much money a law firm has to spend on PPC to outbid their competition. How are small law firms 
and solo practitioners supposed to compete when attorneys are spending $20 to $100 per click for 
keywords? 

If you’re thinking, [lthere must be a better way! ,1 then this webinar is for you! You will discover a little 
known secret of how hundreds of attorneys are rapidly increasing their website rankings in 90 to 120 
days through building targeted links back to their websites. 

In this 60-minute webinar, you will learn: 

One of the fastest ways to get your website blacklisted by Google (make this mistake at your 
own peril) 
Link building on the low downObuilding links on a shoe string budget 
Vvhat an ~inbound link[~ is and why Google loves them 
The metric Google uses to determine if a link is good or worthless 
Vvhy you should almost never pay for a link 
Selecting the right keywords to go after 
The benefits of being atthe top of the rankings 
Which directories are worth paying for...and which ones are not 
The top 5 questions you must ask before you hire any link building company 

You r Presenter 

Stephen Fairley is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

In 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 
professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in small law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, June 16 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00 CST, 1:00 MST, 12:00 PST). 

The event lasts 120 minutes. The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
S u pport(~.avant resou rces.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

2.0 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

2.0 hours of CPE-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Facebook Firing - Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Paperless HR: Avoidin.q Le.qal Trouble 
When Makinq the Switch 
June 2 at 1:00pm EST 

Register now 

The Power of Link Building for Lawyers 
June 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Ne.qli.qent Hirin.q and Back.qround Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

How to Avoid Costly Penalties and Maintain Compliance 
with Circular 230 and Other IRS Regulations 

Live Webinar 

Thursday, June 16 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00 CT, 1:00 MT, 12:00 PT) 

Duration: 120 minutes 

Circular 230, Professional Rules of Conduct and the Internal Revenue Code Compliance Rules affect 
both preparers and taxpayers. To assure that you, as a tax practioner, will be penalty-free, attend this 
webinar to understand how to be compliant with the IRS requirements. 

The IRS sets high standards for tax professionals, including lawyers, CPAs and Enrolled Agents. 
Violation of lRS rules can result in a reprimand or even disbarment from practice before the I RS. As 
tax practitioners, your licensure requires that you acquire at least 2 credits of CPE annually regarding 
ethics and professional conduct. Join us to satisfy the ethics requirement while learning the current 
professional responsibility rules based upon actual cases and what are considered to be frivolous tax 
positions by the Internal Revenue Service. 

In this practical 120-minute webinar, you will learn about: 

Recent Circular 230 Issues 
OPR 2011 Requirements 
Frivolous Tax Arguments 
Avoid the "Dirty Dozen" Tax Scams 

Attend this comprehensive webinar to learn what remains currently to be the "law of the land" and 
avoid costly errors. 

You r Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, E.A. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an Enrolled Agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment and Labor Issues, 
Pensions, Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. 
Marcia has served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of 
Miami School of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the )resentation on their personal computers. A copy of the presentation and downloadable 
provided after the event 

This program has been pre-approved for 2.0 hours of General 

Recertificaflon credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 
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Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Ethical issues present themselves in all aspects of an 

attorney’s professional life. Knowledge of these ethical 

standards will assist you in properly representing a client 

and at the same time protect you from the adverse 

consequences of a violation of the ethical standards. 

This live audio conference will provide an overview of 

typical ethical issues affecting the various areas of the 

practice of law, and how to address and resolve those 

issues. 

Client Relations 

Scope, Competence and Diligence 

Communication 

Confidentiality 

Declining or Terminating Representation 

Conflicts 

General Rules for an Existing Client 
Former Clients 
Prohibited Transactions 

Organization as a Client 

General Issues 
Criminal and Fraudulent Acts 

Ethical Rules of Advocacy 

Meritorious Claims 

Candor Toward the Tribunal 

Fah’ness to Opposing Counsel 

Impartiality and Decorum 

Ethical Rules Regarding Non-Clients 

Truthfulness 

Communications 

Respect for Third Parties 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 
attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit 
from attending. 

John A, Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 



John A. Snow 

¯ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the 

law firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

¯ Focuses on general civil litigation, including commercial 

and business litigation, professional malpractice (legal 

and medical), and construction 

¯ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories 

of legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 

¯ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States 

Super Lawyers magazine 

¯ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada 

and the American Bar Association 

¯ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 

¯ J.D. degree, cure laurie and editor on the Arizona State 

Law Journal, Arizona State University 

¯ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or 

jsnow@vancott.com 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "iDetailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration - Teleconference plus CID: $268,00 

SPREAD TIlE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleacjues who may benefit from participating. 
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US top court rejects e×-media baron Black’s appeal 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday cleared the way for 
resentencing former media baron Conrad Black next month in Chicago 
for fraud and obstruction of justice after rejecting his appeal. A U.S. 
appeals court in October upheld Black’s 2007 conviction on one fraud 
count and for obstructing justice while it overturned two other fraud 
convictions’. Read more: US top court rejects ex-media baron ... 
2011-06-01 19:37:19 Securities Docket 

:~udge Shea to be reprimanded by Florida Supreme 
Court for yelling at attorneys 
Orange=Osceola Circuit Judge Tim Shea, as a candidate in 2006. (Tim 
Shea, Tim Shea / June 1, 2011) Time and again Orange-Osceola 
Circuit Judge Tim Shea publicly insulted and yelled at prosecutors in 
his courtroom, once asking one woman to get coffee for everyone in 
the room, according to a formal complaint that accuses him of 
judicial misconduct. He also sentenced a drug defendant while the 
man’s ... 
2011-06-01 15:39:42 South Florida Sun-Sentinel 

The Nebraska Supreme Court will hear on Thursday the appeal of a 
woman who sued a pathologist after she was cleared of a felony 
child abuse charge in the death of a baby in her care. Carla 
McKinney, who ran a state-licensed day care at her Lincoln home, 
filed a lawsuit against Dr. Matthias Okoye more than a year after 
prosecutors dropped charges against her in the 2007 death of 4= 
month-old Chase Madsen .... 
2011-06-01 15:02:18 Columbus Telegram 

US Appeals Court Grapples With Health-Care 
Overhaul 
By CINC][NNATI =(Dow Jones)- The Obama administration’s legal 
defense of its health-care overhaul received a mixed reception from 
a federal appeals court here on Wednesday, as judges grappled with 
the constitutionality of the law’s requirement that individuals carry 
health insurance or pay a penalty. Another question, however, also 
hung over the proceedings: The court expressed concern that 
procedural ... 
2011-06-01 16:03:54 Nasdaq 

Recipient of 2011 Law Firm Distinguished Leader 
Award by American Lawyer Awards 
Firm co-founder and Partner Mike Boone has been named the 
recipient of the prestigious 2011 Law Firm Distinguished Leader 
Award by The American Lawyer, which annually honors an individual 
whose contributions to law and society have made positive impacts. 
’We are pleased to congratulate Mike on this outstanding national 
honor,’ said Managing Partner Terry Conner. ’He is truly deserving of 

this award, 
2011-06-01 14:14:25 PRWeb 

Picking up the pieces after a law firm collapses 
Jill Berkeley moved her insurance policyholder group from Schiff 
Hardin to Howrey in 2006, at a time when the large Washington, 
D.C.-based law firm employed nearly 30 lawyers in Chicago and 700 
around the world. She found that Howrey provided a unique platform 
with more resources and less conflicts since the firm represented 
corporate policyholders in disputes against insurance companies. 
Howrey ... 
2011-06-01 18:53:21 Chicago Lawyer 

The American Lawyer Finds Weak Recovery by 

"Second Hundred" Firms as Emerging Elite of Top- 
Earners Shakes the Am Law 

The strong recovery by the nation"s hundred=largest law firms (the 
Am Law 100) reported last month by ALM"s The American Lawyer 
was not matched by the next hundred largest (the Am Law 200), 
though a striking profits=per-partner gap is due largely to the smaller 
firms expanding their head counts as the Am Law 100 trimmed. 
Meanwhile, an elite group of very-high-billing, very-high-paying firms 

has ..~ 
2011-06-01 16:18:44 FinanzNachrichten.de 



Two weeks after Gov. Nathan Deal signed a strict illegal immigration 
bill into law, the ACLU and a coalition of other civil rights 
organizations are about to take the new law to court. The law 
permits law enforcement officers to inquire about an individual’s U.S. 
residency status ’ but only when an individual is stopped for other 
causes. The civil rights groups say the Georgia law ’establishes a ... 
2011-06-01 19:37:36 Atlanta Journal And Constitution 

Herchants praise back to schooB tax Baw 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Merchants say a back-to-school sales tax 
"holiday" signed into law by Gov. Rick Scott will boost the state’s 
treasury as well as their businesses. Rick McAIlister, president and 
CEO of the Florida Retail Federation said Wednesday that he expects 
state revenues to increase based on a study of a similar three-day 
tax holiday last year. Scott signed the legislation into law on ... 
2011-06-01 15:04:12 ABC Action News 

Louisiana Considers ’Amazon’ Tax 

A report by the Tax Foundation (TF) has pointed out that, while 
Louisiana is considering an Amazon law, such taxes have failed in 
other US states in fulfilling their twin objectives of collecting 
additional revenue and creating a level playing field between bricks- 
and-mortar and remote sellers. States are constitutionally barred 
from forcing retailers with no property or employees in the state 
to... 
2011-06-01 18:58:41 Tax-News.corn 
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Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

UPDATE: US Supreme Court Revives Securities Class 

Action Against Halliburton 

(Adds comment from Halliburton and additional detail.) Of DOW 
JONES NEWSWIRES WASHINGTON =(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Supreme 
Court on Monday revived a securities-fraud lawsuit against 
Halliburton Co. (HAL), ruling that a lower court incorrectly rejected 
the suit as a class action. The lawsuit alleged Halliburton misled 

investors about its asbestos liabilities, about its revenue on certain 
construction ,.. 
2011-06-06 15:18:49 Nasdaq 

US Supreme Court allows in=state tuition for illegal 
immigrants in California 
in Washington, DC. Mail Print Comment The United States Supreme 
Court rejected a challenge today to California allowing lower in-state 
tuition for illegal immigrants. The law had been challenged by a 
conservative immigration law=group that argued giving "preferential 
treatment" to illegal immigrants violated federal immigration law, The 
California Supreme Court ruled last year that state law wasn’t ~.. 

: 2011-06-06 13:13:32 SCPR 
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of patent to H~V=detecting technology 

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Supreme Court says ownership of a patent 
for technology used to detect HIV levels in a patient’s blood was 
correctly split between Stanford University and the Swiss 
pharmaceutical giant Roche. The high court on Monday upheld a 
lower court’s decision making the company and ...... 

2011-06-06 10:01:33 Brandon Sun 

US Supreme Court turns down Wesley Snipes appeal 
WASHINGTON The U.S. Supreme Court has turned away the latest 
attempt by actor Wesley Snipes to get his conviction and prison 
sentence on tax charges overturned. The high court refused Monday 
to hear an appeal from Snipes, convicted in 2008 on three 
misdemeanor counts of willful failure to file income tax returns. 
Snipes started a three-year term in a federal minimum security prison 

in December. He 
2011-06-06 13:51:57 Boston Herald 

Support for I~assachusetts Landmark Health Reform 

Law Rises in 2011 

Most Don’t Think Law is Main Reason for Rising Health Care Costs For 
immediate release: June 5, 2011 A new poll by the Harvard School of 

Public Health and The Boston Globe finds 63% of Massachusetts 
residents support the health care reform legislation enacted in 2006, 
21% oppose it while 6% are not sure and 9% have not heard or read 
about the law. The percentage of residents supporting the law ... 
2011-06-06 09:53:28 Harvard School of Public Health 

Reconsidering corporate money for federal 
candidates 
The following editorial appeared in the Seattle Times on Friday, June 
3: The federal judge who last month overturned a century-old ban 
on corporate political contributions finds himself at odds with U.S. 
Supreme Court protocol. Fortunately, he is having second thoughts 
about his analysis en route to a disastrous ruling. Link: 
http:i/www.seattletimes.com U.S. District Judge James Cacheris 
ordered attorneys ... 
2011-06-06 12:32:07 Sun Herald 

The Law Society has been granted permission to intervene in 
Prudential’s appeal to the Supreme Court over legal professional 
privilege (LPP). The representitive body previously intervened in the 
Court of Appeal hearing in which Prudential unsuccessfully sought to 
extend the existing rule of LPP to advice on tax law given by 
accountants, read more ... 
2011-06-06 11:34:21 Taxation 

Amazon may soon need to collect sales tax 

California visitors to WaI-Mart Stores’ website must pay $214 to buy 
a Philips Electronics 22-inch LCD HDTV, one of the hottest-selling 
flat-panel televisions on the Web. Customers of Amazon.com in that 
state see a price of $194 for the same product. The discrepancy 
stems largely from something that dates back to Julius Caesar: sales 

tax. WaI-Mart, with about 100 stores in California, has to collect 



2011-06-06 11:03:56 Providence Business News 

Texas Governor Hails Frivolous Lawsuit Law as 
Employer-Friendly 
The measure also allows a trial court to dismiss a lawsuit immediately 
if the case is not based in law or fact. In addition, it allows plaintiffs 
seeking less than $100,000 to seek an expedited civil action. 
Comments 0 I Recommend 0 Texas Governor Hails Frivolous Lawsuit 
Law as Employer-Friendly Texas Gov. Rick Perry has signed into law a 
tort reform measure that institutes a ’loser-pays’ provision ... 
2011-06-06 15:33:46 Workforce 

Breaking News: Supreme Court Rules Against 
Stanford in Patent Case 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday ruled 7=2 that a pharmaceutical 
company did not infringe a Stanford University patent on a 
technology that measures the concentration of HIV in blood plasma - 
- a result that higher education groups have warned would undercut 
the federal government’s 30-year-old system for determining who 
owns the rights to inventions created using federal funds. The 
court’s ruling came ... 
2011-06-06 12:00:40 ]~nside Higher Ed 
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Registration; $129.00 

Registration - Te~econference plus CD: 

Immigration enforcement is at an all time high. More and 

more inmates in state and local jails are having ICE 

detainers placed upon them. The interpretation of a 

facilities duty regarding those detainers can be confusing. 

An error in enforcing the detainer can leave a facility 

exposed to federal or state litigation. 

This live audio conference helps the persons responsible 

for operating a state or local jail understand and 

effectively manage ICE detainers. The program takes you 

step-by-step through the detainer process so you are left 

with a clear understanding of the law. 

This program provides you with a clear understanding of 

the risks involved in the proper enforcement of detainers. 

You will also learn the proper responses to federal 

requests for assistance regarding inmates with 

detainers. 

How Noncitizens Are Discovered in Local Jails 

Cooperation Agreements 

287g Programs 

Secure Communities 

Detainer Laws and Regulations 

8 USC 1357(d) 

8 CFR 287 (d) 

Legal Interpretations of National Significance 

Jail Duties Regarding Prisoners With Detainers 

Prior to Release 

Bond 

Conviction and Sentencing 

When Does the 48 Hours Start? 

This live audio conference is designed for law 

enforcement officials, government officials, attorneys and 

administrators. 

William Michael, Sharma-Crawford, Attorneys at Law, 

LLC 



¯ Partner in the office of Sharma-Crawford, Attorneys at 

Law, LLC 

¯ Practice emphasizes complex immigration litigation 

¯ Aggressive litigator and compassionate advocate of 

fairness in immigration law 

¯ Former law enforcement officer for Sedgwick County for 

15 years 

¯ Deep understanding of the challenges of immigration 

law enforcement, detainment issues and litigation 

¯ Admitted to the District of Kansas, and the Federal 

Appeals Court for the 2rid, 5th, 7th, 8th and 10th Circuits 

¯ Conducts regular seminars and workshops on 

immigration litigation 

¯ Member of the American Immigration Lawyers 

Association, the Kansas Bar Association, The Missouri Bar, 

the Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association, the Alaska 

Bar Association, the ]ohnson County Bar Association, the 

Kansas Law Enforcement Training Center, the National 

Lawyers Guild-lmmigration Rights Project and the 

National Police Accountability Project 

¯ Successfully argued before the 7th and 10th Circuit 

Courts of Appeal and before the Board of Immigration 

Appeals 

¯ Instructed at the American Immigration Law Foundation 

Litigation Institute 

¯ Lectured about immigration law to the Johnson County 

Bar Association, the Kansas Bar Association, and the 

Kansas and Missouri Public Defenders 
° i.D. degree, Washburn University School of Law 

¯ Can be contacted at 913-385-9821 or michael@sharma- 

crawford.com 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

° CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 

.C_.l_!~k__~_e_._re_. for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

IRe~listration: $129.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

] 
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I~e_q|stration ~ "lr~!~c~n~r~nce p~us CID; 3278.00 

This live audio conference presents the fundamentals of 

identifying and recovering assets in the enforcement of a 

civil judgment. 

Topics will include general asset search methods, the 

elements of a debtor’s examination, obtaining liens 

against assets, executing on judgment liens, using 

garnishment procedures to collect assets, domesticating 

foreign judgments, dealing with bankruptcy filings and 

many other issues commonly encountered by creditors 

collecting and enforcing judgments. 

Overview 

Scope and Effect of Civil Judgment 

Available Remedies 

Locating Assets 

Public Records 

Debtor’s Examination 

Judgment Liens 

Perfection of Liens 

Execution 

Exemptions 

Dormancy 

Garnishment 

Wages 

Bank Accounts 

Other Assets 

Garnishee Compliance 

Special Issues 

Domesticating Foreign Judgments 

Bankruptcy 

Fraudulent Transfers 

Deceased Debtor 

Ethical Concerns 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 

attorneys. Other legal professionals, credit, collections 

and lending professionals may also benefit fl’om 

attending. 



John T. Rogers, Attorney at Law 

John T. Rogers 

¯ Principal attorney with Rogers Law Office, LLC, located 

in Omaha, Nebraska 

¯ Firm primarily represents creditors in debt recovery 

matters, handling claims and litigation from initial demand 

to collection and defense of judgments 

¯ More than 15 years of experience in debt collection 

matters and has represented a wide variety of clients, 

from major retailers and financial institutions to collection 

agencies and individual creditors 

¯ Frequently lectures on various topics, including 

judgment enforcement, the Fair Debt Collection Practices 

Act, bankruptcy and creditors’ rights 
° Admitted to practice in Nebraska, Iowa and the Federal 

District Court for the District of Nebraska 
° B.A. degree, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; J.D. 

degree, Creighton University 
° Can be contacted at 402-734-1200 or 

RogersLaw@atL net 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department, 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

° CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration; $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

UPDATE: US Supreme Court Revives Securities Class 

Action Against Halliburton 

(Adds comment from Halliburton and additional detail.) Of DOW 
JONES NEWSWIRES WASHINGTON =(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Supreme 
Court on Monday revived a securities-fraud lawsuit against 
Halliburton Co. (HAL), ruling that a lower court incorrectly rejected 
the suit as a class action. The lawsuit alleged Halliburton misled 

investors about its asbestos liabilities, about its revenue on certain 
construction ,.. 
2011-06-06 15:18:49 Nasdaq 

US Supreme Court allows in=state tuition for illegal 
immigrants in California 
in Washington, DC. Mail Print Comment The United States Supreme 
Court rejected a challenge today to California allowing lower in-state 
tuition for illegal immigrants. The law had been challenged by a 
conservative immigration law=group that argued giving "preferential 
treatment" to illegal immigrants violated federal immigration law, The 
California Supreme Court ruled last year that state law wasn’t ~.. 
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of patent to H~V=detecting technology 

WASHINGTON - The U.S. Supreme Court says ownership of a patent 
for technology used to detect HIV levels in a patient’s blood was 
correctly split between Stanford University and the Swiss 
pharmaceutical giant Roche. The high court on Monday upheld a 
lower court’s decision making the company and ...... 

2011-06-06 10:01:33 Brandon Sun 

US Supreme Court turns down Wesley Snipes appeal 
WASHINGTON The U.S. Supreme Court has turned away the latest 
attempt by actor Wesley Snipes to get his conviction and prison 
sentence on tax charges overturned. The high court refused Monday 
to hear an appeal from Snipes, convicted in 2008 on three 
misdemeanor counts of willful failure to file income tax returns. 
Snipes started a three-year term in a federal minimum security prison 

in December. He 
2011-06-06 13:51:57 Boston Herald 

Support for I~assachusetts Landmark Health Reform 

Law Rises in 2011 

Most Don’t Think Law is Main Reason for Rising Health Care Costs For 
immediate release: June 5, 2011 A new poll by the Harvard School of 

Public Health and The Boston Globe finds 63% of Massachusetts 
residents support the health care reform legislation enacted in 2006, 
21% oppose it while 6% are not sure and 9% have not heard or read 
about the law. The percentage of residents supporting the law ... 
2011-06-06 09:53:28 Harvard School of Public Health 

Reconsidering corporate money for federal 
candidates 
The following editorial appeared in the Seattle Times on Friday, June 
3: The federal judge who last month overturned a century-old ban 
on corporate political contributions finds himself at odds with U.S. 
Supreme Court protocol. Fortunately, he is having second thoughts 
about his analysis en route to a disastrous ruling. Link: 
http:i/www.seattletimes.com U.S. District Judge James Cacheris 
ordered attorneys ... 
2011-06-06 12:32:07 Sun Herald 

The Law Society has been granted permission to intervene in 
Prudential’s appeal to the Supreme Court over legal professional 
privilege (LPP). The representitive body previously intervened in the 
Court of Appeal hearing in which Prudential unsuccessfully sought to 
extend the existing rule of LPP to advice on tax law given by 
accountants, read more ... 
2011-06-06 11:34:21 Taxation 

Amazon may soon need to collect sales tax 

California visitors to WaI-Mart Stores’ website must pay $214 to buy 
a Philips Electronics 22-inch LCD HDTV, one of the hottest-selling 
flat-panel televisions on the Web. Customers of Amazon.com in that 
state see a price of $194 for the same product. The discrepancy 
stems largely from something that dates back to Julius Caesar: sales 

tax. WaI-Mart, with about 100 stores in California, has to collect 



2011-06-06 11:03:56 Providence Business News 

Texas Governor Hails Frivolous Lawsuit Law as 
Employer-Friendly 
The measure also allows a trial court to dismiss a lawsuit immediately 
if the case is not based in law or fact. In addition, it allows plaintiffs 
seeking less than $100,000 to seek an expedited civil action. 
Comments 0 I Recommend 0 Texas Governor Hails Frivolous Lawsuit 
Law as Employer-Friendly Texas Gov. Rick Perry has signed into law a 
tort reform measure that institutes a ’loser-pays’ provision ... 
2011-06-06 15:33:46 Workforce 

Breaking News: Supreme Court Rules Against 
Stanford in Patent Case 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday ruled 7=2 that a pharmaceutical 
company did not infringe a Stanford University patent on a 
technology that measures the concentration of HIV in blood plasma - 
- a result that higher education groups have warned would undercut 
the federal government’s 30-year-old system for determining who 
owns the rights to inventions created using federal funds. The 
court’s ruling came ... 
2011-06-06 12:00:40 ]~nside Higher Ed 
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Current ssues in Ad 

Registration: 

Registration - Teieconference plus CD: 

Over the last 20 years or so, a large investment industry 

centered around ad valorem tax sales has developed in 

the United States. For local government entitles, tax 

sales provide a way to replace what otherwise would be 

lost or deferred revenue. For investors, purchasing at tax 

sales provides a relatively safe form of investing with 

attractive returns. 

This combination of the need for tax revenue and an 

attractive investment opportunity for private investors 

has resulted in thousands more properties being sold for 

taxes each year. Tax sales create complex issues for 

owners and others, such as mortgagees, having an 

interest in the properties sold. 

This live audio conference is directed toward 

professionals who represent parties having an interest in 

real properties sold for taxes. In this program you will 

learn what tax sales are, what rights are lost and gained 

at tax sales, the priority of tax liens, the nature of 

redemption rights, and strategies for parties having an 

interest in real property sold for taxes. 

Tax Sales 

What Is a Tax Sale? 

Tax Sale Law and Procedures Are State Specific 

What Does a Purchaser Receive at a Tax Sale? 

Terminology: ’Tax Lien,’ ’Tax Certificate,’ and ’Tax Deed’ 

Priority Issues 

Tax Lien Versus Mortgagee 

Tax Lien Versus Lien Holders 

Tax Lien Versus Internal Revenue Service Lien 

Redemption Rights - State Specific 

¯ How Long Is the Right to Redeem? 

¯ What Penalties and Interests Must Be Paid to Redeem 

Property Sold for Taxes? 

Bankruptcy Issues 

¯ When Does a Bankruptcy Void a Tax Sale? 
° Can a Bankruptcy Be Used to Modify the Rights of the 

Purchaser at a Tax Sale? 

Strategies for Addressing Tax Liens 



¯ What Are the Economics of the Situation? 

¯ What Could and Should Be Done During the 

Redemption Period? 

¯ What Could and Should Be Done After the Redemption 

Period Exph’es? 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 
CPAs, controllers, attorneys, CFOs, tax managers, 
presidents, vice presidents, finance directors, accounts 
payable professionals, bookkeepers and enrolled agents~ 

William Hereford, Burr & Forman LLP 

William S. Hereford 
¯ Practice concentrates in the areas of tax title disputes, 
and commercial, construction, and real property litigation, 
with an emphasis on creditor’s rights, landlord-tenant 
disputes, and construction defaults 
¯ Member of the National Tax Lien Association, the 
American Bar Association, the Alabama State Bar and the 
Birmingham Bar Association, and is a member of the 
American Bankruptcy Institute 
¯ Included in The Best Lawyers in America® 2011 in the 
fields of real estate litigation and bankruptcy and creditor 
debtor rights/insolvency and reorganization law 
¯ B.S. degree, University of Alabama at Huntsville 
¯ J.D. degree, Vanderbilt University 
¯ Can be contacted at whereford@burr.com or 205-458- 
531 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have ah’eady been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Era’oiled Agents 

¯ IAPP 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch ¯ PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

This live audio conference will look at some key legal 

writing concepts applicable to a variety of documents that 

paralegals draft on a regular basis, including emails, 

memoranda and discovery. Good legal writing is a skill 

that can be learned, and comes through practice and 

multiple drafts. 

Attend this program and receive a basic review of 

grammar and other writing strategies, dispel some myths 

about rules you thought were rules in elementary school 

- but no longer apply, and feel much more confident in 

attacking and successfully completing any legal writing 

assignment that you are given. 

Overview of Legal Writing 

Types of Legal Writing 

Planning Strategies - Audience and Purpose 

Characteristics of a Good Legal Document 

Emails 

Memos 

Other Paralegal Documents 

Organizing Your Discussion 

Basic Writing Strategies 

Short Writing Strategy Presentation 

Use of Organizational Tools and Transitions 

Strategies for Emails, Memos and Other Legal 

Docu ments 

Questions and Answers 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 
legal assistants and attorneys. 

Heather E. Ridenour, American University Washington 

College of Law 

David H, Spratt, American University Washington College 

of Law 

Heather E. Ridenour 



¯ Joined the Washington College of Law faculty in 2008 

as dh’ector of the Legal Analysis Program and legal 

rhetoric professor 

¯ Previously worked with the Academic Support Program 

at Texas Wesleyan Law School as an instructor of 

academic support and legal writing specialist 

¯ Previously had a probate and guardianship practice and 

was the guardianship auditor at the Tarrant County 

Probate Court, working under Judge Patrick Ferchill 

¯ Active in taking pro bono guardianship cases 

¯ Member of the Legal Writing Institute and frequently 

speaks on legal writing and academic support issues 

¯ Graduate, cure laude and associate editor and articles 

editor on the Texas Wesleyan Law Review, Texas 

Wesleyan University School of Law 

David H, Spratt 
¯ Prior to joining the Washington College of Law faculty in 
2006, taught legal writing and research at the George 
Washington University School of Law, legal analysis and 
writing at Concord School of Law, and legal methods at 
the Washington College of Law 
¯ Founding partner of Schwartz & Spratt, PLC, a family 
law firm in Fairfax, Virginia 
¯ Previously worked as an associate at the Law Office of 
Betty A. Thompson, Ltd., and at The Lewis Law Firm, in 
the area of family law 
¯ Past chair of the Virginia Bar Association, Domestic 
Relations Section and the Northern Virginia Regional 
Advisory Committee 
° Regularly writes a column, Writer’s Block, in the Virginia 

Bar Association News Journal 
° Member of the Legal Writing [nstitute and frequently 

speaks on legal writing issues 
° B.A. degree in government and psychology, The College 

of William and Mary 
° Graduate, summa cum laude, American University 

Washington College of Law 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ NALA 

¯ NFPA 

¯ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit ~[nformation" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration: 

Re_qistration - Teleconference plus CD: ~268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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United States: Supreme Court Upholds Arizona E- 
Verify Law: New National Landscape For Employers 
_-_____W____i_l_!_i__a_m____s______M____u___l_Le__~ 
Article by Earl Baggett and Elliott Norman Comment I View All 

Comments On May 26, 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court, by a 5-3 vote, 
upheld the Legal Arizona Workers Act (LAWA) in Chamber of 
Commerce w Whiting, 563 U.S. ___ (2011). Based on the high 
court’s decision, state governments may mandate the use of E- 
Verify and may penalize employers that hire undocumented workers, 
such as by revoking ... 
2011-06-08 14:22:32 Mondaq 

Colorado Supreme Court weighs challenge to CU 
campus gun ban 
DENVER - Colorado Supreme Court justices will decide if concealed 
carry permit holders should be allowed to bring guns to the University 
of Colorado’s campuses after attorneys Wednesday debated whether 
regents can legally ban guns. The appeals court judges ruled that 
the Concealed Carry Act of 2003 -- a state law that prohibits local 
municipalities from adopting ordinances that would limit concealed- 
ca rry ..~ 
2011-06-08 16:15:20 Boulder Daily Camera 

Subscri be / Unsubscri be 

Contact Us 

................................................................................ 
Honesdale, Pa. ’ The latest round in the fight over President Barack 
Obama’s health care overhaul was held Wednesday in the federal 
appeals court in Atlanta. A three-judge panel of the .tlth Circuit 
Court of Appeals heard oral arguments on whether to reverse a 
Florida judge’s ruling that struck down the law. The judges seemed 
receptive to arguments from critics challenging the health reforms 
as ... 

2011-06-08 13:26:52 Wayne Independent 

US judges seem receptive to health care challenge 
ATLANTA - Judges on a federal appeals court panel on Wednesday 
repeatedly raised questions about President Barack Obama’s health 
care overhaul, expressing unease with the requirement that virtually 
all Americans carry health insurance or face penalties.All three 
judges on the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals panel questioned 
whether upholding the landmark law could open the door to Congress 
adopting ... 
2011-06-08 13:36:56 CNBC 

Public Mobile Plans to Seek Leave to Appeal to 
.__s__~p___r__e__m__e______c____o__~__r__t_____o___f_____c__~___n_~__d__~_ 
Public Mobile is heading to the Supreme Court of Canada. The 
company plans to continue its pursuit for a level-playing field on the 
issue of foreign ownership and control of wireless carriers in Canada. 
Public Mobile’s decision comes following today’s ruling by the Federal 
Court of Appeal overturning a Federal Court decision by Justice 
Hughes earlier this year. The question sparking the debate is ... 
2011-06-08 17:04:44 NewsBlaze 

Dick Cheney’s Halliburton: a corporate case study 
Pratap Chatterjee 
a corporate case study It’s generally assumed Halliburton profited 
mightily when Dick Cheney was running it...The US supreme court 
has cleared the way for a class action lawsuit to be brought by a 
group of Halliburton shareholders who allege they were misled by the 
company, then headed by Cheney, over ...... 
2011-06-08 14:53:29 AllVoices 

State prison remedy would send low=level offenders 

California wants to shift low-level state offenders to county jails as a 
way to reduce overcrowding, as ordered by the U.S. Supreme Court, 
under an unfunded plan that would require legislative and voter 
approval, the state’s top corrections official said Tuesday. State 
officials filed the plan, which would reduce the state’s 143,000 
inmate population by 33,000, with federal courts Tuesday. 
California ... 
2011-06-08 15:46:07 Los Angeles Independent 

Wronqful Convictions 

When Paul House was finally released from prison in 2008, he was a 
specter of the man who had been sentenced to death more than 22 
years earlier. When I visit his home in Crossville, Tennessee, in 



March, House’s mother Joyce, who has cared for him since his 
release, points to a photo of House taken the day he was finally 
allowed to come home. In that photo and others from his last days in 
prison, ... 

2011-06-08 16:17:23 Reason Foundation 

Wells Fargo to pay $32 million to settle gender 

discrimination suit 

NEW YORK (Reuters)’A federal judge signaled that she would approve 
a settlement calling for Wells Fargo &, Co. to pay $32 million to about 
1,200 female financial advisors who claimed they were paid less than 
men and denied promotions because of their gender. At a hearing on 
Wednesday in the federal court in Washington, U.S. District Judge 
Colleen Kollar-Kotelly indicated she was satisfied with ..~ 
2011-06-08 18:32:38 Business Insurance 

Minority judgeship bill fails in House 

BATON ROUGE ? A new minority judgeship in Terrebonne Parish that 
could have increased the likelihood of electing a black candidate was 
blocked by the House in a Tuesday vote that yielded unmistakable 
divides on race, geography and ideology. Even the Houma-Thibodaux 
delegation?s five House members found themselves split on the final 
40-5:~ vote for House Bill 582~ While the legislation started off on ... 
2011-06-08 16:04:05 Houma Today 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, June 21 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00pro CST, 1:00pm MST, 
12:00pro PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

1.0 hour of CLE credit 

Live question and answer session 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
June 9 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

The Waqe and Hour Division,s New and 
Anticipated Re.qulations 
June 14 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

IRS Red Flaqs: A Lesson in Ethics 
June 16 at 3:00pm ET 
Reqister now 

Mediation Meltdown: Why Mediation 
Works and Why It Doesn’t 
June 21 at 3:00pm ET 
Reqister now 

Fearless Feedback 
June 23 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

A Mediator’s Perspective 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 at 3:00pro ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Mediation resolutions are more attractive than ever because they can include terms or components 
that deliver real value that no bankruptcy court would have the authority to order. 

Hard economic times require a new and different approach to the problems we see in both consumer 
and business bankruptcy cases. The role of the mediator in bankruptcy cases has become more 
important than ever in finding practical and plausible solutions to these challenging problems. 

Alternative Dispute Resolution, referred to as ADR, has become a fast and less expensive alternative 
to litigation. Our courts are going through staff cut-backs, shorter hours and higher case loads. 
Arbitration is one form of ADR that allows litigatants to present their case to an arbitrator in a less 
formal fashion than that required by court rules and procedure& Arbitrators may be retired judges, 
lawyers or other professionals with expertise in the subject matter of the litigation. Arbitration can be 
binding or non-binding. 

Another form of ADR is mediation. The parties present their respective positions to a neutral 
mediator who will use various techniques learned through formal or informal training and experience 
to get the parties to come to an agreement that resolves the dispute. Mediators may be retired 
judges, sometimes even sitting judges, attorneys or other professionals with expertise in mediation. 
Mediation is not binding until the parties reach an agreement that is reduced to writing. Mediation can 
be voluntary or pursuant to a court order. 

This 60-minute presentation will look at 5 factors that lead to a successful mediation and 5 
factors that prevent mediation from working. 

The 5 OWhy~ factors that will be discussed are: 

1~ Preparation 
2. Experience 
3. Attitude and Motivation 
4. Risk Analysis 
5. Forgive and Forget 

. ]VVhy Notll factors are: 

1. Ego 
2. Misunderstanding of the facts 
3. Misunderstanding of the law 
4. No Incentive for settlement 
5. Telephonic and video barriers 

You r Presenter 

Ben Seiqel is a Shareholder in BuchNter Nemer’s Financial Restructuring and Insolvency 
Practice Group in Los Angeles. Mr. Seigel has represented numerous types of interests in 
bankruptcy cases throughout the country. 

Mr. SeigelL;s experience in resolving business and commercial problems spans over three decades. 
He has successfully helped disputing parties in matters involving business transactions, professional 
liability disputes, commercial law matters, bankruptcy issues, real and personal property rights, 
intellectual property litigation, debtor-creditor rights, construction controversies and all aspects of real 
estate disputes. His approach to reaching consensus in the mediation process is driven by his 
determination to help each side understand not only their own reasons for achieving a resolution but 
helping each side understand the other side Os reasons for doing so. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable matefals will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Reqistration: $209.00 

I~egistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

Contracts govern the basic business and commercial 

relationships for most of us; yet for many the basics of 

contract law remain a mystery, 

There is often misinformation about such simple 

questions as ’Is a handshake enough?’ or ’Do all the 

boilerplate terms of a contract really matter?’ This live 

audio conference will address these and many more 

issues surrounding the formation and enforcement of 

contracts. 

What Is a Contract? 

Basic Elements 

Oral or Written 

Must Be Definite 

What Is Not a Contract? 

How Are Contracts Made? 

Negotiations 
Agreement on Terms 
Written Contracts 
Oral Contracts 
Invoices, Purchase Orders and Other Forms 

Why Are Contracts Legally Enforced? 

Benefit or Bargain 
Fairness 
Purpose Legitimate 
Your Word Is Your Word 

Do All Terms in a Contract Matter? 

Price and Quantity 

Quality 

Implied Terms 

Boilerplate 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 

legal assistants and attorneys. 

Sean R. Smith, Taylor English Duma LLP 

Sean R. Smith 

Attorney with Taylor English Duma LLP, in Atlanta 

Represents companies and individuals in a multitude of 



different areas of litigation and alternative dispute 

resolution 

¯ Tried multiple actions in state and federal courts in 

Georgia and surrounding states, including a 

representation of Time Inc., which was noted as one of 

the 15 significant defense verdicts in the country in 1996 

¯ Represented numerous clients in appeals in both state 

and federal court 

¯ Advises clients on an ongoing basis regarding various 

methods of avoiding litigation and making litigation more 

effective and efficient when it is necessary 

¯ A.B. degree, Harvard College 

¯ i.D. degree, University of Chicago 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ NALA 

¯ NFPA (Pending) 

¯ Paralegals 

.C._!.i__c_..k___.h_e._r_.e__ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Misclassifying Independent 
ntractors and Student Interns: 

Invisible Workforce 
The 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

If you have questions concerning this webinar, please 

call Park Avenue Presentations at 2~.2-653-88~.0. 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 

UPCOM~:NG 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) TELE~:ONFERENCES 
Length: 90 minutes 

Behavioral Based 

~_e__~_!~__t_[~_t__i__o__~______~__e_~_~_~_~__~__lB__!~__..___~_~_~_~_._~_~                         Interviewing: The Next 
Evolution 

June 13, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Independent Contractors 

With the U.S. government and state officials aggressively 
pursuing employers who misclassify employees as independent 
contractors, the issue of "who is legitimately an independent 
contractor" has taken on renewed significance. Properly 
classifying individuals as independent contractors is not easy, 
and involves a myriad of tests and rules. 

Critical New ADA 

Regulations from EEOC: 

What Employers Need to 

Know and Do Now 

June 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

StudentInterns 

As more employers utilize volunteers and unpaid interns, few 

employers are aware that federal and state law restrict an 

employer@s ability to retain such individuals without paying 

them minimum wage. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z, Halpern and 
Michael S, Katzen provide guidance on these wide-reaching, 
yet difficult issues, 

Independent Contractor Issues 

What are the risks and liabilities in misclassifying 
individuals as independent contractors? 

How to deal with the issue as it arises, 

What kind of questions do the government agendes ask 

during an audit? 

What are the @red flags@ the government looks for? 

The key tests and factors in determining independent 
contractor status. 

What elements need to be included in an Independent 
Contractor agreement? 

Volunteer/Unpaid Intern Issues 

What are the risks of utilizing volunteers and unpaid 
interns who may not be eligible for unpaid status? 

What factors are considered when determining whether 
such an arrangement is lawful? 

Are the rules different for @non-profit@ organizations 
versus @for-profit@ businesses? 

How to Effectively Use MS- 
Excel as a Database 
June 14, 2011 
._R___e_ ~Ls_t__r__a_ ! Lo__n__L _~_ 2__4___9_:__0__0_. 
._R__e_._q Ls__t_E_a__t_Lo___n___:___s___e__s__s__i__o__n___~ Lu___s. 

L__e_.a_ r_. _n__. _M_.o_E.e_. 

Whistle Blower Reform for 

the Financial Industry: 

What You Should Be Doing 

Now 

Jun. 14, 2011 

._R__e_._q Ls__t__r__a__t_ Lo___n__: ___S___e__s__s__i__o___n_ 

_O___n_ J_~t_:___.s__2__Lg__=_O___O_ 

._R__e_ .g Ls_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t_ L 9__n___: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n_____P_ hu___s. 

CD Recordinoj ~319.00 

Learn More 

Employer’s Tax Guide to 

Gifts, Prizes, Bonuses, 

Business Expenses and 

Other Payments to 

Employees 

June 15, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Intermittent Leave 

Abuse: How You Can Curb 

It 

Jun. 15, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Tax Law Changes for 

Closely-Held Businesses: 

How You Can 



FACULTY 

Jules Z. Halpern, Esq. is founder and principal of Halpern 
Employment Law Advisors, a law firm representing 
management in workplace matters, with offices in New York 
City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee 
relations, human resources policies and programs, and legal 
compliance. Before establishing Halpern Employment Law 
Advisors, Jules held various senior level human resources and 
employment law roles within major corporations. He was 
Senior Director of Employee Relations and employment law 
counsel at Random House, Inc., the senior employment 
attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its affiliated 
companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen is an attorney with Halpern Employment 
Law Advisors. Michael is a certified Senior Professional in 
Human Resources, and regularly counsels employers on a wide 
range of issues, including discrimination, sexual harassment, 
retaliation, compensation and employment-at-will. He is a 
graduate of Hofstra University School of Law, where he 
received his J.D. with a concentration in labor and employment 
law, and currently manages the firm’s New Jersey office. 

Save Money 

Jun. 15, 2011 

._R__e_,_qLs__Lr__a__t_Lo___n__L__S___e__s__s_Lo__n_____P_[g__s. 

._8_..o_q.k__: ~_d___~__D_ :__A 2_._2_.9._:..O_Q. 

Le_~ E. _n__. _~_.o_ r_.e_. 

Bullying in the Workplace: 

Hidden Costs & Legal 

Pitfalls 

June 16, 2011 

Reqistratjon: ~249~OO 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

FMLA, WC, Disability and 

COBRA 

June 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and Internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 

Internet access is not required for phone-only participants. 

The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in 
and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 
hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only." $198.00 

Ref~istration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or 
can you suggest any webinar topics that would be of 
interest to you? Please let us know at 
info@parkaven uepresentations.com. 

Making Workplace 

Diversity Work for You 

Jun. 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Immigration Compliance 

for the HE Professional: 

Employment Authorization 

Issues and Beyond 

June 20, 2011 

P,#qistration - Session 

R#qistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

_ _R_ _e_ _ _c_Q £ _d_ j _Q _CL: _ _ _~_ _2_ _ _7_ _8_ _, _0_ _ _0_ 

L.e_A E n___ .M_o__r_e_ 

Intellectual Property 101: 

Acquisition and Ownership 

of Patents, Trademarks 

and Copyrights 

Jun. 21, 2011 

&_e_g_i__s__t_r__a__t_Lo__n___z__&e___s__s_Lq_n_. 
_O___n_!~_L_~ !_1___9_~__0___0. 
_R____e_ g j__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n____-___~ _e_ _ _s_ _s_ [ 9_ _n_ _ _ _P_ ! _ _u_ _s_ 

_C_ _D___B__e_c_ 9__r__d_i _n_ g_ L __& _3_0___8__~ _0___0_ 
._L_e__a_ E n___ .N__o__r_e_ 

Self-funded vs, Fully 

Insured Health Plans: 

What’s Right for You? 

June 21, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

June 21, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Cloud Computing - What 

You Need to Know 

Jun. 22, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

What’s Wrong With Our 



Safety Program? 

Implementing An Effective 

Safety and Health Audit 

Program 

June 22, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

June 23, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for 

Managing Union 

Employees 

June 29, 2011 

Re#istration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Re#istration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment in Your 

Workplace 

Jun. 29, 2011 
._R__e_._q Ls__t_E_a__t_Lo___n__z___s___e__s__s__i__o___n_ 

_o___n_Jz_:___$_!__9__8__=_o___o_ 

._R__e_ 9. Ls__t_ E _a__t_L 9__n___: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n_____P_[ g__s. 

._q_o___~ 9__C_Q f_d__lO._q_:__:f2__~__%__O__O_. 

L_~C.O__M.o_c~. 

Safety Committees: How 

to Turn Talk into 

Measurable Results 

June 29, 2011 

._R___e_ g j__s_t__r__a__tj __o__n__:___i_2_ ! _% __0__0_. 
._R___e_._qLs__t_E_a__t_Lo___n___:___S___e__s__s__i_Q_n___Q__[g__s. 

CD Recordinoj $308.00 

Learn More 

Contracts 101 - What 

Every Business Person 

Needs to Know About 

Commercial Interests 

July 12, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

What the NLRB Thinks 

About Your Company’s 

Social Media Policy - And 

Why You Should Care 

July 14, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Financial Statements for 

the Non-Financial Manager 

July 20, 2011 

Session Re~]istration Plus 

Book and CD: $239.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Hire and 
Retain Workers with 
Disabilities: A New 
Business Model 
July 21, 2011 
_R___e_~__s__t_r__a__t_}__o__n___:___~_e___s__s_i__o__n_. 
Q_n_[~_: __i_l__9___8_<_Q 9. 
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US Supreme Court affirms judgment against 
IVlicrosoft 
WASHINGTONThe US Supreme Court upheld Thursday a $290 million 
patent infringement verdict against Microsoft, rejecting the software 
titan’s bid to make it harder for companies to bring patent claims 
against it. Microsoft had appealed to the high court in a case 
involving its popular Word software program, arguing a Toronto 
technology company, i4i Inc., should not have won a jury verdict 
regarding ... 

2011-06-09 11:04:35 New York Post 

Daniel IB, Ravicher; Supreme Court Signals Pending 
Patent Reform Is Unconstitutional 

It is critical for America’s success that we have a properly 
functioning patent system. This was well recognized by our founders, 
who expressly granted Congress the power to issue patents in the 
Constitution. If you haven’t seen it lately, the Constitution grants 
Congress the power: "To promote the Progress of Science and useful 
Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the 

: exclusive ... 
2011-06-09 14:44:02 Huffington Post 

California’s pHsonsystem near collapse as Supreme 
.................................................................. 

(NaturalNews) If you ever needed proof that the so-called "war on 
drugs" is an abject and costly failure, you need not look any further 
than the California penal system. The latest tragic example of this 
failure manifested itself in a U.S. Supreme Court ruling last month in 
which the court found that overcrowding in California’s prison system 
amounted to cruel and unusual punishment, which is a ... 
2011-06-09 10:28:19 Natural News 

Stephanie Woodard: Native American Sex-Abuse 
Lawsuits Head for a Higher Court 
The South Dakota Supreme Court will hear childhood-sexual-abuse 
lawsuits brought by 18 former students of St. Paul’s Indian Mission, 
on the Yankton Sioux Reservation, in Marry, South Dakota. St. Paul’s 
(in photos on this page) was one of a half-dozen Catholic boarding 
schools statewide for Native children, and the alleged crimes, 
including rape, sodomy, and molestation, occurred there before 

1975, ..~ 
2011-06-09 10:41:37 Huffington Post 

US judges raise pointed questions about health law 
Three federal appeals judges expressed unease with a requirement 
that virtually all Americans carry health insurance or face penalties, 
as they repeatedly raised questions about President Barack Obama’s 
health care overhaul. At a Wednesday hearing, the three judges on 
the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals panel in Atlanta questioned 
whether upholding the landmark law could open the door to 
Congress ... 

’ 2011-06-09 09:45:55 New Philadelphia Times-Reporter 

I~attle Over Health Law IVloves To Atlanta Courtroom 
Topics: Insurance, Politics, Health Reform, States The oral 
arguments heard Wednesday in the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals 
may represent the most significant legal challenge to the sweeping 
healthoverhaul, which was signed into law last year. The New York 
Times: fudges Weigh Limits Of Health Law’s Powers In perhaps the 
weightiest of the dozens of challenges to the Obama health care 
law, a panel of ... 
2011-06-09 10:37:23 Kaiser Health News 

Renewable Energy law firm joins community of purpose driven 
companies that use the power of business to solve social and 
environmental problems SAN FRANCISCO, Jun. 09/CSRwirei - 
Cleantech Law Partners, a boutique law firm that caters to the 
unique legal needs of renewable energy project developers and clean 
technology companies, announced today that it was certified as a B 
Corporation. B Corporations ... 
2011-06-09 13:24:10 CSR Wire 

Harvard, Yale professors join Stanford Law 

Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal Related: Education 
Stanford Law School said Thursday that commercial law scholar 
George G. Triantis and legal historian Robert W. Gordon have been 



named professors of law and will begin teaching this fall. The 
appointments of Triantis and Gordon come on the heels of the 
appointment of 3ames Cavallaro as professor of law and director of 

the Tnternational Human ... 
2011-06-09 10:36:29 San Jose Business Journal 

Linklaters wins gold for its global commitment to 
corporate responsibility 
Firm wins prestigious gold band - the first ever global law firm to do 
so Linklaters’ long term commitment to corporate responsibility 
globally has been recognised in the Business in the Community’s 
(BTTC) 2011 Corporate Responsibility (CR) index. The firm has been 
awarded a gold ranking for its global CR performance - the first time 
the rating has ever been awarded to a global law firm. The CR 
index ... 
2011-06-09 15:18:42 Linklaters 

New Virginia law adds lec]al structure of "benefit 
corporations" 
New Virginia law adds legal structure of ’benefit corporations’ Benefit 
corporations will have to meet social and environmental standards 
Last year Maryland became the first state to allow a new class of 
businesses known as ’benefit corporations.’ Michael Pirron, CEO of 
Impact Makers in Richmond, believed Virginia could benefit from the 
same type of corporate entity because it allows companies ... 
2011-06-09 15:40:28 Virginia Business 
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State 

Registration: $2:1.9.00 

~egistration - Te[econference plus CD: $288.00 

A state’s ability to impose taxes on a multistate business 

is limited by nexus standards rooted in the U.S. 

Constitution. In :1992, the U.S. Supreme Court reaffirmed 

its long-standing rule and held in Quill Corp. v. North 

Dakota that nexus requires some form of physical 

presence in the taxing state. 

In today’s economy, however, states are continuing to 
push nexus limits farther than ever before and have 
begun to reach beyond traditional notions of nexus by 
relying on economic connections to create nexus. Is 
merely having customers in a state or generating income 
from a state enough to create tax obligations? 

This live audio conference will explore the concept of 

economic nexus and update recent judicial and legislative 

developments. Understand emerging trends in this area 

and why merely having customers in Ohio and Michigan 

could subject you to new business tax liabilities. Learn 

how to handle nexus inquiries and which states to look 

out for in terms of nexus planning. 

This live audio conference is a must for any business that 

sells to or generates receipts from customers in states 

where they otherwise have no other connections. 

Overview 

¯ Commerce Clause Nexus - the General Rule 

¯ U.S. Supreme Court Authority - What Is Substantial 

Nexus? 

¯ Controversy in State Courts Regarding Whether Quill’s 

Physical Presence Test Applies to Taxes Other Than Sales 

and Use Tax 

¯ Different Standard Based on Type of Tax? (Sales Tax, 

Franchise Tax, Gross Receipts Taxes, Income-Based 

Taxes [P.L. 86-272 Imposes Additional Restrictions in 

Addition to Commerce Clause Issue]) 

¯ Does Merely Having Customers in a State or Generating 

Income From a State Create Tax Nexus? 

Case Law Update - Commerce Clause Nexus Litigation 

in the State Courts 

Intangible Holding Company Cases 

Credit Card Cases 

U.S. Supreme Court Activity and Inactivity 

Economic Substance and Business Purpose Cases 

Legislative Update - Economic Nexus, Click=Through 

Nexus, What’s Next? 



¯ What (And Where) Is Economic Nexus? 

¯ The Pairing of Economic Nexus and Gross Receipts 

¯ Overview of Economic Nexus Statutes in Ohio, Michigan 

and Washington 

¯ What (And Where) Is Click-Through Nexus? 

¯ Overview of Click-Through Nexus Statutes in New York, 

North Carolina and Rhode Island 

¯ Multistate Tax Commission - Factor Nexus Proposals 

¯ Federal Legislative Efforts - Batsa Bills 
° State Tax Legislative Efforts 

Nexus Enforcement Activity - How Does Nexus Affect 

Your Business Model? 

Multistate Businesses and Internet Marketing 

Financial Institutions and Credit Card Companies 

Intangible Licensing Activities 

Gift Card Income, Other Special Purpose Entitles 

How To Handle Nexus Assertion 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

CPAs, controllers, attorneys, CFOs, tax managers, finance 

directors, accounts payable professionals, bookkeepers 

and enrolled agents. 

Karen H. Currie, Jones Day 

Charolette F. Noel, Jones Day 

Karen H. Currie 
¯ Attorney in the Dallas, TX office of Jones Day 
¯ Practices in the area of multistate taxation, with 
emphasis on the state and local tax implications of 
mergers, acquisitions, dispositions, and reorganization of 
businesses 
¯ Advises clients on multistate income, franchise, sales, 
and other tax issues and assists clients with audit 
defense, negotiated settlements, and other controversy 
and compliance matters 
¯ Experience with nexus, unitary combined and 
consolidated reporting, and apportionment issues in a 
wide range of industries, including real estate, 
manufacturing, distribution, retail, oii and gas, 
technology, and health care 
° Writes and speaks at seminars and conferences on a 

variety of state tax topics 
° Member of the editorial board and a contributing author 

for RIA’s Business Entities Journal 
° Member of the State Bar of Texas, the State Bar of 
Georgia and the American Bar Association 
° Admitted in Georgia and Texas 

¯ J.D. degree, Emory University; B.S. degree, Syracuse 
University 
¯ Can be contacted at chcurrie@jonesday.com 

Charolette F. Noel 

¯ Partner in the Dallas office of Jones Day 

¯ Practices in state and local taxation, with emphasis on 

multistate acquisitions, defending taxpayers against the 

overreaching and unconstitutional taxation, 

apportionment, nexus, and unclaimed property issues 

¯ Serves as the adjunct professor of state and local 

taxation at Southern Methodist University Dedman School 

of Law, and is a licensed CPA 

¯ Executive editor of the State Tax Return, a Jones Day 

publication distributed to more than 2000 readers 

¯ Writes articles for BNA, CCH, LexisNexis and the Texas 

Bar Journal; and regularly speaks on a variety of topics at 

Tax Executives Institute, Council on State Taxation, 

Institute for Professionals in Taxation, Georgetown 

University Law Center and other seminars 

¯ Member of the State Bar of Texas, Tax Section and co- 

chair of the State Tax Committee, the Dallas Bar 

Association, Tax Section, and the American Bar 

Association 

¯ J.D. degree, The University of Texas at Austin; LL.M. 

degree, Southern Methodist University Dedman School of 

Law; B.B.A. degree, University of Oklahoma 

¯ Can be contacted at 214-969-4538 or 

cfnoel@jonesday.com 



* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ Enrolled Agents 

¯ IAPP 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 
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Registration - Te!econference plus CD; ~278.00 

The False Claims Act is one of the most important 
weapons of the federal government in its efforts to 
combat fraud, waste and abuse in federal contracting 
and grants. 

This live audio conference will identify and analyze many 

of the critically important issues in the interpretation and 

enforcement of the statute, and will review mandatory 

disclosure of credible evidence of False Claims Act 

violations. 

Overview 

The Enforcement Defense Climate 

The Pivotal Role of the False Claims Act 

Amendments to the False Claims Act Contained in FERA 

Expansion of Liability Provisions 

31 USC 3729 (a)(1)(A) 

Definition of Claim 

31 USC 3729 (a)(1)(B) - Reversal of Allison Engine and 

Retroactivity 

Conspiracy Provisions 

Reverse False Claims Provisions 

Procedural Changes 

Civil Investigative Demands 

Relation Back 

Other 

Recent Developments 

° Implied Certification 

¯ Objective Falsehood 
° Public Disclosure Bar 

¯ Knowledge 
° Collective Knowledge: Can It Be Used to Satisfy the 

Knowledge Requirement? 

¯ Lack of Knowledge Where Contractor Has Reasonable, 

Good Faith Belief in the Interpretation of Ambiguous 

Contract or Regulation 

¯ Government Knowledge 

¯ Retroactivity 

¯ Damages 

¯ How Are Goods or Services Obtained by the 

Government in Exchange for Payment Valued in the 

Computation of Damages 

¯ Entitlement Cases 

¯ Ancillary Jurisdiction 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 

attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit 



from attending. 

Richard O. Duvall, Holland & Knight LLP 

Richard O. Duvall 
¯ Partner with Holland & Knight LLP in the Washington, 
D.C., and northern Virginia, offices 
¯ Practice group leader of Holland & Knight LLP’s National 
Government Contracts Practice 
¯ Focuses on defending enforcement matters in 
connection with federal government contracting, including 
False Claims Act cases, mandatory disclosure matters, 
investigations, and suspension and debarment cases 
¯ Handled a wide variety of controversy matters between 
contractors and the federal government, and served as 
lead counsel or co-lead counsel on several significant 
False Claims Act cases 
¯ Listed in Best Lawyers in America for litigation in 
Washington, D.C., for more than 20 years 
¯ Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale-Hubbell 
Law Directory and listed in Who’s Who in American Law 
¯ Listed in Virginia and Washington, D.C., Super Lawyers 
magazine 
¯ Frequent lecturer on the False Claims Act 
¯ Member of various professional organization 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have ah’eady been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration: 

Re_qistration - Teleconference plus CD: ~278.00 
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Hicrosoft loses US Supreme Court appeal in patent 
dispute with I4i 
Patent invalidity argument didn’t wash SOFTWARE GIANT Microsoft 
has lost its appeal to the US Supreme Court over alleged 
infringement of a patent belonging to the Canadian software firm I4i. 
The court rejected Microsoft’s arguments that the patent is invalid, 
upholding earlier court rulings that Microsoft had infringed 14i’s 
patent, which relates to custom XML in documents. The court also 
refused ... 
2011-06-10 09:22:56 TheInquirer,net 

US Supreme Court Ruling Could Change Rules for 

Chases 

WASHINGTON - Drivers who lead police on high speed chases may 
soon face tougher charges. That’s the word this morning from our 
country’s top court. The US Supreme Court ruled Thursday that 
leading officers on a high speed chase could be considered a violent 
felony. Justices made the ruling based on an Indiana case. The court 
rejected the felon’s argument that his flight from law enforcement 

: was ... 
2011-06-10 08:48:39 KRGV 

Texas Supreme Court Denies Rehearing of 
................................................................ 

Released By CenterPoint Energy, Inc. Share: Text Size: HOUSTON, 
June 10, 2011 !PRNewswire/-- CenterPoint Energy, Inc. (NYSE: 
CNP) today announced that the Texas Supreme Court has denied all 
motions for rehearing in its true-up appeal. The matter will now move 
to the Texas Public Utility Commission for action consistent with the 
Court’s March 18, 2011 decision. (Logo: 
http :!!photos.prnewswire.com/prn h!20020930/CN PLOGO) ... 
2011-06-10 13:17:23 Houston Chronicle 

Soils Files Brief with US Court of Appeals in ~4cCravy 
Case 
PLANSPONSOR.com) - Secretary of Labor Hilda Solis has filed a brief 
asking for a rehearing and reversal of an appellate panel’s ruling that 
a ’surcharge’ is not an available remedy under Section 502(a)(3) of 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). The amicus 
brief was filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit 
on May 31, In it Solis explained how the appellate panel relied .., 

2011-06-10 11:36:34 PLANSPONSOR.com 

Atty, Gen. Beau IBiden, Delaware Courts Asked to 
Revoke Massey Energy’s Corporate Charter 

Posted by Editor Friday, 10 June 2011 In the wake of a new 
independent report on the Upper Big Branch mine disaster in West 

. Virginia that killed 29 coal miners on April 5, 2010, two public interest 
organizations have asked Delaware Attorney General Beau Biden to 
investigate Massey Energy Company and initiate an action to revoke 
its corporate charter. The groups, Free Speech For People and 
Appalachian ... 
2011-06-10 08:19:35 PR-Canada.net 

Gardere Named Among Top 20:~:~ Business Law 
._F__i_rm__s____b___y_____c____h___a__m__b___e__r___s_____U____s___A_ 
Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP has earned high marks in ’Chambers USA 
Guide: America’s Leading Business Lawyers 2011,’ an annual survey 
of the U.S. legal industry. FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE PRLog (Press 
Release) ’Jun 10, 2011 ’ DALLAS/HOUSTON/AUSTIN’ Gardere Wynne 
Sewell LLP is being recognized as one of the nation’s top business 
law firms based on the firm’s work for clients in oil and gas 
transactions and ... 
2011-06-10 11:51:26 PRLog 

California amends its U:I law on various subjects 
Provides a comprehensive and detailed explanation for the federal 
old-age, survivor’s and disability insurance segments of the Social 
Security program. CCH UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ’ 06/10/11 The 
California Unemployment Insurance Code has been amended as 
follows: Domestic partner. For purposes of eligibility for benefits and 
employer’s reserve accounts, "domestic partner" includes a person to 
whom ... 
2011-06-10 12:05:27 CCH E~usiness & Corporate Compliance 

Tennessee law bans posting :]~nternet images that 



A new Tennessee law makes it a crime to post an image that is likely 
to "frighten, intimidate or cause emotional distress" to anyone who 
sees it. Violators could face almost a year in jail or be fined up to 
$2500. According to AR$ Technica: The ban on distressing images, 
which was signed by Gov. Bill Haslam last week, is also an update to 
existing law. Tennessee law already made it a crime to .~. 
2011-06-10 12:44:57 Exan~iner,con~ 

execution 

By Jim Forsyth SAN ANTONIO (Reuters) - Advocates are pleading 
with Texas Governor Rick Perry to spare the life of a Hexican 
immigrant on death row because the man was not allowed to 
contact the Mexican consulate following his arrest. Humberto Leal 
Garcia Jr., 38, was convicted of raping a 16-year-old girl and then 
bludgeoning her to death with a 35-pound piece of asphalt in 1994. 

He is scheduled ... 
2011-06-10 11:17:03 Reuters via Yahoo! 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, June 14 at 
3:00 pm EST (2:00 CST, 1:00 MST, 12:00 PST). 
The event lasts 60 minutes= The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 
(615) 752-2373 

Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentaiy audio t~cording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

The Wage and Hour Divisionr s New and 
Anticipated Re.qulations 
June 14 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

IRS Red Flag~ A Lesson in Ethics 
June 16 at 3:00pm ET 
Reqister now 

Mediation Meltdown: Whv Mediation 
Works and Why It Doesn’t 
June 21 at 3:00pm ET 
Re~ister now 

Fearless Feedback 
June 23 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Facebook Firin.q: Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
June 29 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner, 

This program has been pre-approved for ! 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Understanding the New Regulatory Agenda and 
Enforcement Activities 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, June 14 at 3:00 pm ET 

(2:00 CT, 1:00 MT, 12:00 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

In April 2011, the Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division published a final rule addressing 
~ssues as varied as tip credit, fluctuating workweek, and the exempt status of service advisors 
working for automobile dealerships. This rule, which had been pending at the Department for more 
than two years, is the first final rule the Obama Administration has issued under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. But it is not expected to be the last. 

Also expected in the coming months is the Wage and Hour Division r,s proposal to "update the 
recordkeeping regulations under the FLSA in order to enhance the transparency and disclosure to 
workers of their status as the employer’s employee or some other status, such as an independent 
contractor, and if an employee, how their pay is computed." This proposal immediately drew the 
concern of employer community when it was reported that it would require employers to, among other 
things, prepare a written analysis of an employee’s exempt status under the FLSA, provide a copy of 
that analysis to the employee, and maintain a copy of that analysis for review by a WIlD investigator. 

In this practical live presentation, you will learn about: 

The New Rulemaking and its Impact on Certain Categories of Employers 
What Those Employers Need To Do To Comply with the New Rules 
The Expected Recordkeeping Proposal and What Employers Can Do About It 

Join Seyfarth Shaw attorney Alexander J. Passantino as we discuss this and other wage and hour 
~ssues in our 60-minute webinar. 

Presenter: 

l~ i Alexander& Passantino/Alexander J. Passantino the Bush Administration’s former head of the U.S. 
J                Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division, will guide you through 

enforcement priorities and the Division’s regulatory agenda that could land your company in trouble if 
appropriate steps are not taken. 

Prior to joining the VVashington office of Seyfarth Shaw LLP, Mr. Passantino served as the Acting 
Administrator of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division from December 2007 to 
end of the Bush Administration. 

Mr. Passantino led the federal agency that interprets and enforces the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA), the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), the Davis-Bacon Act, the Service Contract Act, 
and numerous other federal statutes on behalf of roughly 135 million workers in 7.3 million workplaces 
around the country. Mr. Passantino was named Deputy Administrator for the division in October 2006. 
He first joined the U.S. Department of Labor in November 2005 as a Senior Policy Advisor to the 
Assistant Secretary for the Employment Standards Administration. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable matefals will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 
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Reqistration: $209.00 

I~egistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

Contracts govern the basic business and commercial 

relationships for most of us; yet for many the basics of 

contract law remain a mystery, 

There is often misinformation about such simple 

questions as ’Is a handshake enough?’ or ’Do all the 

boilerplate terms of a contract really matter?’ This live 

audio conference will address these and many more 

issues surrounding the formation and enforcement of 

contracts. 

What Is a Contract? 

Basic Elements 

Oral or Written 

Must Be Definite 

What Is Not a Contract? 

How Are Contracts Made? 

Negotiations 
Agreement on Terms 
Written Contracts 
Oral Contracts 
Invoices, Purchase Orders and Other Forms 

Why Are Contracts Legally Enforced? 

Benefit or Bargain 
Fairness 
Purpose Legitimate 
Your Word Is Your Word 

Do All Terms in a Contract Matter? 

Price and Quantity 

Quality 

Implied Terms 

Boilerplate 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 

legal assistants and attorneys. 

Sean R. Smith, Taylor English Duma LLP 

Sean R. Smith 

Attorney with Taylor English Duma LLP, in Atlanta 

Represents companies and individuals in a multitude of 



different areas of litigation and alternative dispute 

resolution 

¯ Tried multiple actions in state and federal courts in 

Georgia and surrounding states, including a 

representation of Time Inc., which was noted as one of 

the 15 significant defense verdicts in the country in 1996 

¯ Represented numerous clients in appeals in both state 

and federal court 

¯ Advises clients on an ongoing basis regarding various 

methods of avoiding litigation and making litigation more 

effective and efficient when it is necessary 

¯ A.B. degree, Harvard College 

¯ i.D. degree, University of Chicago 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ NALA 

¯ NFPA (Pending) 

¯ Paralegals 

.C._!.i__c_..k___.h_e._r_.e__ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Registration: $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"VanDrimmelen, Jell" <jeffvand@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:09 PM 

academic- services- s~aff <academic- ~rvices- stall@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

[academic-services- st~B] [oasis-supported- stat][] Plmmed MaJmtenance on College Servers - Friday 7/1 farm 6-Tpm 

TEXTI’.httn 

Dear OASIS Supported Stalt; 

On Friday, July 1st, tlcom approximately 6-7pm ITS will be doing at1 upgrade to servers that host many services for College units As the servers will be offline, several services will be 
unavailable. 

Thi s affects th e fo II owing: 

Network Printers 

Advising Scheduler 

College Annual Report System 

Special Web Applications Developed by OASIS 

OASIS Supported Plone and Web.unc.edu Sites 

If you are using an?" of these services at that time please make sure you have completed any of that work and logged out by 5:45pro Although the actual outage will likely be less than one 
hour, by 7pm services are scheduled to be back up and available again. 

If you have any questions or concerns please submit a reined?" ticket at http:i/help.unc edu. 

Thank you, 

OASIS Systems group 

You are currently subscribed to oasis-supported-staff as: academic-services-staff@listselw.~c.edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to academic-services-staff as: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 1,2011 3:50 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Candidate tEedback forms 

’IEXYI’.httn 

Thanks. Those are perfect. 

Muchas gracias! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 

>>> Tia Overstreet 7/1/2011 1:42 PM >>> 
Hey Jerm, 

Attached are both of my feedback forms J7~r the 2 candidates I was able to meet last week 

Let me know if you need more details, etc. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/24/2011 4:10 PM >>> 
Hi, Tia: 

Please fill out the following form to provide your feedback on the candidates for our Associate Director position. Please fill out one form for each candidate. If you would rather give me 
feedback over the phone or in person, that is also fine. 
Thaaks again for your help with this process. I really appreciate the time and effort you have put into helping us find a suitable candidate. 

Have a good weekend, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <~jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 4:30 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Seaxch Committee for Reading/Writing/Learning Specialist 

TENTI’.httn 

Okay, I am checking on it. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universdy of North Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 

>>> Tia Overstreet 7/13/2011 4:18 PM >>> 
Thanks Jenn. When I click on the link to view the resumes, nothing pops up after I log-in. Please help me when you can Thanks a bunch 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 
>>> Jermifer Townsend 7/13/2011 8:47 AM >>> 
Hi, Everyone: 
Thank you so much for agreeing to be part of our Search Committee for the Reading/Writing/Learning Specialist in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. ~flae position has 
been posted on the I~YNC website, in the Chronicle ~2~r Higher Education and on the website [’or N4A (National Association [’or Athletic Academic Advisors). The position will close on July 
22nd at 5 p.m. 
Here is the link to view resumes of potential candidates: https://itsapps.unc edu/hrweb/lo~in isp You will need to log in using your onyen and password. The Reading/Writing/Learning 
Specialist position should appear as soon as you log in. Please let me know if you have any difficulty accessing itYou review resumes on the hr website using your onyen and password 
Once you see the position information, you can click on the Position ID number to see the job description. Click on the Recruitment ID number to see the list of candidates. You will be able 
to see the files for their res~une, cover letter and references. You can check the raark as reviewed box to help you keep track of which candidates you have reviewed. However, do not hit the 
save and submit buttons. Please do not enter any irfformation for non-selection reasons either. 

I wanted to send out the link so you can have easy access to the mandatory Equal Opportunity/ADA Office online training you will need to complete: 
http :i/www. unc. edu/depts/eooada/sct/. 
At the end of the training, there is a short quiz you must take or your ONYEN will not be flagged as having completed the training. The Equal Opportunity Office will not let us extend an 
offer to a candidate until every member of the search cormnittee has completed this training. 
If you have taken part in another search corrm~ittee since March 2010 and have already completed this training, you will not have to do it again. Otherwise, it is mandatory. 
Lastly, we would like to have a brief cormnittee meeting in anticipation of the posting closing. Please let me know if there are any days that will not work for you to rueet this week or next 
week. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scholarships.com Newsletter <~murray@scholaxships.com~ 

Sunday, August 21,2011 1:07 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tuitiou, Food, Books: Pick Two 

TEXT.httn 

View As Webpage<http://w~vw.scholarships.col~’nwl/vi1233 html> ] Mobile Version<http://w~vw.scholarships.com/nwlivi1233 mv.html> ] [facebook] 
Share<http://www facebook com/scholarships.cominfo>i [twitter] Tweet<http://twitter.com/#!/scholarshipscom> 

[Scholarships com] 

Sunday, August 21,2011 

Vol. 12 Issue 33 

News & Tips You (;an Use from Scholarships cor!! 
Tuition, Food, Books: Pick Two<http://scho~arships.c~m/B~/~nancia~-aid/tuiti~n-f~od-bo~ks-pick-two/2846/> 
[Tuition, Food, Books: Pick Two]<http://sch~arships.c~m/B~o~/financial-aid/tuition-fo~d-b~oks-pick-tw~/2846/> 

If you’re a current or soon-to-be college student, you’ve probably heard the saying "Friends, school, sleep: Pick two." While there are students who can balance all three, they have another 
difficult decision to make at the beginning of each semester: tuition, ~2~od or books’? view story<http://sch~arships.c~m/B~/financia~-aid~tuition-~2~d-b~oks-pick-tw~/2846/> 

ttigh School Seniors: Five Things to I)o Before Summer’s Up<http://sch~arships.c~m/B~o~/financial-aid/hi~h-scho~s-seniors-5-thin~s-to-d~-bef~re-summers-up/2849/> 
[ttlgh School Seniors: Five Things to I)o Before Summer’s Up] <http ://scholarships com/Blo;/finan c ial-aid/hi~h-s ch oo [s-seni ors-5-thin~ s-t o-d o-before-s uwaners-up/2849/> 

With summer coming to a close, it’s a good time for rising high school seniors to realize that some deadlines are just around the corner. So rather than let the last weeks of summer slip away, 
avoid the fall time crunch and consider these five simple things you can do now .. view story<http:i/scholarships com/Blog/financial-aid/high-schools-seniors-5-thin~s-to-do-before- 
summers-up/2849/> 

’]?his message is made possible in part by: 
CitiAssist Student Loans - Pay for tuition, books and other school-related expenses!<http://wwwscholarships.com/scc.aspx’?pid 851> 

There’s No Such Thing as a I)umb Question on a Campus Tour<http :/isch o larships.com/Blo~/colle~e-cultur eitheres-no-suc h-thin~-a s-a-dumb-question-on-a-campus-touri2853/> 
[There’s No Such Thing as a I)umb Question on a Campus Tour]<http://scho~arshipscom/B~g/co~ege-culture/theres-n~-such-thing-as-a-dumb-questi~n-~n-a-campus-tour/2853/> 

My work behind the scenes in LrM’s Office of Admissions has shown me all the wrong things I did while toming campuses in high school but what I regret most is not asking questions. In 
hindsight, I realize I could have learned so much more if I just opened my mouth! view st~1y<http~//sch~arships.c~n~2B~g/c~lege-cu~t~tre/theres-n~-such-thing-as-a-dumb-questi~n-~n-a- 
campus-tom/2853/> 

Employment and C~ege<http://sch~1arships.c~rr~nancia1-aid/c~1ege-funding/emp1~yraent-and-c~1~e~e/> 
[Employment and C~ge]<http://sch~arships.c~m/financia~-aid/c~e~e-funding/empl~ment-and-c~lege/> 

The old saying "beggars can’t be choosers" may very well apply to college employment. Given this situation, you may have to take whatever job you’re offered and do your best to earn and 
save money. Here are some strategies to make the most out of the experience.., view st~1~<http~//sch~arships.c~m/financia~-aid/c~ege-funding/emp~ment-and-c~ege/> 

[envelope] Forward This Message<mailto:?subiect Scholarships.com%20College%20Newsletter&body I%20thought%20you%20might%20be%20interested%20in%20the% 
20Scholarships. corm%20College%20 Newsletter. %20For%20the%20curr ent%20issue, %20see%20http :i/~vw~v.scholarships. corrgnwlivi 1233 .html. %20 K~/o 20y ou%20want%20to%20subscribe% 
2~s~%2~y~u%2~can%2~get%2~a%2~new%2~issue%2~eve~y~%2~tw~%2~we~ks,%2~g~%2~t~%2~http://sch~arships.c~m~ab~ut-us/subscribe-t o-scholar ships-coms-free-newsletter> 
In This Issue: 

* Tuition, Food, Books: Pick Two 
* High School Seniors: Five Things to Do Before Sunm~er’s Up 
* There’s No Such Thing as a Dmnb Question on a Campus ToLtr 
* Employment and College 

[ Simple Tuition]<htto ://w~vw.schol arshir~s, com/scc, asl~x ?l~id 756> 

[Scholarships.coral 

You are receiving this email as part of the services provided to registered users of Scholarships.com. 
If you no longer wish to receive these email messages, please visit this page<http://scholarships.com/about-us/privacy-policv/email-preferences?ea overstre@email unc.edu> 

Scholarships.corn, LLC, 473 Central Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035 
Copyright 1999 - 2011 Scholarships corn, LLC. All rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

MoCADA <info@mocada.org> 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 9:13 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

MoCADA’s VIP Newsletter: JAB Artist Talk TODAY, Troth Is I Am You On View + MORE 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Emailnot displaying correctly? View it m your browser.<http://us2.campaign-archlvel com/?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 21dcaba210&e 216653bcb9> 

[http://gallelwmailchimp.colrd3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223/images/MoCADA newsletter header revised.ip~] 

Current Exhibition 
Saying No: Reconciling Spirituality and Resistance in Indigenous Australian Art 
On View: August 11- October 30, 2011 
Opening Reception: September 22, 2011 
7:00-9:00 PM 
Guest Curated by: Bindi Cole 

[http://gallerg mai[chimp.com/3674390~a7c9426d0afdd5223iima~es/Sayin~No efl’~’er 1.ip~] 

Saying No: Reconciling Spirituality and Resistance in Indigenous Australian Art<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-mana~el .corn/track/click ? 
u 367439(;~fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 6b7964e678&e 21b653bcb9> is the first internatinnal group exhibition of this kind to debut in New York City and the Uinted States The word NO does 
not exist in the majority of over 200 Australian Aboriginal languages. Where it does exist, this powerful word is reserved for the elders and is used with great care and ceromony. As these 
languages reach the brink of extinction, indigenous artists are using contemporary art to assert their identity and culture and say no to racism, land theft and colonialism in an urban world 

Exhibiting artists include: Tony Albert * Daniel B~ud * Maree Clarke * Bindi Cole * Vicki Couzens * Fiona Foley * James tIenry * Dermis Nona * Zane Saunders * Yhonnie Scarce * Ohver 
Winter-Irving 

[http://gallergmailchimp.com/3674390~a7c9426d0afdd5223iima~es,~Fiona Foley 12 23 06 1.ip~] 
HtItt, Fiona Foley 2003 

Opening R eception 
September 22 ] 6:00 - 9:00 PM 

While the exhibitinn is currently on view, there wil[ be a special reception held September 22 from 6:00-7:00 PM (press preview) and 7:00-9:00 PM (open to the public) in which curator, Bindi 
Cole will fly in from Australia to attend Please RSVP at info@mocada.org. 

[http://gallery.mailchimp com/3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223/images/large seperator.jpg] 
Satellite Exhibition Now Showing 
The Truth is I Am You 
On Viexv: August 26 - Septcmbcr 25, 2011 
Closing Reception: September 24 3:00-5:(~0 
Curated by: MoCADA’s Director of Exhibitions, Kalia Brooks 

[http:i/galleryanailchimp.com,’3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/iraages/truth is i am you image for print.jpg] 
A project by The Cause Collective, with wurk by Ryan Alcxieve, Jinr Ricks, and Hartk Willis Thonras 

MoCADA and Lower Mar~hattan Cultural Center (LMCC<http:iiMoCADA.us2.1ist-manaae2.congtraclc’click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 1f3e723763&e 21b653bcb9>) present, The 
Truth is I Am You, a floating poem highlighting the practices of coexistence that exemplify culturally diverse communities like New- York City. Lining the walls of the 2,000 square foot 
exhibition space, the poem starts with, ~The truth is I am you[~ and ends with ~The truth is I love you, ~ translated into the 24 most spoken languages in New York City. The poetU on the 
walls is installed along with silver heliurn inflated balloons floating in the gallelT space. The audience is invited to contribute to the poem by xvriting their own truths on the surf~ace of the 
balloons. 

Referencing Andy Warhol~s ~Silver Clouds[~, which originally debuted in 1966, the piece attempts to use the exhibition space as a point of entry into other systems of considering who we 
are, what we value, where xve conre from, and where we are going. 

This satellite exhibition takes place at LMCC’s Governors Island location. Join us for a closing reception, free and open to the public, Saturday Septenrber 24, 2011 from 3:00 - 5:00 PM. Free 
Ferries operate in Brooklyn and Mar~xattan and will take you directly to Building 110: LMCC Alts Center at Governors Island. Click here for ferry<htt~ :/iMoCADA.us2.1ist- 
mana~e.com/track/click’.’u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id b5b7c3e641&e 21b653bcb9> directions and schedules. 

[http ://gallerv.raailchimp. corr~’3674390faTc9426dOafdd5 223/inrages/Logo InSearchoftheTruth.jpg] 

Adult Programming 

In Search of the Truth Poelly Slam 
Hosted by: Donat de la Cruz 
Where: MoCADA’s outdoor courtyard 
When: Thursday, September 8, 7-8:30 PM, FREE 
Featuring: James Merenda, NYC based poet and playwright 

Calling All Poets in Search of the Truth ’.! 
In conjunction with our current Satellite Exhibition entitled, The Troth is I Am You, at LMCC’s Art Center on Governor’s Island, MoCADA will be hosting a poetly slam of New York City’s 
finest poets. All poets are welcome, and will sign up to perform at the venue on a first-come, first-serve basis to create poems based on the question: 

"What I know is true is?" 

The session will be recorded to be included in the artists’ video compilation: 

[http ://’~alle~.mailchimp. corn,’3674390faTc 9426d0afdd 5223/images/’vimeo 18968010image.jpg] 

Please rsvp to info@mocada.org<mailto :info@mocada or~> or (718) 230-0492 x114 

Children’s Programming 



Poems from the Sky, 
Where: The Gallery at Builchng 110: LMCCI~Is Art Center at Governors Island 
When: Saturday, September 17, Noon, Free 

Co-sponsored by Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, the Museum of Contemporary African Diasporan Arts, and Poets House 
Inspired by the project The Truth Is I Am You by ’]7he Cause Collective, which places giant balloons of poetry in 24 different languages into LMCC’s gallery at Building 110, we’ll explore 
poetry and stories that come out of the great blue canopy of our earth’s sky. Afterwards, we’ll make books in the shape of blimps and float our own poetry upon them. 

[http://gallerv.mailchimp com/3674390faTc9426d0afdd5223/images/lar~e seperator.ip~] 
Just A Band Video and Music Artist Talk TODAY! 6:00-8:00 PM 

[http://~allelw mailchimp com/3674390faTc9426d0afdd5223/images/Colla~e.png] 

August 31 ] 6:00 to 8:00 PM 
Location: MoCADA’s Garden Space 

Just a Band will be giving an artist talk at MoCADA on August 31st. The talk will be hosted by Wangechi Mutu. KUDISttNYAO! is the first exhibition in the United States of Kenyan 
collective, Just A Band. ’]7he exhibition is being shown at Rush Arts from August 18-September 3, 2011. 

[http://gallep~ mailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/hnages/large seperator.ipg] 

MoCADA IS committed to fostering a greater awareness and appreciation of the arts and cultures of the African I)iaspora as it relates to contemporary urban issues. ’]7he experiences and 
cultural contributions of people of African descent have been marginalized throughout history and Mi)CADA [Is mission is to undertake the responsibility of rewriting that history in order 
to give a more accurate portrayal of the contributions of people of African descent to the artistic and global landscape 

[http:i/galleiw.mailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/imagesilarge seperator.]pg] 

Hours of Operation: Wednesday - Stmday, 11-6; Thurs 11-8 
Address: 80 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217 

Check out this promo trailer<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-manage.con,Jtracb’click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 32c593bf22&e 21b653bcbg> of MoCADA’s exhibitions! 

ClickJOIN<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-manage2.congtraclc’click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 7880922bel&e 21b653bcb9> to be a part of MoCADA’s membership. To 
DONATE<http:/iMoCADA.us2.1ist-manaae.corzgtraclc,’click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&i&a4508a494b&e 21b653bcb9>, please follow the lit] or visit 
MoCADA<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-managel.congtraclc’click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 6dfc353091&e 216653bcbg>here[ 

Also on Viexv... 
Dandy Lion: Articulating a Re(de)fined Black Masculine Identity<http:iiMoCADA.us2.1ist-manage.com/track/click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 7bb45d1421&e 21b653bcb9> 

[http://galle15,.mailchirnp.com/3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223iimages/A Revolutionars, in Etiquette Connosieurs of SWAG.]pg] 

Curated by Shantrelle Lewis 
July 22 - Extended 

Now shoxving in MoCADA’s extended gallery space in the foyer of the James E. Davis Arts Building. This exhibition is an attempt by the curator to challenge notions of popularized urban 
Black raasculini _ty and the articulation of Black raale identity. Clickhere<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-manage.corz~track/click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 7847749d47&e 21b653bcb9>to 
read more. 

[http://ga~1ery.mai~chimp c~m/367439~fa7c9426d~afdd5223/images/sma1~seperat~r.jpg] 

MoCADA Satellite 
Upcoming Exhibition 

[http:/?www.publicartfund.org/totalrecalliimages/PAFZiporaFried JamesEwingO 1.jpg] 

Art in Odd Places (AIOP) ] RITUAL 
October 1 - 10, 2011 

Taking place along 14th Street from Avenue C to the Hudson River in New York City, MoCADA’s Kalia Brooks and E1 Museo del Barrio’s<http://IVloCADA.us2.1ist-manage.con’v’track/click? 
u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id a26eT0b,%l&e 21b653bcb9> Trinidad Fombella ~vill guest curate the seventh installment ofAIOP<http://’MoCADA.us2.1ist-manage com/track/click? 
u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 8261838421&e 21b653bcb9>. The theme for the upcoming edition of AIOP is RITUAL including Ceremony-, Habituation, iVlyth, Obsession, Superstition, 
Liturgy,, and it will be informed by propositions on the sacred and profane in evelT~’day actions of people in public space 

[http://~allerv mailchimp.con’v’3674390faTc9426d0afdd5223/images/smallseperator jp~] 

MoCADA TV 

[http://~allervmailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/images/mocadatvstil103 1.pn~] 

Mondays 5:30 PMI BCAT 

Partnered with Media MVMT, the [’irst season of MoCAI)A TV is a half hour television program dedicated to profiling artists, cultural institutions, and businesses of the A:[’rican Diaspora 
Airing Monday’s at 5:30 PM on BCAT, catch a weekly dose of Brooklyn culture. 

[ http ://g al[ery.mailchimp con~,3674390fa 7c 9426d0a[’dd5223/images/small seperator.ipg] 

MoCADA Picks 

[http://~allery.mailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223iimages/sfiles2011 main.ip~] 

El Museo’s Bienal: The (S) Files is on view June 14, 2011 - January 8, 2012 

El Museo del Barrio’s<http://MoCAI)A us2 list-mana~e.com/track~click?u 3674390~i7c9426d0~[’dd5223&id 586012d443&e 21b653bcb9> sixth biennial of the most innovative, cutting-edge 
art created by Latino, Caribbean, and Latin American artists currently working in the greater New York area. 

[http://~allep~ m ailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223/images/crown hei~hts.ip~] 



Crown Hieghts Gold on view 

July 28 - October 31,2011 

Skylight Gallery-Restoration Plaza houses this important exhibition examining race relations between the Hasidic Jewish Communi~ and largely diverse Black communi~ after the Crown 

Heights Riots of August 1991 

[http://gallery mailchimp com/3674390faTc9426d0afdd5223/images/Collage.png] 

YUST A BAND: KIj~DISHNYAO[ 

August 18-September 3 

Showing now at Rush Arts Gallery- 

Presented by The Wangechi Mutu Studio, this exhibition/rfmsic showcase highlights the vivid videos by Kenyan supergroup, Just A Band. 

Just a Band was formed in 2003 by an animator, a musician and a photographer who met at university in Nairobi, Just A Band,s live shows and DJ sets are known for their raucous energy" 

and conta-gious mix of beats and visuals. Recently exhibited at the Goethe Institute in Nairobi, KIj’DISHNYAO! is a 6-channel video installation that provides the occasion for their US 

gallery and concert debuts. 

[http:i/gallery.mailchimp.corr~/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223iimagesismall seperator.ipg] 

This Weekend 

[http:i/~allc~.mailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/ima~es/276826 239068469464032 1039237 n.]pg] 

Saturday September 3 I 12:00 - 8:00 PM 

The Fulton Mall Improvement Association & Downtown Brooklyn Partnership present Late Summer Sounds, an outdoor concert Saturday, Septeruber 3rd at Albee Square in downtown bk 

at the corner of Dekalb Ave and Fulton St. 

Come check out the incredibly- diverse and unique line up of artists that will be janmfin’ all day while everyone prepares for seasonal transitions and going back to school. 

Clickhere<http:i/MoCADA.us2.1ist-manage.com/track/click?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id e992e7476e&e 21b653bcb9> for more details. 

[http://ga~er¥.mai~chimp c~m/367439~fa7c9426d~afdd5223/images/sma1~seperat~r.jpg] 

The Journey Home 

[http://gallerv.mailchimp.com/3674390fa7c9426dOafdd5223/~mages/volta 1-~ver~q.hana map430x241 jpg] 

MoCADA is going to Ghana’. The Journey Home<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-managel corcgtracldclick?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 17f05380d2&e 21b653bcb9> will take us on a 

j ourney of a lifetime. Stay- tuned on our travels! 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at a MoCADA event, or on our website www MoCADA.org 

Unsubscribe<http://MoCADAus21ist-manage.co~r~unsubscribe?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id d8543a9705&e 21b653bcb9&c 21dcaba210> overstre@email.tmc.edu from this list. 

Our mailing address is: 

MoCADA 

80 Hanson P1. #102 

Brooklyn, New York 11217 

Add us to your address book<http://MoCADA.us2.1ist-mana~e.com/vcard?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id d8543a9705> 

Copyright (C) 2009 MoCADA All rights reserved. 

Forward<http://us2fur~vard-to-friend.cor~’tbrward?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&id 21dcaba210&e 21b653bcb9> this email to a friend 

Update your profile<http:i/MoCADA.us2.1ist-mana~el.com~profile?u 3674390fa7c9426d0afdd5223&i~d8543a9705&e 21b653bcb9> 



Say;iog No: Recondlff4.~ 
and Res~star~ce ff-~ ~nd~ger-~ous 
Aust~a~ian Art 

k~d to debu[ m f~ew York C~tv ~nd [he Umted Sta:es. The wo~d 

NO does oot ex~s~ ir~ ~:he ma~oriW of ove~ 200 Ass~rali~8 

AI~o on 



While t..",e exhibiUon is carrel]fly o~] view, t..",e~e will be a special 

RSVP at ~p~O@mo(;adax)~b 

A pro]eci, by 1he Cause Coilecti,~% with wori, by Rya== AiexMve~ [Jim 

plactices of coexistence that exemplify caitu~aily diverse 

squale foot exhibition space, the ~oem sta~ts wiUs, "]he t~ath 

the 24 most spoke~ ~88~b.la~}es }~ [lew Yonk: C~:y~ ~x~ 

Referepcisg AmSy Wati:ot’s "Sitvet CiomSs", wh~ci: otiginaity 

who we are, what we wflue, whe~e we come fl-om, arid where 

we are go~]g. 

This ss(etii{:e ex{tibi{io~ takes pia~:e st 1.bsCC’s Gove*r~oR~ }.sisr~d 

edition o~ ,4}p i’. RI H%aL 

~r~ pubdc space. 

MoCADA TV 

M.sCADA ]V i! a hN~ ho~ii 

dedicated to 

of the A~r~ca;~ Diaspora. 

created b’/ LaL!I~O. 

we.rki;~ iI~ the ~.,’iea~e~ h~e> 



W~e~’e: ~toCADA’s outdoor courty~rd 

Pfease rsvp to i.~1~.@~}~£~.~.~£,~.!9 or (718) 230-0492 xl 14 

House, 

I~sph-e~ by the project ]~e ],uth is X Am You by ]~]e Cause 

~a~guages h~to }.~4(]C’s gallery at Bui~g I.~0, we’~ explore 

our earth’s sky, Af:erwards~ we’ll make books ~n the shape 

blh]sp5 and float o~ own poetry apo~] them. 

Just A Band Video and Nusfc Artist 
Ta~k TODAY[ 6;00--8:00 P~ 

~se!$?!~ i Riots of August 

1991. 

isnSw~iity in N ~i~.:;bi J~ist A 

vls~a~s. ~ec~mt~>, exhlb]t~d 

at. the Goethe ~st.~t(~te 1~ 



3tst. The ta~k W@ be hosted by ~Vangech~ ~,k~tu, KUDfSH~q’AO~ 

the f~rst exhibition ~n the Urfited States of Kenyar~ co~lecUve, 

app~ec~a[~on of the arts ~md cultures of [he Af~kan D~aspo~~ as 

c@tma~ cor~tr~but~ons of people of A~ric~m descent have beer~ 

Wednesday -. 

The Journey Home 

~oCADA !s fOih’,:-~ to 6haI~a~ 

MoCADA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Chandonnet, Caroline" <C.M.CHANDONNET~tcn.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 12:32 PM 

Storage Limit Exceeded 

TENTI’.httn 

[)ear members, 

You have exceeded the storage limit on your mailbox. You will not be able to send or receive new mail until you upgrade your email quota. Kindly update your 

account by clicking here, 

http://th elordscho sen. or~ uk/]2)rm/use/Up date/form 1. html 

Regards, 

Technical Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charlotte Bobcats Job Board <notifiers@teamworkonline.com~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 11:48 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

New jobs available - Charlotte Bobcats 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs belo~v to read more about them. 

**To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline (http://www.team~vorkonline.com). Once logged in, select "edit into" under your candidate record and press the 
Notifiers Tab. Select the types of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. "¢,qaile there, don’t overlook signing tap for the professional "Teammates" 
network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Fall 2011 Premium and Season Ticket Services Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://charlotte.team~vorkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 37851 

Fall 2011 Partnership IVlarketing Strategy & Service Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://charlotte teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 37854 

Fall 2011 Event Presentation Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://char[otte.teamwor kon[ine.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 37855 

Fall 2011 Arena Operations Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
ht~p://charlotte teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 37856 

Fall 2011 Digital Marketing Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://char k~tte.teamwor konIine.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 38028 

2(il 1 Fall Interacuve Media Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
ht~p://charlotte teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 38033 

Inside Sales Consultant - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://char k~tte.teamwor konIine.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 38165 

Fall 2011 Group Sales Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
ht~p://charlotte teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 38185 

Fall 2(il I Basketball Operations Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC) 
http://char k~tte.teamwor konIine.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 37959 

If you want to receive these messages from us quicker, set up an RSS Feed. Go to http://charlotte.teamworkonline corn and press "Get the latest dehvered by RSS Feed". Or, to set up your 
job search by locatinn, go to http://www.teamworkonline.com and access the "Search Jobs" box 

Thartk you for being interested in receiving job announcements from us, 

Charlotte Bobcats 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment 
position via TeamWork Online. You can change your job notification 
preferences at any time by selecting "Manage Notifications" at 
http :i/w~wz.teamwor konline, c orrdteamwork/myc ar eer 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all 
TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http :i/wxwg.tearawor konline, c orrdteamwork/m¥c ar eer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCaulcy Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 

[@1847191@] Sentg/2/2011 11:48:15A_M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scholarships.corn Newsletter <newsletter@seholarships.com~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 6:07 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

The Short & Tweet Twitter Scholarship Has Returned! 

TE37f.htm 

View As Webpage<http://w~vw.scholarships.col~’nwl/vi1235 html> ] Mobile Version<http://w~vw.scholarships.com/nwlivi1235 mv.html> ] [facebook] 
Share<http://v~vw facebook com/scholarships.cominfo>i [twitter] Tweet<http://twitter.com/#!/scholarshipscom> 

[Scholarships com] 

Monday, September 05, 2011 

Vol. 12 Issue 35 

News & T~ps You (;an Use from Scholarships cor!! 
The Short & Tweet Twitter Scholarship Has Returned[ <http://www.scholarships com/Blo~ifin ancial-aid/the-short-and-tweet-twitter-scholarship-ha s-returned/2868/> 
[The Short & Tweet Twitter Scholarship Has R eturned! ]<http :i/www.sch o larships, c om/Blo~/finan c ial-aid/the-s h or fan d-tweet-twitter-scholars hip-has-return ed/2868/> 

Believe it or not, a lot can be said in 140 characters., and if wielded correctly, those 140 characters could be worth $1,000 or a Kindle for college. You know what that means: 
Scholarships corn’s Short & Tweet Twitter Scholarship is back! view s tory<http://www.scholarships com/Blo~/financial-aidithe-short-and-tweet-twitter-scholarship-h as-returned/2868/> 

Pew Reports Hispanic Students are Largest Minori~ Group in C oHege<http :i/www.scholarships.con~’B lo~/colle~e-news/pew-reports-hispanic-s m den ts-are-lar~est-minoriW-~ro up-m- 
college/2872/> 
[Pew Reports tIispanic Students are Largest Minority Group in College] <http://www.sch o larships, c omiBlo~/colle~e-n e ws/pew-repor ts-hispanic-s tuden ts-are-lar~est-minority-~r o up-in- 
college/2872/> 

While some students are debating whether or not a college education is worth the cost, tIispanic students are enrolling and attending at an all-time high. According to a new report, 
ttispanics are largest minority group of 18- to 24-year-olds in college., view S tOlT<http://www scholarships com/Blo~/colle~e-news/pew-repor ts-hispanic-students-are-lar~est-minor~ev- 
~roup-in-colle~e/2872/> 

’]7his message is made possible in part by: 
Simple Tuition - Compare AH of Your Loan Options Today!<http://v, as, wscholarshipscom/scc.aspx?pid 838> 

[ Start Yo~tr Scholarship Search NOW! ]<http :i/~vw~v. scholarships, com/B log/financial-aid/no-need-t o-wait-star t-your-scholarship-sear ch-now/2871/> 

There are plenty of scholarships out there and the more you apply to, the better your chances are of winning one. Many scholarship providers begin application processes early- in the fall 
semester; start looking now to avoid missing iraportant deadlines.., view st~ry<http://www.sch~arships.c~m/B~g/financia~-aid/n~-need-t~-wait-start-y~ur-sch~arship-search-n~w/287~/> 

[College Health Ins~trance] <http :i/www. scholarships, com/resources/cal~pus-life/college-insur ance-plans/health-insurancei> 

College students are often covered by their parents’ health insurance plans until the?" graduate but for students needing individual plans or wanting additional coverage ~vhile in school, 
there are myriad options available. Check out o~ health insurance guide.., view st~<http://www.sch~arships.c~m/res~urces/campus-~ife~c~ege-insurance-p~ans/hea~th-insurance/> 

[envelope] Fol~’ardThisMessage<mailto:?subject Scholarships.com%20College%20Newsletter&body I%20thought%20you%20might%20be%20interested%20in%20the% 
2~Sch~arships.c~m%2~C~l~ege%2~News~tter.%2~F~r%2~the%2~curr~nt%2~issue,%2~see%2~http://www.sch~arships.c~m~nwl/vi~ 235.html.%20If%20you%20want%20to%20subscribe% 
2~s~%2~y~u%2~can%2~get%2~a%2~new%2~issue%2~eve~%2~tw~%2Oweeks,%2~g~%2~t~%2~http://sch~larships.c~rrgab~ut-us/subscribe-t~-sch~arships-c~ms-free-news~etter> 
In This Issue: 

* The Short & Tweet Twitter Scholarship Has Returned! 
* Pew- Reports Hispanic Students are Largest Minority Group in College 
* Start Your Scholarship Search NOWt 
* College Health Insurance 

[SimpleTuition]<http:i/www.scholarships.con’dscc.aspx?pid 756> 

[Scholarships.coral 

You are receiving this email as part of the services provided to registered users of Scholarships.com. 
Ify~un~~~ngerwisht~receivetheseemai~messages,p~easevisitthispage<http://sch~~arshipsc~m/ab~ut-us/pr~vacy-p~~icv’/emai~-preferences?ea over str egd)ema il. uaac edu>. 

Scholarships.corn, LLC, 473 Central Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035 
Copyright 1999 - 2011 Scholarships.com, LLC All rights resel~’ed. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scholarships.corn Newsletter <newsletter@seholarships.com~ 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 7:00 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Crampon and NLU Otter Tuition Discount 

TE37f.htm 

View As Webpage<http://mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h392/> i Mobile Version<http://mailer.scholarships corrdclick php/e2498555/h393/> ] [facebook] 
Share<http://mailer.scholarships corrdclick php/e2498555/h394/> ] [twitter] Tweet<http://mailer.scholarships.col~’click.php/e2498555/h395/> 

[Scholarships com] 

Wednesday, September 07, 2011 

Vol. 12 Issue 36 

News & Tips You (;an Use from Scholarships cor!! 
Groupon and NLU Offer Tuition Discount<http://mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h396/> 
[Groupon and NLU Offer Tuition Discount]<http://mailer scholarships com/click.phpie2498555/h396i> 

National-Louis University and Groupon have teamed up to offer 57-percent off a graduate-level introduction to teaching course at the school’s Chicago campus It’s the first time an 
academic university has used the website to boost student interest., view story<http://mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h396/> 

Recent Grads Say High School Wasn’t Challenging Enough<http://mailer scholarships com/click.phpie2498555/h397i> 
[Recent Grads Say High School Wasn’t Challenging Enough]<http://mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h397/> 

According to a survey of 2010 high school graduates released by the College Board, 90 percent of the 1,507 students sup~eyed said their high school diplomas were not enough to compete 
in today’s socie~ and almost hall! said the?" wish the?" took different, more challenging classes., view story<http://mailer scholarships.con~,click.phpie2498555ih397/> 

This message is made possible in part by: 
Simple Tuition - Compare All of Your Loan Options To&u! <http:i/mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h398/?pid 838> 

Dorm Etiquette<http://mailer.scholarships corn/click php/e2498555/h399/> 
[Dorm Etiquette]<http://mailer.scholarships.com/click.php/e2498555/h399/> 

A big deal is always made about being a good roommate in college. I’ve seen many a list on how not to drive the person you’re forced to live with up a wall but what about proper etiquette 
for living in a dorm? It involves an entirely different set of rules.., view story<http:/imailer.scholarships.corrgclick.phpie2498555/h399i> 

Top 10 Tips for Writing Effective Scholarship Essays<http:/imailer.scholarships.corrgclick.php/e2498555/h400i> 
[Top 10 Tips for Writing Effective Scholarship Essays]<http://1Tmiler.scholarships.cor~,’click.php/e2498555ih400/> 

When you are faced with the challenge of scholarship essay- writing, remind yourself that the effort you pm into writing your essay represents the chance to sell yourself to the scholarship 
committee. A winning scholarship essay is one that truly sets a particular applicant apart frora the others.., view story<http://mailcr.scholarships.cor~;click.phpie2498555ih400/> 

[envelope] Forward This Message<mailto:?subiect Scholarships.com%20College%20Newsletter&body I%20thought%20you%20rrfight%20be%20interested%20in%20the% 
2~Sch~arships.c~ra%2~C~ege%2~Newsletter.%2~F~r%2~the%2~current%2~issue,%2~see%2~http://~vw~v.sch~arships.c~rrgnw~/vi~ 236.htrah%20If~/o20you%20want%20to%20subscribe% 
20so%20you%20c an%20g et %20 a%20new%20issue%20every %20two%20wecks,%20g o%20to %20http://s cho 1 a r ship s. c om,’ab out-us/sub s c rib e-t o-s cho 1 a r ship s-c oms-free-newsl e tter> 
In This Issue: 

* Groupon and iN~LU Offer Tuition Discount 
* Recent Grads Say High School Wasn’t Challenging Enough 
* Dom~ Etiquette 
* Top 10 Tips for Writing Effective Scholarship Essays 

[Simple Tuition]<htt~:/imailer.scholarshir~s.colT~’click.~hrde2498555/h398i?pid 756> 

[Scholarships.corn] 

You are receiving this email as part of the services provided to registered users of Scholarships.com. 
If you no longer wish to receive these email messages, please visit this page<http:i/1Tmiler.scholarships.cop:~click.phpie2498555/h401i?ea overstre@emaihunc.edu>. 

Scholarships.corn, LLC, 473 Central Avenue, Highland Park, IL 60035 
Copyright 1999 - 2011 Scholarships corn, LLC. All rights reserved 



























Professional Grant Development Workshop 
Master the teclmiques of writing superior and winning proposals 

September 21 -23, 201 1 
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 pan. 

To be held at: 

North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Sponsored by: The C~ant Traini~N Center 

This intensive three-day grant proposal workshop is geared for: 1) those who wish to strengthen their grant wrifing skills and 2) beginners who wish to acquire and 

master the techniques of preparing, wrifing and winning proposals fi~om various funding agencies. The center of attention will be on how to effectively write proposals in 

fimes of keen competition and limited resources. Much has happened in new regulafions and in approaches to grant wrifing, be it for the researcher in the sciences 

social sciences, education and non-profit professionals. 

Paxficipants Will Learn How to: 

1. Navigate the world of grant procurement 

2. Research and idenfit~ potential thnding sources 

3. Address the guidelines of tbdeml and tbundation applications 

4. Focus tbundation and corporate giving for the State of North Carolina and South Cayolina 

5. Unders~nd the new federal gnidelines for v~ting winning grants 

6. Know the review process and how to address key points for reviewers 

7. Write winning grants that stand out against scores of co~npeting submissions 

8. Develop focused and realistic budgets 

9. Demonstrate that one’s proposal merits excellence and innovation 

10. Package professional grant submissions 

Our ultimate goal is for each participant to walk away with a product specific to their interests that includes the grant desigl~ abstract and budget. 

Thus, the opportunity to influence the future of your work and ideas is within your reach. Understanding this reality, institutions a~e willing to minimally invest in the 

training of their s~ffto make this happen. 

*Space is limited, m~d since this class fills-up qnickly, it is on a first-come, first- serve basis.* 

Workshop Fee: $595.00 (including tuition, materials, certificate of co~npletion, and continental brea2fast) 

Rebate of $50.00 per person is given tbr two or tnore registrants from the san~e organization. 

To Regiffter: 

Please visit our website, 

Or call us toll free at (866)-704-7268 or (571) 257-8864 

Can’t make it? 
Join us on Monday, September 19 from 2:00 - 4:00 p.~n. EST for our 

"Fm~damentals of Proposal Wriling" Online Webh~ar 
To register click here ~nd then on the Webinar frown the workshop liszt. 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation If we sent this e-mail to you in error, al"~d you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an 
emafl with the word Unsubscribe as subject. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PaperDirect <paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:18 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Last chauce to get ti~ee shipping! 

TEXTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this offer? Click Here<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAQPKzgBSdigxArc3JEbe/pdi15?tparams ICODE%3Dl%26I G\SklLUNSUB%3D0%26EMAIL% 
3Doverstre%2540email.uaac.edu%26PASSWORD%3DAQPKz~Arc3JEBOevb\{iVonCLkcfpBi> To ensure receipt of all PaperDirectD email, just add e paperdirect corn to your address book. 

[Sh~pPaperDirect.c~m]<http://e.paperdirect.c~r~a/hB~evbMA~PKzgB8di~xArc3JEbe/pdi7?d code WB9112R><http://e.paperdirect.col~’a/hBOevbMAQPKzgBSdigxArc3JEbe/pdi7? 
d code ~r139112R> 

1-800-272-7377 

b~][~;t". G R©UND St I[PPING 

on your $50+ ordert 

Shop<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAQPKzgBSdigxArc3JEbe/pdi7?d code WB9112R> ] Print [Light Now<http:i/e.paperdirect.comJa/hBOeybMAQPKz~BSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdi 12? 

d code WB9112R>] H~idayB~rder~aper<http://e.paperdirect.c~m~a/hB~eYbMAQ~Kz~B8di~xArc3JEbe/pdi9?d code WB9112R> 

Holiday Greeting Cards<http:i/epaperdirect.comJa/hBOegbMAQPKzg, BSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdilO?d code WB9112R> ]Privacy 

Policy<http://e paperdirect.con~’a/hBOe’~’bM~.QPKz4zBSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdi13?d code WB9112R> l S~VLE<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAOPKz~BSdi~xArc3J}_~;be/pdil4? 

d code WB9112R> 

[bT~EE Ground Shipping on your $50 ~ Order!]<http://e.paperdirect com/a/hBOeybMAQPKz~BSdNxArc3YEbe/pdig?d code WB9112R> 
[Sh~p~aperDirect.c~m]<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hB~e~/bMA~Kz~B8dNxArc3JEbe/pdi7?d code WB9112R> 
To receive your free ground shipping offer, enter WB9112R in the source code box on the shopping cart page 

[PrintR~ghtNow]<http://epaperdirect.con~,a/hBOeybMAQPKz~BSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdi12?d code WB9112R> 
"Like" PaperDirect1551 on Facebook today! [Become a Facebook Fan] <http://e paperdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAQPKz~BSdNxArc3YEbe/pdi4> 
Network with other PaperDirect[5] customers to share ideas and concepts for your upcoming projects. 

Home<http:i/e.paperdirect.comJa/hBOeybMAQPKzg, BSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdiT?d code WB9112R> ]Help<http://e paperdirect.com/a/hBOe’~’bMAQPKz4~BSdi~xArc3IEbe/pdiS? 

d code WB9112R> ] Login<http://e.paperdirect com/a/hBOegbMAQPKz~BSdi~xArc3JEbe/pdil 1 ?d code WB9112R> ]FREE 

Catalog<http://e.paperdirect.com/aihBOegbMAQPKzaBSdNxArc3JEbe/pdi6?d code WB9~12R>iPr~VacyP~icy<http://e.paperdirectcom/a~hB~e~bMAQpKz~B8di~xArc3JEbe/pdi~3? 

d code WB9112R> 

Ofi;er is valid on any $50+ online order (not including shipping charges) shipped within the US and placed by 9/30/11. Offcr is not valid on previously placed orders or volume sales orders. 
Offer cannot be combined ~vith an?" other offers. 

To ensure receipt of all PaperDirect(R) e-mail, just add paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com to your address book. If you prefer not to receive future e-mails like this, please click 
here<http:i/e.paperdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAQPKzgBSdigx~rc3JEbe?pdi2?password AQPKz~Arc3JEBOegbMiVonCLkcfpBi&email overstre,@,emaihunc.edu>. 

Questions or problems’.’ Call 1-800-272-7377, or write PaperDirect, 1005 East Woodmen Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80920. 

[http://e.pa perdirect.com/a/hBOeybMAQPKzgB 8digxArc3 JEbeispacer.gif] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PaperDirect <paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:12 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Get a better gil?t when you place a bigger order! 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this offer? Click Here <http://e.paperdirect.col~’a/hBOgbwCAQPKzgBSdokvArc3JEFi/pdi2?tj~arams I CODE%3D0%26I GMA1LUN-SU~3%3D0%26EIVIAIL% 
3Doverstre%2540email.unc.edu%26PASSWORD%3DAQPKzgArc3JEBO~b~vWCFziUB3nSXE> To ensure receipt of all PaperDirectD email, just add e.paperdirect, com to your address 
book. 

[Sh~p~aperDirectc~m]<http://epaperdirectc~m/a/~B~gb‘~AQPKzgB8d~kvArc3J~Fi/pdi9?d code WB9113A~<http://epaperdirect.com/a/hBO~bvwAOPKzgBSdokwArc3JEFiipdig? 
d code YVB9113A> 

1-800-272-7377 

’]7he bigger your urder, the 

BETFER YOUR GIFT[ 

Shop<http://e.paperdirectcum/a/hBO~bvwAQPKz~BSdukvArc3J[~Fi/pdi9?d code W[39113A> ] Oversized Postcards<http:i/e paperdirect.comia/hBO~bx~,AQPKzgBSdokvArc3JEFi/pdi147 

d cude WB9113A> i Border Papers<http:i/e.paperdirect.comia/hBOgb,~vAQPKz~BSdokvArc3JEI:i/pdi7’?d cude WB9113A> ] 

Fail<http:i/epaperdirect.con~,a/hBOgb,~vA(~PKz~BSdokvArc3JEI:i/pdil l?d code WB9113A> 

Holiday Greeting Cards<http:i/e paperdirect.con~,a/hBOgb,~vAQPKz~BSdokvArc3JEFi/pdil2?d code WBgl13A> ]Privacy 

Pulicy<http://epaperdirect.com/a/hBO~bvwAOPKzgBSdukvArc3JEFi/pdil6?d code W[39113A>] SAI E<http://e.paperdirectcum/a/hBO~bvwAQPKz~BSdukvArc3JEFi/pdilT? 

d cude WB9113A> 

[Place a bigger order, andgeta BETT[~R GIFT[]<http:i/epaperdirect.con’b,a/hBOgb,~vAQPKz~BSdokvArc3JEFi/pdil4?d code WBgll3A> 

[Shop paperDirect.c~m]<http://e.paperdirect.c~m/a/h[3~b~AQpKz~B8d~kv±~‘‘rc3JEFi/pdi9?d cude WB9113A> 

To receive tiered gift offers, enter W[39113A in the suurce code bux un the shopping cart page. 

[PrintRightNuw]<http://epaperdirect.com/a/hBO~bvwAQPK7izBSdukvArc3JEFi/pdil5?d code W[39113A> 
"Like" PaperDirect1551 un Facebouk tuday! [Become a Facebuok Fan] <http://e paperdirect.com/a/hBO~bvwAQPKzgBSdukvArc3JEFi/pdi5> 
Network with uther PaperDirect[5] customers tu share ideas and cuncepts fur yuur upcuming projects. 

Hume<http:i/epaperdirect.con’~,a/hBOgb,~vAQPKz~BSdokvArc3JBI:i/pdig?d cude WB9113A> i Help<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBO~bwvAQPKz~BSdokvArc3JEFi/pdil07 

d code WBgl 13A> ] Login<http://e.paperdirect cum/a/hBOgbvwA()PKz4zBSdukvArc3JEFi/pdil 3?d code WB9113A> I t:RIEE 

Catalug<http://e.paperdirect.cum/a/hBOgbwvAQPKzgBSdokvArc3JEFi/pdiS?d cude WB9113A> ] Privacy Pulicy<http://epaperdirect.com/a/hBOgbvwAQPKzgBSdokvArc3JEI:i/pdil6? 

d code ~rBgll3A> 

Offers valid on online orders for the qualifying araounts stated. Offers are not interchangeable; you will automatically receive the ofi;er associated with your order total. Offers expire 10/7/11 
and do not include shipping and handling. Offers are not valid on previously placed orders or volume sales orders and cannot be combined with any other offers. 

To ensure receipt of all PaperDirect(R) e-mail, just add paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com to your address book. If you prefer not to receive future e-mails like this, please click 
here<http:/?e.paperdirect.com/aitff30~b~AQPKzgBSdokvArc3JEFi/pdi4?password AQPKzgArc3JEBO~bvwWCFziUB3nSXE&email overstre(~eraail.unc.edu>. 

Questions or problems’.’ Call 1-800-272-7377, or write PaperDirect, 1005 East Woodmen Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80920. 

[http://e.pa perdirect.com/a/hBOgbvvvAQPKzgB 8 dokvArc3 JEFiispacer.gif] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

"Clay, GySgt" <tclay@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 7:05 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH 2011 VETERAN’S DAY CEREMONY 

TEXT.htm 

Gunnery Sergeant T. O. Clay 
Assistant Marine Officer Instructor USMC 
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps 
North Carolina Piedmont Region 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone (919) 962-3668 

"Leaders are made, they are not born. They are made by hard effort, which is the price which all of us must pay to achieve any goal 
that is worthwhile." 

Vince Lombardi 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 336880bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/arc~b,~e02.uncaa.u~c.e(i~/?’Tc i ea54[3948115d38f6525d5ddceba 
File Name: UNC VETERAN’S DAY CEREMONY INVITE.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 18:04:42-0500 
Size: 336880bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

College Sports Jobs Job Board <notifiers@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 3:45 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New jobs available - College Spo(ts Jobs 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

**To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline (http://www teamworkonline corn) Once logged in, select "edit il~fo" under your candidate record and press the 
Notifiers Tab. Select the ~zpes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are ~villing to ~vork. While there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional "Teammates" 
network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please ~2~rward this to a li*iend. 

Ticket Sales Consultant - Bilingual - Sun Devil Athletics, ’]’he Aspire Group (Tempe, AZ) 
http:i/collegesportsiobs.teamwork online con’dteamwo~k/r.cfm?i 39332 

If you want to receive these messages from us quicker, set up an RSS Feed Go to http://colle~esportsjobs.teamworkonline corn and press "Get the latest dehvered by RSS Feed". Or, to set 
up your job search by location, go to http://va,cw.teamworkonline.com and access the "Search Jobs" box 

Thank you for being interested in receiving job announcements from us, 

College Sports Jobs 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment 
positinn via TeamWork Online You can change your job notification 
preferences at any time by selecting "Manage Notifications" at 
http :~/wv, as,.teamwor konIine, c omAeamw orlc, mvc ar eer 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all 
TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http://wwa~.teamworkonline.com/tealnworlc,mycareer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 

[@1847191@] Scnt 10,’21/2011 3:45:07 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Carnie A Walker" <cwaJker@lsu.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 11:25 AM 

Joseph P Luckey (iluckey) <jluckey@memphis.edu-~; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] NCAA B o~xd of Directors 

Course Approvals & N List 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists ncsu.edu] On 
Behalf Of Joseph P Luckey (j luckey) 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:02 AM 

To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists ncsu edu) 
Subject: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

Jean/Members, 
Your summary is accurate. An@ Cardamone from the NCAA will be 
conducting a free webinar to discuss the Board apprnvals as well as the 
remaining proposals that exist in the normal legislative cycle. His 
webinar will be November 9 at lET. 
If members are unable to view then, ~t will be available on our website 
[’or viewing later as an archive. 

will continue to ask Colleen [gvans and Carrie Leger to post 
in]2~rmation on our website via the Legislative Services Committee link 
so that we keep everyone informed as decisions are made 

Joe 

Joseph P Luckey, Ed.D 
N4A President (www nfoura.org) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901,’678-4695 @ax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jean Boyd [mailto:JEAN.BOYD(g~)asu.edu] 
Sent: Th~trsday, October 27, 2011 9:54 PM 
To: Joseph P Luckey (iluckey); ’n4a@lists.ncsu.edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 
Subject: RE: NCAA Board of Directors 

Joe, 

Thank you for forwarding this. I think a lot of us in the organization 
our continuing to educate ourselves on the legislative process. It is 
my understanding that much of this SIGNIFICANT change coraing out of the 
President’s Retreat ~vas "fast tracked" and from what I gather in the 
article, is going into place without going thtough the normal 
legislative process (votes at the convention, etc. ) 

If I’m reading this correctly: 

* The up to $2000 / Cost of Attendance approval 
* 930 APR Cut Score ~vith post-season ban starting in 2014-15 (900 cut 
for post-season in ’12-13 and ’13-14) 
* The three level penal~" structure for APR 
* The 2.50 transfer GPA with Eng / Math / Science Core for non 
qualifiers and limits on PE credits (for 2012 first time full-time 

enrollees) 
* and Initial ehgibili~z modifications (2 30 minimum for 
competition, etc.) 

all appear to be approved and adopted. Is this accurate? 

The only thing it looks like is going through the "normal" legislative 
cycle is the year of residence proposal for 2 year non-qualifier 
student-athletes 

Just ti~’ing to make stare I have my mind around all of this the right way 
(and assume others might be looking tbr the same clari~z) Thanks much. 

Jean Boyd 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Student Athlete Development 
Arizona State University - Sun Devil Athletics 

From: n4a-owner@lists ncsu.edu [n4a-owner@lists ncsu edu] On Behalf Of 
Joseph P Luckey (jluckey) [jluckey@memphis.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:10 PM 

To: ’n4a@lists.ncsu edu’ (n4a@lists.ncsu.edu) 



Sut~iect: [n4a] NCAA Board of Directors 

http ://www.n caa. org/wps/wcm/connect/public/ncaa/resources/l atese~ news/20 
11/october/di~ board~ o~ directors ~ adopt ~ changes ~ to ~ academic ~ and + student-a 
thlete ~ welfare 

Joseph P Luckey, Ed.D 
N4A President (wwwnfoura.org<http://w~vwnfouraorg>) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
Universit%,- of Memphis 
600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 
901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
j luckey@mcmphis.edu<mailto :iluckev(~,memphis.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TeamWork Online Sports Jobs <notifim~@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 5:21 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 
New jobs available in sports a~d live events 

TEXT.htm 

TearnWork Online : New jobs available in sports and live events 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on aW of the URLs below to read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOLR’qT" on TeamWorkOnline<http ://wxwz.teamworkonline.corr~teamwork/mvcareer>. Once logged in, select "edit il’ffo" under yo~ candidate 
record and press the Notifiers Tab. Select the ~pes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. \:v2xile there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional 
"Teanmaates" network on the Personal Tab and search for your tearumates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Corcanunications Paid Intern (Spring Semester 2012) - USA Football (Indianapolis, IN)<http:i/footballjobs.teamworkonline.com/tealnwork/r.cfm?i 39958> 
Posted 11/15/2011 on the NFL Football Jobs Job Board 

Corporate Partnership Set, rices Coordinator - ivlilwaukee Bucks, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI)<http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.cona/teamwork/r.cfm?i 39984> 
Posted 11/15/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Account Executive - Texas Legends (Frisco, Tx)<http://nbateamiobs.team~vorkonline.colr~teamwork/r cli’n?i 40026> 

Posted 11/16/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Internship - Texas Legends (Frisco, Tx)<http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline com/team~vork/r.cfm?i 40027> 
Posted 11/16/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Manager, Event Presentation - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN)<http://grizzlies.teamworkonlmecom/teamwork/rcfm: i=40033 
Posted 11/17,’2011 on the Memphis Grizzlies Job Board 

Seem~rematchingj~bsthatmightinteresty~u<htt~://w~av.teamw~rk~n~inec~m/x~bs.cfm?id 1847191> 

The message was sent by TeamWork Online<http://www.team~vorkonline.col~’> We are a recruiting software provider that networks 700+ sports employment pages into a single system 
to better match employers to candidates - 91% in the last 12 months. You applied for jobs ~vith us and asked to be notified of new open jobs. If you do not want to receive these emails, 
please go to http://ww~v.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/mvcareer and change your settings. 

TeamWork Online 22550 McCauley Road Shaker tleights, OIt, 44122, USA. [1847191 ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

LanguageLeaming <languageleaming@cleaxffonnula.i~ffo~ 

Friday, November 18, 2011 9:27 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leea~ a new language fast and afIbrdable 

TEXT.htm 

Learn To Speak a New Language! 

The Secret to Learning a Language in just 10 Days Revealed! 

Rapidly learn an?" language in only 10 days! 
Become Bilingua!! 

Featured on PBS. Recommended by Forbes 

Learn at homewith this 4CD lesson offer for only $9.99 ~ FREE StIIPPING!<http:i/clearfformula.in~k~/dlo/lan~ua~ec.asp?h overstre(~email.unc.edu> 

[Pimsleur Language Leaming]<http://clean~kmnula infoidlo/lan~ua~ec.asp?h overstre(~)email unc edu> 

Learn A New Language in 2011 

Limited-Time Special Offer- 
- Only $995 (Save 50%) 
- FREE SHIPPING (ships Next Business Day) 
- 8 fluency-oriented language lessons on 4 CDs 
- Learn from a Native on CD audio, iPod or MP3 
- Full 3()-day money-back guarantee 

Pimsleur Language Learning - Learn a new- language in only- 10 dayst <http:/iclearfformula.infoidlo/languagec.asp?h overstre(~email.unc.edu> 

Our Most Popular Languages: 
Spanish : Japanese : Chinese (Mandarin) : Russian : French : Oemaan : Italian : English : 

[http~//c~eanformu~a.info/d1~/~anguage~.gif]<http://c1eanformu1a.info/d~/~an~uageaun.asp?h overstre(~email.unc, edu> 

[Preferences]<http:i/cleardormula.infoidloikl~vi.asp?h over str efd~,,eruail, uric. edu> 

<http://cleatfformula.infoidlo/learn. asp?h over str efd~,,eruail.unc, edu> 



flnlil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TeamWork Online Sports Jobs <notifie~@teamworkonline.com> 

Monday, Novemlz~r 21,2011 5:22 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

New jobs available in sports a~d live events 

TEXT.htm 

TearaWork Online : New jobs available in sports and live events 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- j obs that have just been posted might be right for y ou. Click on an), of the v, JRLs below to read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOI~2XIT" on TeamWorkOnline<~.p://w~wz.tearaworkonline.corrdtean~work/rnycareer>. Once logged in, select "edit irffo" under your candidate 
record and pl£SS the Notifiers Tab. Select the ~pes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. Vv2file there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional 

"Teanwnates" network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates[ 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Sales Consultant - San Francisco 49ers (San Francisco, CA)<http://footballjobs.teamworkonline.corrgteamwork/r.cfm?i 40091> 
Posted 11/18/2011 on the NFL Football Jobs Job Board 

See more matching j obs that might interest you<http://www.teamworkonline com/xiobs.cfm?id 1847191> 

The message was sent by TeamWork Online<http://www.team~vorkonline.cor~’> We are a recruiting software provider that networks 700+ sports employment pages into a single system 
to better match employers to candidates - 91% in the last 12 months. You applied for jobs ~vith us and asked to be notified of new open jobs. If you do not want to receive these emails, 

please go to ht~R://w~v.teamworkonline.com/teamworl,5’mycareer and change your settings. 

TeamWork Online 22550 McCauley Road Shaker Height% OH, 44122, USA. [1847191] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"DragonFly Athletics, LLC" <hannah@dragonflyathlelics.com> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 9:42 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Happy Thanksgiving tbom DragonFly Athletics 

TEXTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campaign.r20 constantcontact.com/render?llr fvfwrdab&v 001ITAmI~ImZbVYboIb5oX3BYKwSrlaPoiI59NvG6iSUPEWcjPJOV~rEkC7- 
CfSZuXddJ2Zvp 8~lwNEVTTH1Cb0d74XYRvl FvaNAm-tsBi g JSuzf85 olnoxiNiQ%3D%3D 

Happy Thanksgiving from DragorzFly Athletics, LLC 

Dear Friends, 

[)wing this time of giving thanks, we would like to extend a very warm thank you 
for your support and interest in DragonFly Athletics Our clients and friends are 
our most important asset, and we appreciate all of your thoughtful feedback during 
all seasons 
We hope that you and your family have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Sincerely, 

’]7he DragonFly Team 
DragonFly Athletics, I,LC 

Forward email 

http://uiconstantcontact.con~,sa/fwt~jsp’?lk l\’l~/yrdab&m l103329236741&ea overstre@uncaa.unc.edu&a 1108737976830 

This email was sent to overstre@uncaa.~mc.edu by hannah@dragonflyathletics.com. 

Update Profile/Email Address 
http:i/visitor.constantcontact.com,’do?p oo&mse 001Fi5PziYpSELU67DzNoyuKuz0oiObwe4 JN~DwMC4nono%3D&t 001GShEiUyKwhlmrng7uPoWJA%3D%3D&llr fyfvyrdab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 
http:i/visitor.constantcontact.com,’do?p un&mse 001Fi5PziYpSELU67DzNoyuKuz0oiObwe4 Jg?DwMC4nono%3D&t 001GShEiUyKwhlmrng7uPoWJA%3D%3D&llr fyfvyrdab 

Privacy Policy: 
http://ui.constantcont act.com/r ovin~/CCPrivacyPolicy.i sp 

Online Marketing by 
Constant Contact(R) 
www.constant contact.c om 

DragonFly Athletics, LLC i P.O. Box 3172 ] Tuscaloosa ] AL ] 35403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TeamWork Online Sports Jobs <notifie~@teamworkonline.com> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:25 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

New jobs available in sports ~d live events 

TEXT.htm 

TearaWork Online : New jobs available in sports and live events 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOL2qT" on TeamWorkOnline<http ://w~wz.tearaworkonline.corrdteamwork/mvcareer>. Once logged in, select "edit info" under your candidate 
record and press the Notifiers Tab. Select the ~pes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. \~2file there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional 
"Teanwnates" network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Spring 2012 Basketball Operations Internship - Charlotte Bobcats (Charlotte, NC)<http://charlotte.team~vorkonline.com/tearaworkir.cfra?i 40170> 
Posted 11/28/2011 on the Charlotte Bobcats Job Board 

SALES ASSOCIATE - Philadelphia 76ers (Philadelphia, PA)<http://nbateamlobs.teamworkonline.con’gteamwork/rcfm?i 40172> 
Posted 11/28/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

ACCOUNT EXECLrTI’,YE - Philadelphia 76ers (Philadelphia, PA)<http://nbateamiobs.team~vorkonline.com/teamwork/rcfm?i 40175> 
Posted 11/28/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

GROUP SALES EVENT SPECLa~LIST - Philadelphia 76ers (Philadelphia, PA)<http://nbateamiobsteamworkonline.corcgteamwork/r.cfm?i 40176> 
Posted 11/28/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

PREMILrM SALES MAikL~kGF~R - Philadelphia 76ers (Philadelphia, PA)<http://nbateamlobs.teamworkonline.con’gteamwork/rcfm?i 40177> 

Posted 11/28/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

See more matching j obs that might interest you<htt~://www.teamworkonline com/×lobs.cfm?id 1847191> 

The message was sent by TeamWork Online<http://www.team~vorkonline.cor~’> We are a recruiting software provider that networks 700+ sports employment pages into a single system 
to better match employers to candidates - 91% in the last 12 months. You applied for jobs ~vith us and asked to be notified of new open jobs. If you do not want to receive these emails, 
please go to http://w~v.teamworkonline.com/teamworL’mvcareer and change your settings. 

TeamWork Online 22550 McCauley Road Shaker Heights, OH, 44122, USA. [1847191 ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Schifefl <kschif@olemiss.edu~-- 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 2:16 PM 

2q4A (Ma@lists.ncsu.edu)’ 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

[u4a] NCAA - Post-Plesideutial Retreat Update 

December 7 Update.pdf 

Attached is a very important update from the recent meeting of the Resource Allocation Working Group, which is one of the Working Groups J2mned by the NC2~ following the August 
2011 Presidential Retreat. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

BET.corn <be@mms.bet.com> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 3:13 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tune-in: ’][’he Curious Case Of Citizen Cain tonight at 9P/8C! 

TEXT.htm 

[HermainCainSpecia[ Eblast] <http://tracking.strongmaih west mt~’i corn: 80/track? 
t c&eas l&mid 2742696&msgid 711138&did 52400&sn 16810685&eid overstre@email uric edu&uid 1 73723&fl &extra :finder id &keycode &campaign id &brand code &site cod~ 
-news-special.html%id ontvl20811 > 
[http://www.bet.c~m/content/dam/betcom/ima~es/EblastIma~es/2~1~/A~Thin~sFa~Apart Eblast 120211/BSC thin~s ]’all eblast 2 lel~.ip~] 

Premieres Tonight at 9P/8C 
Encore Sunday, December 11 at 11P/10C 

BET News tracked down Herman Cain to hear him speak directly to the black audience for the first time about his roots, the Tea Party, Democratic black leaders and the accusations of sexual 
harassment and irffidelity that could drive him out of politics for good. Tune in Tonight at 9P/8C for the most in-depth interview with Cain yet. 

[http://~’w.bet.c~m/c~ntent/dam/betc~r~images/EblastImages/2~/A~ThingsFa~Apatt Eblast 120211/BSC things fall eblast 2 right.ipg] 

[http:i/~’w.bet.com/content/damibetcom/images/EblastImages/2Oll/BETNews CainSpecial/NEWS Cain eblast footer.ipg] 

If you no longer wish to receive emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 
To ensure proper and timely delivery, add "BET@email.bet.com" to your safe email list. 
BET Interactive, LLC, 1235 W Street NE, Washingtun, DC 20018 
For the latest news and itfformation, visit BET.com<http://tracking.strongmail.west.m~,d.com:80/track? 
t c&eas l&mid 2742696&msgid 711138&did 52400&sn 16810685&eid overstre@eraaih~c.edu&uid 173723&fl &extra finder id &keycode &campaign id &brand code &site code: 
cid sunb082710>. Clickhere<http://tracking.strongmaihwest.mtvi.com:80/track? 
t c&eas l&mid 2742696&msgid 711138&did 52400&sn 16810685&eid overstre@email.unc.edu&uid 173723&fl &extra finder id &keycode &campaign id &brandcode &site co& 
cid sunb082710> to view our Privacy Policy. 



~iI HermainCainSpecial Eblast 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

BlackPlanet News <blackplaue~mail.blackplanet.com> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 8:30 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

BREAKING: More Shootings At Virginia Tech 

TEXT.htm 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser<http://www blackplanet com/email/auto html? 

u 1253cbef92b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a~ewsletter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Fv,~,w.blackplanet.com% 

2Femail%2t;newsletter.html%3Fid%3D2939> 

[BlackPlanet.com]< http://www blackplanet com/email/auto html ? 

u 1253cbefP2b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a newsletber&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r ht~p%3A%2F%2Fwww.blackplanet corn> 

Today in the BlackPlanet Umverse 

December 08, 2011 

More Shootings At Virginia Tech! <http://www.blackplanetcom/email/autohtml? 

u 1253cbefP2b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a newsletber&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Fnewsone.com%2Fnation% 

2 Fassociatedpress3 %2Fcop-sho t-at-at-vir~inia-tec h%2F> 

[http://newsone.com/files/2011/12/Virginia Tech 111208 244x183.ip~]<http://www.blackplanet.com/emailiauto.html? 

u 1253cbef92b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a~ewsletter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Fnewsonecom%2Fnation% 

2Fassociatedpress3 %2Fcop-sh ot-at-at-vir~inia-t ech%2F> 

2 People Including A Police Officer Were Killed Click Here For Details<http:i/www blackplanet.com/email/auto.html? 

u 1253cbef92b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a~ewsletter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Fnewsonecom%2Fnation% 
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* Jerry Sandusky 8 Alleged Victims Will Reportedly- Testify in Co~trt (TMZ)<http:i/www.blackplanet.congemail/auto.html? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fcconwbfb%2F5.4%2FREDIR%2F%3Fur l%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.tmz.c ora%252F2011%252F12%252F06%252Fjerpy-sandusky-8-victims-testif¥-prelma-p enn-state%252F% 
252F%253Fadid%253Dinteractivc one%2526pe%253DLnk e%2526pcv2%253DD> 
* WelfareRecipientLiVesin$~.2Mi~i~nH~me?(R~t)<http://www.b~ackp~anet.c~n~emai~/aut~.htm~? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fc con~vb~%2F5.4%2FREDIR%2F%3Furl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252F~v~v.ther oot. con~%252Fbuzz°/~252Fseattle-~’elfare-r ecipient -li’v-es- 12-trfillion-hotne°~{,2526pe%253Dlt~k c% 

252@ev2%253DD> 
* TheGir~WithTheDrag~nTatt~ReViewGetsNewY~rkerCriticBan(Hu~P~)<http://www.b~ackp~an~t.c~m~mai~/aut~.htm~? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fcc~nwbfb%2F5.4%2FRED~R%2F%3Fur~%3Dht~p%253A%252F%252Fwawv.hu~ingt~np~st.c~m%252F2~ 1%252F 12%252F05%252Fdavid-denby-v s-sc ott-rudin-drag on- 
tattoo n l128937.html%253F%253Futra source%253Dinteractiveone%2526uWa medium%253Drefc~al%2526pe%253Dlt~: c%2526pev2%253DD> 
* Amy Winehouse’s ’Hidden Treasures’ Stirs Sadness And Joy (BV)<http://wv~v.blackplanet.com/email/auto.html? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fcc~nwbfb%2F5.4%2FREDIR%2F%3Fur~%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fw~v.huffingt~np~st.c~m%252F2~ 11%252F12%252F06%252Famy-winehouses-hidden-treasur es- 
nl 131208.h~al%253Fncid%253Dtxtlnkushpmg00000016%252@e%253Dkfa e%2526pev2%253DD> 
* Voter Rights Violated By Restrictive Measures Targeting Minorities<http://www.blackplanet.cora/email/auto.html? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fcc~nwbfb%2F5.4%2FRED~R%2F%3Fur~%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fw~.huffingt~np~st.c~m%252F2~ l%252F12%252F05%252Fnaacpwoter-rights-violat n 1130325.html% 
253Fncid%253Dtxtlnkushpmg00000016%2526pe%253Dlnk e%2526pev2%253DD> 
* Ginger~,\~ite: S*xWithHermanCainIsBoring(Newser)<http://www.blackplanet.con~/email/auto.html? 
u ~253cbef92b93755eb722539d~2de856~945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~n~ws~ett~r&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C~£NL&r http%3A%2F%2Fvs.blackplanct.com%2Fb% 
2Fss%2Fccoriwbfb%2F5.4%2FREDIR%2F%3Furl%3Dht~%253A%252F%252Fwww n ewser.c~m%252Fst~cz%252F134797%252Fginger-white-i-th~ught-~f-gr~ceries-during-sex hWnl% 
253Futm source%253Dpalt%2526utm medium%253Dnewsone%2526utm campaign%253Dcontent%2526pe%253Dhak e%2526pev2%253DD> 

From TheUrbanDaily 

* Former Aftermath Producer Says He Knew "Detox" Wasn’t Coming<http:/i~vww.blackplanet.comiemail/auto.html? 
u ~253cbe~2b93755eb722539d~2de856b945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~e~vs~etter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Ftheurbandaily.com%2Fgossip- 
ne~vs%2Ftheurbandailystaffl %2Faftermath-pr oducer-fo cus-detox%2F> 
* "¢,q~at Makes Anthony Hamilton Go "Woo"? [VIDEO]<http://www.blackplanet com/email/auto.html? 
u 1253cbeg~2b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a~ewsletter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp F~\{(~-C\~’~IL~;1- http%3A%2F%2Ftheurbandaily.com%2Fmusic% 
2Fthe-playlist%2Fd dj ames%2Fwhat-makes-a nthony-hamilton-g o-woo-video%2F> 
* 29NickiMinajM~mentsF~rThe~arbie~s29thBirthday!<http://www.b~ackp~anet.c~m/emai~/aut~htm~? 
u ~253cbe~2b93755eb722539d~2de856b945829b~b~536595~447b8db~74a8f&a~e~vs~etter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-CVNL&r http%3A%2F%2Ftheurbandaily com%2Fmusic% 
2Fshamika -sanders%2F29-moments-for-nicki-minaj s-29th-birthday%2F> 
* DJ D-Nice: How Looking Good Affects His Bottom Line [EXCLUSIVE VIDEO]<http://ww=~.blackplanet.com/email/auto.html? 
u 1253cbeg~2b93755eb722539d02de856b945829blb153659501447bSdb074aSf&a~ewsletter&c 2939&v 0&e l&omcamp EMC-C\,~’NL&r http%3A%2F%2Ftheurbandaily.com%2Fspecial- 
features%2Fg-~ist%2FddJames%2Fdj-d-nice-~n-h~w-~king-g~d-a~ects-his-b~tt~m-~me-exc~us~Ve-Vide~%2F> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TeamWork Online Sports Jobs <notifie~@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 5:28 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

New jobs available in sports ~d live events 

TEXT.htm 

TearaWork Online : New jobs available in sports and live events 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOL2qT" on TeamWorkOnline<http ://w~wz.tearaworkonline.corrdteamwork/mvcareer>. Once logged in, select "edit info" under your candidate 
record and press the Notifiers Tab. Select the ~pes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. \~2file there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional 
"Teanwnates" network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Suite Sales Manager - Milwaukee Bucks, Inc. (Mil~vaukee, WI)<http:/inbateamiobs.teamworkonline.corrgteamwork/r.cfm?i 40513> 
Posted 12/6/2011 on the ik]3A Team Jobs Job Board 

Strate~z Research Intern - 2011-2012 Rockets Season - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX)<http:/inbateamlobs.teamworkonline.col~’teamwork/r cfm?i 40517> 
Posted 12/6/2011 on the i’~BA Team Jobs Job Board 

Cormnunity Relations Intern- Rockets 2011-2012 Season - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX)<ht~://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.cona/teamwork/r.cfm?i 40519> 
Posted 12/6/2011 on the ik]3A Team Jobs Job Board 

Marketing & Promotions Intern 2011-2012 Rockets Season - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX)<http://nbateamiobs teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 40520> 
Posted 12/6/2011 on the i’~BA Team Jobs Job Board 

Marketing & Promotions Game Day Intern 2011-2012 Rockets Season - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX)<ht~://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.cona/teamwork/r.cfm?i 40521> 
Posted 12/6/2011 on the ik]3A Team Jobs Job Board 

See more matching j obs that might interest you<htt~://www.teamworkonline com/×lobs.cfm?id 1847191> 

The message was sent by TeamWork Online<http://www.team~vorkonline.cor~’> We are a recruiting software provider that networks 700+ sports employment pages into a single system 
to better match employers to candidates - 91% in the last 12 months. You applied for jobs ~vith us and asked to be notified of new open jobs. If you do not want to receive these emails, 
please go to http://w~v.teamworkonline.com/teamworL’mvcareer and change your settings. 

TeamWork Online 22550 McCauley Road Shaker Heights, OH, 44122, USA. [1847191 ] 



Dear Tia, 

We thought these new jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of 

the URLs belowto read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline. Once logged in, 

select "edit info" under your candidate record and press the Notifiers Tab. Select the types of 

notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. While there, don’t 

overlook signing up for the professional "Teammates" network on the Personal Tab and 

search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend 

Suite Sales Manaqer - Milwaukee Bucks, Inc. (Milwaukee, Wl) 

Posted 12/6/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Strateqy Research Intern - 2011-2012 Rockets Season - Houston Rockets 

(Houston, TX) 

Posted 12/6/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Community Relations Intern- Rockets 2011-2012 Season - Houston Rockets 

(Houston, TX) 

Posted 12/6/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Marketinq & Promotions Intern 2011-2012 Rockets Season - Houston 

Rockets (Houston, TX) 

Posted 12/6/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 

Marketinq & Promotions Game Day Intern 2011-2012 Rockets Season - 

Houston Rockets (Houston, TX) 

Posted 12/6/2011 on the NBA Team Jobs Job Board 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FansEdge <faJ~sedge service@response.whatcounts.com> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 8:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FREE SHIPPING Ends Today + Onterwear SALE Ends Sunday 

TEXT.htm 

FansEdge:<http:~/whatcounts.com/t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&c11 2I)03B16:E60B5FA291E88E29E7[q{FC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEb~B15&> Huge Jacket Sale is Ending[ Time is 
running out to save[]]<ht~p://whatcounts.comA?~1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ct[ 2I)03BOB:E60B5~M291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOFI34AF.[q-:~15&> 
View this email in web browser<http://whatcounts com/dm?id E60B5~M291E88E29E%’EFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AF.FB15> ] m mobile device<http://whatcounts.com/mdm? 
id [~50B5 [~A291 E88E29E 7FE[~’C3B0 [~)8~D885095AOF 134AEI,IaA 5 > 

Text FAN to 25859 
for exclusive offers [51 

[FansEdge: Everything for the fan]<htt~://whatcounts con’~,t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOA:E60B5[~A291E88E29E7FEFC3B0},I)SAD885095AOFI34AE[q-:~15&> [FansEdge: 
Everything for thefan] <http:t/whatcounts.com/t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ct[ 2I)03BOA:E60B5FA291E88E29E7}:[{t;C3BOI~’DSAI)885095AOF134A]b;I:[315&> 

[Like This Emai[ On Facebook] <http:i/www facebook congplugms/like.php?hre~http:,!/whatcounts.com/dm?id E60B5[~A291E88E29E7}:EI~’C3B0}:DSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&~-ef% 
3Dts&la,/out standard&show !’aces true&width 450&action like&colorscheme light&height 80> [FriendUs] <http://whatcounts.comit? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2DO3B17:F~OB5E4291E88E29E7FEFC’3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [Follow Us] <http:/iwhatcounts.com/t’: 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B18:E60B5FA291E88E29ETFEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [Blog] <http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2DO3B19:F~OB5E4291E88E29E7FEFC’3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> 

Home<http://whatcounts.com~/t?l 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOA:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> ix~L<http:i/whatcounts.cora/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B1A:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> MLB<http://w-hatcounts.comit? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B1B:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> NBA<http://whatcounts.conv’t’: 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B1C:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> iN~HL<http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B1D:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> NCAA<http:/iwhatcounts.com/t’: 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B1E:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> Tickets<http://whatcounts.com/t? 

r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D~3B~F:E6~B5E429~E88E29E7FEFC3B~FD8AD885~95A0F~34*~M~FB~5&>Gi~‘tCent~r<http://whatc~m~ts.c~m/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOC:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> 

[Free Flat Rate Shipping Only 3 Days, No 2vSnimum! Offe* Expires 12.09.11 at 11:59 PM CST]<http :i/whatcounts. com/t ? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOA:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> 
[This Week...All Outerwear On Sale Up to 50% Oft]<http://xvhatcounts.com/t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOB:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> 
[Shop ByLeague]<http://whatcounts.com/t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOB:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDS.Cff3885095AOF134AEFB15&> 
[NFL]<htr0:i/whatcounts.corr~’t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B20:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [MLB]<http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2DO3B21:F~OB5E4291E88E29E7FEFC’3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [NBA] <http://whatcounts.conv’t’: 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B22:E60B5FA291E88E29ETFEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [N~qL] <http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2DO3B23:F~OB5E4291E88E29E7FEFC’3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [NCAA] <http://xvhatcounts.cotr~’t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2DO3B24:E60B5FA291E88E29E7FFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&%20-Sale- 610837353 PG.html’.’emailid 120911 FE Outem’ear FinalFU> 

[GiftCenterC’hoosethePerfcctGift]<http:i/xvhatcounts.corrgt?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOC:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [NCAABig 
Logo Sweatshirts] <http://whatcounts.col~t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOD:E60B5FA291E88E29E,WEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> 
[Men’s Flannel Pants]<http://whatcountscomJt?1~1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03BOE:E60B5E4291E88E29E7FEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [Lanyards] 
<http://whatcounts.com/t?r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ct1 2D03BOF:E60B5E4291E88E29ETFEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134AEFB15&> [NHL3-in-1 Combos] <http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03B10:E60B5FA291E88E29ETFEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134.affffFB15&> 
[StaffPicks for Best Gifts - Nike My School Local Tees]<http://whatcounts.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1941558&1 55703&ctl 2D03Bll:E60B5FA291E88E29ETFEFC3BOFDSAD885095AOF134.affffFB15&> 

<http://w~vwfansedge.c~m/Ne~v-Y~rk-Giants-White-2~1-Side~ine-M~mentum-H~t-Jacket- 1053366162 PD.html?emailid e~rid> 
[Ne~v York Giants ;Vhite 2011 Sideline Momentum Hot Jacket] 

New York Giants White 2011 
Sideline iVlomentum Hot Jacket<http:/i~vw~v.fansedge.com/New-York-Giants-White-2011-Sideline-Momentum-Hot-Jacket- 1053366162 PD html?emailid e~rid> 
$62.99 
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New York Giants Blue 2011 
SidelineKickoffivli&v ...<http://www.fansed~ec~m/New-Y~rk-Giants-~ue-2~1~-Side~ine-Kick~ff-~vIidwei~ht-Jacket- -62379240 PDhlml?emailid earid> 
$89.99 

<http://v‘a~wfansed~e.c~m/New-York-Giants-Dedicati~n-[~u~-Zip-Lightwei~ht-Jacket- -2011545726 PD.html?emaili~egrid> 
[New York Giants Dedication Full-Zip Lightweight Jacket] 

New" York Giants Dedication 
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[New York Gianks Jacket: Nav,f Reebok Hooded Craftsman Jacket] 
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[New York Giants Blue 2011 Sideline Static Storm Heavyweight Jacket] 

New York Giants Blue 2011 
Sideline Static Storm ...<http://www.fansedge.c~ra/New-Y~rk-Giants-Blue-2~-Side~ine-Static-St~rm-Heav5~weight-Jacket- -62379147 PD.htrnl?emaili~e~rid> 
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<http://~wzw.fansedge.c~m/New-Y~rk-Giants-B~u~-2~11-Side~ine-Static-Storm-Lightweight-Jacket- -1272232729 PD.hm’~l?cmailid egrid> 
[New York Giants Blue 2011 Sideline Static Storm Lightweight Jacket] 

New York Giants Blue 2011 
Sideline Static Storm ...<http://www.fansedge.c~ra/New-Y~rk-Giants-Blue-2~-Side~ine-Static-St~rra-Li~htweight-Jacket- -1272232729 PD.t~tml?emailid e~rid> 
$67.49 
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~ ~ Free Flat Rate Shipping Only 3 Days, No Minimum~ ~er Expires 1209.11 at 11:59 PM CST 

i i~ ThisWeek...AII Outerwear On Sale UptoS0% Off 

Shop By League 

Gift Center Choose the Perfect Gift % NCAA Big Logo Sweatshirts 

Men’s Flannel Pants Lanyards NHL 3-in-1 Combos 

i ::~’~ Staff Picks for Best Gifts - Nike My School Local Tees 



~’i NewYork Giants White 2011 Sideline Momentum Hot Jacket 
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New York Giants Jacket: Navy Reebok Hooded Craftsma n Jacket 
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Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NBAStore.com <nb~fans.nba.com> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 10:49 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Big Friday Sale: Take 20% offyour Order 

TEXT.htm 

BIG Diday Sale - Take 20% Off Your Order 
Having trouble viewing this emai[? (;lick here<https://responses nba.comJservlet.’cc6?~IHoucr)D()SVhNLikliI.xLuHptQm~JQI~KmVaVRVGf6be6990G 11VhNLikIiLxLulIptQm~JQLKmVXLX> 
[http:/iwww.nba corn/media/top [ crnr.ipV] 
[http:i/www nba.com/media/ver tline.ip~] 
[http:/iwww.nba com/media/bot[ crnr.ipV]    BIG Friday Sale 
TAKE 20% OFF YOUR ORDER* <https://re sp o nse s. nb a. c om/servlet/c c 6 ? ~ IH © U CDDQ S V h NLikli L xLuHptQm~J()l.KmVaV S V9 w28 wfb 9 V S S Y BU Yr)B S VXLX > 
SHOP NOW >> <ht~ps:~/responses.nba.c~m/serv~et/cc6?~I1~UCDDQSVhNLik~iLxLu1~ptQm~J(‘)L]QnVaVSV9w28vAB9VSSYBUYD[3SVXLX>    [http://www.nba.com/media/top tipg] 

[http:i/www nba.com/media/ver tline.ip~] 
[NBAStore.com] <https://responses.nba.con-~serv~eVcc6?g]~[{QUCDDQSVh~,L~k~iLx[,u[iptQm~J~LKmVaVTV9W28v‘d~9VSSYBUYDBSVXLX> 

[http://www.nba.comJm ediaitopr crnr.ip~] 
[http://www.nba.com/media/vertline.ip~] 
[http://www.nba.comkn ediaibotr crnr.ip~] 

[Today only! Take 20% off your entire order] < ht*ps:~/responses nba.com/servlet.’cc6?glt]OUCDDQS’~NNl.ik IiLxl,ut IptQmAJQLKmVaVWV9w28w[b9VSS Y[JUYI)B S VXI.X> 
Today only{ Take 20% offyour entire order. Enter promo code BIGFRIDAY at checkout, tlurry, offer ends at 11:59 PM 
SHOP NOW >><https://responses.nba.com/serv~et/cc6?~IHQUCDDQSVhNL~k1iLxI,uHptQmgJ~LKmVaVYV9w28w~9VSSYBUYI)BSVXLX> 

*Exclusions apply. See website :[’or details. 

SIIOP BY CATEGORY 
[http:i/www.nba.comJmediaitopl crm.ipg] [http://w’~v.nba.com/media/vertline.ipg] 
[http ://’,~vw.nba. c off,’media/hot 1 crnr.ipg]    JERSEYS<https://resp~nses.nba.c~r~serv~et/cc6?~1HQUCDDQSVhNLik~iLxLuHptQmgJQLI~nVaVAV9w28w~9VSSYBUYDBSVX~X> 

~v~S<https://resp~nses.nba.c~m/se~Met/cc6?g~rIQUCDDQSVhNLik~iLxLuHptQmgJQLKrnVaVBV9~v28wfb9VSSYBUYDBSVXLX> 

K~DS 

<h tips :/kesponses.nba. c om,’servl et,’cc6 ? a lH Q U CDDQ S \~NL i kl i LxLuHptQmg JQ L KmV a V C V 9w 28wi~9 V S S Y B UYDB S V XL X >CLEAP~ANCE ~-h ttps://respo n ses .nb a. c omi s e r vl e t/cc6 ? 

g ~IQUCDDQ S¥’nNLikliLxLttHpt Qr~g JQLKmVa YTDV9~v28wflo9VS S YBU’~B SV~ X> [http ://www.nba.com/media/t opr crnr. ipg] 

[http://www. nba. c ore/media/vet tline, i Pg] 

[http://www a~ba. c on~Jmediaib otr crnr.ipf~] 

FEATURED COLLECTION" 

[http://’,~vw.nba.corr~’media/topl crnr.ipg] [http:/iwww.nba.com/media/vertline.ipg] [http:/iwww.nba.corr~’media/botl crnr.ipg] 
IT-Shirt Collection] <https:~,’responses.nba.c omJser, det/cc6 ?gIHQUCDDQ SVhXrLikliLxLaHptQmg JQLIQnVaVSRV9w28w~o9V S S YBU"!~DB SVXffbX> 
[http:/iwww.nba.corr~’media/topr crnr.ipg] [http:i/www.nba.corn/media/vertline.ipg] [http:i/wwwa~ba.com/mediaibotr crnr.ipg] 
T-Shilt Collection 
SHOP NOW >><htt~s:i/res~onses.nba.cor~gse1~zlet/cc6?~lHOUCDDOSVhNL ikliLxLuHl~tOm~JOLKrnVaVSSV9xv28xvKb9VSSYBUYDBSVXLX> 

FEATURED PRODUCTS 

[http :i/xa~’w.nba. c on,Jmediait o’01 crm.il)a] 
[httl~://www.nba.com/media/ver tline.il~] 
[http:i/xa~’w.nba.con,Jmediaibotlcrm.jpg] [Shop All Jerseys] <https:i/responses.nba.com/set~zlet/cc6? 
g~rtOUCDDQS~’n_NLjkljLxLuHptOmgJQLKmVaVSTV9w28,~ogVSS~73UYDBSVXLX> 

adidas Los Angeles Clippers Blake Griffin Revolution 30 Replica Road Jersey 

Shop All Jerseys >><https://responses nba.c~serv~e~jcc6?g~I~UCDD~SV~-~NLik~iLxLuHptQmgJ~LKmVaVSV~W9w28‘a~9VSSYBU5‘~)BSV~X> 
[http ://w~vw nba cona/media/topt.jpg] 
[http://www nba.com/media/vertline.jpg] 

[Shop All Youth Apparel] <https://responses.nba c~r~serv~et/cc6?gRIQUCDDQSV~NLik~iLxLuHptQ1:~JQLKmVaVSYV9w28w-~9VSSYBU‘*~)BSVXLX> 
adidas Boston Celtics Youth (Sizes 8-20) On-Court Warmup Jacket 

SHOP NOW >><https://res~nses.nbac~serv~et/~cc6?g~HQU(~DD~SVh~N~ik~iLxLuHptQmgJQLKmVaVSAV9w28wf~9VSSYBUYDBSVX~X> 
Shop All Youth Apparel >><htt~s://resp~nses.nba.c~na/serv~etjcc6?gIHQUCDDQS\~NLik~iLxLuH~tQmgJQLKmVaVSBV9w28w~b9VSSYBU~DBSVXLX> 
[http : / /’www.nba. col~’media/toprcrnr.jpg] 
[http://www.nba.com/media/vertline.jpg] 
[http : / /’www.nba. col~’media/botrcrnr.jpg] 

SHOP BY TEAM 
[Shop by Team] 
CONTACT US<htt~s:~/resp~nses.nba.c~m/serv~et/cc6?gIH~UCDD~SVhNL~k~iLxLuHpt~mgJ~LKmVaVYSV9w28wf~9VSSYBU~DBSVXLX> I 1.866 SHOP NBA 

[Shop by Team] 
[Shop the BIG Friday sale at the NBA Store NYC]<https://resp~nses.nba.c~na/serv~e~cc6?~r~UCDD~S\~NLik~iLxLuHpt~mgJQLKmVaVYAV9w28wf~9VSSYBUYDBSVX~X> 

This message was sent to you because you are subscribed to NBA Oilers email communications. 

Be sure to add nba@fans.nba.com to your email address book Update your email address, favorite team or other preferences at the All-Access Member 
Cen~er<ht~1~s://resp~nses nba.c~m/serv~et‘‘cc6?~I~UC[N)QSVhNLik~iLxLuHptQm~JQL~‘~nVaVYBVc~28wfb9VSSYBUYDBSVX[~X> (NBA.con~,allaccess) 

This email was sent to: overstre@emaihunc edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe, click here<https://responses.nba.comiservlet/cc6? 
~[t]QUCDDOS V hN.ikiiLxLut lptOmaJOL~nVaVYCV230vG0b9 VHIPvVLStlqTvVUCBIN)BqSTTSUWSS RSCAYVqSV’¢,W2W322WdGvVSTA SDYARUSq~OkqKAYJUSUMI.HWSW[AAJBAWi’,/It~ 
to change your communication preferences. 



NBA All-Access Member Relations 
645 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
NBA.com Network PrlvaW ~icy<https:/~resp~nses.nbac~n~‘serdet/cc6?~]1IQUCDDQS‘~nNLi1diLxLuIIptQm~JQLKmVaVYDV9w28w~9VS~¥[3UYI)BSVXLX> 

The N’[~A identifications are the intellectual property of the N’[~A and its teams 
[~] 2011 N[3A Properties, [nc 
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track:"on" shape="rect" 

href~~’http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.js~?llr~schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e~~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

JwSNQ75LIIIzPslD\aldo9z__v9w3u4XTTU5AX9tN_zDy46syAwWsAash9Kcak5WKa5tFCHh- 

U LtWrL9OrIAB511-uI~g3e0-~miwLzL- 

soESJLjShTcBNRBkMvtF_xW%~0LrIIMFm3fsPb9ayspRqEgNDZ4BS2tKHP5G87yu5x0w:=" linktype:"l" 

target="_blank">Baseball GM & Scouting course</a> today!<br i><br />The Winter Meetings 

proved successful for many MLB teams. Read a recap of the winners and losers here: <a 

style="color: rgb(255, 102, 0); text-decoration: underline;" track="on" shape="rect" 

href~~~httP://r2~.rs6.net/tn.js~?l~r=schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 
o LEtpS4wNzvFSRqTFD4Pu%%~JmFRzVG~B5z~imcH24YK8reGJmy~EM~UJALXKxuxPJVgxs~c-~kWIqdc~-F2M7GcP 

bdAS- 

U~~8EAX-JSAh5ccDiNyc6pF7fzMTzASXwLV~uqACrJgdqz9qcwNKuKI87tWTHRyZ~gTqTGTvJmGeRaqKnLgBEE7 

A5Tlv__CaiFGsQcIJS9rHZiRraC2CvLKngIV5hnshcntwWa7eg3Ys_JLw==" linktype="l" 

target="_blank">SI.com Baseball Winter Meetings Winner and Losers</a><br i><div 



sty~e~~~c~~~r:#FFFFFF;f~nt-fami~y:Aria~~He~vetica~sans-serif;f~nt-size:~~pt;text-a~ign: 

left;" align:"left">&nbsp;<!div><!img><!td><itr><itable><a 

name="LETTER.BLOCK4"></a><table class="ArticleBorder" style="margin-bottom:5px;" 

border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding:"5" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCK3"><tr><td style:"color:#000033;font-family:Times New 

Roman,Times,serif;font-size:14pt;background-color:#3399CC;text-align: left; " 

bgcolor="#3399CC" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align:"left"> 

<div> 

<p style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 

0px; text-align: left;" align="left"><b>S~W Baseball Agency Growing</b><ip> 

<idiv> 

<itd><itr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left; " rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<table class="imgCaptionTable" style="text-align: center; margin-top: 5px; margin- 

bottom: 5px;" width="185" align="left"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImg" style="text-align: 

center;" width="185" rowspan="l" colspan="l"><img style="text-align: left;" 

height:"240.5" vspace="0" border="0" name="ACCOUNT.IMAGE.631" hspace="0" width:"185" 

alt="Jeff Gray Mariners Pitching" 

src="http:/!ih.constantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/631.jpg" !><!td></tr><tr><td 

class="imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: normal; font-weight: 

normal; text-decoration: none; color: #666666;" rowspan="l" colspan="l">Jeff 

Gray<itd></tr></table> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left;" align="left"><a 

style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left; color: rgb(255, 153, 0); 

text-decoration: underline; " track:"on" shape="rect" 

href~~’http://r2~~rs6.net/tn.js~?llr~schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e~~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

LDh59n~c5yss6Z~6zIUJW9hhU4iL~~zejbfcHqM9sB5DlY~xkzkYRXp~~q~3N3uZ~-sJlSiSpvxYfwKv6KpT- 

9B_EhUIhJ25rXLSuXxZiTIHiLjlHCG_LRK9e29KdfUna6hG5e--uqGi51bu6pHaQkOw2BqEgbJaJb6- 

7FiXwLHAyM_SwHgCz-" linktype="link" target="_blank">Athlete Management</a> graduate 

Tony Ciccolella is a great example of how graduates can go from studying to be sports 

agents to one day flying across the country to see a client pith in a Major League 

baseball game. Tony is now the principal agent for Excess Sports Worldwide &nbsp;and 

serves as a mentor to <a style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left; 

color: rgb(255, 153, 0); text-decoration: underline; " track="on" shape:"rect" 

href~~’http://r2~~rs6.net/tn.js~?llr~schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e~~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

KqKM8aAE25c8ru7~vVScdcHa8Ww2rp4GRpMDv4-tkLcUIxM~YX68~wYPS~Tg5XBrF7HkhRjUIMF-y4n~~NJ6ZAg 

4ju~hXehj7~~WsfLE7wN53RYbMdfAHN2zuA24hcGKdAlPBd~QJc7~8QUbI7UwyYY~s6JRetFGVu~4KPGDhkDk9X 

nllmUQxsVQE17xtyiH’PXqTg0FI0jdlRNXbRYOPvS" linktype:"link" target="_blank">SMWW Agent 

Advisors</a> who focus on baseball. &nbsp;Tony completed the Athlete Management course 

in 2004 and has grown immensely in the business since then. Tony now represents pitcher 

Jeff Gray of the the Seattle Mariners and pitcher Josh Judy of the Cleveland Indians. 

Congrats to Tony</p> 

<table class="imgCaptionTable" style="text-align: center; margin-top: 5px; margin- 

bottom: 5px;" width="255" align="right"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImg" style="text- 

align: center;" width="255" rowspan="l" colspan= 1 ><img style= text-align: right;" 

height="166.6" vspace="0" name="ACCOUNT.I}ghGE.632" border="0" hspace="0" width="245" 

alt="Josh Judy Cleveland Pitching" 



src="http:/!ih.constantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/632.jpg" !><!td></tr><tr><td 

class="imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: normal; font-weight: 

normal; text-decoration: none; color: #666666;" rowspan="l" colspan="l">Josh 

Judy<itd></tr></table> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left;" 

align:"left">&nbsp;for enduring the ups and downs of breaking into the majors as an 

agent° Dr. Lashbrook takes pride in seeing graduates like Tony and clients find success 

with SMWW and beyond. &nbsp;<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left;" 

align="left">&nbsp;<!p> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left;" align="left">If you 

are interested in representing professional athletes like Tony, <a style="margin-top: 

0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left; color: rgb(255, 153, 0); text-decoration: 

underline; " track="on" shape="rect" 

href~~~httP://r2~.rs6°net/tn.js~?l~r=schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

KOiM-Mi5bQQ5mEu9VoNNma-tMP7F- 

GzRooccO7aZjHaYzAHx0TGK2 K 46LBgunvAszEdEKKeCf96avFFrIu6rA MtZ0toK- 

OmPFECDPaD2IGIpCovUllnVS9hyjzaqug=" linktype="link" target="_blank">sign up</a> for the 

Athlete Management Course Today!</p> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px; text-align: left;" 

align="left">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<ip> 

<itd><itr><itable><a name="LETTER.BLOCK5"><ia><table class="ArticleBorder" 

style="margin-bottom:5px;" border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5" 

id="content LETTER°BLOCK5"><tr><td style="background-color:#3399CC;font-size: 14pt; 

color: rgb(0, 0, 51); text-align: left; font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; " 

bgcolor="#3399CC" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div><strong>Baseball GM & Scouting Instructors<istrong></div> 

<itd><itr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left; " rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"><strong><br i><img 

vspace="5" border="0" name="ACCOUNT.IMAGE.593" width="370" alt="baseball header" 

src="http:/iih°constantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/593°gif"><br i><p 

style="color: #a20000; margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><span style="color: 

#3fffff;"><img height="57" vspace="5" border="0" name:"ACCOUNT°IMAGE°634" width="lll" 

alt="MLB Logo" src="http:iiihoconstantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386/imgi634ogif’’ 

align="left">Larry D’Amato<iimg><ispan>&nbsp;<span style="color: #ffffff; font-weight: 

normal;">has been scouting baseball for over 40 years° He started in 1970 as an area 

scout and held scouting positions as an Area Scout, Scouting Supervisor, National Cross 

Checker, Pro Scout. Moreover, Larry was also a &nbsp;Major League Scout for the 

Pittsburgh Pirates, Cincinnati Reds, New York Yankees, Major League Scouting Bureau, 

Texas Rangers, and most&nbsp;recently the Houston Astros° The players he personally 

discovered and signed include Rod Scurry, Fred Breining, Jeff Lahti, Terry Lee, Jim 

Neidlinger, Steve Cooke° Larry has covered high schools, junior colleges, four year 

colleges, and the Pacific Coast League, Northwest League and the Pioneer League. He has 

set up and run Free-Agent Tryout Camps all over the USA. He has covered both Arizona 

and Florida Major League Spring Training, in addition to the National League West, 

American League West, National League Central, American League East, International 

League, and various Mexican Leagues. Larry is a three time winner of the Topps Scouting 



Award and has erned 4 World Series Rings during his tenure as a pro 

scout.&nbsp;<ispan><ip></img></strong><br /><p style="color: #a20000; margin-top: 0px; 

margin-bottom: 0px;"><span style="color: #3fffff;"><strong><img 

src="http:/iihoconstantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/435ojpg" 

name="ACCOUNToIKAGEo435" width="90" vspace="5" border="0" alt="Maury Brown" 

align="left’’ height="89’’ hspace="5">Maury Brown&nbsp;<!img><!strong></span><span 

style:"color: #ffffff;">is a well known baseball business analyst and author, as well 

as the founder of the BizofBaseballocom. He is a regular contributor to Forbes 

SportsMoney and FanGraphs. In regards to baseball, Maury has freelanced for the New 

York Post, Yahoo! Sports, Baseball America, CNBC, MSNBC, and NBC Sports° Maury’s first 

work in baseball was assisting in the Submission to Major League Baseball for the "MLB 

to Portland" effort during the Expos relocation derby. His main contribution involved 

the proposed Charter Seat License program. Maury was a contributor to Baseball 

Prospectus, was on the staff of The Hardball Timesr and he is the former co-chair of 

SABR’s Business of Baseball cozmmittee. His book contributions include the 2007 Baseball 

Prospectus , the 2007 Football Prospectus , as well as an essay on the Collusion 

Rulings of the late ’80s and early ’90s within Rob Neyer’s Big Book of Baseball 

Blunders : A Complete Guide to the Worst Decisions and Stupidest Moments in Baseball 

History and the Maple Street Press, 2010 St. Louis Cardinals Annual (The Price of Doing 

Business).<ispan></p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><a style="color: rgb(255, 153, 0); text- 

decoration: underline; " track="on" shape="rect" 

href="httP://r2~.rs6°net/tn.jsP?~~r~schvxfbab&et~~~~8944394887&s=~57744&e~~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

KOiM-Mi5bQQ5mEu9VoNNma-tMP7F- 

GzRooccO7aZjHaYzAHx0TGK2 K 46LBgunvAszEdEKKeCf96avFFrIu6rA MtZ0toK- 

OmPFECDPaD2IGIpCovUllnVS9hyjzaqug=" linktype="link" target="_blank">Sign up</a> for the 

Baseball GM & Scouting course today!<ip><!td></tr></table><!td> 

<!tr> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" width="100%" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

</td> 

<itr> 

</table> 

</td> 

<td style="background-color:#3399CC;width:150px;padding:5px;" 

bgcolor="#3399CC" valign="top" width="450" rowspan:"l" colspan:"l" align="left"> 

<table border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="l" cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td width="100%" rowspan:"l" colspan:"l" align="left"> 

<a name="LETTER.BLOCK7"><!a><table style="margin-bottom:5px;" 

border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" 



id="content LETTER.BLOCK7"><tr><td style:"font-size: 10pt; font-family: Arial, 

Helvetica, sans-serif; text-align: left; color: #050833;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" 

align="left"> 

<p style="text-align: center; margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;" 

align="center"><strong>Baseball GM & Scouting Course Overview<!strong><!p> 

<itd><!tr><tr><td style:"text-align: left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; color: #050833; 

text-align: center;" align="center">Baseball GM & Scouting Instructor, Maury Brown, on 

the course and how SMWW can help you<idiv> 

<div style="color: #ffc468; font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

10pt;"> 

<table class="imgCaptionTable" style="margin-top: 20px; margin-bottom: 20px; text- 

align: center;" width:"158" align:"center"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImage" width="158" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l"><a track="on" 

href~~~httP://r2~.rs6.net/tn.js~?l~r=schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

JQYdumsct6tS~5mDxcuGV4Zdcsp~~w~6whPMnj8NSVLgSfZdaxF9yxzNf4YVcVErWP~~jDLK8eREf5ftESmPI7y 

Dw32nlT6Kzf2KGf~XBxEVnmAGufQMIdijf9hf6bSMY3mdrnAJN64W4yhRtA3~G26vzSx3XXyKKh~gUgwt~hrxM 

S-PFKaf0" shape="rect" target="_blank"><img border="0" width="158" alt="BASEBALL GM" 

src~"htt~s://thumbnai~°c~nstantc~ntact.c~m/rem~ting/v~/vthumb/Y~UTUBE/6dfdd5a86b694249b 

764dd9cb76dd489" i><ia></td><itr><itable> 

<idiv> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><br /><idiv> 

<p style="color: #ffc468; font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10pt; 

margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p> 

<itd><!tr><itable><a name="LETTER.BLOCKl2"><ia><table style:"margin-bottom:5px;" 

border:"0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCKI2"><tr><td style="color: #ffffff; text-align: left; font-size: 

12pt; font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align:"left"> 

<div><b>Ask Dr. Lashbrook:<!b><idiv> 

<itd><itr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left; " rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"><img height="132" 

border="0" name="ACCOUNT.I}ghGE.498" width="100" alt="Lynn Lashbrook Head Shot 2009" 

src="http:iiih.constantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386!imgi498.gif" i><itd><itr><tr><td 

style:"font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #ffc468; text-align: left; 

font-size: llpt;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div>Need Career Advice?&nbsp;<idiv> 

<div>Have a question?&nbsp;</div> 

<div>Can’t decide which course?<idiv> 

<div>Looking for career strategies?<idiv> 

<br /><div><a style="color: rgb(255, 102, 0); text-decoration: underline; " track:"on" 

shape=" rect" 

href~~~httP://r2~.rs6.net/tn.js~?l~r=schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

LXFijtU8w-iexcceyU~JMyhaLqxIZe4SPkTkuVaj2BJxVPLTVruHAI%~T~PH2rT3ckwaYtt5z~2r~4QPbFG5j-~ 

O6ckxJgkGwTJwNI3DwvD-X8jl5d7S2iKJNNWZK5i7JiyHy9ZfgwOHVXaI- 

AlriKbWfel__azQBq5fBQPCWbyA==" linktype="l" target="_blank">Fill out this form</a> and 

Dr. Lashbrook will give you a quick callo<idiv><div>&nbsp;<!div><!td></tr></table><a 

name="LETTER.BLOCK9"><ia><table style="margin-bottom:5px;display: table; " border="0" 



width:"100%" cellspacing="0’’ cellpadding:"10" id="content LETTERoBLOCK9"><tr><td 

style~~~c~l~r:#FFFFFF;f~nt-family:Arial~Helvetica,sans-serif;f~nt-size:~~pt;text-align: 

left; " rowspan:"l" colspan:"l" align="left"><img vspace="5" name="ACCOUNToI}~GEo296" 

border="0" width="165" alt="Concordia University Chicago" 

src="http:i!ihoconstantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386/imgi296ojpg" !><!td><itr><tr><td 

style~~~c~l~r:#FFc468;f~nt-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;f~nt-size:~~~t;text-align: 

left; " rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div style="color: #ffc468; text-align: center;" align:"center"><span style="font-size: 

10pt; color: #050833;"><strong>Sports Management Masters & Doctorate 

Degrees:</strong><ispan><idiv> 

<div><span style="color: #000000; font-size: 10pt;" color="#000000" size="3" 

face="’Times New Roman’"> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style="color: #050833;" 

color="#050833"><b>&nbsp;<!b></span></div> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style:"color: #050833;">Have you 

always dreamed about getting your Masters or Doctoral Degree from an institution with a 

solid reputation, but do not have the time to attend classes or residencies? SMWW has 

the solution!<!span></div> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center">&nbsp;<idiv> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align:"center"><span style="color: #050833;">SMWW has 

partnered with Concordia University Chicago (CUC) to offer you a regionally accredited, 

online and affordable opportunity to earn your <span style="font-size: 

llpt;"><strong>Bachelors,<!strong><!span></span></div> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style:"color: rgb(5, 8, 51); 

font-size: llpt; "><strong>&nbsp;Masters,&nbsp;<!strong></span><idiv> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style="color: rgb(5, 8, 51); 

font-size: llpt; "><strong>and&nbsp;<istrong></span><!div> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style="color: rgb(5, 8, 51); 

font-size: llpt; "><strong>Doctorate<istrong><ispan><idiv> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style="color: #050833;">in 

Education/Sports Management & Leadership.<ispan><idiv> 

<div style:"text-align: center;" align="center"><a style="color: rgb(255, 102, 0); 

text-decoration: underline; " track:"on" shape="rect" 

href~~~httP://r2~.rs6.net/tn.js~?l~r=schvxfbab&et=~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

Jt5qYeKnIavqUG- 

S~vPPkG7d~ZUDw7jZX5thvnrK~iygIpxg7mHAB3~5G~g9RL7y5mAkHM3g~u~ylim3gQ2X3NtKifsQuLv84- 

m7HO89L44AoCMEZu_gWBCkBSGHj-9Kzbqs2klStQqS94hUS7seCGiqD9FIidaM=" linktype:"l" 

target="_blank">More information here...<ia><!div> 

<ispan><idiv> 

<itd><itr><itable><a name="LETTER.BLOCK6"><ia><table class="ArticleBorder" 

style="margin-bottom:5px;" border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCKS"><tr><td style="background-color:#3399CC;font-size: 14pt; 

font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: rgb(0, 0, 51); text-align: left; " 

bgcolor="#3399CC" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style="font-weight: 

bold;">&nbsp;Follow S}~[W<br /> on <br !>Twitterr <br !>Facebook</span>, <br />6 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>LinkedIn<istrong><ip></div> 



<itd><itr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left; " rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"><span><span 

style="color: #ffcc66;"><br /><br /><a track="on" 

href~"htt~://r2~.rs6°net/tn.jsp?llr~schvxfbab&et~~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e~~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

IDWOey42UOZxVOWu7B182N6RsZ5EPr4WIK5y- 

IGlxGgW21HSqO65tNulHcw2m7Pa3mWNQbzFIFEunIAySxUmmC9AdOhKw6zMgZ4G mu vFFw:=" shape="rect" 

linktype="twitter" target="_blank"><img border="0" alt="Follow us on Twitter" 

src="https:i/imgssl.constantcontactocomiui/imageslibtn_twit_160.png" title="Follow us 

on Twitter" i></a><br /><a track="on" 

href~~~httP://r2~°rs6.net/tn.jsP?l~r~schvxfbab&et~~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

ICEYY31VLS_zMUZIZiKNqh~TV~OhlGb7C4yj_vDi_BBSTMVOJZba-OkPPGNglTH51mKpn- 

LkjLLd6qLCn6JfFNiDUBIV2j_xsaQF9r3jHzZncaOu- 

KFyZ6h6SJ~~pcjJv94a-JSw8T2266RzS~3GgERKjQzqBhfHPqJBbGbku5~95pXDkly3LM4pTK-kfdApry~btDxk 

U_0uri4WszASY_hGwPR_vM5tIgk=" shape="rect" linktype="facebook" target="_blank"><img 

border="0" alt="Find us on Facebook" 

src="https:i!imgssl.constantcontactocom/ui!imageslibtn_fbk_160.png" title="Find us on 

Facebook" i></a><ispan><span style="color: #000033;"><a track="on" shape:"rect" 

href~~~httP://r2~~rs6.net/tn.jsP?l~r~schvxfbab&et~~~~8944394887&s~~57744&e=~~~I2ykPnV3Uk 

KJIAer-LtEAyIdlz4x4Ourh- 

Kxk2duGhBZgI3hJgj~8-qMegpTyGcsdJ879rHSrAIIRFheyzckFu~iJ5iKNT6a6Znup-M~s8awyKzLJgLEHHq2c 

RuvDDA4FOnf2XGqfq6JBb-R5SbuidFV2RAWh28Bd2xQIAkxmH0=" linktype="linkedin" 

target="_blank"><img border:"0" alt="View our profile on LinkedIn" title="View our 

profile on LinkedIn" 

src="https:i!imgssl.constantcontactocom/ui!imageslibtn_ikdin_160.png" 

!></a><ispan><ispan><span>&nbsp;<br 

/> <ispan><itd><itr><itable><itd> 

<!tr> 

<!table> 

<itd> 

<itr> 

</table> 

<itd> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td height="10" width="100%" rowspan:"l" colspan:"l" align="left"> 

<table style="border-color:#E68B29;margin-top:6px;border-width:3px;border- 

style:dashed;background-color: rgb(153, 204, 255); " bgcolor="#99ccff" border="0’’ 

bordercolor="#E68B29" width:"100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCKS"><tr><td style="font-family: ’Arial Black’, ’Avant Garde’; 

color: #373e59; margin-top: 6px; text-align: left; font-size: 10pt;" valign="top" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l" align:"left"> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center"><span style:"color: #000033;"> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Sports Management Worldwide</p> 
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December 11,201 l 
Don’t Treat Players Like (]]adiators 

By Oscar Robertson 
Today there is a tremendous dispari~ in how the NCAA treats its student athletes and the way it treats its member institutions. Student-athletes are treated like gladiators ~revered by fans 
and coveted by member institutions for their ability to produce revenue, but ultinrately viewed as disposable cormnodities. They are given no ability to negotiate the contents of their 
scholarships, oRen pm~ished severely for even the smallest NCAA violations, and discarded in the event they" suffer raajor inj~ucies. 
Meanwhile, raember institutions are often given free passes araid NCAA violations so that they- can protect their and the NCAA’s financial interests (punishment of institutions generally 
comes after years of neglect). At the end of the day, both the NCAA and its member institutions are focused on the money they can raake off student-athletes, not on the student-athletes’ 
best interests. 
There are a number of reforms that should be put in place to protect student-athletes. At the very least: 1. They should be able to hire a lawyer to represent them in analyzing and 
negotiating the contents of their scholarships, and the NCAA should pernrit its member institutions to corapete more with one another relating to the contents of scholarships they offer; 2. 
Student-athletes should be given greater procedural safeguards in the disciplinary process, particularly so they" are not scapegoated; and 3. Student-athletes should be given sufficient 
protections so that the ill effects of injuries suffered in service to member institutions do not fall disproportionately on them. 
Student-athletes are not permitted to have a lavqier give them advice about NCAA-sanctioned scholarships. That is a problem. As it stands, the NCAA and its raember institutions hold all 
the bargaining power and preclude student-athletes from negotiating and understanding the entirety of scholarship obligations. That bargaining position leaves the student-athletes at a 
severe disadvantage. 
Not that a scholarship system should be abolished, but student-athletes should be given more financial aid than they currently- receive. Student-athletes are limited in the number of hours 
they can be employed because of the tinre they devote to playing college sports. The NCAA should take that into account and compensate student-athletes more fairly while they are 
playing sports for the member institution and the NCAA. 
Additionally, student-athletes should be given nrore protection in the interpretation of NCAA rules and their enforcement. Scholarships should be revoked under only the direst 
circun~stances, such as criminal convictions or failing to maintain a sufficient GPA[~but in all cases, the student-athlete should be able to contest scholarship revocation. Often the 
punistwacnt far exceeds the potential wrong. For exaraple, a basketball player went on a trip with some friends over the summer. On that trip, someone gave the player a free nreal and hotel 
room. That player was recently suspended for six games. The punistm~ent does not seem proportionate to the alleged wrong. F~ucther, the NCAA will use student-athletes for profit and then 
discard thera aRer the financial gain has been raade. The NCAA and its menrbcr institutions, for instance, will allow a top player to participate in a bo~vl game to maximize earning potential, 
and then punish the player severely after the NCAA and the institutions have cashed in on the event. 
If student-athletes suffer injuries while playing an intercollegiate sport at an NCAA member institution, their scholarships should be guaranteed all the way tl~ough their undergraduate 
studies there. In addition to having a la~vyer or representative bargain for them, student-athletes should also be allowed to form the equivalent of what are players’ unions in professional 
sports, so they can have a self-appointed group of representatives to speak on their behalf. The student-athletes, not the NCAA or its member institutions, should be the ones choosing 
which individuals represent them. 
Furthermore, the student-athlete’s rights to the use of their images or likenesses, both before and after their playing days, need to be acknowledged. Certainly an institution should be able 
to broadcast games, but reasonable limitations must apply. The student-athletes must have some control over the marketing of their images and likenesses during and after college. If, for 
example, an institution were making muney off jersey sales with a particular player’s number on it, the player should be given some control over how the jersey is sold and over the revenues. 
Moreover, if a player ~vins an individual trophy’ or is given some other object, with the mind-set that he or she will be able to keep that item, then why can’t the player do what he or she 
wants with it? 
Athletics may, play an important part of a college student’s life, whether as a student-athlete or a fan. There is nothing wrong with that Athletic competition has malay virtues, as I can attest. 
But the system must be fair, particularly for the relatively po;verless student-athletes The reforms discussed above are just a fe;v ways in ;vhich the scales may be brought back toward a 
reasonable balance 
Oscar Robertson is a former college, Olympic, and professional basketball player. He is a former president of the National Basketball Association’s Players Association. 
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[n4a] Would you like to do a webiuar? 

Hello eye,zone, 
I hope your fall semesters are ending or have ended successfully We recently finished finals here at Ole Miss and are in the midst of end of semester eligibili~ reports - FL~- TD~ES’. 

As part of the N4A’s educational efforts we host a series of webinars The 2011 series is in the books and I am reaching out for volunteers to do webinars for 2012. I alrea@ have a handful 
of presenters in place, but I need a few more (preferred dates: mid to late-Febma~z, late September) 

So why do a webinar? 
PROS: Share your knowledge’.!’. 

Earn CEI.Ys 
Build your resume 
Impress your supervisor 
Provide cost effective ways for professionM development 
Get a small honorarium ]2~r your e[forts 
Learn some new computer skills (powerpoint, etc.) 
Have funt 

CONS: 7777? 

If you are interested, please email me with a proposed topic and presenter(s). 
Thanks for all your help. 

Happy Holidays, 
Karen 

********************************************* 

Karen E Schiferl 
Senior Associate Athletic Director for Academic Support 
University of Mississippi 
Office of Student-Athlete Academic Support 
Fed Ex Center 
836 All-American I)rlve 
Universi~’, MS 38677-1848 
(662) 915 -7757 Phone 
(662) 915-7878 Fax 
Pplease consider the environment before printing 
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Dear Ca rol i na Fa OL~ i ty, S t~aff, and Students, 

A few days ago you received a survey concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of tile services provided 

by the Department of Public Safety.          We are seeking your input to improve those services and 

wouid appreciate you~ oo~pleting the quest}Jonnaire. 

The survey is located at: https://uncodum.gualtrics.com/WRQuaitricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS 43i0f4ZX28hhllg 0CdXDU5w44PSHpm& 1 

Please complete the questionnaire by: December 22, 2011. 

If you have any questions about the survey o£ problems with the website, please respond to this email 

an@ ous staff will be glad to assist you~ 

Thank you for your time and input, 

Department} of Public Safety 

University of No£th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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family:Times New Roman,Times,serif;font-size:14pt;background-color:#3399CC;text-align: 

left;" bgcolor="#3399CC" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div>Holiday Gifts for the Sports Fan<br />By Rick Horrow and Karla Swatek<br i></div> 

</td></tr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:ArialrHelvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<table class="imgCaptionTable" style="text-align: center; margin-top: 5px; margin- 

bottom: 5px;" width="135" align="left"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImg" style="text-align: 

center;" width="135" rowspan="l" colspan="l"><img style:"text-align: left;" height="93" 

vspace="5" border="0" name="ACCOUNToIMAGEo651" hspace="5" width="125" alt:"Rick Horrow 

& Liz LAshbrook" src="http:!iih.constantcontact.com!fsO63!llOO777954386iimg!651.jpg’’ 

i></td><itr><tr><td class="imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: 

normal; font-weight: 400; color: rgb(255, 255, 255); font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans- 

serif; font-size: 8pt;" rowspan="l" colspan="l"> 

<div>Rick Horrow, S~,~W Faculty<idiv> 

<itd><!tr><itable> 

&nbsp;<span>&nbsp;</span> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp; <em>(Rick Horrow, SMWW Faculty, 

and the architect of more than i00 sports facility projects in cities like New York, 

Chicago, and Los Angeles. Rick’s advising and consulting work was credited for bringing 

the Heat to Miami and the Browns back to Cleveland. Rick is also the Sports Business 

Analyst for CNN, Fox Sports, and the Fox Business Channel. Rick serves as visiting 

expert of sports law at the Harvard Law School, his alma matero&nbsp; Rick hosts a new 

television show titled "Sportfolio" about the business and economics of the 

game.<!em><ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Here are Rick Horrow and Karla Swatek’s 

five categories of 2011 hottest sports-related gifts:&nbsp;<ip> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip> 



<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>l.) Gear<istrong><ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Nothing is more basic for the diehard 

sports fan than the <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>jersey of his 

favorite player, perhaps customized with his own name on the back.</strong><ispan> As 

they continue their quest for back-to-back Super Bowl victories, the <a 

shape:"rect">Green Bay Packers</a> lead all <a shape="rect">NFL<ia> teams in team 

merchandise sales through the end of Novermber, with quarterback Aaron Rodgers at No. 1 

on the jersey sales list and teammate Clay Matthews right behind him at No. 2o The <a 

shape="rect">Pittsburgh Steelers</a> follow the Packers in team sales, with the <a 

shape="rect">Cowboys<!a>, <a shape="rect">Bears</a>, and <a shape="rect">Patriots<ia> 

completing the top five. <a shape:"rect">Broncos<ia> quarterback Tim Tebow is No. 6 on 

the jersey list and closing fast. Most standard replica jerseys on <a 

shape="rect">www.nflshop.com<!a> go for $84o99.</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Packers fans, of course, can go even 

deeper in their support of the Pack this holiday season by purchasing shares of the 

team. The NFL franchise, conducting its first stock sale in 14 years, sold 1,600 $250 

shares in the first ii minutes the stock was available online. By the end of the second 

day, the team had sold more than 185,000 shares, raising about $43 million of the $143 

million needed to renovate La~eau Field (<a 

shape="rect">www.packers.com/communityishareholders.html</a>)o</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Even a prolonged lockout can’t stop the 

stampede of basketball footwear and player-branded sneakers. Nike’s (<a 

shape:"rect">NKE<ia>) fall "Basketball Never Stops" campaign produced higher same-month 

shoe sales in October of this year than in October 2010 for Nike endorsers like Kevin 

Durant, Kobe Bryant, and LeBron James, according to SportsOneSource, while Adidas’s (<a 

shape="rect">ADS:GR<!a>) "latest quarterly earnings statement included growing sales of 

basketball footwear," according to a company spokesperson.<!p> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">The Chicago Tribune reports that <a 

shape="rect">Bulls<ia> star Derrick Rose will "step onto the court on Christmas Day .oo 

in <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>a new pair of shoes representing 

Chicago’s ’L’ traino"<istrong></span> The red leather "Windy City," with a blue "L" map 

and metallic upper echoing the train cars’ exterior, also celebrates Rose’s Chicago 

heritage (<a shape="rect">www.adidas.com<ia>) .&nbsp;&nbsp;<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>2.) Gadgets<istrong><ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Last year it was the iPad-in 2011, 

Amazon.com’s (<a shape="rect">AMZN<!a>) $199<span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong> Kindle Fire<istrong><ispan> has joined the Apple (<a 

shape="rect">AAPL<ia>) tablet on tech-savvy wish lists. Golf Digest Editor-in-Chief 

Jerry Tarde likes it for a specific reason. "It’s the size of the original Golf Digest 

back in 1950," he recently told SportsBusiness Journal, "and our magazine now looks 

great on this device" (<a shape="rect">www.amazon.comikindlefire<ia>) .<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Gadgets are always in the goodie bag 

mix for bowl participants, and personal choice seems to be the watchword for bowl 

organizers in 2011. Instead of choosing specific devices, a majority of bowls are 

opting for Best Buy (<a shape="rect">BBY<!a>) gift cards for athletes and staff, or 

offering celebrity-style gift suites. Common items in the bags and suites: Fossil, 



Tourneau, and Timely Watch Coo <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong>watches;<istrong><ispan> Oakley <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong>sunglasses<istrong></span> and<span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong> Flak Packs<istrong></span>; and Beats by <span style="color: rgb(255, 

255, 0);"><strong>Dro Dre headphones and earbuds</strong><ispan> (essentials in the NFL 

and NBA) .<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">For extreme sport participants who 

can’t wait to get their latest maneuvers up on <a shape="rect">YouTube<ia>, <span 

style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>GoPro wearable, waterproof HD video 

cameras,</strong><ispan> like the GoPro HD Hero 2, attach right on your helmet, board, 

or bike and can upload and connect to a handheld device wherever you can get a signal 

(<a shape:"rect">wwwogoproocom<ia>) .&nbsp;&nbsp;<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>3.) Video Games<istrong></p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">NFL players have long had their 

touchdown dances-you can see many an end zone move on the library of EA Sports’ (<a 

shape:"rect">ERTS<!a>) <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Madden NFL 

games</strong><ispan>, long at the top of video game industry bestsellers (including 

the latest release, Madden NFL 12, $59.99) .<!p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">This year the dancing genre of video 

games is boogieing right past perennial top-sellers in football, fight, fitness, and 

general adventure. This fall, according to NPD Group, sales of such dancing titles as 

<span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Just Dance 3, Dance Central, and Zumba 

Fitness 1 and 2<istrong></span> ($25-$45) jumped 326 percent from a year earlier° The 

boom of fitness games such as those for the Wii Fit have given way to the Dance 

Centrals played on Microsoft’s (<a shape="rect">MSFT<ia>) Xbox 360, which uses its 

console’s Kinect motion-sensing camera to track players’ movements and score them based 

on how well they perform a dance routineo<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">For the video game industry, the dance 

games have provided a terrific opportunity to attract female users, a demographic that 

doesn’t typically do a lot of gaming (nearly eight in i0 dance game players are female, 

according to NPD) . Celebrity tie-ins help, including the popular Black Eyed Peas 

Experience, produced in collaboration with this year’s Super Bowl halftime 

performers.<!p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">The news is not as rosy for other 

categories of games. While the Madden titles continue to perform well, football games 

in general have seen a 4 percent drop over the last year, selling around 7 million 

total units° Racing games have dropped by a percentage point as well, logging around 12 

million units sold, compared with about 13 million units sold in the dance genre-a 

clear sign that gaming companies won’t be trading their dancing shoes for more cleats 

any time soono&nbsp;&nbsp;</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>4.) Books</strong><ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Whether they’re consumed on the latest 

e-reader or via old-fashioned paper and ink, books are still an integral part of the 

holiday gift experience. These titles caught our eyes, as well as those of the many 

sports industry professionals who recently shared their holiday wish lists with 

SportsBusiness Journalo<ip> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Numero uno on industry pro’s lists is 



the <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>biography of late Apple CEO Steve 

Jobs,</strong><!span> written by Walter Isaacson with Jobs’s full cooperation in the 

months leading up to his death in October. Others expressed a desire to read <span 

style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Boomerang: Travels in the New Third World, the 

latest from Michael Lewis,<istrong></span> also author of The Blind Side and Moneyballo 

A baseball-themed work of fiction also made its way onto numerous yearend "best of" 

lists, as well as the shortlist for prestigious literary awards. <span style="color: 

rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>The Art of Fielding: A Novel, by Chad 

Harbach<!strong><!span>, is the story of a small college baseball star whose quest for 

the big leagues goes off course.</p> 

<p style:"margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">O’Neill, the wet suit and surf apparel 

giant, is helping to celebrate its 60th anniversary with the release of <span 

style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Jack O’Neill: It’s Always Summer on the 

Inside,<!strong><!span> written with prominent surf writer Drew Kampion. The coffee 

table-size title follows the journey of the man whose passion drove him to create an 

innovative suit that allowed surfers to be the first in the icy waters of the San 

Francisco Bay and the last out, and launched a deep sports vertical market.<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Life coach Chrissy Carew mined the 

stories of her list of NFL clients to produce<span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong> Insightful Player: Football Pros Lead a Bold Movement of 

Hope,<istrong></span> a collection of inspiring stories from some of the top names in 

the NFL game appropriate for young adults and older fans alike. And finally, we’d be 

remiss if we didn’t mention our own sports business primer, <span style="color: 

rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Beyond the Scoreboard: An Insider’s Guide to the Business of 

Sports,<istrong><ispan> released by Human Kinetics in August of this 

year.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>5.) Wine<!strong><!p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Every year, it seems, more sports 

industry notables see their names on the label of a wine bottle. From John Madden 

himself to skater Peggy Fleming and a handful of race car drivers, the "sports wine" 

category is taking up more space on cellar shelves.</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">Some sports-related vintages making a 

splash this year include offerings from former Chicago Bears coach Mike Ditka, whose 

<span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Kick Ass Red<!strong></span> is one of 

many wines the Mendocino Wine Co. puts together for the NFL legend (<a 

shape="rect">wwwomikeditkawines.com<ia>) o Cornerback Charles Woodson has gotten into 

the wine game as well through Napa Valley’s <span style:"color: rgb(255, 255, 

0);"><strong>TwentyFour Wines</strong><!span>-the number Woodson wore while playing for 

the Oakland Raiders before he joined the Green Bay Packers. A donation of $i0 from 

every bottle sold goes to C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital at the University of Michigan, 

Woodson’s alma mater (<a shape="rect">www.twentyfourwines.com<!a>) .<!p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">The most interesting wine story of 2011 

by far, however, comes from a far more unfamiliar appellation: China. When former NBA 

standout Yao Ming was growing up there, most wine was served with ice cubes. Now 

retired and living in his native Shanghai, Yao is a trailblazer on the Chinese wine 

scene. Last month he launched his own California winery geared exclusively for the 

Chinese market, <span style="color: rgb(255, 255, 0);"><strong>Yao Family 



Wineso<istrong></span> Distributed by French beverage giant Pernod Ricard (<a 

shape="rect">RI:FP<ia>)r bottles in the first 5r000-case run are simply labeled Yao 

Ming and, at 1,775 yuan ($289), aimed at the top end of the market (<a 

shape="rect">www.yaofamilywinesocom<ia>)<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<br />Rick Horrow teaches <a 

style:"color: rgb(255, 153~ 51); text-decoration: underline;" track="on" shape="rect" 

href~~’http://r2~°rs6.net/tn.js~?llr~schvxfbab&et=~~~8985~~9~5~&s~~57744&e~~~~IvbD-hNqPH 

q3rgtEKKUdvlGbulKFHGu7tNcQwbt793Dvx OOmB2mYW49su0NSCffyXepvaGLAU7dKn641aijQgwimkInsJBYs 

V3~hflp3GRZiVSHmTO-P~{GgiRhqsXd6dlQgzSPc54sG-CdmU3Co-jtTRRNb7Zw0AleZ3vvtK0=" 

linktype:"l" target="_blank">Sports Jobs 101.<ia>&nbsp;<ip> 

<p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip> 

<itd><itr><itable><itd> 

<!tr> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" width="100%" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align:"left"> 

</td> 

<itr> 

</table> 

</td> 

<td style="background-color:#3399CC;width:150px;padding:5px;" 

bgcolor="#3399CC" valign="top" width="450" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<table border="0" width:"100%" cellspacing="l" cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td width:"100%" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<a name="LETTERoBLOCK24"></a><table class="ArticleBorder’’ 

style:"margin-bottom:5px;" border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="5" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCK24"><tr><td style:"color:#000033;font-family:Times New 

Roman,Times,serif;font-size:14pt;background-color:#3399CC;text-align: left;" 

bgcolor:"#3399CC" rowspan:"l" colspan:"l" align="left"> 

<div style="text-align: center;" align="center">SMWW Staff Pick Gift Ideas:<br i></div> 

<itd></tr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"><br /><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>*NFL Team Toaster</strong> - start 

your morning with your favorite NFL Team Logo on your toast. (FansEdge.com)<ip><table 

class:"imgCaptionTable" style:"text-align: center; margin-top: 5px; margin-bottom: 

5px;" width:"ll0"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImg" style:"text-align: center;" width="ll0" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l"><img height="95" vspace="5" border="0" name="ACCOUNToIMAGEo652" 

hspace="5" width="100" alt="NFL Team Toaster" 

src="http:/!ih.constantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/652.jpg" !><!td></tr><tr><td 

class="imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: normal; font-weight: 400; 



color: rgb(255, 255, 255); font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt;" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l">NFL Toaster</td><itr><itable><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin- 

bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*<strong>MLB 

Stadium Travel Map</strong> - Track and display all the Major League Baseball ballparks 

you’ve visited. (Exposuresonline.com)<!p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 

0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*<strong>NASCAR Stock 

Car</strong> ride along Experience - Dr. Lynn has done this with his staff. After 

experiencing speeds of over 150 miles per hour, all the SMWW staff believed that 

drivers are true athletes!</p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 

0px;">&nbsp;<ip><table class="imgCaptionTable" style="text-align: center; margin-top: 

5px; margin-bottom: 5px;" width="135"><tr><td class="imgCaptionImg" style="text-align: 

center;" width="135" rowspan="l" colspan="l"><br i></td></tr><tr><td 

class="imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: normal; font-weight: 400; 

color: rgb(255, 255, 255); font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt;" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l"><img height:"ll2" vspace="5" border:"0" 

name="ACCOUNT.I~GE.622" hspace="5" width:"150" alt="nascar" 

src="http:iiih.constantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386/imgi622.jpg"><br 

i></img></td><!tr><itable><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*<strong>Winter Classic Hockey 

Tickets</strong> - in a rare outdoor game, this celebrates hockey at its purest form. 

January 2, 2012 at Citizens Bank Park in Philadelphia, watch the New York Rangers vs. 

Philadelphia Flyers.</p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*The book - <strong>"The Enlightened 

Bracketologist:<istrong> The Final Four of Everything" by Reiter, Sandomir, 

Holmes&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*Going to an interview at the Maple Leafs? 

Make sure you show off your <strong>IPhone Maple Leafs cover.<!strong> <a 

shaPe~~~rect~~>(http://www.f~~tballfanatics.c~m/NHL-T~r~nt~-MaPle-Leafs-iPh~ne</a>)</p><~ 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; 

margin-bottom: 0px;">*Your favorite <strong>NCAA Team Tin filled with 3 kinds of 

popcorn</strong> - great for bowl game parties (popcornfactory.com)<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; 

margin-bottom: 0px;">*<strong>iGrill - The First Bluetooth Enabled Grilling and Cooking 

Thermometer - </strong>multitask between your grill and guests with the peace of mind 

that your food is perfectly cooked. (Frontgate.com)<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; 

margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*For our 

Cricket readers - The</p><table class:"imgCaptionTable" style:"text-align: center; 

margin-top: 5px; margin-bottom: 5px;" width="ll0" align="right"><tr><td 

class="imgCaptionImg" style:"text-align: center;" width="ll0" rowspan:"l" 

colspan="l"><img height="164" vspace="5" border="0" name="ACCOUNT.IMAGE.654" hspace="5" 

width="100" alt="Cricket Tie" 

src="http:iiih.constantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386!imgi654.jpg" i><itd><itr><tr><td 

class:"imgCaptionText" style="text-align: center; font-style: normal; font-weight: 400; 

color: rgb(255, 255, 255); font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif; font-size: 10pt;" 

rowspan="l" colspan="l">Cricket Business Tie</td><!tr><itable><p style="margin-top: 

0px; margin-bottom: 0px;"><strong>cricket necktie<!strong> (zazzle.com)<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; 



margin-bottom: 0px;">*For our Rugby fans - <strong>Rugby cufflinks<istrong> 

(store.rfu.com)<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*And who wouldn’t want a <strong>Dana 

White Action figure?</strong> (ufcstore.com)</p><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin- 

bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">*<strong>SMWW 

Career Conference<!strong> - call our office and we will set you up with a gift 

certificate to the career conference of your choice. Put your loved one in heart of 

any sports business event including the NFL Combine, NBA Summer League, NHL Draft, or 

Winter Baseball Meetings. (S~4W.com)<br /> <br /> *<strong>S~4W Sports Career Training 

Course</strong> - help a friend or family member start a new career in sports!&nbsp; 

(SPZ~W.com)<ip><p style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;<!p><p 

style="margin-top: 0px; margin-bottom: 0px;">&nbsp;</p><itd><itr><itable><a 

name="LETTER.BLOCKl4"><ia><table style="margin-bottom:5px;background-color: rgb(184, 

228, 245);" bgcolor="#bSe4f5" border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCKI4"><tr style="text-align: center;" align:"center"><td 

style:"font-family: Times New Roman,Times,serif; font-size: 10pt; color: rgb(0, 0, 

51);" rowspan="l" colspan="l"><span style="font-weight: bold; font-size: 14pt;">Ask Dr. 

Lashbrook <!span><itd><!tr><tr><td style="color:#FFFFFF;font- 

family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font-size:10pt;text-align: center;" rowspan="l" 

colspan="l’’ align:"center"><img height:"120" border:"0" name:"ACCOUNT.IMAGE.358" 

width="80" alt="Lynn Lashbrook" 

src="http:/iihoconstantcontact.com/fsO63/llOO777954386iimg/358ojpg" i><itd></tr><tr><td 

style~~~c~l~r:#FFc468;f~nt-family:Aria~,Helvetica~sans-serif;f~nt-size:~~~t;text-align: 

left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div><span style="color: rgb(0, 0, 51);">Dr. Lynn Lashbrook, <br i>SMWW President, has 

a vast knowledge of sports management careers and opportunities. He is happy to answer 

your questions and assist you with your career strategies. Can’t decide if you should 

finish your degree? Acquire a Masters or Doctorate?&nbsp; Always dreamed of becoming a 

Sports Agent?<ispan><br /><br /><a track="on" shape="rect" 

href~"htt~://r2~.rs6°net/tn.jsp?llr~schvxfbab&et~~~~8985~~9~5~&s~~57744&e~~~~IvbD-hNqPH 

oyYXWv_EuPIjQ7C0gnNV06M kmBVq9ZFLpeQKC4Ghe2qDyd6B9iJ9xckjzcSsysuguKPOFvelSSjNpwxAS2m3WJ 

unL4WClbpSeMUvdhJIQH98HMjFUqCpqI6OCzLWNstk=" linktype="link" target=" blank">Fill out 

this quick form and he will contact you!<ia><br !><br !><span class="ccFontUpdated" 

style:"color: rgb(0, 0, 0);"> </span><br i><idiv> 

</td></tr><itable><a name="LETTER.BLOCKl6"><ia><table style="margin-bottom:5px;" 

border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="10" 

id="content LETTER.BLOCKI6"><tr style:"color: rgb(0, 0, 51);"><td 

style="color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Times New Roman,Times,serif;font-size:10pt;font- 

family: Times New Roman,Times,serif; font-size: 10pt; color: rgb(0, 0, 51); text-align: 

left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div style="text-align: center;"><span style="font-size: 12pt;"><b>EARN UNDERGRADUATE & 

GRADUATE CREDIT<ib><ispan></div> 

<itd><!tr><tr><td style:"color:#FFFFFF;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font- 

size:10pt;text-align: center;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align:"center"><span 

style="font-size: 12pt;"><b><img height="100" border="0" name:"ACCOUNToIKAGEo287" 

width="100" alt="WOU logo" 

src="http:iiih.constantcontact.comifsO63illOO777954386/imgi287.jpg" 



i></b><ispan><!td><itr><tr><td style="color:#FFC468;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans- 

serif;font-size:10pt;text-align: left;" rowspan="l" colspan="l" align="left"> 

<div><br /><span style="color: rgb(0, 0, 51);">Are you a current college student? Do 

you want a job in sports upon graduation? Do you want to qualify for an internship with 

a professional team or well-know sports agency?</span><br /><span style="color: rgb(0, 
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Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

A power purchase agreement (PPA) is a vitally important component of a renewable 

energy project for buyer and seller alike. For the project developer or owner selling 

the electricity, the PPA provides the long-term revenue stream needed to secure 

financing for the project. For the utility buyer, the PPA ensures the buyer will have 

the renewable generation available to apply toward meeting its renewable portfolio 

standard (RPS). As the nation continues to focus on spurring renewable energy 

development, knowing and understanding the intricacies of a PPA is becoming 

increasingly important. 

The PPA creates a long-term relationship between parties. It will control the 

transaction for years to come, including key terms and conditions regarding price, 

environmental attributes, project construction timelines, termination, and damages. 

These terms and many others can be heavily negotiated prior to the signing of the 

PPA in order to allocate risks between both parties. As the renewable energy 

community continues to grow, these negotiations are becoming more and more 

sophisticated. 

This course is designed for developers of renewable energy projects, those working 

at electric utilities, and other professionals in the energy industry who want an in- 

depth understanding of a renewable energy PPA. It will cover the major provisions 

included in all PPAs and highlight the considerations and terms specific to renewable 

energy technology. The course will also describe key points for negotiation from both 

the buyer’s and seller’s perspectives. 

Review the importance of a PPA for both buyers and sellers of renewable 

electricity, including a discussion on the impact of state and federal regulations 

Describe key terms and conditions in a renewable energy PPA and discuss the 

terms that are renewable-technology-spedfic 

Discuss risk allocation of technical challenges specific to wind projects 

Explain the implications of differing state regulations on biomass PPAs 

Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

Supreme Court upholds eyewitness identification 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website] ruled 8-1 [opinion, 
PDF] Wednesday in Perry v. New Hampshire [SCOTUSblog 
backgrounder] that the Due Process Clause does not require a 
preliminary judicial inquiry into the reliability of an eyewitness 
identification when the identification was not procured under 
unnecessarily suggestive circumstances arranged by law 
enforcement. The petitioner was convicted ... 
2012-01-11 10:14:27 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

__S____u__preme Court rules on Outer Continentai Sheff 

Lands Act 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website] ruled unanimously 
[opinion, PDF] Wednesday in Pacific Operators Offshore LLP v. 
Valladolid [SCOTUSblog backgrounder] that the Outer Continental 
Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) [43 USC 1331-1356 text] extends coverage 
to an employee who can establish a substantial nexus between his 
injury and his employer’s extractive operations on the outer 

continental shelf ... 
2012-01-11 13:16:32 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_Ij__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R_~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of tile most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

Supreme Court hears arguments on FCC indecency 

policy 
[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website] heard oral 

: arguments [day call, PDF] in two cases on Tuesday. In FCC v. Fox 
Television Stations, Inc. [transcript, PDF; JURIST report], the court 
heard arguments on whether the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) [official website] current indecency enforcement regime 

violates the First or Fifth Amendments [text] to the US Constitution 
by being too ... 
2012-01-11 10:14:27 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

Supreme Court overturns conviction due to DA 

: withholding evidence 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website] ruled 8-1 [opinion, 
PDF] Tuesday in Smith v. Cain [JURIST report] to overturn the 
conviction of Juan Smith due to the New Orleans District Attorney’s 
office [official website] withholding material evidence from the 
defense. Smith was convicted of murder largely on the testimony of 
one eyewitness. However, the District Attorney’s office had 
statements ... 

: 2012-01-11 10:14:27 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

What plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"10 Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and much 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

Supreme Court rules on religious employees, 
.__e___m___p__!__o__~__m____~__n__t d!__s___c__r_!__m___Ln__a___t_Lo____n_ 
WASHINGTON ’ In a groundbreaking case, the Supreme Court on 

: Wednesday held for the first time that religious employees of a 
: church cannot sue for employment discrimination. But the court’s 
: unanimous decision in a case from Michigan did not specify the 

distinction between a secular employee, who can take advantage of 
the government’s protection from discrimination and retaliation, and 
a religious ... 
2012-01-11 13:59:16 Deseret Morning News 

: Supreme Court backs credit card binding arbitration 
The U.S. Supreme Court dealt at least a partial setback Tuesday to 
credit card customers seeking to break free from the bonds of 

~ binding arbitration, the often business-friendly procedure that blocks 
consumers from taking their complaints to court. On an 8-1 vote, the 
court reaffirmed that one of several, sometimes conflicting, federal 
laws permits credit card companies to enforce the binding 
arbitration ... 
2012-01-11 12:32:02 Nasdaq 

Attorney General expands Human Trafficking 

_ The Kansas Attorney Generals office announced expansion of an 
state advisory board Wednesday that recommends improvements to 

: Kansas laws and policies to combat human trafficking. Kansas 
Attorney General Derek Schmidt made the announcement on National 

: Human Trafficking Awareness Day, which has been designated by the 
United States Senate as part of the global effort to raise awareness 

of human ... 
2012-01-11 10:57:50 KWCH 12 

1~13: N.3. attorney general’s office files suit against 
N.Y. tobacco company 



The state Attorney General’s Office has filed suit against a New 
TO ORDEI~: York-based tobacco company that allegedly advertised and sold roll- 

your-own tobacco illegally to New 3ersey residents .... 
E RISA Fiduciary ]Law for Non- : 2012-0 1-11 07:30 : 50 S ta tell n e 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

n~:R~: ..c...~..~..t.~.~.a.~.~-k...~..~.~...e-d...e-r...a~[~.c-~.~r.~.a.~.b-~..~ ~__Q_~ £~ ~ ~ 

The 10 C ...... d .... ts of an : .__C____h__~__t_~__~____r~____o____o__g_~ 

ERISA Fidudary" CD: $275 CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (VVTVV) ’ Hamilton County officials in a federal 

CL~C~:HER~ court filing have asked if their new written grounds rules that prohibit 

Both (Bookand CD-- Best : tents for overnight sleeping violate the constitutional rights of 

: Occupy Chattanooga protesters who are camped on the county 
Value) $349 ~I-zI-C--:~--][~-~-R-~ courthouse lawn. County commissioners said they are not looking to 

evict Occupy participants who have about a dozen tents and a 

**********************        ca m pfi re ... 
2012-01-11 10:42:37 Daily News 3ournal 

Advertising 

Today’s News 
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Subscribe/Unsubscribe 
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Oriskany man sentenced in federal court for 

demolishing asbestos-filled building without notifying 

EPA 

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (WKTV) - An OrJskany man was sentenced this 
: week in Federal Court in Syracuse for violation of the Clean Air Act. 

According to a U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of New York, 
Leonard Pugh, 74, of Oriskany, previously pleaded guilty to hiring an 
unlicensed individual to demolish a building he owned at 44 Old 

: Mohawk Street in Whitesboro, knowing that he would not be 
notifying the ... 
2012-01-11 12:56:41 NBC-WKTV News Channel 2 

171 ’Guantanamo Detainees’ to block entrance to SF 

Federal Court of Appeals 
_ Share With Friends A "human chain" of 171 people - dressed in 
orange jumpsuits and in cages - representing the remaining 
Guantanamo detainees will assemble WEDNESDAY in front of the San 
Francisco Federal Building and 9th Circuit Court of Appeals to bear 
witness to the continuing and indefinite detention of men who were 
rounded up, treated inhumanely, and sent to the prison. The SF 

action is at 12 ... 
2012-01-11 09:48:13 NewsBlaze 

LawNewsWatch - 3212 West End Ave. - Suite 500 - Nashville - TN - 37203 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

NCDP Vice Chair <headquarters@ncdp.org> 

Friday, Janum31 13, 2012 4:49 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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2012 Sanford-t]unt-Fr),e [)inner 

Friend, 

Governor Sanford, Governor Hunt, and Chief’Justice Frye blazed a trail of progress in this state that will never be forgotten. In acknowledging their legacies, let us reflect on the good deeds 
each of these men have accomplished, and remind many why we are so proud to call them our own. 

[Gov Terry Sarfford] 

Governor Terry Sanford 

James Tetry Sarfford was the 65th Gnvernor of North Carolina, a two-time U.S. Presidential candidate in the 1970s and a U.S. Senator. Sanford was a strong proponent of education and 
introduced a number of refi~rms and new programs in North Carolina’s schools and institutions of higher education as the state’s governor, increasing funding fi~r education and establishing 
the North Carolina Fund. A lifelong Democrat, he was noted :[’or his progressive leadership in civil rights and education. 

[Gov Jim Hunt] 

Governor Jim Hunt 

Governor Jim Hunt spearheaded the transformation of its economy from traditiunal industry to knowledge-driven industries ~ biotecl-mology, pharmaceuticals and IT. During Hunt’s 4- 
terms as governor, North Carolina was nationally recognized for leading through two decades of dramatic economic change and educational reform. Among his many successes in 
education, Smart Start, his early childhood education program, has been a model for the nation and has received several prestigious awards. 

[Chief Justice Frye] 

Chief Justice Henry Frye 

Born in Richmond County in 1932, Frye grew up in the farming corrmrunity of Ellerbe. He earned his undergraduate degree at North Carolina A&T University in Greensboro and his law 
degree from L2qC-Chapel Hill. He also sel~,’ed in the U.S. Air Force as a munitions officer stationed in Japan and Korea and later as a Judge Advocate General Area Representative with the 
Air Force Reserve. 

Frye became in 1968 the first African-American elected to the state legislature in the 20th century-. Serving in the House from 1969 to 1980 and in the Senate froru 1981 to 1982, Frye 
introduced legislatiun banning literacy tests as a requirement for voter registration. Frye was appointed as an associate justice un the North Carolina Supreme Court by Gov. Hunt in 1983, 
becoming the first Aflican-.~erican to selwe on the court. In 1999 Justice Frye became the first African-American to hold the highest post in the Court, sel~Ang as its Chief Justice until 
2001. 

[Sarfford Hunt Frye Tickets]<httl~://action.ncdo.or~/oa~e/m/75d6971 e/3aOc78cS/5e6e4dcai4d98b662/2526789162iVEsE/> 

Please join us at the aunual Sanford-Hunt-Frye Dinner on Saturday, January 28 at the Greensboro Marriott Hotel. Help us honor these 3 great leaders as we embark on this important 
election season. 

Sincerely, 

Owen Wilkins 
NCDP 1st Vice Chair 

Doug Wilson 
NCDP 2rid Vice Chair 

Tony McEwen 
NCDP 3rd Vice Chair 

Copyright 2010 North Carolina Democratic Party 
220 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27603 
919-821-2777 (Fax) 919-821-4778 headqualt ers@nc@.org<mailto:headqu arters@ncdp org> 
Click here to unsubscribe<http://acti~n.ncdp~rg/page/m/75d697~e/3a~c78c8/5e6e4dca/4d98b661/2526789~62/VEsF/> 

Paid for by the North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate ~s committee. 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_Ij__I~.I_~_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

Supreme Court Unanimously Affirms Unique 
Constitutional Protection of People of Faith 
There is great cause for rejoicing today in our nation because of a 
tremendous decision by the U.S. Supreme Court upholding its 
affirmation of both the Establishment and the Free Exercise Clauses 
of the First Amendment.Related Supreme Court Ruling Hailed as a 
Victory for Religious Freedom Supreme Court’s Religious Hiring 
Decision: Is It Really That Suprising? Supreme Court Upholds 
Church’s Religious ... 

2012-01-13 14:24:52 Christian Post 

US Supreme Court: Credit Repair Act claims can be 
arbitrated 

Because the Credit Repair Organizations Act is silent on whether 
claims can proceed in arbitration, the Federal Arbitration Act 
mandates that the parties’ arbitration agreement be enforced, the 

: U.S. Supreme Court has ruled. A group of consumers brought suit in 
federal court against CompuCredit, a company that marketed a 
credit card that purported to help rebuild ... Login required One Year 
Online-Only ... 
2012-01-13 13:15:00 Wisconsin Law 3ournal 

W,Va, seeks US Supreme Court redistrictin~ stay 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. ’ West Virginia officials want the U.S. Supreme 
Court to put a hold on the federal ruling that struck down the state’s 
new congressional districts. A Friday petition to the nation’s high 
court argues that the justices would likely overturn the U.S. District 
Court ruling against West Virginia’s redistricting plan. Officials want 
to use that map for the upcoming election. All three ... 

: 2012-01-13 17:07:17 Columbus Republic 

United States: California Supreme Court Applies 
Administrative Exemption to Claims Adjusters - 

: Littler ~endelson 
: In the waning days of 2011, a unanimous California Supreme Court 
: gave California employers a holiday present in its long=awaited 

opinion that diminishes the importance of the outmoded analytical 
: tool known as "the administrative/production worker dichotomy" for 

determining whether employees are properly classified as exempt 
"administrative" employees for the purposes of wage and hour law. In 
its decision ... 

: 2012-01-13 12:17:41 Mondaq 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

~Vhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

~hat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"10 Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law- 

for only $349-- a $121.60 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

After workplace death in Californiar federal 

workers’ compensation benefits are clarified 

The U.S Supreme Court recently ruled that a widow can seek 
workers’ compensation benefits under the Outer Continental Shelf 

: Lands Act, even where the death of a widow’s husband occurs on an 
: onshore oil processing facility. Tragically, the workplace death of a 

California man led to the Court’s ruling. A California man worked as a 
: roustabout for Pacific Operations Offshore. The worker spent 

most ... 
: 2012-01-13 13:27:21 Find Law 

Haine’s Office of Securities Announces Znvestment 
...$..c...a....m...~...$..e.~.n.~.t..e...n....c..i..n..g~.i...n..~.F...e.~d...e...~L~.~.~.~ 
Maine Government News Professional &, Financial Regulation - 
Securities Office of Securities Participated in Investigation Leading to 
12-Year Sentence and Restitution Order Maine Securities 
Administrator ludith ~. Shaw announced today that lames Rivera, 
who was recently found guilty of scamming several Maine investors 
and dozens more throughout the United States in connection with a 
phony energy ... 

: 2012-01-13 15:3~:4~ Maine.gov 

Friday Horning Reads: Caylee’s law, prison closures 
: and slots 
: TALLAHASSEE == It’s the end of the first week of session, and the 

week concludes with a meeting on potential higher education 
reforms. But yesterday brought plenty of news from the state 
capitol, including the news that the state would be closing seven 

: prisons. To catch up on anything you may have missed yesterday, 
here are five stories you should be reading this morning. ~ The Sun- 
Sentinel reports .,. 
2012-01-13 15:16:30 South Florida Sun-Sentinel 
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2011 Reports Are Due Jan, 15 

PROVIDENCE, RI ’Secretary of State A. Ralph Mollis is reminding 
everyone who lobbies the General Assembly that Jan. 15 is the 
deadline for filing two important reports. State law requires 
legislative lobbyists and their firms and clients to file 2011 Annual 
Reports and December 2011 monthly reports with his office by this 
Sun., Jan. 15. Mollis posts information about who is lobbying as 
well _. 
2012-01-13 12:38:28 Review Zone 

Court says Texas can berlin enforcin~ abortion- 

sonogram law 
Texas can begin immediately enforcing a new state law that requires 

: doctors to perform a sonogram before an abortion and show the 
image to the patient, a federal appeals court has announced. A 
three-judge panel of the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals followed up on 
its decision this week to lift a temporary injunction imposed by a 
lower-court judge, who ruled the law violated the First Amendment 
rights 
2012-01-13 15:25:43 USA Today 

Federal judge to sentence 3 men in NC terror ring 
Three men face the possibility of life in prison Friday for joining a 
North Carolina terrorism ring that federal agents said plotted attacks 
on the 0uantico U.S. Harine Corps base and foreign targets. 
Hohammad Omar Aly Hassan, Ziyad Yaghi and Hysen Sheriff were 
convicted after a month-long trial that started around the tenth 
anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks..ludge Louise 
Flanagan ... 
2012-01-13 12:07:19 Columbia Missourian 

LawNewsWatch - 3212 West End Ave. - Suite 500 = Nashville - TN - 37203 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doug Wilson <headquarters@ncdp.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2012 9:17 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

Dr. M~in Luther King, Jr. Day 

TEXT.htm 

[http ://action ncdp or~/pa~e/-/wrapper/ima~es/ncdems-emai~-~o~o.~if]<http://action.ncdp or~/pa~e/m/75d697~ d/3a0c78cSi5e6f55f6/4d98b667/503948186/VEsH/> 

Today, we celebrate the life of an individual who fought to make America great. Dr Martin Luther King led a grassroots movement across our nation to ensure that our quali~ of life is not 
determined by the color of our skin, but the content of our character. This year also marks the 25th Anniversary that State Senator Dan Blue, as a member of the State House, sponsored a 
bill that made Martin Luther King Day a state holiday 

In 2008, I was moved deeply to join a grassroots movement which was considered a watershed moment of my generation. I worked tirelessly to help elect Barack Obama to become President 
of the United States of America. There are many who believe that Dr. King[~ls dream was realized in that moment in 2008, but in reality, the dream is something that must be carried out by all 
of us every day to be successful in keeping America great 

Let us remember that Martin Luther King Day is [~A Day on, not a Day off[Z Please visit this link, and join the Martin Luther King Day of Action activities that are happening all over North 
Carolina today.<http://action.ncdp or~/pa~e/m/75d6971 d/3a0c78cS/5e6f55f6/4d98b666/503948186/VEsE/> I thank you in helping keep Dr. King [~ls dream ahve. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Wi lson 
2rid Vice Chair 
North Carolina Democratic PaW 

[http://action.ncdp.orgipage/-iwrapper/imagesicontrib emai~.ipg]<http://acti~n.ncd~.~rg/~a~e/m/75d6971d;3a~c78c8/5e6f~5f6/4d98b665/5~3948186/VEsF/~ 
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North Carolina Democratic Pariy 



Animals in Action: An Ackland-Kidzu Collaboration 

Thursday, 19 January, 4:00 - 5:30 PM 

Animal antics and actions wi[[ be explored in this afternoon program for 4- to 8-year-o[ds. In the Ackland’s 

galleries, we’[[ look at animals in works of art and even become animals ourselves, using facial expressions, 

body positions, and gestures. We’ll also think about the scenes and settings for animal characters in works of 

art, and how these further help te[[ the characters’ stories. In the Kidzu Children’s Museum studio, we’ll create 

original artworks full of animals in action. 

Meet at the Ack[and Art Museum. 

Cost: S5 per child. Registration is required. Contact Jillian Lum, 919.933.1455, [um.kidzu®gmaiLcom. 

Ackland Film Forum" D’Est (1993, Dir. Chantal Akerman) 

Thursday, 19 January, 7:00 PM 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre 

123 E. Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In this visual film, Akerman presents a mesmerizing repertory of 

people and landscapes recorded on her journey through East 

Germany, Poland, and Russia during a changing and precarious time. 

Returning to the formally rigorous aesthetic of News From Home, the 

film Akerman made 15 years earlier about New York City, her 

moving panorama of "the East" is not only a record of a time and 

place but also of a singular cinematic method. 

Admission is free with a University ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are 

available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

The Ack[and Film Forum is a collaboration between the Ack[and Art Museum and numerous departments at The University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill highlighting different aspects of the art of cinema and showcasing the aesthetic power of film. Art films, narrative films, and 

documentaries are chosen by UNC-Chape[ Hill faculty and Ackland staff, often in connection with particular courses, campus-wide 

initiatives, or exhibitions. 

Click here for a complete Ackland Film Forum schedule. All screenings are held at the Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street. 

Family Day - More than Words: Text in Art 

Sunday, 22 January, 2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Build museum memories with your family at the Ack[and’s monthly Family Day! 

This month, we’ll look at text in art, finding lots of examples in the Ack[and’s new exhibition The Spectacular of Vernacular. Join a Family 

Tour at 2:00 PM to [earn more ways to interact with art, and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at the Creation 

Station and Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are available throughout the program. 

Come to Family Day for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon -- it’s all FREE and open to the public! 

Now on View: The Spectacular Vernacular 



The Ack[and Art Museum at The University of North CaroLina at Chapel Hi[[ is the final venue- 

and the only Southeast venue-of this traveling exhibition, organized by the WaLker Art 

Center, MinneapoLis. Embracing the rustic and the humbly homemade as we[[ as the clash of 

street spectacle and commercial culture, The Spectacular oJ: Vernacular brings together 25 

artists whose work fosters a dialogue between contemporary art and the creative 

manifestations of quotidian items. 

Read more about 

The exhibition catalogue may be purchased at the AckLand Museum Store. 

The Spectacular o~ Vernacular is organized by the WaLker Art Center, MinneapoLis, and is made possible by generous support from the Andy 

WarhoL Foundation for the Visual Arts, HeLen and Peter Warwick, and Margaret and Angus WurteLe. 

The exhibition of The Spectacular o~ Vernacular at the Ack[and Art Museum is made possible by the James Keith Brown and Eric 

Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. Additional support provided by the WiLLiam Hayes Ack[and Trust, and friends and members of the 

Ack[and Art Museum. Pubtic programs are supported by Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and Shirtey Drechse[. 

Final Days! Rembrandt: The Printmaker at the Ackland 

On view throu~lh Sunday, 22 January 2012 

Rembrandt van Rijn is one of the few great artists whose achievement as a printmaker matches 

what he accomplished as a painter. 

Because of his fame, the plates Rembrandt created were not onty printed in his Lifetime but 

reprinted Long after his death. Many of the so-caLLed "Rembrandt etchings" that we see today 

were unfortunately printed from plates so worn that the prints give no idea of what Rembrandt 

actuaLLy intended. 

A recent study of the thirty-seven Rembrandt prints in the Ack[and Art Museum’s coLLection has 

identified just eleven that truly represent the quality of his work as a printmaker. They are 

shown in this exhibition, together with a copy of the "Hundred GuiLder Print" made by the 

French etcher L@opoLd F[ameng in 1873. 

These exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like you! 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum! CLick here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 

doLLars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emaiL to the editor. 

If you no Longer wish to receive this newsletter, dick here to be unsubscribed. 

Did a friend forward you this AckLand e-news? Subscribe here and get your very own copy every week. 

Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Looking Buck Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the artist 

and Richard Gray Gallery, Chicago. 

Jack Pierson, American, born 1960: Beauty, 1995; metal, plastic, neon tubing, wood, and paint. Collection of Walker Art Center, 

Minneapolis. Clinton and Delia Walker Acquisition Fund and Justin Smith Purchase Fund, 1995. 

William Egg[eston, American, born 1939: Untitled (Back o~ Black Car in Green Vines) from the Los ALamos Project, 1965-74; dye transfer 

print. © Egg[eston Artistic Trust. Courtesy Cheim 6t Read, New York. 

Rembrandt van Rijn, Dutch, 1606 - 1669; The Triuroph of Mordecai, c. 1641 ; etching and d rypoint; The William A. Whitaker Foundation Art 

Fund. 
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Sent: 
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Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Beck?, Bond, CREDO Action" --~ac@credoaction.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 9:43 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

An XL victory. 

TEXT.htm 

[https://actcredoaction.com/ima~es/email/rounded top e6e6e6 580px.gif] 

[https://images.credomobile.com/mobile/email/spacer.~if] 

[Take action!] <http://act.credoactioncom/campaign/sotu climate/?id 33678-2099661-KcfKNQx&t 1> 
Clicking here will automatically add your name to this petition to President Obama:<hrtp://act.credoaction.com/campai~n~sotu climateio.pl?id 33678-2099661-KcIKNQx&t 2> 
"Your r¢iection of Keystone XL was a victory for our country. ’]’he urgency of climate change demands more climate victories, ver?’ soon. Take the opportumW of the State of the Union 
Address to call for bold action to corffront climate change" <http:i/act.credoaction.com/campaign/sotu climate/o.pl?id 33678-2099661-KcfKN©x&¢ 3> 
Automatically add your name:<http://act.credoaction.com!campaignisotu climateio pl?id 33678-2099661-KcfKNOx&t 4> 
[Take actionnow[]<http://act.credoaction.colg:b’campaigtfsotu climate/o.pl?id 33678-2099661-KcfKNQx&t 5> 

Learn more about this campaign<http://act.credoaction.com;campaigr~sotu climate/?id 33678-2099661-KcIKNQx&t 6> 

[CREDO Action i more than a network, a movement.] 

A huge victolN against Keystone XL... and the fight continues.<http://act.credoaction.cotr~’campaign/sotu climate/?id 33678-2099661-Kcfl<iNt)x&t 7> 

Dear Friend, 

This is why activism matters. 

Six months ago, the Obama Administration was set to approve one of the single most envirotmacntally disastrous fossil fuel projects imaginable. 

Today, it’s dead. 

The Keystone XL pipeline ~ designed to bring filthy tar sands oil from Canada to refineries on the Gulf Coast of Texas so that oil companies can profit by selling the oil overseas [] was 
dealt a severe setback yesterday when President Obama said no to an election year blackmail threat by the American Petroleum Institute and its lackeys in Congress. 

But President Obama didn’t reject Keystone ~ because he wanted to. Or because he thought it was the right thing to do. Or because he thought it would help his reelection campaign. He 
rejected it because you raade him do it. 

It’s a victor?, for activists But because the President rejected the pipeline on a narrow technicality,1 in no ~vay has he set down a clear marker against the pipeline or the carbon bomb that 
burning Canadian tar sands oil in China represents. 

We want to thank the many groups and thousands of activists, who, following the inspiring call of Bill McKibben, joined us in putting massive public pressure on the President. In fact, 
CREDO waged the single largest activism campaign in our histor?’.2 

It was this pressure that forced President Obama to initially delay the decision in November And it ~vas this pressure, combined with the Republicans~ overzealous and irresponsible demand 
of a 60-day deadline that forced him yesterday to reject the pipeline permit 

Our pressure overcame the lies and propaganda of Republicans and oil giants, and their threats of "huge political consequences" if he dich~’t approve it 

Rejecting this pipeline was the right thing to do. But by rejecting it purely on a technicali~z, there are many things President Obama did not do: 

* He did not close the door to this pipeline once and for all In fact, he specifically opened the door to the southern portion of Keystone XL, ~vhich ~vould allow this oil to be exported 
overseas [] the real reason TransCanada wanted Keystone XL in the first place. 

* He did not explain the imperative of stopping not just this proj ect, but others that will expedite disastrous warming. Just the opposite [] he touted the need to expand oil and gas drilling 
and made no mention of clean energy. 

* He did not refute the lies of Republicans and polluters, ~vhose biggest "jobs plan" is a foreign oil pipeline ~vhose chief purpose is to export oil overseas. 

The time to lead us away from dirt?- fuels and prevent escalating global catastrophes from climate change is here And President Obama still can. 

Tell President Obama: It’s time to lead on climate. Make the case in your State of the Union Address. Click here to automatically sign the 
petition.<http://act.credoaction.cor~’campai~n/sotu climate/opl?id 33678-2099661-KctI<EN©x&t 8> 

Until President Obama makes a clear and compelling case to the American people for sweeping action to reduce our dependence on any and all fossil fuels, the pace of our transition will 
remain slower than what is required to stem the onrushing danger of climate pollution 

Until he refutes the false choice presented by Big Oil and Republicans [] that we must choose between a clean energy future and a stable economy [] he empowers and remains vulnerable 
to their attacks. 

Until he shows his commitment to clean energy over dirty fossil fuels, the energy of progressive activists will be spent fighting individual bad decisions, instead of pushing to support 
needed progressive policies. 

And ultimately, until President Obama takes the opportunit?" for a true moment of leadership that publicly raises the stakes on the fight to stabilize our climate, the State of our Union will 
remain deeply clouded. 

Tell President Obama: It’s time to lead on climate. ]k/lake the case in your State of the Union Address. 

Click below to automatically sign the petition: 
http://act.credoaction.com/campaign/sotu climate/o.pl?id 33678-2099661-KcfKNQx&~9 



For now, it is clear that we must fight :[’or ever?" victoU. It’s also clearer than ever that when we fight, ~ve can win 

Let’s use this momentum to push :[’or even broader victories to bring about the type of future that you and I know is still possible. 

Thank you for being part of this historic victory. 

Becky Bond, Pohtical Director 
CRS;rX) Action from Working Assets <http://act.credoaction.com/r/?r ll&id 33678-2099661-KcIKNQx&t 10> 

1. You can read President Obama’s statement rejecting the Keystone XL pipeline onanarrowtechnicali~here.<http://act.credoaction.coln/r/?r 657914&id 33678-2099661-KclKNQx&t 11> 
2. CREDO activists submitted 1,188,106 petition signatures and public comments to the White House, the State Department, the Er~vironmental Protection Agency, House and Senate 
leadership, the Ncbraska legislature, and TransCanada. CREDO members also made 36,360 calls to the White House, Obama for America, and House and Senate offices, organized a protest 
with more than 1,000 people outside of an Obama fundraiser in San Francisco and submitted 156,615 public cormnents to the State Department as part of the formal hearing process on the 
proj ect. H~mdreds of CREDO Activists were arrested as part of ~2~ite House civil disobedience and hundred attended public hearings along the proposed pipeline route. 

[Facebook]<http:/iw~’.facebook.com,’share.php?u http%3A%2F%2Fact.credoaction.com%2Fcampaign%2fsotu climate?rc i!~ share4&id 33678-2099661-KcfKNQx&t 12> 

Share on Facebook 
Post toyour wall<http:/iw~’.facebook.com,’share.php?u http%3A%2F%2Fact.credoaction.com%2Fcampaign%2fsotu climate?rc i!~ share4&id 33678-2099661-KcfKNQx&t 13> 

[Twittcr]<http://act.credoaction.com/r/’.’r 657916&id 33678-2099661-KctU.lNq)x&t 14> 

Tweet this 
Post to Twitter<http://act.credoaction.com!r/?r 657916&id 33678-2099661-Kcg<NQx&t 15> 

[https:/iimages.credomobile.cotr~’mobileiemailispacer.gif] 

[https://actcredoaction.com/images/email/rounded bottom e6e6e6 580pxgif] 

~ 2012 CREDO All rights reserved 

To remove yourself (Tia Overstreet) from this list, please visit our subscription management page at: http://act credoaction.com/s?i 33678 -2099661-KcIKNQx 

To change your email address or update your contact info, please visit: http://act.credoaction.con~’subscrip/coa.html?id 33678-2099661-KclKNq)x 



Ref~istration; $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

Social networking is here to stay, and growing rapidly. 

Computer users with near 24/7 availability of the 

Internet, with access to communications devices and 

channels nearly everywhere in the world, have come to 

see social networking as part of the normal social and 

business environment. 

Evidence from such activity can become vital information 

in the context of civil (and criminal) trials. But, there are 

challenges in obtaining and using such information. This 

live audio conference addresses the essential issues 

involved in using social networking information in 

litigation, and suggests best practices in light of 

developing law, technology and business norms. 

The Value of Social Networking Evidence 

Procedures for Discovery 

Potential Barriers to Discovery 

Use of Social Networking Evidence at Trial 

Corporate Best Practices 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 

attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit 

from attending. 

Steven C. Bennett, Jones Day 

Chair, Jones Day E-Discovery Committee 

Adjunct Professor, New York Law School (E- 

Discovery) 

Columnist, New York State Bar Association Journal 

(Computers and E-Discovery) 

Founding member, Sedona Conference Working 

Group 6 (International E-Discovery) 

J.D. degree, cure laurie, New York University 

B.A. degree, Macalester College 



* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone, 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

o CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

o NFPA 

Click Ihere for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

~e~qistra~io~ ~ "l’~!~c~ p!us miD: ~27~0 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_Ij__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

VVhat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"10 Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

US Supreme Court won’t review Venezuela suit 

COLUMBUS, Ohio ’ An Ohio investment group’s lawsuit seeking to 
collect $100 million on three-decade-old Venezuelan promissory 
notes is headed back to a federal judge for further deliberations. The 
decision by the U.S. Supreme Court not to hear the case was a 
setback for Venezuela, which argued that federal law protects it 
from U.S. lawsuits because it is a foreign state: The high court 
declined on ... 
2012-01-26 17:05:39 Hiddletown Journal 

_S____u__preme Court shields church from bias laws 
The U.S. Supreme Court in a landmark unanimous decision on Jan. 11 
recognized a ’ministerial exception’ to employment discrimination 
laws. File photo by Franz Jantzen, Collection of the Supreme Court of 
the United States. A landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision this 
month establishes that The United Methodist Church and other 

: religious groups are free to set their own rules for choosing and 
dismissing _. 

2012-01-26 13:25:07 United Methodist Church 

Your Laptop is Not Your Hind, Says the Supreme 
Court ] 80beats 
Tf you think of your personal computer as almost an extension of 

: yourself, a recent Supreme Court ruling sounds a little disturbing. 
The Court has ordered that a woman decrypt files on her laptop so 
they can be used by prosecutors against her. The woman, who is 
being tried for mortgage fraud, argued that this is a violation of her 

: Fifth Amendment right to keep from testifying against herself, but 
2012-01-26 13:14:05 Discover Magazine 

US Sup, Court won’t block convicted killer’s death 
HUNTSVILLE, Texas Convicted murderer Rodrigo Hernandez was 
headed to the Texas death chamber after the U.S. Supreme Court 
refused to block his execution Thursday evening for the abduction 
rape and strangulation of a 38-year-old woman in San Antonio 18 
years ago. The high court rejected a last-day appeal about two 
hours before Hernandez, 38, was set for lethal injection for the 
slaying of Susan 

: 2012-01-26 16:35:07 Columbus Republic 

NI: ~New N,.L attorney general takes the reins at a 

: turbulent time for crime fighters 
Aristide Economopoulos/’lhe Star-LedgerNew Jersey Attorney General 
Ieffery Chiesa. TRENTON ’ The scales of justice stand on a shelf in 
Attorney General leffrey Chiesa’s eighth-floor office overlooking the 
Delaware River in Trenton. To the right is a colorful, round piata 
made by his 10-year-old daughter, Hannah. To the left, a photo of 
one of his closest friends: Gov. Chris Christie. As Chiesa assumes ... 
2012-01-26 14:37:04 Stateline 

: UPDATED: Wash, attorney general, Facebook team 

up in suits against alleged scammers 

’ Washington State Attorney General Rob McKenna speaks at a press 

: conference at Facebook’s Seattle office Thursday. Washington State 
Attorney General Rob McKenna is putting the resources and expertise 
of his office behind a problem that is plaguing social media giant 

: Facebook: spam that is targeting Facebook members. Facebook and 
: McKenna are teaming up to fight ’clickjacking’ on social media 

websites .~. 
: 2012-01-26 18:00:01 Puget Sound Business Journal 

nationwide foreclosure settlement 
Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi stood by the 50-state attorneys 
general settlement with the nation’s biggest banks on Thursday as 
California and Delaware formally rejected the proposal she helped 

: negotiate. Bondi said Floridians can’t wait for foreclosure relief and 
: that the draft proposal sent to states on Monday addresses 

California’s concerns. "The settlement under discussion contains 
all ... 

: 2012-01-26 17:06:21 Palm Beach Tnteractive 

: Cueto claims Pfizer improperly removed Zoloft suit 
to federal court 

Cueto EAST ST. LOUIS Belleville lawyer Christopher Cueto claims 
drug maker Pfizer improperly removed to federal court a suit blaming 
depression medicine Zoloft for birth defects. On lan. 20, Cueto asked 



U.S. District Judge Michael Reagan to remand the suit to St. Clair 
TO ORDER: County Circuit Court, where he filed it in December. Cueto is a 

brother of St. Clair County Circuit Judge Lloyd Cueto. Pfizer ... 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Null-2012-01-26 19:08:36 Madison County Record 
Lawyers" Book: $195 !~_L__I___C___K_. 

H~: ..c-~..~.u..p..[e.~.a.~.c-q.u..~.s-e~d..~.[~.t-e~e..~n..~a..g.e.~p~i~p~i~g~ ~_~__~_~_y__~_~ 

The 10 c ....... d .... ts of.. : .t_._r_.[e_d____i._n__f_e_.d_.e_._r_.a__L..c_o._u.__r._t 
ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 Syla Debra Thongsy A Roseville couple accused of pimping a 15- 

CLICKHEKE year-old Sacramento girl and holding her against her will may be tried 
in federal court. Syla Debra Thongsy is accused of taking in the 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 
teenage runaway for almost two weeks and forcing her to commit 

Value) $349 CLICKH[~:KE 
sex acts back in 2010, according to court documents. Roseville 
police were notified after the girl managed to escape and return to 
her family ... 
2012-01-26 17:07:32 Granite Bay 

Advertising 

Today’s News 

Leqal Industry Jobs 

Federal court clears way for Watson, Amphastar to 

launch generic version of Lovenox 

Alaric DeArment A federal court has stopped an injunction that would 
have prevented drug maker Watson Pharmaceuticals and partner 
company Amphastar Pharmaceuticals from marketing or selling a 
generic version of a blood-thinning drug .... 
2012-01-26 14:57:10 Drug Store News 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

LawNewsWatch - 3212 West End Ave. - Suite 500 - Nashville - TN - 37203 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management * POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"employment@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online)" <employment@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 5:31 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Sports Job Opportunit y: Sales & Marketing: S~Jes & Mmketing Managetnent 

TEXT.htm 

We thought this new job that has just been posted might be right for you or someone you know. Click on the URL below to read more about this great opportunity 

If you think of others that might be interested in this opportunity, please forward this message. 

Sales & Marketing: Sales & Marketing Management 
Corporate Sales Manager - Phoenix International Raceway @vondale, AZ) 

http://iscmotorsports teamworkonline com/teamwork/r, cfm?i 41018 

You received this email due to your notification preferences on the TeamWork Online system If this position doesn’t :fit your interest or career level, please update your account so that you 
receive the most appropriate posit~ons in the future Modify your account at http://www.teamworkonline.com//teamwork/mycareer/login.cfrn. 

Thank you for being interested in receiving job announcements from us, 

TeamWork Online 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest you, or to modi(y your account and email 
preferences, click the link below and [ogin: 
http://wwwteamw~rkon~ine.com/TeamWork/MyCareer/<http://www.teamwo~k~n~ine.c~m/TeamW~rk/M‘~Career/~gin.cfm?HeadedF~r JobSuggestions> 

If you ~vould like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http://~vww.teamworkonline.con~/teamworlc,’mycareer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Gumey, Gerald S." <ggumey@on.edu;, 

Thursday, Febma~ 9, 2012 4:26 PM 

Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; brian&~mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones(cnrtis.jones@athletics.utexa~s.edu); Dennis Leblanc 

<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edtr~; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Kris Livingston 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Bryan Maggard <MaggaxdB@missouri.edn>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 

n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbusldrk@ku.edu; Randa Rya~ <ra~@mafil.utexas.edu>; Joe Scoggin(scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields 

<shields@k-state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] NCAA Weighs Changes to $2,000 Stipend Based on Financial Need - Players - The Chionicle of Higher Edncalion 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PaperDirect <~paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 21, 2012 8:06 Aivl 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Free (hound Shipping--laser chance’. 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this offer? (;lick Here.<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBPO5Z-AQPKz~BS]NZVArc3JEAA/pdi2?t params I CODE%3I)1%26I (3MAILUNSU[3%3D0%26EMAIL% 
3Doverstre%2540email.unc.edu%26PASSWORD%3DA©PKzgArc3JEBPO5Z-a-n4Jw~;Si3Y> To ensure receipt of all PaperDirect[~ email, just add e paperdirect corn to your address book. 

[Shop PaperDirect.com]<http://e.paperdirect.c~m~athBPq)5Z-A©PKzgB8:~ZVArc3JEA2~‘pdi8?d code WB2122R><http:i/epaperdirectcom/a/hBP05Z-AQPKzgBSfSZVArc3JEAA/pdiS? 

d code W[32122R> 

1-800-272-7377 

Get FREE Ground Shipping[ 

Shop<http:i/epaperdirect.com/a/hBPQ5Z-AOPKzaBSf$ZVArc3JE2~k/pdiS?d code WB2122R>I Easter<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/h[3PO5Z-AQPKz4zBSf$ZVArc3JEAA/pdilO? 

d code WB2122R> I Sprmg<http://e paperdirect com/aihBPQ5Z-AQPKzaBSINZVArc3JEAA/pdi15?d code WB2122R> I Mother[~]s Day<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/h[3PQ5Z- 

AQPKzgBS:~ZVArc3JEAA/pdil2?d code WB2122R> 

St. Patrick’s Day<http://e.paperdirect.con~,a/hBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEA2~,pdil6?d code ~VB2122R> I Privacy Policy<http://e paperdirect com/aihBPQ5Z- 

AQPKzABSfSZVArc3JEAA/pdil3?d code WB2122R>I SA~E<http://e.paperdirect.com~athBPQ5Z-AQPKzABS:t~;ZVArc3JEAA/pdil4?d code WB2122R> 

[FREE Ground Shipping on your $50 order!]<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBPQ5Z-AQPKz~BSfSZVArc3IEAA/pdi7?d code WB2122R> 
Please enter source code WB2122R when checking out to receive this offer 

[Invitati on s] <http://e.paperdirect.com/aNBPQ5Z-AQPKz4,’B 8 f$ZVArc3 JEA2~’pdi5 > 
[Shop PaperDirect.com]<http://e.paperdirect.congaihBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEAA;pdiS?d code WB2122R> 
"Like"PaperDirect[~ on Facebook today! [Becomea FacebookFan] <http://e.paperdirect.com/aihBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEAA/pdi4> 
Network with other PaperDirect~ customers to share ideas and concepts for your upcoming projects. 

Home<http:i/e.paperdirect.cotr~’a/hBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEAA/pdiS?d code ~2~’B2122R> l Help<http :/ie.paperdirect.comia/ktBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEAA/pdig? 
d code WB2122R> I Login<http:/ie.paperdirect.comia/ktBPQ5Z-AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEA~@;pdil l?d code YVB2122R> i FREE Catalog<http:i/e.paperdirect.cotr~’a/hBPQ5Z- 
AQPKzgBSf$ZVArc3JEAA;pdi6?d code WB2122R> I Privacy Policy<http://e.paperdirect.com/a/hBPQ5Z-AQPKz~BSf$ZVArc3JEAA/pdil3?d code ~;~rB2122R> 

Offer valid on orders placed online for product totals equaling or exceeding qualifying dollar amour~t, by 2/24/12. Offer not valid on previously placed orders or volume sales orders. Offer 
cannot be combined with any other offers. 

To ensure receipt of all PaperDirect(R) e-mail, just add paperdirect@e.paperdirect.com to your address book. If you prefer not to receive future e-mails like this, please click 
here<http://e.paperdirect.c~m/a/~tB~Q5Z-AQ~KzgB8f$ZVArc3JEAA/pdi~7?passw~rd~Q~KzgArc3JEB~Q5Z-a-n4J~vz~’Si3Y&emai~ overstr e(~,emaih uric. edu>. 

Questions or problems? Call 1-800-272-7377, or write PaperDirect, 1005 East Woodmen Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80920. 

[htto://e.l~al~erdirect.cotr~’a/hBP©5Z-At)PKzaBSfSZVArc3JEAA/sl~acer.~if] 



If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
http~! iwww,i[!dqsIr~rpa!lo qt_co rr!/[r!dqstr y/V!ew,asp x ? i d = 344309 &g= 424115555 &gz = e 3 b 7 b 6 

N4A Members, 

Please help us share our new promotion with those who have not yet joined our 
organization. 

Individuals who are interested in becoming a Professional Member of the N4A have two 

new options: 

1) If they are attending the N4A National Convention in F~uffal% they can pay the $225 
registration fee for the convention. In doing so, we will extend to them an introductory N4A 

membership valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

2) If they are not attending the N4A National Convention, they can sign up for an 
introductory membership for $50 that will be valid until Aug 31, 2012. 

Once the N4A officially joins NACDA this fall, we will have one membership cycle that will go 

from September 1 - August 31 and our Professional Membership fees will be $125 annually, 

For more information, please go to our website at 
http: iinfoura,orqipaymentimemPership.php. 

Joseph P. Luckey, Ed.D. 

N4A President (www.nfoura.orq) 
Director- Athletic Academic Services 
University of Memphis 

600 Wilder Tower 
Memphis, TN 38152-3520 

901/678-2714 
901/678-4695 (fax) 
jluckey@memphis.edu 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 
27695 

This email was created and de, livered using 

JL~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Martha Pendergrass" <mjpender@email.unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:40 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[epro sop users] ePro Small Order Process Update, February 2012 

TENZI’.httn 

ePro Small Order Process 
Upd ate []February 20, 2012 

Three More Vendors Automatically Fill in Description and Category 

Item catalogs are no~v available for the following three vendors. That means when you[]re entering an SOP for one of these vendors, you[]ll be able to type the vendor[]s item ID, and ePro 
will fill in the Item []s description, unit of measure, and category code: 
Vendor Number Vendor Name 
V000186184 NEWF~ST BIOSCIENCES 
V000068824 ATLANTA BIOLOGICALS 
V000152997 ANASPEC INC 
All non-PO inw~ice payments to these vendors must be made through the ePro Small Order Process *Please see the attached PDF* for a complete list of vendors with item catalogs loaded 
in ePro. 

ViewStar Invoice hnage 
After you receive the []Small Order Process Has Been Received[] email, view the image to make sure it is correct Then click the []Accept Images[] button. If you do not click the []Accept 

hnages [] button the image will not get to Disbursement Sep~ices. Please see pages 10 and 11 of the SOP manual for more information. The manual can be found here 
http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/ct/traindocs/small order processpdf 

If you have problems with or questions about ePro, contact the Help Desk by calling 962-HELP or by creating a help request from the UNC website. In the ~[}’pe of tlelp Needed field, 
choose CONNECTCAROLINA ePROCUREX/;[~NT so that your request is routed correctly 

To view a variety of training options and materials, visit the ConnectCarolina ePro training page at 
http://cormectcaro~ina unc.edu/hr/pa~r~/finance/finance/eprocurement htm~trainin~. 

-- You are currently subscribed to epro sop 2users as: overstre@uncaa.unc edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u’?id 45187796.7160()13b6d817a001"49ecb14dSe4da87&n T&I epro sop users&o 30913328, or send a blank email to leave-30913328- 

45187796.7160013b6d817a00f49ecb 14d8 e4da87@li stserv.unc, edu. 



How to Legally and Effectively Use Leased Workers 
in Your Company 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature; If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

UPCOMING 
TIELECONFERENCIES 

Creating Legally Sound 3ob 

Descriptions: The Ultimate 

Business Shield 

Feb. 21, 2012 

Reaistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $308.00 

Learn More 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBTNAR DESCRTPTION 

iTo compete in today s economy, companies often maintain a core workforce 
,~nd then rely upon temporary workers to handle peaks in demand or to cover 
ifor employee illness or holiday absences. Using leased workers can be an 
ieffective way to maintain adequate staffing and can avoid governmental 
iinvestigations into whether workers identified as independent contractors 
ishould have been classified as employees. 

iThis presentation will explore the key legal, tax, strategic and practical issues 
iraised by the use of leased workers. The webinar will address when it makes 
isense to use leased workers and how best to manage them. Temporary 
iworkers pose unique challenges to companies concerned about meeting 
iproduction demands while maintaining core competencies in-house. The use 
iof leased employees raises numerous legal and tax issues. For instance, a 
icompany does not want to become jointly liable with a leasing company if a 
ileased worker asserts a claim under federal or state laws for compensation, 
iemployee benefits or other legal relief. Case studies from organizations that 
ihave used leased employees will be discussed which illustrate the benefits 

i and risks of using leased workers. Your questions will be answered. 

i AGENDA 

iWhen to consider the use of leased workers 

iAdvantages of using leased workers instead of temporary hires or 
iindependent contractors 

What terms to negotiate with the leasing company 

iHow to effectively manage leased workers 

ikegal and tax issues with the use of leased workers: are they really your 
iemployees? 

i Case studies of companies that have used leased employees 

iDan S. Cross has practiced in the fields of labor and employment law since his 
iadmission to the practice of law in 1979. He is a cure laude graduate of Duke 
iUniversity (g.A., Public Policy Studies), and Nr. Cross is a graduate of the 
iUniversity of Denver Sturm College of Law. From 1990 to 1996, Nr. Cross was 
Senior Human Resources Counsel at U S WEST. Now the managing partner of 
the Cross Law Firm, Nr. Cross has built a successful practice representing 
~usinesses of all sizes. His more than thirty years of multi-state experience 
iindudes labor negotiations, reductions in force, sexual harassment, non- 
icompetes, wrongful terminations, employment litigation, and compliance with 

labor and employment laws. Nr. Cross has been selected as a "Super 
iLawyer" by 5280 Hagazine and identified as a "go-to" lawyer in Fortune 
iNagazine. 

iDan S. Cross, Esq. 
iThe Cross Law Firm 
[501 South Cherry Street, Suite 610 

iDenver, CO 80246 
i303.321.6872 (main) 
i303.321.3196 (fax) 
idan.cross@dancrosslaw.com 
iwww.dancrosslaw.com 

Did My Email Create a 

Contract? How to Avoid 

Obligating Your 

Company by Accident 

Feb. 21, 2012 

Session Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Fair Labor Standards Act: 

Coverage and Compliance 

Issues 

Feb. 21, 2012 
RegistFation - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Crunch Data More 

Efficiently: Master Excel 

2010 Pivot Tables NOW! 

Feb. 22, 2012 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $338.00 

Learn More 

How FMLA, ADA, and 

Workers’ Compensation 

Laws Work Together 

Feb. 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Satisfying OFCCP’s Internet 

Applicant Rules 

Feb, 23, 2012 

RecHstration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

RecHstration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Americans With Disabilities 

Act - The Reasonable 

Accommodation 

Process 

Feb. 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209,00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 



TELECONFERENCE OVERVTEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 
)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 
before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 
receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 
will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
~e able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 
slides shown during the webinar. 

Learn More 

Learning on the 3ob: 

Creating Legally=Sound 

[nternship Programs 

Feb. 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 

Terminating a Workers’ 

Comp Claimant 

Feb. 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration = Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: The Next 

Wave of Wage and Hour 

Litigation 

Feb. 29, 2012 

Registration = Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration = Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business Metric 

March 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Violence and 

Bullying: How to Prevent 

and Reduce an 

Employer’s Liability 

March 7, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289=00 

Learn More 

Series LLC - A Better Way 

to Avoid Business Liability 

March 8, 2012 

Session Plus Book and 

DVD: $239=00 

Learn More 

Investigations Using Social 

Media: How to Do It; How 

Not to Do It 

March 15, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 

Session Plus CD Recordina: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 



Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319,00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need to Know to 

Be in Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

RecHstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

RecHstration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289~00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordin c~$ 289.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

May 23, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TeamWork Online Sports Jobs <notifim~@teamworkonline.com> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 22, 2012 5:52 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 
New jobs available in sports a~d live events 

TEXT.htm 

TearnWork Online : New jobs available in sports and live events 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new- jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on aW of the URLs below to read more about them. 

To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOLR’qT" on TeamWorkOnline<http ://wxwz.teamworkonline.corr~teamwork/mvcareer>. Once logged in, select "edit il’ffo" under yo~ candidate 
record and press the Notifiers Tab. Select the ~pes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are willing to work. \:v2xile there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional 
"Teanmaates" network on the Personal Tab and search for your tearumates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Super Sport Sales Combine (April 11, 2012) - Hosted by the Orlando Magic (Orlando, FL)<http://nbateamjobs.teamworkonline.corr~teamwork/r.cfin?i 42810> 
Posted 2/20/2012 on the iX~A Team Jobs Job Board 

Manager, CRM and Database Operations - Oklahoma City’ Thunder (Oklahoma City,, OK)<http://nbateamlobs.teamworkonlinecom/team~vorlc/r.cfm?i 42815> 
Posted 2/20/2012 on the iN~BA Team Jobs Job Board 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach - University of Wyoming Cowboys/Co~vgirls (Laramie, WY)<http://collegesportsiobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/rcfm?i 42817> 
Posted 2/20/2012 on the College Sports Jobs Job Board 

Sales Consultant - Stal~ford University Athletics (Stanford, CA)<http://collegesportsjobsteamworkonline.con~/teamwork/rcfm?i 42822> 
Posted 2/21/2012 on the College Sports Jobs Job Board 

Ticket Service Representative - Stanford University Athletics (Stal~ford, CA)<http://collegesportsiobs.team~vorkonlme.corcJteamwork/r.cfm?i 42823> 
Posted 2/21/2012 on the College Sports Jobs Job Board 

Seem~rematchingj~bsthatmightinteresty~u<htt~://w~av.teamw~rk~n~inec~m/x~bs.cfm?id 1847191> 

The message was sent by TeamWork Online<http://www.team~vorkonline.col~’> We are a recruiting software provider that networks 700+ sports employment pages into a single system 
to better match employers to candidates - 91% in the last 12 months. You applied for jobs ~vith us and asked to be notified of new open jobs. If you do not want to receive these emails, 
please go to http://ww~v.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/mvcareer and change your settings. 

TeamWork Online 22550 McCauley Road Shaker Heights, OH, 44122, USA. [1847191 ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"employment@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online)" <employment@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 1:13 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Ticket Sales Positions Available 

TEXT.htm 

Knowing that you have an interest in a sport related Manager Level Ticket Sales position, we thought the following opportunities would be a good fit ~2~r you. 

For more information on any of the following Ticket Sales Positions, please follow the links provided below: 

Premium Sales Manager - Universi%, of California, Athletic Department (Berkeley, CA) 

http://colle~esportsiobs.teamworkonline.comAeamworlc’r cfin ?i 42744 

Senior Account Executive - Premiere Global Sports (New Yofl~ City, NY) 
ht~p://premieresports.teamworkonline.comAeamworlc, rcfm’?i 42813 

Sincerely, 

TeamWork Online 
www teamworkonline.com<ht~p ://www teamworkonline corn> 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportumt~es that might interest you, or to modify your account and email 
preferences, click the link below and logan: 
http://www.teamwork~n~ine.c~m/TeamWork/MyCareer/<http://www.teamw~rkonline.com/TeamWork/MyCareer/login cfm?HeadedFor=JobSuggestions> 

If you would like to corapletely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http :i/w~wz.tearawor konline, c orrdteamwork/m¥c ar eer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCaulcy Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Investigations Using Social Media" How to Do It; 
How Not to Do It 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

iRegistration Only: $219.00 

iCD Recording Only: $219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Best Value! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

Last year, courts in Connecticut and Maryland tossed out key evidence, 
derived from social networks, because authenticity could not be 
sufficiently confirmed. 

A few months ago, a Virginia court fined a lawyer $522,000, and his 
client $180,000, for removing unflattering photos from the client s 
Facebook page right before trial. 

From January 2010 through October 2011, American courts published 

an astonishing 674 decisions that made substantial reference to 

evidence obtained from social media sites. And published decisions 

represent just a fraction of actual lawsuits. 

iFor official investigations, social media like Facebook(~ and Twitter~) are 

iveritable gushers of evidence. Today, HR disputes, divorces, tax audits, civil 

ilawsuits, criminal probes, internal corporate investigations, regulatory 

iinquiries, child custody battles and virtually all other kinds of investigations 

iare uncovering relevant evidence from social networks. For instance, 

iemployees often defame or embarrass their employers on social media. What 

i can you do to find the evidence and use it to disdpline the employee? 

iBut the networks are so new that few if any standard practices exist for 
ifinding, gathering and preserving evidence. The environment is daunting. New 

isocial media sites pop up like mushrooms. What s more, all of them change 

iconstantly, as they compete with new features, interconnections, privacy 

ipolicies and legal terms of service. 

iIn 2012, a professional investigator an auditor, a lawyer, an HR manager, a 

~olice detective or a private investigator would be negligent not to consider 

isocial media evidence. This webinar will analyze different methods for 

iaccessing and recording the evidence. It will evaluate pitfalls, including privacy 

iand ethical issues the investigator must bear in mind. It will offer practical tips 

For establishing that an investigation is lawful and responsible and yields 

icredible evidence. 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 

Terminating a 

Workers’ Comp Claimant 

Feb. 28, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: The Next 

Wave of Wage and Hour 

Litigation 

Feb. 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

March 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Violence and 

Bullying: How to Prevent 

and Reduce an 

Employer’s Liability 

March 7, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl": ~198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordincl: $289.00 

Learn More 

Series LLC - A Better Way 

to Avoid Business Liability 

March 8, 2012 

Session Plus Book and 

DVD: $239.00 

Learn More 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

March 13, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General recertification 
credit hours through the HR Certification Institute, Use of the seal is not an 
endorsement by the HR Certification Institute of the quality of the program, It 
means that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s criteria to be 
pre-approved for recertification credit. 

AGENDA 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 



What are the relevant social networks, and what can be found in them? 

Diverse examples where social media evidence has been relevant in 

legal cases and other investigations 

What risks does an investigator face when probing social media? 

Ethical limits on the scope and methods of investigation 

Techniques for managing risk and staying within the law and ethics 

How to get access to evidence that is not readily available 

Assessment of different techniques for preserving and authenticating 

evidence from social networks 

How to prepare an investigative report that will be acceptable and 

believable, in court, two or three years later 

General principles to make you more intuitive about what is allowed 

and not allowed in this emerging field of e-discovery 

FAC U LTY 

Benjamin Wright is the author of several technology law books, including Law 

3f Electronic Commerce, published by Aspen Publishers. With 27 years in 

private law practice, he has advised many organizations, large and small, 

brivate sector and public sector, on privacy, e-commerce, electronic records 

and computer security. He has been quoted in publications around the globe, 

From the Wall Street Journal to the Sydney Morning Herald. He teaches the 

law of data security and investigations at the SANS Institute, premier 

~ducator for IT and forensics professionals. And he teaches a practical 

3usiness law course to CPAs. Wright maintains a matrix of popular blogs at 

http://legal-beagle.typepad.com. Wright graduated from Georgetown 

Jniversity Law Center in 1984. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the enth’e department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only par~idpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219,00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319,00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Reqistration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: $219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 Best Value! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

RecHstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

RecHstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High ROI 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 



Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

May 23, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 
$319,00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FansEdge <fm~sedge service@response.whatcounts.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 27, 2012 6:21 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

’Fop Selling Gear For Sports Fm~s 

TEXT.htm 

FansEdge:<http:~/ecs fansed~ecom/tTr 1863&c 1949937&I 55703&ctl 2D1D394:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746[MBB22[~3-:~A992041CTA9&> Check Out Our 10 Best Sellers. Shop 

Now[]]<http://ecs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ct[ 2I)lD395:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B8274~5D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> 

View this email in web browser<http://whatcounts con~/dm?id E60B5[~A291E88E29676DCI 5B82746D4BB2261~A992041C7A9> ] in mubile device<http://whatcounts.com/mdm? 

id ][~50B5FA291 E88E29676DC 15B 82746IMBB22FB A992041C7A9 > 

Text FAN tu 25859 fur 
exclusive offers [Sl 

[FansEdge: Everything for the fan]<htty~://e.cs.fimsed~e.cum/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2DID395:][~50B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22I:[~A992041C7A9&> [FansEdge: 
Everything fur the fan] <http:~/ecs.fansed~ecom/t?r 1863&c 1949937&I 55703&ct[ 2D1D395:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 

[Like This Emai[ On Facebouk] <http:i/www.faceboukcom/plugins/like.php?hrefhttp://whatcountscom, dm’?id E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22I:[3A992041CTA9&ret~% 
3Dts&layout standard&shuw !’aces true&width 450&action like&colurscheme light&height 80> [FriendUs] <http://e.csl’ansedgecum/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D396:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746T)4BB22FB~4992041C7A9&> [FollowUs] <http:/ie.cs.fansedge.com!t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D397:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> [Blog] <http:i/e.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D398:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746T)4BB22FB~4992041C7A9&> 

Home<http:~,’e.cs.~ansedge.corn/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D~D395:E6~B5FA291E88E29676DC~5B82746D4BB22F~A992~41C7A9&>NFL<http://e.cs.fansed~e.c~rr~,t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D399:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> MLB<http://e.cs.fansed~e.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D39A:E60B5F.4291E88E2967NDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> NBA<http:i/e.cs.fansed~e.corr~’t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D39B:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B8274o’~-D4BB22FBA992041C%49&> NHL<http://e.cs.fansed~e.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D39C:E60B5E4291E88E29676ZY’15B8274o’D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> NCAA<http:i/e.cs.fansed~e.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&~55703&ctl 2D1D39D:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7AP&> Tickets<http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ct! 2D1D39E:E60B5E4291E88E296761Y~A5B82746D4BB22FBAP92041C7Ag&> Sale<http:/ie.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D39F:E60B5E4291E88E29676TDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041CTA9&> 

[Current Best Sellers] [Snapback Hats] <http://c.cs.fansedge.corr~’t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D386:E60B5FA291E88E2967NDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041CTA9&> 
[NHLJerseys]<http:i/e.cs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D387:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746LW4BB22FBA992041CZ~,.g&> [Snapback Hats] 
<ht~p:i/e.cs.fansedge.corr~’t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D386:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746TD4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 
[Pillo~vPets]<http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D388:E60B5F.4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 
[5950 Fitted Hats]<htt~://e.cs.fansed~e.con~/t?t 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D389:E60B5E4291E88E29676TDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> [Pillow Pets] 
<htt~://e.cs.fansed~e.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D388:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> 
[5950 Fitted Hats]<htt~://e.cs.fansed~e.con~/t?t 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D389:E60B5E4291E88E29676TDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> [Zubaz Go Green For St. Patty’s 
Day] <http://e.cs.fansed~e.con~/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38A:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 
[Vintage Scrum Tees]<http:~,’e.cs.~ansed~e.corrdt?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38B:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FB~4992041C7Ag&> [Zubaz Go Green For St. 
Patty’s Day] <http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38A:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041CTA9&> 
[NCAA Arch Hoodies Sizes Up to 5XL]<http:i/e.cs.fansedge.con~/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38D:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7Ag&> [NBA 
Jerseys] <http:/ie.cs.fansedge.co~rdt?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ct! 2D1D38C:E60B5FA291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 
[SuperBo~vlChampsGear]<ht~://ecsfansedgecorr~’t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38E:E60B5FA-291E88E2967NDC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041CTA9&> [ix.~:~L Jerseys] 
<http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D38F:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9&> 

Sendto a friend<http://e.cs.fansedge.col~’bil~’t~I’?id E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992041C7A9> FansEdge.com<http://e.cs fansedgecom/t? 
r 1863&c 1949937&1 55703&ctl 2D1D395:E60B5E4291E88E29676DC15B82746D4BB22FBA992(;,41C7A9&> Privacy Policy<http://ecs.fansedge.com/t? 
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An ]:ntroduction to ER]:SA: The Basics You Need to 
Know 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

*The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEB~’NAR DESCR~’PTI;ON 

iERISA, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, is considered 

’3he of the most complex federal statutes ever enacted. Its impact on 

iemployee benefit plans (retirement and welfare plans) is so extensive that 

ievery sponsor of a plan needs to be fully aware of what ERISA is, whether an 

iemployer s plan is covered by the law, how ERISA works and why certain 

iprovisions exist. ERISA covers everything from required plan provisions to how 

iplans must be administered. The broad scope of ERISA scoverage has made 

ithat law the controlling framework for benefit plans of private employers in 

ithe US. 

iIgnorance of the coverage of ERISA can create significant legal risk to 

icompanies. Within ERISA, various entities, from plan sponsors to fiduciaries to 

iadministrators, are given specific legal obligations. These entities are liable if 

ithey do not fulfill their duties for their ERISA-covered plans. 

iERISA is extremely comprehensive, and only specialized lawyers are 

icompletely conversant in its full application. But even non-lawyers need to 

iknow how ERISA relates to the operation of employee benefit plans. If you 

iare a sponsor of a benefit plan, or are considering putting a benefit plan in 

place, you should at least have a working understanding of how ERISA may 

impact the benefit arrangements you establish for your employees. This 

,webinar will offer a practical introduction to ERISA and address some of the 

key concepts that commonly arise in plan design and administration. 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Workplace Violence and 

Bullying: How to Prevent 

and Reduce an 

Employer’s Liability 

March 7, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordina: $289.00 

Learn More 

Series LLC - A Better Way 

to Avoid Business Liability 

March 8, 2012 

Session Plus Book and 

DVD: $239.00 

Learn More 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

March 13, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Investigations Using Social 

Media: How to Do It; How 

Not to Do It 

March 15, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

AGENDA 

¯ What plans are covered by ERISA 

¯ What are welfare and retirement plans under ERISA 

¯ What does it mean to be a qualified plan 

¯ What is ERISA preemption of state law 

¯ What legal remedies does ERISA provide to plan participants 

¯ What is a fiduciary and what are fiduciary obligations 

What is the required level of documentation, reporting and disclosure 

relating to benefit plans 

What are the best practices in the administration of benefit plans 

FAC U LTY 

KEITH MCMURDY is a Partner in the New York office of Fox Rothschild, LLP. 
iKeith’s practice focuses primarily on labor and employment issues 
iarising from the design, drafting and administration of 
iemployee benefits plans, including health, welfare, 
idisability and retirement plans. He represents benefit 
plans, plan sponsors, plan administrators, third-party 
administrators, and insurers. 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Reclistration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need to Know to 

Be in Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 



Keith’s areas of practice include plan drafting, plan amendment and litigation 
3f ERISA claims arising from plan administration. He provides counseling to 
-=mployers and plan sponsors on compliance issues for applicable federal and 
~tate regulations governing the administration of employee benefit plans. He 
has represented plans, fiduciaries and other interested parties in litigation in 
~ number of jurisdictions and continues to act as litigation counsel for a varied 
~lroup of clients. 

Keith lends his knowledge to the firm’s Health Care Reform Working Group, 

which is designed to help clients sort through the myriad issues and changes 

~temming from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health 

Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010. He is a frequent speaker and 

writer on employee benefits topics and maintains the firm s Employee 

Benefits BIog (http://employeebenefits.foxrothschild.com) 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVZEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not requh’ed 

for phone-only paF~icipants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
~e able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
~fter the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar, 

Curbing FMLA ]~nterrnittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How Lo Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How Lo 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

May 23, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management * POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 
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Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Te[econference plus CD: $288,00 

Generally speaking, a creditor must file a proof of claim 

confirmation of the debtor’s plan of reorganization. 

Unfortunately, the filing of a proof can adversely affect 

the creditor’s ability to defend against claims asserted by 

the debtor. 

Additionally, there are a number of technical 

requirements relating to the proper filing of a proof, 

including when and where, the content and the required 

supporting documentation. 

This live audio conference will address all of these issues 

thereby enabling every practitioner to understand how to 

assess or analyze the initial question of whether to file a 

proof and thereafter to deal with all of the related issues, 

including the form and content, supporting 

documentation, who has the burden of proof, getting the 

claim allowed, and transferring a claim after a proof has 

been filed. 

Filing a Proof of Claim 

Form of Proof 

When to File - Deadlines and Status of Schedules 

Supporting Documents 

Consequences of Filing a Proof - Jurisdiction and 

Waivers 

Consequence of Not Filing 

Objections 

Debtor’s or Trustee’s Burden; Overcoming the 

Presumption 

Creditor’s Burden of Proof 

When Claim ]s Allowed 

Strategic Objections, Rule 3018 and Allowance for 

Voting 

Claim Estimation as a Backdoor Objection and 

Defenses 

Bar Date Notice - Due Process Issues 

Transfer or Assignment of Claim 

Relief for Filing Late 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 
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credit and collection managers, presidents, vice 

presidents, business owners and managers, lending 

professionals, bankers and accountants. 

Robert J. Kea¢~, Bernstein Shur 

Daniel W. Sklar, P.C., Nixon Peabody LLP 

Robert J, Keach 

¯ Co-chair of Bernstein Shur’s Business Restructuring 

and Insolvency Practice Group 

¯ Focuses on the representation of various parties in 

workouts and bankruptcy cases, including debtors, 

creditors, creditors’ committees, lessors, and third- 

parties acquiring troubled companies and their 

assets 
¯ Regularly serves as a panelist on national 

bankruptcy, lender liability and creditors’ rights 

programs, and has written several articles on 

bankruptcy and creditors’ rights 

Contributing writer to the Collier Guide to Chapter 

11 Practice 

Chairman of the board of directors of the American 

Bankruptcy Institute and a fellow of the American 

College of Bankruptcy 

Recognized by Best Lawyers in America for more 

than 15 years for work in bankruptcy and creditor- 

debtor rights and by Chambers USA in their 

Corporate/M&A section, where he has achieved the 

Star Individual rating; named a New England Super 

Lawyer; selected as one of the Top 100 lawyers in 

New England (regardless of specialty); and holds 

the highest rating by Martindale-Hubbell Law 

Directory 

¯ Admitted to practice in Maine and Massachusetts 

J.D. degree, University of Maine School of Law; B.A. 

degree, University of Vermont 

Can be contacted at rkeach@bernsteinshur.com 

Daniel W. Sklar, P.C. 

¯ Partner in the Manchester, New Hampshire, office 

of Nixon Peabody LLP 

¯ Focuses on all aspects of financial restructuring 

and bankruptcy with extensive experience in the 

area of corporate law and commercial transactions 

Represented debtors, trustees, secured creditors, 

committees, stockholders, lessors and senior 

executives in large Chapter 11 cases around the 

country for more than 20 years and has been 

involved in a number of international insolvencies 

Listed in Best Lawyers in America since 1989, 

recognized for exceptional standing in the legal 

community in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 

Lawyers for Business for bankruptcy work and 

recognized in Chambers USA in previous years, and 

as a New England Super Lawyer in bankruptcy and 

creditor/debtor rights based on a peer-review 

survey by Boston magazine, 2007 

¯ Adjunct professor of law at Franklin Pierce Law 

Center, teaching a course on bankruptcy and 

reorganization 

LL.M. degree, Boston University Law School; J.D. 

degree, cure laurie, Boston College Law School; 

B.A. degree, University of Pennsylvania 

Can be contacted at dsklar@nixonpeabody.com 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 



¯ CBC 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

CPE 

_C__!_i__c___k_____h___e__r___e_ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
L 
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Workplace Violence and Bullying" How to Prevent 
and Reduce an Employer’s Liability 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBTNAR DESCRTPTION 

iAccording to government data, nearly 2 million American 
iworkers reported having been victims of workplace vlolence 
ieach year, with millions of more cases going unreported. 
4omicides are the fourth leading cause of death in the 
iworkplace and, among women, are the leading cause of death in 
ithe workplace. Workplace violence often results from issues 
iwlth disgruntled or terminated employees and from domestlc 
vlolence that carrles over into the workplace. Workplace 

ivlolence ls estimated to cost American buslness over $6 
billion dollars annually. Managers, human resource 
mofesslonals and co-workers are often untrained in 

irecognlzlng and preventing workplace violence. 

iWith the prevalence of email, instant messages and social 
inetwork sites, employees have increasingly been complaining 
iof bullying on the job. Although bullylng itself is not 
iyet deemed to be harassment under federal or state employment 
ilaws, bullylng often leads to EEOC clalms or lawsults 
ialleglng harassment or other legally recognized causes of 
iactlon. Thls weblnar wlll include discussions of harassment 
issues that relate to violence and bullying. 

iln response to high profile suicides resulting from bullying, 
ialmost half the states have proposed legislation to create a 
ispeciflc cause of actlon for workplace bullying. Much of the 
iproposed legislation ls slmllar to anti-bullying statutes in 
iother jurisdictions, including, Quebec, Canada; the Unlted 
iKlngdom; and Australia. 

iIt is more important than ever to understand the legal issues 
regarding workplace violence and bullying of employees by 
ifellow workers. In many instances, workplace vlolence can be 
avoided or minimized if lts warning slgns are recognized and 
addressed early. Similarly, many bullylng claims, and their 

iresultlng legal liability and bad publicity, can be avolded 
iwlth proper tralnlng and with proper policies in place. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General recertification 
credit hours thro~qh the HR Certification Institute. Use of the seal is not an 
endorsement by the HR Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It 
means that this proclram has met the HR Certification Institute’s criteria to be 
pre-approved for recertification credit. 

AGENDA 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

March 13, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

HE Metrics: How to Measure 

the Right Things and Win 

C-Level Support 

March 13, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

Successful PTO Programs 

March 13, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Why Most PowerPoJnt 

Presentations Stink ... And 

How to Be Sure Yours 

Don t 

March 13, 2012 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$338.00 

Learn More 

Coaching Skills for 

Supervisors: Become the 

Great Boss Every Employee 

Wants to Work for 

March 14, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

Hazard Recognition: A 

Proven Process for 

Continuous Improvement 

March 14, 2012 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Recdstration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Investigations Using Social 

Media: How to Do It; How 

Not to Do It 

March 15, 2012 

Registration Only: $219,00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$319.00 

Learn More 



In this seminar, you will learn about: 

¯ How to identify potentially violent situations 

¯ How to respond to violentincidents 

¯ How to address domestlc violence lssues that carry over 
lnto the workplace 

Offboarding: Strategies for 

a Successful Goodbye 

March 15, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

What is bullylng and how to recognize it in your 
workplace 

Your obligations once you dlscover vlolent threats, 
harassment or bullylng 

Helpful tips fn drafting, implementing and monitoring 
pollcles to help reduce 1lability for workplace 
violence, harassment, bullylng and other clalms 

Whether your state has pendlng legislation regarding 
workplace violence or bullying 

The impact of recent court decisions relating to 
harassment and bullylng 

Trends in other countries that will act as a model for 
likely legislative changes in the United States 

Paperless HR: How to Stay 

in Compliance When 

"Going Green" 

March 15, 2012 

Re istration: 219.00 

Re istration - 

Teleconference p~s CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Issues regarding the equal opportunity harasser 

How an employer can defend agalnst harassment, vlolence 
and bullying clalms brought before regulatory agencies 

and in the courts 

Strategies to reduce employer liability and to help 
create a safer workplace and a more productive workforce 

FAC U LTY 

Joseph B. Cartafalsa, Esq. is a partner at Putney, Twombly, 

4all & Hirson LLP~ a New York-based law firm founded in 1866. 
~r. Cartafalsa represents management and executives in 
aspects of labor and employment law and related litigation. 
4e frequently represents and advises employers on thelr 
rights and obligations under the myrlad of federal~ state and 
local employment-related laws and regulations. 

4e has worked closely with employers to provlde counseling 
durlng particularly sensitive tlmes such as durlng layoffs~ 
~ergers or corporate restructuring; when sexual harassment or 
discrimination ls alleged; and when an employee requests a 
~edical leave or job accommodation. Mr. Cartafalsa has also 
been called upon to draft and review employment contracts and 
non-compete agreements to protect hls clients from unfair 
competition and the theft of trade secrets. 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

to Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teieconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

~r. Cartafalsa received his BS degree from Cornell 
Jnlverslty s School of Industrial and Labor Relations in 1989 
and his ]D degree from the Fordham University School of Law 
in 1992. He ls a member of the Advisory Councils for 
Cornell s ILR School and the Cornell Labor and Employment Law 
Program. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department, 

* Q&A session with the expert, 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 
)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 
for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 
before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 
receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 
will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

~istration - Session Only." ~;19S.00 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Registration Only: $219,00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 



Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

Special Feature." If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordincl~$289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tricky Return-to- 

Work Issues 

March 27, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 



Salary Increase Matrix 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordina: $289.00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 



Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

May 23, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre(~.uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Megan Watson <megan.watson@wright.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:00 AM 

Amber’ ’Demastus <ademasms@ou.edu>; ’Bart Byrd’ <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; brim~d@mail.utexas.edu; Am~ette I.’ ’Mora~ 

<bryntol 8@ou.edtr~; Charles B.’ ’Elder <cbelder@on.edtr~; Carol L.’ ’Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu-~; ’Curtis W. Jones’ 

<cnrtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edtr~; Carla A.’ ’Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desiree@smn.edu; ’Dennis Lebla~c’ 

~lebla~c@huskers.com>; ’Felicia M~xtin’ <felicia.ma(tin@ttu.edu>; GeraJ~d S.’ ’Gurney --~ggnrney@ou.edt~-; ingrid@athletics.tmnu.edu; 

Jaye E.’ ’Amundson <jamundson@ou.edu>; ’Jnlie Owen’ <jkowen@olemiss.edu:>; Kasie L.’ ’Tmnayo <kasie@ou.edu>; ’Kris Livingston’ 

<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; ’B~y’m~ Maggaxd’ <MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Ma~ Ellen’ ’Jones <mj2 l@txsmte.edu>; ’Mm~ilyn 

Middlebrook’ <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbnskirk@ku.edu; ’Randa Ryan’ <rmyan@mail.utexas.edu>; Randy J.’ 
’Garibay <~rjgaribay@on.edu;,; ’Joe Scoggin’ ~:scoginj@miss~uri.edu~; ’Jill Shields’ <shields@k-state.edu>; Stacy L.’ ’Lemmert 

<slemme~otLedu~; Terri L.’ ’Moyer <tmoye@ou.edtc,; ’Tommy Powell’ <tpowell@ias~te.edu~; Teresa A.’ ’Turner <tturne@ou.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Re: [n4a] How to Win at APR, in a Few (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Does evelNone agree with these findings? I feel like it is probalqy more 
about an overall athletic department’s budget...I doubt nrore shoes and 
uniforms really help APR. I think it has more to do with the ratio of 
academic personnel to student-athletes and/or money available to pay quality 
tutors. I cannot believe the first bullet point is true either. Syracuse (a 
school I LOVE) has had problems with APR in the past and I find it hard to 
believe that the?" aren’t spending a LOT of money for that program. 

I am stare there are some "patterns" but I think there might be some 
weaknesses to the findings 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists ncsu.edu] OnBehalf 
Of Gumey, Gerald S. 
Sent: Wedaaesday, March 07, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: n4a@lists ncsu edu; Julie Owen; Jones, MaW Ellen; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis 
Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); 
Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku edu; Randa Ryan; Tonmay 
Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A; Ludvigson, 
Carol L.; Demastus, Amber; desireet@smu edu; Garibay, Randy J.; Amnndson, 
Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lemmert. Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, 
Terri L. 
Subject: [n4a] Ho~v to Win at APR, in a Fe~v (Not-So) Easy Steps - Players - 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

http://chronicle com/blo~s/plavers/how-to-wm-at-apr-in-a-few-not-so-easv-st 
eps/29709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edn> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 12:13 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

[regionii] Region II Director ~d Secretary 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 
We will be voting ~2~r a new Region II Director and Secretary at the June 
Conference in But’i’alo. These two in&viduals will not take over until June 
of 2()13 at the Jacksonville Conference Each position is a 2 year term 
Please let me know if you would like to run for either of these positions 
or if you would like to nominate someone to run If you have any questions 
about the positions, please feel free to contact me 

Thanks a lot, 
Megan 

Megan C Albidrez 
Associate I)irector 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 
megat~albidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://ncsu.edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in counection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law-. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



How to Protect Trade Secrets in the Digital Age 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBZNAR DESCRZPT~ON 

Advances in digital technology have made it increasingly easy for employees, 
iclients, and competitors to steal valuable intellectual property and trade 
secrets. This growing trend has resulted in a number of significant 
,’osecutions and lawsuits that demonstrate both the increased vulnerability 

iof corporations to these threats as well as strategies that can be adopted in 
3rder to mitigate against these risks. 

iThis webinar, conducted by lawyers Joseph V. DeMarco and Amin Kassam, at 
Devore & DeMarco LLP in New York, will provide a broad overview of the risks 
ito your business and the laws that relate to corporate economic espionage. 
iThe discussion will focus on proven strategies for protecting trade secrets. 
iThe program will also feature a recent case study involving the investigation 
iand prosecution of an employee convicted of stealing valuable information 
ibelonging to an international bank. 

UPCOHING 
TELECONFERENCES 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

March 13, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

HR Metrics: How to Measure 

the Right Things and Win 

C-Level Support 

March 13, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 

Learn More 

Successful PTO Programs 

March 13, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Threats to Trade Secrets in the Digital Age 

The Electronic Espionage Act 

What Qualifies as a Trade Secret 

Other Laws Protecting Trade Secrets 

Litigation Tactics and Practical Considerations 

Case Study: United States v. Samarth Agrawal (S.D.N.Y. 2010) 

Best Practices for Protecting Trade Secrets 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

iBusiness owners, IT, HR, financial executives, and in-house counsel will 

ibenefit fl’om this informative webinar. 

FAC U LTY 

iJoseph V. DeMarco, Esq. 

iJoseph V. DeMarco specializes in representing and counseling clients on 

icomplex issues involving information privacy and security, theft of intellectual 

iproperty, computer intrusions, on-line fraud, employee malfeasance and crisis 
imanagement and response. Erom 1997 to 2007, Mr. DeMarco was an 
iAssistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, where 
ihe founded and headed the Computer Hacking and Intellectual Property 
i(CHIPs) Program, a group of five prosecutors dedicated to investigating and 
iprosecuting violations of federal cybercrime laws and intellectual property 
ioffenses. 

iAmin Kassam specializes in complex intellectual property litigation and 
iadvising clients on issues relating to information privacy and security, anti- 

ipiracy investigations and enforcement, e-commerce, and on-line malfeasance. 
int. Kassam has particular experience representing a number of corporations 
iand working with law enforcement in investigations relating to the theft of 
iintellectual property. 

Why Most PowerPoint 

Presentations Stink ... And 

How to Be Sure Yours 

Don t 

March 13, 2012 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$338.00 

Learn More 

Coaching Skills for 

Supervisors: Become the 

Great Boss Every Employee 

Wants to Work for 

March 14, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 

Learn More 

Hazard Recognition: A 

Proven Process for 

Continuous Improvement 

March 14, 2012 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Reaistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Investigations Using Social 

Media: How to Do It; How 

Not to Do It 

March 15, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Offboarding: Strategies for 

a Successful Goodbye 



TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert, 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only par~idpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
!3e able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 
slides shown during the webinar. 

March 15, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Paperless HE: How to Stay 

in Compliance When 

"Going Green" 

March 15, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.oo 
Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

Lo Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308,00 
Learn More 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinc~: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 



Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278,00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209,00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tricky Return-to- 

Work Issues 

March 27, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinc~: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8,oo 
Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 



"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Recdstration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High ROI 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened ~[-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

May 23, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

$319.00 

Learn More 



SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

T 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ MA ¯ 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Walter M Holliday" <wholliday@lsu.edu’- 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 8:38 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu-~; Walter M Holliday <wholliday@lsu.e&t> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Region II Director and Secretaacy 

TEXT.htm 

Flow are you doing? Great job on the news letter and thanks for the shout 
out! You were key in pulling o:ffthe conference! You must have been 
reading my mind because I was thinking about putting my name in for the 
Region [I Director and a few people on our staff suggested I think about 
it I ser~,ed as the Region I Director in 2000 while I was at Rutgers. I 
do want to ask you a few questions, so if you can give me a call that 
would be great[ 

Walt 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu, edu 
[mai[to:regionii-owner@lists ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu, edu 
Subject: [regionii] Region II Director and Secretaly 

Good afternoon, 
We will be voting for a nexv Region II Director and SecretalT at the June 
Conference in Buffalo. These two individuals will not take over until 
June of 2013 at the Jacksonville Conference. Each position is a 2 year 
term. Please let me know if you ~vould like to run for either of these 
positions or if you would like to nominate someone to run. If you have 
any questions about the positions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thartks a lot, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (t?x) 
meganalbidrez@ncsu edu 

http ://ncsu edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law The?’ are retained and may be disclosed to third parties" 



Course runs March 14-April 25 2012 - 6PM ET Seven Wednesday Evening Sessions 

Registration for all seven sessions $1200. Click Here 

This unique eDiseovery course provides ml approach focushlg 
on the tedumlogieal mid legal issues and provides acclaimed 
course material h~ the eDiscovery field. 

Course Includes: 
¯ Primary Instructor: tvlk:~~:~ei f~. Ar~ki 
¯ Seven ~.,~r~-,~-~i~-,~-~ >.~x-:k[3 w~b~nar~ on Wednesday evenings at 6PM 

EST 
¯ Pre and Post tests 
¯ F~’ee copy of the Ark)bid on Elect’ohio Discovery 

and Evidence publimtions - ~1279 Vai~e~ 
¯ WceMy wcbcasts and online classroom with e{ >{~vc~>~ el’3~ ~txpt’t’~ 

¯ Certificate of Completion available 
¯ Distinguished experts presenting live include Jud3c Jo~m Fac~.:k~{a a>d 

¯ CLE Credits availaNe in ~, CA, CO, TX, OK and NC. 

Course Description 
To fully understand how law and technology relate, e-discovery 
practitioners need a foundation in computers and forensics. 

Overview of Information Technology ("IT") and Electronic Discovery 
Computer Fundamentals: Creating, Storing and Retrieving 

Electronically Stored Information ("ESI") 
Computer File Systems (Directories, Files, and File Formats) and 

Forms 
ESI Characteristics, Terminology and Classifications 
Computer Forensics: Destroying, Restoring, Concealing and Protecting 

ESI 
IT Infrastructure: People, Procedures and Technology 
Storage Locations: Media, Devices, Networks, Setwers, and Back-up 

Systems 
Managing and Produdng ESI: Technology, Search and Cost Issues 

eDiscovery Critical Issues, Strategy and Tactics 

Nature of Claims, Scope of Discovery, Terminology and Classification. 
ESI Types and Storage 
Legal Holds and Controlling Costs 
Search Methodology and Protocol, Inspection o fComputer Systems 

a nd Chain of Custody 
ESI Format Disclosure Requirements 
Privileged ESI, Nonwaiver Agreement and FRE 5o2. 
Limitations on DiseoveW - Cost Mloeation (Proportionality), 

Protective Orders, Burdens and Relevancy. 
Certification of Production Eflbt~s 
Spoliation and Sanctions 

In partnership with the ASU Sandra Day O’Commr College of 
Law 



R(~’gistratio~ for all seven s(~’ssions $12oo. CHck Here 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church * VA. 22042 



Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Davis, Brian" <Brian.Davi@athletics.utexas.edu> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 9:44 AM 

Amber Demastus <ademastus@ou.edu-~; Bart Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu-~; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Annette I. Moran 

<brynto 18@ou.edu>; Charles B. Elder <cbelde@ou.edu~; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu~; Curtis W. Jones 

<curtis.Jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; desiree@smu.edu; Dennis Leblanc 
<dleblanc@huskers.cotn>; Felicia Martin <felicia.ma~tin@ttu.edu>; Gerald S. Gumey ~-~ggumey@ou.edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); 

Jaye E. Amundson <j~:mundson@ou.e&~-; Kasie L. Tamayo <kasie@ou.edu>; Kris Livingston ~-~l~-is.livingston@colorado.e&~-; B~Nan 

Maggard <MaggardB@tnissouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbusldrk@ku.edu; Randa 

Rym~ <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Ra~@J. Garibay <~jgaril~ay@ou.edu>; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@tnissouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k- 
state.edu>; Stacy L. Lemmert <slemme~otLedu~; Tern L. Moyer <tmoye@ou.edu;,; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu>; Teresa A. 

Turner <tmmer@ou.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

[n4a] Re: Concerns About Sports, Backing Ii~r Obama: a Survey of Presidents I Inside Higher Ed 

What a strange conrbination of concerns/issues for a headline. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gtar~ey, Gerald S. [mailto:~urnev(d~ou.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2012 8:26 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@nrail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Jones, Cultis W.; Dennis Leblanc; Felicia _Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin 
(scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tottery Powell; Moran, Annette I.; Elder, Charles B.; Winters, Carla A.; Ludvigson, Carol 
L.; Demastus, Amber; desiree@smu.edu; Garibay, Ran@ J.; Amundson, Jaye E.; Tamayo, Kasie L.; Lermnert, Stacy L.; Turner, Teresa A.; Moyer, Tern L. 
Subject: Concerns About Sports, Backing for Obama: a Survey of Presidents I h~side Higher Ed 

http ://www.insidehighered co~r~news/surve ~v/concerns-about-sp ort s-backin~-obama-survev-pr esidents 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"HICKMAN, MARIA" <IvIHICKIvlAN@mailbox.sc.edu> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 10:57 AM 

’n4a@lists.ncsu.edff 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

[n4a] Wilma Rudolph Nominations 

TEXT.htm 

The due date to nominate a student-athlete for the Wilma Rudolph award is approaching, Friday, March 16th. 

I lmow there are student-athletes on your campus that have overcome great personal, academic, and/or emotional odds to achieve academic success while participating in intercollegiate 
athletics. Take the time to recognize your students. 

The link for the nomination fonn is below 

http://nfoura org/about/documents/2012-Wl[ma-Rudolph-Nomination-Form pdf 

Please let me lmow if you have any questions. 
-Maria 

Maria Hiclcman 
Director of Academics 
Dodie Anderson Academic Center 
Universi~ of South Carolina 
O: (803) 777-6321 
F: (803) 777-7512 



L 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Te[econference plus CD: $288,00 

Generally speaking, a creditor must file a proof of claim 

confirmation of the debtor’s plan of reorganization. 

Unfortunately, the filing of a proof can adversely affect 

the creditor’s ability to defend against claims asserted by 

the debtor. 

Additionally, there are a number of technical 

requirements relating to the proper filing of a proof, 

including when and where, the content and the required 

supporting documentation. 

This live audio conference will address all of these issues 

thereby enabling every practitioner to understand how to 

assess or analyze the initial question of whether to file a 

proof and thereafter to deal with all of the related issues, 

including the form and content, supporting 

documentation, who has the burden of proof, getting the 

claim allowed, and transferring a claim after a proof has 

been filed. 

Filing a Proof of Claim 

Form of Proof 

When to File - Deadlines and Status of Schedules 

Supporting Documents 

Consequences of Filing a Proof - Jurisdiction and 

Waivers 

Consequence of Not Filing 

Objections 

Debtor’s or Trustee’s Burden; Overcoming the 

Presumption 

Creditor’s Burden of Proof 

When Claim ]s Allowed 

Strategic Objections, Rule 3018 and Allowance for 

Voting 

Claim Estimation as a Backdoor Objection and 

Defenses 

Bar Date Notice - Due Process Issues 

Transfer or Assignment of Claim 

Relief for Filing Late 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 
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credit and collection managers, presidents, vice 

presidents, business owners and managers, lending 

professionals, bankers and accountants. 

Robert J. Kea¢~, Bernstein Shur 

Daniel W. Sklar, P.C., Nixon Peabody LLP 

Robert J, Keach 

¯ Co-chair of Bernstein Shur’s Business Restructuring 

and Insolvency Practice Group 

¯ Focuses on the representation of various parties in 

workouts and bankruptcy cases, including debtors, 

creditors, creditors’ committees, lessors, and third- 

parties acquiring troubled companies and their 

assets 
¯ Regularly serves as a panelist on national 

bankruptcy, lender liability and creditors’ rights 

programs, and has written several articles on 

bankruptcy and creditors’ rights 

Contributing writer to the Collier Guide to Chapter 

11 Practice 

Chairman of the board of directors of the American 

Bankruptcy Institute and a fellow of the American 

College of Bankruptcy 

Recognized by Best Lawyers in America for more 

than 15 years for work in bankruptcy and creditor- 

debtor rights and by Chambers USA in their 

Corporate/M&A section, where he has achieved the 

Star Individual rating; named a New England Super 

Lawyer; selected as one of the Top 100 lawyers in 

New England (regardless of specialty); and holds 

the highest rating by Martindale-Hubbell Law 

Directory 

¯ Admitted to practice in Maine and Massachusetts 

J.D. degree, University of Maine School of Law; B.A. 

degree, University of Vermont 

Can be contacted at rkeach@bernsteinshur.com 

Daniel W. Sklar, P.C. 

¯ Partner in the Manchester, New Hampshire, office 

of Nixon Peabody LLP 

¯ Focuses on all aspects of financial restructuring 

and bankruptcy with extensive experience in the 

area of corporate law and commercial transactions 

Represented debtors, trustees, secured creditors, 

committees, stockholders, lessors and senior 

executives in large Chapter 11 cases around the 

country for more than 20 years and has been 

involved in a number of international insolvencies 

Listed in Best Lawyers in America since 1989, 

recognized for exceptional standing in the legal 

community in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 

Lawyers for Business for bankruptcy work and 

recognized in Chambers USA in previous years, and 

as a New England Super Lawyer in bankruptcy and 

creditor/debtor rights based on a peer-review 

survey by Boston magazine, 2007 

¯ Adjunct professor of law at Franklin Pierce Law 

Center, teaching a course on bankruptcy and 

reorganization 

LL.M. degree, Boston University Law School; J.D. 

degree, cure laurie, Boston College Law School; 

B.A. degree, University of Pennsylvania 

Can be contacted at dsklar@nixonpeabody.com 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 



¯ CBC 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

CPE 

_C__!_i__c___k_____h___e__r___e_ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
L 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Fails Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

Since the U.S. Supreme Court decided DaubeF~ v. Merrell 

Dow Pharmaceuticals in 1993, the federal law governing 

expert testimony has undergone a radical transformation. 

The courts of most states have also now adopted 

Daubert to some extent. Every litigator needs to 

understand the impact of Daubert and its progeny. Used 

properly, Daubert can be a powerful tool for excluding 

expert evidence. 

This live audio conference will give you the ammunition 

you need to challenge opposing expert testimony. You 

will learn the basic concepts of the law governing 

admissibility of expert testimony, and get practical and 

concrete advice on how to bring and defend expert 

witness challenges under Daubert. 

This live audio conference will explore the strategic 

question of when you should consider challenging expert 

testimony, as well as the tactical issue of how to prepare 

a case for such a challenge. 

Understanding Daubert 

Can the Theory Be Tested? 

Peer Review and Publication 

Potential Rate of Error 

General Acceptance 

Additional Factors Adopted by Some Courts 

Daubert in the Courts 

Scope of Federal Case Law 

State Law Some General Trends 

Daubert in Practice 

When Should a Challenge Be Considered? 

The Mechanics of a Challenge 

Tactical Considerations 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys, Other 
legal staff may also benefit from attending, 

G, Brian 3ackson, Miller & MaF~in PLLC 
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Member of the law firm of Miller & Martin PLLC in 

Nashville, Tennessee 

National litigation practice includes extensive 

experience offering and challenging expert witness 

testimony 

Participated in Daubert proceedings in federal 

multidlstrict litigations and other state and federal 

courts 

Lectured and wrote articles on the laws of 

evidence as they apply to expert testimony 

Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America since 

2007 

Presented seminars and teleconferences on this 

topic for several organizations 

Graduated, Vanderbilt University Law School and 

associate editor of the Vanderbilt Law Review 

Can be contacted at 615-744-8505 or 

b jackson@ millermartin.co m 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carolina Hurricanes <%%BIVlASTER@CAROLINAHURRICANES.COIVI> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 3:39 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hurricanes NHL Ticket Exchm~ge 

TEXT.htm 

[Hun-icanes NHL Ticket Exchange by Ticketmaster] 
[Score Resale Tickets :[’or Must-See Hurricanes Games Or SELL your season tickets if you can’t go] 
There’s no place like home ice. It’s high energy at R[3C Center even before the puck drops on a flat-out adrenaline rush 

Find seats you’ll be on the edge of with Ticketmaster, the ofl’icia[ fan resale parmer of the Hurricanes and the NHL! Buy with 100% confidence every time, and get instant ticket gratification 
with Ticketmaster’s emai[ delivery 

And if you have season tickets but can’t go, ease the pain of missing a game by selling your seats to other fans. We collect payment [’or you and take care of getting tickets to buyers 

[Buy of Sell Today]<http:i/srm.mm.ticketmaster.com:80/track? 
type click&enid ZVVFzPTErab~J~rFpbGluZ21kPTE4MDU2NDEmb~\,~,Zzc2Fr~WlkPTIw~g 1 ~E~GF0 ~V~c2VpZD 1EQ~Q~L~ J~ct~bD0xN~fN~2NSZlb~pbGl~W92ZXJzc~ 

[http:i/3.cdn.nhle.com/hurricanes/images/upload/2011/10/puck.gill 

Ticket availability varies per game. See cttrrent ticket inventory for details. 
NHL and the NHL shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. 
NHL and NHL team marks are the property of the NHL and its teams. ~ NHL 2011. All Rights Reserved.. 



Hurricanes NHL Ticket Exchange by Ticketmaster 

Score Resa le Tickets for Must-See Hurricanes Games Or SELL you r season tickets if you can’t go 

There’s r!o place like home ice. It’s high energy at RR_.C Center even be[ore [he puck drops on a fiat-.eut 

Find seats you’ll be on the edge of with ]icketmaster, the official fan resale partner of the Humcanes 

the NHL! R_.uy with 100% confidence every time and ~et }nstant ~ieket g~atification wi~h T}cketmaster’s 

email 

Buy of Sell Today 



Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

Since the U.S. Supreme Court decided DaubeF~ v. Merrell 

Dow Pharmaceuticals in 1993, the federal law governing 

expert testimony has undergone a radical transformation. 

The courts of most states have also now adopted 

Daubert to some extent. Every litigator needs to 

understand the impact of Daubert and its progeny. Used 

properly, Daubert can be a powerful tool for excluding 

expert evidence. 

This live audio conference will give you the ammunition 

you need to challenge opposing expert testimony. You 

will learn the basic concepts of the law governing 

admissibility of expert testimony, and get practical and 

concrete advice on how to bring and defend expert 

witness challenges under Daubert. 

This live audio conference will explore the strategic 

question of when you should consider challenging expert 

testimony, as well as the tactical issue of how to prepare 

a case for such a challenge. 

Understanding Daubert 

Can the Theory Be Tested? 

Peer Review and Publication 

Potential Rate of Error 

General Acceptance 

Additional Factors Adopted by Some Courts 

Daubert in the Courts 

Scope of Federal Case Law 

State Law Some General Trends 

Daubert in Practice 

When Should a Challenge Be Considered? 

The Mechanics of a Challenge 

Tactical Considerations 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys, Other 
legal staff may also benefit from attending, 

G, Brian 3ackson, Miller & MaF~in PLLC 
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Member of the law firm of Miller & Martin PLLC in 

Nashville, Tennessee 

National litigation practice includes extensive 

experience offering and challenging expert witness 

testimony 

Participated in Daubert proceedings in federal 

multidlstrict litigations and other state and federal 

courts 

Lectured and wrote articles on the laws of 

evidence as they apply to expert testimony 

Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America since 

2007 

Presented seminars and teleconferences on this 

topic for several organizations 

Graduated, Vanderbilt University Law School and 

associate editor of the Vanderbilt Law Review 

Can be contacted at 615-744-8505 or 

b jackson@ millermartin.co m 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Course runs March 14-April 25 2012 - 6PM ET Seven Wednesday Evening Sessions 

Registration for all seven sessions $1200. Click Here 

This unique eDiseovery course provides ml approach focushlg 
on the tedumlogieal mid legal issues and provides acclaimed 
course material h~ the eDiscovery field. 

Course Includes: 
¯ Primary Instructor: tvlk:~~:~ei f~. Ar~ki 
¯ Seven ~.,~r~-,~-~i~-,~-~ >.~x-:k[3 w~b~nar~ on Wednesday evenings at 6PM 

EST 
¯ Pre and Post tests 
¯ F~’ee copy of the Ark)bid on Elect’ohio Discovery 

and Evidence publimtions - ~1279 Vai~e~ 
¯ WceMy wcbcasts and online classroom with e{ >{~vc~>~ el’3~ ~txpt’t’~ 

¯ Certificate of Completion available 
¯ Distinguished experts presenting live include Jud3c Jo~m Fac~.:k~{a a>d 

¯ CLE Credits availaNe in ~, CA, CO, TX, OK and NC. 

Course Description 
To fully understand how law and technology relate, e-discovery 
practitioners need a foundation in computers and forensics. 

Overview of Information Technology ("IT") and Electronic Discovery 
Computer Fundamentals: Creating, Storing and Retrieving 

Electronically Stored Information ("ESI") 
Computer File Systems (Directories, Files, and File Formats) and 

Forms 
ESI Characteristics, Terminology and Classifications 
Computer Forensics: Destroying, Restoring, Concealing and Protecting 

ESI 
IT Infrastructure: People, Procedures and Technology 
Storage Locations: Media, Devices, Networks, Setwers, and Back-up 

Systems 
Managing and Produdng ESI: Technology, Search and Cost Issues 

eDiscovery Critical Issues, Strategy and Tactics 

Nature of Claims, Scope of Discovery, Terminology and Classification. 
ESI Types and Storage 
Legal Holds and Controlling Costs 
Search Methodology and Protocol, Inspection o fComputer Systems 

a nd Chain of Custody 
ESI Format Disclosure Requirements 
Privileged ESI, Nonwaiver Agreement and FRE 5o2. 
Limitations on DiseoveW - Cost Mloeation (Proportionality), 

Protective Orders, Burdens and Relevancy. 
Certification of Production Eflbt~s 
Spoliation and Sanctions 

In partnership with the ASU Sandra Day O’Commr College of 
Law 



R(~’gistratio~ for all seven s(~’ssions $12oo. CHck Here 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church * VA. 22042 



Photo/Logo Award Balls - Internal Use - Full Color with No Minimums 

www. S portsB allsTo G o. com 
Print any logo/photo/text message in color - single or multiple balls 

Price includes printing, ball, stand, and setup 
$26 Football, $28 Basketball, $14 Baseball, $25 Soccer, $26 Volley 

more balls and pricing on website 
View samples for Universities, IMG College, Pro-Teams, etc. at website 

*** In your hands within six business days from order *** 

Djmns@DJams.com or 813-684-6700 
To remove from mailing list - reply with "remove" in the subject line 

Djams Corp., 2310 Oakhurst Ct., Valrico, Florida, 33596 



The Spectacular of Vernacular: Last Look Events 
Sunday, t8 March 

2:00 PM: "Spectacular Self/Vernacular Self" 

Hones Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Free and open to the public. 

Offered on the final day of The Spectacular of Vernacular, this 90-minute program wilt feature presentations 

and conversations about the ways in which autobiography and the vemacu{ar intersect in contemporary art. 

Moderated by Peter Nisbet (Chief Curator, Ackland Art Museum), the program wilt include: 

Darsie Alexander -- Chief Curator, Walker Art Center, and exhibition orsanizer 

Marc Swanson -- exhibitin8 artist, Untitled (Lookin~ Back Buck) 

Cary Levine -- Assistant Professor, Art Department, UNC-Chape[ 

A reception at the Ackland follows the event. Free and open to the public. 

1:00-5:00 PM: Music in the Galleries 
Frocking Music! Part 2 

Ackland Art Museum 
Free and open to the public. 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music in the Ackland galleries. A Wide 

variety of performers can be heard, from c[assica[ quartets to bluegrass, to 

enhance your Museum experience. 

For this special Music in the Galleries program, contemporary performance artist 

MGL debuts the second part of Fracking Music!, his new composition that 

incorporates samples from sound recordings made in the Ack[and’s ~al[eries durin~ 

the entire run of The Spectacular of Vernacular. 

Free and open to the public. 

The Spectacular of Vernacular will be open from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on Sunday, 

18 March. 

The SpectacuLar of VernacuLar exhibition catalogue is avaiLabLe for purchase at the AckLand Museum Store. 

The exhibition of The SpectacuLar of VernacuLar at the Ackl.and Art Museum is made possibl.e by the James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Fund for Contemporary Art. 

Additional support provided by the WiLI.iam Hayes AckLand Trust, and friends and members of the Ackl.and Art Museum. PubLic pro~Irams are supported by Drs. Leena and 

Shel.don Peck, Ruby Lerner, and Wayne Vaughn and Shirl.ey DrechseL The SpectacuLar of VernacuLar is or~lanized by the Wal.ker Art Center, MinneapoLis, and is made 



possible by generous support from the Andy Warho[ Foundation for the Visual Arts, Helen and Peter Warwick, and Margaret and Angus Wurte[e. 

Tea at Two: George Scheer of Elsewhere Artist Collaborative 

Wednesday, 14 March, 2.:00 PM 

This Wednesday, join us for a visit with George Scheer, director of Elsewhere Artist 

Collaborative. Elsewhere, in Greensboro, has been catted "a living museum set inside a 

thrift store" and is one of the most interesting new collections in the country. Tea at 

Two features a special guest speaker accompanied by refreshments and conversation. 

RSVP to acklandrsvp®unc.edu. 

Free to members / $10 each for members’ guests. 

Ackland Film Forum: World’s Largest 

(2010, Dirs. Elizabeth Donius and Amy Elliott) 

Thursday, 15 March, 7:00 PM 

Desperate for tourism, hundreds of smal[ towns across the U.S. claim the "world’s 

largest" something, from 15-foot fiberglass strawberries to 40-foot concrete 

pheasants. Odd, funny and sometimes beautiful, these statues stand as testaments to 

the uniqueness and importance -- the largeness -- that al[ people feet, and need to 

feet, about their communities and their own existence. World’s Largest visits 58 such 

sites and profites Soap Lake, Washington’s four-year struggle to build the Wor[d’s 

Largest Lava Lamp. 

This film is presented in connection with the exhibition The Spectacular of 

Vernacular and sponsored by the AcMand Art Museum at UNC-Chape[ Hill. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., downtown Chapel Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID I $4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

On View Now: 

Chords of Memory: Lithographs by Thomas Hart Benton 

Through 13 May 2012 

Associated with the Regiona[ist movement, Thomas Hart Benton wanted to create a 

"living art" that presented American subjects in a way that was easily accessible to 

everyday peop[e. He traveled on sketching trips around America’s heart[and during the 

Depression, often playing his harmonica in exchange for room and board. His lithographs 

record his travels, paying homage to the people and places that he encountered. 

Two abstract oil paintings by Benton wilt be presented in the exhibition. They represent 

the artist’s early experiments in synchronism, a movement interested in creating 

harmonies with color just as musicians composed with sound. 

Read the Dailv Tar Heel article. 



The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made possib[e by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends like 

yo u ! 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! Click here for more information on the benefits of membership and how your membership 

dollars support our mission. 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

If you no longer w~sh to receive this newsletter, click here to be unsubscdbed. 

Did a friend forward you this Ack[and e-news? Subscribe here and ~et your very own copy every week. 

Images: Marc Swanson, American, born 1969: Untitled (Looking Back Buck), 2004; crystals, polyurethane foam, and adhesive. Courtesy the artist and Richard Gray 

Ga[I.ery, Chicago. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The Ivlusic Lesson, 1943; [ithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks, 58.2.220. 



ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

US Supreme Court to decide who pays the cost of 
translators 

The U.S. Supreme Court will soon decide whether the costs of 
document translators are covered under a federal statute that 
requires the losing party in litigation to pay for ’compensation for 
interpreters.’ The case, Taniguchi v. Kan Pacific Saipan, involves a 
premises liability claim brought by a Japanese baseball player who 
was injured after falling through ... Login required One Year Online- 
Only .., 

2012-03-09 17:01:56 Wisconsin Law Journal 

Florida Supreme Court Shoots Down Senate 

Redistricting Plan, Setting tip Special Session 

Florida Supreme Court I Credit: Flickr - Steven M_61 On Friday, last 

day of the legislative session, the Florida Supreme Court offered a 
split decision to the state Legislature’s redistricting plan, ruling 
unanimously that the plan for the House seats passed constitutional 
muster but the plan for the Senate lines failed to do so. While the 

court ruled 7-0 that the House districts were constitutional, ... 
2012-03-09 17:49:07 Sunshine State News 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_IZ__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R_~ 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Ladders provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

VVhat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"1o Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

law 

: <!strong> : A US appeals court ordered the state of Alabama on 
: Thursday to stop enforcing additional parts of its controversial new 

immigration law, pending review of a federal challenge to the 
: measure that is considered the toughest in the nation. The US Court 

of Appeals for the 11th Circuit, based in Atlanta, issued a brief order 
expanding its initial injunction to include provisions that barred _. 

: 2012-03-09 16:53:03 The Sun Daily 

Attorney General Chris Koster said today he is sending assistant 
attorneys general into every county in the state during the week of 
March 26 to provide information to consumers about the national 
mortgage settlement and to register Missourians who might qualify to 
receive benefits under the program. Specific times for each forum will 
be posted Monday at Koster’s mortgage settlement website. 
’Missourians ... 
2012-03-09 16:48:35 St Louis Business Journal 

US court rules NIHT to pay GE $/.70m in turbine 
patent case 

A US federal court has awarded General Electric roughly $170m in 
damages after a jury found that rival Mitsubishi Heavy Tndustries 
(MHT) infringed a wind turbine patent related to zero voltage ride 

: through technology (ZVRT). MH[ spokeswoman Sonia Williams said 
: while the Japanese company was obviously disappointed, it will 
: appeal the jurys verdict in a second trial phase in Dallas in a few 
: months. At ... 

2012-03-09 17:59:25 Renewable Energy News 

.P...a...t...e...n...t....&~..e...r..t..L.F...e...d...e...r..aJ....cJ.r...c....uJ..t....e....x..~..LaLn..s.....b..r...~...a..d...~.L~.~.~.~. 
of appealable ITC issues (G~E v, ITC) 
(ITC/Claim Construction) Today, Weds., Feb. 29, 2012, in General 

Electric v. ITC, No. 2010-1223, the Federal Circuit (Rader, Newman 
: and Linn) ruled that ’issues decided by initial determination and not 

substantively reviewed by the full Commission are deemed 
determinations of the Commission ’ and entitled to appeal ’ .’ The 
Court thus rejected the [TC’s argument that the only issues subject 

: 2012-03-09 18:31:58 Dow Lohnes 

Bypass heads for date before U.S, Court of Appeals 

: Conservation groups fault state process by Mark DiBiasio In two 
: weeks a judge will sit down to hear arguments in the latest fight 
: over the Monroe Bypass. The case is scheduled to be heard by the 
: U.S. Court of Appeals March 21, as the Southern Environmental Law 
: Center seeks to reverse the summary judgment against their case by 

the U.S. District Court last October. The Center represents three ... 
: 2012-03-09 17:36:05 Mint Hill Weekly 

Stern Doesn’t Bar Bankruptcy Court From Hearing 
Claims: Judge 

5:54 PM ET) -- A bankruptcy court may rule on common law claims if 
the parties involved consent, a California federal judge said 



TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HERE 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

V alue) $349 CLICK HE I~LE 

Advert isin~ 

Thursday, citing the U.S. Supreme Court’s Stern v. Marshall decision 
and ruling for Death Row Records Inc.s Chapter 11 trustee in a 
contract row.U.S. District denied a bid by Koch Entertainment LP, 
the rap labels former North American music distributor, to send 
trustee ... 
2012-03-09 17:58:19 Law360 

Former Richmond officers plead to federal gun, 
obstruction charges 
RICHMOND -- Two former police officers accused of illegally buying 
guns for underage security guards accepted plea agreements this 
week to end federal prosecution of their case. Danny Harris, 34, and 
Raymond Thomas, 31, hired members of the department’s Police 
Explorers scouting program to work in a side business they had 
started to provide security at urban housing complexes in the East 
Bay. Harris ... 
2012-03-09 17:43:10 Inside Bay Area 

Facebook~ Others Urg.e..~.H..~ig~..h~..c....~....u...r...t.~.T-~..~.R..~.a..i...s-e.~..A-b...s.~ 
.P._a__t_.e_._n._t____8_ .a_r_. 
3:45 PM ET) -- A coalition of major technology companies including 
Facebook Inc. and Microsoft Corp. joined with the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation on Wednesday to urge the U.S. Supreme Court to 
reconsider a Federal Circuit ruling they say makes it too easy to 
patent abstract ideas involving the Internet.The Computer & 
Communications Industry Association and the EFF, a nonprofit digital 
rights group, ... 
2012-03-09 16:07:55 Law360 

LawNewsWatch - 3212 West End Ave. - Suite 500 - Nashville - TN - 37203 
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logo 

This event will be held on Tuesday, March 20 at 
3:00pro ET (2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm 

PT)= The webinar lasts 90 minutes. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar and Same-day 
Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Reqister here for Live Webinar Only - $189. 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN - ask 

about other states) 
~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Dealing with Disruptive Behavior in 
Healthcare 
March 13 at 2:00pm ET 
Register now 

HR Metrics: A Core Competency for HR 
Professionals 
March 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

4-30-12: Payback Time for Organized 
Labor 
March 20 at 3:00pm ET 
) Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertificafion credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. 

Register for this event 

Managing Employee Appearance and Behavior Without 
Breaking the Law 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, March 20 at 3:00 pm EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

~ O utrageous tattoos, grotesque body piercings and even traditional religious clothing have the 
power to offend or intimidate customers and co-workers. But an ill-crafted or inconsisent 

employee appearance and conduct policy can open the door to disruptive and costly lifestyle 
discrimination claims. This year, well-known companies including Abercrombie & Fitch and 
Starbucks are facing federal lawsuits where plaintiffs leverage employee appearance policies to 
lodge complaints of religious or sexual discrimination. 

Where can employers draw the line? Can you require an employee to hide her tsttoos? Can an 
employee dispute a no-smoking policy on discriminatory grounds? Must an employer accommodate 
lifestyle choices by employees that actually hinder or endanger their business operations? 

Sexual orientation, gender-identity, physical appearance, pornography, piercings, tattoos and 
smoking have become borderline privacy/personal issues. A server at a restaurant was fired 
because of the tattoos on his wrists and was rewarded with $150,000 in damages. 

This informative program is designed to educate managers about the danger areas of 
lifestyle discrimination by using actual case studies and clear examples of the law. 
Sample workplace policies and guidelines are provided to all participants, providing an 
effective and easy opportunity to implement, review or revise their workplace practices 
this controversial area. 

In this 90-minute webinar, we will discuss: 

What is Lifestyle Discrimination? 
Danger Areas 
Physical Appearance: Piercings, Tattoos, Provocative Attire 
Sexual Orientation 
Religion 
Sizeism, Body Appearance, and Weight 
National Origin Discrimination 
Pornography 
Social Media 
Conduct Outside Work 
Smoking 
V~hat You Can and Cannot Do 
Disciplinary Actions 
Special Considerations for Union and Government Employees 
Key Elements of a Lawful Appearance and Behavior Policy 
Avoiding Inconsistent Policy Enforcement 

Employers and managers should attend this program to learn what to expect, prepare for, 
and how to respond when addressing this new developing wave of lifestyle discrimination 
claims. 

WEBINAR COST: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 
$189 - Live Webinar Only 

You r Presenter 

Brent Ballow has over 20 years of legal experience in the area of labor and employee 
relations matters. He has successfully negotiated numerous collective bargaining agreements, 



Email Avant Resources at 
suppor~@avantresources.com for more 

information. 

regularly gives advice on the administration of those agreements, and has been responsible for over 
60 representation or decertification elections. He is a frequent speaker and trainer throughout the 
country on labor and employment issues, including the ADA, the FMLA, Privacy in the Workplace, 
Discrimination Laws, Labor Relations, and Wage and Hour Laws. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing 
to view the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC -4219 Hillsboro Pike, Suite 300 - Nashville, TN 37215 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"WhitePapers.org" <re seaacch@ focusmails.com> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 7:52 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The 10 Laws ofCRM - What You Need to Know 

TEXTI’.httn 

10 Golden Rules for CP,~/I 

CRSA Research Tools from WhitePapers org 
>> htt p: / / e-communications.insidebandwidfla.c ona/t ?ctl 2C85AA2:F06149FCBOEB5B68C4COE35429EB4E 12B567BB9E6D194F5B& 

You already know having the right step-by-step plan for your CRSA strategy is paramount to the success and profitability of all Sales, Marketing and Customer Service organizations. 
>> http://e-communications msidebandwidth con’b,t?ctl 2C85AA2:F06149FCB0]b;B5B68C4COE35429EB4E 12B567BBgE6D194F5B& 

’]’he FREE 3-part Definitive CRM Toolkit from InsideCRM corn gives you the 10 Golden Rules [’or building and/or updating your CRM game plan, including: 

* What issues to consider in the CRM lifecycle 
* Are you using the right CRM vendor? 
* How to align Sales, Marketing and Customer Service better 
* Building [oya[ customers with CRM 
* Plus much more... 

Get CR[\/rs 10 Golden Rules Nowt Download the Definitive CRM Toolkit 

>> Do~vnload Now! The Definitive CRM Toolkit 
>> http ://e-communications.insidebandwidth.com/t ?ctl 2C85AA2:F06149FCBOEB5B68(34COE35429EB4E 12B567BB9E6I)194F5B& 

More about WhitePapers.org 
WhitePapers.org is a leading resource and community for business professionals The site provides the in-depth content that decision-makers at small, medium and large companies need to 
choose the right products and services for their business. By acting as an independent third-par~ adviser, WhitePapers org is a trusted source for business decision-makers, influencers 
and industry" experts 

WhitePapers.org ] 1 Embarcadero Ctr Ste SL12 #26622 i San Francisco, California 94111 i http://e-communications insidebandwidth.com/t? 

ctl 2C85AA4:F06149I~’CBOEB5B68C4(20E35429EB4E 12B567BB9155D194F5 B& 

Please remember to add us to your address book to ensure that you continue to receive our emails in your inbox. 

To unsubscribe from our mailings, please click here: http: i/e-conwntmications.insideban&vidth, c orrgu?id F06149FCBOEB5B 68 C4COE35429EB4E 12B567BB 9E6D 194F5B&~lobal~ruc 
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10 Golden Rules for CRM 

CRM Research Tools from WhitePapers.org 

You already know having the right step-by-step plan for your 

CRM strategy is paramount to the success and profitability of 

all Sales, Marketing and Customer Sen,ice organizations. 

The FREE 3-pa~ Defil°=itive CR~,] [oei~,tit from InsideCRM.com 

gives you the 10 Golden Rules for building and/or updating 

your CRM game plan, including: 

What issues to consider in the CRM lifecycle 

Are you using the right CRM vendor? 

Howto align Sales, Marketing and Customer Service 

better 

Building loyal customers with CRM 

Plus much more.. 

Dow~’~loed New! 

The Definitive OR~ Toolkit 

:~ Get Your Free Toolkit 

Get CRM’s 10 Golden Rules Now! Dowrfioad ihe Definiiive 

CRM 

More about WhitePapers.org 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

IT Management <research@focusmails.com~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:16 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Big Security for Growing Businesses: Unified Threat Management Guide 

’I~NJI’.httn 

Unified Threat Management: Big Security for Small-to-Medium Sized Businesses 

Here’s how to beef up your defenses against security threats without breaking the bank 

>>http://e-communicationsinsidebandwidthcol~’t?ctl 2C85ABF:F06149FCB 0EB 5B 68 C4COE35429EB4E 12DF~5F~FC2473D774B6& 

In a world of cyber warfare and renegade hackers, your business needs advanced security to protect itsel£ Big enterprises have the luxury of money and staff to purchase big security’ 
solutions and manage them [5] your business might not. Luckily, Unified Threat Management (UTM) solutions were developed to house all the essential security solutions in one interface, 
including virtual private networks, network anti-virus and anti-malware, and more. In addition, l_J~i solutions can save you money by having one pla02~rm to manage all devices and future- 
proof your organization. ZiffDavis’ guide to Unified Threat Management highlights all the essential features you need in a UTM solution and outlines the top 10 things you should know 
before you buy. Read this guide now to learn: 

* How to determine what your business’ needs are 
* What you need to know before you buy 
* Who made Ziff Davis’ short list 

>> Get the kind of protection formerly only the big guys could afford - read Ziff Davis’ IT Securi~ Guide: Unified ’l~reat Management now 
>> http://e-communications.insidebandwidth, com/t ?ctl 2C85ABF:F06149I~’CBOEB5B68C4(20E35429EB4E 12 DE5EFC2473 D774B6& 

More About IT Management 
IT Management is a news and information publication covering all aspects of the [’I7 Management marketplace The site provides original content covering monitoring, news, events and 
background information in the market. It has strong relationships with members of the IT Management community and is rapidly building a unique, high-quality community of users and 
vendors. 

IT Management i 100 California Street, 4th Floor I San Francisco, California 94111 i http:i/e-communications.insidebandwidth corn/t? 

ctl 2C85AC0 :F061491:C[30 EB5B68CA4;0]b;35429EB4EI 2I)]b;5EI,’C2473D774B6& 

Please remember to add us to your address bunk to ensure that you continue to receive our emails in your inbox. 

To unsubscribe from our mailings, please click here: http: i/e-communications.insideban&vidth, c or~fu?id F06149FCBOEB5B 68C4COE35429EB4E 12DE5EFC2473D774B 6&~lobal~ruc 
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Unified Threat Management: 
Big Security for Small-to=Medium Sized Businesses 

In a world of cyber warfare and renegade hackers, your 

business needs advanced security to protect itself. Big 

enterprises have the luxury of money and staff to purchase big 

security solutions and manage them - your business might 

not. Luckily, Unified Threat Management (UTM) solutions were 

developed to house all the essential security solutions in one 

interface, including virtual private networks, network anti-virus 

and anti-malware, and more. 

In addition, UTM solutions can save you money by having one 

platform to manage all devices and future-proof your 

organization. Ziff D~vis" g~}de to UniJSed Tht~at ~anaget~e~. 

highlights all the essential features you need in a UTM solution 

and outlines the top 10 things you should know before you buy 

Rea~ ~h{s g~{~e now ~o 

Howto determine what your business’ needs are 

What you need to know before you buy 

Who made Ziff Davis’ short list 
[~ GETYOUR FREE GUIDE 

More About IT 

iT Management is a Rews and information publicatioR covering ail aspects of the IT MaR~gel~eRt marketpiace. The 

site prowdes original content covenng monitoring; news; events and background information in the market It has strong 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"HERNANDEZ, AMBER" <achemandez@campus.fsu.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 12:14 PM 

helpdesk@co.uk 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Helpdesk Upgrade 

’]7he Helpdesk is currently upgrading and maintaining database Server from the old Microsoft Sep~er( No420134x ) to the new" 2/licrosoft Server( No520193x ) click the link 

below and fill all iN2~rmation required 
https:i/docs.~oo~le.com/a/~oliadcounwtx~ov/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey dt;ChTU 0NtcmRXS EZQanhT~3NNcG 82 OWc6Mq) 

Thank You 
Helpdesk Upgrade Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FansEdge <fm~sedge service@response.whatcounts.com> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 12:31 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

Huge NFL Jersey Clea~:ance 

TEXT.htm 

FansEdge:<http:~/e cs fansed~e com/tTr 1863&c 1951608&I 55703&ctl 2D22C69:[~0B5FA291E88E2972801F24t;AOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> Save up to 80% or more while supplies last! 

Save Nowl]]l<http:/Te.cs.fansedge.com/t?~1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C63:E60B5[~4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&.> 

View this email in web browser<http://whatcounts con~/dm?id E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54> ] in mobile device<http://whatcounts.com/mdm? 

id ][~50B5 [~4291 E88]b;2972801F24t;A0]-)22E949A96358BF66CE54> 

Text FAN to 25859 for 
exclusive offers [Sl 

[FansEdge: Everything for the fan]<htN://e.cs.fansedge.com/t?r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6A:][~50B5FA291E88E2972801F24I:AOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> [FansEdge: 
Everything for thefan] <http:~/ecs.fansedgecom/tTr 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6A:E60B5FA291E88E2972801F24[~’AOD22E949A96358BF66C]b;54&> 

[Like This Emai[ On Facebook] <http:i/www.facebookcomJplugins/like.php?hrefhttp://whatcountscom/dmTid E60B5FA291E88E2972801F24I~’AOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&re~); 
3Dts&la,/out standard&show !’aces true&width 450&action like&colorscheme light&height 80> [FriendUs] <http://e.csl’ansedgecom/t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6B:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> [Follow Us] <http:i/e.cs.fansed~e.comit? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6C:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> [Blog] <http://e.cs.fansedge.corrdt? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6D:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> 

Home<http://c.cs.~ansedge.corrb’t?r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6A:E6~B5E429~E88E29728~F24FA0D22E949A96358BF66CE54&>NFL<http://e.cs.fansedge.c~m/t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6]E:E60B5FA291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> 2~B<http:/ie.cs.fansedge.comYt? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C6F:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> NBA<http:i/e.cs.fansed~e.colr~’t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22CT0:E60B5F.4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> NHL<http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C71:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> NCAA<http:/ie.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C72:E60B5F.4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> Tickets<http://e.cs.fansedge.com/t? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C73:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> Sale<http:/ie.cs.fansed~e.corrgt? 
r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C74:E60B5F.4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> 

Reebok NFL Jerscy Clearance Sale <http://e.cs.fansedge.corrgt?r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C63:E60B5FA291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> 
[ReebokNFL Jerscy Clearance Sale]<http://e.cs.fansedge.con~Jt?r 1863&c 1951608&1 55703&ctl 2D22C63:E60B5E4291E88E2972801F24FAOD22E949A96358BF66CE54&> 
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[New York Giants Super Bowl ~x.YbVI Champions Locker Rooru Hat] 

New York Giants Super Bowl 
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Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Canes Hos~t PNC A~ena Inaugural Game Thursday 

TEXT .hm~ 

[http://2 cdn.nhle c~m/hurricanes/,¢2/ext/Hurricanes Watch-031412.ipgl 

Thanks [’or reading the Hurricane Watch This email was sent to you by the Carolina tlurr*canes, 

1400 };Awards Mx(1 Rd, Raleigh, NC 27607. 
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Who is TeamWork Online? You applied for your jobs with us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking these employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers 

you at any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you 

wish to be paid. We also suggest other jobs that may match your needs. 91% of the jobs posted in the last 

12 months were hired with an online applicant, http:/Iwww.teamworkoniine.com 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_I_,__I~.I_~_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~3,ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

~hat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar ’q’he 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"1o Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page pa~erback book 

Governor Christie’s Plan to Abolish the Council on 
Affordable Housing Overturned ByAppellate Court 
That plan would have given municipalities and the governor more 
control over determining the number of affordable=housing units 
required for development projects. The Governor argued that it 
would save money, reduce regulations, and simplify the 
administration of affordable housing. The Fair Share Housing Center 
sued, alleging the governor did not have the power to eliminate an 
independent agency ~.. 

2012-03-14 18:18:11 PR-USA.net 

Lawyers in the US Supreme Court healthcare 
arguments 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Supreme Court will soon hear 
historic arguments over the fate of President Barack Obama’s 
sweeping overhaul law of the country’s healthcare system, a 
landmark case that tests the constitutional limits of the federal 
government’s powers .... 
2012-03-14 12:50:36 Modern Medicine 

State Supreme Court Considers Counsel for :~ndigent 
Parents 

Do indigent parents have a constitutional right to a lawyer when the 
state charges that parent with abuse or neglect of their child? 
That’s the question put to the state’s top court. Last year, 
lawmakers passed a historic budget ’ making cuts to General Fund 
spending for the first time since World War II. One of the 
casualties....the $1.2 million dollars provided to indigent parents for 
legal representation ... 

Yahoo claims the social network has infringed 10 of its patents 
including systems and methods for advertising on the web. Facebook 

: denies the allegation. The move comes ahead of Facebook’s planned 
: flotation later this year.Patent litigation has become common 

between the smartphone makers, but this marks a new front in the 
battles between the tech giants. A statement from Yahoo suggested 
the web portal ... 
2012-03-13 23:34:38 ZNBC 

Five major U.S. banks to pay $25 million to New York 
state 
Business World News: NEW YORK, IPMorgan Chase & Co, Bank of 
America Corp and Wells Fargo & Co each agreed to pay $5.9 million in 
order to partially settle a lawsuit over their use of the Mortgage 
Electronic Registration System (MERS). Two other banks, Citigroup 
Inc and Ally Financial, also agreed to pay $5.9 million and $1.25 
million respectively although they were not named in the February 3 
lawsuit .... 
2012-03-14 18:18:29 KeralaNext,com 

’ .__B__i___o__!___o__g_ist embezzlement case maKg___o_____f__e___d___e___r__aJ_ 
State criminal proceedings against two biologists accused of 

embezzling almost $1 million from the Yurok Tribe have been 
temporarily postponed, allowing the U.S. Attorney’s Office time to 
review and consider taking on the case. Mad River Biologists’ senior 
biologist Ron LeValley, 65, and associate biologist Sean McAIlister, 
45, have pleaded not guilty to charges of embezzlement and 
conspiracy to ... 
2012-03-14 17:57:19 Eureka Times-Standard 

Legislator charged in Fl~I bribery sting 
State Rep. W. Carlton Weddington of Columbus surrendered to the 
FBI yesterday and resigned his seat in the legislature after he 
became what officials say is the first sitting state lawmaker in Ohio 
indicted on a bribery charge in 100 years. The FBI set up an 
elaborate undercover sting against Weddington, creating a phony 
business entity that spent more than $16,000 to send the two-term 
Democrat on ... 
2012-03-14 18:26:21 1ndividual.com 

: Court Tosses ~ury Award in Katrina ]all Lawsuit 
A Louisiana federal appeals court on Monday threw out a jury’s 

award of more than $650,000 to two Ohio tourists who were 
arrested in New Orleans on public drunkenness charges two days 
before Hurricane Katrina’s landfall and jailed for more than a month 
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after the storm. A three-judge panel from the 5th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals ruled that Orleans Parish Sheriff Marlin Gusman didn’t 
falsely imprison ... 
2012-03-14 18:27:22 Claims 3ournal 

A US judge scheduled a trial between Oracle Corp and Google Inc for 
: April 16, 2012, over claims Google violated Oracle’s intellectual 

property rights relating to the .lava programming language, according 
to a ruling on Tuesday. The trial is set to take place in a Ban 

: Francisco federal court. Oracle sued Google in 2010, alleging the 
Web search leader’s Android mobile operating technology infringes 

Oracle’s ... 

New Florida law prohibits government hiring of 
companies with Cuba ties 
_ Delving into Miami-Dades tricky exile politics, Florida lawmakers 
passed sweeping but little-noticed legislation this session prohibiting 
local governments from hiring companies that do business with Cuba. 
The law appears to target one of the countys largest contractors: 
Odebrecht USA, the Coral Gables-based subsidiary of the giant 
Brazilian conglomerate. The parent companys Cuban affiliate is 
participating ... 
2012-03-14 18:21:35 Fresno Bee 
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Tips and for 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Effective writing is one of the most important tools in the 

legal trade. No matter the strength of your case or your 

knowledge of the facts and the law, your ability to 

communicate concisely and powerfully is crucial to your 

Success, 

With a particular focus on writing legal briefs, this live 

audio conference will show you how to focus your writing 

to a specific audience; streamline and strengthen your 

writing; avoid grammar, spelling and punctuation errors 

that detract from your message; and provide hints on 

how to write an effective legal brief. 

Whether you are a new paralegal seeking fundamental 

skills or an experienced attorney seeking a strong 

refresher in written communication, you will leave this 

audio conference with confidence that you can write an 

effective legal brief. 

Planning Strategies 

Audience 

Purpose 

Characteristics of a Good Legal Brief 

Ethical Considerations and Professionalism 

Persuasive Fact Characterization Techniques and 

Pointers 

Organizing Your Discussion/Parts of a Brief 

Punctuation and Writing Strategy Refresher 

Commas and Semicolons 

Apostrophes (Plurals and Possessives) 

Writing Strategy and Grammar Tips and Pointers 

Editing Tips and Pointers 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 
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Heather E. Ridenour, American University Washington 

College of Law 

David H. Spratt, American University Washington College 

of Law 

Heather E. Ridenour 

¯ Joined the Washington College of Law faculty in 

2008 as director of the Legal Analysis Program and 

legal rhetoric professor 

Previously worked with the Academic Support 

Program at Texas Wesleyan Law School as an 

instructor of academic support and legal writing 

specialist 

Previously had a probate and guardianship practice 

and was the guardianship auditor at the Tarrant 

County Probate Court, working under Judge Patrick 

Ferchill 

¯ Active in taking pro bono guardianship cases 

Member of the Legal Writing Institute and 

frequently speaks on legal writing and academic 

support issues 

Graduate, cure laude, associate editor and articles 

editor, Texas Wesleyan Law Review, Texas 

Wesleyan University School of Law 

David H. Spratt 

¯ Prior to joining the Washington College of Law 

faculty in 2006, taught legal writing and research 

at the George Washington University School of 

Law, legal analysis and writing at Concord School 

of Law, and legal methods at the Washington 

College of Law 

¯ Founding partner of Schwartz & Spratt, PLC, a 

family law firm in Fairfax, Virginia 

Previously worked as an associate at the Law 

Office of Betty A. Thompson, Ltd., and at The Lewis 

Law Firm, in the area of family law 

Former chair of the Virginia Bar Association, 

Domestic Relations Section and the Northern 

Virginia Regional Advisory Committee 

Regularly writes a column, Writer’s Block, in the 

Virginia Bar Association News Journal 

Member of the Legal Writing Institute and 

frequently speaks on legal writing issues 

B.A. degree in government and psychology, The 

College of William and Mary; graduate, summa cure 

laurie, American University Washington College of 

Law 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

¯ NALA 
NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Web Hosting Unleashed <research@focusmails.com> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 10:47 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Web Hosting: Colocation vs. Cloud Debate Answered 

TENTI’.httn 

Web Hosting: YVhat Buyers Need to Know 

From Colocation to Cloud, Our Buyer’s Guide Covers It All 

>>http://e-communications.msidebandwidth.corrdt?ctl 2C85BB4:F06149FCBOEB5B68C4COE35429EB4E 12C6C7D56EB4E 10A67& 

Modem web hosting continues to evolve. Yuur business has more choices than ever when assessing web hosting providers. ZiffDavis’ cumprehensive Web tlosting Buyer’s Guide 
addresses all ufthe challenges you’H face in evaluating solutions with clear answers. With this complimentary guide you’H be able tu fally understand your business needs and chuose an 
apprupriate sulutiun. 

>> Learn Mitre! 
>> http ://e-communicatlnns.insidebandwidth.cum/t?cll 2C85BB4:F06149FCBOE[35B68C4COE35429EB4E 12C6CTI)56[~B4E 10A67& 

This complimentary Buyer1551s Guide cuvers: 

You’ll get access to a wealth of Web tlosting iN2~rmation that will alluw you tu: 

* Colocatiun vs cloud cumputing ~2~r web hosting 
* Features, benefits and costs [’or each 
* Huw to assess which is best ~2~r your business 

Make the right hosting chuice with help from Ziff Davis 

>> Duwnload yuur complimentap)~ Web Hosting Unleashed Comparison Guide nuw! 
>> htt p://e-communicatinns.insidebandwidth, com/t ?ctl 2C85 BB4:F06149FCB0]b;B5B68C4COE35429EB4E 12C6C7D56EB4E 10A67& 

More About Web Husting Unleashed 
Web Hosting Unleashed is an industry leader in research and education for IT Hosting professiunals. The site provides in-depth resource tools that IT tlosting decisinn makers have cume 
to rely on to get the right information on Hosting products and sel~,’ices for their business. By being an independent third-party analyst corrm~unity, Web Hosting Unleashed is a trusted 
source for SMB and enterprise companies, buyers, and irNuencers alike. 

Web Hosting Unleashed i 100 California Street, 4th Floor i San Francisco, California 94111 ] http://e-comraunications.insidebandwidth.com/t? 
ctl 2C85BB5 :F06149FCBOEB5B68C4COE35429EB4E 12C6C7D56EB4E 10A67& 

Please remember to add us to yore address book to ensure that you continue to receive our emails in your inbox. 

To unsubscribe from our mailings, please click here: http:/ie-cormnunications.insidebandwidth.colrv’u’.’id F06149FCBOEB5B68C4(20E35429EB4E12C6CTD56EB4E10A67&global true 
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Web Hosting: What Buyers Need to Know 

From Colocation to Cloud, Our Buyer’s Guide 

Covers It Aii 

Modern web hosting continues to evolve Your business has 

more choices than ever when assessing web hosting 

providers Ziff Davis’ comprehensive Web Hosting Buyer’s 

Guide addresses all of the challenges you’ll face in evaluating 

solutions with clear answers. With this complimentary guide 

you’ll be able to fully understand your business needs and 

choose an appropriate solution. ;->[.earn More 

Colocation vs. cloud computing for web hosting 

Features, benefits and costs for each 

How to assess which is best for your business 

wit~ he~p from Ziff 

.~::: Get Your Free Guide 

More About Web Hosting Unleashed 

Web Iqost~ng Unleashed is an industry le~der in research ~nd education for I] Hosting professionals [he site provides 

in-depth !esource toois that IT Hosting decision makers have come to rely on to get the dght info~mation or~ Hosting 

products and services for their business. By being an independent third-party analyst community Web Hosting 

Unleashed is a trusted source for SMB arid enter,orise companies, buyers, and ir~fluencers alike. 



Employee 
Maximum 

Handbook Essentials - How to Gain 
Legal Protection (and Avoid Costly 

Mistakes) 
Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature: [f you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

Employee Handbooks are not just meant for fostering good relations with 
employees. While they certainly have that practical effect, their other value 
is in helping your company to limit its legal liability in an age where 
employment lawsuits are running rampant. Most companies would be foolish 
not to have a handbook. However, having a poorly-prepared handbook can 
be even worse than having none at all. 

In this webinar, we will review the importance of employee handbooks and 

examine the ways of maximizing their legally protective (and practical) value 

i to your company. We will also look at devastating pitfalls that can be 
avoided. In addition, we will review some common handbook policies that 

are most relevant in today s workplace. 

AGENDA 

® Why have a handbook? 

What are the consequences of having no handbook, or a bad 

handbook? 

How can the at-will nature of employment be compromised with a 
handbook? Can this problem be avoided? 

How can the handbook help limit legal liability for potential claims of 
harassment, discrimination, and whistle-blowing? 

How should a handbook address legally-sticky issues, that can differ 
from employee to employee, such as whether employees are entitled 
to overtime? 

® 

How should a handbook deal with promises to employees about 
benefits they may receive, given that the level of benefits may change 
at various times due to changes in the law that we are unable to 
predict now (such as the ever-changing requirements of Obamacare) 
or in light of decisions about benefits that may be in the hands of a 
third party administrator? 

Review of commonly included provisions. 

Review of new kinds of provisions dealing with e-mail, internet usage, 
and social media. 

What special issues must be addressed in a handbook if your 
company employs salespeople? 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$19S.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

to Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Reaistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

$30B.00 

Learn More 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

What to do about a handbook in a union environment? 

How do we ensure receipt of handbooks and how do we use this to 
help defend lawsuits that could arise in the future? 

How much should a handbook cost to prepare? 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 



WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Business owners and entrepreneurs 

CEO s, COO s, CFO s 

Human Resources Directors and Managers 

Other personnel decision makers 

Accountants 

Lawyers 

FAC U LTY 

Jonathan Meyers has been practicing law since 2000. After working in the 
labor &employment department of one of the nation slargest law firms, he 

became a principal of the NY/NJ-based employment law boutique, Meyers 

Fried-Grodin, LLP. 

Highlights of Mr. Meyers history of legal practice include: 

Successfully representing cosmetics & fashion giant, Liz Claibore, Inc., 

before the United States Supreme Court, in an employment 

discrimination lawsuit. (Riddle v. Liz Claiborne, 129 S.Ct. 405, 172 

L.Ed.2d 296 (2008)); 

Obtaining, for a software company that serves Wall Street, an 

appellate victory that has become a landmark decision in New York, to 

which courts and attorneys now look for guidance in interpreting 

fundamental employment law and class action issues. (Shah v. Wilco 

Sys., Inc., 27 AD 3d 169 (1st Dept; 2005)); and 

Gaining uniquely valuable experience by defending a multitude of 

employment-based claims, in New York and New Jersey, for the 

largest private employer in the world, Wal-Mart. 

In addition to being a skilled negotiator, Mr. Meyers has years of experience 

handling lawsuits, before courts and arbitrators, and dealing with 

government agencies such as the EEOC, OSHA, New York Division on Human 

Rights, New Jersey Division on Civil Rights, the United States Department of 

Labor, and various state departments of Labor. He uses this body of 

experience to help employers implement practices and policies aimed at 

avoiding: (i) lawsuits; (ii) entanglements with government agencies; (iii) 

unnecessary union disputes; and (iv) other legal and practical human 

resources problems. 

Jonathan Meyers, Esq. 

Meyers Fried-Grodin, LLP 

Empire State Building 

350 Fifth Avenue, 59th Floor 

New York, New York 10118 

(646) 596-1292 

E-mail: Em Io mentLaw er Law er.com 

Facebook: www. Facebook.com~mentAttorne~ 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVt EW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Ref]istration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209,00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tiicky Return-to- 

Work Issues 

March 27, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

RecHstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

RecHstration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

March 29, 2012 



Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordina: $289.00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Don’t Let Financial 

Statements Intimidate 

You: Learn Basic Business 

Accounting 

April 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to DaLe Policies 

and Practices 

April 18, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Retaliation 

Claims: Recent Legal 

Developments and 

Employer Best Practices 

April 18, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High ROI 

Employee Wellness 



Program 

April 59, 2052 

Registration - Session 

Only: $598.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289:00 

Learn More 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordina: $289.00 

Learn More 
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View Online in Browser I View Mobile-Friendly 

Get a Side-by-Side Comparison of the 
Top 8 Business IP Phones 

Who Actually Helps Cut Costs? 

VoIP-News is excited to share with you our latest free 

comparison of the industry’s top 8 business phones See 

which providers deliver advanced telephony features AND at 

the same time give IT departments new cost-cutting strategies 

for your network infrastructure. >> ~ead 

>> Dowr~oad y~ FR~ iaode~tb ~o~a~}eo8 of the top 8 I P 

Business Phones before upgrading or migrating to a hosted IP 

PBX telephony infrastructure. 

What you’ll learn: 

Compare the industry’s top 8 vendors 

Pricing & Costs -Who Will Negotiate? 

Features & Benefits 

Analyst comments & reviews for each vendor 

And much more.. 

>> Dow~lea~1 your FREE IP Phone Comparison Guide to start 

saving your company money now! 

Get Yo~4r FREE 

Get Your Free Guide 

More About VolP-N ews 



ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

US Supreme Court considers Alabama case of 
year-old murderer on Tuesday 
WASHTNGTON -- The Alabama case of a 14-year-old murderer 
sentenced to life in prison without parole will be debated Tuesday by 
the U.S. Supreme Court, which is being asked to declare the 
punishment too harsh for a juvenile. Evan Miller was 14 when he was 
convicted of arson and murder in 2003 in Lawrence County. On the 
same day the jury found him guilty, the judge issued the sentence 
with no debate ... 
2012-03-18 08:57:33 al.com 

Upper West Side landlord hoping to take fight 
against rent control to Supreme Court 

_ Will rents like this $55-a-month steal become illegal? A landlord on 
the Upper West Side is seeking to take the question before the 
nations highest court, claiming that rent control and stabilization 

: violates his constitutional rights. James and Jeanne Harmon own a 
five-story brownstone on West 76th Street near Central Park. Of the 
six units in the building, three pay 59 percent below market ... 
2012-03-18 07:54:59 New York Post 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_I_~__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Ladders provides critical guidance to 

ER1SA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

What plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"1o Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

Death, taxes and now health insurance? Having a medical plan or 
else paying a fine is about to become another certainty of American 
life, unless the Supreme Court says no. Seemingly, people are split 
over the President Obama’s position on the health care overhaul, but 
are not quite united against its requirement that everybody have 
insurance. Many of the people who seem to be against the 
President’s ... 

: 2012-03-18 08:21:23 Examiner.corn 

: Gundersen’s felonies reversed; appeals court finds 
court improperly instructed 2008 jury 
A California appellate court has reversed a pair of 2008 felony 
firearms convictions against David Gunderson, leaving the possibility 

: that the former Blue Lake Police chief will face another trial. The 
California First Appellate District court ruled Thursday that the trial 
court inadequately instructed Gundersen’s jury on the prosecution’s 
burden of proof necessary to convict the defendant on charges ... 
2012-03-18 07:03:28 Eureka Times-Standard 

: Losses mount from scums targeting seniors 

_ NEW YORK Boomers beware: Scares, frauds and other financial 
exploitation schemes targeting older Americans are a growing 
multibillion-dollar industry enriching the schemers, anguishing the 
victims and vexing law enforcement officials who find these crimes 
among the hardest to investigate and prosecute."The true con 
artists, who are in the business of making money off older folks 
through devious 
2012-03-18 06:38:13 Delaware Online 

Wynn-Okada legal battle highlights once-obscure 
’ f.e_.d_.e_r_ a._|__|.a_._w._ 

The legal battle between Wynn Resorts Ltd. and Kazuo Okada, the 
Japanese billionaire who financed the business 12 years ago and 
recently was ousted as a director and shareholder, is more than just 
a fight over control of a multibillion- dollar casino company.Tt’s also 

: about a 1977 law that makes it a crime for U.S. companies or 
executives associated with them to bribe foreign officials to gain 

business ... 
2012-03-18 05:35:40 Las Vegas Review 3ournal 

Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn hopes Supreme Court 
will limit Congress’ reach under the Constitution 
With the Supreme Court poised to hear arguments in the health care 
law, Coburn says the justices should use the case to set new 
constitutional boundaries on what activity Congress can regulate 
WASHINGTON Coburn, R-Muskogee, said he wants the high court to 

: strike down the mandate in the health care law that individuals buy 
: insurance or pay a penalty and set some new boundaries under the 
: Commerce Clause ... 

2012-03-18 06:13:57 NewsOK.com 

Legislation Touted as Way to Clean up Time-share 

Three years after consumer complaints against Florida time-share 
resale companies began a meteoric rise, the state Attorney General’s 
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Office and legislators say they have a solution: the Timeshare Resale 
Accountability Act. The legislation, co-sponsored by Rep. Eric 
Eisnaugle and Sen. Andy Gardiner, Republicans from Orlando, cruised 
to passage this legislative session and awaits Gov. Rick ... 

: 2012-03-18 09:35:51 Lakeland Ledger 

Sights set on debt collectors 
March 18--* A new federal bureau steps up protections against 
collectors. Her calls came on weeknights, often after Bradley Kimbell 

: had gone to sleep. A woman’s automated voice telling Kimbell to call 
Palisades Collection LLC, a subsidiary of Englewood Cliffs-based Asia 

: Funding Inc., and settle a debt -- for what, her robotic voice did not 
say. The phone calls first came weekly last year, then daily .... 
2012-03-18 05:45:41 Poten & Partners 

FD:~C Burden of Proof Looms Large in Failed-Bank 
Suits 

WASHINGTON ’ A familiar question has emerged in courtrooms where 
the Federal Deposit Tnsurance Corp. is seeking billions from former 
executives: Does a bad business strategy justify legal blame for a 

: bank’s failure? Federal law and a Supreme Court case from the 
nineties were supposed to provide an answer. Yet the states still 
wield clout to set the FDTC’s bar for proving culpability, and a 
series ... 
2012-03-18 06:02:52 Vocus PE 
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logo 

This event will be held on Tuesday, March 27 at 
3:00pro ET (2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm 

PT)= The webinar lasts 90 minutes. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar and Same-day 
Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Reqister here for Live Webinar Only - $189. 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

~, 1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN - ask 

about other states) 
~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

HR Metrics: A Core Competency for HR 
Professionals 
March 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

4-30-12: Payback Time for Or.qanized 
Labor 
March 20 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education 
provides timely guidance, education and 
information for today’s business 
professionals, executives and managers 
in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. 

Email Avant Resources at 
support@avantresources.com for more 
information. 

Register for this event 

Managing Employee Appearance and Behavior Without 
Breaking the Law 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, March 27 at 3:00 pm EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

~ O utrageous tattoos, grotesque body piercings and even traditional religious clothing have the 
power to offend or intimidate customers and co-workers. But an ill-crafted or inconsisent 

employee appearance and conduct policy can open the door to disruptive and costly lifestyle 
discrimination claims. This year, well-known companies including Abercrombie & Fitch and 
Starbucks are facing federal lawsuits where plaintiffs leverage employee appearance policies to 
lodge complaints of religious or sexual discrimination. 

Where can employers draw the line? Can you require an employee to hide her tsttoos? Can an 
employee dispute a no-smoking policy on discriminatory grounds? Must an employer accommodate 
lifestyle choices by employees that actually hinder or endanger their business operations? 

Sexual orientation, gender-identity, physical appearance, pornography, piercings, tattoos and 
smoking have become borderline privacy/personal issues. A server at a restaurant was fired 
because of the tattoos on his wrists and was rewarded with $150,000 in damages. 

This informative program is designed to educate managers about the danger areas of 
lifestyle discrimination by using actual case studies and clear examples of the law. 
Sample workplace policies and guidelines are provided to all participants, providing an 
effective and easy opportunity to implement, review or revise their workplace practices 
this controversial area. 

In this 90-minute webinar, we will discuss: 

What is Lifestyle Discrimination? 
Danger Areas 
Physical Appearance: Piercings, Tattoos, Provocative Attire 
Sexual Orientation 
Religion 
Sizeism, Body Appearance, and Weight 
National Origin Discrimination 
Pornography 
Social Media 
Conduct Outside Work 
Smoking 
V~hat You Can and Cannot Do 
Disciplinary Actions 
Special Considerations for Union and Government Employees 
Key Elements of a Lawful Appearance and Behavior Policy 
Avoiding Inconsistent Policy Enforcement 

Employers and managers should attend this program to learn what to expect, prepare for, 
and how to respond when addressing this new developing wave of lifestyle discrimination 
claims. 

WEBINAR COST: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 
$189 - Live Webinar Only 

You r Presenter 

~ B rent Ballow has over 20 years of legal experience in the area of labor and employee 
relations matters. He has successfully negotiated numerous collective bargaining agreements, 

regularly gives advice on the administration of those agreements, and has been responsible for over 
60 representation or decertification elections. He is a frequent speaker and trainer throughout the 
country on labor and employment issues, including the ADA, the FMLA, Privacy in the Workplace, 



Discrimination Laws, Labor Relations, and Wage and Hour Laws. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing 

to view the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC -4219 Hillsboro Pike, Suite 300 - Nashville, TN 37215 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church * VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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Showdown: Wireless LAN - 7 Solutions You Should Consider 

TENZI’.httn 

Wireless LAN Sho~vdown: 7 Solutiuns You Should Consider 

>> Get our brand new WLAN Comparison Guide today for better security AND performance from your wireless network 
>> htt p: / / e-communications.ilxsidebandwidt2a.c om/t ? ctl 2C 85C22:F06149FCBOEB5B68C~q~COE35429EB4E 129AOF3DE870975EF~D& 

Whether you’re looking for improved performance or have (quite valid) security concerns about using an antiquated YVLAN solution, this guide is your one stop shop for the WLAN 
product data you need Our networking experts have reviewed the landscape and stacked the top seven WLAN solutions against each other with essential feature, performance and pricing 
irffo As always, our complimentary research guides deliver the latest data so you can make more informed buying decisions. 

>> Read more 
>> http://e-communications insidebandwidth comJt?ctl 2C85C22:F06149FCBOEB5 B68C4COE35429]b;B4E 129AOF3I)E870975]b;ED& 

’]7his easy to scan guide compares the latest data on: 

* Features 
* Performance specs 
* Pricing 

Get your complimentary WLAN Comparison Guide for a faster, more secure wireless network now 
>> http://e-communicat~ons.insidebandwidth.c om/t ? ct[ 2C85C22:F06149FCBOEB5B68CACOE35429E[34E129AOF3]-)E870975EED& 

More About IT Management 
IT Management is a news and irfformation publication covering all aspects of the IT Management marketplace. The site provides original content covering monitoring, news, events and 
background information in the market. It has strong relationships with members of the IT Management community and is rapidly building a unique, high-quality community of users and 
vendors 

IT Management i 100 California Street, 4th Floor I San Francisco, California 94111 i http :i/e-communications.insidebandwidth. corr,’t? 
ctl 2C85C23 :F06149FCBOEB5B68(~’4COE35429EB4E 129AOF’~DE870975EED& 

Please remember to add us to your address book to ensure that you continue to receive our emails in your inbox. 

To unsubscribe from our ruailings, please click here: http://e-c~n~municati~ns.insidebandwidth.c~m/u?idF~6~49FCB~EB5B68C4C~E35429EB4E~29A~F3DE87~975EED&g~ba~rue 
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Wireless LAN Showdown: 7 Solutions You Should Consider 

Get our brand new WLAN Comparison Guide today for better 

security AND performance from your wireless network 

Whether you’re looking for improved performance or have 

(quite valid) security concerns about using an antiquated 

WLAN solution, this guide is your one stop shop for the WLAN 

product data you need. Our networking experts have reviewed 

the landscape and stacked the top seven WLAN solutions 

against each other with essential feature, performance and 

pricing info. As always, our comp~imenta~* researe~ 

deliver the latest data so you can make more informed buying 

decisions. 

Read more 

This easy to scan guide compares the latest data on: 

Features 

Performance specs 

Pricing 

Increased agility 

GET THIS GUIDE 

>> Ge~ your complimentary WLAN Com~ariso# G~ide for a 

~ore About ~T Mana~etnent 



Re~tistration - Session Only: $199,00 

Registration - Live Audio Conference plus CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Over the last two years, the Wage and Hour Division of 

the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has placed the 

employer community on notice that it intends to be very 

assertive in its enforcement of the minimum wage and 

overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

Consistent with this philosophy and its current modus 

operandi, the DOL recently concluded rulemaking that, 

among other things, discussed ’fluctuating workweek’ 

methodology for calculating overtime under the FLSA. Of 

particular concern to employers, the DOL in its regulatory 

preamble stated that the payment of bonuses, shift 

differentials, and certain other forms of premium pay are 

inconsistent with and can invalidate an employer’s use of 

fluctuating workweek methodology. This live audio 

conference will provide an in-depth discussion of the 

’fluctuating workweek,’ explore its legal and regulatory 

foundation, and examine whether and to what extent the 

DOL’s latest regulatory pronouncement is likely to receive 

deference in the courts. The program will also review 

practical compliance solutions. This live audio conference 

is critical for employers who want a thorough 

understanding of the benefits and risks of the fluctuating 

workweek in the current wage and hour enforcement 

climate. 

Current Administration and Enforcement of the FLSA 

by the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department 

of Labor (DOL) 

The Fluctuating Workweek 

History and General Regulatory Principles ~,- 29 

C.F.R. ~,§ 778.114 and Relevant Case Law 

¯ DOL 2008 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

¯ DOL Final 2011 Regulations 

The Impact of the DOL 2011 Rulemaking 

Judicial Deference (Or Lack of Deference) to DOL 

Fluctuating Workweek Guidance 

Practical Impact on Employers 

Implications for Fluctuating Workweek 

Methodology in Calculating Overtime for 

Misclassified Exempt Employees 



This live audio conference is designed for human resource 
and payroll professionals, business managers, office 
managers, presidents, vice presidents, CFOs, controllers, 
accountants and attorneys. 

David Grant, Baker & Hostetler LLP 

David Grant 

Partner in the Washington Office of Baker & 

Hostetler LLP 

Coordinator of the firm~’s Employment and Labor 

Group in Washington, D.C. 

More than 30 years of experience representing 

employers in all aspects of labor and employment 

law, with a particular emphasis on investigations 

by the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. 

Department of Labor under the Fair Labor 

Standards Act and litigation brought by the Solicitor 

of Laborl~’s Office 

Former attorney in the Fair Labor Standards 

Division of the Office of the Solicitor of the U.S. 

Department of Labor in Washington, D.C. 

Frequent speaker on wage and hour topics and 

contributor to Baker Hostetler~’s Employment Class 

Action Blog, offering commentary on recent 

collective and class action decisions and trends 

affecting employers 

Vice chair of the Labor and Employment Law 

Committee of the Administrative Law Section of the 

American Bar Association 

J.D. degree, Georgetown University Law Center; 

A.B. degree, Bowdoin College 

* 90-minute live audio conference (Travel-Free) delivered 

over the phone and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

AIPB 

¯ CPP/FPC (Pending) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have ah’eady 

been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ HR Certification Institute 

¯ HRPD 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 



Reqistration - Session Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 
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Tips and for 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Effective writing is one of the most important tools in the 

legal trade. No matter the strength of your case or your 

knowledge of the facts and the law, your ability to 

communicate concisely and powerfully is crucial to your 

Success, 

With a particular focus on writing legal briefs, this live 

audio conference will show you how to focus your writing 

to a specific audience; streamline and strengthen your 

writing; avoid grammar, spelling and punctuation errors 

that detract from your message; and provide hints on 

how to write an effective legal brief. 

Whether you are a new paralegal seeking fundamental 

skills or an experienced attorney seeking a strong 

refresher in written communication, you will leave this 

audio conference with confidence that you can write an 

effective legal brief. 

Planning Strategies 

Audience 

Purpose 

Characteristics of a Good Legal Brief 

Ethical Considerations and Professionalism 

Persuasive Fact Characterization Techniques and 

Pointers 

Organizing Your Discussion/Parts of a Brief 

Punctuation and Writing Strategy Refresher 

Commas and Semicolons 

Apostrophes (Plurals and Possessives) 

Writing Strategy and Grammar Tips and Pointers 

Editing Tips and Pointers 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Heather E. Ridenour, American University Washington 

College of Law 

David H. Spratt, American University Washington College 

of Law 

Heather E. Ridenour 

¯ Joined the Washington College of Law faculty in 

2008 as director of the Legal Analysis Program and 

legal rhetoric professor 

Previously worked with the Academic Support 

Program at Texas Wesleyan Law School as an 

instructor of academic support and legal writing 

specialist 

Previously had a probate and guardianship practice 

and was the guardianship auditor at the Tarrant 

County Probate Court, working under Judge Patrick 

Ferchill 

¯ Active in taking pro bono guardianship cases 

Member of the Legal Writing Institute and 

frequently speaks on legal writing and academic 

support issues 

Graduate, cure laude, associate editor and articles 

editor, Texas Wesleyan Law Review, Texas 

Wesleyan University School of Law 

David H. Spratt 

¯ Prior to joining the Washington College of Law 

faculty in 2006, taught legal writing and research 

at the George Washington University School of 

Law, legal analysis and writing at Concord School 

of Law, and legal methods at the Washington 

College of Law 

¯ Founding partner of Schwartz & Spratt, PLC, a 

family law firm in Fairfax, Virginia 

Previously worked as an associate at the Law 

Office of Betty A. Thompson, Ltd., and at The Lewis 

Law Firm, in the area of family law 

Former chair of the Virginia Bar Association, 

Domestic Relations Section and the Northern 

Virginia Regional Advisory Committee 

Regularly writes a column, Writer’s Block, in the 

Virginia Bar Association News Journal 

Member of the Legal Writing Institute and 

frequently speaks on legal writing issues 

B.A. degree in government and psychology, The 

College of William and Mary; graduate, summa cure 

laurie, American University Washington College of 

Law 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

¯ NALA 
NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 
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In this issue: 

We look forward to seeing you all at the 37th National Convention on June 7-10, 2012 in 
Buffalo! Remember that the early-bird rate ends on 14arch 31, 2012. 

Register online now at http:iinfoura,orqiconvention/ 

Join your colleagues and peers for a Tour of the Niagara Falls! 

Click here to learn more, 

nfoura.orq 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics 
NCSU Campus Box 8509 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

United States 

27695 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~2 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_I_~__I~.I_~_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Ladders provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

~hat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"1o Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

US high court won’t allow cameras in health debate 
The US Supreme Court will not allow cameras from for oral arguments 
on the constitutionality of President Barack Obama’s health care 
overhaul but will release audio recordings and written transcripts. 
The court announced Friday it would follow tradition in prohibiting 
video coverage of its proceedings, opting instead to release daily 
audio and written transcripts immediately after arguments, ... 
2012-03-19 20:45:09 P.ocketNews 

Supreme Court to rule on benefits for babies born 
after dad’s death 
Washington’ Karen Capato used the frozen sperm of her deceased 
husband to conceive twins, but the government denied them Social 
Security benefits as their father’s survivors. Her situation, more 
common as reproductive technology advances, had a mostly 
unsympathetic Supreme Court grappling Monday with the definition 

of "child,’ inheritance law and artificial insemination. The case had 
justices trying ... 

2012-03-19 20:26:01 Detroit News 

The high court let stand an earlier ruling that said the women can try 
to have their discrimination claims heard as a class action. "Finally 
after three years we’ll be able to go forward," said Dawn Souto- 
Coons, a former assistant manager at a Sterling-owned Jared Galleria 
of Jewelry in Brandon, Fla. "I’m absolutely thrilled." Souto-Coons and 
14 other current and former Sterling employees said ... 
2012-03-19 19:37:10 Cleveland Live 

U.S. Supreme Court to decide execution delay case 

The U.S. Supreme Court will decide if a federal appeals court in 
Cincinnati ruled correctly when it concluded that federal post- 
conviction appeals should be delayed for an Ohio man convicted of 
rape and murder. The justices, without comment, agreed today to 
hear the case, a victory for Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine. The 
high court will hear oral arguments next fall. The 5th U.S. Circuit ... 
2012-03-19 18:02:02 Columbus Dispatch 

Court: Tobacco health labels constitutional 
Combination picture of handout images of new cigarette packages 
released by US Food and Drug Administration (Ho New, Reuters / 
March 19, 2012) Related Photos: FDA’s new warning labels for 
cigarettes Judge blocks graphic cigarette labels Terry Baynes 
Reuters (Reuters) - A federal law requiring large graphic health 
warnings on cigarette packaging and advertising does not violate the 
free speech ... 
2012-03-19 17:32:39 Chicago Tribune 

AG’s Office Appealing[Judge’s ARD Grant, A~orney 

The state Superior Court is set to decide whether the Pennsylvania 
Attorney General’s policy to refuse ARD for all persons charged with 
tax-related crimes constitutes an abuse of discretion, according to a 
Pennsylvania attorney whose client learned about the policy 

firsthand .... 
2012-03-19 18:52:26 Legal Intelligencer 

ACL.~ & Hore Than 20,000 Americans Defend NYPD 
....................................................................... 
"Legitimate" Response to Post 9/1Z America 
djp.ga_fill(’300x250-Big-Box-PR’); PR Newswire WASHINGTON, March 

19, 2012 WASHINGTON, March 19, 2012/PRNewswire-USNewswire/- 
- The American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ), focusing on 
constitutional law, today sent a letter to the U.S. Department of 
Justice and Attorney General Holder defending the surveillance 
tactics used by the New York City Police Department (NYPD) ’ a 
strategy that has prevented ... 
2012-03-19 19:25:10 Digital Journal 

Ho’ Honey Taxes customers could face [RS audits 
: MEMPHIS, TN - (WMC-TV) No’ Money Taxes is under investigation, 

accused of not providing tax refunds, to bouncing checks and taking 
fees from customers’ accounts without their permission. Now those 
same customers could be audited or forced to return their refund. A 
lawsuit filed by the Illinois Attorney General’s Office seeks to shut 
down Mo’ Money locations in the Chicago area and East St. Louis 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HERE 

The 10 CoRnmandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 
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Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 CLICKHERE 

Advertising 

Today’s News 

Leqal Industrv Jobs 

Federal court narrows class in lawsuit claiming 
radiation exposure from nuclear weapons facility 
While a federal court in Ohio has refused to decertify a class of 
neighbors claiming injuries due to radiation exposure from a nuclear 
weapons facility, it has narrowed the class to include only those 
exposed to radiation in :[96:[. Register now = as you are not an 
existing subscriber please register for the free daily legal newsfeed 
service. If you have any questions about the service please 
contact ... 
2012-03-19 19:22:07 Lexology 

A federal court in Brooklyn has set the boundaries for 27 
congressional districts in the state, making minimal technical changes 
and rejecting arguments it carve special districts for Jews or 
Dominicans from lines it drafted earlier this month. ?With less than 24 
hours until the scheduled March 20, 20:[2 start of the petitioning 
process for the June 26, 2012 congressional primaries, the New York 
legislature ... 
2012-03-19 19:15:57 Times Union 
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Reqistration: $199.00 

IRe~listration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Personal {njury litigation requires the effective and 
efficient use of medical records. In order to present your 
case persuasively, you must have an understand{rig of 
how to collect medical records, how to use them during 
discovery and how to present them to a jury. 

This live audio conference discusses both plaintiff and 

defendant perspectives, and it will explain the role of 

medical evidence in the context of personal injury 

litigation and how to integrate medical records into your 

case. 

Begin With the End in Mind 

Identifying and Understanding Medical Records 
Role of the Paralegal and Nurse Consultant 
Record Management 

Collecting Medical Records 

Types of Records 

Practice Pointers for Retrieving Records 

Common Hurdles 

Working With Health Care Providers 

Analyzing Medical Records 

Symbols 

Common Diagnostic Tests and Terminology 

Medical Literature 

HIPAA Considerations 

Questions and Answers 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. 
Insurance professionals and other legal professionals 
may also benefit from attending. 

Thomas J. Mazziotti, Esq., Greenberg Traurig LLP 
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Georgia 

Practices in litigation, health business and life 

science 

Nationwide litigation practice, principally in 

personal injury defense 

Written several articles and frequently lectures on 

strategies in civil litigation, with emphasis on 

discovery strategy and use of experts in personal 

injury litigation 

Selected as one of Georgia’s Rising Star Super 

Lawyers 

J.D. degree, cure laude, Georgia State University 

College of Law; B.A. degree, Washington and Lee 

University 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

NALA 

N FPA 

PACE 

,C_ _l_ i. _c_ .k_ _ , .h_ ,e___r,.e_. for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 
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Beyonc~ Plans First Post Blue Ivy 
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The new morn will head back to the stage 
on Memorial Day weekend. 

106 & Park: Digiy Talks Unexpected 

Arrival 
Guest Rewind: Diggy talks about his debut 
album and more. 

The Game: "A Punch in the Gut..." 

Sneak Peek 
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the Ballroom 

The legend, who joins this season of 
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Jaleel White Is Excited About Dancing 

With the Stars 

The actor talks to BET com about foxtrots, 
cha-chas and reuniting with Gladys Knight 
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At a Leading Women Defined summit, 
women business owners discuss the 
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Courtside in Philly 
Plus pics of Solange, Kirn K., Lil Wayne and 
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2012 Employment-Based Immigration Law Update" 
What You Need to Know to Be in Compliance 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEB~’NAR DESCR~’PT~ON 

ilmmigration law is an ever-changing field, and it is important to stay abreast 
iof the latest developments. With at least five different government agencies 
iresponsible for immigration to the US, governmental policies, practices and 
iinterpretations often change. What worked last year, or even last week, may 
inot work today. Also, with immigration being a hot political topic, there are 
iadditional issues that arise in the adjudication of applications for immigration 
ibenefits. 

iDo you know the latest about visa issuance at the consulates, the H-1B cap, 

ik-1 adjudication and requests for evidence, the green card backlogs, the 
iPERM labor certification process, compliance audits and site visits, to name a 
Few? This employment-based immigration law update will discuss the late 
breaking developments and most current need-to-know issues for HR. 
Professionals and attorneys to manage and support foreign nationals in their 
’~rganizations. 

This proqram has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General recertification 
credit hours through the HR Certification Institute. Use of the seal is not an 
endorsement by the HR Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It 
means that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s criteria to be 
pre-approved for recertification credit. 

AGENDA 

]-he discussion will include updates on the hottest topics within the main 

igovernment agencies involved in the immigration process. 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reaistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 
Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

to Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Department of State (DOS) Updates on visa issuance at US 
consulates and embassies abroad and the quota backlogs for green 
card processing 

US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Updates on the 
current state of review and adjudication of employment based 
petitions; H-1B processing, including the opening of the H cap filing 
window; L-1 intracompany transfer adjudication; issues with owners 
and executives applying for benefits; EB1 green cards- researchers, 
aliens of extraordinary ability and the new templates; transformation 
and other new technologies; USCIS site visits for fraud detections; E- 
Verify 

Customs and Border Protection (CBP) - Latest information on entry into 
the US at airports, land ports, pre-flight inspections, and petition 
adjudication at the Canadian and Mexican border 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Current status of I-9 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Reqistration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219,00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 



compliance and audits 

Department of Labor (DOL) Current processing trends and statistics 

on PERM labor certifications and audits, as well as labor condition 
applications for the H-1B petitions. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

HR professionals and attorneys who advise them will want to attend this 

webinar. Whether you are looking for an immigration refresher, or you are 

involved in the immigration process and want to make sure that you have the 

iatest updates, this webinar will be timely and informative. 

FAC U LTY 

Sharon R. Mehlman, Esq. 

Sharon Mehlman is a Partner with Larrabee I Mehlman I Albi I Coker LLP in 
San Diego, California. Sharon s practice focuses on all aspects of U.S. 

~mployment-based immigration law. Sharon is a nationally-known attorney 

and speaker on U.S. employment based immigration matters. She and her firm 

~ave extensive experience in all employment-based immigration law matters, 

including providing training for company HR personnel, worksite enforcement 

matters and representing employers before regulatory agencies and in the 

:ourts. Sharon has been practicing immigration law for over 13 years and is a 

~lraduate of University of San Diego, School of Law in San Diego, CA. Prior to 

becoming an attorney, Sharon worked in human resources. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not requh’ed 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar, 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

RecHstration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

RecHstration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tricky Return-to- 

Work Issues 

March 27, 2012 

Re isLration: 219.00 

Re istraLion- 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

$308,00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 



Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289~00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reaistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Don’t Let Financial 

Statements Intimidate 

You: Learn Basic Business 

Accounting 

April 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordino~s~$319.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

April 18, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Retaliation 

Claims: Recent Legal 

Developments and 

Employer Best Practices 

April 18, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High ROI 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 



Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289:00 

Learn More 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinc~: $289.00 

Learn 1,4 o r e 
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Attach: 

Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢, 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 7:55 PM 

Bradley RichaJcd Bethel <bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Sa~natha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaJl.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.ed 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday Night 

TEXT.htm 

Wally, Amy, Brad, Jaimie, and Tia- 

Just wanted to let you know that there is a chance I will be a little late to my 7:00 Drama 115 session with and on Monday night (3/26). I have to ref a lacrosse 
game Monday afternoon and will probably be cutting it close to get to the Loudermilk Center by 7:00pm 

I still plan on working Monday night, just wanted to let you all know that there is a chance I’ll be a few minutes late Please let                 know that I WILL show up (ifI am not here 
right at the beginning of the session). I will give them a heads up tonight (Sunday) when I see them Hopefully this won’t be too much of a problem I’ll try my best to get here on time, but in 
case I can’t get here by 7:00, you (and my guys) will know what’s up. 

Please let me know if this is a problem 

Thanks! 
Eli/~beth 

All mail correspondcnce to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclos~tre to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 
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Registration: $199.00 

The responsibilities and professional obligations of 
paralegals are impacted by various ethical considerations 
and rules. Since paralega[s face the same ethical issues 
that attorneys encounter, paralegals should have an 
understanding of the appropriate, professional and 
ethical requirements of attorneys. 

The more paralegals know about the ethical 

responsibilities of attorneys, the more problems they will 

avoid and can assist the attorney in avoiding. 

Additionally, paralegal organizations have adopted their 

own rules and guidelines regarding the professional and 

ethical conduct of paralegals. This live audio conference 

will give you an overview of the common ethical issues 

and the rules of ethics that apply to attorneys and to 

paralegals as well. 

The Professional Rules for Paralegals 

Rules of Professional Conduct 

Overview of Rules 
Confidentiality, Competence and Communications 
Conflict of Interest 
Honesty and Truthfulness 
Responsibility of Supervising Attorneys 

Unauthorized Practice of Law 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 

attorneys and other legal staff. 

John A, Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with 

the law firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & 

McCarthy in Salt Lake City 

Focuses on general civil litigation involving 

commercial transactions, construction, natural 

resources, professional malpractice, employment, 

products liability and intellectual property 

Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the 

categories of legal malpractice, commercial 

litigation and construction 

Designated as a Super Lawyer in the Mountain 

States Super Lawyers Magazine 

Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of 

Nevada and the American Bar Association 



J.D. degree, cum laude and editor on the Arizona 

State Law Journal, Arizona State University; B.A. 

degree, Brigham Young University 

Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or 

jsnow@vancott.com 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch ¯ PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



i.’~i Avant Resources 

This event will be held on Wednesday, March 28 
at 3:00pm ET (2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pro 

Pr). The webinar lasts 60 minutes. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar and Same-day 
Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar Only - $189. 

~i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
materials 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guarantee& 

Top 10 Background Check Trends for 
2012 
March 28 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

The Psycholo.qy (and Law) of Workplace 
Harassment Investigations 
March 29 at 3:00pm ET 
Re~ister now 

Female Bullying at Work 
April 3 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

[ii.~ Ava nt R ........ BIog i 

Register for this event 

Best Practices, Trends and Legal Compliance 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, March 28 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 80 minutes 

Employers have long recognized that conducting due diligence on new hires is a mission critical task. 
Firms cannot afford to be sidetracked by employee problems such as workplace violence, theft, false 
resumes, embezzlement, harassment or trumped-up injury claims. Employers can be the subject of 
lawsuits for negligent hiring if they hire someone that they should have known, through the exercise of 
due diligence, was dangerous, unfit, dishonest or unqualified. 

This session will review the top ten trends and best practices for 2012 when it comes to 
background checks and safe hiring, including the use of social networking sites, the EEOC 
approach to the use of criminal records and credit reports, international background screening, 
resume fraud, dealing with temporary workers, privacy and off shoring of personal data, and tools to 
protect against workplace violence. Learn legally complaint best practices to keep a business 
productive and out of court and steps a firm can take immediately to avoid a bad hire. 

During this 60-minute webinar, you will learn: 

Why background checks and due diligence have become mission critical for employers 
The current trends, best practices and legal developments affecting due diligence and hiring 
Cutting edge issues such as the new EEOC focus on criminal records and credit reports and 
the use of social network sites 

Employee problems are caused by problem employees, and this session will help HR professionals 
avoid bad hires in the first place by keeping current on trends, best practices and legal developments 
affecting background checks and due diligence in their hiring programs. 

WEBINAR COST: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 
$189 - Live Webinar Only 

Presenter 

Lester S. Rosen is an attorney at law and President of Employment Screening 
Resources (www.ESRcheck.com), a national background screening company located in 
California that has been accredited by the National association of Professional 
background Screeners (NAPBS). He is the author of, "The Safe Hiring Manual-- 
Complete Guide to Keeping Criminals, Imposters and Terrorists Out of Your 
Workplace," the first comprehensive book on employment screening. He has also 

written, "The Safe Hiring Audit," published in 2008. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those vvishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 4219 Hillsboro Pike, Suite 300 - Nashville, TN 37215 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

30% Savings Extended- -3 More Days! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing/his oi%er? (;lick Here.--.http:i/e.paperdirect com!a/hBPcazuAQPKz~BShfUWArc3IEVe/ia2?t params I COI)E%3D1%26I GMAILUNSUI¥);3D0%26]b;MAIL% 
3Doverstre%2540email.unc edu%26PASSWORD%3DAQPKz~Arc3IE[3Pcazu7uCbhl EmwqXO> To ensure receipt of all PaperDirect[]] email, just add e paperdirect corn to your address book. 

[Shop ~a~erDirect com]<http://e paperdirect~c~m/a/h[3PcazuAQPK~‘B8kt~Arc3JI~,Ve/ia7?d code WB3124><http://e paperdirect.com/a/h[3PcazuAQPKzgBShl’U~VArc3JEVe/ia7’? 

d code WB3124> 

1-800-272-7377 

30% OFF Any Order :[’or 3 Mi)re Days! 
Shop<http://e.paperdirect.com/aihBPcazuAQPKz~BShfUWArc3JEVeiiaT?d code WB3124> I Wedding<http://e.paperdirect.corn/a/hBPcazuAQPKz~BShfUWArc3JEVe/ia16’? 
d code WB3124>I Spring<http:i/epaperdirect.com/a/hBPcazuAOPKzvBShfU~vVArc3JEVe/ia14?d code WB3124>I Motherl~ls 
Day<http://e.paperdirectcom/a/hBPcazuAQPKz~BShfUWArc3IEVe/iall?d code WB3124> 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

TO ORDER: 

ERiSA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~E 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_Ij__I~.I_~_I__I.~.R_~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

~hat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar "The 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"10 Commandments" covers matters 

such as the allocation and delegation 

of fiduciary responsibility-, the ERISA 

standard of conduct |br fiduciaries, 

"procedural prudence," and llluch 

more. Normally $275, the CD may be 

purchased with ERISA Fiduciary Law 

for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 315 

page paperback book 

Why Is the US Supreme Court Afraid of ~ 
Cameras? 
The United States Supreme Court -- the highest court in the land -- 
one of the most powerful institutions in the world -- is afraid of 
something most of us would relish: being on television. Today is day 
two of the three days of oral arguments that the United States 
Supreme Court has scheduled to hear to decide whether the nation’s 
healthcare law -- unaffectionately referred to as Obamacare ... 
2012-03-27 14:19:19 Huffington Post 

Health-care challenge at US Supreme Court: Justices 
seek way past Day 1 hurdle 
It is the issue no one wanted to argue. The US Supreme Court is 
poised to begin examining the constitutionality of President Obama’s 
health-care reform law first thing Tuesday morning. But before that 
could happen, the high court sought Monday to address a legal issue 

: that could derail the entire looming constitutional showdown. At 
issue is whether the lawsuit filed by 26 states, a business group, ... 
2012-03-27 13:39:42 MinnPost 

Wersal to take Minn. ~judicial elections case to US 
Supreme Court 
MTNNEAPOL~S - A Minnesota lawyer who’s long fought against limits 

: on judicial campaigning says he’ll ask the U.S. Supreme Court to 
review a federal appeals court decision that reinstates Minnesota’s 
restrictions. Greg Wersal says a split among federal appeals court 
circuits gives him an excellent chance of getting the high court to 
step in and clarify how judicial candidates can campaign. Wersal ... 
2012-03-27 15:44:17 Minneapolis Star Tribune 

Attorney General Kamala D. Harris Files Amicus Brief 
in Supreme Court against Arizona Immigration Law 

: SAN FRANCISCO -- Attorney General Kamala D. Harris has filed a 
: friend-of-the-court brief in the U.S. Supreme Court arguing against 
: Arizona’s illegal immigration legislation. The brief argues that 

decisions about who to remove from the United States and when to 
remove them are exclusively the prerogative of the federal 
government. States may not adopt a competing policy, as Arizona 
has done. "Although ... 

2012-03-27 15:26:11 California, State of 

: State upholds firing of ex-assistant attorney general 
-d....u.~.e.~..t..9..~.~...h..a..r..a....s....s..i.n..g.,.~9....f.~g~a...y..~..U..~...~..~.s...t.~.u...d...e...n...t.. 
The Michigan Civil Service Commission has upheld the firing of former 
Assistant Attorney General Andrew Shirvell as a result of his 
campaign against former University of Michigan student body 
President Chris Armstrong . Continue reading State upholds firing of 

: ex-assistant attorney general due to ’harassing’ of gay U-M 

: student ...... 
2012-03-27 12:40:11 AnnArbor.corn 

Pa. Man Pleads Guilty to Damaging N.J. Homes to 

Collect Insurance Monies 
TRENTON, N.J., March 26 -- The New Jersey Attorney General issued 
the following news release: Attorney General Jeffrey S. Chiesa 
announced that a Pennsylvania man and a construction company 
pleaded guilty today for their roles in an insurance fraud scheme that 
targeted homes purportedly damaged by hail. Dominik Sadowski, 35, 
of Sellersville, Pa., pleaded guilty to third-degree insurance fraud 
before ... 
2012-03-27 15:40:05 Insurance News Net 

Federal court rejects ’Joe the Plumber’ suit 
: Huntington St. Mary’s WebCam ’ Time-Lapse Downtown Huntington 
: WebCam ’Time-Lapse from Eyewitness News Online MORE OHIO 
: NEWS CINCINNATT Federal judges in Cincinnati have rejected claims 

by "Joe the Plumber" that his constitutional rights were violated by a 
: state records search allegedly done in retaliation for his voicing 

public concern over taxes to then-candidate Barack Obama. The 
three-judge 6th 
2012-03-27 11:53:33 WCHS-TV 

Federal Court Restricts Antibiotic Use in Livestock 
The FDA will have to require livestock growers to stop using certain 
antibiotics amid concerns that they are contributing to the 
development of superbugs, a federal judge ordered Thursday. About 
80 percent of all antibiotics in America are used in livestock in order 
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to speed up their growth or preempt diseases caught from cramped 
living conditions~ Recently, doctors have discovered that certain 
antibiotic-resistant ... 
2012-03-27 13:44:06 Complaintsboard 

ALEXANDRIA, Va. ’ The National Association of Chain Drug Stores 
applauded a federal court ruling that upheld an injunction blocking 
the implementation of cuts to Medi-Cal, California’s Medicaid 

: program. NACDS said Monday that the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
ruled in favor of health care providers by denying a request by the 

: California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) to suspend a 
preliminary ... 
2012-03-27 15:40:08 Chain Drug Review 

Austin bar owner, 9 others in court on federal 
charges 
vue.com Updated today at 11:29 AM Related: FBI investigating 
Yassine Enterprises’ businesses add to reading list AUSTIN -- Ten 
people facing federal drug and money laundering charges appeared in 

: federal court in downtown Austin Tuesday morning. The nine men 
and one woman came into the courthouse wearing their green 
Caldwell County jail suits~ Four wore striping green and white suits, 
the rest ... 
2012-03-27 14:35:40 KVUE News Online 
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Register for this event 

This event will be held on Thursday, March 29 at 
3:00pro ET (2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pro 

PT). The webinar lasts 90 minutes. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar and Same-day 
Downloadable Recording = $279. 

Renqister here for Live Webinar Only - $189. 

Support@avantresources.com 

¯ Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 

¯ Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

¯ 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

= Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

To 10 Back round Check Trends for 
2012 
March 28 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

The Psychology (and Law) of Workplace 
Harassment Investiqations 
March 29 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Female Bullying at Work 
April 3 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. 

Lawfully Investigating Workplace Misconduct 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, March 29 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00 CT, 1:00 MT, 12:00 PT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

When you receive an allegation of workplace harassment, discrimination, or other misconduct, taking 
prompt and appropriate action is your legal responsibility. However, understanding your legal 
responsibilities is only half the battle; most of the mistakes in complaint investigations involve the way 
the parties are treated, what they think is fair, and how the process is communicated and 
~mplemented. Harassment continues to be the costliest form of workplace misconduct. Your business 

cannot afford to ignore any complaints that could lead to EEOC filings or civil lawsuits. But, taking the 
wrong kind of investigatory action could be just as dangerous! 

This in-depth 90-minute webinar will teach you how to conduct a legally and psychologically effective 
workplace probe. Our expert will explain how to evaluate the scope of your internal investigation, how 
to document the steps you’ve taken along the way, and how to insulate your organization from a 
subsequent lawsuit. 

From fact finding to writing reports, this webinar will cover the do’s and don’ts of conducting workplace 
investigations so you can gain the confidence to be an effective investigator. 

You will learn how to:                                                        ~ 

Effectively take a complaint 
Choose the right investigator 
Use the perspectives of the accused and the complainant to your advantage 
Develop a successful road map before you start the investigation 
Conduct an effective interview with the complainant, accused and witnesses (do’s and don’ts) 
Use psychology to get to the truth, evaluate credibility, and create perceptions of fairness 
Handle the impact on the rest of the department, including rumors, questions, and the aftermath 
Make the right decision, determine corrective actions and write a court-ready report 
Communicate investigation results with sensitivity and fairness 

AVANT BONUS: Webinar attendees will also receive our copyrighted guides: Conducting Internal 

Investigations and Internal Investigations Checklist. These tools will guide your future success when 
conducting any internal investigation. 

WEBINAR COST: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 
$189 - Live Webinar Only 

You r Presenter 

~ J oni Johnston is the founder and CEO of WorkRelationships, a corporate training and 
consulting company specializing in workplace mental health problems as well as employee 

conduct issues including workplace harassment/discrimination, workplace violence, and effective 
discipline!termination. Dr. Johnston has been preforming human resource seminars for professional 
groups and industry associations since she founded her interpersonal risk management firm in 1991. 
Dr. Johnson writes a monthly column for HR.Com and HRGateway, serves on the advisory board of a 
European-based HR publication, and has served as an independent expert in numerous employment 
lawsuits. She is the author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Psychology and Appearance Obsession: 
Learning to Love the Way You Look. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to 
view the presentation on their personal computers. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC -4219 Hillsboro Pike, Suite 300 - Nashville, TN 37215 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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Workplace Retaliation Claims: Recent Legal 

Developments and Employer Best Practices 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 
i Time: 1:30 noon ET (11:00 am CT, 10:00 am MT, 9:00 am PT) 
Length: 60 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Special Feature: if you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iYour employees ~a~ be protected by law if they complain 
ithat your business is violating ~ai~ ~NP!~N~ ~a~ If you 
oppose that activity or take an adverse employment action 
against an employee who ma~es a p~0~ec~ed c~mp!ai~, you 
imay be sued in a retaliation claim. Retaliation claims are among the most 
icommon and risky types of employment litigation. This webinar will 
iexplain why these claims are increasing and the specific 
ichallenges they present to employers defending against 
them in court and before administrative agencies. The program will 
ireview the statutory prohibitions of workplace retaliation and discuss recent 
icourt opinions interpreting those laws. You will gain an understanding of the 
avidence necessary to establish protected activity, adverse employment 
iactions and a causal connection. The program will also provide 
you with a series of best practices so that your company 
imay defend these cases successfu y. 

AGENDA 

What are the specific statutes prohibiting workplace retaliation? 

What are examples of activity that is protected by anti-retaliation laws? 

What are the elements of a claim of retaliation, and how are they 
interpreted by the Supreme Court and the lower appellate courts? 

UPCOIVlTNG 
TELECONFERENCES 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.oo 
Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

to Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$3o8.oo 
Learn More 

What policies and procedures regarding employee complaints should an 

employer have in place? 

How should an employer respond to internal complaints to reduce the 
likelihood of a retaliation claim? 

What other proactive steps and best practices should an employer take 
to reduce the likelihood of claims and to defend its actions effectively if 
an employee initiates a retaliation lawsuit? 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

FAC U LTY 

iArlene Switzer Steinfield 

iWith more than 30 years of experience in representing management in labor 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Reqistration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 



and employment law, Ms. Steinfield represents clients from a wide range of 

industries. She litigates workplace disputes in state and 
ffederal court involving claims of discrimination, 
harassment, and retaliation; restrictive covenants, 
nondisclosure agreements, and the duty of loyalty; 
wrongful termination; breach of contract; workplace torts; 
public policy claims; whistleblower claims; wage and hour 
claims; and claims to recover unpaid commissions. She 
conducts employment law compliance training~ counsels 
employers on preventative compliance strategies, and 
appears frequently on behalf of employers before numerous 
administrative agencies. She assists clients on planning 
and implementing workforce reductions, and in the 
negotiation of severance agreements for executives. Ms. 
Steinfield serves as an independent investigator of internal 
workplace harassment and discrimination complaints and 
suspected misconduct. She represents employers in 
arbitrations in both union and non-union settings. She also 
is a trained mediator whose mediation practice emphasizes 
labor and employment law disputes. 

Ms. Steinfield is a Fellow of the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers, 

and has been selected for inclusion by Chambers USA as a Leader in their 

Field, in Chambers&Partners: Labor and Employment, and 
in Best Lawyers in America. She has also been included as 
a Top 100 Lawyers in Texas, a "Top 100 Lawyers in 
Dallas!Fort Worth, and a Top 50 Women Lawyers in 
Texas by Law and Politics Magazine, and as one of The 
Best Women Lawyers in Dallas by D Magazine. 

She is a frequent speaker at variOUS continuing legal education 
programs on labor and employment law topics including 
programs by theABA s Labor and Employment Section and 
the Dallas Bar Association. 

She received her 3.D., magna cure laude, from Georgetown University 
Law Center in 1978, and her B.A. in Social Psychology, with 
Distinction, from the University of Rochester in 1975. She 
is Board Certified as a specialist in Labor and Employment 
Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. 

Arlene Switzer Steinfield 

Cox Smith Natthews Inc. 

1201 Elm Street, Suite 3300 

Dallas, Texas 75270 
214.698.7833 
214.698.7899 (facsimile) 
asteinfield@coxsmith.com 
www.coxsmith.com 

TELECONFERENCE OVERV~’EW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on, You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only= $19S,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 
PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar, 

Session Plus CD Recordinc~: 

$319,00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tricky Return-to- 

Work Issues 

March 27, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Re isLration: 219.00 

Re istraLion- 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 



Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199,00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How to Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Don’t Let Financial 

Statements ]Intimidate 

You: Learn Basic Business 

Accounting 

April 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Record Retention: How to 

Develop Up to Date Policies 

and Practices 

April 18, 2012 

Registration Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 



Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Heightened [-9 

Enforcement by [CE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordincl: $289.00 

Learn More 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 
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Record Retention" How to Develop Up-to-Date 
Policies and Practices 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

iRegistration Only: $219.00 

iCD Recording Only: $219,00 

~ession Plus CD Recordinq: $319,00 Best Value! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

In a 2005 hostile work environment lawsuit, a federal court penalized a 

company for failing to preserve emails discussing harassment 
allegations, even though litigation had not been threatened. 

Recently, another federal court sanctioned a community college for not 
knowing that when police investigate a teacher for sexual misconduct, 
records need to be quarantined, just in case a civil lawsuit emerges 
later. 

In a contract dispute, an appeals court held that a flurry of informal 
emailsconstituted a signed writing that amended a signed, paper 
contract. 

iIn this environment, how do you know which records to keep and which to 
idestroy? 

iRecord retention is in a state of upheaval. Traditional practices developed 
iwhen paper was king don tfit well with the age of computers. Email does not 

ibehave the same as paper. Moreover, litigation has been revolutionized by 
e-discovery, the requirement to deliver e-mails, text messages and other 

ielectronic documents to legal adversaries. 

iAs a consequence, all organizations need to rethink their policies on record 
retention. This webinar will offer practical steps for developing workable 
record retention policies and practices for the modern enterprise. It will cover 
13aper records (including old dusty records in the warehouse), imaged records 
,~nd electronic records, especially electronic mail. It will draw upon real-world 
~xperience from workshops held in numerous, diverse organizations, including 
~rivate sector, public sector and nonprofits. 

iAGENDA 

What does the law require for record retention? 
What are the best practices for record retention today? 
How should retention of electronic records be different from retention of 
paper records? 
What is the most effective way to draft and implement a workable 
record retention program? 
How can you identify and safely destroy old records you no longer 
need? 
What are best practices for making images of paper records and then 
destroying the paper? 
Q&A 

Bonus! Webinar attendees can download several sample policies and 

itemplates which will be explained in detail during the webinar. 

FAC U LTY 

iBenjamin Wright is the author of several technology law books, including Law 
iof Electronic Commerce, published by Aspen Publishers. With 26 years in 

UPCOMING 
TIELECONFERENCIES 

FLSA New Fluctuating 

Workweek Regulatory 

Guidance 

March 20, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reaistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Establish 

and Manage 

Telecommuting, Remote 

Working and Virtual Teams 

March 20, 2012 

Registration Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 

Session Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Calculating Overtime: How 

to Get it Right Every Time 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219~00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

How to Win Back and Re- 

engage Stressed Out, Low 

Morale Employees 

March 21, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Intermittent Leave Under 

FMLA 

March 21, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Take the Mystery Out of 

Excel Pivot Tables 

March 21, 2012 

Reqistration Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinc~: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

2012 Employment-Based 

Immigration Law Update: 

What You Need 

to Know to Be in 

Compliance 

March 22, 2012 



3rivate law practice, he has advised many organizations, large and small, 

~rivate sector and public sector, on privacy, computer security, email discovery 
~nd records management and been quoted in publications around the globe, 

From the Wall Street ]ournal to the Sydney Morning Herald. He teaches the 
iaw of data security and investigations at the SANS Institute, premier 

educator for IT professionals. And he teaches a course on record retention to 
CPAs. Wright maintains a matrix of popular blogs at http://leqal- 

beagle.typepad.com. Wright graduated from Georgetown University Law 

Center in 1984. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

¯ 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet, 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

¯ Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Registration Only: $219,00 

CD Recording Only: $219.00 

Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Best Value! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
~fter the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289~00 

Learn More 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 22, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation 

Benefits: Who is Eligible, 

How are They 

Calculated, When and How 

Can They be Settled 

March 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

An Introduction to ERISA: 

The Basics You Need to 

Know 

March 27, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~;198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When FMLA Leave Ends: 

Handling Tricky Return-to- 

Work issues 

March 27, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

Curbing FMLA Intermittent 

Leave Abuse 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt or Nonexempt? 

Coping with Tougher DOL 

Wage & Hour Enforcement 

March 28, 2012 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 

$308.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

March 28, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 



March 29, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

March 29, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

When the Military Comes 

Home: USERRA, VEVRRA, 

FMLA, 

COBRA & More 

March 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Teach Your Managers How 

to Manage: Make the Most 

of Your Company’s 

Greatest Asset 

April 5, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Essentials - How Lo Gain 

Maximum Legal 

Protection (and Avoid 

Costly Mistakes) 

April 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employee Opinion Surveys: 

Feel Good Measure or 

Critical Business 

Metric 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The 6 Critical Steps to 

Achieve a High 

Employee Wellness 

Program 

April 19, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289,00 

Learn More 

Heightened ~[-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 
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ERISA Fiduciary Law for 

Non-Lawyers 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

Click for ’Fable of Contents 

US Supreme Court turns down petition from Duncan 

By REBECCA BOONE BOISE, Idaho -- The U.S. Supreme Court won’t 
consider whether a man convicted of kidnapping, torturing and 
murdering some members of a northern Idaho family was competent 
when he waived his appeal. The high court rejected the petition from 
Joseph Edward Duncan lll’s attorneys on Monday. Now a federal 
judge in Idaho must hold a hearing to determine if Duncan was 
competent when he ... 
2012-03-28 18:38:18 Merced Sun-Star 

arguments 

7:26pm BST WASHINGTON, March 28 (Reuters) - The U.S. Supreme 
Court on Wednesday ended more than six hours of oral arguments 
over three days about whether President Barack Obama’s signature 
healthcare law would survive constitutional scrutiny, setting up to 
deliver a ruling on its fate by late June. Over the past three days, 
the nine-member court delved into whether Congress exceeded its 
authority by ... 
2012-03-28 16:26:04 Reuters UK 

TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law foR" Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~I 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_I_~__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R._~. 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

La~ers provides critical guidance to 

ERISA plan fiduciaries on how they 

should carry out their duties. 

Readers will gain a working 

knowledge of the most significant 

issues facing an ER1SA fiduciary and 

how to avoid liability to plan 

participants and beneficiaries. 

The book covers: 

Who is a fiduciary; 

What are ERISA fiduciary- 

standards of conduct; 

SVhat are ERISA violations 

and what exemptions are 

available to cure those 

violations; and 

~hat plan governance 

methods should be adopted by 

plan fiduciaries. 

Included are illustrations, questions 

and answers, and important 

interpretations of ERISA rules issued 

by the US Department of Labor. 

Special CD Offer: A CD of Mr. 

Dreyspool’s 90 minute webinar ’q’he 

10 Commandments of an ERISA 

Fiduciary." This recording of a 

November 8, 2011 program will give 

you a thorough review of how ER1SA 

and the US Department of Labor 

regulate plan fiduciary conduct. The 

"10 Commandments" covers matlers 

such as the allocation and delegation 

Supreme Court Knocks Back Myriad Genetics, 
Patents 
- On Monday, March 26, the US Supreme Court sent the much- 
discussed Myriad Genetics patent case back to the Federal Circuit 
Court of Appeals, instructing the lower court to reconsider its 
decision from July 2011 that upheld the companys patents. This 
unsurprising decision comes on the heels of a decision last week that 
Prometheus Laboratories, a small diagnostics company, could not 
patent the ... 
2012-03-28 16:59:23 BioSpace 

Texas Attornev General responds to Clean Air Act 

ruling 
: Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott responded to a ruling in favor of 
: the state of Texas over the . Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott on 

Wednesday responded to an concerning a claim from the The EPA 
had said Texas pollution control projects at coal plants and energy 
production facilities did not satisfy the Clean Air Act. The court on 
March 27 ruled the agency is required to take another look at ... 
2012-03-28 17:00:20 Houston Business ]ournal 

Sacramento, CA -- California has joined 10 other states in asking the 
U.S. Supreme Court to overturn Arizona’s immigration law, saying it 
would drive illegal immigrants into other states. The Arizona law, 

: passed two years ago makes in a crime to be in the country illegally 
and to seek work. The law has been largely blocked by court order 
because of court challenges. California Attorney General Kamala ... 
2012-03-28 18:07:06 MyMotherLode.com 

Concessions on Bullet Train May Violate Law 
Los Angeles Times Text size: AA A series of concessions over the 
last year to quiet opposition to the California bullet train has created 
a potentially lethal problem: the revised blueprint for the system may 
violate requirements locked into state law when voters approved 
funding for the project in 2008. The Legislature packed the law with 

an unusual number of conditions intended to reassure voters, ... 
2012-03-28 16:35:27 ENR California 

Man convicted for double homicide sentenced to at 
least :108 years 
Man convicted in double homicide case sentenced to at least 108 
years .A man convicted of murdering his girlfriend and her cousin was 
sentenced to at least 108 years in prison by a Davidson County 
judge on Wednesday according to the local District Attorney General 
Office. Demeko Duckworth was found guilty by a jury in February of 
the two first degree murders of girlfriend Asia Wade and Clarence 

Goins ... 
2012-03-28 18:13:21 Tennessean 

of fiduciary responsibility, the ERISA 

"procedural prudence," and much Judge Affirms First Amendment Rights to Oppose Development 
more. Normally $275, the CD maybe Projects HINGHAM, Mass., Mar 28, 2012 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- A 
purch~sedwithERISAlqduciaryLaw federal court has affirmed the right of real estate project opponents 
for only $349-- a $121.00 savings! 31.9 tO actively oppose govern ment permits, even when opponents a re 
pagepaperbackbool~ business competitors and even when their opposition is not publicly 



TO ORDER: 

ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non- 

Lawyers" Book: $195 CLICK 

HF~3 

The 10 Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary" CD: $275 

CLICK HERE ........................... 

Both (Book and CD-- Best 

Value) $349 ~_I_~__I~.I_(_I__I.~.R._~. 

announced. The U.S. District Court for Northern Illinois on Tuesday 
dismissed all ... 
2012-03-28 15:57:37 MarketWatch 

I~eakley farnil~ wants suit thrown out of federal 
court 
Attorneys for accountant Iohn W. Beakley on Wednesday asked that 

: the securities fraud lawsuit filed against them nearly a month ago in 
U.S. District Court be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction and for failing 
to state a claim against the family members. The motion was filed on 

: behalf of Beakley’s wife Mary, daughter Amy, sons David, Ioel and 
Michael, daughter-in-law Pleghan Beakley and 33 businesses ._ 
2012-03-28 17:37:51 Lubbock Online 
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IRegistration: $199,00 

IReftistration - Teleconference plus 

This live audio conference provides an overview and 

general principles of the law and legal theories related to 

protecting competitive business interests and confidential 

business information - one of the fastest growing areas 

of intellectual property law outside of traditional patent, 

copyright and trademark concerns. 

You will learn about covenants not to compete, non- 

solicitation agreements, confidentiality and nondisclosure 

agreements, trade secret protection and 

misappropriation, the Uniform Trade Secrets Act and 

state trade secret statutes, the doctrine of inevitable 

disclosure, reverse engineering, developing a trade 

secret protection program, assignment of inventions, and 

associated state law claims often involved in trade secret 

and unfair competition lawsuits. 

Although the program primarily focuses upon the 

employment relationship, it also addresses independent 

contractors and business-to-business settings. In 

addition, this live audio conference explores litigation and 

client counseling strategies, with practical application of 

legal theories to typical situations often confronted in this 

rapidly developing area of law. 

Covenants Not to Compete 

Legal Requirements 

New Employee vs. Current Employee 

Blue Penciling Doctrine and Severability 

Defining Competition 

Choice of Law and Forum Selection 

I~tovement Toward Statutory Construction 

Multistate Drafting Concerns 

Employment vs. Business-to-Business Settings 

Non-solicitation Agreements 

Legal Requirements 

Primary Differences With Covenants Not to 

Compete 

Trade Secrets 

Definition 
o Uniform Trade Secrets Act 
o Common Law Restatement (First) of Torts 

Identification and I~|isappropriation 
Trade Secrets vs, General Confidential Information 
Reverse Engineering 
Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine 
Statutory Preemption of Other Claims 
Trade Secret Protection Programs 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreements 

Assignment of Inventions Agreements 

Litigation Issues 

Cease and Desist Letters 

Typical State Law Claims 

Declaratory Judgments 

Injunctive Relief 

o Motion for Temporary Restraining Order 

o Motion for Preliminary Injunction 

o Interlocutory Appeals and Mootness 

Discovery and Expedited Discovery 

Protective Agreements and Orders 

Damages 

Settlements 

This live audio conference is primarily designed for 

attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit 

from attending. 

Kenneth P. Carlson Jr., Constangy, Brooks & Smith, LLP 

Partner with Constangy, Brooks & Smith, LLP 

Practices employment law and litigation, trade 

secret and unfair competition litigation, drafting 

employment and noncompetition agreements, and 

wage and hour issues 

Listed as a North Carolina Super Lawyer 

Listed in The Best Lawyers in America 

Consistently named to Business North Carolina’s 

annual Legal Elite for employment law 

Certified mediator with emphasis on mediating 

employment-related disputes, covenants not to 

compete and trade secret issues 

Adjunct professor at Wake Forest University School 

of Law 

J.D. degree, Wake Forest University School of Law 

Master of Divinity degree, Yale University 

B.A. degree, University of North Carolina 

Can be contacted at 336-721-6843 or 

kcarlson@constangy.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

NALA 

NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration." $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 
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i~i Avant Resources 

This event will be held on Thursday, April 5 at 
1:00pro ET (12:00pm CT, 11:00am MT, 10:00am 

PT). The webinar lasts 60 minutes. 

Re.qister here for Live Webinar and Same-day 
Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Reqister here for Live Webinar Only - $189. 

~’i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 

Sample policies for your workplace 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

~, Live question and answer session. 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Female Bullying at Work 
April 3 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Conducting a Mock OFCCP Audit 
April 4 at 3:00pm ET 
Re~ister now 

Employee Handbooks for Multi-State 
Employers 
April 5 at 1:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1 0 hour of General 

recertificafion credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Register for this event 

Drafting Workplace Policies and Procedures for Multi-State 
Businesses 

Live Webinar 

Thursday, April 5 at 1:00pro EDT 
(12:00pm CDT, 11:00am MDT, 10:00am PDT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Nothing can trip up employers more than having to comply with multiple state employment laws due to 
the fact that they operate in multiple locations nationwide. 

Learn what you need to know about how to ensure that you are in compliance with each state’s laws 
as a multiple state employer. Become aware of the policies with which you need to be especially 
careful when drafting your employee handbook due to the huge differences between states on laws 
dealing with those issues. 

In this 60-minute live webinar geared to HR Professionals and those responsible for ~ 
drafting employee handbooks, you will learn: 

Best Practices for Dealing with Multi-State Laws for Employers 
Tips for Covering all Laws in all States in which you Operate 
Policies That Cause Problems for Multi-State Employers 
Trouble Spots: Multi-State Laws for Employers 
Handling Employees Who Work Remotely: V~hat Laws Apply 

WEBINAR COST: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 
$189 - Live Webinar Only 

Your Presenter: 

~ M elissa Fleischer is President and Founder of HR Learning Center, LLC. As an employment 

law attorney, Ms. Fleischer has successfully represented numerous clients in employment 
discrimination litigation. She has also provided in-house employment law and human resource 

training to many of her clients on various employment law topics such as sexual and unlawful 
harassment training, FMLA, ADA, Workplace Violence Prevention and labor relations. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Supreme Court Holds Secret :~nitial Vote on Health 
Care Case 

_ (NewsCore) - The US Supreme Court held its preliminary vote 
Friday on the constitutionality of Barack Obama’s health care law. 
But don’t expect to learn which way the justices are leaning any 
time soon. The court, famous for its lack of leaks to the press, held 
its vote in secret at a meeting attended only by the nine justices. 
It is not expected to publicly comment on the case again until ... 
2012-03-30 17:41:24 FOX WTTG Washington 

:~mmigrants Ordered Deported Hay Be Released ~n 

The case of a Vietnamese ex-con accused of brutally slaying five 
people in a San Francisco home has shed harsh light on Supreme 
Court rulings that have allowed the release of thousands of criminal 
immigrants into U.S. communities because their own countries 
refused to take them back. After Binh Thai Luc, 35, spent years 
behind bars in San Quentin for an armed robbery, an immigration 
judge ordered ... 
2012-03-30 16:39:19 OfficialWire 

Travyon, the Court, and the Week of Expendable 
People 
Mar 30 By at 5:33PM I have been criminally tardy in pointing out 
that Ta-Nehisi Coates pretty much has owned the punditry on the 
Trayvon Martin case, especially in the always vital category, aka 
The Bill Russell Factor: It’s worth discerning the subtle differences 
between the actions of The Daily Caller, Michelle Malkin and 
Stormfront. But it’s also worth seeing their actions as they are 
points ... 
2012-03-30 19:38:08 Esquire 

Attorney General Reaches Agreement with 
Scottrade in Znvestigation of Retail Securities 
Brokerage Industry 
Scottrade agreed to cooperate with the inquiry and in any legal 
actions that may result. The company also agreed to create and 
implement an antitrust compliance policy and training program for 
all Scottrade employees. ~n exchange, Connecticut and its partner 
states have closed their investigation into Scottrade and its 
employees. ’T am committed to ensuring open and competitive 

markets for all investors, ... 
2012-03-30 15:56:46 Web Newswire 

Attorney General, Consumer Counsel Praise Draft 

Decision On NU-NSTAR Herger 
’We wanted to make sure the merger provided substantial benefits 
to Connecticut ratepayers,’ Attorney General 3epsen said. ’As a 
result, we negotiated those benefits for the state: from a rate 
freeze to preservation of open space to investments in 
Connecticut’s energy future and distribution system improvements. 
We are pleased that PURA agreed.’ Consumer Counsel Katz said, ’~ 
am gratified that the ... 
2012-03-30 15:56:46 Web Newswire 

La, Attorney General Buddy Caldwell grabs 
attention for Obamacare comments 

Louisiana Attorney General Buddy Caldwell is drawing some 
attention for his comments to a reporter from the liberal 
ThinkProgress website following U.S. Supreme Court arguments on 
Obamacare. Unlike most Republicans, Caldwell seems to suggest 
that he would support the so-called single-payer system that 
liberal Democrats could not get through Congress.The killer quote 
is: "I trust the government ... 
2012-03-30 19:39:51 NOLA Live 

Federal court overturns EPA’s rejection of Texas 
permitting program 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit issued an order vacating 
the agency’s disapproval of Texas’s regulations and remanded with 
instructions regarding petition for review of an order of the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency. News release by State of 
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Texas on March 28. Users Also Read House panel grills EPA official 
on plans to regulate carbon emissions - Thursday, March 29, 

2012 
2012-03-30 17:43:51 SNL Financial 

Federal Court Strikes Down Key Portions Of Scott 
Walker’s Anti=Union Law 
WASHINGTON -- Just over a year after Wisconsin Gov. Scott 
Walker (R) signed a measure taking away most collective 
bargaining rights for public workers, labor unions scored a victory 
as a federal court struck down portions of the law. The court ruled 
that the state cannot prevent public sector unions from 
automatically deducting dues from workers’ paychecks and cannot 
require them to be recertified ... 
2012-03-30 18 : 11:48 Huffington Post 

Court sides with ARTBA on wetlands case 
Judge says EPA overstepped its authority by revoking a valid 
wetlands permit A federal court March 23 rebuked the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and agreed with the 
American Road & Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA) and 
its allies, saying the agency overstepped its authority by revoking 
a valid wetlands permit from a West Virginia mining operation. 
ARTBA joined with 12 other industry ... 
2012-03-30 17:41:33 Roads & Bridges 

Vancouver man accused of sending letters with 
white powder to politicians faces more federal 
charges 
A Vancouver man accused of sending threatening letters with 
white powdeFto congressional members last month faces additional 
charges in federal Court. A grand jury Wednesday issued a 
superseding indictment that charges Christopher Lee Carlson, 39, 
with 12 counts of sending threatening letters and including false 
and misleading information to six politicians. He had previously been 
charged with sending ..~ 
2012-03-30 16:48:33 Oregonian 

Sandusky trial delayed until :lune 5 
A judge in the child sex abuse case of former Penn State University 
assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky on Thursday postponed 
the trial by three weeks to June 5, as prosecutors rebutted 
defense calls for dismissal of the charges. The order issued by 
Judge John M. Cleland in the Court of Common Pleas of Centre 
County said the delay was necessary "for various logistical 
contingencies that have ... 
2012-03-30 18:11:52 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

U.S, Government Cracks Down On Insider Trading 
In the wake of several high profile insider trading indictments and 
prosecutions, the United States government has begun a vigorous 
campaign against what federal investigators say is a "rampant" 
crime wave. Currently, the government is investigating some 240 
individuals and preparing insider trading cases against 
approximately 120 of them, including Wall Street insiders, hedge 
fund traders and other ... 
2012-03-28 12:50:06 Yahoo! Finance 

Supreme Court Holds Secret Initial Vote on Health 

Care Case 

_ (NewsCore) - The US Supreme Court held its preliminary vote 
Friday on the constitutionality of Barack Obama’s health care law. 
But don’t expect to learn which way the justices are leaning any 
time soon. The court, famous for its lack of leaks to the press, held 
its vote in secret at a meeting attended only by the nine justices. 
It is not expected to publicly comment on the case again until ... 
2012-03-30 17:41:24 FOX WTTG Washington 

Immigrants Ordered Deported Hay Be Released In 
US 
The case of a Vietnamese ex-con accused of brutally slaying five 
people in a San Francisco home has shed harsh light on Supreme 
Court rulings that have allowed the release of thousands of criminal 
immigrants into U.S. communities because their own countries 
refused to take them back. After Binh Thai Luc, 35, spent years 
behind bars in San Quentin for an armed robbery, an immigration 
judge ordered ... 
2012-03-30 16:39:19 OfficialWire 

Travyon, the Court, and the Week of Expendable 
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Mar 30 By at 5:33PM I have been criminally tardy in pointing out 
that Ta-Nehisi Coates pretty much has owned the punditry on the 
Trayvon Martin case, especially in the always vital category, aka 
The Bill Russell Factor: It’s worth discerning the subtle differences 
between the actions of The Daily Caller, Michelle Malkin and 
Stormfront. But it’s also worth seeing their actions as they are 
points ..~ 
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Attorney General Reaches Agreement with 

Scottrade in Investigation of Retail Securities 

Brokerage Industry 
Scottrade agreed to cooperate with the inquiry and in any legal 
actions that may result. The company also agreed to create and 
implement an antitrust compliance policy and training program for 
all Scottrade employees. In exchange, Connecticut and its partner 
states have closed their investigation into Scottrade and its 
employees. ’I am committed to ensuring open and competitive 

markets for all investors, ... 
2012-03-30 15:56:46 Web Newswire 

Attorney General, Consumer Counsel Praise Draft 
Decision On NU-NSTAR l~lerger 
’We wanted to make sure the merger provided substantial benefits 
to Connecticut ratepayers,’ Attorney General Jepsen said. ’As a 
result, we negotiated those benefits for the state: from a rate 
freeze to preservation of open space to investments in 
Connecticut’s energy future and distribution system improvements. 
We are pleased that PUMA agreed.’ Consumer Counsel Katz said, ’I 
am gratified that the ... 
2012-03-30 15:56:46 Web Newswire 

La, Attorney General Buddy Caldwell grabs 
attention for Obamacare comments 
Louisiana Attorney General Buddy Caldwell is drawing some 
attention for his comments to a reporter from the liberal 
ThinkProgress website following U.S. Supreme Court arguments on 
Obamacare. Unlike most Republicans, Caldwell seems to suggest 
that he would support the so-called single-payer system that 
liberal Democrats could not get through Congress.The killer quote 
is: "I trust the government ..~ 
2012-03-30 19:39:51 NOLA Live 

Federal court overturns EPA’s rejection of Texas 

permitting program 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit issued an order vacating 
the agency’s disapproval of Texas’s regulations and remanded with 
instructions regarding petition for review of an order of the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency. News release by State of 
Texas on March 28. Users Also Read House panel grills EPA official 
on plans to regulate carbon emissions - Thursday, March 29, 

2012 ... 
2012-03-30 17:43:51 SNL Financial 

Federal Court Strikes Down Key Portions Of Scott 
Walker’s Anti-Union Law 
WASHINGTON == Just over a year after Wisconsin Gov. Scott 
Walker (R) signed a measure taking away most collective 
bargaining rights for public workers, labor unions scored a victory 
as a federal court struck down portions of the law. The court ruled 
that the state cannot prevent public sector unions from 
automatically deducting dues from workers’ paychecks and cannot 
require them to be recertified ... 
2012-03-30 18 : 11:48 Huffington Post 

Court sides with ARTBA on wetlands case 
Judge says EPA overstepped its authority by revoking a valid 
wetlands permit A federal court March 23 rebuked the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and agreed with the 
American Road & Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA) and 
its allies, saying the agency overstepped its authority by revoking 
a valid wetlands permit from a West Virginia mining operation. 
ARTBA joined with 12 other industry ... 
2012-03-30 17:41:33 Roads & Bridges 

Vancouver man accused of sending letters with 
white powder to politicians faces more federal 
charges 
A Vancouver man accused of sending threatening letters with 
white powderto congressional members last month faces additional 
charges in federal court. A grand jury Wednesday issued a 



superseding indictment that charges Christopher Lee Carlson, 39, 
with 12 counts of sending threatening letters and including false 
and misleading information to six politicians. He had previously been 
charged with sending ... 
2012-03-30 16:48:33 Oregonian 

Sandusky trial delayed until June 5 

A judge in the child sex abuse case of former Penn State University 
assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky on Thursday postponed 
the trial by three weeks to June 5, as prosecutors rebutted 
defense calls for dismissal of the charges. The order issued by 
Judge John M. Cleland in the Court of Common Pleas of Centre 
County said the delay was necessary "for various logistical 
contingencies that have .~. 
2012-03-30 18:11:52 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

U,S, Government Cracks Down On Insider Trading 
In the wake of several high profile insider trading indictments and 
prosecutions, the United States government has begun a vigorous 
campaign against what federal investigators say is a "rampant" 
crime wave. Currently, the government is investigating some 240 
individuals and preparing insider trading cases against 
approximately 120 of them, including Wall Street insiders, hedge 
fund traders and other ... 
2012-03-28 12:50:06 Yahoo! Finance 
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This event will be held on Tuesday, April 10 at 
3:00pro EDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pro MDT, 
12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 90 minutes. 

Click Here to Register for Live Webinar + Webinar 
Recording and Presentation Slides - $279~ 

Click Here for Webinar Only - $189. 

~i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

1.5 hours of HRCI-approved credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Female Bullying at Work 
April 3 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Employee Handbooks for Multi-State 
Employers 
April 5 at 1:00pm ET 
Register now 

Effective Retention Strategies 
April 10 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. Email us at 
supporK~,avantresources.com for more 
information. 
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Register for This Webinax 

Retain Your Top Employees and 
Minimize Costly Employee Turnover 

Live Webinar 

Tuesday, April 10 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Consider that the direct expense of replacing a good employee may reach 50 to 60% of an 
employee’s annual salary. Add in indirect costs, and it zooms to 90 to 200% of an employee’s annual 
salary. High employee turnover has a negative effect on employee morale and productivity. 

To avoid incurring the expense and stress of employee turnover, your company needs to understand 
and implement the best strategies to manage employee retention. Good employees effectively meet 
client needs and successfully achieve organizational goals. It should be a top priority to secure your 
most productive and valuable employees. 

During this informative webinar, you will learn why employees stay or leave and practical techniques 
you can use to retain the best employees. 

In this 90-minute webinar, you will learn: 

Why employees stay or leave 
How to measure turnover 
How much money matters in employee satisfaction and motivation 
The relationship of leadership to retention and turnover 
How to create a workplace "community" 
Why recruitment and interviewing are important in managing turnover 
How to conduct "Stay interviews" 
Technique for Rounding for Excellence 
75+ ideas for reducing turnover 
10 steps toward great retention 
7 steps to giving effective recognition 
The importance of the Losada Ratio 
Linking benefits to retention 

Upon completion of this session, you will be able to: 

Cite factors that contribute to employee turnover 
Identify strategies for retaining employees 
Understand the link between leadership, employee satisfaction, and turnover 
Measure employee turnover 
Cite three factors that contribute to employee motivation 

Webinar Benefits: 

1.5 hours of HRCl-approved credit 
Live question and answer session. 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Webinar Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides 
$189 - Webinar Only 

Presenter: 

~ W es Pruett is owner of HR Advisors, a consulting practice that helps clients align their 
business and employees to create successful outcomes and excellent work environments. 

After more than 25 years experience in senior leadership, he retired from the Mayo Health System to 
establish HR Advisors. Mr. Pruett provides solutions to companies for a wide variety of HR issues 
including compliance, policy development, performance management and employee relations. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 



the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Registration: $199.00 

Re~listration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

In today’s economy, all business people are looking for 

ways to cut costs. One budget item that can be 

substantially reduced is the expense associated with 

litigation. Corporations can cut overhead and 

construction companies can avoid unnecessary project 

delays by getting disputes resolved quickly and 

economically outside of the courthouse. 

Litigation involves more than legal fees; there are also 

costs related to the disruption of operations, delays, and 

the destruction of important business relationships. 

Companies are becoming aware of the fact that they can 

avoid the majority of these costs and strengthen and 

renew business relationships through the use of the 

collaborative process. 

This is your opportunity to take advantage of learning 

more about this innovative approach to dispute 

resolution. 

Current Trends in Dispute Resolution 

Litigation Warriors 

High Cost of Litigation 

Failure of Litigation to Satisfy Many Situations 

Collaborative Law 

What Is It? 

Brief History 

Requirements of Participants 

Necessary Skills 

How It Works 

Application of the Five Step Process 

Use of Experts 

Changes in Approach to Negotiations 

Survey Results of Completed Cases 

Costs 
Client Satisfaction 
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This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Sherrie R, Abney, Law Offices of Sherrie R. Abney 

Founder of Law Offices of Sherrie R~ Abney 

Collaborative lawyer, mediator, facilitator, 

arbitrator, collaborative trainer, and adjunct 

professor of law at Southern Methodist University 

Dedman School of Law 

Co-founder and first chair of the Dallas Bar 

Association Collaborative Law Section, former chair 

of the ADR Section of the Dallas Bar and former 

member of the State Bar of Texas ADR Section 

Advisory Council 

As a founding director of the Global Collaborative 

Law Council, she has served as vice president of 

education and training for the organization from 

2004 to 2012, and serves on the Collaborative Law 

Committee of the DR Section of the American Bar 

Association 

Trained and presented in dispute resolution 

conferences and workshops in Cork, Ireland, 

Sydney, Australia, Oxford University, Kampala, 

Uganda, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Canada, and 

major cities around the U.S. 

Writer of Avoiding Litigation, A Guide to Civil 

Collaborative Law, and a text entitled Civil 

Collaborative Law, the Road Less Traveled as well 

as numerous articles in national and international 

publications on resolving civil disputes using 

collaborative skills 

Can be contacted at sherrie.abney@att.net or 

www.ad r-attorneys.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the enth’e 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

NALA 

NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Znformation" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 
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Senate candidate Warren accuses Supreme Court 
of making ’political judgments’ 
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, APRIL 9, 2012’..Elizabeth Warren, a 
Democrat contender for the U.S. Senate seat held by Republican 
Scott Brown, issued a broadside Monday against the Supreme 
Court, which she said had gotten "involved in policymaking" by 
questioning the constitutionality of a federal health care law. "I 
feel pretty strongly that constitutional issues, it seems to me, are 
pretty clear about the ... 
2012-04-09 17:03:58 Dorchester Reporter 

Oklahoma, weighing ’personhood’ law, may be 
next US abortion flashpoint 
House Speaker-designate John Boehner (R) listens as Oklahoma 
Governor-elect Mary Fallin speaks in Washington December 1, 
2010. REUTERS/Kevin Lamarque REUTERS - A proposed law in 
Oklahoma that would grant embryos full rights as people from the 
moment of conception may represent the next big challenge to the 
constitutional right to abortion in the United States. Oklahoma’s 
Personhood Act passed ... 
2012-04-09 18:49:54 Yahoo! Singapore 

Union Attorney Says Right to Work Law Violates 
Free Speech 
Gallery (Jeff Neumeyer) INDIANA (Indiana’s NewsCenter) - Is the 
state’s new Right to Work law violating free speech? An attorney 
representing the International Union of Operating Engineers Local 
150 says it does. The attorney cites a US Supreme Court ruling 
that allowed corporations and unions the ability to spend unlimited 
amounts of money on campaign ads as part of his argument. The 
lawyer says ... 
2012-04-09 16:57:57 Crosscut Seattle 

Attorney General sends cease and desist letters to 
3 :~nternet sweepstakes cafes 
MICHIGAN (WJRT) - (04/09/12) - Michigan Attorney General Bill 
Schuette has put three Internet sweepstakes cafes on notice.His 

office sent the Flint Business Center on Fenton Road, and two 
businesses in the Lansing area, cease and desist letters 
Monday.The letters warn of possible legal action against the cafes 
within two weeks.Investigators say the businesses sell Internet 
access that includes ... 
2012-04-09 17:12:15 ABC 12 WJRT 

Judge in Sandusky case issues gag order 
The judge presiding over Jerry Sandusky’s child sex-abuse case 
issued a gag order Monday, silencing the former Pennsylvania State 
University assistant football coach and his unusually talkative 
attorneys. In a filing in Centre County Court, Judge John M. Cleland 
barred prosecutors and Sandusky’s defense team from publicly 
discussing the case in the run-up to his June trial. The ruling also 
applies ... 
2012-04-09 18:43:01 NOLA Live 

U.S. Border Patrol agent from El Paso, girlfriend 

arrested for federal firearms trafficking 
A U.S. Border Patrol agent from El Paso and his girlfriend were 
arrested today accused of buying weapons and ammunition that 
they intend to be sold in Mexico. Agent Ricardo Montalvo, 28, and 
his girlfriend, Carla Gonzales-Ortiz, 29, were arrested on charges of 
conspiracy, firearms and smuggling charges, said officials with the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office in New Mexico. The pair were arrested this 
morning ... 

2012-04-09 18:08:41 El Paso Times 

Owners of Everman tax business sentenced to 5 
years in federal prison 
FORT WORTH _ The owners of a tax preparation business have 
been sentenced to five years in federal prison for defrauding the 
government. Sanford Taylor Hobbs, III, and his wife, Crystal La Von 
Mason-Hobbs, also were ordered to pay $4 million in restitution. 
Sanford Hobbs was sentenced on Friday and his wife was ordered 
to prison last month in a Fort Worth federal courtroom. Each 
pleaded _. 
2012-04-09 15:30:07 Star-Telegram 
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Appeals court reinstates church’s challenge to drug 
laws 
A federal appeals court reinstated today a lawsuit by a 250- 
member Native American church in Honolulu seeking to halt federal 
drug prosecution against its members for using marijuana for 
religious purposes. But the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld 
the dismissal of another part of the lawsuit seeking compensation 
for a pound of marijuana seized by federal authorities from FedEx in 
June 2009 .... 
2012-04-09 18:19:53 Honolulu Star-Advertiser 

Appeals Court Backs Iowa System For Vetting 
Judges 
A federal appeals court has rejected a legal challenge to the Iowa 
commission that nominates candidates to serve on the Iowa 
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals. The 8th Circuit Court of 
Appeals upheld the dismissal of a lawsuit brought by conservatives, 
which challenged the makeup of the Judicial Nominating 
Commission. The lawsuit targeted a law allowing members of the 
Iowa Bar Association to elect ... 
2012-04-09 16:26:54 WOWT 

Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s "Stand Your 
Ground" law filed today 
Local civil rights activist Rev. Markel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B. Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:26:14 Examiner.corn 

Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s 
Local civil rights activist Rev. Markel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B. Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:26:36 Examiner.corn 

Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s ’Stand Your 

Ground’ law 

Local civil rights activist Rev. Markel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B. Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:28:34 Examiner.corn 

Senate candidate Warren accuses Supreme Court 

of making ’political judgments’ 
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, APRIL 9, 2012’..Elizabeth Warren, a 
Democrat contender for the U.S. Senate seat held by Republican 
Scott Brown, issued a broadside Monday against the Supreme 
Court, which she said had gotten "involved in policymaking" by 
questioning the constitutionality of a federal health care law. 
feel pretty strongly that constitutional issues, it seems to me, are 
pretty clear about the ... 
2012-04-09 17:03:58 Dorchester Reporter 

Oklahoma, weighing ’personhood’ law, may be 
next US abortion flashpoint 
House Speaker-designate John Boehner (R) listens as Oklahoma 
Governor=elect Mary Fallin speaks in Washington December 1, 
2010. REUTERS/Kevin Lamarque REUTERS - A proposed law in 
Oklahoma that would grant embryos full rights as people from the 
moment of conception may represent the next big challenge to the 
constitutional right to abortion in the United States. Oklahoma’s 
Personhood Act passed ... 
2012-04-09 18:49:54 Yahoo! Singapore 

Union Attorney Says Right to Work Law Violates 
Free Speech 
Gallery (Jeff Neumeyer) INDIANA (Indiana’s NewsCenter) - Is the 



state’s new Right to Work law violating free speech? An attorney 
representing the International Union of Operating Engineers Local 
150 says it does. The attorney cites a US Supreme Court ruling 
that allowed corporations and unions the ability to spend unlimited 
amounts of money on campaign ads as part of his argument. The 
lawyer says _. 
2012-04-09 16:57:57 Crosscut Seattle 

Attorney General sends cease and desist letters to 
3 Internet sweepstakes cafes 

MICHIGAN (WJRT) - (04/09/12) - Michigan Attorney General Bill 
Schuette has put three Internet sweepstakes cafes on notice.His 

office sent the Flint Business Center on Fenton Road, and two 
businesses in the Lansing area, cease and desist letters 
Monday.The letters warn of possible legal action against the cafes 
within two weeks.Investigators say the businesses sell Internet 

access that includes ... 
2012-04-09 17:12:15 AE~C 12 WJP.T 

Judge in Sandusky case issues gag order 

The judge presiding over Jerry Sandusky’s child sex-abuse case 
issued a gag order Monday, silencing the former Pennsylvania State 
University assistant football coach and his unusually talkative 
attorneys. In a filing in Centre County Court, Judge John M. Cleland 
barred prosecutors and Sandusky’s defense team from publicly 
discussing the case in the run-up to his June trial. The ruling also 
applies ... 
2012-04-09 18:43:01 NOLA Live 

IJ,S, Border Patrol agent from El Paso, girlfriend 
arrested for federal firearms trafficking 

A U.S. Border Patrol agent from El Paso and his girlfriend were 
arrested today accused of buying weapons and ammunition that 
they intend to be sold in Mexico. Agent Ricardo Montalvo, 28, and 
his girlfriend, Carla Gonzales-Ortiz, 29, were arrested on charges of 
conspiracy, firearms and smuggling charges, said officials with the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office in New Mexico. The pair were arrested this 
morning ... 

2012-04-09 18:08:41 El Paso Times 

Owners of Everman tax business sentenced to 5 

years in federal prison 

FORT WORTH _ The owners of a tax preparation business have 
been sentenced to five years in federal prison for defrauding the 
government. Sanford Taylor Hobbs, III, and his wife, Crystal La Von 
Mason-Hobbs, also were ordered to pay $4 million in restitution. 
Sanford Hobbs was sentenced on Friday and his wife was ordered 
to prison last month in a Fort Worth federal courtroom. Each 
pleaded ... 
2012-04-09 15:30:07 Star-Telegram 

Appeals court reinstates church’s challenge to drug 

laws 

A federal appeals court reinstated today a lawsuit by a 250- 
member Native American church in Honolulu seeking to halt federal 
drug prosecution against its members for using marijuana for 
religious purposes. But the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld 
the dismissal of another part of the lawsuit seeking compensation 
for a pound of marijuana seized by federal authorities from FedEx in 
June 2009 .... 
2012-04-09 18:19:53 Honolulu Star-Advertiser 

Appeals Court Backs :~owa System For Vetting 
Judges 
A federal appeals court has rejected a legal challenge to the Iowa 
commission that nominates candidates to serve on the Iowa 
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals. The 8th Circuit Court of 
Appeals upheld the dismissal of a lawsuit brought by conservatives, 
which challenged the makeup of the Judicial Nominating 
Commission. The lawsuit targeted a law allowing members of the 

Iowa Bar Association to elect ... 
2012-04-09 16:26:54 WOWT 

Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s "Stand Your 
Ground" law filed today 
Local civil rights activist Rev. Markel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B. Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:26:14 Fxaminer.com 



Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s 
Local civil rights activist Rev. IVlarkel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B~ Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:26:36 Examiner.corn 

Federal lawsuit challenging Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law 
Local civil rights activist Rev. Markel Hutchins announced his plans 
to file suit in federal court to challenge Georgia’s ’Stand Your 
Ground’ law ealier today. Posting on his Facebook page, Hutchins 
wrote: ’Friends and supporters are welcomed to join me and others 
as we gather in solidarity at 2:45pm (EST) today front of the 
Richard B. Russell Federal Building, 75 Spring Street, Atlanta, GA, 

2012-04-09 20:28:34 Examiner.com 
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Personhood USA to Appeal Oklahoma Supreme 
Court Decision to US Supreme Court 
WASHINGTON In a rare move against the people of Oklahoma "The 
permissibility of abortion, and the limitations upon it, are to be 
resolved like most important questions in our democracy: by 
citizens trying to persuade one another and then voting." Justice 
Scalia "Planned Parenthood v. Casey and Roe v. Wade, according 
to Justice Scalia Steve Crampton While five U.S. Supreme Court 
Justices are required ... 
2012-05-01 17:34:26 paidContent=org 

Supreme Court ratings down in Pew poll 

Posted: Updated: Tuesday, May 1, 2012 3:57 PM EST National 
NewsNational NewsMore>> A new survey finds the Supreme Court’s 
popularity is at a 25-year low, though still much higher than that of 
Congress.More >> Hundreds of activists across the U.S. joined the 
worldwide May Day protests on Tuesday, with Occupy Wall Street 
members in several cities leading demonstrations against major 

financial institutions.More ... 
2012-05-01 18:22:04 WATE 

Fort Dix plot convict appeals to US Supreme Court 
CHERRY HILL, N.J.A man convicted in 2008 of conspiring to kill 
military personnel on the Army’s Fort Dix base is asking the U.S. 
Supreme Court to weigh in on a key aspect of the case. The 
lawyer for Serdar Tatar submitted a request Tuesday to the 
nation’s top court. He wants the court to re-evaluate a decision 
last year by the U.S. 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals, which found the 
federal government ... 
2012-05-01 18:57:23 York Daily Record 

US Judge Rejects ’:~mmunity’ for Former THF Chief 
The former head of the International Monetary Fund will have to 
appear in court in connection with allegations he tried to rape a 
hotel maid in New York. A U.S. judge Tuesday rejected a motion by 
Dominique Strauss-Kahn to have the lawsuit thrown out on the 
grounds he has diplomatic immunity. Bronx state Supreme Court 
Justice Douglas McKeon ruled the French politician cannot claim 
immunity from the ... 
2012-05-01 17:23:56 VOA News 

Deny BP motion to delay start of oil spill trial, 
Alabama attorney general says 
BP’s motion to delay the start of the civil trial over the Deepwater 
Horizon oil spill until after final approval of a proposed settlement 
between BP and private claimants should be denied, and BP should 
remain a defendant when the trial resumes, argued in a 
memorandum filed Tuesday in U.S. District Court in New Orleans. 
"BP should be held publicly accountable in 2012," the memorandum 
says ... 
2012-05-01 19:17:17 NOLA Live 

U.S, attorney accuses 6 in $5H jobless benefits 
scheme 
YUBA COUNTY, CA- Five individuals have been arrested in an 
alleged long-running scam to defraud the state Employment 
Development Department of an estimated $5 million plus in jobless 
and disability benefits, according to federal prosecutors. According 
to the criminal complaint, the accused and a sixth man described 
themselves as farm labor contractors who provided workers to 
harvest crops in Yuba ... 
2012-05-01 19:23:31 Newsl0Net: 

Navy vets donation theft suspect arrested 

PORTLAND -- A man featured on "America’s Most Wanted" 
suspected of stealing millions of dollars meant for U.S. Navy 
veterans has been arrested in Portland. Thompson was arrested on 
Monday evening and booked into the Multnomah Co. Jail, where he 
is being held without the possibility of bail. He is in federal custody 
of the U.S. Marshals Service awaiting an identity hearing, since his 
real identity ... 

2012-05-01 18:11:49 KGW.corn 

Sprint Nextel shareholder files complaint on heels 
of New York tax fraud suit 
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The New York attorney general accuses Sprint Nextel Corp. of 

undercollecting and underpaying more than $100 million in taxes. A 
Sprint Nextel Corp. shareholder has filed a complaint against the 
wireless company’s officers and directors after New York’s attorney 
general accused the company of not paying sufficient sales taxes. 
The Louisiana Municipal Police Employee’s Retirement System filed 
suit Monday ... 
2012-05-01 18:49:23 Kansas City Business 3ournal 

IVlaryland A.G, asks appeals court to reconsider 
DNA act ruling 
Maryland Attorney General Douglas Gansler is asking the state’s 
Court of Appeals to reconsider its ruling that DNA collection from 
arrestees during the booking process is unconstitutional in most 
cases. The appeals court last week found fault with amendements 
to a Maryland act that allows authorities to take DNA samples of 
those who have been arrested and charged with crimes of violence 
or burglary, ... 
2012-05-01 18:45:12 Washington Examiner 

Appeals court stays Planned Parenthood ruling 
Updated at 9:55 a.m. with link to application for emergency stay, 
comment from state health department, and at 11:50 a.m. with 
comment from Planned Parenthood. Late last night, a federal 
appeals court judge granted Texas an emergency stay halting 
Planned Parenthood?s participation in the Women?s Health 
Program. Justice Jerry Smith of the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals granted the stay, lifting ... 
2012-05-01 17:29:17 Austin American Statesman 

Federal indictment charges Long Beach man with 
running sex trafficking ring in Orange County 
LOS ANGELES -- A Long Beach man was arraigned Monday in 
federal court following a grand jury indictment for sex trafficking 
and forced labor in connection with a prostitution ring that forced 
women to work in the sex trade in Orange County, federal and local 
officials said Tuesday. Roshaun, aka "Kevin," Nakia Porter, 36, of 
Long Beach, was indicted by a federal grand jury on April 25. The 
indictment ... 
2012-05-01 17:57:31 San 3ose Mercury News 

Court Blocks Texas from Defunding Planned 
Parenthood 

A federal court ruled on Monday that Texas cannot exclude 
Planned Parenthood from the state’s women’s health program. A 
group of eight Planned Parenthood organizations filed the lawsuit 
against the state of Texas in mid-April to prevent the state from 
excluding them from the program. Tn March, Governor Rick Perry 
implemented a rule that excludes affiliates of abortion providers 
from the Medicaid women’s ... 
2012-05-01 17:44:27 Ms. 
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Taking and Def÷ndincj 
Effective Depositions 

Registration: $199,00 

Re~listration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

In the legal world where the use of mediation and 
arbitration has increased dramatically in recent years, the 
deposition of opposing parties and key witnesses often 
takes the place of the trial. Cases are evaluated and 
often settled based on information obtained at 
depositions. 

You will learn the fundamental concepts involved in taking 

and defending depositions, Included in this live audio 

conference are tips on how to prepare for a deposition as 

well as solutions to common problems that often arise. 

You will also learn techniques on deposing a lay witness. 

Use of Depositions at Trial 

Uses at Trial 
o Substantive Trial Testimony 
o Impeachment 
o Refreshing Recollection 

Substantive Evidence 
Laying the Groundwork for Impeachment 
Refreshing Recollection 
Mechanics of Using Depositions 

o Mechanics of Impeachment 
o Practical Considerations 

Deposing the Lay Witness 

Tactical Considerations 

o Purpose 

o Timing 

o Videotaping 

Mechanics 

o Preparation 

o Background and Introductory Information 

Setting the Stage 

o The Crux of the Case 

o Handling Objections 

o Cross-Examination When and Why 

Common Problems and Some Solutions 

o Disadvantages of Deposition 

o The Witness 

Ending or Adjourning the Deposition 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending, 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Michael W. Prairie, Prairie Law Group Inc, 

Attorney with the Prairie Law Group Inc. 

Concentrates on civil litigation, including lawsuits 

relating to real property, construction, employment 

and higher education 

Regular panelist and lecturer in continuing 

education and professional seminars and 

contributor to professional journals 

J.D. degree, Order of the Coil, University of 

California, Davis; B.A. degree, with honors, 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

Can be contacted at 619-972-3123 or 
mprairie@edulaw.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

= CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 
Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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~_e__gistration - Te[econference ~J__u___s___C__Q_L_~_~__8_~_O____O_ 

21st century discovery not only cuts a broad swath as to 

electronically stored information (ESI) but it often entails 

located all over the world. The USA’s unique approach to 

litigation discovery often clashes with privacy protections 

provided to individuals residing in other countries around the 

globe, It may even be illegal for a U.S. company to collect data 

from some of its own overseas employees. 

You will learn the fundamentals of international legal principles 

that generate inherent conflicts with U,S. civil procedure 

statutes and rules and recent legal developments in the U,S. 

and overseas re: the intersection of e-discovery and data- 

privacy rules of law, 

You will benefit from this live audio conference by learning 

practical tips for lawyers and executives alike as to proactive 

and reactive steps to implement a defensible approach and 

suggested strategies for seeking and objecting to discovery of 

ESI located outside the Unites States. 

Overview - 3 Pivotal Ways in Which the U.S. Is Unique 

Civil Discovery = Broad 

Employee Privacy = Oxymoronic 

Breach Notice Duty = Limited 

Some Key Resources to Learn and Stay Up-to-Date 

Practical Tmpacts of Znternational Rules on U.S, Litigation 

Common Scenarios 

Serious Potential Repercussions 

U,S, COUFtS’ Lack of Sympathy 

Key Principles re: Complying With European Privacy Laws 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Personal and Thus Private Data 

Data Transfers 

U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework 

’Adequacy’ 

Data ’Controller’ vs, Data ’Processor’ 

Top Ten Tips to Avoid Pitfalls 

(~uestions and Answers 



This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other legal 

professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Robert D. Brownstone, Esq., Fenwick & West LLP 

Technology and e-discovery counsel and Electronic- 
Information-Management Group co-chair at Fenwick & 
West LLP, a 300-attorney, Silicon-Valley-based, national 
law firm 

Known as "Law and IT in One Brain" 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

¯ Advises clients on electronic discovery (e-discovery), 
electronic information management, retention and 
destruction policies and protocols, information security 
and privacy 
National speaker and writer on many law and technology 
issues, including e-discovery, on which published in 
Forbes on June 15, 2011 

ediscovery-nig ht mares-10-ways-ceos-can-sleep-easier/> 

¯ Teaches e-discovery law and process at two Bay Area 

Frequently quoted in the press as an expert on electronic 

~~ 

I mmediate past chair of the State Bar of California’s Law 

J.n. degree, magna cum laude, Brooklyn Law School 

Can be contacted at rbrownstone@fenwick.com or 

90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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eDiscovery and Digital Evidence 
Technology, Strategies and Tactics, Practical Realities 

A three-day program featuring Keynote speaker, Judge John Facciola 

May 23, 24, 25, 2012 
Sandra Day OConnor College of Law at Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 

OVERVIEW 

At the conference, you will learn the best practices for identifying 

key eDiscovery technological and legal issues related to critical areas of 
litigation preparedness, including: 

Identifying what digital information to preserve with an understanding 

of the different electronic storage media, devices and locations where 

digital evidence can be found including social networking sites and 

cloud computing 

Testing and validating search terms in a workshop environment that 

will teach you how to develop a search protocol model using an iterative 

methodology, the limitations of keyword searching and the strengths 
and weaknesses of predictive coding 

Discovering how best to engage opposing counsel and gain consensus 

related to the benefits of reasonably accessible sources of information 

as well as the costs and burdens associated with inaccessible sources 

At the conference, we will challenge you by: 

Engaging you with renowned faculty and presenters to keep you 

on your toes and ready to learn 

Examining a case study and providing several hands-on application 

exercises. 

Encouraging you to work on team exercises that provide an opportunity 

for you to share ideas and immediately apply them to your practice 

Inviting you to participate in networking events where you can share 

ideas and experiences 

Three days of eDiscovery: 

Technological Issues in eDiscovery: May 23 

ESI Discovery Principles, Strategies and Tactics: May 24 

Symposium Real Life, Cutting-Edge Issues in eDiscovery: May 25 

Joshua Abbott, Michael R. Arkfeld, Paul Armbruster, Fritz Beeson, Mark Blaha, Paul E. Burns, David 
Campbell, Matthew Clarke, Brandon Colburn, Stephen Craig, David Degnan, Honorable John M. Facciola, 

Jordon Fowles, Sean Gallagher, Brad Holm, Vice-Chief Justice Andrew Hurwitz, Scott Kane, Cecil Lynn III, 

Caroline Mankey, Browning Marean, Tom Morrissey, George Paul, Niloy Ray, Honorable Craig B. Shaffer, 
Cliff Shnier, JD, Mark Sidoti, Robert E. Singleton, Ron Sotak, Honorable Samuel Thumma, John Tredennick, 

Carl West, Ken Wither 
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Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA" 

A Practical Guide on Accommodation 

and the :Interactive Process 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recording Purchase Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298.00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBZNAR DESCRZPT~ON 

Every employer with 15 or more employees has an obligation under the 

Americans with Disabilities Act to accommodate its disabled workers. Part 
of an employer sobligation is to participate in an interactive process with 

the employee to determine if reasonable accommodation must be made for 

i that employee and what kind of accommodation is appropriate. 

This webinar will address what to do when an accommodation is requested 

by an employee and how to legally and effectively engage in the interactive 

process. Topics addressed will include what is a reasonable accommodation, 

what constitutes an undue burden on an employer, what information should 

be obtained from the employee sdoctor, etc. The presentation will further 

explore the key legal, strategic and practical issues raised when granting 

reasonable accommodations. Relevant case studies will be discussed. 

UPCOHING 

TELECONFERENCES 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289,00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

¯ Requirements of the ADA for Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ Requirements under the ADAAA regulations 

¯ Initial Response to a Request for Accommodation 

¯ How to Engage in the Interactive Process 

¯ What is a Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ What Choices Do Employers Have in Offering Accommodations 

¯ How to deal with disabled telecommuters 

¯ Legal issues with Granting and Denying Accommodations 

¯ Case studies 

FAC U LTY 

Dan S. Cross, Esq., has practiced in the fields of labor and employment law 

since his admission to the practice of law in 1979. He is a cum laude 

graduate of Duke University (B.A., Public Policy Studies), and Mr. Cross is a 

graduate of the University of Denver Sturm College of Law. From 1990 to 

1996, Mr. Cross was Senior Human Resources Counsel at U S WEST. 

Form 5500 Compliance: 

What You Need to Know 

May 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

HE Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 



Now the managing partner of The Cross Law Firm, Mr. Cross has built a 

successful practice representing businesses of all sizes. His more than thirty 

~ears of multi-state experience includes labor negotiations, reductions in 

force, sexual harassment, non-competes, wrongful terminations, 

employment litigation, and compliance with all labor employment laws. Mr. 

Cross has been selected as a "Super Lawyer" by 5280 Magazine and 

identified as a "go-to" lawyer in Fortune Magazine. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVTEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Re~tistration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Purchase Only: $198,00 

Re~tistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $298,00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration = Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

Wellness Programs and the 

Law: Understanding the 

Basics 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298~00 

Learn More 

Your Company Needs a 

Performance Management 

Process 

June 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rochelle Robinson <rrobi030@odu.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:46 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Rochelle Robinson <rrobi030@odu.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 

Good afternoon, 

Did you still need more volunteers to work the registration table’? If you 
still have open slots for Friday I am free to do any available time 

Thanks, 

Rochelle Robinson 
On Fri, Apr 13, 2012 at 2:49 PM, Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Region II, 
> I have a really great opportunity for anyone that would like to help out 
> at the National Corfference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to help at the 
> Registration table I need a total of 10 w)lunteers to help for 1 hour 
> time slots. 

> Here are the times and days that are available: 
> *Thursday, June 7th: * 
> Sam-gain 

> 9am-10am 
> 10am- 11 arrl 
> 1 lam-12pm 
> 12pm-lpm 
> 4pm-5pin 

> *Friday, Jtme 8tl-l* 
> 8am-gam 

> 9am-10am 
> 10am- 11 arrl 
> 1 lam-12pm 
> 

> Please let me know- if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify 
> what day/time you would like to help. Since we only- need 1 volunteer from 
> our region for each time, please give me a few choices of times that you 
> are available. 
> 

> Thartks in advance, 
> Megan 

> Mcgan C. Albidrez 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> Nolth Carolina State Universi~ 
> 300 Case Academic Center 
> Campus Box 7104 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
> 919-515-4501 
> 919 -515-1619 (Ihx) 
> meganalbidrez@ncsu.edu 
> http :i/ncsu.eduiaspsa/ 
> 

> "All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
> are sent to or received by this account are subject to the N(2 Public 
> Records La~v. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties" 

> Spam<https://ww~spamtrap.odu.edu/bphp?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&t 20120413&c s> 
> Not spam<https://www.spamtrap.oduedu~’b.php?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&t 20120413&c n> 
> Forget previous vote<https://w~v.spamtrap.odu.edu/b.php?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&t 20120413&c f> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sharon D Johnson <sharondj@uab.edu~-- 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:56 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Sharon D Johnson <sharondj@uab.edu-~ 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Meghan-do you still need more volunteers? I will come in on Wed I am available on Thursday if you still need help. 
Sharon Johnson 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu edu [mailto:re~ionii-owner(a)lists ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Rochelle Robinson 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Megan Albidrez; regionii@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject: Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

Good afternoon, 

Good afternoon, 

Did you still need more volunteers to work the registration table? If you still have open slots [’or Friday I am free to do any available time. 

Thanks, 

Rochelle R obinson 
On Fri, Apr 13, 2012 at 2:49 PM, Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu edu<mailto:mcalbidr!~ncsu.edu>> wrote: 
Hi Region I[, 
I have a really great opportunity [’or anyone that would like to help out at the National Conference in Buffalo. We need volunteers to help at the Registration table I need a totM of 10 
volunteers to help [’or 1 hour time slots. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
8am-9am 
9am- 10am 
10am- 11 am 
11 am- 12pm 
12pm- 1 pm 
4pm-5pm 

Friday, June 8th 
8am-9an 
9am-10am 
10am-llam 
llam-12pm 

Please let me know- if you have interest in volunteering. Please specify- what day/time you would like to help. Since we only need 1 volunteer frora o~ region for each time, please give me a 
fexv choices of times that you are available. 

Thanks in advance, 
Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Nolth Carolina State Universi~z 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (l?x) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu<mailto :meganalbidrez@ncsu edu> 
http ://ncsu.edu/a spsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in com~ection ~vith State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law-. They are retained and may- be disclosed to third parties." 

Spam<https://w~v.spamtrap.oduedu/b.php?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&t 20120413&c s> 

Notspam<https://w~vw.spamtrapodu.edu/bphp?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&t 20120413&c n> 

Forgetpreviousvote<https://,aavw.spamtrapoduedu/b.php?i 642721987&m b3577a29c46a&~20120413&c t;> 



Click Here for thousands of iobs for la’~wers, 

To post your positions, Click Here. 

Latest job postings 

San Jose, CA 

Mountain View, CA 

Mountain View, CA 

Cincinnati, OH 

Mountain View, CA 

New York, NY 

Jackson, MS 

Beachwood, OH 
Washington, DC 

Chicago, IL 

Pittsburgh, PA 

Washington, DC 

New York, NY 

Columbus, OH 

Bozeman, MT 
Pittsburgh, PA 

Alexandria, VA 

Redmond, WA 

Palo Alto, CA 

Redmond, WA 

San Francisco, CA 

Austin, TX 

Orlando, FL 

Thousand Oaks, CA 
Washington, DC 

Sacramento, CA 
Washington, DC 

New York, NY 

San Francisco, CA 
Greenwood Village, 
CO 

, SD 

Rochester, NY 

Houston, TX 

Tulsa, OK 

Rancho Cordova, CA 

Rancho Cordova, CA 
Los Angeles, CA 

Palo Alto, CA 
Chicago, IL 

Syracuse, NY 

Phoenix, AZ 
Tampa, FL 

Richardson, TX 
Monterey Park, CA 

San Antonio, TX 

Omaha, NE 

Purchase, NY 
Chicago, IL 

Director Intellectual Property @ Interactive Legal Search 

Corporate Counsel, Emerging Technologies - Mountain View @ Google 

Legal Operations Project Coordinator - Mountain View @ Google 

Business Development & Marketing Administrator @ Baker & Hostetler LLP 
Discovery Project Manager - Mountain View @ Google 

Attorney - Sales - Other job @ BlackRock Inc. 

Law Firm Marketin¢l Specialist - Jackson, MS/Shreveport, LA @ LexisNexis 
Paralegal @ Tremco Incorporated 

Corporate/Attorney/In House/Washington District of Columbia @ GCC Consulting 

Commerical Liticlation Attorney @ CNA 

Banking!Attorney!In House!Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania @ GCC Consulting 

Attorney Editor - Business & Transactional Law @ Thomson Reuters 
Trial Attorney @ Laurence Simons International Group 

Associate Attorney @ Roetzel & Andress 

STAFF or ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY @ Earthjustice - Northern Rockies 

Employee Benefits Attorney @ Reed Smith 
Associate Attorney, Family Law @ The Carlberg Law Firm 

Attorney Job @ Microsoft 

Patent Litigation IP Associate Attorney @ Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton 
Sul3ervisinq Attorney-Rancho Cordova CA @ Zurich Financial Services Group 

Senior Attorney Job @ Microsoft 

Senior IP/License Attorney @ Charles Schwab 
Attorney @ City of Austin 

Associate General Counsel Full Time (Attorney/Lawyer) @ Nemours 
Legal Assistant @ Dole Food Company 

Environmental Attorney (Clean Air Act) @ MLA Global 
Paralegal @ DLA Piper 

Attorney Editor - M&A Specialist @ Thomson Reuters 

Attorney @ BlackRock 

INSURANCE COVERAGE LITIGATION ATTORNEY @ SELMAN BREITMAN LLP 

Inhouse Real Estate Transactions Attorney @ Bradsby Group 

Attorney - NE South Dakota (3283) @ Land O’Lakes 
Trusts & Estates Attorney @ Nixon Peabody LLP 

ATTORNEY @ Jim S. Adler & Associates 
Senior Attorney - Benefits & Executive Compensation @ Williams Companies 

Supervising Attorney-Rancho Cordova CA @ Farmers Insurance Group 

Supervising Attorney-Rancho Cordova CA @ Farmers 

Lawyer Attorney Practice Groups @ Hammann & Associates 
Patent Prosecution Associate Attorney @ Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton 

Lawyer Attorney Partner @ Hammann & Associates 

Patent Attorney/Patent Agent @ SRA Corporate 

Associate Attorney @ Allen, Sala & Bayne, PLC 

Senior Consumer Finance Litigation Attorneys @ Akerman Senterfitt 

Lawyers Professional Liability Underwriter @ Medical Protective 
Experienced Immigration Attorney @ Tsoi & Associates, Lawyers 

Personal Iniurv Attorney @ Law Offices of Javier Villarreal 

Real Estate Lawyer @ Baird Holm LLP 

Corporate/Attorney/In House/Purchase New York @ GCC Consulting 

Corporate/Securities Attorneys- Premier Law Firm - Chicago @ McCormack Schreiber Legal Search 



Chicago, IL 

Tulsa, OK 

Washington, DC 

San Jose, CA 
Washington, DC 

Akron, OH 

Boston, MA 

Boston, MA 

, NY 

Houston, TX 

Orlando, FL 

Channel Islands, CA 

Austin, TX 

Portland, ME 

Dallas, TX 

Princeton, NJ 
Cedar Rapids, IA 

Hartford, CT 

New York, NY 
Washington, DC 

Houston, TX 

Atlanta, GA 

Akron, OH 

Miami, FL 
Mayfield Village, OH 

Dayton, OH 

Ann Arbor, MI 

, NY 

New Orleans, LA 

McLean, VA 
Chicago, IL 

Tarrytown, NY 

Salem, MA 

Austin, TX 
Chicago, IL 

San Antonio, TX 
Chicago, IL 

Kohler, Wl 

Staff Attorney @ Parkway Consulting 

Senior Attorney - Benefits & Executive Compensation @ Williams Companies Inc 

Mortgage Contract Attorney @ Lawyer’s Staffing, Inc.iMedicus Staffing, Inc. 

Patent Attorney EE/CS @ Chelsea Search Group, Inc. 

Intellectual Property Associate Attorney Opportunities @ Steptoe & Johnson LLP 

Environmental Attomey @ FirstEnergy 

Litigation Attorney @ National Environmental Law Center (NELC) 

Managing Attorney @ Irish Intemational Immigrant Center 

Attorney - General Application @ Wilson EIser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP 

Attorney/Lawyer @ Lodoco 

Associate General Counsel Full Time (Attorney/Lawyer) @ Nemours 
Corporate, Funds & Banking Lawyer -Channel Islands @ Alas Agisa 

Attomey @ Lorenz & Lorenz, L.L.P. 

Ener Re ulato Attorne @ Bernstein Shur 
Sr Corporate Attorney @ Northern Trust Corp. 

Senior Patent Lawyer @ Firmenich 

Senior Attorney - Inveslment Management - BG1 @ BarkerGilmore 
Social Security Attorney @ CAI 

Litigation Attorney @ Laurence Simons International Group 

Attorney Recruiting and Development Administrator @ O’Melveny & Myers LLP 

Attomey @ Belcan 

Sr. Trial Attorney @ Securities and Exchange Commission 

Environmental Attomey @ FirstEnergy 

Attorney - #DGB03 - Finance @ Hertner, Block & Associates, Inc. 

Corporate Attorney @ Progressive 

Discovery Attorney @ WilmerHale 

Research Attorney @ University of Michigan 

Administrative!Non Attorney - General Application @ Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP 

Attomey @ Shuart & Associates 

McLean Medical Malpractice Attorney @ Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP 
Attomey @ Barry L. Gordon & Associates, Prof. Corp. 

Patent Attorney @ Regeneron Pharmaceuticals 

Staff Attorney @ Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Vice President @ Texas Lawyers’ Insurance Exchange 

Lawyers & Accountants E&O @ MRINetwork 
Disability Lawyer @ Heard & Smith, LLP 

Lawyers & Accountants E&O @ CJ Walsh Group 

Attomey @ Kohler 
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~R~$A Fiduciary Law for 

by Anthony A, Dreyspool~ 

Click for Table of ~:ontents 

TO ORDER: 

What are ER:]~A 

exemptions a~ 

av~ab~e to cur~ those 

violations; a~d 

What pia~ governance 

important interpretations of 

Department of Labor, 

Florida Supreme Court ruling could dear way for 
more slot machines 
The News Service of Florida TALLAHASSEE (NSF) -- Tn a decision 
that adds fuel to the debate about expanded gambling, the Florida 
Supreme Court on April 27 upheld a lower-court ruling that says 
lawmakers can allow slot machines at pari-mutuel facilities in 
various parts of the state. Justices declined to take up a challenge 
to a 1st District Court of Appeal ruling that stems from a plan by 
Hialeah ... 
2012-05-03 18:02:39 Florida Baptist Witness 

Court nixes request for rehearing of election case 

COLUMBIA, S.C. South Carolina’s Supreme Court says candidates 
who file paper copies of their financial paperwork at the same time 
they file their candidacy can remain on ballots across the 
state.The court on Thursday denied a request by state Democrats 
and Republicans to hold another hearing in the case that the 
parties feared might mean most candidates challenging incumbents 
would be kept off ... 
2012-05-03 18:40:32 South Carolina State 

Dr, Richard Ruhling, Author of ’The Fall of 
America’, Sees Obamacare Hicrochip Fulfilling l$ible 
Prophecy 
Dr. Ruhling says the Supreme Court has reasons to be concerned 
with Obamacare and the constitutionality of forcing millions to go 
against their religious belief FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE With the 
signing into law of a national healthcare program, President Obama 
created the framework for what could be one, government- 
mandated, RFTD chip for every American citizen. Dr. Richard Ruhling 
says the Bible ... 
2012-05-03 18:31:37 PR Urgent 

Attorney; Wife’s arrest in Sanders case a ’setup’ 
McKINNEY, Texas The recent arrest of the estranged wife of Deion 
Sanders following accusations that she attacked the Hall of Fame 
cornerback was "a complete setup," the woman’s attorney in their 
tumultuous divorce case said Thursday. Pilar Sanders was arrested 
April 23 at the couple’s home in Prosper, north of Dallas. Deion 
Sanders filed for divorce in December, but the pair still shared the 
home ... 
2012-05-03 19:11:50 Columbus Republic 

Hanhattan U,S, Attorney and FI~:I: Assistant 
Director in Charge Announce Arrest of New .lersey 
Teacher ... 
Manhattan U.S. Attorney and FBI Assistant Director in Charge 
Announce Arrest of New Jersey Teacher for Possessing Child 
Pornography Preet Bharara, the United States Attorney for the 
Southern District of New York, and Janice K Fedarcyk, the 
Assistant Director in Charge of the New York Office of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (’FBI’), announced today the arrest of 
EVAN ZAUDER for possessing child ... 
2012-05-03 20:18:24 7thSpace 

Authorization To Redelegate Settlement Authority 
for Claims Submitted Under the Federal Tort Claims 
Act 
SUMMARY: The Department of Justice is amending its internal 
organizational regulations to clarify the authority of the respective 
agency heads of the Bureau of Prisons, the Federal Prison 
Industries, the United States Marshals Service, the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives to 
settle claims under the Federal ... 
2012-05-03 19:08:42 Zecco 

Contempt Charge Against Holder by Congress 
Closer Today 
GOP House of Representatives members who are investigating the 
Operation Fast and Furious debacle received the nod from their 
party leadership to seek a contempt citation against Attorney 
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General Eric Holder, a federal law enforcement source told the Law 
Enforcement Examiner this morning. The House resolution accuses 
Holder and his Justice Department of obstructing lawful 
investigation of accusations ... 
2012=05-03 19:17:28 Cutting Edge News 

Former NY Senate Header in court on new charges 

ALBANY, N.Y. The former majority leader of New York’s Senate 
faces new federal fraud charges after his earlier convictions were 
overturned last year, Former Sen. Joseph Bruno pleaded not guilty 
Thursday in federal court in Albany to two counts of honest 
services fraud. He was released without bail. Federal prosecutors 
had promised to pursue a new indictment after an appeals court 
last year rejected ... 
2012-05-03 20:13:29 Columbus Republic 

Kansas Republican files federal suit over 
redistricting 
TOPEKA ’ A Republican precinct committee member filed a federal 
lawsuit Thursday over the Kansas Legislature’s failure so far to 
redraw the state’s political boundaries and suggested federal 
judges could impose new maps similar to ones favored by GOP 
conservatives. Robyn Renee Essex, a resident of the Kansas City 
suburb of Olathe, argues in the lawsuit that the state’s existing 
political boundaries ... 
2012=05-03 20:19:50 Wichita Eagle 
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This event will be held on Wednesday, May 16 
at 3:00pro EDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pro MDT, 
12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 90 minutes. 

Click Here to Register for Live Webinar + Webinar 
Recording and Presentation Slides - $279~ 

Click Here for Webinar Only - $189. 

~i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, 1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Conquer Your Spreadsheets and Boost 
Your Productivity in Microsoft Excel 
May 1 at 2:00pm ET 
Register now 

Summer Servitude: The Legalities of 
Unpaid Internships 
May 2 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

Finding the Perfect Fit: The Latest 
Behavioral Interviewing Secrets 
May 3 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. Email us at 
supportCb, avantresources.com for more 
information. 

Register for This Webinax 

Expert Guidance on How to Attract Clients & Grow Your 
Website 

Live Webinar 

Wednesday, May 16 at 3:00pm EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Local and law both start with "L."                                                     ~ 

The secret to successful marketing of law practices is a strategy that focuses on local marketing - but 
uses the Internet as the engine. Not the Yellow Pages, print or flashy broadcast advertising. And 
certainly not just referrals. 

Law firm marketing author and consultant Ed Rush will demonstrate the practical steps to create a 
strategic marketing plan for your law practice. This is a plan, not a theory, that will drive results for your 
law firm in a measurable, timely and professional way. 

You will interact the expert in this fact-filled 90 minute presentation, reviewing examples, techniques 
and case studies that bring best practices to life. You’ll also learn some counterintuitive secrets as 
well as myths that block the uninformed from success. Bring your specific questions - or better yet, 
submit them in advance. 

You will learn: 

How to dominate page 1 of the Google Local Search results for your practice area in six 
months or less 
How to convert site visitors to clients 
Google Best Practices including keyword reach, Google Places and ethics 
6 Myths of Local Marketing that hold back the competition 
How to use video and article content effectively 
How to use Facebook and other social media sites to extend your online presence 
How to build an expert team that efficiently maintains your local marketing while you practice 
law 
The 10 Step Checklist for Local Search Domination 
The things you cannot say on your website 

John Dillinger said he robbed banks because that’s where the money is. Successful law firm 
marketers are using local internet marketing because that’s where the clients are. Research shows 
that even the age 70+ demographic has shifted its much of its product and service research to the 
Internet. Ask yourself, haven’t you done the same thing. 

SPECIAL BONUS: All webinar attendees will receive a FREE copy of Ed Rush’s best-selling legal 

marketing book, How to Turn Clicks into Clients - The ultimate law firm guide to getting clients online. 

Webinar Benefits: 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Webinar Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides 
$189 - Webinar Only 

Presenter: 

Ed Rush is co-author of the Amazon #1 best-selling legal marketing book, How to Turn Clicks 

into Clients- The ultimate law firm guide to getting clients online. 

As a former Marine fighter pilot and flight instructor for the F-18 Hornet, Ed understands how to create 
precise plans and implement them in a timely manner. Since retiring from the Marine Corps, Ed has 
built and managed a successful online marketing company that has implemented online marketing 



strategies for hundreds of clients. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megma Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 8:37 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[regionii] Regis~tration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Region II, 
I still have some times available for volunteers to he]p with the 
Registration table. I need 3 more volunteers from our Region. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
*Thursday, June 7th: * 
9am - 10am 
10am-llam 
12pro- 1 pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering and what time you 
are available. Thanks in advance [’or your help! 

Megan 

Megan C. Aibidrez 
Assocmte Director 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (Ihx) 
meganalbidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://nc su. edu/aspsa/ 

"A11 electronic mail messages in com~ection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subiect to the NC Public 
Records La~v. They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sharon D Johnson <sharondj@uab.edw- 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:34 AM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu>; Sharon D Johnson <sharondj@nab.edu-~ 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning Megan, 

I can work these times. 
Sharon 

From: regionii-owner@lists.ncsu edu [mailto:re~ionii-owner(a)listsncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Albidrez 
Sent: [~’riday, Mi~y 04, 2012 7:37 AM 
To: regionii@lists.ncsu, edu 
Subject: [regionii] Registration Volunteers 

Hi Region II, 
I still have some times available for volunteers to help with the Registration table I need 3 more volunteers from our Region. 

Here are the times and days that are available: 
Thursday, June 7th: 
9am-10am 
10am- 11 am 
12pro- 1 pm 

Please let me know if you have interest in volunteering and what time you are available. Thanks in advance for your help! 

Megan 

Megan C. Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NO’ 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (fhx) 
megan albidrez@ncsu.edu<mailto:megan albidrez(~,ncsu.edu> 
http ://nc su. edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in counection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subiect to the NC Public 
Records Laxv. The?" are retained and may be disclosed to third parties." 



~_e__gistration - Te[econference ~J__u___s___C__Q_L_~_~__8_~_O____O_ 

21st century discovery not only cuts a broad swath as to 

electronically stored information (ESI) but it often entails 

located all over the world. The USA’s unique approach to 

litigation discovery often clashes with privacy protections 

provided to individuals residing in other countries around the 

globe, It may even be illegal for a U.S. company to collect data 

from some of its own overseas employees. 

You will learn the fundamentals of international legal principles 

that generate inherent conflicts with U,S. civil procedure 

statutes and rules and recent legal developments in the U,S. 

and overseas re: the intersection of e-discovery and data- 

privacy rules of law, 

You will benefit from this live audio conference by learning 

practical tips for lawyers and executives alike as to proactive 

and reactive steps to implement a defensible approach and 

suggested strategies for seeking and objecting to discovery of 

ESI located outside the Unites States. 

Overview - 3 Pivotal Ways in Which the U.S. Is Unique 

Civil Discovery = Broad 

Employee Privacy = Oxymoronic 

Breach Notice Duty = Limited 

Some Key Resources to Learn and Stay Up-to-Date 

Practical Tmpacts of Znternational Rules on U.S, Litigation 

Common Scenarios 

Serious Potential Repercussions 

U,S, COUFtS’ Lack of Sympathy 

Key Principles re: Complying With European Privacy Laws 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Personal and Thus Private Data 

Data Transfers 

U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework 

’Adequacy’ 

Data ’Controller’ vs, Data ’Processor’ 

Top Ten Tips to Avoid Pitfalls 

(~uestions and Answers 



This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other legal 

professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Robert D. Brownstone, Esq., Fenwick & West LLP 

Technology and e-discovery counsel and Electronic- 
Information-Management Group co-chair at Fenwick & 
West LLP, a 300-attorney, Silicon-Valley-based, national 
law firm 

Known as "Law and IT in One Brain" 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

¯ Advises clients on electronic discovery (e-discovery), 
electronic information management, retention and 
destruction policies and protocols, information security 
and privacy 
National speaker and writer on many law and technology 
issues, including e-discovery, on which published in 
Forbes on June 15, 2011 

ediscovery-nig ht mares-10-ways-ceos-can-sleep-easier/> 

¯ Teaches e-discovery law and process at two Bay Area 

Frequently quoted in the press as an expert on electronic 

~~ 

I mmediate past chair of the State Bar of California’s Law 

J.n. degree, magna cum laude, Brooklyn Law School 

Can be contacted at rbrownstone@fenwick.com or 

90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
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Re,c.listration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Many nonprofit organizations and executives are 

struggling to make sense of the Internet as a way to 

improve communications and results with donors and 

clients. Ever since the introduction of social-media tools 

like Facebook® and Twitter®, keeping up with the pace 

of change on the Internet, and optimizing your 

nonprofit’s presence in these areas, is an ongoing 

challenge. 

To make matters worse, the way people understand and 

interact with the Internet differs greatly depending on 

the age of the observer. How can nonprofits 

communicate effectively with younger clients, prospective 

funders and potential staff members who are completely 

comfortable in the social-media world, without losing 

touch with older donors, clients and others? 

This live audio conference presents simple, coherent 

strategies that produce better results for nonprofits in 

terms of building a following, attracting new clients, and 

persuading more donors to support the agency’s 

missions and programs. You will learn simple techniques 

to upgrade their current websites, build new ones if need 

be, and engage visitors and constituents in two-way 

communications, all of which persuades donors to 

support you, and clients to use your services. 

You will learn how to set goals and objectives for your 

website, understand your constituents and the 

messages that will motivate them, and how you can do it 

all at low cost, and without the need for expensive 

technical resources. 

Speaker Overview: Linda Lysakowski and Ellen Bristol 

Getting Visible in an Invisible World 

Why You Absolutely, Positively Need to Be Seen 

and Heard, Especially by Donors 

Brief Overview of the Size and Complexity of the 

Internet 

Getting Them to Come to You 

Who Loves You and Why? Figuring out How to 

Connect With Your Audience 

Clicks and Conversions: The Value of the Call to 

Action 

Internet Strategies and Tools to Improve and 

Increase Your Communications With Donors and 

Others 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Getting to the Top and Staying There 

The Tips and Tricks That Keep Your Internet 

Presence Fresh, Lively and Attractive to New 

Followers 

Utilizing Social Media, Email Marketing and Other 

Internet-Based Services to Your Advantage 

Setting Performance Objectives for Improved 

Communications With Donors, Clients and Others 

Summary of Our Key Points 

This live audio conference is designed for accountants, 

executive directors, officers, controllers, CFOs, tax 

managers, marketing professionals, enrolled agents and 

attorneys. 

Ellen Bristol, Bristol Strategy Group 

Linda Lysakowski, ACFRE, Capital Venture 

Ellen Bristol 

President, Bristol Strategy Group founded 1995 

Experts in sustainable fund development for 
nonprofit organizations 

Conducts regular seminars and workshops in 

sustainable fund development strategies and 

systems for nonprofits; executive development, 

strategic planning and board development 

Writer of De-Mystifying Fundraising: Seven Steps to 

Fundraising Success (e-book) and co-writer of 

What’s Wrong With Your Fundraising and How You 

Can Fix It, with Linda Lysakowski, published by 

Charity Channel Press in Spring 2012 

Developer of Fundraising the SMART WayTM, a 

trademarked methodology for managing the 

performance of the fundraising organization on the 

continuous-improvement model 

Can be contacted at 305-935-6676 or 

ellen@bristolstrategygroup.com 

Linda Lysakowski, ACFRE 

President/CEO Capital Venture, founded 1993 

Practice emphasizes all aspects of fundraising, 

focusing on training and planning 

Trained more than 22,000 nonprofit professionals 

worldwide 

Writer of numerous books including The 

Development Plan; Recruiting and Training 

Fundraising Volunteers; Fundraising as a Career: 

What, Are You Crazy; Capital Campaigns: 

Everything You NEED to Know; Raise More Money 

fl’om Your Business Community; The Essential 

Nonprofit Fundraising Handbook (co-writer); YOU 

and Your Nonprofit (co-editor); and The Fundraising 

Feasibility Study (contributing writer); What’s 

Wrong With Your Fundraising and How You Can Fix 

It; numerous publications and articles 

Board member, AFP Foundation for Philanthropy; 

board member, Women’s Ordination Conference; 

board member, The Patient Project; president, AFP 

Sierra Chapter; member, Professional 

Advancement Division AFP International 

B.A. degree, Alvernia College, Reading, 

Pennsylvania: majors in banking and finance, 

theology/philosophy and communications 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Can be contacted at linda@cvfundraising.com 
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Dear Tia, 

If you were to put together a wish list for your next student search program, what would it look like? 

Would you say that you want to engage the right students, with more of them who truly understand and 
appreciate the The University Of North Carolina experience? 

Would you say that you want a program that’s a lot easier on you and your staff - with fewer hassles, fewer 
headaches and fewer of the last minute surprises that can make your job impossible? 

Would you say you want it all at a lower cost than you’re paying now? 

To all of this we say - Done. Done. And done. 

At AMM, our team of enrollment marketing experts will provide you with a highly strategic, customized program 
designed to affordably meet your specific needs and your specific objectives. 

Sign up for our offer: RECRUIT A STUDENT~ RECEIVE A FREE IPAD 

Exactly what does this mean? It’s simple--let us help you with your student search efforts by June 30, 20t2, 
and we’ll send you Apple’s new 2012 iPad for FREE. You or your staff can use it in the office, during your 
recruitment travel, or however you wish. It’s a great tool, and your prospective students think so too! 

I hope to speak with you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Mootz 
Vice President, Higher Education Services 

P.S. Want to get started right away? Please just give me a call at 215-205-3"/’69. I look fonNard to speaking with 
you. 

~The iPad will be shipped directly from Apple upon receipt of payment for services. Minimum offers apply Support for the iPad is the 

responsibility of the recipient. AMM assumes no responsibility for Apple products. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from AMM’s mailings please click here. 
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Eyes on Supreme Court for Arizona’s immigration 
law decision 
Jan Brewer, Republican Governor of Arizona had signed the tough 
Arizona immigration law in April two years ago in a bid to 
crackdown on undocumented immigration in Mexico. What makes 
the Arizona’s immigration law controversial? The decision by the 
Supreme Court is expected to be announced not earlier than the 
end of June, and it is going to affect the fate of presidential 
elections slated to be held ... 
2012-05-04 18:24:36 Arti¢lesBase 

Conrad Black freed from US jail 
Deposed media mogul Conrad Black was released from a US prison 
Friday after serving some three years behind bars for fraud and 
obstruction of justice, and could face swift deportation. ’Fir Conrad 
Black has been released this morning from FCC Coleman in Florida,’ 
Chris Burke, spokesman for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, told AFP. 
Canadian-born Black, 67, holds a British passport after being 

made ... 
2012-05-04 18:13:28 Khaleej Times 

City ordinances protecting gays illegal, according to 
Nebraska Attorney General Jon Bruning 
OMAHA, Nob. -- Nebraska cities can’t adopt ordinances protecting 
people from discrimination for being gay, lesbian, bisexual or 
transgender because the state’s anti-discrimination laws don’t 
extend to sexual orientation, the state attorney general’s office 
said in a legal opinion issued Friday. Voters can approve changes 
to city charters to extend protections to groups not covered by 
state ... 
2012-05-04 19:27:10 Miami Herald 

Missouri Attorney General Files Suit Over Willard 

Band Travel Scare 

(Willard, MO) -- Missouri Attorney General Chris Koster has filed 
suit against a Utah-based travel business to recover the $360,000 
he says the business took from the Willard Band to book a summer 
trip to Hawaii for the band. He also obtained a temporary 
restraining order prohibiting Calliope Saaga and his business, 
Present America Tours, LLC, from conducting business in the state 
of Missouri ... 
2012-05-04 19:54:18 OzarksFirst.com 

U,S, Attorney’s Office will review Chamberlain 
killing 
_ NEW YORK ? The U.S. Attorneys Office said it will review the 
shooting death of Kenneth Chamberlain Sr. by White Plains police, 
one day after a Westchester County grand jury voted not to indict 
the officers.The announcement comes after lawyers for the 
Chamberlain family sent a written request to U.S. Attorney General 
Eric Holder and Preet Bharara, U.S. Attorney for the Southern 

District of New ... 
2012-05-04 19:45:14 Lower Hudson Online 

Federal court to consider legality of NYPD’s "stop 
and frisk" 
The controversial stop-and-frisk technique used on hundreds of 
thousands of minorities in New York City could soon be brought 
before a federal judge to decide on the constitutionality of the 
NYPD’s popular practice. A federal lawsuit filed against the New 
York Police Department all the way back in 2008 has cleared some 
serious legal hurdles, the UK’s Guardian reports, and now it look as 
though ... 
2012-05-04 17:44:28 Russia Today 

Ninth Circuit Court Grants Qualified :~mmunity to 
John Yoo, Author of the Torture Memos 
Written by Joe Wolverton, TT font size decrease font size increase 
font size Jose Padilla’s ongoing struggle to hold the government of 
the United States accountable for torture he allegedly received 
while being interrogated continued Wednesday as the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit granted qualified 
immunity to John Yoo, an official in the George W. Bush Justice 
Department .... 
2012-05-04 19:23:21 New American 
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South Carolina suing federal goverment over 
billion state paid for nuclear storage 
Lawsuit filed over $1.4 billion in fees you paid (Added: May 04, 
2012) S.C. wants to force the federal government to open Yucca 
Hountain nuclear waste storage facility. (more) 0 Ratings I 0 Video 

Views Comments I Post a Comment The state of South Carolina is 
suing the federal government over the Department of Energy’s 
decision to shut down the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste storage 
facility in ... 
2012-05-04 19:53:11 WCBD 

Federal appeals court denies Chabot challenge to 
power plant 
SAN FRANCISCO -- A federal court on Friday rejected a legal 
challenge related to the environmental review of the Russell City 
Energy Center, a 619-megawatt power plant under construction 
near the Hayward shoreline.The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 
against the Chabot-Las Positas Community College District, the 
final petitioner in legal motions against the plant. Chabot attorney 
.]ewell Hargleroad ... 

2012-05-04 19:14:49 San 3ose Mercury News 

Hay Day aftermath: Court appearances, 
accountability and lingering questions 
As suspects arrested the other day in the Seattle protests make 
their court appearances, there are questions remaining about 
Hayor Mike McGinn’s emergency order banning ’any weapons’ from 
the downtown area ’ it was quickly rescinded less than 24 hours 
later ’ and what might happen next year. Reader comments 
following the Seattle Times’ story about the protest contained 

some educational remarks, ... 
2012-05-04 19:26:06 Examiner.corn 
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21st century discovery not only cuts a broad swath as to 

electronically stored information (ESI) but it often entails 

located all over the world. The USA’s unique approach to 

litigation discovery often clashes with privacy protections 

provided to individuals residing in other countries around the 

globe, It may even be illegal for a U.S. company to collect data 

from some of its own overseas employees. 

You will learn the fundamentals of international legal principles 

that generate inherent conflicts with U,S. civil procedure 

statutes and rules and recent legal developments in the U,S. 

and overseas re: the intersection of e-discovery and data- 

privacy rules of law, 

You will benefit from this live audio conference by learning 

practical tips for lawyers and executives alike as to proactive 

and reactive steps to implement a defensible approach and 

suggested strategies for seeking and objecting to discovery of 

ESI located outside the Unites States. 

Overview - 3 Pivotal Ways in Which the U.S. Is Unique 

Civil Discovery = Broad 

Employee Privacy = Oxymoronic 

Breach Notice Duty = Limited 

Some Key Resources to Learn and Stay Up-to-Date 

Practical Tmpacts of Znternational Rules on U.S, Litigation 

Common Scenarios 

Serious Potential Repercussions 

U,S, COUFtS’ Lack of Sympathy 

Key Principles re: Complying With European Privacy Laws 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Personal and Thus Private Data 

Data Transfers 

U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework 

’Adequacy’ 

Data ’Controller’ vs, Data ’Processor’ 

Top Ten Tips to Avoid Pitfalls 

(~uestions and Answers 



This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other legal 

professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Robert D. Brownstone, Esq., Fenwick & West LLP 

Technology and e-discovery counsel and Electronic- 
Information-Management Group co-chair at Fenwick & 
West LLP, a 300-attorney, Silicon-Valley-based, national 
law firm 

Known as "Law and IT in One Brain" 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

¯ Advises clients on electronic discovery (e-discovery), 
electronic information management, retention and 
destruction policies and protocols, information security 
and privacy 
National speaker and writer on many law and technology 
issues, including e-discovery, on which published in 
Forbes on June 15, 2011 

ediscovery-nig ht mares-10-ways-ceos-can-sleep-easier/> 

¯ Teaches e-discovery law and process at two Bay Area 

Frequently quoted in the press as an expert on electronic 

~~ 

I mmediate past chair of the State Bar of California’s Law 

J.n. degree, magna cum laude, Brooklyn Law School 

Can be contacted at rbrownstone@fenwick.com or 

90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
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Government Grants Asylum to Orrick’s Supreme 
Court Clients in Closely Watched :rmmigration Case 
Government Grants Asylum to Orrick’s Supreme Court Clients in 
Closely Watched Immigration Case Washington, D.C. ’ Orrick, 
Herrington & Sutdiffe LLP announced today that the United States 
government has granted full asylum to each of the three Demiraj 
family members Orrick represented in a petition to the U.S. 
Supreme Court that has received intense national media coverage. 
After 10 requests to delay ... 

2012-05-08 20:27:26 Orrick 

Top Fla. Court to Hear Landmark Foreclosure 
Fraud Case This Week Despite Parties’ Agreed 
Dismissal 
A hard-fought Florida mortgage foreclosure case seemingly had 
concluded--twice. After the defendant homeowner contended that 
a mortgage assignment relied on in the complaint was fraudulent, 
the Bank of New York filed a voluntary dismissal of the suit. Then, 

when the Bank of New York filed a second, identical foreclosure 
case five months later, relying on a purported mortgage assignment 

dated after ... 
2012-05-08 18:00:42 ABA Journal 

These Health Law Bets Are No Figure Of Speech 
The stakes are high in the U.S. Supreme Court’s consideration of 

the 2010 health law, as countless commentators have observed. In 
some circles, however, the gambling metaphor has been pushed to 
its logical conclusion. Bernstein Research stock analyst Ana Gupte 
laid 50 percent odds recently on chances that the court will strike 
down the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate along with strict 
coverage .,. 
2012-05-08 18:59:36 NHPR 

Common Cause asks N,C, attorney genera~ to 
investigate ALEC 
A liberal advocacy group is asking Attorney General Roy Cooper to 
investigate the tax status of the American Legislative Exchange 
Council, a conservative group that counts House Speaker Thorn 
Tillis as one of its top members. Common Cause sent the letter 
Tuesday just weeks after it field a whistleblower complaint against 
ALEC with the IRS, saying they are operating as a tax-exempt 
nonprofit while ... 
2012-05-08 17:43:52 Raleigh News & Observer 

Attorney General: Ventnor couple to pay restitution 
for modular home investment scheme 
NEWARK ? A Ventnor couple who defrauded two investors of 
$125,000 agreed to pay restitution and penalties under a 

settlement with the New Jersey Bureau of Securities, state 
Attorney General Jeffrey S. Chiesa announced Tuesday. Dennis 
Bracall, 62, and his wife, 53-year-old Maria Bracall, operated Pro- 
Tech Custom Modular Homes Inc. Authorities said they offered two 
customers the chance to invest ... 
2012-05-08 18:50:08 New Jersey Online 

Sandusky accuser’s name posted online by Pa, AG 
HARRISBURG, Pa. - A prosecution document in Jerry Sandusky’s 

child sexual abuse case is back online minus an attachment that 
named at least one accuser. The attorney general’s office received 
Judge John Cleland’s permission on Tuesday to seal its point-by- 
point review of which documents it had disclosed to his defense 
team. The prosecution filed the 27-page attachment Monday, and 
it had been posted ... 
2012-05-08 18:41:20 Minneapolis Star Tribune 

Catholic Business Group Sues Obama Admin Over 
HHS IVlandate 

A Catholic organization for owners and operators of small 
businesses has filed a lawsuit against the Obama administration 
over the HHS mandate it implemented that forces religious groups 
to pay for birth control and drugs that may cause abortions. The 
Thomas More Law Center, a national pro-life law firm, based in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, today announced it has filed a federal lawsuit 
challenging the HHS ... 
2012-05-08 18:~6:05 LifeNews.¢om 
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Federal court reverses order to overhaul VA 
system 
lawsuit, health, healthcare, supreme-court, veterans Seeded by 
Advertise I AdChoices A federal appeals court on Monday reversed 
its demand that the Veterans Affairs Department dramatically 
overhaul its mental health care system. A special 11-judge panel of 
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said that any such changes 
need to be ordered by Congress or the president. The 10-1 ruling 
reversed an earlier ... 
2012-05-08 18:45:39 Newsvine 

Federal Court: Illegals Can’t Own Guns 
A federal appeals court says illegal immigrants don’t have a right to 
own firearms under the U.S. Constitution. Emmanuel Huitron-Guizar 
of Wyoming pleaded guilty to being an illegal immigrant in 
possession of firearms after his arrest last year. His attorney 
appealed the case, saying illegal immigrants are not excluded from 
possessing firearms like felons and people who are mentally ill, 
reports ... 
2012-05-08 17:44:41 Police Magazine 

Florida Supreme Court hears arguments of 
immigrants facing deportation due to plea deals 
The Florida Supreme Court heard arguments in three cases 
Tuesday that could redefine the responsibilities of lawyers in 
criminal cases where immigrant defendants could face deportation 
by pleading guilty. In the cases before justices, defendants said 
they were given bad advice by their lawyers -- who encouraged 
them to plead guilty, but failed to fully explain the risk they faced. 
The U.S. Supreme ... 
2012-05-08 17:24:31 Palm Beach Interactive 
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Registration; $199.00 

Intellectual property is a hot area of the law, and 

businesses, along with individuals, are using intellectual 

property interests to start, grow and value their 

businesses. After the patent, trademark or copyright 

application is filed, most individuals and businesses think 

they are done with the process; however, some often 

overlooked interests - estate planning issues - can 

present significant problems in the future. 

A change in marital status, death and estate planning 

structure can all influence how intellectual property is 

owned, transferred and prosecuted worldwide. This live 

audio conference will focus on several key points of 

convergence between the intellectual property world and 

the estate planning world. Small, mid-size and large 

businesses, along with business owners and individuals 

will benefit from this presentation. 

Overview to Categories of Intellectual Property 

The Relationship Between State and Federal Interests 
Regarding IP and Estate Planning 

Intellectual Property Ownership Interests 

Alternatives for Holding Title to Such Interests 

Trustee Issues 

Estate and Gift Tax Valuation of Interests in IP 

A Review of the Case Law That Ties Together IP and 

Estate Planning 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 

estate and financial planners, presidents, vice presidents, 

directors, accountants, CPAs, business owners and 

managers, and controllers. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



J. Noland Franz, Buchalter Nemer 

Dr. Sandra Thompson, Buchalter Nemer 

J. Noland Franz 

Of counsel in Buchalter Nemer’s Corporate, Tax and 

Estate Planning Practice Groups in the firm’s office 

in Scottsdale, Arizona 

Focuses his practice on estate planning, business, 
tax, and related litigation and appeals 

Member of a nationwide network of estate 

planning lawyers known as WealthCounsel 

Named as one of Arizona’s Finest Lawyers, having 

been recognized by his peers in Arizona as an 

attorney who has demonstrated high skill, 

unquestioned integrity and full commitment to the 

rule of law; and he has been recognized by 

Phoenix Magazine as one of the top lawyers in the 

Phoenix metropolitan area 

Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale- 

Hubbell International Law Directory 

J.D. degree, University of Michigan School of Law; 

M.B.A. degree, University of Missouri at Kansas 

City; B.A. degree in economics, University of 

Kansas 

Can be contacted at 480-348-1800 or 
jfranz@buchalter.com 

Dr, Sandra Thompson 

Shareholder and member of Buchalter Nemer’s 

Corporate and Intellectual Property Practice 

Groups, and immediate past chair of the 

Intellectual Property Group 

Experience extends into the fields of chemistry, 

green technology, energy law and issues, 

biochemistry, semiconductor materials, electronics, 

electronic materials and plasma physics 

Represents clients in the fields of green 

technology, cleantech matters, semiconductors, 

electronics, chemicals and chemical intermediates, 

solar and solar-related technology, transportation 

technology, including the design and utility of parts 

and systems, fuel cells, hybrid and electric engine 

technologies, green (sustainable) chemistries, bio- 

based and biodegradable plastics, waste/sludge 

management and conversion, fibers, 

biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, computer 

software, children’s products and 

telecommunications 

Her dissertation is entitled "Control of Volatile 

Organic Compounds with a Pulsed Corona 

Discharge" 

Doctor of philosophy degree, department of 

chemistry, North Carolina State University; J.D. 

degree, Campbell University, Norman Wiggins 

School of Law; B.S. degree in chemistry and M.A. 

degree in chemistry, College of William & Mary 

Can be contacted at 949-224-6282 or 
sthompson@buchalter.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department~ 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
* Continuing education credits available for most live 
audio conferences 
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February 9, 2012, the U.S. Department of Justice 

released settlement terms for some of the nations 

largest financial institutions; including the mandate of 

proper training and supervision of notaries public. For 

years, educators and advocates of notaries public have 

warned businesses of the risks associated with 

uneducated and unsupervised notaries public. Employers 

of notaries public can no longer ignore the risk to which 

these vital employees expose our institutions. 

This live audio conference outlines the critical protections 

your company should put in place to protect your 

reputation and financial assets, above any statutory or 

regulatory responsibility to do so. In addition to the 

relevant settlement released in February 2012, 

precedent setting case law demonstrates the need for 

employers of notaries public to take a closer look at their 

notary education standards, management program, and 

disciplinary actions to protect their company and business 

transactions from losses that result from unrelated or 

from their own uneducated notaries public. Considering 

that the majority of the commissioning agencies of 

notaries public do not require any education of your 

notary-employees; your company is exposed to losses as 

a result of their errant processes. 

After completing this live audio conference, you will 
understand basic notarial responsibilities, identify specific 
actions of notary-employees that expose your company 
to risk, and be able to implement a management and 
supervisory program that includes basic notarial 
education and performance expectations for all notary- 
employees. 

If the Law Doesn’t Require It, What Justifies the Expense 

of Educating All Our Notary-Employees? 

Identifying Your Loss Exposure 

Why Your Company Should Create and Implement a 
Notary-Employee Policy and Program 

Crafting an Effective Notary-Employee Policy and Program 

Civil Law and Common Law Compliant Policies and 

Procedures for Notary-Employees 
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Managing Notary-Employees - Do’s and Don’ts 

Tools for Human Resources, Supervisors and Notary- 

Employees That Avoid Loss Exposure 

Resources for Educating Your Notary-Employees 

This live audio conference is designed for notaries public 

supervisors, attorneys, presidents, vice presidents, 

branch managers, loan department managers, lending 

professionals, human resource managers, operations and 

compliance managers, CEO’s, COO’s, controllers, 

directors, accountants, auditors, and any department 

head who may accept notarized documents. 

Chrissey Ladd, Notary Power Inc. 

¯ With Notary Power, Inc. 

2011 National Notary Associations Notary of the 

Year 

Consultant to national trade organizations 

Consultant to employers of notaries public 

Expert witness in court cases involving 

questionable documents or notarial misconduct 

Wrote several resources for document preparers, 
notary-employees, and employers of notaries 

The New Jersey Notary Association utilizes her 

knowledge as the FAQ/Hotline resource for over 

124,000 New Jersey notaries public 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CBC 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 
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SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Nortel UK pension row may end up in US Supreme 
Court 

Trustee says lower courts have erred in ruling against efforst to 
hold company accountable for shortfall. The trustee of Nortel 
Networks Inc.’s U.K. pension plan is trying to take a long-running 
dispute over the plan’s $3.1 billion shortfall to the next level: the 
U.S. Supreme Court. The pension plan’s trustee and a U.K. pension 
safety net say the lower U.S. courts have erred in consistently 
ruling ... 

2012-05-09 17:54:24 Total Telecom 

US appeals court chokes off Guantanamo Bay 
inmates’ reviews 
WASHINGTON - A new report finds that the federal appeals court 
in Washington has effectively blunted a 2008 Supreme Court 
decision that gave detainees at the Guantanamo Bay naval brig the 
right to contest their confinement. The study by Seton Hall 
University law professors says the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia largely has blocked efforts by the detainees to 
win their freedom ... 
2012-05-09 18:24:29 Times of [ndia 

Court Rebuffs Labor Dept,On Sales Rep Overtime 

Photo credit: Wikipedia The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
yesterday delivered a strong rebuff to the Obama administrations 
effort to broaden the reach of federal labor laws, rejecting the idea 
that drug companies must provide overtime pay to their sales 
representatives. The Labor Dept. had weighed in with a brief 
supporting the plaintiffs which, if heeded by other courts, could 
mean billions of ... 
2012-05-09 18:01:39 Forbes.com 

Court orders turn up the heat on video-sharing 
websites 
Cyber law expert says that there has been a rise in the issuance of 
3ohn Doe orders to fight Tp infringement in the country New Delhi: 
Blocking of video=sharing websites through court orders seems to 
be the latest route the entertainment industry is taking to curtail 
piracy of films and music over the ][nternet.Ahead of its upcoming 
film releases, Reliance Entertainment PvL Ltd has got a court 
order ... 
2012-05-09 16:43:39 Livemint.com 

Attorney Appeals Dismissal of Va, Tech Fines 
Send an e-mail to colleagues Please fill out the form below to send 
a link to this story to your colleagues. Your Name: Your E-mail: 
Colleagues’ E-mail (Separate each address with comma): Message: 
(Max. 500 chars.) BLACKSBURG, Va. ’ An Education Department 
attorney has filed an appeal with U.S. Secretary of Education Arne 
Duncan to uphold the $55,000 in fines levied against Virginia Tech 
for its ... 
2012-05-09 17:14:03 Campus Safety Magazine 

Opponents face off against State Attorney Lawson 

Lamar 

State Attorney Lawson Lamar and Jeff Ashton faced off against 
two other candidates running for Ninth Circuit State Attorney at a 
forum put on by the League of Women Voters. "The office of the 
State Attorney’s Office has far too long been taken for granted," 
Ashton said. Ashton, known for prosecuting the Casey Anthony 
trial, and former prosecutor Ryan Williams took shots at their 
former boss .... 
2012-05-09 17:52:25 WFTV 

Hedical marijuana law no defense in federal court, 
prosecutor in Grand Rapids says 
The government, in a case where at least one of the four 
defendants claims to have grown marijuana for medicinal purposes, 
filed an 18-page motion to prohibit defense attorneys from 
suggesting marijuana has medicinal value, arguing that defendants 
believed their conduct to be lawful, or that they acted on advice 
of legal counsel. The government also wants to preclude 
testimony, evidence or questions _. 
2012-05-09 16:11:11 Grand Rapids Press 
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Lawyers to urge appellate judges to reinstate no- 
fly lawsuit in federal court in Portland 
Lawyers representing 15 Muslims who have been placed on the 
government’s no-fly list will try this week to persuade a federal 
appeals court panel in Portland to reinstate a lawsuit challenging 
their inclusion on the secretive roster. The plaintiffs, all U.S. 
citizens or permanent residents, include one man from Portland: 
Mohamed Sheikh Abdirahman Kariye, the religious leader of 
Portland’s largest mosque .... 
2012-05-09 16:49:44 Oregonian 

Tribal leader in North Dakota opposes proposed 
federal rule on hydraulic fracturing disclosure 
TAGS: Mining & DrillingNorth DakotaNative 
NewsEnergyEnvironmentGovernment & Politics A former president of 
the National Congress of American Indians says his tribe opposes 
proposed federal rules to require companies drilling for oil and gas 
on public and Indian lands to disclose chemicals used in hydraulic 
fracturing. Mining & Drilling article (North Dakota) -- A former 
president of the National Congress ... 
2012-05-09 16:12:29 Pechanga.net 

New York High Court OKs Child-Porn Web Surfing 
Accessing and viewing child pornography over the internet is not 
necessarily a crime under New York law, the state’s highest court 
ruled Tuesday. The unanimous court said that child porn stored in 
a computer’s browser cache is not enough evidence to convict 
someone for child-porn possession under state law. The New York 
Court of Appeals ruled thatthe authorities, under New York’s child- 
porn ... 
2012-05-09 16:43:52 Wired News 
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T .... C ..... ling: 
Theories and Interventions 

Editor: Lisa Lopez Levers 

Pub. Date: 3/2012; 624pp Hardcover 

ISBN: 9780826106834; Price: $70.00 

Trauma Counseling is a comprehensive, multidisciplinary guide to the theory and 

treatment of survivors of a broad spectrum of traumatic events, including interpersonal 

violence, hate crimes, school violence, community violence, natural disasters, and war 

and terrorism. It is written by a Fulbright scholar who is internationally recognized for her 

work with traumatized populations in Rwanda, several southern African countries, 

Russia, and the United States. It also includes the contributions of researchers from the 

United States, Australia, Africa, and Europe. 

Key Features: 

Addresses the theory and treatment of trauma survivors of interpersonal violence, 

hate crimes, school violence, community violence, natural disasters, and war and 

terrorism 

Provides a multidisciplinary approach to treatment that integrates findings from 

neuropsychology and psychopharmacology. 

Includes evidence-based counseling techniques 

Illuminates the intersections of trauma, crisis, and disaster issues, exceeding 

related requirements of CACREP standards 

Examines ethical dimensions and the need for self-care among trauma 

counselors 

Emphasizes the relevance of clinical supervision in trauma care 

Offers topic-relevant resources at the end of each chapter 

Read More or Buy Now 

Qualified Instruct .... Request an Exam Copy 

check-out to receive 

free sl~ipping on your 

speci~l promotion is 

America. For all international 
orders please email 

receive a special discount 
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eDiscovery and Digital Evidence 
Technology, Strategies and Tactics, Practical Realities 

A three-day program featuring Keynote speaker, Judge John Facciola 

May 23, 24, 25, 2012 
Sandra Day OConnor College of Law at Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 

OVERVIEW 

At the conference, you will learn the best practices for identifying 

key eDiscovery technological and legal issues related to critical areas of 
litigation preparedness, including: 

Identifying what digital information to preserve with an understanding 

of the different electronic storage media, devices and locations where 

digital evidence can be found including social networking sites and 

cloud computing 

Testing and validating search terms in a workshop environment that 

will teach you how to develop a search protocol model using an iterative 

methodology, the limitations of keyword searching and the strengths 
and weaknesses of predictive coding 

Discovering how best to engage opposing counsel and gain consensus 

related to the benefits of reasonably accessible sources of information 

as well as the costs and burdens associated with inaccessible sources 

At the conference, we will challenge you by: 

Engaging you with renowned faculty and presenters to keep you 

on your toes and ready to learn 

Examining a case study and providing several hands-on application 

exercises. 

Encouraging you to work on team exercises that provide an opportunity 

for you to share ideas and immediately apply them to your practice 

Inviting you to participate in networking events where you can share 

ideas and experiences 

Three days of eDiscovery: 

Technological Issues in eDiscovery: May 23 

ESI Discovery Principles, Strategies and Tactics: May 24 

Symposium Real Life, Cutting-Edge Issues in eDiscovery: May 25 

Joshua Abbott, Michael R. Arkfeld, Paul Armbruster, Fritz Beeson, Mark Blaha, Paul E. Burns, David 
Campbell, Matthew Clarke, Brandon Colburn, Stephen Craig, David Degnan, Honorable John M. Facciola, 

Jordon Fowles, Sean Gallagher, Brad Holm, Vice-Chief Justice Andrew Hurwitz, Scott Kane, Cecil Lynn III, 

Caroline Mankey, Browning Marean, Tom Morrissey, George Paul, Niloy Ray, Honorable Craig B. Shaffer, 
Cliff Shnier, JD, Mark Sidoti, Robert E. Singleton, Ron Sotak, Honorable Samuel Thumma, John Tredennick, 

Carl West, Ken Wither 
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Register for This Webinax 

This event will be held on Tuesday, May 22 at 
3:00 pm BDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 

12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 100 minutes. 

Register here for Live Webinar, Materials and 
Same-day Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Register here for Live Webinar Only option - $189. 

ii~~ Register Now 

Su pport@ava ntresou rces.com 

¯ Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 
¯ Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
¯ 2 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
~, 1.5 hours of CPE credit 

1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about 

other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Facebook Backfires: Policies in the 
Crosshairs 
May 10 at 3:00pm ET 
Re.qister now 

HR Metrics Vvhat You 
Vvhy Nobody Cares 
May 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

re Trackinq and 

10 Steps to Create Your Law Practice 
Marketing Plan 
May 16 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Re.qister now 

Onboarding: A Critical Process for 
Employee Retention 
May 17 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 2 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Why Employee Classification is Important 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 100 minutes 

Put on your boxing gloves as it is time to explore the duel between Forms 1099 & W-2. 

Awareness of the complexity of compliance issues relating to the proper classification of independent 
contractors continues to be a dilemma to most employers today. The IRS plans to flag employers for 
audit should they issue both a 1099 and W-2 to the same identification number.Your company could 
be liable for fines, back wages, payroll taxes, unemployment taxes and more if authorities determine 
you are engaging workers unlawfully under independent contractor guidelines. 

BEWARE! The IRS has also begun a coordinated effort of enforcement and sharing of information 
with the Department of Labor and the States. A U.S. Department of Labor study found that as many 
as 50 percent of businesses misclassified employees as independent contractors. (sourced: 
pepperlaw.com) 

Be prepared to recognize the unique differences between your employee and an independent 
contractor by attending this informative webinar. 

In this lO0-rninute webinar, we will cover: 

IRS Field Test: Rev. Rul. 87-41 - 20 Common Law Attributes 
Department of Labor Economic Reality Test 
Modernized Twenty Factor Test: Three Categories of Evidence as they appear on Form SS-8 
Costly Consequences of Misclassifications of Employees 
Famous Case Studies 
Voluntary Classification Settlement Program (VCSP) (Form 8952) and Safe Harbor Rules 

Benefits: 

Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation slides 
Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
2 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
1.5 hours of CPE credit 
1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session throughout the presentation 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 

° $189 - Live Webinar Only 

Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, E.A. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an enrolled agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment & Labor Issues, 
Pensions, Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. 
Marcia has served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of 
Miami School of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available. Internet access is not 

required for phone-only participants. 



If you are unable to attend the live program, a 

downloadable recording of the live webinar is 

available for purchase. 

Call Avant Resources at 615-574-6612 for more 

information. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Form 5500 Compliance" What You Need to Know 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Wednesday~ May 23, 2012 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase Only: $198.00 

i Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recordin~l: $29S.00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEB’rNAR DESCR’r PT~’ON 

Under Titles I and IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974 (ERISA), and the Internal Revenue Code (Code; IRC), pension and 
other employee welfare benefit plans are generally required to file annual 
return/reports concerning, among other things, the financial condition and 
operations of the plan, These annual reporting requirements usually can be 
satisfied by filing Form 5500 and its related schedules, 

UPCOH~’NG 

TELECONFERENCES 

[s Lookism [llegal? 

Appearance Discrimination 

at Work 

April 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Compensation Program 

Design: SeLLing Pay 

Ranges That Are Fair and 

Effective 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Form 5500 is the primary source of information concerning the operation, 
funding, assets and investments of pension and other employee benefit 
plans, In addition to being an important disclosure document for plan 
participants and beneficiaries, Form 5500 is a compliance and research tool 
for the Department of Labor (DOL), and a source of information and data for 
use by other federal agencies, These returns/reports are the primary means 
by which the operation of plans can be monitored by participants, 
beneficiaries and the general public, 

This 90 minute webinar will focus on the details of filing this informational 
return/report, how to avoid costly penalties and an update on the recent e- 
filing requirement, 

AGENDA 

The discussion will include an overview of the Form 5500 requirements, 

Form 5500 The Details 

o Types of Filings and Applicable Schedules 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

¯ Health and Welfare Plans Fully Insured, Self-Funded 

¯ Partially Insured and Self-funded with general assets 

¯ Retirement Plans DC vs. DB 

o What constitutes a Small Plan, Large Plan Audit 

Requirements 

o Form 5500-SF 

o Form 5500-EZ 

o Form 8955-SSA 

o Schedule C Fee Disclosures 

Electronic Filing with EFAST2 Year 2 

Amended and Delinquent filings with EFAST2 

Reporting for 403(b) Plans Lessons Learned 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

HE Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 



WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Human resource managers, benefits personnel, executives and attorneys. 

FAC U LTY 

Phyllis Hoff, CEBS 

5500 

A division of CBIZ Accounting, Tax & Advisory, LLC 

(314) 692-5887 

phoff@cbiz.com 

Ms. Hoff is a Certified Employee Benefits Specialist (CEBS) with over thirty 

years experience in the employee benefits field. Her expertise includes 

defined benefit plans, defined contribution plans and welfare plans. Ms. Hoff 

also has extensive experience in payment of health and life insurance 

claims. As Managing Director of the Benefits Compliance Group at CBIZ, she 

specializes in employee benefits compliance as well as ERISA reporting and 

disclosure requirements 

Ms. Hoff has developed national level exposure for the firm through 

seminars and speaking engagements. She is a Board member of the St. 

Louis chapter of the American Society of Pension Professionals and 

Actuaries. 

Prior to joining CBIZ, Ms. Hoff worked in human resources for a large steel 
company. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVTEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $298.00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordincl: $298.00 

Learn More 

Wellness Programs and the 

Law: Understanding the 

Basics 

May 31, 2012 

ReqisLration - Session 

Only: $198.00:~:.:a:~ 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $298.00 

Learn More 

Your Company Needs a 

Performance Management 

Process 

June 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

~E#.!#...m.~.~ #.~.e.#..!~..~.~.#.L~ £.~#.e..#~,L ~.~ ~.#.~{.~ ~.e t ~.h 
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Advertisement - This message is sent to you by HRNewswatch 

Complying with OSHA Recordkeeping Requirements: 
Making Your Program Bullet Proof 

Date: Monday, May 14,2012 
33rne: 1:00pro ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 
Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 
Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click Here to register $21)9.00 

Click Here to register and receive CD recording $278.00 

With increased pressure from unions and politicians to 
improve workplace safety, OSHA is ramping up its 
inspection efforts and every inspection begins with the 
same thing - documents. Complying with OSHA’s 
recordkeeping requirements can be confusing and time 
consuming unless safety personnel are organized and have 
a clear understanding of what the law requires. 

This live audio conference will discuss the kinds of records 
OSHA requires U.S. employers to maintain; when those 
records must be presented to the government, employees, 
unions, or opposing counsel; a review of how OSHA’s 
regulatory agenda may change recordkeeping 

requirements; and tips for avoiding common problems with recordkeeping. 
The presentation will provide a general overview of employers’ 
responsibilities and practical advice for plant managers, human resources 
professionals, inside and outside counsel, and supervisors. 

Overview of Recordkeeping Requirements 

illness and Injury Logs 

MSDS and Chemical Information 

Compliance in the Electronic Age 

liP’s in California and Perhaps Beyond - OSHA’s Regulatory 
Agenda 
Compliance Audits 

¯ Typical Scope of Audits 

Are My Documents Privileged? 

Supervisor Responsibilities 

Discipline and Counseling and the Impact of a Unionized Workforce 

¯ Do I Need to Let the Investigator In? 

Records of Safety Meetings 

30 Year Storage Requirement for illness and Injury Records 
They’re Kidding, Right? 

issues Related to Insurance 

Discovery of Records During Litigation and Employee/Union 
Requests to Review Documents 

Compliance Tools and Tips 



This live audio conference is designed for workers’ compensation 

administrators, human resource managers, safety directors, business 
owners and managers, claims and insurance professionals, controllers, 

bookkeepers and attorneys. 

Michael B. Howard, Ph.D. Miles & Stockbridge PC 
Kathleen Pontone, Miles & Stockbridge PC 

Michael B. Howard, Ph.D. 

Member of Miles & Stockbridge PC s Labor and Employment 
Practice Group 
Provides advice in the areas of OSHA compliance and workplace 
safety plans 
Has assisted employers with indoor air quality investigations 
Experience in challenging expert testimony concerning the adverse 
health effects of mold exposure and regularly litigates in both state 
and federal courts 
Conducted research in the area of food safety and has experience in 
the pharmaceutical industry 
Doctorate in molecular microbiology, University of Maryland; 
graduate, The George Washington University School of Law 

Kathleen Pontone 

Practice group leader for the Labor and Employment, Benefits, 
Immigration and Environmental Group at Miles & Stockbridge PC and 
a member of the board of directors of the firm 
Regularly provides advice to companies in the financial, 
manufacturing, retail and housing industries concerning workplace 
safety laws and safety investigations 
Represented employers in complex occupational health and safety 
cases brought by OSHA, including alleged willful violations in death 
cases and cases dealing with indoor air quality 
Served as the chairman of the section on employment and labor law 
of the Maryland Association of Defense Trial Counsel and is a 
member of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Labor Relations 
Committee and their OSHA Subcommittee 
Has been cited by Chambers USA as a leading management side 
employment lawyer 
Gave a presentation entitled OSHA: Injury Reporting Rules and 
Emergency Action Plans to the National Multi-Housing Council 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most live audio conferences 

¯ AIPB 
¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for states that 
have already been approved) 
¯ CPE 
¯ HR Certification Institute 
¯ HRPD 
¯ PACE 

For the "Detailed Credit Information" page Click Here 



Only registered attendee will receive continuing education credit. 

Click Here to register $209,00 

Click Here to register and receive CD recording $278,00 
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I~R~$A Fiduciary Law for 

by Anthony A, Dreyspool~ 

TO ORDER: 

What are ER~A 

exemptions a~ 

av~ab~e to cur~ those 

violations; a~d 

What pia~ governance 

important interpretations of 

Department of Labor, 

Xowa Supreme Court Justice David Wiggins vows 
he won’t stand quietly by if opponents of same-sex 
marriage launch a potent campaign to oust him 
from the bench, 
Iowa Supreme Court Justice David Wiggins vows he wont stand 
quietly by if opponents of same-sex marriage launch a potent 
campaign to oust him from the bench.If someone wants to attack 
me, Im not going to let them bully me, Wiggins said in a telephone 
interview last week with The Des Moines Register. If asked to, Ill 
speak up for myself. The others didnt do that last time. I 
will=Wiggins this fall .=. 

2012-05-13 04:29:46 Des Moines I:~egister 

Under the U,S. Supreme Court, 20:t2 election 
drowning in secret money 
us, usa, democrats, politics, gop, republicans, karl=rove, mitt- 
romney, barack-obama, republican, dems, democrat, campaign- 
spending, presidential-candidates, citizens-united, 2012-election, 
2012-elections Seeded by Carloz Advertise I AdChoices By 

MICHAEL KIRKLAND, WASHINGTON, May 13 (UPI) -- The 2012 
elections are awash in secret money, with donors accountable to 

no one, while the national ... 
2012-05-13 06:01:27 Newsvine 

Justice says he’ll defend marriage vote in campaign 
’I’m not going to let them bully me,’ says David Wiggins, who joined 
2009 gay marriage ruling. Written by Filed Under Iowa Poll reflects 
division on issue A recent Iowa Poll shows Iowans remain divided 
on issues related to same-sex marriage. Responding to a February 
Iowa Poll question, 30 percent of Iowans said they favored the 
2009 Supreme Court ruling allowing same-sex marriage, while 36 
percent ... 
2012-05-13 04:15:34 Des IVloines P.egister 

David Swanson: Judge Deliberates on Saving Earth 
U.S. District Court Judge Robert Wilkins heard the arguments on 
Friday in Washington, D.C., and is deliberating now on the question 
of whether young people can sue to compel their government to 
take serious measures to stop global warming. Judge Robert Wilkins 
is familiar with discrimination, having been the plaintiff in a well- 
known driving-while-black case of racial profiling in Maryland. But 
few ... 
2012-05-13 08:16:50 ZNet 

Attorney general presses crime plan at Senate 
hearing 
Attorney General Bill Schuette on Tuesday addressed the Michigan 
Senate Judiciary Committee regarding his proposal to take repeat 
violent offenders off the streets with the VO-4 plan to create a 
minimum 25-year sentence for violent criminals who have 
committed four felonies. Schuette was joined at the committee 
hearing by Detroit Police Officer Arthur Matthews, former Livonia 
Chief of Police ... 
2012-05-13 06:12:37 Livonia Observer 

TexHessage: Attorney General speaks out against 

Planned Parenthood public funding 
TEXMESSAGE Sunday, May 13 Good morning, TexMessagers! Happy 
Mother?s Day’ today in 1995, British mother Alison Hargreaves, 
aged 33, became the first women to conquer Mount Everest 
without oxygen or the help of sherpas. TEXclusive Planned 
Parenthood clinics have no right to public funding, Texas Attorney 
General Greg Abbott said earlier this week, adding that the clinics ? 
promote? abortion and violate ... 
2012-05-13 04:23:48 Houston Chronicle 

Attorney for Jerry Sandusky Requests Trial 

Postponement 

The former Penn State assistant football coach, Jerry Sandusky, 
has instructed his attorney to ask for the trial on June 5 to be 
delayed. Sandusky was charged in 2011 with over 50 counts of 
sexual acts with minors. The lawyer, Joe Amendola, filed the 
motion claiming that without postponing the trial he ’will be unable 



s~nd~ o~ conduct 

TO ORDER: 

Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal ]:ndustry 3obs 

Su bscribe/U nsu bscribe 

Contact Us 

to effectively and adequately represent my client.’ Amendola said 
he needs ... 
2012-05-13 07:29:31 3D Journal 

9th Circuit Court hears no-fly list case - Sun, 13 
Hay 2012 PST 
ACLU attorney Nusrat Choudhury talks with reporters following oral 
arguments on the ACLU’s no-fly list challenge Friday in Portland. 
PORTLAND ’A federal appeals court judge leaned forward in his 

chair, turned his head to the Justice Department attorney 
defending the government’s no-fly list and posed a frank question. 
’Let’s say you want to fly back to Washington, and you find 
yourself on the ... 
2012-05-13 05:17:05 Spokesman-Review.corn 

Court revives lawsuit by Hichigan prison employee 
A federal court has reinstated a lawsuit by a Michigan prison 
employee who says she was illegally reassigned after telling 
lawmakers that officials were coddling inmates, partly by allowing 
rap contests. Ruth Mosholder says her free-speech rights were 
violated. The appeals court has sent the lawsuit back to a Detroit 
federal judge, saying the letter raised concerns "about matters of 
public importance." ... 
2012-05-13 05:48:21 Detroit Free Press 

Appeals Court Revives Iraq Torture Cases 
On Friday, a 14-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 4th 
Circuit revived two lawsuits concerning the torture and abuse of 
Iraqis detained at the dreaded Abu Ghraib prison near Baghdad, 
and at other locations. The appeals court refused to dismiss the 
suits or intervene in the proceedings and sent them back to district 
courts. The lawsuits against CACI Tnternational Tnc and L-3 
Communications ... 
2012-05-13 07:29:30 JD Journal 
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This event will be held on Wednesday, May 16 
at 3:00pro EDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pro MDT, 
12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 90 minutes. 

Click Here to Register for Live Webinar + Webinar 
Recording and Presentation Slides - $279~ 

Click Here for Webinar Only - $189. 

~i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, 1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

HR Metrics What You 
Why Nobody Cares 
May 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

re Trackinq and 

10 Steps to Create Your Law Practice 
Marketing Plan 
May 16 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Re.qister now 

Onboarding: A Critical Process for 
Employee Retention 
May 17 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Conquer Your Spreadsheets and Boost 
Your Productivity in Microsoft Excel 
May 18 at 1:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. Email us at 
support@avantresources.com for more 
information. 

[i ~ Avan, R ........ 

Blog i 

Register for This Webinax 

Maximize Your Law Firm’s Online Presence 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, May 16 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Do you know all of the tools available to maximize your law firm’s online presence? Do you know 
how to increase your website traffic in an ethical and effective manner? 

Ed Rush, author of the best-selling legal marketing book, How to Turn Clicks into Clients, will teach 
you the key areas your firm must focus on to achieve online marketing success. During this step-by- 
step, information-packed webinar, you will receive practical advice on how to dominate Google and 
convert website visits into subscribing clients. 

Research shows that even the age 70+ demographic has shifted its much of its product and service 
research to the Internet. This educational CLE program will deliver real, substantive content that 
modern law firms need to help clients find them and create productive, professional relationships. 
Learn the best practices for ethical web marketing and avoiding risky mistakes such as self- 
reviewing, improper blog comments or misrepresenting your services online. 

Learn how to dominate Google by using a variety of techniques such as: 

Harnessing the search power of rich keywords 
Creating a compelling website 
Understanding the benefit Google Places 
Leveraging local directories 
Learning how to use video and article syndication 
Creating motivating press releases 

Ed will teach you how to increase traffic to your web page by using: 

Your Facebook Page 
Your Blog 
Free Podcast and Video sites 
Free Article sites 

SPECIAL BONUS: All webinar attendees will receive a FREE copy of Ed Rush’s best-selling legal 

marketing book, How to Turn Clicks into Clients - The ultimate law firm guide to getting clients online. 

Webinar Benefits: 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Webinar Cost: 

¯ $279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides 
¯ $189 - Webinar Only 

Presenter: 

~ 

Ed Rush is co-author of the Amazon #1 best-selling legal marketing book, How to Turn Clicks 

into Clients- The ultimate law firm guide to getting clients online. 

As a former Marine fighter pilot and flight instructor for the F-18 Hornet, Ed understands how to create 
precise plans and implement them in a timely manner. Since retiring from the Marine Corps, Ed has 
built and managed a successful online marketing company that has implemented online marketing 
strategies for hundreds of clients. 

This event vvi# be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 
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Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

The Social Security law encompasses the Social Security 

regulations which span nearly a full volume of the Code 

of Federal Regulations, many volumes of law reporters, 

dozens of separately issued Social Security rulings and 

many volumes of internal regulations. 

This is why most lawyers do not want to develop an 

expertise in this area. This live audio conference is 

designed to give you a broad overview of the 

administrative framework involved with Social Security 

disability claims, including pertinent legal background. 

Current Social Security Disability Process 

Application Process 

Time Lines 

Social Security Disability Determination Process 

Exa mples of Applicable Social Security Regulations and 

Law 

Disability Service Improvement Process Summary 

Processing Steps 

o Quick Disability Determination 

o Federal Reviewing Official Review 

o Administrative Law Judge Hearing 

o Federal Court, Unless Referred to Decision 

Review Board 

Expected Improvements 

o Electronic Disability System 

o New Quality System 

o Improving Management Information 

o Improvements in Policy 

o Work Opportunity Initiatives 

Working While Collecting Social Security Disability 
Payments 

New Proposed Representative Payment Rules 

(Proposed 9/8/08 Fed. Register 73 [174]) 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys, Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 
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Scott B. Eikind, Elkind & Shea, The Disability Benefits Law 

Firm 

¯ Attorney with Elkind & Shea, The Disability Benefits 

Law Firm 

¯ Vast majority of practice is devoted to 

representation of people wrongfully denied 

disability benefits 

Founding attorney of the Social Security Disability 

Law Section of the Association of Trial Lawyers of 

America 

Called upon by practitioners and Bar associations 

nationwide to lend advice concerning many topics 

in disability benefits law and related issues 

Member of various professional associations 

Frequent lecturer on the topic of disability benefits 

and published writer 

¯ J.D. degree, Catholic University Law School 

¯ Master’s degree, George Washington University 

B.S. degree, with honors, Union College in 

Schenectady, New York 

Can be contacted at 301-495-6665 or 

www .disabilitybe nefitslawfirm .corn 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

¯ NALA 

¯ NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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~R~$A Fiduciary Law for 

by Anthony A, Dreyspool~ 

Click for Table of ~:ontents 

TO ORDER: 

What are ER~A 

exemptions a~ 

av~ab~e to cur~ those 

violations; a~d 

What pia~ governance 

important interpretations of 

Department of Labor, 

webinar ~T~e 

US Supreme Court refuses appeal over ship 
treasure 

The US Supreme Court on Monday refused to grant a final appeal 
to a Florida company that discovered silver and gold on a sunken 
Spanish vessel but was then ordered to return the treasure to 
Spain. The Court did not give a reason for refusing the request 
from salvage specialist Odyssey Marine Exploration, which 
recovered 17 tons of silver and gold from the wreck of the "Nuestra 
Sonora de las Mercedes" ... 
2012-05-14 14:34:07 Expatica Spain 

Supreme Court rejects plea by two I~ulger victim 
families to revive lawsuits against the 
By John R. EIlement, Globe Staff The US Supreme Court refused 
today to resurrect lawsuits filed against the FBT by relatives of two 
alleged victims of James ’Whitey" Bulger, a decision that now shifts 
attention to Congress, where Bay State lawmakers have filed 
special legislation seeking to compensate the families of Michael 
Donahue and Edward ’Brian’ Halloran. Tn a 16-page order that 
listed ... 
2012-05-14 13:40:27 Boston Globe 

Gay marriage cases may reach Supreme Court 

Proposition 8 and DOMA are at the center of recent courtroom 
battles Though President Obama endorsed gay marriage last week, 
he maintained that the definition of marriage is an individual state 
issue. But if several recent court cases are any indication, the 
decision on gay marriage may ultimately fall to the U.S. Supreme 
Court. The first of these cases involves Proposition 8, a 2008 
California ... 
2012-05-14 15:01:09 Inside Counsel 

California Supreme Court Rules in Favor of WRD 
and Ratepayers 
State High Court Rejects Legal Challenges by Cities of Downey, 
Signal Hill and Cerritos, the Central Basin Municipal Water District 
and Tesoro Oil Company LAKEWOOD, Calif., May 14, 
2012 !PRNewswire-USNewswire/--The California State Supreme 
Court delivered an important legal victory to the Water 
Replenishment District of Southern California (WRD) and to district 
ratepayers when it rejected appeals ... 
2012-05-14 15:35:43 Vision Monday 

Attorney Handal Joins NYRA 
The New York Racing Association has hired Kenneth V. Handal as 
acting general counsel and chief ethics and compliance officer. 
According to a NYRA release, Handal is an expert in corporate 
ethics and compliance, governance, and risk management, with 
almost 40 years of experience as an attorney. He most recently 
served as president of governance, risk, and compliance for 
Guidepost Solutions, an investigation, ... 
2012-05-14 11:56:45 Blood-Horse 

Ohio sues telemarketer that sold trading software: 
Plain Dealing 
Attorney General Mike DeWine’s suit accused Manhattan Beach- 
based CTI Group LLC of misleading consumers about how much 
they could make using the company’s "automated robot trading 
software" or "Victory S&P E-Mini Trading Programs." The suit 
accused the company of billing consumers’ bank accounts and 
credit cards without first obtaining written consent. The attorney 
general’s suit said the company ... 
2012-05-14 12:37:22 Cleveland Live 

FIB~ investigating disappearance of nonprofits’ 
funds 
LOS ANGELES _ The FBI is investigating the apparent 
disappearance of an estimated $1 million in donations that about 
200 nonprofits reported losing when the organization that handled 
their finances abruptly shut down this year, forcing some groups to 
curtail their charity work. The head of one nonprofit said two FBI 
agents specializing in white-collar crime interviewed her in April 
about the International ... 
2012-05-14 14:32:07 Oregonian 
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Today’s News 
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Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

Federal Court Shuts Down Texas Tax Return 
Preparer 
Posted by AccountingWEB in Tax, Watchdog, Bad Guys News on 
05/14/2012 - 09:55 A federal Court in Dallas has permanently 
barred Joseph Rivas of DeSoto, Texas, from preparing federal tax 
returns for others, the Justice Department announced May 3. The 
civil injunction order, tO which Rivas consented without admitting 
the allegations against him, was signed by Judge Sidney FitzwateF 
of the US District ... 
2012-05-14 14:16:36 AccountingWEB 

3 to appear in court in $2.6 million S. Jersey 
timeshare fraud 
Three people from South Jersey were to be arraigned this 

afternoon in federal court in Camden in connection with a $2.6 
million time share mortgage fraud scheme, the U.S. Attorney for 
New Jersey said. Ashley Lacerda, 32, of Egg Harbor Township, 
Francis Santore, 52, of Northfield and Brian Corley, 27, of Egg 
Harbor, were among 16 defendants charged on April 17 with a 
variety of offenses, including ... 
2012-05-14 14:48:07 Philadelphia Inquirer 

Animal rights groups claim foie gras sales violate 
federal poultry law 
A coalition of animal rights organizations has reportedly filed a 
lawsuit against the U.S. Department of Agriculture in federal court, 
alleging that the agency has violated the Poultry Products 
Inspection Act by allowing foie gras to be sold to consumers. 
Register now - as you are not an existing subscriber please register 
for the free daily legal newsfeed service. If you have any questions 
about ... 
2012=05-14 14:09:39 Lexology 
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Register for This Webinax 

This event will be held on Tuesday, May 22 at 
3:00 pm BDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 

12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 100 minutes. 

Register here for Live Webinar, Materials and 
Same-day Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Register here for Live Webinar Only option - $189. 

ii~~ Register Now 

Su pport@ava ntresou rces.com 

¯ Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 
¯ Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
¯ 2 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
~, 1.5 hours of CPE credit 

1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about 

other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

HR Metrics V~hat You 
Vvhy Nobody Cares 
May 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

re Trackinq and 

10 Steps to Create Your Law Practice 
Marketing Plan 
May 16 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Onboardin~ A Critical Process for 
Employee Retention 
May 17 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Conquer Your Spreadsheets and Boost 
Your Productivity in Microsoft Excel 
May 18 at 1:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 2 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Why Employee Classification is Important 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 100 minutes 

Put on your boxing gloves as it is time to explore the duel between Forms 1099 & W-2. 

Awareness of the complexity of compliance issues relating to the proper classification of independent 
contractors continues to be a dilemma to most employers today. The IRS plans to flag employers for 
audit should they issue both a 1099 and W-2 to the same identification number.Your company could 
be liable for fines, back wages, payroll taxes, unemployment taxes and more if authorities determine 
you are engaging workers unlawfully under independent contractor guidelines. 

BEWARE! The IRS has also begun a coordinated effort of enforcement and sharing of information 
with the Department of Labor and the States. A U.S. Department of Labor study found that as many 
as 50 percent of businesses misclassified employees as independent contractors. (sourced: 
pepperlaw.com) 

Be prepared to recognize the unique differences between your employee and an independent 
contractor by attending this informative webinar. 

In this lO0-rninute webinar, we will cover: 

IRS Field Test: Rev. Rul. 87-41 - 20 Common Law Attributes 
Department of Labor Economic Reality Test 
Modernized Twenty Factor Test: Three Categories of Evidence as they appear on Form SS-8 
Costly Consequences of Misclassifications of Employees 
Famous Case Studies 
Voluntary Classification Settlement Program (VCSP) (Form 8952) and Safe Harbor Rules 

Benefits: 

Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation slides 
Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
2 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
1.5 hours of CPE credit 
1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session throughout the presentation 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 

° $189 - Live Webinar Only 

Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, E.A. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an enrolled agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment & Labor Issues, 
Pensions, Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. 
Marcia has served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of 
Miami School of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available. Internet access is not 

required for phone-only participants. 



If you are unable to attend the live program, a 

downloadable recording of the live webinar is 

available for purchase. 

Call Avant Resources at 615-574-6612 for more 

information. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Iness Programs and the Law" Understanding the 

Basics 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 
i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 
PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iEmployee wellness programs are certainly in vogue and employers around the 
icountry are considering them as an effective tool to lower health insurance 
icosts. The concept of a wellness program seems like a great idea. But the 
i implementation of wellness programs can bealegal minefield. In order to 
ieffectively design and implement a wellness program, employers must 
iunderstand the legal status of these programs and how the laws related to 

employee benefits impact their establishment and operation. 

There are many laws and regulations that impact the operation of wellness 
iprograms. Ignorance of these laws can create significant risk to companies 
:hat fail to fully understand and comply with applicable laws. The Patient 
iProtection and Affordable Care Act contains specific provisions related to 
iwellness programs. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
ihas a direct impact on the implementation of wellness programs. The 
Department of Labor and IRS have both opined on certain restrictions 
~pplicable to wellness programs. Litigation has been filed against employers 
aver claims that wellness programs violate the ADA. Companies with wellness 
programs must be aware of how these laws and regulations intersect and the 
’impact they have on plan administration. 

[f you are considering putting a wellness program in place, or already have 
ione that you are concerned about, you have to know the law relating to their 
icreation, maintenance and administration. Failure to understand and comply 
with the various legal requirements and limitations can be very costly and 
imight ultimately destroy any value your wellness program can offer. This 
webinar will offer a practical overview of the law of wellness programs and 
iprovide short answers to some basic questions. 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

International Payroll 

Compliance Issues 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Medicare Secondary Payer 

Act: Protecting Medicare’s 

Interest 

in Insurance Settlements 

April 25, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Is Lookism Illegal? 

Appearance Discrimination 

at Work 

April 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

i AGENDA 

How is wellness legally defined? 

Is my wellness program an ERISA plan? 

Should I be concerned about other employment laws? 

Carrot or stick? What are the legal limitations to incentives? 

Compensation Program 

Design: Setting Pay 

Ranges That Are Fair and 

Effective 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

¯ Can I penalize employees who don t participate in my program? 

¯ What are the best practices in the administration of the program? 

¯ What is the required level of documentation? 

FAC U LTY 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

KEITH MCMURDY is a Partner in the New York office of Fox Rothschild, LLP. 
iKeith’s practice focuses primarily on labor and employment issues arising from 
ithe design, drafting and administration of employee benefits plans, including 
ihealth, welfare, disability and retirement plans. He represents benefit plans, 
iplan sponsors, plan administrators, third-party administrators, and insurers. 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 



Keith’s areas of practice include plan drafting, plan amendment and litigation 
3f ERISA claims arising from plan administration. He provides counseling to 
-=mployers and plan sponsors on compliance issues for applicable federal and 
~tate regulations governing the administration of employee benefit plans. He 
has represented plans, fiduciaries and other interested parties in litigation in 
~ number of jurisdictions and continues to act as litigation counsel for a varied 
~lroup of clients. 

Keith lends his knowledge to the firm’s Health Care Reform Working Group, 

which is designed to help clients sort through the myriad issues and changes 

~temming from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health 

Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010. He is a frequent speaker and 

writer on employee benefits topics and maintains the firm s Employee 

Benefits BIog (http://employeebenefits.foxrothschild.com) 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not requh’ed 

for phone-only paF~idpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289~00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

HR Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordino~$298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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US Supreme Court won’t review Ponzi scheme 
case 
MINNEAPOLIS - The U.S. Supreme Court says it won’t take up the 

case of Minnesota businessman Tom Petters. In documents made 
public Tuesday, the nation’s highest court denied Petters’ request 
to review his 2009 conviction on charges he orchestrated a $3.65 
billion Ponzi scheme. Petters’ attorney Jon Hopeman says he wasn’t 
surprised by the court’s decision, which marks the end of the direct 
appeals ... 
2012-05-15 19:02:26 Minneapolis St:ar Tribune 

California Supreme Court Rules in Favor of WRD 
and Ratepayers 
/PRNewswire-HISPANIC PR WIRE/-- The California State Supreme 
Court delivered an important legal victory to the Water 
Replenishment District of Southern California (WRD) and to district 
ratepayers when it rejected appeals by the Central Basin Municipal 
Water District (CBMWD) and the cities of Downey, Signal Hill and 
Cerritos, Tesoro Oil Company challenging the courts jurisdiction to 
rule on an important ... 
2012-05-15 18:20:39 HispanicBusiness.com 

Top court to decide if data on work computer is 
private 
How much privacy Canadians can expect when they use work 
computers for personal use will be under a microscope when the 
Supreme Court begins hearing arguments this week in a case that 
could have wide implications for many employees. The nation’s 
highest court will have to determine how much privacy workers are 
entitled to for the personal data they store on computer devices 
they don’t own. It’s expected ... 
2012-05-15 19:17:22 CFCN Plus 

Victim of Torture and C:~A Rendition Gets His First 
Day :]:n Court ~¢~,~:.~" :]:n Europe 

The case was brought against Macedonia by the on behalf of 
Khaled EI-Masri. EI-Masri, a German citizen, who was abducted by 
Macedonian authorities at a border crossing in December 2003 and 
held incommunicado for 23 days. He was then handed over to CIA 
operatives who drugged, hooded, and strip-searched him before 
putting him on a secret flight to Afghanistan where he was secretly 

held, tortured and ... 
2012-05-15 19:06:25 American Civil Libert:ies Union 

State attorney general asks Supreme Court to 
block Christian-Newsom retrials 
Channon Christian, Christopher Newsom - A AA + Written by FILED 
UNDER The state attorney general is seeking to block the retrials of 

three of the four defendants in the Christian-Newsom trials. Robert 
E. Cooper filed an application for an extraordinary appeal and 
motion for stay in the state Supreme Court. The filing would affect 
the cases of Lemaricus Davidson, Letalvis Cobbins and George 
Thomas .... 
2012-05-15 19:07:58 WBIR TV - Knoxville 

Rhode ~sland to Recognize States’ Same-Sex 
Nlarriages 
The State of Rhode Island will now officially recognize same-sex 
marriages performed in other states as the result of an Executive 
Order signed Monday, May 14, by Governor Lincoln Chafee (I). The 
news was greeted with thunderous cheers and applause from 
marriage equality activists and supporters at a packed State House 
press conference. "Today, I am signing Executive Order 12-02 to 
make it clear that ... 
2012-05-15 18:47:50 EdgeBost:on.com 

DETRO:~T: Superintendent’s suit moves to federal 

court 
DETROIT’ k lawsuit filed by a former school district superintendent 
has been moved to federal court because it alleges violations of his 
constitutional rights, his attorney said. Carlos Lopez filed a suit 
against the River Rouge School District, the Board of Education and 
three individuals last month for defamation of character; violations 



s~nd~ o~ conduct 

TO ORDER: 

Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal ]:ndustry 3obs 

Su bscribe/U nsu bscribe 

Contact Us 

of the First, Fifth and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution, 

2012-05-15 18:12:48 Heritage News-Herald 

Richard Baurngartner in court facing federal 

charges 
_ KNOXVTLLE ’ Richard Baumgartner, the disgraced ex-judge 
convicted of buying painkfllers from a felon in his court, appeared in 
federal court today on more charges in the case that led to his 
downfall. The New York native, who served as a Knox County 
Criminal Court judge from ~.992 to 20~.~., first came under probe by 
the Tennessee Bureau of Tnvestigation in late 2010 when the ex= 
wife of Christopher ... 
2012-05-15 18:22:39 Knox News Sentinel 

Ex-attorney Moran appears in court to debate 

moth conviction 

Search provided by Iocal.com Business News Treating Children 
Equally in Estate Planning Is a Mistake 10 Best Summer Music 
Festivals You’re Not Seeing 5 Best Cities for Being Thin UTICA ’ 
Attorneys debated Tuesday whether two recent court rulings can 
be applied to erase former attorney Robert Moran 3r.’s conviction 
for possessing the drug methamphetamine. Moran, 56, sat back in 
Oneida County Court _. 
2012-05-15 18:47:55 Observer-Dispatch 

Appeals court in Va, hears case of NC man 
convicted of financially supporting terror group 
Attorneys for a North Carolina man convicted of aiding terrorists 
while the nation was still reeling from the 9/~.1 attacks told a 
federal appeals court Tuesday that his 30-year prison sentence is 
disproportionate to much lighter punishments handed down in 
scores of similar cases that followed. Mohamad Hammoud is seeking 
a new trial, or at least a new sentencing hearing. Hammoud, 38, 

was the ... 
2012-05-15 19:00:04 FOXNews.corn 

Superior Court overturns ruling on LeNature’s 
malpractice lawsuit 
A state appeals court has overturned a decision by an Allegheny 
County judge dismissing a 2010 malpractice suit against one of 
Pittsburgh’s leading law firms in connection with the 2006 demise of 
LeNature’s Inc. in Latrobe. The Superior Court ruled that lawsuit 
against attorney Sanford Ferguson of K & L Gates and the 
Pittsburgh accounting firm of Pascarella & Wiker be returned to 
Allegheny County, ,.. 
2012-05-15 18:26:55 Individual.com 
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Draft[r  j Clear arid 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Lawyers and clients depend upon contracts, to establish 

and enforce rights, and to aid in obtaining their 

commercial and other goals. A well-drafted contract 

avoids misunderstanding, helps guide the parties in the 

course of theh" relationship, and can help avoid (or at 

least mitigate) litigation costs. 

This live audio conference addresses the essentials of 

good contract drafting, starting with the goals of contract 

drafting, and including specific drafting tips. 

Goals of Contract Drafting 

There a Contract? 

Elements 

Preliminary Agreements 

Contracts of Adhesion 

Standard Contract Terms 

Essential Terms 

Boilerplate 

Drafting Tips 

The Big Picture 

Style and Substance 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal and purchasing professionals may also benefit from 
attending. 

Steven C. Bennett, Jones Day 

Partner at Jones Day, a Global Law Firm 

Adjunct professor: Hofstra Law School (conflicts), 

and New York Law School (e-discovery) 

Columnist, New York Law Journal (arbitration law), 
and New York State Bar Association Journal 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



(electronic commerce) 

Founding member, Sedona Conference Working 

Group on international Privacy and Discovery 

Conflicts 

¯ Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale- 

Hubbell Law Directory; New York "Super Lawyer" 

].D. degree, cum laude, New York University; B.A. 

degree, Macalester College 

¯ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 
¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 
information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

¯ ISM 

~, NALA 

NFPA 

�_ _l_ !. _c_ .k_ _ . .h_ .e___~..e_. for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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How to Hire and Fire" Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 
i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i Length: 90 Minutes 

iRe~listration - Session Only: $~.98.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordincj: $298.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 
PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iEmployees are one of the most critical elements of a successful business, Yet, 
iit is not uncommon for employers to fail to perform the same level of due 
diligence when hiring employees as accorded to other important corporate 
:lecisions, The first half of this webinar will address issues related to the hiring 
~rocess, from the pre-interview stage, to signing on the dotted line, and 

ieverything in between, You will be given practical advice about the hiring 
~rocess that will help to prevent lawsuits or intervention from government 
iagencies such as the DOL and EEOC. 

iNo employment decision is fraught with as much peril as the decision to 
~erminate an employee. Often employers rush to judgment without 

iconsidering viable alternatives or fail to fully and effectively gauge the 
ichances of a successful legal challenge by an employee who may be gone, but 

iwill make sure you have not forgotten him (or her). The second half of the 
webinar will cover steps an employer should take before and after termination 

ito avoid a successful lawsuit or government challenge. 

AGENDA 

HIRING 

How to Gather Meaningful Information About an Applicant Without 

Violating Anti-Discrimination Laws; 

Effective and Legal Hiring Policies and Procedures; 

= Are You Hiring an Employee or Independent Contractor? 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Reclistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reclistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

International Payroll 

Compliance Issues 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Medicare Secondary Payer 

Act: Protecting Medicare’s 

Interest 

in Insurance Settlements 

April 25, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209,00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Is Lookism Illegal? 

Appearance Discrimination 

at Work 

April 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278,00 

Learn More 

Is Your New Hire an Exempt or Non-Exempt Employee? 

Offer Letters, Employment Agreements and Restricted Activities 
Agreements; 

Employer Misrepresentations. 

FIRING 

Pre-Termination Checklist of Issues to Consider; 

Compensation Program 

Design: Setting Pay 

Ranges That Are Fair and 

Effective 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Special Statutory Considerations, including ADA, FMLA, Workers 

Compensation, USERRA, NLRA, and Whistleblower Claims; 

¯ Avoiding Retaliation Claims; 

¯ Post-Termination Checklist of Issues to Consider. 

FAC U LTY 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 



Mel Muskovitz, a partner in Dykema Gossett PLLC, represents businesses, 

~lovernmental units and not-for-profit organizations in labor and employment 

matters. His practice includes defending employers in discrimination, wrongful 

termination, wage and hour, contract disputes including non-compete 
agreements, and other employment-related disputes in state and federal 

;ourts and before administrative agencies. 

Mr. Muskovitz devotes a substantial portion of his time assisting his clients in 

avoiding legal problems by preparing or reviewing employment contracts, 
restrictive covenant agreements and employee handbooks, conducting 

:raining, advising on appropriate preventative measures and assisting with 

:lay-to-day employment issues including employee discipline and compliance 

with the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

Mr. Muskovitz has been named Best Lawyer in America (Labor and 

Employment Law) for 2009-2012 by U.S. News and World Report. Employment 
articles written by, and seminar topics presented by, Mr. Muskovitz may be 

found at www.dykema.com. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVZEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 
* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 
)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not 
required for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be 
)rovided shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an 
email which is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an small reminder 24 hours before 
the webinar. 

REGZSTER 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $298.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 
PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

HE Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Wellness Programs and the 

Law: Understanding the 

Basics 

May 31, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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US top court wont touch Havana Club 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused to hear Pernod’s 
appeal of a lower court ruling that its claim to the Havana Club 
brand was not valid in the United States because it concerns a 
trademark used by a business that was nationalized by the Cuban 
government. The refusal by the top court to take up the case, 
which has no effect on the Havana Club trademark in other 
countries, adds to a cocktail of ... 
2012-05-16 19:24:26 Caribbean Business Online 

PR vote suit hits wall at US top court 
WASHINGTON ’ The U.S. Supreme Court won’t hear an appeal from 
residents of Puerto Rico seeking to gain a voting representative in 
Congress. The high court turned away the appeal from Gregorio 
Igartua and other Puerto Ricans on Monday. Territorial status 
grants residents of Puerto Rico U.S. citizenship, but they pay no 
federal income taxes and cannot vote in presidential elections. 
Their congressional ... 
2012-05-16 18:04:19 Caribbean Business Online 

Florida teacher, fired for premarital sex, has right 
to a trial, court rules 
A teacher at a Christian school, fired in 2009 ostensibly for 
engaging in premarital sex, can proceed with her lawsuit against 
the school, a US appeals court ruled Wednesday. She says the real 
reason she lost her job was pregnancy. By Warren Richey posted 
May 16, 2012 at 6:20 pm EDTA federal appeals court on 
Wednesday reinstated a lawsuit filed by a fourth-grade teacher 
allegedly fired from her job _. 
2012-05-16 19:59:29 Christian Science Monitor 

US Department of ~ustice says citizens have a 
broad right to record police officers on duty 
The US Department of Iustice sent a strongly worded letter to the 
Baltimore Police Department (BPD) on Monday, reprimanding it for 
insufficiently supporting the right of citizens to record video of 
officers on duty ’ a move that suggests the federal government is 
becoming increasingly concerned over related civil rights abuses. 
The DOI is not satisfied with the BPD’s response to a settlement 
for a ... 
2012-05-16 19:19:19 The Verge 

Texas high court rejects ~effs’A(:ATM appeal 
The Salt Lake Tribune News Salt Lake City 81 Mostly Cloudy I 

Traffic UtahNation + WorldNeighborhoodPoliticsIusticePolygamyLDS 
Chu rchEducationWeatherUta hsRight.comMcEnteeRollyOnline Today 
News UtahNation + WorldNeighborhoodPoliticsJusticePolygamyLDS 
Chu rchEducationWeatherUta hsRight,comMcEnteeRollyOnline Today 
Sports PrepsCollegeBYU CougarsUtah UtesPAC- $2USU 
AggiesJazzRSLBlazeGrizzliesBeesMonsonKragthorpe ,.. 
2012-05-16 20:49:46 Salt Lake Tribune 

High court ruling in Weidul case could help the 
defense 
Portland, Maine (NEWS CENTER) - There’s been a ruling that could 
help the defense in an unusual manslaughter trial. Ernest Weidul is 
accused of causing the death of Roger Downs Jr. last May. 
Investigators say Weidul punched Downs in the head repeatedly. 
The 46-year old Downs died at Mercy Hospital 2 days later. The 
defense claims Downs died from pneumonia. It now wants Mercy 
HospitaFs internal review ... 
2012-05-16 19:35:31 WLBZ 2 

Sandusky’s Attorney Wants Some Counts Dropped 
BELLEFONTE, CENTRE COUNTY- A conference meeting in the 3erry 
Sandusky case was held Wednesday in Centre County court. The 
session was closed to the media. Prosecutors and Sandusky’s 
defense attorney were discussing issues before trial, which is less 
than three weeks away. According to some court motions it 
appears that Sandusky’s defense still has problems with some of 
the information it’s getting ... 

2012-05-16 20:07:24 WTAJ-TV 

Casino fight moves to federal court 
TAGS: Broken Arrow CasinoIndian GamingOklahomaLawsuitLegal 
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CourtsOff-Reservation Casinos The battle over a proposed casino 
in Broken Arrow has moved to a federal courtroom. Testimony got 
underway Wednesday morning before ludge Gregory Frizzell. Broken 
Arrow Casino article (Oklahoma) == The battle over a proposed 
casino in Broken Arrow has moved to a federal courtroom. 
Testimony got underway .~. 
2012-05-16 17:37:59 Pechanga.net 

Konias Back In Pittsburgh, To Appear In Federal 
Court 

PITTSBURGH (KDKA) ’ There are new developments in the deadly 
shooting and armored car robbery case. The KDKA Investigators 
have learned that Ken Konias is back in Pittsburgh. Last week, 
Konias was moved from Florida ’ which is where he was captured ’ 

to a federal detention center in Oklahoma. Meantime, our news 
partners at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette report that Konias will 
appear in ... 

2012-05-16 18:38:36 KDKA 

Federal cour~ enjoins NDAA 
A federal district judge today, the newly-appointed Katherine 
Forrest of the Southern District of New York, issued an amazing 
ruling : one whichpreliminarily enjoins enforcement of the highly 
controversial indefinite provisions of the National Defense 
Authorization Act, enacted by Congress and signed into law by 
President Obama last December. This afternoon’s ruling came as 
part of a lawsuit brought ... 
2012-05-16 19:31:16 Salon 
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Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

Revocable living trusts are a foundation of many estate 

plans. The use of a revocable living trust generally 

provides for a confidential distribution of family wealth 

without required court interference and also allows for 

assets to avoid probate in most jurisdictions. 

Using a revocable living trust allows for planning in the 
event of incapacity without having to formally declare a 
person incompetent and without requiring the opening of 
a guardianship proceeding. A revocable living trust can 
provide a simplistic method of utilizing estate tax 
exemptions in the most efficient manner possible. 

What Is a Revocable Living Trust? 

Why Use a Revocable Living Trust? 

Confidentiality 

Avoidance of Probate Proceedings 

Why Fund a Revocable Trust During Lifetime? 

Incapacity 

Special Assets - Using Nominee Trust 

How Do You Fund a Revocable Trust With Real Estate? 

Issues Involving Mortgages 

Title Commitment 

Deeds 

What Are the Tax Tmplications of Funding a Revocable 

Trust During Lifetime? 

How Do You Plan for Optimal Use of Estate Tax 

Exemptions With Revocable Trusts? 

Credit Shelter Trust/Marital Trust (A/B Planning) 
Joint Revocable Trusts for Exemption Efficiency 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 

estate planners, accountants, presidents, vice 

presidents, CFOs, controllers, finance directors, business 

owners and managers, tax managers, financial planners, 

enrolled agents and lenders. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



t s x and 

estate planning matters, primarily representing 

wealthy individuals and closely held corporations 

Written articles on such topics as funding revocable 

trusts with real estate, maximum gifting under the 

2001 Tax Act, joint revocable trusts, trustee liability 

issues and various other estate and gift tax issues 

which have been published in periodicals including 

Trusts and Estates 

Spoken before the Chicago Bar Association on 

topics regarding the allocation of GST exemption on 

estate tax returns and the implications of the Hackl 

decision 

J.D. degree, cum laurie, Loyola University Chicago 

School of Law 

B.A. degree in political science and minors in 

computer science and philosophy, Loyola University 

Chicago 

Can be contacted at 312-902-5643 or 

philip.tortorich@kattenlaw.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

o CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

o CPE 

~ Enrolled Agents 

�__lj._c_..k__..h_ .e___~..e_. for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 
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Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA" 

A Practical Guide on Accommodation 

and the :Interactive Process 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recording Purchase Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298.00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBZNAR DESCRZPT~ON 

Every employer with 15 or more employees has an obligation under the 

Americans with Disabilities Act to accommodate its disabled workers. Part 
of an employer sobligation is to participate in an interactive process with 

the employee to determine if reasonable accommodation must be made for 

i that employee and what kind of accommodation is appropriate. 

This webinar will address what to do when an accommodation is requested 

by an employee and how to legally and effectively engage in the interactive 

process. Topics addressed will include what is a reasonable accommodation, 

what constitutes an undue burden on an employer, what information should 

be obtained from the employee sdoctor, etc. The presentation will further 

explore the key legal, strategic and practical issues raised when granting 

reasonable accommodations. Relevant case studies will be discussed. 

UPCOHING 

TELECONFERENCES 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289,00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

¯ Requirements of the ADA for Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ Requirements under the ADAAA regulations 

¯ Initial Response to a Request for Accommodation 

¯ How to Engage in the Interactive Process 

¯ What is a Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ What Choices Do Employers Have in Offering Accommodations 

¯ How to deal with disabled telecommuters 

¯ Legal issues with Granting and Denying Accommodations 

¯ Case studies 

FAC U LTY 

Dan S. Cross, Esq., has practiced in the fields of labor and employment law 

since his admission to the practice of law in 1979. He is a cum laude 

graduate of Duke University (B.A., Public Policy Studies), and Mr. Cross is a 

graduate of the University of Denver Sturm College of Law. From 1990 to 

1996, Mr. Cross was Senior Human Resources Counsel at U S WEST. 

Form 5500 Compliance: 

What You Need to Know 

May 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

HE Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 



Now the managing partner of The Cross Law Firm, Mr. Cross has built a 

successful practice representing businesses of all sizes. His more than thirty 

~ears of multi-state experience includes labor negotiations, reductions in 

force, sexual harassment, non-competes, wrongful terminations, 

employment litigation, and compliance with all labor employment laws. Mr. 

Cross has been selected as a "Super Lawyer" by 5280 Magazine and 

identified as a "go-to" lawyer in Fortune Magazine. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVTEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Re~tistration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Purchase Only: $198,00 

Re~tistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $298,00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration = Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

Wellness Programs and the 

Law: Understanding the 

Basics 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298~00 

Learn More 

Your Company Needs a 

Performance Management 

Process 

June 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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eDiscovery and Digital Evidence 
Technology, Strategies and Tactics, Practical Realities 

A three-day program featuring Keynote speaker, Judge John Facciola 

May 23, 24, 25, 2012 
Sandra Day OConnor College of Law at Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 

OVERVIEW 

At the conference, you will learn the best practices for identifying 

key eDiscovery technological and legal issues related to critical areas of 
litigation preparedness, including: 

Identifying what digital information to preserve with an understanding 

of the different electronic storage media, devices and locations where 

digital evidence can be found including social networking sites and 

cloud computing 

Testing and validating search terms in a workshop environment that 

will teach you how to develop a search protocol model using an iterative 

methodology, the limitations of keyword searching and the strengths 
and weaknesses of predictive coding 

Discovering how best to engage opposing counsel and gain consensus 

related to the benefits of reasonably accessible sources of information 

as well as the costs and burdens associated with inaccessible sources 

At the conference, we will challenge you by: 

Engaging you with renowned faculty and presenters to keep you 

on your toes and ready to learn 

Examining a case study and providing several hands-on application 

exercises. 

Encouraging you to work on team exercises that provide an opportunity 

for you to share ideas and immediately apply them to your practice 

Inviting you to participate in networking events where you can share 

ideas and experiences 

Three days of eDiscovery: 

Technological Issues in eDiscovery: May 23 

ESI Discovery Principles, Strategies and Tactics: May 24 

Symposium Real Life, Cutting-Edge Issues in eDiscovery: May 25 

Joshua Abbott, Michael R. Arkfeld, Paul Armbruster, Fritz Beeson, Mark Blaha, Paul E. Burns, David 
Campbell, Matthew Clarke, Brandon Colburn, Stephen Craig, David Degnan, Honorable John M. Facciola, 

Jordon Fowles, Sean Gallagher, Brad Holm, Vice-Chief Justice Andrew Hurwitz, Scott Kane, Cecil Lynn III, 

Caroline Mankey, Browning Marean, Tom Morrissey, George Paul, Niloy Ray, Honorable Craig B. Shaffer, 
Cliff Shnier, JD, Mark Sidoti, Robert E. Singleton, Ron Sotak, Honorable Samuel Thumma, John Tredennick, 

Carl West, Ken Wither 
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~R~$A Fiduciary Law for 

by Anthony A. Dreyspool~ 

TO ORDER: 

What are ER~A 

exemptions a~ 

av~ab~e to cur~ those 

violations; a~d 

What pia~ governance 

important interpretations of 

Department of Labor, 

webinar ~T~e 

US top court wont touch Havana Club 
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused to hear Pernod’s 
appeal of a lower court ruling that its claim to the Havana Club 
brand was not valid in the United States because it concerns a 
trademark used by a business that was nationalized by the Cuban 
government. The refusal by the top court to take up the case, 
which has no effect on the Havana Club trademark in other 
countries, adds to a cocktail of ... 
2012-05-16 19:24:26 Caribbean Business Online 

PR vote suit hits wall at US top court 
WASHINGTON ’ The U.S. Supreme Court won’t hear an appeal from 
residents of Puerto Rico seeking to gain a voting representative in 
Congress. The high court turned away the appeal from Gregorio 
Igartua and other Puerto Ricans on Monday. Territorial status 
grants residents of Puerto Rico U.S. citizenship, but they pay no 
federal income taxes and cannot vote in presidential elections. 
Their congressional ... 
2012-05-16 18:04:19 Caribbean Business Online 

Florida teacher, fired for premarital sex, has right 
to a trial, court rules 
A teacher at a Christian school, fired in 2009 ostensibly for 
engaging in premarital sex, can proceed with her lawsuit against 
the school, a US appeals court ruled Wednesday. She says the real 
reason she lost her job was pregnancy. By Warren Richey posted 
May 16, 2012 at 6:20 pm EDTA federal appeals court on 
Wednesday reinstated a lawsuit filed by a fourth-grade teacher 
allegedly fired from her job _. 
2012-05-16 19:59:29 Christian Science Monitor 

US Department of ~ustice says citizens have a 
broad right to record police officers on duty 
The US Department of Iustice sent a strongly worded letter to the 
Baltimore Police Department (BPD) on Monday, reprimanding it for 
insufficiently supporting the right of citizens to record video of 
officers on duty ’ a move that suggests the federal government is 
becoming increasingly concerned over related civil rights abuses. 
The DOI is not satisfied with the BPD’s response to a settlement 
for a ... 
2012-05-16 19:19:19 The Verge 

Texas high court rejects ~effs’A(:ATM appeal 
The Salt Lake Tribune News Salt Lake City 81 Mostly Cloudy I 

Traffic UtahNation + WorldNeighborhoodPoliticsIusticePolygamyLDS 
Chu rchEducationWeatherUta hsRight.comMcEnteeRollyOnline Today 
News UtahNation + WorldNeighborhoodPoliticsJusticePolygamyLDS 
Chu rchEducationWeatherUta hsRight,comMcEnteeRollyOnline Today 
Sports PrepsCollegeBYU CougarsUtah UtesPAC- $2USU 
AggiesJazzRSLBlazeGrizzliesBeesMonsonKragthorpe ,.. 
2012-05-16 20:49:46 Salt Lake Tribune 

High court ruling in Weidul case could help the 
defense 
Portland, Maine (NEWS CENTER) - There’s been a ruling that could 
help the defense in an unusual manslaughter trial. Ernest Weidul is 
accused of causing the death of Roger Downs Jr. last May. 
Investigators say Weidul punched Downs in the head repeatedly. 
The 46-year old Downs died at Mercy Hospital 2 days later. The 
defense claims Downs died from pneumonia. It now wants Mercy 
HospitaFs internal review ... 
2012-05-16 19:35:31 WLBZ 2 

Sandusky’s Attorney Wants Some Counts Dropped 
BELLEFONTE, CENTRE COUNTY- A conference meeting in the 3erry 
Sandusky case was held Wednesday in Centre County court. The 
session was closed to the media. Prosecutors and Sandusky’s 
defense attorney were discussing issues before trial, which is less 
than three weeks away. According to some court motions it 
appears that Sandusky’s defense still has problems with some of 
the information it’s getting ... 

2012-05-16 20:07:24 WTAJ-TV 

Casino fight moves to federal court 
TAGS: Broken Arrow CasinoIndian GamingOklahomaLawsuitLegal 
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CourtsOff-Reservation Casinos The battle over a proposed casino 
in Broken Arrow has moved to a federal courtroom. Testimony got 
underway Wednesday morning before ludge Gregory Frizzell. Broken 
Arrow Casino article (Oklahoma) == The battle over a proposed 
casino in Broken Arrow has moved to a federal courtroom. 
Testimony got underway .~. 
2012-05-16 17:37:59 Pechanga.net 

Konias Back In Pittsburgh, To Appear In Federal 
Court 

PITTSBURGH (KDKA) ’ There are new developments in the deadly 
shooting and armored car robbery case. The KDKA Investigators 
have learned that Ken Konias is back in Pittsburgh. Last week, 
Konias was moved from Florida ’ which is where he was captured ’ 

to a federal detention center in Oklahoma. Meantime, our news 
partners at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette report that Konias will 
appear in ... 

2012-05-16 18:38:36 KDKA 

Federal cour~ enjoins NDAA 
A federal district judge today, the newly-appointed Katherine 
Forrest of the Southern District of New York, issued an amazing 
ruling : one whichpreliminarily enjoins enforcement of the highly 
controversial indefinite provisions of the National Defense 
Authorization Act, enacted by Congress and signed into law by 
President Obama last December. This afternoon’s ruling came as 
part of a lawsuit brought ... 
2012-05-16 19:31:16 Salon 
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Re,c.listration - Te~econference plus CD: $268.00 

Litigation involving trucking and bus companies seems 

straightforward. Unfortunately, nothing could be further 

from the truth when it comes to trucking tort cases. 

During this live audio conference, you will hear how to 

negotiate the waters and learn how the myriad of 

confusing federal and state regulations could torpedo 

your otherwise straightforward common law case. 

Hear from the former top United States D.O.T. trucking 

lawyer and learn how to utilize federal and state 

information to help bolster your case. You will also hear 

case from start to finish, This live audio conference will 

provide information regarding new cases and regulations, 

and how they may affect your clients. 

This is one program you will not want to miss. Whether 
you are a veteran of many commercial motor carrier cases 
or new to the industry, you will learn how to piece your 
case together from discovery to verdict. 

Trucking Litigation: What Every Lawyer Needs to 

Know in Handling Tort Cases 

Coverage Issues, Minimum Insurance 

Requh’ements and Coverage Disputes 

Impact of Federal Regulations on Private Litigation 

Important Considerations in Personal Injury Bus 

and Truck Cases 

How Federal and State D.O.T. Regulations Affect 

Litigation 

View From the Plaintiff Bar 

View From the Defense Bar 

ADR and Mediation 

Recent Cases and New Regulations 

New Federal and State Cases Affecting Coverage 

New Federal Regulations 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Chris Kilgore, Carstens & Cahoon, LLP 

Brigham A. McCown, United Transportation Advisors LLC 



Chris Kilgore 

Partner in the firm of Carstens & Cahoon, LLP, in 

Dallas 

More than 25 years of litigation experience 

representing plaintiffs and defendants in complex 

litigation, including trucking, aviation, 

pharmaceuticals and insurance 

Frequent lecturer and writer on litigation topics in 
numerous publications 

Adjunct faculty member at Embry-Riddle 

Aeronautical University’s Fort Worth Center, 

teaching graduate and undergraduate courses in 

transportation law and insurance 

Can be contacted at 972-367-2001 or 

kilgore@cclaw.com 

Brigham A. McCown 

Principal with United Transportation Advisors LLC, 

in Dallas 

¯ Of counsel to Braumiller & Schulz, LLP, in Dallas 

Nationally recognized expert in federal 

transportation, energy and environmental matters 

Formerly served as a member of the U.S. 

Government’s Senior Executive Service where he 

served as the top lawyer to the U.S.D.O.T. Federal 

Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and headed 

the U.S.D.O.T. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 

Safety Administration 

Lecturer, writer and frequently quoted by the 

national media concerning transportation safety 

Wrote and defended numerous federal regulations 

including those relating to all aspects of motor 

carrier safety including hours-of-service and 

Mexican trucks 

More than 24 years of public and private 

experience in the transportation and energy 

industries 

Represents clients in matters related to 

transportation, energy, manufacturing, homeland 

security and the environment 

Can be contacted at 202-365-2212 or 

bmccown@uta-network.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

NALA 

NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 



Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 
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Coercive ’Rights’ 
The U.S. Supreme Court is hearing arguments about affirmative 
action, and will probably wind up making the subject more confused 
than ever, pending confusion worse confounded by a future Court. 
There is no way through the semantic swamp of the whole area 
nebulously called civil rights. Affirmative action means preferential 

treatment for nonwhites (and sometimes women). Tts an 
interesting ethical ... 

Supreme Court to hear possible foreclosure 
mediation changes 
CARSON CTTY’ The Nevada Supreme Court will conduct a public 
hearing on July 9 regarding proposed amendments to the state’s 
foreclosure mediation rules. The proposed amendments are 
attached as an exhibit to the order scheduling the hearing, which 
is available online at 
www. nevadaj udicia ry,us/index, ph p/viewdocu mentsa ndforms/fu nc- 
startdown/8839/. The hearing will be held in the Nevada Supreme 
Cou rt ,.. 
2012-05-19 03:15:51 Daily Sparks Tribune 

Koster presses state Supreme Court to set 

execution dates 

Missouri Attorney General Chris Koster is urging the state Supreme 

Court to either move forward with the execution of several 
condemned killers or explain why it won’t. Koster filed a motion on 
Thursday seeking execution dates for nine men. The motion also 
questions why the court has not set execution dates for 10 others 
whose execution dates were previously requested. "Silence is not 
an option in ... 
2012-05-19 02:55:44 Columbia Daily Tribune 

Hilitary Update: Will justices review how states 
treat vets disability pay? 
A disabled veteran has asked the U.S. Supreme Court to consider 
anew whether states violate federal law when they allow divorce 
courts to count a veteran’s disability compensation in calculating 
spousal support. The petition also invites the justices to consider 
an issue that states are more sharply divided over: whether federal 
law bars state courts from considering VA disability benefits 
communal .,. 
2012-05-19 08:11:16 Sierra Vista Herald 

Fast 8= Furious: House Leaders Demand Answers 

from Attorney General (5/:1L8/12) 
WASHINGTON, May 18 -- House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, 
issued the following news release: House Speaker John Boehner (R- 
OH), Majority Leader Eric Cantor (R-VA), Majority Whip Kevin 
McCarthy (R-CA), and Oversight & Government Reform Committee 
Chairman Darrell Issa (R-CA) sent a letter to Attorney General Eric 
Holder this morning demanding full cooperation with the ongoing 
investigation into the "Fast ... 
2012-05-19 02:38:41 Targeted News Service 

Attorney General DeWine Looking for ]:nfo on PJG 

Enterprises (5/18/12) 
COLUMBUS, Ohio, May 18 -- The Ohio Attorney General issued the 
following news release: Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine today 
urged anyone who worked for PJG Enterprises or is familiar with the 
activities of the charities they represented, including The American 

Breast Cancer Federation and The American Veterans Federation, 
or who may have received a call from the Girard-based PJG 
Enterprises to ... 
2012-05-19 07:38:23 Targeted News Service 

Why Your Social Hedia Presence Needs To Be 
Vetted By A Social Hedia Attorney 
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure’ is a very fitting 
description for what businesses are learning when they do not 
have their social media presence reviewed by a social media law 
attorney. Here are a few examples of what businesses have had to 
pay as a result of not complying with the law in this area (which is 
admittedly a work in process with offline rules being a useful 
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2012-05-19 04:17:52 ]D Supra 

Recoverability of e-Discovery Costs in Federal 
Court: An Update 

Last summer, we discussed the split of authority regarding the 
recoverability of e-discovery costs by a prevailing party in federal 
court under 28 U.S.C. 1920. Generally, a court may award ’[flees 
for exemplification and the costs of making copies of any materials 
where the copies are necessarily obtained for use in the case.’ 28 

U.S.C. 1920(4). We alerted our readers to a federal district 
court ... 
2012-05-19 04:17:53 JD Supra 

Federal Court Reinstates IEPA Whistleblower after 
9/11 Asbestos Dust Warnings 

Government Withheld Information Inhalation of this dust caused 
respiratory diseases and cancers such as mesothelioma and lung 
cancer, some of which have been and continue to be felt by 9/11 
first responders. This hazardous link between the dust and 
diseases has been confirmed by numerous environmental experts 
since 2001. Warnings by officials like Jenkins could have prevented 
many respiratory diseases ... 
2012-05-19 06:37:44 Newsvine 

Federal appeals court upholds key provision in 
landmark voting rights law 
WASHINGTON ’ A federal appeals court on Friday upheld a key 
provision of the Voting Rights Act, rejecting an Alabama county’s 
challenge to the landmark civil rights law. The provision requires 
state, county and local governments with a history of 
discrimination to obtain advance approval from the Justice 
Department, or from a federal court in Washington, for any 
changes to election procedures. It now ... 

2012-05-19 03:52:14 BuzzBox 

Military Update: Will justices review how states 
treat vets’ disability pay? 
A disabled veteran has asked the U,S, Supreme Court to consider 
anew whether states violate federal law when they allow divorce 
courts to count a veteran’s disability compensation in calculating 
spousal support. The petition also invites the justices to consider 
an issue that states are more sharply divided over: whether federal 
Jaw bars state COUrtS from considering VA disability benefits 
communal ... 
2012-05-19 08:11:24 Sierra Vista Herald 
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Register for This Webinax 

This event will be held on Tuesday, May 22 at 
3:00 pm BDT (2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 

12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 100 minutes. 

Register here for Live Webinar, Materials and 
Same-day Downloadable Recording - $279. 

Register here for Live Webinar Only option - $189. 

ii~~ Register Now 

Su pport@ava ntresou rces.com 

¯ Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation 
slides 
¯ Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
¯ 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
~, 2 hours of CPE credit 

1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about 

other states) 
Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

HR Metrics V~hat You 
Vvhy Nobody Cares 
May 15 at 3:00pm ET 
Register now 

re Trackinq and 

10 Steps to Create Your Law Practice 
Marketing Plan 
May 16 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Onboardin~ A Critical Process for 
Employee Retention 
May 17 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Conquer Your Spreadsheets and Boost 
Your Productivity in Microsoft Excel 
May 18 at 1:00pm ET 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 2 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Why Employee Classification is Important 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 100 minutes 

Put on your boxing gloves as it is time to explore the duel between Forms 1099 & W-2. 

Awareness of the complexity of compliance issues relating to the proper classification of independent 
contractors continues to be a dilemma to most employers today. The IRS plans to flag employers for 
audit should they issue both a 1099 and W-2 to the same identification number.Your company could 
be liable for fines, back wages, payroll taxes, unemployment taxes and more if authorities determine 
you are engaging workers unlawfully under independent contractor guidelines. 

BEWARE! The IRS has also begun a coordinated effort of enforcement and sharing of information 
with the Department of Labor and the States. A U.S. Department of Labor study found that as many 
as 50 percent of businesses misclassified employees as independent contractors. (sourced: 
pepperlaw.com) 

Be prepared to recognize the unique differences between your employee and an independent 
contractor by attending this informative webinar. 

In this lO0-rninute webinar, we will cover: 

IRS Field Test: Rev. Rul. 87-41 - 20 Common Law Attributes 
Department of Labor Economic Reality Test 
Modernized Twenty Factor Test: Three Categories of Evidence as they appear on Form SS-8 
Costly Consequences of Misclassifications of Employees 
Famous Case Studies 
Voluntary Classification Settlement Program (VCSP) (Form 8952) and Safe Harbor Rules 

Benefits: 

Complimentary copy of speaker’s presentation slides 
Sample policies for your workplace handbook 
1.5 hours of HRCI-approved credit 
2 hours of CPE credit 
1.5 hours of CLE (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session throughout the presentation 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording 

° $189 - Live Webinar Only 

Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, E.A. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an enrolled agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment & Labor Issues, 
Pensions, Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. 
Marcia has served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of 
Miami School of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available. Internet access is not 

required for phone-only participants. 



If you are unable to attend the live program, a 

downloadable recording of the live webinar is 

available for purchase. 

Call Avant Resources at 615-574-6612 for more 

information. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 4219 Hillsboro Pike - Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37215 
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Re,c.listration - Te~econference plus CD: $268.00 

Litigation involving trucking and bus companies seems 

straightforward. Unfortunately, nothing could be further 

from the truth when it comes to trucking tort cases. 

During this live audio conference, you will hear how to 

negotiate the waters and learn how the myriad of 

confusing federal and state regulations could torpedo 

your otherwise straightforward common law case. 

Hear from the former top United States D.O.T. trucking 

lawyer and learn how to utilize federal and state 

information to help bolster your case. You will also hear 

case from start to finish, This live audio conference will 

provide information regarding new cases and regulations, 

and how they may affect your clients. 

This is one program you will not want to miss. Whether 
you are a veteran of many commercial motor carrier cases 
or new to the industry, you will learn how to piece your 
case together from discovery to verdict. 

Trucking Litigation: What Every Lawyer Needs to 

Know in Handling Tort Cases 

Coverage Issues, Minimum Insurance 

Requh’ements and Coverage Disputes 

Impact of Federal Regulations on Private Litigation 

Important Considerations in Personal Injury Bus 

and Truck Cases 

How Federal and State D.O.T. Regulations Affect 

Litigation 

View From the Plaintiff Bar 

View From the Defense Bar 

ADR and Mediation 

Recent Cases and New Regulations 

New Federal and State Cases Affecting Coverage 

New Federal Regulations 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Chris Kilgore, Carstens & Cahoon, LLP 

Brigham A. McCown, United Transportation Advisors LLC 



Chris Kilgore 

Partner in the firm of Carstens & Cahoon, LLP, in 

Dallas 

More than 25 years of litigation experience 

representing plaintiffs and defendants in complex 

litigation, including trucking, aviation, 

pharmaceuticals and insurance 

Frequent lecturer and writer on litigation topics in 
numerous publications 

Adjunct faculty member at Embry-Riddle 

Aeronautical University’s Fort Worth Center, 

teaching graduate and undergraduate courses in 

transportation law and insurance 

Can be contacted at 972-367-2001 or 

kilgore@cclaw.com 

Brigham A. McCown 

Principal with United Transportation Advisors LLC, 

in Dallas 

¯ Of counsel to Braumiller & Schulz, LLP, in Dallas 

Nationally recognized expert in federal 

transportation, energy and environmental matters 

Formerly served as a member of the U.S. 

Government’s Senior Executive Service where he 

served as the top lawyer to the U.S.D.O.T. Federal 

Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and headed 

the U.S.D.O.T. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 

Safety Administration 

Lecturer, writer and frequently quoted by the 

national media concerning transportation safety 

Wrote and defended numerous federal regulations 

including those relating to all aspects of motor 

carrier safety including hours-of-service and 

Mexican trucks 

More than 24 years of public and private 

experience in the transportation and energy 

industries 

Represents clients in matters related to 

transportation, energy, manufacturing, homeland 

security and the environment 

Can be contacted at 202-365-2212 or 

bmccown@uta-network.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

NALA 

NFPA 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 



Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
I 
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Iness Programs and the Law" Understanding the 

Basics 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 
i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298.00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 
PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBINAR DESCRIPTION 

iEmployee wellness programs are certainly in vogue and employers around the 
icountry are considering them as an effective tool to lower health insurance 
icosts. The concept of a wellness program seems like a great idea. But the 
i implementation of wellness programs can bealegal minefield. In order to 
ieffectively design and implement a wellness program, employers must 
iunderstand the legal status of these programs and how the laws related to 

employee benefits impact their establishment and operation. 

There are many laws and regulations that impact the operation of wellness 
iprograms. Ignorance of these laws can create significant risk to companies 
:hat fail to fully understand and comply with applicable laws. The Patient 
iProtection and Affordable Care Act contains specific provisions related to 
iwellness programs. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
ihas a direct impact on the implementation of wellness programs. The 
Department of Labor and IRS have both opined on certain restrictions 
~pplicable to wellness programs. Litigation has been filed against employers 
aver claims that wellness programs violate the ADA. Companies with wellness 
programs must be aware of how these laws and regulations intersect and the 
’impact they have on plan administration. 

[f you are considering putting a wellness program in place, or already have 
ione that you are concerned about, you have to know the law relating to their 
icreation, maintenance and administration. Failure to understand and comply 
with the various legal requirements and limitations can be very costly and 
imight ultimately destroy any value your wellness program can offer. This 
webinar will offer a practical overview of the law of wellness programs and 
iprovide short answers to some basic questions. 

UPCOMING 
TELECONFERENCES 

Heightened I-9 

Enforcement by ICE: What 

You Don’t Know, CAN Hurt 

You 

April 24, 2012 

Recdstration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Recdstration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

International Payroll 

Compliance Issues 

April 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Medicare Secondary Payer 

Act: Protecting Medicare’s 

Interest 

in Insurance Settlements 

April 25, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Is Lookism Illegal? 

Appearance Discrimination 

at Work 

April 30, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Live Audio 

Conference plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

i AGENDA 

How is wellness legally defined? 

Is my wellness program an ERISA plan? 

Should I be concerned about other employment laws? 

Carrot or stick? What are the legal limitations to incentives? 

Compensation Program 

Design: Setting Pay 

Ranges That Are Fair and 

Effective 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

¯ Can I penalize employees who don t participate in my program? 

¯ What are the best practices in the administration of the program? 

¯ What is the required level of documentation? 

FAC U LTY 

How to Legally and 

Effectively Use Leased 

Workers in Your Company 

May 3, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

KEITH MCMURDY is a Partner in the New York office of Fox Rothschild, LLP. 
iKeith’s practice focuses primarily on labor and employment issues arising from 
ithe design, drafting and administration of employee benefits plans, including 
ihealth, welfare, disability and retirement plans. He represents benefit plans, 
iplan sponsors, plan administrators, third-party administrators, and insurers. 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 



Keith’s areas of practice include plan drafting, plan amendment and litigation 
3f ERISA claims arising from plan administration. He provides counseling to 
-=mployers and plan sponsors on compliance issues for applicable federal and 
~tate regulations governing the administration of employee benefit plans. He 
has represented plans, fiduciaries and other interested parties in litigation in 
~ number of jurisdictions and continues to act as litigation counsel for a varied 
~lroup of clients. 

Keith lends his knowledge to the firm’s Health Care Reform Working Group, 

which is designed to help clients sort through the myriad issues and changes 

~temming from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health 

Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010. He is a frequent speaker and 

writer on employee benefits topics and maintains the firm s Employee 

Benefits BIog (http://employeebenefits.foxrothschild.com) 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVIEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not requh’ed 

for phone-only paF~idpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298,00 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the 

PowerPoint slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289~00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Reaistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$219.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

HR Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Onl’~ ~198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordino~$298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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US Supreme Court To Rule On Helath Care Reform 
Soon 
ST. LOUIS, NO (KTVI)’ Within just a few weeks, the United States 
Supreme Court will decide whether the health care reform law is 
legal or not. The justices will rule sometime in June whether the 
health care reform law, called Obamacare by its opponents and the 
affordable care act by its supporters, is constitutional. So what 
happens if the court tosses out all of the law or parts of it? For ... 
2012-05-23 19:46:57 Fox 2 Now 

US Supreme Court asked to delay RI prisoner case 
PROVIDENCE, R.I.The U.S. Supreme Court has been asked to delay 
the surrender of a Rhode Island inmate at the center of tug-of-war 
between Gov. Lincoln Chafee (CHAY’fee) and federal prosecutors 
over a possible death-penalty prosecution.A lawyer for 34-year-old 
Jason Pleau (PLEW) said Wednesday that the request is being 
made by the defense and Chafee.Pleau is accused of shooting a 
man outside a bank ... 
2012-05-23 18:57:23 Boston Globe 

:~mmigrants Can’t Use Parents to Avoid 
Deportation: US Supreme Court 
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that immigrants can’t avoid 
deportation for criminal activities based on how long their parents 
have been in the country. Under federal law, immigrants who’ve 
been in America continuously for seven years are given leniency in 
deportation hearings. They must also be legally registered for at 
least five years. The Court’s latest decision makes it so that 
immigrants ... 
2012-05-23 19:16:33 Findlaw Corporate Counsel 

Supreme Court rules smoking ban constitutional 
COLUMBUS ’ The Supreme Court of Ohio has affirmed, by a 7-0 
decision, a ban on smoking in the workplace. The ruling affirms a 
ruling by the Tenth District Court of Appeals that upheld the Ohio 
Smoke Free workplace Act as constitutional. The court made the 
ruling today (Wednesday, May 23) with Justice Judith Ann 
Lanzinger writing the decision. The court rejected the claims made 
by the owner of ... 
2012-05-23 18:51:27 Centerville-Bellbrook Times 

Former Corpus Christi attorney, employee 
sentenced in barratry case 

CORPUS CHRISTI ’ A former Corpus Christi attorney who took a plea 
deal for probation in a barratry case testified this week against a 
former employee accused of the same offense. A Jim Wells County 
jury found Timothy Trevino, also known as "Sugar Bear," guilty of 
barratry on Tuesday and sentenced him Wednesday to three years 
in prison. Trevino worked part time for Corpus Christi attorney 

Benito Garza, ... 
2012-05-23 18:45:05 Corpus Christi Caller-Times 

Schneiderman Pushing Ahead in TRF Lawsuit 
With affidavits from a whistleblower and a veterinarian, New York 
State Attorney General Eric Schneiderman is pushing ahead with 
efforts to oust the board of the Thoroughbred Retirement 
Foundation. In state court filings objecting to the horse rescue 
group’s bid to toss out his explosive lawsuit, Schneiderman 
accused the foundation of a pattern of equine abuse that 
stretched from farms in New York ... 
2012-05-23 19:36:54 Blood-Horse 

Former YHCA camp employee pleads guilty to 
federal child exploitation charge 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. - A former YMCA camp employee pleaded guilty 
in federal court today to a charge sexual exploitation of children. 
Matthew O’Dell, 29, of Springfield was an employee at YMCA Camp 
Wakonda in Lawrence County. We was indicted in October and 
remains in federal custody. O’Dell admitted to making video 
recordings of a 13-year-old minor between Jan. 1, 2005 and May 

30, 2006. The videos were ... 
2012-05-23 17:01:51 KYTV 

~indal signs law to crack down on sex offenders 
and gangs 
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From the office of Governor Bobby 3indal BATON ROUGE, CA - 
Governor Bobby 3indal signed legislation Wednesday to keep 
Louisiana’s communities safe by cracking down on sex offenders 
and criminal street gangs. The Governor signed HB 556, HB 620, 
and HB 790, which are all part of the Governor’s 2012 legislative 
package. HB 556 by Representative 3oseph Lopinto will force sex 
offenders to immediately update ... 
2012-05-23 19:13:34 WAFB 

Wegelin I~ank Fails to Appear in IJ.S. Court for 
Arraignment 

Wegelin & Co., the 270-year-old Swiss bank charged with helping 
U.S. taxpayers hide more than $1.2 billion from the Internal 
Revenue Service, failed to appear today in federal court in 
Hanhattan for an arraignment. The bank was indicted Feb. 2, 
becoming the first Swiss lender charged in a U.S. crackdown on 
offshore firms suspected of helping Americans evade taxes. That 
began procedural wrangling, with _. 

2012-05-23 18:54:23 BusinessWeek 
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Section 8(b) of RESPA requires "split" of a fee 
between two or more persons 

The United States Supreme Court issued a significant opinion this 
week for the residential mortgage industry in Freeman v. Quicken 
Loans, ]nc., No. 10-1042 (May 24, 2012). The Supreme Court ruled 
that to recover under Section 8(b) of the Real Estate Settlement 
Procedures Act (RESPA) for an allegedly unearned fee charged by a 
settlement-service provider, the consumer must demonstrate that 
the fee was ~.. 
2012-05-28 15:31:58 Lexology 

U,S, Prosecutors Face Suspension over Hisconduct 

in Ted Stevens~� Case 

On Thursday, a report by the Justice Department’s Office of 
Professional Responsibility concluded that the prosecutors in the 
corruption case of the late Alaska Senator Ted Stevens had failed 

to disclose vital evidence on several instances. The internal ethics 
report found that the U.S. prosecutors had acted in violation of 
their obligations, though their acts were unintentional. Hmm .... 
2012-05-28 20:36:34 JD Journal 

Assange’s UK extradition verdict set for tomorrow 
LONDON: WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange will find out on 
Wednesday whether he can be extradited from Britain to Sweden, 
as the Supreme Court hands down its judgement at the end of a 
marathon legal battle. Britain’s highest court is Assange’s final 
avenue of appeal under UK law, having been detained in December 
2010 on a European arrest warrant. He is wanted in Sweden for 
questioning over allegations ... 
2012-05-28 20:36:49 The Gulf Today 

Hendelson: Guilty pleas of Gray aides don’t hinder 
work on ethics 

D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray and a key ally insist that an escalating 
city hall scandal won’t derail the mayor’s overhaul of ethics and 
campaign finance laws, even though Gray remains under scrutiny 
and has repeatedly missed deadlines to move parts of his agenda 
forward. Two guilty pleas taken by former Gray’s aides last week 
amounted to a distraction, not a dilution of the mayor’s power, said 
at-large ... 
2012-05-28 18:31:40 Washington Examiner 

Has ObamaCare set the stage for this century’s 
Roe vs, Wade case? 
President Obama may have finally bitten off more than he can 
chew with the Health Care Reform Act (HCRA). A very powerful, 
very influential group has decided to take on the President and his 
administration over this legislation, and it’s not a group of State 
Attorneys General, or some corporation. No, this is far, far, far 
more powerful: The Roman Catholic Church. The, universities and 
schools, including ... 

2012-05-28 18:29:40 Examiner.corn 

Lawsuits, federal action target ’mesh’ surgical 
repairs in women 

Tt was the go-to fix for two of the most common health problems in 

middle-aged and older women: The implanted mesh promised to 
stop the leaks and the bladder from falling out. But for thousands 
of patients, transvaginal mesh proved more disastrous than the 
stress urinary incontinence and pelvic organ prolapse it was 
supposed to repair. Even if you haven’t experienced the problem, 
you’ve seen the ... 
2012-05-28 16:53:25 Individual.corn 

New York City Sued by Occupy Wall Street 
New York City has been sued by Occupy Wall Street because of 
2,800 books that were not returned or were damaged when police 
officers removed protestors back in November from Zuccotti Park. 
The complaint was filed this week in federal court in Hanhattan. 
The complaint alleges that the city destroyed or damaged the 
majority of the books that were donated to the ’People’s Library,’ 
which had been ... 
2012-05-28 16:49:28 JD Journal 

Judge Rules Law School Student Does Not Have to 
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Repay Loans 
A former law student has won a case in bankruptcy court to have 
her $340,000 education debt discharged because she was 
diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome, which caused her to have 
trouble paying the loans. The ruling was handed down on May 17 
by the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland. The court 
said that Carol Todd, who was a student at the University of 

Baltimore School of Law, met 
2012-05-28 16:49:27 3D 3ournal 

Penn State prepares for Sandusky trial 
The trial, which the Centre Daily Times on Sunday termed "the 
biggest case in Centre County history," coupled with the 
anticipated August release of ex-FBI chief Louis Freeh’s 
investigation of the university’s handling of the entire affair, again 
will turn the media spotlight on State College, Penn State, and the 
tarnished legacy of 3oe Paterno. It’s a prospect that fills many 
scandal-weary residents ... 
2012-05-28 01:58:31 Philadelphia Inquirer 
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Register for This Webinax 

This event will be held on Tuesday, June 5 at 
3:00pro EDT (2:00pro CDT, 1:00pro MDT, 
12:00pm PDT). The event lasts 60 minutes. 

Click Here to Register for Live Webinar + Webinar 
Recording and Presentation Slides - $279~ 

Click Here for Webinar Only - $199. 

~i Register Now 

Support@avantresources.com 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-appmved credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 

~, Live question and answer session= 

~, Your satisfaction is guarantee& 

How to Master the Powerful Search 
Enqine of Gooc~e 
May 31 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Re.qister now 

Leading Virtually: A New Management 
Challenge 
June 1 at 3:00pm ET 
Re~ister now 

Maximizing Your Recruiting Efforts with 
Linkedln 
June 6 at 3:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Detecting Deception During the Interview 
Process 
June 8 at 1:00 pm EDT 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner~ 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

If you are unable to attend the live program, a 
downloadable recording of the live webinar is 
available for purchase. Email us at 
supporK~,avantresources.com for more 

Facing the Legalities of Making a Weight Based Decision 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, June 5 at 3:00pro EDT 
(2:00pm CDT, 1:00pm MDT, 12:00pm PDT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

A 2012 study by the American Heart Association found that 45 million Americans are now considered 
obese. The total excess cost related obesity is estimated to be $245 BILLION! Absenteeism, 
productivity issues and the inability do the job are all workplace issues associated with obesity, but 
many employers do not do not realize that their jurisdiction prohibits discrimination based on weight. 

This is an emerging area of employee protection that all employers need to understand, or the 
mistakes could be costly. According to the EEOC, a company recently had to pay $125,000 for 
allegedly terminating an employee because she was severely obese. On top of that, the company will 
also have to "provide annual training on federal disability law". Don’t become another headline by 
letting this happen to your company. 

In this 60-minute webinar, Tom Posey, will explain why it is important to understand the distinction 
between employment decisions based on bodyweight versus decisions based on disability status. 
Employers will learn how to better train management staff on this tricky issue to reduce risk of an ADA 
violation. Tom will teach you how to draft an employment policy handbook addressing this legal issue, 
as well as how to determine whether an employer s existing policies are permissible and if not, how 
they need to be modified. 

this 60 minute webinar, you will: 

Learn whether your jurisdiction prohibits weight discrimination 
Understand the parameters of the protections afforded to obese employees under the ADA 
Understand the differences between federal (ADA) protections for obese employees and 
state/local protections 
Obtain practical advice on drafting policies and creating management trainings on this issue 
Learn permissible and prohibited actions an employer can take based on an employee s 
weight 

Webinar Benefits: 

1.0 hour of HRCl-approved credit 
1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask about other states) 
Live question and answer session. 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Webinar Cost: 

$279 - Live Webinar + Webinar Recording, Presentation Slides 
$199 - Webinar Only 

Presenters: 

~ T homas J. Posey Thomas J. Posey is a partner in the Labor & Employment Practice Group 
at Franczek Radelet P.C. and serves as co-chair of the firm s Litigation Task Force. Tom is 

not only an accomplished employment litigator and counselor, but also a skilled negotiator with a wide 
range of collective bargaining and labor arbitration experience. 

Tom has extensive litigation and trial experience before arbitrators, state and federal judges and 
juries, and numerous administrative agencies, and has argued cases before the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. 
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Re~listra~ion - Te~econference plus CD: $268.00 

This live audio conference will provide valuable 

information to help you develop, improve and enhance 

your trial preparation and trial skills, 

You will be able to better assist attorneys in a more 
efficient and productive manner. Helpful hints and key 
tools of the trade will be shared to help you improve your 
efficiency and effectiveness as a key member of the trial 
team. 

When to Start Trial Preparation 

Use of Discovery and Depositions at Trial 

Pretrial Order 

Witness Preparation 

Exhibits 

Pretrial Motions 

Jury Charges 

vo~r Dire 

During the Trial 

This live audio conference is designed for paralegals, 
legal assistants and attorneys. 

Marlo Orlin Leach, Gonzalez Saggio & Harlan LLP 

Partner with Gonzalez Saggio & Harlan LLP 

Concentrates in products liability, personal injury 
and general commercial litigation 

Experience in a variety of complex cases, including 
business disputes, real estate and partnership 
disputes, RICO and fraud claims, breach of fiduciary 
duty claims, breach of warranty claims and complex 
contract matters 

Served as coordinating counsel for both national 
and regional litigation, and as a national discovery 
counsel to several companies 



Spoken at national seminars on defending mold 
litigation cases 

J.D. degree, magna cure laurie, Georgia State 
University College of Law 

B.A. degree, Emory University 

Can be contacted at mleach@yoss.com 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Reasonable Accommodation Under the ADA" 

A Practical Guide on Accommodation 

and the :Interactive Process 

Sponsored by Park Avenue Presentations 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 

Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 Minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recording Purchase Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $298.00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar, 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

WEBZNAR DESCRZPT~ON 

Every employer with 15 or more employees has an obligation under the 

Americans with Disabilities Act to accommodate its disabled workers. Part 
of an employer sobligation is to participate in an interactive process with 

the employee to determine if reasonable accommodation must be made for 

i that employee and what kind of accommodation is appropriate. 

This webinar will address what to do when an accommodation is requested 

by an employee and how to legally and effectively engage in the interactive 

process. Topics addressed will include what is a reasonable accommodation, 

what constitutes an undue burden on an employer, what information should 

be obtained from the employee sdoctor, etc. The presentation will further 

explore the key legal, strategic and practical issues raised when granting 

reasonable accommodations. Relevant case studies will be discussed. 

UPCOHING 

TELECONFERENCES 

What Employers Need to 

Know About Data Protection 

Before Telling Employees, 

"BYOD!" (Bring Your Own 

Device) 

May 10, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289,00 

Learn More 

The Secrets of Successful 

Negotiation 

May 17, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Protect Trade 

Secrets in the Digital Age 

May 22, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reaistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

¯ Requirements of the ADA for Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ Requirements under the ADAAA regulations 

¯ Initial Response to a Request for Accommodation 

¯ How to Engage in the Interactive Process 

¯ What is a Reasonable Accommodation 

¯ What Choices Do Employers Have in Offering Accommodations 

¯ How to deal with disabled telecommuters 

¯ Legal issues with Granting and Denying Accommodations 

¯ Case studies 

FAC U LTY 

Dan S. Cross, Esq., has practiced in the fields of labor and employment law 

since his admission to the practice of law in 1979. He is a cum laude 

graduate of Duke University (B.A., Public Policy Studies), and Mr. Cross is a 

graduate of the University of Denver Sturm College of Law. From 1990 to 

1996, Mr. Cross was Senior Human Resources Counsel at U S WEST. 

Form 5500 Compliance: 

What You Need to Know 

May 23, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

HE Record Retention - 

What Do You Keep? What 

and When Do You Discard? 

May 24, 2012 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

How to Hire and Fire: 

Employer Best Practices for 

Avoiding Legal Pitfalls 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recording Only: 

$198.00 



Now the managing partner of The Cross Law Firm, Mr. Cross has built a 

successful practice representing businesses of all sizes. His more than thirty 

~ears of multi-state experience includes labor negotiations, reductions in 

force, sexual harassment, non-competes, wrongful terminations, 

employment litigation, and compliance with all labor employment laws. Mr. 

Cross has been selected as a "Super Lawyer" by 5280 Magazine and 

identified as a "go-to" lawyer in Fortune Magazine. 

TELECONFERENCE OVERVTEW 

* 90-minutes (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

)resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

REGISTER 

Re~tistration - Session Only: $198,00 

CD Recordinq Purchase Only: $198,00 

Re~tistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $298,00 - BEST VALUE! 

Special Feature: If you register for this webinar and cannot attend, you will 
be able to access a one-time instant replay without charge for up to 60 days 
after the date of the webinar. 

**The CD will contain the speaker s presentation and the PowerPoint 

slides shown during the webinar. 

Registration = Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

Wellness Programs and the 

Law: Understanding the 

Basics 

May 31, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298~00 

Learn More 

Your Company Needs a 

Performance Management 

Process 

June 6, 2012 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

CD Recordinq Purchase 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $298.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

BET Breaking News <newslette@bet.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:03 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Terrence J, Rocsi Leaving 106 & Park 

TEXT.hm~ 

If you have trouble reading this emai[ view online<http://link.bet com/view/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/be76dcf6. > 
newsletter@bet com<mailto:newsletter(a)bet.com> to your address book 

Please add 

[BET News Breaking] <ht~p://link.bet.comJ4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t43biTu~sqxbNnL5qqMbe[32712> 

SHARE THE LOVE    [facebook] <http://Iink.bet.com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qqMbl}30e80>         [twitter] 
< http ://link bet.comJ4ee74634e873 a6646d44cd65 hm6t 43b/TugsqxbNnL5q@/lbgB9218> [g] <http://link.betcom/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qqMhhB6cbl> 

[email] <http:~/link.bet com/]2~rward/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t 43b/d9172d46> 

SHOWS <http://link.bet.corrf4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hnr6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qqX~qBa573>      CELEBS 
<http :i/lmk.bet. corrf 4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65kmr6t. 43 b/TugsqxbNnL 5qq2~eiBa l bg>      2~fUSIC <http ://link.bet. com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd651wn6t.4 3b/TugsqxbNr~L 5qqMbkB 7920> 

NEWS <http:i/link.bet.corr~4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65tm~6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qqMblB96c5>       VIDEO 
<http://~ink.bet.c~tr~4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qq?‘~bmB~93c> 

PHOTOS 
<http :i/lira.bet. com/4ee74634e 873 a6646d44c d65tma6t.43b/Tugsq xbN~nL5 q q2~ortBffad> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 

[http:i/email-media.s3.anrazonaws.com/BETiStcve BET Breaking news/bg-block-t revised.gif] 

ALERT Tel~cnce J, Rocsi Leaving 106 & Park <http:i/link.bet.cop:d4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65twa6t.43biTSVhv Edl~HK7XcvB 14ed> 

[httr~://www.bet.c~m~news/ce~ebrities/2~2/~5/29/terrence-i-r~csi-~eavin~-~6-park/ icr contentifeaturedMedia/ne~vsitenrima~e.newsima~e.dim~i052112-shows-106-1~ark-terrence-i-rocsi- 
~]<http:~,’link.bet.com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTSVhv EdPvHK7XevCb368> The duo has hosted the show- for seven years. 
Read<http ://lit~z.bct. com/4ee74634e873 a6646d44cd651~n6t.43b/T8 \rhv Edr~-HK7XevD2df~ > 

[http ://email-media.s3 amazonaws.co~rdBET/SteveBET Breakingnews/bg-block-brevised.gif1 

Sho~vs <http://link.bet.co~rd4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTugsqxbNnL 5qq2vlbiCSbg0> Celebs 

<http://link.bet.col~’4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTugsqxbNnL 5qqMS1C078f> Music 
<http ://link.bet. c ona/4ee74634e 873 a6646d44c d65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL 5qqMbkCc7a4> News 

<http://link.bet.col~’4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTugsqxbNnL 5qqMS1CI297> Video 
<http ://lmk.bet.com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd651~n6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL 5q@IbmC02ee> Photos 
<http://lilzk bet com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5qqMbnCdOae> 

This email was sent to overstre@email.uaac.edu      Change Email Address <http://link.bet.cona/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTu~sqxbNnL5qqMbpB941a> 
Unsubscribe <http://link.bet.co~rdoc/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t43b/13a9b075> Privacy Policy 

<http ://lmk.bet.com/4ee74634e873 a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/TugsqxbNnL5q@IbqB6881 > 

BET Interactive, LLC, 1235 W Street NE, Washington, DC 20018 

[http://~ink.bet.c~na/im~/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43b/85cg)ad6.~if]<http://~ink.bet com/4ee74634e873a6646d44cd65hm6t.43biTugsqxbNlcL5qqMbeC9eaa> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Walsh, Joseph" <JWalsh@NYEE.EDU> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 2:47 PM 

helpdesk@co.uk 

Tia Overstreet ~coverstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Helpdesk Upgrade 

The Helpdesk is currently upgrading and maintaining database Server from the old Microsoft Sewer( No420134x ) to the new IW[icrosot’t Server( No520193x ) click the link below and fill all 
inf,armation required. 
https://docs.~ooglecom/a/goliadcountvtx.gov/spreadsheet/viewform?forn~ev dG5 STUM2WVZKeE91V2M2TG9VeEk2Zmc6MQ 
Thank You 
Helpdesk Upgrade Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carolina Humcanes <%%BIVlASTER@CAROLINAHURRICANES.COIVI> 

Saturday, June 23, 2012 7:58 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email .unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

HURRICANES ACQUIRE JORDAN STAAL FROM PrI’TSBURGH 

TEXT.htm 

Securi~" 3] 

NEYVS RELEASE 

For more information, please visit CarolinaHurricanes.com 

HL~,RICANES ACQI~P/RE JORDAN STAAL FROM PITTSBURGH 

Carolina sends Brandon Sutter, Brian Dunroulin and the eighth overall pick in 2012 to Penguins 

RALEIGH, NC ~ Jim Rutherford, President and General Manager of the National Hockey League~s Carolina Hurricanes, today ammunced that the team has acquired centcr Jordan Staal 
from the Pittsburgh Penguins. In exchange for Staal, Carolina has traded center Brandon Sutter, defenseman Brian Dumoulin and its first-round pick (Sth overall) in the 2012 NHL Entry Draft 
to the Penguins. 

~Jordan is an elite two-way player who possesses a rare combination of speed, size, scoring ability- and defensive responsibility-, ~ said Rutherford. ~For his young age, he has a wealth of 
NHL experience, including witming the Stanley Cup with Pittsburgh in 2009. And he is obviously a natural fit for our team in joining our captain, his older brother Eric. 

~We want to thaak Brandon Sutter for his time in Carolina. He has been a vely good player for our team, and we wish both Brandon and Brian the best as their careers continue. 

Staal, 23, corapleted his sixth NHL season in 2011-12, posting career highs in assists (25) and points (50), and a career second-best 25 goals, despite playing in just 62 of Pittsburgh,s 82 
regular-season games. The Thunder Bay-, Ont., native added six goals and three assists (9 points) to lead the Penguins in scoring in their six-game, first-roared playoff series against 
Philadelphia. 

In six NHL seasons with Pittsburgh, Staal (6[~4[~, 220 lbs) has scored 120 goals, earned 128 assists and posted a plus-53 plus/minus rating in 431 regular-season games The Penguins have 
qualified for the playoffs in each of his six seasons, and he captured the Stanley Cup with Pittsburgh in 2009 In 73 career Stanley Cup playoffgames, he has scored 23 goals and earned 13 
assists (36 points). The Penguins selected Staal in the first round, second overall, in the 2006 NHL Entry Draft. He is the younger brother of Hurricanes captain Eric Staal 

The Carolina Hurricanes will open their 2012 exhibition schedule on Sept. 26 at Columbus, and play their first exhibition home game on Sept. 28 against the Nashville Predators For 
information on 2012-13 Carolina Hurricanes ticket packages, please visit w~vw.CarolinaHurricanescom<http://sr~.mmticketmaster.com:80/track? 
~pe click&eind Z~VFzpTEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TIwNJE4NDEmb~VVzc2F~ZWIkpTIy1x‘~2Yw\~iEmZGF~Y~VJhc2VpZD1EQ‘~Q~EJ~cmthbD~jk4N~Y~CZ~b¥~pbG~W92ZXJzdH~ 
or call 1-866-NHL-C~NE~S. 

Thanks for reading this news alert. This email was sent to you by the Carolina Hurricanes, 
1400 Edwards IV~ll Rd., Raleigh, NC 27607. 

You are receiving this email because you subscribed or used this email address for a ticket purchase. 
Manage your email preferences or unsubscribe by clicking here <http://srar.nrm.ticketmaster com:80/track? 
~pe click&enid Z~VFzpTEmbWFpbG~uZ2~k~TIwNJE4NDEmb~VVzc2F~ZW~kpTIy1x‘~2Yw\~iEmZGF~Y~VJhc2VpZD1EQVRBQ~JnN~cm~bD~xNjk4~Y~CZ~b¥~pbG~W92ZXJzdHJ~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"NBA Team Jobs Job BoaN" <notifiers@teamworkonline.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 2, 2010 4:03 PM 

overstre@email.unc.edu; webmaste@teamworkonline.com 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New jobs available - NBA Team Jobs 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

**To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline (http://www teamworkonline corn) Once logged in, select "edit il~fo" under your candidate record and press the 
Notifiers Tab. Select the ~zpes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are ~villing to ~vork. While there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional "Teammates" 
network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please ~2~rward this to a li*iend. 

Cleveland Cavaliers Career Fair - Presented by Dale Carnegie ’]’raining - Tuesday, Feb. 23, 2010 - Cleveland Cavaliers (Cleveland, Oil) 
http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.comAeamworkJr cfmTi 27755 

Administrative Assistant - Tulsa Shock (Tulsa, OK) 
http ://nbateamiobs teamworkonline con’dteamwork/r.cfm ?i 27757 

Phoenix Suns Sales & Service Symposium ~February 24, 2010) -Phoeni× Suns (Phoenix, AZ) 
http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.comAeamworkJr cfm’?i 27772 

(PART - TIME) IT Help Desk Assistant - I)etroit Pistons / Palace Sports & Entertairwnent (Auburn Hills, MI) 

http ://nbateamiobs teamworkonline con’dteamwork/r.cfm ?i 27792 

If you want to receive these messages from us quicker, set up an RSS Feed. Go to http:i/nbateamiobs teamworkonline.com and press "Get the latest delivered by RSS Feed". Or, to set up 
your job search by location, go to http:i/www teamworkonline corn and access the "Search Jobs" box. 

Thank you for being interested in receiving job aunouncements from us, 

NBA Team Jobs 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment 
position via TeatnWork Online. You can change yo~ job notification 
preferences at any time by selecting "Manage Notifications" at 
h ttp : i/w~w¢, tealnw orkonline, colrdteamw ork/m¥ car eer 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all 
TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http :i/wxwg.tearawor konline, c orrdteamwork/m¥c ar eer 

Thank you. 
TeamWurk Online, 22550 McCaulcy Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 

[@1847191@] Sent 2,’2/2010 4:03:16 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"College Sports Jobs Job Board" <~notifiers@teamworkonline.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 2, 2010 4:03 PM 

overstre@email.unc.edu; webmaste@teamworkonline.com 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New jobs available - College Spo(ts Jobs 

Dear Tia, 

We thought these new jobs that have just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

**To customize your notifiers, go to "MY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline (http://www teamworkonline corn) Once logged in, select "edit il~fo" under your candidate record and press the 
Notifiers Tab. Select the ~zpes of notifers, level of jobs and distance from your home you are ~villing to ~vork. While there, don’t overlook signing up for the professional "Teammates" 
network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please ~2~rward this to a friend. 

Athletics Administration Graduate Assistantship -Umversity of Oklahoma Athletics (Norman, OK) 
http:i/collegesportsiobs.teamwork online comJteamwo~k/r.cfm?i 27771 

If you want to receive these messages from us quicker, set up an RSS Feed Go to http://colle~esportsjobs.teamworkonline corn and press "Get the latest dehvered by RSS Feed". Or, to set 
up your job search by location, go to http://va,cw.teamworkonline.com and access the "Search Jobs" box 

Thank you for being interested in receiving job announcements from us, 

College Sports Jobs 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment 
positinn via TeamWork Online You can change your job notification 
preferences at any time by selecting "Manage Notifications" at 
http :~/wv, as,.teamwor konIine, c omAeamw orlc, mvc ar eer 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all 
TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http://wwa~.teamworkonline.com/tealnworlc,mycareer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 

[@1847191@] Sent 2/2/2010 4:03:16 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<parking@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Febma~ 2, 2010 4:38 PM 

overstre@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Public Safety Appeal Results 

yh 1 tau45ziuvolydq s 163729431.pdf 

Please open attachment J2~r Appeal results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bynum, Erika"--~erika bynum@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2010 11:07 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Congrats! 

’IEXTf.htm 

Congrats Tia on your new position! I hope all is going well! 

To God be the glory,! 

Erika Bynum 

Administrative Assistant to Cristin Colford, 

Specialty Clinic Referral Coordinator 

Internal Medicine Clinic 

UNC-tlealthcare 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Phone: (919) 966-1028 

Fax: (919) 966-5997 

]~gMail: enbynum@med unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 4, 2010 9:50 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: new phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

turchi@emafil,unc,edu 

Monday, Februao~ 8, 2010 8:53 AM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

Reminder - Econ 101 Review 7 pm Monday 



Form ORP-1 

RET-225 (Rev. 08/07) ELECTION OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PROGRAM (ORP) 
Department of State Treasurer 
Retirement Systems Division 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1388 

Address: 

Citv: 

(Firs,:) (M i) 

State: Zip Code: 

Employer: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
(Public Senior Institution or Consordum High School) 

S.S.# 

])aIe of 
Birth: / / ................................................................................................... 

[)ate of F.ligib[e 
Employme,~1: ............................ / ............................... / ............................ 

Faculty Ra~," S~qO Tifle/~PA 
Insu-uctionaN{csem-ch Nonqaaculty Title: 

ELECTION AND FORFEITURE AGREEMENT: 

I hereby elect participation in the UNC Optional Retirement Program in lieu of membership in the North Carolina Teachers’ and State 
Employees’ Retirement System, all as provided under G.S. 135-5.1. I understand that this Ebction is irrevocable as long as I remain in an 
ORP-eligiNe position within the UNC system. 

In electing the UNC Optional Retirement Program, under the provisions of G.S. 1354.1(b)(5), I understand that should I leave the employ of 
The University of North Carolina with less than five years of participation in the UNC Optional Retirement Program and either retire or 
commence employment with an employer not having a core "like" retirement program at another institution or organization of higher education, 
including teaching hospitals and high schools which are part of a State system of secondary or higher education, underwritten by one of the 
same companies listed below, that so much of my contract as represents prior contributions by the institution(s) will be refunded to my 
employer(s) for transmittal to the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System and that so much of my contract as 
represents my prior contributions may be retained in the insurance/mutual fund contract or refunded to me as permitted by such contract. 

I hereby direct that my participation in the Optional Retirement Program of The University of North Carolina be effected by remitting my ORP 
contributions and the University ORP contributions in my behalf to the following carrier(s): 

Select one from each column 
Emp!oyee      University 

AIG VALIC 
Fidelity Investments 
Lincoln Financial Group 
TIAA-CREF 

My signature below certifies that I understand my UNC Optional Retirement Program election is irrevocaMe as long as I am 
employed by the University of North Carolina in an ORP-eligibfe position. 

Signature: Date: / / 

NOTARY PUBLIC CERTiFiCATiON: State of County of 

I, a Notary Public of the said State and County, do hereby certify that 
before me this day and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing instrument. 

personally appeared 

Witness my hand and seal this day of 

Signature of Notary My commission expires /    / 

EMPLOYER CERTiFiCATiON: I hereby certify that the above-named employee has been appointed or employed in a position which 
otherwise meets the requirements for membership with the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System; and further 
that the above-named employee is employed at least three4ourths time and is a Senior Academic and Administrative Officer (SAAO); faculty 
member with the rank (or its equivalent) of instructor or above; or EPA (Exempt from the State Personnel Act) Non-faculty 
Research/Instructional employee; and still further the employee rank and date of eligible appointment or employment as hereinbefore stated 
are true and correct. 

I hereby further certify that the abovemamed employee has made appropriate application for the issuance of a contract or contracts or trust 
participation under the UNC Optional Retirement Program. 

For the institution: Title: 
(Name) 

Signature:                                                       Date: / / 

Original = State Retirement System Copies = UNC General Administration, Institution, Employee 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
RETIREMENT PLAN ELECTION FORM 

The University of North Carolina Optional Retirement Program (ORP) is an option or 
alternative to the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System 
(TSERS). You have 60 days from commencing your employment to elect to enroll in the 

ORP. Failure to make an election will result in automatic enrollment in TSERS. Once 
you make your election, it is irrevocable as long as you are employed by the University 
of North Carolina in an eligible position. Please indicate your election by checking either 
Option 1 or Option 2 below. 

OPTION 1 

I elect to enroll in the North Carolina Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement 
System (TSERS). No other enrollment forms are necessary for this option. 

OPTION 2 

I elect to enroll in the UNC Optional Retirement Program (ORP) and understand 
that I must complete the following documents within 60 days from commencing my 
employment: 

"Election of Optional Retirement Program The University of North Carolina," 

(Form ORP-1A) and 

ORP carrier enrollment form(s) 

These forms may be obtained by contacting Benefit Program Administration 

I hereby certify that I understand my above retirement plan election is irrevocable as long 
as I am employed by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in an eligible 
position. 

Print Name Signature 

Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

elzy <elzy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 11:24 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

exssstrl .pages 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

elzy <elzy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 11:45 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

exssstrl.pages; exssstrl_l.pages; exssstrl_2.pages 



AWARD IN MANAGEMENT 

2010 

The Award in ~/ianagement is presented annually to a College of Arts & Sciences Manager 

in recognition of outstaitding accomp#shments in leadership and ma~tagement 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
(Please type or print) 

Name of Manager 

Unit Nmne 
Department, Curriculum, or Program 

CBi¢ 
~Ianager’s Work Phone ~ 

Nominated by 
Printed Name                      Title                                  Wor~- Phone~ 

Signature 

Some factors you may consider in preparing 
your n omin ation justification for outstan ding 
accomplishments include: 

Leadership and teamwork 

Creative, innovative and resourceful 
Technology expertise 
Effective human resource and budget 
management 

Additional information regarding the nomination 

process: 

Management includes exhibiting leadership 
skills in managing human resources, financial 
resources, facilities and/or special projects. 

Nominations 
must be received 
by Friday, April 30, 2010 

(n ext page) 

All current permanent Administrative College 
Managers (SPA or EPA Non-Faculty) are 
eligible for nomination. Managers are eligible 
to receive the award every five years. 
All permanent College employees are eligible 
to submit nominations. 
Please type or print your justification and 
submit it along with the nomination form. 
Up to three letters of support will be accepted, 
but are not required. 
For more information, contact Wendy Riley at 
962-9269 or email wendy_riley@unc.edu. 

Please submit nominations to: 
Wendy Riley 

CB# 3100, Dean’s Office 



Justification Form 

This form may be used to nominate an individual for the Award in Management in lieu of attaching a separate 
justification. Please consider the factors listed on the previous page in preparing your justification. 

I nominate m for the College of Arts and Sciences Award in Management for the following reasons: 
(name) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NC State Drive In Conference" <noqeply@wnfoo.com> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 1:48 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NC State’s ~h Annual Drive-In Cont~rence 

’l~EXSI’.lmn 



Tha~ks tbr registering for the NC State Drive In Conference, held April 30th’. We look forward to seeing you at the conthrence! 

NC State’s 9th Annual Drive-In Conference 

Name * Tia Overstreet 

Job Title * Academic Counselor 

School * UNC-Chapel HIll 

Level * College 

~mail * overstre@ uncaa, unc.ed u 

Phone N~mber * 9198434400 

Address * 224 Kenan F~eld House CB#3107, Chapel H~II, NC 27599 

Pon’e~x~d by Wufoo. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"ASPSA Intern" <aspsafintem@gw.ncsu.edu> 

Thursday. April 29, 2010 9:27 AM 

axchilde@ncsu.edu; Turner, <Christi <christi tumer@ncsu.edu>; jdrehder@ncsu.edu; lthemphi@ncsu 

Tia Overstreet <overst~e@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NC State Drive- In ConfErence 

** High Priori~" ** 

Good Morning[ 

We are so excited to see all of you tomorrow for the 9th Annual Drive-In Conference! We just wanted to send out a quick reminder that if you’re willing to share, please bring a copy of your 
tutor handbook, orientation syllabi, compliance reporting forms, and/or study hall best pracuces. We want the resource sessions to be as helpful to everyone as possible. Again, we look 
forward to seeing you all in the morning Have a safe drive! 

-’]7he Drive-In Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, April 29, 2010 4:36 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Exss 141 for Fall 

TEXTI’.httn 

no igot this. 
has a conflict, you said he wanted 945 class, but he has a class then? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Tia ©verstreet 4/29/2010 4:11 PM >>> 

This may have went in your quarantine box, but this is what I sent yesterday about the Exss 141 guys... 

>>> Tia ©verstreet 4/28/2010 4:47 PM >>> 
All 3 of those guys are rea~dy to go ~2~r Exss 141 ;-) Thanks a bunch!! 

>>> Beth Bridger 4/28/2010 2:52 PM >>> 
it is guaranteed, feel free to drop the conflicting classes and then I will send over for her to add them in 141 
let me know. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.anc, edu 

>>> Tia ©verstreet 4/28/2010 2:08 PM >>> 
Did you want me to drop the guys from their cotfflicting classes? Or is she going to ovemde that class and just add them to exss 141 ? I’m sorry, I got confused. I didn’t want to drop them 
from those other classes, unless exss 141 was a guaranteed add. 

ThaJK;s for clearing this up for rae. 

>>> Beth Bridger 4,’28/2010 11:56 AM >>> 
so no conflicts with the time of the exss class’.’ 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-,’43-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.anc, edu 

>>> Tia ©vcrstrect 4/28/2010 11:48 AM >>> 
Please add all 3 guys for the following reasons: 

Thanks! 

Tia 

>>> Beth Bridger 4/26/2010 10:42 AM >>> 
what would you like to do??? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 



bridgerb@uncaa.uncedu 

>>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email unc.edu> 4/26/2010 10:29 AM >>> 

Do you want me to drop them out of that class and put them 
in 141 or would you all like to check with them first? Also as an J~’i 
section 002 is vep)~ limited due to seats in the classroom The most 
that the room holds is 68 and I’m not sue what her limit is on the 
class. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Beth Bridger wrote: 
> *Ashley,* 

> Could you add o~ students to Exss 141 for the Fall semester? Thanks! 

Beth 

Bet2a Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Lr>,-C-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-8,43-5669 

bridgerb@unca a unc.edu <mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Pope" <MikePope@AnthonyTravel.com> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 9:28 AM 

Pope, Mike <MikePope@AnthonyTravel.com>; Overstree’t, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

University of North CaJcolina Sports Travel Update 

TENTI’.httn 

Email not displaying correctly? [1 ]View it in your browser 
Contact 
Mike Pope 
8435580 
[2]Email 
Links: 

1.http://usl.campai~n-archive.cona/?u 0883a351dSd2f110769d0adll&id 6b285f6965&e 3b6b6944a9 
2 mailto:MikePope@AnthonvTravel.com?subject Sports%20Travel%20Update 

Cindi Atwater 
843.5076 
[3]I~mail 
Links: 

3 mailto:CindiAtwater(~Anthon~/Travel com’?subiect Sports%20TraveI%20Updnte 

[4]American Airlines 
[5]Continenta[ Airlines 
[6]Delta Airlines 
[7]JetBlue Airlines 
[8]Southwest Airlines 
[9]United Airlines 
[ 10]US Airways 
Links: 
4 http ://www aa.com/118n/urls/mobile.lsp 
5. http ://www.continentak com/web/en-USiDefautt.aspx 
6 http:i/www delta.comJtraveIin~ checkirditineraries checkin/options/mobile checkirdindex.isp 
7. http://wv,~,.i etblue, c om 
8 http://wwwsouthwest.con~,trave[ center/wireless access.html?int (IFOOTER-CUSTOMF.R-MOBILE 
9. http://www united com/pa~e/article/0.6722,66,00.htm[ 
10 http://www2.usairwa’~,s.com/en-US/traveItools/mobile/default.html 

Didn’t receive your rewards points? 

If you didn’t receive your points for past stays (up to 18 months) please 
contact your Anthony Travel Account Manager. 

University of North Carolina 
Athletics Newsletter Highlights 

[ 11 ]Hotel Deals Nationwide t 
[ 12]Take Your Team International 
[ 13]Bus Fleet Expands As Program Grows 
[14]Tearus and Coaches Deserve The Perfect Dining Experience 
[ 15]Use Your Mobile Device to Check-In For Your Next Flight 
[ 16]Money Saving Discounts and Benefits Available With Marriott VIP Card 
-Hotel Deals Nationwidet- 
Links: 

11. file:/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4qcRtJdL7232-659TMP.html#A~ticlel 
12. file://localhost/tmp/XXXX~v4qcR1q/L7232-659TMP.html#Article2 
13. file:/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4clcRtJdL7232-659TMP.html#A~ticle3 
14. file://localhost/tmr~/XXXX~v4cqcR1q/L7232-659TMP.html#Article 5 
15. file:/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4clcRtJdL7232-659TMP.html#A1ticle 6 
16. file ://localhost/tmr~/XXXX~v4cqcR1q/L 723 2-659TMP.html #article7 

Through the Preferred Hotel Program, Anthony Travel (ATI) has more than 20 

hotels under a contracted discounted rate natiomvide, for team and 
recruitment travel, and the work is on-going to add more hotels in every 
athletic conference in the countly. 

* ATI has also established strong relationships with hotel vendors and 
account managers natiomvide. 

* ATI~s relationships with Marriott and Hilton gives access to special 
sports rates though VIP Athletic and MVP programs, respectively. 

* ATI is a top level account with Marriott, Hilton, Starwood, IHG and Four 
Seasons hotels. 

* ATI makes every effort to contract in eve~ city with Marriott, Hilton, 
and IHG or Choice hotels so coaches have options and can maximize 
licequent-stay rewards. 

To take advantage of Preferred Hotel Program and vendor relations contact 
Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater 

[17]Back to Top 
Links: 

17. file ://loc alhost/tmp/XXXXw4qcRI~L 7232-659TMP.html#Top 

-Take Your Team International- 

Are you interested in taking your team or group overseas for the ultimate 
team building experience? "¢,qaen your goals grow beyond typical borders, let 



us help you find the right destination to challenge and excite your athletes 
for years to come 

Our international travel experts will customize a program tailored to meet 
your requirements Anthony Travel will create a tour for you to combine 
practice, competition and sight-seeing and give you and your members 
memories to treasure for a lifetime 

For more information on International tour opportunities contact Mike Pope 
or Cindi Atwater. 

[ 18]Back to Top 
Links: 

18. file :/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4qcRHJL 723 2-659T%~lP.htm1#Top 

-Bus Fleet Expands As Program Grows- 

The Anthony Travel Preferred Bus Program is dedicated to help assist with 
reselwations, contracts, negotiations and guneral infom~ation when securing 
gro~d transportation. Currently the bus program has more than 100 busses 
nationwide and our fleet is cuntinuing to grow. 

In addition to the bus program, Anthony Travel has preferred status with Dav 
E1 Chauffe~tred Transportation Network and TriStar Transportation - worldwide 
leaders in the transportation industry. 

For more irfformation about Anthony Travel[~s Preferred Bus Program or to 
reserve ground transportation contact your Anthony Travel Account Manager. 

[ 19]Back to Top 
Links: 

19. file:/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4qcRHJL7232-659T%~lP.htm1#Top 

-Winning Teams and Great Coaches Deserve The Perfect Dining Experience!- 

While your team is on the road, stop in at one of 80+ Buca di Beppo 
restaurants across the cotmtry for a delicious, heart),, family-style meal in 
a fun, team-building atmosphere - and coaches eat tbr tlcee! 

As an added incentive, the university that reserves the most meals at any 
Buca through ~Xmthony Travel between May 1, 2010, and May 1,2011, will 
receive a $100 team meal certificate to enjoy at the Buca location of your 
choice So why not choose Buca for all your future meal accormnodations? 
Great food, great value, great perks[ Buca di Beppo! 

For a complete menu or to reserve your team dining experience at Buca di 
Beppo contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater 

[20]Back to Top 
Links: 

20 file ://loc alhost/tmp/XXXXw4qcRH/L7232-659TlVIP html#Top 

-Use Your Mobile Device to Check-In For Your Next Flight- 

Now you can check in on the go with your web-enabled mobile device for 
American, Continental, Southwest and United Airlines flights. These tlzree 
steps can take you from check-in to boarding, wherever you are: 

1. Enter the appropriate airline into the browser of your mobile device to 
check in for any flight within the U.S. starting 24 hours before 
scheduled departure 

2 Visit any check-in kiosk to print your boarding pass at the airport. 
3. To use your device as your boarding pass, scan the barcode on your 

screen at security and at the gate when boarding. This technology is 
currently available in limited airports. Visit your airline provider I~ls 
website for a complete listing. 

For more information, please contact Anthony ’]?ravel or visit your airline 
provider[~ls website. 

[21]Back to Top 
Links: 

21. file://localhost/tmp/XXXXw4qcRl]/L7232-659TJVfP.hm~l#Top 

Money Saving Discounts and Benefits Available ~vith Marriott VIP Card 

Earn up to 40% off the regular runm rate at Marriott hotels[ 

Enroll in the Marriott V[P Card program and receive a 40% discount off of 
the regular room rate, based upon availability at participaung U.S., 
Canadian, and International Marriott and Renaissance ttotels, and a 25% 
discount at participating select service brands (Courtyard, Fairfield Inn, 
Residence Inn, SpringHill Suites, and TownePlace Suites). You can enroll at 
anytime. For current card holders, new Marriott Athletic V[P Cards are being 
issued. 

Please note: If the hotel is sold out or anticipates being so, the Athletic 
Rate may not be extended. 

To enroll or if you haven,t received your new Athletic VEP card, please 
contact 
Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 



[22]Back to Top 
Links: 

22. file :/ilocalhost/tmp/XXX-Xw4qcRt~L 723 2-659TMY~.htm1#Top 

[23] 

Sent to overstre@uncaa.unc.edu. [24]Unsubscribe ] [25]Update Profile i [26]Forward to a 
Friend 

Links: 
23. htt~:/ianthonvtravel.usl.list-mana~e.corr~’profile’?u 0883a351dSd2f110769d0adl l&i~1507c851c3&e 3b6b6944a9 
24. http:i/anthonvtravel.usl.list-mana~e.com,’unsubscribe?u 0883a351dSd2fl10769d0adll&id 1507c851c3&e 3b6b6944a9&c 6b285f6965 
25. htt~:/ianthonvtravel.usl.list-mana~e.corr~’profile’?u 0883a351dSd2f110769d0adl l&i~1507c851c3&e 3b6b6944a9 

26. http:/&sl.forward-to-friend.corr~Jfo1svard?u 0883a351dSd2fl10769d0adll&id 6b285f6965&e 3b666944a9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:06 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: can you tty agmn. 

Mail.msg 

I will be out of the office and country- July 3-10.Please direct any emergencies to Beverly Smith or Janelle Breneman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:07 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.eda-~ 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: can you t~’ again. 

Mail.msg 

I will be out of the office and count~- July 3-10.Please direct any emergencies to Beverly Smith or Janelle Breneman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:11 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.eda-~ 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: can you t~’ again. 

Mail.msg 

I will be out of the office and count~- July 3-10.Please direct any emergencies to Beverly Smith or Janelle Breneman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:14 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: can you tty agmn. 

Mail.msg 

I will be out of the office and country- July 3-10.Please direct any emergencies to Beverly Smith or Janelle Breneman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna J. Papa z<ljp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 2, 2010 3:06 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: can you tty agmn. 

I roll be out of the office mad count .ly July 3-10.Please dilect any emergencies to Beverly Smith or Ja~elle Bieneman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Womack~ Rukea" <Rukea.Womack@durhamnc.gov> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2010 2:08 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Cast your vote please 

’I~N2I’.httn 

How are you. Things going ;vell? 

Rukea N. Womack, MBA 

Recreation Manager, Special Events & Latino Outreach Unit 

Durham Parks and Recreation 

(919) 560-4355 ext. 27228 

Fax: (919) 560-4021 

rukea.womack @durhamnc.gov 

www I)PRplaymore org 

"Durham Parks and Recreation provides opportumtes for our community to 
PLAY MORE!" 

From: Tia Overstreet [mailto:overstre(a)uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: \Vednesday, July 21,2010 1:05 PM 
To: Womack, Rukea 
Subject: Re: Cast your w~te please 

Hmtrarmltrarmlrmn...I feel like Keith Sweat is having a reali~ sho~v soon so I 
would say-... 

1. Guy 

2. Keith Sweat or SWV **ifKeith S~veat isn’t having a reality show** 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Co~mselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-8,43-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa unc .edu 

>>> "¥Vomack, Rukea" <Rukea Womack@durha~rmc gov> 7/19/2010 3:00 PM >>> 

I am starting to ~vork on ~vho to bring for Bimbe 2011. If you have any 
suggestions, please send them to me. Here are some suggestions for far, 
to jog your memow. If you like someone already listed, let me know. 
Please limit to your top two please 

Current Suggestions 

Guy 



Keith Sweat 

SWV 

Tony Toni Tone 

SO.S. Band 

Rukea N Womack, MBA 

Recreation Manager, Special F.vents & Latino Outreach Unit 

Durham Parks and Recreation 

(919) 560-4355 ext. 27228 

Fax: (919) 560-4021 

~)durhamnc gov 

ww~v.DPRplaymore.org 

"Durham Parks and Recreation provides opport~mites for our comrn~i~" to 
PLAY MORE!" 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Womack, Rukea" <Rukea.Womack@durhamnc.gov> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2010 3:41 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Cast your vote please 

TEXTI’.httn 

I just looked The iVlay list is not in the book Sorl3, 

Rukea N. Womack, NJBA 

Recreation Manager, Special Events & Latino Outreach Unit 

Durham Parks and Recreation 

(919) 560-4355 ext. 27228 

Fax: (919) 560-4021 

rukea.womack @durhamnc.gov 

www I)PRplaymore org 

"Durham Pa~ks and Recreation provides opportumtes for our community to 
PLAY MORE!" 

From: Tia Overstreet [mailto:overstre(a)uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: \Vednesday, July 21, 2010 3:33 PM 
To: Womack, Rukea 
Sutziect: R[{: Cast your vote please 

Heeeeeeeeeeeeey Rukeat ! Ho~v you doin?t ! ?! ’.".’! ?! ?! ?! ’.’! ?? I hope all is 
well for you and my crew @DPR. I see yall everyday because the pic in 
the frame are on my com~ter...I think my- boss is a little jealous (lol) 

I’nr doing great...I know you see that my dept is a11111111 over the ne~vs 
(don’t you dook fans get too happy), but I’m great and all is well for 
me personally. 

I got the check last week or so for Birabe too....yeaaaaaaaht ! :-) 
Random...can you check the parking sign-in book at the front desk and 
look to for May- 6, 2010...the parking people are saying I never signed 
in. Kyou see nry name and itffo...please make me a copy...I will try to 
come get it 2mor if it’s there (that’s another loooooooooong story). 

TO 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Womack, Rukea" <Rukea.Womack@durhamnc.gov> 7/21/2010 2:08 PM >>> 

How are you. Things going well? 

Rukea N Womack, MBA 



Recreation Manager, Special Events & Latino Outreach Unit 

Durham Parks and Recreation 

(919) 560-4355 ext. 27228 

Fax: (919) 560-4021 

rukea wumack@durhamnc guy 

www.DPRplaymure.urg 

"Durham Parks and Recreation provides opportunites for our comanum~ tu 
PLAY MORE[" 

From: Tia Overstreet [mailtu:overstre(@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2010 1:05 PM 
To: Womack, Rukea 
SubJect: Re: Cast yuur vote please 

Hrmnnwnmn~mm~...I feel like Keith Sweat is having a reality- show soon so I 
would say... 

1. Guy 

2. Keith Sweat or SWV **ifKeith Sweat isn’t having a reality show** 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Womack, Rukea" <Rukea.~Vomack@durharmac.gov> 7/19/2010 3:00 PM >>> 

I am starting to work on who to bring for Bimbe 2011 if’you have any 
suggestions, please send them to me. Here are some suggestions for far, 
to jog your memols’. If’you like someone already listed, let me know 
Please limit to your top two please. 

Current Suggestions 

Guy 

Keith Sweat 

SWV 

Tony Tuni Tone 

S.OS. Band 

Rnkea N. Wumack, MBA 

Recreation N/fanager, Special ][~;vents & Latino Outreach Unit 



Durham Parks and Recreation 

(919) 560-4355 ext. 27228 

Fax: (919) 560-4021 

rukea.womack @durhamnc.gov 

www.DPRplaymore.org 

"Durham Parks and Recreation provides opportanites for out corcan~mity to 
PLAY MORE!" 



If this message is not displayed properly, 3j#__~_~__j_L___~3__e__r__e_. 

ACS Athletics is releasing the CARA Loqginq and Playing and Practice Season Upqrade toniqht! 

ACS Athletics will apply an upgrade tonight for the first phase of the CARA Logging and Playing and Practice 
Season product upgrade for all users with access to student-athlete records through ACS Team Manager. 
While we will do our best to prevent any system downtime during the upgrade, you may experience 
intermittent access between $0pm-l$pm CDT. 

This upgrade will allow users to enter and track Playing and Practice seasons, minimum/maximum contest 
limits and participants, participation records, as well as provide significant enhancements to the student- 
athlete CARA!Practice logging features. To read more about this new feature, please click on the link 
below: 

CARA Logqing and Playinq and Practice Season 

ACS Athletics will host an exclusive training webinar covering these new features on July 26th from :[0:30- 
$:[:30am Central Standard Time and July 27th from 2:30-3:30pm Central Standard Time. Please email 
dweatherington@acsathletics.com to RSVP today! Login information will be emailed directly to those that 
RSVP. A recording of the informational webinar will be available online for those who cannot attend the 
live session. 

Thankyou! 

The ACS Athletics Team 

you did not wish to receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_L_b__s_’__c__r_~__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 26, 2010 8:26 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Paacking Permit Allocation 

Hi Tia, 

FYI. the date to make changes to parking allocations has been moved 
from Aug 2 to Aug 9. I’ll let you kno~v when your CD permit has been 
assigned. 

Kun Allison 

Umversity Administrauve Manager 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttiH NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1(M6 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 3, 2010 10:20 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: JaJmie Lee’s SURPRISE House Warming 

’IENTI’.httn 

He?- Tia, 

How’s the housewarming party go? Did it get so wild and crazy that the neighbors had to call the police on you? :) 

Joe 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919843.2572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> Tia Overstreet 7,’27/2010 10:59 AM >>> 
Hey Everyone, 

Since Jaimie Lee just became a home owner, we hope that you can come out Saturday, July 31, to celebrate her SURPRISE house warming. Please see the invitation attached and we hope to 
see you there (RSVP by 7,’29) 

Sincerely, 
Tia Overstreet 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 3, 2010 5:03 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: JaJmie Lee’s SURPRISE House Warming 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Happy Tuesday to you too’.[[ 

Glad to hear the par~ went well Be sure to share the stories with us sometime., there has to be a few funny/embarrassing ones about Jaimie Lee :) 

Joe 

>>> Tia Overstreet 8/3/2010 11:34 AM >>> 
Happy Tuesday Joe!! 

hehehe ..almost ;-) Jaimie was so surprised and had no clue! She was also surprised that you and your wife were so thoughtful and sweet to leave her a gift even though you coul~’t make 
it.. her eyes lit uptt~ The ~k~od was delicious and the stop)~telling sessions were hilarious. 

>>> Joe Haydon 8/3/2010 10:20 ~M >>> 
Hey Tia, 

How’s the housewarming party go? Did it get so wild and cra~" that the neighbors had to call the police on you? :) 

Joe 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Ph~ne: 919.843.2572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tia Overstreet 7/27/2010 10:59 AM >>> 
Hey Everyone, 

Since Jaimie Lee just became a home o~vner, ~ve hope that you can corae out Saturday, July 31, to celebrate her SL~LPRISE house warming. Please see the invitation attached and we hope to 
see you there (RS\rP by 7/29). 

Sincerely, 
Tia Overstreet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"HP Registration" <registralion@registration.americas.hp.com> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 4:24 PM 

HPRegis~tration.6gv7qq4wg.fc8ti,~registration.americas.hp.com; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You For Registering With HP 

TEXTI’.httn 

Display graphics version 
>>http://linkshp com/t d?F4GtiS1P-x~-qup /(d)~ITML2PREVIEW 2LINK 0a 7B85vet3X3ZqblZCNqmpMCaS6 

HP Invent 

TFL~kNK YOU 
for registering 

C©NGRAT(YLATI©NS 
Tia 
Yuu’re gunna [uve your new" 
HP Laser Jet Pru P 1606dn Printer 

Print U.S postage frum your PC and printer. 
$120 Bunus Offer 
- $65 in postage 
- $50 digital scale 
- 4-week nu-risk trial 

stamps cure 
>>http://links.hp.cum/u.d?0YGtiSlP-xyqup X--VGs 8020 

FREE CLASSES 
Enrull in free online classes at the HP Learning Center and 
fine-tune yuur technolugica[ skills 
>>http:i/links hp cun’dud?i4GtiS[P-×yqup X--VBi 7370 

PROTECT 
Avoid down-time[ Learn how to protect your printer with 
Extended Ser~,dce Plans. 
>>http://lirtks.hp.com/u.d?qYGtiS1P-xvqup X-VBs 7380 

GET SI~?PORT 
Get help and quick answers to any questions about yo~ new HP 
printer. 
>>http://links.hp.com/u.d?g4GtiS1P-x~qup X-\rBp 7390 

YOUR NEYV BUSINESS LMAGE 
STARTING AT $79 
A professional business image makes the diffcrence. Marketing 
materials by Logoworks - logos, stationery, websites & more. 
>>http:i/links.hp.com,’u.d?lYGtiS1P-xvclur~ X--VBv 7400 

GET COiN2NECTED 
Get eNewslctters, eAlerts & More! 
>>http ://links.hp.co~rdu. d?74GtiS1P-xyqupX--VB 7410 

FREE 
QUICKBOOKS(R) SIMPLE START 
The simplest ~vay to track sales and expenses: Pay bills, invoice 
customers, create reports, and more. 
>>http ://links. hp. c o~rdu, d ?i4GtiS lP-xyqupX--VB4 7420 

Privacy Policy 
>>http ://links hp com/u d?tYGtiS1P-xvqupX--VCF 7430 

Your Information 
>>http://links.hp.colrdt.d?R4GtiS1P-xvqup https:i/testl-roleaustin.hp.com/americas/flowPage/login/index.do 0cc US&lan~ en 

Register your Extended Service Plan 
>>http ://links hp com/u d?54GtiS1P-xvqupX--VCO 7440 



Laptops 
>>http://links.hp.com/u.d?iYGtiSlP-xs’qup X--VCL 7450&s XXXXX 

Desktops 
>>htt~://links hp com/u.d?n4GtiS1P-x~’qup X--VCU 7460&s X2XXXX 

Printers 
>>http://links.hp.com/u.d?2YGtiS1P-x~/’qup X--VCR 7470&s XXXXX 

Ink & Toner 
>>htt~://links hp com/u.d? 4GtiS1P-x~’qup X--VCa 7480&s XtXLKX’X 

Outlet 
>>http://links.hp.comiu.d?n4GtiSlP-xyqup X--VCn 7490&s XXXXX 

Projects 
>>http:i/linkshpcom/ud?m4GtiSlP-x’~’qup X--VC~ 7500 

Free Classes 
>>http://links.hp.com/u.d?SYGtiS1P-x~/’qup X--VCt 7510 

Support 
>>htt~ ://links hp com/u.d?h4GtiS1P-x~’qup X--VC2~520 

Hewlett-Packard Website 

http://links.hp.com/u.d?04GtiS1P-xvqup X--VpQ 2220 

You are receiving this e-Mail because the e-mail address 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu was registered at waa~w.hp.cora to receive relevant 
communications. 

If you’re having trouble viewing this e-mail, please click here 
http://litfas.hp.congu.d?iYGtiS1P-xvqup X--VC~7530 

Click on or copy this link to change your subscription 
information 
http:i/lit~ks.hp.colTb’u.d’: 4GtiS1P-xyqup X--VQG 5120 

HP is corrm~itted to respecting your privacy. For more 

irfformation, visit our privacy policy or contact us at 

HP Privacy Mailbox, 11445 Compaq Centcr Drive W., MS 040307, Houston, TX 77070. 

(c)2010 He~vlett-Packard Development Corapany, L.P. The 
irfformation contained herein is subject to change without 
notice. 



HP Laser Jet Pro P1606dn Printer 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





With the UNC vs. LSU Chick-FiI-A Kickoff game quickly approaching, the 
ticket office would like to confirm your ticket order. As it stands, we have you 
confirmed for: 

2 complimentary tickets to be picked up at the Georgia Dome box office in 
Atlanta. The ticket office staff will be located at the Georgia Dome’s main Will 
Call on the south side of the stadium starting at 5:30 pm. 

If there is a discrepancy in your order, or you are no longer attending the 
game in Atlanta, please contact the ticket office at 962-2296. 

Follow us on 

Facebook 

Thanks and we will see you this weekend in Atlanta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~ 2:09 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TE37f.htm 

Tia, 
This is the note I am sending 

I checked and the textbook has a companion website with a ve~z extensive vocabula~ glossaW for each of the chapters, audio flashcards of the same terminology, and practice quizzes for 
each of the chapters. You will find the web address for the textbook website on one of the first pages in your book. If I were you I would bookmark the page so that you have it hand?-. 
On-line practice quizzes: I know it can seem like a drag to take pra ctice quizzes and have to go through the dread of a testing situation when you don [~t have to, but believe me, taking the 
practice quizzes really works! Even if you get all ufthem wrung, when you gu back and read what the correct answer was, it will help make the material stick in yuur mind 
Meet with the TA: Ask to go over the tests with the TA E×plain what you have been doing to prepare ~k~r the exams, and ask what yuu can du better ur differently in urder tu imprnve yuur 
grade. You want to go uver these questiuns with the TA because a number of them may reappear on the final 
Attend the tutoring sessiuns regularly: Come prepared su that this is a time uf review and for yuu to ask questiuns, not hear abuut the material fur the first time. I know it is a lot of reading 
but it has tu get done in order to get thruugh the class Since yuu have trouble remembering what yuu have read, tpf these tactics: 

Highlight key vocabulary [~] have a set uf index cards with yuu as yuu read in order to write down these wurds and their definitions tu use as flashcards. The prucess of writing will 
help your brain hold unto the informatiun better than just reading. As you write, you could try saying it aloud tu yuurself This will also help yuur brain huld ontu the infurmation 

Re-read yuur nutes every day. Repetitiun, repetition, repetition! 
Let me knuw how your meeting goes with yuur TA. Am?’ 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: ’I~37I’.httn 

Hey, 
I’m not sure exactly what ~vas going on. I asked him which topic he had 
chosen and he asked if I could just read it. I kept tl~’ing to get him to 
tell me a little bit about it, but he wouldn’t tell me anything. I felt 
uneasy, so I told him I needed him to tell me ~vhat it was about. 
Eventually I said something along the lines of I need you to tell me 
what it’s about to show- me that you wrote it At that point, he asked me 
if I was going to read it or not and said that I needed to burly’ up and 
make up my mind because I was wasting his time. I think I may have 
offended him by asking to confirm that he had written the paper and I 
probably shouldn’t have jumped to conclusions about it. If there’s 
anything else I can do to help out, let me l~ow...I’m not sure exactly 
what went on. I wasn’t comfortable with him pulling up an email and not 
being willing to tell me what the paper was about Let me know ~1" 
there’s anything else I can help you with! 

On 5:39 PM, Tia Overstreet wrobe: 

Hey, 
(;an you give me some background info and your insight as to what in 
the past happened between you and           that would cause him to 
immaturely act this way towards you.? I’m curious to know so I can 
address that specific incident and get him in check For whatever 
reason he had no problem telling Am?’ what his paper was about, but 
didn’t want to m[’orm you and decided to be rode by saying that you 
were wasting his time by asking such a question, rm R[{ALLY 
disappointed!!! 
Tia 
*for discussion purposes only* 
Ti a Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-d400 w 

overstre@uncaa.~mc, edu <mailto :overstre(~uncaa.~mc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 6:18 AM 

howard@sporiscareersinstitute.com; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu-~ 

New Jobs Listings - Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campaign.r20 constantcontact.col~’render?llr win5dxdab&v 001PSPqTJ~lcRGeLZ MvK1EoX7M5PKXOn3dlQ-zDrklh6TpSOL5r3mhDYVJhAtRh-wvmJtxASxC~hZkSApYD- 
RKa c 8tTKo~vPQnSeHGI2wsnwNfZwHbVCcrVuw~%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 4, 2010 

Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNI 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctional s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To P~chase [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1103853934143&s~143&e 001 YeYwSrThyaNSrESEuDxMchOujJHsnUtSZbIiYEUI1KpfgLSfiSYPlW95OWzdSegGVM- 
cljSzkNH9UXTXkrnebSbYViSN~X tZn4TvglOxk41jXnBGuOOZ5YC2meqUtXIbK5vSJvotylQFOiX7b9hbNUAJkwlja-O-i6Li A1YB-YH Ut14B&M©9gnlRyQw-Ksbtg97jI4za7- 
\VPwH44kljB dHsbn3DMr] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.corr~/emaihisp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lit~:s... 
OurWebsite [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSrThyZv~/-D- 
wQDF r 441NI1NmPcytlT~rfqRaFugw YXW5w3XweBYy5u5pih5GXhqYECi5iclp6 -RH lI1-~0RuXwqqPm~ELAt4umV2x2hSwD~%X.4BVliW-C55xpw] 
Job Listings [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSrThvbcUxl-~hcpSwMPpB V~iwrtfsdc Yegyrgi 8frnFYVp 2~pOppob2~d6pRpFSNGZ8 V5ASO~-aTKGqHwnYFavPSp~vq 1 wlNsFXU83H 
-xxAvd41KxavxOB6X5_] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5cL’~dab&et l103853934143&s~143&e 001 YeYwSrThyYdBWz6GtoE7KpexkmqlYswa 8R2To7hvvQn4gUMUA7y7iG3k7GSIvdNyteilXuJxYltR7CTt~BTkNpd\Vb9g3G0crQ6XZXL~L\rk 

-gao0tve60TqN2 TvOKKt SHi~tk28th4ILHtBFqB I-ozXZ4Vw ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. isp’.’ 
llr~’in5cLxdab&et 1103853934143&s~4143&e 001 YeYwSrThvZUlb 1 zI75DCXYGGmiNSvVkd0’04Dw28ngv\V~i1~vnORbLVR©d 9sxa’0a~D93k 12Ghl~S%\’~,rtmaCoKhbiJ60x6H4GD2mG5UeI3H4I 

Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.iso?m 1103508747574&a l103853934143&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&e~l103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSrThyYRh~y~bArr~VV~‘~q~8XibGw3Kk4~uczVZg~y5pIrZZ~yAMr~‘~vpNUcJUi8kN‘~D~2r~4xzUz H6oi0HJaSIdJlpF~75ooK_ 
-OYfwDa\rLcM7UV~rtSTTX2 Wlh5hdNx~N’lFm.ryHOUV~rQ4rr~CdMgl B6nZp24zP91wgPaGyNDTFTlyUDbx6cZ231fN7vM ] 

Feature Article 

6 Po~ver Job Intervie~v Tips 
Not everyone possesses po~ver and the ability to persuade, but there are ways to 
develop it and summon it when you need it on a job inter~dew 
By Jefli-ey Pfeffer 
Power. On the job search, it might be more important even than job performance 
It’s related to your income, the ability to get things done and even to career longevity. 
Not eve~-one has it, but there are ways to develop power and, when demanded in a 
job interview, to summon power al’~d persuasion 
Follow these steps to help you act - and speak - with power .. (More) [http:,’,’r20 rs6.net/m.jsp? 
llr win5dxcLnb&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSrThvbETwQfvt\~8~ExD~BYrFuLAva83sR~Gk2~R~TsGZcrY1pR6CsQsF2~6kHmQA~h~mJAa66~Nif~1VxkexKa~hvCmGAckLYbWi~ 

-yFRM1QOFKe98N/LxsOismu-xbe~lt-qiGYa.TksE6BPL1VAncms ] 

New Job Listings 

Faculty position in Sports Management or Recreation Management - Indiana Wesleyan 
University [http ://r20 rs6.netitn.j sp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 Ye5‘-v¢SrThvY~3uX~v~2vIA9IItcBk~aYu~I~A1~p~SR‘I7efeWn8I~‘z7zvs6dXJd~FprBBvsI~staS6~)N1~)tG~v~‘z~hcxBd3L2~vI~)~UdRw9~t2~i~L~N 



-akVdt©s ] 
Associate AD for Compliance -Hoflstra Umversity [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
l[r win5dxdab&et l103853934143&~s~4143&e 001 YeYwSrThYbfs~N~MCBB34¥NN~sv32zD[¢ecxeC~XL~Xau~eq~IP~JSIEmrBbsCzFJNqR~LU~WO7N)c5VGUSX~vuW~eTkD~Y~cv 
- YPFCJ~uSf L~rclbn7eHGcYCc6Wrs ] 
Assistant Professor of Spots Medicine - Memmack College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
[lr ~ijn5dx~b&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSrThyZMs~pNk~XL8aFSVgEYoX[¢OwmJAp-ENx9k0T~i72948-0@QwgMDxF~8D~)~LyJWeeKeB- 
eV2Kiit5HkNebiaqbXXV7sPXUgU2-u7DQQVq5tCkT5Ffl,PMSHH v~xp~sp0akK0bcBCqhd IOX[~mwQsB5ibhQ,~vyQSgdV0pzmXOHqlexLaykgbcwxoJWon£Nply- 
xiLOP&TA~xL6U2cKJtzc6[1KoJ~r5cyoVuVWXHcd~VHUI)(~P~,tgZwV-O uY5C~ff~ywUw ] 
Vice Director of Athletics - U.S. Air Force Academy [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
lk~)~5&xdab~t 1103853934143&sM143~ 001 YeYwSr~va~VJ~6M~VSzepn~3C’Lrqv~VX¢Z~TSJTZsb~cLKOi~OB- 
3EEugt~P4BNZaaeGu7qFNCUsthYc 1NOq TN@3~Cn8 JpB S eYcPf5tLxp 11KW0iQ Q2vNmvB qs~en~0S~B~seC3KFO5~] 
Associate AD for Corporate Sales - Florida Atlantic Universi)- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
lk win5&xdab&ct l103853934143&sM143&e 001 YeYwSr~wYvs3Y3~cUGO~v{Q~3mQVdC~74WzWiISe9qc - 
I~SM~2~Y~SKsAWc4B7 uYdeG2LSAVYse5 cpvkl~soG3b~CPgQfq-H0kuaxuw~n~Qy9qh4Ku~9Z31198IpaW4~A ] 
Direct~r~fSp~rts~e~rmanceNutriti~n(Ath~etics)-IndianaUniv~rsi~[h~p://r2~.rs6.n~t/~.~sp?~r w]n5&xdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~xvbDPgVf-t21- 
Vao~s~Ng~-m]Pg~-sK9YGOHaav~gt~iL~a,~ZqI~U84p~SXtbzUQs, c’~SQl~P~K~ 8ZOI0edel3pwD~Tc~oZ3Y~i0AQJSAqN~FSQa~DI~Ga~rDW0w ] 
Assistant Ticket Manager - TCU [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp? 
lk w~n5&xdab~t 1103853934143~M143&e 001 YeYwSr~ybBpu6~WezqD~CgQcZbGbcQU0aaF6~]gc7QmWQEBTXY5~K~Nx~i FO~xLW4L SaE- 
OAX~]~,~Yr 1 dUSt 1Pq J~x0F5bk~tilYnY3 lor~vOHYtG]qxvEQ JGOm76Up 8s~ ] 
Director of Athletics - Albion Universi~ (MI) [http:i/r20.rs6.netim.]sp? 
lk wi~5~xdab~ 1103853934143&sM 143&e 001 Ye YwSr~vb~L ~Qce YZ5ktP2NZsCplmC6~Prxa2w5~r~hVTzcumduuiSxo~j ct~u~PpsTqi~Scbd- 

DBOT4~3¥HmLB~dQi77zc SD~¢I4B~rdC~ 1 rI962Brm~J26cbo-3 sW~xvc~tw ] 
Compliance Services Coordinator - Southwestern Athletic Conference (Alabama) [http:i/r20.rs6.netim.]sp? 
lkma,~n5&xdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~5,bMCTdqt~xv-FNAv~Xt4qDEfwS~l~cqAgV2sO~v{- 
8oSxOt6r7d~cKwVsSr24C1 x 1Qt~V73bqb~u~l ~bd60LHo7Mw~Dh2~¢CFpeOLQF~pSq5ecb0aE2~naS~qm~G~w ] 
Major Gifts Officer - Perm State Universib, [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.]sp?lk w~n5&xdab&e~1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~xyZ Ge7o3LNzT6LK~0WIQaX5G1- 
UZI~M5 t9g~VSWibHmXKuGI~rLn~YrXws-~¢fulXo JTC~9aDHsN-a5SpA~6us6-~Xt~JG~7~V~eLJ3~ISvrXL~J~bi~a~5rLvdrmbqqDGv~652-~8~ ] 
Director of Co~tmications - Eastern College A~lctic Corderence @CAC) [htto://r20.rs6.net/tn.iso’.’ 
lk win5cgxdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~vaDla~OvPExeTGSb)¢~oeFixvPP~iC4s2v~3T3zS6VeLni-T4w~l~6ndoBpUaOsl 4~IOu4t4PldSCF- 
XoSFG e~hovnGSKvr~GmSwDXdSf~lxVtH~v¢~20wq-Lb7hOx0qZw ] 
Event Coordinator - The Universi)- of Texas Pan American [h~://r20.rs6.net/~.iso?llr win5&xdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~xvbN~VgDPJi~IiOaOtcrtSchcUv- 
l~4b6m2eX¢~5Rntx9N3~qelNx5Gg7-fJgylq~p~u~g~lbe9~-7ae~Gnb612~pVt~dIaG~3BmCS~uyV~pHCSFHomem4T9OepQ ] 
Coordinator of Men’s Basketball - Towson University [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5&xdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~vZQ9dYXTw~R~Da7Ds~QMGgs~3~9hI6@bz~Nc~6vm93d@2£xb-4~lJdvbwqe2Z@J2qgM~ax~5~p2ttIz- 

f& J8 Jog~TxG94~09T] ~o1~ 655 ~IwLxYs~ 1W5Fg;v ] 
Associate AD for Development/Major Gifts - Rice Universib’ [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp?lk~]n5&xdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~¥a6~CWs,¢vuv0U95nLK0vDN6EW- 
CvFG6~ZW~gCY2HE~V~I~tt~8vK9~vD~mJ7k~3SBZF7T]~]~IV1;~w7GC~dvE~g~stEF~R8q~4Jd 3B914 icZ~flmeJ-~lS4rD-&of6j~OmOvd0 ] 
Associate Director of Campus Recreation - Unlversi~ at Albany (NY) [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk ~vjn5ctxdab&e~1103853934143&s 4143~ 001 YeYwSr~vasmvndvh2~YSm~LVp~7pb~LB~Y~Df2d8bN~L~J~vUaeE~7V]E¥~v6~Y~RqcJ~GRsnw6~0]~vQ]~2bRG~ 
-~,,Olm50DQE0zT] 
Assistant Director of Youth Programs/Campus Recreation - UC Davis [http://r20.rs6.netim jsp? 
lk w]n5dxdab&et l103853934143&sM143&e 001 YeYwSr~¥Y1OBf~b7p@M~goTsAS76Eea--~t6- 
Ra2uaY3Etra H~afcOTgSEK~ii6dwUOt@qCoUZff3EdS~¥Ki393@~S~2de~(OmoOF0it~507NJT2~NW-t~’8OleW l~’0P] 
Special Assistant to Executive Senior Athletic Directors - Unlversib’ of Oregon 
[http ://r20 rs6.net/tn.j sp ? 
lk w]n5dxdab&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeY;vSr~y~iulSAaHg3ezlZrK~wEdbGHDO 15p~¥CU~fe7EMSnN1S 2cPs~V1 ~c6s~j412IY~W~criv]Z4PCAsT0ex2omgN~ 
-seS~)E5k~2r) ] 
Assistant AD for Premium Seat Sales - Florida Atlantic Universi~# [Ntp:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
lk ;vjn5dx&b&et 1103853934143&s 4143&e 001 YeYwSr~yZ72DlIoifisBxp~Zd~4t~n3N73qGBLuyGZ~rr)mS&dNLaOEf;vppn~iMNV- 
7ArjFrRx~V7dHwSDDea Ouu 1~51 F5 gsTacVnffO9ob~Oqmu q]wwRQrg~-BMp Oc gl~ SQ ] 
Assistant Director of Athletic Development - Unlversi~# ofPittsbwgh [ht~:/ir20 rs6.netim.jsp?lk w]n5ckdab&e~1103853934143&sM143&e 001 YeYwSrThvZCjce- 
7@v~slra~CDXXpfl U-3I6~x~J~-UJs8G~x3f4W~ur6K~qupd~ac6Meu~;v3k~c5~5~L~CLhpa~SY5~Kbnp~i~U~a~L~4xCvC1rH-~ ] 
Academic Advisor-Ball StateUniversib’ [ht~://r20.rs6neg~.jsp?llr ;vjn5dx&b&et 1103853934143&s 4143~ 001 YeYwSr~vhN~-6~ut3EdS3Pa-3xl~l-bYSz- 
eA 1 ~L~vn~u~x~4wEZF 1F~2~K5m,nXi836~93b 8V~CrX7Ym6qv~FdqJ1HGHoP~-sv2~e SwB a5 W8 IoRgbnJvKT-2x 14~u(0 ~I5HqCr4zotSG 19Xaccv6zaG< ] 
Marketing Internship - Chicago Steel Hockey Team (US~) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

lk w]n5&xdab~1103853934143&s 4143~ 001 YeYwSr~vahcpSAeNp~ 49Trite ~AS4DFiwOaVAYm55198r0Da]C~gG~(Ogo~cGEeFcY- 
VM~sCbDtBOK~d lx3 s~OuM~bxoeHV45uad6ulaor53ic~cVeOYO, r52~ GKI~521-~ ;vSF7~nGc6rl] 

Action is the foundational key to all success 
-Pablo Picasso 
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8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Download) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies fi~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
l[r win5cLxdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143&e ~3R~mq77gBixR~.9arYcREk9TTN768F~A[~Ked~Um5GnBTZa7x2~d~FiUzEIICbzQY2~4wX6mDKG7u7s7fFY~/2MvA7T~tZ MSZSttWS3serz5 all 
-iSw0Cix YkODgsw2qLNO TYsB5 fig SX’~’olnYLG VO6[~Kiqk 4uom5u0] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuff! I recommended it to the parents 
of my ~ncom~ng sport management class I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall. 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https://www.pa?’pahcolrdcgibin/~vebscr’: 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&cu1~encycode USD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

JoinOurMailingList[http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr wjr~5&~:dab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlraq77gBjwbJ5ra4Tf6XIiKgKCrS7NkE64xAbp-z~UAZvE2owPcdeyL~BoEfoi6- 
OuiKrI7ta-,a~ Z7Ev6~iabBHc4zJ78 3uvnzl0vaFIS0sL2 7LXew6Kr~cNGXIR-Qsd] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~vin5cLxdab&e~l103872666161&s 4143&e ~3Rhnq77gBizgrSbkSivaW~N4MP‘MaiZW~U5X9-4pg9QsKVsM8iU~L-AagzstI‘~YYa39wL8CEIir~ 
H?nGwmi©CDHYeXT7XwP-Lk98xgFbag 8kU3Wvti52J©PWy 1 gcS3BxsLF6zpi52qSSC2t- nt001NOubBrn5 SytR1] 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr~vin5cLxdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmc~77p.BiwwlJicUY ~9~z7C5i3Bx51VkNDZwc~H8VzatJ~e6M86C~)~:~7Fk94Yw4W64HD~vt~‘:9d~:m~EnzMK7mNP‘R7i35aaF8©TxFUvKLC~ 
Career Development Books [htt~://r20.rs6.net;m.is~?llr~vin5cLxdab&ct 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmcl77~BizoZid,~zNL~;~IwFsHaTeLMRKJ~’RNZTXHUSbRt5DSulK97clAbnBr- 
H,~H1KNAJeKK3vL’d~U12aWdO6srnRu~wlLeuv~XaEcvXiIRoOz\rbP 1 SXDHNzkTH 1W~xCJiG2~5 iiMYzNOrm\~2r 1~72A 
Forwardto a Friend [htto://ui.constantcontact.coru/sa/fwtf.is~?m 1103508747574&a l103872666161&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~1103872666161&s~4143&e 0013Rlmq77gBjzAuHRneLkHII~trvMVHGaZW-3XAOPrb- 
asv2j tAwct~J ZPQA2xTqTXF19 xHU-RP2aJRYaJT4Ed9JlqxQ9gxSNyRW4wHYEvRWQhC~Rm2zvcazbAtV0t~-UJ2- 
CiKghVDn5bTb¥~U-tKdNE’~rKxmM66Jw93 zT¥~dcpPOblop5WgAorulOHuDw-oF17e3APD5a3Fd0 ] 

Feature Article 

Leading with Excellence: Setting Personal Standards of Success 
By John C Maxwell 

"Success means doing the best we can with what we have. Success is the doing, not 
the getting; in the trying, not the triumph Success is a personal standard, reaching 
for the highest that is in us, becoming all that we can be" -~ Zig Ziglar 

Wise leaders set personal standards of excellence rather than allowing external 
forces to define success or failure for them. They set their standards above and 
beyond what others require, consistently delivering results that surpass expectations 
In honoring their standards of excellence, credible leaders go first and give the 
most, modeling the work ethic the?’ desire to see from teammates. 

Onthe other hand. . (More) [http://r20rs6.neL/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmq77gBjwMgLQhPlU0aBqBabfd3tm5K- 
NPNzS4IAlnmumeFcAYICx09Xi4YdgnYE~ZKNDnxNu6ZRnt9 Swoy0QI6krbO Se2Vpy-hv56ISmVItW~Nuc --2hePKMee9HcQr7El~¥L cybE6qCb 1 r,~wt5b SpdUw4 9dbC4r9wI2tgaZ1H-- 
If5nb;Vz5 @Xq4cWxZ 2WuatLn~ lkan 1j ltj XpQ 8t-KzmH~’l~r~ 



Featured Service - Cuach Mentoring Service 

Former Divisiun I Basketball Coach ttelps Others Through Mentoring 
Three plus years agu former Dlvisiun I basketball coach, Ran@ Bruwn, fuunded a 
mentoring service that helps pruvide direction and career advice to students and 
coaches Cuach RB works with coaches whu range in experience from freshmen in 
cullege to current Divisiun I head coaches. 
Coach Bruwn has cuached basketball for over 30 years, tie bruke into cullege coaching 
when he was hired as a graduate assistant under Hall-of-Fame coach Lute Olson. 
Coach Brown has coached at Arizona, Marquette, 2vSami of Ohio, Iowa State, and Stetson 
University. For more irffom~ation on this mentoring service, click on the following 
button... (More)[http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.con’~’render?llr dedt7zcab&v 0016rCg- 
GFQumi TbovaacPu’~rjW8pB akk~v5gkiHf~-SrVRWiN~EbzGQ4yIgVrrlsVOPi2HEAiHzgTYOPt~Pncl0JlczVpgB 8MzQFQ JX9hf~S 12g0om7tNYYirdS9 JI5EcxraVXnt zBr0hAfScD~TD9zl n0ReUtEWOn 
-¥VL5vqa42V laEN8We*5YV7cEK9-FiC69dEZK~jg~xa~ct‘yxb59EuQ4JkEc~hydZdyhfuZ~fFppEISkT2VeYxv~EGHRrFs6ZjK~x-rIVISHsdZ-BKeq~s%3D&id preview] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, November 8th, include positions as an athletic director, 
fitness manager, assistant professor, and positions in compliance, rrlarketing, ticket 
sales, and development. To view these positions and more, click on the individual 
links below or go to o~ website at w~-. spot tscareer sinstitute, corn [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp ? 

lk~’in5c~x&b~t l103872666161&s~143&e O013~q77~wbJ5m4Tf6XI~K~C’~S7~4~bp-~U~vE2owPcde~oEfoi6- 
Ou~I7~’~ ZTEv@iabBHc4zJ78 3u~mzl0vaFIS0sL2 7LXew6~OcNGXN-Qsd]. 
Assistant Strength Coach - Eastern Washington University [http:t,’r20.rs6.negtn.is~?llrma~in5fxdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmq77aBi~lrUxcS A03D-~4KoTCk~beI3PsO- 

YX~59xYnobui0OS9KODle0 0sv~SUvgomm~SiG1vz 5030xcSZToqmTim~i~t~v~t3 cEt~5RU~B53X3fSbab~X~X¢~pcTJvoTrDxvEx0cZlqB~OI ] 
Assistant AD for Media Relations - Delaware State Universi~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lk win5~xdab&et 1103872666161 &s 4143&e 0013Rhnq77aBiwHgpZiX6xe5TxvZNCScbLzC’Z6iYxv4S’~B~lX~ig~i332iiHV5 ~oSLO~vX~’hY Ok5megc~Zr~qwFq9wTi2 tGlvzsWsX 
-ahi4m~,~L20eYi 5KiSZ~s~q ~ ] 
Associate Director of Compliance - Universib" of South Carolina [http://r20.rs6.negtn.jsp?llr wjn5~xdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143~ 0013R~q77gBjxvbB lxvB-@5- 
rNSOZx~p0Tf~l m~C 8 cIe~23~Wfl X6iNE Jr~v~re61C’p~r4~j~ZqfAJtr~xYS oB~o4j ecb~ s8 G7oKgM~722RNw7~ 8t~V4~DeBAs~V~iwDOX-Maa~w 
Fimess Club Manager- Salisb~ Universib" [http:i/r20.rs6.net,’m.jsp?llr xyin5&xdab&e~l103872666161&s 4143&e 0013RN~q77gBjz8 xv~gfiLg~’9N~12~lCarcBp~nYL~l- 
arIvCMIiToy 145vIsR-bpN~n~pn7~s3m2gU8L~sB~DFtFVm6uTp6~9~¢~s~N~9XUd@WaNdBL~dWVv~5r)npSbdu~FCL~J~BDN~X] 
Athletics Director - ~aomson High School (Georgia) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5dxdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e ~13~mq77gBj~4~L?gb3;VyaT~it~77~3Ietg~45a3~¢~T¢~O1y2~V~tSu~EW3r7~sF8~V~N~3ITCe~br~V26J~n U~xq78 
-y Jo7tdRQ YVy276o3DaHs7~qJsl-N-Mol~ Cn~V-4L~C~0U-6Y¢,ZGH3C q;VfS qm-X5] 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach - Iona College [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 

lk~]nSdxdab~t 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013~mq77gBiy5PHdgGl@c~ohu3~xOreIv~oSwOxG JtbeSYo4ENGlfoq~Ji4~cY7ZolE~ZwoaGD~¥18hpVNsBU~QBgav~T: 
Assistant Professor of Sport and Leisure Management - The Unlversib’ of Memphis 
[ht~://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5cNdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013~mq77gBjyJIodJ3N~cjff(O0LHwqTal3e3MQHSQx@~(Ox2- 
0¥aa@lpolkoUYt6~Sr~bK0ccS92Td~auE5tV0~cI 41oPSo~XcYIMSw~Ix~I~8E5Y9KHyslyW~gPOHSe¥~5~cVFcg1USB2~)V9WcE~wiNYSG7U2Y-73PXeg ] 
Marketing Representative - Unlversi~ of New Mexico [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’]n5fxdab~t 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013~mq77gBjy5PHdgGl@c~oh~Ol-eIwvo8wOxG JfoeSYo4ENGlt}aq~i4t~acY7ZolE~ZwoaGD~vlShpVNsBUn~(OBga,A~T 
Facili~z ManageriCrisler Arena - Universi~ of 2~chigan [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk ~vjn5&x&b&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013RNN77gBi~3h~d@~oBcGEq~qcc~xaMo~w~-neD~aLZ 5VasOHvKd-~rAG~vYJviXi- 
~r]4Hq~0d C2nvcZkN2Z79OEUicNvCI1C12mnTOS~pSBeoGk~ sV{T~s~’Q ] 
Athletic Director - US. Nfillta~# Academy (~my) [http://r20.rs6.neV’tn.jsp?llr wln5~xdab&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013~mq77gBjyqYQ27pg~in20Vo~uwqFAa~vrAcdn7II7fsgOOq- 
526v~Vr2cLQ~teI&DMGZLfl lczYV~W-jlEe6QTQF¥3ftELGN~GYOS(O9CsSdZBSvPScVVpoocb~VeNa0zge~LH]~a@US~z TOtldk~5OytiSy4AL~ro ] 
Assistant Director ik~r Student-Athlete Selwices - Bowling Green State Universi~ 
[http : //r20.rs6.net/tn jsp ? 
lk ~vjn5ctxdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143~ ~13R~q77gBiwYd4B~Wd1~2GN2isB2~zddK~iibQN~d8DZ~7~p73W8~y2Mq~YVS59~cE~bb~rNSkW6VcNVe~ 
Athletic Development Assistant - American Universib- [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
lk ~vjn5ctxdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143~ 0013~mq77~jw24MDxpe~sBu~0Q1N7z6~lPOAb~G02Eh~76qNSvw1U ZKGwYr4~N6bubn45EmieC li5v~k4p6W3hc ~V8MC); 
Account Executive Ticket Sales - Florida Atlantic Universi~ [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’in5~xdab&et 1103872666161&s~143&e 0013R~q77~jx0Nmt83V72aN8Lll~GX~pHu3e~oZ5L~#GI-7POZiE)qU3 Yopq.~a3Vk~T~t5d~5o~Vaio- 
i ~htTn6~ 0116NGsc97Cwp 1 wPpBvwr~-dE~DChpV 1 c 1D6cN4dO ] 
Head, Department of Pa~ks, Recreation and Huspitality - Arkansas Tech University 
[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5~xdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013RImq77~BizaOtPMyUAMzCuozW~NCaaK- 
3uONOL28CdlJf652MaTOHG q luSK3XnyDSix2OPpNzsAusaBS0pis716~ ~Sn [{ZCC5 q 3MAIVv~zN~J0]5 HR aFiBF Du~ 8 Imwq Y~FRkihldwdNZpQ~6TI aKGdi-b - 
yEspK9BChRr 1FoXb0E 1 l~ ] 
Assistant Prufessur, Human Per]l)rmance and Exercise Science - Yuungstuwn State Umversity 
[ht~://r20.rs6net/tn.~sp?l[r w~n5~&~b&e~1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rhnq77~BiwLB5Tdgmf95qHwDSdddqYt/.31K/s~)268KP~-UXnsnFmuT6aLid YDgbwRI~KoZqu- 
LevTZbpCRg-6X5NGI c-wz-~G6 wZ2XTXcyWnsK7VbB677TEiJ~{hOb~tYRDEUIIF6~AXDqrIls0Plcb~iu-WOC3Elzmq?~RIXB5Nw ] 
Assistant Director for Recreation & Leadership Develupmem - Pepperdine University 
[Ntp://r20rs6.net/tn.{sp?l[r win5~xdab&et 1103872666161&s~143&e 0013RImq77vB~yF0vZIIUKz0VbzYqmuFvqUiYy~V~)P]~VaE2P93WD~ATATwZ- 
Nu]FRn~Z]fl,’4Tk{cmwa5pA7 VOpSLq5Q~5~X6iYb’]hod6c{KBYIshWZ%’7aPi7r0dhlBaVaA9wap bZLUUIE~}:[{N48pGhEkgbCV] 
Graduate Assistants (6 positiuns) - Washingtun State University [http://r20.rs6.ne~m.{sp?]lr w{n5~x&b&et 1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmq77~B{zq~lrPWlpl ~3Pwa- 
lx4cQ 3uyPAv[Lx6LAGMWM~46JgsSpYui898t2GgZ2~IgauOEtVwkuQe9473GO5SeH27D{R~VvLw11MKWUn06mqmltEarvFAiaIICF[EouVILwEh~Mn056m-6Jm4n%V-~5T5Y61] 
Sales Assuciate - Kansas City Wizards (MLS) [http://r20.rs6net/m.isp?l]r w~n5dxdab&e~1103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmq77~Biz7¥G 6t~V6hsN~AR5[~3" LsF- 
i2dZ~OPzOuh&17m721P2eCb V9qAOg~rCXPConh~IEOG9Zec [siK4ra~’CFxF-~ P73 O~3 B¥7]16aWt ]PkhG 72~VQZkXwX~q~Y}tN4N{vU6wE5B Oz]iVcB dcx~u9OEIhc3kG ] 
Directur, Athletic Training Educatiun Prugram - High Point Universi~" [ht*p://r20.rs6.neb’m ~sp?lk win5~xdab&e~l 103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Nmq77gB{zSP02vqU7geb 1 uOF- 
76~7~iZvmGt~4pi5D1hU98xdOZkY4NMIDS2 e-]RcL8J557xeDbTUZxKJ9M~Ytbpt~c~A9J-K9rX~8ewh~IJ5~GWHcU-~xAcJIHLAD75~L~mVrNC~T n9 A ] 
Ath]etic Director - Geurge I. Sanchez Char~r Schuo[ (Houston, TX) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5~xdab&e~l103872666161&s 4143&e 0013Rlmq77zBiwTepsmgBNi7raTZ’~ATA2eO2S3 YYyINbhN2FXq[~NFIAIIM2eRw9Vrqq)ic- 
Y3u501 sli7d7YqzeuGnscEg55mwKz[k~4trgvm~uu<Ac~Khk YZshdOiwE-PshdCr}~AAq03Cuq~COBov4[.g ] 
Aquatics Courdinator-PrincetonUniversity [Ntp://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr w~n5~x&b~l103872666161&s 4143&e 0013R[mq77gBiMak~2LchdCS~- 
2hAPQx&I{6I<NJLqlnl 3 TXg[NC9@ YFuc S 02MT03PNvpvPUZi 8AghdJtcbaykrU98 GN~ C YF4E-N[gvMEwT},~a- 
h~OX(Ntsm90PI YA1Qh062 RCS syHdaq J~V1 xwGzTSmbseL~6X S CA TcKw9TS5 dvd~CqDb3t INKw ] 

Quute 

Success is a science; if you have the conditions, you get the result. 
-Oscar Wilde 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 11, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 

(Instant I)ownload) 

$12.95 

Click To ]Purchase [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5dxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9klKhx6clsno]y5AO7RZM~60pbV6s4ttR]E)3iS3- 

RFuDZd~z5 b I6aVZhkq 9e0zaV536OkQ4i 6PTiICM5 [2CI t FuE~RQa(I A K3 uuS uDkscy~i s oz[ 821 ovER~VfKXi I MNNJQQ cyWw/koByTCzTup F~Dr6aUZVq d0 S L hvViC] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-Greg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton University 
$2995 
Buy Now [https:i/www.paypal.com/cgibir~webscr? 
first name &last name &undefined quantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &return &cancel return &item name Getting%20ttired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&itern number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your Library add this book to their collection by 
forwarding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to putchase a cop?" for 
your sports ruanagement students. 
Library Order Form [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5cLxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9klKl~x6clLKgwnffZ, EwaMS1KT’~q~’TcgcOkJleTfSc’bSeE6xFwxraSnjDkYTVSTL~cwFlsJ ifTognY1- 
zkGfcrpSG3Llgy619uHrQAsGe7uIqJruHcZjdl2qaOthrN U5652-3iLeeGjEvYgGarrLIByvFizSvlzikf6qOjxaiccgBuDodDQhk2LT4gl-nP iSFG27Wvd12SoMFbuU ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
OurWebsite [ht~cp://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et l103892464847&s~4143&e 001v9klKt~x6clsl~byvYaCvZ1OkYzFzP©fFVkluIOc- 
O feuhoQnLKqZ YTPhrI~P~V CTaxyovir sJFTy 8nXVn6HusFkCyOq 6a7I 146v02RAzUBRJGE03 IVttkd3BNgEeAkq 0o4B ] 
Instant Download e-books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr~zin5dxdab&et l103892464847&s~4143&e ~v9k~KI~x6c~vWc36k~KXvicQkXy~i~Cs2vkS~ts5i8MnSc7emR~D~4uHAt~z~8AUOu9Tdi3~e-~YY~dTx9u9~Z~uZrr~Dt~Tr~- 
B ~ob4B T5OF~M~WeXt YPXBUwP, JD1SPLFdYVYGGCB ~wwOrsDr, V1B CBTXfo75N9x9 Ye] 
Job Listings [htto://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
llr win5cLxdab&e~l103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9klK2mx6clulMq4MCSJ~rIaOo4mch7Et~fFlvV2o2c6S3r~iN~rDgmBcxuo3cmCOC~,rzk dDFVoGbAuPelqg- 
8m4qi3xmEBwKSrS3K1 89M2VOTrMzaXt0qRBRcZIZ57bkRQU31WDundE4L2a~-Z9611VB-k9-bcwctffffqPEH9] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~? 
llr wjn5dxdab&ct 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001~,~klKl~x6cluqIT9h3xeliNxiyGwF%\,ffffrvERvlrov3ooDPYuf U38jT@CigNr4TaicBNEpivg caELWOiXTxiRCoLsPmt7bm4AC1TiAb2m6Pmtn4Us 
-UgITaKIgNJCIdl BAc ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’.’llr wjn5dxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001vgklKhx6cls-USnjCOGFzvm59VZllryCT0-vODsSQt VLEuR-- 

KGLw6WwA73yU~g4sX1Xzmcctc lc -i 1 izxdoAvotnRTGCEi JvVxZOGyNioT30vzDYtbdHv SuKgUvGL cPn~,zK7438B~2oOglWS’~9s~av ] 
For~vardto aFriend [http://uiconstantcontact.com/sa/fwtf\jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1103892464847&ea overstre%40ut~caaunc edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rsd.net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001,i)klKl~x6clsgl7qw2ff)m~y0pHHYSzll2- 
3 Gu0s lesEk JqEcA 0it2~hTrDiGj LTnbV~ri~/iCizZ YbEG9gk0Z TrKdmdv- 
H 5S 1WC T79gd5Vg40EyTAslIe7ACxRSPbPEOByWON7eK~V4umLucbxl~Egt4PqoxUqhg SeGRxu 189bQfDgzOZ 0sTES Q 16 JTc zP3bUZ9n-Ngkj4uXnVCj -KLT ] 

Feature Article 

Play to Your Strengths 
By Marilynn Hood 
Earl?’ in his life., Marcus Buckingham was fortunate to discover one of his strengths-that 
he is energized by people who           are good at what they do. He 
developed that strength into a career, during the course of which he has intervie~ved 
tens of           thousands of successful people His interviews have 
ledhimto .(blore)[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9klKhx6cluuX.MBRRVEvtpWJIAcbpKdvB7RdsVkEU1LT7cVXigplEnS6nscv- 
MEf~VtQnVJ’\VOsnQlaYgKUwHSGGnUvjtMBR84QolIZkCwWKybSlkLynOvHz3Qg dZGVTm32Q~vMNkV4pgg6epnJQ2 S dHlddog3gWJj k9RiluL 0vfDSV~rNH2- 
n4uayXXf\VHT~g0QKIK AXznbI5pXDfiaP-fUbvg 5’~FoUERIpejmo J29Fzg-Q YgkG9CWSvS- 
j 4TDDNa YZB zb8 T27gZ9bb 14tbTKI!cAdVdvJj Y.~McoJb~:EpDR@ 31V5ELT9~vBj 3bBnC392mYLT4zP3gtAbIaIVntOXLC -g ] 



New Job Listings 

New Jubs Listed fur today, November 11 th, include positiuns as an athletic director, 
manager of media relations, athletic trainer, assistant prufessur of spurts management, 
facility manager, and more To view these posiuons, click un the links below or 
go to ow website at www spurtscareersinsutute.com [http://r20 rs6.ne~’~.]sp?llr win5~xdab~11038924~847&s 4143&e 001~gklKhx6clse0XCcC5ZI~BDYE38- 

2E0~aqEFA6 i~vG N3 L 1Jv ~ c5DdNcFxr5 i duuqrb U2C TheM17z~Dh T 6[~ i’~.6C6[ dyUV¥ 2rG Y NNP V VB 6W*v ecka} ]136Z Z~H31-C~ ] 
Athletic Directur - University of Wisconsin, Milwa~ee [http:t/r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9klKhx6cl~;A6[-NmH-U~lhI6- 
t~3ucNOWYoiP6gYxpPkTAQ2MQcXGO~13WGBt~xWScJrK NcL5bP~-siY~md~71Joq~aBKzSFvOt~eXqyZJ61x~,SEB 3k] 
Assistant Coordinator, Marketing and Promotions - New Mexico State Universib" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lk~)~5&xdab~t 1103892~4847&s~143~ 001@kl~x6clsgliF9X GvNilDb]CE-43~c~aA~NG2cgLx- 
eMq4Yqv4rn n0zWn~lK~CS1769725rHSngqA3Ci~NAWlnSVspeOcD~-C~K5x~zp~21EXS~M5h17XCH3i0x]5U~pkV npbk-oSw ] 
Manager of Athletics Media Relations - The Universi~ of Texas at Pan ~nerican [ht~://r20.rs6.neV’~x.isp?llr w~n5fxdab&et 1103892464847~ 4143&e 001vgkl~x6clsSv~JSES- 
rehTGKU6wRbc~N3oVOL4zl~iTu0qcNsDZ~6pLZJ~pS4-paK]gJgSh~/wk6P2BqL~6Rgf CuYlvix7Zgl~PSEEbQFtffO-iaf-5~v~J1ZHOhuq SSZ~9tSdzargg ] 
Athletic Trainer - St. Ma13,’s Universi~, (TX) [ht~:i/r20.rs6.net/m.isp?lk~jn5&xdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9kl~x6clu0Qx- 
~-0FNCHoet0L~VgNM’6NGSSUs3wASb~L7qomgZ L~ybo~mcBa,GAN21JZpGNkG1Er76f59r5EZmV]g~LV214Lo6blyCiK~@~LDSeK]K5rB~UACoQ ] 
Director of Sports Performance Nutrition - h~diana Universib" [h~p:i/r20.rs6.negtn.]sp’.’llr~¢in5&xdab~1103892464847&s 4143&e 001vgkl~x6clvSQu~eS~CSq- 
Orc87aO0~F~4G69sRT~7~vGf-2~l 5PELns]R- 1 ~h~s~’OVoGA1 bPkqQOS JuJi0Z]~F0iGg 1QCpvg5ZoKtH6DCNd29m~59~ASAbp7kI3 ~r-- 
Z 9gPE 1Kag~Xu5 IwTadsmqk ] 
Manager for Athletic Development - Universi~ of Central Oklahoma [http://r20.rs6.net/m.]sp? 
lk w~n5&xdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e ~k~6c~mMStNqn~WzW~ei~LLAa~wN~w~pk~7BvDZuv~DY~R28~Q8sx2Z-h.B~EG~BS~K~-M8ZEI vNtSKV3~-oD1- 
31q5iVV%~-xq~VSbLrSSCJ6Sa~v dY4buYiqZ-BL~oxvIOW6cR1ZOHSqMS0 ] 
Assistant Professor of Sports Management - Fra~lm Pierce Univcrsi~ (~) [http://r20.rs6.ncV’tn.jsp?llr wjn5fxdab&e~1103892~4847&s~143&e 001vgkl~x6cluS~2v~5~izd~u3V0- 
m~-lG2IQs~IybMm~56RVVf~6~nN~~QOoPbaIG0fl B~jwchO 8 ~-fs7aq~’6xiga~6JqsEY 
za2 QeQ~q6OvoPZX~ VGo~/vm7~g6ISjm0sTON~C~E~t~0 Sua~WCH] 
Marketing Manager - Wake Forest Umvcrsib" [hRp:t,’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001vgkl~x6cltoNB520KVpPOOmOA74SugLXSDLcns5pIOIeR- 
LXGRt~’~RgBbrz- 

vHpDl~q~458~MJ0~ Bo16~o~6SN~g~OZogLQJ~ewS~ekj~jW~0h9~75ma3~M" cl6tb~qmSKC2~QGsJ7Sio~y~4ipZubpTQ~,ZG PTc~n40cXVxvXffoSCj~PhY~O~ 
-b~’XO3EEj~-OjlNYSvl9 EHyE~c-S~k3~Oul7g ] 
Assistant AD - Seattle Universi~, [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’: 
lk wjn5&xdab~t 1103892464847~143&e 001@kl~x6clu~V26hYI 6D2v~t~xa~E~qIuUvqna~HCCn~t8~5~wR~G~qe6EVC~GJmtDSsL~-C7~4H~n2rQ2E2~9rRI 
-V~I 8F78@Q~6W9L~qnwOdOy-lj~XG~aqxa~¢N~p319H6w3iffiG-3tNouNiG2~0Q6Z4chg~s3 hNivBNEhwlNCa~gDUdgV~ lkbQk] 
Facili~ Manager - UniversiV of Maq-land [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk ;vjn5cNdab&et 1103892464847~ 4143~ ~v9k~6c~uNE7Z~g;~9~Zbr;VN~Ym~SB~i~FG~2~y@28gmaIq5~;V~2~M5R8H~2sv- 
OhG~t> 1 j T7Otk5s5~ve- 8-ir2&~L~O,~27R4n2~aMtM-Y~-~’LspLFZbQHv] 
Assistant AD for Internal Operations - Lake Erie College [hRp:/Tr20.rs6.net/m jsp?llr win5&xdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143~ 001v9kl~x6cluC5iPA~w~- 
C~VX~W 602g~i4~%4Oy6~4 9Re7u~3~vq6c~BRaZ984dC3V5i~Cs9KH-Ht~-VyXY24gQt~T1yX-G7q~SAVGBedC~r2~pG~q-~R- 
0keTuSKzdc2ovr)~ VCsA0eE ] 
Assistant Director of Academic Sep¢ices and Student Development - Northwestern Universi~, 
[http ://r20 rs6.net/tn.j sp ? 
lk~]nSdxdab~t 1103892~4847~143&e 001v9kl~K6clsT~NK67ODoi4ZF~kVS~9q4hO4Xg4C21t]2BG5RTQC~i~p~r4RvDtlhoFV sXI6r8soP9o~r@(~ETlISjl~srZI~B luaB 
Graphic Designer in Athletics - Syracuse Universi~ [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 

lk~,in5dxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e 001vgkl~x6clvlZAysM6PogOOd9XltuUezdJ s3~laVT~vYqaP~M~4abaho~el n~E~ VrqE613a0NGSbl~EEPFakcmw~n~4qOEk 
-Takg9my~PbnmwIg ] 
Compliance Coordinator - Manhattan College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5&xdab&e~1103892464847&s 4143~ 001v9kl~6clshu8HDEhJ74Va-xeRa~gGL5v6rB5- 
zWY1WrPO@ZtKgboiMTni~-ZOEI~-72~8-GDBN~JtlPE~Cq9t4Re9ds-¢9cpuGO~K~Fw7qX0iVY~XTA~VZM djYnopl~T22%v-~ ] 
Academic Coordinator - East Carolina Universi~z [hRp://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp?lkwqn5&xdab&et 1103892464847~ 4143&e 001v9kl~x6clsVBe l~mSp3~xJ1TtV2xNd89LL~’opi- 
dbe7~2~c~s~W2E~IYbFV~1p8~NY7~M15Ex~W~2-E~EGddicxgt~‘¢~e7enCKe~62Wwnva~r6ud92 ~’argL@Zn~-FZ0-sOQ ] 
Associate AD for Major Oiks - Rice Universl~ [http://r20.rs6 net/m.jsp? 
lk ;vjn5c~dab&et 11038924~847&sM143&e 001vgkl~6clu9~c;v~ACrlv W ~gpbM~VoL27t?~-l~caFO~EVJ56Ztg~0Wlg512bzlhCIdnC~4GcT3zY16LMO85V~isMQsU~( 
-a(OAM~iavp aAc 5 J-~d~omOqgTC 0~Gq~xeaRpkqxN~5~ ] 
Graduate Assistant in Sports ~ik~rmation - La Salle Universib- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk win5dxdab&et 1103892464847&s 4143&e ~)k~6c~s8U~D9D~z~81Z7u7~encS6YwKN3Rp~Se~C~~WC54Fe~TC~X~v7t7KI5vhSQKpT7~uusY6~u~%~ 
-Q~aSMpvarSX4rie{j S;VA~Ig ] 
Department Head in Health & Physical Education - Northern Michigan Unviersi~ [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk ;vi~5c~dab~1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9kl~x6clsScP7YrC~504Ap~CYSepl~B~cSjcavJ3~-4qemV qwJc~H1755F8p2~PDX~E6cDw~G~0v VTu~Hoevleh~SmISE 
-ckgI4uI~ ] 
Fimess Coordinator -University of Arizona [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 
l[r w]~5~xdab~t 1103892~4847&s 4143~ ~x~k~6c1~aiIsAeU~qzNz4~n~NIIGxS2KCea~VoT~ZaU2mCT8nHT3X~;UF5Ctrx8~I~,RS5~a~2aRr~G9RH~e~ 2p~j5sT3kzl~N- 
Ry0q2nttlaXgplLXVe87~pK)a-Yp93uWiCpqG IN NlplwCsmIO 4] 
Facility Coordinatur fur Recreatiun- Rutgers Universib" [ht~://r20.rs6.net/mjsp?l[r win5&xdab&e>1103892464847&sM143&e 001vgklKhx6clvPq-RUORSigD6H-cq-Scg@- 
G EHr 16VDwMnSWa R[.gC~W Jlg6v]x4osclB cm7KY/I)i79ix 1 Pp5E-q ~ZoOp5NGZB4Wk 0 PZ~4D3 OI2an JbF6]}t Y4J8 AEOQcql~ImnkcDKG yKofi2hd-tghNkq Cv] 
Market I)evelopment Nternships - Houston Astros [htip://r20.rs6.net/m]sp?llr w]n5&xdab~1103892464847&s 4143&e 001v9kl~6cls:~.cvMY[X-pYel HrIEx6~j~)- 
9BEGD@D~2a0PkYABQB7iSmOCgRX5AsgbppZydsaNnAp[YpLKp4 SI.YhgaQZcBMGQ3snPOOZh[~19rcv909aN.Gc]~HiA0 oS[mle3~N03bOI-etla d~KSIFuwZG9[SLcCU ] 

Success is the ability tu go l~cum one failure tu another with no loss of enthusiasm. 
-Winston Churchill 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 15, 2010 

Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNI 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themsetves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctinnal s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To P~trchase [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5cLxdab&et l103917458353&s~4143&e 001EexDW~a%MS1Lk~\,TlcEiSvveTsJkp9N snCa6Ge Y VVH4kh83wD9zRtLlvme4n6L\rv~fGTeivpUEThlCuB51I<L.d~ZN3za- 
R4aQ.~Vt JER~MXoghTolCuwX4thO pD YdGI~XvUJYuwlX-3- JXRcuqXG2AFLXwBDs-0 a~4¥VnU] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/emaihisp?m=1103508747574] 

Quick Litks... 
Our Website [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? llr win5 cLxdab&et 1103917458353&s~4143&e 001EexD\V~vfSMS 14IvZ3pBCuSQg 1 q OfC’MRukad6 Y48 GaiX~vS d7tri0D- 
lfZVnSdoqizDzY4gKvKr~x2XzA1VQ I?v~Xll gerVgua0ZvK-bHzzRv hlAdeTRGiu’c/-3HC 8KsKcHDH34N] 
Job Listings [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

lifo’in5 cLxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexDW~SMS 1GkAShYERgw0r~vqHwqB9fCNXsluoL4YL~,~6THvioHrnzovUYCOt~ Y2KhLFI-LxiR Svk5 gwer dMm5 eCon~X2 J~/3BVnwiFw7fRS6vk 
-pfv0XsYcOFOV0s K~qa0kSbxLkdR] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http:&20.rs6.neV’tn.isp?llr w)~5&xdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexDW,a~SMS09~pemQBQSgKemiM0rSVSJwzFTi9XZFczTK1- 
Qtu6vplNfCEqNiInUa~u-u4G~VFL3rR~DwtbYhbdg6~ws2cJJNEHb--5qdH¥hD~2SMus7N989xAXM~CRuQFWspTmYh~;Zs~DgSN~‘2LV~pJ2~vNA43 eH16N5Xw ] 
Career Development Books [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5c£xdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexDW~SMS3EIbTIvASMEYV9xvkrnOMJawC6G\~lL0qskr2vzDPuA wL6-cc-o’VTOxZ e2mqOU~RAalLv OLTvdrn~t2XuioWfl GSI59d4bTMR~ 
Forward to a Friend [htt~://ui.constantcontact.col~x/sa/fwtf’.isl)?m 1103508747574&a 1103917458353&ea overstre%40tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llrm~vjn5dxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexDWwfSMSlo4XUrb8qOOXZgt%VL5cpy- 
9zBj0M 97AVhylASrO7ijGHUOFmnG9341S tXxvc9kcsoKnf~u MUqlvD13miQswNSKGs5RtTYZoixStQf3qW2- 
CK4LEFaboJoGvpEcN8Ow9aXNmLtxtSbHt~21USfEqAGR6cV~V4HOX 0rg4y-QzmPY48sarQiwUucE5gEagec ] 

Feature Article 

Anthony Robbins: It Is Your Choice 
Take control of your decisions and your life with these strategies 
Success.corn 
What is the single force that shapes the quality of our lives? V’,~at power do we 
have that can change everything? As you and I both know, the answer is the po~ver 
of choice. 
During the past 30 years I’ve had the privilege of working with an incredibly diverse 
group of people, from presidents of countries to professional athletes, ticom managers 
to morns, from gang members to high-po~vered business executives I’ve had the unique 
opportunity to see people in the midst of real challenges, whether it’s the professional 
athlete who wants to regain his competitive edge, the business leader who ~vants 
to expand her influence or the political leader who . (\lore) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr=wjn5dxdab&et=1103917458353&s=4143&e=001EexDW~vfSMSlup BQOV4Au0boFudsFHOVQOHb26U3EiVljixqZ8nOtDxncXd6rCW01R5HDZT6NaLDql~DV\rbSo 7AUE3MlnasHd uAFRh7 
-p~e2Wdgr 1-IiF57TbYM7E-9r4eYGHtSkhCtVvFZnbl 1 s qj C ToBQbQpAsym3LDqsRAeK0itquHn7dSj QdN17PMKfzsgo-aoWe:i 8vWqKaxKFsGvc36] 

New Job Listings 

Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, November 15th, include positions in athletic training, 



faculty in sports management, athletic director, marketing, recreation, and sports 
information To view these positions and more, click on the individual links below. 
Director of Donor Relations & Stewardship - University of Alabama, Bi~ingham [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
[lr win5~dab&et 1103917458353&s~143&e 001EexD~V~MS 1Rb u5h~SHcYUNzO95~GBJJTFuwdcI4pGI DoTnJ[~vD~vZYRUbpaNxY xp63BK7wc6y- 
5I)7s0dTNGv 9FpnoPqwhlbGYbBZw7]~-fUmaRRekgJvxkwQnEtlne2 wQ~5xvhGGIhAN)e~ ] 
Athletic Trainer (2 positions) - Alabama State University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
l[r wjn5~x&b&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e ~1[~xDWw~MS~LTX24UepND2i~78WS~w~;m3C~X3~S2GG3~Hm~9~cKi~B5STaEFYh3I~rkx1x~Ro2~I2br~U~vLb~kJ GNq)KPZ 
-ISdoIHOs:K,M3 Iptcg ] 
Athletic ’]’raining - Shenandoah Universi~" [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk w~n5~xdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~W~MS2n7~IPCo6S 10CTKSD~e 4o~A4~xSqS~geUSS4%~o5BJq3GlcY~l~d2Q1Lt~z3icX~qQolka~4e0Y7IusS- 
5Q5~cAdG-]~xqvCO~6~gdLhG~DXmt~a7cVOh~s S~7ir35HgB~opV6xSQ ] 
Director of Athletics - North Carolina A&T State UniversiU- [ht~:i/r20.rs6.net/m.~sp?lk~jn5~xdab&et 1103917458353&s~143&e 001Eo~W~SMS0gDZH072EU-AvI7m- 

~D2~n~UgQ18730z4vBc4S~e~xq2~l~6V5f99SSxs~KQ& 6rSqCN77~]~JgoSS9rol~Qx~4Xtz40-N6~9zcw~xlv~m wl3Y6FZ~bL~SNRN%xe~2TX~T0iOY~0~c ] 
Director of Co~mications - Women’s Basketball Coaches Association [http:i/r20.rs6.netim.~sp? 
l~jr~5cLxdab&et 1103917458353~143~ 001Ee~W~MSONaN~5rQetpETV61~AGvr~ 6k21SEGRS61bIqHCHweTaVo855Ynlyz715sT109GQW4S~v- 
t~N3On c6v~HS7E~vB15B~OHOD9BlgQEYu50~w0GEwCV9~S0q-b6G~ rSg~%A ] 
As sistant Director of S ales & Dcvelopmem - Universi~ of Alabama, Birmingham [http:i/r20.rs6. net/re. ~ sp ? 
lk~n5&xcNb~t l103917458353&s~143&e 001Ee~W~MS0~xTmJiE25oHiYpsCG- 
ntYaaw~3y~7~bJobSNYZKU0k~GkTsSET~u 8OKg~m4fiEL6L29%~eS~&X3n2~ci5tCRb~u ~rmuOi ~oM6RVhpQkO88a-c7PhziBt5Kbv~Tz~tSDSS~2A6N4-~] 
Assistant Equipment Manager - Florida A&M UniversiU~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp? 
1~ w~n5~xdab~ 1103917458353~143&e ~Ee~W~z~S9EQ2~V~N~qqb~FNwr~498IqZaDR5Zv~%V~C~Zv~qN~f9~QhavBGRWr~J~QZAbBEU9~z~ 
-MS~)~LN 1821C7s ] 
Assistant SID - California Lutheran UnNersi~" [http:~/r20.rs6.netitn.~sp?llr w~n5Axdab&et l103917458353&s~143&e 001Ee~Ww~MS3@m241vKtQo~K6~pvVQ~s~~D~pr~K- 
u0&NNTZi~YwN-vCS~Slr~’G~StI HT768NJ1c~kSW~FeSfsX~--QoolNGGYGC~ff)25EHavkSamk%VTqWykqgOuq-~vd2 lm3Q ] 
Equipmem Manager - Saint ~se~ College (~) [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn. ~sp’.’ 
lk~t~S&xdab~mt 1103917458353~143~ ~Ee~W~P78QEk~xg~sQ2G~xpHGLC~zTqmYQF83~iGv~uGsH6~FX3~8ck7QB4AJQ~n~NrZ8vN9 6Z~0vF- 
nvBVAYiEsStVui~nbb25ve-LtNo6LN%~)uda~Jvax ~tVXTtJaAIcUOb v~piH3d~Ym0 ] 
Assistant AD for Compliance - Alabama State UniversiU- [htr~://r20.rs6.net,’m. is~?llr win5Axdab&et 1103917458353~ 4143&e 001Ee~WwfSMS I~;~G~sVrntOrSODZV2oZ5b~- 
VedbS54amv-~F-b~)~T~AcFYsq2Seiw~vrF2S~B~M~36Mu~R~kkXd76Tm[x4Y2r~Y4n~3r8A2Z~@se~e~4n4DDc~A~B wcN OoVshqVPl~{qw ] 
Associate Director of Recreational Sports - Loyola Universi~ (b~) [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
1~ wi~5~xdab~t 1103917458353&s 4143&e O01Eo~WwSSMSOXVw40~)~BnoGZ~gBr~OFI7i3skNgqN3~rOXvVXYOh~CiOqOv~kSE2dl~39CbBvat bP SBvig~Rok GG5Edo a39KV 
-6M43~mr~] 
Assistant Director of MaNetingiCot~unity Relations - Northwestern Universi~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5~xdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Eo~W~SMSOLo TXer~G~C~69~@gn~5v;~giOlcS-D2yEpnbl-cToQc~HgV~OEBt nJ2%Cx0M7~- 
y~7OByY~G3Yp@wD~BO5yN7p5G7X~3~cn~60~4}n~Xw-6KOOzl~9Ir) ] 
Sr Associate Director of Athletics Ibr Compliance - Universi~ of Ne}v Hampshire 
[http:/ir20rs6.net/tla.jsp?llr }vin5dxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~VwfSMS3OI3~V~OS~lPTcSt~LaFXtNls2AvPpqwq~-~-OSwGdalz- 
cnVep~g~L<) sC lo;VmuG~WS OtR0eEpb~T Ylnma Z~zb5jH5D9Axuu4M~{DoD~2I SId2pkgb -2 SEW1 uNl,~4p09 S 1i6w ] 
Director & Chair of Athletics, PE & Recreation - Williams College (2~) [ht~://r20.rs6.neb’m.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~];Vw~SMSlt5h7~H70PLy- 

Q Vp~Yk63 d 6e~INccN ~drP~6Nag ~NoY~a~M7RIvc~t~F 1B G~FUoa~Bpe~cX YJ~ 8MGFe~t 1SBp~]b3pNgOHu~IO~rB l<)bBaNbQ ] 
ProI?ssor/Associate Professor of Sports blanagement - Syracuse University [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk w~n5~xdab~t 1103917458353~143&e ~Ee~W}~MS~A~26a~Sv(~E~a~nb-ik6-2rTp~ehT-6-r3~S3Ae~GnUYXcBPN~57A2TiN~Sn~sY1~u6aS~6- 
~p~6~qn5p3v~dN6z632N Q3aGGnvEr)2TCVSz4TSZ14~u-~aopEe~0~5Q~d~3Tp0G01N~F~s86~RG7pHiTA}v ] 
Assistant blanager of Athletic Fields - The University of Co~ecticut [Ntp://r20 rs6.net/tla.jsp? 
lk }vin5&xdab&et 1103917458353&s~143&e 001Ee~W~fSMS3N@ScE~sXcZG~INOMO~3GHGL95hCaeaMSo5WOVYf s~v~2N0nTSp~vBWeQt- 
KD~NwqVbQt%VdNiggU~t9;VJiqIliu~uWtL~]b95sg~m NflL~0-99Ur9YT4eA~9~oA ] 
Director of Marketing - NACWAA (Kansas Ci~, MO) [hRp://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?lk wjn5dxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~WwfSMS3fz- 
z%VG~Z63XY3~XTV~ekuupetZ~pK8fp~a~E~dwd4vFP32N4EY~FSyErG7nvUaF~CcN~-2~YQS~7~)SF~ ~QO~aCEG~c~pLS2V~pPXaHle38W~lUc~Ufzi() ] 
Assistant AD for Ticketing - Rice UniversiU~ [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk w~n5dxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e ~1Ee~W~{~MS3ev9MdgN4LV7I~zfd~mchN6n~Q~i~J~NCdWwSt~a~U2ANN8Y5tN3D~adn~7mz~DDA TC1 TZ4@0Kub 
Director of Compliance - Alabama State Umversi%’ [Ntp://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
lk w~n5dxdab~1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~WvdSMS2XOk~N~mVN~-v5gGYFoAYf TllSucEu~ ffq)NNP~Oh kWT~Y7H YvMOCMara- 
KOk12eb@D5PqEcm 1Aq7D9-LO~GVul~rqe946AcF~S~-~5mo~rag~ ] 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coordinator - Colorado State Universi~z [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
lk }vi~5cNdab~1103917458353&s 4143&e 001Ee~];Vw~SMS20ouSm’dbbp7cuU748jB3sptTv2~tNt0eO~Jq- 
VqEE%v7ocAJiF~e~WOCN~kaU~V vr)t~se~ilO7EmTHOZ~iiaSNZ7~7u4cgN B9cH~a9LEVw ] 
Assistant/Associate Professor of Sports Management - Eastern Kentuc~z University 
[http : //r20.rs6.net/tn jsp ? 
[lr win5dxdab&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexD’~%’JNMS36QX6d6QkU TISViRtlHlIJmZBwJ{N]ua4}{},hSM~c5yWZZ0~MZXqKGsingxu6gd4JrTqOpwH~c%Vnbkz4KsJk]7- 
bY5KVDAee[{feHGiW5RIJ7Kh~Y5t8 xe9gvTl~esa0uS~%SwZf~UPAcYDBu~VYODqoR5U-PSbpIIhJDXgYw ] 
Head Volleyball Coach - MJlIersville University [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn ~sp? 

l[r win5~x&b&et 1103917458353&s 4143&e 001EexD%VwJNMS2PKRBE~CSvM;AEOII2AbOIuaVc(~G~ggKOpD AePIpZ41:~NFyIn Bf-Uw@p YCYmpxN2hS]5V2~kDiOnN~- 
c~)51NA~ADWt9e2Xo2GnbqVIwG7mStM7r6k~)09stu6e~Kq’l]{~XSASwE vCImllS~YMpo ] 
Associate AD for Academic Suppo~ - Alabama State Universi~ [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp? 
[lr win5dxdab&e~l103917458353&s~143&e ()01EexDWwI~MSlp}~No~ckuMN6[p~QII~)eNNL~vE SW4t5M5bwSPF6a3C2B[nld{~A~R~B~JnT[~7{yIFaHKN~71CcS6~GCQodvYy~YC 
-C]%VST-oHti~ 

"’]?he person who gets the farthest is generally the one who is willing to do and 
dare. The sure-thing boat never gets far from shore." 
-Dale Carnegie 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Kevin Marsh" <kmarsh@rsqumeanal.vlics.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 11:10 AM 

kmarsh@rsquareanalytics.com; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Customized Re~axch Su~eys a~d AnalUtics tbr Universities 

Hello, 

This is Kevin Marsh, Director of Business Development at R Square (http://www.rsquareanalytics.cor~’education.htmll We implement customized alunmi, student or staff surveys for 
universities We also implement specialized feedback management for Athletic Departments, covering all major sports. Our clients include leading universities such as UCLA, NYU, l~rxrLV 
and many more 

We offer complete survey management or specific component of research such as data collection, analysis, and reporting Our po~verful reports help in obtaining actionable insights and 
intelligence about your target audience We also have capabilities to set up an on-going feedback collection, analysis and reporting system using powerful online dashboards. 

I wanted to check if you ~vould be interested in setting up a call with one of our prRiect managers, to learn more about our services. Also, please free to forward this email to your colleagues 
who might be interested in learning more. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin 

Kevin Marsh 

Director of Business Development 

R Square, Inc. 

Ph~ne: 781.228.1756 

Emai[: kmarsh@rsquareanalytics corn 

Please click here to Unsubsribe http://rsqnews corn: 81/UC000251 NTA1 NwAA HTML. 
If the [ink does not work, please send an email to unsubscribe@rsquareanalytics corn with ’UNSUBSCRIBE’ as the subject. 
We apologize for the inconvenience. 



Advett~s~men t 

This messaqe is sent to you by A¢¢ountinq Newswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: ::L hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration; $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The current economic environment makes bankruptcy a 
particularly timely and relevant topic. Whether you are forced to 
deal with bankruptcy issues as a debtor, secured or unsecured 
creditor, lessor or lessee, or investor looking for distressed- 
asset opportunities, this teleconference will give you a road map 
to understand the bankruptcy process. 

Winstead PC 
Winstead is among the largest business law firms in Texas~ 
Winstead’s attorneys and consultants serve as trusted advisors 
to mid-market and large businesses, providing a core range of 
legal services that are critical to their operation and success. 
From its well-known reputation in real estate, bankruptcy, and 
financial services to its corporate and high-stakes litigation 
practice, Winstead uses solid legal experience to deliver 
innovative solutions. 

Overview of the Bankruptcy Code 

Property of the Estate 
The Automatic Stay 
Bankruptcy Case Administration 

Business Bankruptcies 

Relief From the Automatic Stay 
Executory Contracts and Nonresidential Leases 
Chapter 11 Plan Process 
Chapter 5 Causes of Action 
Post-Confirmation Tssues 

Consumer Bankruptcies 

Exemptions and Discharge 
Chapter 7 vs. Chapter 13 
Eligibility and Multiple Filings 

This teleconference is designed for attorneys, paralegals, 
presidents, vice presidents, branch managers, loan officers, loan 
department personnel, credit and collection managers, and 

accountants. 

Lloyd A, Lira, Winstead PC 
Gregory M. Zarin, Winstead PC 

Lloyd A, Lira 
@ Attorney in Winstead PC@s Business Restructuring and 
Bankruptcy Practice Group 
@ Practice involves a broad range of business bankruptcy and 
reorganization matters, including representation of secured 
creditors, unsecured creditors@ committees, bondholder groups, 
special servicers, landlords and trustees in Chapter 11 
proceedings 
@ Recent representations include secured creditors in a large oil 

Upcoming 

New Disclosures 
Required on the Credit 
Quality of Finance 
Receivables and the 
Allowance for Credit 
Losses under FASB ASU 
2010-20 
Nov, 19, 2010 
Reqistration: $219,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 



and gas bankruptcy case, and a large multifamily real estate 
case 
~ 3.D. degree, Southern Methodist University, Dedman School 

of Law 
~ B.A. degree, Texas Tech University 

~ Can be contacted at 214-745-5758 or llim@winstead.com 

Gregory I~I, Zarin 
~ Attorney in Winstead PC~s Business Restructuring and 
Bankruptcy Practice Group 
~ Practice involves a broad range of business bankruptcy and 
reorganization matters, including representation of debtors, 

secured and unsecured creditors, official creditors~ 
committees, landlords, tenants and trustees in all aspects of 
chapter Ii and chapter 7 bankruptcy proceeds 
~ Recent representations include secured creditor in large 
multifamily real estate cases, unsecured creditors~ committee 
in large auto parts manufacturer bankruptcy, several landlords in 
large retail chain bankruptcies and the chapter 7 trustee in a 
national restaurant chain bankruptcy 
~ 3.D. degree, University of Miami School of Law 
~ B.A. degree, University of North Texas 
~ Can be contacted at 214-745-5236 or gzarin@winstead~com 

Winstead PC 
Winstead is among the largest business law firms in Texas. 
Winstead~s attorneys and consultants serve as trusted 
advisors to mid-market and large businesses, providing a core 
range of legal services that are critical to their operation and 
success. From its well-known reputation in real estate, 
bankruptcy and financial services, to its corporate and high- 
stakes litigation practice, Winstead uses solid legal experience 
to deliver innovative solutions. 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone, 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CBC 
~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

~lea~e ~orward this invit~tio~ to colleagues who mav be~efi~ ~ro~ p~rticipati~go 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Len~jth,¯ 9{) min~te~ 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219,00 

Reqistration = Session Plus CD Recordinq: $3:19,00 

ERISA-covered pension plans invest billions of dollars in private equity 

funds and hedge funds. The managers of those funds want these plan 

investors, but don’t want to become ERISA fiduciaries. 

Similarly, ERISA plan fiduciaries don’t want to invest in a private equity 

or hedge fund in such a way that, due to their pension plan’s 

participation as investors, the fund is deemed to contain "ERISA plan 

assets." 

That is because, among other things, being deemed subject to ERISA 

may cause fund managers to pass on great opportunities which might 

not pass muster for an ERISA fiduciary-- or to refuse to take the plan’s 

money as an investor in the fund. 

This webinar will teach hedge and private equity fund sponsors and 

managers and plan fiduciaries how funds can avoid being deemed to 

hold plan assets even if ERISA plans invest. 

YOU WILL LEARN 

Critical US Department of Labor guidelines on when a plan’s 

investment in a fund will result in the fund’s assets becoming 

subject to ERISA and when they will not. 

What happens if a fund contains plan assets 

How a fund manager can manage ERISA assets successfully 

without violating the law. 

The presentation will also cover real life problems and 

sophisticated solutions in order to avoid the ERISA trap. 

This webinar is a must for plan fiduciaries who make investment 

decisions to invest in funds as well as for private equity and hedge fund 

sponsors and managers. 

PROFILE 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, has more than 30 years of experience 

regarding ERZSA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and 

forming private real estate and equity funds for the institutional 

investment market. He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary 

matters and many of the largest real estate fund managers on ERISA 

and fund formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and prior 

to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, .lanofsky &,Walker in New York. 
Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERZSA attorney for The 

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he 

advised Equitable and its investment management subsidiaries on all 

legal requirements involved in the investment of ERISA plan assets. He 

began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 

Phone: 212-653-8810 

Fax: 212-537-0239 
a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspooMaw.com 

htt p ://www.d reyspool- law.com 

LlpcomirKI 

Teteconferences 

~enefits Compliance Changes: 

011 UpdateNov 16, 2010 

Le~istration: $249.00 

:egistration - Session Plus CD 

’~ecording: $338.00 

,earn More 

?omplying With OSHA 

Lecordkeeping Requirements 

~ov. 17, 2010 

’,egistration - Session 

)nly: $199.00 

’,egistration - Session 

Hus CD Recording: 
;268.00 

.earn More 

~ersenal Accountability: 

}erring Workers to End 

he Blame Game 

~ov, 17, 2010 
[eAJstration: $2 ] 9.00 

Legistration - Session Plus CD 

:ecordinA: $308.00 

,earn More 

’ension Plan Investments in 

ledge Funds and Private 

~quity Funds: How to Avoid 

ae ERISA Trap 

~ov. 18, 2010 

’,eqistration - Session 

)nly: $219.00 

~eqistration - Session 

Hus CD Recordinq: 
;319.00 

.earn More 

’hased Retirement in The New 

~conomy 

~ov. 18, 2010 

’,eqistration - Session 

)nly: $199.00 

~eqistration - Session 

Hus CD Recordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

’aperiess HR: How to ’Go 

;teen’ Efficiendy -- and 

;ray in Compliance 

~ov, 18, 2010 
kegistration: $219.00 

:egistration - Session Plus CD 

’~ecording: $308.00 

,earn More 

;hanges to Cafeteria P]ans: 

Vhat You Need 

Know to Prepare 

Coy. 19, 2010 

’,eqistration - Session 

)nly: $199.00 

~ecdstration - Session 

Hus CD Recordinq: 



* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation on your personal computers included. Internet access is 

not required for phone-only participants. An outline of the presentation 

and the PowerPoint slides will be provided before the event. Once you 

register, you will receive an email which is your receipt, and which 

includes your instructions for logging on. You will also receive an email 

reminder 24 hours before the seminar. 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

;urbing FMLA Abuse: How to 

~Ianage Manipulative 

{mployees 

,~ov. 22, 2010 

~egistration - Session 

)nly: $199,00 

{egistration - Session 

dus CD Recordinc~: 
;268,00 

.earn More 

X~rbing FMLA Abuse: How to 

~ianage Manipulative 

’;mployees 

Coy. 30, 2010 

~ec~istration - Session 

)nly: $199.00 

~.eqistration - Session 

qus CD Recordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

Hot Button" Issues for 

’;mployers L’nder the 

uTlericans 

Vith Disabilities Act 

Coy 30, 2010 

(eqistration - Session 

)nly: $198.00 

~egistration - Session 

~lus CD Recording: 
;289.00 

.earn More 

Abandoned) Wages: 

h~epare Now for 

;omptiance Crackdown 

~ov. 30~ 2010 
(e£ist~ation: $219.00 

~ee~st~at~on - Session ~]us ~D 

~eco~8m£: $308.00 
,earn More 

3even Steps to Hell? HR 
md Nanagers 

;rea~e Bulletproof 

?ocumentation 

~ov. 30, 2010 
(e£ist~ation: $249.00 

~eeistration - Session Plus CD 

[ecording: $338.00 

,earn More 

)odd-Frank: How Wilf it 
~hange ~he Way 

hiva~e Fund Managers 

)o Business? 
)ec l, 2010 

~egistration - Session 

)nly: $219,00 

(egistration - Session 

dus CD Recordinc~: 
;319.00 

.earn More 

;elecommuting: Should You? 

;houldn’t 

~ou? How Do You Make it 

{appen? 

)ec. 2, 2010 

~egistration - Session 

)nly: $198.00 

(egistration - Session 

qus CD Recording: 
;289.00 



team More 
~c. 3~ ~0]0 

~egistration - Session 

~y: 
~egistration - Session 
~lus CD: $289.00 

~ earn More 

~ow to ~ucces~uHy Use 

~oc~ Med~a fo~ H~r~ng 
~n~ Retention 
~ec. 9, 2010 

~e~strat~on - 

pn~: ,~s.oo 
~e~strat~on - 

~lus CO Recordinq: 

~2~9.00 

~ earn More 

The Ten Commandments 

~f ~n ~RISA 
~ec. 21, 2010 

~egistration - Session 

~nly: $2~9.00 
~eg~stration - Session 

~ 
~u;9~g0 Recordinq: 

~ear~ More 
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This event will be held on Tuesday, November 
23 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 50 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
S u~avant resou rces.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN - ask 

about other states) 

~, Live question and answer session. 

= Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Tackle Your Email Inbox with Outlook 
November 17 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

The 5 Rules of Internet Marketing for 
Attorneys 
November 18 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Facebook Fired: NLRB Dives Into Social 
Media 
November 23 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

The Psychology (and Law) of Harassment 
Investigations 
November 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

View this announcement on the web 

Legalities of Social Media Use Among Your Employees 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, November 23 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

Can an employee be fired for using social media to call her boss a "psycho?" Maybe not, 
according to the National Labor Relations Board. 

Can you lawfully monitor employee behavior using social media? Not without restriction, the 
EEOC has ruled. 

This freshly updated webinar will help you answer two vital questions: 
1. What are the limits of employment policies that prohibit employees from using social media from 
harming your company’s reputation? 

2. How do the new, final Genetic Information Non-Discrimination Act (GINA) regulations impact your 
use of social media for checking up on employee behavior? 

You will learn the rights and responsibilities associated with: 

¯ The legal limits of a social media policy                                            ~ 

¯ The extent you must tolerate extracurricular speech by employees 
¯ How far can employers go in regulating off duty conduct 
¯ What you should do if you inadvertently obtain information on Facebook protected by GINA 
¯ Best Practices regarding information, communication and employee monitoring you should 

have in effect to protect your business 

SPECIAL BONUS FROM AVANT -- Attendees will receive sample written policies including: 

Company and Non-Company Use of Social Media and Internet Resources and Voice Mail, Email, 
Intemet Access and Computer Files Poficy. These policies can be invaluable while reviewing or 
establishing your workplace rules regarding information, communication and privacy practices. 

You r Presenter 

~ B rent Ballow has over 20 years of legal experience in the area of labor and employee 

relations matters. He has successfully negotiated numerous collective bargaining agreements, 
regularly gives advice on the administration of those agreements, and has been responsible for over 
60 representation or decertification elections. He is a frequent speaker and trainer throughout the 
country on labor and employment issues, including the ADA, the FMLA, Privacy in the Workplace, 
Discrimination Laws, Labor Relations, and Wage and Hour Laws. 

This event will be ~resented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing 
to view the )resentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 

of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Ave.- Nashville, TN 37210 - 615-752-2373 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 o Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 18, 2010 

Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNl 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctional s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To Purchase [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~B~C2Tku66KdZ8pB~4t~8icpc‘n~K~raSasHL~4X~GFsb~LxfJDzdbSBDhFH~4t~LxbLthIHIidn~V~9~usTT9LRDLY2V9XyC-wan-DL3u- 
yYVBIYlBc-kivz s0wRPzv6\rLShQKTSbkPKYVdoWtj-wL6sYkNraYCM7 8ylBU166K0oyxlr~mCDDntSlupIBVpNVUpLieTVXggUOOSFuVBGV9jC’EKUnyZgedC6] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/emaihisp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lit~zs... 
Our Website [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit win5cLxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~B~C2Tku66K~c~ZVFpwM~Gr)Y3HkrasC4Hvi~c‘Art~qX7AxL~I3nQi2xcfurxX~n~2VkJpWf15pG~M7Gw46d2~SMQD8~S~i2M5qs~Q~Lp~ 
-o2kEI21tSR~] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~vin5 &xdab&et 1103923730188&s~4143&e 001BoC2Tku66K~q~efZ 10C070xgVzcHSoBEL VpiiAptrnsKTNQB YCix~i-tkg5xpXiwuZDfata5v26Ut2~LniiDAzzebsTYcNQtiB~vPgyyDSH52tNafl~wi3 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 

llr~in5dxdab&et l103923730188&s~143&e ~B~C2Tku66KeQp~fH1~sH~d7phpcAc~7da7NBK5vRtp5RSSJtZiSq~FDZABrurh~qcvEh~wB4eUrEaTx~gYG- 
rUPi3n5UOWRBWeFPeqEFsQaqbel2wRidd 10q oQEmJcfLX3Dzr4D5niBk5W43M4EAzOBxhusLp.zVPpv22wC8 f6rMQ ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. isp’.’ 
lit win5cLxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KIKcEXECHsHG59kZMc4©NOTZLnD79T Gn9C1ZJ2FI~gNubSSnixWnWG06- 
sip5 itBurP6NzcoVEPmK 1 lzVCodV’A!Vbs2NRMOFG9PnCZclclMho2L7dwcrrK4D~ J~OODFl~Z45 Gzb0FF6#ax4A ] 
Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.coru/sa/fwtf.isp?m 1103508747574&a 1103923730188&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp’.’ 
lir~’jn5cLxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~B~C2Tku66KdY396Id8zBms~?wB~n~N~Qrrm~2~EpdrtA2zK9tVDBQiQ~8hVWJYJBEKW99XSjxdFZr~wptQetax2vIbqAN- 
k~VLyZ£xEejW~j~2~tkqlEd7~s~9SL8TbN3Jk1xN2x~7~XaBAK~JdnRyJjkqJs2~Y~5~cC33TwD6~VVe~RYeGc8Ky 6KR.rK~vL kbba3hajTFmJAyYie3k ] 

Feature Article 

I hate to bug you but ... six networking no-nos 
Getting out there is important, but doing it badly can do more harm than good 
By Eve Tahmincioglu 
msnbc corn 
One piece of job-hunting advice you’ll hear over and over again is that you have 
to network to land a gig. Unfortunately, networking isn’t easy for everyone and 
doing it badly can cause more harm than good. 
So what is networking exactly? 
"The exchange of information or services among individuals, groups, or institutions; 
specifically: the cultivation of productive relationships for employment or business," 
according to Memam-Webster. 
The key part of the definition is the word "exchange." Too often people think networking 
meansyoujust.. (More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66Kd2x28rmXsa-TYVx206NTf cKfzaMenk- 

zEbY56xBrVSIG3ih691Greq2xNwitH2 v-BvKBri~K2xQRGvzee~cHS~C~8CQBLW3TJZHt~MJk2UEzGEFrDJS~XIJrcuTKp~N~aXhQYithVdiv~HQGvL~tbrF~iaG6eZ~aDYzFQ~ks~ ] 

New Job Listings 



Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, November 18th, include athletic director positions at 
the high school level, NCAA Division III, and NCAA Division 1 levels. Other positions 
include jobs in athletic training, recreation, aquatics, an associate AD, facul~ 
in Sports Management, and fand raising. To view these positions and more, click 
on the individual links below. 
Director of Athletics - Cleveland State Umversity [http:&20 rs6 net/tn.isp?[lr win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s~143&e 001BoC2Tku66Kf6.oX-D- 

zqSuCWt~/gQ6pnccPGhd4G4B2hneZlsykYfPZr EVuz2FhKR41WcS4v-FM-7 ou6kKVi7Un[Jg~RzT/no][~;Kl~’×-UBoi27JKWdu58gi5VsFNur0TJ3 TksrIt3HIB6C5pnt]Xof61-A 
Aquatics Director - Stevens Institute of Technology (N J) [http://r20.rs6.net/m.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~l103923730188&s 4143&e 0~1B~C2Tku66KeDA~2HI;:vE2~k3ixXTkewNn,<xDM6VRG~wJqV5-k]~>~,~7zp45itI~G9-2kknNwdVv~t79n2iRfVv8~5Cb- 

8MUBt Irsdx91 peb [B 2Z5E6vXvDRMEJ(I gvvROx5 MTq 9Z32A61~C/A 6VYAqi9tkIPl.X)U ~Q ] 
Associate AD for Operations - Saint Anselm College [ht~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5d×dab&et 1103923730188&s~143&e 001BoC2Tku66KdYDR4VrgcTLgVieTmFuXAt- 
J4upS0ypvTJ)anc G2OPGPLKrLI qLn 1WAFckL Cnttl-37FdviS[rLNdJUa~ZKmI~’aO-w5CIWEBx10NsEJ,vSTV-Xd2nedkCft5 2c7oY9WKmKW2qJgi7II4CL10 JZ’~83b~Ma77nNL[ ] 
Fimess Coordinator, Strength & Conditioning - Florida State University [http:~/r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66Ke ~KZ- 

8 l 1 h WK aR YIIIvuNb YDpp YK 7W 0kIBd[314~/Ihh,v Ps50zP dx6kx4c9EK[3 L4FcaZKD2Teit;~ IwbiIdch 7t/RSRDdioaLk S6t344AO JX13m3uWF7TQCI U4h 1Lk T YKBa6R YV\ V[. 1 J6FyfV 9tS 3 Eft YMqwZB ] 
Associate Director of Recreational Sports - Loyola Universi~" (MD) [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s~4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KcqUoV0q5NLqbiZnPSl OZZO2stIZSbdnjJGYRSiJzQfeONbipw[~’JfcflSDi9qN42Cw2rEj7QBVL69dOJo3cX/;MCPUgiYz 0r2CwlC5i’ 
Associate AD for Compliance -Fresno Pacific Umversity [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et l103923730188&s~4143&e 001BoC2Tku66Kce488yAmY5slp7aZJOUrlJDV65J5Pp5a4~O0[gaI~’0D0nwzKfiRGt%,b3PWft5- 
~vKIIZLf’QIu.fiRyJtrVv5r4mc5ttaYlkfqPM7 vK4GPRWyVoANIa3oWiC ZsBukvCaFS~tlSoqw 5oHQ 
Director of Athletics - University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee [http:i/r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2TI;u66KepS-41.YtL;BW7-~/- 

o KXWXOaC {lqE(.)bBfK/2Fn4I~’5itKSTLCecDSkQYYF49i-uBDJ pYBovii\;vLX911bBLXF q0rIYU75V kSX4CZ~vG3qwyVMCTRiA EleaJbibyE[vl~.x-s ] 
Assistant Director [’or Donor R elations - Clemson University [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp ? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66Kf6DO9[*;nIalxGxEklXtbflelk2v6UN3ewFL31PYe6LeYLh TvX’Bw9NrFzcw6RN~KPeTbXCM9ns0AWo65Gv155pbn7- 
vP6ibE5v XNtSOAhIA’~’iaMQ RYX X/;D6~/rlsX0vU4fr].TvI2qJCw ] 
Assistant Director of Compliance - Rutgers University [http://r20.rs6.net/m.jsp? 

l[r win5dxdab&e~l103923730188&sM143&e 001BoC2Tku66KcdUSulX~ak2T55EikF4Dtpd.xlICimXYTrTK Hlisqd3¥FD14rlHWl[7A5Ce2GSC2it{KkIDt]xcupX@.sVoJ666[0hi87WGb’~’nPJ5gDLSJ 
Head Volleyball Coach - Lindsey Wilson College (KY) [htt p://r20.rs6.net/tn, isp’.’ 

lit win5dxdab&ct 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KdphTklQ62v’iictza6BqffeHnW1Noe 6iShgcHuSXZWtzsblENahCNFzOAHVgp\rH9GVESzDuNF4kTViRrslkEB~©EBJDJdk_NMY371 
-c0dZ6sO\rVNdc99XcKEPc ytOQUxO726147RIQ ] 
Head Football Coach - Loras College [htVp://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr~¢in5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KtHxWSr~’Mrn- 
Qeg7xqSfwAO7s4007D1Fkluvl~cfiwYs,O4TEraYao0fGkOJ15Nnq45aAFG yPc IlgMLwQMkRSxbx6RGqynB3-LhYR2.N_Q-6V4SicMPxPRK1VaPr~5’\,NOOIb3ysDwIN1UEg ] 
Associate Director of Campus Recreation for Aquatics - Georgia Tech [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

lk win5dxdab&et l103923730188&sM143&e 001BoC2Tku66KelCwBpHTxTqlbxrxpqvPoPOvrFFkibLY\rbOC3PVtTZfzaz 5JXHUs-aShg tTyShUo- 
dPJwbgoSOKvil Y3d2PmLrFggVirtV~CalC’DMXccgBN1YE 0Zz2WSxHkRBT~T-itx¢~IwX¢2vfv’PFUa~TToV-c3MzwC1 ] 
Assistant Director of Media Relations - Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. i sp’.’ 
llr~’in5ckxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~B~C2Tku66KcxQz5S~xi‘~rt7~ix49m~KtT~2E7iigrtKVV~rfaJbJ-cF~AbNpd7ds4DaQhx~RepCt*~R9M3e~kU~2A2v~uW~V- 
DR1Uo6_’vloKtx\rV_~lEXn’~9©eTAOIbkiwNSB iloU1X2SitZN4_’vlge4q54snQDs,HqQ ] 
Facu~ty~inRecreati~n&~arkAdrainistrati~n-Il~in~isStateUniversity~[http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.isp‘.~r win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KXRNK2LC76- 
8vcB 0 Sydsq JZWgy5 Vx4o30W q5¥LX?uNOkikl"aB2 pX9K8 q CJCJTzoTqG’f ar6uwq q pSiykJZN777EIZ4OX35 z852QLv\rPVv6ra94rllaE 1E0b£ 88 QNYrIVpPq 8iTdL 7erq 9iakt Jo S03Ddiibgq 2Ce S Y5xpTR 
Athletic Director -Loyola University (IL) [http://r20.rs6.net/m.isp? 

lk win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tk~a66KckuAZgqelaQwVganNOeirtDhodnWYclx50OtETAVWKbQ5sv9RL86pPt5qV4eY tS~VbWC.a34YtgfpNpHiEvd6PKd9qMI GRgZ~ 
Assistant Athletic Media Relations Director - Nicholls State Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llrm~vin5&xdab&et l103923730188&sM143&e 001BoC2Tku66KITDDJSsfq454yV4iYg6rENL3A-cA-h3NNFAgAmM-sAxvZtMgVGLz iN~FTQllcOif2VWSRaws0daJOXohX4L61naO5 rz- 
MLKFOcOnstvMCU-LI~ vY1ResLI-F-aFiOEtffOH7nmNEaA1) JZTbf09r-7OiXLV1)zus6clc,~zlw ] 
Director and Chair of Athletics, PE & Recreation - Williams College [htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~? 
lit win5&xdab&et l103923730188&sM143&e 001BoC2Tku66KeFvBMdCoHIHclzScS3016n3\rRgzar5EkoEHRTt4dn- 
rY5z2fa%aRWJPcdlU4 1RXoeeYVVkuv86BObWD2MV00Icl~ibO9951rvYOZLP3 ll05YdBELVC’~qIa\V5N.afl’tIBzNk LVSNOLU2zUr7cca\VTfC’HOctcrldoicO6 c ] 
Coordinator of Club Sports - Northeastern University- [http:i/r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr~jn5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s~4143&e 001BoC2T~66KISUwr4NBnwMigHrSYVg54pnebm- 

B’~lXEQnLrN--z\rUYwxolctffm5 S -wfPuKEft~x’~\~gMJLTx2Oapq’~" YDoxop 8kpg~’IIDuj By clW@K~’FG~v4Zha- Y3nbUx1"d-2p~9 YDI2N60V9©ibdq~oZQ S@N8 aG~ZZ-\gZdNItUY ] 
Associate Athletic Trainer - Towson University [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk win5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~B~C2Tku66Keva~a76gtdzk~EJSG4NUT‘2bmNJvZ~CBZrhAxbVCvgJzHFtLxcT2Y~mVvZ~FbUZe~guj95~Ndh2M8ZsZeT;~xagr~kV7kJZ~CLhw 
-B 9a J;wK/LNLnhobUitlc9REh7mb6RRDLb70ddYw ] 
Assistant/Associate Professor, PE - North Dakota State Universi~- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

lk ;Vjl~5dxdab&et l103923730188&sM143&e 001BoC2Tku66Ki,’SZWOSSJvLDJiGQM~oFkiznO1LnSsmg4z2CintvRSw4wq9cEI<2vlnkDP eftu-FOwkNrJn- 
zcQ8zYhpG~bp41CVkIFdkSzT~’cX9ohl;cSCD 8sGLR36GxfSc’CrUqkVGW~wFqxDlYVndI~leASlduU5VOVBS33Qp9ct21RRs9xil~fS0ckL4vY;v ] 
Adjunct Faculty in Sports iVlanagement - Do;vling College (NY) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
lk~vinSdxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e ~1B~C2Tku66KcVvc6EVT~EtrieVTHFxhbde~h~7e~4DfJirddxBKYv~dn‘Z~P,EpYT-fLV~V‘&VUaB9t-sXT‘2tDCCAm~fq2gBSFFsEkPBh‘~i~t4em- 

cy7scnmEqQx7gT6HOlmUZghNa~grRziiFXHgLzOZ1E 8Fqi3kpInolgNzXL (.)eRTCba0eheg ] 
Director of Student Activities - Langley High School (Fairfax, VA) [http:Z/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk ;vjn5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s 4143&e 001BoC2Tku66Kf6bDMuzf3ijc’v~,hoVeEhTQPslF0p95H1H1~prh;vSOxikU2"4- 
xF31Hw9 Spr4ekuFDXxrePn~Rj 9RiFP8 eQAxSFe 1 t338a4h Jy2u ThttBv6T6iRlYPEpkCNThCKIC8 slcy ".~BOG52KR2ebHGUTYA6n-EGIRTCEwHoKqGT2txa4UgpY- 
lgB 1TZoomNHrNZD91yXZWVD~z SEkpUvTndwQNmFyqugon7Cne94HgGpL48HyTI414X 8 VSMCesc -] 
Ticket~perati~nsAssistant-~ittsburgh~irates(1vfLB)[http://r2~rs6.net/tn.jsp?~rma~n5dxdab&et 1103923730188&s .4143&e 001BoC2Tku66KeQRa7P.X4sIg6hIY- 
TbepVQ0 YCOiVE’~laW~’DLWOQ s3 -uNp35xZr4AgDTH~rUelPtgQHiRKYGiV0qqwGsxjAfin2yIVLNr~c~I-N9b-kKw~7182KSNJ1 ocPC- 

6B o5U~IuDJeSBtkVcixDiDKFqqSBDI9hiNR91~Rwl 7~’Q aas ] 

Quote 

Success without honor is an unseasoned dish; it will satisfy your hunger, but it 
won’t taste good. 
~Joe Paterno 
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AdvettLs~me~ t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

A Paralega ’s G id÷ for Drafti  j P eadi gs 

Time: ~.:00 pm F.T (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am NT~ 1.0:00 am 

Length: t hou~ 30 mir~utes 

Registration: $209,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

Providing the knowledge to know what pleadings and legal 

documents to file, when to file them and how to draft them is 
very important to the litigation process. You will learn the basic 
tools for locating documents, developing computer 
competencies for maximum efficiency and the importance of 
keeping essential forms. 

The speaker will discuss brief and memorandum banks as well as 
provide an understanding of how to analyze a fact situation, 
identify the legal issues, research the issues and prepare the 
appropriate pleadings. Learn how to approach pleadings in an 
organized and efficient manner with an understanding of the 
importance and responsibility placed on the paralegal. 

Practical Aspects of Drafting Pleadings 

® General Concerns in Today’s Legal Environment 

Pleadings Generally 

Sources of Pleadings 

~ Form Books 
~ A Pleadings Library 
~ Personal Pleadings Library 
~ Tnternet Sites Specific to the Circuit or Federal Courts 
~ ~nternet Sites Specific to Legal Forms 

Preparation for Drafting 

~ Determining Deadlines 

® Records Gathering 

® File Organization 

Drafting 

Pleadings Specifically 

~ Summons 

~ Structure of Complaint 

~ Structure of Answer 

~ Variations of Basic Pleadings 

Applicable Rules of Civil Procedure 

Filing 

® Local Rules 

® Electronic Filing 

Post-filing Considerations 

Special Circumstances 

~ Nultidistrict Actions 

~ Class Actions 

Upcoming 
Teleconferences 

Curbing FMLA Abuse: How |o 

Manage Manipulative Employces 

Nov. 30, 2010 

Registration - Session Ordy: 

$199.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

I, ealTl More 

Handling Unclaimed 

(Abandoned) Wages: Prepare 

Now for Compliance Crackdown 

Nov. 30,2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $308.00 

I, ealTl More 

Seven Steps m Help HR and 

Managers Create Bulletproof 

Documentation 

Nov. 30,2010 

Regis:ration: $249.00 

Re~ishalion - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $338.00 

L earrl More 

Dodd ]~l"ank: How Will it Change 

tbe ’~Vay Private Dand Managers 

Do Business? 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Registration - Session Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $319.00 

L earn More 

Telecommuting: Should You? 

Shouldn’t You? How Do You 

Make it Happen? 

Dec. 2, 2010 

Registration - Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

L earn More 

The ROI of an Efl~ctive 

Employee Wellness System 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Re~oistration - Session Only: 

$198.00 

Re~ishation - Session Plus CD: 

$289.00 

L earrl More 

How to Successfully Use Social 

Media for l~ring and Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration - Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $28900 

I, ealrl More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under tbe Americans 

~Vitlt Disabilities Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Regish-ation - Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reaish’alion - Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

L earrl More 

The Ten Commandments of 



Quality of Work 

Productivity 

Professionalism 

Personal Growth 

WHO SHOI~LD ATTEND 

This andio conference is designed for paralegals, legal s~afl’~d 
a~rneys. 

FA~ U LTY 

Eugene H. LaFlamme, McCoy & Hofbauer, S.C. 

Partner at McCoy & Hofbauer, S.C. 

Experienced trial attorney who has tried numerous cases 

to verdict 

Focuses on the defense of companies facing catastrophic 

personal injury, wrongful death and property damage 
claims 

Extensive experience defending complex fire and explosion 

claims, construction cases and architectural/engineering 
negligence claims 

Co-trial counsel for a propane company in Tennessee 

facing a large personal injury claim that exceeded its 
policy limits obtaining a complete defense verdict 

Highlighted in publications issued by the Defense Research 

Institute and the Wisconsin Law 3ournal 

Recognized as a Wisconsin Rising Star from 2007 to 2009 

Member of the Defense Research Institute and the 

Propane Gas Defense Association 

Admitted to practice in all state and federal courts in the 

state of Wisconsin 

Admitted pro hac vice in a number of jurisdictions 

throughout the country, including Alabama, California, 

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Nevada, Tennessee, the 
U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida and 
the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Alabama 

Graduate, Marquette University Law School 

B.S. degree, cure laude, University of Massachusetts 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

* J.0-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

for states that have already been approved) 

NALA 

NFPA (Pending) 
PaFalegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Registration= $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD= $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

Please ~orward this i~witation to colleagues who may benefit 

Newswatch. 32!2 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 o Nashville ° TN ° 37203 
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1:30 prn ET (t2:30 prn GT, t 1:30 am MT, 10:30 am P~ 

Len.gtP~: ~0 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Re~3istration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Sponsored by Pa~ Aven~e Presentations~ 

Managers of hedge funds and other private equity funds will feel the affect 

of the recently enacted Dodd-Frank Act. Who has to register with the SEC? 

Will family offices be exempted? How will marketing to prospective investors 

change? 

This course will provide a practical overview of the Dodd-Frank Act as it 

applies to private fund managers and how the Act will affect US and non-US 

medium and large investment managers and their clients. 

The new registration requirements 

<![endif]> The new filing requirements 

<![endif]> The impact of the Dodd-Frank Act on non-US 

managers 

<![endif]> Changes to exemptions and accredited investor status 

<![endif]> SEC enforcement and examinations priorities 

<![endif]> A potentially new self regulatory organization 

<![endif]> How to prepare for registration with the SEC or a 

state 

Chief Investment Officers, Chief Compliance Officers and Tnvestor Relations 

Managers of investment advisors, investment banks and broker-dealers 

accountants and attornys should attend this informative session with Ms. 

Budinger, a noted securities and investment fund lawyer. 

Kim Tomsen Budmger, KTB Counsel’s founder, has exclusively represented 

private funds, their respective management companies, and institutional 

investors on a wide range of investment management and securities law 

issues since 2000, Her clients have ranged from start-up manager 

enterprises to prominent boutique and institutional managers with assets 

under management or supervision of well over U8530 billion. 

She has advised numerous hedge funds, private equity funds and funds of 

funds employing diverse investment strategies. She has extensive 

experience advising hedge fund and private equity fund managers regarding 

critical legal, business and market issues, including fund formation, fund 

administration and private fund regulatory issues. 

LOGZSTICS 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

QSd~ session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Tnternet access is not 

required for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided 

shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which 

is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging 

on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Upcoming 

~rnai] CoUections: Do’s 

~nd Don’Is 

4ov. 10, 2010 
;~egistration: $219.00 

~e,qistration - 
Feleconfemnce plus 

3D: $288.00 

.earl) More 

Fhe Foreign Tax Credit 

h-ovisions of H.R. 1586: 
~raclicat knplications 

qev. 11,2010 

~egistration: $219.00 

~egistration - 
Feleconfemnce plus 

3D: $288.00 

.earn More 

4ot-for-Profi~ Audiling 

~nd Accounting for 

:)en[dbulkm.~ m~d 

~ledges 

4ov. 1 I, 2010 

{egistration: $199.00 

~eg~stration - 

Feleconference plus 

;D: $268.00 
.earn More 

~conomic Substance 

)ectrine Cedilicatien 

Jpdate 

4ov. 12, 2010 

{egistration: $219.00 

~eg~stration - 

Feleconference plus 
)D: $288.00 

.earn More 

~reparing for the 

~epo~ting Standard 

4ov. 15, 2010 

{egistration: $179.00 

~eg~stration - 

Feleconference plus 
;D: $248.00 

.earn More 

/fobib Banking: 

~m~king Witheul 

}orders 

4ov. 15, 2010 

{egistration: $249.00 

~egistration - 
Feleconference plus 
,D: $318.00 

.earn More 

kccounlin9 for 
Jqcerlain ’T’ax 
~esitioas: FH’q 48 

Jpdale 

~ov. ’f 7, 2010 

~egistration: $219.00 

~e~istration - 

Feleconference plus 
~D: $288.00 

.e~m More 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 Jaderstandiag 1he 

~asics of Bankruptcy 



Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordin~ E,319.00 
~nd Banl,truptcy 

r’em~inology 

4ov, ’f 8, 2010 

~e,qistration: $219.00 

~egistration - 

Feleconference plus 
)D: $288.00 

.earn More 

~equired on ~he Credi~ 

:~uality of Finance 

~eceivaMes and 
~,llowance for" CredO1 

.e~aes ur~de~ 

kSU 2010-20 

4ov. 19, 2010 

{egistration: $219.00 
~egistration - 
Feleconference plus 

)D: $288.00 
.earn More 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Wyriclc Beverly L" <Beverly Wyrick@unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 22, 2010 4:32 PM 

StARS/Starlight Listserver <sta~s@liskserv.unc.edu~ 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[sm~rs] New Process in Starlight (6577 transactions and other requests) 

TEXT.htm 

Starlight Users and Accounting Personnel, 

A solution to requesting account number changes for Starlight transactions has now been implemented - thank you for your patience and cooperation as we work through the complexities 
surrounding this process. 

See the attached documents for details regarding the policies and procedures. Please read the memo carefully, and use the form to submit your requests as appropriate (Note: this form 
replaces the other SuperUser request form previously used to request exceptions in Starlight). 

If you have questions, please send an email to starlightinfo@unc edu<mai[to:starli~htinfo~unc.edu>. Please also forward this information to others in your department as necessary 

Thank you, 
Beverly 

Beverly Wyrick 
Director, Finance & Admin 
The Graduate School 
201 Bynum Hall CB 4010 
UNC Chapel }{ill, Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
(Phone) 919-962-6318 (t;ax) 919-966-4010 
beverly wyrick@unc edu<mai[to:bever[¥ wyrick@unc edu> 

--- You are currently- subscribed to stars as: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28174417-26657774.d71e50963dcbf32edi~)e440f415b5~a6@listser,~.anc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 602773bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.unc.edv.’d520d7fb10326e4851d44aOacc691ae4 
File Name: SuperUser ME_’viO 11-22-2010.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20 Feb 2011 16:32:41 -0500 
Size: 39101 lbytes 

Attacl~nent Lira:: http://archive02.ancaa.unc.edui0eS03ec6ebbble51 dl’S098daS071051f 
File Name: SuperUser FOR2vl.pdf 
Exphy Date: Sun, 20 Feb 2011 16:32:41 -0500 
Size: 211762bytes 



Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the most 

frequently filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of issues for employers 

and affects every part of the employment process - from hiring to recordkeeping, 

and time off to termination. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and Michael S. Katzen 

review "hot button" issues under the ADA and provide practical guidance on 

how employers can deal with many of these difficult situations. 

This presentation will cover the following topics and include specific examples of 

real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

The ADA Amendments Act 

The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive process 

Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

Applying performance and conduct standards 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

Jules Z, Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law Advisors, 

a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with offices in New 

York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, human 

resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before establishing 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior level human 

resources and employment law roles within major corporations. He was Senior 

Director of Employee Relations and employment law counsel at Random House, 

Inc., the senior employment attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its 

affiliated companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 2006, 

and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he received his J.D. 

with a concentration in labor and employment law. Michael regularly counsels 

employers on a wide range of workplace issues, including disability 

discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, retaliation, and wages 

and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the firm’s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

~TC’s Red Flags Rule: 

;ve~?q~ing 

~ou Need to Know 

~ov. 10, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;21%00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;308.00 

.earn More 

;a~xalion of Gifts, 

~rizes, Bonuses and 

~wards 

~ov. 10, 2010 

~egistration - 
~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

{ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

~ossip, Gab, and 
he Grapevine: 
tow to 
~eutralize 
,~egative 
rVorkplace 
:hatter 
,~ov, 10, 20~0 
~egistration : 
;219.00 
~eqistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecording: 
;308.00 
.earn More 

tazard 
(ecognition 
echniques That 
::*eliver 
4easurable 
~esulLs 
~ov. 10, 2010 
~egistration : 
;219.00 

~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;308.00 
.earn More 



www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

Jules Z. Halpern: ]halpern@halpernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required for 

phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before 

the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt and 

which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You will also 

receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Re~stration - Session Onion." 

Reqistration - :Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

4aintaining a 
~nion-Free 
!nvironrnenl: 
hrough Positive 
!mployee 
~.ela~ions - 
\n Introduction 
o StraLeg~c 
ioncerns and 

~o~. l l, 2010 
[egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;198.00 
[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecordinq: 
;289,00 
.earn More 

)ositive Strategies for 

)ea]iug With Problem 

)erformers 

~ov. 11, 2010- 11:00 

m 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;209.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;278.00 

.earn More 

)ositive Strategies for 

)ea]ing With Problem 

)erlbrmers 

~ov. 11, 2010- 1:00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 
;209,00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 
~ecording: 
;278.00 

.earn More 

Yorkers’ 

;o~npensation 

tandbook Best 

)ractices 

~ov. 12, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

2reating a Payroll 

/Ianual: Putting Your 

~rocedures 



nto Writing 

~ov. 15, 2010 

[egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

;268.00 

.earn More 

ilisclassi~ing Leased 
imployees: 
kre They Really Your 

Vorkers? 
qov. 16, 2010 

~egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;198.00 
~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecordincj: 
;289.00 
.earn More 

’oday’s 

dultigenerafion~l 

¥orklbrce: 

"mnsitioning 

tom Baby Boomers to 

he Next Generations 

~ov. 16, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

[egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

[eqistration : 
;249.00 
[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecording: 
;338.00 
.earn ~ore 

issentia] s of Florida 

Jamishment Laws 

qov. 17, 2010 

[egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 



)omplying With 

)SHA Recordkeeping 

[equirements 

~ov. 17, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Onh~: 

;199.00 

registration - 

~ession Plus CD 

tecordinq: 

;268,00 

.earn More 

\ccountability: 

~etting Workers 

o End the Blame 

~ame 

4ov, 17, 2010 
~egistration : 
;2i9.00 
~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;308.00 

~ension Plan 

lwestments in Hedge 

~unds and Private 

iquib~ Funds: 

tow to Avoid the 

iRISA Trap 

~ov. 18, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;2~9.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;3~9.00 

.earn More 

~hased Retirement in 

;he New Economy 

aov. 18, 2010 

(egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

)aperless HR: 

~OW to ’GO 

.]teen’ Efficier’l~ly 

- and Stay in 

:ompliance 

~ov. 18, 2010 

~eqistration : 

;219.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 



;308.00 

.earn More 

2hanges to Cafeteria 

’lans: What You Need 

~ Know to Prepare 

~ov. 19, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession O nl~.’ 

;599.00 

[egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

;urbing FMLA Abuse: 
tow to Mm~age 

4anipulative 
imployees 

~ov. 22, 2010 

~eqistration - 
~ession Only: 
;$99.00 

[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;268.00 
.earn More 

;urbing FMLA Abuse: 

tow to Mm~age 

/!a~ipulative 

imployees 

~ov. 30, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;$99,00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus C:D 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

4andling 
Jnclaimed 
Abandoned) 
,Vages: Prepare 
4ow for 
:ompliance 
;rackdown 
4or, 30, 2050 
(eqistration : 
;259.00 
(egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
(ecording: 
;308.00 
.earn More 

~even Steps 
4elp HR and 
4anagers 
.’,reate 



~uIletproof 

)ocumentation 

~ov, 30, 2010 

(egistration : 

;249.00 

(eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;338.00 

.earn More 

)odd-Frank: How 

~’ilt it Change 

he Way Private 

:und l’qanagers 

)o Business? 

)ec. 1,2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;219.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;319.00 

.earn More 

;elecommutiug: Should 

f’ou’? Shouldn’t You? 

tow Do You Make it 

tappen? 

)ec. 2, 2010 

(eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;289.00 

.earn More 

he ROI of an 

!ffective 

!mployee 

,Vellness System 

)ec. 3, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD: 

;289.00 

.earn More 

-low to 

~uccess~:ulIy Use 

;ociat Media for 

@ing and 

(etention 

)ec. 9, 2010 

(egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

(ecording: 



~289.00 

¯ ts e Te n 

3ommandments 

~1~ an 

:iduciary 

)ec. 21, 2010 

(egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;219.00 

(eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

[ecording: 

;319.00 

.earn More 
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This message is sent to you b~, LawNewswatch 

New Ru e 502: Att r eg C  ent Privilege 
Work Product L m tatio s on Waiver 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

There is a great deal of guidance available with respect to the 
management of e-discovery by the parties to litigation but less 
that relates to nonparties. When addressed in the context of a 
nonparty subpoena, familiar concepts such as cost, burden and 
accessibility can take on new meaning. 

Whether you are corporate counsel trying to define the scope 
of your obligations as a nonparty or outside counsel preparing to 
draft or respond to a Rule 45 subpoena on behalf of your client, 
you will find this 90-minute teleconference full of practical tips 
to manage the challenges you face. 

Key issues related to the discovery of nonparty ESI, including 
drafting and responding to Rule 45 subpoenas, fulfilling data 
preservation obligations, conducting a cost/burden analysis, 
determining whether ESI is reasonably accessible, negotiating 
form of production and managing challenges related to privilege 

will all be discussed, as will similarities and differences from 
subpoenas in the criminal and or regulatory context. 

Attorney-client Privilege 

Basic Elements 
Wavier 

Work Product Doctrine 

Basic Elements 
Waiver 

Federal Rule of Evidence 502 

Intentional Disclosures 
Inadvertent Disclosures 
State Court Proceedings 
Agreements of the Parties 

Duties of Party Receiving Protected Materials 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This teleconference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

John A. Snow 
@ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law 
firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
@ Focuses on general civil litigation involving such matters as 

commercial transactions, construction, natural resources, 
professional malpractice, employment, products liability and 
intellectual property 
@ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
~ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 

Tele¢onferen~es 

Trust Situs and State 
Taxation: Practical 
Planning Implications 

Nov, 30~ 2010 
Registration: $219,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 



Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
~ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 
~ J.D. degree, cure laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Re istration: 199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, 
December 8th at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 

MST, 12:30 PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. 
The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

¯ Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

¯ 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

¯ 1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 

¯ Live question and answer session. 

¯ Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

The Psychology (and Law) of Harassment 
Investigations 
November 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Essential Estate Planning Strategies for 
the Current Economy 
December 2 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Keys to Negotiating the Merger and 
Acquisition Process 
December 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1 0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

An Overview of the M & A Transaction Process 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, December 8th at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

In this uncertain economy, completing a successful Merger and Acquisition transaction can be 
daunting task. Buyers and sellers are increasingly sawier than ever before. Join David Sanders, Vice 
Chair of the Transactional & Securities Practice Group at Foley & Lardner LLP, as he shares critical 
strategies and techniques for successfully completing the M & A transaction process from start to 
finish. Regardless of your experience level with M & A transactions, you will want to participate in this 
program to learn which strategies are most effective in sealing the deal. 

The comprehensive program is designed to provide the answers you need for questions that you 
might be afraid to ask. Learn how to anticipate challenges and pitfalls as you navigate the M & A 
process and this uncertain economy. 

In this comprehensive 60-minute presentation, you will learn: 

How to identify a deal partner 
Vvhen to get your attorney involved in the process 
How to commence negotiations with a deal partner 
The essential terms of a confidentiality!non-disclosure agreement, term sheet, letter of intent, 
and purchase agreement 
The critical steps of the due diligence process and why it,s important 
Vvhat your role and your attorney’s role are in the process 
How to manage and protect your intellectual property 
Vvhat to expect during the purchase process and closing 
Tips on how to integrate the new business and its employees 

~ David S. Sanders is a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP. He is 

vice chair of the firm ~s Transactional & Securities Practice, and a member of the Commercial 
Transactions & Business Counseling, Private Equity & Venture Capital and Real Estate 

Practices, as well as the Sports, Medical Device and Emerging Technologies Industry Teams. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Tuesday~ December 25,~ 2050 

Le~.gt[~: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the "10 Commandments" that must be 

observed by a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a 

fiduciary to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable 

legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and 

the US Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1. Know when you become an ERISA plan fiduciary, 

2, Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the 
extent prudent and feasible. 

3. Make sure your 405(k) plan qualifies as a "Section 404(c)" 

plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your 

plan is deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 
5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with "procedural prudence," 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary 

duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely 

basis. 
9, Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10, As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

1N~%TRUCTOR PROFILE 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq, 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding 
ERTSA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming 

private real estate and equity funds for the institutional investment 

markeL He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and 

many of the largest real estate fund managers on ERISA and fund 

formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and prior 

to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, .lanofsky & Walker in New York. 
Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The 

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he 

advised Equitable and its investment management subsidiaries on all 

legal requirements involved in the investment of ERISA plan assets. He 

began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 

Tel: 212 653 8810 

a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspool- law.com 

htt p ://www.d reyspool- law.corn 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation on your personal computers included. [nternet access is 

not required for phone-only participants. An outline of the presentation 

and the PowerPoint slides will be provided before the event. Once you 

register, you will receive an email which is your a receipt, and which 

includes your instructions for logging on. You will also receive an email 

reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Te~e~onferences 

A~’orkers’ Compensation 

Handbook Best Practices 

Nov, 12, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Creating a Payroll Manuah 

Putting Your Procedures 

Into Writing 

Nov, 15, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

Hisclassifying Leased 

Employees: 

Are They Really Your 

Workers? 

Nov, 1~, 20:~0 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 
Learn More 

Today"s ~’4 ultigenerationaf 

Workforce: Fransitioning 

from Baby Boomers to the 

/~ ext Get, orations 

Nov. t6, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

Changes: 2015 Update 

Nov, $~ 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Essentials of Florida 

Garnishment Laws 

Nov. 17, 20t0 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Complying With OSHA 

Recordkeeping 

Requirements 

Nov. 17, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Personal Accountability: 

Getting Workers to [nd 

the Blame Game 

Nov. 17, 2010 



Reqistration - Session Onlv: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording," $319.00 

Registration : $219,00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Pension Plan Investments 
in Hedge Funds and 

Private Equity Funds: 

How to Avoid the ERISA 

Nov, 18, 2010 

Reqistration- Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 
Learn More 

Phased Retiremen~ in ]he 
New Economy 

Nov. 1.8, 2010 

Registration- Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinc!: $268.00 
Learn More 

Paperless HR: Hew to ’Go 

Green’ Efficiently -- and 

Stay in Compliance 

Nov. 1.8, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Changes to Cal:e~eria 

Plans; What You Need 
to Know to Prepare 

Nov, ~,g, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Cu~ibing FMLA Abuse: Hew 

to Manage Manipulative 

Em~loyees 

Nov, 22, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

Cu~ibing FMLA Abuse: Hew 

to Manage Manipulative 

Em~loyees 

Nov, 30, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

"Hot Button" ~ssues for 

Empleye~s Under the 

America ns 

With Disabilities Act 

Nov. 30, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Handling U~daimed 

(Abandoned) Wages: 

P~epare Now for 



Cempliance C~ackdown 

Now 30, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Seven Steps to Help HR 

and Managers Create 

B~llet#roof {)oc~m’~entation 

Now 30, 2010 

Reqistration: $249.00 

~istration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Dodd.-Frank: How Will it 
Change the Way Private 
Fund M~nagers Do 

[~usiness? 

Dec, I, 2010 
Reqistration - Session 
~ $219.oo 
Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Re¢ord~n@ : 
Learn ~ore 

Telecommuting : Shoufd 

Do You Make it Ha~en? 

Dec, 2, 2010 
Reqistration i Session 

Only: $~98.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

The ROI of an Effective 
Employee Weftness 

System 

Dec, 3, 2010 

Reqistration i Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD: $289,00 
Learn More 

How to Su~,:cessfutly ~.]se 
Social Media for HirirKI and 
Retention 

Dec, 9, 2010 
Reqistration i Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

November 26, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies fi~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
lit w~n5~xdab~t 1103960427479&s 4143~ 0017L 7qr UKZeeG~MaMcbZ~kZb9GxaGrQXKJkpNQ~Yh~ap[~mBtQBohw~N~i3~]Y~QmnswDSa3N4H~FwBE~n~R~UAw~Z~6- 
nugCQBL-SUZqQ~BKe~qZ4Z5Z5fgRI~n51 cM ZalCLXp2rks’ukz~SrwhltRzY] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good smff[ I recommended it to the parents 
of my ~ncom~ng sport management class I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professionM preparation class this fall. 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https://www.paypahcolr~cgibin/~vebscr’: 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&cu1~encycode USD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

JoinOurMailingList[http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr win5dxdab&e~1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr UKZe~,~T-¥Tx2ib06GNc 3qPFUlkqSa5FSuqfii4eAfDFJp,~bgez20HRZ- 
c V’~rPP, H3uSo2vcbTQuJI\VbJ1968"~2xATfSI2rsQS1 I~v-gwOqZY5Oubxs2KY4TPTG3W] 
Job Listings [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp?lkm~in5&xdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr I~ETF~-~b-~4U~23- 
JZ~vH5~TT~2~xd~i~raiRW5v~g7rZ6~Xc~GfA9p98m3B~iK~gT~4vi&~3cnS8GwV~M2~sp~7~VfdU~iS-~HG4F8 c~TC~ iG5hYA~2pPB~2~Ru] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [h~p:&20.rs6.net/tn.~sp?lk win5~xdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr L~e94uCVok212~3TlwSzozSo0Urr2QM- 
lh0ZeF2hOHlnT7~V0 N zSRVSx~Li6~XvNhuiKqtd6e2r~’R~Y9Nv~x9~eN P0~N~67BuS6RtOZz~FaSv7GkT6NxWpaEoe~W~OU2tMt eq-K~s-~w ] 
Career Development Books [htto://r20.rs6.net/m.is~?lk win5~xdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7~r ~Zc-OCxegt~720Qt~ZN~BZiv72td- 

Fo~zard to a Friend [htto://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/f~¢f.is~?m 1103508747574&a 1103960427479&ea overstre%40~mcaa.~c.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.j sp’.’ 
l~’jn5cLxdab&et 110396~2N79&s 4143&e 0017L7qr ~N~ip~SLL~wrLVApjc~PQ7J5B~VZZ7Hy~Tuc~aKC~Y93bN3SbBk~G2~vs~V~i~Br~4X~@3~E89Vt- 
Aw@9 l~N~0tl tCSrGS-r~pur%QJmshUcD~SIGr9F0w~a~OLT~G~ ~lg69M1FZVS~-~FQ~n-O~5rsA4~;~3QQng ] 

Happy Thanksgiving 

Feature Article 

To Be Great, Be GratefulThis Also Applies in Jobs, alrd Relationships at Work 

By Darren Hard?’ 

Success com 

Did you know your brain is NOT designed to make you happy? I know this might be 
alarming to you, but your brain has only one primary responsibility-to keep you 
alive Thus your brain is constantly on the lookout tbr danger and attack warnings. 
Your brain is programmed specifically to seek out the negative 
This is a problem if you desire love, prosperity and happiness-those things beyond 
simply safety.. (More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L7qr UKZctTqk~p0zFxtLWRipVHENLxfQwhLsSbxJ9 YxEWcc9 1 wiXXL52kRqMOcCAjwQPXydoflrpcynL3DOW7UO YiNV~r~ 10~tPwYVl: 
-nV(~4j okZxix~,VV004p3 Q3 JZj 2xCbRFOJozDd0MseliN56akVkGTASD0 -q0xIgTeHN 4KtH\VcRhTF JZ00 qIC3 QH9ml~rt~FSmr S sZd 0ptQukOvjvDxqF.sLLTgpzrV01pcKu JC s 5 Yudi 1M- 
65QgciQ36Kmoi2R-t~HkHAaUU3 G7Jw~ ] 



New Job Listings 

New Jubs Listed fur today, Nuvember 8th, include positiuns as an athletic director, 
fitness manager, assistant professor, and positiuns in cumpliance, marketing, ticket 
sales, and development. To view these positions and more, click un the individual 
links beluw ur gu tu ow website at w~v.sportscareersinstitute.cum [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp?llr wln5~xdab&e~l103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr U~evT- 
yTx2ib06GNc 3qP~lkqSa5FSuqfii4e~FJpvbgez20~-c VYP~3uSo2vcbTQuJDN%J1968Y~fSI2rsQS1 Iw-9wOqZY5Oub~2KY4~TG3W]. 
Sr. Associate AD for Compliance - The Universi~ of Mississippi [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lk w~n5~xdab&et 110396~27479&s 4143~ 0017L 7qr L~faAibOQS~wZTy~Ec6 l~x E~a~n4X5t~VIa0T~Vn4ZDiy3Y2~wSR7~VzVY24QDd ~AUw-lcT~eBh~ON~ 
-4msKegsGD62QvlOkGt3t~mp k PqJw ] 
Compliance Coordinator - Siena College [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp? 
lk win5~xdab~ 1103960427479&s 4143~ 0017L 7qr ~dY4~V~oGn~L~GN~pSflQ5~58~vian6~gNmqc~u21 ~vkgm2t~2~2~i~zb2eZUf t~xJ~FiqJipWwYOZngU~q 
Academic Success Liaison for Athletics - Hartford Cot~i~ College 0~) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
1K win5cLx&b&et 1103960427479~143&e 001 ~ 7qr L~eV~;~o~9V~JiWGEa0~69s0POBTn0sY~q~;~Xy~4Twc~aZ3m6RpZJ-5h~wS]~- 
~hl~V6 LDMgqD~4-bMQYJ5dpSsqS~56ROUSuSGt2zC~w71B~-6w6~mYa~41~Q ] 
Fitness Manager - The Sports Club/LA (New York, NY) [http:i/r20.rs6.net&~.]sp? 

lk w~n5~xdab&et 1103960427479&s~143~ 0017L 7qr I~e3~Lc~n86~zqW2q5ZHr~zI8FBKL~WqNlK~7~ZtsJSpCw~m~ZVG~bVb6BbCW7mm~EJ8qJ64~4)B9n~Qeakten5Y 
-~w-SFQfi3~o7n-oL5 svA-0~o~IN-Wv6UA ] 
Director of Academic Support for Student Athletes - NC Sta~ Universib" [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp ? 

lk~’in5cLxdab&et 110396~27479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr I~eN~CgsbJ3ER~V9N~X~x4iWm4tc7~tE7C~Gk6EK-h5h~c~N~pLR~J~8kibVQ7Nc~m5x6~5A5~Du~- 
GgKN~SHSi31eNs~48pwYSmeGOI~Pc~QS~" ] 
Head Athletic Trainer-SanDiego State Universib-[ht~:i/r20.rs6.net/~.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr l~Zd03hJAewo~s- 
ex Fn~Z~V%~E~Q61iliyO-RS1J~)072MqwS-3ccw~y9HZYzYA76sE~b9uu-CnW ~-B5JmQGEUYC9 r~S~Se95~aRoC65JO~L~B4nU~J~gdcA 
Director of Ticket Operations - Universib" of Kansas [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lk win5&xdab&et 1103960427479&s~143&e 0017L 7qr ~c~SxTwUxN~H48FZ~VuWxa~r~wG~9EFi~sDeV UY530xO~o~Hit7ELnvN~;~G~(~0hoooS~N’w~gi- 
4r JioA95~xOE~-Zfok5~LvT~ TC~OL -iB4~X 191 ~b~ ~~ ] 
Recreation Superintendent - CiV of San Jose (CA) [htt~:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
1~ win5&xdab~l103960427479&s 4143~ 0017L 7~r ~c2kcbSlea~2uc4m6~i~Ju RvqnmeO B~24HWIt~z4~bE~FgX FJNOFCECS6i71C587MliiN~Bis- 
9PI~iL~gsTZbLZt2 g0M8 YVo Sw3o~5"S10~ sSKy~xU4kl~9~ 
Assistant Professor in PE and Health - Springfield College (N~) [http:&20.rs6.net,’tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L7qr ~eKuvulvBEU4- 
gDQOhla40~ptm22Ibh~aJqW--~NO~X~guwzST 72S8Pn VZbrIpkoiORlpTyE~cy4QSJoB7tFIy~aIB4LZbcZUOhOkSwEyNu~OJIqQKL~6K12jlvP4oA ] 
Athletic Trainer - Sarah Lawrence College [http://r20 rs6.net/m.jsp? 
lk win5dxdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L7qr ~c4%vbmqCeOguN~39gE;Vgw~XswN~6cbU~UqWqiL~- 
Ec~VvQBkpGSiCS~¢~41Jn8 ~NcZB C~NOE5Z2a4~’6~45Xt oqosOhlus3L~,~gS0] -7P1~5 Ev21~VAzq~g 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - Southern PolytecMic State Universi~ (GA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
lk ;vjn5&x&b&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 001~7qr L~d98e~Zbha0ciB Ei~’0QmoH~- 
5LVOEX7t O~c~Ed~x5 dd Vt~ VCgu chor 8~aKyL73v~A6KYGoHO7F8 V~Fn~X2u Ylcv~OK46UegWGZq4Z~ 1¥ J~sPqDL l~vVv3 Q 
Director of Athletics/Head Football Coach - Dublin High School (TX) [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
lk~in5dx&b~t l10396~27479&s~143&~ 0017L7qr ~t59kw9EQaGvc6~-9FVC0i~N~7J~7r)nCB9~S6~Bd- 
qgQDEgzUvOweXrCIeTrcV@AOZiYq~2N~Mac6dExQ17 sDH¥CW4~5vrNYx9~rHT3hpM~B~N~cY~g1~tK~GiYsE-;v79Dc8LN~qX~S~bVSi~V3br-V-~S-~g ] 
Graduate Assistant in Recreation - Baylor Umversi~ [ht~:t/r20 rs6 netitn.jsp?lk wjn5cKdab&et 1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L7qr ~ZNll~ACc4I-RQ~ScV1ZhSQTt~- 

jj4LWUdUdutq~V-uGBu~wzS~;~;VZKi~SUnepOdcnCN~iLlflr2eciiFaa tK5iUiPlw~SB9FX~ GNlomsP6rl-Ze~pag6Dr llCBla~LNpI~B] 
Assistant, Accounts Payable - San Diego Padres (NKB) [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk ;vjn5cKdab&et 1103960427479&sM143~ 0017L7qr L~e31Lc~n86~zqW2q5ZHn~zI8FBKLuD~W@~K~7~ZtsJSpCw~ZVG~bvb~bC;V7m~EJ8qJ64~B9~Qeak~n5Y 
-~SFQfi3~o7n-oL5 svA-0~o~IN-Wv6UA ] 
E-Marketing Coordinator - Detroit Pistons (N~A) [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk win5dxdab&et 110396~27479&s 4143&e 001~7qr L~Z~W¢~wh~Vuw~gGB8D~]sG8B4~EvC~;vN4qIs3uN~ai;~Vna~KqN8ndTt4~298a]~93~wavDgYVTm3hQz5~ 
-mnU5 Y~Ovn8 ~0obB5~n5rRScKP~84koHqV JzsEn~9N~SWYcthw7Mv S4CwTGkU ] 
Athletic Director - Brandesis Hillel Day School (San Francisco) [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
lk ;vj~5cK&b&et l103960427479&sM143&e 0017L7qr ~cIGN~Rt8a~2;D.M6c~4GCs~muJ~pusQbT~Ut~;v~uQ~6~7w@~647~zs~9wViCQ~NE~bg2uT~E6n~wXd~&i9QUt4ntY: 
-DI~NK6ivqJaQUevHVp5Fj CWr~2edSTYGIaN~i~NtOU~ SQ7maB~B9GbIY0ePCg ] 
Coordinator for Athletics, Recreation, and Sports Council - Universib’ of South 
Florida [h~p:Z/r20rs6netitn.jsp?lk~;~jn5cKdab&e~1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L7qr L~Z@0451a~cRSWsH@I2)’3rtoE~VCC12LeHQi7si- 
hjQpdOwL6~cgnu4~c~kj~Sx2pN~ica~CZ2~Cg~8~-~Q5~V~y7SyU~z~Wxi~a~4V~N~V~a~js6c~y32y~4cay~h6Xv~VsFZT~ obs~NVn3o~- 
aMT~AStB3HOsiFr48Io~7~rWJSCd] 
Recreatiun and Fitness Courdinatur - Salvatiun A~ny (MA) [http:/?r20.rs6.ne~’tn.jsp?llr ~Kjn5&xdab&e~1103960427479&s 4143&e 0017L 7qr UKZdz3- 
VZcSc7OKtD7x9pRwhj Sf£DQIQIpYZGAu-ENJIr SeOpsr KIdIHh-Ks(~Q EJ (K~j~LDTG u~jymV082KXpy3E01qgkioaZe~)IGoJrHDQ- 
kNdK;V 1 j 38 RSrAOwR£)QY&;c3 J5 DVVu72A47GMA6u5 YQ [r~RiG ~2~I)~baTcK - FxKkhzqRW 1 I0] 

Success is a science; if you have the cunditions, yuu get the result. 
-Oscar Wilde 
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Choice of Business Entity - How Owners Can Limit 
Taxes and Liability 
Sponsored by Parl</.\venue Present~tions 

iTuesday, January 18, 2011 
, UPCOM][NG 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i TELECONFERENCES 
iLength: 90 minutes 

i Dodd-Frank: How Will it 

iReqistration - Session Only: $219.00 Change the Way 
i Private Fund Managers Do 
iReqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Business? 

Dec. 2010 1, 
Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

i ~.’,~.~.~,~.,,~ ~..~.~.~,~..~- ~ 

iEntrepreneurs and other business owners have a variety of choices when it 
,comes to choosing the legal entity through which to implement a new 
venture, In choosing among the various choices of entities, there are several 
ifrequently asked questions that business owners and investors raise, What 
:ype of entity should I choose? What kind of protection do I need to shield my 
~ersonal assets from the liabilities of the business? Do I need to protect the 

~ssets of one segment of the business from the liabilities of another segment 
iof the business? How will ] be taxed on the profits of the business? Will I be 
.~ble to claim the tax benefits of any losses generated by the business? 

iThere is no @one size fits all@ answer to these questions. In choosing among 
ithe various types of entities, one must ask a number of additional questions. 
iWho is expected to invest in the entity? How will the entity be capitalized? 

iWill the entity borrow money from its owners or from third parties, such as a 

~ank or other lender? The answers to each of these questions could affect 
ithe choice of entity. 

iTax attorney Peter J. Guy presents an introduction to some of the more 
iimportant considerations (tax and otherwise) related to various business 
ientity choices. The choice of a particular business entity type can have 
iimmediate consequences and can also affect a company~,s long-term 
istrategic options. 

Basic Considerations @ What Type of Business Entity? 
o Regular Corporation 
o S Corporation 

o Limited Liability Company (LLC) 

o Limited Partnership (or other type of partnership) 

o Others (including sole proprietorships and joint ownership of 
property) 

Pass-Through Entity or Regular Corporation? 

o Tax Savings 

Single Layer of Tax on Profits 
¯ Loss Pass-Through 

o Which entities provide limited liability? 

Differences between S Corporations and LLCs/Partnerships 

Other tax and nontax considerations 
o How your exit strategy can influence choice of entity 

o Special entities such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) 

o Debt vs. equity considerations 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 
Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Coaching Skills for 
Supervisors: Become the 
Great Boss 
Every Employee Wants to 
Work for 
Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

][ndependent Contractor 

Safety: What Are You 

Really Liable For? 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - l:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Anyone who is starting a business or considering organizing an entity 
to conduct business activities or to hold investment assets such as real 
estate, 
investment bankers and similar investment advisers, accountants, 
lawyers, financial managers and other professional advisers who 
regularly advise on entity formation, 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - 3:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

iPeter ~!. Guy, Esq. 
iOf Counsel to Ellenoff Grossman & Schole LLP. 

Smoke Out ~mpostors in 

.lob ][nterviews ~, 

and Avoid the Staggering 

Cost of Bad Hires 

Dec. 2, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 



New York tax attorney Peter 3. Guy specializes in federal income tax law. Mr. 

Guy has extensive experience providing federal income tax advice to public 

and private companies with a particular emphasis on mergers, acquisitions, 
securities offerings and divestitures. He advises real estate funds, private 

equity funds, hedge funds, limited liability companies, partnerships, S 

:orporations and similar entities on tax issues relevant to the formation and 

~peration of such entities. He has experience advising real estate investors 
and developers on tax issues arising out of the ownership and operation of 

real estate, including certain tax credit advice. His experience includes 

~dvising domestic and international clients regarding cross border tax issues 

and certain New York state and local tax issues. Mr. Guy also has experience 
advising clients that have special tax considerations such as real estate 
investment trusts and tax-exempt entities. Prior to joining Ellenoff Grossman 

~, Schole LLP, Mr. Guy was associated with the law firms of Paul, Weiss, 

Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, LLP and Bryan Cave, LLP. Mr. Guy is admitted to 
practice in the state of New York and is a member of the American Bar 

~,ssociation~s Section of Taxation. Mr. Guy received his 3uris Doctorate from 
Harvard Law School where he graduated cure laude and his Bachelor of 

Science degree from Northeastern University where he graduated summa 

~um laude. 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

~resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

or phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration -Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Should 
You? Shouldn’t 
You? How Do You Make it 
Happen? 
Dec. 2, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Form 5500 Reporting 

Update 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

The ROI of an Effective 
Employee Wellness 
System 
Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

~stration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Legal Causation and 

Disability in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Dec. 6, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

FMLA, 

WC, Disability and COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Payroll Compliance 
Update: Year End 2010 
and 
Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, 

Cell Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Requirements for 



Providing E-Forms W-2 

and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2050 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 
Social Media for Hiring 
and Retention 
Dec. 9, 2050 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews @, 
How to Handle Employee 
Fear, Anger & Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2050 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington : 

Understanding Exceptions 

to 

Washington’s Employment- 

At-Will Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2050 



Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans 

With Disabilities Act 
Dec. 14, 2010 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 
Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors @ 

And How to Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordin~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~, Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~. and Stop @, 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Re istration: �219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~278.00 

Learn More 

~]ob Rotation & Cross- 

Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan for 

Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordino~ ~268.00 



Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 20:[0 

Reqistration: $:[99.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 
of an FRISA Fiduciary 
Dec. 2:[, 20:[0 
Registration - Session 

Only: $2:[9.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $3:[9.00 
Learn More 
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8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Download) 

$12.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

Hr win5d×dab&et l103991542941&s~4143&e 00hn0DKyiB9tpBiTan~’LxttuehYXNZfOKUC02ce Pjo~cDOP12:t])eCh89T]TmFdd0WTJLpV~ny bowYaMmGc[~0q×PuU~VTzI0 ×mBPcSLK~rStaO, 
- tt lhnM5 [~[ND.oA dnx0oIIb3 OF3 s2qKMMa YB K CV-5ioi C9 KoOrA-f]TGD] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industW " 
-Greg McDermott, 
ttead Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton Universi~" 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https ://www.paypal. com/cgibin/webscr? 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Spotts&aruount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&item number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your LibralT add this book to their collection by 
fot~a~arding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports management students. 
LibralT Order Form [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5cLxchb&et 1103991542941 &s~4143&e 00 lm0DKyiB9tpCr)tgTi25qO1DcHfSWS2LgJN~BPTdDiRzKqExEzSDE2vYoHU16DhYV22ujklw97XSZUPM~,ycoYtoU5MZz-E1 adH’~Vjm- 
QjvBYR5LZuw6Ivf2JKA82QylZko15h~STCxlcv EmJQelHze}~6Ut.,~Y9wOn-PNTmii01MlovB2QcLff0Bx- Cb70A08iFfSvalKsCSOA ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
OurWebsite [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lkma~in5cb;dab&et l103991542941&s~:d43&e 001ru0DKviBgtpDe9TXlg LscOgxgFCMgpBzu6UZ9fqr7o0La.GCFxIJOEagBlkb- 
H7 SnKkQ2vLrhT4pW6LQgMsiVy 1,¢oiX\~KbaV-ciNT-pOC3v6tcwUSrxCF3hGexWtuIlyEPqDN] 
Instant Download e-books [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1103991542941&s~4143&e 001m0DKviB9tDCR zlvMbP’v~: Di9aLFSYiD 7xvM6i44Z0dozGCclScE4iVkJcDrPS ~MPbCrfilh5ho~X3~xodYVn6oxFGBHKLADFwKgmDBLUOlwC 
-csSLLNheoL vrM-nOttht Sr z9] 
Job Listings [htt~:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lit wiI~5dxdab&ct 1103991542941 &s 4143&e 001 m0DKviB9t~At0Bw3AicNuJsEclR~VVV5a© 1Dlc~z0PzZH1DclvKZanoUE3bUmO~DHvAatMix~kJ26SI©Gxrat- 
KwlirK Yw~iRnEaNxzdUdt~r 8,085 aL© S2fDN auaAv4i©Polhs8 osE 1 vOEROUiJlff~O 1 GiaLiEt -F.2xXu3 ] 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 1103991542941&s 4143&e 00 lm0DKyiB9tpCTksFJpqeEX34tdJW4au H]~’I82R1AI)zTJ7AJyZ’~’KlnIKyT6SF5HOZUEhvKyBx3MzMYvPj2oVzgT13w YL~’v-~\~widL~4gYG1 cQo( 
Career DevelopruentBooks [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’.’llr ’~<in5dxdab&e~l103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DKyiBgtpBReorv- 
R\’IUZP5voBuJRWfBZO ~UFE7x2v~MR7BVcicqC5DvJwrHts4ZfMc5-~a4nGg-E9NpK~XG~-iF5i~ry-~Gc29n~gzAG1sGeq9X]cLveAbvmGdt~3TkHTh6Zrh-I~rkF6xzE~6sEg ] 
For~vardto aFriend [http://uiconstantcontact.com/sa/fwtt\jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1103991542941&ea overstre%40uncaaunc edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr~:~j n5 ckx:d ab&et 1103991542941 &s4143&e 001 m0DKyiBCApCVPFzYVD3~’x2x:ok062pypcSZCSq4ADSXo91KMyPHqg SihVbxJaj EQLS 9BmEd30XIV70YbQFB zWava SdU~vcfc- 
J1AWgOzjxQf5Pxg2PVO93HxhsnCFuRPA2WvU6GfxUqqTkkK2ZG6UQ 8L9yI DAMFVOZYA0c0ZZVkLQE3kgX6tVhy 52IS’X)EimHTkzlUleF5E5NU7E ] 

Feature Article 

Tips for Effective Business Networking During Holidays 
By Jon Elton 
Holidays provide excellent opportunities to nurture business relationships While 
holidaying, people can reach out and interact with different individuals or clients 
Many organizations arrange holiday parties, which are different from typical business 
meetings In such parties, businesspersons get a chance to know- each other in a 
relaxed environment Hence, this is an effective way to strengthen business networking 
Useful Tips: 
. . .(More) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ;vjn5dxdab&et 1103991542941&sM143&e ~1m~DKyiB9tpCVX~4JNd~5~8h78nujYTk~n6V5~3qIRSKVQqAyyFCRwq7W~r~yyZ56fqq45~E~HmwZ~kc~QfpnRFI2Z~v~B6i6Jj~p~z7vFtarLL~ 
-vWo2 76HyAJZu20sf~¢mm7U4EcGOLzheEiXZKmzjXf7NOpK41YeKTOnRVHt7e2mVtCXcha-TW0uXAQ ] 



Ne~v Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, November 29th, include posiuons as a general manager 
for fitness, athletic training, assistant professor of sports management, facility 
manager, marketing, and several coaching positions. To view these posit~ons, click 
on the links below or go to our website at wu,~.sportscareersinstimte.com [http://r20.rs6.net/tn ~sp? 
llr w~n5~xdab&e~l103991542941&s 4143~ 001m0I)K¥iB9tpD~ICZX~’C wt~‘~K~3bUa~V0VcZxAQ~N-4a7S~e0aks~Vm~xBq~Uv~¥SnQhTqWqWi7SVbuse2vzoZhtzu~~- 
cspc 8t0S 8WgWCVt SvQOBCWQ ~I.cc~] 
Sports Information Specialist - University of Missouri, Kansas City [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
[lr w]n5&xdab&e~1103991542941 &sM143&e 001m0DKyt[39tpBiwVx.5hX6vbQIeXHgv9K77~YYGI AQVkhlWCcU2DPiLNOOQSSMN6oKmybp~xbNY59713PD E66v-B~Wu- 
fCBRN’[g9A~OA~vZoAINT~¢2aSLD5sIOM yI)Q-vXNPiLA2JmYTLTDehNA ] 
Head Men’s and Women’s Volleyball Coach - Ke~a College (NY) [http://r20.rs6.net/m isp? 
l[r win5&xdab&et 1103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DKgiBgtp(~gQr5OWmY~fI’qn7u[~S5g46t;Otlvic T~SVbhsK 9VZOBHdU&~YRNobR6mLNR£)qio0gzpzClU~cV~dmlqb2E- 
ag.~’SqanwUUr)N3KnQ 899iF39coeU4pRilP4t[¢O7~VU05 $2X3 UgA ] 
Assistant Professor of Sports Management - Bar~ University (Miami Shores, FL) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn jsp? 
[lr ~ijn5dxdab&et 1103991542941&sM143&e 001m0DKyff39tpANjMcg7jypWA4NPu3KmgaYI52BIG~)B9P50U56712MsbGMeyIYI~J nGutoWPS01GKy~xt@gpTfslM2~rxFwi- 
luSEvV5 GS Xr Sx~NLNm[3t IHGFLpiZI~hN pUM7 SCEg M3t ]5~t~W~p4XS lanOs9DS 3K~[K6ZqzYx9L JJiFvxCr5v JA G@97b~tYX Vsw- [O3ysnZ9hXK[3 CcEA a351eQggm?¢~*;nti- 
Q~J 7UxmbQGhYhWrUm3t~w[~htRhPvTS~[X7~ 5J}’a6~BN6KwlltSnLn IVRL wkpcFR2Nzlzhgiot]wsmhCnoUnFj3ZuTmqNG5dGwHKmHX@VutUAFQI)x4~lKmQfOTuLF@X404ZdT~ 
-46MAQZqq0Jd4Y j a72AnOzYexTnstp-WG ercK2wS] 
Head Women’s Volleybal[ Coach- New York ~Niversity [http://r20 rs6.ne~’~.isp?l[r win5&xdab&e~1103991542941&sM143&e 001m0I)K~iB~pD9HVCWxldNe2eI~D~Fwn4D- 

~eFlNYnoCmMSW~FaMwb34XR50xmgu2~hSYNngw9N)eibmlaVZcA~51 iIz-ZAtAFbw3bG~GUwLogi9BVuC3yVjc65VSq7R~G[~A z4X~xYU~InuwSVV~ ] 
General Manager - Level Fimess (Cabin John, N~)) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5&xdab&et 1103991542941&sM143~ 001m0DKviB9tpAbapdIFP5bpIN~WjlzY302Kbt4PT e~4InGFpIYhOlK[~WYkrTzSc-dz57~gcM4hI6W- 
tP2n Gi Wq[x~6wsN3FSwqE 15 [~X0 J6GvU6U~[~MN~V45 qb 8 Ta 172Na4t syPoEHgrMCgRNDVE [~g ] 
Head Football CoacNEvent Management- Rhoades College [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk w~n5&xdab~l103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DK¥~9~BsL9Hq~ @~DV~pIS~ZN)~3KglHOCSs~ds ~4a~S169wcnC~vblgp~pVQha~LP4~,SZqD~- 
5m2w77~JAOEa S~7OBkOEOac4~AiI~d810gVsoO]UucBmL~612Q ] 
Associate Professor of Sports Management - Universi~ of Kansas [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
1~ wjn5cLx&h&et 1103991542941&s 4143~ 001m0DKy~p~nc~W4~)VS~p~C’~oli~0BR-r~V~yT~nO~0q~nS050Q3DeE- 
Y9~l sT~k~bk~ghgt~YaMCt BF3t~5LNGeSO 1 ag59dVwoe21-VpoiZcb 1TfSM~mzT SbpgtQ0pJ6hgBoItd147e~ff)g~avlaKFmV6 -d~4jW6Z~ZLEwLO~krN6OS~OQxa- 
oYnOqS 1 p~No76JQNi~VSJG5MO8 JY0~4Lv~syJ6q~- 
hUup)~etU0~yN~bt~N’VA0~k4naSUSI~PJiNK~5~4R KTvK~I~pFzb5~;K~W@K4wncxJTo~MXGT oeZAgwdQiv342rEA- 
8tkw2L~ N~n~@~aL~eeKjF10V 1PpBLapJ47mUY5f-6110PEI3XS~5jk44ICrr~exe~?gFq~LD PQ03PO~OeVSd36ou0bRSRcT165tK4L~nuSoXy~NL] 
Athletics Learning Specialist- Iowa State UnNersiV [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~zjn5&x&b~t 1103991542941 &sM 143&e 001m0DKyiB9tpAWC~QELPg4LkiT1Q~e0EmNaL~xCPn9~iX82c0j~qlUyCab9p~y6c3uo~XI3W~gyo9e2Pc~ceJs- 
OemoScm4i~6XL~Xkil n;K~4;K~VTp)~sauQoNi2g~Jl@Qs~v~Si3Ynwc HvmN~H9gkcclLoMyZMCTy2vpv-scdLZZbv2xWpaascN~caekCzSjrr~F-Jrr~t~Tm] 
Fitness Director - All Sport & Health Clubs (McLean, VA) [h~p:&20.rs6.net/m.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~1103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DKyiBgtpCoTppd- 
iSeawW6b5~9~SYsSUx~qU~7i6q~8g~I~N5~ns~54~K~‘~V~FZ@h2Aen5x~c~vE24wrpViJ~IWI3N(2~c52~gv5cl3ckSCJ4~d- 
COSvO~3~risWtYC~fJcNchS~g~Ie~N~)ph~9ffiwBA~CB025cS dv4U~avFOQzd5 2NOI-PnWZjkTl~4BK~N~yYzoOd- 
S2~IZPcp~6od7jHCU~85D3FC~88Hu6~p~pC@~80%cVWrrI ] 
Director of Football Operations/High School Relations - Universi)- of Minnesota 
[htVp://r20.rs6.negm.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab~l103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DKyiB9tpCX~V7pYD6apYp~cj~3~ElX~grcJtSSLLYjaYotSNg0w rbHTiCRaV~CjG- 
Q3 SMo~r~x~;~3KYt49XV9Ut~w315KO4~EONOResHutq~41 h~ 1 yQi JgE9Pgfi-OVY ~lou~xWc4IjA 1KgTiop~Vn 11Nt~n- 
m4Xwlzpq~pCoaH7 JOY.U27~t92~ Rqxi0c22TXdbPPQ~Gcqt~Ii~lcMSZ 8k6s S~q 009k~qi~9n39~qL QXeae 1 ~ ] 
Director of Athletic Training Education Program - Erskine College (NC) [http :&20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5&xdab&et 1103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DKy~9~Cmbx PaTJr62N~J19Rakp-5~02P~LipLFsf6C1Wd~Ve2~p~75gBW5s-~aQS1- 
qOlIg7Co3iN~q~lZ~COff)hQO~rPpN~CMORuu5J4LAbE~ik~X6jSV47BX~jYah- 
M t0~vt~ToU7J J t0 B Q 1QQ 4Ic A Q@qO L~0 ~m5 ~rA~ N~qvF d15 J O ~Sut ~3 Ui~DZ~zSQi609Q W ts~ A tha~YqOk ~sEp fmoMSkQ V AX~ ~ qXwL O ke~ltli~R4N 1YWZ J ~ 4 I4v~ 
Tent~e Track Facul~" Position in Sports Management - Florida State UniversiV [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5&xdab~1103991542941&s 4143&e ~1m~DKy~£~pD7vruJ5Qr~GGEc~g93;vW~aL7is4~¢~3~2~WUx~5E~jF6R~GSvK8~ca2W~.~bdbAyqi1a~Vcb5IJ~.Qgn8a 
-x~-~ 1ZB~NQ -1-8OyY SC~TAWTt2EZ~-dj 1 @~cNCNN I5kTP~H5gB5H312q08 szCUgVg 8Kgnpq~b~Vg59nY3 @ 
c~nO3Kby6iQsOf)’Yxsbs6D~N-~rASR86RCnuy5 deeLHr6d6ckg-- JwKaK21ncwm622k-E1Van19~su2 ~7w ] 
OroupExerciseDirector-Befl~esda Sport&Healt&(N~)[http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?lk~jn5dxdab&et 1103991542941&sM143&e 001m0DKyiB9~Bo~g&~ljn@48~bj~H~t~VwQEE@m- 
F-D9n45hOVW5n7ubWvP3 Y4egz C~@wPpb2Ec- 
9Q6n%Eslc69Pqs~?-TAS5KXapC~i22cTZ9z7~vXCsI~2~5X,NbNocYs~01ECr4R~7qX ~Qka0Jm~L~rp~C~iI4Xo~ 8P~eDL~koD~-p38~Tj0Ok5Jp- 
zeqmqN~77~-I 1 vpBLB~uOP61JeETaK~YGc3tj X4eJ7pHK-eE~JS~ivnjp SD8 d7L~XNOS 1 e3 Cc;v~,Zc ] 
Athletic Coordinator/Football Coach -Rio @ade Ci~/High School (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5dxdab&et l103991542941~M143&e 001m0DKyiB9tpC051IlrDHu41agrS~p0HvonQfl~I3SOsut5mwJ1DT~6hb~g39- 
s2IGN~x~rdS~KS~c;~n1enS9~e3VuQe~s~5~gCK6~Z5Ca~I2cIJ~97E~6642~sa2~YqCqSmdcNmtA7B~uu~t~sN~Q~sgr4Lb25~rr~NjVgGkY~5I3~Vg5Kw~QB 
-YOYN ~h ooD~QH~SFBS~sCtSAys3Og~iFf6LW0teK~g ] 
Athletics Facilities Supe~isor -University of Massachusetts, Boston [Ntp://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk w~n5dxdab&et 1103991542941&s 4143~ 001m0DKg~9~At0Bw3A~cNuOYOd5~jjF¥~9eK~-GV3GLHS]~KG@ZdwSwX~ZI~M~xO- 
~n4spRdL~c~43n~vGrDaV~3~4tbX~Z~g-~BR~s~22~WAi~L~9~-~-~N~4~7~Z~NTz@(4m QSI~NNVA ] 
Recreation Specialist- U.S. Forest Se~zice [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr w]n5dxdab&et 1103991542941&s 4143&e 001m0DK¥~9~C~sFJpqeEX9Cr~3~pPr4e6~69hg66BU1XXGL~5R- 
eMgsgwRC ep~ 1 ffJRSIG~Ygg70GX~ee3~CozC-wZ3~Bv5 -H3 ~uaypTYTqId9]L9VACs~pL q3 YilCtBvpUAsl?9HgVx4Tgz] 
Latino Marketing [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
lk ;vjn5ctxdab&et 1103991542941&sM143&e ~m~DKv~9tp~Lb~S~2~JA3bt5BXz~,~Fb~9KC~I~rE~vLZs2R7Hws~4BLL~qFi~x3eY~p~d~k~C~d6c5~EsrEdw4- 
iNcMv~-5ZeY~6O 2~Tm7EvS sa~vd~oSml dk2f~noLb0V4ia~CqW] Manager 
- Kansa s Ci~ Wizards (XK S) [http://r20.rs 6. netim j sp ? 
lk w~n5&xdab&et 1103991542941&sM143&e ~m~DKv~9tp~Lb~S~2~JA3bt5~Xz~-~F~9KC~4~rEivLZs2R7Hws~£~4BLL~qFi~x3eY~p~c~a~CmXd6c5~EsrEdvA- 
iNcMv~5ZeY~60 ~Tm7EvS saN~vzl~oSml &2f~noLb0V4ia~C@V] 
Internships lbr Spring 2011 - Houston Astros (K~B) [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk ;vj~5cNdab~t 1103991542941&s 4143&e ~hn0DKyiB9tpD~;vg~R7gN~6~Nc7XiE~S~ha7bD2~,ACy4X~d~R?2~GgRbK7c~bN~aC8ayethqi6IGs9a~ka2~kNaDcYucIQh~r~ 
-QOLQLY fldl~XSceqAGaVMjbsYKigXZgNopt4KHe2freGScZIacyjI38xHQI)GXXk~WesLt~I5w ] 

Don’t accept mediocrity, to have success you need to have high expectauons for 
yourself. 
-Howard Gauthier 
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"i’ht_~ t_~t~closed emaii is being se~t to all faculty and s[:aff in the C.:_qiege of Artg and Sciences. 

Enclosed is our latest e-newsletter, which was recently sent to about 80,000 College alumni and friends. 

::x:: Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

The fall foliage is glorious here in Chapel Hill, where we have great 
news to report from the College of Arts and Sciences. In this issue we 
will tell you about new faeul%; terrific teachers and innovative 
science education, all made possible by a combination of public and 
private support. 
vie~v full story ~ 

S F1¢1’:2~G rilE’riNG 1"ACt ,=~fY 
Tha~tks to a combination of private and public ~nds, we have managed to hire more than 30 outstanding 

new tenured/tenure ttack t~acul~ for the College of Arts and Sciences this year They represent about two 

dozen disciplines, and nemly two tltirds of them focus on international issues. More than one third of our 

newest pro~bssors are supported by rvvo major gifts to UNC fiom the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable 

Trust and an anonymous donor¯ 

Ttdrty years ago, alumnus Gordon Gray and the estate of his brolher Bowman Gray established a ti~nd to 

recognize and suppoi~ tenific teaching across the College Bowman’s son, Bernard Gray "72, sigulficantly 

enhanced the fund in 1999¯ Thanks to the ~amily% generosity, the College has supported 66 Bowman and 

Gordon Gray Professors over Ne years In tltis issue ~we highlight one of them, Geoffiey Sayre McCord, 

distinguished scholar, teacher and chair of the depai-hnent of philosophy. 

tNNO’~g A1 ,’-VE NCH£NCE ,~D’~:C ~TION 
As director of the Office for Undergraduate Research, Pat Pukkila has Brined Cmolina into a national 

model t~r t%eulb~ and s~dents working together on complex issues Now she is tapping campus 

i~movalors to address several big challenges at one time: improve science education, put nitre science 

teachers in N.C. public schools, ensure that s~dents from all walks of life become scientists, and support 
students and Faculty all over the campus who want to improve the world. 

Read about College ~:aculty, Search our events Read about all of ore 

students and abmmi in calendm : cun-ent News and Events or 

major intmTmtional attd browse our arcttives ~, 

Visit the CAS 
Website 

X:: Visit the UNC 

Website 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-statras: academic-~rvices-sta~[F~)listserv.unc.e&t. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

academic-services-s~ff as: <a href ",na~lto:overstre@uncaa.unc.edu">overs~re@uncaa.unc.edu<la>. 



This message is sent to you b~, LawNewswatch 

New Ru e 502: Att r eg C  ent Privilege 
Work Product L m tatio s on Waiver 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

There is a great deal of guidance available with respect to the 
management of e-discovery by the parties to litigation but less 
that relates to nonparties. When addressed in the context of a 
nonparty subpoena, familiar concepts such as cost, burden and 
accessibility can take on new meaning. 

Whether you are corporate counsel trying to define the scope 
of your obligations as a nonparty or outside counsel preparing to 
draft or respond to a Rule 45 subpoena on behalf of your client, 
you will find this 90-minute teleconference full of practical tips 
to manage the challenges you face. 

Key issues related to the discovery of nonparty ESI, including 
drafting and responding to Rule 45 subpoenas, fulfilling data 
preservation obligations, conducting a cost/burden analysis, 
determining whether ESI is reasonably accessible, negotiating 
form of production and managing challenges related to privilege 

will all be discussed, as will similarities and differences from 
subpoenas in the criminal and or regulatory context. 

Attorney-client Privilege 

Basic Elements 
Wavier 

Work Product Doctrine 

Basic Elements 
Waiver 

Federal Rule of Evidence 502 

Intentional Disclosures 
Inadvertent Disclosures 
State Court Proceedings 
Agreements of the Parties 

Duties of Party Receiving Protected Materials 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This teleconference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

John A. Snow 
@ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law 
firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
@ Focuses on general civil litigation involving such matters as 

commercial transactions, construction, natural resources, 
professional malpractice, employment, products liability and 
intellectual property 
@ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
~ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 

Tele¢onferen~es 

Trust Situs and State 
Taxation: Practical 
Planning Implications 

Nov, 30~ 2010 
Registration: $219,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 



Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
~ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 
~ J.D. degree, cure laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Re istration: 199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 

This ernail was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SNA Education Group" <jason@sna-gl~oup.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:14 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Spriug Break to China and Korea 2011 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Nol~nal 0 false false false EN-US X-NO5,]~ X-NONE M~crosoft IntemetExplorer4 

/* Sty-leDefinitions*itable.MsoNormalTable {mso-style-name:"TableNormal";    mso-tstyle-rowband-size:0; mso-tstyle-colband-size:0; 
priori~z:99;mso-style-qformat:yes;mso-style-parent:""; mso-padding-alt:0m5.4pt0in5.4pt; mso-para-margin:0m; mso-para-margm-bottom:.0001pt; 
font-size: 10.0pt; font-family:"Ca libri"," sans-serii"; } 
Dear Educators and School StaIt~, 

rr~so-style-noshow:yes; mso-style- 
mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 

UN-SL~SCRIBE 

SNA Educational Group, in conjunction with the Educational Bureau of China, is again offering subsidized learning excursions to Beijing and other cities in China during spring break, 2011, 
tuurs designed exclusive]y [’or American and Canadian educaturs and their families. In March and April, 2010, we conducted several very successful trips to China, intruducing 600 teachers 
and staff from across North America tu the remarkable history, and culture of China. We enjoyed very positive reviews and urge you tu contact us fur references. 
’]7he spring break tuurs fur 2011 will venture to Be~jing, China, and Seuul, South Korea 
The ful]owing are the links tu the travel itineraries: (the fol]owing prices are based un Seattle, San Francisco, ur Los Angeles departures, other departure cities are available upon request) 
q Bei~ing, China 8 days $999 &ndash; Mure irffurmation please (;lick HERE 
q Seuu], South Korea 8 days $1399 &ndash; Mnre infurmation please (;lick HERE 
These tours wi]l pruvide an uppurtunity to ubserve the fascinating elements of both the Chinese and Korean cultures, a chance tu interact with lucal peuple, and explure the sights fur which 
East Asia is su well known We have scheduled visits to ]ocal schools, where uur guests will interact with both students and teachers in the classruoms, view hand Chinese educational 
facilities, discuss teacher training prugrams with educators, and discuver how yuung students live. 
In Beljing, we have also arranged visits to une uf the centuries-o]d cuurtyards, a Flu Tong, where the m~iori~ of the Bei~ing populatiun lived fur centuries Here, bust families will cuok 
traditiuna] Chinese lunches in their humes :[’or our members. Both this and the schoul visit have been amungst the activities most warmly enjoyed by our guests. 
Please he]p us by circulating this infurmation tu yuur colleagues and staff. Family members and fi-iends are welcume tu juin us We a]su uffer extended tours after the main tours tu various 
cities in China. 
Please :[‘eel free to contact us ifyuu have any quesuons 
Thank you and we luuk furward tu yuu joining us next spring. 
Best regards, 
Jason Wang 
Pruject Manager 
SNA Educational Gruup 
Tel: 778-297-5593 
Fax: 778-297-5578 
To]l [~’ree: 1-888-412-5593 
www.snatuurs.com 

Sent By: 
SNA Educational Group 
240-8877 Odlin Crescent 
Ricl’unond BC V6X 3Z7 
Canada 

To view as a web page press on or copy this lirtk into your browsers address bar 
https:i/ssa.actemarketing.cotr~’speasapage.aspx?X 2XOZ23ANHVO456E400X9W9 

If you prefer not to receive future e-mails of this type, please copy to your browser or press on this link 
"http://ssa.actemarketing.cotr~’SpeSupIt.aspx?X 2XOZ23ANHVO456E400x9wg&Addr overstre~-~2uncaa.unc.edu" to unsubscribe. 



Dear Educators and School Staffs, 
UNSUBSCRIBE 

SNA Educational Group, in conjunction with the Educational Bureau of China, is again offering 
subsidized learning excursions to Beijing and other cities in China during spring break, 2011, tours 
designed exclusively for American and Canadian educators and their families. In March and April, 
2010, we conducted several very successful trips to China, introducing 600 teachers and staff from 
across North America to the remarkable history and culture of China. We enjoyed very positive 
r~views and urge you to contact us for references. 

The spring break tours for 2011 will venture to Beijing, China, and Seoul, South Korea. 

The following are the links to the travel itineraries: (the following prices ate based on Seattle, San 
Francisco, or Los Angeles departures, other departure cities are available upon request) 

~3 Beijing, China 8 days $999 - More information please Click HERE 

~ Seoul, South Korea 8 days $1399 - More information please Click HERE 

These tours will provide an opportunity to observe the fascinating elements of both the Chinese and 
Korean cultures, a chance to interact with local people, and explore the sights for which East Asia 
is so well known. We have scheduled visits to local schools, where our guests will interact with 

both students and teachers in the classrooms, view hand Chinese educational facilities, discuss 
teacher training programs with educators, and discover how young students live. 

In Beijing, we have also arranged visits to one of the centuries-old courtyards, a Hu Ton~1, where 
the majority of the Beijing population lived for centuries. Here, host families will cook traditional 
Chinese lunches in their homes for our members. Both this and the school visit have been amongst 
the activities most warmly enjoyed by our guests. 

Please help us by circulating this information to your colleagues and staff. Family members and 
friends are welcome to join us. We also offer extended tours after the main tours to various cities in 
China. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 

Thank you and we look forward to you joining us next spring. 

Best regards, 

Jason Wang 

Project Manager 

SNA Educational Group 

Tel: 778-297-5593 

Fax: 778-297-5578 

Toll Free: 1-888-412-5593 
vwvw.snatours.oom 

Leave this List. 



t ~50 pm ET (’~2~30 pm OT, 1 t ~30 arn MT. 10:30 am 

Le~gth: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319,00 

Sponsored by Park ~ve~ue Pr~s~tatio~s~ 

Managers of hedge funds and other private equity funds will feel the affect 

of the recently enacted Dodd-Frank Act. Who has to register with the 

SEC? Will family offices be exempted? How will marketing to prospective 

investors change? 

This course will provide a practical overview of the Dodd-Frank Act as it 

applies to private fund managers and how the Act will affect US and non- 

US medium and large investment managers and their clients. 

TOPIC5 TO BE COVERED 

The new registration requirements 

<![endif]> The new filing requirements 

<![endif]> The impact of the Dodd-Frank Act on non-US 

managers 

<![endif]> Changes to exemptions and accredited investor 

status 

<![endif]> SEC enforcement and examinations priorities 

<![endif]> A potentially new self regulatory organization 

<![endif]> How to prepare for registration with the SEC or a 

state 

Chief Investment Officers, Chief Compliance Officers and Investor Relations 

Managers of investment advisors, investment banks and broker-dealers 

accountants and attornys should attend this informative session with Ms. 

Budinger, a noted securities and investment fund lawyer. 

INSTRUCTOR PROFILES 

Kim Tomsen Budinger, KTB Counsel’s founder, has exclusively represented 

private funds, their respective management companies, and institutional 

investors on ~ wide range of investment management and securities law 

issues since 2000. Her clients have ranged from start-up manager 

enterprises to prominent boutique and institutional managers with assets 

under management or supervision of well over US$30 billion. 

She has advised numerous hedge funds, private equity funds and funds of 

funds employing diverse investment strategies. She has extensive 

experience advising hedge fund and private equity fund managers regarding 

critical legal, business and market issues, including fund formation, fund 

administration and private fund regulatory issues. 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not 

required for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided 

shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which 

is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and 

logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 

webinar. 

REGISTER 

UPCOMXNG 

TELECONFERENCES 
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Session Only: 

$219.00 
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Session Plus CD 
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Registration: $209.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 
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Registration: $209.00 
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Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319,00 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$30800 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Should 

You? Shouldn’t 

You? How Do You 

Make it Happen? 

Dec. 2, 2010 

Reqistration - 

Session On I’~: 

$198.oo 
Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Form 5500 Reporting 

Update 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Registration : 

$209.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 
Learn More 

The ROI of an 

Effective Employee 

Wellness System 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 
Learn More 

Legal Causation and 

Disability in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Dec. 6, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordin.q: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 
Complex Integration of 

FMLA, 
WC, Disability and 

COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re.qistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Payroll Compliance 

Update: Year End 2010 

and 

Preparing for 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$308.00 

Learn More 
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plus CD Recording: 
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Registration- Session 
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$308.00 

Learn More 
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Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 
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Registration- Session 

plus CI) Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 
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Registration- Session 

plus CI) Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$338.00 

Learn More 
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$198.00 

Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 
Learn More 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 



$338.00 

Learn More 

Re istration: 199.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Re istration: 199.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CI) Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues 

for Employers Under 

the Americans 
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Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 
Learn More 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration- Session 

plus CI) Recording: 

$338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 
Plaintiffs’ Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Re.clistration: $219.00 

Re.qistration - Session 

plus CD Recordin.q: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

How Managers Can 
Confront - and Stop - 

Unacceptable 

Employee Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 



Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Status Classification: 
Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

Job Rotation & Cross- 

Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan for 

Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs 
With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 
Planning Resources 

Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $19&00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: 

Translate Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of 
an ERISA Fiduciary 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 
$219~00 

Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $319,00 

Learn More 
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This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 #m ET (I2:00 #m {::T, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $27S.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

BEnEFiTS 

Do you find yourself dreading your next e-discovery matter? 
Would you like to develop a road map that will guide you 
through the maze of collecting, processing, reviewing and 
producing electronic data? 

This audio conference will help you to develop a well-crafted 
discovery plan, intelligently set a budget, identify the sources of 
electronic documents, use best practices for data collection, 
and implement a successful review and production, 

1:00 PM @ 1:20 PM 

Crafting the Discovery Plan 

@ The Team 
@ Identify the Data to Be Preserved 
@ Identify Data That Should Be Produced Is Potentially 
Burdensome 
@ Estimate the Total Amount of Data to Be Reviewed 
@ Understand the Time That Processing and Review Will Require 
@ Identify Search Strategies 
@ Determine a Realistic Budget 

1:20 PM @ 1:40 PM 

Electronic Data: What Is 

System Files 
Application Files 

User Files 
Databases 
Email 

1:40 PM @ 2:00 PM 

How to Find Electronic Data 

Physical Locations for Examination 
Data Harvesting or Forensics 
Proactive Approach to E-Discovery 
Metadata Preservation 
Finding Deleted Files in a Forensic Examination 

2:00 PM @ 2:20 PM 

What to Do With It 

Estimate the Volume of Data as It Translates to Pages 
Processing Paper to a Manageable Digital Solution 
Process Flow for Conversion of E-Data to Tiff 
Native File Review 

Family Limited 
Partnerships in Estate 
Planning 

Dec. 1~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Email and Memo Writing 
Techniques for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 2~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 3~ 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 

Dec. 3~ 2010 - 11:00 am 
Registration: $129.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$198,00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 

Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $129.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$198.00 
Learn More 

False Claims Act Update 

Dec. 6, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Executory Contracts 
Under Bankruptcy 

Dec. 7, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

2:20 PM @ 2:30 PM Enforcement of 
Judgments 



Questions and Answers 

~0 SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. 
Paralegals and other legal staff may also benefit from attending. 

F~C U LTY 

LyneH Phillips, Phillips Computer Forensics 

Lynell Phillips 
@ Discovery consultant and computer forensic expert with 
Phillips Computer Forensics 
@ Extensive background in litigation support, computer 
forensics, discovery management and electronic document 
processing 

@ Worked on hundreds of cases, including intellectual property 
and employment matters for major law firms and sole 
practitioners 
@ Clients include Fortune 50 companies and small to medium- 

sized businesses 
@ Several years working directly with the development of 
applications to programmatically process electronic data and 
has personally been responsible for the successful production of 
millions of pages of documents 
@ Experience with most major litigation support packages and 
electronic discovery processing applications 
@ Spoken on electronic discovery and computer forensics at the 
Daily Iournal Legal Works Conference, the Queen@s Bench Bar 
Association of San Francisco, the Glasser Legal Works Electronic 
Discovery and Records Retention Conference, the Dataflight 
Partners in Excellence Conference, the Estrin Paralegal 
SuperConference and Lorman Education Services seminars on 
electronic discovery and discovery skills 
@ B.S. degree in political science, University of Houston 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit. 

Reqistration: $209,00 

Registration = Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Dec. 8, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
.~268,00 
Learn More 

Legal issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 91 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 - 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Re istration: 199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Reqistration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 

Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 



Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
.~udgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 

Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec, 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec, 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec, 30, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Please ~orward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit ~rom particip~ti~j, 
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Advett~s~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Family Limited Partnerships in Estate 

Time: 1:00 pm £T (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT~ 10:00 

Len~h: t hour 30 m~r~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Many estate planners who are asked about family limited 
partnerships or family limited liability companies do not 
understand the reasons for forming these entities in the 
planning process. They also are not clear on what is the current 
status of statutory and case law concerning the continued use 
of these entities. 

This audio conference will help you learn to identify when the 
use of this entity for a particular client situation is warranted 
and what steps to take to maintain or correct an existing family 
entity to comply with recent changes in the law. This program 
will also explain the various valuation issues for gift and estate 
tax purposes, and asset protection benefits with the use of 
these entities. Family limited partnerships and family limited 
liability companies have come under recent scrutiny and attack 
by the TRS. Failure to properly create or maintain these entities 
can result in significant tax losses. 

Failure to consider the use of these entities can result in 
significant lost tax savings and other nontax benefits. This audio 
conference is critical to ensure your continued use of family 
limited partnerships and family limited liability companies meets 
the new tax and legal requirements. 

Benefits of Using FLPs and LLCs 

Choice of Family Business Entity for Estate Planning 

Purposes 

Planning Tssues 

Recent Cases Affecting FLPs and LLCs 

Formation and Maintaining the Entity Issues 

Valuation Issues 

Asset Protection ]~ssues 

Recently Released IRS Settlement Guidelines 

Repair or Dissolve Existing FLPs 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, estate 
planners, accountants, presidents, vice presidents, CFOs, 
controllers, business owners and managers, tax managers, 
financial planners, enrolled agents and lenders. 

FACULTY 

Maria M. Castner, CPA, Moss Adams LLP 

Maria M. Castner, CPA 
@ Senior tax manager at Moss Adams LLP 
@ 28 years of experience in public accounting providing 
consultative tax services that reflect the understanding of 
clients@ industry and business strategy 
@ Assists clients in resolving tax-related issues and helps them 
achieve their business objectives 
@ Accounting degree, Oklahoma Christian University 

@ Can be contacted at 505-830-6200 or 
maria .castner@mossada ms.com 

Electronic Data, 
Discovery and 
Document Storage 

Dec. 1, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Email and Memo Writing 
Techniques for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 2~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 = 11:00 am 
Registration: $129.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$198.00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $129.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$198,00 
Learn More 

False Claims Act Update 

Dec. 6, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Executory Contracts 
Under Bankruptcy 

Dec. 7, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 8, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 



~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual, 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CFP 
~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

~G~T~ 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 

Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 - 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199.00 
~stration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 



Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$278.00 
Learn More 

AJlocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Re istration: 199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 
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Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the most 

frequently filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of issues for employers 

and affects every part of the employment process - from hiring to recordkeeping, 

and time off to termination. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and Michael S. Katzen 

review "hot button" issues under the ADA and provide practical guidance on 

how employers can deal with many of these difficult situations. 

This presentation will cover the following topics and include specific examples of 

real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

The ADA Amendments Act 

The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive process 

Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

Applying performance and conduct standards 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

Jules Z, Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law Advisors, 

a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with offices in New 

York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, human 

resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before establishing 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior level human 

resources and employment law roles within major corporations. He was Senior 

Director of Employee Relations and employment law counsel at Random House, 

Inc., the senior employment attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its 

affiliated companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 2006, 

and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he received his J.D. 

with a concentration in labor and employment law. Michael regularly counsels 

employers on a wide range of workplace issues, including disability 

discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, retaliation, and wages 

and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the firm’s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

~TC’s Red Flags Rule: 

;ve~?q~ing 

~ou Need to Know 

~ov. 10, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;21%00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;308.00 

.earn More 

;a~xalion of Gifts, 

~rizes, Bonuses and 

~wards 

~ov. 10, 2010 

~egistration - 
~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

{ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

~ossip, Gab, and 
he Grapevine: 
tow to 
~eutralize 
,~egative 
rVorkplace 
:hatter 
,~ov, 10, 20~0 
~egistration : 
;219.00 
~eqistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecording: 
;308.00 
.earn More 

tazard 
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echniques That 
::*eliver 
4easurable 
~esulLs 
~ov. 10, 2010 
~egistration : 
;219.00 

~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;308.00 
.earn More 



www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

Jules Z. Halpern: ]halpern@halpernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required for 

phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before 

the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt and 

which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You will also 

receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Re~stration - Session Onion." 

Reqistration - :Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

4aintaining a 
~nion-Free 
!nvironrnenl: 
hrough Positive 
!mployee 
~.ela~ions - 
\n Introduction 
o StraLeg~c 
ioncerns and 

~o~. l l, 2010 
[egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;198.00 
[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecordinq: 
;289,00 
.earn More 

)ositive Strategies for 

)ea]iug With Problem 

)erformers 

~ov. 11, 2010- 11:00 

m 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;209.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;278.00 

.earn More 

)ositive Strategies for 

)ea]ing With Problem 

)erlbrmers 

~ov. 11, 2010- 1:00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 
;209,00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 
~ecording: 
;278.00 

.earn More 

Yorkers’ 

;o~npensation 

tandbook Best 

)ractices 

~ov. 12, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

2reating a Payroll 

/Ianual: Putting Your 

~rocedures 



nto Writing 

~ov. 15, 2010 

[egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

;268.00 

.earn More 

ilisclassi~ing Leased 
imployees: 
kre They Really Your 

Vorkers? 
qov. 16, 2010 

~egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;198.00 
~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecordincj: 
;289.00 
.earn More 

’oday’s 

dultigenerafion~l 

¥orklbrce: 

"mnsitioning 

tom Baby Boomers to 

he Next Generations 

~ov. 16, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

[egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

[eqistration : 
;249.00 
[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
[ecording: 
;338.00 
.earn ~ore 

issentia] s of Florida 

Jamishment Laws 

qov. 17, 2010 

[egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 



)omplying With 

)SHA Recordkeeping 

[equirements 

~ov. 17, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Onh~: 

;199.00 

registration - 

~ession Plus CD 

tecordinq: 

;268,00 

.earn More 

\ccountability: 

~etting Workers 

o End the Blame 

~ame 

4ov, 17, 2010 
~egistration : 
;2i9.00 
~egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;308.00 

~ension Plan 

lwestments in Hedge 

~unds and Private 

iquib~ Funds: 

tow to Avoid the 

iRISA Trap 

~ov. 18, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;2~9.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;3~9.00 

.earn More 

~hased Retirement in 

;he New Economy 

aov. 18, 2010 

(egistration - 
~ession Only: 
;199.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

)aperless HR: 

~OW to ’GO 

.]teen’ Efficier’l~ly 

- and Stay in 

:ompliance 

~ov. 18, 2010 

~eqistration : 

;219.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 



;308.00 

.earn More 

2hanges to Cafeteria 

’lans: What You Need 

~ Know to Prepare 

~ov. 19, 2010 

~egistration - 

~ession O nl~.’ 

;599.00 

[egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

;urbing FMLA Abuse: 
tow to Mm~age 

4anipulative 
imployees 

~ov. 22, 2010 

~eqistration - 
~ession Only: 
;$99.00 

[egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
~ecordinq: 
;268.00 
.earn More 

;urbing FMLA Abuse: 

tow to Mm~age 

/!a~ipulative 

imployees 

~ov. 30, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;$99,00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus C:D 

~ecording: 

;268.00 

.earn More 

4andling 
Jnclaimed 
Abandoned) 
,Vages: Prepare 
4ow for 
:ompliance 
;rackdown 
4or, 30, 2050 
(eqistration : 
;259.00 
(egistration - 
~ession Plus CD 
(ecording: 
;308.00 
.earn More 

~even Steps 
4elp HR and 
4anagers 
.’,reate 



~uIletproof 

)ocumentation 

~ov, 30, 2010 

(egistration : 

;249.00 

(eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecording: 

;338.00 

.earn More 

)odd-Frank: How 

~’ilt it Change 

he Way Private 

:und l’qanagers 

)o Business? 

)ec. 1,2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;219.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;319.00 

.earn More 

;elecommutiug: Should 

f’ou’? Shouldn’t You? 

tow Do You Make it 

tappen? 

)ec. 2, 2010 

(eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~egistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

~ecordinq: 

;289.00 

.earn More 

he ROI of an 

!ffective 

!mployee 

,Vellness System 

)ec. 3, 2010 

~eqistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD: 

;289.00 

.earn More 

-low to 

~uccess~:ulIy Use 

;ociat Media for 

@ing and 

(etention 

)ec. 9, 2010 

(egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;198.00 

~eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

(ecording: 



~289.00 

¯ ts e Te n 

3ommandments 

~1~ an 

:iduciary 

)ec. 21, 2010 

(egistration - 

~ession Only: 

;219.00 

(eqistration - 

~ession Plus CD 

[ecording: 

;319.00 

.earn More 
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December is the season for music, drama, art and discussion across the College of Arts and Sciences. Scrofl through information and links below for details. At the end 

of this message, you can also find links to a comprehensive University events calendar and ways to keep up with the College on Facebook and Twitter. 

Continuing through Dec. 9: The John and June Alcott Gallery presents Repurpose: Jonathan Brand, Scott Hocking, Gisela Insuaste, Meredith Nickie and Joe Winter, 

examining how artists have reclaimed culture through their work. hatruong@email.unc.edu 

Dec. 1: UNC Jazz Combos with guest saxophonist Rahsaan Barber, 4 p.m., Memorial Hall. 843.3333. 

http:iimusic.unc.eduicalendarsithecalendar 

Dec. 1: Jazz After Hours with Jim Ketch Quartet and guest saxophonist Rahsaan Barber, 9 p.m., West End Wine Bar. 

.h.~t.~t.#~:i/~.m..~y~s..!~:~.u.~:~e..~d..~/~[ e..~n..~d...a.~r.s../~.h...e.~.a.~Le...n...d.~a...r.. 
Dec. 1-19: PlayMakers presents Shipwrecked! Paul Green Theatre. Tickets: 962.7529. 

htt p:/!www.playma kersrep.orgi 

Dec. 2: Michael Rulon on Healing the Wounds of War in Women’s Writing of the Algerian Revolution. Furst Forum. 4 p.m., Donovan LoungeiGreenlaw Hall. 

rgaronzi@email.unc.edu 

_h___t__t#_~l/__e___n_~ E_%h__~_o__~ #_LLt_:__u___n__�_.__%d__yZ~__o___nT__#_{Lt_Z_t_u___r__s__t_ 
Dec. 2-6: Dramatic Arts alumnus, actor/playwright Mike Wiley directs The Parchman Hour: The Songs and Stories of the Freedom Riders. Dec. 2 includes panel 

discussion with Wiley and Freedom Riders Charles Jones and Bill Svanoe. Dec. 3 includes gala reception. Kenan Theatre. ~;5 general, free for UNC Drama students. 

http:i!tinyurl.comi3_~javwh 

Dec. 2: UNC Jazz Band with guest saxophonist Rahsaan Barber, 7:30 p.m., Memorial Hall. 843.3333. 

htt p://m us!c.unc.edu/calendarsithecalenda r 

Dec. 3: Peace on Earth: Carolina Choir and UNC Chamber Singers, music of Mendelssohn, Palestdna and Schoenberg, 8 p.m., Hill Hall. 962.1039. 

http:/!music.unc.edu!calendars!thecalendar 

Dec. 5-9: PlayMakers and the N.C. Symphony, conducted by Grant Llewellyn, present Amadeus with live music, at Meymandi Concert Hall, Raleigh. Tickets: 

962.7529. 

http://www.playmakersrep.org 

Dec. 5: MYCO at UNC, the MaNarme Youth Chamber Orchestra Fall recital, 6 p.m., Hill Hall Auditorium. 

http:/imus!c.unc.eduicalendarsithecalendar 

Dec. 5: UNC Baroque Ensemble and Viol Consort, 7:30 p.m., Memorial Hall. 843.3333 

ht[p://rnusic.unc.edu/calendars/thecalendar 

Dec. 6: NPR’s Michele Norris discusses her memoir, The Grace of Silence. 3:30 p.m., Carroll Hall. 962.5060. BuNsHead@store.unc.edu 

Dec. 6: General Alumni Association Holiday Concert, featuring several student performance groups, 7 p.m., Memorial Hall. Free for members, $5 for others, from 

box office: 843.3333. 

http:iitinyu M.comi 34kwcrh 

Dec. 6: Historian Hasia Diner, New York University, presents Fitting Memorials: Postwar American Jews and the Memory of the Holocaust. 7:30 p.m., Carroll Hall. 

http:i!www.unc.eduiccjs/events.html 

Dec. 7: UNC Wind Ensemble and UNC Symphony Band, 7:30 p.m., Memorial Hall. ~;10 general, $5 seniors, UNC students and staff. 843.3333. 

_h___t__t#_:_L Lr~--~y~-s-Lc--.~-u-~-n-~-.~-e-~-d-~-u-~£a-!~-e-~-n-~-d--a-~-r--%-t-~-h---e--c-~-a-Le---n---d--a-~-r. 
Dec. 8: Come hear the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch Stole Christmas, in English by Tom Stumpf, and Latin by George Morgan, with fresh-baked cookies and hot 

chocolate for all. 4 p.m., Bull’s Head Bookshop. 962.5060. BullsHead@store.unc.edu 
th Dec. 9: Music on the Hill: UNC Symphony Orchestra performs Brahms’ Symphony No. 2, Samuel Barber’s Piano Concerto commemorating the 100 anniversary of 

his birth, Molly Morkoski soloist. 7:30 p.m. Memorial Hall. $15 general, $10 UNC students, faculty and staff. 843.3333. 

-h-~t-~t-#~:-L Lm--~y~s--Lc--.~-u-~-n-~ .-~e--~d--~u--~ ~a--[ e--~n--~d---a-~r--s-- .--t-~h---e---c-~a--!~e---n---d---a-~r- 
Dec. 10: Fourth Annual Student Holiday Print and Art Sale, 9 am to 10 pm, 136 E. Rosemary Street (follow signs in Bank of America atrium), msonic@unc.edt, 

Dec. 10: Singing and Swinging for the Holidays with the N.C. Jazz Repertory Orchestra. 11 a.m., Memorial Hall. ~;15, .~20 and .~25.843.3333. 

htt P:iiwww.ncjro.org!calerlda riirldex.h [ml 

Dec. 12: MYCO at UNC, the Mallarme Youth Chamber Orchestra in concert, 4 p.m., Hill Hall. 

~t-~t-#~:-~-m--~y~s--Lc-.~-u-~-n-~.-~e--~d--~u--~s~a--L e--~n--~d---a-~r--s--~b#~#~ 

More events 

http:iievents.unc.eduical/rnainishowMain.rdo 

Facebook: 

~t..t.~..~:.~Lw-.w-w-:~f~a..s~e..~b-~-~-k.~P..~m~u..~.N..~..:~.~.~..~t~.e..~e... 
Twitter: 

htt p:/!twitter.comiunccoN ege 

College News: 

http:/icollege.unc~edu 

College in the Media: 

~ee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CMK[rtu:~icat] ons 
College of Arts and Sciences 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-s~Jl’as: academic-services-staff(&listserv.uuc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

academic-services-staffas: <ahret madto.overstre~i@uncaa.unc.edu >overstre,~uncaa.unc.edu-~a~ . 



This message is sent to you b~ LawNewswatch 

and  4erno Writing Techniques for 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will look at some key legal writing 
concepts applicable to a variety of documents that paralegals 
draft on a regular basis, including emails, memoranda and 
discovery. Good legal writing is a skill that can be learned, and 
comes through practice and multiple drafts. 

You will leave the program with a basic review of grammar and 
other writing strategies, dispel some myths about rules you 
thought were rules in elementary school (but no longer apply), 
and will feel much more confident in attacking and successfully 
completing any legal writing assignment that you are given. This 
audio conference will be helpful for you, as good writing is good 
writing, across all practice areas. 

AGENDA 

Overview of Legal Writing 

Types of Legal Writing 
Planning Strategies ~ Audience and Purpose 
Characteristics of a Good Legal Document 
Emails 
Memos 
Other Paralegal Documents 
Organizing Your Discussion 

Basic Writing Strategies 

Short Writing Strategy Presentation 
Use of Organizational Tools and Transitions 
Strategies for Emails, lvlemos and Other Legal Documents 

Questions and Answers 

WHO SHOULD ATT~ND 

This program is primarily designed for attorneys. Other legal 
professionals may also benefit from attending. 

FA~ U LTY 

Heather E. Ridenour, American University Washington College 
of Law 
David H. Spratt, American University Washington College of Law 

Heather E. Ridenour 
~ Joined the Washington College of Law faculty in 2008 as 
director of the Legal Analysis Program and legal rhetoric 
professor 
~ Previously worked with the Academic Support Program at 
Texas Wesleyan Law School as an instructor of academic 
support and legal writing specialist 
~ Previously had a probate and guardianship practice and was 
the guardianship auditor at the Tarrant County Probate Court, 
working under Judge Patrick Ferchill 
~ Active in taking pro bono guardianship cases 

Tele¢o~ferences 

Legal Ethical Issues 
Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 - 11:00 am 
Reqistration: $129.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$198,00 
Learn More 

Motor Vehicle Searches: 
Impact of the Arizona v. 
Gant Decision 
Dec. 3, 2010 = 1:00 pm 
Reqistration: $129.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$198.00 
Learn More 

False Claims Act Update 

Dec. 6~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Executory Contracts 
Under Bankruptcy 

Dec. 7, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
3udgments 

Dec. 8, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



~ Member of the Legal Writing Institute and frequently speaks 
on legal writing and academic support issues 

~ Graduate, cum laude and associate editor and articles editor 
on the Texas Wesleyan Law Review, Texas Wesleyan University 
School of Law 

David H. Spratt 
~ Prior to joining the Washington College of Law faculty in 
2006, taught legal writing and research at the George 
Washington University School of Law, legal analysis and writing 
at Concord School of Law, and legal methods at the Washington 
College of Law 
~ Founding partner of Schwartz & Spratt, PLC, a family law firm 
in Fairfax, Virginia 
~ Previously worked as an associate at the Law Office of Betty 
A. Thompson, Ltd., and at The Lewis Law Firm, in the area of 
family law 
~ Past chair of the Virginia Bar Association, Domestic Relations 
Section and the Northern Virginia Regional Advisory Committee 
~ Regularly writes a column, Writer,s Block, in the Virginia Bar 
Association News 3ournal 
~ Member of the Legal Writing Institute and frequently speaks 
on legal writing issues 
~ B.A. degree in government and psychology, The College of 
William and Mary 
~ Graduate, summa cum laude, American University Washington 
College of Law 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ !0-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
.~278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 = 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 

Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
~;268,00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 
Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 



Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 

Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
~;268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ° TN * 37203 
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Tuesdav~ December 

Length: ~)0 r~inu~es 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Re~Iistration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the "10 Commandments" that must be 

observed by a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a 

fiduciary to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet 

applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and 

the US Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1. Know when you become an ERISA plan fiduciary, 

2, Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the 

extent prudent and feasible. 

3. Hake sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a "Section 404(c)" 

plan, 

4, Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your 

plan is deemed to own assets of entities in which it 

invests. 
5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries, 

6. Act with "procedural prudence." 

7, Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary 

duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely 

basis. 
9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

PROFILE 

Anthony A, Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding 

ERISA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming 

private real estate and equity funds for the institutional investment 

market, He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and 

many of the largest real estate fund managers on ERTSA and fund 

formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and 

prior to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, 3anofsky & Walker in New 

York. Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for 

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. Tn that 

role, he advised Equitable and its investment management 

subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in the investment of 

ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 
Tel: 212 653 8810 

a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspool- law.corn 

htt p :i/www.d reyspool- law.com 

* gO-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation on your personal computers included. 

Internet access is not required for phone-only participants. An 

outline of the presentation and the PowerPoint slides will be provided 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which 

is your a receipt, and which includes your instructions for logging on. 

Upcoming 

Te~econferences 

C}odd-Frank: How Will it 
Change the Way Private 

Fund Managers Do 

3usiness? 

bec, 1, 2010 

Registration - Session 

0nly: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

;319.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting : Should 

You? Shouldn’t You? How 
be You Make it Happen? 

~)ec, 2~ 201.0 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
;289.00 

Learn More 

The RE)[ of an Effective 

Employee Welh~ess 

{~ystem 

Oec~ 3, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CO: $289.00 
Learn More 

~ow to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring 

~nd Retention 

Oec~ 9, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
;289.00 

Learn More 

~mlp~oye~’s Under the 

~mericans With 

Dec, ~4~ 20~0 

Re~istratio~ - Sessio~ 

Reqistration - Session 

~lus CD Re¢ording~ 

~289.00 

Learn More 

1he Ten Commandments 

~f an ER]~SA Fiduciary 

Dec, 21, 20t0 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

;319.00 
Learn More 



You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar, 

REG~,~ER 

Registration - Session Only: $2:1.9.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $3:1.9.00 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, 
December 8th at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 

MST, 12:30 PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. 
The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approved in TN, ask 

about other states) 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Essential Estate Planning Strategies for 
the Current Economy 
December 2 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Fundamental Mansgement Skills for 
Smart Supervisors 
December 7 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Keys to Ne.qotiating the Mer.qer and 
Acquisition Process 
December 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Facebook Fired: Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
December 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

5 Proven Tools That Help Attorneys 
Double Their Referrals in 90 Days Or 
Less 
December 15 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner= 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

An Overview of the M and A Transaction Process 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, December 8th at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 60 minutes 

In this uncertain economy, completing a successful Merger and Acquisition transaction can be 
daunting task. Buyers and sellers are increasingly sawier than ever before. Join David Sanders, Vice 
Chair of the Transactional & Securities Practice Group at Foley & Lardner LLP, as he shares critical 
strategies and techniques for successfully completing the M & A transaction process from start to 
finish. Regardless of your experience level with M & A transactions, you will want to participate in this 
program to learn which strategies are most effective in sealing the deal. 

The comprehensive program is designed to provide the answers you need for questions that you 
might be afraid to ask. Learn how to anticipate challenges and pitfalls as you navigate the M & A 
process and this uncertain economy. 

In this comprehensive 60-minute presentation, you will learn: 

How to identify a deal partner 
Vvhen to get your attorney involved in the process 
How to commence negotiations with a deal partner 
The essential terms of a confidentiality!non-disclosure agreement, term sheet, letter of intent, 
and purchase agreement 
The critical steps of the due diligence process and why it,s important 
Vvhat your role and your attorney’s role are in the process 
How to manage and protect your intellectual property 
Vvhat to expect during the purchase process and closing 
Tips on how to integrate the new business and its employees 

~ David S. Sanders is a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP. He is 

vice chair of the firm ~s Transactional & Securities Practice, and a member of the Commercial 
Transactions & Business Counseling, Private Equity & Venture Capital and Real Estate 

Practices, as well as the Sports, Medical Device and Emerging Technologies Industry Teams. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and down!oadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNl 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themsetves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctional s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6.net;tn.isp?llr~vin5cLxdab&ct 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt92qMFwevb¥~vCSa3Horul2megzLkQ0mz9SvCxHa- 

eVaoi48S87kS4CsZdV 0k56 kTaO~40cWce7F1KVvs47wOn2G~-2DP9uJ6~g~rlRgqDOE YcBXlzLDRZ6Wlf3vGx2e,4QaY3"~’2X-44DcSolOvA2YaKrYVs] 

Join Our Mailing List [http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lir win5dxdab&et l103998238791&s~143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt-4Huis71k5JNh w4YsCInCIEiSecORf- 
Flz0SalVquFiPSKuadnlilwZRnwlgagi0P~\,2X-2122d9irW21’~>IdsRURIi2R1 ~v5Y0a30831x~PkXa6AN 0kJyX~N] 
Job Listings [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr win5&xdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt9W SsFN-b CkuzD3e\V4t~l~R;\’~,Z~kG0- 

QQsdPOYk2NeNzlwZYSwdJgSqn4iIcFNYitAB-HEpXdHY t9~©YwDF~;_’N S1Z3Qk4U52nHltGJzp5oRgapp\~5xAvcm65F1TXVeiTZY3GE2gEZfI]Nd4’~STqS 7] 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5c.Lxdab&e~ 1103998238791 &s 4143&e 001BniXq~VIvFcKtgJmR3KLqxDutGsO0 lvWrwl d6Bg 1 c9Tgll~LiNLrIu4mYZTGa4k HugJgSA~,gELxt 8v5X1 r~xPmpg-oVaViqmdhz6TfiRtvMK- 
KkD5Jckr-RqWAuJEiouPECOxwg~,~ZecM5GqGZwtIb7za NzUstAmiqftKDcxTSRIO~MM ] 
CareerDcvelopmentBooks[http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr~vin5cLxdab&ct 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt~4514abflu2Hw93kcdg~r4293WE15’\~Vrsoct3qkgzM ZDRCP- 
0X qvrVVeeX, rkUgQmxsFaviqerrmLAegIiD0hVR-kBYS5qMYpFr~Z2bZhU eUyf~N~VXiEOUCAGGwOTr~IOFaFx~zv4QJwiQ AU6hQ 
Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.iso?m 1103508747574&a l103998238791&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Faccbook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5c.Lxdab&e~1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKtSO6B3ictULz;0FPKEMnychZEqsHYN\12LfwjgElqTJS-4SP4 6-IYJxW- 
OLWsHA xbR5QBcBHX2G-L~DZzrhdLGyFb~6~RTuBH9ZKvT7w-qSJ-~\Uf~?tLZc2T~DtE4d8qITFV9~Y8XnCj9F~c4g-DqSB-cDaf~sGz~9iT-~AZz73~‘~x8R~kKDzVi5AGMr~E6zkM ] 

Success - Feature Article 

Why Failure Is Good for SuccessTo achieve the greatest success, you have to embrace 
the prospect of failure 
By Pauline Estrem 
Success cam 
The sweetest victory is the one that’s most difficult. The one that requires you 
to reach do~vn deep inside, to fight ~vith everything you’ve got, to be willing to 
leave everything out there on the battlefield-without kno~ving, until that do-or-die 
moment, if your heroic effort ~vill be enough. 
Societ5’ doesn’t reward defeat, and you won’t find many failures documented in history 
books The exceptions are those failures that become steppingstones to later success. 
Such is the case ~vith Thomas Edison, whose most memorable invention ~vas the light 
bulb, ~vhich purportedly took him 1,000 tries before.. (More) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BniX?~IvFcKtS10- 
a QbtFviJdFvs3phnvQ6Qjj 70XfSfeeoTTjiVe.rMkE J3wLr t--gjgEFT6wPS 1 S4edVE 8F7eOPFX82v9OH~vaSx5Hwld 8v6o7k2Er31 mIBKzA6snpzGADPdDHzK6st~4A5MATVdnL QXU2kYc~’~’\V- 
eV~5"d’~ISyiV 4w xDU~B~3tk5iz~T~KHbcv1x~hFKivC~7W4ZvPJub~XIq~u7C~YT1c~u5dBX~h~@d\/IenV57L~kSH97Js8ycHTqrJ~ZuGd39I7mt- 
stNIc3trASVDUJjDUCc~91ePZBMJx4XOCmerIiFAP38olreMXRoVP-zN SVd VS9ShqVe9 AurOXHOL5ntgDBMLGrEmlVpY ] 

Careers - Feature Article 

Careers - Lampshade alert: Surviving the company party 
By Eve Tahmincioglu 



msnbc 
Over the years, John Levisay has worked for some of the biggest corporate names, 
including eBay and General Electric, and he’s attended some of the biggest holiday 
parties¯ 
Levisay has seen coworkers drink too much, dance too much, and other "ill-conceived 
behavior" that often came back to hurt employees careers and even get some fired 

(More) [http://r20.rs6.net/misp? 
[lr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s~143&e 001BnNkttvFcKt849BHkUr25Zs97PORqsgBOIZB6MA1 rTFCi2oSlxMYB:t~a[IXi4F,333fpehxxKaJ~’771VYkn BA~,/lcLp6nVnxR713hYaqjbiOD2ttTL 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today-, December 2nd, include positions in athletic training, 
as an athletic director, in compliance, fitness, and various coaching positions¯ 
To view these positions and more, click on the link below- or go to our website 
at www.spor tscareersinstitute.com. 
Senior Associate Athletic Director for Corrlpliance and Sports Services - Georgia 
State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5cLxdab&et 1103998238791 &s 4143&e 001Bt~-xqcHvFcKtgEEtHtmavil tz~ lrrluzgfTDUvLSGVrqgYCVaDgbk6WxAAiKMOmWm4xY¥SAV5 m7sH1BSGakDVuII Oo7PZMWEGit0Pl9Tqvv 
-Tz2~IwSu liG0~sJg SN-T4 ] 
Volleyball Coach - Texas A&M Irlternational University [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt ni2pgI oRmQXaiFibWi2wsCCeOwZfk- 
WZX5E4r~‘SEseA2cg~uLxRZpz2HC6c~5BZ~rU~7p~YiBKcEQus-tr~x~tQMVZTfOu¥VsNVR~T~J7ari-T6p~Kve~tTKMTIRGRh9fv~UqKEp‘LrLc~em~n87ms nCWX1SLDbbNQM ] 
Athletic Director - Pasco-Hernando Corcurlunity College (FL) [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn. isp? 
llr wi~5cLxdab&e~l103998238791&s~4143&e 001Bni’~qcHvFcKt QyuPPsNI~xifn t vMG\ ~rN5VxaVtTPqDdqaLkzkklS3ciJgaQETWT-X1SdaTQlnSa4uf3dXCti~a\rDeb iZUgEDah- 
lgIzOBHqknt~g2nEh9kb~/ qV-SiUvMra3U5vsX40B2WViYdAVOB1YwpvaCGO5tfRqfmTr~klCqo ] 
PEiHealth Instructor & Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Ventura COurlty Cormn~i~" College 
[httr~ :/ir20.rs6.net/tn. ist~ ? 
llr win5cLxdab&ct l103998238791&s~4143&e ~Bt~‘xqcHvFcKt95YxOtw~V2JM~2~Dt~5JI~EeRsd2FF8ezhc~F~2Rr~LS8e~WS~R©Jw©~IunZicU2q/V~6N~vEvEvF2~N4s8~GM~ le~iS-X- 
rs©kVTLOSiGhT Bf-loEFbTMBuVOI~75eN Gr~R7WX I~iHlc12nm~T~tr-76SmvIDM7fl~cU ] 
Assistant Director for Compliance - Universi~ of Tennessee, Chattanooga [httr~:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.ist~? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et l103998238791&s~143&e 001BniX~xHvFcKt 4uT~;2qVyBSCbmfffSgAobSGCDly-uqZJYod dJmDUT2elypaEPV865pJG9PdtCFCUOMkVvGZT7zII~Es@UzH- 

IrlNC33Fv~d~’;Tgi5d4hgyVcAL4RH3\q)2H-U7E4Inmaam-mTSUBl-Oz 0 ] 
Head Men’s and Women’s Swirmning & Diving Coach - Pomona College [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr ~!in5dxdab&ct 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkS~vFcKt-PqUw0WM- 
G53bENg~I2ZrD8 AEti~naBS~Kb6QwnNRx8~YR~Uv‘H7mVmL8~26jVJA1mm~v5U~DI~AnQw~CzILxSLfiG~gWv~B5JtuDuC3i~v~IgG7XpuNtf2c@Z3~7~bI~dkL@~RJqtdtc(~) ] 
Academic Advisor -Universi~¢ ofSouthFlorida [http:/ir20rs6.netitn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&e~1103998238791&s 4143&e 001Bni"~qcHvFcKt 7ZSlagFQOML~LJT\Id6q6R1FR3I- 

SiSMZiigKHcxCXDHwFHMdOe-w6Xw~XB hs lm3B cLxlcBk3 QW4wkI’LX2~VrnIDI-,q)wZCEQb JGN210~kl6o6GJXO2m 166Aw 1PizllPq 18N5wTDeb20Q ] 
Assistant Professor/Assistant Director - Virginia Commonwealth Universi~- Center 
lk~r Sports Leadership [http:/ir20rs6.net/mjsp?llr ~vin5dxdab&~1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnN~5-1vFcKt91uE3XJJvTOVBh3SSkol0RYI~vZZ\,7~R19CGc5HVSlaEYx- 
5WOYcT’~IudCOxjFRzh5Y3b~45sFY l)cT~W2¥PJuIimvODtKX6wiExe3 YWVTuiB3caKl~gVJ6vdAsG, ix-zpsvs ] 
Assistant Softball Coach - Weatherford College (TX) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr~ln5dxdab&et 1103998238791 &s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt91UQLEs2COO45caetwe 1JtqKTrpNToKTslc~\,q~09zU0 Ys SeuvoBnNoUFQybPtn-t2.~)Kt~s:wnN7Lfl~.K1MimI- 

Q 2uAzrvTpiVg6c CBr OdeIYVeKCdla?~Ns4PnFDiqV-\Vt Y5 --MDdRF3 LrM’~’MSA ] 
Baseball/Housing Graduate Assistant - Iowa Lakes Cormnuni~¢ College [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr~vin5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKtSm,v7eQdooK BPSzHRaijh6X~2v, LX1U~hkXfi’T3vfwPDJ3¥88sbII,~’Tt9flZ-diK14Ygg Pi5plsIZ.2Ais@PlONr.)A3TfOikSTirrr.)BKDb: 
-P 8 Ct ePCRmO (.)MsDvq-CTRgX25n42 f~vO SrhOQ ] 
Athletic Trainer -Lake Superior State Universi~ [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e ~1BnN~5-IvFcKt8~ZIie9CnGg59s2vLApzGR~zzt4TvD6Nk~tiW2wRU7Cf~’~X4‘~x~H8mV~E~1Gib3hGNLzU9Lm1tVg7- 
hOCV~r\VOTxcv, iXaxzlvqrsJP91.L\qJAl_~15eHloNovCZOI iXCwbRlklmAlk488zA ] 
Associate Strength and Conditioning Coach - University of South Alabama [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&e~ 110399823879 l&s 4143&e 001BlaNk2IvFcKt 8 Nvnll xelDvHAUJ6M94cZX 2~ffdJCHJJPr4NvEmJgTc3jvaj rR2r4-at lwb 10mliU~z~RLLUT71Tckla3wW5 ggqfZh74C YXLEhwB - 
HI}tV~r29sPEbi kXRoam5uXt oiFx-3 zO 8 dTPiVP¢Ci5() 
Secretali’/Rules Editor for Women’s Volleyball - NCAA [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt9UDSndi2,~rgBG7xAzSXu6Kxwrp7U2DhNWitZSZld9p(.)ffrR3 ~z~IVJuSau0ShtSrKHvSoWuUFizLSvSF5fSn91oPuFJ’~’ikri3bi©PLn 
--I cC3Bx3,a~T(pQ ] 
Facilities and Tickets Intern - Bryant Universi~ [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr }vin5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt-sfsEQmVbZIrICc2-sorpEsXtkt6xgPwahn- 
ISxW(-.)PxVuUPC)6HIgBmD7r -ZV2RGmSflX5Fev KCniVJSd0G3qa~28Entrd lrn5VCI5~I6cmW6rvv5DS4 YGUhAn~tu606v0iouZDTOKrGw ] 
Assistant Professor of Athletic Training - Sacred Heart University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s~143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt bvdVUMWMUhCm2NBk- 
axSCyQ~icCaEcN~pt~p~4[SNJVkN4LJKpGSFR~ntmP4Dxu9WruCX~81Yegn-KZe’~7I8YW~I3T0E2c1~oF~45rR~J~wi-AFAV k3Hz~lFOpa6eTVBtI99SXS-Bw ] 
Marketing and Promotions Internship-MaIwaukeeBrewers [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNklIvFcKt8 vAot]PVIId C9x88 KSZ4-- 

0KS49iIJ~PP~XSHF5X V4V0bxmhVYShIthL62VfJv~LpsmrSR2t OOFI9f-edmOC5qZG%~rNglJ-cvstR7uegD2AtrqmrTW1F0cG~818UpXfl%L70DhioaBPil3uUV1YhEr~xto4 tiM ] 
Sports Coordinator - City of Dixon (Sacramento metro) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s~4143&e 001BnNldIvFcKt9i LKNPetwTx6Gn4KuYhsS~JJVUtn3UnPwEp74U[ITOB~IIzMfcfN4xQM6eYiAi36 MtdYASIMIRKqkf"dczggdNT~/O5vKb%C 7 
Park Ranger - National Park Service (King Salmon, AK) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
[lr win5ckxdab&et l103998238791&s~143&e 001BnNkHvFcKt MY1 1Kmm50()\VaSc epp rr0MJB]fzrG~2Mf05MkiOZTTIT7ODOW 7 w~As2N2~PCY0 aB7- 
TkhwXJP UdTKRm[3 DvGsk[~MJPd 14ouLQPQ Y-BUt 88 uUFI [L~I6p S G 1K 7 [)~Z $5 q T6dF4bXbyUumb4Msk5K] 
Assistant/Associate Professor of Kinesiology, Sports Studies & PE - SUNY at Brockport 

[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNkt]vFcKt9V-TSV41exeAzl0WJl~GoTthSl’~P tI5YVghblqt4wwRi0fdY-©[~F-aEcrn6MdKI-369rUigniYII 4Oegk- 
bY3Gbcy]~.hxUUNUaEd61ZsBALrvxfl fdMMhFhs94Zup55iqeI2~I21yvZyr.IX-mqqal YrlIvS 1666NiSbbmrgoqwi610Q ] 
Fitness Specialist- Best Fitness (NIt) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1103998238791&s 4143&e 001BnNldtvFcKtgsrfBTVzgpC- 
If ziSPLDilUYPClrffaiiJwlk3QonwEFuV2f3sSJiSw5dzZGI~oPK QouQ2Ko6UvbI-hbOPkzkr/bBviOVKSnKxVF6zmSk2PCaey0YA1CAWDvR831kII~L’~’GoUzJrqi~ ] 

"Health, happiness and success depend upon the fighting spirit of each person¯ The 
big thing is not what happens to us in life - but what we do about what happens 
tO US." 

-George Allen 
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Form 5500 Reporting Update 

Friday, December 3, 2010 
Time: i:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, ii:00 am MT, i0:00 am PT) 

Length: I hour 30 minutes 

Reqistration : $209,00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recording: $278,00 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

The ROI of an Effective 

Employee Wellness System 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Req!stration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employers who offer an enlployee Denefit plan n-rest fife an 

annual Fepofl: regarding the plarCs financ~a~ ~:ondith)n, 
investments and operations, unless specifically exempt by 

law, F~Hng the Form 5500 win s~t~sfy th~s requirement. This 
audio conference w~H help you understand when you need 

to [:He a Form 5500 and whal: you need 1:o file, and win 

on some recent changes that may impact your fiNngs, 

Overview of the Form 5500 

. What Is the Form 5500? 
~ Who Must File? 
e What to File 
~ Due Dates and Extensions 

Looking Forward ~ Electronic Filing 

~ Effective Date 
~ Getting Ready 

Miscellaneous Issues 

~ Late Deposits 
~ Audit Requirements 
e Penalties 

managers, benefits administrators, payroll managers, 
controllers, finance directols> presidenLs> vice presidents, 

]amie F, Gross, J.D., LL,M., Deloitte fax, LLP 

~udith Nester, Detoitte Tax, I.LP 

]arnie F, Gross, 

Senior manager of the Global Employer Services i"ax 
PracLice in the New York City office of Deloitte Tax, LLP 

E×perience hi employee benefits focusing on the 

design, drafth’~g and hTq:demenLatior~ of quali[ied and 

nonquaHfied plans 
Focuses on employee benefits regu~aLory compliance, 

and hea~th and welfare design and compliance 

Assists d~enl:s with quaNfied plan design and 

implementation focusing on plan amendments and 
resta[ernents fol compliance with legislative changes 

repof[:ing reQuhements, induding Form 5500s, 

summary annt~8l reports and ERISA 204(h) notices 

Assists clients with health and welfare plan design, 
implementation ~nd compliance with a focus on H]:PAA 

i:Hivacy regulations, DOI_ claims procedure regulaHons 

and summary plan description regulations 

Legal Causation and 

Disability in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Dec. 6, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

._R__e_ g_ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n___: __~ _e___s__s_ Lg_L! __ P_!__u__s- 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

FMLA, WC, Disability and 

COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

.& _e_~ j_s_Lr_a_t_ Lg__n__:__:~ Z 2 _%: £ _o_. 
Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

._L_e__a___r_r ! __l’g_ £. r__e_. 

Payroll Compliance Update: 

Year End 2010 and 

Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

p_: _e_g_ Ls_Lr__a__t_t p_n__ Z _ & _2_!_9_ = _0_0_ 
Reqistration - Session plus 

CD P.ecordinq: $308,00 

Learn More 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: ~308.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, Cell 

Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 



Conducts H](PAA privacy semh~ars for clients focusing 
on workforce training in privacy regula~k)ns 

Member of the New York State Bar, the New Jersey 

State Bar and the N~ssachusetts Bar Assodat~ons 
].D, degree, New England Schoo~ of t.aw 

LL..N~ degree in ta>:ation, Boston University School of 

Law 
Can be contacted at ~agross@deloltte,com 

]udith Nester 

Fh-m director in the Global Employer Services @ 
Compensation and genef]LB Tax Practice in the 

Philadelphia office of Oe~o~tte Tax, LLP 

Experienced ~n serving large m~Itmat~ona~ and mid-cap 

Extensive experience in Sarbanes-Oxley tax 

compliance, h~tema] control audit reviews, employment 
and executive compensation tax matters, and ~RS 

P~evlously was a team leader for Towers Perrn~ in 

P~Hadelphia and focused on various tax compliance 
matters re~ating to qualified reth-ement, and healt~ and 

B.A, de,Fee, The State University of New York at Albany 

].D. degree~ Thomas N. Cooley Law School 

Csn be contacted at 21S-299-5239 or 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

¯ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

¯ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 

¯ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

¯ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit }:nformation" 

page k~r stales that haw? aheady been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ HR Cert~ficath)n Institute 

¯ HRPD 

¯ PACE 

’O~1~ ~i~tere~ attendee ~ill ~eive ~a~ti~i~ e~ati~ 

~it,’ 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit ~nformation" pa~% 

Reqistration : $209.00 

Registration -Session plus CD Recording: $278,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Learn More 

Requirements for Providing 

E-Forms W-2 and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Rec[[stration~ ~249_00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: ~338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

_R_ _ _e_~ j _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t_ j _o_ _ _n_ _ _:_ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_. 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

_C___D___ B__e__c__o__c__d_ Ln__g _:__:~__2___S__9__=_0___0_ 

Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews @ How to Handle 

Employee Fear, Anger & 

Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

._R__e_ ~ Ls__Lr__a__t_Lo__n___: __~ _e___s__s_ Lo__!! __ p_!__u__s- 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions to Employment 

at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

Reqistration : $199.00 

_R__e__gj_s__t__r__a__t_jg__n___:___S__e___s__s_j_o___n___J2__[g_s_. 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan Descriptions 



Dec. 13, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

._c__~__B_~_c__g_[__d_!~_~_..__~_2___o_~_~_o___o_ 

Learn More 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington: 

Understanding Exceptions 

to Washington’s 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 

E _e_ ~ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n___:___& ~ _9___9_ ~__0_0_ 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans With Disabilities 

Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

_R_ _ _e_g j _s_ _t_ P_ _a_ _L_i_o_ _ 8 _ _ _-_ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_ _ _ _P_ _ Lu_ _ _s. 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors @ And How to 

Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

_R___e_g j_s__t__r__a__t_ Lg__n___:___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n__ J 2_ Lu___s. 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~ Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

E _e_ ~ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n___:___& _2_ Z _9_ ~__0_0_ 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~ and Stop ~ 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

._C_ _ _D_ _ _ B_ _e_ _c_ _g_[_ _d_ [ ~_~ _.’_ _ ~_ _3_ _ _0_ _8_ _ ~ _0_ _ _0_ 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Re_ct[str a tion~ ~209_00 

Req!strat!on -- Session E[us 

CD Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 



Job Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment and 

Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

_R___e_~ t j_s__t__r_ ~ _t_ j_g__n___:___S___e__s__s_ j__q ~__ P__[ g __s. 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration- Session pJus 

CD Recordinq: 3268.00 

Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

Registration : $199.00 

._R__e_ ~ L Ls__t__r__a__t_i_£ _n___: __~ _e___s__s_ Lg_[! __ P_J__u__s- 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

._O__n__[y__L_&2__$__9_~__0__0_. 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It, How to Win It. 

Jan, 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only [ ~198~00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 
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Legal Causation and Disability in Workers’ 
Compensation 

Monday, December 6, 2010 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am HT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Reqistration : $209.00 
HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278.00 
FMLA, WC, Disability and 

COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

This audio conference is designed For everyone who needs 

an understanding of the workers’ compensation system, 
and what is required of employers and their insurers. We 

will provide an overview of the issues and what steps you 

can lake to minimize your workers~ compensation expenses. 

We will d~scuss what iajur~es are covered by workers’ 
compensation and what beaefits employees receive under 

the workers’ compensation system. The speaker, a workers’ 

compenset~on L[ial lewyer wth 30 years o[ experience, will 
g~ve pract~ca~ advice oR the steps you can take to reduce 
workers’ compensat~o~ costs, 

e T~aum~t~c Injuries 
e Cumulative Injuries 

~ Occupstlona~ Injuries 

~ SLleSs C~B~ms 
~ Hearing Loss 

fl)f a Drink o~ Beer 
e Go~ng and Coming to Work 

e RecreatN~nsI Activities 

~ Ho~sep~ey 

~ F~ghi:s rand Assmuli:s 

Amount of Compensation 

Duration of Compensation 

SchedtHed I n.~ Lu-y 

Ught Du~y 

[.agor Market Survey 

Vocational Rehabilitation 

S[D and LTD Issues 

FML.A and ADA Issues 

Selection of Medical Provider 
Monitoring Medical Care 

Relationship to Health Insurance 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Payroll Compliance Update: 

Year End 2010 and 

Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

._L_.e_ _a_ _ _r_n_ _ _M_ g.r_ _e_. 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

._Le_gLs__Lr_~_t_Lo___n__:__:$__2__Lg__:£_0_. 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, Cell 

Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

_c_:_D_____&e___c__o__r__d_j_~_! ~ :___& ~ _0___s_ = _0___0. 

Learn More 

Requirements for Providing 

E-Forms W-2 and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

._R_e_g j_s_t_ £ _a_t_ j_9_ 0 _L _~_ ~__9_9__:_9__0_. 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 



This audio conference is designed for workers’ conlpensation 
administrators, attorneys, human resource professionals, 
sa[ety directors, risk managers, claims represen[at~ves and 
insurance professionals, 

._R__e_ £ Ls__Lr__a__t_Lo__n___: __&e___s__s_ Lg_~_~___ #_ L _u__s_ 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Lawrence P. Pos[ol, SeyfarLh Shaw LLP 

Lawrence P. Postol 

Partner in the Washington, D,C,, office of Seyfarth 

Shaw LLP, which has offices in A[laBta; Boston; 
Chicago; Houston; Los Angeles; New York; 

Sacramento, California; San Francisco; Washington, 

D,C.; and Brussels, Belgium 

EmpbymeBt Iitigator handling litigation aBd appeals ~n 

many different 
Defends ~ga~nst ~ k~nds of employment da~ms, 

including d~scr~mination based on sex, age, race, 

national or~g~n, religion, and d~sab~ty; and workers@ 
compensation da~ms and cases ~nvo~ving FLSA, 

OSH~, FNLA, SOX ~nd AD~ 
Successfully argued more than two dozen cases ~n the 

U.S. Court of Appea~s and two cases before the U.S. 

S~preme Court 

Affiliations ~nclude arbitrator~ D~strict of Co~umb~a 
S~pedor Court; Public Affairs Committee, Greater 

Washing[on Board o[ Trade; aBd v~ce president of 

education, Northern Vh’g~n~ SHRN Chapter 
3,D, degree, Corneal Law Schoo~ 

B.S, degree ~n engineering physics, Corneal University 

Can be con[acted a[ 202-.828-5385 or 
Lposto~@seyfarth 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

Behavioral Based 

]Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

...................................... 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 

.& _e_~ j_s__Lr__a__t_ Lg__n__,’__~ _2___4__9__: £ _0_. 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

._L_.e__a___r_n___l¥1__g. r__e_. 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

._R__e_ £ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n____: __~ _e_ _ _s_ _s_ [ 9__n_ 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

Learn More 

Complaint [nvestigation 

Interviews @ How to Handle 

Employee Fear, Anger & 

Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

_R___e_g j_s__Lr__a__t_!_g__n___:___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n__ J 2_[ g __s. 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for slates thai have already been approved) 

¯ HR Certification Institute 

¯ HRPD 

¯ PACE 

Click here for the "Detai~ed Credit information" paqe. 

Reqistration : $209.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions to Employment 

at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

ReA[stration- Session pJus 

CD Recordinq: ~268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2010 

E _e_ £ Ls_ Lr__a__t_Lo__n___:___& ~ _9__2 ~__0_ £ 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington: 

Understanding Exceptions 

to Washington’s 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 



CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans With Disabilities 

Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

ReAistration - Session 

OnJ~: ~198-00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq~ $289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors ~ And How to 

Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~ Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

_R_ _ _e_g j _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t_ j _g_ _n_ _ _ _-_ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_ _ _ J2_ [ g _ _s. 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~ and Stop ~ 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

E _e_ ~ Ls_ Lr__a__t_Lo__n__ :__ A _2_ ! %__o_o_ 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification: 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording] $278.00 

Learn More 

lob Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

._C_ _ _D_ _ _ B_ _e_ _c_ _o_ _~_ _d_ [ _n_ _~ _.’_ _ ~_ _3_ _ _0_ _8_ _ = _0_ _ _0_ 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment and 

Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 



Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Rec[!stratJon] ~199n00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: ~268.00 

Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

._C___D___B__e__c__g_~__d_Ln__~_:__~T__2___6__8__~_0___0_ 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

_c_.__D____&e___c__o__r__d_ L~_~_ ~ :___& _3__1___9_ = _0___0. 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Rec[istration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

_R___e_g j_s_ $_r__a__L_j_o__ 8 ___-___S___e__s__s_ j__o_ B___P__ Lu___s. 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It. How to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

_& _e_g j _s_ _Lr_ _a_ ~!_g_ _n_ _ _:_ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_ _ _ _P_ _ [ _u_ _ _s. 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The False Claims Act is one of the most important weapons of 
the federal government in its efforts to combat fraud, waste 
and abuse in federal contracting and grants. 

This audio conference will identify and analyze many of the 
critically important issues in the interpretation and enforcement 
of the statute, and will review mandatory disclosure of credible 
evidence of False Claims Act violations. The recent amendments 
to the FCA will be covered, as well as key recent cases. 

AGENDA 

Over~iew 

The Enforcement Defense Climate 
The Pivotal Role of the False Claims Act 

Amendments to the False Claims Act Contained in FERA 

Expansion of Liability Provisions 

31 USC 3729 (a)(1)(A) 
Definition of Claim 
31 USC 3729 (a)(1)(B) ReveFsal of Allison Engine and 

RetFoactivity 
ConspiFacy PFovisions 
ReveFse False Claims PFOViSions 
PFoceduFal Changes 
Civil Investigative Demands 
Relation Back 
Other 

Mandatory Disclosure and the False Claims Act 

Scope of Mandatory Disclosure 
Credible Evidence Standard 
Where the Interpretation of the False Claims Act Is Uncertain 
Evolving 
Public Disclosure Bar 
Enforcement Measures 
Suspension and Debarment 
Past Performance Evaluations 
Responsibility Determinations 

Key Issues 

@ Knowledge 
@ Collective Knowledge: Can It Be Used to Satisfy the 
Knowledge Requirement? 
~ Lack of Knowledge Where Contractor Has Reasonable, Good 
Faith Belief in the Interpretation of an Ambiguous Contract or 
Regulation 
~ Government Knowledge 
@ Objective Falsehood 
@ Implied Certification 
@ Damages 
@ How Are Goods or Services Obtained by the Government in 
Exchange for Payment Valued in the Computation of Damages 

@ Entitlement Cases 

Interaction of Real Estate Agents and the Department of 
3ustice 

Te~eco~fe~ences 

Executory Contracts 
Under Bankruptcy 

Dec. 71 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teieconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
3udgments 

Dec. 8, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 - 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec, 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 



Review of Selected Recent Cases 

WHO ~HO~LO ATT~ 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Richard O. D~all, H011and & Knight LLP 

Richard O. Duvall 
~ Partner with Holland & Knight LLP in the Washington, D.C., 
and northern Virginia offices 
~ Practice group leader of Holland & Knight LLP~s National 
Government Contracts Practice 
~ Focuses on defending enforcement matters in connection 
with federal government contracting, including False Claims Act 
cases, mandatory disclosure matters, investigations, and 
suspension and debarment cases 
~ Handled a wide variety of controversy matters between 
contractors and the federal government, and served as lead 
counsel or co-lead counsel on several significant False Claims 
Act cases 
~ Listed in Best Lawyers in America for litigation in Washington, 
D.C., for more than 20 years 
~ Achieved the highest rating in the Martindale-Hubbell Law 
Directory and listed in Who~s Who in American Law 
~ Listed in Virginia and Washington, D.C., Super Lawyers 
magazine 

~ Frequent lecturer on the False Claims Act 
~ Member of various professional organizations 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration = Teleconference lus CD: 268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 

Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 

Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
~268.00 
Learn More 



Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30r 20/.0 
Registration= $199.00 
~stration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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Choice of Business Entity - How Owners Can Limit 
Taxes and Liability 
Sponsored by Parl</.\venue Present~tions 

iTuesday, January 18, 2011 
, UPCOM][NG 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i TELECONFERENCES 
iLength: 90 minutes 

i Dodd-Frank: How Will it 

iReqistration - Session Only: $219.00 Change the Way 
i Private Fund Managers Do 
iReqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Business? 

Dec. 2010 1, 
Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

i ~.’,~.~.~,~.,,~ ~..~.~.~,~..~- ~ 

iEntrepreneurs and other business owners have a variety of choices when it 
,comes to choosing the legal entity through which to implement a new 
venture, In choosing among the various choices of entities, there are several 
ifrequently asked questions that business owners and investors raise, What 
:ype of entity should I choose? What kind of protection do I need to shield my 
~ersonal assets from the liabilities of the business? Do I need to protect the 

~ssets of one segment of the business from the liabilities of another segment 
iof the business? How will ] be taxed on the profits of the business? Will I be 
.~ble to claim the tax benefits of any losses generated by the business? 

iThere is no @one size fits all@ answer to these questions. In choosing among 
ithe various types of entities, one must ask a number of additional questions. 
iWho is expected to invest in the entity? How will the entity be capitalized? 

iWill the entity borrow money from its owners or from third parties, such as a 

~ank or other lender? The answers to each of these questions could affect 
ithe choice of entity. 

iTax attorney Peter J. Guy presents an introduction to some of the more 
iimportant considerations (tax and otherwise) related to various business 
ientity choices. The choice of a particular business entity type can have 
iimmediate consequences and can also affect a company~,s long-term 
istrategic options. 

Basic Considerations @ What Type of Business Entity? 
o Regular Corporation 
o S Corporation 

o Limited Liability Company (LLC) 

o Limited Partnership (or other type of partnership) 

o Others (including sole proprietorships and joint ownership of 
property) 

Pass-Through Entity or Regular Corporation? 

o Tax Savings 

Single Layer of Tax on Profits 
¯ Loss Pass-Through 

o Which entities provide limited liability? 

Differences between S Corporations and LLCs/Partnerships 

Other tax and nontax considerations 
o How your exit strategy can influence choice of entity 

o Special entities such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) 

o Debt vs. equity considerations 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 
Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Coaching Skills for 
Supervisors: Become the 
Great Boss 
Every Employee Wants to 
Work for 
Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

][ndependent Contractor 

Safety: What Are You 

Really Liable For? 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - l:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Anyone who is starting a business or considering organizing an entity 
to conduct business activities or to hold investment assets such as real 
estate, 
investment bankers and similar investment advisers, accountants, 
lawyers, financial managers and other professional advisers who 
regularly advise on entity formation, 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - 3:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

iPeter ~!. Guy, Esq. 
iOf Counsel to Ellenoff Grossman & Schole LLP. 

Smoke Out ~mpostors in 

.lob ][nterviews ~, 

and Avoid the Staggering 

Cost of Bad Hires 

Dec. 2, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 



New York tax attorney Peter 3. Guy specializes in federal income tax law. Mr. 

Guy has extensive experience providing federal income tax advice to public 

and private companies with a particular emphasis on mergers, acquisitions, 
securities offerings and divestitures. He advises real estate funds, private 

equity funds, hedge funds, limited liability companies, partnerships, S 

:orporations and similar entities on tax issues relevant to the formation and 

~peration of such entities. He has experience advising real estate investors 
and developers on tax issues arising out of the ownership and operation of 

real estate, including certain tax credit advice. His experience includes 

~dvising domestic and international clients regarding cross border tax issues 

and certain New York state and local tax issues. Mr. Guy also has experience 
advising clients that have special tax considerations such as real estate 
investment trusts and tax-exempt entities. Prior to joining Ellenoff Grossman 

~, Schole LLP, Mr. Guy was associated with the law firms of Paul, Weiss, 

Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, LLP and Bryan Cave, LLP. Mr. Guy is admitted to 
practice in the state of New York and is a member of the American Bar 

~,ssociation~s Section of Taxation. Mr. Guy received his 3uris Doctorate from 
Harvard Law School where he graduated cure laude and his Bachelor of 

Science degree from Northeastern University where he graduated summa 

~um laude. 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

~resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

or phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration -Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Should 
You? Shouldn’t 
You? How Do You Make it 
Happen? 
Dec. 2, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Form 5500 Reporting 

Update 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

The ROI of an Effective 
Employee Wellness 
System 
Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

~stration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Legal Causation and 

Disability in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Dec. 6, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

FMLA, 

WC, Disability and COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Payroll Compliance 
Update: Year End 2010 
and 
Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, 

Cell Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Requirements for 



Providing E-Forms W-2 

and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2050 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 
Social Media for Hiring 
and Retention 
Dec. 9, 2050 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews @, 
How to Handle Employee 
Fear, Anger & Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2050 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington : 

Understanding Exceptions 

to 

Washington’s Employment- 

At-Will Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2050 



Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans 

With Disabilities Act 
Dec. 14, 2010 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 
Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors @ 

And How to Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordin~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~, Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~. and Stop @, 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Re istration: �219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~278.00 

Learn More 

~]ob Rotation & Cross- 

Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan for 

Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordino~ ~268.00 



Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 20:[0 

Reqistration: $:[99.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 
of an FRISA Fiduciary 
Dec. 2:[, 20:[0 
Registration - Session 

Only: $2:[9.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $3:[9.00 
Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

T 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Tuesdav~ December 

Length: ~)0 r~inu~es 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Re~Iistration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the "10 Commandments" that must be 

observed by a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a 

fiduciary to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet 

applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and 

the US Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1. Know when you become an ERISA plan fiduciary, 

2, Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the 

extent prudent and feasible. 

3. Hake sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a "Section 404(c)" 

plan, 

4, Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your 

plan is deemed to own assets of entities in which it 

invests. 
5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries, 

6. Act with "procedural prudence." 

7, Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary 

duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely 

basis. 
9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

PROFILE 

Anthony A, Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding 

ERISA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming 

private real estate and equity funds for the institutional investment 

market, He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and 

many of the largest real estate fund managers on ERTSA and fund 

formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and 

prior to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, 3anofsky & Walker in New 

York. Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for 

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. Tn that 

role, he advised Equitable and its investment management 

subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in the investment of 

ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 
Tel: 212 653 8810 

a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspool- law.corn 

htt p :i/www.d reyspool- law.com 

* gO-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation on your personal computers included. 

Internet access is not required for phone-only participants. An 

outline of the presentation and the PowerPoint slides will be provided 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which 

is your a receipt, and which includes your instructions for logging on. 

Upcoming 

Te~econferences 

C}odd-Frank: How Will it 
Change the Way Private 

Fund Managers Do 

3usiness? 

bec, 1, 2010 

Registration - Session 

0nly: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

;319.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting : Should 

You? Shouldn’t You? How 
be You Make it Happen? 

~)ec, 2~ 201.0 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
;289.00 

Learn More 

The RE)[ of an Effective 

Employee Welh~ess 

{~ystem 

Oec~ 3, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CO: $289.00 
Learn More 

~ow to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring 

~nd Retention 

Oec~ 9, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
;289.00 

Learn More 

~mlp~oye~’s Under the 

~mericans With 

Dec, ~4~ 20~0 

Re~istratio~ - Sessio~ 

Reqistration - Session 

~lus CD Re¢ording~ 

~289.00 

Learn More 

1he Ten Commandments 

~f an ER]~SA Fiduciary 

Dec, 21, 20t0 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

;319.00 
Learn More 



You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar, 

REG~,~ER 

Registration - Session Only: $2:1.9.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $3:1.9.00 

Newswatch ¯ 3212 West End Ave. ° Suite 500 ° Nashville ° TN ° 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 6, 2010 

Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports¯" 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29¯95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNl 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctional s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae¯ Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9¯95 
Click To Purchase [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5c.Lxdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtjPaq4CFOCIbVLDxV 3~U~bf~x~NhLl~5L~‘6~.)upNQsrQ¥VXq~tR7~VIS~gY~M1g62x~gxBjQRdATn~xMwgagjfg-Aw2M5dImjXHW7SMa- 
UfI.,©D6n4L1Qrr~!bR08BSr-m6M2BQX3cv 2dwkiil-tk0ULquh9KdURlhRvve6P70 ib5NYf)cgasbuwMPmR0xTWC4ScBS1VJOBgzGWnpgTMJ-LPgilZRRar)Ujy6HjXW] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/emaihisp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [ht~p://r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp?llr wjn5&’~dab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e O01dtiPaq4CFOAgXit~gpYaUOSiOs7WwfUgANi6xuADEXtX29gqlfyY-zJ- 
xdWiQrSSfdi8 BtRvBefpevhWpLUzZ5CCiAu-IL.cAh5ZipiGlg64E TTZ15wnagiCSrbIDb5Sa] 
Job Listings [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit win5cLxdab&ct 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFOBEkF2k9F fqlSz bOz850eQPpGusk9It3gOhlnuIOU82QbV2ZbF4z.r~nm~cTZBJgIv04SWraIsHo- 
6404wNmWS5RpwT37R5 dFvV4MO9HfxoksI2ek-M1 kDV 1Mq 3dVYSUIYeht~kCXDdlT0aXdqUYWRyZ56] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~jn5cLxdab&e~1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFOAfAHbC-6v3RRQ1LGDSXcfYFNSAxao0Ji}~INt2N8- 
Vur~fl~hbPaQJ112x3 -qPRVcoBNnUhO-FFoX w36-TM4cem~zdL~D1‘~BMERL2czLWLNZHBwWC24ATD~s53UYehNCJY~vMGSyhAp~35Mp~WiBHA4uw2v~Xu9nynpsq~] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~’in5&xdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFODs3v3wd~xD7vGXAYVwTSzo5aF0iXqrniw3G1L1T 7TK- 
E&clA~d51LzDaCv5dEclHzclDwva\rElzex0CcKcllbS pF4-Kwp.Vp~U~VXcfl~xa46hWStP2~J5U-NOAUTZOLtbsL~6dBcJLHNqdmVSp. ] 
Forwardto a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.isp?m 1103508747574&a l104022254818&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104022254818&s 4143&e 001&iPaq4CFOAueZoIezoiYch-cGDIv2TJB-GGIblIK DNQ4VVVRjoJZw7189RNw5VIeM4- 
MTIZ.2PpaDEQ2J3rr~Ts5yd~Vy7cFu99fyhlY~JVL7V-SgtiBaGr2P9KWTW rKCN95YQ~Ax8r~mVnGvBZe2q6C49~VtLDEIzDL6jtp8CgRDGD2n77Hg9QX6Kd~EX6fmHdv~E3u6t~LpsgT2U ] 

Feature Article 

There’s No Such Thing as a Video Resume 
By William Amada and Catharine Felmell 
The Ladders.corn 
When you strip away all the basic requirements that are expected in any given role 
- hard skills and experience - what’s left? Evewthing that cannot be said in a 
resume! Yet, ironically, these are the critical personal elements that make the 
difference in decision making - your soft skills and ho~v you fit within the culture. 
¯ (More)[http://r20.rs6.neb’tn.jsp?llr~,vin5dxdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFOBxPRRe0UlalT)LI-V9rFnPt90MeszCSU3GRms3OpbYBX5r-Uxl7- 
dYGsEOaw74e7tcn3SjEwsOrHQYQMSS9zsAckO4npQYp4ayotl~l~,~3E wPw2HsHhqib6~vS40hQ3K5EvbJu~f-4 zEGi3agLllzxus4cXADluSVGtCSQMinVIA ] 

New Job Listings 

Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, December 6th, include positions as an athletic director, 
department chair, Assistant AD, Graduate Assistants, in athletic training, and in 
media relations¯ To view these positions and more, click on the individual links 
below, or go to our website at w~v.sportscareersinstitute.com. 
Assistant Director of Athletics Communication - LaSalle Umversity [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxcLnb&et 1104022254818&s~ 143&e 001 dtiPaq4CFOBdD J20cxvcVwKZYVhfj fRzYka8 s3 aQW58 ceVc9kB TCUirDGvm3B ISgSI50mvlw 177Z%’tHpeMdKmo5EpTCKLYVX9k~-d 1 uuY.ZXRGD 
-G-o eBO7VtkWhbzqmRx5Bc~vzmpPH5iPxLeKEMc4CzQk 6N FcVlcs4OThcpxWZ6--~7ZY3vA ] 



Assistant Director of the Pirate Club - East Carolina Unviersity [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
[lr win5dxdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFOB3h6xH]I[bPOPpLUsgOBVW4sGaDAnlO[xE~]],Z2NY[t- 
0kn0W3foVTpnSRV91XvDca9tltIlhiWNr BozG~2h~V 0VGIed20L6qlrY~B7FO4isq6bX3-j5C-y]~l~-BomAv0b~¥qlA3HWa ] 
Operations Supervisor - University of Oregon [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.{sp? 
l[r win5~xdab~l104022254818&s 4143&e 0~1dt~aq4C[~ANZwQcJ8~w4~FSx~Yw4feQZnF~m97G43IA2J~pWE~ErqCmH8WpmeQq:~1na1SxLwhaN6YqQD7G~}~mq~pX~dQ6QQbRvXN~ 
Athletic Director-Rock]k~rd College [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.~sp?lk w{n5~dab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dtiPaq4CFOBPk~xzYtWW4UGtlBa-rqh2OT~[k]m52cb2nMw W40Qo6- 
ZS~vI~X Y4whd]YiYXVqPzSZ5Mk~Kff,CPaHQ7-b3~v5Q~]7LIcUkFvKSFr7uT CHdSo~)~p]~CmCWAu0zHsJA ] 
Outdoor Education Leadership and ’]’raining Coordinator - Stanford Universi~ [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
l[r win5&xdab&et 110~22254818&s 4143&e 001dtlPa@CFOBAnUcScEZfqDY08PSr5ks’2ieOOKOI]TPAq~mn~iNR[X)YM2{¥27leCN- 
BUpaeTlswpS2tp6K6N~up£LF3n bdSgp67eShOb~3VCK19 s3p4LA pE]4CT1 ke-GCo2osle3W~g)50299D~NrZwGTwgX¢TC-a59Jd5RGo ] 
Chair of Spolts Management - Lasell College (b~) [http:&20.rs6.net,’tn.~sp?llr w]n5&xdab&e~1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dt]Paq4CFOAflSh~YA1PcG~WO-aR6H74- 
dB5vL~9K%VPoM7ySf-m~mn3~gq4g0 bLy5GV]aOlp~%~dplOv~gp%~tUdqgWiiOtl~dvZEh912Bz@VqS~4zo~]2~IQo~YtgS~cNGanQ ] 
Graduate Assistant in Athletic Training - Universi~ of Haxvaii [hRp://r20.rs6.net/m.]sp?llr w~n5&xdab&e~1104022254818&s~143&e 001&~Paq4CFOBEv g8oDZmT3Eu9Bdw~O]HS~P- 
Jt@w]~DmXaJY5-6eORO4s5RTQV dgQIc~DEp-phIxvGyZiz~ANAIvbM~ggl~e~-iGN~9QxJgi~vtvbs3blpgKbXSQa2fik~oE2Q ] 
Manager of Outdoor Recreation - Boston College [http://r20.rs6.net/m]sp? 
lk w~n5dxdab~t 11~022254818~143&e ~&[Paq4CF~UhI6~X37G4~BBEQA[~SAh~daS~kcY~9c9rhbgJ8EPNZN8~i~c~G~TSKSVx~ViCd~q4~Jf~t7~Is~Y~8~7~ 
-ZlnqYI y] 
Director of Donor Relations - Clemson UnivclsiU- [hRp:i/r20.rs6.negtn.[sp?llr w~n5&xdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dt[Paq4CFOApnJpdI- 
c~41 ompF~Wnv7tDd8 G5 ac q 0CHbQloW2~;us~bcGfam’h~Fm 1Lg7aQBEU~,O~N~0np Jr~Gvlo5reipH10eo@~bQ 7pd5Gm%2 P~PA88c6Bxt6WXS Y5yAJ~TfubEm~7-0- 
E5gibxN~vB Qs&bv7s ] 
Sokware Engineer - Tickets.com (Costa Mesa, CA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp? 
llrmv{n5&x&b&e~ll~022254818&s~143&e 001&~Paq~FOCrp3gAlqrHq~TfsSK3t03Elo tqx0GJfs~lDbcmB4~Y{U- 
F~GWC334i9 sTI59T~U3*R uG~h{bMqSp0Bk~PGwdQ~3DS1NZuG4Sh~I{OwGCf~pZSdr~0 ~Xv~PSx7YOSeLFt2Z~RcF6~] 
Athletic Director - Stroudsbmg High School (PA) [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk~gjnS&dab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001&iPaq4CFODs6bD~2TOSxDv~jSS~dJ 3D2J9WS~JcG~A3- 
vNro5 ~O~b*}~ 8H~r2v~VSE~HJ~gi~dpV~q~C7H~OVYZC Ju0&lZSX76u~qWrL~Dd 8 oc Gsx~-I w~Nro21 ~WgqT7H0~ I~t 3rq3j DOqP2y~rt dt3m2wOvSvOB4rnSLCFxg~ 
Interactive W& Designer - Universi~ of Kansas [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lk win5&dab~t 110~22254818~ 4143&e 001&iPaq~’F0~OOwhlleO~f~’2~S41BRvGN 7v7USIaB~cYqv~qL~0k65~n~4a~OJ~lD~iP~80- 
6EGD~eCS~ YmH0~YOBoT~9o7N~r~Si~C’~wSE~ViNO~ iLr0hw~aPI2¢ O ] 
Athletics Academic Advisor - Universi~ of Virginia [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’: 
lk wjn5&xdab~l104022254818&s 4143&e O01dtjPa@CFODO~SK2anC5~v~qSrIoVovMCgSkQ~gcYQBseN-rWq5tSKl~qe3pAZB~-&gx3NGsll- 
VoS5~0p~gfa ~v{Se~ct88W1Ut~zVZuat~On5WQ)~DJQLDoOoYOaVIuTsKq17FTXi~v~Qm4R ~Sgivi7vbqN62SYoXN~-L OSowr2R3EDjxvhb~g4i4D7-gXS~L0vcWSZXj 
Assistant AD for Media Relations - ~ake Universi~ [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5&x&b&et ll(N022254818&s 4143&e 001d[iPa@CFODV6hUoooC12Z1Hv59A9m~5En~lmxGApZn ~pbgQ~c~gRtlk OS~- 
T 33V87UO¥~@40QT~RcePJc~iCS~fOYTafGZ~g4nTO4.~VysMY5vNmxI5DGZ1rYg ] 
Assistant Director of Student Athletics-VanderbiltUniversib-[http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp?llr w]n5dxdab&et 1104022254818~ 4143&e 001dtlPaq4CFOA79~%iY3rE~76a- 
T2]%vLJ~,Zc 14]OHTQ4T108n5cKo39rbJ]DM~y~L71~IV3Cth310~GSKAiwSb7 n GAv~nePt~klWfqZq~GWaEF~a~Io wEg coPV WO,~ovVN t~X9UOGan63~XcHCpbI4wpN( 
Team Challenge Program Coordinator - Universib’ of California, kvine [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr~v]n5dx&b~110~22254818&s 4143&e ~1dt~aq4CF~AueZ~Iez~]YZ~aTg~n~sk9k6Se~pK~@m9~LxCrA6E~8ELx8pt~G8TJC3SExwT4gZ72g5qa~in~rJC3g~T~QU]dq~gt 
Athletic Trainer - Yuba Co~nm~ib- College [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk }vjn5ctxdab&e~110~)22254818&s 4143~ ~1dtj~aq4CF~D81~askCE3cL~brB6a~Xqt4k1ViI~j~Jc~2Jp~eN~bS~iGbuc~ze~ri~DUe6EEv~udGG~iJ eSpz- 
c eBrUNNOZ5~gUZpqmX5<i~-apVg73053 ~XQBzVS4EjFccUQ~0E~yQls~za3j lvWnC 1BU5U7~JJS~oPcL YrbBrleNf~9~- 
D5UQLNSAo2g~K5N~ O4E~aZp~l~Zv~wDrc61Rcl~ZIe7Qqx3 ] 
Academic Counselor-University ofbla~qand [htW/Tr20.rs6net/tn.jsp?lk w]n5dxdab&et 110~22254818&s 4143&e 001dt]Paq~FODIVrG2C~YApLQd9~N]Eba- 
5958~Sr3N~IvH8~e7P~up9fq6Sa cdssaVYIIgTcRW-bgORpJ~G45E~d5zlE2~O~98Un-aO~UG6VTw~Vl~V~at7Ol’~Ftlw ] 
Assistant AD fbr Ticket Sales - N~ssouri State Universib- [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk~vjn5&dab&et 1104022254818&s~ 143&e 001 dtlPa @CF0.~DJs~FaUn0Hv3 FJ4h~6.~Pu~oO qzSlu~V9r3~vBAO6q0wG ~fbl~LEvqu]twC]k6 S1720vVxgge5~U41pAQ2OaP3w~f 
-~O1C65kO05j 8 ovT~VOFxbi0cOB~vg ] 
Marketing and Ticket Sales Internship - McNeese State Universib’ [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
lk w]n5dx&b&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dt]Paq4CFOC3teZ~N~Gv~oxJaKSt~gWaKY0- 
pnG9E~oGKqNg~yiie5hc~ ]2~p3jSSYs~0BLTmTw]LitSflC6Nsr~TpwpORbN-Nr~’b2~NY3HieS1KjCmncNsOdc8ELeZA ] 
Compliance Coordinator - Chaminade Universib’ (HI) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 

lk }vjn5ckdab&et 1104022254818~143&e 001dtjPaq4CFOD~F]EKY~’t~’q)4Q~cT~0AlscN~nQhcpPGM fld3-~68~@~-N~-r~V~BaICxY]c~-~7 wk- 
Ov~72 ~%~’hGW~ SfSh6Yart~o6~CDE~2m~G~Gv~YA ] 
Executive Director- New England Women’s andMen’s Athletics Coherence [ht~://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5&xdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001dt]Paq4CFOBi~TJs- 

ES4@ud0pwPV4~900TS GF~ 3~mj~Vr5Of71XtdL~DoL~IGESe 05fl~T Zr~Sp0ErNavY~5R2ra~srAp~ogX~U~#ulX68RJ6o~Svv~V5wBv4GJ1C5w ] 
Assistant Director of Athletics for Media Relations - Saint MaGi’s College (CA) 
[http : //r20.rs6.net/tn jsp ? 
[lr wjn5~&~b&et l10~)22254818&s~143&e 001dtlPaq4C[~0C~,~NSLZKyEb~UB~)i3FbXT3BE9[A~T ~Ha~[k~NaSrN9byz7~,r0~kI~GID5~XIILrZDOK~CnCP9~xOR~xvJ W427~wZZWvWY 
-W~584BTWOPaG54ZLnwl J ~*;zS5LXSZLJOMQ 
Graduate Assistants in Recreation (8) - Umversity of Florida [http://r20 rs6.net/~.]sp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104022254818&s 4143&e 001&iPaq4CF0~bmb49rb[~roZSyoFNNv[3- 
deW4HnaA6iS-Rj2mzkSEUFsc HbQ[RhFiIabtxQzRtO00~ZNGic]l~OGsKvlxT53SVlb1~Nayg saNnNWlcJ P02K5~LIpVS@lk21xWZM0bm5GSuQvCz9JL5CJ1] 

Life is ten percent what happens to you and ninety percent ho*v you respond to it 
-Lou ttokz 
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HR Time Lines: The Complex Integration of 
FMLA, WC, Disability and COBRA 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 

Time: i:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, ii:00 am MT, I0:00 am PT) 

Leng[h: i hour 30 mJnu[es 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Reqistration : $199.00 
Payroll Compliance Update: 

Year End 2010 and 

Registration -Session plus CD Recording: $268.00 
Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

E _e_ ~ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n____: __&e___s__s_ Lg_~_< ~_]__u__s_ 

....~..~.~...~ ..~ .~ ~ CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How do workers’ compensation, FMLA, disability and COBRA 
laws work - together, independently or concurrently? What 
can run together? What cannot? When can we cancel the 
health plan, for what reason and is it a COBRA qualifying 
event? 

During this audio conference we will pull all of these 

together to explain the employer’s liability. When can 

coverage be canceled? What laws protect employee 

benefits? 

Many times all of these laws touch ONE person - you need 

to be sure your corporate policies and actions are in 

compliance with all of the requh’ements of the laws. 

FMLA, Workers’ Compensation, Disability and COBRA? 

e Which of These Laws Are Mandated? 
e What Size Employers Must Abide 

Disability 

~ Purpose ~ Not a Mandate 
~ Replaces Income ~ Salary Insurance 
~ Short-Term Disability and Long-Term Disability 
~ Does Not Coordinate With Other Employee Benefits 

Purpose @ Protects Job and Benefits 
What Employer’s Must Abide 

How Are Employees Counted? 

Time Line @ 12 Weeks, New 26 Weeks Military- 

Related 

When Does Leave Start? 
What Should Happen the First Day of the 13th (27th) 

Week? 

Workers’ Compensation 

~ Purpose ~ State Mandate 

~ Protects What? Less Than You Think! 
~ Can Employee Benefits Be Canceled While out on 

Workers’ Compensation? 

e Is There a COBRA Qualifying Event? 

COBRA ~ Federal 

~ Purpose 

~ 18-Month Events 
~ Reduction in Work Hours @ Should Use More Often 

Time Lines 

~ How Do FMLA, COBRA and Workers’ Compensation 

Work Together? 

e When Should Each Begin and End? 

Written Policy 

e Employer Must Have Before It Happens 

~ Approved Leaves @ How Will It Impact Employee 

Benefits? 
~ The Problems Lack of a Policy Can Cause 
~ Be Sure Employer’s Written Policy Is Supported by 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

CD Recording: $308.00 

.~#_[~___M_£E~. 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, Cell 

Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

.%e_~ j_s_ ~_r_a_ ~ Lg__n__:__=~_2__ Lg_: £ _o_. 
Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Requirements for Providing 

E-Forms W-2 and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

_P._e_ g_ Ls_t_r__a__L_[ £ _n_ _: __~ _e_s__s_ Lg_[! __ #_] _u_s_ 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

_C___D___ B__e__c__g_,___d_ Ln__~ _:__:~__2___0__8__~_0___0_ 



Employee Benefit Contracts 

Questions and Answers 

This audio conference is designed for human resource 

managers, benefits and payroll professionals~ controllers, 
CFOs, business owners and managers, compliance officers 

and attorneys, 

Ouida Paterson, CONEXIS 

Ouida PeIerson 

Owner of AItiIude Is Everything 

Vice president of education and product development 

of CONEX[S, a national COBRA, HIPAA and Section 125 
plan compliance service 

Involved with the COBRA and HIPAA regulations since 

the ~ntroducUon of the laws 
Award-w~nnh~g speaker, naUonaNy recognized for her 
experUse on the com@ex and speciaNzed subjects of 

COB~, H~P~ and Section 125 p~ans, conducUng more 

than 1,200 seminars, web,hats and approved 

Highly sought-aRer presenter known for her 

personable and engaging style, delivering a compelling 

presentation full of anecdotes that bring these difficult 

subjects to life and quickly engage the audience in t~e 
real world of compliance 

Received the Outstanding Texan of the Year and her 

professional organizatio~@s most prestigious honor> 

t~e Hollis Roberson Award 
First recipient of the William G. Wetzel Excellence in 
Public Speaking Award 

Recognized as a charter board member of the National 

Association@s Education Foundation and served on the 
state association board since $993 
B:S< degree in secondary education, East Texas SLate 

University 

Can be contacted at opeterson@conexis.com or 888- 

442-6272 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

._R__e_.g_ Ls__l__r__a__t_i__o__n____: __~ _e___s__s_ Lo__t! __[:7 J__u__s_ 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration - Session 

._O_nJ z _.’___%i_ 2 E~_o_o_ 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

._L_e__a___r_n___ly [ £. r__e_. 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews @ How to Handle 

Employee Fear, Anger & 

Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

_c_=_D____&e___c__o__c_d_!0_.g__:__E_3__3___%_Q__0. 

Learn More 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions Lo Employment 

at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

E _e_ ~ Ls_ Lr__a__%o__n__ :___& ! _9___9_ =0___0_ 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: ~268.00 

Learn More 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 

~ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

® CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have ah’eady been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ HR Ce~ificat~on Institute 

� HRPD 

eredit,’ 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" pa~e. 

Registration: $199.00 

Re@straUon -Session plus CD Recordinq: $268,00 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington: 

Understanding Exceptions 

to Washington’s 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

_c_=_D____&e___c__o__c _d_!0_.g__:__ E _2__6___%_Q __o. 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans With Disabilities 

Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration - Session 

_O_nJ z _._ _ A _i_ 2 E ~ _o_o_ 



(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors ~ And How to 

Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

._R___e_g j_s__t__r__a__t_ Lg_ 8 _L _~__2___4__9__=_9__0_. 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

._L_.e__a___r_r ! __1’~1_ £. [ _e_. 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~ Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

._R___e_g j_s__Lr__&t_ Lo___n__:__=~__2__ Lg__:__O__O_. 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront @ and Stop ~ 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

_q_D____&e___c__o__r__d_L~_!~:___&_3__0__~=_0___0. 

Learn More 

Status Classification: 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

._&e__gj_s__Lr__a__t_Lg__n__:__:~_Z o___9__:_o___o_. 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $278.00 

._L_.e__a___r_r ! __1’~1_ £. [ _e_. 

Job Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

ReA[stration~ ~219_00 

Req!strat!on -- Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment and 

Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

._R__e_ g~ Ls__t__r__a__t_Lo__n___: __~ _e___s__s_ Lg_!! __ p_J__u__s- 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

_R___e_g j_s_ $_r__a__t_ j_g__n___:___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n___ p__[ g __s. 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 



HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

ReA[stration; ~199-00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn [gore 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

E _e_ ~ Ls__Lr__a__~_Lo__n____~ __&e___s__s_ Lg_!! ___P_!__u__s_ 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

._o___n_ J z _:___& _2__& _9__@___0_ 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD RecordinG: $319.00 

._L_.e__a___r_n___l¥ [ £. r__e_. 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It. How to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

._R__e_ g_ Ls__Lr__a__L_L _o__n____~ ___s__e___s__s_ Lo__ 8 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

!_D____&e_ ~__o__r__d_ L~_! ~ :___& _2__8___9_ ~__0___0. 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm 

Len~h: t hour 30 m~nutes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will give you a better understanding of 
executory contracts and unexpired leases, and what they are, 

It will examine the strategic issues whether you represent the 
debtor, the nondebtor party to the lease or contract, or other 
interested parties. The speaker will discuss what to do during 
the period between the bankruptcy filing and assumption or 
rejection, as well as how to calculate rejection damage claims. 

Overview of Bankruptcy Code Section 365 

What Is an Executory Contract? 
What Is an Unexpired Lease? 
Case Law Examples 
Ipso Facto Clauses Unenforceable 

Section 365 

~ The Standard for Assumption, Assignment and/or Rejection 
~ Requirement of a Court Order and the Proposed Order 
~ Benefits to Rejection 
~ Benefits to Assumption 
~ Time Frame for Assumption and/or rejection 
~ Consequences of a Failure to Assume or Reject 
~ Prerequisites for Assumption: Cure of Monetary and/or 
Nonmonetary Defaults 
~ Adequate Assurance of the Debtor’s or the Assignee’s Future 
Performance 

~ What Constitutes Cure? 
~ Compensating Nondebtor Party for Pecuniary Loss 
~ Motions to Compel Adequate Protection 

Rejection 

Types of Claims Arising From Rejection 
Calculation of a ReJection Damage Claim 
Statutory Caps on Certain Rejection Damage Claims 
Deadline to File a Rejection Damage Claim 

Compelling a Debtor or Nondebtor to Continue to Perform 
Prior to Assumption and/or rejection 

~ Bankruptcy Code Ts Silent on the Rights and Obligations of 
Parties During the Period Between the Bankruptcy Filing and 
Assumption and/or rejection 
~ Is a Nondebtor Obligated to Continue to Extend Credit Post- 
petition If Required by Contract? 
~ Necessity to Seek Relief From the Automatic Stay to Compel 
a Debtor to Assume or ReJect an Executory Contract 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed for 
attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit from 
attending. 

Bruce Buechler, Lowenstein Sandier PC 

Up,omit9 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 8~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10~ 2010 = 11:00 
am 

Reclistration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



Bruce Buechler 
@ Member of the firm Lowenstein Sandler PC 
~ Focuses on bankruptcy law, debtor-creditor law and 
commercial litigation 
~ Represents business entities such as debtors, creditor,s 
committees and other parties in Chapter 11 reorganizations, 
out-of-court workouts and other financial reorganizations 
~ Listed in the 2009 edition of The Legal 500, which recognized 
him as an extremely good lawyer recommended for his litigation 
skills 

~ Featured in the 2009 and 2010 editions of Chambers USA: 
America~s Leading Lawyers for Business, and in the 2005 to 
2010 issues of New Jersey Super Lawyers in the Bankruptcy and 
Workout section of the publication 
~ Member of the American Bar Association, the New Jersey 

State Bar Association, the New York State Bar Association and 
the American Bankruptcy Institute 
~ Served on the Lawyers Advisory Committee to the U.S. 
Bankruptcy Court for the district of New Jersey, was previously 
chair of the Essex County Bar Association@s Debtor-Creditor 

Committee, and was former master and executive director of 
the New Jersey Bankruptcy Inn of Court 
@ i.D. degree, cum laude, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law 
@ B.A. degree in economics, Rutgers, The State University of 
New Jersey 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 

Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 
Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Re istration: 199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration= $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference presents the fundamentals of identifying 
and collecting assets to enforce a civil judgment. 

Topics will include general asset search methods, the elements 
of a debtor’s examination, obtaining liens against assets, 
executing on judgment liens, using garnishment procedures to 
collect assets, domesticating foreign judgments, dealing with 
bankruptcy filings and many other issues commonly encountered 
by creditors enforcing judgments. 

Overview 

Scope and Effect of Civil Judgment 
Available Remedies 

Locating Assets 

Public Records 
Debtor’s Examination 

Judgment Liens 

Perfection of Liens 
Execution 
Exemptions 
Dormancy 

Garnishment 

Wages 
Bank Accounts 
Other Assets 
Garnishee Compliance 

Special Issues 

Domesticating Foreign Judgments 
Bankruptcy 

Fraudulent Transfers 
Deceased Debtor 
Ethical Concerns 

WHO ~HOUL~ ATTEt~D 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals, credit, collections and lending professionals 
may also benefit from attending. 

FACULTY 

John T. Rogers, Attorney at Law 

John T. Rogers 
~ Attorney in private practice in Omaha, Nebraska 
~ Represents creditors in debt recovery matters, handling 
claims and litigation from initial demand to collection and 
defense of judgments 
~ Lectures on various topics, including judgment enforcement, 

Legal Issues 
Surrounding Domestic 
Partnerships in 
Washington 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Post-Mortem Tax 
Planning 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 - 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 
Dec. 10, 2010 - 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 



defenses to small claims actions, automobile leasing, bankruptcy 
and creditors~, rights 
~ Admitted to practice in Nebraska and the U.S. District Court 

for the District of Nebraska 
~ Represented a wide variety of creditors in private practice, 
from major retailers and financial institutions to collection 
agencies and individual creditors 
~ B.A. degree, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; I.D. degree, 
Creighton University 
~ Can be contacted at 402-734-1200 or RogersLaw@att.net 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Reqistration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference lus CD: 268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
~stration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: Insurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Please forward this i~vitati~ to colleagues ~vho ma’d benefit from participati~go 
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Choice of Business Entity - How Owners Can Limit 
Taxes and Liability 
Sponsored by Parl</.\venue Present~tions 

iTuesday, January 18, 2011 
, UPCOM][NG 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 
i TELECONFERENCES 
iLength: 90 minutes 

i Dodd-Frank: How Will it 

iReqistration - Session Only: $219.00 Change the Way 
i Private Fund Managers Do 
iReqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 Business? 

Dec. 2010 1, 
Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

i ~.’,~.~.~,~.,,~ ~..~.~.~,~..~- ~ 

iEntrepreneurs and other business owners have a variety of choices when it 
,comes to choosing the legal entity through which to implement a new 
venture, In choosing among the various choices of entities, there are several 
ifrequently asked questions that business owners and investors raise, What 
:ype of entity should I choose? What kind of protection do I need to shield my 
~ersonal assets from the liabilities of the business? Do I need to protect the 

~ssets of one segment of the business from the liabilities of another segment 
iof the business? How will ] be taxed on the profits of the business? Will I be 
.~ble to claim the tax benefits of any losses generated by the business? 

iThere is no @one size fits all@ answer to these questions. In choosing among 
ithe various types of entities, one must ask a number of additional questions. 
iWho is expected to invest in the entity? How will the entity be capitalized? 

iWill the entity borrow money from its owners or from third parties, such as a 

~ank or other lender? The answers to each of these questions could affect 
ithe choice of entity. 

iTax attorney Peter J. Guy presents an introduction to some of the more 
iimportant considerations (tax and otherwise) related to various business 
ientity choices. The choice of a particular business entity type can have 
iimmediate consequences and can also affect a company~,s long-term 
istrategic options. 

Basic Considerations @ What Type of Business Entity? 
o Regular Corporation 
o S Corporation 

o Limited Liability Company (LLC) 

o Limited Partnership (or other type of partnership) 

o Others (including sole proprietorships and joint ownership of 
property) 

Pass-Through Entity or Regular Corporation? 

o Tax Savings 

Single Layer of Tax on Profits 
¯ Loss Pass-Through 

o Which entities provide limited liability? 

Differences between S Corporations and LLCs/Partnerships 

Other tax and nontax considerations 
o How your exit strategy can influence choice of entity 

o Special entities such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) 

o Debt vs. equity considerations 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 
Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Coaching Skills for 
Supervisors: Become the 
Great Boss 
Every Employee Wants to 
Work for 
Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

][ndependent Contractor 

Safety: What Are You 

Really Liable For? 

Dec. 1, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - l:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Anyone who is starting a business or considering organizing an entity 
to conduct business activities or to hold investment assets such as real 
estate, 
investment bankers and similar investment advisers, accountants, 
lawyers, financial managers and other professional advisers who 
regularly advise on entity formation, 

Dealing With Employees 

Who Have Been 

Charged With a Crime 

Dec. 2, 2010 - 3:00pm 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

iPeter ~!. Guy, Esq. 
iOf Counsel to Ellenoff Grossman & Schole LLP. 

Smoke Out ~mpostors in 

.lob ][nterviews ~, 

and Avoid the Staggering 

Cost of Bad Hires 

Dec. 2, 2010 

Reqistration: $219.00 



New York tax attorney Peter 3. Guy specializes in federal income tax law. Mr. 

Guy has extensive experience providing federal income tax advice to public 

and private companies with a particular emphasis on mergers, acquisitions, 
securities offerings and divestitures. He advises real estate funds, private 

equity funds, hedge funds, limited liability companies, partnerships, S 

:orporations and similar entities on tax issues relevant to the formation and 

~peration of such entities. He has experience advising real estate investors 
and developers on tax issues arising out of the ownership and operation of 

real estate, including certain tax credit advice. His experience includes 

~dvising domestic and international clients regarding cross border tax issues 

and certain New York state and local tax issues. Mr. Guy also has experience 
advising clients that have special tax considerations such as real estate 
investment trusts and tax-exempt entities. Prior to joining Ellenoff Grossman 

~, Schole LLP, Mr. Guy was associated with the law firms of Paul, Weiss, 

Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, LLP and Bryan Cave, LLP. Mr. Guy is admitted to 
practice in the state of New York and is a member of the American Bar 

~,ssociation~s Section of Taxation. Mr. Guy received his 3uris Doctorate from 
Harvard Law School where he graduated cure laude and his Bachelor of 

Science degree from Northeastern University where he graduated summa 

~um laude. 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

~resentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

or phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration -Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Should 
You? Shouldn’t 
You? How Do You Make it 
Happen? 
Dec. 2, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Form 5500 Reporting 

Update 

Dec. 3, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

The ROI of an Effective 
Employee Wellness 
System 
Dec. 3, 2010 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

~stration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Legal Causation and 

Disability in Workers’ 

Compensation 

Dec. 6, 2010 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

HR Time Lines: The 

Complex Integration of 

FMLA, 

WC, Disability and COBRA 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Payroll Compliance 
Update: Year End 2010 
and 
Preparing for 2011 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Managing Stretched 

Workers: What YOU Need 

to Change to Sustain 

Morale and Productivity 

Dec. 7, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Creating a Legally Sound 

Policy for Social Media, 

Cell Phones and Text 

Messaging 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Re istration: 219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Requirements for 



Providing E-Forms W-2 

and W-2c 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Massachusetts’ Exemptions 

to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 8, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Behavioral Based 

Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use MS- 

Excel as a Database 

Dec. 9, 2050 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 
Social Media for Hiring 
and Retention 
Dec. 9, 2050 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews @, 
How to Handle Employee 
Fear, Anger & Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Arizona’s 

Exemptions to 

Employment at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 

Reqistration: $599.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2050 

Re istration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for Dealing 

with Nonunion Employee 

Terminations in 

Washington : 

Understanding Exceptions 

to 

Washington’s Employment- 

At-Will Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2050 



Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 

Employers Under the 

Americans 

With Disabilities Act 
Dec. 14, 2010 
Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 
Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 

Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors @ 

And How to Avoid Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordin~ ~338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs~, Attorneys Are 

Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~. and Stop @, 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Re istration: �219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~278.00 

Learn More 

~]ob Rotation & Cross- 

Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan for 

Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordino~ ~268.00 



Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 20:[0 

Reqistration: $:[99.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 
of an FRISA Fiduciary 
Dec. 2:[, 20:[0 
Registration - Session 

Only: $2:[9.00 

Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $3:[9.00 
Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

T 
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New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
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Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campaign.r20 constantcontact.com/render?lLr ~vin5dxdab&v 001ri64PiSNTf5BeTKRBt~l~V?ezPFmka~-bVA-tQxJdKEB6vZcLBiuLs- 
1N38MzRDImnSkoO 9a f©3 ~’CZxCDD98 2iX130rsE~XiuBdEvLtX3 laB6THPSqRnvX~%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 9, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Download) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies ~2~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http://r20.rs6.net~’m isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RNWT3N©MAS7t67nQiBzcB40 gDt:p0/XEiqcbg l},’01~/DusAiVFItsYAoMzdduCAx- 

(3 o6OivbMPgC4VOzeb6rFbK7ooU~ VsGO -nu[877zEL z~6XmpCNhR(31GLIG M0u0wS~J AZ -9I~’3013ki×DZ 1 -QvGRTIYRCSkUU] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuf!! I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport management class. I also will be recommending ~t to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https :i/www.paypal. com/cgibirdwebscr? 
firstnarue &last narue &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&imageurl &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currencycode USD&itcm number 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 
Library Adoption 
Suggest to your librarian that they adopt the book so that your students have an 
opportunity to learn the latest tectmiques in sports career development. To receive 

a library orderformClickHere[http:/ir20.rs6.ne~;tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RiX~v’T3NO2~C~S761~nY mFkwAdlchXxa~\~WqKNQmOtJCC3XrT14zLLOWn2i- 
qHNZ\~3eaayloABg6-GvSnSC’KcPckX2T4Fwr4UfkOXchjsCrPtzhO8224mlzRS1UM4p Nt0W93H~z2ppi5V-6puTjA2x0dEXcCqodQkd6uQOkyj03ISESsfNb13 DpDN6Li~2xlA-lbq7C6r0s ]. 

Join Our Mailing List [http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001Ri’~nJ~rT3NOMAS7-IQZJJ2Ak3h36cVtkUiYFIeCpn gZ- 
34©XWRhfcG2 Ureff’niV9kPffOzXCEeNR9AQTx3UqZiwHbNENLMvuZJ61~lvlr)6E aZ4IKvV2i~,RZo97b©48iF~i] 
Job Listings [htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~?llr ~Vil~5dxdab&e~l104043014537&s 4143&e 001RX~TVT3NOMAS51iEEOHE4w~pkvl89t)iXNeFv6Me- 
Cka 8WJtrtfeeNAESbl~rkks2173RUrPoL zVUugZ~ruPlOz-rZWpVdSh7K2~dV 1194cI\~2NeACGsWs SYVvPrKa~ q O~¥VKrwa7iALBH7d©zc~klFGvfW4U-u4rwrtr~PYVFW EeVI 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [http:L,’r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’lir~zin5dxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001Ri’~nJ~rT3NOMAS5bM©HclzXJlnhGS-HI~~ GWISwoEGYOLxCeWDSoUZ- 

Career Developrucnt Books [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RN~VT3NOMAS616jzoYVnduK2waKFUGBHavPdm MhEkVXSix2qTKQgS’qxBYVjlzOPZKSGe,4LIVOsWTQAs©jHx2k0GXlccy- 
B3FklOw0uDCoqSh23aE-s C7bnPg2iOxLDOOGfiPdqdP77USK65XrX7ax-4w ] 
Forwardto aFriend [http:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104043014537&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e ~RN~‘VT3N~MAS49DKr7AE~Di~yBX~xVdM~t~nqNuAd¥VyL~Vs7Yc8iz5LEzmdC6mje5uInK8uX~vT~2JtnApGkgd~ewkjDK¥V~pYcYvZVj2I~U( 
-PYJSqOJb4WtThXMDX4 ] 

Feature Article 

Understand the Mind of the Interviewer 
By Dan Coughlin 
The Ladders.corn 
Ultimately you want a job, but broken down to its elements, what you really ~vant 
is a series of approvals The job intel-,zie~v process isn’t about convincing someone 
to hire you - not until the final stage, anyway - it is about convicing each individual 
along the process to approve you to advance to the next stage. And there are more 
people ~vho can influence your ability to reach the next stage than you think. 
.(More) [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.j sp? 

llr~in5cLxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e ~RN~VT3N~MAS4GdeiBrEN~em5~EbIgTsTtmns~L‘riFU5F~VdQMRq\~vsTFU~u~ChWEh2J~q~N2GH-7iKbIaAWm~zDS~rBc8C- 
JY4tTeOVbKhs-6s J3bG lvv©’r GQH~V ,TPBs2cU, iDSLwPJ’,~pzQZo5bnO~VxCecPxLMoYVa~)FnErzBbT3Hu 81 tinFw’ ] 



New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 9th, include positions as an athletic academic 
advisor, an athletic trainer, a business manager, an assismm prol~ssor in Sports 
Administration, and positions in licensing, imramwals, and recreation. To view 
these positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to our website 
atwww.sportscareersinstitutecom[ht~://r20.rs6.net/mjsp?llr wln5~xdab&e~1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RNWT3NON~kS7-Iq)ZJJ2~3h36cVtkUiYF[eCpn gZ- 
34q)N[~N~G2 UrefFniV9kPtfQzXCEe~9AQTx3U@jwHbN[~NLM¥~J6I]~I¥[P6E aZ~IKvV2ipRZo97bq)48it]~l]. 
Executive Director, Studem Recreation and Wellness Center - Abilene C~istian Universi~, 
[http:&20.rs6.net,’tn.~sp?llr win5&xdab&et l104043014537&s~143&e 001R~F3NO)~S6 f5hYqYSo~x~4epAa OZfu]liupPTq9io~’~w~ vPlsI4ns~0W65~USgMaW18- 
T8~g~xY8~m~WS~-5ZkU3UY~B~2~z47~M6rV~I~)vmCvLN~xT6sWiV2s~p~F~‘Qr~c ] 
Athletic Trainer - Western Carolina Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netAn.isp? 
lk w~n5&xdab&et l l(N043014537&s 4143&e 001~VT3NO~S7Lll~pxVfnb6 kZIOUcHvZ~SlONadZLWuC~Vq~- 
K3ycqDga~TTe5WuVc37tExti 1Liq~cB 1F9~t5VBadiFeb9Plq5@-m~w2pH4Jq5X4~OZ 1 oggctff)ZLJSk~dOYOSOV6Q~KzchSbi~l iN09cTS8 ] 
Athletic Academic Advisor - Delaware State UniversiV [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjr~S&xdab~l104043014537~ 4143&e ~K~3N~S4Cp~JQ~n@pntbbEgm~v8Zw~QpZsv~X~¢H~43Z3~puz8@~7L5~8Lfe~B~xsS~Bymv6~6N3IyR~a’ 
-bp3X~0~’~TpLF~Qm~h~6tA1OAz-Sp9~97wjjUoEjIt~v{SL~ o3zGUiS77~Vci37ai3s9k~Fw ] 
LicensitN Associate - S~tfford L~iversiW [h~p:i/r20.rs6.nct/~.jsp?lk~iin5fxdab&ct 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RN~T3NON~S70~KbDh4xbDGBbrSykCw2QctzlQ- 
Yx~r~rY3~y4~UcDnOi k~Vs2~LL2DxNpzS6~-X~3OD~r6D~-q7ck~vhz RSuY7~;w6DPjL3xWS3~ ~me~pJm~N35~OLZc2o5flpJC3h~%- 
15x7i76P~VY~B~W4HwL ~viue~Nq~OXOZ3 GO3 V5Nv)~FQN J~9Ot TC~76uc~OI~ 2~IG~v9Ft 1 a-60h69~ke~FCis~y0v~b~q6g 1QEL ~6cPJcUgI- 
Z r~ B 7 ~-O 4bin 8 i Ur89~ 84h w Vv~ S p H 4C J~N (Mc Un~ 6~ Z g gDfr F Z ~ T~m~F ~ Vp x 5 C’ D ~ b 82vi~m Ty ~ L 3 g B F n39Z s~,E ecj 04 ~v- 
eeI67M~Y~d0~ 6~P~r~7~3He@rk~r~Su9~QOSCn aomlQ ] 
Intramurals - Rich Township High School (E) [h~p:i/r20.rs6.net/W~.]sp?lk w)~5&xdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143~ 001R~VT3NO5~S7FISps~2DJ2EPNre~-vZDM06cK- 
aFLe30Cpvs oD~-p7WQReAwzCntPQ~ 3wc 8 Q cy 5u0NpZ 6uyB Q- 
Mpk4LJOPk vJwe~3e~x3S~ulaYOz~0 ~RlmqOJAN~6b6SL~;~VsKvbyI~iD~VewXq51UOSA~B~sYZ~vSZgt~ ] 
Director of Graduate Athletic Training Education - San Jose State Univerisb" [h~://r20.rs6.net/m.is~?lk win5&xdab&e~1104043014537&s 4143&e 001K~F3NO5~S71f 5N- 
aKw~I&~eVOe9ci-DaH~vU48~531V~hVA6ttcST sJr~J~aS~wCLSauC’wO~L hNcvt 9x VsDhTS~ScX-nJsn-~No~D3wombKt~Bsa] 
Graduate Assistants in Athletic Training - Boise State Universi~ [Nm:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lk~in5&xdab~t 1104~3014537~143~ 001~n~rT3NO~S6wB5wSiW3~3ZSxO~P- 
~V~c 8~md3F 1 v~IlhIOieOWoO~Ti~F93 aK~oi~wOF~ OA;K~Nu~ Cu01aSLiBiZv~HsZa3NsowK] 
Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - Cha&on Sta~ College (N~) [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
1K wj~5&xdab~l104043014537&s~143&e 001R~VT3NON~S7Kc~jAsV~R Y~bmys6EKTrw u-~24QzbSBQtnQSJZbO@Qq-6WYZ~d- 
~’7i cbU~dSyplOyLWp9x0m&nqgam0E~SQQ84003J~2)~netetkXSgCM%~n ~jtsOaN~lTw ] 
Dean of Physical Education/Athletics - North Orange Coun~ Co~i~ College District 
(CA)[ht~:t/r20rs6netim.jsp?llr win5cKdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001~F3NO~S46b2WzC7CparKVD5-Ae~USa ~igV9JnYHqE4eY6p7~5fub~5sOO~- 

DEgFX 1Fib~4~NJ;v J2p3L4DdOiEo -0~KpCEo4Q~wWr0F30 J~4CiN ~m~c @sDlp4VsGbsEDIw ] 
Head Women’s Swim Coach - Fen~n College [ht~:t/r20 rs6.netim.jsp?llr win5&xdab&et 110~43014537&s 4143&e 001K~3NO5~S6~S5iBcSx~aZL~apZ6~I- 

D~gUqP606E7aED~w8 o6~i(4LLPD022ZeoFpb~VpxSyN 3 el2 -BAGG’~ATuCbd ~T~iZB ~nT~GsB Q0~Y8 CLiPCB9P~Cb~w ] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer- SetonHallUniversi~,[h~p:&20rs6.netitn.jsp?llr win5cKdab&e~1104043014537&s 4143&e 001R~VT3NON~S5Gu0 TAN~wWYL- 
llJO6cJg4EOOJmOawQ74POaS~k2~1554R37 W ~vi~4~s~xSQ39ec~pR~)Eza~Md~X~U~yY9~Uu8w~83QpaCDNSEvX~5Fe~;vn8~gr~e~i~1Z48BCQS;~iYx~ab~6~9ZFSA 
Director of Ntl-amwal Sports - Davidson College [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk~vjn5&dab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e ~R~E~3N~NL4S4r4e%Yrc~2~d3baZqCe~k~2L?~Z~Z~K~2~WZa9M~UwS~a~zW~4~h~F~q~FcUpbUr- 
55 grOki 28tL sx~;Vfd OopQiEQPIc~q91eEP~’C aloe J73GsA;vkgczsXO OD~ QnC~V~] 
Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - Universi~, of~}’oming [h~p://r20.rs6.neb’tn.jsp?llr wj~5dxdab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RN~F3NO~S4S0xN45kwTX- 
Tl~0RTcI~L@37bY9K~NSrlG]G10-eFAJI;v2N~ka5MG9UvYx UvSASS2 4UymTyN2tu4avgYCmcb43s~Jw~Svb- 
NvdWw~G~P&~’JO~K;vXz6’~ZN~ 1 w3 ~Z2i 8kitTlwck ] 
Assistant Professor of Sport Administration - Belmont Umversi~ [http://r20 rs6.net/m.jsp? 
lk ;vjn5cKdab&et 110~43014537&s 4143&e 001RF¢,~3NON~S4x’¢,51S2~NVI~IeC7H2yTi5UZZGNFWd OnOa2c~HObTpKS2J- 
FFTd~Fucr~sPiNLaa3sq89ZqHJi~qXo~d 8rIWzNiwiV5RI9rXZ~h~4-r5hOio24f~eAo J3~¥SoZLcRbapESXepO S~ts~NN7KgWp6CKw ] 
Affiliate Relations Representative - Lea~ield Sports [h~p:t/r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr ;vjn5dxdab&et 1104~3014537&s 4143&e 001K~¢,~3NON~S52s6svmeY9Jue~4()8- 
HYoQT0q9G~p~7qeoJ2Q0x3~FgOpK618548CGI~Nk6~¢,z ~85~ax6nc-S~bri~h8~u~p9h-7t~sYv-s~g~vHduIaT9s3~aAd~Cp-~E~qFbGebnb5vrd8f4Xudp~.~ ] 
Business Manager - @eensboro Coliseum (NC) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
lk~in5dx&b&et 1104~3014537&s~143&~ ~1K~3NO~S6I~aqtcr~kV9Us~BR5~2~zS~4N~zV~sx~6~dx8E~8-C~i~h~V7~L~E7~mVvEN~z7vb~9 V~8OdCoP~- 
plELF55K~N~7TZGe~CCV9BNZ~a~vTeq4 ~%5uq2~ecdS~i~NqY~I31<)vcD7~v~U ] 
Associate Director of Public Relations - NC~ [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk ;vi~5cKdab~1104043014537&s 4143&e 001R~3NO~S5AOY6EX~897mioRct~DZa~dvlItrSad~ds 08oR ~NpkCLihvbslhlZcBC5~Y-iZbNvNoJSOFJiodAeqi- 
D~50 Y~II9 n~I~V~clO~w~C(~ZpCE~2FOYWm0~ ] 
Assistant Athletic Director for Media Relations - I~ake University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RNEVT3NOMAS618e~6- 
pw3 IWwJmaHAI~iOLBkBy[{~V3RR4h47JaTV12C~SQCewBOC6ols~NuaOGMx~[*~i kNJzI{qu-B9~quh-wO5kvD770NHQekQK~cJgJP]XQ6KOF2~[}irRvC1 02ce0’~YVKS~Wg ] 
Director of Athletics/Head Football Coach - Ke~it High School (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn ]sp? 
l[r win5&xdab~t l l~043014537&sM143&e 001RNWT3NOMAS@[~[~K]I3OQAGWf eCPBKVnG~;~2d- 
balC[R4b[~iN~OoDVAixT~’0]~{TmG[*NB0pEo9nT[3rcpXskVFvC y5G’DCKA~h u4aKVqNu ZPeaOKwLZgMrR1HIvQTVI2r9oLeIGUcugL3WYP~Ee- 
8XVTFSOH 14xXQ~Z lpeAb~[¢yfsDw ] 
Assistant Director of Competitive Sports - Wright State Universib" [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5&xdab&et 11~043014537&s 4143&e 001RNWT3NOMAS6RQcsNi~RpvEuJtluYc;~tO~O]xzbzltt- 
lbBSgMox X~ NrA[NI3 kCAPSFbG 9~WRx4 Y]i2z4mrey 8Fg91W13 r~,Jg 5Iop7rF40Wk 0 M-B fyZm6NSXZt oyENyPpDi6dUmwpwra?¢~4P[Y[VeQerPMLr~u] 
Person al Train er - Kairie Life Fimess (Omaha, NE) [http :&20.rs6 net/m.] sp ? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et 110~43014537&s 4143&e 001RF~f3NOMAS68H YNiS~IiDMR88R[w~napyfQMqTOtNVOEJBG4Z~lJhbVsKu oT1X7pigM’immhQap7WuA9nj4~a~’l~bxTYHogmq5 
-dSkSH5 YNOKG BkQ lvVK)d6ZDuBiiGKeYcc6KH2TH cA ] 
Customer Sep~ice Representative - Pittsbwgh Pirates (MLB) [http://r20 rs6.ne~’tn.]sp?lk win5~dab&et 1104043014537&s 4143&e 001RNWT3NOMAS4xqXSI1KNT-W eTPT6hR- 
a5h~QBRizu~DSUx631T6R7QNd9~e:~Ri9GK68~5~b4~6Rd~ByEUEaR~;peASsiS9rJ]XX~I~RN~s-3k8H}~Y~G5xNu3NYWCe[6LJMqQNG~gNchJS834Z~M~TOo HqyRS[~Fxn4E ] 

"Success is a state of mind If you want success, start thinking of yourself as 
fl success." 

-Dr. Joyce Brothers 
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Advert#.;~n~en t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Protecting Attor~eV Work Product ~n 

Time: I~00 pm ET (12~00 pm CT, 11:00 am M{~ 

Length: I hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Experts are a critical part of the vast majority of cases. 
Because of their importance, most jurisdictions have liberal 
discovery rules requiring the disclosure of information 
communicated to experts. Despite this, attorneys commonly 
communicate privileged work product to experts. 

This often results in a damaging inadvertent disclosure of work 
product. To prevent this unintended and serious consequence, 
this audio conference takes a detailed look at the expert 
discovery rules, using the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as an 
exemplary guide. The program will present effective strategies 
that ensure protection of your work product while not 
compromising the quality of your expert opinion and testimony. 

Experts Are Critical to All Types of Litigation 

Not All Experts Created Equal @ Consulting vs. Testifying 

The Rules Are Not Uniform @ Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure vs. State Rules 

What Are the Disclosure Rules When Communicating With 
Testifying and Consulting Experts? 

No Matter Where You Are, It Is a Safe Assumption That 

Most of What You Communicate to a Testifying Expert Will 

Be Discoverable 

Alternatively, Unless There Are Special Circumstances, 

Your Communications With a Consulting Expert Will Not Be 

Discoverable 

Effective Strategies for Getting Great Expert Results and 
Protecting Work Product 

Be Conservative: Only Communicate Information to Your 

Expert on an as Needed Basis and Do so Assuming It Will 

Be Discoverable 

Provide Guidance: Apprise Expert of the Liberal Disclosure 

Rules and Obligations Early and Often 

Eliminate the Paper Trail: When Possible, Avoid Written 

Communications With Experts 

Choose Wisely: If Something Needs to Be Communicated, 

Consider Whether the Information Exists in, or Can Be 

Made Into, a Less Sensitive Format 

Seek Cooperation: Don’t Forget the Other Side Is Facing 

the Same Challenges; Sometimes an Agreement Can Be 
Reached as to the Scope of Discovery With Regard to 

Attorney- Expert Communications 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 

Up¢omimg 

Protecting Attorney 
Work Product in 
Communications With 
Testifying and 
Consulting Experts 

Dec. 10, 2010 - 11:00 
am 

Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Contract Basics for 
Paralegals 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 = 1:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Curing Title Exceptions 
Dec. 14, 2010 - 3:00 pm 

Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Pennsylvania Civil 
Procedure: View From 
the Bench 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Legal Ethical Issues 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Allocation and 
Reimbursement of 
Defense Costs: ~nsurer’s 
Duty to Defend 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Cynthia J, Franecki, Foley & Lardner LLP 
Kevin J. Malaney, Foley & Lardner LLP 

Cynthia I. Franecki 

Partner with Foley & Lardner LLP, vice chair of the 

Intellectual 

Property Litigation Practice and a member of the firm,s 

Medical Device Initiative 

Member of the American Society of Trial Consultants 

Practice involves the resolution of patent, copyright, 

trade secret and other complex commercial disputes 

Significant trial experience, and has successfully first- and 

second-chaired both jury and bench trials 

Recent case experience led to a $400 million settlement 

between a global leader in medical technology and a 

global health care company 

Former adjunct professor at Marquette University Law 

School, teaching an IP litigation course 

Lectures on a variety of litigation topics, including topics 

relating to electronic discovery, depositions, claim 
construction, expert witness practice, damages, case 

management and ethics issues 

Co-chair of the Intellectual Property Section of the 

Milwaukee Bar Association and a member of the Trade 
Secrets Committee of the Intellectual Property Owners 

Association 

J.D. degree, cum laude and Order of the Coif, University of 

Wisconsin-Madison; bachelor,s degree, summa cum 

laude, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Kevin J. Malaney 

Associate in the Milwaukee office of Foley & Lardner LLP 

Member of the firm,s Intellectual Property Litigation 

Practice 

Practice involves the resolution of patent, trade secret 

and other intellectual property disputes 

Case experience spans many diverse technologies, 

including microprocessors, smartphone applications, VoIP 
software, digital cameras, medical devices and metallurgy 

probes 

Previously a software engineer at Oracle Corporation 

where he designed and implemented complex software 
applications for aggregating, presenting and analyzing 

large data sets 

I.D. degree, with honors, University of Chicago Law 

School; undergraduate degree in computer science, with 

distinction, University of Wisconsin- Madison 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 
Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
.~278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 
Dec. 21, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 
Dec, 28, 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference ~ 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
~stration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 



Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
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This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

IRN Form  L099 Reportin9 Update 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, II:00 am MT, ~.0:00 

Len~h: t hour 30 m~nutes 

Registration~ $219,00 

Registration = Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The mandatory reporting of various annual form 1099s and the 
compliance rules attached to them still remains to be a 
challenge to our companies and our clients. Especially in light of 
the 2010 Health Care Reform Bill, there are multiple changes in 
1099-MTSC reporting. Effective December 31, 2011, all 
corporations, unless they are tax-exempt corporations like not- 
for-profits and government entities, will no longer be exempt 
from receiving 1099s. 

Even payments for goods will be reportable and possibly subject 
to withholding. Attending this teleconference will provide you 
with insight as to the current laws and regulations, how to 
ensure compliance with proper policies and procedures, and 
advise payors of their responsibilities. 

The Basics of 1099 Reporting 

Types of Payments Requiring 1099s 
IRS TIN Matching Program and Procedures to Correct 

Inaccurate 1099s 
Electronic Filing of Form 1099 

Compliance Issues 

¯ IRS 2100/2100A and Subsequent B-Notices to Payees 
¯ U.S. and Nonresident Requirements - Series W-8 vs. W-9 
Forms 
¯ Backup Withholding Requirements 
¯ Penalty Notices and Fees 

Current Hot Topics 

¯ Form 1099-C - Cancelation of Debt 
¯ Expansion of 1099 Reporting - Meet the New Form 1099=K 
¯ Independent Contractor Issues - Misclassifications and 
Remedies 
¯ Health Care Reform and Changes to 1099-MISC Reporting 
¯ H.R. 3590 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
¯ Sec 9006 Expansion of Information Reporting Requirements 

Summary and Questions and Answers 

WHO ~HO~LD ATTEND 

This teleconference is designed for accountants, CFOs, 
controllers, accounts payable professionals, tax managers, 
presidents, vice presidents, bookkeepers, enrolled agents and 
attorneys. 

Marcia L. Miller, E.A., Financial Horizons, Inc. 

Marcia L. Miller, E.A, Financial Horizons, Inc. 
¯ President and owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. 
¯ Enrolled agent entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue 
Service 
¯ 30 years of accounting, tax and management consulting in 
south Florida with emphasis on representing small business 
owners in all aspects of taxes, employment and labor issues, 

SSARS 19; Compilation 

and Review Standards 
Update 

Dec, 20~ 2010 
Registration: $219,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD-" 
$288,00 
Learn More 

Understanding UCC 

Article 9 Foreclosures 
Dec, 21~ 2010 
Registration: $249,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD-" 
$318,00 
Learn More 



pensions, estate planning, as well as federal, state and foreign 
mandatory reporting 
¯ Author, live speaker and teleconference expert for Lorman 

Education Services in the areas of health care reform, 
management and tax planning 
¯ Writer and speaker for the National Society of Accountants’ 
National Conference and ConnectED webinars lecturing on a 
multitude of tax, technical and nontechnical topics 
¯ Nationwide presenter of tax legislative seminars for Thomson 
Reuters on current business taxation and accounting issues 
¯ Adjunct professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne 
Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
¯ State of Florida licensed mortgage broker 
¯ Member of the Health Care Financial Management Association, 
the National Society of Accountants and the National 
Association of Tax Professionals 
¯ M.B.A. and B.B.A. degrees, University of Miami School of 
Business 
¯ Can be contacted at ProactiveTax@aol.com or 954-389-9510 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

AIPB 
CPE 
Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Reqistration: $219,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD; $288.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 
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Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 13, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant Download) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies fi~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http://r20.rs6ne~n.isp?llr wjn5cLxdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-S~LJic- 
R JwB [~’4wEb Sul6xPs hn 15m’~flce4CkXmt ]~Pzjc63ONpBaA8 eiypRTco ShlZBkVa54G- 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuff! I recommended it to the parents 
of my ~ncom~ng sport management class I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall. 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https://www.paypahcolrdcgibin/~vebscr’: 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&cu1~encycode USD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 
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Quick Links... 
OurWebsite [http:/ir20.rs6.netitn.isp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgLJiconQLkTJ0- 
Dx4RcsB7B a JeQ 7DfEAed4vBDoBc cRFHxOOA44TK~’cBK67LAJQyGPM1JoKgOuQCvQvWocc 5VnEr~6c-~On~3c 8Q Y05BsH~R3TIuO~] 
Job Listings [h~p://r20.rs6.neVtn.~sp?lk~vin5cLxdab&e~l104061323857&s 4143&e 001~oQ-SgLJicVE~Nwhgp~vlvSbd0D~mT~H~-swgONnNv0ihp gBn7p0hnCvX4-noFqGschFu~2- 
Q2x0Ao~jitESUriSCIosQVq~QR43~a-bfutI2~IgJfgu~Wx-Mq@~4mCa~gHOwz&~I U2FIa2W~ Y] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [t~p:/ir20.rs6.net,’tn.isp?l~’in5&xdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001~xoQ- 
S~LJi@~W~v4DSW4edvA0viB0xq i~p~OE00~RNrmwJcZPO6eacWJ5~o2Cq0E~OL7~Xt G w73A9uVZfG~VvF3Y 9900~k~’4HnS~s2~cP00~MazXiatTcVV6f~iRe- 
mOL~qzYXpkWSvOF2eiVO 0x&o ] 
Career Dcvelopment Books [htth:i/r20.rs6.neV’m.is~?lk win5&xdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001~noO-S~LJi~6 ~c~outhPr~ea-vB1YMtlRSIM 50~EX~w;XCVs~M7- 
17ELX9ZwFVddbH OrZ29pUeliT3Iwrn2&N~380 Unq~s@mi~2~pNfxo~o~6HePecqpu4e2sLE2N~Jcw 
Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fvAf.is~?m 1103508747574&a l104061323857&ea overstre%40m~caa.~c.edu] 
Findus onFaccbook [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~l104061323857&s 4143&e 001~xoQ-SgLJid7Ppa0~£~xd4OfuSF-9sWc~DDDp20qU5~OAfsBLp&4daAFOe- 
n~ars arD3~Gk7~ga-gqi9R~V4K3XcUZZjD8~cQ~i%8~p~e~Mi3~VJ-~k~v~D72~i~F~eG~SZ7S~a~j~c~pcf~7yX~Xg 78XJm~30s)~xSP klS5043@-Uc ] 

Feature Article 

Reinvent Your Career: Success Tips Fran Lessans 

By Erin Case?’ 

Success for Women 

Want to reinvent your career? Women everywhere are doing it. Some start from scratch 
by going back to school and learning a totally new set of skills Others, like Fran 
Lessans, take the expertise they’ve gained, find an underselwed niche and apply 
that knowledge to creating a new- career. You can read Lessans’ stoly here, but first, 
read on to learn some of the success keys that helped her reinvent her career and 
go from being a nurse to leading Passport Health, a nationally recognized company 
specializing in irmnunizations. Today, as CEO and president of this growing business, 
she not only has a career she loves, but she’s offering a similar opportuni~z to 
others... (More)[http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgLJicDzWSQ5W~vb.~H5tUOX3PGVMkE- 
4ari61 cQrPXzZ2tnthZllJ6caFXjkuT~v5NdGvSrcDuBwB 507igT2¥VSfRzl jx 9bUVVy@mys4Iil gy6L JoKVC- 
UUzjo6011~XBSK~)eZmnyLedMosJWlybgT9NqHMvnHtdR eP U Ocyhld~lSFsHKj0alyVySo0mSrb2~-PnWtqYVhqDpB4-6OA ] 



Ne~v Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, November 13th, include posiuons as an athletic director, 
fitness manager, assistant professor, and positions in compliance, media relations, 
athletic trmning, and an athletics business manager. To view these positions and 
more, click on the individual links below or go to our website at www.sportscareers~nsutute.com 
[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-S~LJiconq)LkTJ0- 
Dx4RcsB7B a JeQ 7DfF.Aed4vBDo Bc cRFHx OOA44TKxBK67LAJQ’~,GPM] JoKgOuQCv©vWocc 5VnF.mLuhYM6c- dZOmP3c 8Q Y05BsHJ-[IR3TIuONMh]. 
Graduate Assistant for Strength and Conditioning - University of Connecticut [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 
S~LJierF~)RVT~Ifi~IM5e7x33xVJD36B~sDi5taVQ5kuRet2u~hh-203,N&XeyBD9~-zSsZJ-h~Mt-7iNFKSnz0Y2ItE~,~"vVOnsLTzbUbTmqZ2~z2fUEeeW MJIUgfWUf[~’qO5do ppISduwhIUg ] 
Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - California State Umversl~, Dominguez ttills [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgLJie~-93~.- 
kN)87dCs5T7azfe6M6uRPU0dsG9KsJbZ5KuCYTmYB1WSF~MIiS ~1J~DWSpcinRBxUuXhNqNEJiDUDM5xbbX5s~N‘czal~hi5SbFBeJQpWrC~R~FsN‘~WCW-xiv‘Shi--5LiW~ ] 
AssistantFacilitiesDirector-EmoryUniversi~’[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-S~LJiconq)LkTJ0- 

DTpniVIPBuLimElVlhKBlIuWG0qepUTJ<2ICWNG~8407J~vVptI4veo qP i0PhlYR VnibtJ[3~ymmwq- 
3EWGueOfAQp rq~zwYUa71WkC’~,QUfW©x6D88ISbMklK2p,V2[~vttmLIC :~,/IkADZP[’~/-vx] 
Director of Sports In£ormation -Delaware State University [http:i/r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 
SgLJifaxAU3abhgYl’cLNV’~%V5g4v,fuKUWcD4LCgJn-5y enPWVsynQWKEQlAm83dQmIDIsUA’ItIMV4cqupNnm CXsC--- 
78IoGf4IIQgPRv LhutkVCgTzYWp[’ySN lc5ADOUOkXfnMk8g~rmtitchzoU8l?63aq-cFW5y8DZCudZutJXZpacz~t5-~FSEK9~MlpLWkUzQsMClr83AVA ] 
Director of Media Relations - Universi~" of North Carolina, Greensboro [http:~/r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s~4143&e 001Rmo(,)-S~LJJIkin0VYSQ 1 ~e]~;TP 7TR- 
LnDUa~e(,)K YnmoqZCHo(y4[’~NF. K9AeicsG t:~43vxJUiO 8 KheNL-LvCSATwwTP#,r cu4zbB JJr][~;KOGnCEq 9nZP3 I6N[~;RfB klhRsIaqnN YR6DkYcuu~s De98c farZw ] 
AssistantProfessorinParksandRecreation-Aur~raUniversit‘y[http://r2~.rs6.net/tnisp?~r win5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-S~LJlc5fK~qZChc’~SVIamR~fcKIcLR- 
0ol.YE(i4wzX1Vwi×5a7mwS3q~FU IFiO,vcxhMDwtN74xqMgVIZ3BVDOTrbBQWzx3WI9aT ODSxlxSm5AGeTr16ymF5WeRSVvnadC240b7nTYRnLY2XptpieqrbzSw6t".n2yIUaxf4hmJlT Jvdu72ao, 
Athletic Director - Pasco-ttemando Cotmnunity College @’L) [http:/?r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh wln5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s~4143&e 001RmoO-SaJ,JilhSVKRA4ZFeukRF- 
F3200730PLgPkW7CKgYJSE\5’W-ItOSaSUYPsMi6aYBrZi0KRSiU798~/’foI7vlyd3JmifenAGiJ 18Cobd0LSVC’I~)VItKqc(.)0X5T4VUvAYWalZuMfxhg ] 
Director of Championships- NAIA [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?l[r wln5dxdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoO-SgLJicdLtYuZ56T3ttuPBi2~tV61GrXI~22-WSwnheyFpa- 
A7mh DatI6RVQJGr~heDLksqm~hU~Men9sL~vWAvbapwiZNvnsDHG~tCz5~ixkgi~eErRZfi~rYrEK~Nc~dv/1sbUK2H7¥~nRNrtfg ] 
Recreation Coordinator -University of California, Merced [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&ct l104061323857&s~4143&e 001RmoQ- 

SgLJif~8g66~z2BC~p~sm6fgMZiV8cTt98sFG~tFFuAIu72~LCO-E7CIC~iKShT~v;‘~LJRLrmCH~JRsX~q~-~qBtd~ Y JcobcCYxdngxw7FPduCQPlLPoK2qciadlNiyEb~,~VIolOL~,~tffrNDDdIVVczn65ue- 
ii5bBV] 
Athletic Training Internship - Coastal Carolina UnNersi~" [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104061323857&s~4143&e 001RrnoQ-SgLJido d- 
kBtJSkORu3XSznq2~l~,rELKuiiiSK 1X751duqEM5Fg YqxJVSXA’mlfucBiTotH~.9-ufgYliAOL2QNzYNHiZdA~-xWYKKcUP915TPDBBdC3flOJ US4cd0Pdeu~,~X-OtiqXOEoq6EP2Q ] 
Athletics Business Manager - Cal State Los At~geles [http:~,’r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 

SgLJicwD4GMv 9AxGx7MGOLpiCGJmZhJB3AmW~nCAFAbwc5bSrXt’uDwcgPp9iwJzatYHE2sZVnaM55Sis2HBbU Rpg-JEShVbLhPCqb0S07Ew0pzZMwSdUi3iHZZXoKrgsv4KQc~4KH- 
sDQQ ] 
Health and Wellness Director - The Spokane Club (WA) [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RrnoQ-SgLJieFrLBkGSGareqx5- 

iPBU6Qk6KSyERciVq4TYgqrAygDqlyiZB linq \rUMi eiH7 Vt _Tx20fmMi~p ~Lxitrg raGCZKDmTHB zQ~13 dGcnFvpXid7hbGlAZrFaN43WQm24cuFS3Z~,~zS35DcIz4g ] 
Athletics Director - Southern Virginia Universi~" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 
SgLJicQTLidinlVg7GAmExhSmOglgxcygCZVH6m,~xpez69pti3¥kCexbfSPSx4HAB6b N)N~UrcOqauaksrtRQK2~v3MMliN6aiFXyQNJzbmLwPBSRJlu Vx©7RXFeNHOhie39LpL94by7dW- 
xYegnSA65WQ3BXTVG 15UPXk ] 
Graduate Assistant [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RrnoQ-SgLJidhdgzQs- 

stcL‘‘~x6~W‘2h.chNaI5~Hwt9z~TwY~2~{p~JY5MVD5n~B9A~‘cX~D~AmvNT~rBG7~NAKN~pNqh~7NEPz6ub5~¥~ad3L7BzWcJ-@sF rtKNwXVlmslAX2en0wL-BIfddkZza5slw ] 
for Marketing and Ticketing - Robert Mol~is Universit’y [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~vin5dxdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgLJidhdgzQs- 

stcL‘‘~x6~W‘2h.chNaI5~Hwt9z~TwY~2~{p~JY5MVD5n~B9A~‘cX~D~AmvNT~rBG7~NAKN~pNc~h~7N~Pz6ub5~¥~ad3L7BzWcJ-@sF rtKNwXVlmslAX2en0wL-BIfddkZza5slw ] 
Associate AD for Compliance - Eastern Michigan University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001Pm~o©- 
S~LJicKY4RGB16Bi4sm0twLmOW6DTDLd XveiZu95q’~HZXBVihRiTXmAGaS h6tg~Id0OliSJpXYzuc0clAzb- 
clNa Y09FS6 pbLirr~IdbISKzEwDxB cEFV4\TVBEaoREa~M5 SwzsZzRcn9vlP5TvcD-~ ] 
Fitness Specialist-ACAC (Charlottesville, VA)[http:&20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001Rmo©-SgLJictI1Ml-ff’dAb~Dt~2ga-\7~V2391uWa0ynvoqt- 
RQxTHulSlycQll’~’dedbvtlqeOsI51N?nlKz~7c0OBz-OLZgzr36 By-cnAgsU2khp~yrrtAmdqYC-vHlBQ~l~s-grYl~fSQKvEHmH4RQWtAbWL~rr~vDJ8~4tHiQJm~L~Ld-R4jg ] 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations/Accountant - Georgia Tech [http://r20.rs6.netJtn.jsp?llr~vjn5&xdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RrnoO- 
SgLJid65Cf75‘U‘2k~5KuC~d~pAhurxe3EKWp3IdsV8~vM~w~PTS6minGwH7Zs~E~VpN1fltzxmUII l:4Hsh5c LbGKQbwLJK’¢~yvRRLp--ZiK)qZvItmZYVciPS1GV~fdz28JXK3L(,)PCIxSqlw ] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - University of South Carolina [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 110.g.)61323857&s 4143&e 001Rmo(,)-S~LJifJHSU0m-V3U4N(2- 
AVB6UbuSb4vsSEG3ZEk62eeJ f7pPiAY ~3~w72HKe~DMDu8~CpsIiAC(~)xWdctM2~q~S2vY~pGVW5nG4UG3F~q3b-~WBsV~5G45hyNL~xHrKKiZMh UYegqbLE6mag ] 
Executive Director, Student Recreation and Wellness Center - Abilene Christian Universi~/ 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgLJieTqS2qPkTnbSzNOd07rw-IcddYVrLezI7vApUvg- 
0rkYN6wMbRyEzkuhLPcP,TSOF tBllMO9DKEoo 1JEEbOKfn32RxLl~.:siX.~VI7K2OzX9S 1 aCHu2m J4P9d- 
4IEq@yP3n34jeSEublh3rw mbavVeZlj514~xcyhBQ0w4uyPT Zv0ADjsYSSP5P35MwVblYXCAojKKDQgtU-2yjytk15iCFa3Q66Kt’t5Rr dlSeESJzBCeZzBmv5JApQFKOsaES- 
vL wXCmna91~/x~R5yDO9Ald-77dvqLrHt~GrZ4Q~uE7W51;g-oEHCw09H2ag4pUSseDTfi’n4 ] 
Assistant iVlanager of Athletic Fields - University ofComaecticut [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ-SgJ~JieZi- 
y7po9Vma9j 1 qorSEhjmL~aVJCwFGdcZf3GB@ld7IL’qC1zLDYxIYGPX~37gDSo6Z11~8T196hEKipSsa~iR7D2SdzwcMjZBO0710DPuPAIRnnSiO4zg605CMjsEI1- 
YAOK1LUvknCuVc IIit2uTtJJiF1RJzPkpHaMuGc S Vvhdab SYVkJ8 o MQTVN 1ZJ4dV~8516wToMldt S6PssZfSpiu 10mW- 
Gij fBtOjNFkSBSeuuv 0MPdG97pidG;VRtqDBnglHY0t 0TGLD3Fg30Y9sEX~vX~0wzoTTrXNvIVtBAsXDXIZ 8 TsNmTVE] 
Director of Athletics/Head Football Coach - Gregol~--Portland High School (TX) [http:/ir20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 
SgL Jid2LU00LV~q~7TxAn~/i~IPSHdSw4th?namHcCtFj C-Tw5Dhhaxp4LUki0xl 1 dZqAiY2X’¢~,U.2yWtdxFssKKIVCJ4Lu 9PQFsTLR?wFzkJGIT9JLHG7h7rpXOC SK 1VGqjv JgO2e6BZoG-XxOS - 
8q7FCnQ lwQksQzQHglSxhYO~vffHq7SZ85edjU 7Q-O 1MXixDhpJy 1 bCr6gZ3mDwTlivIPl Dj UFt Jm4A] 
Assistant Professor of Athletic Training - North Dakota State University [http:~/r20 rs6 netitn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&e~1104061323857&s 4143&e 001RmoQ- 
S gL Jick ATDxL oE03D¥~,qBdWdlPG2ouHnpfXK~,~eUoxeLex 1 ei7Oc4M~VbWgmqFt QiF JnsfuD(,)N6pVT2 Jiz7q) J6TvOqAloI4x0BbcvSAN x~vOFgp09CrL4V5 ,~HvaYiT ya6~K41zGnqK 1G- 
KE GmC) ] 

Quote 

"You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have to play better than 
anyone else." 
-Albert Einstein 
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For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the most 

frequently filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of issues for employers 

and affects every part of the employment process - from hiring to 

recordkeeping, and time off to termination. 

Join us as employment law attorneys Jules Z~ Halpern and Michael S. Katzen 

review "hot button" issues under the ADA and provide practical guidance on 

how employers can deal with many of these difficult situations. 

This presentation w[ll cover the following topics and include specific examples of 

real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

¯ The ADA Amendments A~ 

¯ The ADA and mental impairments 

¯ Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive process 

¯ Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

¯ Applying performance and conduct standards 

¯ Drugs and alcohol issues 

¯ Undue Hardship 

¯ Direct Threat 

¯ Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

.lules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law Advisors, 

a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with offices in New 

York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, human 

resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before establishing 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior level human 

resources and employment law roles within major corporations. He was Senior 

Director of Employee Relations and employment law counsel at Random House, 

Inc., the senior employment attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its 

affiliated companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael $, Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 

2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he received 

his I.D. with a concentration in labor and employment law. Michael regularly 

counsels employers on a wide range of workplace issues, including disability 

discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, retaliation, and wages 

and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the firm’s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

Behavioral Based 
Interviewing: The Next 

Evolution 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

How to Effectively Use 

MS-Excel as a 

Database 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $24900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $33800 

Learn More 

How to Successfully 

Use Social Media for 

Hiring 

and Retention 

Dec. 9, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Complaint Investigation 

Interviews - 

How to Handle 
Employee Fear, Anger 

& Deception 

Dec. 9, 2010 
Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session p]us 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Understanding 

Arizona’s Exemptions 

to Employment at Will 

Dec. 10, 2010 
Registration: $19900 

Registration - Session plus 

CI) Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

Understanding Your 

Summary Plan 

Descriptions 

Dec. 13, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices for 
Dealing with Nonunion 

Employee 

Terminations in 
Washington: 

Understanding 

Exceptions to 

Washington’s 



www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

Jules Z. Halpern: :hal ern hal ernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

LO~$T~$ 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required for 

phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before 

the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your receipt and 

which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You will also 

receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Re~listration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Employment-At-Will 

Doctrine 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Registration: $19900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

"Hot Button" Issues for 
Employers Under the 
Americans 
With Disabilities Act 

Dec. 14, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Most Common Mistakes 
Made By 401(k) Plan 

Sponsors - 

And How to Avoid 

Them 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Re~istratiun: $24900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $338.00 

Learn More 

Employee Handbook 

Pitfalls: 10 Mistakes 

Plaintiffs’ Attorneys 

Are Dying to Find 

Dec. 14, 2010 
Re~istratiun: $21900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How Managers Can 

Confront - and Stop - 

Unacceptable 

Employee Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registratiun: $21900 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Status Classification : 
Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Dec. 15, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $278.00 

L earn More 

Job Rotation &, Cross- 
Training: 

A Step-by-Step Plan 

for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $308.00 

L earn More 

Reduce Unemployment 

and Turnover Costs 

With 
Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

L earn More 

How Can End-of-Life 



Planning Resources 

Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

Learn More 

HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: 

Translate Your Goals 

into Revenue Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD RecorditN: $268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of an 
ERISA Fiduciary 
Dec. 21, 2010 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

Newswatch , 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 . Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 

This ernail was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



2010 

Time: 2:00 pm ET (1:00 pm (2% 12 noon ~,IT, 1.1.:00 am 

Length: 60 minutes 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $30S,00 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Employee handbooks are your first line 

of defense against the myriad of potential employment-related 

lawsuits your company faces. A good one will stand up in court 

and protect your company. But a poorly drafted one - 

containing lawsuit-provoking buzzwords, confusing language or 

other unnecessary verbiage that limits your flexibility - is a 

dream come true for a plaintiff’s lawyer. 

Learning the 10 most common mistakes companies make in 

drafting handbooks - and how to correct them -- will help you 

avoid legal pitfalls. For example, an airtight employee handbook 

will allow you to manage employee expectations, reducing 

confusion about applicable policies. It will also provide a defense 

against lawsuits provoked by employees who claim they didn’t 

know about reporting procedures, or that the company had 

inadequate procedures. 

This legally-based "Best Practices" presentation will give you the 

practical tools you need to understand: 

Why handbooks are so important. 

The buzzwords employers include in their handbooks that 

can create liability. 

How an employer can draft a legally sound handbook in a 

manner that is both consistent with the law and provides 

maximum flexibility to administer policies according to 

legitimate business needs. 

What the courts have said when they examine handbooks 

Practical ways to avoid liability and manage employee 

expectations about the policies 

Melissa Fleischer, Esq,, is the Founder and President of HR 

Learning Center LLC, a human resources consulting firm 

specializing in employment law. Her firm provides training 

seminars and consulting on workplace and HR issues. Ms. 

Fleischer is a management-side employment attorney with over 

20 years experience and is nationally recognized as an expert in 

her field. 

Ms. Fleischer is a frequent lecturer on employment law topics 

including seminars and workshops on Anti-Harassment Training, 

FMLA/ADA Training and Workplace Violence Prevention Training. 

Ms. Fleischer is also a Chapter Editor for the new FMLA Treatise 

that has been recently published by BNA. She is a member of 

SHRM and adjunct faculty providing employment law training for 

the Professional Development Center of SUNY/Westchester 

Community College in Valhalla, NY. 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $308,00 

Te~eco~feren<:es 

En~ployee Ter~inaLion~ 

i~ Wash~gton~ 

E~p~oy~e~t~At~W~l 

Do<:Lr~ne 

Registration= 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Re~ordinq= 

$268,00 
Learn ~ore 

E~ployers L~nder the 

An~ericans With 

Registration - Session 

Only; ~lgS.00 

Registration - 

Plus CD Re~ordin~= 

$289,00 
Learn More 

~ost Court,non Mistakes 

~ade By 40~L(k} P~an 

Sponsors - And How ~o 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$338.00 
Learn More 

Confront - and Stop - 

~acceptab~e E~p~oyee 

Behav~o~ 

Registration= 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording= 

$308,00 
Learn Hore 

Dec° ~L~ 2010 

Registration: $209,00 
Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278,00 
Learn More 

3oh RoLation L~ Cross- 

Traipsing: A Step-by-~3Lep 

P~an ~or ~aki~g it Work 

Dec, 16~ 2010 

~egistration: $219.00 
~ewistration - Session 
plus CD Recording: 
S308,00 
Learn Hore 



Deciaion Makin9 Lea~e 

Registration: $199.00 
Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Mow Can End+of~Life 
~a#~ing Resources 

Dec, :17~ 20:10 

Reqistration: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

M R 8ud~leting 

Translate Your Goa~s 

Dec, 20~ 2010 

~ew~s~ra~on - Session 
p~us CD 
S268,00 
Learn More 

Reqistration - Session 
Only: $219,00 

Reqistration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 
$319.00 
Learn More 

Lin~it Taxes and Liability 

Registration - Session 
Only: $219,00 
Registration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 
$319.00 
Learn More 

3an~ :~9~ 20:1:~ 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$308.00 
Learn More 

E~nploy~ent Litigation: 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn Hore 

Please ford, yard this invitation to co~ea~}ues who ~nay benefit fro~ participating, 

Newswatch ¯ 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 . Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 
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,4dvett~semen ~ 

This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (~2:00 pm CT, 11:00 am NT~ ~.0:00 

Len~h: t hou~ 30 m~r~utes 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The turbulent economy of the past several years has materially 
impacted asset values, and the complexity of investment 
vehicles has made asset valuation, at best, problematic. 
Investors must plot an optimal course with their existing 
holdings. Additionally, future investments require an entirely 
different valuation approach than is possible under traditional 
models. 

Only the architects of these investments understand how to 
deconstruct them to reveal the key factors in determining 
value. Collateral valuation today is less a function of appraisal 
methodologies than it is a legal exercise for structured finance 
and creditors’ rights attorneys. In this audio conference, three 
industry professionals from Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, 
one of the world’s leading law firms in these areas, explore the 
multi-disciplined approach required to value these investments. 

AGENDA 

Asset Types 

~ A Variety of Asset Pools Were Established as Collateral 
Security for Rated Bond Offerings 
~ Learn Legal Principles to Identify Value 
~ Gain Perspective on Valuing Individual Assets Within These 

Pools 

Restructuring vs. Enforcement of Remedies 

~ When Should an Investor Hold, Liquidate or Restructure an 
Existing Investment? 

~ Is the Investor’s Interest One Which Permits Him or Her to 
Influence the Strategy in a Pool? 
~ What Are the Investor’s Options? 

Unique Real Estate Considerations 

~ Real Estate Assets Post Unique Challenges for the Investor 

WHO ~HO~LD ATTEND 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, presidents, 
vice presidents, branch managers, loan officers, loan 
department personnel, credit and collection managers, 

controllers, business executives, accountants and real estate 
professionals. 

FACULTY 

James J. Croke, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
Lorraine S. McGowen, Orrick, Herrington & Sutdiffe LLP 
Marc S. Shapiro, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 

James J. Croke 
~ Partner in the New York office of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe 
LLP 
~ Acts as counsel to underwriters and issuers in public offerings 
and private placements of funded and synthetic asset-backed 
securities, including pass-through certificates, asset-backed 
commercial paper, credit-linked notes, medium-term notes and 
commercial paper notes 
~ Experience includes U.S. offerings, Euromarkets offerings and 

Google~ Analytics for 
Accountants: How To 
Measure Online 
Marketing and Website 
Performance 
Dec, 14~ 2010 
Registration: $149.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$218.00 
Learn More 

IRS Form 1099 
Reporting Update 

Dec. 16, 2010 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

SSARS 19: Compilation 

and Review Standards 
Update 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $219.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding UCC 
Article 9 Foreclosures 

Dec, 21, 2010 
Reqistration: $249.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318,00 
Learn More 



global underwriting facilities involving simultaneous offerings in 
the United States and Euromarkets 
~ Acts as counsel to banks, insurance companies and other 
sponsors, commercial paper dealers and placement agents in 
connection with the establishment of more than 130 asset- 
backed commercial paper conduits and structured investment 
vehicles 
~ Broad experience in the legal and regulatory aspects of most 
types of assets 

~ Member of the board of directors of the Asset Securitization 
Forum and serves annually on the faculty of the Practising Law 
Institute with respect to its coverage of new developments in 
asset backed commercial paper 
~ Writes and lectures on a number of topics regarding legal and 
regulatory issues related to securitization of financial assets, 
also participates in numerous professional seminars and 
conferences regarding funded and synthetic financial markets 
products 
~ Recognized as one of the top 25 structured finance lawyers 
in the world by Euromoney@s Best of the Best and Expert Guide, 
one of the world@s leading structured finance lawyers by the 
International Financial Law Review and received high marks from 
The Legal 500, a qualitative analysis of solicitors@ practices in 
the United Kingdom 
~ Prior to joining Orrick, he was head of Cadwalader, 
Wickersham &, Taft LLP~s London Capital Markets Department 

@ Admitted in New York and California 
~ Member of The New York State Bar Association and the State 
Bar of California 
~ 3.D. degree, University of Notre Dame Law School; B.S. 
degree, University of Kentucky 
~ Can be contacted at jcroke@orrick.com 

Lorraine S, McGowen 
~ Partner in the New York office of Orrick, Herrington &, Sutcliffe 
LLP 
~ Member of the executive committee and a former co-chair of 
the Restructuring Group 
~ Has practiced in the areas of creditors~ rights and 
bankruptcy for more than 20 years, with a particular focus on 
the enforcement of creditors~ rights and remedies in out-of- 
court work-outs and bankruptcy proceedings 
~ Represents formal and ad hoc creditors~ committees, 
secured and unsecured creditors, and other significant parties in 
complex bankruptcy cases, corporate restructurings, and other 
insolvency matters; has extensive experience representing 
public and private entities in out-of-court work-outs and 
bankruptcy proceedings 
@ Recently involved in the liquidity crisis affecting financial 
institutions; advising significant counter-parties with respect to 
their exposure to troubled financial institutions 
~ Provides innovative solutions to strategic and financial 
purchasers of distressed companies 

~ Admitted in New York and District of Columbia 
~ Member of the American Bankruptcy Institute, the American 

Bar Association, the Business Law Committee, the American 
College of Investment Counsel, The Association of the Bar of 
the City of New York and the District of Columbia Bar 
~ .1.D. degree, Columbia Law School; B.S. degree, Georgetown 
U niversity 
~ Can be contacted at Imcgowen@orrick.com 

Marc S, Shapiro 
~ Partner in the New York office of Orrick, Herrington &, Sutcliffe 
LLP 
~ Concentrates his practice in real estate and real estate 
finance for more than 25 years; representing institutional 
lenders and private investors in sophisticated debt and equity 
transactions involving real estate 
~ Established the first securitized lending program to the 
hospitality industry through a $2 billion commitment from a major 
Wall Street financial institution 
~ Actively involved in mezzanine lending since the earliest large 

mezzanine transactions of the :!.990s 
~ Represented clients in more than $10 billion in financings and 
equity investments involving more than 750 properties in 50 U.S. 
states, the Caribbean, Canada, Latin America, Europe and 
Southeast Asia, including more than 300 hotel properties 
~ Represented lenders and borrowers in more than 700 loan 
transactions and 150 debt restructuring transactions, including 
structured asset dispositions, and sales and acquisitions of 
single asset and portfolio debt in the secondary market 
~ New York Super Lawyer - Manhattan, 2006 thru 2010 
editions; New York Magazine; Top Lawyers in NY Metro Area, 
2009; achieved the highest peer rating in Martindale-Hubbell 



Law Directory 
~ Admitted in New Jersey and New York 
~ Member of the International Council of Shopping Center, the 
Mortgage Bankers Association and Real Estate Board of New 
York 
~ J.D. degree, Syracuse University College of Law; B.A~ degree, 
New York University 
~ Can be contacted at mshapiro@orrick.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

� CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $318,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please fo~’w~.~’d thi~ invitati<~’~ to coB~eagues w~o ~l~ay be~efit frown partk:ipati~go 

Newswatch ¯ 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500 . Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 
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Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Status Classification: Exempt vs. Nonexempt 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 
Time: i:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, ii:00 am MT, i0:00 am PT) 

Length: I hour 30 minutes 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278,00 

How Managers Can 

Confront ~ and Stop ~ 

Unacceptable Employee 

Behavior 

Dec. 15, 2010 

Employees and their counsel continue to pursue individual 

and class action overtime claims based on the alleged 

misclassification of exempt workers at a fever pitch. 
Thousands of lawsuits asserting violations of the Fair Labor 

Standards Act or parallel state laws are filed each year, and 

the costs of defending these matters and the damages 

claimed and paid, whether through trial or settlement, are 
staggering. 

These cases frequently involve individual and class action 

claims that employers have misclassified employees eligible 
for overtime as exempt in an effort to cheat them out of 

their rightful pay. This audio conference will help you 

understand the overtime exemptions available under the 

law, the nature of the claims asserted by plaintiffs, and the 
newest areas of focus and arguments advanced by 

plaintiffs’ counsel. It will also explain what steps you can 

take to assure proper classifications and to minimize the 

likelihood and success of these misclassification claims. 

General Principles Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, and 
Similar State Wage and Hour Laws 

Understanding and Complying With the Basic White-collar 
Exemptions 

The Executive, Administrative, Professional and Computer 
Professional Duties Tests 

Salary Requirements and the Highly Compensated 
Employee Exemption 

The Salary Basis Test 

Understanding and Complying With Other Overtime 
Exemptions, Including the Outside Sales, Retail Sales and 
Service, Recreation and Amusement, Domestic Worker and 
Motor Carrier Act Exemptions 

What Can an Employer Do to Assure Classifications Are 
Accurate and to Minimize the Risks? 

This audio conference is designed for human resource and 

payroll managers, personnel managers, controllers, CFOs, 

accountants, presidents, vice presidents, business owners 

and managers, bookkeepers and attorneys. 

Daniel P. Hurley, K&L Gates LLP 

Michael A. Pavlick, K&L Gates LLP 

Daniel P. Hurley 

Associate in the Seattle office of K&L Gates LLP, and a 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordincu. _~_ _3_ _0_ _ _8_ = _0_ _ _0. 

Learn More 

Job Rotation & Cross- 

Training: A Step-by-Step 

Plan for Making it Work 

Dec. 16, 2010 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Reduce Unemployment and 

Turnover Costs With 

Decision Making Leave 

Dec. 16, 2010 

._R_e_~ j_s_Lr_a_t_i_g__n__:__ =~_i__2 _9_: _0_ 9, 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

._L_e__a___r_r ! __1¥ [ £. [ _e_. 

How Can End-of-Life 

Planning Resources Benefit 

Your Workplace 

Dec. 17, 2010 

_R_e_g_ Ls_ Lr__a__~_t _o_n__ L& A _9___9_ = _0___0_ 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268,00 

Learn More 

HE Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec. 20, 2010 

E _e_ #_l ~ Lr__a__t_Lo_n___:___& ~ _9___9_ = _o_o_ 
Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: ~268.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session 

._O___n_ LV__:___& _2___t9__~_0___0_ 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

.L.e_a__[r!__l¥[ £.r_e_. 



member of the International Labor and Employment 

Practice Group 

Advises employers on labor and employment issues, 

including wage and hour payment and compliance; 

assists employers responding to agency 

investigations; and represents employers in wage and 

hour, discrimination and other lawsuits at the state 

and federal levels 

Represents clients in state, regional and national wage 

and hour class actions, including lawsuits involving 

wage calculation and payment issues, entitlement to 

overtime, off-the-clock claims and challenges to exempt 

status 

Listed as a Rising Star in Washington Law & Politics for 

2006, 2007, 2009 and 2010 

Undergraduate degree, Appalachian State University 

® J.D. degree, University of Oregon School of Law 

¯ Can be contacted at daniel.hurley@klgates.com 

Michael A. Pavlick 

Partner in the Pittsburgh office at K&L Gates LLP, and a 

member of the International Labor and Employment 

Practice Group and co-coordinator of the group,s 

Publications and Presentations Committee 

Advises employers nationwide on a wide variety of 

labor and employment compliance, regulatory, best 

practice and litigation issues, including wage and hour 

matters arising from the federal Fair Labor Standards 

Act and related state and local laws 

Counsels clients on concerns related to the 

classification of employees, including the exempt 

versus nonexempt determination and compensation 

decisions 

Regularly speaks on wage and hour issues 

Undergraduate degree, Drew University 

a J.D. degree, Case Western Reserve University School 

of Law 

Can be contacted at michael.pavlick@klgates,com 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

~_e_~_L_s_~_r__a__~_L~_n____:__~__s__s_!~__n_ 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It. HOW to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Rec[istration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

AIPB 

CPP/FPC 



¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ HR Certification Institute 

® HRPD 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

’Only registered attendee wig receive continuing education 

credit.’ 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" paqe. 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus CD Recordinq: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This r~ess~qe is sent ~o you by HRNewswatch 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This is a reminder that the CBC Holiday Social & Dr. Archie Ervin Tribute will take place Friday, December 17th from 4:30 

PM to 7:00 PM at The Carolina Club, Dowd Harris Room, Chapel Hill, NC. We are looking foPward to seeing everyone! 

htt p:/ivwvw paperlesspost.com/eventsi388312-10139fad/replies/12118605-f54cafcf 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, December 
21 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (pending approval) 

1.5 hours of HRCI credit 

1.5 hours of CPE credit 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Social Media Tools for Accountants 
December 16 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Recent Developments in Financial 
Services Litigation and Regulatory 
Reform 
December 21 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealinq with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Enqaqinq Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

A Briefing on the Major Regulatory Changes 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, December 21 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

The financial services industry is currently undergoing the most impactful regulatory overhaul since the 
Great Depression. The changes set forth in the legislation are complex (and the ramifications costly), 
so it is critical that you begin to understand the serious implications of this legislation on your 
company and your clients. 

This comprehensive webinar is designed to answer your questions about the recent changes in 
legislation related to the foreclosure documentation crisis, Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and significant litigation and regulatory updates concerning 
Truth in Lending Act (TILA), Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) and the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (FCRA). 

This program will cover the major changes enacted by the legislation and how to prepare your 
business. 

this comprehensive 90-minute presentation, you will learn about: 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 

Reform & Anti-Predatory Lending Highlights 
o Mortgage Loan Origination 
o Mortgage Standards 
o .]High-Cost[1 Mortgages 
o Servicing Standards 

Establishment of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Structure 
Objectives 
Rulemaking Authority 
Enforcement Authority 

Foreclosure Documentation Litigation and Regulatory Activity 

Litigation and Regulatory Updates on Key Financial Services Statutes 

Fair Credit Reporting Act 
Truth In Lending Act 
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 

Your Presenters: 

~ M atthew McGuire is a partner in AIston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, where his 
practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation, and the defense of 

class actions. He has been acknowledged by his peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America 
for commercial litigation (2007-2008). He is currently a vice chair of the Trial Techniques Committee 
of the ABA’s Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section. 

~ A Ntra Goodman Royster is an associate in Alston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, 
where her practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation and the 

defense of class actions. She has litigated disputes including consumer, insurance and business tort 
litigation matters in state and federal courts across the country. Ms. Royster is admitted to practice in 
North Carolina, Virginia and the District of Columbia. She is a member of the American Bar 
Association, the National Bar Association and the North Carolina Bar Association. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials will be provided after the 
evenL 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 6:18 AM 

howard@spo(tscareersinstitute.com; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listiugs From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXTf.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campai~n.r20constantcontact.corcJrender?llr win5dxdab&v 001KvOAgnYSxsrqOD~xM 6Vk~ik-OQ96Ck-~v7Dn7ilwIv-TbuGek~Y9H9NfsL4EZOuct~¥VX3VvR1MvflUZAeOZ- 
CPn0sdUV~rFoRK4xGYV9OiIIMq-h2RqaXlcA%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 16, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 

(Instant I)ownload) 

$12.95 

Click To Purchase [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnULsShCQrW16b2HdXTq63ywMMbzVVcEJVQhdpTocE~)UA(IS - 

8]~7kRSu CkA7Xa3cFZsum~JUY9sIhn5Xhu7dsa3iBDKwOTZeEZgN49WmIDRu4KGBfEBskSf hOTx5MBllW]¥6913fIZ2x6XPCi2eT-c44qA5pl ] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-(ireg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton University 
$2995 
Buy Now [https:i/www.paypal.com/cgibir~webscr? 
first name &last name &undefined quantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &return &cancel return &item name Getting%20ttired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&itern number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Yo~tr Library add this book to their collection by 
forwarding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports management students. 
Library Order Form [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5dxdab&et l104083265838&s~4143&e 001sQL-rIULsShCRsFlzlZywN2hFotGdLZoZEz~tUsSN~bK1Gp O3uVt~:eO2krOZSIBuilklS1NSeJPqsTc-cAYdHpuRcvcBuowcTQ5m d- 
AA3onFbZUpTAnslDznrZ15\rDaHziN~Jd94IZdOpTxc7sIpllc~ff)z ET-ccl~7~3oik-yq-Ioa4rUXyT2hgqKn-E?GTgtgZRS0mEBdhA3gzHgo ] 

Join Our Mailing List [l-lttp://visitor.r20.constantcontact.corn/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lit~:s... 
OurWebsite [ht~cp://r20.rs6.net~’trl.iSp’?llr win5dxdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnULsShCRp29IshKI5cHC15SADlxKRken~X~iiMiMiIR-LC- 

g7Lxi 5ABuZM1Dq 17yb5HZkv22K6t6ToRwrnIkFSKsrpb3 EPSFlyiSpv79upLqAo - I\TVLPFFWnMzJSQ5i-] 
Instant Download e-books [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp’?llr win5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnULsShCSbSOWzcb qPFtW1OdFdw- 
pwxNmSSR2)clXSLIR3As5tQPixzfK5KAc rebEKOPuRciLp~th 02x2"c’~3veA2BOIlsCASa0W2zlWrilc~’-EI¥7H5ozowLFc64aL9PqrSuqNXbSUcYN sHqqRpMtczOOIYLDQC] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~?llr~vin5&xdab&e~ 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001 sOUnULsShC’SVmNLxcvOHe~;T.~V,~HEoOVo52sGm8 "*rLBOeGUa YDib lxiPn3BfSua Zv2eO 1- 
uHws2~©~f8NLLX~L~DA3FnNR©sInzA~aUFsek~iT~YMXEMU~8~G~seY-AFv6-~InzD4D~L~5F9V~Na~iJXw~oBUM] 

Sports Management Degree Programs [htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
llr~ginSdxdab&ct l104083265838&s~4143&e 001sOUnULsShCS da/~84b~8KL~NTd¥V4AtGEv~1ZFT4HB9JYbtH3RarXf~‘©e6-RATY-An-J3~UVxK7Z8UhG~E~(-’gthk227Cc~LRG3Cv- 
1ZEZaIbvZ31hBIlxKkUCI~9sRR~ IovcTv3GitRf35Fv3Uwu-Kc2AuC09wOcAksZ200eI8 ] 
Career Development Books [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cZxdab&et l104083265838&s~4143&e 001sQUnL~LsShCQpB HBIWHA4d2LEqOL42Nfxm7JWzV9L7c60aPvFJWtP3PC2a6REwoCJHqDu1- 

I ~O2S4dL8eN1ydA5Y2JECh~Fk258i5df~GDgvrW~rSqd~eDk~Ttjfi~rq?vfWUw--bJA5~xvvqF9EM1Hw ] 
Forwardto aFriend [http:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104083265838&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20 rs6 net/tnjsp?llr wjn5cb:dab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnULsShCT7INuVK~IY60-XvNA6BCvFD-9-sOhuU 1Lletf- 
PGVqDsixuSQV2xmU6z06nUWJ3 GDQErToo353N5hgC ewARB clGZfeGIK2BKQK2 MswgTztcNNzXD4yLaj 51Kt7OMc lleN- 
yYEt90jZtPd~/LX2ovSMoSvir3rGkSmuR9IRHGit~-StuzcHkLq8 YjH44xiN}’qg ] 

Feature Article 

Reading Between the LinesIlliterate as a child, CBS correspondent Byron Pitts refused 
to be consigned to a course of underachievement 
By K. Shelby Skrhak 
Success.corn 
Sitting alone in the iconic anchor chair where journalism greats such as Harry Reasoner 
and ivlike Wallace once delivered hardhitting investigative news, Byron Pitts was 
somewhere else 

"’In five, four, three, two..’ This wasn’t the first time a floor director had 
ever counted me down, but it ~vas the first time I ever choked back tears," Pitts 
says about his first "studio open" for 60 Minutes. He remembered vividly the panic 
of being a stuttering 9-year-old schoolboy in Baltimore, being asked to read a book 
passage in front of a classroom of unkind elementary school kids...(More) [http:/ir2Ors6net/mjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnULsShCQBa88QmTyusrfrGr9h- 
GnQtMelb0UOg3m007AFfcvNvkBMN3-wk6 1G33~\~vUnudhlnJnJeqoN1FGilBXUEgV0z2Bf 7Be9iLsj6QnUcpCW5TQutrxSN(2w2EE0hpHBK7MB32E53qDczeF,a~O~,’L,~r87uwtYqDG1K- 



g6hoyFQnLL4×OxlEOVSh7b4][*;GIh bnyeQIuLxpqCPORRZvEUZmhgcl2C~l~Ys-H tGJu3FWItWlmF6t]Sc3rXD hkC6f3xyqa4IZL- 

DGOLHzunPSbBQPaV7excpWI4Mur2uMajJ]POliOpQ CfKt]I@0hPYV~,’£S94xcK51mL~jCdgB5uXweOA ] 

New Job Listings 

New Jubs Listed fur today, December 16th, include pusitions as an athletic directur, 
assistant athletic director, department chair, cumpliance ufficer, and Spurts Infunnation 
Director. To view these positions, click on the li~s below or go to ore website 
atw~vw.sportscareersinstitute.com. [ht~:i/r20.rs6.net/~.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnl~ZsShCSfgM APeSx- 
8PsugiiL 19LY~cH6DKU5Dd~wPiJw7888rsKcdaD)~E ~ SP9 SBh~2P7G~VabXQ~IOU3 f4~Vip S2hVeCAVyEVON1727rwlwp6~,x] 
Sports Irdormation Director - Clark Atlanta Universi~ [http:/ir20.rs6a~et/tn.isp? 
lk w~n5&x&b&et 110~83265838&s~143~ ~sQUn~sShC~NrYtq¥~4~U~E~Qrkd8eeCgf52B~2~2l8bT5&N~pZe~]iaNp~eBpKU~tRE~M~GeN~r8B~s~wSM6I~sgFG 
-q~t~ q 6L¥-o JQ2A5hQ~K~-g ] 
Assistant AD for Ticketing - Florida Atlantic Universi~" [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

lk win5&xdab&ct 1104083265838&sM143&e 001 sQUn~sShCQuo~3t~lUaBm~2sOpnwZ4~Sx868~r~z881QOUASihTq ymvBuq~WyL~;~MOL~0Wr6WSGJyMpGa 
-u30 Gi~vR~U1EEIpEFazCc~DdV~ 7i~5A 
Assistant Dean for Athletics and Recreation - York College @A) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

lk w~n5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnl~ZsShCS4qeY(Nw~UGxd~rk~-~E3U3e3n~Po~yAIs3qOTdgE~V ~PseleTlm’9QgL~vYSGngXCPEuu BO~yn2cU71BX~v3~ 
-Oq~vi6~4iN4Lr 99FvPtQCKsx628 svEK~3X2cZL ~6q 8xoONOwDt S S~,BOPC3BQ ] 
Assistant AD for Media Relations - Winston-Salem S~te Universib- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp?lk win5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnLEsShCTfGOYBYgn~UivgoFQ1WC- 
h~wrgm~dw9U-qEVcY-z~Q~eT~ar~sda9tL~n~M4DLqpYs2Vq3Z~r~n-88pf~ZIS~Sz~s~HS~7~d~4~p~M~rd3~8z kC~nbrCkui6r-OtcTuvmX0 BJk ] 
Director of Marketing - NACWAA [http:i/r20.rs6.ne~m.~sp?llr win5&xdab~t 1104083265838&sM143&e 001sQL~sShCRuoBOZ01oLnuls, lI~fis5iOOiwg- 
hnCOpMO2~g~lQhacGn~)~L~6~V]I5~V9u xYV5~KI~5~BAt2~9~dL~ISbLO~M-~tUrlHS~n~H n~XC~Y4Vg2Wg ] 
Tense Track FaculV Position in Sports Management - Belmont Abbey College [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.]sp? 
l~¢in5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sOUnLZsShCTvJ7~WPS~moFT3FYn~gCv3D5K~,W&Mc~)DrAOGN6oSCLB~OLZr~klE~- 
1KC6a~drd~zaBiO4UJv ~’2w tg)e~o~XT~,b3InbCMt0ikYYe~ooI00Z~6Z7vOhsE0061CVubX wLsZX6J-TSOakS~3~T4e-7neC~ ] 
Director of Athletic Ticketing -Universi~" of Alabama [htto:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.iso? 
lk win5&x&b&et l l(N083265838&s 4143&e 001sOUnL~sShC~K~els,~Ytv~bxsfivU6r~vlZU~mmira~’2ohOzTlR ODT Y9L3K~N~TS~ZFdr~N~o6NGAciL~RI~6vG~e~ 
-~I~-6Bn9As5mvO 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - Park Universi~ (MO) [h~p:&20.rs6.ne~,~tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUn~sShCQxdu-Fvkmmt6DtwCM68D-LK~40xYrjZQeH- 
ZPEdgyrt 0CGTfsP@~tVgBHQwCSR672W4 8NKMN~wQ314DueDgSca4vaI4~2f88C72~a6m&~Ug9~ff56ayh~XuNc~n9~ 
Dean of Health, PE and Athletics - San Jose/Evergreen Cot~uni~ College District 
[http ://r20 rs6.net/tn.j sp ? 
lk w]n5dxdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143~ 001sQUnLZsShC~YOQqK4~IZTeBU~O5~I249~Nh~rKv24PCO~R;~-~I~d0m~YI~o ~FWYVORd5Avet0CR~¢caAY5M1TS]zYz 
-q5v37~LEip~’J1ODPiMSsRob~TJZZ011t6Ahq~sT0-D~65b YI~Zo 1 
Compliance Coordinator - Northern Arizona Universi~ [ht~:~/r20rs6neti~.jsp?llr w]n5&xdab&et 110~83265838&s 4143&e 001s()UnLZsShCSVNXulN~NNrol- 
bVfJvET~x53~)t~NenIgFY9T~bs~R5m~KeM@~RL~A7pL~Uu~J-Nc7sjFvShv~VWX~-iacSN]L7~G8Rb~c~X62gIph~U Bl~nOOF~lBltqw ] 
Intramural Spolts Graduate Assistant - Virginia Tech [ht~://r20.rs6.ne~tn.jsp?llr w]n5cNdab&e~1104083265838&s 4143&e 001s~UnLKsShC~FO-WJs7R-~C4x- 
O&~¥m;~3eR3yL2b2DO~]~ 3HiQRyhIC ~’J9Oz7O@7gUbe H F4N~G4Wr174N2D~wg@TTla0v-v]5XyoOL~aiU45FpX~CnSz~CnL~3~l~VCRSuSjR5PJ2Wf] 
Chief Compliance Officer - Unviversi~- of Michigan [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’]n5&xdab~t 1104083265838&sM143~ ~s~Un~sShCSw2~T~Yq8~Ym~)@~iE~yH2@~v5~S~ZL~x~Ts~34Ye~N0~t6EYiHee~‘~V98R¥bans~2@t- 
~lUrFSpPaSiqF~OBU~TueOK3AidOEbl~j6~lcLXWsg ] 
Learning Specialist- University of Arkansas [ht~:~/r20 rs6 neti~.jsp?llr w]n5&xdab~1104083265838&sM143&e 001sr4UnLZsShC~5ieHt iNX94XcY4%vnTgD3il,~Z~eQlflgEiv- 

t~’7iOm~sPZQ 0F St 8~iQA5;vQ~59n-Mc S 6 JqZL G82fiwTI1H~bGCAo~a 1 e ~h9uqs-r4r3nTraaXhTyyi 1 fsvgsrWl~ 
Director of Athletics - Eastern Connecticut State Universi~ [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5&xdab~t 110~83265838~ 4143&e 001sQUn~sShCr4PHiCt611opS~OO3O 6~SK~3YdI;vGCegYphvbmU0i2EL?D]l~6%SagxOX~OP~ vNOis- 
lhOI~oN~xwdEB~huK6sGxNJeh A~X~ITEB51~ yI ] 
Education Support Manager - Georgia Tech [h~p:/Tr20.rs6.neV’tn.jsp?llr wln5&xdab&e~1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sgUnLKsShCQF~Aa31~ZN~N4cSNeT7-Q~2S6~4~- 
6~5c6Csp~t3TTOK~zcCPr7]~fioleFVQd6x87v13TrwrO Xc2~-DsuaCGyrPt~)nl&3YNVX152~D~c51EiJou3kI7 C~N~ 
Special Events Director for Athletics - Boise State Universi~ [h~p:&20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?lk ;vin5dxdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001s()UnLZsShCOhw- 
W t6zTG9hpVOPOOM~SCp3LgJAdhYJ E~S~u7]E5XSnTEHC~ 675H5~’¢~ZZoR0kGB-Obs~B~k- 
4euX0tppEH5ST DlqCeYF091cpl~Vo~UASqc~?49d5a~g~@~tL()7kL~@ilOa25Lk ] 
Assistant Ticketing Manager - Washington Nationals (NKB) [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp? 

lk wjn5dxdab~1104083265838&s 4143&e 001s()Unl~sShCq?~J~5~nlAZ~oB~NL~95pS~2~ v9G~Kc4f~S5B~2v5D89XASj3vh35qT47F~Ue5WGuOauYZA~’el N6R 
Coordinator of Business Operations - Stony Brook Universi~ [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?lk~in5&xdab&e~llO4083265838&sM143&e 001sOUnLKsShCSe- 

~Ue~c~P606Z~kt7cmXsw91eU2~I7wK56w 16L~orr~BCBHd O~IiNxd-~x3Eid9Zni S%oEpgGF~t 3TCLN2 Ocr5 -OxOwFqSOoks%~xp7cs~)PV0tgqu5~vm~c;w ] 
Graduate Assistant lk~r Athletic Training - Umversity ufKansas [http:i/r20 rs6.ne~’~.~sp?lk w~n5~dab&e~1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnU[~sShC0rZUplLR6H0- 
h~ItNa~Hx5oKXC3SU~vRESP0QemaK9dOm6Kk0~VBS~u5mIzYOeUanaiI,~LAl l~4vEYv~’QLntJx4[tpcvVuJ1Dx[¢ll OUTwO61NCXEF~zB~)ZE;~sRW5OO493oOe~XuA ] 
Depa~ment Chair, Department of Kinesiulogy - Southern I[linuis Universi~" [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

l[r win54xdab&et 1104083265838&s 4143&e 001sQUnU[~sShCTBPXtXu neYCc~si~EeEs9?¢~XGF-HSG4707DT84t2Y57T FXp?¢~4BYVelLerasRqKe- 
2~¢Vxoa~ocbAZZKgr3WiHJlxVUOE62uWquu3RksSRLcFyB2XNrB I xlYRM ] 

Leadership, like coaching, is fighting fur the hearts and souls ufmen and getting 
them to believe in you 
-- Eddie Rubinson 
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Tuesday~ Dece~nber 21,~ 2010 

Len.gtP~: 90 ~nin~tes 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Re~3istration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the "10 Commandments" that must be 

observed by a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects 

a fiduciary to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet 

applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERfSA and 

the US Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct, 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1. Know when you become an ERISA plan fiduciary, 

2, Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the 
extent prudent and feasible. 

3. Hake sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a "Section 404 

(c)" plan, 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your 

plan is deemed to own assets of entities in which it 

invests. 
5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries, 

6. Act with "procedural prudence." 

7, Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary 
duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely 

basis. 
9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A, Dreyspool, Esq, 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience 

regarding ERTSA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring 

and forming private real estate and equity funds for the institutional 

investment market. He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary 

matters and many of the largest real estate fund managers on 

ERISA and fund formation matters, 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and 

prior to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, 3anofsky & Walker in 

New York. Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERISA 

attorney for The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United 

States. Tn that role, he advised Equitable and its investment 

management subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in the 

investment of ERTSA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey 

Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 
Tel: 212 653 8810 

a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspool- law.com 

htt p ://www.d reyspool- law.corn 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 

PowerPoint presentation on your personal computers included. 

fnternet access is not required for phone-only participants. An 

outline of the presentation and the PowerPoint slides will be 

provided before the event. Once you register, you will receive an 

TELECONFERENCES 

HR Budgeting 

Fundamentals: Translate 

Your Goals into Revenue 

Terms 

Dec 20, 2010 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $26800 

Learn More 

The Ten Conm~an&nents of 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

Dec. 21, 2010 

Registration - Session Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owncrs Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $319.00 

Learn More 

~:~ i~ 

Registration - Session Only: 

$219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Registration - Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 



email which is your a receipt, and which includes your instructions 

for logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours 

before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Onlv: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 
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Advett~s.~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, 1.1.:00 ~m MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: I hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will provide an overview of insurance 
coverage for defense of third-party claims and suits, focusing 
on how defense cost coverage is allocated and defense costs 
reimbursed under difference types of insurance policies, as 
among insurers, and as between insurers and insureds. 

Areas addressed will include critical components of the ’duty to 
defend,’ key principles of defense coverage provided under ’duty 

to defend,’ defense cost advancement, and defense cost 
reimbursement types of policies, the methodology used in 
allocating defense costs between and among different insurers, 
different types of coverages, and insureds, and circumstances 
in which insurers may ’claw back’ defense payments previously 
made to insureds. 

The audio conference will be beneficial to coverage counsel for 
insurers and insureds, defense counsel involved in representing 
insureds in ’defense coverage’ situations, and risk management 
and insurance professionals. 

Overview ~ Defense Coverage 

The ’Duty to Defend’ 
’Pay on Behalf Of’ Defense Coverage 
Defense Cost Advancement 
Reimbursement/Indemnification of Defense Costs 

Duty to Defend ~ Key Principles 

Determining Existence of Duty to Defend 
’Eight Corners’ Rule 
Extrinsic Evidence 
Defending Under a Reservation of Rights 
Conflicts of Interest and Right to Independent Counsel 
Selection of Defense Counsel 
Insurer Counsel Guidelines 
Privilege Protection and Waiver Issues 
Defense Counsel’s Rates 

Allocation of Defense Costs 

Among Multiple Primary Insurers 
Multiple Years of Primary Coverage 
Concurrent Coverage (Including ’Additional insured’ Coverage) 
’Targeted Tender’ 
Among Multiple Primary and Excess/Umbrella Insurers 
Among ’Claims Made’ and ’Occurrence’ Policies 
Among Insurers and Insured 

~nsurer ’Claw Back’ or Reimbursement of Defense Costs 
From [nsured 

Under ’Duty to Defend’ Policies 
Under Defense Cost Advancement Policies 
Under Defense Cost Reimbursement/Indemnification Policies 

WHO SHOULD ATT~ND 

Ethical Settlement 
Negotiations 

Dec. 20, 2010 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 

Dec. 28~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn Horn 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30~ 2010 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Reclistration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 



This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Risk 
management professionals and other legal staff may also benefit 
from attending. 

.lohn D. Shugrue, Reed Smith, LLP 

John D. Shugrue 
~ Partner in the Insurance Recovery Group in Reed Smith LLP~s 
Chicago office 
~ Practice focuses on representing policyholders in complex 
litigation and insurance coverage matters involving commercial 
general liability, directors and officers, errors and omissions, 
first-party property and business interruption, pollution liability 
and fidelity coverage 
~ Experience with all major U.S. insurers and experienced in 
litigation, mediation and arbitration with Lloyd~s of London, and 
other London and Bermuda market insurers 
~ Recognized as one of the top policyholder practitioners in 
Chambers USA: America~s Leading Lawyers for Business and 
The Best Lawyers in America 
~ Writes and lectures often on insurance coverage topics, 
including D&O insurance, business interruption claims, 
environmental insurance coverage, coverage for emerging area 
of tort liability, use of ADR in insurance disputes, and special 
issues relating to Lloyd~s of London and the London insurance 
ma rket 
@ Co-wrote the treatise Insurance Coverage Disputes, 
published by Law Journal Press 
@ Former co-chair of the American Bar Association Litigation 
Section@s Insurance Coverage Litigation Committee 
@ Twice co-chaired the committee@s annual meeting, and co- 
chaired a bipartisan American Bar Association task force that 
prepared the Manual for Complex Insurance Coverage Litigation 
@ Graduate, with honors, University of North Carolina School of 
Law and the University of Denver 

@ Can be contacted at 312-207-2459 or 
jshugrue@reedsmith.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit. 

Registration; 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. 32!2 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Ethica  Negotiations 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT~ 1.0:00 am PT) 

LengLh: t hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will outline the key ethical rules and 
parameters faced by lawyers during negotiations of litigated 
matters. This program will also emphasize the recent guidance 
from the American Bar Association and various state and federal 
courts on matters ranging from basic duties of disclosure to the 
often murky rules affecting class actions and the settlement of 
complex litigation affecting numerous parties. 

This audio conference will better equip you to strike an 
appropriate and effective balance between the need to 
represent clients vigorously and the need to adhere to the 
applicable rules of professional conduct. 

Techniques and Rules for Avoiding Ethical Pitfalls While 
Being an Effective Negotiator 

Ethical Duties to the Client 
Ethical Duties to the Court 
Communications With Other Counsel 
Truthfulness in Negotiations 
American Bar Association Model Rules 
American Bar Association Formal Opinion 06-439 
Duties to Disclose Facts in Negotiations 
Mediation Privilege and Confidences in Negotiations 
Special Rules and Issues in Class Actions 
Fairness of Relief to Class Members 
Incentive Payments to Class Members 
Restrictions on the Right to Practice 
Negotiation of Attorneys’ Fees 
New CAFA Rules Affecting Settlements 
Conflicts of Interests and Subclasses 

WHO SHOULD 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Legal 
staff may also benefit from attending. 

Robert D. "Bo" Phillips Jr., Reed Smith LLP 

Robert D. HBoH Phillips Jr. 

H Litigation partner in the international law firm of Reed Smith 
LLP 

H Focuses on defense of class actions and other complex 
litigation 

H Co-wrote HEthical Issues in the Settlement of Complex 
LitigationH, 2005 edition of Tort Trial and Insurance Practice 
Journal 

H Member of editorial board of the Insurance Litigation Reporter 
H Recently served as chair of the ADAHs Life Insurance Law 
Committee and chair of ABA TIPS Emerging Issues Committee 

H Frequent speaker on class actions, complex litigation and 
ethical issues facing litigators 

H i.D. degree, Duke University School of Law; B.A. degree, 
Davidson College 

H Can be contacted at 510-763-2000 or 
rphillips@reedsmith.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

Enforcement of 
Judgments 

Dec. 21, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 



* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual, 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Tnformation" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Reqistration: $209.00 

Registration = Teleconference plus CD." $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, December 
21 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved for CLE 

credit in TN, ask about other states) 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI credit 

~, 1.5 hours of CPE credit 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Recent Developments in Financial 
Services Litigation and Re¢lulatory 
Reform 
December 21 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

A Briefing on the Major Regulatory Changes 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, December 21 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

The financial services industry is currently undergoing the most impactful regulatory overhaul since the 
Great Depression. The changes set forth in the legislation are complex (and the ramifications costly), 
so it is critical that you begin to understand the serious implications of this legislation on your 
company and your clients. 

This comprehensive webinar is designed to answer your questions about the recent changes in 
legislation related to the foreclosure documentation crisis, Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and significant litigation and regulatory updates concerning 
Truth in Lending Act (TILA), Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) and the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (FCRA). 

This program will cover the major changes enacted by the legislation and how to prepare your 
business. 

this comprehensive 90-minute presentation, you will learn about: 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 

Reform & Anti-Predatory Lending Highlights 
o Mortgage Loan Origination 
o Mortgage Standards 
o .]High-Cost[1 Mortgages 
o Servicing Standards 

Establishment of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (CFPB) 

Structure 
Objectives 
Rulemaking Authority 
Enfomement Authority 

Foreclosure Documentation Litigation and Regulatory Activity 

Litigation and Regulatory Updates on Key Financial Services Statutes 

Fair Credit Reporting Act 
Truth In Lending Act 
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 

Your Presenters: 

~ M atthew McGuire is a partner in AIston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, where his 
practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation, and the defense of 

class actions. He has been acknowledged by his peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America 
for commercial litigation (2007-2008). He is currently a vice chair of the Trial Techniques Committee 
of the ABA’s Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section. 

~ A Ntra Goodman Royster is an associate in Alston + Bird’s Litigation & Trial Practice Group, 
where her practice focuses on complex commercial and financial services litigation and the 

defense of class actions. She has litigated disputes including consumer, insurance and business tort 
litigation matters in state and federal courts across the country. Ms. Royster is admitted to practice in 
North Carolina, Virginia and the District of Columbia. She is a member of the American Bar 
Association, the National Bar Association and the North Carolina Bar Association. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those vvishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and dovvnloadable materials vvill be provided after the 
evenL 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
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December 20, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 

$12.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 z9RM×D- 

[7skPiIb3YZPpE hrW7u8F3/~W~fU~A~xwtodnC6U~Nv8Y]b;]~)8cd~IIkUQ8KW3dQrf4VYrRStf7dcs4Juq~e6QEUJLtTpsmGKhh‘vacI1z~wpY6e5~XSTiXQ4 0~SpZ7aL~al- 

PCqlxfw 10Zl~xVyIq2E] 

Job Search Book 
"’]This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry" 
-Greg McI)ermott, 
ttead Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton Universib" 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https ://www.paypal. com/cgibin/webscr? 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Spotts&aruount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&item number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your Library add this book to their collection by 
fot~arding this newsletter to yo~tr librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports management students. 
LibraryOrdcrForm[http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001zgRMxD- 
17v9CdsN7YiY 0HqZGAUwYVL CzwF\VDeL JJ4iDFth0FZcorYVO qsl 1 j qJpUyfUa9tG J2kvzlEqUGgI7c~2t}ff4F973 GJmw7DClxavgZXE3MzRnJGOxY0tKMi 05 d\VIq~X,~IdPZ7ROiyl Szu4Y4bt ssECXI2 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lift, s... 

OurWebsite [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s~4143&e 001 zgRMxD-17tX59Ppnz51PNioOA- 

v0tlhMUYRJZ5tus4k0yL9t 1Xi 87GO2hSb6R4NTqZXYViOt0g 7d)tlBzJb4klB 5gPRouJ5urz7 oLuFNCm~;~R_’qxr,~5D 1 huY1GR5 d5u4AL o] 

Instant Download e-books [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 zgRMxD-17sLTGka5iTO67Dx~tKix~CX2Tpti7LOOuVXGJUm¥7t2Ew0NdvrHcfl~- 

LihB~DBfos2vLrLToXgniKDeCJCUSL2Ns27OwXGEcxFxhza6M42AucHe~xQbed InT7ot5-YXr~lBN1Oqi tDIisCecpDJSSOZ2vl~,ZlWB] 

Job Listings [htt~:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.iso’.’llr wir~Sdxdab&e~l104103224287&s 4143&e 001 zgRMxD-17sdclcSvN-0G1JJkstLS~HK3- 

dvtZECV2DEekZA~P283W1 h7W1vL ~000tP0u TFMO6RrAVSAxlU3 IakFrL’victFcIAo©klxY6wW2MViL9ONhl CC4B -dFM~I uA5 c YlfU~EE~2~~wi T7~vX~3~ 58HI 

Sports Management Degree Programs [httv://r20.rs6.net/tn.isv?llr win5dxdab&e~l104103224287&s 4143&e 001 zgRMxD-17tp.nSaBFzFEn~-¢ADBE0i4n88X61GVscllvb- 

LFgmWzRi0DCKiuM]PsYdY~SiON5cBi89w,~zhOYl:,iIu n-2ATecFt~O1CrA7OlltMSiLdo5VLHRE2~ hCU0o508t9ZSP~iKnah6zOsEiRYFIcFi95-Bl\VPuBUMXxhs ] 

CareerD~vel~pmentB~ks[httr~://r2~.rs6.nct/tn.is~?~r~vin5dxdab&e~4~3224287&s 4143&e 001 ~gR2X~L’cD- 

17uddU7sxkb5i22G©bYV4xxxDXadFRqmShuWLrTC5X~bEOF65wgb2B VVv-s7331d6xcQm~n60 YwnqqiLiO(~’ZrZd-89pQzYNNFsr0U1W?ccRw 1R1CgpofGL 22K,EGndan61 T1JBvdDG©hSh4eg 

Fot~,ardto aFricnd [http:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a l104103224287&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~iin5cLxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 zgR2vLxD-17v0v-Ho- 

262YI3 nV5Dym5rXPxgv3XyVeLw 1K9rdeY 13 J0 J~rFeZ 1 gFqwp992Iwe~’HcwbaXOxgcyH68 VSLyMRdbjn?3,qPAueUqh 1WDhTnYV2a 8LZhkO 9kEbad YYPS - 

S GLLds6rdgnfrEIc 7Ck7PMt z~DrP7CJweJkoPAVqG2qBykpHxO6Vtqkd oTvlgHq68 zcobw ] 

Feature Article 

Greatness Beyond the Gridiron 
Vince Lombardi’s ability to motivate people to achieve greatness transcended football. 
By K. Shelby Skrhak 
Success.corn 
If Vince Lombardi hach~’t become a football coach, he would have become a Catholic 
priest. The Brooklyn-born altar boy studied at seminary, waking before da;vn to attend 
daily mass Religion was as much about routine as it was devotion to his church 
He viewed the two vocations similarly, both involving a strong sense of du~z, discipline 
and fatherly leadership. But he left the seminary before taking vows, unable to 
shake his affinity for football-a violent sport "that furthers the advancement of 
destructive and detrimental moral results," according to a seminary essay As a 
coach, he could be the influential leader he ;vanted to be,. . (More) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001z9RM?cD- 
17vbmGCDSBt7 Ju ciBVbB Ybz92~fimXL 8oKn2xQMETrqZcRy 8HV- 
cLXzJxWico7zaCfT~:vlfo21fDVwTG6sJiwzocQZ4EbU~ NABvHzTd2IOvklzP9mennU3CeyZqqDMuZYVm0QgCdqwQ73n6Ka~yMghKZ1R o-pmPrQZ7j4V~,rRPHES’~nvzclkC- 
sz6wA323vMO5hGxszCCdaHncel rQ ] 



New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed J2~r today, December 20th, include positions as a I)ivision I athletic 
director, a high school athletic director, an assistant athletic trainer, assistant 
professor of exercise science, a volleyball coach, a senior associate athletic director, 
and much more. To view these positions, click on the links below or go to our website 
atwww.sportscareersinstitute.com. [h~p:/ir20.rs6.netim.]sp?llr w]n5cLxdab~l104103224287&s 4143~ 001 z9~- 
17t2rcLg~JfpaxbivR3c21gGSGLRIStV41cT1TS62~F8 eSQO41LXXp~FlvAi /~-SaerGIOXSBq~L~sX~k~Bx~59LAoMqAVS0~wlhTre~g~x] 
Sr. AssociateAD/ChiefofStaff-University ofMat?~land [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp?lk~’in5&xdab&et l104103224287&s~143&e 001 ~v~-17tb5iP~HbSpenbk~3L-gNZ~05- 

QkS~GlvHS~SYOK0s~n~W~7~WvSeflLXI~RG6MCF1Q2OBow~)t~SG~Rg~37)~6o¥66glNn~o-7a~Vp~wFL~v~0~V3~nYoZS~rq~QzL~g ] 
Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - Snow College [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr w~n5~xdab&e~1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 
17tmbtdO5 ~sx4pSGpt9bC7C~-stIe5PBUuiipudIe3N~I2QAo 1 ~eNEcy7agUvnTT- 
meCHa9g~58~k~ ~PGiQs~DYQPApAv5QamqT~IMt2Y w~SauU7~C~8 pUivA4g ] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer-Fra~lm&MarshallCollege[h~p://r20.rs6.net/m.~sp?llr wi~5&xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 
17vQw0o~v~O 0EI~4S zGx~ Ya9A~ sHeOy YOup3FyUQZ7Do4Kvsd7tDIit~qw~ 9H- 

~Q~bq~]B ~5~~0~owOxtNsg~3 SwPWmcn2~ccUoE6~cEA43 ~Zs 8b~30 J2XpKS 289Dk~T 1T27A~)~gc 
Athletic Director - Sat~ord Universi)- [h~p://r20.rs6.net/~.]sp?llr w)~5&xdab~1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 zg~-17v]C~oe~W~3eXN1LZV2NOg- 
Ft~VgarQPW560C5P53AWgB50~6~pZ- 6vklg]uSH~O-g)Gfi~7OcUiv~ihet~wYat6~Lx-bPgeZQ9x~’oS~V Z0~Nzes-DI5DSnvnGpesA~Vgkc338yd 7r~ ] 
Development Coordinator - Eastern Illinois Universib" [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp?lk win5&xdab&et l104103224287&s~143&e 001 
1%’O S~o~xJrXJ2r~Zvo6GDQFoT~-d3CpJ~3D01Bw664E~gN 1 -i dCoyElp973XaK~ a Yd-ETSDFxi0slwM~k~66k- 
y YN~Ja~SvdO~p4Kbq TJ]itgXvB ~wuSQIv~Nqg~QoX264i~mJV50Kabn2d9itQ foo ] 
ComplianceCoordinator-Universi)-ofNevada, Reno [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp?llr~’in5&xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 
17sCkV~yr51ED9A~ 6KxJpqD~GYbqiF@~/hwEmS~aQNgVGir~w7rt~Tusup~tLBms~62~Is4QqC~i4H~lNI~qi~t~v~GX3~71.E~r~5~NN~h~W~VeR~tYeU AOwdd~CNS~, 
--ifluwDSsE ] 
Assistant Director of Compliance - Colorado State Universi)- [ht~:i/r20.rs6.ne~.is~?llr win5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~L~-17u0td~iV~B~NO6I xc~Ku- 
c~U3BSB5n7Dievwma5eMeviM~VZ9~-0fvOl~b~-9cExqz6~-cM5W0~TTA6sF~m Cnus 7DUfA7Maal3MGd~C7f~DeALO’~Z~;NVrU5cCN5F6~5MohOm6d3Rer~XowlU~k ] 
Program Coordinator, Waterfront Park-Florida State Universi~ [htt~:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.is~?llr win5&xdab&e~l104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~N[~- 
17t~6GEto0Bh oBL ~TB~(~Vq~k2n~n5WCf~8sCaitLI~2u3~eneF~FvI~eic8h2J7ec~7t~u~H9~rbV~G~4ut~e~v~h~CVGni2R~5~JdGrNO~tY~4b~V~ 

Assistant AD for Internal Operations - Fort Lewis College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lk~-jn5&xdab&et 1104103224287&s~143&e 001~-17s~7~CWxvOer~GBhVr- 
~lP~b62~DB0biLNl~TpLz7m3K7V3FTtf CBt~WSASE~r~vG~A~V3k;~ZNDgaEX@lvewSG60t~x57Hp~D2abV 3ymwSpuqTNKNtt51~3T- 
GE13a~tiqAjP o~ZS1Y ] 
Assistant Co~issioner for Governance and Academics - Bg 12 CoMerence [ht~:/Tr20.rs6.negtnjsp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~-l>gog~K776vmITT- 
NNCpal-h~CM410¥RT6pJxY-j~209~rdKJ-QPB~p’¢,~ -5vSlil3tObU~’9Z~CpkSgwU1Yak4XCvRclZv~sFtX~cb~O1RvgO-6Tq5P~zY1QlofQ ] 
Assistant Coordinator for Academic Support - Ball State Universi~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr~in5dxdab&e~1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~- 
17tdJ3w7~eYz7d~eNTS 1TCF3 ~Y0-~ ¥- 
R0e~oOpHOa31ZSSjfeiO ~wEF55rXSaClwDhc~L~uNXubKc ~v~J4~5BN~V@acXpa~YQ~2~ex6A9]D~L~pSvmvol4K6K6LiUiEp6s7~aTczVYY ] 
AssistantProtSssor inExercise Science - Eastern Michigan Unlversib’ [ht~://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?lk ~v{n5dxdab&et ll~103224287&s~143&e 001 ~a~&~-l~XOxGS- 
3U~N5w5GmwYxm04tHtB5~Sh~g5Pd5387I 1Gw4A3ki S5eJm0r)DoT~XS~Q4IMB70Bs7acJOvK2cbl~d6Xq8JaavDj5’06~lxwF- 
w~-gadxcI4mu ~’AIiS2~10G 1 sb6~) eT4~P2AAYuT69Pk;Voz~ ] 
Director of Strength and Conditioning - Universi~ of Colorado [hRp://r20 rs6.net/m.jsp?llr wln5~xdab&e~1104103224287&s 4143~ 001 zg~@- 
~7sM4t~c~8~5nsnta~cW63b~D7~N-6i4wm25~pSg~A2scM2~i6~F~wJY~Ri~4~9BN5J8rSJp‘meva252a3v~x~a~N]3N4~r~6~VGFJ&~V~-~e- fnr)ZETqv~OA ] 
Assistant Business Manager - Universib- ofMa~zland [ht~://r20.rs6.neV’tnjsp?lk win5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~@- 
17s41cl-AS~oLtsGkWzL~5uvUAr)VkaJ4WG~nC~U~v9f0gYQk271mU 8KZ~VqS~aSpPjNuu~nad5A~s6cNZExNqgM&sfiZ~O~cFX~lldCu3~lpghzdYfou4kJirg7xbXw ] 
Academic Advisor-Universib’ofAlabama [ht~://r20.rs6.neV’tn.jsp?lk win5~xdab&et l l~103224287&s~143&e 001 ~@-lTtNsgGr~Helgn-Fj-bwiB- 
2gZ~xV4D~Z~EA~n~EC~55N~V9i~gwZa~DZLCcZGZ~7qr~9-58~v36U6Isr~S~m4ZNmi-aG~dQqJdT~.icwkatN~7nzCA ] 
Graduate Assistant, Intramural Sports - Florida State Universi~ [ht~:/ir2Ors6.netitn.jsp?lkw¢in5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s~143&e 001 ~g~-17t~o 0OG1Voe 5~tFk2~zq7Uc- 
Brg9~330ub25~vqKv.~ 6a0pKvlw2IGh-c~D4-2xgSLGVwS Ycyq 1 tSybdtA7CPTv 16~)-DdgQOSmWgT4L 7N61Ci-Eg55W 1 g3 ziXTo0cuA@ ~ 14DMakcx] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - The Sage Colleges (Troy, NY) [hRp://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 z9~&~-17~%- 

5vl3pa 3q<~w65~78~aviZ J1CY~ggcEWibu 11s~ 8~GGbb0P4v3Ke~3wDC9PAvI~mt5iDITJ3ZCWOA-~Jp0oL 8vNmr)~-OiJls3w77]jN~aS~s3Fv Y3 gpHGX~ 
Sr Associate Athletic Director for Compliance - Universib- of New Hampshire [ht~://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lk~ln5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s~143&e 001 ~@-lTuX<ncRdOuVGd1- 
RedZL33T04sbv-T v~er 7~ JaA~M8.~O, z5 awa~Tagel q)9dbvB5wTq~O,~vgFe~t ~x~p2dIui 2~ a4x73D4 l~0mN1V Jce~EPZ~ck{xWsT4~lP~VS C YL S5vs~) 
Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Universi~z of Wisconsin, Milwaukee [h~p://r20.rs6 net/~.jsp?llr ~vjn5&dab&et 1104103224287&s 4143~ 001 z9~- 
17~xsm4Libf ~ ~ 3~5~chV5 Vd~9A8mt~a QNcAhvP2~Elr)P2V~tFdG4-O Y5kJSn~O, Z5tTqzo 1RbLTTmuW40~VlW Yd~’Oa Ju eHOV7~ obUubu ’~a-c~ 1EvYTYC~TZ6~0A 
Head Volleyball Coach - Columbia Basin College (WA) [ht~://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?lk win5cKdab&et 1104103224287&s~143&e 001~-17v7H- 
t7bwpEeNih/.an] O SgvNxP0X~’t4K8 ox~788 ab-NWth 9IE6s 18m’XsONAPSLs4INd6ek4hvJqQTnB-XMZIK -aNJ03eTxCQSEhUORhv5HSqxD]btT[S] 
Athletic [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp?llr w{n5~xdab&et l104103224287&s~143&e 001 z9RXgxD- 
17tSyoK8 Y2xTDuyRRPA4I~k7H27NPXB 8vSk 6okZe5cG 8DckzbtYKo6Z3 bl>tC9Jl~xAamA2nwQQVlb-d- 
phxPl3nvS[igla3L~’{Zga5~[~&TX LHTxn9NdQtKQShm9J~w3dMQd~’IB lutMykdwBoKwYv10992Cnhb’~{Gxpk5VwiV/Nw ] 
Director/Head Football Coach - Temple High School (TX) [ht~:/Tr20.rs6.negm isp?llr win5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 ~RM~)- 
17tSvoK8 Y2x~[I)uy [ZRPA4I~k7H27NP~ 8v Sk6o~e5 cGSDck zbtYKo6Z3bi>tcgI~lamA 2mvQQVlb-d- 
phxP13nvSIi~Ia3LkyiZva5T~ LHT~9NdQtKQShmgJWgw3&MQd~[B 1u~dykdwBoKwYv10992CnhbTRGxpk5VwiVzNw ] 
Associate Director of Recreation- Georgia State Universib" [htip://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5~xdab&et 1104103224287&s 4143&e 001 z9R[x~D-I?~’JxlZX)k9DBEII[.EoRm27ZipM- 
z ZNpnEb~[Z9Incs5 u5Cplm3N)oPAt~NaANSCbL5 LorksJ 8 [F02BAsX7CRreJ 

"Good business leaders create a vision, articulate the vision, passionately own 
the vision, and relentlessly drive it to completion." 
.-. Jack Welch 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, II:00 am FIT, ~.0:00 am PT) 

Lenc2~h: t hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference presents the fundamentals of identifying 
and collecting assets to enforce a civil judgment. 

Topics will include general asset search methods, the elements 
of a debtor’s examination, obtaining liens against assets, 
executing on judgment liens, using garnishment procedures to 
collect assets, domesticating foreign judgments, dealing with 
bankruptcy filings and many other issues commonly encountered 
by creditors enforcing judgments. 

AGENDA 

Overview 

Scope and Effect of Civil Judgment 
Available Remedies 

Locating Assets 

Public Records 
Debtor’s Examination 

Judgment Liens 

Perfection of Liens 
Execution 
Exemptions 
Dormancy 

Garnishment 

Wages 
Bank Accounts 
Other Assets 
Garnishee Compliance 

Special Issues 

Domesticating Foreign Judgments 
Bankruptcy 

Fraudulent Transfers 
Deceased Debtor 
Ethical Concerns 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals, credit, collections and lending professionals 
may also benefit from attending. 

FACULTY 

John T. Rogers, Attorney at Law 

John T. Rogers 
* Attorney in private practice in Omaha, Nebraska 
o Represents creditors in debt recovery matters, handling claims 
and litigation from initial demand to collection and defense of 
judgments 
° Lectures on various topics, including judgment enforcement, 

defenses to small claims actions, automobile leasing, bankruptcy 

Te~eco~fe~e~ces 

Client Nonpayment: 
Ethical Considerations 
in Collections and 
Termination 
Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec. 28, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 



and creditors’ rights 
¯ Admitted to practice in Nebraska and the U.S~ District Court 
for the District of Nebraska 
¯ Represented a wide variety of creditors in private practice, 
from major retailers and financial institutions to collection 
agencies and individual creditors 
¯ B.A. degree, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; 3.D. degree, 
Creighton University 
¯ Can be contacted at 402-734-1200 or RogersLaw@att.net 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration; $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD; $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch o 3212 West End Ave.. Suite 500 o Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Tuesday~ December 25~ 2050 

Le~.gtP~: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the "10 Commandments" that must be 

observed by a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a 

fiduciary to act and what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable 

legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and 

the US Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1. Know when you become an ERISA plan fiduciary, 

2, Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the 

extent prudent and feasible. 

3. Hake sure your 405(k) plan qualifies as a "Section 404(c)" 

plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your 

plan is deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 
5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with "procedural prudence," 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary 

duty. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely 

basis. 
9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq, 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding 

ERISA matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming 

private real estate and equity funds for the institutional investment 

markeL He counsels plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and 

many of the largest real estate fund managers on ERISA and fund 

formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a partner with DLA Piper, and prior 

to that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, .lanofsky &,Walker in New York. 
Prior to practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The 

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he 

advised Equitable and its investment management subsidiaries on all 

legal requirements involved in the investment of ERISA plan assets. He 

began his practice at Dewey Ballantine. 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 

909 Third Ave., 5th FI., New York, New York 10022 

Tel: 212 653 8810 

a nt honyd reyspool@d reyspool- law.com 

htt p ://www.d reyspool- law.corn 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation on your personal computers included. Tnternet access is 

not required for phone-only participants. An outline of the presentation 

and the PowerPoint slides will be provided before the event. Once you 

register, you will receive an email which is your a receipt, and which 

includes your instructions for logging on. You will also receive an email 

reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Upcoming 

Te~e~onfe~ences 

Registration: $209,00 

Reqistration - 

releconference plus 

CD: $278.00 
Learn Hore 

Fips for 

ReqistratiOno" $209,00 

Registration 
releconference plus 

~D: $278.00 
Learn More 

IRA and Qualified P~an 

Re~istr~tiOno" $1D9,00 

~D: $268,00 
Learn More 

Registration - 

releconference plus 

CD= $268.00 
Learn Hore 

5ta~dards for 

Re~str~tio~ $179~00 

~D: $248,00 
Learn More 

Registration: 

~ele~onfe~enCe 

~D: $27~,00 

Learn Hore 

Responding9 to the New 

Registration: $$99,00 
Registration - 

releconference plus 

3D: $268,00 
Learn More 

~voiding Waive~" of the 

~ttorney~Client 

:~ano 20~ 

Registration: 
Registration - 

releconference plus 



Registration - Session Onlv: $219,00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording," $319.00 

CD: $268,00 
Learn More 

~an~ruptcy 8asic~ 

Registration - 

Feleconference plus 
~D: $268,00 
Learn Hore 

R~[~$ra~[~n: ~20~,00 

Registration - 
Feleconference plus 

~D: $278,00 
Learn Hore 

Newswatch * 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 ° Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch, 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This messaqe is sent to you by A¢¢ountinq Newswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm £T (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am ~4T~ ~.0:00 

Len~h: t hour 30 m~nutes 

Registration: $249.00 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Current market conditions pose an alarming rate of defaults on 
commercial loans not seen in years. With defaults commonplace 
and secured creditors facing challenges in protecting their 
interests, foreclosing on assets under UCC Article 9 may be the 
right option. 

Tf appropriate, a public auction, private sale or friendly 

foreclosure under Article 9 may provide a quick and relatively 
inexpensive resolution. The UCC foreclosure process contains 
some pitfalls you need to avoid and obstacles that should be 
addressed. However, with careful planning, these issues can be 
addressed and the risks minimized. 

This audio conference will discuss key topics for you to consider 
in weighing foreclosure under UCC Article 9 sale, best practices 
to effectuate a UCC sale and how to avoid pitfalls inherent in 
these sales. 

Overview - UCC Article 9 Sales 

Default and Evaluating Circumstances of Parties’ Positions 
Debtor 
Obligor(s) 
Secured Pa rty(ies) 
UCC Article 9 Sales 
Pros and Cons 

Effectuating an Article 9 Sale: Public and Private Sales 

Public Disposition 
Adequate Lien Search 

Notification 
Requirements 
Commercial Reasonableness and Practical Considerations 
Private Disposition 
Requirements 
Commercial Reasonableness and Practical Considerations 

Effectuating an Article 9 Sale: Strict Foreclosure 

Strict Foreclosure 
Total Satisfaction 
Partial Satisfaction 

Consequences to Noncompliance and Other Considerations 

Deficits and Surpluses 
3udicial ]~ntervention 
Liability for Loss 
Successor Liability 

WHO SHOULD ATTE~ID 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, presidents, 
vice presidents, branch managers, loan officers, loan 
department personnel, credit and collection managers, 

controllers, business executives, accountants and real estate 
professionals. 

Funding Trusts in Estate 
Planning 

3an. B, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

Dynamic E-Discovery 
Tips for Paralegals 

Jan. 12, 2011 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

IRA and Qualified Plan 
Distributions 
Jan. 12, 2011 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

California E-Discovery 
Rules: Still in Their 
Infancy 

Jan, 13, 2011 
Reclistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

GASB 51: Accounting 
Standards for Intangible 
Assets 

3an. 14~ 2011 
Reqistration: $179.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$248.00 

Learn More 

Drafting Document 
Retention Policies 
Jan. 18, 2011 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

Responding to the New 
Estate Tax Bill 
Jan. 18, 2011 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Re(~istration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Avoiding Waiver of the 
Attorney-Client 
Privilege 

Jan. 20, 2011 



Samy L. Sadighi, Toyota Motor Credit Corporation 
William Schoenhoiz, Esq., Buchalter Nemer, P.C. 

Samy L. Sadighi 
* Counsel at Toyota Motor Credit Corporation 

* Previous associate with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP and 
Buchalter Nemer, PLC, where he represented banks, finance 
companies, hedge funds and other financial clients in a broad 
range of financing and workout transactions 

, Published author 
* 3.D. degree, University of Michigan Law School 
* B.A. and B.S. degrees, University of California 

William Schoenholz, Esq. 
¯ Shareholder in the Los Angeles office of Buchalter Nemer, P.C. 
¯ Practices in bank and finance, and asset-based lending 
¯ Structured, negotiated and documented a wide variety of 
financing arrangements 
¯ Substantial experience in private and public foreclosure sales 
under the Uniform Commercial Code, and handling issues related 
to mixed real and personal property collateral 
¯ Co-wrote a chapter on workouts under revised Article 9 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code 
¯ Lectured to clients on the workouts and other aspects of 

revised Article 9 
¯ Recognized by Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for 
Business as a leading individual in banking and finance 
¯ B.A. degree, University of California 
¯ 3.D. degree, University of Southern California Law Center 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

¯ CBC 
¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 
¯ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Reqistration; $249.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference lus CD: 318.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Registration; $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
~;268.00 

Learn More 

Medical Records Update 
for Paralegals; 

Releases, Retention and 
Confidentiality 
Requirements 

Jan. 21, 2011 
Registration; $199.00 
Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD-" 

Learn More 

Bankruptcy Basics for 
Paralegals 

Jan. 25, 2011 
Registration; $199.00 
Reqistration - 

Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

B Issues When Doing 
Business or Contracting 
With Native American 
Tribes 

Jan, 26, 2011 
Registration; $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

Please forward this invitati(~n to coB~eagues who ~aV ben,,fit frown participating° 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, December 
30 at 3:30 pm EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 

PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is 
$229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.5 hours of CLE credit-approved in TN (ask 
about obtaining credit in other states) 

~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Recent Developments in Financial 
Services Litigation and Regulatory 
Reform 
December 21 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

Enclaqincl Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Common Pitfalls Associated with 
Independent Contractor Status 

Live Webinar 

Thursday, December 30 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

Starving for tax dollars, the IRS, U.S. Department of Labor and multiple state authorities are 
aggressively enforcing independent contractor misclassification cases. Your company could be liable 
for fines, back wages, payroll taxes, unemployment taxes and more if authorities determine you are 
engaging workers unlawfully under independent contractor guidelines. 

As widely reported in the press,"The Internal Revenue Service and 37 states are cracking down on 
companies that try to trim payroll costs by illegally classifying workers as independent contractors, 
rather than as full employees." Now is the time to protect your company from liability by ensuring that 
your independent contractors are properly classified. 

Part-time work, consulting engagements, job-sharing and short-term positions are increasingly 
common in today’s recessionary climate. But that doesn’t relieve you of the costly and complex 
obligations of the employee relationship. In a year filled with numerous tax changes and new 
regulations, which could possibly be repealed or revised, one thing remains certain: The IRS plans 
to flag employers for audit should they issue both a 1099 and W-2 to the same identification 
number. Be prepared to recognize the differences between your employee or independent 
contractor by attending this informative webinar. 

Attend this event to become familiar with the following: 

The Twenty Common Law Factors (IRS’s field test) 
The Costly Consequences of Misdassifications of Employees 
Safe Harbor Rules 
Proceedures to Obtain Determination of Worker Status 
Famous Case Studies 

Presenter 

~ M arcia Miller, EA. is President and Owner of Financial Horizons, Inc. She is an enrolled agent 
entitled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service. For 30 years, Marcia worked in 

Accounting, Tax and Management Consulting in South Florida for a Practice with Emphasis on 
Representing Small Business Owners in all aspects of Taxes, Employment & Labor Issues, Pensions, 
Estate Planning as well as Federal, State (Nationwide) and Foreign mandatory reporting. Marcia has 
served as an Adjunct Professor at Nova Southeastern University’s H. Wayne Huizenga School of 
Business and Entrepreneurship. She received her MBA and BBA from the University of Miami School 
of Business. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials wil! be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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Advett~s~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, 1.1.:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

You have worked many hours on your client’s matter and 
obtained a good result, only to find yourself in a dispute with 
your client over the payment of your fee. The client may 
complain about the quality of the service or may claim that they 
cannot pay your fees. Whatever the excuse, it is a problem that 
can be lessened. 

This audio conference is designed to provide you with practical 
and ethical methods how to best avoid this potential problem. 
The program explains that the best way to avoid problems with 
getting paid is to establish an effective business intake system 
through investigation of the client, the use of engagement 
letters and adequate retainers. Tntake is only the first step. 

The audio conference will also explain how to effectively monitor 
client payments and proactively pursue collections. ]If those 
efforts do not result in payment, the program will explore the 
ethical ways to terminate the client relationship and identify 
options for collection of unpaid fees. 

Client Intake: Identify and Avoid the Potential Problem 
Client 

Due Diligence on the Potential Client’s History and Character 
Conflicts Search 
’1 Am Not Your Lawyer Letter’ for Declined Clients 

Engagement Letters 

@ Remedy Provisions, e.g. Arbitration, Security Interest 
Provisions 
@ Termination Provision for Nonpayment 

@ Retainers 
@ Prohibited Billing Practices 

Establish and Follow an Adequate Collection Policy 

Avoid Working for a Nonpaying Client 
Proactive Approach: Do Not Leave Collections to Your Staff 
Prohibited Collection Practices 

Determining When to Terminate the Client Relationship 

@ Ethical Considerations in Termination of Client Relationship 

@ Collecting Your Fee Upon Withdrawal or Termination 

@ Liens 

@ Litigation: A Last Resort 

WHO SHO~L~ ATT~N~ 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed for 
attorneys. Collection and credit managers may also benefit from 
attending, 

FACULTY 

Michael G. Vartanian, Dickinson Wright PLLC 

Tele¢onferen~e~ 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec, 28~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec, 30~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



Michael G. Vartanian 
~ Member with Dickinson Wright PLLC 
~ Practices in telecommunications, insurance coverage 
litigation, commercial and business litigation and asbestos 
litigation 
~ Listed in Michigan Super Lawyers 
~ Member of various professional organizations 
~ Co-editor and contributing writer of Attorney Fee Agreements 
in Michigan 
~ B.A. degree, with honors, University of Michigan 
~ J.D. degree, cum laude, University of Michigan Law School 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration-" $~.99,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

this invitation to coB~eagues who ~ay benefit ft’o~n participati~0 
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Advert~s.~men t 

This rnessaqe is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: :~:00 pm ET (~.2:00 pm CT, tt:00 ~m MT, :~0:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

One of the challenges for any criminal defense attorney is 
convincing jurors from the beginning of the case that the 
defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty, and that the 
burden of proof is on the prosecution, not the defendant. 
Constant publicity in the media, and in political campaigns, 
about the necessity to ’crack-down on crime’ makes this more 
of a challenge than ever. Prosecutors often make the challenge 
greater by getting out-front early with press conferences and 
’perp-walks’, exposing the defendant to negative publicity, 
especially in high-profile cases. 

This audio conference will look at ways defense counsel can 
preserve the presumption of innocence in the mind of potential 
and actual jurors, both before the trial and during the trial. 
Courtroom strategies will be discussed, as well as permissible 
public relations and media tactics. 

The presenters are both experienced in handling high-profile 
criminal cases. Doug 3ones is a former U.S. Attorney who re- 
opened the case of the 1963 bombing of the 16th Street Baptist 
Church in Birmingham, Alabama, and successfully prosecuted 

and convicted two former Ku Klux Klansmen for that crime. He 
also coordinated the federal and state task force that led to the 
indictment of Eric Robert Rudolph, who ultimately pled guilty to 
four terrorist bombings. Since leaving the U. S. Attorney’s office 
and joining the Haskell Slaughter firm, .tones has defended a 
number of high-profile criminal cases~ foe Mays, a lawyer with 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, has more than 20 years 
experience defending white-collar criminal cases in such areas 

as antitrust, securities fraud and tax evasion. 

Importance of the Presumption of ~nnocence 

¯ The Constitutional Presumption 

¯ The Practical Importance at Trial 

The Presumption Under Fire 

¯ Media Assumptions 

¯ Sensational Reporting 

¯ Political and Campaign Pressures 

Prosecution Tactics 

¯ Press Conferences and Announcements 

¯ ’Perp-Walks’ 

¯ General Media Comments 

Possible Defense Responses 

¯ Press Conferences 

¯ General Media Comments 

¯ Media Appearances by Counsel and Clients 

¯ Avoiding the ’No Comment’ Trap 

Gag Orders 

¯ When to Seek 

¯ When and How to Avoid 

Tactics in the Courtroom 

Tele¢o~ference~ 



¯ Stressing the Presumption 

o Voir Dire 

o Opening 

o Examination of Witnesses 

o Closing 

o Rule 29 Motions 

Relation Between the Presumption and the Burden of 

Proof 

Preserving Presumption-Based Error for Appeal 

WHO SHOULD 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. 
Paralegals and other legal professionals may also benefit from 
attending. 

G. Douglas Jones, Haskell Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC 
Joseph B. Mays Jr., Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

G. Douglas Jones 

Served as U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of 

Alabama from 1997 until 2001, and joined Haskell 
Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC, in 2008 after practicing 
for several years with a Birmingham litigation specialty firm 

Represents individual, institutional and corporate clients in 

complex civil and criminal litigation, with particular 
concentrations in class actions, securities litigation, 

white-collar criminal defense, False Claims Act and 
whistle-blower litigation, environmental litigation and 
employment discrimination matters 

Represented individual and corporate defendants and 

targets in high-profile white-collar litigation in both federal 
and state courts and has represented both individual 
plaintiffs and plaintiff classes in complex securities and 
annuities litigation, as well as in other complex litigation 
and investigation matters 

Awarded the 15th Anniversary Civil Rights Distinguished 

Service Award by the Birmingham Civil Rights Jnstitute 

Presenter across the country at civil rights history 

workshops, law schools, Jnns of Court and continuing legal 
education seminars 

Profiled by numerous national publications, and regularly 

provides legal commentary on local and national media 
programs such as 60 Minutes, Good Morning America, CNN 
Headline News and other television and radio programs 

Recognized in Alabama Super Lawyers each year since 

2008 and is listed in The Best Lawyers in America in 
commercial litigation, bet-the-company litigation and 

criminal defense: white-collar 

Alumnus of Leadership Birmingham and was named in 2009 

by the Alabama Supreme Court to the Advisory Committee 
on the Alabama Rules of Evidence 

Member of the American Bar Association; the Alabama 
State Bar; the Birmingham Bar Association; the National 
Association of Former U.S. Attorneys, board of directors, 
2007 to present; National Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers, board of directors, 1993 to 1994; Alabama 
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, board of directors, 
1993 to 1994; advisory committee on the Alabama Rules 

of Evidence American Association for Justice; the Alabama 
Association for Justice, executive committee, 1995 to 
:[997 and 2001 to present; Board of Governors, :[992 to 
1994; the American Constitution Society and the Trial 
Lawyers for Public Justice 

J.D. degree, Cumberland School of Law, Samford 

University; B.A. degree, The University of Alabama 

Can be contacted at 205-834-9829 or gdj@hsy.com 

Joseph B. Mays Jr. 

Partner with the law firm of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings 

LLP 

Focuses on business and commercial litigation, especially 

antitrust and competition, professional liability, insurance, 

and white-collar crime and Qui Tam defense 



Tried more than a dozen cases to jury verdict in the last 

decade and has also been involved in numerous arbitration 
proceedings 

Recognized by Alabama Super Lawyers in the field of 

business litigation, 2009 

Extensive experience representing major accounting firms 

Involved in the trial of at least four accounting 

malpractice cases 

Received the Walter P. Gewin Award from the Alabama 
State Bar in 1997 for his contribution to continuing legal 
education 

Member of the American Bar Association, the Alabama 
State Bar and the Birmingham Bar Association 

B.A. degree, Tulane University; M.A. degree, Cornell 

University; 3.D. degree, The University of Alabama School 
of Law 

Can be contacted at 205-521-8433 or jmays@babc.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page 

for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 
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Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNl 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctinnal s~’le resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To Purchase [http:i/r.O.rs6.net/tn.jsp’. llr~!in5dxdab&et=1104116~ 10431 &s=4143&e=001CbKFLEClhdjDg0dd\ J- 
AAoL16SXI3GrKZZekpbc~f44g5ZdGhVsJu.)anUGeqW7ffx2A9Sll oBJo0DJcU, SYx~O AM rl\7~ qL~VuH Gzw0Dt01Af~ IacI ~HQfTe15EGBATQ 2QxgEctRHiem Vsd3~94oZ~x XHI~- 

qCW7cavHLdkilp01j 5 S S 7jUqbi 1LuECOS OwkX9k7CJy S SOUwTdC3UnWBfmMU2vC2V.2CVc2 ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/emaihisp?m=1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
OurWebsite [ht~p://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~’in5&xdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiAwATOBV342PYFaTzSqrQQwr31Psz2PLHylG9t~’WYpUvqDaLbu5- 
L59vq2~fWabZ7QvNnljAhuCoUlvlX4wb9fZu)~[le-dw61 pgxnb3DQfFtToWxOt6iT5qRr] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.net;tn.isp?llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiF86QrXYzGPib-XiMBeecIHS16a6LndZ71gwZGz5oXsr 0o~v- 
q iKsukvrN17974TiL-ShVY3 Gdi a21 WiG6ADi - J1 gvzP YvHCglRu 1 fS ae SHnbZdiCrao78 d2DXbJf’c/-0iOPiuAzxRnWsu2L -tXNw0PTg] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp’.’llr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKPLEClhdi)~LxIToPVIZLx9UV~BScR4uA4MZO w5qkEv- 
hl3KRCVYY6cU5E1yO4sir ~6VW4p~pLkHXeT~HDsWdkZYPC24fn~Bxiqvq~mcVa-gWY-5i9D~fMeRUXvZXRkbLJANWuXITAyw8~zZT~k5~YcGh~A5Lk~/~QB~DszP~NC3EJA ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. isp’.’ 
lir~’in5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhd~m~abgf07UtlX2fifDiX3LYSqlUi BJ QwrGPFqVEp0QJz27zV39C9At?(I3DccX~;~UClqd0bQJHCiqiHtra- 

8 c0klitE9eYbNAD2x69BTsH-ut~BRCcKgtarr~dR89wtdi sYFXF J6vSFTs 1HM~v ] 
Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.coru/sa/fwtf.isp?m 1103508747574&a 1104116210431&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~vin5cLxdab&et 110411621043 l&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdhHfUeAL~MdncueqG6UvD-19Z2nitLQpp-RKcYrxOYFzxOOKiC’kXay48FC5k- 

Feature Article 

How to Walk the Fine Line Bet~veen Persistence and Being a Pest 
By Jodi Schneider 
Hiring managers say the?’ want job candidates to stay in touch. Yet surveys of recruiters 
and hiring managers also show that their No. 1 pet peeve - ahead even of job seekers 
who are late to an interview or misspell words on their cover letter - is "stalker" 
candidates who just ~von’t leave them alone. Clearly, there is a fine line bet~veen 
what I advocate as polite persistence and becoming a pest who the manager wants 
to avoid at all costs. 
How do you stay on the good side of that line?... (More) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdjA5se ou LrqQQOtTUpzYpyZMDHelJ]~uvEgTnSluFUj UL lXHAullfesomNq6OSoYwWsWblVyFsZ\rMBRNq2oStnaSwpyFx~ 
-v0K6LxGV61H5CExR5hVDZBjNR1~osN-Xfxdwz2352PRu787xfl 9kYm91t~4rdNwPURURrwZRtn30vi~k~,:DIfp9o ] 

New Job Listings 

Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, December 23rd, include positions as a college athletic 
director position, marketing associate, a fund raiser, a compliance ofi)cer, an 
associate AD, an assistant AD, a Sports Information Director, and much more 
To view these positions and more, click on the links below or go to our website 
at www.sportscareersinstitute com. 



Head Vulleyball Coach - Texas A&M University, Kingsville [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr ~vin5cgxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbK[~’LEClhd~9wbJFWV- 

L Ts4HSVSde YgfZZOpv~pVSiu[~’u3KW~ls9cHmukAiXStwk 2FisBPJv 80BgY5oKs41P611XVDwiDknPb997u4Ckx6doh0ZldWqBmzY nltD504tnHvRUN h aJ×h7RC rG5w ] 
Athletics Marketing Associate - James Madison Umversity [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbK[~’LEClhdgE2KX veRUU0uSYimFC~’34NE15BCdmWI~I)7K97wZPR SXrlUAUXEYEzBLSshS5fMRmnwObCxtbacvSiiFFRK,/ZBF4v~pZX1 
Associate Athletic Director - BeIlarmine Universi~" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e ~CbK[~‘LEC~hd~2n~sKMe~Kpu~uDc%q~i52DtUwVv~d~4pKlIa,i4qmua~eels~N[~M~d~£x~nup4~GmVD~-9nhvJb~0NrG8~Z7uKUD1J©lKp×~np7I- 
G QsPwusWZRq Ow(] ks ztEiuZ 7zvCeH 1 uwvpXUWekw56 PLB OI~m6vsV(,)5bw9 [~5 vBUWvU ] 
Strength and Cunditioning Cuordinator - Western Carolina University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
l[r win5dxdab&et 11 (N 116210431 &sM 143&e 001CbK[q ,}{C 1 hdir4kux© 1AwBiRsie5kYlI()d7,’~I~oXU/szqVr7RTZtI_,t]PVtGPJLXg,)mtTqmlSNrwd6uyoki7 YG HARH3dQ(,)CJQ’I~v~vLX 15DzDvKlzJ Y- 

9cAIE0c2Y5~2~o iWo Y]RtvoCq 2Izl e48 zDkiHqxr 8kgazIqiIi0b -Nz0YpAIVCcvTs ] 
Graduate Assistant for Video Sel~zices - Illinois State Universit’y [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn. isp? 
llr win5cb¢dab&et 11(M116210431&s~4143&e 001CbKFLEClhd]DGYqQ0 51AzalnBo2OYFyLHSHna\XrbSrlzBIr\rENqdz~,EvCSRaXuUwKo¥OFH4fx~]iUTWiA954U qi2gnZSsIKncP4zrHF6ViZ 
-TP, XgT3Kwig ] 
Sports Itfformation Director - Texas A&M Corrm~erce [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.]sp?lk~a, in5dxdab&e~1104116210431&s 4143&e 001Cb~LEClhdgt3wXp71cl5pPQRFfnlixOiJTOpx- 
SSXm~IiHSzKGr~HG4wiNd4~dN*H~m~6sxExnixh~mi8n2HDX~¥xv~JipHxvH7kLd4~bCXTCxza~F~q7v~VLEEeX4x~7s~dU‘~lTDp d5Dg0OSvQ ] 
Director of Athletics, PE, and Recreation - Denison Universit"3, [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.]sp? 

lit win5cLxdab&et 1104116210431 &s~4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiEv3P7Eq8 0E37dUdkU30qhSnR47x pr10ANA0cbLN0ox22ii3NSiiFJKgPsrr~biRgdN4W9roUhcSsbSUhvHVwCyLSIOAaRYm503ELz 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach - Universi~" of North Carolina, Greensboro [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~g]n5&xdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e ~CbKFLEC~hdhzKJ~i~T~VkTCYx6KvSI~fugLx\rKK5auMKdTHCLk~r~nUp65~8dqsW4Hi6~h Y2d5A28ubbvJaHefgG991ucJcm’~,,Odo-6- 
cFhOV 3bbOKgRXAwvMH3Towcvs74dNTJ2xv0nqmtQ4-zv,~ ] 
Assistant/Associate Director of Compliance - UnNersity of Mawland [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431 &s 4143&e 001CbKFLEC lhdtzR32NSDeZu6tPIc53KdtNvlH-FOXSLd5TX-SzF00VI4GGJS 19~2~rDk3R1Wtti JZNHKt~cSksdbaed71~Skhp5UmnGYVHvL36G3U- 
8 IXS2PzXLFRG~J~rbnp66gFn2~,,J1 w0QZcFp901C JvHt"~zrQ ] 
Athletic Academic Advisor - James Madison Universib- [http:i/r20.rs6.net~tn.isp’.’llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiFzC12okzz7791bwleeVdZRo- 
JAZDgIicvTGIyi7gA7cHvgTb3E2cpb TvtkLCCC5dFm3q5vUlnMtg2sUi41fuQdppG2fBq2 LTiSMiL u-iiquS6VotRt2 kR 5uKNkOW-ttx zCmC91-tA 
Assistant Director of Development - Universit’y of Michigan [http :i/r20.rs6.net/tn. i sp ? 
lit win5cgxdab&et 1104116210431 &s~4143&e 001Cb~LEC 1 hdhbi p4Ki2c6 YYiZ\VBvEO1)P~’46tGDail)9uo\rVW 57m3 SfkFkZ17849DKI-tA5~a zXk- 
arOJYBSJ5NB~Ve VC’Y, Lx Ob74Rc0vDiHBltTIRJ©X R9P K51~z YGI~ cITJ5G5Ll~0sVvCq)tfldi40SraZO 
Graduate Intern for Academics - Gonzaga Universit’y [htt’0://r20.rs6.net,’tn.is~?llr win5&xdab&e~1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhd4xdkAFe~ LnUleRU1-’0rDclLo3N1Hc196t5- 
LKFQ9WJlocliX1TTkF 5351veviWaVDaJVsEf’x~ONAPdl\rb-MXDO2naK5Fw AkZiJ2~BFor2wN3©0k275Jo9KdvnsT9aNio,~QL1ZxcXPFD6Iw 
Assistant Director of Falcon Club - Bowling Green State University [httr~:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.is’o? 

lk wjn5&’~dab&et 1104116210431 &s 4143&e 001CbKFLEC 1 hdgE2KX veRUUou85’~in~C’v34NE 15BCcknWLD7K97wZPRSXr 1UAI~ ~m,2v YE zBLSshS 5t~v{Rmnxv0b Cxtb acv Sj iFFRKyZBF4x@ZX~I 
Graduate Assistantships in Sports Management - Old Dominion Universib" [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cb¢dab&et l104116210431&s~4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiHiIqNlk 3QLw@Z¥VEp537g~RRXNdabqYUw~ZQZTyatIQC‘xr~IaXCaDUuRC2m~3~gB~c6nqhr8Tz8~a4fQDxpVdhiptBgM4z~3F 
-NpLNhg ] 
Athletics Director - Samford University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbY,2FLEClhdiA lpXoBdotvb7a Hp--0E5iuE90~sNCe5TS5¥VR- 
5kEEzdQY3~KRI"xlE’,AJL9rUS¥CDsAPgN~On~PfdzdtuT68SpKpSB2OCCw.~>m 35jmBKIZZFzKIhx4fPMf~,4S3I-;vaTYkT9U6wu3¥A ] 
Cormntmications & Media Set, rices Intera - Southland Conference (TX) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

lk ;vjn5dxdab&e~1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdixMpKK46uslOd9uVs~¢rSMsakGnAZSLkWS- 
jcPmJnrlbNp0E1DUlv~X)Ja./S&OXKM DgsgP j9IwSR.’cP, Lz 3kuBlgzrvHZ1SAECL93en4eKU9f©KPTNzXbjsOWQuSfoiU6RI6-xBdZglbCg ] 
Athletic Equipment Manager - Fordham University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdgElmFcxI~)5gBeTrZgVsBUgaatJ<~f 7bbW3SizRQn2kd 1LHli~VrLr6Tlr9rzYCgIzYhilzLaQUacSo0SRPioGdq75qlvGocP3dk~V4¥: 
-FFq(,) 1AQW2TZnLZucAg ] 
Director of Development - To;vson University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdi2SVuczkS/[aahO- 
GLSVT(,)TFIYiVInn~ILEx,~Dotff’sIdMgVCTCGg3RB1EsxLM1TlnhOGZ5cmmD Yt~bvYq2N39K2IcS96FZTDo2kFBW4shTLFT2ooqJTcwEK7Htieci9C13s19GktIXQRShRtaScA ] 

Fimess Coordinator - CSU SanBernardino [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdgxNkeX2X,’gKNg(,)-¥rhNEeP5LZbsPOY-oV- 
Ika9U65aFc3aaQbFuvEeQk2DaHBH3Vw C02B 6aUS©iq2L9J6UerEmExHBPlxPXzkrNt2JGibPdn~iXPSTI~x-llHVH fi6g71dcZiwTIY9T6muwm3viwTian] 
Athletics Director - V~hitworth University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk~vjn5cixdab&et 1104116210431 &s,4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdh41psdulcuIixsElizwsXxiISAvnYLCCCS¢-fdSO6x~pJeqrw9s0Sk rEXdl LKSaqQuqqX1BqUaZroV~Ei6NhInrcw~,QQT 7sMYkLKK 
Assistant AD for Compliance - Bellarmine Uriivel-si~- [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr ;vjn5dxdab&et l104116210431&sM143&e 001CbKFLEClhdlpqvL~@7nuLSgoigBPdDoOgVBJAGPU9ND5SbVXfw6vYu9iNF’oU pL5OWfTsDvJGE- 
UhdoI~iX7vVmr ddYuPAuXhinWsxp94Y0oZ O7oF,~’L4UAqUoziEIH5 cBpq2 elT~IwuCPghvSNoud- YcaatH13 I29U-749EHehBw ] 
Compliance Coordinator - Universi~- of Nevada [http://r20.rs6.neV’tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdjiMVhp- 

1OFoIOBDe6zqz7hsqlvMYT6v dnkU~C~‘c~J1BN[~x~D~-;~xe6mTHS-I5~DnivR1.395~6tr7E8icxr~Bub<-3~H1vzbDm’v~‘g4v1VIDTEFaLJC~R3J1PYFCTRI7Y~A-Rb‘~W~x~k2iV~X~X~ ] 
Manager Associate tbr Development - University of Oklahoma [http://r20 rs6.net/m.jsp? 

lk win5dxdab&et 1104116210431&s 4143&e 001CbKFLEClhdiKN78vxzeCaoa8aalM4b(OgAqRCaKtFDNlqv-7i4p mQhJODTasZHkmuTtn244AliWJlswMniSJf6SUSU-riZqRFpL’~YO- 
nTKbtSKRL scEb0i eXkHOvFVSP4OnmYuLXvrTKt 0MJkspkw ] 

"Character cannut be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experiences of trial 
and suffering can the soul be strengthened, vision cleared, ambitiun inspired and 
success achieved." 
-Helen Keller 
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This messaqe is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ENEFIT~ 

This audio conference includes a basic overview of the ethical 
rules that effect the estate planner in every day practice. With 
an attorney’s busy schedule, it is difficult to remain current on 
rules that direct and govern the fundamental duties an attorney 
encounters while serving the needs of the client. 

This program will touch upon the most frequent rules and issues 
that an attorney engaged in estate planning needs to know. 
Topics covered will include duties of communication, 
confidentiality, conflicts, scope of representation, obligations 
and dealings with third-parties, among other things. Knowledge 
of the rules of conduct not only benefit your relationship with 
your clients, it also protects the attorneys from claims for 
inappropriate behavior. 

Duties of Communication 

Confidentiality 

Conflicts 

Scope of Representation 

Obligations and Dealings With Third-Parties 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys engaged in 
estate planning who want to have a fundamental overview of 
the ethical rules that govern the conduct routinely engaged in 
by the practitioner, 

FACULTY 

John A. Snow, Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 

John A. Snow 
~ Active trial practice in both Utah and Nevada with the law 
firm of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy in Salt Lake City 
~ Focuses on general civil litigation involving commercial 
transactions, construction, natural resources, professional 
malpractice, employment, products liability and intellectual 
property 
~ Listed in The Best Lawyers in America in the categories of 
legal malpractice, commercial litigation and construction 
~ Designated as Super Lawyer in the Mountain States Super 
Lawyers magazine 

~ Member of the Utah State Bar, the State Bar of Nevada and 
the American Bar Association 
~ B.A. degree, Brigham Young University 
~ i.D. degree, cure laude and editor on the Arizona State Law 
Journal, Arizona State University 
~ Can be contacted at 801-237-0204 or jsnow@vancott.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual, 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

Te~eco~fe~e~ces 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec. 30, 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn Hore 



(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CBC 
~ CFP (Pending) 
@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration: 

Reqistration = Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please fo~’w~’d this invitatio~ to colleagues who ~V be~efit f~om I~artici~ati~g. 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN * 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This event will be held on Tuesday, January 11 

at 3:00 prn EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 
12:00pro). The event lasts 60 minutes. The cost 

is $197. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Independent Contractor Dilemma: 1099 
vs. W-2 
December 30 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketing Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Enga.qing Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

View this announcement on the web 

Developing a Marketing Roadmap to Make 2011 Your Best Year Ever 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, January 11 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

There’s no better way to start the year off right than to create a Marketing Action Plan (MAP). 
Marketing without a strategy is one of the most damaging and costly mistakes a law firm can make. 
Kickoff the year on the right track by learning how to create and implement a successful law firm 
marketing roadmap. Law firm marketing expert, Stephen Fairley will lead you through the 5 critical 
steps of developing a 90-day game plan for marketing your law firm and give you viable options to 
help you implement the MAP. Plan your work and work the plan! 

In this 60-minute interactive webinar, you will learn: 

¯ The 5 Critical Components of a Marketing Action Plan (MAP) 
¯ How to Select the Right Marketing Tools that will work for your Practice and Personality 
¯ View Examples of Marketing Action Plans for Various Practice Areas 
¯ How to Create a Roadmap to make 2011 your Best Year Ever! 

Attorneys have lots of questions about marketing strategies, and in this webinar, law firm marketing 
expert, Stephen Fairley will give you all the answers. We will show you exactly what you need to know 
in order to effectively market your firm while avoiding common pitfalls and time wasters. 

SPECIAL BONUS: All attendees will also receive a Free 40-page marketing plan workbook at the 

end of the webinar. 

You r Presenter 

~ S te_hen Fairle is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

In 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 
professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in smNI law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event vvi!l be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 

Newswatch * 3212 West End Ave ¯ Suite 500 * Nashville o TN ° 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc.edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies ~2~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295- AddToCart[http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001~xJ/~2-TOhpShn0BkinhJiNW[~[~’4-it[~ksI9W~cQlimkIToaiGA91pYOBnl4X83DQvWSs0bUe- 

o5zF5BSShzSw[~xkQVw’(~BZlFGOmttEQvGIc~KESmi73974n~Oq~IRRiVb4OZ7eRb 1M3 Yo SqrogCbPSZItAulvx6wafON] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuf!! I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport management class. I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https :i/www.paypal. com/cgibirVwebscr? 
firstname &last name &undefinedquantit3, l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&imageurl &return &cancelreturn &item narae Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currencycode USD&itcm ntm~ber 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 
Library Adoption 
Suggest to your librarian that they adopt the book so that your students have an 
opportunit7- to learn the latest tectmiques in sports career development. To receive 
a libra13, order form Click Here [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&e~l104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp8 lkzr~,~,’aaoHAY7S wMh~ezdFcLcM~y5C36ZaWZryW~h~av3KiSdn3Up5QgQw9G~c~MMKpIQhz7x2Xe~75~‘~NgDAEqRD7gx~rnN7NUmTt- 
\7VnPp6kEskq63XxUADe(~’L 8HqRL @bwluQCGk5k9pMNt~ 12cF2cMr2Z 1NrKIAUSV7HaVYPnffQMruDSXoy3jj2vLXACQHUo -g ]. 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.cor~/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Lift, s... 
OurWebsite [httl~://r20.rs6.nct/tn.isl~?llr~,in5dxdab&ct l104130245908&s~143&e ~MZ2-T~hc~8~k8tK1R~ThX44~e~4~7dri2TaVvc~vrGcZD5LxDEvZh2Eevir8UL2x~L~f-n7cw~VUs4A- 
1E5 dk3 Sddr~m~vKae616v5 eft)OuZFecO1KaCl~vY653wm2~TD 66Inx] 
Job Listings [httl~://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~?llr win5ckxdab&e~l104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOtmSlllSGizY2cZcSH2V0¥VkwoX~a~fi4xRd28HhGYtlIkLKuU70T3v- 
sORx0MSXlc~aPzAza~cld4oO~P~31mR87TPhnknwiSJNgcGxakHSTG-r3 01B1CiXUOJziiVellVvm veOOX6OfLmZcluRAcPKXcluVPcl] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [httl~:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isr~?llr win5cLxdab&e~l104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOhl~81noAhiJbVX- 
LuvtcYfS1KiEFKuk20sF 047viVt0obeBoMIaozfeOabY7ix~U uw515qlcF~v41TNB37efm6DglElte-GEIbI58k3pLxS2t~Ri Drg- 
m3 qAyUt fCxezW6QsqDW3M0pI6ZOWPwmiZyib Ji5mSW6qDqzG8 ] 
CareerDevelopl~cntBooks[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 0012v¢Z2-TOhpSllA02iX~Iu85xGISS~,,a~’29:~XjpOWgCZCS4QIckgj- 
vVX0hGY2MCBviMZRRtd7AP56covzFsTHdlpat7vbvC~V0cloLlao7p3VZDc sSh3HvDAHK831AS6qcLyQyGy-sv JeC3R3YXWfcnJ4A ] 
For~vardto aFriend [http://uiconstantcontact.com/sa/fwtt\jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104130245908&ea overstre%40uncaaunc edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp81k qaL6gUYK~v~LG88926a1Li2ismRsV3‘‘"z8xQk~C~j6E2XA9KEIZvtWeq~RaI~Ch~c8kC~W~ha78FIS5Fzm4~yNf~UQHyzcy9ywatAgYeEm~Fa~u4z4zzpF.3eFh~D~6~M7dtC~sWe ~vWIi0t~ 
-3JTmNlhdM0pPc ] 

Feature Article 

How Goal Achieving RF~ALLY Works 
By Darran Hard?’ 
Success.corn 

I promised you in the last video [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhpSlllTvGNi7Norb.a2x2 aTliXXvmgILS7Z17TL@54hn~X2OPw97SC2YaiN,TP,2vle2110QKU0iBBHRzcr91F7237SJ zBKyOmC5oI4vZu4eaTLLix06LYFXKKHAdXQS1EsllFxVS1PBLC1GwbnQh ld 
I would explain the process of how goal setting, and far more important, goal ACHIEVING 
actually works This is the mystel~- of the ’secret’ REVEALED 

This is how the Law of Attraction really works It is not some mysterious, esoteric 
voodoo, as it sometimes sounds like, as it is being described. It’s far simpler 
and more practical than that. 



By the end you will say.. "Ah, I get it" And, "Now.. I know how to make it work" 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 27th, include positions as an athletic director, 
an athletic trainer, an assistant professor in Sports Administration, and recreation 
To view these positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to 
our website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com [htN:i/r20rs6.net/tn.]sp?llr w]n5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
~[’()hp 81 k 8 tK l[~[’]?hX~ ~()7&i2Ta ~’cI~-(~cZI)5ix[)I~’Zh 2I~e,~r 8!J~N[~ 1 f-n7c~vuVU s4A-IE5dk 3 Sd~n~vK ~e616v5 ef(~O~FecOl K~(;p~Y653wmY,~7l) 66~x] 
Events Coordinator, Stueckle Sky Center, Athletics - [http://r20.rs6.neb’m]sp?llr win5&xdab&e~l104130245908&s 4143&e 001X~2-TOhpSl kcu7Esd)ga0&2kc&ke xwYx- 
~RNV3kJ~Ht2MM-QN~VUiLWMpSFY~XCu6Zx~FIJ[3F~5N~SCT4khrbs~v~BrqU~)X~u7rFMRT62fUELopcYIGcRL~i34e~wZ~pB~bCwNDQ1t- Z iltX~ 
Boise State Umversity [http:&20.rs6 net/~.isp?lk w]n5&xdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOhp81kcu7EseI~’a0&2kcekke xgYx-~RNV3kJ0~Ht2MM- 
Q~LVUjL~2xApSFY~X(N6Zx~F[JBF~5~SCT4khrbs~v~Br~UADXiu7r[~?~;p62~[~LopcYIGcRL~i34e~wZ~B~bCwND~t- Z iltM] 
Assistant Softball Coach - College of Mount Saint Vincent [http://r20.rs6.net/m jsp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104130245908&sM143&e 001[x~2-T()hp81 [ihGzQC;~ ~xUlkKzWnpi61OAgTw4J- 
HMNvJg?M.gjLvYpB dSp4rNnZZg 5MaUN"luC~ZD~W~hO Lz[~ Xk~VRFTn815UxCrxCsCtrwUvAJ1 sdil ktTs~bq3xoi foV6} ]NVYNn Y3iTbSmpw?¢~REu[1LN3C889-~hV4L~] 

Marketing Coordinator-[http://r20.rs6.net~,mjsp?llr w~n5dxdab&e~1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOhp811iGi×qauk~Xc7dpPuewRK D0611Nu3ipcPnFNqsa6x’~P- 
CFCVXntQO2wegOrglH6t ]Epvrmot ]G am O Y01.1kfePBrvThw6atG t G 2tuhnzkI4flIO h0Zae-vZ Bi9UnD8 dIKy 8 Rn 8b HN)iZwE- VBuk JI tP3ml Q5~[~DCmP4- 
mlIono:thBGxE 8rI;rrS19XDCAlMKHgPQL~qQ-g53iL cif~kbOlRErI 
Oregon State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~Kjn5dxdab&e~l 104130245908&s 4143&e 001 MZ2-TOhpSlliOixqauk Xc7dpPuewRK D0611Nu3ipcbN[~’Nqsa6xYP- 
CFCVXnt QO2we9Orgfft6HEpw-moHGamO YOL~’cPBrv-Thw6atGt G2mhnzkEflIOh0Zae-vZBigL-rtD8 dlKy 8RnSbHhDiZwE-VBuk JHP3ml Q5TtzDCmP4- 
rr~HonoflzBOxE 8rFt~S 19XDCA1MKH9PQLtyqQ -g53iLcifgrkbO 1RN] 

Chair and Professor - University of Memphis [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOhpSln~k4MEE-xClsJnwey-DKQJLduskxVFt-ACqF- 
R tu2~Ry7ck32~fUy4X~cez62vf;~n3JVN¥bTSru5ecmrZzLS~ZcMFi7j2eKBXthsNbcCx~y5~x~trGK7xr~Sc~vK~9qeuMU~IQwpt~\VbxHkSerq77DQM6rSh~mnY9EaYGcMTv~BJ~HX8~z~zRkT Rqlt¥ 
--Uhu2hO3 CQu-5N6Xs56-GPDI6pUHfHQvHseb\VB Suc 69HKVhNs07Tt 1 vAtMg ] 
Empl~yeeRecreati~nDirect~r-GrandTet~nL~dgeC~mpany(WY)[http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.jsp?~r wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhpSlkndUdnsDK3rVf44ZDFzUGDgelJ1P2w hNSuucoSjLI.ilWgnLS~vG\VPMrXdpLIGlcX.1AyEHLv6wnHVKBK LFHJmxlwU0fcPXz cHPLeaptD4pvgoysMQ2daUdJimiL~DicPNGQlkoM15HGS@ 
-yTdAqeO0~r~xNkZ72Vmi7iMLgmnQSreX6VQIEWwhcpaXTFQzlXt N0r3XsWT4qh2x4Vrat9KFnP98gZ5Vgi4 ] 
Assistant Coach in Track & Field/Cross Count1?, - [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr~,in5dxdab&ct 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhpSlkStK1RIT!~tX4zUmPzsYraspgALqP ZbJde6521K£~’i NYNCLSo-LwApgeITu-XRGYFtLNr~KdIReeetdb6pAF5DB3bO N&,,OSiESSPW- 
3Fblil~MmSTeBKJxlqqsOXOPFbSUTa~j~rE5pe7V ECban2DpdlSGVluHV0iH3zbrtE ] 
UNLV[http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOl-~pSlkStK1RITtffx24zUrnPzsYmspgALqP ZbJde652rMM N’k~-NCLSo-LwAp9eITu- 
XRGYFtLNmxdIReeetdb6pAF5DB3bO NdyOSiESSPW-3FblifMmSTeBKJxlqqsOXOPFbSU7a\XrE5pe7V ECban2DpdlSOVluHV0iH3zbnE ] 
Assistant/Associate Professor-University of Waterloo [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5cb;dab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001_’viZ2- 
TOhpSlmMuhOwQN92DMUqz6wRol~vDnJbZeSfx2n~X22pe Ddb3v0THt~pJs2Mnyr~hhD5ZY30W~-¢bkaUw4 pViquil-tLI1qPs129-uGPOKm~I1KzFYtffx2ukJqRt)cRLZE HZ~yZr30mBO7P2X- 
PREt Ci6kLBN%57rcezwqs5i4ODiOeQbk2HRzPEq 3 - pQ ] 
Assistant Athletic Trainer - Jacksonville Sharks (Arena Football) [http:~,’r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOtm 81 nw3 Sfk’hOUaRc~’La2X2a~clra01K’k ~-NHi©U46UTix2v!xYN540~Z0rwsfxa0ct~DS SD~inix0rMoi~Si~0~6 b~fGO5 (~lTv 1 icPwlX1~xShNDW9D0x 1 xclV3hCd~MFAi- 
6fCBXN~dr DNw .] 
Parks and Recreation Director - City ofChillicothe (MO) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s~:~143&e 001MZ2-TOhpSlaB6M6CfTmRKAikcsp7ft- 
TS17zUQseiL109H~VcLsmPTQ6nF1-PH9Q6X2brng_’vf;~Eb ONgEQXt5-WTRNXE-yXzlTGETtaYHdjP-Xu2gI-~goD oCrJS;\,2X~;~PoV XgbCch5A BXG2yzOZNf- 
dLOMgH4SIrEJjuobsWAJ5eMti3ZI9gw,,3J B~7cgGJ~eN3~6yVJ~Iz2?~EUPvc9i36~THIz~tZQ6dLd9Lc~-6dMutCZd~hr2Iu87Q~3YJz‘mg~mWCjMf~M 5dRAImw ] 
Assistant Professor in Sports Management - Wichita State University [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 81 kmTidwaZfem2WNgrTjK Jf1~aH~D29V6tTmJ2 jL2tVDAOo;vdr.);vd57ioKf-ulUpbhB 5i0oTO 8yti lc3wDv4V2vffMbqfru 5LMr36zqhplCuiciYVFrN\liDKNoI5hTTRUc S 9tDs ] 
Director of Athletics/Head Football Coach - Navarro High School (TX) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 81 mV~rI’ORQqAClzrwNNcL S 83 TwGcEPnFqoBmibW1 bUggy -9V6tj 9DGkHJ1 Tugs~’PWC3 Ymd JmGoZ VEY5HKDYj 6n589EGagA3 J03nid 7OcUC5mu d6 - 
MpucvksPrpStuW Ae5xaxTh6M;vQ GC8 N8 q- JJNi8 -LD6C3gIH5 zuZBLvZyGJsqEaXT’AI lhTRwHYtZrTgd ebfiqnX3 C 1-s7Ow~’20LMIZ] 
Director of Parks & Recreation - City of College Station (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 8 lm6cdKvq,’WIv0K3 GaKwUL ffYgp YxKXNgkWtqQNYw~ysVqvM 1NXI4CGdj E9y JAJ’,2~xS~N2LXxg2vwzb 5xPQ5yt2KuAc SMngEB O6Ha 2hJa - li2POcBGtZa30eQo4Zg 8kES opiQ91 - 
8~n 13 axeL’I2 JsH~’;’gh4ON~caga4Nl~jlmaN-w-GX1KX 1 pKTn0sa63DZOIQNck4rn2It 8;vl~ceaTONsN-GUOAPix.~LI’To JfZ q-4Nlb~66513 £~4I-b J-~’bgPS\K O7p S 84nqmekr2z4 ] 
Head Football Coach - Edwards Waters College (FL) [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr ;vjn5dxdab&e~1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 8 lki YS’-bnWx 18BD6Obr2d2~5FDvNuuv6vAC M58 JzN1~F~OG66J~X Yh Jvbnn~9;v2FZgvL 22tLFpX9ookPXWApxEISg4hlHbLsPAs~Wsvqnpbi2zX~43 GG- 
sZo9 q©na 1Zql~xzgi sph3RxEvbt3XN~t GbL VJ-~4sF(2wm4qBuw ] 
Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Western Connecticut State University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~in5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 8 llBqtnROseHUuS 7V33p~BEtcxp JzHI~C YHtinlEcERSPk6GHZYqm7Fm~qtbKVVVc 8H onU2dSGhvMYI]Lt2 VFZFcWJBAPNrtvsVFFXXh~BP~’Of83hUaPSrFIqDegiYYCcilqL©q2COKwTDkq 
Coordinator of Aquatics-Nova Southeastern University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp8115K2~,,’VFiwVcry, HnB3~Zn~3 osyRuUlxYG]IBRFDYKNAzf6 -aFTZ e-Z4096 lxqAC 1K7w4O3z©r5LAeP Xbq2vonmnmWdpRCZK3 llL2hbz2on70 Y6© 8 o- 
m0~¢,z26Y;vQqIz2UovC8 e0Wf3kGh4t 1 Jw5xg-~x] 
Personal Trainer- Boston Umversity [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr~,ln5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2-TOhpSln~M5VV~E’~LN8 mYLeU- 
6JiqKAakw82baz@ne7gEZSWlzhPkCr-V~rMH3v3JK2ZfScPLZq2-tR2MqBsLAm4(.) l~MO3042M0ocYgdGi1N-mCzVdXOLxB9w-wxApfZgOfdM338AEJ vSGmh- 
vUtGdkEawS 10 EPYM4dJDrvqGM ] 
Head Football Coach/PE L~stl-uctor - Feather Pdver College (CA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 

TOhp811v4oSYqvOw 2vnga5©r0ul\~’M9bYTCO0qioOSw2SLWE hadLLrUp29T8zMmk1qMDvNRkL~DqTw©3FptmR1HEajSd25MPTm~f6ma4agev-v2LdFZVqV5G1e5qsWVVi~vZnD9I ] 
Audio/Video Production Coordinator - Milwaukee Brewers [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr~;vjn5dxdab&et 1104130245908&s 4143&e 001MZ2- 
TOhp 81 nvpe]kRY7MJG2i5 6XrRg0vZTb 1 pZTH73t fu-lz[Nueix.’BckvI50nwStcBvnY 1B V-X9NKTI0cLfl F-u CO eZMogGOdPI~B 1OWl gay JdEtdEdowUKM©L 5 ao4n7\12u Y2pM1K- 
nF99blGBvV88Ac7rF03vlNVVpacAXwRJYfc ] 

Nothing can stop the man with the right mental attitude from achieving his goal; 
nothing on earth can help the man with the wrong mental attitude¯ 
-Thomas Jefferson 
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Advett~s~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, 1.1.:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

You have worked many hours on your client’s matter and 
obtained a good result, only to find yourself in a dispute with 
your client over the payment of your fee. The client may 
complain about the quality of the service or may claim that they 
cannot pay your fees. Whatever the excuse, it is a problem that 
can be lessened. 

This audio conference is designed to provide you with practical 
and ethical methods how to best avoid this potential problem. 
The program explains that the best way to avoid problems with 
getting paid is to establish an effective business intake system 
through investigation of the client, the use of engagement 
letters and adequate retainers. Tntake is only the first step. 

The audio conference will also explain how to effectively monitor 
client payments and proactively pursue collections. ]If those 
efforts do not result in payment, the program will explore the 
ethical ways to terminate the client relationship and identify 
options for collection of unpaid fees. 

Client Intake: Identify and Avoid the Potential Problem 
Client 

Due Diligence on the Potential Client’s History and Character 
Conflicts Search 
’1 Am Not Your Lawyer Letter’ for Declined Clients 

Engagement Letters 

@ Remedy Provisions, e.g. Arbitration, Security Interest 
Provisions 
@ Termination Provision for Nonpayment 

@ Retainers 
@ Prohibited Billing Practices 

Establish and Follow an Adequate Collection Policy 

Avoid Working for a Nonpaying Client 
Proactive Approach: Do Not Leave Collections to Your Staff 
Prohibited Collection Practices 

Determining When to Terminate the Client Relationship 

@ Ethical Considerations in Termination of Client Relationship 

@ Collecting Your Fee Upon Withdrawal or Termination 

@ Liens 

@ Litigation: A Last Resort 

WHO SHO~L~ ATT~N~ 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed for 
attorneys. Collection and credit managers may also benefit from 
attending, 

FACULTY 

Michael G. Vartanian, Dickinson Wright PLLC 

Tele¢onferen~e~ 

Estate Planning Ethics 

Dec, 28~ 2010 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Strategies to Overcome 
the Presumption of Guilt 

Dec, 30~ 2010 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 



Michael G. Vartanian 
~ Member with Dickinson Wright PLLC 
~ Practices in telecommunications, insurance coverage 
litigation, commercial and business litigation and asbestos 
litigation 
~ Listed in Michigan Super Lawyers 
~ Member of various professional organizations 
~ Co-editor and contributing writer of Attorney Fee Agreements 
in Michigan 
~ B.A. degree, with honors, University of Michigan 
~ J.D. degree, cum laude, University of Michigan Law School 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department, 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts, 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ NALA 
@ NFPA (Pending) 
@ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration-" $~.99,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

this invitation to coB~eagues who ~ay benefit ft’o~n participati~0 
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New Jobs Listiugs From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

December 30, 2010 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies ~2~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

l[r win5cLxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokau[’sAYIR6Nhly5N98C5iumw2ic7cAi0PGpwCv’P267BFlVsnWe,v7M EwY2PFYM47WKeOzs~DmpFQpR1TpiZzuVt’Z/.AlqxTbw~Gw4bdM 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuf!! I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport management class. I also will be recommending ~t to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https :i/www.paypal. com/cgibirdwebscr? 
firstname &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&imageurl &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currencycode USD&itcm ntmaber 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.col~/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
Our Website [ht~p://r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp’.’llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104155280365&s~4143&e 001ttxlokaufsCMzLIex IPYIp2URiFabBsyFa~aHwH3hCY40eSATDRJSQKKYsnB- 
vTteaYV391n05JBxuZPs4Plem iNWI A6E14kngpGJqLGHNbB5xv9x~’Pbl7QtXSaHr] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr win5cLxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsC6OtYV4SwM019a- 
GpoQL720~jiv~2<qMrB2 "~ttHt~iKBrKiFKG~ R18M2LLBjEtAPGbe5D3DFzCiI-Lxqrn7cxwL Yj5sL-~xTvq_~LeozUJRddHrbbDtKhDagxfUQ7Cr~Nc5L-G4fQOAa -Wt2s5h4PF6uHSp~eq 1 ] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104155280365&s~4143&e 001ttxIokaufsA 8JSI5DX- 
LaWxiA2XSX6XToB 6tb 1 gPTTtAGcfNs vkiL25i Yma 19qx34x3 oREgiNqPbUGkJ-LxUJzc0VcmAbddyN3f361k5ZdkScu- 
Jc09tX20Yo voxTAZ~J~nSisMOT4BnclzkclI59MnO3tA0siLub5P~bFt)698 ] 
Career Developl~ent Books [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~l104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsCb-b0MBB5p~wnG9a5114IYf)0TvkFabr~J~HlcldtZSFXItHPLi6K3vzIS- 
zPGNw3tcIss6tiSN45twtSJbleYcNv6wI~L)~-OW36uSAxS6IT66wDFxZ2hwt~,~i~vIYF-XTb80P5tzTTU0t vude~ ] 
Forward to a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.isp?m 1103508747574&a 1104155280365&ea overstre%40~mcaa.unc.edu] 
FindusonFacebook[http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxloka~ffsDCZpGC3yEGzlO7oMrsjlSKSa’K2vifYZqv5Gh&M1LhJDaO1RRDdFn0QrVK- 
H96BGcBOnSUxgwSpt’qaL’xq~P -zHpEz4soxorYvHU N~Uf)TiGMEtqgRbi8v~Z~7x~-m~ja9n~ZdtTzOiBtidhs6mD~y~3HH@YSmTxyENtwiGbBGCFWzsYCB8VdU3paKI~NC97Ye~] 

Feature Article 

How to Answer the ’Tell iVle About Yourselt’ Intervie~v Question 

By Lee E. Miller 

The Ladders.corn 

When I ~vas a human resources executive doing hiring interviews, I almost always 
began my intelwie~vs with candidates by requesting, "Tell me about yourselli" I did 
that for a number of reasons, the most important of which was to see how the candidates 
handled themselves in an unstructured situation 
I wanted to see how articulate they were, ho~v confident the?- were and generally 
w’hattypeofimpressiontheywouldmake .. (More)[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsBn- 
7xsNNsLKhl J?’FA D2PX50W2pLDRUKhc 0FWD83 ~7OiC YDVVPiVJnvo4zHVxq~V4G-CW-J- 
~NnJ1JN3Q5459KcI~yXV~eqQVVv~z~AHbpEJp6YQCtstL2cfZgrbze1~g5iMeqgXkpf8iXq4~z~Z~Lr~N~IptbQE2YZ~IQL9bC~x8~-9A9-2NjiS~iWe~ LVniAbguzE33QvgQ ] 

Ne~v Job Listings 



New Jobs Listed [’or today, December 30th, include positions as an athletic director, 
fitness manager, assistant professor, and positions in marketing, facilities, athletic 
traimng, and coaching To view these positions and more, click on the individual 
links below or go to our website at www sportscareersinstitute.com [http://r20rs6net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&eFl104155280365&s 4143&e 001tbxIokaufsCMz[~Ie× IPY]p2URiFabBsy[~vaHwII3hCY40eSA~[I)RJSQKKYsn[3- 
vTteaVvr391n(,)5JBxt~Ps4Plem iNW[ A6E14kngpOJqL(iHNbB5.’~9vx[’PblTQtXSaItr]. 
Learning Specialist-University of Washington [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh win5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001tbxIokaufsDugUcX58kI- 
s’~q)C3RYiFrSn9LefXIiXI(.)rksZSYAGPNRWXMB3i5]MdqJbcG;N~%~7syVc 5JX67b5bRuUePnZaLmuveBTt47470S0vxU4UJs7~iwVtth82RYZvJFbJl-aSgxkS15JtIVqg ] 
Athletic Director-PhoensxCollege(AZ)[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5d×dab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokattl’sCCni2NKvSMdqvCkvP2velzRS-d- 
LMQpfn~’E]OCVSzXLSukffOuxiSwOOc26ptGGtYE5ml S233gSLl-loYKsi’~qJ~rL\VEQML61 InYSwikg]f4iIprEg-JsS-NAFcVttt2X-pVkNdEx~-SBuxI3qZmGxZpaBe~/g]e2] Vt~Z.2Qq oo ] 
Marketing Coordinator - Oregon State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. 
llr win5&xdab&et l104155280365&s~4143&e 001ttxIokaufsA0tz6CcEvWkDTNTqO0NnzPcLx6OeAeSNra011 fQyMe~vcS0 PVN6yc5E1SXZrnhqfgrrff’eZZ5KOsDRJQi- 
aG4qh~/tDx5QNhlO RwRXIEQsQbuSxVwRI)KEAkvL~o3sMiRB2oONzS14RsGzK24bg ] 
Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach - Valparaiso [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
lit win5cLxdab&ct 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxlokaufsDHY-Y)OYs,BCwZ99BOV xUINood2~,,oiKaKtngrVyQSSrNo Mt~qxqDdOBSoJSJ71~WIoXzJQQiZ7iXcS4XqLS,~"dVi0hLA]3 XoTt’~’YfI’GI 
Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.]sp? 

lit win5cLxdab&ct 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxlokaufsDHY-Y)OYs,BCwZ99BOV xUINood2~,,oiKaKtngrVyQSSrNo Mt~qxqDdOBSoJSJ71~WIoXzJQQiZ7iXcS4XqLS,~"dVi0hLA]3 XoTt’~’YfI’GI 
Director 
of Athletics - SUNY Oeneseo [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr~,]n5ckxdab&et l104155280365&sM143&e 001ttxIokaufsA BE468uizQglVi9wl~eraLrNivd0zDdMe0 3so XU2DtzcBm7sd4rWata~- 
5JcZ~©si84JcL~zeYrX9nLUxyhX~e8GwKFYn25‘~MqX-FwG5izQnb~a~Sx~4K-I~BZ-JH~cB4CwdE~4CMEN¥~ek~d~vD t BSol4gX4c ] 
Head Football CoachiPE Instructor - Ventura Cotmty Conwnnnity College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. 
lit win5cLxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e ~ttxI~ka~sDEzRBYDrFi~2hq3sif2~8]e~rr~4PcEuLAivKC~raW2VzkD5BcJar~a2~u~- 
2DGb0BBKSZXrETDJ4LHvJk07J~S 7KK_E5pdzPOsUc 1 rO 17 -6 Y6OI0 plRHOaBiYclxzie]hweh]Z8 -TymC¥il5OOKKg 8UUpRTmQfrr~Yg ] 
General Managcr - Flyers Skate Zone (Atlantic City, NJ) [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr~vjn5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIoka~ffsC~ QMUA0kUUx- 
60 V 1 bybysQWsxvDGeuROB 3ve3 s2dnQ S sx73 dSMJeimgli:a o0U9xwZcttm71 poaXipVuL c SFXa3WVv’feza~cy SDFAIHonchYnTI’~rkD f- 
3 XpgT5UuD JayqCuFsa9Z c J4c JNgaVuFLkwuUJdLPCs2TD07 Sp - 8xpmJQp99h2 zIO5 q4i15ILx69E5 -Osc c- 8jILx’vwzQK48 JoNI9KQk4Yzj QQAAi’~y S JH5BK 1TSegz32Rzs] 
Assistant Professor of Exercise Science - Southern Connecticut State University 
[httt~ ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp ? 
llr~in5dxdab&et l104155280365&s~4143&e 001ttxIoka~ffsAJVzOIOso3hVloIo4Mtm~Ht~ OShIfnNzudHE krlcMucl~el~ohwFI~\rDOe1©Z0x95MlFY0bTxiJ2VxllbVnCo65t~t}~3eU2sL OBRgKteJ 
Director of H~nnan Services & Recreation - City of Pasadena (CA) [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isr~?llr ~vin5dxdab&ct 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsDXOsvM5Cktg’KPR- 
Hsqn0bKTEj oWLiMIDLzz8 zdg5 TikI2ADRrDQ JCbyq6zn~SUiCVpO4seaZ 1CKNO1EOB99nVdcktL dLrL sHq2ONNc 84DXHYcWXiPdkIoXpsS lh6ii’~Y6Zp9 YJvqQM10p fg3bvSH4c J~J~LFX5XCk 
-IVa.INdL5 Ot~xa~ ] 
CertNed Athletic Trainer Intern - Northwestern University [http://r20.rs6.net,’tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsA7cajg9NbwKeWcPz- 
GNzoTqUIxl030SdhmsFMf e5Mh5CLY7ZvplullpSDNccLeTWTiZrtVhRPlHa5vl kAa TS(.)I-LfTD6f2uk4Yijr.)7aSGDwuVtKp7q~FRgM TOODkiG1RTuIwP@ 
Corporate Sales Executive - AutoZone Park (Memphis) [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&e~1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokau£sDFM6IVlSuwRH]~ixRVerMRUSPNFd- 
aa4J4Fz65Yn6dHC2rDLXumSHb ~iIIOwvzdH i693LrRnn~aKKOhP GbQYTAyPJDMlqC~6Vv5TzaGYO4Sqt-ApZqaahlzLnuB1- 
MGdvTkBaVscEsy h ezXSfNL7MA4qc~au7XFs7Mn q7v7KTIiRdFWr3JaiuhXtx!gMYnz30oiBpPwKjw ] 
Fitness Manager - Asbulsz Methodist Village (Gaitlaersburg, MD) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wln5&xdab&e~1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokau£sA6neL]SD2SaO3yKXfRC4a0- 

UP7dEOaTOk6xml04XT~VNt~iv3icklrPXwqterkRTLO 5 -atAgHaO lulYWdqkDc4qe2a Yb0nGER2B fQqBbPenN5 g7sTGCKDL gDhHrhRbC ISlk2zK0 JR-PS g ] 
Director of Fan Retention - Cohmabus Crew (MLS) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr w]n5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxlokaufsCTwFiHr~F75IM6qOOM67RsMAVOBemSBDFffSt~4B7R6hYFF~HRb9nDi5OXOid EFlVlLSsd7XLIaCPldc5zTYr4SlwixJJpbhCd6Ew: 
Recreation Specialist- Department of Agriculture [http://r20.rs6.netYtn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsA 8JSI5DX- 
L~ER 1 ~vDmiTEGX17KOFqqJoTGINkFx5E6oGRU0u 8zTiPVdXP1DbKs0rkt19HvOF54 75726F61-5D2mumD6AdicPsmXGm0105 sVt~eH3 zklHs,yIaRIiZWIi5kWwZWaXTVLxHClc~DSv~,’Z~ww] 
Athletic Director -Danville High School (IL) [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr winSdxdab&e~11(;4155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsDSDviSXOQCnYYCfKVY~Sb7CnlrS,’I’r~VnLOenQhSVcKNLbPUxC.)rAkHIXZ- 

zzv9S CG~vlNpE STn5 oTzyOuuL 1RSrt4U~xENpHfZM9~m7vqTb YXNI1 ta IkJ~UC Tt S6G4n~F~nKZOihAZeAbxLAgZ\rBn-pZ7ISI-,~Sg-elMa’,’Q 9qDsKC2c 5DU17rr.) ] 
Recreation Coordinator for Youth Programs - Cormnerce City (CO) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1104155280365&s 4143&e 001ttxIokaufsDSlq~-zvT- 
c7idk G9qqeeIgsS4cf3Vw7I dKbsTLzKFBR9Arpgg2xoFi959Mrko- 
Gb Y2f?MoENsnzzb 1YMqvMMU2ud6i Ql~Eqpvr V(.)ep5nsaOpxlcaTl~d!~za SdO S47Wf47KPLC86rigF SiiC 1JrIfZ0 YdH5uJepWI ] 

Quote 

We become ~vhat we think about all day long. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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This event will be held on Tuesday, January 11 

at 3:00 prn EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 
12:00pro). The event lasts 60 minutes. The cost 

is $197. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Conducting an HR Audit: Dealing with 
Ticking Time Bombs 
January 4 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketin.q Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

View this announcement on the web 

Developing a Marketing Roadmap to Make 2011 Your Best Year Ever 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, January 11 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

There’s no better way to start the year off right than to create a Marketing Action Plan (MAP). 
Marketing without a strategy is one of the most damaging and costly mistakes a law firm can make. 
Kickoff the year on the right track by learning how to create and implement a successful law firm 
marketing roadmap. Law firm marketing expert, Stephen Fairley will lead you through the 5 critical 
steps of developing a 90-day game plan for marketing your law firm and give you viable options to 
help you implement the MAP. Plan your work and work the plan! 

In this 60-minute interactive webinar, you will learn: 

¯ The 5 Critical Components of a Marketing Action Plan (MAP) 
¯ How to Select the Right Marketing Tools that will work for your Practice and Personality 
¯ View Examples of Marketing Action Plans for Various Practice Areas 
¯ How to Create a Roadmap to make 2011 your Best Year Ever! 

Attorneys have lots of questions about marketing strategies, and in this webinar, law firm marketing 
expert, Stephen Fairley will give you all the answers. We will show you exactly what you need to know 
in order to effectively market your firm while avoiding common pitfalls and time wasters. 

SPECIAL BONUS: All attendees will also receive a Free 40-page marketing plan workbook at the 

end of the webinar. 

You r Presenter 

~ S te_hen Fairle is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

In 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 
professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in small law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service = 615-752=2373 
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8 Steps to Interviewing Success 

(Instant Download) 

$12.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

Hr win5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e ~1~L~NKL4LJOo~YoWY]~KKaLJxt7Sm1GbF~dUy3GXmNJe9v~d~kOLsUTD~OFR1pYBrvQ2e4bCpX~m6M8JZ~‘7pSI272sd9DI:u~r359KIpB~( 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-Greg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton University 
$2995 
Buy Now [https:i/www.paypal.com/cgibir~webscr? 
first name &iast name &undefined quantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &return &cancel return &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20CoHege% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&itern number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your Library add this book to their collection by 
forwarding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a cop?" for 
your sports ruanagement students. 
Library Order Form [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTfTNKL4LJOqVDppNaKS2~ X~cr~7z~T~j3CWitvg2~r3ZfsseIR~sUZrAKb~\~Nh~cYc6~BX9gfEkI~D5JTI12fSz2~c~99iN253qB\r~‘~DwU7akg~ 
-ysEgsqxEPYVJo\VRC0~r~,d~0OxCCkJtF5oFzy-gvxyZfTti-zgxOqjWDnTzko~P bHLYilSbkDy0hY ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Liras... 
Our Website [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lir~’jn5cLxdab&et l104189832200&s~4143&e 001uT~TNKL4LJN~pAHYS3P6bvFWo cOnIRGrnh93Ugl~vE3zSYYo9FFi4IQtsUI~xLI4QI1PNXRGiSrpKkqefluivkhvL5NK1 aW i7VvBIl~MnS2puB 
Instant Download e-books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit win5 eL\dab&el 1104189832200&s~ 143&e 001 uTflNKL4L JOOM19iTwErdgRw 1NiTFnKtl~Xk~avOBVoLTxHYOuwm\rUq QborMbPaHIq 1YVi0OWtRvGXim2157EKildikprMYpu- 
ARDAVsITsOnEa J-mKlix-O~rh53 -i S5RfuilmfiRo0OTBhCo704GRr~aUz4tds-UcY] 
Job Listings [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~?llr~vin5cLxdab&e~l104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTflNN~4LJPYV2- 
ICL9VS YtvEu5IZ, L’~To7Dvii 10f8 or0¥VOVwr 14DUHp~c? JEd41o5x VRpMs~AuJiiER~Rxu~ZG5bi9D7bBSah-rm.dS6~u-BhtxuU4baLB~9c~KuGSW~N~ehcCA~8Sr~w9~I)Xc~U©d~73sv~6i~4~3] 
Sports Manageruent Degree Prograrus [htt~:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isr,? 
llr win5cLxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e ~uTfTNKL4LJMdTc~LNe‘~r~MU2U6k4xXG~5i~l~H~nYr‘~MVUti~wK5F7v~M9B~U5~KLeB\V©Fs8T~lia~k~E3rH2~Ww6tHvK~ 

-aRDcL5 Y6KiAFoOdqPiRv5h4HFgc,~Ek~I-I7UFG60F9AwMlr2PeD]-)F]-)HtZ6L1A ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’.’ 
lir~’jn5cLxdab&et l104189832200&s~4143&e 001uT~TNKL4LJMle6XJBpHinYVt08JSRKZU2Y9zHTbzrlBWDxSj2f6oKCLlvZmSIvpbAm004- 
e3pWQ 8tTADmYotcV4rrr~lOEXltwqWSnEflZpwZ6tt sgwSbZvsclx~0MZOEe 1NYoid gUtks01 o 81ZlxwrCvg 
For~vardto aFriend [http://uiconstantcontact.com/sa/fwtt\jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104189832200&ea overstre%40uncaaunc edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTtTNKL4LJi\?’S4SgE2IXmjL5BCF2FDbPLGZZcBzD6ds- 
idLTDHlyf~X~aSWVraUmGgi"~’I D21x~58x~imIwVmbBjXbHk63TMNq~b~B7~7YwEgK~-83pNb9jubn2M~4s~zWE.JD3mt32f’r~vB~ABgRb epbJb6rr~xyeRtY~,’Emhv3pv4- 
32L 0hNS4DaMWNr4rcoMMExVIQoG5L 1 SMdB~] 

Feature Article 

Know- Your Audience 
Before you say it or ~vrite it, think about the listener and reader How do the?’ 
want to hear it and read it? 
By Richard Atkins 
theladers.com 
The starting point for all cormnunication is becoming a~vare of the intended audience 
and approaching them on an appropriate level. So man?’ times, people get themselves 
into difficult situations because the?- did not consider the audience’s reaction 
to the message. Anyone could make a list of controversies that started as the result 
of an insensitive remark or one that ~vas not well thought out..(More) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr win5dx&b&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTITNKL4LJP~oGOzW5advXmpozSGV4bMteR2mOMLfM~E7H6FI-Ikp9eDvz30Lkcv871DGIS1CD- 

GWt9ef7v42HScFiSgH99nJ73eLMcsXCiPUuSm3poefn2M1aJq8288aSC1 loSqX hnV1UZinKv4DAJgxhUoN5V] 



New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, Januap)~ 6th, include positions as an athletic director, 
assistant athletic director, associate athletic director, compliance officer, assistant 
in recreation, fund raiser, sports iafo~nation, and coaching. To view these positions, 
click on the links below or go to our website at www.sportscareerslnsutute.com 
[htep://r20.rs6.ne~.~sp?lk w~n5~xdab&e~l104189832200&s~143&e 001~T~4LJO fp707UScQSP~DaSbQqm~TpTt~7SdoHV~E- 
Ls326C D234Kiv~b 1 ~T~n~qb~r~evg~AGCMaO -~G~nYX77~-vbtc4~ Ju5 ~)M~ C~] 
Assistant Director of Athletics Communication - Ohio State Universi~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.~sp? 
1K win5&xdab~ 1104189832200&s~143&e 001 uT/~L4L~I ~BOcnNw~q O~0~x;E -- 
O 594AYsuOeDaDF~GQ~66Luc Y Sh~c~ 8mL~V2AO~xeXOL~JgWuTVy Yg3v7GCPH5nlpRN4~V~NxW~t akG~Dkmnd;~&-YC~DGfsX73ElyN9bvhd~Vi5 oG6DP~¢g ] 
Director of Athletics - New Jersey Ci~ Universi~ [http :i/r20.rs6.net/tn. ]sp’.’ 
llr~]n5fxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4LJO3DduoKptTql]]oH47ON~2vQnNgkgZNn&~Bc Jda~’/f~XiBc4/~-gPc~ - 
DgadVOS ePF~xSqwl 8F DBo 6~SQc3nggXA5Quv~Vc3h~dl~F-qeU0P7~w~oDwUO~rnNASi-SJC1SBS]T01CGpfs~pxa~0 ] 
Sr. Associate Athletic Director for Compliance - ~e University of Mississippi [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
1K win5cLxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143~ 001uT~4L~wZ aV~CJ1SCA0bup~X3Ebh50grJQeYw~V3CFwgB- 
Xm4e Elkk~MGECdo~yrLIvazplOxS~Ql~tU9PR7meU4t~IiSlAW~r~i21~W~dcU~ sN~c~lGStWS~kkb~SagQ ] 
Head Volleyball Coach - Iowa Valley Con~mi~ College [http:&20.rs6.negtn.isp?lk w]n5cLxdab&ct 1104189832200&s~143&e 001uT~4L~CsKVEWp-wF~q~OcC6dgK43- 
aA0pu~bTsg~7rY~ff)gtlXiIMSEeJ2a27SC3IY1JAspSh6DGEebC~S12~ cZYN;eBw5N~v]S130~i03H9N94~V2SiR4aNNvigRaoypv3nog ] 
Athletic Trainer - Harlem Globetrotmrs (Phoenix, ~) [http:&20.rs6.net,’tn.]sp?lk~’in5&xdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143~ 001uT~L4L~F~SSGA2a~7QwqcZ7FdqJwbs~t)¢I- 
C%~B~w~gecYqBX~O1BN~ WG2wUis~C~cL2~WGe~5~-nNAv~mTrBb8~E~QdbAV~Y5)~Lx~5-~K~5~iJ~A7~Vc]~WwW~Q9~p~ ] 
Athletic Development Director - Appalachian State University [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.[ sp ? 
lk w[n5dxdab~t 11~189832200~143&e ~uT~4LJOgG~hQ~]~Y4Y6T4ZJQF]~DrpsBZ~r~N~ZViVib~y~3~v~FcB~b~cDSN~2~3vTcwZ~nC- 
~5GxiOZh~3~Vcl 5o5K~’0UgDGGNcsVkXSdNS~5~OGxdbt~o~fEC-k2KSgPle-g3~P9Q ] 
Director of Athletics - Universi~ of San Francisco [h~p://r20.rs6.net/m.isp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143~ 001uT~4L~Kr3rUsDo~v~r- 
pDlc4vo9 YSoXCN5~9iU1 bUv3b~DdoD~uqed2E~UirFIl~F~C~ l~Ke0o 5ek797ct02cAduIc SBwRiYn0DV3 q J~t~cfAm6pR~Nnc~- 
LAJSAOVcQ UG~r~axlX79Xo~NEJY8 ] 
Associate Athletic Director for Development - Butler UnNersib" [Ntp://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lk wjn5&xdab~t 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4L~73k~es0XQnYTqQ~uUNar~ulSWXJS~WA~yeTYQG- 
DrlLja3VtT~ad ~N@~jLakgp~6kKGOY~ct~QNas ~ca4-E7hdpvH0ols~rBValFvn2215Ei~U~qQ ] 
Head Volleyball Coach/Instructor - Dickinson State Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk ~vin5~x&b&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4L~-~Bivzl56sXSOE~0w410oMp31~rzSRS9hWS~nSG~iZ2~c- 
EFl~u~vpZgCLPZxwHwcwQFeIy~OrDc sfKuo6273Y F1 41~SG ELD4k-TSOv0sAyXI~SrsN-AsG~z6Z5H5n;~66svs~lVXgI6Q ] 
Director of Athletics - Northeastern State Universi~ [h~p://r20.rs6.ne~tnjsp?lk~jn5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4LJOBN~’920OOFbt~5 1OEL103~-XO~E- 
sKuyI~KNU5~4I-8F~g6t23cc~@O~Hc~Y~VV~VY~g@esseR2xSF~DGZt~N~)~ZQ2H~JcF5i~U4~vNKc38F~g4UieiX]I fqU~CbXpnYqgKO]0 ] 
Senior Associate AD f;or External Operations - UnNersi~ of Central Florida [h~p://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?lk~in5&xdab&e~1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTtT~4L~ wTu~v6;~’sNyla- 
JZ-N~feAC~Ot 80~ch8 JY ~fOiv@9ew-lO4uawJTxqlBu3tNaXc~4k~’¢,~ JSKvsiA~P~VS CCCC zW0a6Vd59F0 kX~-dj -BiinO~z7E~i5uk~UGNw-0V6g 
Director of Leiswe Se~ices - Ci~ of @eeley (CO) [http ://r20.rs6 net/m.j sp? 
lk win5dxdab~t 1104189832200~143&e ~uTf~4L~5~R3hI~5~Z%zC8~y~d~MYANY5~ZI~NJC‘~Yms~cE~La7~kd~mc~J~2LacLIY~784NE~VV 
Sports I~o~ation Director - Alabama State Universib~ [http://r20 rs6.net/m.jsp? 
lk win5dxdab~ 1104189832200&s 4143&e 00 luTt~4L~i5iLmS~ewA4;VfOFmSjr~1941s~’srmKv~1781QMi9rzdESx u6aObiFcf}55wQB03mSahkW1Wuob98E~lW- 
vFxbp ayC79ppgdiCzTiBVpc4V~-loNG6wSm~Sy~E’GWiTrXr~ ] 
Coordinator of Recruiting/Head Soccer Coach - Dominican Universi~- (~) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk ~vin5ckdab&et 11~189832200&s 4143&e ~uT~4L~v~‘~s~KvaX3BuKWd~z~5M8t~xa32Upex~i~h7tt~-uzY56~ApI-YzCKW~4CEELq~KuqPL~Aq1T- 
N&3e6099N~KCfiwG~Oo 10CG~lSbmp~Iue-X7dcE?~Ra~cGw 
Assistant Director of Recreational Sports - UnNersi~z of North Texas [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
lk win5dxdab~1104189832200&s 4143~ 001uT~4L~cm7DOk03BFv~)dvHvB5b0c~vI66v]~vC7pNDRpdPkNvSEx-PqegftR- 
xlE~BPB ~t SAG~zGhc~2Ph~wbhbx90bXo5iby~KaSNNp4~vUvd-rENNACJGfS ~TyuGBg7~-lK62~Y53BE~es] 
Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance - Bellannme Universib’ [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp? 
lk ~vin5~x&b&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4L~00 ~OWO~E~vig~B~0v~3rhY9sftiOoiK~eL~n~65md~-d2Iw36t~Nx- 
F~0qN~7sOhvoAT~gJi 661Qii~iLm%vlXova 3K~K~CShvO~VORtM~B~- 8A~ 
Athletic Trainer Graduate Assistant - Central Washington Umversi~z [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr~ln5&xdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~4L~avbOLXaka~0@ZeOhSdi59iS~bvJNN~Sf3A- 
0H5T9iB li rl~xo J5 faPO S~oa 3WSzIT9GPK 11 pnvhu 6~RiZ3 dR~VcRbU7PZOv~ S~AN4i~lvrgZ~ SUON-Or9 sWPPFTei~ 
Associate Director of Athletics - Bellarmme Umversib~ [ht~://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?lk~in5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uT~L4LJO24v~PUd5ES-hvdVCI212fl~S- 
F~q3xlVmvqKPwKWMRXe2iM(~[{O3H~cBGL:UxYEP9CLQ98u TOLrHK{rNBuwd3kI32c~;~FAVv~iVMX9T2VvRO 1NG[~ff.MTTSOCtWqgrZOHMcvA ] 
Associate Athletic Director for Development - Butler Universi~ [Mtp://r20.rs6 net/tn.]sp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001uTf]"N~L4I~L73k~N~es0XQnYTqQuEuUS"arXHulSWXJ5XKWAI~NyeTYQG- 
DrlLia3VtT.dd xRm[qh[B]Lak~pxM~6UIGOYVMAcnKOu]as ~cat4-EThdpvH0olsMsrBValFvn22 [5Ei[~NUzEqQ ] 
Human Resources Manager -Paciolan ([rvine, CA) [ht~://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lk win5~dab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001 uTI’fNKL4LJMsbaS- 
1WZCTGCu~JDZhO6NA8C])~39N7x9c6u2NOxxBsIIC6Z1V0a8i~Ghe&~V~YoI-w7RSE~Rd2WwndmcuvvWT9 Veoi~ 7LP9QH 8KV6IC0mges-I~PQmt qWUt3sAra4- 

oJ~P0wk9V6[3 zg~klI7P- filoBuhV6lnt01lNA _] 
Athletic Academic Coordinator - Universib" of Wyoming [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr w]n5~dab&et 1104189832200&s 4143&e 001u~[~[[’N~.4[21?~K~;mK~np.~SQOQ~BIIhQaEECN.LtOsiC-nNOAe5xbLE- 
G5IM&xL2K u7N~nkmnRbAWiNF[hXGn5bJfi7P~[~Zrlei~3b3Zhr[3au6h-41vGl~l eLo-QLdB72RVVVqWi4YJ[t~sRN~5s3oqZ~ ] 
Aquatic Complex Manager - City of Pocamllo (]I)) [h~p://r20.rs6.neb’m isp?lk win5&x&b~1104189832200&s 4143&e 001u~[~gI;~[.4LJN3i7VpHXkCq-S28B~zI)Y-GbaKvMI~B5@- 
5wH@nSrN)oWFp-hu~{i5N SnW[ tobaAe~Gk ~ecp uJYzcnnZpGuzRX96ItnJNJICtQ]oBnScx~I~SrDd~VqbL2obScqG9VJYQ14eMpk4BOKDTJ"s] 
Assistant Athletic Director for External Operations - Texas A&M Co~us CMisti [Mtp://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5dxdab~t l l~189832200&s~143&e 001u~[~gF~[.4LJPSmVEE mAM61vk Kuo- 
nB zlk50nZ4eSI69G DFm9 EvG dQvA N;f G R QHTkdC6n2~23nvwM7y9~3QV39V3spXK aon3LLJ0orI tbxVDbXu7 J]6o NxVU c Sbd[ tsRY ~4kX~v2fc0oZEVI4tQ 

The thing always happens that you really believe in; and the belief in a thing makes 
it happen 
-Frank Loyd Wright 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, January 
t9 at 3:00 pm EST (2:00pro CST, 1:00pro MST, 

12:00pm PST)= The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

1.0 hour of HRCI-approved education credit 

1.0 hour of CLE credit (approval pending) 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketing Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner, 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.0 hour of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Best Practices, Trends and Legal Compliance 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, January 19 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pro MT, 12:00pro PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Employee problems are caused by problem employees. This session will help employers 
and HR professionals AVOID bad hires in the first place by practicing due diligence in their 
hiring programs, 

Spending a great deal of time and energy to select the best hire quickly goes down the drain if an 
employer fails to exercise due diligence to ensure the candidate is for real. Without exercising due 
diligence, there is a near statistical certainty that a firm will hire someone with fake education or 
employment credentials or even an unsuitable criminal record. Even one bad hire can create a legal 
and financial nightmare, including workplace violence, unqualified workers and time wasted in 
recruiting and hiring the wrong person. Negligent hiring is one of the fastest growing areas of 
employment litigation. 

In this interactive session, learn legally-complaint best practices to keep a business productive and 
out of court, including how to obtain and utilize criminal record and background information on job 
applicants. Get updated on the recent trend, best practices and legal developments, Hear about 
cutting edge issues, such as the dangers of misusing social networking sites and the EEOC 
approach to the use of criminal records and credit reports. Learn steps a firm can take immediately 
to avoid a bad hire. 

Learning Objectives: 

Learn Why Background Checks and Due Diligence have become Mission Critical for 
Employers 
Understand the Importance of Federal Laws including the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), 
discrimination laws and the impact of state-specific rules and regulations 
The Basics of a Negligent Hiring Lawsuit and Defenses that Work and Do Not Work 
Get Acquainted with Cutting Edge Issues such as the new EEOC focus on Criminal Records, 
Credit Reports, and the use of Social Networking Sites 
Learn How to Spot Fraudulent Employment and Education Credentials 
Steps your Organization Can Take Today to Implement a Legally-Compliant Program and to 
Hire the Best Employees 

Presenter 

~ L ester S. Rosen is an attorney at law and President of Employment Screening Resources 
(www.ESRcheck.com), a national background screening company located in California that 

has been accredited by the National association of Professional background Screeners (NAPBS). 
He isthe author of, ~The Safe Hiring Manual-Complete Guide to Keeping Criminals, Imposters and 
Terrorists Out of Your Workplace, [] the first comprehensive book on employment screening. He has 
also written, []The Safe Hiring Audit, [] published in 2008. 

This event vvi!l be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable matefals will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Avenue - Nashville, TN 37210 - ph. 615-752-2373 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ° TN * 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacv Policy 



ADA: "Hot Button" Issues 
Spo~sored by Park/.\venue Presentatio~s 
To contact. Park Avenu~ Pres~ntations~ ca/! (212} 77 

iWednesday, February 16, 2010 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) UPCOMTNG 

iLength: 90 minutes TELECONFERENCES 

iRegistration - Session Only: $198.00 Payroll Cards: Today, 

iReClistration - Session Plus CD Recordincl: $289.00 Tomorrow and the Future 

Jan. 11, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

iFor the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the 

imost frequently filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity 

iCommission. The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of 

iissues for employers and affects every part of the employment process - 
ifrom hiring to recordkeeping, and time off to termination. 

loin us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and Michael S. 

iKatzen review @hot button@ issues under the ADA and provide practical 

iguidance on how employers can deal with many of these difficult 

%ituations. 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 

Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

Jan. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

iThis presentation will cover the following topics and include specific 
iexamples of real life situations: 

¯ Disability inquiries 

¯ The ADA Amendments Act 

¯ The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive 
process 

¯ Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

¯ Applying performance and conduct standards 

Employment Law Update 

for Florida Employers 

Jan. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

A New Approach to 

Employee Paid Voluntary 

Benefits 

Jan. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

I~lus CD Recordin~l: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

iJules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law 

i Advisors, a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with 

i offices in New York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

i Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, 

i human resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before 

iestablishing Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior 

ilevel human resources and employment law roles within major 

2011 Affirmative Action 

Compliance Update 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Onb: $219.00 
Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 

Everything You Need to 

Know 

3an. 19, 2011 



:orporations. He was Senior Director of Employee Relations and 

~mployment law counsel at Random House, Inc., the senior employment 

attorney at The Home Insurance Company and its affiliated companies, 

~nd a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 

2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he 

"eceived his J.D. with a concentration in labor and employment law. 

Michael regularly counsels employers on a wide range of workplace issues, 

including disability discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, 

retaliation, and wages and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the 

~irm~s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

It. How to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordino~: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

Jules Z. Halpern: ihalpern@halpernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

Understanding Employment 

Practices Liability Insurance 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

90 minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 
presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not 
required for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be 
provided shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an 
~mail which is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before 

the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

~istration - Session Plus CD Recordinc~.’ $289.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Establishing Affordable 

Short-Term Disability Plans 

Jan. 21, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

How to Set Pay Ranges 

That Are Fair and Effective 

Jan. 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

Jan. 25, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 

Tougher Summary 

]udgment Standard for 
Employment Discrimination 
Cases: The Implications of 
Gossett v. Tractor Supply 

Company 

Jan. 26, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Essentials of California 

Wage Garnishment Laws 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 



plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

North Carolina Wage and 

Hour Act 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 

Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

Jan. 28, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 

Social Security Disability, 

Medicare and Workers’ 

Compensation Settlements 

Jan. 31, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Decisions and 

Social Media - What 

Can an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Does it 

Make Sense For Your 

Company? 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Misclassifying Independent 

Contractors and Student 

Interns: The Invisible 

Workforce 
March 2, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 



Environment: Through 

Posit:ive Employee 

Relat:ions - An 

Int:roduct:ion t:o St:ra t:egic 

Concerns and St:rat:egies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This ~essaqe is sent to you b~’ HRNewsw~tch 

T-- 

Newswatch ¯ 3212 West End Ave. ¯ Suite 500 ° Nashville ° TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" -~eereid~unc.edu> 

Friday, January 7, 2011 9:48 AM 

Dee Reid <deereid@unc.edtr~; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa. uuc.edu> 

[ssac-statt] [a~l-college-sIaIt] UNC College Calendar: Music, Drama a~d Talks iu January 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Happy New Year. Enclosed are highlights of performances and discussions taking place across the College of Arts and Sciences in Januals’. At the end of this message, you can also find 
links to a comprehensive University events calendar and ways to keep up with the College through Facebook, Twitter, the Web, the news media, and our ne~v L~.-C College You Tube 
Chalmel 

Janual~- 12-16: PlayMakers Second Stage Series presents Exit Cuckoo (Nanny in Motherland), a solo show about the globalized culture of childcare. Center for Dramatic Art. Tickets $10-$35. 
919962.7529 
http://,aavw.plavmakersrep, or~i 
[Angels in America will be presented Jan. 29-March 6, see below. For more related community events see http://tinvurl com/2997ukz ] 

Jan. 13: Entrepreneur Ga~ Parr and philosopher Geoffi’ey Sayre-McCord will discuss the Genesis of the Parr Center for Ethics. 3 pm, tlyde Hall. 919.843.2654. 
hrtps ://iah uric. edu/calendar/parr~enesi s 

Jan 15: All-Carolina Invitational Male Choral Festival features N.C high school students and the Men’s Glee Club 6 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. 919.962 1039. 
http ://music unc.edu/c alendars/th ecal endar 

Jan. 15: Contemporap)~ Chinese Photograph?’ and Contemporary China, a lecture by Wu Hung, Universi~" of Chicago East Asian art historian and curator. 5 pm, Fed Ex Global Education 

(;enter, Mandela Auditormm 919.962.0723, wclin@email.unc.edu<mai[te:wclin(~r!email.unc.edu> 
http://art.unc edu 

Jan. 19: PlayMakers Vision Series, behind-the-scenes discussion with director of Angels in America 6:30 pm, Center for Dramatic Art. RSVP 919962.7529 
http : //www.playmakersrep. or~/ 

Jan 20: Lessons from Little Rock, a discussion with Terrence J. Roberts, who broke the color barrier at Little Rock Central High School when he was 15 years old. 5 pm, Frank Porter Graham 
Student Union Auditorium. 

arucker@email uric edu<mailte:amcker~email uric edu> 

Jan 20: MLK Today: Aid and Development in Central and East Africa. 7 pm, FedEx Global Education (;enter, Mandela Auditorium. 
fergusoe@email unc.edu<mailto:fer~usoe~email.unc, edu> 

Jan. 20: Aleck Karis, guest pianist, performing music by Messiaen, Carter and Chopin. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 
hrtp://music.unc.edu 

Jan. 23: UNC Music ?rofcssor Louise Toppin, soprano, will pelf’Otto. 3 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. 919.962.1039 
http :i/music.unc.edu/c alendars/thecalendar 

Jan. 25-30: Solo Takes On: 2, three one-person dramatic performances in rotating reperto~ by UNC graduate students and visiting artists. Swain Hall, Studio 6. Tickets are $5 per show or $10 
for all three. 919.843.5666. http://snipurl.com/lrnz3a 

Jan. 29-March 6: Angels in America, Parts I and II. PlayMakers presents playwright Ton?" Kusl-mer’s acclaimed exploration of America during the Reagan era and the bcgitming of the AIDS 
epidcmic. Center for Dramatic Art. $10-$45. 919.962.7529 
http:/iwavw.playmakcrsrep.org/ 
Note: Playwright Tony Kustmer will discuss Art, Corcanunit7- and Culture with PlayMakers producing artistic director Joseph Haj on S~mday April 10 at 7 pm in Memorial Hall. 
http :/icollege.unc.edu 

Jan. 30: Music on the Hill and the William S. Newman Series presents emerging-artist pianist .amdrew Tyson performing wurks of Berg, Bach and Bratm~s, 3 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. $15 
general $10 students, facul~" and staff 919.962.1039. 
http ://music.unc.edu/c alendars/thecalendar 

### 

More Events 
http :i/events. unc. edu/cal/mail~;showMain.rdo 

Facebook: 
http://ww~v.facebook.corr~iUNC.College 

Twitter: 
http ://t~vitter.co~rdunccollege 

College News: 
http :/icollege.unc edu 

College in the Media: 
http://college.unc edu/inthemedia 

YouTube Chamael: 

http :/i~vw~v.¥outube cona/user/UNCCollege 

[UNC College Calendar is sent to all facul~z and staff in the College, UNC communicators, and others by request ] 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
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<table border="0’’ cellpadding:"0" cellspacing:"0"><tr><td 

colspan:"2">Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear 

about:<itd></tr><tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;<itd></tr><tr><td><b>FORUM 

THREADS<ib><itd><td></td><itr><tr><td colspan:"2"><span 

style="font-size: 10pt;">Click the link(s) below for more 

details<!span><itd><!tr><tr><td><itd><td><b><a 

href="http:i!n4a.solacedev.com!tools!forum!thread_view.php?tid=26">[National 

Listserv] N4A 

National<ia></b><itd><itr><tr><td><itd><td>&lt;hl&gt;’Pay for 

Play’&it;/hl&gt; 

&lt;div class=&quot;attribute&quot;&gt;January 3, 

2011&lt;idiv&...<itd><itr><tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;<itd><itr><tr><td 

colspan="2">&nbsp;<itd><itr><itable><br><br> 

<br><span 

style="font-size: 10pt">Sent to you by <a 

href="http:i!www.nfoura.org">The National Association of Academic 

Advisors for Athletics (N4A)<ia><br>New Mez~er Website located at <a 

href="http:i/n4a.solacedev.com">http:/in4a.solacedev.com<ia><br><br> 

<br>This 

email is intended for overstre@uncaa.uncoedu and was sent because that 

person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A website. To 

unsubscribe, go to <a 

href="http:iin4a.solacedev.comitoolsisubscriptionsiindex.php">manage 

subscriptions<!a>. This message was automatically created by the N4A 

website system. <br><br>You may report any problems with this email 

to <a href="mailto:IT@nfoura.org">IT@nfoura.org<!a>. The National 

Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is located at Mailing 

Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I 

Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case Academic Center, NC State 

Univ., Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2: 

919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541</span> 



To contact Park Avenue Pr~sen~a~}ons. call (212.} 772..2424, 

iWednesday, March 2, 2011 

iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

iLength: 90 minutes 

iReqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

!Reqistration -Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

iIndependent Contractors 

i With the U.S. government and state officials aggressively pursuing employers 

i who misclassify employees as independent contractors, the issue of "who is 

ilegitimately an independent contractor" has taken on renewed significance. 

i Properly classifying individuals as independent contractors is not easy, and 

iinvolves a myriad of tests and rules. 

i=~tudent Interns 

more employers utilize volunteers and unpaid interns, few employers are 

iaware that federal and state law restrict an employer,s ability to retain such 

iindividuals without paying them minimum wage. 

iJoin us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and Michael S. Katzen 

iprovide guidance on these wide-reaching, yet difficult issues. 

ilndependent Contractor Issues 

What are the risks and liabilities in misclassifying individuals as 

independent contractors? 

How to deal with the issue as it arises. 

What kind of questions do the government agencies ask during an 

audit? 

What are the ~red flags~ the government looks for? 

The key tests and factors in determining independent contractor status. 

What elements need to be included in an Independent Contractor 

agreement? 

iVolunteer/ Unpaid Intern Issues 

What are the risks of utilizing volunteers and unpaid interns who may 

not be eligible for unpaid status? 

What factors are considered when determining whether such an 

arrangement is lawful? 

Are the rules different for ~non-profit~ organizations versus ~for- 

profit~ businesses? 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Payroll Cards: Today, 
Tomorrow and the Future 
Jan. 11, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 
Investigations of 
Employment Issues 
Jan. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recordincl: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law Update 
for Florida Employers 

Jan. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

A New Approach to 
Employee Paid Voluntary 
Benefits 
Jan. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

2011 Affirmative Action 
Compliance Update 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 
How Owners Can Limit 
Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $2:[9.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$3:[9.00 

Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 

Everything You Need to 

Know 



]~es Z, Ha~pern~ Esq, is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law 
~dvisors, a law firm representing managemen~ in workplace m~ters, wRh 
~ffices in New York City, Long Island and New ]ersey, 

Jules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, 

human resources policies and programs, and legal compliance, Before 

~stablishing Halpern Epqployment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior level 

i~upqan resources and employpqent law roles within pqa]or corporations, He 

was Senior Director of Employee Relations and employment law counsel a~ 

Random House, Inc., ~he senior employmen~ attorney at The Home ~nsurance 

Company and its affiliated companies~ and a human resources consultant, 

t4iel~aei $, ~:atze8 has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 

2006, and is a 2007 graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he 

~eceived his ].D. with a concentration in labor and employment law. Michael is 

now the managing attorney of the firm’s New Jersey office, 

Ha~pem ~r~p~oyr~e~t Law Adviso~ 
www.halpernadvisors.com 

:~8~es F~aipern: |halpern@halpernadvisors.com 

~4ich~ei ~at~e~: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 
Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 
QSuA session with the expert. 

Jan. 19, 2011 
Registration - Session 
Only: $219.00 
Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 
to Avoid It. How to Settle 
It. How to Win It. 
Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration ~ Session 

Plus CD Recordinc~.’ 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Employment 
Practices Liability Insurance 
Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Establishing Affordable 
Short-Term Disability Plans 

Jan. 21, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

~or phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

How to Set Pay Ranges 
That Are Fair and Effective 
Jan. 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Vould you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

,~ny webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

Ln.~.f.9.~@~..~.r~.k...a.z.e.~.n.~.u...e.~..r..e.~.s..e.~.n...t~.a..tJ~9.~.n..s.~:~£~b 

Implications of Medical 
Marijuana in the Workplace 

Jan. 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 
Tougher Summary 
Judgment Standard for 
Employment Discrimination 
Cases: The Implications of 
Gossett v. Tractor Supply 
Company 
Jan. 26, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Essentials of California 
Wage Garnishment Laws 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 



Registration - Session 

plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

North Carolina Wage and 

Hour Act 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$308.00 
Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 

Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

3an. 28, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 

Social Security Disability, 

Medicare and Workers’ 

Compensation Settlements 

]an. 31, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

On~.’ $209,00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

Employment Decisions and 

Social Media - What 

Can an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinc~.’ 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Telecommuting: Does it 

Make Sense For Your 

Company? 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

ADA:"Hot Button" Issues 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289,00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 



Relations - An 

Introduction to Strategic 

Concerns and Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordina: 

$289.00 
Learn More 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
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January 10, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 

(Instant Download) 

$12.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6neVtn.isp?lir win5dxdab&et 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOIN~L~A)rXY9987©zkri- 

p~yc6BA2T3i5tKMP iPPTIZrC4Z7kqF~A7AUZSS©izQHuEGYJirrV[~h[NHBOaQBS83ke3x4]~qZ01181~s\VbEc~hwM6qHbB I~’otodlFiR04BKIUTpI:h6cmGwi5E4rz[NErVi-UY’~d5] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-Greg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton University 
$2995 
Buy Now [https:i/www.paypal.com/cgibir~webscr? 
first name &iast name &undefined quantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.com&image url &return &cancel return &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20Coilege% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&itern number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your Library add this book to their collection by 
forwarding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports ruanagement students. 
Librarg OrderFom~ [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&e:~ 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~LLzgrVTii3B2NoSOVzlX3ZWxT96gGlrcgaKPqgjpKZpecZYAnOZfrFTngDzV4VaYA- 
wBH52o JNIAb-u3h5B S -rCZvYXe7qNg JvyB aVnssVr~gO az-tlDWwGt7FOHJzsUJt 9ctLrK2u7b4drr~p 8DnbDTDc,~YUO YSKB dhz43 s SWtdODOTuT@m)~Izqct5 eru 1BW77Pikb Y ] 

JoinOurMailingList[http:i/visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/clnail.isp’.’m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh~vin5cLxdab&e~1104218558050&s~4143&e 001ZXOLfLLzgrV6Ts-fSuD~lHY68PcbeCTb6iWV~rSneX~ztYcylogcXGal- 
KRZL~cPUgfNhcGXRgNMigEtiEFzYbyP,~Ro0rnlicLivrCZp713Qnp-~vXF1AgMbmHOXVc Jb40-1 ] 
Instant Download e-books [h~p:&20.rs6.neV~.~sp?lk win5~xdab&et l104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~L~rWOF 28YnbqlSK4isgY59-2SBnO3SIq 
~)~W~2~R4~asZBL JZ9Dxg 14~q cO~G~NY~N~aavalTSfc~)gMoNSos~ O ~mU9MGaVqP~GU~i6~oP~ rOA~q~c3~fflBUG] 
Job Listings [h~p://r20.rs6.neV’m.isp?llr~in5~xdab&et l104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~L~rVv2S3pX2Eq0X~cpAdSQ5d~QWv rg9aODTq~0YQGd- 
B SZoce64kGcCc~t~b~sv3DPmGDff~ 1 oZ94DNS-o9E2ac~Lc~IiOi7Ghcm~2~Ko~cc0V zCtwl7 Y~P~P 1 nQ YT4M~fQihW] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [htt~:i/r20.rs6.netitn.is~? 
lk~it~5~xdab~t 11~218558050~143&e 001ZXOL~L~rXGs~dNwVcX5e2exbsXaO~184SG~Vummn~PiSNSeZl~ObOEa85Ei9fc0 slv%HilbNSKVi6x~ ~GiI1XdSXvdci~KdC5ka~ 
Career DevelopmentBooks [htt~:&20.rs6.ncVm.is~’.’l~ win5~x&b&ct 11~218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~L~rL~4w3xffV~CBu~ISTVSST-~-ERI~d~)rTn2Xq)OIZGo Rw~3i9- 
wx73iXNTix~2C2bNJ2h3J~A HtN~m4aO0~bP0~cSGa~0c3is~O~aTcZrWC3N4-z -X-b~4~O ] 
Fo~zardto a Friend [http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/f~¢f.jsp?m 1103508747574&a l104218558050&ea overstre%40nncaa.~c.edu] 
Find ~s on Facebook [h~p:i/r20.rs6.net/m.jsp?llr wjn5~xdab&et 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~L~r~NSEc.~82m-X1J3~BSEWa~M lc85~CfwN- 
K~jSoBqJmSY ~EWoLx~majT~ucbgp5DI2~ANj5FmIICZ~N~zhU6~QS7~@~b~i~dzqv~6~9~vWvL5Le6~X7~V94m34b~Npjp7srrSscYZs8xW3VJ~4 oFmnu~QhaXsiq~n~ 

Feature Article 

Lessons from Sports - Pat Sunm~itt 
Winning Every Day 
By Don Yaeger 
Success.corn 
Eight times Pat Summitt’s University of Tennessee women’s basketball team has ended 
the season by lifting high the national championship trophy. Not once was that her 
team’s goal 
Before each of the 34 seasons that Summitt has been a head coach of some of the 
most accomplished teams of all time, she and her captains have connnitted a set of 
goals to writing. (More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vji~5dxdab&et l104218558050&s~143&e ~ZX~LILL~rVFsLbUnyT4FE5~A4d~p3cZE~B4YniMAw~k2A~TwJ7H5m6QKFFmJtBe~s9Q~tpuy5fD~QqY7u2~Nk~vIZm FUnhHrpJ- 
dTEoDTX~zTdEOrHRXSEASYVMN6CiCazJzeXTM6tRXeld4atiUMy3 YcHVc4cPzyErHNHeT5nW6k3wr fr 1YFbYVk9XFeoqYZjb7e4PGYFRP ©o62PbpcAUpD31,~cxX] 

Ne~v Job Listings 



New Jobs Listed for today, January 10th, include positions as a high school athletic 
director, a conference commissioner, a graduate assistant athletic trainer, assistant 
professor, an assistant AD, and much more. To view these positions, click on the 
[inks below or go to ow website at www sportscareersinstitute.com. [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp? 
l[r w]n5~x~b&et l104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOLK,L~rXOpcsYSsC[YmJ4UIW]~ZG3~DF4J-hSyfCaciJa~S6CC7N~sWbV~aMGRU XQMbEeqn0I- 
cXSI)Syu59973 YPdnth9Oib&&52 V~q MqpIGMOt2bKPDk~m~,-] 
Athletic Director - Clio HNh School (MI) [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 
llr win5~x&lb~t 1104218558050~143&e 001ZXOL~I~rVIG5~2JSr~93k~)NMcBSUQlvlXg~{6m~pEVPK2]tI[tJb2- 
polw60q)£Ml~Frl~bM9pxDTk u~IKNNVT[~vHpiiMVrEL~[3m~IYZOvRVVYKt]41 acN~Q-kcOQVAeE~"o0 ] 
Sports ItfformationDirector -Delaware StateUniversi~ [http:&20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab~t 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~L~rWO~NQeK~KQqhyAslON6~gSPc0- 
ovTsHcN9OsxB9r~25R~- fgrv oPxoa~E6SOU U9jWSMafSocEsw R&MsZvlH- 
Fq89gm4~vQPJ60NAYZeSAggBzJ0hN36PAdrEy~kn 50NgD~b0xl2~d5Um6ORwC0rlCDBZ~w4WEx@ICUI~yMOq9zSCD~q~Q ] 
Executive Director - North Coast Athletic Coherence (OH) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
lk w~n5&xdab~l104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~L~rXc21 ~V72io~Zsh~e~]JzgJiIsWQyBAYSx~l~l~ MOqD5-~’G2~d- 
6 ~LAVSrT~aN2~Nm3W5ts0kmsV 10r~z6UzWdS ~6oIs~ c aPH~-LldqB -tp Sv2 SA5~O~a0 JStN~t2rPN2 T4H~Aw ] 
Assistant Director for Recreational Sports & Fitness - ~nerican Universib" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lk win5&xdab&ct l104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~Lz~%iZP1SEDx4ga~3VSWfpC~K~N 1V~,hTGA~2ZnikuTJSomSB BBuSwZ5IwlpgEKq~’aNaSRObt~xv0Q89VaKpmu9s- 
gQK~u P-L0~NSa08gcP~VqB86K~lbCXJiNczS~%-FQz g2B] 
Director of Development for Athletics - Longwood Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netim.isp? 
l~wit~S&x&b~ 1104218558050&s~143~ 001ZXOL~L~r~lst~a~2~op0Fmp0FCSBrNOF56o-ayWJmdoXN kzQH~LlwziOaaHT1SAU-sf k~hlovV5eJSsCXlZV- 
OXtQLApXOcLibgB~fe*gi~ 5r7VO07Vwl m~4vOHpRQaw 
Assistant AD for Finance - Arizona State Universi~ [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
1~ win5&xdab~mt ll~218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~L~rV1VpZV6r 0P6Ye~AQDBMCNcX¥cXva~ZWiTiI1021mxigcd5Et~OVean89i~9~;~EUm~cMOdewcSknOcSL3~WOC~ 
-0-6qH7r5MoK pmdqk~w~Y5tLxcCZ~Sg ] 
Director of Athletics and Physical Education - Oberlin College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lk~in5&xcNb~t ll~218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~L~rUx~GPa2CI~6i57K~NE~zSwKc- 
7~cAM0x031vL ~smi~wbv~Ht~4mCq4U~c~Hqd~4S~r~sFtJi~26~vBu~NC-bd~Ca4~vCA~Db~Ci~ii~YZw~ks~Ya~CZE~-vH7i~B7c ] 
Sports Medicine Graduate Assistantship - South Dakota State Universi~, [htt~:&20.rs6.ne>’~x.isp?lk win5&xdab&et 1104218558050& 4143&e 001ZXOLtLL~r~q~Z~qI2DirSINcvaP7pi- 
~DReY6aKis~e~GcS5~v~vM~iSLK~-pIxv9is~9-39~X~iv~LSr~4~E~m6I~-vwJa32ie~U~b9kYi- v9ii0F105vnid0ol~9-sFff ] 
Head Men’s and Women’s Cross Country Coach - Eastern Universi~ (PA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
lk win5&x&b&ct 11~218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOLt~L~rU35dulH~qLXc~lG4~-2~b0r~uWatuc ~- 

Associate Director of Athletics for Marketing and Business - Universi~ of New Haven 
[http:i/r20.rs6.net,’m.jsp?llr xyin5fx&b&et l104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~Lz9rXexutcvYg26QeP0cWS7F~kN13PJxOse~QghIilxcSy7DPKV- 
xO~0~bx~Rt zO~tA4KON~Ux6q~N~ ~,ao4i3,a~McApwa erk8 dvYi 8~6tw- 5~V4-1~q JfqB sa 5N~ ] 
Women’s Volleyball Coach/Coordinator ofFacilites & Equipment - North Idaho College 
[http ://r20 rs6.net/tn.j sp ? 
lk win5~xdab~t 11(N218558050~143&e 001ZXOLiLL~rL~Glvdkce~COvl-lb~g~xCO87o~lTZ~a~a3JGoUSoovl~al6~Xw kcr9P~s~O8X- 
gSqsPKUSpLtl~tQeb~k4ST KJqlka22GF5E~@~%6tslaLirTzd5i~6Vltxu2QI6SM a~ ] 
Athletic Development Officer - Appalachian State Universi~ [http://r2Ors6net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’in5~xdab&et 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOLILL~XyLf>~3~0Hv0k6uOt 9q~rN~PTCcNl~siC~wF~oV%’NfiisPP~m7wGjqFZeeXeCwz~TI2aac7OgB~- 
TpO~y~u ~N3Chu~I()2 S~m6LzVeDI~BL~ 12g ] 
Fimess and Recreation Coordinator - Rosalind Fra~lin Umversib’ of Medicine and 
Science[h~p:/Tr20.rs6.neffmjsp?llr w]n5~xdab~1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOL~L~I-UcapHOWJ0~c~sQvXBqaCb5Su5Meu3~33u4~I~AGA~eXEV~¥L- 
J kwZ7HTOi~euQrUotAgu~D~lOAOimo3ibs~w63SAleNCV3v~O4N~1Q 9EN~ i213RaYlcCs2Nn7SAQeVOyklvSepC¥~FQk7C7N4 ] 
Assistant AD fk~r Academic Outreach - Texas A&M Universi~ Kingsville [http://r20.rs6.net/’tn.jsp? 
lk ~vin5&xdab&et 1104218558050&s 4143~ 001ZXOL~L~rXyT~c~duI7CN3RwetIohoG3NGg3SmSSSYn6CEEx~c~FE5CgDu~SPRo~Niweu7T kelXeMcMG jhqqLN5ob37-- 
tTpg~AwnOFJT7ic SVTS -5~vr~tu6bi3 zT~40X]L~S qHC5 S~luwZw9K615 Y]E ] 
Sports INbrmation Graduate Assistant - Frostburg State Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netim.jsp? 
lk~in5dxdab&et 1104218558050&s~143&e 001ZXOL~L~Vff~ NrFiSOviKIiu~DOv~L~o~a- 
aul91q~vutY~v~Pg6PPc~ISzlmagl6N~EHTCO UJe7F1EasXQPlaH~@4N~kBNffI7Wrt9Snce6~oS~i00Rc~hClcX~dmds7NAi~’A ] 
Assistant Professor/Clinical Coordinator - Colorado State Universi~, Pueblo [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’in5&xdab~t 1104218558050&s 4143~ ~ZX~L~LL~rUZ~CLUsdffdb~L3~ZLLbq2m~sRGeSm4~q1UvIz6qCD7CpIY6LWsN~tiWcL~ 2~s5HloqgNSHT5~Q~NOG~F 
-WYwT2eeeEln YA@ ~4KoHsFY15ukiSg ] 
Recreation Supe~’isor - Village of Orland Park (E) [http://r20 rs6.net/’tn.j sp? 
lk win5dxdab&et 1104218558050~143&e 001ZXOL~L~U~SngJpOo3bBskbq5bA1Pl~lpXSn~vmSbX~0Y4bZZz@~a~- 
5h~pqGaiTS28F1sU ~N~rO~5i~-L6hi6KiDh0-3Bv3~I5~cDo~ChJ14K6G3S ?~dDsJY~Az7Eb~7Ro9EtdYi] 
Marketing Coordinator - Chaif~tz Arena at St Louis Universib- [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
ll~w]n5~x&b~1104218558050&s~143~ 001ZXOL:~L~-XO18ydeGFG~VOilICIJUN~qASSP357tL~61VpI~Smg~,RI~/~w~810- 
Q UHctK~{ VgT~ DCUBFBLqiac TG9OeqZy RibCvkI01X 8 J sx z~cK0vNOLeI)K[fFISElvd290 ] 
Advisor for Camps and Enrichment Programs - Texas A&hd University [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5~dab&et 1104218558050&s 4143&e 001ZXOLfl~Lzg~-WBGd- 
HHWI6nOvr~wclqz85u ~-KiupuAbi5CV0dcvYkabioR~[eCHlCVe AxfiBmN"6k()eN~MRt]E~Kxcn a2MSF-IyTiA5CpbbmHQAGK1WJiS3x2CAOXowUuOz3vmrwNI-5HOfdk2Mb- 
TOJVFCS~I 

"Strateg?" without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without strategy 
is the noise before defeat" 
,-, Sun Tzu 
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This event will be held on Tuesday, January 11 

at 3:00 prn EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pro MST, 
12:00pro). The event lasts 60 minutes. The cost 

is $197. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

Live question and answer session. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Employee Substance Abuse and the 
ADA 
January 6 at 1:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

5 Steps to Create Your Law Firm 
Marketing Action Plan 
January 11 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Engaging Employees Without 
Performance Appraisals 
January 13 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Negligent Hiring and Background Checks 
January 19 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Getting Serious about Employee 
Enga.qement 
January 20 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

View this announcement on the web 

Developing a Marketing Roadmap to Make 2011 Your Best Year Ever 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, January 11 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

There’s no better way to start the year off right than to create a Marketing Action Plan (MAP). 
Marketing without a strategy is one of the most damaging and costly mistakes a law firm can make. 
Kickoff the year on the right track by learning how to create and implement a successful law firm 
marketing roadmap. Law firm marketing expert, Stephen Fairley will lead you through the 5 critical 
steps of developing a 90-day game plan for marketing your law firm and give you viable options to 
help you implement the MAP. Plan your work and work the plan! 

In this 60-minute interactive webinar, you will learn:                              ~ 

¯ The 5 Critical Components of a Marketing Action Plan (MAP) 
¯ How to Select the Right Marketing Tools that will work for your Practice and Personality 
¯ View Examples of Marketing Action Plans for Various Practice Areas 
¯ How to Create a Roadmap to make 2011 your Best Year Ever! 

Attorneys have lots of questions about marketing strategies, and in this webinar, law firm marketing 
expert, Stephen Fairley will give you all the answers. We will show you exactly what you need to know 
in order to effectively market your firm while avoiding common pitfalls and time wasters. 

SPECIAL BONUS: All attendees will also receive a Free 40-page marketing plan workbook at the 

end of the webinar. 

You r Presenter 

~ S te_hen Fairle is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

i ln 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 

professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in small law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event vvi!l be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 

the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 
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Advett~semen ~ 

This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

Time: ~.:00 ~m ET (12:00 ~m CT, ii:O0 am MI, ~.0:00 am 

l.~.ngth: ~. hour 30 minut~.s 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

By attending this audio conference, you will be part of a 
discussion of the mounting legal challenges to the residential 
foreclosure documentation process and the other issues that 
will likely stem from this crisis. 

Recognizing the depth and complexity of this issue, we have 
assembled a multidisciplinary team of experienced attorneys and 
industry leaders to tackle this issue in a roundtable setting. 

Updates on the Current Landscape, Including a Discussion 

of Industry Practices 

Strategies for Dealing With Government Inquiries and 

Investigations, Including Insight on the Actions of the 
Newly Formed Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group Led 
by Iowa Attorney General Tom Miller 

Policy Implications Arising out of the Current Crisis 

Strategies for Defending Against Private Causes of Action 

This audio conference is designed for attorneys, presidents, 
vice presidents, branch managers, lending and loan officers, 
mortgage brokers, accountants and loan department personnel. 

~A~ULTV 

Gerald B. Alt, LOGS Network 
Todd R. Harrison, Patton Boggs LLP 
Anthony J. Laura, Patton Boggs LLP 
Patrick F. McManemin, Patton Boggs LLP 
Michael S. Waldron, Patton Boggs LLP 

Gerald B, Air 
~ President and CEO of HEART Financial Services in Northbrook, 
Illinois 
~ Founded HEART, a full service loss mitigation outsourcing 
company, in April 2007 
~ HEART has worked on nearly one million loan modification 
solicitations with a closing rate in excess of 40 percent 
~ President of LOGS Network, a group of 24 commonly owned 
and centrally managed law firms in 31 states, managing the 
national operations division which includes its legal, human 
resources and IT departments, in addition to his vital role in 
client relations and technical marketing 
~ Licensed attorney with significant experience handling 
complex real estate and title matters 

~ Practice included residential and commercial evictions, land 
contracts, eminent domain, boundary dispute, title and survey 
cases affecting residential and commercial real estate and 
commercial litigation with state, U.S. District Court and U. S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals appellate work 
~ Broad bankruptcy background having represented lenders, 
bankruptcy trustees, creditor committees, and other creditors in 

Chapter 7, 11, 12, and 13 bankruptcy cases 
~ Acknowledged expert on default management and asset 

Partnerships and 

Section 704(c) 
Jan. 14~ 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Recent Developments in 
Remote Deposit Capture 

Jan. 19, 2011 
Registration: $249,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318.00 
Learn More 

Partnerships and 

Section 704(c) 
Jan. 21, 2011 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

1099 Reporting of 
Payments to Attorneys 
and Other Third-Parties 
Jan. 24, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding the 
Apportionment Rules 
for Service-Based 
Businesses 

Jan. 25, 2011 
Re~listration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Forbearance Agreement 
Funda mentals 

Jan. 27, 2011 
Registration: $249.00 
Reqistration = 
Teieconference plus CD: 
$318,00 
Learn More 

For-Profit and Nonprofit 
Joint Ventures in Tough 

Economic Ti rues 
Jan. 27~ 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 



recovery risks, and has spoken at conferences and participated 
on panels for the Mortgage Bankers Association, Fiserv, Alltel 
Mortgage PhD, and industry roundtables 
~ B.S. degree in biology; J.D. degree, Wayne State Law School 

Todd R, Harrison 
~ Litigation partner with Patton Boggs LLP in New York 

~ Concentrates in white-collar criminal defense, internal 
investigations, compliance matters and complex civil litigation 
~ Highly experienced trial lawyer and investigator who has 
served as lead counsel in numerous jury trials, including high- 
profile and complex multi-defendant cases 
~ Held lead or first-chair responsibility in more than 40 jury 
trials in both federal and state courts, and he has argued 
frequently before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit 
~ Successfully represented clients in criminal and regulatory 
investigations conducted by the United States Department of 
Justice, the U.S. Attorney~,s Offices for the Southern District of 
New York and the District of New Jersey, FINRA, the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, the New York and New 3ersey 
Attorney General~s offices, the Manhattan District Attorney, s 
office, the Department of Environmental Protection, the New 
York State Insurance Department, the New York State 
Commission of Investigation and other state and federal 
agencies 

~ Repeatedly warded off indictments and regulatory charges on 
behalf of corporations and individuals, utilizing a combination of 
meticulous investigation and preparation and a deep 
understanding of how government agencies operate 
~ Before joining Patton Boggs, served in the Department of 
Justice for nearly six years as a federal prosecutor in the 
Eastern District of New York, most recently as the deputy chief 

of the Violent Crimes and Terrorism Section 
~ Recognized as an authority in many areas of criminal law, and 
has been quoted in numerous publications regarding criminal 
matters 
~ Lectured on various aspects of trial advocacy and courtroom 
techniques 
~ J.D. degree, cure laude, American University Washington 
College of Law; B.A. degree, Yale University 

Anthony .I. Laura 
~ Partner with Patton Boggs LLP in Newark, New Jersey 
~ Represents pharmaceutical companies and medical device 
manufacturers in product liability matters and in complex 
commercial litigation 
~ Experienced in defending Fortune 500 companies in mass tort 
litigation involving asbestos and silicone gel breast implants 
~ Advises employers across the spectrum of employee relations 
matters, including discrimination defense and wrongful discharge 

claims, as well as on restrictive covenants and their 
enforcement 
~ Experience in the financial services industry includes 
representing clients in commercial and class action litigation 
~ Prior to joining Patton Boggs, partner at a top-15 
international law firm counseling a number of the world,s 
leading companies in complex litigation and other high-stakes 
disputes 
~ Served as head of the firm,s New Jersey Trial Practice Group 
~ Achieved the highest rating in The Martindale-Hubbell Law 
Directory 
~ J.D. degree, Fordham University School of Law; B.A. degree, 
cure laude, Yale University 

Patrick F. McManemin 
~ Partner at Patton Boggs LLP in Dallas 
~ One of the first board-certified civil trial lawyers in Texas with 
more than 30 years of experience 
~ Represents business clients in a wide range of industries 
throughout North and South America, Asia and the Middle East 
~ Practice has included major jury trials and commercial 
arbitrations, as well as reorganizations and workouts of troubled 
and distressed companies in industries such as investment 
banking, financial services, insurance, real estate (including 
affordable housing and tax credit projects), banking, structured 
finance, securities and energy 
~ Tried cases to verdict in state and federal courts throughout 
the country, including Texas, Colorado, California, Georgia, 
Oklahoma and New York, among others 
~ Advises senior management and board members on corporate 
governance and compliance issues, and avoidance or resolution 
of significant disputes in advance of litigation or mediation 
~ Recognized by his peers as an expert in the convergence of 
business and litigation and has served as a frequent speaker at 

Online Collection 
Techniques: Do’s and 
Don’ts 
Jan, 28, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding Property 
Taxes in Illinois 
Jan. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Sales and Use Tax 
Determination 
Headaches 
Jan. 31, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288,00 
Learn More 



bar and industry functions 
~ Member of the national board of editors of the Lender Liability 
Newsletter and Commercial Liability Newsletter, and has also 
offered his services as an expert witness in complex business 
disputes 
~ J.D. degree, Southern Methodist University, Dedman School 
of Law; B.B.A. degree, Southern Methodist University 

Michael S, Waldron 
~ Partner at Patton Boggs LLP in Dallas 
~ Helps clients navigate transactional, regulatory and litigation 
matters facing the financial services and mortgage banking 
industries today 
~ Draws on his experience as counsel at two national 
lenders/servicers to advise and represent mortgage companies, 
financial institutions, and secondary market investors on the 
complexities of the current marketplace and to serve as outside 
general counsel for emerging market players in the consumer 
financial services space 

~ Advises clients on the foreclosure documentation crisis and 
issues related to repurchase demands 
~ Former in-house counsel for two national lender/servicing 
shops, most recently as SVP of legal and compliance at Sebring 
Capital Partners helping clients navigate transactional, 
regulatory and litigation matters facing the financial services 
and mortgage banking industries today 
~ Wide breadth of knowledge in state and federal consumer 
lending related laws and regulations, including the Real Estate 
Settlement Procedures Act, Truth in Lending Act, Fair Credit 
Reporting Act (including FACTA), Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, 
Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act and the Gramm Leach 
Bliley Act 
~ Experience in structuring innovative and compliant mortgage- 
related programs, service arrangements and promotional product 
programs 
~ Before joining Patton Boggs, helped a Washington, D.C., 
based firm establish its Dallas office with the sole purpose of 
efficiently and effectively servicing financial services clients in 
the midwest and western part of the United States 
~ 3.D. degree, Catholic University of America, Columbus School 
of Law; B.A. degree, Lafayette College 

~ Can be contacted at 2:[4-758-3436 or 
mwald ron @patton boggs.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Re istration: 249,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $318,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please ~o~’w~’d ~his invitation ~o ~o~eagues who ~V be~it ~rom participationS, 
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This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

Time: ~.:00 pm 

Len~h: t hou~ 30 m~r~utes 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Many tax professionals and investors in partnerships, LLCs and 
other entities treated as partnerships struggle with the 
concepts and the operating rules that apply to Section 704(c). 
These rules potentially apply whenever property is contributed 
to such an entity or are distributed from such an entity. The 
regulations under Section 704(c) provide a very flexible but very 
complicated set of rules for required allocations that apply to 
contributions property to or distributions property from an entity 
that is treated as a partnership. 

This audio conference is designed to help the drafters of the 
basic operating documents for an entity treated as a 
partnership, including partnership agreements, operating 
agreements and trust agreements; the tax return preparers for 
such entities; and those who structure transactions using such 

entities, understand and work with the Section 704(c) 
regulations. 

There will be a discussion of the various elections that are 
available to adopt methods of allocation under Section 704(c), 
as well as a discussion of reverse allocations. Failing to have a 
proper understanding of these provisions can potentially result 
in unanticipated surprising tax consequences for partners, 
members and beneficiaries of partnership treated entities. 

AGENDA 

Section 704(c) ~ General Concepts 

Forward Allocations 
Reverse Allocations and Section 704(b) 

Forward Allocations 

Book Value vs. Tax Basis Issue 
Methods of Allocation 
Traditional Method 
Curative Allocations 
Remedial Method 

Reverse Allocations 

Section 704(b) Issue Upon Revaluation of Capital Accounts 
Aggregation Elections 

Statutory Backstopping of Section 704(c) 

O Section 704(c)(1)(B) 
O Section 737 

WHO SHOULD ATT~ 

This audio conference is designed for accountants, attorneys, 
presidents, vice presidents, controllers, tax managers, business 
owners and managers, finance executives, bookkeepers and 
enrolled agents. 

FACULTY 

Leo N. Hitt, Reed Smith LLP 

Recent Developments in 
Remote Deposit Capture 

Jan. 19~ 2011 
Registration: $249.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$318.00 
Learn More 

Partnerships and 

Section 704(c) 
Jan. 21, 2011 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

1099 Reporting of 
Payments to Attorneys 
and Other Third-Parties 
Jan. 24, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding the 
Apportionment Rules 
for Service-Based 
Businesses 
Jan. 25, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Forbearance Agreement 
Funda mentals 
Jan. 27, 2011 
Reqistration: $249,00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus 
$318,00 
Learn More 

For-Profit and Nonprofit 
Joint Ventures in Tough 
Economic Ti rues 
Jan. 27~ 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Online Collection 
Techniques: Do’s and 
Don’ts 
Jan. 28, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Re~listration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding Property 
Taxes in ~llinois 



Leo N. Hitt 
~ Partner in the Pittsburgh office of Reed Smith LLP and 
member of its Tax Practice 
~ Practice emphasizes all aspects of federal income taxation, 
with a particular emphasis in the taxation of business entities, 
such as partnerships and corporations, and investment vehicles, 
including RIC, REITs and REMICs 
~ Conducts seminars and workshops on numerous topics for a 
large number of professional groups, including lawyers, 
accountants and business people 
~ Adjunct professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of 
Law 
~ Listed in Best Lawyers in America in tax law for more than 10 
yea rs 
~ Writer of several publications related to the areas of the 
federal income taxation of business entities and other related 
topics 
~ L.L.M. degree in taxation, New York University School of Law 
~ J.D. degree, University of Pittsburgh School of Law 
~ B.A. degree, University of Pittsburgh 

~ Can be contacted at 412-288-3298 or lhitt@reedsmith.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute QS~ session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ AIPB 
~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration = Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Jan. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
.~268,00 
Learn More 

Sales and Use Tax 
Determination 
Headaches 
Jan. 311 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 13, 2011 

Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]?he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 
Click To Purchase [https://wwwpaypal.com/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id CRNJUSCLSV5RNl 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant Download) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological style resume, a fanctinnal style resume, or curriculum 
vitae. Each section of the resume is broken down and explained in detail. Also, 
the most come mistakes that people typically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes. 
$9.95 
Click To Purchase [http:iir20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr=wjn5dxdab&et=l 104234010506&s=4143 &e=001 gTOscX1PS2xPLblBX7LFFiMGElkJIy~INbkAgKMmr904EVR0iaXT6c Jcgtx6xhrfKhqv0r Ir 5’ ~’Mvl K- 
9JOYe0rmKGWSlohEbSlxybXiTfaA2f7d OydzZFvJjibaJ6tb4R-km x d0VEz KH- 
mtj~;~ iFu2JacU1166wuSip~Bi\rDVt7nO eZ CM6nZlwTwH5 LiX~BypRy dHc s QKd~Xra’ca.ffi SwprEpLZTzKIaKZc4S] 

Join Our Mailing List [http:i/visitor.r~0.constantcontact.com/eraail.isp’ m=1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
OurWebsite [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2zy95(34x3Ynv2QHDRiS6pDY aWoXo5dDOQ06udhaSOZsxLx- 
F6ctmsXsUsIeiu90I JsDEWclPTvNp S 661-tlcx0iunaPXoEIZipd7Ok7Nv03 csha SrvMP3 Tq 00D] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et l104234010506&s~4143&e ~gT~scX~S2xc\rbd4~Jmx~bR~ZnxDa97Yd4~]FbwY~Sm¥~c6L~vRvh¥q~rM9~G8qwDGzNN8dueY5v~ZWw2~iQD3cfx~qZh9BLZ)FU8bxI 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001 gTOscXlPS2zUi ~;%VGwX35cJ2cDUpSO81 tNL YxXt7IXHho~,,TDQikUWcLN2RWneFOP0870 dfiOhwk~.Baf0M8 fQsEO9Bz48w61 w5 fPr41 - 
OtVqxsnEaVh-p4QESRQNtf~CPg7qCW-2ot-uvrYKawglxW5CSUp.7FT0olo0DA ZTiJICKY ] 
Career DevelopmentBooks [httl~:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.iso?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001~TOscX1PS2wHN0 eXf s5riEWcuLPniCZYXTSAailLu~rCRt32mv6h6~,tO SV- 
szdG6deH~UtrX071mvi©0Wi~zRvTZv0GoJ(~’Xsi9ZTvlGIZ~\,~’XsI24OWI5YfaglSxd0zeJraoD E0m225foDw5t31exA ] 

Fot~,ardto aFricnd [httD:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.iso?m 1103508747574&a l104234010506&ea overstre%40uncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr~,vjn5dxdab&ct l104234010506&s~4143&e ~gT~scX~‘)S2ww~nn~Y~N~s~uauC~DBr~r‘~inc~IS~cE‘‘~SbQ~jUr~z~L8Nnr~k~sJGpY2rr~4~n~LY~VZDF~N~48BF‘N~KZ7Tidr4~7~.5cc~73~2f5 

Feature Article 

Reilcesh Your Resume for 2011 Beibre You Have To 

By Lisa Vaas 

Something felt wrong. 

The business development executive ;vas concerned about the viability of his company 
He and his career development coach, Chris Westfall, thought he might not be a good 
fit in the organization. Sure enough, in earl?- December the executive’s e-mail stopped 
working 

Happy holidays, indeed: He ;vas out on the street, without so much as a dime of severance 
pay.. 

(lviore) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llrwcjn5cLxdab&e~1104234010506&s -4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2wdM!~’ OhUX2dsGr TJ6qtdUn~.1UTiuyMKfN6mtMCqYh26L1YjKY- 
1 UgZTO 1 u ao0RacPP9ykFSHIIbbcZFuAs 1 i5FI~66Dbmnguz~C~w3jUTezTDuJSFH‘~C8qeHVFvV~-u-ihb~D-dpvTNhSC8zezt~4~uWbv~EncTwBE~8~pB SisR3Ht] 

New Job Listings 



Ne~v Jobs Listed for today, JanuaJT 13th, include positions as a college athletic 
director, marketing in recreation, a fund raiser, a compliance officer, an internship, 
an athletic trainer, a faculty member, and much more To view these positions 

and more, click on the links below or go to our website at www sportscareersinstitute.com 

Administrative Assistant for Athletics - Salt Lake Community College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et l104234010506&~s~4143&e ~0~gTOscX~S2ySV7ZI)j2m~r91GSRaFs9bb;MVsUGWd[~rG1qpF3p~8rR162z51[Kr3YZ8n55Nywk~[a,eGJd- 

aK~it91GCENYvd5Xft~hMgn7VtjlLXf119A5Gdk4gmhX[~’wruGh7RdMjza4fWsq~MXbjrldLI)hcy7mPcucWEY4TDSldEQstXXus Sm4eGrCAVWOmbatljYRcgz6v]5EesO[R0aGu[tL4~)oVIDPOuQ5 

-ePXVmBh GAfxqiT[3 lPeOez] 

Director of Athletics and Physical Education - U.S Coast Guard Academy [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~1104234010506&s 4143&e 001~TOscXIPS2wyo0Ph- 

cfJxAf~Slbf06MEJIAsK4Uh5(,)tIJTEbBPNItGVRih3IZz2bzqfLCG oCE(,)4sLnRA5eScuTFJG 16 cYOPG7trOyR[Ik4dOesRuibpts-NklMtEE- 

GXcvghngvV sAum 022b k eooXZGpPHciZnb~aU~/" 1JNTxH oCQ ] 

Sports Performance ’]’raining Internship - Stanford University [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5cg’~dab&e~1104234010506&s~4143&e 001~TOscX1PS2x v[knLtlVFOmv buidk©qmcNttKEb2u33~]IJLLhimEttv- 

eZsl~yzoSM6auMsbr0MoSSwSnvnXlImYcDGs: 3pg671FNU5Jkd0Po3hluUbBvzo60-Vm[IIxXaS ~/’V e94qPn88WMwREC47.a~ ] 

Coordinator of Athletic Events- Stony Brook University [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
l[r wjn5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscXlPS2zXueTlBl}!T4Q3t[IE[~’hqrkkG95qiGN36cVTeilm’>,ug ttNAn5KZZI6CM5Z- 
cQD[’agvbZW1QRBGGBGAFjxcCntlbwOEQJbR e0m’vVx6BnSYpSHiIOosb@3oq2BJ2g9wEyL ×6vPYUa]-)iByEZN0owMdutEFK5tI[IDS5unpel?sOMB5niXxKI’C/.JhVLXWOJwXBim\VUI~oSa\ 
- Nmm Qg0RpH 8nVVlz7dnqi~’TJ9-WgDVu5LEeiF-bkwAwHs SuCgT3 -j VtEv 1Q ] 

Assistant Athletic Director [’or Finance - Arizona State University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2zC1Ys~/pidZWaeIYK- 
NhPBmttk 5~D318CN)qlbdagEORSweONn(iiNflqXFrk 5~8ci0 KScI N1Oux4uS~;E4vPOEMIDHoMiIEKtR]]TF-Y~[Xzoc6BMRX5- l’IN.WiZvIleiI88izSvuCK©FA~vIlLbt915 lfdtUL3akqlKNG4AE ] 

Athletic Trainer - Yuba Community College (CA) [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 

llr~zin5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001~TOscX1PS2xtkpAPr~nSEE84siXODOAi7Os 74KktlcXwSnTt9t96RiXsEqIoTStkivUFA5h~4IMcxoMbtkFiNLxccz~rM L14iJh2K2tdScBlkv12ZS- 

ygc69gdt9Xd4kTCXrEJMr~ff~YKqQaxn ek3ClpSA ] 

Supervisor of Outdoor Recreation - Boston College [http:~,’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2ydTU5CtSS’q~GboPYPdV78hTax4TPFB4A1-6q- 

xRIT1DOqi OUS3nJN~vAX¥oKsZ3itfl’unYj AMQ YeL @6m41JTUR Jr6utPnYDJMkaLmTZrnTR66gFrmfDMEHV~rFV8 Sy 8 S7~YcK6wk Ft 1 oaW5 ScODOC liRKyrX9ZYBQKCplLTqe- 

T~37KCpVtNQqKgyVEXyba~slxY~KQydsSS~s9SbZA7F~7~Qv¥VNkA~qp~vcMtQkbCJEcUpDsDvUc6ee~2RyM5tAgWxdxy~ EBLzTVUwSog ] 

Assistant/Associate Professor of Health and Physical Education - MalNwood Universi)- 
(PA) [http://r 20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s~4143&e 001 gTOscXlPS2z2fYOxm47ScADUsQ3NvFkW16~v7322VV~Vml~KIyRab lkWtiL~IuTBec0hGmlRl-~X SZPp 1 a9qNioedDPFJw4\rb YX2d9Kr~ffKF2 
-X6P7TBiSi iuTBn-IllTlfizNvDb7m56z3gzs4zlY-eRYtNYVGx4ixPd77YwpA ] 

Director of Development/Hoyas Unlimited - Georgetown Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6. netitn, i sp ? 

llr win5&xdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2zScd4SZBTg2nsvaKI2~IvbBBUlil~aclQNFYVHc 1G0iw0u9xti9sbcvqu2~D fGZ6eBoN2TkbLa_ikS89JfL21PTh7i35cGgWdYJ’My-St0En, 
-MI3cvloUGOPObTrvg ] 

Chief Development Officer for Athletics - University of California Berkeley- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dxdab&et l104234010506&s~143&e 001gTOscXlPS2xrmWjNaYZ7r~fl<2gw4QgJT-TMZeZMj5 lnZ5Ir-Rq2RxZSpoOGzABlkFokrFIv0GY- 
VmTMEXPCsv2BpdpgcsvdlQEXtZAbAh mvR~’cDNUJfCKsGUSx_XHe7vASmI4Msi30Zsj -9kke~5~X41 fl u5 zGykN~EhDkX5 ckg%MGWuttNyZiN7NSwEi 3 C@sfJl:aFPJak~S ~c)&P- 
0Bd5Glwg6k0C9chuEaMBYWYSOEMjyKIOwPZyl79SBwBpWPGADCuiDdPt~x2QlqYST sQFsSPklHkF51-ZY75xCryluLTLZKWPU6Dt9B3-1PhhV0akD FpGvkEgo ] 

Athletics Event Worker - Newport High School (Belle~rae, WA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~zjn5dxdab&et l104234010506&s~4143&~ ~gT~scX~S2~wK~3~-LHN~VtmasM6n5~FLn~7~ZeZ2uq8m3~D8I-XI5F9~SEm~LG~m-B7V6~xG5EVw2J3HKkgL~Ve&~x7x8B83UsFgT7p - 
s91dcAwr Y01¥htTYmvb~AYpz4QGmrkdltmaYQXoXSiNyqrnzehg Y3 c7tL G] 

Supervisor of Athletic Medicine - Universi~z of Michigan [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2¥3ynphvdYVGNlIA9qgMLMgmpI1L- 

MB3YTeoZgSWV3BHcA2ChU~,~c6zGNgAN1CVEnBz5QG 6MtHwJd4LNXIGVVa~le qWprmXSo6tCxoE7X kK_LFs4xVsbicXLLimsf7gqe6Yg I~ahAiuvS01g 

High School Activities Director - Capistrano School District (CA) [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2~z4- 
yL,]ffhPE 1vG7NeKsLJSQFes0oTh6mwKWX’3,rfjlOvrdtpILTnzzR%vl NllVI4PD2iVlox~bQ 7RF5 Ythvi~HxzU~rBgdVBpedLNMTYvyh~92Gzsu~Tr7Jm8GIF2t~Z~qyP‘PeUr4axrs~vICGCKf3dIvCLk~L~4ht 
-- 1 nYVBpr6S 3r JcCkJ’xTx2i2wlEUYwAEdE9j aBpAPl JOtNOBc c341VDghd48Fp5 OdTlcPbdBROOt2:ZgyEvA6 "*~\V 8 fUC 64APEddzYSx3UyqFu5E6205m33RP 1AdU7tY, D~qZpKe~Vle2G- 
Ag~mUlcxcQj 6HC7GQ ] 

Assistant Professor of Athletic Training - Clarke University (IA) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 

llr win5dx&b&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscX1PS2vW~O,,’h9uiUsK 0J2FMcMZTZ,vFdDYVUFDEtelAACzslTYdglzQ4uehhg ZvrBq6@eI1VElqgd3KGx63j- 
nTZQDU4PrTWil6v3OSP VMfioJ0xn@nCFwkc&VDnwV~n~V9hvlXi li4ulZrDIQ ] 

Sponsorship & Broadcast Coordinator - Universib- of Illinois [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr~vin5cixdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001~TOscX1PS2vKfsiV’,rKfnyqxBSOuvBOg5 wk0ppaziSXCOaU- 
9LMS eLnh3 gr4QX~PF JuKCPNhshRsDVqJiNznT4PAX1Brtv3 Cv837Gq.rKHKT~ ~j mwTL q-~ GXSCQOGHqCSz-TICwDfSy S sM4-AEQfSA ] 

Assistant Director of Recreation & Parks - City of Bakersfield [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vjn5dxdab&e~ 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001gTOscXLPS2zrLb7oZpe@CzpJV6kD65r2wXsvBhiH xSOox-iGoOQ6gyig3Px72cbDAOMOIRJXyno84HimSK1,~BICLT YV2Ufee, EW- 
fz6PAaGytjBQnNuXCnBVzxCFm6pIIVL9MBZ59xQDnkj0axi01m’O,~I~’ZPQ t~xMDqv PJwSPvMwYJ64YJL60KurfltBLpvu-qR6t86toqpxSBo RdBwBFD01DjTzO8NoqlI3yfyV~v ] 

Head Women’s Golf Coach-Florida Gulf Coast Universi~7 [http://r20.rs6.net~’tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001aTOscX1PS2vlOHw~IV9 lpK4- 
6FRD;VC~A~UvaA4~8aE0FHFV~c~iRu8uCH8~Cc19~uwh7vPpe,LnT2v1~YIJRsS3D~Ddd73L2~NaUh9EnCiG8~v1KLEEn-~A4~ 5KOFVZ3NGqwEJ-D92tA9T2FR1VlnJ© ] 

Assistant Ath]etic Director [’or Compliance - North Carolina A&T [htt~:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001vTOscX]PS2wM©007xN- 
soWUbcXJaB71VRJO5C2D])h4ZuzuuqS~v9Ypmnq:[’dSihRS01JXL4i2moQF2maUNi BVBnJO 4 Ta~5dO~Ff2HOTY,NlYi055m-~IYIZM91D1KN]-)I~wDs9JnY7n~IGimzKF lcx w ] 

Assistant/Associate Director for Compliance - Stanford Umversity [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s~143&e ~T~scX[pS2xkwvm~TkIBPxr~Z[,2G~x9ZM7R¥bz~HGI×ZYpC4nb4uW8v‘X]F‘¢TFQ57~upddMWL-9CAaen~Stm8~HTp- 
a TpVi8Nv88abBc0iX~b~68tR-JC5Bc~b~/’qvda2O6ObW‘¢DzbkRFbh3k~9Da~N¥V[3bV~99-Cxp~2YbsbpuOA ] 

Assistant I)irector of Strength and Conditioning - Harvard Universi~ [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s 4143&e 001~TOscXIPS27xvd-441I N- 
MII)BaSpV\VnAe 8z~W~N93DNr-edzb4mq~wx~EaRhF,hhr[SMt]iq0A3X6M2rdi1TFUz1])4IIAqq)SaqKYqcrs9PZRRZbQR~/~LtO-SuGmvL[[~‘rVM7OKNN4-~q~ 7brdq6T75e[’CdiGrRlrV~’lMem- 

Cotmnunications Intern-USAtlockey [http://r20.rs6ne~tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&s~143&e 001~TOscXlPS2wi- 

MXGcNFGJqdLwN2JOBqF6iVvxUJYSwt[×l¥Sufs0oF.[IdaLI.EUGb~Z2:Pfp30]l~M530GS×qRSTkC NIMUxnSf0zOVKR6CTOe-f6ki90Fs,vnqdP9 qoqNeZ5uN7WVXG19xUICT~p Qi7~ ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - University of Nebraska @ Kearney [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 



lk win5dxdab&et 1104234010506&~s~4143&e 001~TOscXlPS2zYpXeM1PHouq0][~;awxvTqYI{st653K0n6VgJ qytlt[iL15I.f82HIYGCmS25umAetlI~rM[n83b~BYJXSW[SGpuJUWqSYnBIRJKxRcUM 
-da2AgPqaekNHknXEkoxk~ ] 

Director of Marketing for MetroParks - Brighton (MI) [http:i/r20.rs6.net,’m jsp ? 
lh win5dx&~b&e~l104234010506&s~4143&e 0~1~T~scX~pS2~p~/~bU6WCHc4~TV~MiBb~YfoZhw2dt~Mwtf2~‘vqBE~2hCX1ZSVnpN3~cm~aizS~c5b3AW‘(~XsqVx~x~tsZarbSZLU~)z~5c×! 

"The person who gets the farthest is generally the one who is willing to do and 
dare. The sure-thing boat never gets far from shore." 

-Dale Carnegie 
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2011 Affirmative Action Compliance Update 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 

Time: 1:00 pm 5T (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Choice of Business Entity - 

Reqistration - Session Only: $199,00 How Owners Can Limit 

Reqistration - Session plus CD Recordinq: $268,00 Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 
B__e_._qLs__Lr__a__t_Lo___n__:___S___e__s__s__i__o___n_ 

Only: $219.00 
B___e_ g_i__s_Lr__a__t_ j__o__n___ :___._s__e___s__s_ Lo___n____P_ Lu__s_ 

$~-’-~,’~R-’-’R-’-’~"~’~ CD Recordinq: $319.00 
...... ~ ...... ~ L__e_.a_ r_. _n__.N_.o_ r_.e_. 

When was the last time you updated your narrative plan 

documents, your applicant self-identification forms, and your 

statistical and adverse impac[ analysis? As you update your 

plan documents for 201I, take an hour for an in-depth 
review of recent changes to the regulatory requirements 

and best practices that affect each aspect of your plan and 

rela[ed forms, 

[f a letter flom the OFCCP is in your mailbox today, are you 
confident that your plan will pass muster? This audio 
conference will help you identify areas for improvement in 
your plan and compliance efforts, and to become ram]Hat 
wRh the OFCCP’s current audR practices and regulatory 
focus. 

Overview 

E×ecutive Order 1:~246 
(:overage and E×emption issues 

and Construction Contractors 
Affirmative Action Programs for Veterans 

[ndN~duals WRh DisabiHl:N~s 

Crunching the Numbers 

e Adverse Impact Analysis 

e Tips on Conducting Required Statistical Analysis and 

Reports 
e Massaging Your Data, Without Running Afoul of the 

Ru~es 

Applicants 

~ Who ~[s an A~plk:ant? 

e }:nternet Applicant Obligations and Recordkeeping 

OFCCP Enforcement Update 

e New and Emerging ~ssues 

e Strategies for Surviving an Audit 

What’s Next for Covered Contractors? 

)"his audio conference is designed for human resource 

managers, attorneys, presidents, vice presidents, business 

benefits professionals, 

]a~es K, Cow~n Jr,, LeClah’Ryan 

Partner with LeClairRyan in the firm@s Blacksburg, 

Virginia, office 

Practice focuses on labor and el3"]ployl3"]el’lt counsel al’ld 
liUgation 

Represents a number of employers in the mid-Atlantic 

No More Performance 
Reviews! A Revolutionary 
Approach to Performance 
Feedback 
Jan. 18, 2011 
.B__e_ ~L _s_Lr__a__tj __o__n__L _~_ Z _9___9_:__0__0_. 

ReqisLration - Session plus 
CD RecordincL; $388.00 
Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 
Everything You Need to 
Know 
.]an. 19, 2011 
Registration - Session 
Only: $219.00 
Re~tistration - Session Plus 
CD Recording: $308.00 
Learn More 

Creating Legally Sound 
.lob Descriptions -- The 
Ultimate Business Shield 
.]an. 19, 2011 
Registrat!on: ~219:00 
Registration - Session plus 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 
How to Avoid ft. How to 
Settle it. How to Win it. 
.]an. 20, 2011 

Only: $198.00 
._R__e_._q Ls__Lr__a__t_Lo___n__z___S___e__s__s_j__o__n_____P_[g__s. 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 
.L~_~_En___M_o_rn 

Understanding 
Employment Practices 
Liability insurance 
-]an. 20, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
._O___n_[~_:__&_~__9___9__.__0___0. 
Reqistration - Session plus 
._C__D_____B__e__c__Q_r__d__Ln_.q_ "_.__:~_Z 6___8__:_O__9. 

Learn More 

Finance Boot Camp for 
Non-Financial Managers 
Jan. 20, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 

__R___e_ g Ls__Lr__a__t_ Lo__r~ _: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__o__ 9_ Lu___s. 
CD Recordinq: $308.00 
Learn More 

Establishing Affordable 
Short-Term Disability 
Plans 
.]an. 21, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
Only: $209.00 
Reqistration - Session plus 
CD Recordinq: $278.00 
Learn More 

How to Set Pay Ranges 
That Are Fair and Effective 
.]an. 24, 2011 



region, ranging from high-tech start-ups to large 

manufacturers 
Focuses mainly on Executive Order 11246 compliance, 

including preparation of affirmative action plans and 

responding to OFCCP audits 

Frequent speaker and corporate t~ainer [or companies 
on sexual harassment, employment discrimination, 

FMLA and ADA compliance, the Fair Labor Standards 

Act, d~versity and affirmative action, conducting 

workplace i~vesUgations, h~ri~g a~d firing, and union 

~5 years i~ federal and state coups across Vh’g~nia 

defending wrongR~ discharge claims, disability 

d~scdminaUon dahns under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, age discrimination c~ms under the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act, claims for relief under 

the Family Medica~ Leave Act and Fair Labor Standards 

Act, end claims or sexual harassment and race and 
gender d~scrimi~t~on under [itle V[[ of the Civil Rights 

Act of $964 
Member of the Virginia Bar Association, Labor Relations 

and Employment Law Section; board member for the 

New River Valley Sodety for Human Resource 
Management; and currently serves as general counsel 

to the New River Valley Economic Development A~liance 

Listed h~ The Best Lawyers in America@, Labor end 
Employment Law, 20Z$; selected for Virginia Super 
L~wyer in Employment ~nd Labor~ 20~0 and Virginia 

Super Lawyer Rising Star in Employment and Labor, 

2008-2009 
C~n be contacted at james,cowan@leclairryan.com or 

540-44 3-3300 

R#qistration - Session 
Only: $199.00 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Implications of: Medical 
Marijuana in the 
Workplace 

3an. 25, 2011 
Registration - Session 
_O___nJ_~:_:___.s_!__9__9__=_0___0_ 
Reqistration - Session plus 
__c___D___B_~_c__o__r__d_Ln_g_:___~__2__6___8__,_0___0_ 
Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 
Tougher Summary 
Judgment Standard for 
Employment 
Discrimination Cases: The 
Implications of Gossett v. 
Tractor Supply Company 

3an. 26, 2011 
._R___e_ g J__s__t _La__t_ j__o__n___: ___S__e___s__s_ j__o__n_. 

Only: $199.00 
Req[strat[on - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Essentials of California 
Wage Garnishment Laws 
3an. 26, 2011 
Registration - Session 
Only: $199.00 
Registration - Session plus 
CD Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

AIPB 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

CPE 

HR Certification Institute 

HRPD 

MS Excel 2003 Tips, Tricks 
and Shortcuts That Save 
Time, Boost Productivity 
Jan. 26, 2011 
Registration: ~249~OO 
Registration - Session plus 
__c___D___B_~_c__o__r__d_Ln_g_:___~__3__3___8__,_0___0_ 
Learn More 

Employee Engagement - 
Getting Your People to 
Truly OWN Their Jobs 
Jan. 26, 2011 
.B__e_gj__s_Lr_#~Lo__n__:___~_B_!__9_~__O__O_. 
Reqistration - Session plus 
__C___D___B__e__c__o__r__dj__n_g_:___&_3__0___8__,_0___0_ 
Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 
B__e_._qLs__t_E_a__t_Lo___n__z___s___e__s__s__Lo___n_ 

Only: $199.00 
B__e_gj__s__Lr__a__t_]__o__n___:___-_S__e___s__s_Lo___n___#_]__u__s_ 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 
L__e_.a_r_._n__._N_.o_E.e_. 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" paqe. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

North Carolina Wage and 
Hour Act 
Jan. 27, 2011 

Only: $199.00 
B__e_gj__s__t_r__a__t_i_o__n___z__-_S__e___s__s_Lo___n___#_]__u__s_ 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 
L__e_.a_ r_.0__. _M_.o_ r_.e_. 

Registration - Session Only: $199.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Workplace Privacy -- What 
Employers Need to Know 

Jan. 27, 2011 
_B__e_~ Ls__Lr__a__t_Lo_ jA__:___S___e__s__s_ j__o___n_ 
Only: $219.00 
Reqistration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $308.00 
Learn More 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) Awkward Conversations: 
How to Talk to Workers 
about Hygiene, 
Appearance and Bad 
Behavior 
,]an. 27, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - Session plus 
CD Recording~ $308.00 
Learn More 

People-Powered Safety 
Leadership: How to fnspire 
Accountability, 
Responsibility and Results 

,]an. 27, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 



Req[strat[on - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $308.00 
Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for 
Internal Investigations of 
Employment Issues 

Jan. 28, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
__O___n_[~_:__&_2__0___%__0___0. 
Registration - Session plus 
_O__p___E_e__C__Q_r__d__l&q_ "_.__~_’_&Z#_._O__9. 

Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 
Social Security Disability, 
Medicare and Workers’ 
Compensation Settlements 

Jan. 31, 2011 
P.eqistration - Session 
_O__n_j_~:_:__iZ__0_9_:9_9 
Reqistration - Session plus 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch. 3212 West End Ave. o Suite 500. Nashville ¯ TN ¯ 37203 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscfibe I Privacy Policy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 17, 2011 8:53 AM 

howard@sporiscareersinstitute.com; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

TEXT.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact colr~rend er? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&~’ 001v2ezZPmZ itBB6geC3vm2KCDldg.g5SBdV 5~vQzoYVXgJRQxafZNK6icSDPSilu0LIEGOCmlcvgiZzRTq6iUpbl12txD2A92 8HaK1~B6sPoVAKe3Eld~I©SWstw%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 17, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies fi~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295 - Add To Cart [http:i/r20.rs6.neVtnisp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001ho],IJObE5%Vu~I)Uw0e42ahiUrK6UCt XGDiQu3o8s63eSu~tHdqCvnJSn~HJ~rkED~d~‘/lN‘~Xv73uND~MC~Dzwm~6~7mahTpqZU‘v~aznmAw 
-TW Jt-W4mtNQerM2 JX MOIu-K7z]eO] 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good smff[ I recommended it to the parents 
of my ~ncom~ng sport management class I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall. 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https://www.paypahcolr~cgibin/~vebscr’: 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&hnsiness howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&cu1~encycode USD&item number 7FEKgZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 
Library/Adoption 
Suggest to your librarian that they- adopt the book so that your students have an 
opportuni~ to learn the latest techniques in sports career developruent. To receive 
alibrar~’order fom~ClickHere[http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hnLIJObEJWt5degJKw3997xMLDh 49DT3XkksiFeZXGetdaiZYnQXPUlyYZxC- 
b4zOy0eHKNL lpn~ WgzT 1 X780xSNTiuAo3NhlkFBkcFJ29wlnc 0HdnU5bLAI’7-r JENT2ejL4S6sIpPIS’~eYJTISPYTeYxeMyrFuL 2scr~p7LiY~ a5~s-rdQ03 coy5~Ous~ITZXiPE ]. 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/emaihisp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Our Website [httr~:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.is’o? 
lir~in5cLxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJWumn~L~,7_3x©~MVHN~miFTJWneSf oOvOkA7eckMevKIYi©~LcXE7hUlhrW1VbiCuSkCfPJRlivzsTMSrxMlbG4VY2cTLvXorX~ 
Job Listings [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.isr,?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJWsfTBdal©m3it©H’,~-eL2v3c- 
ibFL~3il8 fb4Weog0cCndnR~©R0vR Dx4hzWCnI~s6m7Vd~GvYXlnclT24D J1Ta S©WbNu4bEi4NC i sec S YmWv4cl 1 c~30 sc 78M’iVB6~Ictw-0LHF1Gvdr~Gi-NbZXCGTE] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 

lit wjI~5cLxdab&e~l104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~VsgLP1SYfJ0sQK03IQwlMI 1NET7PhLcTuwvfQiHBG Nlox6aZgSsPSN~Ol~aoO~iXCF2W6gKw7vzUS~ln0bRsDplFZL 
-~IsnpH9YT1Or8 lcBX71i0rgISilr17wgGP~RNPSt78 8Dgg ] 
Career Development Books [http:i/r20.rs6.netimjsp? 
llr~in5~xdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObE~rsO815etOvGggV82rU~SSN6q8%lPx 6cSbe3TiisNwa5sq~oQOKl%UZPU@SJGLWCTVp5aG31equq0aQbqGHuiM~VQ~ 
Fo~vardto aFriend [ht~://uiconstantcontact.com/sa/f~¢tljsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104253283706&ea overstre%40m~caaunc edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http:&20rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObE~sXc~GXSI5F~OxS-~i~INNsD~- 
wPL zJAd@0vDj e42u 1 es3E~O 0CP~M2c~4Au0XJ MeqSL.~SpEO6KhempvdPBd4paeaFp- 
AHVOIpkal~a~uboQ4LYSLC~ygtCQgc3n~tmX03hSW~emGYXOZ~Nv~ecDjr5XI En~-WY ] 

Feature Article 

Blair Stager: It’s All in Your Head 

How’ to quiet the negative "little voice" that holds you back 
By Blair Singer 
Success.corn 

Sales equals income. It’s really that simple. During the past 20-plus years, no 
matter what business or individual I have dealt with, if there is a cash flo~v problem, 
somebo@ doesn’t know how’ to, refuses to, or thinks it’s not important to know how 
to sell 

What many people don’t understand is that the toughest sell of all is selling yourself 



to yourself. It’s overcoming that "little voice" in your head that says, I’m not 

that kind of person. What if they don’t like me? What if I look stupid? rm too 

old, too yonng or too dumb . (More) [http://r20.rs6net/m.jsp? 

llr wlin5dxdab&et l104253283706&s~4143&e ~1hoMJObEJWvchSkNZ8eTYQChu9C3f[~CZd[{upI]UxvpSxuhjfo2MpxGb3NYOQNdmS~VsZJtV~yZTaeTF2[uG6qz8tCSX-fAm8Dx- 

DNi6K5 KEuXbgYkRxR4vK6 ZXSttMJvTuSt[IOhcXK 16LCGT]ncHq0YhDy3tIAXMKiz0SVn5rGVOSStlhCCC gS79k7iLGhh9dFCY/z5’IVAbWvkd82vXO-iERNaNilbhV6n] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today-, January 17th, include positions as a high school athletic 
director, two graduate assistants in athletic training, a director of recreation, 
a life skills coordinator, and much more. To view these positions and more, click 
on the individual links below or go to our website at www.spottscareersinstitute.com 
[http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp ? 
llr~in5c.Lxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~Vurrrtrs:-l~Z43xQpMVHNqmkFTJ~neSf oOvOkA7ecL’vieyKIYiQpLeXEThUlt~:W1VbiCuSkCfPJRliyzsTMSrxMlbG4VY2c7Ls:Xor?~ 

Director of Sports Performance - Purdue University [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s~4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~rtRibNc- 
6~,~NFfs\VmMkD75FDuME3WlwHLitffCOrln IdJG5dIAxN2X5nttm~p5MIa3vkeWQIslwYvJspf&ZQ1A5h50plcXG4raqeSplzAOKBBzYn4g2 4Ip3ON19NfvzJ Vv-4A ] 

Associate/Assistant Athletic Director for Business - Utah State University [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5c.Lxdab&e~l104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObE.RV~ffdTlqdVgueLHRATXKI rQV 84X2LNEbui-DV5dixnrswhnlW2 InY0kfH- 

fvA4V36hWDAS ed5 oB ss:hHKrvL 85A20 3EvSHpO 6B sskr~uN6aEd6FkgNiFPManwS¥911GeI ] 

Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation - City of Lufkin (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wjn5&xdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~VuuFTX46 PEvGhjNhlwc5gzdOa2ZOt\rDGkJ5Alk295aq_’vKI72Pha BcDhmlmZf-xdXXOP-NYnbgG4Rk- 
rBL41URJgZ63TxcwLY lW6J)¥V0zo9 SYElkLZ9DxyoAB1BRG13P2JnSHVAAn0hOldokwMAUHeskEPjSVOMuHqRg4onB31QW Ep778r7Scl~LAmypGmdJwaeTxPG- 
u791kl~tL dQ4nKIgoQnISKWvc5DI~v!RC3i tX7ZOPWz~’L Cdwmo-7JL~rY ] 

Coordinator for Life Skills Program - University of Memphis [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5dxdab&ct 1104253283706&s 4143&e ~h~LIJ~bEJ~VumQBg7qBLA365~hCb~yrGac6px~dqGF6nZY~eRCzI~UbXBHLwVKd7~tVTYcelsqrNg6AYgu5~kI~"P9- 
2vlSV7 n I9 JBeXiI 7 A b 36b UTqIK-edPc J K q HP J d dKX S J-TX 56ZZ 1 jmUPrb IAvZhvt0bParc3 m6mE O Y $3 fCMe SMj Th47kap8 An ETBjZ Jk YB D28w- 
7sFTOvzjzttm EE HhDPyJ01qCSqlZzn6gwToZpPRBANf3PJOioUPsPQCaZ] 

Building Facilities Manager for Athletics - University of \{ichigan [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEY¢,ZvC,)87Cw4x~V6zLK4dZXzvikSfJyP4Ybi’~7SoeOicVU, iMSjVn~hsFopl (,)SvowUcbK~rk~vDxudRCvPVtEbXOhqsESfatZZGJN- 
S~vGSgGkkl~46r 1 qnkmstr SWKl_,~x2d0ZipN~vYIn3 Yt~GotUGF-iHOtJ~5VvOnT6RJc9 JG- Y ] 

Assistant Director of Operations - Oregon State University [http://r20rs6net/tn.jsp? 
llr~jn5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~VtS~rL’7NJACQs5jPrCc4X~Awjac55/P,~feXSAZjTOT shzXgPt5cIPkZV- 
h 5 pc X9xa 3 By o 5 d YL dRy-Cw EK Y qnlPsS itA J JKluZ k c s Q g9Bj o Hy Z AHt NNiB B I adHtPl_,~ O fD 1Fkwl-T febAFW S P24GB JD 3 It lip 1B mj tB Tr 5 p TH Y\rN40rHz7 c e 1PP2h4x949 O 7 Q K @O S 5K 4F m XKxc L’UaX) 

Assistant Director of Athletic Stewardship & Donor Relations - Boston College [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJW-t TG~Bga~3~kNOxiZTDr74WKcU8Nf~LQ24It~Mhzb~Ef8hGbFz4eeR~zdLdGGp972wIT~8Qz~7~IkZL~En~T3~4qCPti5~945Z cu\ 
-k2F7Ui~ho8 ] 

Ice Arena Manager - South Suburban Parks and Recreation (Centennial, CO) [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp?llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~Vt-2NsRrSuc- 
swh7 ~d3~YG62a5Ezq8Dp8HDzTFiH~w~sn~c~J3U-~j2ie~3M2X-RZ-4FpeITS‘vAi~56asVLeSDdHKV28kJHKfnhr‘~Cw2~a9zMnRm5t~A~zS9 7H6NN~C, raHV1-YtRaBN 4It6NS9N7pl 

Head of Women’s Sport Footwear - Reebok (MA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObE.rVVubl- 
uQKd2a2tk7qWmakTneDkMsSv 4oLbEab0 bRI’TTr5eeKz79ETkqYzVUTI5fv~Pm2MSYAMLUR~ue tqN-x5LJgOwmvlMBV1LxMZo~A~’xDXavl YpAOCa0EtqN~n-3EGYGA1OnM0- 
mNffKTzcpmdAi~cNG53GSB391DEgQ 1CmQSNSjk-ILU1WEFzH PNE9gp3r Sy2wY91 lzq 1S~IMS O 5Z6r, KmsZdnI~vls9t JaFDh3RyFfU3rRL eGjgWfCwXgR0s3j TBUDJ~:CknxoYVrb YIIL Oz94KV7x- 
Kf2A5V 9Y0 ] 

Physical Education Instructor/Athletic Director - Cemtos College (CA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr winSdxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEY¢,Zvk4x0u3KmeihFFe- 
8d2qRlhvopHXu xedJOtbZ YFqrr)Fc6NYTT9MKq?NipDtbQ CzdFkApNuAe2 S YW6 S SZKap70 5jvvw53tYVBCwW70 8LRVzUYcNtcD9avlkculHrbDNpvO6ilsN2~LFlbQT JeGS obpphnnTsdLi6GN~ 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Syracuse University [http://r20.rs6net~’tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObESVvKkAvi5xn99Kd9Bcm6- 
SdiabIP3,~ChtI~[~’IOY5hFVIZN6mPM5GcxicWzTXMpz4vEXIt59XBTtv" YCNuI)-TqKGMwVXcbWiMCa3A7xT2ZSfuR7K~Ea9Gf-uc~N~IZ6AeQ-5Yez4I~‘S(I7rI~‘UQxha~veQ ] 

ttead Volleyball Coach - t"rank Phillips College (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e ~h~L~J~bEJ\VuQN~E]¥36~UZqmRkfJ5QWl~s7j‘EdWYmnefIInTB5M¥3bTZoVzQ3~i1cVsYFXoiEF~mhUu2Z5h5:seVX~Ydkm~WtCe~2YSTBnF~ 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - Southern Illinois University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et llC4253283706&s~143&e ~h~MJObEJWu‘~b~{i~BXeKx~5:6ED~R(‘~5:mi~Qdx~Ds3aMhA[~V8WMMqiEOW~8sQhU[~Lrmi~MeK~SkqKrx5~x7Tek&A[~Kk~z~n8Swvi2WBV 

Assistant Equipment Manager - l.Jniversity of Colorado [http://r20.rs6net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoMJObEJ\VsoauZ]~,8odiLBiXJo0nZP50gl2aCpcss33c9- 

J xilnObB2hGVJroxmSnRgaP5E2WV~’~)Obamx2BKm7lttZdursd-amwd6fv LT’~’W BlJz86hPMeQCe\V83mMm15nblk~mDuTR YbTshE7w~ ] 

Assistant Director of Athletic Ticketing - James Madison University [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJWt(idqiu3qliOpV- 

95:45 Q I q esA u Sol ul e[tv3 H q 75TI,’wzQxR Q z0i u N2Rgs F5 V 0kO 3 Z 24o 5 b;hI~’ut W kpsA Y 4~v z c3r][~;mZ 8i7 t SklZumti f8 b W 0S~S 98 d aa~v W G ckW 5 Z 8o17MI E5kDTsPCn W mD5q JINE’I5o A 81P d cHmk q r3c[~¢4 

Recreation Coordinator - City of St. George (UT) [htt~:/Tr20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s~143&e 001ho],IJObE.P3,rvms:icTCgSc0U0~QNakYVPQ Gx~tbw284T- 

kCXiysMZUS5XbaYbS9G VJ EovpIJs- 1V3i4mquaTs:2 [{Reo[~’nCKi6Yz4zGG 85:ff~;uQ(,)FnsMV3 z6WEDzp][~;-vwq 880i(i -6dldRvl6dP3 YX34mCXumn4ttJ4~[E~5 ] 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach - California State University, Monterey Bay [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoMJObEJWtWqYRc3iXckO9alPlCJllmdz~b50- 
8I)W27bSF2iff:~CXWmGrZ~2n7wvRqRDxLuO[{NVXOXAbfi~SP 5:VPQv6u/ZST485ZLRC6v4BFcQchYxJPsAagkzogZdRNw4eWS:[’~NttUmiEYwm3WF6oQ ] 

Director of Athletics - Nashoba Reginnal School District (Bolton, MA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~VuuN-eKZIM-:tBmF- 

tWoKH9IvsQ-qM[ 1VAI MJviHIPdPT Mpnzl Iar E7o7 ltG MC Yg6n -IO4bACkm 87hv4hG6C-l-sgarLiSIORRA[~’c-tU snmXF0u5ra2h GOOWvx4w2Ft9d9Gr YAtbFW- 

TqPSVuOPPMU7F2mRY2P2bK: VwP[{0bttoliq) ] 

Head Strength and Conditioning Coach - University of North Carolina @ Greensboro 
[http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJWsddg-V1vkiqve33HLS~ZRBzdtDRNiQeYsOP9pl-qgsb99LMrr~ahI~Lx- 
6vtdltro5iTX10,~KnFiJnp3p4y-edp oaCUEkQuIP hVI0shZ3spc65s0HtiNRpe7 giSs:Pfqglkhsergu9y-LVA ] 

Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer - Southern Illinois University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104253283706&s 4143&e 001hoLIJObEJ~ru99uG- 
VzCArn29LHbulJ I5S~D~Qt‘‘~zqLiH~IRTLffGN2348gJSiLxPAt~@m-rXLKkcVkzJ4GpudGIV3M79Et9L-B4kibe~33dIAb~3zZ4dDtb~ciRN~ktS~wiKSM8iMI~ ovvvDblC2vQ ] 

Director of Recreation - Morehead State University (KY) [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 



lh win5dxdab&et 1104253283706&s 4143&e 0~h~MJ~bEJWsRrz6RJ47kvprI~‘JtK1[~Lit~nqVvrJ2KLf[{vMNqYO~sduciZ~/~caSY~)iKGZS8o~I~‘T5k~I~]‘DII~I‘aw0v sFiDSNHCbiDAv6n5pnhl’l’] 
- vmT1 DL 1 z~[" v-~DJFt7R])k~b4nw-K qIKKdLof(,)yI)AiRS] 

Athletics Facilities Assistant - James Madison Umversity [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

l[r wjn5dxdab&et l104253283706&.s 4143&e 001hoLIJObE~Vsbz~p7F7A[pOWE8I6RvXkgoE6~eAZmOp\Vkf[~ChYd~7NpCdWY4AY],~[~Ts6xY~M3gpHfym7umOegNvKoyDhinMiYaNzBc 

-iM56e?joMgg ] 

Quote 

"Success in life is largely a matter of coming up smiling at the proper moment; 
defeat is only a means to the ultimate end." 

-F.W. Woolworth 
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Understanding Employment Practices 
Liability Insurance 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Employment Litigation: 

Registration - Session Only: $199.00 How to Avoid It. How to 
Settle It. How to Win It. 
.]an. 20, 2011 

Reqistration - Session plus CD Recordinq: $268.00 Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 
Registration - Session Plus 
CD Recording~ $289.00 
Learn More 

This audio conference will address the essentials of 
employment practices liability insurance (EPLI), both in 

terms of the essentials of a standard EPLI policy, as well as 
issues for advising employers on purchasing EPLI. 

Finance Boot Camp for 
Non-Financial Managers 

.]an. 20, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

The audio conference will be lead by Gerald L. Maatman Jr. 

of Seyfarth Shaw LLP, a leading labor and employment 
practitioner who assisted one of the first major insurance 

carriers in the U.S. market in the early 1990’s in 

constructing the EPLI template policy in existence today. 

We will cover the attributes of an EPLI policy, and the 
issues which companies should be aware of in assessing 

coverage and purchasing EPLI. 

Overview of EPLI Insurance 

The Historical Evolution of EPLI Coverage and the 

Current State of the Market 

Coverage Essentials of EPLI 

The Range of Claims Covered by EPLI, and Typical 

Exclusions From Coverage 

Recurring Issues With EPLI Coverage 

¯ Special Coverages 

¯ Third-Party Coverage 

¯ Claims Reporting 

¯ Prior Acts 
¯ Exclusions 

Assisting Clients in Making Informed Decisions About the 

Purchase of EPLI 

Hot Trends With the EPLI Market 

¯ Risk Management 

¯ Wage and Hour 

¯ Retentions 

Establishing Affordable 
Short-Term Disability 
Plans 
.]an. 21, 2011 
Registration - Session 
_O___n_ bt _:___.$__2___0__9__=_0___0_ 
Reqistration - Session plus 

Learn More 

How to Set Pay Ranges 
That Are Fair and Effective 
Jan. 24, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
_o___n_ b’__:___.s_ ! __9__9__=_0___0_ 
Reqistration - Session plus 
__C___D___B__e__c__o___r__d_ Ln_ g_:___& _2__6___8__~_0___0_ 
Learn More 

Implications of Medical 
Marijuana in the 
Workplace 

Jan. 25, 2011 
.B__e__gj_s__LLa__t_j_o___n___:___S___e__s__s__Lo___n_. 

Only: $199.00 
Reqistrat[on - Session D[us 
CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 
Tougher Summary 
-]udgment Standard for 
Employment 
Discrimination Cases: The 
Implications of Gossett v. 
Tractor Supply Company 

Jan. 26, 2011 
Registration - Session 
Only: $199.00 
Bfq[#~ra~[on : Se#sio~ p[g~ 
CD Recordinq: $268.00 

.L .e__a_ E n___ .N_ R _r_e_ 

This audio conference is designed for human resource 
managers, attorneys, CEOs, CFOs, controllers, presidents, 

vice presidents, owners and insurance professionals. 

Gerald L. Maatman It., Seyfarth Shaw LLP 

Gerald L. Maatman, Jr. 

Partner with Seyfarth Shaw LLP and works in their 

Chicago and New York offices 
Primary emphasis in his practice on defending 

corporations sued in employment-related class action 

lawsuits brought in federal and state courts 

Essentials of California 
Wage Garnishment Laws 
Jan. 26, 2011 
B__e_ gj__s__t _r__a__t_j__o__n___ :___~ _e___s__s_ j__o__n_. 
Only: $199.00 
_R___e_ _q Ls__Lr__a__t_ LO__Q __: _ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_ _ _ ~ Lu___s. 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

.L.e__a_E n___ .N_2 r_e_ 

MS Excel 2003 Tips, Tricks 
and Shortcuts That Save 
Time, Boost Productivity 
Jan. 26, 2011 
Reqistration: $249.00 
_R___e_ _q Ls__Lr__a__t_ LO__Q __: _ _ _S_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ j_ _o_ _n_ _ _ ~ Lu___s. 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

.L .e__a_ E n___ .N__o_ r_e_ 



throughout the United States 

Pioneered the process of conducting employment 
practices audits to assist employers in structuring 

effective and practical personnel policies and protocols 

which are designed to minimize the incidence of 

employment-related litigation and to maximize 
management discretion and workplace productivity 

Represents several leading employment practices 

liability insurance (EPLI) carriers and defends their 

employer insureds throughout the United States 

Created an interactive web-enabled tutorial for one of 
the largest EPLI insurance carriers in the U.S., which 

provides Internet compliance training for management 

personnel on compliance with employment laws and 

Business Insurance Magazine selected the training 

tutorial for its Best Of The Web Award in both 2001 
and again in 2002 

Specializes in the defense of corporations sued in 

EEOC pattern or practice lawsuits and class actions 
relative to employment discrimination, wage and hour, 

civil rights, and denial of access/services 

Successfully defended one of the largest age 

discrimination class actions ever brought in Illinois, as 

well as the first sexual harassment class action 
brought by a State Attorney General in the United 

States 

Defended the governments of France, India, and Spain 

in lawsuits brought in U.S. courts over their 

employment of American workers 

Based on international surveys of business executives 

and corporate counsel, Euromoney selected Mr. 
Maatman as one of the leading employment lawyers in 

the world in 1999 to 2008 
Corporate Counsel Magazine selected him as one of 

the leading employment lawyers in the United States in 

the WhoOs Who Guide To Business Lawyers in 2004 to 
2010, Chambers selected him as one of the leading 

class action defense lawyers in its 2006 to 2010 

rankings of U.S. lawyers and he is a fellow of the 

College of Labor and Employment Lawyers 
Wrote six books on employment law topics, and 

speaks to employer groups throughout the United 

States, as well as in Asia, Europe, Canada, and Mexico 

His work has been profiled in the Wall Street Journal 
and Time Magazine 

Adjunct professor of law in trial advocacy at 

Northwestern University School of Law and has served 

as a guest lecturer in federal civil procedure at the 
University of Michigan School of Law 

B.A. degree, Washington & Lee University 

J.D. degree, Northwestern University School of Law 

Can be contacted at gmaatman@seyfarth.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

CPE 

HR Certification Institute 

HRPD 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" paqe. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

Employee Engagement - 
Getting Your People to 
Truly OWN Their Jobs 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Reqistration - Session plus 

Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 
&_e_g_i__s__t_r__a__t_Lo__n___z__&e___s__s_Lo__n_. 

Only: $199.00 

CD Reeordinq: $268.00 
.k.e__~_En___~_o_r~ 

North Carolina Wage and 
Hour Act 
Jan. 27, 2011 
&_e_~__s_Lr__a__tj_9__n___:___&e___s__s_Lq_n_. 

Only: $199.00 
Req[strat[on - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 
Employers Need to Know 
.]an. 27, 2011 
Reczistration - Session 
Only: $219.00 
ReMstration - Session Plus 
CD Recordinq: $308.00 
Learn More 

Awkward Conversations: 
How to Talk to Workers 
about Hygiene, 
Appearance and Bad 
Behavior 
Jan. 27, 2011 
Req[stration~ ~219.00 
Registration - Session plus 

Learn More 

People-Powered Safety 
Leadership: How to Inspire 
Accountability, 
Responsibility and Results 

Jan. 27, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
_R___e_ g j__s__t _r__a__t_ j__o__n____: __~ _e___s__s_ Lo___n___ P_!__u__s_ 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 
L__e_.a_ r_. _n__. _M_.o_ r_.e_. 

Do’s and Don’ts for 
Internal Investigations of 
Employment Issues 
Jan. 28, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
_O___n_j_~:_:___.S__2___0__9__:_0___0_ 

Reqistration - Session plus 
__C_D____R___e__c__o___r__d_ Ln_ g.:___& _2_ Z _8__~ _0___0_ 
Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 
Social Security Disability, 
Medicare and Workers’ 
Compensation Settlements 

Jan. 31, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 
On!~q ~209.00 
Reqistration - Session plus 
CD Recordinq: $278.00 
Learn More 

Reqistration - Session Only: $199.00 



Reqistration -Session plus CD Recording: $268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advett~s~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Privilege 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am NT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Sewices) 

B~N~F~TS 

This audio conference will discuss the doctrine of attorney- 
client privilege: the scope of the privilege, exceptions to the 
privilege, procedural aspects of asserting the privilege, waiver of 
the privilege and the related but distinguishable doctrine of 
attorney work product. 

~t should be useful for you, whether you are concerned about 
asserting and maintaining privileged communications or 
protecting privileged communications within your organization. 

Elements of the Privilege 

~ Attorney-Client Communication 

~ Expectation of Confidentiality 

@ Seeking or Providing Legal Advice 

~atters Not Encompassed 

@ Identity of Client 

@ Attorney-Client Relationship 

@ Fee Arrangements 

@ Billing Statements 

@ Other Hatters 

Attorney-Client Privilege for Corporate Clients 

@ Who Is the Client? 
@ Privilege for Employees 

Waiver of Privilege 

@ Who Hay Waive? 

@ Waiver by Disclosure 

@ Inadvertent Disclosure 

@ Selective Waiver 

Exceptions to Privilege 

@ Crime- Fraud Exception 

@ Corporate Shareholder Exception 

@ Common ~nterest Exception 

@ Attorney Self-Defense 

@ Other Exceptions 

Work Product Distinguished 

@ Elements of Work Product Protection 
@ Waiver of Work Product Protection 

Procedural Batters 

@ Burden of Proof 
@ Privilege Logs 

Recent Developments in Attorney-Client Privilege 

Teleco~ferences 

Medical Records Update 
for Paralegals: 

Releases, Retention and 
Confidentiality 
Requirements 

Jan. 21, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Bankruptcy Basics for 
Paralegals 

Jan. 25, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teieconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

8 Zssues When Doing 
Business or Contracting 
With Native American 
Tribes 
Jan, 26, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 



The Thompson Memorandum 
ABA Task Force on Attorney-Client Privilege 
Congressional Attacks On The Thompson Memorandum 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Joseph B. Mays Jr., Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

loseph B. Mays 3r. 
~ Partner with the law firm of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
~ Focuses on business litigation, especially antitrust, securities 
and shareholder litigation, government procurement fraud 
litigation, professional liability and white-collar criminal defense 
~ Tried more than a dozen cases to jury verdict in the last 
decade and has also been involved in numerous arbitration 
proceedings 
~ Recognized by The Best Lawyers in America in the field of 
business litigation 
~ Extensive experience representing major accounting firms 
~ Involved in the trial of at least four accounting malpractice 
cases 
~ Received the Walter P. Gewin Award from the Alabama State 
Bar for his contribution to continuing legal education in 1997 
~ B.A. degree, Tulane University 
~ M.A. degree, Cornell University 
~ I.D. degree, The University of Alabama School of Law 

~ Can be contacted at 205-521-8433 or 
j mays@bradleya ra nt.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

~G~STER 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 
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Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 20, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper techniques and 
strategies ~2~r having a successful personal interview This includes a detailed 
discussion on the eight steps that a person needs in order to properly prepare 
for and conduct their interview’. 
$1295- AddTo Cart [http://r20.rs6.nnt’m~sp?lh~ w~n5~xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOl~kAJevs uUs5I)b4qeU~mH YELXL- 

Job Search Book 
I just received the book, and it is good stuf!! I recommended it to the parents 
of my incoming sport management class. I also will be recommending it to our seniors 
who are completing our professional preparation class this fall 
-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed.S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https :i/www.paypal. com/cgibirVwebscr? 
firstname &last name &undefinedquantit’y l&hnsiness howardgauthier@mac.com&imageurl &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currencycode USD&itcm number 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Litks... 
OurWebsite [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?11r win5cLxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJcHPlvhCtSsnC52iacgSuTYdeFnQ2tv- 
USPrul3Lk4Q Yoq dM7DDgleYVkhiQdeHaoTW6kcvHxIQUso 1 peExqB 7YkEYFiNBBU6DaMffN’QQKq el-tBTdh 1 pllANQxh] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp’.’llr~zin5&xdab&et l104270116710&s~4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJc22qS50QqMBuxwQiehOTLaxGeTg0AYLbv9- 
GAF05FwgblTcHXhvYvsZyMZ3NDi ROGO olH 1 Y3ZzIqMZ3 pdNRx5Wnn 1 rHd 1 ic Y JrvaREV01srotvA763tGAsPKsrZtr~MXLGYtD-EgpeOXaspU8 o 82-LID ] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.neVtn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&e~l104270116710&s 4143&e 001LsTZOfekAJf5PXnGm0 Z~J~BkJfZomfq H!c-t1kR- 
xDhccWLLv3bBS£SwpyulM28sp9dI49ZHOBqwguVSERoka sJ~zLEGb~2nS~38¥BGVBwMYzs~W2ic9Ji~’~DE77kw82Xq‘~7~Kp7D~a5~v5F~k~q3Hv~zH~q(N6-5LqxvkqLzvFBUk ] 
Career Development Books [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn. is~’.’ 
llr~zin5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJedM61OZvnTdh2ocld A 3fmZv aO2FTwiFJul~kH2R5IB3BU44Hh4PWOIGOclVV© naidMX4aJadYPBVSzUcaLQEclDW- 
9J7cl~L-SsoufOUJGvlH1NSfSxvF 5dt’~TDPDFSeawGcltTb DO-GA ] 
Forward to a Friend [htto://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.isl)?m 1103508747574&a 1104270116710&ea overstre%40nncaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lk wjn5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJdPbc2~hC-IfRb3nHlevC- 
K 8qXTA81 NuwFV~WFCFFL 1 f.~ILlraSL]-)RKOEqFpD6u6sJEHccq71KQ s4-Q ILPdod5 hH4T7c CAMYoZHnVyOrlbKFT_ ra55tRvAL q- 
IkEAhvqNFnupa 8vl-~FuFbi lgraqS CBugae2LyFO Q sXB 9pnbn-j 01HMAwe Sygp5 -&j QEET6Vy6mderaQ ] 

Feature Article 

Maxwell: Succeeding Together 

The Core Values of a Winning Team 

By John C. Maxwell 

Success.corn 

George Allen, former coach of the Washington Redskins, once said, "Only winners 
are truly alive Winning is living Ever.v time you win, you’re reborn. ;Vhen you 
lose, you die a little" How true that is. It’s wonderful to see the sense of accomplishment 
that comes from winning. But, winning is not an automatic process. If you win, 
you do it on purpose. And more importantly, you do it as a team Here are five 
core values of a ~vinning team . (More) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk wjn5dxdab&e~ 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJcziRjy5mySX1 pJftK QSeIWff)ykQ2QcMwqkFoSKOF2AjEkeUIYjp9XyTR9XMGT4hn2WoJJrdiIcLh6 BOqU7iVIG4PBgnT1 bY9eb8 
-99aSy9Yf)¢HKPojlbFp566n Izi4sVdrmNoWOW-M4W E~kGrmNaQsnIp-R1b7~5Cdj-ka4KT5Nq~6dKhammNB5vR2TYcr/742vKJezEBjZW2De7vk~Mc6~ze3~5<2x:iE~YSX2~xXT-~a-p-Bqhf- 
vk7iVbKhORO16emOd0,AvffffJkTyRyLvwBLF2iigB Tg3PqW5¥VXS JFwXP~vFzB VC lwukeyGKs7jy7HoEL ] 



Ne~v Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, December 30th, include positions as an athletic director, 
an associate AD, a recreation director, and positions ~n compliance, sports information, 
intramurals, facilities management, and much more. To view these positions and 
more, click on the individual links belo’;~’ or go to our website at ww’;~’.sportscareers~nsutute.com 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?l[r win5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJcHP[vhCtSsnC52iac9SuTYdeFnQ2tv- 
U8~ru~3Lk4~Y~qdM7DD~e\VkIu~deI~a~TW6kcvI~xI~Uso~peExqB7YkEYFiNBBU~DaMN~KqehBT~p~AN~xh]. 
Assistant Director/Program Director - Maine Golf and Tennis Academy [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
[lr win5~&~b&et 1104270116710&s~143&e 001Ls7ZOfel~%JdL69omEVSuiK~MAq~b28cBe[ L6~Ih-d5qWrlUNBkBh[tZ4~RyIOLY- 
i3OLqCEngo61mnPVh9MwN7Z LvK7K3sOv1LsN~.p39CEsWI~]ebOOV’lNAr3zk7 bffNISK~Ymll5NxgtYaeA ] 
Facili~ Coordinator - Umversity of South Carolina [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn ]sp? 
l[r win5~xdab~1104270116710&s~143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJdY22u4KYOLAbPB2~ zf 2hdJZpnPI~IXKynCZPSdqi~6dCmB].ISelwOWkD6Ys oStI4N 6KG6nsZp~KICA9FSKv’F~IeJZ20~ 
Sports Comm~ication Specialist - H~ter College, CUNY [http:i/r20 rs6.ne~tn.isp?llr w~n5&xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfel~%JeeB~bMeIcSbU5D528t - 
uzPmWNliRsvNkENT92~- q9scls2rFe9XJNN-YpnPu2ayl5OZcbvlT BJT~e~Lq~7wW~vz~sh~jDxI8~2~tN~kp~b~vJ~edexY3dbwco4~-5dCK4v~3U]NU¥Wqho7~‘.f9p02~X~] 
Eligibility Coordinator @a~-time) - [~mb~’-Riddle Aeronautical Umversity [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp? 
l[r win5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJfm S5T9~o82NvLKtgu~V[3~z6NJsbB4mNpS-Br]iN]~0Lm[5~Ob3SJ~- 
qG~8~SmSNFnXI12Y5@Bu6hdmlLh0]z]Rm4srHff[~OI¢~n2USv sPoorGCZpKt,~IS~[.aI~TC~k~KzI~ELU3ZON~no0Y213cs5-bt[.R8 ] 
Associate/Assistant AD for Business - ~Rah State University [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tnisp? 
[lr win5~&~b&et 11~270116710&s 4143&e 001LsTZOfekA2ff)n7 2221t~96xhR b]FiD9RYIHBvauNuVyR6 4wq)~sYT76K6DBy9 I4~[32DGW~UkL~iwyk5INUv- 
E~LSGzLx-~]oYxA7~N"5E2JX7o~NlC~z09zlI~SUdq) lX)fOm-hFK9t0~a6nFr7uD6k2YqgLucJw ] 
Graduate Assistant Jk~r Media Relations - Illinois S~te Universi~ [http://r20.rs6net/tn.]sp? 
l[r win5dxdab&et 11~270116710&s~143&e 001Ls7ZOfekAJdVSSmLuOGSegqeYSo6OPEnxkGuvGi~XAOi4~VISC1RSUDU5Jwn 9OwN~4]2tmvPLu[.z~Vn lv05fiSJ12XbUlffx9obdUV- 
G¥6BMJO] vPzlWslhurAp9J6hltlI~)eVo~7-B57tvSplUDt~(~ ] 
Senior Financial Analyst - Paciolan Tickeks ([r~ine, CA) [http:&20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr ~iin5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001LsTZOfekAJcx~ rPSEXOVgIlw[~ya5m- 
n~x~Vgw~.BE~t0c~6sFnm~8SGbqQgsv~DQmwie~nN5H27-s7Ng-~VeI~j9Qc~Ll-~I6hV9XCMseW3~‘N2Z80W~Lx i~Q~B O~-cm0IatgtwcO 110w2 S 8 Q JiANO0~plez- 
on~GSCr IpcZW~wgp5i~3~fche~n~Aax92xiSwP 1SgmO3 VeY9Fop753H98 ] 
Assistant Director of Compliance for Financial Aid - Universib" of North Carolina 
[http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp ? 
llr~]n5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~Jf¥ q5MpE~7M5 ~V41B Iuu~sw01~2N~N~aMff~a 4iPoIsS r~HS~eox~’l 9~3CrFBN~qbvWzNuizl pBA2p90ZU5~ 
Corporate Sales Assistant - Universi~ of Illinois at Chicago [h~p:i/r20.rs6.nct/~.isp?lk~]n5dxdab&ct 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001LsTZOfe~JcqOi338~Si-J31JqF5qFtSggLwc3- 
F47h8 QKlsnUTuiTS~74ESfc~SCcL 6btWJwSxcpg&n7Iad2CqPpEW71nlDZ-PQm79MeKgJJ03Li-Xlpb~6kCc-W372eKSvM5mg ] 
Graduate Assistant in Athletic Training - ~e Universib~ of Tulsa [http:i/r20.rs6.netAn.]sp? 
lk w[n5&xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143~ ~Ls7Z~fe~NCEB8u~aStQG~Xp8YQU3gu¥S~V49aT~G‘~2quS~T~D~5~zUmJ~x;~VTz-8C~&~g~b2hpa~8CG~4~Bq- 
rk~vW2p2WO~6u~ 2Ppdgc q ~r]~’0c I]DmCSn 14t]Fw ] 
Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance and Student Athletic Success - I~C Pembroke 
[http:&20.rs6.negtn.]sp?lk w]n5cLxdab&ct 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~JcaN5gewgLNiL5BqeZY15Bc2p2fsIOCt~Cp6H9~2 K3nSW~DCfJ- 
~3blWST~d2~J p~lGMSms~7oehlU6dl~o~VSnott6sff~x85YAV~N~]~xC1NJzN~iGt90o60C~CSV~hU3~Tq~V~ R0 ] 
Athletic Media Relations ~tern - Florida Atlantic Universib" [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp?lk~z]n5&xdab&e~1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfcL~Jfm~I 1NOX-TYAuw0@0o Iu29- 
6 i~2TTVo85qff2upWT4~qReOsTQgQEOY~mOSrDtxN236~3iloSWy5BrJOUwH3raFsw v.~-PeKncx~z5h~ld7sATmg-6~oMbegTEw ] 
Assistant Director, Athletic Stewardship & Donor Relations - Boston College [ht~:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr w[n5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~JeTZRWGN~3o[- 
tZQH Zc~uaKN~2G~gLBP-d~q~Z~Agem5t2Q~yS~P04N6gZk 2Xwce0w2igG~-yboBff~Lf~;~V2kwFvg~ JI~eQ~aEOGP2NS- 
8~ 16H~Xi G 10mWg~a@VOOssCb~sNoA ] 
Director of Athletics, PE and Recreation - Denison Universib~ [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.[ sp ? 
llr~zin5&xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~Jei~YZAYttabNi~sdJ2CA6~ahSd-EJ4IOOr~5~V~5 lqe wYavJ~)~kLXz~eNc- 
M02870auw4K2 SAC~sK1R 7A2YEB~ic~zOOKu9A~e7~rr~3Ov~zonusd3wNi~O ] 
Graduate Assistant in Intramural Sports - Texas A&M Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

lk wjn5dxdab~t 1104270116710~ 4143&e 001LsTZOfe~J~dv6191N3GFeK~VZ5~uWpczSQb6uSml~sPskCka4cx2FSXamJ6X0-6xS~2yhZFpHil- 
w~ViYa~0orHy ea LgdC38k~QQ~;ldWn~@sBgcy6t~WlwuBTJpSG~R70w~spwbTi7C@e] 
Program Assistant for Compliance - Montclair State Universi~z [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
lk ~vjn5ckdab&et 11~270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~Jc~z~9L~F~T7Z¥12o0JriWgws~glGciYahcA2aEIzSEMljw3O~C~vLhG7 DE llpXY16piq~VQG3pH061TV8T) 
-G8 QS G~ovDC3hc~N6Ry 8aE0 ] 
Athletic Trainer fk~r Club Sports - Saint Maw’s College (CA) [http://r20.rs6 negtn.jsp?lk~vin5dxdab&e~1104270116710&s~143&e 001Ls7ZOfeE4JdGpRp0tliroft~N~r4u~w- 
01 ddoMtqSR~YycouzcZha6015~LRt4699OLN lx0w QOzW~6BSeTnEm0QDYdsC7 LbZH2KsROLO~oma~sACvCZN~5oEb~m j~0~Y~oeL3PN2~,~vX-iuSRU ] 
Ath~eticDirect~r-;~art~nSch~Disgict(TX)[http://r2~.rs6.net/mjsp?~k~Jn5&xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOf~Jesk5Hx~zZft~Itk2K Dqwm3T3QVxe7CselWg~v- 
B ~e6B U aZQoS ~ht9 Kt s~e~vll~ smdk8 ~Xu~B 51G Z eN4EoW S rN 8v7YY g kNO V ~Ni5hwL c V V 63-~Pc~0 YtVE696-9ei6~zY4~VYa~ dFvIV C~NkOtViN~ S~ ~ 1- 
tJZCd~LpX~ Sby~vGJ~C1-H BdMOH] 
Academic Co~selor for Football - The Universib’ of Mississippi [ht~:/ir20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?lk~vin5dxdab&e~1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOfe~J@z- 
T~i~T¥G59~N~8c~qAt~6XJftXgIYQnqY-~zUG~v-YIS@xTGU~Fn~47BC~tGB~N~asW2q6LN~¥~Z5yax7a ~vbvl~9Nmhnqf~L%~-ToSXd-rkUiPLqdwi-q-~ ] 
Director of Enteltainment and Productions - Cinci~afi Reds (5~B) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
lk ~vjn5~x&b&et 1104270116710&s~ 143&e 001Ls7ZOf?~JeLkCSCLCwi&KasAS~li~-BsVO,~cC~,TS3 ~v-AtIuUmtqEwR0~- 
e89C3DkWISloU9NsmVN~c5elVJyJS~ ~a~f70YS~¥~0felx7A841~m-%~TgDug-Zud()bYDbK2WJZ4~h6cDk~1j2N~Su fo ] 
Athletic Director - William Woods University [http://r20.rs6 net/tn jsp? 
lk wjn5dxctqb&et 1104270116710&s~143~ 001Ls7ZOfe~Jff~KcCcgQ9Ku~otxqO~0r~cN~IzozlVQdE0PSK4~k- 
5~ud~BSF8aBQYeAezSvrW~ae~7h.S~NQaQqrNqx4Ec~Tw1T6~V8~BxNEb~e~76kg~uQvV~uEyk@Tex9SgWp-e~h9rRc7Stwb~SaqkQ4hI~iw~FQEVv] 
Director of Campus Recreation - Morehead State Universib- [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp? 
lk ~vjn5~xdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143~ 001Ls7ZOfe~Jt7 N5vm31(OFi15LZNZVoihlL~a0FmN~s4Tq-132Bk~adel~)OceRoC~V-7EbHOa~vB410~BOVoReAew - 
9~75n2~,~u VSC~t cxpm(O~z6Z@s~BeNrwZfQ~VS~iEGD~l~A41 @I-4mv] 
Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation - Cib’ of E1 Paso, TX [hRp:&20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104270116710&s 4143&e 001Ls7ZOf?~Jcs- 
S7q~A9P5cOi~PiZi~e5~5ovgce7ee~Fz-Mirq~BCp543uOew~G68kUi3eSDtDh1~X~4,~p~dcK3PZ qj~(O6s~eXv3~KIielvaDz~V2VxW1 C~3D5NL~3~au05 JD~e] 
Job Director of Sports and Family Programs - ~ICA (Rock)’ Mo~t, NC) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk~jn5&&b&et 11 ~270116710~143&~001Ls7ZOf?~J~EV50VjZ~caSdxtV1Qi2a0VOGN0r~- 
dlEnNSEN2 U~ oDQs~gl ~j~Re5CsjC~Z5ECI6Q~M~T98H8vNee9Fmb~4ba~tI~yur~wT~.b~4b~hGCM5p~uD~VTwY8~Q9NSr~L~xSA9~GD23x~e~WQeL 

I believe that being successful means having a balance of success stories across 
the many areas of your life. You can’t truly be considered successful in your business 
life i:[’your home life is in shambles. 

-Zig Ziglar 
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This message is sent to you by Accounting Newswatch 

Time: ~.:00 

Le%~h: t hou~ 30 rNr~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Many tax professionals and investors in partnerships, LLCs and 
other entities treated as partnerships struggle with the 
concepts and the operating rules that apply to Section 704(c). 
These rules potentially apply whenever property is contributed 
to such an entity or are distributed from such an entity. The 
regulations under Section 704(c) provide a very flexible but very 
complicated set of rules for required allocations that apply to 
contributions property to or distributions property from an entity 
that is treated as a partnership. 

This audio conference is designed to help the drafters of the 
basic operating documents for an entity treated as a 
partnership, including partnership agreements, operating 
agreements and trust agreements; the tax return preparers for 
such entities; and those who structure transactions using such 

entities, understand and work with the Section 704(c) 
regulations. 

There will be a discussion of the various elections that are 
available to adopt methods of allocation under Section 704(c), 
as well as a discussion of reverse allocations. Failing to have a 
proper understanding of these provisions can potentially result 
in unanticipated surprising tax consequences for partners, 
members and beneficiaries of partnership treated entities. 

AGENDA 

Section 704(c) ~ General Concepts 

Forward Allocations 
Reverse Allocations and Section 704(b) 

Forward Allocations 

Book Value vs. Tax Basis Issue 
Methods of Allocation 
Traditional Method 
Curative Allocations 
Remedial Method 

Reverse Allocations 

Section 704(b) Issue Upon Revaluation of Capital Accounts 
Aggregation Elections 

Statutory Backstopping of Section 704(c) 

O Section 704(c)(1)(B) 
O Section 737 

WHO SHOULD ATT~N~ 

This audio conference is designed for accountants, attorneys, 
presidents, vice presidents, controllers, tax managers, business 
owners and managers, finance executives, bookkeepers and 
enrolled agents. 

FACULTY 

Leo N. Hitt, Reed Smith LLP 

Leo N. Hitt 

1099 Reporting of 
Payments to Attorneys 

and Other Third-Parties 
~lan. 24~ 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding the 
Apportionment Rules 
for Service-Based 
Businesses 
Jan. 25, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Forbearance Agreement 
Funda mentals 
3an. 27, 2021 
Registration: $249.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$318.00 
Learn More 

For-Profit and Nonprofit 
3oint Ventures in Tough 
Economic Ti rues 
Jan. 27, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Online Collection 
Techniques: Do’s and 
Don’ts 
Jan, 28, 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 

Understanding Property 
Taxes in Illinois 
3an. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Sales and Use Tax 
Determination 
Headaches 

3an. 31~ 2011 
Registration: $219.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$288.00 
Learn More 



@ Partner in the Pittsburgh office of Reed Smith LLP and 
member of its Tax Practice 
@ Practice emphasizes all aspects of federal income taxation, 
with a particular emphasis in the taxation of business entities, 
such as partnerships and corporations, and investment vehicles, 
including RIC, REITs and REMICs 
@ Conducts seminars and workshops on numerous topics for a 
large number of professional groups, including lawyers, 
accountants and business people 
@ Adjunct professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of 

Law 
@ Listed in Best Lawyers in America in tax law for more than 10 
yea rs 
@ Writer of several publications related to the areas of the 
federal income taxation of business entities and other related 
topics 
@ L.L.M~ degree in taxation, New York University School of Law 
@ 3.D. degree, University of Pittsburgh School of Law 
@ B.A. degree, University of Pittsburgh 

@ Can be contacted at 412-288-3298 or Ihitt@reedsmith.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
>~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
>~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ AIPB 
@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ CPE 
@ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

REGISTER 

Registration= $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD= $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Fails Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This messaqe is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Re[eases  Rete tio  arid Confidentiality 
Requirements 

Time: ~:00 9m ~~ (~2:00 9m CT, ~:00 am ~F~ ~0:00 ~m ~~) 

Length: ~. hour 30 m~nutes 

Registration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

Medical providers and health plans, vendors, and others who 
retain medical or health records are often subjected to complex 
and conflicting requirements to maintain the confidentiality and 
restrict the disclosure of the information. Complex and 
overlapping rules and regulations impose rigid requirements that 
must be met before information is released and require medical 
record repositories to retain the records for often-conflicting 
time periods. 

This audio conference will outline the sources of the laws and 
regulations that govern the ability and duty of such repositories 
to release such information; their obligations to retain medical 
records in their possession; the confidentiality obligations of 
such record holders; the impact of those laws, and how to 
establish policies and systems to ensure those laws are met. 

This program will specifically outline the requirements of the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and 
the regulations promulgated thereunder, which have been 
substantially upgraded in the recently-passed stimulus bill and 
made applicable to entities that were not subject to HIPAA 
before. 

This audio conference will also identify common, state statutory 
and regulatory schemes that deal with medical record release 
and retention. It will also offer some advice, tips and sample 
policies that can be used by medical providers and other record 
holders to help ensure compliance with these wide-reaching 
laws and regulations. 

Medical Record Releases 

Situations 
Health Care Business Operations 
Governmental Requests 
Governing Laws 
HIPAA 
State Laws 
Methods for Release 
Legally Allowed Releases 
Consents and Authorizations 

Retention Requirements 

Laws 
Federal 
State 
Laws for Specific Situations 
AIDS, Drug Abuse, Psychiatric Issues 
Public Health Issues 
Others 
Contractual Obligations 
Policies and Procedures 

Confidentiality Issues 

Upcoming 
Te~eco~fere~ce~ 

Bankruptcy Basics for 
Paralegals 

3an. 25, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

B Issues When Doing 
Business or Contracting 
With Native American 
Tribes 
Jan, 26r 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Re~listration = 
Teleconference plus 
$278,00 
Learn More 



HIPAA 
Privacy Rule 
Security Rule 
State Law Issues 
Common Law Relationship Issues 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal assistants 
and attorneys. 

3effery P. Drummond, Jackson Walker L,L.P. 

Ieffery P. Drummond 

~ Partner in the Health Care Section of Iackson Walker L.L.P. 
~ Represents hospitals and other health care providers, 
physicians and physician groups 
~ Advises clients regarding compliance with health care, 
pharmaceutical, and tax exemption laws and regulations, 
including the federal Stark Law and the Anti-Kickback Statute 
~ Frequent speaker on medical record privacy and security 
issues and HIPAA 
~ Maintained a blog on HIPAA and other medical records 
matters since 2002 at www.hipaablog.blogspot.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration= $199,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD= $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please forward this ir~vitatio~ to colleagues who mal~ be~fit f~om I~articipatit~g, 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management * POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<kevin@pivot21eaming.com> 

Thursday, January. 20, 2011 3:16 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Suggestion from Coach A1 Golden 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kotowich, Steven Joseph" <SKotowich@qcc.cuny.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 20, 2011 5:56 PM 

Tia Overstreet; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

WARNING! 

TEXT.htm 

Your mailbox has exceeded the storage limit which is 20GB as set by your 
administrator,you are cun-ently rurming on 20.9GB,you may not be able to 
send or receive new mail until you re-validate your mailbox.To re- 
validate your mailbox please click here<http://wildpa~emarketin~.com/Form/use/admin/forml .htm[> 
Thanks 
System Administrator 



Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Onlv: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

This webinar presented by noted labor and employment lawyer Robert G. 
Brody will alert managers and executive team members to what you@re doing 
to cause unionization right now; how to recognize the signs that a union is at 
your door; how unionization can hurt your business; and what you can do to 
maintain a union-fl’ee environment. You also will learn about the union 
machine@s latest strategies to attack your company. Finally, Mr. Brody will 
review your right to fight back. 

Positive employee relations - the key to union avoidance 

How unions can destroy your business - higher wages are the least of 

your WOFFies 

Strategic decisions that can beat the union before it even begins its 

attack. 

Key personnel policies you need to have in place NOW. 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

How to Set Pay Ranges 

That Are Fair and Effective 

Jan. 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the 

Workplace 

]an. 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq; $268.00 

Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 

Tougher Summary 

Judgment 

Standard for Employment 

Discrimination Cases: The 

Implications of Gossett v. 

Tractor Supply Company 

Jan. 26, 2011 

_R____e_.�[ Ls__t_ E _a__t_L 9__n__ L __S___e__s__s__i_Q __n_ 

._o___nJ _~: L _& _1_9__9__: 9__0_ 

.C___D____Ee__c__O__E_dj__n_.~ "_._$._:2__~_:_O__9. 

Change to Win and the AFL-CIO - the Union Machine@s strategies for 

2011 

Union Authorization Cards - the beginning of the end 

You[- team,s right to free speech in the workplace 

Recognizing early warning signs of union activity 

Staying Union-Free - whose job is it? 

Essentials of California 

Wage Garnishment Laws 

]an. 26, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Executives and managers at any company that is or might be facing 

unionization, particularly manufacturers, financial firms, Tiers 1 and 2 

suppliers, and health care facilities. 

Robert G. Brody is the founding member of Brody and Associates, LLC, a 
i labor and employment law firm which represents management, founded in 
1997. Before founding Brody and Associates, Bob was a Managing Partner for 
one of the largest management labor and employment law firms in the United 

i States, Jackson Lewis. 

Bob has been in private practice for over twenty-five years. He has 
represented both public and private sector entities across the United States. 
He works in all industries and with companies that are leaders in their own 

i industry, as well as with developing companies. In addition to providing daily 
counsel to management on labor and employment issues, such as the new 

i health care legislation, ADA, FMLA, workplace violence and alternative dispute 
i initiatives, Bob represents employers before federal, state and local civil rights 
i agencies and in court. 

North Carolina Wage and 

Hour Act 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 

Employers Need to Know 

3an. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Onlz; $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for 

Internal Investigations of 



Bob presents seminars nationally and locally on labor and employment law 
and related topics. He has been quoted and published in national publications 
and appears as a guest T.V. commentator on contemporary labor and 
employment law issues~ Bob is a contributor to some of the leading treatises 
in his field, including How Arbitration Works; The Developing Labor Law; and 
Employment Discrimination Law. Bob has also had numerous labor and 
employment law articles published on the Internet and in periodicals. 

Robert G. Brody 
Brody and Associates, LLC 
Emaik rbrody@brodyandassociates.com 
Website: www. brodyandassociates.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration- Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations.com 

Employment Issues 

Jan. 28, 2011 

Eeqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Eeqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 

Social Security Disability, 

Medicare and Workers’ 

Compensation Settlements 

Jan. 31, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Decisions and 

Social Media - What Can 

an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating, 

This ~tess~qe is sent to you by HRNewswatch 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sports Careers Institute, LLC" <howard@sportscareersinstitute.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 8:38 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? 
Click here 

http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?llr win5ckx:dab&v 001Akwh5HYSvpv4mW~’uvPGsYbuTJZu3a5Q-83vnc~Gmwioo0-~v~voXltvLLu9OwoxYBTXiK- 
6 sFfo C JP5 ]ZX6zix~VfDwzl 0vXiblhe S ~,)X9XTGdFdE 1TvLwO%3D%3D 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 24, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 

(Instant Download) 

$9.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCXSN’X]R- 

ti3PeAlW4t’xy:~xsL\VIYvgY5H9d2x(idXcftONOIv40Ye6d[5 4Ge4Rt5ctm qwaSoOsLNFziS3I~pNtIqql4NSZ3hAVLcLx~/ 03Qh~sMlbFMOv82QkIwZiS~c06as ] 

Job Search Book 
"This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry." 
-(ireg McDermott, 
Head Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton University 

To Purchase: 

Book- $29.95 ClickHere [https:i/www.pas~pal.con~dcgi-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id 8902655] 

E-Book - $24.95 ClickHere [http:/ir20.rs6.net;tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104284858928&s~4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCUIAcvieqCE- 
NCrxJ0ePE2aeMUnzEmqBtdUyS rEO6VVISCDeNaSKoJJ51Bxct~DolS0eOisfa0qdcEMsrLdY9WickWL D6aT3wsm909PcT-mqx7SSxz~JVf)aX2OdWFU7v-Nw ] 

Support Your Students and Have Your Library add this book to their collection by 
forwarding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports ruanagement students. 
Library Order Form [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr wj~5cLxdab&et l104284858928&s~4143&e ~pn2iBV6AZCVwNaI~tF~4eMsMp~\~9GkLaZ~D7z9URrav2MwMMqDV7i~ZgVAcVwu~XtGC7s~rUawx- 
9jQkOOEoJYXyCjutlECCPoVgUIOFpg0DgMabF4GCrOcg5416IrFO~nDY4HW14acHWs3hjZcfWE2 2Ps0DfNL~SS5.~’C-nIvsNG5OC~wmzlV6YErykSgpRD1UiRBCY ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
Our Website [ht~://r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp’.’llr win5dxdab&e~1104284858928&s~4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCWWhC6x~’d~BEOWOu brlJllN6Mwc0sNLYJnu6PhiKtma©G1Ht~IC~prnB7TXmOvP0- 
~f~eiCiUtI~2ml ww~ s-zTfveDi J~IT-DR4xUS5 ~;~iD~] 
Instant Download e-books [ht~:i/r20.rs6.neV’tn.is~?llr ~vin5cLxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2~V6AZC~V7~sZRJ~9J- 
FD3oRO7Z3~Fv~IGL~d~mc S~b~c~Ts2xq0~Tc J7Oo~PHw~id9BHoev~aGilTUx4 - 

aXG5~cbl~’OiiI3DaM~’~9GC48~Gm~40~v~a~IsDz~OYi~7c~T~O-lOHl~C~30 ] 
Job Listings [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk wjn5~x&b&et 1104284858928#~ 4143~ 001pn2~V6~CU4E~IN~tT~dt U4~eLS~x3LF~NtQc5DIJ~aplEN~pe3sF2~ijXoOb2ju9~X5JXyBg~0A- 
odo6mY3V9r~ZgcDV1Bz7b iCwiQ~wp~GD5kisi6XJ4ogtBo~sN~lYco Dg] 

Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lk~’in5 ~xd ab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001 pl~ V6~C’~qC2nslvBJ8 YO~b~168vhGGb YSgKa~x@i~N355m~vlT~K0dc3p3~GO~Ebhew51NgG~Q2siO~z77ZUc51ZRGzbg 
-7c~Fx~dDSCEuL5~O~O7rAbl~t~ dpk~xlt~llOxSd~pOe73~QY ] 
Career Development Books [http://r20.rs6 net/m.jsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6~CW7~sZRJ~9J- 
FD3oRO7Z3~F~SG~d ~mc S ~b~c~Ts2x@~Tc J7QoX~PHwgE~d 9BHoeyz~aGilTUx4 - 

aXG5~cblq~-0iiI3DaMQ~grq~9GC48 ~D~4Ow~ ~a~IsDNOYi~7cqT~0-10H 1 ~Cg3 Q ] 
Fo~ardto aFriend [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/f~f.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104284858928&ea overstre%40uncaa.~c.e&~] 
Findus onFacebook [ht~://r20.rs6.neVtnjsp?llr wjn5~xdab&e~1104284858928&s~143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCVH~Kq4Gre~XJg~pegSDI5pOE~I~VmaWp- 
w6UG68ClgO~’c5TI7D qK~iqTpQNscplA5LZ 120jA319518 S4cRX%fub5id~lM6a~LhCcPZMahbFZsQBn~ 1 a~yWiQ5tBq- 

genj YyN?Df~379 YC~HdWZRSL~zYI~QTa~ZcO~ 5~x0g ] 

Feature Article 

So You Want to Be an AD? 

By Dan Cardone 

Athletic Management 

I am often approached by college students majoring in sport management looking 
for advice on how to become an athletic director. They often ask: ho~v do I find 
out about openings? And what is the best path to take to obtain a position at 



the high school level? 

The ]Srst thing I impart to those interested in this career path is that there 
are no set qualifications, degree requirements, or certifications necessary to 
obtain the position of athletic director tlowever 

.(More) [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?l]r ~in5d×dab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6~ZCWCRout~SnSLJdpk5E4J~’ylcXuY[31bl2XVPZ6BmlJeDn2I)JTNK- 

[TxN~aSGput}~;EO~n~2XGgKP S 8yA89QdSj f-a2 dWlGq7h~ MbfMn oo Y7 feIPW’wWGWTIee ~UXrtl2j 01 sL4Iy9rm[~sciPo 21~g S TsM-Ryj qHdbK 1 xJ YsOI~wM0c] )1}3 YAQ9ixm6 Yg-I.X)ZO×G’KN2 [~xCns ] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, January 24th, range in location froru Texas to Hawaii, 
and Oregon to Ohio¯ These positions include positions as a conference cormnissioner, 
high school athletic director, an athletic trainer, a sports management faculty 
position, and several recreation positions¯ To view- these positions and more, click 
on the links below- or go to out website at wwa~.sportscareersinstitute.com. [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~in5dxdab&ct 1104284858928&s~4143&e ~pn2iBV6AZCV3Br~r5T96rRVqFMwi5Yvq~Phlm~r4npIZg~pA~Dx7wpATgbG6AuHGy5VE~LV5iEfw~ lv4EAuUzpbAEsxcdJoi~2V2RAuaao~ 

Assistant Corrm~issioner for _Marketing/Broadcasting - Lone Star Cortference [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr~vin5&xdab&ct 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCU4Err~Z1MgtT9iFLgiN~LYr-VOe0KoLXvk 7 p32-KEmQ3hSOVn3A zXKRSExFrtBo 86gE Zr3 wTYSRSMcODlcstgO5BPu0- 
boDiKYhi7tutyOOCgttAAus3sbE1DP 17Mlufwl61 eZZnN1OA ] 

Athletic Trainer -Ashford University (IA) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llrm~!in5cb;dab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e ~pn2iBV6AZC¥VIthIJ5HQ~FQGdeALvtyWt~gSqh~gsL~k~Kc‘j~hVvbET~V56~gf~CMeiSqQHxgchS2~‘9FK9Hp-~VaKKk~Z~iF~5~XaEB 
--MopqISm0fRRkstXgRY FXIsahJWbPiCYVGQ 8ImykOruSizOCI9s254vLB dozcQdnHAP-lFOLm] 

Coordinator of Competitive Sports/Sports Clubs - UNC Wiltnington [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001 ~n2iBV6AZC\rKclC2nslvB J oiHHLWsgxXaE5kHN’~DS©Twrb7zVEVfP8 n12TH]hbiohlGZWrE536a RDr~’rB4NgVV~grWLT’~qgXciJBr3mahSO 

Assistant Director of Ticket Operations - Northwestern University [http:/:’r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~’jn5ckxdab&et l104284858928&s~4143&e ~pn2iBV6AZCV3n8D9tr~LcNKdbYDFiI35WLRzpRYrr~--azqzUQ7Q~hBSL4x~FFUSW-EqSYekhgpx~Iwatuiy7W9*4LbpaJt~qZrT7MBV-- 
D4Dhdkrr~:zT83KJ-nCEwbi-Mg eKKyzo7vp3 zu3EYTaPw7oA ] 

Commissioner - The Suta Conference [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s~143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCUI2Q4OzgKrPjy2w991~BPkoH~cEVXGg76bL3- 
fkGRDil-SZmkgEX~maL NrFqrkGtlMjF3 U Yn9 VwSXZQ39bWJ 18 fir 5EB4BnVV S bGWbgB X zFX5Oy9 N g~gzl b Q Y gkgP3 VjX G 5jxEF72dZ TPpyGu5 Q NcDkL B DKrHIcs\ I2 CWcebUd4tQH- 
vkdfirtAgiNs5kE4Li0re2I ] 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - The University of Mississippi [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCWNwbCZvS1FCnYuH3aNbYuQTJvd,,dlMXJAhaCMDuEbSBDJUIFCRWs edPJc- 
7ZWtsael2osRz4zs6p k~zcTKALu2YesSZi9E-SLCk75,’B-2NqWISoipso9sDM6jBv 5JQ2PJbq4bdJVv-wQ ] 

Sales Associate - Philadelphia 76ers (NBA) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vjn5cb;dab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCVolE,X)u8n ~Ws4wMqfGa6CFx~b~Fw~Cn~7‘ZQpbM3eDEpI1Yn‘2XDiwreVm9faUeaC9TCNmNe1~aRFkXS7uMY~t~X~g- 
8EcnAr3TtVHtx~JdVG6rKC32Cw3tquI~q9C2-eWViv~nhizZagcdUML7\~%~g5NVV8sV1~arrrL~aKr~Jn~Ghy~aJQR V OmV61Yo8Gz0Aa6St-tKdb028wSzkA4Kbr0DKAJmr-A kDuGg ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Stanfbrd University [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e ~1pn2iBV6AZCV~8sM~9~Z1svLUQibX~WHSA~Iv1CLpcrIcSYC45~-k~aJEDWIuWNcSfiiC~v~xJs4b~‘cPrzzEkd3dF7M¥VJYwKVrc\~a-7i- 
x7 JEDI~v6ETt -ckZNZu4jEYSHoa JYrzq3 -Tz4s-L7200RzgE,LA ] 

DirectorofParkandRecreation-CityofElkRiver(ME’)[http:/’/r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s~143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCUeJ0ghULhRI1- 
9USs%’HPDRScbH2E6tYTmNXP4P4noCGkSaFClrb5mrcBpKu(Oi6YTvkp9xlPwJakW6kegMFaIVI01 n zsF68UMS4er7eoi2hIxUddrc 1 nSeF~,)LiuOuhZpf~,~tRmv01KvQsCBp(OrDcbWuES] 

Athletic Communications Coordinator for Football - University of Michigan [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vinSdxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pP2iBV6AZCXmPSK\qd3IEIC5t~,66~X912xLxgO\ISTAkbTdPXaIY<SR1-gGF1BY75o0- 
vSqJlVI4XxsI2iTLeGTiLMSvri2C5J6GHMTR6RS0ipxpW~c,~J06T1Fc6YslH srPdnT0nuW,’cxYGf~FbA6TFqVwUA ] 

Sports Performance Coach - Stanford University [http://r2Ors6net/tn.isp? 

lit win5dxdab&e~l104284858928&s~4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCV~tIJtC4U84 N’lL[vIjp4RZ6~CulxlT~taCk Flw UwycVIipZTAOLxxhia6aKuYddcrjrzrv2T~I~EY9jl~mExfdsm6CF~4Gkz[~/9kJ tWll 
-YCb5VPB2hTkXNbHcig-V3 YuSEktzzu16Da6Jt74IIl cYtSNz~sc ] 

Intramural & Club Sports ]mern - Colorado School of M~nes [http://r20.rs6.net/m isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et l104284858928&~s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCW xXw~aA~sw8r]-)Ysi6YkbH1VDeXkG4CKWFzH9OGTpi9sX~c89J~‘tN5:t}~IUQdJNSHMHeSmD4W[~.~bE)A2~sh~Z7pQ~CPGt@~ 

Sports Information Director- Siena Heights Unlversity [http://r20.rs6.net/tnisp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6~ZCWlvg4zluingszXptEJY- 
53qZgb~K.iTAMY~rhVrY95LdFI~’y~OWI7DIuiS0sw3CrSFs410HHI L7a53mvMfl~IS¥9UMl~[XNBXegsqXhnPwkKCZJnII)Ila3piMLNSzk¥Idzff HVJdcC;’~xKPQFxqJ26Y3xXxA[cYgms4YnXPqdqJY4K 

Assistant Director of Campus Recreation/Aquatics - UNC Wilmington [http://r20.rs6.net/misp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s~143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCUrSmRCwddC- 

4RQpCV3sNnsAf dCKdFQiud2LwXrwl lra[KXN)WqbU26to13qfcZRSshxiv--VL4L7OWI;rwNgEb’v4ukB-I~eVCwqPg vCHN, LxCXQ6-px9kTpeP4M3tSI.JvoNfSvDeooFyh42uRUi[KhJEB] 

Head Coach, Men’s and Women’s (;ross Country - Notre Dame College (OH) [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et l104284858928&s~4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCl_~vp U7YME2Jwbt9 qGW7OA6Gygnp- 

4zmNageRbnlVIicXKBXAil[cx[{r79cuZ01][*;W[ZcMhiKNhDlZl~nyzwid~s45KgpvLKis -N5k6-ZbAI~5D~Zsf052t72R7c7NQNMCR[3eSiJFI)w ] 

Sports Management Faculty - Wittenberg University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928gas~4143&e 001pn2t[3V6AZCV(,)SCsS.rPQ2E[*~FuBT9Va6ibleVfZz]p4~/SQ3QZO[cnSmsSeVWT bI,’X3TWF1BYuSbal.JxMRdc3B3Ox48Bg~,K7xG4P7N/~emhIox- 

sYqessMRcV31i16fA 23-SOYs33fi-qvrbDW0wrCi7h~ ] 

Graduate Assistant in Athletic Training - Virginia Commonwealth University [http:i/r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCX- 
jhXlqRksl] cSggTEg5KhOb Nxqeljqv(,)lSNOiZcQE SDW MahT0icQU0ubFMlrI;’~’bHkhwXYWsU-KGS[~[I-G9WxPoi[~’wW10u3BQukiXwYdD2q5gsxS9 I)(,)V6ATe9Ca[3huPOp/~XxtfdDA ] 

Recreation Superintendent - City of Cedar Rapids (IA) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104284858928&s~4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCV[~’blZ0cl’I~)7I{mob~.;~BG7kX10H-SU- 
lmXMqdtNYF5F3Q-6h o5gfP4GC1HNIswS6Bu]qchi5JG4slQli9MqflwpkzB77ef wrt?vl~,rSYJavaGHk YSC7pASJleGQlwlQiZx86QfEOdRmu6]hKFORu82pJC1] 

Dean for Health, PE and Athletics - Lane Corranunity College (OR) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001 pn2iB V6AZ CX!cXvnt zel zmL mlZA JvOk 1 pL3AeuNFUnQCIxTfgLIb 1 how 1 iFFBMRJpqpK90dIsQO6HrnQauO 1UNYYZwYiep~x3tDbW5klC61V 
-TQ5cckXUrrff’~%V6D1 J1Z]AuLES%~I ] 

Coordinator for Fitness - Illinois State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV6AZCVVQwnNCGCBSQe]h5~2~rUQ9JI4~V¥itW7TavFOFAbhz51oNhsz InCvU6mL1SiBxfZA- 



XmiVWP BvPlcxpkUN051ezmce4Kmb2h]DxGtleoUehsnJcsnTBCviVs9b7ieSUWpBc pJkMZZv’~’N37eGa-15AKpaJ] 

Corrections Recreation Specialist - State of Hawaii [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~iin5cLxdab&e~1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2iBV62J’~CUnEYI9CKOQDNvl Yql02diaRcXogimKFdbebNSGX hpjbUpDg92gitlpFfYAvwNeLWEA2ybuZhE~xVI~l_2Vyb pWII~Bi4GpCc 

Athletic/Activity Director - A~kansas City School District (KS) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5dxdab&et 1104284858928&s 4143&e 001pn2~[3V6AZCXboHzUWvTauvlX2t0iSL5RSTp- 
oiVt~;sJTo ~d~/~kJIiR]2~II‘~x7[{rkaq2Kc~BTG6az2~‘Ji8kt3Qm5:5rQXBc73zQe3cLCZuei~Sbi~XSWbIs6cr~;x6bGETNrw~YIk][~;Kpbsh~5~5KZsrdntnQs9~HIirLMdWSqXZuceY ] 

Quote 

"I won’t accept anything less than the best a player’s capable of doing, and he 
has the right to expect the best that I can do for him and the team." 

---Lou Holtz 
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This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The bankruptcy world is full of traps for all professionals. Not 
only must you be familiar with the Bankruptcy Code, which is 
often amended, and case law, but also the often overlooked 
Federal Rules Of Bankruptcy Procedure, local rules and judge- 
specific rules. Marvin Ruth, a bankruptcy and creditor’s rights 
attorney, puts a unique spin on issues germane to the 
bankruptcy world. 

As a senior associate with experience representing creditors, 

creditors’ committees, trustees and debtors, Mr. Ruth has seen 
many of potential pitfalls and stumbling blocks you may 

encounter because he has worked with courtroom staff, 
paralegals and legal assistants on a regular basis in all manner of 
bankruptcy issues. 

This audio conference will offer advice for working with 
courtroom staff and addressing bankruptcy cases from most 
points of view - debtor, creditor and trustee. Specific attention 
will be given to keeping costs down, spotting the important 
issues quickly and effectively, and maintaining a good attitude 
during stressful phases of the case. 

AGENDA 

Behind the Scenes at a Bankruptcy Court 

Dealing With Courtroom Staff 
Tips for Putting on a Successful Case 

Bankruptcy From a Debtor’s Perspective 

Preparing and Filing a Bankruptcy Case 
Analyzing and Addressing Creditor Strategies 
Confirming a Plan of Reorganization or Liquidating the Estate 

Bankruptcy From a Creditor’s Perspective 

When to Object to the Discharge 
Fighting Cram Down 
Keeping Expenses Down While Keeping Recovery High 
Analyzing Schedules and SOFA 
Fighting the Preference 

Bankruptcy From a Trustee’s Perspective 

How to Spot the Bad Guy 
Organizing and Maintaining a Heavy Caseload 
Taking Over From a Debtor Who Ts Missing in Action 
Analyzing Chapter 5 Causes of Action 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal assistants 
and attorneys. 

FACULTY 

Marvin C. Ruth, Lewis and Roca LLP 
Marilyn L. Schoenike, Lewis and Roca LLP 

Marvin C, Ruth 
~ Practices bankruptcy law for Lewis and Roca LLP 

8 Issues When Doing 
Business or Contracting 
With Native American 
Tribes 
:lan. 26, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 



~ Practice involves debtor representation, creditor 
representation, trustee representation and committee 
representation 
~ Conducted discovery and motion practice regarding relief from 
the automatic stay, motions relating to use of cash collateral, 
approval of disclosure statements and confirmation of plans of 
reorga nization 
~ Prosecuted and defended adversary proceedings in 
bankruptcy, including preference and fraudulent transfer claims, 
and has litigated proofs of claim and objections 
~ i.D. degree, magna cure laude, University of Arizona James E. 
Rogers College of Law 
~ B.A. degree, magna cure laude, University of Arizona 

~ Can be contacted at mruth@Irlaw.com or 602-262-5770 

Harilyn L, Schoenike 
~ Paralegal in the Litigation Group of Lewis and Roca LLP 
~ Assists in the firm,s bankruptcy practice area in all aspects 
of individual and business bankruptcy cases on a nationwide 

basis 
~ Certified by the National Association of Legal Assistants and 
the Bankruptcy Judicial Assistants 
~ More than 35 years of experience in the area of bankruptcy 
and a past deputy clerk of the U.S. bankruptcy court 
~ Responsible for preparation of legal documents, fact and 
evidence gathering, and the management of large bankruptcy 
cases 
~ Extensively involved in the representation of a large Alaska- 
based airline and the Boston Chicken, MicroAge and Baptist 
Foundation bankruptcies filed in Phoenix 

~ Founder and current member of the board of directors of the 
Arizona Bankruptcy Coalition 

~ Served on the U.S. Trustee Relations Committee and is 
currently job bank chairman 
~ Certified legal assistant 
~ A.A. degree, with distinction, Rio Salado Community College 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&,A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration: $199,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Please forward this i~vitatio~ to colleagues ~v~’~o may b~e~i~ ~r~ parti~ipatingo 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church * VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



iThursda¥, February 10, 2011 

iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) UPCOMING 

iLength: 90 minutes TELECONFERENCES 

iReqistration - Session Only: $198,00 Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 

iReqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 Investigations of 
Employment Issues 

Jan. 12, 2011 
Registration - Session 
Only: $209,00 
Registration - Session plus 

iAs technology advances, more employers are exploring and offering 

itelecommuting to both reduce costs and provide flexible work options to 

i employees. Although there are many benefits to working off-site for both 

iemployer and employee, there are also many pitfalls if compliance with 
iemployment laws is not maintained. 

While federal, state and local laws are no different for telecommuters, their 

’application to telecommuters raises many questions such as: 

What type of injuries are telecommuters covered for under Worker’s 

Compensation? 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law Update 

for Florida Employers 

Jan. 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $268.00 

Learn More 

A New Approach to 

Employee Paid Voluntary 

Benefits 

Jan. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Who is responsible for providing a safe work environment and 

complying with OSHA’s safety guidelines? 

As the employer, do you have Worker’s Compensation Insurance 

coverage in the right states for all of your telecommuting employees? 

How do you track time for telecommuting employees? 

What is the employer’s obligation to ensure that time and other work 

records are accurate? Are required breaks taken and undisturbed? 

Who pays for which business expense? 

Must the company pay for travel time to the office or business 

meetings? 

¯ Is the worker an employee or independent contractor? 

¯ Workplace violence - where does the employer’s liability stop? 

How does an employer enforce policies when the employee is out of 

sight - attendance, file maintenance, hours, postings on the bulletin 

board, and the like? 

Can management maintain an open door policy when the employee 

can’t see the door? 

iDiscussion will include an overview of issues involved in telecommuting. 

iWebinar participants should come away with an understanding of whether 

ipermitting employees to telecommute makes sense for their companies, A 

iquestion and answer session at the end of the program will allow participants 

ito ask questions that apply to their specific circumstance. The question and 

~answer session also gives individuals with in depth knowledge an opportunity 

ito raise their issues. 

2011 Affirmative Action 

Compliance Update 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $268.00 

Learn More 

Choice of Business Entity - 

How Owners Can Limit 

Taxes and Liability 

Jan. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

FTC’s Red Flag Rules: 

Everything You Need to 

Know 

Jan. 19, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: How 

to Avoid It. How to Settle 

How to Win It. 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Understanding Employment 

Practices Liability Insurance 

Jan. 20, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 



This webinar will provide vital information for Human Resource managers, 

3usiness owners, senior executives, accountants and lawyers. 

Robert G. Brody is the founding member of Brody and Associates, LLC, a 

labor and employment law firm which represents management, founded in 

1997. Before founding Brody and Associates, Bob was a Managing Partner for 

3ne of the largest management labor and employment law firms in the United 

States, Jackson Lewis. 

Bob has been in private practice for over twenty-five years. He has 

represented both public and private sector entities across the United States. 

He works in all industries and with companies that are leaders in their own 

industry, as well as with developing companies. In addition to providing daily 

:ounsel to management on labor and employment issues, such as the new 

qealth care legislation, ADA, FMLA, workplace violence and alternative dispute 

initiatives, Bob represents employers before federal, state and local civil rights 

agencies and in court. 

Bob presents seminars nationally and locally on labor and employment law 

and related topics. He has been quoted and published in national publications 

and appears as a guest T.V. commentator on contemporary labor and 

employment law issues. Bob is a contributor to some of the leading treatises 

in his field, including How Arbitration Works; The Developing Labor Law; and 

Employment Discrimination Law. Bob has also had numerous labor and 

employment law articles published on the Internet and in periodicals. 

Robert G. Brody 

Brody and Associates, LLC 

Telephone: (203) 965-0560 

Email: rbrody@brodyandassociates.com 

¢~ebsite : www. brodyandassociates.com 

90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

.presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

For phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

,~ill also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289,00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Vould you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 
_n__f_o__~_a_JLk__~_v_e_n__9__e_£_£&s__e___n__~_a__~__Lo_n__s__:_~£_~.. 

Establishing Affordable 

Short-Term Disability Plans 

Jan, 21, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209,00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $278,00 

Learn More 

How to Set Pay Ranges 

That Are Fair and Effective 

Jan. 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Re istraLihan - Session lus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Implications of Medical 

Marijuana in the Workplace 

Jan. 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Tennessee’s New and 

Tougher Summary 

Judgment 

Standard for Employment 

Discrimination Cases: The 

Implications of Gossett v. 

Tractor Supply Company 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Essentials of California 

Wage Garnishment Laws 

Jan. 26, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Texas Wage Garnishment 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Re istration - Session lus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

North Carolina Wage and 

Hour Act 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Workplace Privacy -- What 

Employers Need to Know 

Jan. 27, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Do’s and Don’ts for Internal 

Investigations of 

Employment Issues 

3an. 28, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Re istration - Ses¢~on lus 

CD Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Interrelationship Between 

Social Security Disability, 

Medicare and Workers’ 

Compensation Settlements 

]an. 31, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $278.00 



Learn More 

Employment Decisions and 

Social Media - What Can an 

Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Re istra~Jon - Session lus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations - An Introduction 

to Strategic Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198,00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: ~L:00 pm ET (;~2:00 pm C’I’, ~:00 am bq’, ~L0:00 am P’T~ 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

There are more than 500 federally-recognized American Indian 

tribes in the United States, each established under a 
constitution unique to the tribe. Each tribe, through its 
constitution and subsequent legislation, has developed its own 
laws and regulations addressing issues of contracting, 
jurisdiction and waivers, if any, of sovereign immunity. 

Anyone seeking to do business with and/or contract with one or 
more tribes must become familiar with the laws and regulations 
of each tribe when preparing to engage in business with the 

tribe. However, there are also basic tenets of American Indian 
law that can be applied to all aspects of doing business and!or 
contracting with individual American Indian tribes. 

This audio conference is designed to provide you with the tools 
to recognize the uniqueness of each American Indian tribe while 
applying the basic tenants of contracting with these same 
tribes. 

Tribal Structures and Business Enterprises 
Tribal Business Structures 
Contracting Considerations 
Sovereign Immunity Waivers, Arbitration, Enforcement and Court 
3urisdiction 
Tribal 3urisdiction Over Nonmembers 
Land Tenure, Including Easements 

Taxation Issues 
Financing Issues 

WHO SHOULD ATT~ND 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Legal 
staff, paralegals, controllers, CPAs, business owners and 
managers may also benefit from attending. 

~A~ L~ LTY 

David McCullough, Doerner Saunders Daniel & Anderson 

David McCullough 

~ Partner in the office of Doerner Saunders Daniel &Anderson 
and heads the firm~,s Indian Law Group 
~ Engaged in practice of American Indian law for more than 23 
yea rs 
~ Practice emphasizes all aspects of American Indian law, First 
Amendment and Media Law 
~ Speaks regularly on all areas of American Indian law, 
specifically American Indian gaming and developing business in 
American Indian country 
~ Leads firm,s semi-annual seminars on doing business in 
American Indian country, designed for individuals and companies 
interested in doing business in American Indian country and/or 
partnering with American Indian tribes to expand opportunities 
~ Co-counsel in U.S. Supreme Court cases Oklahoma Tax 

Commission v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe and C&L 
Enterprises v. Citizen Band Potawatomi 
~ Recognized by Chambers U.S.A. Leading Lawyers for Business 
in Native American Law 
~ Recognized in Best Lawyers for First Amendment Law, Gaming 
Law and Native American Law 

Practical ~mplications of 
Metadata: To Scrub or 
Not to Scrub ... To Mine 
or Not to Mine 
Feb. 3, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Re~listration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 8, 2011 
Reqistration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 

Learn More 

Antitrust and the Bowl 
Championship Series: 
Will There Be an 
Intervention? 
Feb, 9~ 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices in Digital 
Evidence Management 

Feb. 9~ 2011 
Registration: $99,00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$168.00 

Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 10, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 

Learn More 

Federal Cases From 
Pleading to 3udgment 
for Paralegals 

Feb. 17, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 

Learn More 



~ B.A. degree, University of Oklahoma; J.D. degree, University 
of Oklahoma College of Law 
~ Can be contacted at dmccullough@dsda.com or 405-391- 

3501 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
>~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ CPE 
~ NALA 
~ NFPA (Pending) 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Registration: $209.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 

Feb. 23, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 

Learn More 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$278,00 

Learn More 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 

Learn More 
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I 

Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 

Learn how to analyze and negotiate financeable project 

agreements and utilize effective documentation 

techniques 

for successful project financings. 

Project Finance is built on a framework of legal 

documents and contracts. These include power purchase 

agreements, contracts governing interconnection, real 

estate rights, construction, O&M and many more. 

In today’s financial markets only those projects that 

demonstrate they have managed their risks through 

effective legal agreements and contracts will be able to 

obtain financing. 

This in-depth course will focus on the preparation and 

analysis of both non-financial and financial project 

documents. Attendees will learn how to analyze key 

provisions of project agreements, utilize effective 

documentation techniques, understand the main 

covenant issues, and apply this knowledge to special 

situations (e.g. renewable energy project financings). 

Learning will be enhanced through the use of detailed 

exercises and case studies. 

Learn How to Manage Project Risks and Set Up 

Viable project Financings Through Properly 
Designed Legal Agreements and Documents 

Establishing project revenue streams and 

managing risks contractually 

Effective power purchase, fuel supply and 

REC agreements 

Negotiating and documenting construction 

and procurement arrangements 

Optimizing project financability; the critical 

legal issues 

Administering an effective closing 

Hone your skills via real-world case studies and 
group exercises 

Click Here to Download Conference Brochure 







SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, February 1st 
at 3:00 pm EST (2:00pm CST, 1:00pm MST, 
12:00pm PST). The event lasts 60 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantt~sources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

Sample forms and policies 

Live question and answer session 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

Dress Code Nightmares: Piercings, 
Tattoos and Fashion Faux-Pas in the 
Workplace 
January 26 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

NLRB Announces New Postinq 
Requirements 
January 28 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

The Foundation of Healthcare Security: 
Policies Procedures, and Other 
Documentation 
February 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

HR 101: Legal Compliance for Managers 
February 2 at 1:00pm EST 
Register now 

Wage and Hour Enforcement: 2011 and 
Beyond 
February 3 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Creating Effective Employee Handbooks 
February 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Trusts as Loan Parties 
February 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

HIPAA Documentation and Record Retention Requirements 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, February 1st at 3:00pro ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

It’s not as sexy as the latest technology, but it’s true. Successful and regulatory-compliant information 
security programs are built on a foundation of documentation that describes the rules and processes 
governing an organization’s program And yet government audits reveal that HIPAA Covered Entities 
and their Business Associates often fall short of expectations. This comprehensive webinar describes 
the true value of documentation and why it should not be overlooked or treated as make-work. 

HIPAA and health information privacy and security expert, Kate Borten, will examine best practices 
in writing policies, standards, and procedures -giving attendees concrete points for enhancing 
their own documents. 

SPECIAL BONUS: A sample policy template will be provided to attendees. 

This presentation also reviews the wide array of security documentation that HIPAA-affected 
organizations should have in place now. Clearly, this includes policies explicitly cited in HIPAA’s 
security rule standards and implementation specifications. And this session goes further and 
identifies numerous other documents - such as risk assessment reports, evidence of log review, user 
authorizations, workforce training materials, and much more - that are also required but often 
overlooked by organizations. 

Most, if not all, of these documents are subject to HIPAA’s six-year record retention 
requirement. This rule standard is explained in the presentation, along with some compliance 
challenges. 

During this 60-minute webinar you will learn: 

V~hy Written Documentation is Essential and Valuable 
Characteristics of Model Policies, Standards, and Procedures 
Review of HIPAA-mandated security documentation 
Policies and procedures 
Other materials 
Record Retention Requirements and Challenges 

~ K ate Borten, president of The Marblehead Group, provides expertise in security, privacy, and 
health IT from over 20 years inside the healthcare industry. Ms. Borten is a nationally- 
recognized expert on HIPAA and health information privacy and security, and a frequent 

speaker on these topics. She is a contributing author to Auerbach Publications[3 Information Security 
Management Handbook; and author of numerous books and products published by HCPro including 
HIPAA Security Made Simple. The Marblehead Group (marbleheadgroup.com) provides 
HIPAA/HITECH privacy and security assessments, compliance auditing, and process solutions to the 
healthcare industry, as well as support for FTC Red Flags and other privacy and security regulatory 
compliance. Clients include the full range of providers, health plans, and business associates. 

This event will be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 



Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 
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<table border="0’’ cellpadding:"0" cellspacing:"0"><tr><td 

colspan:"2">Some changes have been made that you wanted to hear 

about:<itd></tr><tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;<itd></tr><tr><td><b>FORUM 

THREADS<ib><itd><td></td><itr><tr><td colspan:"2"><span 

style="font-size: 10pt;">Click the link(s) below for more 

details<!span><itd><!tr><tr><td><itd><td><b><a 

href="http:i!n4a.solacedev.com!tools!forum!thread_view.php?tid=26">[National 

Listserv] N4A 

National<ia></b><itd><itr><tr><td><itd><td>&lt;p&gt;Applications for 

the 2011 N4A Professional Development Institute are LIVE on the N4A 

websit...</td></tr><tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;</td></tr><tr><td 

colspan="2">&nbsp;<itd></tr><itable><br><br> 

<br><span 

style="font-size: 10pt">Sent to you by <a 

href:"http:!/www.nfoura.org">The National Association of Academic 

Advisors for Athletics (N4A)<ia><br>New Mez~er Website located at <a 

href="http:i!n4a.solacedev.com">http:iin4a.solacedev.com</a><br><br> 

<br>This 

email is intended for overstre@uncaa.uncoedu and was sent because that 

person is subscribed to a resource on the N4A websiteo To 

unsubscribe, go to <a 

href="http:iin4a.solacedevocomitoolsisubscriptionsiindexophp">manage 

subscriptions</a>. This message was automatically created by the N4A 

website system° <br><br>You may report any problems with this email 

to <a href="mailto:IT@nfoura.org">IT@nfoura.org<!a>. The National 

Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics is located at Mailing 

Address: Campus Box 8509 I NC State University I Raleigh, NC 27695 I 

Shipping Address: 240 Jeter Dr., 300 Case Academic Center, NC State 

Univor Raleigh, NC, 27695 I Phonel: 919-513-1007 I Phone2: 

919-513-1003 I Fax : 919-513-0541</span> 
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New Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

January 27, 2011 

8 Steps to Interviewing Success 
(Instant I)ownload) 

$9.95 

(;lick To Purchase [http://r20.rs6.net~,mjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl 4pa[3oGI2gZbNo-~ROXvbia~b~;ZpVv2X’I~iXaP-rQsWXt~~ fi[tWEBr- 

6kZ9HMgOB 8 Iq cLMg0-C6g2~xU CcWt IA Sg t3j rffW5 saQ Va-roq Y4ICMxmhb-sBK Y7bTVzmnb SsXj 8 Sj 2ehZ0P RB FWiGd[~VJBzw~i 92G 4sF6oR0~B 1 JgMWcFR0m58 Ye- 

wir~V4e9OrNhB7u9 S S H a~sluRuSI~iF3 CH z ~7KQDJ] 

Job Search Book 
"’]This book is fantastic - it is very practical for people who want to get into 
(or advance) in the sports industry" 
-Greg McI)ermott, 
ttead Men’s Basketball Coach Creighton Universi~" 
$29.95 
Buy Now [https ://www.paypal. com/cgibin/webscr? 
first name &last name &undefinedquantity l&business howardgauthier@mac.coru&image url &return &cancelreturn &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Spotts&aruount 29.95&shipping 3.99&currency code USD&item number &cmd xclick] 
Support Your Students and Have Your LibralN add this book to their collection by 
fot~arding this newsletter to your librarian and ask them to purchase a copy for 
your sports management students. 
LibralN Order Form [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lir~zjn5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e ~8uI~wn~4paqiT~crcwrqkZuvDVJcp5n~JgSZrKBXyaFbb~gD1‘~cgpdUEW~uU4HK~dBtVY4rr~tu1aRf~Erz58Hrag9~dShn2KQuS4@q5TAht~7CZ~ 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
Our Website [ht~p://r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp’.’llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI 1wn14pZlq344N74iOKOTHi3AEk-Qgn7Z3Ti-m~J~BQPM4~vnY-oXZPKPZDAE0cKarKW- 
R 1 ~gNva 18HiWI~)C~QQZnX~K4hdGke~O0mGvrV~I S6tC95EAS~I] 
Job Listings [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
l~zin5~xdab&et 11043017022~&s 4143&e 0018~I 1 wnl 4paJ37gkpk~ZGfl~mWSSphadiNZ3 YgBN~7hqTtxGpS~OVn6b~QsiYmT2~-~VGCgD~fePDebFGIonGgl 1M~oONn3 
Sports Management Degree Programs [hRp:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&e~l1043017022~&s~143&e 0018uI lwn14pbDN75bGv~iOde7- 

l~)J~n~;~s3shgll 3c6~wTck_] 
Career Development Resowces [hRp:i/r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp?llr win5~xdab&e~l1043017022~&s 4143&e 0018uI l~vnl4pbil- 
Nr2~dTm~3M5cqN sSN~ AeS~t7~B2~vAk0N~Oil aiXiYWq~Ys~sU85U5OOX10T1 ST601Mt0~6GPz4~kWiYcL~8~V2-E ~NbEDTx~STa-oSe@f- 
QNSHOHzaG~ho~N2tPRNgWgp~’E2L1W5C~YQBZQcLx2~gg 
Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fvAf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a l1043017022~&ea overstre%40m~caa.~c.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
lk~jn5~xdab&et 11043017022~ 4143&e 0018uI1 wnl @bgUdc~Qw@ZveEV@Fd2~x9Aqdahd~zWYtUu4N0wm~DGDA35a~7~Y26~V2CaEhG~3p;VA78I~4UdJjn~j~ ZT@szs 
-B Y~Jy002~GJfw~as5KOOSCwVX~SoC i30~BS -jStFaSsj~z6bd7~z ~t~VgcM5cNHoqJC~O 1PiEoe31GzGWqQ lwz30M ] 

Feature Article 

More 1-on-l: 10 Steps to Cral’ting a Compelling Elevator Speech 
By Erin Case?’ 
Success com 

Time, or the lack thereot; is an issue for evels’one these days. When you or your 
prospect is short on time, a brief but powerful message can help you make the connection, 
secure the appointment or simply start a relationship "Regardless of your profession, 
you are required to communicate your message concisely and quickly," says author 
and trainer Terri Sjodin. An elevator speech, she says, isn’t about closing the 
sale; it’s about opening the door...(More) [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr ~vjn5dxdab&e~1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018ullwnl4pb~ikNN0qnbQaJ YV14IDmdlBJq5hVUSNGteoCPymR~gU~X2yLfVSuQ3pDIKjBrZSmolJwaw50irkawpP2Yc- 
6HP3Btn05’~’0TzMNw7yqHE793Pkl AeUgjN7CtXVtNo L -6PnugJCNVj4SzQ71ns9rjHny@5FB1CU1 xP-mdelEV~rLiZ2mI- 
Y7GqabbzU1UB 1 WHoU8 Ya7EPaI7rAnzKbUvlXGkQ5ObzaZC2KQDTv-sI6ZSFRFNw46ilPA] 



New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, January 27th, include several positions as an athletic 
director, a recreation coordinator, a graduate assistant, an assistant professor, 
a compliance coordinator, a ticket manager, and much more To view these positions, 
click on the links below or go to our website at www.sportscareerslnsutute.com 
[http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl~4pYoP9dEmPCGl_~f38z~’~oEftF508¥poHSX S01~C-89Mt6Rsc3ktz4~/’G-Kz-0W4pqZLMOQb2j4f- 
biHivN5hKSir I,lfKZKk-c7CSONEm-C3kv odGlRnznF1 ] 

Ticket _Manager - Iowa State University- [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5&xdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl4pbYbVXnd- 
zlcroN KIwJb NNO RiEB Gy J QmYo DXU4Q EhpB G L 3 S Eup7m00 XiW 8 a7X 60 E T31 JH 6Hp3571Uiv2ug0 Fi GjyfY=g o JlcPn 160jOwnddeEB HwTj My C k0wj aT ajuTb SqfquFNW-Dsnfl0 L QkG9pol Y soSXDPAIv{ 
-s98o0Be127~? 1 GLy\rNGYAI.iZf~aGd] 

Athletics Compliance Analyst - San Jose State Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 

llr~vin5dxdab&~t 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI 1 wnl 4pYJva2 pfeYFEt~P wcX~\~ah~’cE7xhl "IrB6KV4TZFZVmGGuzSfwRJCdWzD 1 nwmR!fflp.p\~;ff<2dxiW- 

IF TB1UF1Vw5iX\,usSYXWqdEgClrn0G5Jtl5R1MfGsl4ecnzZt~[YsUs- EqRqE4PklqNIFdA ] 

Recreational Activities Coordinator - University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point [http:&20.rs6.netitn.isp?llr~’in5&xdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI 1wn14pZF9JQ- 
2~a4kqpwAUq4qHsSRaLB~Y6v~6-~ktivhtLFaX5E~a8~\~TDdU9fT~Xu7eJB7Dx~B~xwsZ~mumTeNLhU tn9t3GMAOXtB7iPSgdK2gDAhSZVDZKJeczTcLX,2~0qpSwYsZh krHnvgp-iZiTl~bFE] 

Athletic Director-KingCollege[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI 1wn14pYqMSC23UINcKdGftr~s- 

4~avc3R79bYU~BEw2wL7~A~CT~Zm553t~LawDI~Y~Ns3DT~k~Ut~FUzirmn~MVJukrabggZEC8Gc-~LMg‘~bYFSdVx~i UzBUGT7VTF~fxKs94iX~:rRiS6 WMe g ] 

Graduate Assistants in Athletics - Castleton State College [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl4pZAFnlSgYLtM6Q4NOFA3b7aQX1XQGNOftwsalL 66cFhCgNSL22UF~/9DuqPZaJpLSgv6ploQOH~N/k~vIU2hnNOBJKOMXCVV69ev 

Executive Director - Maryland Parks & Recreation [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5~xdab&e:~ l104301702244&s~143&e 0018uIlwnl4pYzRaslkgiRETlxSYVG r~4cSC2m~pf7CLd~E~LUpAczX7E7GGdQ38A~ptHKEkSVMD3QHdQBtwNC5ybrt3wTZr~ma8kDKi~dF~‘~ 
-gBvznvba33LXj 8ETAf26ZNUVrZ59 SNvXK3uGaWCCSJ~rOuDKOnFZfEE 6r fni qZ3bzEL CPqxKFnt oEh2ZzsYVpG] 

Assistant Professor/Program Director of Athletic Training Education - Catawba College 
[http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5ckxdab&e~l104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uIlwnl4pYBG4EU- 
HXEDe3HeRKCDOMpTeJ52A2KfxxcTKs7t~G 1 sAN5X7ri7pH84GML "~’kjBqo uEN70713cGaGORLfZktx71G01d)I 8 CEwYV3DdETQm’tBLB S 1ZhDOXlDWiOcZkej31 zGF2vIFLq 1TF720BuNkpTMQ~4 
-idU-] 

Coordinator of Recreation Sports Programs - Longwood Umversi~z [http :/ir20.rs6.net/tn j sp ? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018ullwnl4pZ9N4~vtCIB5MaB04pIRBSc~gqYZQzLFpXB5J-T-9MIs52n(,)2IX52ar inLLml~Edn5wd ldr4Wxl-ASFAZqVClaDtS-5ZnnTJ- 

yeswlKox6W-o9PcK 0hXcZGbmd Vh~n~4Vdf .’ShZ1WQ~vI41KkwU6LpZo6Y] 

Athletic Director- Texas Tech Umversity [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?lh wln5ckxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl4pZvYAWllCHhdxu7 ht- 
dCXAk9~aBbFKckEUB~HM1sdu~)pL~JUd7psp8~LE9tAB7EyFTe‘~q2Sv~mtdJBdbwh~qrya¥7mCFxerY2~fbiz¥pgL~aDCSd8TGMXsAc¥VhJI~CZI~vgRanBmuW0g ] 

Intramural & Club Sports Intern- Colorado School of Mines [http:t/r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI 1wn14pblS- 
hTGa fSkHopvctndZ YqqAwwIdeEOzEi~4tbHJvSXr SlrnI7sZ0t9BvCGi8 eEiqvK, Lxzln51Fntb6uaPiOF~KCv 125’-filYRVNY42vlYniNnP~-~dsHC54S~4q89sl~ JpnlgC GrvsF7xsQ 1 mwXNliF~ik3Bp~ 

Athletic Student Services Assistant-UCDavis [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5ckxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uIlwnl4pZaJrO4WigD23qIyvjv- 
M90R7oEMC 11Pq7Gx4kczsylRaLISbXp5 T1LTz~vd2UEbc ~n lx2XE’~{1 qxKr TgMdSj Z2ZCKPGTtDBo6 Sd7nugPjXp 1AUT 1ElXq3~d3uadnZHTG23 zQHeR5UozozCRw~’0CaaXV 1Rabi 7e5- 
IfEn5PSltJVJDssheJ5bb-LNE PNzHqcP6ASRRTuk44 PflxflSvpvPc] 

Assistant AD for Academic Support & Career Development - University of Maryland 
[http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&e~1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018ullwnl4pZ~giwbG2ciRTimJ71kOAWV~r37RqDR25VlclGQ- 
ZlhRExmJL9Ke l~mDeYekCCa353LrZiEQRtTU4t01rz dS’EVPkeM-t3p5iYdZXOBLoBRe5tLXL Ls6621~fAU4sPJ1 9 bdalCKJX5T0nePA ] 

Assistant F~vents Manager - University of California [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&~ 0018uI ~wn~@bIaGUGz5dhFADg6J~6vS~K~n~35gmcIzLcs~iFWSKIJ~V~3I~dF~Vv5‘~‘~,2~I8Vr~3tzGhat~v2Z~2Li-- - 
AiA FGOSi9ni Y3HMB,~iowT1KIY~vI4Atuh5ew0UQxSS£s Jc ] 

Executive Director of Recreatmn - Ci~ of J0hnstown (PA) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ’~iin5&xdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018u! lwn14pY0yTEk7t41jmanassPYnJCYaw9- 

R4 B WvOmx@DdH cUUB63g&~PV36PVveXdPGZr 8tNN3u5 toj fuXWp3xBt ]~VtM4fz2iCwSFzN O E [~ 8MPt q aln01w YEXu6 u8 qCISFkr4JzL6dB’IK- 

5RXCnwb6ZYc [Un7R616pjoFrJMl3iStRkyCo3bIRaKSb-ykOqbUKomJucEN{’~,gjLrEAZkR- 

00a2zn[ tWjR[He2 $1Xt~,/r]?TJ[KO 7eG b pQC488TUt4iO853npF~’413gSlkEtVMzBueVgdaZG M3Ge3y3tNqDNyOR7h YboNYeQ- 

iPuUP2klwFTTRWvgMVgVI~’UpZzpR5Rmk Vdk T24Q 1ZCPiNxvqr0vd[~gr6 SZ-P 1 vv4a 11 ]x,2JeJAq6 E-n b-m Q MSeq6zC24j TTTvxduv31,3RmuNxGjl5 oqUwRYxaDQyt I~i0T4OTuzvq5weI3] 

Director of Sports Information - Saint Anselm College [http://r20 rs6 net2tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl4pYSEel Z-GXpCXCe2x- 
yFwEvco0o~OnsvEE9dZiGOMI"mZkYZi0 tmiGd4w7zEsRZsVKW-2z~7b6iGDRdxyX3~4ZxTCU~id~Ez2BVWTe3S~a[DW~prwQ~eqpXU~TbEJH‘~<)tA ] 

Associate AD for Advancement - UNC Greensboro [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI ~wn~4pZW~isVSvIIi7C~n~QWc~6kukrlY~Xe~C6(‘)d9zKNcbNiI)81nZ©~bF7T~90N3acKiJ7tV9IxMZrZTZ- 

vJ’F~v~[IFeeKn4RFNJMI~/’r 8 uYJa fXq ~W qHTU YPV’I~-JG 89NoPgQ4Tt6cnPBv 1K YaSxXw ] 

Vice President of Administration and Chief Financial Officer - NCAA [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr ’~iin5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s~4143&e 0018uI lwnl~4paRTolBKk2bY4b2j7Z3913T[~’Iisp0xsCKe3xo’~SLiulC6dtuehbldfiFJTMSj-3r206- 
2T~CYUVsi88EGvLSA]x‘,[~JyYSJ~y~MQrUurZb~W~Z7vXDxJSwQ8gpibGWbM~N6q18BH~StCdsBER~Q9b6o5I)w~B[~‘k~fa~V -qsSa2r9IIuk0Cxtk-OVHeElklZQxJPSd4 ] 

Senior Director of Athletics and Recreation - Simon Fraser Umversl~ (BC, Canada) 

[http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et l104301702244&s~143&e 0018uI lwnl4pa 5VNXUpsN2dI,CDU9aIllpenM95ul_~I2OI2i~n9Ht])kwCNZpa \V43bHHJ]~O Qs(.)ffLlmnqCT7- 

L54Uqekiu[ViB7k5Eqvdqb7z6orK3ssOFBdPtKsinQiB2Pd~,’MhHc790L5150LuAbvTED~ ] 

Assistant Ticket Manager - The University of California [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018ui ~wn~4pb9rLru0¥eXq~W9~Y~¥aZWEvNfWana‘~5k3R5ZEvXLJRT~Sh~Dzps8XGw~n7XE~1~GC~VR~XG6D~6f6qWaNSKQhbA8 ’vV7N)~ 

Event Manager - Florida Guff" Coast University [http://r20.rs6.net/m isp? 
llr win5&xdab&e~l104301702244&s~4143&e 0018uI lwn14pb6eXhdQ1LspLbA45wA2ffiOJP i7NS6WHtUBrPx QkAOSO5o4pfGTniCBrgHsoxTxH3iS3hDKVZXde4¥KSbzXFVbeMhlHSln9~ 

Director of Athletics, PE and Recreation - Sarah Lawrence College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et l104301702244&s~143&e 0018uI lwnl4pYoX9aJQW2N H~¢IGclLiXGvx0ZwNdRwMHrRSdFAU6iJNgbWSSfr36Lscio\rv~FVi7x3CuoI6Pkum- 

HFra4b6SqDJqZamVXvn2qOhf Z9TEtSfb4rZ4TZNeREPIOEvdpS/kN4869s ] 

Recreational Program Assistant - University of Texas at Arlington [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5&xdab&et 1104301702244&s 4143&e 0018uI lwnl4pZ18E AgAO unqCGOVtD- 

UD1-tXwXamU-mSlt04azizUO o7Rarc3dqCGKJYSwVSQK 8GL6DfqaDkn fABFllM6fgRLCirP2Xc a 9Pq40EtN2tFpUEZi’~WZYcS2~V5NMhzlLsY p5IL-MV3CeGZuYV7ZNBz] 



Ticket Sales Coordinator - Buffalo Bills (NFL) [http:/,,’r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~’irJ5cLxdab&et 1104301702244&s~4143&e 0018uI 1 wnl 4pY1vwaDvcFgL1RYV411~¥ip2ExPGYrAn7YXI~nH3KUt0R4Kw~f-m7cF-0BU- 
CC88xczQcICKvoq2XhvsvHVmT6LmY71cXsSEKM2auFNVx27tTWtcHZBe dvp6w2cLZqDDTnlj~LqwG1MQ1SrQx]k4vvwhepw9bgTV WZhvDLCA ] 

Quote 

"Hard work and togetherness. They go hand in hand. You need the hard work because 
it’s such a tough atmosphere....to win week in and week out. You need togetherness 
because you don’t always win, and you gotta hang tough together." 

-Tony Dungy 
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This Ernail Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If you cannot view the images in this ernail, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

ACS Athletics Releases the InControlTM iPhone Application! 

Since 2006, ACS Athletics has provided coaches ruth mobile access to their recruits thorough our 
ACS InControlTM native and web-based phone applications. These applications have allowed 
coaches to access PSA records from any smart phone while proactively alerting them oftx~tential 
violations resulting from recruiting phone cdlls. 

ACS Athletics is excited to announce the next generation of our mobile tools tbr coaches and support 
s~aff~ The ACS Athletics native iPhone application has been released and is ready to download 
i~nmediately through the Apple App Store! 

The iPhone application roll help coaches and support staff enhance their recruiting eltbrts, improve 
operational performance and reduce risk. Please see below for a list of functionali~ associated with 
this relea~ and instructions tbr downloading and accessing this application on your iPhone. 

Access prospect database from your iPhone! 

Access and make additions to your prospect database, make edits to prospect information that are 
reflected immediately in your recruiting uslem, corresIx~nd with prospects using branded emad 
tetnplates, tnap the home address of the prospect using Google tnaps, and update athlete headshots in 
your recruiting database using your iPhone camera. 

Log llec~afifing Activities hnmediately! 

Using the iPhone application you can log phone ca]l~ evaluation~ contact~ official, and unofficial visits 
to be submitted immediately to the compliance s~affin real-time from the road! 

Access to SchoolfI’eam List! 

The ~hool and temn lists are available through the iPhone application maJ~ing school phone numbers 
and addresses available at your tinge(tip!! Can’t find that school? Link to Google maps to navigate to 
the school ti~m your current location. Find schools and teams quickly with easy to use seaxches and 
serolling options and log evaluations directly from the school profile. 

To download the new ACS InControlTM il?hone Mobile Phone Application to your phone go to the 
Apple App Store on your phone and search for ’ACS Ath’. Click the "Free" link to begin the instil of 
the application to your phone. 

Click here for helpful documentation on the ACS InControl iPhone Mobile Phone 
Application. 

Thank you to eve~one who provided suggestions for this release, your input is greatly appreciated. 

To contact your ACS Account Manager for more infolmation or any questions regarding this release, 
please email helpdeskr~acsathletics.com or call 800.343.6220 and press Option 2. 

Thank you, 

The Team at ACS Athletics 



If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Monday, January 31, 2011 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

UPCOMYNG 

TELECONFERENCES 

Registration - Session Only: $209.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278,00 

This audio conference covers the two most important 

federal aspects of workers’ compensation practice: Social 
Security disability offsets and the Medicare Secondary Payer 

Statute. Anyone who represents claimants, employers or 

insurers in workers’ compensation claims must understand 

the interrelationship between Social Security disability, 

Medicare and workers’ compensation settlements. You will 

learn the necessary steps to take to minimize the Social 

Security offset that can occur when a workers’ 
compensation case is settled. The audio conference will also 

provide a comprehensive analysis of the application of the 

Medicare Secondary Payer Statute to workers’ 

compensation settlements. 

Social Security Disability Offsets 
Section 224 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 424a) 

¯ Three Factors Determine Offset (SSA POMS D1 

52001.600) 
Example Calculation 

¯ Taxation Considerations 
¯ Trial or Settlement Considerations 
¯ Spread Language 

¯ Failure to Allocate Lump Sum in the Settlement Terms 
¯ Third-Party Settlements 

¯ Ending Date of Offset 

¯ Social Security Disability Unrelated to Workers’ 

Compensation Disability 
¯ Use of Social Security Offset as a Negotiating Tool 

¯ Understanding Dramatic Savings to Claimant 

Medicare Secondary Payer Statute 
¯ 42USC 139Sy(B)(2) 

¯ Intent of MSP 
¯ CMS Memoranda 
¯ Three Classes Where Medicare Must Be Consulted 
¯ Why Medicare Must Always Be Considered 

¯ Conditional Payments 
¯ New $25,000 Threshold 
¯ Who Is a Medicare Beneficiary? 

¯ 30-Month/S250,000 Threshold 
¯ When Is There a Reasonable Expectation of Medicare 

Enrollment in 30 Months? 
Calculating Amount of Settlement for Purposes of 

Thresholds 
¯ Cases That Fall Within Threshold 
¯ Cases That Fall Outside Threshold 
¯ Safe Harbor or Work Load Review 
¯ Disputed Cases 

¯ Set-Aside Arrangements 
¯ Life Care Plan 
¯ Criteria Used by CMS to Evaluate a Proposed 

Settlement 
¯ Speed of Approval 

¯ Up-Front Settlement Instead of Set-Aside Arrangement 
¯ Waiver of Medicare by the Workers’ Compensation 

Settlement Contract 
¯ Third-Party Claims 



Failure To Comply ~ Enforcement 
Appeals 
Reporting Requirements 

This audio conference is designed for human resource 

managers, attorneys, benefits and payroll professionals, 

CFOs, controllers, claims and risk managers, insurance 
professionals, presidents, vice presidents and business 

owners. 

~lames M, Voelker, Heyl Royster Voelker & Allen PC 

James M. Voelker 

Partner in the law firm of Heyl Royster Voelker & Allen 

PC, in Peoria, Illinois 

Practices in the areas of workers~ compensation and 

personal injury litigation 

Tried hundreds of compensation cases and numerous 

civil cases throughout the state of illinois 

Writer of various articles and speeches prepared and 

presented for business groups and employers in the 

state of Illinois 

Writer of the two recent chapters in the IICLE illinois 

Workers~ Compensation Practice Handbook, 

~Medicare Secondary Payer Statute~ and ~Social 
Security Disability Offsets~ 

Writer of CompCalc, Illinois workers~ compensation 

software that is used throughout the state of illinois 
by insurance companies, employers, attorneys and 

several arbitrators of the illinois Workers~ 
Compensation Commission to calculate workers~ 
compensation benefits 

Writer and founder of www.IllinoisComp.com, a 

website devoted to workers~ compensation issues in 

Illinois 

B.S. degree, cum laude, University of Illinois 

J.D. degree, with distinction, The University of iowa 

Can be contacted at 309-676-0400 or 

jvoelker@heylroyster.co m 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

CFP 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

CPE 

HR Certification Institute 

HRPD 

PACE 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 

credit, 

Reqistration - Session Only: $209.00 



Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278.00 

(Not availabie outside the US or Canada) 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This ~essaqe is sent ~:o you by HRNewswat~:h 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management * POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Onlv: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Registration - 

i ~<,,<,~.~.,,~ [.~,~.~,.~- ~ ,~.~,,~ 

This webinar presented by noted labor and employment lawyer Robert G. 
Brody will alert managers and executive team members to what you@re doing 
to cause unionization right now; how to recognize the signs that a union is at 
your door; how unionization can hurt your business; and what you can do to 
maintain a union-fl’ee environment. You also will learn about the union 
machine@s latest strategies to attack your company. Finally, Mr. Brody will 
review your right to fight back. 

Positive employee relations - the key to union avoidance 

How unions can destroy your business - higher wages are the least of 

your worries 

Upcoming 

Teleconferences 

Satisfying OFCCP’s 

Internet Applicant 

Rules 

Feb. 1, 2011 

Re~qistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Cut Costs and 

Increase Productivity: 

Using Shared 

Services and 

Common Paymaster 

Feb. 2, 20tl 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209,00 

Re~listration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $278,00 

Learn More 

Strategic decisions that can beat the union before it even begins its 

attack. 

Key personnel policies you need to have in place NOW. 

Change to Win and the AFL-CIO - the Union Machine@s strategies for 

2011 

Union Authorization Cards - the beginning of the end 

You[- team,s right to free speech in the workplace 

Recognizing early warning signs of union activity 

Staying Union-Free - whose job is it? 

Executives and managers at any company that is or might be facing 

unionization, particularly manufacturers, financial firms, Tiers 1 and 2 

suppliers, and health care facilities, 

Self-funded vs. Fully 

Insured Health Plans: 

Options to Consider 

Amidst Healthcare 

Reform 

Feb. 2, 2011 

Re~qistration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Evaluating Your Third- 

Par~ Administrator: 

Are 

You Getting What 

You’re Paying For?. 

Feb. 3, 2911 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 
Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Robert G. Brody is the founding member of Brody and Associates, LLC, a 
i labor and employment law firm which represents management, founded in 
1997. Before founding Brody and Associates, Bob was a Managing Partner for 
one of the largest management labor and employment law firms in the United 

i States, Jackson Lewis. 

Bob has been in private practice for over twenty-five years. He has 
represented both public and private sector entities across the United States. 
He works in all industries and with companies that are leaders in their own 

i industry, as well as with developing companies. In addition to providing daily 
counsel to management on labor and employment issues, such as the new 

i health care legislation, ADA, FMLA, workplace violence and alternative dispute 
i initiatives, Bob represents employers before federal, state and local civil rights 
i agencies and in court. 

Employment 

Decisions and Social 

Media: What 

Can an Employer Do? 

Feb. 3, 20tl 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $19800 

Re,qistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Serious Health 

Conditions Under the 



Bob presents seminars nationally and locally on labor and employment law 
and related topics. He has been quoted and published in national publications 
and appears as a guest T.V. commentator on contemporary labor and 
employment law issues. Bob is a contributor to some of the leading treatises 
in his field, including How Arbitration Works; The Developing Labor Law; and 
Employment Discrimination Law. Bob has also had numerous labor and 
employment law articles published on the Internet and in periodicals. 

Robert G. Brody 
Brody and Associates, LLC 

Emaih rbrodv@brodyandassociates.com 
Website: www. brodyandassociates.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 

for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration- Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkaven uepresentations.com. 

FMLA 

Feb. 4, 2911 

Registration = 

Session Onlv~: 

$209.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Interaction of Health 

Care Reform with 

Other Laws 

Feb. 7, 20tl 

Registration - 

Session Onlv: 

$209.00 

Registration = 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Intersection of Illinois 

Employment and 

Immigration Law 

Feb. 8, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Onlv: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Georgia Employment 

Legislation Update 

Feb. 8, 20tl 

Registration - 

Session Onlv: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Theft and 

Fraud: Protect Your 

Company from 

Losses Big and Small 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Monitor 

Worker E-mail, IM, 

BIogs and 

Internet Activity [] and 

Avoid Lawsuits 

Feb. 9, 2911 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: The 

Next Wave of Wage 

and 

Hour Litigation 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Reqistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: 

Disciplining or 



Terminating a 

Workers’ Comp 

Claimant 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Reqistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: Does 

it Make Sense For 

Your 

Company?. 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$28900 

Learn More 

Turning Around 

Employees Who Need 

an Attitude 

Adjustment 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

What[qs Recordable 

and What[~s Not: 

Legal Update on 

OSHA 3001301 Logs 

and More 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration: $218.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Complying with 

Wisconsin Wage and 

Hour Laws 

Feb. 11, 2011 

Re~stration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary increase 

Matrix 

Feb. 14, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Satisfying OFCCP’s 

Internet Applicant 

Rules 

Feb. 15, 2011 

Reqistration = 

Session Onlv: 

$209.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 



ADA: "Hot Button" 

~seuee 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Re~aistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$28900 

Learn More 

Defending Ohio 

Workers’ Comp 

Claims 

Feb. 16,201t 

Re~stration - 

Session OnIv: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Job Safety Analysis: 

A Step-by=Step, Time- 

Saving Plan for 

Getting Them Done 

Rig ht 

Feb. 16,201t 

Registration: $219.00 

Re~stration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Bullying in the 

Workplace: 

Uncovering the 

Hidden Costs and 

Handling the Legal 

Pitfalls 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Reqistration: $249.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin : 338.00 

Learn More 

Fundamentals of an 

Employee 

Recognition Program 

Feb. 17,201t 

Registration - 

Session Onlv: 

$199,00 

Re~listration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Undemtanding ROTH 

Accounts in 401(k), 

403(b), and 457(c) 

Feb. t8, 20tl 

Session OnIv: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Bedbug invasions in 

the Workplace: Are 

You at Risk 

Feb. 18, 2011 

Re~qistration = 

Session Onlv: 

$199.00 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 



Social Networking in 

the Workplace: Legal 

Principles, State of 

the Art Policies and 

Emerging issues 

Feb. 22, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Re~qistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~l: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: 

Disciplining or 

Terminating a 

Workers’ Comp 

Claimant 

Feb. 23, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Re~qistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~l: $278.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase 

Matrix 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Re~listration = 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~J: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Morale: 

What Crushes it; 

What Makes it Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Re~qistration: $219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Effective Strategies 

to Document 

Employee Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 

Re~qistration = 

Session Onlv: 

$209.00 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~q: $278.00 

Learn More 

Controlling Workers’ 

Comp Injuries as Your 

Worldorce Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

Re~qistration - 

Session Only: 

~;199.00 

Reqistration = 

Session plus CD 

Recordin~J: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: 
How to Create a 
Program that 
Achieves High ROi 

March 1,201t 

Re~qistration - Session 

Only: $19800 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 



Learn More 

Misclassifying 

independent 

Contractors and 

Student interns: The 

invisible Workforce 

March 2, 20tl 

Re~qistration - 

Session Only: 

~;198.00 

Reqistration = 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. Nonexempt 

-- Can You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny?. 

March 3, 2011 

Re.~istration - Session 

Only: $19800 

Re~qistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordin~q: 

~;289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union= 

Free Environment 

Through Positive 

Employee 

Relations - An 

introduction to 

Strategic Concerns 

and Strategies 

Registration 
- Session 
Only: 
,198.00 

Registration 
- Session 
Plus CD 
Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 
Commandments of 
an ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

Re~qistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully 

Use Social Media for 

Hiring and Retention 

Mar. 17, 20tl 

Registration = 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration = 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 
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Job Search Book 
"I love this book. ’]7he concepts that ttoward outlines in the book are straight from 
the world of college sports." 
-Dr. Kelly Higgins, 
Athletics Director Ft. Lewis College 
$29.95 

ClickTo Purchase [https://www.paypakcom/c~i-bin/webscr?cmd s-xclick&hosted button id T5NFPSADSKN4J] 

Creating a Resume That Sells 
(Instant I)ownload) 
In this 33-page booklet, a person will be shown the proper way to market themselves 
via either a chronological s~’le resume, a functional style resume, or curriculum 
v~tae. Each section of the resume is broken down and e×plained in detail Also, 
the most come mistakes that people ~’pically make with their resume is discussed, 
and suggestions are provided for avoiding these mistakes 
$7.95 

Click To Purchase [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93plSOUmsNYa0fl~J~qZyCSGxvvaoc5BkoZEGS~h97OIOHTRT5NTQ- 
m~RwR1K~,~a3Gf-7wVnLq~’\Vwl z 2RrHjjTRS3fwPpkreapcsmJbea-zU-udb51~x97cNDnsGKEFXcGY- 
1 hLV4kRMSGBraGV2FcrKyr~\nJ~r!kJ~V28y YIs YG811 qc57 KUYbL zmTFmlL O atKbb ciix~bLXaL LU Kk~vX Y2we YdZ -t] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.cunstantcontact.col~/emaihisp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick Links... 
Website [http:L;r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl-¥Vl~xiGtE-H7KDA41oils- 
UfGhiJNB5wC DtSoUxzo66zSLdDDEVeinizluWqy~vl~P/Dis 3fszOhuxlFkdlHuxZRVuvLpelE2EvAYi5PQWiBSiX2EzP XrS] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.neb’tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vm,’UGt93plSLf3p2INiSa0kdfQ5vhVowJWKs d- 
SmTshuSMPAs2Xbm 6F 1FPomJ3wmR_KiNhqxo89XmFOT15dlY-wI~chByEmIv5oOBwJiSh k10qFeeBpcrVYaEPolazlp32i79mOhBwJPzICATSfdZPm cLueCK] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit Wil~5CL’~dab&ct 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl xgJvTM~ZM64I~v~Lq~rUAcaY~FTaVd52iJv~vpX~5dshz4XvCVTFeZtYQRGnu~4Vwiltei~vb8VZg2UmhrdyX28Zr~MsrrtZ~vYYJ’ 
-o51~PDANnwK7Sfl~ XRPhFzf~raoUr~c~JVUf-cbKCueTElw~v ] 
Career Development Resources [htto://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~?llr win5cLxdab&e~l104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93olgENXKa9c3HiX~K- 
2~mf5z1x~PCs~m7BCGfRu¥V5~Lv~IA~53J~BdUs3NLiu~U~5eA7¥VvSiVXv\~v%Vbk~Ars3iR~Zs~Bc~iH~HB~wmsv9cYJ Iikda5XX1Uoq)lAssrrff’I2 MogS)O7hSlx- 
Z eTsmMswl~4oaaSC]-~Y,aaLiPHW16nfOvt)Mk~aL227w ] 
Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.iso?m 1103508747574&a l104349934787&ea overstre%40m~caa.unc.edu] 
Findus onFacebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~’jn5&xdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl99ZMdE-gpK58K- 
NnprzvSrglb4Nh4cLstrGT CfCsFIYu3nyjSpaJpzlpc cSChisiR2it~-~u3Y oCGlrbLbxUmQe7DS’q..:¥VX4GR4qneWJ9oSy3Nz6jlnWlbqOl~rr~- 
e0N\SVqDSdq9OCcsLH4cEPcm72R3SHb3bUxzO2admMb~ilkpyiGU5a 2 rZtDFAiHrg ] 

Feature Article 

5 Reasons to Send Thank-You Letters 

By Barbara Safani 

The Ladders.corn 

Think of thank-you letters as a self-marketing tool and a critical component of 
your job-search strategy The time you invest crafting a targeted thank-you letter 
after an interview is time well spent, and it ~vill help you create a credible and 
efficient search. 

Don’t believe me? Here are five reasons ~vhy you should incorporate . (More) [http:/7r20.rs6.net/tn jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl97Y2Gho- 
D<AZRlt5O, ZaS11K3nwe5G2kbzwSvo- 
vgtvlxueJUaFCaT5uQGZtl D6zfX~ CWccWJcMGZr~cxT9MuJ~W5‘*~<2skY~vDiJsxr~htBuDAx3LrLLMvX6DhhVzs5sz8dvk~N6bLx8vNs~q(~A‘rDY6~V~9M~d N1ZIJZg ] 

Ne~v Job Listings 



New Jobs Listed for today, January 31st, include positions as an athletic director, 
in recreation, media relations, athletic training, an assistant professor in athletic 
training, and much more To view these positions and more, click on the links 
below or go to our website at www.sportscareersinstitute com. 

Athletic Director - Ferris High School (TX) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lh wjn5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl9WdibxS[ qSwESs[tJ.’XeS 6oYZgwn9iBXI6si gM40Hn],6fvdpaXwsD10yKt]I)qeGoKt4Iie0ssKBAzmgAsDSm03XKTM MSQYt 
-ZHY3rRa -Cs Sy eD4ZA-~at fA 1 RUnkwrrMRnJS -b5WB ac S 7Aldo2-,~4] 

Assistant Director of Recreational Sports - American University [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5cL’;dab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl L~PJGBNo9g~5- 

3 i5ZJJGJ1FlhI5xeU¥-vRii0pGQ2s¥ JSC62iXqndQs-IambNk3uR9gzTXbDd4~ 1P7~vfRBHi 8 GLrMA¥ 8mq 94B 5 \rPdWMw4cmi03kDKFc elRc2Wv-h9s O -RWZB4zs27isoIV9fdv-- 

Mz7HlzlSi~vUA v2xkZnGuA w ~ 

Athletic Training Prograrn Director - Presentation College (SD) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr ~vin5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93plSiJA-I OYVXv0ulttEeS- 

7611cwzAutpcivTz3rnsm-G3HDSCLHJHLPeGxlPUaWVqPQQKu81NnTPddB0kZ5¥GniKNNZp-B-m6S3rxNBv[’WVHggwK4UAng3PAPt 1HVulhtQ~pMKOWzlpgomA ] 

Director of Parks & Recreation - City of Harrisonville (MO) [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr ~!in5cL’;dab&e~1104349934787&s~4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl %IxYV6ZRF- 
EISW5BcAuVaU2jBvktVS7oNW2Jz~’zCcGS~gQ6wiQBV~rHz3t~fVVratr6eYQeOCQ Y98CQ55- 
YscZSMl)N5v270 lyXIFiJ~r9dOmL4hqWnlZfBaRtld)X82rCxoM7WGiZONgGl]sXqukupRnssq1675iowtP93uxxg0Jo9HGyrfI1 qD17hLAMIQgnbFrWH VcDsN2jq- 
5 SotlSrautXshpb28 Y1TSckLw ] 

Manager of Corporate Sponsorships and Marketing - Seton Hall University [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
lit win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e ~vzvUGt93p~88~xssv~rNK5qxI5ZF1~x~d4fc’d~6fpRgT3~-T~8W4pa69~-7r~hYC6i~YwpUcLX- gioU6q-cl db01EPPnw5J93eXPiSoxtdAulclcX- 
VfU~aO4i CG2MP9qFb YXS030t~IU2VFkDhN6pwkQ ] 

AssistantDirect~r~fM~diaRelati~ns-~hi~University[htt~)://r2~.rs6.neb~tn.~s~)?~k~n5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s~143&e 001vzvUGt93~I- 
kLnSHS©2A sIclVn~ GFFhaWwOR1 uGeHi eIGt IJMOodAVx34OkVdrTtffcvYGRAclI~EPxzPKZ S J~VhB ~lucgk9-t 34DMi~ABbMhlv8 YYA~gt~gn0ov 1T 1 v 8 GZ4ouNcFCaFiOXSKePZASw 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Augustana College (SD) [httl~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is~? 
llr~,vjn5dxdab&ct l104349934787&s~4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl cFJw4d2r7BtKGHgCEBykSAiZ10rRHqdmI7BFgzGGzeuR1H%XNE1-DOG-16~vS5z4 GsrvXFdjHAflsrctwHmllCxTvvTSDPd3IcL- 

cBdq5 dylGcL4kWYaj 17aMnEHxZ3 S 8h6xlAMnCWvg ] 

Associate Director of Recreation - Georgia State Umversity [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl90nlZKKdDzg4MvKSviFUikrnFE50RcHb0s2U~B74V~\V-KQBhFB- 
et~Ji©nI~8~Wz45bFTrDt~.5yhbRwa7ng5~qV~BVEDSSuSE32~jThs~vpq~eUFX©sBKZ~dvI7hCHUr9fwbv~ET6ua~hb~fQDpLL~522e~vVYSI kD i0HOZJ93DKg ] 

Assistant Athletic Director Compliance - Dartmouth College [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e ~vzvUGt93p~8CcGs2aAt5~mex4‘d6~X~‘*q~R-DBwZv4~vwrE~3qCpK9~HeBqigV5Ic25LiJL5~A7ffc2DBZtmX1x/~p3C99GcGuMSz‘NrcLe~Ds2h~ 
-7GB 3oU34ENfct IC2DuV4GvZie©qEJ7S Tk5orX-GhbY ] 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coordinator [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl94LSSA2Y-v24V83hblhzPxSwmg-dkCrW- 
34UFxYFIX/LmlbKTdGcp~ZKSuY-sza-l~’D2BxkoFzZmKG Mt3t0 YOiGFT-2EI©4YuJLHJE~LXBpHle0YIL-GHYpdl7s-V VmlLC6xSDq55mU0zLUCI~XbiBjcr~TRRV~PvWzo ] 
- Western Carolina Umversity [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl94LSSA2Y-v24V83hblhzPxSwmg-dkCrW- 
34UFxYFIX/LmlbKTdGcp~ZKSuY-sza-l~’D2BxkoFzZmKG Mt3t0 YOiGFT-2EI©4YuJLHJE~LXBpHle0Y]L-GHYpdl7s-V VmlLC6xSDq55mU0zLUCI~XbiBjcrf137RRV~PvWzo ] 

Director of Athletics and Recreation - Seton Hall University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr~vin5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl9bM46MOXdK6Hrl JJ61- 
zdjHg2x3/-PKyr 8iHkqRD~obFSUn 1 pB bPFL’;-b p-t YFOFmXCDgV8 a¥C29e7T3e 7v2XIyNpcfc Jd~KYV2bM86fUVlz28¥ ddtMYBn5KLaiw7E89oFcl~Pb6bViZ2pn~z ] 

Revenue Generating Position - University of Illinois, Chicago [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~¢in5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93plSNOTgaeBJg- 
CH 1 mOnk6mY JEcZFHNi0ivnCA171A9 JSR1 oLxd39NJC TSpUWUxbzKTvNb5IOdvI27410105dS4GSho Yo04AtBzWieiX?aobzfBgaiYB S - 
vRAUivHTX~:i giCBAFPQm~i~fF7eOX2vkiSPkNNibeUB zF SQAYVVO4 ] 

Senior Account Executive/Auto Racing Journalist - PCGCampbell @1I) [http:,’,’r2Ors6.net/m.jsp? 

lk win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl oktSnOlx2VlumwGKN2A1OvcC 6cPUO7YFIir9rxYOUngrVG6jbGu SrLncD6FsXKrim9G~X2Xk2WuKv9XrnmE~SaQHHoUHJ2UMw 

Assistant Professor in Kinesiology and Athletic Training - Marshall University [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 
llr win5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl9PVZEPaMBwxZTvUMAI UkbLKKP[~’vyG00FCq)oUykSSDI O3DZSEG~kOpCXaQF9tOmmO9IaEW2WtJ ~X9bJytte]VIwn0d~ 

Director of Strength and Conditioning - Ball State University [http://r20.rs6 net/m.isp? 
l[r win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl9HVS’~Tf~FEttIohRlihvvnk DIfir nwgEs3nizQsn60Polq:fiubqO0D137kSdSbe]-)Zm5fri2 iYRAgPSPOSOFItSN6rt"QO2XPfffGFRlkJff 

Director of Ticket Operations - Iowa State Umversity [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl-KUcc9FsPB60f 
DNu taT:4tGw6 W1Xx4vCUqe~wb~T~oDAiJX[~Iik[NqBn4Vv~q~eA~nM© EdI~MxOp~[3IIpY8hpwirpWh9I~E6x]~‘i~qiDSnoI)~poYxN-i~BUI)v5:J~ATtRCWw~)NofF4REC~ ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer/Instructor - Capital University [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&sM143&e 001vzvUGt93plScBKeJrSEIc77~mccm[.taGoUSX6ttZc0hJRsG4X D02~u9OpfaqqbIKoSYWUKeDSWUQbJXpPbE.KkbSyv- 
PuiPCPfim 8VeO P85r72hf2z[Ys6xa JA VDIKI~ SG p-K-2aG YsI4WimL7n~Me43ZQ ] 

Director of Human Resources - Kansas City Royals [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&sM143&e 001vzvUGt93pl hIByOOIISOUZXM4MSw[[3voU7SPandB6rvu4bX~{IiptI6LVGF91 Kcdn0EFZa0YEvidsVil3tlfeepaKlu~EifeMSvgVVl.JVaacLtlqe2 

-C- h 1 eHJ4q I9qx YpX~/’e]-)T6FVhbiK9p 8 t9M-gQUG k ] 

Director of Athletic Equipment Operations - University of Delaware [http:i/r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?lk win5dxdab&e~1104349934787&sM143&e 001vzvl.X3t93pl-lDK 4rz[3iQXCCsLruxD- 
hUr5kGrQWYWIIEqvZBpDVZ19He4s3KcSiN~" nMkeZ,vJRtTud\VOk0ki0/I)ZdlYb4ZDUVhZCXI3Q6iWlpx\V Is87mISII~IAT~17EGFXaioIf-7U19R09MPSWdyZQf<qfIbYfCdKzsPlilXX8 ] 

Executive Director - Northwest Athletic Association of Community Colleges [http://r20.rs6.net/m isp? 

[lr wjn5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s~4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl85tCtdlhYUYwRqes0QuatISQPEUZ3F~BT3’¢WV[3MTJV705BTiASCgl~Pi PMmtLtlx178aX5~/’zSKn9o9q2iGQlrGfiltlkS~JnQSGU¥~vq 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Ursinus College [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh wln5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93pl Pt3j4Yqp- 

ghwP LN’b’SbJ ~bee5utaY0fE1Udl_,VBfpKCg~XwE -ahU-QKpenA3OxWKJYTESZtKU3GoTSBvLpjD1WhBpC4NCagI@34Mrhhqrt~’IMid sle0C~[Al9lorUTJ:KipjetlsBeoZAg ] 

Coordinator, Tecl-mical Operations - Charlotte Bobcats [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104349934787&s 4143&e 001vzvUGt93plgJmNtmgbtrtkmNelHuiLk~3bJvC.4ZHrxZH3QY0i6YtKK5DNviqqwA5q3ah6- 
nvPwv99LtvbH72XrHdS1 KX~9TRIN~YQLiE1-&~IvItns35zHbDAUp4XFrM3fwx7~KvM4s~zqE~F2v~d7AKLAAft~-eYe~Hqx~nS~iQ ] 

Assistant Director - Ornaha Sports Col~Knission [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et l104349934787&s~4143&e ~VzvUGt93p~849~2uGaG2v~IgY~8XyXvGi~n~xnBHX6mYzc~dwZzvIpT3H.‘e‘~Y~t~7u~iAIkWcqg4g~KTEf~MD9EI~p BmIR2GXRxxl5DqMtkhJ 

Event Coordinator - Edmonton Oilers (NHL) [http://r~0.rs6.net/tn.isp’. 



l[r win5dxdab&eF1104349934787gas 4143&e 0~vzvUGt93p19MfGAw5Ya2bBe~B~UUL4tG[~xlG~V~‘~r0~qr~IIt6p][*;~/4p7hcGm2BCnNchI~pz~spVD~sF3xN2~CI~ZBxNDZV~‘~s7t~3ZM lhqwlnSdirI~’S 

’]?he way a team plays as a whole determines its success. You may have the greatest 
bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they don’t play together, the club 
won’t be worth a dime. 

-Babe Ruth 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" -<leereid~unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 31,2011 2:52 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

college - ne ws@li stserv, unc .edu; Comm unicators Maid ing Li st <comm@list~rv. unc.edu-~ 

[ssac- stalt] [oil-college- stafi] UNC College Calend~x: New Yorker conespondents, im~nigration reform, climate change, women in science, 

jazz festival and Inore 

TEXT.htm 

The College of Arts and Sciences February calendar is packed with exciting presentations, including talks by New Yorker correspondents Jon Lee Anderson and Seymour Hersh, New York 
Times Jerusalem bureau chief Ethan Bonner, Cardinal Roger Mahony on immigration reform, Nobel laureate El[nor Ostrom on climate change, tJap~ard’s :first female engineering dean Cherp)~ 
Murray on her path-breaking career, and Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times author Isabel Wilkerson on the massive post-WWII migration o:t’African Americans. 

You will also find plenty of drama, art, literature and music on the calendar, including the annual Carolina Jazz Festival and Tony Kushner’s two-part Angels in America masterpiece at 
PlayMnkers. 

See highlights and links below, followed by more links to UNC’s comprehensive calendar and our new UNC College You Tube channel 

Feb 1: African American Muslims in the Public Sphere, a discussion on mosque culture in Southern California by Zaid Adhami, Duke doctoral student in religious studies. 6 pm, FedEx 
Global Education Center, Conference Room 1005. http://~lobal unc.edu 

Feb. 1 : Faculty recital by clarinetist Edwin Rile?’, 7:30 prlL Hil[ t Jail. http://music.unc edu 

Feb. 1-March 6: PlayMakers presents Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring America and the first wave of the AIDS epidemic, against the 
backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. http:i/~’w.playmakersrep.org 

Feb. 2: For Goodness Sake: ~2~q~y America Needs Irmnigration Reform, a talk by Cardinal Roger Mahony, the highest ranking U.S. church official. 5:30 pro, FedEx Global Education Center, 
Mandela Auditormm. Seating is lira[ted, ~vith overflow in the atrimn, http://tinyurl.com,’6b6oTk6 

Feb. 3: Jon Lee Anderson, the Che Guevara biographer and New Yorker war correspondent, will discuss the long-term effects of violence shaping global interactions today-. 5:30 pro, Carroll 
Hall. http:i/tinyurl.com/Ss575xu 

Feb. 3: In the Name of God’.’ Interpreting Religious Law, an all-day symposium with L~’~’C faculty and visiting scholars. $125, discount to new- participants, undergraduates are free. 9:15 ara to 
5:30 pro. Register at 962.1544. http ://www.unc. edu;deptsihurnan 
Feb. 3-4: Microfranchising in Emerging Markets: Iunovation in Practice and Research, an interdisciplinary- symposium Details and RSVP ciber@anc.edu<raailto:ciber(~unc.edu> 

Feb. 4: Screenings of two films by Kamal Alja#ari: The Roof and Visit Iraq. 5:30-8:00 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditormm. http ://global.unc. edu 

Feb. 4: El[nor Ostrom, the first ~voman to receive the Nobel Prize in econotnics, will discuss climate change and environmental governance, A Polycentric Approach to Climate Change. 2 pro, 
FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditor[ran. http://tinvurl.corrd4wgrr~4rai 

Feb. 4: Sacred Circle...Drawing Closer, faculty recital by Timothy Holley, violoncello with pianist Ed Paolontonio. 8 pro, Person Hall. 962.1039. httl~:/imusic.unc, edu 

Feb. 6: Faculty chamber recital featuring the music of the Viennese Baroque. 7:30 pm, Person Hall. http:i/music.unc.edu 

Feb. 7: Dartmouth French and Comparative Literature Professor David LaGuardia will discuss Travel, Movement and the Mobile Identity of King Hem[ III of France, 4 pm, Dey Hall, Toy 
Lounge. hmelehy@unc, edu<mailto:hmelehy@unc.edu> 

Feb 8: UNC Souflaem literature scholar and author Minrose Gwin ~vill discuss her current project, Mourning Medgar Evers. 4 pm, George Watts Hill Alumni Center. 

lbeavers@unc, edu<mailto :lbeavers@unc. edu> 

Feb 8: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pm, Person Hall http://music unc.edu 

Feb 10: NC. Poet Laureate Cathy Smith Bowers will read and discuss her ~vork. 3:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. http://englishcomplit unc.edu/ 

Feb 10: Furst Forum: Hollywood Horror and the Gothic Fly, wit2a Shayne Legassie (English and Comparative Literature) 4 pm, Dey Hall, Toy Lounge. 
rgaronzi@email unc edu<mailto:rgaronzi@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 10: Belgian political theorist Chantal Mouffee will present the Mary Stevens Recld’ord Memorial Lecture in European Studies 7:30 pm, Hanes Alt Center auditorium http://iah.unc edu/ 

Feb. 11: Women’s Choral Showcase, with the Ua~,’C Women’s Glee Club and area high school choruses. 8 pm, Hill Hall http://music unc.edu 

Feb. 11: Local Histories: The Ground We Walk On, an exhibition of over 50 altists from across the U.S. exploring the idea that place caunot be global, curated by UNC artist elin o’Hara 
slavick and art historian Carol Magee, through April 29 Reception Feb. 11, 5-9 pro, 523 E Franklin St (fomaer Chapel Hill Museum) http://localhistories.wordpress corn 

Feb. 11-12: Music and Politics in the 20th Century, a symposium on the role of American jazz in the Weimar Republic. UNC expelts and visiting scholars. $125 
http ://www uric. edu/depts/human 

Feb. 12: Guest artists Ken Davis, baritone, and Deborah Hollis, piano, will perform the music of Schubelt and Winterreise. 8 pm, Person Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 13: Process Series, new works by student composers. 7:30 pro, Person Hall. http:i/music.unc edu 

Feb. 15: Seymour Hersh, New Yorker contributor and Pulitzer Prize-wirming investigative journalist (think My Lai massacre), will discuss U.S. foreign policy, national security, the war in 
Afghanistan and more 4:30 pro, Gerrard Hall. sky@unc.edu<mailto:skg(~unc edu> http://tinyurl com/4m6xx~/g 

Feb 16: Sit in on master vocal class with Grammy Award-winning tenor Anthony Dean Griffey 4 pro, Hill t Jail Auditorium http://music, unc edu 

Feb 16: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by unmigrants crossing the US-Mexico border, by Susan Harbage Page, through March 12. Reception, Feb 16 at 7 pro, 
FedEx Global Education (;enter. http://southphoto~raphg blo~spot.com 

Feb. 16-26: Carolina Jazz Festa’a[ - Eddie Palmier[ Latin Jazz Band, Conrad Herwig, Joe Chambers, Marcus Printup, N.C Jazz Repertory Orchestra, National Guard Jazz Patriots, UNC Faculty 
Jazz Quartet, UNC Jazz Band, UNC Ja72 Combos, Charanga Carolina, Jazz A~er Flours and more. Complete schedule, ticket information and details: http://music.unc edu/calendarsiiazz- 



festival 

Feb 16 : Dramatic ar~ alumnus Mike Wiley will perform his one-man play, bYeedom from the Rubble: A Colored Civil War Soldier Speaks, about African Americans and the Civil War. ’7 pro, 
Stone Center. 962.9825 http://events.unc edu 

Eeb. 18: Pulitzer Prize ~vinning NY Times author Isabel Wilkerson will discuss her ne~v book, ’]?he Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story o~ American’s Great Migration, stories of African 
Americans who fled the South ailer World War [I. 5:30 pro, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorinm. http:i/~Iobal.unc.edu 

Feb. 19-20: Composing, Creating, Communicating without Words, a seminar on the ways in ~vhich humans decipher and disseminate meainng ~vithout standard language or its clues. 
Featuring linguist David Mnra-Marin, composer Stefan Litwin, speech pathologist Katarina Haley, and artist Juan Logan. $125. http:/iw~vw.unc.edu/depts&uman 

Feb. 20: Music on the Hill Emerging Artists Series with violinist Maia Cabeza and pianist Andrew Tyson. $15 general public~ $10 for UNC one-card holders. 3 pnr, Hill Hall. 
http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 20: Carolina Wind Quintet, "7:30 p.nr. Hill Hall. http:/imusic, uric. edu 

Feb. 21-22: Yuriko Doi, a pelformer and director of Kyogen, the classical Japanese coruic theatre fom~, ~vill present a talk, deruonstration and workshop, Center for Draruatic Art. 
j zhuang@eruail.unc.edu<mailto:izhuang,@email.anc.edu> 

Feb. 22: Poet and LRqC English Professor Alan Shapiro will read froru works in progress. 12:30 pru, Oreenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. http:i/englishcomplit.unc, edu/ 

Feb. 23: Cherry Murray, dean of Harvard Universi~’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, will discuss Life in the Fast Lane, her career invoMng ruaj or leadership positions in 
science and technology at Bell Laboratories, La~vrence Livermore Laboratots, and Harvard. Working on Women in Science (WOWS) Lecture, 7 pm, Carroll Hall auditorium. 
http :i/snipurl. corr~’ l x]x~va 

Feb. 24: Cherry Mm~ay [see above] will talk about Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Olt’shore Drilling. Mul~ay is a member of the National Corumission on the BP 
Deep~vater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling. 4 pru, 265 Phillips Hall. htto:i/snio~trl.conglxixwa 

Feb. 24: F~trst Forum: Prolegoruena to Any Future Metaphysics of Touch, with Pablo _’vlaurette (English and Comparative Literature), 4 pm, Grecnlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
http : i/englishcomplit, unc. edu/ 

Feb. 23-28: Kind of Blue, an all African-American student production about men struggling ;vith their identities and relationships, playing off the music of Miles Davis. Historic Playmakers 

Theatre http://kindofblueathistoricplavmakers.;veeblv,.com/index.html. 

Feb. 26: Literal)’ Lions: Authors as National Icons, a seminar examining authors Goethe, Zola, Milosz and Hemingway. $125. Register at 962.1544 http ://wwwunc. edu/depts/human/ 

Feb. 27: UN(? Symphony Orchestra, $15, $10.7:30 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. 28: Ethan Brouner, Jerusalem bureau chief for The New York Times, discusses the Israeli-Palestinian Dispute. 7:30 pm, Friday Center. http:/i;vw;v.unc, edu/c c is/events html 

### 

More events on UNC calendar 
http :i/events.unc. edu/ca 1/maila/sho;vMain.rdo 

Facebook: 
http ://~w f acebook, cor~’LTN(?. College 

Twitter: 
http ://t;vitter.cotr~unccollege 

College News: 
http :/icolle~e.unc edu 

College in the Media: 
http://colle;e.un c edu/inthemedia 

YouTube Channel: 
http ://www.gout ube com/useriUNCColle;e 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http :i/col le~e.unc, edu< http ://co lle~e.un c edu/> 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/UNC Colle~e 
Twitter: http ://twitter com/unccolle~e 

YouTube: http://voutube, com/user/UNCColle~e 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: ssac-staff@listserv.unc.edu. 



You are currently subscribed to ssac-staff as: overstre@uncaa unc.edu. 



View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Tuesday, February 8 
at 3:30 pm EST (2:30pro CST, 1:30pm MST, 
12:30pm PST). The event lasts 90 minutes. The 
cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

Sample forms and policies for your employee 
handbook 

~, Live question and answer session 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed 

The Foundation of Healthcare Security: 
Policies Procedures, and Other 
Documentation 
February 1 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Wage and Hour Enforcement: 2011 and 
Beyond 
February 3 at 3:30pm EST 
Reqister now 

Creatin.q Effective Employee Handbooks 
February 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Trusts as Loan Parties 
February 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program. It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

What You Really Need to Know to Avoid Costly Mistakes 
Live Webinar 

Tuesday, February 8 at 3:30prn EST 
(2:30pm CT, l:30pm MT, 12:30pm PT) 

Duration: 90 minutes 

The Employee Handbook - potentially your best friend or possibly your worst enemy. In an 
employment-related lawsuit will it protect your company or will it compound your troubles? 

This program will help you create an effective and legal handbook that will minimize the inherent risks 
with these documents. Whether you are creating your first handbook or updating a current version, you 
will be given useful hints and tips that offer protection. You will learn the top mistakes employers make 
and the keys to making the employee manual a valuable tool for employees and managers. 

Learn critical policies must be in your employee handbook as well as terms and phrases that you ~ 
should avoid. This informative program will review the do’s and don’ts of drafting an effective 
well-written employee handbook so that you feel more confident as you move forward. 

During this important 90-minute webinar you will learn: 

The new protected class you may have missed 
10 Employee Handbook must-do’s 
12 Key components to an effective harassment policy 
Create discipline policies that protect employer rights 
The trouble with probation periods 
Inspections and searches vs. employee privacy 
Common overtime language that means legal trouble 
8 Considerations related to blogging and social media 
Preserving your at-will status 
Ensuring your handbook isn’t an employment contract 
Policies to include in your handbook 
Federal vs. state considerations 
Essential disclaimers and acknowledgements you should have 

You r Presenter 

Wes Pruett is owner of HR Advisors, a consulting practice that helps clients align their 
business and employees to create successful outcomes and excellent work environments. 

After more than 25 years experience in senior leadership, he retired from the Mayo Health System to 
establish HR Advisors. Mr. Pruett provides solutions to companies for a wide variety of HR issues 
including compliance, policy development, performance management, and employee relations. Mr. 
Pruett is a certified coach who supports clients in achieving and exceeding business and personal 
goals. He regularly facilitates strategic planning, leadership and employee training related to 
communication, leadership and other workplace challenges. Wes is an authorized distributor of DiSC 
learning assessments. 

This event vvi!l be presented five by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Intemet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



Advett~s~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

B~P~F~TS 

Metadata lurks in every electronic document each of us creates 
and edits. Every computer application and platform we use also 
generates metadata. The consequences of human error are 
greatly magnified in the 2:!.st century by the prevalence of 
electronic communication and the ability of anyone with a web 
browser to download - for only $0.08 per page - a copy of any 
document electronically filed in federal court. All attorneys and 
clients are susceptible to breach of confidentiality and 
malpractice traps. Learn how you can protect your clients - and 
your law firm or law department. 

Avoid the metadata fates that befell not only the 
Transportation Security Administration in December 2009 but 
also the U.N. Secretary General, the British Prime Minister, the 
Federal Trade Commission, the Social Security Administration, 

the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, the 
N.D. Cal. U.S. Attorney’s Office Criminal Division, the Democratic 
National Committee, SCO Group and a host of others. Many of 
those well-publicized situations each involved a litigant, 
government agency or court that inadvertently breached a 
protective order by exposing confidential information as to 
another party to a proceeding. 

Attend this audio conference and you will learn from an expert 
how to do your best to eliminate the malpractice, ethical and 
other risks arising from confidential metadata in word 
processing, spreadsheet, presentation and PDF files. You will 
find out how, whenever appropriate, to render your electronic 
documents metadata-free, as well as how to warn your 
colleagues, staff and clients about the ’mobile gap.’ You will also 
discover how to deal with opposing counsel’s and adverse 
parties’ metadata that has fallen into your lap, as well as the 
basics of potential discoverability in litigation of metadata in 

client-created electronic documents. 

Metadata Definitions and Basics 

@ Overview @ What Is Tt? 
@ Categories 
@ File System Data 

@ Embedded (Document/Imbedded) Data, Tncluding Word’s@ 
Track Changes 

Attorney Ethical Obligations Regarding Lawyer-Created 
Email Attachments 

@ As Sender 
@ As Recipient 

What to Do to Mitigate Risks 

Email Attachments 
E-Filings and Other Disseminations 
PDFs @ Conversions, Acrobat~, Security Settings, etc. 

Redactions @ Do’s and Don’ts 

Client-Created Files in E-Discovery 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 8, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Antitrust and the Bowl 
Championship Series: 
Will There Be an 
Intervention? 

Feb, 9~ 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Best Practices in Digital 
Evidence Management 

Feb. 9, 2011 
Registration: $99.00 
Reqistration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$168.00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 10, 20tl 
Reqistration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Federal Cases From 
Pleading to 3udgment 
for Paralegals 

Feb. 17, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 

Evidence 
Feb. 23, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 



~ Preservation and Chain-Of-Custody Obligations as to 
Collected Data 
~ Discoverability of Native Versions of eDocuments With 
Metadata Tntact 
~ Tnadvertent Privilege Waivers, Tncluding Claw-Back 
Procedures and Fed. Rule Of Evid. 502 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys. Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending. 

Robert D. Brownstone, Esq,, Fenwick & West LLP 

Robert D. Brownstone, Esq. 
~ Law and technology director and electronic-information- 
management co-chair at Fenwick & West LLP, a 300-attorney, 
Silicon Valley based, national law firm 
~ Known as the Metadata Guru or the Lawyer and Technologist 
in One Brain 
~ Advises clients on electronic discovery, information security, 
electronic information management, and retention and 
destruction policies and protocols 
~ National speaker and writer on many law and technology 
issues, including metadata and electronic redaction 
~ Teaches electronic discovery law at two Bay Area law 
schools 
~ Frequently quoted in the press as an expert on electronic 
information 
~ Chair of the State Bar of California~s Law Practice 
Management and Technology Section 
~ 3.D. degree, magna cure laude, Brooklyn Law School 
~ B.A. degree, Swarthmore College 

~ Can be contacted at rbrownstone@fenwick.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual~ 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Reqistration-" $209,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD-" $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration." $209,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD; 
$278.00 
Learn Hore 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Re~Jistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn Hore 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"SNA Education Group" <jason@sna-gl~oup.com> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:48 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Discover Wonder of the World in China 

’IEXTf.httn 

Dear Educators and School support staffs, 

SNA Educational Group, in conjunction with the Educational Bureau of China and Tourism of Beijing, is pleased to invite you to enjoy our Sun~mer Tour to China. We enjoyed ve~z positive 
reviews for our previous tours to China and urge you to contact us for references. 
These tours will provide an opportunity- to observe the fascinating elements of Chinese culture, a chance to interact with local people, and explore the sights for which China is so well 
known. 
The stammer tours for 2011 will venture to Beijing, China. We oiler various tours to China: 
*Register on or before Feb 20, 2011 to save ErP to $300, Seats are Limited[ 
Histuric China 7,’9 Days        from $1199" 

Great Wall 
Terra Cutta Warriors 

Best of China 12 Days fi-om $1699* 
Great Wall 
Terra Cotta Warriors 
Pearl of Oriental 

Golden China 15 Days fi-om $2199" 
Great VVall 
Terra Cotta Warriors 
Defecture-leve[ city of China 
Pearl uf Oriental 

Departure Dates: Jul 6, 7, 13, 17, 18, 20, 27, 28 & Aug 3 
Departure Cities: Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco & New York, Other cities departure also available. 
Package Price Includes: 
- Round trip economy class airfare 
- 5 star hotel accummudation 
- All meals listed on itinerary 
- Sightseeing with admissiuns as specified 
- Private air-conditioned coach with English-speaking guide 
Please circulate this information to your colleagues and stafl! Family members and :friends are welcome tu juin us 
Please feel free tu contact us 1-888412-5593 if you have any questions, or visit www snatours.cum fur inure informatiun. 
Thank yuu and we [uok furward to yuu joining us in Sun-aner 2011. 

Best regards, 
Jason Wang 
Project Manager 
SNA Educational Group 
#240-8877 Odlin Crescent, Ricl’unond, BC V6X 3Z7 
Tel: 778-297-5593 Fax: 778-297-5578 
www.snatours.com 

Sent By: 
SNA Educational Group 
240-8877 Odlin Crescent 
Ricl’unond BC V6X 3Z7 
Canada 

To view as a web page press on or copy this lirtk into your browsers address bar 
https://ssa.actemarketin£, corr~speasa page.aspx?X 5 N0Z 23 ANHZU6 I)¢LMK00XWV~r T 
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This message is sent to you by" LawNewswatch 

Challenging Statistical Evid÷nce 

Time: ~.:00 

Length: t ~mu~ 30 mk~utes 

Registration: $199,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The use of statistics frequently plays a critical role in the 
litigation arena, from evaluating cases for your clients, to 
resolving disputes and possibly taking a matter to trial. Lawyers 
often shy away from using statisticians, quite frankly because 
understanding this world can seem overwhelming and confusing. 
Tn this 90-minute audio conference, you will have an 

opportunity to hear (in a nonmathematical approach) from a 
seasoned litigator and an experienced statistician. 

Real vignettes will be presented from actual case experience to 
better understand how statistical evidence is used in a variety 
of cases: class actions, antitrust, environmental law, product 
liability, construction law and employment discrimination. This 
audio conference will assist you in determining whether you 
need a statistician and how best to present the statistical 
evidence to help you win the case in the light most favorable 
for your client. 

Overview of Basic Statistics 

Common Uses of Statistics as Evidence in a Lawsuit 

Use of Sample Surveys in Assessing and Presenting Your 

Case 

Potential Bases for Challenging the Opposing Statistician 

WHO SHOULD ATTEIND 

This audio conference is primarily designed for attorneys, Other 
legal professionals may also benefit from attending, 

FA~2 U LTY 

Donna M. Rutter, Curiale Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP 
Duane L. Steffey, Ph.D., Exponent, Inc. 

Donna M. Rutter 

~ Partner with Curiale Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP 
~ Practice focuses on employment litigation 
~ Extensive jury and bench trial experience (received verdict in 
more than 12 cases) and brought one wage and hour class 
action to trial 
~ Nominated by The State Bar of California as a Super Lawyer 

in Northern California 
~ Retained to present seminars on managing within the law, 
sexual harassment and workplace violence 
~ B.A. degree, Michigan State University 
~ ,I.D. degree, University of San Diego School of Law 
~ Can be contacted at drutter@chklawyers.com 

Duane L. Steffey, Ph.D. 
~ Director of Exponent, Inc.~s Statistical and Data Sciences 

Practice 
~ Focuses on statistical applications in law, business and public 
policy 
~ Expert testimony (declaration, deposition, trial) in 
approximately 20 state and federal cases 

Antitrust and the Bowl 
Championship Series: 

Will There Be an 
Intervention? 

Feb. 9, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Best Practices in Digital 
Evidence Management 

Feb. 9, 2011 
Registration: $99,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus 
$168,00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 10, 2011 
Reqistration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Federal Cases From 
Pleading to 3udgment 
for Paralegals 

Feb. 17, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Reqistration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278.00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 23, 2011 
Registration: $199,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 



~ Extensive consulting experience in business litigation, 
consumer class actions, construction defect, employment and 
product liability cases 
~ Creator and presenter of continuing legal education course on 
statistics in construction law 
~ Former tenured professor of statistics and co-founder of 
Statistical Consulting Center, San Diego State University 

~ Former member of National Research Council staff, directed 
statistical studies for federal government clients, Census 
Bureau, Department of Defense 
~ B.S. degree, M.S. degree and Ph.D. degree, Carnegie Mellon 
U niversity 
~ Can be contacted at dsteffey@exponent.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual: 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

~ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

~ NALA 
~ NFPA 
~ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit. 

Registration; 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD; $268,00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Reqistration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus 
$268,00 
Learn Hore 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Wednesday, February 
16 at 3:00 pm EST(2:00pm CST, 1:00pm MST, 
12:00pm)= The event lasts 50 minutes. The cost 

is $197. 

Phone Orders: 

(515) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

Complimentary audio recording of the event. 

Copy of speaker’s presentation slides. 

Live question and answer session= 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Creating Effective Employee Handbooks 
February 8 at 3:30pm EST 
Reqister now 

Trusts as Loan Parties 
February 9 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Workers Gone Wild: Managing 
Workplace Romance 
February 10 at 3:30pm EST 
Re.qister now 

Facebook Fired: Time to Update Your 
Social Media Policies 
February 15 at 3:30pm EST 

Reqister now 

Advanced SEO Strategies for Law Firms 
February 16 at 3:00pm EST 
Re.qister now 

1099 Headaches: Are You Prepared? 
February 17 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

How to Improve Your Firm’s Website Visibility 
Live Webinar 

Wednesday, February 16 at 3:00 pm ET 
(2:00pm CT, 1:00pm MT, 12:00pm PT) 

Duration: 60 minutes 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the art and science of artificially boosting your website 
and blog to the top of the major search engines (Google, Yahoo, and Bing). This no-nonsense 
webinar will teach attorneys and their staff advanced SEO strategies to help them achieve first page 
rankings. High website rankings can help to increase your website traffic, and in turn, generate new 
business and referrals for your firm. If people can’t easily find your website, then you are likely losing 
business on a daily basis. 

Whether you are working on a new website, launching your first site, or want to take your current 
website to the front page of Google, you absolutely need to attend this webinar. 

In this comprehensive 60-minute webinar, you will discover: 

7 critical components of Google’s search engine ranking algorithm 
The top 3 things attorney website companies don [~t want you to know 
How Google views your website 
Why Google loves blogs and how to leverage this powerful technology! 
The power of using video on your website 
Why "long tail" search is better and how to apply this secret strategy 
3 ways to improve your website conversion rates 
Does social media matter when it comes to search engine ranking 
Questions to ask any law firm internet marketing expert before you hire them 

You r Presenter 

~ S tephen Fairley is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
7,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice. 

In 2004, Stephen was named "America’s Top Marketing Coach" by CoachVille, the world’s largest 
professional coaching association and given their top industry award. Stephen is a member of the 
prestigious National Speaker’s Association and his Rainmaker seminars have been sponsored by 
more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in the country.Stephen is the CEO of The 
Rainmaker Institute, the nation’s largest law firm marketing company specializing in small law firms. 
He helps partners at small and solo law firms find new clients fast and generate more and better 
referrals. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing to view 
the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event 

Avant Resources Business Education - 58 Lindsley Ave., Nashville, TN 37210 - Customer Service - 615-752-2373 
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Monday, February 7, 2011 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: 1 hour- 30 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $209.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278.00 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

Intersection of Illinois 

Employment and 

Immigration Law 

Feb. 8, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268~00 

Learn More 

Recent health care legislation will impact virtually every 
employer. Changes mandated by the law will affect the 

cost of health care, as well as the types of procedures, 

medications and devices covered. The new law will also 
dictate who will be covered by employer-sponsored plans. 

These rules will also affect existing federal and state 
legislation which has governed health care before the 

advent of health care reform. There are other laws which 
are not directly related to health care which are also 

affected. This audio conference will address how health 

care reform interacts with these laws. 

Georgia Employment 

Legislation Update 

Feb. 8, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Theft and Fraud: 

How Does Health Care Reform Interact With Existing 

Health Laws? 

Federal Health Care Mandates 

o Michelle’s Law 
o Newborns and Mothers’ Health Protection Act 

o GINA 
o Mental Health Parity 

o USERRA 
o Women’s Health and Cancer Rights Act 

State Laws 
o Specific Mandates to Provide Health Care 

(e.g, Massachusetts) 
o Coverage Mandates 

o State Mini-COBRA and Other Coverage 

Continuation Laws 

Impact on ERISA 

Interaction With Other Federal and State Laws 

¯ Discrimination Rules ~ Self-Insured Plans 
¯ HIPAA Portability 

¯ HIP~ Privacy 

¯ Laws Affecting Wellness Programs 

¯ USERRA 
¯ Family and Medical Leave Act 

This audio conference is designed for human resource 
managers, benefits and payroll professionals, business 

owners and managers, controllers, CFOs and attorneys. 

Steven ~1, Friedman, Littler Mendelson P.C, 

Steven J. Friedman 

Chair of Littler Mendelson@s Employee Benefits and 
Executive Compensation Practice Group 
Advises employers on a variety of aspects of 
employee benefits law, includinq the structurinq and 

Protect Your Company from 

Losses Big and Small 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

How to Monitor Worker E- 

mail, IM, Blogs and 

Internet Activity ~ and 

Avoid Lawsuits 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Telecommuting: The Next 

Wave of Wage and 

Hour Litigation 

Feb. 9, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 

Terminating 

a Workers’ Comp Claimant 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Recfistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 



implementation of qualified and non-qualified 

retirement plans, welfare and fMnge benefit 

programs, early retirement programs and severance 
plans 

Extensive experience in counseling employers in 

ERISA and tax compliance issues related to employee 

benefit plans, dealing with governmental agencies 
which regulate such plans and construing employee 

benefits laws such as COBRA and FMLA 
Extensive experience in analyzing issues related to 

section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code 
Named Best Lawyers in America in 2010 and 2011 

and a Super Lawyer in 2009 

Prior to joining Littler Mendelson, worked almost ten 

years as benefits counsel for a major multinational 
electronics and entertainment company 

Appeared on CNI\|, and has been quoted in The Wall 

Street Journal, U.S. News and World Report, USA 

Today, The National Law Journal and many legal and 

business publications on employee benefits topics 
J.D. degree, Boston University School of Law 

LL.M. degree in taxation, New York University School 

of Law 
B.B.A. degree, Emory University 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 

and internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 

* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual. 

* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 

page for states that have already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

¯ HR Certification Institute 

¯ HRPD 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" paqe. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $209.00 

Reqistration -Session plus CD Recordinq: $278,00 

Telecommuting: Does it 

Make Sense For Your 

Company? 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Turning Around Employees 

Who Need an Attitude 

Adjustment 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Reqistration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

What,s Recordable and 

What~s Not: 

Legal Update on OSHA 

300/301 Logs and More 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Complying with Wisconsin 

Wage and Hour Laws 

Feb. 11, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

Feb. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Satisfying OFCCP’s Internet 

Applicant Rules 

Feb. 15, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) ADA: "Hot Button" Issues 

Feb, 16, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Defending Ohio Workers’ 

Comp Claims 

Feb, 16, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Job Safety Analysis: A 

Step-by-Step, Time-Saving 

Plan 



for Getting Them Done 

Right 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $308.00 

Learn More 

Bullying in the Workplace: 

Uncovering the Hidden 

Costs 

and Handling the Legal 

Pitfalls 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $338.00 

Learn More 

Fundamentals of an 

Employee Recognition 

Program 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Re istraLih3n - Session lus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding ROTH 

Accounts in 401(k), 403(b), 

and 457(c) 

Feb. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordina: $268.00 

Learn More 

Bedbug Invasions in the 

Workplace: Are You at Risk 

Feb. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Social Networking in the 

Workplace: Legal 

Principles, SLate 

of the Art Policies and 

Emerging Issues 

Feb. 22, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining or 

Terminating 

a Workers’ Comp Claimant 

Feb. 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordin~ ~�278.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

Feb. 24, 2011 



Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Morale: What 

Crushes it; What Makes it 

Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

Effective Strategies to 

Document Employee 

Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recording: $278.00 

Learn More 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 

Injuries as Your Workforce 

Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinc~ ~268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How to 

Create a Program that 

Achieves High 

March 1, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: The 

Invisible Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. Nonexempt -- 

Can You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

March 3, 2011 

~stration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations - An Introduction 

to Strategic Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 



Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219,00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319~00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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AdvettZs.~men t 

This message is sent to you by LawNewswatch 

Federa  Cases From P ead n  Judgment 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Rec~istration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The litigation process, from the beginning of a dispute, through 
pleading and discovery, to the culmination of a final judgment, is 
a long and complex process. The most seasoned paralegals and 
attorneys must juggle deadlines, control the pace of their case, 
meet the expectations of clients and anticipate their opponents’ 
next move. In this high-stakes chess game, paralegals and 
attorneys must make daily decisions with an eye toward the 
litigation process as a whole, keeping in mind that the ultimate 
goal is a final judgment in their client’s favor. 

This audio conference will give paralegals, both new and 
experienced, a detailed overview of the litigation process from 
start to final judgment. Understanding how a trial is successfully 
conducted allows you to make valuable contributions to the trial 
team right from the start of a case: finding key facts to plead, 
key defenses to make, handling and acquiring admissible 
evidence, and substantively assisting throughout the pretrial 
and trial phases of litigation. 

Failure to understand how the litigation process works as a 
whole can lead to waste of both the client’s and trial team’s 
time and resources, possibly hampering a successful outcome, 
This audio conference will arm you with a knowledge of the 
issues needed to effectively assist as a key member of the 
litigation team, 

Making and .Answering Claims: Complaints, .Answers and 
Initial Motions 

Investigating Claims for Proper Pleading 
Can You File in Federal Court? 
Drafting the Complaint 
Defendant’s Answer and Claims 

Rule 12(b) @ Defensive Motions 
Other Motions 
Pretrial Conferences @ Rule 16 

Gathering Evidence: Discovery 

@ What Do We Want and!or Need? Rule 26 and Scope of 
Discovery 
@ What Is My Opponent’s Evidence? Written Discovery 
@ What Is Excluded From Discovery? 
@ Who Are the Witnesses and What Will They Say? Locking in 
Testimony 

@ What Other Evidence Is out There? 
@ Complex Issues or Discovery Oversight: Special Masters (Rule 

53) 

Ending the Case Early: Summary Judgment (Rule 56) 

@ Marshalling the Evidence in the Record 
@ Assembling Affidavits @ Counsel, Fact and Expert Witnesses 
@ Compiling and Responding to Statements of Undisputed Facts 
@ Motion, Opposition and Reply 
@ Presenting an Effective Summary Judgment Argument at 
Hearing 

Teleconferen~e~ 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 23, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Re~listration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 



Experts: Simplifying Complex Evidence for the Fact= 
Finders 

H Do We Need an Expert? 
H Rule 702 H Testimony by Experts 
H Preparing the Expert Report H Rule 26(a)(2) 
H Preparing the Expert for Testifying 
H Daubert and the Testing of Experts Methods and Reliability H 
’Junk’ Science 

Presenting Your Evidence Persuasively: The Trial 

H Excluding Evidence in Advance: Pretrial Conferences and 
Motions in Limine 

H Trial Exhibit Lists 
H Witness Lists and Trial Subpoenas 
H Jury Selection H Voir Dire (Rules 47 and 48) 
H Opening Arguments 
H Preparing Witnesses to Testify at Trial 
H Unavailable Witnesses H Playing Video or Reading Testimony 
to the Jury 

H Evidentiary Issues 
H Bench Memoranda H Foresight Is Key 
H Jury Instructions and the Jury Charge (Rule 51) 
H Special Verdict Forms (Rule 49) 
H Motions for Judgment as a Matter of Law (and/or New Trial H 
Rule 50) 

Judgment Day: Finalizing a Judgment for Appeal 

Entering Judgment (Rule 58) 
Entry Is Key to Other Deadlines H Starts the Clock Running 
Altering or Amending a Judgment (Rule 59) 
Relief From Judgment or Order (Rule 60) 
Appeals Timing H How and When (Fed. R. App. P. 3 And 4) 

WHO SHOULD 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal staff and 
attorneys. 

FAC U LTV 

Edward W. Little Jr., McCarter & English, LLP 

Edward W. Little Jr. 

H Partner in McCarter &, English, LLPHs Boston office 
H Represents a wide range of local and national clients involving 
complex commercial litigation, including the areas of securities, 
intellectual property, false advertising and commercial fraud 

H More than 16 years of experience, and has litigated in federal 
and state trial and appellate courts around the country, as well 
as in foreign jurisdictions 

H Currently serves as a co-chair of the Fraud Subcommittee of 
the American Bar AssociationHs Business Torts Litigation 
Committee, vice president of the Dartmouth Lawyers 
Association and is a member of the New England-Canada 
Business Council 

H B.A. degree, Dartmouth College 
H i.D. degree, American University 

H Can be contacted at elittle@mccarter.com or 617-449-6500 
H View his full biography at www.mccarter.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

H CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

H NALA 

H NFPA (Pending) 

H Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 



Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Reqistration: $199,00 

Reqistration = Teleconference lus CD; 268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 
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ADA: "Hot Button" Issues 
Spor~sored by Park AveF~ue PresenLal;ion,s 

iWednesday, February 16, 2010 

iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) UPCOMING 

iLength: 90 minutes TELECONFERENCES 

!Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 Employee Theft and Fraud: 

iReqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 Protect Your Company 
from Losses Big and Small 
Feb. 9, 2011 

i For the past decade, disability discrimination claims have comprised the 

imost frequently flied charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity 

i Commission. The Americans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of 

iissues for employers and affects every part of the employment process - 

ifrom hiring to recordkeeping, and time off to termination. 

iJoin us as employment law attorneys Jules Z. Halpern and Michael S. 

iKatzen review @hot button@ issues under the ADA and provide practical 

iguidance on how employers can deal with many of these difficult 

isituations. 

iThis presentation will cover the following topics and include specific 
iexamples of real life situations: 

Disability inquiries 

The ADA Amendments Act 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

p_J__u___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d__iD_g_: 

$308.00 
.L_ e__a_r_ n___~_t ~_r_e_ 

How to Monitor Worker E- 
mail, IM, Blogs and 
Internet Activity @ and 
Avoid Lawsuits 
Feb. 9, 2011 

_R_ _ _e_ _ g_ ] _s_ _t_ _ _r_a_ _t] _o_ _n_ _.’_ _ _$_ _2_ _ £9_ _ :_O_ _O_ . 
Reqistration - Session 

I Lu___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d_i_n__g_: 
$308,00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 
Compliance: Disciplining 
or Terminating a Workers’ 
Comp Claimant 
Feb. 10, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session 
p]__u___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d__io_g_: 

$278.00 

The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the interactive 

process 

Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

Applying performance and conduct standards 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

Telecommuting: Does it 
Make Sense For Your 
Company? 
Feb. 10, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

._o___n_ J y__:____$_$__9___8__~__0___0_ 
Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Turning Around Employees 
Who Need an Attitude 
Adjustment 

Feb. 10, 2011 

Re~is~[~{~; 4219 J30 

Reqistration - Session 

p__Lu___s_____C___D_____R___e___c___o__r__d_]__n_g_,’_ 
$308.00 
L__e_.a__r__n___M_o_.r_ e_ 

iJules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern Employment Law 

iAdvisors, a law firm representing management in workplace matters, with 

offices in New York City, Long Island and New Jersey. 

iJules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of employee relations, 

ihuman resources policies and programs, and legal compliance. Before 

iestablishing Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various senior 

What@s Recordable and 
What@s Not: Legal Update 
on OSHA 300/301 Logs 
and More 
Feb. 10, 2011 

._R___e__g Ls__t_[_a_t_Lo___n__:___~__2__~__9__~__O_O_ 
Rec~istration - Session 

p__Lu___s_____C__~___R___e___c___o__r__dj_a ~_.’_ 
$308.00 
Learn More 

Complying with Wisconsin 
Wage and Hour Laws 



ievel human resources and employment law roles within major 

corporations. He was Senior Director of Employee Relations and 

~mployment law counsel at Random House, Inc., the senior employment 

,~ttorney at The Home Insurance Company and its affiliated companies, 

~nd a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment Law Advisors since 

2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra University School of Law where he 

received his J.D. with a concentration in labor and employment law. 

Michael regularly counsels employers on a wide range of workplace issues, 

including disability discrimination, family medical leave, sexual harassment, 

retaliation, and wages and hours. Michael is the managing attorney of the 

~irm~s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

www.halpernadvisors.com 

New York City Phone: 212-786-7380 

Long Island Phone: 516-466-3200 

New Jersey Phone: 732-794-5351 

]ulesZ. Halpern: "hal ern hal ernadvisors.com 

Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors,com 

90 minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

Q&A session with the expert. 

his event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

.presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not 

~-equired for phone-only participants. The PowerPoint slides will be 

:)rovided shortly before the event. Once you register, you will receive an 

~mail which is your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 

in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before 

~he webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Feb. 11, 2011 

Registration - Session 

._o___n__!y__:____$_~__9___9__~__0___0_ 
Registration - Session 

p__Lu___s_____C___D_____R___e___c___o__r__d__Ln_g_:_ 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Cresting and Using a 
Salary Increase Matrix 
Feb. 14, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Onh!; $199.00 

Registration - Session 

p_Lu___s____C____D____g__e__c___o___r__d__Ln__g_: 
$268.00 

Satisfying OFCCP’s 
Internet Applicant Rules 
Feb. 15, 2011 
. _R_ _ _e_ _g j_ _s_ _t_ E _a_ _ _t_ Lo_ _ _n_ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _S_ _ _ _e_ _s_ _ _s_ j_ _o_ _ _n- 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

ADA: "Hot Button" Issues 
Feb. 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

._o___n__!y__:____$_$__9___8__,__0___0_ 
Registration - Session 

_P__t_g_s_____C___D_____R___e___c___o__r__d__Ln_g_:_ 
$289.00 

Learn More 

Defending Ohio Workers’ 
Comp Claims 
Feb. 16, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 
p_J__u___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d__iD_g_: 

$268.00 

Job Safety Analysis: A 
Step-by-Step, Time- 
Saving Plan for Getting 
Them Done Right 

Feb. 16, 2011 

_R___e__g_Ls__t_:__a__tj__o___n__:____$__2__Lg__~__O___O_. 
Registration - Session 

pJ__u___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d_i_n__g_: 
$308.00 

Learn More 

Bullying in the Workplace: 
Uncovering the Hidden 
Costs and Handling the 
Legal Pitfalls 
Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

Learn More 

Fundamentals of an 
Employee Recognition 
P tog ra m 
Feb. 17, 2011 

_R___e__g_Ls___t__r__a__tj__o___n___:___S___e___s__sj_o___n_. 
Only: $199.00 

._R___e__g_Ls__t_[_a___t_Lo_n_____-____S__e__s___s_j__o___n_ 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding ROTH 
Accounts in 401(k), 403(b) 
and 457(c) 
Feb. 18, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 



Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268,00 

Learn More 

Bedbug Invasions in the 
Workplace: Are You at 
Risk 
Feb. 18, 2011 

_R___e__g_Ls__Lr__a__tj__o___n___:___S___e___s__sj_o___n_. 
Only: $199.00 

._R___e__g_Ls__t__r__a___t_Lo___n_____-____S____e__s___sj__o___n_ 

plus CD Recording: 

_$268.00 

Learn More 

Social Networking in the 
Workplace: Legal 
Principles, State of the Art 
Policies and Emerging 
Issues 
Feb. 22, 2011 
R~gistration - Session 
Only: 
Reqistration - Session 
plus CD Recordinq; 

$268.00 

Employment Law 
Compliance: Disciplining 
or Terminating a Workers’ 
Comp Claimant 
Feb. 23, 2011 

_R___e__g_Ls__Lr__a__tj__o___n___:___S___e___s__sj_o___n_. 
Only: $209.00 

._R___e__g_Ls__t_[_a___t_Lo___n_____-____S____e__s___sj__o___n_ 

plus CD Recording: 

_$278.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 
Salary Increase Matrix 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

Learn More 

Employee Morale: What 

Crushes it; What Makes it 
Soar 
Feb. 24, 2011 

&e__g_Ls__t_:__a__tj__o___n__:___~_2__Lg__~__Q__Q. 
Registration - Session 

~J__u___s____C____q___g___e__c___o___r__d_i_n__g_: 
$308,00 

Learn More 

Effective Strategies to 
Document Employee 
Discipline 
Feb. 25, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 
. _R_ _ _e_ g j_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _ _t_ Lo_ _ _n_ _ _ _-_ _ _S_ _ _ _e_ _s_ _ _s_ j_ _o_ _ _n- 

plus CD Recording: 

_$278.00 

Learn More 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 
Injuries as Your Workforce 
Ages 
Feb. 28, 2011 
._R___e__g j__s__t_E_a___t_Lo___n_____-____S____e__s___s_j__o___n_ 

Only: $1!.99.00 

Registration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How 
to Create a Program that 
Achieves High ROI 

March 1, 2011 



Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

MisclassiFying independent 
Contractors and Student 
interns: The invisible 
Worl<Force 
March 2, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

._o___nJ y__:___$ $__9___8__~__0___0_ 
Registration - Session 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. Nonexempt -- 
Can You Pass DOL 
Scrutiny? 

March 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

_g__e__gis___t__r__a__tj_Q__n___:____S___e___s__sj_o___n_. 
Plus CD Recording: 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 
Environment Through 
Positive Employee 
Relations - An introduction 
to Strategic Concerns and 
Strategies 

March 10, 2011 
Reqistration - Session 

._o___n__!y__:___$_$__9___8__~__o___o_ 
Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 
oF an ERISA Fiduciary 
March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Onht; $219.00 

Reqistration - Session 

._PJ__u___s____C____D_____R___e__c___o___r__d__Ln__g_;. 
$319.00 

.L_ e__a_.r_ ~___kt ~_r_.e_. 

How to SuccessFully Use 
Social Media For Hiring and 
Retention 
Mar. 17, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 
RegistFation - Session 
Plus CD RecoFding: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 
How to Avoid it. How to 
Settle it. How to Win It. 
Apr. 12, 2011 

._R___e__g j_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _ _t_ i _o_ _ D___:____S____e__s___s_ j__o___n_ 

Only: $198.00 

&e__g_Ls__Lr__a__t_j__o___n___:____S___e___s__sj_o__D. 
Plus CD Recording: 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Tl~is ~nessa~e is sent to you l~y HRNewswatch 
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Thursday, February 17, 2011 

Time: 2:00 pm ET (1:00 pm CT, 12 noon MT, 11:00 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $338.00 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: You know the type: The manager who 
attempts to motivate employees through yelling, abusive behavior 
and intimidation. OF, the employee who picks on CO-WOrkers, 
sabotages their efforts and spews profanity daily. Whether these 
people engage in their destructive conduct behind closed doors OF 
out in the open, they negatively impact morale, turnover and 
productivity. 

They are bullies. But, if they are a good performer, management 
tends to look the other way. While bullying is not unlawful yet - the 

bully still creates tremendous risk. This information-packed session 
will explore how bullying behavior affects the bottom-line and 

creates potential legal claims. 

Participants in this eye-opening g0-minute webinar will learn: 

What IS and what IS NOT bullying 

How bullying compares to harassment 

Common Mistakes managers make when dealing with 

bullying 

The legal risks your company faces 

Helpful tips on how to effectively manage bullying in the 

workplace 

Allison West, Esq., SPHR, has a simple approach to employment 
practices: be proactive. After practicing law at a San Francisco labor 
and employment boutique, Allison decided to use her employment 
law background, coupled with sound knowledge of human resource 
practices, to provide proactive risk management services aimed at 
helping companies both prevent and resolve employment claims. 
Allison is a frequent speaker at national and location human 
resources as well as industry and diversity conferences. She also 
specializes in creating and delivering customized in-house 
employment law and human resources training programs to small, 
medium and large companies serving a variety of industries. Some 
of her clients include Chiquita Brands, Kyocera America, SanDisk, 
Kodak EasyShare Gallery, Sharp Hospital, Barclays Global Investors 
and Portola Pharmaceuticals. Allison is a member of the State Bar of 
California and holds a Senior Professional in Human Resources 
certification. 

Registration: $249,00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $338,00 

~r~p~oyee 

Registration - 
Session Only: 
$199,00 
Registration - 
Session plus CD 
Recording: $268.00 
Learn Nore 

457(c) 

Registratioa - 
Session Only: 

Registration - 
Session plus CD 
Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn ~ore 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$~99.00 

Registration ~ 

Session p~us CD 

Recordin~ 

Learn More 

th~ 

St~t~ of the Art 

~egistratio~ - 

Session Only: 

Registration - 
Session plus CD 
Recording~ $268.00 
Lesrn More 



Workers’ 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $278,00 

Learn Hore 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$~99.00 

~istration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn Hore 

Registration: 

$219.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn Hore 

Registration - 
Session Only: 
$209.00 
Registration - 
Session plus CD 
Recordinq: $278.00 
Learn Hore 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 

Learn More 

~laFch 1, 
Registration 



Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

~m’~s~bb Workf~rce 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. Nonexempt - 

Cm~ You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

Registration - 

Session Only: 
$198,00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Reqistration - Session 
Only: $198,00 

Reqistration - Session 
Plus CD Recordinq: 
$289,00 
Learn Hore 

The Ten 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219,00 
Reqistration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 

$319,00 
Learn More 

~nd Rete~t~o~ 

~ar. 17~ 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 
Registration = Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 
$289,00 
Learn More 
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Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Reqistration -Session PkB CD Recordinq: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the ~10 Commandments~ that must be observed by 

a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a fiduciary to act and 

i what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and the US 

Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1, Know when you become an ERXSA plan fiduciary. 

2. Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the extent 
prudent and feasible. 

3. Make sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a @Section 404(c)@ plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your plan is 
deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 

5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with @procedural prudence.~ 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary dub/. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely basis. 

9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding ERISA 
matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming private real 
estate and equity funds for the institutional investment market. He counsels 
plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and many of the largest real estate 
fund managers on ERISA and fund formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a par[her with DLA Piper, and prior to 
that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in New York. Prior to 
practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he advised Equitable and 
its investment management subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in 
the investment of ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey 
Ballantine. 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

ADA: "Hot Button" 

Issues 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying 

Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: 

The Invisible 

Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn Mo~ 

Maintaining a 

Union-Free 

Environment 

Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations -An 

Introduction 

to Strategic 

Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

i Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
anthonydreyspool@d reyspool-law.com 
http: //www.dreyspool-law.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

i presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 



for phone-only partidpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkavenuepresentations,com. 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This n~ess~ge is sent to ~lou ~bV HRNewswatclt~ 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



This messaqe is sent to you by A¢¢ountinq Newswatch 

Nav gat n  The Perils of Document 

Time: :I:00 pm ET (1~2:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, :I0:00 am PI) 

Registration: $:)09.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

This audio conference will help participants understand why the 
Internal Revenue Service and others insist on requiring that tax- 
exempt entities adopt and implement document retention 
policies. 

Further, this audio conference will assist your compliance team 
by providing tips on drafting and administering your 
organization’s retention policy and on educating its employees 
and volunteers about the policy~ When properly designed and 
enforced, document retention policies will save your 
organization time and money while retaining its institutional 
knowledge and minimizing its risks. 

Spotlight on Tax-Exempt Organizations 

~ Sen. Paul S. Sarbanes (D-MD) and Rep. Michael G. Oxley (R- 

OH) 
~ Internal Revenue Service Guidelines for Good Governance 
~ Exempt Organization Sector Reform Initiatives 
~ Court and Media Scrutiny 

Document Retention, Preservation and Destruction 

More Operational Than Governance? 
What to Retain 
Where to Preserve It 
When and How to Destroy It 

Special Considerations for Electronic Data 

Surviving Investigation or Litigation 

Spoliation and the Rules of Evidence 
Avoiding Sanctions 

Educating Employees and Policy Drafting Tips 

This audio conference is designed for executive directors, 
accountants, presidents, vice presidents, directors, officers, 
controllers, CFOs, tax managers, enrolled agents and attorneys. 

FACULTY 

Michael N. Fine, McDermott Will & Emery LLP 

Michael N. Fine 
~ Attorney-at-law in the Chicago office of McDermott Will & 
Emery LLP 
~ Practice focuses on issues affecting nonprofit organizations, 
including corporate governance, executive compensation, 
intermediate sanctions, charitable contributions, tax exemption 
and tax planning 
~ Frequently speaks on topics relevant to nonprofit 
organizations, recently spoke on corporate governance issues 

Workout Considerations 
for Distressed Tenant in 
Common Properties 

Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 

Anti- Money Laundering 
Requirements Under the 
Bank Secrecy Act 

Feb. 24, 2011 
Registration: $249.00 
Learn More 

Health Care Reform: 
Taxation and 
Accounting Issues 

Feb. 28, 2011 
Reqistration: $219.00 
Registration = 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$288.00 
Learn More 



for Lorman Education Services and tax-exemption standards for 
health care organizations for the American Bar Association 
~ Quoted as an expert on tax-exemption issues in BNA~s Daily 
Tax Report 
~ Written several publications including ~,~Show Me The 
Money~ ~ Maintaining Hospital Tax-Exempt Status~ about the 
new Section 501(r) requirements for tax-exempt hospitals and 
~Clearing the FBAR ~ Hurdles For 501(c)(3) Organizations, 
Employees, Officers, and Directors~ about tax-exempt board 
member~,s potential responsibility for reporting their 
organization,s foreign bank accounts 
~ Member of the American Health Lawyers Association, the 
American Bar Association and the Chicago Bar Association 
~ I.D. degree, University of Pennsylvania Law School; A.B. 
degree, Washington University in St. Louis 

~ Can be contacted at mfine@mwe.com or at 312-984-6937 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

@ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

@ CPE 
@ Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch. PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 
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Federa  Cases From P ead n  Judgment 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (I2:00 pm CT, tt:00 am MT, 10:00 am PT) 

Length: :~ hour 30 minutes 

Rec~istration: $199.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

The litigation process, from the beginning of a dispute, through 
pleading and discovery, to the culmination of a final judgment, is 
a long and complex process. The most seasoned paralegals and 
attorneys must juggle deadlines, control the pace of their case, 
meet the expectations of clients and anticipate their opponents’ 
next move. In this high-stakes chess game, paralegals and 
attorneys must make daily decisions with an eye toward the 
litigation process as a whole, keeping in mind that the ultimate 
goal is a final judgment in their client’s favor. 

This audio conference will give paralegals, both new and 
experienced, a detailed overview of the litigation process from 
start to final judgment. Understanding how a trial is successfully 
conducted allows you to make valuable contributions to the trial 
team right from the start of a case: finding key facts to plead, 
key defenses to make, handling and acquiring admissible 
evidence, and substantively assisting throughout the pretrial 
and trial phases of litigation. 

Failure to understand how the litigation process works as a 
whole can lead to waste of both the client’s and trial team’s 
time and resources, possibly hampering a successful outcome, 
This audio conference will arm you with a knowledge of the 
issues needed to effectively assist as a key member of the 
litigation team, 

Making and .Answering Claims: Complaints, .Answers and 
Initial Motions 

Investigating Claims for Proper Pleading 
Can You File in Federal Court? 
Drafting the Complaint 
Defendant’s Answer and Claims 

Rule 12(b) @ Defensive Motions 
Other Motions 
Pretrial Conferences @ Rule 16 

Gathering Evidence: Discovery 

@ What Do We Want and!or Need? Rule 26 and Scope of 
Discovery 
@ What Is My Opponent’s Evidence? Written Discovery 
@ What Is Excluded From Discovery? 
@ Who Are the Witnesses and What Will They Say? Locking in 
Testimony 

@ What Other Evidence Is out There? 
@ Complex Issues or Discovery Oversight: Special Masters (Rule 

53) 

Ending the Case Early: Summary Judgment (Rule 56) 

@ Marshalling the Evidence in the Record 
@ Assembling Affidavits @ Counsel, Fact and Expert Witnesses 
@ Compiling and Responding to Statements of Undisputed Facts 
@ Motion, Opposition and Reply 
@ Presenting an Effective Summary Judgment Argument at 
Hearing 

Teleconferen~e~ 

Internet Research for 
Paralegals 

Feb. 22, 2011 
Registration: $209,00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Challenging Statistical 
Evidence 
Feb. 23, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268,00 
Learn More 

Insight From the Bench: 
May It "Not" Please the 
Court 
Feb. 24, 2011 
Re~listration: $209.00 
Registration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$278,00 
Learn More 

Effective Introduction 
and Use of Evidence 
Feb. 28, 2011 
Registration: $199.00 
Reqistration - 
Teleconference plus CD: 
$268.00 
Learn More 



Experts: Simplifying Complex Evidence for the Fact= 
Finders 

H Do We Need an Expert? 
H Rule 702 H Testimony by Experts 
H Preparing the Expert Report H Rule 26(a)(2) 
H Preparing the Expert for Testifying 
H Daubert and the Testing of Experts Methods and Reliability H 
’Junk’ Science 

Presenting Your Evidence Persuasively: The Trial 

H Excluding Evidence in Advance: Pretrial Conferences and 
Motions in Limine 

H Trial Exhibit Lists 
H Witness Lists and Trial Subpoenas 
H Jury Selection H Voir Dire (Rules 47 and 48) 
H Opening Arguments 
H Preparing Witnesses to Testify at Trial 
H Unavailable Witnesses H Playing Video or Reading Testimony 
to the Jury 

H Evidentiary Issues 
H Bench Memoranda H Foresight Is Key 
H Jury Instructions and the Jury Charge (Rule 51) 
H Special Verdict Forms (Rule 49) 
H Motions for Judgment as a Matter of Law (and/or New Trial H 
Rule 50) 

Judgment Day: Finalizing a Judgment for Appeal 

Entering Judgment (Rule 58) 
Entry Is Key to Other Deadlines H Starts the Clock Running 
Altering or Amending a Judgment (Rule 59) 
Relief From Judgment or Order (Rule 60) 
Appeals Timing H How and When (Fed. R. App. P. 3 And 4) 

WHO SHOULD 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal staff and 
attorneys. 

FAC U LTV 

Edward W. Little Jr., McCarter & English, LLP 

Edward W. Little Jr. 

H Partner in McCarter &, English, LLPHs Boston office 
H Represents a wide range of local and national clients involving 
complex commercial litigation, including the areas of securities, 
intellectual property, false advertising and commercial fraud 

H More than 16 years of experience, and has litigated in federal 
and state trial and appellate courts around the country, as well 
as in foreign jurisdictions 

H Currently serves as a co-chair of the Fraud Subcommittee of 
the American Bar AssociationHs Business Torts Litigation 
Committee, vice president of the Dartmouth Lawyers 
Association and is a member of the New England-Canada 
Business Council 

H B.A. degree, Dartmouth College 
H i.D. degree, American University 

H Can be contacted at elittle@mccarter.com or 617-449-6500 
H View his full biography at www.mccarter.com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

~ 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

H CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" page for 
states that have already been approved) 

H NALA 

H NFPA (Pending) 

H Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 



Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Reqistration: $199,00 

Reqistration = Teleconference lus CD; 268.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Newswatch ¯ PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa unc edu by Newswatch 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



iADA: "Hot Button" Issues 

iWednesday, February 16, 2010 

iTime: 1:30 prn ET (12:30 pm CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 arn PT) 

iLength: 90 minutes 

i ADA: "Hot Button" Issues 

iRegistration - Session Only: $198.00 Feb. 16, 2011 

!Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 _E___e_gj__s_t_£_a__t_j__o__n____-___~_e___s__s_p___n_. 

i 
__o___n_L£:___&_@__8_~__o__o_. 

iFor the past decade, disability discrimination claims 
ihave comprised the most frequently filed charges with 
ithe Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, The 
iAmericans with Disabilities Act presents a myriad of 
issues for employers and affects every part of the 
iemployment process - from hiring to recordkeeping, and 
itime off to termination, 

i]oin us as employment law attorneys .Jules Z. Halpern 
and Michael S. Katzen review ~hot button~ issues 
under the ADA and provide practical guidance on how 
iemployers can deal with many of these difficult 
’situations. 

_C_._D____R___e__g_o_r__d_Ln__g_:__ll 2 S 9.0 0 
L_e_ ~_r_.n___.M__ ?__r .e_ 

Defending Ohio Workers’ 

Comp Claims 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

lob Safety Analysis: A 

Step-by-Step, Time- 

Saving Plan for Getting 

Them Done Right 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Reqistration : $219.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

iThis presentation will cover the following topics and 
include specific examples of real life situations: 

¯ Disability inquiries 

¯ The ADA Amendments Act 

Bullying in the Workplace: 

Uncovering the Hidden 

Costs and Handling the 

Legal Pitfalls 

Feb. 17, 2011 

Registration: $249.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $338.00 

Learn More 

The ADA and mental impairments 

Reasonable accommodations (in general) and the 
interactive process 

Unpaid leave as a reasonable accommodation 

Applying performance and conduct standards 

Drugs and alcohol issues 

Undue Hardship 

Direct Threat 

Confidentiality of medical information 

State law issues 

Jules Z. Halpern is founder and principal of Halpern 

iEmployment Law Advisors, a law firm representing 
imanagement in workplace matters, with offices in New 
iYork City, Long Island and New .Jersey. 

i.]ules is a leading expert and speaker in the fields of 
iemployee relations, human resources policies and 
programs, and legal compliance. Before establishing 

Fundamentals of an 

Employee Recognition 

P rog ra m 

Feb. 17, 2011 

RAqistration - Session 

Onht~ $199.00 

R~qjstr#~jon : ~ess[on jaJu~ 

CD Recordinq; $268.00 

L_e_ ~_r_.n___M ?_r .e_ 

Understanding ROTH 

Accounts in 401(k), 403(b) 

and 457(c) 

Feb. 18, 2011 

_& _e_.� i _s__t_ r__a__t_L 9__n__: ___S___e__s__s__i_Q _0_ 
._o___n_}_y_ :___~_$__9__9__,_o___o_ 
_& _e_.�[ Ls__t_ r__a__t_{ 9__n__: ___S___e__s__s_j_Q _0__ #_[ g__s. 

._C___D____tT__e___C_Q_r__d__i__n_.%:__.%2___6___8_=_0__0_. 

.L_ ~__a_.C_~__~__o_.c_e. 

Bedbug Invasions in the 

Workplace: Are You at 

Risk 

Feb. 18, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Social Networking in the 

Workplace: Legal 

Principles, State of the Art 

Policies and Emerging 

Issues 

Feb. 22, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 



Halpern Employment Law Advisors, Jules held various 
senior level human resources and employment law 
roles within major corporations. He was Senior Director 
of Employee Relations and employment law counsel at 
Random House, Inc., the senior employment attorney 
at The Home Insurance Company and its affiliated 
companies, and a human resources consultant. 

Michael S. Katzen has been with Halpern Employment 
Law Advisors since 2006, and is a graduate of Hofstra 
University School of Law where he received his J.D. 
with a concentration in labor and employment law. 
Michael regularly counsels employers on a wide range 
of workplace issues, including disability discrimination, 
Family medical leave, sexual harassment, retaliation, 
and wages and hours. Michael is the managing attorney 
of the firm,s New Jersey office. 

Halpern Employment Law Advisors 

www. halpernadvisors.com 

Jules Z. Halpern: jhalpern@halpernadvisors.com 
Michael S. Katzen: mkatzen@halpernadvisors.com 

~ 90 minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
)hone and Internet. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
lepartment. 
* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with 
a PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your 
computer. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided 
shortly before the event. Once you register, you will 
receive an email which is your receipt and which includes 
your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You will 
also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the 
webinar. 

Registration - Session Only: $198.00 
Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 
Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employment Law 

Compliance: Disciplining 

or Terminating a Workers’ 

Comp Claimant 

Feb. 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

Feb. 24, 2011 

R#qistration - Session 

Only; $199.00 
_& _e_ _q Ls__t__r__a__t_ Lo___n___: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n___ p__ Lu___s. 

.L_ ~__a_.r__n___N. __o_.r__e. 

Employee Morale: What 

Crushes it; What Makes it 

Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

_R__e_._gi#_Lr__a__t_Lo___n__:___~_Z!__9_~__0__0_. 

_&_e_.~Ls__Lr__a__t_Lo___n__z___S___e__s__s_L_o__n___p__Lg__s. 

_C_D_ _ __R__e_ _c_o_ r__dj _n_.%:_ _ .S__3_ _0_8_: _0__0_. 

Effective Strategies to 

Document Employee 

Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $278.00 

Learn More 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 

Injuries as Your Workforce 

Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How 

to Create a Program that 

Achieves High 

March 1, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying Independent 

Contractors and Student 

Interns: The Invisible 

Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

_R___e_ 9. Ls__t__r__a__t_ Lo___n___: ___S___e__s__s__i__o__0_ 
._o___n_J_y_ :___~_~__9__8__~_0___0_ 
_R___e_ ~ Ls__t__r__a__t_ Lo___n___: ___S___e__s__s__i__o__n_____P_[ g__s. 

_C___D_____R__e___c__o__r__d__i__n_.%:___.S__2___8___9_=__0__0_. 
.L_ e__a_.r__n__E_o_.r__e. 

Exempt v. Nonexempt -- 

Can You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

March 3, 2011 

_C_ ._ _ _D_ _ _ _R_ _ _e_ _c_ _o_ _ _r_ _d_ [ _n_ _ .q _ : __~ 2 s 9.0 0 
Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 



Relations - An Introduction 

to Strategic Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $319.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring and 

Retention 

Mar. 17, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 

How to Avoid It. How to 

Settle It. How to Win It. 

Apt. 12, 2011 

R#qistration - Session 

Onlz; $198.00 

_C_ _ _D_ _ _ _ _R_ _e_ _ _c_ _o_ _r_ _d_ L _n_ _q L_.S__2___8___9_,__0__0_. 

.L_ e__a_,r__n___N. __o_,r__e. 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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iContributing Employer Securities to Pension Plans 

iTuesday, March 22, 2011 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am 

iLength: 60 minutes 

iReqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

iReqistration -Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

iMany defined benefit plan sponsors have contributed 
iemployer securities in lieu of making a cash contribution 
ito their defined benefit plans to satisfy their increased 
ifunding obligations under the Pension Protection Act of 
i2006. These contributions are often motivated by the 
ineed to deploy cash to fund business operations and/or 
itake advantage of other opportunities. 

iNon-cash contributions of employer securities, employer 
ireal property and other non-cash assets to defined benefit 
plans raise numerous fiduciary issues for plan sponsors 
land can result in violations of ERISA if not properly 
istructured. Join an expert panel as they discuss the risks 
iassociated with contributing non-cash assets to a defined 
ibenefit plan and learn the answers to key questions. 

What are the primary considerations in choosing to 
contribute stock in lieu of cash? 

How can a stock contribution impact the company,s 
financial risk, cash flow, EPS volatility and balance 
sheet? 

Are there special requirements for stock that is 
contributed? 

What impact will a contribution have on the 
employer, s funding obligations under the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006? 

From a legal and financial perspective, how does a 
stock contribution differ from other non-cash 
contributions? 

T£L£CONFERENC£S 

Reqistration : $249 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recording: 

$338.00 
Learn More 

FeD, :~? 20:i. 
Reqistration - Session 
Only: $199.00 
Registration - Session 
plus CD Recordinq: 
$268.00 

Learn More 

Understanding ROTH 

Accounts in 

403(b), and 457(c) 

Feb, 18, 201LI 
Reqistration - 
Session 

Registration - 

Session plus 

Recording: $268,00 
Learn More 

Bedbug Invasions in 

the Workplace: Are 
You at Risk 

Feb, %S, 
Reqistration - 

Session Only: 
$~.99.00 

Registration - 

Session plus 
Recordinq: $268,00 
Learn More 

¯ How is the plan~s disposition of contributed assets 
managed? 

¯ What are the valuation requirements for contributed 
assets? 

¯ What are the legal risks associated with non-cash 
contributions, and how can they be mitigated? 

the Work~lace," Legal 
Principles, State 
of the A~ Polk:ies 

Feb, ~2, 
Registration - 
Session Only: 
$199,00 
Reqistration - 
Session plus CD 
Recordinq: $268,00 
Learn More 

Norman P. Goldberg is Evercore Trust Company,s Chief 
iFiduciary Officer, and directs the financial analysis and 
ilegal groups. Mr. Goldberg’s previous affiliations include 
ithe Office of the Solicitor of the Department of Labor, 
iwhere he was responsible for overseeing most of the 
iDepartment of Labor, s ERISA litigation program from 

E~p~oyme~t La~ 

a Workers’ Co,op 



:[977 to :[985. Mr. Goldberg is noted for his fiduciary 
expertise with respect to employee benefit plans subject 
to ERISA. Mr. Goldberg is a frequent lecturer on employee 
benefit plans and fiduciary responsibilities and has 
published numerous articles. Mr. Goldberg received his 
B.A. in Political Science from Brandeis University and his 
I.D. from Georgetown University. 

Ari N. Jacobs is AonHewitt’s North American Retirement 
Solutions Leader. Mr. _]acobs works closely with 
AonHewitt’s retirement consultants to strengthen the 
development of AonHewitt’s pension risk and investment 
strategies and solutions. Mr. Jacobs focuses on 
developing client strategies and solutions that help 
manage corporate pension plan risks using his capital 
markets background and liability management expertise. 
Mr. Jacobs is a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries and 
earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics and 
Economics from Tufts University. Mr. ]acobs has authored 
numerous articles for both trade publications and research 
projects covering a variety of pension trends and issues. 

Steven J. Sacher, a partner in the Washington, DC office 
of ,]ones Day, concentrates on complex ERISA fiduciary 
responsibility matters and employee benefits litigation 
and represents clients in the federal courts, before the 
Department of Labor and other government regulators, 
and before the Congress. 

Highlights of Mr. Sacher~s representations include 
defending companies in company stock class action and 
participant standing cases, representing companies in 
Funding defined benefit plans and retiree health plans 
~vith company stock, representation of independent 
Fiduciaries in matters involving disabling conflicts of 
interest on the part of the nominal fiduciaries, 
representation of fiduciary committees as an independent 
counsel, and expert witness on behalf of defendants in 
ER[SA class actions. Before entering private practice, Mr. 
Sacher served in several capacities in government, 
including general counsel of the United States Senate 

Labor and Human Resources Committee, associate 
solicitor (ER][SA) of the Department of Labor, and 
executive assistant to the solicitor of labor. 

Mr. Sachet chaired the senior editors of Employee Benefits 
Law (Bureau of National Affairs, 2000), a publication of 
the Labor and Employment Law Section of the ABA from 
:[988 to 2000. He is a Charter Fellow of the American 
College of Employee Benefits Counsel, a Fellow of the 
College of Labor and Employment Lawyers, a founding 
member of the ERTSA Roundtable, and a member of the 
Visiting Committee, The Law School, University of 
Chicago. He lectures and publishes frequently on ER[SA 
and employee benefits matters. 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and [nternet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* QS~A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 
[nternet access is not required for phone-only participants. 
The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 
24 hours before the webinar. 

Feb, 2% 2011 

Reqistration - 
Session Only," 

$209,00 
Registration - 

Session plus CD 
Recording: $278.00 
Learn More 

~4atri~ 

Reqistration - 

Session Only= 

$t99.00 

Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $268.00 
Learn ~ore 

What ~akes it Soar 

Reqistration= 
$219.00 
Registration - 

Session plus CD 
Recording= $308,00 
Learn More 

Effective 

~eb, 2~, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only= 

$209,00 
Registration = 

Session plus CD 
Recording= ~278,00 

Learn More 

C~ntro~i~<q ~or~ers’ 

Registration - 

Session Only= 
$199.00 
Reqistration - 

Session plus CD 
Recording= $268,00 
Learn More 

E~ployee Wellness= 

How to Create a 

Progra~ that 

March 1~ 2031 

Reqistration - 
Session Only= 

$198,00 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 
Learn More 

:Independent 

W~rkfor~e 

Registration - 

Session Only: 



Registration - Session Only: $198.00 
Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 

(Nol: available outside the US or Can~da) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our 
webinars or can you suggest any webinar topics that 
would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 
Ln___f___o___@_ _p___a__E__k___a___y___e____n____u_____e__ _p_F___e____s_e___O__t__O_~!~_O~_~_~_~_~.. 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

~×e~pt v~ 

~OL Scrutiny? 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$~98.00 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Re~ordin~ $289.00 
Learn More 

Strategies 

Reqistration - 
Session Only: 
$198,00 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 
Recording: $289.00 
Learn Hore 

The Ten 

Commandments of 

an ERI~SA Fiduciary 

Narch :tO, 20:11 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$219,00 

Registration = 
Session Plus CD 

Recordin~L:: ~319.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfillly IT~e 

Social Media for Hiring 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198,00 

Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn Hore 

FM LA Leave Abuse: 

How to 

March 23~ 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198,00 

Registration 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 



$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 
Learn More 

Registration - 

Session Onl~: 

$198,00 

Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn Hore 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This r~essac~ is sent to ~/o~ by HRN~wswatch 
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Wednesday, February, 23, 2011 

Time: 1:00 pm ET (12:00 pm CT, 11:00 am MT, 10:00 am 

PT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Reqistration - Session Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus CD Recording: $278.00 

Creating and Using a 

Salary Increase Matrix 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session plus 

CD Recordinq: $268.00 

Learn More 

This audio conference will address many of the difficult issues that 
arise when considering whether to discipline or terminate an 
employee who is also a workers’ compensation claimant. The audio 
conference will cover the core concepts underpinning workers’ 
compensation statutes and the primary types of anti-retaliation 
provisions found in workers’ compensation statutes 

The audio conference will then examine the steps you can take when 
disciplining or terminating a workers’ compensation claimant to avoid 
allegations of retaliation and, if such a claim is raised, to defeat it 
Finally, the audio conference will address the interplay between the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and the Family Medical Leave Act with 
workers’ compensation statutes. 

Employee Morale: What 

Crushes it; What Makes it 

Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus 

CD Eecordinq: $308.00 

Learn More 

Effective Strategies to 

Document Employee 

Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 
_R___e_ _q Ls__Lr__a__t_L 9__n___: ___S___e__s__s__Lo___n_ 

_o___nJ z _.’___.s__2___0__9__=_0___0_ 
._R__e_ ,_q Ls_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t_ L 9_Q __: ___S___e__s__s_ j__o__n___ £ [ g__s. 

._C___D_____R___e___c_e_c_d__Ln__q_:__:IL2___7___8_=__0__0_. 

L__e_.a_C.0__.~_.o_c.e_. 

General Background of the Workers’ Compensation 
System 

Considerations Arising From Workers’ Compensation 
Statutes 

¯ What Are the Different Types of Anti-Retaliati0n 

Provisions 

Consistency Ts the Key 

= How to Handle the Employee With Light Duty 

Restrictions 

,~ The Role of the Insurance Company 

Documenting Performance Problems 

= How to Handle a Retaliation Claim 

Other Federal Statutes With Potential Impact on 
Employees With Medical Conditions 

Family Medical Leave Act 

= Americans With Disabilities Act 

Questions and Answers 

This audio conference is designed for human resource 
managers, attorneys, benefits professionals, safety 
directors, compliance officers, insurance professionals, 
business owners and managers, CFOs and controllers. 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 

Injuries as Your Workforce 

Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

&_e_~__s_Lr__a__tj__o__n___:___&e___s__s_Lo__n_. 

._O___n_[£: __&_~__9___9__.__0___0. 

Registrar!on- Session plus 

CD Recordincj~ ~268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Wellness: How 

to Create a Program that 

Achieves High ROI 

March 1, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: The 

Invisible Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Eecordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. Nonexempt -- 

Can You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

March 3, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 



Of counsel to the Washington, D.C., office of 
Seyfarth Shaw LLP 
Practice focuses on defending employers in 
contested workers[~ compensation claims, 
defending workers[~ compensation retaliation 
claims in civil actions and administrative 
proceedings, and defending employers in lawsuits 
filed under various federal employment 
discrimination statutes 
Law clerk to the chief administrative law judge for 
the U.S. Department of Labor where he helped 
prepare decisions on contested workers~ 
compensation claims arising under the Longshore 
and Harbor WorkersD Compensation Act 
J.D. degree, University of Maryland School of Law 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ AIPB 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 

CPE 

HR Certification ]Institute 

HRPD 

¯ PACE 

Sponsored by Lorman Education Services 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit [nformation" paqe, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit, 

Reqistration - Session Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session plus CD Recording: $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations - An introduction 

to Strategic Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERiSA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

._R_ _ _e_ g J_ _s_ _t z_a_ _t_ j _ _o_ _n_ _ _ _-_ _ _ _S_ _e_ _ _s_ _s_ Lo_ _ _Q _ _ _P_ J _ _u_ _s_ 

__C___D____R___e__c__o___r__d_ Ln_ g_:___& _3__1___9__,_0___0_ 

.L .e__a_.r_ n___ .M__o__r_e_ 

How to Successfully Use 
Social Media for Hiring and 
Retention 
Mar, 17, 2011 
_R___e_._q Ls__Lr__a__t_ Lo___n__: ___S___e__s__s__i__o___n_ 
_o_nJz_.’___.%$_!8__=9__o_ 
._R___e__q Ls__Lr__a_£L_o___n___:___S___e__s_z__o__n_____P_Lg__s. 
_q_D_____R___e___c__o__r__d__i__n_._q_.’__:~_Z_&_%__O__O_. 

Employment Litigation: 

How to Avoid It. How to 

Settle it. How to Win it. 

Apr. 12, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus 

CD Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

Clarence Thomas S Year Silence: Supreme Court 

Justice’s Job Performance Judged Negatively Based 
.__o___n_____L_a____c__k______o__f_____~___e___s_t__i__o____n___i__n__g. 
The New York Times recently noted that Tuesday of this week will 
mark the five year anniversary since Supreme Court Justice Clarence 
Thomas has spoken during a case. Not only has Justice Thomas not 
spoken at all while hearing court arguments for the past five years; 
Thomas has also spent this lengthy period of silence "leaning back in 
his chair, staring at the ceiling, rubbing his eyes, whispering ... 
2011-02-16 11:14:42 AOL Black Voices 

Fosseiia: Supreme Court Hay Quash Obamacare 
Former U.S. Congressman Vito Fossella tells Newsmax that voters 
clearly stated they wanted to ’put the brakes on’ Obamacare by 
electing Republicans in the November elections. He also criticizes 
moves favored by Democrats and the Obama administration in the 
war on terror, and stresses the importance of the Patriot Act in 
safeguarding America. Fossella served 12 years in the House as the 
only Republican ... 

: 2011-02-16 12:22:49 NewsMax.corn 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 
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S,C, Supreme Court considers newsp____a__per’s 
performance evaluation lawsuit 
COLUMBIA ’ Freedom of the press was debated at the state Supreme 
Court Wednesday where The Post and Courier argued that the 
Berkeley County School District should be fully open in how it 
evaluates its superintendents. The overriding theme: that elected 
officials should not be able to hide performance evaluations under 
cover of attorney-client privilege. The case dates to 2007 when the 
newspaper sued ... 
2011-02-16 12:29:54 Charleston Post and Courier 

US man executed for 1998 murder of teenager 

A 31-year-old man who kidnapped and murdered a teenage girl in 
1998 was executed Tuesday, exactly 13 years after the crime, the 
Texas Department of Criminal Justice said. The lethal injection 
execution of Michael Wayne Hall was carried out at the prison in the 
town of Huntsville after the US Supreme Court refused to stop it. 
Robert Neville, Hall’s accomplice in the slaying of 19-year-old Amy 
Robinson, ..~ 
2011-02-16 07:56:25 Breitbart.com 

MADISON ’ A long-time assistant attorney general will try to unseat 
state Supreme Court Justice David Prosser in April’s election. JoAnne 
Kloppenburg and Prosser were easily the top two vote-getters in 
Tuesday’s four-way primary. They will advance to the April 5 general 
election. The winner gets a 10-year term on the court. The general 
election campaign will pit the liberal-leaning Kloppenburg, a 22- 
year ... 
2011-02-16 08:15:13 Sheboygan-Press 

Forcing Congressional Accountability: Why Our 
Government Would Fear Wikiarguments Hore than 
WikiLeaks 
Your browser does not support iframes. "It is error only, and not 
truth, that shrinks from inquiry."--Thomas Paine In its landmark ruling 
on the Pentagon Papers, the US Supreme Court said: "Only a free 
and unrestrained press can effectively expose deception in 
government. And paramount among the responsibilities of a free 
press is the duty to prevent any part of the government from 
deceiving the ... 
2011-02-16 14:10:46 OpEdNews.com 

Drew Peterson hearin~l to be first broadcast live 
As attorneys prepare to argue a pioneering hearsay law, Drew 
Peterson’s murder case will blaze another trail today when an Illinois 
appellate court allows oral arguments to be broadcast live for the 
first time in state history. By permitting a -IV camera into its august 
courtroom, the Third District Appellate Court will offer the public a 
rare glimpse at one of the area’s most high-profile criminal ... 
2011-02-16 09:34:29 NW32.com 

Cou~ts requiring identity to see files 
ALBUQUERQUE = The attorney general and a government watchdog 
group want to make sure people won’t be denied access to New 
Mexico court files because of a new requirement to show 



identification before reviewing the files.The requirement, which went 
into effect Feb. 7, was mandated by the state Supreme Court and is 
just one section of a larger set of updated rules.The attorney 
general’s office, in comments ... 
2011-02-16 08:33:44 El Paso Times 

USC Law School Seeks New Dean to Boost Rankings, 

Improve Facilities 

Five Candidates to Visit Columbia This Week Tf all goes smoothly, the 
struggling University of South Carolina School of Law could have a 
new dean by sometime this summer. Between Feb. 16 and March 15, 
five candidates for the deanship being vacated by Walter Pratt 
will make two-day campus visits, according to search committee 
chair and College of Mass Communications and Information Studies 
Dean ... 
2011-02-16 10:51:36 Columbia Free-Times 

Woma n Lawyers. Law Students Aren’t Speakinq U~ 

Women have made great strides in the legal field, but still fall short 
when it comes to being heard. A recent study reports that female 
law students are less likely than male law students to participate in 
classroom discussions or seek advice from professors. They’re also 
more likely to be motivated by fear. This phenomenon is not just 
limited to law schools, but instead plagues the legal profession ... 
2011-02-16 13:51:00 Findlaw Corporate Counsel 
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Today’s News 

US carbofuran ban goes to Supreme Court 
FMC and three US grower groups have asked the Supreme Court to 
rule on the EPA’s decision not to grant a hearing on the cancellation 

of all tolerances of the insecticide/acaricide, carbofuran, from 
December 31st 2009. The move follows the denial of a request for a 
rehearing of the case by the... Please Iogin to read the full article. 
Not a subscriber ? Request a FREE Trial Subscribe to Agrow ... 
2011-02-21 08:49:21 Agrow 

Five years of silence 

Tomorrow will be an anniversary of sorts for the U.S. Supreme Court. 
The last time lustice Clarence Thomas made a comment or asked a 
question during oral arguments at the Court was Feb. 22, 2006 = five 
years ago tomorrow. Thomas’ silence has long been a subject of 
chat among legal watchers. During oral arguments, if the justice 
leans forward in his seat reporters in the press galley perk up, 
wondering ... 
2011-02-21 14:42:56 LawyersUSA 
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Disagreements emerge over La, court redistricting 

BATON ROUGE ’ When lawmakers gather next month to redraw state 
political district lines, maps for the Louisiana Supreme Court and 
state appeals courts may be left on the cutting room floor. The 
Legislature is required to redraw the boundary lines of congressional, 

state House and Senate, Public Service Commission and education 
board districts when new census figures are released every .tO years. 
But ... 
2011-02-21 13:53:27 Daily Town Talk 

CTNCTNNA-r~ -- Chances are, your doctor spends a lot of money on 
medical malpractice insurance. But a case before the Ohio Supreme 

Court could shift the cost of some doctors’ mistakes from insurance 
companies to you, the taxpayer. Millions of dollars are at stake as 
Ohio’s highest court considers this case. Tt builds on a giant leap the 
Supreme Court took in 2006, with the case of a local man, Keith ... 
2011-02-21 10:12:44 WCPO 

Senate passes HB 74, grants access to courts (120) 
The Wyoming Senate passed a House bill on third reading Friday that 
would not recognize same-sex marriages performed in other states 
but would give couples in civil unions access to Wyoming courts to 
resolve disputes. The Senate passed House Bill 74 on a 16-14 vote, 
with Laramie Sens. Chris Rothfuss and Phil Nicholas voting against 

the bill. Since HB 74 was amended in the Senate, it has been sent 
to... 
2011-02-21 14:31:58 Laramie News 

The Fl~ On the Wail Who Knew Too IVluch: The 
Internet Ager Intellectual Property And The "Hot 

News" Doctrine Converge 
Barclays Capital Inc. v. Theflyonthewall, Inc., a case expected to be 

. decided in the coming weeks by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit, highlights the importance of defining a balance vis-- 
vis the fundamental tension in the Tnternet Age between restricting 
free speech and preserving (quasi) intellectual property rights. 
Imagine the following scenario. An avid Celtics fan, you and your ... 
2011-02-21 09:28:16 Forbes,corn 

Heasure Would Ban Islamic Law in Texas Courts 
A measure filed in the Texas Legislature would prohibit any foreign 
legal systems, including the strict Islamic law known as ’Sharia,’ from 
being implemented by any Texas court, 1200 WOAI news reports. 
"We should not allow our judges to use anything other than the U.S. 
Constitution or state law to make decision," said State Rep. Bill 
Zedler (R-Arlington). Zedler’s bill does not mention Sharia by ... 

2011-02-21 09:41:26 KQXT-FM Soft Rock 

Attorney General Holder eulogizes slain US marshal 
BRIDGEPORT, W.Va. - U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder says a 
deputy federal marshal killed in the line of duty last week left the 
world too soon, but left it a better place .... 
2011-02-21 12:20:41 Middletown Journal 

A&O and Linklaters lead on landmark Indian energy 
deal 
Magic circle duo Allen & Overy (A&O) and Linklaters have taken the 



prize mandates on today’s ’landmark’ $7.2bn (4~4bn) tie-up between 
BP and India’s Reliance Industries. Linklaters acted for BP on the 
deal, thought to be among the most valuable direct foreign 
investments ever into Tndia. Corporate partners Sandeep Katwala 
and Stephen Griffin led on the transaction. Reliance, India’s largest 
private ... 
2011-02-21 10:54:55 The Lawyer 

._L____o____u__[s__~__n____a______A_~_~_r___n____e__y_ General Sues British 
Pharmaceutical Giant Gla×oSr~ithl(line 
Louisiana Attorney General, Buddy Caldwell has sued British 
pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline~ He has claimed that the drug 
maker hid the harmful side effects of the diabetes drug Avandia. The 
Attorney General has filed civil action lawsuit against the 
pharmaceutical giant for wrongfully and illegally marketing, pricing, 
promoting and selling its diabetes drug Avandia. He has claimed that 

Louisiana’s ... 
2011-02-20 12:55:46 TopNews United States 

Connecticut Attorney General Investigates Facebook 
Fraud 
Connecticut’s top lawyer wants Facebook to reveal how it detects 
and disables fake accounts after a state lawmaker complained that 
her identity was misused in a scam to solicit money from her friends. 
Connecticut Attorney General George Jepsen said Monday that Rep. 
Kim Rose alleged that Facebook did not respond quickly to take down 
the site after repeated complaints that her name and photographs ... 
2011-02-19 19:26:52 FOXNews.corn 
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Advett#.;~men t 

This message is sent to you b~, LawNewswatch 

Ins ght From the  e ch: Nay Et "Not" 

Time: 1:00 #m ET (I2:00 #m CT, "J.’J.:00 am MT, .10:00 am FT) 

Length: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Reclistration: $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

B~P~F~TS 

The subject of this audio conference is common mistakes 
attorneys make in the courtroom from the judge’s perspective. 
Common mistakes will be identified; why they are common will 
be discussed; and means of avoiding them will be addressed. As 
a result of this presentation attorneys will become more 
effective advocates for their clients. 

Meaning of "Mistakes" 

Most Common Mistakes 

Importance of Not Making "Mistakes" 

Why Are These Mistakes Common? 

Why Are These Mistakes Made? 

Effect of These Mistakes on the Judge and Pet Peeves of 
Judges 

How Are These Mistakes Avoided? 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed for 
attorneys. Other legal professionals may also benefit from 
attending, 

Hon. Don S. Cohn, Lawson E. Thomas Courthouse Center 
Hon. Patricia Marino-Pedraza, South Dade Justice Center 

Hon. Don S. Cohn 

Elected County Court Judge in Miami-Dade on September 

5th, 2006 

Founder of the Law Offices of Don S. Cohn, P.A. 

Member of the Dade County Bar Association; the Cuban 

American Bar Association; the Miami Beach Bar 
Association; the National Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers; the Florida Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers; the Florida Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers, Miami chapter; the American Trial Lawyers of 
America; and The Society of Bar and Gavel 

Board of directors of Legal Services of Greater Miami Inc. 

Board of directors of Mac Town 

Instructor at County Court Judicial Conference 

Conference of County Court Judges Circuit 

Representative, 2010 

Co-chair, Specialty Courts Committee of Conference of 

County Court Judges 2010-2011 

i.D. degree, University of Miami; B.A. degree, University of 

Connecticut 

Hon, Patricia Marino-Pedraza 

Upcoming 
Teleconferences 

Employee Morale: What 

Crushes it; What Makes it Soar 

Feb. 24, 2011 

Registration: $219.00 

Registration - Session plus CD 

Recording: $30800 

Learn More 

Effective Strategies to 

Document Employee Discipline 

Feb 25, 2011 

Registration - Session Only: 

}209.00 

Registration - Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $27800 

Learn More 

Controlling Workers’ Comp 
Injuries as Your Workforce Ages 

Feb 28, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

plus CD Recordin.q: 

$268,00 

Learn More 

How ~o C~eate a Program 

Ihat 
Achieves H~gh 

March 1,2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn Mo~ 

Health Savings Accounts 

March 1, 2011 

Reclistration - Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Defending Illinois Workers’ 

Comp Claims 

March 2, 201 ! 

Registration - Session Only: 

}199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifyiag 

Independen[ Contractors 

and Sl:ud~,ml Interns: The 

Invisible Workli:~rc~.~ 

March 2,2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 



County Court .Judge for Miami-Dade County, 3anuary 2007 
to present 

Currently assigned to the Civil Division at the South Dade 

3ustice Center and transferring to the Civil Division at the 
Coral Gables Courthouse in .January 2011 

Acting Circuit Court 3udge in the Domestic Violence and 

Family Divisions 

Founding partner of Marino & Zemon, PA, a criminal 

defense firm, 1996 to 2007 

County Court 3udges Conference Instructor 

Co-chairperson of the Specialty Courts Committee of the 

County Court 3udges Conference 

American Bar Association Mock Trial .Judge 

Speaker for Career Day and Law Day, the South Miami- 

Kendall Bar Association, the Coral Gables Bar Association 
and the Rotary Club 

B.S. degree in business, economics, Miami University in 

Oxford, Ohio; 3.D~ degree, Capital University Law School in 

Columbus, Ohio 

Can be contacted at 305-569-2502 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

(sponsored by Lorman Education Services) 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Tnformation" page 

for states that have already been approved) 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing education 
credit, 

Registration; $209,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD; $278.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Understanding 

Minnesota’s Exemptions 

to Employment 

At Will 

March 2,2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordin~ 

$268.00 
Learn Mor~ 

Exempl v, Nonexempt - 

C;-~n Yo[~ Pass I.bOL 

Scru[iny? 

March 3,2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Payroll Overpayment 
Challenges: Legal and 
Practical Implications 
March 3, 2011 
Reqistration - Session Only: 
$199.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Employee Discipline for 
Conduct Outside of Work 

March 4, 201 ! 

Registration - Session Only: 
}199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices in Managing 

FMLA Leave 

March 8, 2011 

Registration - Session Only: 

~209.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee Relations- 

An Introduction 

to Strategic Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Sales Compensation 

Design: Retaining and 

Motivating 

A High-Pedormance 

Sales Force 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

~209.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 



$278.00 
Learn More 

The Ten Commandments 

of an ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 
Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

~istration - Session 
Plus CD Recordincl: 

.~319.00 
Learn More 

Conflict Management 

Strategies 

March 15, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $199.00 

Re_qistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
~268.00 

Learn Mor~ 

Hot Topics In Wage and 

Hour Law in New Jersey 

March 16, 2011 

~istration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

~istration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

How to Successfully Use 

Social Media for Hiring 

and Retention 

March 17, 2011 

~istration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

~istration - Session 
Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Workers’ Compensation: 

Return to Work Issues 

March 17, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $209.00 

~istration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
~_278.00 
Learn More 

Using Travel Policy to 

Control Costs 

March 18, 2011 

~istration - Session 

~: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

How to Handle Travel Pay 

Legally 

March 21,2011 

~istration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

~istration - Session 
Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

Should You Contribute 

NomCash Assets to 

Your Company’s Defined 



Benefit Pension 

Plan? Issues and 

Answers 

Mamh 22, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Leave Abuse: How 

to Stop It 

March 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Managing Employees 

Who Can’t Work: 

Understanding 

and Applying Leave Law 

in Ohio 

March 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Responding to an EEO 

Charge 

March 23, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn Mot~ 

Utilizing Mobile and On- 

Site Medical Clinics to 

Reduce 

Health Care Costs 

March 24, 2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $209.00 

Reqistration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Best Practices in 
Managing FMLA Leave 

March 29, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $209.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$278.00 
Learn More 

I-9 C~ckdown- Will Your 

Company Be Next? 

March 29, 2011 

Registration - Session 

OnlY." 198.00 

Re.qistration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn Mo~ 

When Employee 



Bloggers Attack: 

Responding to 

Negative Employee 

Comments on the Web 

Mar~h 30, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 
Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268~00 
Learn More 

Leave Law for the Texas 
Employer: Interaction 

Between State and 

Federal Law and 

Strategies for 

Successfully Managing 

Employee Leave Issues 

March 30, 2011 

Registration - Session 

~199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$268,00 
Learn More 

New York Leave Law 

March 30, 2011 

Registration - Session 

~199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn Mor~ 

How to Handle Travel Pay 

Legally 

Mm~h 31,2011 

Re£tistration - Session 

Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$268~00 
Learn More 

Making Workplace 

Diversity Work for You 

March 31,2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Employment Litigation: 

How to Avoid It. How to 

Settle It. How to Win It. 

April 12, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recordinq: 

$289.00 
Learn More 
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US Supreme Court upholds lawsuit protection for 
vaccine makers 
The US Supreme Court in a 6-2 ruling upheld rulings from lower 
courts that the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 
(NCVIA) preempts all design-defect claims against manufacturers 
brought by plaintiffs seeking compensation for injury or ........ 
2011-02-22 12:11:36 Scrip 

Appeal Of Asset Freeze 

(Updates to include comments from the Hedge funds suing Argentina 
and details of additional cases they have brought against the 
country.) By Shane Romig and Brent Kendall Of DOW 3ONES 
NEWSW]ERES BUENOS ATRES -(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Supreme Court 
has rejected Argentina’s appeal of a lower court ruling that froze 
about $70 million in assets in the U.S. to settle claims won by the 
holders of defaulted bonds .... 
2011-02-22 15:42:31 Nasdaq 

: Supreme Court refuses appeal about Ten 

Commandments displays 
The US Supreme Court declined on Tuesday to take up a case 
examining whether Ten Commandments displays in two county 
courthouses in Kentucky were an unconstitutional endorsement of 
religion in violation of the First Amendment. The action by the 
justices came without comment. The high court struck down earlier 
Ten Commandments displays at the same locations in 2005, ruling 
that officials had an impermissible ... 

2011-02-22 13:15:43 Christian Science Monitor 

Supreme Court upholds railroad challenge to 
discriminatory taxation 

[3URIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; 3URIST news 
archive] on Tuesday ruled [opinion, PDF] 7-2 in CSX Transportation, 
Inc. v. Alabama Department of Revenue [Cornell L11 backgrounder] 
that a railroad may challenge sales and use taxes that apply to rail 
carriers but exempt their competitors in the transportation industry. 
Railroads pay a 4 percent sales tax and a 4 percent use tax to 
the ... 
2011-02-22 13:46:05 3UP.IST’s Paper Chase 

Supreme Court Refuses to Honor Oath to Defend 

WASHTNGTON The U.S. Supreme Court issued an order in Docket No. 
10-411 in which the justices refused to honor their oath to defend 
the Constitution. Each justice took oaths required to "support and 
defend the Constitution of the United States But in the fifth petition 
presented to The Supreme Court in the last three months asking the 
Court to declare that federal judges do not have the right to 
ignore ... 

2011-02-22 13:03:27 PR Newswire 

Supreme Court asks for opinion in Osage Nation 
case 

The U.S. Supreme Court announced Tuesday that it would seek an 
opinion from the acting solicitor general, Neal Katyal, before deciding 

’ whether to hear an appeal from the Osage Nation. In 2010, the 10th 
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the tribe’s claim that Congress 
never disestablished Osage County as a reservation and that tribal 
citizens who live and work within the county boundaries are ... 

2011-02-22 13:15:42 Tulsa World 

To Better Understand U,S, Lawsr CU-Boulder Law 
Students Head to India 
Print University of Colorado third-year law students enrolled in a new 
class will travel to Bangalore, India, during spring break to gain a 
better understanding of U.S. laws. The CU course, which is a clinical 
study focusing on juvenile and family law, is taking 15 students to 
Tndia to compare four sections of family law, including child abuse, 
sex trafficking, women’s rights and domestic ... 
2011-02-22 15:13:07 ABA Journal 

There never has been a year like 2010 at Howard & Howard 
Attorneys PLLC, at least since Mark Davis became its president and 
CEO. The Royal Oak-based business law firm added 1,021 clients 
during the year and grew revenue to nearly $45 million, up from 



$37.9 million in 2009 and around $25 million in 2005. It was the 
largest year-over-year improvement at the firm in recent history. 
Revenue per attorney ... 
2011-02-22 10:21:00 AIIBusiness Champions of Small Business 

MONTREAL- Quebec has passed legislation ordering its striking 
Crown prosecutors and other government lawyers back to work. A 
two-week strike has crippled the provincial justice system with only 
a skeleton staff of prosecutors and lawyers providing essential 
services. The provincial legislature passed the special law with a 61- 
50 vote this morning. There were mass resignations on Monday from 
the ..~ 
2011-02-22 14:54:17 Weyburn Review 

Bankruptcy lawyer on trial on charges he defrauded 

clients 

Syracuse, NY- Syracuse bankruptcy lawyer Christopher Chadick 
went on trial in Onondaga County Court today on charges he 
defrauded clients by taking retainer fees and not doing the legal 
work. Chadick, 58, of Hood Avenue, is facing charges of scheme to 
defraud, grand larceny and petit larceny. He’s accused of defrauding 
more than 40 clients by taking retainer fees but doing no legal work 
for ... 
2011-02-22 14:10:42 Syracuse Online 

Lawyer Mark Stephens stands by his comments that criminal action 
against 3ulian Assange is politically-motivated, but admits that if he 
had his time over again he may manage the Australian’s case 
differently. Two days out from a British court’s decision on whether 

the WikiLeaks founder should be extradited to Sweden on sex assault 
allegations, the solicitor faced questioning over his subjective 
involvement ..~ 
2011-02-22 12:11:33 Brisbane Times 
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View this announcement on the web 

This event will be held on Thursday, March 3 at 
3:30pro EST (2:30 CST, 1:30 MST, 12:30 PST). 

The event lasts 90 minutes. The cost is $229. 

Phone Orders: 

(615) 752-2373 
Support@avantresources.com 

~, Complimentary audio recording of the event 

~, Copy of speaker’s presentation slides 

~, Sample policies for your workplace handbook 

~, 1.5 hours of HRCI-approved education credit 

~, 1.5 hours of CLE credit (approved in TN - ask 

about other states) 
~, Live question and answer session. 

~, Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Wei.qht Discrimination: Tipping the 
Scales of Justice 
February 24 at 3:30pm EST 
Register now 

FMLA Compliance: Recent 
Developments in Litigation and 
Legislation 
March 3 at 3:30pm EST 
Reclister now 

OFCCP and Pay Discriminatino: The 
New Rules 
March 8 at 3:00pm EST 
Register now 

Avant Resources Business Education provides 
timely guidance, education and information for 
today’s business professionals, executives and 
managers in a convenient and innovative manner. 

This program has been pre-approved for 1.5 hours of General 

recertification credit hours through the HR Certification 

Institute. Use of the seal is not an endorsement bythe HR 

Certification Institute of the quality of the program It means 

that this program has met the HR Certification Institute’s 

criteria to be pre-approved for recertification credit. 

Recent Developments in FMLA Litigation and Legislation 
Live Webinar 

Thursday, March 3 at 3:30 pm ET 

(2:30 CT, 1:30 MT, 12:30 PT) 
Duration: 90 minutes 

FMLA CONFUSION: Do you dread the next FMLA request for leave? Are you unsure of what 

medical conditions qualify for leave? Is it troublesome to comply with all the administrative paperwork 
requirements under the amended FMLA? Could an employee’s domestic partner ever be covered by 
the FMLA? Should you be worried about leave obligations beyond the 12 weeks provided by the 
FMLA? 

More than 50 million Americans have taken leave under provisions of the Family Medical 
Leave Act. With FMLA litigation on the rise, it’s time to review your employee policies for 
compliance with all the FMLA regulations. 

If these questions cross your mind each time a leave request crosses your desk, this program is for 
you. Join us for a hands-on, real world look at FMLA compliance including an analysis of new 
Department of Labor regulations expanding the scope of the FMLA and recent court decisions 
providing guidance on ways to control FMLA misuse. 

In this 90-minute webinar, you will learn about: 

Verifying general notice compliance 
Determining the 12 month calculation period 
Is paid leave part of FMLA time? 
The revised list of reasons for leave 
2 new types of military-related leave 
Administrative time frames 
Detailing employee obligations 
Consequences for employees failing to comply 
Coordinating FMLA with other leave policies 

SPECIAL BONUS: Attendees will receive best practices for FMLA policies and FMLA 

administration. 

You r Presenter 

~ K im Vance is a shareholder in the Labor Employment Department of Baker, Donelson, 
Bearman, Caldwell and Berkowitz. She has more than 20 years of experience representing 

management in every aspect of labor and employment law. "Kim is unique." She has the mind of a 
business owner and the intellect of a great lawyer. This combination has benefited our company in 
very meaningful ways," said Joe Scarlett, Chairman and former CEO at Tractor Supply Company, 
where Ms. Vance formerly served as General Counsel. 

This event will be presented live by phone with a web connection available for those wishing 
to view the presentation on their personal computers. Internet access is not required for phone-only 
participants. A copy of the presentation and downloadable materials will be provided after the event. 

Avant Resources Business Education, LLC - 58 Lindsley Ave.- Nashville, TN 37210 - 615-752-2373 
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iWednesday, March 23, 2011 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am 

iPT) 
iLength: 90 minutes 

iReqistration - Session Only: $198.00 

iReqistration -Session Plus CD Recordincl: $289.00 

iEmployers sometimes find themselves between a rock and 
ia hard place when it comes to providing intermittent leave 
iunder the federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). 
iEmployers need to be able to run their businesses 
ieffectively and smoothly which means having their 
iworkforce at work on a regular basis. At the same time, 
ithey need to recognize the FMLA~s requirement to 
iprovide intermittent leave to employees who qualify for it, 
iwhich can sometimes result in an administrative and 
ioperational challenge, especially where an employee is 

iabusing his or her leave. What can an employer do about 
ia pattern of Monday and Friday absences of an employee 
itaking intermittent FMLA leave, for instance? What 
idocumentation should that employer demand from the 
iemployee in such a situation? 

What have the courts said about when FMLA 
intermittent leave may be taken; 

May an employee have a continuous FMLA absence 
and take intermittent leave for the same FMLA 
absence? 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

$249.00 

ReqJstrat:ion - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: $338.00 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Understanding 

ROTH Accounts in 

401 (k), 403(b), 

and 457(c) 
Feb. 18, 2011 

Re,qistration - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration = 

Session plus CD 
Recording: $268,00 
Learn More 

Distinguishing between a legitimate need for 
intermittent FMLA leave and abuse of intermittent 
leave; 

Knowing what questions to ask and documentation to 
obtain to help minimize abuse; 

Drafting effective handbook policies and procedures 
to help minimize FMLA abuse; 

What recourse does an employer have when an 
employee fails to adhere to Company policies with 
respect to FMLA leave and!or abuses FMLA leave? 

Business Owners 

COOs and CFOs 

Human Resources Directors and Managers 

Other decision makers in an organization regarding 
personnel decisions 

Bedbug Invasions in 
the Workplace: Are 

You at Risk 
Feb. 18, 2011 

Re.qistration - 

Session Only: 
$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 
Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

Social Networking 

in the Workplace: 

Legal Principles, 

State 

of the Art Policies 
and Emerging 

issues 

Feb. 22,2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 
$199.00 

Re,qistration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordin,q: $268.00 
Learn More 

Employment Law 



Lisa Brauner, a partner in FSB FisherBroyles LLP, 
specializes in employment law, counseling and 
representing private and public-sector employers in a 
broad range of matters. Ms. Brauner brings more than 
Fifteen years@ experience as an employment litigator and 
legal advisor. As an expert in employment law, Ms. 
Brauner provides realistic risk assessments and creative 
approaches to problem-solving for her clients. 

Ms. Brauner~s expertise includes all aspects of the 
employment relationship, including litigation avoidance, 
reductions-in-force, lawful hiring and terminations, 
disability and religious accommodation issues, and 
compliance with federal, state and local statutes. Ms. 
Brauner also advises clients on recordkeeping 
requirements, including necessary documentation relating 
Lo the hiring of New York employees, and on issues 
relating to electronic payment of wages and payroll debit 
cards. 

Ms. Brauner trains managers and employees on a wide 
variety of critical topics including compliance with federal, 
state and local laws affecting the workplace such as 
employment discrimination, harassment and retaliation. 

Ms. Brauner is a frequent presenter on workplace law- 
related matters and is a prolific author of employment 
law-related articles. 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and Internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 
[nternet access is not required for phone-only participants. 
The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 
24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $:[98.00 
Registration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $289.00 
~Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our 
webinars or can you suggest any webinar topics that 
would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 
info@parkavenuepresentations.com. 

Compliance: 

Disciplining or 

Terminating 

a Workers’ Comp 

Claimant 

Feb. 23,2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 
$209.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 
Recording: $278.00 
Learn More 

Creating and Using 

a Salary Increase 

Matrix 

Feb. 24,2011 

Regishation - 

Session Only: 

$199.00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $268.00 
Learn More 

Employee Morale: 

What Crushes it; 

What Makes it 

Soar 

Feb. 24,2011 

Registration: 

$219.00 
ReqistraLion - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: $308.00 

Learn More 

S~r~egies to 

Document 

Employee 

Discipline 

r-"eb, 25,201::[ 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 
~istration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: 

$27~.00 
Learn More 

Controlling 

Workers’ Comp 

[~juries as Your 

Workforce Ages 

Feb, 28, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$199,00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: 

$268.00 
Learn More 

Employee 

Welh~ess: How 

to Create a 

Program 

Achieves High 

M~rc]~ 1, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session OnJ~ 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 



$289.00 
Learn More 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.oo 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.oo 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$289,00 
Learn More 

Registration - 

Session On~y: 

$~9~,oo 
Registration - 

Session P~us CD 

Recording: 

$2~9.oo 
Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of 

an ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 20tt 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

Rec~istration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

How to Successfully 

Use Social Media 

for Hiring 

and Retention 

March 17, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 



$198,00 
Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Should You 

Contribute Non.- 

Cash Assets to 

Your Company’s 

Defined BeneFit 

Pension 

Pfan? ~ssues and 

~istration - 
Session Only: 

$~98.00 

Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn Note 

~’,ia king 

Workplace 

Diversity Work 
fop You 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$~98.oo 
Registration - 
Session P~us CD 

Recordin~ 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Employment 

Litigation: Howto 

Avoid It. How to 

Settle It. Howto Win 

It 

April 12, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn More 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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= _~°ntributing Employer Securities to Pension Plans 

iTuesday, March 22, 2011 UPCOM~N~ 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am 

iLength: 60 minutes 

iReqistration - Session Only: $198.00 
iRegistration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

Effective Strategies 

to Document 

Employee 

Discipline 

Feb. 25, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$209.00 

iMany defined benefit plan sponsors have contributed 
iemployer securities in lieu of making a cash contribution 
ito their defined benefit plans to satisfy their increased 
ifunding obligations under the Pension Protection Act of 
i2006. These contributions are often motivated by the 
ineed to deploy cash to fund business operations and/or 
itake advantage of other opportunities. 

iNon-cash contributions of employer securities, employer 
ireal property and other non-cash assets to defined benefit 
iplans raise numerous fiduciary issues for plan sponsors 
land can result in violations of ERISA if not properly 
istructured. Join an expert panel as they discuss the risks 
iassociated with contributing non-cash assets to a defined 
ibenefit plan and learn the answers to key questions. 

What are the primary considerations in choosing to 
contribute stock in lieu of cash? 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recording: 

$278.00 

Learn More 

Controlling 

Workers’ Comp 

Injuries as Your 

Workforce Ages 

Feb. 28, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$199,00 

Registration - 

Session plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$268.00 

Learn More 

How can a stock contribution impact the company@s 
financial risk, cash flow, EPS volatility and balance 
sheet? 

Employee 

Wellness: How to 

Create a Program 

that 

Are there special requirements for stock that is 
contributed? 

What impact will a contribution have on the 
employer@s funding obligations under the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006? 

¯ From a legal and financial perspective, how does a 
stock contribution differ from other non-cash 
contributions? 

¯ How is the plan@s disposition of contributed assets 
managed? 

¯ What are the valuation requirements for contributed 
assets? 

Achieves High ROI 

March 1, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.oo 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying 

Independent 

Contractors 

and Student 

Interns: The 

Invisible Workforce 

What are the legal risks associated with non-cash 
contributions, and how can they be mitigated? 

Norman P. Goldberg is Evercore Trust Company@s Chief 
iFiduciary Officer, and directs the financial analysis and 
legal groups. Mr. Goldberg’s previous affiliations include 

March 2, 2011 

ReqistraLion - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Exempt v. 

Nonexempt -- Can 



the Office of the Solicitor of the Department of Labor, 
where he was responsible for overseeing most of the 
Department of Labor, s ERISA litigation program from 
1977 to 1985. Mr. Goldberg is noted for his fiduciary 
expertise with respect to employee benefit plans subject 
Lo ERISA. Mr. Goldberg is a frequent lecturer on employee 
benefit plans and fiduciary responsibilities and has 
published numerous articles. Mr. Goldberg received his 
B.A. in Political Science from Brandeis University and his 
I.D. from Georgetown University. 

Ari N. Jacobs is AonHewitt’s North American Retirement 
Solutions Leader. Mr. Jacobs works closely with 
&onHewitt’s retirement consultants to strengthen the 
development of AonHewitt’s pension risk and investment 
strategies and solutions. Mr. Jacobs focuses on 
developing client strategies and solutions that help 
manage corporate pension plan risks using his capital 
markets background and liability management expertise. 
Mr. Jacobs is a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries and 
earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics and 
Economics from Tufts University. Mr. Jacobs has authored 
numerous articles for both trade publications and research 
projects covering a variety of pension trends and issues. 

Steven ]. Sacher, a partner in the Washington, DC office 
of ]ones Day, concentrates on complex ERISA fiduciary 
responsibility matters and employee benefits litigation 
and represents clients in the federal courts, before the 
Department of Labor and other government regulators, 
and before the Congress. 

Highlights of Mr. Sacher~s representations include 
defending companies in company stock class action and 
participant standing cases, representing companies in 
Funding defined benefit plans and retiree health plans 
with company stock, representation of independent 
Fiduciaries in matters involving disabling conflicts of 
interest on the part of the nominal fiduciaries, 
representation of fiduciary committees as an independent 
counsel, and expert witness on behalf of defendants in 
ERISA class actions. Before entering private practice, Mr. 
Sachet served in several capacities in government, 
including general counsel of the United States Senate 
Labor and Human Resources Committee, associate 
solicitor (ERISA) of the Department of Labor, and 
executive assistant to the solicitor of labor. 

IV]r. Sacher chaired the senior editors of Employee Benefits 
Law (Bureau of National Affairs, 2000), a publication of 
the Labor and Employment Law Section of the ABA from 
1988 to 2000. He is a Charter Fellow of the American 
College of Employee Benefits Counsel, a Fellow of the 
College of Labor and Employment Lawyers, a founding 

member of the ERISA Roundtable, and a member of the 
Visiting Committee, The Law School, University of 
Chicago. He lectures and publishes frequently on ER[SA 
and employee benefits matters. 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and [nternet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ QAA session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 
[nternet access is not required for phone-only participants. 
The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 
24 hours before the webinar. 

You Pass DOL 

Scrutiny? 

March 3, 2011 

ReqistraLion - 

Session Only: 

~198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordin~ 

$289.00 

Learn More 

Maintaining a Union-Free 

Environment Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations - An 

Introduction 

to Strategic Concerns m~d 

Sh-alegies 

March 10, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registrar:ion - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments 
of an ERISA 
Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$219.00 

Reqjstration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$319.00 
Learn More 

How to 

Successfu]ly Use 

Social Media for 

Hiring 

and Retention 

March 17, 2011 

Re#jstration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Fi’,i LA i..ef~:ve 
¯ ::.i:d.:~.:8; i’i~::,w l::: 

b:im~:i’~ ..?::?.. :!’0;. ;. 
Reqistration - 
Session Only: 
$198.00 
Registration - 
Session Plus CD 
Recording: 
$289.00 
Learn More 



Registration - Session Only: $198.00 
Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 

Not available outside the US or Canada) 

ould you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest any webinar 

:opics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

nfo@ parkavenuepr eserltatiorls.corn 

Reqistration - 
Session Only: 
$198.00 

Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 
$289.00 
Learn More 

Settl.,.- :it, 
b:: W:=n 

Ai;;~ i i.:-. 
Registration - 
Session Only: 

$198,00 
Reqistration - 
Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 
$289.00 
Learn More 
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Drugmakers shielded from lawsuits: US Supreme 
Court 

Vaccine makers are protected from lawsuits, the Supreme Court 
ruled Tuesday, dashing the hopes of a US couple who had sought 
monetary damages after their daughter fell ill after a round of routine 
childhood inoculations. By a 6-2 vote, the US high court, in an 
opinion by written Justice Antonin Scalia, rejected the family’s 
argument that they should allowed to sue drug maker Wyeth for not 
making a ._ 

2011=02=23 12:30:07 Terranet 

2nd UPDATE; US Supreme Court Clears Way For 
Seat I~elt Lawsuits 
WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Supreme Court ruled 
Wednesday that federal vehicle safety regulations don’t protect car 
makers from product-liability lawsuits for installing lap-only seat 
belts. The unanimous decision, written by Justice Stephen Breyer, 
clears the way for a California lawsuit against Mazda Motor Corp. 
(7261.TO) stemming from a 2002 fatal collision involving a 1993 
Mazda MPV minivan .... 
2011-02-23 15:57:46 Morningstar.com 

Supreme Court hears arguments on enumerated 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; JURIST news 
archive] on Tuesday heard oral arguments [day call, PDF; merit 
briefs] in Bond v. United States [oral arguments transcript, PDF; 
JURIST report] on whether a criminal defendant may challenge the 
constitutionality of a federal criminal statute under the Tenth 
Amendment [text]. Carol Anne Bond was charged with burning her 
husband’s mistress ... 
2011-02-23 11:41:36 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

US Supreme Court Declines Appeal From Laurel 
Doctor 

DeHenre Convicted In Wife’s Death UPDATED: 12:00 pm CST 
February 23, 2011 Email Print JACKSON, Miss. -- The U.S. Supreme 
Court has declined to hear an appeal from a Laurel doctor convicted 
of manslaughter in his wife’s death. The Mississippi Supreme Court 
upheld Dr. Malachy DeHenre’s conviction last July. The nation’s high 
court denied his appeal petition without comment on Tuesday. 

. DeHenre was convicted ... 
2011-02-23 12:31:34 16 WAPT 

A suspect in the killing of a US immigration agent in Mexico has been 
detained, the Mexican Defence Department says. The department 
statement gave no details about the detention. Immigrations and 
Customs Agents Jaime Zapata and Victor Avila were shot on a 
federal highway while travelling in the northern state of San Luis 
Potosi en route to Mexico City on February 15. The area is at the 
centre of ... 
2011-02-23 15:49:54 Otago Daily Times 

Linklaters Paying Spring Bonus to US Associates 
Home, Law Firms, Money Hello there! If you are new here, you might 
want to subscribe to the RSS feed for updates on this topic. 
Powered by WP Greet Box WordPress Plugin In yet another sign that 
things are looking up in the legal industry, Linklaters became the 
second Magic Circle firm to announce spring bonuses for its US based 
associates. Freshfields announced its spring bonuses last week, 
following ... 
2011-02-23 13:50:27 3D 3ournal 

Obama administration stops defending anti-gay 
.___nj___a____r__r__i_a_g__e__!__a_w_ 
Washington - US President Barack Obama’s administration said 
Wednesday it will no longer defend before the courts a law that bars 
gay marriages from being recognized by the federal government.The 
legal move represents a significant shift for Obama, who at a press 
conference in December said his position on same-sex marriages was 
"constantly evolving." The US public also remains sharply divided on 

the ... 
2011-02-23 14:55:20 Earthtimes.org 

Vivendi wins legal battle 
NEW YORK ’ Vivendi has scored a legal victory with a US judge 



limiting which shareholders can sue the French media giant, in a 
ruling that could save the company several billion dollars~ "We are 
very satisfied with today’s decision," Vivendi CEO 3ean-Bernard Levy 
said yesterday. ’qt is a substantial victory for Vivendi." US federal 
judge Richard Holwell’s ruling, made public in New York, confirmed _. 
20~.i-02-23 ~.6:54:00 Oman Observer 
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US Supreme Court declines appeal from Laurel 
doctor 
JACKSON ’ The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear an appeal 
from a Laurel doctor convicted of manslaughter in his wife’s death. 
The Mississippi Supreme Court upheld Dr. Malachy DeHenre’s 
conviction last July. The nation’s high court denied his appeal 
petition without comment on Tuesday. DeHenre was convicted of 
manslaughter in 2008 in his second trial in Jones County and was 
sentenced to 20 years ... 
2011-02-24 12:34:20 Picayune Item 

Supreme court upholds California timeliness rule for 
habeas petitions 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; JURIST news 
archive] on Wednesday ruled [opinion, PDF] unanimously in Walker v. 
Martin [Cornell LII backgrounder; JURIST report] that a state law 
barring a prisoner from collaterally attacking his conviction is 
adequate to support a procedural bar to filing a habeas corpus 
petition. The decision upholds a California state law preventing 

: prisoners ... 
2011-02-24 14:42:46 JUP.IST’s Paper Chase 

Supreme Court Opens Mazda to Seatbelt Lawsuits 

The US Supreme Court has announced that a Mazda Motor Corp. unit 
must defend against claims made by the family of a woman killed 
while riding in the back of a minivan made by the Japanese 
manufacturer. The automaker can be sued for not equipping seats 
with a shoulder strap, ruling that companies aren’t immunized by a 
federal regulation that allowed lap-only belts in some rear seats prior 
to 2007 .... 
2011-02-24 09:47:38 Auto Evolution 

Iowa: IBranstad names 3 men to Iowa Supreme 

Court 

Governor selects 2 judges and an attorney, all Republicans, from a 
list of 9 nominees from the Iowa Judicial Nominating Commissiom DES 
MOINES == Gov. Terry Branstad appointed three Republicans on 
Wednesday to replace the Iowa Supreme Court justices who were 
ousted by voters following the court’s unanimous decision to legalize 
same-sex marriage. The governor chose Edward Mansfield, an Iowa 
Court of ... 
2011-02-24 11:16:36 TH Online 

Fia, AG says U,S, Government dragging its heels 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (Legal Newsline) - Florida Attorney General Pam 
Bondi, in a response in the multistate health care lawsuit, is calling 
the federal government’s recent motion to clarify "an attempt to 
delay the process." Bondi filed the 15-page response on Wednesday 
in opposition to the U.S. Department of Justice’s motion, which was 
filed Feb. 17 on behalf of the Obama administration in response to ... 
2011-02-24 15:28:43 LegalNewsLine.com 

Affidavits Say Fox News Chief Told Employee to Lie 
It was an incendiary allegation and a mystery of great intrigue in the 
media world: After the publishing powerhouse Judith Regan was fired 
by HarperCollins in 2006, at its parent company, News Corporation, 
had encouraged her to lie to federal investigators two years before. 
The investigators had been vetting , the former New York City police 
commissioner to become secretary of Homeland Security and _. 
2011-02-24 11:04:38 New York Times 

marriage law 
WASHINGTON ’ In a major policy reversal, the said Wednesday it will 
no longer defend the constitutionality of a federal law banning 
recognition of same-sex marriage. Attorney General Eric Holder said 
President Barack Obama has concluded that the administration 
cannot defend the federal law that defines marriage as only between 
a man and a womam He noted that the congressional debate during 
passage ... 
2011-02-24 10:13:53 San Mateo Daily Journal 

Communications Expert Michael Sitrick in 
Conversation at Southwestern Law School 
Michael Sitrick, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Sitrick And 
Company, will be the next guest of the 2010-2011 "A Conversation 
With’" Series presented by Southwestern Law School’s Donald E. 



Biederman Entertainment and Media Law Institute, co-sponsored by 
the Beverly Hills Bar Association and the Los Angeles County Bar 
Association’s Entertainment Law and Intellectual Property Section 

(ELIPS) .... 
2011-02-24 15:29:30 Examiner.tom 

Half of Country Thinks Health Care Law IRepealed, 

Or Unsure 

Obama’s health care overhaul is still law. But half of the country 
doesn’t know it, according to a new poll from the Kaiser Family 
Foundation. This is episode 1,765 in our ongoing miniseries Why 
Opinion Polls About Public Policy Are Not Helpful . A poll released 
Thursday found extensive public confusion about the health care 
law, with 22 percent of Americans incorrectly believing it has 
been ._ 
2011-02-24 14:15:09 Atlantic Monthly 

Hawaii ~overnor si~lns same-sex unions bill into law 
[JURIST] Hawaii Governor Nell Abercrombie (D) [official profile] signed 
[official pres release] the same-sex civil unions bill [SB 232 text, 
PDF] into law on Wednesday, legalizing same-sex civil unions IJURIST 
news archives] in the state. The legislation will go into effect on 
January 1, 2012, and extends the same rights, benefits, protections 
and responsibilities of spouses in a marriage ... 
2011-02-24 14:42:30 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

Mass. Law about unions and collective 
In light of the news out of Wisconsin, we’ve added a page on 
Massachusetts Law About Unions and Collective Bargaining, Here you 
can find Massachusetts laws and regulations, as well as federal 
sources and other websites on the topic .... 
2011-02-24 14:36:13 Mass.gov 
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Fundamentals of SBA Lending~ Documenting, 
Closing a~d Funding the SBA Loan 

Re~3istration-" $249.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $318.00 

SBA lending affords banks and other lending 
institutions with the opportunity to finance 
commercial loans to small businesses and at the same 
time secure a loan guarantee from the federal 
government. While the program can be quite 
profitable, it’s not without its risks. 

Compliance with SBA regulations is mandatory to 
ensure success and profitability. With numerous 
changes occurring to the program during the last 
year, it is critical to understand the new regulations 
and the way to make the SBA loan programs work for 
you. 

SBA Lending in General 

¯ Loan Programs - 7(a), 504 and Express 

¯ General Eligibility Requirements 

¯ Lender Participation - GP, CLP and PLP 

Documenting the SBA Loan 

¯ Loan Authorization 
¯ SBA Required Forms 

¯ Other Key Documents 

Closing and Funding the SBA Loan 

¯ Due Diligence 

¯ Proving Borrower’s Injection 

¯ Tracking Loan Proceeds 

Recent Legislation and Regulatory Changes 

¯ Impact of the 2010 Small Business Jobs 

Act 

¯ Recent Regulatory Changes 

¯ Hot Topics 



This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal 
assistants and attorneys. 

Kimberly A, Rayer, Esq., Starfield & 

Smith, P.C. 

¯ Extensive experience representing banks 

and financial institutions in connection 

with commercial financing transactions, 

including loans offered through the SBA 

loan programs 

¯ Performs SBA eligibility reviews, 

documents and closes loans, and advises 

on guaranty purchase matters 

¯ Admitted to practice before the Supreme 

Court of Pennsylvania and New 3ersey and 

the Federal District Court for the Eastern 

District of Pennsylvania 

¯ IV]ember of the Philadelphia Bar 

Association and the National Association of 

Government Guaranteed Lenders 

¯ Named a Pennsylvania Rising Star by 

Philadelphia [v]agazine for 2010 

¯ Graduate, Drexel University and .]ames E. 

Beasley School of Law, Temple University 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
~" Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute QS~ session with the experts, 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ Bankers 

¯ CBC 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Tnformation" page for states that have 

already been approved) 

¯ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration.’ $249,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD-" $318.00 



SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating, 
L 
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Vaccine manufacturers cannot be sued over design 
defects~ US Supreme Court rules 
The US Supreme Court has ruled by a 6-2 majority that vaccine 
manufacturers cannot be sued over claims of design defects in their 
products. The court was ruling on a case brought by the parents of 
a child who developed seizures after a routine diphtheria-pertussis- 
tetanus (DPT) vaccination (Sruesewitz v Wyeth Tnc). Tt ruled that an 
act passed by Congress in 1986, which set up a no fault scheme 
to... 
2011-02-25 08:49:01 Brit:ish Medical 3ournal 

Obama and :lustice Dept. refuse to defend DOIVlA in 
court 

President Barack Obama and the US Justice Department will no 
longer defend the Defense of Marriage Act in various ongoing 

lawsuits ’ because the ban is unconstitutional, it was announced this 
week. Rex Wockner news.PinkPaper.com 25 February 2011 President 
Barack Obama and the US Justice Department will no longer defend 
the Defense of Marriage Act in various ongoing lawsuits ’ because 

: the ban is unconstitutional, ... 
2011-02-25 11:25:18 PinkPaper.com 

City Room: Excuse He, but Can There Be IVlore 

.................................. 
How far does a ’thank you,’ ’please,’ ’sir’ or ’ma’am’ go? Well, some 

research indicates that in the world of criminal courts, it can make a 
drastic difference in the way people view the justice system. Now 
the, a nonprofit group that aims to find alternative approaches to 
criminal justice, is embarking on a pilot project to revamp the way 
court employees, from judges to clerks to court officers, ... 
2011-02-25 14:04:35 New York Times 

Hawaii governor signs civil-union law 
Hawaii Gov. Nell Abercrombie signed the civil-union bill into law on 
Wednesday, though it won’t come into effect for ten more months. 
Rex Wockner news.PinkPaper.com 25 February 2011 Hawaii Gov. Nell 
Abercrombie signed the civil-union bill into law on Wednesday, 
though it won’t come into effect for ten more months. The law 
grants same-sex couples all the state-level rights and obligations 
that married ... 
2011-02-25 11:26:06 PinkPaper.com 

law firm 

Sen-Ezra &, Katz, the Florida-based foreclosure default law firm that 
laid off hundreds of staff after Fannie Mae pulled its business, is now 
the subject of an investigation launched by the Florida Attorney 
General’s office. The AG’s office said the Fort Lauderdale-based law 
firm is being investigated for allegedly "fabricating or presenting false 
and misleading documents in foreclosure cases," ... 
2011-02-25 10:20:11 HousingWire.com 

’ :~ts Power from Clean Energy__ Sources 

The California State Senate approved new rules on Thursday 
pertaining to how the state will get 33% of its power from renewable 
sources by 2020. Tn 2009 former Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
handed down an executive order establishing the rule and since then 
the state’s renewable energy sources have risen to make up 18% of 
their entire electric pool. The new laws passed this week will 
strengthen the ... 
2011-02-25 10:42:58 Inhabit:at: 

I~liss. governor signs new sunshine law 
3ACKSON, Miss. ’ Gov. Haley Sarbour yesterday signed a bill to 
strengthen Mississippi’s open-meetings and public-records laws. 
Starting 3uly 1, individual officials could face fines of $500 to $1,000 
for improperly closing meetings that should be open to the public. 
Under current law, taxpayers have been footing the bill for the fines. 
The measure, S.S. 2289, also says that starting 3uly 1, a person ... 
2011-02-25 14:11:35 First: Amendment: Cent:er 

Lead Plaintiff Deadline: Eastern District of Washington Washington, 
DC: A lawsuit has been filed in the United States District Court for 
the Eastern District of Washington on behalf of a class (the ’Class’) 
of investors who purchased Itron, Tnc. (’][tron’ or the ’Company’) 



(NASDAQ: ITRI) securities between the period of April 28, 2010 and 
February 16, 2011, inclusive (the ’Class Period’). Itron provides ... 
2011-02-25 13:36:23 Lawyers & Settlements 

Lawyer in SlayincJI Case Seeks Broad Search of 

Detroit City E-i~ails 

A lawyer representing the family of a slain exotic dancer wants to 
expand a search of the city’s e-mail system for clues that could 
show whether ex-Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick or others obstructed an 
investigation into her unsolved death. A federal judge was asked to 
allow keyword searches of every city employee’s e-mails .... 
2011-02-25 14:51:50 Governing 

Bankruptcy lawyer found guilty of defrauding 
clients, faces state prison 
Syracuse, NY- Syracuse bankruptcy lawyer Christopher Chadick 
faces disbarment and a possible state prison sentence after being 
convicted this afternoon of defrauding dozens of clients. A County 
Court jury of nine men and three women deliberated about two hours 
before finding Chadick guilty of single counts of first- and second- 
degree scheme to defraud, three counts of fourth-degree grand 
larceny ... 
2011-02-25 14:15:27 Syracuse Online 

SEC lawyer’s I~ladoff ties questioned 
WASHINGTON, Feb. 25 (UPI) -- Republican lawmakers are 
questioning the Securities and Exchange Commission about its top 
lawyer’s inheritance of Bernard Madoff investments .... 
2011-02-25 12:00:25 UPI 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"A[xtul- Salaam, Imm~ J" <~Iman.Abdul- Salaam@ehi.com > 

Monday, Februao~ 28, 2011 9:27 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

let’s get together... 

Hey Tia, 

Are you working this Friday the 4th? Do you think we will be able to get sit down and talk? 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 
Customer Service Representative 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
1008 Rental Car Drive 
RDU AilT)Olt, NC 27623 

(919) 84¢.)-9555 tel. Option #5 

(919) 840-9263 fax 

Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com<mailto:Iman Abdul-Salaam@erac.com> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and an?’ files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to ~vhom they are addressed and may contain 
confidential and privileged information protected by law If you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of the e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please 
noti~ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies from your system 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" -~eereid~unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 2:03 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[ssac-statt] [a~l-college- staIt] UNC College CalendaJc: Global wanning, war reporting, food, fiction, a(~s mad more 

’I~NTI’.httn 

As we head into March Madness, the College of Arts and Sciences events calendar oilers plenty of action for the coming month. Enclosed are highlights about March talks on global 
warming, war reporting, civil discourse, food and more. You will also find many opportunities for music, fihn, literature, theatre, and art, before and after Spring Break 

Through March 6: PlayMakers continues with Angels in America, Parts 1 and 2, Tony Kushner’s acclaimed masterpiece exploring America and the first wave of the AIDS epidemic, against 
the backdrop of the Reagan era. $10-$45. http://www.plavmakersrep org 

Through March 12: Walking the Border, photographs of possessions left behind by immigrants crossing the U. S.-Mexico border, by Susan Harbage Page, through March 12 FedEx Global 

Education Center. http://snipurl com/252t2s 

March l : Secret Schuu[ Artist IJuung Ngo ufthe Pratt Institute will discuss her work. 6:00 pm, Hanes Art (;enter Auditorium http://snipurbcorrd2538s6 

March 2: The Suuth Asia Film Festival features Sardari Begum, directed by Shyam Benegal, abuut the death uf a wuman stuned during a riot in Delhi. http://~lubal unc.edu 

March 3: Andrew Delbancu of Columbia Umversity will discuss: What is College Fur? 3:30 pro, Dey Hall, Dunovan Luunge davidbak@emaibunc.edu<mailto:davidbak(a)email.unc.edu> 

March 3: Honor Killings - A Glubal Challenge tu Wumen’s Human Rights, with Flavia Laviosa, prufessur uf Italian studies at Wellesley Cullege 5:15 pm, Dey tIall, Toy Lounge. 
http : //snipurb com/2 5 2~dO 

March 3: William J. Risch, of Geurgia CuHege and State Umversl~, discusses Puland and Late Sucialism in the Soviet Bloc. 6:30 pm, FedEx Global Educatinn Center, Ruom 4003. 
http ://www uric. edu/dep ts/slavic/ 

March 4-5: National and state experts will discuss The State uf Health Care Reform Registration and fee. 919962.1544 http://adventuresinideas.unc.edu 

March 5-13: Spring Break 

March 16: Morgan Writer in Residence Am?’ tIempel will read frum her shurt stories 6 pro, Carrull Hall Auditorium http://snipurl.cum/252hl~ 

March 16: Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, whu led an effort to build an interfaith cultural center in lower Manhattan, will present the 2011 Well Lecture on 2.merican Citizenship. Free tickets from 
Mem~rial Bux Office are reqmred for admissinn 919.843.3333.7:30 pm, till[ tIaH Auditorium http://snipuri.con~,252hvt 

March 17: PlayMakers Repertury Company unveils its 2011-2012 season. 5:30 pro. burs d’ueuvres. 6:00 p.m. announcement. Paul Green Theatre. RSVP tu 
prcboxoffice@unc.edu<mailto:prcboxoffice@unc.edu>, (919) 962-7529. http://www.playmakersrep.urg/ 

March 18: Talking Music II, Conceit I: Music by Zemlins~’, Scl-mabel and others. Pellegrini String Quartet. 8 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. http://music.unc.edu 

March 19: The Global American South Conference will focus on Globalization, the Economic Crisis and the Future of the American South, with a keynote lecture on the Civil Rights 
Revolution and the Southern Economy by Gavin Wright, professor of economic history at Starfford. Free with registration. Details at: http:i/globalsouth.unc.edu 

March 19: Talking Music II, Conceit II: Luigi Nono, Life and Music. Pianist Stcfan Litwin in conversation ~vith Nuria Schoenberg-Nono. 8 pm Hill Hall Auditorium. http://music.m~c.edu 

March 20: Talking Music II, Concert III: Music by Webern, Litwin and Nono. Pellegrini String Quartet with Ste#an Litwin. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. http://music.unc.edu 

March 21: Dan Diner of the University of Leipzig, Gem~any, will discuss The Transforu~ation of the Jews, 1750-1950. 5:30 pro. Hyde Hall. http://www.unc.edv.’ccis 

March 22: New York Times \Vhite House Correspondent Helene Cooper, a UNC almnna, will discuss reporting frora war-torn regions, a beat she had previously with the Wall Street Journal. 
5:30 pnL FedExGlobal Education Center. http:i/snipurl.colr~’252k2h 

March 23: Alumna Rachel Richardson will read from Copperhead, her debut collection of poems. 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop 
BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHead(~store.unc.edu> http :i/tin vurl. com/4pu4 sub 

March 24: David Halperin, religious studies professor emeritus, will read from his novel Journal ofa L~’O Investigator. 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 
BullsHead@stor e.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHead@store.unc.edu> htt~ ://tinvurl. com/4pu4sub 

March 24: NY Times food writer and cookbook author MollyO’Neill ~vill discuss One Big Table: Regional Cooking in Arnerica, as part of the Student Food Symposimn. 5:30 pro, Hyde Hall, 
University Room. Symposium continues March 25 with student presentations. RSVP to nbryce@email.ur~c.edu<mailto:nb~ce@eraail.unc.edu> http://snipurl.con~Y252ka6 

March 26: Faculty Recital, An Afternoon of Song with soprano Jeanne Fischer and pianist Thomas Otten. Art songs in German, French, Russian and English. 4 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 
http :,’,’music.unc. edu 

March 26: ENoy salsa and Cuban rhythms, Charanga Dance Concert. 8 pm, Kenan Music Building, Rehearsal Hall. http:i/music.unc edu 

March 27: Cello Music Composed by Allen Anderson, Stephen Anderson and T.J. Anderson, perfolrned by Brent Wissick and other UNC faculty. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 
http ://music uric. edu 

March 29: College alumnus Rye Barcott will read from his book It Happened on the Way to War: A Marine’s Path to Peace. He co-founded Carolina for Kibera, a community-based nonprofit 
providing healthcare and youth recreational programs in the largest slum in Kenya. 12:30 pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHead@store unc.edu> 
http://tinyurl.com/4pu4sub 

March 29: Bart Ehrman, professor of religious studies, will read from his latest book, Forged: Writing in the Name of God - VVhy the Bible’s Authors Are Not Who We Think The?’ Are 3:30 
pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop. BullsHead@store unc.edu<mailto:BullsHeadC~)store uric edu> http://tinyurl.com/4pu4sub 

March 30: Saridy Smith-Nonini, anthropology, will read licom her new book Healing the Body Politic: E1 Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health Rights tlcom Civil War to Neoliberal Peace. 3:30 
pm, Bull’s Head Bookshop BullsHead@store.unc.edu<mailto:BullsHead@store.unc.edu> http://tingurl.com/4pu4sub 

March 30: Naomi Oreskes, University of California, San Diego, will discuss her book, Merchants of Doubt: Ho~v a Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke 
to Global Warming. Polanyi Lecture in the Histo~ and Philosophy of Natural Science Reception and book-signing to follow. 7 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium 
http://tinvurl.com/6fiqal 5 

March 30: Join PlayMakers producing artistic director Joseph Haj for ari informal gathering to learn about the April production of the musical Big River Free with RSVP to 919.9627529. 6:30- 



8 pm, Center for Dramatic Art. http://pla,vmakersrep or~ 

March 31: The Franciscan and the Gypsy, Lis:~ Anniversa~ Concert UNC Chamber Singers and guest pianist Nnrman Bemelmans perform Liszl, Bartok and Brahms. $15 general, $10 I~;NC 
students, facul~, st~t’l~ 919.962.1039 7:30 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. http://music.unc.edu 

# ~# 

More on UNC calendar 
http ://events.tmc. edu/cal/main/showMain.rdo 

Facebook: 
http :i/www.f acebook, com/UNC. Colle~e 

Twitter: 
http :/itwitter. com/tmccoll ege 

College News: 
http :i/college.unc.edu 

College in the Media: 
http://college.unc.edu/inthemedia 

YouTube Channel: 
http ://www.-~outube. cor~guseriI~rNCCo llege 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: ssac-staff(i~listserv unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to ssac-staff as: overstre@uncaa.tmc.edu. 
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Registration." $209.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $278,00 

Much of litigation practice today involves the process 
of discovery. The discovery stage often determines 
the outcome of the case, driving the parties toward 
settlement or trial. Developments such as the 
explosion of the electronic discovery and document 
review tools, methods and techniques have greatly 
affected the discovery process. Paralegals and legal 
assistants, the ’case managers’ during discovery, are 
perhaps the people most dramatically impacted by 
these changes. 

This audio conference will provide an update for you 
to adapt to these changes, and effectively and 
efficiently manage discovery. This audio conference 
will trace the steps in the discovery process, from 
preserving evidence to review and production, 
providing basic information and tips for the most 
effective strategy in different situations. Real-life 
examples will be used to illustrate these concepts. 
.~oin us for an insightful analysis of discovery 
intricacies and management strategies. 

Understanding the Duty to Preserve Evidence and Its 
Scope 

¯ Traditional vs. Electronic Discovery 
¯ Identifying the Sources of Potentially Relevant 
Information 
¯ Drafting and Distribution of the Litigation Hold 

Notice 
¯ Effective Preservation Strategies and Techniques 

Document Review and Production 

¯ Choosing the Right Vendors 
¯ The Development and Use of Search Terms 
¯ Planning for and Managing the Document Review 
¯ Special Considerations Related to Document 
Production 

Best Practices in Responding to Discovery Requests 

This audio conference is designed for paralegals, legal 
assistants and attorneys. 



3ay C. Carle, Seyfarth Shaw LLP 
Hatthew C. Christoff, Seyfarth Shaw LLP 

3ay C. Carle 
¯ Litigation attorney in the Chicago office of Seyfarth 
Shaw LLP 
¯ Practice focuses on issues associated with 
electronic discovery and other high technology 
matters 
¯ More than 10 years of experience consulting in 
private industry in knowledge management, 
technology systems engineering and technical project 
management 
¯ Frequent speaker and writer on various e-discovery 
issues 
¯ J.D. degree, Chicago-Kent College of Law; B.A. 
degree, University of Dayton 
¯ Can be contacted at jcarle@seyfarth.com 

Hatthew C. Christoff 
° Litigation attorney in the Chicago office of Seyfarth 

Shaw LLP 
° Practice focuses on issues associated with 

electronic discovery, document management and 
evolving technological standards 
¯ Varied technical background, including computer 
support, network administration, computer 
programming and intellectual property 
° 3.D. degree, The Iohn Marshall Law School; B.S. 

degree, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
° Can be contacted at mchristoffOseyfarth.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* lO-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
° NALA 

¯ NFPA 
¯ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Reqistration: $209,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference lus CD." 278,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch ¯ PMA Conference Management ¯ PO[3 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA o 22042 
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US Supreme Court Orders Reconsideration Of 
Lawsuit Against Ford 
WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday 
ordered a lower court to reconsider a ruling that barred a product- 
liability lawsuit alleging Ford Motor Co. (F) defectively designed the 
side windows in a 1997 pickup truck. The high court, in a short 
written order, said the Ford case should be reconsidered in light of 
its decision last week allowing lawsuits against auto makers that 
installed ... 
2011-02-28 09:58:33 Nasdaq 

US Supreme Court Denies Certiorari And Thereby 

Leaves In Place Second Circuit Ruling That Novartis 

Pharmaceuticals Corporation Hust Pay Its Sales 

Representatives Overtime Compensation 
WASHINGTON, Feb. 28, 2011/PRNewswire/-- The U.S. Supreme 
Court today denied Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation’s petition 
for certiorari, thereby refusing to disturb the liability judgment 
against Novartis issued by the Second Circuit in 611 F.3d 141 

(2010). The Second Circuit held that thousands of U.S. sales 
representatives ("Reps") employed by Novartis are entitled to 
overtime pay because ... 
2011-02-28 14:28:37 TheStreet.com 

Supreme Court Won’t Review Sales Rel~ Overtime 
In what is being hailed as a victory for sales reps, the US Supreme 

Court has decided not to review lawsuits in which a lower court 
decided that Novartis and Schering-Plough should have paid overtime 
to its sales teams. The move means that still other lawsuits filed 
against several other drugmakers are likely to yield the same 
outcome, possibly prompting changes in the way sales reps are 
compensated ._ 
2011-02-28 16:45:24 Cafepharma 

City Room: Supreme Court Halts Mayor’s Push for 

Hybrid Taxis 

The Bloomberg administration has banned cars from Broadway, 
prohibited smoking in public parks, and cracked down on fats and 
salts in restaurants. But City Hall?s march toward better living, 
whether its citizens want it or not, may have finally met its 
Waterloo ? a defeat colored in a yellow hue. The Supreme Court on 
Monday refused to consider an appeal by the city on its years-long 
attempt to mandate ... 
2011-02-28 12:52:10 New York Times 

_G_____o____v___e__r___n____q__r_____s___a___y__s___president doesn’t want an expedited 
review of health-care reform by Supreme Court 

COLUMBIA’ South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley said Monday that 
President Barack Obama is in no hurry for a U.S. Supreme Court 
review of his health care legislation. Haley was in Washington with 
the nation’s governors on Monday to meet with the president. In an 
interview after the question-and-answer session with the president, 
Haley said she is disappointed that Obama doesn’t want an expedited 
review ... 
2011-02-28 14:49:27 Anderson Independent:-Mail 

Court says dying witness statement OK at trial 
WASHINGTON -- The Supreme Court has ruled against a defendant in 
a murder trial who wanted to exclude the victim’s identifying 
statements because the accused shooter had no chance to cross- 
examine the victim.The court voted 6-2 Monday that when the 
statements are made to police officers who are trying to deal with 
an "ongoing emergency," they can be admitted at trial without 
violating the Constitution’s ... 
2011-02-28 10:13:20 Sun Herald 

SD clears way for news cameras in some 
courtrooms 

PIERRE, S.D. The South Dakota Supreme Court has approved rules 
for allowing news cameras and electronic recording equipment in the 

state’s trial=level courts, Chief Justice David Gilbertson announced 
Monday. Television cameras, still cameras and audio recording 
devices will be allowed in circuit court hearings and trials only when 
a judge and all parties to a case agree. If all parties do not agree ... 
2011-02-28 14:31:28 Columbus Republic 



Hall Buy 

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett is representing Iongtime client The 
Blackstone Group on the private equity firm’s $9.4 billion purchase of 
U.S. shopping centers from Australian mall operator Centro Properties 
Group. Reuters reported today that Blackstone agreed to buy 588 
centers with tenants such as grocery store operators Kroger Co., 
Safeway Tnc. and Koninklijke Ahold NV. Simpson Thacher’s New _. 
2011-02-28 15:43:14 American Lawyer 

Ex-US Senator Calls Lawyers’ $223 Hillion Fee 
Request "Shameful" 
WASHTNGTON = Former Senator Byron Dorgan of North Dakota, who 
championed a landmark settlement to resolve a Native American 
class action in Washington, today called the plaintiffs’ lawyers 
demand for at least $223 million in fees "shameful." Dorgan, now a 
senior policy adviser at Arent Fox in Washington, said the settlement 
set out sufficient compensation for the team of lawyers representing 
lead ... 
2011-02-28 14:37:28 Legal Intelligencer 

Hassachusetts’ First Traffickin~l Law 

Sex Trafficking 77 views Hassachusetts is one of the few states in 
the U.S. without a single state law making human trafficking a crime. 
But after years of watching proposed laws fizzle and die in the state 
legislature, Hassachusetts Attorney General Hartha Coakley is 
championing a bill that would provide critical services to victims and 
help local law enforcement put traffickers behind bars .... 
2011-02-28 13:20:18 Change.org 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"AIxM- Salaam, Ima~ J" <Iman.Abdul- Salaam@ehi.com> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 9:33 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: let’s get together... 

Does 2:00 work for you? 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 
Customer Service Representative 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
1008 Rental Car Drive 
RDU Airport, NC 27623 

(919) 840-9555 tel Option #5 

(919) 840-9263 i?x 

Iman.Abdul-Sala am@erac.com<mailto:Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com> 

From: Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01,2011 9:23 AM 
To: Abdul-Salaam, Iman J 
Subject: Re: let’s get together.. 

Good Morning Iman, 

I will be working this Friday, so let me know what time you had in mind to get up. 

Have a ~w~nderful day[ 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-444)0 w 

overstre@unc aa.unc edu<mailto:overstre(~r) un caa.unc, edu> 
>>> "Abdul-Salaam, [man J" <Iman Abdul-Salaam@ehi.com> T28/2011 9:27 AM >>> 
Hey Tia, 

Are you working this Friday the 4th? Do you think we will be able to get sit down and talk? 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 

Customer Service Representative 

Enterprise R ent-A -Car 

1008 Rental Car Drive 

RI)U Airport, NC 27623 

(919) 840-9555 tel. Option #5 

(919) 840-9263 fax 

Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com<mailto:Irnan.Abdul-Salaara(~erac.cor~> 

CONFIDENTL4LITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any files transmitted ~vith it are intended solely for the use of the individual or emit?" to whom they are addressed and may contain 
cotffidential and privileged itfformation protected by law-. If you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of the e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please 
noti~" the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies from your system. 



Advertisement - This ~ess~l~ is se~t to ~ HRNe~s~t~h 

I 

Registration - Session Only: $199.00 

Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $268.00 

Even the most efficient and well managed payroll 

department can inadvertently make mistakes on an 

employee’s paycheck. If the mistake results in an 

underpayment of wages due to the employee, the 

employer is required to correct the underpayment. But if 

the mistake involves an overpayment of wages what 

actions are available to the employer under IRS and 

state regulations? Are the options affected by the time 

frame of the overpayment? 

If the overpayment is made and discovered in the same 

calendar year does the employer treat it the same as an 

overpayment made in one tax year but discovered in 

another? Does the payroll department need to amend 

Form 941 or file a Form W-2c? This audio conference 

addresses these issues and helps payroll departments 

to establish a clear policy on handling overpayments 

that keep it in compliance with IRS regulations, 

But recouping overpayments are not just governed by 

IRS tax laws. This audio conference will also discuss the 

requirements for recouping overpayments under wage 

and hour laws. Compliance with salary basis for exempt 

employees or the minimum wage and overtime rules for 

nonexempt employees must be considered when 

recovering overpayments from employees. 

And of course, overpayments do not occur in a federal 

regulation bubble~ What do the states require in terms 

of tax code or wage and hour laws? We will highlight the 

strictest states and what to watch out for on the state 

level when creating a collection of overpayment of 

wages policy. 

Handling Overpayments Under IRS and State Tax 

Codes 

Why a 1990 IRS Private Letter Ruling on Handling 

Overpayments Applies Today 

Correcting Overpayments in the Same Calendar Tax 

Year 

Why Asking for the Gross Is Better Than the Net Check 

for Prior Year Overpayments 



Correcting FICA Taxes for a Prior Year Overpayment 

Correcting FUTA/SUI Taxes 

Using Form W-2 or Form W-2c to Report Overpayments 

Wage and Hour Laws and Their Tmpact on 

Recouping Overpayments 

The Standards Under the FLSA in Terms of Time Frame 

for Recouping Prior Year Overpayments 

Is a Written Agreement for Repayment Always 

Required Under the FLSA? 

Collecting Overpayments From Exempt Employees and 

Its Effect on Salary Basis Compliance 

Recouping Overpayments and Its Effect on Minimum 
Wage and Overtime Requirements 

Can Employers Treat Advanced Vacation Payments as 

Overpayments If an Employee Terminates 

Where Do the States Stand on Recouping 

Overpayments 

This audio conference is designed for payroll and human 
resource managers, controllers, CFOs, accountants, 
bookkeepers, business owners and managers, and 
attorneys. 

Vicki M. Lambert, CPP, Vicki M. Lambert, LLC 

President and academic director of Vicki M. Lambert, LLC, 
a firm specializing in payroll education and training 

Known as "The Payroll AdvisorTM", she is founder and 

director of www.thepayrolladvisor.com a website that 

provides unique and expert services for lawmakers, 

attorneys, media organizations, upper management, 

payroll and human resources professionals, individuals 

or any entity that must deal with the complexities and 

technicalities of the payroll process 

Certified payroll professional with more than 30 years of 

multistate payroll experience making her one of the most 

respected authorities in the payroll and related fields 

Lectured extensively throughout the United States on 

payroll administration and compliance issues for clients 

that include ADP, CCH Incorporated, Ceridian Employer 

Services, Fox Studios, County of Riverside, Sun 

Microsystems and many others 

Wrote, co-wrote or edited numerous payroll publications 

and newsletters for many of the most prestigious 

publishing houses, including John Wiley & Sons, Bureau 

of National Affairs, Institute of Management & 

Administration, Commerce Clearing House and 

Thompson Publishing 

B.A. degree in business administration, magna cum 

laude 

Can be contacted at payrolladvisor@cox.net 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 

phone. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 

department. 



* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 

* A professionally prepared reference manual, 

* Continuing education credits available for most live 

audio conferences 

AIPB 

CPP/FPC 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

CPE 

HR Certification Institute 

~!!_c_.k___.h__~_r_.~ for the "Detailed Credit Information" page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Reqistration - Session Only: $199.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: 

~268,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch o PMA Gonference Management ¯ POB 2303 ° Falls Ghurch ¯ VA ¯ 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 
Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"A[xlul- Salaam, Imm~ J" <~Iman.Abdul- Salaam@ehi.com> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 2:58 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: let’s get together... 

No that’s fine I’m off on Fridays so rm free all day really so it doesn’t have to be right at 2. 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 
Customer Service Representative 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
1008 Rental Car Drive 
RDU Airport, NC 27623 

(919) 840-9555 tel Option #5 

(919) 8.g.)-9263 

Iman.Abdul-Sala am@erac.com<mailto:Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com> 

From: Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01,2011 2:29 PM 
To: Abdul-Salaam, Irnan J 
Subject: RE: let’s get together... 

I ~vill follow-up on that time...Beth wants to do a meeting on Friday and I’ll have to see what time so it won’t coincide w/one another I hope to know by tomorrow, no later than Thursday 
morning...I hope that’s not too late for you to know :[’or sure 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-4d00 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu<mailto:overstre(~uncaa unc edu> 
>>> "Abdul-Salaam, hmm J" <Iman.Abdul-Salaam@ehi.com> 3/1/2011 9:32 AM >>> 
Does 2:00 work [’or you? 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 

Customer Service Representative 

Enterprise R ent-A -Car 

1008 Rental Car Drive 

RI)U Airport, NC 27623 

(919) 8dg)-9555 tel. Option ¢¢5 
(919) 840-9263 fax 
Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com<mailto:hnan Abdul-Salaam~erac.com > 

From: Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01,2011 9:23 AM 
To: Abdul-Salaam, Iman J 
Subject: Re: let’s get together... 

Good Morning Iman, 

I will be working this Friday, so let me kmow what time you had in mind to gct up. 

Have a wonderful day[ 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstr e@unc aa. unc. e du<mailto:overstr e@unc aa. unc. edu> 
>>> "Abdul-Salaam, Irnan J" <Iman.Abdul-Salaam@ehi.com-> 2/28/2011 9:27 AM >>> 
Hey Tia, 

Are you working this Friday the 4th? Do you think xve will be able to get sit doxvn and talk? 

Iman Abdul-Salaam 
Customer Service Representative 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
1008 Rental Car Drive 
RDU AilToOlt, NC 27623 

(919) 8.g.)-9555 tel. Option #5 

(919) 840-9263 fax 

Iman.Abdul-Salaam@erac.com<mailto:Iman Abdul-Salaam@erac.com> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and an?’ files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to ~vhom they are addressed al"~d may contain 
confidential and privileged information protected by law If you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of the e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please 



notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies from your s’~’stem. 



Sponsored by Park ,&venue PresenLations 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 

i Time: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

Length: 90 minutes 

Registration - Session Only: $219,00 

Reqistration -Session PkB CD Recordinq: $319.00 

The ERISA plan fiduciary is subject to many rules and regulations. 

This webinar will explore the ~10 Commandments~ that must be observed by 

a plan fiduciary, including knowing how ERISA expects a fiduciary to act and 

i what happens if he or she fails to meet applicable legal standards. 

This presentation will give you a thorough review of how ERISA and the US 

Department of Labor regulate plan fiduciary conduct. 

The 10 Commandments of an ERISA Fiduciary 

1, Know when you become an ERXSA plan fiduciary. 

2. Allocate and delegate your fiduciary responsibility to the extent 
prudent and feasible. 

3. Make sure your 401(k) plan qualifies as a @Section 404(c)@ plan. 

4. Know about the plan assets regulation and whether your plan is 
deemed to own assets of entities in which it invests. 

5. Obey the ERISA standard of conduct for fiduciaries. 

6. Act with @procedural prudence.~ 

7. Avoid prohibited transactions and breaches of fiduciary dub/. 

8. Remit employee contributions to your plans on a timely basis. 

9. Meet your reporting and disclosure requirements. 

10. As Hippocrates said, "First, do no harm." 

Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
Anthony A. Dreyspool has more than 30 years of experience regarding ERISA 
matters and substantial knowledge in structuring and forming private real 
estate and equity funds for the institutional investment market. He counsels 
plan sponsors regarding fiduciary matters and many of the largest real estate 
fund managers on ERISA and fund formation matters. 

Before forming his own firm, he was a par[her with DLA Piper, and prior to 
that, Of Counsel at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in New York. Prior to 
practicing there, he was the chief ERISA attorney for The Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States. In that role, he advised Equitable and 
its investment management subsidiaries on all legal requirements involved in 
the investment of ERISA plan assets. He began his practice at Dewey 
Ballantine. 

UPCOMING 

TELECONFERENCES 

ADA: "Hot Button" 

Issues 

Feb. 16, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: $289.00 

Learn More 

Misclassifying 

Independent 

Contractors 

and Student Interns: 

The Invisible 

Workforce 

March 2, 2011 

Reqistration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Registration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recording: $289.00 

Learn Mo~ 

Maintaining a 

Union-Free 

Environment 

Through 

Positive Employee 

Relations -An 

Introduction 

to Strategic 

Concerns and 

Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - 

Session Only: 

$198.00 

Reqistration - 

Session Plus CD 

Recordinq: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

i Anthony A. Dreyspool, Esq. 
anthonydreyspool@d reyspool-law.com 
http: //www.dreyspool-law.com 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone and Internet. 

* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire department. 

* Q&A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a PowerPoint 

i presentation to be viewed on your computer. Internet access is not required 



for phone-only partidpants. The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly 

before the event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is your 

receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing in and logging on. You 

will also receive an email reminder 24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $219.00 

Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recordinq: $319.00 

(Not available outside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our webinars or can you suggest 

any webinar topics that would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 

info@parkavenuepresentations,com. 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

This n~ess~ge is sent to ~lou ~bV HRNewswatclt~ 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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US Supreme Court rules against corporate privacy 
opyright 2010 Before It’s News, LLC, All Rights Reserved. Before It’s 
News is a registered Service Mark of Before It’s News, LLC .... 
2011-03-01 16:13:11 BeFore Its News 

Supreme Court: Hospital punished worker for being 
in Army Reserves 
The US Supreme Court on Tuesday embraced a broad reading of a 
federal law designed to bar workplace discrimination against current 
or former members of the US armed forces. The high court ruled 8 to 
0 in favor of a former hospital lab technician who said he was fired 
from his job at a Peoria, Ill., hospital because his supervisors were 
hostile to his responsibilities as a member of the US Army ... 
2011-03-01 16:36:29 Christian Science Monitor 

Clueless About Cocaine Derivatives, US Supreme 
Court Justices Struggle with Facts of Drug Case 
Print A recent oral argument before the nation’s highest court 
probably won’t make much of a difference in the grander scheme of 

: things, because the sentencing law at issue has already been 
changed by Congress. And that’s just as well, because none of the 
nine U.S. Supreme Court justices appeared to have much of a clue 
concerning the chemical properties of cocaine derivatives on which 

the case turns, ... 
2011-03-01 18:07:33 ABA ]ournal 

[JURIST] The US Supreme Court [official website; JURIST news 
archive] heard oral arguments [day call, PDF; merit briefs] Tuesday 
in the consolidated cases of Camreta v. Greene [oral arguments 
transcript, PDF; JURIST report] and AIford v. Greene on whether the 
Fourth Amendment [text] requires a warrant, court order, parental 
consent or exigent circumstances to allow law enforcement and child 
welfa re ... 
2011-03-01 17:31:10 JURIST’s Paper Chase 

California Supreme Court Reinstates Baycol Class 
A~ion Appeal 
the California Supreme Court reinstated claims on behalf of California 
consumers who purchased the cholesterol drug marketed under the 
name Baycol. The drug was marketed by Bayer Corporation from 
1997 until 2001, when it withdrew Baycol from the market after data 
showing that the drug may be linked to serious muscle debilitating 
illnesses like Rhabdomyolysis, possibly leading to death. Any 
California ... 
2011-03-01 17:19:37 Business Wire 

Shut bv 2013 
"I don’t know," Mr Holder told a House of Representatives 
appropriations subcommittee. "We will do all that we can." Mr Holder 
declined to offer any new details about plans on how the 
administration will prosecute terrorism suspects held at the 
Guantnamo Bay prison, but he said repeatedly that the 
administration still planned to close the facility. The U.S. Congress 
has barred the Obama administration ... 
2011-03-01 21:09:40 Common Dreams 

Attorney General Kamala Harris Asks To Resume 
Gay Harriage 
SAN FRANCISCO ’ California’s attorney general asked a federal 
appeals court on Tuesday to allow gay marriages to resume while the 
court considers the constitutionality of the state’s ban on same-sex 
unions. The request came after the California Supreme Court said it 
needed the rest of the year to consider a legal question the appeals 
court said it needs answered before it can resolve the case .... 
2011-03-01 15:59:54 Huffington Post 

State Attorney General fines UPS $1,3 million for 
keeping ailing trucks on the road 
UPS will have to pay $1.3 million in fines, and hire an independent 
inspector to examine its New York fleet, according to a settlement 
with State Attorney General Eric Schneiderman. For years, the 
company repeatedly put vehicles with cracked and rotting frames 
back on the road, even though they should have failed state and 
federal inspections. UPS was allowed to conduct its own inspections 



because ... 
2011-03-01 15:50:56 Syracuse Online 

Biii Hammond: Gov. Cuomo Advances Tort Reform 

ICYMI: Our Bill Hammond aims his pen at tort reform in today’s 
column: For decades, Albany lawmakers have negligently stood by 
while excessive medical malpractice lawsuits festered like a cancer 
on New York’s health care system. And then Dr. Cuomo came along. 

With the Medicaid overhaul he unveiled last week, Cuomo does more 
to advance the critical cause of tort reform in this state than any 
governor ... 
2011-03-01 13:35:12 New York Daily News 

Texas Attorney General Blocks Speed Camera-Like 

Texas attorney general opinion rules out use of laser guns equipped 
with cameras for issuing tickets. Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott 
does not want anything even resembling a speed camera to operate 
in the Lone Star State. In an opinion handed down yesterday, 
Abbott denied the request of the city of Plano’s request to use 
handheld laser speed guns equipped with cameras and GPS devices 
on 

2o11-o2-28 23:57:58 TheNewspaper~com 
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Adver~isemen~ - This messag~ [s se~t ~o ~ La~Ne~s~atcl~ 

I I 

[thical Considerations in Utilizing 
Social Nedia 

Reqistration-" $199,00 

Re.qistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Social media, from law firm websites to online 
networking, has become both a preferred means of 
communication and an important marketing tool for 
lawyers and firms. But ethical traps abound for 
lawyers who use these tools to communicate with 
clients, potential clients, and even friends and family. 

State bar discipline, compromised cases and 
malpractice exposure, even job loss, has resulted 
from ill-advised use of social media by lawyers. 
Worse, courts, state bar associations and disciplinary 
counsel have offered scant guidance on potential 
ethical violations arising from use of social media. Do 
the print advertising rules apply or does something 
new? is blogging subject to a different standard, 
such as political speech? Make sure you know how to 
navigate the waters of social media ethically from an 
informative presentation with many real world 
exa mples. 

Facebook®, Twitter®, Websites and Blogs - 
Current Trends for Attorneys 

¯ Social Networking Tools 
¯ Business Development Tools and Advertising 
Sources 

Ethics Related to Online Advertising 

¯ What Ethical Rules Apply to Attorneys Advertising 

Through Websites, Blogs and Email? 
¯ How Can Attorneys and Law Firms implement Those 
Ru les? 
¯ What Ts the impact of the Internet’s Ability to 
Reach Prospective Clients Outside of an Attorney’s 
Jurisdiction? 

How Various Courts and State Bar Associations 
Are Dealing With Attorney Websites, Blogs and 
Social Networking Sites 

¯ Ethics Related to Content of BIog and Social 
Network Postings 
¯ What Ethical Rules impact Blogging and Posts on 
Social Networking Sites? 
¯ if Not Considered Advertising, Can Blogging Be 
Regulated as Commercial Speech? 

Ethics Related to Email Communications 



¯ How Can Attorneys Protect Their Clients’ Privacy 
Rights and Attorney-Client Privilege in Online 
Communications? 
¯ What Are the Ethical Rules Affecting Email 
Communications With Clients and Prospective Clients? 
Q How Can Attorneys Protect Clients’ Privacy Rights 
and Attorney-Client Privilege While Utilizing Online 
Communication? 

Design of Employer Policies Covering Employee 
Use of Online Social Hedia and Other Web 2,0 
Technologies 

¯ Risks of Compromise to or Waiver of Attorney-Client 
Privilege, Tnadvertent Spoliation of Evidence and 
Resulting Potential Professional Liability for Use of 
Cloud Computing Services 
¯ Policies and Procedures Law Firms Should Adopt, 
Regarding Use of Cloud Services, Online Social Media 
And Other Technologies 

This audio conference is designed primarily designed 
for attorneys. Paralegals and other legal staff may 
also benefit from attending. 

David A, Sorensen, Hinshaw & Culbertson, LLP 

David A. Sorensen 
Partner with Hinshaw & Culbertson, LLP 
Hember of Hinshaw’s national Lawyers for the 
Profession® Practice Group 
Focuses on representing and advising lawyers and 
firms on legal, ethical, discipline, risk management, 
litigation, and related business and professional issues 
Frequent writer and speaker both nationally and 
locally 
Founder of Hinshaw’s Ethical Quandary, a legal ethics 
blog, and contacted by numerous organizations, 
including the ABA .lournal, BNA Reporter and Legal 
Times, for views on legal ethics issues 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
=" 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
¯ NALA 
¯ NFPA 
¯ Paralegals 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Znformation" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 



Reqistration: $199.00 

Reclistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268,00 
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University patent rights case reaches US Supreme 

Court 

The US Supreme Court has begun hearing a case which could decide 
the validity of the 30-year-old Bayh-Dole Act in determining who 
owns the rights to inventions created using federal funds. Restricted 
content You have tried to access part of the website that is 
available to subscribers only. If you are already a registered user, 
please log in. To register for a free trial please click here. To order ... 
2011-03-02 12:16:57 IP World Online 

]~n free speech case, US Supreme Court rules for 
protesters at Marine’s funeral 
FILE - In this Oct. 6, 2010 file photo, Albert Snyder of York, Pa., 
takes part in a news conference in front of the Supreme Court in 
Washington. The Supreme Court has ruled that the First Amendment 
protects fundamentalist church members who mount attention- 
getting, anti-gay protests outside military funerals. (AP 
Photo/Carolyn Kaster, File) WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court ruled 
Wednesday that the free ... 

: 2011-03-02 10:40:20 Thompson Citizen 

Subscribe/Unsubscribe 

Contact Us 

Action Appeal 
the California Supreme Court reinstated claims on behalf of California 
consumers who purchased the cholesterol drug marketed under the 
name Baycol. The drug was marketed by Bayer Corporation from 
1997 until 2001, when it withdrew Baycol from the market after data 
showing that the drug may be linked to serious muscle debilitating 
illnesses like Rhabdomyolysis, possibly leading to death. Any 
California ... 
2011-03-02 13:39:39 Drugs.corn 

Facebook Stalking: The Next Big Thing in Law Firm 
Training 
Texas lawyers want to keep their ability to have sex with their 
clients. Y’all come back now, ya hear? As it is, attorneys in the Lone 
Star State have never been ethically barred from fraternizing with 
clients. And they intend to keep it that way~ The ban was defeated 
by a majority of voting Texas lawyers, reports the ABA 3ournal. 
Continue reading Texas Lawyers Reject Ban on Sex with Clients. 
By... 
2011-03-02 09:19:36 Findlaw Corporate Counsel 

3oint Congressional Committee Report Details New 
Health Law’s Fiscal Burden on Fragile State Budgets, 

Sustainability of Medicaid 

/p> WASHINGTON, DC - In advance of today’s House Energy & 
Commerce Committee hearing examining ObamaCare’s impact on 

Medicaid and state health care reform, U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch (R- 
Utah), Ranking Member of the Senate Finance Committee, and Fred 
Upton (R-Michigan), Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce 
Committee released a comprehensive report outlining the $118 billion 
price tag to states ... 
2011-03-02 11:41:17 Fierce Healthcare 

MIAMI ’ A very solemn town council returned to their seats following 
a half hour executive session with town lawyer, Phyllis Smiley. It was 
obvious that the news they had just received was not good. Mayor 
Rosemary Castaneda announced that the Miami Town Council had 
been admonished by the Gila County Attorney’s Office for several 
violations of Arizona’s Open Meetings Law. The law is meant to 
assure ... 
2011-03-02 12:12:20 Apache Moccasin 

Police officials oppose immigration law 
ext size: Omaha World-Herald LINCOLN - Officials with the state’s 
two largest police departments, in Omaha and Lincoln, oppose 
adoption of an Arizona-style immigration law in Nebraska. They say 
deputizing local officers to enforce federal immigration laws would 
significantly raise taxpayer costs, hurt existing crime-fighting efforts 
and spawn dozens of lawsuits for false arrest. The Nebraska 
proposal, ... 
2011-03-02 12:41:59 North Platte Telegraph 

Lawyer calls charges against Sen, Orie ’a 
, .s__m.__..o__k.e__.s_ �._r_._e_._e.~_’_ 



The lawyer for state Sen..lane Orie derided her prosecution as "a 
smokescreen" and the former chief aide who testified against her as, 
"the biggest smoke bomb," as he asked a jury to acquit her of using 
her Senate staff and offices as a political resource. After a closing 
argument by prosecutor Lawrence Claus and 3udge 3effrey Manning’s 
instructions, the jury was expected to begin deliberating on ... 
2011-03-02 13:23:47 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

Health Care in State 
Posted in Alaska News, Alaska Politics Casey Kelly, KTOO ’ 3uneau A 
lawyer for the state legislature says a Florida district court judge’s 
ruling on federal health care reform has no effect in Alaska. In an 
analysis requested by State Senator Hollis French, Legislative Council 
Dennis Bailey called it ’implausible’ that the court’s ruling would be 
considered binding in the state, when all appeals in ... 

2011-03-02 08:44:33 Alaska Public Radio Network 

The Swedish Bar Association said it was investigating WikiLeaks 
founder .lulian Assange’s lawyer after a British judge said the 
attorney misled the court. ]~n his ruling last week that Assange 
should be extradited to Sweden, District 3udge Howard Riddle 
accused attorney Bjorn Hurtig of deliberately misleading the court, 
calling him "unreliable." Based on Riddle’s comments, the bar 

association said ... 
2011-03-02 11:07:32 OfficialWire 
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Advel-tisement - This ~ess~Le~ is se~t 

Handling Your Post-Judgment Files 

Registration: $199,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

Obtaining a judgment may seem easier than keeping 
it, effectively enforcing it and collecting your money. 
The effective use of judgments and developing a 
strategy toward effective enforcement can be 
confusing. In this audio conference, you will learn 
how to assure that your judgment is effective and 
can be enforced in and out of the jurisdiction where 
the judgment was entered. You will learn how 
judgment liens can be secured and enforced for 
maximum leverage, including registration outside of 
the jurisdiction. 

This audio conference will help you identify issues in 
advance of bankruptcy, how to avoid them and how 
to address the avoidance powers of the Chapter 7 
trustee. The program will provide guidance as to how 
to avoid the discharge, as well as identify and 
describe various methods of effective discovery, 
including supplemental proceedings examinations of 
the judgment debtor and third-persons. Finally, this 
audio conference will identify exemption issues and 
what to look for in tracing assets for possible 
fraudulent transfers. 

Judgments 

Enforceability 
Duration and Renewal 

Judgment Liens 

¯ Obtaining and Securing .Judgment Liens 

¯ Prerequisites to Enforcement 
¯ Registering Liens Outside of the .lurisdiction, 
Including Registration of Foreign or Sister State 
.]udgments 

Surviving Bankruptcy and Collecting Through the 
Bankruptcy 

* Proofs of Claim When and How to File Them 
* Avoidance of Judgment Liens by the Chapter 7 
Trustee: How to Respond to the Motions by the 
Trustee or the Debtor 
* Preferential Transfers Under 11 USC §547: How to 
Avoid Them and Defend Them 
, Identifying Nondischargeability Issues to Your 
Benefits 

Locating Assets 



¯ Supplemental Proceedings Examinations - Judgment 

Debtor Examinations 
¯ Examining Third-Parties With Information 
¯ Document Discovery: What to Look for and How to 
Use It 
¯ Fair Debt Collection Practice Act Considerations 
¯ Tracing Assets to Third-Parties: Establishing 
Fraudulent Transfers or Successor Liability 

Availability of Assets for Execution 

¯ Exemptions, Spendthrift Trusts and Fraudulent 

Transfers 

This audio conference is designed for credit and 
collection managers, attorneys, branch managers, 
bank officers, lending and loan officers, accountants, 
accounts payable professionals, presidents and vice 
presidents. 

Russell D. Garrett, Bullivant Houser Bailey PC 

Russell D. Garrett 
¯ Shareholder-in-charge with Bullivant Houser Bailey 
PC 
¯ Practice emphasizes all aspects of bankruptcy and 
creditors’ rights, business and commercial litigation 
¯ Represents creditors and bankruptcy trustees and 
also serves as a Chapter 7 panel trustee for the 
Western District of Washington 
¯ Speaks and trains others on practice issues relating 
to creditor’s rights, bankruptcy and insolvency 
matters 
¯ Wrote many articles relating to bankruptcy and 

creditor issues 
¯ Served as a member of the debtor-creditor 
executive committee for the Washington State Bar 
Association and is a past executive committee 
member of the Oregon State Bar Debtor-Creditor 
Section 
¯ Admitted to practice before the U.S. Supreme Court 
¯ ].D. degree, Willamette University College of Law 
¯ B.S. degree, University of Oregon 
¯ Can be contacted at russ.garrett@bullivant.com or 
360-737-3363 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 

* 10-minute Q&~a, session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 

teleconferences 

¯ CBC 
¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
¯ CPE 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 



Registration: $199.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $268.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating, 

Ne~vswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA, 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Ne~vsvcatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 
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Strategic Follow-up: ’]’he Key to Getting the Job 

$5.95 [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?lir wjn5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcfpBBWrSSNmlk--EPptIT,~/32Y23gNmKxYlxJMEdn- 

E71olyw52msNlbXpqKmKrB6IN omcqP4zOfqyaNMTYxu]ehRSx65o95ji~IiYlSrOFzIa4iucVMauU3Vp72XlK2~[TxmEaJyClOt mNr6RE3Qpd] 

(Instant I)ownload) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?Hr wjn5dxdab&e~l104695828836&s 4143&e 001Yw]NhbhaOcchOxNSemABS- 

mmi49W/R2mxvOIJIjZAOoCg5fq5eOdCOh/flI[:~LOcsSD2MStqTN©v2B55TOljM936Vpp4ZVgxDnG gIJxdgPcS[ zuAaUKre(il Y6:[3SKFPTB3PzLpgvDNUVngSTc2IzDjuGdvQROtVAhOzwz6tZW 

--BCtI[XqGaM5-V9Zg ] 

(Instant Download)[http://r20.rs6.net,,mjsp?lh- wjn5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcchOxNSemABS- 

mmi49W/R2mxvOIIIjZAOoCg5fq5eOdCO]Vfl[[:~LOcsSD2MStqTN©v2B55TOljM936Vpp4ZVgxDnG gtlxdgPcS[ zuAaUKre(il Y6:[3SKFPTB3PzLpgvDNIJVngSTc2IzDjuGdvQROtVAhOzwz6tZW 

--BCHkXqGaM5-V9Zg ] 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.coru/email.isp ?m 1103508747574] 

Quick LitNs... 
Our Website [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh~vin5&xdab&e~1104695828836&s~4143&e 001YwfShbhaOccY1GRnfCOUvneMRJId- 
Joxl eTB 5tXf0u9P7eigc7ANHODtk7zH piNNJuAvpAvcikiI7vNTq 6C4-1 Qsr Y1RuyEaTOKhUa3 QgLRFFL~frffPrrffRWugbPe91Mt ] 
Job Listings [http:i/r20.rs6.neL,’tn.isp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcdv4 CQEWwl2nfSFiLfSUDTIYXGvGAnfztL’(SaBXVEi- 

szh7c2zVAbo7ih iKUaL CFDiRwP0pcswYV~VCNEd 1DOTHmPcDvAbTTn0BvrBwtx0wNki7’~8 GQ~[kfB fae41FuDvDo6 Jf~StSr7r6g&~No9 -- Yd] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
lit wii~5cLxdab&e~l104695828836&s~4143&e ~Yw~Shbha~ceU~dTAIdFDJ~3eHZGa4~tD8TLDJwm4AAAT8Lpax~‘~2qNbIt6q~EA-e8XrMkEicbbC8FI~xwna57QLB- 
ZUaoQt~omp\rbWwbyYsKBqMK0rlSCQi’~’Hoi4a5QPfN05tgTPs0T Q-ppYp4Ic7FHSR5Vv75qiD3gikpTv51~ZTa4 ] 
Career Development Resources [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr~vin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YxvgShbhaOcc gHJ9wEiDwbZW- 
DRZcWigSXBkSXESa51PInip23 TVGcZ65xrziizL3DFJuwpVk-QXgcv03WVSkOCntmw4A7NID6cVltlGz\~DYV QiRk4i9ir~ff)AVaI esxmwX~SsxLAlb62iLXc2QV4QHrheDSJ1On4a 7F¥- 

8 r GMTx27fB1DBNOi Y~’,~ ] 
Fot~ardto aFricnd [ht~:/iui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.iso?m 1103508747574&a l104695828836&ea overstre%40tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Find us on Facebook [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e ~YwfShbha~cf~B33~k~4W~5s~7tpttH~pbk8pGfc4T99CC2LW~xntGQg2aI~LXMB~SVxmSEQMRN¥~eu-PW- 
p~‘~n~r4Wz4XG1V~N~pGaRgY~K9ajzQA~32~3cXigvkqcLFf47-Awa8X4dMpVb3T5B~H82jDMb38TwLFZ336~Qk~‘Epn q3ZhIadwqK1-S-’~I2DPLLuLylyllIivFicl0 ] 

Feature Article 

Salary Negotiation Tips: Thou Shalt Not Speak Too Soon 
By Jack Chapman 
The Ladders 

The Ten Commandments of Sala~z Negotiation [http://r20 rs6 net/tn jsp?llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s~143&e 001YwfShbhaOcdVJZzVIwFv5H FmR1ZwGhNrRd-ISO7i-T¢,,~B- 

98 F0syw2y Oj Q9p2Ps-LroumO6azm~lMKRPLprDW48 OQ~,~_k~,’4uBpi 1~’n52Nhpvik5 ~hCB cTN8 cUUaH4Kl~xfl-pbsuhSPD YX0 Mt -Hc - S1P1971DADO3HfSU9 Lxb5~ ] 
(Part 1): Salary expert Jack Chapman offers 10 lessons on salary negotiation in 
the vein of the Ten Commandments 

There is one, and only one, time to discuss salaW in an)’ detail: ~vhen they say 
they’re ready to make you an offer. 

What if the employer asks about it before they’ve made you an employment offer? 

You’ll want to answer because we are all rewarded in school for answering questions. 
We eagerly raise our hands and offer whatever information we can. But in salaw 
negotiations, if you give the "right" (factual) answer, you’ll often be giving 
the "wrong" answer - the answer that costs you money... (More) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr ~vjn5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcfOLjFwKbGE~JSFv7TBNI~xNbRpCKORDbbRF3n3T5MI~x5u T~r2,kO6N3YS15WKuqP- 
AcTWXsrBX~K~NgSbi9~d&~z2RW~emqY5ynTiRGQkGp1~I9~tpBEt~bCVnuB4iktI~cWT@~\~JG-~NNjc8V72G~8G~AhV~v1~L~pHx~YPfChCzt a3gIa5LaSAS~kI 2d xWCtbFueUSLV5A ] 



Ne~v Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, March 3rd, include posiuons as a program director for 
a YMCA, recreation director, athletic director, assistant athletic director, a position 
in athletic ticketing, sports information, marketing, an athletic trainer, an internship, 
and much more. To view these positions and more, click on the individual links 
below or go to our website at www.sportscareers~nstitute.com [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOccYl GRnfCOUvneMRJId- 

Jox 1 eTB5tXg)u9P7ei9c7ANttODtk 7zttpi NNJmkvpAvcikiI7vNTq6C4-10sr Y[RuyEaTOKhUa3 ©9I~RFt:UXnt’PmfRWu~bPeglMt ]. 

Director of Athletic Ticketing - University of Alabama [http://r2Ors6net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&e~l104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwJNhbhaOcdwe2UXqPzRm32M3pt54[tAGXmhMUf6tls9NG]-)Itx-])b0p9X/;BonnN) VvB4(2KN~nVOIQJdldeX9Ockix0~aTf- 

RJiv873DKlcu3YnVu’~,eSv4zl~rpWiDkN’vV-RpNuaNNRBv2E UtSiYFUd30© ] 

Assistant Strength and Conditioning Coach - University of Maryland [http:~/r20.rs6.net/tnisp?lk win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcd- 
pFfbp6p‘~v3O8Ado5:~hamip~8tL34cGAwXQHI~’I~VhbVm~oeX~udxZIaUI~i][[~7s-fz8x4Sd~IIF,k~Q~xZVSmFG]~FC&~LZ67C OVzMxtUzkZC IVv~iVsxv5udOHVVlz]YQ-F-uR~[~;ZQ ] 

Sponsorship Internship -NAIA [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s 4143&e 001Ywl~hbhaOce©9RcLXw~ ]ncDmndhkDSX4~LTpUp~xNiRYf~PCNu~hvtL~95seA4ArAtwM~lKGimhKu~Bx~FY47D4p4xI~bu~/~Nhc- 

wTw344S]X&dl\~P1PBViuAmlkvYmRGff~5ekFq7SXr©n~xEMdrl~Bq15ALO68C HRfKck6ZLdOkiBz7qHW7A ] 

Assistant Director of Ticket Sales and Operations - Drake Umversity [http://r2Ors6net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5ckxdab&et 1104695828836&s~4143&e 001Yw~ShbhaOcem6CpT1sPuSeeIAtN~Ntwp~KbI’~veS2q~I~iKY7EsXSkHepSonJt(~CSz14ETkid~nbCVYAn~[~;AXWZIr~pBWF~A4 pknWf3XAL’; 

Assistant Professor of Sports Management - SUNY Corland [http://r20.rs6.nev’tn.jsp? 
l[r wjn5dxdab&et 110d695828836&s 4143&e ~1YWfShbha~cdpY93R~m3pzpt?,,~xD8hYGIIihcpmZz~fYC5~6xRAb~j3edmt2SyLi7m7e8~I~[IStmKhk~]‘UT6f7~JVeBJq~B13x7F~6QhcaSUtp~ 
aJwSDx7CXiTurDHVKVYwi59x3q9vFJyPY’Kvusr 8ayah5PfAWFxgltetXtjKgp5xhuFmo4v0PPqCEcoiIbSB2czHgdSKKXCGWkxj a ckyX36dl 2e0XxIZq0IsQ- 
O~ndC 1 Q0szXJrnkoej 6Q6LA0uqo©j SxC-TpU ] 

Park Manager/Aquatic Facili~ Managcr - Delaware State Parks [http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?lh win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s~4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcc5z\rE2CSriiN~-SiQPqtSl-tBr\Vgg60- 

U13ZA9bZsKKoSmuiTQKgYZanclPdqn XN-~,,IReSTdiE6LEPq6VVWEgB 0LnpfsH7cZ7OE25 Gpxw 1ZO7XThQB JrkbcOZHNsWSG661 ebTdQDma JCfl 11 aEIiOCdQ "*rF] 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Universi~ of West Alabama [http://r20.rs6.net/tr~.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcc9roJ- 

1YJhpdOYitnt3pGSiBu0ShpW0sWaBX~vTO5fltB¥064GR9rrtXsf7oull 5CHnGWZV~Feaa~-¥WGiSSUChCGY~XdI:4pV5SLv~E9cG3h.iqVsVVJ79L~X5dt9bm6rrdt~3Ip~XruG9Aw ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Sam Houston State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcfigNiZkx4GZpnSV9n2©2GlcMI-LHUc37k2qJk lgS- 
1G T6MSKC7AoNAgblkYqg2Dlr0ou501LZ13DiWOQMi99qeaXPKvXn’~XqoRguzgU’i-8 USOiURhBmo1~MXclFJHbebsfvLtqHE0plYd2JE3NJ15wvZ569xg91bEiGi4 ] 

Athletic Training Education Program Director/Assistant Athletic Trainer - Calit’omia 
University (PA) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr~zin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s~4143&e 001YwfShhhaOcdL’NZ5pk0NG3dJhEYJSGO~,,rSc3bZZk68Pa5M ATkHPPAdN3 ~aAOXfA~AS4JO1wdZpzv2u\VtL YKUgtEsdB1L6bE- 
NhVffbpIZ6 p ZrFyhyq 8mw-HnJiQr0YV]hO2PVCOA] 

Recreation Intern - Bald Head Island Limited (NC) [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is’a? 
lit Wil~5dxdab&ct 1104695828836&s~4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcd0vD9 wKvOiUxC93~9Vv~v’YdrOU2"q9vPSeJLME2,~vHb2B0~engZw-ndsx2IGUvWuk2dZV- 
CWwhEOa6itwrLgx5mxVJTdJ00Ic luS~aman vSOJoJ2oVB iWSgnViHclts~23cFP13UzWHtH6DHLKI3WTePm] 

Graduate Assistant for Sports Clubs -Lamar Universi~" [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcfSVaA wg-fI1PrnJ5X1Mn- 
ddLCEXvBVVlvOe36K~RJvEziaxSLC~hppKHK77ewDvDFVqO~ga2KBx)wI7tVp 8VZt6BzhTtfftpt GzDejv6rtuF7lH1qL~CcFVyK-b3 a~ 8~0~wh3 I~ 19ymVwgr] 

Director of Ticket Operations - University of Central Florida [http ://r20 rs6 net/tn.j sp ? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s ,4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcl’tllBxI5KkJOUDeALLOeiX?DyN3p.rB9tJR1K4p9o(,) 8AA~’w-p-rBIms60ulR2eDJzf~4fV~Vv- 

tU21~DybThix,~’haX5WvFTSDLEsWzlbD3kKYF9dIbDi J61EHPiE0zn~U74x3mZzsUup~v44ZTA ] 

Recreation D1vision Manager - City of Wichita (KS) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOccNKTqrqPZ1EUS4SYrkb65ADOJGKTflLwPV~z739XIXdpf- 
K W9rXM3Z6@6pJfvu]MX4hVvsCSYB2RYqlcTv5En@GndO0pZZj-6NZ3hWOY H88bn3TuiLIYYrTkSckclLI~L,~UZPmFB-NLHYgukKInu] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing and Promotions - Boise State University 

[http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&e~l104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOce54©q4©AqA2ZF4tON0e6ObH62NTqaxlc-- 
2YRrkA5rk0P6eyIdo(,)W2BF©W~4W28 O6JSncdC9TCXyiVx3CZXVV@~Fc~- rAIlnTM3W51mDEBi5GgBINXqo VSOro1~:INb0xcou~Ln3xLBL3z2x-59-JLgimYh5cli62F.E ] 

Program Director - "*2vICA (Wihnington, DE) [http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llr wjn5dx&b&et 1104695828836&s~143&e 001YwfShbhaOcdzEoKHY18OspgMi7TI4isRfcm0mUuLTiTPmyN7oi4xQJFUiE0ce6D’ESUT5DiVlqXOG5wIHgGluL SeP6ZXCmJbG9Kxg96S 8GvN~ 
-2eB CFy7Zrpnzl \’~FTWpzbQhekn~-6k3 d 1Ds64v52RTow ] 

Director of Creative Services - University of Mississippi [http://r20 rs6.netitn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s 4143&e 001Yvd-ShbhaOcdh6p~w0X029nlAsZEDKIaalF1NBTmbcl- 

fNwxlTc1ZerP2RuvYSKl10RLt0pZ9-6YDx5h0TfedNqNZ1911r©33 2kqlJZYVvnubR5LS-pHoV oUSYgJoNBPZ2w6RSbTFLb7taT3eRP950 ] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Ticket Operations - Sam Houston State Universi~- 
[http ://r20 rs6.net/tn.j sp ? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcdCBPYBtZ)UBosn9Ze21dshBE FS~MeJvoqFHxfIr~’DVpvtTo6eCZuKtvlt5rMGonwRiKIDnV W2BagvtJ~l S75v~iafTgBOA6- 
v00R YvDe73iZ-Z0cVd~rLnKmSub~r2,wAozxJqkD0wnitP~-i’~’\V1YwFLXm143MDd~LRA ] 

DirectorofAth~etics,PE,Recreati~n&Intramurals-A~fredStateCo~lege[http://r2~.rs6net/tn.isp?l~r 5vin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwJNhbhaOcceUXhX-Kc0c- 

QR6on X447thLS 1J~I~IW2 tsvJs-~cLcqzvzQk9OOFn’~’U 8 J6tz-2RiBtcXa4pitpKAun~CcG0rPWl cWCfqpwI241s0MboXF.pOGOEkGkG9Ucs:NRNTqpIbSBqiauXJ_.9- 

YKepChkdr97i57 h 1JuzACU ] 

Director of Athletics - Iona College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001Ywf~ShbhaOcc4gHlSv83Zlc7OEXqpkJo ~NxGUt:~;wOsZcm0e4w~/SsqlpO ItWtluMI7r4Drkem20u4olEluKTaLV~’v~vh-BWa4IIlkbpOOMnBr~,cE[ 
-C5 LovTH IT3 hyn6Iw0FmNuDXU qHkN.48K(I wN~n50ca Y ] 

Business Coordinator -Universi~ of Maryland [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et l104695828836&s~4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcfSg],NTIMpL1Kw2S],pDiRiOJBdBN4ask A0rlIJ2eEWa60vFJSNLd6216xlf39vudpkT6uau0-2KOkO3q4ClqU xewknTpnp7 - 

j Qv0p4wkrD8 kP XK C~zqw~Px017DN’EVE1 q PThd3m 00Q ] 

Sports Information Director - Greensboro College [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

l[r win5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e ~1Yw~Nhbha~cfl)iI~pa~x4aNCukR2[~‘SYxkVuN(I~keLhb6tcXNSMiv-gkhUZuCnJriRIeaY235~-~I~2TiG~ XGbzla- 
EWrdd2PNBVmCPiORXkYKvn4z4z3ZQ6[KP6GdrlAb~owf’/A~p6ChUOTxrItO3Itv-wv ] 



Assistant Professor of Sports Management - Loras College [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcflvlSwTt"B2(19t"ZBhmOdxo’;cvoM- 

Nn Y2LrLONyim7aii9~wJ[~’vAc9n’KnlfstttsEYItlc’;-1WFqznIC©x521rSrtI56x’~n, ct’©(icK kPMuNO47-Ul©VD3M1N5~89nrbEfikyvshrM6FaYFItgMvq~ ] 

Parks & Recreation Director - CIV of Cape (iirardeau (MO) [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104(595828836&s~143&e 001Ywf~ShbhaOceP3s6a2cI5i/LV7r~- 

hl5yJu60aV2HdwU nisz2fsmoO Sb;Md VF YpVv~7B [KIdffNr~s0G7uS zKl 1 sst DY9nC6Ac9 -zVi2~-- LI~ro 1 iKItDpieNnoGII S MTuC]-)XIOE9 ufi~VSn 6w5P[~2eQv 8 dG eGLqZw] 

Marketing Coordinator- Creighton University [http://r20.rs6.net~,mjsp?llr wln5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcdAgK4Am715j71nk6M7W-txPiSolhpdJE2- 

vnubsEzXopmiBYggnUAi hdeI~WuSN~Mw[tvvOZOB9Hf[V.X’F,[’OJm P62gCdrX6g6~/i7Yuc4C1W NqDx.xkw[3jR3VAelnRX’BcvAsPEmAKvlCI)RnIRUR~)2v91YqCs[~RuN5tN[ ] 

Athletic Trainer- Coppin State Universib" [http:i/r20.rs6.net/m.isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104695828836&s 4143&e 001Y’~ShbhaOcfWGU91XzLTiIOYp0-NZ- 
S 7SF prETMB coGTr20EQtTrnc3uGL jX2vi©zvlhh~3 GEeVOb2Mi yLTnib-hEHYVVv~f CdwgWr4AS cr-MgC4Vl~tlaeVvHlzY 1 - 
tc0M7~,,euW TOXq<idwmES,cv’UqZBJgrSw5~J~’2vIUtHesVoAUBiVetiM4 ] 

Acco~t Executive for Ticket Sales-MiamiDolphins(NFL)[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh~,vin5dxdab&et 1104695828836&s 4143&e 001YwfShbhaOcd22VS~Ls56 Kn3mtrfl<i- 
9udF935H6tHQFru4dAhlRKok y7ifbiUYD2vffOzl4tvMGWRtlc2zfiTzclGsrWdqIJTmFQ3ilmiOTd~k_’viBX1TMKh6QS~O gYL-Res-,~PTOpeuNlntSxltfl~BNaQa4d-YoSgvyE zg)i97vGaU ] 

Quote 

Action is the %undational key to all success. 

-Pablo Picasso 
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iContributing Employer Securities to Pension P~ans 

iTuesdayr March 22r 2011 UPGOI~ING 
iTime: 1:30 pm ET (12:30 am CT, 11:30 am MT, 10:30 am PT) 

TELECONFERENCES 
iLength: 60 minutes 

Maintaining a Union- 
iP.egistration - Session Only: $198.00 Free Environment 
!Reqistration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 Through 

i 
Positive Employee 

~’,~! ~.,,,~.~%~ ~’~,~ ~’,~,t’,,’~,~ ~’~’,~"~ Relations - An ~,~4 ~,,~ ~4 .~,,~ 
Introduction 

iMany defined benefit plan sponsors have contributed employer securities 
iin lieu of making a cash contribution to their defined benefit plans to 
isatisfy their increased funding obligations under the Pension Protection 
iAct of 2006. These contributions are often motivated by the need to 
ideploy cash to fund business operations and/or take advantage of other 
iopportunities. 

iN©n-cash contributions of employer securities, employer real property 
land other non-cash assets to defined benefit plans raise numerous 
ifiduciary issues for plan sponsors and can result in violations of ERISA if 
inot properly structured, loin an expert panel as they discuss the risks 
iassociated with contributing non-cash assets to a defined benefit plan 

and learn the answers to key questions. 

",,"©~:C~ 7"0 ~:{ C©V~:{~ 

What are the primary considerations in choosing to contribute 
stock in lieu of cash? 

How can a stock contribution impact the company~,s financial risk, 
cash flow, EPS volatility and balance sheet? 

Are there special requirements for stock that is contributed? 

What impact will a contribution have on the employer.s funding 
obligations under the Pension Protection Act of 2006? 

From a legal and financial perspective, how does a stock 
contribution differ from other non-cash contributions? 

How is the plan~,s disposition of contributed assets managed? 

What are the valuation requirements for contributed assets? 

What are the legal risks associated with non-cash contributions, 
and how can they be mitigated? 

Norman P. Goldberg is Evercore Trust Company,s Chief 
iFiduciary Officer, and directs the financial analysis and 
ilegal groups. IVlr. Goldberg’s previous affiliations include 
ithe Office of the Solicitor of the Department of Labor, 
iwhere he was responsible for overseeing most of the 
iDepartment of Labor, s ERfSA litigation program from 
11977 to 1985. 

iAri N. 3acobs is AonHewitt’s North American Retirement 
iSolutions Leader, Mr. 3acobs works closely with 
AonHewitt’s retirement consultants to strengthen the 
idevelopment of AonHewitt’s pension risk and investment 
istrategies and solutions. 

Steven 3. Sacher, a partner in the Washington, DC office 

to Strategic Concerns 

and Strategies 

March 10, 2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

The Ten 

Commandments of an 

ERISA Fiduciary 

March 10, 2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $219.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$319.00 

Learn More 

How to Successfully 

Use Social Media for 

Hiring 

and Retention 

March ~ 7,2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 
Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 

Learn More 

FMLA Leave Abuse: 
How to Stop It 

March 23,2011 

Reqistration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 

$289.00 
Learn More 

Making Workplace 

Diversity Work for 

You 

March 31,2011 

Registration - Session 

Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 

Learn More 

Employment 

Litigation: How to 

Avoid It. How to 



of Jones Day, concentrates on complex ERISA fiduciary 
responsibility matters and employee benefits litigation 
and represents clients in the federal courts, before the 
Department of Labor and other government regulators, 
and before the Congress. 

* 90-minute webinar (Travel-Free) delivered over the phone 
and Internet. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* QS~A session with the expert. 

This event will be presented live by phone together with a 
PowerPoint presentation to be viewed on your computer. 
[nternet access is not required for phone-only participants. 
The PowerPoint slides will be provided shortly before the 
event. Once you register, you will receive an email which is 
your receipt and which includes your instructions for dialing 
in and logging on. You will also receive an email reminder 
24 hours before the webinar. 

Reqistration - Session Only: $198.00 
Registration - Session Plus CD Recording: $289.00 
(Not available o~tside the US or Canada) 

Would you like to be a speaker at one of our 
webinars or can you suggest any webinar topics that 
would be of interest to you? Please let us know at 
info@parkavenuepresentations.com. 

Settle It. How to Win 

It. 
April 12,2011 

Registration - Session 
Only: $198.00 

Registration - Session 

Plus CD Recording: 
$289.00 
Learn More 
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Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 
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US Supreme Court gives Westboro Wackjobs free 
pass to harass fallen heroes 
- is a post from: "Ms Sparky" Ms Sparky - is a post from: "Ms Sparky" 
Vile, disgusting, misguided, evil. That’s just a few of the names T 
think of when referring to The Westboro Baptist Church in Topeka, 
Kansas. Westboro is run by Fred Phelps, a washed up disbarred 
attorney self proclaimed voice of God who personally praises Saddam 
Hussein. Westboro [...] Other related posts from Ms Sparky: 
Supreme ... 
2011-03-03 15:08:13 Ms Sparky 

Pa~in rips Supreme Court decision on Westboro: 
~aC~S ’common sense’ 

Sarah Palin rips Supreme Court decision on Westboro Baptist Church: 
lacks ’common sense’ DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER Take our Poll The 
right to protest Do you agree with the Supreme Court’s decision that 
members of Westboro Baptist Church have the right to picket? Yes. 
They are protected under the First Amendment. No. They shouldn’t 
be allowed to spew their hate. I’m not sure. Sarah Palin slammed the 
Supreme ... 
2011-03-03 09:44:33 New York Daily News 

US Supreme Court rules against corporate privacy 
In a unanimous 8-0 decision, the court ruled that the "personal" 
exception to the Freedom of Information Act, did not apply to 
corporations, despite being labeled as "persons" under the law .... 
2011-03-03 13:54:18 Newsvine 

Clarksville native argued case before Supreme Court 
Although many Clarksvillians interested in the area’s history know 
that in 1910, President William Howard Taft, a Republican, appointed 

Horace Lurton [1844-1914], a Democrat, to the United States 
Supreme Court [1910-1914] the oldest justice ever appointed to 
that august body; few of us realize that a Clarksville native, Rickie 
Leon Pearson, argued the landmark case of Batson v. Kentucky 
before ... 
2011-03-03 10:07:41 Leaf Chronicle 

US Judge Refuses to Halt New Healthcare Law 
A U.S. judge put on hold his ruling that President Barack Obama’s 
sweeping healthcare law was unconstitutional pending appeal, 
allowing the White House to continue implementing the reforms aimed 
at lowering soaring healthcare costs. But U.S. District fudge Roger 
Vinson ordered the administration to seek within the next week an 
expedited appellate review of his fan. 31 ruling, which favored 
arguments ... 
2011-03-03 13:23:18 CNBC 

Parole officials have refused to give Sirhan Sirhan a date with 
freedom, saying he hasn’t shown sufficient remorse for Senator 
Robert F. Kennedy’s death and doesn’t understand the enormity of 
the assassination that changed US history more than 40 years ago. 
During four intense hours yesterday (NZ time) in a prison’s small 
hearing room, Sirhan told board officials of his regret but also said 
he... 
2011-03-03 13:13:02 Manawat:u Standard 

Article: When The Going Gets Tough For Law 
Firms... by Ed Poll 
Immigration Daily: the news source for legal professionals. Free! loin 
35000+ readers Enter your email address here: "Stop the world - I 
want to get off." The title of the popular 1960s Broadway show 
seems to say it all, voicing a wish to put a braking effect on our 
world before it spins out of control. That, for sure, is how folks who 

have been laid off from law firms must feel. More than 10,000 ... 
2011-03-03 15:13:58 ILW.COM 

Open records law targeted by Utah legislature 
SALT LAKE CITY- The Utah Legislature took steps on Wednesday to 
keep text messages, voice mail, some emails and online chatting by 
legislators secret and not accessible by GAMA - the Government 
Records Access Management Act. HB477, sponsored by 
Representative John DougalI-R, American Fork passed the Public 
Utilities and Technology committee unanimously after more than an 
hour of testimony opposing ... 
2011-03-03 12:44:36 Examiner.corn 



Kendall Law Group Investiqates Las Vegas Sands 
__c____o___r_p__,___f____o__r______s____h__a__r___e___h____oJ_d____e__r___s_. 
- Kendall Law Group : , a national securities firm, is investigating 
certain officers and directors of Las Vegas Sands Corp. (NYSE: LVS) 
for possible breaches of fiduciary duty and other federal and state 
laws. Las Vegas Sands is currently under investigation by the U.S. 
Department of-]ustice (’DO.]’) and the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (’SEC’) for possible violations of the Foreign Corrupt ... 

2011-03-03 09:32:09 PP. inside 

Legislature passes military voting bill; Cuomo will 
sign it into law 
Overseas military voters will now have more time to vote in special 
elections after the Senate and Assembly unanimously passed a bill 
extending the time between the announcement of a special election 
and the special election itself. Current law provides 30 to 40 days 
between the calling of a special election and Election Day. That 
doesn’t give servicemembers overseas time to send their ballots 
back ... 
2011-03-03 12:23:45 Watertown Daily Times 
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Advertising 

Today’s News 

Legal Industry Jobs 

Va. Supreme Court strikes down fines against 
Gloucester residents 
RICHMOND, Va. -- The today unanimously struck down a circuit 
court judges order fining 40 Gloucester County residents $2,000 each 
for gathering 6,000 signatures in a petition to remove four board of 
supervisors members.The justices ruled that once a request to 
remove elected officials is filed in court, it is actually the state that 
becomes the petitioner and that neither the 40 residents nor their ... 
2011-03-04 16:39:46 Richmond Times Dispatch 

Say good=bye to high-speed rail money after 
Supreme Court denies bid to force Scott to take it 
The has unanimously denied a bid by two state senators to force 
Gov. Rick Scott to accept $2.4 billion in federal money to build a 
high-speed train between Tampa and Orlando. The ruling assures 
that the U.S. Department of Transportation will send the money to 
other states that want it. Scott spoke this morning with 
U.S.Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood, reiterating his refusal to 
take the money .... 

: 2011-03-04 17:08:05 Orlando Sentinel 

Subscri be / Unsubscri be 

Contact Us 

Ashcroft’s liability in lawsuit 
Quicklink submitted by Sheila Samples (Add your own quicklinks easily 
with the OpEdNews Quick Link Browser bookmark) View Ratings I 

Rate It Ashcroft, President George W. Bush’s attorney general from 
2001 to 2005, claims legal immunity from the lawsuit, and the Obama 
administration is defending him. Acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal 
told the justices Wednesday that Ashcroft cannot be subject ... 
2011-03-04 14:42:06 OpEdNews.com 

I think that the Supreme Court has become, in many ways, the 
forgotten branch of government. Even some of my least politically 
active friends will occasionally comment on some kind of 
congressional vote or presidential statement, but, for some reason, 
no one seems to care about the Supreme Court. Last I heard, the 
judiciary was still an equal branch of government, so this general 
disregard for ... 
2011-03-04 20:30:31 Kansas State Collegian 

Court ruling 

They say too much of a good thing can sometimes be bad. Maybe 
that’s what’s happening with our freedoms. On Wednesday, the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled that the First Amendment - the freedom of 
speech - protects fundamentalist church members who mount 
attention-getting protests outside military funerals. The ruling could 
be interpreted further than the issue with the members of the 
Westboro Baptist ... 
2011-03-04 15:58:49 Times News Online 

Will Clarence Thomes IBe Disbarred? 
"U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas should be disbarred for 
his failure to truthfully complete financial-disclosure forms over a 20- 
year period, according to a complaint filed by the watchdog group 
Protect Our Elections (POE). In a bar complaint filed with the 
Missouri Supreme Court, POE attorney Kevin Zeese says Thomas 
committed multiple violations of the Missouri Rules of Professional 
Conduct .... 
2011-03-04 16:51:46 Current TV 

Justice Kaye Hearn wrote, "In our view, the good faith willingness of 
medical providers to identify the existence of sexual abuse should 
not be chilled or otherwise compromised by subjecting them to 
malpractice actions." COLUMBIA, S.C. (Legal Newsline) - The South 
Carolina Supreme Court has upheld a lower court’s ruling in favor of a 
doctor who allegedly misdiagnosed a 4-year-old girl as a victim ... 
2011-03-04 16:13:22 LegalNewsLine.com 

Alabama senator’s bill to ban Islamic law in Alabama 
._c_ .o__ .u__ ._~__s___ .m_ _i_ r_.r_ .o__r_ s___ b__i_!_!._s___i_.n____o__t_._h.e__r___._s_ta__t_e_._s_. 
View full sizeAlabama state Sen. Gerald Allen, R-Cottondale: Has 
introduced bill in Alabama Legislature that would ban the use if 

Islamic law in Alabama courts.Alabama state Sen. Gerald Allen, R- 
Cottondale, has sponsored a bill for the new legislative session that 

would ban the use of Islamic law, known as Shariah, in the Alabama 



court system.Allen told reporters he can’t cite any examples of 
Muslims ... 
2011-03-04 14:56:26 al.com 

Article: The Ten Host Effective Law Firm Harketinq 
Techniques by Larry Bodine 

Immigration Daily: the news source for legal professionals. Free! .loin 
35000+ readers Enter your email address here: Many lawyers don’t 
get new clients and files because they don’t do enough business 
development activities, or they waste time on the wrong activities, 
or they don’t get face-to-face with potential clients. T’ve helped 
attorneys generate more clients and get more business by training ... 
2011-03-04 15:29:35 ]~LW.COM 
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Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

Sports Jobs Newsletter 

March 7, 2011 

8 Steps to Intel~iewing Success 
Interviewing Image [http://r20 rs6 net/m.jsp? 
11l- wjn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e ~1dhcqSMf[‘JfsnI’~y8Y[K4~YL6D4~d3X~Aj~UbF~XpgZd4(I6NbCs14I~;Zn6e~A~Ksz~[ZtnBaBiS~G~sG6RrME59~TTdXtNiDgyVT(I !Iptxdob9 r: 
-np5bj [~’v2 zeLuPl..~ymd2Kjb6617pdE UYPrPG B O [~x v 1 @C~f zM0gLZNVNuiQsNJ3 VAm2 Bc Rc S YCZmfZaYNDdP] 

$995 [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp ? 

~h~=w~n5dxdab&et=~1~473659~45&s=4143&e=~1dhcqSMf[‘JfsnFy8Y[K4PYL6D4~d3X1AjO~Ub~’~XpgZd4(I6NbCs14~{Zn6e ~AfKszTZtnBaBiSf[’GOs(16RrME59OTTdXtNiDgyVT(I ]3ptxdob9 ~; 

-np5bj [~’v2 zeLuPl..~ymd2Kjb6617pdEU’~PrPGB O [~x y 1 qZC~f zkt0gLZNVNuiQsN J3 VAm2 Bc Rc S YCZmfZa YNDdP] 

(Instant Download) 

Job Search Book 

"Your book and your jobs blog are great! I used the book to prepare for a job that 
was listed on your blog and got it!! Now we are doing well and employed, thanks 
for all you do Dr. G." 

-Sara Jones 

Rec Sports 

Universit7- of Washington 

$29.95 [https:/iwa~w.paypal.corrgcgi-birg~vebscr?cmd= s-xclick&hosted button id=7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ]- 
Print Copy 

$24.95 [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s~4143&e 001dhcqSMt’FJfvltpG5aV01NdfzN2NORONsGGmuXRb0wk\~- 
dw8txKD8z~v~VIU~a‘8i5Nc2~aEd9wurmu9Uzw~d2Ac~R~asJb6~aCk7L~ba1n7tL-e-mUHg%x7H@R- 
FGjruSSC~poKQWlsfJ ETSuQyxwEEvtTD7Mv6G1D SDjlrayTFY at3EPtSLrNa3OgR1DUwomvY vNgfF23x7DXYBVqnes~7S2XOQph] 
- E-book 

Library Adoption 

Forward this e-newsletter to your librarian and suggest that they- adopt this book 
so that your students have an opportunity to learn the latest tecl~iques in sports 
career development. To receive a libra13, order form Click Here [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5cLxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqS2~L,*TJflAaPhD~P52rTODVYSowUyQ QAaSR6OR7SYVVrlOcOchl4aUGICR- 
4EdnSHw6hjSzSUwcd91sqfXKeWb5FPrYroJQNiyFYVAc759B~v2exgSVIvbeeNOBHUn6 DEmMSJzX.WvIrvKcNZ30J6ZpJ1ZaxiSvJee-XCsG9y71ggrpNR4JeYsp-oM4TqSHvg~vP2W3mkes ]. 

Join Our Mailing List [http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1103508747574] 
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Q072zBoLuHeSCC1 YgZkiN~EuTRSM5UYl~x2ASTSo6x~’4zfYOq4Hw59~P-bbfzX10sFZF57 -Nfri91LOPhc80] 
Job Listings [http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~,ln5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJfvRFX~XAKc6mbkphiQ5LYu6itOE70RskoiU3fx3KTco’¢,,2NeaK~j5k-lUZ- 

D6xN~XTF40Of() YXSzO4DvOd2~XZ~CT500p3j 4izzDJvE2zb\VeZDMCwma g,~HU0vlxmJToZ0xglGe92VvIzhNpO6E6ai fnwi,54] 
Sports Management Degree Programs [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr wln5ckx:dab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJfwvwcONdPQmh6cvoou5TvScB31xsbpWD- 
sF~QDvdCsVOJJuJGw 6QEt~RnpR64m2ATPcS96ZO29E9qspkoIpijlh Zhi487 mvuaOvwU2~,V40IaS@GfCr0tNrKHRgcFT 4QJn42eSPa-XlcKJ-rim7dZtPN4kaMh-Ss ] 
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Feature Article 



Should you tell your boss you’re j ob-hunting? 
By Alison Green 
Ask A Manager 

A reader writes: 

I have a good relationship with my boss and enjoy my current job and employer, but 
I’m about to interview :[’or another j ob that is both a career "step up" and a shorter 
commute. The organization requires an "assessment" on a Wednesday followed by initial 
interviews that Friday, which means I would need to schedule time off on both weekdays. 
Since I haven’t yet had a first intel~’iexv, it’s not certain xvhether I’ll be among 
those chosen to go on to the next round. 

My question is: Do I tell tW boss the real reason I’ll be requesting time offas 
a COultesy to her, or do I wait until I find out whether I’m a finalist? If I don’t 
tell her the full reason for the time off, what do I say? I won’t lie, and I suspect 
that being vague will tip her off anyhow... (More) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
lit wjn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMiTJfudAYVU6jywfG6696dRQSL~llUhtNqVI4h\VP\rkanbKV7C- 
yO S 8uplN338 QMJ4MHzVvSWYzCUwRyQ JTr S1Jbq4vevkezgk3~G&Mp\ ~rN2 sAv~ Ctn9Drral~B SuLG GLDoUPiOEoSDb Swel~5gVf-MaHHHLwFkZKbk7~vSXe60-OMFv4thKeuMJelAN 1 h2H 1 eg] 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, March 7th, include positions as an athletic director, 
a st. associate AD, a director of recreation, an assistant professor in sports management, 
a graduate assistant, and positions in marketing, academic advising, recreation, 
coaching, and much more. To view- these positions and mure, click on the individual 
links below or go to our website at www. spot tscareer sinstitute, corn [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~ ? 
lit win5~xdab&et l104736591045&s~143&e ~dhcc~SM~TJftR~ZH~iE~E~)~’~izE~Tnm1~xbBe~Lsn4Bz~w-~72zB~LuHe8CC~Y9ZkNEuTRSM5UY~XASTS~6xf4zf~q4Hxv59z~- 

bbfzXi0sFZF57-Nfrj 91LOPhcS0]. 

Director of Athletics -Hoboken High School (NJ) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 
llr~vjn5cixdab&et 1104736591045&s~143&e 001dhcqS\{fTJl’tij5u o4RlrK,voxSR7flXN~frGkOBFKxpRg46BqraEAhVVbgt7gsC3Yk5LAv~5¥VNhedoZA9OR~5z- 

Qx~neS 0TyzmsFkZF J3APRFv5vCi qAEO 8F3bLH6188 Csv0Ekl~,-LP4Og 1GYVqHfcEhX5p5FL6KvVp SvEU4Ndiu SBbqpNdeB9140¥I~. ] 

Senior Associate Athletic Director - Western Carolina University- [http:/Tr20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?11r ;vjn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMITJfu6plnkLLaf- 

al~’viVzxx JAj YVMGjjj aj G6L>anhVdFTw5 l~si 18AtLAuMpB3PVO1UzORMC0k- 

~utSyH11r9pJ226uj87~bAzn¥V9GRB3RUcYeCXfuW7bHTm6gYjyB~BVCAY~LzK6‘¢r.gY6Tqdttmzp3~IOR6TaZGgWz8~bpBetQV2aBkhEK8Tzu9QSNa8RNH~a~JDISQGyc~TXu~Mw ] 

Graduate Assistant in Athletic Compliance - University- of Oklahoma [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp? 

llr~vin5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e ~dhcqSMfTJfsxZLN5qr,~‘qXLcfQu~Rgpxxzcewa9s~QZHC7pQY¥x7zqv9@p1vIasq6~5vXqdyVYDFhLtr~e1vIDe-2R- 
j wW4LA54bj 18Aol~XchFrQvnp94YBkpi Q3xsCzoGHz-kp9CI~NB ctgiv2v2FEw ] 

Recreati~nSpecia~ist-~i~neerC~1umbusC~n-~munityCenter(DesM~ines,IA)[http://r2~.rs6.net/tnjsp?~r ~;~jn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSiVltTJB¢-3Vd03I- 
GEZtfxX6PE33mOZ3Tj IRLXYeSj Vu2HnLsOYT9pw91TCoLt4 s31 thTjDN-kdJ 1VbcO0rWcLfPEkbQC-ywGWrd0QkH3 -mjBgxRrcXqJpk6XFSnlCxEK- 
fP6puZbdxALttxm31PJ;\deTXZoW1T1~¢vqowSdO5V~rH4Az86qunPJtnPX7uxKh habQqas0Yfax;vp14V18o0n~KcDYF38eSKn7KrKj-jlp9Mt12Y2D104RKOUWk 7I’(AdbIZgCXcc6A- 
OoZ11HA wpSUujJSLAgFCbBjzDxaFKYKdaEZQ7AJcA ] 

Assistant Professor in Sports Management - Marshall University [http:/ir2Ors6net/tnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&e~1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJfu2WaalJzozY- 

InePjBayMM7LmprT1 ELXtxAnSvq3TaEC2yRXv033zF2awFoyDjwphfi- 
zI4NAW5gNvZdFH~WSzLQm2EhLSdBXpJ836t3NuQdEjy8DK8xJ7a6ee~u1n47md4ScJAc~q~L~SBeF8RJgAThY0nWtaMaeSb24-dS4hNw~yXQEaH4DX -50~TQp4OvzEw ] 

Athletics Marketing Associate - James Madison University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJfs6OsbiFn2oEqT~:a5ThaS2BBWZAbFhDHu7zf-o-amlZI X~dPlnd~hTSX~,~,4~bl0NSOlmStEJ4YXx0zRxl4zkX9FDnvr- 
ri08x3kTGk~ fzOvJZbLAwfxupBsdO&’-f’vad-VfiJ3PIDK-vS3h4uHRnFqT~)6o-wGDTRAvc ] 

Assistant Academic Coordinator -University of Pennsylvania [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&e~l104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSM£[’At’u5qicvFCpwatPMNtlUxku[{~v6sXdC~SJ4ha0pxJLwVti TIUPiSFpnUI)v7ixNONC~bub5HOZNMlx7ts,qoqZCDe06X)qlO rnzuqg 

Aquatic (;enter Supervisor - Town ofBlacksburg (VA) [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSM]’,[’JfscH XRi,OPLB3ilZex7in3wxaTL4n- 

F D P J3 c zvslA5 ut R qroB Y q W3 nE S B q C q Z sL c x V25 X G- Z i3 R ZEMVQ 8 Xupa Q X2h iLRG3 mXvA 8 (2 ip ey6rZRp- C J45 g b CKIu 7b I2v7El J- l C V 7hk t uvQ c 72s 01 -};.aG J] 

Director of Athletics - State College School District (PA) [http://r20.rs6 net/tn isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMl’l’JftpeSq9z0scDBCmwtGSQ7 cM0’~,TSu,vW- 
eu~M3BHinRUA~d2~/;[32ec]TiHOaRMbJ~w~2prOGkGLbWx3vJ~‘×Xv5WqQ~5Wk~05NchI~6mBxfUB2isqXzruhFO~2‘miIIW9teD~nvz k~SeJLD4849P6ZtfZNO72buxquOY\V27w7ZS1Jvz3]A ] 

Graduate Assistants in Fitness & Personal ’]?raining - Boise State Universi~" [http://r20.rs6 net/tn.isp? 

lh win5dx&~b&e~ 1104736591045&s~4143&e 00 ldhcqSM£[’JfuTICKASZPSE5G Yfb’ib27y[~’XGilAtqZZtIT4ks9ERDks, scW SAK5JqTW6d2D2nC2 W[vIh~[tP/eLi I HG5NeCI’tE530zm a5~7u3rI 
-t Y[~’0WBGCtuThqts5zJ 1G YlxP~i0kgSK;oYW-IuTC8OnIn] 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Shenandoah University [http://r20.rs6 net/tn isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMf’l’JfswOu- 

FHuBmsulHO926211MwGFVN qmbmmX17-IgeF6OTRXbQ4nKbli0uU6Pr7¥iCeD’lX)HZt3S78dv4LOI×2cTp quzJJ5YxNbfdk7IqaXwekfCq)136TAR1QSztS85utTpzchriaV’I~w ] 

Executive Director - YMCA (Peru, IN) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr ~2jn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSM]’,[’JftMFDyH9v,.dqS2DM[3or2yZk~ zGTFdUgMZolzvV]J3vy9t0ObLGoas]2z’~jS- 

SBVwx4tZ01 F01LTm 5B K4udFu8 RM5LDG Zs [gE 8w]do 84jj V’~q3 MI{r\’~v%VJ 1 M32ijB JkI)UDIorw Y4wnQ kRB 1 qfCoaVogE N37ts2SZyxOhqgD 1UzEe’zZ(-,4V[3WkwoMJoZSl3nzb7oRtjwewaDze~I~orFPx 

-cVv%VSl.~Xz6Bpt55NhmOeoIOJ~’wfMp3 JwzX60M6c 8 aJ~’X69i80 ~[h 1XnVTJ>v’NQ ] 

Assistant Professor of E×ercise and Sports Sciences - BY1.JHawaii [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh wln5dxdab&et 1104736591045&sM143&e 001dhcqSM£[’JP~02tPilDkwfVce2VpOjHPskv- 
ff~DvIJqJ4QudM1 dml GdYTHNfvYFL~/’qqYrmvec3pk opSI3cxJqr 1V5ZtawxSGPc¥9W~ 418Gzrxsfl<]aBh-dNJ2rETnkWoiKxSzTh3tH8 ] 

Student Development Specialist - Texas State University [http ://r20.rs6.net/tn.i sp ? 
lk win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s~4143&e 001 dhc q SMfTJi}J<cra6 TvrT 19QMkC 1KD ix~Fq 5XNBDg0IilYYGg ~,~H5BiVLa.C JLM4S5HlnmGQSPqQ61 C71 qHxdA7CYoFOD0 bJuAOsNMA - 

30gXfQskdivP Yh6vgnOTBikKiK¥gLrL 7chxBc 9kar&~idtEA3uL19xQ ] 

Student Activities Program Coordinator - West Virginia Northern Community College 
[http:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJflpBAX~:bWAiy5aPkimIuVQ4eVVlwyX4RHbgpH48bmZfkNjAkcETmGSegA28- 
TDkSzfrzFGAldCypEh6ZCPJX34u2NxRvo4eIOUgQX 4qlZ2xvIKX1NkSF41 J2Pz Pl-,a<baOYkySaeA-scACCp8 WGjmmdj@Bw3jE75zEzaAjVfdQiQ3aFSulRrq] 



Speed, Strength & Conditioning Interns - Coastal Carolina University [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tnisp? 

[lr win5d×dab&et 11(N736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSM]’,?J]~YnqaEGewF2oEbiqdYwYSo4Yi~Pl[~mrsp[Ba0vSw o~li73-sSTBN6rqVd-Ogfal.JGbvC(iT[I3QmSL9zLun6PyPt- 

3NN4~ L0bFmaw][~;t5F01 lL70wRTY2qDW(.)c4o-J~)2KoMetiioJvRItxw ] 

Director of’Recreation - Saint Leo Umversity [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5cgxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMf[’Jf[BsOiPzII5o3LWt]l~-2A5aSTt5M7IG[~[’5c RaANnsttPOI,lhrewqqRKF.PPUDO75nt4kttpJLsL00WolvUJqVv~,z4dAbBOsSUlJye142 

Superintendent of Park Operations - Burlington Pa~ks & Recreation (VT) [h[tp://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5d×dab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSM]’f’Jftk- 

H21¥uUFF.Wa01 ZP4(izvGXIlhTpl2dYtlksRsoBZJ[3udscMSpn6scPSH4CrBlihVC21mLRFel tIpOEsCrA4A512G~vYchvXxiHgwcX-CPTlgtiTIfiej]X,WaDAeigyZ38Kyh5cqxGcAflBldJSlrGR-s] 

Director of Athletics - Cormnunity College of Philadelphia [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5dxdab&e~l104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMffJfs5TGglCxFxWdE26pfv’cOKsdD93nmx~J~o, I529vDV-4\vg\rUEZa- 
CS8 f0UAaK6qS1vigrgQkCwSloNZu0xAuEeeFmGmuFLbQTHRRuzBe]A8 ln5MAS5us7SFH&xCQL]PoraQPgpbKBX~ffXh7pxBUXu43TvY6hApV,ceU41 Y ] 

Social Media _’vlarketing - Ultimate Fighting Championship (Las Vegas) [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llrma~]n5ckxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e ~dhcqSNFTJfsku6Qqf8ZM0NC3~RXn¥IQni~76~8r\~vqJaGga~AGA%~A7n26GVxvtxzzkLT‘~srTh-93bQVWEtreuJ~4fFFp5sq8wT59~w‘~k- 

¯ ¢JX,/q OR1Qxv73 QBx93 JHpRgI3 D5 cgxzG-ND JxL 1 u~geaClhi6 V.~Xff-: poAa itRg 8 PRL \rHq 0rr~s ] 

Sports Medicine Insurance Coordinator - Universib- of Wyoming [http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e ~dhcqSMfTJfVlWz7~acZELN5JiSfSags~6Mz¥TbwL~HVIt~nE~IT2M~Kn‘A~eG~2T~U8zvFR2c48ByVc2yRSQiVgqGxC8Ji2IAe - 

U’~%ixaqapvV~UtmPT-HivYTGHtbt0uza-tYVuTIqX4w£w5 -5LDn~ie.,Q -TraJoDFtTHxa~xGuWr 1 c Y ] 

Athletics Ticket Manager - Georgia Southern L-niversib" [http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 

llrma~in5dxdab&e~ 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001 dhcq SMfTJfuE69uqkJ0stH0719 lyrKNZqRd0Wv3e?vfWVv’diz 1 qMiX-SMORuaHEr)eVXU3UfGxk5 -drdzoELMJ11MktTNw6bi- 
idxCI~pMrUox7ahJTLnuUxFSln2ptTic cB 1 mS c 8 sK~x797p~ 1EVr Tb5 YJ-FRBvAuHbc3ZuF 1SQ 8 -MzsZ~v ] 

Head Mcn’s Basketball Coach - Assumption College [htt~://r20.rs6.net/tn.is’a? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcclSMffJfsFxv~BDTUCu3SA3raGlvTwtrBirm99mFtLDuFricllSf- 

1 cYNn3c6BDMD6ffnS55vlPZikMx5ra AKFKrKIaCexil>.96ICtEuYRvDYVTGb C’KzEwTwDiX-cH~DtllilH,~’6Zvitd0G5iFUvO42dNSwIZ5cliEYOPAzI~MxSKoJ8 ] 

Athletics Communications Internships (2) - Oregon State Universi~" [httl~://r20.rs6.net/tn.isl~? 
llr wjn5dxdab&e~l104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfFJft57tI5OhNjOcVeen~ZChp3nYPsvKsHkpAqrdiMYUxsAm54VgB0gY- 
KZuBP85RY 1vFD51cq2",~FaiU01T, L~¢Inim3mc6gnB 0khuaffc 1B a4sOi-EFxptaYSBLL 7xvsYQe6NwqL5nlYiZj -IiA ] 

Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - Haverford College [http://r20 rs6.net/tn.jsp? 

llr wln5ckxdab&e~1104736591045&s 4143&e 001dhcqSMfTJfuL2CrMnLNIvkqIVg57nvctbA23cF2W3eZV~Ndm3BOQIVL4 qA-1WZ2(,)ni.rELbVvSVh5NBz5o- 
IVllU10mliVJzHL1E6bO15JYwH29J~ZXVUzulylzwJ6;BgeldC3xUZZo3v-frka- JKNsKTY-1LWZQ ] 

Quote 

Success is getting what you want. Happiness is wanting what you get 

-Dale Carnegie 
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Prevail[n e Law: An 
Understan Davis-Bacon 

~_e__gListration - Teleconference ~__I__u___s____C____~__;___~___2___8___8_.~ 

Wage and hour laws have become the principal source 
for the new wave of employment class actions, which 
often result in hundreds of thousands of dollars, in many 
cases millions of dollars, of recoverable damages and 
attorneys’ fees awarded to the successful litigants and 
their attorneys - in addition to the substantial amount of 
legal fees and administrative costs incurred by 
contractors in defending these actions. 

The U.S. Department of Labor and the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs have also become 
increasingly vigilant in their investigation and 
enforcement of federal wage and hour laws. Recently 
enacted federal legislation and executive orders issued 
by the Obama Administration involving the use of federal 
stimulus monies will also result in additional prevailing 
wage compliance requirements and increased 
enforcement by the federal government. 

Federal public works contractors often do not 

understand the requirements for complying with the 

Davis-Bacon Act when bidding on and performing federal 

public works contracts and the consequences of 

noncompliance. 

This live audio conference will provide you with the 

information you need to understand the specific 

requirements of the Davis-Bacon Act, when it applies, 

and the process necessary to ensure compliance and 

avoid enforcement actions and potential penalties. 

Failure to comply with the Davis-Bacon Act can have dire 

consequences, including debarment and the loss of a 

major source of business, in addition to the exposure to 

substantial damages and attorneys’ fees. This live audio 

conference is critical to ensure you are satisfying the 

Davis-Bacon Act when competing for and performing 

federal public works contracts. 

Learning Objectives 

You will be able to recognize the potential 

consequences of noncompliance with the Davis- 

Bacon Act. 

You will be able to define and apply the key 

aspects of the Davis-Bacon Act. 

You will be able to identify contract provisions that 

implicate the Davis-Bacon Act. 

You will be able to explain why it is necessary to 

comply with the Bacon-Davis Act. 



Overview 

¯ What Is the Davis-Bacon Act? 

¯ Other Potentially Applicable Federal Employment 

Laws 

® Key Differences From State Prevailing Wage Laws 

¯ The Advent of Project Labor Agreements for 

Federal Construction Projects Under Executive 

Order 13502 

¯ The Impact of Federal Stimulus Funds Provided 

Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment 

Act of 2009 

Coverage of the Davis-Bacon Act 

¯ Federal Public Works Contracts 

¯ Construction, Alteration or Repair 

¯ Site of the Work 

¯ Laborers and Mechanics 

¯ Truck Drivers 

¯ Apprentices, Helpers and Trainees 

® Contractors Covered 

Work Performed by Employees of the Public Entity 

or Awarding Body 

Compliance Requirements 

Contract Provisions the Davis-Bacon Act 

Stipulations 

¯ The Prevailing Wage Determination 

Classifications and Conformance 

® Components of the Prevailing Wage and Fringe 

Benefit Rate 

¯ Payment of the Prevailing Wage Rate 

¯ Computation of Wages and Fringe Benefits 

Paid/Provided 

Record-Keeping and Certified Payroll Records 

Enforcement and Investigation 

® DOL 

¯ Awarding Body 

¯ State Agencies 

¯ Private Right of Action 

Penalties 

Unpaid Prevailing Wages 

¯ Termination of Contract and Liability for Excess 

Costs 

¯ Debarment 

¯ Other Potential Remedies 

Questions and Answers 

This live audio conference is designed for attorneys, 
construction and project managers, owners, presidents, 
vice presidents, accountants, human resource 

managers, contractors, subcontractors, architects, 
engineers, surveyors and payroll professionals. 

Van A. Goodwin, Littler Mendelson P.C. 

Senior shareholder in San Diego office of Littler 

Mendelson P.C. 

Handled major cases involving claims for violation 

of state and federal prevailing wage laws 

Practice covers the full range of employment and 

labor laws on behalf of employers 

Regularly conducts training sessions for employers 

regarding various labor and employment laws, 
sexual harassment, and wage and hour 
compliance, including prevailing wage laws 

Frequent speaker on emerging employment and 

labor relations law topics 

Spoken at "The Employer,S" conferences and 

"Breakfast Briefings" sponsored by Littler 
Mendelson P,C, for the past 25 years and at 
numerous employment law seminars 

Writer of the "California Prevailing Wage Law" 

chapter in the 2000-2009 California Employer~ 



manuals and the "Government Contracts" chapter 

in the Wage and Hour Answer Book 

.1,D, degree, University of San Diego School of Law 

Can be contacted at 6~E9-5:[5-:~803 or 

vgoodwin@littler,com 

~ 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
~ Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
~ 10-minute QF~A session with the experts, 
~ A professionally prepared reference manual. 
~ Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

CC 

CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit 

Information" page for states that have already 

been approved) 

CPE 

ENG 

HR Certification Institute 

HRPD 

Pi’4I 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page. 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 

education credit, 

Registration; $219.00 

Registration - Teleconference plus CD: $288.00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch, PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church ¯ VA ¯ 22042 
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Today’s News 

Texas Supreme Court hears cases at UTPA 
The stage in The University of Texas-Pan American Student Union 
Theater became a lively courtroom March 3 when the Texas Supreme 
Court came to the campus to hear oral arguments in two civil cases. 
An audience of UTPA and GEAR UP high school students, faculty, Rio 
Grande Valley lawyers and other community members had the 
opportunity to view firsthand, rather than reading from a textbook 
page, how the ... 
2011-03-08 19:23:12 The Edinburg Review 

(Source: USA Today) A coalition of higher education groups backed 
Madison in the case and urged the Supreme Court to take the case, 
arguing without success that the lower court’s decision intruded on 
reasonable university rules designed to protect the separation of 
church and state. By rejecting the appeal, the Supreme Court does 
not endorse the lower court’s ruling, but ensures that it remains in ... 
2011-03-08 19:12:39 Albuquerque Express 

Subscri be / Unsubscri be 
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US Senate backs patent reform to cut backlog 
* Bill shifts U.S. to first-to-file system * Aims to offer alternatives to 
litigation * Boosts patent office resources to attack backlog (Adds 
White House comment, bill details) By Thomas Ferraro and Diane 

Bartz WASHINGTON, March 8 (Reuters) - The U.S. Senate voted 
overwhelmingly to overhaul U.S. patent laws, backing a measure 
aimed at chipping away at a huge backlog of patent applications and 
offering ... 

says 
WASHINGTON ’ The father of a Marine killed in Iraq won’t pay the 
nearly $100,000 in court costs charged by Westboro Baptist Church, 
which picketed his son’s 2006 funeral, in the wake of his 
unsuccessful lawsuit against the group, his lawyer said. ’We’re not 
just going to write them a check,’ Sean Summers, lawyer for Albert 
Snyder, said Friday. ’We’re going to make them work for it.’ The 
Supreme Court ... 
2011-03-08 19:58:36 IVlaryland Daily Record 

Calif, high court grapples with defining pimp 
SAN FRANCISCO -- When is someone a pimp? The California Supreme 
Court grappled with that question Tuesday in the case of a man who 
was convicted of pandering in Los Angeles after he tried to recruit 
an undercover police officer to work as a prostitute for him. His 
lawyer urged the high court during oral arguments to toss out the 
conviction, arguing that only pimps who recruit innocent victims - ... 
2011-03-08 18:52:57 Sacramento Bee 

US Supreme Court to hear fair use case 

The US Supreme Court is set to examine the constitutionality of a 
federal statute that restored copyright protection to many foreign 
public domain works since its introduction in the 1990s, reports 
Publishers Weekly. The Court issued a writ of certiorari this week in a 
10-year old legal case which challenges the 1994 amendment to the 
Copyright Act, known as the Uruguay Round Amendments Act. Email 
Link ... 
2011-03-08 18:44:04 Bookseller Publisher 

Obama Administration Appeals Fia, Health Care 

Mar 2011, 7:24 PM EST (NewsCore) - WASHINGTON -- The Obama 
administration on Tuesday said it had filed a notice of appeal against 
a Florida judge’s ruling that struck down its health care law as 
unconstitutional. The filing, which was expected, came after US 
District Court Judge Roger Vinson said last week that the Obama 
administration should seek an appellate review of his ruling. Vinson 
put ... 
2011-03-08 19:20:18 MyFox Detroit 

Kansas lawmakers stop repeal of law criminalizing 
gay relationships 
STATE REPRESENTATIVES CALL FOR CONTINUED CRIMINALIZATION 
OF GAY AND LESBIAN KANSANS State Representatives Jan Pauls (D, 
Hutchinson), and Lance Kinzer (R, Olathe) said yesterday that being 
gay or lesbian should remain a crime in Kansas. Pauls made, with 
Kinzer’s support, the successful motion in the Kansas Legislature’s 



Corrections and Juvenile Justice Committee to keep the 
criminalization of ... 
2011-03-08 20:07:35 KansasCity.com 

:lustices to Decide When Clock Starts for Smokers’ 

Suits 

Kate Noser ContactAll Articles The Recorder Twitter del.icio.us Digg 
Reddit Google Bookmarks Newsvine Linkedln Mixx Stumbleupon 
Justice Kathryn Werdegar, California Supreme Court IMAGE: Jason 
Doiy/The Recorder SAN FRANCISCO ’ It wasn’t until Nikki Pooshs was 
diagnosed with lung cancer that she sued tobacco giant Philip Horris 
and others, though after smoking for 38 years, she’d previously 
suffered ... 
2011-03-08 20:25:37 Cal Law 
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Strategic Follow-up: ’]’he Key to Getting the Job 

$5.95[http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?lir wjn5dxdab&e~l104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMI~Xz5pfiExDXmMX7b~/2Mett~Y-Jop5Av~dxeIT2xzPzTbP4xdZy~DSa nYTY:~- 

3 VUK6~t’w YRonQT6’I~ S Y0c G t:.zMo 7:z~Sb 68 JoERZc Q IG5kvl LG(;98-PExUpi S[:EJQ YR1 ttVv%DNw 1 t ;%TMLXLaS 1LXlI~krddetrIcW- ] 

(Instant I)ownload) 

Discover The Job That’s Right For You 

$5.95 [http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?lir wjn5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXzSpEGLu9nb6neQ3E kQWItEaGSCEqMtgBVzbmisnY Okl9Wqg’~X!iU- 

rTWl~fFNmdVyZBfl~zw7M mGuSSTza-ZGZWuRqSdr3tNi LotnJRuVlJ~MnvAAg XI2YI2ophEA-C[nTYQtlZ 3X70FApykvr2~WJuo~I"oFvnoSThSNn6r45g~jFD- 

t26quPSKhqDKSPTN0Pxwm979-USZPwviM5OA ] 

(Instant Download)[http:&20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMI~X75pEGI,u9nb6neQ3E kQWtIEaGSC]b;qMtgBVzbmisnY Oki9WqgX#~jU- 

rTWl~fFNmdVyZBfl~zw7M mGuSSTza-ZGZWuRqSdr3tNi LotnJRuVlJ~MnvAAg XI2YI2ophEA-C[nTYQtlZ 3X70FApykvr2~WJuo~I"oFvnoSThSNn6r45g~KjFD- 

t 26quP 8KhqDKSPTNOF~xwn~O79-USZr~w-iM50A ] 
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Feature Article 

Spinning Resume Criticism into Revision Gold 
By Lisa Vaas 
The Ladders 

Resume critiques can feel like a barrage. You might have been excited to revamp 
your resume by getting a critique from liciends or a professional resume writer. 
But the results can leave you defensive, deflated and confused about what’s legitimate 
feedback and how to incorporate it all into a new and improved resume 

To get you there, we spoke with a career-transition coach who gave us some tips 
on ho~v to put feedback to work for you. . (More)[http://r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMI-LXz5pEH- 
3VyZL3r H~2~173jHAenj~n~6VHr~D~rI~‘hIzWFn~3~U~¢‘~6s~w9KpZ~bT~©D79c~VqTyas7~bI~vBI54xBs61x~‘VG~zpi45m HdEP2aXXCnKiJ 4xzGTKexuQEH52jJZZuSagX~j7biHI~jVxxcMN 

Ne~v Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, March 10th, include positions as an athletic director, 
athletic trainer, website coordinator, assistant athletic director, a position in 
athletic ticketing, media relations, sponsorship sales, and much more. To view 
these positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to our website 



at www sportscareerslnstltute.com [http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5dxdab&e~1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXzSpEF4B4XCPOV - 

F’Kf;cPJhmvwkqVxVCDAI~I]-)yZHaPMEXi K~el.Y~[’YN\Vith’~’httt’rkKqxvPcMglvZnMD2VOJH(i0 s(i7yPcpftNuUuxXyl0abus2EXOnNSLB9TLiBi]. 

Account Representative for Corporate Sales-Georgia Force(AFL)[http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?l[r win5dxdab&e~1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXzSpEIIWvi’~’NdI,O5Q- 

Lt~rBU [{lIxDpTy 8~FdsaB NVb [aU6p0Nm S3m63tI tXyKDdCc6 Av’l~)g.;rfgBi 1 v3xcLxGym6tt 3IA tIoa Ko5WlmKk i [ ,vI~;nb4- 

T4DMIlI7iANV~NaP’vblFRVJpbZ30QkJtPI, r6 spxwRqCXCJ29~TeQMVrU2c ] 

Vice President of Athletics - Grand Canyon Universib" [htip://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr w]n5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKX75pEGk6WHIU4[{gO0gaDw[~- 
q(,)erWcopXlsKuvlsGtStGHq4cdcUnuEgpuYNdkSJ2oY6pTd60RI~lYCNGyqlZiTXp0dDhLogMnGY v~’QkI".iTqPO]~,9Cf46NwSTnO2TD96n6ZfbS!K)uJTptT03gqN9eOJ4f(,)3OlegNixoXu[{ks ] 

Certified Athletic Trainer - Georgian Court University [http:/ir20.r s6. net/tn, i sp ? 

llr win5cLxdab&et l104776474253&s~4143&e ~S~sMKXz5pEFw88MR3t2d2DE45Mf7RtxJSDFC~8U~UOFe~W--BYSI~JJ26mE5~MuA~tRQC5~cqNKmLw-JiUHQEEtgb~rBYlqGg- 

sF1R2K2f4GDrhqDwXRw9610hrr~kLHApIzBbgy iL1GCuac5wHZPnQCbfNtl~GF7DVnDBF7HpHTZ0 ] 

Website Coordinator - USA Triathlon (CO) [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr win5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEG~M~IkWe2hVr Mp8 YrtAk5OENedAaPwD5~;%Vh4W82Wml tdkpOz538Q51YsQSm0kX4wiySX- 

z!~: gQlKMn5¥VbaDmSyuT4YlazDC47si9pYdKDc3a2gibll~’hwv296PN3dAC5Kc7DSmGwzz3Zw ] 

Assistant Athletic Director for Media Relations - Universit’y of Tennessee [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr w]n5dxdab&ct 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEGsckS~KTVmHbQxSF7- 
UaI~<22~E‘‘‘~Gs~TPCi~/~K~7~3Bbz~pRdU4rtFzafAzaqZX~-k-RcFsz9Z~hr3~-gJ55m~L¥r\~/~HIcI5~iBdd~‘~C7n~sL~EafgaGzpVsY9T-Yapr~ng27~YI~Q ] 

HeadW~ra~n’sBasketba1~C~ach-EasternN~wMexic~Universib~[http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.isp?~r win5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEFko26fAYw2xZ9- 
F~g~otdXsZZalmilDsPiCm YtFFqekq9bCicHQ40svBPAEZ]cIvN5Ktl~xYVmrpl~U-2P iin~lLT7DcSratIIxr~P0Z~P3o94~juoa3ZqTVO3CcRzDQ972EiZDcli1~SA ] 

Associate Director of Development - Metro State Universib" [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 
llr win5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMl-LXz5pEGTqw2flQSrOwS LJkGdXq\rV2~lazlNDOaONtKU5157ANOGsTVqsbD6YQI6iNH4qX9w73huwlr3 SerHJ=Y1OI5gifFturnhlBZFcklJvK( 

Ticket Account Rep - University of So~th Alabama [http:t,’r20.rs6.netitn.ist~?llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEFGB9oOzfJwv4iE()v5H21i5eB-MF~52cxKw- 

Intramural and Recreation Coordinator/Assistant Football Coach - Endicott College 
[http :/ir20.rs6.net/tn.jsp ? 
lit wjn5cLxdab&ct 1104776474253&s 4143&e ~S~sMKXz5pEGiDbfGXrsYsf6~Baw~i~RUrL~CSzOGFrr~UvCv~sNtMR~pSQ\VvJjgAA~2vi©~fxT~NJwvtJZ©K~DcZ~2H6t~VZKVe~i~ o6zOHfA 

Assistant Athletic Director - Lakeland Community College [http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEEMDt~C,~CN7D’~q~Ms- 

GlmYPr 8pCvm~nBvpy YspI-2NS1- 

bOYVwbkXd C63rEG6ckGqDnDJ0vnRNnOGh&noKmFIq3pcz VSJIEViEFZ01~IkisIpc4EAG6 XGDn~p7ronGHK88bYtiAu mnYJ3Pahtxa7MBiBuJpAuY5UI 

Assistant AD for Ticket Operations - Florida Atlantic Universit5’ [http://r20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e ~S~sMKXz5pEHM~kHrHXS~c~nei82LtNqM~‘cF~x2x~z9bsNb26M3cJ¥3EtZ~BUrtYPpmCt363qrKWH5~m~g~K9M02GQ~dkz22~z4AiLi~M 

Assistant Director of Infolrnal Sports (Recreation) - Indiana Universi~z [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
llr ~vin5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s~143&e 001SosIVlKXz5pEF4EmQvdL6~vXZ}45Amska vk- 
F(,)3nXP79480xRReviVeyhRh2XSclurtt6ZIL6Xykcq85kgcRJtUTWKq3t8 JtM574B3baFmq? JZ’aqaCvYedl0q3~%’BASctulziZbhntl-TRsR-xzKc7sml 0vXSv9ODnbYE] 

Director of Athletics - Trevecca Nazarene Universi~ [http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001Sos\@iXz5pEFX33MkkFv7Zdu5fBTKEcBi3Ghki]xK~LxB00- 
K4DNRnU-6dWUFq756~C8HAtmi~e~qaSJ32StiN4i7q)I~asvhqF~zMab3Nd~-Cqk7NeIAvXDdnc~MwsVT7gA~YC~W9du EhebGL&’c~Ibsw ] 

Assistant Director of Compliance - Loyola Marymount University [http://r2Ors6.netitn.jsp?llr~;vin5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEHpzw- 
zTxV5PZYclGQmY enIJS9s1eDq)~n~JHucqV~gBdpr~1ZQM~2pXQnRupF~LtdiM~x~-aZyArs49-T2sr3kEA9rmNJn~F~kAiCex~sBLLxgBAbH8Qx~pHsGET i- 
S Y JyFB GGBTEr5FHgwiov3E0vTIZoNbxZglHPs I 

Director of Athletics and Recreation - Johnson State College (VT) [http://r20.rs6.net/mjsp? 
llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&~ 001SosV/KXz5pEEciileckliqOnb2LtPQCv346AxktznEQmk2.XpiX3Npn3qa KXxHqN7X009hKIIK19IS45Pz~4v44qSvY ~vwI Jpe2@DcDYVrGCFi9 
-qrZ7RKonvC3 YZ4LrgFgA ] 

General Manager of Ticket Sales - Bowling Green State University [http://r20 rs6 net/tn.jsp? 
llr win5dxdab&e~1104776474253&s 4143&e ~S~sMKXz5pEHqdb62i~mLWNBLniu5‘~)7XI6Eeqz1v~INb64~q)tv~r6HiBsDsI2ucBAm~MRVpi~2~,GK~5~U~%©~YnvN~8L5EiU~d~ 

Head Men’s Basketball Coach - Concord University (WV) [http://r20.rs6.net/m isp?llr win5dxdab&e~1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEGOzdI{D[w - 

Ls317mSuyxTz gINIq~q 8fP6I)lt3rTNeL5DDGQJ2EtteM171ka4m14Oavlu6tldXvbQukXZliBX]~Al.Jxmn~DKA21Ap9- hb~x~\XJ~’GII6sNzTeCyZ0 GkOOr q~4wPb~BZ97CQ ] 

Fimess Center Manager - Benedictine Unlversity [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp?llr win5cLxdab&et 1104776474253&s~4143&e 001SosN/2KX/SpEES6s~01~["{Ik5dh86U QFqk7TSiRQ- 

PCi3Bi9~5 B3qJTmrW6X2~ qpZnormXzw~cZZnkWYGAvt~zTuGTMo~G9pRWD~QA51[]~vVoOk7Itn~xZC~sVv~3h2~)YdXM~XioD~YPobsupwcb‘vUL~Rh~d~H odYmwlUlu0 ] 

Assistant Athletic I)irector - Belmont Abbey College [http://r20.rs6.net/tn isp? 

llr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&~s 4143&e 001SosN/2KX~SpEttex~/aAe flbUzcr LaZsr~PkTuTx CZsZ7DPP[L E[I169~v0rrcTr~Rp],l?CPpVxIIYsp~C~x3oshW9TRhlIO6~KW2078C~%- 

oECPlapkDoqN174zlTcwI)xuNc6 SCJSesxX A5kUD;~’nfi, 8OQ ] 

Director of Ticket Operations - Florida State University [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp? 

llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s~143&e ~S~sMKX~5pEI~rYcR8V92u~4rc~BABZeh~IX~6~U~3l~t~98IVi9-E~iRa5K~gCi2bQ0sEJnVeFEa[‘qv8i49Shc9U~WkYt~AwnI~ZkFQ~l9- 
~TsfmvkNViI)lf])l~I:PbMqn9XeI7ITBFutlq2Xrki sxDYw ] 

Athletics Intern - University of Alabama [http:i/r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5cLxdab&e~1104776474253&s~143&e 001SosMKXz5pEGOPDKoQXdPLcL6OzOv226OO29NLb2Y~S- 

Ax~’9Rh7 fiR5rmbcB 3 -vg u6c LXA KM7f8 GkBc4ITa D ,vV’v%’Qk985E JsO tI],mQexNnfD~T-24XI8 cES Y1Q kSp -r98iZ(,)x7 N19Kv59W4kxfZd51XA 

ttead Athletic Trainer/Instructor- Georgia Southwestern State University’ [htip://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?lh win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosX/2KX/SpEHTwsl- 

vpbYIvSAVYtIiHVRI3ADWrsRpFI~a rA(,)mlUoPigwCZLNIIZAVucBexIVuR]~VMs7t]EB6p LN3TJrUShSzYbWoF.[{uAs6de6TQ38dLwCQ26zTSx-xUI~’4sL- 
sQVFs PG 3BN47k p bfbXX/2DttMmdq -V1]OP~eit I ~3],Y ] 

ttead Track & Field Coach - Texas State University [http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et ]104776474253&s~143&e 001SosMKX75pEEC[IhbrPiB-Vd65ZeBCFSMzSxm3kMC5DB4JU- 
w2m~v[~3aWIIw3EUE~ECJ3K55’Tei8wNMQv5Z8vnnsn6kZ0LYKV~fbC35hb8N5rJcenwJL7gQQCZgLnFG4g4ZuZeMYKJ39Eq)7[bDVm~ 3w ] 

Graduate Assistant for Fan Experience - Kansas State University- [http://r20.rs6.net/tn. isp’.’ 
llr w]n5dxdab&e~ 1104776474253&s~4143&e 001SosM1CXz5pEH1 oneC l~i bcsaSEmC3 wl\VHOtiTYiUGqMaAul]bpSHs~Zp3xldRJhTbBu5qNnmuf- 

QgqPNSTvnNzmS VkipIMgTwXOL YiOlcM165ROKpY~7~sRt3 abL-pW7obe 1 xt4G9E75 fTBqgxxr~EYV57iOw ] 

Head Mcn’s Basketball Coach - North Park University [ht~cp://r20.rs6.net~’tn.]sp’.’llr win5&xdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEEi49r41sdQm55Tge2YnUkvN- 
r6sxb4sDBenZTGRm9 kN6eNUTSsTdmdwC-EQ2odxclMhLybI LX\TV~ITTPBwE2BQHaR3yvhXhiDxzMrBosuAW6Bvmk63r0VuwNnLhPDT77h sMUgJwnZ3A ] 

Assistant AD for Business - Ithaca College [http://r20.rs6.nct/tn.isp?lh win5cLxdab&e~1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEFnUoAEx4T~r51E2QbaNsEdERK)91fG4kuT1- 



B56bshJBTdMruoJSual~YrM4vb’~/U12vMqw2b iMmg~3HV5Uz_3Z59 JomoeL3z22Yll}n5q9QYIT20XAxMsieVdlr DJxeRzZlpnmZ1Wqc~OIUHIfU OGsUUe-UE9b98 ] 

Assistant Director of Academic Advising - Texas Christian Universi~ [http://r20rs6net/tn.isp? 

[lr win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s~4143&e 001Sos2/2KXzSpE[IRT[KN6Go31XMCdTmtwadOIwGqKInQocb[IECOJLw71KiX- 
IV,v5dJrncJiAV6GWvCxm~t,[~J2XyY9eb’vDmXRKmcbYOKNBeC 5JStSc XAC~o-6Puh-ecAofeD7CdWBCX~M~iYwVSOdSOE~ ] 

Assistant Athletic Trainer - Chowan Universi~ [http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?l[r win5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXzSpE]~;Kr4V-5~ReP2068I,B:,B371 $1 V qSiBkszA- 
nEObeoLKk×OsTs ZrCaiB~F~V[~Bm~@e45Lb~D~dVv~uL5UYr~8~xYx])Ki53b[~OBGA8~pq~8YdYsx-iu©9EuqKMLKp8q8CXX~P],~[~GD-iQw ] 

Associate AD - SI~rNY College at Brockport [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5&xdab&et 1104776474253&s 4143&e 001SosMKXz5pEGiEDyI0-VskK4rPqqvP-- 
QuHekt~C~asSNtuM~Jt~6Bi‘~eGK~I~rr~iS8aCDJ~i‘~R~8tRd,‘~\~ENpWbzRz74L~‘2ELxAzNpnH57DZQha5Urc~wg~T43tzb9~6~rZNv~r-aFLziX~‘~.P~LNwg ] 

AssistantC~nm~issi~nerforC~nrpliance-GreatAmericanC~nfurence[http://r2~.rs6.net/tn.isp?~r~’in5dxdab&et 1104776474253&s~143&e 001SosMKXz5pEGii0H- 

1 1SpwmTEX~rhSHyaXW 7A12Kc5K’~’wJd ZSZG 2Txfxnbr-0Crk4eh-vOQVOA br55sGcbX2BL~I:~v~CiilNc2dwHEYVz~-StZ4AsH3bri5ehSPKYZSiORsA2LL7GQA-OfbTdAcfDA ] 

Quote 

Failure is success if we learn frora it. 
-Malcolru Forbes 
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I 

guyin  and Sellin  LLCs and 
Partnerships 

Registration: $219.00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD: $288,00 

With the enormous increased popularity of limited 
liability companies as a vehicle of choice for 
conducting business it is not hard to understand that 
such alternative entities, together with partnerships, 
are more frequently becoming the subject of merger 
and acquisition transactions. 

A failure to appreciate the unique differences 
between these vehicles and the more recognized and 
familiar corporate form, with respect to ownership, 
governance and tax issues, could result in the 
practitioner making well-intentioned, but erroneous 
decisions in a number of areas that could leave his or 
her client exposed, without the benefits of the 
transaction that were expected, or subject to 
unintended tax consequences. 

This audio conference will identify some of the major 
differences between the corporate model and 
alternative entity model, and specific issues to 
address and pitfalls to avoid when structuring the 
purchase and sale of an equity interest in an 
alternative entity, such as a partnership or limited 
liability company taxed as a partnership. 

Unique Comparative Differences of the Entity 

Formation 
Governance 
Ownership 
Taxation 

Impact of Nature of Entity on Deal Decisions 

Deal Structure 
Tax Structure 
Conditions Precedent 
Participations of Owners 
Buying Majority vs. 100 Percent 

Due Diligence 

Operating Agreement and Amendments 
Claims and Liabilities 
Representations and Warranties 
Claims on Ownership Tnterests by Others 

Tax Considerations 



¯ Tax Consequences to the Seller 
¯ Amount of Gain or Loss, Including Role of Liabilities 
¯ Capital Gain vs. Ordinary Income 
¯ Handling ’Profits Interests’ of Service Providers 

¯ Allocation of Income Mid-Year, ’Close the Books’ 
Method vs. Pro Rata Daily Allocation Method 
¯ Buyer Tax Considerations 
¯ Step-Up in Tax Basis, the Section 754 Election 

¯ Section 708(b)(1)(B) Deemed Terminations 
¯ Buyer Inherits Seller’s Capital Account and Other 
Attributes 

This audio conference is designed for accountants, 
attorneys, presidents, vice presidents, controllers, 
tax managers, business owners and managers, 
finance executives, bookkeepers and enrolled agents. 

James C. Hood, Nixon Peabody LLP 
Christian M. HcBurney, Nixon Peabody LLP 
Daniel W. Sklar, P.C., Nixon Peabody LLP 

James C, Hood 
¯ Partner in the Manchester, New Hampshire, office of 
Nixon Peabody LLP 
° Focuses in the areas of corporate governance; 

restructuring, acquisitions; mergers; debt and equity 
financing; shareholder dispute resolution; joint 
venture formation and distribution arrangements, 
domestically and internationally; limited liability 
company formation; and strategic partnerships 
¯ General counsel to medium-to-large closely owned 
companies 

¯ Member of the committee that drafted and assisted 
in the passage of New Hampshire’s current Business 
Corporations Act and Limited Liability Company Act 
¯ Recognized in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 
Lawyers for Business 2010 for corporate work; The 
Best Lawyers in America 2007 to 2010, copyright 
2009 by Woodward/White, Inc. of Aiken, S.C.; 
recognized as a New England Super Lawyer in 
business and corporate law based on a peer-review 
survey by Boston Magazine, 2007 
¯ I.D. degree, Georgetown University 
¯ B.A. degree, University of New Hampshire 
° Can be contacted at jchood@nixonpeabody.com 

Christian M, McBurney 
° Partner in the Washington, D.C., office of Nixon 

Peabody LLP 

¯ Focuses in the area of federal income taxation, with 
particular emphasis on tax planning for partnership 
and corporate transactions 
¯ Practice emphasizes IRS and state tax 
controversies and litigations 
° Admitted to practice in the District of Columbia, 

Virginia, Maryland, and New York 
¯ LL.M. degree, Georgetown University Law Center 
° I.D. degree, New York University School of Law 
° B.A. degree, Brown University 

¯ Can be contacted at 
cmcbu rney@nixon pea body.com 

Daniel W, Sklar, P,C, 
¯ Senior counsel in the Manchester, New Hampshire, 
office of Nixon Peabody LLP 
° Focuses on all aspects of financial restructuring and 

bankruptcy with extensive experience in the area of 
corporate law and commercial transactions 
° Represented debtors, trustees, secured creditors, 

committees, stockholders, lessors and senior 
executives in large Chapter 11 cases around the 
country for more than 20 years and involved in a 
number of international insolvencies 
° Listed in The Best Lawyers in America since 1989, 

recognized for exceptional standing in the legal 
community in Chambers USA: America’s Leading 



Lawyers for Business for bankruptcy work and 
recognized in Chambers USA in previous years, and as 
a New England Super Lawyer in bankruptcy and 
creditor/debtor rights based on a peer-review survey 
by Boston magazine, 2007 
¯ Adjunct professor of law at Franklin Pierce Law 
Center, teaching a course on bankruptcy and 
reorganization 
¯ LL.M. degree, Boston University Law School 
° 3.D. degree, cum laude, Boston College Law School 
° B.A. degree, University of Pennsylvania 
° Can be contacted at dsklar@nixonpeabody.com 

* 90-minute seminar (Travel-Free) delivered over the 
phone. 
* Unlimited listeners per connection - bring the entire 
department. 
* 10-minute Q&A session with the experts. 
* A professionally prepared reference manual. 
* Continuing education credits available for most 
teleconferences 

¯ AIPB 

¯ CLE (Please check the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page for states that have already been approved) 
° CPE 
° Enrolled Agents 

Click here for the "Detailed Credit Information" 
page, 

Only registered attendee will receive continuing 
education credit. 

Registration; $219,00 

Reqistration - Teleconference plus CD-" $288,00 

SPREAD THE NEWS 

Please forward this invitation to colleagues who may benefit from participating. 

Newswatch o PMA Conference Management ¯ POB 2303 . Falls Church * VA. 22042 

This email was sent to: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu by Newswatch. 

Click here to Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Ciocca~ Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: 

Any chance after his 8:00 class? Would like to do it before Thursday so that he does not miss another practice. Thanks, Mario 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Sel~’ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
From: Tia Overstreet [mailto:overstre(a)uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 AM 
To: Ciocca, Marm V 
Cc: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Re: Fwd: 

Good Morning Dr Ciocca, 

Unfortunately is not ~n a position to miss awmore days in his Exss . He has alrea@ missed a few classes and any additional absence will result in a decrease in his final 
grade. Please feel free to utilize ’]2aursday, anytime be~2~re 11 am, or Wednesday early morning if 7am works If you have anymore questions then please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@unc aa.unc.edu<mailto:overstre(~uncaa.unc, edu> 
>>> "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu<raailto:ciocca(&,’eraail.unc.edu>> 
Beth, Wanted to see if we could excuse      from an early class on Wednesday. 

4:11 PM >>> 

Thartks, Mario 
Let me know what your thoughts are about this. 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylur Campus Health Sel~’ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Comfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Reid, Dee" <deereid~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:39 PM 

academic- services- s~afl" <academic- ~rvices- stall@liskserv.unc.edu-~ 

~mc.speaJ~ers@gmml.com 

[academic-services-s~[] I~Jl-college-staffl UNC College Calend~r: Nothing could be finer... 

TEXT.htm 

Nothing could be :finer than to be at Carolina in the spring, even when it’s chilly April is bursting with events in the College of Arts and Sciences, including a Holocaust workshop, the 
opening of PlayMnkers’ musical Big River, Big Fish on the big screen again, a celebration of undergraduate research, a day-long environmental conference - and more. Check out these 
highlights and the links to more news and calendar information below. 

April 1 : The tIolocaust in Eastern Europe, a 70th anniversary re-examination of the Nazi invasion and occupation of the former Soviet Union, with UNC historian Christopher Browning and 
other scholars Free, register in advance 1-8 pro, IIyde Hall http://www.unc.edu/nc~s/nextworkshop.html 

April 1 : International development, a lecture by John Ondeche, &rector of New Life ttomes in Kenya. 2:15 pm, 08 Gardner Hall. http://w~v.mor~anabbott.com 

April 1 : Student Composers concert, 8 pm, Person Hall http://music unc.edu 

April 2: Greening Tomorrow -- The Ethics of Local Consumption, Waste and Design, an all-day conference on food, growth, energy, waste and water, and ethical decision-making. Regisber if 
you plan to stay for lunch tIyde Hall. http://parrcenter unc.edu/events 

April 2: Germany, Pale Mother, a film on the post Vv%V II experience of German women and children. Free. Part of a German art and culture series sponsored by the Ackland. 7 pro, Varsity 
Theater. http ://www ack land.or~ 

April 2: Duo XXI, Anna Cromwell and Mira Frisch, perform new compositions for vmlin and cello, including a piece by UNC music professor Stephen Anderson. 8 pm, Person Hall 
http://music unc.edu 

April 3: Margaret Rabb Memorial Reading, featuring Daphne Athas, Marianne Gingher, Elizabeth Spencer, William tIarmon, David Rigsbee and more 3 pm, ttyde Hall University Room 
http : //englishcomplit. unc. edv: 

April 4: Food Art - Performing Communi~ in the Built Envirotwnent, a collaboration between altist J. Morgan Puett, the 92-acre art-life complex Mildred’s Lane in Delaware, and Elsewhere, a 
living museum in Greensboro. 7 pro, 523 East Franklin Street. eoslavic@gmail.com<mailto:eoslavic(~gmail.com> 

April 5: Komad Jarausch, distinguished UNC historian, will read from his new book Reluctant Accomplice: A Wehrmacht Soldier’s Letters from the Eastern Front. 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Book 
Shop. http ://store.unc. eduibullshead 

April 5: Fiction writer Lori Ostlund will read her work. 3:30 pm, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. http ://englishcomplit.unc. edu 

April 5: Elisa New will discuss her book Jacob’s Cane, about her German ancestors’ lives on several continents from the Enlightenment through the Holocaust. 5:30 pro, 39 Graham Memorial. 
http : i/www, iacobscane, org 

April 6-24: PlayMakers presents Big River - The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the multiple-Tony Award wirming musical take on Mark Twain’s literary landraark, featming the Red Clay 

Ramblers. $10-$45. http://www.playmakersrep.org 

April 6: UNC historian Jay- Smith will read from his new book, Monsters of the Gevaudan: The Making of a Beast. 3:30 pm, Bull’s Head Book Shop. http://store.unc.edu/bullshead 

April 7: The fourth Furst Ford.mr, with Allison Bigelow on Translating Gender into the Colonial Sciences of the ~ericas. 4 pro, Greenlaw Hall, Donovan Lounge. 
http://en~lishcomplit.unc.edu/complit/fur st 

April 7: Multiple Identities - New Thinking about Recent German Art, a panel discussion with Peter Nisbet (Ackland ~rt Museunr), John Curley (Wake Forest University), Gregory" Williams 
(Boston University), and Richard Langston and Cary Levine (L~-C). 5:30 pro, Ackland Art 2~useum. http:i/~’w.ackland.org 

April 8: UNC Wind Ensemble and U2X-C Symphony Band. $5-$10. 843-3333.8 pm, Memorial Hall http://music.unc, edu 

April 10: CANCELLATION The discussion by playwright Tony Kuslmer has been cancelled. He is unable to be in Chapel Hill due to play production in NY. 

April 10: Mallamae Youth Chamber Orchestra. 6 pm, Person Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

April 11: Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium, 1:00-3:45 pm, Frank Porter Graham Student Union http://www.unc.edu/depts/our 

April 11: Cary Wolfe, Rice Umversity, on Humans and Animals in a Bio-Political Frame. 3:30 pm, De?- Hall, Toy Lounge. davidbak@email.unc.edu<mailto:davidbak¢~)email unc edu> 

April 11-21: Underpass, a ghost story for the digital war age, produced by con~aunication studies S~vain Hall, Studio 6. http://comm unc.eduinewsevents 

April 12: Big Fish on the Big Screen ~vith the Big Guy. Screening of the movie, followed by a talk by author Daniel Wallace. Free for UNC OneCard holders. 5:30 pm, Varsi~z Theater 
http :i/ww~v.uncsouth.or~/ 

April 15-16: UNC Opera presents Mozart’s Magic Flute. $5-$10, Memorial Box Office and at the door, 8 pm, Historic Playmakers Theater http://music unc.edu 

April 19: Memories of Catastrophe: Alt as a response to the destruction of the tower of Babel and the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 5:30 pm, Hanes Art Center auditorium. 962-2015. 
http :,,’,’art.unc edu 

April 19: UNC Jazz Band with guest Russ Spiegel, guitar 7:30 pm, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

April 20: L~NC Symphony Orchestra with tenor Anthony Dean Griffey. $15, $10. 843-3333.7:30 pm, Memorial Hall http://music uric. edu 

April 21 : Branford Marsalis wifla t2ae N.C. Jazz Repertory Orchestra. Tickets 843-3333.7:30 p~ Memorial Hall. http://www.carolinaperfomain~arts.or~ 

April 21-30: PlayMakers online auction Bid on basketball tickets, London trip, Fearrington House dinner and more http://www.pla,vmakersrep.or~ 

April 26: Carolina Choir, premiere of commissioned work by Marjorie Melt,man. $15-$10 tickeks 843-3333 7:30 pro. Memorial tIall http://music.unc.edu 

April 26-27: My Subcomman&mte, an original composition based on the life and writings of a masked revolutionary. Swam Hall, Studio 6. http://communc.edu/newsevents 

April 27-May 1 : PlayMakers PRC2 Second Stage Series presents The Year of Magical Thinking, play by Joan Didion $10-$35. Center for Dramatic Art. http://wv, as,.playmakersrep or~ 



April 30: Indonesian Dance Concert. 7:30 pro, Hill Hall. http://music.unc.edu 

April 30: tligh School Ethics Bowl, sponsored by the Parr (;enter. 8 am to 7 pro, Caidwell Hall. http://parrcemer.unc edu 

# it# 

More events on UNC calendar 
http ://events.unc. edu/cal/main/showMain.rdo 

Facebook: 

http:i/www faceboo k.comJUNC.Co lie~e 

Twitter: 
http://twitter.com/unccollege 

College Ne~vs: 
http :i/college.unc.edu 

College in the Media: 
http://college.unc.edu/intl’mraedia 

YouTube: 
http ://www.’~outube. cor~guseriLrNCCo llege 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Commtmications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3100 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: academic-selwices-staff@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to academic-selwices-staff as: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~mail.fcboetwo.org~ 

Thursday, March 31,2011 6:55 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Student Research Project - BreifSurvey 

’IENTI’.httn 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: @mail fcboetwo.org> 
Date: Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 6:53 PM 
Subject: F~vd: Student Research Project - Breif Survey 
To: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: ()mail.fcbuetwo urg > 
Date: Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 6:52 PM 
Sut~iect: Fwd: Student R esearch Pr~iect - Breff Survey 
Tu: kking@uncaa unc.edu 

.......... Furwarded message .......... 

Frum: ~mail fcboetwu.org> 
[)ate: Thu, Mar 31, 2011 at 6:51 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Student Research Pruject - Breif Su~’ey 

To: lcm arlowe@uncaa.unc, edu 

From:                        .;r)m ail. fc buet w o urg > 
Date: Thu, Mar 31,2011 at 6:48 PM 
Sut~ject: Fwd: Student R esearch Prqject - Breff Survey 

Tu: wfD@usc edu 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From:. ~mail.fcboctwo.org> 
Date: Thu, Mar 24~ 2011 at-l1:43 AM 
Subject: Student Research Project - Breif S~trvey 

To: mormsbee@fsu.edu 

I am a high school student in Georgia, and in ray English class, I am 
researching the effect of sports on academic performance. I would ve~ much 
appreciate your responses to my- SUlwey. I kno~v that your time is valuable; 
therefore, I’ve designed the SUlwey to be extremely brief. Thank you for 
your time and for sharing your expert opinions. 

My survey link: htt~:i/~vw~v.survevmonkcv.corrds. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Cayce Crenshaw" <ccrenshaw2@elon.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 10:13 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Region II Info 

TEXT.htm 



A few items from Region II... 

1) If you would like to nominate someone for the Region II 
Professional Promise Award, please let me know by Wednesday, April 20th. 
This award is given yearly to one member from each region and honors 
professionals who serve student-athletes and who have dedicated their 
energy to the Association and its mission. Nominees must have been N4A 
members for more than a year but fewer than five years. The five 
winners will be recognized at the Awards Luncheon at the annual National 
Convention. 

2) Our Region II Secretary-Elect is Jennifer Sturm from the 
University of South Carolina. Congratulations!!! 

3) I am attaching a save the date flyer for our Region II meeting 
in Baton Rouge, October 16-18, 2011. We will have more information 
about registration and hotels at the region meeting in Dallas. 

4) If you haven’t registered for the national convention yet, 
please consider attending. We currently have almost 500 people 
registered and the agenda is very exciting. Registration information is 
on the N4A website. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information on any of 
these items! 

Thanks, 

Cayce 

Cayce R. Crenshaw, PhD 

Assistant Athletic Director for Academic Support Services 

Elon University 

Campus Box 2500 

Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6710 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 210639bytes; 



Attachment Link: ~:i/archi~’eO2.~mcaa.~mc.edu/gd5faeaTg46970bd264dd5e77cO5efd7 
File Name: Flyer - Save the Date.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2011 10:14:40 -0400 
Size: 210639bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 1:14 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; NC A & T_Football.pdf 

All, 

Attached is the permission to contact for 

Thank you, 

a football student-athlete at North Carolina A & T University. 

Compliance Intern 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919)-843-4738 

~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Higley, Pamela" <phigley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 2:26 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Regrettably, the KFC Staff Outing for tomorrow has been cancelled. Please accept our apologies for this late cancellation. Please 
advise any staff not included in this email. 

Pamela Holt-Higley 

919 -962-9141-office 

phigley@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Engl 

’I~NJI’.httn 

Tia, 
Fyi on english progress. 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

>>> "Foote-[Iudson, Laurel" <footehud@email unc edu: 
Hi Wally, 

12:37 PM >>> 

Laurel Foote-Hudson 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

From: Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " 5:28 PM 
To: Foote-Hudson, Laurel 
SubJect: RE: Engl    313 

Thanks for getting back to me. Later on in the semester we will be sending out progress reports [’or you to tell us how our students are doing in your class. In the meantime, it is fine for you 
to email me any pertinent information. If there are any issues, we want to nip them in the bud before they become large problems. I appreciate your willingness to cotlmmnicate throughout 
the semester. Enjoy the rest of your evening. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Acadenric Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-%2-9893 (~V) 
tc) 

>>> "Foote-Hudson, Laurel" <footehud@email.tmc.edu> :16 PM >>> 
Dear Mr. Richardson, 

I would be more than happy to give you feedback on both ofnry students’ performances this semester. I appreciate the fact that the program is dedicated to making sure student-athletes 
succeed in their academic careers through such extensive lines of corcanunication. Is there a format (email, letter, specific fatal meeting one-on-one) through which you would like for nre to 
keep you posted on both                   ~rogress this semester? I have a few corrmrents that may be helpful at this point. Thank you for your email and have an excellent afternoon, 

Laurel Foote-Hudson 
Departnrent of English and Coraparative Literature 
UNC’ Chapel Hill 

From: Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~:27 PM 
To: Foote-Hudson, Laurel 
Sul~iect: Engl 013 

Dear Professor Hudson, 

As an Associate Director of the Academic Support Program for student-athletes at L~,-C- Chapel Hill, I have been charged with coordinating academic support for the university [~s football 
team. It is my job to help our student-athletes navigate through the college system as successfully as possible. Our goal is to provide guidance and support where necessaW without 
creating dependency 

In order to evaluate properly our services and determine where and ~vhen to pull back or push forward, we depend greatly on instructor feedback. Without information on class behavior (ie; 
attendance, eit’ort, participation), assigmnent grades, test grades, etc it would be nearly impossible to determine ~vhat a particular student ~s strengths and challenges may be and to make 
the proper adjustments throughout the semester. This request is different from the Early Warning System here at the Carolina 

There are many factors that can inhibit a student ~s ability to progress successfully towards a degree, but if we can keep an open line of cormnunication throughout the term, it is much more 
likely that the students ~ve share in common will gain confidence and take o~vnership of their educational process tba-oughout their collegiate experience. 

It is my understanding that you have the following students in your Engl    course this term:                                       I would really appreciate it if you would oiler an?’ 
and as much feedback on their performance and current status as you see fit The?- are participating in our programs and have tutors to support with their effolts Thank you in advance for 
your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 



Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Athletes 
Center ]k~r Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 10:59 AIvl 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON 

TENTI’.httn 

Tia 
I checked the database and all the available hours of the ECON tutors are assigned as "drop in" does do ECON at 6 and 7 on Thursdays, but neither is section. One 
alternative is that you mandate thal     attend certain drop in sessions. That way, if he is the only one, he gets 1:1 tutoring, but if there are other students who sho~v, men he has to share. 
Not idea I know-, but from what I hear, the drop in sessions have been very quiet so the odds are in his favor. Here is the ECON drop in schedule: 

hope this helps :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Davis, Brian" <Brian.Davis@athletics.utexas.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 12:57 PM 

Angela Lumpkin <alumpkin@ku.edu>; apaule@bgsu.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; Bart 
Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
<curtis.Jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Ellen 
Staurowsky @gmail.com>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; 

@aol. corn; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou. edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu. edu); 
Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; lanter@kutztown.edu; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; 
RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k- 
state.edu>; Tommy Powell <tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png 

This article and the corresponding commentary show a total disregard for the sentiments of the national SAAC, which advised against 
multi-year scholarships on the grounds that some student-athletes may become complacent regarding their individuals efforts as 
athletes, subsequently harming the team of which they are supposed to be a member of. There are already mechanisms in place to 
provide redress for student-athletes who feel they were dealt with unjustly: a multi-year scholarship makes it all more difficult. We 
ask for student-athlete input, let’s not totally disregard it. 

BD 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. [mailto:ggurney@ou.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; lanter@kutztown.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; Ellen Staurowsky; 
apaule@bgsu.edu; Lumpkin, Angela; @aol.com; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan 
Maggard; Jones, Curtis W.; Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; 
Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell 
Subject: 

Who Opposed Multiyear Athletics Aid? You Might Be Surprised 

February 22, 2012, 2:51 pm 

By Brad Wolverton<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/author/bwolverton> 
Four out of the 10 wealthiest athletic departments-Texas, Tennessee, LSU, and Oklahoma-as well as the national champion in football, 
Alabama, stood in opposition to a new policy allowing major-college programs to offer multiyear scholarships to athletes, according 
to an NCAA d~cument<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/fi~es/2~~2/~2/Mu~tiYear~verrideV~te.pdf> obtained by The Chronicle. 
The change, which was narrowly uphe~d<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/mu~tivear-sch~~arship-~pti~n-uphe~d-bv-ncaa/4~655> last 
week, makes it possible for programs to provide more security to their scholarship athletes. Previously, athletic departments could 
only sign athletes to one-year renewable awards. 
Much of the initial opposition to the measure, which was first approved by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors last October, 
came from colleges concerned with the cost of locking in players for multiple years (lest they get injured or not work into a new 
coach’s offense<http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2011/writers/andy_staples/12/20/ncaa-student-athletes/index.html? 
eref=sihp&sct=hptl3 a2>, for example). 
Last week, an override vote by Division I colleges fell two votes short of the necessary five-eighths majority needed to overturn the 
measure, with 330 institutions and conferences voting. 
The vast majority of institutions opposed to the multiyear awards came from the less-wealthy ranks. But a surprising number came 
from big programs and conferences. 
The Big 12 was the only Bowl Championship Series conference to vote against the measure, but a smattering of colleges in other BCS 
leagues also opposed it, including Arizona, Cal, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Louisville, USC, and Virginia. 
This entry was posted in Uncategorized<http://chronicle.com/blo~s/players/cate~ory/uncategorized>. Bookmark the 
perma~ink<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiYear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639>. 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 

4dd5ab434be5238fd516b4bb00f870c7/> 



ggurney [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/ima~es/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 0 minutes 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-447069007> 

*           Favoring or opposing a multiyear scholarship is predicated upon the question of whether the contract entered into with 
the institution is about the education or employment of the athlete. Big, wealthy athletic programs like my own at Oklahoma want to 
keep the control of the athlete in the hands of the coaches. Their arguments about caring for the well being and education of the 
athletes is a cleverly constructed lie. Either treat athletes as students by offering them binding long term scholarships or treat them as 
employees and PAY them. Players can’t be self-advocates for their own well being if they are owned by the coaches and without the 
guarantee that the offer of financial aid is about a higher education. I applaud NCAA’s Mark Emmert’s attempt to straighten out the 
ambigous mess in big time college sport, but the celebrity coach lobby and their athletic director, spokesmen make it highly unlikely 
to affect meaningful reform. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mnltiyear-athletics-aid-¥~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* Edit ReplyReply 
, 
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11185500 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/ima~es/themes/narcissus/moderator~png] 19 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446259447> 

*           You can understand how difficult this would be to accommodate at, for example, a program like the University of 
Alabama. The rare withdrawal of a scholarship might have to come out of Coach Saban’s salary, dropping him from $4 million to, 
say, $3.9 million. Much better to "dump" the student-athlete and let him learn survival skills on the street. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mnlti~ear-athletics-aid-~~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* 14 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
* 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/ima~es/noavatar32.pn~] <http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
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22015822 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 19 hours 
ago<http ://chronicle.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-¥~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639#comment-446292175> 

* Not really surprising at all. Like Mitt Romney, coaches like to be able to fire people who aren’t providing the services 
they want. 

* Flag<http ://chronicle. com/blo~_s/players/who-oppo sed-mnltiyear-athletics-aid-you-mi~ht -be-surprised/29639> 

* 3 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 

0fc7d5436e9767c226d3f4f14bad3b77/> 

sand6432 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 17 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446414876> 

*           Well, I guess we learn more about which programs care for the athletes as students first and which care only about 
doing everything possible to win.---Sandy Thatcher 

* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mnlti~ear-ath~etics-aid-¥~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 

* 5 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 
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ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446468198> 

*           To the comment below .......... I present exhibit A, Tyler Love. He was a 5* OT out of high school, signing with 
Alabama in the 2008 class. He never really progressed into a meaningful role, BUT he finished out his degree on football 
scholarship. Know why? Because he did things the right way. He had the right attitude and worked hard. BJ Scott was in the same 
class, and was another 5*. He never cracked the rotation. But, did Saban pull his scholarship? Nope. BJ transferred before his final 
year of eligibility in order to try and play for another school, Univ. of South Alabama. Some of the medical scholarships that are so 
criticized by the uninformed media were actually handed out by Saban to players that were strong contributors (see Kerry Murphy). 
The truth is that if a player comes to Alabama and does things the right way, they graduate on scholarship. If they continually violate 
team rules, are hard-headed, and threaten the chemistry of the team, then they are asked to leave. And, that goes for most schools. 
Even the ones that offered "4yr scholarships" had a clause in their agreement hinging upon good behavior. What players actually do 
to lose their scholarships often remains within the confines of the team or university. I’d be willing to bet that most of those players, 



along with their families, are happy to be spared the embarrassment. 
* Flag<hltp ://chronicle. com/blog_s/players/who-oppo sed-multiyear-athletics-aid-you-mi~ht -be-surprised/29639> 
* 9 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 
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nanovic [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 2 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446936294> in 
reply to brutus<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tivear-ath~etics-aid-v~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446468198> 

* This is not a very persuasive argument. It should not be up to the coach to decide whether a player’s attitude is good enough to 
merit a four-year scholarship. All recruits should be guaranteed a four-year scholarship that should only be revocable on the grounds 
of university disciplinary action. What’s really going on here is that wealthy programs like Alabama like to oversign prospects as a 
way to maintain strong classes. When one player loses his scholarship, it is suddenly "convenient" for another player to fill the void. 
As a result, the football powers above have shockingly low graduation rates. In contrast, programs like Notre Dame that guarantee 4- 
year scholarships have very high graduation rates. Just look at the statistics. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~aYers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiYear-ath~etics-aid-¥~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639> 
* 4 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
* 
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kgodwin [http://mediacdn.disclus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 52 minutes 
ago<http ://chronicle.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-447003329> in 
reply to nan~vic<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-multivear-ath~etics-aid-v~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446936294> 

*        It’s not just about attitude. It’s also about behavior. Bad behavior is typically accompanied by a bad attitude, but a bad 
attitude doesn’t always lead to bad behavior. I assume institutions have the capability to add behavior clauses to multi-year 
scholarships. Perhaps I’m just jaded, but I’m sure that the policies governing with-cause removal of scholarships will be tmequally 
applied (if you are a "star", you’ll get considerably more latitude than a benchwarmer). 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~ear-ath~etics-aid-¥~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639> 
* Like ReplyReply 
, 
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pianiste [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 0 minutes 
ag~<http ://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ay ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/296 3 9#c~mment-44 7~5144 2> in 
reply to brutus<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tivear-ath~etics-aid-v~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446468198> 

* "...are hard-headed, and threaten the chemistry of the team"--those are the weasel words. An athlete can have a good work ethic, 
hit the books, stay uninjured, and still "threaten the chemistry of the team" just because he (we’re talking football here) doesn’t fit in 
the system and his continued presence on the roster can "threaten the chemistry of the team," i.e., its ability to win. 

Boy, does brutus do a great job of ripping the remaining shreds of the mask of "student-athlete," "amateurism," etc., from football 
programs such as Alabama’s. In spite of trying mightily to obfuscate the issue, brutus makes it perfectly clear that football programs 
such as Alabama’s are de facto professional sports business which want to be able to--let’s not mince words--fire--unproductive 
players, just like the pro leagues do. Betcha somebody in the Alabama athletic department right now, is muttering, "Et tu, Brute?" 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~a~/ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~/ear-athletics-aid-~/~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* Like ReplyReply 
, 
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Schools want total control over who to keep and those that 
are let go. If you play for a school with decent morals and you act right, they 



treat you with respect. Again, this puts the control in the school’s hands. All 
schools will not do the right thing even for a good kid. 

This is similar to 
the at-will employment policy in place for most college and university 
administrators. Related to college athletics and higher education 
administrators, they are asked for a lot and not provided with much security. The 
head coach and college/university president have the big contract with a huge 
escape/dismissal clause. 

Both systems encourage people to look out for themselves. For 
administrators it means taking the next big promotion at another institution. 
For athletes it means cutting corners or breaking rules at times for self gain. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Care Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<j amecarp@iupui.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 4:38 PM 

Angela Lumpkin <alumpkin@ku.edu>; apaule@bgsu.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; Bart 
Byrd <bart byrd@baylor.edu>; briand@mail.utexas.edu; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc <dleblanc@huskers.com>; Ellen 
Staurowsky < @gmail.com>; Felicia Martin <felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; 

@aol. com; Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou. edu>; (ingrid@athletics.tamu. edu); 
Kris Livingston <kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; lanter@kutztown.edu; Bryan Maggard 
<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook <msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan <raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; 
RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Jill Shields <shields@k- 
state.edu>; d’Alary Dalton <smileonadog@duxburyreef.net>; Tommy Powell 
<tpowell@iastate.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: [n4a] Coaches don’t own the players? 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png 

Coaches coach to win games, and DI million dollar coaches will choose athletics over academics in a heart beat! They all preach the 
student athlete sermon because they have too, but let a team meeting, film session, or team activity coincide with a study group, 
project group meeting, or some other academic activity, and find out how important the word "student" is in student athlete. I’ve seen 
three sides of the athletic coin: student athlete, coach, and advisor and I’m telling you, the coach OWNS the athletes. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: d’Alary Dalton <smileonadog@duxburyreef.net> 
Sender: <n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> 
Date: Thu, 23 Feb 2012 20:00:04 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.<ggurney@ou.edu>; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>; 
RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU<RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU>; lanter@kutztown.edu<lanter@kutztown.edu>; 
ASack@newhaven.edu<ASack@newhaven.edu>; Ellen Staurowsky<ellenstaurowsky@gmail.com>; 
apaule@bgsu.edu<apaule@bgsu.edu>; Lumpkin, Angela<alumpkin@ku.edu>; @aol.com<FNJSMP@aol.com>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu)<ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu>; Bart Byrd<bart byrd@baylor.edu>; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu<briand@mail.utexas.edu>; Bryan Maggard<MaggardB@missouri.edu>; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu)<curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>; Dennis Leblanc<dleblanc@huskers.com>; Felicia 
Martin<felicia.martin@ttu.edu>; Jill Shields<shields@k-state.edu>; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu)<scoginj@missouri.edu>; 
Kris Livingston<kris.livingston@colorado.edu>; Marilyn Middlebrook<msm5734@okstate.edu>; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu<pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Randa Ryan<raryan@mail.utexas.edu>; Tommy Powell<tpowell@iastate.edu> 
Reply-To: d’Alary Dalton <smileonadog@duxburyreef.net> 
Subject: Re: [n4a] Coaches don’t own the players? 

Blanket statements about coaches seems unfair and unhelpful. Is there a distinction to be made between sports (revenue v non 
revenue) and gender? Also, what if sports and academics were not on opposites ends but rather athletics were considered a viable 
vocation and academic pursuit? In many sports, if not most, one cannot become a coach without having played. How might that 
impact how we award scholarships? 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; lanter@kutztown.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; Ellen 
Staurowsky; apaule@bgsu.edu; Lumpkin, Angela; FNJSMP@aol.com; (ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu); Bart Byrd; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones (curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill 
Shields; Joe Scoggin (scoginj@missouri.edu); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; pbuskirk@ku.edu; Randa Ryan; Tommy 
Powell 
Subject: [n4a] Coaches don’t own the players? 

"As long as I pay for your room, board, tuition, and fees, you’re not like other students. I gave you a free ride. The moment I don’t 
pay for a thing you’ll be like the others." --Barry Switzer, football coach at Oklahoma, on charges he dominated his players lives. 
Richard Sheehan<http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt athr dp sr 1? encoding=UTF8&sort=relevancerank&search- 



alias=books&ie=UTF8&field-author=Richard%20Sheehan> Keeping Score: The Economics of Big-time Sports [Hardcover] 
Top of Form 

Bottom of Form 
I find this attitude commonplace. If not explicit, it is implicit. The coaches own the players. Gurney 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png]<http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
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ggurney [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 0 minutes 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~ear-ath~etics-aid-~~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-447069007> 

*           Favoring or opposing a multiyear scholarship is predicated upon the question of whether the contract entered into with 
the institution is about the education or employment of the athlete. Big, wealthy athletic programs like my own at Oklahoma want to 
keep the control of the athlete in the hands of the coaches. Their arguments about caring for the well being and education of the 
athletes is a cleverly constructed lie. Either treat athletes as students by offering them binding long term scholarships or treat them as 
employees and PAY them. Players can’t be self-advocates for their own well being if they are owned by the coaches and without the 
guarantee that the offer of financial aid is about a higher education. I applaud NCAA’s Mark Emmert’s attempt to straighten out the 
ambigous mess in big time college sport, but the celebrity coach lobby and their athletic director spokesmen make it highly unlikely to 
affect meaningful reform. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Care Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: 

From: Kisha Calbert [mailto:kisha.calbert@ucr.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 1:17 PM 
To: Gurney, Gerald S.; n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU<mailto:RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU>; 
lanter@kutztown.edu<mailto:lanter~kutztown.edu>; ASack@newhaven.edu<mailto:ASack~newhaven.edu>; Ellen Staurowsky; 
apaule@bgsu.edu<mailto:apaule@bgsu.edu>; Lumpkin, Angela; @aol.com<mailto @aol.com>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu<mailto:ingrid~athletics.tamu.edu>); Bart Byrd; 
briand@mail.utexas.edu<mailto:briand@mail.utexas.edu>; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 
(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu<mailto:curtis.iones@athletics.utexas.edu>); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe 
Scoggin (scoginj @missouri.edu<mailto:scoginj@missouri.edu>); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu<mailto:pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell 
Subject: RE: [n4a] 

Our SAAC actually liked the idea of multi-year scholarships. However, because we are chronically underfunded, their biggest concern 
comes from the fact that tuition increases every year and coaches have the option to not include increases with the multi-year contract. 
But, I am interested to hear what concerns other school’s kids had. 

Kisha E Calbert MS 
University of California Riverside 
Academic Counselor- Intercollegiate Athletics 

Kisha.calbert@ucr.edu<mailto :Kisha.calbert@ucr.edu> 
951-827-5437 (o) 
951-827-3569 (f) 

From: n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu> [mailto:n4a-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Gurney, 
Gerald S. 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: n4a@lists.ncsu.edu<mailto:n4a@lists.ncsu.edu>; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU<mailto:RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU>; 
lanter@kutztown.edu<mailto:lanter~kutztown.edu>; ASack@newhaven.edu<mailto:ASack(~newhaven.edu>; Ellen Staurowsky; 
apaule@bgsu.edu<mailto:apaule~bgsu.edu>; Lumpkin, Angela; @aol.com<mailto: @aol.com>; 
(ingrid@athletics.tamu.edu<mailto:ingrid(~athletics.tamu.edu>); Bart Byrd; 
briand~mail.utexas.edu<mailto:briand(@,mail.utexas.edu>; Bryan Maggard; Curtis W. Jones 



(curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu<mailto:curtis.jones@athletics.utexas.edu>); Dennis Leblanc; Felicia Martin; Jill Shields; Joe 
Scoggin (scoginj @missouri.edu<mailto:sco~ini(&missouri.edu>); Kris Livingston; Marilyn Middlebrook; 
pbuskirk@ku.edu<mailto:pbuskirk@ku.edu>; Randa Ryan; Tommy Powell 
Subject: [n4a] 

Who Opposed Multiyear Athletics Aid? You Might Be Surprised 

February 22, 2012, 2:51 pm 

By Brad Wolverton<http://chronicle.com/blogs/plavers/author/bwolverton> 
Four out of the 10 wealthiest athletic departments-Texas, Tennessee, LSU, and Oklahoma-as well as the national champion in football, 
Alabama, stood in opposition to a new policy allowing major-college programs to offer multiyear scholarships to athletes, according 
to an NCAA d~cument<http://chr~l~c~e.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/fi~es/2~2/~2/Mu~ti¥ear~verrideV~te.pdf> obtained by The Chronicle. 
The change, which was narrowly uphe~d<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/mu~tiyear-sch~~arship-~pti~n-uphe~d-by-ncaa/4~655> last 
week, makes it possible for programs to provide more security to their scholarship athletes. Previously, athletic departments could 
only sign athletes to one-year renewable awards. 
Much of the initial opposition to the measure, which was first approved by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors last October, 
came from colleges concerned with the cost of locking in players for multiple years (lest they get injured or not work into a new 
coach’s offense<http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2011/writers/andy staples/12/20/ncaa-student-athletes/index.html? 
eref=sihp&sct--hp t13 a2>, for example). 
Last week, an override vote by Division I colleges fell two votes short of the necessary five-eighths majority needed to overturn the 
measure, with 330 institutions and conferences voting. 
The vast majority of institutions opposed to the multiyear awards came from the less-wealthy ranks. But a surprising number came 
from big programs and conferences. 
The Big 12 was the only Bowl Championship Series conference to vote against the measure, but a smattering of colleges in other BCS 
leagues also opposed it, including Arizona, Cal, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Louisville, USC, and Virginia. 
This entry was posted in Uncategorized<http://chronicle.com/blogs/players/categorv/uncategorized>. Bookmark the 
perma~ink<hltp://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~ear-athletics-aid-~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639>. 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/ima~es/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 

4dd5ab434be5238fd516b4bb00f870c7/> 

ggurney [http ://mediacdn.disqus.com/13 2 9946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 0 minutes 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-Y~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639#comment-447069007> 

*           Favoring or opposing a multiyear scholarship is predicated upon the question of whether the contract entered into with 
the institution is about the education or employment of the athlete. Big, wealthy athletic programs like my own at Oklahoma want to 
keep the control of the athlete in the hands of the coaches. Their arguments about caring for the well being and education of the 
athletes is a cleverly constructed lie. Either treat athletes as students by offering them binding long term scholarships or treat them as 
employees and PAY them. Players can’t be self-advocates for their own well being if they are owned by the coaches and without the 
guarantee that the offer of financial aid is about a higher education. I applaud NCAA’s Mark Emmert’s attempt to straighten out the 
ambigous mess in big time college sport, but the celebrity coach lobby and their athletic director, spokesmen make it highly unlikely 
to affect meaningful reform. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-multivear-athletics-aid-~~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* Edit ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/ima~es/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 
fld28afSc8d21575eb00e70075b5dlde/> 

11185500 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 19 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639#comment-446259447> 

*           You can understand how difficult this would be to accommodate at, for example, a program like the University of 
Alabama. The rare withdrawal of a scholarship might have to come out of Coach Saban’s salary, dropping him from $4 million to, 
say, $3.9 million. Much better to "dump" the student-athlete and let him learn survival skills on the street. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-multiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* 14 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
7446e64c368d215c 1786214f5118b5bc/> 

22015822 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator,png] 19 hours 
ago<http ://chronicle.c~m/b~~gs/p~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~ear-athletics-aid-~~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446292175> 

* Not really surprising at all. Like Mitt Romney, coaches like to be able to fire people who aren’t providing the services 



they want. 

* F~ag<hlt~://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/~a~ers/wh~-~pp~sed-multiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639> 

* 3 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http ://disqus.com!chronicle- 

0fc7d5436e9767c226d3f4f14bad3b77/> 

sand6432 [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 17 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446414876> 

*           Well, I guess we learn more about which programs care for the athletes as students first and which care only about 
doing everything possible to win.---Sandy Thatcher 
* F~ag<hltp://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~a¥ers/wh~-~pp~sed-multi¥ear-athletics-aid-¥~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* 5 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
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brutus [http://mediacdn.disqus.com!1329946681/ima~es/themes/narcissus/moderator.pnp,] 15 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446468198> 

*           To the comment below .......... I present exhibit A, Tyler Love. He was a 5* OT out of high school, signing with 
Alabama in the 2008 class. He never really progressed into a meaningful role, BUT he finished out his degree on football 
scholarship. Know why? Because he did things the right way. He had the right attitude and worked hard. BJ Scott was in the same 
class, and was another 5*. He never cracked the rotation. But, did Saban pull his scholarship? Nope. BJ transferred before his final 
year of eligibility in order to try and play for another school, Univ. of South Alabama. Some of the medical scholarships that are so 
criticized by the uninformed media were actually handed out by Saban to players that were strong contributors (see Kerry Murphy). 
The truth is that if a player comes to Alabama and does things the right way, they graduate on scholarship. If they continually violate 
team rules, are hard-headed, and threaten the chemistry of the team, then they are asked to leave. And, that goes for most schools. 
Even the ones that offered "4yr scholarships" had a clause in their agreement hinging upon good behavior. What players actually do 
to lose their scholarships often remains within the confines of the team or university. I’d be willing to bet that most of those players, 
along with their families, are happy to be spared the embarrassment. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-multiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* 9 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
, 

[http://mediacdn.disclus.com/1329946681/ima~es/noavatar32,pn~] <http://disclus.com!chronicle- 
e9c700f235913d4596ee0d3 lbe 174539/> 

nanovic [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 2 hours 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tivear-athletics-aid-v~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446936294> in 
reply to brutus<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446468198> 

* This is not a very persuasive argument. It should not be up to the coach to decide whether a player’s attitude is good enough to 
merit a four-year scholarship. All recruits should be guaranteed a four-year scholarship that should only be revocable on the grounds 
of university disciplinary action. What’s really going on here is that wealthy programs like Alabama like to oversign prospects as a 
way to maintain strong classes. When one player loses his scholarship, it is suddenly "convenient" for another player to fill the void. 
As a result, the football powers above have shockingly low graduation rates. In contrast, programs like Notre Dame that guarantee 4- 
year scholarships have very high graduation rates. Just look at the statistics. 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639> 
* 4 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 
* 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png] <http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
885c5a05f043c5717b2f8c3f3de2444f/> 

kgodwin [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 52 minutes 
ago<http ://chronicle.c~m/b~~gs/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tivear-athletics-aid-v~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-447003329> in 
reply to nan~vic<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-multiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446936294> 

*        It’s not just about attitude. It’s also about behavior. Bad behavior is typically accompanied by a bad attitude, but a bad 
attitude doesn’t always lead to bad behavior. I assume institutions have the capability to add behavior clauses to multi-year 
scholarships. Perhaps I’m just jaded, but I’m sure that the policies governing with-cause removal of scholarships will be tmequally 
applied (if you are a "star", you’ll get considerably more latitude than a benchwarmer). 
*        F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~avers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tivear-athletics-aid-v~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639> 



* Like ReplyReply 
* 

[http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/noavatar32.png]<http://disqus.com!chronicle- 
5fbdf23567995130cc00ce553b0ec369/> 

pianiste [http://mediacdn.disqus.com/1329946681/images/themes/narcissus/moderator.png] 0 minutes 
ag~<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-ath~etics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-447051442> in 
reply to brutus<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/p~aYers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~ti~ear-ath~etics-aid-~~u-might-be-surprised/29639#c~mment- 
446468198> 

* "...are hard-headed, and threaten the chemistry of the team"--those are the weasel words. An athlete can have a good work ethic, 
hit the books, stay uninjured, and still "threaten the chemistry of the team" just because he (we’re talking football here) doesn’t fit in 
the system and his continued presence on the roster can "threaten the chemistry of the team," i.e., its ability to win. 

Boy, does brutus do a great job of ripping the remaining shreds of the mask of "student-athlete," "amateurism," etc., from football 
programs such as Alabama’s. In spite of trying mightily to obfuscate the issue, brutus makes it perfectly clear that football programs 
such as Alabama’s are de facto professional sports business which want to be able to--let’s not mince words--fire--unproductive 
players, just like the pro leagues do. Betcha somebody in the Alabama athletic department right now, is muttering, "Et tu, Brute?" 
* F~ag<http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~aYers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiYear-athletics-aid-¥~u-mi~ht-be-surprised/29639> 
* Like ReplyReply 
. 
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ago<http ://chronicle.c~m/b~~gs/p~ayers/wh~-~pp~sed-mu~tiyear-athletics-aid-y~u-might-be-surprised/29639#comment-446938782> 

Schools want total control over who to keep and those that 
are let go. If you play for a school with decent morals and you act right, they 
treat you with respect. Again, this puts the control in the school’s hands. All 
schools will not do the right thing even for a good kid. 

This is similar to 
the at-will employment policy in place for most college and university 
administrators. Related to college athletics and higher education 
administrators, they are asked for a lot and not provided with much security. The 
head coach and college/university president have the big contract with a huge 
escape/dismissal clause. 

Both systems encourage people to look out for themselves. For 
administrators it means taking the next big promotion at another institution. 
For athletes it means cutting corners or breaking rules at times for self gain. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Care Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard --bk ethel@emaal.unc.edu~ 

Saturday 3:40 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fw: Engl 

TENZI’.httn 

Absolutely And I’m going to talk with him about being honest. 

Bradley- RH. Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Ceil: 

From: Tia Overstreet [overstre@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             ’. ] 1:22 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley I~chard 

Subject: Fwd: Fw: :Engl 

Hey Brad, 

isn’t doing so good in that Eng] class. Please find someone to work with him next week too And you may want to keep his schedule the same instead of every other day. He should 
be completed assignments beJk~re he leaves the sessions with you since he’s not turmng work in. 

Thanks 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counsek~r, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Ath]etes 
University’ of North Caro]ina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@unc aa.unc.edu<ruailto:overstre(~ut~caa.unc, edu> 
>>> <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 0:33 PM >>> 
Tia, 
Fyi on 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Froru: "Rogerson, Ben" <benroger@email.anc.edu> 
Date: Fri,           92:19:26 +0000 
To: wricha@ut~caa.nnc.edu<wricha@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Subject: RE:                  Engl    001 

Wally - 

The student is               Last week, he did not turn in an annotated bibliography. After discussing the situation with him, I offered what amonnted to an extension on the assigmnent: 
by successfully- completing the unit project, he would basically do the work required for the annotated bibliography. In other words, I’d use the project to assign a grade for the 
bibliography. However, he did not follow directions on the nnit project; in palticular, it did not include an ovelviexv of cutrent research (an annotated bibliography, more or less), rm still 
willing accept the work late, as long as he puts in the requisite effort. 

Today, turned in the first assignment for the course’s second unit. Once again, his essay was underdeveloped - it didn’t appear that he put much effort into it. 

For what it’s worth, strikes me as eminently capable of doing this xvork. In our brief conference last xveek, he vaguely alluded to issues outside the classroom that might be 
distracting or bothering him. 

Thaaks for your help. 

- Ben 

From: wricha@nncaa unc.edu [wricha@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Thut-sday, ] 9:37 PM 
To: Rogerson, Ben 
Subject: Re: Engl 001 

Ben, 

Thanks for your email I head up academic support for the football program at UNC. You can g~ve me the name of the student that is not completing his assignments on time I will follo;v up 
with the student and help get the problem rectified I look forward to hearing back licom you 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO’ 

From: "Rogerson, Ben" <benroger@email.nnc edu> 
Date: Fri           01:25:16 +0000 
To: Wally Richardson<wricha@nncaa nnc.edu> 
Subject: RE:                : Engl    .001 

Previously, I’m exchanged some emails with you about                  A different football player in my ENOL    class is struggling to complete assignments, but rm unsure about the 
procedures for contacting staff in academic support. Do you have any- contact information you can share with me? Or can I simply- share the information (and the concerns) ;vith you? 



- Ben Rogerson 

From: Wal]y Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 PM 
To: Rogerson, Be~ 

Subject: RE: t~ngl .001 

’]?hanks :[’or getting back to me Ben. I really appreciate it 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center ]2~r Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

;c) 
>>> "Rogerson, Ben" <benroger@email.unc.edu> 4:14 PM 
WalIy - 

I did not have an appointment with it 3:15. 

- Ben Rogerson 

From: Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 3:31 P_’vi 
To: Rogerson, Ben 
Subject: Engl 001 

Dear Professor Rogerson, 
My name is Wally Richardson and I am an Associate Director with the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at LrNC. One of the students that I work with is 
The reason I am reaching out to you is to corffirm that         met with you this afternoon. He has a tutorial appointment at 3pm daily for your class. Would you mind verifying that 

"net with you this afternoon at 3 : 15pm? That is the time informed me that he would see you. Thanks for your help w-ith this request. 

Sincerely-, 
Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Wyrick, Beverly" <Beverly Wyrick@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 8:34 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uucaa.unc.edu> 

[st~s] FW: Changes Co~ning to ConnectC~olina Student Finm~ci~Js 

TEXT.htu~ 

FYI from the Cashiers Office. 

From: Baucom, Deahn H 

Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 5:03 PM 

Subject: Changes Coming to ConnectCarolina Student Financials 

Good Afternoon, 

I wanted to let you know about changes coming to the student financials section of the ConnectCarolina Student Center Our target go-live date for these changes is June 21. 

These improvements are the result of an expansion of the University’s parmership with TouchNet by the Cashier’s Office and ITS. TouchNet is the third-party vendor that currently hosts 
the University’s online payment process. TouchNet will now also host student financials bill presentment and other services. 

The major improvements include: 

* A ne~v format for the bill that includes estimated financial aid 

* A simpler process for students to grant authorized user access to others (usually parents) 

* An option for authorized users (what we used to call proxies) to receive email notification that a bill is ready 

The user experience ~vill be seamless; students will click on "pay- bills&~anage student finances" in ConnectCarolina’s Student Center Finances section to view accotmt activity and bills 
hosted by TouchNet. Authorized users ~vill have a link in their email notifications to access the hosted materiah 

Recommended Student Action 
Because of these improvements, students will need to: 

* Re-authorize proxies for the ne~v system as authorized users in TouchNet (prior proxy set-ups are no longer valid for student financials) 

* Re-sign up for direct deposit in the new system (prior direct deposit sign-ups will expire) 

What to Look For 
Here are some of the major changes students ~vill see: 

* The appearance of the ConnectCarolina Student Center Finances section: students should click on "pay bills/manage student finances" to view- account activity and bills. 

* The e-bill is in a new fore, at and includes estimated financial aid. 

*     Electronic payments now include American Express and Discover as options in addition to MasterCard - the 2.75% tee will continue to apply ibr bankcard payments (this is a fee 
charged by the credit card company). Electronic checks continue to be accepted without charge. 

* Students are encouraged to sign up for direct deposit in the new system Students who are already signed up for direct deposit will have one year to sign up in the new system 

* It is now easier for students to authorize parents and other third parties to be able to view and pay bills. Proxy access to student financial information set up in the old system is no 
longer valid. Students need to re-authorize proxies as authorized users in the new system. 

* The new system allows for more automated email messages related to student account activity, including emails to authorized users (proxies). 

*     When contacting the Cashier’s office, student information will be provided only to students and anthorized users. This will help the Umversity better comply with FERPA (Family 
Educational Rights & Privacy Act). 

Please forward this message to ariy of your email lists as appropriate We are working a communications campaign ibr this change that includes: 

* contacting current students and proxies via email next week 

* presenting to the Help Desk this week 

* putting a message on the MyUNC portal 

* sending a Formal Notice before the first fa 11 term bill (mid-July) 

* updating websites and social media 

* reaching out to Student Government, ResNET, RAs,etc 

Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you! 

DeAhn 



DeAhn H. Baucom 
Director of Student Accounts 
UNC Chapel 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 
919-962-1368 
cashier.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlk~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

--- You are currently- subscribed to stars as: overstre@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-31658608-26657774 d71e50963dcb132ed[ge440f415b5fa6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 14, 2012 3:57 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PARKING REMINDER FOR VISITORS 

TEXT.htm 

Please direct any visitors coming to the football office for the next four weeks to park in the stadium through GATE 6. The visitor’s 
parking area will be under construction. 

Thank you for your help with this matter. 

Teresa 

Teresa Vanderford 
TVanderford@mail.uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 9:59 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

2012 June 15-16 TWO DAY CAMP - Practice Scripts 

TEXT.htm; 2012 June 15-16 TWO DAY CAMP - Practice Scripts.xl sx 

Attached are the practice scripts for the 2-day camp for tomorrow and Saturday (5 total practices). We’ll have copies available at 
registration tomorrow morning in Carmichael Dorm. 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 

Fax: 919.962.0393 

haydon@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu.-- 

Sunday, 5:36 PM 

Blair, Carole <cblairl @email.unc.edu>; 

Re: Appointment Re: Comm 

TEXTI’.htm 

~emaikunc.edu 

I look forward to meeting the both of you on Tuesday. 

That’s a great idea...the suggestions include the following: 
Weekly or Bi-Weekly meetings with         .or any of the other TAs) to recap the content covered in class 
(For       to actually accept your gracious offer and Re-Do Homework (I’ve only seen 1 grade and it was 16/25) -->I know         offered him to re-do hw#1, but can this also count for 
ant’ other low scored homework? 
(For to commit more independent study hours in my office to ensure that he has a quiet environment to read over his class notes, textbook, assignments, etc. 
(For to do daily check-ins with Tia in order to make stare he checks his email, reads all assiglmaents out loud, etc. 
I do want to thank you both for going above and beyond the call of duty to help i and I think this meeting on Tuesday will be a good time for him to express HIS plans of how he’s 
going to commit and dedicate his time for the rest of the course 

’]7hanks! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> Carole Blair <cNa~rl @email.unc edu> 8:22 AM >>> 
Tia and 

I’m fine with 11:00 on Tuesday, but Wednesday afternoon I teach a three-hour graduate seminar (which i is in) and then have a faculty meeting 
immediately thereafter. 

If you don’t mind, I would prefer that you run your suggestions by us on email prior to meeting, both to make the meeting more productive and to minimize the 
possibilities of conl~sing       about what we think might be the best ideas 

expressed to yesterday- that we were happy to meet with him to ofl;er him whatever assistance xve can. I sincerely hope that there’s a xvay that we can help him succeed. 

cb 

On at 11:25 PM. Tia Overstreet wrote: 

>>> Carole Blair <cblair 1 @email.mxc.edu> 8:22 AM >>> 
Tia and 

If you don’t mind, I would prefer that you rmx your suggestions by us on email prior to meeting, both to make the meeting more productive and to minimize the 
possibilities of confusing       about what we think might be the best ideas. 

On at 11:25 PM. Tia Overstreet wrote: 

Good Evening Professor Blair (and 

Thank you so much for your reformative response. I’m also glad to hear that you and         are open to having a meeting with me and       I’ve been brainstorming with my colleagues 
and have a few suggestions that may help       but your intuition would be the determining factor as to whether or not the?’ can be or should be implemented 

Since my schedule is ver.v flexible, I see that      and I are both free next week Tuesday (3/23) during your office hours (11 am-12pm) If someone is already meeting you during that time, 
then Wednesday (afler 12pm) is also good Let me know ~vhich day/time ~vorks best for you or if you have another day/time in mind 

Have a successful conference this ~veekend I look for~vard to meeting you and next week. 

Thanks! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 



>>> Carole Blair <cblairl @email.unc edu> 9:20 PM >>> 
Dear Tia and 

First, let me just say thank you for you concern J2~r I think we’re all equally concerned about his well being here. 

ttaving said that, I’m not sure what,        ~r I could tell you, other than that      has not responded to (very generous) 
offers on part (which I have agreed to) and that has not been paying attention to very clear assignments. I get it that it might be posiuve to have a meeting of a]l four of us 
to reassure that we are willing to help him, but it’s not in any way possible this week, given the timing of your emai[, to do that--I’m due at a conference on Friday, I have meetings 
blocking most of the remainder of the time this week, etc. Moreover, we have tried over and over and over again to make it clear to ALL the students in the course that we will meet with them 
to help them out with an assigrmrent, a concept, etc. Pm sorry that he has not been willing to take accept that offer so far, but he needs to do so. 

Perhaps you have advice to oflhr us about how we can proceed from here. I don’t think the syllabus has been unclear, I don’t thirf~ we’ve been stingy about inviting       to re-do 
assignrnents (indeed, quite to the contrary), I don’t know how- to deal with the fact that he’s not attending to the very clear assignment rubrics, I don’t know- what to make of his one really 
good quiz grade accompanied by the others which are very low- (or for which he was simply absent), etc. We’re all fairly clear here that students need to attend class, do the readings, follow 
directions of the assignments, and show up on time to take quizzes. So I just don’t know- what we could possibly- say beyond offering that advice again and again and again, rm not 
unwilling to meet, but as I mentioned, this week isn’t even in the cards,       does need help, but his best help would be to attend class, pay- attention, read, follow directions, etc. rm not 
sure how we can say that any more clearly to him and have it stick. If you have suggestions, we’d certainly be willing to listen. 

If it’s useful, we might be able to find a time in the following week, but I just think we need more direction front you about what more we could possibly say. 

cb 

Carnie Blair 

Professor, Communication Studies 
Adjunct Professor, American Studies 
Fellow, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

cblaM @email.unc.edu 

On at 6:31 PM, Tia Overstreet wrote: 

Good Evening, 

I’m the Academic Counselor for and I wanted to see if I could schedule a conference meeting with the t;vo of you and as soon as your schedules allo;v. I’m 
very, concerned ;vith his academic pelformance in Comm and would like to be utilized in an?’ way possible to help him help himself. ~ is aware that he currently has an in the class 
and wants to improve his grade and ultimately understand i 

Unfortunately       is unfocused and lost (i.e. turning in the ;vrong assignments or forgetting to re-do homework) in this class and he hasn’t been able to express that he needs help. These 
reasons are mainly why I want to get involved and help him navigate through the rest of this core course t;ar his major I hope we all can meet to see if there’s an?’ way for him to take the 
necessar,v steps to improve his efforts in this course and quality- of his work. 

I know it’s last minute but I hope to meet this week if at all possible. Tomorrow I’m free anytime before and after your Conch class Friday rm free anytime after 12pm. 

Thanking you both in advance, 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University’ of North Carnlina-Chapel till[ 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 30, 2010 9:43 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Nov 29th UPC Study Table Monitor Notes 

TEXT.htm 

That was a great idea!! I hope the absence of Terry still allowed the group to get the ball rolling. :-) 

>>> Amy kleissler 11/30/2010 9:27 AM >>> 
FYI -- 
at 8        came to me asking if there was anyone else she could work with because     was going to spend the second hour 
working with              on a another class. I asked her to stay, said I would send the three students to her, and she could be 
there for them to keep them moving along and provide any feedback needed. When I told this to      he as in IS,     was not 
there) he was a bit put out. I pushed them to go work with her, telling them that it would be a quieter place than the defensive room 
for them to work and they would be less tempted to get distracted. Hope that was OK. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>’ ~earthlink.net" < 
Beth, 

b~earthlink.net> 11/30/2010 8:13 AM >>> 

So, so evening. Overall quiet, but several didn’t appear to have much to do. Several no-shows also and a couple left early without 
checking out. Kept them all until 9:00 except for a~ho got approved to leave early by (his tutor said he had done a lot of 
work over the break). 

I helped several with resumes and cover letters,        appeared to be more drowsy than normal ( 
left early. This messed up the plans for his Geog group to work on their project, 
room to work on it, but when        :lidn’t show, they decided not to try and work on the project. 

,and 
Got them a separate 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24060bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 
F10 Study Table Monitor Wk 14.xlsx ( http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/69349927bf77bc051 le19187c2da3547 )Mon, 28 Feb 2011 
08:13:44 -050024060bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 2:18 PM 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Updated Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 

Hey Doug, 

Attached is 

Tia 

updated Academic Schedule for you. 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 
overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, _ 6:11 PM 

krjanken@emml .unc.edu 

Good AI’ternoon Professor Janken, 

It has been a while since we were introduced bv mv colleague, Jaimie Lee, at The Kenan Football Center. I wanted to touch base with you re~ardin~ 

As of right now,      shared with me that he has the following left for your class: 
Read Chapters 12 and 13 (Better Day Coming) for class on 4/18 
Read Chapter 15 (Better I)ay Coming) for class on 4/25 
Final Exam on or due 5/6 

should be on track to have these readings done by their due dates in order to participate in class, but I will follow-up with 

I would like to thank you on behalf 0[’7     and the Football staff [’or *w)rking with 
contact me via phone or email Enjoy the rest of your weekend! 

Best Regards, 

aue to his unexpected circumstance. If you have any questions or concerns, then please :feel free to 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4d00 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~’- 

Monday, April 25, 2011 1:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Schedule Conflicts/Changes/Questions 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi ladies: 

I am ahnost done with my final exam schedules, but I wanted to know- if anything is available for the following students: 

Sony fi~r the long email ladies, I will try to check my email again later on today. I may have additional changes/inquiries later on so I’ll send another email if needed. 

Have a great day and I’~1 see yall soon!! 

Tia 

Tia ©verstreet 
Academic Com~selor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:30 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam Schedule Contlicks/Changes/Ques~tions 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Thanks Amy! Just now getting this :-) 

Tia ©verstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4q00 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 4/25,’2011 10:38 PM >>> 
Tia, 

Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footbal[ 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Tia ©verstreet 4,’25/2011 1:26 PM >>> 
Hi ladies: 

I am almost done with tW final exam schedules, but I wanted to know- if anything is available for the following students: 

Sorl~’ for the long email ladies, I will tl~’ to check my email again later on today I may have additional changes/inquiries later on so I’ll send another email if needed. 

Have a great day and I’ll see yall soon!! 

Tia 

Tia ©verstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 



University of North Carolina-Chapel tIi[l 
919-843-4d~0 w 
everstre@uncaa uric .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu.-- 

Friday, April 29, 2011 10:00 AM 

Stephanie ][.aJ~e <slane@unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Session for 

TEXTI’.httn 

Gotcha. I have the schedule you sent below but there will be an adjustment to it on 5/3--~ 
that you sent Am?’ and ~vorked for you? 

~dll not be able to attend due to 2 exams. What ~vas the list of times and/or days 

Thanks for the update. I know Amy has been in and out of the office so she may not have been able to keep me in the loop with your last email about your times of availability Thanks for 
your patience and working us into your alread,v busy schedule. Hopefully the guys will have openings that work with your available time slots. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> Stephanie Lane <slane@unc.edu> 4/29/2011 9:23 AM >>> 
Hi Tia, 

If that is the case, then I have not been updated on the latest plans. Am?’ asked me if I could do a review session with them at a certain time, that time did not work for me, I gave her a list of 
times that did work ~2~r me, and I never heard back. Last I heard, my schedule is as follows: 

Thanks, 
Stephanie 

On Fri, Apt 29, 2011 at 9:19 AM, Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning Stephanie, 
I know either Jaimie or AtW will respond about so you can schedule accordingly. 
Question: When you say a few others, would that mean the request AtW made for a make-up session with                             would be from 11 ant to 12pnr on May 4th? I don’t 
nrean to confuse you, so if I have this all wrong please let me kno~v if are able to get a ruake up session since they- can not meet with you on 5/3 due to 2 exams that day 
and during your session. 
Sorry in advance for an?" confusion I may cause with this email :-) 
Thanks Stephanie 
Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Acaderuic Com~selor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 ( te1:919-843-4400 ) w 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Stephanie Lane <slane@unc.edu> 4/29/2011 9:07 AM >>> 
Hi all, 

was missing in the tutoring session this Wednesday when the guys completed Quiz 8. This is the final quiz, and it is worth 4 points of the final grade It is due by May 4. Next week, I 
will be doing a full-length practice final exam with the guys, publicly available on Blackboard. 

This means that it would be best there was an extra session for to have time to work on quiz 8, given that the full-length practice final is going to take a sizable amount of time. 

I am currently slated to work with 
could do 10-11. 

(and a few others) from 11-12; I could stay an extra hour after my next session is ticee from 1-2, or if could show tap by 10, thel"~ I 

Thanks, 
Stephanie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:21 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Econ Tutor ~ 

TEXTf.httn 

S ounds good.. I don’t have his schedule in front of me, but I think that may ~vork. I see that you canceled his sessions ~vith 

Thanks again 

Tia 

which is perfect. YVhen can he start with 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-4d00 w 

overstre@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 9:49 AM >>> 
how about tot with 
thanks! 
A 

? She has another appointment at noon on those days so we could piggy back. let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> Tia Overstreet ~:54 PM >>> 
Hi 2uny, 

I know today has been a long one for you, but when you get a chance please read this email and let me know what you can do/find. 

has requested a one-on-one tutor session with or a tutor xvith a sinrilar, strong backgrotmd in Econ Daytime will xvork for him if night tinre sessions are all 
booked,      is a great tutor for his other course (AMST), but    isn’t getting what he needs in his sessions. Since     ~as made aware of              trop in hours, he has attended 
thenr but the problenr is that it’s drop-in and wasn’t able to get tmdivided attention for his specific course probtems. Instead xvorks the room helping other students in other 
sessions, hence the drop-in session, but didn’t think there would be that many students. 

He did apologize by nraking another request but wanted us to kmow he just xvants to do well and be prepared for his exams. 

Thanks for looking into this. 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Acaderuic Co~xselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
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